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ОБЩЕЭКОНОМИЧЕСКИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
«Индия станет экономической основой для глобального роста», считают эксперты Гарвардского университета
India to be base to economic pole of global growth: Study
The Times of India. 7.07.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-to-be-base-to-economic-pole-of-global-growth-study/articleshow/59468996.cms

•A Harvard University study has said, India will be the base to the economic
pole of global growth
•This projection has been made for the next decade
•The study has also said that India will remain ahead of China
NEW YORK: India will be the base to the economic pole of global growth
over the coming decade, remaining ahead of China, according to a Harvard
University research.
The study also warns of a continued slowdown in global growth over the
coming decade. India and Uganda top the list of the fastest growing economies to
2025, at 7.7 per cent annually.
"The economic pole of global growth has moved over the past few years from
China to neighbouring India, where it is likely to stay over the coming decade,"
new growth projections presented by researchers at Center for International
Development at Harvard University (CID) said.
Growth in emerging markets is predicted to continue to outpace that of
advanced economies, though not uniformly. The projections are optimistic about
new growth hubs in East Africa and new segments of Southeast Asia, led by
Indonesia and Vietnam.
Researchers attribute India's rapid growth prospects to the fact that it is
particularly well positioned to continue diversifying into new areas, given the
capabilities accumulated to date."India has made inroads in diversifying its export
base to include more complex sectors, such as chemicals, vehicles, and certain
electronics," it said. The new data reveals a decline in China's exports. China's
economic complexity ranking also falls four spots for the first time since the global
financial crisis.
"China's rapid growth rate over the past decade has narrowed the gap between
its complexity and its income, which researchers suggest is the harbinger of slower
growth," the research said. The growth projections still have China growing above
the world average, though at 4.4 per cent annually for the coming decade, the
slowdown relative to the current growth trend is significant, it added.
The growth projections are based on measures of each country's economic
complexity, which captures the diversity and sophistication of the productive
capabilities embedded in its exports and the ease with which it could further
diversify by expanding those capabilities.
"The major oil economies are experiencing the pitfalls of their reliance on one
resource. India, Indonesia, and Vietnam have accumulated new capabilities that
allow for more diverse and more complex production that predicts faster growth in
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the coming years," said Ricardo Hausmann, director of CID, professor at the
Harvard Kennedy School (HKS), and the lead researcher of The Atlas of Economic
Complexity.
Uganda joins three other East African countries in the top 10 fastest growing
countries, though a significant fraction of that growth is due to rapid population
growth. On a per capita basis, Uganda is the only East African country that
remains in the top 10 in the growth projections, though at 4.5 per cent annually its
prospects are more modest.
Развивающиеся страны будут расти медленнее в сфере экономики в 2017
г., чем это ожидалось (Форум в Давосе в середине января 2017 г.)
Developing economies could see slower-than-expected growth in 2017
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
21st,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1302105/outlook-2017-developing-economies-see-slower-expectedgrowth/

DAVOS, SWITZERLAND: The prospects of global economic growth are
better this year, the developing countries would grow at a slower-than-expected
pace due to the withdrawal of high-denomination banknotes by India and spillover
effects of US politics on Mexico, said Managing Director of the IMF, Christine
Lagarde, Friday.
This is for the first time in recent years that the IMF has not revised the Gross
Domestic Product growth rate downward, which is expected to remain at 3.4% in
2017, said Lagarde while speaking at a session on Global Economic Outlook. The
session was arranged on the last day of the annual World Economic Forum
Meeting.
The economic transformation of Pakistan through IT
Chancellor of the Exchequer of the UK, Finance Minister of Germany,
Governor, Bank of Japan and Chief Executive Officer of the Blackrock USA also
spoke on the occasion.
Global economic growth numbers are looking better this year than in the
previous years, said Lagarde. She said that Japan and European Union economies
were doing better and forecast for the US economy has also been upward revised.
However, growth forecast for emerging markets has been revised slightly
downward, she added. The Indian economy will grow at less than earlier estimates
due to negative effects of the withdrawal of banknotes on its economy, said the
MD.
Last year, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced to withdraw large
denomination banknotes, a move aimed as a crackdown against tax evasion.
She said that spillover effects of US politics on Mexico economy was another
reason for downward revision of developing economies.
The IMF MD said that there was still some ambiguity over the implications of
the anticipated trade measures that new US President Donald Trump announced
during his election campaign. She said that a combination of trade restrictions and
a tax package would not be good for the global economy.
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The IMF MD said that the high possibility of strengthening of the US dollar
will have implications for the companies that have borrowed in dollars.
Laurence D Fink, CEO of Blackrock, USA, said that trade restrictions by the
new US administration would be an attack on those who have voted for Trump. He
said any restriction on trade would carry implications for the US and global
economy. He said some of the policies of the new administration would strengthen
the US currency that will also have implications. We are going to live in a world of
a strong dollar, he added.
Wolfgard Schäuble, the Finance Minister of Germany, said that the Eurozone
was doing better now in terms of fiscal and monetary policies. However, he said
that elections in some EU countries were important in terms of long-term stability.
The finance minister said that consumer demand was also high compared with the
previous years.
Growth in remittances nearly stagnated in developing countries with
‗exception‘ of Pakistan
Phillip Hammond, the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the UK, said that the
EU would likely to remain the largest trading partner of the UK after Brexit. He
hoped that EU countries would avail highly efficient financial markets of the UK.
The Chancellor made it clear that the UK was closed for unskilled workers after
the Brexit.
He said that no system would be introduced to cut off the flow of skilled
manpower and graduates coming to take degree courses in high ranking UK
universities. He maintained that the UK would not accept the principal of free
movement of people.
Governor of Bank of Japan, Haruhiko Kuroda, said that in Japan the
unemployment rate has come down while core Inflation has become stable.
However, he said that the companies were reluctant to increase wages even after
increase in their profits and Japan will have to work on this area to achieve its
economic targets.

ОБЩАЯ ЭКОНОМИКА1
Здесь кратко исследована экономика таких стран как:
Австрия, Алжир, Аргентина, Афганистан, Бахрейн, Болгария, Бразилия,
Венгрия, Венесуэла, Гана, Греция, Дания, Египет, Зимбабве, Иордания, Ирак,
Иран, Испания, Италия, Катар, Кения, Кувейт, Ливан, Ливия, Македония,
Марокко, Мексика, Нигерия, Нидерланды, Норвегия, ОАЭ, Оман, Панама,
Перу, Польша, Румыния, Саудовская Аравия, Сирия, Словакия, Судан,
Танзания, Тунис, Финляндия, Чехия, Чили, Швеция, Эквадор, Эфиопия,
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Мировая экономика: Греция, Македония
World economies
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377179/world-economies

December

18th,

2017

Greece has the largest economy in the Balkans and is as an important
regional investor. It is classified as a high-income service based economy.
The service sector contributes nearly 83 per cent to the GDP while industrial
sector accounts for 13pc. With just four per cent contribution, the agricultural
sector is a significant producer within the EU.
Between 2000 and 2007, annual GDP growth averaged slightly above four
per cent, hitting its highest level at 5.8pc in 2003. The global financial crisis
together with Greek government-debt crisis plunged the economy into a sharp
downturn.
Annual growth turned negative at -0.2pc in 2015 and was flat at zero per
cent in 2016. Consequently, income inequality shows a gradual decline from the
relatively high level before 1980.
Due to the crisis, income inequality has been increasing since 2009.
However, the increase is less than expected, based on a significant decline in percapita GDP (PPP basis) which declined to $18,049 in 2016. As a result, the
percentage of people at risk of poverty over the period 2007-2016 went up by eight
points.
In 2015, unemployment rose to around 24pc. The seasonally-adjusted
unemployment rate fell to 20.5pc in September 2017 from an upwardly revised
20.7pc in August. Despite declining number of unemployed, the Greek
unemployment rate still remains more than double the eurozone‘s average.
The economy entered recovery in 2017 following almost a flat growth in
2016. The recovery is expected to strengthen as investment rebounds and
consumption growth rises. Economic sentiment has improved markedly and the
Greek prime minister is confident that the economy will grow in 2017 after a nineyear recession.
The government sees economic recovery to gain momentum in 2018 when
the GDP growth is likely to expand to 2.4pc. Both private consumption and
investment activity are forecast to be robust in 2018.
On the fiscal side for 2018, the Greek economy is expected to achieve a
primary surplus of 3.5pc of GDP. The headline fiscal balance to GDP ratio turned
positive in 2016 with 0.7pc surplus for the first time since at least 1995, ranking
Greece at the sixth higher fiscal performance in the EU.
The three times bailed-out Greece has made enough progress in balancing its
budget to be removed from special oversight of government spending. Greece‘s
debt-to-GDP ratio is expected to decline to 179.6pc in 2017 and further to 177.8pc
in 2018 on account of economic growth and the general government surplus
forecasts.
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The government aims to have fully regained access to bond markets by next
August, when the programme ends and plans new bond issues in 2018. But
international creditors express their concerns that even though Greece will have
enough cash, it might not continue with the recent reform momentum.
Macedonia
Macedonia, a small landlocked country in the Balkan Peninsula, declared
independence from Yugoslavia in 1991.
Since independence, it has made progress in liberalising its economy and
improving its business environment, but lagged the Balkan region in attracting
foreign investment. Corruption and weak rule of law remain significant problems.
Today Macedonia maintains a low debt-to-GDP ratio and is experiencing a
revitalised investment interest by companies from Turkey, Algeria, Albania, and
others. It can meet its basic food needs but depends on outside sources for all of its
oil and gas and most of its modern machinery and parts.
The World Bank has ranked Macedonia as an upper middle-income country.
Economic growth at 2.4pc in 2016 was well below the levels of the previous twoyears. It turned negative in the first-half of 2017, contracting by 0.9pc, mainly
reflecting a large drop in investment amidst intensifying political instability.
However, the resolution of the political crisis and formation of a new government
in June 2017 seems to have paved the way for a restoration of confidence.
On the back of some strengthening in exports and private consumption, the
IMF expects a 1.9pc growth for 2017 which is in line with the government
prediction. But the World Bank has lowered its growth forecast for this year to
1.5pc.
Growth is expected to rebound to 3.2pc in 2018 supported by stronger
investment and credit growth, expansion of export capacity and continued
improvement in labour markets.
Unemployment has remained consistently high at about 30pc since 2008.
Though the rate eased in 2016 and early 2017 helped by public investment and
employment programmes, but labour-force participation has fallen to its lowest
since 2012. It still remains consistently high at about 23pc.
The government has been loosening fiscal policy. The 2017 budget sees the
deficit at 2.9pc of GDP, slightly down from the previous three per cent. The
government plans to cut the budget deficit to 2.7pc of GDP in 2018.
The cabinet expects revenue growth to outpace expenditure growth next
year. It plans to borrow 470 million euros from local and foreign financial markets
to finance the planned budget deficit in 2018.
The IMF has supported the government‘s plan to strengthen public finance
management and increase fiscal transparency and emphasised that there is a need
for fiscal consolidation, in light of the rapid rise in public debt in the past and high
gross financing needs.
In the absence of durable consolidation measures, the fiscal deficit is
expected to widen and public debt to rise. Public debt has been rising steadily from
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below 30pc of GDP in 2010 toabove 45pc at end-2016, almost near doubling since
2008 and are projected to rise to 47pc of GDP in 2017, driven by government‘s
borrowing and guarantees to State-Owned Enterprises, which although low by
regional comparison, is significant for a small economy.
Мировая экономика: Дания, Нидерланды
World economies
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371548/world-economies

November

20th,

2017.

Denmark
Denmark has a mixed economy based on services and manufacturing but has
limited natural resources. The few significant and valuable natural resources
available include mature oil and gas wells in the North Sea.
However, the country has enough oil and gas reserves to ensure its energy
independence. It relies heavily on human resources and has one of the world‘s
lowest levels of income inequality, according to the World Bank.
Denmark is a wealthy country. Its GDP per-capita is among the highest in
the world as is Danish taxation.
The Danish modern market economy features a high-tech agriculture sector,
advanced industry with world-leading firms in pharmaceuticals, maritime shipping
and renewable energy. However, the development of its heavy industry is slow due
to limited natural resources.
Denmark is the world‘s leading manufacturer of wind turbines and exports
85 per cent of its production. The trade and investment policies are liberal and
encourage foreign investment.
Nearly 90pc of the country‘s agricultural revenue comes from livestock
production. Industry employs almost 20pc of the active population and contributes
22pc of GDP. The major activity sectors are the chemical, pharmaceutical and
biotechnology industries. The services sector contributes around three-quarters of
GDP, employing the largest share of the population 78pc.
The country is highly dependent on foreign trade, with exports comprising
the largest component of GDP. It is a net exporter of food, oil, and gas and enjoys
a comfortable balance of payments surplus, but depends on imports of raw
materials for the manufacturing sector.
The global financial crisis of 2008-2009 adversely affected Danish GDP
growth. Since 2010, however, it is experiencing a modest economic expansion.
The Danish economy is in a period of stable growth and rising employment,
largely due to reforms that have provided the basis for a sustainable development.
The economy further grew by 1.7pc in 2016. Employment growth remains robust,
reaching 1.5pc in 2016, driven by private sector employment, particularly in the
service sector.
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Economic growth is forecast to strengthen this year and next, supported by
robust private consumption and dynamic investment and stronger foreign demand.
Employment growth is expected to remain strong.
The outlook over the next two years is generally good. The government
expects to end 2017 with the highest growth rate for 10 years. According to the
Danish Ministry for Economic Affairs, the government expects two per cent
growth in 2017.
However, the Danish government expects the growth to decline slightly in
2018 to 1.8pc, following sluggish growth in public demand due to slightly weaker
growth abroad, as well as the pressure on available production resources. Private
consumption is forecast to remain the main growth driver.
The unemployment rate is expected to fall to 5.8pc in 2017 after hitting
6.2pc in 2016 4.2pc in 2017.
In 2017, the first half growth compared with the same period in 2016 was
reported to be 2.7pc. The Denmark National bank predicts the economy to expand
by 2.3pc in 2017.
In 2018 and 2019, annual growth is expected to be 1.8pc and 1.7pc.
Employment is forecast to grow faster than the labour force, reducing the
unemployment rate to 4.2pc in 2018.
In 2017 and 2018, the government deficit is estimated to be respectively
1.5pc and 1.1pc of GDP. The deficit on the structural balance proposed at 0.4pc of
GDP in the budget for 2017. The deficits thus remain within the limits of the
Budget Law and in relation to EU rules.
Netherlands
The Netherlands is the sixth-largest economy in the European Union. As
part of the euro zone, its monetary policy is controlled by the European Central
Bank.
It plays an important role as a European transportation hub, with a
persistently high trade surplus, stable industrial relations, and moderate
unemployment.
The Netherlands have a prosperous and open economy, which depends
heavily on foreign trade. Its GDP per capita is roughly $48,860 which makes it one
of richest nations in the world.
After two years of recession (2012-2013) during which GDP contracted by 1.1pc and -0.2pc, the Netherlands is experiencing a period of economic growth
since 2014.
Sustained by dynamic household consumption, nominal GDP growth has
continued to recover reaching three per cent in 2016. Benefiting from the improved
economic climate in Europe and the rest of the world, the Dutch economy is
performing better than expected.
According to the latest projections by CPB Netherlands Bureau for
Economic Policy Analysis, the Dutch economy grew 3.8pc (YoY) in the 2017
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second-quarter from 2.4pc in the first quarter, mainly driven by higher household
consumption and exports while government spending rebounded.
Based on improved quarterly performance, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
revised up its growth forecast to 3.3pc for 2017. For 2018, the growth projection is
now for 2.5pc.
Unemployment continues to move lower. In the first seven-months,
unemployment declined from 5.4pc to 4.8pc of the labour force. This fall is
attributable to strong job creation.
Unemployment will dip to 4.9pc in 2017. As a result of the continuing
improvement in the economy, unemployment is projected to decrease rapidly to
4.3pc in 2018, the lowest levels in a decade, with some sectors reporting
employment shortages
The budget balance for 2016 showed a surplus of 0.4pc of GDP for the first
time since 2008. The surplus is expected to rise to 0.5pc in 2017 and further to
0.8pc of GDP in 2018.
The budget balance will remain considerably more favourable than forecast,
mainly because the ongoing economic growth is generating higher revenues from
taxes and social insurance contributions. The rising surplus will help to push down
the public debt.
Мировая экономика: Италия, Испания.
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ITALY, the world‘s ninth-biggest economy, relies mainly on services and
manufacturing. The service sector accounts for almost three quarters of its GDP
and employs around 65 per cent of the workforce.
Industry accounts for a quarter of GDP and employs around 30pc of the
workforce. Manufacturing, which specialised in high-quality goods and mainly run
by small- and medium-sized, mostly family-owned enterprises, is the most
important sub-sector within the industry sector which plays an important role in the
global market of luxury goods.
One of the most important pillars of the economy is the production of highquality products such as in the machinery, textiles, industrial designs, alimentary
and furniture sectors, which contribute substantially to the country‘s exports.
Main exports are mechanical machinery and equipment, which account for
around 24pc of total exports. Exports of clothing and footwear account for around
11pc. Other important exports include motor vehicles and luxury vehicles,
electronic equipment and pharmaceutical products.
However, being poor in national resources, the country‘s energy and
manufacturing sectors are highly dependent on imports. Italy‘s main imports are
fuels, which account for around 17pc of total imports and make external position
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vulnerable to changes in import prices. Other imports include machinery, raw
materials and food.
The country is a net food importer, as the small developing agriculture sector
contributes just 5pc of GDP and employs around 4pc of the total workforce. The
country suffers from political instability, economic stagnation and lack of
structural reforms.
The economy faces a number of important challenges. A high
unemployment rate highlights the weaknesses of the Italian labour market and
growing global competition. The difficult status of the country‘s public finances
presents another challenge.
From 1961 to 1980, its economy grew at an average rate of 4.16pc, slightly
behind Spain and significantly faster than France and Germany. Annual average
economic growth slowed down to 2.4pc in 1980s and further to 1.6pc in 1990s.
Thus, prior to 2008 financial crisis, the country was already idling in low gear,
growing an average 1.2pc between 2001 and 2007.
Since the global financial crisis, the economy has continued to
underperform. The global crisis had a deteriorating effect on the already fragile
Italian economy. After shrinking by 1.1pc in 2008, the economy suffered 5.5pc
contraction in 2009, the strongest drop in decades.
Since then, Italy has shown no clear trend of recovery. It did stage a
moderate recovery with annual growth averaging 1.1pc in 2010-2011, but in 2012
and 2013 the growth again dipped to -2.4pc and -1.8pc. In the three years to 2016,
GDP managed to record moderate annual average growth of 0.6pc.
However, the economy is showing signs of continued recovery this year. It
is now in the fourth year of a moderate growth.
Driven by firm domestic demand and rising exports, the economy grew
1.8pc year-on-year in the third quarter of 2017, above 1.5pc in the previous
quarter, marking the fastest growth rate since the first quarter of 2011.
Spain
SPAIN is the world‘s 14th-largest economy by nominal GDP, but the fifth
largest in Europe behind Germany, United Kingdom, Italy and France, and the
fourth largest in the Eurozone.
It has a mixed capitalist economy. The economic growth remains fluctuated,
hitting record growth of 5.7pc in 1987 and highest decline of 3.7pc in 2009.
Following the financial crisis of 2007-08, its economy plunged into
recession, entering a cycle of negative macroeconomic performance. The economic
boom of the 2000s was reversed, leaving over a quarter of Spain‘s workforce
unemployed. The Spanish GDP contracted by almost 9pc during the 2009-2013
period.
After registering 1.9pc decline on annual average basis during 2011-13, the
economic situation started improving from 2014 onwards. In just two years (2014
and 2015), the Spanish economy had recovered 85pc of the GDP lost during the
recession.
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In 2015, the GDP grew 3.2pc, hitting the highest growth among larger
European economies that year. By then, the country managed to reverse the record
trade deficit which had built up during the boom years, attaining a trade surplus in
2013 after three decades of running a trade deficit.
The surplus kept strengthening during 2014 and 2015. With the country
growing twice as fast as the Eurozone average, the GDP continued to grow by
3.3pc in 2016.
Spain, Europe‘s fourth-largest economy, is now in its fourth year of
expansion. Economic activity accelerated in the first half of this year, underpinned
by private consumption and exports.
Growth is set to remain robust, but ease going forward, driven by a
slowdown in private consumption.
Structural reforms have contributed to improved competitiveness and strong
employment growth, but more effective labour market policies and re-skilling are
needed to further reduce unemployment.
After accelerating from 8.2pc in 2008 to 26pc in 2013, Spain‘s
unemployment rate heavily decreased from 2014 onwards. Since 2014, the country
has been registering steady annual fall in the official jobless figure. In 2016,
unemployment rate decelerated to 19.6pc, the steepest fall on record to date. It is
expected to contact further to 17pc in 2017.
Since Catalonia held a referendum on secession on Oct 1, an intensifying
stand-off between the national government and Catalan representatives has sparked
fears of social unrest.
Catalonia accounts for a fifth of Spain‘s GDP. The wealthy region‘s
intention to break away after a referendum has plunged Spain into its worst
political crisis. According to the government, the uncertainty around the Catalan
situation will hurt the economy and employment.
Мировая экономика – Чехия, Словакия
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Czechia, also known as the Czech Republic, is one of the most stable and
prosperous markets in Central Europe.
It has a highly diverse economy based on services, manufacturing and
innovation that maintains a high-income welfare state. The services sectors
contribute 60 per cent to the GDP while industry accounts for 38pc.
Its economy boasts one of the highest GDP growth rates and lowest
unemployment levels in the EU, but its dependence on exports makes economic
growth vulnerable to contractions in external demand.
It has one of the best infrastructure networks in the region, and is fast
catching up with Western European levels.
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The economy is supported by robust exports, chiefly in the automotive and
technology sectors, with close economic ties to Germany and Slovakia.
Automobile is the single largest industry. Exports comprise some 80pc of GDP.
Export-to-GDP ratio is one of the highest in the EU, and due to foreign investment,
the Czechia economy is highly integrated into international value chains.
In 2014, the government undertook some reforms to reduce corruption,
attract investment, and improve social welfare programs, as an attempt to increase
the government‘s revenues and improve Czechs‘ living conditions. GDP per capita
at $33,232 is one of the highest in Central and Eastern Europe.
Economic growth is projected to pick up in 2017 as strong labour demand
and limited labour supply will push the unemployment rate to new lows, boosting
wages. Private and public investment is recovering.
Since early 2017, labour demand has remained high and is fuelling wage
growth and consumer confidence. Recent data released by the National Statistics
Office suggests the economy has shifted into a higher gear and growth is expected
to accelerate in 2017 as the economic activity continues to grow robustly in the
third-quarter after strengthening in the second-quarter on the back of a broad-based
expansion.
In the second-quarter, the economy jumped on stronger fixed investment and
private consumption, growing 4.5pc in annual terms which represented a
significant acceleration compared to the 3pc rise in first-quarter. This is expected
to translate into acceleration in 2017 growth.
The Czech National Bank expects the economy to expand 2.9pc in 2017 and
2.8pc in 2018. According to the IMF, growth this year could be close to, or even
over 3pc, but also warned that labor shortages are expected to constrain growth to
about 2.5pc.
EU expects the economy to grow by 2.6pc in 2017, slightly above the 2.4pc
in 2016. The main contribution to GDP growth is expected to come from domestic
demand.
The Commission is of the view that the economy should benefit from the
ongoing recovery of global trade. Exports are expected to increase by 4.2pc in
2017, sufficient to provide a positive contribution to GDP growth. Euler Hermes
Research Group (EH) and Moody‘s forecast real GDP growth of 3pc in 2017.
Many economists are of the view that a risk on the horizon, however, stems
from the car market in Europe, which is probably approaching the point of
saturation after three years of expansion. A slowdown in demand for cars could hit
the most important sector of Czech industry.
In 2018, EU projects the growth to remain almost unchanged, with domestic
demand remaining buoyant and the contribution from net exports narrowing
towards zero, while the EH forecasts GDP growth to ease slightly to 2.8pc. The
IMF also projects a slower growth at around 2pc next year.
Fiscal policy is projected to be slightly expansionary in 2017, reflecting
public sector wage increases, and national and EU funded projects ramping up
again, and neutral in 2018.
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Slovakia
The republic has undergone a transition from a centrally planned economy to
a free market economy and became one of the most attractive investment locations
in Central Europe.
With its business- and investment-oriented economic environment, Slovakia
became an important member of European Union (EU) in 2004 and now is a part
of the world‘s largest common market comprised of more than 450 million
consumers. The country‘s banking sector is sound and predominantly foreign
owned.
The main sources of Slovak growth are its skilled and educated labor force,
low taxation and progressive entrepreneurial and investment legislation. The
Slovak economy has improved somewhat in recent years. Foreign trade is
important to Slovakia‘s economy.
Exports include machinery, chemicals, fuels, steel, and weapons. The Czech
Republic, Slovakia‘s main trading partner, supplies about 30pc of Slovakia‘s
imports and purchases approximately 40pc of its exports. Austria, Germany, and
Russia are Slovakia‘s other leading trade partners.
Exports, mainly driven by automobile and electronics, are the main
contributor to GDP growth, accounting for about 93pc. It is the fastest growing
economy in Central Europe
From 2017 onwards, the Slovak economy stands to benefit from the
expected recovery in global trade. The economy is set to remain on a solid growth
path, with household consumption becoming the main driver of growth. A gradual
recovery is also expected in investment in 2017 which will accelerate thereafter,
driven by private investment in the automotive industry and large infrastructure
projects.
The National Bank of Slovakia projects GDP to grow 3.2pc in 2017 and
4.2pc in 2018. FocusEconomics Consensus Forecast panelists expect GDP growth
to reach 3.5pc in 2018. OECD projects 4.1pc growth in 2018, led by persistently
strong domestic demand.
The strengthening labour market and rising incomes will further raise
household consumption.
The expansion of production plants in the automotive industry, with the new
Jaguar car plant planned to be operational from 2018, is expected to positively
affect exports, including outside the EU.
Public finances have continued to improve. Fiscal policy is likely to be
tightened, with the budget deficit declining to a new historical low of -1.3pc of
GDP in 2017.
Мировая экономика: Румыния и Болгария
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Romania is the largest electronics producer in Central and Eastern Europe
and is rich in iron ore, oil, salt, uranium, nickel, copper and natural gas; and a
regional leader in multiple fields, such as IT and motor vehicle production.
In the past 20years Romania has also grown into a major centre for mobile
technology, information security, and related hardware research Dacia
automobiles.
Romania‘s top 10 exports are vehicles, machinery, chemical goods,
electronic products, electrical equipment, pharmaceuticals, transport equipment,
basic metals, food products, and rubber and plastics.
The economy was affected by the financial crisis of 2007–08 and shrank in
2009 by 7.1pc.
Driven by strong industrial exports and excellent agricultural harvests in
2015, the economy grew by 3.9pc.
The reforms undertaken by the coalition government formed in June 2017
lay down priorities for 2017-20 including investment in infrastructure, health care,
education, job creation, and small and medium enterprise development, in addition
to tax and pension reforms.
In the first-quarter of 2017, annual economic growth accelerated to 5.7pc on
the back of strong consumption and further to 6.1pc in the second-quarter on the
back of strong performance of the industrial sector and rising consumption.
The second-quarter‘s impressive growth demonstrates the country has
benefited from a healthy eurozone and a stronger global economy.
The rapid growth was spurred by strong consumer spending. Households
have been supported by wage hikes for public sector employees, low overall
unemployment and cuts in the VAT.
However, concerns about governance and weak administration limit
Romania‘s competitive advantages.
The finance ministry analysts forecast 2017 growth at 5.6pc based on
expectations of a more robust performance across sectors while Raiffeisen Bank
Romania forecasts 2017 economic growth at 4.9pc.
FocusEconomics panellists expect the economy to slow slightly in the
second-half, but will continue to be supported by strong domestic demand.
They predict an expansion of 5.2pc in 2017, mainly driven by households‘
consumption before decelerating to 3.8pc in 2018.
On the fiscal side, the ruling coalition had announced changes to major taxes
due in 2018, including replacing a corporate flat tax of 16pc on profit with a
progressive tax on turnover.
But after sharply negative market reaction and criticism from local and
foreign investors, it has now scrapped a plan to tax companies‘ turnover. But the
finance ministry was still assessing a planned solidarity tax for top earners.
Romania‘s 2017 budget based on projections of 5.2pc economic growth sets
a deficit equivalent to 2.99pc of GDP.
The Economist, however, estimates that budget deficit will exceed the
ceiling of three per cent of GDP, reaching 3.2pc in 2017.
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The European Commission expects Romania‘s to run the EU‘s largest
deficits this year and next at around 3.9pc of GDP. The headline general
government balance is projected to reach a deficit of 3.5pc and 3.7pc of GDP in
2017 and 2018.
Bulgaria
Though Bulgaria is traditionally an agricultural economy, it is now
considerably industrialised.
Industry depends on the heavy manufacturing sectors (metallurgical,
chemical, machine building), however, the most dynamic sectors are textile,
pharmaceutical products, cosmetic products, the mobile telephone industry and the
software industry.
Bulgaria‘s main mineral resources include bauxite, copper, lead, zinc, coal,
lignite, iron ore, oil and natural gas.
The advancement of structural reforms, the introduction of the currency
board and the expectations of EU accession released a decade of exceptionally
high growth and improved living standards since 2000s.
The economy was severely hit by the 2008 financial crisis, a series of
political crises and Eurozone developments in 2013–14 which loosened some of
the gains achieved earlier.
Consequently, annual GDP growth slowed to 3.6pc in 2009 and averaged
just 0.3pc in six-years to 2014.
According to the National Statistical Institute, the economy posted 3.5pc
growth YoY in the first quarter of 2017, unchanged over the previous two quarters,
attributable to an increase of 4.1pc in domestic consumption which offset a 5.4pc
decline in gross-fixed capital formation.
In the second-quarter, the economy posted 3.6pc growth with domestic
consumption up 4.2pc and gross-capital formation lower by 0.9pc.
The Bulgarian finance minister sees the economy growing by four per cent
this year but expects 2018 growth slightly down at 3.9pc. The IMF also sees 2017
economy growing at 3.6pc with slightly lower growth of 3.2pc in 2018.
Unemployment rate is expected to drop to 6.6pc in 2017 and 6.4pc next
year, from 7.7pc at end-2016.
The EBRD expects the economy to grow 3.2pc in 2017 and three per cent in
2018. FocusEconomics Consensus Forecast panellists expect the economy to grow
4.6pc in 2017. For 2018, the panel expects the economy to expand 3.7pc.
The finance ministry ended 2016 with a surplus of 0.6pc of GDP. Improved
growth should help the country to end 2017 with a smaller deficit than the targeted
of 1.4pc of GDP.
The Balkan government which aims to achieve a balanced budget by 2020,
sees fiscal deficit narrower than its target of one per cent and 0.5pc of GDP for
2018 and 2019.
For 2017-2018, Euler Hermes forecasts the annual fiscal deficit to remain
low at about one per cent of GDP while Moody‘s credit ratings agency has
confirmed that an increased degree of EU funds utilisation would lead to a small
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budget deficit of 0.6pc of GDP in 2017, comfortably reaching the authorities‘
target of fiscal balance by 2020.
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Hungary
Hungary has a high-income mixed economy which continues to be one of
the leading nations in Central and Eastern Europe for attracting foreign direct
investment.
Major industries include food processing, pharmaceuticals, motor vehicles,
information technology, chemicals, metallurgy, machinery, electrical goods, and
tourism.
In the past 20 years Hungary has also grown into a major centre for mobile
technology, information security, and related hardware research.
It is the largest electronics producer in Central and Eastern Europe.
Electronics manufacturing and research are among the main drivers of economic
growth in the country.
Its productive capacity is more than 80 per cent privately owned. Around
39pc overall taxation funds the country‘s welfare economy. Household
consumption is the main component of gross domestic product which accounts for
50pc, followed by gross fixed capital formation (22pc) and government
expenditure (20pc).
The global economic downturn, declining exports, and low domestic
consumption and investment, dampened by government austerity measures
resulted in a severe economic contraction in 2009 when the country suffered
negative GDP growth at 6.6pc, one of the worst economic contractions in its
history.
In 2010, the government implemented a number of changes including
cutting business and personal income taxes, but imposed crisis taxes on financial
institutions, energy and telecom companies, and retailers but GDP grew by just
0.7pc.
However, the economy managed to show signs of recovery in 2011 with
decreasing tax rates and a moderate 1.7pc GDP growth. After declining by 1.6pc in
2012, GDP picked up again from 2014.
Based on the European Commission‘s data the 2015 growth accelerated to
3.3pc, attributable to a moderately growing domestic demand supported by gross
fixed capital formation growth.
But from the beginning of 2016, the economy started to show signs of
slowing. Significantly shrunk base of available EU funds adversely impacted the
country‘s performance. Real growth thus decelerated to 2pc in 2016, mainly a
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result of reduced EU fund absorption which caused a sharp drop in fixed
investment by 15.5pc.
According to the Hungarian Central Statistical Office‘s latest report, GDP
was up by 3.2pc year-on-year in the second quarter against 3.7pc in the first
quarter, mainly driven by the market services sector.
The improved performance is attributable to recently implemented projects
financed from funds made available in the EU programme for 2014-20.
In the second quarter of 2017, the volume of investment grew by 27pc yearon-year while exports expanded by 6.5pc. Coupled with robust growth registered
in the previous quarter, the investment volume in the first half of 2017 was up
25pc.
Following the period of successful crisis-management, the Hungarian
economy has regained its macro-economic balance and subsequent pro-growth
measures enabled the economy to enter a stable growth path.
The economy is expected to grow faster in the second half of 2017. Citing
the expected boost in employment, growth and consumption following a six-year
wage agreement signed one month earlier, the Hungarian Ministry for National
Economy is confident to achieve 2017 GDP growth of 4.1pc and projected a
further slight acceleration in the in 2018 growth rate to 4.3pc.
Poland
It is the sixth-largest economy in the European Union and classified as a
high-income economy by World Bank.
According to the Central Statistical Office of Poland, in 2010 the Polish
economic growth was 3.9pc, one of the best in Europe. It grew further by 3.3pc in
2014 and 3.8pc in 2015.
Although in 2016 economic growth sharply slowed to 2.7pc, the government
stimulus measures combined with a tighter labour market in late 2016 kick-started
new growth.
Though Polish economic growth slowed down slightly in the second quarter
of 2017, decelerating slightly from first quarter growth of 4pc year-on-year rise,
the GDP expanded 3.9pc over the same period in 2016, fuelled by solid gains in
private consumption and sharp fall in unemployment since the beginning of the
year.
The economic fluctuations of the business cycle did affect Poland‘s
unemployment rate, which had reached almost 11pc by early 2013 but started
falling subsequently. In 2017, the unemployment rate is set to fall to a new record
low, reaching 4.4pc.
According to the Statistical Institute, the deceleration in second-quarter GDP
came on the back of a weaker performance by the external sector, but still
represents a solid expansion. Growth is projected to accelerate to 3.6pc in 2017 and
remain strong in 2018.
FocusEconomics panellists expect GDP to grow 3.8pc in 2017 and 3.4pc in
2018.
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The EU Commission is of the view that the economy has been undergoing a
growth spurt in response to robust domestic demand and a recovery in investment
after a slow 2016. GDP growth is expected to rebound to 3.5pc in 2017, before
slowing slightly to 3.2pc.
According to the World Bank, Poland‘s economic growth is expected to
accelerate to 3.3pc in 2017, compared to 2.8pc in 2016, supported by stronger
investment and consumption. Growth is expected to remain broadly stable at 3.2pc
in both 2018 and 2019.
The IMF projects GDP growth to accelerate to 3.6pc in 2017 and remain
strong in 2018, though slightly lower at 3.3pc. The economy is picking up because
of new investments funded by the EU. The Ministry of Finance is more optimistic,
forecasting the real GDP growth of 3.8pc to 3.9pc in 2018-20, on sustained strong
investment growth.
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SWEDEN, traditionally an agrarian economy, has now become one of the
world‘s most highly developed post-industrial and export-oriented economies.
The main industries include motor vehicles, telecommunications,
pharmaceuticals, industrial machines, precision equipment, chemical goods, home
goods and appliances, forestry, iron, and steel. About 90pc of all resources and
companies are privately owned.
Only five per cent are owned by the state while another five per cent operate
as either consumer or producer cooperatives. The country has achieved a high
standard of living under a mixed system of high-tech capitalism and extensive
welfare benefits.
The Swedish GDP growth rate was hampered by the 2008-2009 global
financial crises, which affected overall performance during 2001-2012.
Sweden‘s economy grew by a robust 3.3pc in 2016. Since inflation picked
up slightly, these developments dampened real disposable income growth but
domestic demand was the main growth driver in 2016.
GDP growth averaged 3.2pc in 2014-16. Over the last three years, the
Swedish economy consistently ranked first among Nordic countries, thanks to
strong domestic demand.
Today it has lowest levels of national debt among the EU, low and stable
inflation, a healthy banking system and a diverse, highly competitive and
successful economy.
The National Institute of Economic Research latest report reveals that
Sweden‘s economy is set to expand at a faster-rate this year but the pace will slow
sharply next-year.
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The Stockholm-based state-run think tank has revised its growth forecast
based on second-quarter performance. The NIER now forecast more optimistic
full-year growth at three per cent for 2017.
The Institute has also revised its GDP growth prediction for 2018 to 2.2pc.
At the same time, the Swedish National Debt Office expects GDP growth at 2.3pc
in 2017 and 2.1pc in 2018.
According to OECD, Sweden would have to fight to keep its solid
performance on track during this year as global growth still remains weak.
Euler Hermes, on the other hand, reports that activity in 2017 is expected to
be slightly slow due to less dynamic demand than in 2016. Private consumption
will be affected by slower wage growth and the decline in unemployment.
Still private consumption could expand by 1.8pc in 2017 and 2.2pc in 2018
after slowing to 3.2pc in 2016. It forecasts GDP growth to further slowdown to
2.2pc in 2017 and 2.1pc in 2018. The central bank expects 2.8pc growth this year.
The IMF sees growth to moderate to a still solid 2.4pc in 2017 against 3.4pc in
2016.
Employment grew strongly in 2016. The labour market continued to
improve quite significantly in 2016 with employment growing by 1.7pc and the
unemployment rate falling to 6.9pc.
There are good prospects for further employment growth in view of
sustained economic growth. The unemployment-rate appears to stay broadly stable
in 2017 and 2018 due to the expansion of the labour force. Unemployment was at
7.3pc in July which is expected to level out at 6.6per cent by end-2017.
The Swedish government has predicted that unemployment will drop to
5.9pc in 2018 and will continue to stay at 5.9pc in 2019 and 2020.
Central government debt is estimated at 30pc and 28pc of GDP respectively
in 2017 and 2018.
Norway
NORWAY is one of the wealthiest countries in the world. It has a stable
economy with a vibrant private sector, a large state sector, and an extensive social
safety net.
The country has a very high standard of living compared with other
European countries and a strongly integrated welfare system.
Norway‘s modern manufacturing and welfare system rely on a financial
reserve produced by exploitation of natural resources, particularly North Sea. The
country is richly endowed with natural resources in addition to oil and gas,
including hydropower, fish, forests, and minerals.
It is one of the top oil and gas producing nations in the world and is one of
the world‘s leading petroleum exporters. The petroleum sector
provides about nine per cent of jobs, 15pc of GDP, and 39pc of exports,
according to official national estimates.
Norway has managed to translate economic growth into high and rising
living standards. Its GDP per-capita is an estimated $70,450 in 2016.
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After solid annual GDP growth averaging 7.5pc between 2006 and 2008, the
economic growth contracted by 1.7pc in 2009 before returning to modest positive
growth averaging 4.7pc per annum between 2010-14.
Euler Hermes reports a humble yearly growth of positive 0.9pc in 2016, the
lowest in seven years.. Prospects are more positive for the next years. Norway
should see a rebound in GDP growth to +1.5pc in 2017 and +1.8pc in 2018.
FocusEconomics Consensus Forecast panelists see total GDP increasing
1.4pc in 2017. For 2018, the panel expects the economy to expand 1.8pc.
The economy is projected to strengthen gradually owing to stronger growth
of private consumption and both petroleum and non-oil investment. Employment
growth will also pick up in years ahead.
The Central Bank expects total GDP to increase 1.0pc in 2017 and to expand
1.1pc in 2018.
The Norwegian unemployment rate has been low compared to other
Scandinavian and European countries, in particular since the mid-1990s. The
unemployment rate is seen falling to 4.5pc in 2017 and 3.8pc in 2018.
Oil prices have risen significantly from very low levels early in 2016, but the
negative impulses from the petroleum sector continue to dominate.
Statistics Norway believes that growth will be slow and cautious in coming
years. It is expected that a smaller drop in oil investments, low interest rates,
expansionary fiscal policies and increased global growth will gradually accelerate
growth in the Norwegian economy.
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Austria, a landlocked country located in Central Europe, is one of the 14
richest nations in the world with GDP per capita of $44,176, according to last
year‘s estimates.
With a GDP of $386.4 billion, Austria has a well-developed social market
economy, and a high standard of living.
After becoming a member state of the European Union (EU), Austria gained
closer ties to other economies of the 28-nation bloc, reducing its economic
dependence on Germany.
The external debt is more than 50 per cent of GDP. Austria could very likely
face a crisis that will have a longer impact on the economy if this debt continues to
grow.
Austria‘s economy features a large service sector, a relatively sound
industrial sector, and a small but highly developed agricultural sector.
The service industry dominates the economy, contributing around 71pc to
GDP and employing over two-thirds of the country‘s active population. The
industrial sector represents about 28pc of GDP and employs 26pc of the active
population. The agricultural sector contributes about 1.3pc to GDP.
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The renewable energy sector, especially hydroelectric power, is booming
and its performance has exceeded those of the tourism and construction sectors.
Early gains on the back of participation in global value chains and profitable
banking sector expansion have reversed after the financial crisis, according to the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
However, the growth remained relatively weak in following years, rising to
0.9pc in 2015 from 0.7pc in 2014. The economy has shown clear signs of an
economic upswing since 2016 after several years of weak economic growth and
deteriorating labour market conditions.
From 1.5pc growth in 2016, demand and output in Austria are expected to
accelerate economic growth significantly in 2017 and 2018.
With lively internal demand benefitting from labour market conditions and
foreign trade contributing more strongly to GDP growth, the Austrian economy is
expected to expand by 2pc in 2017 and 1.8pc in 2018.
Austria‘s central bank has raised its forecasts for economic growth this year
and next. On the back of accelerating exports and robust consumer spending, the
2017 growth is expected to be stronger than that of the euro area for the first time
since 2013.
The Austrian National Bank has revised GDP growth forecast for this year
to 2.2pc and also raised its estimate for 2018 to 1.7pc.
Austria‘s two main economic think tanks have also raised their forecasts for
the country‘s economic growth. For 2017, the Wifo think tank expects GDP to
grow 2.4pc while the other think tank, IHS, forecasts 2.2pc growth. Both expect
slightly slower growths of 2pc and 1.7pc in 2018.
The European Commission has also raised GDP growth forecast for 2017 to
2.2pc and 1.7pc for 2018.
The economy is expected to reach $427.1bn by 2018, according to Lucintel,
a leading global management consulting and market research firm. The IMF
expects 1.2pc growth in 2017 and 1.4pc in 2018.
Austria‘s fiscal position faces several external risks, such as unexpectedly
weak world economic growth threatening the export market, banks‘ continued
exposure to Central and Eastern Europe, political and economic uncertainties
caused by the European sovereign debt crisis, the current refugee crisis, and
continued unrest in Russia and Ukraine.
Robust economic growth will help push the deficit under 1pc of GDP with
public debt declining to 80.2pc in 2017. For the first time since 2008, the public
debt will probably fall to below 80pc of GDP in 2018.
Finland
Finland has a highly industrialised, largely free-market economy with per
capita GDP of $44,852, almost as high as that of Austria and the Netherlands, and
slightly above that of Germany and Belgium.
The size of its GDP at current price is $247.9bn. The largest sector of the
economy is services at 72.7pc, followed by manufacturing and refining at 31.4pc.
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Primary production is 2.9pc. Finland has timber and several mineral and freshwater
resources.
Finland is highly integrated in the global economy, and international trade is
a third of GDP. The European Union makes 60pc of the total trade.
Real GDP growth accelerated to 1.6pc in 2016. This was the highest pace of
expansion in five-years.
Private consumption grew faster than real disposable income on the back of
high consumer confidence and a substantial decline in the household saving rate.
The pick-up in output growth has contributed, along with fiscal measures, to
reducing the government deficit.
According to the latest forecast of the Ministry of Finance, the Finnish
economy will grow by 2.4pc this year.
Growth is expected to continue in 2018 and 2019, but at a slightly slower
pace. It is expected to be more diversified than before as growth is accelerating in
all major sectors.
Private consumption and investment are expected to remain the main growth
drivers and exports are expected to pick up due to the strengthening of global
demand and improved competitiveness.
Finnish exports are expected to grow by almost 5pc this year. The
unemployment rate will decrease to 8.5pc in 2017 and 8.2pc in 2018.
Finland‘s central bank has revised economic growth forecasts, citing
recovering exports but warned that reforms were needed to boost growth and
strengthen public finances. The bank expects the GDP to rise 2.1pc this year and
forecast growth of 1.7pc for 2018 and 1.4pc for 2019.
Despite the firming up of exports, economic growth in the forecast period
will mainly depend on private consumption and investment. Although most
forecasters expect the economy to record respectable growth this year, it will be
still smaller than the 5.2pc growth registered in 2008.
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Venezuela
Venezuela is rich in natural resources and has one of the largest oil and
mineral reserves in Latin America and the Caribbean. The proven oil reserves have
reached 302.25 billion barrels which makes it a world leader ahead of Saudi
Arabia.
Oil accounts for about 95 per cent of export earnings and 50pc of budget
revenues which shows the economy‘s lack of diversification.
In 1970, Venezuela had become the richest country in Latin America, and was
ranked one of the 20 richest countries in the world, with per-capita income higher
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than Spain and Greece. Venezuelan workers were known for enjoying the highest
wages in Latin America.
However, the situation dramatically changed after oil prices collapsed during
the 1980s. The economy contracted and inflation levels rose between 1982 and
1986.
GDP turned positive in 1990 and 1991, growing 4.4pc and 9.2pc after
suffering 8.3pc negative growth in 1989.
The wages remained low and unemployment high among Venezuelans. The
imposition of tough currency controls in 2003 in an attempt to prevent capital
flight, a steady decline in oil production and exports and a series of currency
devaluations adversely disturbed the economy.
Price controls, a near-total freeze on any access to foreign currency at
reasonable official exchange rates resulted in severe shortages and steep price
rises.
Since 2006, the Venezuelan government has pursued a policy of assuming
state control of strategic sectors to promote national development.
Between 2005 and 2012, the country boasted an average annual GDP growth
of around 5pc. Economic growth and redistribution policies led to a significant
decline in poverty, from 50pc in 1998 to around 30pc in 2013.
From the beginning of the past decade until late 2014, Venezuela benefited
from historically high oil prices, which enabled increased public spending on
ambitious programmes.
Venezuela now produces roughly two million barrels per day (bpd) of oil,
down by more than a million barrels over the last two decades. Its oil production
and international reserves are falling at an accelerated rate.
National reserves have further declined and currently at a 15-year low, most
of them in gold bars, not cash.
Already in decline in 2015, the economy shrank by negative 18pc in 2016,
after minus 6.5pc in 2015, implying a cumulative output contraction of more than
20pc since 2013.
Oil production in 2016 dropped by 10pc to reach an over 23-year low. This
year would be the fourth consecutive year of negative GDP growth. Oil production
is likely to decline further due to chronic operational problems.
Ecuador
The Ecuadorian economy is the eighth largest in Latin America which is
substantially dependent on its petroleum resources, accounting for more than half
of the country‘s export earnings and around 30pc of government revenues in recent
years.
The country is the world‘s largest exporter of bananas and the second-largest
exporter of farmed shrimp.
The mining sector is developing steadily. But its GDP constitutes mainly of
oil revenues and agricultural exports. Currently, the oil-dependency burden
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Ecuador faces downside risks due to constrained export and fiscal revenues, as a
consequence of crude oil prices that have rebounded but are still low.
In 1999-2000, Ecuador‘s economy suffered from a banking crisis which led to
GDP contraction by 5.3pc. As a result of a series of structural reforms in 2000,
which also included adoption of the US dollar as legal tender, the economy became
fully dollarised.
This helped macroeconomic stability and positive growth returned in the
following years, helped by high oil prices, remittances, and increased nontraditional exports.
The economy grew at an average of 4.3pc annually between 2002 and 2006,
the highest five-year average in 25 years, with GDP growth hitting an all-time high
of 10.20pc in the second quarter of 2004.
Buoyed by high global petroleum prices and increased public sector
investment, the economy grew by 6.4pc in 2008 after a moderate growth of 2.2pc
in 2007. 2009 witnessed a sluggish growth of under 1pc.
However, driven by high oil prices and substantial external financing, annual
GDP growth averaged 5.2pc during 2010 to 2014.
In 2015, the country entered its first recession in almost two decades. Lower
oil prices compared to pre-2015 levels revealed the unsustainability of the public
spending pace after the country failed to build a countercyclical fund.
The economy continued in recession in 2016 while the situation further
worsened. The economy contracted for the first time in a decade, registering a
negative growth of 1.5pc according to official estimates.
The private economists estimated the GDP growth in minus 2.3pc while the
IMF has estimated 4.5pc decline.
Given the sluggish economic situation, Ecuador was forced to cut public
spending and to increase its debt level to 40pc of GDP. The fiscal deficit increased
significantly in 2016, despite restrictive civil servants salary freeze, increase in
import taxes and lower subsidies.
In 2017, oil export revenues are expected to increase, following slight
recovery in oil prices but the economy is expected to continue contracting.
While the government is hoping for more than 1pc growth, the IMF confirms
that the economy is in a deep recession and the GDP is expected to shrink further
to 1.6pc in 2017 and by 0.3pc in 2018.
According to the central bank of Ecuador, the economy grew 2.6pc in the first
quarter of 2017, compared to the same period of 2016, because of a rise in exports
and increased household consumption.
Despite some fiscal consolidation efforts over the last two years, the
government has failed to sufficiently rein in spending to reflect lower revenue
generation in the wake of the drop in global oil prices, resulting in a fiscal-deficit
equivalent to 7.5pc of GDP in 2016.
To combat the deteriorating economy, Ecuador has slashed its national budget
by almost 20pc and expected to raise taxes on a number of consumer items. 2017
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budget aims at reducing the fiscal-deficit to 4.5pc through an adjustment in capitalspending.
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PANAMA has a fully dollarised free-market economy, based mainly on the
service industry and heavily weighted towards banking, commerce and tourism.
The well-developed service sector accounts for nearly 80 per cent of its gross
domestic product (GDP).
Being an extremely open economy, it is highly susceptible to external factors.
Fluctuations such as a decreased demand for exports to the US or a smaller flow of
capital into Panamanian banks could have huge implications for the nation‘s
economy.
However, like any developing nation, Panama continues to face a myriad of
economic challenges. It is plagued by high poverty and inequality of income
distribution and ranked the second worst in Central America.
According to a survey, some 36.8pc of the population were living in poverty,
defined as an income of less than $100 a month, and 16.6pc were living in extreme
poverty in 2003.
There had been a slight improvement with poverty falling to 32.7pc and
extreme poverty to 14.4pc in 2008. However, it made significant progress in
reducing poverty from 26.2pc to 18.7pc and extreme poverty from 14.5pc to
10.2pc between 2008 and 2014.
Despite the gains on poverty reduction, sharp regional disparities remain.
Poverty prevails in rural areas. While in urban areas extreme poverty is below 4pc,
in rural areas it is about 27pc.
According to the IMF, poverty still affects 22pc of the population — with
10pc of the population hit by extreme poverty — and inequalities are among the
highest in Latin America.
So, Panama, which has tremendous need for sustained growth, continues to
struggle with the need to strike a balance between investing in more and better
improvements besides maintaining good fiscal management and eliminating
corruption from the projects it undertakes.
The country has had the highest growth in Latin American economies over
the past two decades which caused a significant increase in its per-capita income.
Exceptionally strong growth contributed to an improvement in social-economic
conditions.
The country resisted the international financial crisis well. Though the
country is experiencing slowdown in economic activity since 2013, it has also put
an end to the government‘s tendency to overspend on large infrastructure projects
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that had been overheating the economy. Since then, the country has experienced
solid growth pushed by domestic demand.
GDP grew by over 10pc in 2007, 2008 and 2009. Despite the global financial
crisis, it expanded by 7.7pc in 2010.
Growth rates bounced back to over 11pc in 2011 and 2012. Since 2013,
however, Panama‘s GDP has been growing at a slower rate with annual growth
averaging 7.2pc between 2001 and 2013, more than double the regional average.
Panama is well positioned to continue making progress towards the twin
goals, ending extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity, supported by
growth prospects and the government‘s renewed attention towards structural
reforms, particularly related to infrastructure, education and skills, and the
effectiveness of public institutions.
Peru
PERU, now the fifth major economy in South America, is expected to become
the fourth South American economy in 2018 by surpassing Venezuela.
The World Bank has classified Peru as upper middle income, miningdependent economy. With a GDP of $410 billion and a per-capita GDP above
$13,000 on a purchasing power parity basis, it is one of the world‘s fastest-growing
economies.
Although the economy is diversified, commodity exports still make up a
significant proportion of economic activity and thus subject the economy to the
risks of price volatility in the international markets.
Trade and industry are centralised. Agricultural exports have led to
development in all the regions Poverty has decreased dramatically in the past
decade, from nearly 60pc in 2004 to 20pc in 2016. Extreme poverty declined from
27.6pc to 10pc over the same period.
The strong growth in employment and income have sharply reduced poverty
rates. Peru now aims at reducing poverty rate to 15pc by 2021, down from about
20pc last year.
Though growth has been significant, inequality is growing, and much of
Peru‘s rain-forests have been damaged in the mining of gold and silver.
A favourable external environment, prudent macroeconomic policies and
structural reforms in different areas created a scenario of high growth and low
inflation.
Peru is the world‘s second-largest producer of silver and third-largest
producer of copper. Its main exports are copper, gold, zinc, textiles, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, manufactures, machinery, services and fish meal.
Although exports have provided substantial revenue, self-sustained growth
and a more egalitarian distribution of income have proven elusive.
Services account for 43pc of GDP, followed by manufacturing 32.3pc,
extractive industries 15pc, and taxes 9.7pc.
Recent economic growth has been fuelled by macroeconomic stability,
improved terms of trade, and rising investment and consumption.
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Though political uncertainty led to GDP growth of 0.2pc in 2001, Peru has
enjoyed some of the strongest growth readings and slowest inflation rates in the
region this century.
Peruvian economic performance is tied to exports, which provide hard
currency to finance imports and external debt payments.
But according to most economists, the economy will likely slow to 2.8pc this
year from 3.9pc in 2016, even with the government‘s planned fiscal stimulus.
The Central Reserve Bank of Peru also projects the economy to expand 2.8pc
this year and 4.2pc next year. Some forecasters are less optimistic and have revised
down their earlier forecasts for 2017 to 2.5pc.
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Argentina
The economy of Argentina, the third-largest in Latin America and the secondlargest in South America, is a high-income economy.
The country benefits from rich natural resources. It has an export-oriented
agricultural sector and has a well-diversified industrial base.
Though the country‘s economic performance has historically been uneven for
years, it maintains a relatively high quality of life and GDP per-capita and is one of
the G-20 major economies. With a GDP of more than $550 billion, the country was
downgraded by the World Bank in 2016 from a high-income to upper-middleincome economy.
External economic shocks, as well as a dependency on volatile short-term
capital and debt to maintain the overvalued fixed exchange rate, diluted benefits,
causing erratic economic growth from 1995 and the eventual collapse in 2001.
By 2002, the country had defaulted on its debt. Its GDP had declined by
nearly 20 per cent in four years with unemployment reaching 25pc and the its
currency, peso, depreciating 70pc after being devalued and floated. However, its
socio-economic situation has since been steadily improving.
The economy nearly doubled from 2002 to 2011, growing at an average of
7.1pc annually and around 9pc for five consecutive years between 2003 and 2007.
Expansionary policies and commodity exports triggered a rebound in GDP
from 2003 onward. The economy in 2010 rebounded strongly from the 2009
recession, but has slowed since late 2011.
Foreign exchange controls, austerity measures, persistent inflation, downturns
in Brazil, Europe and other important trade partners contributed to slower growth
in 2012. Growth averaged just 1.3pc from 2012 to 2014 before rising to 2.4pc in
2015.
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Since December 2015, President Mauricio Macri has addressed the important
economic issues by cutting energy subsidies, abolishing export taxes, lifting capital
and currency controls and floating the overvalued the Argentinian peso.
The 2016 also saw a massive peso devaluation of more than 30pc after the
government decision to float the peso and subsidy cuts.
While the return to more market-friendly policies has improved, Argentina‘s
short-term outlook remains challenging. Real GDP contracted by 2.3pc in 2016,
compared to the average 3.3pc growth recorded in the previous decade. The
contraction was mainly due to the weakness of domestic demand.
Oil and gas production fell to its lowest in 25 years. The current level of
production is 40pc below the record high. Oil decline in 2016 was attributed to a
continued decrease in international prices since 2014.
Fiscal consolidation is slower than anticipated due to political considerations
and social pressures with annual deficits expected to remain above 5pc while
government debt rising further.
In early 2016 Argentina negotiated a debt deal with remaining holdout
creditors which enabled the country to exit default and to return to international
capital markets.
Though Argentina will be playing for high stakes in 2017, the economic
recovery would be slower than anticipated, according to most economists.
But President Macri administration is banking on attracting foreign
investment and an infrastructure push to revive the economy after a deep recession
last year.
Investment is expected to be the main driver of growth. Inflows of foreign
capital are expected in the energy and manufacturing industry sectors and real
estate.
The 2017 forecast is for a 3.5pc growth. However, a central bank poll of
analysts sees GDP growing by 2.7pc. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
projects Argentina‘s GDP growth at 2.2pc. The World Bank expects 2.7pc growth.
Despite budgetary adjustment measures which consisted of eliminating
subsidies on the price of electricity, gas and transport and reducing total payrolls in
the public sector, the government deficit deteriorated in 2016.
Latest budget figures reveal that Argentina posted a primary fiscal deficit of
$8.4bn, equivalent to 1.5pc of GDP, in the first half of 2017, beating the
government target for a gap of 2pc of GDP.
The government aims to reduce the deficit to 3.2pc in 2018 followed by 2.2pc
in 2019, compared with above 5pc in 2016. Cutting the fiscal deficit is a key
priority.
Analysts, however, believe that the 2018 target will be more challenging.
They forecast a deficit of 3.8pc of GDP for 2018. According to the IMF, the public
deficit is estimated at 6.1pc of GDP in 2017 and 5.1pc in 2018.
Chile
Chile, one of South America‘s most stable and prosperous nations, has a
market-oriented economy characterised by a high level of foreign trade and a
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reputation for strong financial institutions and is ranked by the World Bank as a
high-income economy.
It had almost tripled its per-capita income of $4,700 in 2001 to almost
$14,600 in 2011. In 2006, its per-capita GDP, estimated at $15,020, was the
highest in Latin America. Exports of goods and services contribute one-third of
GDP, with commodities making up some 60pc of total exports. Copper alone
provides 20pc of government revenue.
The country has significantly reduced poverty. Between 2000 and 2015, the
population living in poverty on the basis of $4 per day decreased from 26pc to
7.9pc.
However, there is a high level of inequality. Currently, Chile faces three main
economic challenges in the long term. These include reducing income inequalities
and overcoming traditional dependence on the price of copper, production of
which represents 50pc of the country‘s exports, developing a self-sufficient food
supply as agriculture produces less than half of domestic needs, and increasing
productivity, especially in the mining sector.
Since the 1990s Chile has earned a reputation for being the best managed
economy in Latin America. From 2003 through 2014, real growth averaged almost
5pc annually despite the slight contraction in 2009 that resulted from the global
financial crisis.
The declining copper prices are negatively affecting private investment and
exports.
Chile, being the world‘s largest copper exporter, is experiencing an economic
slowdown since 2015, mainly due to the fall in international copper prices.
Growth slowed to an estimated 2.3pc in 2015. In 2016, the country further
experienced its second consecutive year of slow growth, decreasing to 1.6pc, the
slowest pace since 2009
Chile is also facing some political risks as the presidential election approaches
in November. However, the economy is to rebound in 2017, benefitting from the
recovery in copper prices, even though its largest customer China is facing a
decline in demand.
Due to a reduction of demand in the main emerging markets, 2017 forecast is
for a moderate growth. The central bank of Chile forecasts a GDP growth in 1pc to
2pc range in 2017 and between 2.3pc to 3.3pc in 2018.
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Brazil, the world‘s ninth-largest economy by nominal gross domestic product
(GDP) and the eighth-largest by purchasing power parity (PPP), is also the largest
economy of both Latin America as well as South America. It has a mixed economy
with abundant natural resources.
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From 2000 to 2012, the country remained one of the fastest-growing major
economies in the world, with an average annual GDP growth of over five per cent.
Until 2010, it was one of the world‘s fastest-growing major economies, as
economic reforms had given the country new international recognition and
influence. In 2012, Brazil‘s economy surpassed the UK‘s, temporarily becoming
the world‘s sixth largest economy.
However, its growth decelerated in 2013 and the country entered an ongoing
recession in 2014 amid a political corruption scandal and nationwide protests. In
2015 and 2016, the recession ranked as the worst in the country‘s history. Falling
commodity prices reduced export revenues and investment weakened the Brazilian
currency, the real, and cut tax revenues.
A weaker real made existing public debt more expensive. Lower tax revenues
strained the government budget. For the first time since 1931 Brazil‘s GDP fell in
two consecutive years, declining by 3.9pc in 2015 and 3.6pc in 2016.
Two years of deep recession have dragged down tax revenues and eroded
government finances. Economic reforms in 2016 which were aimed at slowing the
growth of government spending and reducing barriers to foreign investment helped
Brazil to emerge from its deep recession in 2016 to some extent. But the
government spending growth pushed public debt to 70pc of GDP at the end of
2016, up from 50pc in 2012.
Despite some recovery in 2016, the country is currently experiencing a fiscal
crisis and an increasing budget deficit, which is the largest-ever primary budget
gap, according to Bloomberg.
As political uncertainty has diminished to some extent, leading to improved
consumer and business confidence in 2017, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
expects Brazil to come out of recession before the end of this year. Predictions
point to gradual, moderate growth of 0.20pc in 2017.
The economic recovery appears slow so far. Despite the slow growth, this
year still represents an improvement from the last two dismal years. As for growth
in 2018, the IMF has revised its forecast for 2018 at 1.5pc to 1.7pc. The gradual
recovery will be supported by reduced political uncertainty, easing monetary
policy, and further progress on the reform agenda. Brazil‘s macroeconomic
prospects hinge on the implementation of ambitious structural economic and fiscal
reforms.
The UN annual report on global economic conditions revealed that as the
need for structural reforms is retarding efforts aimed at a more rapid recovery, the
economy may resume growth in 2017 at 0.6pc and growing 1.6pc in 2018.
The Euler Hermes reported that real GDP grew by 1pc quarter-on-quarter in
January-March, the first positive rate since the fourth quarter of 2014. But on a
year-on-year basis, GDP shrank 0.4pc for the 12th consecutive quarter. Based on
first-quarter performance, it also expects GDP growth of 0.6pc in 2017 and 1.9pc
in 2018.
According to the World Bank, the Brazilian economy will rise 0.3pc this year
and 1.8pc in 2018, after decelerating steadily from an average annual growth of
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4.5pc between 2006 and 2010 to 2.1pc between 2011 and 2014 and contracting by
3.8pc in 2015 and 3.3pc in 2016.
MEXICO
The Mexican $2.2trillion economy is the world‘s 13th largest in nominal
terms and the 11th largest by PPP. It is also the second-largest economy in Latin
America. Per-capita income is roughly one-third that of the US.
The economy has become increasingly oriented towards manufacturing since
the North American Free Trade Agreement (Nafta) in 1994 which marked a pivotal
moment for the Mexican economy. Mexico has completely embraced free trade.
As a result, exports of goods and services contribute to more than one-third of the
GDP, up from just 11pc in 1980.
Over the last 22 years since the signing of Nafta, trade has become a critical
part of Mexico‘s growth strategy. Now its GDP is heavily dependent on exports.
The country is highly dependent on the US, its largest trading partner and
destination of 80pc of Mexican exports. It has become the US‘s second-largest
export market and third-largest source of imports. The US has been a net exporter
of crude oil and petroleum products to the country since 2015. Exports to Mexico
have been rising gradually over the last few years.
Development in Mexico is occurring at a rapid rate and private investments
and businesses have also been increasing. As the manufacturing industry continues
to increase production and output, the lack of infrastructure in Mexico has become
a problem.
In order to tackle this problem, the government has initiated the National
Infrastructure Programme 2014-18. This programme allocates $600bn of public
and private funds to infrastructural development. This includes improvements to
communication networks, energy, housing, health care, water, and tourism
facilities.
However, the prosperity remains a dream for many Mexicans as the socioeconomic gap remains wide and income distribution remains highly unequal. The
global economic crisis of 2008 resulted in a GDP decline of more than 6pc. The
economy has not grown above 2.5pc since 2012, falling short of private-sector
expectations as President Pena Nieto‘s sweeping reforms seem to have failed to
bolster economic prospects.
Growth is predicted to remain below potential given the falling oil production,
weak oil prices, structural issues such as low productivity, high inequality, a large
informal sector employing over half of the workforce, weak rule of law and
corruption.
In 2016, growth slowed down slightly to 2.1pc against 2.5pc in 2015.
According to the World Bank, a challenging external environment of modest
global growth and stagnant trade, gradually rising oil prices and diminished capital
flows contributed to this reversal.
Мировая экономика: Марокко и Тунис
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MOROCCO has a relatively liberal economy that is the most competitive in
North Africa.
The macroeconomic environment is robust, infrastructures are good and the
banking system is sound and sophisticated.
As a fairly stable economy, Morocco has seen continuous growth over the
past half-a-century. Real GDP growth is estimated to have averaged 5.5pc in the
2009–13 period.
The country has reformed its economy to enhance productivity and strengthen
resilience to external shocks. Key reforms have included restoring macroeconomic balance and cutting subsidies.
However, its growth rate has declined fast owing to drought and weak
external demand.
In 2017, the Moroccan economy is expected to grow more vigorously than in
2016.
The central bank expects the economic growth to witness a healthy jump to
4.4pc, compared to 1.6pc in 2016. The BAM however, forecasts this increase to
slow down in 2018 and economic growth to settle back down to 3.1pc.
According to the IMF, the Moroccan economy is on a solid recovery path is
2017, on its way to growth near 4pc as it rebounds from the weather-induced
production decline of cereals in 2016.
However, Morocco continues to exhibit important structural weaknesses.
Despite a large share of national resources devoted to investment, the Kingdom
faces low growth in labour productivity and per capita income.
Macroeconomic vulnerabilities have declined since 2012, but growth remains
sluggish and sensitive to volatile agricultural output. Reducing unemployment and
achieving higher and more inclusive growth remain key challenges.
Prudent macroeconomic policies has helped reduce external and fiscal
imbalances in recent years.
The subsidy reforms coupled with a solid fiscal management and financial
oversight contributed to further reducing the fiscal deficit to an estimated 3.9pc of
GDP in 2016.
The fiscal deficit target for 2017 has been revised to 3.5pc of GDP, instead of
3pc, to avoid a drastic reduction in public investment and to sustain growth. The
upward revision of the fiscal deficit in 2017 reflects a combination of lower
revenues, lower current spending and higher capital spending.
Weak growth in the euro area could slow economic activity through lower
exports, tourism, FDI flows, and remittances, worsening fiscal and external
imbalances.
Geopolitical risks could increase oil price volatility and reduce tourism
activity and weaken investor confidence.
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A retreat from cross-border integration could impact global growth, increase
borrowing costs, lead to reduced trade and capital flows and weaken consumer and
investor confidence.
TUNISIA‘s economic growth was fairly soft in 2016.
The recovery in services and manufacturing was tempered by the negative
contribution of the energy and extractive sectors which led to a modest growth of
1pc, well below the budget projection of 2.6pc for 2016.
The recovery in the services sector offset declines in agriculture due to low
levels of rainfall and oil and gas extraction and refining due to reduced investment
by international oil companies.
However, economic growth is projected to rebound in 2017 and 2018, spurred
by rising business and consumer confidence and by the implementation of the
investment law which will improve the business environment.
Economic activity will pick up, in particular in the tourism and phosphate
sectors, and boost job creation.
In 2017, the economic upswing is expected to continue, although at a slower
than expected pace because of weak performances in the key activity sectors, such
as energy, which continue to be hampered by weak oil prices and the normal
output decline on the main oil fields.
According to the National Statistics Institute, economic growth in the firstquarter stood at 2.1pc, slightly above the 1pc mark registered in 2016. An up-tick
in tourism revenues, agriculture and mining activity, namely phosphates, were
among the sectors that contributed to growth.
But Tunisia faces an array of challenges. High unemployment rates persist
despite higher industrial employment. Gains in living standards have been held
back by weak investment and productivity growth.
Inflation has increased, driven by the hike in wages and the depreciation of
the dinar. Job creation is low, partly reflecting skill mismatches. The fiscal deficit
has grown in the past few years, reflecting an increase in public employment and
wages, reaching 6pc of GDP in 2016. Public debt stood at 62pc of GDP.
Although unemployment has declined from its peak of 19pc in 2011 to 15.5pc
in 2016, university graduates have the highest unemployment rate, which increased
from 15pc in 2005 to 23pc in 2010 and to 31.6pc in 2016.
According to the World Bank, tangible economic dividends are taking longer
than expected with growth too low to significantly make a dent in unemployment
amid widening fiscal and current account deficits. Stringent product market
regulations are weighing on investment and productivity.
GDP growth should accelerate at a modest pace of 2pc in 2017 and 2.5pc in
2018, according to the IMF. Growth could further increase to 3pc in 2018.
Measures taken by the authorities will reduce the overall fiscal deficit
modestly to 5.6pc of GDP from an estimated 6pc in 2016. Fiscal sustainability will
require reining in the public wage bill, expanding the tax base, and creating space
for increased investment spending.
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ZIMBABWE has enormous economic potential with minerals, gold,
agriculture, and tourism being its main foreign exports.
Historically, agriculture and the manufacturing sector were the major drivers
of the economy. The manufacturing sector contributed 20pc to GDP on average
between 1980-2000, but its share in GDP has declined to around 10pc.
The demise of the manufacturing sector over the years can be attributed to
costly public utilities, frequent power outages, outdated machinery and technology
and expensive logistics.
Mining industry remains a key driver as it contributes about 10pc to GDP and
60pc of exports, mostly in the raw form.
Tourism is also an important industry but is on the decline since the land
reforms programme in 2000.
After a decade of contraction from 1998-2008, the economy recorded real
growth of more than 10pc per-year in the period 2010-13 but then it slowed to
roughly 3pc in 2014 due to poor harvests, low diamond revenues, and decreased
investment.
Lower mineral prices, infrastructure and regulatory deficiencies, a poor
investment climate, a large public and external debt burden, and extremely high
government wage expenses hampered the country‘s economic performance in
2015.
2016 was characterised by a continuous political and economic crisis. FDIs
continued on a free fall and GDP more than halved to 0.5pc in 2016 from 1.1pc in
2015 as the country continued experiencing economics crisis.
The high cost of production eroded economic competitiveness and is feared to
stagnate between 2017-18.
According to the World Bank, Zimbabwe‘s economy is projected to grow by
2.5pc in 2017 but it is constrained by macro-economic imbalances. The Bank
expected the economy to grow by 3.4pc in both 2018 and 2019.
The IMF has revised upward its 2017 growth forecast to 2pc from the earlier
projection of 2.5pc contraction but the economic situation is increasingly fragile.
The poor performance of government revenues against a background of high
recurrent expenditure led to a large fiscal deficit.
The fiscal deficit for 2016 is estimated at 7.3pc of GDP. The IMF warns that
excessive government spending, if continued, could exacerbate the cash scarcity,
further jeopardise the health of the external and financial sectors.
The government is hopeful that in 2017, the economy is set to turn around
from the slowdown mode to modest growth led by key sectors of mining and
agriculture, benefitting from the anticipated normal to above normal rainfall.
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The overall GDP growth is, therefore, projected at 3.7pc in 2017.
Ghana
GHANA is a middle income economy and possesses industrial minerals,
hydrocarbons and precious metals.
It is the second-largest producer of high quality cocoa globally, the world‘s
seventh-largest producer of gold and the ninth-largest producer of diamonds.
Its stock exchange is the fifth-largest in Africa and third-largest in the SubSaharan Africa.
It is a market-based emerging economy. ‗Ghana Vision 2020‘ targets to be the
first African country to become a developed one during 2020-29 and a newly
industrialised country during 2030-39.
Recently, it has seen a growth of over 700pc between 2000-2012. The country
still faces numerous challenges including poverty, poor infrastructure, and
unemployment.
Since 2013, the economy has suffered a growing public deficit, high inflation,
and a weakening currency that forced the government to seek an IMF bailout. The
growth slowed from 3.9pc in 2014 to 3.7pc in 2015.
Lower prices for cocoa and oil, a shutdown at oil and gas fields and economic
uncertainty generated by large budget overruns all played a part in the subdued
performance.
Key economic concerns faced by the government included lack of reliable
electricity and the high debt burden. In 2016, the real GDP growth further slowed
for the fifth consecutive year to 3.3pc due to tightened monetary and fiscal
policies, among other factors.
According to the Focus Economist panelists, the growth in 2016 was the
weakest in decades. The World Bank, on the other hand, reviewed its economic
performance during 2016 as mixed.
The GDP growth was slightly higher at 3.6pc. However, after making solid
progress on fiscal consolidation in bringing the fiscal deficit down from 10.2pc of
GDP in 2014 to 6.3pc in 2015, the 2016 target was missed by a wide margin and
the deficit widened to 9pc of GDP.
Looking ahead, growth is expected to pick up this year as the
FocusEconomics Consensus Forecast panelists expect the economy to expand
5.9pc and 6.1pc in 2018. The IMF projects growth to recover to 7.1pc and 8pc in
2017 and 2018, assuming restoration of energy supply on coming on stream of new
hydrocarbon wells.
The IMF also expects a solid rebound on the back of increased hydrocarbons
output from new fields, the clearing of blockages in the production and transfer
pipeline and higher energy prices.
The government‘s projection of 6.3pc in 2017 is lower but it is targeting for a
potentially higher growth for 2018.
Near term prospects appear good. Oil production is expected to increase on
completion of repairs in the Jubilee field while Ten Field reaches its full capacity.
The non-oil growth sectors are also expected to remain robust.
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However, some economists have warned that Ghana‘s economy still faces big
obstacles to growth. Substantial downside risks are high and requires the
government to build credibility in prudent fiscal management.
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KENYA
Kenya is the economic hub of East Africa with a market-based economy.
Agriculture remains the backbone of the economy, contributing 25pc of GDP.
About 80pc of the country‘s population (roughly 42m) works at least part-time in
the agricultural sector.
Over 75pc of agricultural output is from small-scale, rain-fed farming or
livestock production. Over 45pc of the country‘s population lives below the
national poverty line.
Inadequate infrastructure continues to hamper Kenya‘s efforts to improve its
economic growth which stands in 8-10pc range. With support from the World
Bank and IMF and other development partners, however, the country has made
significant structural and economic in the past decade.
The economy seems now to be back in balance as foreign exchange reserves,
interest rates, inflation, and FDI appear moving in the right direction. Real GDP
growth has averaged over 5pc for the last seven years.
Since 2014, Kenya has been ranked as a lower middle income country
because its per-capita GDP crossed a World Bank threshold. As of 2015 estimates,
it had a GDP of $69.97bn making it the 72nd largest economy in the world.
Per-capita GDP was estimated at $1,587. According to the Kenya National
Bureau of Statistics, the 2015 economic growth was well spread although most of
the sectors of the economy recorded slower growth.
Tourism holds a significant place in Kenya‘s economy. Hotel industry,
information and communications, and public administration are among the sectors
that have improved their growth.
In 2016, the economy expanded the fastest in five years, boosted by more
construction and tourism. According to the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics,
GDP is estimated to have expanded by 5.8pc in 2016 compared to a revised growth
of 5.7pc in 2015.
The Central Bank of Kenya has warned that 2017 is likely to be a difficult
year with the economy expected to contract to 5.7pc from 5.9pc last year due to
drought.
On the other hand, the Stanbic Bank has downgraded this year‘s projection to
5.4pc from 5.8pc, while those at Cytonn Investments see a 5.4pc to 5.7pc
expansion.
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The World Bank has predicted that Kenya‘s GDP growth may dampen to
5.5pc in 2017 from 5.9pc in 2016 and 5.6pc in 2015. However, it sees Kenya‘s
economy posting the seventh-highest expansion in sub-Saharan Africa with growth
rising to 5.8pc in 2018 and 6.1pc in 2019.
FocusEconomics panelists also expect a growth slow down to 5.4pc in 2017
before picking up slightly to 5.7pc in 2018.
The key drivers for this growth include a vibrant services sector, currency
stability, a growing middle-class and rising incomes, and increased public
investment in energy and transportation.
2017 being an election year presents numerous challenges for business
regarding political risk. In the third five-year Medium Term Plan which runs from
2018-22, the oil sector has been identified as a key sector that will drive Kenya‘s
economy in the future.
The country discovered commercial deposits of oil in 2012 and so far no less
than 1bn barrels of oil have been identified in northern west of Kenya.
The exploration of oil is an economic activity that is bound to spur growth
and development.
TANZANIA
TANZANIA is the second largest economy in East Africa and the 12th largest
in Africa with a GDP of $44.5bn.
However, it remains one of the world‘s poorest economies in terms of percapita income, estimated at $3,100 in 2016.
Though the poverty rate has fallen from 60pc in 2007 to an estimated 47pc in
2016, about 12m people earn less than $0.60/day.
The economy depends on agriculture, which accounts for more than onequarter of GDP, provides 85pc of exports and employs about 80pc of the workforce.
Industry accounts for about 25pc of GDP. The most important industrial subsector is manufacturing with a GDP share of about 10pc. The country remains
significantly reliant on primary commodity exports and is also a top producer of
gold in the region.
The financial sector has expanded in recent years and foreign-owned banks
account for about 48pc of the banking industry‘s total assets. Competition among
foreign commercial banks has resulted in significant improvements in the
efficiency and quality of financial services. But interest rates remain relatively
high, reflecting high fraud risk.
Investors have been unnerved by unpredictable policies from the government.
A steep drop in money supply and a spike in non-performing loans have hampered
private sector credit growth.
According to the African Economic Outlook, Tanzania‘s manufacturing
exports have grown significantly over the past decade, while export markets have
been diversified.
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Political stability remains the cornerstone of its strong economic performance.
Annual GDP growth in 2009-15 was an impressive 6-7pc. In 2016, the economy
has shown resilience amid flagging growth in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Uncertainty over government policies and a slowdown in the private sector
cut Tanzania‘s GDP growth to an estimated 6.9pc in 2016, slightly below the
government forecast of 7.2pc.
According to the World Bank, cost-cutting measures, including restricted
travel for officials, hurt the private sector. The negative business sentiment
indicators point to the need for the government to promptly engage in publicprivate dialogue on investment climate.
The World Bank forecasts GDP growth of 7.1pc for 2017, 2018 and 2019.
However, it suggests the government to ensure effective implementation of public
investments and supportive policies to promote private sector investment and
growth.
FocusEconomics panel expects GDP to expand 7.1pc in 2017 and 7pc in
2018.
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ETHIOPIA
Ethiopia has recorded significant double-digit GDP growth over the last
decade but it currently stands as one of the world‘s poorest countries. The
country‘s per-capita income of $590 is substantially lower than the regional
average.
Around 80pc of GDP depends on the agriculture sector which remains
exposed to climatic shocks. Recurring droughts pose threats to exported food
production as well as to domestic food supply. To tackle this problem, the
government launched a five-year Growth and Transformation Plan aimed at
transforming agriculture, fostering industrial growth, increasing and diversifying
exports, and strengthening the education system.
The government still holds control of the majority of the manufacturing and
service sectors, which are also restricted only to local investors. In those sectors
where foreign companies are allowed to enter, starting a business is highly time
consuming due to complex regulatory procedures.
Many properties owned by the government during the previous regime are
under the process of privatisation. Certain sectors such as telecommunications,
financial and insurance services, air and land transportation services and retail,
considered as strategic sectors, are expected to remain under state control.
Due to a negative trade balance, the government imposes especially tight
regulations on imported goods. While there are no quantitative import restrictions
or import quotas in Ethiopia, strict foreign exchange control administered by the
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National Bank in addition to customs entry barriers, significantly discourage
imports.
Ethiopia is one of the most populous countries in the world. By 2020, the
population is expected to reach 112m from current 90m.
Although the country is one of the fastest growing and most promising
economies in Sub-Saharan Africa, the market intelligence is extremely limited and
the business environment is complicated. Still the Euro-monitor International
identifies Ethiopia as one of the 20 markets of the future that will offer the most
opportunities for consumer goods companies globally.
Ethiopia is close to starting exploitation of its natural gas reserves, which will
open up new possibilities in the energy sector.
The economy has experienced strong and broad based growth over the past
decade, averaging 10.8pc per-year between 2003-04 and 2014-15. At the same
time, there has been significant progress in key human development indicators.
Economic growth has helped to reduce the overall poverty levels over the past
15 years. The poverty is estimated to have declined from 55.7pc in FY01 to an
estimated 27.2pc in 2015 and is expected to improve further to 24.6pc in 2018.
The country has the lowest level of income-inequality in Africa and one of the
lowest in the world.
After 12 years of record growth, the economy slowed in 2016, hit by a severe
drought and a less buoyant international environment. UN report indicated that it
registered a real growth of 5.4pc in 2016.
However, this downturn has been softened by effective government
intervention and the strength of industry and services. In spite of a marked
deceleration in real GDP growth in the world in general and in Africa in particular,
Ethiopia remains one of the top ten performers in the continent in terms of real
growth.
The 2016 growth was driven by huge government investment in
infrastructure-development and development spending as well as privat
investment.
Despite the enormous challenges the country has faced in recent years,
Ethiopia is among the countries that have made the greatest progress toward
achieving the Millennium Development Goals. Ethiopia is forecast to register a
7pc growth in 2017.
According to a study by Ernst and Young, Ethiopia is likely to achieve its
Middle Income target and become one of the more significant and key economies
in Africa and a new investment destination for global investors.
The IMF latest estimates indicate that Ethiopia‘s GDP is forecast to grow
from $61.62bn in 2015 to $69.21bn this year.
The country is expected to be the third largest economy in Sub-Saharan
Africa by 2017.
SUDAN
Sudan is struggling to stabilise its economy and make up for the loss of
foreign exchange earnings from oil.
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It is attempting to develop non-oil sources of revenues, such as gold mining,
while carrying out an austerity programme to reduce expenditures.
After having contracted by 1.3pc in 2011, the Sudanese real GDP growth
remained buoyant at 4.9pc in 2015 against 1.6pc in 2014.
Despite falling oil prices and the unstable security situation, the growth is
estimated at 5.9pc in 2016 and expected at 6.2pc in 2017, mainly driven by
agriculture and extractive industries and supported by improved macroeconomic
policies.
The IMF on the other hand projects 3.1pc growth in 2017 against 2.1pc in
2016.
The Republic of South Sudan became the world‘s newest nation after gaining
independence from Sudan in July 2011. Problems intensified by ongoing tensions
with Sudan over oil revenues and land borders, fighting between government
forces and rebel groups, and inter-communal violence.
More than 80pc of the population lives in rural areas. Less than a third of the
population is literate and half live below the poverty line. The US trade embargo
imposed since 1997 has made international trade with the country cumbersome
prompting the authorities to blame the US over the dilapidated state of the
economy.
Although South Sudan has vast and largely untapped natural resources,
beyond limited oil reserves, it remains relatively undeveloped, characterised by a
subsistence economy.
The economy is almost wholly dependent on its oil industry which accounts
for 60pc of GDP and 95pc of government revenues. Oil production from existing
fields is expected to decrease gradually until 2035 when recoverable reserves from
these fields are predicted to be depleted.
This emphasises the need to develop non-oil sectors.
The future of South Sudan‘s oil industry, Sub-Saharan Africa‘s third-largest,
looks grim as armed conflict and falling international oil prices have combined to
undermine the country‘s fledgling oil industry.
Analysts fear the fall in production from 500,000bpd in 2011 will continue
well into 2017 or even beyond. Nevertheless, the country‘s policy is to increase oil
production. It plans to double oil output from current 130,000bpd to 290,000bpd in
2017/2018.
Real GDP growth was nearly 7.8pc in 2016. The IMF sees economic growth
rebounding by 8.2pc in 2017 and 7.2pc in 2018.
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ALGERIA is world‘s tenth-largest proven natural gas reserves, the thirdhighest technically recoverable shale gas resources and the third-largest proved
crude oil reserves in the region.
It is a pioneer and leader in LNG exports, Europe‘s second-largest natural gas
supplier after Russia and a key hydrocarbon provider to Southern Europe. Algeria
is an Opec member and an active promoter of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum.
Algeria is the region‘s wealthiest country in terms of purchasing power parity
with the per capita income of $13,823 on purchasing-power parity basis.
Hydrocarbons account for a quarter of GDP, 60pc of budget revenues, and over
95pc of export earnings. But, having peaked in 2005, Algeria‘s oil and gas output
has been steadily declining.
Algeria‘s economy was able to maintain respectable growth in 2015 at 3.9pc
due to the first increase of hydrocarbon output in a decade and a stable nonhydrocarbon growth. In 2016, its economy grew at a slightly slower rate of 3.6pc.
Over the next two or three years, the growth is expected to decelerate as the
government implements fiscal consolidation measures. In 2017 and 2018, a
substantial increase in hydrocarbon output, as new oil wells start to produce, will
mitigate the negative effect of the projected oil price decline on the real non-oil
sectors.
The government is committed to breaking away from the oil-based economy
over the next decade with a focus on industry, agriculture and tourism. The country
is experiencing a major housing crisis, high consumer prices, low salaries and a
widening gap between social classes.
Sustained growth has been achieved at the cost of a widening fiscal deficit,
which more than doubled to 16.2pc of GDP in 2015. Despite narrowing, the deficit
remained large at over 13pc in 2016 but is expected to narrow gradually to 8pc in
2018.
With fiscal savings depleted, the deficit is expected to be financed by the
issuance of new debts with the debt-to-GDP ratio projected to rise from 13.6pc of
GDP in 2016 to 25.1pc in 2018.
Foreign exchange reserves have fallen to an estimated $108bn in 2016 from
$178bn two-years earlier and are projected at $60bn in 2018. Despite the decline,
these reserves are still high at above 20months of import-cover.
Nigeria
Nigeria has a population of about 173m, half of which lives on less than $1 a
day. Its oil reserves estimated at 37bn barrels are about 28pc of total African
reserves.
Oil and gas exports accounted for over 90pc of goods exports and roughly
75pc of the country‘s consolidated budgetary revenues prior to the current oil
shock.
Nigeria has had sluggish economic growth since the end-2015, adversely
affected by external shocks, in particular a fall in the global price of crude oil.
Growth slowed sharply from 6pc in 2014 to an estimated three-percent in 2015,
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leading the authorities to adopt an expansionary 2016 budget aimed at stimulating
the economy.
The year 2016 ended with a negative 1.5pc growth, Nigeria‘s first full-year
contraction in almost three decades. Besides 14pc contraction in oil and gas, major
economic sectors such as construction and manufacturing contracted by 6pc and
4pc respectively.
Lower hydrocarbons revenues, tight capital controls and currency volatility
made 2016 a challenging year.
After almost a year of negative-growth, the economy is signaling an end of
the recession in 2017 and is currently going through a structural reforms, attracting
a series of investments that may translate to a major recovery.
The Budget and Planning Ministry in its Medium Term Expenditure
Framework projects the economy to grow at 3pc in 2017, 4.3pc in 2018 and 4pc in
2019.
While endorsing Nigeria‘s ERGP, the IMF is of the view that fiscal
consolidation is highly needed as the plan alone was just not enough to drag the
economy out of recession. The fund has urged the country to reform its volatile
foreign exchange market, as resolve the multiple exchange rates system and lower
an artificially high naira valuation.
ERGP has an ambitious growth target to restore the economy through
sustained growth from 2017 to 2020. It targets GDP growth at 2.2pc in 2017 and
7pc by end 2020.
Moody‘s expects the economy to bounce back to 2.5pc in 2017 from its 1.5pc
contraction in 2016. Two-thirds of 2017 growth would come from the oil sector
rebound alone, while strong base effects are expected in the second and thirdquarter.
It also predicted that the federal government deficit would remain around 2pc
in 2017 and 2018. But without the political will to carry out crucial reforms,
Nigeria will hinge its economic stability on Opec‘s fragile production deal.
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JORDAN
JORDAN is a small-scale developing economy, driven by financial services,
tourism, trade and real estate. Tourism accounts for 13pc of its GDP.
The three main natural resources of the country are phosphates, potash and
lime. The government and economy have been highly reliant on foreign aid and
more recently increasingly on FDI.
With an estimated GDP of $39.45bn and per-capita income of $5,092 in 2016,
it is among the smallest in the Middle East.
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Since 1999, King Abdullah has strongly supported significant economic
reforms, such as freer foreign trade, privatisations and cuts on fuel and food
subsidies, making it more attractive for foreign investors over the past decade.
But with per-capita income adjusted at only 61pc of world average and
relatively high income inequality, the living standards of large segments of the
population have been negatively affected.
Other economic challenges for the government include chronic high rates of
poverty, unemployment and underemployment, budget and current account
deficits, and government debt.
The social and economic dynamics have been severely affected by the Syrian
crisis. An influx of over 650,000 refugees from Syria since 2011 and its spill-over
effects to the economy have averaged $3.1-3.5bn per year.
Pre-crisis growth numbers were impressive. Jordan is working hard to build
its attractiveness to foreign investors, but regional instability presents a serious
downside. The growth has declined to about 2-3pc in recent past.
According to analysts, there are a number of variables leading into a hard and
historic curb, in regards to political and economic situations. Domestically, the
economic crisis is the prime concern.
The government is aiming to arrive at 3.3pc growth in GDP during 2017,
3.8pc in 2018, and 4pc in 2019.
The World Bank expects a recovery in investment and exports will push
growth up to 2.6pc in 2017 and then expand further to 3.1pc in 2018 and 3.4pc in
2019.
Jordan‘s fiscal deficit has been steadily improving since 2012, from 13pc of
GDP. This narrowed to 6.6pc in 2015, partially due to fiscal reforms taken as part
of $2bn stand-by-arrangement with the IMF.
The deficit in the public accounts improved somewhat in 2016 despite the
almost flat economy. It narrowed to an estimated 2.9pc of GDP on both higher
revenues from the implementation of new-tax measures and continued expenditure-rationalistion.
According to the IMF, overall fiscal deficit is expected to remain under 3pc of
GDP in 2017. The fiscal measures underpinning the 2017 budget seek to raise
$643m in additional taxes and tariffs.
Jordan‘s Finance Minister says the country will have to make some tough
economic choices in 2017 since public debt now stands at almost 95percent of
GDP. The IMF aims at cutting public debt to 86pc, against the government target
of 77pc by 2021.
Syria
Syria has witnessed an extremely violent civil-war since 2011, which has
caused its economy to decline by 62pc.
The government has struggled to address the effects of international
sanctions, widespread infrastructure damage, diminished domestic consumption
and production, reduced subsidies, and high inflation that caused dwindling foreign
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exchange reserves, rising budget and trade deficits, a decreasing value of the
Syrian pound, and falling household purchasing power.
The population is estimated to have shrunk by at-least 20pc since 2011, with
85pc currently living below the poverty-line. The Syrian Centre for Policy
Research estimates that more than 60pc of the labour force is unemployed.
Oil and gas production has been severely disrupted and the well-developed
energy infrastructure has been damaged. Revenue has fallen to 6pc of GDP mainly
due to the loss of oil revenue as a result of war.
The IMF estimates more than 75pc of the economy has been destroyed
between 2010 and 2015.
Overall GDP has fallen from $60bn to an estimated $14bn during 2010-15.
The fiscal deficit has widened to over 20pc of GDP in 2015 from 8pc in 2010.
The 2015 budget was 40pc lower than that of 2010. Capital spending is
estimated to be negligible but current spending share in GDP is higher than it was
in 2010.
Public debt is large, estimated above 100pc of GDP at 2015-end, up from
31pc at the end-2009. International reserves have fallen from $20bn by 2010-end
to $0.7bn by 2015-end.
External debt stands at 60pc of GDP from 9pc by 2009-end. Syria has
received little to no private financial and capital flows, including no investment. It
is no longer servicing its debt.
The Iranian credit is assumed to have been the only external financial support
between 2011 and 2015.
The country‘s economic losses due to the war have increased to more than
$275bn. The World Bank assumes that Syria‘s growth continued to contract in
2016, by 8pc after declining by an annual average of 19pc in 2015.
A BMI Research team forecasts that the economy will contract by an average
of 3.9pc annually during 2016-2019. This will drag down the long-suffering
economy to its early-1990s size.
The $5.1bn budget for 2017 is considered the largest in Syria‘s history.
Despite the increase, the size of the budget does not indicate economic
development.
The value of the expenditure is three times less than the 2010 budget. The
current budget does not cover the cost of imports, which will lead to an economic
deficit in the second half of 2017, revealing a 27.88pc deficit.
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EGYPT‘S economy is gradually improving with annual rates of GDP growth
reaching 4.3pc in 2015-16. Nevertheless, large spatial disparities exist in terms of
education and health outcomes.
Official data indicate that 28pc of the population lives below the poverty line
with poverty as high as 60pc in rural upper Egypt.
Inflation has accelerated on the back of the flotation of the Egyptian pound,
the scrapping of several subsidies on regulated goods and introduction of a new
value-added tax.
The government continues to push reform programme policies forward,
aiming to encourage investment to revive the economy.
The reform* measures undertaken by the government and the Central Bank of
Egypt in 2016 have yielded positive effects. The economy managed to grow at
4.3pc in 2015-16, up from an average of only 2pc during 2010-11 and 2013-14.
The Egyptian economy witnessed several economic fluctuations in 2016,
leading the government to take several extreme economic measures. The
unemployment rate hit 12.8pc compared to 9pc in 2010.
External debt rose to nearly $60bn up from $35bn in 2010. The gross debt to
GDP stood at 100pc. The exports fell to $20bn against imports of $57bn compared
to $24bn and $49bn.
During the same period, foreign exchange reserves dropped to $24bn from
$38bn. Tourism revenues plummeted $3.4bn from $11bn. The Egyptian pound
depreciated from 5.8 to 19 in 2016. Egypt‘s economy started the 2017 in much the
same way as it had finished 2016.
In January 2017, inflation skyrocketed to the highest level since 1989 as the
decision to free float the pound in November and the implementation of the IMF‘s
conditions under a $12bn rescue plan are reverberating across the economy.
According to the IMF, economic growth in 2016-17 will come in at a
relatively weak 2.5pc before accelerating to 4pc in 2017-18. By contrast, the
government sees growth targets of 5.2pc and 5pc achievable in respective years as
tough economic reforms have restored investor confidence, with dollars coming
steadily into the country and international reserves rising to a multi-year high.
Egypt‘s fiscal deficit remains relatively large and a key source of imbalance
for the economy. According to the IMF, Moody‘s and the World Bank, the
government‘s main focus has to be on reducing the high fiscal deficits through
significant monetary and financial policy changes, such as adopting a more flexible
exchange rate, introducing the VAT, removing fuel subsides, and containing
inflation, which, in turn, will encourage investments and exports.
According to the planning ministry, the reforms being implemented are
expected to see fiscal and monetary policy tightened significantly in 2017.
The ministry wants to cut its budget deficit to 9.5pc of GDP in the year to
June 2018, down from 12.2pc the previous year. It hopes to cut public debt to 94pc
of GDP in the year to June 2018.
Libya
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LIBYA is a country rich in oil and gas resources, but shaken by its political
tensions and a decline in security. The civil war and the chaotic political transition
have weighed heavily on its economic growth.
Libya has lost $68bn since 2013 due to falling oil production owing to
political deadlock. Libya has become a state without a functioning political or
social structure over the past six-years since the downfall of Gaddafi.
Before the 2010 chaos, the country was a stable trading platform and used to
export 1.6mbpd of oil, which had dropped to 0.2mbpd now. Today there is no
central government to harness the oil supply.
Libya is only exporting one-sixth of its oil potential. The country needs
humanitarian aid and specific programmes to address the destruction of its
different services.
According to the World Bank, the civil war is disrupting the country‘s main
source of income through oil production. Oil has long been the key driver of the
Libyan economy, but in 2016 its production is estimated to have declined for the
fourth consecutive year to the lowest level on record, plummeting revenues and
pushing fiscal and current account deficits to record highs.
The non-hydrocarbon sectors remains weak due to disruptions in the supply
chains of both domestic and foreign inputs, as well as lack of financing. GDP
growth averaged negative 0.8pc in the six years to 2016 against positive 4pc in five
years to 2010.
According to some economists, GDP shrunk by an estimated 8.3pc in 2016
while GDP per-capita fell by almost two-thirds, since Gaddafi‘s removal, to
$4,458. The shortages in the supply of food and black marketing led to increased
inflation to an estimated 20pc during 2016.
Revenues from the hydrocarbon sector plummeted in 2016 as a whole with
the total revenues estimated around LYD8bn, just sufficient to cover the projected
subsidy outlays for 2016.
Libya had substantial financial reserves, but these have been dwindling.
Overall, the budget deficit remained high, at 69pc of GDP, which was
financed mainly through borrowing from the Central Bank of Libya and to a lesser
extent from commercial banks. In addition, deficit financing is also being met
through foreign reserves which are rapidly being depleted.
These have halved from $107.6bn in 2013 to an estimated $43bn by end2016. The central government was a net lender but domestic debt has since quickly
increased to reach a high 110pc of GDP in 2016.
The economic and social outlook for 2017 onwards suggest that the oil
production will progressively improve to around 1mbpd by 2017 end. On this
basis, GDP is projected to increase 14pc.
However, the twin deficits will stay, as revenues from oil will not be
sufficient to cover the budget expenditures and consumption driven imports. This
should keep the budget deficit at about 35pc of GDP in 2017.
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BAHRAIN‘s oil reserves are estimated at 210m barrels which, at current
production level of 48,000bpd, cover about 15 years of exports.
With gas reserves, estimated at only 3.25bn cubic-feet, the entire production
is consumed domestically.
Faced with declining oil reserves and its shrinking proportion of GDP,
Bahrain is diversifying its economy but its energy sector accounts for the bulk of
government revenues.
The kingdom has become a chief financial centre in the region. The financial
services are the second-largest contributor to the country‘s GDP. Other major
economic activities are production of aluminum — the second biggest export item
after oil — and construction. Industrial investments play a crucial role in
supporting Bahrain‘s economic development. Over the past ten-years, the annual
real GDP growth averaged 4.6pc.
The kingdom has also been hard hit by the slump in oil prices in the past twoyears, although, the non-oil economy has grown from 56pc of GDP in 2000 to
more than 80pc.
The kingdom continued to face oil price shock in 2016 when economic
growth decelerated in the range of an estimated 1.7-2.2pc. The National Bank of
Kuwait (NBK) put this growth at 2.9pc while the World Bank and IMF have
estimated 2016 growth at 2pc and 2.2pc. Real economy set to gradually pick up as
non-oil sector holds strong.
Economic growth is poised to gradually edge up in 2017 and 2018 on solid
levels of activity in the non-oil economy. NBK projects real GDP to prop up to
3.4pc and 4.2pc in 2017 and through 2018 with non-oil growth expanding to 4.2pc
and 4.5pc while growth in oil GDP is projected to remain flat in 2017 before
gathering some pace in 2018 as production picks up.
Though the budget deficit is forecast to narrow slightly from roughly 18pc in
2016 to around 15pc and 13pc of GDP in 2017 and 2018, the country will continue
to post large fiscal deficits.
Continued deficits will push debt to 84pc of GDP in 2018 from 75pc in 2016.
Bahrain may continue to turn to both domestic and international bond markets to
help finance its deficit. In 2016, the government issued $3.4bn in bonds, $2bn of
which was issued externally.
Fitch Ratings sees foreign borrowing reaching roughly $3.2bn and $2.2bn in
2017 and 2018. The government has introduced a mix of spending cuts, subsidy
reforms and revenue enhancement measures in response to challenging local and
global economic conditions.
Bahrain is in the process of overhauling its subsidy framework and seeking
new income streams, both of which are challenging prospects in an economy
renowned for generous social support and light-touch taxation. At the same time,
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lower oil prices are forcing the government to cut back on capital spending since
restraining current spending may intensify domestic political tensions. The efforts
to mitigate fiscal risks weighed on growth.
Lebanon
LEBANON is an upper-middle income country with a GDP of $54.4bn and
per-capita income estimated at $11,497. The economy is based primarily on the
service sector, which accounts for 60pc of GDP.
Major subsectors are commerce, tourism and financial services.
Agriculture constitutes 10pc and the industrial sector the remaining 20pc of
GDP.
Lebanon has a competitive, free market. There are no restrictions on foreign
exchange or capital movement.
Private sector contributes to 75pc of aggregate demand. The Lebanese large
banking sector, equivalent to more than 2.5 times its economic sector, provides an
important support to aggregate demand.
Under the impact of the Syrian crisis since March 2011, the economy has
grown under 2pc. The pillars of the economy — remittances from overseas
workers, tourism and real estate — have been damaged by the Syrian war. Besides,
the domestic political deadlock and regional rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Iran
in recent years further aggravated economic situation in Lebanon.
An estimated 1.5m Syrians or a quarter of the Lebanese population, have
taken refuge in Lebanon. This has strained Lebanon‘s public finances, service
delivery and the environment.
Lebanon‘s prime minister has called for adequate and substantial foreign
investments worth nearly $10bn to address the Syrian refugee crisis and upgrade
the country‘s crumbling infrastructure. He has appealed for funding for a threeyear plan aimed at equipping Lebanon to better withstand the refugee influx and
shore up its economy.
Most of Lebanon‘s infrastructure has been awaiting repair since its 15-year
civil war ended in 1990. Legislation regarding hydrocarbon industry tax law and
the privatisation of the stock market, await government attention.
Tackling Lebanon‘s growing fiscal deficit and debt-to-GDP ratio, estimated
by the World Bank at 155pc, has become the top official priority.
The Lebanese finance minister has called for a series of new taxes to finance a
higher salary scale for civil servants in the budget draft 2017 for parliament‘s
approval. These include increases in the value added tax from 10-11pc, raise in
taxes on interest rates on customer deposits from 5-7pc, hike in corporate tax from
15-17pc, and a 15pc tax on real estate transactions.
The draft budget is seen as crucial for controlling state finances and
improving the battered economy, burdened by more than $74bn of public debts.
Lebanon is working to start oil and gas exploration in 2018. It has launched
its first oil and gas exploration and production licencing round after a three-year
delay. The country has an estimated 96tr cubic-feet of natural gas reserves and
865m barrels of oil offshore.
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The ministry of finance is expected to tap the market for foreign currency
debt in 2017 for up to $3bn in additional borrowing. Growth in the public debt has
outpaced economic growth in each of the past three years, lifting the debt-to-GDP
ratio to 143.9pc, according to the IMF estimates. The country has, however,
managed to reduce its public debt from 183pc in 2006.
The consensus among Lebanese economists is that growth will double to
2.5pc in 2017.
Мировая экономика: Оман, Катар
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Oman
OMAN is a middle-income economy. It has 5.50bn barrels of proven crude
oil reserves which represents one of the most important segments of the economy.
However, the government is pursuing diversification and its Oman Vision
2020 includes expansion of industry and greater private-sector participation in the
economic development.
The Oman government has been pushing structural reforms improving trade
relations while supporting small and medium-sized enterprises and foreign
investors to spark growth in the non-oil sector.
The focus is on manufacturing, mining, transport and tourism. Hit by a cash
crunch because of a sharp drop in oil prices, Oman has opted for austerity
measures.
In 2016, private and public investment spending has dried up and the value of
awarded projects halved to $7bn. The growth remained modest at 3.3pc in 2015
but slowed to 1.8pc in 2016, according to CI Ratings.
The economy is showing signs of further slowing on the back of fiscal
tightening. Consumer confidence is weakening. The market conditions have turned
bearish. In the 2017 budget, the government has projected GDP growth of just 2pc
on the back of expected improvements in oil prices.
The World Bank has projected a 2.9pc growth in 2017.
The persistence of low oil prices is projected to produce substantial deficits
through 2018. The government ran near-balanced budgets from 2010 to 2013.
In 2014, however, the effects of sinking oil prices led to a fiscal deficit
equaling to 3.4pc of GDP. In 2015, as oil prices hit a new low, the deficit reached
18.8pc of GDP. The deficit is estimated to have further widened to 21.7pc of GDP
in 2016.
The 2017 budget envisages an increase in revenue and decrease in
expenditure over the 2016. Fitch Ratings expect deficits to narrow as oil prices
recover and fiscal measures take effect, to 14.4pc of GDP in 2017 which is in line
with NBK 2017 forecast. For 2018, the NBK projection is for a budget deficit of
9pc against Fitch Ratings 6.4pc.
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Due to increasing budget deficit, the government‘s gross financing needs
increased to around 25pc in 2016 from just two-percent of GDP in 2014. The
budget predicts net foreign borrowings to rise by 133pc, making this the main
financing tool, in covering estimated deficit for 2017.
According to a recent report by the Omani National Centre of Statistics,
$3.9bn were withdrawn from fiscal reserves for financing purposes in 2016. The
rest of the deficit was financed through borrowings.
This year, Oman plans to plug the projected deficit by borrowing $5.5bn from
international markets and $1.04bn from domestic markets, and $1.3bn from
drawing down its own financial reserves.
According to an international report and a number of global analysts, the
government is poised to implement a value-added tax in 2018. Deficit cuts,
reducing dependence on oil and investment in infrastructure will all play their part
in propelling Oman economy to rebound. And increased revenue from the new
VAT and recovering oil prices can also see government investment spending pick
up in 2018.
Qatar
QATAR is the world‘s top exporter of liquefied natural gas (LNG) with the
third-largest proven natural gas reserves in the world, estimated at 872tr cu feet. Its
indigenous population is among the wealthiest in the world, with the country
reporting a per capita GDP in excess of $100,000.
While gas and oil exports account for a majority share of GDP, nonhydrocarbons sectors have expanded rapidly in recent years. Over the past halfdecade Qatar has posted robust economic growth on the back of strong
hydrocarbons revenues, state-led infrastructure development and a rapidly
maturing financial sector.
In the past five years, however, Qatar has seen a declining GDP growth trend
though it was one of the fastest-growing economies, posting average annual GDP
growth of 8.6pc during 2010-2015.
Since 2016, the country has been pushed into austerity measures in an effort
to stabilise its finances. Given the integration of Qatar in the global economy and
its reliance on oil and natural gas as primary sources of revenue, the performance
of its economy will be negatively affected by the fluctuations of the global market.
According to Qatar Economic Outlook 2016-2018, the GDP is witnessing a
significant decline due to the economic policy pursued by the Qatari government in
light of the collapse of oil prices. Real GDP grew at 3.7pc in 2015 via large
investment spending.
The economy closed 2016 on a mixed note with economic growth for the year
decelerating to 3.2pc, weighed down by the effects of the oil price downturn.
A QNB Group‘s report reveals strong growth based on non-hydrocarbon
investment spending, predicting real GDP growth to accelerate to 3.8pc in 2017.
The bank sees further rise in growth to 4.1pc in 2018 after weathering the
impact of low oil prices, besides ramp-up in investment spending and initial gas
production from the Barzan gas project.
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The economy is likely to make rapid advances in non-hydrocarbon and
service sectors. It is estimated to grow to $275.5bn at the current price by 2018.
For at least 15 years leading up to 2010, the country‘s economy was
dominated by the energy sector. In 2010, hydrocarbons-related GDP posted growth
of more than 28pc, while the non-hydrocarbons economy rose by just under 9pc.
The government‘s diversification efforts and volatility in global energy
markets have brought robust expansion in the non-hydrocarbons economy.
According to the Qatari Ministry of Development Planning and Statistics, the
government expects to run a budget deficit for at least three years. In 2016, fiscal
deficit was 9.1pc of GDP, the first deficit in 15 years. The budget 2017 expects
$7.8bn deficit against $12.8bn in 2016.
Despite strong reserves build-up, the government will continue to cover 2017
shortfall by local and international debt issues and avoid putting pressure on the
domestic banking sector.
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SAUDI ARABIA has an oil-based economy. The petroleum sector accounts
for almost all of Saudi government revenues and 90pc of export earnings,
contributing roughly 42pc to GDP. On purchasing power parity basis, its GDP is
estimated at $1.731tr. Most workers, particularly in the private sector
are foreigners. Over 6m foreign workers play an important role in the Saudi
economy, particularly in the oil and service sectors.
The Kingdom is struggling to reduce unemployment among its own nationals,
particularly its large youth population, which generally lacks the education and
technical skills the private sector needs.
A long-term plan known as Saudi Vision 2030 along with National
Transformation Programme has been launched to reshape the economy. The
ambitious reform goals are: enlarge the role of the private sector by privatisation
and public-private partnerships; improve business environment; develop local
capital markets and small and medium enterprises and encourage FDI.
By diversifying the economy and implementing a gradual but sizeable and
sustained fiscal consolidation, the kingdom is undergoing the biggest economic
shakeup in the country‘s history in an attempt to reduce its reliance on oil.
With the decline in oil prices, the fiscal balance has moved into deficit and
economic growth is slowing. Tough austerity measures in response to a
deteriorating fiscal position has also prompted the economy to slow.
The government aims to raise more than $100bn in non-oil revenue a year by
2020, through measures including value-added taxation, as it seeks to balance the
budget.
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Lower oil prices continued to spark a domestic financial crisis in 2016. The
real GDP growth slowed to 1.4pc in 2016 from 3.4pc in 2015. According to the
World Bank, high interbank rates due to the government‘s heavy borrowing in
local financial markets reduced spending which delayed some investment projects,
hurting economic growth though the oil price rise later cushioned the economy
against a sharp downturn. In an attempt to avoid a repeat of 2016‘s austerity, the
government included higher spending in the 2017 budget.
The 2017 budget statement targeted real GDP growth to decelerate by 0.8pc
with a slight improvement in non-oil sector growth to 1pc over 2016. The World
Bank sees growth to accelerate gradually to 1.6pc and 2.5pc in 2017 and 2018.
The latest BMI Research report projected Saudi Arabia to fall into recession
next year for the first time since 1999 as a result of the continued austerity drive.
The economy is forecast to contract by 0.2pc in real terms in 2017. The IMF
expects 0.4pc economic growth this year because of Opec oil production cuts.
The kingdom‘s budget deficit swelled to $98bn in 2015, before narrowing to
$79bn in 2016 owing to the austerity measures that included cutting fuel subsidies
and lowering wages of public employees.
The deficit is expected to drop another 33pc to $53bn in 2017. The IMF
expects Saudi Arabia‘s finance deficit through a mix of deposit drawdown and
domestic and international borrowing. The IMF expects the budget deficit to
narrow to 9.5pc of GDP in 2017.
The authorities now plan introduction of a VAT and excise taxes, containment
of the government wage bill, improved public investment management and
spending efficiency. The launch of VAT from 2018 — 5pc on certain goods — is
likely to play an important role in diversifying the government‘s resources.
United Arab Emirates
THE UAE is one of the Middle East‘s most important economic centres as
well as one of the most liberal countries in the Gulf.
With a GDP per-capita of $40,400, its $570bn economy is the second largest
in the Arab world after Saudi Arabia.
Diversification has brought down reliance on the GDP contribution of oil and
gas from 85pc in 2009 to about 25pc. Trade, real estate, logistics and financial
sectors now constitute the important pillars of the economy.
A massive construction boom, an expanding manufacturing base and a
thriving services sector are supporting economic diversification. Although UAE
has become a regional trading and tourism hub, particularly Dubai, most of the
UAE remains heavily dependent on oil revenues.
As a result, the economy has been strongly affected by the decreasing oil
price since the second-half of 2014. In 2015, it was hit by low oil prices, a
slowdown in government spending, falling real estate prices in Dubai, lower global
trade volumes.
Real growth was estimated around three-percent in 2015, down from 4.5pc in
2014.
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The economy switched into lower gear in 2016 as harsh austerity measures,
weak growth among key trading partners and low oil prices continued to dampen
economic activity.
However, investment continued to sustain the relatively diversified economy
while greater oil production helped to cushion the fall in oil prices. The economic
growth slowed further to an estimated 2.3pc against an annual-average growth of
5pc over the past five years.
In 2017, UAE is expected to focus on non-oil sectors to drive the GDP
growth. The importance of non-oil economic activities has grown steadily. Its
contribution to GDP currently stands at 70percent.
In 2017, the economy is expected to remain attractive amid recovering oil
prices and growth in public and private sector activities. The UAE Minister of
Economy expects improved performance by non-oil sectors would compensate for
lower oil prices.
Non-oil sector is expected to grow further by 3.8pc against 3.6pc in 2016,
leading to an overall GDP growth of 3pc. However, the UAE central bank has
revised its forecast down to 2.3pc from 2.6pc forecast earlier.
From 2017 onwards, UAE is expected to lead economic growth in the
Arabian Gulf as oil production is expected to rise due to investments in oilfield
development.
The cabinet has approved a $13.3bn federal budget for 2017. UAE authorities
remain cautious about federal spending as low oil prices pressure state finances.
The UAE federal budget traditionally accounts for only around 14pc of total
fiscal spending while the seven individual emirates, mainly oil-producing Abu
Dhabi, provide the rest.
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Iraq
Iraq‘s largely state-run economy is dominated by the oil sector which
provides more than 90pc of government revenue and 80pc of foreign exchange
earnings.
In 2015, Iraq‘s oil reserves of 150bn barrels occupied the fifth place in the
world, accounting for 8.8pc of the world‘s proven reserves. With a GDP per-capita
of $16,500 estimated in 2016, on purchasing power parity basis, the $200bn
economy is one of the largest and richest amongst the Middle Eastern countries,
though a third of its population is living in poverty.
Within a span of two years, the poverty rate has increased dramatically from
22pc in 2014 to the current 30pc in 2016. Poverty is concentrated in the Iraqi rural
areas more than in the urban areas.
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The Iraqi economy has faced a number of difficulties since 2014: war
expenditures, decline in oil revenues and a 20pc unemployment rate.
The ISIS insurgency and the oil price shock have severely impacted the
economy and compounded structural vulnerabilities. The twin crises resulted in a
sharp deterioration of both fiscal and external accounts and worsened poverty.
Coupled with political instability in 2014, the crisis decelerated private-sector
consumption and investment and limited government spending, particularly on
investment projects. Armed conflict is hurting the non-oil economy through
destruction of infrastructure and assets, disruptions in trade and loss of investor
confidence. The impact oil price decline is affecting the budget, the external sector,
and medium-term growth potential.
The economy has been hit hard. As a result, the non-oil sector is estimated to
have contracted by 9pc in 2015 and 8.8pc in 2014.
In contrast, growth in the oil sector has remained resilient, with output rising
12.9pc in 2015 to a new high of 3.5m barrels per day. Overall, real GDP is
estimated to have rebounded to 2.4pc in 2015 after contracting 2.1pc in 2014.
Iraq‘s parliament has approved $85bn budget for 2017, based on oil price of
$42/barrel and exports of 3.75m bpd with fiscal deficit projected at $26.6bn. The
fiscal deficit widened from 5.6pc in 2014 to 20pc of GDP in 2016 due significantly
to lower oil revenues and higher humanitarian and security-related expenditure.
The financing of such a deficit will be challenging. The large fiscal deficit in
the past has been financed through external borrowings, including loans from the
IMF and the World Bank.
The failure to diversify the resources of Iraqi economy could lead to more
macroeconomic and social problems.
Kuwait
Kuwait has a wealthy, relatively open economy with crude oil reserves of
about 102bn barrels amounting to the world‘s seventh largest proven oil reserves.
With 70pc of the total population — around 4.4m are foreigners — poverty is
almost non-existent. The country can afford generous state welfare because of its
huge oil reserves. At current rates of extraction, its oil will last for another 89years.
Gas reserves have a life time of over 100 years.
In periods of high oil prices, Kuwait‘s large annual fiscal surpluses climb
significantly upwards. Fiscal surpluses equivalent to an annual average of 17.8pc
of GDP were recorded in the period 2000-2014.
Oil makes up 95pc of its export revenues and 95pc of government income and
accounts for over 60pc of GDP. Net exports provide a positive stimulus to overall
growth. Its foreign assets, including a Sovereign Wealth Fund, estimated at
$600bn.
The non-oil economy is small. Utilities, services, public administration and
defence provide the main impetus to non-oil sector growth. However, the
authorities are trying to diversify the economy away from oil and improve fiscal
revenue generation. That includes project spending.
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Kuwait‘s GDP, which contracted by an estimated 1.3pc in 2015 by 1.8 pc in
2016 on the back of a flat real GDP in the oil sector, according to a report released
by the National Bank of Kuwait.
However, overall GDP growth is expected to improve to 2.7pc in 2017. Nonoil GDP growth, which remained resilient at 3.5pc is expected to inch forward to
four-pc in 2017–2018.
Focus Economics Consensus Forecast panellists expect GDP to increase 1.8pc
in 2017, growing further to 2.6pc in 2018.
Growth in the oil sector is expected to resume to around 1.5pc in 2018. The
IMF expects economic growth to accelerate modestly over 2017 and 2018,
forecasting real GDP growth of 2.7pc and 2.5pc from 1.7pc in 2016.
Meanwhile, Kuwait‘s fiscal and external accounts have been adversely
affected by the lower oil prices.
However, robust nonoil activity has kept the financial sector sound. Besides,
the government has substantial fiscal buffers, including low gross debt and FX
reserves over 400pc of GDP including sovereign wealth funds that have enabled
Kuwait to finance fiscal deficit without a major deterioration in macroeconomic
fundamentals.
Last year Kuwait ran its first deficit in 17 years due to the plunge in oil prices
to around $30 a barrel from over $100 two years ago. The fiscal surplus of over
2.4pc of GDP in 2014 swung into a large deficit of 17.5pc of GDP in 2016/17,
leading to a need for financing for the first time since 1998.
Kuwait is projecting a deficit of $28.9bn in the current fiscal year which
began on April 1. It plans to tap international debt markets through bond issues to
finance the deficit as financing needs will remain large in coming years. Fiscal
deficit was financed through Kuwait‘s sovereign wealth fund last year and the
government planned to continue borrowings to underwrite current spending.
The key challenge for policymakers is to implement the government‘s
comprehensive reform plan which aims at promoting fiscal consolidation and
boosting private sector growth, job creation for nationals, restructuring the state
budget, diversifying the productive base and activating the financial and economic
reforms. The government has promised to cut all subsidies by 2020.
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Iran
Owing to economic sanctions imposed in 2010, Iran lost almost $160bn in oil
revenues. The economy faced multiple challenges, accentuated by the sanctions
that included rising unemployment, high inflation and sharp depreciation of the
Iranian currency.
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Oil production witnessed a significant uptick following the lifting of
economic sanctions in 2016. Iran raised its crude exports to the pre-sanction level
but falling oil prices took almost half of the revenues. As a result, in 2016, GDP
grew by just 4pc but was a great improvement from minus 6.8pc in 2015.
Strong capital inflows, including FDI and the repatriation of frozen assets are
helping drive economic growth.
After the lifting of the sanctions, many observers and private-sector leaders
are of the view that the authorities now enjoy a free hand to launch much-needed
reforms to further shore up the economy.
Iran is looking ahead to 2017 with both big investments and hefty challenges.
According to the Central Bank of Iran the economic growth could accelerate
to 5pc in the Iranian calendar year that started on Mar 20, 2016. Independent
experts project GDP growth for 2016-17 at 5.5-7pc.
Iran‘s finance minister sees average economic growth for the current calendar
year has exceeded expectations and will reach above 5pc against 1pc during the
last Persian calendar year (March 2015/16).
The IMF expects Iran‘s economic growth to reach as high as 6.6pc for the
Persian calendar year that started in March 2016 to be contributed by higher oil
production and exports.
Iranian authorities have adopted a comprehensive strategy encompassing
market-based reforms as envisaged in the government‘s 20-year vision document
and the sixth five-year development plan for 2016-2021. The development plan
envisages an annual economic growth rate of 8pc during the five-year period.
Recent fluctuations in the free market rate of the Iranian rial have caused
concerns within the country‘s business community that the currency may
experience a sharp decline in value owing to the external environment.
The anticipation of renewed anti-Iran policies and sanctions, the possible
extension of the Iran Sanctions Act by the US Congress in view of Donald
Trump‘s anti-Iran position as he takes over as US President on Jan 20, along with
uncertainties about the international oil price and uncertain domestic political
developments.
Despite CBI efforts and the government‘s desire to maintain a degree of
stability, the rial is currently overvalued and that devaluation is expected in 2017.
The CBI is trying to steer rial toward a unified exchange rate in the course of 2017.
Though, reforms put in place since Iranian President Hassan Rouhani took
office in 2013 have helped restore economic stability.
Risks to the growth outlook include lower oil prices and slower global
growth.
A key challenge relates to the prospect of undertaking structural reforms.
The challenge is to create the conditions for sustained macroeconomic
stability and growth.
Afghanistan
Afghanistan is strategically located between South and Central Asia and
offers lucrative business opportunities. Over 30 years of conflict have left
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Afghanistan one of the poorest countries in the world. Large population continues
to suffer from shortages of housing, clean water, electricity, medical care, and jobs.
The country faces insecurity, weak governance and lack of infrastructure.
Over 50pc of Afghanistan‘s population is trapped by grinding poverty. A joint
survey of the World Bank, ministry of economy and Central Statistics Office
reveals that more than 39pc Afghans live below the poverty line.
And Afghan authorities‘ difficulty in extending rule of law to all parts of the
country poses challenges to future economic growth.
Though, Afghanistan‘s economy is recovering from decades of conflict and
has improved significantly largely because of the international assistance owing to
the recovery of the agricultural, and service sector. The country is highly
dependent on foreign aid despite the progress made over the last decade.
A recent report of World Food Programme revealed about 40pc of the
Afghans face food shortage. The government has not been able to prudently use
the resources it has and has fallen short of collecting the amount of revenue it had
promised to international donors.
Afghanistan‘s impressive average annual growth of 9pc during 2002-2013 has
slumped to 1.5pc during 2013-15. It was just 0.8pc in 2015. Real GDP remains far
below the level needed to ensure increased employment and improved living
standards. The unemployment rate rose from 9.3pc in 2011-12 to 24pc in 2014.
Large fiscal and external deficits continue to be financed by donors.
According to the World Bank, the drastic economic decline during 2014 and
2015 is mainly the result of the post-2014 international military drawdown and
intensified political instability that followed the 2014 election. 2016 was another
year coupled with ups and downs. Growth is estimated at no more than 2pc for
2016, well below the rate of population growth rate.
In 2017 the government will face multiple challenges. The year is
strategically and economically critical in the history of Afghanistan. The
government still lacks a strategy for key administrative reforms. It has failed to
bring about good governance and decrease corruption.
Stronger growth is predicated on improvements in security, political stability,
reform progress, and continued high levels of aid.
International donors pledged to provide $15.2bn in support of Afghanistan‘s
development priorities for the period 2017-2020.
Earlier they had pledged over $67bn between 2003 and 2010. In July 2012,
the donors pledged an additional $16bn in civilian aid through 2015.
Afghanistan has so far attracted a whopping $1.1bn in private investment
including $700m for the energy sector alone. But the latest security reports indicate
that militants still control more than 30pc of the Afghan territory.
Fear of insecurity, weak governance, lack of infrastructure and the
government‘s difficulty in extending rule of law to all parts of the country pose
risks to investments and future economic growth.
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МАКРОЭКОНОМИКА1
Сложности экономического развития Пакистана в 2017 г.
2017 in review: Dirty politics trumped development economics this year
Usman Hayat. Dawn. 30.12.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379546/2017-inreview-dirty-politics-trumped-development-economics-this-year

2017 started off looking bright, but then turned into a dark year for
Pakistan‘s economy.
The year 2017 started on a positive note. Economy was growing, inflation
was low, the rupee was stable, CPEC was progressing, Pakistan‘s credit rating had
improved, and the stock market was racing. There was hope for better times.
But then, things took a turn.
Political chaos hit the economy, and hit it hard. The chaos gained
momentum with the formation of the Panama case JIT in April and then
culminated with the Islamabad sit-in by a faction of the religious right in
November.
The prolonged chaos changed the once hopeful sentiment. The economic
narrative shifted to fiscal deficit, trade deficit, rising debt, setbacks for CPEC, an
overvalued rupee, and a sliding stock market. Pessimism sidelined hope.
Let‘s look back at the highlights of 2017.
Regaining economic growth momentum
The Economic Survey put the GDP growth for 2016-17 at 5.3pc, noting that
it is the ―highest growth rate recorded in a decade.‖ The World Bank in its Pakistan
Development Update said: ―Pakistan's economic performance remained robust
during the fiscal year 2017 (FY17) as growth continued to accelerate.‖
IMF‘s Article IV Consultation had a similar view: ―Pakistan‘s outlook for
economic growth is favourable, with real GDP estimated at 5.3pc in FY 2016/17
and strengthening to 6pc.‖
The State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) State of the Economy also agreed: ―The
real GDP growth in FY17 was the highest during the last ten years. It was led by a
rebound in agriculture and a broad-based increase in value addition by services
sector.‖
Inflation in low single digit
Inflation, a tax we all pay, is perhaps the most significant economic statistic
for ordinary Pakistanis. It remained at around 4pc. This is according to the
Consumer Price Index by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), if you are willing to
believe the Bureau.
That surely does not mean that the price level of essential goods is within the
reach of common Pakistanis. What it means is that these essentials did not move
much further out of their reach.
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Inflation was contained thanks to factors like lower international petroleum
prices, which have begun to rise, and a stable Pakistani rupee, which has started to
weaken. However, according SBP, in 2017-18, ―overall inflation is expected to
remain well below the target of 6pc.‖
Population hits 207.77 million
Pakistan's population has officially hit 207.77 million. This is the provisional
result of the 2017 census data by the PBS. The data has been collected after nearly
two decades and it has not been without controversy.
The compound annual growth rate for the population since 1998 turns out to
be 2.4pc, well above the global average. Female population is 101.3 million or
48.76pc.
The share of population of Punjab and Sindh decreased while that of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan has increased.
According to the Word Bank, Pakistan is the sixth most populous country
following China, India, USA, Indonesia and Brazil.
Policy rate maintained at 5.75pc
SBP kept the policy interest rate at 5.75pc, where it has been since May
2016. Credit to the private sector grew on a year-over-year basis in 2017-18 by
18.5pc.
According to the monetary policy statement issued in November, ―The
already buoyant growth in fixed investment gained further traction at a slightly
higher level relative to FY17, while both working capital loans and consumer
financing showed encouraging trends.‖
SBP says that the prospects of achieving the 6pc target of real GDP growth
continue to be strong due to the availability of cheaper money and higher credit
off-take by the private sector. Critics are bound to be divided on whether this is
feigned optimism by SBP or an objective analysis.
Official unemployment at 6pc
Another statistic that is close to the hearts and minds of Pakistanis is the
unemployment rate. Officially, it is around 6pc but not everyone is willing to
believe it.
The credibility of economic data in Pakistan in general has long been subject
to debate. But the unemployment number stands out because of the incredulity
surrounding it.
The army of applicants applying for every advertised job in 2017 surely does
not suggest unemployment is low. In one of its report, marketing research firm
Nielsen puts the employment rate at 51pc, leaving the unemployment rate much
higher.
There will inevitably be issues regarding definition and measurement
techniques, but the wide gap between the public and private sector estimates leaves
one scratching one‘s head as to what the unemployment rate really is.
Government weakens, key offices change hands
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Economic issues took a back seat for most of the year as the leadership got
occupied with the ongoing political turmoil. The government was greatly
weakened and its fragile writ was fully exposed in the Islamabad sit-in.
Following the disqualification and resignation of prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, the embattled finance minister Ishaq Dar has taken leave of absence.
The office of secretary finance and chairman of FBR changed incumbents.
A new governor assumed office at SBP, and an acting chairman was appointed at
Securities and Exchange Commission Pakistan (SECP) after the former chairman
was suspended in the ―record tampering‖ case.
It has been a surreal experience watching all the key policy makers get
replaced in a matter of months. The economic challenges were mounting, the
economic leadership was conspicuous by its absence, and no one was counting
the cost of political uncertainty.
CPEC dominates economic discourse
There are great expectations from CPEC and they keep becoming greater.
The seventh round of the CPEC Joint Cooperation Council took place in Islamabad
in November.
According to the official announcements regarding the long-term plan, ―By
2025, the CPEC building shall be basically done, the industrial system
approximately complete, major economic functions brought into play in a holistic
way, the people‘s livelihood along the CPEC significantly improved, regional
development more balanced and all the goals of Vision 2025 achieved.‖
The largest sector under CPEC is energy, where shortages have long been
the bane of our economy. The government is now examining a proposal to replace
the US dollar with the Chinese yuan for trade between China and Pakistan.
All, however, is not reported to be well with CPEC. There have been news
items about potential setbacks with calls for greater transparency.
Remittances could be slowing down
Remittances, recorded at $19.3 billion during the last fiscal year, have long
helped manage Pakistan‘s trade deficit. Unsurprisingly, of the total global
remittances, 80pc are received by 23 countries, led by China, India, the
Philippines, Mexico and Pakistan.
The World Bank‘s Migration and Development Brief says that Pakistan
had witnessed 12pc growth in remittances in 2015, which moderated to about
2.8pc in 2016 and is expected to grow by a meagre 1.4pc in 2017.
SBP‘s forecast for remittances for the current fiscal year is between $19 and
$20 billion. The SBP in collaboration with Pakistan Remittance Initiative has
introduced Asaan Remittances Account to help move traditional over-the-counter
cash transactions to formal banking channel.
Remittances during July to October 2017 have reportedly grown by 2.3pc
and it is an open debate if the growth has slowed down as much as anticipated.
Terror and political violence remain alive
Unlike some of the traditional economic indicators, such as inflation and
unemployment, terror and political violence are not systematically measured and
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publicised in Pakistan. This is quite puzzling given that they have an unusually
strong link to our economy.
A report published in 2017 by the US State Department says that terror in
Pakistan is on the decline. A publicly available data set says that fatalities from
terror incidents were 1209 in 2017, down from 1803 in 2016.
While terrorism is receding, its frequency is still disturbingly high and
recurrent. The violent ending of the Islamabad sit-in by a faction of the religious
right shows that political violence is very much alive and it is hurting economic
activity.
Budget offers little good news for financial markets
PML-N's government unveiled its fifth bugdet of Rs4.5 trillion, allocating
Rs1 trillion to development projects and Rs920 billion to defence spending. The
budget offered little good news for financial markets.
The tax rate on capital gains on securities was increased to a flat 15pc for
filers and 20pc for non-filers regardless of holding period.
A super tax of 4pc for banking companies and 3pc for persons other than
banking companies earning more than Rs500 million was extended to 2017-18.
How the Federal Board Revenue has gone about increasing tax revenue has
been criticised and the Board continues to be assailed for corruption. If critics are
to be believed, the government is now set to miss all the major budget
targets including the GDP growth of 6pc, containing budget deficit of 4.1pc, and
increasing tax- -to-GDP ratio of 13.7pc.
Pakistan reenters MSCI (formerly Morgan Stanley Capital
International) emerging market index
Pakistan‘s stock market soared because large inflows by foreign funds were
expected after the country regained entry into the MSCI Emerging Market Index.
Anticlimactically, however, it was found that contrary to hype. The market
had experienced more outflows than inflows because the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index gave Pakistan a relatively low weight.
Together with mounting political uncertainty, rising deficits, disappointing
budget, and fears of depreciation of the Rupee, the MSCI surprise was a hard blow
for the investors.
Later in the year, Pakistan‘s weight was further reduced during review of
MSCI indexes. After rising 46pc in 2016, the KSE-100 index has fallen by more
than 25pc from the all-time high it hit in 2017.
The market price-to-earnings ratio has slid down to about nine times but
investors seem uninterested. On the bright side, in a welcome break from the past,
and despite the very large movements in the market, there have been no chain
defaults.
Chinese acquire strategic stake in PSX
In a leap forward for PSX, its stock brokers sold 40pc of their shares for US
$85 million to a consortium of Chinese securities exchanges, Pak-China
Investment Company, and Habib Bank Limited.
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The demutualisation, integration, and attraction of foreign strategic holding
had been contemplated by SECP since 2002. It finally happened 15 years later in
2017.
Following the strategic investment, PSX also got listed on itself though there
was limited investor interest in its shares during the book building process. Many
investors in Pakistan are still trying to get their head around the fact that the
exchange itself has become a listed company.
HBL‘s scandal shakes the banking sector
HBL, one of the largest banks in Pakistan, was rocked by a money
laundering scandal that shook the entire banking sector. The Department of
Financial Services of New York State alleged that HBL had committed 53 separate
violations between 2007 and 2017.
While details about the wrong doings remained sketchy, HBL agreed to pay
a fine of $225 million. It is a huge amount, but still less than half the $630 million
that the US authorities had reportedly assessed.
Interestingly, news that all was not well at HBL‘s branch in New York had
been appearing for a few years but had not gained public attention. HBL
announced that its president and CEO is bowing out and so is its branch in New
York.
Companies Act 2017 promulgated
The Companies Act 2017 was promulgated in May replacing the Companies
Ordinance, 1984. A feather in SECP‘s cap, this is the longest piece of legislation
ever approved by Pakistan‘s parliament.
This was a mega project many years in the making. The new act focuseson
abolishing unnecessary requirements and benefitting from the use of technology. It
envisages a softer regime for companies without public interest.
Among its many features are mandatory minimum quotas for women
directors and persons with disabilities. This act will continue to touch each of the
roughly 80,000 companies registered in Pakistan and the lives of millions of
Pakistanis for many years to come.
Deficits and debt stoke fears
The fiscal and trade deficits have been mounting. As one news report in
September put it, fiscal deficit hit 5.8pc of GDP reaching ―Rs1.864 trillion mark in
absolute terms, the highest in four years of the PML-N government as well as in
the country‘s 70-year history.‖
IMF says Pakistan has the potential to reach a tax-to-GDP ratio of 22pc but
it remains just that: unrealised potential. New records of trade deficit were being
set with such frequency that it became difficult to keep up.
―Never before in the country‘s history have imports been over two-and-ahalf times of exports as they are now,‖ lamented an observer, as trade balance
worsened. The ratio of gross public debt to GDP, as reported by the SBP, remained
above 60pc.
There has been ongoing speculation as to whether Pakistan would returnto
borrowing from IMF and face the painful adjustments. The government sought to
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buy time by raising $1 billion through sukuk at 5.625pc and $1.5 billion via
eurobond at 6.875pc.
The oversubscription and competitive yields of the issues show the creditors
of Pakistan are less concerned about our economic challenges than some of the
local economists.
Rupee depreciates and remains under pressure
That the rupee was overvalued was being suggested. There were a range of
estimates from 20pc to 40pc. There has been a bitter debate if devaluation has even
worked for Pakistan.
But early in December, ―the State Bank launched what appeared to the rest
of us like an ambush‖ and the rupee, that opened at 105.5 against the dollar,
quickly hit 109.5, and has remained volatile since. Devaluation is not without
consequences but it is uncertain by how much it will fuel inflation.
Water crisis bubbling under
While most of the economic focus is on our twin deficits, a major challenge
that is bubbling under is water stress. There were a series of disturbing reports on
the water situation in Pakistan. According to WaterAid, ―Pakistan is among the
world‘s 36 most water-stressed countries‖ and ―among the top 10 countries with
the greatest number of people living without access to safe water.‖
As per the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources, Pakistan may
run dry by 2025 if the present conditions continue. In another report by Institute of
Public Policy, there are five challenges on the supply side: water scarcity resulting
from higher demand and diminishing capacity of reservoirs, excessive conveyance
losses, deteriorating infrastructure, high operation costs and an excessive
groundwater use.
The Supreme Court called upon the chief ministers of Sindh and Punjab
expressing concern over the lack of availability of potable water.
Cyber crime makes its presence felt
ATM skimming hit the headlines towards the end of the year.
HBL confirmed that Rs10.2 million had been stolen from 559 accounts. The
scandal was far from huge.
We are talking about less than 1,000 people and just about Rs1 crore in the
whole country. But the media outcry it generated was indeed huge.
On the bright side, the media outcry created more awareness about cyber
crime than the National Response Centre for Cyber Crime under the FIA could
ever expect to achieve through its awareness activities.
In sum, politics trumps economics in 2017
Looking back, 2017 started off looking bright, but then turned into a dark
year for Pakistan‘s economy. This unwanted twist was not caused by bad luck or a
natural disaster. It was very much the making of powerful Pakistanis eager to play
a game of thrones.
They put their ambition, their ego, and the glory of their institution above
that of Pakistan. None of them came out a winner.
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Be it any party or the parliament, the judiciary, the army, or the media, all
have suffered reputational damage during 2017. But there has been one clear loser:
Pakistan.
Dirty politics trumped development economics in 2017, it could have been a
much better year for Pakistan‘s economy, but it was not.
Возможности роста экономики Пакистана
Pakistan‘s economic promise
Munir Akram (former Pakistan ambassador to the UN). Dawn. 21.12.2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375641/pakistans-economic-promise

The writer is a THE recent oversubscription of the foreign loans sought by
the Pakistan government, and the relatively favourable rates on which these were
obtained, indicates that lenders seem to have shrugged off this year‘s sharp (20 per
cent) fall in the Pakistan Stock Exchange and concerns about widening trade and
budget deficits, domestic political turmoil and threats of US sanctions.
The market‘s optimism about Pakistan‘s economy is well placed. Despite
bad or indifferent management, the country‘s GDP has grown, in nominal terms,
from $80 billion in 2002 to $300bn in 2017. In Purchasing Power Parity terms, the
Pakistani economy‘s size is $1 trillion. And, these statistics do not count the
estimated 36pc of the economy which remains undocumented.
The planning minister asserted a few days ago that economic growth this
year would have reached the 6.5pc target (instead of 5.3pc) were it not for the
domestic political turbulence. But the government‘s economic decisions appear to
be clearer and quicker under the stand-in prime minister. And, the blockade of the
capital by religious zealots was too recent to affect the growth statistic. It is
investment which largely determines the rate of growth.
The market‘s optimism about the country‘s economy is well placed.
Until two years ago, growth in Pakistan‘s economy hovered around 4pc or
less. It rose to 5pc last year and 5.3pc this year mainly due to the investment in
energy and infrastructure under the CPEC project.
It is estimated that to eliminate extreme poverty and double per capita
income (from $1600 to $3200) in a decade, Pakistan‘s economy should grow at
7pc annually. To achieve this level of growth, investment in the economy (external
and internal) should be around 20pc of GDP ie around $60bn annually, equal to the
entire amount committed so far under CPEC.
Most of this $60bn in annual investment will have to be mobilised by
Pakistan itself, from its domestic revenues, national capital markets, the private
sector and external earnings.
Although tax collection has increased recently, Pakistan‘s tax-to-GDP ratio
is still much lower than the global norm of 16-18pc. Well managed, tax revenue
can be doubled.
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Apart from enlarging the tax net, the government can effect enormous
savings by selling off or shutting down the dozen or so state-owned corporations
(white elephants) which are costing the exchequer around 2pc of GDP each year.
Similarly, subsidies (for electricity, water, fertiliser production, textile and
other exports), unless efficiently provided for specific development goals,
encourage ‗rent-seeking‘ and corruption, distort the economy and waste precious
state resources. They must be progressively eliminated.
Third, once fully developed, Pakistan‘s capital markets can be a significant
source of investment.
Fourth, a well-conceived and energetic effort is required to mobilise
domestic and foreign private investment.
While money can be mobilised, investment must be deployed strategically to
create sustained growth, employment and development. There are five areas which
deserve to be accorded priority: physical infrastructure, social development,
agriculture, manufacturing and technology.
Under CPEC, Pakistan‘s energy and transport infrastructure requirements
are being addressed with China‘s cooperation. Hopefully, this vital enterprise will
not be derailed by malign internal or external intervention. CPEC should be
enlarged, as envisaged, to encompass cooperation in the industrial and other
sectors of the economy.
However, building Pakistan‘s ‗social infrastructure‘ — education and
medical facilities; water and sanitation; urban and rural transport systems — is
equally if not more important than physical infrastructure. This is essential to
create the human foundation for modernisation of the economy and should have
first call on the national development budget. Some progress in these sectors has
been made in Punjab and KP; not so in Sindh and Balochistan.
Agriculture contributes 25pc of Pakistan‘s GDP and absorbs 40pc of its
labour force. Pakistan possesses the largest integrated irrigation system in the
world. Yet its per unit agricultural output is one of the world‘s lowest. It wastes
over 30pc of its water and food production. Unless agricultural production grows at
more than the present 2-3pc, Pakistan will be unable to feed its growing
population. What is required is clear: more equitable land distribution (to smaller,
more productive farmers, 50pc of whom do not own any land); upgradation of the
irrigation system; focused financing of advanced techniques for efficient water use,
improved seeds, cultivation and harvesting, storage, transport, marketing and
processing of agricultural products.
Likewise, unless it industrialises, Pakistan will be unable to grow rapidly or
provide employment for its ‗youth bulge‘. Since Pakistan‘s growth is driven
mainly by domestic demand, it is well placed to develop its textiles, steel, heavy
machinery, engineering goods, automotive, electronics, petrochemical, consumer
goods, and food-processing industries, without relying on exports.
As every industrialised country has done historically, Pakistan will need to
‗protect‘ its nascent industries from external competition for a time. The WTO
rules permit developing countries to do so. If a foreign company can sell a product
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in Pakistan, it is unlikely to invest in producing it there. Premature trade
‗liberalisation‘ is a recipe for deindustrialisation. Pakistan‘s access to foreign
markets in any sector will be meaningful only once it is competitive in that sector.
Islamabad should renegotiate all so-called FTAs and review its trade regime to
build in the protections required by its industries.
Technology is key to economic dynamism. Every industrial process, every
business model, is being transformed by the application of digital and other
technological innovations. Pakistan must absorb these developments like a sponge,
mobilising public and private entities, at home and abroad, to find the most
efficient and productive ways to promote growth and development in targeted
areas, often leapfrogging the existing techniques applied in advanced countries. In
the final analysis, this will be one of the two decisive factors in Pakistan‘s
economic success or failure.
The second is the quality of Pakistan‘s governance. A modern state requires
a functionally competent, honest system of governance which can set the rules,
create capacity, ensure fair competition and equitable distribution of the fruits of
growth and development. After decades of misrule, the people must accord first
priority to evolving an answer to the question: how to secure a leadership that is
dedicated to Pakistan‘s national interest, not its own; one that is enlightened,
honest and accountable; one that can respond to the enormous challenges and
opportunities that face Pakistan today?
МВФ считает – рост экономики Пак-на в 2017/18 г. будет в размере
5.6% (и сложная политическая ситуация не повлияет на экономику)
Economy still poised for 5.6% growth: IMF
The Express Tribune. December 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584229/1economy-still-poised-5-6-growth-imf/

ISLAMABAD: Political uncertainty in Pakistan has not impacted the
economy and despite difficult situation, the country is still poised to grow by 5.6%
this year, said Harald Finger, the International Monetary Fund‘s Mission Chief to
Pakistan on Thursday.
But Finger underlined that the government needs to immediately move to
correct the situation on its external and fiscal fronts and added that its policy
actions would decide whether Pakistan can manage without the IMF‘s financial
support after June 2018.
―We have seen that political uncertainty that Pakistan has experienced for
the last few months has decoupled from economic developments,‖ said Finger
while responding to a question whether former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s
disqualification impacted the economy.
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
He said Pakistan‘s economic growth this year would strengthen to 5.6%
from 5.3% during the last fiscal year. ―But things will depend how the political and
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security situation evolves in the coming months,‖ said Finger while talking to the
media at the conclusion of the Post-Programme Monitoring talks.
At the conclusion of the ten-day talks, the IMF stressed that Pakistan needs
to undertake strong reforms efforts to maintain external stability, ensure debt
sustainability and support higher economic growth in the medium term.
It cautioned Islamabad about ―careful phasing in of new external liabilities
to contain external stability risks‖ – in a veiled reference to CPEC-related
repayment obligations.
Irked by PM‘s absence, new IMF director cancels visit to Pakistan
The IMF mission chief‘s statement about no implications of political
uncertainty on the economy belies former PM Sharif‘s claims that his ouster from
power stopped the march towards economic growth.
―There is too much focus on political instability in Pakistan … and even if
you have political difficulties nothing prevents from doing the homework that
would enable faster implementation of structural reforms once political difficulties
are resolved,‖ said Tokhir Mirzoev, the IMF‘s Resident Representative in
Islamabad.
Finger said in the coming months, Pakistan should focus on strengthening
economic resilience by tightening fiscal deficit and also make sure that losses to
international reserves are addressed.
He said there was also need to ensure that the right policies were in place for
higher private investment, exports and jobs creation.
World Bank expects Pakistan‘s economy to grow 5.2%, but risks remain
―The most important question should be what the government needs to do in
terms of economic reforms. Whether they do it with or without the IMF
programme,‖ said Tokhir Mirzoev on a question whether Pakistan has requested
another programme.
Finger said a key challenge for Pakistan‘s economy will be managing
through the political situation in the midterm and during this time focusing on
stability issues –be it on the external side, declining reserves and containing fiscal
deficit.
To a question whether Pakistan can manage without the IMF after June
2018, Finger said: ―Certainly, it‘s a difficult period for Pakistan at the moment and
the success will depend on implementation of policies that are now put in place —
including on the exchange rate side and efforts to contain the fiscal deficit,‖
IMF calls for ‗regular‘ assessment of public debt structure
He said in addition external developments that were not in the control of the
government would be a key to see where the country could manage without the
IMF in July 2018.
Independent economists and a former secretary finance have recently
predicted that Pakistan may need another IMF programme due to a precarious
situation of the foreign currency reserves.
Despite borrowing $2.5 billion from international debt markets, the SBP‘s
official gross foreign currency reserves stood at $14.7 billion. Excluding its
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obligations, the net official reserves are below $5 billion, showed the official data
of the Ministry of Finance and the SBP.
Finger said the IMF sees continuous pressures on the external side and
foreign currency reserves. He said the decision by the SBP to allow adjustment of
the exchange rate in past three days is welcomed.
―The decision to allow exchange rate depreciation was taken by the SBP and
it is in line with the IMF‘s recommendations,‖ said Finger while responding to a
question whether the IMF dictated the depreciation.
IMF says Pakistan can manage without its support
The mission chief said depreciation of the rupee was a good, first step
towards addressing Pakistan‘s external sector problems.
―The focus should now be on putting in place policies to address external
and fiscal imbalances and to ensure that the economy is on strong footing so that
Pakistan does not require another IMF programme,‖ said Finger.
The official sais that maintaining the positive economic growth trend will
require strengthening the economy‘s resilience with greater exchange rate
flexibility, fiscal discipline and an adequately tight monetary policy stance.
According to a hand-out that the IMF issued after the talks, the fund stressed
that Pakistan needed strong reforms‘ efforts to pursue medium-term fiscal
consolidation, strengthen the monetary policy framework and careful phasing in of
new external liabilities to contain external stability risks.
It also underlined that there was a need to eliminate losses in public sector
enterprises and a decisive action to address the chronic issue of the power sector
circular debt.
Доклад ЭСКАТО об экономике Пакистана
Pakistan's exchange rate facing risks, UN body warns
Dawn, December 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375239/pakistans-exchangerate-facing-risks-un-body-warns

ISLAMABAD: The government‘s policy of keeping the exchange rate stable
by intervening in the foreign exchange market may become unsustainable if the US
dollar appreciates against most major currencies in global markets, warns a new
United Nations report.
The stable exchange rate may be encouraging for some investors and traders,
but the report warns that it is draining precious foreign exchange reserves.
―In these circumstances, if the US dollar appreciates against most major
currencies in the global markets, the policy approach currently being pursued by
Pakistan could become unsustainable,‖ it warns, raising the spectre of a forced
devaluation at some point down the road.
The report is the ‗year-end update‘ of the flagship Economic and Social
Survey for Asia and the Pacific 2017 released by the United Nations Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP).
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The report acknowledges growth in investments in Pakistan amidst
improving business sentiment and a climate characterised by low interest rates and
increased infrastructure spending, with the bulk of private sector credit being
extended to fixed investments.
It cautions that the current strength of Asian currencies is unlikely to last
long, as advanced economies are normalising their monetary policies by gradually
increasing interest rates from historically low levels, and folding up their
quantitative easing measures.
It discounts the possibility of disruptive capital movements following the
end of the era of easy money, arguing that tightening of the monetary environment
has been widely anticipated.
Nevertheless, it is important to monitor such developments closely, it warns,
―especially in economies that have vulnerable external positions, as those factors
could lead to a strengthening of the United States dollar in global markets.‖
The report forecasts a growth rate of 5.3pc for Pakistan in 2017 and 5.6pc in
2018. It notes the widening of the country‘s current account deficit, which touched
$12.1bn in FY17 which is about 4pc of GDP, ―due to lower volumes of commodity
exports, increased imports of capital goods related to both the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and non-CPEC infrastructure projects.‖
The report estimates that the rate of inflation in Pakistan is expected to rise
from 4.2pc in FY17 to 5.5pc in FY18. The average headline inflation in the
developing countries of Asia and the Pacific, 3.5pc in 2016, is moderate and
expected to decline further to 3.2pc in 2017.
Selected indicators of fiscal space for Pakistan shows that the general
government debt as percentage of GDP was 66.9 per cent; percentage of tax
revenues was 631.4; public external debt as percentage of GDP was 22;
concessional external debt as percentage of government debt was 19.7; and
external debt as percentage of exports plus remittances was 15.7. According to the
report, critical dimensions of the quality of work are its stability and security. Of
countries with available data, nearly one in four wage employees were employed
casually. Pakistan exhibited the highest rate of casual work, at 33.3pc in 2015,
which had increased from 29.4pc in 2010.
For the region as a whole, given the low and stable rate of inflation,
monetary policy is expected to maintain its accommodative stance and provide
support for economic growth. However, central banks need to pay close attention
to financial and external sector stability issues as well and continue with their
deleveraging efforts to tackle the build-up of systemic risks.
Экономическое развитие за 4 года при власти ПМЛ(Н) заметно
меньше, чем декларировалось
Economic performance in 4-year report card, failing grade for PML-N
Shahbaz Rana. The Express Tribune. 5.12.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1575162/2economic-performance-4-year-report-card-failing-grade-pml-n/
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ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) promised
much in its election manifesto but delivered little in terms of economic
performance.
The gap between what was said and what was done has pushed the country
into a deep debt trap, increased income inequality, and an increasing number of
question marks hovering over the economic outlook.
Foreign investors are concerned by macroeconomic indicators, and the
possibility of Pakistan needing another bailout is much more real than ever before.
Barring progress on the pace of inflation and increasing national output,
which grew from 3.7 per cent to 5.3 per cent in four years, the government‘s
performance remained questionable on all economic fronts. Even the annual
economic growth of 5.3 per cent in the fiscal year 2016-17 was the result of growth
in the services sector, which is not labour intensive.
In its election manifesto, the government had promised to increase the
economic growth rate to 6 per cent by the end of the fourth year, and 7 per cent by
June 2018.
PPP, PML-N agree to work together to avert technocrat govt
According to a report from the International Food Policy Research Institute,
Pakistan remains near the bottom of the Global Hunger Index, standing at 106
among 119 developing countries ranked.
In June 2013, the official unemployment rate in the country was 6.24 per
cent, but due to growing joblessness, the government has not announced
unemployment figures for the last two fiscal years, showed a State Bank of
Pakistan report.
The literacy rate, which was 60 per cent in 2013, actually slipped to 58 per
cent in June 2016. Figures for the current year have not been released yet. Health
expenditure, which stood at a meagre 0.56 per cent of total national output in 2013,
has been decreased even further to 0.46 per cent in June 2017, according to the
SBP‘s annual report on the state of the economy.
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In its latest report, which covered the four-year economic performance of the
PML-N, the Policy Research Institute of Market Economy (PRIME) noted that the
incumbent government has failed to fully implement its election manifesto on the
economic front and has achieved just six of its 89 announced goals.
According to the report, progress has been reversed on the elimination of
VIP culture by reducing expenses on the Prime Minister‘s office and the
Presidency, appointing independent professional boards of state-owned entities,
eliminating circular debt, and notifying the tariffs determined by the National
Electric Power Regulatory Authority.
Even in areas where it had initially shown some progress, performance
deteriorated during the January-June 2017 period, says the report from the
Islamabad-based, independent think tank.
Growing debt burden
Former finance minister Ishaq Dar claimed that Pakistan‘s economy had
turned around and the country did not need another International Monetary Fund
(IMF) bailout. However, the situation has already worsened. From July through
October of this fiscal year, the federal government has obtained $2.3 billion in
foreign loans, including $1.02 billion in commercial loans.
PML-N‘s economic scorecard: a story of under-performance
A team of Finance Ministry and SBP officials is already in the United States
to raise between $2 billion and $3 billion from the debt markets by floating
sovereign bonds aimed at creating some space till the time a new programme is
negotiated with the IMF, sources said.
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The country‘s official foreign currency reserves, which peaked to $19
billion, slid on the back of foreign borrowings to $13.54 billion as of November
17, barely enough to finance two-and-a-half months of imports.
The federal government consumed a significant amount of foreign currency
reserves to manage the rupee-dollar exchange rate parity while turning down
proposals to let the currency devalue to its ‗real value‘ of around Rs118 to a dollar.
The current parity is Rs105.4 per dollar.
The biggest criticism against the incumbent government, however, is the
massive increase in external debt and liabilities, which have increased to $83
billion as of June 2017. In June 2013, a few weeks after the PML-N government
came into power, external debt and liabilities stood at $61 billion.
The government is also accused of twice amending the Fiscal Responsibility
and Debt Limitation Act of 2005 in an effort to understate the growing debt
burden. Against the total debt of Rs15.56 trillion in June 2013, the country‘s total
debt has now increased to Rs24 trillion, which is equal to 75.3 per cent of the GDP
and far above the ‗safe‘ threshold.
Since the government has not been able to enhance exports and attract
significant foreign direct investment, the external sector has remained under
pressure. In June 2013, the current account deficit – the gap between external
receivables and payments – was $2.5 billion or 1.1 per cent of the GDP. The
government closed the fiscal year 2016-17 at a record deficit of $12.1 billion, equal
to 4 per cent of the GDP.
PML-N‘s performance in two years – a blend of effort and luck
That record is likely to be short lived, as the government has already booked
a $5-billion current account deficit during the July-October period.
Exports, which stood at $24.5 billion in June 2013, have decreased to $20.42
billion as of June 2017, according to the SBP annual report.
Poor fiscal performance
In June 2013, the country had booked Rs1.834 trillion as its budget deficit,
equal to 8.2 per cent of GDP. This figure was inclusive of the Rs480-billion
circular debt payment the PML-N government cleared after coming into power, but
booked in the last year of the PPP tenure.
However, at the end of the fiscal year 2016-17, the budget deficit widened to
a record Rs1.864 trillion, excluding Rs800 billion as circular debt. In terms of
GDP, the 2016-17 budget deficit was equal to 5.8 per cent of GDP, which was far
higher than the 4.1per cent limit approved by parliament. After including the
impact of unsettled circular debt, the budget deficit as a percentage of GDP would
increase to the same level in the last fiscal year that the county witnessed in 2013.
The extremely poor position of the fiscal and external fronts belies the
official claims of turning around the economy. Instead, the worsening situation
forced the chief of army staff to give a wakeup call to the government. The army
chief warned the authorities about the ―sky-high debt‖ and ―abysmally low tax
base‖.
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In June 2013, the FBR‘s tax-to-GDP ratio was 8.7 per cent, which increased
to 10.5 per cent in 2016-17, but remained far below the government‘s target of 15
per cent. In absolute terms, the FBR‘s tax collection increased from Rs1.946
trillion to Rs3.361 trillion due to the imposition of roughly Rs1.4 trillion in new
taxes.
The government also failed to meet its promise of rationalising sales tax by
ensuring standard rates for all items.
Nawaz tells party MPs to improve performance
In fact, a recent World Bank report suggests that Pakistan is losing Rs3.2
trillion in revenue every year due to weak tax compliance and enforcement.
Core macroeconomic indicators remain disappointing
The government failed to show notable progress on the two most critical
macroeconomic areas – investment and national savings. The investment-to-GDP
ratio inched up from 15 per cent in June 2013 to 15.8 per cent four years later. It
was well below the government‘s targets, and Dar would conveniently fail to bring
it up.
The PML-N always boasts of promoting private investment in the country
— a claim far from reality. In June 2013, private sector investment was 9.8 per
cent of GDP. At the end of June 2017, it stood at 9.9 per cent, according to the
SBP report.
The same is the case with national savings. In June 2013, Gross National
Savings as a percentage of GDP was 13.9 per cent, which actually decreased to
13.1 per cent in June 2017.
PSEs‘ performance
Another poorly managed area was the functioning of Public Sector
Enterprises. The PML-N government claimed that it would privatise all lossmaking enterprises and reduce their losses. The numbers tell a different story.
PML-N to grill ministers over performance
In June 2013, the PSEs‘ debt and liabilities were Rs495 billion. By June
2017, they had rocketed up to Rs1.107 trillion, according to the SBP annual report.
There was a net 123 per cent increase in PSEs‘ losses in just four years. This was
primarily because the government did not settle the circular debt and parked huge
sums outside the budget.
In the energy sector, the government was unable to reform Nepra. Likewise,
reforms could not be introduced in power distribution and generation companies.
These entities kept causing heavy losses, which the government tried to cover by
charging various surcharges from consumers.
The PML-N also failed to meet its election promise of permanently
eliminating circular debt, which has piled up to Rs400 billion. By including the
stock of debt that is parked in a holding company, the total circular debt would
jump to Rs800 billion.
The government somehow managed to build the confidence of the private
sector, but it was still not up to the mark. The two components where it performed
well were infrastructure building and creating job opportunities.
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There was no development on the goals of converting at least 50 per cent of
remittances from overseas Pakistanis into investments and reforming tariffs to
eliminate anti-export bias. The PML-N could not establish an equity fund to
facilitate investment from the private and public sectors. It also could not fulfil its
promise to tax all income, including agriculture income, and failed to reduce the
number of federal and provincial taxes, according to PRIME.
Экономика Пакистан – 4 месяца нового финансового года – не так уж
плохо.
Economic indicators: not too bad
Dr
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Tahir.
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The final departure of Mr Ishaq Dar has done more good than harm to the
economy. Despite the politico-religious dharnas and the ongoing civil-judicialmilitary test match, the economic indicators for the first four months of the current
fiscal year are not too bad. The prevailing situation does affect confidence in the
future state of the economy, which has a direct bearing on the current account
balance. Even in this case, one sees that the exports which had been declining in
absolute terms, are now looking up. Export growth is nearly 10 per cent. With its
energy needs satisfied, textile industry is leading the way. Import growth is,
however, more than double of the export growth. This is a problem in the near
term. Over the medium term, the composition of imports suggests a strong revival
of the economy. Machinery contributes 19.16 per cent, transport 6.7 per cent,
agricultural and other chemicals 14.8 per cent, metal group 9.14 per cent and
petroleum 23.13 per cent (14.27 per cent of which is liquefied natural and
petroleum gas). The trade deficit is huge, but for the better. The current account
deficit is also more than double at $5 billion. With remittances recovering, 74.4 per
cent rise in foreign direct investment, the increasing impact of regulatory duties
imposed recently and liquid foreign exchange reserves of $19.5 billion, the current
account is manageable through roll-overs of short-term debt, access to bond market
and friendly donations. Heeding any technocratic advice to rush to the IMF would
be at the cost of growth that has already taken long to revive. Even the most
generous programme would stunt growth and delay the process of offering the
bulging youth the productive jobs, the best alternative to joining the disruptive
forces of obscurantism and chaos.
Export growth and the changing composition of imports are a reflection of
the return of growth to the large-scale manufacturing. The sector recorded a growth
of 8.36 per cent. This growth is led by iron and steel products (47 per cent),
automobiles (29.43 per cent), engineering products (25.97 per cent), coke and
petroleum products (13.74 per cent), nonmetallic mineral products (12.35 per cent)
and food, beverages and tobacco (10.12 per cent). There are clear signs of another
good year for agriculture. Cultivated area has increased, as has the fertiliser offtake. Sales of agricultural machinery are up. Agriculture credit is reaching even the
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small farmers, thanks to the e-credit programme in the largest agricultural
province, Punjab. Private-sector credit on the whole is rising, with a significant
increase for fixed investment. The public sector has made its own contribution by
releasing a record amount of Rs221.4 billion in the first quarter. There is some
pork barrel effect due to the forthcoming elections, but the bulk of it relates to
investment in energy and roads. The impact of CPEC is beginning to be felt in
imports and investment.
While this spending goes on, inflation is still as low as 3.5 per cent. For the
week that ended on November 23, 2017, prices of essential items increased by 2.06
per cent. The high twin deficits are so far not fueling inflation. The first quarter
fiscal deficit of Rs440.8 billion is significantly higher than projected. But for the
provincial surpluses of Rs51.6 billion, contributed mainly by Sindh and
Balochistan, the deficit would have been higher. The good news is that the FBR
tax collection is 22 per cent compared to 4.5 per cent in the corresponding quarter
last year. So, beware the IMF and the technocrats.
Политическая нестабильность дорого стоит экономике
ситуации в Пакистане и в мире) – падение темпов роста ВВП
The cost of political uncertainty

(анализ

Usman Hayat (former executive director at the Securities and Exchange Commission
Pakistan).
The
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HOW much are Pakistanis paying for the political uncertainty affecting the
country?
Economic literature emphasises that the cost of political uncertainty is
painfully high as policy direction becomes unclear, decisions, investments and key
appointments are postponed, approvals remain pending, new initiatives are
discouraged, and pressure groups have a field day.
In a study conducted from 1960 to 2004 and involving 169 countries, two
IMF economists found that ―an additional cabinet change (a new premier is named
and/or 50 per cent of cabinet posts are occupied by new ministers) reduces the
annual real GDP per capita growth rate by 2.39 percentage points.‖
Other studies have suggested the same. Investigating the relationship
between political uncertainty and GDP growth in 113 countries from 1950-82, a
study by four economists from Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and the US Fed states: ―In
countries and time periods with a high propensity of government collapse, growth
is significantly lower than otherwise.‖
The result is intuitive and our experience bears it out. Pakistan‘s economic
growth has had sharp drops after periods of political turmoil. The most dramatic
drop came with the creation of Bangladesh when GDP growth fell from 11.35pc in
1970 to 0.47pc in 1971.
Some of the other transitions have also been quite costly. Following the
removal of the PML-N government in 1992, growth fell from 7.7pc to 1.75pc in
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1993. After the dismissal of the PPP government in 1996, it fell from 4.85pc to
1.01pc in 1997.
And while we are currently experiencing the highest economic growth in a
decade, we risk losing the growth momentum to political uncertainty.
Let‘s make a conservative estimate. If our 2016 GDP of $283.7 billion grew
5pc instead of the targeted 6pc owing to ongoing political uncertainty, then the cost
of political uncertainty in one year alone would be around $2.84bn (Rs300bn).
What this loss of GDP growth means is that there will be fewer economic
opportunities, from getting education to finding a job. We will also have to pay
more in terms of indirect taxes and inflation.
One may argue that politics is inherently uncertain, therefore, an adverse
affect on growth is inevitable. That‘s a fair point, but what we are experiencing is
not inherent uncertainty, such as that caused by elections, but an avoidable element
caused by a clash among the institutions in Pakistan.
One may also argue that isolating the effect of political uncertainty on
economic growth is difficult because there are other factors at work and poor
economic performance could be the cause rather than the effect.
That‘s also a fair point, but it does not negate that political uncertainty is a
key factor and its cost ought to be measured. In Pakistan, the uncertainty caused by
the clash of institutions is not because of economic performance but in spite of it.
Each time an elected government is removed ahead of its term, we hope that
better governance by those coming in would make up for the loss caused by the
disruptive transition. The problem is that every time it remains just that: hope.
Time and again, those coming in have not done any better than those going
out. Each time we think things would be different but they are not. Reality is that
we are better off respecting the term of a government to let its economic decisionmakers get a fair chance in making and implementing their policies. That‘s the
certainty we need.
In spite of its significance, the cost of political uncertainty is left out of some
of the key reports on our economy. Take the example of the 92-page ‗Pakistan
Development Update‘ by the World Bank. It is labelled ‗Managing risks for
sustained growth‘ but it takes great care to avoid any reference to the political
uncertainty created by the clash of institutions affecting the sustainability of our
growth.
The 5.5pc growth forecast for the current fiscal year by the World Bank
necessarily assumes a decisive political government, which we may no longer
have.
Perhaps we are apathetic towards the cost of political uncertainty because we
cannot touch and feel it like some other costs, such as the recent hike in the price
of tomatoes that created uproar in the media. If the cost of political uncertainty
could be quantified and sent to each Pakistani like the bill of his mobile phone,
there would surely be much wider support for political stability.
Every other day we see some number being thrown around in the media on
our per-capita national debt. There are issues regarding the accuracy and meaning
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of this number. But it serves a useful purpose: it communicates that we have a
serious problem touching all of us and it must be addressed.
We need to do the same here. We need to put a price tag on this latest wave
of avoidable political uncertainty caused by the clash of our institutions to make
Pakistanis aware of its staggering cost.
Убытки от 2-х недельного протестного сидения составили для бизнеса
почти 4 млн. долл. только в Карачи.
Sit-ins diminish industrial output in Karachi
Aamir
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KARACHI: Deteriorating law and order on Saturday in the aftermath of an
operation by law enforcement agencies against protesters in the federal capital hurt
commercial and trading activities in the metropolis.
Sit-ins in key industrial areas also affected factory output and the movement
of goods.
A number of workers in Karachi failed to reach industrial units, especially in
the second shift, after angry protesters blocked thoroughfares.
Site Association of Industry President Jawed Bilwani said all industrial units
were open in the morning, but the output remained limited due to the thin
attendance of workers.
Business leaders estimate a loss of up to Rs4bn
As a result, production in the industrial area plummeted by at least 50 per
cent, he said, adding that export shipments and supplies to up-country were also
suspended. The movement of production materials from one industrial area to
another also suffered due to road closures.
Korangi Association of Trade and Industry President Tariq Malik said
almost half of 4,500 units did not operate fully due to the workers‘ poor
attendance.
―Industrial units will not be able to operate on Monday in case tension
persists,‖ he said, claiming that exporters managed to ship their products.
Landhi Association of Trade and Industry President Islamuddin Zafar said
the morning shift operated at full capacity due to 80-90pc attendance of staffers.
F.B. Area Association of Trade and Industry former president Masroor
Ahmed Alvi said the morning shift registered 70pc production. But thin public
transport and road closures kept the production in the second shift limited to 40pc.
All Karachi Tajir Ittehad Chairman Atiq Mir said all city markets were open
by noon. But the situation became worse after the start of the operation in
Islamabad as protesters resorted to road closures and sit-ins.
Protesters also came into the markets and created panic among traders, he
said. Up to 80pc markets closed down by 3pm as workers started leaving for home,
he added.
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―The estimated loss caused by one day of suspended trade activities is
Rs3.5-4 billion,‖ he said, putting the onus of the market shutdown on the
government.
He said that although law enforcement agencies did not stop people from
holding sit-ins and rallies, they tried to avert a complete showdown to some extent.
A trader from Boulton Market said shops opened around 11am but closed
down by noon. The market in the Garden area also closed down by 3pm when
some people forced shopkeepers to put up the shutters.
The president of the Meethadar Garment Market Association and the Sindh
Tajir Ittehad, Jameel Ahmed Paracha, put the loss estimate at Rs3bn owing to only
20pc trading activity in the city.
Meanwhile, business leaders in Lahore asked the government to control the
law and order situation on an urgent basis. ―I don‘t foresee an improvement in the
situation until Sunday. If the clashes continue, Pakistan may face a big economic
issue,‖ said Shahzad Ali Khan, former chief of the All Pakistan Textile Mills
Association.
He said the roads leading to Lahore‘s Sundar Industrial Estate were closed
because of the sit-ins that prevented workers from reaching their workplaces.
―It‘s an international conspiracy against Pakistan. The government has
handled the situation badly,‖ he said.
Средний класс в Пакистане – его будущее.
Pakistan‘s ‗middle-class‘ future
Umair
Javed.
Dawn,
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ON Oct 31, the Consortium for Development Policy Research and the
Washington D.C.-based Urban Institute hosted a discussion on Pakistan‘s
emerging middle class. There is a broad agreement among those on the panel, as
well as within the larger research and policy community, that Pakistan has
witnessed considerable growth in its middle-income population.
One classification of this particular demographic is those with incomes
between $11 to $110 per day. Using this measure, Pakistan‘s middle-income
population is around 50 million individuals, or just under 25 per cent of the total.
Other definitional parameters will likely change the figure, but the trend we expect
to see over the next decade is continued growth in this segment.
The second point of consensus is that of growing consumption. With more
disposable incomes, Pakistan‘s middle-income demographic exercises — as Homi
Kharas puts it — choices in a number of domains. These include expenditure on
food (what and how much to eat and drink), housing, services (schooling, health),
future occupation, and entertainment and leisure. This is what distinguishes this
segment from those below, who‘re compelled to make difficult choices in
circumstances not of their creation or control, and from people above, who face
few trade-offs given largely limitless resources.
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We can see middle-income groups exhibiting great variation in terms of
their political and social positioning.
The third fact is that such households are more likely to be found in urban
areas, and are more likely to invest in educational attainment. This has historically
been true for male members in middle-income households, and is now increasingly
true for female members as well. Enrolment rates for girls in schools and colleges
across urban Pakistan show remarkable improvement from just a couple of decades
ago, and the bulk of this can be traced back to upward mobility into the middle
strata. This particular transformation, however, has not translated into significantly
greater female participation in the labour force. Nor, as researchers from the
Institute of Development and Economic Alternatives have shown, has it improved
the gender gap in political participation.
Beyond these three facts, every other projected or current ‗trend‘ is an
anecdote or a generalisation. There are several that tend to re-emerge every now
and then, the most popular being the middle class will demand better public
services and thus broad-based improvements in governance. By the same logic,
some argue that it will push for greater and ‗purer‘ democratisation.
The reason why these views are built on relatively shaky ground is not just
because people cherry-pick data and history, but also because the demographic at
the centre of this conversation is wrongly thought of as a unified group and as one
interested in universal change. Talking about a middle class (instead of a middleincome strata) automatically forces people to think along the lines of a monolith
that simply does not exist. The image most conventionally attached to a middle
class is found in just one constituent portion of the middle-income population, ie
the educated, white-collar, ‗striving‘ demographic. However, a far greater portion
lies in other occupational categories, such as farming, retail-wholesale trade,
construction, and small-scale manufacturing.
Moreover, household income is merely one of several characteristics that
impacts social and political positions. Other determinants include ideology and
moral-ethical disposition, ethnic and communitarian affiliation, and even sense of
place and belonging. All of these factors have, in a wide variety of country
contexts, been found to impact an individual‘s worldview and their life choices
contrary to what their income position or consumption patterns would dictate.
Going by Pakistan‘s own recent history, we can see middle-income groups
exhibiting great variation in terms of their political and social positioning. For
example, as researcher Ghazala Mansuri points out, while middle-income groups
are generally thought to be more vocal in demanding services, this demand may
not extend beyond their immediate selves. Karachi‘s example is instructive in this
regard wherein significant sections of the middle-income population have engaged
in a politics of ethnic rights or targeted delivery of services, rather than some
broad-based improvement in urban governance. The same holds true for urban
Punjab as well, where middle-income groups who‘ve supported the PML-N since
the 1990s demand particular kinds of service delivery, but are content to obtain it
through patronage, rather than programmatic politics.
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The idea that growth in some type of middle-class will improve particular
long-standing problems in Pakistan is a seductive one, largely because it assumes a
degree of automation. It is assumed that the demand compulsions of this class will
naturally precipitate it towards seeking greater accountability. This view is
increasingly put in favour of the PTI, which is seen as an organic outcome of this
compulsion. While the PTI‘s rhetoric does dovetail with what some consider ideal
middle-class values, its organisational shape reproduces many of the same
conventional hierarchies and variants of elite factionalism seen in much of
Pakistan‘s history.
Across the world, groups historically locked out of political power or upset
with the status quo have sought to impact the world by mobilising and
contestation. Whether it was the industrial working class in 20th-century Europe,
or late 19th-century reformers looking to overthrow gilded age corruption in
American politics, a major component of their efforts required forming
autonomous organisations that were driven with clear ideological goals.
Eventually, the strength of these groups propelled their ideas into the political
mainstream.
As of now, middle-income segments in Pakistan have created no such
reform-oriented platforms, except of the Islamist variety. The other variants that do
exist primarily seek to advance sectional or occupational interests, such as the
Young Doctors Association, bar associations, or a myriad array of trader/business
organisations. While further growth in the middle-income population is a near
certainty, there is little in the present that can tell us about its eventual impact on
political and social life.
Очередной обзор Всемирного банка – экономика Пакистана (2 раза в
год проводит обзоры)
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Pakistan Development Update, a twice-a-year publication sheds light on the
state of the economy.
The World Bank launched its Pakistan Development Update, a twice-a-year
publication shedding light on the state of the economy and its future prospects, on
Thursday. Below are some of the highlights:
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Всемирный банк отмечает позитив и негатив в экономическом
развитии Пакистана
World Bank says imbalances threaten Pakistan‘s growth
SHOAIB
UR
REHMAN.
BR.
10.11.2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/10/380259/world-bank-says-imbalances-threaten-pakistans-growth/

KARACHI: The World Bank expressed concern on Thursday that Pakistan‘s
growing fiscal and external imbalances were threatening hard-earned gains in
economic growth and stability.
A biannual report issued by the bank said Pakistan‘s economic growth had
accelerated to 5.3 percent in the 2017 financial year – the highest in a decade – and
was projected to touch 5.8 percent in the 2019 financial year.
But as growth had picked up, it said, internal and external imbalances had
re-emerged and the fiscal deficit had expanded, with revenue mobilisation
weakening and spending rising. The current account deficit had reached highest in
a decade.
―Pakistan has made good progress in making its economy more stable in
recent years,‖ said the World Bank‘s country director for Pakistan, Illango
Patchamuthu.
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―In order to sustain this hard-won achievement, Pakistan will need to
continue with economic reforms and pursue policies that make the country
compete better in global markets.‖
With 2 million people joining the labour force every year, encouraging
entrepreneurship will be important to meet the challenge of creating jobs,
increasing productivity and creating economic opportunities, especially for
women, the report said.
The report said foreign direct investment had increased during as a result of
Chinese involvement. Beijing has committed $57 billion to build road and rail
infrastructure and enhance energy production in Pakistan as part of its ―One Belt,
One Road‖ plan.
Макроэкономическая ситуация в Пакистане ухудшилась – доклад
Всемирного банка
'Pakistan‘s macroeconomics conditions have significantly worsened'
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s macroeconomic conditions have significantly
worsened in the past one year and heavy reliance on short-term foreign commercial
loans can create repayment issues for Islamabad, warned the World Bank on
Thursday in a demeaning report.
The Washington-based lender comprehensively covered the socio-economic
issues in its Pakistan Development Update report, stressing Islamabad to have an
―able tax administration‖ to broaden the extremely narrow tax base.
The report also stressed the need to devalue the rupee against the US dollar,
saying an overvalued currency severely damaged the exports.
The report has come at a time when Finance Minister Ishaq Dar is missing
from action.
The World Bank said that Pakistan‘s reliance on short-term foreign
commercial loans has significantly increased and the government obtained $5.8
billion short-term loans in just two years. ―These bullet facilities of relatively short
horizons can create repayment issues in the future,‖ warned the Washington-based
lender.
President Mamnoon inaugurates Bank of China‘s operations
Pakistan received record-high gross disbursements amounting to $10.1
billion in last fiscal year and 43% of them came from commercial banks. The
government deems this instrument a diversification of its existing funding avenues
but the World Bank sees these ―bullet facilities‖ as source of vulnerability.
The ―macroeconomic imbalances have significantly worsened over the last 9
to 12 months‖ and widening macroeconomic imbalances could increase the
country‘s vulnerability to external and domestic shocks, said the World Bank.
It projected that Pakistan will miss all key macro indicators targets set for
this fiscal year, notably fiscal deficit, current account deficit and annual economic
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growth rate. Against the government‘s target of limiting budget deficit to Rs1.5
trillion or 4.1% of the GDP, the lender has projected roughly 6.1% of the GDP or
Rs2.2 trillion deficit for this fiscal year. About Rs700 billion higher than officially
projected deficit would also deteriorate debt reduction path.
It said that against the official target of 6% annual GDP growth rate, the
economy is expected to grow at a pace of 5.5% this year. It has projected a 4%
current account deficit against the official target of 2.6% of the GDP. This would
mean there will be more pressure on already sliding foreign currency reserves.
―The wide current account deficit is expected to remain a concern and
pressure on international reserves is likely to persist.‖
The limited exchange rate flexibility may have contributed to higher imports
and the widening trade deficit.
―With declining reserves and elevated debt ratios, Pakistan‘s ability to
withstand external shocks will be compromised and the risks will remain
predominantly on the downside.‖
It also urged the federal government to have a fully automated and able tax
administration to take advantage of modern IT infrastructure that uses the available
data to reduce the chances of tax evasion.
It said that an appropriate policy response that corrects imbalances and
increases buffers able to absorb future shocks would reduce risks and support the
positive growth outlook. It has suggested devaluing the rupee to reduce the
external sector risks.
There is a need to maintain a competitive Real Effective Exchange Rate
(REER) – supporting exports and import-competing industries – as well as efforts
to improve revenue collection and improved coordination between the federal and
provincial governments to reduce public spending, according to the WB.
PM Abbasi handpicks Tarar as World Bank executive director
It said that recent analysis suggests that the Pakistani rupee is overvalued.
Such misalignment can contribute to the buildup of external account pressures and
a loss in export competitiveness, leading to a decline in exports.
The World Bank said that risk to sudden devaluation of up to 30% of the
Pakistani rupee against the US dollar is an increase of almost 10% points in the
public debt ratio over the projection horizon. But in the medium term, this would
support the external balance through improved competitiveness.
Pakistan officially switched to a flexible exchange rate regime in 1999 but
the country seems to have followed a managed float regime, it added.
The World Bank said that Pakistan‘s domestic debt composition has also
undergone a structural shift, with an increase in the proportion of short-term
borrowing. This substitution toward short-term borrowing could pose refinancing
and re-pricing risks, warned the lender.
It said that Pakistan‘s public debt could fall to 66.4% in next two years from
the current level of 68.1% provided it takes needed corrective measures including
limited the growing fiscal deficit in an election year.
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But it said that the public debt path can be sensitive to the materialisation of
contingent liabilities. These liabilities can originate from loss-making PSEs and
take the form of the absorption of outstanding power sector circular debt.
While commenting on the social sector, the World Bank said that there were
disparities in inter-provincial, income, and gender. Stunting is chronically high
among children under five years of age, with 44% in this age group being either
severely or moderately stunted.
Public financing for the human development sectors (as a percentage of
GDP) remains low, especially so in health.
Pakistan‘s working-age population is expected to continue to grow at 2.1
percent per year over the next decade. The country faces the triple challenge of
creating enough jobs for this growing population, improving the quality and
productivity of jobs, and enhancing access to jobs and economic opportunities for
women.
Всемирный банк оценивает экономику Пакистана – хороший рост в
5.5% в 2017/18 г.
World Bank projects Pakistan‘s GDP growth rate at 5.5pc for 2017-18
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KARACHI: The World Bank projects that Pakistan‘s GDP growth rate will
be 5.5 per cent and 5.8pc for 2017-18 and 2018-19, respectively, ―despite an
increase in macroeconomic imbalances‖ in the last financial year.
In its Pakistan Development Update, a biannual publication shedding light
on the state of the economy and its future prospects, the global lender said the
economic growth rate projection assumes that oil prices would increase slightly
and that ―political and security risks will be managed‖.
Speaking at the official launch of the report on Thursday, llango
Patchamuthu, the World Bank‘s country director, said: ―Pakistan will need to
continue with economic reforms and pursue policies that make the country
compete better in global markets.‖
The bank believes that aggregate consumption, one of the key determinants
of GDP, will grow because of a marginal recovery in remittances and higher
government expenditure due to the election cycle.
Country director says Pakistan will need to continue with economic reforms
It expects that the services sector will grow 5.8pc in 2017-18 against 6pc in
the preceding year due to healthy contribution from the sub-sectors of wholesale
and retail trade and transport, storage and communications.
The industrial sector is likely to post a growth of 7pc against 5pc in 2016-17,
thanks to improved power supplies and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). The bank estimates that the agriculture sector will expand 2.9pc in 201718 against 3.5pc a year ago.
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Pakistan‘s current account balance is already under pressure and the World
Bank believes the imbalance can become unsustainable ―in the absence of timely
corrective policy measures‖. It projects that the current account deficit will be 4pc
of GDP in 2017-18 against 4.1pc in the last fiscal year.
The current account deficit jumped 112pc year-on-year in the first quarter of
the current fiscal year to $3.5 billion. Although the bank anticipates a rise in
foreign direct investment in view of the CPEC, it notes that capital and financial
flows will not fully finance the current account deficit, resulting in a drawdown of
foreign exchange reserves.
The fiscal deficit is expected to widen in the election year amidst a slower
increase in tax revenues, while inflation will likely reach 6pc in 2017-18, the
World Bank says.
Remittances from the Gulf countries amounted to 62.6pc of total inflows in
2016-17. But growth in remittances would be subdued going forward, the bank
said, as Gulf nations make gradual economic recovery.
The World Bank also called for increased rupee flexibility in order to help
narrow the trade deficit. The gap between imports and exports of goods widened
37.1pc year-on-year to $7.2bn in July-September.
―Policymakers are usually concerned with the short-term adjustment costs of
a weaker currency,‖ it said, noting that the currency depreciation would lead to ―a
moderate increase‖ in inflation and a ―manageable increase‖ in debt financing
costs.
―Higher inflation could affect consumption negatively, but the overall
impact of a moderate depreciation on growth is likely to be positive,‖ it said.
The country‘s ability to withstand external shocks would be compromised
with declining reserves and elevated debt rations, the World Bank said, noting that
short-term measures to preserve stability must be combined with longer-term
structural reforms.
Экономика Пакистана войдет в 20 самых крупных экономик к 2025 г., считает министр МВД
National economy to be among top 20 economies by 2025: Ahsan
FAWAD
MAQSOOD.
BR.
NOV
7TH,
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/07/379375/national-economy-to-be-among-top-20economies-by-2025-ahsan/
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ISLAMABAD: Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal has said that the national
economy will be among the top twenty economies by 2025. Inaugurating NADRA
Mega and Executive Center in Peshawar on Monday afternoon, he said that the
PML-N government has strengthened the national economy and efforts are
underway to overcome power crisis.
He said ten thousand megawatt electricity has been added to the national
grid which is now being provided to smoothly run industrial units.
Ahsan Iqbal said the backbone of the terrorists has been broken and law and
order situation has greatly improved in the country.
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The Minister said that the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has rendered great sacrifices
in the war against terror.
Насколько реальные поставленные экономические задачи?
Achievable economic targets
Muhammad Zahid Raffat. The Nation. November 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov2017/achievable-economic-targets

The federal government has already embarked upon fifth and last year of its
stipulated five years constitutional tenure after successfully completing four years
with an appreciable good record of better economic performance and positive
indicators with quite realistic, doable and achievable targets for ensuring
sustained economic growth. Though the federal budget for financial year 2017-18
was presented bit earlier in the fourth week of May 2017 but the new fiscal had
only commenced from July 1, 2017 which has been decades old parliamentary and
traditionally practice.
It is worth mentioning here that while fixing the economic targets for the
current financial year, the government had duly kept Medium Term Goals 2017-20
in this regard in view.
Since the first quarter of current financial year has already passed, the
achievements of the federal government ware either been mentioned in between or
given on the whole at the end of the article.
Most importantly, economic growth target for the next fiscal has been fixed
at 6 per cent as against 5.7 per cent for the last financial year. The government
would be making concerted efforts for achieving the target for economic growth
and at the same time enhances the efforts to increase revenue generation.
It is pertinent to mention here that this will be for the first time after more
than two decades that Pakistan will be achieving more than 5 per cent growth rate.
That too without any external aid or war related inflows. Achievement of 7 per
cent economicgrowth rate, official sources maintained on being contacted, that
Pakistan had achieved during the last decade was the result of foreign aid flows
more than anything else.
Likewise, budget deficit target has been fixed at 4.1 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) against revised target of 4.1 per cent of GDP for fiscal
year 2017. The budget deficit which stood at somewhat higher at 8.2 per cent of
the GDP in FY 2013 when the present government took over reins of power had
been brought down to 4.66 per cent in FY 2016. The federal fiscal deficit has also
be brought down to 4 per cent of the GDP by June 2020, according to the new
definition of the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitations Act.
The total outlay of the new federal budget is Rs 5103.8 billion which is 4.3
per cent higher that the size of budget estimates 2016-17 i.e. Rs 4385.00 billion.
As is generally known, the federal budget mainly comprises development
and non-development expenditures under various heads and is financed through
tax collection , both direct and indirect ones, by the Federal Bureau of Revenue.
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Higher the tax collection means gap between the income and expenditure to be on
the lower side but if the tax collection is less than what was initially projected then
there is every possibility of either next axles and levies be imposed or adjustments
be be in the existing tax structure in the Finance Bill.
Against this year‘s figures of Rs 3.621 trillion for tax collection, main
revenue generation agency Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has been given higher
tax collection target of Rs 4.00 trillion for the ongoing financial year. It is worth
pointing out that FBR revenues have been estimated to increase during current
financial year by 14 per cent against the federal government expenditures which
are expected to grow by 11 per cent.
Estimates for investment to GDP are 17 per cent, strict measures will be
taken to ensure inflation remains in one digit figure at 6 per cent, budget deficit is
kept at 4.1 per cent of GDP through strict fiscal discipline, foreign exchange
reserves level is maintained that can cover a minimum of four months imports of
the country and targeted social interventions are also being continued during the
current financial year. Measures will continue to be taken to boost exports and
keep the imports limited only to essentially required items. The government has
already announced in January 2017 Rs 180 billion exports package and this has
started showing good results.
The federal government has already closed the first quarter July to
September 2017 on strong fiscal performance.
Briefly, the FBR tax collections remained robust at Rs 765 billion as a result
of which amounts transferred to the provinces have also increased substantially to
Rs 570 billion so far, maintenance of strict fiscal discipline has helped the
government in keeping its expenditure at Rs 894 billion, overall budget deficit was
recorded at Rs 324 billion, in terms of its ratio with GDP it has decreased to 0.9 per
cent, inflation has been contained , there were positive and strong growth in largescale manufacturing and in exports and home remittances by Pakistani expatriats.
The focus of the federal budget for financial year 2017-18, as desired by the
since former prime minister, is on achieving higher , sustainable and inclusive
growth besides generating additional employment opportunities and increasing
investments in both human and physical infrastructures. All this is quite
appreciable and encouraging as everyone wants to see Pakistan making progress
and development by leaps and bounds.
Needless to emphatically point out that the targets on economic front are
quite
realistic
and achievable .
Hopefully,
focus
on
acceleration
of economic growth ensuring continued reduction in unemployment and poverty in
the country during remaining three quarters of financial year 2017-18 is maintained
by the team of economic mangers of the federal government.
Динамика ВВП совсем неоднозначна – есть масса сложностей.
GDP‘s evolutionary dynamics
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MEASURED by the variable contributions of its components, the GDP has
its own evolutionary dynamics: when growth hits a peak, it opens the gate leading
to a downturn, recession or depression. When trough is reached, it is followed by
recovery. Pakistan has been unable to escape the GDP cycle.
Very few countries have been able to attain sustained growth for a prolonged
period with country-specific, home-grown, economic models while adapting to
best international practices. Those who could were able to prevent or address
emerging key structural imbalances on a timely basis.
In Pakistan‘s case, issues linger to become problems, which in turn reach
crisis levels before being half-heartedly addressed. It is only when policymakers
reach the edge of the cliff that they recognise the abyss.
Worse still, their prescription is always a failed recipe: the injection of
foreign money/debt and IMF-supported stability programmes that only serve as
window dressing, a breather before deep-seated imbalances emerge again.
Very little effort goes into correcting the course to nurture organic economic
development. The gap between savings and investment is managed by inflow of
foreigners‘ savings; trade deficit is substantially financed by workers‘ remittances,
foreign capital and financial inflows; fiscal deficits are covered by external and
domestic debts.
The injection of foreign debt and IMF-supported stability programmes are
seen as window dressing
The cycle repeats itself, and the teeming millions must pay the price when
the stability programme is put in the driver‘s seat and the agenda for growth is put
on the backburner.
The current momentum of growth is expected to continue in the near-term,
propelled by a surge in domestic demand. According to Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar, the moment of seeking IMF support has not yet arrived. But even positive
developments are unpinned by risks to economic growth.
If one looks at the quality of GDP components, the mounting risks become
clearly visible with the latest data provided by the SBP‘s annual report for
FY2016-17.
On the domestic demand side, the share of consumption in GDP surged to
nearly 94 per cent, up from 90pc over the past decade. The contribution of
household consumption increased to 81.8pc of GDP from an average of 80.4pc
during the last 10 years. That dwarfs the contribution of other segments of the
GDP, creating enormous structural imbalances.
On the demand side, the GDP is measured by (or is equal to) the level of
consumption, government spending, investment, and exports minus
imports.Despite the marked improvement in exports in the final quarter, the
contribution from net exports to GDP remained negative in FY2017.
While balancing, modernisation and replacement projects are helping the
textile industry boost its foreign sales, there is a strong need, as pointed out by the
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SBP, for policy support to boost exports of ICT-related and Business Process
Outsourcing services. The services sector is the largest and the fastest growing
segment of the economy but with only a marginal share in export earnings.
The surge in imports of capital goods — a strategic area — shows that
domestic demand is not being met by local production.
The PML-N government is now making belated efforts to curb imports of
non-essential items through enhanced regulatory duties that are expected to cut
imports by about $2 billion, followed by non-tariff measures to further contain the
unmanageable import bill. It is not clear whether these measures will lead to
import substitution.
Excluding machinery, imports grew last year by 19.1pc, a significant portion
of which was consumer goods.
In FY2017, machinery imports rose by 37.1pc to $11.8bn, while one-third of
the ‗unprecedented expansion of credit‘ to the private sector of Rs747.9bn was
‗meant for fixed investment purpose‘.
The impetus for economic activity was provided by an accommodative
monetary policy, tax and other incentives offered by the government over the past
two years to support exporting industries, agriculture and investment. And
confidence in the business environment improved with a surge in energy supplies
and better security situation.
While gross fixed investment as a ratio of GDP increased marginally to
14.2pc in FY2017 against 14pc in the preceding year[e1] . But not encouraging at
all was the fact that the gross fixed investment by the private sector as a ratio of
GDP fell to 9.9pc from 10.2pc in FY2016..
The economy is likely to continue to expand with low and stable inflation
during the current fiscal year. Sufficient food stocks, weak domestic oil prices and
a stable exchange rate, according to central bank experts, are expected to offset the
impact of the expected rise in domestic demand.
But non-food and non-energy core inflation has edged up to 5.2pc in
FY2017 from 4.2pc in the preceding year following a surge in domestic demand. It
is the core inflation that impacts the monetary policy.
At the moment, the economy is growing with a blend of mixed trends —
half glass empty and half glass full — providing equal opportunity to both critics
and officials to vigorously project their views. But it is the direction in which
things are moving that matters the most.
Экономика приближается к критической точке
Economy races to a tipping point
Jawad Majid Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, October 30th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1367101/economy-races-to-a-tipping-point

Pakistan is on the cusp of progress. The country has a window of
opportunity in which to initiate key economic reforms that shall ensure it continues
walking down the path to progress.
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Over the last three years, according to the IMF, ―policy implementation has
weakened and macroeconomic vulnerabilities have begun to re-emerge: fiscal
consolidation slowed, the current account deficit widened, and foreign exchange
reserves declined.
―On the structural front, the accumulation of arrears in the power sector has
resumed, financial losses of ailing public-sector enterprises continue to weigh on
scarce fiscal resources, and exports remain low. Despite progress, poverty and
inequality are still significant, and growth needs to become more inclusive.‖
Pakistan‘s annual current account deficit widened to record $12.1bn in 201617 as compared with deficit of $4.86bn in the preceding year.
With $8.98bn imports and $3.93bn exports, the country‘s goods deficit
surged to $5.05bn during July-August compared to $3.69bn in the same period of a
year ago. The tipping point is fast approaching.
This has happened at a time when reduced oil prices have been providing a
cushion of about $4bn every year since 2014, though there has been an increase of
about 13 per cent in demand due to low prices.
Remittances have been at a record high too. In the outgoing fiscal year
overseas Pakistani workers sent home $19.3bn, a year-on-year rise of three per
cent.
We need to go back to the drawing board and figure out how and where our
competitive advantage lies and what will work best for our country
But this bonanza seems to be coming to an end this year. The IMF has
warned Pakistan and other oil importers that because of an increase in global
prices, their oil bills for 2017 will be almost 30pc higher than the last year On the
domestic front, the FBR is failing in policy implementation. As a last resort, it has
imposed additional taxes in lieu of regulatory duties, hoping to collect Rs25bn.
At 11pc, our tax-to-GDP ratio is below regional countries. At the very least
the tax-to-GDP ratio needs to rise to 15pc in five years and to 20pc in 10 years. If
we are able to achieve this, our reliance on domestic and foreign borrowings will
fall substantially.
At approximately 15pc, our savings rates fares very poorly with regional
peers where rates range from 25pc – 30pc plus. This in turn has limited our
investment rates to similar levels.
With low levels of investment we cannot achieve the high single digit GDP
growth necessary for sustainable development. This is because GDP growth
requires a certain plough back into productive capacity each year to generate
growth in subsequent years.
One of the major events of the last couple of years has been a fall in
international commodity prices — most notably oil. This has been a boon for
Pakistan and has substantially eased the burden on imports where oil is a major
component.
Not only have low oil prices lifted the pressure off vital foreign reserves,
they have lowered the cost of production and transportation for manufacturers and
service providers.
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Our competitors in export markets have been devaluing their currencies in
light of a strengthening dollar. We on the other hand have kept the currency
overvalued. Our current real effective exchange rate is north of Rs120 while our
official exchange rate is Rs105 per dollar. This has played havoc with our exports
which are commodity based and low value added in nature.
Moreover, imports have become cheaper, thus widening the Balance of
Payments and frittering away the advantage of low oil and commodity prices and
leading to capacity closure and rise in sector unemployment.
Right now our trade gap is being filled through inward remittances — not
the best way to manage trade. We need to go back to the drawing board and figure
out how and where our competitive advantage lies and what kind of an export
policy will work best for our country.
Allowing phased devaluation of the Rupee is the first step in turning the tide.
As growth picks up, Pakistan needs to further invest in generating capital, which in
turn will improve the external account by promoting exports.
The country needs an equitable broad based efficient tax regime. Poor tax
collection has contributed to a low saving rate, which have in turn limited
investment rates. As a result, the plough back into productivity that a sustained
GDP growth needs every year, is not taking place.
This is the best way to reduce inequality, and make policy inclusive. A
formalised study and corresponding reforms on the basis of zakat and usher can
bring in the large informal sector to the tax regime.
Above all, investment needs to be made in the social sector to harness the
youth bulge. Presently an estimated 119 million Pakistanis, or 63pc of the
population, fall under the age of 25 years. If neglected they can fuel social
disruption and cause major upheaval.
Next in line is agriculture. This needs a progressive government policy
framework coupled with strong private sector participation to improve
performance. Investments need to be made in water storage / modern irrigation,
seed, warehousing, value added products and marketing.
Similarly funds allocated to health remain abysmally low. Allocations of
more than the present three per cent of GDP must be made on health and
education; the amount must be increased by an additional one per cent each year to
reach eight per cent in the next five years.
Last but not the least governance needs to improve, not by only by
improving policy options, but by ensuring better management and nipping
corruption. The situation must be handled through balanced intervention without
disturbing the investment sentiment on a mid-to-long term basis.
Международное агентство S&P считает завышенным инвестиционный
рейтинг Пак-на из-за высокого импорта и бюджетного дефицита
Standard & Poor‘s maintains Pakistan‘s investment rating at ‗highly
speculative‘
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ISLAMABAD: Standard and Poor‘s credit rating agency has kept Pakistan‘s
investment rating unchanged at ‗highly speculative‘, but lowered its expectations
for better external and fiscal performance due to an upsurge in imports and higher
budget deficit ahead of next general elections.
The S&P – one of the top three credit rating agencies of the world – has
retained Pakistan‘s long and short-term rating at B, while taking a stable long-term
view of the country‘s economy. Bond investments in B-rated countries are
considered highly speculative that yield good returns for investors.
The S&P‘s decision to keep the rating unchanged would provide a sigh of
relief to the Finance Ministry that is planning to issue over $2 billion in
international bonds next month to take pressure off its external account.
Affirmation of Pakistan‘s rating says economic prospects remain favourable
and external and fiscal metrics of the country will not worsen materially from their
current level, said the Ministry of Finance on Monday while welcoming the rating
agency‘s decision.
S&P upgrades Pakistan‘s credit ratings
However, the agency has downward revised its expectations for better fiscal
and external account performance.
―We have revised downward our expectation of Pakistan‘s external
performance due to the surge in imports,‖ stated the report. It added the surge
stems from substantial energy and infrastructure-related projects under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) plan for the next two years. In addition, the
S&P has anticipated that further fiscal consolidation will be challenging due to
lower-than-expected performance at the provincial government level and the
upcoming elections in June 2018.
Due to these reasons, the credit rating agency has projected budget deficit at
6% of the Gross Domestic Product or Rs2.2 trillion. This is about 2% of the GDP
or Rs716 billion higher than the official estimates.
Similarly, the rating agency said that the current account deficit will also
remain high in the next two years, with narrow net external debt hovering at about
150% of current account receipts. It said that the 150% ratio was ―substantially
higher than we expected previously‖.
Former governor of the State Bank of Pakistan Dr Ishrat Husain also said
last week that the central bank should have sleepless nights due to weakening debt
repayments capacity.
The S&P said that although CPEC was a decade-long initiative, the bulk of
the capital goods imports happen in the first three years. Because of this reason, the
rating agency expects that the external account deterioration will be a temporary
phenomenon and will likely reverse from mid-2019 onwards.
The rating agency noted that it ―may raise ratings on Pakistan if the
country‘s security environment settles to an extent that economic growth continues
to trend higher, strengthening the country‘s fiscal and external positions‖. At the
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same time, the rating may be lowered ―if the current infrastructure investments do
not yield any positive impact on macroeconomic stability‖. Indications of this
would include GDP growth below our forecast, or external or fiscal imbalances
higher than what we expected, it added.
Credit rating: S&P puts Pakistan in speculative bracket
The S&P said that the ratings on Pakistan remain constrained by a narrow
tax base and domestic and external security risks, which continue to be high. These
factors weaken the government‘s effectiveness and weigh on the business climate,
it added.
It also said that Pakistan‘s interest-servicing burden has reduced but remains
extremely heavy as a share of fiscal revenue. The interest expense consumes nearly
a third of government revenue, partly a function of its narrow tax base. Pakistan‘s
ratio of tax revenue to GDP remains one of the lowest among sovereigns.
S&P expects the government to continue its reform agenda and retain key
economic targets while maintaining macroeconomic stability, reducing fiscal and
external vulnerabilities and promoting growth supporting reforms.
The S&P further expects Pakistan‘s GDP to grow at an average of 5.7% in
the period 2017-2020. This stronger growth projection reflects large scale
investments taking place under CPEC in energy and infrastructure sectors of the
economy.
It said that Pakistan suffers from domestic security challenges and longlasting hostility with neighboring India and Afghanistan. Inadequate infrastructure,
mainly in transportation and energy, acts as further bottlenecks to foreign direct
investments.
Правительство одобрило деятельность Исаак Дара по ускорению
развития экономики
Ishaq Dar wins kudos over ‗economic turnaround‘
The
Express
Tribune.
October
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535201/extraordinary-role-ishaq-dar-wins-kudos-economicturnaround/

ISLAMABAD: The federal cabinet on Wednesday, which met under the
chairmanship of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, strongly condemned
unprovoked firing by the Indian security forces across the Line of Control (LoC),
wounding innocent civilians including women and children.
The cabinet prayed for swift recovery of the injured.
According to a statement issued by the PM Office, the cabinet expressed
‗deep appreciation‘ for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar for his ‗extraordinary role‘ in
achieving 10-year high growth rate of 5.3 per cent in financial year 2017 which,
the cabinet claimed, was endorsed and acknowledged by the World Bank in its
recent statement.
PM, his top men meet COAS to allay concerns on economy
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The cabinet approved the appointment of Justice Musarrat Hilali, judge of
the Peshawar High Court as the Judge Special Appellate Court, KhyberPakhtunkhwa under Section 46(1) of the Prevention of Smuggling Act, 1977.
The cabinet approved the proposal to notify the Pakistan Mortgage
Refinance Company Limited as Development Financial Institution under Section
3-A of the Banking Companies Ordinance 1962.
Ex-Post Facto approval of acceptance of Argentine award ‗Order of Mayo‘
by. Imtiaz Ahmed, Additional Secretary, Foreign Affairs Division, was also
granted. Imtiaz Ahmed had received the award while serving as ambassador of the
country in Argentine.
The cabinet also approved the signing of Inter-Governmental Agreement
regarding supply of liquefied natural gas (LNG) between the Ministry of Energy
(Petroleum Division) and the Economic Planning Unit, Malaysia.
Ex-post facto approval of acceptance of awards ‗King Abdul Aziz Medal of
Excellence‘ and ‗Legion of Merit‘ by Saudi Arabia and the Turkish government to
Gen Zubair Mahmood Hayat, NI (M), Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee,
was also granted.
Dar steps in to end tiff on economy
Signing of MoU between the TAFE Directors, Australia and the Pakistan
National Vocational and Technical Training Commission for encouraging
cooperation in vocational and technical training to the National Vocational and
Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) was also approved by the cabinet.
The meeting ratified various decisions of the Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) of the cabinet taken during its meeting held on October 6, 2017.
The cabinet also approved the appointment of six members of the National
Industrial Relations Commission.
Исаак Дар исключил снижение уровня отношений с МВФ
Ishaq Dar rules out fresh IMF bailout
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
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Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Monday ducked questions on a speech of
Army chief General Qamar Bajwa that triggered a national debate but insisted that
Pakistan‘s economy was not performing as bad as others perceived.
It was the finance minister‘s first press conference after his indictment in an
accountability court on corruption charges and the military‘s reservations over the
sky-high debt and an abysmal tax base.
However, Dar‘s body language showed he was not on top of himself.
Despite his presser, mystery remains about Dar‘s future role and the reason
behind the military‘s decision to go public about its concerns on a state of the
economy. The finance minister also did not share a plan to tackle the challenges on
the external front except saying that foreign currency reserves of $13.78 billion
were ‗fairly satisfactory‘.
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Dar again said that Pakistan would not seek another bailout package from
the International Monetary Fund.
Dar steps in to end tiff on economy
The only indication about his future economic plan came when the minister
said that the government‘s focus will remain on further accelerating the economic
growth and it will strive hard to the achieve 6% growth target.
The finance minister also did not comment whether he would resign in the
wake of his indictment and said any decision in this regard will be taken by Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and his party, the PML-N.
However, in an interview to a private news channel, the premier has already
said that the decision whether to continue as finance minister or not has to be taken
by Dar himself.
It was the first press conference by the finance minister during the last three
months and came on the heels of rare public reservations expressed by the military
in which it questioned the economic policies of the government.
―Instead of giving negative messages… we need to arrest downward trends‖
on the economic front, said Dar. He said significant progress on the economic front
had been made during the past four years and there was need to consolidate those
gains.
When asked why the army chief gave a public statement when Pakistan had
faced a similar situation in 2008 and 2013, Dar did not respond. While explaining
the reasons behind increase in debt, Dar said the share of defence budget and the
development budget increased in the total budget during the past four years while
interest payments remained constant at 32% of the total budget.
―The share of the military‘s budget in the total budget was 21% in 2017 – up
from 18% four years ago,‖ said the finance minister.
When he was asked whether the share of the military budget was 30% after
taking into account other hidden military expenses and shares in revenues, Dar said
that this was not the right time to respond to the question.
Dar sticks to old stance, rejects demand for rupee depreciation
But he said that ―all institutions belong to Pakistan and we should not make
them controversial‖.
―We need to work together and redouble our efforts to achieve economic and
security objectives, and realise Pakistan‘s true potential,‖ said the finance minister.
He said the government‘s resolve was to continue on the path of high
economic growth that will also help improve security. He agreed that the country‘s
security was intertwined with the economy.
Dar defended his economic performance of the past four years while also
acknowledging some challenges on the external and tax base fronts. He again used
selected numbers on public and circular debt to hide underlying worsening
problems.
He said the confusion over public debt was because the external debt
numbers are being reviewed in isolation. He said the total government debt-toGDP ratio was 61.6% in June 2017, much lower than countries like the US, the
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UK, Japan, India, Egypt and Sri Lanka. ―The external debt was only 20.6% of
GDP.‖
The finance minister said Pakistan‘s economy was in an expansion phase;
therefore, the current account deficit was rising.
He claimed that circular debt was only Rs390 billion.
Dar said during past years, International credit rating agencies have
improved Pakistan‘s credit ratings and hoped that Pakistan would become the 20th
largest economy by 2030 and 16th by 2050.
He said broadening of the tax base was a priority while admitting that tax
collection of Rs3.361 trillion by the end of last fiscal year was not sufficient. He,
however, claimed that tax collections have increased 73% — from Rs1.946 trillion
in 2013 to Rs3.361 trillion in FY2017.
He said inflation has been brought down to 4-5% range and interest rates are
at record lows.
Нет никаких изменений в политике и экономике Пакистана
Country witnesses no major change in political, economic structure
JUNAID
ZAHID.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
16,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1532334/country-witnesses-no-major-change-political-economicstructure/

Economic and social outcomes in Pakistan have been a mixture of
paradoxes since the country came into being.
Pakistan, once a regional economic power in the 1960s, could not realise its
potential and fell behind its East Asian fellow countries. Political instability,
religious fundamentalism, sectarian violence, ethnic differences, terrorism and
regional economic disparities have made the country unstable which has
contributed towards an unsatisfactory economic condition.
External influences have also been an important factor in shaping Pakistan‘s
political and economic structure. Pakistan allied with the US against communism
and this contributed to creating an elite capitalist state in which large landowners
and industrialists dominated the political and economic scenario along with the
military and bureaucracy.
Similarly, the IMF and World Bank-led structural adjustment programmes
put Pakistan on the path of liberalisation and privatisation which resulted in a more
powerful economic elite consisting of industrialists and politicians.
DG ISPR should refrain from commenting on economic issues: Ahsan Iqbal
The result of these pro-capitalism programmes is that income inequality has
grown over the period with the gap widening across the country.
The lower middle classes have almost no say in politics due to a lack of
education and awareness of their civil and political rights. Their existence, as a
result, is largely subsistence-based and day-to-day.
The long enmity with India has also had a major impact on the country‘s
economy. A substantial share of resources and funds has been directed towards
defence to secure the country against any military threat from India. It is also a
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cause of not having trade relations with India, which could have proved beneficial
for Pakistan in economic terms.
Budget deficit
Pakistan‘s experience with fiscal management has been quite ineffective.
The success of monetary policy depends heavily on fiscal support and its prudence.
Otherwise, monetary policy is overburdened.
The federal budget deficit, as conventionally defined, has fluctuated around
5% of GDP over the last two decades. In the 1980s, it was 7.1% excluding grants
and 6.4% including grants. In the last decade, the deficit-to-GDP ratio decreased to
an average of 4%.
The real issue in fiscal management is the decomposition of government
expenditure on development versus current expenditure.
While development spending generates economic activity and reduces the
overall debt burden, current spending only adds more to the debt burden. Over the
decades, our internal and external debt has increased.
It has been claimed that a huge amount of money had been spent by vested
interests to resist reformed general sales tax (RGST), which would have led to the
―documentation of the economy‖ and ―better tax compliance‖.
The Federal Board of Revenue has failed to improve the tax-to-GDP ratio,
which dropped to 8% in FY16 from 12.5% in FY02.
Due to inept leadership and corrupt government structures, the country is
piling up huge debts. Total foreign and domestic debt at the beginning of 2011 had
reached almost $130 billion. Our financial managers are caught in a dilemma.
Security-economy link: ‗Sky high debt‘ worries COAS
On the one hand, there is mounting pressure from donors to reduce the fiscal
deficit through improved collections while on the other hand, the ailing economy is
not in a position to meet the growing revenue targets.
There is a need to raise the tax-to-GDP ratio to a minimum of 13-15%. This
should be vigorously implemented in the under-taxed sectors and undocumented
areas of the economy, eg agriculture, services and stock market.
Our dependence on import-related indirect taxes is a significant risk to the
economy.
Bureaucracy
In Pakistan, three important organisational branches that affect
macroeconomic policy and growth are the bureaucracy (Ministry of Finance, the
Planning Commission), the central bank and parliament. Institutional change must
occur first in these organisations.
If government interventions are necessary, market pricing should be given
priority with a clear focus on providing transparency and accountability. The state
can still provide a long-term vision and direction to the economy, but this is only
possible if both governance and public institutions are strong.
In a nutshell, Pakistan has not developed politically and economically in 70
years because of historical bureaucratic structure and an elite landowning political
class. The middle class has been a junior partner with bureaucracy for its own
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vested economic interests and due to this there has been no significant positive
change in the political and economic structure.
Economy on the verge of bankruptcy due to PML-N‘s policies: Zardari
Western influences have also played a part in strengthening the bureaucratic
class because of their particular interests and their funds and aid have been used for
political purposes rather than economic growth.
The widespread violence in the aftermath of Soviet-Afghan war and US-led
invasion of Afghanistan still haunts the country. A friendly neighbour in the form
of India could have been a blessing but on both sides of the border it never
happened to be a good fortune.
The writer is a researcher at the Sustainable Development Policy Institute
МВФ и Всемирный банк провели ежегодную сессию – Пакистан там
объявил о желании ускорять рост экономики
Pakistan expected to remain on sustained growth path
The Express Tribune. October 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531764/pakistanexpected-remain-sustained-growth-path/

ISLAMABAD: A high-level Pakistani delegation held various bilateral
discussions on the sidelines of the International Monetary Fund/World Bank
annual meetings, according to a press release received on Saturday.
The delegation, comprising Finance Secretary Shahid Mahmood, State Bank
of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Tariq Bajwa and Economic Affairs Division Secretary
Arif Ahmed Khan, was participating in the 98th ministerial meeting of G-24 in
Washington DC.
As economy weakens, govt mulls cutting tax for agri sector
The delegation met IMF Deputy Managing Director Mitsuhiro Furusawa,
US Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Kaplan and International Fund
for Agriculture Development (IFAD) President Gilbert Houngbo, besides attending
a number of other events.
The delegation discussed the current economic situation in Pakistan, the
release said, adding positive economic developments taking place in the country,
particularly the highest economic growth rate in the last 10 years along with
contained inflation, were highlighted.
They expressed the hope that ongoing China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) projects, improved security situation and growth in private sector credit
off-take, especially fixed investments, would lead to a sustained and inclusive
higher growth trajectory for Pakistan in coming years.
‗Sindh governor praised economy‘
Referring to the main challenges facing the economy, they mentioned that
the current account deficit was partly driven by higher machinery imports which in
coming years should add to the growth momentum of the economy through
increased economic activity.
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However, the external account situation was being closely monitored and
steps were being taken to address it, the delegation members said.
Как явствует из бестолкового Доклада Всемирного банка – Пакистану
нужно якобы 31 млрд. долл., чтобы быть на плаву в 2017/18 г.
Muddled World Bank report: Pakistan ‗needs‘ $31b this year to stay
afloat
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
10,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526999/muddled-world-bank-report-pakistan-needs-31b-year-stayafloat/

ISLAMABAD: A World Bank report warns that Pakistan‘s external sector
situation could become unsustainable due to a lack of policy actions. The report,
however, appears to exaggerate the problem due to the claim that Islamabad needs
$31 billion this year to meet foreign financial obligations.
In its twice-a-year South Asia Economic Focus (SAEF) report, released on
Monday, the bank said that external account pressure has persisted in the fiscal
year 2017-18. ―The current external situation can become unsustainable in absence
of adequate policy response,‖ warned the global lender.
It added that the official foreign currency reserve coverage for current
account deficit, external debt payments, and portfolio investment has also declined.
One year ago, Pakistan was in a comfortable position, as international reserves
were large enough to cover the current account deficit, the service of external debt,
and even the total volume of foreign portfolio investments in the country,
according to the report.
Pakistan may soon be ineligible for World Bank loans
The report said that international reserves can still cover the current account
deficit and external debt payments, but not liabilities of foreign portfolio
investment. It added that addressing the sources of this increased vulnerability
should be a priority for the government.
In the report, the bank claims that Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs
– the money required to meet foreign obligations, would be equal to 9% of gross
domestic product (GDP). At the current estimated size of Pakistan‘s economy, this
translates to a whopping $31 billion.
The $31 billion foreign financing requirements are more than double
Pakistan‘s gross official foreign currency reserves of $13.8 billion.
The World Bank has worked out the nine per cent annual external financing
requirements by including foreign portfolio investments, which is not a traditional
method of working out the financing requirements. The bank estimated foreign
portfolio investment at 4% of GDP, or $13.8 billion. The inclusion of foreign
portfolio investments in the external financing requirements blows the problem out
of proportion, said Dr Hafiz Pasha, a former federal finance minister and a wellrespected fiscal expert.
Controversial dams: Pakistan asks World Bank to set up arbitration court
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He added that even the claim that foreign portfolio investments equalled 4%
of GDP was also incorrect.
There is a consensus among the country‘s leading independent economists
that Pakistan‘s external financing requirements will be close to $20 billion, or
5.8% of GDP during the current fiscal year.
World Bank response
World Bank Chief Economist for South Asia Martin Rama explained to The
Express Tribune that the purpose of including foreign portfolio investment was
only to highlight the problem. In 2016, Pakistan was in a very comfortable position
when reserves were not only sufficient to cover the gross external financing needs
of the country but even the entire stock of portfolio investments, Rama said in a
written response.
He further stated that in 2017-18, the reserves are expected to be slightly
below the sum of the current account deficit and scheduled debt repayments,
creating an external financing need. ―The stock of portfolio investments is not part
of the financing needs of the country, but the figure is meant to highlight the
importance of maintaining a solid reserve buffer going forward,‖ he explained.
This point, however, does not appear in the report, which may create
unnecessary problems for Pakistan, which is already struggling to balance its
external sector.
Since the IMF programme came to an end a year ago, external economic
indicators have deteriorated. The current account deficit has doubled to 4% of GDP
or $12.1 billion, which rang alarm bells.
World Bank gives $3.8m to save forests
Just last week, Pakistan‘s federal cabinet announced a host of measures to
correct the imbalances in the external sector that include offering more incentives
to exporters and placing restrictions on previously unrestricted imports.
In its report, the World Bank said that new data for July and August showed
that the deterioration of the external sector would continue. ―Efforts to reverse the
current imbalances and continued implementation of structural reforms will be
needed for sustaining and accelerating growth and improving welfare,‖ said the
bank.
It said that improving the external balance hinges upon a revival of exports,
a slowdown in imports, and stable remittance flows. In the absence of any of these
factors, the persistent current account deficit will put further pressure on alreadydwindling reserves.
The fiscal position is also expected to deteriorate during the election cycle,
which would affect debt trends and maintain debt at the around the already-high
level of 68.2% of GDP, it added.
The bank also said that despite concerns about its weakening
macroeconomic discipline, economic growth in Pakistan is expected to increase to
5.5% in the current fiscal year.
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Есть проблемы на уровне макроэкономики – большой внешнеторговый
дефицит
Macroeconomic risks in Pakistan increasing: World Bank
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
October
9th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362612/macroeconomic-risks-in-pakistan-increasing-world-bank

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has warned that macroeconomic risks in
Pakistan have increased substantially during the fiscal year 2017, as the external
balance is particularly vulnerable given the persistent current account deficit,
affecting the country‘s reserve position.
Pakistan‘s weaker macroeconomic discipline has led to vulnerabilities in the
balance of payments. Since the IMF programme came to an end, external
indicators of the economy have deteriorated, says ‗The South Asia Economic
Focus Fall 2017‘ released on Sunday ahead of the World Bank and IMF annual
meetings.
One year ago, Pakistan was in a comfortable position, as international
reserves were large enough to cover the current account deficit, the service of
external debt and even the total volume of portfolio investments in the country. By
now international reserves still cover the first two items, but not the third one.
Addressing the sources of this increased vulnerability should be a priority, suggests
the report.
In Pakistan, macroeconomic discipline arguably weakened after the IMF
programme came to an end. In recent years, there had been clear progress in
restoring macroeconomic stability and laying some of the foundations for higher
growth.
Report says weaker discipline leads to vulnerabilities in balance of
payments
Pakistan also regained emerging market status in the MSCI index and made
progress on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC); two developments
that reinforced general optimism. However, macroeconomic discipline has
deteriorated in recent months.
The report says that improving the external balance hinges upon a revival in
exports, a slowdown in imports, and stable remittance flows. In the absence of any
of these factors, the persistent current account deficit will put further pressure on
already dwindling reserves.
The fiscal position is also expected to deteriorate during the election cycle,
which would affect debt trends and maintain debt at the current high level, cautions
the report titled ―Growth out of the Blue‖.
The report says that the ouster of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif has
enhanced political risks and created some policy uncertainty. The upcoming
national election in 2018 may affect the reform momentum and macroeconomic
policy. Slower progress in much-needed structural reforms would weaken growth
prospects and discourage private investment.
The outlook until fiscal year 2019 is for moderately higher growth, and this
outlook is contingent upon continued macro-economic and political stability, as
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well as steady progress in implementing the main pillars of the government‘s
medium-term reform programme, which tackles key constraints to growth. The
outlook assumes that oil prices will increase moderately but remain low.
On the supply side, impetus to growth is projected to come from the services
and the industrial sectors, while on the demand side, acceleration would be driven
by public and private consumption, aided by a moderate increase in investment.
The pressure on the current account is expected to persist as the trade deficit
will remain elevated during 2018 and 2019. This situation can potentially become
unsustainable in absence of corrective policy measures. However, exports are
expected to recover during fiscal years 2018 and 2019 due to an easing of supply
side factors.
Imports, after strong growth of 17.7 per cent in fiscal year 2017, are
expected to grow at a slower pace in fiscal years 2018 and 2019. Remittances will
continue to partly finance the current account deficit.
It is also expected that FDI flows will strengthen due to accelerated
implementation of CPEC projects. However, capital and financial flows during
fiscal years 2018 and 2019 will only partly finance the current account deficit,
which will result in a drawdown of reserves during these two years.
The report says that fiscal slippages are expected to continue through the
election cycle, which will result in a widening of the fiscal deficit during fiscal
year 2018. This increase in the fiscal deficit is primarily driven by a slower
increase in tax revenues, both federal and provincial, and a sharper increase in
expenditures.
An adjustment in the fiscal position in fiscal year 2019 after the election will
help in curtailing the fiscal deficit. Inflation, after remaining moderate during fiscal
year 2017, is expected to rise in 2018 and 2019. Inflation is expected to rise due to
higher domestic demand pressures and a slight increase in international oil prices.
АзБР повышает шансы Пакистана на рост ВВП, но с оговорками
ADB raises growth forecasts for Pakistan, but with a caveat
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
October
3rd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1361397/adb-raises-growth-forecasts-for-pakistan-but-with-acaveat

In an update of its annual economic publication, Asian Development
Outlook 2017, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) reviewed its prospects for
developing Asia, including Pakistan.
Here we take a look at the ADB‘s future prospects for Pakistan and its
current standing within the South Asian region which comprises Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka
For 2017-18, the bank maintained projections for growth and inflation, but
stated that the current account deficit is expected to exceed the earlier forecast
again by a wide margin.
The report states: assuming better growth prospects in advanced and
developing economies alike, a continued revival in world trade volumes, and
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continued improvement in the security and business environment, GDP growth is
expected to accelerate to 5.5 per cent.
The main impetus for industry and services growth will be expanded
infrastructure investments under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
other energy investments, and government development expenditure. Agriculture
should expand by trend rates.
The government needs to address fiscal and external sector vulnerabilities
that have reappeared with the wider current account deficit, falling foreign
exchange reserves, rising debt obligations, and consequently greater external
financing needs. Possible loss of momentum for making policy decisions may
hamper growth prospects.
A key challenge will be to finance Pakistan‘s burgeoning trade deficit as
remittance inflows, however substantial, continue to fall
Rising domestic demand fuelled by economic expansion is expected to stoke
inflation in FY2018. However, the ADO 2017 projection for 4.8pc inflation could
stand with continued central bank policy vigilance, a muted increase in global oil
prices, and some expected easing of global food prices.
An 18pc increase in tax collection and larger non-tax revenues would boost
total revenue to 17.2pc of GDP.
Development expenditures are forecast to reach 6.3pc of GDP after public
sector development programme allocations increased by half in FY2017.
The federal budget for FY2018 assumes two-thirds of deficit financing will
come from domestic bank and non-bank sources with no borrowing from the
central bank.
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Achieving such a large reduction in the general government budget deficit
and this ambitious financing target appears to be very difficult, but a continued
large deficit would again require very substantial foreign financing.
Further large government borrowing risks creating inflationary pressure;
accordingly, the central bank needs to vigilantly shape monetary policy to
emerging circumstances in FY2018.
A key challenge will be to finance Pakistan‘s burgeoning trade deficit as
remittance inflows, however substantial, continue to fall.
Better prospects for global growth and trade are expected to further the
recent improvement in export performance, however weak, in FY2017. Exports are
likely to take off, though, only with adequate and reliable power supply and other
supporting infrastructure and policy.
Imports are expected to continue to increase as growth spurs domestic
demand that domestic production cannot meet. July 2017 imports were, though
eight per cent less than the peak in June, 50.9pc above a year earlier.
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Petroleum accounted for a quarter of the increase, while imports doubled for
power generation machinery and construction, much of it apparently related to the
CPEC.
Worker remittances have shown some unexpected improvement, in the first
two months of FY2018, increasing by 13.2pc from the same period in FY2017. If
this rebound can be sustained for the rest of FY2018, it may ameliorate the
projected deficit.
In any case, the authorities may need to consider a rapid currency
depreciation at some point to rein in import growth, or increase foreign borrowing
to finance the external gap, to prevent an undue weakening of foreign exchange
reserves.
Over the medium term, increasing government and CPEC-related repayment
obligations highlight the need to carefully manage external debt, the balance of
payments, and their financing requirements, while instituting macroeconomic and
structural policies to support economic stability and make Pakistan more
competitive.
Поддерживаемый экономический рост Пакистана
Sustaining economic growth
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The federal government had completed four years couple of months back
with an excellent record of better economic performance. Different indicators are
showing marked improvement more or less and for sustaining the record economic
growth so achieved. It had come up with quite realistic, doable and achievable
targets for the financial year 2017-18, last year of its stipulated five years
constitutional tenure.
It is a well-known fact that economy of Pakistan remains under constant
review of some international financial institutions and organizations as well as
donor agencies including International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, Asia
Development Bank, and rating agencies like Moody‘s.
All these multi-national financial institutions in their periodic reviews of
Pakistan‘s economy appreciate rapidly forwarding moving economy. However, at
the same time, they also point out shortcomings and weak points which are duly
taken notice by the senior officials concerned in Islamabad and try to take
corrective measures at the earliest as much as possible. Clearly, the federal
government works out the budget strategy initially and then fixes targets for
achievement during ensuing the financial year 2017-18, which is already in its
third month, with the sole objective of sustaining the pace of progress and
economic growth while accelerating developmental activities in different sectors
across the country.
The economic policies and budgeting strategy have put the increase in real
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth at 6 percent, investment to GDP 17
percent, inflation below 6 percent, budget deficit at 4.1 percent of GDP, tax to
GDP ratio at 13.7 percent. Revenues of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) have
been targeted to increase by 14 percent. However, the federal expenditures will
grow by 11 percent. Non-tax receipts of the federal government have been targeted
to increase by 7 percent and current expenditure also known as non-development
expenses will be kept under tight control. Development budget (Public Sector
Development Development Programme) has been placed at the highest ever level
of Rs 1001 billion. Foreign exchange reserves level will be ensured to be enough to
cover imports for a minimum period of four months. The government intends to
keep net public debt to GDP ratio below 60 percent of GDP and to keep continuing
targeted social interventions.
How is the economic growth going to sustain and even go beyond? The
answer lies in the following explanation; economic growth target for the ongoing
financial year is 6 percent against 5.7 percent for the last fiscal year 2016-17. The
government will be making concerted efforts for achieving the bit higher target for
economic growth and at the same time also enhance its efforts to increase revenue
generation appreciably. It is worth mentioning here that this will be for the first
time in more than two decades that Pakistan will be achieving 5 percent growth
rate and that too without any external aid or inflows related to anti-terror war.
Achievement of 7 percent economic growth rate, which Pakistan had achieved
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during the last decade, was mainly due to foreign aid flows more than anything
else.
Budget deficit target has been fixed at 3.8 percent of GDP against 4.1
percent of GDP for the financial year 2016-17. The federal budget mainly
comprises development and non-development expenditures under various heads
and is financed through tax collection, both direct and indirect, by the FBR. Higher
tax collection means the gap between the income and expenses of the federal
government will be on the lower side. But in case the FBR is unable to achieve
targeted revenue collection then, apparently, to bridge the gap, the federal
government will perforce resort to levying new taxes.
Here are some straight figures of the federal budget 2017-18 for which
efforts are already underway by all concerned to achieve the set targets to the
maximum extent possible to keep the fiscal deficit on the lower side. The total
outlay of the federal budget is Rs 5103.8 billion which is 4.3 percent higher than
the budget estimates of last financial year. Resource availability estimates have
been placed at Rs 4713.7 billion which shows some improvement against Rs 4442
billion of last fiscal. Net revenue receipts are estimated at Rs 2926 billion. The
provincial share in federal taxes has been put at Rs 2384.2 billion, 11.6 percent
higher than last fiscal. Net capital receipts estimate Rs 552.5 billion, showing an
increase of 21.8 percent. External receipts have been estimated at Rs 837. 8 billion.
Overall expenditure during current fiscal estimated at 5103.8 billion. The shares of
current (non-development) and development expenditure in total budgetary outlay
is 73.7 percent and 26.3 percent respectively. The expenditure on General Public
Services estimates placed at Rs 2553.6 billion which is as much as 67. 8 percent of
the current spending and the development expenditure outside the PSDP has been
put at Rs 152 .2 billion.
The overall size of the Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) of
the federal government for the new financial year is Rs 2113 billion. The break-up
of this highly placed PSDP is federal PSDP Rs 1001 billion and for funding of the
Annual Development Programmes (ADPs) of the provinces Rs 112 billion. Further
breakdown of the PSDP includes: federal ministries/ divisions Rs 377.9 billion,
Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Corporations, Rs 380.6 billion, for Prime
Minister‘s Special Development Goals (SDGs) Achievement Programme Rs 30
billion, Special Federal Development Programme Rs 40 billion, Energy for All Rs
12.5 billion, Clean Drinking Water for All Rs 12.5 billion, Earthquake
Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) Rs 7.5 billion, Special
Provision for Competition of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects
Rs 5 billion, Relief and Rehabilitation of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) Rs
45 billion, Security Enhancement Rs 45 billion, Prime Minister‘s Initiatives Rs 20
billion and Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Rs 25 billion.
Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves evolve around 20 billion dollars or so,
and efforts are underway to increase the level to at least 25 billion dollars at least.
The trade deficit is another major source of concern for the federal government as
exports are not going up by much-desired level and contrary to the declining trend
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in exports, country‘s imports keep on going up and up. Foreign exchange reserves
go up and down with more imports and lesser exports. Needless to mention here
that declining trend in the exports continues to be a major source of concern for the
federal government. Though, determined efforts are being made by all concerned
to initially stem the declining trend and then boost the exports to at least around 25
billion dollars and hopefully even more than the current level of 20 billion dollars.
The then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif in January 2017 had announced a
hefty package of Rs 180 billion for boosting country‘s exports by overcoming
hitches and obstacle. Though there are reports of some sectors showing signs of
improvement regarding exports the pace is much slower. The exports need to be
boosted at much faster speed against present rather dismal pace. Imports, on the
other hand, should better be kept restricted to mainly required raw material,
machinery, etc. for the manufacturing sectors and import of luxury items and
goods should be minimized to the maximum possible. Import of unproductive
products and commodities should primarily be scrutinized periodically and
dropped as much as possible particularly; goods that are produced and
manufactured locally should not be allowed to be imported.
Reduced level of imports and improved and increased exports will go a long
way in bringing the trade deficit down and putting the balance in favor of Pakistan
as much as possible. The targets, which the federal government has fixed for the
financial year 2017-18, are quite realistic, doable and achievable as these are based
on the economic growth achievements of the last four years. The financial year is
in its third month only and all fairness it is too early to start offering negative
comments and questioning achievability of the set targets which are aimed at
achieving higher, sustainable and inclusive growth besides generating additional
employment opportunities and increasing investment in both human and physical
infrastructures. All these afore-mentioned realistic targets are quite appreciable and
commendable as everyone wants to see Pakistan making progress and development
and ushering in an era of prosperity by leaps and bounds for the people across the
country without any discrimination or biases as such.
Альтернативная модель развития экономики
An alternative model of development
Rasul Bakhsh Rais (professor of political science at LUMS, Lahore). The Express Tribune,
September 20th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1510808/alternative-model-development/

There are many views about what triggers development, economic growth
and modernity and what does not. What is generally ignored in this debate is what
must come first in a post-colonial state — economic growth or equality? The
dominant elite in general and the military rulers in particular uncritically embraced
the colonial model of economic growth and development — infrastructure,
industrialisation, foreign direct investment in profitable projects — profits to be
repatriated.
Foreign loans generally labelled as ‗aid‘ are procured to help the process of
‗development‘. This vision of development has persisted whether we had
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democratic or military set-ups. We have become used to measuring ‗progress‘ in
terms of gross national product and per capita income, and continue to do so. There
is no better evidence of ideological hegemony of new liberal economic thought
than this redundant yardstick.
There are some false assumptions that need to be exposed. First, economic
growth benefits all, as the wealth accumulation effects will trickle down to every
section of society. What it means is that the vast majority of the poor must wait
until that happens. Any impatience, rebellion and resistance to the natural play of
market forces will create instability and disorder that will eventually affect his
fortune. So, it is in the interest of the poor that he/she must not upset the apple cart.
One day, he will have plenty of apples on his table.
Second, the dominant economic elite and their political allies or fronts,
whether civilian or military, know what is the best economic system for society.
This has historical roots in elitism and its patriarchal role in society, as the benign
‗father‘ figures, knowing what the society needs and how to take it.
It is difficult to challenge dominant ideas of any age, as these are generally
accepted as ‗good‘ by society. Only the heretics would venture doing so. There are
so many intellectuals around the world who question the traditional ideas of
growth, and the numbers have kept increasing as economic inequality keeps
growing, national debt becoming unmanageable, and corrupt national elites
stealing national wealth and stashing away in the banks of metropolitan — the
former colonial countries. Such elites are unfortunately encouraged and supported
by the Western countries as they serve their economic and security interests. So the
corruption, rather systematic plunder of states such as Pakistan, is not an ‗issue‘.
There is an alternative model of development and modernity and that is
essentially about humans, and not merely about physical objects. When a country
like Pakistan has limited resources, it becomes a question of setting the priorities
right. At one level, it is a choice between butter and guns, and at another it is
between investing in motorways or public educational system. Our dominant elite
has always been enamoured with guns and motorways, and the public education
has always been a lower priority. I am not against security or development, I am
against mixing and messing up priorities. What should come as a policy preference
for a country endowed with raw human numbers? A wiser, pragmatic and rational
economic choice will be in investing in human development or broadly speaking
education, health, environment, justice, governance and rule of law.
In elitist societies, the elite would like to keep their domination through any
device they can invent and use. Their best instrument is perhaps dual track systems
of education, health, living spaces and even entertainment. Private and expensive
means exclusivity of the elite. Human development would have produced a level
playing field for the poor, a questioning civil society and more accountable
governance. This is in conflict with elitist interests.
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Экономика Пакистана может быстрее развиваться, если будут приняты
определенные меры.
Economy will improve if corrective measures are taken
IKRAM
HOTI.
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2017.

ISLAMABAD: Tons of paper-proposals lie in the cupboards of three
institutions waiting to be reviewed and implemented: the Auditor General of
Pakistan, Federal Board of Revenue and headquarters of federal departments.
Some of it was exposed to daylight lately, on my request, by officials who guard
these records as a national secret.
I did not mind the dust my clothes caught from these piles of paper since it
was of great interest to me. I thought readers too, might need to know what lies in
rot in this great state of ours. Proposals for correcting the mechanisms for tax
collection, auditing and accountability, departmental procurement and transfer of
technology to Pakistan were plentiful in this ocean of ink.
The first thing that came to mind was to get it analysed for three reasons:
one, if any of these proposals was translated into notifications; two, if any of these
notifications were fit into the governance mechanism; and three, what amount of
time and money was spent in getting this heap of stationery blackened.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
I did not hope to find many answers to my first two queries since the
policymakers are elusive when it comes to governance proposals. But I was
anxious to see what answers come to my last question: the amount of time and
money spent on creating these proposals. I was partially obliged, but these answers
do not make the real story. The kind of heavyweights involved in this exercise
could not be engaged without assurances that my effort meant business. I had to
shed a tear or two on the arrogant dismissal their proposals received at the highest
bureaucratic levels in Islamabad to get the desired response.
The most important of these proposals was regarding improvement in tax
auditing, government expenditure auditing, monitoring and follow-up on works
and procurement contracts awarded by government departments, accountability
measures for delinquencies in the above mentioned tasks and the working of
Central Development Working Party (CDWP) and National Economic Council
(NEC).
I was able to conclude that these proposals were not read twice by those in
charge, let alone being implemented, after I asked senior bureaucrats the reasons
that stalled their progress. They had no idea that Pakistan had a past of producing
such gems in offices situated on and around the Constitution Avenue.
They were simply not interested but tended to invent the wheel every day
when facing problems in expediting works and improving the performance of the
staffs down the tier.
Why they had such miserable conduct is what I actually wanted to know.
And to my disappointment, I put this question to a senior bureaucrat who
supervised more than a dozen important government organisations at the federal
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and provincial levels. He smiled, making no secret of his impression that I was
some kind of novice in the affairs of Pakistani governance.
The system did not need improvement but scrapping, he thought. But that is
not a pragmatic solution anywhere in the world given that a new system is not in
place to replace the old one. I informed him of my efforts to find out why
important proposals for correcting the system were ignored in the past.
He smiled again and told me that he was part of some of the teams that
produced those proposals, the same ones that were rejected by their bosses.
Why in the first place were those proposals in the 1990s and 2000s ordered
by the top bosses I naively asked? He again smiled and cautioned me against
producing corrective proposals. Such an exercise, he said, is necessary to record
inputs from senior officials who struggle to get official notifications producing the
desired results.
Pakistan capable of tackling its economic problems
Those guarding this record as a national secret will not allow it to appear in
the print and the electronic media. If some of it finds its way to media houses, there
can be fruitful but controversial discussion on why such precious proposals were
dumped in the 1990s and 2000s.
Such discussion might help the new entrants in the media and the civil
bureaucracy. My discussion with the bureaucrats on dumping these proposals
helped me conclude the following: these proposals could be lethal in preventing
brazen acts of corruption in institutions handling spending, revenue collection and
project management for projects sanctioned under the Public Sector Development
Programme. This could put breaks on the exercise of awarding government
contracts to fraudulent companies that succeed in getting works and supplies
contracts only on account of hefty kickbacks they offer to bureaucrats.
There is a mounting din of accountability in Pakistan after the Supreme
Court initiated a case against the Sharif family based on the Panama Papers
findings. Parallel to this exists is a demand for correcting the working of
government organisations where the chief business of bureaucrats is devising
newer methods of getting heftier kickbacks.
Accountability and correction go hand in hand. Accountability appears to
become a popular slogan in Pakistan. When will correction be a popular slogan as
well?
The writer specialises in reporting on strategic issues and political economy.
He has worked with leading newspapers of Pakistan over the past 30 years
Пакистан способен справиться со своими
проблемами.
Pakistan capable of tackling its economic problems

экономическими

Syed Ali Sajjad (corporate banker and teaches economics). The Express Tribune, September 11th,
2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1502913/pakistan-capable-tackling-economic-problems/

KARACHI: Pakistan is facing a dollar crisis. Our exports are not picking up
and our inelastic import bill is not reducing. To top it all, remittances do not paint a
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promising picture keeping in view situation in the Middle East. So what do we do?
That‘s the million dollar question.
In my article dated July 31, 2017, I reported a fact from the speech of former
finance minister that Pakistanis have $200 billion in Swiss banks.
This may seem like too big a number. But this is what the finance ministry
states when it looks to address the issue and hence, would be used for the purpose
of my argument.
Minister says economy is back on track
I also proposed that if the business community brings back these dollars it
would be a win-win situation for all. Our dollar deficit will subside and the
businessmen will make most profits as Pakistan will grow faster than most
economies and will offer best returns on investments. In due course of time, the
business community has also proposed a similar solution. According to the
Pakistan Business Council (PBC), Pakistanis have wealth of around $150 billion in
foreign countries. This figure is less by $50 billion from the figure presented
above. Now, they are claiming that out of $150 billion of Pakistani wealth stashed
abroad, they can bring back at least $20 billion, provided that an amnesty scheme
is designed for them.
Just to share a statistical observation, we must bear in mind that our external
debt is around $80 billion only and the business community has $150 billion
parked abroad. This means that we Pakistanis are capable of solving this problem
on our own. Things are not as gloomy as they seem. This proposal of the business
community has been reported in the press and no one is sure of its future. But one
cannot deny the apparent attractiveness of this proposal. The policymakers must go
through a rigorous cost and benefit analysis before taking any decision regarding
such an apparently attractive solution.
However, we must realise that this incoming wealth would have purposes
beyond the current dollar problem only. If this wealth is not channelled properly,
the problem will recur in the future. But if we manage to develop our economic
potential through these inflows, we can get out of this vicious cycle of
trade/current account deficit once and for all.
This beneficial outcome will depend on our investment priorities that we
will set for this wealth. The most popular investment avenues in Pakistan are real
estate and the stock exchange. They have offered returns with much less effort in
the past. Therefore, natural direction of this wealth will be towards these two
avenues.
However, if this is the case we will be standing at this same juncture few
months or maybe few years down the road. What we really need is to take a longterm approach. We need to invest and we need to invest in productive avenues that
create exports, jobs and economic activity. This incoming wealth should be
converted into a vaccine against financial instability and imbalances in the balance
of payments. It should not be a tranquiliser for us to make us forget our problems
for some time.
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It has been reported that the business community (PBC) has shown interest
in channelising these investments towards productive sectors like LNG etc. One
cannot comment on the feasibility of this proposition but one can definitely suggest
that productive, employment generating and export enhancing avenues of
investment must be given a priority.
Most of Pakistan‘s recent growth is contributed by the service sector and our
industrial growth has remained dismal. In Karachi, industrial property in Port
Qasim is cheaper than residential properties in most areas. Unbelievable and ironic
isn‘t it?
Economy needs structural change, but transition is painful
But it is the industry that produces export goods. It is the industry that
creates jobs and cascades the fruits of growth to the downtrodden in the economy.
The government has missed all its targets regarding industrial growth in recent
times. This makes a strong case for the industry to be on top of the priority
list. Pakistan‘s dollar crisis is an urgent issue but we are more than capable of
handling it ourselves. Dwindling remittances have made circumstances rather
unusual for us; however, the business community has proposed an unprecedented
solution.
Now it is up to our policy makers to make the best use of this opportunity to
bring back our wealth and to channel it into productive/industrial growth
Исаак Дар – экономический убийца
Dar is Pakistan‘s economic hitman: Imran
The
Express
Tribune.
Danish
Hussain.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1500687/dar-pakistans-economic-hitman-imran/

8,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan has
said that federal Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had proved to be Pakistan‘s ‗economic
hitman‘.
Speaking at a press conference here on Thursday, Khan urged Dar to
immediately resign after NAB had announced filing a corruption reference against
him.
Flanked by PTI MNA Asad Umar, who also spoke on the occasion, Khan
said that spiking internal and external debts, dwindling exports, declining foreign
investment, electricity shortages, stagnant growth in agriculture sector, losses to
government corporations and diminishing revenue collection had adversely
impacted the already fragile economic situation.
He said ‗corrupt‘ rulers were responsible for ‗worsening‘ economic
condition in the country and added that bad governance was also a major factor.
Rebutting former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s claim that Pakistan was
making rapid economic progress during his tenure, he said that Sharif‘s
disqualification would harm whatever progress had been achieved.
Imran throws down gauntlet at PML-N, PPP
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Pakistan‘s current economic situation was worse than the economies of warhit countries, he insisted.
―Pakistan never borrowed so heavily. US President Trump recently
threatened Pakistan because he knows about the country‘s fragile economic
condition,‖ said Khan.
He said the country obtained massive loans because of falling exports, which
dropped to $21 billion this year from $25 in 2011.
―Statistics show that exports of Bangladesh and India have increased
consistently over the past six years,‖ he said, adding Pakistan might face
repayment problems because of surging imports and declining exports.
The PTI chief said that during the 2013 general election campaign,
Pakistanis were told that the PML-N government would be able to attract foreign
investment.
―Foreign investment stands at its lowest-ever position. [Foreign] investors
stay away from Pakistan because of corruption of federal ministers and the Sharif
family,‖ he said, adding that this was also the main reason behind the rising
unemployment.
Imran should not have spoken about Rs10b offer: Asad Umar
He said that farmers had been forced to live in abject poverty because of
stagnant agriculture growth.
According to the PTI chief, the slight increase in tax revenue had, to some
extent, been possible through indirect taxation on electricity and natural gas.
―They failed to collect taxes from the rich and collected money from the
general public and the poor through indirect taxation. This is because corrupt
individuals are heading the institutions responsible for tax collection,‖ he said,
adding that profitable government-sector corporations had been facing losses
because of bad governance and corruption.
Экономика Пакистана – весь объем 304 млрд. долл.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
18th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1412545/pakistan-now-300-billion-economy-gdpgrowth-5-3/
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has achieved 5.3% economic growth, the highest in
a decade, on the back of recovery in the agriculture sector and better-than-expected
performance in the services sector, stated the government on the basis of
provisional figures.
The growth puts the country in the league of economies that have a size of
over $300 billion.
Gross Domestic Product, the monetary value of all goods and services
produced in one year, is projected to have grown at a rate of 5.28% during the
fiscal year 2016-17 ending on June 30, National Accounts Committee (NAC) said.
World bank report: Pakistan among top 10 economies
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However, the figure is provisional and subject to variations once the final
results are available at the end of the fiscal year.
At 5.3%, Pakistan‘s economic growth has finally attained the pace it had
before the crisis hit the country in 2008.
For the next fiscal year 2017-18, the government has set the GDP growth
target at 6%.
Nonetheless, the PML-N government again missed its annual GDP growth
target of 5.7% for the outgoing fiscal year. Yet, the results were better than the
forecasts made by international financial institutions.
As a result of over 5% growth rate, the nominal size of Pakistan‘s economy
increased to $304.4 billion.
Understanding GDP growth
Slightly over two-thirds of the growth – 67% to be precise – came from the
services sector, which performed even better than the estimates. The government
achieved services and agriculture sectors growth targets but missed the industrial
sector growth target despite heavy focus on it.
Despite a better economic performance, the growth rate was still insufficient
to absorb the youth bulge and any pace of growth below this rate would increase
unemployment. The government also failed to address serious issues like stagnant
investments and savings in terms of total size of the GDP and declining exports.
Against the annual target of $24.8 billion, the government has now expected
that the exports would remain close to $21.7 billion and even imports are likely to
exceed the $45.2 billion projections.
The current account deficit target of $4.5 billion has been missed by a wide
margin and now the government expects an $8.3 billion current account deficit by
June this year.
The contraction in exports remained a big challenge due to lack of focus on
value addition sectors, said Ahsan Iqbal, Federal Minister for Planning and
Development on Wednesday. But he said that the government‘s focus on energy
and infrastructure helped achieve the 10-year high growth rate of 5.3%.
In its 98th meeting, the NAC approved the provisional growth rate for the
outgoing fiscal year, revised down the 2015-16 growth rate to 4.5% and approved
the final growth figure of 2014-15 at 4.1%, according to NAC documents.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will formally announce a provisional growth rate
of 5.3% on May 25, with the release of the 2016-17 Economic Survey of Pakistan.
Out of total 20 key growth indicators, 11 hit the government‘s targeted
growth rates while 9 indicators, primarily in industrial sector, remained below
expectations.
Agriculture
After witnessing flat growth in the last fiscal year, the agriculture sector this
time performed better due to exceptional growth in forestry and better performance
of major important crops. The sector grew at a pace of 3.5%, equivalent to the
annual target.
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After facing criticism, the ruling PML-N government finally focused on the
sector, which paid dividends. The sector employs close to 37% of the labour force.
Production of major crops saw 4.1% growth but in case of other crops, the
target was missed as these minor crops witnessed hardly any growth. Cotton
ginning remained even better than the 2.5% target and showed 5.6% growth.
Livestock also posted 3.4% growth but missed the annual target with a small
margin. Forestry sector showed 14.5% growth, which was many times more than
the 3% annual target. Fishing sector grew by only 1.2% against 3% target.
Industries
The government missed all its targets set for the industrial sector despite
having the most favoured status. There was presumably zero load-shedding for the
sector and it also won many incentives from the government.
Agriculture is backbone of our economy: Jhagra
However, against a target of 7.7%, output stood at 5%. The output of largescale manufacturing stood at 4.9%, below the official target while small-scale
manufacturing grew to 8.1%, slaughtering 3.6%, electricity generation and
distribution only 3.4% against a target of 12.5%, mining and quarrying sub sector
grew only 1.3% against a target of 7.4%. The construction sector grew at a pace of
9% but missed the target of 15.2%.
Services
The services sector, which accounts for more than half the economy, grew
by almost 6% against a target of 5.7%. Aided by heavy government borrowing and
an increase in the money supply, the financial services sector and government
services beat expectations. Wholesale and retail trade posted 6.8% growth against a
target of 5.5%. Transport, storage & communication sub sector saw 3.9% growth.
Finance and insurance witnessed 10.8% growth against a target of 7.2%.
Что было двигателем роста ВВП в последние годы?
Where is the private sector‘s money going?
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 28th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354426/where-is-the-private-sectors-money-going

2017.

Pakistan‘s economy has been on a growth trajectory since the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz returned to power for a third term in 2013, with GDP
expanding by 5.3pc during the last financial year.
The growth attained last year was the highest in one decade in spite of a
slowdown in industrial growth and lacklustre performance of large-scale
manufacturing under the PML-N government.
So what has driven growth in the last four years?
Over time there has been a slowdown in industrial growth. What then has
driven GDP growth in the last four years?
The primary driver of growth, the government admitted in the Economic
Survey of Pakistan 2016-17, has been domestic consumption.
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The support to GDP growth mainly came from increased domestic
consumption. Low inflation, higher income levels of both farmers and (urban)
middleclass (have) bolstered consumption spending in the economy,‖ it noted.
On the other hand, investment, particularly private investment, played a mere
supportive role instead of being the lead driver of growth.
For example, consumption shared 7.9 percentage points to GDP last fiscal
year, up from 6.2 points a year ago. This compares with net investment
contribution to growth of just 1.3 percentage points, up slightly from 1.0 point the
previous year. Little wonder then that exports‘ contribution to growth shrank 3.5
percentage points.
Moreover, investment during the last few years is dominated by the public
sector as the government, helped by low global oil prices, has constantly increased
its development expenditure — especially on large infrastructure projects related to
the CPEC initiative.
Indeed, the share of public sector expenditure in gross capital formation has
significantly grown since the start of work on the trade route connecting China
with global markets via the deep-sea Gwadar port in Balochistan.
This brings us to the question as to where private money is going?
Analysts say private investment has actually been driving domestic
consumption as the contribution of private consumption to GDP grew to 6.7pc last
fiscal year from 5.3pc a year back compared with public consumption rising to
1.2pc from 0.9pc.
―Private investment is driving domestic consumption. Domestic businesses
are currently investing in sectors like auto, steel, motorcycles, food and cement to
meet the strong demand,‖ points out Ali Jumani, a research analyst at Alfalah
Securities.
Interviews with businessmen show that mostly the existing players in these
sectors are increasing their production capacities as they feel that demand for these
products is going to grow further over the next few years thanks to increasing
middle-class income. The Corridor initiative too has pushed demand for these
items.
A few are also setting up greenfield projects, particularly in the automotive
sector, and others are investing in real estate development as domestic
consumption rises going forward.
Several textile exporters have already ventured into the domestic retail
market, education and healthcare to fill in supply gaps. No one is investing in
export-oriented sectors because of the rising cost of doing business and
unfavourable government policies.
Ali Asghar Poonawala is of the view that private capital is shying away from
export-oriented manufacturing because of higher cost of production (which has
made Pakistani exports uncompetitive in the world market), geo-political tensions
in the region and government policies.
Moreover, Pakistan‘s export advantage lies in agro-based industries, he says.
―But we are unable to use that advantage to increase our exports because of
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different factors. Take the example of meat exports. You need to invest very
heavily in the entire supply chain to build up the capacity to export meat. You also
require a comprehensive regulatory framework and policy support for quality
assurance and implementation of food safety and other standards to compete with
rivals in international markets,‖ he says.
Former finance minister Shaukat Tarin notes that growth based on domestic
consumption is not sustainable for very long and would result in another severe
external sector crisis.
―History shows that only countries like China, Korea, etc, which pursued
export-led growth policies, have developed rapidly. Others (like Pakistan) continue
to lag far behind.
―We need to form policies to encourage private investment in export-oriented
manufacturing. The more you delay the closer you get to yet another (balance-ofpayments) crisis,‖ he warns, emphasising that all the past financial crises Pakistan
had to face resulted from our inability to pay our import bills.
―How long can you survive on borrowed money? The only sustainable
solution to our economic problems lies in making our exports competitive in
international markets by devaluing the currency to its real value, incentivising
value-addition in leather, textiles and other export-oriented sectors, and promoting
industries and agriculture where we have an advantage (over our rivals).
―International competition will also help manufacturing improve its
efficiency, acquire new technology and ensure quality. The government must
organise a dialogue with the businesspeople for formulating a comprehensive
industrial policy that can help us boost our exports.‖
Панамский кризис обошелся Пакистану убытками в 14 млрд. долл.
Panama crisis cost $14b to national economy
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. August 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Aug2017/panama-crisis-cost-14b-to-national-economy

ISLAMABAD - Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal Saturday said that national
economy faced a loss of around $14 billion due to the political instability created
by the Panama crisis in the country.
The minister gave the statement a day after ousted prime minister Nawaz
Sharif raised 12 questions over the legal proceedings adopted by the Supreme
Court in the Panama case.
Pakistan was moving on a fast-track development but the national economy
suffered a loss of around $14 billion during the last three to four months due to
political instability created by some political figures, the minister said after
reviewing the losses at ―Sasta Bazaar‖, located in Sector H-9 caused by
Wednesday morning‘s inferno.
His statement is first of its kind as earlier the finance ministry never told
about such losses. He also did not quote any source of his information to
substantiate his claim.
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The minister was referring to the time period of three to four months, the time
from the establishment of Joint Investigation Team (JIT) over Panama Papers case
to the July 28 verdict of the Supreme Court.
He also said the nation had to bear the cost of the decision that disqualified
Nawaz Sharif for not getting salary of 10,000 dirhams from his son‘s company.
Accompanying the State Minister for Capital Administration & Development
Division (CADD) Dr Tariq Fazal Chaudhry and Mayor Islamabad Metropolitan
Corporation (IMC) Sheikh Anser Aziz, Ahsan Iqbal said conspiracies and progress
could not move side by side in any country. He added that the government wanted
to see stability and durable peace in the country.
About US President Donald Trump‘s plan for Afghanistan and his antiPakistan remarks, he categorically stated that the government would safeguard
national interests at all costs. Pakistan‘s resolve against terrorism is for its own
interest, and not for serving the interests of the United States, he added. He said
Pakistan would continue playing its due role for peace and stability in the region in
collaboration with the regional states.
Ahsan said the political and military leadership has reviewed in detail the US
President Donald Trump‘s strategy regarding Afghanistan and South Asia and
outrightly rejected his assertions of giving billions of dollars to Pakistan over the
years on account of eliminating terrorism.
The US narrative is wrong as Pakistan‘s view is that Washington is yet to pay
Islamabad billions of dollars under the previous agreements regarding logistic
support to the United States, he said.
He stressed the need for forging unity among ranks of countrymen to send
across a message that the nation is united to face any conspiracy.
About making public the report of Dawn Leaks, the interior minister said that
a joint investigation was conducted over the issue and was taken to its logical end.
―Now Dawn Leaks is a past and closed transaction,‖ he said and added: ―We
should think over bigger things now.‖
To another question about prevailing situation in Afghanistan and other
Muslim countries, the minister said that he himself had time and again pointed out
the conspiracies being hatched in the countries surrounding Pakistan. ―Pakistan is a
distinguished country among comity of the nations and it will continue its efforts
for regional peace in collaboration with friendly countries,‖ he remarked.
He also said the interior ministry would continue to play an effective role
under the National Action Plan (NAP) for establishment of peace and stability in
the country.
The minister also assured the affected shopkeepers of the bazaar that the
government would help re-establish about 600 shops that burnt to ashes the other
day. A damage assessment committee had been constituted, which would prepare
its report within two days for onward submission to the Prime Minister for
compensation, he added.
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He said rescue operation was started promptly because of CCTV cameras
installed under the Safe City Project and other safety measures adopted by the
district administration otherwise the volume of losses would have been higher.
The minister said the blaze was controlled within two hours and it could be
dozed off in initial stage, if shopkeepers would have followed the prescribed safety
measures and installed fire extinguishers.
He directed the Capital Development Authority (CDA) to make an assessment
of all business centres and high-rise shopping malls in the capital whether they
were following the required safety measures or not, besides asking to make the city
fire-brigade department more efficient.
He advised that all commercial sites should be fully equipped with the
gadgets to meet emergencies as it was must for safety of all. Ahsan Iqbal said his
ministry would make Islamabad police a role model force for other provinces.
Moreover, he said police stations were being equipped with latest technologies and
peace and reconciliatory committees were also being activated to facilitate citizens.
К 70-летию Пакистана
70 лет независимого развития Пакистана
Lessons we have learnt in the last 70 years
Dr Ayesha Jalal. Dawn, 31.08.2017. https://herald.dawn.com/news/1153848/lessons-wehave-learnt-in-the-last-70-years

Commemorative events like independence anniversaries are more than just
occasions to revel and rejoice with symbolic displays of national pride and
rhetorical fanfare. They are a time for mature reflection and informed discussion
on what is happening around us, locally, regionally and globally, with a view to
understanding how the past informs everyday life and practices.
So although sceptics may carp and complain about the tedium of officially
orchestrated remembrances, staged ceremonials are potential catalysts for critical
assessments of the present, seen and experienced through the revealing lens of the
near and distant past.
A renewed sense of self-confidence in the foundational ideals of a nation can
pave the way for more concerted collective efforts to achieve a better and more
fulfilling future.
On August 14, 2017, Pakistanis will mark the 70th anniversary of freedom
amid widespread political disillusionment, high security concerns and intense
economic anxieties. There are continuous uncertainties about the impact of an
ongoing war in neighbouring Afghanistan that has taken a deadly toll on the social
and moral fabric of Pakistan for almost four decades. The sense of insecurity
gripping their nuclear-armed country will be especially poignant for those
Pakistanis who can recall the fateful summer of 1947 when the departing colonial
masters stood aloof as their erstwhile subjects celebrated their newly-won
sovereignty with an orgy of horrific bloodletting.
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As I cited in my 2013 book, The Pity of Partition: Manto‘s Life, Times, and
Work across the India-Pakistan Divide: ―Why have human beings become so
thirsty for human blood these days?‖ Saadat Hasan Manto had asked in his essay
Qatal-o-Khoon ki Lakirain (Lines of Murder and Blood). The pity of Partition was
not that instead of one country there were now two, independent India and
independent Pakistan, Manto bemoaned, but the fact that ―human beings in both
countries were slaves, slaves of bigotry ... slaves of religious passions, slaves of
animal instincts and barbarity‖.
Muslims were pitted against Hindus and Sikhs in a struggle for national
survival then. In our own times, the killing of Muslim by Muslim has turned
Pakistan into a virtual graveyard of Islam, leading some international
commentators to smugly suggest that becoming the ―epicentre of terror‖ is the
inevitable fate of a country born in bloodshed and created in the name of religion.
Inevitability overlooks the role of human agency and responsibility as well as the
politically contingent nature of historical processes.
There was nothing inevitable about Pakistan‘s descent into the murderous
sectarian hatred that has engulfed it since the 1980s as a direct result of the support
lent by the military regime of General Ziaul Haq to the American-led war against
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. It is imperative to counter the presentist
nature of most contemporary analyses of Pakistan with historical interpretations
that are attentive to key shifts at the domestic, regional and international levels.
Fed on officially constructed ‗truths‘ about history, Pakistanis have been
hard-pressed to grasp the reasons for their current predicament, much less counter
misperceptions about their country at the global level. Instead of critical thinking
marked by cautious optimism that might be expected of a people who have
weathered many storms in their short but eventful history, including the traumatic
dismemberment of the country in 1971, Pakistanis across different sections of
society are confused and pessimistic.
This has much to do with growing economic disparities and the sense of
alienation in regions that have been denied their share of resources and political
power during prolonged periods of depoliticisation under military and quasimilitary rule. But the chronic state of national depression in Pakistan stems from a
deeper psychological malaise.
There have been recurrent doubts about the country‘s capacity to survive and
considerable angst about the artificial nature of a state carved out of the
predominantly Muslim extremities of the Subcontinent. In the brutally blunt
metaphor of Britain‘s last viceroy, Louis Mountbatten, ―administratively it [wa]s
the difference between putting up a permanent building, a nissen hut or a tent. As
far as Pakistan is concerned we are putting up a tent. We can do no more‖.
Mountbatten had fully expected this fragile tent to collapse. Pakistan has
belied this wicked prophecy of the last viceroy. But instead of the tent being
replaced with a permanent building, Pakistan has transformed itself metaphorically
into a sprawling military barrack.
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The rise of the military to a position of dominance within Pakistan‘s state
structure took place within the very first decade of independence. A combination
of domestic, regional and international factors tilted the balance firmly in favour of
the non-elected rather than elected institutions of the state.
Occurring within the context of the British-American rivalry, as much as the
Cold War divide between the Soviet bloc and the West, military dominance had
been established as early as 1951, well before the first military coup of 1958.
Looking to raise a viable defence against India, senior civil and military officials
like Iskander Mirza and General Ayub Khan reached out to the centres of the
capitalist world system, especially the United States, which after the outbreak of
the Korean War were looking for allies to contain the threat of communism.
An alliance with Pakistan would give the Americans military bases in the
Indian Ocean, a crucial strategic move at a juncture when British prestige in West
Asia was at an all-time low. But Washington was unwilling to pay the price
demanded by Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan — a territorial guarantee and
assistance in pressing India to give way on Kashmir. The Americans had a better
chance of swaying military and civil officials who, in an effort to gain some
leverage, intimated to their American interlocutors that the prime minister was
toying with the idea of declaring Pakistan‘s neutrality in the Cold War unless
Western powers helped resolve the Kashmir issue.
On October 16, 1951, Liaquat was shot dead while addressing a public rally.
The murder of Pakistan‘s first prime minister heralded the imminent derailment of
the political process and the onset of a brutal political culture of assassinations,
sustained by the state‘s direct or indirect complicity. His assassination cleared the
way for Pakistan to join an American-backed security arrangement in the Middle
East.
Without consulting either the central cabinet or parliament, Ayub, the
commander-in-chief, told politicians – as cited in my book, The Struggle for
Pakistan: A Muslim Homeland and Global Politics – to ―make up their mind to go
whole-heartedly with the West‖; the Pakistan army would ―take no nonsense‖, nor
allow them or ―the public to ruin the country‖. In the event of attempts to
destabilise the government, Ayub warned, he would ―immediately declare martial
law and take charge of the situation‖ and the ―army will do what I tell it to do‖.
After Liaquat‘s eviction from the national scene, a select combination of
senior bureaucrats and military officials took steps to manipulate the administrative
machinery, instituting a culture of state patronage that was detrimental to centreprovince relations. These moves laid the foundations of what was to become a
thriving political economy of defence. After formally aligning itself with the
United States in 1954, Pakistan joined two American-sponsored security pacts —
the Southeast Asian Treaty Organization in 1954 and the Baghdad Pact in 1955.
The alliance was unpopular in Pakistan, raising the spectre of American
military assistance being put at risk by impending general elections. So the ruling
coterie of senior civil and military officials, working within the constraints of
constructing and consolidating a state in an adverse regional and international
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environment, set about trying to control the political process and, failing that,
suspending it altogether.
Pakistan‘s inability to match India‘s success in establishing a parliamentary
democracy and avoiding military rule is generally attributed to an inept and corrupt
political leadership. But the failure to create a functioning parliamentary system
was not due to a ‗power vacuum‘ created by a fractious and corrupt provincial
leadership at the helm of political parties, with no real bases of popular support.
The very fact of a military takeover suggests that, in spite of the dominance of
the civil bureaucracy and the army, the internal structures of the state were still
fluid enough to be threatened by political forces, however disparate and divided. A
clear distinction between phases of dominance and actual intervention by the
military explains why weaknesses of political parties offer such an inadequate
explanation for the army high command‘s decision, in 1958, to directly wield state
authority.
The military and its allies in the civil bureaucracy felt compelled to abort the
incipient political processes before Pakistan could slip into an era of mass
mobilisation. It proved to be a momentous decision whose legacy is alive and well
to this day.
The supremacy of non-elected over elected institutions not only survived the
tentative experiment in parliamentary democracy during the first decade after
independence, and the military dispensation after 1958, but also persisted
following the separation of East Pakistan in 1971. A judiciary forced into
subservience by an all-powerful executive gave constitutional legitimacy to the
emerging structural imbalance within the state in the first decade.
The result was a centralised state structure, federal in form and unitary in
substance, whose military authoritarian character went against the grain of politics
in its constituent regions. These structural asymmetries have been singularly
responsible for the failings and distortions of the Pakistani political system — a
lack of democratic institutions, inadequate mechanisms for public accountability, a
compromised media, inequitable distribution of resources and a chronic tussle
between the centre and the provinces.
The dominance of the military has continued through various phases of
Pakistan‘s political history and is likely to persist into the future so long as extraconstitutional methods continue to be seen by some quarters as an effective means
to disrupt the political process. There is a world of difference between holding
elected officials accountable and discrediting the democratic political process
altogether over acts of omission and commission by politicians.
Accountability requires legal norms and procedures as well as public
vigilance and is undermined the instance it is used selectively for political ends.
Since the country has been ruled by the military for extended periods of time,
expectations of democracy in Pakistan often verge on the unrealistic. Democracy is
not a magic wand waved at election time. Democracy is a process. Democracy is
conflict and requires institutions to mediate workable resolutions. The difference
between a successful democracy and a struggling democracy is the existence of
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robust elected institutions in the former and infirm or non-existent ones in the
latter.
Pakistan‘s survival has come at the cost of weakening democratic processes
that are intrinsic to maintaining a fragile federal equation. Instead of learning from
the tragic experience of dismemberment in 1971, the postcolonial Pakistani state
has retained much of its centralised character, notwithstanding recent moves
towards greater autonomy for the provinces.
There are, however, some key elements of change that could signal a move
away from cycles of military authoritarianism punctuated by short-lived elected
governments. The Cold War is over, even if its legacies have endured in Pakistan.
In the post-Cold War era, Pakistan is facing a more complex interface between
domestic, regional and international factors, presenting opportunities and
challenges alike. It took Pakistan 23 years to hold its first general election based on
universal adult franchise and it was only in 2013 that the jinx of failed
constitutional transfer of power from one civilian government to another was
finally broken.
In the past, the judiciary typically toed the line laid down by the military and
the civilian bureaucracy and state-controlled media were invariably cowed into
submission. For the first time in Pakistan‘s 70-year history, the third non-elective
institution of the state and the fourth estate are showing some signs of wanting to
side with popular political forces.
One of the more significant shifts in Pakistan‘s international profile since the
height of the Cold War, and one with vast consequences for domestic politics, is
the relative decline of American influence. As America strengthens its economic
and strategic partnership with India, Pakistan has acted swiftly to improve relations
with Russia while further cementing ties with China.
The role of the United States as Pakistan‘s patron par excellence has given
way to belief in a potentially dramatic turnaround with the help of China blowing
the tantalising bugle of its ‗One Belt, One Road‘ policy. Pakistanis would do well
to avoid the temptation of seeing China as their new benefactor. Unlike Pakistan‘s
past dependence on the United States, the relationship with China has to be a
partnership for the mutual benefit of both countries.
The extent to which the boons of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) are distributed equally among the constituent units or, conversely, become
another means for private accumulation of wealth at public expense will in large
part determine this country‘s future. An open and informed public debate on new
policy directions can go a long way towards smoothening out anxieties in the
smaller constituent units about the implications of Pakistan‘s CPEC policy. While
it is still too early to predict the likely outcome of the CPEC initiative, it provides
Pakistan with a real incentive to recast itself internally, regionally and globally.
At a time of dynamic change and an uncharted course for the future, there is
an urgent need for the citizens of Pakistan to take the lead in making their voices
heard in the highest offices of the state. The need for citizen engagement cannot be
overemphasised. Pakistanis might consider taking a lead from their American
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counterparts who, in the aftermath of the divisive 2016 elections, have shown that
democracy is more than just the rite of voting, by actively lobbying their
representatives to ensure that their interests are safeguarded in pieces of legislation
emanating from Washington. Where politics divide, other concerns can unite.
Pakistani citizens could try and come together in defence of their consumer
rights. A civic consumerism that is attentive to quality controls, rising prices of
daily necessities and environmental degradation in the name of development can
lend substance to the social and economic rights of citizenship and generate
popular momentum for putting an end to a kleptocratic political culture.
Admittedly, civil society in Pakistan is still relatively unorganised even
though new Internet-based technologies are facilitating novel forms of information
dissemination and articulation of social protest. The political party system remains
weakly established and, with the constitution repeatedly trampled under the
praetorian jackboot, the rule of law continues to be flouted by the very elements
expected to uphold it.
Another vital element of detrimental change has been the gathering strength
of religious extremism that can be traced back to the military regime of General
Ziaul Haq between 1977 and 1988. His rule ushered in qualitative changes in the
political and ideological profile of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. The
confluence of international factors that came into play two years after his military
takeover gave his regime greater longevity than the decade long reign of Pakistan‘s
first Cold War coup-maker Ayub Khan.
Until the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 brought a reversal
of fortunes, Zia faced international ostracism and domestic opprobrium for hanging
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and ignoring calls for clemency. American-backed
international support for the Pakistan-based Afghan resistance movement gave a
new lease of life to the sagging political fortunes of his regime but never came
close to giving it popular legitimacy.
While resistance to him assumed multiple forms, both at home and among
diasporic communities abroad, urban and middle-class women led street protests
against Zia‘s so-called Islamisation policies. As enraged women organised the
Women‘s Action Forum and took on the baton-wielding arms of the state, they
were beaten and hurled into jail.
Opposition to Zia‘s dictatorship also assumed the form of artistic and
intellectual expression more readily than of either symbolic or violent political
protests. Ahmad Faraz wrote one of the most celebrated poems of resistance
against military dictatorship in Pakistan during this era, called Mahasara (Siege), in
which he vowed to wield his pen against deceit and oppression, regardless of the
risks. Subjected to public floggings for exercising their fundamental right of
expression and thrown out of their jobs, journalists, civil rights activists, labour
leaders and intellectuals met in underground coffee houses and the privacy of
homes to vent their anger at Zia, his Punjabi-Sunni prejudices and his hypocritical
‗Islamisation‘ policies.
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Creative writers and visual and dramatic artists used political allegories to
register their disdain at the whole gamut of his regime‘s self-projections —
whether it was the premium placed on an Arabised form of piety or attempts to
reverse the few gains women had made during the preceding decades. With
women‘s rights under attack, there was poetic irony in the fact of Benazir Bhutto
leading the opposition charge against Zia‘s military rule.
Basking in the glory of his newfound importance to the United States, Zia
could afford to alienate Pakistan‘s leading political parties as well as forego the
support of a relatively small but resilient intelligentsia and dynamic community of
artists and musicians. Flush with American largesse that was matched dollar for
dollar by Saudi Arabia, he presided over Pakistan‘s transformation into a front-line
state for an American orchestrated ‗jihad‘ against the Soviets in Afghanistan.
Deployed for strategic rather than religious purposes, the uses of a jihadist
ideology by the military regime created the space for a transnational congregation
of radicalised individuals espousing different variants of Islam but united in their
opposition to godless communists. Once this same configuration of forces turned
against their erstwhile backers with unbounded hate and violence, Pakistan was left
reaping the whirlwind of Zia‘s dabbling in the geopolitics of global jihadism.
The ethical meaning of jihad as striving for a noble endeavour has been
completely lost sight of in the temporal maelstroms of Pakistan‘s politics.
Departing from Islamic tradition, today‘s would-be jihadis have no qualms about
jihad being declared and waged by non-state actors. The eagerness to become a
martyr (shaheed) is seen by contemporary militant organisations as a sufficient
condition to sanctify armed warfare against perceived injustices perpetrated by
enemies of Islam. But in exemplifying a widespread desire among militants to
become shaheeds and not just ghazis, warriors of the faith, this raises a troubling
question about the erosion of an ethics of humanity amidst the brutalisation of war.
What Pakistan has needed the most ever since its inception is an educational
system that can keep pace with the expanding frontiers of knowledge in the rest of
the world and inculcate genuine critical thinking. This had been one of the primary
objectives of Sayyid Ahmad Khan and his bevy of acolytes at Aligarh – the
intellectual forerunners of All-India Muslim League‘s movement for Pakistan –
who in the late 19th century exhorted their co-religionists to take to new forms of
education as a means for both individual self-improvement and collective
advancement.
It is one of the crueler paradoxes of Pakistani history that the breadth and
openness of thinking so valued by Sayyid Ahmad Khan and his Aligarh associates
stands in striking contrast to the narrow and hidebound world view of those who
today claim to have inherited their intellectual mantle. Instead of a wide-ranging
outlook capable of adopting and adapting to new ideas, the knowledge gap has
assumed staggering proportions, notably in the humanities and the social sciences.
The teaching of history has been severely impaired by its replacement with selfserving national dogmas to the extent that critical thinking has become the scarcest
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of all commodities in Pakistan. This is not to imply that Pakistanis are uncritical as
a people.
In fact, it may be that they are a little too critical about everything and,
therefore, incapable of the kind of well-considered and measured creative activity
that can channel national energies into constructive debate and productive
enterprise. It is the deficit in analytically coherent critical thought, more than
anything else, which has allowed successive managers of the post-independence
Pakistani state to frame the narratives of the nation into implausible moulds
without being unduly concerned about facing a coherent intellectual challenge, far
less a sustained political one.
In this disconcerting scenario, the burgeoning of a popular culture in the face
of decades of state-sponsored Islamisation and terrorism is a remarkable feat for
Pakistan. It draws upon rich and vibrant poetic, musical and artistic traditions that
are well manifested in the country‘s diverse regional and sub-regional settings.
Decades of authoritarianism and state-sponsored nationalism have only
strengthened the appeal of regional counter-narratives in artistic productions.
Creative engagements with the regional and transnational realms of cultural and
intellectual production, facilitated by new technologies, are producing rich and
innovative forms of artistic expression. These are being showcased in the literary
festivals that have mushroomed across Pakistan in recent years.
Equally impressive are the extensively telecast Coke Studio sessions where
talented Pakistani musicians are sponsored by an American multinational to render
scintillating new fusions of some of Pakistan‘s greatest folk and popular songs.
There is a rich tradition of musical and artistic creativity in Pakistan that has
actively engaged with transnational trends, resulting in innovative blending and
fresh departures.
The transnational reach of the creative arts has paralleled the globalisation of
Pakistani music. Building on the works of those who pioneered the modernist
phase in Pakistani painting in the earlier decades, a younger generation of painters
is making creative uses of new ideas and technologies to engage with a dynamic
transnational artistic scene.
New directions in contemporary art, literature and music underline the
ongoing tensions between an officially constructed ideology of nationalism and
relatively autonomous social and cultural processes in the construction of a
―national culture‖. Unable to compete with the financial resources of India‘s
performing arts and film industry, there are many gifted Pakistanis who are
nevertheless making their presence felt as independent artists, musicians, writers
and film-makers in the Subcontinent as a whole.
Individual success in swamps of collective failure is not uncommon in an
authoritarian state. Pakistanis‘ cultural achievements, amply evident in the musical,
artistic, literary and dramatic productions coming out of the country, reflect the
politicisation of the personal sphere that comes with the depoliticisation of the
public arena under authoritarian and semi-authoritarian regimes. If military
dictatorships have failed to stunt creative impulses, waves of terror and counter-
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terror are being resisted through imaginative recourse to local, regional, as well as
transnational idioms of a cosmopolitan humanism that celebrates, rather than
eliminates, the fact of difference.
Despite these signs of cultural renewal based on individual creativity,
Pakistan has not been able to shake off the stigma of being seen as the epicentre of
global terror and the price of losing control of international narratives about
Pakistan has been hefty. While Pakistanis must take part of the blame, much
depends on the willingness of the international community to recognise their
creative accomplishments.
Their efforts to promote peace and accommodation may appear
inconsequential, given the aggressive and exclusionary narratives on jihad and
Muslim identity that have enjoyed state support for nearly four decades. But the
costs of external wars on Pakistani soil have been a potent influence in the rising
popular interest in the rich cultural repertoire of the mystical traditions of the
country. These conflicting dynamics of moderation versus extremism, openness
and engagement with the world versus a narrow and inward-looking closing of the
mind, signify the battle for the soul of Pakistan that is being waged on several
fronts, most perceptibly in Pakistan‘s literature, music and the arts.
This is not to deny that the magnitude and range of problems besieging
Pakistan are so vast that even a competent elected government cannot expect to
deliver on all its promises. Learning to live with the shortcomings of their chosen
representatives without losing faith in the democratic process is difficult for a
people who, under years of military rule, have internalised negative narratives
about politics and politicians.
If there is one thing Pakistanis need to take from their own history, it is that
there is a world of difference between an ineffective government that can at least
be voted out of office and the abject failure of democratic processes that military
interventions signify. This subtle but crucial distinction holds the key to Pakistan‘s
release from interminable cycles of military authoritarianism.
It can help trigger the beginnings of a long but arduous journey towards a
functioning democracy based on checks and balances between different institutions
of the state. Institution building is a long and painful process and Pakistanis have
not dignified themselves in this crucial realm. If they can overcome this crippling
handicap, they may yet lay the basis for a new and robust federal union based on
mutual respect and accommodation among the different constituent units.
Pakistanis can engage fruitfully with the current nexus of political factors
only by getting their bearings right. If they are to renegotiate the complex contours
of the contested spaces and competing narratives of their collective identity to
establish a mutually beneficial federalism, they have to face up to some hard truths
about their history and muster the courage to learn from its lessons.
The biggest challenge for them is to reject the received wisdoms about the
past in order to deal more realistically with the present as a first step towards
planning for a better future. What they cannot afford is to continue to allow official
idioms of state-sponsored nationalism to gloss over the multiple and conflicting
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aspirations in different regions that fueled the dream of Pakistan, a denial that
constitutes the single biggest obstacle to fashioning a coherent, if not necessarily
unanimous, nation. Forced unanimity is no unanimity at all while restrained
conflict, respectful of the human rights of all contenders, is the very stuff of
democracy.
Insofar as visions of the founding fathers are meant to signpost a nation‘s
historical trajectory, it may be tempting to attribute the failure of democracy in
Pakistan to their flawed political and intellectual legacies. Seen this way, the very
notion of a Muslim nation distinct from the Subcontinent‘s Hindu-majority
community smacked of an inherently undemocratic conception of politics.
Even among those who otherwise hail Muhammad Ali Jinnah‘s contribution
to the creation of a separate homeland for India‘s Muslims, measured scepticism
about the appropriateness of democracy in Pakistan has been part and parcel of a
self-serving agenda in which the convenience of continued access to state
patronage is better than the uncertainties of dealing with an elected government.
As for those given to making sweeping judgments with little understanding of
history or context, the absence of democracy in Pakistan is attributed to
authoritarian strains in its Muslim culture. Those of the technocratic ilk are known
to scoff at the prospect of democracy in a country with a woefully low literacy rate,
conveniently overlooking social indicators in neighbouring India, billed as the
largest democracy in the world.
One might disagree with the reasons why democracy went off the rails in
Pakistan so early in its history. But it is palpably incorrect to locate the failure in
Islam, socio-economic determinism or in the founding father‘s political legacy.
An examination of Jinnah‘s long and distinguished public career should
disabuse anyone of doubts about his commitment to democracy and human rights.
He was the most eloquent proponent of minority rights before feeling the need to
claim national status for India‘s Muslims.
Firmly grounded in the democratic tradition, he was at the forefront of
advocacy when it came to universal education, women‘s rights, equal rights of
citizenship irrespective of differentiations along lines of caste, class or religious
community.
A moderate constitutionalist, he looked disdainfully upon professional rabblerousers who made cynical uses of religion. ―I know of no religion apart from
human activity,‖ he once told Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, since it ―provides a
moral basis for all other activities‖. Religion for him was meaningless if it did not
mean identifying with the whole of mankind. Wary of all forms of exclusivity and
an uncompromising opponent of bigotry, whether cultural or religious, Jinnah
faulted the Indian National Congress‘s methods but never once took his sights off
the ultimate goal of independence from British colonial rule.
After March 1940, his insistence on national status for Indian Muslims was
unshakeable. But the demand for a wholly separate and sovereign state, with no
relationship whatsoever with a Hindustan containing almost as many Muslims,
remained open to negotiation until the late summer of 1946. The claim that
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Muslims constituted a ‗nation‘ was not necessarily incompatible with a federal or
confederal state structure covering the whole of India.
This left open the possibility of an all-India entity reconstituted on the basis of
multiple levels of sovereignty. In keeping with the better part of India‘s history, an
overture to shared sovereignty seemed the best way of tackling the dilemma posed
by the absence of any neat equation between Muslim identity and territory. With
‗nations‘ straddling states, the boundaries between them had to be permeable and
flexible, not impenetrable and absolute.
This is why Jinnah remained implacably opposed to a partition of Punjab and
Bengal along religious lines, even while furthering the cause of a political division
of India between ‗Pakistan‘ and ‗Hindustan‘. It was the Indian National Congress‘
unwillingness to accept an equitable power-sharing arrangement with the All-India
Muslim League that resulted in the creation of a sovereign Pakistan based on the
partition of Punjab and Bengal along ostensibly religious lines.
Cast against its will in the role of a state seceding from a hostile Indian union,
Pakistan has tried securing its independent existence by espousing an ideology of
Muslim ‗nationhood‘ that has entailed trampling on the provincial rights promised
in the Lahore Resolution and dispensing with democracy for the better part of its
history. It is no wonder that the claims of Muslim nationhood have been so poorly
served by the achievement of territorial statehood.
These insights have been lost on those who unquestioningly parrot the official
idioms of nationalism. Charting a linear course to the winning of statehood, these
idioms paper over the vexed problems that a geographically dispersed and
heterogeneous community such as the Muslims of India faced in its bid to be
considered a ‗nation‘. Nor can the sacred tomes of official nationalism explain why
there are more subcontinental Muslims living in India and Bangladesh than in
Pakistan, the much vaunted Muslim homeland.
As if these confusions were not sufficient to plunge the Pakistani state into a
serious identity crisis, its creation in the name of religion has heaped confusion
upon confusion. Diehard secularists see in it the kind of anachronism that only
Muslims are capable of conjuring. Self-styled representatives of religion, for their
part, have seen in it an opportunity to realise the goal of an Islamic state in which
they call the shots. Few have ventured to probe what religion as faith had to do
with the politics of difference in late colonial India. It was mainly religion as a
social demarcator – and for some also concerns about religion as faith – not the
dream of an Islamic theocracy which prompted the demand for Pakistan.
Jinnah certainly envisaged Pakistan as a modern, progressive and democratic
state and said as much in his speeches: ―We ... have a State in which we c[an] live
and breathe as free men and which we c[an] develop according to our own lights
and culture and where principles of Islamic social justice c[an] find free play.‖
This vision resonated with Muhammad Iqbal‘s evocation of individual
freedom, which was in complete contrast to the theological centralisation
advocated by Jamaat-e-Islami‘s founder Maulana Abul A‘la Maududi. The
political architect and poet-philosopher of a Muslim homeland espoused a
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conception that acknowledged the continued salience of some sort of a state of
temporal and spiritual union presiding over regions with shares of sovereignty and
citizens with multiple identities — an idea of freedom where Pakistanis in all their
diversities and differences could live the lives they valued with dignity,
responsibility and a sense of security.
The citizens of the Muslim homeland created by Jinnah, whose federalist
vision played such a formative role in the creation of Pakistan, have both a selfinterest and moral responsibility to reject the old and tired methods of coercion and
neglect of constituent units. It is equally imperative to uphold his singular belief in
the rule of law. Pakistan‘s future historical trajectory will be what the citizens of
Jinnah‘s Muslim homeland want it to be. Speaking in Karachi before the Bar
Association on January 25, 1948 – as cited in my book The Struggle for Pakistan:
A Muslim Homeland and Global Politics – he had urged: ―What reason is there for
anyone to fear democracy, equality, freedom ... [as] the highest standard of
integrity and on the basis of fair play and justice for everybody?‖
It remains an aspiration worth striving for, seven decades after the creation of
Pakistan.
This was originally published in the Herald's August 2017 issue. To read more subscribe to the
Herald in print.
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I was around 7 years old in 1947 when I travelled from Ferozepur city to
Kasur with my parents witnessing horrible scenes on the train loaded with injured,
sick, some dead bodies and homeless refugees.
Millions of refugees migrated from India to the newly created country –
Pakistan.
This was perhaps the highest refuge exchange in human history.
Hundreds of thousands of Muslims sacrificed their lives to establish Pakistan
in 1947.
Pakistan has now celebrated her 70th independence day.
Starting from scratch, in 1947, Pakistan has made significant progress in
some vital areas.
Today, we are an established nuclear power.
Thanks to Mohsen-e-Pakistan Dr AQ Khan who made it possible despite
many odds.
Politically it was Nawaz Sharif, the former Prime Minister who pressed the
nuclear button for the nuclear explosions in 1998.
We are now a democracy.
Our Defence Production Industry is fairly advanced and CPEC is a ray of
hope for our national economy in some measure.
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Nonetheless, we have many serious challenges threatening our independence
for which we, as a nation have to gear up for planned solutions.
Our national debt, including external and internal, is mounting which is
around 70 billion dollars and is going up.
According to a recent official statement, we have to pay $7.
43 bn off this year, including the principal amount and the interest, a huge
liability.
Heavily debted nations risk their independence.
Our exports are falling.
Despite the available potentials ‗babu culture‘ has failed to achieve the
desired targets.
Additionally, millions of children cannot get education, good governance
challenges are hovering, terrorism threats are surfacing at intervals causing
colossal damage, and various types of disasters causing loss of lives and property
are encountered frequently due to mismanagement prevailing in the public sector
affairs.
The impending energy crisis and water scarcity are posing serious threats to
the national economy.
At this national juncture after 70 years of independence, we need to review
our national strategies and plans with a strong political will to overcome the
current national challenges.
Massive reforms are required in the socio-economic system to get rid of
national debt and overcome the problems confronting the nation.
Let us glance at the major reforms needed.
Issues and reforms: It is highly imperative to put the national economy on a
high economic growth path in real terms based on actual and advanced
productivity trajectory in each sector of the national economy.
The following parameters will have to be addressed through massive reforms,
coupled with short term and long term action plans free of ―babu culture‖ and with
a strong political will at the top to implement them.
These factors alone can generate real wealth for the national economy to pay
off the current public debt liabilities in a few years and make Pakistan
economically self reliant in the very near future.
‗Babu Culture‘: This is the core area that eats away the effects of all good
policies and plans.
Bangladesh, on independence, drastically changed the old complex
procedures breeding red-tapism and corruption.
Services reforms based on results achievements and market orientation, are
needed to meet the challenges of mass welfare, accountability and freedom from
corruption.
About forty percent of the budget is wasted through red-tapism, delays, and
costs escalated projects and corruption.
This needs drastic reforms.
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Agricultural and industrial productivity growth: Fast track GDP growth
strategies and implementation plans are sine qua non to high growth targets
achievements.
In this connection, the roles of agricultural and industrial productivity indices
are very vital.
Presently these parameters are very low in our national economy.
The present National Productivity Organisation needs to be strengthened and
reorganised professionally.
Cost of production needs to be cut through modern technologies.
Innovation and technology up-gradation are needed, based on international
models.
Research and development plays a massive role in boosting industrial and
agricultural productivity.
Mass industrialisation: Aggressive industrialisation policies are needed to be
launched in the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) sectors and large industries
focusing on exports orientation.
The PML-N Government in the past launched a rural industrialisation
program which needs to be relaunched with an updated approach.
This alone would help achieve high growth targets.
It would be advisable to set up public sector companies to ensure the fast
track implementation of industrialisation programs based on simplified procedures
and updated methodologies.
Corruption: Corruption eats away a sizeable chunk of our national resources
and adversely effect public welfare policies through red-tapism.
It can be checked through reforms and by using intelligence agencies as well.
However honest and good political leadership, efficient accountability
framework and an effective parliamentary system alone can minimise corruption.
Control of wasteful expenditure: A nation gripped by economic crises has to
adopt austerity and economical ways to cut wasteful and luxuriant expenses in
government and public sector organisations.
The number of ministries needs to be cut and reduced to the minimum.
International models of developed democracies need to be followed.
Intensifying use of modern technologies: Technology advancements are fast
modifying public sector, industrial and agricultural methodologies worldwide.
Information and communication technologies are playing a pivotal role.
Resultantly higher efficiencies, costs reduction and value addition in
operations are being achieved.
In Pakistan also, updated technologies, new organisation and management
methods and global standards need to be introduced fast to achieve higher national
growth in each sector of national economy our public sector.
Our R&D organisations have so far failed to achieve market driven and
needed results in the absence of public private partnership.
Education and literacy: High literacy rate and education spread at least up to
Higher Secondary levels is key to long term growth and strong economy.
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Enhanced economic resources, allocations for education and Public Private
Partnerships in this sector can help boost literacy rates.
Economically self-reliant nations today have high literacy rates.
Exports: Pakistan‘s current exports levels are going down.
Focus should be shifted more on value-added exports especially for the
engineering goods and machinery, which has high export potential.
Likewise new markets for enhancing exports need to be explored.
Defence items can achieve high export targets.
With good planning and efforts, Pakistan can achieve an export target of fifty
billion US$ per year in a short time.
Overseas Pakistanis: Overseas Pakistanis remittances are well over fifteen
billion US$ per year now.
In fact, this alone is sustaining the Pak Economy in difficult situations.
With good political leadership and a credible system, this can go up.
In fact, these remittances can be more productively utilised with a proper
institutional framework to strength the national economy.
To work out the details of the reforms packages mentioned earlier, action
plans and implementation strategies, a high level experts group comprising experts
from the public and private sectors need to be set up the soonest to rid the nation
from the ongoing debt trap and save the country from disastrous consequences
threatening our independence.
К 70-летию Пакистана. Современные средства связи в Пакистане
Worth Celebrating - digital Pakistan is taking on the world
Farhan Janjua. Daily Times. 14.08.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/14-Aug17/worth-celebrating-digital-pakistan-is-taking-on-the-world

Online freelancing in Pakistan is close to $1billion, says a report
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At the time of its birth, Pakistan inherited a few newspapers both in Urdu and
English language. 70 years later, Pakistan‘s media has evolved and stands at a
point where the digital technology and internet are gradually taking over. From
news to entertainment, it‘s all happening online.
With the current pace, the digital media are making even the broadcast media
look antiquated.Our modes of communication today are different than they were a
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decade ago. There‘s WhatsApp that we use to communicate, email that we use for
official/business correspondence; and our lives can practically be tracked using our
―timelines‖ and profiles on Facebook and Twitter.We even get our entertainment
from the internet.
According to a report by Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA), there
are at least 44 million social media users in Pakistan. And according to another
international report based on research by two global social media agencies
HootSuite and We are Social also from January this year, Pakistan has 35.1 million
internet users; out of which, 31 million are active social media users. The report
goes on to note there are 140.2 million mobile subscribers in Pakistan out of
which, 28 million are active mobile social users.
Last year, National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) installed the ―World‘s Highest
ATM‖ at 15397 feet height at Khunjerab Pass.
Vibrant digital economy
Pakistan possesses world-class financial integration platforms which form a
vibrant digital economy. The country is now entering the world of eCommerce
with indigenously built solutions. From inter-bank funds transfer (IBFT), making it
seamless for anyone to transfer funds to any other bank account in a matter of few
clicks, mobile banking accounts and mobile commerce, Pakistan‘s digital economy
is already taking on some of the key players in the region. As per State Bank‘s
quarterly newsletter Jan-March 2017 on Branchless banking, there are as many as
23.68 million branchless banking accounts in Pakistan.
Last year, National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) installed the ―World‘s Highest
ATM‖ at 15397 feet height at Khunjerab Pass.
Making money, contributing to foreign exchange
Socialising isn‘t all that Pakistanis do online. They are using digital
technologies to make money and contribute to the country‘s foreign reserves. An
April 2017 reportnoted that online freelancing in Pakistan has grown to $1billion.
This is a remarkable figure considering the fact that the online freelancers haven‘t
had any significant support from the government side except in the recent few
months with the emergence of government funded incubation centres for
technology related startups and schemes like e-Rozgar scheme that aim to train
new entrants in the online freelancing how to earn money using digital
technologies.
The emergence of 3G and 4G/LTE technology also saw a boom in the
Pakistani users purchasing behaviour. Many Pakistanis now use mobile apps for
everyday things such as ordering food, online shopping, booking rides, hence
significantly contributing to the digital economy. This trend has welcomed some of
the tech giants into the country such as Uber,Careem, Rocket Internet, Netflix,
iFlix, AltBalajito name a few.
The digital media are used for breaking news online some of which are
reported even before making into the mainstream media. Where do you think the
story about Chinese woman entering the cockpit of a PIA plane was first reported?
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The social media. Where did you first see the news about Mashaal Khan‘s mob
lynching? You guessed it right, the social media. The list goes on.
Newsrooms actively monitor social media
Newsroom in most media networks actively monitorsocial media and quotes
what‘s being publicly said on social media as sources. This has also helped the
networks cut costs in terms of commissioning and paying correspondents in
foreign countries. They, instead, simply hunt down people on social media and use
them as ―reporters‖ – a trend that has also given a rise to what was traditionally
called the ―citizen journalism‖. This in turn also becomes a learning and economic
opportunity for citizen journalists.
Who remembers Pakistani Twitter user SohaibAthar who live-tweeted US
raid in Abbottabad that led to hunting down and killing of Osama Bin Laden
without knowing what he was tweeting about and then made it to the global
headlines? This is just one of many examples.
Tweets now make headlines
Public figures including politicians and celebrities actively use social media –
most of which now make the news, some even the headlines. An example of
twitter setting news agenda was the recent high profile sexual harassment case
where Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) senior leader Naeem-ul-Haq admitted on
Twitter that he ―discussed‖ marriage with lawmaker Ayesha Gulalai and made
headlines – only to claim later that his account was hacked.
Supplying Pakistani entertainment to the world
Digital technologieshave opened new avenues for the entertainment and
fashion industries of the country as well. Pakistani artists now have more options
when it comes to distributing their work in a wider audience and market. This does
not only help the industry financially, it also helps the country to export its culture
and image worldwide.
While US has Voice of America (VOA), Russia has RT and Sputnik, Qatar
has AlJazeera and Iran has Press TV to reach out to the global audience and to
present what their countries are all about, Pakistan has Coke Studio. Thanks to the
digital media, Coke Studio is now a worldwide sensation. Its YouTube channel has
close to2 million subscribers and every song is viewed by millions of people
worldwide. Since the songs are uploaded with English subtitles, just read
comments to know how truly global it is. Coke Studio alone has done what a
propaganda TV network from Pakistan –we have PTV World that broadcasts in
English but since no one watches it, it probably doesn‘t count – could not.
Coke Studio now releases online same time as it is released on TV. There are
other examples where brands have partnered with artists to produced digital-only
content such as Telenor‘s online movie OyeKuchKarGuzar.
Some of the success stories in entertainment industry include the ―Justin
Bibis‖ - Saania and MuqqadasTabaydar who made it to the news worldwide with
their desi version of Justin Bieber song Baby.
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Another notable example is Nadir Ali, a working class comedian and
prankster from Karachi who started small and is now a comedy sensation with fan
following in both India and Pakistan.
Singing sensations SarmadQadeer and JunaidAsghar broke it into the industry
by first releasing their songs online and were later picked up by British record label
company MovieBox considering the massive number of views they gained online.
Pakistani entertainment production companies now have new avenues of making
money as their shows are being picked up by entertainment tech giants such as
Netflix and iFlix.
There are still issues such as digital divide and repeated attempts by the state
to regulate and control digital media but Pakistan at 70 has entered the digital
world. With a bang.
К 70-летию Пакистана. Инвестиции в человека очень малы, - считает
Сартадж Азиз.
Investment in human development stays low, says Aziz
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
August
18th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1484294/investment-human-development-stays-low-says-aziz/

ISLAMABAD: As the country remains low on human development
indicators despite having sporadic periods of growth, the new Planning
Commission Deputy Chairman, Sartaj Aziz, on Thursday emphasised the need for
striking a balance between social and economic development.
Pakistan‘s development paradigm remained lopsided due to low investment in
human development, said Aziz, while speaking at an event organised to mark the
70th Independence Day of Pakistan. He said the basic lesson from history was that
there was a need to strike a balance between social and economic development.
11,764 Pakistanis currently jailed or detained abroad: Sartaj Aziz
High illiteracy, high child and maternal mortality, hunger, unemployment and
poverty remained main challenges for every successive government. However, due
to government‘s focus on mega tangible projects; education, health and job
creation remained low on its priority list.
Continuity of policies and political stability were the prerequisite for
becoming one of the top 25 economies of the world, said Ahsan Iqbal, Federal
Interior Minister, while speaking at the forum.
He said internal conflicts at every stage should be ended for survival and
sustainable economic growth. Pakistan, a lower middle-income country with the
sixth largest population in the world, has an exceptionally high level of child
under-nutrition, according to a World Bank report released in May this year.
It states that with the stunting rate at 45%, the country ranks 124 out of 132
nations. Its wasting rate, at 11%, puts it at 106th spot out of 130 countries and its
trends in these indicators in relation to the 2025 World Health Assembly targets are
viewed to be off track.
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Pakistan‘s poverty figure is shrouded in mystery, said Dr Shamshad Akhtar,
former State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) governor. She said Pakistan‘s economic
development had been impacted by structural weaknesses and fiscal and external
imbalances.
In the last fiscal year, the PML-N government had launched a Rs25-billion
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) programme to address imbalances in the
social sector. However, it diverted all the funds for parliamentarians‘ schemes to
gain political advantage.
For the current fiscal year 2017-18, the government has also earmarked Rs30
billion for the programme and again the entire amount has been handed over to the
Cabinet Division for spending on parliamentarians‘ pet schemes.
Pakistan will soon become centre of trade activities, says Sartaj Aziz
Aziz said given its huge potential, Pakistan could have been more modernised
and developed, but the country could not fully exploit the opportunities that came
its way during the past 70 years.
He also briefly touched the role of the Planning Commission in the modern
world that had greatly changed and was not as prominent as it used to be. Lack of
institutional capacity was the main reason behind the low growth in Pakistan, said
Dr Ishrat Husain, former SBP governor.
He said after the 1973 civil service reforms, the civil service became
politicised and after 1990, every political party filled key positions with their loyal
bureaucrats.
During this period, armed forces‘ efficiency and competence level improved,
which created a gap, said Husain.
He said it was a wrong hypothesis that military expenditures crowded out the
development expenditures. During the first 40 years of creation of Pakistan, the
defence spending was close to 7% of gross domestic product, which dipped to
2.7% from 1990 to 2015, he added.
He said it was also a wrong hypothesis that foreign aid was the reason behind
impressive economic growth during the rule of military dictators. Empirical
evidence showed that there was no difference in the foreign aid received during the
military and civilian set-ups.
К 70-летию Пакистана. Наиболее значимые экономические шаги за 70
лет развития Пакистана
70 years on: Looking back at key economic events in Pakistan's history
Dawn. 17.08.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351915/70-years-on-looking-back-atkey-economic-events-in-pakistans-history

Since its independence in 1947, Pakistan has been plagued with political,
social and religious turmoil and that has taken a toll on its economy too.
Despite the internal and external challenges Pakistan has faced since its birth,
the country's economy has somehow managed to survive.
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Here's a compilation of some of the major economic milestones in Pakistan's
history, compiled by Dawn's Business and Finance, Weekly team.
A chronology of key economic events in Pakistan since independence
September 26, 1947
Quaid-i-Azam lays the foundation of Pakistan‘s first textile mill, Valika.
February 28, 1948
First budget presented by then finance minister, Malik Ghulam Muhammad.
July 1, 1948
Inauguration of State Bank of Pakistan.
October 1, 1948
First currency notes are issued.
1948
Government decides to develop five-year economic plans to steer economy.
1949
National Bank of Pakistan is launched.
July 11, 1950
Pakistan becomes a member of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
World Bank.
1953
Pakistan imports 10,500 tonnes of wheat under PL-480, a controversial US
food assistance programme. ‗Thank You, America‘ signs dangle from the necks of
camels carrying American wheat from the harbour.
1955
Pakistan launches its first economic five-year plan.
January 10, 1955
Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) formed after the nationalisation of
Orient Airways.
April, 1955
Sui gas supply reaches Karachi.
June 27, 1956
Pakistan signs its first trade agreement with Russia.
1959
Export Bonus Vouchers Scheme and tax incentives are introduced.
July 24, 1959
The foundation of United Bank Limited (UBL) is laid.
January, 1959
Gen Ayub Khan introduces first land reforms in the country.
September 19, 1960
Pakistan and India sign Indus Water Treaty, brokered by the World Bank.
October, 1960
Prize bonds are introduced.
1960
Warsak Dam in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is inaugurated.
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January 1, 1961
Decimal coinage is introduced.
April 1963
Ghandhara Industries are founded in Karachi.
January 1, 1963
National Investment Trust is set up.
January 5, 1963
Pakistan signs its first trade agreement with China.
November 12, 1966
Foundation of Habib Bank Plaza is laid.
August 24, 1967
Pakistan‘s first steel mill is inaugurated in Chittagong, East Pakistan
(Bangladesh).
1971
Industrial base shrinks after Dhaka fall.
January 2, 1972
Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto launches nationalisation programme.
January 30, 1972
Pakistan snaps ties with Commonwealth for recognising Bangladesh as an
independent nation.
November, 1972
State Life Insurance Corporation is established.
May 1,1972
Labour Day is observed for first time in Pakistan.
December 30, 1973
Foundation of Pakistan Steel Mills is laid.
December, 1973
Inflation reaches an all-time high of 37.8 per cent.
April, 1974
First dry port inaugurated.
July 27, 1975
Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) recommends to abolish Riba and introduce
Zakat.
1976
Tarbela Dam is completed.
January 5, 1977
Third land reforms are introduced.
1978
Karakorum Highway is opened.
February, 1979
Zakat and Ushr Ordinance is passed.
September 30, 1980
First ship unloads at Port Qasim.
January 1, 1981
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Islamic banking is introduced.
1984
Government launches money-whitening scheme.
January 15, 1985
Pakistan Steel Mills is inaugurated.
July 18, 1987
Rs1,000 currency note is issued.
1988
First structural adjustment agreement with IMF.
December 1, 1989
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto launched First Women Bank Ltd to meet
special needs of women.
1989
Pakistan rejoins Commonwealth.
January, 1991
Mobile phone comes to Pakistan.
1991
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif begins economic liberalisation programme.
1991
Benchmark KSE-100 index launched with a base of 1,000 points.
1992
Yellow cab scheme is launched. ‗Give 15 per cent amount and car is yours;
remaining payment in easy instalments‘ is the lure.
August 26, 1992
Karachi airport‘s Jinnah Terminal is inaugurated. Its construction costs
Rs5bn.
1993
Fibre-optic technology arrives in Pakistan.
1994
Mehran Bank scandal (or Mehrangate) surfaces.
September, 1996
Internet services are launched in Pakistan.
1997
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif launches debt retirement campaign.
November 26, 1997
Country‘s first motorway is inaugurated.
May, 1998
Government freezes foreign currency accounts after nuclear tests. US, Japan
and other nations impose economic sanctions on Pakistan.
2000
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are launched at United Nations
Millennium Summit (Sept 6-8).
March 29, 2001
Chashma Nuclear Power Plant is inaugurated.
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2001
US starts pouring billions of dollars into Pakistan after 9/11.
2006
Musharraf administration sells off Pakistan Steel in March. Later in June, the
Supreme Court blocks the sale.
May 26, 2006
Rs5,000 note is issued.
2008
Government enters IMF stabilisation programme to ward off balance of
payments crisis.
2008
Stocks hit record 15,760 points on April 20. But then KSE-100 index plunges
55pc in next four months, wiping $36.9bn off market value.
2008
Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) sets a floor for stock prices at 9,144 points
below which the index is not allowed to fall. Investors seeking exit get trapped.
July 28, 2010
Country's worst floods begin. Resultant property damage estimated at over
$40bn.
May, 2013
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) formalised during the Chinese
premier‘s visit to Pakistan.
2013
IMF approves $6.7bn loan package to help Pakistan revive its ailing
economy.
August 23, 2014
3G and 4G internet services launched on April 23. Auction fetches $1.1bn.
2016
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) launched with start of new year.
К 70-летию Пакистана. Cвобода в полночь вылилась в резню
Владимир
Скосырев.
15/6_7051_india.html

НГ.

15.08.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-08-

Пакистан провозгласил независимость 14 августа, Индия – на
следующий день. Задержка связана с тем, что астрологи-индусы назвали 14-е
несчастливой датой. Cейчас оба государства торжественно отмечают
юбилей. Им есть чем гордиться. Экономика растет, уровень жизни поднялся.
Но прорицатели не ошиблись. Исламские террористы, нашедшие убежище в
Пакистане, по сей день используют спор из-за Кашмира для нагнетания
ненависти к Индии.
Юбилей – это не только повод для политиков поговорить о достижениях
на пройденном пути, но и вспомнить о бедствии, которое сопутствовало
рождению двух государств. Ведь в ходе резни, вспыхнувшей там, где
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проживали совместно индусы и мусульмане, погибло около 1 млн человек.
Миллионы вынуждены были, бросив дома и имущество, бежать, спасаясь от
погромов.
В Индии, светском государстве, общественные организации создают
музей, где собирают воспоминания людей, переживших раздел. Активисты
говорят, что их цель – рассказать нынешнему поколению о случившемся,
добиться того, чтобы подобное никогда не повторилось.
Первый премьер-министр Индии Джавахарлал Неру заявил в полночь 15
августа со стены крепости Красный форт в Дели, что Индия обретает свою
собственную судьбу. Он не мог предположить, что в первые годы эта судьба
будет столь трагичной. Правозащитники сегодня сравнивают случившееся с
холокостом. Их напоминания важны, поскольку в Пакистане, официально
провозгласившим себя Исламской Республикой, тема индусскомусульманской резни вообще не обсуждается. А в Индии полувоенные
индуистские группировки, составляющие массовую базу правящей партии,
нередко публикуют памфлеты антимусульманской направленности.
Невидимые шрамы от родовых мук, физического и эмоционального
страдания остались в душах современных индийцев и пакистанцев. Две
страны вели дважды войну из-за Кашмира, одну – после восстания в
Восточном Пакистане (ныне Бангладеш). Как отмечает Deutsche Welle,
прежде Индию и Пакистан разделяли споры о территориальной
принадлежности Кашмира. Теперь из-за того, что Пакистан поддерживает
исламских сепаратистов, этот светский конфликт стал боем, в котором
местная молодежь ищет вдохновение в религиозном фанатизме.
В беседе с «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев отметил, что для
Пакистана Индия остается самым настоящим противником. Более того, сама
система раздела привела к тому, что ислам играет особую роль в Пакистане.
Ислам – это единственное, что объединяет страну. Усиленная исламизация
началась после прихода к власти еще в 1970-х годах президента-генерала
Зия-уль-Хака и продолжается до сих пор.
Отрицательное отношение к Индии характерно и для основной массы
населения. То же самое можно сказать про Индию. Там относятся к
пакистанцам с подозрением, если не сказать – холодно. Поэтому последствия
раскола не преодолены.
Вину за убийства нельзя снять ни с индусов, ни с мусульман. Но
основная вина, конечно, лежит на англичанах. Индусы и мусульмане до 1947
года относительно мирно жили в течение длительного периода. Индусы и
сикхи испугались жить на территории Пакистана – «страны чистых»,
который сразу был объявлен мусульманским. А многие мусульмане не
хотели оставаться на территории Индии, опасаясь, что их будут
преследовать.
«Кто-то может сказать, что Неру согласился с разделом, и Мухаммад
Али Джинна, отец-основатель Пакистана, согласился с разделом. Но все-таки
это была игра англичан. Они не могли не понимать, к чему все это приведет,
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– сказал Лунев. – Но они хотели, уходя, остаться. Рассчитывали, что
враждебные друг к другу новые государства будут обращаться за
арбитражем, за помощью к бывшей метрополии».
А о хаосе, царившем после раздела, говорит такой факт: во время первой
индийско-пакистанской войны в течение двух недель обеими армиями
командовал британский военачальник в звании маршала.
Экономика Пакистана требует структурных изменений
Economy needs structural change, but transition is painful
Dr Fahd Rehman (assistant professor of economics at SDSB, Lahore University of
Management
Sciences).
The
Express
Tribune,
August
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1480832/economy-needs-structural-change-transition-painful/

LAHORE: Media commentators come up with a description of upcoming
balance of payments (BOP) crisis by looking at weekly dwindling foreign
exchange reserves which has been happening since October 2016.
Similarly, some economists argue that an overvalued currency has made
imports cheaper and exports dearer, therefore, BOP has gone into deficit and
recommend depreciation of the currency.
A few of them is of the opinion that the current pressure is for the short term
due to China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)-related imports and the
situation will improve in the medium term when projects come online and produce
dividends.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
All these descriptions manifest disequilibrium in BOP, especially when the
government draws on its foreign exchange reserves and it has to do excessive
foreign borrowing. The foreign exchange reserves went down to $21 billion in
June 2017 and net borrowing from the rest of the world remained at $11.8 billion.
The current account deficit turned out to be at 4% of gross domestic product
(GDP) in fiscal year 2016-17. On the basis of this deficit, the IMF has reached a
simple conclusion that the rupee is overvalued in the range of 10-15% and there is
a need to devalue the currency to attain equilibrium.
Multilateral institutions, media commentators and economists come up more
or less with a similar description and prescribe a simple remedy for a complex
BOP problem.
The current BOP problem is of structural nature and Pakistan‘s economy is
unable to produce exportable surplus since there is a faulty composition of exports
and terms of trades are unfavourable.
Additionally, the industrial structure is poor and not in line with the world
pattern of wants and capabilities. Under these settings, rupee depreciation would
not cure the lingering structural problem.
Although the successive governments have to devalue the currency on various
occasions due to BOP problems, yet the structural problem has remained in place.
What is wrong with Pakistan‘s economy?
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For instance, the rupee was devalued around 30% in 2008 to achieve BOP
equilibrium. That devaluation brought a slight increase in exports for a couple of
years at the cost of low GDP growth.
The GDP remained quite low from 2008 to 2014 since imports were curtailed
to less than the desired level during this period. On the contrary, the inflation
remained in double digits since workers had to demand higher wages to maintain
their existing standard of living. The chain of events is as follows:
The devaluation is normally done to make imports dearer to reduce the BOP
problem. In the context of Pakistan, the devaluation brings imported inflation,
which makes inflation higher than the desired level. Then the workers start to
demand higher wages since their consumption basket gets expensive.
As a consequence, general price level increases in the economy. This increase
in the price level makes exports expensive and the economy attains equilibrium at
a lower income level.
Under these conditions, the economy is constrained by BOP equilibrium and
it can maintain GDP growth of 5% without reducing the foreign exchange reserves.
In the last year, the economy just crossed the 5% level and cracks started to
appear in the BOP account. In election year, the government is looking for a higher
growth target to pompously show to opposition parties and win the heart of the
masses.
This target would be achievable at a cost. Either the government has to resort
to further higher net foreign borrowing or to sacrifice the foreign exchange
reserves.
In a nutshell, if history is the guide, the lesson is that devaluation has been an
ineffective tool to address the structural BOP disequilibrium in Pakistan. The
economy needs a structural change and the transition is painful and calls for the
role of the government to facilitate the transfer of resources from an industry which
is destined to decline to an industry which is expanding.
Влияние внешнего долга на экономический рост Пакистана
Impact of rising external debt on economic growth
JUNAID ZAHID (researcher at the Sustainable Development Policy Institute). The
Express Tribune, August 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1475552/impact-rising-externaldebt-economic-growth/

External debt is a vital source of public financing in developing countries and
carries the potential to play a key role in promoting economic growth. Traditional
literature regarding economic growth has emphasised the positive role of debt in
economic development.
It helps sustain growth by reducing the investment-savings gap, brings funds
for spending on modern technology and increases productivity. Pakistan‘s
investment-savings gap, however, has drastically increased over time.
China likely to build military base in Pakistan: US
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Pakistan lacks financial, human and physical capital and has a vulnerable
macroeconomic condition. It is natural then that external debt is required to
supplement domestic savings. The question, however, is why do countries borrow?
Borrowing is indeed as old as the nations. The reason behind this is the
inability of countries to create enough savings for infrastructure investment and
growth. The reason behind insufficient savings is, in turn, low income levels,
which are mostly consumed rather than saved. Countries borrow for financing
public expenditures, without massively increasing tax rates, so that an enabling
environment is created for people to invest funds in different productive sectors of
the economy.
Debt becomes necessary to fulfil the government‘s financial requirements,
which otherwise can be met only by increasing the tax rates – the latter being an
unpopular decision for the masses and hence not pursued by most governments.
In case a government is facing a budget deficit, the best alternative is to find
other sources (borrow) for bridging such a deficit. The story of Pakistan with
regard to external debt/foreign debt is self-explanatory.
In 2013, Pakistan‘s external debt was $60.9 billion, which increased to $65.4
billion in 2014. In 2016, it reached $73.1 billion. Now, by March 2017 it has
already increased by more than $2 billion to $75.7 billion. This continuous
increase in external debt, even after considering the arguments mentioned above, is
not sustainable for the country‘s long-term growth.
In Pakistan‘s case, external debt is being obtained against different collaterals,
such as government buildings, which may lead to the sovereignty problem.
The question arises whether any government in history ever paid back the
entirety of its outstanding foreign debt, if yes, then how?
Romania‘s example
Romania‘s political independence from the Soviet Union and her protest
against the invasion of former Czechoslovakia in 1968 drew the interest of western
powers, who briefly believed that Romania was an anti-Soviet maverick and could
create a schism in the Warsaw Pact if funded appropriately.
Romania did not realise that the funding was not always favourable. It was
able to borrow heavily (more than $13 billion) from mostly Nato countries to
finance economic development programmes, but these loans ultimately devastated
the country‘s finances.
In an attempt to correct this, Romania‘s Prime Minister Ceausescu decided to
repay the country‘s foreign debt. He announced a referendum and managed to
change the constitution, adding a clause that barred Romania from taking foreign
loans in the future.
According to official results, the referendum yielded a nearly unanimous
―yes‖ vote. In the 1980s, Ceausescu ordered the export of most of the country‘s
agricultural and industrial products in order to repay its debts. The resulting
domestic shortages made everyday life of Romanians a fight for survival as food
rationing was introduced and heating, gas and electricity blackouts became the
norm.
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In the decade, there was a steady decrease in the Romanian population‘s
standard of living, especially the availability and quality of food and other basic
goods. The debt was fully paid in the summer of 1989.
Pakistan‘s case
Pakistan government also took various steps to overcome the debt problem,
like the debt limitation law, loan write-offs and rescheduling of debt and liabilities.
However, to reduce reliance on foreign debt, we need to strengthen industrial and
agricultural sectors and massively increase exports.
Unfortunately, this is not happening in the country. Pakistan‘s exports have
decreased while public debt has increased.
In 2012-13, Pakistan exported about $24.46 billion worth of goods, which
decreased to $20.787 billion in 2015-16.
Exports as a percentage of GDP decreased from 13.3% in 2013 to 12.2% in
2014 and 10.6% in 2015. In 2016, the ratio fell to 8.7%, which according to
analysts makes the GDP growth rate of 5.47% in 2015-16 less sustainable.
Development splurge ahead of 2018 polls
Pakistan spends about 65% of its revenue to repay its debt while the
remaining 30% to 35% is left for expenditure on defence, health, education,
infrastructure etc. That is the reason why Pakistan faces poverty and low standard
of living.
Although Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves of $21.6117 billion are at an
all-time high, the major reason behind this is not increased earnings through
exports, but significant savings due to low international oil prices and sustained
inflow of remittances from overseas Pakistanis abroad.
The sustainability of these reserves can be challenged in the face of declining
exports along with the rise in debt.
Новые министерства, ведомства созданы для ускорения экономического
роста (после отставки Наваз Шарифа).
New ministries, divisions created for speedy implementation of economic
policies
Mubarak Zeb Khan. Dawn, August 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349605/newministries-divisions-created-for-speedy-implementation-of-economic-policies

ISLAMABAD: In a major development on Friday, Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi created new ministries and divisions, as well as reconsolidated the
functioning of three existing ministries to improve governance and implementation
of economic policies.
An official source said the new federal ministries were created to
accommodate new ministers.
The new ministries and constituent divisions were created under the
provisions of Rule 3 of the Rules of Business, 1973.
An official source told Dawn that reorganisation of economic ministries to
improve coordination within different divisions was long overdue. The World
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Bank had also recommended the reorganisation, especially in the Ministry of
Water and Power, the source added.
According to the decision, the prime minister has created a new Federal
Ministry of Energy, with two constituent divisions — Power Division and
Petroleum Division.
Another new federal ministry has been created with the name of Ministry of
Water Resources with one constituent division — Water Resource Division.
The water and power ministry has been done away with, petroleum ministry
reorganised into a division
As per the decision, the existing Water and Power Ministry has been
dismantled by creating a separate Power Division and transferred its businesses to
be looked after by the federal energy minister.
The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources has been converted into
Petroleum Division. However, those departments of the petroleum ministry which
deal with power production will be placed under the Power Division.
The water issues and subordinate departments will fall under the division of
water resources.
A federal secretary is the principle accounting officer of each division.
According to the source, the new divisions were created on the model
currently in practice in Turkey and India.
―This will help the government to improve coordination in power production
and installation of new power projects as well,‖ the source said.
The move will also help accelerate the implementation of power projects
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, he added.
A new Federal Ministry of Commerce and Textile has been created with two
constituent divisions — Commerce Division and Textile Division. Accordingly,
the current business of the two existing divisions of commerce and textile industry
shall be placed under the new ministry.
In 2013, the two divisions were created and placed under one minister.
However, in 2014 the two divisions were separated and made full-fledged
ministries. There was a full-fledged commerce minister while the Ministry of
Textile Industry was under the administrative control of prime minister since
March 2015.
To adjust new ministers, the prime minister has also created three new
ministries and their constituent divisions.
As per decision, Ministry of Statistics has been created with one constituent
division — Statistics Division; Ministry of Privatisation, with one constituent
division — Privatisation Division; and Ministry of Narcotics Control, with one
constituent division — Narcotics Control Division.
Accordingly, the residual ministries will now be named as the Ministry of
Finance, Revenue and Economic Affairs, comprising three divisions — Finance
Division, Revenue Division and Economic Affairs Division; and Ministry of
Interior, comprising the Interior Division only.
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Another ministry was created namely Ministry of Postal Services, with one
constituent division — Postal Services Division.
The business of the existing Communications Division to the extent of postal
services shall be transferred to the new division while residual business shall
remain with it.
The Cabinet Division will take further action immediately to implement the
prime minister‘s orders.
Может ли слабая пакиста6ская экономика позволить себе политическую
нестабильность?
Can Pakistan‘s economy afford political instability?
Ahsan
Iqbal.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
27th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1467291/can-pakistans-economy-afford-political-instability/

2017.

Back in the 1960s, Pakistan was one of the fastest growing economies in the
developing world and it was destined to rise up the economic ladder. In 1965, GDP
per capita of Pakistan was $116, whereas China‘s and South Korea‘s GDP per
capita were only $98 and $109, respectively. Unfortunately, Pakistan as an
economic nation could not materialise the promise it had. The countries which
were lagging behind us in the 1960s have overtaken us a long ago. Today
Pakistan‘s GDP per capita is around $1,600, whereas, GDP per capita of China and
South Korea are around $8,123 and $27,538, respectively. This staggering contrast
of fortunes begs us to ask the following: what did we do wrong as a country?
Given the benefit of hindsight, there are two major mistakes that we made but
were avoided by these countries. One, Pakistan got too much involved in regional
and global geo-political games instead of prioritising economic development.
Second, Pakistan did not have sustainable political stability. The biggest casualty
of these mistakes was the economy of Pakistan. As a result, we could not become
an economic nation. Just tune into any news channel and you will see it. We love
to discuss only one thing ‗political games‘. Economic development is the least
favourite of all topics on the screens of news channels.
Vision 2025 precisely aims to undo this so that Pakistan can be transformed
into an economic nation. Instead of geo-politics, Pakistan should become a player
in geo-economics. And our domestic politics should revolve around economic and
development issues rather than petty personal attacks on political opponents.
I am very pleased to note that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
has rightly placed Pakistan into geo-economics of the region. But on the front of
political stability, the ship is still not steady and continues to face one storm after
another. In Pakistan‘s history, not a single elected civilian prime minister has
completed his/her full constitutional term, so far. This historical fact speaks
volume about the level of political instability we have been encountering.
Political instability adversely affects economic growth. There is a plethora of
empirical evidence which reports this relationship. Aisen and Veiga (2011) paper
published by the IMF empirically showed that ―an additional cabinet change (a
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new premier is named and/or 50 per cent of cabinet posts are occupied by new
ministers) reduces the annual real GDP per capita growth rate by 2.39 percentage
points.‖
This massive negative impact on GDP growth is explained via reduction in
total factor productivity. Moreover, political instability produces uncertain
economic environment which generates higher risks and that translates into low
investments. It is also observed that political instability generates higher inflation.
This is a matter of concern as Pakistan cannot afford another episode of
political instability, especially when all macroeconomic indicators are showing
positive trajectory.
I am personally a witness to huge economic losses due to political instability
in Pakistan. Under the first government of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif in 1990,
Peshawar to Karachi motorway project was initiated. It would have been
completed in a few years given the PM Sharif government was not toppled.
Similarly, the Gwadar Port project was initiated in 1992 and in a decade it was
expected to become fully functional. But again due to political instability (change
of regimes) this project got delayed for decades.
Today, we are again trying to finish these projects but already the cost of
completing these projects has increased at least three folds as compared to early
1990s. Similarly, the new Islamabad airport project was initiated in late 1980s but
due to frequent regime changes, the project halted. The same is true for Lowari
tunnel project and Kachhi canal project and list can go on and on. Today, all these
projects cost much more to the exchequer vis-à-vis when they were first conceived.
In other words, Pakistan would have been a different country if we would have
avoided political saga of musical chairs in 1990s. The real victim of political
instability is not individual X or Y, but it is Pakistan‘s economy.
The PML-N, the PPP and other political parties have admitted and learned
from their mistakes of the past and signed the Charter of Democracy. But some
new entrants refuse to learn from the past and they continue to play on political
games which produce political instability in the country.
In our more recent past, the political uncertainty created by the PTI‘s dharna
in 2014 negatively impacted the country‘s financial markets. The signing of CPEC
MoU was delayed as the Chinese premier could not visit Pakistan due to sit-ins.
The rupee lost its value. For example, exchange rate of the US dollar to rupee was
Rs98.82 on August 5th, 2014 and by August 25th it touched Rs103.19 — a
depreciation of 4.4 per cent. As a result of currency depreciation, Pakistan‘s import
bill and foreign liabilities increased and the economy suffered a loss of Rs228
billion due to increase in external public debt. Similarly, economy experienced
delayed inflows of $2.4 billion and could not meet its foreign exchange reserve
target on time.
The Karachi stock exchange lost 2,000 points in only a few days due to
political uncertainty created by dharna politics of the PTI at the time. Prior to the
sit-ins, market capitalisation was at Rs7.2 trillion and after a few days of the
dharna it went down to Rs6.7 trillion. Similarly, FDI declined from $114 million to
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$92 million from July 2014 to August 2014. This is the macro-level cost of
political instability. At micro level, many businesses were affected due to the sit-in
politics of the PTI. Did our media and judiciary hold the PTI accountable for all
these economic losses to Pakistan?
Currently, in the so-called Panamagate the whole nation is made hostage on a
matter of private transactions of the family businesses of PM Sharif. Consequently,
the Pakistan Stock Exchange which saw a record high by crossing 54,000 points
lost more than 10,000 points in the last few weeks. This is a loss of billions of
rupees to the economy. Not to mention, investor confidence gets eroded due to this
political uncertainty.
The PML-N government and all state institutions worked day and night to
stabilise Pakistan‘s economy. It is our collective responsibility not to get derailed
from our track, especially when elections are due in the next 10 months.
It is tantamount to state the obvious but yet it looks like some elements don‘t
seem to get this basic fact. A seed will not germinate no matter how good is the
quality of the seed if you keep ploughing the soil. On the contrary, if you sow an
average seed but provide stability to the soil, it will yield an output. Stability and
continuity of economic policies are prerequisite for progress.
The choice is very clear for us as a country. Do we want to continue the
mistakes of our past by perpetuating the game of political musical chairs that can
only lead us to the path of self-destruction? Or we want to chart the path of
political stability, peace and new opportunities that would help us climb up the
economic ladder.
At the end of the day I am an optimist — Ho Chi Minh‘s following words
instill positivity even amidst political uncertainty: ―the storm is a good opportunity
for the pine and cypress to show their strength and stability.‖
МВФ просит Пакистан не снижать темпы реформирования экономики
Don‘t let this moment of opportunity slip away, IMF warns Pakistan
Khurram Husain. Dawn, July 22nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346748/dont-letthis-moment-of-opportunity-slip-away-imf-warns-pakistan

KARACHI: In a wide-ranging conversation with Dawn, the Resident
Representative of the IMF to Pakistan followed up on the fund‘s warning that the
macroeconomic stability earned through stabilisation in the past three years needs
to be used to make these gains more permanent.
―The moment of opportunity earned through the stabilisation programme is a
hard-earned opportunity to advance deeper structural transformation of the
economy to ensure future stability,‖ Tokhir Mirzoev said, cautioning that present
trends could undermine macroeconomic stability ―if the reforms do not continue‖.
Key trends he pointed towards were widening of the current account deficit
and a still vulnerable fiscal framework. ―Realising the budgeted revenue will
require significant effort,‖ he emphasised, while the decline in reserves and the
growing current account deficit were sources of concern.
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Also read: Is the 'strong' rupee policy benefiting Pakistani economy?
―Currently the economy is flying on one engine,‖ he says, ―and that engine is
importing sectors, while the second engine —exports — is lagging. Greater
exchange rate flexibility will help rectify this imbalance, but beyond that, the
government will need to engage with the exporter community more proactively to
develop the plans with which to revive exports.‖
―Adding more generation capacity to the system is crucial,‖ he agreed when
asked about the nature of the reforms that need to be undertaken, ―but more
generation without reforming a leaky distribution system could add to the circular
debt and may compromise long-term sustainability of new energy projects. In this
context, finding a permanent solution to power sector arrears will be critical in the
period ahead.‖
Mr Mirzoev is currently on rounds meeting with business and opinion leaders
around the country following the latest Article IV report released by the fund this
week. ―One important message of the report‖ he says, ―is the need to rebalance the
federal-provincial fiscal relations. There are important gaps in the devolution of
resources and responsibilities to the provinces under the last NFC award‖. That
accord has created a mismatch between provincial government incentives and
responsibilities, he emphasised. ―The provincial governments should be
empowered, but the devolution of powers needs to be better aligned with the
devolution of resources; and the interests of the provinces could be better aligned
with those of the centre and the broader national objectives.‖
The outcome of this mismatch, he points out, is a fiscal system that is
unbalanced, insufficiently flexible, and less prepared to absorb large shocks. In
addition, provinces have a say in key national policy decisions, but often do not
bear the equal obligation when it comes to funding such policies.
It is important to take appropriate steps to address the growing imbalances
early on, he said, and not allow the economy to come back full circle to where it
was before the ―moment of opportunity‖ was attained. He refrained from speaking
of or pointing towards a potential balance of payments crisis in the future,
preferring to say that a ―soft adjustment can be engineered given the right
reforms‖. He declined to get specific about the implications such an adjustment
could have on the growth rate.
―Reserves are still adequate for the foreseeable future, and there is still some
debt carrying capacity, so the situation is not exactly dire. But its recent trend is
worrisome and to reverse this will require some concerted effort.‖
МВФ считает, что Пакистану нужно внешнее финансирование в размере
16 млрд. долл.
IMF projects Pakistan‘s external financing requirements at $16.2b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
15th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1458250/imf-projects-pakistans-external-financing-requirements16-2b/
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ISLAMABAD: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said that
Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements would amount to $16.2 billion in
the new fiscal year – a projection that does not fully reflect implications of external
vulnerabilities the global lender itself mentioned in the same report.
A critical review of the IMF‘s Article-IV report on the state of Pakistan‘s
economy reveals fundamental contradictions and formal projections of the external
sector. The estimates of gross external financing requirements, current account
deficit, balance of trade and gross official foreign currency reserves do not match
with the warnings that the IMF has given while discussing these issues in the
report.
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
The IMF released the report on Thursday – a month after its Executive Board
gave its approval. Even optimistic projections of the external sector have shown
the external debt at $87.1 billion including $67.3 billion external public debt.
―External vulnerabilities have increased with a widening current account
deficit and rising medium-term external repayment obligations,‖ said the IMF in its
report. It also noted that external financing needs are expected to pick up amid a
widening current account deficit. Rising imports, stagnant remittances, and weakly
recovering exports are weighing on the current account deficit.
However, when it came to translating these issues into formal projections, the
IMF has somehow painted an optimistic picture.
The IMF has projected Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements for
fiscal year 2017-18 at $16.2 billion, which is even a billion dollar less than the last
fiscal year. The $16.2 billion figure has been worked out by assuming that the
current account deficit will be equal to 3.2% of the Gross Domestic Product or
$10.1 billion. The external debt payments including short-term have been
estimated at $6.2 billion.
Although the final current account deficit figure for last fiscal year is not
available yet, the central bank reported the eleven-month deficit at $10.6 billion or
3.8% of the GDP. The Planning Commission officials said that the current account
deficit for the full year would be close to $11.5 billion or 4.1% of the GDP for last
fiscal year. This will be 250% more than the official projection of the government.
For the new fiscal year, the government has pitched the current account
deficit figure at roughly $9 billion or 2.6% of the GDP. The independent estimates
show that the current account deficit would be close to $13.5 billion – $3.5 billion
higher than the IMF‘s projection, for the fiscal year 2017-18.
The gross external financing requirements would increase by the same
amount to roughly $19.7 billion, said Dr Hafiz Pasha, the former finance minister.
He said that the mismatch between the IMF analysis and its formal projection was
primarily because the Fund did not want to scare investors in an election year.
Against the backdrop of a record trade deficit of $32.6 billion in the last fiscal
year, the IMF has painted a rosy picture of the trade sector in the new fiscal year.
This is despite the fact that government does not have a plan to address issues
leading to constant reduction in exports and mushroom growth in imports.
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The IMF has projected over 9% growth in exports in the new fiscal year as
against 1.63% reduction in the last fiscal year. The Fund has advocated significant
devaluation of Pak rupee against the US dollar to make Pakistani exports
competitive in the global market. Contrary to this, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has
formally launched an inquiry to find out the reasons behind 3.1% deprecation of
local currency on July 5 that he got reversed by influencing the market.
The IMF has projected almost 7% growth in imports in the new fiscal year,
which is less than half of the growth rate that Pakistan witnessed in the last fiscal
year. The IMF acknowledged surge in imports in the new fiscal year due to ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor-related imports but it did not translate this surge into
projections.
Against $16.2 billion gross external financing requirements, the indicated
inflows in the IMF report totalled to roughly $11 billion, leaving a financing gap of
$5.2 billion even after taking an optimistic view. Yet, the IMF has shown the gross
official foreign currency reserves at $18.9 billion by end of the new fiscal year,
higher than last fiscal year‘s reserves of $16.1 billion.
After taking into account the $19.7 billion gross external financing
requirements by assuming relatively realistic current account deficit, the financing
gap will be close to $9 billion, which will either have direct bearing on the official
foreign currency reserves or the external borrowings will significantly increase.
Global lender warns of risks to Pakistan‘s economic stability
―My professional estimates suggest that Pakistan‘s gross official foreign
currency reserves will slip below $10 billion,‖ said Dr Pasha. He said that the IMF
report showed the reserves at $18.5 billion by June 30 of this year, which actually
were $16.1 billion.
The IMF has shown the gross external debt of Pakistan at $87 billion in the
new fiscal year by taking a relatively optimistic view of the current account deficit
and official foreign currency reserves.
МВФ и Пакистан не могут однозначно оценить состояние пакистанской
экономики
IMF, Pakistan fail to see eye to eye in assessment of economy
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1457449/imf-pakistan-fail-see-eye-eye-assessment-economy/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and International Monetary Fund (IMF) remained
poles apart in their assessment of the country‘s economy, as Islamabad took an
optimistic view of the external and fiscal sector while the global lender cautioned
about emerging challenges that are posing risks to the favourable outlook.
The IMF once again sought significant devaluation of the Pakistani rupee
against the US dollar to curb external sector challenges, as it said that foreign
exchange reserves have already fallen ―below a comfortable level‖.
Pakistan can treble per capita income by reducing fertility
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The IMF released on Thursday the Article-IV consultation report on the state
of the economy that showed that there was a disagreement between it and Pakistani
authorities over a number of issues. They had divergent views on the external
sector vulnerabilities, slowing fiscal consolidation and structural reforms.
The IMF staff stressed that reversing the recent decline in foreign exchange
reserves and allowing for greater exchange rate flexibility are needed to rebuild
external buffers, which are below adequate levels.
It said that Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate is overvalued in the range
of 10 to 20%, seeking ―greater exchange rate flexibility, fiscal adjustment, and
structural reforms‖ to correct the imbalance. The fund advocated that greater
exchange rate flexibility would strengthen Pakistan‘s competitiveness, which has
been affected by real effective exchange appreciation.
The IMF said that the exchange rate continued to remain stable against the US
dollar, supported by the State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) foreign exchange
interventions, and further appreciated in real effective terms 6% during this fiscal
year. Cumulatively, Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate appreciated 18% over
the past three years, according to the IMF assessment.
―Resumption of accumulation of reserves – including through allowing
downward exchange rate flexibility – is needed to further strengthen buffers while
also supporting competitiveness,‖ it advised. Prudent monetary policy and greater
exchange rate flexibility will be key, to preserve low inflation and re-build external
buffers.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
However, the IMF said that Pakistani authorities‘ own assessment suggested
significantly lower currency overvaluation. In addition, Pakistan viewed reserves
as adequate as they cover more than three months of imports.
After an end of the $6.2 billion IMF programme in September last year,
Pakistan‘s external account has deteriorated at a rapid pace, exposing the
hollowness of reforms under the three-year programme. The current account deficit
has already widened to $10.6 billion, which is more than double the assessment of
the IMF and Pakistan for the fiscal year ended on June 30. The IMF said that the
structure of financial account of Pakistan showed reliance on debt issuance rather
than on Foreign Direct Investment flows, which have been on a declining trend
over the last decade.
―The pace of fiscal consolidation has slowed, public debt remains high, and
mobilisation of tax revenue needs to be further strengthened,‖ it added. The IMF
said that external vulnerabilities have increased with a widening current account
deficit and rising medium-term external repayment obligations linked to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and other large investment projects.
Foreign exchange reserves have declined to $16.1 billion since the end of the
EFF-supported programme and ―remain below comfortable levels‖. The $16.1
billion reserves are sufficient to finance only 3.4 months of imports. These reserves
are inclusive of $3.6 billion that the SBP obtained through derivative position. The
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IMF said that $3.6 billion forward position could put additional pressure on
reserves.
The IMF assessment showed that fiscal consolidation in Pakistan slowed
substantially in fiscal year 2016-17. It added that the fiscal year 2017-18 budget is
also subject to risks and reaching the deficit target will likely require significant
additional revenue measures during the course of the year.
It advised Pakistan that gradual fiscal consolidation should continue through
the medium-term to address debt-related vulnerabilities. A stronger consolidation
in fiscal year 2017-18 than planned in the budget, in line with the deficit target
under the revised FRDL Act, would have been preferable, it said.
The IMF said that public debt and fiscal deficit are projected to be above the
ceilings set in the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Act. It added
that Pakistan will face increasing government and CPEC-related external
repayment obligations, and external financing needs are projected to increase to
nearly 7.5% of GDP over the medium-term, highlighting the need for
macroeconomic and structural policies supporting competitiveness.
Domestic risks could arise from political polarisation in the pre-election
period and security issues. In the staff‘s view, fiscal pressures could rise during the
period leading up to the mid-2018 general elections, and growth-supporting
reforms could slow.
On the structural front, progress in electricity sector reforms has been mixed,
with a renewed build-up in circular debt; and financial losses of ailing public sector
enterprises (PSEs) have continued. The IMF staff stressed the need to strengthen
DISCOs‘ performance and adjust end-consumer tariffs to reflect higher input costs,
also in view of upcoming increases in generation capacity.
Госбанк сообщил о хороших итогах 2016/17 г. – рост ВВП 5.3%.
GDP growth hits the highest in a decade
The Express Tribune. June 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447259/gdp-growthhits-highest-decade/

KARACHI: The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Friday said the growth in
the country‘s real gross domestic product (GDP) remained on an upward trajectory
and rose to a decade-high of 5.3% in fiscal year 2016-17.
In its third quarterly report for FY17 on the state of Pakistan‘s economy, the
SBP noted that economic indicators like private sector credit and investment also
showed an encouraging picture whereas inflation stood below target.
The report highlighted the revival in the agriculture sector in FY17, which
was supported by favourable policy measures, including fertiliser subsidy,
reduction in sales tax on tractors and increased access to finance.
Better agriculture had, in turn, positive spill-over for trade and manufacturing
sectors. The Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) and China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)-related activities also continued to boost industries
associated with the construction sector.
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Loan infection ratio declines, SBP report reveals
The overall improvement in business sentiments along with supportive
policies (like historically low interest rate, high infrastructure spending and better
law and order) encouraged a number of firms to pursue expansion plans, the report
said.
This was reflected in a significant surge in private sector credit off-take with a
sizable share of fixed investment loans. At the same time, an increase in machinery
imports was also noted.
The report pointed to the decline in exports and worker remittances, which
along with a rise in imports led to a higher current account deficit compared to the
previous year.
On the financing side, the official external inflows in July-March FY17 stood
around the same level as in the previous year while both foreign direct investment
(FDI) and foreign portfolio investment (FPI) inflows increased.
Although the SBP‘s foreign currency reserves declined during the period,
these were sufficient to comfortably finance more than four months of imports.
Only Rs18b disbursed against Rs100b under PM youth loan scheme
Regarding fiscal situation, the report said Pakistan‘s fiscal deficit stood at
3.9% of GDP in July-March FY17.
The expenditure side of fiscal operations remained well managed with
contained growth in current expenditure and robust growth of about 15% in
development expenditure. However, the growth in tax revenues stood lower than
the target.
In the report, the SBP underscored the importance of sustainable levels of
current and fiscal accounts in order to maintain the prevailing growth momentum
and hard-earned economic stabilisation.
Opportunities and challenges
The positive spill-over of recovery in the global economy, particularly
advanced economies, offers healthier trade prospects. Pakistan‘s exports could also
benefit from this evolving dynamic if exporters are able to diversify their export
products at competitive prices, the central bank noted while talking about the
economic outlook.
Current account deficit stands $4b higher than reported
Growth prospects of Pakistan‘s economy from fiscal year 2018 onwards
would largely hinge on planned infrastructure projects and capacity expansion by
industries.
In order to make these plans a success story, enhanced coordination amongst
all public sector institutions would be more crucial.
Also, continuity and consistency in policies, especially those related to
investment and industry, would be necessary to ensure sustainability of the growth
momentum, the central bank said.
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Дефицит платежного баланса по текущим счетам вырос на 178% и
составил за 11 месяцев почти 9 млрд. долл.
Current account deficit widens 178%, stands at $8.93b
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune.
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2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan‘s current account deficit (CAD) widened by a massive
178% in the first 11 months (July-May) of the outgoing fiscal year, standing at
$8.93 billion compared to $3.22 billion in the same period of previous year,
according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Thursday.
The enormous increase in the deficit suggests that the government has been
unable to manage its balance of payments position over the 11-month period.
With the difference between exports and imports being the biggest
determinant of the current account balance, a deficit or surplus reflects whether a
country is a net borrower or net lender with respect to the rest of the world.
The widening of current account deficit in April and May even exceeded the
estimates of experts like Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, an Islamabad-based economist,
who earlier warned the government that the deficit could go beyond $8 billion by
the end of June 2017.
Experts divided as Pakistan‘s current account deficit balloons 205%
Analysts say the deficit is growing due to heavy debt servicing, recovering oil
prices and weak exports. Pakistan‘s current account deficit in fiscal year 2015-16
stood at $3.39 billion.
The deficit touched $1.58 billion in May 2017, the third highest level in any
month in the history of Pakistan, compared to $1.2 billion in April 2017. The
highest-ever deficit was recorded in October 2008 when it touched $2.4 billion. It
hit the second highest level of $1.7 billion in November 2007.
Despite the wide current account gap, the SBP‘s foreign currency reserves
increased to $16.4 billion in May 2017 compared to $16.1 billion in April 2017
mainly due to a surge in fresh short and long-term loans amounting to $1.85 billion
and some increase in foreign direct investment (FDI), according to a report of
Insight Securities issued on Thursday.
―It may be difficult to keep meeting the current account deficit through new
loans as we expect fiscal year 2017-18 deficit to cross $11 billion. In the current
scenario of falling reserves, the Pakistan rupee‘s depreciation and monetary
tightening in the next few months cannot be ruled out,‖ the report added.
‗Current account deficit could top $7b till end of FY17‘
As a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP), the deficit rose to 3.2% in
the first 11 months of 2016-17 as opposed to just 1.3% in the same period of
previous year.
Between July and May FY17, Pakistan exported goods worth $19.83 billion
compared to exports valuing $20.11 billion in the comparable period of 2015-16,
reflecting a year-on-year decrease of 1.4%.
However, total imports were valued at $42.49 billion as opposed to $36.46
billion in the comparable period of 2015-16, up 16.5%.
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Balance of trade in both goods and services at the end of first 11 months was
negative $25.44 billion compared with a deficit of $19.03 billion in the same
period of previous fiscal year.
Worker remittances amounted to $17.46 billion in Jul-May FY17, down
2.13% from the same period of previous year, when they totalled $17.84 billion.
Pakistan‘s current account deficit widens 121%
Remittances make up almost half of the import bill of Pakistan and cover the
deficit in trade of goods account. Some experts believe that the slowdown in
remittances is another worrying sign for the country.
Moreover, Pakistan has also been facing low levels of FDI in recent years.
According to the Board of Investment, Pakistan received a record high FDI of
$5.4 billion in fiscal year 2008, but since then the country has been struggling to
touch even half of that milestone.
Розничная торговля
экономический рост
Retail revs up
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Ayesha Shaikh. Dawn. 15.06.2017. http://aurora.dawn.com/news/1142025/

"A store has to be much more than a place to acquire merchandise. It has to
help people enrich their lives. If the store just fulfils a product need, it is not
creating new types of value for the consumer. It‘s transacting.‖ Words spoken by
former CEO, J.C. Penney, Ron Johnson, which aptly describe the way retail
business has traditionally been conducted in Pakistan.
It was a time when every neighbourhood had its own kiryana store (a small,
enclosed shop, with rows upon rows of products piled right to the top). Families
had fixed monthly grocery lists which were handed over to the shopkeeper who
would then get all the items together, bag them, and hand a chit with the billed
amount scribbled on it. Apart from the haggling (it was expected), the next
customer decision was whether to pay in cash or have the amount put on a monthly
tab and whether or not to have the groceries delivered. Product choices were
limited and the purpose of the ‗shopping‘ was to ensure there was enough rice,
flour, sugar, salt, cooking oil, banaspati ghee, masalas and spices to last the month.
Naheed and Imtiaz supermarkets in Bahadurabad, and Agha‘s, Motta‘s and
Paradise in Clifton, were among the few retail outlets where customers had the
luxury to browse the shelves that were stocked with limited varieties of imported
brands and/or local packaged goods. Other than that, shopping excursions were
limited to Juma Bazaars or eagerly anticipated visits to Laloo Khait (now
Liaquatabad), Empress Market or Jodia Bazaar – the wholesale hubs of Karachi.
So the story of retail remained until the turn of the Millennium.
Imtiaz Abbasi, MD, Imtiaz Super Market, remarks that it was the noughties
that marked a significant shift in lifestyles, consumer preferences and buying
patterns.
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―Due to increased exposure, Pakistani consumers were more aware of what
was happening internationally. Suddenly, even our most loyal customers, who had
been coming to Imtiaz for generations, were no longer satisfied.‖
Varied product assortments, greater convenience and accessibility, better
merchandising, improved service and an enhanced store experience became the
new retail rules to live by.
Quick to recognise this shift, local retailers began to invest in improving store
layouts and broadening their product mix. There was also a renewed focus on
customer service, rather than just relying only on price competitiveness. As a
result, this growing, and as yet untapped, retail potential put Pakistan on the radar
of global retailers, keen to enter this market.
Before exploring the trends redefining retail in Pakistan, it is important to
understand how the retail landscape has evolved.
New dynamics
According to a research study conducted by Standard Chartered Bank last
year, between 2011 and 2015, the size of the retail pie in Pakistan jumped from
$96 to 133 billion, a 38.5% increase in four years. The current value of Pakistan‘s
retail sector is estimated to be $152 billion, as per Planet Retail (a global retail
consultancy) figures. It is the third largest contributor to the economy (after
agriculture and industry), accounts for 18% of the total GDP, and is the second
largest employer (after agriculture), providing jobs to more than 16% of the total
labour force. (NB: As most of retail in Pakistan is unorganised, and therefore
undocumented, industry experts agree that the on-ground figures are much
higher).
Between 2011 and 2015, the size of the retail pie in Pakistan jumped from $96
to 133 billion, a 38.5% increase in four years.
The current value of Pakistan‘s retail sector is estimated to be $152 billion.
With an annual growth rate of eight percent, retail sales are expected to cross
the $200 million mark by the end of 2018. The main factor fuelling this growth,
apart from increasing urbanisation, is an improving employment-to-population
ratio, which has led to higher disposable incomes, thereby expanding the middle
class, which in turn, has increased consumer spending manifold (estimated at $293
million in 2017 and projected to cross $333 million by 2018). This is mainly
because Pakistan has a young population (more than 73% of the 220 million
residents are below 35 years of age) that is upwardly mobile, social media savvy,
brand aware and on the lookout for quality products – and enjoyable experiences.
Pakistan's retail sector is the third largest contributor to the economy and
accounts for 18% of the total GDP.
The sector provides jobs to more than 16% of the total labour force.
This is probably why the (traditionally dominant) number of new kiryana
stores that have opened is less compared to the growth in the number of general
and department stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets, between 2000 and 2016
(source: Retail Sector Report, Punjab Board of Investment and Trade). One
possible reason is that young people are less keen to buy from street merchants,
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vendors and hawkers, and prefer modern, destination-oriented stores (For more,
see box on Kiryana stores: a dying breed?)
The other trend disrupting traditional retail is e-commerce (Read our
interview with Zain Suharwardy, MD, Daraz.pk). Although still at a nascent stage,
internet retailing is expected to become a significant complement to brick-andmortar grocery and non-grocery retailing in the coming years.
Given these dynamics, it is hardly surprising that the bulk of recent retail
investment (local and international) has been in the development of two categories:
shopping malls and department stores, boasting contemporary architecture and
expansive multi-level formats.
The modern grocery retail market represents a key area of expansion, which
is likely to attract more foreign retailers to Pakistan. The increased competition
will boost the sector further and the entry of foreign players will force local retail
giants to rethink, revamp and remodel their businesses.
Три проблемы экономики Пакистана
State of economy
Parvez Hasan (former chief economist of the World Bank). Dawn, June 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1340544/state-of-economy

PAKISTAN‘S annual GDP growth rate has touched five per cent in 2016-17
after almost a decade. However, it is noteworthy that Pakistan was one of the high
economic performers among developing countries over 1960-1990 and had a much
higher economic growth than either India or Bangladesh.
Sadly, this is no longer true. Pakistan‘s economic growth was over 6pc per
annum over the 30 years, 1960-90, which enabled its GDP to grow six-fold and per
capita income to grow by 3pc per annum. Since 1990, the GDP growth has
declined considerably and has averaged less than 4pc per annum over 2007-17,
with per capita income growing less than 2pc per annum.
In contrast, the Indian growth rate has averaged nearly 7pc per annum since
1990 and Bangladesh has enjoyed a growth rate of close to 6pc per annum during
the last decade. More importantly, per capita incomes have been growing close to
5pc and nearly 4pc per annum in India and Bangladesh respectively in recent
years.
Unless Pakistan is able to revive its annual growth to a sustained 6pc to 7pc
per annum, it will not be able to generate jobs needed for it large young population,
and, equally important, it could fall even further behind India.
Three areas need focus before robust growth can be achieved.
There are three areas in need of attention and strong policy action before
strong and sustained growth can be revived.
First of all, Pakistan savings and investment levels are woefully low. The ratio
of gross investment to GDP has averaged 15pc since 2010 and is actually
somewhat lower than it was in the previous four decades. In contrast, gross capital
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formation in India has risen very sharply and has been well above 30pc of GDP
during the last decade. The much lower level of investment in Pakistan reflects, in
large part, a much lower level of national savings. Pakistan is, and has been, a
highly consumption-oriented society.
Improving the security situation, more effective rule of law and better
relations with its neighbours especially Afghanistan and India would greatly
strengthen faith in the future of Pakistan. It would also help to revive private
investment, reduce defence spending and certainly bring down the level of outflow
of savings abroad.
Secondly, Pakistan must rectify its neglect of the export sector. There are few
cases of rapid economic advance in modern history that have not relied on exports
as an engine of growth. In contrast, Pakistan has missed major opportunities to
expand its exports, especially manufactured goods exports. In the last quarter
century, Pakistan‘s share in world manufactured exports declined while India‘s
share increased more than threefold.
A comprehensive development strategy focused on export diversification,
improvements in productivity, education and skills, much better coordination
within the government on export issues and much better interface between the
government and the private sector will greatly enhance the prospects of higher
growth.
Pakistan‘s trade with China is very imbalanced at present. There is a large
trade balance in favor of China. Influxes of cheap Chinese imports are dampening
domestic manufacturing output while exports to China remain small. Pakistan must
seek a more balanced relationship considering China‘s huge balance of payments
surplus and Pakistan‘s large deficit.
Third, the persistent lags in human development, compared most of all with
India and Bangladesh, are one of weakest aspects of Pakistan‘s economic history.
More importantly, without a much faster rate of development in educational, skill
and literacy levels, future growth will be severely constrained. In the final analysis,
skilled and highly educated manpower is the best potential resource for rapid
economic growth in the future.
In 2015, the net enrolment at the primary level was 73pc of the age group
concerned, as against 99pc for India and 96pc for Bangladesh. The adult literacy
ratio in India and Bangladesh in 2015 was 72.2pc and 61.5pc respectively as
against 56.4pc in Pakistan.
The neglect of basic education will continue to have consequences for
Pakistan‘s growth and political stability for the next several decades. Even though
the literacy rate has nearly trebled in the last 55 years from some 20pc to 57pc, the
number of illiterate persons (10 years or older) also trebled to about 50 million
over the same period. The mass of illiterate people threatens to become a major
long-term drag on national productivity.
The public allocations for education at 2pc of GDP are woefully inadequate
and need to be increased. However, the management of public education is an even
bigger problem as the decline in the quality of public education is increasingly
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forcing parents to opt for the private sector. The problem of poor governance in the
education and health sectors cannot be resolved without major devolution of
authority to the local governments.
Правительство использует рост ВВП в политических целях
Government uses GDP as a political tool
Fahd
Rehman.
The
Express
Tribune,
June
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1439060/government-uses-gdp-political-tool/

19th,

2017.

LAHORE: Although the gross domestic product (GDP) is a statistical
measure, it is used and manipulated by politicians to gain maximum mileage.
By showing a high GDP reading, politicians can portray that the economy has
significantly improved vis-a-vis the previous political dispensation and the
previous year.
On this basis, they can impress a large pool of people that the economy is
booming. This situation demands a natural question whether the GDP statistics are
reliable or not.
PML-N will not need another IMF bailout, says Dar
We have to carefully look at some significant steps taken by the government
in this regard. As a first move, the government revised down the GDP growth of
the previous government in 2014. What is the benefit of doing this?
By revising down the GDP of previous administration, one can easily show
that the economy is much better during the tenure of this government. A layman
will just look at the number and be impressed with the high number.
The government has provisionally projected that the current year‘s GDP will
grow by 5.28% on the basis of nine-month data. This figure is nicely exaggerated
to show that the economy has experienced a higher growth in the last 10 years.
Time and again, this kind of headline is trumpeted for political point-scoring.
Since final estimates will come out in 2019, those numbers will be at the mercy of
the upcoming finance minister. However, the numbers will be slightly revised
down regardless of the government.
Another important metric is the debt-to-GDP ratio which, according to a law
passed by one of the previous parliaments, should be around 60%.
The magic number of 60 has important political ramifications. Whenever the
number exceeds 60, the media starts to criticise the government that it is living
beyond its means. These headlines are quite popular, but have less economic
significance.
The usual reply of the government is that debt has been accumulated by
previous administrations and it is not only successfully managing it, but also
reducing it. Sometimes criticism compels the government to invent a new
definition since necessity is the mother of invention.
Apple and orange comparison
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In Pakistan‘s case, the government redefined the federal debt in the light of
international best practices. This invention brought a new name – the net debt-toGDP ratio.
One has to ask a simple question. The numerator is in net while the
denominator is in gross. In economics, it can be called apple and orange
comparison.
Another traditional metric is the GDP per capita ie the GDP/population,
which is an important measure of welfare. If the GDP per capita increases every
passing year, it will be considered that the economy is performing well and
catering to the requirements of population.
In the community of nations, this old metric is, sometimes, used for
comparison purpose and even enhances the prestige of a country.
After doing all these revisions and window dressing, the finance minister has
pondered to re-evaluate the GDP. It is hoped that the re-evaluation exercise will
increase the GDP to around $350 billion.
Why is this so? The answer is 2017 census. Since census has been held after
1998, there are guestimates that the population figure will be higher than the
expected one.
In order to maintain and even increase the GDP per capita, a higher numerator
will be a better option. Moreover, the higher GDP will create a reasonable cushion
for borrowing.
In a nutshell, the government should give less attention to accounting
exercises and focus more on increasing the welfare of masses through meaningful
structural reforms.
This year‘s budget likely to see modest taxation measures
For instance, if the government tries to reduce the growing informality in the
economy, the GDP will increase. Such reforms will bring reliability in the statistics
which are necessary for development.
The writer is Assistant Professor of Economics at SDSB, Lahore University
of Management Sciences (Lums)
Торговый дефицит – 30 млрд. долл.
Pakistan's trade deficit widens to record $30bn
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
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ISLAMABAD: The country‘s trade deficit ballooned by 42 per cent year-onyear to an all-time high of $30 billion in the first 11 months of the current fiscal
year on the back of falling exports and a sharp increase in the import bill.
The country‘s annual trade deficit was $20.435bn when the PML-N came to
power in 2013. It has been on the rise since then due to rising imports and falling
exports.
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Trade deficit stood at $3.465bn in May, a rise of nearly 61pc compared to the
same month a year ago, according to the data released by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics on Monday.
Two reasons explain the trade deficit: rising import bill of capital goods,
petroleum products, and food products; and a steep fall in exports despite prime
minister‘s support package to boost exports. The trade deficit is said to be posing a
serious threat to external balance of payment.
In July-May, the overall import bill rose 20.6pc year-on-year to $48.54bn. In
May alone, it increased 28pc to $5.09bn.
In the year 2012-13, the import bill was at $44.950bn. It is expected to reach
over $53bn this fiscal year.
Exports fell 11pc year-on-year to $1.627bn in May after witnessing paltry
growths in the previous two months. Export proceeds grew 5pc in April and 3pc in
March.
Exports are in decline despite government claims of providing the industry
with round-the-clock power supply since November 2014. Similarly, the
government was also providing Rs3 per unit concession in electricity tariff since
2016 to export-oriented industries.
In the 11 months through May, the export proceeds fell to $18.54bn from
$19.14bn a year ago.
Under a three-year Strategic Trade Policy unveiled last year, the government
set an annual export target of $35bn by 2018. To boost exports, the prime minister
announced a subsidy package of Rs180bn for textile, clothing, sports, surgical,
leather and carpet sectors. The impact of this package on exports has yet to be
seen.
The government has recently removed the commerce secretary, Azmat Ali
Ranjha, for failing to promptly implement the trade policy. He was replaced by
Younis Dagha, who was shunted out from the Ministry of Water and Power for his
alleged failure to manage power load-shedding issues.
Under the Strategic Trade Policy 2015-18, the Ministry of Commerce notified
five cash support schemes to improve product design, encourage innovation,
facilitate branding and certification, upgrade technology for new machinery and
plants, provide cash support for plant and machinery for agro-processing and give
duty drawbacks on local taxes.
Exporters have yet to submit claims for the subsidy due to ―flaws in these
schemes‖.
Доклад Всемирного банка об экономике Пакистана
‗Pakistan‘s growth reflects upturn in private investments‘
Dawn, June 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337622/pakistans-growth-reflectsupturn-in-private-investments

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s economic growth will be 5.2 per cent during the
outgoing fiscal year ending June 2017, says a World Bank report released on
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Monday, adding ‗the growth remains strong over the forecast horizon, reflecting an
upturn in private investment, increased energy supply, and improved security‘.
In its forecast summary for South Asia contained in the 2017 Global
Economic Prospects report, the World Bank projects that economic growth in
Pakistan would be 5.5pc in 2017-18 and 5.8pc in fiscal years up to 2019-20. The
fiscal deficit should narrow further as a result of revenue-led fiscal consolidation,
says the report.
In Pakistan, favourable weather and increased cotton prices are supporting
agricultural production, and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
infrastructure project as well as a stable macroeconomic environment is
contributing to an increase in private investment, it says.
The forecast for South Asia assumes that monetary policy across the regional
countries remains broadly accommodative, encouraging credit to the private sector;
that fiscal policy tightens slightly to curb the increase in public debt; and that
political tensions and insecurity abate.
The report says the regional growth is forecast to increase to 6.8pc and to
strengthen to an average of 7.2pc in 2018-19, reflecting a solid expansion of
domestic demand and exports.
Excluding India, regional growth will remain broadly stable at an average of
5.8pc in 2017-19, an easing growth in Bangladesh and Nepal offset gains in
Bhutan, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
The World Bank report however cautioned that a number of downside risks
continue to cloud the outlook for the region. Setbacks to the assumed pace of
structural reforms would impede the unlocking of supply constraints, dampen
productivity growth, and hold up integration into global value chains.
For several countries in the region, increased political or geopolitical tensions
could pose major obstacles to economic and financial activity. Upcoming elections
in Nepal (between 2017 and 2019), Bangladesh and Pakistan (2018) and in India
(2019) could be accompanied by heightened policy uncertainty, and election
results could surprise financial markets.
Compared to other emerging markets and developing economies (EMDE)
regions, South Asia is less integrated into the global economy and, therefore would
be less affected by the materialisation of a range of negative external shocks.
However, two external risks remain a concern. First weaker-than-expected
recovery in external demand, or a widespread increase in trade protectionism in
advanced economies, could weigh on exports.
Second, the outlook for remittances is uncertain. The main risks would be
from tighter immigration policies in advanced economies, especially in the United
States and the United Kingdom, and continued fiscal consolidation in oil-exporting
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. Any substantial decline in remittances
would dampen consumption and investment in major recipients in Bangladesh and
Nepal.
Finally, changing environmental patterns in South Asia pose growing risks.
The number of people affected from extreme weather events has increased
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substantially in recent years. Natural disasters from extreme weather conditions
often adversely affect agricultural output in the region, as recently experienced in
India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
Pakistan Economic Survey 2016/17 – показатели плохие и хорошие.
Pakistan Economic Survey – ups and downs
DR MANZOOR AHMAD (Pakistan‘s ambassador to WTO from 2002 to 2008). The
Express Tribune, May 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421663/pakistan-economicsurvey-ups-downs/

Total debt has risen to Rs20,872 billion compared to Rs14,318 billion in 2013
ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar was upbeat when he was
presenting the Pakistan Economic Survey on May 25, 2017. He had good reasons
for being so. After all, Pakistan‘s GDP grew 5.28%, the first time in nine years that
the growth crossed the threshold of 5%.
This increase in the overall size of the economy indicates improved
productivity and better standards of living. Since an estimated one-third or more of
Pakistan‘s economy is undocumented and so does not form part of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) figures, the actual economic growth is probably higher.
The government can rightly claim some credit for this, although this growth
falls short of the target of 7.2% that it had set for itself three years ago. This is still
far lower compared to neighbouring countries in South Asia such as India and
Bangladesh, which are growing at around 7%.
Looking at the sub-components of growth, there is good news from
agriculture, which showed a positive growth of 3.5% versus actual contraction of
0.27% last year. This change may be attributed to a 3.02% growth in crops (cotton,
sugarcane, maize and gram) against a negative growth of 4.97% last year.
Tourism conference: Coherent strategy needed to build tourism economy
The government‘s active attention to this sector through the Prime Minister‘s
Agriculture Kisan Package and increased disbursement of Rs700-billion credit may
have helped the turnaround. However, the performance of industrial sector, with a
growth of 5% against the target of 7.7% in 2016-17, is not very encouraging.
Despite some bright spots such as those related to construction industry (iron and
steel and cement), other key sectors such as fertilisers and engineering products
were almost stagnant.
Growth of services (5.98%) is mostly because of banking and insurance,
which grew 10.77%.
Similarly another sector, government services, showed a growth of 6.91%.
While the growth in government services indicates increased expenditure and as
such is not a healthy sign, the growth in the banking sector means higher deposit
mobilisation, which is a positive indicator.
Tax policies
There is slight improvement in government‘s taxation policies towards
telecom and mobile phone sector. This would, to some extent, balance the negative
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fallout of the anti-telecom policies followed over the last four years. Hopefully,
this will once again make Pakistan an attractive market for foreign investors.
According to the State Bank of Pakistan, in the last nine months, the FDI
decreased $82 million. The government is finally realising that when its policies
were favourable to this sector, it flourished and attracted FDI of approximately
$5.7 billion (net).
‗Economy will prosper through industrial activity, innovation‘
Furthermore, Pakistan‘s high growth from 2003 to 2007 had a lot to do with
liberalisation during that period.
Total debt has risen to Rs20,872 billion compared to Rs14,318 billion in
2013. Thus, during the last four years, the debt has risen by almost 50%. Already
this year, interest payment on debt was the largest single expense for the country.
Next year Pakistan‘s external debt servicing is estimated to be 25% higher
than a year ago, which was $5.3 billion. It seems that increased spending on debt
servicing will continue to be a major drag on the economic growth for years to
come.
Another worrying development is the continuous fall in exports since the
PML-N government came to power. In the first nine months of the current year,
there was a further decline of 3.06% with exports volume shrinking to $15.119
billion.
The finance minister normally avoids speaking about exports as if this is
irrelevant to the economy. What he has to realise is that this significant fall in
exports has been one of the biggest failures of this government.
There may be many reasons for this poor performance but the most obvious
one is the anti-export bias in the tax policies. With every budget for the last four
years, the finance ministry has been increasing taxes on international trade either to
curb imports or raise higher revenue. These policies have isolated Pakistan from
international markets with the result that the country‘s exports have fallen.
With the widening of fiscal deficit, slowing down of remittances and foreign
direct investments and increasing circular debt, the government may find it
difficult to keep the economy afloat without more borrowing.
Furthermore, it is not likely that during the forthcoming election year, the
government would maintain the ongoing reform process, which has been steady,
even if slow. All these factors may result in the next government having to face
serious economic challenges.
Пакистан может реально достичь 7% роста ВВП
Pakistan‘s economic growth still hindered
IKRAM
HOTI.
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan faces a barricade on the highway to faster progress.
And the identification of this barricade is possible only through the indicators that
are relevant.
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In this context, the most relevant is the growth in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), along with increment in exports as well as investment in key sectors. Over
the past decade, Pakistan never seemed to take off in the export and investment
sectors. Thereby, GDP growth was restricted to below 5%.
That is a discouraging situation for an economy that has all the potential to
have GDP at minimum 7%, export growth at nearly 15% and investment in the
engineering, production and marketing sectors at minimum 20%. Furthermore, it is
extremely saddening that Pakistan could not improve substantially upon its exports
which stood at $7.8 billion in 1999 and grew to $17 billion by 2007, but no further
between 2008 and 2017.
Exports are not just an indicator in the progress of foreign exchange earnings,
but also in the situation of balance of payments and the ability to import advanced
technology and attract softer loans and investments for faster growth.
Punjab Economic Forum 2017: Corruption, incompetence have devastated
Pakistan: CM
The question remains what happened and what should be done to improve this
situation.
I have been pleading through my submissions in The Express Tribune over
the past year that Pakistan needs an enabling environment for attracting
investments, foreign exchange and exports growth to acquire the tools of
engineering and technology for faster growth along the infrastructure and
production lines.
Now, let me extend this issue to a wider sphere of political stability and
political-economic decision making.
Take a look at the progress of the Asian Tigers and you would not miss the
phenomenon of political hurdles which were surpassed to put countries on faster
lanes to progress.
Singapore, Malaysia and South Korea are glaring examples in this context.
Power structures were revisited to make vital corrections and unfetter the potential
of progress in these countries and in India too, where a boisterous but functional
democracy helped in bringing at least 30% of the country‘s population into the
middle class tiers.
Of course these countries resolved ages-long political conflicts in the internal
arenas to open up these economies to influences that could not have contributed to
faster progress if the internal markets had not opened up to the prospects of
growth.
The lesson number one in the modern market expansion is the local
consumerism that contributes to a commensurate growth in the sectors of exports,
technology and engineering.
Read the newspapers of these countries and you will have an impression that
internal political struggles for turf continue to make headlines, however the basic
issues pertaining to economic progress have long been resolved. And for this
purpose, a national dialogue and conflict-resolution were the critical mechanism.
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Unfortunately, Pakistan is on a snail‘s pace on this track and lacks the civil
society and political forces that can come together on a national platform to resolve
the power tussles.
Overseas Pakistanis: Expats credited with economic growth
Lately, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s government has been actively perusing
powers to the civilian side, but it has not been consistent on this issue. The
government could not mobilise the civil-society forces to attain dividends that
appear to be ambitious but selfish to the ruling party. The prime minister has not
been able to make such pursuits into a national agenda for lack of the acumen to
figure out that it is not just a political gain but the progress of economy that should
be focused.
While he has been persistent in giving the nation the belief that he needs more
powers to complete his agenda of infrastructure development, he has not come
forth with the argument that progress in GDP, exports, engineering and investment
spheres is vital to supplement to the agenda for infrastructure improvement.
The parliamentary committees that are relevant to this issue are also moribund
as they do not take up the issue beyond criticism of the bureaucratic channels.
Progress in these areas is not just bureaucratic issue, it needs national political
conflict resolutions which opens up the arteries the clogging of which restricts
faster economic growth. When the prime minister complains that his opponents are
against progress, he does not argue that he needs more powers for decision-making
to attract investment and trigger improvement. He does not argue where the powers
are clipped and how to attain a breather from restrictions and put the country‘s
resource-potential on faster highways.
Additionally, he does not appeal to the political forces and the civil society to
come to his help and launch a national conflict-resolution mechanism without
which Pakistan cannot have a government with powers that can take potential
decisions to guarantee progress in GDP, exports, engineering and investment
spheres.
The best argument his finance minister offers in support to the performance of
his government is the projection of upswing on the stock-market index and revenue
collection. These two spheres are not the barometers of unfettered progress of an
economy. This government should take the issue of progress seriously and come
out with a national agenda of progress that ensures increasing employment and
investments.
The writer has worked with major newspapers and specialises in the analysis
of public finance and geo-economics of terrorism
Некоторые неверные факты в Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17
(отношения с Кувейтом)
Some wrong facts raise questions about Economic Survey
The News. 28.05.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/207197-Some-wrong-factsraise-questions-about-Economic-Survey
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ISLAMABAD: Credibility of the recently launched Economic Survey 201617 is in question as certain claims made in the report about manpower export are
not factual.
The Economic Survey unambiguously announced that restriction on Pakistani
visas has been lifted by the Kuwaiti government. However, the fact is that these
restrictions are still there and yet to be lifted by the Kuwaiti government.
Similarly, there is a claim made in the report that Qatari government has
announced 100,000 jobs for Pakistani workers but on the ground even this is not
final as yet.
On page 206, the Pakistan Economic Survey while referring to the present
government‘s steps taken to increase the export of Pakistani manpower to other
countries, boasted, ‖During the recent visit of Prime Minister to Kuwait the
restriction on issuing of visas to Pakistani nationals has been lifted by the Kuwaiti
Government.‖
When contacted, senior spokesman of the Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and
Human Resource Development told The News that the ministry through the
Foreign Office has taken up the matter with the Kuwaiti government but so far the
ban has not been lifted.
The Kuwaiti government had banned the visas for Pakistani workers after the
country had serious complaints about the smuggling of drugs from Pakistan. The
ban was imposed almost 17 years back but despite the lapse of such a long period
none of the successive governments made any serious effort to revive employment
opportunities for Pakistan manpower in Kuwait.
PML-N leader Envor Baig, who has expertise on manpower export, when
contacted told The News that during Musharraf‘s tenure in 2007, he had the
opportunity to take up the issue of visa restrictions for Pakistanis with the ruler of
Kuwait. Baig said that the Kuwaiti ruler told him that drug smuggling was the
reason for the ban.
He added that the Kuwaiti ruler had offered that his government was willing
to get installed all latest gadgets and scanners at the Pakistani airports to check the
smuggling of drugs. However, Baig lamented, ―our government did not do
anything and thus the ban is still continuing the despite the lapse of 17 years.‖
Like the wrong statement of lifting of visa ban by Kuwait, the Economic
Survey report, again on page 206, stated about Qatar jobs: ―The Prime Minister of
Pakistan paid follow up visit in February 2016 to Qatar after Emir of Qatar
announced 100,000 jobs from Pakistan for its FIFA World Cup 2020 in which 2
million foreign manpower is required. A number of Memorandums of
Understandings (MoUs) in the field of Health, Radio & Television, Education &
Research and a Long-term Sale/Purchase Agreement of LNG are signed by both
the sides. The aforesaid agreements will create employment opportunities for
Pakistan in Qatar. The Chief Minister Punjab also visited Qatar to get the
maximum benefit from upcoming mega events.‖
For these 100,000 jobs in Qatar for Pakistani workers, the Survey report refers
to the prime minister‘s Feb 2016 visit to Qatar. But the Ministry of Overseas
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Pakistanis and Human Resource Development told The News here on Saturday
that the ministry is still discussing the issue with the Qatari government and so far
not even a single worker out of the promised 100,000 has been recruited by Qatar.
Interestingly, in relation to PM‘s Feb 2016 visit as well as that of the chief
minister Punjab, the Survey expected more jobs in Qatar for Pakistanis. However,
the 2016 figures of manpower export from Pakistan to Qatar show over 20%
decline as against the year 2015. Pakistan manpower export to Qatar has reduced
from 12.741 in 2015 to 9.706 in 2016.
According to Envor Baig, this situation is very upsetting for Pakistan. He
lamented that despite the fact that overseas Pakistanis greatly contribute in the
shape of huge amount of remittances, no serious effort is being made to improve
manpower export to the Arab countries. He said that recently he wrote to the prime
minister to focus on this area which has great potential for Pakistan but did not get
any response.
Baig believes that Pakistan could double its remittances by increasing its
manpower export, which direly requires government‘s keenness at the highest
level. Otherwise, he warned, Pakistan would continue losing it space for India,
Bangladesh and other countries.
Сельское хозяйство демонстрирует наиболее высокий рост за последние
5 лет.
Agriculture posts highest growth in 5 years
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
26th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419492/agriculture-posts-highest-growth-5-years/

2017.

KARACHI: The agriculture sector has posted a growth of 3.46% – highest in
the last five years – in fiscal year 2016-17, which greatly helped the government in
achieving overall economic growth of 5.3%.
After an embarrassing slowdown in agriculture growth (0.27%) in 2016, the
government decided to incentivise the sector through different schemes and the
effort paid off this year.
The agriculture sector met its growth target of 3.5% mainly due to the
increase in disbursement of agriculture credit in 2016-17. During July to March
2016-17, the disbursement was observed to be 23% higher compared to the
previous year.
Hefty tax breaks result in whopping Rs415.8b dent
―These developments, along with the Prime Minister‘s Kisan Package
together with other relief measures, have started yielding positive results,‖
according to the Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17 released on Thursday.
Crops played an important role in supporting agriculture growth.
Important crops – wheat, rice, sugarcane, maize and cotton that have a share
of 23.85% in the overall agriculture sector – supported the growth of the sector in
2016-17.
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―This was made possible by better harvesting of major crops through greater
availability of agriculture inputs like water, agriculture credit and intensive
fertilisers off-take,‖ it added.
The growth in crops was registered at 3.02% against a negative growth of
4.97% during the same period last year. This growth is also the highest in the past
five years, pointing to an important aspect that agriculture growth is mainly
dependent on the performance of crops because the performance of livestock – a
sector that contributes 58% in the agriculture sector – has remained quite stable in
the same period.
The growth of sub-sector of important crops, other crops and cotton ginning,
posted growths of 4.12%, 0.21% and 5.59%, respectively, against last year‘s 5.47%, 0.59% and -22.12%, respectively.
Other sub-sectors of agriculture like livestock, forestry and fishing posted
growth of 3.43%, 14.49% and 1.23%, respectively.
The upturn in crop yields by significant margins occurred both due to the
increase in production and improved yields.
Maize production increased 16.3% against 6.77% last year while sugarcane
production increased by 12.41% against 4.23%. Cotton production turned positive
by posting a growth of 7.59% against a negative growth of 28.96%. Similarly, rice
crop posted a growth of 0.71% against a negative growth of 2.88% last year.
Growth improves, but targets missed
Last year, the massive slowdown in cotton production significantly hit the
growth of the agriculture sector. Resultantly, the government failed to even touch
5% Gross Domestic Product growth. Only wheat production growth remained
slightly low at 0.46% compared to 2.18% last year.
Основные наметки роста экономики на 2017/18 г., а также бюджет.
Rs4.8tr budget today
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. May 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/26-May2017/rs48tr-budget-today

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government
would present its fifth budget for the next financial year 2017-18 on Friday (today)
with an estimated outlay of Rs4.8 trillion and a deficit of 4 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP).
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar would present the budget on the floor of National
Assembly after getting approval from the federal cabinet. The federal cabinet
would consider proposals of the Ministry of Finance to enhance salaries of
government servants by 10 or 15 percent by giving another ad-hoc relief. Pensions
would also be raised by the same ratio.
Background discussions with officials of the finance ministry showed that the
government would focus to enhance country‘s GDP growth in order to generate
employment opportunities ahead of the 2018 general elections. The government
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would take measures to control the soaring current account deficit, necessitated by
the increase in imports and reduction in exports.
The tax collection target for the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has been
fixed at above Rs4 trillion for the next year, which was Rs3621 billion for the
current year. The government has proposed to allocate Rs1001 billion for the
Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP). The government is likely to set
aside around Rs950 billion for defence for the next financial year, which was
Rs860 billion in the outgoing year. The government is likely to earmark Rs1400
billion for paying interest on domestic and foreign loans.
The government has projected a 6 percent growth for the next fiscal year. The
growth of 3.5 percent is estimated in the agriculture sector on the basis of 2 percent
growth in important crops, 3.2 percent in other crops, 6.5 percent in cotton ginned,
3.8 percent in livestock, 1.7 percent in fishery and 10 percent in forestry.
The government has set 7.3 percent growth for the industry with 3.5 percent
in mining and quarrying while in manufacturing sector a growth of 6.4 percent has
been projected with large scale manufacturing 6.3 percent, small and household 8.2
percent, slaughtering 3.7 percent, 12.1 percent growth in construction and 12.5
percent in electricity generation and gas distribution.
The services sector‘s growth is estimated at 6.4 percent for the next fiscal year
based on 5.6 percent growth in transport, storage and communication, 7.2 percent
in wholesale and retail trade, 9.5 percent in finance and insurance, 3.9 percent in
housing services, 7 percent in general government services and 6.7 percent in other
private services.
The government has projected a $10.4 billion current account deficit for the
next fiscal year (2017-18). The trade deficit is projected to be at $26.9 billion for
the next fiscal year, as the exports are projected to grow by 6.4 percent next year to
$23.1 billion and imports growth target has been set at 9.6 percent to $50 billion.
Investment to GDP is estimated at 17.2 percent, fixed investment at 15.6 per cent,
and private investment at 11.2 percent of the GDP.
In taxation measures, the government is likely to enhance regulatory duties on
imported items in order to discourage imports and generate additional revenue in
the budget. The government is also considering enhancing the rates of withholding
tax on non-tax filers to bring them into the tax net. The government has already
shown its intentions to continue with the super tax on rich people. The rates of
sales tax on petroleum products - major revenue spinners - would not be enhanced
in the upcoming budget. Sales tax rate of essential commodities like sugar would
not be changed in the budget.
Рост ВВП, инфляция, бюджетный дефицит в 2016/17 г.
No need for IMF after 2019, says Dar
The Express Tribune. May 25, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1418925/live-govtannounces-5-2-growth-gdp-missing-5-7-target/
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Finance Minister Ishaq Dar sounded a confident man as he announced
Pakistan‘s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew 5.28% in fiscal year 2016-17
(FY17), against a target of 5.7%, adding that the government had managed to
reduce the fiscal deficit to 4.2%.
―This year, the deficit would amount to 4.2%,‖ said Dar as he formally
launched the Economic Survey 2016-17 on Thursday.

Бюджетный дефицит Пакистана

Fiscal deficit stood at 8.2% in 2012-13. However, what Dar did not mention
was the amount of circular debt that was wiped off when the ruling Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) came into power. The amount has now gone up
to over Rs350 billion in the last four years.
―We won‘t need to go to the IMF after 2019. Our home-grown industries will
be able to help us.‖
‗Upcoming budget can make or break Pakistan‘s economy‘
Pakistan will also be part of the G20, said Dar, adding that the size of the
country‘s economy would surpass that of Canada, Italy and South Korea by 2050.
The finance minister also announced a package of Rs100 billion for the
rehabilitation of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and reconstruction of
infrastructure in the northern areas. Dar said the amount would be part of the
budget measures to be announced on Friday.
―This year‘s growth rate is the highest in 10 years,‖ the finance minister
added. ―A 3.4% increase has been recorded in electricity, gas supply in the existing
fiscal year.‖
Economic Survey 2015-16: Off target, once again
Claiming that the country‘s economy has surpassed $300 billion, the finance
minister said growth rate for next fiscal year has been set over 6%. ―GDP growth
in Pakistan is being acknowledged at the international level,‖ he upheld.
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Referring to public debt, a source of constant criticism for the government,
Dar said the ratio had reduced from the level in 2012-13.
―Public debt was at 53.1% of GDP in 2008. It went up to 60.2% of GDP and
it is now at 59.3% of GDP.‖
Dar said the current account deficit, a new source of worry for economic
managers, is estimated to widen to $8.3 billion by the end of the outgoing fiscal
year. The amount stood at $2.5 billion in the previous fiscal year, a staggering
increase that Dar attributed to import of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) projects-related machinery.
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Рост основных отраслей экономики в 2016/17 г.

He said the import of heavy machinery surged 70%, textile sector showed a
23% increase while the construction (67%) and agriculture (37%) were also
responsible for the increasing import bill.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
The finance minister will present the budget for the next fiscal year in the
National Assembly on Friday whereas a session of the Senate will also be held at
the Parliament House in Islamabad on the same day.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had already approved the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) target at 6% during a meeting of the National Economic Council
(NEC) on May 19.
The NEC also approved the country‘s consolidated development budget of
Rs2.5 trillion for the upcoming financial year (2017-18), the highest increase in the
overall national outlay as Pakistan undertakes massive infrastructural
developments plans due to CPEC.
Отношение «налоги-ВВП» лишь 10.7%
Pakistan economy grows at 5.3 percent – highest rate in decade
Daily Times. 25-May-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/25-May-17/pakistan-economygrows-at-53-percent-highest-rate-in-decade

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan's economy expanded almost 5.3 percent in the last
fiscal year, the country's finance minister said Thursday, as gross domestic product
crossed $300 billion for the first time.
The growth rate, the highest in a decade, comes amid a construction boom
linked to a $50-billion Chinese investment plan to upgrade transport and power
infrastructure, and as the country's overall security situation has improved.
But a report unveiled by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar also noted that headline
inflation was up 4.1 percent compared to 2.8 percent in the previous financial year,
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while the tax-to-GDP ratio – a key indicator of self-sufficiency – remains a
relatively low at 10.7 percent.
"We are now targeting six percent growth for next year," he said.
Dar added the per capita income grew by 6.4 percent in the financial year
2017 to $1,628.80 as compared to 1.1 percent last year.
Confidence in Pakistan is growing, with the International Monetary Fund
saying in October that the country had emerged from crisis and stabilised its
economy after completing a bailout programme.
Pakistan's credit rating has also improved, though foreign investment remains
poor compared to its South Asian neighbours.
Economists believe the country will need to register sustained growth of six to
eight percent over several years to make a significant dent in poverty and provide
enough jobs for its youth.
Исаак Дар заверил, что «со следующего года Пакистан не будет
обращаться за помощью к МВФ».
Основные итоги 2016/17 г.
No more IMF loans: Finance Minister
Daily Times. 26.05.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/26-May-17/nomore-imf-loans-finance-minister
ISLAMABAD: Painting a rosy picture of country‘s economy in the fourth
year of Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz‘s five-year stint in power, the government
on Thursday claimed that the country‘s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by
5.28% during the outgoing fiscal year 2016-17, the highest in 10 years despite
‗several internal and external challenges‘.
Though the GDP growth missed the target of 5.7%, Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar claimed that for the first time, the overall size of Pakistan‘s economy had
surpassed the threshold of $300 billion, adding that Pakistan‘s ‗growth story‘ was
being acknowledged at the international level. He predicted that the size of the
country‘s economy would surpass that of Canada, Italy and South Korea by 2050.
While launching Pakistan Economic Survey for the outgoing fiscal year 201617 at P Block auditorium, the finance minister announced that the growth rate for
the next fiscal year had been set at 6%. He said that the growth rate was just 3% in
2013 when PML-N government took over but has now risen to almost 5.3%.
Deficit: The minister said fiscal deficit has been recorded at 3.9% of the GDP
during the first nine months of the current fiscal year against 3.5% during the
corresponding period last year. He said the deficit widened due to less than
expected tax revenues owing to tax relief measures introduced by the government
to promote investment. ―This year, the deficit would amount to 4.2% which stood
at 8.2% in 2012-13,‖ he said, and added that Pakistan won‘t need to go to the IMF
till 2019. ―Our home-grown industries will be able to help us,‖ he hoped.
However, Dar said the current account deficit is estimated to widen to $8.3
billion by the end of the outgoing fiscal year against $2.5 billion in the previous
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fiscal year, a staggering increase which the minister attributed to imports of heavy
machinery for projects related to China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). He
said the import of heavy machinery rose by 70%, textile machinery 23%,
construction machinery 67% and agriculture machinery 37%, which, according to
him, heavily inflated the import bill.
Inflation: The headline inflation consumer price index (CPI) averaged at
4.09% during July-April 2017 against target of 6%, showing that inflation will
remain below the target, according to the survey report. Food price inflation
remained at 3.86%, while prices of non-food items grew by 4.25%. ―The current
year started with inflation at 4.1% in July 2016, rose to 4.9% in March 2017 and
then slowed down to 4.8% in April 2017,‖ it said, and added that the uptick in
inflation is due to revival of international commodity and oil prices along with a
rise in domestic demand due to pick up of economic activities.
Debt: On public debt, the report said the ratio had reduced from the level in
2012-13. ―Public debt was at 53.1% of GDP in 2008. It went up to 60.2% of GDP
and it is now at 59.3% of GDP,‖ it maintained.
Investment: The report said total investment has reached Rs 5.03 trillion as
compared to Rs 4.53tr of the last year, showing a growth of 11.05% in FY 2017.
―Investment to GDP ratio has reached 15.78% in FY2017. The major FDI inflows
during the period under review were from China ($744.4m), Netherlands
($478.6m), France ($171.0m), Turkey ($137.7m), US ($103.2m), UAE ($48.4m),
UK ($47.6m), Italy ($47.4m), Japan ($42.1m) and Germany ($40.5m). Food,
power, construction, electronics, oil & gas exploration, financial business and
communication sectors remained the main recipients,‖ the report revealed.
Remittances: According to the survey report, remittances reached the level of
$15.6bn in July-April FY2017 compared with $16bn in July-April FY2016.
Remittances are expected to reach $19.5bn for the outgoing year. During JulyApril FY2017, the major share of remittances was from Saudi Arabia 29.0%
($4,517.2m), UAE 22.2% ($3,468.4m), USA 12.4% ($1,929.3m), other GCC
countries 12.1% ($1,881.2m), UK 11.8% ($1,846.7m), EU 2.4% ($374.4m) and
Other Countries 10.1% ($1,579.0m). The finance minister is scheduled to present
the budget for the next fiscal year in the National Assembly on Friday (today).
Невыполнение поставленных задач на 2016/17 г.
Missed economic targets become cause for concern
The Express Tribune. May 25, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419219/missedeconomic-targets-become-cause-concern/

LAHORE: Twin deficits, concerns over balance of payments, weak export
capacity, low savings and investments, and a fragile macro economy have been the
key highlights from this year‘s economic survey, stated the Institute for Policy
Reforms (IPR).
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar unveiled the Economic Survey 2016-17 on
Thursday, boasting that Pakistan had posted its highest GDP growth of 5.3% in a
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decade, and the size of the economy would become larger than that of Canada,
Italy and South Korea‘s by 2050.
PML-N will not need another IMF bailout, says Dar
But many critics believe that beneath this narrative lay a story of lack of
reforms, overreliance on borrowing, and a persistent lack of competitiveness.
―It is no surprise that the economy missed most targets,‖ stated the IPR in its
report published on Thursday. ―What is surprising is that this happens each year
and no one draws a lesson.‖
The think tank, headed by former finance minister Dr Hafiz Pasha, said that
there would be no cause for celebration even if the economy had achieved its
growth target. ―It is more important to change the fundamentals underlying growth
and the macroeconomic frame work.‖
It did not agree with the government‘s claim of a turnaround based on a
―comprehensive programme of economic revival‖.
The report also stressed that continued fiscal and current account deficits are
the real sources of concern.
A whopping Rs272b for special schemes
―The economy stands on weak pillars,‖ said the IPR.
The report said that agriculture‘s modest 3.46% growth this year is due to the
low base year effect when crop production declined in 2015-16.
Additionally, in nine months, fiscal deficit has already breached its target of
3.8% for the year. The IPR forecasts that it will be about 4.5% of GDP by year
end.
On the expenditure side, foreign debt servicing has reached Rs85 billion in
2016-17 and will almost certainly exceed this year‘s target of Rs113 billion.
―Clearly, recent high markup loans have begun to have an effect. This
problem will only grow with increased debt from China.‖
Economic Survey 2015-16: Off target, once again
This has implications also for the current account deficit. Export performance
and weak workers‘ remittance are a special concern. Exports are expected to be
$21.5 billion compared to the target of $24.75 billion.
They have fallen sharply from $25.1 billion in 2014-15. ―Government‘s
belated incentives for exporters have not had an effect.‖
The IPR advised that Pakistan will have to change its industrial structure and
be part of the global supply chain, if exports are to grow.
Workers‘ remittances are also 2% below last year, instead of the targeted
growth of 5%.
Economic Survey – what the numbers do not tell us
The IPR also warned that savings and investment are well below target and
must increase for the economy to grow. Investment to GDP ratio is 15.8% this year
against a target of 17.7%. Savings rate was 14.3% against the target of 16.2%.
Pakistan will attract very large investments from China in coming years. This
is the opportunity for a period of long-term economic growth. While investments
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will create one time stimulus, the country needs fundamental reforms for long-term
sustained growth.
Обзор экономики Пакистана 2016-17. Краткий обзор, что хорошо, а что
– плохо.
Economic survey 2016-2017: Sizing up growth
Sakib Sherani. Dawn. May 25, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335277/economicsurvey-2016-2017-sizing-up-growth

Three years into the pursuit of macroeconomic stabilisation policies under the
aegis of an IMF programme, the PML-N government announced a transition to a
―pro-growth‖, ―investment-friendly‖ budget for 2016-17 presented last year.
The official Economic Survey, to be released later today, will give an
indication whether the government has been successful one year later in shifting
the economy into a higher gear and lifting it from its low-growth equilibrium of the
past several years. Reports in the media quoting provisional figures compiled by
the National Accounts Committee and presented to the National Economic Council
in its meeting of May 19, indicate that real GDP growth is likely to be 5.3 per cent
for the current fiscal year (2016-17), below the government‘s target of 5.7pc. The
revised figure for economic expansion in 2015-16 was 4.5pc.
The agriculture sector is expected to have recorded growth of 3.5pc in 201617, largely on the back of a rebound in the cotton crop, while industrial growth is
provisionally estimated at 5pc, against a target of 7.7pc. The services sector is
estimated to have expanded by 6pc in the current fiscal year. While the official
target for growth in GDP for the current year is likely to have been missed, the
government can claim some comfort from the provisional increase recorded in the
overall size of the economy. The 5.3pc growth in GDP is the highest in the last ten
years (since 2007).
However, the good news appears to stop here. A closer look leads to the
following observations:
The lift in economic growth has come disproportionately from the services
sector, with a turnaround in major crops from the disastrous season the previous
year also providing strong upward support (a positive base effect). The country‘s
manufacturing base, especially the export sector, has remained under stress due to
government policies, with the finance minister unable or unwilling to loosen his
suffocating death grip on these key sectors.
Minus the services sector, the rest of the economy (referred to as the
commodity-producing sector) grew an estimated 1.9pc in the outgoing year.
With the agriculture sector‘s strong linkages with both services as well as
manufacturing, its substantial contribution to overall growth indicates that GDP
growth was more Providence-provided than policy-induced. The investment rate, a
key indication of whether an economy has actually turned the corner or not, has
failed to increase and remains subdued despite work on CPEC being in full swing.
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Private investment to GDP remains in the doldrums at a reported 9.9pc, well below
the government target of 12.2pc for the year.
The private sector is voting with its feet on PML-N economic policies, as
demonstrated both by its holding back on new investment as well as its indication
of low business sentiment going forward. The latest read out from the OICCI‘s
business confidence survey for April 2017, indicates a continued fall in confidence
levels from last April‘s peak of — 36pc to — 13pc. The manufacturing sector
indicated a low level of confidence, at only — 9pc.
Tellingly, respondents to the April survey foresaw a ―significantly reduced
level of capital investments (-17pc) in the next six months as compared to the plans
in the previous survey‖. At a stage where the CPEC project cycle should be visibly
drawing in substantial investment from the country‘s private sector, the negative
outlook regarding future investment decisions by businesses should be a cause for
concern.
A large part of the problem is that the PML-N government does not have a
coherent framework for economic growth, nor is it relying on the right instrument
in this case (higher public spending). While a relatively small but significant
portion of the PSDP is allocated to CPEC early harvest projects, which are growthenhancing for the most part, the bulk of the development spending is on projects
that have either tenuous or too marginal and diffused positive effects on economic
growth.
Businesses have been over-burdened by Mr Dar‘s ill-thought out and
downright damaging tax policy, and until this basic fact is understood and
rectified, there is little likelihood of a return to durable long-run growth
underpinned by a significant turnaround in private investment.
Пересмотр данных о ВВП в сторону роста? Обзий объем ВВП!
What‘s in GDP rebasing?
BR.
rebasing/

May

24th,

2017.

http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/24/350105/whats-in-gdp-

There is an ongoing debate that the economic size of the country is not fully
reflected in nominal GDP. There are two arguments to support the hypothesis that
GDP is understated. One is that informality in the economy is high and part of the
economy is not documented, hence that pie is missing from officially reported
GDP.
The other thesis is that there is an array of new services coming into the urban
centers and old computation techniques based on existing GDP base are not fully
reflecting the modernization of economy; hence urban contribution to GDP is
undervalued.
The informality argument is not very strong as growth of many informal
sectors is based on surveys and government estimations and over the period of time
there are evidences that successive governments attempted to overstate numbers is
non-crop based agriculture (livestock, forestry etc) and in industrial sector (small
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scale manufacturing, slaughtering etc). The under invoicing in imports tends to
overstate the GDP as the economic size is computed on basis of net trade (exports
minus imports). And the low tax to GDP ratio validates that un-documentation is
somehow computed in the GDP.
However, the second argument is compelling and the debate has been started
by a senior economist (Shahid J Barki) and now the World Bank is helping
government to incorporate the new services in GDP; and other forms of proxies to
estimate growth.
Census exercise is ongoing and it envelopes economic indicators as well. The
Census of Manufacturing Industries (CMI) was last conducted in 2004-05 and
currently those numbers are used for various computations; and LSM is estimated
based on surveys and many manufacturers tend to understate the numbers or
simply do not respond. The new CMI census is likely to be completed by
December 2017. And this may resolve the issue of underestimation of LSM.
The GDP rebasing is also happening; last time when the GDP was rebased in
2006 there was no significant jump in the economy size - In FY06, on 2000 base,
nominal GDP was Rs7.6 trillion ( $127bn) and on new base the same year GDP
was revised up to Rs8.2 trillion ($137bn). The 7 percent jump in GDP in FY06 due
to rebasing is much less than what is guesstimated at 25 percent by economists for
2018 rebasing.
The real juice was extracted in 2000 rebasing which was done after two
decades; and had included some of the modern services such as
telecommunication, broadband etc into the GDP - in FY00, the rebased nominal
GDP jumped by 21 percent to Rs3.8 trillion ($74bn) from 1981 based GDP of
Rs3.1 trillion ($61bn).
There were many modern services included in 2000 rebasing and few more
were added in 2006. Yes, there are whole new arrays of value added services
added in the last decade or so; especially in designing, branding and retailing in
urban centers. Real estate and construction businesses have become big. The fuel
consumption growth is higher than GDP growth suggesting that logistic business is
growing at a faster pace. Information technology share has increased; and the list
goes on.
BR Research‘s hunch is that 25 percent up tick in nominal GDP looks on the
higher side; it may hover around 10-15 percent. The question is what are the merits
and demerits of a higher nominal GDP. The number should be close to reality for
all kind of business and economic analysis and decision making.
The government may have an incentive to inflate the GDP numbers to
understate debt, current account and fiscal deficits. With 25 percent upward
revision in GDP, the debt to GDP would decline from 69 percent of GDP to 55
percent; and 15 percent jump would lower the ratio to 60 percent.
Dar seems worried about the CAD reaching 3 percent as the deteriorating
ratio worsens the country‘s rating and in turn hurts its debt generating capacity.
The economy is consumption based, and all the growth is revolving around
meeting growing middle class demand. All the growing domestic industries are
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catering to domestic demand whilst exporting sectors are not performing well. And
in the process imports are picking up.
In the absence of exports and remittances, growth in import demand has to be
met by FDI and foreign debt; and to generate more of these, Dar is probably keen
on overstating GDP. But it would be more of a gimmick than sustainable growth.
Основные итоги 2016/17 г.
Tweaking the path to growth
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334612/tweaking-the-path-to-growth

May

22nd,

2017.

Breaking low-growth shackles, the economy moved past the 5pc (in 2007-08)
economic growth rate to an estimated 5.28pc — highest in around nine years.
The government is expected to spend more than Rs800 billion allocated for
the public sector development programme by year end owing to higher than
targeted foreign aid flows.
While there may be those pointing out that the GDP growth target of 5.7pc
was missed except for some slippages on the manufacturing side, all other sectors
particularly agriculture and services, either achieved or surpassed targets after a
gap of many years.
This calls for more effort than complacency.
The current growth rate calls for more effort than complacency
The lower than targeted growth in manufacturing at 5.3pc instead of 6.1pc
also appeared to be visible in, or because of, export losses and will need to be
examined to determine whether international orders were on the lower side due to a
global slow down or the unavailability or uncompetitiveness of exportable surplus.
The government estimates total exports at $21.7 billion during current year
instead of the $24.8bn target.
On the whole, the industrial sector is estimated to have grown 5.02pc against
a target of7.7pc and revised growth of 5.80pc last year. Here the manufacturing
showed a 5.3pc growth instead of the targeted 6.1pc and 3.7pc growth last year.
Large scale manufacturing posted a 4.9pc growth, well behind its 5.9pc target even
though it performed better than last year‘s 2.9pc increase.
Surprisingly, electricity generation and distribution and gas distribution
showed a miserly 3.4pc growth against a target of 12.5pc and last year‘s 8.4pc
growth despite the government‘s full focus on these areas.
Construction, another governmental priority, also increased by 9pc, against an
increase of about 15pc last year, and missed the target of 13.2pc. Both these areas
were also part of the CPEC focus that consumed more than Rs450bn during the
year.
The government has flagged exports loss as a major challenge to tackle in the
coming budget.
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According to Planning Minister, Ahsan Iqbal, export decline was a major
challenge for Pakistan because of a contraction in leading world markets like the
United States. Nations with a focus on value addition were exceptions but Pakistan
has been focused on commodity exports over the past 30 years, he said.
Therefore, allocations have been proposed for cluster based development in
agriculture, mining and industry to secure growth of the entire supply chain of
value addition, he said.
Based on this, exports are projected to grow by 6.4pc next year to $23.1bn
against this year‘s decline to $21.7bn. At the same time, the import growth target
has been set at 9.6pc to $50 billion instead of $45.7bn this year.
As a result, next year‘s trade deficit has been estimated at $26.9bn against
$24bn this year while current account deficit would increase to $10.4bn compared
to $8.3bn this year. As such, the current account deficit would amount to 3.1pc of
GDP next year against 2.7pc of GDP this year.
In overall terms, the agriculture sector achieved its growth target of 3.5pc this
year from a low of just a 0.3pc increase last year. Sub-sector important crops
registered an increase of 4.1pc in its output, significantly higher than 2.5pc target
and compared to a negative growth of 5.5pc last year.
Livestock subsector retained its last year growth rate of 3.4pc although it
missed the 4pc growth target. Cotton ginning also showed a 5.59pc growth this
year over last year when cotton output registered a 22pc decline.
The services sector as a whole grew by 6pc against a 5.7pc target when
compared with last year‘s 5.6pc growth. The financial sector led the growth with
11pc.
With more than Rs2.1 trillion public sector investments next year, the coming
year‘s economic growth target has been set at 6pc. In a major policy shift,
devolved programmes like health and education would no more be part of federal
PSDP ‗in accordance with the division of subjects between provincial and federal
governments in the post 18th amendment scenario‘.
A major focus of the upcoming development plan appeared to be allocations
for non-core PSDP that included Rs45bn for the PM‘s Global Sustainable
Development Goals, Rs20bn for the PM‘s Initiative, Rs25bn for gas development
schemes, Rs45bn each for security enhancement and relief and rehabilitation of
internally displaced persons.
As such, the core PSDP would be put at Rs866bn against Rs655bn of the
current year while non-core development spending would amount to Rs135bn. A
special allocation of Rs27bn has been made for completion of CPEC projects.
Ahsan Iqbal believed the 5.3pc growth rate had come about because of steps
taken by his government towards macroeconomic stability, infrastructure
development, energy supply and human resource development.
To achieve a 6pc GDP growth rate, the agriculture sector is targeted to
maintain its current year growth rate of 3.5pc while important crops would grow
by 2pc instead of 4.1pc this year.
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Manufacturing sector is projected to grow by 6.4pc next year supported by a
6.3pc increase in LSM. The services sector was also expected to grow by 6.4pc
instead of 6pc this year while livestock would slow down to 2pct growth instead of
3.4pc increase this year.
Completion of CPEC would continue to be the top objective of the next
budget with Rs324bn allocation for National Highway Authority instead of
Rs190bn of this year.
Another Rs61bn would go to power sector instead of Rs130bn this year,
perhaps due to nearing completion of major generation projects. The total Rs385bn
allocation for CPEC would also include foreign funding of Rs145bn.
Всемирный банк считает, что «Панамагейт» наносит серьезный вред
имиджу Пакистана – доклад ВБ.
Panama Papers issue raises political risks in Pakistan: WB
Amin Ahmed. Dawn, May 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1334431/panamapapers-issue-raises-political-risks-in-pakistan-wb

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank on Saturday warned that the Panama Papers
issue has ―enhanced political risks in Pakistan‖ and created ―some policy
uncertainty‖.
In its report titled ‗Pakistan Development Update‘, launched on Saturday, the
bank cautioned that the country was ―exposed to natural disasters, political events
and terrorism‖ on the domestic front, while the upcoming national elections may
affect ―reform momentum and macroeconomic policy orientation‖.
Released twice a year, according to a World Bank statement, the report sets
out ―recent developments across the economy and identifies risks and opportunities
in the near-term future before focusing on a handful of key development
challenges‖.
The bank is not the first international financial institution to warn that Panama
Papers issue may have consequences for Pakistan‘s growth.
Ex-govt adviser says investors have gone into ‗wait-and-see‘ mode
Last year, International Monetary Fund President Christine Lagarde had noted
that the perception of corruption in Pakistan would hurt private investment and
impede efforts to promote sustainable and inclusive growth.
Increasing transparency, making people accountable and removing red tape
could help address the issue of perception of corruption, she had advised.
A former economic adviser to the Ministry of Finance explained that the
Panama Papers issue had raised political risks, since investors had already gone
into ‗wait-and-see‘ mode. This, he said, was due to the uncertainty surrounding the
issue.
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―When political risks increase, economic growth falls,‖ Dr Ashfaque Hassan
Khan said, adding that the bank‘s projections for the country‘s economic growth
over the next two fiscal years were not consistent.
Since the Supreme Court‘s decision to form a joint investigation team to
probe the assets of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family, experts are
divided over whether this would yield concrete results or whether it was a mere
―eyewash‖.
Despite this, the bank notes that Pakistan‘s economic growth is expected to
climb to 5.2pc during the fiscal year ending in June, which is the highest in nine
years.
However, there are significant downside risks to the projected outlook, and
the country remains vulnerable to domestic and external shocks.
According to the report, the country‘s growth rate will continue to accelerate,
reaching 5.5pc in FY2017-18 and 5.8pc in 2018-19.
Slower progress in much-needed structural reforms would weaken growth
prospects and discourage private investment, while a stable rupee-dollar exchange
rate has resulted in the appreciation of the real effective exchange rate, which can
erode Pakistan‘s export competitiveness. Protracted global economic weakness,
especially in the EU area, could negatively affect exports, it warned.
―Pakistan‘s accelerating growth is good news and reflects the country‘s
success in building confidence. But the pace of reforms has slowed and it is
important for the structural reforms to accelerate,‖ a statement quoted World Bank
Country Director for Pakistan Illango Patchamuthu as saying.
Ежегодник «ЭСКАТО 2017» – по Пакистану и др. странам (см также
«Информматериалы международные»).
UN survey sees higher growth for FY17 and FY18
Amin Ahmed. Dawn. May 04, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1330886/un-surveysees-higher-growth-for-fy17-and-fy18

ISLAMABAD: The economic growth outlook for Pakistan is projected to
trend up to 5.2 to 5.4 per cent in both 2017 and 2018, forecasts the latest Economic
and Social Survey of Asia and the Pacific 2017.
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Economic growth in the ESCAP region, 2016-2018─Data source UNESCAP.

Private consumption and public investment would drive the economy,
supported by higher consumer credits, improved security conditions and ongoing
infrastructure projects under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), says
the survey which focused on ‗Governance and Fiscal Management‘.
Increased capital inflows from China to finance projects under CPEC have
helped generate foreign exchange receipts, although imports of transport and
construction-related items also increased, the survey by the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) notes.
The survey says that private investment was stronger in Pakistan as CPEC
helped attract more foreign investment.
On the supply side, the large-scale manufacturing sector should benefit from
greater energy security and a notable cut in gas prices for industrial use. Similarly,
the agricultural sector is likely to improve, with expanded production of cotton,
sugarcane and maize, the survey notes.
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Meanwhile, a rebound in global oil prices and an upward adjustment in
domestic petrol prices would push up inflation during the fiscal year 2017-18 from
5pc to 5.5pc, which is still within the official target of 6pc.

─Data source UNESCAP

The survey says that in the medium-term, energy shortages would continue to
result in the country‘s below-potential growth. Despite recent improvements,
energy sector reforms would need to further reduce subsidies, tackle the
accumulation of arrears and improve technical efficiency.
Weak governance partially explains the low level of tax revenues in several
countries in the region, as the quality of governance affects the tax morale of
taxpayers, the incentives to operate in the formal sector and the level of
compliance of tax officials with relevant laws, the survey notes.
Factors that contribute to or encourage fiscal corruption include: complicated
tax laws; excessive discretionary power vested in tax administrators and the
necessity for frequent interactions between taxpayers and tax officials; weak legal
and judicial systems; lack of accountability and transparency in tax administration;
and low salaries in the public sector.
Referring to the tax directory of its members of the parliament and complete
directory of its registered tax payers, the survey says Pakistan has become only the
fourth country in the world to have made such information on taxpayers publicly
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available. Importantly, the records revealed that of a population of 180 million,
Pakistan had only 750,000 registered income tax payers.
Moreover, almost half of the 1,167 members of six houses of parliament —
national assembly, senate and four provincial assemblies paid no tax at all
demonstrating the weak tax morale even among legislators. However, making all
such data available in the public domain will not yield results if follow-up
measures are not taken and implementation is not adequate.
In Asia and the Pacific, ESCAP calculations show that governance affects
domestic resource mobilisation efforts. Among developing economies, the level of
tax revenues in five countries including Pakistan has been adversely affected by
the deterioration of governance during 2005-2014.
Хорошие экономические показатели
Positive economic indicators
Muhammad Zahid Raffat. The Nation. May 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/02-May2017/positive-economic-indicators

As the financial year 2016-17 nears its end, there are positive indicators of
sustainable economic growth and progress.
These are duly being appreciated and commended by various international
financial institutions and donor agencies from time to time though with some
occasional reservations and cautions here and there.
Positive updated macroeconomic indicators and continuous implementation
and deepening of structural reforms in a committed manner positively reflect the
seriousness of the efforts of the present government for creation of room for
higher, inclusive and sustainable growth, jobs creation and poverty reduction.
Pakistan for the first time in its history has quite successfully completed the
Extended Fund Facility (EFF) with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) which
has put the economy on solid footing and after the recovery period is over, the
national economy is now ready for sustained and inclusive growth.
Pakistan is now eligible for IBRD loans which will provide the government
much needed fiscal space for development projects.
In the post Programme period, the government is continuing its efforts for
strengthening of macroeconomic stability and generating higher and inclusive
growth.
The successful completion of consultations with IMF in Dubai recently is
also positive indication of the government‘s continued commitment for carrying
out structural reforms in the areas of energy, monetary, financial and public sector
enterprises.
In real terms, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has continued to maintain its
growth momentum above 4 per cent consecutively for third year in a row.
During the outgoing financial year, the government is quite confidently
expecting a growth above 5 per cent, which will be the highest in the last nine
years.
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Similarly, the overall economic environment of the country is quite conducive
backed by an accommodative monetary policy as the policy rate at 5.75 per cent is
the lowest in last few decades.
During March 2017, inflation increased slightly to 4.9 per cent compared to
3.9 per cent during this month last year.
On the whole, during first nine months of current financial July 2016 to
March 2017, inflation was recorded at 4.01 per cent compared to 2.64 per cent of
the last year‘s corresponding period reflecting higher domestic demand and
increase commodity prices internationally.
Furthermore, credit expansion to the private sector has increased to Rs 393
billion during July 2016-March 2017 period, there has been a surge in import of
machinery of over 42 per cent and raw materials pointing to robust industrial
activities in the country and build up of future productive capacity of the national
economy.
LSM also continues to grow at 3.5 per cent with increase in production of
cement, steel, pharmaceuticals, automobiles, paper and board and electronics.
With appropriate interventions for Agriculture sector in Finance Bill 2016,
agriculture sector growth is also expected to rebound on account of better
production of cotton, sugar, maize and increased prospects for wheat production.
Increase in production of commodities will also have a spillover effect on the
services sector.
On the fiscal side, the budget deficit which stood at 8.2 per cent of GDP in
financial year2013-14 has been quite appreciably been brought down to 4.6 per
cent during financial year 2016 and is projected to be further down at 4.1 per cent
of GDP by the end of current financial year.
The government is also committed to reduce net public debt, which was 60.2
per cent at close of fiscal year 2016 in order to lay the foundations for sustained
economic growth.
As regards balance of payments, the current account deficit had increased to
5.5 billion dollars during first eight months of current financial year i.e. July 2016
to February 2017 largely due to a sizeable increase in imports of capital goods
along with delayed receipts of Coalition Support Fund (CSF).
The rise in overall import payments was mainly due to increased purchases
and higher prices of fuel.
However, the significant increase in capital goods imports is seen as leading
the national economy to a higher growth path.
Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves presently are hovering around 22 billion
dollars, which is more than four months of the country‘s import bill.
Foreign exchange reserves expected to reach over 23 billion dollars by end of
June 2017.
The government continues to diversity financing from both domestic and
external sources lengthening the maturity profile of domestic debt and improving
the balance between domestic and external debt.
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For achieving these objectives, the government already published Medium
Term Debt Management Strategy and is monitoring its implementation through
preparation of risk reports on debt management.
It is pertinent to mention here that while reducing the fiscal deficit over the
last three years, the government has substantially increased allocation more than
doubling its overall size and is committed that during FY 2017, the budget deficit
(borrowing) will only for launching and implementation of mega development
projects in different sectors, which is undoubtedly a milestone achievement.
These positive macroeconomic achievements and continued implementation
and deepening of structural reforms duly reflects the determination of the
government for creation of room for higher inclusive and sustainable growth along
with creation of more and more employment opportunities for the people and thus
making considerable contribution to poverty reduction.
The government is positively and certainly committed to continue working
for making Pakistan a financially and digitally inclusive country and the abovementioned positive indicators for sustained economic growth, progress and
development are ample proof.
Исаак Дар полагает, что объем экономики Пакистана составляет не 280
млрд., а 350 млрд. долл. (попросил ВБ проверить это).
Dissatisfied with size of Pakistan‘s economy, Dar authorises World Bank
study
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
30th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1397094/dissatisfied-size-pakistans-economy-dar-authorises-worldbank-study/

Finance minister believes country‘s GDP is understated by 25%, wants
accurate study of economic output.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has authorised the World Bank to undertake a study
to come out of what an economist called the age of ‗statistical darkness‘, after the
country‘s finance minister also started believing that the nation‘s gross income is
understated by as much as 25%.
―I have asked the World Bank to trigger a study and come out with the actual
size of Pakistan‘s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which I believe is currently
understated by 20% to 25%‖, said Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Saturday while
addressing a gathering of chartered accountants from South Asian nations.
His statements came in the backdrop of a widely used figure for the size of
the Pakistani economy, currently stated to be hovering around the $280-billion
mark.
Dar said after noticing this undercounting of economic output, he decided to
stick to 7% GDP growth rate target for 2019.
What is wrong with Pakistan‘s economy?
He said that the input output coefficient of various industries has not been
worked out for the last two decades. Dar said that the World Bank would require at
least one year to complete the study.
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He assigned the task to the World Bank last week during his visit to
Washington. He is the second person and the first in the government who has now
started believing that the country‘s national output could be far more than what it is
at the moment.
The idea was first floated by Shahid Javed Burki, former vice-president of the
World Bank, during a meeting with Dar that took place two months ago.
Pakistani policymakers are taking decisions in statistical darkness and the
World Bank can help to end this, wrote Shahid Javed Burki in an article published
in The Express Tribune after his meeting with Dar.
He had written that China was also making a similar mistake and was
underestimating its gross income by as much as 25%. He believed that Pakistan
was under-counting its GDP by the same order of magnitude.
A 25% upward adjustment in the estimate of GDP will bring 2017 Pakistani
income from $280 billion to $350 billion, improving its world ranking from 43rd
to 31st. It is then likely to cross South Africa, Singapore, Malaysia and Egypt,
according to Burki.
According to Burki, some of the methods that Pakistan was using and the
surveys that collected required data were seriously outdated. Pakistan was also not
correctly estimating the size of its modern services – in particular information,
communications, entertainment, travel and advanced commerce. All these sectors
contribute much more to the economy than suggested by official numbers, he
wrote.
Tax target
Meanwhile, Dar on Saturday finally announced that this fiscal year‘s tax
target of Rs3.621 trillion has been revised downwards. ―We are aiming for over
Rs3.5 trillion tax collections for fiscal year 2016-17,‖ said Dar.
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) is now aiming to collect Rs3.521
trillion – a cut of Rs100 billion.
Pakistan‘s economy quietly rises even as terror makes headlines
The government had to lower the target after it faced a shortfall of Rs168
billion during the first nine months (July-March) of the current year. The shortfall
has further widened in April to Rs198 billion after the FBR also missed its April
target by a margin of Rs30 billion. Against the monthly target of Rs290 billion, the
FBR could pool Rs260 billion, according to provisional results. The monthly
collection is expected to slightly go up to Rs263 billion.
The cumulative tax collection during the first ten months (July-April)
increased to Rs2.55 trillion. The FBR needs to generate Rs996 billion in the
remaining two months of the fiscal year, which seems like an uphill task.
Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Revenue Haroon Akhtar said that the
FBR sustained Rs121 billion shortfall due to change in polices by the government
after the announcement of the last budget.
Infrastructure Bank
Dar also said that the government would set up a Pakistan Infrastructure Bank
with the help of the World Bank and others. The government and the World Bank
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each will have 20% shareholding while other parties will have 60% shares, said
Dar.
The $1.5 billion Saudi Arabia grant will be injected in the proposed bank, said
Finance Ministry officials. The Kingdom had given the grant three years ago,
which remains unutilised till today.
У Пакистана есть успехи в экономике после 2013 г., - считает
Всемирный банк
Pakistan poised for economic success
Malik Muhammad Ashraf. The Nation. April 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/21Apr-2017/pakistan-poised-for-economic-success

The World Bank in its South Asia Economic Focus Report for 2017 has
projected 5.25 % GDP growth rate in Pakistan.
In early February Fitch Ratings, a global agency which monitors the
performance of economies around the world with a view to assess their growth
potential and the future prospects, gave ‗B‘ rating to Pakistan which denotes
prosperity.
The report predicted a GDP growth rate of 5.3 % during the current financial
year registering more than 2% raise since 2013.
The report issued by the agency on the basis of the review concluded that
Pakistan would not face external liquidity problem in the coming years.
The agency attributes the strengthening of the economy to phenomenal raise
in the foreign exchange reserves, reduction in the fiscal deficit, structural reform,
soundness of the banking sector leading to fall in the non-performing loans, fiscal
consolidation, boost in the revenues and reduction in general government budget.
This reality has also been acknowledged by a number of other rating agencies
like Moody‘s, MCI and global lending institutions including IMF, World Bank and
ADB besides internationally renowned papers like The Economist and Wall Street
Journal have also from time to time been acknowledging the turnaround in the
Pakistan economy, triggered by sound management of the economy by the PML-N
government.
In its latest assessment of Pakistan‘s economy, Wall Street Journal said that
poverty and terrorism in Pakistan were on the decline, foreign investments have
increased, as have consumer spending leading to a burgeoning middle class.
The fact is that the Chinese investment in CPEC and the booming economy
have given confidence to the foreign investors.
Reportedly a Dutch dairy company, Royal Friesland Campina recently paid
$461 million to buy control of Engro Foods in Pakistan.
The CEO of the same company who visited Pakistan in the recent past, in his
meeting with the Prime Minister revealed that the company would bring additional
investment of $ 100 million to Pakistan in the next two years.
Last year China‘s Shanghai Electric Power agreed to pay $ 1.8 billion for
KESC shares.
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Turkish Electric appliances company Arcelik paid $258 million for Pakistan
appliance maker Dawlance acknowledging that Pakistan had an increasingly
prosperous working and middle class.
Our pro-active finance minister Ishaq Dar deserves unqualified compliments
for winching the economy out of the economic mess and putting it on the path of
sustained economic growth.
Management of an economy, particularly a developing country like Pakistan
is undoubtedly an arduous task due to international linkages, developments on the
global level as well as internal economic, social and political situation.
Needless to emphasise that when the PML-N government was installed in
2013, the economy was in shambles with the GDP growth rate hovering around
3%.
Fiscal deficit stood at 8.8% and inflation was in double digits, foreign
exchange reserves were at $ 6.008 billion.
The country faced a debilitating energy crisis.
Three and half years later the growth rate achieved during the last financial
year was 4.7 %, the highest in the last eight years, which during the current year as
per predictions of the international agencies is going to touch 5.3%.
The fiscal deficit has been reduced to 4.2 % and further squeeze is expected
during the current year.
Inflation has been maintained at a single digit.
Foreign exchange reserves stand at $24.258 billion which represent almost
four times increase since the present government took over.
What is remarkable is that the revival of the economy has been orchestrated
in spite of heavy drain on resources due to the operation Zarb-e-Azb, rehabilitation
of the displaced persons of North Waziristan and rebuilding of the destroyed
infrastructure as well as heavy repayments of the loans obtained by the previous
governments.
The energy crisis that was attributable to the negligence and criminal
indifference of the previous governments to the growing energy needs of the
country and was hampering progress in the industrial and agricultural sectors in
addition to causing difficulties for millions of households across the country, has
been checked in its tracks.
The power outages have been considerably reduced owing to the addition of
3000 MW of electricity to the national grid.
Under CPEC power projects with a cumulative production capacity of 10,640
MW have been set rolling and all of them are expected to come on stream by the
end of 2018 which means that the energy crisis will not only have been overcome
by then but the country would also have enough electricity for the new industrial
projects.
The government also envisages addition of another 30000 MW by the year
2030.
The government has also concluded an agreement with Qatar for import of
LNG and a similar agreement with Azerbaijan for import of LNG is in the offing.
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Russia reportedly is also interested in exporting LNG to Pakistan.
The initiative to diversify the sources of import of LNG is a visionary move
to avoid any disruption or crisis due to dependence on a single source.
The PML-N government very rightly has also been giving top priority to the
development of infrastructure.
The fact is that all modern growth models invariably rely on development of
infrastructure, which is considered as an indispensable ingredient of
industrialisation and economic growth.
The phenomenal economic prosperity and industrial development in Asian
countries such as China, South Korea, Singapore and Malaysia during the last three
decades is a ranting testimony of this modern reality.
The establishment of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank by China with the
objective of development of infrastructure in the Asian countries to spur economic
growth is a pointer to that fundamental reality.
Unfortunately Pakistan has failed to achieve rapid industrialisation due to
wrong approaches and policies of the successive governments, divorced from the
emerging economic compulsions and variables.
However it is heartening to note that the PML-N government has adopted a
pragmatic and visionary approach to economic development through building of
necessary infrastructure.
Peshawar-Karachi motorway which is expected to be completed by 2019 and
a network of roads being built across the country will surely act as catalyst to
nudging economic growth and bringing about national integration.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was right on money, when inaugurating the
first phase of Karachi-Hyderabad motorway in February he said that people were
witnessing the emergence of new Pakistan with improved infrastructure and
communication network and the motor ways were life line of the economy.
The CPEC is also about building infrastructure, which holds the promise of
enabling Pakistan not only to make up for the lost opportunities but also to become
an economic power house within the next two decades.
МВФ прогнозирует Пакистану стабильный рост в 5%. Рост в регионе
IMF projects stable growth in Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, April 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327829/imf-projectsstable-growth-in-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) projected on
Tuesday that Pakistan‘s economy will continue to grow at a healthy pace in 2017
and 2018.
The World Economic Outlook, which precedes this week‘s annual spring
meeting of the IMF and the World Bank, also predicted a noticeable growth in the
global economy in 2017, linked to an upsurge in investment, manufacturing and
trade activities. The report projects that the world growth is expected to rise to 3.5
per cent this year and 3.6pc in 2018, from 3.1pc last year.
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―In Pakistan, a broad-based recovery is expected to continue at a healthy pace,
with growth forecast at 5pc in 2017 and 5.2pc in 2018, supported by ramped-up
infrastructure investment,‖ the report added.
The report points out a weak growth in the near-term outlook for the Middle
East, North Africa, Afghanistan, and Pakistan region, with growth forecast to be
2.6pc in 2017, 0.8 percentage point lower than projected in the October 2016
report.
World economy to expand 3.5pc this year
The fund attributes this subdued pace of expansion to lower headline growth
in the region‘s oil exporters, driven by the November 2016 Opec agreement to cut
oil production. This weakness overshadows the expected pickup in non-oil growth
as the pace of fiscal adjustment to structurally lower oil revenues slows.
―Continued strife and conflict in many countries in the region also detract
from economic activity,‖ the report warns.
Growth in Saudi Arabia, the region‘s largest economy, is expected to slow to
0.4pc in 2017 because of lower oil production and ongoing fiscal consolidation,
before picking up to 1.3pc in 2018.
Growth rates in most other countries in the Cooperation Council of the Arab
States of the Gulf are similarly projected to dip in 2017.
By contrast, activity in most of the region‘s oil importers is expected to
continue to accelerate, with growth rising from 3.7pc in 2016 to 4.0pc in 2017 and
4.4pc in 2018.
In Egypt, comprehensive reforms are expected to deliver sizable growth
dividends, lifting growth from 3.5pc in 2017 to 4.5pc in 2018. The report trims
India‘s annual growth forecast by 0.4 percentage points to 7.2pc for 2017, citing
the impact of recent demonetisation.
―In India, the growth forecast for 2017 has been trimmed by 0.4 percentage
point to 7.2pc, primarily because of the temporary negative consumption shock
induced by cash shortages and payment disruptions from the recent currency
exchange initiative,‖ says the report.
―Medium-term growth prospects are favourable, with growth forecast to rise
to about 8pc over the medium term due to the implementation of key reforms,
loosening of supply-side bottlenecks, and appropriate fiscal and monetary
policies,‖ it adds.
In its review of the globally economy, the IMF notes that stronger activity and
expectations of more robust global demand, coupled with agreed restrictions on oil
supply, have helped commodity prices recover from their troughs in early 2016.
The IMF‘s October forecast was more pessimistic, cutting its growth forecast
for the US and other advanced economies, the IMF said then that the global
economy would grow 3.4pc this year versus 3.1pc in 2016.
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But in Tuesday‘s report, the IMF notes that higher commodity prices have
provided some relief to commodity exporters and helped lift global headline
inflation and reduce deflationary pressures.
―Financial markets are buoyant and expect continued policy support in China
and fiscal expansion and deregulation in the United States. If confidence and
market sentiment remain strong, short-term growth could indeed surprise on the
upside,‖ it adds.
But the report warns that ―structural impediments,‖ such as low productivity
growth and high income inequality, will likely persist and could stall a stronger
recovery.
The report also criticises ―nationalistic‖ economic policies of the United
States and other European Union, and calls them ―inward-looking policies‖ that
―threaten global economic integration and the cooperative global economic order,
which have served the world economy, especially emerging market and developing
economies, well.‖
The report notes that against this backdrop, economic policies have ―an
important role to play in staving off downside risks and securing the recovery, and
a renewed multilateral effort is also needed to tackle common challenges in an
integrated global economy.‖
The IMF points out that emerging market and developing economies have
become increasingly important in the global economy in recent years. They now
account for more than 75pc of global growth in output and consumption, almost
double the share of just two decades ago.
―These economies can still get the most out of a weaker growth impulse from
external conditions by strengthening their institutional frameworks, protecting
trade integration, permitting exchange rate flexibility, and containing
vulnerabilities arising from high current account deficits and external borrowing,
as well as large public debt,‖ the World Economic Outlook projects.
Всемирный банк прогнозирует рост экономики в 5.2% в 2018/17 г.
World Bank expects Pakistan's economy to grow 5.2%, but risks remain
The Express Tribune. 18.04.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1386339/world-bankexpects-pakistans-economy-grow-5-2-risks-remain/

ISLAMABAD: Upcoming national elections may change Pakistan‘s
economic policies, which in return could put the upward growth trajectory at risk,
cautioned the World Bank on Monday while projecting 5.2% economic growth for
this year.
―The upcoming national election in 2018 may affect reform momentum and
macroeconomic policy orientation (of Pakistan),‖ said World Bank‘s biannual
South Asia Economic Focus Report 2017.
It added there were significant downside risks to the projected positive
economic outlook for Pakistan.
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Polls for National Assembly and four provincial assemblies will take place in
the middle of next year and in order to win the vote the ruling PML-N party has
given clear indications for adopting populous economic policies.
Among the risks that the World Bank highlighted were slower progress on
much-needed structural reforms, lingering uncertainty about the US economic
policy, a strong rupee and protracted global economic weakness.
World Bank revises Pakistan‘s growth rate upwards to 5.2% in FY17
The bank is the third global financial institution that has smelled a change in
the air in the past three weeks. Earlier, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) also expressed similar concerns.
The IMF has warned that Pakistan‘s ―hard-won‖ economic stability was at
risk due to challenges on the fiscal, energy and external sector fronts.
The World Bank report stated that slower progress on the structural reforms
could weaken growth prospects. It added a stable nominal exchange rate of the
rupee versus the US dollar had resulted in appreciation of the Real Effective
Exchange Rate (REER), which was hurting exports.
Furthermore, lingering uncertainty about the course of US economic policy
and the possibility of a protracted global economic weakness, especially in the euro
area due to Brexit, could negatively affect exports.
‗Pakistan Development Update‘: World Bank projects economy will grow at
5%, miss govt target
The bank said Pakistan was also vulnerable to any significant decline in
remittance flows, particularly from oil-rich countries that contribute about twothirds of all remittances.
Pakistan‘s growth prospects continue to improve and inflation remains
contained. However, weak fiscal performance and pressures in the external account
posed a challenge, said the World Bank.
Efforts to reverse the current imbalances and continued implementation of
structural reforms would be needed for sustaining and accelerating growth and
improving welfare, it added.
Pakistan‘s response
Reports of the international financial institutions were not critical, but they
identified the areas where Pakistan needed improvement to remain on the higher
growth trajectory, commented Ahsan Iqbal, Minister of Planning, Development
and Reform.
He said the government had accepted recommendations of the ADB and IMF,
which actually gave a checklist that Pakistan should take care of in order to
achieve long-term growth.
Pakistan improves on World Bank‘s logistics index
He also endorsed views of the World Bank, ADB and IMF that Pakistan
would achieve 5% to 5.2% economic growth in the current fiscal year, ending June
30.
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―Pakistan for the first time will achieve more than 5% GDP growth in the last
10 years, which is expected to remain between 5.2% and 5.5%,‖ he said. The
government has set the growth target at 5.7%.
The World Bank report also projected 3.4% growth in the agriculture sector
while the industrial sector was expected to expand 6.1%.
The minister blamed political instability for most of Pakistan‘s economic ills.
He expected the agriculture sector to rebound this year.
Impact of US protectionism
The World Bank report said the US economic protectionist policies against
China and Mexico would benefit South Asian countries including Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s exports, mainly textiles, will get around 15% boost, in case the US
takes adverse trade actions against China and Mexico, according to the bank.
World Bank agrees to fund three hydro projects in K-P
However, in case of across-the-board trade barriers, Pakistan‘s exports will be
negatively affected by 3%.
In the trade destruction scenario, textiles in many countries are more strongly
affected. In case of across-the-board adverse trade barriers, textiles were by far the
most affected sector in Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan, said the bank.
India would experience a meaningful decline in chemical exports and in Sri
Lanka and Afghanistan vegetable products would be the most harmed sector due to
the US trade sanctions across the board, it added.
The bank noted that in a manifestation of economic optimism, share prices in
India and Pakistan had been on a solid upward trend. Stocks listed in Mumbai and
Karachi made large gains in 2016, with share prices in Pakistan rallying to levels
never seen before.
Недостатки экономики Пакистана
What is wrong with Pakistan‘s economy?
Naveed
Iftikhar.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1379346/wrong-pakistans-economy/
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Most economists cannot unearth societal and cultural foundations that
constrain growth and prosperity in the long run
DELAWARE: What‘s wrong with Pakistan‘s economy? An economist, most
likely, will reply by pointing to macroeconomic indicators such as slow GDP
growth, lower investment, higher fiscal deficit, a troubling balance of payment,
lower tax collection, weak export competitiveness and higher public debt.
Some may highlight rampant corruption and microeconomic foundations of
key economic and social sectors. Often, the economic dialogue is narrowly
confined to these indicators and sectoral reports.
Pakistan predicted to be world‘s fastest-growing Muslim economy in 2017
Most of the economists cannot unearth the societal and cultural foundations
that may be constraining economic growth and prosperity in the long run. This is
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perhaps one of the reasons it is remarked that ―the economy is too important to be
left to economists.‖
Since independence, Pakistan‘s economy sporadically achieved GDP growth
higher than 5% — especially during military governments in 1960s, 1980s and
2000s. However, it would be too simplistic and flawed to establish a correlation
between military rule and higher economic growth; the phenomenon is indeed
―borrowed growth‖.
Pakistan achieved higher economic growth due to support by international
players. We have rarely made efforts to reform institutional architecture,
strengthen state capacity, foster a culture of knowledge creation and diffusion and
harness human resource potential. Vibrant societies give space and value to ideas
and new knowledge.
However, in Pakistan, the chief executive of every public or private sector
organisation considers themselves final authority in a range of issues. Hence, there
is generally no appreciation of diversity of opinions and ideas. Cultural attributes
such as openness to new ideas and honouring transaction-commitments feed into
overall economic performance. Both traits are marginalised in the country.
It is important to appreciate that these policy and cultural attributes cannot be
transplanted in a vacuum. Sometimes, visionary political leaders can influence
societal and cultural changes to advance economic and social transformation
agendas.
It may appear true in the cases of Lee Kuan Yew (Singapore), Paul Kagame
(Rwanda), Seretse Khama (Botswana), Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaopeng (China) and
Lula da Silva (Brazil). Pakistan has been waiting for such miraculous leadership.
But little attention is paid to the fact that, more often than not, the transformation is
organic in nature and requires a society-wide response.
The most recent book by economic historian Joel Mokyre, ‗A Culture of
Growth: The Origins of the Modern Economy‘, is an excellent account of such
societal changes which shaped industrial revolution in western nations from 15001700 AD.
He has explained eloquently why the sustained economic growth based on
scientific and technological advances only occurred in Europe: ―What changed in
this age was the culture—the beliefs and attitudes of educated elite towards, useful
knowledge, how to acquire it, how to distribute it, and what it could do‖.
The respect and influence that cultural entrepreneurs like Francis Bacon and
Newton gained was perhaps unmatchable in any other society at that time. The
elite took pride in intellectual ventures and literary dialogues.
The transnational and virtual community of intellectuals—The Republic of
Letters—fostered competitive market for ideas in philosophy, physics, medicine,
mathematics, and other fields. Many of the ordinary technicians and workers
turned themselves into inventors of technology by exploiting the existing
knowledge and favourable patent structure. And of course, the society was open to
new ideas and knowledge coming from Islamic, Indian, and Chinese civilisations.
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Mokyre described the role of politics in this process: ―Princes and kings
competed to provide patronage and protection to the most successful and best
known artists and scientists.‖
If we try to find such things in today‘s Pakistan, we will certainly be
disappointed. How can we achieve economic advancement in this environment?
Certainly, an increase in so-called GDP numbers will occur occasionally but it
would be hard to create and sustain any economic transformation. Bureaucratic
structures are prevalent in universities, scientific organisations, research centres
and business organisations.
Most business corporations have raised empires through an insidious nexus
with the state. Hence, the prevalence of ―Seth Culture‖ and intergenerational
businesses don‘t promote creativity, innovation and competitiveness by employing
a talented work force and giving space to new business ideas.
Where is the economy stuck?
We need to pose a right set of questions to know what‘s wrong with
Pakistan‘s economy. Some of these questions are: Why Pakistan could not develop
educational institutions like Delhi School of Economics and Indian Institute of
Technology?
Why our business organisations could not become TATA? Why Pakistan
could not develop a city like Shenzhen? Malaysia and many other countries used to
send their bureaucrats to Pakistan for training in 1960s but what happened to us
afterwards? Why does the public sector no longer attract and retain talent? Instead
of a rhetoric of security challenges and political instability, the answer to many of
the above questions lies in the absence of market for talent, ideas, and knowledge.
The aforementioned weaknesses and constraints rarely attract the attention of
policy makers and popular economic writers. Without addressing these
fundamental issues, Pakistan will continue to rely on ―borrowed growth‖ with the
change of one lender after another.
While there is an urgent need to fix pressing security challenges, more deep
rooted reforms are required to develop and attract talent to serve in the public
sector and businesses. Instead of politicians, the community leaders, academics and
intellectuals should have a greater role in societal transformation.
Что не так с экономикой Пакистана? Экономист, скорее всего, ответит, указывая на
такие макроэкономические показатели, как медленный рост ВВП, более низкие
инвестиции, более высокий бюджетный дефицит, тревожный платежный баланс, более
низкий сбор налогов, слабая экспортная конкурентоспособность и более высокий
государственный долг.
Некоторые из них могут выделить буйную коррупцию и микроэкономические
основы ключевых экономических и социальных секторов. Зачастую экономический
диалог тесно связан с этими показателями и отраслевыми докладами.
Пакистан предсказал, что будет самой быстрорастущей мусульманской экономикой
мира в 2017 году
Большинство экономистов не могут раскрыть социальные и культурные основы,
которые могут сдерживать экономический рост и процветание в долгосрочной
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перспективе. Возможно, это одна из причин того, что «экономика слишком важна, чтобы
ее оставили экономистам».
С момента обретения независимости экономика Пакистана спорадически достигла
роста ВВП более чем на 5% - особенно в период военных правительств в 1960-х, 1980-х и
2000-х годах. Однако было бы слишком упрощенным и ошибочным установить
соотношение между военным правлением и более высоким экономическим ростом; Это
действительно «заимствованный рост».
Пакистан добился более высокого экономического роста благодаря поддержке
международных игроков. Мы редко прилагали усилия для реформирования
институциональной архитектуры, укрепления государственного потенциала, содействия
формированию культуры распространения и распространения знаний и использования
кадрового потенциала. Яркие общества дают пространство и ценность идеям и новым
знаниям.
Однако в Пакистане исполнительный директор каждой организации
государственного или частного секторов считает себя окончательным органом по целому
ряду вопросов. Следовательно, как правило, нет понимания разнообразия мнений и идей.
Культурные атрибуты, такие как открытость к новым идеям и выполнение
транзакционных обязательств, вносят вклад в общие экономические показатели. Обе
черты маргинализированы в стране.
Важно понять, что эти политические и культурные атрибуты нельзя
трансплантировать в вакууме. Иногда политические деятели-визионеры могут влиять на
социальные и культурные изменения, чтобы продвигать программы экономических и
социальных преобразований.
Это может показаться верным в случаях Ли Куан Ю (Сингапур), Пола Кагаме
(Руанда), Серетсе Кхамы (Ботсвана), Мао Цзэдуна, Дэн Сяопина (Китай) и Лулы да Силвы
(Бразилия). Пакистан ждет такого чудесного руководства. Но мало внимания уделяется
тому факту, что трансформация носит органический характер и требует общеотраслевого
ответа.
Самая последняя книга экономиста-историка Джоэла Мокира «Культура роста:
истоки современной экономики» - превосходный отчет о таких социальных изменениях,
которые сформировали индустриальную революцию в западных странах с 1500 по 1700
годы нашей эры.
Почему красноречиво объясняется, почему устойчивый экономический рост,
основанный на научно-технических достижениях, произошел только в Европе: «Что
изменилось в этом возрасте, так это культура - убеждения и взгляды образованной элиты,
полезные знания, способы ее приобретения и распространения Это, и что он мог сделать ".
Уважение и влияние, которое культурные предприниматели, такие как Фрэнсис
Бэкон и Ньютон, были, возможно, неповторимыми в любом другом обществе того
времени. Элита гордилась интеллектуальными авантюрами и литературными диалогами.
Транснациональное и виртуальное сообщество интеллектуалов - Республика писем способствовало развитию конкурентного рынка идей в философии, физике, медицине,
математике и других областях. Многие обычные техники и рабочие превратились в
изобретателей технологии, используя существующие знания и благоприятную патентную
структуру. И, конечно же, общество было открыто для новых идей и знаний, исходящих
от исламской, индийской и китайской цивилизаций.
Мокире рассказал о роли политики в этом процессе: «Принцы и короли
соревновались в обеспечении покровительства и защиты наиболее успешным и известным
художникам и ученым».
Если мы попытаемся найти такие вещи в сегодняшнем Пакистане, мы, безусловно,
будем разочарованы. Как мы можем достичь экономического прогресса в этой среде?
Конечно, увеличение так называемых номеров ВВП будет происходить изредка, но
было бы трудно создавать и поддерживать какие-либо экономические преобразования.
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Бюрократические структуры преобладают в университетах, научных организациях,
исследовательских центрах и бизнес-организациях.
Большинство коммерческих корпораций подняли империи через коварную связь с
государством. Следовательно, преобладание «культуры Сета» и бизнеса разных
поколений не способствует творчеству, инновациям и конкурентоспособности благодаря
использованию талантливой рабочей силы и предоставлению места новым бизнес-идеям.
Где застряла экономика?
Нам нужно задать правильный набор вопросов, чтобы понять, что не так с
экономикой Пакистана. Вот некоторые из этих вопросов: почему Пакистан не может
развивать образовательные учреждения, такие как Делийская школа экономики и
Индийский технологический институт?
Почему наши бизнес-организации не смогли стать TATA? Почему Пакистан не смог
создать такой город, как Шэньчжэнь? Малайзия и многие другие страны отправляли своих
чиновников в Пакистан для обучения в 1960-х годах, но что же с нами случилось потом?
Почему государственный сектор больше не привлекает и не удерживает талант? Вместо
риторики проблем безопасности и политической нестабильности ответ на многие из
вышеперечисленных вопросов заключается в отсутствии рынка талантов, идей и знаний.
Вышеупомянутые недостатки и ограничения редко привлекают внимание политиков
и популярных экономистов. Без решения этих фундаментальных вопросов Пакистан будет
продолжать полагаться на «заимствованный рост» с изменением одного заимодавца за
другим.
Несмотря на настоятельную необходимость решения неотложных проблем
безопасности, необходимы более глубокие реформы для развития и привлечения талантов
для работы в государственном секторе и бизнесе. Вместо политиков лидеры общин,
ученые и интеллектуалы должны играть большую роль в трансформации общества.

АзБР полагает рост экономики Пакистана в 2016/17 г. в размере 5.2%
ADB projects economic growth at 5.2pc for FY2017
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. 7/04/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/business/07-Apr-2017/adbprojects-economic-growth-at-52pc-for-fy2017

ISLAMABAD - The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has projected
Pakistan‘s economic growth at 5.2 percent for the current fiscal year due to better
security, macroeconomic stability and investment under the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.
―The GDP growth is expected to edge up to 5.2% in FY2017 and 5.5% in
FY2018, underpinned by higher growth in the major industrial economies,‖ the
ADB‘s new Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2017 stated. Higher growth in
FY2018 reflects accelerated infrastructure investment through CPEC, which is
steadily lifting consumer and investor confidence and thereby further catalysing
economic activity.
The Bank said that with national elections scheduled for 2018, the budget to
be announced in June 2017 will likely prioritise measures to foster economic
expansion. The forecast for growth in FY2017 envisages revived agriculture as
recovery in cotton and sugarcane off set a forecast decline in the rice crop. The
revival is underpinned by special credit facilities, subsidised fertiliser, and
improved global commodity prices. Favourable weather, including timely rains in
January 2017, augurs a strong winter wheat crop. Prevailing low interest rates,
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improved electricity supply, and government budgetary incentives announced in
June 2016 should boost large-scale manufacturing.
The ADB forecasted Pakistan‘s inflation to accelerate to 4.0% in FY2017 on
a rebound in oil prices, higher domestic demand, and expanded government
borrowing from the central bank. A continued recovery in oil prices will likely
accelerate inflation, which is projected to reach 4.8% in FY2018. The central bank
will need to be vigilant and readjust its accommodative monetary policy if
inflationary pressures intensify.
The report has noted that the government of Pakistan would have to take
additional revenue generation measures to achieve budget deficit target of 3.8
percent of the GDP during FY2017. Higher imports and the pass-through of higher
oil prices to consumers may be sufficient to boost indirect tax revenue. A shortfall
in nontax revenue poses an additional challenge, but it should be mitigated
somewhat by expected inflows under the Coalition Support Fund and, if
accomplished, the budgeted sale of the 3G spectrum.
―The current account deficit is projected to widen to equal 2.1% of GDP in
FY2017. The deficit increased to $4.7 billion in the first 7 months of FY2017,
almost double the $2.5 billion deficit in the same period of FY2016. Services and
income account deficits worsened as receipts under the Coalition Support Fund
were delayed. Meanwhile, the workers‘ remittances that critically offset the large
trade deficit fell for the first time in 10 years, by 1.9% to $10.9 billion, because of
declining expenditures and income in oil-dependent Gulf economies,‖ the ADB
observed. The current account balance will likely deteriorate further in FY2018 to
2.5% of GDP with somewhat higher global oil prices and accelerating
infrastructure investments connected with CPEC. A significant increase in the
current account deficit could pose a risk to official exchange reserves, which
peaked at $18.9 billion in October 2016 and then slid by $1.3 billion by February
2017. The increased inflows in the financial account from multilateral and bilateral
disbursements, along with non-debt inflows in the first 7 months of FY2017 are
providing a cushion for the widening current account deficit.
The trade deficit widened in the first 7 months of FY2017 by 21.1% to $13
billion as imports accelerated by 9.2%, driven by an 18% increase in investment
goods and a 12% rise in oil import payments as prices recovered. Investment goods
accounted for 40% of the increase in imports, and oil nearly 30%. Exports
continued to decline, but by only 1.3%, which was much smaller than the 11.7%
plunge in the same period of FY2016. A third consecutive year of falling exports
reflects weak global demand and low international commodity prices but also
domestic structural issues such as power outages, scant investment in
modernisation, and currency appreciation in real effective terms, all of which
hamper competitiveness. The nominal exchange rate was stable at Rs104.7 to the
US dollar in the first 7 months of FY2017, but the rupee continued to appreciate in
real effective terms, undermining export competitiveness.
Announced in April 2015 as a $46 billion project, but subsequently increased
to $55 billion, the CPEC provides for major investments in energy and transport
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infrastructure. CPEC will be financed largely by China and is expected to be
completed by 2030. The project will significantly address Pakistan‘s infrastructure
deficit caused by annual spending on infrastructure at only 2%–3% of GDP in the
past 4 decades. ―For Pakistan, CPEC is expected to be a major opportunity to boost
growth and development. CPEC is expected to provide many benefits, especially
eliminating the power shortages that have held down economic growth in recent
years. It will improve connectivity to domestic and international markets and so
benefit Pakistan‘s lagging regions. The large investment in infrastructure should
boost construction and related industries, spurring job creation and growth,‖ the
latest ADO noted.
CPEC investments are likely to require significant increases in imports of
equipment and services to implement the projects. In the medium-to-long term,
these inflows will likely be followed by financial outflows as loans are repaid and
profits repatriated to foreign investors. Higher foreign exchange earnings and
exports will be needed to avoid pressure on the external account. To reap the
potential benefits of CPEC and shift the economy of Pakistan to a higher growth
trajectory, the government must continue to address key constraints on growth.
Domestic security has improved significantly in recent years, but consolidating
these gains will take continued efforts. Regulation remains burdensome, requiring
more reform to provide an enabling environment that facilitates business and
fosters investment. Reform to boost exports by diversifying products and markets
and by adopting more flexible exchange rate policies are needed to maintain
external stability. Similarly, structural reform to the energy sector and state-owned
enterprises are required to fully realise investments‘ productive potential.
МВФ считает, что экономика Пакистана стабильна (очередные
консультации с МВФ в Дубаи)
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
5,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1375156/imf-says-pakistans-hard-won-economic-stability-stake/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s ‗hard-won‘ economic stabilisation is at stake due
to a number of challenges in the fiscal, energy and external sectors, said the
International Monetary Fund on Wednesday, a statement that punctures the official
tall claims of ―economic revival‖.
The global lender also maintained its economic growth rate projection at 5%
for Pakistan this year, lower than the 5.7% target the government has set. The IMF
also, for the first time, admitted that the current account deficit – the gap between
external payments and receipts – would be almost double than its initial projections
of 1.5% of Gross Domestic Product.
Pakistan admitted that the budget deficit target of 3.8% of GDP will also be
missed and will remain at 4.1%.
IMF pledges support to Pakistan to address economic challenges
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The current account deficit is expected to remain at 2.9% of the GDP at the
end of the current fiscal year, said the IMF. This has also raised questions over the
IMF‘s ability to make projections, which are near to actual results.
The IMF issued the statement after conclusion of weeklong talks with
Pakistani authorities held under its Article-IV. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar led the
Pakistani team along with State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Ashraf Wathra.
―A number of challenges in the fiscal, external, and energy sectors could
affect the hard-won stability gains in the period ahead,‖ said Harald Finger, the
Washington-based IMF Mission Chief for Pakistan.
Finger said that economic policies in the period ahead need to focus on
preserving the hard-won stability and addressing emerging as well as medium-term
challenges, notably in the fiscal, external, and energy sectors.
Pakistan‘s economy is out of danger, says IMF chief
IMF‘s recommendation
He added that in this context, the IMF mission called for strong efforts with
respect to fiscal consolidation and the implementation of key structural reforms,
and vigilance in managing the country‘s external position.
The IMF‘s statement is also an admission of its own failure, as the Fund kept
its eyes closed during the three-year period of $6.6 billion programme aimed at
claiming a victory at the end. It had given almost one and a half dozen waivers to
Pakistan so that Islamabad could ‗successfully conclude‘ the programme for the
first time in 15 years.
Meanwhile, the higher than projected current account deficit would mean that
Pakistan‘s financing requirements multiply. This means more foreign expensive
borrowings.
The IMF had estimated almost $11 billion financing requirements for this
fiscal year – a figure that now appears understated by at least $4 billion, according
to independent economists.
IMF distances itself from Ishaq Dar‘s ‗Finance Minister of the Year‘ award
During the first seven months of this fiscal year, Pakistan booked $5.47
billion as current account deficit, equivalent to 2.6% of the GDP.
During the past four years, the government has, however, claimed a victory
on the economic front by increasing foreign currency reserves through expensive
foreign borrowings and cutting down budget deficit by parking a significant
amount of obligations outside the budget, according to sources in the Finance
Ministry.
IMF‘s fear
Finger said that stronger fiscal consolidation efforts would be needed to make
up for the lower-than-expected revenue in the first half of this year and achieve a
further budget deficit reduction next year. The budget deficit during the first half of
this fiscal year also remained higher than projections.
The IMF said greater exchange rate flexibility and efforts to improve export
sector productivity are needed to address the widening trade deficit as well as
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strengthen the economy‘s ability to absorb medium-term CPEC-related and other
capital outflows, he added.
IMF clears way for final $102m tranche
The Fund said that the headline inflation is expected to be contained at 4.3%,
which is lower than this year‘s annual target.
Over the medium term, economic growth could accelerate to about 6% on the
back of stepped-up CPEC and other investments, improved energy supply, and
continued structural reforms, said Finger. However, for this year, it maintained the
growth projection at 5%. It added improved global economic conditions, rising
investment related to the CPEC and recovering agriculture would boost growth
prospects this year.
However, at the same time, slower-than expected growth of large-scale
manufacturing and stagnant exports are weighing on growth prospects, said Finger.
The IMF urged Pakistan to bring the power distribution sector to full cost
recovery aimed at ensuring long-term success of new energy initiatives and
minimize fiscal costs.
IMF chief warns slowing productivity risks living standards drop
During the programme period, Pakistan could not privatise a single power
distribution or generation company. Yet the IMF kept giving good economic health
certificates after every quarter.
In reality, the energy sector circular debt have mounted up to Rs385 billion,
as admitted by Minister for Water and Power on Monday.
The IMF said that after three years of reforms, Pakistan has strengthened its
macroeconomic resilience and economic outlook, providing an opportunity to
build on recent progress with structural reforms and set the economy on a higher
growth path.
―Maintaining the reform momentum will be critical for Pakistan to achieve its
broader economic objectives, and continued effort will be important in the period
ahead,‖ said Finger.
Экономика Пакистана стабильна – мнение МВФ
Pakistan‘s hard-earned economic stability at stake: IMF
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation 6.04.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Apr2017/pakistan-s-hard-earned-economic-stability-at-stake-imf

ISLAMABAD - The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected
Pakistan‘s economic growth to reach 5 percent in the ongoing financial year 201617 as against government‘s projection of 5.7 percent.
―The (IMF) staff team expects economic growth to reach 5 percent in FY
2016/17 helped by improving global economic conditions, rising investment
related to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), and recovering
agriculture,‖ said IMF staff team head Harald Finger in a statement after holding
Article IV Consultation with Pakistan‘s economic team in Dubai from March 28 to
April 5.
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Pakistan has also revised the budget deficit target to 4.1 percent of the GDP
from budgetary estimates of 3.8 percent of the GDP due to lower tax collection and
soaring expenditures.
Finger said that slower-than expected growth of large-scale manufacturing
and stagnant exports are weighing on growth prospects. The current account deficit
is expected to reach 2.9 percent of GDP in FY 2016/17 owing to a higher trade
balance — in part reflecting increased imports of capital goods and energy — and
stagnant remittances, while average headline inflation is expected to be contained
at 4.3 percent. Over the medium term, growth could accelerate to about 6 percent
on the back of stepped-up CPEC and other investments, improved energy supply,
and continued structural reforms.
―After three years of reforms, Pakistan has strengthened its macroeconomic
resilience and economic outlook, providing an opportunity to build on recent
progress with structural reforms and set the economy on a higher growth path.
However, a number of challenges in the fiscal, external, and energy sectors could
affect the hard-won stability gains in the period ahead. In this context, the mission
calls for strong efforts with respect to fiscal consolidation and the implementation
of key structural reforms, and vigilance in managing the country‘s external
position,‖ IMF Mission chief noted.
―Economic policies in the period ahead need to focus on preserving the hardwon stability and addressing emerging as well as medium-term challenges, notably
in the fiscal, external, and energy sectors. Stronger fiscal consolidation efforts will
be needed to make up for the lower-than-expected revenue in the first half of this
year and achieve a further deficit reduction next year. Greater exchange rate
flexibility and efforts to improve export sector productivity are needed to address
the widening trade deficit as well as strengthen the economy‘s ability to absorb
medium-term CPEC-related and other capital outflows. Bringing the power
distribution sector to full cost recovery will be critical to ensure long-term success
of new energy initiatives and minimise fiscal costs. Alongside, monetary policy
needs to remain prudent.
―Discussions also focused on the reforms needed to enhance Pakistan‘s social
safety nets, restructuring and seeking private sector participation in loss-making
public enterprises, promoting financial inclusion and deepening, and improving the
business climate. Maintaining the reform momentum will be critical for Pakistan to
achieve its broader economic objectives, and continued effort will be important in
the period ahead.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, while talking to media in Dubai, said ―Pakistan
and the IMF have today successfully completed Article IV consultations. These
discussions are an annual feature and are conducted under Articles of Agreement
of the Fund. Successful completion of these discussions is indicative of
government‘s continued commitment in further deepening of structural reforms in
the areas of energy, monetary, financial and public sector enterprises,‖ he added.
He further said, ―We are expecting a growth above 5 percent during ongoing
financial year, which will be the highest in the last nine years. The overall
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economic environment is conducive backed by an accommodative monetary policy
as policy rate at 5.75 percent is the lowest in last few decades,‖ he said.
Sharing details of economic situation, the finance minister said that inflation
stood at 4.01 percent during nine months (July-March) of the year 2016-17 as
compared to last year's 2.64 percent reflecting higher domestic demand and
increase in global commodity prices. The large scale manufacturing (LSM) sector
continues to grow at 3.5 percent with increase in production of cement, steel,
pharmaceuticals, automobiles, paper & board and electronics.
―We are also committed to reduce net public debt which was 60.2 percent at
close of FY 2016 in order to lay the foundations for sustained growth,‖ Dar said.
He said that despite reducing fiscal deficit over the last three years, allocation for
Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) had more than doubled and during
FY 2017, the budget deficit (borrowing) will be only for its development spending,
which is a milestone achievement.
Talking about tax collection, he said that FBR had collected Rs2258 billion
during July-March of the current fiscal year. the FBR is facing shortfall due to the
pro growth incentives offered to various sectors of the economy particularly
exports and agriculture; major item of revenue gap amounting to Rs 100 billion
was due to not passing the full impact of the POL prices to the common man.
Dar said that current account deficit increased to $ 5.5 billion in Jul-Feb
FY17, which was largely due to a sizable increase in imports of capital goods,
along with delayed receipts of Coalition Support Fund (CSF). The rise in overall
import payments was mainly driven by increased purchases and higher prices of
fuel. However, there was significant increase in capital goods imports, which will
lead the economy to a higher growth path. ―At present, our foreign exchange
reserves are hovering around $ 22 billion, which are expected to reach over $ 23
billion by June-end 2017,‖ the finance minister said.
Talking about social protection, he said that government had increased this
budget by over 300 percent through the four budgets of the current government.
The BISP budget was enhanced from Rs.40 billion in FY 2013 to Rs.115 billion in
FY 2017 leading to increase in coverage from 3.7 million to 5.45 million families.
Similarly, the annual stipend was also been enhanced from Rs.12,000 to Rs.19,336
during this period and the government had disbursed more than Rs.299 billion to
the poorest families, as unconditional cash transfers.
―Pakistan has undertaken two important initiatives. First, on 21st March, it
signed the revised Avoidance of Double Taxation Agreement with Switzerland.
Second, Pakistan signed on 14th Sept2016 the OECD's Multilateral Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters. These initiatives would help
reduce and prevent tax evasion in future‖, Dar noted.
Закончились консультации с МВФ в Дубаи – экономика Пакистана
стабильна
Fiscal deficit widens as IMF warns of challenges ahead
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, April 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1325215/fiscaldeficit-widens-as-imf-warns-of-challenges-ahead
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Wednesday widened its fiscal deficit outlook by a
significant margin, citing a shortfall in revenue collection, as the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) raised concerns over challenges in the fiscal, energy and
external sectors.
IMF Mission Chief Harald Finger predicts that Pakistan‘s current account
deficit can reach 2.9pc of GDP during the ongoing financial year.
―During FY2017, the [fiscal deficit] is now projected to reach 4.1pc of the
GDP,‖ Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said at the conclusion of Article-IV
consultations with the IMF in Dubai. This was a departure from the budgeted fiscal
deficit limit of 3.8pc of the GDP for the current year, a target which the
government had repeatedly said it would meet.
The finance minister admitted that revenue collection faced a Rs100 billion
shortfall due to low oil prices and a support package for exports and agriculture,
which necessitated an easing of the deficit limit.
―The shortfall that the FBR experienced in the first eight months was due to
the pro-growth incentives offered to various sectors of the economy, particularly
exports and agriculture; the major revenue gap amounting to Rs100 billion was
[caused by] not passing the full impact of increasing oil prices to the common
man,‖ he said.
Dar blames oil prices, agriculture and export support for revenue
shortfall
Separately, in a statement issued at the conclusion of the talks, the IMF
warned that ―a number of challenges in the fiscal, external and energy sectors
could affect the hard-won stability gains in the period ahead‖, calling ―for strong
efforts with respect to fiscal consolidation and the implementation of key structural
reforms, and vigilance in managing the country‘s external position‖.
In particular, IMF Mission Chief Harald Finger predicted that the current
account deficit could reach 2.9pc of GDP during the current fiscal year, owing to a
higher trade balance — in part reflecting increased imports of energy and capital
goods — and stagnant remittances.
At the same time, the IMF improved its growth forecast for Pakistan to 5pc
for current year and 6pc for the next fiscal, with average headline inflation
expected to be contained at 4.3pc.
Despite the finance minister‘s optimism, the opposition did not seem
convinced.
Former finance minister and Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) leader Saleem
Mandviwalla told Dawn that Mr Dar was boasting on the basis of ―this will happen
and we will grow that‖, while nothing was based on what the government had
delivered so far.
―The fact is that the economy is not growing with the direction it should
grow,‖ he said.
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He pointed out that two key sectors — agriculture and manufacturing — were
not going up. Instead, only the services sector was showing growth, which was a
dangerous sign. This is because the services sector is also behind the growth in
imports.
―What improvement [is the finance minister] talking about? Exports and
remittances are going down, industry and agriculture are not growing and local and
foreign debt is increasing,‖ he concluded.
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) MNA Shafqat Mahmood also regretted the
decline in the country‘s foreign exchange reserves, adding that the persistence of
circular debt the increase in overall debt showed there was no substance in the
ruling party‘s economic policy.
Reasons for shortfall
The finance minister conceded that the current deficit would almost double,
with the trade deficit at $20 billion. Despite this, he hoped to manage the
challenging situation through improved exports in information technology and
diversified markets and product lines next year.
He complained that IT exporters were keeping most of their earnings abroad
as official IT exports stood at $600 million or so, against actual exports of $2
billion.
Mr Dar also said his government would reduce net public debt, which stood at
60.2pc at the close of FY2016, to lay the foundations for sustained growth. The
minister said that the successful completion of discussions with the IMF indicated
the government‘s continued commitment to undertake further structural reforms in
the areas of energy, monetary policy as well as financial and public sector
enterprises.
He said the economy had maintained growth momentum for the third year in
a row and was expected to reach 5pc this year. He downplayed the wide gap
between increasing imports and declining exports, saying that the 42pc growth in
imports was from capital goods – plants and machinery – that would support
economic growth and job creation. Export quantities, he claimed, were increasing
even through prices were on the decline globally.
Large-scale manufacturing continued to grow at 3.5pc with an increase in
production of cement, steel, pharmaceuticals, automobiles, paper and electronics.
Agriculture, he said, was also expected to respond to government support
given in the budget 2016-17 and rebound with better cotton, sugar and maize
production, alongside increased prospects for wheat production.
The minister said the fiscal deficit did not impact development spending,
which had doubled in three years. He said foreign exchange reserves had come
down from $23 billion to $22 billion, but were expected to rebound to $23bn by
the end of June this year.
IMF outlook
The IMF said it expected economic growth to reach 5pc by the end of the
year, helped by improving global economic conditions, rising investment related to
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the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the recovering agriculture
sector.
―At the same time, slower-than expected growth of large-scale manufacturing
and stagnant exports are weighing on growth prospects‖.
Over the medium term, growth could accelerate to about 6pc on the back of
stepped-up CPEC and other investments, improved energy supply, and continued
structural reforms.
―Economic policies in the period ahead need to focus on preserving the hardwon stability and addressing emerging as well as medium-term challenges, notably
in the fiscal, external, and energy sectors. Stronger fiscal consolidation efforts will
be needed to make up for the lower-than-expected revenue in the first half of this
year and achieve a further deficit reduction next year,‖ the fund said.
The IMF also called for greater exchange-rate flexibility and efforts to
improve export sector productivity to address the widening trade deficit as well as
strengthen the economy‘s ability to absorb medium-term CPEC-related and other
capital outflows. Bringing the power distribution sector to full cost recovery will
be critical to ensure long-term success of new energy initiatives and minimize
fiscal costs, the IMF concluded.
Взаимосвязь экономики и политики в Пакистане
Interplay of politics with economics
Shahid Javed Burki (former caretaker finance minister and served as Vice-President at the
World
Bank).
The
Express
Tribune,
March
13th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353609/interplay-politics-economics/

Armed with more and better data, policy-makers would be able to plan a
healthier future.
I am of the view that the Pakistani economy may be turning the corner and
moving towards a sustainable rate of growth that approaches those attained by
high-performing economies of the Asian continent. As I have discussed in the
articles written for this newspaper, Pakistan is underestimating both the level of
country‘s national income as well as the rate of growth of its economy. We also
need to know more about the structure of the economy and identify those parts that
could become the drivers of future growth. We need to know more about the size
of the population, its gender and age distribution, and its location. Armed with
more and better data, policymakers would be able to plan a healthier future.
But more than good data will be needed to move towards a better future. Both
policymakers and the citizenry will need to know how politics interacts with the
economy. To get to that point, policymakers in the country need to focus on two
things. They need to recognise the assets the country has that can speed up the pace
of growth and social transformation. And, they need to put in place policies that
will help to deploy the resources the country has in some abundance. The sector of
agriculture is one such resource. Unfortunately, the policymaking regimes in
Pakistan have not given the needed attention to this resource. The only exception
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was the administration headed by President Muhammad Ayub Khan. But I am
getting ahead of the story I want to tell.
Once again the country stands at the cusp of change. Policymaking must pay
attention to both politics and economics. It took economists a long time to
recognise that politics impacts their discipline. This is especially the case in the
systems in which people elect their leaders. Even when they don‘t, the man or
people in charge can be guided by their own assessment of what the people need
and aspire. With this as the preamble, we can begin to answer the question: Where
will politics in 2017 take the Pakistani economy. A bit of history will help us to
find an appropriate answer.
One way of illustrating the importance of politics in the making of economic
policy is to pick up on one aspect of the discourse that has begun as the country
heads towards another election. Pakistan will have to hold the next general election
in about a year‘s time. Those who govern at this time will be required to explain
their performance since they assumed the reins of power after the elections in May
2013. They will do well in the polls if people are convinced that they have
delivered on the promises they made.
Those who won the election last time around promised to heal the economy
by addressing a number of crises that had resulted in slow growth, poor
distribution of incremental income and wealth and loss of confidence by the
investor community. They said that ―three Es‖ would be the focus of their
attention. They were economic revival, energy shortage, and persistent extremism.
Economic revival was a broad subject and needed government‘s action on a
number of fronts. Soon after taking office, Islamabad chose to go to the
International Monetary Fund for emergency funds. The administration that had
governed the country in the previous five-year period had left the financial
situation in a mess. The Fund‘s help was sought which came as was to be expected
with policy–strings attached. For the Washington-based institution the most
important part of economic reform was the management of public finance. The
government had to spend within the bounds available to it in terms of domestic and
foreign resources. Islamabad promised to observe this simple rule. However, since
a number of earlier IMF programmes were not completed because the government
of the day was unable to abide by the conditions associated with the programme,
the 2013 agreement came with a tight leash. The Fund would only release its
money after carrying out quarterly reviews. These were done and releases to the
credit of the government remained on schedule and the programme was
successfully concluded.
There is a reason why I am recounting this experience in a discussion of the
interplay between politics and economics. The government‘s financial situation
would be even better if it did not have to meet the heavy losses incurred by some
state-owned enterprises. Enormous losses are being made by a number of publiclyowned entities such as the Pakistan International Airlines, the Karachi Steel Mill,
and the Railways. The current set of rulers had promised that the burden carried by
the state to keep afloat these and other enterprises would be eased by their partial
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or full privatisation. This has not been done since these entities were used by the
past administrations to give employment to their supporters. PIA employs tens of
thousands more people that it should. So do the Railways and the Steel Mill.
Privatising them would mean throwing out thousands upon thousands of people
and putting them on the road. Would that be a politically wise course to adopt?
When urban violence and terrorism is a major problem faced by the country, would
it be appropriate to add so much anger to the already disturbed street? The answer
is obvious. This is one example of how politics enters the domain of economic
policymaking.
Импортзамещение в Пакистане (китайские товары заполонили Пакистан)
Import substitution
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With eyes fixed on the bonanza that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
promises to bring, a comprehensive plan has been devised to attract investment,
primarily in import substitution manufacturing in the areas of domestic advantage.
According to the Board of Investment (BoI), consumer items, most of which
are imported from China, stand first in line to be encouraged at the SEZs.
The $12.099bn import from China in 2015-16 shows a big scope for import
substitution as most of the imported products require simple technology.
Electronic appliances, rubber tyres, pharmaceutical items, plastic toys,
tupperware, earphone, bulbs, handbags, stationery — are already being imported
from China in bulk.
The BoI is targeting foreign direct investment of $24bn for the next three
years.
The plan aims to set up nine Special Economic Zones (SEZs) across the four
provinces and special areas. This is part of a policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue.
The plan aims to set up nine SEZs across four provinces and special
areas as part of an import substitution policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue
Pakistan spends millions of dollars every year on importing consumer items
like value added food products, personal care, home appliances and other
household items.
The import of selected consumer goods surged from $1.283bn in FY 2013 to
$1.749bn in FY 2015.
In the early 1980s, the import substitution policy was replaced by exportoriented industrialisation which instead created an import-oriented economy.
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In this background, the BoI has identified a total of 41 sites in the four
provinces for SEZs to be connected with the CPEC. The list of these zones was
shared with the Chinese authorities.
A senior BoI official said that consultation has been initiated with all
stakeholders, including the provinces, for finalising an import substitution
incentive package for industries in these SEZs, applicable to both local and foreign
investors.
The ministry of industries and production has already identified industrial
sectors and sub-sectors. ―All these are in the draft stage and have not been finalised
as yet‖, the official said, adding ―We have requested the Chinese authorities to
inform of their expectations from the package as well‖.
Under the SEZ Act 2012, the government can offer an income tax holiday for
10 years along with duty exemption on machinery imports.
So far seven SEZs are operational in the four provinces. Products produced in
the SEZs are mostly consumed in the domestic market.
The SEZs listed as priority are Punjab-China Economic Zone, Bostan
Industrial Zone (Balochistan), China Special Economic Zone, Dhabeji, Thatta
(Sindh), Rashakai Economic Zone (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Moqpondass SEZ
(Gilgit-Baltistan), Bhimber Industrial Zone (Azad Jammu and Kashmir) and ICT
Model Industrial Zone (Islamabad).
The official said the government will declare all these zones as SEZs after the
completion of all formalities. Under the law, the government can declare any area
of more than 50 acres as a special economic zone.
According to the BoI official, the government will provide gas, water,
electricity and other facilities in these zones.
The industries to be set up in the SEZs can also export their products
especially to Central Asian States and Middle East. The duty and taxes paid on raw
materials will be refunded in case of export proceeds.
Незаконные финансовые операции в Пакистане ведут к потере 10 млрд.
долл. ежегодно.
Основные страны, незаконно проводящие финансовые операции, Китай, Россия, Мексика, Индия.
Pakistan loses $10bn a year to money laundering
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WASHINGTON: The international community loses hundreds of billions of
dollars every year due to trade-based money laundering, says a US report which
identifies China, Russia, Mexico and India as the top four sources of illicit
financial outflows.
The practice also costs Pakistan more than $10bn a year.
The US State Department‘s International Narcotics Control Strategy Report,
released a couple of days ago, refers to TBML (trade-based money laundering), the
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process by which criminals use a legitimate trade to disguise their criminal
proceeds from their unscrupulous sources.
This practice allows traders and the currency mafia to launder hundreds of
billions of dollars every year. It is one of the most sophisticated methods of
cleaning dirty money and TBML red flags are among the hardest to detect.
In Pakistan, estimates of illicit financial flows put over $10bn as escaping
taxation and being siphoned off outside the country. This is with nearly one-third
of the population living below the poverty line.
The report identifies India as the fourth largest source of illicit financial
outflows in the world. It notes that India‘s main money laundering vulnerability
comes from a widespread lack of access to formal financial institutions,
particularly in the rural sector, that has resulted in the growth of informal financing
networks.
The report also refers to a study by a United States think-tank, the Global
Financial Integrity (GFI), which estimates that India loses up to $51bn every year
due to illicit financial outflows.
China tops the GFI list with $139bn average outflow of illicit finances per
annum, followed by Russia ($104bn) and Mexico ($52.8bn).
The section on Afghanistan notes that terrorist and insurgent financing,
money laundering, bulk cash smuggling, abuse of informal value transfer systems
and other illicit activities financing criminal activity continue to threaten the
country‘s security and development.
―Afghanistan remains the world‘s largest opium producer and exporter.
Corruption remains a major obstacle to the nation‘s progress,‖ the report says.
It notes that Afghanistan‘s National Unity Government has enacted laws and
regulations to combat financial crimes, but faces a significant challenge in
implementing and enforcing them.
The report also advises India to consider the regulation of traditional money
transfer methods and further facilitate the development and expansion of new
payment products and services, including mobile banking.
It notes that the most common money laundering methods in India include
opening multiple bank accounts to hide funds, intermingling criminal proceeds
with licit assets, purchasing bank cheques with cash and routing funds through
complex legal structures.
Transnational criminal organisations in India use offshore corporations and
TBML to disguise the criminal origins of funds and companies use trade-based
money laundering to evade capital controls. Illicit funds are sometimes laundered
through real estate, educational programmes, charities and election campaigns.
Laundered funds in India are derived from trafficking of narcotics and people
and illegal trade, as well as tax avoidance and economic crimes.
Counterfeit Indian currency has also been a problem.
The report notes that in November 2016, the Reserve Bank of India
demonetised the 500- and 1,000-rupee notes and introduced new banknotes to try
to crack down on ―black money‖ stemming from corruption, tax evasion and other
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illicit financial activities. While this action addresses the problem of counterfeit
currency, it does little to mitigate long-term money laundering risks.
It complains that US investigators have had limited success in coordinating
the seizure of illicit proceeds with Indian counterparts.
Экономический координационный комитет рассмотрел - инфляция,
темпы роста промышленности, внешней торговли, частного сектора и др.
Govt kind enough to approve one-month pay to PSM workers
Daily Times. 3/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/03-Mar-17/govt-kind-enoughto-approve-one-month-pay-to-psm-workers

Finance secretary says industrial sector is improving due to persistent growth
in power and gas
ISLAMABAD: The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) on Thursday
approved one-month salary for the employees of Pakistan Steel Mills.
Finance Minister Dar chaired meeting of the ECC of Cabinet. The meeting
reviewed the key economic indicators.
The finance secretary gave a detailed presentation to the meeting. It was
informed that headline inflation measured by Consumer Price Index (CPI),
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) and Sensitive Price Index (SPI) for the month of
February 2017 increased to 4.2 percent, 5.3 percent and 1.1 percent, respectively
on account of increase in food inflation by 3.7 %, non food 4.6%, and core 5.3%.
The committee reviewed the stock position and found that stock of wheat as
on February 28, 2017 is 5.52 million tonnes showing sufficient quantity of local
wheat for releases to mills by provincial food departments and PASSCO. The total
reported stock of sugar in the country as on February 22, 2017 stood at 3.20
million tons. The stock of various POL products averaged 30 days on March 1.
The committee was informed that large scale manufacturing is continuously
moving upward as in November and December the growth remained 7% over last
year. The sectors which showing positive growth are iron and steel products which
increased by 15.63 %, electronics 14.35%, non metallic mineral products 9.31%,
pharmaceuticals 7.90%, food beverages and tobacco 6.95%, automobiles 6.67%,
paper & board 5.69%, fertilizers 3.47%, rubber products 0.45% and textile 0.14%.
The committee was informed that outlook of industrial sector is positive and
encouraging as the credit to private sector seen expansion more than 22 %. The
industrial sector is improving due to persistent growth in electricity generation and
gas production as electricity generation in January 2014-15 was 8,292MW which
increased to 9210MW in January 2015-16 and 9352MW in January 2016-17.
Likewise the gas production also increased above 4000MMCFD in December
2016 compared to 2015 and 2014 which was 3627 and 3780, respectively.
The committee observed a decline in wood products, leather products,
engineering products, chemicals and coke & petroleum products.
The committee noted that negative growth in exports sector is bottom out in
January 2017 as it registered a growth of 4.6% over last year. However, on average
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it declined by 1.13% whereas imports on average increased by 9.2% and on year
on year increased by 28% in January 2017.
On a positive note most of the imports is coming in machinery group showing
productivity. The import of the machinery registered at 42% of which power
generating machinery 38%, textile 117%, construction and mining 101% etc. The
remittances received during July-January 2016-17 amounted to US$ 10.946
million against US$ 11.155 million in 2015-16, registered decline of 1.9 percent.
However, on year on year in January it improved by 1.5%.
The FBR tax collections on year on year improved by 9% in January and on
average during July-January 2016-17, the tax collection improved by 7.6%.
The committee also noted that increasing trend in foreign direct investment
that it improved by almost 10% during July-January of the current year over last
year. The major recipient sectors were food, power, electricity, and construction.
The committee, however, showed concern over the widening of current
account deficit and the chair urged to increase exports of goods and services to
bridge the gap.
Действительно ли экономика Пакистана растет
Is Pakistan actually growing?
Daily Times. 22.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/blog/18-Feb-17/is-pakistan-actuallygrowing

There is a generally recognised link between economic growth and prosperity
as both are non-mutually exclusive events. Economic prosperity is an indicator that
measures the overall well-being of the citizens living in a state through income
distribution, provisions of safety and security and standards of health and
education. Pakistan, being the sixth most populous country in the world, has
experienced the mounted growth rates equivalent to 4.7 percent in the fiscal year
2016. However, the paradox of growth without prosperity is frightening for the
persistence of the current democratic government as the whopping GDP growth
rate accompanied with the menaces like income disparity, illiteracy and
unemployment, has raised a question that whether Pakistan is growing sustainably
or not.
The boost in the economic activity, calculated through GDP growth rate, is
due to two major factors including increased infrastructural spending by the
government on the production of roads etc. and reduced commodity prices mainly
of petrol and other petroleum products that has spurred the GDP growth rate by
lifting domestic demand and by improving the foreign reserves in the form of
lesser import bills. However, despite all the positive indicators, including World
Bank‘s predictions regarding Pakistan‘s growth rate to be 5.2 percent for the fiscal
year 2017 and Pakistan to be the 18th largest economy by 2050, there is a void that
is needed be filled as soon as possible by uplifting the living standards of deprived
and impoverished section of the society.
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It is an established fact that in spite of high GDP growth rate, masses in
Pakistan are not prone to basic necessities of life. And most often GDP statistics
provided by the officials do not withstand the reality as they suggest that the
economy is doing far better than most of the citizens‘ percept. Poor performance
across all sub-indices including health, freedom, security, governance and
education has made Pakistan the 11th least prosperous country in the world in the
year 2016. Further insight into the Legatum Prosperity Index, 2016 signifies that
Pakistan has one of the biggest disparity deficits in the world, leaving behind all its
counterparts in South Asian region except Afghanistan. And the threats in the form
of safety, security, health and education are hampering the volatility of economic
growth by negatively impacting the productivity and competence.
In the equation of Y= C+I+G+(X-M), lavish government spending on
infrastructural projects is the major factor boosting overall growth rate. Pakistan, a
developing state, needs to take such crucial steps that ensure the sustainability of
economic growth by attracting local and foreign investors and by improving export
competitiveness. On one hand this infrastructure-led development, centred in
particular territories, is ameliorating the growth rate but on the other hand it is
creating income disparities and in turn making the privileged section of the society
even more sumptuous. Pakistan‘s new poverty index, that reflects the deprivations
that people experience with respect to health, education and standard of living
along with income and wealth, has revealed that 4 out of 10 Pakistanis live in
multidimensional poverty. So, what is the benefit of gigantic growth rates when the
wealth is concentrated in a few hands? It is this income inequality that hampers the
sustainability of economic growth by increasing crimes and transgressions.
Therefore, analysts believe that implementing viable structural reforms, in the
fields such as poverty reduction and improvement in health, nutrition and
education, will benefit the entire population.
Renowned economists like Joseph E. Stiglitz believe that prosperity is
possible without GNP growth. And soon it will become impossible for a state to
prosper because rapidly growing GNP statistics could thwart the boons of
economic growth by creating security, environmental and health challenges for the
citizens. GNP, a measure that determines gross national product, is gross domestic
product taking into account net income receipts from abroad. Keeping an eye on
the view that chasing GDP growth results in lower living standards and better
indicators are needed to coincide with well-being of the masses, one can say that in
Pakistan although economy is growing, but prosperity isn‘t there because no
substantial steps are being taken by the government to create and employment
opportunities, income equality and poverty alleviation.
CPEC is the ray of hope for the Pakistanis. But its benefits could only be
reaped if the project is implemented to its fullest. For this purpose, government has
to address the reservations of all the provinces including Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
Baluchistan. It is rightly said that winds and waves are always on the side of ablest
navigator, so Pakistan having high GDP growth rate could ride on the road of
sustainable development if its high growth level is being translated into economic
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prosperity. Provisions of employment opportunities, poverty alleviation, ascent
literacy rate, ameliorated healthcare facilities and availability of electricity, are the
parts and parcels that could guarantee sustainable economic growth coinciding
overall well-being of the individuals.
Экономический рост вовсе не означает экономическое развитие
Growth vs development
Sakib Sherani (former economic adviser to government, and currently heads a macroeconomic
consultancy
based
in
Islamabad).
Dawn,
February
17th,
2017.
http://www.dawn.com/news/1315226/growth-vs-development

IS there a difference between economic growth and development? Can the
size of an economy grow manifold, without a corresponding improvement in its
development indicators or in the socio-economic outcomes for the citizens? This
question has assumed relevance once again for Pakistan as it receives strong
endorsements and accolades from a wide variety of international sources for its
recent economic performance and its medium-term prospects.
The Wall Street Journal, in a recent piece, finds that Pakistan‘s middle class
has ―soared‖ as stability returns. ―Pakistan‘s economy is a pleasant surprise‖ writes
Tyler Cowen for Bloomberg. Barron‘s, an eminent US financial magazine, tells
investors to ―Forget India, Its Neighbours Are the Next Big Thing‖. Global
professional services firm PricewaterhouseCoopers lists Pakistan as the 16th
largest economy in the world by size in 2050, from 24th currently. Several years
ago, then Goldman Sachs chief economist Jim O‘Neill (the originator of the term
BRICs) had included Pakistan in the list of the ‗Next-11‘ emerging markets to look
out for.
The foregoing is a sampling of some of the recent articles on Pakistan. While
many have a narrow perspective of looking at Pakistan through the prism of
potential above-average returns in the country‘s stock market, others are taking a
long view with regard to the potential expansion in the size of its GDP. In this
context, it will be instructive to look at Pakistan‘s long-term growth performance,
and see what lessons can be drawn.
Despite many interruptions, and barring the sharp slowdown since 2008,
Pakistan‘s economy has delivered fairly strong growth in the long run. True,
progressively from the 1990s onwards, the growth rate has been significantly
lower, less stable, more volatile and far less sustained than the fast-growing
economies on the block: first China, then India and Vietnam, and now, potentially
Bangladesh. Nonetheless, Pakistan‘s GDP as measured in current US dollars (used
purely for the sake of convenience and ease of comparison) has more than doubled
since 2006, and expanded over seven times since 1990.
Economic growth is not a sufficient condition for development.
On the positive side, this expansion in the size of the economy has lifted
millions out of poverty and created a large middle class. But have Pakistan‘s
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overall development indicators improved correspondingly? In terms of size of
economy, the country‘s global rank improved from 47th in 1990 to 39th over this
period (Pakistan is the 24th largest economy in the world on a purchasing power
parity basis). However, its global ranking based on the UN Human Development
Index has slipped from 119th to 147th. There are an estimated 83 million people
facing multi-dimensional poverty, over 70m facing food insecurity, and an
estimated 6m children out of school. The country‘s spending on education is the
172nd highest in the world, while public expenditure on health ranks it one above
the bottom (at 187th). Not surprisingly, there are 116,000 Pakistanis for every
hospital bed in the country, according to UN statistics. There have been
improvements in some aspects, such as the adult literacy rate and infant mortality,
but these have been modest and generally lag far behind most fast-growing
developing countries.
In short, there is a stark and deep disconnect between Pakistan‘s growth
performance since 1990 and its progress in terms of socio-economic development.
In fact, this disconnect has persisted since much earlier, as noted by William
Easterly‘s seminal 2001 paper on the political economy of ―growth without
development‖ in Pakistan. It is a result of an inferior ―quality of growth‖ whereby
economic growth does not emanate from processes that make it more sustainable
or durable, or make it as inclusive. More fundamentally, this disconnect arises
from a lack of a national development paradigm, which has resulted in an overreliance by the country‘s policymakers on GDP growth alone to take care of most
development challenges.
An interesting contrast is offered by Iran. Since the Islamic Revolution in
1979, Iran‘s rank in the Human Development Index has risen from 142nd to 69th,
with the adult literacy rate increasing from 36 per cent to over 84pc. Similarly,
infant mortality has been brought down from over 44 per 1,000 live births in 1990,
to 14.4 as of 2013. These improvements have occurred despite a crushing eightyear war imposed by the US and its allies, followed by years of sanctions during
which Iran‘s economy suffered badly. Nonetheless, despite a lower rate of GDP
growth than Pakistan‘s, Iran‘s development outcomes are far superior. Whatever
the drawbacks of theocratic rule in terms of restriction of personal freedoms,
purely in terms of a development focus, the Iranian regime has done a far better job
than Pakistan‘s rapacious, westernised elite in delivering for its people.
Even in terms of their almost exclusive focus on GDP growth, Pakistan‘s
policymakers have done little over the past 30 years to build a more solid
framework for durable, sustainable, inclusive economic growth. The country‘s
domestic savings and investment rates are a fraction of what is required to foster
sustained growth. Pakistan‘s small export sector, relative both to the size of the
overall economy as well as relative to its peers, has shrunk even further. Not a
single dynamic developing economy in the past 40 years has lifted itself to a higher
development level based on any other strategy than an export-led one.
Instead of building a solid foundation for long-term growth, based on
improving outcomes in education and health among other priority areas, and one
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that translates into economic development for all regions and all Pakistanis, the
current crop of policymakers appear to have outsourced the country‘s long run
development strategy exclusively to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. While
CPEC is likely to deliver a growth impulse, if done right, without focus and effort
on improving Pakistan‘s development outcomes, the country is likely to repeat
history by recording higher rates of economic growth (for short periods)
simultaneous to a broken public education and health system. Without fixing the
pre-requisites of economic development, higher, sustained and inclusive growth is
also likely to remain elusive.
См. в Разделе «Макростатистика»: Пересмотр данных о росте ВВП –
изменение базы расчетных цен (Система национальных счетов)
Backward revision of GDP growth
Dr Pervez Tahir (pervez.tahir@tribune.com.pk.). The Express Tribune, February 10th,
2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1321935/backward-revision-gdp-growth/

Пакистан может достичь экономического роста в 8%...
Pakistan to join top 25 economies by 2025, says Nawaz
The
Express
Tribune,
February
10th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322226/ambitious-target-pakistan-join-top-25-economies-2025says-nawaz/

Says economy is targeted to grow over 8% in next eight years
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif claimed that Pakistan would be
among the top 25 leading economies of the world in the next eight years.
―Our vision 2025 maps Pakistan to join the top 25 economies of the world
leading to the Upper Middle Income country status by 2025,‖ he said while
speaking to business leaders from around 38 companies from across the world.
‗Pakistan‘s economy will collapse in the next 10 years‘
The economy is targeted to grow over 8% between 2018 and 2025 while
maintaining single digit inflation, he said. Business consultancy firm Price
Waterhouse Coopers has put Pakistan at 20th place on its projected list of 32 most
powerful economies of the world in 2030, he added.
According to him, as a result of sustained commitment to reform, key
economic indicators have improved since the PML-N came to power in 2013.
―Over the past three years, we managed to bring down the fiscal deficit from
8.6% to 4.6%, increased tax-to-GDP ratio from 9.8% to 12.4% and investment-toGDP ratio from 14.9% to 15.2%. We have contained inflation which touched 1.6%
in October 2015 and has remained well under 3% since then,‖ he claimed.
Prudent financial and fiscal management enabled the central bank to bring the
policy rate to a multi-decade low. The industrial sector showed remarkable
performance and registered a growth of 6.8% during 2015-16, he said. It is poised
to do even better this year and onwards.
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The consumer market is growing at a very fast pace. The consumer demand of
automobiles, housing and electronics is thriving and providing considerable returns
to the corporate sector. The services industry, particularly telecommunication,
hospitality and online-retails, are fast growing into attractive areas for investment.
Pakistan is emerging as an expanding market for US and European products.
With a fast growing middle class, increasing urbanisation, growing popularity
of international food products, and a rising number of international food chains,
Pakistan is poised to become a major destination for international businesses.
17 predictions for Pakistan‘s economy in 2017
Premier Sharif said his administration has devised a comprehensive plan to
create an investment-friendly environment. We have liberalised investment
policies to welcome foreign investments.
Pakistan now offers incentives to attract new capital inflows, including tax
exemptions, tariff reductions, infrastructure, and investor facilitation services. ―Our
Investment Policy (2013) focuses at reducing the cost of doing business in
Pakistan, improve ease of doing business with creation of industrial clusters and
special economic zones to attract foreign direct investment. All this is protected by
legislation.‖
International economic agencies are upgrading ratings for the financial and
economic stability of Pakistan.
The Standard & Poor (S&P) has upgraded its forecast of average annual GDP
growth from 4.7% to 5%. The World Bank forecasts a GDP growth of 5.2 % for
2016-17. S& P also expects Pakistan‘s debt to fall below 60% of GDP by 2018. It
has upgraded Pakistan‘s long-term credit rating to B with a stable outlook.
Исаак Дар отмечает экономические успехи Пакистана
Dar congratulates PM, nation on int'l recognition of economic
turnaround, prospects
Shoaib
Ur
Rehman
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/08/336667

Siddiqui.

BR.

8.02.2017.

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar Wednesday
congratulated the Prime Minister, Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, and the whole nation
on international recognition of Pakistan's economic turnaround and prospects.
The latest addition to this is the most recent report published by Price
waterhouse Coopers (PwC), one of the world's foremost financial services firms,
Finance Minister said according to statement issued by the Finance Ministry here.
The report projects that Pakistan would become the 20th largest economy by
2030 and the 16th largest economy by 2050.
The Finance Minister stated that Bloomberg has also declared Pakistan as the
most underrated economy in the world, in its recent report titled "Pakistan's
Economy Is a Pleasant Surprise".
The report acknowledges that recent GDP growth has put Pakistan's economy
on a positive path.
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It also highlights that the rate of poverty in Pakistan has fallen by half since
2002, rate of terrorist deaths has declined by two-thirds over the past three years,
inflation is low, and the country has staved off a foreign-exchange crisis and is
rebuilding its reserves.
It also acknowledges that Pakistan has graduated from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) program and is in a stable fiscal state.
The Finance Minister emphasized that these reports, and recent reaffirmation
of Pakistan's credit rating by Fitch earlier this week, are a continuation of the
recognition by the international media and financial community of Pakistan's
economic development and progress.
He said that Pakistan now stands well-placed to realize its true economic
potential.
He said that the present government was fully focused on achieving higher,
sustainable and inclusive economic growth.
Исаак Дар заявил, что экономический рост составит 5% в 2016/17 г.
Dar sees five percent growth rate by fiscal year 2017-end
Madiha Shakeel. BR. 21.01.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/business-aeconomy/335258-dar-sees-five-percent-growth-rate-by-fiscal-year-2017-end.html

KARACHI: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar Friday said with the government's
positive measures all major microeconomic indicators are moving in the right
direction and the country's economy will post a 5 percent GDP rate by the end of
this fiscal year. Addressing the business community at the Federation of Pakistan
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) at the Federation House, Dar said
Pakistan's current population growth needs some 7 percent GDP rate to create new
job opportunities.
"As the Large Scale Manufacturing (LSM) has performed well during the
initial months of this fiscal year, Pakistan will achieve some 5 percent GDP growth
by the end of June 2017," he added. He said in consultation with the FPCCI and
other stakeholders, the government is taking new measurers to support the
economy particularly agricultural and industrial sector. The federal government
has given a mega package for agricultural sector earlier this fiscal year, while
recently the Prime Minister has also announced Rs 180 billion relief package for
textile sector to enhance exports.
As the energy crisis was hampering the industrial growth, the government has
initiated several new power projects and some 25,000 megawatt electricity will be
added to the system by 2018. Of this, some 5,000 megawatt power projects have
been initiated under the CPEC, while the remaining projects were initiated by the
government with the support of international financial insinuations.
"We want to make Pakistan more stronger and self reliance, however we
couldn't do this without support of business community, therefore we requested the
business community and all stakeholders to come forward and support the
government to make Pakistan an economic tiger," he added.
He said December 2016 is much different than December 2013, when the
country was facing worst law and order situation, energy crisis and lower GDP
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growth, besides threats of default. Now the economy is growing well with
improved law and order situation, of which foreign investors are coming back and
Pakistan is being declared the second choice for investment.
"Renowned world economic forums are now acknowledging Pakistan a most
favourite country for the investment and international experts are estimating that
Pakistan will be among 20 largest economies by 2050, but we are targeting its by
2030," he said.
The government is making all-out efforts to facilitate the industry and despite
increasing petroleum prices in the world market, the government keeps the prices
unchanged, he added.
The Minister Finance said now the government is working on "ease of doing
business" to attract more foreign investment in the country. "After the CPEC
agreements, other countries are approaching us for economic accords, he added.
He urged the business community to support the government by paying taxes.
About the external debt, Dar said that foreign debt in real terms is lower than
previous years. External debt stood at $47 billion in 2013, when the country's
foreign exchange reserves were some $6 billion, while presently it stood at $57
billion when the country's foreign exchange reserves are $23 billion. It means we
are in a better position to repay the external debt, he maintained
He appreciated the FPPCI's role in the policymaking saying the Federation
and its leadership including S M Muneer and Zubair Tufail are frequently in touch
with federal government to resolve the issues being faced by business community.
He said initially the proposed textile package was only Rs 30 billion, however on
the special request of Zubair Tufail, the federal government has enhanced it up to
Rs 180 billion.
He congratulated United Business Group (UBG) for victory in FPCCI
election and hoped that they will work together with the government for betterment
of the economy and business environment in the country.
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Ashraf Mehmood Wathra, FPCCI
President Zubair Tufail, TDAP CE S M Muneer, former senior vice president
Khalid Tawab, Waheed Ahmed patron in chief of PFVA, Irfan Sarwana Senior
Vice President, Vice President Mirza Ishtiaq Baig , Aatam Parkash and others were
also present.
Улучшение основных экономических показателей
Macroeconomic indicators will be improved: Dar
The Nation. 18.01.2017.
indicators-will-be-improved-dar

http://nation.com.pk/business/18-Jan-2017/macroeconomic-

ISLAMABAD - Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar on Tuesday reiterated
the government's resolve to continue on the path of economic reforms programme
that was articulated at the beginning of 2013-14, and which has been successfully
pursued in the last three-years.
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He emphasized that the government is focused on further improving the key
macroeconomic indicators, including the investment-to-GDP and tax-to-GDP
ratios. The finance minister gave these remarks while chairing a meeting to review
the five-year (2017-18 to 2021-22) macroeconomic framework.
Dar directed to align medium-term fiscal policy with the targets provided in
the amended Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitations (FRDL) Act.
Furthermore, he underlined the importance of recent amendment in the FRDL Act
which, for the first time, has provided for limiting the deficit of the federal
government, as it requires the federal government to bring down its deficit in three
years, starting with 2017-18, to 4 percent of GDP, and thereafter maintaining it at a
maximum of 3.5 percent.
The finance minister said that the law requires that the debt-to-GDP ratio will
be brought down from current statutory limit of 60 percent to be achieved by next
year further down to 50 percent in 15 years. The minister directed that these
commitments should be built and adhered to in future projections of
macroeconomic framework.
Dar highlighted that a comprehensive and thorough macroeconomic
framework enables the federal government, provincial governments as well as the
private sector to plan ahead with confidence and take vital decisions in a timely
manner. The framework forms the basis of policy decisions in the areas of annual
and multi-annual budgets, management of reserves, investments and economic
growth.
On the occasion, the Finance secretary presented macro-fiscal forecasts
highlighting key areas where policy interventions will be required to take the
country on a higher-growth trajectory. It was observed in the meeting that strong
economic reforms already implemented by the government will increase economic
opportunities and lead to higher economic growth. The meeting was also attended
by other senior officials of the Ministry of Finance.
17 предсказаний в пакистанской экономике.
17 predictions for Pakistan‘s economy in 2017
Wali Zahid. The Express Tribune. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1297634/17-predictionspakistans-economy-2017/ 17/01/2017/

As Pakistan continues its march from being a frontier economy to becoming
an emerging market, 2017 may be the best year in the country‘s 70-year-long
history. From increase in foreign investment, creation of Export-Import Bank to
likely changes in the auto industry, here‘s what we predict will happen to
Pakistan‘s economy this year.
GDP growth: Although gross domestic product (GDP) growth forecasts by
International Monetary Fund, World Bank and federal budget vary, Pakistan‘s
GDP is likely to grow by 4.7 per cent this year. The annual GDP may increase
from $270 billion to around $300 billion and for the first time, the Purchasing
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Power Parity may cross the $1trillion mark. Pakistan is currently 40th largest
economy in the world and our ranking may improve by a point or two.
WEF report: Pakistan leaves India behind in IDI
Debt: National debt, currently at $73 billion, will continue to grow.
Debt-to-GDP ratio: Currently at 64.8 per cent, it may decline slightly.
Foreign exchange: Reserves will continue to be in the region of $23-24
billion.
Stock market: Pakistan will enter MSCI‘s Emerging Markets category in
May, meaning larger amounts will inflow. MSCI is a leading provider of
international investment decision support tools. In 2016, Pakistan Stock Exchange
(PSX) provided 46 per cent returns. KSE-100 benchmark index is also likely to
cross 55,000 points from current nearly 48,000 points. Forty per cent stakes in PSX
will go to Chinese consortium and this is likely to bring large institutional
investors from other countries.
Retail: More large shopping malls will be built or become operational across
major urban centres. Superstore chains will open new stores in unprecedented
three-digit numbers.
Over 78% American companies say willing to invest more in Pakistan
Tax filers: Number of active tax payers/filers may reach 1.2 million.
Exports: Although IT exports are picking up, Pakistani exports will continue
its declining trend, mostly because of poor cotton production, our low global
competitiveness and travel advisories.
Export-Import Bank: The bank may be functional before June to facilitate
exporters and importers after State Bank of Pakistan licenses it.
Foreign Direct Investment: FDI this year may cross the $1-billion mark.
Remittances: After a drop in 2016, remittances may pick up to reach
$20billion mark.
Inflation: It may remain between four and five per cent as low oil prices are
expected to stay stable.
Agriculture: Agriculture sector will continue to remain affected because of
declining cotton production.
Chinese firms willing to invest in Pakistan
Finance: The sector will increase focus on financial inclusion, generating
opportunities for micro-finance and commercial banks.
Banking: Smart banking, mobile banking and branchless banking will
increase.
Ease of doing business index: Pakistan, at 144 out of 190 countries, was
among top 10 global improvers in World Bank‘s 2017 Doing Business rankings. In
the 2018 ranking, it will improve further.
Auto industry: Pakistan may need additional 100,000 trucks to meet the
CPEC-related material and freight transport needs and it is unlikely that this
demand is planned and met in time. Demand for locally manufactured new and
imported used cars will continue to rise. Although there‘s interest from
Volkswagen, Kia, Renault and Nissan for manufacturing plants in Pakistan, the
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production will not start this year which also means prices of cars will not come
down as current producers – Toyota, Honda and Suzuki – remain in monopolistic
situation.
Экономический рост – внутренние факторы роста
Economic growth: domestic impulse
Jawaid
Bokhari.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1308766/economic-growth-domestic-impulse

16th,

2017.

As current trends indicate, the re-balancing of the national economy is being
driven by domestic impulse: whether it is a widening range of demands or
investment inflow in the CPEC projects — badly needed to fill infrastructural and
energy gaps.
The current approach to economic growth is different from the expansion
pattern set by the financialisation of the global economy; at a time when the
international market was awash with excess liquidity and many foreign banks were
entering the Pakistani market. This was during Shaukat Aziz‘s tenure, first as
finance minister and then as prime minister.
The focus was on development of capital market, banking and telecom sector
which alone recorded robust growth. Even energy sector which fuels economic
growth was neglected.
Since then the number of listed companies has droped sharply.
Many of banks left following the global financial crisis of 2007-08 and their
assets were taken over by local peers. Their exit is providing local banks with a
much greater share in financing the needs of the domestic economy.
The current approach to economic growth is different from the
expansion pattern set by the financialisation of the global economy
The latest foreign bank to quit would be NIB which is being acquired by
MCB. Banks are investing heavily in government papers and the process of
consolidation is still continuing. Sindh and Summit Bank are in talks for a possible
acquisition/ merger.
Acquisitions, mergers and joint ventures in non-bank and non-financial
companies are attracting foreign investment because of their domestic business
potential and not for exports. Foreign firms operating in Pakistan are ploughing
back a significant portion of their earnings in investment, which today contributes
nearly 40pc of the country‘s total direct foreign investment.
According to current market indicators, transactions for acquisitions, mergers
and joint ventures appears to be picking up. The Abraaj Group, which has just
decided to off-loaded its stakes (after a turnaround) in K-Electric , announced last
week that it had entered into partnership with Islamabad Diagnostic Centre which
plans to expand its network from the existing 20 to 50 centres across Punjab in the
next five years.
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Generally M&A‘s occur because people are supposed to add value to a
business, enhance competitiveness and increase market share. But this exclusive
approach is not enough to ensure an M&A‘s success.
In a talk on ‗succeeding at M&A through confluence‘ organised by TerraBiz,
chairman of the US based ConfluCore, LLP Usman A. Ghani criticised the M&A
mania in developed economies of the West where the success rate was only two in
ten cases.
Ghani says that M&A should not be treated as a transaction but a journey to a
higher level of all round performance. Such a move requires understanding of the
dynamics of integration and a strong focus on how it will be steered towards a
successful conclusion.
Mr. Ghani is of the view that for an M&A to be a success it should also create
value for customers and enhance employees‘ intellectual capacity through training.
The M&A strategist does not subscribe to the concept of ‗human capital‘. He says
that capital — plants and machinery — depreciates over time but intellectual
capacity increases with age, training and skills.
The general impression is that M&A activity in Pakistan is merely focused on
acquisition.
Back to the domestic impulse issue, the State Bank of Pakistan‘s quarterly
report says the GDP growth of 5.7pc targeted for FY2017 is ―expected from a
rebound in agriculture and increased share of industry.‖
Both the federal and Punjab government took a series of steps to pull the crop
sector out of stagnation. And the growing food processing industry is also
providing some support to the livestock and crop sector.
Though the growth of the large scale manufacturing sector is sluggish, the
central bank is perhaps pinning hopes on the recent surge in imports of machinery
for balancing, modernising and replacement by the manufacturing sector and for
the CPEC-related projects.
In the first quarter of FY2017, machinery worth Rs285.4bn was imported in
addition to Rs8,894bn in the whole of the previous year. What is no less important
is that the imports were primarily financed by investors though bank lending
against fixed assets; another factor that is also rising simultaneously.
Surprisingly largescale manufacturing expanded 8pc in November.
As far as the CPEC projects are concerned, they will provide stimulus to a
wide range of economic activities and also impart efficiency to commodity
producing sectors, both in the realm of production and marketing.
The latest move to shore up export-oriented industries is the Rs180bn PM‘s
package for exporters.
And the World Bank has revised upwards the country‘s growth rate to 5.2pc
for this fiscal year.
Основные показатели экономики за первую половину 2016/17 г.
хорошие
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Economic indicators show positive national growth in first half of fiscal
year
Daily
Times.
14.01.2017.
http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/14-Jan-17/economicindicators-show-positive-national-growth-in-first-half-of-fiscal-year

Despite several challenges, the prudent strategy adopted by the incumbent
government has helped achieve macroeconomic stability with the economy on a
growth trajectory according to many economic indicators.
Official sources said that the country‘s foreign reserves, one of the main
economic indicators, stood at US$ 23.183 billion as of January 09, 2017.
Production in the large scale manufacturing sector increased by 3.24 per cent
in the July-November period; increasing from 121.94 points last year to 125.90
points during the first five months of the current fiscal year.
Worker remittances received during the recent July-December period
amounted to US$ 9,459 million.
The performance of the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) remained around
seven per cent for the six month period ending on December 2016.
"This reflects catching up of the shortfall experienced in the initial months,
largely on account of giving relief to consumers on petroleum prices together with
sales tax refunds of Rs 45 billions," sources added.
On the expenditure side, the performance was on track as the expenditure was
made in a prudent manner in accordance with budget, and keeping revenue growth
in mind, they added.
The sources said that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth also appeared to
be on an upward trajectory.
Inflation also remained in single digits. Headline inflation, measured by the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), increased by 3.7 per cent in December 2016
compared to 3.8 per cent in the previous month and 3.2 per cent in December of
last year.
On average, during the recent July December period, inflation was recorded at
3.88 per cent as compared to 2.08 per cent in the corresponding period last year.
On a monthly basis, CPI and food inflation remained at their lowest at around
0.7 per cent and 1.9 per cent since February 2015.
Inflation recorded a continuous six-week decline, which brought food
inflation to three per cent in December 2016 compared to 3.3 per cent in the
previous month while non-food inflation remained at the same level as the
previous month, at 4.2 per cent, whereas core inflation increased by 5.2 per cent
compared to 5.3 per cent in previous months. The Sensitive Price Indicator (SPI)
and Wholesale Price Index (WPI), in December 2016, were recorded at 0.5 per
cent and 3.1 per cent respectively, compared to 0.6 per cent and 2.6 per cent in the
previous month.
The sources added that worker remittances received during the JulyDecember period amounted to US$ 9,459 million.
The government expects to achieve remittance target of $20 billion during the
current year, they said.
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Meanwhile, there has been a decline in merchandise trade as the deficit in the
first five months of the current fiscal year rose nearly 20 per cent annually, to
$11.775 billion, compared to the corresponding period last year.
Всемирный банк считает, что экономический рост Пакистана в 2016/17
г. составит 5.2%.
World Bank revises Pakistan‘s growth rate upwards to 5.2% in FY17
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1291709/worldbank-revises-pakistans-growth-rate-upwards-5-2-fy17/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has revised Pakistan‘s growth rate upwards
to 5.2% for fiscal year 2017 and 5.5% for 2018.
It previously estimated growth in Pakistan‘s gross domestic product (GDP) at
5% and 5.4% for FY17 and FY18, respectively.
The report ‗Global Economic Prospects; weak investment in uncertain times‘,
states that the uptake in activity is spurred by a combination of low commodity
prices, increasing infrastructure spending, and reforms that lifted domestic demand
and improved the business climate.
In Pakistan, growth is forecast to accelerate from 5.5% in fiscal year 2018 to
5.8% in fiscal year 2019-20, reflecting improvements in agriculture, infrastructure,
energy and external demand.
The report further mentioned the successful conclusion of the IMF Extended
Fund Facility (EFF), aimed at supporting reforms and reducing fiscal and external
sector vulnerabilities, lifted consumer and investor confidence.
‗Pakistan Development Update‘: World Bank projects economy will grow at
5%, miss govt target
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project is also tipped to
increase investment in the medium-term, and alleviate transportation bottlenecks
and electricity shortages.
Earlier in November, whilst releasing its report ‗Pakistan Development
Update – Making growth matter‘ the World Bank had projected Pakistan‘s
economy to grow at 5% in the ongoing fiscal year, meaning that the country was to
miss the government-set target of 5.4%.
The Washington-based lender, in that report, added that the country‘s
economy could see a growth of 5.4% in FY18 on the back of continued mushroom
growth in the services sector, recovery of agriculture and uptick in infrastructure
investment.
―The services sector, which comprises more than half of the economy, is
expected to be the primary source of growth,‖ stated report.
Additionally World Bank Country Director for Pakistan, Patchamuthu
Illangovan, has stressed on the need for increased investment in social sectors like
health, education and nutrition. ―All this would lead to a vibrant and dynamic
society as well as the economy,‖ he has stated.
With additional input from APP
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Экономика показывает рост во второй половине 2016/17 г.
Economic indicators show positive growth in first half
Parvez Jabri. BR. 09 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/business-aeconomy/334183-economic-indicators-show-positive-growth-in-first-half.html

ISLAMABAD: Despite several challenges, the macroeconomic stability has
been achieved and now the economy is on trajectory path as suggested by many
economic indicators.
According to official sources, foreign reserves is one of the main indicators
and the total liquid reserves held by the country stood at US $23,163.6 million as
on December 30.
The foreign reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan stood at US $
18,268.9 million while the net foreign reserves held by commercial banks were
recorded at US $ 4,894.7 million.
The performance of Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) remained around 7
percent for the six month period ended in December 2016.
"This reflects catching up of the shortfall experienced in the initial months,
largely on account of giving relief to consumers on petroleum prices together with
sales tax refunds of Rs. 45 billions," sources added.
On the expenditure side, the performance was on track as expenditure was
allowed in a prudent manner in accordance with budget, and keeping in view the
revenue growth, they added.
The sources said that the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth also appears
to be on upward trajectory.
The inflation also remained in single digit. The headline inflation measured
by Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by 3.7 percent in December 2016
compared to 3.8 percent of previous month and 3.2 percent of December last year.
On average, during Jul-Dec FY 2017, it was recorded at 3.88 percent as
compared to 2.08 percent in corresponding period last year.
On monthly basis the CPI and food inflation remained lowest by -0.7 percent
and -1.9 percent since February 2015.
The inflation recorded continuous six weekly decline which has brought food
inflation to 3.0 percent in December 2016 compared to 3.3 percent of previous
month while non food inflation remained at same level of previous month at 4.2
percent, whereas core inflation increased by 5.2 percent compared to 5.3 percent of
previous months and Sensitive Price Indicator (SPI) and Wholesale Price Index
(WPI) in December 2016 recorded at 0.5 percent and 3.1 percent respectively,
compared to 0.6 percent and 2.6 percent of previous month.
The remittances during the first five months of the current fiscal year stood at
$7874.49 million (from July 1, 2016 to the end of November 2016).
The government expects to achieve remittance target of $20 billion during the
current year.
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Meanwhile, there has been decline in merchandise trade as the deficit in first
five months of the current fiscal year rose nearly 20 per cent year-on-year to
$11.775 billion compared to the corresponding period of last year.
Глава МВФ Christine Lagarde заявила, что экономика Пакистана вне
опасности.
Pakistan's economy is out of danger, says IMF chief
The Express Tribune. 24.10.2016.
economy-danger-says-imf-chief/

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1208415/pakistans-

ISLAMABAD: International Monetary Fund (IMF) chief Christine Lagarde
congratulated on Monday Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Pakistan‘s successful
completion of the IMF programme, saying the accomplishment reflected positively
on the country.
―It is a fantastic step in your journey that you have achieved a better and solid
economic position in a brief period of two years,‖ a statement issued by the Prime
Minister‘s Office quoted the IMF managing director as saying.
Lagarde, who is on her first visit to Pakistan lauded PM Nawaz for steering
the country out of multiple challenges and achieving macroeconomic stability.
―Pakistan is now in a better fiscal position and certainly out of economic crisis,‖
she said, according to the statement.
An introduction into CPEC‘s long-term plan and challenges
The IMF head said Pakistan‘s economic growth had gradually increased and
fiscal deficit reduced, whereas inflation had continuously declined. ―She also
appreciated the country‘s strengthened social safety nets, tax policy and
administration reforms,‖ communiqué claimed.
The prime minister appreciated IMF‘s assistance for the country‘s economic
recovery and macro-economic stability, saying the government had achieved
economic stability by pursuing a comprehensive reforms agenda.
―We are successfully delivering on the major challenges of terrorism,
economy and power shortages that we inherited from the previous governments,‖
the prime minister said, claiming that the tireless efforts of his economic team had
turned around the country‘s economy in a short span of three years.
―We have dismantled the terrorists‘ networks and still 200,000 troops are
deployed in the north to completely eliminate terrorism,‖ he said.
‗Pakistan‘s economy to be on new sustainable course‘
On relations with Afghanistan, the PM emphasised Pakistan was sincere in
helping bring stability to Afghanistan. ―Peace and stability in Afghanistan would
ensure peace in Pakistan and the region as well,‖ the PM added.
The prime minister said better border management with Afghanistan was also
proactively pursued by Pakistan to safeguard the porous border. He said the
government‘s ongoing endeavours included addressing energy shortfall at the
earliest and improving the country‘s infrastructure and communication networks.
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ПЛАНИРОВАНИЕ1

РЕФОРМЫ1

ГОССЕКТОР1
Трудно найти работу в госсекторе
Seeking jobs in public sector a hard nut to crack
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. September 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Sep2017/seeking-jobs-in-public-sector-a-hard-nut-to-crack

Applicants, parents claim NTS exam promoting corruption and nepotism
ISLAMABAD - Seeking employment in public sector institutions is fast
becoming a sorry state of affair. It has become difficult especially after the
government introduced the National Testing Service (NTS) to make it a merit
based process. But feedback coming from the applicants suggests that this system
is not working well either and rather it is promoting corruption and nepotism.
According to Raja Niaz, a retired government official in Islamabad, his son
had applied for a job in more than five government departments but did not receive
any call. ―A poor man like me had spent more than Rs6,000 for submitting
applications for these jobs and still there is no response,‖ he lamented.
He said that he was more disappointed when he learnt that the people who
had not followed the laid down procedure to apply for these jobs have been
selected and those who followed the process have been dropped.
―All the departments his son had applied for employment dropped him and
appointed only those who had any reference,‖ he claimed. He went on to say that
despite being a low category employee, he had invested for the education of his
son but to no use.
There are many other people like Raja Niaz who made such complaint. ―It
would have been much better to spend that money on setting up a small shop for
my children instead of wasting it on their education,‖ said Shafqat Shah, a driver in
a private school, who went through the process to get employment for children in
government institutions. These are the two cases relating to seeking employment in
government departments for petty jobs like clerks and drivers.
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Interestingly, the same is the situation for professionals such as doctors and
engineers who are hired in the government departments directly and not through
the Federal Public Service Commission. ―My daughter, a professional engineer,
had applied in a defence related institution and despite completing the entire
process of security clearance she is waiting for an appointment letter even after 18
months,‖ said an aggrieved father requesting not to be named because of the
sensitivity relating to the job her daughter has applied for.
He noted with concern that whenever he tried to seek update about the status
of her daughter he was discouraged to contact the department and he is still waiting
in good hope.
He demanded a fool proof system of transparency especially for recruitment
of young talent in the defence related institutions.
Some other people also had similar complaints and demanded merit-based
recruitment system in the government institutions. Otherwise, this trend, if
continued unabated, would lead to more brain drain of educated young and
professionals from the country. Also, this tendency, if not checked, would cause
social injustice and unrest among the citizens if they were denied their right to
employment for their children in the government institutions after they spent a
huge sum on their education.
Программа развития госсектора заняла слишком много денег за
рубежом.
Foreign loans component exceeds budgetary limit set under PSDP
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
2nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1448299/foreign-loans-component-exceeds-budgetary-limit-setpsdp/

PSDP will be cut by Rs85 billion due to its uncontrollable current
expenditures and steep shortfall in both tax and non-tax revenues.
ISLAMABAD: The federal government is in a catch-22 after foreign loans
for the federal Public Sector Development Programme exceeded the budgetary
limit by Rs112 billion, limiting its option to either cut spending of locally funded
projects or let the deficit slip to Rs1.6 trillion.
Foreign aid for PSDP exceeded the budgetary limit in the recently-concluded
fiscal year 2016-17 due to increased Chinese lending for China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) projects, according to officials of the Finance Ministry and
Ministry of Planning.
After the Rs112 billion excess, total foreign funding for PSDP would touch
Rs255 billion – over one third of the now downward revised PSDP of Rs715
billion. At the time of approval of the budget in June last year, the federal
government had anticipated Rs143 billion foreign loans to finance the federal
PSDP, which was 17.8% of the Rs800 billion PSDP.
The unparallel foreign financing for PSDP projects has now created severe
problems for the federal government to manage its books, according to officials of
the Finance Ministry. Due to an increase in the share of foreign loans in the overall
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PSDP budget of Rs800 billion, the government had to squeeze development
spending for projects it was financing from its own resources -known as the rupee
component of the PSDP.
This has been done to ensure that the budget deficit does not explode,
although it has already crossed the parliament-approved limit of 3.8% of the GDP
or Rs1.210 trillion.
The officials said that the provisional results showed the foreign loan
component has already increased to Rs255 billion, which has now created serious
problems for the government to keep development spending at the downward
revised target of Rs715 billion.
The federal government has decided to cut the PSDP by Rs85 billion due to
its uncontrollable current expenditures and steep shortfall in both tax and non-tax
revenues. The Finance Ministry was pushing the FBR to collect over Rs3.4 trillion
so that it may neutralise the adverse impacts of excess in the foreign-aid
component of the PSDP.
The officials said that the Finance Ministry could not anticipate Rs112 billion
excess development spending against the foreign aid component. Now, they are
squeezing expenditures of Temporarily Displaced Persons, the security
establishment, Gas Infrastructure Development Cess and federally-funded Special
Development Programme. Against Rs100 billion TDPs allocations, only Rs61.3
billion were sanctioned till June 16, 2017.
The development expenditures of Higher Education Commission are also
facing a cut, officials confirmed.
They said that the other option was that the government should let the overall
budget deficit slip to 5% of Gross Domestic Product or roughly Rs1.6 trillion.
The government has been trying to keep the budget deficit at 4.5% of the
GDP for FY17 just to make sure that it was not higher than preceding fiscal year‘s
deficit of 4.6%.
The federal government also took a hit of about Rs250 billion or 0.8% of the
GDP after missing the annual tax collection target of the FBR.
The Planning Ministry officials said that the federal government did not have
control over releases made by the foreign lenders against CPEC-funded
infrastructure projects. The rupee component releases for the federal development
projects were under control of the finance ministry.
Out of $55 billion CPEC financing, $15 billion were far infrastructure
projects including Railways.
The foreign financing component of the PSDP exceeded budgetary limits
despite the Finance Ministry‘s move to shift many mega projects from the PSDP
purview. It has already excluded the Karachi Nuclear Power Plant project having
total cost of Rs1 trillion from PSDP‘s scope. These nuclear power plants are also
funded by China with over Rs600 billion as foreign loans.
For the new fiscal year 2017-18 that began on Saturday the federal
government has shown foreign financing of the PSDP projects at Rs162 billion or
16% of the total size of Rs1.001 trillion.
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АзБР одобрил займ Пакистану в 300 млн. долл. на реформирование
предприятий госсектора
ADB approves $300 million to support Pakistan‘s Public Sector
Enterprises Reform
Shoaib
Ur
Rehman
Siddiqui.
BR,
Jun
22nd,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/22/355845/adb-approves-300-million-to-support-pakistanspublic-sector-enterprises-reform/

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Pakistan here on
Thursday signed a $300 million loan to support Pakistan's efforts to implement
major structural reforms and efficiency initiatives to improve the performance,
transparency, and financial sustainability of the country's federal government-run
public sector enterprises (PSEs).
Xiaohong Yang, ADB's Country Director for Pakistan and Tariq Mahmood
Pasha, Secretary Economic Affairs Division (EAD) for the government of Pakistan
signed the loan agreement here, said a press release.
"Pakistan's state-owned enterprises provide vital services to the people and
country's economy," said Xiaohong Yang.
"ADB is proud to support the government of Pakistan's commitment to
implement reforms that will ensure financially sustainability of these firms while
improving efficiency and cost-effectiveness."
The financial performance of many federal government PSEs in Pakistanwhich employ more than 400,000 people have been weak in recent years, despite
significant budget support from the federal government.
The Program will support government's efforts to improve the performance of
the PSEs by improving corporate governance and accountability, identifying and
reducing financial burdens arising out of direct budgetary transfers to PSEs.
This will strengthen fiscal sustainability and freeing of finances for priority
development projects.
ADB's assistance is the second sub program under the PSEs Reform Program,
bringing total ADB financing for critical reforms in PSEs to $600 million since
June 2016.
With ADB's assistance, under the Public Sector Enterprises Reform Program,
the government of Pakistan has carried out significant structural reforms and
efficiency initiatives to help improve financial sustainability and operational
efficiency of PSEs, and helped improve the compliance to the Corporate
Governance Rules 2013.
Many policy actions have been introduced under the program to improve the
financial transparency, monitoring, and corporate governance in PSEs.
A critical target under the program's second subprogram is to increase the
compliance rate of companies to Corporate Governance Rules to 50pc. The
restructuring and reform of selected public sector enterprises, particularly Pakistan
Railways, have also been initiated. Under the program, government has started
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publishing the financial performance report of all federal PSEs which will be
available on its website.
ADB, based in Manila, is dedicated to reducing poverty in Asia and the
Pacific through inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth,
and regional integration.
Established in 1966, ADB is celebrating 50 years of development partnership
in the region. It is owned by 67 members-48 from the region. In 2016, ADB
assistance totaled $31.7 billion, including $14 billion in cofinancing.
Недобор налоговых средств вновь ударил по Программе развития
госсектора
PSDP: wastage of scarce funds
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336101/psdp-wastage-of-scarce-funds

May

29th,

2017.

The axe fell on the development budget as usual. An estimated Rs100 billion
shortfall in collection compelled Finance Minister Ishaq Dar to bring down the
FBR revenue target for 2016-17 to Rs3.521 trillion from Rs3.621tr budgeted last
year in this season.
Straight forward, the Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) for the
outgoing year was cut by Rs85bn to Rs715bn from the original Rs800bn
announced with fanfare last year. No worries either, the finance minister increased
the next year PSDP with a big bang — almost 40pc — to Rs1.001tr over expected
disbursements this year.
That has been the practice all along. Finance ministers have been pitching big
numbers for development only to be cut down significantly before the close of
books as cooked up optimistic revenue growth remains elusive except for few
exceptions.
It is a political nuisance to announce large numbers for the development
budget with schemes here and there for uplifting the standard of living only to
leave them unfinished half way through — the usual vicious cycle of cost over
runs, delayed benefits and so on. That is why even next year‘s development outlay
is suspect to actual delivery.
Interestingly, the revenue shortfall did not arise from the much-trumpeted oil
price related taxes which, in fact, exceeded budgeted targets as is evident from the
Rs80bn higher than targeted collection from indirect taxes — sales tax, federal
excise and customs.
An Rs35bn shortfall on other taxes like gas infrastructure development cess
was more than compensated by higher collections from natural gas development
surcharge and petroleum levy. This was despite the government‘s claims that it
was foregoing a part of oil taxes.
On the contrary, the big hit came from the most unsuspected sector — income
tax and mainly because of the government‘s decision to roll back reform measures
through amnesty schemes, including one for the real estate sector.
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An almost Rs180bn shortfall came from direct taxes and most of it —
Rs175bn — from income tax alone. The government had targeted Rs1.539tr
income tax for the current year that has now been revised to Rs1.36tr.
The cut in development budget on the other hand was despite the fact the
foreign exchange component for development projects was much greater than
anticipated in the budget last year. The project loans and grants for the PSDP were
pitched at Rs229bn last year but actual inflows are now estimated at Rs262bn.
A major problem was set in at the beginning of the PSDP allocations. A flood
gate of half-cooked development projects was opened last year. It was inundated
with a whopping Rs1.626tr worth of un-approved schemes and those without
mandatory PC-1 papers. This forced the planning commission down the road to reappropriate funds for 213 projects during the outgoing fiscal year.
Finance ministers have been pitching big numbers for development only to be
cut down significantly before the close of books as extreme revenue growth
remains elusive except for few exceptions
On the positive side, it helped the speedy completion of 101 projects but also
led to overspending in areas where a major part of the funds were lost to
extravagance.
For example, the National Highway Authority and power sector have been
given Rs22bn and Rs4bn higher than originally committed. At the same time
disbursements for political schemes have been increased to Rs42.5bn instead of the
budgeted Rs20bn.
Another major diversion was affected due to relief and rehabilitation of
internally displaced people from tribal region and security enhancement. Against a
block allocation of Rs100bn, only Rs14bn were spent on security enhancement in
tribal regions.
Also, Railways was given Rs56bn during the outgoing year against its
allocation of Rs41bn.
This was mainly because of start-up problems with tens of hundreds of
development projects that were made part of the current year‘s public sector
development programme (PSDP 2016-17) and could not take off.
This is despite claims by the Minister for Planning and Development, Ahsan
Iqbal, that the PML-N government had done away with the practice of allowing
unapproved projects entry into the PSDP with token allocations to avoid wastage
of resources because of cost escalations and delays.
―The PSDP 2016-17 included 225 un-approved projects worth Rs1.626tr
having an allocation of Rs93bn for 2016-17‖, according to a planning commission
note to the National Economic Council.
The commission claimed it went behind the line ministries and executing
agencies throughout the year requesting them to speed up submission of project
documents and get them approved but in vain.
―Despite these efforts, 77 projects of 19 ministries (out of a total of 35
ministries) were still unapproved as of May 10‖, the planning commission
complained. There is no apparent accountability so far on this count.
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The planning commission authorised re-appropriation of Rs53.4bn from 213
slow moving projects to 101 fast track projects. Through these re-appropriations
and adjustments in the PSDP, the planning commission expected the completion of
145 projects by June this year, having a total cost of Rs68bn.
This was despite the fact that the commission had decided last year not to
encourage new projects except those falling strictly within development agenda
under Vision 2025 and projects initiated before 2010 having throw-forward of
Rs15 million were deleted.
The NEC had accorded the highest priority to the energy sector last year with
an allocation of Rs405bn including Rs250bn self-financing by generation
companies and National Transmission and Dispatch Company (NTDC).
The transport and communication sectors were the second greatest priority
with allocation of Rs240bn, followed by health and population of Rs36bn, Water
sector Rs30bn and Education and Training Rs30bn.
For next year again, the allocation to NHA for road development has been
jacked up by almost Rs110bn to Rs320bn while allocations for power sector have
been reduced more than half to Rs61bn from Rs134bn this year.
For political reasons, special allocations worth Rs12.5bn each have been
made for Clean Drinking Water for All and Energy for All. The track record of
spending on water schemes is extremely poor because no arrangement is made for
replacement of filters on a continuous basis that go to waste after first 3-6 months.
A special allocation of Rs40bn is also made for next year on special federal
development programme and Rs30bn for small schemes like sewerage and
construction of streets etc ahead of elections.
Расходы госсектора на развитие экономики
Spending on development
The Express Tribune, January 9th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1288416/spending-ondevelopment/

The government has the reputation of being stingy when it comes to the
welfare of people. The Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP),
encompassing projects on the development of various infrastructure, acquired 35
per cent of its allocated amount in the first half of the current fiscal year.
According to the Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform, PSDP projects
received Rs279.5 billion, the majority of which has gone to four sectors of the
leadership‘s choice: security, power, roads and parliamentarian schemes. It would
uphold the basic tenet of accountability if the leadership could present evidence
corroborated by a third-party and not by its own workers controlled by puppeteers
that such schemes as the latter are serving their purposes.
Although most of these categories are urgent need of our time, why certain
other sectors were neglected, such as water security, escapes us. The released funds
were 35 per cent of the sanctioned amount, although guidelines set out by the
National Economic Council, headed by PM Nawaz Sharif, called for a 40 per cent
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release in the first two quarters of the fiscal year. It is laudable that almost all of
the appropriated funds were released. However, while other sectors did not meet
their first half targets, parliamentarians‘ schemes received 100 per cent of their
budget, which is not so peculiar considering the selfish nature of those in power.
Meanwhile, the government justified the shortage in release of funds to other
sectors by complaining of lack of revenue.
Any budget for development should entail fair spending in the most
imperative areas, depending on priority. Such decisions cannot be based on the
preferences of those in power. The government‘s shortfall in revenue is vexing;
with the FBR so active of late, where are the fruits of their work — the recovered
loot? It is promising to nearly see an overall release of funds on schedule, but there
needs to be better management.

ЧАСТНЫЙ СЕКТОР1
Куда направляются деньги частного сектора?
Что было двигателем роста ВВП в последние годы?
Where is the private sector‘s money going?
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 28th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354426/where-is-the-private-sectors-money-going

2017.

Pakistan‘s economy has been on a growth trajectory since the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz returned to power for a third term in 2013, with GDP
expanding by 5.3pc during the last financial year.
The growth attained last year was the highest in one decade in spite of a
slowdown in industrial growth and lacklustre performance of large-scale
manufacturing under the PML-N government.
So what has driven growth in the last four years?
Over time there has been a slowdown in industrial growth. What then has
driven GDP growth in the last four years?
The primary driver of growth, the government admitted in the Economic
Survey of Pakistan 2016-17, has been domestic consumption.
The support to GDP growth mainly came from increased domestic
consumption. Low inflation, higher income levels of both farmers and (urban)
middleclass (have) bolstered consumption spending in the economy,‖ it noted.
On the other hand, investment, particularly private investment, played a mere
supportive role instead of being the lead driver of growth.
For example, consumption shared 7.9 percentage points to GDP last fiscal
year, up from 6.2 points a year ago. This compares with net investment
contribution to growth of just 1.3 percentage points, up slightly from 1.0 point the
previous year. Little wonder then that exports‘ contribution to growth shrank 3.5
percentage points.
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Moreover, investment during the last few years is dominated by the public
sector as the government, helped by low global oil prices, has constantly increased
its development expenditure — especially on large infrastructure projects related to
the CPEC initiative.
Indeed, the share of public sector expenditure in gross capital formation has
significantly grown since the start of work on the trade route connecting China
with global markets via the deep-sea Gwadar port in Balochistan.
This brings us to the question as to where private money is going?
Analysts say private investment has actually been driving domestic
consumption as the contribution of private consumption to GDP grew to 6.7pc last
fiscal year from 5.3pc a year back compared with public consumption rising to
1.2pc from 0.9pc.
―Private investment is driving domestic consumption. Domestic businesses
are currently investing in sectors like auto, steel, motorcycles, food and cement to
meet the strong demand,‖ points out Ali Jumani, a research analyst at Alfalah
Securities.
Interviews with businessmen show that mostly the existing players in these
sectors are increasing their production capacities as they feel that demand for these
products is going to grow further over the next few years thanks to increasing
middle-class income. The Corridor initiative too has pushed demand for these
items.
A few are also setting up greenfield projects, particularly in the automotive
sector, and others are investing in real estate development as domestic
consumption rises going forward.
Several textile exporters have already ventured into the domestic retail
market, education and healthcare to fill in supply gaps. No one is investing in
export-oriented sectors because of the rising cost of doing business and
unfavourable government policies.
Ali Asghar Poonawala is of the view that private capital is shying away from
export-oriented manufacturing because of higher cost of production (which has
made Pakistani exports uncompetitive in the world market), geo-political tensions
in the region and government policies.
Moreover, Pakistan‘s export advantage lies in agro-based industries, he says.
―But we are unable to use that advantage to increase our exports because of
different factors. Take the example of meat exports. You need to invest very
heavily in the entire supply chain to build up the capacity to export meat. You also
require a comprehensive regulatory framework and policy support for quality
assurance and implementation of food safety and other standards to compete with
rivals in international markets,‖ he says.
Former finance minister Shaukat Tarin notes that growth based on domestic
consumption is not sustainable for very long and would result in another severe
external sector crisis.
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―History shows that only countries like China, Korea, etc, which pursued
export-led growth policies, have developed rapidly. Others (like Pakistan) continue
to lag far behind.
―We need to form policies to encourage private investment in export-oriented
manufacturing. The more you delay the closer you get to yet another (balance-ofpayments) crisis,‖ he warns, emphasising that all the past financial crises Pakistan
had to face resulted from our inability to pay our import bills.
―How long can you survive on borrowed money? The only sustainable
solution to our economic problems lies in making our exports competitive in
international markets by devaluing the currency to its real value, incentivising
value-addition in leather, textiles and other export-oriented sectors, and promoting
industries and agriculture where we have an advantage (over our rivals).
―International competition will also help manufacturing improve its
efficiency, acquire new technology and ensure quality. The government must
organise a dialogue with the businesspeople for formulating a comprehensive
industrial policy that can help us boost our exports.‖
Китайский бизнес-жесткость пугает пакистанский частный сектор
Chinese ‗rigidity‘ rattles Pakistani businesses
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 28th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354427/chinese-rigidity-rattles-pakistani-businesses
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Pakistani businesses find the Chinese too mechanical and rigid to deal with.
Accustomed to a Western business negotiation and partnership style they
found the predetermined and strictly limited terms of engagement of our Oriental
partners a bit unsettling.
It is not an accident that despite the scope and promise, the private sector‘s
share in projects under the CPEC umbrella is negligible.
Faced with a completely different style of doing business, the private sector
finds it difficult to keep its head above water
Naheed Memon, chairperson of the Sindh Board of Investment, told Dawn
recently that she expected a significant increase in the participation of the private
sector once special economic zones become operational.
Khizar Hayat Gondal, federal secretary for industries, promised to share
information but nothing was received till filing of this report. Board of Investment
chairman Dr Miftah Ismail, who recently moved his office to Prime Minister
House, was too busy to offer comments.
The representatives of the business class blamed the Chinese for the issue.
―China, though not explicitly hostile to private sector participation in CPEC
projects, implicitly prefers dealing with the government,‖ an executive
commented.
The four-year track record of progress, since signing of the bilateral deal in
July 2013, reflected China‘s seriousness towards CPEC.
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So far 59 projects have been identified (17 in energy, 11 Gwadar, eight
infrastructure, two digital, four rail-based transit, six provincial road, port, water,
mining, nine special economic zones, and two related to social development).
Of all, four projects in the energy sector are operational, with Sahiwal coalfired power plant contributing 1,000 megawatts, Sachal wind farm in Jhimpir
50MW, UEP wind farm in Jhimpir 100MW, and HydroChina Dawood wind farm
in Gharo 50MW.
The remaining are at different stages of progress monitored closely, according
to details available on the dedicated government website.
China clearly appeared determined to push through investment in the agreed
projects with or without private companies. It was not ready to wait for private
investors to digest the initiative and neither did it seem to have an appetite for
private sector tantrums.
For the Pakistani business community, therefore, it was a paradoxical
situation. Cognisant of the scale and value of the gigantic investment drive under
CPEC, they understand that they can‘t afford to watch from the sidelines but the
challenges of dealing with Chinese investors look insoluble.
―They are both reluctant and keen to enter into joint ventures with the
Chinese,‖ commented an official at the CPEC directorate in Islamabad.
―The government of Pakistan will have to intervene to pave the way for a
flow of local private capital and expertise in CPEC-related projects. The Chinese
state-owned companies active so far lack the interest and flexibility required to
attract private companies,‖ commented a top government functionary associated
with CPEC.
―Weaned on government support and conditioned by a Westernised business
culture, hopes for Pakistani tycoons to cut deals with Chinese in the immediate
future are dim. The stories circulated by people already in a business relationship
with the Chinese did not help either. The perception of bureaucratic bottlenecks in
China has deepened during the past four years,‖ he added.
Talking about joint ventures with the Chinese, business circles mentioned
Descon, Gatron and Al-Haj Group as leading the trend in power generation,
engineering and the chemical sector. Outside CPEC, the Al-Haj FAW Motors
rolled out its first car from their plant at Port Qasim in Karachi this month.
CEO of Engro Powergen and Sindh Engro Coal Mining Company
Shamsuddin Sheikh, who is partnering with two Chinese companies — State
Power International Mendong and China Machinery Engineering Corporation —
was perfectly satisfied with the progress and the relationship.
He did express a desire of a longer term relationship with some premium for
experience of working together.
―Yes, business dynamics and the quality of relationship vary with different
overseas partners. We have experience working with Japanese, European and US
companies. For us the learning graph was steep. In the case of the Chinese, with
their narrow focus on the bottom line and separate brief for each project, it is
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harder to capitalise on investment in trust between business partners,‖ he
commented.
Another businessman commented, ―When China chose Pakistan for a huge
investment initiative under the ‗One Belt, One Road‘ plan, it generated euphoria in
the business circles. However, just four years later it seems to be giving way to
despair. The inability of private Pakistani companies to match Chinese demands
has frustrated tycoons.‖
The businessmen are said to be approaching the government to mediate
business deals with Chinese investors.
―Diplomatically, China‘s support for Pakistan has been consistent. The sailing
might not prove to be as smooth on the economic front under CPEC,‖ commented
an investment officer.
―Last week China did not mince words and responded strongly in defence of
Pakistan to President Trump‘s harsh remarks. When it comes to economic interest
its attitude is cold and calculating,‖ he said.
Other government officers involved in managing affairs related to economic
cooperation between the two countries endorsed the view. ―In contrast to the
Pakistani stance of bending backward to accommodate the Chinese, their attitude is
cut and dry. They dictate terms that promote their own material interest first and
foremost.‖
Pakistani companies in joint ventures with Chinese reported a lack of warmth
in partners. ―Unlike our business partners of the Middle East, the Far Eastern
regions, Japan, Europe and America, the Chinese are just keen to complete the
project on hand. They don‘t seem to care about capitalising on subsequent business
opportunities unravelled over the course,‖ an executive told Dawn.
CPEC-level cooperation is new. And while some anxiety on either side is
natural, the difficulties are also rooted in political systems. The dynamics of a
centralised monolithic government in China are grossly different from a multiparty democratic set-up here.

ИСЛАМИЗАЦИЯ ЭКОНОМИКИ1
Исламский банк развития не имеет никаких новых проектов в Пакистане
IDB has no fresh strategy for projects in Pakistan
Amin Ahmed. Dawn, April 3rd, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1324521/idb-has-nofresh-strategy-for-projects-in-pakistan?preview

ISLAMABAD: Funding from the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) for
development projects in Pakistan under the country partnership strategy has almost
come to a halt because the bank currently has no such programme for the country
in place.
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The previous partnership strategy covering a four-year period ended in 2015,
and the Jeddah-based Islamic bank has not yet finalised a fresh strategy, according
to official sources.
After completion of the 2012-15 partnership strategy, the government had
requested the IDB to undertake the repeater strategy in line with the country‘s fiveyear development plan and ‗Vision 2025‘.
The bank has felt that based on lessons learned from its limited interventions
in provinces, there will be a need to undertake a detailed study for sectors, such as
agriculture, health and education, which have been shifted from the federal
government to provincial governments under the devolution process.
A review of the 2012-15 partnership revealed that the Islamic bank did not
approve any project in the agricultural sector. The reason attributed for noninclusion of any agricultural related project in the strategy is the devolution
process.
Since the devolution has been completed, the IDB has now ample scope to
include projects of the provinces, particularly in the irrigation sector, sources close
to the Economic Affairs Division indicate.
The IDB had pledged $500 million, which was 20 per cent of overall
financing envelop, for supporting the agricultural and rural development sectors.
However, new development projects faced a serious setback as one of the approved
projects, directly contributing to the partnership strategy, construction of grain
silos with a financing of $90m was cancelled due to issues related to the devolution
process.
The report points out that devolution has hampered new projects, specifically
the project for promotion of resource conservation technologies for enhancing
water use efficiency.
Despite the fact that the country strategy interventions addressed both national
level agricultural issues and provincial priorities, the barriers of dealing with the
provincial ministries without federal government guarantee under the new
institutional structures have prohibited speedy development of projects, the report
says.
Additionally, the lack of clarity on the mandate and institutional
responsibilities of various units dealing with agriculture and rural development
issues made provincial engagement difficult. Further, the security situation in the
country, especially in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan, has halted the IDB
interventions in these provinces.
Another area in which the Islamic bank did not approve any project, is the
transport sector, and the report pointed out the sluggish implementation pace of
some of the ongoing projects which caused the lack of interest of the bank in this
sector.
During the first three years of implementation, the progress report showed
that the overall implementation of the partnership strategy has been quite
satisfactory. Projects approved amounted to $1.89 billion or 75.6pc approvals by
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the IDB out of $2.5bn indicative financing. The IDB approvals were mainly in
infrastructure, human development and private sector development.
The review report pointed out that despite satisfactory achievement, some of
the projects faced several challenges, such as lack of timely provision of
counterpart funding and inadequate coordination between various government
entities, slow disbursement, changes in the institutional and governance structures
under the devolution, delay in signature and declaration of effectiveness of the
financing agreements, lengthy internal approval process of the government and
deteriorating political and security situation.
During the first three years of the country partnership strategy, net approvals
for energy sector amounted to $360m and the main focus areas were renewable
energy and clean coal energy. The IDB approved 100MW Fauji wind project with
an amount of $140m, of which 82pc has already been disbursed. A second energy
project, 600MW Jamshoro coal power plant of $220m, was approved in
partnership with the ADB (Asian Development Bank), which is providing $750m.
According to the report, for energy sector projects, lack of timely provision of
counterpart funding and inadequate coordination between various entities have
slowed the overall project implementation in the sector.
Активы исламских банков достигли 1.6 трлн. рупий
Islamic banking assets soar to Rs1.6tr
Dawn, March 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318469/islamic-banking-assetssoar-to-rs16tr

ISLAMABAD: Assets of the Islamic banking industry grew 91 per cent to
Rs1.6 trillion in 2016 from Rs837 billion in 2012.
Accounting for 11.7 per cent of the total banking sector, the Islamic banking
assets in the non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) witnessed even stronger
growth during the last fours years.
Two reasons that help explain this growth are demand from customers and
enabling regulations by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan
(SECP) and the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), Usman Hayat, head of the SECP‘s
Islamic Finance Department, observed.
Addressing a seminar on Saturday, Mr Hayat said that developing an Islamic
capital market is a priority of the regulator, while there is a strong demand from the
depositors too.
Two consultation sessions were held by the corporate sector regulator with
market participants to facilitate issuance of sukuk (Islamic bonds) and the Real
Estate Investment Trust (REIT).
The participants were informed that the SECP was analysing the industry
proposals and it will consider making appropriate amendments to the relevant
regulations, further reducing the cost and hassle for both issuers and investors.
The industry proposals pertaining to tax issues regarding sukuk and REIT are
being referred to the FBR.
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ВОСПРОИЗВОДСТВО1

МАКРОСТАТИСТИКА1
Пересмотр данных о ВВП в сторону роста?
What‘s in GDP rebasing?
BR.
rebasing/

May

24th,

2017.

http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/24/350105/whats-in-gdp-

There is an ongoing debate that the economic size of the country is not fully
reflected in nominal GDP. There are two arguments to support the hypothesis that
GDP is understated. One is that informality in the economy is high and part of the
economy is not documented, hence that pie is missing from officially reported
GDP.
The other thesis is that there is an array of new services coming into the urban
centers and old computation techniques based on existing GDP base are not fully
reflecting the modernization of economy; hence urban contribution to GDP is
undervalued.
The informality argument is not very strong as growth of many informal
sectors is based on surveys and government estimations and over the period of time
there are evidences that successive governments attempted to overstate numbers is
non-crop based agriculture (livestock, forestry etc) and in industrial sector (small
scale manufacturing, slaughtering etc). The under invoicing in imports tends to
overstate the GDP as the economic size is computed on basis of net trade (exports
minus imports). And the low tax to GDP ratio validates that un-documentation is
somehow computed in the GDP.
However, the second argument is compelling and the debate has been started
by a senior economist (Shahid J Barki) and now the World Bank is helping
government to incorporate the new services in GDP; and other forms of proxies to
estimate growth.
Census exercise is ongoing and it envelopes economic indicators as well. The
Census of Manufacturing Industries (CMI) was last conducted in 2004-05 and
currently those numbers are used for various computations; and LSM is estimated
based on surveys and many manufacturers tend to understate the numbers or
simply do not respond. The new CMI census is likely to be completed by
December 2017. And this may resolve the issue of underestimation of LSM.
The GDP rebasing is also happening; last time when the GDP was rebased in
2006 there was no significant jump in the economy size - In FY06, on 2000 base,
nominal GDP was Rs7.6 trillion ( $127bn) and on new base the same year GDP
was revised up to Rs8.2 trillion ($137bn). The 7 percent jump in GDP in FY06 due
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to rebasing is much less than what is guesstimated at 25 percent by economists for
2018 rebasing.
The real juice was extracted in 2000 rebasing which was done after two
decades; and had included some of the modern services such as
telecommunication, broadband etc into the GDP - in FY00, the rebased nominal
GDP jumped by 21 percent to Rs3.8 trillion ($74bn) from 1981 based GDP of
Rs3.1 trillion ($61bn).
There were many modern services included in 2000 rebasing and few more
were added in 2006. Yes, there are whole new arrays of value added services
added in the last decade or so; especially in designing, branding and retailing in
urban centers. Real estate and construction businesses have become big. The fuel
consumption growth is higher than GDP growth suggesting that logistic business is
growing at a faster pace. Information technology share has increased; and the list
goes on.
BR Research‘s hunch is that 25 percent up tick in nominal GDP looks on the
higher side; it may hover around 10-15 percent. The question is what are the merits
and demerits of a higher nominal GDP. The number should be close to reality for
all kind of business and economic analysis and decision making.
The government may have an incentive to inflate the GDP numbers to
understate debt, current account and fiscal deficits. With 25 percent upward
revision in GDP, the debt to GDP would decline from 69 percent of GDP to 55
percent; and 15 percent jump would lower the ratio to 60 percent.
Dar seems worried about the CAD reaching 3 percent as the deteriorating
ratio worsens the country‘s rating and in turn hurts its debt generating capacity.
The economy is consumption based, and all the growth is revolving around
meeting growing middle class demand. All the growing domestic industries are
catering to domestic demand whilst exporting sectors are not performing well. And
in the process imports are picking up.
In the absence of exports and remittances, growth in import demand has to be
met by FDI and foreign debt; and to generate more of these, Dar is probably keen
on overstating GDP. But it would be more of a gimmick than sustainable growth.
Бедность велика, но данные о ней несовершенны
Poverty challenge amidst data deficit
Jawaid Bokhari. The Business and Finance Weekly, May
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334580/poverty-challenge-amidst-data-deficit
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The budget strategy unveiled for the next fiscal year is stated to have been
designed with a view to achieving higher, sustainable and inclusive economic
growth in order to provide employment and reduce poverty.
On the face of it, an integrated approach should help the three elements of the
growth strategy to reinforce each other. With the conventional model of the
welfare state losing its relevance and the Chinese and Russian brands of socialism
having lost their way, new ways have to be found to take an egalitarian course.
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But, as they say, the taste of a pudding lies in its eating. The outcome will
depend on how strong the policy commitment is and the government‘s ability to
implement the three stated aspects of growth in a balanced way.
There is no doubt that CPEC- related debt financing and investment of
infrastructural development will largely serve as a catalyst for higher and
sustainable growth for a while.
Long-term sustainable growth is only possible if Pakistan is able to access
regional markets, particularly China, to boost export earnings required to service
debts and afford rising repatriation of profits on Chinese investments. From a
short-term point of view, the target of higher growth of 6pc for the next fiscal year
may not sound too ambitious.
The real challenge for policymakers is how to steer the course of economic
growth to make it inclusive — without which higher growth will be unsustainable.
The problem is aggravated by the policymakers‘ effort to paint a rosy picture rather
than make serious efforts to resolve the problem of poverty which, it may be
conceded, is an uphill task in the current economic environment and the state of
governance.
According to a research report completed this month by the Social Policy and
Development Centre, the old and flawed methodology used to measure poverty
was difficult to sell even to different government wings. So the Planning
Commission of Pakistan had to set up a technical committee in 2012, to review the
official methodology and remove limitations, to estimate consumption data
through Household Integrated Economic Surveys.
The report prepared by SPDC consultant Haroon Jamal points out that even in
the revised methodology formulated in light of the technical committee‘s
recommendations, the ―choice of reference group casts doubts over the whole
exercise of poverty estimations and it seems that the methodology is adjusted to
obtain the required number by trial and errors.‖
Some shortcomings in the revised methodology pinpointed by the SPDC are:
the unique calorie threshold for both urban and rural areas seems inappropriate,
ignoring the difference in consumption pattern between the two segments of the
population.
Another worrying factor is the non-adjustment of regional and provincial
differences in the cost of living (food and non food expenditure). And despite
criticism, CPI formulated with limited geographical coverage has been used for
updating headcounts.
Haroon Jamal concludes: according to the official estimates, the poverty
reduction phenomenon does not has any link to the performance of the economy.
For instance poverty is continuously decreasing — seven to eight per cent points
— since 2001-02 irrespective of trends in GDP growth and macroeconomic
indicators.
The methodology adopted in the SPDC study takes care of the flaws
highlighted by the Technical Committee which were underlined in old official
methodology. Its estimates show that 38pc of the population was poor in 2015-16.
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In terms of absolute numbers, 74 million persons were estimated poor in that fiscal
year, up from 61m in 2010-11.
As traditional poverty measures often neglect several important dimensions,
the research note attempts to assess the extent of household vulnerability to
poverty in Pakistan. Vulnerability estimates show that close to 51pc of the
population was vulnerable to poverty during 2015-16, with probability being more
pronounced for rural dwellers.
Any serious planning and strategy for inclusive growth, which is now a global
concern, has to be based on realistic estimates and authentic data. It is time to go
beyond rhetoric and window dressing, given the big picture.
The various conventional methodologies used for research are being
questioned and described as old and outdated. Some methodologies are also
suspected to have been designed to obtain the desired results. For this state of
affairs, some blame a segment of consultancy operating in the field of specialised
knowledge in a complex and changing world.
As though that was not enough, critics have often described economics as a
dismal science. Lately some eminent scholars have accused free market advocates
of turning economics from a social science to a religious faith. And there is also a
view that much of the economics science has lost its validity in a sea of change and
owing to the absence of real creativity to update it.
Apparently in this context the issue of unemployment, poverty and inclusive
growth is lost in the wilderness.
База для подсчета ВВП (и другие показатели) будет изменена в 2018 г.
‗GDP to be rebased by the end of 2018,‘ says Asif Bajwa, Chief Statistics PBS
BR
Research.
Business
Recorder.
Mar
17th,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/17/339485/gdp-to-be-rebased-by-the-end-of-2018-says-asifbajwa-chief-statistics-pbs/

Asif Bajwa is the Chief Statistician and Chief Census Commissioner at the
PBS. He has earlier served as Secretary of the Statistics division as well as
Secretary of Planning and Development division in Islamabad. Mr. Bajwa holds a
LLB from University of Punjab; a MSc in Economics from University of South
Wales, UK and a MSc in Defense & Strategic Studies from Quaid-e-Azam
University Islamabad. In the beginning of his career, he has worked as a district
level Magistrate and during the course of his professional tenure, he has served as
the Administrator of Faisalabad; worked in various positions as government
nominee director in the corporate sector, as well as positions within the Ministry
of Finance.
BR Research recently sat down with him for a discussion on the Bureaus
latest plans touching upon the upcoming Census exercise; rebasing of CPI and
GDP; and the incorporation of rural-urban CPI as well as quarterly GDP by next
year. Here are edited excerpts from the interview.
BR Research: Lets start from the Census of Manufacturing Industries
(CMI). Why has it been pending for long and what is the PBS doing about it?
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Asif Bajwa: After successfully holding the CMI in 2004, the PBS had tried to
conduct that census again in 2011. But the response rate was very poor, to the
extent that the PBS had to give it up. Back then, the methodology adopted was one
in which we would give the forms to the Ministry of Industries, and they would
post it to the respondents, some of whom responded back, whereas most of them
did not.
After the 2011 saga, the PBS started updating its Business Register, based on
data gathered from WAPDA, the SECP, provincial governments and so on. But for
the purpose of CMI, this time around we are involving Ministry of Industries in
different provinces in a different way.
For instance in Punjab, they have asked Punjab Urban Unit to do this
exercise. And those guys went a step ahead, by taking the GPS coordinate at the
time of giving the respondents the survey form. This way we will have the
mapping of manufacturing industries. Their next job is to retrieve the form later,
and for this purpose the PBS is paying them Rs600 for each properly filled form,
which is sufficient incentive for them to get the form filled by the respondents.
BRR: What is the progress on the CMI so far?
AB: As of mid-March 2017, the forms for the CMI have been sent across the
country. In Sindh and KP, the industries department is holding this exercise,
whereas the labour department in doing this job in Balochistan. We expect to
receive back the filled questionnaires in three months, after which we will process
it, and by the end of calendar year 2017, we will have the results of the CMI.
In addition to the CMI, we are also doing a Management and Operational
Practises Survey (MOPS), the results of which are expected to be released along
with the CMI. In Punjab, we had conducted MOPS last year with the collaboration
of the State Bank of Pakistan(SBP), and we found out that just by adopting modern
management practises, firms could achieve an efficiency gain of 9-10 percent.
BRR: What has been the progress on the CPI rebasing so far?
AB: In addition to the usual exercise of re-basing, this time around we are
also working on the rural CPI because economists and researchers have long been
saying that the CPI has an urban bias. To remove that bias we will now be
releasing a rural CPI, an urban CPI and a total CPI. The list of items for the CPI
baskets has been identified with the help of expert consultations and Household
Integrated Expenditure Survey. One item that should be of particular interest is that
this time around we have also included food away from home in the CPI basket. A
comparative series is in the making and we plan to formally announce the rebased
CPI along with rural-urban CPI by June 2017.
BRR: Census is a sensitive subject since population is linked to political
and economic distribution in various shapes and forms. Is there a way to
depoliticise the census?
AB: Pakistan is not unique to this problem. India had also faced these
sensitivities but they went about it in a sensible manner. In 1975, they decided that
the population ratio, as per their 1971 census, will remain fixed for the next 60
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years. Initially they had frozen the ratio till the year 2000, and then they passed a
constitutional amendment to keep it frozen till the 2031 census.
BRR: Leading Pakistani economists question the sagacity of current
definition of urban and rural arguing that the definition should take into
account white goods ownership, roads, transport, education, etcetera. Are you
taking that insight into account?
AB: They are right. Urbanisation is growing in Pakistan but we have not
expanded administrative boundaries accordingly. However, it is not my mandate to
declare which area is rural or urban. According to the law, it is the mandate of the
provincial and local governments to identify which area is urban and which is
rural. As a person in charge of census, I can only use official classifications of
urban and rural as reported by provincial and local governments.
Having said that, I must point out that two years ago we had organised an
international seminar where we invited local and international scholars to help
define what is urban. And no consensus definition came out of that seminar. The
thing is that even international definitions vary too much. In the United States for
instance, the definition is showing signs of urbanisation which means if an area has
water supply and sewerage, it is an urban area. In other countries, an urban area is
defined as an area which has a population of 5000 or above.
BRR: But what if any province redefines urban area after CPI rebasing
and the census; how will that impact rural CPI and census results?
AB: In the case of rural CPI, the PBS is already taking small areas that are
very far from being described as rural. But we can always take a new area if the
provincial and local governments re-define urban and rural areas. In the case of
census, the PBS is using a fixed block system, which means we will be collecting
and disseminating the data on block basis. And if tomorrow urban/rural areas are
reclassified, then we can easily shift the block along with its data to the new
classification.
BRR: Form 2A of the census has been at the centre of controversy lately.
How would you respond to that?
AB: Form 2A has four areas: fertility, disability, unemployment, and
migration. In the first place the collection of data under Form 2A was initially a
survey-based exercise rather than a census-based exercise.
Moreover, since we have the army in phases and in certain periods of time,
we realised that we cannot fill out form 2A in that short time since these four heads
have upto 15 questions; which requires time. This is why the Council of Common
Interests decided that we do this (2A) in the form of survey rather than make it a
part of the census. We plan to touch over a million households in the form of
survey, which would be representative at district level. However, since this week
the Lahore High Court and the Supreme Court have decided that total count of the
disabled should also be made a part of the census, that information will be
collected by the census enumerators.
BRR: What is the cost of the census?
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AB: Given the importance of census and its wider economic and social
returns, it has to be done, even fiscal costs are high. The current estimated cost is
about Rs18.5 billion; the final number will be shared once the census is over.
BRR: In the wake of devolution and signs of political competition, dont
you think the PBS needs to work on disaggregated statistics such as provincial
GDP, CPI etcetera?
AB: It is the job of the provincial statistics department. They should do it.
BRR: But they complain that the PBS doesnt share the detailed national
accounts datasets?
AB: They already have the data. How can the PBS make national accounts
without data from provincial bureau of statistics? If the provincial bureaus of
statistics want any technical support, then we are always here.
BRR: Economists have long been concerned about the under-estimation
of Pakistans GDP. The central bank had recently highlighted how the LSM
index doesnt fully reflect the economy; whereas the likes of noted economist
Shahid Javed Burki say that Pakistans GDP is under-estimated by about 25
percent.
AB: I have spoken to Mr. Burki and my understanding is that 25 percent
underestimation is his finger on the pulse; it is his feeling, he may be wrong or he
may be right. The PBS follows the UNs SNA 2008 to the extent that we can. For
instance, our government doesnt follow accrual based accounting, so we dont
follow that part of the SNA 2008.
However, these concerns, including the concerns over LSM highlighted by
the central bank, will be taken into account as we are in the process of rebasing the
GDP. We are also planning to hold an integrated agriculture survey for which we
have already done the pilot in Sahiwal on tablets. And this is an integrated survey,
which means we have inquired about agriculture, livestock, and agri-machinery.
BRR: When will the rebasing completed and when do you plan to relaunch the quarterly GDP?
AB: Rebasing of the GDP is planned to be completed by the end of calendar
year 2018, and the quarterly GDP can be re-launched after the launch of rebased
GDP.
Пакистан не имеет четкой статистики
Pakistan operating in statistical darkness
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1339954/pakistan-operating-statistical-darkness/
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In a series of articles beginning with the one today, I will discuss the need for
Pakistan to develop a strong statistical base to get better knowledge of the state of
society and economy. The world does not know Pakistan well. In fact, neither do
the Pakistanis, not even the policymakers who have the responsibility to mind the
country‘s affairs.
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What we know about the state of the Pakistani economy is not based on
reliable facts. High quality statistics and information are needed for at least three
reasons. They are indispensable for the making of good public policy. They inform
the private sector about the opportunities available in the economy and about the
direction of economic change. Good information and data will also help us to
correctly place the economy in the global system. The last has considerable
importance in the age of globalisation. I am confident that once the size of the
national income has been correctly determined, it will turn out that Pakistan is one
of the world‘s 20 largest economies. This should qualify it to gain a place in the
G20, from which it has been excluded.
I should discuss the question of estimating the national income. The data on
which national income estimates are made are collected, mostly from carefully
designed surveys. This is not done in Pakistan to the extent needed. We have little
idea about what goes on in several sectors of the economy. Agricultural output is
based on the information provided by local officials who follow different methods
of estimating crop yields. This means that the information coming in from one area
may not be comparable to that from the adjoining area.
We have a vague idea that the livestock sector has become an important part
of the rural economy. But we need to know more. How large is the livestock sector
and how many people it employs. We know that millions of women work in the
sector, several of them as entrepreneurs. How large is their role and could their
productivity be improved, are important questions for the making of good public
policy. There is an impression that the commercialisation of the livestock sector
may have had a negative effect on the state of nutrition in the countryside. As more
milk gets picked up by the processors, children in the countryside are getting a
lesser amount. This may be contributing to the stunting of the population. We don‘t
know as much as we should about value added by some of the modern services
such as IT. My impression is that the IT industry is contributing more to the
national economy, employing more people and earning more in exports than
indicated by statistics. A significant amount of the money that is recorded as
―remittances from overseas Pakistanis‖ is in fact payment to small vendors who do
assignments for family members and friends living and working abroad. A
significant number of them are women working from home.
The forthcoming population census should provide us with vital demographic
data. Just to take one example: We are underestimating the size of the urban
population, something that may not change even after the new census if the
definition of what is implied by an urban area is not altered. Some of the obvious
urban communities are being classified as rural. This is the case, for instance, of
the communities on the side of the Islamabad Highway, short of the road to the
airport. Definitions need to be changed if they result in such obvious distortions.
Should we make a serious effort to collect that information? The answer to
the question is an obvious yes. How should that be done? That question will need
some analysis of the competence of the institutions that are engaged in the
important tasks of data gathering and analysis. It might be necessary to engage
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institutions such as the World Bank that have the expertise in the area of
development statistics and maintain a vast and accessible repository of what is
available. How soon can this exercise be done? It will take a while before the
needed structure can be put in place but the work should begin immediately. There
are alternative assessment methods available which I will discuss next week.
Методика расчетов ВВП (на русском, в России).
См.: http://investocks.ru/metody-rascheta-vvp-methods-of-calculating-gdp/
Пересмотр данных о росте ВВП – изменение базы расчетных цен
(Система национальных счетов)
Backward revision of GDP growth
Dr Pervez Tahir (pervez.tahir@tribune.com.pk.). The Express Tribune, February 10th,
2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1321935/backward-revision-gdp-growth/

In the following eight years, the annual GDP growth has been 3.73 per cent
In a latest publication, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) has finally
done what should have been done a long time ago. The base of GDP estimation
was changed from 1999-2000 to 2005-06 in April 2013. Base change is necessary
to accommodate changes in the structure of the economy, new definitions, methods
or latest surveys. Any or all of these adjustments make the pre- and post- base data
incomparable. Before the latest backward revision, our GDP series was consistent
only from 2005-06 to 2015-16. Now it has been made consistent since 2000-01.
The 1980-81 base continues from 1951-52 to 1999-2000. Different bases hold
prior to that. Statisticians have developed methods to solve this problem, but the
PBS has been slow in catching up. The revision enables us to compare apples with
apples.
There is no revision in forestry, fishing, mining and quarrying, and
construction sectors. The revision incorporates structural changes in the large-scale
manufacturing. In the crops sub-sector, both structural and data changes have been
incorporated. Livestock sub-sector is adjusted for new data. Data changes have
been made in slaughtering. Structural and data changes affect electricity generation
and distribution and gas distribution. Wholesale and retail trade is changed to the
extent other sectors have changed. Transport sub-components have been updated.
While minor changes occur in general government services and other private
services, the methodology for finance and insurance services has completely
changed. On the whole, the areas where the information base has been traditionally
weak remain untouched. But their weight is far less than the sectors subjected to
revision.
Without going into the merit of the changes made in terms of data, definitions
and methodology, which may get too technical for a newspaper column anyway,
we will only look at the outcome of the exercise. The period covered, 2000-01 to
2005-06, relates to the six full fiscal years of General Musharraf ‗s regime. The
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General‘s first year, according to the old base, was a year of dismal growth of 1.97
per cent. As population growth was higher, the GDP per capita growth was
negative. Under the new base, the growth is estimated much higher at 3.65 per
cent. This is in the nature of a technical improvement as the year bears the full
effect of the changes. In the following year, GDP growth with the new base is 2.37
per cent, which is lower than the growth of 3.11 per cent at the old base. For the
succeeding two years, the growth rate at the new base was higher than at the old
base. The fifth year, 2004-05, had posted a growth rate of 8.96 per cent at the old
base, the highest since 1969-70. At that time, the estimate was the subject of much
controversy, as it was made the basis drastic reduction in the poverty number. The
new base reduces this growth to 7.52 per cent. According to the old base, GDP
growth was the highest in 2004-05. As per the new base, the highest growth was in
2003-04, i.e., 7.70 per cent. In 2005-06, the GDP growth under the new base was
again lower than the old base, 5.56 per cent against 5.80 per cent.
On the average, the GDP growth during these six years was 5.34 per cent per
annum under the old base. The new base gives a slightly higher estimate of 5.41
per cent. For all the eight fiscal years of General Musharraf, the annual average
growth was 5.37 per cent. In the following eight years, the annual GDP growth has
been 3.73 per cent. Is this an odious comparison?

ПРОИЗВОДСТВО1

РАСПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ1. БЕДНОСТЬ1
Рост неравенства в распределении доходов в Индии
Monstrous Indian Income Inequality
Economic & Political Weekly. Vol. 52, Issue No. 40, 07 Oct,
http://www.epw.in/journal/2017/40/editorials/monstrous-indian-income-inequality.html

2017.

There is a dire need to rise above the empirical level in explaining income
inequality.
The monstrous inequalities of capitalism in India have been plain for all to
see, but now, the celebrated author of Capital in the Twenty-first Century, Thomas
Piketty, and his colleague Lucas Chancel at the World Inequality Lab, Paris School
of Economics, have provided the numbers, at least as far as incomes are concerned.
Their working paper ―Indian Income Inequality, 1922–2014‖ is provocatively
subtitled ―From British Raj to Billionaire Raj?‖—arousing Indian academic
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economists from their stupor on such matters, and goading journalists to think
aloud.
According to the Chancel–Piketty paper, India has emerged as the country
that has recorded the highest increase in the share of the top 1% in national income
over the past three decades, from 6.2% in 1982–83 to 21.7% in 2013–14. Indeed,
the latter figure is the highest level recorded since the establishment of income tax
in 1922, overtaking the British Raj‘s record of the share of the top 1% in national
income, which was 20.7% in 1939–40.
There are other striking aspects of India‘s appallingly unequal growth
process that need to be highlighted. While incomes of the bottom 50% of the adult
population (above 20 years) over the period 1980–2014 grew at 89%, and that of
the middle 40% (individuals above the median income and below the top 10%
earners) by 93%, those of the top 10%, the top 1%, the top 0.1%, the top 0.01%,
and the top 0.001% grew at 394%, 750%, 1,138%, 1,834% and 2,726%,
respectively. Indeed, India has recorded what could be the highest gap between the
growth of incomes of the top 1% (a growth rate of 750%) and the growth rate of
incomes of the full adult population (187%). And, while the incomes of the bottom
50% grew in China over the period 1980–2014 by 312%, those of the bottom 50%
in India grew by only 89%. Further, while the growth rate of incomes of the middle
40% over the same period in China was 615%, the corresponding figure for India
was just 93%. Indeed, the growth of incomes at the very top of the income
distribution in India (that of the top 0.001%) was 2,726%; the corresponding figure
for China was lower, 2,546%.
Both China and India have recorded appallingly unequal growth over the last
three decades, but in China, even though it is not a democracy in the sense of
permitting free expression of public opinion, its growth process over the period
1980–2014 has been relatively much less unequal than India‘s. The bottom 90% of
its population captured 56% of the national income growth compared to what
India‘s bottom 90% did, a mere 34%. Indeed, in India, the middle 40% seems to
have benefited the least (as compared to China, France, and the United States)
from the total national income growth over this period. It is not India‘s middle
class (the middle 40%), but merely the top 10% of the population (80 million adult
individuals in 2014)—―Shining India‖—that has inordinately benefited from the
growth of national income over the last three decades (it captured 66% of that
growth).
The Chancel–Piketty paper is striking in the sense of putting numbers to the
well-known fact that India has been ―shining‖ by-and-large only for the rich. The
paper, however, does not quite rise above the empirical level in explaining income
inequality. Data never really speaks for itself; a theory is necessary to make sense
of it. Moreover, in this case, the data is largely derived from tax declarations,
which, as one suspects, are often falsified. And in the case of the very rich who
control corporations, the distinction between their income as individuals and the
income of the enterprises they control is, at least in part, artificial. For instance,
much of their consumption expenses, and the personal ones at that, are passed off
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as company expenses. What the eminent economist D R Gadgil wrote in 1949, that
―tax evasion by the rich may … have to be taken as a chronic feature of the Indian
economic situation‖ (Pacific Affairs, June 1949, p 122), is applicable to the whole
period, 1922–2014, under consideration. In this light, the Chancel–Piketty
estimates of income inequality may be considered the lower bound of the
prevailing inequality.
As regards the top 10%, and especially the top 1%, much of their income
probably comes from profits from business, dividends and interest from stocks and
bonds, rent from land and buildings, and salaries and bonuses deriving from
management control in business enterprises, the latter more like property income
rather than income from work. Moreover, over the last three decades, it is likely
that real wages have been lowered relative to labour productivity, thus increasing
the share of property incomes over incomes from work in value added. And, even
within property incomes, the eschewing of antitrust action to reduce monopoly
power has concentrated profits in the hands of the big oligopolies to the relative
detriment of small businesses.
Of course, the access of big business to undervalued assets of the public
sector, of mineral and forest resources, of land, and of the allocation of the
spectrum for telecom should not be forgotten. The larger picture over here is of a
financial aristocracy lording over a process of corporate-led jobless growth. As
eminent macroeconomist Amit Bhaduri puts it, the basic recipe of such growth,
very simply, is that if 10 persons, each producing two units, are displaced from the
petty-commodity production economy and five find employment in the corporate
sector with a labour productivity of eight units, employment and livelihood
possibilities have halved, but output has been doubled. Of course, to incentivise
such corporate investment, natural resources, including land, are transferred to the
corporate business enterprises cheap. And the corporate business houses return the
favour through handsome donations to the political parties that have enabled them
to acquire the undervalued assets. In the process, contesting elections become
prohibitively expensive for persons or parties that do not have access to such
donations. Corporate-led jobless growth and corporate-led democracy then rule the
roost (―On Democracy, Corporations and Inequality,‖EPW, 26 March 2016).
That income inequality has attained and even exceeded levels prevailing
during the British Raj is the tragedy of an India ruled by a bourgeoisie that has
been the product of the long degenerative process of colonialism spanning the last
quarter of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th, when the country
witnessed a decline in real per capita income and millions were the victims of manmade famines even as the moneybags thrived. The brutality of colonialism and the
perniciousness of its ideology of racial superiority, then; the cruelty of semifascism and the harmful effects of its ideology of Hindutva, an Indian variant of
Nazism, now. Hindutva, besides inculcating a demonic drive towards cultural
orthodoxy, is also firmly on the extreme right of the political spectrum, and the
force wielding it, the Sangh Parivar, has been employing methods that are a mix of
electoral politics and illegal violence. Moreover, this political force is bent upon
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smashing what it perceives to be any threat to the model of appallingly unequal
growth whose income-inequality ―results‖ the Chancel–Piketty paper has now laid
bare.
Борьба с бедностью требует большего, нежели просто обещаний
Ending poverty requires more than just commitment
Amin Ahmed. The Business and Finance Weekly, September 25th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359725/ending-poverty-requires-more-than-just-commitment

THE government‘s commitment to achieving the SDGs has yet to be
translated into an action plan. The first two goals — ending poverty and achieving
zero hunger — still await approval of a national food security policy.
The business-as-usual approach is not going to make any significant impact
on poverty reduction.
A more innovative and comprehensive approach is needed, with increased
focus on reducing the economic, social and environmental risks confronting the
poor, according to the United Nations.
Mina Dowlatchahi, Food and Agriculture Organisation‘s (FAO)
representative in Pakistan, says the National Zero Hunger Special Programme —
being formulated by the Ministry of National Food Security and Research in
collaboration with the FAO and World Food Programme — foresees social
protection, school feeding and nutrition education actions, combined with longer
term interventions on ‗farmer field schools‘, sustainable agriculture intensification
and diversification approaches, and the development of linkages to markets for
smallholders.
Measures to achieve zero hunger are an integral part of the final draft of the
national food security policy.
―We cannot end hunger and all forms of malnutrition by 2030 unless we
address all the factors that undermine food security and nutrition, including socioeconomic stability,‖ Ms Dowlatchahi says.
―Securing peaceful and inclusive societies (SDG 16) is a necessary condition
to that end,‖ she says.
In Asia-Pacific, Pakistan is among the few countries which have contained
the hunger to some extent. The percentage of hunger during the 2014-16 period
declined from 25.1 per cent to 22pc. Within the region, the proportion of people
affected by hunger in 2014-16 increased from the level that existed in 1990-1992.
According to the latest edition of the annual United Nations report on the
food security and nutrition, the challenge is that there is more than enough food
produced in the world to feed everyone, yet 815 million people (or 11pc of the
global population) faced hunger last year.
The highest number of undernourished people was in Asia because of its
large population.
According to FAO, around 520m people in Asia, 243m in Africa, and 42m
in Latin America and the Caribbean did not have access to sufficient food energy.
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The business-as-usual approach is not going to make any significant impact
on poverty reduction. A more innovative and comprehensive approach is needed,
with increased focus on reducing the economic, social and environmental risks
confronting the poor, according to the United Nations.
Poverty eradication will be challenging with the occurrence of climaterelated events because the region is particularly exposed to the impacts of climate
change, with nine Asia-Pacific countries on the list of the 15 countries that are the
most exposed and vulnerable to natural hazards.
The first SDG goal is to eradicate extreme poverty for all people
everywhere, currently measured as people living on less than $1.25 a day. It aims
to reduce at least by half the proportion of men, women and children of all ages
living in poverty in all its dimensions according to national definitions by 2030.
―While the region is making progress towards achieving the SDGs on
poverty, education, economic growth, industry and infrastructure, and life below
water, we are seeing slow progress towards ending hunger, achieving food
security, delivering agricultural sustainability, ensuring good health and well-being
for all, and achieving gender equality,‖ said Dr Shamshad Akhtar, executive
secretary of UN‘s Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(Escap).
Pakistan is the first country to endorse and adopt SDGs in parliament as part
of its national agenda and now these goals are known as national development
goals (NDGs). A parliamentary task force and an SDG secretariat have also been
set up.
―The SDGs are not just a part of a top-down international agenda, but are
also essential for Pakistan‘s prosperity, development and the well-being of its
people,‖ according to Interior and Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal.
On the other hand, in the Asia-Pacific SDGs Outlook report, the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) examined each of the 17 broad goals and describes the
outlook for achieving each one in the region. It singles out ―bright spots‖ and ―hot
spots‖, provides insights about each goal and points to emerging issues and reveals
many of the common challenges that governments will confront as they work to
develop appropriate responses to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
The ADB says that achieving zero hunger will be challenging due to the
convergence of expanding populations, climate change, fertiliser overuse,
competing use of land for food, energy and industries, changing consumption
patterns, the ageing population of working farmers and the degradation of
agricultural land.
The bank believes that regional countries need to pay more attention to
growth in their agricultural sector and to supporting diverse food systems.
Evidence consistently shows that growth originating in agriculture has a stronger
impact on poverty and hunger reduction than growth originating in other sectors.
The deadline of SDGs ensures sustainable food production systems and
implement resilient agricultural practices that increase productivity and production;
help maintain ecosystems; strengthen capacity for adapting to climate change;
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extreme weather; drought; flooding and other disasters, and that progressively
improve land and soil quality.
The region is the world‘s largest producer of cereals, vegetables, fruits, meat
and fish, with strong growth in all areas. Agricultural production has been
increasing steadily since 1990. Measured in terms of constant prices, the value of
food produced in the region increased from $736 billion in 1990 to $1.351bn in
2013.
Agricultural productivity in the region, as measured by the value added per
worker, has generally been rising. However, it has been a slow rise in South Asia
where, with the exception of a few countries, it remains a fraction of what has been
achieved in industrialised countries.
The target sets to increase investment, including through enhanced
international cooperation, in rural infrastructure, agricultural research and
extension services, technology development and plant and livestock gene banks in
order to enhance agricultural productive capacity in developing countries, in
particular least developed countries.
Climate change threatens all dimensions of food security. Projections show
that increasing temperatures will result in decreased yields, especially in South and
Southeast Asia, and increased incidence of pest and disease outbreaks.
The widespread melting of glaciers and snow cover in the major mountain
ranges of Asia will affect the volume and timing of water flows and ultimately
reduce the availability of irrigation water downstream. The effects of climate
change on agricultural production and livelihoods are expected to intensify over
time.
Agricultural productivity of high-income countries in the region is 67 times
higher than that of least-developed countries.
The rate of growth of government spending on agriculture in the region has
slowed down since the food price crisis, according to Escap.
The availability of water is also a challenging issue, with agriculture being a
major user. The proportion of water withdrawn for agriculture is more than 90pc
for 13 countries in the region, particularly in Central Asia.
Nearly all countries in the region are experiencing increasing pressure on
water resources due to their growing populations and economic development.
Цели
самоподдерживающегося
развития
–
избирательность
недопустима
Selective implementation of SDGs leads to ambiguous report card
Anand Kumar. The Business and Finance Weekly, September 25th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359718/selective-implementation-of-sdgs-leads-to-ambiguousreport-card

WHILE India continues to maintain a leadership position among the fastestgrowing large economies in the world in terms of its rapid GDP expansion, its
performance on the ambitious Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN
continues to suffer because of its poor rankings.
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The SDG Index and Dashboards report, brought out recently by the
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), a global initiative for the
UN, and Bertelsmann Stiftung, an independent German foundation, ranks India
116 out of a total of 157 countries.
A comparison with other development metrics indicated poor performance
in most of them: GDP per capita, PPP (2015) — 105 out of 153; Subjective
Wellbeing (2016) — 110/133; Environmental Performance Index (2016) —
126/157; Human Development Index (2016) – 110/157; Global Competitiveness
Index (2016-17) — 37/134; and Global Peace Index (2016) — 132/149.
India scored 58.1 out of 100 on the SDG Index and its ranking slipped to
116 from 110 last year. It did slightly better on the regional average score, getting
63.3.
The UN‘s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which covers 17
goals, was adopted by head of states and governments in September 2015. The
2030 Agenda ―is a new plan of action for people, planet and prosperity, with 17
SDGs and 169 associated targets at its core.‖
The 17 SDGs include aspects such as ‗No poverty,‘ ‗Zero hunger,‘ ‗Good
health and well-being,‘ ‗Quality education,‘ and ‗Gender equality.‘
India scored 58.1 out of 100 on the SDG Index and its ranking slipped to
116 from 110 last year. It did slightly better on the regional average score, getting
63.3
Aart De Geus, Chairman, Bertelsmann Stiftung, who released the report in
Hamburg — coinciding with the July 7 G20 summit — warned that the recent
surge in populism and unilateralism leads to 1930 than to fulfilling the 2030
Agenda.
According to him, low-income countries need support from rich countries,
with assistance by way of foreign direct investment, global tax reform to enable the
poor countries to fight tax evasion by international investors, technology sharing,
capacity development, and more Official Development Assistance.
Another report reflecting India‘s relatively poor track record vis a vis the
UN‘s SDGs, was brought out earlier this month by the Global Burden of Disease,
which is based out of the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) at the
University of Washington and is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
The Global Burden of Disease also provides an analysis of health-related
SDG indicators. Its report was published by the medical journal, Lancet. The study
ranks countries on an overall, health-related SDG Index.
It ranked India poorly — 128th in terms of meeting health-related goals:
India scored low on air pollution, sanitation, hepatitis B and wasting (or acute
malnutrition).
According to the report, over six million Indians died of non-communicable
diseases last year. Ischemic heart disease was the top killer. The report was also
concerned about the large number of deaths of children below five — it added up
to 900,000 in 2016.
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―The contribution of Non-Communicable Diseases to death and disability in
India continues to grow at an alarming rate — a ticking time bomb that is
increasingly affecting not just our health but our economy as well,‖ remarks Dr
Vivekanand Jha, executive director, the George Institute for Global Health, India, a
top-ranking medical research institute, with offices around the world.
Not only has the Indian government been vociferously expressing its support
for the SDGs, it also recently presented a voluntary review report to the UN
The two largest increases were seen in diabetes and chronic kidney disease.
―The report points out the value of knowing these cause-specific mortality data in
framing action to meet SDG, and highlights the continued neglect by the SDG
agenda to some important causes of health burden, of whom chronic kidney
disease is particularly relevant to India, having risen to 9th place in the rank of
causes of death,‖ he adds. ―There is an urgent need to pay attention to the
healthcare and monitoring needs of these conditions.‖
THE Indian government, however, has been vociferously expressing its
support for the SDGs and recently presented a voluntary review report to the UN.
It focuses on the goals of ending poverty and hunger, ensuring healthy lives
and achieving gender equality. The report, prepared by the National Institution for
Transforming India (Niti Aayog), also focuses on some of the projects of the
Narendra Modi government, including the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee, Beti Bachao Beti Padhao, Clean India campaign and the
Aadhaar Act.
―As the fastest growing major economy of the world today, India is uniquely
placed to deliver on its commitments to inclusive and sustainable development,‖
said the report on the implementation of SDG to the UN.
―Externally, the country has played a key role in shaping the SDGs and
ensuring balance among its three pillars — economic, social and environmental.
Internally, it has launched many programmes to make progress towards these
goals.‖
Arvind Panagriya, who quit last month as vice-chairman of Niti Aayog, had
earlier presented the national review report on implementation of the SDGs to the
UN forum on sustainable development.
The report said India would work towards ensuring a greater flow of
finances and technology from developed countries to developing and least
developed nations, in alignment with their explicit commitment in the context of
the 2030 Agenda.
―India believes that with combined and sustained efforts at the national and
global levels, it will indeed be possible to eradicate poverty and ensure a
prosperous world for all,‖ said the report.
But last week, a group of academicians and activists, both from India and
abroad, released a signed, 25-point statement, calling on the government to ensure
effective implementation of labour laws ―to eliminate modern slavery and forced
labour‖ and in line with the SDGs.
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―A multi-pronged strategy that responds to the needs of all affected
constituencies, including bonded labourers, contract workers, domestic workers,
intra- and inter-state as well as international migrant workers, and sex workers is
necessary in order to achieve SDG 8.7,‖ the informal group said.
The group included activists from the Self-Employed Women‘s Association,
National Network of Sex Workers and academics from the Jawaharlal Nehru
University and National Law School of India, besides the King‘s College London
and the California State University.
It said the current targets and indicators proposed by the Ministry of
Statistics and Programme Implementation for the realisation of SDG 8.7 ―are
wholly inadequate.‖
Растущая неравномерность распределения доходов в Пакистане
Rising inequality in Pakistan
Murtaza Talpur (research officer at the Centre for Finance for Development in
Islamabad).
The
Express
Tribune.
September
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1509963/rising-inequality-pakistan/

The writer is a Rising inequality is a global phenomenon. Oxfam‘s briefings
paper ‗An economy for the 99%‘ reports only eight men today have the same
wealth as 3.6 billion of the world‘s population. In the last three decades seven out
of 10 people living in a country have been facing inequality. Also the report
mentions that in the next 25 years, the world will have its first trillionaire.
Besides this, every year economically stagnated countries cost $1,000 billion
in the shape of corporate tax evasions. This huge sum can provide education to 124
million children and prevent the deaths of at least six million children globally. On
the other hand, global inequality has devastating consequences for low-income
countries like Pakistan.
The per capita income of Pakistan is $1,629. Poor families can bear the cost
of food, health, shelter, education and other fundamental needs for a year in the
country. Meanwhile, Bangladesh — a young country — has seen an increase of up
to $1,602 in its per capita income.
Oxfam‘s another report titled Commitment to Reducing Inequality (CRI)
ranks Pakistan at number 139 out of 152 countries. In spending on education,
health and social protection, it is ranked on 146; progressive taxation is ranked at
number 98 and labour rights is ranked at number 118.
According to development experts of Pakistan, between 1998-99 and 201314 consumption-based poverty fell from 57.9 per cent to 29.5 per cent.
Multidimensional poverty that comprises education, health and living standards
dropped from 55.2 per cent to 38.8 per cent between 2004-5 and 2014-15. In
addition, during 2013-14, the Gini coefficient was 0.41 while in the years 1987-88
it was 0.35. Besides, the richest 20 per cent in Pakistan spend seven times more
than the poorest 20 per cent.
Currently, our country is on the trajectory of high economic deficit. This has
caused 35 per cent of the people to live below the poverty line, around 22.4 million
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children are out of school and 45 per cent are stunted. Moreover, women‘s unpaid
domestic work is not measured in any data. They are not paid equal wages and
around 63 per cent youth spends their life impractically.
Income and wealth inequality in Pakistan is from top to bottom. Only 22
persons in the country have billions of wealth and reserves. The rest spend their
life in hunger and poverty. Education and health infrastructures are on the verge of
collapse. Institutions are rotten. Moral and ethical values are decaying.
In addition, extreme inequalities cause rampant corruption in society,
obstruct economic growth, leads to irregular wealth and income distribution, moral
and ethical iniquities, and adversely affect labour and human rights. This portrays
an intimidating picture of the country‘s overall economic scenario.
Civil society organisations, public-sector organisations and INGOs in
Pakistan are working more on issues like poverty, gender disparity, water, food,
rights, etc. However, so far the root cause of all these issues — inequality — is
untouched and undebated.
Undoubtedly inequality is a highly political debate, as it is entrenched in
government policies and institutions. However, it needs to be advocated by people,
civil society, policymakers and parliamentarians to initiate discourse in the
country.
Inequality needs to be controlled now. The CRI index shows that some
African countries through spending on education, health and social protection have
controlled inequality. The government needs to increase spending on education,
health and social protection, and provide equal labour wages for both men and
women. The government should revamp and reform the taxation system to bring
progressive and just tax systems.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии.
Capital is back? The fall and rise of the rich in India
Rishabh Kumar (Assistant Professor of Economics at California State University). The
Hindu. 12.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/capital-is-back-the-fall-and-rise-ofthe-rich-in-india/article19660896.ece?homepage=true

Concentration of wealth in India maybe returning to pre-independence
levels
To understand the levels and structures of inequality in India, it is necessary
to put the rich at the centre of its macro-history.
In Europe and the United States of America (USA) on the eve World War I,
wealth held by a fraction of the richest percentile dominated over national income.
This wealth fell dramatically over the course of the Great Depression and two
World Wars, only to emerge again in the late 1970s. It is this long-run evolution
that is at the centre of Thomas Piketty‘s book Capital in the 21st Century.
Much like the developed world, wealth concentration in India seems to have
followed a U shape, now recognised as the inverted Kuznets curve. To be sure,
India has for centuries housed the richest and poorest people on the planet. My
recent research (Kumar, 2017 Capital and the Hindu Rate of Growth) asks a
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question along these lines: Is the state of wealth inequality today a continuation or
a sharp break from India‘s past?
The decline
In 1937, the Nizam of Hyderabad graced the cover of Time magazine as the
wealthiest person in the world. His land, precious metals, and other assets were
equivalent to almost 30% of India‘s national income. He was by every definition of
the word, ―Super Rich.‖
Joining him at the top of India‘s wealth distribution were other ancestral
royalty from India‘s princely states and a handful of business houses. The
establishment of independent India along with its newly drafted Constitution
created a new paradox — it guaranteed private property but also made tremendous
promises of democratisation. It was on these lines that a large-scale dismantling of
incumbent and established wealth occurred over the next three decades. It began
with the annexation of private (princely) land during the formation of the Indian
union.

Over time, as India‘s tryst with socialist planning proceeded, much of old
wealth was confiscated, taxed progressively and nationalised. In development
economics, this period (1950-1980) is often referred to as ―The Hindu Rate of
Growth.‖ For example in 1966, the top 0.1% in India owned the equivalent of 16%
of GDP; i.e. almost two months worth of output. By 1986, this wealth was worth
less than 5% of national income.
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Had India achieved superb equality? We cannot pretend to answer this
affirmatively because the Hindu Rate of Growth was an embarrassment relative to
what was happening in East Asia. But much like Europe and the USA, a
combination of progressive taxation with anti-capital policies broke up the existing
rentier class. Private property was also turned into national wealth — not always
efficient but the pace and level of the decline amongst the rich was staggering. The
term ―Tata-Birla‖ resonates with the Indian imagination because these (and one or
two others) corporate houses were the few that made the journey intact.
Resurgence and metamorphoses
While the speed of the decline owes much to Indira Gandhi, her successor
Rajiv planted the seeds needed to rebuild private wealth. By 1986, inheritance
taxation was abolished, other direct taxes diluted and private industry began to
flourish again. Eventually nationalisation was reversed with sales of public assets
and the globalising market became India‘s friend. The pace of stock market
capitalisation since 1989 easily surpassed India‘s outstanding GDP growth.
Although existing data does not allow a systematic analysis, a collection of stylised
trends makes it seem like the super-rich are back again.
The Forbes Rich List published annually showed that by 1996 the richest
two persons in India held wealth equal to 1% of GDP. It took thousands of estates
to make this figure in 1980. In 2007, exactly seven decades after the Nizam,
Mukesh Ambani made the global list as the world‘s wealthiest person.
At this juncture, India‘s billionaires club was worth almost 20% of national
income. All this points to the possibility that India too has a U-shaped evolution of
wealth concentration, indeed these trends were matched by income inequality
according to work by Mr. Piketty and Abhijit Banerjee.
The resurgence of the rich was accompanied by a metamorphoses — much
of top wealth is still inherited, but instead of hereditary royalty it is now
‗corporatised‘ primogeniture. Unlike the poor investments made by incumbent
aristocrats, inherited assets continue to grow. The families dominate private assets,
due to closely held equity. But they are also joined by other smart investors and
self-made businessmen. Rankings today change frequently based on entries and
exits. These fluctuations are in the nature of wealth at the top. Old wealth has made
way for the new and even newer wealth keeps emerging. Will national income be
dwarfed again?
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии достигло уровня,
какого не было после 1922 г.
Income inequality in India at its highest level since 1922, says Lucas
Chancel
The Hindu. 9.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/interview/income-inequality-inindia-at-its-highest-level-since-1922/article19645881.ece?homepage=true

The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s, before dropping to 6% in the early 1980s and rising to 22% today, says
renowned economist Lucas Chancel
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According to a research paper by renowned economistsThomas Pikettyand
Lucas Chancel, income inequality in India is at its highest level since 1922, the
year the Income Tax Act was passed. In December, they will release the first
‗World Inequality Report‘ where they will compare India‘s inequality trajectory
with other emerging, industrialised and low-income countries and suggest ways to
tackle global and national inequality. In an e-mail interview,Lucas
Chancel discusses the findings of the paper titled ‗Indian income inequality, 19222014: From British Raj to Billionaire Raj?‘ Excerpts:
Can you summarise key findings of the paper?
According to our benchmark estimates, the share of national income
accruing to the top 1% income earners is now at its highest level since the creation
of the Indian Income Tax [Act] in 1922. The top 1% of earners captured less than
21% of total income in the late 1930s, before dropping to 6% in the early 1980s
and rising to 22% today. Over the 1951-1980 period, the bottom 50% group
captured 28% of total growth and incomes of this group grew faster than the
average, while the top 0.1% incomes decreased. Over the 1980-2014 period, the
situation was reversed; the top 0.1% of earners captured a higher share of total
growth than the bottom 50% (12% versus 11%), while the top 1% received a
higher share of total growth than the middle 40% (29% vs. 23%). These findings
suggest that much can be done to promote more inclusive growth in India.
You have said the income inequality has been at the highest level?
Since the 1980s, India did not only open-up and liberalise its economy, it did
it in a way that was very favourable to top income earners and capital owners.
Top tax rates which were very high in the 1970s (up to 98%) decreased to
30% in the 1980s. Wages set by governments in government enterprises were
liberalised after privatisations and the dispersion increased.
It is also likely that privatisations principally benefited richest income
groups, those who already had capital, rather than the majority of the population
which didn‘t access equity.
On the other hand, growth at the bottom of the distribution was notably
lower than average growth rates since the 1980s.
Is this finding unique for India?
To better understand the rise in Indian inequality, let‘s look at other
emerging countries. China also liberalised and opened up after 1978, and in doing
so, experienced a sharp income growth as well as a sharp rise in inequality. This
rise, however, halted in the 2000s. Today, inequality is currently at lower level
there than in India (top 1% income share at 14% versus 22% in India, according to
our estimates).
In Russia, the move from a communist to a market economy was extremely
brutal, in a few years, Russia moved from extreme equality to extreme inequality.
Today Russia has similar level of inequality as in India. Interested readers can go
to our open-access website, WID.world to check all this data by themselves!
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Our data shows that there are different strategies to transit from a highly
regulated economy to a liberalised one. In the arrays of possible pathways, India
pursued a very unequal way but could probably have chosen another path.
There have been counter arguments to your thesis?
Some commentators argue that without extreme growth at the very top of the
distribution, there wouldn‘t have been high growth in India. There is, in fact, little
evidence supporting this claim. The top 0.1% captured more total income growth
as the bottom 50% since 1980. Would all income growth have disappeared if the
situation had been reversed? We can also doubt this. The highest growth period in
Western Europe, after the second world war, was also a period of equitable
redistribution of the fruits of growth. Europe grew as a market economy but it was
not a market society. It had institutions, rules, norms limiting the power of capital
accumulation and of income concentration.
What do these findings mean for India?
There are many options and we do not claim to put an end to debates but
rather to trigger them. As written above, more tax progressivity is a very handy
tool to limit rising income inequality at the top. Now looking at the other end of the
social, ladder, government investments in transportation, health and free, quality
education are indeed crucial to raise bottom 50% incomes. Land ownership
concentration is also an issue in India, where agriculture remains a key sector and
where land reform has been only partial.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии растет
India has gone from British Raj to Billionaire Raj: Report
The Times of India. Sep 6, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-has-gone-from-british-raj-to-billionaire-raj-report/articleshow/60383805.cms
HIGHLIGHTS




The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s in India
It dropped to 6% in early 80s
Now, it is 22%, highest since 1922, when the income tax law was conceived
Income inequality is shown to have fallen to the least in the 1970s and the

1980s
NEW DELHI: Inequality in India may be at its highest level since 1922,
when the country's income tax law was conceived, with 22% income accruing to
the top 1% income earners, a new paper released by economists Thomas
Piketty and Lucas Chancel showed.
"The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s, before dropping to 6% in early 1980s and rising to 22% today," said the
paper titled 'Indian income inequality, 1922-2014: From British Raj to Billionaire
Raj?', a revised version of which was released on Tuesday.
Incidentally, the 1970s and the 1980s, when income inequality is shown to
have fallen to the least was the period when India's GDP and per capita income
growth rates fell to one of the lowest levels. The trend in India is in line with the
experience of other major economies.
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The paper shows that between 1980 and 2014, income of top 0.1% income
earners in France and China rose six times faster than the income of bottom 50%.
In India, the growth rate of top 1% was 13 times higher, while it was nearly
77 times higher in the US.
The latest paper from Picketty and Chancel is expected to trigger debate
about the state of inequality in India and whether benefits of higher growth have
spread to all classes.
The two economists recognise the global nature of income inequality but
state that: "India's dynamics are striking: It is the country with the highest gap
between the growth of the top 1% and growth of the full population."
The paper added that the top 0.1% income earners represented less than 8
lakh individuals in 2013-14, which is less than the population of Gurgaon. "It is a
sharp contrast with the 389 million individuals that made up the bottom half of the
adult population in late 2013."
Economists say that income distribution data for India is very difficult to
find. A study done by Delhi-based NCAER dates to 2004-05. "Income tax data is
not applicable (for measuring income inequality) in a country like India,"
said Bibek Debroy, member of NITI Aayog, a government think tank.
"The national sample survey (NSS) data indicated that in 2004-05 inequality
in India increased sharply. The NSS measures consumption and underestimates the
degree of inequality," said Pronab Sen, former chief statistician of India. "If you
could measure income distribution, which very few do, it is much worse."
Sen said, India's fast economic growth had helped in reducing absolute
poverty. "But relative inequality has worsened."
Based on their calculations, Piketty and Chancel have concluded that there
was a moderate rise of the middle class during 1980-2014, when the economy was
liberalised and income growth rates picked up.
"'Shining India' corresponds to the top 10% of the population (approximately
80 million adult individuals in 2014) rather than the middle 40%. Relatively
speaking, the shining decades for the middle 40% group corresponded to the 19511980 period, when this group captured a much higher share of total growth (49%)
than it did over the past 40 years," they said.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии см.:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/income-inequality. 5 сент. 2017 г.
Бедность толкает пакистанцев к продаже почки
Wealth, poverty propping up Pakistan's illegal kidney trade
The Express Tribune. June 27, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1445077/wealth-povertypropping-pakistans-illegal-kidney-trade/

BHALWAL: When Pakistani authorities burst into a makeshift hospital in
Lahore this year, doctors were caught mid-way through two illegal kidney
transplants, the local donors and Omani clients still unconscious on the tables.
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The doctors were allowed to finish the operation then arrested, along with
their assistants and the Omanis, in a raid Pakistani authorities say is a turning point
in their battle against organ trafficking.
Six held as illegal kidney trade racket uncovered in Lahore
Pakistan has long been an international hub for the illegal kidney trade, but
medical and local authorities complain they have been unable to act against the
practice, frustrated by ineffective enforcement policies and what they perceive as a
lack of political will to crack down.
Organ donation is legal so long as it is voluntary, given without duress or the
exchange of money.
Pakistani clerics have ruled it Islamic, but a lack of awareness and the
pervasive belief that it is taboo for Muslims mean there is a shortage of those
willing to donate.
The limited supply, observers say, sees the wealthy routinely exploit its
millions of poor with the help of an organ trade mafia. Kidneys can be bought so
cheaply that overseas buyers are also tapped in, largely from the Gulf, Africa and
the United Kingdom.
In many countries such trafficking is confined to the shadows, in Pakistan – it
is brazen.
Within minutes of an AFP reporter entering the lobby of an upmarket general
hospital in Islamabad, staff had helped him find a so-called ‗agent‘ who offered to
get a donor and facilitate government approval for a kidney transplant, all for a tidy
US$23,000.
The government‘s Human Organs Transplant Authority [HOTA] says it is
toothless. If a donor claims they give their consent, ―there is nothing else we can
do‖, says Dr Suleman Ahmed, a HOTA monitoring officer.
But the April 30 raid in Lahore was the beginning of a new clampdown,
suggests Jamil Ahmad Khan Mayo, a deputy director of the Federal Investigation
Agency [FIA].
Enforcement of current laws was in the hands of provincial authorities – and
thus restricted by provincial boundaries – until March of this year, when those
limits were removed by the decision to assign the powerful FIA to such cases, he
explains. In the Lahore case, all 16 people arrested remain behind bars as the
investigation continues. They face up to a decade in prison.
―By this raid we would like to send a strong message abroad that Pakistan is
no longer a safe haven for [illegal] kidney transplantation,‖ Ahmad says.
Experts suggest there is a need to tackle the root causes of the rampant
underground industry.
―This illegal trade benefits the rich and elites of the country,‖ says Mumtaz
Ahmed, head of nephrology at the government-run Benazir Bhutto hospital in
Rawalpindi. Ahmed, a member of a government investigation commission on the
kidney trade, claims that is why lawmakers are unwilling to enforce penalties. FIA
officials have vowed they will be indiscriminate in their bid to end organ
trafficking.
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Some 25,000 people suffer kidney failure each year in Pakistan, but just 10
percent receive dialysis and a mere 2.3 per cent are able to get a transplant,
according to the Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplant [SIUT], a regional
leader in kidney transplants headquartered in Karachi.
―Many people come to us in government hospitals and bring their family
donors willing to donate kidneys,‖ says Ahmed. ―Then suddenly they shift to
private hospitals when they learn that they can buy a kidney from there.‖
FIA arrests three men for illegal kidney transplants
The high demand creates a market that inhabitants of Pakistan‘s vast rural
areas see as an opportunity to drag themselves out of poverty.
Employed in factories, fields and brick kilns, they borrow money from employers
for medical bills or to raise children, but are unable to repay their debt.
Instead they are forced to work it off in a never-ending cycle of bonded labour
– one they hope to break with the income from selling their organs.
Bushra Bibi, stiff with the pain she has suffered since selling her kidney years
ago, is one of them. Crying softly, Bibi recounts how her father needed the money
for medical treatment and to pay off a loan – so, 12 years ago, she sold her organ
for Rs110,000 rupees.
With her father-in-law in the same predicament, her husband followed suit.
But their desperate move has left them in chronic pain, struggling to work and care
for their five children, and as a result owing even more money than when they
began.
―I can‘t sweep, people talk about me when I can‘t finish my work,‖ Bibi says,
tears rolling down her cheeks. The agony of giving birth after her kidney operation,
she says, is ―known to me only and my God‖.
Bibi and her family live in the fertile Sargodha district of Punjab province,
where Pakistan‘s best oranges are produced. It is also a region where so many
families have been caught up in the kidney trade that resident Malik Zafar Iqbal
says he has formed a union to fight for donors‘ rights.
Showing AFP documents with hundreds of names listed, he says he has met
with authorities, but not yet managed to achieve better conditions for members. ―I
sold my kidney for 104,000 rupees. One hardly gets enough,‖ he says.
Бедность велика, но данные о ней несовершенны
Poverty challenge amidst data deficit
Jawaid Bokhari. The Business and Finance Weekly, May
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334580/poverty-challenge-amidst-data-deficit

22nd,

2017.

The budget strategy unveiled for the next fiscal year is stated to have been
designed with a view to achieving higher, sustainable and inclusive economic
growth in order to provide employment and reduce poverty.
On the face of it, an integrated approach should help the three elements of the
growth strategy to reinforce each other. With the conventional model of the
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welfare state losing its relevance and the Chinese and Russian brands of socialism
having lost their way, new ways have to be found to take an egalitarian course.
But, as they say, the taste of a pudding lies in its eating. The outcome will
depend on how strong the policy commitment is and the government‘s ability to
implement the three stated aspects of growth in a balanced way.
There is no doubt that CPEC- related debt financing and investment of
infrastructural development will largely serve as a catalyst for higher and
sustainable growth for a while.
Long-term sustainable growth is only possible if Pakistan is able to access
regional markets, particularly China, to boost export earnings required to service
debts and afford rising repatriation of profits on Chinese investments. From a
short-term point of view, the target of higher growth of 6pc for the next fiscal year
may not sound too ambitious.
The real challenge for policymakers is how to steer the course of economic
growth to make it inclusive — without which higher growth will be unsustainable.
The problem is aggravated by the policymakers‘ effort to paint a rosy picture rather
than make serious efforts to resolve the problem of poverty which, it may be
conceded, is an uphill task in the current economic environment and the state of
governance.
According to a research report completed this month by the Social Policy and
Development Centre, the old and flawed methodology used to measure poverty
was difficult to sell even to different government wings. So the Planning
Commission of Pakistan had to set up a technical committee in 2012, to review the
official methodology and remove limitations, to estimate consumption data
through Household Integrated Economic Surveys.
The report prepared by SPDC consultant Haroon Jamal points out that even in
the revised methodology formulated in light of the technical committee‘s
recommendations, the ―choice of reference group casts doubts over the whole
exercise of poverty estimations and it seems that the methodology is adjusted to
obtain the required number by trial and errors.‖
Some shortcomings in the revised methodology pinpointed by the SPDC are:
the unique calorie threshold for both urban and rural areas seems inappropriate,
ignoring the difference in consumption pattern between the two segments of the
population.
Another worrying factor is the non-adjustment of regional and provincial
differences in the cost of living (food and non food expenditure). And despite
criticism, CPI formulated with limited geographical coverage has been used for
updating headcounts.
Haroon Jamal concludes: according to the official estimates, the poverty
reduction phenomenon does not has any link to the performance of the economy.
For instance poverty is continuously decreasing — seven to eight per cent points
— since 2001-02 irrespective of trends in GDP growth and macroeconomic
indicators.
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The methodology adopted in the SPDC study takes care of the flaws
highlighted by the Technical Committee which were underlined in old official
methodology. Its estimates show that 38pc of the population was poor in 2015-16.
In terms of absolute numbers, 74 million persons were estimated poor in that fiscal
year, up from 61m in 2010-11.
As traditional poverty measures often neglect several important dimensions,
the research note attempts to assess the extent of household vulnerability to
poverty in Pakistan. Vulnerability estimates show that close to 51pc of the
population was vulnerable to poverty during 2015-16, with probability being more
pronounced for rural dwellers.
Any serious planning and strategy for inclusive growth, which is now a global
concern, has to be based on realistic estimates and authentic data. It is time to go
beyond rhetoric and window dressing, given the big picture.
The various conventional methodologies used for research are being
questioned and described as old and outdated. Some methodologies are also
suspected to have been designed to obtain the desired results. For this state of
affairs, some blame a segment of consultancy operating in the field of specialised
knowledge in a complex and changing world.
As though that was not enough, critics have often described economics as a
dismal science. Lately some eminent scholars have accused free market advocates
of turning economics from a social science to a religious faith. And there is also a
view that much of the economics science has lost its validity in a sea of change and
owing to the absence of real creativity to update it.
Apparently in this context the issue of unemployment, poverty and inclusive
growth is lost in the wilderness.
Средний класс в Пакистане
Middle class Pakistan
Syed
Mohammad
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1389218/middle-class-pakistan/

April

21st,

2017.

The middle class is finally growing by leaps and bounds. Not only is our
middle class growing but this phenomenon has the potential to ensure more
sustainable economic growth, and enable democracy to finally take root within the
country. The ongoing census should provide more tangible data concerning the
size of our middle class. Moreover, the lofty spill-over effects being attributed to
the supposed middle class growth are also by no means guaranteed.
Being a part of the middle class can mean different things in different parts of
the world. Nonetheless, it is hard to deny the importance of seeing more people
join the segment of a country‘s population which is decently educated, and
engaged in professional and business occupations. Such middle-class growth is
rightly said to provide the socio-economic backbone of any country.
The middle class is currently confronting challenges within both developing
and developed countries, due to elite-led growth, which has instead increased
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concentration of wealth in the hands of a few. Pakistan is not immune to growing
inequalities either, yet, we have apparently seen some meagre benefits of growth
trickle down to our middle classes as well.
A couple of months ago, The Wall Street Journal, citing estimates largely
based on income and the purchase of consumption goods, had suggested that as
many as 42% of Pakistan‘s population may now belong to the upper and middle
classes. Official figures also show that the proportion of households that own a
motorcycle and washing machines has grown impressively over the past 15 years.
For MNCs, such trends are wonderful news, promising exploding demand for
their products, ranging from pasteurised milk to junk food and more expensive cell
phones. Pinning more ambitious hopes on this apparent rising middle class would
however be a mistake.
Even if we now have a sizable middle class, this fact alone is not enough to
ensure more sustainable and equitable economic growth. Nor does this trend
indicate an automatic bolstering of our fragile democracy.
The fact remains that economic growth in Pakistan may have helped reduce
poverty, but it has still done little to prevent growing inequalities. While there is a
dearth of data, the available evidence does indicate that income distribution has
clearly become less equal over the last three decades. It is not just inequality
between individuals which has worsened, regional inequalities within and across
provinces is also striking.
The middle class also lacks a progressive vision, which is needed to reform
the underlying structures of inequality in the country. Academics like Akbar Zaidi
are right to point out that middle class politics in Pakistan is hardly progressive.
The Islamisation discourse, backed up by Saudi funding and growing jihadism, has
turned our middle class away from leftist or progressive tendencies, and instead
encouraged conservatism and intolerance, except in the realm of business.
Currently, middle class aspirations seem unable to transcend their own
myopic group interests, which are based on patronage economic and political
alliances with elite-led models of economic growth, also backed by the state
establishment. So, while we may have a growing middle class, the implications of
this phenomenon do not necessarily mean good news for addressing the
deprivation and disempowerment.
Yet, there are also other ongoing social changes, ranging from girls‘
education to technological profusion in communication technologies, which are
enabling counter-narratives to form within our middle class. While still very
limited in comparison to the prevailing crass consumerism and social intolerance,
there is also a growing sense of awareness concerning overarching social justice
issues amongst our educated youth. The impact of such trends on the country needs
further research. We need to understand how such trends can be nurtured, because
it is only by fostering a more inclusive vision amongst the middle class, can we
hope to make our country a better place for all its citizens.
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Всемирный банк даст кредит 450 млн. долл. на борьбу с бедностью,
развитие среднего и малого бизнеса.
WB approves $450m to aid poor people of Pakistan
Daily Times. 16/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Mar-17/wb-approves450m-to-aid-poor-people-of-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank (WB) has approved a package worth 450
million dollars to support the government‘s efforts to help the poorest and most
vulnerable people of Pakistan.
The program aims to raise financial access throughout Pakistan to fifty
percent of adults, including twenty-five percent women by 2020.
Similarly, in the next three years, it aims to boost private sector credit access
to small and medium enterprises to fifteen percent from seven percent in 2015.
Additionally, the Bank will also provide fifty million dollars under Punjab
Tourism for Growth Project to strengthen institutions and improve infrastructure to
support the tourism sector in the province.
Meanwhile, in a statement World Bank Country Director for Pakistan
IllangoPatchamuthu acknowledged that Pakistan has made significant progress in
the implementation of economic reforms.
Изменение методики расчетов бедности привело к ее сижению до 30% в
2014 г. (64% в 2002 г.), - заявил Исаак Дар.
International institutes acknowledging achievements of Pakistan: Dar
Fawad Maqsood. BR. 19.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/18/337357

ISLAMABAD: The Federal Minister for Finance, Senator Mohammad Ishaq
Dar said many credible international institutions were now openly acknowledging
the achievements of Pakistan which would help correct the misperceptions about
the country.
He said during the past three and a half years the government had focused on
economic reforms and the dividends of the same were now visible, said a press
release. The minister said this while talking to Shahid Javed Burki, former
Caretaker Finance Minister of Pakistan and former Vice-President of the World
Bank on Saturday.
The Finance Minister said Pakistan had recently adopted the Cost of Basic
Needs (CBN) method for calculation of poverty levels instead of the outdated Food
Energy Intake (FEI) method, and that under the CBN method, poverty levels have
reduced in Pakistan to 29.5% in FY 2014 from 64.3% in FY 2002.
He said the government believes in transparency and openness and would
welcome any suggestions on improvement and reform of the data gathering
methodologies. Burki, who is currently based in Washington D.C., USA, discussed
various matters related to Pakistan's economy with the Finance Minister. He stated
that Pakistan's economy was performing well and there were visible improvements
in the country compared to the past.
He said as a frequent traveller to the region, he could see that Pakistan was
doing much better than many other regional economies. He said that the general
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perceptions, however, were different and it was important to narrate the true and
factual story of Pakistan to international audiences.
He said the perception of the country could improve tremendously if the
visible improvements in Pakistan are understood and acknowledged properly.
Mr. Burki appreciated the fact that the government was undertaking the
national Census. He stated that correct and reliable data was extremely important
for policy planning and the upcoming exercise will be helpful in this regard.
He said that there was a need to upgrade the data collection methods so as to
get a clearer picture of various sectors of economy.
The meeting was also attended by senior officials of the Ministry of Finance.
«Неравенство есть, но это не нищета!»
Inequality, not poverty
S.
Akbar
Zaidi.
Dawn
January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1310296/inequality-not-poverty

24th,

2017.

THE key social, economic and political concern of our times, both
domestically and globally, ought to be inequality, not simply poverty. Poverty has
been far easier to address and to reduce, inequality, far more complicated, almost
near impossible. Poverty is seen by most, especially the well-to-do and privileged,
as a moral issue, with some economic and social consequences. Inequality, on the
other hand, is clearly a political issue, requiring far greater understanding and
action.
One of the most remarkable developments and achievements over the last
quarter century for the seven billion people living in the world has been the huge
fall in poverty globally. Extreme poverty has fallen for the world, from a
population of 37.1 per cent below the poverty line in 1990, to 18.8pc in 2012. The
most striking fall in population poverty in this period has come about in South
Asia, falling from 50.6pc in 1991 to only 12.7pc in 2012. Even in the case of
Pakistan, evidence has shown the marked fall in poverty levels over the last two
decades or more.
Evidence from the World Bank shows, quite clearly, that ―Pakistan has seen a
rapid, and consistent, decline in poverty since 2001, with the headcount poverty
rate falling from close to 35pc to well under 10pc by 2014‖. There are a large
number of reasons why poverty has fallen globally and in Pakistan, and these
include social and economic intervention in the form of targeted transfers and
programmes, the rise in overall incomes, and social and physical infrastructure and
development. In Pakistan‘s case, while a number of factors have played a key role
in the fall in poverty, remittances have been singled out as the most significant.
What looks like poverty is actually inequality.
Moreover, according to the World Bank, in Pakistan, 18pc of the poorest
households now own motorcycles, compared to just 2pc 15 years ago; the number
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of households without any type of toilet has been cut in half — from close to 60pc
to about 30pc among the poorest; and even the least advantaged families in
Pakistan have moved towards a more diverse diet, with a greater consumption of
dairy, meat, fruit and vegetables. This has also brought the rural diet into much
closer alignment with urban food preferences and tastes, as often happens with
development.
For many Pakistanis, especially the privileged, this evidence is difficult to
accept, for they think they see poverty everywhere. What they actually see is
inequality, which they perceive, in a commonsense, common-parlance way, to
mean poverty. Poverty, the way it has been defined and measured academically
and by the government, simply means that people do not have a certain income to
purchase a pre-designated bundle of goods, largely food and other items.
Academic evidence points to a very sharp fall in poverty in Pakistan, in that
more of those who were poor have moved out of poverty and can now purchase
better and more food and other goods, such as education, healthcare and better
housing. Inequality, on the other hand, has grown markedly in Pakistan despite the
fall in poverty.
Research on inequality in Pakistan is far limited compared to the hundreds of
studies on poverty. Nevertheless, research by scholars and even government
figures show that income distribution has clearly become less equal over the last
three decades. In other words, the rich have become richer, and the gap between
them and the rest of the population has increased. Even if what is commonly
known as the ‗middle class‘ has expanded over the last three decades, the income
and asset differences between the richer 40pc of the population have grown at a
faster pace than those of the lower 60pc. Again, to emphasise, only a few in this
lower 60pc bracket are actually defined as being poor.
Although there are still a handful of people who believe in the myth of
feudalism in Pakistan, data shows that inequality in the urban areas has been much
higher than in the rural areas. This is on account of the existence of extremely rich
and extremely poor households in the urban areas, where incomes and wages are
much more diverse. In rural areas, most landowners are either small or very small,
with inequality less extreme. In fact, rural inequality has actually fallen, while
urban inequality has continued to rise. Pakistan is now urban, almost completely,
and hence dominates such data.
It is not just income inequality which has worsened, regional inequalities in
Pakistan have also worsened despite measures such as greater provincial autonomy
and resources. While the more urbanised Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are far
more prosperous than rural Sindh, south Punjab and Balochistan, a surprising
finding is that inequality levels in Punjab and Sindh are much higher than KP and
Balochistan.
The only positive finding over the last three decades, one which needs to be
much celebrated, is that the gender gap between women and men, while still
unacceptable, has narrowed significantly. Despite the general perception of girls
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not going to school, the data for the last decade shows a huge shift, far greater than
it does for boys. While boys outnumber girls in school, girls are catching up fast.
Moreover, in 2014-15, it is estimated that there are more girls enrolled in
Pakistan‘s universities than boys, 52pc compared to 48pc. Poverty alleviation
simply requires cash transfers and remittances. Reducing growing inequality, on
the other hand, requires a fundamental change in bourgeois property relations with
their inherent power structure, which constitute the cornerstone of crass capitalism.
With the rich getting richer, and the middle class expanding, with political control
in the hands of both under the despotism of capital in the neoliberal present,
inequality is only going to grow in Pakistan.

ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ1

НАКОПЛЕНИЕ1
В Национальные накопления попали внутренние депозиты
Money in national savings written as ‗govt‘s revenue‘
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
26,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1466720/money-national-savings-written-govts-revenue/
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ISLAMABAD: The federal government has booked about Rs20 billion
investment of general public, including widows and senior citizens, in national
savings schemes as its non-tax revenue by amending rules governing the Rs3.4
trillion public deposits.
The Finance ministry has amended the Central Directorate of National
Savings (CNDS) Rules that will expand the scope of ‗dead accounts‘ to the total
Rs3.4 trillion investments by people in the National Savings Schemes, said sources
in the finance ministry. The rules were amended just before the close of fiscal year
2016-17 that ended on June 30.
They said that as a result of this amendment, the finance ministry immediately
booked a windfall gain of roughly Rs20 billion as its non-tax revenue for last fiscal
year. Although, the amount would not have any meaningful impact on the last
fiscal year‘s overall budget deficit, it has set a precedent for future to book
depositors‘ money as non-tax revenue.
WB approves $223m with focus on banking services, Karachi
The finance ministry has already double booked Rs64 billion of Pakistan
Development Fund Limited as its non-tax revenue by showing it as sale proceeds
of two LNG power plants.
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Earlier, the dead account rules covered only Rs760 billion or 22% of the total
investment, which was made in all kinds of saving accounts, the sources said. Now
the scope of the rule has been extended to all kind of certificates and prize bonds,
they added.
By this single act, the rule of dead account will be applicable to Defence
Saving Certificates having Rs328 billion investment, Bahbood Saving Certificates
in which widows and senior citizens have invested Rs746 billion and Regular
Income Certificates carrying Rs335 billion investment of general public.
The move is likely to dent the trust of depositors who considered their
investments in safe hands, irrespective of the fact whether they generated any
activity in their accounts. This has brought the level of protection available to the
investors of National Saving Schemes down to the level of protection offered by
the commercial banks.
Change in rule
Under the existing rule, if a depositor of a scheme other than of a saving
account does not generate activity in the account for a certain period, his
investment would be marked as dormant. However, now the federal government
has prescribed time limits for keeping the money in the dormant account. After the
expiry of the period, the investment would be treated as lapsed and would be
booked as the government‘s non-tax revenue.
For instance, if a widow does not claim a deposit after one year of maturity of
her investment in Bahbood Saving Certificate, the account will be marked as
dormant. If the account remains inactive for two years, the investment will be
treated as lapsed, explained an official of the finance ministry.
Debt retirement plan: SBP says some deposits still remain unpaid
Finance ministry response
The Express Tribune sent questions to Director General of Central Directorate
of National Savings (CDNS) Zafar Masood about two weeks ago. However,
instead of Masood, the finance ministry gave a response on Tuesday.
―The government of Pakistan has amended Central Directorate of National
Savings Rules, under Section 28 of the Public Debt Act 1944, governing Dead
Accounts (Dormant plus Lapse to the Government) of National Savings Schemes,
extending the provision to all National Savings Schemes,‖ confirmed the finance
ministry on Tuesday.
It said that this was done after an extensive exercise for over six-months, to
safeguard the interest of CDNS investors to mitigate the risk of misuse of dead
accounts and certificates.
―The provision for Dead Accounts/Certificates was always been there in
Savings Account Rules, under The Government Savings Bank Act 1873, and has
been followed regularly and acted upon periodically‖, it added.
The finance ministry said that before implementing these provisions, CDNS
ran awareness campaign about these dead accounts and certificates in 24 regional
and national dailies for more than three weeks. As a result, around 20% of the dead
accounts and certificates were actually reactivated, it added.
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It said that these dead accounts and certificates are revivable upon legitimate
claim by the customers at any time, and the process of revival has been working
smoothly and perfectly since.
The finance ministry said that the sole objective of amending the rules was to
protect the interest of investors of CDNS to take care of potential risk of fraud and
forgeries in unattended accounts and certificates.

ПОТРЕБЛЕНИЕ1
Что стало с семейным бюджетом после Бюджета на 2017/18 г.
Looking at the family budget
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336110/looking-at-the-family-budget

May

29th,

2017.

True to its character, an over excited PML-N government chose to focus on
the positives, underplaying the disturbing negatives, including the external front
vulnerability.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar presented a typical election year budget that seeks
to expand subsidies, development spending and direct transfers to poor under the
Benazir Income Support Programme (BISP).
Not necessarily enthused by the claims of economic achievements by the
finance minister in wake of persistent painful electricity outages, citizens are trying
to demystify the government‘s assertions and look through the jugglery of numbers
to assess the impact of the national budget on their family budget.
The slew of measures such as continuation of energy subsidy, rise in limit of
minimum annual taxable income from 0.5 million to 0.6m, 10pc increment and
adjustment of previous adhoc bonus in salary and pensions of government
employees, easier accessibility of housing loans, concessions and duty cuts for the
farming community are expected to marginally improve the well being of an
average middle class family.
On the basis of an informal survey of business professionals and economists
Dawn has identified households with an average monthly family income in the
bracket of Rs75,000 to Rs180,000 as urban middle-class members.
In this income bracket seven broad categories of spending and a weightage
range has been worked out: kitchen 20-30pc; rent 20pc; health and education 1020pc; income tax 10pc; transport 10-15pc; utilities 10-15pc; savings 0-5pc.
According to the initial assessment, the overall impact of the budget on an
urban middle-class, fixed-income, salaried family, assuming everything else the
same, would be positive and could free up some resources for health/education or
savings.
The kitchen budget will increase by the rate of inflation. The concessions to
builders/construction material and accessibility of housing loan may moderate
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pressure on rentals. Transport cost may also remain the same over the year ahead if
the government absorbs variation in oil prices, but utility prices could rise
moderately.
When the assessment was shared with an economist he got annoyed. ―What
relief? It is this salaried class that takes the hardest hit. They pay income tax as
their tax is deducted at source, in addition to indirect taxes on consumption of
goods, besides surcharges hidden in the utility bill‖, he said.
―In a country where economic disparity is high but the government relies on
indirect taxes for resource generation to support over-bloated, highly inefficient,
structures there would always be misallocation of resources, inefficiency and
inequity‖, he argued.
An economist at the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) did
not contest the assertions stated above but defended the current government in
comparison to the earlier.
―No one is saying that future has arrived in Pakistan but there is no harm in
admitting a fact — the current government‘s economic management is better those
of the earlier ones‖, he said.
Dr Nadeem Javed, Chief Economist, Planning Commission, talked at length
about constraints the government had to operate under. ―Within limitations the
government has been trying futuristic solutions.
―In a spirit to evolve solutions based on collective wisdom we have
persistently been engaging with stakeholders outside the government. In the
current budget vulnerable sections and IT/innovation has particularly been
facilitated‖, he said.
―To manage external sector challenges, measures have been announced to
discourage import of non-essential goods and sectors with potential of export have
been incentivised‖, he added.
―If the government can glorify its performance as much as it wants and
project CPEC as an answer to all problems in absence of a better choice, it might
beat other parties at the ballot again next year, but to my mind the country will
again land in a crisis if policy orientation is not changed‖, a senior economist
warned.
Expanding on his idea of reform he advocated a greater role for longer term
planning to transform the basic character of the state in Pakistan. ―Only a peaceful,
social welfare state that not uses the masses but actually tries to serve them in
cooperation with neighbouring nations has a future‖, he argued.
An earlier survey by Dawn showed that the wellbeing of Pakistani families on
the two extremes of the social scale is comparatively insulated from the direct
impact of the taxation measures on their wellbeing.
The poor are outside the income tax net and their consumption of essentials
have little or no tax. They often pay a flat rate for utilities that themselves are often
accessed informally. Though steps in the budget, such as minimum wage rate and
cash relief, affect them directly.
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On the other extreme, for ultra rich families, taxation measures might affect
their wealth accounts but not their lifestyle or wellbeing. Their consumption makes
a small fraction of their wealth so the impact of consumption tax as a percentage of
income is nominal compared to middle class families.

ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКАЯ ПОЛИТИКА1
ПРИВАТИЗАЦИЯ1
Нет ясности – намерено ли правительство
Пакистанский металлургический завод или нет?
Senate committee seeks clarity on PSM privatisation

приватизировать

Dawn, April 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329838/senate-committee-seeksclarity-on-psm-privatisation

ISLAMABAD: Senate Standing Committee on Finance on Friday expressed
its annoyance over government policies for not extending fiscal support to the
Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM).
―It‘s strange that the government is providing billions of rupees to Pakistan
International Airlines and other state-owned entities, but there was no clarity if the
PSM will be restructured or privatised,‖ Saleem Mandviwalla, the committee‘s
chairman, said.
The committee members said the steel mill was non-functional for more than
a year and the situation should not continue.
From the government side, Secretary Privatisation Shahid Mehmood said the
government was trying to dispose of the mill‘s assets to clear its huge liabilities.
However, he said he was not in a position to give an accurate picture of the PSM‘s
current status as he has recently assumed charge.
Mr Mandviwalla noted that there has been a bad experience by the
Privatisation Commission over offloading of Heavy Electrical Complex (HEC).
―The HEC issue was disturbing as no one from the Privatisation Commission
was able to justify the failed transaction,‖ he said.
Chief Statisticians Asif Bajwa also faced questioning from the committee on
the significant increase in expenditure of the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS).
Mr Bajwa also briefed the committee about the ongoing census, saying that
the second phase was continuing in 88 districts across the country.
He informed the committee that the government had allocated a budget of
Rs18.5 billion for the process, of which Rs6 billion was for the army, Rs6bn for
the PBS to given honorarium to the enumerators, and the remaining Rs6.5bn was
being utilised for transportation of census staff and materials.
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Приватизация Китаем КМЗ
Информационный
сайт
«РЖД
Партнер.ру».
http://www.rzd-partner.ru/zhdtransport/news/kitay-gotov-uvelichivat-investitsii-v-pakistan-v-ramkakh-initsiativy-poyasa-iputi/.

Китайские компании готовы увеличивать инвестиции в покупку земли и
развитие бизнеса в Пакистане, сообщает ТАСС.
Отправленный на днях в отставку министр приватизации Пакистана
Мохаммад Зубайр сообщил Reuters, что китайская металлургическая
корпорация Baosteel Group ведет переговоры о покупке Pakistan Steel Mills.
Пекин готов инвестировать в проекты строительства трубопроводов,
автомобильных и железных дорог в рамках CPEC 57 млрд долларов.
КМЗ задолжал свыше 39 млрд. рупий
Steel mill owes govt Rs39.4b
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311719/debt-pile-steel-mill-owes-govt-rs39-4b/

31st,

2017.

According to an official, PSM was operating at average 33% efficiency when
SSGC suddenly cut off gas supply in June 2015, which led to the closure of the
mill.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) owes Rs39.4 billion (28.5%) to
the government out of its total liabilities that stand at Rs138 billion, documents
show.
Separately, the mill has to pay Rs14 billion in interest on loans of Rs36.3
billion taken from National Bank of Pakistan (NBP).
Ailing steel mill: Govt offers NBP land and SSGC bonds to settle PSM debt
The liabilities and losses of the steel mill have gone up consistently despite
Rs56.45 billion worth of bailout packages given by the government to prop up the
largest industrial complex of the country, officials say.
The current government has provided a bailout of Rs18.5 billion in addition to
releasing Rs8.5 billion to pay salaries of the mill‘s employees. According to the
officials, accumulated losses of PSM have surged to Rs177.78 billion.
Though the mill is on the privatisation list, the government has failed to sell
the unit because of the huge liabilities.
The mill has been virtually closed for the past around one and a half year, but
its 12,500 employees and top management are receiving free electricity to a certain
extent. The issue was taken up in a meeting of the Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) held on December 15, 2016.
Minister of State for Information Technology and Telecommunication
Anusha Rahman pointed out during the deliberations that PSM had demanded
Rs75 million for the payment of electricity bills of its staff, which she termed
substantial as the mill was not working.
She insisted that the mill management should clarify whether these payments
were being made as a result of some contractual obligation or otherwise. Chief
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financial officer of PSM told the ECC that at present total workforce of the mill
stood at 12,500 and payment of their electricity bills was part of the terms and
conditions of employment.
The production of steel and its products at PSM has been at a standstill since
June 2015 when Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) reduced gas pressure to the
bare minimum. The mill had to pay Rs19 billion to SSGC for gas supplies. PSM
had exhausted its finished inventory, but it was not permitted to sell the unfinished
inventory.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
According to an official, PSM was operating at average 33% efficiency when
SSGC suddenly cut off gas supply, which led to the closure of the mill. Since then,
the mill has not been running and its losses are also going up without check.
The official said the Ministry of Industries and Production was surprised to
know that SSGC was providing gas to K-Electric, which also owed billions of
rupees, but the gas utility stopped supplies to the steel mill when it was heading
towards revival.
Повышение импортных пошлин на сталь может помочь выйти КМЗ из
кризисного состояния
PC seeks tax break, curb on imports before offering PSM on lease
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
29th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1310036/proposed-incentives-pc-seeks-tax-break-curb-importsoffering-psm-lease/

ISLAMABAD: The Privatisation Commission (PC) has sought huge tax
concessions and curbs on steel imports to make Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) an
attractive business venture for investors as some local businesses have started
positioning themselves for acquiring the unit on lease.
Unlike the past, this time around the government has decided to keep deferred
tax assets of Rs41 billion instead of passing the benefit on to prospective buyers.
The PC board has recommended that all tax incentives that are currently
available to investors in the Special Economic Zones should also be extended to
the prospective investors in the country‘s largest but ailing industrial complex.
The incentive package was part of a new transaction structure presented by
the financial advisers that called for giving PSM on lease for 30 years to the private
sector, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
The demand for incentives comes as some leading industrial units such as
Amreli Steels and Siddique Sons Engineering Limited think of acquiring the mill
on lease.
Sources said the Amreli Group was planning to form a consortium with the
Iranians. The Chinese were also initially keen to take over the steel mill.
―People have approached us for forming a consortium and we are thinking
about it, but have not made a decision yet,‖ said Abbas Akbarali, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of Amreli Steels while talking to The Express Tribune.
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Amreli Steels posted a net profit of Rs1.28 billion in the last fiscal year ended
June 30, 2016.
Sources said the PC board sought a 10-year income tax holiday, duty-free
import of plant and machinery and imposition of 35% regulatory duty on the
import of steel products for five years to promote the local steel industry.
As per the approved plan, the unadjusted tax loss of Rs41.1 billion as of
September 30 last year would remain with PSM and would not be available to the
investors.
The plan has yet to be approved by the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation
(CCOP). Finance and Privatisation Minister Ishaq Dar wanted the CCOP to review
the transaction structure once PSM liabilities were settled, sources said.
PSM has been closed for the past around two years after Sui Southern Gas
Company (SSGC) stopped gas supply for delay in payments. Interesting enough,
both the government and SSGC are now keen to restore the supplies, but only for
new investors.
The national exchequer has sustained a loss of Rs215 billion due to the
closure of PSM and took another hit of $1.5 billion due to import of steel products
that were being produced at PSM, according to a letter of the Pakistan Steel
Peoples Workers Union sent to parliament this week.
The union claimed that the losses were the result of unavailability of raw
material and cut in gas supplies, which was the fault of the government. It alleged
that when the PML-N government came to power in mid-2013 the losses were
Rs200 billion, which have now increased to Rs415 billion.
A recent report of the Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) revealed
irregularities of Rs4.1 billion in the procurement of raw material and sale of
inventory.
The financial advisers have also proposed certain changes in the business
model of PSM aimed at getting some tax benefits.
According to the transaction structure, the income in respect of concession of
land and building together with plant and machinery would be taxable as ‗income
from other sources‘.
The financial advisers have also sought amendments to the Income Tax
Ordinance 2001 to exempt the lease transaction from 10% tax.
Приватизация КМЗ откладывается
Transactions of PSM, OGDCL deferred
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn
January
28th,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1311247/transactions-of-psm-ogdcl-deferred

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The much-awaited decision on the fate of Pakistan Steel Mills
(PSM) was deferred indefinitely on Friday by the Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCoP) which simultaneously put on hold the five per cent
divestment of the government residual shareholding in the Oil and Gas
Development Company (OGDCL).
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The transactions of PSM and OGDCL were on the agenda of the CCoP
meeting which was rescheduled twice over the past one week.
The CCoP was to discuss the tripartite concession agreement for PSM. The
privatisation board had last week decided that the entire land of PSM would remain
with the government while its plant and machinery would be handed over to the
new company for a maximum of 30 years. The board decided that no asset of the
country‘s largest industrial complex would be sold.
A day before the CCoP meeting, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar chaired a special
meeting on Thursday to discuss the PSM issue and directed all stakeholders to
work together to formulate a timely and effective solution for addressing the
liabilities of the mills which were causing a strain on the national exchequer.
Political analysts believe that the government deferred the transactions of
PSM and OGDCL because of the prevailing political situation. They are of the
opinion that at a time when the government is already embroiled in the Panamagate
case and facing a strong opposition, particularly from the Pakistan Peoples Party,
allowing these transactions would provide fresh ammo to the opposition.
At Friday‘s meeting, Mr Dar expressed his confidence that the decision to
defer the transactions of PSM and OGDCL would pave way for economic growth
of the country and also improve financial health of the entities. He asked the
Privatisation Commission to ensure transparency in carrying out the transactions as
well as welfare of the workers.
At Thursday‘s meeting, the finance minister said the government was
committed to finding a way forward and asked the Privatization Commission and
the Ministry of Industries and Production to ensure effective coordination to
resolve the outstanding issues of PSM.
The CCoP considered the strategic sale of Kot Addu Power Company
(Kapco) and directed the Privatisation Commission and water and power ministry
to complete all formalities before formal approval.
The committee approved the transaction structure for privatisation of SME
Bank in line with the guidelines of the State Bank. It also approved the divestment
of 18.3pc government shareholding in Mari Petroleum Company Ltd, either
through joint venture partners (Fauji Foundation and OGDCL) or domestic stock
exchanges.
The committee approved initiation of the process for listing of Gujranwala
Electric Power Company (Gepco) shares on the Pakistan Stock Exchange through
IPO (initial public offer).
The CCoP recommended inclusion of House Building Finance Corporation
Limited and First Women Bank Limited in the ‗Privatisation Programme for Early
Implementation‘.
The meeting was attended by ministers Zahid Hamid and Shahid Khakan
Abbasi, Privatisation Commission Chairman Mohammad Zubair, Board of
Investment Chairman Miftah Ismail and SECP Chairman Muhammad Zafar-ulHaq Hijazi.
Reforms in PIA
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Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal on Friday chaired the
second meeting of the special committee formed by the ECC to bring structural
reforms to the Pakistan International Airlines.
He said that revenue maximisation, cost rationalisation and growth driven
based on improved services and end-to-end envisioned business plan were needed
for the revival of PIA.
Mr Iqbal said the new business plan of PIA should include improvement in
safety, food and entertainment, adding that special attention should be paid to the
loss-making routes and with the passage of time new fleet of aircraft would be
added to offer world class quality services to passengers.
Правительство готово передать КМЗ в частный сектор
Govt agrees to hand over PSM to private sector
Daily Times. 18/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/18-Jan-17/govt-agrees-tohand-over-psm-to-private-sector

ISLAMABAD: The Privatisation Commission has approved the handing over
of Pakistan Steel Mills to private investors on lease of 30 years on the basis of
revenue sharing.
Sources said that two companies are in competition for taking control of
Pakistan Steel Mills. One investor is from Iran and other is a consortium of
Pakistan and China's private sector.
The meeting of the Privatisation Commission's board was held on Tuesday in
which it was decided that before going through the privatisation process of
Pakistan Steel Mills; its restructuring would be accomplished according to the
transaction structure proposed by its financial advisors. The proposed structure will
be tabled in the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation on Monday.
Правительство намерено сдать КМЗ в аренду на 45 лет и уволить 5 тыс.
рабочих
Plan to lease out Pakistan Steel Mills for 45 years
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn January 17th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308868/plan-tolease-out-pakistan-steel-mills-for-45-years

ISLAMABAD: As Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) continues to pile up liabilities,
the government is considering leasing the country‘s largest industrial complex to a
private concern for 45 years under a revenue sharing arrangement, and laying off
almost 5,000 employees.
On Monday, a transaction committee discussed various options in this regard,
based on which the Privatisation Commission‘s board will meet on Tuesday
(today) to decide the duration of the lease. Sources privy to the development said a
meeting of the cabinet committee on privatisation has been called over the
weekend to approve the transaction structure.
―The present state of PSM is due to unchecked corruption, inefficiency, overemployment and the government‘s lukewarm attitude towards its revival,‖
summarised a report to the Economic Coordination Committee by the secretary of
the industries ministry.
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Read: Pakistan Steel Mills financial woes continue
A previous attempt to sell the PSM by then prime minister Shaukat Aziz to a
Saudi-led consortium for Rs21.6 billion ($362 million) was struck down by a
landmark Supreme Court ruling in June 2006, which practically led to a halt of the
privatisation programme for almost eight years.
The PSM‘s accumulated losses and liabilities, which stood at Rs26bn at the
end of 2008, have increased to around Rs415bn, including Rs166bn payable
liabilities.
The government has injected over Rs85bn out of the federal budget for
various bailout packages since than.
A previous attempt to sell PSM to a Saudi-led consortium for $32m was
struck down by a landmark SC ruling in 2006
It was clear from the deliberations on Monday that the government would
take care of liabilities worth Rs166 billion and offer voluntary separation scheme
(VSS) to at least 4,835 employees and outsource the services of some of the
remaining workforce to the new operator.
The PSM‘s total liabilities and losses have more than doubled since the PMLN government came to power in May 2013. At least $5 billion has been spent on
‗replacement imports‘ ever since the PSM was put on ‗hot-mode-zero production‘
since June 2015.
An official who attended the meeting of the transaction committee led by
Zafar Sobhani, a private sector expert, told Dawn that selling the company at this
stage would be difficult to pull off. The options finalised by the transaction
committee included a concession agreement or lease agreement with the private
concern.
He said three lease or concession terms had been proposed with a maximum
of 45 years. A Chinese group, an Iranian firm and a local steel group are reported
to have shown interest.
Bidding will be held on the basis of revenue sharing with the government
during the lease tenure. The government will convert its Rs33 billion
financing/loans and guarantees into equity and issue interest-bearing coupons to
the Sui Southern Gas Company for Rs35bn dues and Rs50 billion to banks for
interest/loans repayment and bear about Rs17 billion of the employees‘ severance
cost.
The lease agreement will require the new firm to revive 25 per cent of the
plant‘s capacity utilisation in the first year, raise it to 50 per cent in the second year
and to 85 per cent after that. The government will retain the right to encash the
investor‘s bank guarantee if the private concern fails to achieve 50pc capacity
utilisation at the end of two years or 85pc capacity utilisation between three and
five years.
The PSM‘s land will remain with the government while the plant and
machinery will be handed over to the new company for a maximum of 45 years.
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The investor will form a new company registered in Pakistan and operate the
plant on its existing premises. All non-core assets will remain the property of the
PSM while ―all liabilities on PSM books would be settled or restructured by the
government before signing the lease or concession agreement with the new
investor‖.
The government will also ensure resumption of all utilities, particularly
natural gas, while the assets or capital expenditures (Capex) will be transferred to
the PSM at the end of the lease term for a notional value.
The investor will not be allowed to mortgage existing assets to raise finances
but will be free to bring in equipment or invest to revive operations.
The investor will also have to commit to bring in its own working capital and
share a revival and expansion plan. ―The lessee will pay a lease amount to the PSM
as a percentage of revenue.‖
The sources said that PSM‘s employees will be retained on the PSM payroll
and be outsourced to the lessee. The core regular staff strength is currently
estimated at 19,700, of which the government expects 4,835 to be laid off through
VSS.
A few weeks ago, the Ministry of Industries and Production warned the
government that a humanitarian crisis was brewing in the mills because of nonpayment of wages and medical expenses. Salaries have been paid from the federal
budget for over two years and are considered outstanding since October 2016.
Since the mill is no longer considered an ―ongoing concern‖ for auditors, the
PSM‘s three-year accounts could not be audited.
The PSM had previously leased out about 157 acres of prime land to the Port
Qasim Authority for Rs1.467bn on a 30-year extendable lease to ensure emergency
payments on account of unpaid utility bills.
Приватизация Карачинского метзавода
New PSM plan likely to be approved tomorrow
Imran Kazmi. BR. 16 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/top-news/top-newsbusiness-and-finance/334764-new-psm-plan-likely-to-be-approved-tomorrow.html

ISLAMABAD: Privatisation Board headed by Chairman Privatization
Commission Muhammad Zubair is to approve new plan to dispose of
dysfunctional Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) on Tuesday.
According to sources, the Board would discuss both options i.e. long term
lease and sell off, adding that if the board clears the proposals, then it would be
submitted to the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation (CCoP) that is expected to
meet on January 20. Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar will preside over the
CCoP meeting.
Chairman Privatisation Commission Muhammad Zubair recently told the
Business Recorder that one potential party was an Iranian steel company, and their
team recently visited Pakistan to assess the worth of the entity and the second party
is the Chinese company along with a local concern. He said that new buyers would
be given hire and fire powers.
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A 10-member delegation of Mobarakeh Steel Company of Iran recently
visited Karachi to examine possibilities of acquiring Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM).
Chinas Boa Steel Group which had expressed keen interest in acquiring PSM
now lacks interest due to current strength of employees which is far more than
international standards.
According to Muhammad Zubair if the proposals are approved by the CCoP
then the process would begin and that would take around 6 to 7 months to finalise
the transaction.
According to PC chairman, the present government inherited PSM with an
accumulated liability of approximately Rs120 billion and capacity utilisation of
almost zero percent in 2013. PSM had been given approximately Rs50 billion in
the form of bailout packages between 2008 and 2013.
Given the poor state of the Mill, the present Government continued to support
PSM and approved a bailout package amounting Rs18.5 billion in April 2014, the
objective being to privatise the PSM while in an operational condition. However,
PSM failed to achieve the desired capacity targets even after exhausting the entire
amount of the bailout package.
PSM has not been audited for the last three years and it is difficult for auditors
to evaluate its actual price.
Законопроект о приватизации PIA до сих пор в разработке
Many tweaks in privatisation bill ‗handcuffed PIA‘
Riazul
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
11th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1291056/poor-performance-many-tweaks-privatisation-billhandcuffed-pia/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The bill passed by the joint session of Parliament paving way
for the privatisation of the Pakistan International Airlines has worked against the
national flag carrier making it difficult to function smoothly, the PIA acting chief
Irfan Elahi told a Senate panel.
Briefing the Senate‘s standing committee on Cabinet Secretariat about the
reasons behind the national flag carrier‘s poor performance and mismanagement,
the PIA acting chief said that the PIA (conversion) Bill, 2016 would have been
better had it been adopted in its original form.
Senate rejects PIA sell-off bill
The bill was passed in a joint session of parliament in April after a thorough
discussion in a joint parliamentary committee.
Sharing the reason behind it, Elahi maintained that since 51 per cent shares
were still owned by PIA and protection of minority shareholders were the two
important provisions of the bill it had ‗virtually handcuffed‘ the national flag
carrier.
He later told The Express Tribune that after ―the so-called conversion it has
become more difficult to function as our hands are tied more than ever before.‖
Another official of the PIA stated that the outstanding loans were Rs162
billion in 2012 and they surged to Rs185 billion in 2016. ―They are not going to
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stop, as the procedure adopted to repay the loans was the reason for it,‖ Elahi
added.
The committee was surprised to hear that PIA is in loss since 2012.
―What is wrong with PIA, why is nobody being held accountable for blunders
in construction of the new Islamabad Airport, the recent crash of its plane and poor
infrastructure,‖ asked Senator Tahir Hussain Mashhadi, adding that somebody
should be held responsible.
Elahi replied the Civil Aviation Authority‘s policy was unfavourable for PIA
and it needed to be overhauled. The members discussed the agenda of the
outstanding loans for over an hour but nobody from PIA could give a satisfactory
response.
Privatisation not on the cards, says PIA chairman
Mashhadi again commented that Emirates Airline was helped out by PIA and
see it was carrying domestic passengers to different countries. To this the German
CEO of PIA Bernd Hildenbrand replied that the said airline was not only taking
passengers but their employees as well.
Senator Kalsoom Perveen said that about 47 people were killed in the aircrash and nobody knew the reason and no one was held responsible. To this, Elahi
replied that a probe body was investigating the matter.
Senator Shahi Syed questioned that since only five ATR aircraft out of the 10
were allowed to operate after the examination only five were fit for usage.
Mashhadi further asked why the faulty aircraft were purchased.
Elahi replied that the aircraft were not faulty but were being thoroughly
checked to avert any incident.
Perveen commented that the German CEO seemed to have joined the
wrongdoers as he was receiving Rs3.4 million in salary but the outstanding loans
and losses were on the rise.
The committee decided to summon CDA, RDA and district management
authorities regarding the fake housing schemes around the new Islamabad airport.
2017 год – год приватизации 5-ти предприятий, включая КМЗ.
2017: The year for privatisation of five entities, including PSM
Mehtab Haider. The News. 4.01.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/176694-2017The-year-for-privatisation-of-five-entities-including-PSM

ISLAMABAD: The government plans to revive the stalled privatisation plan
during the ongoing calendar year 2017 as the Privatisation Commission has floated
its idea to go ahead with selling of five major entities including Pakistan Steel
Mills (PSM) by June 2017.
The other entities included SME Bank, Industrial Development Bank, Kot
Adu Power Company and divestment of Mari Petroleum Company Limited.
The Privatisation Commission (PC) has also included Telephone Industries of
Pakistan (TIP) into the privatisation list with unknown deadline. All other entities
were listed into the priority list of the PC with definite deadline.
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A close aide of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Tuesday night said that the
Finance Minister had chaired a meeting to review quarterly progress of
Privatisation Commission in which update was shared related to ongoing activities
but nothing substantial was decided by the minister.
However, according to official plan prepared by the Privatisation Commission
(PC), they wanted to privatise PSM by June 2017 as the transaction structure of
PSM was being finalised after approval of PC Board and Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCOP). The Expression of Interest from international parties will be
floated.
On TIP, the PC shared its update and told the meeting that the PC Board in its
meeting held on July 11, 2016 approved to initiate the privatisation of TIP, subject
to provision of TIP accounts till June 2015. However, the same are still awaited
and the privatisation process is yet to be initiated for this reason. The deadline for
accomplishing this transaction is still unknown.
The PC wants to complete transaction of KAPCO (Kot Adu Power Company
Limited) by September 2017 as the PC plans to publish advertisement inviting
expression of interest from financial advisors from January 2017. The PC intends
to complete this transaction by the next financial year 2017-18.
The PC plans to privatise Mari Petroleum Company Limited (MPCI) by end
March 2017 as the CCOP in its meeting held on May 7, 2016 approved
disvestment of GoPs shares in MPCI either through joint venture (JV) through
Fauji Fertilizer and OGDCL or stock market.
The PC intends to privatise SME Bank by end March 2017 as the financial
advisors are working on the draft transaction structure which shall be submitted to
the PC Board. The PC plans to publish advertisement inviting expression of
interest from prospective investors and now the plan is underway to complete this
transaction during the ongoing fiscal year.
However, according to press statement issued by Finance Ministry after the
meeting stating that Federal Minister for Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs,
Statistics & Privatisation, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar, chaired a meeting here
on Tuesday at the Finance Ministry to review matters related to Privatisation.
Chairman Privatisation Commission Mohammad Zubair briefed the Minister
on the privatisation programme approved by the Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCOP). He briefed the Minister on the status of the ongoing
privatisation transactions and post-privatisation matters. He also briefed the
Minister on the performance of the Privatisation Commission for the six-month
period ended 31st December 2016.
Finance Minister emphasised that the Privatisation Commission should
undertake all necessary efforts to complete the ongoing transactions in a timely
manner in accordance with processes defined in the Privatisation Commission
Ordinance, 2000. He urged the Privatisation Commission to ensure that
privatisation transactions are conducted in an open, fair and transparent manner.
He said that the privatisation program is a major component of the present
government‘s home-grown structural reforms agenda.
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The meeting was attended by senior officials of the Ministry of Finance and
Privatisation Commission.

ДЕМОГРАФИЯ1
Подсчет численности населения - http://countrymeters.info/ru/
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Проблемы роста населения в мире и в Пакистане
Unknown problems of increasing population
Yaseer Khan. The Nation. 1.12.2017. http://nation.com.pk/30-Nov-2017/unknownproblems-of-increasing-population

Nearly 220,000 people are added to the planet every day
There is unrest in the world. Whether it is political, civil, educational, social,
labour or economical, the most part of the world (unfortunately mainly developing
countries) is the victim of one or other form of the unrest. Many of us are unwilling
or unable to face and accept the reasons of prevailing instability and turmoil.
Just see around, we can witness the overstretched natural resources, lack of
access to education whereas the feelings of peace, safety and happiness like some
fantasy or out of the world things.We, the humans are responsible for such
catastrophic situation all around. How? By increasing population on a very rapid
pace. On one side, it is obvious that our planet is already struggling to bear the
current burden of human existence. While on the other, increasing human beings in
every year, at every minute and every second faster than any period in human
history further creating the undesirable living conditions for the world and for their
own selves.
Nearly 220,000 people are added to the planet every day - mostly in poor
and developing nations. There is a medley of too many people in Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh, China, Zimbabwe, Indonesia, Nigeria, Egypt and many other
countries. No matter how much we neglect or ignore the over population but this is
a big issue. It is worthy to note that these highly populated countries are having
difficulties coping with their current population and struggling with their
economies.Less time, budget and energy is being devoted to control population .
In 2016, Pakistan is still ahead of yearly population growth with 2.0% as
compare to 1.2% in India and 1.1% in Bangladesh. Pakistan is at number six as the
most populated country and also as a country that depend on others. Despite the
family planning programs there is no reduction in the population . In our society,
the survival of marriage knot is very much linked with producing a baby within the
first year of marriage, and if this first baby is girl, the women is obliged to give
birth to boy as soon as possible. According to World Bank data, an average woman
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in Pakistan is giving birth to more than 4 children. The preference to have male
child can increase the number drastically.
Putting aside some known major problems of increasing population like
unemployment, inflation, high cost of living, power shortage,our country is facing
many unnoticed and ignored peripheral outcomes of over population , such as food
and water shortage, noise pollution, increased government debt, high consumption,
high wastage, child marriage, child labour, psychological and behavioural
problems etc. Unfortunately, the debate does not end here, as there are some
hidden concerns as well. A few decades ago,the diseases like high or low blood
pressure, heart attack,diabetes and cholesterol level even in young people in '20s
and '30s, depression, suicide and social division were out of thought.
Much has been written and debated on the above-mentioned issues but what
about the root causes of increasing population . To discuss family planning is still a
taboo in many households and families.
Women empowerment is a challenging problem created by
increasing population to grasp. The inactivity of 70% of women in economic
activities increased their dependency rate. But on the bright side, if we want to see
the glass half full, to empower the women could also be a solution to
control population directly or indirectly. To educate them will not only increase
their financial contribution to the family but also would make them capable for
decision-making and to take fruitful steps towards family planning as with less
kids they can be more productive for the country.
We are aware of our low literacy rate as well as our awareness level
on population . Men feel proud to have more children but not interested enough to
educate them and to make them professional and productive.Due to large family,
many kids are forced to leave the schools at early age. Zarina‘s father has nine
children with the eldest one only 14 (Zarina) and youngest one only a few months
old. Her father withdrew Zarina from school after just 8 months and married her
with 26 years old man against her will. (Witness documentary on Aljazeera.)
Rapid population increase is exerting pressure on existing limited resources
that also affects the quality of education in schools. The numbers of students are
increasing in one classroom then teachers are unable to pay attention on students
properly. Even at primary level, students cannot read or write properly Urdu or
English.There are too many graduates and intermediate students with the degrees
not demanded in modern professional world or even in labour market.Most of them
are doing jobs totally opposite to their degrees. The unemployment is a serious
challenge because large families are producing more labourers than leaders and
professionals.
The inequality in family is also a negative outcome of increased
population.When there are too many people for too few resources, it is obvious that
intelligent kids would be ignored. Family size also impacts the attitude towards
girls and their education.The psychological problems and domestic violence are
also the problems. The girls have to sacrifice their future and education that keep
them out of working environment. The small family size would make all to share
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equally whatever they have. Every child would be a wanted child whether it is a
boy or a girl.
Over population is the major cause to make many policy and infrastructural
plans ineffective by creating difficulties to implement the state development
programs. All the roads, buses, hospitals, schools facilities seem insufficient to
cater everyone. The unrestrained population growth can overwhelm any efforts to
achieve sustainable future.
A lack of outdoor games, sports activities and recreational activities is also
the reason and outcome of increased population . Beside the shortage of sports
academies,even parks, forests and green lands are diminishing rapidly. The
housing societies are taking their place to cater large population .The houses are
now more congested. The more consumption brings more wastage that brings more
cleaning problems all over.
The natural environment is also affecting our ways of life adversely with air
and water pollution. The growing population always needs more natural and
materialistic resources along with space to adjust but unfortunately both of which
are running out.
Now, that‘s up to all of us to decide why not to think about reducing
population and family size, as evidence is everywhere. To make anything effective,
our nation needs to change in their stereotype thoughts and in their attitude. There
must be a certain limit to that growth.
We can no longer wait and should not wait for any miracle to make our
country capable enough to handle the increasing population . We have to stop
blaming the policies and government but have to take step on individual level. We
need to be aware and educated on the cause and effect of over population . Our
decisions and actions will influence the utilisation of existing opportunities for the
current generation to make them an engine for economic growth. We need to
create a balance between service providers and people benefiting from those
services to have an acceptable level of performance and prosperity. If we didn‘t do
anything now, challenges will remain and increase too in future.
Огромное население Пакистана – это бомба замедленного действия
The ticking population bomb
Hasaan Khawar (honorary fellow of the Consortium for Development Policy Research).
The Express Tribune, November 19th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1562253/6-tickingpopulation-bomb/

Pakistan is now the world‘s fifth most populous country with a population of
207+ million, depicting a 2.4% annual growth since 1998. Seemingly, the
country‘s family planning approach has failed to create a serious dent in the
population growth. Many blame ‗deep-rooted religious beliefs‘ and cultural
impediments. But apparently that‘s not true.
Let‘s look at other countries. India and Bangladesh have a population
growth rate of 1.2% and 1.1%, respectively. But what‘s happening in other Muslim
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countries? Iran, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia have growth rates of 1.2%, 1.5% and
2.2%, respectively. We have outpaced them all.
Let‘s dig a bit deeper. Future population growth depends on fertility rates,
depicting average number of children born alive to a woman during her lifetime.
Pakistan‘s fertility rate stands at 3.8, according to the Demographic and Health
Survey 2012-13. And there is not much difference across provinces, with Punjab at
3.8 and Sindh and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa at 3.9. Balochistan does have a higher
fertility rate of 4.2 but due to small population size, it has little bearing on our
national fertility rate. India and Bangladesh, on the other hand, have fertility rates
of 2.4 and 2.14, respectively, whereas Iran, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia are at 1.68,
1.93 and 2.71, respectively.
Even more interestingly, if it were not because of our poor healthcare service
delivery, our population growth would have been even higher. Average life
expectancy in Pakistan is merely 66 years, as compared to 72 for Bangladesh, 74
for Malaysia and Saudi Arabia and 75 for Iran. If we somehow improve our life
expectancy to Bangladesh‘s or Iran‘s level, our population growth rate would be
way higher at present fertility rates.
How can fertility rates be lowered? Through increasing contraceptive
prevalence rates (CPR), which depict percentage of women who are currently
using at least one method of contraception. According to the last reported figures,
CPR in Pakistan stands at 35% amongst married women of reproductive age,
compared to an average of almost 53% for South Asia and 77% for Iran.
Data shows that 99% of ever-married women and 95% of ever-married men
in Pakistan are aware of at least one modern method of family planning. While the
uptake of contraceptives is definitely a challenge, the real problem is poor access.
One in every five women wants to space her next birth or stop childbearing
entirely but is not using contraception, depicting a very high unmet need.
Assuming that married women of reproductive age represent 16% of total
population, there are 6.6 million women with unmet need out of a total 33+
million. Adding 3.3 million more using traditional contraceptive methods, we can
very well understand that a large part of our failure can be attributed to nonavailability of services. Even if we only focus on this segment of 10 million
women with clear demand, we can easily exceed India‘s CPR and significantly
reduce our population growth.
A Population Council report on low modern contraceptive use in Pakistan
and neighbouring countries blamed ‗supply-side factors, including poor access to
services and lack of counselling and technical knowledge of unmotivated
providers‘ as primary reason behind low uptake of contraceptives.
Given our poor track record with family planning, there is a need to adopt
out-of-the-box approaches. Punjab is the first province to realise the limitations of
existing family planning service delivery and has established Punjab Population
Innovation Fund to address the unmet need in rural, poor and un-served areas.
Other provinces need to follow suit.
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Looking at past trend, we‘ll touch 450+ million by 2050 but even if we
assume that our growth has slowed down to 2%, we‘d still be at 400 million. A
large population base with a high growth rate is a ticking bomb. It‘s high time to
acknowledge this.
500 тыс. пакистанцев было депортировано из 134 стран мира.
Half a million Pakistanis deported since 2012
Irfan Ghauri. The Express Tribune. 5/04/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1498049/halfmillion-pakistanis-deported-since-2012/

ISLAMABAD: Name a country, any country, and it will probably have
deported Pakistanis.
More than half a million Pakistanis have been deported from 134 countries
around the world since January 2012, according to statistics submitted to
parliament.
While it is commonplace for Pakistanis to be deported from Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, and a number of European Union member states, many smaller and
lesser-known countries have also booted Pakistani nationals for a number of
reasons.
Most Pakistanis would not even have heard of some of these countries, much
less be able to locate them on a map.
0.2 million Pakistanis deported from Gulf States in 3 years
Though the total number of deportees from these states was small compared
to the developed world, some of the places where Pakistani nationals were kicked
out from are countries like Laos, Togo, Port Louis, Lesotho, Liberia, Guinea,
Burkina Faso, Botswana, Burundi, Madagascar, Malawi, Republic of Congo,
Dominican Republic, Mozambique, Angola, and Ethiopia.
The name of the tiny African nation of Lesotho was even spelt incorrectly.
In response to a question put forward by Senator Dr Jehanzeb Jamaldini, the
interior ministry placed before the Senate a list of countries from which Pakistanis
have been deported and their annual breakdown from January 2012 till June 30,
2017.
Of the 544,105 Pakistanis deported, 71,723 were expelled in 2012; 79,539 in
2013; 78,409 in 2014; 116,185 in 2015; 111,084 in 2016; and 87,165 in just the
first six months of 2017.
Saudi Arabia topped the overall list, followed by the UAE, Oman, Malaysia,
the UK, Turkey, and Greece.
The Ministry of Interior started tabulating reasons for deportations from
2014. Overstaying visas, lost passports, passport retained by Kafeel (visa sponsors
or employers), illegal immigration, entry refused, and other illegal entries are the
most common of the 115-plus reasons for which these people were sent back home
by the authorities of these countries.
39,000 Pakistanis deported from Saudi Arabia in four months
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Data placed before the Senate shows an ever-increasing number of
Pakistanis being deported from Saudi Arabia. It deported more than half of the
total – 280,052 people.
In 2012, a total of 17,369 people were deported from the kingdom in 2012;
another 33,351 in 2013; followed by 45,456 in 2014; 61,404 in 2015; and 57,784
in 2016.
Pakistani nationals were deported from Saudi Arabia. The record from 2015
has already been broken this year, as 64,689 have been deported from January to
June 2017.
The UAE did the second-most deportations – 10,235 in 2012; 9,597 in 2013;
8,434 in 2014; 8,690 in 2015; and 9,987 in 2016. The Emirates had deported 5,115
Pakistanis by June 30 this year.
Oman was third, having sent home a total of 20,416 Pakistani nationals
during this period.
It was followed by Malaysia, which deported 16,124 Pakistanis in this
period. The UK deported 13,700 and Turkey 9,776 Pakistani nationals during this
period.
Among non-Brexit EU countries, Greece tops the list with 16,591 Pakistani
deportees, followed by Italy with 887, Germany with 815, France with 798, Spain
with 408, Belgium with 315, Norway with 265, and Austria with 248 deportees
from January 2012 till June 30, 2017.
Over 13,000 Pakistanis deported in last four years
Other notable European deporting states were Sweden with 98, the
Netherlands with 123, Bulgaria with 165, Cyprus with 316, Romania with 145, and
Switzerland with 58 Pakistanis deported during this period.
The US deported 832 Pakistanis, while Canada sent home 337.
Interestingly, Pakistanis were also deported from war-torn countries in the
Middle East. Iraq deported 27 Pakistanis in 2012; 85 in 2013; 79 in 2014; 102 in
2015; 121 in 2016; and another 90 till June this year.
Yemen deported 16 each in 2012 and 2013; seven in 2014; 49 in 2015; and
seven by June of this year. Syria deported 33 Pakistani nationals, all of them in
2012. Libya deported 50 Pakistanis in 2012; 59 in 2013; 129 in 2014; 48 in 2015;
one in 2016 and four by June this year.
Pakistan deported 40,149 aliens in five years
Neighboring Iran deported 10,346 Pakistanis in 2012, followed by 6,358 in
2013, declining sharply to 50 in 2014; 71 in 2015; 78 in 2016; and 50 by June this
year. Eastern neighbour India deported 12 Pakistanis in 2012; six in 2013; 13 in
2014; 10 in 2015; five in 2016; and three by June this year.
China deported 240 Pakistanis. Of these 26 were in 2012; 39 in 2013‘; 36 in
2014; 46 in 2015; 80 in 2016; and 13 by June this year.
Meanwhile, western neighbour Afghanistan deported a total of 32 Pakistanis
– one each in 2012 and 2013; 29 in 2014; and one in 2016.
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Индия выполняет Программу стабилизации численности населения
India intensifies population stability programme
Vidya Krishnan. The Hindu. 12.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaintensifies-population-stability-programme/article19260125.ece?homepage=true

On World Population Day, the government committed to expanding the reach
of modern contraceptives by 2020 at the International Family Planning Summit in
London on Tuesday.
The Health Ministry launched a campaign focussing on population
stabilisation in 146 high fertility districts across seven States in India. The summit
brings together 37 governments, 16 companies and 11 civil society organisations,
to accelerate progress on rights-based family planning programmes.
―Mission Parivar Vikas will focus on 146 high fertility districts in seven
States with high TFR. Under this, specific targeted initiatives shall be taken for
population stabilisation through better services delivery,‖ said J.P. Nadda, Health
Minister at a function organised by Jansankhya Sthirita Kosh.
India has over 9.2 million married and sexually active adolescents (ages 1519) of whom 26% have an unmet need for contraception. Anupriya Patel, Minister
of State for Health said population dynamics have a significant influence on
sustainable development.
―The changes in population growth rates and age structures are closely linked
to national and global developmental challenges and their solutions. She further
stated that the issue of population stabilisation is so gigantic in its proportion that
the government alone cannot address the issue and thus the collective involvement
of NGOs, private sector and corporate sector shall play a pivotal role,‖ Ms. Patel
said.
Changing needs
The Minister added that the Indian government will be conducting half yearly
review of the programme to gauge whether the programme is moving in the right
direction. ―We have enhanced the basket of contraceptive choices to meet the
changing needs of people and have taken steps to ensure quality assured services
and commodities are delivered to the last-mile consumers in both rural and urban
areas.‖
At the Family Planning Summit, C.K. Mishra, Health Secretary announced
that India will focus on FP2020 goals to drive access, choice and quality of Family
Planning (FP) services and increase the modern contraceptive usage from 53.1% to
54.3% and ensure that 74% of the demand for modern contraceptives is satisfied
by 2020.
Allocation for family planning alone in the reproductive, maternal, newborn,
child and adolescent health (RMNCH+A) budget is expected to exceed $2 billion
by 2020. The governments and partners pledged commitments of least $2.5 billion
by 2020, with the majority of the funding ($1.5 billion) committed by countries in
Asia and Africa.
Рост населения Индии и миграционные процессы внутри страны.
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The great Indian migration
Diego Palacios (UNFPA Country Representative (India) and Country Director (Bhutan).
The Hindu. JULY 11, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-great-indianmigration/article19252961.ece?homepage=true

The socio-economic aspects of north-south migration need to be analysed
Despite the decline in total fertility rates (TFR) countrywide, 12 States
continue to have TFR above 2.1 children per woman, known as replacement-level
fertility. However, when the TFR declines, the drop does not stop at 2.1, as seen in
Kerala (1.6), Tamil Nadu (1.7) and Karnataka (1.8). This leads to faster changes in
the population structure characterised by a reduction in the proportion of young
people and an increase in the proportion of the elderly.
When all the States in India are clustered in terms of fertility levels, one sees a
predominantly youthful north and a maturing south and west. This demographic
divergence between States and regions is important from the policy perspective
and forward-looking development planning.
Most of the current and future demographic potential is locked in the northern
States, and largely located in Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and
Uttar Pradesh. As per population projections, these five States will account for
more than 55% of population growth in India till 2030. Those who are under 15
years of age today will become India‘s working population in the coming decades,
and almost every second person in this age group resides in these five States.
Migration-friendly planning
The proportion of the elderly started increasing in the southern States several
years ago. Now, the phenomenon has extended to the western, extreme northern
and eastern States. In the coming decades, they will require a young workforce to
keep institutions functioning efficiently, and also to take care of the elderly. This
need is likely to be met by people from the youthful north, with many moving to
the ageing States. Already, the migration trend is evident, with established flows of
young people from these States to other parts. The divergent demographic
transition in the high-low TFR States will add further impetus to this movement in
the coming decades.
The socio-economic implications of young people heading south, leaving the
children and elderly behind, need to be analysed. The challenges of moving into
new communities that speak different languages and have different cultures need to
be understood and addressed. Along with the migrants, the issues of the locals
must also be appreciated.
There is a need to gain deeper understanding of migration flows, so that
estimations and projections can be made regarding changing need for housing and
infrastructure, health care and utilities, education and skills. States need to work
together to provide portability of identity proof and entitlements, as well as build
support systems for families left behind.
India urgently needs to take cognisance of the divergent demographic
transition trends. Timely strategic action can develop human capacities to cater to
future needs and build rights-based policies that work for migrants as well as
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locals. All adding up to help optimise development, employment and collaboration
across States in the country.
Миграция в странах Южной Азии
Migration: South Asians need to work together
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
10th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454213/migration-south-asians-need-work-together/

2017.

The process of globalisation was built upon a number of elements. These
included the relatively free flow of goods, capital, information and technology —
also, but to a limited extent, of people — across international borders, significantly
affecting the way the world does business. The process picked up steam beginning
the late 1980s and held until the early 2000s. It was, however, interrupted by what
economists call the Great Recession. This resulted in a severe economic slowdown
across the globe that, in turn, led to a sharp increase in unemployment. Unlike most
other recessions, when the recovery came it did not restore economic and social
status quo. This had political consequences.
In June 2016, the British electorate voted to move their country out of the EU.
The vote for ‗Brexit‘ was largely influenced by the arrival of tens of thousands of
East Europeans — in particular the Poles — into Britain. Those who favoured
Brexit wanted to regain the control of their government on the country‘s borders.
While the East Europeans entered Britain legally, that was not the case with
many from Mexico and Central America who had entered the US. There were
estimates that some 11 million Hispanics had entered the country illegally. They
were mostly doing jobs that would not be done by most Americans. That said,
there was an impression among many in the US rust belt that had suffered severe
de-industrialisation that the job loss in their areas was because of illegal migration.
Candidate Donald Trump‘s promise that he will send the ―illegals‖ back to the
countries from which they had come won him the support of the rust belt and put
him into the White House.
These two separate trends relating to the movement of large number of people
from poor to rich countries were reinforced by another development. The civil
wars in North Africa and the Middle East hurt many communities. Millions died
and millions more were displaced. A large number of these people headed to
Europe. In 2016, more than a million people sought asylum in Germany, a country
that was initially more welcoming to the refugees than other European nations. But
there were serious political consequences of this flood of migrants. In many
European nations, extreme nationalism and xenophobia convulsed the political
systems. There was great fear that in the presidential election in France, Marine le
Pen, the leader of an extremist party, may win the contest. That did not happen but
it is not clear that the xenophobic tide in Europe has been turned back.
Various gradients create the incentive to leave home and migrate. Among
them are the prospects available in the destination countries. Demography also
plays a role. Countries with high rates of population growth move towards those
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that have lower rates. Many European nations have reached the stage of zero
growth; some, like Germany, now have declining populations.
Those who opposed the entry of immigrants did so for a number of reasons. If
those coming in were non-white — as was mostly the case — anti-migrant
sentiment was motivated by racial concerns. Religion also played a part. Most of
those who sought asylum in Europe were Muslims, attempting to escape from
exceptionally brutal civil wars that destroyed their home countries. There was also
the fear that immigration would be economically costly for the host countries.
However, some of these concerns were unfounded. One important case is that of
Canada that could serve as a good case study of the benefits migrants bring to the
host population. ―Yet when it comes to immigration, Canada‘s policies are
anything but effete,‖ wrote Jonathan Tepperman, the managing editor of the highly
respected magazine Foreign Affairs. ―Instead they are ruthlessly rational, which is
why Canada now claims the world‘s most prosperous and successful immigration
population.‖
The numbers tell the tale. In 2016, Canada admitted more than 320,000
immigrants, the most on record. The country has the highest immigration rates in
the world defined as the number of newcomers per head of the population. This
rate is three times that of the US. More than 20 per cent of Canadians are foreign
born; that is almost twice the proportion in America. But the Canadians are not
unhappy with their situation. A recent poll shows that 82 per cent of the native
population has a positive view of immigration. Two-thirds see multiculturalism as
one of the most attractive features of their country. Ever since the mid-1960s, the
majority of immigrants entering Canada were admitted on economic grounds. They
were evaluated under a nine-point criterion that ignored race, religion, ethnicity but
put emphasis on education, skills and language. The result is that half of all
immigrants entering the country have college degrees while the proportion in the
US is just 27 per cent. Immigrants entering Canada are more successful than those
going to the US. One-fifth of them are likely to own their own homes.
How could this positive experience of a country that has attracted millions of
mostly South Asian migrants inform the making of the global public policy? South
Asian nations should join hands to bring about a change in the growing antimigration sentiment in the West. These countries have benefited a great deal from
the migration of their citizens to the Middle East, Europe and North America.
Working together, they should dispel the notion that the countries that keep their
doors open to migration will gain rather than lose.
Урбанизация в Пакистане набирает темпы: городское население – 40.5%.
Urban areas population increased to 40.54
Parvez Jabri. Jun 22nd, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/22/355777/urban-areaspopulation-increased-to-40-54/

ISLAMABAD: The population of the urban areas of the country has
increased from 37.9 percent in 2013 to 40.54 percent in 2017.
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On the other hand the estimated population in the rural areas decreased from
62.1 percent in 2013 to 59.46 percent in 2017.
The population of the country is expected to reach 242 million by 2030 and
half of the population will live in urban areas, Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17
reported.
Urbanization has the potential to drive the country towards prosperity and
competence, but this process needs effective tackling of critical issues like
improvement in service delivery, provision of infrastructure and housing, laws and
regulations related to land use, planning and observing building code and solid
waste environmental problems.
In Pakistan the urbanization trend is not different from other countries of the
world, as Pakistan is also facing a rapid increase in urbanization caused by
population growth, urban migration, and refugees' migration.
Due to this there is an expansion of under-resourced urban settlements, which
caused unprecedented levels of economic, spatial, social, and infrastructural
challenges and climate change impacts.
The government is well aware of this issue and is making sincere efforts to
improve the quality of life of the population living in urban cities through planned
urbanization.
For the purpose, the Ministry of Climate Change and the United Nations
Human Settlements Program (UN Habitat) in Pakistan have been working closely
on various initiatives related to sustainable urbanization and climate change.
Демографическая ситуация в Пакистане – обзор по Survey 2016/17 г.
Demographics look challenging
BR. May 26th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/26/350543/demographics-lookchallenging/

Economic survey is here and it is statistics galore. What usually get lost in the
‗economic‘ discourse are the demographics. After all, is the whole point of sound
economic management not population welfare? This piece will look at broad
demographic trends gleaned from the survey and comment on it in the context of
the demographic dividend.
First up, what is happening to the population, on face value, is not too bad.
Compared to 2016, life expectancy improved for males (by three and a half
months) to 65.8 years and for females, too, (by 6 months) to 68.2 years in 2017.
The population growth rate and total fertility rate (TFR) continue to be on a
consistent decline, a long-term trend which is positive (see the illustration).
But a TFR of 3.0 in 2017, as reported in the survey, is still high, and it may
take another at least another decade for it to reach the replacement rate of 2.1. The
survey is talking about a growth rate of 1.86 percent on a population of 199.71
million. That means 3.71 million new babies being born every year. And therein
lays the catch.
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As per the population pyramid used in the survey, roughly 11 percent of
Pakistan‘s population fell between ages of 0-4 years, whereas 21 percent resided in
5-14 age-bracket. Add in the senior citizens (60 years and above), and we are
looking at a dependency ratio at 39 percent of the population. The remaining, 61
percent, is the working-age population, which is supposed to work and provide for
the dependents.
The youth bulge is reflected in the population pyramid‘s bloated bottom half.
Some demographers expect Pakistan‘s working-age population to peak around
2050. Ensuring that the growing population share of working-age population is
aptly utilized in productive economic sectors is what the demographic dividend is
all about. Question is, what has been the government doing to capitalize on that
window?
The economic survey mentions a host of ‗employment expansion policies‘,
such as the PM‘s Youth Program. The six schemes therein include youth business
loan, interest-free loan, and youth skill development schemes. The survey also
cites Rs8 billion in PSDP allocations for population welfare programs. Also
mentioned is 0.84 million new workers – mainly of low skill profile – going
overseas, mostly to the Middle East, in 2016. Then, of course, is the talk of decadehigh FDP growth of 5.3 percent.
But in the absence of reliable labour force statistics, it is hard to comment on
the impact such policies and events have been having on unemployment in the
country. How many folks are willing to bet that the government claim in the survey
– ―the unemployment rate has decreased from 6.2 percent in 2012-13 to 5.9 percent
in 2014-15‖ – is correct? The survey didn‘t publish this year its usual commentary
on labour force dynamics.
In any case, the window of opportunity is still there, but time is running out.
This is where the still-high TFR is a saving in disguise in the sense that it expands
that window of opportunity. The planners have a twofold challenge to i) invest
resources in quality education of the current and future crop of school-age kids,
and ii) take steps to improve labour productivity to unleash an era of high
economic growth for the working-age folks already in the market. A lot more
needs to be done.
Кто враг номер 1 для Пакистана? (огромное население?)
Who‘s enemy number one?
Pervez Hoodbhoy. Dawn, March 18th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1321118/whosenemy-number-one

ASK people around you to identify the three greatest threats facing Pakistan.
Ordinary people, chatterbox anchors, mullahs, generals and politicians will name
everything from corruption, bad governance and religious terrorism, to Indian and
American conspiracies, and general moral decay. But few, if any, waste sleep
worrying about the country‘s exploding population. Some educated people do have
misgivings, but they show concern only when prodded.
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Fortunately, the ultra-religious sorts — which this land is abundantly blessed
with — are free from useless doubt. For them more is better. Every newborn, say
the ultras, comes with a guaranteed rizq (provision) stamped on its forehead. Now
let‘s assume, ignoring the visible contrary evidence, that this is correct. Yet there
shall remain an impossibly difficult problem even if food and water were to drop
miraculously from the skies. Fact: Pakistan will eventually run out of physical
space. This is what the law of exponential growth says.
Only a miracle can now prevent Pakistan from becoming 400 million
people in around 35 years.
An old Persian story helps understand the mathematical concept of
exponentials.
Once upon a time, a clever courtier presented an elaborate ivory chess set to
his king. In return he asked for only one grain of rice for the first square, two for
the second, four for the third, etc. Now, kings in those times did not have degrees
in math, and this one was no exception. He foolishly agreed and ordered the rice be
brought out from the storage. Working on the agreed upon terms, the 10th square
had 512 grains, the 14th weighed around 1kg, and the 20th around 128kg. Long
before reaching the last square (64th) the kingdom‘s entire rice stock was
exhausted.
The moral: if something doubles, and doubles again and again, then even the
sky is not high enough.
Let‘s return to Pakistan. In 1947 it had 27 million people and now has over
200m. This gives a doubling time of roughly 25 years. Now assume for a moment
that the ultras have their way and the doubling time stays unchanged. Then 25
years later there will be 400m Pakistani CNIC holders. Wait for another 100 years
and that number will comfortably exceed the world‘s current population of 7.2
billion.
The effects will be much more dramatic after yet another 25 years — ie 150
years from today. Imagine that all 800,000 square kilometres of Pakistani territory
is somehow levelled. Even so, there will be only room for standing shoulder to
shoulder. In such circumstances it is hard to imagine how further reproduction will
be physically possible. Generals who receive retirement gifts of 93 acres
(approximately 37 hectares) of land today will be lucky if they get 93 square feet.
The good news is that this is not actually going to happen. Every
demographer is shouting from the rooftop that birth rates are declining and
doubling times are increasing. Indeed, according to the CIA World Factbook,
birthrates in Pakistan have fallen from 32.11 in 2000 to 23.19 in 2014.
The bad news is that even this decline isn‘t good enough. Short of nuclear war
or a miracle, nothing can now prevent Pakistan from reaching 400m people in 3540 years. Hence the demand for living space will vastly accelerate. Even now,
green areas are vanishing as villages become towns, and one city spills over into
the next. Karachi and Hyderabad are approaching their eventual merger, just as
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Islamabad and Rawalpindi have become practically one city, and Islamabad is
furiously racing towards Taxila.
Doubling Pakistan‘s population means that there will only be half as much
fresh water as today, the air will become yet filthier, pollutants will poison the land
and sea, and road traffic will become nearly impossible. As poverty skyrockets,
hordes of beggars will roam the streets, madressahs will swell in size and number,
and the unemployed and unemployable will chafe in anger and frustration. They
will be easily persuaded that their predicament comes from some international
conspiracy.
Although this holocaust is only some years away, curiously it is the suicide
terrorist — whose ball-bearing filled jacket can kill only dozens — that draws our
attention. Why? The story of two frogs loitering near the kitchen stove is
instructive.
One frog fell into a pot of hot water and was so jolted that he jumped out
instantly. He was saved. The other one fell into a pot wherein the water was only
slowly warming up. He swam around and around but did not summon the energy
to make a sudden jump. Ultimately he was boiled to death. The obvious moral:
instant shocks are better survived than long-term threats.
How to avoid a similar doom? As a first step we must declassify our best kept
national secret — knowing how babies are made. Only then can contraception be
discussed in the public media, and in schools and colleges. Phenomenal ignorance
on these matters has led to extremely low rates of contraceptive usage by Pakistani
women. This also reflects their disempowerment in deciding the number of
children. Hence birth and fertility rates in Pakistan exceed those in Bangladesh,
India, Sri Lanka and the rest of South Asia.
With discussion suppressed in the name of Mashriqi sharm-o-haya, all kinds
of nonsensical belief are going unchallenged today. Should we be surprised that
countless workers administering polio shots — which are falsely alleged to
decrease fertility — have been shot and killed?
The government‘s supreme cowardice makes one shudder. Fearing the wrath
of violent ultras, Pakistan abolished the ministry for population planning many
years ago. Upon googling, I came across the website of the Population Welfare
Department. This ridiculous name suggests that PWD will seek, and succeed, in
delivering welfare to Pakistanis irrespective of their number. I could not find an
Urdu version of the website. Apart from giving advertisements in newspapers,
where it matters little, I am unaware if the PWD does anything else.
Averting catastrophe because of overbreeding does not need rocket science
but it does need common sense. It also needs courage, which our pusillanimous
leaders — both civil and military — have so far failed to muster. Much more than
Zarb-i-Azb, we need Zarb-i-Tauleed. Unless we learn from the second frog‘s fate,
Pakistan doesn‘t have much of a future.
Мусульманское население Индии растет опережающими темпами
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As Muslim population in India rises, their rights decrease, says professor
The Express Tribune, February 11th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322958/pushedwall-muslim-population-india-rises-rights-decrease-says-professor/

Prof Thomas Blom Hansen delivers lecture on how Muslims became India‘s
poorest community
KARACHI: While the population ratio of Muslims in India has increased,
they have become increasingly marginalised in terms of rights and opportunities,
said Stanford University professor Thomas Blom Hansen.
He gave a one-hour lecture, titled ‗The India that does not shine; how
Muslims became India‘s poorest community‘, at the Tariq Rafi lecture hall of
Habib University Thursday evening. He detailed how Muslims, the second-largest
religious group in terms of population, became the most marginalised group after
Independence. The lecture was part of a series by two professors of Stanford
University.
Quoting startling facts and figures in his presentation to depict the situation of
Muslims in India, Hansen shared that India‘s Muslims, once the second largest
religious population in South Asia comprising 30% of the Subcontinent‘s
population, has now become a severely disadvantaged minority standing at 14%,
which is excluded from the government and the formal economy.
BJP leader blames Muslims for India population rise
Other than that, he said, Muslims were also frozen in the political frame of the
1940s and 1950s, continuously portrayed as an internal threat. He added that in
today‘s era, Muslims are poorer, less educated and more isolated than they were 50
years ago.
He mentioned how the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has always encouraged
hatred against Muslims. He shared one of the slogans the current Prime Minister of
India, Narendra Modi, promoted in 2002, which says ‗Hum do hamaray do, voh
panch, un kay pachees‘ implying that Hindus insist on having two children while
Muslims continue to multiply their population by having five children, which then
results in 25 grandchildren. Such slogans routinely orchestrated by BJP and
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) were to encourage Hindu families to have
more children to counter the alleged Muslim demographic pattern in India.
Sharing demographic statistics, Hansen shared that Muslims in 1951
constituted 9.93% population of India while in 2011 it was 14.2% with a total 172
million people. Muslims, as compared to Hindus, in India have higher birth rates
because of higher survival rate of girl child, lower infant mortality rate and slightly
higher average longevity, he said.
―The Sachar Committee‘s report presented in 2006 mentioned that 18%
population of India will be Muslim by 2050, which is 300 million approximately,‖
he said.
The professor, who has researched on issues faced by Muslims in India,
pointed towards the social stagnation faced by the people. ―Thirty-three per cent of
all [the] Muslims are [living] below poverty line while 20% in general only
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[complete] matriculation,‖ he said. ―Muslim women are the least educated group in
India but luckily [their numbers are] increasing.‖
Muslims are not a direct part in the economy of the country because they are
manual workers, artisans, small farmers and traders, he claimed. ―Mostly, Muslims
are employed by other Muslims [and] not by the state,‖ shared Hansen, adding that
70% works in the informal sector and only 1.5% to 2% is able to make it to the
higher bureaucracy and army.
Will take 220 years for India‘s Muslim population to equal Hindu numbers
Quoting the recommendations presented by the Sachar Committee‘s report, he
said that rights should be provided to the biggest minority by creating quotas for
Muslims in education and public sector to curb the biggest problems of India.
Answering a question, he said that the key challenge that India faces is to
integrate Muslims into the formal economy and to implement strong and antidiscrimination policies. ―Hundreds of Muslims have gone to court to fight for their
rights but nothing has been considered,‖ he said, answering a query. He added that
despite the fact that the problem is huge, there is no awareness in India about the
problems and how Muslims being suppressed on such a large scale.
В 2014-2016 гг. из разных стран мира было депортировано 266 тыс.
человек.
Around 266,412 Pakistanis deported in three years
The Nation. January 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/24-Jan-2017/around-266-412pakistanis-deported-in-three-years

ISLAMABAD - Around 266,412 Pakistanis were deported from different
countries during last three years (2014 to 2016), interior ministry data shows.
The number of countries from where Pakistanis were deported was 133.
Majority of them were deported from Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and
Iran.
A country-wise break-up indicating their deportation revealed that 78,409
Pakistanis were deported during year 2014 and 116,185 were deported in 2015
while the number of deportees was 71,818 during 2016.
The data issued by Interior Division further showed that 1920 Pakistanis were
deported from Oman through sea while 48,093 Pakistanis were deported from Iran
through land during last three years.
The number of deportees from Iran through land was 4,956 in 2014, 26,978 in
2015 and 16,159 in 2016. The data showed that 37 deportees were returned to
European Union countries who were sent to Pakistan without due process of law
i.e. verification of their national status, as required under SOPs for Deportation
from Abroad.
Население Пакистана в середине 2016 г. – 203.4 млн. человек
Pakistan has world‘s 6th largest population
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LAHORE - While the government plans to hold census between March and
May, an international NGO says the Islamic Republic of Pakistan‘s population was
203.4 million in mid-2016, making it the 6th largest country in the world.
Population Reference Bureau (PRB) issued country-wise 2016 World
Population Data Sheet with a special focus on human needs and sustainable
resources.
The data reveals that world population reached 7.4 billion where Pakistan‘s
scale is going up to 265.6 million at mid-2030 and 344 million at mid-2050. It
makes Pakistan 6th largest country in the world.
The data sheet throws light that 36 percent of Pakistan‘s population is under
15 and only 4 percent comprises above 65.
Pakistan has 3.7 percent total fertility rate which ranks the country 56 out of
196 countries in the world. The birth ratio in Pakistan is 30 per 1,000 population
and seven deaths per 1,000. 67 is the infant mortality rate and 178 are maternal
deaths per 100,000 births of Pakistan.
In the category of health and planning, the data sheet shows that 66 and 67
years is the life expectancy of males and females, respectively. The most
hazardous virus in the world is HIV while Pakistan had zero percent HIV/AIDS
males in 2015 and 1 percent female AIDS/HIV patients between 15 and 49 years
of age. There are 35 percent married women that use contraception (all methods)
and 26 percent married women use modern contraception methods.
In Pakistan, 668 people are living in one square kilometre of arable land and
11 percent terrestrial land is declared under protected land status.
The electricity crisis has greatly damaged the country‘s economy. According
to data sheet, 94 percent population has access to electricity. Pakistan is producing
45 percent total energy consumption from renewable sources. The alarming ratio
which has been shared in the data sheet is about the carbon emission rate to which
climate change has been directly affected. Pakistan is emitting 19.9 million metric
tons per year in 1992 and it has increased 21.2 percent annually and the carbon
emission percentage in 2013 was 41.8 as per data available to PRB (Population
Reference Bureau).
According to the report, 18 percent of energy was consumed globally from
renewable sources, including hydro power.
Most Populous Countries
China is the most populous country in the world with 1,378 million people,
India is at No 2 with 1,329 million and the United States stands third in the world
with 324 million. Indonesia has 259 million, Brazil 206 million, Pakistan 203
million, Nigeria 187 million, Bangladesh 163 million, Russia 144 million and
Mexico 129 million people. India is going to be the first largest country with 1,708
million.
Highest and Lowest Fertility Rates, 2016
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Niger has 7.6 percent, the highest fertility rate in the world, and while Spain
has the lowest fertility rate with 1.3 percent.
Air Pollution Challenge
The data sheet also reveals middle-income countries face biggest air pollution
challenge. Worldwide, the highest national-level concentrations of PM2.5 are in
middle-income countries such as China and Bangladesh where adoption of
pollution control measures has lagged behind rapid industrialisation. The challenge
for both low-income and middle-income nations is to ensure that people have clean
air to breathe without hindering development. As depicted in the accompanying
US graphic particulate, air pollution in many of the world‘s high-income countries
has declined with shifts towards more efficient energy use and away from
manufacturing. However, no group of countries is immune to the dangers of air
pollution; even the high-income average surpasses the World Health
Organization‘s target of limiting the presence of PM2.5 to no more than 10
micrograms per cubic meter of it. China currently is over five times this level,
while France exceeds the recommended level by 40 percent.
India
India is the second largest country in the world with 1,329 million people.
According to Population Reference Bureau data sheet, India would be the world‘s
most populous country by mid-2030 soon and by mid-2050, it would have
population of 1,708 million. 29 percent of Indian population is under the age of 15.
And only 6 percent of its population is above 65. 2.3 percent is the total fertility
rate in India.
In the health sector and family planning category of PRB data sheet, 67 is the
life expectancy at birth (years) males and 70 is on female side. 54 percent married
women from 15 to 49 uses all methods for contraception and 47 percent married
women use modern methods. India‘s 33 percent population falls under the category
of urban population. India‘s 79 percent population has access to electricity. India is
using 39 percent of total energy consumption from renewable sources.
The world population would hit 10 billion mark in 2053 if the assumptions
underlying PRB‘s 2050 projections are applied to subsequent years.
―Despite decline in fertility rates around the world, we expect population
gains to remain strong enough to take us toward a global population of 10 billion,‖
said Jeffrey Jordan, president and CEO of PRB.
PRB‘s projections show Africa‘s population will reach 2.5 billion by 2050,
while the number of people in America will rise by only 223 million to 1.2 billion.
Asia will gain about 900 million to 5.3 billion, while Europe will register a decline
from 740 million to 728 million. Oceania (which includes Australia and New
Zealand) would rise from 40 million to 66 million.
The combined population of the world‘s least developed countries in the
world will double by 2050 to 1.9 billion. There are 48 least developed countries,
based on the United Nations criteria, most of which are in Africa.
The population in 29 countries will be more than two times. Nearly all these
countries are in Africa.
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Forty-two countries will register population declines. These countries are
scattered throughout Asia, Latin America, and Europe. Some European countries
such as Romania will post significant declines.
The population of the United States will be 398 million, up 23 percent from
324 million today.
Over 25 percent of the world‘s population is less than 15 years old. The
figure is 41 percent in least developed countries and 16 percent in more developed
countries.
Japan has the oldest population profile, with over a quarter of its citizens older
than 65. Qatar and the United Arab Emirates are at the other end of the spectrum,
with each having only 1 percent over 65.
The top 10 fertility rates in the world are in sub-Saharan African countries,
with nearly all above six children per woman, and one topping seven. In Europe,
the average is 1.6.
The fertility rate in the United States is 1.8 children per woman, down from
1.9 in 2014. ―Replacement‖ fertility in the United States—that is the rate at which
the population exactly replaces itself from one generation to the next, excluding the
effects of migration—is 2.1 children per woman.
Thirty-three countries in Europe and Asia already have more people over age
65 than under 15. There was globally 60 percent increase in annual carbon
emission between 1992 and 201 to 9.8 billion metric tons. China posted largest
increase by volume over this period, from 735 million.

ЗАНЯТОСТЬ1
КПЭК и занятость
CPEC and labour
Zeenat Hisam. Dawn, December 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379822/cpecand-labour

WORK on the high-profile China-Pakistan Economic Corridor appears to be
in full swing since implementation began in October 2015. While a lot has been
disseminated on the quantum of investments, loans and repayments, and potential
contribution to the country‘s GDP, there is lack of information on a key player —
labour: the workforce that is building, and will be building and running the projects
under CPEC.
Human labour is mentioned but mostly as ‗employment generation‘ or
‗creation of jobs‘, and hence pushed out of sight in the CPEC narrative. Even the
muted and cautious debate on CPEC as a manifestation of Chinese economic
imperialism focuses on socio-cultural impacts and remains silent on labour.
Questions raised by several scribes in the media have yet to be addressed by CPEC
officials.
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According to various estimates, CPEC projects would generate between
400,000 to 700,000 jobs during 2015-2030. Apart from numbers and general
assumptions, there is hardly anything on labour in the discourse on CPEC. One can
view the categories and number of jobs (mostly professional, technical,
administrative, skilled) in advertisements on a local website, and also learn about
efforts towards skilling of the labour force by the Technical Education and
Vocational Training Authority, Punjab.
Challenges to our workforce must be discussed.
Missing is the analysis of the impact of CPEC on prevalent practices and
conditions vis-à-vis labour. How would CPEC, the biggest development assistance
ever received by Pakistan, affect labour? Would such large-scale employment in a
mammoth enterprise dent the aspect of informality of labour? Will trends in
employment laws be affected by the incoming investment? How would labour
respond to CPEC‘s need for higher productivity? Will its projects offer an
opportunity to our unorganised labour to reinvent itself?
On the face of it, the labour that is employed to work on the infrastructure
and energy projects is being regulated under domestic labour laws which suffer
from weak implementation. Several special economic zones coming up under
CPEC are to be regulated under the Special Economic Zones Act, 2012 whose
Article 30 makes all labour laws of Pakistan applicable to SEZs. The construction
phase of the infrastructure and energy projects requires a large number of contract
and subcontracted workers. CPEC‘s official website lists eight infrastructure and
15 energy projects in various phases of completion/implementation. Projectspecific details on the website do not include any information on the workforce.
Four energy projects (three wind farms in Sindh and one coal-based power
plant in Punjab) became operational in 2017. Of the four rail-based mass transit
projects, Lahore‘s Orange Line Train Project is in the construction phase. Since
construction began two years ago, there have been reports of about 100 on-site
deaths and injuries. Causes of fatal accidents include falling from a height,
electrocution, collapsing structures and fire at the makeshift residences of lowtiered workers. In early 2016, Chinese and Pakistani consultants met to discuss the
higher rate of accidents. It was noted that the contractors were not implementing
the health, safety and environment plan. Despite the concern of officials, nothing
changed.
Similar to construction, energy transmission and distribution sector is also
fraught with danger and strong safety measures are required. There has been no
news of work-related accidents for CPEC energy projects because there is no
mechanism for reporting and documenting accidents. In addition, energy projects
are installed at some distance from settlements, hence away from the public eye,
while the Orange Line is in the city, visible and within the media‘s reach.
The majority of our workforce is poorly educated and unskilled. Employers
and contractors do not ensure safety standards or provide safety training to
workers. There seem to be no plans to improve and extend education. The literacy
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rate was stagnant at 58 per cent in 2017 as in the preceding year while gross
enrolment rate declined by 3pc.
CPEC projects are in their early phase of implementation and the SEZs are
in the planning stage. Though trade unions are fewer and weaker, trade union
federations are aplenty, affiliated with international federations and with
representation in many tripartite bodies. It is time they came together to discuss
opportunities and challenges posed by CPEC.
Civil society groups and labour organisations should facilitate workers (as
they did in the case of GSP Plus) to advocate for compliance in CPEC projects,
demand transparency, raise awareness and campaign for universal education and
skill training. CPEC officials should add a labour advisory group in the
institutional framework currently comprising five working groups, and provide
regular briefings on its policies on labour and healthy, safety and environment to
allay public concerns.
Безработица в стране 6%, а другие обзоры считают, что 49%.
Unemployment at 6pc? Private sector begs to differ
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 27th, 2017.

Shoppers take advantage of the new Black Friday sales trend in Karachi.
Based on an extensive survey across the country covering 38 cities and 270
villages with a sample size of 6,766 households, the report estimated the worth of
Pakistan‘s consumer market size at Rs1 trillion looking through the FMCG lens.—
Tahir Jamal/White Star
PAKISTAN‘S official unemployment rate is around six per cent. However,
a private research firm recently reported that 49pc employable people are out of
job in the country. The vast gap between the two estimates casts doubt on the value
of official data and the federal agency responsible.
―Even without the current numerical evidence, people tend to doubt official
projections of the job situation based on their own experience and observation,‖
commented a senior member of the government‘s economic team.
But despite a lack of credibility, not just the government, but academics,
media and development partners (such as the World Bank, ADB and IMF) have to
depend on official sources for their data needs in the absence of an alternative set
of countrywide statistic.
The corporate sector, however, quietly discards the official data. It relies and
strategises on the findings of commissioned research reports conducted by
specialists in the field. It‘s growth trajectory, particularly that of fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) multinationals such as Lever Brothers and Procter &
Gamble, validates this choice.
There are several dozen tech-based data collection and processing
companies serving growing demand from the private sector. Some respected global
management consulting companies, such as McKinsey & Company and the
Nielsen Corporation, have also been expanding their footprint in the country.
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―Competition, ambition and the realisation of the expanding scope of
business opportunities in Pakistan are forcing serious entrepreneurs to gain better
insight of the society,‖ said a business guru, explaining the expanding role of
private market research firms in the country. ―We are rewarded and punished in
tangible terms by the market. We can‘t afford to depend on intuition.‖
‗The availability and accessibility of credible national data is empowering
in itself. It serves both the government and citizens in strengthening democracy,‘
an economist says
Nielsen, a global marketing research firm, recently shared some interesting
reports with Dawn. One of the six reports mailed, titled ‗Navigating what‘s next:
where the Pakistani consumers are heading‘, provided a piercing insight into
transformational Pakistani society. The 28-page report put the employment rate at
51pc against 94pc projected by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS).
Based on an extensive survey across the country covering 38 cities and 270
villages with a sample size of 6,766 households, the report estimated the worth of
Pakistan‘s consumer market size at Rs1 trillion looking through the FMCG lens.
The report dissected the market spending and identified major drivers of the
market. Food was identified as a major segment, absorbing as high as 79pc of
consumer spending.
The drivers of expansion identified by the report were rising middle class
(38pc, up 8pc since 2010), positive economic indicators, improved infrastructure
(better physical and digital connectivity besides a stable power supply), New Age
consumers (27pc millennials) and evolving family structure (74pc nuclear family).
Some interesting findings related to the rate of expansion in the rural market
(9pc over double the rate in cities), the rise in modern trade (16pc growth, malls
and departmental stores), trend towards premium products (brand preference) and
the evolution of new tech-based channels of shopping.
PBS chief statistician Asif Bajwa was, however, unapologetic for the quality
of official statistics.
―Nowhere is the national data set perfect. There is always room for
improvement in the technique and methodology,‖ he told Dawn over the phone
from Islamabad. ―Here at the PBS, we diligently follow globally accepted
definitions, criteria and techniques. The vast pool of metadata, available to the
public online, is an asset.‖
He also brushed aside the perception of inefficiency or wilful negligence at
the PBS. ―The government uses our data in the Economic Survey and multiple
other publications. All donors and development partners also quote our data in
their publications.‖
On a wide divergence between official and private unemployment data, Mr
Bajwa did not offer a direct answer. ―What we do is not easy. Our team members
work very hard in an often hostile environment with meagre means. Our work is
not comparable to commissioned reports tainted by private companies‘ interests.
Some inconsistencies can‘t be ruled out because of the size of the exercise, but we
are tirelessly working to improve our work.‖
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Rukhsana Yasmeen, secretary of the Statistics Division, didn‘t have ―ready
answers at the top of my head‖, but said she would ask her staff to provide a
considered response on the issues raised.
Some people did call from the PBS, but they were unaware of the research
conducted by private companies and unable to locate the referred report online.
―The availability and accessibility of credible national data is empowering in
itself. It serves both the government and citizens in strengthening democracy.
Evidence-based policy and insightful interventions improve governance and equip
citizens for better choices,‖ commented an economist.
―There is a need for an unwavering commitment in Pakistan to build a
culture of dependable statistics by aiming for targets of independence, quality,
trust, accessibility and data literacy,‖ he said.
Занятость молодежи – 39% считают, что возможности трудоустройства
есть.
Pakistani youth remain optimistic, says report
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
September
https://www.dawn.com/news/1356958/pakistani-youth-remain-optimistic-says-report

11th,

2017.

While Pakistan‘s consumer confidence decreased four points from the fourth
quarter of 2016, it maintained above the optimism baseline (100) at a score of 102,
according to findings of the Nielsen Global Survey of Consumer Confidence and
Spending Intentions for the second quarter of this year.
With 14 per cent of the respondents earning around Rs50,000 per month,
41pc individuals thought job prospects in the country were not very good while
39pc thought they were. It is interesting to note that at the same time 64pc
respondents were confident about the state of their personal finances.
Job security remained the biggest concern of most individuals while 14pc
respondents claimed that their parent‘s welfare was their second biggest concern.
Of the total monthly budget, ‗food and beverages‘ claimed the highest
percentage of spending, followed by education and housing. And while 64pc
claimed to not have changed their spending pattern to save on household expenses,
most respondents spent their spare cash on new clothes, followed by saving.
Africa and the Middle East saw the greatest change globally, with the
region‘s consumer confidence index rising five points to a score of 88. Regionally,
all confidence indicators improved in the second quarter of 2017
In the Africa-Middle East region, countries that posted scores at or above the
optimism baseline of 100 include the United Arab Emirates (110) and Pakistan
(102).
The findings in the Nielsen survey are based on an online methodology with
a caveat that the research provides a perspective only on the habits of existing
internet users, not total populations.
Since online penetration is still growing in developing countries like
Pakistan, audiences may be younger and more affluent than the general population
of that country, as can be highlighted by the respondents‘ preferences.
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Рабочие места в Индии – обещания Нарендра Моди
India's PM Modi reshuffles cabinet as economy slips
Dawn. 4.09.2017.
cabinet-as-economy-slips

https://www.dawn.com/news/1355577/indias-pm-modi-reshuffles-

Modi had promised 10 million new jobs every year when he came to power
in 2014. According to government statistics, job creation for 2015 and 2016 stood
at 155,000 and 200,310, respectively.
Розничная торговля
экономический рост
Retail revs up

вносит ощутимый

вклад

в

социальный

и

Ayesha Shaikh. Dawn. 15.06.2017. http://aurora.dawn.com/news/1142025/

"A store has to be much more than a place to acquire merchandise. It has to
help people enrich their lives. If the store just fulfils a product need, it is not
creating new types of value for the consumer. It‘s transacting.‖ Words spoken by
former CEO, J.C. Penney, Ron Johnson, which aptly describe the way retail
business has traditionally been conducted in Pakistan.
It was a time when every neighbourhood had its own kiryana store (a small,
enclosed shop, with rows upon rows of products piled right to the top). Families
had fixed monthly grocery lists which were handed over to the shopkeeper who
would then get all the items together, bag them, and hand a chit with the billed
amount scribbled on it. Apart from the haggling (it was expected), the next
customer decision was whether to pay in cash or have the amount put on a monthly
tab and whether or not to have the groceries delivered. Product choices were
limited and the purpose of the ‗shopping‘ was to ensure there was enough rice,
flour, sugar, salt, cooking oil, banaspati ghee, masalas and spices to last the month.
Naheed and Imtiaz supermarkets in Bahadurabad, and Agha‘s, Motta‘s and
Paradise in Clifton, were among the few retail outlets where customers had the
luxury to browse the shelves that were stocked with limited varieties of imported
brands and/or local packaged goods. Other than that, shopping excursions were
limited to Juma Bazaars or eagerly anticipated visits to Laloo Khait (now
Liaquatabad), Empress Market or Jodia Bazaar – the wholesale hubs of Karachi.
So the story of retail remained until the turn of the Millennium.
Imtiaz Abbasi, MD, Imtiaz Super Market, remarks that it was the noughties
that marked a significant shift in lifestyles, consumer preferences and buying
patterns.
―Due to increased exposure, Pakistani consumers were more aware of what
was happening internationally. Suddenly, even our most loyal customers, who had
been coming to Imtiaz for generations, were no longer satisfied.‖
Varied product assortments, greater convenience and accessibility, better
merchandising, improved service and an enhanced store experience became the
new retail rules to live by.
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Quick to recognise this shift, local retailers began to invest in improving store
layouts and broadening their product mix. There was also a renewed focus on
customer service, rather than just relying only on price competitiveness. As a
result, this growing, and as yet untapped, retail potential put Pakistan on the radar
of global retailers, keen to enter this market.
Before exploring the trends redefining retail in Pakistan, it is important to
understand how the retail landscape has evolved.
New dynamics
According to a research study conducted by Standard Chartered Bank last
year, between 2011 and 2015, the size of the retail pie in Pakistan jumped from
$96 to 133 billion, a 38.5% increase in four years. The current value of Pakistan‘s
retail sector is estimated to be $152 billion, as per Planet Retail (a global retail
consultancy) figures. It is the third largest contributor to the economy (after
agriculture and industry), accounts for 18% of the total GDP, and is the second
largest employer (after agriculture), providing jobs to more than 16% of the total
labour force. (NB: As most of retail in Pakistan is unorganised, and therefore
undocumented, industry experts agree that the on-ground figures are much
higher).
Between 2011 and 2015, the size of the retail pie in Pakistan jumped from $96
to 133 billion, a 38.5% increase in four years.
The current value of Pakistan‘s retail sector is estimated to be $152 billion.
With an annual growth rate of eight percent, retail sales are expected to cross
the $200 million mark by the end of 2018. The main factor fuelling this growth,
apart from increasing urbanisation, is an improving employment-to-population
ratio, which has led to higher disposable incomes, thereby expanding the middle
class, which in turn, has increased consumer spending manifold (estimated at $293
million in 2017 and projected to cross $333 million by 2018). This is mainly
because Pakistan has a young population (more than 73% of the 220 million
residents are below 35 years of age) that is upwardly mobile, social media savvy,
brand aware and on the lookout for quality products – and enjoyable experiences.
Pakistan's retail sector is the third largest contributor to the economy and
accounts for 18% of the total GDP.
The sector provides jobs to more than 16% of the total labour force.
This is probably why the (traditionally dominant) number of new kiryana
stores that have opened is less compared to the growth in the number of general
and department stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets, between 2000 and 2016
(source: Retail Sector Report, Punjab Board of Investment and Trade). One
possible reason is that young people are less keen to buy from street merchants,
vendors and hawkers, and prefer modern, destination-oriented stores (For more,
see box on Kiryana stores: a dying breed?)
The other trend disrupting traditional retail is e-commerce (Read our
interview with Zain Suharwardy, MD, Daraz.pk). Although still at a nascent stage,
internet retailing is expected to become a significant complement to brick-andmortar grocery and non-grocery retailing in the coming years.
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Given these dynamics, it is hardly surprising that the bulk of recent retail
investment (local and international) has been in the development of two categories:
shopping malls and department stores, boasting contemporary architecture and
expansive multi-level formats.
The modern grocery retail market represents a key area of expansion, which
is likely to attract more foreign retailers to Pakistan. The increased competition
will boost the sector further and the entry of foreign players will force local retail
giants to rethink, revamp and remodel their businesses.
Безработица немного растет
Increasing unemployment
Jawaid Bokhari. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1330225/increasing-unemployment

May

1st,

2017.

Economic growth is gradually picking up to respectable levels but is still
unable to absorb the surging number of job-seekers entering the labour market.
The unemployment rate is on the rise, depriving a sizable segment of the
population of its livelihood and preventing the harnessing of the real potential of
both manpower and natural resources for development.
According to the latest short-term IMF forecast, Pakistan‘s economy will
grow at 5pc in FY2017 and 5.2pc FY 2018. The Fund also projects a slight
increase in unemployment ratio from the current 6pc to 6.1pc in the next fiscal
year. This ratio was 5.9pc in FY2015, much higher than the 5pc considered by
economists as ‗full employment‘. This is growth without development.
Foreign economists say that Pakistan needs a growth rate of 7-8pc on a
sustained basis to absorb the increasing number of jobless and clear the backlog.
That target is not within easy reach. Much depends on the quality of growth that
may or may not produce enough jobs, especially when growth comes from better
capacity utilisation rather than capacity expansion or greenfield projects.
Capital-intensive spending, like high tech, creates jobs for highly skilled
people but squeezes the space for the blue-collared jobs. Corporates‘ flexible
labour policy increasingly denies a life-time career to skilled manpower. Costs are
cut by outsourcing ancillary activities or by using contract labour in factories.
If a reasonably good economic growth rate does not produce enough
jobs, it is time to review economic policies to remedy the situation
Underemployment and joblessness is rampant specially in rural areas leading
to migration to ill-planned and over-crowded cities.
Often academic qualifications and skills development do not match the
changing market demand. Human resource development is a low priority when
fresh ideas and the latest technology are shaping new economic activities and
trends.
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Unemployment is turning into a critical issue, also because of increasing
global curbs on workers‘ immigration. And a job-centred development strategy
appears nowhere in sight.
But for the common citizen job alone is not the only problem. A higher
economic growth fuels inflation and raises the cost of living which becomes more
problematic since most people can‘t make a comfortable living if their incomes do
not rise commensurately; just to maintain the level of inflation-adjusted real wages
from falling.
The IMF has forecast a spike in inflation from 2.9pc in FY2016 to 4.3pc and
5pc in FY2017 and FY2018 respectively. The rising inflation rates are likely to
build a case for hiking interest rates and raise cost of commodity production on
account of increased financial charges. This would mean more inflation and hence,
greater suffering for low-income groups.
And finally, as it appears, the bias for indirect taxes, which places a heavy
burden on the common citizens, is unlikely to change in the next federal budget,
but for some ‗populist‘ measures on the periphery in view of general elections due
in first part of the next year.
Popular-ism has become a taboo in dominant economic vocabulary. Gone are
the days when sanctity of the ballot box and the electoral mandate was anchored on
the strong belief that the voice of the people is the voice of God.
When seen in the back drop of the CPEC — a game changer and a catalyst for
economic growth— the three variables — jobs, inflation and indirect tax burden —
raise a pertinent question: how will the fruits of the economic progress be shared
by the common citizen?
No doubt the CPEC will help make the domestic economy somewhat robust
and stronger while many businesses will flourish; it will also spur regional
cooperation but create more temporary jobs than permanent ones. The common
citizen is largely left with no option but to fend for his livelihood.
Unable to provide as many jobs as needed, the incumbent government takes
pride in significantly increasing the amount and the number of poor who receive
dole-outs from the national exchequer.
While inequality had never been challenged as much an inequity or injustice,
it is seriously questioned when it reaches an intolerable level and starts engineering
a recession. If a reasonably good economic growth rate does not produce enough
jobs, it is time to review economic policies to remedy the situation.
Молодежь мало занята в стране. 2 млн. молодых нужно обеспечить
рабочими местами каждый год
Whither the jobs?
Afshan
Subohi.
Business
&
Finance
http://www.dawn.com/news/1314523/whither-the-jobs

weekly,
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The country‘s job landscape has changed radically over the past two decades.
Currently the accounting/finance, sales/marketing and ICT sectors are top job
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creators. However, hardly 5pc of total applicants actually succeed in landing a
decent job.
Technological disruption, premature shrinkage of the manufacturing sector
and demographic changes in an environment of an anaemic growth rate explained
the chaos and overcrowding in the job market.
According to human resource practitioners, the unemployment rate is very
high and Pakistan currently lacks the capacity to absorb about two million youth
entering the already swarming job market every year.
While they do not have figures to back their claim, they estimate that the
unemployment rate is at 15pc, three times higher than the current official rate of
5.2pc.
These experts stress that this issue has been ignored for too long and deserves
the government‘s immediate attention.
―Happenings around the world reaffirm that people care most for jobs. Be it
Brexit or Trump‘s triumph in the US, it was all about jobs in the end‖, said an
economist.
The country currently lacks the capacity to absorb about two million
youth entering the already swarming job market every year
He argued that job creation in Pakistan is crucial for three key reasons:
sustainability of peace and growth, expanding the constituency for democracy and
gaining public support essential for success of the CPEC.
He pressed that poverty and social issues could not be dealt with satisfactorily
without mainstreaming the idle work-force that was seeking employment. He
thought concessions and direct petty cash transfers can at best provide a temporary
relief.
―People wish for and deserved employment opportunities and jobs to lead a
decent, dignified life. It would be wrong to assume that growth will necessarily
improve the job situation. Rulers must remember voters‘ verdict in India in 2004
when they turned the tables on BJP despite a steady GDP growth rate‖ a lady
economist remarked.
Dr Aliya Khan, an economist with a keen eye on labour affairs, recently
hammered the idea of valuing the human dimension of policy initiatives. She
called to and I quote: ―Development of a Labour Market Information and Analysis
System (LMIAS), for the CPEC to integrate and mainstream the elements of labour
market dynamics in this historic opportunity of Pak-China cooperation for the
socio-economic uplift and development of the people of this region, in particular
the large proportion of the male and female youth entering the labour market in
search of decent and productive jobs‖.
An informal survey revealed major distortions in the country‘s labour market
owing to misallocation, mistreatment and under-utilisation of precious human
resource.
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The situation, if allowed to persist, would compromise efforts directed to
promote efficiency and fairness in the economic system. It would retard the pace of
wealth generation and perpetuate income disparities in a society already divided
beyond all perceivable ways.
―Pakistan is a signatory to the Sustainable Development Goals that recognises
the right to gainful employment to all and calls on governments to make labour
market fair and free. Do we ever mean what we pledge?‖ asked a labour affairs
expert.
In Pakistan the job-worker mismatch compromises the productivity potential
of the economy and generates friction and frustration in youth. Workforce
abundance has empowered employers to dictate terms. Weak governance allowed
managements to flout labour laws at will.
Most officers contacted for comments referred to the Pakistan Labour Force
Survey that projects the unemployment rate and trends in Pakistan on the basis of a
survey of 47,000 people across the country.
According to an informed source associated with the Federal Bureau of
Statistics the survey only treated respondents seeking a job and had not been able
to find one as being unemployed. The rest were assumed to be employed.
It explains why the survey showed citizens in the age band of 65 years and
above, almost cent per cent employed (0.16pc unemployed) with greater
employment in old women (0.05pc unemployed). Unemployment was highest in
the age band of 15-19 at 1.26pc but girls were luckier as their unemployment rate
was stated to be 0.33pc in the same age bracket.
The labour force in the survey referred to all citizens of 10 years of age or
over. When contacted over phone a senior officer, who wished not to be identified,
told Dawn that internationally accepted definitions were used since the data was
consistently used by multilateral agencies as well.
According to the survey, agriculture employs 43.7pc of the workforce, 33.9pc
are absorbed by the service sector and 22.4pc by the industry.
Monas Rahman, CEO and founder of Rozee, a match-making online portal
for the labour market, found an official 5.2pc unemployment rate grossly
understated.
―For about a thousand new jobs advertised on this one portal daily, about
40,000 people apply‖, he said, substantiating his perception of a wide supply
demand gap.
―Pakistan is an employers‘ market because of a widening supply and demand
gap. What bargaining position can anyone have when there are teeming millions
waiting outside the gate ready to replace you for half the pay‖, remarked an
observer.
―The delusional policymakers can‘t hide behind the official unemployment
rate for good‖, said another observer.
Unfortunately politicians, across the political divide, talk of merit in
recruitment but indulge in nepotism unabashedly.
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―Government jobs and posting are used by power wielders to reward their
relatives/loyalists without any regard to merit, or sold for a high price beyond the
affordability of the common man. The running rate for a police constable in Sindh
is Rs600,000‖, commented a bitter retired bureaucrat.
Some concerned high ranking officials talked of contempt in the private
sector towards workers. ―The moment one tries to raise issues related to the labour
force, company heads close ranks to resist. They consider it an assault on the free
market ideology and an expression of ‗socialist bend‘ in the government‖, he said.
Уровень безработицы в Индии растет (но в процентах – падает), анализ МОТ
More people to be jobless in India: ILO
The Hindu. 14.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/More-people-to-bejobless-in-India-ILO/article17036623.ece?homepage=true

The number of unemployed people in India is expected to rise by 1 lakh in
2017 and another 2 lakh in 2018, according to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO).
The ILO predicted that the number of jobless will increase from 17.7 million
in 2016 to 18 million by 2018 even though the country‘s unemployment rate is
expected to go down from 3.5 per cent to 3.4 per cent in 2017.
Globally, the ILO reckons that the number of jobless people will increase by
3.4 million in 2017, in its report on World Employment and Social Outlook for
2017 released late Thursday, with projections based on econometric modelling
carried out in November 2016. The global unemployment rate is expected to rise
modestly from 5.7 to 5.8 per cent in 2017 as the pace of labour force growth
outstrips job creation.
―Economic growth continues to disappoint and underperform – both in terms
of levels and the degree of inclusion. This paints a worrisome picture for the global
economy and its ability to generate enough jobs, let alone quality jobs,‖ said ILO
Director General Guy Ryder.
Vulnerable forms of employment, which include contributing family workers
and own account workers, are expected to stay above 42 per cent of total
employment. About 1.4 billion people are likely to be engaged in such
employment in 2017, with the number rising by 11 million per year, with Southern
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa being the most affected.
―In fact, almost one in two workers in emerging countries are in vulnerable
forms of employment, rising to more than four in five workers in developing
countries,‖ said Steven Tobin, ILO senior economist and lead author of the report.
The report has clubbed India in the category of emerging nations.
Less than $3 per day
The number of workers earning less than $3.10 per day is even expected to
increase by more than 5 million over the next two years in developing countries.
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Global uncertainty and the lack of decent jobs are, among other factors,
underpinning social unrest and migration in many parts of the world.
―A co-ordinated effort to provide fiscal stimulus and an increase in public
investment that takes into account each country‘s fiscal space, would provide an
immediate jump-start to the global economy and reduce global unemployment in
2018 by close to 2 million compared to our baseline forecasts,‖ the ILO said.
Asia-Pacific region
Asia Pacific region, with nearly 60 per cent of the global workforce, saw net
employment rise by over 20 million (or 1.1 per cent) in 2016, and a similar
expansion is anticipated in 2017. ―Southern Asia has created most of the new
employment, with employment expanding by 13.4 million in 2016, underpinned by
population-driven labour force growth. The majority of this new employment was
created in India.‖
―Manufacturing growth has underpinned India‘s recent economic
performance, which may help buffer demand for the region‘s commodity
exporters,‖ the report said.
―Entering 2017, working poverty is projected to continue to decline in AsiaPacific, in both rate and absolute numbers, while vulnerable employment numbers
look set to rise, despite decreases in the vulnerable employment rate, largely as a
result of population growth.‖
Безработица, низкая эффективность производства, отсутствие доверия
возрастают.
State of Economy: Unemployment, low productivity and absence of trust
Fahd Rehman (Assistant Professor of Economics at LUMS). The Express Tribune, July
18th,
2016.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1143620/state-economy-unemployment-lowproductivity-absence-trust/

The unemployment rate also decreases if labour force participation rate
decreases. Our labour force participation has fallen to some extent which has
decreased the unemployment rate.
LAHORE: Much has been written on the Pakistani economy from the
perspective of macroeconomic stability.
However, hardly any analysis and commentary discusses the state of
economic stagnation which has started to frustrate the young aspirant population
since decent job creation has become a big challenge for successive governments.
Fiscal year (FY) 2015-16 ended with a mixed performance. The much touted
GDP growth rate of 4.7% reflects overestimation which would be downgraded in
due course as has already happened in the last couple of years. Inflation,
fortuitously, remained low due to low international crude oil and commodity
prices. However, the challenge of unemployment is quite daunting.
Unemployment rate jumps to 13-year high
Although the official reported unemployment of 5.9% reflects a healthy state
of economy, yet the reality is quite different. Interestingly, the way unemployment
is defined also helps in decreasing the rate. A person is considered unemployed if
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he doesn‘t work at all in the reference week as per official definition. This
definition requires modification to cater to the emerging needs of the population.
The unemployment rate also decreases if labour force participation rate decreases.
Our labour force participation has fallen to some extent which has decreased the
unemployment rate.
Usually, developing economies face the problem of disguised unemployment
where people end up in low productivity jobs and a low productivity job won‘t
increase the standard of living of people, therefore people become entrapped in
perpetual poverty. On this front, official documents are silent. In addition, the
growing informality of economy has increased in the last decade.
The growing informality also manifests low productivity of workers and – in
turn – the enterprise. When an enterprise operates in an informal environment, it
hardly achieves efficiency since there is no check and balance. In the absence of
check and balance, wastages cannot be controlled and leakages cannot be plugged.
This growing informality reflects the psychology of people. Our business and
or enterprise managers don‘t trust the government therefore, they want to remain in
the informal sector. They want to maintain double books, hide bank accounts,
prefer cash dealings, invest in land and even transfer money abroad.
CPEC to cause unemployment in Gilgit-Baltistan
The other side of the story
The lack of political will and commitment on part of successive governments
gives rise to problems in tax policy and governance. The evidence is that
government keeps on extending the deadline on filing tax returns for traders. In the
absence of meaningful reforms in the tax system, the current government heavily
relied on indirect taxation such as GST, customs and withholding tax regime which
helped in achieving the revenue target.
These measures create an environment of distrust and create further distance
between the government and the business community. Although revenue target has
been achieved through indirect measures, it decreases the marginal propensity of
people to consume, which in turn dampens the aggregate demand. The dampening
of aggregate demand also tames inflation.
Exports are on the downhill and most media commentators and even the IMF
have come up with a solution — devalue the currency. The devaluation of currency
may provide oxygen to the ailing export sector, however, its effects will be
neutralised very quickly. The current government availed US denominated loans
and would like to stabilise the currency to avoid any exchange rate loss arising out
of high debt payments since it would increase the external debt burden.
Under this setting, the productivity challenge is becoming insurmountable
with the passage of time.
In a nutshell, there is a need to build consensus and promote an atmosphere of
trust between the Pakistani government and society at large which may increase
the level of formality. The high level of formality would increase the tax revenue
without resorting to indirect regime and increase the productivity of enterprise and
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in turn workers. Higher productivity ultimately increases the level of exports which
can bring the economy out of economic stagnation.

ПЕРЕПИСЬ1
Перпись 2017 г. в Интернете:
http://www.pbs.gov.pk/sites/default/files//PAKISTAN%20TEHSIL%20WISE%20FOR%20WEB
%20CENSUS_2017.pdf

Выборы пройдут на базе переписи 2017 г. и не будет их досрочное
проведение (назначены на август 2018 г.).
Census 2017 rules out early polls
The News. 14.12.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/255829-census-2017-rulesout-early-polls

ISLAMABAD: The political parties demanding early polls may end up
helping the formulation of a caretaker set-up for a longer period as the census 2017
has almost ruled out the possibility of early polls.
The standoff between the government and the opposition in the Senate over
constitutional amendment, required for on-time general elections in August next
year on the basis of 2017 census, may delay the election 2018 but it can‘t be held
early.
Early polls can only be held on the basis of 1998 census but it would be
unacceptable to KP, Balochistan and Islamabad Capital Territory as they are bound
to gain additional seats in the National Assembly on the basis of the 2017 census.
The option of holding elections on the basis of 1998 census may suit Punjab
but it would be like depriving KP, Balochistan and ICT of their due representation
in parliament. Even if the political parties, PTI and PPP and the provincial
governments particularly KP and Balochistan, agree to have less representation in
the National Assembly, this case is bound to go to the court of law.
Any legal mind could easily assess what a court of law would decide in such
a matter as the census 2017 has already been carried out and created additional
representation for KP, Balochistan and ICT. Because of this scenario, holding of
elections on the basis of the 1998 census is almost impossible now.
The official result of the census 2017 will be announced in April next year.
The provisional result of the latest census, however, has already been announced.
According to the Constitution, general elections would be held on the basis of last
officially announced census. As of today, the last officially announced census is of
1998 whereas the census 2017 will be officially notified in April 2018.
The constitutional amendment bill, which has been passed by the National
Assembly but facing a standoff in the Upper House, makes way for holding the
2018 polls on the basis of 2017 census while ensuring that the delimitation of the
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electoral constituencies is completed by the Election Commission of Pakistan on
the basis of provisional results of the 2017 census to avoid delay in the next
general elections.
The process of delimitation will take five to six months. If the constitutional
amendment bill is not passed by the Senate, the delimitation process will start after
the April 2018 notification of 2017 census. It would mean that the delimitation of
constituencies will be completed by September-October 2018 only after which the
election schedule would be announced.
Население Пакистана – 207 млн. человек
6th census findings: 207 million and counting
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Population rose by 57% in 19 years; 63.6% still living in rural areas; women
make up 48.8% of population
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s population has surged to a staggering 207.8
million, showing an increase of 75.4 million people in 19 years, according to
provisional summary results of the 6th Population and Housing Census 2017 that
were presented in a meeting of the Council of Common Interests (CCI) on Friday.
The population was just over 130 million in 1998, the year when the 5 th
census had been conducted. This means the country has seen a 57% increase in the
population at an annual rate of 2.4%.
The government had deployed nearly 118,000 officials escorted by tens of
thousands of troops and police to carry out the 70-day data-gathering drive in
March launched on the orders of the Supreme Court.
The majority of the people – 52.9% to be precise – still live in Punjab, but its
share in the population pie has declined when compared with the 1998 census
results.
Balochistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa are the beneficiaries of the reduction in
Punjab‘s share, as Sindh‘s share in the total population remains unchanged – at
23%.
This might result in a proportionate reduction in the allocation of the National
Assembly seats of Punjab, as well as its share in the federal divisible pool,
although the overall number of seats of all the federating units would boost due to
a 75.4 million increase in the population over the past 19 years. About 82% of the
federal divisible pool is distributed on the basis of population.
Why the census is important for Pakistan
According to the summary results, the country‘s predominant majority –
132.189 million or 63.6% – still lives in rural areas. This ratio was 65.6% in 1998
when the last headcount was conducted.
The urban population stands at 75.58 million, which is roughly 36.4% of the
country‘s population. In 1998, the share of the urban population was 32.52%.
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Sindh is the most urbanised province having 52.02% population in urban
areas – a result that could disturb rural-urban quotas of the provincial assembly
seats and jobs.
Of the total urban population of the province, 68% is concentrated in three
major cities – Karachi, Hyderabad and Sukkur.
Urbanisation-wise, Punjab stands second where 36.71% population lives in
cities. The least urbanised province is K-P.
The CCI –- the constitutional body headed by the prime minister with four
chief ministers as its members – discussed the provisional summary results on
Friday.
―However, the final results will be available next year. The CCI decided that
the figures will be further debated in the Inter-Provincial Coordination Committee
(IPCC) where a strategy will be devised about the future course of action,‖ said a
source.
Population census source of fear and hope for minorities
―After discussing the statistics in the IPCC, the census results will be
presented to the federal cabinet for approval.‖
There was a debate in the CCI about whether to hold the next general election
on the basis of new results, as the law does not permit fresh delimitation of
constituencies on the basis of provisional results, said sources.
They said the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) had informed the
government that it may hold the next general election on the basis of the new
census results, if the final results are provided by October this year.
Sources said the CCI discussed the possibility of amending the relevant laws
to allow holding of the general elections on the basis of the provisional results.
The population census results are exclusive of Azad Jammu & Kashmir and
Gilgit-Baltistan.
The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) conducted the census in the two
territories but did not release their results as part of the country‘s population due to
their special status.
Meanwhile, women‘s share in the total population has increased about 1%
during the past 19 years. The female population stands at 101.314 million, which is
48.8% of the total headcount, according to the 2017 results. In 1998, the female
population ratio was 47.9%.
Pakistan at 80: the next 10 years
The male population has increased to 106.449 million or 51.2%. Meanwhile,
there are 10,418 transgender (0.05%) in the country.
The PBS had conducted the exercise in two phases across Pakistan under the
supervision of the military. The population results will be used to determine the
federating units‘ share in the federal divisible pool, allocations and delimitation of
the National Assembly and provincial assemblies‘ seats and determination of
provincial job quotas.
Punjab
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Punjab still remains the most populated province with 110.01 million
inhabitants, forming 52.94% of the total population.
The province‘s population has increased by 36.4 million in past 19 years
which is 49.4% higher than the 1998 statistics. In 1998, Punjab‘s share in the total
population was 55.62%.
Punjab‘s population has grown at an annual rate of 2.13%, – the lowest pace
of growth among all the federating units and also lower than the national average.
The share of urban population in Punjab has increased to 36.71% but its
63.9% population still lives in rural areas. There are now 49% women in Punjab as
compared to 48.2% in 1998.
Sindh
Sindh remains the second most populated province with 47.886 million
people, which is 23% of the total population.
Sindh‘s population has grown by 57.3% or 17.44 million during the past 19
years, but its overall share in the national population remains stagnant.
Sindh‘s annual growth rate remained 2.41% – slightly above the national
average. Sindh‘s urban population has increased to 52% as compared to 48.9% in
1998.
There are 48% or 22.96 million women in Sindh – which is 1% up when
compared with 1998 results.
CCI meeting delayed for a second time
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
K-P‘s population stands at 30.523 million – which is 14.69% of the total
population as against 13.4% in 1998.
Its population has grown by 12.78 million or 72% – the second maximum
increase. The annual growth rate in K-P stands at 2.89% – the third highest among
all the federating units and above the national average.
The urban population in K-P has slightly increased to 17.67% of the
provincial population. There were 15.05 million women in the province – 49.3% of
the provincial population.
Balochistan
Balochistan‘s population stands at 12.344 million or 5.94% of the total
population, according to the 2017 census.
During the past 19 years, its population has grown by 5.8 million or 88% –
the maximum increase in the population of any federating unit in terms of
percentage.
Its share was only 4.96% as per the 1998 census.
The province‘s annual growth rate remained 3.37% – the highest after the
Islamabad territory and far above the national average. The urban population in
Balochistan is 27.54% – significantly better than 23.3% of 1998.
There are 5.86 million women in Balochistan – 47.5% of the unit‘s total
population.
ICT
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The Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT) population stands at 2.0 million, which
is 1.2 million higher than the 1998 census. In percentage terms, it has grown by
149%.
Islamabad has the highest annual growth rate of 4.91%, which is more than
double of the national average. The share of urban population in Islamabad has
significantly declined from 65% to 50.57%. There are about one million or 47.2%
women in the capital territory.
FATA
The population of the Federally Administrated Tribal Areas stands at 5.1
million. There has been a 1.8 million increase in the population of the autonomous
region, registering 57% increase.
The annual growth rate in FATA remained 2.41%, equal to the national
average. The urban population is only 2.83% while 49% are women.
Перепись показала, что население больше, чем ожидалось
Census woes and vows
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The most remarkable thing about the latest census is that it has, at long last,
been held. Thanks to judicial activism, supported on the ground by the deployment
of the jawans of the army and the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics led by Asif Bajwa,
we now know how many we are, men and women, in urban and rural areas, and in
provinces and districts. This is useful information for a government interested in
public welfare. However, the only positive role of the federal government is that it
did not stand in the way of releasing the census data.
The Punjab government and the political parties with the main bases in
Punjab also deserve credit for not making any noise about the reduced share of the
province‘s population in the national total, despite the fact that the 7 th NFC award
reduced the weight of population and now the proportion of population itself has
decreased. There is also no celebration in that province of the relative success of its
population programme.
But woe betide those responsible for increasing or not increasing enough of
the population to the rest of the provinces! Sindh‘s population share in the national
total has stayed almost the same, leaving its share of resources and electoral
constituencies unchanged. However, the significant reversal of rural-urban shares
witnessed the urban-based parties vowing never to accept the census result that
shows an increase far less than they perceived. And a woeful rural-based party
vows to reject the census result for the opposite reason — the decrease in the
proportion of the rural population. The battle of electoral constituencies and quotas
is gripping the province. Even in the provinces experiencing an increased share in
total population — Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan — the census woes and
the vows against are no less common. In Balochistan, the Baloch-Pashtun balance
has been disturbed by the perceived addition of the Afghans. In Khyber-
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Paktunkhwa, most concerns relate to Fata that seems to have been undercounted,
mainly because of the difficulties related to the IDPs.
Sadly, while there is a lot of criticism by the political class about the underenumeration of their constituents, the same class is virtually silent about the dismal
demographic picture painted by the census results. Only a few months ago The
Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17 claimed: ―A constant improvement in health
and education indicators along with effective population welfare programs, the
population growth is persistently declining. It was 1.92 in 2015 which declined to
1.89 in 2016 and 1.86 in 2017.‖ As we know now, the average annual growth of
population since the last census has been much higher at 2.4 per cent. This makes a
mockery of the claims made about the effectiveness of population, health and
education programmes. Between the censuses of 1981 and 1998, the annual
average growth rate of population was 2.7 per cent. In 19 years, there was a
reduction of a mere 0.3 percentage point.
No census can be perfect. The latest census is no exception. However, just as
the cure to democracy is more democracy, there is no alternative to a census.
Suggestions for improvement are better left for the next round. It will be a good
idea to hold the next one in 2021 to return to the historical ten-year cycle. In the
meantime, the political class should tell us in their party manifestoes for the
coming elections about the concrete plans they have to address the utter failure of
the social sector in the intercensal period. Instead of the woes about undercounting,
they should vow to ensure a better and timely census in future.
Население Пакистана – почти 208 млн. человек
Pakistan population soars to 208 million
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. August 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Aug2017/pakistan-population-soars-to-208-million

Shows increase of 57pc since 1998; Punjab stands at top with 110.1m
population; Sindh 47.88m; KP 30.52m; Balochistan 12.34m; Fata 1.8m; ICT 2m;
Country has 10,148 transgender persons.
In the last 36 years, the population grew by 146.6 percent (since the last
census-1981), and a declining trend was observed in the growth rate in the two
bigger provinces - Punjab and Sindh. The smaller provinces - (KP, Balochistan)
and FATA saw increase in population growth, according to the provisional
summary results of the 6th Population and Housing Census-2017.
The provisional census results were approved by the reconstituted Council of
Common Interests (CCI) when it met here on Friday. The meeting was chaired by
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi with four chief ministers in attendance.
The total population 207.8 million includes all persons residing in the
country, including Afghans and other aliens, residing with the local population. It
also includes transgenders whose population is now 10,148. Whereas, the
population has not included the Afghan refugees living in the refugee village and
diplomats.
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The results are exclusive of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan.
The final results will be available next year.
The available breakup reveals that majority of Pakistanis, 63.6 per cent
(132.189 million) live in rural areas of the country. This ratio was over 65 per cent
as per the last census results in 1998.
The population of the country increases by around 75.4 million people within
19 years since the last headcount in the country.
Transgender
The population census for the first time in the country also included
headcount of transgender with the total 10,418 persons, including 7,651 living in
urban areas with 0.05 per cent of the total.
The figures reveal 6,709 transgender persons live in Punjab province,
including 4,585 in urban areas. Total of 2,527 transgender persons are residing in
Sindh, including 301 in rural areas, 913 in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, including 690
urban areas, 109 in Balochistan, including 69 in urban areas while the FATA
counted 27 only in its rural areas and federal capital counted 133 transgender
persons, including 81 in urban areas.
Women
The female population against the general impression comparatively saw
reduction with 101.314 million, which was 48.8 per cent of the total headcount.
Men
The male population increased to 106.44 million or 51.2 per cent of the total
population.
The province-wise figures show Punjab at top with 2.40 per cent average
annual growth rate, KP 2.89 per cent, FATA 2.41 per cent, Sindh 2.41 per cent,
Balochistan 3.37 per cent and ICT 4.91 per cent.
Punjab
Punjab remains the most populated province, as its population stood at 110.1
million (52.94 per cent) of the total population. The province‘s population in past
19 years increased by 36.4 million, which was 49.4 per cent higher than 1998
statistics.
Sindh
Sindh stood second with 47.886 million people, which is 23 per cent of the
total population. Its population grew by 57.3 per cent during past 19 years.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
The population of KP stood at 30.523 million that was 14.69 per cent of the
total population. Its population grew by 72 per cent.
Balochistan
Balochistan‘s headcount was recorded at 12.344 million of the total
population. In past 19 years, the population of this province grew by 5.8 million.
FATA:
The population of Federally Administrated Tribal Areas stood at 5.1 million.
There was 1.8 million increase in the population of the autonomous region.
ICT:
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Islamabad Capital Territory population (ICT) stood at two million, which was
1.2 million higher than the 1998 census.
The provisional results further showed the trend of urbanisation in Pakistan as
36.38 per cent of the population living in urban areas. The comparative position of
provinces and areas shows similar trend in urban population with a slight higher
increase in Punjab.
On the other hand, a significant decrease has been observed in the percentage
of urban population in ICT which went down from 65.72 per cent to 50.58 per
cent, indicating growth occurred in the rural areas of Islamabad.
Amongst the provinces, Sindh is the most urbanised province, where 52.02
per cent population lives in.
The PBS had conducted this exercise in two phases across Pakistan under the
supervision of the military.
The population results will be used to determine federating units‘ share in
federal resources, allocations and delimitation of National Assembly and
provincial assemblies‘ seats and determination of provincial job quotas.
The census was carried out after a gap of 19 years. The result of the census
will be used for delimitation of constituencies, a division of fiscal resources and
allocation of civil service quotas among the four federating units.
Pakistan conducted its first census in 1951, second in 1961, third in 1972,
fourth census in 1981 and fifth census was conducted in March 1998. According to
the Constitution, it is mandatory to conduct census after every 10 years.
The CCI met in the chair of newly-elected Prime Minister also approved
additional water supply of 1,200 cusecs to Karachi, formation of a fiscal
coordination committee, Kachi canal corruption inquiry and approval of the senior
citizens bill and others.
В перепись были включены афганские беженцы, проживающие вдоль
границы с Афганистаном (1.3 млн. человек).
Afghans were counted alongside Pakistanis in census: chief census
commissioner
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ISLAMABAD: One of the reasons for the increase in the country‘s
population was that Afghan refugees were counted alongside Pakistani citizens,
Chief Census Commissioner Asif Bajwa said on Monday.
Addressing a press conference, the chief statistician said the Pakistan Bureau
of Statistics would soon announce the actual number of Afghans living in Pakistan.
―We will be in a position to estimate the exact number once reports are finalised,‖
he said, adding that Afghans would be declared ―non-locals‖.
Since 2005, after getting proof of residence cards, Afghan refugees were
allowed to live among Pakistani citizens. At the time of the 1998 census, all
Afghan refugees were living in refugee camps.
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According to statistics provided by the UNHCR, around 1.3 million Afghan
refugees are currently in Pakistan. But unregistered Afghan refugees are reportedly
present in much greater numbers.
Number of disabled decreased since 1998 due to improperly trained staff,
says census commissioner
Mr Bajwa said that when Afghans were removed from the total population
figure, there might be some variation between the provisional and final census
results, which was a routine matter.
In the 1998 census, he said, a variation of 1.5pc was recorded between the
provisional and final figures. This, he said, was as per international standards.
Mr Bajwa also said that one million disabled persons were registered during
the census 2017, as opposed to 3.1 million in the year 1998.
The lower number of disabled persons was the outcome of improperly
trained surveyors. ―These figures are not representative figures,‖ a PBS officer said
at the sidelines of the press conference, adding that staff were already in the field
when directions were received in this regard from the Supreme Court.
On the issue of using provisional data for the next election, Mr Bajwa said
this could only be possible only after an amendment to the Constitution.
He disclosed that the matter was referred to the Inter-Provincial Coordination Committee (IPCC), which would send its recommendations to the Council of
Common Interests (CCI).
On the issue of data compilation, he said the provinces were requested to
send their teams to inspect the process. ―So far, technical teams of three provinces
— Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Sindh — have visited the PBS, while no
team from Balochistan has arrived so far,‖ he said.
The Punjab technical team also paid a second visit to the PBS, he said,
adding that they had expressed satisfaction over the process.
Mr Bajwa also claimed that three provinces — Punjab, Balochistan and KP
— had no reservations over the census process, while Sindh had some objections,
which would be addressed.
In response to a question, he clarified that declaration of urban or rural areas
was carried out by the provincial authorities and PBS followed the boundaries
notified by the provincial governments.
In the case of Lahore, he said that all of the district was notified as an urban
area in 2015, and even two union councils of Kasur were included in it, hence its
population was recorded at over 11 million.
In case of Karachi, he said that just seven mauzas were considered urban
areas, and the boundaries drawn in 1998 were still valid for the city.
Перепись 2017 – соотношение мужчин и женщин.
Gender stats: Still a man‘s world, but less so
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ISLAMABAD: Provisional results from the census show that there are 105.1
males for every 100 females in the country. The total male population is 106.44
million or 51.2% against 101.31 million or 48.8% females.
This gender gap is higher in urban areas as compared to rural ones. The gap in
the sex ratio has witnessed a continuous declining trend at the national and
provincial level for the past 36 years.
Summary results of the 6th Population and Housing Census show that in
1981, there were 110.6 males per 100 females in the country, which fell to 108.1
males per 100 females in 1998, when the previous census was conducted.
Punjab has witnessed the largest improvement in this regard, where there are
now 103.5 males for every 100 females. The figure in Punjab stood at 110.8 in
1981 and 106.9 in 1998.
Interestingly, in rural Punjab, the sex ratio falls to 102.2, presumably due to
men moving to the cities in search of employment. It is 105.8 in urban areas.
Why the census is important for Pakistan
In Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, there are 102.7 males for every 100 females, down
from 108.8 in 1981 and 104.3 in the 1998.
The ratio was 101.6 males to 100 females in rural areas, and 107.8 in urban
areas.
Surprisingly, Islamabad has the largest gap, with 111 males per 100 females –
well above the national average but also declining historically. It was 118.9 in
1981 and 116.2 in 1998.
The most significant decline has been observed in urban areas of Balochistan,
where there are now 111.6 males for every 100 females. The same ratio in urban
areas of the province was 122 in 1998.
Overall, the sex ratio for Balochistan stands at 110.6, compared to 111.5 in
1981 and 114.9 in 1998.
6th census findings: 207 million and counting
In Sindh, the overall sex ratio stands at 108.6 with relatively low rural-urban
variance. It is 107.8 in rural areas and 109.3 in urban areas.
In 1981, the ratio was 110.7, which increased to 111.7 in the 1998 census.
Перепись 2017 - Население Карачи, Лахора…
Karachi up top, but not by much
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Lahore makes charge by doubling population, as do Peshawar and Islamabad
ISLAMABAD: Karachi has retained the title of the most populous city of
Pakistan, but its population stood at only 14.9 million, which is far below the
number anyone anticipated.
Provisional results of the Sixth Population Census show that in the past 19
years, there was a 60% increase in Karachi‘s population, compared with a 116%
increase in Lahore‘s population, which rose to 11.126 million people by 2017,
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showed the results. Lahore also witnessed the highest growth rate in Pakistan
followed by Peshawar (100.4%) and Islamabad (91.8%).
During the past 19 years, Karachi‘s population increased from 9.339 million
to 14.91 million – a net addition of 5.56 million people. Compared to this,
Lahore‘s population increased from 5.143 million to 11.126 million, showing an
addition of almost 6 million more people, according to the provincial results.
Karachi and Lahore were the only two cities of Pakistan that hosted more than
10 million people. Of the 10 most populous cities, five are in Punjab, two in Sindh,
and one each in Balochistan, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, and Islamabad Capital
Territory. The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics categorised cities as ‗notified urban
areas‘, which is why there are discrepancies between population estimates that may
include suburbs of the major cities.
6th census findings: 207 million and counting
The Faisalabad Metropolitan Corporation was the third-largest city, with 3.2
million people. There was a net addition of 1.2 million people in the past 19 years
– or a 59.43% increase since 1998.
Rawalpindi city hosted the fourth-highest number of people with 2.098
million. In 1998, Rawalpindi‘s population was 1.4 million. It grew by 48.8% in the
past 19 years. The Gujranwala Metropolitan Corporation was in fifth place with
2.027 million people. Its population increased by 78.9% or 894,000 in the past 19
years.
Peshawar was the sixth-largest urban centre with 1.97 million people. In
1998, the provincial capital‘s population was only 983,000. One of the reasons for
the massive spike could be migration from the war-torn Federally Administered
Tribal Areas.
Multan was the seventh major city, hosting 1.872 million people. Its
population grew by 56.4% or 675,000 since 1998.
Why the census is important for Pakistan
Hyderabad was the eighth-most populous city with 1.733 million people.
There was a net addition of 566,000 people in the past 19 years – or 48.5%, which
was the lowest growth rate of cities in the top 10.
Islamabad Metropolitan Corporation‘s population increased 91.8% to 1.015
million people.
Quetta city hosts 1.001 million people, becoming the 10 th-biggest major city.
Its population increased by 77% or 436,000 during the past 19 years.
Сельское население Карачи выросло (по переписи) на 275%
Karachi‘s rural population increases by over 275pc in census
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KARACHI: While the urban population of Karachi division comprising six
districts has increased by over 63 per cent since the previous census conducted in
the country 19 years ago, a surge of over 275pc was recorded in the rural
population of the division during the corresponding period.
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In the 1998 census, the total population of Karachi division was 9.856 million
— 9.44m urban population and 407,510 rural population.
However, according to the provisional results of the 2017 census, the total
population of Karachi division is 16.051m with 1.14m rural population — about
triple that of 1998‘s figures — and 14.91m urban population.
The provisional results suggested that the rural population increased with an
average annual growth rate of 5.56 per cent.
The gender-wise break-up of Karachi‘s total population is 8.439m male,
7.610m female and 1,497 transgender. Of the 1.14m rural population, there are
606,588 males, 534,499 females and 82 transgenders. The urban population
comprises of 7.83m males, 7.07m females and 1,415 transgenders.
Four of the six Karachi districts do not have any rural population/area. The
total rural population is concentrated in Karachi‘s West and Malir districts.
According to the district-wise data for Karachi division, population of Central
district (all urban) is 2.971m compared to 2.277m in the 1998 census. The
population increased with an average growth rate of 1.41pc.
The population of Karachi East (all urban) has almost doubled in the last 19
years as it was 1.472m in 1998 and now it stood at 2.907m with an average growth
rate of 3.64pc.
Karachi South‘s population (all urban) in the current census is 1.791m
compared to 1.478m in 1998. The annual growth rate is 1.02pc — lowest in any of
Sindh‘s districts.
Korangi‘s population (also all urban) is 2.457m compared to 1.561m in 1998
with an average annual growth rate of 2.41pc.
The West district of Karachi division has a total of 3.914m people compared
to 2.089m in the 1998 census. The average annual growth rate is 3.35pc. The rural
population in the district in 2017 increased with the annual growth rate of 7.34pc to
reach 283,247 (73,568 in the previous census). The urban population increased
with the growth rate of 3.14pc to 3.631m (2.015m in 1998).
The total population in Malir district is 2.008m in 2017 (more than double
than of 1998, which was 976,193). It increases with an average annual growth rate
of 3.86pc. However, the rural population in the district increased to 857,922 from
333,942 in 1998 with 5.08pc annual growth. The urban population increased to
1.150m compared to 642,251 with an annual growth rate of 3.11pc.
Hyderabad division
Besides Karachi division, there are five more divisions in Sindh and
Hyderabad came as the second most populated division after Karachi.
The total population of Hyderabad division that comprises nine districts —
Badin, Dadu, Hyderabad, Jamshoro, Matiari, Sujawal, Tando Allahyar, Tando
Mohammad Khan and Thatta — in the 2017 census is 10.592m compared to
6.829m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.33pc.
The total population of Hyderabad district is 2.199m — 366,708 rural and
1.832m urban — compared to 1.494m in the previous census. The average growth
rate in the district is 2.05pc.
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Badin district‘s population is 1.804m — 1.414m rural and 390,378 urban —
compared to 1.106m in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.60pc.
The population of Dadu district is 1.550m — 1.167m rural and 383,169 urban
— compared to 1.106m in the previous census. The average growth rate in the
district is 1.79pc.
Jamshoro‘s population in 2017 increased to 993,142 — 558,955 rural and
434,187 urban — from 582,094 with an average growth rate of 2.85pc.
The population of Matiari district is 769,349 — 586,759 rural and 182,590
urban — compared to 494,244 in the last census. The average growth rate in the
district is 2.35pc.
Sujawal‘s population is 781,967 — 696,262 rural and 85,705 urban —
compared to 513,702 in the last census. The average growth rate in the district is
2.23pc.
The population of Tando Allahyar increased to 836,887 —575,094 rural and
261,793 urban — compared to 493,526 in 1998 with an average annual growth rate
of 2.81pc.
Tando Mohammad Khan‘s population is 677,228 including 535,178 rural and
142,050 urban. It is the smallest district in terms of population in Sindh.
The population of Thatta district is 979,817 — 803,759 rural and 176,058
urban — compared to 599,492 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 2.61pc.
Sukkur division
The total population of Sukkur division that comprises three districts —
Sukkur, Ghotki and Khairpur — in the 2017 census is 5.538m compared to 3.447m
in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.52pc.
Sukkur district‘s total population is 1.487m — 767,788 rural and 720,115
urban — compared to 931,387 in the 1998 census. The average growth rate in the
district is 2.49pc.
The population of Ghotki district is 1.646m — 1.242m rural and 403,538
urban — compared to 968,797 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 2.82pc.
Khairpur‘s total population is 2.404m — 1.628m rural and 775.850 urban —
compared to 1.547m in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.34pc.
Larkana division
The total population of Larkana division that comprises five districts —
Jacobabad, Kashmore, Qambar Shahdadkot, Larkana and Shikarpur — in the 2017
census is 6.192m compared to 4.210m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is
2.05pc.
The population of Jacobabad district is 1.006m — 709,170 rural and 297,127
urban — compared to 727,190 in the last census. The average growth rate in the
district is 1.72pc.
Kashmore‘s total population is 1.089m — 835,556 rural and 253,613 urban
— compared to 677,120 in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.53pc.
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Qambar-Shahdadkot‘s population is 1.341m — 943,478 rural and 397,564
urban — compared to 727,190 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 1.97pc.
The population of Larkana district is 1.524m — 822,754 rural and 701,637
urban — compared to 1.001m in the 1998 census. The average growth rate is
2.23pc.
Shikarpur district‘s population is 1.231m — 928,232 rural and 303,249 urban
— compared to 880,438 in the last census. The average growth rate is 1.78pc.
Mirpurkhas division
The total population of Mirpurkhas division that comprises three districts —
Mirpurkhas, Tharparkar and Umerkot — in the 2017 census is 4.228m compared
to 2.585m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.62pc.
Mirpurkhas district‘s population is 1.505m — 1.080m rural and 425,752
urban — compared to 1.006m in the last census. The average growth rate is
2.14pc.
The population of Tharparkar district is 1.649m — 1.517m rural and 132,071
urban — compared to 914,291 in the last census. The average growth rate is
3.15pc.
Umerkot‘s population is 1.073m — 829,785 rural and 243,361 urban —
compared to 664,797 in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.55pc.
Shaheed Benazirabad division
The total population of Shaheed Benazirabad division that comprises three
districts — Sanghar, Naushahro Feroze and Shaheed Benazirabad — in the 2017
census is 5.282m compared to 3.510m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is
2.17pc.
The population of Sanghar district is 2.057m — 1.468m rural and 588,405
urban — compared to 1.319m in the last census. The average growth rate is
2.36pc.
Naushahro Feroze‘s population is 1.612m — 1.232m rural and 379,802 urban
— compared to 1.087m in the last census. The average growth rate is 2.09pc.
The population of Shaheed Benazirabad district is 1.612m — 1.123m rural
and 489,337 urban — compared to 1.102m in the last census. The average growth
rate is 2.02pc.
Руководитель Объединенного народного движения Dr Farooq Sattar
считает, что 15 млн. жителей Карачи «выпали» из переписи 2017 г.
15 million Karachiites missing in census, claims Sattar
FARAZ ISRAR. The Nation. November 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov-2017/15million-karachiites-missing-in-census-claims-sattar

KARACHI - Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P) Convener Dr
Farooq Sattar on Sunday termed initial census results fake and demanded the
government to recount the resident of urban region of Sindh province.
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Sattar expressed these views while addressing the protest rally at
Liaquatabad flyover. MQM-P members of coordination committee, MPAs, MNAs
and elected representatives of local bodies were also present on the occasion.
A large numbers of MQM-P supporters including women participated in the
protest rally. They were carrying party flags and placards inscribed with slogans
―We reject injustice with Mohajir Community‖, ―We reject Census results‖,
―Fair Census Our Right‖ and others.
Addressing the participants, Sattar said that injustice was done with the
Sindh people just before the holding of general election while party would not
tolerate such tactics and would extend the protest if demands were not met.
Sattar said only 15 million of the Karachi was counted while the remaining
15 million has been missing from the census count. It looks like that the process is
not aimed for counting people but to hide them, he added. He said that today our
count is being decreased and it is aimed at decreasing our share in employment,
water and other resources.
―It is not only the issue of Mohajir community but the issue of all those
living in Karachi and other parts of the Sindh province,‖ he said. He said that the
rigging in 2018 election has been begun through low count of our people
in census process.
Sattar said that if they are not represented on true count then they would be
forced to ask for their resources as per their given taxes and revenue generation. It
is unfortunate that the disabled people were not counted,‖ he claimed.
He further said those who were elected with people‗s vote have face value
and the real voters were still standing with MQM-P since 1986 to till date. ―Those
who had left MQM-P could return if even grounds are given to the party once
again,‖ he said.
He said that the next public gathering of MQM-P would break record COP
historic public gathering. ―Those who had announce to boycott the public
gathering today should see that the people had boycotted their version,‖ he
said. He said that MQM Pakistan is a reality and those who are conspiring against
it had to realize it as a reality in future.
We are protesting over ―Why I was not Counted‖ in the census said Faisal
Sabziwari in his speech adding that the demonstration is not against political force
but it is against the propaganda lifted against the party.
Terming entire process of the census null and void, MQM-P leader said
that censusresults were declared after consuming ―Bhang‖. PPP is not worried
about the irregularities being done during the census process in the urban region of
province as its leadership only focus to rob the money from the Karachi and other
cities of Sindh.
―PPP is on the agenda of looting taxpayers‗ money and transferring aboard‖
he said adding that on the other hand MQM always used the money for the
development of the urban region of province.
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―We have not forgotten our responsibilities. We fight for the rights of the
people earlier and now once again on roads to register our protest over the injustice
with the resident of Urban region of province‖, he added.
People who claimed that MQM era has ended should witness the attendance
of today party gathering. MQM is untied and it has written off all the rubbish being
claimed by the opponents.
MQM-P leader Khawja Izharul Hassan addressing participants said asked
Pak Sarzameen Party (PSP) leadership to bowl out the wickets of the other political
forces including PTI and PPP as targeting MQM would only harm the entire
community residing in urban region of Sindh.
He further said that the efforts were in progress to weaken our strength, I
urged all the workers and supporters to stay united under the party‗s banners.
MQM is actually the voice of common man it cannot be eliminated while the
person who takes MQM as a soft target should remember the party leadership has
always defeated all the conspiracies hatched against it, added Izhar.
On the occasion Mayor Karachi Waseem AKhter demanded the ruling party
to halt injustice with 30 million people of Karachi. He said that fake counts would
not only harm Karachi but it would also harm Pakistan.
Without naming PSP, Waseem said that some so-called political groups
were pressurizing MQM-P members to change their loyalties. Is it right to establish
a party with undemocratic and illegal move questioned Waseem and claimed that
this so-called group of some people would be vanished in next general election.
MQM-P leaders including Kanwar Naveed Jameel, Kishwar Zehra, Rauf
Siddiqui and other also spoke on the occasion.
Половина населения Пакистана – люди моложе 25-ти лет.
Pakistan and America: together we can
Jerry Bisson (USAID Mission Director for Pakistan). The Nation. September 23, 2017.
http://nation.com.pk/columns/23-Sep-2017/pakistan-and-america-together-we-can

Half of the population is under 25, which is a great asset.
20% населения Пакистана проживает в 10-ти основных городах
20pc of Pakistanis live in 10 cities, census reveals
Mubarak Zeb Khan. Dawn, August 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354653/20pc-ofpakistanis-live-in-10-cities-census-reveals

ISLAMABAD: The population in the country‘s 10 largest cities has grown by
71 per cent over the past 19 years, and currently stands at 41 million, as compared
to the 24 million who lived there in 1998.
The population of these cities accounts for 20pc of the country‘s population,
according to provisional census figures released by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics on Monday.
With 14.9m people, Karachi retained the title of the most populated city,
registering an increase of over 57pc from the 9.4m people that lived there in 1998.
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Lahore comes in at a close second, with 11.13m residents in 2017 — a more
than 75pc increase from the 6.3m figure from 1998.

The industrial town of Faisalabad emerged as the third most populous urban
centre in the country, with a population of around 3.2m. This is nearly a 60pc
increase from the just over 2m people that lived there in 1998.
Rawalpindi, the garrison city, ranks fourth in the top ten with 2.1m residents
in 2017, compared to 1.4m in 1998, registering an increase of around 60pc.
Gujranwala emerged as the fifth most populated city in the country, housing
2.03m people as opposed to 1.1m in 1998.
The population of Peshawar, the largest city in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, doubled
over the past 19 years, reaching nearly 2m in 2017.
Multan, the fifth largest city in Punjab and the only major urban centre in
south Punjab, currently houses 1.9m people, compared to the 1.2m who lived there
in 1998.
Hyderabad, the second major metropolis in Sindh, housed 1.7m people, an
increase of over 48pc from the previous census, which was 1.2m in 1998
The capital city, Islamabad, occupies the penultimate spot in the top ten, with
a population of just over 1m people, nearly double from the 529,180 people who
lived here in 1998.
The population of Quetta, the only major metropolis in Balochistan, registered
a population increase of 77pc, going from 565,137 residents in 1998 to just over
1m in 2017.
Balochistan
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The sparsely-populated province of Balochistan, with its sprawling
administrative divisions, saw the population of Quetta division — which includes
Chagai, Pishin, Nushki and Killa Abdullah districts as well — emerged as the most
populous division with 4.1m residents as against 1.7m, showing an increase of
144pc.
Kalat, which includes Mustung, Awaran, Kharan, Khuzdar and Lasbela, was
the second most populated division in the province with a population of 2.5m as
against 1.4m in 1998, showing an increase of 73.8pc.
The population of Nasirabad division rose from 988,109 to 1.60m; Makran
division from 832,753 to 1.5m; Zhob division from 956,443 to 1.5m; while the
population of Sibi division more than doubled from 630,901 in 1998 to just over
1m.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
In KP, the Malakand division — which contains Buner, Chitral, Shangla,
Swat, lower and upper Dir — emerged as the most populous division, witnessing a
76.3pc increase from 4.3m to 7.5m.
Peshawar division was a close second, with its 7.4m against 3.9m in 2008,
showing an increase of 88.7pc.
Hazara, which includes Manshera, Battagram, Abbotabad, Kohistan and
Haripur, has a population of 5.3m, a 52pc increase from the 3.5m in 1998.
Mardan division has a population of nearly 4m, up nearly 61pc from the 2.5m
in 1998; Kohat division rose from 1.3m to 2.2m people; the Bannu population
swelled to just over 2m from 1.1m in 1998; while in Dera Ismail Khan, the
population was declared to be 2m in 2017, against 1.1m in the previous census.
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Sindh
The sprawling Karachi division, with its six districts, registered a total
population of over 16m, a 63pc rise from the nearly 10m people that lived there in
1998.
The second biggest concentration of population was in Hyderabad division,
which housed 10.6m in 2017 as against 6.8m in 1998, an increase of 47pc.
Larkana‘s population rose from 4.2m to 6.2m; Sukkur division expanded from
3.4m to 5.5m; Shaheed Benazirabad division (formerly Nawabshah) went from
3.5m to 5.3m; while Mirpurkhas went from 2.6m to 4.2m in 19 years.
Punjab
Unsurprisingly, Lahore division emerged as the most populous in the
country‘s largest province, with 19.4m people living in its four districts in 2017, a
growth of 61pc from the 12m recorded in 1998.
Gujranwala division, which includes Gujrat, Hafizabad, Mandi Bahauddin,
Narowal and Sialkot, has a population of 16m, 41pc increase from the 11.4m in
1998.
Faisalabad division, meanwhile, has a population of 14m, a 43pc increase
from the 9.9m people who lived in Faisalabad, Jhang, Chiniot and Toba Tek Singh
in 1998.
In south Punjab, Multan, Bahawalpur and Dera Ghazi Khan divisions
registered growth of 45pc, 50pc and 69pc, respectively. Multan‘s population stood
at 12.3m in 2017 against 8.4m in 1998; Bahawalpur had 11.5m people as against
7.6m; while DG Khan‘s population rose from 6.5m to 11m in 19 years.
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Rawalpindi division saw 50pc growth from 6.7m to 10m; Sargodha went from
5.7m to 8.2m; while Sahiwal was the lowest populated division, with just 7.4m in
2017, up from 5.4m in 1998.
Оценки населения Карачи перед переписью
Karachi needs revenues of the size of a country, not of a municipality
Murtaza Haider. Dawn. August 21, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1352964/karachineeds-revenues-of-the-size-of-a-country-not-of-a-municipality

Pakistan‘s largest city is also its least liveable. A recently released Global
Liveability Report 2017 produced by the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) graded
140 cities for 30 qualitative and quantitative attributes to serve as proxies for
stability, healthcare, culture and environment, education, and infrastructure.
Karachi ranked 134 out of 140 cities.
For Karachi‘s residents, the EIU ranking is hardly news. They have lived their
lives in a city that struggles to maintain law and order or offer reliable municipal
services including water, sanitation, public transit, and parks and recreation.
A deep dive into the EIU ranking reveals the primary cause of Karachi‘s poor
ranking. On a scale of 0 to 100, Karachi received 20 for stability. Even Harare in
Zimbabwe, where hyperinflation was estimated at 79.6 billion percent in 2008,
ranked 40 for stability, two times that of Karachi.
The stability factor comprises the following indicators: prevalence of petty
and violent crime, terror threats or that of a military conflict, and the threat of civil
unrest. Karachi checks all these boxes.
The ethnic, political, and sectarian fissures have denied the city the
opportunity for economic growth. These fissures are also responsible, at least
partly, for Karachi being listed as one of the least liveable.
Explore: Dialogue: Laurent Gayer and Omar Shahid Hamid on Karachi
While Karachi faces tremendous challenges, most could be addressed with
good governance. For instance, the clash between institutions responsible for the
worsening of law and order and the environment in the city is completely
avoidable.
Consider that the provincial government in Sindh has been battlingwith the
Chief of police, A.D. Khowaja. The government‘s desire to replace the Chief and
the Chief‘s insistence to hold onto the job provides an opportunity for crime and
criminals to flourish.
Since the 80s, law and order in Karachi have gotten from bad to worse. Police
and other civil government agencies have failed to restore a sense of normalcy in
Karachi. A paramilitary force, Pakistan Rangers (Sindh), has been drafted to fight
violent crime.
Even when the police tried to be proactive, it took missteps rather than
exercising sound judgment. Remember, the same embattled Chief of
Police promoted vigilante justice by awarding 50,000 rupees to the man who shot
and killed two suspected robbers.
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Karachi is also notorious for having a mayor who governed the city from a
prison. The mayor of Karachi, Waseem Akhtar, was imprisoned with 39 criminal
cases registered against him. He was released on bail in November, 2016.
Related: Operation overkill: How not to improve law and order in Karachi
Karachi is too big and too complex to be governed as a city. In the absence of
a census, one cannot be certain of the population of Karachi. The last census in
1998 recorded the city‘s population at 9.3 million with an annual growth rate of
3.5%. Assuming the same growth rate, the population today can be estimated at 17
million. A 4% annual growth rate puts the population at 20 million.
If Karachi were a country, its population would make it the 60th most
populous country in the world, putting it in the company of Romania and Sri
Lanka.
Whereas countries with similar demographic footprint have access to a much
larger share of tax revenue, Karachi remains perpetually starved for funds,
rendering it unable to discharge its municipal obligations adequately.
Karachi needs revenues of the size of a country and not that of a
municipality. If successive provincial and federal governments continue to
treat Karachi as a municipality, they are likely to drag Karachi down to
being the least liveable city in the world.
Karachi could be made manageable by implementing far reaching structural
changes. This may require designating Karachi as an autonomous city-state that
has control over resources and governance. This may also necessitate Karachi to be
institutionally distinguished from Sindh to enhance the city's ability to demand a
greater share of tax revenue.
Consider the following. The population of Sindh is estimated at 56 million. If
Karachi alone is 20 million strong, it accounts for 36% of the province‘s
population and roughly 10% of the nation‘s population. With the risk of
oversimplifying, I would still argue that Karachi deserves 36% of the provincial
and 10% of the national tax revenue.
Read next: Waseem Akhtar: The party man
Consider that Pakistan‘s GDP is estimated at $284 billion and the federal tax
revenue is estimated at 10% of the GDP or $28.4 billion. If Karachi‘s population
accounts for 10% of the nation‘s population, it should receive $2.84 billion from
federal funds alone.
Now here is the reality check. Earlier in June, Karachi‘s mayor unveiled the
budget for 2017-18. The total budgeted amount was 27,135 million rupees
(approximately $270 million). If Karachi were to receive even 5% of the federal
tax revenue, the amount would be around $1.42 billion, which is five times the
current municipal budget.
Unless Karachi is given a greater control over its resources and a larger share
of tax revenue that commensurates with its demographic size, the city is likely to
decline in liveability and becoming the world‘s largest urban slum.
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Перепись 2017 – Размеры семьи сокращаются
Census 2017: Family size shrinks
The
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ISLAMABAD: There are 32.21 million households in Pakistan, bringing the
average size of household to 6.45 persons, suggesting that the family size is
shrinking in the country because of the rising share of people living independently
as well as the declining fertility rate.
The sixth population and housing census results showed that the number of
households in Pakistan increased by 13 million or 67.6% against the data compiled
19 years ago. Of the total 32.21 million, as many as 12.1 million or 37.85% of total
households are in cities. The number of urban households in all provinces has
increased over 100% during past 19 years when the country had the last housing
census.
5 things you need to know about Pakistan‘s first census in 19 years
In 1998, there were 19.21 million households and the average size of family
was 6.889 persons. Urban households units in 1998 were six million or 31.39% of
total households. In 1998, the annual growth rate was 2.69%.
However, over the past 19 years, the annual growth rate was 2.4% — the
lowest since 1981. This resulted in slight shrinkage in the size of household.
The latest housing census showed that there were 3.85 million households in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa – higher by 1.64 million or 74.2% over 19 years ago. The
share of urban households in total units increased from 16.74% to about onefourth. However, the urban households doubled in the past 19 years.
Headcounts begins while house-listing still incomplete
In FATA, households increased from 340,000 to 560,000 – an increase of
64.7%. Urban households in FATA have increased to 200,000 or 35.7% of the total
households of the region.
In Punjab, the number of households now stands at 17.1 million – an increase
of 6.56 million units or 62.2%. Urban units stand at 6.4 million or 37.37% of the
total households in the province. Urban units have doubled over the past 19 years.
Punjab‘s households are 53% of the national housing units.
In Sindh, there are 8.59 million households – an addition of 3.57 million units
or 71.2% more than the previous census. The share of urban housing units
currently stands at 51.22% in total provincial households, matching the province‘s
urban population. In absolute terms, urban households in Sindh stand at 4.4
million.
Census 2017: ‗Deploy more female enumerators‘
In Balochistan there are 1.78 million housing units – an addition of 810,000
or 83.5% over the past 19 years. The urban units stood at 470,000 or 26.4% of the
province‘s total households.
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In Islamabad, total households remain 340,000, higher by 280,000 units,
registering a 215% growth in the past 19 years. Urban units in Islamabad stand at
170,000 – half of the total units of the federal capital territory. In 1998, the share of
urban households was 69.2%, which has since declined because of high cost of
living in notified urban areas.
Перепись 2017 – Численность трансгендеров
Census results: Just over 10,000, transgender people only 0.005% of
Pakistan's population
The
Express
Tribune.
Arsalan
Altaf.
August
26,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490963/census-results-just-10000-transgender-people-0-005pakistans-population/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s transgender population, according to the census
carried out earlier this year, stands at 10,418 — 0.005 percent of the total
population of over 207 million.
This was for the first time in the country‘s history that the transgender
community was counted separately by enumerators.
As per the provisional summary of the results of the 6th Population and
Housing Census released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics on Friday, the
country‘s male and female population stands at 106 million and 101 million
respectively.
The statistics show that 74 per cent of the transgender population resides in
urban areas as opposed to the majority of the overall population that lives in the
rural parts of the country.
Motion tabled for protecting transgender rights in K-P assembly
Further breakdown reveals that 6,709 transgender people live in Punjab;
2,527 in Sindh, 913 in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P), 133 in Islamabad, 109 in
Balochistan and 27 in Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata).
In comparison with its overall population, Sindh has the highest percentage
of transgender people, followed by Islamabad, Punjab, K-P, FATA, and
Balochistan.
PBS census official Habibullah Khan said there was no further breakdown of
the transgender population in other categories.
―The only breakdown of the transgender people‘s figures is in provinces and
rural-urban areas,‖ he added.
Transgender community feels affronted by Gulalai remarks
Although some community members had claimed a much higher number, All
Pakistan Shemale Association President Almas Boby said the census
figure was more closer to reality.
―I think this is the correct figure. Transgender people are not in millions as
some of us had claimed,‖ she added.
Almas said no transgender person had complained about being missed during
the counting or the enumerators filling in the data incorrectly. ―That gives
credibility to the census results.‖
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She welcomed the government‘s move to compile separate population figures
of the transgender people and urged it to launch welfare programmes for the
community.
Трансгендеры не признают результаты переписи
трансгендерам.
Transgender community rejects census results

2017

г.
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Farhan Janjua. Daily Times. 30-Aug-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/30-Aug17/transgender-community-rejects-census-results

LAHORE: Multiple community-based organisations representing transgender
community of the country have rejected census results that noted the community
which is also known as the ―third gender‖ comprises 10,418 persons.
The 2017 population census concludes Pakistan has 10,418 transgender
persons which is 0.005% of the total population 207.77 million.
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Speaking to Daily Times, Qamar from Trans Action Pakistan stated that their
organisation met with nationwide allied organisations in Islamabad on Wednesday
and had a thorough deliberation on the census results.
They said the participating organisations included Trans Action Alliance,
Sindh Transgender Network and Balochistan Alliance for Transgender and
Intersex Community and that the allied organisations are due to make a detailed
media statement on Thursday.
Salman Khan from Trans Reach Pakistan said while speaking to Daily Times
that the census is inaccurate because of the flawed methodologies used and also
because of lack of understanding among the data collectors of the terms.
―The thing is, for example, the census is totally inaccurate and it‘s flawed.
First of all the thing is the census does not consider the true meaning of like gender
identity and the expression,‖ he said.
Qamar said the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) betrayed the community
by not facilitating registration of transgender persons‘ data as was originally
promised. They said there wasn‘t even a separate box along with other genders to
record transgender persons.
This is when, they said, they had to move Peshawar High Court (PHC),
Lahore High Court (LHC) and Islamabad High Court (IHC) and all three courts
ruled for the appropriate recording methods of the transgender persons.
This is when the PBS issued the ―Code 3‖ to denote the transgender persons
while recording the data on the form. Qamar said that this still did not resolve the
issue because only one code was allotted to represent transgender men, transgender
women and intersex persons and they data collector did not have enough training
to understand the sensitivity and difference of the terms, effectively compromising
the data collected.
They protested that even with Code 3 there wasn‘t a separate box included on
most of the census forms and the data collectors were told to record details of a
transgender person on a plain paper if and when found.
Qamar said this was disappointing and is another reason their community
does not accept the results of the population census.
See the glass as half full
The Trans Action Pakistan said that while they were disappointed, they are
not hopeless. Qamar said they‘re optimistic because Pakistan still is a ―world
leader‖ when it comes to pro-transgender legislation. They said it‘s clear that the
will on the government‘s part is there but it‘s also a matter of capacity.
One of the campaign banners of Trans Action Alliance - Source: Trans Action
Pakistan
―Even the Parliamentary Standing Committee noted its concerns about census
results so there are other inaccuracies than just the number of transgender people‖,
they said.
―Number does not matter‖
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The Trans Action said that even though they reject the results, they‘d like to
note that ―it doesn‘t matter if we‘re ten thousand or ten hundred thousand, we
deserve equal rights as any other citizen of the country‖.
ЛАХОР: Несколько общинных организаций, представляющих трансгендерное
сообщество страны, отвергли результаты переписи, в которых отмечается, что
сообщество, также известное как «третий пол», насчитывает 10 418 человек.
По данным переписи населения 2017 года, в Пакистане насчитывается 10 418
транссексуалов, что составляет 0,005% от общей численности населения 207,77
млн. Человек.
Говоря о Daily Times, Камар из Trans Action Пакистан заявил, что их
организация встретилась с общенациональными союзными организациями в
Исламабаде в среду и тщательно проанализировала результаты переписи.
Они заявили, что участвующие организации включили Trans Action Alliance,
Sindh Transgender Network и Balochistan Alliance for Transgender и Intersex
Community, и что союзные организации должны сделать подробное заявление
СМИ в четверг.
Салман Хан из Trans Reach Пакистан сказал во время выступления в Daily
Times, что перепись неточна из-за недостатков используемых методологий, а также
из-за недостаточного понимания среди сборщиков данных условий.
«Дело в том, что, например, перепись полностью неточна, и она ошибочна.
Прежде всего, перепись не учитывает истинный смысл подобной гендерной
идентичности и выражения », - сказал он.
Камар сказал, что Пакистанское бюро статистики (PBS) предал сообщество,
не облегчая регистрацию данных трансгендеров, как это было первоначально
обещано. Они сказали, что нет даже отдельной коробки вместе с другими полами
для записи транссексуалов.
Это было, когда, по их словам, им пришлось переместить Высокий суд
Пешавара (ПМСП), Высокий суд Лахора (LHC) и Высокий суд Исламабада (IHC),
и все три суды приняли решение о надлежащих методах регистрации
транссексуалов.
Это когда PBS выпустил «Код 3», чтобы обозначить трансгендерных лиц при
записи данных в форме. Камар сказал, что это все еще не разрешило проблему,
поскольку для представления трансгендерных мужчин, транссексуалов и лиц,
занимающихся интерсексуалами, был предоставлен только один код, и у сборщика
данных не было достаточной подготовки для понимания чувствительности и
различия терминов, эффективно компрометирующих собранные данные ,
Они протестовали против того, что даже с кодами 3 в большинстве форм
переписи не было отдельной коробки, и сборщикам данных было предложено
записывать детали трансгендерного лица на обычной бумаге, если и когда их
нашли.
Камар сказал, что это разочаровывает, и это еще одна причина, по которой их
сообщество не соглашается с результатами переписи населения.
Посмотрите на стекло наполовину
Trans Action Пакистан сказал, что, хотя они были разочарованы, они не
безнадежны. Qamar сказал, что они оптимистичны, потому что Пакистан попрежнему является «мировым лидером», когда речь идет о законодательстве о
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транссексуалах. Они сказали, что ясно, что воля со стороны правительства есть, но
это также вопрос потенциала.
Один из рекламных баннеров Trans Action Alliance - Источник: Trans Action
Pakistan
«Даже парламентский постоянный комитет отметил свою озабоченность по
поводу результатов переписи, поэтому есть и другие неточности, чем просто число
транссексуалов», - сказали они.
«Число не имеет значения»
Trans Action заявила, что, несмотря на то, что они отвергают результаты, они
хотели бы отметить, что «не имеет значения, если мы десять или десятьсот тысяч,
мы заслуживаем равных прав, как и любой другой гражданин страны».

Перепись 2017 – Население Исламабада, Равалпинди
Capital‘s population more than doubles in 20 years
Shahzad
Anwar.
The
Express
Tribune,
August
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491125/capitals-population-doubles-20-years/

26th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: As if the rapid development of housing societies on the
outskirts of the capital were not sufficient enough indication, provisional results
from the sixth population census have shown that Islamabad‘s population has more
than doubled in the past two decades.
Summary of results from the population housing census released by the
Federal Bureau of Statistics on Friday showed that the population in the Islamabad
Capital Territory (ICT) has swelled to 2.07 million in the past 20 years, up from
805,235 in 1998 with an average annual growth rate of 4.91 per cent.
Census results: Just over 10,000, transgender people only 0.005% of
Pakistan‘s population
Urbanisation trends in Pakistan, as per the provisional census results, showed
that Islamabad‘s population in 1981 stood at 340,000, which had increased to
805,235 in 1998.
The census noted that the federal capital comprised over 336,182 households
of which 170,936 are located in urban areas while 165,248 are in rural areas. The
census results showed that the rural areas of the federal capital had shown the
highest annual growth rate of 6.95 per cent. Indeed, from the 276,055 people living
in the rural areas of ICT, the population had more than tripled to 991,747.
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By comparison, the population in the urban areas of ICT had grown at a
slower pace of 3.48 per cent, rising from 529,180 in 1998 to 1.02 million in 2017.
This betrayed a significant trend in ICT which saw the share of urban
population in Islamabad fall from 65.72 per cent in 1998 to 50.58 per cent in 2017.
The male and female ratio in the capital, in the urban and rural areas, was similar at
108.41 and 113.68 respectively in favour of men.
Karachi up top, but not by much
The total male population in urban areas was 539,857 while 515,855 males
were living in the rural areas. Similarly, the female population of urban Islamabad
was 474,887 while in the rural areas as many as 475,840 females were living.
Additionally, a total of 133 transgender were found living in Islamabad. Of
these, 52 were living in the rural areas, while 81 were living in the urban areas.
Fourth most populous city
Rawalpindi hosts the fourth largest number of people in the country with a
population of 2.098 million.
In 1998, Rawalpindi‘s population was 1.4 million which grew by 48.8 per
cent in the past 19 years.
Население Исламабада - загадки
Footprints: the ICT population puzzle
Khurram
Mehmood.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359696/

Dawn,

September

24th,

2017.

IT‘S 8:00am and I‘m heading from my home, located in a newly established
residential society sandwiched between Bahria Town Rawalpindi and the Public
Works Department housing society, to my office in the city centre of Islamabad.
The society is some 25 kilometres from my workplace, and it has confusing
municipal and territorial jurisdictions. It has been developed on land that falls
under the revenue limits of the government of Punjab. But for legal and judicial
purposes it falls under the jurisdiction of the Lohi Bhair police station of the
Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT).
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The residents like saying they live in Islamabad, but utility services
providers, such as for electricity and gas, cater to them through their branches in
Rawalpindi, which is in Punjab.
This society is one of the dozens that have mushroomed around Islamabad
over the last couple of decades, either under government patronage or by the
private sector. Some of them are completely illegal. Together, they have stretched
the municipal limits of the federal capital beyond limits ever imagined.
I use the brakes more than the accelerator as I merge into traffic at the
Islamabad Highway. This road has been declared an expressway, but has yet to be
turned into the five-lane, signal-free facility as was promised.
Thousands of vehicles coming from the nearby towns of Rawat, Mandra,
Gujjar Khan and others are joined by thousands more being disgorged on to the
Islamabad Highway. On top of these there are the heavily overloaded trucks and
trailers, passenger buses and vans, school and university transport, and so on.
As all this traffic crosses the Korang Nullah bridge, the point where the
Highway actually turns into a five-lane expressway, more traffic pours on to it
from the Judicial Colony and Gulberg Green. A frenzied flow of more vehicles
from Rawalpindi joins the melee at Koral Chowk. It feels like the whole of
Pakistan is converging on Islamabad, each vehicle striving to get ahead by all
means.
Only a decade ago, late at night, the foolhardy would speed along this road
in excess of 100kmph. But now, even at 2am, this is simply not possible. The
population has grown so much that even in the darkest hours of night, there are a
good number of vehicles on the road — and not just this one, but pretty much
every road in Islamabad.
Along the Islamabad Highway, there used to be several villages, including
Soan, Pindorian, Shakrial, Dhok Kala Khan, Koral and many others. The locals
had set up buffalo sheds to provide milk to Islamabad‘s residents. A visit to these
areas at that time would yield a picture of cattle farms and dung. Sometimes, you
saw more buffaloes than humans.
Some of the sheds still exist, but the villages have been converted into dense
dens of humanity as people, a majority from the north, started migrating to
Islamabad since the inception of the Afghan jihad in 1978-79. This inflow of
internal migrants not only ended with overcrowding these villages, but changing
the demography of the area as well.
Similarly, middle-class and upper-middle-class professionals and
businessmen from Punjab and Sindh also started converging upon the federal
capital to pursue their careers. They found these upcoming housing societies the
best option to build or rent, avoiding the high costs of living in main Islamabad
city.
Collectively, these societies have stretched the limits of Islamabad too far.
Bhara Kahu, once considered the first stop on way to Murree, is no longer a
remote highway town but has emerged as a big ‗city‘ abutting on Islamabad, with
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hundreds of thousands of people from the north-western tribal areas migrating here
since the ‗war on terror‘ was launched.
In the south-west, the construction of the new airport along the LahoreIslamabad motorway has given a new lease of life to a number of old housing
societies while many more have popped up almost overnight. Some of these
societies‘ limits are touching Attock district now. Likewise, the Capital
Development Authority‘s scheme for B-17 and other sectors spreading along the
grand Margalla hills have taken Islamabad to the doorsteps of Taxila.
The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, in the provisional results of the census this
year, announced that the ICT has the highest annual growth rate of 4.91 with its
rural areas having the highest figure of 6.95 within Islamabad itself. In the past 20
years, the population of this region has more than doubled to 2.07 million, up from
805,235 in 1998.
But despite this alarming increase and the extension of Islamabad‘s limits,
the authorities continue to slumber. There is no sign of planning. The Capital
Development Authority has not revealed any plan to extend basic civic facilities to
the areas hosting the highest numbers of the population.
―We don‘t cater to the rural areas,‖ says Mazhar Hussain, spokesperson for
the CDA. ―We are responsible only for the areas that fall under the metropolitan
corporation limits. These rural areas should be dealt with by the district
administration.‖
But the district administration deals with rural areas in far-flung regions of
the country.
Meanwhile, the inhabitants of these localities claim they ―live in Islamabad,
the capital and the first well-planned city of Pakistan‖.
Демографическая проблема Пакистана (после переписи)
The population bomb
Kamal
Siddiqi.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1492734/the-population-bomb-2/
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Despite all the other issues that we face, the biggest issue for us remains
population
Despite predictions to the contrary, the preliminary results of the 6th
Population and Housing Census 2017 have been released. They were presented to
the Council of Common Interests, one of the highest decision making bodies of the
government, for further consideration and action.
It seems that its short stint in office, the Abbasi government is taking more
decisions in the national interest as compared to the Sharif government whose only
concern seemed to be Punjab. It is a good policy to tackle challenges head on –
instead of sweeping them under the rug.
The results are, by and large, what we expected. They are not comforting.
Pakistan‘s population has surged to a staggering 207.8 million, showing an
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increase of 75.4 million people in 19 years. By any standards, the rate at which
Pakistanis have proliferated is impressive.
While these are provisional summary results, the numbers are unlikely to
change much. In comparison, the population was just over 130 million in 1998, the
year when the 5th census had been conducted. This means the country has seen a
57% increase in the population at an annual rate of 2.4%. This is somewhat a world
record. The only two areas where we seem to be registering high numbers seem to
be population and poverty.
At the same time, the question is, where do we go from here. A number of
changes need to be enacted soon. For example, while the majority of the people –
52.9% to be precise – still live in Punjab, but its share in the population pie has
declined when compared with the 1998 census results.
Balochistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa are the beneficiaries of the reduction in
Punjab‘s share, as Sindh‘s share in the total population remains unchanged – at
23%. This means more federal resources and more seats in parliament for
Balochistan and K-P. When will this happen?
According to the summary results, the country‘s predominant majority –
132.189 million or 63.6% – still lives in rural areas. This ratio was 65.6% in 1998
when the last headcount was conducted. In comparison, the urban population
stands at 75.58 million, which is roughly 36.4% of the country‘s population. In
1998, the share of the urban population was 32.52%. This means that there will be
shift in resources in favour of urban areas.
Sindh is in a special quandary. It is the most urbanised province having
52.02% population in urban areas – a result that could disturb rural-urban quotas of
the provincial assembly seats and jobs. Of the total urban population of the
province, 68% is concentrated in three major cities – Karachi, Hyderabad and
Sukkur. This would mean more resources, jobs and representation to the urban
areas. Is the PPP willing to concede this to the MQM?
We are looking also at Balochistan where it is predicted that the Pashtun
population may have exceeded the Baloch population. This will have far reaching
implications.
The CCI has now decided that the figures will be further debated in the InterProvincial Coordination Committee (IPCC) where a strategy will be devised about
the future course of action. This is where the government has to change job quotas,
fund allocation and the ECP has to adjust representation.
The ECP had informed the government that it may hold the next general
election on the basis of the new census results, if the results are finalised in time.
In all this, there is a disclaimer as well. The population census results are
exclusive of Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. The Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) conducted the census in the two territories but did not release their
results as part of the country‘s population due to their special status.
The challenge for us goes beyond jobs and funds. We have an unusually high
number of young persons and there is no strategy in place under which they are to
be given gainful employment. If this is not done, there can be consequences.
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The census should be a basis of planning not division. If we know where we
stand, we can then look at how to address the issues that relate to our rising
population. Maybe this will allow us to re-introduce a family planning program
like the ones we had in the 80‘s.
Despite all the other issues that we face, let us understand that the biggest
issue for us remains population. If we do not address this time bomb, everything
else will be secondary.
Перепись населения 2017 – насколько реальны результаты переписи
Census 2017: How can flawed results have any credibility?
FAHIM
ZAMAN.
Dawn,
September
19th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1358516/census-2017-how-can-flawed-results-have-any-credibility

The provisional census results released thus far appear to be marred by
major anomalies and statistical errors.
Post-census activities at the dilapidated offices of the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) in Karachi have gone cold since the completion of the census
‗enumeration-phase‘ in May this year.
Even the guard manning the barrier near the building in Sindhi Muslim
Society does not seem to care anymore, as the centre financed by the UNFPA for
post-census data-processing of Sindh and Balochistan has been shifted to
Islamabad.
Meanwhile, the ‗Statistics House‘ in the capital is a different story.
Even the basement meant for parking has been converted into a makeshift
area for data-entry operations, pushing the motorbikes and vehicles belonging to
employees of Grade-18 and below onto the road.
But this is a huge basement where, besides the data-entry activities, the
census forms returned from 32 million-plus households in the country have been
dumped.
Recently, an electrical fire in one of the upper-floor offices sent shivers
through the employees as none of the sprinklers or other pieces of fire-fighting
equipment worked.
Luckily it was doused before it could get out of control.
―But the basement is devoid of any fire-fighting apparatus, and a fire there
would have torched the whole place in minutes‖, quipped one of the employees
present that day.
Unfortunately, a spark of another kind of conflagration may have been lit
when PBS announced the provisional results of the Sixth Housing and Population
Census on Aug 28.
The total population of the country has been counted at 207,774,520 living
in 32,205,111 households.
According to PBS, the total population has increased by 63 per cent over the
last 19 years, an annual growth rate of 2.4pc, while the nationwide average
household size is still hovering around 6.45 persons.
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These trends portend disaster for the nation, and need to be addressed on a
war footing if we are to avoid being overwhelmed by illiteracy, poverty and
disease.
By wasting nine precious years to conduct the sixth decennial census that
was due in 2008, the nation may have missed the early warnings of impending
disaster.
Intercensal growth rate is important to determine how great a burden would
continue to be imposed by the people‘s need for infrastructure including schools,
hospitals, housing, roads, and demand for food, water, electricity and jobs.
However, while rapid population growth of a country can be seen as a threat
by its neighbours, under-enumeration within provinces or districts can stoke
feelings of exploitation and disaffection.
While the earlier attempt at enumeration in March 2011 was aborted,
ostensibly after ‗statistical anomalies‘ were detected during House Listing
Operation (HLO), the initial phase of a housing census, the present exercise seems
no less flawed, especially where a city like Karachi is concerned.

Population changes between HLO 2011 and Census 2017.

The provisional census results released thus far appear to be marred by
major anomalies and statistical errors, and the final results are certain to further
polarise the country.
―Some of the inconsistencies in provincial and district results are impossible
to explain,‖ comments a former provincial chief of population census organisation.
―These results will further exacerbate the North-South divide in the country.
The issue demands a serious and urgent response from the authorities.‖
While both government and opposition parties in Sindh have come out guns
blazing, the provisional census results have actually promoted feelings of mistrust
between them.
―The rest of the Sindh has gained in numbers at the expense of Karachi and
Hyderabad. Why is the PPP crying crocodile tears? While it makes noises back
home, the Sindh chief minister signs everything [pertaining to the censusgathering, data-processing procedures and even the provisional results] in
Islamabad,‖ fumes a political activist in Karachi.
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Meanwhile some experts in other provinces too have started raising muted
voices of dissent, although for other reasons.
Emotions notwithstanding, it is a worthwhile exercise to take a cold, hard
look at the announced provisional results.
According to the figures, 75,584,989 people live in 12,192,314 households
in the country‘s urban areas.
This translates into an average household size of 6.19 persons.
Let us start by examining the released figures for Karachi and Lahore as
parallel datasets are readily available for them.
These will also serve to demonstrate the anomalies and errors in the current
exercise.
Противоречия между Синдом и Центром по поводу переписи (Синд
считает, что население провинции недооценено).
PM Abbasi to discuss provisional census results in CCI meeting today
The Nation. November 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Nov-2017/pm-abbasi-todiscuss-provisional-census-results-in-cci-meeting-today

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will be chairing a meeting of the
Council of Common Interests (CCI) today to discuss the provisional results of the
census conducted this year.
The meeting will be represented by the provincial chief ministers as well as
selected members of the federal government.
The census results have been a bone of contention between Sindh and the
federal government, with the former‘s claim that its population has been
undercounted and the latter denying the claim. This has created a deadlock on the
passage of the required legislation on the delimitation of new constituencies in
accordance with the latest population count results.
Parliamentary parties, despite having met several times have failed to reach
consensus on the issue of the new delimitation of constituencies for the National
Assembly.
The ruling party in Sindh, Pakistan People's Party (PPP) had demanded that
the matter be taken up by the CCI.
Despite the deadlock, all political parties demand that the 2018 general
elections be held on time.
«Совет общих интересов» - Синд согласился провести выборы на
основе переписи 2017 г.
CCI breaks deadlock on delimitation
Amir Wasim. Dawn. November 14, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370333/ccibreaks-deadlock-on-delimitation

ISLAMABAD: The Council of Common Interests (CII) on Monday
succeeded in breaking the deadlock over the issue of fresh delimitation of
constituencies, when Sindh agreed to hold elections on the basis of provisional
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census data, following assurances from the federal government that a third-party
audit of certain population blocks would be conducted.
The breakthrough, which could pave the way for elections to be held as per
schedule, came at the CCI meeting, chaired by Prime Minister Shahid Kahqan
Abbasi and attended by all the four chief ministers.
Talking to Dawn soon after the CCI meeting, a satisfied Interior Minister
Ahsan Iqbal, who was given membership of the council in place of Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar hours before the meeting, said the government would soon
convene a session of the National Assembly after all parties agreed to the
constitutional amendment bill that was required by the Election Commission of
Pakistan (ECP) to carry out delimitation of the constituencies ahead of the
elections due to be held in August next year.
The prime minister, who remained busy throughout the day with party
meetings in Lahore, had convened the CCI meeting on the one-point agenda of
delimitation when the matter was referred to him by National Assembly Speaker
Ayaz Sadiq.
The speaker had failed to garner support from parliamentary leaders for the
constitutional amendment bill seeking a re-allocation of seats in the five
legislatures on the basis of the provisional census.
The speaker had to refer the matter to the federal government after the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) refused to support the legislation without approval
from the CCI.
Briefing reporters, PM‘s spokesperson Musadiq Malik announced that the
CCI had given the go-ahead for delimitation of constituencies on the condition that
the data of at least 1pc population blocks across the country would be audited by
the Statistics Division through a third-party.
Mr Malik said these blocks would be chosen through a draw and the whole
exercise would be completed within three months. He said that a comparison of the
data of the selected blocks would be made with other blocks in order to remove
misunderstandings on the census data.
Sources privy to developments told Dawn that ECP Secretary Babar Yaqoob
Fateh Mohammad was specially called to brief the meeting about the hurdles
facing the ECP in the conduct of elections due to the delay in delimitation of
constituencies.
They said the secretary told the CCI that it was their duty to hold elections
on time, adding that the best scenario would have been the issuance of a final
notification, which the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) says will only be
possible by April 2018.
The ECP secretary said that if results were published in April, followed by
allocation of seats under Article 51(5) of the Constitution according to the last
census, it would not be possible to conduct fresh delimitation as required by the
Constitution.
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He was quoted as saying that the ECP had no preferred solution and was
only interested in holding elections on time without compromising on
constitutional provisions.
The ECP was required, under the new election law, to announce its plan of
action for the electoral exercise four months before the polls. He also pointed out
that the ECP was required to complete door-to-door verification of voters by May
5.
The sources said all the four chief ministers stressed the need to hold
elections on time. It was pointed out that the population of Punjab was 56pc of the
country‘s total population, according to 1998 census, but had now come down to
52pc — which clearly meant that the number of seats allocated to the province
would be reduced.
Only the well-prepared Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah
expressed reservations over the provisional census data, whereas other chief
ministers did not raise any objections.
Meanwhile, PPP Spokesperson Farhatullah Babar claimed that the CCI had
decided that any population bloc other than the selected ones could be opened if
someone brought forth ―preliminary evidence‖ that the data of that bloc was
incorrect.
Talking to Dawn after being briefed by the Sindh chief minister, Mr Babar
said the PPP had agreed to support the constitutional amendment bill only because
it did not want to see the elections delayed.
Mr Babar said the Sindh chief minister had initially demanded audit of 3pc
blocs, but other participants did not agree.
He said the third-party could be any ―independent chartered accountant‖ on
which the federal government and the respective provincial governments have
confidence.
Following the breakthrough, the speaker has called a meeting of
parliamentary leaders tomorrow (Wednesday) to discuss the strategy for the
smooth passage of the constitutional amendment, introduced by Law Minister
Zahid Hamid in the National Assembly on Nov 2.
Центр отказался от претензий Синда по поводу результатов переписи
Centre refuses to share census data with Sindh
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. October 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaperpicks/03-Oct-2017/centre-refuses-to-share-census-data-with-sindh

ISLAMABAD - The federal government has refused to provide details of
the sixth population census to the Sindh government, which had expressed serious
reservations over the provisional results of the national exercise.
―The Sindh government had asked the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) to
provide the record of blocks and form-2 used in the population census. However,
we cannot provide the record as per the laws,‖ said Asif Bajwa, the top consultant
of the PBS on census 2017, while addressing a press conference on Monday.
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The technical team could only be given a briefing on the process, he added.
―The government would have to amend the laws through parliament for
providing censuses results to the provinces,‖ he said and added that the existing
law did not allow the PSB to share this information.
On August 25, the Council of Common Interests (CCI) approved the
provisional census results, which showed Pakistan‘s population touching the 207.8
million threshold with an increase of 57 percent since 1998. The annual growth of
population has been recorded at 2.4 percent. The census was conducted in two
phases from March 15 to May 24 after a gap of 19 years.
The provisional results of the sixth population and housing census-2017
showed the total population of Punjab was 110.012 million – 54.046 million
female and 55.958 million male. The total number of people in Sindh was reported
at 47.88 million with 11.05 million female and 11.92 million male. The KhyberPakhtunkhwa has the total population of 30.523 million – 15.054 million female
and 15.467 million male. Balochistan total population was reported at 12.344
million – 5.86 million female and 6.83 million male.
However, the Pakistan Peoples‘ Party-led Sindh government and other
political parties had rejected the provisional results of the population census.
Senior PPP leader Nisar Khuhro had termed the results a conspiracy against the
province by the federal government.
The provisional government also alleged that Sindh‘s population had been
shown far less than its actual number aimed at not increasing the province‘s share
in the National Finance Commission award.
The Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan—the opposition party in Centre
and the Sindh assembly—has also rejected the provisional results of the census.
The MQM-P has alleged that certain localities of Karachi were excluded from the
exercise.
ООН критикует данные переписи из-за участия военных, что не
допустимо
UN body assails census data sharing with Nadra, army
Amin Ahmed. Dawn, September 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359691/unbody-assails-census-data-sharing-with-nadra-army

ISLAMABAD: An observation mission that monitored the recently-held
population and housing census has described the sharing of census data with a
‗third-party institution‘ as ―a breach of confidentiality of the collected data‖
according to census practices and procedures.
The mission, deployed by the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) at
the request of the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, also observed that ―the
participation of the military in the census process is not at all a recommended
international practice.‖
In the case of Pakistan, though, observers noted that it was essential for two
reasons: to ensure the security and to avoid any mishandling of the data. However,
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―data collection by the military… amounts to a parallel census and this is not
internationally acceptable,‖ the mission report says.
Observer report says army men copied data from civilian enumerators
Age records were mainly obtained from CNIC data and most often verified
by the accompanying army officer through SMS to the National Database and
Registration Authority (Nadra). This, the report said, ―breached confidentiality‖.
The UNFPA had developed the terms of reference of the mission and
contracted national and international observers, in consultation with a subcommittee of the PBS governing council. The purpose of the mission was to ensure
that the census conducted was in line with internationally-accepted practices.
The army also administered a questionnaire, which had information on the
total number of household members and the detailed nationality of the head of
household. ―This is very unusual and questionable especially given the fact that the
main questionnaire had no provision for detailed nationality,‖ the report said.
The report also pointed out irregularities in the way enumerators and their
army escorts collected information. For example, most observers noted that it was
the civilian enumerator who provided the information about nationality to the army
enumerator if the information was not seen on the identity card.
Apart from completing their own questionnaire, army enumerators were
equipped with mobile phones through which they specifically verified the identity
card numbers of respondents, either to be sure of their authenticity or to obtain
information about the nationality and age of the identity card holders and other
linked family members.
In most cases, the report said, army enumerators completed their own
questionnaires by looking at the questionnaire of the civilian enumerator. In some
cases, where he was not able to do so, it was done later in the evening at the end of
the day‘s work, by copying the information from the civilian questionnaire.
―It is of course very unusual for soldiers to not only collect information in a
population census but also to embark upon verification of (the) respondent‘s
demographic information. In doing this, collected census data was shared with two
other parties (the army and Nadra), which might further compromise the data
quality, and which constitutes a breach of census data secrecy,‖ the report says.
―The exclusion of the residents (refugees or non-refugees) living in refugee
villages from the census also breached the principle of universality. These issues
need to be addressed urgently by the concerned offices if the census is to be
considered in line with national legislation and basic census principles including
international standards,‖ the mission report says.
It says the army provided much-needed logistics for the census, but noted
that soldiers were also playing the role of enumerators, collecting information
about respondents through the civilian enumerator, but not directly speaking to the
respondents.
The army officers that accompanied the enumerators were considered
cooperative and rather open regarding their participation in the census exercise.
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They were very willing to share their own census forms and explained why they
sent CNIC numbers to Nadra.
Observers based in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa reported that they were not
allowed to observe enumeration in refugee villages because no census was taking
place there. According to their report, the district administrator of the area where
refugee villages were located informed the team that no counting exercise would
take place in any of the refugee villages because of a government directive.
However, if a refugee resided in the city, he/she would be counted or
enumerated under the category ―other nationality‖.
This posture is however surprising because according to the United Nation
Revised Census Principles and Recommendations, ―population census is the total
process of collecting, compiling, evaluating, analysing and publishing or otherwise
disseminating demographic, economic and social data pertaining, at a specified
time, to all persons in a country.‖
Monitors in all provinces also reported problems with the enumeration of
transgender individuals, and persons with disabilities.
The report recommended that enumerators should be better trained to
interpret responses related to literacy. Many of them confused education with
literacy, so that people who were literate but had not attended school were
considered illiterate.
In all the provinces, observers reported that outdated maps constituted a
major problem in the census.
Рост населения (перепись) – бомба замедленного действия
Exploding population bomb
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AMIDST intense political wrangling and a show of national indignation over
President Donald Trump‘s threatening words, a more important issue affecting the
future of this country has gone almost unheeded. The population time bomb that
had long been ticking is now exploding.
While in other underdeveloped countries, the population growth rate has
slowed down significantly, it is a different story in Pakistan. The latest population
census has shown that Pakistan has moved up the ladder becoming the fifth most
populous nation only behind India, China, the United States and Indonesia. It is an
alarming situation, especially considering the extent of poverty in the country.
With a staggering growth rate of 2.4 per cent per annum, the country‘s
population is around 208 million. That marks an increase of more than 57pc since
the last population census in 1998, and is higher than what had been projected.
The real implications of the census results are lost on the squabbling
politicians.
With abysmal human development indicators, this population explosion
presents a most serious challenge to the socioeconomic stability and security of
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this country. With 60pc of the population under the age of 30 and fewer job
opportunities, it is a disaster in the making. What is most worrisome is that this
population explosion and its implications have drawn little attention from the
political leadership that is engaged in a fierce power struggle.
Despite the gravity of the situation, the issue has hardly figured in the national
discourse. It is not surprising that the decennial population count, a constitutional
obligation, was delayed by almost two decades and was held only on the
intervention of the apex court. Not surprisingly, the provisional results of the latest
census too are being disputed.
There are some questions regarding the methodology used and how the urban
and rural divide is defined. It is Sindh that is up in arms over what is described by
its government as a deliberate attempt to understate the population of the province.
The fact that Karachi‘s population is less than what estimates showed gives some
credence to Sindh‘s objections. Meanwhile, the population of Lahore has more
than doubled in the same period of time, causing some eyebrows to be raised.
Indeed, there is some explanation to these discrepancies. While part of
Karachi falls in the rural category, the Punjab government eliminated the
distinction between rural and urban areas in its capital. Then there are also
questions about the unexpected rise in the population of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
Similarly, the higher than average national growth of the population in
Balochistan has also been questioned. Some believe it is largely due to the influx
of Afghans in the province and that this could alter the ethnic balance between the
Baloch and Pakhtun populations. But while this may sound plausible, there is still
an urgent need for coming up with all the details and findings of the census.
Surely, these are political problems that have arisen after each census.
Notwithstanding the political controversies, the point that is being missed in
the entire discourse is the challenge that this uncontrolled population growth poses
to our society and how to defuse this exploding bomb. It just shows what little
priority we attach to population planning.
Remarkably, while so many parts of the world have seen a reduction in
fertility rates and population growth, Pakistan‘s growth rate has increased.
Pakistan‘s fertility rate is among the highest in the region. Indeed, this is a scary
situation. But is anyone bothered?
Interestingly, other Muslim countries like Bangladesh and Iran have
successfully controlled their population; that is also reflected in their improved
human development indicators. With few efforts going into family planning, there
is no sign of the population growth rate coming down significantly. At this rate,
Pakistan may well become the world‘s fourth most populous nation by 2030,
surpassing Indonesia.
Not surprisingly, Pakistan is ranked 147th in the Human Development Index
with close to 30pc of the population living below the poverty line. Literacy rate
remains dismally low at 58pc, though many dispute even this figure as too high.
With thousands of newborns added to the population each day, even this ranking
on the development index would be hard to sustain.
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One other alarming development is rapid urbanisation testing the fragile
infrastructure of megacities. Census data shows explosive growth in urban centres
since the last census. The fact that Pakistan is witnessing one of the fastest
urbanisation rates is not fully reflected in the census because of the skewed
definition of urban and rural areas. Hence the urban population at 36.4pc of the
total population appears unrealistic.
This massive population growth is one of the factors contributing to
environmental degradation. Major environmental challenges currently confronting
Pakistan such as climate change, deforestation, pollution and waste management
are rightly attributed to rising population density.
Pakistan, being one of the countries most vulnerable to the effects of climate
change, has to bear the consequences of the increasing population. The existing
environment management capacity cannot sustain such a large population if it is to
provide a good quality of life.
Meanwhile, for a country confronting violent extremism, such a high
population growth rate and huge youth bulge with apparently shrinking economic
opportunities make it far more difficult to deal with the rising menace of militancy.
There may not be a direct link between radicalisation and poverty but some studies
show illiteracy as one of the major causes of youth being attracted to extremist
religious groups. An illiterate and unemployed population provides readymade
volunteers for militant groups of all hues.
All these problems faced by the country cannot be dealt with effectively
unless the population growth is brought under control. It may be late but the
situation can still be salvaged with the state taking the issue more seriously. The
exploding population bomb has put the country‘s future in jeopardy. But is anyone
paying heed to the approaching catastrophe?
Перепись – результаты должны быть тревожны для политиков
Census realities
Nausheen H. Anwar (chairman, Department of Architecture & Planning, NED University,
Karachi), Dr Noman Ahmed (associate professor, Department of Social Sciences & Liberal Arts, IBA,
Karachi). Dawn, September 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357320/census-realities

WITH Pakistan‘s population at 207.8 million and an annual growth rate of
2.4 per cent, alarm bells must be ringing for policymakers.
A key issue is how census managers have handled Pakistan‘s urban
question, its impact on basic services management and urban planning to adapt to
the effects of climate change. Numerous studies show that temperatures in South
Asia will exceed habitable levels by the end of this century. Disruptions in
agricultural outputs and economies will trigger deepening vulnerabilities at every
level, from the individual to the country.
Climate change is already palpable in Sindh‘s cities: coastal storm surges,
rising sea levels, hotter summers, unprecedented floods and unpredictable
precipitation. Pakistan‘s expanding urban ecological footprint is most visible at the
rural-urban interface where we find spaces of intense marginalisation, and
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exacerbated by decades of poor planning, incompetent engineering and avaricious
development — compromising local ecologies that could withstand the shock of
natural disasters.
The provisional census results show urbanisation at 36.4pc. The 1998 census
determined urbanisation at 32.5pc, a figure that drew censure from various groups,
with critics arguing that the conventional definition of ‗urban‘ (confined to notified
municipal limits) was inadequate for understanding the ground realities of rapid
urbanisation.
Conventional census methodology does not consider the extensive
transformation along the peripheries of large- and medium-sized cities, clustered
urban locations along diverse types of mobilities and water bodies, enterprisebased urban locations around major industries and other establishments.
The definition of ‗urban‘ needs to be revisited.
Indubitably, debates will continue as the statistics bureau discloses the
conclusive results in April 2018. Political parties, community groups and civil
society, including demographers have all voiced concerns about the partial results.
Misgivings stem from concerns about the handling and compilation of data
in Islamabad rather than at the provincial level as was previously done.
Additionally, dynamics like displacements and migrations from KP to large cities
(especially Karachi), in-migrations to urban Sindh, horizontal population
movement and consequent densification of cities have hardly surfaced in the partial
results. When Sindh‘s growth rate is less than that of Balochistan and KP, it raises
concerns about how the census was undertaken. If Sindh‘s urbanisation levels are
deliberately understated, it will have grave, long-term consequences for planning
and governance to mitigate climate change.
High population growth in our cities has generated many challenges that the
state has never addressed, particularly the need for social housing. Instead, with
state land abundant in several cities, katchi abadis proliferate. But the ‗guardians‘
of agrarian land in peri-urban locations have also contributed to the expansion of
informal settlements, real-estate developments and gated communities. Urban land,
once considered a social asset, is now a commodity. Affordable housing has
vanished — exacerbated by burgeoning land prices, high construction costs, low
savings/capital accumulation among disadvantaged groups and lack of housing
credit.
As in-migration to Karachi grows, migrants find shelter in katchi abadis that
act as shock absorbers, mitigating certain kinds of risks for low-income groups.
But this is hardly a solution. Uneven settlements, fragmented infrastructures, and
environmental and social hazards constantly endanger lives in katchi abadis.
The census is more than an exercise in counting and recording basic
information about everyone in Pakistan. It is also the first step in assessing the
social, demographic and economic status of populations and the contexts they
inhabit — which has a bearing on poverty, development, resources, budgets,
constituencies, etc.
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It also assesses the impact of past public investments in health, education,
welfare and infrastructure. Hence, the census paves the way for various policy
interventions. But this does not remove a key problem: just because you have
sampled and measured populations doesn‘t mean you can manage them.
Nevertheless, numbers and calculations are important in policy agendas, and
census methodologies underwrite concrete policy outcomes.
The definition of ‗urban‘ and urbanisation parameters need to be revisited to
enable policy decisions grounded in reality. In the coming decades, resource
allocations, development programmes and infrastructural preferences will shape
Pakistan‘s future. That this future is embedded in a new global urbanisation
conjuncture, and associated anthropogenic effects, necessitates recasting census
methodologies to better equip us with data reflecting ground realities.
Расплывчатость терминов «городское и сельское население» в ходе
переписи
Rethinking urban and rural
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THE most confounding finding from the provisionally released statistics from
the latest census is that Pakistan‘s population is still only 36 per cent urban, with
so-called rural areas having a share of 64pc. For social scientists and for people
who are familiar with Pakistan‘s economy and demography, and for even those
who travel across much of Pakistan, these figures reveal serious methodological
issues in how concepts such as ‗urban‘ and ‗rural‘ are devised. Numerous sets of
economic and social statistics not related to the population count, suggest how
contentious, and incorrect this urban/rural dichotomy really is.
The definitions, which are usually used to define ‗urban‘ and ‗rural‘ when a
census is conducted, are based on administrative criteria. Administrative
boundaries defining what a city or town is, which are infrequently revised, are
based on the number of people residing in the limits of municipal, town
committees, and such other classifications. Hence, the population of say, Karachi,
would include those people who live in the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation area,
but exclude the hundreds of thousands who live just a few feet outside this
arbitrary boundary, and yet carry out all their economic and social activities within
Karachi.
Such administrative criteria delineating what a city is might make sense when
it comes to municipal budgets and the provision of services, or who can vote in the
KMC elections, but are not adequately cognisant of who an urban citizen is.
Administrative boundaries exclude urban forms, practices and citizenry, since
cities have expanded well beyond city limits.
While it is easier to define ‗urban‘, albeit incorrectly, since all this definition
requires is an administrative order, what rural is, is actually more complicated. One
reason why the recent census shows Pakistan‘s population as 64pc rural is that
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anyone who does not live within urban boundaries is designated as a ‗rural‘
dweller, a residual category. Hence, areas which social scientists and urban
planners would call peri-urban, those huge fringes of city-size settlements that are
formally located outside the boundaries of cities, would be called ‗rural‘, although
they are as urbanised as the rest of the city from which they are being excluded.
It is clear that the classification used in our census for ‗rural‘ is wrong.
Traditionally, the notion of ‗rural‘ is often associated with a mode of
production and exchange which is supposed to be based on some form of
agriculture. If one looks at other sets of statistics related to economic activity, it
becomes clear that the classification used in our census for ‗rural‘ is wrong. For
example, agriculture now only contributes one-fifth to Pakistan‘s GDP.
Furthermore, much of the so-called rural areas now constitute a large, if not
dominant, share of non-agricultural employment. Activities classified as ‗nonfarm‘ or ‗non-agricultural‘ incomes, mainly services, constitute at least 60pc of
total rural incomes, if we are to follow the definitions used for rural areas
according to the Population and Housing Census of 2017. In other words, there is
little agricultural activity taking place in rural areas.
Moreover, services which were considered ‗urban‘ some decades ago, such as
electricity, education, access to television, communication and transport are now
also very visible in so-called rural areas. The fact that one million mobile phones
are added on each month in Pakistan, with nearly 75pc of Pakistanis having mobile
phones, shows that even in remote and rural areas, such technology and means of
communication are easily available. Whether urban or rural, Pakistan is heavily
integrated.
The meticulous research of Reza Ali, an urban planner from Lahore, who has
looked at urban settlements in Pakistan for over four decades, shows how
unproductive and incorrect our definitions of urban and rural areas are. He shows
that the difference between urban/rural is largely a matter of definition, and many
ad-hoc definitions are used which are often inconsistent, non-comparable and
incomplete. He suggests that we begin to look at the urban/rural divide as a
gradient rather than a dichotomy.
Other scholars, notably, Prof Muhammad Qadeer, have argued that we now
have ‗ribbons of development‘ between cities, towns, industrial satellites and along
highways, and even populations which have not formally and physically relocated
to cities have adopted ‗urbanism as a way of life‘ reflected in changing patterns of
production, consumption and the use of services. Such critical reassessments of
dichotomies like urban and rural, need to be further understood by planners and
researchers, alike.
It is important to emphasise here, that no argument is being made that ‗all of
Pakistan is urban‘. Far from it. But what is being suggested is that one needs to
have very different criteria in the census to be able to plan and provide services, if
that is one of the main arguments given for undertaking censuses. Perhaps one
needs to look at densities of populations, rather than artificial administrative
categories.
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Economic activities might offer another way of classifying populations.
Access to services within cities by people living outside administrative boundaries
constitutes yet another way of looking at populations. For example, areas with ease
of access or within commuting radius of a city ought not to be considered ‗rural‘,
even if they are producing agricultural and dairy products which are meant
primarily for residents in cities. With so much connectivity and integration of
services, trade and even manufacturing, a hard divide between urban and rural
becomes less tenuous.
Perhaps more categories of settlements, as suggested by Reza Ali, need to be
considered, such as those which are unambiguously urban, those which are periurban and integrated with cities, those which are in a speedy process of urbanising
(as is much of rural Pakistan), and those by some residual criteria which could still
be considered ‗rural‘. One can only hope that once all the results of the 2017
census are made available to researchers, we will begin to critically rethink urban
and rural.
Развитие городов, изменения в климате способствую урбанизации.
Cities, climate change and Pakistan‘s extended urbanisation
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Pakistan ranks high on the list of countries most threatened by the impending
effects of climate change. Numerous studies show that temperatures in certain
parts of Asia will exceed habitable levels by end of the 21st century.
According to a recent report published by the Asian Development Bank, a 6degree Celsius temperature increase is projected over the Asian landmass whereby
countries like Pakistan could experience a significantly hotter climate.
It won‘t be just heat waves that will kill people; it is expected that the
disruption in agricultural output and generally in the region‘s economy will trigger
deepening vulnerabilities at various scales: from country, cities and communities to
households and individuals.
In southern Pakistan, cities like Karachi, Hyderabad-Jamshoro, Sukkur and
coastal cities such as Badin are already at the forefront of climate change related
impacts, ever more visible in the form of coastal storm surges, rising sea levels,
hotter summers, unprecedented floods, human and livestock displacement and
unpredictable precipitation.
A conceivable scenario of increasing temperatures could lead to a drastic
change in Pakistan‘s weather system and its industries and trade, and undermine
any hope of achieving inclusive and sustainable development.
But attributing climate change to increasing vulnerabilities is at best a partial
account about the limits to our planetary existence in the 21st century.
The urban question
A far more significant feature of the impending transformation concerns
Pakistan‘s rapidly expanding footprint of urbanisation and related ecological
degradations that exacerbate vulnerability.
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This is most visible, for instance, at the rural-urban interface where we find
spaces of intense marginalisation, new forms of socio-spatial segregation, landlivelihood displacements and environmental degradation. These changes are
altering the more familiar map of inner-city deprivation across Pakistan.
As analysts turn today to the urban question in Pakistan, estimates of scale
and urban change proliferate. Despite the current controversyover methods of
rural-urban classification in the 2017 Census, the preliminary results do show that
an increasingly greater proportion of Pakistanis live in cities today, where all net
new employment will be generated.
Transforming Pakistani cities into sustainable environments is the single
biggest challenge that governments, policymakers and entrepreneurs face today,
and the ongoing political struggles over resources, infrastructures, amenities and
ecologies are shaping how cities play a role in climate adaption.
Notwithstanding the anticipated impacts on cities of climate change,
vulnerability and danger are already conditioning the permutations of
everyday life for ordinary citizens who are constantly put in harm‘s way.
In urban Pakistan, the poor not only live in close proximity to toxic waste
streams, but are often threatened by beautification projects that would displace and
relocate them rather than improve amenities. These harsh material conditions that
constantly endanger the lives of the urban poor, are not an outcome of climate
change.
The effects of decades of unpredictable urban planning, incompetent
engineering and the actions of greedy developers, have compromised local urban
ecologies that could, otherwise, withstand the shock of natural disasters.
Recently, the extended period of heavy rainfall that crippled Karachi, flooded
not only the city‘s main infrastructural arteries, but also inundated emerging
‗unplanned‘ settlements in peripheral parts such as Gadap Town.
More on this: Exploring why Karachi's rainwater has nowhere to go
Karachi‘s flooding dilemma is largely due to the illegal developments on the
city‘s waterways and drains; developments that cater to the needs of rich and poor
alike and literally choke the city‘s natural drainage systems. Many developments
also exemplify private builders‘ attempts to reconfigure Karachi as a world-class
city.
But the urban question as it relates to climate change isn‘t just about cities and
population size, which is a key lens through which Pakistan‘s urban condition is
conventionally understood, and it is the basis on which appropriate spatial
boundaries are determined and policies made.
Given the relentless dynamics of socio-spatial restructuring since partition,
boundaries, scale and the morphology of urbanisation and related ecologies have
been continually reworked throughout the 20th century in Pakistan.
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In large part, I believe that it is analytically fruitless to impose statistical
fixity upon any settlement space, rural or urban. The rural-urban divide is
not a quantitative fact.
The methodological conundrum of measuring and delineating urban
populations is an old one. For a long time, demographic approaches have tried to
resolve this vital spatial problem on a numerical basis: calculate how many people
are required to reside in a given jurisdictional space and based on that, classify the
‗urban‘.
In the mid-20th century, the eminent demographer Kingsley Davis was an
early proponent of this approach, and his contributions have influenced a
generation of demographers who continue to statistically chart the messy terrain of
the rural-urban.
These orthodox attempts to code the ‗urban‘ are largely rooted in a 20th
century representation of a methodologically territorialist model of urbanisation; a
model that is no longer helpful for understanding the process of planetary
urbanisation in the 21st century.
Looking beyond the rural-urban divide
Despite Davis‘ statistical penchants, he did make some nuanced observations
about urbanisation. His observations are pertinent for considering Pakistan‘s
contemporary context that is embedded in the broader terrain of planetary
urbanisation.
Davis had presciently underscored the dangers of confining the urban to a
purely demographic approach. He had outlined a complex process of metropolitan
expansion and dispersion that was already altering longstanding urban and regional
configurations in Western countries in the mid-20th century.
Davis was considering the possibility that rurality was going to disappear
entirely, and alongside this would emerge a different kind of urban existence. The
relationship between the city and the countryside was changing in a such a way,
that the two, Davis noted, would merge, leading to sprawling conurbations with no
intervening countryside in the middle.
Davis subsequently proposed that data collection needed to remain cognisant
of the powerful tendencies towards expanded urbanisation and shrinking rurality.
The urban cannot be understood as a bounded, enclosed site of social
relations contrasted with the rural.
I take Davis‘ point seriously given the socio-spatial fluidity that characterises
our global urban condition under modern capitalism, where intensifying and
interdependent socio-spatiality blurs the boundaries between rural and urban, and
destabilises longstanding ecologies of agrarian, hinterland and coastal systems.
While urban spaces materialise through dynamics of movement, connectivity,
circulation of commodities and reconfigurations of identity and attachments, these
are also spaces of the accumulation of capital, the privatisation of common
resources and the urbanisation of nature; where deforestation, concretisation,
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encroachment, land reclamation and land mining for development produce
ecological ruptures.
A case in point is contemporary Karachi as a product of not only numerous
ecological ruptures, but also a city whose relationship with the hinterlands or the
agrarian-rural and the coastal is undergoing complex transformations.
Explore: Bahria Town Karachi: Greed unlimited
Thus, to carve sections of Karachi into a distinctly ‗urban‘ space and relegate
what lies outside as a ‗rural‘ space by invoking a criteria of population size and
administrative classification, ultimately prevents exploration of how these spaces
are produced by the same political-economic process that includes not only capital
accumulation, but also migration, privatisation of commons, and socioenvironmental degradation.
The
entrenched
empiricism
located
in
parochially
defined
theoretical/statistical certainties dominate Pakistan‘s social sciences and the
broader planning and policy making agendas.
This leads researchers to stress concrete investigations rather than to explore
the underlying conceptual assumptions that frame those investigations in the first
place.
So herein lies a key challenge for rethinking Pakistan‘s contemporary
urbanisation process and its bearing on climate change/adaptation.
Planetary urbanisation
Fundamentally, methodologically territorialist approaches rooted in 20th
century epistemologies that treat the ‗urban‘ and the ‗city‘ as a bounded condition
of settlement, have become archaic.
Such epistemologies represent a one-sided picture of an urbanising landscape
that is variable and unremittingly dynamic.
The urban cannot be understood as a bounded, enclosed site of social relations
contrasted with the rural.
These inherited assumptions obfuscate complex socio-spatial transformations
of densely settled zones – megacities, city, metropolitan – that cannot be seen as
exclusive agglomerations of clustered populations, economic activities and
infrastructural systems, demarcated by an empty outside or a rural space.
Related: Census 2017: How can flawed results have any credibility?
In the history of modern capitalism and its relationship with the
colonial/postcolonial, the terrain of the ‗rural‘ was hardly an empty space or
disconnected from the process of urbanisation.
Instead, the ‗rural‘ or the ‗non-urban‘ has evolved constantly through a
complex, thickening web of infrastructural, economic and ecological connections
with urban concentrations in virtually every part of the world.
These materialisations through densely, knotted circuits of labour, raw
materials, energy, food, commodities, webs of social relations that
connect/disconnect different places, cultural forms and more, mediate development
pathways of planetary urbanisation in the 21st century.
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Urbanisation today affects virtually every part of the world; it is a process that
is unevenly woven into the fabric of socio-cultural and political-economic relations
of capitalism.
The rural-urban binary as it pertains to theory, census methodologies,
planning practice and everyday life doesn‘t help; instead it obscures the
frenzied socio-spatial transformations of the urban hinterlands and agrarian
spaces within Pakistan.
The rapid transformation that is taking place in Pakistan is not within cities,
but in its edges that are largely agricultural. Suburbanisation, de-agrarianisation,
peripheral urbanisation, all these processes are interconnected and they index new
modes of urbanisation; new modes of the production of urban space located at the
limits of our planetary existence.
Planetary urbanisation produces wide-ranging socio-spatial conditions that
necessitate the kind of contextual analysis that Kingsely Davis had briefly touched
upon. This task has been taken up by critical urban theorists who combine critical
cartography, geo-spatial-comparative analysis and political economy to investigate
ongoing transformations.
My own interests align with such innovative analytical approaches of the
urban in terms of thinking about the thickening webs of infrastructural
connectivities/disconnectivities across the Asian landscape, across borders, cities,
peripheries and so forth, and related displacements and endangerments for
marginalised populations.
Planning urban futures
While we search for a new lexicon of urbanisation in order to grasp the
unstable and violent geographies of 21st century capitalism in which Pakistan is
deeply embedded, the question of the limits to our planetary existence in the
context of unstable ecologies and the impending impacts of climate change is
certainly germane.
In Pakistan, where governance is top down and land use is primarily within
federal and provincial jurisdictions, and a fragmented structure of local governance
exacerbates land-use decisions, city mayors and chief ministers are glorified
managers whose actions are limited to platitudes or pushing for beautification
projects and signal free transport corridors.
Such approaches are of limited use. Constructive solutions for a new urban
future necessitate we take not only the city but also the wider region into
consideration.
Further: Pakistan‘s urban policy: Turning cities into slums
Realistic interventions that many urban planners in Pakistan have long
professed, will need to push for conversations about climate change in the context
of extended urbanisation, and that also pay attention to several key issues, such as
urban design, land-use planning and zoning interventions.
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These issues extend their reach into virtually every aspect of an individual‘s
well-being. Unfortunately, in Pakistan, political exigency at all levels of
governance has ensured that these powerful tools remain underutilised.
But the uncomfortable fact remains that if we have already reached the limits
to our planetary existence, then substantive changes are needed not only in terms
of how we think about urbanisation, but also how we intend to reshape the future
of our existing urban fabric.
Оппозиция не согласна с результатами переписи
Opposition parties suspicious of census results
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn.
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27,
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ISLAMABAD: Opposition parties on Saturday voiced serious concerns over
the preliminary results of the national census, questioning the authenticity of the
figures released by the statistics division.
The Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), which did not conduct a census in the five
years it was in power, had been quite vocal in its criticism of the ruling Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) for delaying the enumeration exercise beyond
2016.
However, following the release of the provisional census results, Leader of
the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah called the numbers
into question.
Call to compare data obtained by statistics division with figures collected by
army
In a statement issued on Saturday, the PPP leader demanded that the data
collected by the statistics division and the Pakistan Army should be compared to
get a true picture.
He claimed that the government had treated the enumeration exercise as a
mere formality, adding that no one was satisfied with the way the census was
conducted.
The veteran PPP leader accused the authorities of releasing the wrong figures
under a preconceived plan. He alleged that the results had been doctored, adding
that the population of Sindh had been deliberately reduced by at least 10 million,
while the population of Punjab was overestimated by 10 million.
He said that giving 50pc per cent representation to Punjab in the reconstituted
Council of Common Interests (CCI) was part of the same conspiracy.
Describing the preliminary results of the census as an attempt to usurp the
rights of Sindh, he called on his party to convene a provincial multiparty
conference to discuss the matter.
PPP Senator Aijaz Dhamra also rejected the preliminary results, pointing out
that the populations of Karachi and Lahore — the provincial capitals of Sindh and
Punjab — had not shown major differences, which was not possible.
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Awami National Party (ANP) leader Bushra Gohar also expressed her
dissatisfaction with the census results. ―There were nearly 2 million registered
IDPs from North Waziristan alone. How can Fata‘s population be just 5 million?
Fudged figures?‖ she tweeted on Saturday.
Pakistan Muslim League-Functional (PML-F) Senator Syed Muzaffar
Hussain Shah told Dawn if the provinces had objected to the exercise during the
CCI meeting, it would have been reflected somewhere.
―I did not see any such report,‖ he remarked, calling on the Sindh government
to brief lawmakers on the results that had been shared with them.
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) MNA Murad Saeed also appeared thrown off
by the provisional results announced. Taking to Twitter to voice his concerns, he
said that according to the census results, there had been a 57pc increase in the
population since 1998.
―For policy formulation, we were working with population growth projections
of 2.05pc, census revealed it is 2.4pc,‖ he tweeted.
PTI Senator Shibli Faraz also seemed dissatisfied by the entire exercise,
saying it had been conducted in a shabby and non-transparent manner.
In a related development, the Senate Finance Committee will meet on Aug 29
for a detailed briefing on the preliminary results of census from the statistics
division.
Возражения оппозиции по переписи в Синде
PPP, MQM-P cast doubts on census results
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. August 27, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/27Aug-2017/ppp-mqm-p-cast-doubts-on-census-results

ISLAMABAD - Two major opposition parties - PPP and MQM-P – Saturday
expressed dissatisfaction over the 6th population census results.
The provisional summary results of the 6th Population and Housing Census2017 shows that Pakistan‘s population has touched 207.8 million mark with an
increase of 57 per cent since 1998.
The population, in the last 36 years, grew by 146.6 per cent (since the last
census-1981), and a declining trend was observed in the growth rate in the two
bigger provinces - Punjab and Sindh.
Both PPP and MQM-P having maximum strength in Sindh province raised
objections over the results of census.
Although the final results will be available next year, the opposition parties
expressed doubts over the counted figures of population census carried out after 19
years.
Opposition Leader in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah, while
expressing dissatisfaction over the provisional summary results, remarked that
there was a need to compare the headcount results of the Statistic Division and
army to ascertain the reality.
A couple of months before PPP had filed a petition in the Sindh High Court to
challenge the procedure put in place during the census, seeking disclosure of all
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data collected during the process. The petition was filed against the federal
government, as well as other parties, over alleged irregularities in the census
procedure.
Having almost same reservations over results in Sindh, Muttahida Qaumi
Movement (MQM-P) has also out rightly rejected the results of census.
―The provisional results are not acceptable especially related to the portion of
Sindh,‖ MQM-P Ali Raza Abidi said this while talking to The Nation.
According to the results, Sindh is the most urbanised province, where 52.02
per cent population lives in. The results saw a declining trend in the growth rate in
Sindh.
Commenting on Sind population, Abidi said it was strange to know about the
declining trend of two bigger cities of the country.
―Sindh‘s population was expected to be 55 million minus Karachi, which has
23 million population, according to some previous leaked reports,‖ he said.
There are many areas in Karachi, he claimed, which if the media investigates
have not been visited by census staff at all. ―In 2005, Karachi was divided into 16
towns with a population of about 1.3 million average. So, how can the population
reduce in the past decade,‖ said MQM-P lawmaker of National Assembly.
The MQM-P was also seen in media complaining about the modus operandi
of the national population census. It criticised Chief Census Commissioner for
adopting two separate procedures for rural and urban areas of Sindh.
MQM-P Chief Dr Farooq Sattar had also written a letter to Chief Census
Commissioner, expressing his reservations about conducting the census in Sindh
province.
Other MQM‘s lawmaker Tahir Mashahadi, in his tweet, also raised doubts
over the census results. ―It is obvious that census figures have been manipulated by
vested interests in Sindh. Wrong figures have very adverse effects,‖ Senator
Mashahadi mentioned in his tweet.
Likewise, Pakistan Sarzameen Party (PSP) Chief Mustafa Kamal also rejected
the provisional results of national population census.
The opposition parties would raise their reservations regarding census results
in the upcoming National Assembly proceedings.
These provisional census results were approved by the reconstituted Council
of Common Interests (CCI) on last Friday. These census results are assumed to
help the government formulate future plans in health, education, delimitation of
constituencies and other sectors
Прав-во Синда не принимает результаты переписи по провинции
Politicking on census results
Malik Muhammad Ashraf. The Nation. 1.09.2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/01-Sep2017/politicking-on-census-results

The Sindh government has out rightly rejected the results of 6th Population
and Housing Census alleging that the federal government had conspired to
deliberately show the population of the province lower than the actual numbers.
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Senior minister of Sindh and provincial President of PPP Nisar Khoro while
talking to media said that the federal government had done so to deny the province
of its rightful share from the Federal Divisible Pool. The PPP is also contemplating
convening an All Party Conference in the province to firm up a united stand on the
issue while hinting at the possibility of taking the issue to the court.
Opposition leader Khursheed Shah has demanded comparison between the
data collected by the Statistic Division and the Army to find out the truth. PPP
Senator Aijaz Dhamra also rejected the preliminary results, pointing out that the
populations of Karachi and Lahore — the provincial capitals of Sindh and Punjab
— had not shown major differences, which was not possible. MQM has called the
results a mockery of the ground realities and a few other political parties and
leaders have also voiced their concern. Some have said that the Census had been
carried out in a non-transparent manner.
In the meanwhile the Census Chief Commissioner Asif Bajwa briefing the
Senate Committee on Privatization and Statistics categorically rejected the
objections raised by the political parties saying that the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) had verified the national ID cards of 20 per cent of the population
through National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) adding that 70
million people in the country did not possess ID cards. He explained that the PBS
and the Army had similar records and the latter had assisted the PBS in carrying
out the census in a transparent manner by providing adequate security to the census
staff. He also explained that the reason why there was not much difference in the
population of Karachi and Lahore was that the government had declared the entire
Lahore district as urban while two districts in Karachi were still classified as rural.
On the face of it, what Mr. Bajwa said makes sense.
Nobody in his right mind can accept the argument about the census not
having been carried out in a transparent manner in view of the fact that the exercise
was undertaken and conducted with the concurrence of all the stakeholders and the
actual census was done by the district administrations with the help of the staff
provided by the provincial governments, while the army supported the exercise by
providing security and also by helping in Housing Census. So the provincial
governments also had a major role in carrying out and facilitating the Census. It is
worthwhile to point out that nobody raised any objection when the exercise was
being carried out. There has been no official opposition from the provincial
governments of KPK, Balochistan and Punjab which meant that they believed in
the transparency of the exercise.
While the possibility of some administrative inadequacies here and there
cannot be ruled out, it is rather preposterous to suggest that the federal government
deliberately manipulated the results to deny Sindh, and for that matter the other
province, of their legitimate share from the Federal Divisible Pool. Challenging the
results the way it has been done also implies connivance of the Army in doctoring
the census figures. Only the fools could give credence to such a hypothesis.
The allegation of manipulation of the results of census by the federal
government is also strongly refuted by the fact that according to the new Census
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Punjab might have to lose four National Assembly seats to KPK and Balochistan if
the constituencies are marked on the basis of the population. It is pertinent to
mention that Punjab had been given fewer seats proportionate to its population size
in 2002 when the last delimitation was carried out. Punjab actually would have
clinched 151 direct seats if the population formula had been strictly followed but it
had been allocated only 148 seats with the other three adjusted among the smaller
regions.
According to the provisional data for the 2017 Census Punjab‘s population
grew at an annual rate of 2.13% which was the lowest among all the federating
units. It was also the only federating unit to stay below the national average of
2.4%. If the population formula is followed now, and parliament decides to
partially amend Article 51, which deals with the number of National Assembly
seats, Punjab‘s share will have to be reduced further due to its lowered share of the
population growth. Had the federal government, as alleged, opted to manipulate
the Census results it would have done by showing a greater rate of population
growth in Punjab to secure more NA seats for the province as well as increased
share in the Federal Divisible Pool. But the situation is absolutely the opposite
which strongly refutes the allegations of the Sind government and other political
parties.
It is unfortunately the hallmark of our politics that the opposition parties
invariably look askance at anything associated with the sitting government and
they let go of no opportunity to denigrate it to gain political mileage, rather than
acting as an honest opposition opposing the government policies on principle or for
cogent reasons in the national interest. In the prevailing hostility between the ruling
party and the opposition parties what the Sindh government and other political
parties have alleged is nothing but politicking for narrow political ends, which is
quite lamentable development.
Under current circumstances when the country is confronted with myriad of
challenges on the internal and external fronts, fanning provincialism and
fissiparous tendencies is hardly desirable. It sends very wrong signals to the
outside world, particularly the enemies of the country, and it weakens the ability of
the country to deal with the challenges with single-mindedness. Political
differences must not be allowed to override the national interests. The political
parties need to do some serious rethinking in regards to their approach to the
national issues by abandoning the politics of animosity and replacing it with
politics of healthy and constructive criticism designed to promote only the national
interests. They need to learn to resolve the issues at appropriate forums and
strengthen the state institutions so that they could deal amicably with the emerging
challenges guided by the national interests rather than partisan considerations.
While the possibility of some administrative inadequacies here and there
cannot be ruled out, it is rather preposterous to suggest that the federal government
deliberately manipulated the results to deny Sindh.
Правительство Синдэ справедливо отвергло результаты 6-й переписи
населения и жилищного фонда, в которой утверждалось, что федеральное
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правительство сговорилось сознательно показать население провинции ниже
фактических. Старший министр Синд и президент провинции ПНП Нисар Хоро во
время разговора со СМИ сказал, что федеральное правительство сделало это, чтобы
отказать провинции в ее законной доле из Федерального разделительного пула.
ГЧП также рассматривает возможность созыва Всепартийной конференции в
провинции, чтобы создать единую позицию по этому вопросу, намекая на
возможность передачи этого вопроса в суд.
Лидер оппозиции Хуршид Шах потребовал сравнить данные, собранные
Статистическим отделом и армией, чтобы узнать правду. Сенатор ППС Айяз
Дхамра также отклонил предварительные результаты, указав, что население
Карачи и Лахора - провинциальных столиц Синд и Пенджаб - не показало
серьезных различий, что было невозможно. MQM назвала результаты
издевательством над реальностью, и некоторые другие политические партии и
лидеры также выразили свою озабоченность. Некоторые говорили, что перепись
была проведена непрозрачным образом.
В то же время главный комиссар переписи Асиф Баджва, брифинг Комитета
Сената по приватизации и статистике, категорически отверг возражения
политических партий, заявив, что Пакистанское статистическое бюро (PBS)
проверило национальные удостоверения личности 20 процентов населения через
Национальная база данных и орган регистрации (НАДРА) добавили, что 70
миллионов человек в стране не имеют удостоверений личности. Он пояснил, что
PBS и армия имеют аналогичные записи, и последний помог PBS в проведении
переписи на прозрачной основе, обеспечив адекватную безопасность персонала
переписи. Он также пояснил, что причиной того, что население Карачи и Лахора не
имеет большого значения, было то, что правительство объявило весь район Лахор
городом, а два района в Карачи по-прежнему считались сельскими. На первый
взгляд, то, что сказал г-н Байва, имеет смысл.
Никто в здравом уме не может принять аргумент о том, что перепись не была
проведена транспарентным образом с учетом того факта, что осуществление было
проведено и проведено с согласия всех заинтересованных сторон, а фактическая
перепись была проведена районными администрациями с помощью персонала,
предоставляемого провинциальными правительствами, в то время как армия
поддерживала это мероприятие, обеспечивая безопасность, а также помогая в
проведении переписи населения. Поэтому правительства провинций также сыграли
важную роль в проведении и облегчении переписи. Стоит отметить, что никто не
возражал против того, чтобы осуществить это упражнение. Официальной
оппозиции со стороны провинциальных правительств КПК, Белуджистана и
Пенджаба не было, что означало, что они верили в транспарентность этого учения.
Хотя возможность некоторых административных недостатков здесь и там не
может быть исключена, весьма нелепо предположить, что федеральное
правительство сознательно манипулировало результатами, чтобы лишить Синд и, в
этом отношении, другой провинции их законной доли из Федерального
разделительного пула , Борьба с результатами, как это было сделано, также
подразумевает попустительство армии в обработке данных переписи. Только
дураки могут доверять такой гипотезе.
Утверждение о манипулировании результатами переписи федеральным
правительством также сильно опровергается тем фактом, что согласно новой
переписи Пенджаб, возможно, должен потерять четыре места Национального
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собрания в КПК и Белуджистане, если избирательные округа будут отмечены на
основе населения , Уместно упомянуть, что Пенджабу было предоставлено меньше
мест, пропорциональных численности населения в 2002 году, когда была
проведена последняя делимитация. Пенджаб фактически закрепил бы 151 мест,
если бы формула численности населения была строго соблюдена, но ей было
выделено только 148 мест, а остальные три были скорректированы среди
небольших регионов.
Согласно предварительным данным для переписи населения 2017 года
численность населения Пенджаба выросла на 2,13% в год, что было самым низким
среди всех федеративных единиц. Это была единственная федеративная единица,
которая оставалась ниже среднего по стране 2,4%. Если теперь следовать формуле
численности населения, и парламент решает частично изменить статью 51, в
которой рассматривается количество мест в Национальном собрании, доля
Пенджаба должна быть еще более сокращена из-за ее пониженной доли роста
населения. Если бы федеральное правительство, как утверждается, предпочло
манипулировать результатами переписи, которые оно выполнило бы, показав более
высокие темпы прироста населения в Пенджабе, чтобы обеспечить большее
количество мест в НС для провинции, а также увеличить долю в Федеральном
дивизионном пуле. Но ситуация абсолютно противоположна, что сильно
опровергает утверждения правительства Синда и других политиков

Статистический департамент Пакистана опровергает обвинения
оппозиции (в Синде) о фальсификации данных переписи населения
PBS defiant about census results as opposition cries foul
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. August 29, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/29Aug-2017/pbs-defiant-about-census-results-as-opposition-cries-foul

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) Monday rejected the
allegations of Sindh government over the results of 6th population census by
saying it was conducted in transparent way with the help of Pakistan Army.
―The Sindh government should share the proof if any area left without
counting,‖ said Habib Ullah Khan, spokesperson of the PBS while talking to The
Nation. He further said that Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah had not
raised any concerns on population census results during the meeting of Council of
Common Interests (CCI).
The PBS had conducted the census with the help of Pakistan Army and
officials of the district governments of all the provinces, he explained. Khan made
it clear that PBS had conducted the census in transparent manner.
The Sindh government had rejected the results of the census and decided to
call an all parties conference (APC) on this issue.
Opposition parties Monday expressed their dissatisfaction with the
preliminary results of the national census, with Muttahida Qaumi Movement
Pakistan (MQM-P) and PPP leaders threatening to stage protests against what they
described as "rigged" data.
MQM-P leader Dr Farooq Sattar, rejecting the census results, claimed the
census results had been "rigged". He alleged that the population figure for Karachi
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had been marked down as "it cannot be less than 30 million". Sattar called for a
protest against the 'manipulated' figures.
Provisional census data presented to the Council of Common Interest last
week shows that the population of the entire province is 47.9m, with Karachi
housing 14.9m people.
Similarly, as the Sindh government rejected the census data, the ruling PPP's
senior lawmaker Nisar Ahmed Khuhro alleged that an incorrect population figure
been released by authorities for Sindh under a preconceived plan. Khuro claimed
that under the 'plan', the figure of Sindh's population had been marked down so that
the portion of financial awards allocated to the province did not have to be
increased.
Calling for an all parties conference to protest the statistics, Khuhro said that
Sindh would not relinquish its rights.
Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Khursheed Shah reiterated
the party's demand that the data collected by the statistics division and the Pakistan
Army should be compared to get a true picture. "No one is satisfied with the census
results," Shah said. PPP leader Manzoor Wassan, too, expressed his reservations
regarding the census data and threatened to hold protests.
Calling the census data "suspicious", Qaumi Watan Party (QWP) chief and
member of National Assembly Aftab Ahmad Khan Sherpao said that while the
population of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas stood at 10m, the results
had marked it down to 50,000 people.
On Sunday, opposition parties had voiced serious concerns over the census
results. The PPP, which did not conduct a census in the five years it was in power,
had been quite vocal in its criticism of the ruling PML-N for delaying the
enumeration exercise beyond 2016.
However, following the release of the data, the party claimed the government
had treated the enumeration exercise as a mere formality, adding that no one was
satisfied with the way the census was conducted.
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf leaders, too, had voiced their concerns over the 57
per cent increase in the national population. Senator Shibli Faraz said the census
had been conducted in a shabby and non-transparent manner.
The federal government had conspired to reduce Sindh population in the
census, said Sindh‘s provincial minister Nisar Ahmed Khuhro in a statement.
―This move is aimed at reducing Sindh‘s share in the National Finance
Commission as well as in the national and provincial assembly seats and the job
quota in federal government services,‖ he said.
Неожиданные результаты переписи в Карачи
‗Unexpected‘ Karachi figures worry MQM factions
Azfar-ul-Ashfaque.
Dawn.
August
27,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354147/unexpected-karachi-figures-worry-mqm-factions
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KARACHI: All the three factions of the once unified Muttahida Qaumi
Movement expressed their concerns over the provisional results of the sixth
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population census in the country with a specific reference to Karachi and urban
Sindh whose population results they alleged were manipulated.
According to the data released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), the
population of Sindh stands at 47.89 million and 52.02 per cent — 24.91m — of the
people live in urban parts of the province.
While the city-wise provisional results have not been made public by the
PBS, the three political parties — the MQM-Pakistan, MQM-London and the Pak
Sarzameen Party — do the maths on their own and conclude that the population of
Karachi stands somewhere between 14m and 16m, which they believe does not
reflect the situation on the ground.
Both the PSP and MQM-L issued their separate statements, voicing concerns
on the census results. However, the MQM-P — which still enjoys mandate of the
people of Karachi in parliament, provincial assembly and local government
institutions — shied away from issuing any official statement.
MQM-P spokesperson Aminul Haq told Dawn that the party‘s relevant forum
was ―studying the provisional results‖ and soon ―the coordination committee will
issue a statement‖.
But some party leaders and lawmakers took to social media to express their
feelings about the provisional results.
―Provisional results of #Census2017 don‘t look promising for Khi.if Urban
Sindh is 25 mil then Khi is? Lhr is 12 & Khi is 17-18 mil? Not Ok,‖ senior MQM
leader Faisal Subzwari tweeted. ―Hope to see our concerns addressed timely as this
Census wasn‘t only monitored but executed by Armed forces. Fairness is expected
from it.‖
Pak Sarzameen Party
Terming the provisional results of the census ‗dubious‘, PSP chairman
Mustafa Kamal said that his party rejected the results of the census in Pakistan,
including urban and rural Sindh.
He said any manipulation in the census results would cause an irreparable
damage to the people of Karachi and Pakistan. In a statement, he said that the PBS
submitted a report to the prime minister in which the population of urban Sindh
was shown at 24.9 million.
Based on these statistics the population of Karachi stood around a mere 13m,
which was absolutely wrong.
He said formulation of a new national finance commission award and
distribution of resources to provinces on the basis of these figures would create a
lot of problems for the whole country, especially Karachi.
Meanwhile, the London-based leadership of the MQM also rejected the
provisional census report and said that the population of Karachi had crossed 30m,
but it was shown 16.7m in the provisional census results, which was highly
condemnable.
Перепись – образование: чем выше уровень образования матерей, тем
меньше детей в семье.
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Census, future and girls‘ education. Muhammad Hamid Zaman (Howard Hughes Medical Institute
professor of biomedical engineering, international health and medicine at Boston University). The
Express Tribune, August 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1493299/census-future-girls-education/

The fact that we finally got a census done is very good news, and credit
should be given to the various stakeholders for this. But that is where the good
news ends. The census numbers are alarming. There is little comfort in knowing
that both the raw numbers and national growth rate are well above what the
economic surveys had indicated. Successive governments had claimed that the
national growth rate was under 2, and the rate was falling. We now know that both
of these claims were inaccurate and misleading.
Not surprisingly, there already are discussions in political quarters about what
this may mean for National and provincial assembly seats and the resources that go
with them. The Leader of Opposition has suggested that the census is a conspiracy
against the people of Sindh, who make the base of his party. He unfortunately
provided no basis for his claim, or any data to back it up. He also failed to mention
that while his party was in power, no effort to have a national census was ever
undertaken. Beyond the conspiracy theories, there are important questions that
economists and demographers are asking, including the dated and questionable
definition of urban and rural. Observers are also worried about the current growth
rate and likelihood of having nearly 400 million people before 2050. Pundits have
also questioned the lack of will, ability and honesty in our population control
programme.
For a moment, let us now turn our attention from the future to the present.
With the current population, we are facing a fundamental crisis: a crisis of access
to a decent life. Basic necessities including water, education and health services are
not getting to millions. A study published last week, on the quality of groundwater
in Pakistan, in a prestigious journal (Science Advances) shows that nearly 60
million people (about 29% of the total population) are at risk with the presence of
alarming levels of arsenic in groundwater. This is well above the previous
estimate. In the education sector, a recent national study had estimated that about
25 million children are out of school in the country. In the domain of health and
hygiene, about 68 million do not have access to toilets or basic sanitation in the
country.
So the question to ask is how do we handle the current crises and plan for the
near- and long-term future. While a multi-pronged strategy is needed, awareness
and education remains one of the most reliable and proven method to control
population and improve the chances for better decision-making. First, educated
mothers are less likely to have very large families, even in cultures where large
families have historically been encouraged. Multiple studies in Africa, particularly
in Ghana, Ethiopia and Kenya have shown that women with no education have, on
average, 5 or more children whereas this number falls to about 3 with secondary
education and close to 2 with college education among women. Closer to home,
decades long studies have shown that there is a strong correlation between
population control and education in Thailand and South Korea. Educated girls are
not only more likely to have smaller families but are also likely to contribute to the
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economy. Scandinavian countries have benefited tremendously from increasing the
presence of women in the workforce. A balanced and diverse workforce in
Norway, Sweden and Denmark has helped create strong social structures that have
strengthened the economy and have improved the overall social cohesiveness.
Finally, educated mothers are far more likely to ensure that their daughters get
educated and hence the chain reaction starts to take off. Similar positive outcomes
are also seen in healthcare (e.g. in vaccination and hygiene).
The population growth issue is not just an academic discussion or a policy
debate. It has now become an existential question. Serious and sustained
investments in girls‘ education is not a Western conspiracy against our values, it is
the only way to ensure our survival.
Данные переписи будут оцифрованы к 25 июля
Census enters final phase
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
June
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ISLAMABAD: The ongoing population census has entered its final phase and
the census data is expected to be digitised latest by July 25, a senior official of the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics told Dawn.
The Islamabad-based Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, responsible for census
operations, has received all census forms and questionnaires from its field
formations.
According to the official, almost all areas of Pakistan, including the special
areas of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Gilgit-Baltistan and the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, have been covered in the two-phase exercise. The
official said that the census could not be carried out in some blocks of South
Waziristan and Mohmand Agency due to security reasons. However, the census
was completed in all other areas of Fata.
The first phase of the census ended on April 15, while the second phase was
completed on May 25. ―We have received census data collected manually across
the country at the PBS headquarters in Islamabad. All arrangements for data
processing have been put in place,‖ the official said, adding that the PBS staff had
started compiling district-wise data.
Digitisation of data to be completed by July 25
The PBS officials have intelligent character recognition technology to convert
manual data to a machine-readable format which can be digitised. The technology
allows recognition of image data. It turns images of handwritten or printed
characters to a machine-readable format. ―We have seven scanners for the
purpose,‖ the official said.
Data collected in the first phase of the census has been successfully
transferred to computers. The PBS had also verified the data collected in the first
phase from the National Database and Registration Authority (Nadra) records.
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Earlier, Nadra had blocked 350,000 computerised national identity cards ahead of
the first phase.
The government has spent Rs18.5 billion on the census, of which Rs6bn was
spent on army personnel and a similar amount on the PBS staff. The remaining
Rs6.5bn was spent on providing transportation.
The first census in the country was conducted in 1951, the second in 1961, the
third in 1972 instead of 1971, due to political turmoil, and the fourth census was
conducted in 1981. The fifth census, which was due in 1991, was conducted in
March 1998 with the help from the army. Under the Constitution, the government
is supposed to conduct the census every 10 years.
Перепись 2017 г. – численность религиозных меньшинств
Census source of fear and hope for minorities
The Nation. May 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/22-May-2017/censussource-of-fear-and-hope-for-minorities

RABWAH - Marginalised, attacked and frequently hit by blasphemy charges,
religious minorities are hoping the country's first census since 1998 will be a step
towards greater political representation and rights.
In the congested Youhanabad town of Lahore, the largest Christian
neighbourhood in Pakistan, activist Sajid Christopher says his community looks
forward to standing up and being counted. "The census will benefit us in two ways.
Firstly we will be able to know about our exact population as so far there has been
only guesswork," he told AFP.
"Secondly, our representation in parliament will be according to our
population as our present representation in the democratic system is based on the
census of 1981," he added.
Fast-growing Pakistan is the sixth most populous country in the world, with
an estimated 200 million people, but has not held a census for nearly two decades,
despite a constitutional requirement for one every decade.
The count was delayed for years by politicians squabbling over the potential
implications.
Estimates are approximate and disputed, ranging from two to 10 million for
Christians, and 2.5 to 4.5 million for Hindus.
Christopher's views were echoed by Nancy Stiegler, an adviser for the UN
Population Fund who called the census a "powerful tool for planning" not only for
minorities, "but all the population of Pakistan".
This desire for more accurate data goes to the heart of the controversy
surrounding the census: that it will redraw political boundaries and force a
redistribution of resources.
The process is not without complications - and not all religious minorities are
eager to make themselves known. Ahmadis, a minority Islamic sect declared nonMuslims by law for their belief in a prophet after Muhammad (PBUH), number an
estimated 500,000 and are victims of persecution and violence. Banned from even
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calling themselves Muslim, they find themselves in a dangerous position when
census officials arrive asking them to declare their religion.
When a Balochistan resident identified himself as Ahmadi to census officials,
they chased him out of the mosque where they had gathered families to be counted,
Saleemuddin, a spokesman for the community, told AFP, without identifying the
man for safety reasons.
In other cases, he said, census officials simply assume the Ahmadis are
Muslim because their names are indistinguishable from the general population and
tick that box on their behalf. It is a potentially dangerous move.
Under laws, "If I declare myself as a Muslim ... I can be imprisoned for three
years," Saleemuddin said. Even those groups keen for recognition are wary, their
suspicion fuelled by bitter experiences that run deep among minorities.
Citizens can declare themselves to be Muslim, Christian, Hindu, Ahmadi or
"other".
But Hindu rights activist Kapil Dev accused the government of divisiveness
by having a caste option in the census, when the community believes it should be
recorded as one entity, while the Sikh faith failed to make it onto the survey
altogether. Radesh Singh Tony went to court in Peshawar because there was no
mention of Sikhism on the form.
The court ruled in the activist's favour, ordering the government to include
Sikhs - but the count had already begun, and Radesh was not optimistic. "The
government has a record of ignoring court orders," he told AFP.
And though Christopher was confident, many of his fellow Christians argued
even if they are accurately counted it will change nothing until Pakistan's attitude
towards non-Muslims improves.
"Muslims can't see a Christian progress, get a good education and a good job this is a fact," said Pervaiz Jazbi, a 37-year-old Christian shopkeeper in Islamabad.
"The element of discrimination is always there," agreed Christian student Sania
Nishtar.
Saleemuddin said the Ahmadi man who fled the Balochistan mosque became
the target of a hate campaign, barred even from buying food. "He fled with his
family," Saleemuddin told AFP. "He has been living in hiding ever since."
Перепись населения удовлетворяет иностранных наблюдателей.
Foreign observers ‗satisfied with census process‘
The Express Tribune. April 25, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392722/foreignobservers-satisfied-census-process/

ISLAMABAD: As the second phase of the sixth population census begins
today (Tuesday) that will also cover the Federally Administered Tribal Areas,
foreign observers have expressed their satisfaction over the first phase carried out
in 63 districts of the country, said Chief Census Commissioner Asif Bajwa on
Monday.
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The positive feedback by six international observers is likely to strengthen
hands of the authorities concerned who faced questions about their preparedness
and transparency in conducting the largest door-to-door exercise.
―The international observers do not identify major flaws during the first phase
of the house listing and population census,‖ Bajwa told a press conference at the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics.
Security plan for census finalised
The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) had arranged the visit of the
foreign observers to determine the process‘ alignment with international standards.
However, the observers had some objections with regard to the media
campaign run by the government to sensitise people about the exercise, noting that
billboards should also have been placed all across the country, explaining the
benefits and process of the population census, said Bajwa.
Yet the foreign observers noted that every household was aware of the
population census, Bajwa added.
The chief statistician was speaking to the media a day before the start of the
second phase of the exercise.
Completing the census
As many as 88 districts across the country would be covered during the
second phase, according to the chief census commissioner. The second phase
includes 20 districts in Punjab, 21 in Sindh, 17 in Balochistan, 18 in KhyberPakhtunkhwa, six in Fata, five each in Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan and the
Islamabad Federal Capital Territory.
The process would continue till May 24, as the Chief Census Commissioner
vowed to complete the exercise within the stipulated time due to the advent of
Ramazan, likely to start from May 26.
The first phase, which commenced on March 15 and ended earlier this month,
was conducted in eight districts of Sindh, 16 districts of Punjab, 14 districts of
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, 15 districts of Balochistan, five districts of Azad Jammu
and Kashmir and five districts of Gilgit-Baltistan.
―No major untoward incident has happened during the first phase except a
suicide bombing in Lahore in which four army personnel and three civilians were
killed,‖ said Bajwa.
Govt to ensure transparent census
―As many as eight enumerators had also been kidnapped from the Kech
district of Balochistan, but seven of them have returned to their homes,‖ said
Bajwa, adding ―One enumerator, who happens to be a schoolteacher, is still
missing.‖
―Compared with the first phase, we have further improved our systems and
procedures while learning from our experience,‖ said Dr Shujat Ali, Secretary,
Statistics Division.
Bajwa said so far the census authorities had verified data of 3.79 million
heads of households from the National Database and Registration Authority.
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Meanwhile, the government has made foolproof security arrangements to hold
census in six tribal agencies and Frontier Regions of Fata.
Smooth conduct of census a collective success: army chief
Mohmand Agency Political Agent Mehmood Aslam Wazir, while giving
details, told The Express Tribune that the census will be held in two phases.
He said although no registered IDPs were there in Mohmand tribal area, those
who had been settled in other parts of the country but had permanent residence in
the agency would be facilitated by the administration.
Also, ANP Mohmand president Nisar Mohmand told The Express Tribune
that when a large number of Mohmand population had been living outside the
agency, how can we expect that our population would increase.
Senator Hilal Rehman, chairman of the Senate Committee for SAFRON also
showed similar reservations.
Housing census from April 25
―The government has announced that only registered IDPs will be counted in
the census. Then, what will be the status of those Mohmand residents who have
migrated to Punjab and Karachi due to law and order and will come back after
some time?‖
Перепись будет продолжена, несмотря на взрыв в Лахоре, - заявили в
Пакистанском бюро статистики
Census will continue as per schedule: PBS
The Daily Times. 6/04/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/06-Apr-17/census-willcontinue-as-per-schedule-pbs

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) on Wednesday said
that the data collection process would continue as per schedule despite the Lahore
attack. The statement came after at least six persons were martyred Wednesday
morning in a suicide bombing targeting a census team and accompanying security
personnel on Lahore's Bedian Road. "The census proceedings will not be affected
by the terrorist attack in Lahore," a statement issued by the bureau said. "The
purpose of the attack apparently was to spread fear within the enumerators and
other staff," it said. The PBS has sought a report of Lahore incident from
provincial statistical bureau officials. Following the attack, Sindh IGP AD
Khawaja issued orders to make special arrangements to ensure the security of
census teams working in sensitive areas.
Перепись должна быть завершена любой ценой, - заявили Глава армии
Баджва.
Census to be completed at any cost: Bajwa
The Nation. April 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Apr-2017/census-to-becompleted-at-any-cost-bajwa
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ISLAMABAD - Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
on Wednesday vowed that the ongoing population and housing census would be
completed at all cost.
According to ISPR, the COAS stated this in reaction to the terrorist attack
targeting a census team in Lahore on Wednesday which claimed six lives and left
19 injured.
―These sacrifices will only strengthen our resolve and with the support of
entire nation we will cleanse the menace of terrorism from our soil,‖ the army chief
said.
He said that the soldiers and civil enumerators who embraced shahadat in the
Lahore suicide attack were on census duty. He said sacrifice of precious lives of
civil enumerators and soldiers is beyond any doubt a great sacrifice. ―My heart
goes to bereaved families and my highest tributes to Martyrs who laid their lives in
the line of duty‖, the COAS said. Meanwhile, Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS)
which is executing the sixth national census said in a statement census will
continue as per plans. ―The census proceedings will not be affected by the terrorist
attack in Lahore,‖ the Bureau said in its statement, noting that: ―The purpose of the
attack apparently was to spread fear within the enumerators and other staff.‖
Перепись должна быть завершена к сентябрю, - требует Избирком
Пакистана
Census must conclude by September: ECP
The Daily Times. 6/04/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/06-Apr-17/census-mustconclude-by-september-ecp

ISLAMABAD: The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) on Wednesday
said the general elections would have to be held according to the current
demarcation of constituencies if the national census did not conclude by
September. Addressing the National Assembly's Standing Committee for
Parliamentary Affairs, Zafar Iqbal, the ECP additional secretary for training,
research and evaluation, said it was crucial to conclude the population census by
September, 2017 if constituency boundaries were to be remapped for the upcoming
general elections. "If the census does not conclude by September, the upcoming
election will not be held on the basis of newly-demarcated districts," he said. The
statement came after a suicide bombing attack on a census team early the same
day.
Пакистан пропустил сикхов при переписи (как конфессию)
Pakistan missing minority in census
Sajid Zia. The Nation. March 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/21-Mar2017/pakistan-missing-minority-in-census

Sikh leader decry ‗bureacratic conspiracy‘ in PA session
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LAHORE - The 27th session of Punjab Assembly was prorogued indefinitely
on Monday on a note of resentment from a minority member against the missing
column for Sikh community in the national census forms.
The last day of the session started 100 minutes late of the due time and
practically lasted only 60 minutes after which the House could not resume the
proceedings as the Treasury failed to gather the required minimum strength of 93
members when the incomplete quorum was pointed out by the PTI‘s Saadia Sohail
Rana. It was the second time general debate on Food could not take place due to
shortage of quorum.
The House, chaired by Speaker Rana Muhammad Iqbal Khan took up
questions on Archeology and Auqaf and Religious Affairs.
On a point of order, Sikh Treasury member Sardar Ramesh Singh Arora
raised the issue about the missing column for Sikh Pakistani nationals in the census
forms and groused it was done through a conspiracy to dilute their identity with
others under the head of scheduled caste. Arora said Sikhs were one of the leading
minorities in the country but their separate column was missing among those
specified for Muslims, Christians, Hindus and Ahmadies in the census forms.
―It is a bureaucratic conspiracy,‖ he added and pointed out he has received a
number of calls from the members of his community from UK, US, Canada and
others parts of the world who have expressed serious concerns over this move.
Arora demanded immediate inclusion of column for Sikhs in the forms so that
their number could be counted and their identity as Pakistani Sikhs could be
established.
On a privileged motion, the PTI member from PP-72 Faisalabad, Khurram
Shehzad blamed the defeated candidate of the PML-N, Khwaja Muhammad Salam,
for impersonating himself as MPA to get the development schemes approved
through the office of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner concerned. Calling
the PML-N candidate ‗fraud‘ and the biggest ‗qabza group of the sub-continent‘,
Khurram said he holds written proofs that Khwaja showing himself as MPA on his
letter head got the development approved.
The Speaker wanted the PTI MPA to show respect to Khwaja who, he said,
has been a ‗honouable member‘ of this house. But Khurram did not take back his
words.
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah Khan, who also belonged to Faisalabad and
smilingly heard tale of the opponent member, said he would recommend action if
the documentary proofs would establish Khwaja Salam had really forged the letter
head to portray himself as MPA. However, the law minister said no offence would
be made out if he had used the prefix ex-MPA on his letter head.
During the question hour, Treasury MPA Bao Akhtar Ali said the contract for
Shalimar Gardens canteen is all the time awarded to the same persons who are
heavily overcharging the visitors without any check from the administration. The
questioner found a sort of ‗monkey business‘ about the award of the contract.
Parliamentary Secretary Zulqurnain Sahi invited the member for joining the
committee which would award the contract next time.
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To another question, the parliamentary secretary told the House that all the
shrines under Auqaf are not profit earning and needs at those shrines are met from
the money received from other shrines. A central Auqaf Fund has been established
to monitor spending of the money received from 73 main shrines in Punjab and the
Fund acted strictly according to the law, he added.
Dr Farzana complained about lack of washrooms and shade facilities for the
ladies at the two main shrines of the town. The secretary promised to look into the
same.
After the quorum was found incomplete despite waiting for about 50minutes
to let the required number of members to meet, the Chair announced the session to
be prorogued. With that the Punjab Assembly has completed 85 days of its
mandatory 100 days sitting.
Сикхи в Пакистане недовольны, что их религия «пропущена» во время
переписи.
Pakistan: Sikhs plan protest over omission of their religion in census
The Indian Express. 19/03/2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/world/pakistan-sikhsplan-protest-over-omission-of-their-religion-in-census-4574573/

The census exercise is taking place after a delay of nine years, as the last
population census was conducted in 1998.
Outraged over their omission from the census, the Sikh community of the
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) is planning to stage a protest in the federal capital
with protests already under way in different districts of the province. ―Every
religion is mentioned in the census form except Sikhism, which is a religion
recognised the world over, but sadly our government has forgotten us in the most
important national event that can change the fate of every Pakistani,‖ The Express
Tribune quoted K-P‘s Pakistan Minorities‘ Alliance president Radesh Singh Tony
as saying.
―If the government can mention Hinduism, Christianity and other religions,
then they could have also added Sikhism but they did not,‖ he questioned.
―It is a conspiracy to create a rift between the Sikh community and the
government of Pakistan. We will use our right to protest against this act of the
government for not giving importance to an important community in the census
that can affect our future. We will boycott the census if the government does
nothing to safeguard our rights to be counted as equal citizens,‖ he added.
Another member of the Sikh community, Harmeet Singh, said the origin of
Sikhism is in Pakistan as Guru Nanak was born here in Punjab. Sikhs from all over
the world visit their sacred places located in this country but not mentioning our
religion in the religious column of the census form is unjust with thousands of
Sikhs living in Pakistan, he added. The census exercise is taking place after a delay
of nine years, as the last population census was conducted in 1998. The data
obtained from the census will be used for distribution of the National Assembly
seats and division of financial resources. The population is also the base for
distribution of civil service jobs among the provinces.
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Половина домовладений в Карачи не подпадает под перепись населения
в первой фазе (может быть во второй фазе подпадет).
Half of Karachi‘s houses not counted in first phase of census
Hafeez
Tunio.
The
Express
Tribune.
18.03.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1358314/half-karachis-houses-not-counted-first-phase-census/

Census authorities say remaining houses will be listed in second phase
KARACHI: As the first phase of house count concluded on Friday amid
confusion and rampant complaints, the census authorities claimed that the
remaining half of Karachi houses will be listed in the next phase, which will start
from March 30.
A number of complaints had poured on from citizens that their houses were
left uncounted and that they had been excluded from the house count exercise. To
this, officials in the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) clarified that the entire
exercise will be completed in two phases across Sindh. Those houses that have not
been counted in the initial three days will be tallied by the census team in the next
phase of house count.
―People should have patience. All will be counted,‖ Habibullah Khan, a
member of Census and Survey, Bureau of Statistics, Islamabad, told The Express
Tribune. Talking about the plan, he further said that they have successfully
conducted the three-day house count in various districts of Sindh from March 15.
Not interested? Officers sent home for neglecting census duties
He added that they will begin the population count today (Saturday) and will
get all the information relating to family members. ―This will continue for 11 days,
he said. ―After that, we will resume the second phase of house and population
count to cover all the remaining blocks in another 14-day exercise.‖
The first phase of census started in Karachi, Hyderabad and Ghotki district. A
large number of people expressed concern over the census process. ―I have been
waiting for three days but no one has showed up to count my house as yet,‖ said
Nazir Memon, a resident of Memon Goth, Malir, adding that census staff have
covered the streets in front of his house but the lane in which his house is located
remains uncounted so far.
According to Khuda Dino Shah, a social activist and former nazim of Bin
Qasim Town, around 30% to 40% blocks in Khokhrapar, Ibrahim Hyderi and
Rehri areas of Malir have not been counted.
Headcount: Census staff fails to meet house listing deadline
Similar complaints came from Federal B Area, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Korangi,
Defence Housing Authority (DHA) and Clifton areas, where people were confused
about the process. ―Earlier, we were told that three days will only be for house
count,‖ said Dr Faisal Nadir, who lives in DHA Phase II. ―Now, they are talking
about another phase to be started soon. We are really confused.‖
More discrepancies
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The discrepancies on part of the census staff not only added to the ire and
confusion of the denizens – higher authorities, including the chief minister and
chief census commissioner, also took notice of filling the forms in pencil and
counting high-rise buildings as a single house.
Army gets judicial powers for census
Despite this, the census staff continued with the practice of using pencil.
―Even on the last day, an enumerator filled the form in pencil,‖ said an enraged
citizen of Korangi while talking to media. ―I insisted but he did not listen to me.‖
The homeless challenge
Meanwhile, population count is beginning today. The big challenge for census
staff will be the one day that has been fixed for listing the ‗homeless people‘.
According to census experts, one day for the homeless count is not sufficient.
Government promises transparency in census
However, West Assistant Census Commissioner Zafar Ahmed Jan believes
the homeless can easily be covered in a day. ―Homeless mean the beggar or addicts
living on footpaths, in parks and under the bridges and flyovers. Each team in a
block can trace them without any trouble.‖
Separate kitchen, separate family
Meanwhile, census authorities said that during the population count, in multistorey buildings, the enumerators will check and count separate families if there
are separate kitchens.
The number of family members, bathrooms, rooms, ages, educational
qualifications and birth certificates of family members and structure of house will
also be listed.
Перепись началась
First census in two decades launched
Daily Times. 16/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Mar-17/first-census-intwo-decades-launched

High security as more than 300,000 enumerators backed by military begin
enormous, politically charged count in a weeks-long process involving 55m forms
PESHAWAR/LAHORE: Pakistan on Wednesday launched its first census in
nearly two decades, with security high as thousands of enumerators backed by the
military began the enormous, politically-charged count.
The weeks-long process, a challenge in a country known for corruption and
dysfunction, will deploy a team of more than 300,000 people and involve 55
million forms.
"It's a very hectic process, but we are ready for it," Nadeem Ehsan, a teacher
clad in a green Pakistan Census 2017 jacket in the northwestern city of Peshawar,
told AFP.
Fast-growing Pakistan is the sixth most populous country in the world, with
an estimated 200 million people, but has not held a census since 1998 due to years
of bickering between politicians.
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The count could redraw the political map as the country gears up for a
national election next year -- a prospect that has raised fears over power bases and
federal funding.
It will help give a clearer picture about religious minority numbers in the
country.
The exercise appeared to have gotten off to a mostly smooth start Wednesday,
with security forces watching closely -- many with their weapons in their hands -as citizens answered questions in various cities.
However some signs of confusion were beginning to emerge, particularly
regarding how the transgender population -- included for the first time -- would be
documented.
The census form from the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) does not list
transgender people, seen as a third sex in Pakistan, as an option, baffling some
activists.
"If there is no mention of the third sex it would be very bad for us as our
population will go unnoticed," Farzana Riaz, president of activist group
TransAction, told AFP Wednesday.
Census spokesman Habibullah Khattaq confirmed enumerators had been
trained to note transgenders on the form separately.
But he admitted public awareness of what exactly the census would count,
and how, "has not been so wide".
The census will be the basis for revising political boundaries, parliamentary
seat allocations and finances ahead of national elections, due to be held by the end
of 2018.
Punjab, for example, could see its political grip weaken as a result of its
population not rising at a similar rate to other provinces.
And ethnic Baloch fear they will become a minority in their own province,
sparsely-populated Balochistan, due to an influx of Pashtun -- including refugees
from Afghanistan whose nationality is difficult to determine due to falsified
documents.
Many Pakistanis hailed it as "a good sign", however.
"It is very good, good for the public... (it) will help in providing a clearer
picture of the population," Muddasir Ihsan told AFP in Peshawar.
The PBS will deploy some 119,000 people, including 84,000 enumerators,
mainly teachers and local officials who will go door-to-door to count homes and
then individuals.
The Pakistan Army says it will dispatch up to 200,000 troops for the exercise,
including 44,000 participating directly in the census-taking and making a parallel
count using a second form.
Asif Bajwa, the PBS's chief statistician, said the army would act as 'observers'
to ensure enumerators did not inflate local counting.
But that has created some disquiet for the UN, who are concerned about the
army's role as parallel data collectors.
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The first census phase will take place from March 15 to April 15, the second
from April 25 to May 25, and final results are expected by the end of July.
Separately, Provincial Census Commissioner Arif Anwar Baloch along with
Punjab Assembly Deputy Speaker Sardar Sher Ali Gorchani inaugurated the
population census by numbering 001 to Punjab Assembly Building while Punjab
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif supported the process by marking his own residence
in Lahore in presence of enumerator.
Shahbaz also advised the people to cooperate with the staff of the population
census and provide them correct and accurate data.
PCC Arif, Anwar Baloch visited various areas of the city including Guru
Manget, Makkah Colony, MM Alam Road, Gulberg and Model Town to review
the pace of census process and problems of the sensus staff.
Всепакистанская перепись населения 2017: усеченно расширенный
формат
Серенко Ирина Николаевна. Сетевой
востоковедения
РАН
«ВОСТОЧНАЯ
https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7200

аналитический журнал Института
АНАЛИТИКА».
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После 19-ти летнего перерыва в Пакистане с 15 марта текущего года в
стране наконец-то стартовала очередная, шестая по счету всеобщая перепись
населения. Она продлится в два этапа до 25 мая и будет проводиться силами
более 118 тыс. специально подготовленных для этого переписчиков и 200
тыс. военных, что вполне оправдано в условиях сохраняющегося в Пакистане
повышенного уровня террористической угрозы. В стране предприняты
дополнительные меры безопасности для предотвращения терактов и
завершения в запланированные сроки.
Отличительной особенностью нынешней переписи является новый
формат, который расширяется за счет включения в раздел о половом составе
населения дополнительной, ранее немыслимой для консервативного
пакистанского общества позиции. В переписные листы наравне с
общепринятыми пунктами о женской или мужской половой принадлежности
граждан внесен третий вариант ответа при опросе населения – трансгендер.
Это нововведение вполне можно рассматривать, как официальное признание
государством права гражданина на выбор своей гендерной идентичности.
Стоит заметить, однако, что декларация этого права не означает его
практической реализации в пакистанском обществе, где трансгендеры не
ощущают себя полноценными членами социума, постоянно подвергаются
дискриминации и воспринимаются согражданами как люди второго сорта (их
исторически связывают с существованием института евнухов при дворе
Великих Моголов, более 300 лет правивших на территориях современных
Афганистана, Бангладеш, Индии и Пакистана).
Члены этого маргинального сообщества зарабатывают себе на жизнь в
основном за счет увеселения публики песнями и танцами на различных
частных мероприятиях (свадьбы, дни рождения и т.д.), а также с помощью
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предоставления сексуальных услуг и попрошайничества. При этом они не
только подвергаются общественному осуждению и остракизму, но нередко
также и физическому истреблению. Так, на почве трансфобии в одной
только пакистанской провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва, по сообщениям
пакистанской прессы, в 2015-2016 гг. были убиты 46 трансгендеров, а также
зарегистрированы свыше 300 случаев физического насилия и жестокого
обращения с ними. И это несмотря на то, что их немногочисленному по
меркам почти двухсотмиллионного Пакистана сообществу (350-500 тыс.
человек) удалось в 2012 г. по решению Верховного суда получить равные
права с остальными гражданами страны. Предоставленное трансгендерам в
2011 г. право на голосование было впервые реализовано ими в ходе
прошедших в 2013 г. всеобщих парламентских выборов. При этом они, пусть
и безрезультатно, выдвинули для участия в них кандидатов-трансгендеров с
целью отстаивания своих прав в высшем законодательном органе.
Наряду с такой гендерной толерантностью перепись предполагает
отразить также и религиозное многообразие пакистанского ландшафта.
Гражданам предлагается указать, к какой религиозной общине они относятся
(мусульманской, христианской, индуистской, ахмадийской). На самом деле
такой подход больше свидетельствует о внутримусульманской фобии на
фоне радикализации пакистанского общества, где сунниты и шииты,
несмотря на сохраняющиеся между ними противоречия, все же
рассматриваются как единая мусульманская община, но за ее рамки
выводятся исповедующие ислам ахмадийцы, подвергающиеся постоянным
преследованиям и гонениям со стороны пакистанских исламистов.
Проживающие в стране сикхи, парсы и бахаи вообще не включены в
переписной лист отдельной опцией.
Лингвистическое
многообразие
пакистанского
государства,
представленного наличием более 70 различных языков, усечено в
переписных листах до 9 языковых опций. Это вполне соответствует курсу
государства на урдуизацию страны с целью укрепления пакистанской
идентичности посредством использования всеми проживающими в стране
этносами единого национального языка. И это несмотря на то, что урду
является родным лишь для 7% населения Пакистана. Сведения о
национальной принадлежности ограничены двумя пунктами: пакистанец или
иностранец.
За недостоверные данные предусматривается заключение под стражу
сроком до 6 месяцев, а также штраф в размере до 50 тыс. пакистанских рупий
(480 долл. США).
Несомненно, итоги новой переписи населения Пакистана 2017 г. при
всем ее усеченно расширенном формате позволят создать более полный
социально-демографический портрет этого государства, сохраняющего свою
традиционность, но вместе с тем постепенно интегрирующегося в
современный мир либерализации и глобализации, предполагающий наличие
религиозной, гендерной, этно-лингвистической толерантности. Как в
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реальности обстоят с этим дела в Пакистане и должны показать результаты
переписи.
Оценки численности населения Пакистана
Business Recorder. 15/03/2017/ http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/15/339225/the-greatcount/

The population census beginning today comes at least nine years too late. It is
also not without controversies such as the PBSs decision to do away with the Form
2A, since army personnel were available to the PBS for a short period of time,
which resulted in the culling of the Form 2A. That form was supposed to be used
to ask pertinent questions relating to disability, migration, fertility and
unemployment.
But the die has been cast now. One can always do a post-mortem or what-if
analysis with regards to Form 2A or with regards to other controversies such as the
number of languages inquired or the way questions are framed, and what not. But
one cannot change the whole form and the census exercise at the eleventh hour.
What can be done now is to put enough pressure on the government to ensure
that the results of the census are at least accurate and complete. And that is not too
much as for. It is as if asking for honesty in a confidential employee as Joseph Hill
the American statistician famously said. No other qualities, however excellent, will
compensate for the lack of accuracy and completeness in the census.
To that end a few things are important. The first of these is to ensure that the
count is hundred percent; that the housing list is complete, and that the procedures
are followed in toto. Second, as Dr. G.M. Arif, former joint director at PIDE
maintains, is continued focus on clear and effective communication to ensure that
the citizens respond positively to the enumerators.
Third, is the post enumeration survey. Unlike the censuses of 1972 and 1981
which had their follow on census evaluation surveys (CES) or post evaluation
surveys (PES), no such survey was conducted for the 1998 census, which raised
question marks over the reliability of the 1998 census. Therefore, the PBS ought to
ensure that the PES is not delayed this time around.
Fourth, sooner or later the question of urban versus rural ought to be sorted
out. It so happens that the PBS takes the administrative definition of the urban
areas as defined under law by the provincial/local governments. In contrast, most
scholars argue that urbanity has to be defined by the urban characteristics of an
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area such as common utilities, roads, sanitation, schools, centers of trade and
commerce, with a substantially non-agricultural population and high literacy rate.
In Pakistan, areas with a municipal corporation, a town committee or a
cantonment board are administratively classified as urban. And this is the urban
definition currently being followed by the PBS, as was the case in 1998. While
certain areas of urban characteristics were also classified as urban in 1951 and
1961 census, the 1998 census had resorted to the crude definition. This, according
to a dated paper written by Dr Arif, had conservatively underestimated urban
population by about 6.5 percent back then.
There little dispute that in the last 19 odd years, urbanisation in the context of
urban characteristics has grown phenomenally in the country. Therefore, the
provincial and federal governments would do well to sit together and work out
their urban-rural definitions, and how the results of the ongoing census can be
better analysed under the revised updated definitions.
Fifth, the dissemination of the census ought to be in a manner that is modern,
transparent and meets the requirements of both academic/policy researchers as well
as the media and civil society at large. Lastly, population census needs to become a
routine operation along with other data generating functions. Dars long pending
Charter of Economy initiative should include the population census.
Перепись началась
Census begins in 63 districts today
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
March
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320624/census-begins-in-63-districts-today

15th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s largest-ever population census will kick off on
Wednesday (today) in 63 districts of the country after a delay of 19 years.
―All arrangements have been put in place for the first phase of the census. The
field staff has received the required material,‖ Chief Statistician Asif Bajwa told
Dawn.
He said as many as 118,000 enumerators from different departments,
including the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), had been provided training.
Moreover, 175,000 army personnel have also been deployed in the districts.
The army personnel, he said, would be involved in enumeration as well as
providing security to the surveyors.
The first phase of the exercise will end on April 15. The second phase will
commence on April 25 and end on May 25. In the second phase, 87 districts will
be covered. Census reports will be completed in two months.
The chief statistician said no change had been made in the original plan.
Asked about reservations expressed by some political parties over the conduct
of the census, the chief statistician said he couldn‘t stop anyone from issuing
statements. ―We will follow the agreed scheme,‖ he said.
The major concern raised over the conduct of the census is from three
provinces — Sindh, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa — and related to
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internal migration. A similar concern has been voiced by temporarily displaced
tribal people. It is not clear whether the internally displaced persons will be
counted in their native areas or where they are living at present.
The Balochistan National Party-Mengal and the Muttahida Qaumi MovementPakistan have filed petitions in the superior courts regarding their concerns on the
census.
The National Database and Registration Authority (Nadra) has blocked
350,000 computerised national identity cards (CNICs) ahead of the first phase of
the census.
Mr Bajwa claimed that most of the blocked CNICs belonged to Afghan
nationals. However, he added, the census would cover all people living in the
country irrespective of their ethnicity or nationality. Foreign nationals would also
be registered.
However, in the census reports only those Afghans will be counted who have
valid Pakistani CNICs and the rest will be left out. The PBS will use Nadra
database to check fake CNICs.
On internal migration, he said people who had migrated from one province to
another and stayed there for more than six months would be counted as part of the
population of the host province.
Meanwhile in a response to a letter of Chief Minister Sindh Murad Ali Shah,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has sought to allay the concerns of the province.
In a statement issued on Tuesday, Mr Dar said army personnel would work
with civil enumerators to ensure a transparent and smooth census.
Coordination and vigilance committees had been set up at the census district
level to monitor the process and ensure accuracy of data collection, he said, adding
that a transparent census was a national effort which could only be successful with
the cooperation and support of all concerned.
However, the minister said, public access to data at the census district level
was not possible as the census data would not be processed at the district level.
―Also the law prohibits sharing of data before it is anonymised.‖
Referring to the chief minister‘s proposal for the setting up of complaint
redressal system, he said an elaborate complaint redressal system had been put in
place. Control rooms have been established at federal, provincial, divisional,
administration district and census district level to cater to the issues of
non/over/under enumeration during the census operation.
On the proposal of doing away with the condition of CNIC for the census, Mr
Dar clarified that CNIC was not mandatory. Only CNIC of the head of the family
or any responsible person is required to ensure authenticity of data.
If a family member does not have a CNIC, they can provide other forms of
identification to prove their identity. In the extreme case of no member of a family
having a CNIC, the family would still be enumerated, he added.
To further strengthen the transparency of the process, Mr Dar proposed the
setting up of a committee of technical experts, nominated by the provincial
governments, to monitor the data processing at PBS headquarters and ensure that
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all parameters of the data processing were being uniformly applied across the
country.
The first census in the country was conducted in 1951, the second in 1961, the
third in 1972, instead of 1971 due to political turmoil, and the fourth in 1981. The
fifth census, which was due in 1991, was conducted in March 1998 with the help
of the army.
The census is considered to be one of the basic elements for judicious
distribution of resources, calculating representation in parliament, electoral
processes, tax collection, tackling civic issues, including growing urbanisation, and
evaluation of resources for infrastructure development.
Under the constitution, the government is bound to conduct census every 10
years.
Первая фаза проведения переписи населения началась
First phase of sixth census begins
The News. 15/03/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/192460-First-phase-of-sixthcensus-begins

ISLAMABAD: The first phase of the sixth population census, which is being
carried out after 19 years, started today as all preparations have been finalised for
the exercise.
During the first phase, the census would be conducted in 16 districts of
Punjab, eight districts of Sindh, 14 districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 15 districts of
Balochistan, five districts of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and five districts of GilgitBaltistan.
―All the logistics and census staff have already been deployed in all these
census districts to complete this important exercise in a transparent, smooth and
secure atmosphere,‖ said the sources. Giving details, the sources said the census
districts to be covered in Punjab during the first phase include Jhang, Chiniot,
Faisalabad, Toba Tek Singh, Dera Ghazi Khan, Rajanpur, Layyah, Muzaffargarh,
Lahore, Hafizabad, Narowal, Sialkot, Vehari, Bahawalpur, Pakpattan and Attock.
Likewise, in Sindh, the head-count would be held in districts of Karachi West,
Karachi South, Karachi East Korangi, Karachi Central, Malir, Hyderabad and
Ghotki. In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, the districts to be covered in the first phase of the
census process include Peshawar, Mardan, Swabi, Charsadda, Nowshera, Lakki
Marwat, Dera Ismail Khan, Hangu, Abbottabad, Haripur, Mansehra, Battagram,
and Torghar and Orakzai Agency of Fata.
In Balochistan, the districts of Awaran, Quetta, Lasbela, Dera Bugti, Kohlu,
Musakhel, Washuq, Kharan, Kalat, Jaffarabad, Naseerabad, Pishin, Noshki and
Lehri would be covered during the first phase.
However, the sources added that in Turbat the census is likely to spread over
both the phases of the census exercise. In Azad Jammu and Kashmir, the first
phase of census would be launched in Muzaffarabad, Bagh, Sudhnoti, Kotli and
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Bhimber. Similarly, in Gilgit-Baltistan, census during the first phase would be
conducted in Gilgit, Baltistan, Ghanche, Nagar and Ghizer districts.
During the second phase, the census exercise would be conducted in 88
districts all across the country. The services of 84,000 enumerators would be
utilised in collecting the data from about 168,120 census blocks across the country.
The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) has reserved about 10 percent staff and
supervisors, hence bringing the total staff for census to over 118,000. In addition to
enumerators, 200,000 army personnel have been engaged for the exercise and one
army soldier would be attached with one enumerator throughout the exercise. The
Bureau has set March 18 as reference day and whosoever present in the country on
the day would be included in the census.
―Who lived in a particular place from six months on the reference day, would
be registered from that place,‖ the sources said. Overseas Pakistanis, living abroad
for more than six months, would not be included in the exercise, while all the
foreigners living in Pakistan for six months on reference day would be included in
the exercise.
For the first time in the history of Pakistan, transgenders would be counted in
the census. Meanwhile, the Lahore High Court on Tuesday directed the federal
government and the PBS to ensure inclusion of separate column for persons with
disabilities in the census.
Earlier, the Bureau‘s Joint Commissioner Akbar Dogar admitted before the
court that no particular column was inserted in the census form for the headcount
of disabled persons. However, he said, a survey would be held in September next
in some selected districts to reach an estimated population of special persons in the
country.
Chief Justice Syed Mansoor Ali Shah said it was a very deplorable situation
that no government institution had total count of disabled persons in the country.
The CJ observed had the matter been raised timely the court would have definitely
stopped the census process.
The chief justice disposed of the petition with direction to the government to
ensure a separate column for disabled persons in the forms in the census. The
Milestone Society for Special Persons filed a petition for the inclusion of
information regarding special persons in the census.
The Sindh High Court (SHC) also ordered inclusion of the column about
‗handicapped‘ people in the census data collection forms.
The bench comprising Justice Muneeb Akhtar, while hearing a petition,
expressed surprise over the absence of the column about the handicapped people in
the census forms and ordered inclusion of the column in the forms. The additional
attorney general said he will write a letter to the federal government and other
concerned departments about adding the column in the forms. The bench remarked
that census is about to start and the schedule has already been released, adding that
the government should have taken care of the matter itself.
Justice Muneeb Akhtar observed that the column was present in the previous
census in 1998.A petition filed in the SHC said that Sindh had a population of
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about five million handicapped people, which reaches to over 20 million in the
country. The petition prayed the court to order addition of the handicapped people
in the census forms and stop the practice till the addition of the relevant column.
The Supreme Court on Tuesday also questioned the exclusion of information
from the census forms pertaining to disability and sought an explanation from the
PBS.A three-member bench of the apex court headed by Chief Justice Mian Saqib
Nisar heard the petition filed by six disabled persons.
The court expressed concern over the exclusion of information regarding
disabled persons. It observed that at this stage, the census process could not be
halted, which is commencing from today (March 15). The chief justice inquired
about the reasons to remove the column from the census forms related to disability.
Advocate Raheel Kamran Sheikh had filed the petition on behalf of six
persons with disabilities under Article 184(3) of the Constitution, making the
federal and provincial governments and the national and provincial councils for
rehabilitation of disabled persons as respondents. They prayed the court to issue
directives to all departments concerned to ensure collection of necessary data on
the incidence of disability besides ensuring proper identification of persons with
disabilities, documenting impairments and categorising types, causes, duration and
severity of disabilities.
The petitioners contended that during the course of consultations with the
PBS, they were assured that appropriate forms would contain questions in this
regard. They informed the court that the earlier questionnaire generated by the PBS
and shared with them contained questions, however, the most recent version of the
form excluded all such questions for collecting information about persons with
disabilities.
―It only deals with queries pertaining to demographic details of households,‖
the petitioners submitted.They said that such omissions in ‗Form 2‘ meant that the
census would actually be limited to a ‗headcount‘ exercise and crucial information
for addressing various social challenges, such as assisting persons with disabilities,
would once again not be collected and, therefore, remain unavailable. The
petitioners contended that if lawmakers and administrative functionaries continued
to work with outdated data, they would continue to remain unaware of the actual
number of people who needed specific intervention, treatment, training and
rehabilitation.
The court adjourned the hearing until tomorrow (Thursday).
Перепись не только населения, но и домовладений
Analysis: Census — the unfulfilled promise
Fahim Zaman. Dawn, March 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320539/analysiscensus-the-unfulfilled-promise

KARACHI: The Sixth Decennial Population and Housing Census is all set to
begin today — after a cumulative delay of 26 years. The Constitution requires that
the census data be the basis for political representation to the national and
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provincial assemblies, distribution of funds among the federating units, allocation
of quota in federal jobs and for planning and research in the country.
A census is never merely about headcounts, it also provides information about
the changing needs of the citizens. More than anything else, census results are
supposed to ensure transparency and justice through equitable sharing of resources
among the provinces, thus a robust tool for strengthening the federation.
But strangely in our country no one really seems to be interested in having the
census held as scheduled. The exercise is collectively allowed to be delayed with
mock protests. And even if one is scheduled, census is either scrapped before it
actually starts or going through the initial phase or ‗house-listing operation‘.
During the last 25 years, the census has been scrapped after completion of HLO in
1991, 1993 and 2011 — each aborted exercise costing billions of rupees to the
exchequer.
One of the reasons for the suspicions is that all the members of the governing
council and the functional members of Pakistan Bureau of Statistics responsible for
the present exercise are drawn from one province — Punjab.
At an estimated cost of Rs20 billion for a mere headcount of 200 million
people, the present census appears to be exorbitantly costly yet technically
deficient as it answers only 13 basic questions. In comparison, the India Population
and Housing Census 2011 cost that country Indian Rs22bn while taking down 29
questions from a population of 1.3 billion. The present exercise does little to satisfy
concerns of the marginalised sections of the population that fear further
marginalisation as a result of census 2017.
In Balochistan, the presence of a large number of Afghan refugees, the
ongoing brutal insurgency and an equally brutal counter-insurgency laced with
freely operating jihadist groups have resulted in large-scale displacement of
thousands — if not hundreds of thousands — of people from the province to
Karachi and other parts of Sindh. Baloch intelligentsia appears convinced that the
result of the upcoming census will further reduce the political and economic clout
of the natives in their own land. From the incumbent to past chief ministers, the
Baloch political leadership has been reluctant to support the population and
housing census.
In Sindh the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party and the Muttahida Qaumi
Movement-Pakistan both appear sufficiently troubled by the headcount that starts
today. While both parties also appear convinced that Sindh may not get a genuine
headcount they also appear to be extremely suspicious of each other due to the
urban-rural divide in the province.
Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah and his cabinet colleagues have raised,
among many other issues, the question of Sindhis who may not get counted
because of not possessing computerised national identity cards (CNICs). The CM
and his cabinet have unanimously demanded that CNICs or no CNICs, everyone
must be counted during the census.
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However, the MQM‘s concerns about the census are much more complex due
to their long-existing grievance against the ‗quota system‘. The MQM believes the
quota system specifically targets its urban political base.
Established in 1973, the provincial quota system governs job allocations and
admissions to colleges and universities. Ostensibly adopted to accommodate rural
population with limited representation in government and higher education, the
system was extended after completing 40 years in 2013 for 20 more years.
Yet according to a petition filled in the Supreme Court of Pakistan on behalf
of the MQM-P, Dr Farooq Sattar and 12 others, Advocate Farogh Naseem
compares the number of census blocks in Sindh being 52:48 (11,054 rural and
10,065 urban census blocks) during the 1998 census. According to the petitioners
while massive urbanisation has taken place in Sindh, for census 2017 the census
blocks ratio has further tilted towards rural Sindh with 55:45, which indicates a
‗conspiracy‘ to rig Sindh‘s population in favour of the rural segment and
undercounting the urban population.
Incidentally, the above petition carries a factual error. The petition claims at
paragraph 14C that out of 38,876, that is the total number of census blocks notified
for Sindh, 21,381 have been declared rural and only 17,496 as urban. However,
factually the number for rural was 17,496 and 21,381 as urban census blocks.
The current exercise might satisfy the Supreme Court order telling the federal
government to fulfil its constitutional responsibility of holding census. However,
the subsequent ruckus is the ultimate result of an ill-conceived exercise which does
make the people acutely aware of the dangers to their socio-political and economic
interests. But due to a lack of political debate, and the ensuing environment of
distrust, it may weaken the federation further.
Наконец-то перепись будет проведена
Census finally!
The Express Tribune, March 14th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1354412/censusfinally/

For one of the most populous countries in the world, it is a shame that
Pakistan did not conduct a census in the past 19 years. The last headcount took
place in 1998 and while the next census was scheduled for 2008, it was delayed
due to prevailing law and order situation. Lack of political will and ulterior
motives, it seems, continued to delay the vital exercise for all these years until the
Supreme Court took a suo motu notice and ordered the government to conduct the
headcount. It goes without saying that census is a necessary exercise as it allows
governments as well as other stakeholders such as businesses and nongovernmental organisations to take steps according to socio-economic factors of
the country. Census tells how many people live in each province, what kind of
disability they have (if any) and how many of them are jobless. No other data,
either from NADRA or any other survey, can compensate for the information
collected through census which by nature is expansive and more accurate than the
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other options. But alas, Pakistan had ignored this vital exercise for almost two
decades and has been running its affairs on guesstimates. This latest exercise is
also not done out of sheer sense of responsibility but in response to the Supreme
Court order. In any case, this is a move in the right direction and the first step in
getting the house in order.
The exercise, due to begin on March 15 and go on till May 25, will be a
massive endeavour: nearly 120,000 government employees and 200,000 soldiers
will carry out the task and it will cost Rs18.5 billion. The government has stressed
that the exercise will be conducted with utmost transparency and strict laws have
been drawn to ensure fairness and accuracy — anyone found guilty of falsifying
data will be subjected to six month jail term and a fine of Rs50,000. If everything
goes well, this census will be the dawn of a new era where politicians and social
scientists are no longer doing guesswork on issues of great importance.
Недостатки проведенной ранее переписи
Criticality of census explained
Madiha Shakeel. Feb 28th, 2017. BR. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/28/338020

ISLAMABAD: The government has emphasised the importance of population
census for equitable distribution of resources as well as calculation of per capita
income, GDP growth and future planning of the country amid serious concerns of
political parties over absence of sufficient measures of transparency.
A meeting of the Senate Standing Committee on Finance presided over by
Senator Saleem Mandviwalla went through a marathon session on Monday on the
scheduled population census starting from March 15 across the country after a
delay of 19 years.
Chief Census Commissioner Asif Bajwa tried to explain the importance of
census and stated that it would help the government know about the per capita
income of the country, growth in GDP in comparison to population growth and
more importantly 82 per cent distribution of National Finance Commission, which
is based on the criterion of population.
The demarcation of the constituencies, both national and provincial
assemblies, would also be based on the population, he added.
There is a fine of Rs50,000 and a six-month imprisonment on providing false
information through census form, he said in response to concerns of the committee
members that sufficient steps seem to be missing to ensure transparency.
The committee on the request of Senator Saleh Shah recommended that a
form for IDPs should be distributed across the country to ensure their count in the
census and remove the apprehensions of the senators of FATA in this regard.
Asked by the members why migration was included in 2017 census forms, the
census commissioner said the meeting of Council of Common Interests (CCI) held
on December 16, 2016 decided that due to limited availability of personnel of
armed forces, a survey with 2-A form would include migration and unemployment,
etc, data.
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The meeting was informed that Pakistan falls among Afghanistan, Somalia
and Lebanon where census could not be conducted primarily for law and order
situation while it was regularly carried out in neighbouring countries India,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Professor Mehtab, who had served as demographist in the UN as well as in
Saudi Arabia and was involved in the review of 1998 population census, was
invited to give a presentation and briefing to the committee, stated, Census without
post-enumeration (cross checking of the collected data) will have no credibility for
the international organisations.
He added Pakistan was not as bad in terms of law and order situation as were
Somalia, Afghanistan and Lebanon and attributed the delay in census to political
reasons, distribution of resources as well as job quotas.
He also pointed out there were reasons to believe that population of Sindh
province was undercounted in the census conducted in 1998 and subsequent review
revealed some defects in the survey as 5-7 million people were missing from being
counted. He said due to migration, some provinces were gaining while others were
losing and population census reflected that population in Punjab had been
decreasing since 1971 while it had been increasing in Sindh.
Senators from Balochistan, Usman Khan Kakar and Mir Kabir Ahmed while
Saleh Shah from Fata expressed serious apprehensions about the transparency of
the upcoming population census and stated that lack of transparency would harm
the federation because of sensitivity attached to both Baloch and Pakhtoon
populations in the province of Balochistan.
The senators from Fata and Balochistan said that people from Fata and seven
districts of the province had migrated to other parts of the country in a large
number due to ongoing insurgency and if some mechanism for their transparent
count was not ensured, they could consider the option of boycotting the census.
Пакистан потратит 320 млн. рупий на проведение переписи
PBS to spend Rs320mn on census public awareness campaign
Parvez Jabri. BR. Feb 28th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/28/338029

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) would spend Rs320
million on public awareness campaign to sensitize the people across the country
about the importance of population census for overall national development.
"An amount of about Rs320 million have been earmarked for launching the
public awareness campaign to create awareness among the people about
importance and process of population census," the sources told APP.
The total expenditures of the nation-wide exercise has been estimated at Rs30
billion and the PBS has already finalised all arrangements to conduct this much
awaited exercise from the mid of March 2017.
The sources said that the Bureau would also establish a media cell to facilitate
access of media persons to census operations and data.
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The Senate Standing Committee on Finance during its recent meeting had
also suggested that Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA)
should be approached to facilitate launch of public awareness campaign through
electronic media about the importance of population census.
Giving details about the census preparations, the sources said that about 80
percent of enumerators have already been trained while the training of remaining
enumerators was going on, which would be completed before the launch of the
exercise on March 15.
The source said that an amount of Rs7.5 billion has been released and
disbursed to provinces to make arrangements for this national exercise, which is
scheduled to be held in two phases.
The Bureau has recruited enumerators to hold count in 168,120 census blocks
across the country, adding that one enumerator would be responsible for counting
two blocks, each block consisting of about 200 houses.
The exercise would conclude on June 5 and the summary results of the
population would be made public after 60 days of census while the detailed reports
may take about one and a half year as it has to pass through many stages, the
sources added.
The sources said that the Form 2A for collection of data about migration,
unemployment, fertility and disability would be filled after the main census
operation is over in June, adding this would be conducted on sample basis.
The PBS has fixed March 18 as reference day and whosoever is present at
particular location on that day, would be counted for census.
«Проведение переписи – любой ценой», - заявил глава Пакистанского
статистического бюро Asif Bajwa
Census next month at any cost: chief statistician
Shahbaz Rana, Irfan Ghauri. The Express Tribune, February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1331897/census-next-month-cost-chief-statistician/

19th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The long-overdue population count will be held next month at
any cost, the chief statistician of the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) said while
unveiling the detailed schedule of the national exercise on Saturday.
―The security situation [in the country] has deteriorated over this week and we
pray it does not get any worse,‖ said Asif Bajwa at a session organised to brief the
media about the upcoming exercise. ―But there is no ‗plan B‘. We are on our way
to hit the ground on March 15. The census will be held at any cost,‖ he told
reporters.
Vested interests: Certain elements resisted census, say experts
Bajwa said having a Computerised National Identity Card (CNIC) was not
compulsory for one to be counted during the census. ―Every living soul in
Pakistan will be counted on March 18.‖ However, he assured there is a special
mechanism to screen out Afghan refugees.
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The army will have its own form — interestingly called form 786 — which
will register the details of foreigners. The PBS form mentions only Pakistani or
other nationality. But the army will ask foreigner‘s the name of their country of
origin.
Those who refuse to participate in the national headcount will be liable to pay
a Rs50,000 fine and serve a six-month prison term, said PBS Member Census and
Survey Habibullah Khan. He said a summary has been sent to the law ministry to
give enumerators judicial powers to punish at the spot those who refuse to provide
information.
Census 2017: Workshop for master trainers begins
Bajwa said the Pakistan Army was fully committed to providing requisite
security through its 200,000 strong force. About 42,000 personnel will perform the
role of enumerators while rest of them will provide security. In addition to that,
police officials will be asked to ensure no untoward incident takes place while the
exercise is carried out in Karachi.
Overseas Pakistanis will not be counted if they are not present on March 18.
The exercise will cost Rs30.2 billion, of which Rs22.2 billion will go to the army.
Bajwa vowed that the individual data of the citizens will be confidential and
cannot even share with the courts. While responding to a question, Bajwa said that
the information regarding employment, migration, disability and birth would be
collected from households after completion of the population census. He said that
due to paucity of time and scarcity of human resource, the Council of Common
Interests decided pending this exercise.
Habibullah said that there was no column for temporarily displaced persons
(TDPs) as, according to the Fata Secretariat, all of them had returned to their
homes by December 2016.
In order to address concerns about the Afghan refugees, provincial
government representatives will accompany the enumerators in Afghan
concentration areas.
Headcount schedule
The exercise will begin with house-listing on March 15 and will be completed
in two phases. The first phase of house-listing will end on March 17, following
which census forms — tagged as Form-2 — will be filled from March 18 to 27.
Homeless people will be counted on March 28.
March 29 and 30 have been reserved for retrieval of filled forms and issuance
of census material for phase two. House-listing in the second phase will be
conducted on April 2 and will followed by filling of forms from April 3 to 12.
April 13 has been reserved to count the homeless population. Enumerators will
submit these documents to PBS on April 14.
The summary results of the census, comprising district-wise population
details, urban-rural population and male-female ratio will be ready by July 25.
Initial results of census will be released by August 5.
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The summary results will be given to the Election Commission of Pakistan for
delimitation of the constituencies, said Bajwa. The PBS Member Census hoped
that the ECP would accept these results as official results.
District breakdown
Districts to be covered in the first phase are Karachi West, Karachi South,
Karachi East, Korangi, Karachi Central, Malir, Hyderabad and Ghotki in Sindh;
Quetta, Quetta Cantonment, Pishin, Musa Khel, Lehri, Kohlu, Dera Bugti,
Jaffarabad,, Nasirabad, Kalat, Awaran, Kharan, Washuk, Lesbela, Kech/Turbat and
Nushki in Balochistan; Peshawar, Mardan, Swabi, Charsadda, Nowshera, Lakki
Marwat, Dera Ismail Khan, Hangu, Abbotabad, Haripur, Mansehra and Orakzai
Agency in K-P and Fata; Jhang, Chiniot, Faisalabad, Toba Tek Singh, Dera Ghazi
Khan, Rajanpur, Layyah, Muzzafargarh, Lahore, Hafizabad, Narowal, Sialkot,
Vehari and Bahawalpur in Punjab; and Muzaffarabad, Bagh, Sudhnoti, Kotli and
Bhimber in AJK.
All other districts and Gilgit-Baltistan will be covered in the second phase.
Orphanages, old homes, hostels and seminaries will be counted as combined
homes. In case no one is available at a certain house, the enumerator will continue
to visit it for 10 days. If no contact is made still, the enumerator will fill
information based on feedback from neighbors.
The census exercise would help capture some interesting socio-economic
patterns in addition to providing information about the number of people living in
Pakistan. The maximum age limit for counting people is 85 years. The followers of
five religions — Muslim, Christian, Hindu, Qadiani/Ahmadi and Scheduled Caste
– will be counted. The rest will be categorised in others. Sikh religion followers are
not among the five. People will have options to tick one of 10 languages as native
language. The questioner form will also capture data about level of education.
Почему перепись населения в 2017 г. будет несовершенной
Population census 2017: Why this extensive exercise will be defective
Razeshta
Sethna
|
Fahim
Zaman.
Dawn.
13.02.2017.
http://www.dawn.com/news/1313981/population-census-2017-why-this-extensive-exercise-willbe-defective

Why this extensive exercise will be defective
Delayed by nine years, the national population census is to begin on March 15
with a house listing operation. Unfortunately, even with 200,000 army personnel
and 91,000 civilian enumerators at its disposal, the exercise, which will cost the
exchequer over Rs14 billion, is likely to be seriously flawed. In fact, if it is allowed
to proceed in the way that the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) has designed it,
this exercise will be looked upon as the biggest disservice to the nation.
The main reason for this is that, unlike the 1998 census, this time enumerators
will concentrate on conducting a nationwide headcount — involving the collection
of basic demographics such as gender, age, marital status, religion — without
completing Form 2A [see next tab]. This implies that significant data on
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disabilities, internal migration, mortality, fertility and other social indicators will
be left out.
It is not clear why the PBS — tasked with planning and conducting the
exercise — has decided to omit the collection of such vital information. In fact,
with the army available for the 70-day exercise and enumerators having more time
to collect house-to-house data, additional questions could easily be asked — even
though there are drawbacks to having a prolonged census exercise as discussed
later. Usually, two weeks are allotted for the exercise; but in the current case, the
census will end on May 31.
But the PBS remains unmoved. ―We don‘t have the time to use this form
[Form 2A] for the current exercise. This census is a snapshot of the population on
the day [March 18]. After March 18, we won‘t count those who die or are born.
Enumerators will note an aggregate number [door-to-door]. The additional data
collected through Form 2A will be done in the third or fourth quarter of the year, if
we are given permission,‖ says Asif Bajwa, chief statistician at PBS.
Not more than a headcount
Observers would be justified in asking that if this is merely a headcount
(despite the enormous allocations — army, civilian and financial) wouldn‘t it
defeat the purpose of holding a census? Wouldn‘t it just be a waste of precious
national resources? Political disinterest and poor planning on the part of PBS are
apparent here. For instance, since local schoolteachers will be trained to double as
enumerators it would make sense for them to collect relevant and complete census
data at one time rather than disrupt their regular teaching commitments at the end
of the year yet again.
Complete census information is are vital to addressing a variety of social
challenges, such as Pakistan‘s education emergency, increasing malnutrition and
stunting, water shortages and lack of adequate health facilities. ―Population
censuses are used for constitutional functions such as inter-provincial resource
allocation and the distribution of national assembly seats. Census also provides a
sampling frame for representative surveys. If a country is unable to conduct a
credible census it is usually a sign that there are unresolved political issues which
are generally more of a problem for development than not having census data,‖
explains social scientist Haris Gazdar.
The question is whether this government understands the importance of
population data collected in a transparent manner, and with the use of
technology for reliability and accuracy.
It also appears that professional demographers privy to pre-census
preparations are concerned about the exercise about to hit the road. At the centre of
it all, PBS insiders requesting anonymity say the government is devoid of
commitment and is merely fulfilling the Supreme Court‘s directive instructing the
bureau to get on with the exercise because the census is a constitutional obligation.
According to them, the PBS, in control of planning, preparation and the rolling out
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of the exercise, was determined to ensure that the army lends credibility to the
operation so that all stakeholders accept the results. The previous army chief had
refused to lend more than 42,500 troops, hence the delay in holding the census.
Meanwhile, there has been no effort to conduct pre-census preparatory operations
which would have meant a thorough pilot census.
The question is whether this government understands the importance of
population data collected in a transparent manner, and with the use of technology
for reliability and accuracy. Demographer Mehtab Karim, who recently joined the
PBS‘s sub-committee on the census, says that ―data [such as fertility data]
collected must serve as the basis to the map-changing patterns of family or
household formation…. It must be used for population projections, which, in turn
could determine the scale of future health, education and other services.‖ Because
population data comprises components integral to fertility, mortality and
migrations trends, experts say this kind of information helps map growth rates
more accurately.
For his part, Mr Bajwa holds the Council of Common Interests (the interprovincial body chaired by the prime minister and represented by the four
provincial chief ministers) responsible for the decision of omitting additional
questions. ―With 55 million forms printed at the cost of $3m, I can‘t change them
at the last minute to insert additional questions, can I?‖ he says. However, insiders
at PBS say that the bureau itself recommended to the CCI that Form 2A should not
be part of the exercise.
UNFPA recommendations
One PBS governing council member cites additional reasons that could turn
this into a defective exercise. He refers to technical recommendations sent by the
United Nations Population Fund to PBS on Dec 14, 2016. In a letter addressed to
Mr Bajwa, the UNFPA strongly recommends certain pre-and post-census
mechanisms to ensure quality. They include a pre-enumeration pilot census to
examine the mobilisation and preparation of field staff; the use of maps; the need
for safe transportation of forms from field sites to Islamabad; and up-to-date
software for technical data processing. PBS spokesperson Habibullah Khattak
admits that there has been no pilot census. Clearly, a pilot would ensure that the
entire process runs smoothly from start to finish.
UNFPA also recommends a plan for a potential two-day extension in each
enumeration area, and monitoring progress after seven days, if more time is
required. Further, the UNFPA letter (available with Dawn) also refers to the need
for a census master plan ―to dispel confusion over de jure (when persons are
counted at their place of residence) versus de facto enumeration (when persons are
counted on the day where they are found) and clarify exactly who is to be counted
within the household.‖ In 1998, both approaches were used during enumeration but
the data counted was of those persons present at the time and on the day. Further, it
notes that provincial and local governments need to be fully aware about the
exercise, so that they can prepare to utilise the results for planning policies and
programmes.
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Everyone counts: why accuracy and clarity matter
If a country is unable to conduct a proper census, there will be no credible
basis for planning its development programmes, Mr Karim explains. Having
monitored census exercises for the UN, he cites the 1981 census as being closest to
the most accurate. For instance, during the post-enumeration survey, only 3pc of
the population was reported as missed, whereas in 1972, the growth rate in certain
districts of Sindh and Balochistan was overrepresented. Meanwhile, four to five
basic questions were asked during the haphazard 1971 census that was conducted
under pressure. ―It was unlike in 1981 when the quality and content [of questions]
and the accuracy of coverage were near perfect.‖
The advantage of a rapid census exercise is that it reduces the chances of
error. Stretched over three months, the exercise might fail to capture accurate
population data. Dr Nizamuddin, a member of the PBS governing council, agrees
that a brisk census exercise is required in a tight framework — usually 15 days to
be followed by a post-enumeration survey to check the population percentage
missed. Then, without state-of-the-art technology for tabulation and trained
enumerators with expertise in interviewing, and with little attempt to bolster the
capacity of PBS and its counterparts in the provinces to collect, archive, organise,
analyse and disseminate census data, the exercise would be futile and a waste of
resources, say demographers. ―Census data must be used for fiscal and assembly
seat allocation between the provinces. That is the law. Development planning in
Pakistan is not always done to very high scientific standards. The issue is not so
much the supply side that is the quality of census data as it is the demand side that
is the quality of development planning,‖ Mr Gazdar says.
As in 1998, Pakistanis studying or working abroad, away from their places of
residence (in this case for over six months), will not be counted as part of the
legitimate population. This has sparked concerns of undercounting as government
statistics show that 8m Pakistanis live abroad. The other challenge is documenting
Pakistanis without CNICs and non-Pakistanis. The census field operation plan
booklet states that all aliens will be counted as non-Pakistanis. Afghan refugees in
notified refugee camps will not be enumerated but those who live within
residential areas with ordinary populations will be counted.
It remains unclear why PBS has taken the decision to collect incomplete
census data in addition to not adhering to certain mandatory procedures pre-and
post-enumeration. At the expense of the provinces, spending billions of rupees, the
PBS is set to deliver a half-baked outcome that will not paint a candid state of the
nation.
Перепись будет проведена в марте 2017 г.
Long-awaited population census and problems it poses
SYED
AKHTAR
ALI.
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ISLAMABAD: Finally, it has been announced that the population census will
take place in March 2017. According to the rules, the population census should
take place after every ten years. The last two took place in 1998 and 1981.
The one in 1998 took place after 17 years and the new one will take place
after 19 years, a clear violation. But it is hard to assign blame when three
governments are involved.
Population census — the larger picture
The main reason attributed to the absence of census was terrorism and nonavailability of armed forces to protect the field workers.
Before delving into some of the main issues of the census, mainly technology,
nomenclature and constituency delimitation, it is important to first understand its
methodology.
The population census is done in two stages; in the first stage, the house
survey (enumeration) is done; this is a physical survey of houses, be it a bungalow
or a hut — all are included.
Urban areas are divided in the hierarchy of district, charge, circle and block.
These charges, circles and blocks are numbered and the census is published with
these abstract numbers
While rural area hierarchy is fairly established and known: district, tehsil,
Qanungo, Moza, Gaon.
If one wants to find out the population and other data about any location in
the rural area, you can simply read it off in the relevant district book of the census.
For urban areas, this is not the case. You cannot find the population of
Gulberg in Lahore or Nazimabad in Karachi or any other location known by its
common name. You will have to visit the local census office that will tell you the
numbers of charges and circles that are included in the location of your choice.
Limitations
However, this gives rise to the issue of constituency delimitation which is
based on population census. Population census directly affects constituencies
(national, provincial and local) and governmental financial allocations.
Many argue and suspect that the dilly dallies in conducting population census
originates from these factors. Status quo favours some and is detrimental to others.
Hence transparency, accuracy and data processing efficiency is of very high impact
and significance.
Population and voter strength of constituencies varies by a wide margin. It
violates the spirit and intention of the one man-one vote principle. In Punjab, there
is a constituency with 198,000 voters as against another with voter strength of
482,801.
Sixth Population Census: PBS finalises arrangements
In Sindh and Punjab, it is even worse. Sheikhupura and Vehari got 4
constituencies each while Shekhupura has a population of 3.3 million as opposed
to Vehari with a population of 2.09 million.
Take whatever criteria either of population or of voter strength, there is no
consistency or uniformity.
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Let us now come to the third issue of technology. As I know, the census data
collection methodology remains almost the same using printed forms on which
data is to be written by pen
Transferring this data to computer is an expensive and time consuming job,
prone to error.
However, tablets can be used, where data collection and processing are
integrated. Tablets instantaneously send data to the database and reports could be
compiled in a matter of two weeks. Last census based on the printed form took two
years to publish.
In a bid to resolve cost issues, tablets could also be rented from United
Nations Population Fund who could buy and supply it to the country‘s statistics
division. Tablets with GPS provision can do wonders in processing census data by
integrating it with the geographic information system (GIS).
The US Census Bureau has launched a census and survey software product
(CSPro), which has been made available in public domain, works on tablets and
smart phones. It claims that more than 100 countries are using this software.
In 2011, UN Habitat provided technical and financial assistance to Pakistan‘s
population census organization (PCO) to enable it to undertake web-GIS based
census. Millions of dollars of hardware and software input was provided. However,
with the termination of the programme, the whole infrastructure remains
unutilised.
Pakistan‘s Planning Commission did its best to involve PCO and develop a
physical planning model around it to be shared with wider user groups including
other government departments.
But the PCO did not move. Institutional decay in our country has become
endemic; most aid projects end up in this kind of fiasco.
Hopefully, the census results would be made available online preferably in
GIS format like it is done by the US census department and it is available for free.
However, this is yet another story as to how difficult it is for users to deposit the
requisite fee for the priced data in the treasury account of PCO.
Political leadership while handling larger issues should also look into these
smaller yet important ones.
Reformers have a lot to do in this country than just focus on corruption. In
fact data transparencies can a go long way towards eliminating deviations.
The writer has until recently been member energy of the Planning
Commission.
Наваз Шариф отклонил просьбу политиков отложить перепись
населения
PM declines deferring census, house count
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. February 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/11Feb-2017/pm-declines-deferring-census-house-count
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ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Friday declined to defer the
upcoming national population census and house count as demanded by National
Party leadership, which is also in coalition with ruling PML-N both at the Centre
and Balochistan government.
National Party chief Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo, who is also holding the
portfolio of Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping, along with former chief
minister and central leader of the party Dr Abdul Malik Baloch, called on the
prime minister and informed him about the opposition of the Baloch nationalist
parties on holding of the census in the given circumstances and pressed him to
defer the census for the time being.
Sources in the government confirmed to The Nation that Nawaz Sharif
refused to halt the exercise of national population census and house court, and
shared with them the complexities linked to the issue, particularly the pressure
from the apex court in this connection.
Sources further said that Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo and Dr Abdul Malik
informed the prime minister that in the given circumstances the population census
would not be reflective of the true demography of the population as vast majority
of the Baloch population had migrated to neighbouring districts of the Punjab and
Sindh.
Similarly, they expressed their serious reservations over holding of the census
till the presence of Afghan refugees in the province, and suggested that the process
should be halted till the normalisation of the situation and returning back of the
Afghan refugees to their homes for which the government had set a deadline
December this year.
Sources said the prime minister made it clear to them that the exercise could
not be reversed as they were under the binding direction of the apex court to hold
census in the country. They said that the meeting remained inconclusive on the
issue and would likely have another round to land at some common ground.
Later, the prime minister also held meeting with Balochistan Chief Minister
Nawab Sanaullah Khan Zehri and have his point of view on holding of census.
Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri also briefed the prime minister on the
difficulties they could face in holding population census and agreed to the point of
view of the National Party leaders that the exercise would not give the true
demographic picture of the province‘s population.
Sources said Nawaz Sharif directed the chief minister to hold talks with
National Party as well as other Baloch nationalists‘ parties to devise some common
strategy in this connection.
Sources further informed that National Party leadership was prepared to
exploit all options to get the exercise of census halted in the province, including the
moving of superior judiciary. Sources said the ruling PML-N would not object if
the superior judiciary would defer the holding of population census and house
count exercise in Balochistan owing to poor law and order situation and mass
displacement of Baloch nationalists due to the unrest in the province.
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Что пошло не так во время Переписи 1998 г.?
What went wrong in the 1998 census?
Idrees Bakhtiar. Herald. Feb 09, 2017. http://herald.dawn.com/news/1153664/what-wentwrong-in-the-1998-census

It almost didn't happen again, but any doubts that still lingered were finally
put to rest as the fifth nationwide census kicked off in full earnest on March 2. The
fact that it managed to get off the ground does not, however, by any means signal
the end of the controversy surrounding the exercise. Many already question the
transparency of this latest head count, and as such the real problems may have only
just begun.
A census has been due since 1991, and the last exercise took place ten years
before that in 1981. In the interim, successive PPP and PML(N) governments have
been unable, or perhaps unwilling, to get down to brass tacks and deal with a long
pending job that is of such undeniable significance to the state and its federating
units. Besides the obvious logistical hurdles, a major stumbling block has been the
lack of consensus among the country's various political and ethnic groups. The
issue is a highly sensitive one and there is clearly no dearth of those with axes to
grind. As a result, mistrust and fears abound on both inter and intra-provincial
levels.
The ongoing census, too, suffered a not-so-minor hiccup when the chief of
army staff, General Jahangir Karamat, reportedly expressed di-satisfaction with the
arrangements made by the civil administration. A letter he wrote to the government
in this connection was "leaked" to the press, prompting some newspapers to
conclude that the census had been put off indefinitely. In the letter, the COAS had
purportedly objected that the director general of the database had not yet been
appointed. This disclosure was followed by a clarification from the armed forces'
Inter-Services Public Relations department, which pointed out that the COAS had
merely communicated the ground realities to the government. Sources in the ISPR
also claimed that while army personnel have been dispatched throughout Pakistan,
the civilian enumerators had not reached the more remote areas of the country.
The government, for its part, maintained that the extended spell of cold
weather was hampering work in the northern areas. The federal cabinet, however,
subsequently decided that the census would go ahead, but no details were provided
about the alleged "incomplete arrangements". After this official go-ahead, the
country-wide head and house count began as per schedule on March 2 amidst
reports of stiff resistance in parts of Balochistan, where data forms were torn up
and thrown back in the faces of the enumerators. Tension also prevailed in some
areas of the Punjab.
A census has been due since 1991, and the last exercise took place ten
years before that in 1981.
Such incidents are ample proof, if any were needed, that the grassroots-level
hurdles which delayed the census for seven years are yet to be overcome. Various
sections of the population still question the methodology of the exercise, which is
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hardly surprising given that the government has made little or no effort to build
confidence among the people. As things stand, in fact, it is inevitable that the
results of the census will not be acceptable to many of the country's political
parties and linguistic groups.
The most skeptical are the leaders of rural Sindh, while the Baloch and
Pashtuns in Balochistan also have their own reservations. The leaders of Punjab,
meanwhile, are concerned about the prospect of losing some National Assembly
seats if Punjab's population (relative to that of the other provinces) shows a
decline. On this count at least, the Nawaz Sharif government has spared no effort
to allay any and all fears. The federal cabinet, while confirming the census would
go ahead, also decided that the results would not affect the allocation of National
Assembly seats as well as the distribution of federal funds amongst the provinces.
This move, which came without prior intimation, is one that essentially
negates the primary purpose of a census. The current allocation of National
Assembly is based on the 1981 census, which was controversial to begin with. If
the formula remains the same regardless of the new data, neither the will of the
people nor the demography of the country will be truly represented in the next
parliament. Over the years, there has been a marked population shift towards the
urban centres in both Sindh and the Punjab, and as a result these areas now clearly
require greater representation. But this, the government stubbornly says, is not
going to happen, which effectively means that the next National Assembly
elections, scheduled for 2002, will be held on the basis of a 21-year-old census.
The federal cabinet's decision not to redistribute NA seats in the light of the
'98 census results is in clear violation of the Constitution. Article 51(3) states that
seats in the national legislature shall be allocated to each province, the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas and the federal capital on the basis of population
according to the most recent officially published census. As such, if the Nawaz
Sharif government wants to stand by its decision, it will have to delay the
publication of the census results until after 2002. And that is bound to provoke a
strong backlash from those who feel that they are being deprived of their due
representation.
Ironically, Benazir Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party- which itself came in for a
lot of flak for its abortive attempt at a census in 1995- is also opposed to certain
aspects of the ongoing exercise. "We have reservations about the census because
the procedure adopted by the government is not transparent," said the PPP
chairperson. She demanded that the government should first declare the results of
the 1991 head and house count which, according to her, had showed a 12 per cent
increase in the population of Sindh. She did not, however, care to fully explain
why her own government chose not to announce the results of the abortive 1995
census. "It was because we had a coalition government," was all she said, skimping
on the details. Does that mean that the PPP's coalition partners were not happy
with the outcome of the census? Once again, Bhutto chose not to elaborate.
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The changed demo-graphic realities of Pakistan are difficult to stomach for
the feudal leaders of the rural areas and, on an inter-provincial level, for the
nationally dominant Punjab.
The 1991 census was put on hold after the population of Sindh showed a
massive increase during the house count, the first stage of the census. From 19.03
million in 1981, Sindh's population had ostensibly soared beyond the 50 million
mark. The reason was obvious: the various ethnic groups in the province,
particularly the Sindhis and the mohajirs, had both inflated the number of people
living in their respective areas of influence. These figures were not acceptable to
the other provinces, especially the Punjab, and even the planners and policy
makers in Islamabad were refusing to accept that the population of Sindh could
have increased by 171 per cent. Consequently, the census came to a halt and has
since been postponed repeatedly, for various reasons.
The most compelling factor, obviously, is the fear in certain quarters that the
demographics of the four provinces may have changed dramatically since 1981.
People have migrated in large numbers from rural to urban areas, and from other
parts of the country to Sindh. Even if the figures are not deliberately inflated, the
population of the southern province is bound to show a marked increase. These
realities are difficult to stomach for the feudal leaders of the rural areas and, on an
inter-provincial level, the nationally dominant Punjab.
Controversy also surrounds the methodology of the census, and different
lobbies have their own peculiar objectives. But even just completing the required
paperwork is a confusing and exhausting prospect for the respondent. As many as
five forms will have to be filled out, informed sources say. One is related to house
listing, and another will go towards the Planning Commission's database.
Interestingly, the Planning Commission form includes a column that contains
inquiries about personal wealth, a thinly veiled attempt perhaps to build up an
economic database of sorts.
The 1991 census was put on hold after the population of Sindh showed a
massive increase during the house count, the first stage of the census.
The third and fourth forms, issued by the Census Organisation (CO) and to be
filled in by the people themselves, will serve as the basis of the "big count" and the
"sample count". The former will be distributed amongst 92 per cent of the
population, while the sample count will be restricted to just eight per cent. In the
big count, the choices available in the "mother tongue" category are Urdu, Punjabi,
Sindhi, Balochi and Pashto. The sample count, however, includes two more
languages, Hindko and Seraiki. But since only eight per cent of citizens - and that
too spread all over Pakistan - will receive this form, chances are that these two
languages may not receive their due representation in the final tally. "The sample
count figures will be blown to 100 per cent to arrive at the actual figure," explains
a source. The fifth form, intended as a counter-check, will be filled in by the army
personnel accompanying the enumerators.
The Census Organisation forms are to be filled in with a pencil, since the
OMR (Optical Mark Recognition) computer at the CO does not detect any other
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sort of impression. This has led to widespread fears that the information provided
in pencil will be erased and substituted with false particulars. A more state-of-theart scanner that recognises ball-point pen marks is also available, some experts
claim, adding that the CO should have arranged for one considering the
significance of the exercise.
In the case of people who are illiterate, the information they provide will be
even more vulnerable to manipulation since someone else will have to fill in the
forms on their behalf. Given the complexity of the documents, however, this task
may be beyond even the most educated of Pakistanis. The presence of army
personnel, whose job was initially restricted to maintaining law and order, is also
resented in some quarters. Dr Qadir Magsi, chief of the Jiye Sindh Taraqqi Pasand
Party, believes that the presence of the armed forces will result in a lower count in
Sindh, especially in the rural areas.
Others claim that villagers are afraid of the army and will therefore not take
part in the census. But official sources insist that such fears are unfounded. "The
army personnel are not there to harass the people," says a source. However, it is
not clear what will happen if the figures compiled by the civilian enumerator and
the army man do not match. "If the figures are alarmingly different," one source
says, "then a fresh count might be ordered in that particular area." Officials at the
Census Organisation see no reason why there should be any discrepancy, but that
does little to ease the minds of the various nationalist groups.
Past experience shows that census data can be doctored at more than one
stage. First in this chain of command of potential wrongdoing are the enumerators,
then those who sort the forms and, finally, the central tabulators. There is no
guarantee that similar malpractices will not take place this time round too.
The "Punjab factor" is another major cause for concern. At present, Punjab
officially comprises 62 per cent of the country's total population, but these
statistics are based on 17-year-old data. According to demographic experts,
Punjab's population as a percentage of the whole is bound to fall by 12 to 15 per
cent if the census is fair. "There has been continuous migration from the Punjab to
Sindh, particularly Karachi," says an expert, adding that Sindh's population now
stands at roughly 32 million.
The question is will the powerbrokers in the Punjab allow this to happen?
Even if resource and NA seat allocations are not going to be affected by the census
results, which is what the government is insisting, demands for a new, more
equitable formula are bound to grow following any major change in the Punjab's
relative population. And if the census does not reflect any real change, the results
will immediately be rejected anyway by the other provinces, especially Sindh.
When he was in the opposition, interior minister Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain went
on record to say that his party was opposed to a census conducted by the Benazir
Bhutto government, the reason being that the PPP would inflate the population of
Sindh. With the Punjab-led PML(N) now in power, many Sindhi leaders are
convinced that the census will be rigged to the detriment of the smaller provinces.
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Similar ethnic tensions prevail in Balochistan. The Baloch leaders fear that
the large number of Afghans settled in Balochistan will be counted in the census to
alter the complexion of the province. The presence of Afghan refugees is of
concern also to the Pashtun leaders, but for markedly different reasons. Their
worry is that on the pretext of discounting Afghan refugees, many legitimate
Pashtun residents of Balochistan may be excluded from the census. There is a
demand, from both sides, that the question of who is an illegal immigrant and who
is not should have been decided ahead of the head-count.
Past experience shows that census data can be doctored at more than one
stage.
The issue of illegal aliens is sensitive also in Sindh, particularly Karachi,
which a large number of Afghans, Bengalis, Burmese, Sri Lankans and other
foreign nationals have made their home. According to a rough estimate, there are
some 1.4 million aliens in Karachi alone. "Nearly 100 localities have been
identified in Karachi where aliens live side by side with bona fide Pakistanis," says
a Census Organisation (CO) source. "It is for the enumerator to decide whether a
particular person is an alien or not," he adds. That is a difficult task, CO officials
admit, but then they don't see any alternative either.
The 1998 census results, sources say, will be compared to those from 1981.
"We have a rough estimate of how much the population has increased over the
years," says the same source. The results, he says, should more or less match these
estimates, which have been drawn up keeping in mind the migration and growth
rates throughout the entire country. But since the credibility of the 1972 and 1981
censuses is disputed to begin with, whether or not the results of this latest exercise
match the official estimates will be irrelevant for many people. Regardless of the
outcome, one interest group or the other is bound to feel victimised. "Some people
will feel aggrieved even if the head-count is absolutely fair," says a CO official.
"The census, however, has to be conducted. It is crucial to future planning."
Almost every single political party and pressure group in the country
questions the legitimacy of Census '98, for varying reasons. Yet in all these
discordant voices runs a common grievance: the government, they say, should have
taken them into confidence before embarking on an exercise of such monumental
significance. This, by all accounts, is a serious mistake on Islamabad's part. With
this backdrop, while the outcome of the trial by numbers is still unclear, the
reaction that awaits the results is all too predictable.
This article was originally published in the Herald's March 1998 issue.
Почему в Пакистане не проводилась перепись населения в течение 18-ти
лет?
Why has Pakistan not had a census in 18 years?
Shakir
Lakhani.
The
Express
Tribune.
8.02.2017.
http://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/44820/why-has-pakistan-not-had-a-census-in-18-years/
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Now that the country will have a census after 18 years, doubts are already
being expressed about the accuracy of the data that will be collected.
Farooq Sattar, MNA and former Karachi mayor, says that the census should
not be influenced by the landlords as the census commission is very close to the
landlords and there should be no injustice with the people living in Sindh‘s urban
areas.
Mir Hasil Bizenjo, the chief of the National Party and the incumbent federal
minister for ports and shipping, has said that the census should be put off in
Balochistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) till the four million Afghan refugees
return to Afghanistan and all the Baloch who have gone into exile return, else the
Baloch population will be under-reported.
There is some merit in these arguments.
During the floods in the rural areas of Punjab and Sindh, social workers noted
that many women had more than 10 children (in some cases even more than 15),
but many men and women did not know how many children they had. So, if asked
about the number of children in their families, how will the census tabulators know
what to record?
Being locals, they will be tempted to exaggerate the figures, knowing that
recording more people in their districts will mean more funds for development in
their areas. This will, of course, render the entire exercise meaningless. As a result,
urban areas will not get their due share of the development budget that they would
otherwise be entitled to.
So, the enumerator will record that Allah Ditta has 10 male and seven female
children. Assuming that out of 200 million Pakistanis, the Allah Dittas number at
least 50 million, the data will be skewed in favour of rural areas and will not be
accurate. This has probably been happening in all past censuses.
Urban dwellers, on the other hand, are all registered with the National
Database & Registration Authority (NADRA). They have to report the births of
their children immediately to the authorities, so they cannot claim to have 15 or 17
children.
But holding a census (even a flawed one) is vital for the country. The
government needs the census data to plan for development, allocation of resources,
and formulation of policies to cater to the different needs of its citizens. The census
reveals the exact number of seats each city can have in the national and provincial
assemblies.
The census will determine, for instance, if the number of people in rural areas
has increased or decreased (as a percentage of the population). This is necessary
specially for Karachi, where it is widely felt that more than half of Sindh‘s
population lives in the city, whereas for planning and development purposes, it is
taken as having less than a third of the province‘s population.
The census will also determine the percentage of minorities in the country. I
have often heard some people say that the number of non-Muslims in the country
is increasing rapidly and Muslims will soon be outnumbered by others.
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The 2011 census in India, for example, laid to rest the fear among Hindutva
extremists that the Muslim population in India is exploding at an exponential rate.
At the rate the Indian Muslim population is growing, Muslims will always be
around 15% of the total Indian population for at least another 100 years.
But in spite of all the doubts, I feel that the government should go ahead and
hold the census in March this year. Despite inaccuracies, it will at least give us a
fairly good idea of the state of the country and the direction in which it is headed.
Перепись населения – безопасность будут обеспечивать 200 тыс.
военных (слова Главы Армии Баджвы)
200,000 soldiers to help in national census
The Nation. January 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/28-Jan-2017/200-000soldiers-to-help-in-national-census

ISLAMABAD - Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Friday gave
approval for deployment of 200,000 troops for the sixth national population and
housing census.
The approval came after the federal government through the defence ministry
requested the army for allocating troops for the exercise, scheduled for March 15
and March 16.
―The COAS approves plan to support conduct of sixth population and housing
census. Up to 200,000 troops will be employed while continuing other security
responsibilities,‖ Director General Inter-Services Public Relations (DG ISPR)
Major General Asif Ghafoor said in a tweet.
Approval of the Army Chief has come in around three weeks after the
government announced schedule of the population census, after securing approval
of the Council of Common Interests, following apex court‘s directing the
government to hold census by mid-March.
According to the ISPR, the army will assist the government in conducting the
census and at the same time clarified that the allocation of the personnel would in
no way affect the routine security duty and the ongoing military operations.
Chief of Federal Bureau of Statistics (FBS) Asif Bajwa said the military,
Pakistan Rangers and police would ensure safety of the staffers. He let it out that
around Rs7 billion would be spent on security arrangements during the exercise.
The population census was long overdue and had been put off several times
since 2008 on one or the other pretext. The last census was held in 1998 during the
previous government of Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz.
The incumbent government could not hold census since coming to power in
2013 after provincial governments of Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa cited
precarious law and order situation. Last year, the army had expressed its inability
to allocate such a large number of personnel for carrying out the exercise.
Deeming these as lame excuses, the apex court kept pressing the government
for early conduction of this vital national exercise.
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On court‘s pressure, the government had hurriedly called the meeting of the
Council of Common Interest in the second half of December last year and finally
came up with the accord to hold the census and house count simultaneously.
On January 3 it was reported that the census would be conducted in two
phases and the first phase would begin simultaneously in all provinces.
An article, ―Why Pakistan needs to have a national census‖, published in
Daily Times in Nov last year, shed light on the importance of this national
exercise.
It said ―almost all countries across the world regularly partake in collecting a
snapshot of their entire population so that broad specificities on national
demography in conjunction with its social, economic and housing characteristics
can be gathered.
―For a country that already suffers from an unchecked population growth, it is
of utmost importance that Pakistan ascertains the rapid changes taking place in its
working-age population…. It [census] should be held once every 10 years [as per
constitution], but in Pakistan all the development planning over the last 18 years
has been done without knowledge about the actual number of citizens.
―It [census] is also necessary because the representation of the provinces in
the National Assembly is decided on the basis of population, and it is helpful in the
determination of provincial shares in the federal tax revenue.
―[Moreover] census will give a comprehensive picture of the social and living
conditions of people… [It] provides the data that allows public resources to be
equitably shared across the country, and to ensure that services at local level are
relevant to all the people who live there… A reliable census is important to
adequately plan growth, deliver services and solve the country‘s problems.‖
Будет ли проведена перепись населения в марте 2017 г.?
In discussion: the elusive national census
Ali
Rafi.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1304748/discussion-elusive-national-census/

24th,

2017.

After a delay of nine years from its expected occurrence, Pakistan finally
appears to be set for a national census in March, later this year. While the census is
supposed to occur once every ten years, Pakistan has not had one since 1998.
The incumbent government initially agreed to hold the census in March, last
year. However, it cited a lack of preparation and delayed it for another year. The
government, then, cited the need for the armed forces to be available as the census
could not be held without their help. The Supreme Court, however, stressed the
importance of holding a census once a decade and has ordered for it to be held in
March of 2017 under the supervision of the Council of Common Interests.
The reluctance of political parties and the incumbent government to carry on
with conducting the census is somewhat understandable. Those in power, in the
legislative assembly, originate their electoral power from constituencies drawn
according to outdated demographics and incorrect geographical data based on the
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1998 census. If a new census was to take place it would radically redraw the
constituency framework across the country. This would naturally threaten the
ground power of elected officials as their constituencies change in shape and
importance.
The census, however, would contribute much more than just a redrawing of
the electoral map. It is impossible for the state to truly understand the changing
demographics across the country in the 21st century without empirical
investigations into population trends. Given the, undoubtedly large, rise in
Pakistan‘s population over the last 18 years, there is little doubt that ethnic,
religious and linguistic trends amongst regional populations have changed greatly
since the last measurement. Without a national census, the state can‘t cater to these
changes or understand their political, social or economic implications.
It has recently been announced that the transgender community of Pakistan
will, for the first time in history, be calculated in the population demographics
through the census. This is a gigantic leap forward in strengthening the state‘s
commitment to treating the transgender community as equal citizens. It is
impossible for the state to deliver services or cater to the demands of the
community without understanding their geographical scatter and population size.
While the census will have numerous implications all over the country, one of
the most fundamental questions that need to be answered is how it will impact the
situation in Pakistan‘s restive Balochistan province.
The ethnic divisions within Balochistan are focused primarily on the question
of demographic insecurities. Such insecurities and questions of ethnic prioritisation
are at their peak given the progress of projects such as the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) which have further invited people from across the
country, and from China, into Gwadar.
Baloch nationalists have claimed that the inflow of Pashtun and Afghan
migration into the province has greatly undermined the ‗indigenous Baloch
inhabitants‘ of the region. The Baloch feel their majority in the province has often
been overlooked by the state in its distribution of resources and opportunities. They
have clams of being mistreated and underrepresented due to negligence of
demographic realities.
The large number of Pashtun migrants who have made their way into Quetta
and Balochistan are definitely under-represented in the outdated demographic
measures from 1998. Given this recent trend of Pashtun and Afghan migrations
into the province, a major shift in the ethnic demography of the province is
predicted. The Afghan claim that state reluctance in recognising their existence in
Balochistan go a long way in hindering their political representation in the
province. Similarly, the Pashtun political parties of Balochistan have long claimed
that they are under-represented. They claim that, on ground, they are much larger
in number than earlier figures have suggested.
Today, questions remain as to how the state plans on dealing with the large
number of Afghan refugees and illegal migrants present in the province. Will the
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state choose to register these refugees within the census or refuse to acknowledge
their existence given the controversial nature of their stay?
Will the state be transparent and honest in its judgment of the Baloch
demography or will claims of demographic tempering, which have existed since
colonial times, be heard in the province once again?
There is no doubt that the census will have longstanding consequences. It will
help us understand the modern changes that have taken place within Pakistani
society. The census will go a long way in formulating the trends that define
Pakistan in the 21st century. The necessity of it occurring this year is extremely
high, and it must not be delayed further under any circumstances.
However, the challenges facing the census extend far beyond its logistical
constraints. They pose a threat to our way of understanding particular regions, such
as Balochistan, and the possibility of redistributing political power through a shift
in the electoral map.
The result will undoubtedly shape the politics and economy of the country for
years to come. Hopefully, not more than another decade.
Трансгендеры (изменившие свой пол) буду учитываться при проведении
переписи 2017 г.
Transgenders to be ‗counted‘ in census
FIDA HUSSNAIN. The Nation. January 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Jan2017/transgenders-to-be-counted-in-census.

LAHORE - The Lahore High Court yesterday allowed a petition seeking
inclusion of transgender community in the forms of population and housing census
to be held in March this year.
Chief Justice Syed Mansoor Ali Shah of the LHC passed the order on a
petition moved by Waqar Ali, a transgender from Kasur. The chief justice ordered
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics to provide a separate category to the transgender
community in the upcoming census.
He held they should be treated like other citizens enjoying the same rights in
the country under the constitution of Pakistan.
It is the first time in the country‘s history since its creation in 1947 that the
transgender community having their own identity will be included in the national
census.
During the proceedings, a bureau‘s director submitted a written reply through
a federal law officer and gave undertaking that the transgender community would
get a separate identity in the upcoming population and housing census.
In his reply, the director said all arrangements had been made for including
transgender in the population and housing census. He said, ―A separate code has
been assigned to transgender under the sex column. A complete training will be
imparted to the field staff to enumerate transgender population during the census
operation. Data processing technique has been developed to segregate transgender
from the rest of the population.‖
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The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics official stated the results would be available
after the 6th Population and Housing Census, 2017, while summery results on
which the description of population and housing census would be received had
been amended accordingly.
The director said, ―The issue has already been taken up and the court order in
this regard will also be implemented in letter and spirit.‖
After hearing both the sides, Chief Justice Syed Mansoor Ali Shah allowed
the petition. Waqar Ali, a transgender from Kasur, had filed the petition through
Advocate Sheraz Zaka seeking directions for enforcement of fundamental rights of
eunuchs, including enrolment in the upcoming census and national identity cards
mentioning the gender.
The petitioner stated that transgender were not respected by the society; even
their parents did not own them due to social pressure and stigma. He stated there
should be mention of their gender in national identity cards and they must be
registered in the census. They had neither been recognised as citizens nor as
humans, he said.
The petitioner prayed to the court to direct the respondents to add a column to
the census forms for the registration of transgender so that the government could
allocate resources according to their numbers. He also prayed to the court to direct
Nadra to issue CNICs to the transgender community mentioning their gender.
The petitioner prayed to the court to direct the federal government to make
laws for the welfare of transgender community, keeping in view its obligations
under international conventions on civil and political rights ratified in 2010. He
also sought protection for the transgender community in performance of religious
obligations like Hajj and Umrah.

СЕЛЬСКОЕ ХОЗЯЙСТВО1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Всемирный банк выделил 300 млн. долл. на модернизацию сельского
хозяйства Панджаба
World Bank approves $300m to modernise Punjab‘s agriculture
The Express Tribune. December 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1586097/2-worldbank-approves-300m-modernise-punjabs-agriculture/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank approved $300 million on Friday to
modernise agriculture in Punjab to raise farmers‘ income, give consumers better
quality and safer food at lower prices, create jobs on farms and agribusinesses, and
improve the use of irrigation water.
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The resources provided by the World Bank will be part of a larger
programme of the government of Punjab that aims to better harness the enormous
potential for farming in the province, with its fertile soil and extensive irrigation
system, according to a statement issued by the bank.
The programme addresses the paradox that while Punjab‘s farmers earn too
little, people pay high prices for low-quality food. This situation is largely the
result of farm policies that have hardly changed in the last 50 years.
These include extensive subsidies that are inefficient and ineffective, and
government spending that does not provide widespread benefits and results in
wasteful water use.
World Bank explores housing finance
―Agriculture in Punjab has great potential but requires a paradigm shift to
unlock growth opportunities,‖ said World Bank Country Director for Pakistan
Illango Patchamuthu. ―The government of Punjab is determined to help farmers
grow high-value crops and significantly increase their incomes,‖ he added.
The programme is estimated to create 350,000 jobs and lift 1.7 million
people from poverty.
―The bank stands ready to support the government of Punjab in this exciting
endeavour.‖
The World Bank-supported Strengthening Markets for Agriculture and Rural
Transformation (SMART) project will support much-needed reforms for
agriculture and livestock productivity, improve agriculture‘s resilience to climate
change and foster agribusiness in Punjab over the next five years.
It will also reduce inequality and expand opportunities for women and
youth.
The project will shift Rs55 billion (about $520 million) a year that is
currently spent on inefficient and ineffective subsidies towards SMART input
subsidies for small farmers, agricultural research and farmers‘ training and support
for high-value and climate-smart agriculture.
Additionally, SMART will help improve the sustainability of agricultural
production by strengthening the management of irrigation water and help tackle
groundwater depletion.
―Key reforms supported by the project include the transition towards highvalue agriculture, which will substantially raise farm incomes and employment in
Punjab,‖ said Hans Jansen, Senior Agriculture Economist at the World Bank.
World Bank sponsoring $3.8m forest-protection programme
―This will be done by shifting resources away from ineffective subsidies
towards supporting farmers to produce higher-value products such as vegetables,
fruits, pulses, oilseeds, milk and meat, whose demand is growing many times faster
than lower-value crops such as wheat.‖
The SMART project is supported through the World Bank‘s Program-forResults (PforR) financing instrument. PforR‘s features include using a country‘s
own institutions and processes, and linking disbursement of funds directly to the
achievement of tangible results.
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Негативные последствия невнимания к сельским районам
Implications of ignoring rural areas
Umar Sheraz (a senior research officer at the Centre for Policy Studies, COMSATS
Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad). The Express Tribune, December 12th, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581800/6-implications-ignoring-rural-areas/

Mental images often provide us with what we think we know about the
world. For example, our notions about the problems of the poorest countries are
saturated with images of starving children, cold-blooded multinationals and
crooked politicians. Such images provide us a vision and a sense of direction. So
for the past three decades, cities in the developing world have tended to follow the
‗concrete jungle‘ model of urban development that Western cities did generations
ago. This image of the future, of unbridled growth without concern for nature or
livability has led to the rise of ‗Manhattans‘ in developing world cities. Likewise
the image of multiple lane roads and mass transit systems in Western countries has
prompted similar initiatives in the developing world. The Orange Line and
motorways are products of this xeroxing of mental images.
Interestingly most of these visions of the future are centered on urban
futures. But an enormous vacuum in our thinking is about visions for our rural
areas. It is an open secret that the most under-priortised of our current challenges is
the gradual decline of the village. The result of which has been the merger of
villages into neighbouring cities and the inevitable growth of urbanisation. For the
first time in human history, urban population has surpassed the number of people
living in rural areas. Rural areas today face a crisis of mass exodus, inequity,
depletion of employment opportunities, climate change and sadly a loss of human
dignity.
Yet, when I question experts on rural areas and rural uplift, I am met with
amused gazes. What is our defining image or vision for our villages? What is the
preferred future that we aspire to achieve in the rural areas in the next 25 to 30
years? There simply seems to be no answer and half-baked solutions. If we were to
summarise the most rural uplift efforts in a nutshell, it would be ‗more
urbanisation‘ or simply ‗facilitating urbanisation‘. To this day and age the
dominant image associated with villages is that of backwardness, filthy lanes,
nonflexible traditions and indifferent attitude towards technological innovations.
So there is a need for dialogue on making our rural areas self-sustaining and
more resilient, so that they can brace themselves in the face of emerging issues.
This has to start at determining a mental image of our preferred future. What is the
future of rural culture and villages in the age of globalisation? There are so many
questions on moving forward while preserving linkages with indigenous
knowledge, sustainable and inclusive development of villages in Pakistan.
Achieving the SDGs and integrity of rural life is closely interlinked with each other
and it will be impossible to achieve SDGs without considering the future of rural
intellect, culture and workplaces.
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We could take the easy path and facsimile ideas inspired by clichéd images
and stories of success in the developed world. But caution needs to be added. The
method of best practice lesson-drawing (emulation) must be balanced with contextspecific and history-sensitive analysis and prescriptions. Otherwise history is
replete with examples of failed interventions and costly experiments. There already
are a lot of questions on the efficacy, sustainability and environmental implications
of the Metro system and Orange line. Likewise, the concrete jungle model of urban
development has brought with it issues of equity, fresh water depletion,
congestion, pollution and loss of cultural identity. Emulation has been a part of the
human psyche since time immemorial. The trick is to envision what we want at the
end of the day and balance it with a better appreciation and understanding of
history and world experience.
Our success or failure in building sustainable rural areas will be a major
factor in the success of our development agendas. If managed well, our villages
still offer important opportunities for economic development and food security,
and can form the base for expanding access to basic civic services, including
healthcare and education, for a large part of our populace.
Будущее Ин-та агрополитики – выработка сельскохозяйственной
политики
Future of Agriculture Policy Institute hangs in the balance
Amin Ahmed. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371551/future-of-agriculture-policy-institute-hangs-in-the-balance

2017.

THE Ministry of National Food Security and Research is on the verge of
losing one of its organs — the Agriculture Policy Institute (API) — as it has
remained dormant over the past decade.
The institute came under fierce criticism at a recent meeting of the Senate‘s
Standing Committee on National Food Security and Research, but the food
ministry had no answer to the committee‘s objections.
Syed Muzaffar Hussain Shah, the committee‘s chairman, asked the ministry
to submit a detailed report on API‘s functioning over the past 10 years. He argued
that the API had been receiving allocations from the budget and therefore was
supposed to report to the committee on its performance.
The prime objective of the institute is to analyse the impact of important
agricultural policies on consumers, processors and exporters. But it remains
inactive for years, apparently because of lack of interest by the food ministry
The prime objective of the institute is to analyse the impact of important
agricultural policies on groups such as consumers, processors and exporters, and
advise the food ministry on policy adjustments needed for greater efficiency and
equity.
One major effort by the API was to produce annual policy analysis reports
on cotton, sugarcane, rice, wheat and tobacco crops. However, no report has been
produced in the recent past.
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The institute — previously known as the Agricultural Prices Commission,
which was created in 1981 — is being run by only four officials. It has no full-time
director general, and a joint secretary of the food ministry is handling its affairs as
an additional charge.
Ever since it was set up, the institute has no permanent office, and it has
changed its location at least eight times so far. ―We are in a confusion about API‘s
future,‖ an official of the ministry told this writer.
Sources close to the food ministry say the secretaries‘ committee took up the
issue of the API a few months ago and asked the ministry to submit proposals for
restructuring the institute. Most committee members are in favour of keeping the
API after its restructuring. However, it has been learnt that the food ministry has
yet to take any decision in this regard.
The national food security policy — which was due in 2013 following the
devolution of the ministry of food, agriculture and livestock — has not yet
finalised. Its draft has seen several revisions and was said to be finalised recently
by the director general of the National Agricultural Research Centre. However, it is
still not known when the ministry will submit the policy to the cabinet for
approval.
The API has failed to conduct studies on emerging policy issues. It was
supposed to periodically examine, process, store and market the costs of
agricultural commodities, to recommend policies and programmes to reduce these
costs, and to make commodities more competitive.
With limited capacity, the API was supposed to conduct annual input-output
field surveys in main producing areas of cotton, sugarcane, rice, wheat and tobacco
crops.
It was also required to prepare papers on the most-favoured-nation (MFN)
strategy, South Asian Free Trade Area and the ‗sensitive list‘ referred from the
Ministry of Commerce, in addition to analyse the Indian subsidies in the
agriculture sector on fertiliser, power, irrigation water and food subsidy.
The institute came under fierce criticism in a recent meeting of the Senate‘s
Standing Committee on National Food Security and Research
Its special assignments included preparing summaries for the Economic
Coordination Committee on the availability and pricing of pulses in the country.
The API has also been given the role of preparing annual papers for
meetings of the food supplies committee of defence planning; however, the
institute is facing growing challenges owing to its limited capacity.
In its last meeting, the Senate‘s committee concerned sought a detailed
justification report from the food ministry on the future of the API, Senator
Muzaffar Shah said.
The presentation made by the food ministry was not substantive, and it was
asked to submit a concrete report on the functioning of the API so that its future
could be decided.
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Mr Shah said that after the devolution, agriculture was transferred to
provinces; however, provinces failed to make the required allocations for this
sector, hence the vast potential in agriculture remains under-exploited.
There is a need for producing new varieties of crops and reaching out to
farmers on their doorstep with benefits of research, he said.
Продовольственная безопасность, рост агросферы в Пакистане
Rural growth for a food secure Pakistan
Minà
Dowlatchahi.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1532342/rural-growth-food-secure-pakistan/
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The 2017 State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World report says that
in 2016 the food security situation deteriorated sharply in parts of sub-Saharan
Africa, South-Eastern Asia and Western Asia. The failure to reduce world hunger
is associated with the increase in conflict and violence in several parts of the world
in particular where the food security impacts of conflict were compounded by
droughts or floods and climate-related shocks. Most of the world‘s poor live in
rural areas and many rural youth migrate in the absence of productive opportunities
and lack of socio-economic stability.
In Pakistan, while the estimates of Prevalence of Undernourishment
decreased from 22% to 19.9%, there is an increase in the total number
of undernourished people from 35.7 million to 37.6 million in the last ten-year
period. Stunting in children less than five years remains very high at 45%, and
notable of attention is the prevalence of anaemia rising to 52% of women in
reproductive age. This puts a heavy toll on Pakistan‘s future.
Agriculture contributes about 20% of Pakistan GDP, employs 42% of the
labour force and is the dominant form of livelihood for the majority of rural
households, reaching 97% of the population in areas of Pakistan such as Fata. The
sector is central to any national and provincial strategy to achieve food security and
eliminate all forms of malnutrition.
Sindh is in the process of drafting its new agriculture policy, Balochistan
drafted its agriculture policy two years ago, although it is still awaiting
endorsement. Punjab has developed a draft of the Punjab Agriculture Policy that
was presented in March of this year. In Punjab, the vision is of ―making agriculture
competitive, profitable and sustainable through enablement, efficiency and valueaddition for food and nutrition security and socio-economic development‖. For the
first time the draft policy explicitly links food security and nutrition. Finally, at
federal level, the National Draft Food Security Policy has been drafted and is
awaiting final endorsement.
Inclusive rural development and efforts to revive the agriculture sector will
help increase livelihoods incomes and foster economic growth. Modernising
agriculture and water management while adapting to climate change will
contribute to increasing yields and incomes sustainably. Innovative practices,
investment in green, information technology and farmers behaviors changes are
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required. In that, decent employment opportunities — which can be generated by
productive agriculture and supporting activities ranging from information services,
credit provision to storage, marketing and food processing businesses — are
needed to convince young people in rural areas to stay and work in agriculture, and
contribute to its transformation.
In those areas that have suffered from conflicts and population displacement,
interventions related to restoration of productive assets and strengthening of
productive skills of returnees and of the capacity of the public and private sector
service providers delivered benefits. Together with land reclamation and resilience
building activities, these interventions go a long way and have a results-proven
track record, to help restore the livelihoods of returnees.
Agricultural integrated sustainable systems are central to securing
improvements in food security and nutrition and socio-economic stability. Food
security and nutrition need socio-economic stability. Approaches and solutions are
known, the technology is available. The challenge is securing government and civil
society attention to the most vulnerable, to scaling up successful pilots, and to the
needed people behavioral changes. This requires consistency of action, adequate
resource allocations, coherence and coordination of initiatives at various levels of
institutions and stakeholders and across districts. It requires realising the
importance of political commitment and working systematically on the ‗soft‘ side
of planned investments.
Пакистан несет убытки урожаев ежегодно от засоления на 55 млрд.
рупий
Pakistan suffers annual crop losses of up to Rs55 billion
The Express Tribune, July 21st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1462741/pakistansuffers-annual-crop-losses-rs55-billion/

LAHORE: Extensive salinity in the soil has left a third of cultivable
agricultural land unproductive in Pakistan, causing crop losses of up to Rs55
billion in a year, says a top official of the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) that deals with horticulture exports.
It is a big problem for Pakistan that has a large agrarian economy as 5.33
million hectares are plagued by salinity and 1.55 million hectares by waterlogging.
Crops in Pakistan hard hit due to unavailability of storage facilities: Argentine
envoy
The annual cost of crop losses from salinity has been estimated in the range of
Rs15 billion to Rs55 billion,‖ said Ahmad Jawad, Regional Chairman of the
FPCCI Standing Committee on Horticulture Exports, in a statement. He blamed
continuous seepage along the irrigation network over the years and a lack of
natural drainage that increased the level of groundwater.
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Though the government tried to eliminate the problem by installing tube wells
and building surface and sub-surface drains throughout the country, its efforts did
not bear fruit due to several reasons.
These include costly and energy-intensive drainage and land reclamation
approach, which also suffers from practical implications such as environmental
degradation and disposal of brackish drainage water.
Jawad pointed out that a study conducted by the UN Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) suggested that reforestation of the salt-affected soil was
possible with the help of proper site preparation, choice of species and the
development of nursery and planting techniques.
However, owing to extensive use of poor quality groundwater, the problem of
secondary salinity is growing over an area of around 2 million hectares and it
needs a reassessment.
Moreover, he said, ―at a national policy dialogue on salt-affected soils, it was
stressed that economic utilisation of salt-prone soils with innovative and viable
practices, assessment tools and policy interventions is the need of the hour.‖
He revealed that almost half of the soil plagued by various types of salinity
and sodicity was in Punjab, 40% in Sindh and 9% in Balochistan.
Food security: International moot on sustainable crops
He underscored the need for cooperation between public and private sectors
in a bid to convey messages to farmers for improving fertiliser application and
ensuring input consumption in a cost-effective and sustainable manner.
Though the US Agency for International Development (USAID) has released
$3 million for a three-year project being implemented by the Ministry of National
Food Security and Research, International Centre for Agricultural Research in Dry
Areas (Icarda) and Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, no benefit could be
extended to the farmers so far.
Политика по обеспечению продовольственной безопасности
Recommendations for food security policy finalised
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
July
16th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1345646/recommendations-for-food-security-policy-finalised

ISLAMABAD: Recommendations for the National Food Security Policy that
seeks to achieve agricultural growth of four per cent per annum were finalised on
Saturday for approval by the federal cabinet.
A group of experts met at the National Agricultural Research Centre (NARC)
and finalised recommendations. These were incorporated in the draft of the
national policy that was released and discussed at a national-level workshop held
in Islamabad early this week.
All stakeholders, including the private sector, agriculture-related agencies at
the federal and provincial levels, scientists, researchers and representatives of
donor countries, participated in the one-day national conference.
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Food insecurity in Pakistan is mainly driven by poverty. This is especially
evident in rural areas. With a high rural population, agriculture still contributes
around 19.5pc to GDP. About 42pc of the labour force is engaged in agriculture.
Growth in this sector has to be a goal of the policy, experts said.
The new policy has 16 elements, which include special programmes for
reducing poverty and hunger, bridging the yield gaps, ensuring farm profitability,
augmenting the existing water resource base by promoting efficient use through
alternative energy, developing hybrid seeds, providing incentives for food
processing and value addition under public-private partnership arrangements,
developing efficient farm mechanisation and processing technologies to reduce the
cost of production, and enacting food safety regulatory laws.
The policy also includes the development of nine agricultural corridors under
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) for agro-based industries.
The nine zones, which will be set up in collaboration with China, will help
achieve food sovereignty, benefit farmers and rural communities, improve yields,
conserve biodiversity, and ensure soil health, cleaner water and resilient food
systems.
Commenting on the policy, Country Representative of the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations said the policy represents an
important milestone for Pakistan. ―We are satisfied that the policy addresses four
dimensions of food security, which are food availability, accessibility, utilisation
and stability.‖
It is time to move towards the implementation of specific strategies and action
plans that respond to the needs of the provinces, she said.
The establishment of a federal government-led data collection process for
food and nutrition security indicators has been recommended with a view to
strengthen a food security information system.
The imposition of a research levy has been recommended to fund services of
particular help to small farmers, such as farmer field schools and mobile
applications with information on weather patterns and crop pests and diseases.
The policy recommends utilising the government‘s social protection,
subsidies and procurement programmes in rural areas in a way that smaller farmers
can be lifted out of poverty.
Incentives have been proposed for continued and socially responsible privatesector investment in the subsectors of agriculture for the promotion of value chain
and food systems, such as dairy, livestock and horticulture.
Experts recommended support for growth in the provision of independent,
private-sector extension services to vulnerable farmers. This was particularly
needed in the area of plant and animal pests and diseases.
Experts recommended the effective implementation of land tenancy laws that
would reform land inheritance, buying and selling laws, and steps towards
redistribution of agricultural land through provision of opportunities for landless
farmers.
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Experts recommended food security policy measures to tackle the challenges
of climate change and unsustainable resources, including support for the adoption
and application of efficient irrigation technologies, modern irrigation
infrastructure, rainwater harvesting, early-warning systems for extreme climate
events, import of genetic resources to improve indigenous breeds and varieties to
suit climatic conditions, soil amelioration and conservation technologies.
Пакистан сможет больше эксопртировать рис
Pakistan could eat India‘s share of basmati rice exports
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
13th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456663/pakistan-eat-indias-share-basmati-rice-exports/
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KARACHI: Pakistan could target India‘s basmati rice share in the global
market, a likelihood sparked by stringent policies placed by the European Union
(EU) on the presence of hazardous pesticides in the commodity, said an official.
From January 1, 2018, all countries that export basmati rice to the EU must
bring down the maximum residue limit (MRL) level for Tricyclazole, a pesticide,
to 0.01 mg per kg. Up till now, the EU was accepting 0.03 mg per kg from
different countries, including India.
Pakistan‘s rice exports suffer as govt looks the other way
The chance that Pakistan could eat up a share of India‘s market comes from
the fact that the country‘s farmers do not use such chemicals to protect their crops.
However, Indian farmers widely use the pesticide under scrutiny and
exporters fear that up to 95% of basmati shipments could take a hit by the new
regulation.
Since new EU regulations could completely choke off Indian basmati exports,
an Indian government delegation is leaving for Brussels this week to discuss the
restrictions.
On the other hand, a Pakistani basmati exporter says this presents an
opportunity to grab India‘s market share, because it will at least take two cycles to
reduce the consumption of Tricyclazole in the country.
―Pakistan currently exports 100,000 tons of basmati to the EU a year, which
can go up to 250,000 tons per annum after EU regulations,‖ Matco Foods Pvt
Limited Director Faizan Ali Ghori told The Express Tribune.
India, the world‘s biggest exporter of basmati rice with a share of about 70%,
exported 350,000 tons of basmati to the EU worth $268 million in fiscal year 201617.
Raising Rs1 billion from the stock market
Meanwhile, Matco Foods – one of the leading basmati rice exporters in
Pakistan – is expecting to raise Rs1 billion through the Initial Public Offering
(IPO) it has planned for around September this year.
The company plans to invest the proceeds in its two rice glucose plants in
Karachi. Rice glucose is the main ingredient for pharmaceutical, confectionery,
and juice industries.
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―We want to move towards value added products to increase exports,‖ said
Ghori.
The company exports rice to over 60 countries.
Matco‘s first rice glucose with a capacity of 10,000 tons per annum is being
commissioned in Karachi at an investment of Rs350 million. The other factory will
have a capacity of 20,000 tons that will be set up in the next one to two years.
The company will prefer international markets as it expects to fetch as much
as $11,000 per ton against a price range of just $400-$500 per ton in the domestic
market, Ghori said, adding that there is a growing demand in western markets for
rice glucose.
Currently, there are two rice glucose factories in Pakistan – both in Karachi
due to proximity to ports and export markets.
Matco‘s management believes the demand for rice glucose will increase
because it is not genetically modified and safer for children. At present, over 90%
domestic demand of pharmaceutical and confectionary industries is being met by
corn glucose.
CPEC opens avenues for agri-exports
―There is so much room for diversification in rice exports because Pakistan
does not make value added products from rice that have huge domestic as well as
international demand,‖ he added.
Продовольственная безопасность
Food security policy nears finalisation
Amin Ahmed. The Business and Finance Weekly, July
https://www.dawn.com/news/1344386/food-security-policy-nears-finalisation
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A national-level meeting will be held in Islamabad on Wednesday to finalise,
at last, the much-awaited policy on national food security.
The draft of the policy sets out a vision to achieve agriculture and food
security and help provinces to devise their own strategies.
The government says achieving food security and nutrition for the people of
Pakistan is one of its top priorities. The steps it has taken in this regard include
concept development of National Zero Hunger Programme, food security
assessment survey, its recent commitment for Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), particularly the goal number 1 (ending poverty in all its forms
everywhere) and 2 (ending hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition
and promote sustainable agriculture).
To document all these initiatives and future strategies in light of the SDGs,
the Ministry of National Food Security and Research worked out a comprehensive
National Food Security Policy, according to Food Minister Sikandar Hayat Khan
Bosan.
The policy also aims to support small farmers and promote small-scale
innovative technologies, value-addition and value chain development in the
country.
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The ministry, with the help of provincial governments, international research
organisations and development partners, will launch initiatives to promote these
activities, Mr Bosan said.
The policy, which took more than five years to be finalised, will be presented
to the federal cabinet for approval. The previous government led by the PPP issued
the draft of the national food security policy in 2013 when its tenure was about to
complete.
The PML-N government, which came to power in 2013, then decided to
redraft the policy after it found several elements of the policy were not aligned
with a changing agriculture environment.
Moreover, dynamics of agriculture in the country have been changed after the
devolution of powers to provinces under the 18th Amendment to the Constitution.
It took years for the provincial agricultural departments to absorb the change when
the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Cooperatives and Livestock was
abolished.
The Ministry of National Food Security and Research was then formed to deal
with policy matters, relations with international organisations and implementing
agreements at international level.
However, from 2013 to 2017, the ministry took four years to revise the policy
amid declining growth of the agricultural sector.
The old draft policy was finally scrapped and a new policy was released only
a couple of weeks ago. The previous policy, according to an official of the food
ministry, was not even suitable for the country‘s agriculture sector.
The revised policy has now been circulated among all stakeholders, and their
inputs will be incorporated at the July 12 meeting of all provincial governments,
agricultural research institutions at federal and provincial levels, the private sector
and international organisations.
The policy seeks to redefine the role of federal and provincial governments
after the devolution, and proposes that setting national priority, trade policies,
national and trans-boundary pest and disease surveillance, the certification of
agricultural products meeting international standards and strategic and basic
research on topics of national importance remain areas that the federal government
needs to take care of in consultation with the provinces.
Key architect of the policy Dr Muhammad Azeem Khan, who is the directorgeneral of the National Agricultural Research Centre, said the policy will be
presented to the federal cabinet for approval after fine-tuning.
Secretary for National Food Security and Research Muhammad Abid Javed
hoped implementing the policy will help promote value-added food production
while creating a new class of agricultural entrepreneurs. As a result, the availability
of diversified food products will increase that will help poor people living in
remote areas to access food more easily.
At the same time, Pakistan needs to make its agriculture sector more resilient
to climate change risks. It is projected that there will be greater variability in
weather with more frequent extreme events such as floods and droughts. Much of
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the impact of these changes will be on the agriculture sector, which needs
mechanisms to cope and adapt.
It is also feared that there will be immense pressure on limited surface as well
as ground water resources. These challenges could be managed through adopting
soil and water conservation technologies, enhanced use of high efficiency
irrigation systems, developing drought-resistant varieties and introducing climate
smart agriculture.
The food policy identifies the following issues facing the agriculture sector:
climate change, food stability, quality production and trade, safety of food and
environment, food utilisation, market support, national zero hunger programme,
food accessibility, food losses and wastage, poultry, fisheries, livestock,
agricultural mechanisation, land and water resources management, improving
credit market, pesticide, fertilisers, seeds, food availability, and diversification for
income and nutrition.
The policy also includes the agricultural development zones coming under
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The measures that are likely to be taken include preparing feasibility reports
of tradable commodities for each sub zone, pilot-testing of rural businesses for the
identified commodities, introducing innovations for quality production, postharvest handling and processing, developing investment portfolios for publicprivate partnerships to promote rural businesses, modernising production and
market infrastructure development for grains and fruit crops, fisheries, livestock
and livestock products, and developing business models to promote value-added
agriculture all along the CPEC route.
Состояние сельского хозяйства.
Реформирование сельскохозяйственного налога
Options for reform: Tax the privileged on agriculture income
Asim Bashir Khan (scholar in the Institute of Business Administration), Karachi. The
Express Tribune, June 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1444769/options-reform-taxprivileged-agriculture-income/

KARACHI: Despite a consistent decline in agriculture‘s contribution to
Pakistan‘s gross domestic product (GDP), the sector has kept its prominence in the
national economy and continues to ensure food security.
Agriculture constitutes one-fifth of the national economy with nearly 60%
share in exports and provides means of living to 42.3% of the labour force.
However, public policy for the agriculture sector has been disappointing.
Despite contributing one-fifth of GDP, agriculture accounted for less than 1% of
provincial taxes and 0.09% of federal taxes in 2016.
The subsidies in the agriculture sector outweighed the agriculture income tax
by a factor of 24 in 2016, reflecting persistent fiscal indiscipline in Pakistan. To
improve their fiscal position, provinces must introduce a fair and equitable system
of direct taxes in agriculture, especially for large landowners.
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During the colonial rule, in order to incentivise landlords, the colonial
administration granted central tax exemptions for agricultural income under the
Government of India Acts of 1919 and 1935. Pakistan has continued with this
legacy in all three of its Constitutions 1956, 1962 and 1973.
The generous privileges and incentives accorded to the landlords remain the
primary cause of failure of reform efforts in agriculture.
For example, Section 4 of the Transfer of Property (Pakistan) Ordinance 1947
provides that ―if any right, title or interest in any property whether moveable or
immoveable, other than agricultural land, is or had been transferred, assigned,
limited, extinguished after the 14th day of August, 1947, an income tax officer
may, at any time, issue a notice to all or any of the parties of the transaction,
requiring them to produce within one month the income tax certificate, and if such
certificate is not produced, he may forward a statement to the Collector, showing
the existing and anticipated tax liabilities of each or any of the said parties.‖
Discrimination
Such legal discrimination certainly protected the economic interests of wouldbe elite class of landowners in the upcoming years. This was the class from which
came 70% representatives from West Pakistan as compared to no landlord
representative from East Pakistan in the first (1948-54) and second constituent
assembly (1954-56).
The legacy of feudal elite continued for long and, of course, this had longlasting imprints on Pakistan‘s economy, resulting in failure of every reform effort.
Dr Mehbubul Haq, the then finance minister while speaking at a pre-budget
session on June 13, 1985 in parliament, recorded his protest as despite his request
to members of parliament to suggest amendments to the finance bill, particularly
regarding agriculture tax on rich landlords, it was not taken up. The generous
exemptions afforded special protection to economic interests of the privileged
land-owning elite, which added to rural inequality in the agricultural sector.
The Agriculture Census of Pakistan 2010 reveals that 1.1% of farms
command 21.6% of the total cultivated area, with each farm larger than 20
hectares.
On the other hand, 64.7% of farms account for only 19.2% of the total
holdings, with each farm area less than two hectares. These numbers are selfexplanatory and demonstrate the stark rural inequality in Pakistan.
The agriculture sector has historically been under-taxed and over-subsidised
in Pakistan, disproportionately benefitting large farm-owners. This is because
subsidies are applied per unit of consumption, so small farm-owners, who consume
less, get lower subsidy while large farm-owners consume more units and get a
larger share of the pie.
Furthermore, generous tax exemption has resulted in tax evasion as incomes
from other sectors are falsely reported as agriculture income to receive exemptions.
The provincial agriculture income tax legislations provide two options for
taxation. First regime is based on land tax under which up to 25 acres of irrigated
land and 50 acres of un-irrigated land are exempt from the provincial income tax.
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The second option is the assessment of farm income with exemption up to
Rs80,000 and the farmers may opt for either of the option – the former option is
usually preferred.
Issues and prospects
Studies on agriculture income tax in Pakistan reveal optimal potential for
resource mobilisation, but there are many constraints.
First, not everyone deriving income from agriculture necessarily owns the
land. Therefore, credible records of landowners, share-croppers and tenants are
required.
Second, the absence of records on the produce, farm-gate prices and costs of
agriculture inputs is the major constraint to calculating the taxable income and
liability.
For a workable administrative tax mechanism, the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics may be requested to administer the farm-gate prices of crops and costs of
agriculture inputs.
Provincial governments have an option to consolidate and computerise the
Crop Reporting Service records with their Boards of Revenue and Federal Board
of Revenue‘s record to identify the potential tax base and prevent other business
incomes and profits from illegal reporting as agriculture income.
After development of the above framework, the agriculture income may be
taxed based on the tax rates applicable to the business income under the Income
Tax Ordinance 2001. This will ensure equitable treatment of agriculture and nonagriculture incomes.
Reforming the agricultural tax system will be a gradual process. However, it
is a necessary undertaking if provinces wish to improve their fiscal position.
A feasible starting point will be to tax the most privileged 1% of land-owning
elite, who own over 20% of farmland in Pakistan. As a result, the government
would improve its budgetary position and acquire sufficient funds for social
protection, input subsidies, price support and enhancement of irrigation facilities.
На развитие сельского хозяйства ассигновано 140 млрд. рупий
Rs140b allocated for agricultural reforms, says minister
The Express Tribune, June 24th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1443417/rs140ballocated-agricultural-reforms-says-minister/

LAHORE: Punjab government has allocated a hefty amount of Rs140.50
billion for agricultural reforms in the province.
This was said by Provincial Agriculture Minister Muhammad Naeem Akhtar
Khan on Friday. He said, ―Rs15 billion Kissan package will definitely bring about
economic prosperity to farmers.‖
He added the government was focusing on agriculture sector and taking
historic steps to bring reforms. He maintained various incentives had been offered
to growers to enhance their productivity.
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Akhtar pointed out that so far, Rs11 billion interest-free loans had been
provided to small farmers.
CM prioritises improvement in agriculture
The minister said that Punjab chief minister was showing keen interest in
resolving issues being faced by the farmers. ―More than 40% people are engaged
with agriculture sector and its promotion would benefit a large number of people,‖
he said.
He said under the package, various projects would be launched, including
provision of subsidised fertilisers to farmers and relief of Rs6 billion sales tax on
tubewells.
He said the government was facilitating farmers with crop insurance and since
2008, 0.7 million farmers benefited from this scheme. He said that courses were
being organised for imparting training to growers to bring them at par with latest
technologies. APP
Рост агросферы в 2017-18 г. составит 3.5%.
Agriculture sector to grow by 3.5pc in FY-2017-18
Imaduddin.
BR.
Jun
14th,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/14/354365/agriculture-sector-to-grow-by-3-5pc-in-fy-201718/

ISLAMABAD: The country's agriculture sector is targeted to grow by 3.5 per
cent during Fiscal Year 2017-18.
The growth target is set on the basis of expected contributions of important
crops (2 per cent), other crops (3.2 per cent), cotton ginning (6.5 per cent),
livestock (3.8 per cent), fishery (1.7 per cent) and forestry (10 per cent).
According to official documents, the production targets for important crops
are expected to be attained given that the quality and quantity of agriculture inputs
is ensured.
This includes consistent availability of water, certified seeds, fertilizers,
pesticides and agriculture credit facilities, and better water availability.
The prospects for cotton crop in 2017-18 are encouraging and the
international revival in cotton prices has spurred prices in domestic market.
Resultantly, area under cotton cultivation is expected to increase due to the
expectations of lucrative profit margins.
The official documents said that agriculture sector achieved the target of 3.5
per cent during 2016-17 contrary to the contraction of 0.27 per cent during 201516.
The Prime Minister Farmer's package, government support to the sector in the
last year budget, and stability in commodity market contributed to this
achievement.
The growth in the agriculture sector not only supported the national and rural
economy but also improved food security situation.
The momentum of development is expected to continue in 2017- 18, keeping
in view the expected stability in the commodity market.
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КПЭК – продукция агросферы пойдет в Китай
Eyeing CPEC-related exports
Amjad Mahmood. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1338867/eyeing-cpec-related-exports

June

12th,

2017.

PUNJAB is trying to develop its farm sector in a bid to claim a reasonable
share in more than $111bn per annum farm imports of China.
The provincial government has created a special China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor-related cell in the agriculture department and earmarked specific areas
with budgetary allocations while according priority to projects like promoting
high-value agricultural products along the CPEC route.
―To harness the potential of CPEC, we‘ve have set up a full-fledged CPEC
Unit in the department tasking it with not only identifying potential areas of
partnership with China but also suggesting development along the western route of
CPEC,‖ says a top official involved in planning for the CPEC-related projects.
He says the government has asked the department to work on projects that
may tentatively fetch at least $1bn in agriculture exports to China at the earliest.
He says some planners believe that Punjab‘s share in Chinese agricultural
imports can be easily raised up to $10bn by investing in high-value agriculture on a
sustained basis. The government plans to establish seven agro-economic zones
along the CPEC route.
The provincial government has created a special CPEC-related cell in the
agriculture department to promote high-value agricultural products along the
CPEC route for exports to China
The Zone-1 comprises Talagang tehsil of Chakwal district, which has been
identified mainly to promote farming of peanuts and grapes along with several
other fruits, vegetables and allied businesses. In the Zone-2, that encompasses
Chakri tehsil of Rawalpindi, olive cultivation will be encouraged.
Citrus and allied businesses will be promoted in Bhalwal tehsil of Sargodha,
whereas grapes farms and allied industry will be developed in Bhakkar.
Mango, citrus, tomato and related businesses will be focused in Multan zone;
guava and strawberry in Lahore, while potato and other vegetables will be
promoted in the Okara zone.
Over 150,000 acres of land will be made cultivable in Chakwal, Attock and
Mianwali districts by investing in small dams and reservoirs for harvesting rain
water.
An official of the on-farm water management directorate says they have been
asked to explore possibilities of water availability in 10km area along both sides of
the CPEC route in the three districts. ―As subsoil water yield in the region is not
promising we are focusing on harvesting rainfall. There are already some mini
dams in the area and a hefty amount of around Rs10bn is likely to be apportioned
for constructing more such reservoirs.‖
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To promote corporate farming, contract farming and agro processing, the
CPEC Unit has also identified projects for setting up cold chain and warehouses
etc.
―We‘ve prepared pre-feasibility studies of some value addition projects like
batch dryer, quick freezing process, olive oil extraction and solar dehydration of
vegetables and presented them to participants of the international seminar on
Business Opportunities in Punjab recently held in Lahore,‖ says special secretary,
planning, Dr Ghazanfar.
Referring to the over $25bn per annum imports of soybean (oil and byproducts) into China, he says Punjab has set up a centre of excellence for soybean
while a project is also underway to develop new and better varieties of the crop.
Dr Ghazanfar says the department is working on removing supply chain
bottlenecks as well as introducing and promoting traceable farming and food
certification system to bring the local agro-business at par with international
standards.
The department is also trying to wooing investment from China, in the
agriculture sector by offering partnerships. The potential areas of partnership
include promotion of organic farming; introduction of collective/cooperative
farming; establishment of hi-tech agricultural mechanisation industry; development
of precision and high-value agriculture; development and production of seed and
seed technology (hybrid and open pollinated varieties); manufacturing of pesticides
and fertiliser units, and processing units for value-addition of agriculture products
along the CPEC route.
At least eight MoUs were signed during the two-day international moot.
Three of these were between government-to-business and five between businessto-business or for joint ventures between local, Chinese and Turkish companies,
says an official of the Punjab Board of Investment.
Сельское хозяйство демонстрирует наиболее высокий рост за последние
5 лет.
Agriculture posts highest growth in 5 years
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
26th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419492/agriculture-posts-highest-growth-5-years/

2017.

KARACHI: The agriculture sector has posted a growth of 3.46% – highest in
the last five years – in fiscal year 2016-17, which greatly helped the government in
achieving overall economic growth of 5.3%.
After an embarrassing slowdown in agriculture growth (0.27%) in 2016, the
government decided to incentivise the sector through different schemes and the
effort paid off this year.
The agriculture sector met its growth target of 3.5% mainly due to the
increase in disbursement of agriculture credit in 2016-17. During July to March
2016-17, the disbursement was observed to be 23% higher compared to the
previous year.
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Hefty tax breaks result in whopping Rs415.8b dent
―These developments, along with the Prime Minister‘s Kisan Package
together with other relief measures, have started yielding positive results,‖
according to the Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17 released on Thursday.
Crops played an important role in supporting agriculture growth.
Important crops – wheat, rice, sugarcane, maize and cotton that have a share
of 23.85% in the overall agriculture sector – supported the growth of the sector in
2016-17.
―This was made possible by better harvesting of major crops through greater
availability of agriculture inputs like water, agriculture credit and intensive
fertilisers off-take,‖ it added.
The growth in crops was registered at 3.02% against a negative growth of
4.97% during the same period last year. This growth is also the highest in the past
five years, pointing to an important aspect that agriculture growth is mainly
dependent on the performance of crops because the performance of livestock – a
sector that contributes 58% in the agriculture sector – has remained quite stable in
the same period.
The growth of sub-sector of important crops, other crops and cotton ginning,
posted growths of 4.12%, 0.21% and 5.59%, respectively, against last year‘s 5.47%, 0.59% and -22.12%, respectively.
Other sub-sectors of agriculture like livestock, forestry and fishing posted
growth of 3.43%, 14.49% and 1.23%, respectively.
The upturn in crop yields by significant margins occurred both due to the
increase in production and improved yields.
Maize production increased 16.3% against 6.77% last year while sugarcane
production increased by 12.41% against 4.23%. Cotton production turned positive
by posting a growth of 7.59% against a negative growth of 28.96%. Similarly, rice
crop posted a growth of 0.71% against a negative growth of 2.88% last year.
Growth improves, but targets missed
Last year, the massive slowdown in cotton production significantly hit the
growth of the agriculture sector. Resultantly, the government failed to even touch
5% Gross Domestic Product growth. Only wheat production growth remained
slightly low at 0.46% compared to 2.18% last year.
КПЭК ускорит развитие сельского хозяйства в Пакистане
CPEC to boost agriculture
M
Ziauddin.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1414256/cpec-boost-agriculture/

May

20th,

2017.

Pakistan‘s economy needs to grow at an annual average rate of 10-12 per cent
for at least over a decade for the so-called trickle-down theory to prove its
economic viability. Indeed, this is the kind of growth rate that is required to be
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sustained for at least 10 years at a stretch without any break to supposedly make
any perceptible dent in the incidence of poverty in the country.
One way of accomplishing this is to go around the world again with a hat in
hand. This we have been doing since independence, but have done nothing with
most of the dole received so far, other than to create false affluence. More of the
same is not going to make us behave differently.
Our border trade with our immediate neighbours — India, Afghanistan and
Iran — has been held hostage since the very day Pakistan came into being to our
self-destructive geostrategic compulsions. So much so that we have virtually
bottled up the country, shutting down our trade outlets in the east with India, in the
north-west with Afghanistan and the west with Iran while the northern outlet has
remained too far away until the advent of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) project and in the south we have a small little sea outlet, not enough for
even our own limited export and import activity.
So what do we do now? Continue living with such a depressing scenario and
suffer the imminent consequences or try looking for ways to break the shackles of
the model in practice?
Now let us take a closer look at our comparative advantages:
1) We are an agricultural country;
2) We are a market of about 200 million people; 3) Pakistan is located at the
crossings of trade routes from Casablanca in Africa to Kashgar in west China‘s
Xinjiang Uighur autonomous region and from Thailand in Southeast Asia to
Turkey beyond the Middle East.
These advantages can be exploited to the maximum if we really turn our
attention to agriculture and develop its down and upstream production chain not
only for local consumption but also for export to four corners of the world and the
region from the Hub.
Indeed, the recent media reports quoting CPEC‘s Long-Term Plan(LTP)
prepared by the National Reform Commission (NDRC), the People‘s Republic of
China and China Development Bank (Dec 2015) have revealed that it is the
agriculture sector in Pakistan which is expected to get the immediate boost
following the launch of CPEC.
The plan is said to outline an engagement that runs from one end of the
supply chain all the way to the other. Chinese enterprises will also operate their
own farms, processing facilities for fruits and vegetables and grain. Logistics
companies will operate a large storage and transportation system for agrarian
produce.
The plan purportedly sees its main opportunity as helping the Kashgar
prefecture, a territory within the larger Xinjiang autonomous zone. The
prefecture‘s total output in agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery
amounted to just over $5 billion in 2012.
For the Chinese, this is the main driving force behind investing in Pakistan‘s
agriculture, in addition to the many profitable opportunities that can open up for
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the Chinese enterprises. The plan makes some reference to export of agriculture
goods from the ports.
While welcoming this proposed initiative it would not be out of place here to
recall the public apprehension voiced by our farming community and other
stakeholders when it was mooted in 2009 to give thousands of acres of our
agricultural land on lease to Saudi Arabia and Gulf companies for their use to
ensure food security for their own countries.
These apprehensions would be raised again when the details of CPEC‘s
agricultural part are made public. The government would then be obliged to take
all the stakeholders into confidence and reassure them that the project in question
would not be allowed to undermine Pakistan‘s own food security, come what may.
Продовольственная безопасность Пакистана
Securing food sustainably
Nasir Ali Panhwar (Executive Director at Centre for Environment and Development). The
Express Tribune, March 12th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1352897/securing-foodsustainably/

With increasing globalisation, agriculture as an independent sector will cease
to exist, becoming instead, just one part of an integrated value chain. The value
chain exits both upstream and downstream, or from production through to
processing and sales, in which the whole is now highly concentrated, integrated
and globalised. This poses a huge challenge for smallholder farmers and
agricultural producers in many developing countries, where even the most
economically valid smallholders can easily be excluded from important parts of the
value chain. They are excluded mainly because they may not have the mechanisms
to allow them to be included in the new globalised marketplace.
Similarly, poorer countries that may be relatively minor players in the global
market place also risk exclusion as bigger players exert greater influence in global
markets. As agriculture and agrifood systems becoming more science- and capitalintensive, new skills and knowledge are required from producers, processors,
managers and workers as well as huge investment into research and development.
This widens the already large knowledge gap between industrialised and
developing countries.
Give us safe food: Sindh Assembly passes law to regulate eateries
At the same time, urbanisation has led to new consumption patterns for the
majority of the world population, making the links between production and
consumption more complex, and calling for more sophisticated infrastructure.
Global agricultural markets become more integrated with expansion of futures
trade, they also become more speculative and therefore risky. Outdated, inefficient
and sometimes conflicting policies, laws and regulations, together with uncertain
government perceptions of public and private sector roles and responsibilities,
difficult access to financial services and weak infrastructure impede the
investments necessary to sustainably improve inclusiveness and efficiency in
global, regional and national markets. The global population is growing steadily
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and is expected to reach 9.6 billion by 2050. To meet such a heavy demand,
agriculture and food systems will need to adapt to the adverse effects of climate
change and become more resilient, productive and sustainable. This is the only
way that we can ensure the wellbeing of ecosystems and rural populations and
reduce emissions.
Food insecurity exists if a family is unsure where the next meal is going to
come from. This insecurity can be a product of two factors: availability and
affordability. Availability is a product of food output and supply. Affordability is a
product of low purchasing power, i.e., poverty. Thus, food insecurity can exist
even with bumper crops and adequate supplies available in the market. Pakistan is
an agricultural country, while production of agricultural products in the country is
largely relied upon availability of agricultural lands, availability of adequate water
and having the worlds‘ largest irrigation system. Though Pakistan is growing
ample food items but still people of Pakistan are faced with food insecurity,
starvation and often face shortage of food grain, posing question mark on prevalent
food distribution mechanisms.
Food security in Pakistan
The national nutrition survey reveals that around 60% population of Pakistan
is facing food insecurity. Sindh province is the most food deprived province of the
country, where 72% of the sample households were found food insecure. Analysis
of the studies on food insecurity reveals that food insecurity in Pakistan had
increased and people living in rural areas are comparatively more food insecure in
comparison with main urban centers. The situation pointed out that food security of
the rural food growers is at stake. Adherence to the neoliberal economic policies
also skewed the employment opportunities, real wages and labour benefits as well
as increased cost of living. Moreover, recent research shows that food security
cannot be ensured only by increasing the availability of food by raising agricultural
production. It also requires better access to food. In other words, food security
cannot be achieved unless and until the issue of poverty is also addressed.
Growing food in a sustainable way means adopting practices that produce
more with less in the same area of land and use natural resources wisely. It also
means reducing food losses before the final product or retail stage through a
number of initiatives including better harvesting, storage, packing, transport,
infrastructure, market mechanisms, as well as institutional and legal frameworks.
Будет хороший дождь в 2016/17 г.
Rains bring hope to farmers
Ahmad Fraz Khan. Business & Finance weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1310063/rains-bring-hope-to-farmers

January

23rd,

2017.

THE current rain spell has improved the environment for the crops‘ growth.
According to the metrological officials, Pakistan broke its 60-year record of hot
December.
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The combination of drought and high mercury levels during winter affected
agricultural activity, especially for the rabi crops, across the country.
The January spell of rains has, by and large, put the cropping cycle back on its
feet. Since the rains were widespread, slow and steady, crops in fields countrywide
received clean environment, increased photosynthetic activity, required
temperatures and water supply.
According to the crop watchers, wheat, which had lost around 5pc area,
especially in barani (rainfed) lands, due to absence of rain, would get maximum
advantage. The three districts falling under the rainfed category in Punjab saw a
substantial drop in wheat sowing this season. Rawalpindi district lost 16pc, Attock
27pc and Chakwal 20pc. Farmers from the canal-fed areas had reported that wheat
was only gaining height rather than branching out. However, with the current wet
spell, the crop is washed, temperature is conducive for the soil to retain moisture.
The crop is likely to make up for the recent weather-driven losses in its final yield
this season.
The gram crop, which, almost entirely is cultivated in the barani-belt and is
totally dependent on rains for its water needs, could be counted next in this benefit
index.
Irsa thinks that it would continue with the earlier warning of 17pc water
shortage even if there is some relief and save the water for early kharif rather
than releasing it now
Owing to the dry spell in the last four months, the crop had lost almost
100,000 acres in sowing, along with germination issues, this season. These factors
had made the final estimated figures of production doubtful. The crop, still spread
over 22,100 acres in the barani areas, should get more strength if the rains prevail
for a while.
The sugarcane crop welcomes any amount of water, regardless of its source.
So, the cane is sure to benefit. However, the return of wintery conditions
accompanying the rains make the farmers fear about formation of frost in the
fields.
The frost also delays the sowing of maize as it does not support conditions for
its germination. Maize sowing starts by mid-January and extends into February, so
the farmers are now keeping their fingers crossed.
Luckily, the potato crop, nearing harvesting, has escaped the weather-driven
stress. Frost may not have much impact on it as early harvesting has already started
and would surely gain momentum in the days to come. However, the country has a
history of frost in early February; the farmers are not completely dismissing the
fear.
Apart from the cropping cycle, the major benefit of the rains will be reaped by
the irrigation system. Though these rains would not affect the river flows much,
they have delivered some direct benefits. For example, the Indus River System
Authority (Irsa) had counted 1.2MAF conveyance between October 1, 2016 and
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January 10. They have come down to only 0.2m cusecs as the rains washed the
river beds and slowed down seepage.
On the basis of these savings, the authority, as per its own record, now able to
supply 20.30MAF of water against the promised 19MAF. The authority, for the
first time in the last few months, now feels that it might have a chance to start the
kharif season with some water in its kitty. Earlier, it had warned the provinces that
they may face shortages by mid-February.
Irsa‘s optimism is generated by the fact that the lower hills have received
more snow than rain. This snow on lower altitudes would start melting at the first
raze of warmth, probably by mid-February and increase flows in early risers like
River Jhelum and Kabul.
The Irsa thinks that it would continue with the earlier warning of 17pc water
shortage even if there is some relief and save the water for early kharif rather than
releasing it now.
The stated logic for preferring to stick with 17pc shortage warning is that the
provinces have already submitted their plans by factoring in the shortages, so it
will be possible for them to spend their water share in a frugal manner.
Both the agriculture and water experts in Punjab agree that the current rains
might have cut the field water shortage by 3-4pc only, given their small span but
they have certainly engineered better conditions for the crops to benefit from
during this season.
Сельское хозяйство Пакистана имеет тенденцию к росту
Signs of recovery in agriculture
Mohiuddin Aazim. Business & Finance weekly, January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1310064/signs-of-recovery-in-agriculture

23rd,

2017.

DURING the first half of the current fiscal year, agriculture has braved some
challenges while a few more need to be tackled to meet this sector‘s growth target
of 3.5pc for this year.
The target for FY17 was set following a 0.2pc contraction in FY16 thus
providing a humble base for this year‘s growth.
The key assumptions about the performance of various sub-sectors of
agriculture are yet to be realised. One of them is a projected growth of 2.5pc in the
output of ginned cotton. But that‘s not going to happen because cotton production
looks set to miss the original target of 14.1m bales by a wide margin. By endDecember 10.36m bales (of 170kg) had arrived in ginneries. According to the
latest estimate of the Cotton Crop Assessment Committee the total production this
season would be around 10.542m bales.
Cotton output, though 11.7pc higher on YoY basis (till December 2016) and
despite higher per hectare yield, remains far off from the original target chiefly due
to a 20pc fall in the area under cultivation in Punjab as farmers there and elsewhere
in the country had lost some of their interest in the crop after heavy pest attacks
and low domestic prices in FY16.
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Now pest management and prices both have improved but only after cotton
growers switched over to maize, sugarcane and some other minor crops.
The key assumptions about the performance of various sub-sectors of
agriculture are yet to be realised
That is why sugarcane output this year has reached 71m tonnes against the
target of 67.5m tonnes, according to the SBP data. Sugarcane‘s long perceived
edge in profitability over cotton led to an 8pc increase in the area under cane
cultivation, also helped by adequate supply of irrigation water to cane fields that
made up for shortage in rainfalls, officials and growers say.
The same is true for maize production that, according to the officials of
Ministry of National Food Security and Research, could touch 5.2-5.4m tonnes,
against the last year‘s 5m tonnes.
Production of rice, however, is being estimated at 6.64m tonnes during this
fiscal year, down 2.5pc from 6.81m tonnes a year ago due to a slight fall in the area
under cultivation primarily in Punjab but also in Sindh. Per-hectare yields of nonBasmati rice varieties have reportedly enhanced rice output by 3.6pc in Sindh
owing to increase in the cultivated area.
Output of wheat is expected to remain up to achieve the target of 26m tonnes,
officials and growers say, citing reasons like usage of high-yielding varieties,
improved farming practices and the modest increase in its cultivation area.
In the first half of FY17 (July-Jan 2016), pest attack on cotton and insufficient
rainfall for sugarcane and other crops plus high input prices emerged as big
challenges. Pest management was improved, through awareness campaigns and
irrigation water supplies were higher (owing to newly built small dams), thus
offsetting the impact of lesser rainfalls.
Fertiliser subsidy was offered for kharif crops and has now been extended for
rabi crops as well. Besides, more agricultural lending by banks in 1HFY17 also
helped growers meet input costs. Growers will not be too tight on cash, officials
claim.
However, such issues as mismanagement in supply of subsidised inputs and
banks‘ tendency to ignore smaller provinces in farm credit distribution still pose
challenges.
The agricultural sector‘s targeted growth of 3.5pc for this fiscal year also
relies on a 4pc rate growth in livestock. People associated with livestock point out
that in the absence of proper animal census (that was due in 2016 but has so far not
been completed), cattle breeders and animal farmers remain clueless in drawing up
business strategies.
At a recent meeting with the Punjab authorities dealing with livestock, it was
pointed out by animal breeders that 30-40pc of cattle in Punjab are found suffering
from pox (Mata). They also referred to a decreasing trend in animal population that
cannot be verified without animal census.
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In the midst of these issues, some positive developments have also taken
place in the same period. Punjab Livestock and Dairy Development Board
(PLDDB) got a breakthrough in its efforts to show ways of boosting milk
production of weak cows and buffaloes by obtaining a higher (8.4 litres per day per
animal result) from as low as 5 litres a day.
Besides, PLDDB‘s programme for helping small farmers in storing green
fodder without first drying it, through 60kg silage bale models, got adequate
response from livestock breeders, officials claim. They say a large number of small
cattle owners in Punjab are now benefiting from it.
Officials argue that livestock sector‘s performance reflects itself, partly in
performance of food and milk processing companies and going by that, it seems
that this sector did well in the first half of FY17. Unlike in the case of field crops
where data collection is a regular affair, officials admit that even such key indices
of livestock performance like, production of milk and meat are worked out on the
basis of inter-census growth rate of animal census between 1996 and 2006.
Внимание Наваз Шарифа к сельскому хозяйству
Balancing agriculture and industry
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1308765/balancing-agriculture-and-industry

16th,

2017.

It would have been an insensitive trade-off to lose rural support after
substantial public investment in the agriculture package while winning over the
urban political base with incentives to exporters ahead of the 2018 elections.
Therefore, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif moved swiftly, under widespread
political pressure, to restore the subsidy on fertiliser 72 hours after the ministry of
National Food Security and Research announced its withdrawal.
The latest decision was taken following a meeting of the Economic
Coordination Committee (ECC) of the cabinet that noted surplus stocks, not only
with private fertiliser companies but also imported stocks lying with the state-run
National Fertiliser Marketing Limited (NFML).
The move meant diverting part of the subsidy to the NFML to clear around
300,000 stocks that would have otherwise led to the creation of another circular
debt. Over the next few days, the government is expected to allow private sector
export of substantial fertiliser quantities to improve cash flows on the back of
enhanced international prices.
The NFML ran an advertisement campaign a day after the NFSR ministry
notification, saying the subsidy would continue on imported fertiliser that was
available in abundance throughout NFML countrywide outlets.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif moved swiftly to resume the subsidy on
fertiliser 72 hours after the ministry of National Food Security and Research
announced its withdrawal
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Although the ECC did not take a formal decision to suspend fertiliser subsidy,
it had signalled to the NFSR ministry to do so based on a position paper that
claimed it had become a challenge for the NFML to compete with private fertiliser
producers who were not only using the subsidy but also other price competition
tricks to get rid of their surplus stocks, built over the past few months, owing to
continuous supply of Liquefied Natural Gas.
The ECC was informed that fertiliser prices had dropped by almost one-third
to Rs1,200 per 50kg from Rs1,785 in August. While scaling down urea prices to
Rs1,310 per 50kg in August, the ECC had empowered a secretarial committee to
suggest measures to trigger sale of NFML‘s imported urea. The committee advised
the price to be fixed at Rs1,100 per kg but it was set at Rs1,200per kg in the last
week of September.
The ECC was also informed that the fertiliser industry had a surplus of almost
1.6m tonnes of urea in Rabi 2016-17 because of carryover inventory from Kharif
2016. Historically, urea was always imported to overcome any shortage in the
domestic market and was never sold in a glut but the carryover stocks and better
capacity utilisation by millers had compounded the problem.
Fertiliser producers also undertook marketing campaigns offering lower
prices for various brands on credit and free transportation. Thus the NFML sold
less than 15,000 tonnes between August and December.
The NFML also took a number of measures which included doing away with
the historic condition of deposit-based registration of dealers, withdrawal of
minimum uplift of 200bags — dealer‘s price for provincial agricultural
departments — and sale of urea against a bank guarantee for the current stocks and
imported stocks to dealers against their past deposits.
The ECC was also informed that the industry had sold about 2.2m tonnes of
urea against an estimated off take of 3.3m tonnes for Rabi 2016-17. The NFML
target for Rabi was 276,000 tonnes. Until March this year it would need to get rid
of about 260,000.
As the current Rabi season was now nearing its completion, the ECC was
requested to allow the sale of imported commodity at Rs1,000 per 50kg.
The government, instead of further reducing the price of imported products,
announced the discontinuation of the fertiliser subsidy scheme for 2016-17 saying
the allocation under the prime minister‘s agriculture package for subsidy — at
Rs27bn, to be equally shared by the centre and the provinces — had already been
exhausted.
The NFSR ministry said the discontinuation of subsidy would not adversely
impact Rabi crops, which also include the major crop: wheat, because farmers had
already taken full advantage of the reduced prices. The farming community, on the
other hand felt threatened on the back of an incentive package announced by the
prime minister for the major export sectors and noted diversion of funds allocated
for agriculture to the exporters.
As the agriculturists announced protests and were supported by a major
opposition party — the Pakistan Peoples‘ Party — with greater rural roots, the
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prime minister took no time in reversing the decision. Saying that farmers are the
most important contributors‘ to the economy and declaring agriculture as its
backbone, he ordered the continuation of provision of subsidy on fertilisers to
facilitate farmers in achieving bumper crops for accelerated GDP growth.
Published in Dawn,

Наваз Шариф приказал и дальше субсидировать продажу удобрений
PM orders continuation of subsidy on fertilisers
The Nation. January 14, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/14-Jan-2017/pm-orderscontinuation-of-subsidy-on-fertilisers

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif yesterday ordered continuation
of the provision of subsidy on fertilisers for the benefit of farmers.
―Agriculture is the backbone of our economy and farmers must be facilitated
to achieve bumper crops for accelerated GDP growth,‖ the prime minister said,
according to a press release issued by the PM‘s Media Office here.
It may be pertinent to mention here that an amount of Rs 28 billion was
allocated for subsidy on fertilisers, which was shared equally by the provincial and
federal governments.
Upon consumption of the entire Rs 28 billion, the Ministry of National Food
Security and Research and the Finance Division withdrew further subsidies on
fertilisers.
However, the prime minister has said the subsidy on fertilisers should
continue for the benefit of the farming community so that they could achieve the
targets of major crops.
Meanwhile, a parliamentary committee took notice of the government‘s
decision to withdraw subsidy on fertilisers, terming it a disaster for the agriculture
sector of the country.
The Senate Standing Committee on Finance and Revenue, while taking the
notice, has summoned a meeting on this issue in next few days.
The government a few days back withdrew the cash subsidy on fertiliser
sales, which was announced in the budget for ongoing financial year 2016-17. The
government had given subsidy worth Rs 390 billion on urea, including cash
subsidy of Rs 156 billion, reduction in GST worth Rs 184 billion and price
reduction of Rs 50 by the manufacturers. The price of urea had been reduced to Rs
1,400 from Rs 1,790 per bag following the announcement of the subsidy.
However, the government, in a recent decision, withdrew the cash subsidy.
However, it has not ended the general sales tax (GST) subsidy which would remain
at 5 percent against the standard rate of 17 percent.
The government has also withdrawn the cash subsidy of Rs 300 per bag on
DAP fertiliser. Now, the DAP price will rise from Rs 2,500 to Rs 2,800 per bag.
However, opposition political parties and farmers have reacted strongly
against the decision of subsidy withdrawal. ―Withdrawal of subsidy for fertilisers
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will directly hurt capacity of farmers to use minimum requirement of fertilisers for
key crops, fruits vegetable and orchards,‖ said Senator Saleem Mandviwalla,
chairman, Senate Standing Committee on Finance and Revenue. He further said
the decision would directly affect productivity and reduce agriculture sector
growth rate. The decision would create shortages as a result of which expensive
agricultural products would have to be imported, he added.
Farmers also expressed serious concerns over the withdrawal of the subsidy
on fertilisers. Pakistan Kissan Ittehad has already threatened to besiege the
parliament house against the withdrawal of subsidy. ―Farmers need fertilisers for
ongoing wheat sowing and for sunflower, corn and sugarcane cultivation in
coming weeks. But they have been deprived of the incentive due to withdrawal of
the subsidy, which will increase the production cost,‖ said a representative of the
farmers association.
Сельскохозяйственная выставка (достижения) в Карачи
Agriculture industry: Foreign companies to participate in Sindh fair
The Express Tribune, January 13th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1293108/agricultureindustry-foreign-companies-participate-sindh-fair/

Livestock, Dairy, Fisheries and Agriculture Exhibition to be held on Jan 2122
KARACHI: Over 60 exhibitors are going to participate in the sixth edition of
the Livestock, Dairy, Fisheries and Agriculture (LDFA) Exhibition and Seminar,
according to Sindh Board of Investment (SBI) and Sindh Enterprise Development
Fund (SEDF) Chairperson Naheed Memon.
The exhibition would be held at the Sindh Agriculture University, Tando Jam
on January 21-22, said a press release.
Memon said a number of foreign investors, foreign companies and
international agricultural experts were expected to participate in the LDFA fair.
There will be 20 exhibitors promoting exotic birds, while 13 agricultural
companies, 19 local and international companies and banks, two dairy and
livestock companies, six poultry and fishery companies and 10 associated
institutions and trade bodies will also participate. Sindh Agriculture University
Tando Jam Vice Chancellor Professor Dr Memon Mujeebuddin Sahrai said the
SEDF and SBI chairperson would launch on the inaugural day the ‗Agri Business
Challenge‘ for students of the university. In the competition, three best proposals
will be sponsored by the SEDF for their implementation.
SEDF CEO Mehboobul Haq saw a huge potential in the livestock, dairy and
fisheries sectors in Sindh as Pakistan was ranked the fifth largest milk producer
with annual production of 38.69 billion litres. However, out of this quantity, only a
small fraction is processed.
Discussing the livestock population, the CEO added, 28% of buffaloes, 27%
cattle, 24% sheep, 28% camels and 40% poultry were found in Sindh.
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―The potential of Halal meat exports and the ever-rising gap between the
demand and production of meat and milk makes Sindh a very lucrative investment
destination,‖ he added.
SBI Director Projects Abdul Azeem Uqaili said the government of Sindh was
committed to promoting the dairy sector not only for food security but also for
improving value addition and the value chain.
The objectives of LDFA 2017 are to position Sindh as an economically viable
province by identifying the areas and locations for investment, and to engage
financial institutions and investors for promoting the agriculture sector.
Sindh Agriculture University Director Muhammad Ismail Kumbhar told the
media that the last five exhibitions had cumulatively generated Rs1 billion worth
of business and commercial deals and boosted the agrarian economy of Sindh.

ЗЕМЛЕДЕЛИЕ1
Почему сахарный тростник вытесняет хлопок в Панджабе? (роль семьи
Шарифов)
‗Why sugarcane has replaced cotton crop in southern Punjab?‘
Daily Times. 22/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/punjab/22-Feb-17/why-sugarcane-hasreplaced-cotton-crop-in-southern-punjab

Sharifs lawyer says ban on shifting mills is against fundamental rights
LAHORE: A division bench of the Lahore High Court sought arguments on
the point that if a ban on sugar mills was imposed in the national interest, then why
has the cultivation of sugarcane replaced cotton crop in southern Punjab - a
province once known for its cotton which is now being imported from overseas.
The bench was hearing a petition challenging the shifting of Chaudhry Sugar
Mills Ltd, Rahim Yar Khan; Ittefaq Sugar Mills, Bahawalpur; and Haseeb Waqas
Sugar Mills, Muzaffargarh of the Sharifs.
Ali Sibtain Fazli, counsel of Haseeb Waqas and Chaudhry Sugar Mills
advanced his arguments against the ban on relocating the cane crushing mills. He
submitted under the policy made in 2015 to stop the relocation of sugar mills and
the whole province was considered as one unit where permission for shifting or
relocating mills was not mandatory.
He said that government data showed that farming of sugarcane had increased
in these areas and it had not been regulated under the law. He believed the ban on
shifting mills was against the fundamental rights as enshrined by the constitution.
The counsel submitted reports of the ministries concerned regarding the
establishment of mills and it seemed as though the ban was planned in order to
damage the industry.
The counsel was on his feet when the bench postponed the hearing till
February 23rd.
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As the bench announced the postponement, a farmer appeared before court,
pleading that the establishments of mills in the region had changed their lives and
the value of their lands. The other farmers present in the court room joined him and
they loudly added that they had been suffering due to poverty and hunger and the
mills had changed their lives. The Bench ordered them to maintain court decorum
and observed that the court will decide the matter after hearing their counsels'
arguments.
On February 14th, the bench had ordered three concerned sessions judges to
seal three sugar mills including, Chaudhry Sugar Mills Ltd, Ittefaq Sugar Mills and
Haseeb Waqas Sugar Mills Muzaffargarh if they were still operating despite a
restraining order of the Supreme Court. The Bench had also directed the concerned
district police to accompany the sessions judges and render them their full support
in carrying out the inspection of these mills.
The order stated that if these mills were still operational in their
manufacturing process, they would be sealed immediately.
The session judges of Rahim Yar Khan, Bahawalpur, and Multan had
submitted their reports that all three sugar mills were found to not be violating the
court's orders.
The Supreme Court on February 9th - while remanding the case to the LHC
on the application of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf General Secretary Jahangir Tareen had ordered the suspension of these sugar mills.
Earlier, the petitioner counsel had said that Secretary of Industries issued the
impugned notifications on December 4th, 2015 with mala fide intention to
facilitate the desired relocation of these sugar mills. He said under section 3 of
Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment and Enlargement) Ordinance, there
was a restriction on the establishment of industrial undertakings without the
provincial government's permission.
He submitted that under this section, various notifications had been issued
imposing restrictions on establishing new sugar mills in the province. He pleaded
that it was the government's consistent position that relocation amounts to the
establishment of a new industrial undertaking.
Новые сорта семян пшеницы – рост урожайности с 25 до 27 центнера с 1
га
Making the most of new wheat varieties
Mohiuddin Aazim. Business & Finance weekly, January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1307208/making-the-most-of-new-wheat-varieties

9th,

2017.

EXTENSIVE research in wheat varieties in collaboration with foreign
institutions over the years has boosted per-hectare yield. But local markets are yet
to find ways for the realistic price discovery of multiple varieties and a surer
supply management.
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The specifics of wheat varieties sometimes vary not only in cultivation, but in
storage and inter-provincial supplies as well. And carelessness in any area affects
pricing, both in the form of volatility and evenness.
―This becomes a little more complex because of the involvement of provincial
governments in providing subsidised wheat to flour mills,‖ says an official of the
Ministry of National Food Security and Research.
Officials say that the development of new wheat varieties has increase
per-hectare wheat yield over the years more than anything else, adding, that
dozens of new varieties have been introduced during last 10 years
The fact that local markets now reflect international trends in pricing too
quickly due to increasing online linkages ‗is another issue that calls for aligning the
wheat research and development programmes with the entire wheat economy of
the country‘.
The per-hectare yield of wheat has risen from 2,519kg in 2005-06, to 2,753kg
in 2015-16, showing an average growth of 234kg per hectare in last 10 years. This
modest average increase in productivity does not reflect the actual yield growth
obtained in certain wheat varieties.
In fact, the new wheat varieties have led to far higher yields per-hectare but
lots of factors impact on the average national wheat yield including the scale on
which new varieties are being used and their pre- and post-harvest care.
Officials say that the development of new wheat varieties has increased perhectare wheat yield over the years more than anything else, adding, that dozens of
new varieties have been introduced during last 10 years.
Some of these are: Sehar-06, Farid-06, Saasi-06, Khirman-06, Faisalabad-08,
Mairaj-08, Lasani-08, Pirsabak-08, Hashim-08, Nia Amber-10, Nia Sunehri-10,
Millat-11, NARC-11, Punjab-11, AARI-11, Bharabi-11, Nia Sunder-11, Galaxy13, Benazir-13, Nia Sarang-13, Pirsabak-13, Shahkar-13, Lalma-13, Pakistan 13
and Ujala-15.
Besides, in 2015 the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (Parc) also
released four new rust-resistant wheat varieties, one of them a bio-fortified with
50pc zinc content.
Sehar-06 and Faisalabad-08 have gained immense popularity among the
growers of Punjab and are used in more than half of the total area under wheat
cultivation in the province. But they point out that it took Sehar-06 three years to
replace Inqalab-91, the variety that was used most widely there till 2008-09.
―One key factor in popular use of new wheat varieties is that growers don‘t
like to stop using their favourite varieties immediately. They take time to switch
over to new varieties regardless of how good the new ones are,‖ says a former
secretary of Sindh agriculture department.
But as news about the results of new varieties disseminate faster these days
through social media and awareness sessions, growers now show a somewhat
higher willingness to switch over to newly-introduced varieties.
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The Benazir-13 and Hammal-13 wheat varieties of Sindh can be cited as an
example which caught the growers‘ attention soon after their release in 2013 and
became widely used.
Progressive farmers have reported the per-hectare yield of these two varieties
in excess of 5,000kg per hectare against the national average of less than 2,800kg
per hectare. The same is true for Sehar-06 and Faisalabad-08, officials of Sindh
and Punjab agriculture departments say.
But they point out that high-yielding, disease-resistant wheat varieties are not
used effectively by all farmers. Only a fraction of them take proper care at each
step of wheat growing and harvesting.
Sources in Parc say that in collaboration with CIMMYT — an international
wheat and maize improvement centre — the local wheat research programmes are
exploring varieties for not only higher yield but richness in nutrition value too.
Similarly, collaboration of local institutions with International Centre for
Agricultural Research in Dry Areas (Icarda) has led to development of wheat
varieties suitable for rain-fed areas.
Local agricultural research institutes with Parc in the lead are now
collaborating with CIMMYT, Icarda and the USDA to take wheat research to the
next level and ensure that newly developed wheat varieties remain diseaseresistant.
Growers say Shalimar-88 remained a rather favourite variety for some years
due to its high per-hectare yield but it could not stand the attack of yellow rust and
was accordingly discarded.
Similarly Watan-V87094 fell to oblivion after having ruled wheat fields for
some years as this variety, too, could not resist yellow and brown rust. A small
number of farmers still grow Watan on a limited scale as it is best suited for flat
breads (chapati) making.
The Parc and Icarda are also working to improve technology and systems for
crop observation so that not only new wheat varieties produce closer to the
potential yield, but maximum yields could be obtained through older varieties.
Sources in Parc say a key reason why closer to the potential yield is not
obtained is that growers do not observe the crops behaviour during various stages
of maturity, adding, ―Early detection of the plant‘s vulnerability to certain diseases
and their inability to gain full physical characteristics with the help of crop
observation gadgetry can help in ensuring better yields.‖

ЖИВОТНОВОДСТВО1
Серьезные проблемы в животноводстве
Livestock feeding a big challenge
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Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371550/livestock-feeding-a-big-challenge

FEEDING an estimated 185 million population of livestock is a big
challenge for Pakistan. Given the fact that the contribution of livestock in the
country‘s GDP is higher than that of large-scale manufacturing, livestock feeding
cannot be taken lightly.
Fodder crops and food crops residues meet about 55pc of livestock feeding,
officials of Ministry of National Food Security and Research say.
The remaining 45pc requirement is met through a number of sources,
including forage and open-field grazing, by-products of cereals, post-harvest
leftovers of food crops like roots and stalks, oilcakes, prepared animal food, animal
protein etc.
The industry, unlike other segments of agriculture and livestock, gets little
attention of the government and remains dependent on the private-sector
investment
Fodder production has been on the decline for years because of several
reasons: farmers are switching over to more profitable food or non-food crops, the
area under cultivation of fodder crops is being used for growing other crops or for
livestock breeding and for rural industries or expansion in village settlements, etc.
The situation demands some serious reflections on how to achieve a balance
between competing needs of various segments of the rural economy.
On the other hand, domestic demand for value-added dairy and livestock
products is also increasing, and so is the need for boosting exports of such products
to get out of growing food trade deficit.
At the same time, the development of animal food industry is in its infancy.
Even if it grows fast with the help of local or foreign investments, which is
becoming quite a possibility, we will still need fodder crops to meet its raw
material requirements. The reason is that fodder food maximises the nutritional
value of fodder crops and other ingredients, but it cannot and does not eliminate
the need for fodder crops altogether.
The share of the livestock sector in GDP is 11.6pc, which is higher than that
of large-scale manufacturing (10.7pc). Therefore, a fast and qualitative boost in
livestock population can accelerate GDP growth. But shortage of fodder crops is a
big constraint.
The output of fodder crops need to be enhanced more through higher yield
than by growing them on larger areas of land because arable land is limited and
growing key food crops (such as rice, wheat, maize and sugarcane) is a must for
feeding the 208m Pakistanis as well as for exports.
The area under cultivation of cotton, oilseed, pulses and vegetable crops also
cannot be compromised for obvious reasons: cotton is the mainstay of our textile
sector and hence the largest forex earner, oilseed and pulses output has to be
increased to cut import bills, and vegetable output needs constant growth both for
local consumption as well as for export earnings.
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Keeping all this is in mind, both federal and provincial authorities have been
trying for some years, often with foreign financial and technical assistance, to
boost fodder crops with focus on increasing their per-hectare yield rather than by
just cultivating them on larger areas of land.
Sadly though, the results have not been very encouraging on the national
scale despite limited gains in some particular districts in one province or the other.
Final data of national fodder output for the last two fiscal years has yet to be
published, but production stats for 2010-11 to 2014-15 fiscal years show a
declining trend.
Officials of the food ministry say the estimated output for 2015-16 and
2016-17 is slightly above 22m tonnes, but still lower than the five-year average
output of 22.6m tonnes recorded between 2005-06 and 2009-10.
There is, therefore, an urgent need for developing improved fodder crop
varieties to boost their production. In 2014, the National Agricultural Research
Centre (Narc) developed two hybrid fodder crop seeds — Narc-hybrid 2 and Narchybrid 4 — under a dedicated fodder research programme. Food ministry officials
say that both varieties have since been doing well and led to higher per-hectare
yields.
In Pakistan, sorghum, millet, guar and maize, berseem, lucene, shaftal and
oilseed rape and mustard are some of the main fodder crops. The above-named two
hybrid fodder crops and some SS hybrid varieties, both old and new, are also
grown on a limited scale.
Two other fodder crops, also categorised as SS hybrid and developed by the
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC) and approved for commercial
cultivation in 2015, are also said to be doing well, officials say. The PARC had
developed and tested these two varieties in pilot projects before finding them
feasible for large-scale cultivation.
The council is providing the seeds of these fodder crops at special rates to
growers. Both hybrid varieties were obtained through experiments on the sorghum
Sudan grass and were accordingly categorised into an existing head of SS hybrid
fodder crops. SS hybrid fodder varieties give higher per-hectare yield and can also
be grown even in not-so-friendly climatic conditions, officials say.
Low production of fodder crops is also impacting negatively on the
development of animal feed industry. Currently, more than 200 animal feed mills
are operating in the country, but only some of them are producing compound feed
for livestock.
Apart from fodder crops, food crop residues make up the bulk of raw
material for this industry. But as efforts to cut post-harvest crop losses gain
momentum, crop residues for making animal feed may also decline.
Low availability of oilseeds and other sources of animal food enrichment
also hurt this industry. Industry sources lament that unlike other segments of
agriculture and livestock, this industry gets little attention of the government and
remains dependent on the private-sector investment.
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РЫБОЛОВСТВО1

ЗЕМЕЛЬНЫЕ ОТНОШЕНИЯ. ЗЕМЕЛЬНАЯ РЕФОРМА1

ГОРНОДОБЫВАЮЩАЯ ПРОМЫШЛЕННОСТЬ1
Запасы нефти и газа обнаружены в Атток (Панджаб)
Major oil, gas reserves discovered in Attock
The Nation. October 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Oct-2017/major-oil-gasreserves-discovered-in-attock

LAHORE - Pakistan Oil fields Limited (POL) has discovered one of the
largest oil and gas reserves from its Jhandial well (Punjab) in last five years, as per
announcement at PSX.
Jhandial well is located in Ikhlas Block in Northern Potwar, about 83
kilometers Southwest of Islamabad in District Attock said an official.
―‗Jhandial-X1‘ well was drilled down to the depth of 18,497 feet (5637
meters). During production testing, significant amount of hydrocarbons (oil and
gas) were encountered in Sakessar, Nammal and Patala formations with estimated
flows of up to 2.5k bopd and 21mmcfd of gas. ―Although the company is currently
evaluating sustainable levels of oil and gas flow, our channel checks suggest it will
be 1600-1800bopd and 16-18mmcfd of gas. At this level, we estimate an
annualised EPS impact of Rs7.5-8.5/share (15-17pc of FY18 earnings) with POL‘s
holding of 80 percent in Ikhlas Block,‖ the company stated.
This is indeed a significant discovery as it will lift POL‘s oil production by
up to 26 percent and gas production by up to 23 percent. The management expects
the above discovery to start production in two weeks.
POL holds 80per cent share in the block whereas The Attock Oil Company
(AOC) has a 20per cent share. The block is located in a prospective but
geologically complex area surrounded by a number of significant oil discoveries.
The drilling of the deep exploratory well Jhandial-1 was proposed after
acquisition and interpretation of recently acquired 3D seismic data.
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The American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity of the oil is around 40x and
the gas has a rich calorific value of 1,161 British Thermal Units per standard cubic
feet of gas.
The gas composition analysis indicates that it contains about 86per cent
methane, 7.2per cent ethane and 2.9per cent propane.
The well will be connected to the production line within two weeks and will
gradually attain full potential.
Structurally, Jhandial is a thrusted anticline just north of the Dhurnal Oil
field.
It has a closed area of about 15 square kilometers in the most likely case,
with a thick net reservoir column from top of the Chorgali Formation (Eocene) to
the base of the Paleocene Formation.
Preliminary initial estimated recoverable reserves of the field are in the
range of at least 292 billion standard cubic feet of gas and 23 million barrels of oil.
The Jhandial discovery is expected to contribute to the country's energy
sustainability while also having a positive impact on the future of exploratory
efforts in the block and surrounding areas.
Рудник Саиндак (золото, медь) будет передан властям Белуджистана.
Saindak copper gold project: Federal govt likely to transfer project to
Balochistan
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. August 29, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/29Aug-2017/federal-govt-likely-to-transfer-project-to-balochistan

ISLAMABAD - The federal government is likely to approve today (Tuesday)
the transfer of Saindak Copper Gold Project (SCGP) to the Government of
Balochistan, it was learnt on Monday.
The federal cabinet, which has been convened here today, will consider eightpoint agenda, which also includes the transfer of SCGP to Government of
Balochistan, sources told The Nation here.
The federal government has already shown its readiness to hand over the
Saindak Project to the provincial government when the agreement with the Chinese
company will expire in October this year.
The Government of Balochistan has been demanding for the past many years
for the control of Saindak project.
Under the Aghaz-e-Huqooq-e-Balochistan (AHB) package, it was decided
that Balochistan will receive 35 per cent of sales proceeds from the minerals
extracted from Saindak mines, if it gains administrative control of the SML.
Under the current arrangement the proceeds from Saindak are split halfway
between Pakistan and China; only five per cent is given to Balochistan. It was also
decided under the AHB, that the SCGP may be transferred to Balochistan.
The other agenda items include amendments in the Rules of Business 1973.
The summary is moved by the Cabinet Division regarding the division of business
between the Water and Power Division.
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Under the proposed amendment to the Rules of Business 1973, the
government will bring Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda), the
Indus River System Authority (Irsa) and the Indus Basin Treaty under the Water
Resource Division.
Similarly, it has also been proposed that matters related to development of
power resources of the country, electric utilities, liaison with international
engineering organisations in power sector, federal agencies and institutions for
promotions of special studies may be transferred to the Power Division.
The next agenda item is briefing on broadening the tax base 2013-2017 and
onwards, the summary is moved by the Revenue Division. Similarly, amendments
in the guidelines of Prime Minister‘s Global SDGs achievement programme are
also on the agenda of the meeting, the summary is moved by the Cabinet Division.
The exemption of two road projects, of Ministry of Kashmir Affairs and
Gilgit-Baltistan, from applicability of Public Procurement Regulatory Authority
Rules 2004 is also on the agenda of the meeting.
The meeting will also consider amendment in Rule 17(1) of Rules of Business
1973. The cabinet will also be briefed about the working of the National Security
Division.
Пакистан повысил добычу нефти.
Pakistan‘s oil production reaches two-year high
The
Express
Tribune,
February
2nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1314213/december-pakistans-oil-production-reaches-two-year-high/

Surge comes due to two new oil reserves; both fields added around 11% to
December 2016 estimates
KARACHI: Pakistan‘s oil production reached a two-year high of 97,000
barrels per day in December 2016 after oil and gas exploration and production
companies geared up their drive to find new deposits of hydrocarbons in the
country.
Nabeel Khursheed, an analyst at Topline Securities, said in a note to his
clients that the surge in production became possible with find of new oil reserves
from Nashpa and Mardan Khel fields.
―Both fields added around 11% to December 2016‘s oil production, a
cumulative flow of around 10,000 barrels per day (bpd) of oil,‖ he said.
The production meets around 20% of domestic demand. The remainder is met
through imported crude oil and finished petroleum products.
Rebounding oil prices spell bad news
Local production was reportedly hovering below 90,000 bpd in November.
This was standing at 87,000 bpd in the previous fiscal year ended June 30, 2016
and 95,000 bpd in the year before. The decline in production in fiscal year 2015-16
(FY16) was seen after oil producing firms put on hold their projects under the then
prevailing steep low oil prices in the world market.
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State-owned Oil and Gas Development Company (OGDC) was maintaining
the highest reserves of oil and gas in the country, as its share in local crude oil
production stands above 50%.
During December, OGDC, Pakistan Oilfields and Pakistan Petroleum Limited
registered record oil production levels of around 48,000 bpd, 18,000 bpd and 8,000
bpd, respectively.
This was on the back of addition from Nashpa (OGDC and PPL hold 56% and
26% stakes) and Mardan Khel (POL and PPL hold 28% stake each while OGDC
holds 21%).
Flat gas production
Gas production, however, remained almost stagnant at around 4,000 million
cubic feet per day (mmcfd) mainly due to ―absence of any significant addition and
natural depletion of existing fields,‖ the analyst added.
Normalised flow from Kandhkot field (13% of PPL‘s total gas production),
up from 89mmcfd (faced technical issues last year) in December 2015 to
205mmcfd in December 2016 and 32mmcfd addition from Shahdadpur field
nudged up PPL‘s gas production.
OGDC‘s gas production during December 2016 shrunk on the back of lower
flow from Uch (26% of gas production), down 12% and Qadirpur (22% of gas
production), down 7%.
Saudi Arabia to sell 49% of Aramco within decade: report
―First half of fiscal year 2017‘s cumulative hydrocarbon production numbers
remained broadly in-line with our estimates,‖ Khursheed said.
With another expected addition of around 100mmcfd of gas and 4,000 bpd of
oil from much awaited OGDC‘s Kunnar Pasaki Deep (KPD) project in second half,
―Pakistan‘s total oil production will likely cross 100,000 bpd to average 95,200
bpd in FY17. This will take Pakistan‘s total hydrocarbon production to average
778,000 boed {Barrels of Oil Equivalent per Day},‖ he said.
Дорогая цена электроэнергии, полученной от ТЭС на угле
Coal energy: at what cost?
Imtiaz
Gul.
The
Express
Tribune,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298369/coal-energy-cost/

January

18th,

2017.

The writer heads the independent Centre for Research and Security Studies, Islamabad and is
author of Pakistan: Pivot of Hizbut Tahrir‘s Global Caliphate

Minister of Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal recently informed the
parliamentary committee on CPEC that Thar coal would be used for electricity for
the next 400 years and that two transmission lines were being installed at Mariari
— one to Lahore, and another to Faisalabad, which will be connected to the
national grid, benefiting all parts of the country. He also stated that some 11,000
MW of electricity will be added to the national grid by 2018 with the help of the
biggest energy investment in the history of Pakistan under CPEC. It will be great
news if Pakistan can get rid of power outages in major cities.
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But the bad news is that over 8,000 MW of this energy will come from coal
— major source of carbon emissions in China itself. What consequences will the
coal-fired plants, particularly in central Punjab have, usually enveloped by smog in
December? China, which surpassed the US in carbon dioxide emission in 2007
becoming leader in world pollution, is already reeling from the impact of the coal
energy. In 2014, for instance, Chinese scientists compared the toxic haze to a
―nuclear winter‖ that ―has started slowing down photosynthesis in plants.‖
And recently in December 2016, environmental protection officials called on
the government to issue red smog alerts for 23 cities in northern China. Beijing
officials had already issued a red alert after warnings of a build-up of toxic air
pollution during cold weather. An additional nine industrial cities had also been
advised to issue the lowest-level orange alert. In fact, images of school children
taking exam in an open football stadium enveloped in a dense cloud of noxious
pollution, which triggered the smog ―red alert‖ on December 20, went viral on the
social media.
Taking cognisance of the choking smog, Chinese officials began taking its
environmental problems seriously in the year 2014. They struck a deal with the US
to reduce the rate of its carbon emissions by 2030. Statistics from the Chinese
National Bureau of Statistics show slight reduction in coal consumption (to 3.7 per
cent and 2.9 per cent in 2015 and 2014, respectively). But obviously it has to go a
long way because 70 per cent of the China‘s electric power comes from burning
coal and the consumption is estimated to be nearly as much as rest of the world
combined.
The thoughtless rush for coal-fired energy by a politically motivated Pakistani
ruling elite is both alarming and questionable. Minister Ahsan Iqbal and other
leading lights from Punjab know what havoc the fog and smog play with life in
winter. They also know unscrupulous nature of the mighty business cartels behind
the energy plants. Those running and approving these cartels — politicians,
businessmen and bureaucrats, are least bothered about the environmental hazards
of coal energy in a country where bribes cover up violations of law.
Most of these businessmen and their political patrons, with second permanent
residences and interests parked in the US, Canada and Europe, seem to ignore the
havoc coal energy has played in China. For them the overriding motive of
importing mostly second and third generation coal-fired plants appears to be quick
hefty windfalls.
And let us not blame China for the cunning attitude of our rulers and
businessmen. If we go by what Ahsan Iqbal told the parliamentary committee on
January 16, it suggests that Beijing has been sensitive to, and adjusting, the CPEC
plans to the demands by K-P and Balochistan. They have been facilitating
Pakistani wish list as and when necessary following the discord between
Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta.
Most of Pakistan‘s big cities such as Karachi, Faisalabad, Multan, Gujrat,
Gujranwala, Peshawar and Quetta are already air-water polluted. With the
induction of coal energy, and little hope for adherence to environmental standards,
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this situation will deteriorate. And responsibility for this disaster in the making will
rest on Asif Ali Zardari as well as the Sharif brothers, ably supported by a pliant
bureaucracy and avaricious business community.
В Хайбер Пахтунхва обнаружены большие запасы газа.
Energy-rich: K-P has 16 trillion cubic feet of gas deposits
Imran
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
15th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295031/energy-rich-k-p-16-trillion-cubic-feet-gas-deposits/

2017.

Identifies 26 spots that have huge hydrocarbon reserves
FAISALABAD: Pakistan is producing only 96,000 barrels of oil per day
(bpd), far lower than its demand for 400,000 bpd, which can mostly be met by
energy-rich Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) that has huge hydrocarbon reserves, says
a high official of the province‘s energy company.
―Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has reserves of 16 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and
1.1 billion barrels of oil,‖ disclosed Nouman Akbar, Director General Human
Resources, Corporate Affairs and Marketing of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Oil and
Gas Company Limited (KPOGCL).
Speaking to members of the Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(FCCI), he said K-P was catering to 57% of Pakistan‘s crude oil production and
contributing 15% to the demand for natural gas. In addition to these, it accounts for
25% of the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) production in the country.
World Bank agrees to fund three hydro projects in K-P
Akbar said KPOGCL had been set up to step up work and explore the
untapped oil and gas resources in order to make Pakistan self-reliant in energy
production.
The government has allocated five blocks to the company, of which
exploration work on the Lucky block is in full swing. ―The Potohar region is rich
in hydrocarbon resources and in many cases gas is oozing out of the soil,‖ he said.
Similarly, shallow digging also leads to the discovery of oil reserves. At least,
26 spots had been identified where oil and gas reserves were present in abundance
and Akbar emphasised that efforts should be expedited in collaboration with the
private sector to tap the resources.
He was of the view that at least $110 million were required from the private
sector for development of the five exploration blocks. The amount could be made
available in the form of shares, which could also be purchased by small investors,
he said.
The K-P government has finished geological mapping of the province and is
setting up a technical testing laboratory in Peshawar in a bid to conduct analysis of
the soil data collected from various sites.
Earlier, soil samples were sent to laboratories of other countries that charged a
fee in dollars, but now these tests could be conducted in the country with a nominal
fee.
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―Plans are also on the cards to establish a most modern refinery for the
processing of crude oil. This refinery, expected to be operational within four years,
will be able to cater to the needs of the country,‖ Akbar said.
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan look to boost energy, trade ties
Responding to a question about the safety of investment, he suggested that a
separate fund management company could be created to address the financial
issues.
He pointed out that exploration work was going on at a slow pace because of
the lethargic licensing and taxation processes.
Listing them among the most discouraging factors, he suggested that all
provinces should make a collective representation to the federal government,
proposing the abolition of tax at the initial stage of geological surveys and drilling.

ПРОМЫШЛЕННОСТЬ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Как выжить пакистанской индустрии, если Китай заполонил
пакистанский рынок?!
Who will protect Pakistan‘s domestic industry when Chinese enter the
market?
Zeeshan Hashim. The Nation. July 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/03-Jul-2017/whowill-protect-pakistan-s-domestic-industry-when-chinese-enter-the-market

I think the prevalent questions in the minds of Pakistani society regarding
CPEC are that what will be the consequences of Chinese entering the domestic
market? Either they will occupy the whole market by monopolising it or they will
compete fairly in the market or they will destroy our domestic manufacturing
industry by pumping lower priced China-made products into the market?
In my opinion basic Economics can be a great help to cater all these questions
and following points seem important in this regard.
Is import good for our society or bad?
The answer to this question depends on our understanding of what does it
mean for a product or service to be good or bad for a society?What are the needed
attributes in a commercial product being sold in a market? Either it is the standard
of living of the Pakistani citizens which matter or the so-called national prestige
which becomes high when we see the products mentioning "made in Pakistan"?
If it is the standard of living which is valued then decrease in the price level
escalates the standard of living of the people because it increases our purchasing
power. For example, I have Rs20 and I need to buy bread for my daily meal. The
price of one slice of bread is Rs5, so I will get four slices by paying Rs20.
Supposedly, the price of one slice decreases to Rs4, what will happen then? In fact,
I will be able to buy five slices. Now we again suppose that the price of a bread
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jumps to Rs7. Now, my purchasing power will be decreased and I will get only
three slices of bread. So, the benefit of society is in low priced items. The fewer
consumers will spend, the more they will save which result in more investment. If
a consumer wants to spend all her disposable income, then she will buy more items
(less in basic needs and more in luxuries).
Is foreign investment good or bad?
Foreign investment is always good for an economy. It increases the knowhow in the society by inserting advanced knowledge and technology. Important
thing is that workers learn new things from their repetition of tasks and from the
innovative practices introduced by entrepreneurs or foreign firms. Similarly, when
a foreign firm introduces new ideas and practices in the society, their employees
learn from them, it increases the rate of entrepreneurship because some employees
leave their job and start their own business which they have learned from their
experiences. Ricardo Hausman writes this in the following words:
―The key to [Progress) is tacit knowledge. To make stuff, you need to know
how to make it, and this knowledge is, to a large extent, latent – not available in
books, but stored in the brains of those who need to use it......new firms are formed
mainly by workers who leave other successful firms, taking the relevant tacit
knowledge with them. The reality is that people learn more by performing and
repeating tasks, better than mere reading books in Academics.‖
Remember that local businessman has more competitive advantage than a
foreign one because he knows more about the local environment. Bangladesh's
textile industry is a beautiful case study in this regard which shows that foreign
investment increases the comparative advantage of the local firms. It increases
total production of the society. It creates more jobs and opens more opportunities
for entrepreneurs which definitely increase the standard of living of the people.
More investments mean the pie of the economy enlarges. The economy is not
a fixed pie. The new entries in the market do not mean that new entrants will
disentitle local firms from their fair shares in the market. When Chinese businesses
will enter the market, they will definitely search the opportunities in which they
have more competitive advantage. While local businesses will search the
opportunity in which they can contribute better than their Chinese competitors. Be
confident that our business community has the potential to do it and foreign
competition will further enhance it.
The important thing to be more concerned about CPEC is not the foreign
competition but the terms and conditions of the deal, and the risk of monopoly if it
is being granted by the state to the Chinese investors. We should keep our focus on
the incentives being provided to them. Either they are coming to join us and
compete with our local firms just like other foreign investors do or they will be
treated differently from Pakistani investors with more privilege? There should be
no special treatment or special incentives to any firm either it is local and foreign.
The monopoly of any kind will destroy our economy, politics and society, and we
will be in big trouble in future. We must be very careful and cautious by asking
critical questions to the government on behalf of our civil society.
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АзБР одобрил заем 20 млн. долл. на развитие микро-, малых и средних
предприятий
ADB approves $20m loan for micro, small and medium enterprises
The Express Tribune, May 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1416543/adbapproves-20m-loan-micro-small-medium-enterprises/

KARACHI: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved a $20
million loan to help Khushhali Microfinance Bank Limited (KMBL) expand access
to credit for agriculture-related borrowers and small businesses in Pakistan.
The assistance will help KMBL increase the provision of financial services to
micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises from 5,700 at present to over 30,000
by 2020.
ADB to provide Rs100m loan to acquire land for new ring road
―Agriculture and small business are critical sectors in Pakistan‘s economy that
play a significant role in job creation and poverty reduction,‖ said ADB Private
Sector Financial Institutions Division Director Christine Engstrom. ―ADB‘s
assistance will help support KMBL‘s goal to improve financial inclusion to these
sectors through their extensive expertise and outreach to under-served
populations.‖
Additionally, women are expected to comprise up to 25% of the loan
recipients. Also, a separate technical assistance program will support the
establishment of a training academy as well as investments in KMBL‘s technology
up gradation program.
―ADB‘s support will deepen the market penetration of KMBL into the rural
economy and enhance access to small businesses vital to economic growth and
prosperity,‖ KMBL President Ghalib Nishtar.
―In the past 16 years, KMBL has led the way towards financial inclusion by
offering loans and savings products tailored to the low-income segment of the
market, and empowering women entrepreneurs belonging to the marginalized
communities by creating awareness and providing opportunities of financial access
through its value propositions,‖ he added.
ADB ties $400m loan to merger of two boards
Currently, access to finance in the country is limited, with only 24% of the
adult population having a bank account with a formal financial institution.
Meanwhile, KMBL has a nationwide presence in Pakistan with a network of
144 branches and the largest client base among microfinance banks in the country.
Какое будущее у обрабатывающей промышленности?
What is the future of manufacturing?
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, May
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334609/what-is-the-future-of-manufacturing

22nd,

2017.

The government‘s failure to document the large shadow economy and
effectively secure the country‘s borders against the invasion of smuggled and
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under-invoiced manufactured, intermediate, raw materials and finished goods is
forcing manufacturers to opt out of the industry at the expense of tens of thousands
of jobs.
―Effective documentation of all sectors of the economy is crucial if we want
to stop jobs from shifting to other countries and become competitive,‖ argued
Anjum Nisar, a Lahore-based producer of intermediate industrial raw materials for
footballs, shoes, upholstery, stationary products, textile packaging, bags, PVC
flooring, etc.
He told Dawn in an interview last week, ―It‘s time to decide if we want to
grow and create jobs at home — or become a consumer society and export jobs
elsewhere in the world.‖
He contended that businessmen were getting out of manufacturing because of
a strong policy-bias against the industry seen over the last few years.
―It‘s time to decide if we want to grow and create jobs at home — or
become a consumer society and export jobs elsewhere in the world‖
―Neither government policies nor its attitude favour investment in the
manufacturing industry. So why invest in the industry and work hard to lose
money when you can make easy money by investing in sectors like real estate and
retail that are off the taxman‘s radar? Little wonder then that factories are closing
and exports are down by almost a fifth in the last three years.‖
The overall pace of indusial growth has slowed down to just above five per
cent during the present financial year from 5.8pc last year, according to a report.
Manufacturing has recorded a growth of 5.27pc against the modest target of 6.1pc
for the year.
Large-scale manufacturing (LSM) expanded by 4.93pc on the back of
improvement in the production of cement, sugar, tractors, buses, etc against the
target of 5.9pc, while small scale manufacturing rose by 8.1pc.
Anjum was of the view that the lack of documentation of the economy was a
major factor behind the shrinking size of manufacturing. ―We could have had a
large, vibrant and growing manufacturing industry and a lot fewer jobseekers on
the streets if our policymakers had focused on documenting the entire economy
and did not have a pro-import policy bias.‖
He says the conditions in the country are not conducive for investment in new
manufacturing industries. Yet he believes that all is not lost yet.
―Pakistan has a strong manufacturing base with a growing young population
and cheaper labour force. But the revival of the manufacturing industry in the
country, creation of new jobs and improvement in exports depends on how far the
government is prepared to go.
―If the government is ready to tweak its policies to encourage investment in
small- to large-scale manufacturing by taxing the entire production supply chain
instead of selectively punishing the documented segments of the economy, secure
its borders against the dumping of semi-finished and finished goods to protect
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domestic producers and cut the cost of doing business, we can see our fortunes
changing rapidly.‖
The former president of the Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry was
also very critical of the role of the trade bodies representing businessmen. ―Unfortunately, the business leadership, especially the Federation of Chambers of
Commerce and Industry, is as little interested in the resolution of problems and
issues facing the industry as our policymakers.
―The apex trade body is controlled by people who seem to act as a
mouthpiece of the government instead of a representative of the business
community‘s interests. The role of such business and trade bodies needs to
change.‖
Anjum looks at the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) initiative as a
great opportunity for the Pakistani economy. But he thinks that the way the
government is handling the connectivity initiative will benefit only Chinese
investors and companies and not domestic businessmen.
―I feel that local companies are being discriminated against Chinese firms. If
we do not secure our interests today, it will have grave consequences for us
tomorrow.
―The corridor initiative will only result in adding to the debt stock and
burdening our future generations unless our companies are encouraged to
participate in CPEC-related projects and are provided the same tax benefits and
policy incentives as Chinese firms.‖

ТЕКСТИЛЬНАЯ1
Текстильный экспорт требует поддержки государства
Textile sector holds govt responsible for export woes
The Express Tribune, July 1st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447480/textile-sectorholds-govt-responsible-export-woes/

LAHORE: Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(PHMA) Chairman Adil Butt has expressed concern over the decline in textile
exports, which have dropped 1.98% in the first 11 months of the current fiscal
year.
Along with the fall in textile exports, Pakistan‘s trade deficit has swelled
42.12% to about $30 billion compared to $21.1 billion in the same period of
previous fiscal year. Butt held the government responsible for the constant decline
in textile exports because of delay in release of tax refunds of exporters and asked
it to immediately release all the pending sales tax refund and Customs rebate
claims as well as withholding tax claims.
―The drop in textile exports comes during a turbulent period for textile
manufacturers as they await the promised government incentives for the export
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sector including disbursement of an export promotion package worth Rs180 billion
and smooth receipt of sales tax refunds.‖
The year-on-year growth in exports of most of the textile products was
negative including towels, cotton clothing and bed wear, which showed doubledigit declines, he said while quoting the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS).
Butt hit out at the government for running a headless textile ministry and for
increasing the turnover and sales tax to 1.25% and 6% respectively, adding none of
the textile industry‘s major proposals had been incorporated into the budget.
Out of the Rs180 billion promised in the incentive package for the export
sector, just Rs4 billion has been released, despite chest thumping about the release
of Rs24 billion.
The package is aimed at making the industry cost-effective by removing
duties on raw material (cotton and man-made fibres) among other measures.
Textile exports from July-May (2016-17) were recorded at $11.234 billion
compared to $11.461 billion in the corresponding period of 2015-16.
Exports of cotton yarn and cotton cloth fell 3.64% and 5.81% respectively.
Similarly, raw cotton and yarn (other than cotton yarn) exports showed massive
drops of 47.14% and 27.32% respectively.
Other items were not too far behind with knitwear, towels, art, silk and
synthetic textile losing a combined $51.798 million in export value over the course
of the year.
Пакистанская текстильная отрасль расширяет ассортимент
Телеканал NTD.
rasshiryaet-assortiment

1.05.2017.

http://ntdtv.ru/59909-pakistanskaya-tekstilnaya-otrasl-

Текстильная промышленность – одна из сильнейших отраслей
экономики Пакистана. На этой фабрике в Карачи производство идѐт полным
ходом. Продукцию экспортируют в другие страны.
Владелец компании говорит: для успешного бизнеса есть всѐ – и
человеческие ресурсы, и технологии. Но, чтобы получить большее признание
на международном уровне, нужна поддержка правительства.
[Амджад
Эбрахим,
владелец
фабрики]:
«Если власти хоть немного улучшат инфраструктуру, решат проблемы с
транспортом и электричеством, тогда мы начнѐм творить чудеса. Думаю, у
нашей страны — большой потенциал, и мы способны на многое».
Производителям последние несколько лет приходится преодолевать и
другие трудности – не хватает сырья.
[Мирза
Ихтиар
Вайдж,
консультант
по
текстильной
промышленности]:
«Приходится импортировать сырье и сталкиваться с конкуренцией, а это
тяжело. Поэтому правительство должно уделять внимание сельскому
хозяйству и обеспечить больший урожай хлопка».
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По мнению экспертов, также необходимо ввести различные льготы для
текстильщиков и заключить соглашения о свободной торговле с другими
странами.
Впрочем, текстильная промышленность не стоит на месте и расширяет
ассортимент товаров. Последние несколько десятилетий в Пакистане
производят не только ткани, но и одежду.
[Зубайр Туфайл, глава Федерации торгово-промышленных палат]:
«У пакистанской текстильной отрасли будет больше возможностей, если
производить более дорогие товары. В настоящее время экспорт приносит
около 12 миллиардов долларов, но эта цифра в ближайшие два года может
увеличиться до 17-18 миллиардов, даже до 20 миллиардов».
Пакистанские дизайнеры считают: развитие модной индустрии в стране
— также на руку местной текстильной промышленности.
[Ризван
Бейг,
модельер]:
«Многие думают, что мода – это что-то легкомысленное и непрактичное. Но
обстановка в мире доказывает, что это многомиллиардный бизнес».
Пакистан поставляет в другие страны ткань, трикотаж, чулочноносочные изделия, домашний текстиль и джинсы.
Пакистанский посол в Китае призывает китайских бизнесменов
вкладывать инвестиции в текстильную промышленность Пакистана
(продукция готовых изделий)
Pakistan invites Chinese entrepreneurs to invest in textile, garments
sector
Parvez Jabri. BR. 21.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/21/337502

BEIJING: Pakistan Ambassador to China, Masood Khalid Tuesday invited
the Chinese companies to take advantage of investment-friendly policies of present
government and come forward to invest in textile and garments sectors in Pakistan.
"The government is focusing for the development of textile and garments
sectors in Pakistan as it is considered to be the backbone of Pakistan's economy,"
he said while addressing the representatives of about 76 Chinese companies at a
road-show of Quaid-e-Azam Apparel Park (QAAP), Sheikhupura, held here.
Welcoming the Chinese businessmen and entrepreneurs, he said, "Your
presence here not only reflects your confidence in the market potential in Pakistan
but also shows friendship with Pakistan and its people."
Giving the details of the project, he said, it is aimed at development of textile
and garment sector in Pakistan, adding, textile sector is one of main segments of
Pakistan?s economy and Pakistan exports bulk of its textile products to China.
Masood Khalid said, the present government has launched various mega
projects for the development of Pakistan, a home of more than 200 million people.
Pakistan and China, partners in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), are executing a large number of projects including energy, roads network,
infrastructure, Gwadar port and new industrial zones along its route, he added.
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The Ambassador apprised audience about Punjab government's development
projects and said these development projects included provision of clean drinking
water, farms to city roads and a knowledge park in Lahore.
He asked the Chinese entrepreneurs to take advantage of enormous
opportunities offered by the government as Pakistan particularly the Punjab
province is emerging as a hub for economic activities.
"It is matter of taking interest and lead to explore the market potential of
Pakistan," he said.
About investment and working climate in Pakistan, he informed that more
than 90,000 Chinese national are already working on different development
projects in Pakistan, adding, the government has taken special measures for their
safety and security.
While drawing the attention of Chinese companies toward the project, he said,
the QAAP being established near Lahore is a big project which requires their
attention.
"We are looking for good contractors for executing this project aimed at
making it a good quality project besides its implementation at par international
standard," he added.
He said, Pakistan's government has offered special incentives for the investors
including the Chinese friends and added, Pakistan has strategic location and is
linked with two big neighbours - China and India while it provides easy access to
Central Asia and Africa.
He said, cheap raw material along with hardworking work force and
managerial teams are available besides profit margins are very good in Pakistan.
"We are working to modernize the development process and all the industries
have been integrated," he added.
The Ambassador said, all the important world financial institutions have
expressed satisfaction over the performance of Pakistan economy and they termed
it as strong and stable.
Project Director, Shahzad Sheikh who arrived here from Pakistan to organize
the road-show, said, the objective of the road-show is to invite the international
contractors to participate in the infrastructure development of QAAP project.
He said, ideally located on Lahore-Islamabad Motorway at the junction of
Sheikhupura, QAAP is connected through a dedicated interchange on M2, with a
network of national highways to create an uninterrupted link to all major cities, sea
ports and dry ports of the country.
A comfortable distance of 40 KM from Lahore, 55 KM from International
airport and just 6 KM from Railways station bring the project site more close to the
international market, he added.
He said, the Apparel Park will have the capacity to create 250,000 new jobs
along with setting up a precedent of empowering skilled women work force.
He said the garments produced by QAAP will be exported to Europe and
Latin America at a huge scale, crowding in Rs 5 billion in country's annual GDP.
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At the end, a questions-answers session was held. The Chinese businessmen
and representatives asked several question from the project director and showed
keen interest in the different aspect of the project.
Поддержка текстильной промышленности неудалась
The textile package will not achieve anything
Dr
Fahd
Rehman.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
23rd,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303751/textile-package-will-not-achieve-anything/

2017.

LAHORE: The much-awaited textile package of Rs180 billion has been
unveiled with fanfare.
In the current year, the government has already provided a reduction in power
tariff and has tried to provide uninterrupted power supply to the textile industry.
On top of that, five exports sectors have already been declared zero rated. Now, the
government is trying to appease the powerful stakeholders in some way; since the
election campaign is gaining momentum each day.
Timing of the package
The package was delayed by a couple of years. When international prices
started to decline in 2013-14, the exporters direly needed this package. On the
external front, exporters were getting lower prices for their products. On the
internal front, they faced gas and electricity load-shedding and even higher power
tariff. Caught by the electricity issue in the beginning, the government turned a
blind eye.
In addition, small and medium sized exporters got hurt when all of a sudden
rupee appreciated against dollar from 105 to 98. Many small exporters went out of
business due to this volatility in the foreign exchange market. That was the time
when exports started to decline and the industry clamoured for the relief package,
but the government denied it.
By keeping rupee strong for so long, the government has aggravated the
problems of exporter to some extent since our exports are of low value-added
nature. Low value-added exports cannot command higher prices and are dependent
on rupee depreciation to some extent. Under these circumstances, a planned
package is required to upgrade the industry.
Time span for the package
The span of the package is quite short ie 18 months. The first 6 months of the
package are unconditional that the export subsidies would be dished out without
any commitment sought from the industry. The rest are a bit conditional on the
expansion of the exports. In this short span, the industry cannot re-orient itself and
gear for high exports. Furthermore, the chances of new entrants in the export
business are minimal.
The package is a generic one without a differentiation strategy. There is
always a need to differentiate between small and large exporters. In an ideal
situation, small exporters are subsidies dependent, while large exporters can easily
look after themselves.
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In the actual world, small exporters cannot get the benefits of these packages
owing to procedural issues and nature of their business, while large exporters get
the maximum mileage out of such schemes due to their connection, positioning and
clout. Like other packages, large exporters will remain the winners since they
would be able to expand their exports quickly in this short span of time.
The government is not aware of the dynamics of Global Value Chains
(GVCs) where global buyers have so many options to source from developing
countries suppliers. These buyers can squeeze their suppliers easily since most of
the suppliers in developing countries have low bargaining power. If buyers come to
know that the government has announced a lavish package in Pakistan, they will
start squeezing the margins of suppliers. This shows that the profitability of
exporter would hardly increase.
In a nutshell, the package is an electioneering device. It is neither properly
timed nor planned. There is barely any effort to increase the productivity of the
textile sector. The structural issues have been ignored. On this basis, the result of
this package would be similar to that of the GSP Plus.
The writer is an Assistant Professor of Economics at SDSB, Lahore
University of Management Sciences (LUMS).
Текстильная промышленность постепенно выходит из кризиса
(энергетического), но очень медленно.
Pakistan´s once-booming textile industry struggles to bounce back
The News. January 08, 2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/177674-Pakistans-oncebooming-textile-industry-struggles-to-bounce-back

FAISALABAD: As Pakistan slowly emerges from a long-term power crisis, its
once booming textile sector is scrambling to find its feet -- but high energy costs
and a decade lost to competitors mean recovery is far from assured.
Energy production was severely depressed for more than 10 years due to
chronic under-investment, inefficiencies in the power network and an inability to
collect sufficient revenue to cover costs.
The result was crippling for manufacturers and in particular the textile sector,
which employs 30 percent of the working population.
Pakistan is the world´s fourth largest cotton producing country but
interminable power and gas cuts have stopped exporters from producing their
orders on time.
Many have watched helplessly as their clients have instead turned to Vietnam
or Bangladesh.
A third of the production capacity of the sector has disappeared, thousands of
factories have closed, and most of the others are running below full capacity, says
Rehan Bharara, a former loom owner who now runs a public infrastructure project
for the textile industry.
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Half the time, "we had to run our factories on diesel generators, which was
very expensive. We decided to close down rather than losing money every day," he
said.
Only those manufacturers which invested heavily in their own energy
production survived.
These include plants run by the Sadaqat company, which provides house linen
to major Western retailers such as Debenhams, Tesco and Target. Energy supply to
huge printing, cutting and sewing departments is rotated according to need.
"We have three sources of electricity: the main and cheapest one is generation
through gas, if we don´t have gas, we go to Wapda (the public utility), if Wapda
closes, we go to diesel generators," says chairman Mukhtar Ahmed.
"I have no choice. If I stop producing, we lose our customers."
Smaller plants, notably the hundreds of thousands of cotton loom workshops,
lack backup generators and are dependent on the public network.
- "No power, no wages" Each time the power cuts, work is interrupted.
"We loom workers only get paid if there is power and looms are running. If
there is no power, there are no wages," said Mohammad Rizwan, a 21-year-old
weaver.
The government has promised to end power cuts by 2018, and said industry
would be prioritised.
In the past few weeks, the biggest manufacturers in Faislabad have been
supplied without interruption.
"The key is that they give us 24 hours of electricity a day," said Wahid
Raamay, chairman of the Council of Loom Owners in Faisalabad.
Despite these important advancements, textiles are not yet out of danger. As
the country´s electricity supply has improved, natural gas imports bills have gone
up with the increased cost passed down to consumers.
Bharara estimates the cost of electricity has doubled over eight years, from six
rupees per kilowatt/hour to 11.
That´s still much lower than 26 rupees per kilowatt hour for electricity
produced by a diesel generator, but more than costs in competing countries.
"At this time we are struggling to give competitive power," admits
Muhammad Salim Bhatti, general manager of the city´s power distribution
company. "Over time, we will become cheaper as new power plants will be more
efficient", he hopes. "We´ll be in a position to compete."
But the Asian Development Bank is less optimistic, citing the opaqueness of
large-scale Chinese investment in the country´s energy infrastructure.
"The power due to be produced by Chinese-built power plants is expected to
be expensive" it said, though it anticipates it will still be cheaper than the thermal
plants they are set to replace.
In late December, Pakistan´s fourth nuclear power plant went online, built
with Chinese assistance as part of Islamabad´s plans to produce 8,800 MW from
atomic energy by 2030.
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Total exports, meanwhile, 60 percent of which are made up by textiles,
declined by 13 percent in the first nine months of this year compared to last, a sign
that the industry´s recovery is yet to begin.
Пакистанские производители текстиля опасаются активного внедрения
Китая в этот сектор
Local lobby fears Chinese entrance in textile sector
Shahram
Haq.
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LAHORE: Pakistan seems to have placed a lot of faith in the ‗gamechanging‘ China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), but the local business
community still has some concerns.
Stakeholders of the country‘s textile sector are anticipating a further decline,
fearing that if Chinese companies started relocating their textile units in different
tax-free industrial zones in Pakistan, they would go out of business.
―Whenever China enters any country it damages the domestic market – it‘s a
fact,‖ said Pakistan Readymade Garments Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (PRGMEA) Senior Vice President Jawad Choudhry while talking to a
group of journalists.
―Our industry is currently facing a declining trend due to the high cost of
doing business and productivity, whereas China plays with price by increasing its
production,‖ he added.
Industry experts believe that if China locates its textile units to Pakistan they
will have an edge over the existing players due to the benefits, such as tax-free
zones, under CPEC. An additional benefit for them would be the energy prices as
they are setting up their own power plants to feed their industries in Pakistan.
―We expect the government to share CPEC cost and benefit ratio with the
local industry so we can plan for our future investments,‖ said PRGMEA Central
Chairman Ijaz Khokhar, adding that CPEC business wing should be established to
safeguard the existing local industries as well as international investors.
Khokhar said that Pakistani government should bind Chinese investors to
establish new industries as a Joint Venture with local stakeholders with 49:51
equity ratios.
―It is not possible for existing local players to relocate their industries in tax
free zones in the current scenario.‖

МЕТАЛЛУРГИЯ1
Нац. Ассамблея предлагает передать дело о Пакистанском
металлургическом заводе в Счетную палату.
NA body recommends referring Steel Mills case to NAB
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Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. December 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/28-Dec-2017/nabody-recommends-referring-steel-mills-case-to-nab

ISLAMABAD - A parliamentary committee on Wednesday recommended
the government to refer the Pakistan Steel Mills case to the National
Accountability Bureau regarding the determination and punishment of the people
responsible for destabilisation of the PSM.
The National Assembly Standing Committee on Privatisation, which was
met in the chair of Syed Imran Ahmed Shah, discussed the privatisation of public
sector entities. Secretary Privatisation Commission Irfan Ali informed the
committee that the PSM was closed more than two and half years ago after the Sui
Southern Gas Company Limited (SSGC) cut the gas supplies due to non-payment
of over Rs44 billion dues. Similarly, the National Bank of Pakistan also seeks
recovery of Rs55 billion loans advanced to the mills. The employees have also not
been paid their salaries for the past few months.
He further informed the federal government is paying billions of rupees to
the workers of PSM as salaries every year. The government would have to pay
Rs15 billion as pension to 3,500 retired workers of the PSM. The PSM had to pay
Rs99 billion to the National Bank of Pakistan and Sui Southern Gas Company
Limited, he added. He clarified that government is not selling land of the PSM.
The committee directed the government to refer the PSM case to NAB
regarding the determination and punishment of the responsible persons of fiscal
deficit and destabilisation of the Pakistan Steel Mills, Karachi, immediately.
The Secretary Privatisation Commission briefed the Committee about the
pending cases in the court and outstanding amounts regarding privatisation of the
government entities. He informed that the government had not received the full
amount for privatising 14 entities as most of the cases are in the courts. He said
that Etisalat had to pay $800 million against the privatisation of Pakistan
Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL). A delegation of Etisalat is
currently in Pakistan for negotiations to resolve the issue. The government of
Pakistan had not transferred 33 properties of the PTCL to Etisalat. He hoped that
both the sides would resolve the issue in current negotiations.
Irfan informed the committee that the government wants to privatise the
Pakistan International Airlines but it would have to make amendment in the PIA‘s
act. The federal government would soon present a summary in the federal cabinet
in this regard.
He also briefed the legal, financial and technical aspects of Share Purchase
Agreement (SPA) regarding PTCL‘s privatisation and transparency of this
project. He also briefed about the efforts regarding recovery of outstanding
amounts by the concern defaulter companies.
The committee recommended that the ministry shall respond to the question
asked by the lawmakers in its next meeting. The committee also recommended that
the comprehensive briefing shall be presented regarding the PTCL‘s Privatisation
by the ministry in its next meeting.
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The committee also recommended the matter regarding the recovery of
outstanding amounts shall be referred to the NAB against the defaulter companies.
Those who attended the meeting are MNAs Justice (Retd) Iftikhar Ahmed
Cheema, Shaheen Shafiq, Maiza Hameed, Munaza Hassan, Dr Imran Khattak,
Abdul Waseem, Engineer Mohammad Usman Badini, and parliamentary
secretary for privatisation. The senior officers from the Ministry of Privatisation
also attended the meeting.
«Мы никогда не продадим земли Карачинского метзавода», - заявил
Главный министр Синда
We will never sell Pakistan Steel Mills‘ land: Murad
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A general view of the deserted hot strip mill department of the Pakistan Steel Mills — File

KARACHI: The land of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) belongs to the people of
Sindh and we would never sell it to settle the liabilities of the mill, Sindh Chief
Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah said on Tuesday.
The chief minister was reacting to press reports last week that the federal
government has begun negotiations for settling PSM‘s liabilities worth Rs100
billion and offered to clear dues of banks and a gas utility company by giving them
the land owned by the entity.
He directed Sindh Chief Secretary Rizwan Memon to start a clear and
concrete correspondence with the federal government, informing the federal
government that the PSM land belongs to the people of Sindh [Sindh government]
and ―we would never allow anybody to dole it out.‖
Recalling that the provincial government had given land to the federal
government for establishing a steel mill complex in 1970s, the chief minister said
that the federal government, after failing to run the mill professionally, has set its
eye on its pricy land. ―We would never allow any bank or corporation to take an
inch of the land of the mill,‖ he said.
The provincial government has its own plans to utilise the land to establish
new industrial units, power plants and such other establishments, the CM added.
PSM is a national asset with a vast potential to turn it into a profit-making
organisation but it needs political will and clear business plan which seems to be
lacking with the people at the helm of affairs, Mr Shah said.
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He said the seriousness of the federal government to run the mills can be
gauged from the fact that it has no CEO from the last one year. ―Everything is
going on there on ad hoc basis and its policies and plans are being worked out by
those who have no official authority,‖ he added.
He said the liabilities and other problems of the steel mills are the results of
Centre‘s failed policies.
Карачинский метзавод просит Центр не продавать земли завода по
бросовым ценам
Centre‘s help sought for recovery of Steel Mills land
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, October 23rd, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1365607/centreshelp-sought-for-recovery-of-steel-mills-land?preview

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) has sought urgent help of
the federal government to recover more than 1,800 acres of land from the Sindh
government and private parties amid the Centre‘s efforts to dole out pricy land near
Karachi‘s Bin Qasim Port for ‗selective‘ settlement of liabilities on the balance
sheet of the sick unit.
This comes as a newly formed PSM Stakeholders Group (PSMSG)
comprising its employees, pensioners, suppliers, dealers and contractors has put up
a Rs65 billion claim against the country‘s largest industrial complex. It has warned
the government not to transfer the expensive land to the National Bank of Pakistan
(NBP) and the Sui Southern Gas Company Limited (SSGCL) under a selective
―Liability Settlement Plan‖ at throwaway prices.
The entire process that has turned a profitable entity with tremendous growth
potential into a white elephant over the last 10 years boils down to real estate
booty, says Mumrez Khan, the convener of the PSMSG. ―The problem is not with
the machine or the man behind it even now but the successive rulers who destroyed
the mother of industries for vested interests,‖ he added.
The PSM was forced to shut down almost 28 months ago and is without a
chief executive officer (CEO) for more than a year now. Its employees have not
been paid salary for almost five months and its pensioners are running from pillar
to post to seek payment of their dues.
The Centre has been making efforts to settle liabilities of the NBP and the
SSGCL against its land on top of carving out another piece of land for the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor at rates questioned by many stakeholders, including
former acting CEO who had to leave the job soon afterwards.
In a latest report to the federal government, the acting CEO of the PSM has
updated the land situation, saying it had a total of 19,013 acres, mostly in Malir
district of Karachi and Thatta district. This includes 10,278 acres under the main
plant and 8,071 acres of the Township land.
Of this, 16,988 acres have been mutated in favour of the PSM in the record
of the Board of Revenue but 2,024 acres have still not been mutated. This un-
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mutated land also includes 1,675-14 acres which was part of 3,059 acres
surrendered by the Port Qasim Authority to the PSM in 1974-75.
The report said 1,377-6 acres under PSM Township paid/mutated land was
forcibly resumed by the Sindh government in 2006 for establishment of
educational institutions under the Higher Education Commission. ―The said
national cause has been abandoned. The PSM is struggling for
cancellation/resumption order and its re-mutation in favour of PSM,‖ wrote acting
CEO Arif Shaikh.
Also, another piece of PSM Township paid/mutated land of 400 acres had
been resumed by the provincial government out of which 200 acres were allotted
for parking of oil tankers and ―remaining 200 acres have been illegally allotted to
individuals and builders for which PSM is struggling for grant of equal land‖.
Moreover, the PSM management has been struggling for redemarcation/fixation of outer boundary of PSM Township land since 2011 to
resolve a demarcation dispute over 178 acres without any success due to ‗unknown
and unavoidable circumstances‘. On top of that, another 244 acres have been
encroached.
On the other hand, the PSMSG has written to the federal government that
they are unheard victims running from pillar to post for revival of the mill and
payment of salaries, final dues, bills, advances and security deposits and have
collectively stuck up funds of Rs65 billion. It alleged that the mills had been made
non-functional and financial crisis it was facing had been engineered with mala
fide intent by the successive governments from 2005-17 as was evident from
minutes of meetings of its board of directors.
The group said the gratuity dues had not been paid since April 2013,
provident fund payments had been blocked ever since the mill was shut down in
June 2015 and salaries were outstanding for months. Similarly, payments of many
local and foreign suppliers and contractors for different deliveries had been stuck
up.
It said about 7,600 acres were being given to the NBP and the SSGCL
without valuation for settlement of its loans and gas bills and mark ups.
―This smacks of lack of integrity and transparency‖, the PSMSG convener
wrote, adding that 157 acres had been given to the PQA at the rate of 9.3 million
(per acre) and 930 acres sold by ad hoc management at the rate of 13m (per acre)
while the prevailing value of the land was more than Rs30m and Rs40m per acre
respectively.
―This is a daylight robbery and should be reversed‖, the group wrote,
offering a substantially higher rate than the land was sold for. It has demanded
performance audit of the successive governments and PSM managements between
2005 and 2017 to identify the causes of the mill‘s functional and financial disaster.
Interestingly, former acting CEO Mohsin Haqqani had also warned the
Privatisation Commission about Rs59 billion employees‘ retirement liability,
saying it should have priority over the liability of the NBP and the SSGC. He
proposed that the land should be disposed off at market rate after proper valuation
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by an independent evaluator. ―In the last two years, the valuation of land in
Karachi has appreciated due to improvement in law and order situation and various
other factors such as it is the only industrial land available in Karachi connected
with Port, national highway and railway network, its value is in the range of Rs2.5
to Rs4 crore per acre approximately‖, wrote Mr Haqqani on Sept 5 last year. But
he was forced out within a week.
Пакистанский метзавод продал 5744 акров своей земли, чтобы погасить
долг в 99 млрд. рупий.
PSM to swap 5,774-acre land for Rs99b debt
Shahbaz
Rana.
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ISLAMABAD: The two main creditors of the Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM)
agreed in principle to acquire land of the country‘s largest but closed industrial unit
to settle its Rs99 billion dues, Privatisation Minister Danyial Aziz said on
Wednesday.
The Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) and the National Bank of Pakistan
(NBP) have conditionally agreed to the financial settlement plan, Aziz told the
Senate Committee on Statistics and Privatisation. The modalities of the deal would
be finalised after approval from the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation (CCoP),
he added.
The PSM was closed more than three years ago after the SSGC cut the gas
supplies due to non-payment of over Rs44 billion dues. Similarly, the NBP also
seeks recovery of Rs55 billion loans advanced to the mills. The employees have
also not been paid their salaries for the past few months.
PSM agrees to give 1,500 acres for CPEC industrial zone
A recent report of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) revealed that in the last
four years – the current tenure of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
government – the debt of the public sector enterprises has jumped from Rs495
billion to Rs1.106 trillion, making a net addition of 123%.
The PSM has a total land area of 19,013 acres, of which 1,950 acres have
either been illegally occupied or given on lease to various departments. The PSM
has also given 157 acres of its core land to the Port Qasim Authority (PQA), while
1,500 acres have been approved for an industrial park under the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Under the current deal, the SSGC and the NBP have been offered 5,774
acres of clean title land of the PSM, which, at the current market value, is almost
close to their total outstanding dues, an official of the Privatisation Commission
said.
The official, however, said the valuation issue is yet unresolved and the
boards of the NBP, the SSGC and the PSM have all yet to give their approvals to
the settlement plan.
Ailing steel mill: Govt offers NBP land and SSGC bonds to settle PSM debt
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Senator Saleem Mandviwala of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) pointed out
that the deal could not go-ahead until the land issue is resolved with the Sindh
government, which claims that since the land was given for the industrial purposes
it could not be sold or used for other purposes.
Aziz, meanwhile, called for changing the national narrative on the issue of
privatisation. He said that these enterprises were no more the national assets and
were eating up Rs400 billion annually that could have been spent on the wellbeing
of the people.
The minister also criticised the banks for ―irresponsible lending‖ to the lossmaking public sector enterprises. He said the PSM could not be turned around
despite a Rs76 billion bailout package from the government. The PSM‘s total
losses, he said, crossed Rs176.6 billion by end of June 2017.
Aziz also said the federal government provided Rs161.5 billion worth of
sovereign guarantees to the Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) to keep it afloat.
By December 2016, the PIA‘s debts swelled to Rs186.5 billion and its accumulated
losses amounted to Rs316 billion, he added.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
Senator Mohsin Aziz of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), the chairman of
the committee, questioned the PML-N‘s privatisation strategy for the past four
years. He said instead of privatising the loss-making units, the government
conducted capital market transactions of the profitable commercial banks that were
already in private hands.
The government undertook a hassle-free job of divesting shares in the capital
market instead of getting rid of the loss-making public sector enterprises, he said.
The government earned $1.7 billion by offloading its stakes in three commercial
banks and the Pakistan Petroleum Limited.
The committee chairman said there were contradictions in the PML-N‘s
privatisation policy. On the one hand, the government had put power generation
companies on the privatisation list but on the other, it was setting up new power
plants in the public sector, he added.
The committee directed the Privatisation Commission to submit details of
discounts that the government gave on capital market transactions.
Правительство нашло возможность выдать зарплату рабочим КМЗ за 1
месяц
Govt kind enough to approve one-month pay to PSM workers
Daily Times. 3/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/03-Mar-17/govt-kind-enoughto-approve-one-month-pay-to-psm-workers

Finance secretary says industrial sector is improving due to persistent growth
in power and gas
ISLAMABAD: The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) on Thursday
approved one-month salary for the employees of Pakistan Steel Mills.
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Finance Minister Dar chaired meeting of the ECC of Cabinet. The meeting
reviewed the key economic indicators.
The finance secretary gave a detailed presentation to the meeting. It was
informed that headline inflation measured by Consumer Price Index (CPI),
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) and Sensitive Price Index (SPI) for the month of
February 2017 increased to 4.2 percent, 5.3 percent and 1.1 percent, respectively
on account of increase in food inflation by 3.7 %, non food 4.6%, and core 5.3%.
The committee reviewed the stock position and found that stock of wheat as
on February 28, 2017 is 5.52 million tonnes showing sufficient quantity of local
wheat for releases to mills by provincial food departments and PASSCO. The total
reported stock of sugar in the country as on February 22, 2017 stood at 3.20
million tons. The stock of various POL products averaged 30 days on March 1.
The committee was informed that large scale manufacturing is continuously
moving upward as in November and December the growth remained 7% over last
year. The sectors which showing positive growth are iron and steel products which
increased by 15.63 %, electronics 14.35%, non metallic mineral products 9.31%,
pharmaceuticals 7.90%, food beverages and tobacco 6.95%, automobiles 6.67%,
paper & board 5.69%, fertilizers 3.47%, rubber products 0.45% and textile 0.14%.
The committee was informed that outlook of industrial sector is positive and
encouraging as the credit to private sector seen expansion more than 22 %. The
industrial sector is improving due to persistent growth in electricity generation and
gas production as electricity generation in January 2014-15 was 8,292MW which
increased to 9210MW in January 2015-16 and 9352MW in January 2016-17.
Likewise the gas production also increased above 4000MMCFD in December
2016 compared to 2015 and 2014 which was 3627 and 3780, respectively.
The committee observed a decline in wood products, leather products,
engineering products, chemicals and coke & petroleum products.
The committee noted that negative growth in exports sector is bottom out in
January 2017 as it registered a growth of 4.6% over last year. However, on average
it declined by 1.13% whereas imports on average increased by 9.2% and on year
on year increased by 28% in January 2017.
On a positive note most of the imports is coming in machinery group showing
productivity. The import of the machinery registered at 42% of which power
generating machinery 38%, textile 117%, construction and mining 101% etc. The
remittances received during July-January 2016-17 amounted to US$ 10.946
million against US$ 11.155 million in 2015-16, registered decline of 1.9 percent.
However, on year on year in January it improved by 1.5%.
The FBR tax collections on year on year improved by 9% in January and on
average during July-January 2016-17, the tax collection improved by 7.6%.
The committee also noted that increasing trend in foreign direct investment
that it improved by almost 10% during July-January of the current year over last
year. The major recipient sectors were food, power, electricity, and construction.
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The committee, however, showed concern over the widening of current
account deficit and the chair urged to increase exports of goods and services to
bridge the gap.
Земля по КМЗ может пойти под промышленный парк в рамках КПЭК
PSM land allocated for industrial park under CPEC
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, February 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1317283/psmland-allocated-for-industrial-park-under-cpec

ISLAMABAD: Pending a strategic decision on its privatisation, Pakistan
Steel Mills (PSM) continues to lose its land — this time to an industrial park to be
set up under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
A government official told Dawn that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had
approved allocation of 1,500 acres of PSM land for the industrial park. The prime
minister has ―desired that it (matter) may be taken up with the Privatisation
Commission and Board of Directors of PSM,‖ said an order issued by the
industries and production ministry.
The ministry said the land was originally meant for investment as per PSM
book of accounts and could be utilised for development of an industrial park under
the CPEC. ―In order to finalise the modalities regarding establishment of the
industrial park, the matter may please be placed before the (PSM) board,‖ the order
said. The Privatisation Commission was asked to work out to facilitate the
earmarked piece of land for setting up the industrial park.
Interestingly, the PSM board has been incomplete and without a chairman
since the PML-N came to power in 2013.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had given an undertaking to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) on Aug 19, 2013, that the government would appoint a
professional board immediately with inductions from the private sector.
But the board was never reconstituted with 12 members and instead it
continued to have two members from the industries and production ministry and
one each from the Privatisation Commission and the finance ministry. The only
private sector member on the board is a former executive of the PSM.
Partly because of its incompletion, neither the PSM board nor its parent
industries and production ministry has so far proposed privatisation of the
country‘s largest industrial unit, where the rot set in after 2007, taking it from a
profit of Rs10.4 billion on June 30, 2008, to a loss of Rs26bn on June 30, 2009.
Also read: Chinese, Iranian companies interested in leasing Pakistan Steel
Mills
Then prime minister Yousuf Raza Gilani had ordered sacking of the PSM
chief on the floor of the National Assembly over allegations of corruption. He
ordered an investigation by the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA).
Nevertheless, the total losses and liabilities of the unit reached Rs200bn by
the time the Pakistan Peoples Party government completed its five-year term in
2013.
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The PML-N dissolved the PSM board and promised to restructure and revive
the mill for ultimate privatisation.
This never happened, but the total losses and liabilities reached Rs415bn by
December last year and are still counting.
The PSM has been continuously losing its land to various institutions, private
investors and politically backed encroachers. The Sindh Board of Revenue is
reported to have reclaimed about 1,770 acres of land from encroachers during the
PPP tenure, but leased out a major part to investors at times at a rate as low as Re1
per square yard a year for 99 years, while some other parts were again encroached
upon by land mafia and sold out to individuals.
Another 157 acres of land was recently leased out to the Port Qasim Authority
for Rs9.3 million per acre, even though the Privatisation Commission had
estimated the rate at Rs30m per acre. This piece of land is to be used for handling
imported coal for the Sahiwal power project.
The Shaukat Aziz government failed to privatise the PSM in 2005-06 due to
intervention by the Supreme Court. However, Mr Aziz approved allocation of
about 930 acres of land for the National Industrial Park on lease, but the PSM
could not recover the lease amount.
Another 220-acre plot was given to Al Tuwairqi Steel, which pledged it with
the National Bank of Pakistan and subsequently left the scene.
Dissatisfied with the FIA investigation, the SC transferred the case to the
National Accountability Bureau in May 2012 with a deadline to complete the
probe in three months, but its progress is still unknown.
Parliamentary committees, government stakeholders and investigation
agencies have been discussing the PSM mismanagement and corruption during all
this period.
Interestingly, the PSM was given a target for revival with Rs18.5bn fresh
public money to achieve 70 per cent capacity utilisation in about a year, but was
deprived of full gas pressure when capacity utilisation reached 65pc with a gap of a
few months in June 2015 and has been on zero production since.
О пошлинах на китайскую сталь и сооружение КПЭК
Pakistan‘s steely decision to protect its own
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KARACHI: Pakistan‘s decision to slap up to 40% anti-dumping duty on
Chinese steel is a massive development for two reasons – it paves way for growth
of the local industry and, more importantly, signals the country‘s intention that it
will protect the interests of its own even if over $55 billion are coming from the
same geographic location.
The duty, imposed by the National Tariff Commission (NTC) last week, will
be in effect for five years from the date the body commenced its investigations into
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the local industry‘s claims that the import of Chinese steel is causing it material
injury. The investigation began in August 2015.
Pakistan Steel Mills shows why state sell-offs are stalled
Chinese supply glut
China has a massive supply of steel and this has turned into an international
trade complexity. Steel producers all over the world often accuse China of
dumping cheaper steel in their markets. They say Chinese enjoy government
subsidies, allowing them to produce the commodity cheaper, rendering other
players uncompetitive.
The country has an installed capacity of producing over 800 million tons of
steel a year and is, by far, the largest steel producer in the world. Its nearest
competitor Japan produces a little over 100 million tons of steel a year. No wonder
other smaller players feel threatened.
The US, India and many other countries have imposed anti-dumping duties on
different Chinese steel products in 2016 to protect their domestic industries.
But coming back to Pakistan.
Industrial production remained 6.8% in fiscal year 2015-16, which was the
highest in the previous four years. It contributes about 24% to Pakistan‘s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), but its growth has remained subdued in the last decade
mainly due to energy shortages, smuggling and security issues.
With a GDP growth target of 7%, which is enough to cater to increasing
supply of labour, it needs all its sectors to perform.
The CPEC interest
But with the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), stakeholders, as
well as the public, believe that it would be China who will come out as the winner.
Pakistan may add 10,000MW, but its GDP growth would remain hindered if the
energy doesn‘t translate to industrial growth.
With China looking to promote its own industries, shoving Pakistani player
out of competition, it will only be a matter of time before local players are driven
out of business.
Pakistan Steel Mills: Not just staff but CEO and managers also getting free
electricity
The threat may not be as profound for cement players as it is for steel
companies. The two commodities are the drivers of CPEC.
While Pakistan‘s cement players have been adding to their capacity, steel
players had been left behind as Chinese imports continued to outweigh any
investment plans local players had.
But it seems this situation is also going to change. Steel industry officials say
the anti-dumping duty could help increase industrialisation because it will protect
the ―legitimate interests‖ of domestic companies.
―The NTC is taking timely decisions, which is a positive for the local industry
as well as investors. Its decision to slap anti-dumping duty on Chinese Galvanised
Steel products for five years will be a turning point for the local industry,‖ a top
official of the steel industry commented on condition of anonymity.
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The duty has been imposed on galvanised steel products, a commodity used in
making automobile parts, construction materials and appliances.
Some industry officials believe the five-year anti-dumping duty could be
extended to 10 years, an ideal scenario that would allow the nascent industry to
grow enough in size to compete against imports.
―Our steel industry has just got a chance to grow in fair competition for a long
period. Cheap Chinese imports rendered our local producers uncompetitive, a
scenario which will soon change,‖ another official of a steel company commented.
Steel production in Pakistan
Pakistan produces is less than 4.5 million tons a year, meeting 64% of the
country‘s total demand of about 7 million. In recent years, a huge demand and
supply gap and record-low international prices have created an extraordinary
demand for Chinese steel imports in the local market.
Earlier, in January last year, the NTC had also imposed anti-dumping duties
in the range of 8.31% to 19% on imports of cold-rolled coils and sheets from
exporters based in China and Ukraine. The duties were imposed for four months.
The import of both steel scrap and steel products increased by 35.6% and
30.1%, respectively, in fiscal year 2015-16, despite the imposition of anti-dumping
duties on import of cold-rolled coils and sheets from China and Ukraine, according
to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) in its annual report for fiscal year 2015-16.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
The central bank noted that the unprecedented decline in international steel
prices, coupled with the influx of cheap Chinese steel under the free trade
agreement (FTA), squeezed the profit margins of domestic firms.
Currently, internationally steel is being traded at $312.5 per ton. Historically,
steel reached an all-time high of $1,265 in June of 2008 and a record low of $90 in
March 2016, according to TradingEconomics.com, a New York City-based
website that tracks world commodities.
So how long before Pakistan needs to wait before investments pour in from
local players?
International Steels Limited (ISL), one of the largest steel producers in
Pakistan, this month announced that it intends to increase its cold-rolling capacity
by another 400,000 tons, which will take the overall capacity to 1 million tons per
annum (tpa).
The new expansion will allow the company to meet most of the domestic
demand for cold-rolled and galvanised coils. The company‘s confidence in the
local market is growing which is evident from its continuous expansions.
In March 2016, ISL doubled its cold-rolling capacity to 500,000 tpa, which
was further enhanced to 600,000 tpa in October 2016 after minor debottlenecking
at existing rolling lines.
Pakistan‘s steel producers in the formal sector estimate the country loses up to
$300 million every year due to smuggling and import duty theft. This is the prime
reason why not many companies enter into formal steel production.
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Приватизация Китаем КМЗ
Информационный
сайт
«РЖД
Партнер.ру».
http://www.rzd-partner.ru/zhdtransport/news/kitay-gotov-uvelichivat-investitsii-v-pakistan-v-ramkakh-initsiativy-poyasa-iputi/.

Китайские компании готовы увеличивать инвестиции в покупку земли и
развитие бизнеса в Пакистане, сообщает ТАСС.
Отправленный на днях в отставку министр приватизации Пакистана
Мохаммад Зубайр сообщил Reuters, что китайская металлургическая
корпорация Baosteel Group ведет переговоры о покупке Pakistan Steel Mills.
Пекин готов инвестировать в проекты строительства трубопроводов,
автомобильных и железных дорог в рамках CPEC 57 млрд долларов.
КМЗ задолжал свыше 39 млрд. рупий
Steel mill owes govt Rs39.4b
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311719/debt-pile-steel-mill-owes-govt-rs39-4b/

31st,

2017.

According to an official, PSM was operating at average 33% efficiency when
SSGC suddenly cut off gas supply in June 2015, which led to the closure of the
mill.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) owes Rs39.4 billion (28.5%) to
the government out of its total liabilities that stand at Rs138 billion, documents
show.
Separately, the mill has to pay Rs14 billion in interest on loans of Rs36.3
billion taken from National Bank of Pakistan (NBP).
Ailing steel mill: Govt offers NBP land and SSGC bonds to settle PSM debt
The liabilities and losses of the steel mill have gone up consistently despite
Rs56.45 billion worth of bailout packages given by the government to prop up the
largest industrial complex of the country, officials say.
The current government has provided a bailout of Rs18.5 billion in addition to
releasing Rs8.5 billion to pay salaries of the mill‘s employees. According to the
officials, accumulated losses of PSM have surged to Rs177.78 billion.
Though the mill is on the privatisation list, the government has failed to sell
the unit because of the huge liabilities.
The mill has been virtually closed for the past around one and a half year, but
its 12,500 employees and top management are receiving free electricity to a certain
extent. The issue was taken up in a meeting of the Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) held on December 15, 2016.
Minister of State for Information Technology and Telecommunication
Anusha Rahman pointed out during the deliberations that PSM had demanded
Rs75 million for the payment of electricity bills of its staff, which she termed
substantial as the mill was not working.
She insisted that the mill management should clarify whether these payments
were being made as a result of some contractual obligation or otherwise. Chief
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financial officer of PSM told the ECC that at present total workforce of the mill
stood at 12,500 and payment of their electricity bills was part of the terms and
conditions of employment.
The production of steel and its products at PSM has been at a standstill since
June 2015 when Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) reduced gas pressure to the
bare minimum. The mill had to pay Rs19 billion to SSGC for gas supplies. PSM
had exhausted its finished inventory, but it was not permitted to sell the unfinished
inventory.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
According to an official, PSM was operating at average 33% efficiency when
SSGC suddenly cut off gas supply, which led to the closure of the mill. Since then,
the mill has not been running and its losses are also going up without check.
The official said the Ministry of Industries and Production was surprised to
know that SSGC was providing gas to K-Electric, which also owed billions of
rupees, but the gas utility stopped supplies to the steel mill when it was heading
towards revival.
Повышение импортных пошлин на сталь может помочь выйти КМЗ из
кризисного состояния
PC seeks tax break, curb on imports before offering PSM on lease
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
29th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1310036/proposed-incentives-pc-seeks-tax-break-curb-importsoffering-psm-lease/

ISLAMABAD: The Privatisation Commission (PC) has sought huge tax
concessions and curbs on steel imports to make Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) an
attractive business venture for investors as some local businesses have started
positioning themselves for acquiring the unit on lease.
Unlike the past, this time around the government has decided to keep deferred
tax assets of Rs41 billion instead of passing the benefit on to prospective buyers.
The PC board has recommended that all tax incentives that are currently
available to investors in the Special Economic Zones should also be extended to
the prospective investors in the country‘s largest but ailing industrial complex.
The incentive package was part of a new transaction structure presented by
the financial advisers that called for giving PSM on lease for 30 years to the private
sector, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
The demand for incentives comes as some leading industrial units such as
Amreli Steels and Siddique Sons Engineering Limited think of acquiring the mill
on lease.
Sources said the Amreli Group was planning to form a consortium with the
Iranians. The Chinese were also initially keen to take over the steel mill.
―People have approached us for forming a consortium and we are thinking
about it, but have not made a decision yet,‖ said Abbas Akbarali, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of Amreli Steels while talking to The Express Tribune.
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Amreli Steels posted a net profit of Rs1.28 billion in the last fiscal year ended
June 30, 2016.
Sources said the PC board sought a 10-year income tax holiday, duty-free
import of plant and machinery and imposition of 35% regulatory duty on the
import of steel products for five years to promote the local steel industry.
As per the approved plan, the unadjusted tax loss of Rs41.1 billion as of
September 30 last year would remain with PSM and would not be available to the
investors.
The plan has yet to be approved by the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation
(CCOP). Finance and Privatisation Minister Ishaq Dar wanted the CCOP to review
the transaction structure once PSM liabilities were settled, sources said.
PSM has been closed for the past around two years after Sui Southern Gas
Company (SSGC) stopped gas supply for delay in payments. Interesting enough,
both the government and SSGC are now keen to restore the supplies, but only for
new investors.
The national exchequer has sustained a loss of Rs215 billion due to the
closure of PSM and took another hit of $1.5 billion due to import of steel products
that were being produced at PSM, according to a letter of the Pakistan Steel
Peoples Workers Union sent to parliament this week.
The union claimed that the losses were the result of unavailability of raw
material and cut in gas supplies, which was the fault of the government. It alleged
that when the PML-N government came to power in mid-2013 the losses were
Rs200 billion, which have now increased to Rs415 billion.
A recent report of the Auditor General of Pakistan (AGP) revealed
irregularities of Rs4.1 billion in the procurement of raw material and sale of
inventory.
The financial advisers have also proposed certain changes in the business
model of PSM aimed at getting some tax benefits.
According to the transaction structure, the income in respect of concession of
land and building together with plant and machinery would be taxable as ‗income
from other sources‘.
The financial advisers have also sought amendments to the Income Tax
Ordinance 2001 to exempt the lease transaction from 10% tax.
Приватизация КМЗ откладывается
Transactions of PSM, OGDCL deferred
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn
January
28th,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1311247/transactions-of-psm-ogdcl-deferred

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The much-awaited decision on the fate of Pakistan Steel Mills
(PSM) was deferred indefinitely on Friday by the Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCoP) which simultaneously put on hold the five per cent
divestment of the government residual shareholding in the Oil and Gas
Development Company (OGDCL).
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The transactions of PSM and OGDCL were on the agenda of the CCoP
meeting which was rescheduled twice over the past one week.
The CCoP was to discuss the tripartite concession agreement for PSM. The
privatisation board had last week decided that the entire land of PSM would remain
with the government while its plant and machinery would be handed over to the
new company for a maximum of 30 years. The board decided that no asset of the
country‘s largest industrial complex would be sold.
A day before the CCoP meeting, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar chaired a special
meeting on Thursday to discuss the PSM issue and directed all stakeholders to
work together to formulate a timely and effective solution for addressing the
liabilities of the mills which were causing a strain on the national exchequer.
Political analysts believe that the government deferred the transactions of
PSM and OGDCL because of the prevailing political situation. They are of the
opinion that at a time when the government is already embroiled in the Panamagate
case and facing a strong opposition, particularly from the Pakistan Peoples Party,
allowing these transactions would provide fresh ammo to the opposition.
At Friday‘s meeting, Mr Dar expressed his confidence that the decision to
defer the transactions of PSM and OGDCL would pave way for economic growth
of the country and also improve financial health of the entities. He asked the
Privatisation Commission to ensure transparency in carrying out the transactions as
well as welfare of the workers.
At Thursday‘s meeting, the finance minister said the government was
committed to finding a way forward and asked the Privatization Commission and
the Ministry of Industries and Production to ensure effective coordination to
resolve the outstanding issues of PSM.
The CCoP considered the strategic sale of Kot Addu Power Company
(Kapco) and directed the Privatisation Commission and water and power ministry
to complete all formalities before formal approval.
The committee approved the transaction structure for privatisation of SME
Bank in line with the guidelines of the State Bank. It also approved the divestment
of 18.3pc government shareholding in Mari Petroleum Company Ltd, either
through joint venture partners (Fauji Foundation and OGDCL) or domestic stock
exchanges.
The committee approved initiation of the process for listing of Gujranwala
Electric Power Company (Gepco) shares on the Pakistan Stock Exchange through
IPO (initial public offer).
The CCoP recommended inclusion of House Building Finance Corporation
Limited and First Women Bank Limited in the ‗Privatisation Programme for Early
Implementation‘.
The meeting was attended by ministers Zahid Hamid and Shahid Khakan
Abbasi, Privatisation Commission Chairman Mohammad Zubair, Board of
Investment Chairman Miftah Ismail and SECP Chairman Muhammad Zafar-ulHaq Hijazi.
Reforms in PIA
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Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal on Friday chaired the
second meeting of the special committee formed by the ECC to bring structural
reforms to the Pakistan International Airlines.
He said that revenue maximisation, cost rationalisation and growth driven
based on improved services and end-to-end envisioned business plan were needed
for the revival of PIA.
Mr Iqbal said the new business plan of PIA should include improvement in
safety, food and entertainment, adding that special attention should be paid to the
loss-making routes and with the passage of time new fleet of aircraft would be
added to offer world class quality services to passengers.
Пакистанский металлургический завод, который находится в
плачевном состоянии, наконец-то получил электричество.
Pakistan Steel Mills: Not just staff but CEO and managers also getting
free electricity
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
25th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1305898/pakistan-steel-mills-not-just-staff-ceo-managers-alsogetting-free-electricity/

ISLAMABAD: Not only the 12,500 employees of the financially troubled
Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) are getting free electricity to a certain limit, the top
management including the chief executive officer, general managers and directors
are also enjoying the facility.
The disclosure was made in a report prepared by the Privatisation Division,
which was taken up for review in a meeting of the Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) on January 18.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
The Privatisation Division told the ECC that it was approving salaries for
employees of the steel mill while day-to-day expenses were being met by PSM
itself after disposing of its finished and work-in-progress inventory.
The day-to-day expenditure also included payments to the PSM employees
for consumption of 150 electricity units per month under Clause 41 of the CBA
Agreement 2009.
Furthermore, the division said, a similar facility was also provided for the
CEO, general managers and directors, which had been approved by the PSM board
of directors.
It pointed out that steel mill operations were at a standstill and its employees
had not been paid for the past three months since October 2016.
Earlier, the ECC in its meeting held on December 15, 2016 approved payment
of one-and-a-half-month salaries to the PSM employees covering the period from
mid-August to September 2016.
The ECC directed the Privatisation Division to provide details of the terms
and conditions under which the mill was paying electricity bills of its employees.
In the December huddle, the ECC was informed that 12,500 employees of
PSM, a sick unit, were receiving free electricity worth millions of rupees. That
prompted the committee to launch a probe into the matter.
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Pakistan Steel Mills shows why state sell-offs are stalled
Minister of State for Information Technology and Telecommunication
Anusha Rahman pointed out that PSM had demanded Rs75 million for bearing
expenses of electricity bills, describing it as a substantial amount at a time when
the mill remained virtually closed.
She asked whether the mill was also paying electricity bills of its employees
and whether the payment was being made as a result of some contractual
obligation or otherwise.
PSM chief financial officer told the ECC that at present the mill had a
workforce of 12,500 and the electricity bill payment was part of the terms and
conditions of employment.
Пакистан вводит «теневые санкции» против Украины - повышение
пошлин на металлопрокат
Сергей
Перелесов.
Интернет-сайт
https://politros.com/economy/28431/

«ПолитРоссия».

22.01.2017.

Правительство Пакистана с 2017 года начало жѐстко регулировать
внутренний рынок металлопроката с целью развития собственной тяжѐлой
промышленности.
По сообщению Национальной тарифной комиссии Пакистана (NTC),
начиная с 19 января 2017 года, начинают действовать специальные
антидемпинговые пошлины на ввоз холоднокатаных металлических листов и
рулонов. Их размер будет варьироваться от 13,17% до 19, 04%.
Пакистанский регулятор отметил, что пошлины не будут вводиться на
импорт, который применяется в качестве сырья для производства готовой
продукции с целью еѐ дальнейшей продажи за рубежом.
Согласно оценке NTC, в период с апреля 2014 года по март 2015 года 13
производителей стали из Украины и Китая начали активно демпинговать
цены на своѐ сырьѐ, реализуемое на территории Пакистана. Собственные
производственные объѐмы данного вида сырья в государстве составляют
около 800 тысяч тонн в год, в то время как внутренняя потребность
превышает 1 миллион тонн.
Пакистан является одним из ключевых партнѐров Украины в сфере
сбыта металлопроката. Введение подобных пошлин фактически приведет к
созданию внешних искусственных барьеров для украинских производителей,
которые будут терять более 20% выручки за реализацию своей продукции,
что может серьѐзно ударить по развитию металлопроката на Украине.
Фактически, данный шаг NTC можно назвать «теневыми санкциями»
против Киева: агрессивный демпинг украинских производителей поставил
под удар внутреннюю промышленность Пакистана, что является
недопустимым в доверительных двухсторонних отношениях данных
государств. Вынужденная мера позволит в долгосрочной перспективе
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«охладить пыл» настойчивого поставщика и оценить приоритетные
направления развития тяжѐлой промышленности в Пакистане.
Правительство готово передать КМЗ в частный сектор
Govt agrees to hand over PSM to private sector
Daily Times. 18/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/18-Jan-17/govt-agrees-tohand-over-psm-to-private-sector

ISLAMABAD: The Privatisation Commission has approved the handing over
of Pakistan Steel Mills to private investors on lease of 30 years on the basis of
revenue sharing.
Sources said that two companies are in competition for taking control of
Pakistan Steel Mills. One investor is from Iran and other is a consortium of
Pakistan and China's private sector.
The meeting of the Privatisation Commission's board was held on Tuesday in
which it was decided that before going through the privatisation process of
Pakistan Steel Mills; its restructuring would be accomplished according to the
transaction structure proposed by its financial advisors. The proposed structure will
be tabled in the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation on Monday.
Правительство намерено сдать КМЗ в аренду на 45 лет и уволить 5 тыс.
рабочих
Plan to lease out Pakistan Steel Mills for 45 years
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn January 17th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308868/plan-tolease-out-pakistan-steel-mills-for-45-years

ISLAMABAD: As Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) continues to pile up liabilities,
the government is considering leasing the country‘s largest industrial complex to a
private concern for 45 years under a revenue sharing arrangement, and laying off
almost 5,000 employees.
On Monday, a transaction committee discussed various options in this regard,
based on which the Privatisation Commission‘s board will meet on Tuesday
(today) to decide the duration of the lease. Sources privy to the development said a
meeting of the cabinet committee on privatisation has been called over the
weekend to approve the transaction structure.
―The present state of PSM is due to unchecked corruption, inefficiency, overemployment and the government‘s lukewarm attitude towards its revival,‖
summarised a report to the Economic Coordination Committee by the secretary of
the industries ministry.
Read: Pakistan Steel Mills financial woes continue
A previous attempt to sell the PSM by then prime minister Shaukat Aziz to a
Saudi-led consortium for Rs21.6 billion ($362 million) was struck down by a
landmark Supreme Court ruling in June 2006, which practically led to a halt of the
privatisation programme for almost eight years.
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The PSM‘s accumulated losses and liabilities, which stood at Rs26bn at the
end of 2008, have increased to around Rs415bn, including Rs166bn payable
liabilities.
The government has injected over Rs85bn out of the federal budget for
various bailout packages since than.
A previous attempt to sell PSM to a Saudi-led consortium for $32m was
struck down by a landmark SC ruling in 2006
It was clear from the deliberations on Monday that the government would
take care of liabilities worth Rs166 billion and offer voluntary separation scheme
(VSS) to at least 4,835 employees and outsource the services of some of the
remaining workforce to the new operator.
The PSM‘s total liabilities and losses have more than doubled since the PMLN government came to power in May 2013. At least $5 billion has been spent on
‗replacement imports‘ ever since the PSM was put on ‗hot-mode-zero production‘
since June 2015.
An official who attended the meeting of the transaction committee led by
Zafar Sobhani, a private sector expert, told Dawn that selling the company at this
stage would be difficult to pull off. The options finalised by the transaction
committee included a concession agreement or lease agreement with the private
concern.
He said three lease or concession terms had been proposed with a maximum
of 45 years. A Chinese group, an Iranian firm and a local steel group are reported
to have shown interest.
Bidding will be held on the basis of revenue sharing with the government
during the lease tenure. The government will convert its Rs33 billion
financing/loans and guarantees into equity and issue interest-bearing coupons to
the Sui Southern Gas Company for Rs35bn dues and Rs50 billion to banks for
interest/loans repayment and bear about Rs17 billion of the employees‘ severance
cost.
The lease agreement will require the new firm to revive 25 per cent of the
plant‘s capacity utilisation in the first year, raise it to 50 per cent in the second year
and to 85 per cent after that. The government will retain the right to encash the
investor‘s bank guarantee if the private concern fails to achieve 50pc capacity
utilisation at the end of two years or 85pc capacity utilisation between three and
five years.
The PSM‘s land will remain with the government while the plant and
machinery will be handed over to the new company for a maximum of 45 years.
The investor will form a new company registered in Pakistan and operate the
plant on its existing premises. All non-core assets will remain the property of the
PSM while ―all liabilities on PSM books would be settled or restructured by the
government before signing the lease or concession agreement with the new
investor‖.
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The government will also ensure resumption of all utilities, particularly
natural gas, while the assets or capital expenditures (Capex) will be transferred to
the PSM at the end of the lease term for a notional value.
The investor will not be allowed to mortgage existing assets to raise finances
but will be free to bring in equipment or invest to revive operations.
The investor will also have to commit to bring in its own working capital and
share a revival and expansion plan. ―The lessee will pay a lease amount to the PSM
as a percentage of revenue.‖
The sources said that PSM‘s employees will be retained on the PSM payroll
and be outsourced to the lessee. The core regular staff strength is currently
estimated at 19,700, of which the government expects 4,835 to be laid off through
VSS.
A few weeks ago, the Ministry of Industries and Production warned the
government that a humanitarian crisis was brewing in the mills because of nonpayment of wages and medical expenses. Salaries have been paid from the federal
budget for over two years and are considered outstanding since October 2016.
Since the mill is no longer considered an ―ongoing concern‖ for auditors, the
PSM‘s three-year accounts could not be audited.
The PSM had previously leased out about 157 acres of prime land to the Port
Qasim Authority for Rs1.467bn on a 30-year extendable lease to ensure emergency
payments on account of unpaid utility bills.
Приватизация Карачинского метзавода
New PSM plan likely to be approved tomorrow
Imran Kazmi. BR. 16 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/top-news/top-newsbusiness-and-finance/334764-new-psm-plan-likely-to-be-approved-tomorrow.html

ISLAMABAD: Privatisation Board headed by Chairman Privatization
Commission Muhammad Zubair is to approve new plan to dispose of
dysfunctional Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) on Tuesday.
According to sources, the Board would discuss both options i.e. long term
lease and sell off, adding that if the board clears the proposals, then it would be
submitted to the Cabinet Committee on Privatisation (CCoP) that is expected to
meet on January 20. Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar will preside over the
CCoP meeting.
Chairman Privatisation Commission Muhammad Zubair recently told the
Business Recorder that one potential party was an Iranian steel company, and their
team recently visited Pakistan to assess the worth of the entity and the second party
is the Chinese company along with a local concern. He said that new buyers would
be given hire and fire powers.
A 10-member delegation of Mobarakeh Steel Company of Iran recently
visited Karachi to examine possibilities of acquiring Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM).
Chinas Boa Steel Group which had expressed keen interest in acquiring PSM
now lacks interest due to current strength of employees which is far more than
international standards.
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According to Muhammad Zubair if the proposals are approved by the CCoP
then the process would begin and that would take around 6 to 7 months to finalise
the transaction.
According to PC chairman, the present government inherited PSM with an
accumulated liability of approximately Rs120 billion and capacity utilisation of
almost zero percent in 2013. PSM had been given approximately Rs50 billion in
the form of bailout packages between 2008 and 2013.
Given the poor state of the Mill, the present Government continued to support
PSM and approved a bailout package amounting Rs18.5 billion in April 2014, the
objective being to privatise the PSM while in an operational condition. However,
PSM failed to achieve the desired capacity targets even after exhausting the entire
amount of the bailout package.
PSM has not been audited for the last three years and it is difficult for auditors
to evaluate its actual price.
2017 год – год приватизации 5-ти предприятий, включая КМЗ.
2017: The year for privatisation of five entities, including PSM
Mehtab Haider. The News. 4.01.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/176694-2017The-year-for-privatisation-of-five-entities-including-PSM

ISLAMABAD: The government plans to revive the stalled privatisation plan
during the ongoing calendar year 2017 as the Privatisation Commission has floated
its idea to go ahead with selling of five major entities including Pakistan Steel
Mills (PSM) by June 2017.
The other entities included SME Bank, Industrial Development Bank, Kot
Adu Power Company and divestment of Mari Petroleum Company Limited.
The Privatisation Commission (PC) has also included Telephone Industries of
Pakistan (TIP) into the privatisation list with unknown deadline. All other entities
were listed into the priority list of the PC with definite deadline.
A close aide of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Tuesday night said that the
Finance Minister had chaired a meeting to review quarterly progress of
Privatisation Commission in which update was shared related to ongoing activities
but nothing substantial was decided by the minister.
However, according to official plan prepared by the Privatisation Commission
(PC), they wanted to privatise PSM by June 2017 as the transaction structure of
PSM was being finalised after approval of PC Board and Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCOP). The Expression of Interest from international parties will be
floated.
On TIP, the PC shared its update and told the meeting that the PC Board in its
meeting held on July 11, 2016 approved to initiate the privatisation of TIP, subject
to provision of TIP accounts till June 2015. However, the same are still awaited
and the privatisation process is yet to be initiated for this reason. The deadline for
accomplishing this transaction is still unknown.
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The PC wants to complete transaction of KAPCO (Kot Adu Power Company
Limited) by September 2017 as the PC plans to publish advertisement inviting
expression of interest from financial advisors from January 2017. The PC intends
to complete this transaction by the next financial year 2017-18.
The PC plans to privatise Mari Petroleum Company Limited (MPCI) by end
March 2017 as the CCOP in its meeting held on May 7, 2016 approved
disvestment of GoPs shares in MPCI either through joint venture (JV) through
Fauji Fertilizer and OGDCL or stock market.
The PC intends to privatise SME Bank by end March 2017 as the financial
advisors are working on the draft transaction structure which shall be submitted to
the PC Board. The PC plans to publish advertisement inviting expression of
interest from prospective investors and now the plan is underway to complete this
transaction during the ongoing fiscal year.
However, according to press statement issued by Finance Ministry after the
meeting stating that Federal Minister for Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs,
Statistics & Privatisation, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar, chaired a meeting here
on Tuesday at the Finance Ministry to review matters related to Privatisation.
Chairman Privatisation Commission Mohammad Zubair briefed the Minister
on the privatisation programme approved by the Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation (CCOP). He briefed the Minister on the status of the ongoing
privatisation transactions and post-privatisation matters. He also briefed the
Minister on the performance of the Privatisation Commission for the six-month
period ended 31st December 2016.
Finance Minister emphasised that the Privatisation Commission should
undertake all necessary efforts to complete the ongoing transactions in a timely
manner in accordance with processes defined in the Privatisation Commission
Ordinance, 2000. He urged the Privatisation Commission to ensure that
privatisation transactions are conducted in an open, fair and transparent manner.
He said that the privatisation program is a major component of the present
government‘s home-grown structural reforms agenda.
The meeting was attended by senior officials of the Ministry of Finance and
Privatisation Commission.

АВТОМОБИЛЕСТРОЕНИЕ1
Автомобильная промышленность Пакистана выиграет от сооружения
КПЭК
Auto sector set to make big gains from CPEC
The Express Tribune, September 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1516174/autosector-set-make-big-gains-cpec/
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LAHORE: The demand for four-wheel vehicles will rise from 0.25 million
to 0.5 million in Pakistan within the next 12 years, according to a report by the
Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority (Smeda).
The report, which was sent to Smeda CEO Sher Ayub, said that the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will bring a lot of opportunities for the auto
sector. This in turn will benefit the transport warehousing and freight forwarding
services by further expanding the auto and logistics sector.
Chinese interested in setting up auto unit in Pakistan
The report said that auto is one of the fastest growing sectors in Pakistan and
Japan is concentrating on collaboration to meet the augmenting demand of fourwheel vehicles in the country.
In this regard, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Director
South Asia Naoyuki Nemoto visited Smeda-Sindh‘s provincial office to explore
new opportunities of assistance.
The report highlighted that with the changing trend of consumerism in the
country, demand for agro-processing products was also increasing rapidly, adding
that the requirements for processed and packaged semi-cooked food items, fruits
and vegetables has also highly increased.
This meant improvement in quality for exploring international markets, the
report mentioned.
China to build automobile city in Gwadar
The findings identified engineering sector particularly auto, logistics and
agro-processing industry as high potential areas for collaboration between Pakistan
and Japan.
Smeda CEO has assured to undertake special initiatives for making the local
SMEs aware of the new joint venture opportunities emerging under CPEC.
В Пакистане активно развивается автоиндустрия
Pakistan looks at inflow of $2b as four auto companies get permission
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
13th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456683/pakistan-looks-inflow-2b-four-auto-companies-getpermission/

Official says nine companies have expressed interest in setting up
assembly/manufacturing plants in the country
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is hoping that $2 billion will make its way into the
country as it seeks investment in its auto sector with the arrival of four new
companies.
Under the auto policy, four companies have been granted permission to set up
their assembly/manufacturing plants in Pakistan. It had been reported in June that
three companies were granted permission by the government, a move that would
result in a total investment of $372 million.
However, a government official with knowledge on the matter said that
authorities are expecting a total of $2 billion to make its way into the country as
the number of companies interested in setting up their plants goes up.
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Auto sales jump to 20,720 units, up 21.5%
―One plant needs an investment of around $500 million,‖ the official told The
Express Tribune. ―Hence, we hope and believe that these four auto manufacturing
plants will invest $2 billion in the automobile industry.‖
He added that within a week, two more firms be allowed to set up plants
which is expected to attract around $1 billion as investment.
Meanwhile, he said that a total of nine companies had applied to set up new
manufacturing plants and four had been granted permission already, whereas two
had completed documents and would be given the go-ahead in a week.
It was earlier reported that United Motors Private Limited, Kia-Lucky Motors
Pakistan Limited and Nishat Group, which is collaborating with Hyundai, have
been granted permission. Moreover, the official said that Regal Automobile
Industries Limited Karachi has also been given permission.
Three companies get approval to set up car assembly plants in Pakistan
The remaining five entrants who have applied include Habib Rafiq Private
Limited, Khalid Mushtaq Motors, Pak-China Motors, Foton JW Auto Park, and
Cavalier Automotive Corporation.
According to a statement, a follow-up of the meeting held on June 6, was
arranged on Wednesday in the Conference Room of the Board of Investment. The
meeting was co- chaired by the Secretaries, Industries and Production and Board of
Investment.
Officials of Board of Investment, Ministry of Industries and Production and
Engineering Development Board also attended the meeting. Four awardees of
‗Greenfield‘ status were also present and appreciated efforts in finalising
investment proposals.
Under the new automobile policy, approved in March 2016, the government
has allowed one-off duty-free import of plant and machinery for setting up an
assembly and manufacturing facility. It has also permitted import of 100 vehicles
of the same variant in the form of completely built units (CBUs) at 50% of the
prevailing duty for test marketing after ground-breaking of the project.
A major incentive for the new investors is the reduced 10% customs duty on
non-localised parts for five years against the prevailing 32.5%.
Similarly, localised parts can be imported by new entrants at 25% duty
compared to the current 50% for five years. A-category investors will be entitled to
import of 100% parts at 10% customs duty for a period of three years in respect of
passenger cars below the 800cc category.
They will also be entitled to import 100% parts at prevailing custom duties
applicable to non-localised parts for a period of three years in respect of buses,
trucks, tractors and prime movers.
Успешное развитие национальной автопромышленности
All automakers bullish on Pakistan
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The Express Tribune. 21/02/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1333278/indus-motor-seesannual-sales-0-6m-cars-pakistan/

ISLAMABAD: In the backdrop of a surge in passenger car sales that recently
crossed 200,000 units for the first time in Pakistan, all of the country‘s automakers
are planning production increases to satisfy the brisk domestic demand.
According to Nikkei Asian Review, new players are also flocking to this
market of 200 million, lured by government incentives and the opportunity to tap a
growing middle class.
For now, there may be enough growth to go around, but these new faces –
which include the likes of Renault of France and Kia Motors of South Korea –
could threaten the dominance of Japanese makers.
Pakistan saw a record high of roughly 218,000 passenger cars sold in fiscal
year 2016, which ended last June. The leader was Pak Suzuki Motor, a subsidiary
of Suzuki Motor, which landed an order from Punjab for 50,000 cars.
Local car sales down 4% in January
The province‘s government plans to use the vehicles as taxis as part of a jobcreation programme.
Indus Motor, a joint venture between Toyota Motor and local conglomerate
House of Habib (HoH), is doing well with its mainstay Corolla, reporting that sales
grew 11% on the year to 65,000 in fiscal year 2016.
―The market is so brisk that production can‘t keep up,‖ said Indus Motor Vice
Chairman Toshiya Azuma.
Azuma expects even more growth to come. ―Demand in India, our neighbour,
is about 4 million cars [including commercial vehicles] a year, so annual sales of
about 600,000 cars is well within reach in Pakistan.‖
Pakistan has a population one-sixth that of India.
Indus Motor Chairman Ali S Habib, a member of the family behind HoH,
visits the company‘s auto plant every week for meetings.
While he is cautious about ramping up production too quickly – ―safety is our
priority. We‘d like to avoid too much overtime‖ – he is positive about the future.
―The market is very strong. [Expansion will be] step by step,‖ he said.
Indus Motor launches new Fortuner, Hilux Revo
Honda Motor joint venture Honda Atlas Cars also saw record-high sales at
35,000 Civic and City units for calendar year 2016, up about 50% on the year.
Atlas group No 2 and CEO of Atlas Honda (a separate entity from Honda
Atlas Cars) Saquib H Shirazi said, ―The new Civic is the primary driver. We‘re
expecting sales of around 50,000 in 2017.‖
These automakers are benefiting from a number of converging tailwinds.
Household incomes are rising along with Pakistan‘s growing economy, while
prices for gasoline and diesel fuel are on a downward trajectory. Interest rates on
auto loans have fallen sharply, averaging below 10% compared with nearly 18% in
fiscal year 2008.
Atlas Honda‘s profit up 32% to Rs 1 billion
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More recently, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor initiative has spurred
investment in infrastructure, raising hopes that Pakistan‘s highway network will be
completed before long.
Pak Suzuki sold about 128,000 cars in Pakistan in fiscal 2016 and controlled
about 58% of the passenger car market.
―Sales of models other than taxis, which are subject to special demand, grew
by about 20% on the year,‖ Managing Director Hirofumi Nagao said.
In response to this spike in demand, the company plans to invest $460 million
in a new plant.
In March 2016, the government unveiled its Automobile Development Policy
2016-2021, which provides various incentives for automakers entering the market,
such as reduced import taxes on parts.
Seizing the opportunity, Kia Motors has partnered with Lucky Cement, the
core company of the Yunus Brothers Group, one of Pakistan‘s leading
conglomerates. The two companies plan a total investment of $115 million.
Pak Suzuki unveils another imported vehicle – this time the 1.4L Ciaz
―We will undertake full-segment production, from compacts to sedans,‖
Lucky Cement CEO Muhammad Ali Tabba said.
The company plans to start producing 25,000 cars annually by the end of
2018 at its plant in the Port Qasim Industrial Zone in the Karachi suburbs.
―The car market in Pakistan has been monopolised by Japanese brands. Now,
demand will go up, a lot of new highways are coming, and consumers‘ minds are
very active. So it is a good time to enter the market,‖ Tabba said.
The company will target a segment between Suzuki‘s compacts and Toyota‘s
Corolla, considered a luxury model in this market.
Renault is making a similar move, applying to the government for an automaking permit at the end of last year.
Hoping to start production in 2018, it has signed a memorandum of
understanding with the Sindh Board of Investment (SBI) and has begun a
feasibility study.
Auto policy approved, door wide open for new entrant
The SBI says investment will total $100 million, with production to begin
with 6,000 cars in the first year and eventually expand to 50,000.
Audi of Germany has also voiced interest in production in Pakistan.
Opinions are split over the policy of giving newcomers special treatment.
Nagao of Pak Suzuki has asked the government for a two-year tax break as a
condition for its investment in a new plant. But Azuma of Indus Motor is more
upbeat:
―The ADP can be seen in a positive light, as it will promote the medium- and
long-term growth of the automobile and automotive parts industries in Pakistan by
attracting new entrants.‖
Shirazi of Atlas is likewise positive, saying, ―We don‘t mind more
automakers coming, because consumers will have more choice.‖
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Фольксваген запускает производство 2-х новых автомобилей в
Пакистане
Volkswagen set to launch two new vehicles in Pakistan
Bilal
Memon.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1325911/volkswagen-set-launch-two-new-vehicles-pakistan/

KARACHI: Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is in final talks with Premier
Systems Private Limited – the authorised importer of Audi vehicles in the country
– to set up a manufacturing/assembly plant for its Amarok and T6 (transporter
range) models, The Express Tribune has learnt.
The launch of the two vehicles – Amarok is a direct competitor to Toyota‘s
Revo and the T6 is a multi-seat passenger van – comes on the back of forecasted
demand arising from the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, said an official
familiar with the development.
Volkswagen agrees to pay $1.2b in claims to suppliers
―Volkswagen believes that such robust vehicles are a must in Pakistan,‖ the
official told The Express Tribune. ―There will be a large dealer development and
the target is to have 40 dealerships across the country.‖
Volkswagen Commercial will use the same plant Audi intends to build for the
assembly of its own vehicles in Karachi. Audi AG, the German carmaker, is owned
by the Volkswagen Group.
In November, The Express Tribune reported that Audi has expressed its
interest to establish a plant in the Korangi industrial area. The plant will facilitate
the assembly/manufacturing of Volkswagen vehicles as well and could see its
passenger cars also making an entry.
Premier Systems will be making the necessary arrangements in Pakistan as
Audi and Volkswagen both make their move to assemble vehicles.
Ali Khan, head of automotive at Premier Systems, was unavailable to
comment.
Test vehicles, a standard practice before any new model is launched, will do
trial runs across the country. The exercise is meant to gauge Pakistan‘s terrain and
roads with the vehicles being driven around in camouflage by German drivers.
These will then be sent back to Germany for feedback and changes, if necessary.
One of the biggest reasons for the entry of Volkswagen will be the highquality diesel Pakistan refineries are set to produce from July 1. Diesel will now be
produced with a sulphur limit of 500ppm and facilitates sulphate particulate
emission reductions, necessary for meeting emission standards for heavy-duty
highway engines. Oil marketing companies are already importing the same quality
of diesel.
Audi AG expresses intent to assemble vehicles in Pakistan
Positive for Pakistan
The development is a huge boost to Pakistan, given low levels of foreign
direct investment and falling exports. Experts say investment is the key to guarding
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against Pakistan‘s economic woes such as a widening trade and current account
deficits, slowdown in the growth of remittance and falling exports.
The Express Tribune reported in November that the Audi plant alone would
mean an investment of around $30 million. The assembly of Volkswagen could
take the amount way higher.
Competition in auto sector
The development follows multiple reports and announcements of various
carmakers to venture into the Pakistani market. Recently, Nishat Mills – a textile
giant – announced a joint venture agreement with Hyundai to assemble vehicles in
Pakistan.
Lucky Cement – one of the country‘s largest cement makers – has already
announced to partner with Kia Motors and Renault is in talks with Ghandhara to
use its plant for car assembly.
Pak Suzuki has also said that it is willing to bring in fresh investment while
Honda also launched its flagship Civic model last year.
Новые авто-компании на пакистанском рынке
Enter the new players
Nasir
Jamal.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1314521/enter-the-new-players

February

13th,

2017.

Barely a year into it and the new Auto Industry Development Policy (AIDP)
seems to have begun to yield the intended results: new non-Japanese car brands are
coming to the Pakistani market, and the existing ones are forced to invest in new
variants and models as well as improve the quality and passenger safety features of
their vehicles in line with global standards.
At least three new carmakers plan to enter Pakistan‘s market whose size,
some analysts believe, will almost double to half a million units by 2025.
French Renault was the first carmaker to announce its plan to invest $100m in
the Ghandhara Nissan plant to bring its brand into the country‘s market.
South Korean companies — Hyundai and Kia — followed the French
carmaker, announcing their intentions to stage a comeback in collaboration with
reputable local industry giants — Nishat Group and Younus Brothers — with deep
pockets.
Now the German Audi is also said to have approached the Board of
Investment through its local authorised dealer with a proposal to start an OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) plant here.
Pakistan being the 6th largest populated country, with half of its population
below 30 years and car penetration as low as 13 vehicles per 1,000 persons, offers
a huge potential for growth to global carmakers.
At least three new carmakers plan to enter Pakistan‘s market whose size,
some analysts believe, will almost double to half a million units by 2025
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―The development of infrastructure under the $57bn China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), a large young population, increasing buying capacity,
rapid urbanisation and a growing economy offers an enormous opportunity to
carmakers to come and invest here,‖ says Rao Khalique, a Lahore-based banker
who didn‘t want to give his bank‘s name.
He claimed that car leasing has been growing rapidly for the last two years to
peak at Rs127bn by the end of 2016. ―The size of financing shows the quick
growth in car demand over the last couple of years.‖
While the new car brands have expressed their intention of setting up
assembly plants in the country in order to reap the benefits of a growing demand, it
remains unclear as to how much they and their local partners plan to invest and
what plant capacities and engine sizes they are targeting.
―We are working on the project. It will take some time to finalise all the
details,‖ Mohammad Ali Tabba, Chief Executive Officer of Lucky Cement, which
is partnering with the Kia Motor Company to produce its cars in Pakistan, told
Dawn. But, he added, ―We plan to produce cars as well as commercial vehicles.‖
Ali Asghar Poonawal, an analyst at AKD Securities, is of the view that local
partners of foreign carmakers are tight-lipped about their plans owing to their nondisclosure agreements with the principals.
He points out that the establishment of new assembly plants and development
of a dealer network usually takes two years.
―I think both Lucky and Nishat will start by importing different variants of
Kia and Hyundai cars to first ascertain demand in the Pakistani market before
launching actual assembly plants,‖ he adds.
―They will likely venture into a small car segment where the demand is
growing more rapidly,‖ he says.
Renault, on the other hand, is expected to enter in the 1,200cc and above
segment.
Watching these developments closely, the existing OEMs appear to be losing
hope of a change in the AIDP that favours new investments in the auto industry
and seem to have decided to brace for the upcoming competition.
Pak Suzuki, which had earlier threatened to withdraw a planned investment of
$450m in a new plant, unless the government extended same incentives for new
investment by the incumbents that the AIDP offered to the new entrants, is now
said to be moving ahead with it — albeit not as aggressively as it intended to.
Besides, it is also replacing old models and bringing in new ones to prepare
for competition.
Indus Motors, the producer of Toyota cars, is tweaking its plant and debottling its facility to raise its production capacity to above 65,000 units on a
double shift basis, as well as bringing in operational and cost efficiencies.
Constrained by its production capacity, Honda too is changing its variants and
models in order to maintain its clientele in the country‘s high prices car market.
―The existing players are conscious of the likely competition going forward.
Therefore, the old models are being scrapped and new ones, with features that they
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had never thought of offering in Pakistani market before, are being rolled out,‖
says Ali Asghar Poonawal.
There‘s a consensus among industry analysts that the new competition in the
country‘s car market would help dismantle the ‗cartel‘ of the existing Japanese
carmakers. ―The car companies have enjoyed government patronage and protection
from competition for far too long a time. Now it is time for them to learn to
compete, improve their quality and give their customers value for their money,‖ a
Lahore-based car dealer contends.
―While new players in the car industry pose a challenge to the existing OEMs
and will depress their margins, we do not anticipate any immediate arrival. This
will give the incumbents in the industry enough time to tweak their plants to bring
cost efficiencies, as well as to improve the quality of their cars. If they don‘t
prepare for the coming competition, their brands will suffer once their new
competitors start eating into their market share,‖ an analyst who didn‘t want to
give his name remarks.
Hyundai планирует построить автосборочный завод в Пакистане
Hyundai plans to set up assembly plant in Pakistan
The Express Tribune, February 4th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1316197/hyundaiplans-set-assembly-plant-pakistan/

South Korean automaker signs MoU with Nishat Mills
KARACHI: Nishat Mills Limited (NML), one of the largest integrated
textiles mills in the country, on Friday announced that it has resolved to enter in to
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Hyundai Motor Corporation
(HMC), Korea and Sojitz Corporation, Japan to set up a green field plant to
assemble Hyundai vehicles in Pakistan.
The joint venture will produce HMC passenger cars and 1-ton range
commercial vehicles in Pakistan, according to a notice sent to the Pakistan Stock
Exchange (PSX).
Pakistan‘s underdog businessman gearing up for comeback
However, the notice added, the project is subject to applicable statutory and
regulatory approvals. NML share price closed at Rs169.52, up 2% on a day when
the KSE-index declined by 110 points or 0.22% to close at 49,555.
After the announcement of the new auto policy in March 2016, a number of
foreign automobile companies have announced to set up their plants in Pakistan.
Just two months ago, Lucky Cement, one of the largest cement makers in
Pakistan, announced that it will set up a car plant in collaboration with Kia Motor
Co with an investment of Rs12 billion.
Both leading Korean automobile companies, Hyundai and Kia, used to
assemble cars in Pakistan but left the market mainly due to the liberal used car
import policy in the Musharraf regime.
In November 2016, French carmaker Renault also agreed to invest in a new
factory in Pakistan and the production phase is expected to start in 2018.
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The re-entry of Korean brands is a big success of the PML-N government,
which took over two years in announcing the new auto policy to give attractive
incentives to new entrants and those who left Pakistan earlier. The government
wants to encourage new players to invest in the local market, which is currently
dominated by only three Japanese players.
Loads Limited CEO more than just bullish on Pakistan‘s auto sector
Analysts say the trust in foreign companies on Pakistan is growing while the
lucrative automobile market is attracting them to the country.
Pakistan‘s car penetration of 13 vehicles per 1,000 persons is significantly
lower than the regional average of 162, which shows there is a strong potential for
automobile growth due to growing disposable income and low interest rate in the
country.
Компания Сузуки намерена инвестировать в производство авто стекол
Pak Suzuki to invest in automobile glass manufacturing company
The
Express
Tribune,
January
26th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1306960/collaboration-pak-suzuki-invest-automobile-glassmanufacturing-company/

2017.

KARACHI: Pak Suzuki Motor Company – the largest carmaker in Pakistan
with over 50% market share – on Wednesday announced that it intends to invest in
a joint venture company that will manufacture automobile glass, according to a
company notice sent to the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX).
The Board of Directors passed the resolution in its Wednesday meeting
authorising the company to make long-term equity investment of Rs344.4 million
by way of purchase of 34,440,000 ordinary shares of Rs10 each for setting up
Tecno Auto Glass Limited.
Tecno Auto Glass will be a joint venture between Pak Suzuki and Techno
Pack Telecom (Pvt) Limited (TPT) where Pak Suzuki will hold 40% of paid up
capital and the rest 60% will be with TPT and its nominees. Tecno Auto Glass will
be a public limited company (unlisted) and an associated company of Pak Suzuki
due to its 40% shareholding in it, the notice said.

СТРОИТЕЛЬСТВО1
Каракорумское шоссе как один из элементов китайско-пакистанского
экономического сотрудничества
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34450. 1 мая, 2017.

Перемещение людей, грузов мирного и военного назначения в сложных
горных условиях остается актуальным для таких азиатских государств, как
Китайская Народная Республика и Пакистан. Два государства разделяют
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самые высокие горные вершины мира, 100 из которых достигают высоты
7000 метров и более.
Как известно, строительство Каракорумской высокогорной автодороги
протяженностью 1224 км велось в период с 18 марта 1966 г. по 18 июня 1978
г. Данная транспортная артерия имеет условное обозначение «Шоссе
китайско-пакистанской дружбы». По «Соглашению о строительстве
китайско-пакистанской автомобильной дороги» автотрасса была поделена на
два участка. Восточный участок протяженность 416 км был проложен от
перевала Кунджераб до города Кашэ в Синьцзян-Уйгурском автономном
районе. В ходе строительства данного участка китайские строители провели
ремонт и модернизацию существовавшей дороги на протяженности 290 км и
построили «с нуля» еще 126 км.
Западный участок дороги протяженностью 616 км был проложен от
упомянутого перевала Кунджераб до города Такот. Для обеспечения работ на
западном участке, их выполняла пакистанская сторона, Пекин передавал
Исламабаду в течение трех лет строительную технику, горюче-смазочные
материалы, одежду и даже обувь для строителей.
По данным китайской стороны на маршруте Каракорумского шоссе
возведено 24 моста, 70 эстакад. Самая высокая точка шоссе находится на
высоте 5425 метров над уровнем моря, а самая низкая на высоте 700 метров
над уровнем моря.
В ходе строительства было использовано более 8000 тонн взрывчатых
веществ, 80000 тонн цемента, перевезено 30 млн куб. м скального грунта. С
китайской стороны в строительных работах было задействовано 22000
рабочих, тогда как с пакистанской только 6000.
В строительство первого этапа Каракорумской высокогорной
автодороги официальный Пекин инвестировал около 270 млн юаней и еще 50
млн юаней было выделено пакистанской стороне в виде беспроцентных
займов.
По данным китайских источников на строительных работах погибло
более 600 человек и еще более 300 получили тяжелые травмы. На территории
КНР даже имеется отдельное место захоронения строителей, погибших при
выполнении этой важной стратегической задачи.
На территории КНР задачи по ремонту и модернизации отдельных
участков выполняют гражданские строительные компании, тогда как в
Пакистане эти задачи возложены на военных строителей. Следует отметить,
что после мощного землетрясения 2005 г. строителям двух государств
пришлось провести серьезный ремонт дороги, которая в некоторых местах
имеет ширину не более 4 метров. Камнепады, обвалы, промывы полотна
дороги – постоянные явления на Каракорумской высокогорной автодороге.
После анализа загруженности шоссе китайские и пакистанские
специалисты пришли к выводу о необходимости серьезной модернизации
автодороги и 20 февраля 2006 г. между Министерством транспорта КНР и
Министерством портов и морского транспорта Пакистана был подписан
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«Меморандум о сотрудничестве при модернизации Каракорумской
автодороги». На церемонии подписания официального документа
присутствовали председатель КНР Ху Цзиньтао и президент Пакистана
Первез Мушарраф.
В августе 2008 г. китайская China Road and Bridge Corporation начала
модернизацию участка дороги от пакистанского города Лакот до
пограничного перехода Кунджераб. Протяженность данного участка
составляет 335 км и благодаря усилиям китайских строителей время поездки
на автомобильном транспорте было сокращено с 14 до 7 часов.
Подобная экономия во времени стала возможной после того, как
китайские специалисты возвели 32 новых моста, отремонтировали и
модернизировали 27 мостов, в некоторых местах расширили проезжую часть
с 10 до 30 метров, а также уложили 815 000 куб м защитных стен.
Максимальная безопасная скорость на данном участке дороги составляет 80
км/ч.
Следует отметить, что строительство этого участка было фактически
профинансировано китайскими кредитно-финансовыми организациями, а
именно Китайский экспортно-импортный банк выделил заем в размере 327
млн долл. США, а другие подрядные организации с китайской стороны
выделили еще 163 млн долл. США. Подобная практика финансирования
пакистанских проектов используется официальным Пекином для
поддержания
деятельности
крупных
национальных
строительных
корпораций, которые выполняют контракты, жизненно необходимые для
развития экономики.
В декабре 2015 г. Правительство Пакистана подписало с китайской
«China Road and Bridge Corporation» контракт стоимостью 1,315
млрд.долл.США на строительство новой ветки шоссе протяженностью 120
км между населенными пунктами Havedian и Thakot. Срок реализации
контракта составляет 42 месяца.
В рамках строительства этого участка дороги китайские специалисты
прорыли два новых тоннеля в районе г. Абботабад, которые позволят
автомобильному транспорту двигаться со скоростью 100 км/ч. Левый
тоннель имеет длину 1724 метра, а правый 1765 метра. В каждом тоннеле по
две полосы движения. Кроме того, данное инженерное сооружение будет
включено в систему дорог г. Абботабад, что позволит улучшить ситуацию с
дорожным движением.
На строительстве только одного тоннеля задействовано около 1600
рабочих, однако, по словам китайских специалистов, в ходе дальнейшей
реализации проекта количество рабочих мест может быть увеличено до
15 000. В настоящее время выполнено примерно 8% от общего объема
строительных работ, предусмотренных планом строительства второй очереди
шоссе.
После завершения строительства второй очереди Каракорумского шоссе
наибольшую выгоду от транспортной артерии получат примерно 15 млн
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жителей Пакистана, а также предприятия, которые будут размещены на
удалении до 50 км от транспортной артерии. Под строительство
сопутствующей инфраструктуры будет использовано около 75000 кв. км
территории Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что кроме помощи Пакистану в строительстве
автомобильных дорог китайская сторона наращивает инвестиции в проект
«Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора». По информации СМИ
КНР, официальный Пекин принял решение об увеличении стоимости проекта
КПЭК до 62 млрд долл. США.
Для сравнения: в первоначальном варианте стоимость проектов КПЭК
оценивалась в 46 млрд долл. США, тогда как в 2016 г. ВВП Пакистана
составил 282,7 млрд долл. США. Дополнительные инвестиции необходимы
для реализации проектов по увеличению объемов выработки электроэнергии,
модернизации автомобильных дорог, прокладки новых участков железных
дорог, а также трубопроводов для перекачки газа.
Вероятно, дополнительные ассигнования с китайской стороны
обоснованы тем, что бюджет Пакистана стремительно расходует
золотовалютные резервы, которые уменьшились до 17,1 млрд долл. США и
при определенном темпе экономических потерь (в 2016 г. еще 18,9 млрд
долл. США) официальный Исламабад уже в конце 2017 г. может обратиться
к Международному валютному Фонду за кредитом. Подобное развитие
событий не входит в планы Поднебесной, поскольку Пекин заинтересован в
обеспечении финансовой, а значит политической независимости Исламабада
от стран Запада, которые попытаются при помощи кредитов скорректировать
линию поведения политического руководства Пакистана.

МЕДИЦИНА1

ФИНАНСЫ1
Валютные резервы Пакистана – 20.1 млрд. долл. (у Сбербанка – 14.1
млрд. долл.) – на 28 декабря 2017 г.
Foreign exchange: SBP's reserves down 1.39%, stand at $14.1b
The Express Tribune. December 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1595330/2-foreignexchange-sbps-reserves-1-39-stand-14-1b/
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KARACHI: Foreign exchange reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) decreased 1.39% on a weekly basis, according to data released by the central
bank on Thursday.
On December 22, foreign currency reserves held by the central bank were
recorded at $14,133.3 million, down $198.9 million or 1.39% compared to
$14,332.2 million in the previous week.
The decrease in reserves was attributed to external debt and other official
payments.
Overall, liquid foreign reserves held by the country, including net reserves
held by banks other than the SBP, stood at $20,189 million. Net reserves held by
banks amounted to $6,055.7 million.
Foreign exchange: SBP‘s reserves plunge 2.28%, stand at $14.3b
Pakistan recently raised $2.5 billion by floating dollar-denominated sovereign
bonds in the international market in a bid to shore up official reserves.
A few months ago, foreign currency reserves surged due to official inflows
including $622 million from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and $106
million from the World Bank.
Earlier, the SBP received $350 million under the Coalition Support Fund
(CSF) and made payments of $62 million for external debt servicing.
In January, the SBP made a $500-million loan repayment to the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), China.
Валютные запасы Госбанка составляют 13.4 млрд. долл. – на 24 ноября
2017 г. (а всего – 19.7 млрд. долл.).
Foreign exchange: SBP's reserves inch up 0.05%, stand at $13.54b
The Express Tribune. November 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572904/2foreign-exchange-sbps-reserves-inch-0-05-stand-13-54b/

KARACHI: Foreign exchange reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) edged up 0.05% on a weekly basis, according to data released by the central
bank on Thursday.
On November 24, foreign currency reserves held by the central bank were
recorded at $13,547.3 million, up $6.2 million or 0.05% compared to $13,541.1
million in the previous week, according to the central bank.
Total liquid foreign reserves held by the country, including net reserves held
by banks other than the SBP, stood at $19,693.2 million. Net reserves held by
banks amounted to $6,145.9 million.
SBP‘s reserves fall 1% to stand at $13.54b
A few months ago, foreign currency reserves surged due to official inflows
including $622 million from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and $106
million from the World Bank.
Earlier, the SBP received $350 million under the Coalition Support Fund
(CSF) and made payments of $62 million for external debt servicing.
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In January, the SBP made a $500-million loan repayment to the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), China.
Валютные резервы Пакистана составляют 21368 млн. долл.
SBP‘s reserves fall 1.42%, amount to $16.1b
The Express Tribune, July 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1452029/sbps-reservesfall-1-42-amount-16-1b/

Total liquid foreign reserves, including net reserves held by banks other than
the SBP, stood at $21,367.8 million
KARACHI: Foreign exchange reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) decreased 1.42% on a weekly basis, according to data released on Thursday.
A dramatic fall, and an equally dramatic rise
On June 30, the foreign currency reserves held by the central bank were
recorded at $16,143.3 million, down $232.7 million or 1.42%, compared to
$16,376 million in the previous week, according to the central bank.
Total liquid foreign reserves held by the country, including net reserves held
by banks other than the SBP, stood at $21,367.8 million. Net reserves held by
banks amounted to $5,224.5 million. The decrease has been attributed to payments
on account of external debt servicing. Last week foreign reserves increased due to
official inflows including $622 million from ADB and $106 million from World
Bank.
Worst one-day fall for rupee since 2008 as dealers panic
In January, the SBP made a loan repayment of $500 million to the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), China.
Дефицит по текущим счетам (и внешний долг) реально выше на 4 млрд.
долл., чем объявлено (не учтен импорт по КПЭК)
Current account deficit stands $4b higher than reported
The Express Tribune, June 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442488/currentaccount-deficit-stands-4b-higher-reported/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s publicly reported current account deficit and
external debt and liabilities are understated by about $4 billion as the country has
so far remained unable to record the cost of imports made under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Payments for power and construction machinery and other related goods
imported from China are not made through Pakistan‘s banking channels, which has
led to under-reporting of the external debt and current account deficit, said sources
in the Ministry of Finance.
Global lender warns of risks to Pakistan‘s economic stability
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Thursday reported that the country‘s
current account deficit – the gap between external payments and receipts –
widened to $9 billion or 3.2% of gross domestic product (GDP) from July to May
of the outgoing fiscal year.
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However, this figure does not fully reflect the true picture as the central bank
has recorded the trade deficit – gap between exports and imports – at only $22.7
billion. The trade deficit is a key component of the current account gap.
The central bank‘s trade deficit figure was $7.3 billion lower than that
reported by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS). The PBS figure also included
the cost of insurance and freight of imported goods, which, on average, was $1.3
billion.
By excluding the freight and insurance cost, the central bank‘s trade deficit
figure was lower by $6 billion compared to the PBS data.
The central bank put 11-month import bill at $42.5 billion, $6 billion lower
than that reported by the PBS. Similarly, the SBP put exports at $19.8 billion in
July-May FY17 against $18.5 billion reported by the PBS.
Consequently, the current account deficit of $9 billion is under-reported by $4
billion, meaning the gap has widened to $13 billion – the highest-ever in the
country‘s history.
Data regarding import of goods is compiled by both the PBS and SBP. The
PBS compiles data from the Customs authorities that record imports when goods
physically cross the country‘s border. The SBP receives data from commercial
banks when importers make payments against the letters of credit.
Cause of under-reporting
The main reason behind the understated figures was the exclusion of CPECrelated imports from the central bank database, said sources in the finance
ministry.
They said since Pakistan-based banks were not opening letters of credit for
import of machinery and other goods from China, the central bank could not record
these transactions. Secondly, Chinese banks are directly making payments to
Chinese suppliers of the goods.
―Pakistan‘s external sector has already been in terrible situation and current
developments show things have deteriorated beyond anybody‘s expectations,‖ said
Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, former economic adviser, Ministry of Finance.
The impact is not limited to only the current account deficit as external debt
and liabilities also appear to be understated due to the same reasons. CPEC imports
are largely made by taking Chinese loans, except for the equity component,
estimated at around 30%.
For the first nine months of FY17, the central bank had put Pakistan‘s total
external debt and liabilities at $75.7 billion. By taking into account the impact of
CPEC debt, the debt and liabilities have crossed $79 billion. The central bank has
also acknowledged the under-reporting of the current account deficit due to CPEC
imports.
In its second quarterly report, the central bank said ―this difference indicates
that capital equipment imports into the country, FDI and loans from China are not
being fully captured in the BoP (balance of payments) data‖.
Current account deficit widens 178%, stands at $8.93b
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―It appears that the bulk of these machinery imports are being financed from
outside the Pakistani banking channel,‖ it said.
The central bank said a large share of this discrepancy could be explained by
the surge in import of power generation machinery, which was being recorded by
the Customs, but was not fully visible in the import financing data available with
the SBP.
The central bank stated that it was already in the process of reconciling these
figures with the federal government. While this would inflate the trade and current
account deficits, it would be netted out through an equal increase in loans and/or
FDI, leaving zero net impact on the country‘s reserves position, said the central
bank.
Дефицит платежного баланса по текущим счетам вырос на 178% и
составил за 11 месяцев почти 9 млрд. долл.
Current account deficit widens 178%, stands at $8.93b
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
22,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442143/current-account-deficit-widens-178-stands-8-93b/

2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan‘s current account deficit (CAD) widened by a massive
178% in the first 11 months (July-May) of the outgoing fiscal year, standing at
$8.93 billion compared to $3.22 billion in the same period of previous year,
according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Thursday.
The enormous increase in the deficit suggests that the government has been
unable to manage its balance of payments position over the 11-month period.
With the difference between exports and imports being the biggest
determinant of the current account balance, a deficit or surplus reflects whether a
country is a net borrower or net lender with respect to the rest of the world.
The widening of current account deficit in April and May even exceeded the
estimates of experts like Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, an Islamabad-based economist,
who earlier warned the government that the deficit could go beyond $8 billion by
the end of June 2017.
Experts divided as Pakistan‘s current account deficit balloons 205%
Analysts say the deficit is growing due to heavy debt servicing, recovering oil
prices and weak exports. Pakistan‘s current account deficit in fiscal year 2015-16
stood at $3.39 billion.
The deficit touched $1.58 billion in May 2017, the third highest level in any
month in the history of Pakistan, compared to $1.2 billion in April 2017. The
highest-ever deficit was recorded in October 2008 when it touched $2.4 billion. It
hit the second highest level of $1.7 billion in November 2007.
Despite the wide current account gap, the SBP‘s foreign currency reserves
increased to $16.4 billion in May 2017 compared to $16.1 billion in April 2017
mainly due to a surge in fresh short and long-term loans amounting to $1.85 billion
and some increase in foreign direct investment (FDI), according to a report of
Insight Securities issued on Thursday.
―It may be difficult to keep meeting the current account deficit through new
loans as we expect fiscal year 2017-18 deficit to cross $11 billion. In the current
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scenario of falling reserves, the Pakistan rupee‘s depreciation and monetary
tightening in the next few months cannot be ruled out,‖ the report added.
‗Current account deficit could top $7b till end of FY17‘
As a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP), the deficit rose to 3.2% in
the first 11 months of 2016-17 as opposed to just 1.3% in the same period of
previous year.
Between July and May FY17, Pakistan exported goods worth $19.83 billion
compared to exports valuing $20.11 billion in the comparable period of 2015-16,
reflecting a year-on-year decrease of 1.4%.
However, total imports were valued at $42.49 billion as opposed to $36.46
billion in the comparable period of 2015-16, up 16.5%.
Balance of trade in both goods and services at the end of first 11 months was
negative $25.44 billion compared with a deficit of $19.03 billion in the same
period of previous fiscal year.
Worker remittances amounted to $17.46 billion in Jul-May FY17, down
2.13% from the same period of previous year, when they totalled $17.84 billion.
Pakistan‘s current account deficit widens 121%
Remittances make up almost half of the import bill of Pakistan and cover the
deficit in trade of goods account. Some experts believe that the slowdown in
remittances is another worrying sign for the country.
Moreover, Pakistan has also been facing low levels of FDI in recent years.
According to the Board of Investment, Pakistan received a record high FDI of
$5.4 billion in fiscal year 2008, but since then the country has been struggling to
touch even half of that milestone.
Валютные резервы 21.8 млрд. долл.
Курс рупии стабилен.
Rupee/dollar parity stable
Economic
&
Business,
April
https://www.dawn.com/news/1324571/rupeedollar-parity-stable

3rd,

2017.
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In the local currency market, the rupee/dollar parity has shown a stable trend
in March despite looming pressure on forex reserves.
Last week, the foreign exchange reserves amounted to $21.795bn down from
$22.05bn in the earlier week.
The authorities have maintained the rupee-dollar parity at around 104.80/85
since last year. Reserves had been built largely on a financial account surplus
dominated by debt inflows.
However, it seems that the rupee remains overvalued, as per REER, according
to the IMF. The forecast shows that the rupee will depreciate to 107-109 against
the dollar in 2017.
The rupee appreciated by 0.05pc on the interbank market but depreciated by
2.04pc in the open market during 2016.
Last week on the interbank market, the rupee traded unchanged against the
dollar in all the five trading sessions as dollar supply was sufficient to meet the
demand.
On the interbank market, the rupee traded unchanged against the dollar
in all five trading sessions
It commenced the week on a negative note, inching down by one paisa at
Rs104.85 and Rs104.86 in the first trading session against the last closing at
Rs104.84 and Rs104.85.
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It then traded unchanged against the dollar for four successive days. The
parity closed the week flat at Rs104.85 and Rs104.86 for the third consecutive
week.
Steadier trend was witnessed in the last trading session. The week ended on a
positive note as the rupee inched up by one paisa at Rs104.84 and Rs104.85 in the
absence of demand.
During the week, the rupee lost one paisa in the first trading session but
managed to recover by the same amount in the last trading session. As a result, the
dollar on the interbank market did not depict any change against the rupee on
WoW basis.
In the open market, the rupee maintained a firm trend versus the dollar,
posting a 10 paisas gain, changing hands at Rs106.30 and Rs106.50 against the
weekend‘s levels of Rs104.85 and Rs104.86. The parity stayed in a tight band as
the rupee remained flat against the dollar at Rs106.30 and Rs106.50 in the second
and third trading sessions.
The rupee posted another 10 paisas gain dragging the dollar down to almost
three week lows at Rs106.20 and Rs106.40 in the fourth trading session.
In the last trading session, the rupee maintained its overnight firmness against
the dollar, closing the week flat against the dollar, trading at Rs106.20 and
Rs106.40 for the second straight day.
The dollar in the open market suffered 20 paisas loss against the dollar during
the week. However, it did not show any change on week on week basis.
Against euro also, the rupee depicted an upward rising trend, hovering
between the high of Rs113.05 and Rs114.55 and low of Rs114.75 and Rs116.25.
During the week, the euro suffered a net loss of Rs1.20 against the rupee on week
on week basis.
Валютные резервы выросли до 23 191 млн. долл.
Reserves increase by $51mn to US$23.191 billion
Imaduddin.
19
January
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/banking-afinance/335116-reserves-increase-by-$51mn-to-us$23191-billion.html

KARACHI: The total Liquid Foreign Reserves held by the country stood at
US $23,191.5 million on January 13, 2017 with an increase of 51 million dollars,
said a State Bank of Pakistan statement here on Thursday.
It said that the Foreign Reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan stood at
US $18,361.0 million, while the net foreign reserves held by commercial banks
stood at US $4,830.5 million. The total Liquid Foreign Reserves were US
$23,191.5 million.
It said that, during the week ending January 13, 2017, SBP's reserves
increased by US $51 million to US $18,361 million.
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ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЕ ФИНАНСЫ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Несмотря на некоторые послабления – агросфера мало что получила от
бюджета
Despite some relief, agriculture sector unhappy with budget
Z
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
28th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421132/despite-relief-agriculture-sector-unhappy-budget/

2017.

Farmers claim Rs1,001b credit facility doesn‘t befit Rs6,000b agriculture
economy
HYDERABAD: With the agriculture sector recording a five-year high
growth of 3.5% in the outgoing fiscal year, the government in the Federal Budget
2017-18 has increased bank credit ceiling manifold, reduced tax on fertilisers and
waived import duty on combined harvesters.
According to the new budget, around 43% increase in agricultural loans, up
from Rs700 billion in the outgoing fiscal year to Rs1,001 billion for the upcoming
year, has been proposed.
Additionally, Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited (ZTBL) and National Bank of
Pakistan (NBP) will offer loans of up to Rs50,000 to small farmers with
landholdings of up to 12.5 acres at a lower interest rate of 9.9%.
Similarly, general sales tax (GST) on di-ammonium phosphate has been
slashed from Rs400 to Rs100 and customs duty and GST on agricultural
machinery – combined harvesters – have been removed.
Nevertheless, not many were happy with the government‘s moves, saying that
more was required by the industry.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, Sindh Abadgar Board (SAB) Vice
President Mehmood Nawaz Shah said that while the allocated amount for
agricultural credit was good and substantial, the requirement for loans was much
higher in the country.
―The Rs1,001-billion credit is disproportionate to the Rs6,000-billion
agriculture economy,‖ he said. ―The utilisation of credit in Sindh remains low,
unlike in Punjab, due to complications in the processing of loan applications.‖
He added that in the outgoing fiscal year, against a credit allocation of Rs89
billion in Sindh, only Rs53 billion was utilised.
The Economic Survey 2016-17 states that the agriculture sector is also
benefiting from the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects. But the
SAB official questioned the claim, pointing to a lack of budgetary allocation for
CPEC-related agricultural projects.
―The federal government should develop a strategy with provincial
governments about how to link the agriculture sector with CPEC,‖ he said. ―We
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also need a policy for the export of agricultural commodities to the countries that
are part of China‘s One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative.‖
Ghulam Mustafa Saand – a Sanghar district-based small farmer – said loans
of Rs50,000 for small farmers were insufficient for cultivating 12.5 acres of land.
Trade and industry
Hyderabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry Vice President Ziauddin
Ahmed decried that the new budget provided no direct tax relief for the city‘s twowheel and three-wheel auto industry.
He added that some 14 industrial units in Hyderabad‘s SITE area were
engaged in the assembly and manufacturing of motorbikes.
―Many units have started manufacturing almost all parts except the engine
and some electrical components which are imported from China,‖ he said. ―Some
have even begun exports to countries like Afghanistan and Nepal. Therefore, this
industry deserves some tax relief.‖
On the other hand, the Hyderabad Chamber of Small Traders and Small
Industries (HCSTSI) viewed the budget as balanced. However, it objected to the
taxes on non-filers of tax returns.
―Non-filing traders and their businesses will continue to be adversely affected
by the taxes,‖ said HCSTSI‘s Doulat Ram Lohano. ―The budget has also ignored
small industries as no support like low interest loans and tax relief has been
announced.‖
Министр финансов представил бюджет на 2017/18 г.
Finance Minister unveils Federal Budget 2017-18 with Rs4.75tr outlay
Dawn.
26.05.2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1335556/finance-minister-unveilsfederal-budget-2017-18-with-rs475tr-outlay

PML-N's fifth budget allocates more than Rs1tr to development projects,
Rs920bn ($8.78 млрд.)to defence spending.
Lawmakers gathered in the National Assembly in Islamabad in anticipation of the government's
announcement of the Federal Budget 2017-18.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar unveiled the budget amidst disturbance in Parliament as opposition
lawmakers protested the treatment of agitating farmers who had gathered at D-Chowk in the
federal capital earlier in the day.
Opposition lawmakers eventually walked out in protest in the middle of the finance minister's
speech.
"This is the fifth budget being presented by the PML-N government," the finance minister
observed in his opening remarks, terming it an achievement for Pakistan's democracy.
Reflecting on the government's growth story over the last four years, the finance minister
claimed that the government had 'turned the economy around'.
"We will be one of the largest economies by 2020," the minister claimed.
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"Just four years ago, this extraordinary turnaround would have seemed impossible," he said.
International observers are cognisant of Pakistan's successes, and Standard & Poor's, Moody's
and Fitch have raised their ratings for the country, Dar said.
"We have also performed better than the global average growth rate," the minister said.
The finance minister spoke at length about the Pakistan Economic Survey, released yesterday,
using data included in the report to substantiate the government's 'economic turnaround'
narrative.

Key features
The total outlay of the budget is Rs4.75 trillion







Total tax revenues target has been set at Rs4.33tr , of which the Federal Board of
Revenue will collect Rs4.01tr.
The development expenditure for next year will be Rs1.001tr .
The defence budget has been set at Rs920.2bn .
The minimum wage has been set at Rs15,000 .
By summer 2018, nearly 10,000MW of electricity will be added to the national grid,
eliminating load-shedding completing.
BISP will be allocated Rs121b for 5.5 million beneficiaries.

Budget strategy














Increase in real GDP growth of 6%;
Investment to GDP 17%;
Development budget of Rs.1,001 billion
Inflation below 6%;
Budget deficit at 4.1% of GDP;
Tax to GDP ratio at 13.7%;
FBR revenues are targeted to increase by 14% while federal expenditures will grow by
11%;
Non-tax receipts of the Federal government are budgeted to increase by 7%.
The current expenditure will be kept under tight control, Federal PSDP for the next year
is budgeted at Rs.1,001 billion. If we add the provincial ADPs the outlay for development
of FY 2017-18 would be a whopping Rs.2.1 trillion;
Foreign exchange reserves level that can cover a minimum of 4 months of imports;
Net public debt to GDP ratio below 60% of GDP;
Continuation of targeted social interventions.

Agriculture
Nearly Rs1.001tr will be given out in agricultural loans next year.




Agricultural credit will be extended at 9.9pc on Rs50,000 amount to farmers who hold
12.5 acres of land.
Imported fertilizer will be subsidized.
Urea will continue to be sold at Rs1,400 per bag.
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Other fertilisers' prices will also be kept constant through subsidies or reductions in sales
tax.
Hybrid seeds will be exempted from duty.
The State Bank will also help link the banking system to the land record management
system to facilitate farmers in securing loans.
Agricultural tubewells will be provided subsidised electricity.

Industrials





Zero-rated schemes for textiles, leather and other sectors will be continued.
To promote textiles, cotton hedge trading will be introduced. A brand development fund
will also be created.
An online business-to-business and business-to-consumer portal for textile trading will be
introduced.
Custom duty on raw hides will be eliminated.

Housing


Government will provide guarantees for housing loans for up to Rs1 million.

Infrastructure



Pakistan Development Fund will be established.
Pakistan Infrastructure Bank will be established to provide loans to private infrastructure
projects.

Financial sector




Microfinance institutions will provide loans to low-income individuals worth Rs8bn in
total.
Withholding tax on branchless banking will be eliminated.
SMEs will be provided easy-to-access loans through a risk mitigation facility secured
with Rs3.5bn from the State Bank.

Information Technology





An IT park is being established with the help of South Korea
New IT companies will be exempted from income tax for the first three years.
IT exports from Islamabad and other federal territories will be exempted from sales tax.
Withholding tax on mobile phone calls to be reduced from 14pc to 12.5pc, while the sales
tax will also be reduced to 17pc from the current 18.5pc. The customs duty on
smartphone sets will be cut to Rs650 per set from Rs1,000 per set.

Development expenditures
Federal development expenditures have been increased 37pc.


Energy and infrastructure will get 67pc of the PSDP budget. Rs411bn will be allocated
for this.
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Energy











Loadshedding will be history by next year.
Rs401bn rupees will be allocated to energy projects.
Energy for All program will receive Rs12.5bn
Dasu project Rs54bn.
LNG projects to receive Rs70bn.
Diamer Bhasha will receive Rs21bn.
Neelum Jhelum will receive Rs19bn.
Tarbela-IV will receive Rs16.4bn.
Jamshoro plant will receive Rs16.2bn.
Transmission and distribution lines from Matiari to Lahore will be builty.

Water



Government is focusing on building dams and improvement the water distribution
infrastructure.
Rs38bn will be allocated under this head.

Roads and highways


Rs320bn will be allocated to national highways.

Railways


Rs45.9bn to be allocated to Railways, including for 75 new engines, 830 bogies and 250
coaches and the Peshawar to Karachi railway line.

Human development






Rs35.7bn for Higher Education.
Health programs will receive Rs49bn.
Hospitals will receive Rs10bn.
Rs12.5bn will be allocated for Clean Drinking Water for All.
Sustainable development goals will get Rs30bn.

Gwadar


31 new projects, including a new airport, 200-bed hospital and desalination plants.

CPEC


Rs180bn have been allocated for CPEC projects.

Special projects


Rs45.6bn for projects Azad Jammu & Kashmir, Gilgit Baltistan and Fata.

Security
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All Army officers and jawans will receive a 10pc special allowance in lieu of their
sacrifices in Pakistan's war against militancy.


This 'special allowance' is separate from the 10pc increase in salaries for government
employees and army personnel.
A new financial scheme was also announced for the families of martyred soldiers and
police personnel.
Frontier Constabulary's jawans to be given a fixed allowance of Rs8,000 per month.




Taxes
Target to raise tax revenues to 15pc of GDP.









Corporate sector will get relief in the form of a 30pc effective corporate tax rate.
Tax relief for newly-listed companies will be extended for three years.
Islamic banking will face the same tax regime as commercial banks.
Withholding taxes on new car registrations have been cut for lowest three categories.
FED on cement will be increased from Rs1 per kilogramme to Rs1.25/kg,
Commercial import of clothing will be taxed at 6pc.
Steel sector will be taxed at 10.5pc compared to the current 9pc.
A special taxation regime extended to the Association for Builders and Developers will
be withdrawn due to the contribution of only Rs110m in taxes to the national kitty.

For all Budget 2017-18 and Pakistan Economic Survey-related coverage,
visit our dedicated page here.
This is a developing story that is being updated as more information becomes
available. Initial reports in the media can sometimes be inaccurate. We will strive
to ensure timeliness and accuracy by relying on credible sources.
Основные позиции бюджета на 2017/18 г.
Rs4.75tr development-heavy budget
JAVAID-UR-RAHMAN & IMRAN Ali Kundi. The Nation. May 27, 2017
http://nation.com.pk/national/27-May-2017/rs475tr-development-heavy-budget

ISLAMABAD - The PML-N for the first time in its three stints in power
presented its fifth growth-ambitious budget on Friday to an agitated assembly.
The budget for fiscal 2017-18 with a total outlay of Rs4.75 trillion, carrying a
deficit of Rs1.5 trillion (4.1 percent of the GDP), focuses on infrastructure
development, energy, agriculture and information technology.
The opposition members staged a token walkout from the house in protest
against police brutality against farmers who had gathered at D-Chowk here from
various areas of Punjab to protest the ‗unfair‘ budget policies.
As the proceedings started, the opposition members stood up in their seats
raising slogans against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his government. Some of
them also tore the copies of budget document and threw the pieces in the air.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, ignoring the deafening slogans, kept reading out
his budget speech with full voice.
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The government has set an ambitious growth rate of 6 percent for the
upcoming fiscal year, which remained at 5.27 percent - against a target of 5.7
percent - during outgoing year 2016-17.
In his opening remarks, the finance minister said he felt proud in presenting
the fifth budget of the PML-N government, as it was an achievement for Pakistan's
democracy.
He said that during last four years the economy had been put on a strong
footing as the government was taking measures to achieve the goal of economic
stability. This 'turned around' was hard to imagine when they assumed power, he
added.
Pakistan‘s ratings by international monetary institutions have improved and
the country‘s economy has gone past the 5 percent threshold this year. Thanks to
the confidence gained by it, the country has now set a target of 6 percent Gross
Domestic Product [GDP] growth for the upcoming fiscal year.
Because of the development spur primarily brought by the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor [CPEC], the country has earmarked Rs1.001 trillion for the
Public Sector Development Programme [PSDP], 25 percent higher than last-year‘s
allocation.
Dar enumerated these and other achievements of the government. He said the
macroeconomic successes included enhancing GDP growth to 10 years highest,
increasing revenue by more than 80 percent, taking per capita income to $1629
from $1334, bringing budget deficit to 4.2 percent from 8.2 percent of GDP and
curtailing inflation rate. He also claimed that power loadshedding has reduced in
the country.
Revenues and expenditures
The tax collection target for Federal Board of Revenue is set at Rs4013
billion.
The major expenditures include Rs1.36 trillion for interest payment, Rs248
billion for pensions, Rs920.2 billion for defence, Rs430.2 billion on grants and
transfers and Rs138.8 billion for subsidies.
The government has fixed historic public development sector programme
(PSDP) at Rs1001 billion. The centre would transfer Rs2384.2 billion to provinces
under National Finance Commission Award.
A Costly Growth
For the next fiscal year, Ishaq Dar announced the measures that are expected
to further accelerate growth and infrastructure development; reduce budget deficit
and poverty; and increase resources through tax reforms.
The government has proposed heavy taxation measures of Rs120 billion and
reduce the overall subsidy amount by Rs22 billion. These two measures would fuel
the inflation rate in the next financial year, which is currently in control.
Taxation Measures
CORPORATE SECTOR: Dar announced to reduce the corporate sector tax by
one percent to 30 percent for the year 2017-18. Withholding taxes on new car
registrations have been cut for lowest three categories.
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AUTOMOBILES: Withholding tax on registration of motor vehicles is
proposed to be reduced from Rs10,000 to Rs7,500 for engine capacity upto 850CC,
from Rs20,000 to Rs15,000 for engine capacity between 851CC to 1,000CC and
from Rs30,000 to Rs25,000 for engine capacity between 1001CC to 1,300CC. The
rates for non-filers will remain unchanged.
CEMENT AND STEEL: The government has also announced to increase
Federal Excise Duty on cement from Rs1 per kilogramme to Rs1.25/kg. Rates for
dividend paid by mutual funds are also proposed to be enhanced from existing 10
to 12.5 percent in line with the increase on general dividend. Steel sector will be
taxed at 10.5 percent compared to the current 9 percent.
SUPER TAX: The government has extended the super tax on the income of
the affluent and rich individuals, association of persons and companies earning
income above Rs500 million at a rate of 4 percent of income for banking
companies and 3 percent of income for all others for another one year.
‗PUNISHMENT‘ TO NON-FILERS AND SMOKERS: The rates of
withholding taxes for non-filers on payments received for contracts, supplies and
services, payments to non-residents, rental income, prizes on prize bonds and
lotteries, commission, sale by auction, collection on gas bill of CNG stations and
sale by manufacturers and commercial importers to distributors, dealers and
wholesalers are proposed to be further enhanced.
In order to enhance duty from the non-essential sector of cigarette industry
and to discourage smoking, the rate of duty would be enhanced on the existing tiers
of the cigarettes.
Salaries and Pensions
Salaries and pensions of federal government employees will be increased by
10 percent. Salary increase will be made by giving an adhoc relief after merging
adhoc relief of 2008 and 2010.
Salaries of army and paramilitary personnel have also been proposed to be
increased by 10 percent in addition to a ‗special allowance‘, which is 10 percent of
their income.
Minimum wage has been proposed to be increased from Rs14,000 to
Rs15,000.
The officials up to BPS-5 employees are being exempted from paying houserent charges at the rate of 5 percent. Daily allowance [domestic] is being increased
by 60 percent. Orderly allowance is being revised from Rs12,000 to Rs14,000.
Rate for transportation of dead bodies and local burial are being revised from
Rs1,600 to Rs4,800 and Rs5,000 to Rs15,000 respectively. The above measures
are estimated to cost an additional Rs125 billion.
Social Welfare
The next general election being around the corner, priority has also been
given to prime minister‘s social welfare schemes.
The government has increased the budget for Bait-al Mal to Rs6 billion from
existing Rs4 billion. The budget will be utilised for financial assistance to
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individuals, child support programme, orphanages through Pakistan Sweet Homes
and Thalassemia Centre for treatment for poor children.
A scheme for paying loans under House Building Finance Corporation on
behalf of windows has been re-launched. The government has increased the limit
to Rs500,000 from Rs350,000, and it will be applicable for widows who have not
remarried.
Water and Power
Ishaq Dar announced that power loadshedding would be history in next year.
Around 10,000 MW of additional electricity will become part of the national grid
in the upcoming year. The government is proposing Rs401 billion for power sector
development. A new programme ‗Energy for All‘ has been introduced with an
initial outlay of Rs12.5 billion, he said.
The finance minister announced that the government is allocating Rs38 billion
for the development of water sector. Key projects such as extension of right bank
outfall drain (RBOD-II), RBOD-I and Kaachi Canal will be given the largest share
in the water sector portfolio. Priority will be accorded to completion of Kaachi
Canal. Collectively, these three projects will be allocated Rs17.7 billion.
Information Technology
Dar said that government has taken a number of measures for promoting IT.
Government will set up an IT park in Islamabad with the help of Korean
government at a cost of Rs6 billion. The start-up software houses shall be
exempted from Income Tax for the first 3 years.
The government has also decided to provide relief to common man by
reducing the withholding income tax on cell phone call from 14 to 12.5 percent and
Federal Excise Duty from 18.5 to 17 percent. In order to encourage use of smart
phones - customs duty shall be reduced from Rs1,000 to Rs650.
National Highways and Railways
The government has proposed Rs320 billion for highways as compared to
Rs188 billion allocated in the outgoing year. This represents the largest increase of
70 percent for development of roads, motorways, highways and bridges.
Rupees 48 billion have been allocated for 230km Lahore-Abdul-Hakeem
section, 35 billion for 387km Multan-Sukkur section, 2.5 billion for SukkurHyderabad section, 38 billion for construction of Hakla to Yarik DI Khan
Motorway, 10 billion for Faisalabad-Khanewal expressway and 3 billion for
Burhan-Havelian expressway.
The finance minister said that government is fully committed to reinvigorate
the railways. Accordingly, Rs42.9 billion has been proposed for the next year‘s
budget.
The government has allocated Rs15.8 billion for the procurement or
manufacturing of 75 new locomotives. Meanwhile, Rs4.5 billion has been fixed for
the procurement or manufacturing of 830 high capacity bogie freight wagons and
250 passenger coaches.
CPEC, Gwadar and Special Areas
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CPEC projects would enter into their third year of implementation during
2017-18. Funds to the tune of Rs180 billion have been proposed for CPEC and its
supporting projects during the next financial year.
The government included 31 projects for development of Gwadar in 2017-18.
The projects include implementation of Gwadar master plan, New Gwadar
international airport, a 200-bed hospital, 200 MW power generation, and
desalination plant.
The development funds for Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan
have been increased from Rs25.75 billion to Rs43.64 billion for the FY 2017-18 which is a historic increase of 69 percent, and Rs26.9 billion are being allocated
for Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata).
Agriculture
The finance minister announced a scheme for the agricultural sector to reduce
the mark-up rate from 14-15 percent to 9.9 percent per annum for small farmers
with holdings of 12.5 acres. The other features of the scheme are small loan of up
to Rs50,000 per farmer. Loans of Rs2 million loans shall be provided by ZTBL,
NBP and other banks.
The volume of agriculture credit is being enhanced to Rs1,001 billion from
the last year‘s target of Rs700 billion which will be an increase of 43 percent.
It has been decided that DAP will be subject to fixed sales tax. As a result,
GST is being reduced from Rs400 to Rs100. This will have a subsidy impact of
Rs13.8 billion. Through reduction in tax rates and subsidy the price of per bag of
urea shall be maintained up to Rs1,400 per bag. This will have a subsidy impact of
Rs11.6 billion.
The government will continue provision of subsidised tariff on agri-tube wells
at the rate of Rs5.35 per unit. The government is also abolishing customs duty and
sales tax on import of combined harvest machinery. Import of hybrid seeds will
also be exempted from duty.
Human Development
The government has allocated Rs35.7 billion for Higher Education
Commission. A new programme for hospitals with the cost of Rs.80 billion is
being started for which Rs.8 billion have been allocated for next year. In addition,
the Phase-II of Prime Minister‘s national health programme is being launched with
the total cost of Rs.10 billion.
A special programme by the name of ‗Clean Drinking Water for all‘ has been
launched for which Rs.12.5 billion are proposed to be allocated for the next year‘s
budget. Furthermore, Rs.30 billion are being proposed for the Prime Minister‘s
SDG programme which would focus on national commitments to improvement in
the social indicators.
Бюджет на 2017/18 г. нацелен на всеобщие выборы в 2018 г.
Govt intends to cash in on ‗relief-oriented‘ budget
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Abrar Saeed. The Nation. May 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-May-2017/govtintends-to-cash-in-on-relief-oriented-budget

Next elections in sight
ISLAMABAD - The way the government has come up with incentives and
relief for almost all the segments of society and announced massive allocations for
energy and road infrastructure projects showed the current budget is prepared
keeping in view the next general elections.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar presenting the sixth budget of the incumbent
government, which is a record in itself, came up with allocations for all and
sundry, showing the government‘s intention to give budget a relief-oriented look.
The massive allocations for power generation projects and road infrastructure
also showed the government‘s intention of cashing in on the mega projects in
party‘s campaign for the next general elections, political analysts commented.
The CPEC related projects were also under the spotlight with Rs180 billion
allocation while some 31 mega projects were also approved for Gawadr which also
included desalination plant for provision of clean drinking water to this fast
growing port city.
The massive allocation of Rs1,000 billion for grant of loans to small farmers
also showed the government‘s intention of winning over the support of the farmers
community, especially the small farmers in the upcoming general elections.
Among the other popular decisions of the government which give it a welfare
budget included allocation of Rs121 billion for BISP while the allocation of Rs20
billion for Prime Minister‘s laptop scheme also showed it amply clears that the
government was in mood of appeasing the general public ahead of the next general
elections.
Most of the parliamentarians in opposition, who had completely rejected the
budget, were anticipating the government‘s intention and some of them considered
it the last budget of the incumbent government as they were expecting the next
general elections a little ahead of the schedule.
The Opposition MPs were of the view that the government would stretch its
rule till next March when the Senate elections will be held and soon after the
Senate elections they would announce the date for next general elections.
The focus of the government remained appeasement of the every segment of
society. The reduction in taxes on small cars 850 to 1300 cc, decrease in the prices
of fertilisers, relaxation in duty on poultry and ostrich farming, pay and pension
increase were some of the key indicators of public appeasement by the
government.
But on the other hand, the allocation for education, health and human
development were negligible and the main focus of the government remained on
mega structural projects on which they could play in the election campaign.
Similarly, the government badly failed to meet the revenue targets and setting
the high target of revenue collection for FBR seemed a bit irrational.
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On the other hand setting high export targets when in the last fiscal the
country‘s export had not shown much improvement also seemed far from reality
with little or no relevance to the ground reality.
No concrete steps were taken for bringing improvement in the agriculture
sector as small loans to the farming community would further make the sector
dependent and stay out of competitiveness, commented an agriculturist.
Несбалансированный бюджет на 2017/18 г.
A seesaw budget
Dawn, May 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335669/a-seesaw-budget

If ever a federal budget came to us floating on the wings of hope, it is this
latest one.
In its last fiscal year, the government has given us a budget that wants to eat
its cake and have it too. Current expenditures have been restrained to an almost
unrealistic extent, while development expenditures have seen their largest hike thus
far.
On the revenue side, almost the entire burden of incremental revenues has
been placed on the shoulders of domestic business enterprises, while the
presentation of the budget emphasised the relief measures for industry. FBR
revenues are being hiked by 14pc, whereas they have struggled to meet far
humbler targets in the preceding years. Other revenue heads see modest increases.
Likewise, the current expenditure target for next year sees a modest hike of
2pc from last year‘s target, whereas development expenditure sees a hike of 25pc.
If current expenditure can stay within the prescribed limits, and the FBR can
live up to expectations, this budget might yet pan out. But that is a very big if.
The finance minister went to some lengths to tout the achievements of his
government, and he chose to compare today‘s performance with fiscal year 20122013, the year before his government took office.
Amongst the boasts he laid before the parliament was one about ―far-reaching
structural reforms‖, especially in the tax machinery, making it ―more equitable and
efficient‖. This budget will put that boast to the supreme test.
Even in the area of subsidies, where targets set for last year were overshot by
almost 50pc for the tariff differential subsidy, this year they intend to keep that
head at the same target as last year, and cut K-Electric‘s tariff differential payment
by 50pc. This means either passing through large tariff increases during the year to
consumers, or working to bring about a miraculous recovery in collections.
The budget wants to expand programmes to give away goodies under vague
plans like ‗Electricity for All‘, at the same time pushing through large
infrastructure projects including CPEC (which sees an allocation of Rs180bn in the
development programme), while avoiding any revenue measures that could upset
the masses or broaden the tax base.
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The latter priority has largely dropped by the wayside, and many of the
measures to penalise non-filers of income tax returns have turned into glorified
revenue schemes.
It will be interesting to see how this government walks the tightrope it has set
for itself in the year ahead. It is not known for its subtlety in dealings with the
opposition, nor for taking an innovative approach to vexing policy problems that
plague state finances. Yet the targets of this budget will test their balance to the
hilt. A safe bet would be to expect many ad hoc course corrections along the way.
Основные наметки роста экономики на 2017/18 г., а также бюджет.
Rs4.8tr budget today
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. May 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/26-May2017/rs48tr-budget-today

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government
would present its fifth budget for the next financial year 2017-18 on Friday (today)
with an estimated outlay of Rs4.8 trillion and a deficit of 4 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP).
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar would present the budget on the floor of National
Assembly after getting approval from the federal cabinet. The federal cabinet
would consider proposals of the Ministry of Finance to enhance salaries of
government servants by 10 or 15 percent by giving another ad-hoc relief. Pensions
would also be raised by the same ratio.
Background discussions with officials of the finance ministry showed that the
government would focus to enhance country‘s GDP growth in order to generate
employment opportunities ahead of the 2018 general elections. The government
would take measures to control the soaring current account deficit, necessitated by
the increase in imports and reduction in exports.
The tax collection target for the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has been
fixed at above Rs4 trillion for the next year, which was Rs3621 billion for the
current year. The government has proposed to allocate Rs1001 billion for the
Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP). The government is likely to set
aside around Rs950 billion for defence for the next financial year, which was
Rs860 billion in the outgoing year. The government is likely to earmark Rs1400
billion for paying interest on domestic and foreign loans.
The government has projected a 6 percent growth for the next fiscal year. The
growth of 3.5 percent is estimated in the agriculture sector on the basis of 2 percent
growth in important crops, 3.2 percent in other crops, 6.5 percent in cotton ginned,
3.8 percent in livestock, 1.7 percent in fishery and 10 percent in forestry.
The government has set 7.3 percent growth for the industry with 3.5 percent
in mining and quarrying while in manufacturing sector a growth of 6.4 percent has
been projected with large scale manufacturing 6.3 percent, small and household 8.2
percent, slaughtering 3.7 percent, 12.1 percent growth in construction and 12.5
percent in electricity generation and gas distribution.
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The services sector‘s growth is estimated at 6.4 percent for the next fiscal year
based on 5.6 percent growth in transport, storage and communication, 7.2 percent
in wholesale and retail trade, 9.5 percent in finance and insurance, 3.9 percent in
housing services, 7 percent in general government services and 6.7 percent in other
private services.
The government has projected a $10.4 billion current account deficit for the
next fiscal year (2017-18). The trade deficit is projected to be at $26.9 billion for
the next fiscal year, as the exports are projected to grow by 6.4 percent next year to
$23.1 billion and imports growth target has been set at 9.6 percent to $50 billion.
Investment to GDP is estimated at 17.2 percent, fixed investment at 15.6 per cent,
and private investment at 11.2 percent of the GDP.
In taxation measures, the government is likely to enhance regulatory duties on
imported items in order to discourage imports and generate additional revenue in
the budget. The government is also considering enhancing the rates of withholding
tax on non-tax filers to bring them into the tax net. The government has already
shown its intentions to continue with the super tax on rich people. The rates of
sales tax on petroleum products - major revenue spinners - would not be enhanced
in the upcoming budget. Sales tax rate of essential commodities like sugar would
not be changed in the budget.
Налоговые послабления по бюджету на 2017/18 г.
Economic Survey 2016-17: Tax exemptions contain surprises
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
May
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1335398/economic-survey-2016-17-tax-exemptions-containsurprises

Some targets were missed, but after a decade-long slump growth is finally
returning to Pakistan‘s economy. Much of the growth has come from a spurt in
services, and a partial rebound in agriculture. A boom in consumption has swelled
imports while exports continue to sag. The survey paints a mixed picture.
ISLAMABAD: Tax exemptions rose five per cent to Rs415.8 billion,
following two successive years of reductions. Those years saw tax exemptions
decline by almost Rs 300bn cumulatively.
Exemptions to independent power producers (IPPs) are no longer mentioned
in Economic Survey 2016-17. The reasons for removal of this figure from the
exemption list are unclear, but the removal resulted in Rs50bn no longer being
reported as exemptions.
Sources in the IPPs expressed surprise when told of this removal, while tax
officials were not available for comment. Since 1994, the IPPs have enjoyed
income tax exemptions on their profits.
Customs exemptions
The customs exemptions surged to Rs151.7bn in 2016-17 from Rs120bn in
the preceding year, an increase of 26.4pc. The bulk of the increase was because of
increase in cost of concession under the fifth schedule, which reached to Rs63bn in
2016-17 as against Rs30.6bn a year ago.
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Another increase in exemptions came on account of free trade agreements
(FTAs), especially with China that Pakistan signed in 2006 and other duty
exemptions. FTAs with Malaysia and Sri Lanka also witnessed growth in terms of
tax exemption cost.
The cost of revenue because of FTA with China was estimated at Rs31.6bn,
Sri Lanka Rs2.5bn, and Malaysia Rs1.9bn. Under preferential trade agreement
(PTA) with Indonesia, the revenue cost was estimated at Rs3.3bn, and South Asian
Free Trade Area agreement at Rs1.2bn.
No exemption cost was reported on trade with Iran while in the case of
Economic Cooperation Organisation countries the cost of exemption dropped to
Rs73m in 2016-17 from Rs247m, a decline of 70pc.
Income tax exemptions
A huge benefit of Rs12bn in rationalisation of corporate tax rates has been
extended, which is 87pc of the total income tax exemption value for the year 201617.
The rest of the exemptions are shared by relief on education expenses, tax
credit for expansion in existing industries, new industries, and sales to registered
taxpayers.
Capital gains exemption worth Rs1.7bn has also been removed from the
survey for 2016-17.
Sales tax exemptions
Sales tax exemptions went up to Rs250bn in 2016-17 from Rs207.3bn a year
ago, reflecting an increase of 20.6pc. In the year 2014-15, the government shifted
the exemptions based on statutory regulatory orders (SROs) into the schedules of
the Sales Tax Act of 1990.
An SRO is an executive order granting special tax treatment for an individual,
industry or sector. It is usually issued on the directive of the finance minister, the
cabinet‘s Economic Coordination Committee or on Federal Board of Revenue‘s
proposal.
One SRO-based sales tax exemption, extended to five export sectors —
leather, textile, carpets, surgical and sports goods — stood at Rs50.4bn in 2016-17
compared to Rs43.4bn last year, reflecting an increase of 16pc.
Exemptions on the import and local supply of items placed under the sixth
schedule of the Sales Tax Act have been recorded at Rs156.9bn this year as against
Rs128.9bn last year.
The sixth schedule is a list of exempted products, mostly consumer items.
The cost of exemption on the import of products under Eighth schedule stood
at Rs16.4bn this year as against Rs11.4bn last year. The schedule applies to items
imported under specified conditions.
Exemption removal programme
The government started a three-year programme to phase out exemptions
given through SROs in fiscal year 2013-14 as part of an IMF programme.
Economic Survey 2012-13 reported the figure of total exemptions at Rs239.5bn. In
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the first year of its rule, the PML-N government took this figure to Rs477.1 billion
in fiscal 2013-14.
In its second year (2014-15), exemptions worth Rs105bn given through SROs
were withdrawn. In the subsequent two phases, a similar amount of withdrawal
was announced in budget speeches.
If the government had eliminated those SROs, the reduction would have
reflected in the FY17 economic survey. Instead the survey released last night
reflects an increase, in spite of not reporting the exemptions granted to the IPPs.
Представление госбюджета на сессии в Национальной Ассамблее
LIVE: Dar presents Budget 2017-18 amid ruckus in NA
The Express Tribune. May 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419847/live-budgetspeech-ruckus-dominates-na/

Finance Minister Ishaq Dar is unveiling the last budget of the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government – a document that will have
implications for the ruling party in elections next year.
Already the country‘s economy has gone past the 5% threshold this year and
Pakistan has now set a target of 6% Gross Domestic Product growth for the
upcoming fiscal year. It has earmarked Rs1.001 trillion for the Public Sector
Development Programme – a key indicator of development work going on in the
country – which is 25% more than last-year‘s allocation.
All eyes are on the finance minister as to what he brings to prop up the
economy and push Pakistan among the ranks of leading economies, as he
mentioned during the unveiling of the Economic Survey 2016-17 a day ago.
Many sectors of the economy hope that the government will come up with
some incentives and concessions to help them cope with the challenges of modern
times as competition gets stiffer day by day.
But it seems that priority will be given to PM‘s pet schemes in an election
year.
Progress of Pakistan Stock Exchange
Dar did not want to let go off the opportunity to mention the success of the
country‘s stock market.
The Pakistan Stock Exchange‘s (PSX) KSE-100 Index gave a return of over
45% in dollar terms in calendar year 2016. It was Asia‘s top-performing market
and the fifth in the world.
Dar says the merger of three exchanges – Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi –
should be credited.
―MSCI has already upgraded the PSX and it will be an emerging market from
June 1.‖
Tax collection
In 2012-13 the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) collected Rs1,940 billion
and the revenue now stands at Rs3,521 billion for an increase of 81% in four years,
says Dar.
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The surge in tax collection has come at the back of PML-N‘s efforts to
penalise non-filers, but is also the result of an increase in indirect taxation.
‗No load-shedding for industrial sector‘
Dar says there was no load-shedding for the industrial sector. A visible
reduction in load-shedding was seen for domestic households, adds the finance
minister.
Opposition members attend NA session wearing black bands.
Opposition announces walkout
Addressing the lawmakers in the National Assembly, Leader of the
Opposition Khursheed Shah says, ―We will walkout of the House in protest against
the mistreatment to farmers who were only demanding their rights.‖
―Today, the government created chaos in the capital by mistreating farmers
who were protesting even outside the red zone,‖ he says. ―The authorities used
shelling to disperse farmers and they were manhandled.‖
Shah asks the NA speaker why the opposition wasn‘t allowed to speak,
terming it a sign of dictatorship.
In a historic development, National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq allows
Leader of the Opposition Syed Khursheed Shah to pass opening remarks.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar willingly steps back to allow Shah make a
statement.
Что в бюджете на 2017/18?
Budget cosmetics
Khurram Husain. Dawn, May 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335191/budgetcosmetics

IN the last year of its rule, the PML-N has decided to throw all caution to the
winds and go for a growth strategy that is as cosmetic as the period of its rule has
been. This was the party that ran on a promise to address deep-rooted structural
bottlenecks in the economy: to eliminate load-shedding and restore the growth
momentum of the economy. But the years of the party‘s rule have shown us that
they are in fact no different from their predecessors. Cosmetically, yes.
Substantively, no.
Their predecessors, the PPP, found it next to impossible to close a major deal
with a foreign partner. This was not because the deals they were closing were
inferior, but because there was the question of the Supreme Court shooting down
almost every foreign deal it could, starting with the Steel Mill case, through Reko
Diq and an LNG deal, and ending with the rental power deals and the Turkish
company whose barge was famously ordered to return once it had left port because
no interconnection was provided to it once it was ready to start generating.
This government did not have any such problem. They had a clean run of
things, until the dharnas. But even the noise and fury of the sit-ins caused a few
delays at best; they did not become the permanent blockage that the PPP faced
throughout its rule.
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The budget is likely to be laden with schemes and projects designed to
create a short-lived and artificial sense of respite.
The rule of the PML-N began with a massive retirement of the circular debt,
cleverly done before the end of the fiscal year 2013, so its impact on the deficit
could be attributed to the previous government. A single-stroke retirement caused
the deficit to shoot up to beyond 8 per cent of GDP, from where it could only come
down. Today, they proudly claim to have brought the deficit down from that peak
to around 4pc, as if halving the deficit was a feat of fiscal management. It wasn‘t.
It was a feat of accounting. It is looking ever more likely that yet another massive
retirement of the circular debt will be undertaken before the government ends its
term, causing the wheel to come full circle.
Some stabilisation of the fiscal framework did indeed take place. There was
also a hefty rise in the foreign exchange reserves that had fallen to around one
month‘s worth of import cover at the time they took control. The MD of the IMF,
during her brief visit, mentioned in every public appearance that a hard-won
―moment of opportunity‖ had opened up, and now was the time to undertake the
right reforms to put the economy on sustainable rails.
The devil was in the wording because a moment of opportunity is just that: a
moment. And moments pass, sometimes before they are even noticed. What was
this ‗structural reform‘ mantra that we keep hearing about? The public-sector
enterprises, for example, doubled their accumulated losses in this period. The
circular debt returned as the government was unable to reform crucial areas like
power-sector governance and pricing reform.
The tax base did not broaden, and the revenue burden fell harder and harder
on those who were already paying their taxes. Reserves rose, but through
borrowing primarily, sometimes under rather non-transparent arrangements like the
so-called ‗gift‘ from the ‗brotherly country that does not want to be named‘, ie
Saudi Arabia. Few believed back then that this money has no quid pro quo, and
watching the obsequious appearance of the Pakistani leadership at the summit in
Riyadh recently reminds us of that fateful $1.5 billion that fell like manna from
heaven at that crucial hour. Now payback time approaches, and it will be far more
than mere money that we will be called upon to provide.
All through it, the partnership with the Chinese blossomed into a tale that
grew with the telling. First it was said that our partnership will enhance our trade.
Then it was said that the power investments coming in under the early harvest
programme would eliminate the power crisis once and for all. Then we learned of
the massive investments planned for the rest of the economy, and were told that
these are there to jump-start the growth process and ‗industrialise our agriculture‘
and take us on a growth path towards the advanced industrial economies.
Posters appeared showing Gwadar decked up like the jewel of the Indian
Ocean, looking like a cross between Dubai and Singapore. Today those dreams
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have acquired almost delusional proportions, while apprehension is growing in the
country that the government does not fully comprehend what it is taking us into.
Underneath it all, we see the real game in the allocations made in next year‘s
development budget, and it looks just like the old game. An allocation of Rs25bn,
for instance, for programmes titled ‗Electricity for All‘ and another titled ‗Clean
Drinking Water‘. The latter is little more than a plan to instal filtration plants in a
few constituencies, so for the three months that their filters function, the leadership
of the area can campaign on having provided the people with clean water. After the
election, we will see.
The budget is likely to be broadly similar, laden with schemes and projects
designed to create a short-lived and artificial sense of respite in the run-up to the
elections. Tonight‘s presentation of the economic survey will carry the dreams of
an emerging prosperity further, decked up not with fancy pictures but fancy
numbers that seek to lull us all into a false sense of comfort that all is well, things
are turning around.
Except that they‘re not. Things have returned to square one, which is not the
same thing as turning a corner. The party that is preparing to hit the polls on the
claim of having solved the country‘s problems will be standing on a wafer-thin
platform when it gets about the task.
Бюджет 2017-18 г. налогообложение
Budget 2017-18: draft taxation proposals
MUBARAK ZEB KHAN. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 8th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1331735/budget-2017-18-draft-taxation-proposals
Draft taxation proposals for the 2017-18 budget stipulating an increase of
Rs500bn, or 15pc by jacking the IMF‘s proposed total revenue target to
Rs4,007bn, from the current fiscal year‘s revised estimate of Rs3,500bn, have been
scaled down. However, the FBR is not ambitious.
The FBR has worked out a final tax target of Rs3,887bn, seen as more
realistically achievable —an increase of 11pc from the current fiscal year‘s revised
target. ―We want to set a modest tax collection target‖, an FBR official said.
The additional revenue will be collected by raising the rates of indirect and
direct taxes coupled with administrative measures to plug loopholes.
The taxation proposals follow consultation meetings with IMF officials last
months in Dubai under Article-IV.
ADVERTISEMENT
The Fund believes the proposed tax collection for the next fiscal year
could be achieved, without any extra effort, through tax buoyancy
A senior FBR official said the proposed tax proposals were drawn in line with
the IMF‘s recommendations, while keeping the impending general elections in
mind. While the IMF‘s advice is no longer binding, but if Pakistan wants to avail
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more loans from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, it will not be
able to do so without winning a Letter of Support from the IMF.
The IMF has asked Pakistan to impose Rs180bn worth of new taxes in the
budget. The Fund believes the proposed tax collection for the next fiscal year could
be achieved, without any extra effort, through tax buoyancy.
The official said Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will finalise the proposed tax
proposals after his return from abroad.
Official data shows additional taxes worth Rs1.2 trillion have been imposed in
the last four budgets under the IMF programme. Most of these taxes were
regressive in nature and implemented through withholding tax provisions.
A senior tax official, who is a part of the tax exercise, said that the FBR‘s
draft budgetary proposals were shared with the finance ministry and the IMF.
Increasing the rate of 56 withholding taxes (WHTs) for income tax return nonfilers by 100pc, in the next fiscal year, has been proposed.
The scope of these taxes will be extended to a maximum number of sectors
that were not covered previously. It is expected that the increase in the incidence of
taxation will compel people to file tax returns and come under the tax net to avoid
higher rates meant for non-filers.
The PML-N government has imposed 20 new WHTs since June 2013, while
increasing the rates for non-filers to improve tax compliance. The number of WHT
categories has risen to 56 from 36 since June 2013. As a result, the share of WHT
shot up to 68pc of the total direct tax collection in the first eight months of the
current fiscal year.
The withholding tax, introduced in the 1990s, has become an easy tool for tax
collection and is gradually making the income tax department irrelevant.
The government is also considering an increase in the WHT rates on
properties. In the next budget, more imports will be brought under this regime. In
the banking sector, the tax rate is proposed to be increased to 0.6pc on transactions
exceeding Rs50,000 a day. Currently, it is 0.4pc.
The changes in the rate of super tax will be made by the finance minister in
order to create difference between filers and non-filers.
Similarly, the government will revise rates on petroleum and other products.
In the next budget, the government will also consider proposals from the Tax
Reform Commission for changes in tax laws and procedures. A proposal on the
table is to forbid all businesses from using cash to settle any transactions larger
than Rs50,000.
Prize bonds may also be bought under the tax net. A new law is being
suggested that makes transactions related to property and vehicles be carried out
only through cheques.
No doubt all these measures will help the FBR to improve revenue collection,
but the tax system will still be facing the twin problems of low tax compliance and
greater reliance on indirect taxes, especially withholding taxes.
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РАСХОДЫ1
Расходы на образование в Пакистане
Education spending in Pakistan
Dr
Pervez
Tahir.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490941/education-spending-pakistan/

August

26th,

2017.

This is the last piece in the series on education spending. The earlier pieces
analysed the budget estimates 2017-18 and budget and revised estimates 2016-17
for all the provinces, the federal government and all of the federal territories. It is
now time to put things together and present an overall picture of education
spending in Pakistan.
In the 2017-18 budgets, all these governments allocated Rs902.7 billion for
education. As the budgeted amount in the previous year was Rs776.1 billion, this
shows an increase of 16.3 per cent. However, the revised estimate for the previous
year was Rs622.1 billion, a 19.8 per cent reduction in utilisation. This was mainly
the result of massive underutilisation in Punjab and Sindh, 37.5 per cent and 30.2
per cent, respectively. Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan and the federal
government utilised more than the budgeted allocation. As a percentage of GDP,
the allocation in the budget 2017-18 is 2.5 per cent compared to 2.3 per cent in the
budget 2016-17. It was 1.95 per cent in the revised estimates of 2016-17. In view
of this performance, the budget target of 2.5 per cent of GDP, not high by
international standards, seems optimistic.
The GDP estimates include the household incomes and the incomes of forprofit and non-profit organisations. They now spend large sums on education,
which should be added to the public spending on education to get a fair idea of the
total spending on education by society. This should be the numerator when using
GDP as the denominator. For public spending, the ratio considered appropriate is
the proportion of total budgetary expenditure. For the budget 2017-18, it is 9.8 per
cent, compared to the revised estimate of 7.3 per cent and the previous budget
estimate of 9.1 per cent. Again this is rather low for a country the size of Pakistan.
With the devolution of the subject of education to the provinces, the share of
the federal government in total public education spending is only 14.6 per cent. It
will come down drastically after the Higher Education Commission becomes a
regulator rather than the largest spender on higher education. In the event, it makes
more sense to relate consolidated provincial spending on education to the
consolidated provincial budgetary expenditure. This ratio was 22.4 in the budgets
for 2017-18, down from 22.6 per cent in the budgets for 2016-17. In the revised
estimates of the same year, it was extremely low at 17.6 per cent.
With 25 million out of school children, a significant percentage of those
enrolled not retained, gender imbalances and generally poor quality of teachers and
student learning, even the provincial education/expenditure ratios paint a sorry
state of affairs. Politicians see more visibility in announcing universities than in
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schools as their priority projects. What would they say to the Quaid-i-Azam to
whom the ―greatest stigma on the Government,‖ is ―to show that after your 150
years of rule, ….you have not given knowledge and light, nay even the three R‘s to
more than 6 or 7 per cent of the population in this country‖ (Legislative Assembly,
March 1925).
Speaking on Gokhale‘s elementary education bill in April 1912, he made five
key points that should act as reminders in this month of independence celebration.
First, it was it the business of the state to provide basic education, and by
compulsion not through the voluntary system. Secondly, resources had to be found
somehow for free access. Thirdly, the Quaid would brook no nonsense on the
question of girls education. Fourthly, the Quaid was for mass education not litist
education, particularly the British public school system. Finally, he was for
producing skills rather than clerks.
Что стало с семейным бюджетом (расходы) после Бюджета на 2017/18 г.
Looking at the family budget
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336110/looking-at-the-family-budget

May

29th,

2017.

True to its character, an over excited PML-N government chose to focus on
the positives, underplaying the disturbing negatives, including the external front
vulnerability.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar presented a typical election year budget that seeks
to expand subsidies, development spending and direct transfers to poor under the
Benazir Income Support Programme (BISP).
Not necessarily enthused by the claims of economic achievements by the
finance minister in wake of persistent painful electricity outages, citizens are trying
to demystify the government‘s assertions and look through the jugglery of numbers
to assess the impact of the national budget on their family budget.
The slew of measures such as continuation of energy subsidy, rise in limit of
minimum annual taxable income from 0.5 million to 0.6m, 10pc increment and
adjustment of previous adhoc bonus in salary and pensions of government
employees, easier accessibility of housing loans, concessions and duty cuts for the
farming community are expected to marginally improve the well being of an
average middle class family.
On the basis of an informal survey of business professionals and economists
Dawn has identified households with an average monthly family income in the
bracket of Rs75,000 to Rs180,000 as urban middle-class members.
In this income bracket seven broad categories of spending and a weightage
range has been worked out: kitchen 20-30pc; rent 20pc; health and education 1020pc; income tax 10pc; transport 10-15pc; utilities 10-15pc; savings 0-5pc.
According to the initial assessment, the overall impact of the budget on an
urban middle-class, fixed-income, salaried family, assuming everything else the
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same, would be positive and could free up some resources for health/education or
savings.
The kitchen budget will increase by the rate of inflation. The concessions to
builders/construction material and accessibility of housing loan may moderate
pressure on rentals. Transport cost may also remain the same over the year ahead if
the government absorbs variation in oil prices, but utility prices could rise
moderately.
When the assessment was shared with an economist he got annoyed. ―What
relief? It is this salaried class that takes the hardest hit. They pay income tax as
their tax is deducted at source, in addition to indirect taxes on consumption of
goods, besides surcharges hidden in the utility bill‖, he said.
―In a country where economic disparity is high but the government relies on
indirect taxes for resource generation to support over-bloated, highly inefficient,
structures there would always be misallocation of resources, inefficiency and
inequity‖, he argued.
An economist at the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) did
not contest the assertions stated above but defended the current government in
comparison to the earlier.
―No one is saying that future has arrived in Pakistan but there is no harm in
admitting a fact — the current government‘s economic management is better those
of the earlier ones‖, he said.
Dr Nadeem Javed, Chief Economist, Planning Commission, talked at length
about constraints the government had to operate under. ―Within limitations the
government has been trying futuristic solutions.
―In a spirit to evolve solutions based on collective wisdom we have
persistently been engaging with stakeholders outside the government. In the
current budget vulnerable sections and IT/innovation has particularly been
facilitated‖, he said.
―To manage external sector challenges, measures have been announced to
discourage import of non-essential goods and sectors with potential of export have
been incentivised‖, he added.
―If the government can glorify its performance as much as it wants and
project CPEC as an answer to all problems in absence of a better choice, it might
beat other parties at the ballot again next year, but to my mind the country will
again land in a crisis if policy orientation is not changed‖, a senior economist
warned.
Expanding on his idea of reform he advocated a greater role for longer term
planning to transform the basic character of the state in Pakistan. ―Only a peaceful,
social welfare state that not uses the masses but actually tries to serve them in
cooperation with neighbouring nations has a future‖, he argued.
An earlier survey by Dawn showed that the wellbeing of Pakistani families on
the two extremes of the social scale is comparatively insulated from the direct
impact of the taxation measures on their wellbeing.
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The poor are outside the income tax net and their consumption of essentials
have little or no tax. They often pay a flat rate for utilities that themselves are often
accessed informally. Though steps in the budget, such as minimum wage rate and
cash relief, affect them directly.
On the other extreme, for ultra rich families, taxation measures might affect
their wealth accounts but not their lifestyle or wellbeing. Their consumption makes
a small fraction of their wealth so the impact of consumption tax as a percentage of
income is nominal compared to middle class families.
Рост расходов на содержание премьера и президента
4% more for PM Office, 11% for Presidency
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420293/4-pm-office-11-presidency/

May

27,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The federal government has proposed Rs916 million for the
Prime Minister Office in the federal budget 2017-18, which is just 4.0 per cent
higher when compared with Rs881 million allocated in the outgoing fiscal year.
Interestingly, the amount proposed for the Presidency is a bit higher than that
of the PM Office. It saw an increase of 11 per cent to Rs959 million, from Rs863
million in the outgoing fiscal year which was later revised up to Rs941 million.
However, the newly-proposed budget for the PM Office i.e. Rs916 million
shows 3.6 per cent reduction when compared with the revised budget of Rs950
million in the outgoing fiscal year.
A whopping Rs272b for special schemes
The PM Office‘s budget of Rs881 million in the outgoing fiscal shows 4.6 per
cent increase over its original budget of Rs842 million in FY2015-16, which was
later revised upward to Rs860 million.
Separately, the PM Office had received a supplementary grant of Rs154
million in the current fiscal year.
The PM Office comprises two sections — Public (P) and Internal (I).
The P section has been allocated Rs405 million, slightly lower than Rs406
million in the outgoing financial year, which was later revised upward to Rs445
million.
Premier‘s office is staffed by over 700 people, NA told
On the other hand, the I section‘s allocation witnessed an increase of 35.71
per cent to Rs3.8 million as against Rs2.8 million during the current fiscal, which
was also revised upward to Rs3.3 million.
Furthermore, the ‗entertainment and gifts‘ allocation for the PM House saw
an increase of 16.6 per cent to Rs3.5 million as against Rs3 million in the outgoing
financial year.
According to official sources, the allocation for PM Office will also account
for the PM House expenses, but the same has not been specified in the budgetary
documents. The PM House‘s budget had not been specified either in the current
fiscal year‘s budgetary documents.
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Govt aims to expand tax net in new budget
The PM Office‘s new budget does not include the discretionary funds the PM
has at his disposal to spend at any given area, including development schemes in
political constituencies and related activities. These discretionary funds are
believed to be estimated in billions. Officially, however, only Rs1 million had been
earmarked under the ‗discretionary grant‘ for PM Office in the outgoing financial
year.
The PM Office‘s budget in FY2014-15 was Rs779 billion, which witnessed
an increase of 8.0 per cent in financial year 2015-16, with an allocation of Rs842
million.
Even though, the annual budget for the PM House was not specified
separately in the outgoing financial year, Rs286.7 million had been set aside under
the heads of ‗staff and household‘ and ‗wages of household servants‘.
Additionally, Rs4 million had been allocated for ‗presents and charities‘ against
Rs2.5 million set aside under the same head in the previous financial year. At least
Rs750,000 had been allocated for the employees retirement benefits while Rs2.8
million had been allocated under the head of PM‘s tour expenses (domestic) in this
fiscal year.
PM Office daily expenses register 10% increase
In the outgoing fiscal year, Rs10 million had been set aside for the president‘s
salary and Rs1.2 million for presents and charities. However, these specifications
have not been made in the budgetary allocations for the new financial year 201718.
Like the PM House, the President House‘s budget too was not specified in the
outgoing financial year‘s budgetary allocations. At least Rs1 million had been
allocated under the discretionary grant for the President‘s Office. The discretionary
funds have not been specified for the upcoming financial year.
Низкий уровень расходов на здравоохранение
Health survey: Health spending remains sluggish in FY2016-17
Asma
Ghani.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
26,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419422/health-survey-health-spending-remains-sluggish-fy201617/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s health spending has remained between 0.5 per
cent to 0.8 per cent of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over the last decade
which is less than the World Health Organisation (WHO) benchmark of at least 6
per cent for basic and lifesaving services, says the Economic Survey 2016-17.
The survey released on Thursday stated that Pakistan spent 0.27 per cent of its
GDP in FY2011-12, 0.56 per cent in 2012-13, 0.69 per cent in 2013-14, 0.72 per
cent in 2014-15, 0.76 per cent in 2015-16 and 0.46 per cent in 2016-17 (JulyMarch).
Govt likely to slash health spending in next fiscal
During FY2015-16, total expenditure increased by 13 per cent over FY201415, and during the current fiscal year (July-March) 2016-17, the expenditure
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remained at Rs145.97 billion, showing an increase of 9 per cent over the same
period of last year, it said.
The survey quoting a recent World Bank report said, currently Pakistan‘s per
capita health spending is $36.2 which is below the WHO‘s low income countries
benchmark of $86.
Health experts say actual allocation stands between 1.5 per cent and 2 per cent
of GDP but the health departments concerned do not have capacity to spend it and
this is happening since long.
―Against a meagre allocation, the government is not able to spend even the
allocated amount: the reason being poor forecasting at the district level as the
finance people are not capable enough of doing rational budgeting and they make
budget estimates based on previous years‘ spending,‖ said Dr. Asma Badar of the
White Ribbon Alliance.
―The cumbersome financial processes hinder timely quarterly releases and
they are not able to spend money within due time; hence, money goes back to the
government.
―Besides, to kick-start any new initiative it takes longer than usual time in
planning and hiring staff and starting intervening on ground.‖
Healthcare continues downward slide
―Unnecessary postings and transfers from top to bottom tiers of bureaucracy
also slow down interventions and releases and thus the budget remains unspent. To
increase the health budget, the government is always concerned that in the wake of
so much unspent budget why officials are proposing more allocation,‖ Badar said.
She also suggested that there needs to be rational distribution of the budget
and the major chunk should go to primary healthcare instead of going into tertiary
care and in procurement and infrastructure.
―The disease pattern is heavily dominated by malnutrition and poor dietary
practices. Almost half of the population is suffering from high rates of
malnutrition, particularly children and mothers,‖ the survey maintains.
Although the patient-to-doctor ratio has seen some improvement still today
the doctor-population ratio stands at 1:997, dentist (1:10,658) and hospital bed
(1:1,584).
While national health infrastructure comprises 1,201 hospitals, BHUs (5518),
RHCs (683), dispensaries (5,802), maternity & child health centres (731) and TB
centres (347), and the total availability of beds in these health facilities is estimated
at 123,394.
The survey says immunization coverage has been increased and polio
reported cases have been reduced. ―Deaths from tuberculosis have been declining
while child and maternal mortality rates since 2007 continued to improve.‖
‗Sindh spends only 1% of health budget on nutrition‘
Meanwhile, health experts termed it a sluggish improvement because the
country had reduced it to the one-third level in the Millennium Development
Goals. The improvement is not sufficient as pledged in the Sustainable
Development Goals either.
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Cancer
The survey reveals during the period July to December 2016, more than 0.46
million patients were registered at the Nuclear Medicine & Oncology (NM&O)
hospitals under the PAEC Cancer Registry Programme (hospitals based) and
benefitted from facilities in the fields of diagnostic/therapeutic nuclear medicine
and clinical oncology (radiation & medical oncology).
The increasing incidence of diseases is due to lack of public awareness,
change in lifestyle and environmental factors, the survey notes. ―Pakistan Atomic
Energy Commission‘s cancer hospitals are providing diagnosis and treatment
facilities to cancer patients. Currently, there are eighteen cancer hospitals
functioning in different cities.‖
Лекция известного экономиста Dr Atta-ur-Rehman о низком уровне
расходов на науку и образование
‗Education, science budget less than amount spent on Orange Line in
Lahore‘
Dawn, February 17th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1315276/education-sciencebudget-less-than-amount-spent-on-orange-line-in-lahore

Dr Atta-ur-Rehman delivers his lecture at Karachi University.—White Star
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KARACHI: Eminent scientist and former science minister Dr Atta-urRehman on Thursday called for coordination between social and natural scientists
to adopt ways and means to bring about peace in the world.
―Technology is a double-edged sword and it needs to be used for the
betterment and welfare of mankind and not for their destruction,‖ he said
delivering a lecture at the Distinguished Lecture Series organised by Karachi
University‘s faculty of social sciences at the varsity‘s Arts Auditorium.
―To earn peace for human beings,‖ said the former chairman of the Higher
Education Commission and professor emeritus, ―coordination between social
scientists and [experts in] natural sciences is essential,‖ he said while responding to
a question about why scientists had not done much for establishing peace in the
world.
The lecture was titled ‗Science, technology and innovation: imperatives for
socio-economic development‘.
Dr Rehman compared the GDP and economic growth rate of Singapore and
China with Pakistan and attributed their development to the effective utilisation of
human resources through quality education.
―If Singapore‘s exports are $400 billion, it is unfortunate that Pakistan‘s
exports are only $22bn because Pakistan lacks in exporting technology and valueadded goods.‖
He said limited budget spent on education, science and technology in Pakistan
was less than the amount spent on construction of Orange Line in Lahore.
He emphasised the need to focus on developing creative minds so as to bridge
the gap in knowledge, science and technology.
―Universities are measured on the basis of research work that is done and not
on the basis of the high enrolment or buildings.‖
He stressed the importance of developing research culture by providing
incentives to faculty members and students. He said that instead of increasing the
number of universities, emphasis should be laid on ensuring quality control and
standard education to students.
Dr Rehman shared some steps that were taken by the HEC under his
leadership when 11,000 students were sent abroad for higher studies.
He also talked about the steps that were taken by the HEC in terms of ranking
universities to develop a spirit of competition among them. He expressed grief over
dramatic decline of HEC in the recent years. Despite this, he was happy to share
the ‗threat‘ Pakistan had posed to India in the field of science and technology.
He said new innovations would revolutionise the world, which included
quantum computing, tailoring of new animal and plant species, ‗golden rice‘ with
pro-vitamin A to compensate for vitamin-A deficiency, growth of
crops round the year, identification of obesity genes, reversal of aging
process, re-engineering of polio virus to cure cancer, and 3D printing/bio-printing
of human organs, including kidneys and liver.
He spoke about the availability of devices through which blind people could
see and drive cars, real-time translation devices through which communicating
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with a speaker of any language was possible even if one did not know that
language. He also introduced the audience to nanotechnology, e-textiles, and ebb
textiles.
Dr Atta-ur-Rehman talked about the inventions of other countries, but also
shared his ongoing research on human brain, sharing one interesting discovery that
thoughts were not abstract but actually made up of atoms and molecules.
According to him, education was being revolutionised in the form of video books.
He emphasised the need to realise the importance of science and technology
for economic empowerment. He also encouraged young scholars to play an active
role in their field to promote research culture in Pakistan.
In his concluding remarks, Dean Faculty of Social Sciences, Dr Moonis
Ahmar said the thirst for knowledge was seemingly missing among the people of
Pakistan. He advised the youth to focus on education and make efforts to excel in
their field without wasting their time as ―we cannot afford to remain poor and
backward‖.
Dr Ahmar paid tribute to Dr Rehman who he considered a real source of
inspiration for the country and the University of Karachi.
Later, the dean presented a plaque to Dr Atta-ur-Rehman.

ДОЛГ1
В течение первого полугодия 2018 г. Пакистан должен выплатить 6
млрд. долл. по внешним займам.
Pakistan has to repay $6b foreign debt in six months
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
29th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1595463/2-pakistan-repay-6b-foreign-debt-six-months/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has to pay back $6 billion to foreign creditors in the
next six months, announced Minister of State for Finance Rana Muhammad Afzal,
but hastily added the government was in a position to manage these repayments.
In his maiden interaction with media after taking oath a day earlier, Afzal said
in order to broaden the tax net, an amnesty scheme was also under consideration to
facilitate Pakistanis in bringing back money from abroad.
He also spoke about the possibility of presenting the upcoming fiscal year
2018-19 budget by the PML-N government which would be the sixth during its
tenure.
Foreign exchange: SBP‘s reserves down 1.39%, stand at $14.1b
He was of the view that the sitting government would be in a better position
to manage the budget, adding the upcoming interim government would find it very
difficult to present the national budget as it would have very little time for
preparation.
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The $6-billion foreign debt repayment is significantly higher than the $3.6
billion Finance Secretary Shahid Mehmood shared with the National Assembly
Standing Committee on Finance last week.
―Next six months are crucial for management of the economy,‖ declared the
state minister. He categorically stated that the government had no plan to go to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) for bailout.
In recent years, Pakistan‘s external sector obligations have mounted after
huge loans contracted by the PML-N and Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
governments in the past nine and a half years. These foreign debt and profit
repatriation-related obligations will balloon further after 2020 when the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects will start maturing.
The current account deficit has also widened significantly due to growing
imports and shrinking exports, bringing the foreign currency reserves under strain.
Pakistan‘s gross official foreign currency reserves stood at $14.133 billion as of
December 22, hardly sufficient for three months of imports.
Afzal said there was also a need to bring clarity on the foreign direct
investment (FDI) issue under CPEC. There were some CPEC proceeds that were
neither recorded as FDI nor were reflected in imports.
The minister emphasised that there were many sectors which had been
performing well and cited the examples of remittances and large-scale
manufacturing (LSM) sector.
He was of the view that the budget deficit would be restricted to 5%, though
the IMF projection put it at 5.3% of gross domestic product (GDP).
Talking about performance of the economy, the minister said Pakistan was
well positioned to easily achieve 5.8% GDP growth and voiced hope that the 6%
target was also achievable.
Tax reforms
Afzal said the government was devising a strategy to go after tax evaders and
initially 10,000 people had been identified on the basis of data, who would be
brought under the tax net from next month.
These potential taxpayers have been identified in different fields including
education, property and other services.
The first batch of 10,000 potential taxpayers would be served notices at the
beginning of next month, he said.
The minister believed that the recently imposed regulatory duty on various
import goods would begin showing its positive effects on revenue collection soon.
He pointed out that the number of tax return filers had also increased from
0.914 million last year to 1.14 million so far in the current fiscal year 2017-18,
which he termed a positive sign.
Speaking about the proposed amnesty scheme aimed at encouraging
Pakistanis to bring back money from abroad, Afzal said four options were under
consideration.
These included the introduction of a bill in the National Assembly
immediately, waiting for Senate elections that would give the PML-N a majority,
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promulgating a Presidential Ordinance or introducing the scheme through a money
bill from the new fiscal year.
Afzal said the stringent regimes being introduced across the world by the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) had provided
an opportunity for Pakistan.
China wants to end control over local govt debt
According to the Federal Board of Revenue‘s (FBR) proposal, in return for
legalising the hidden offshore assets, the non-resident and resident Pakistanis will
pay foreign asset tax.
Assets located outside Pakistan and have been held for more than five years
up to June 30, 2016 could be subject to 2% tax. Income and assets outside Pakistan
which are repatriated by June 15, 2017 through official banking channels to
Pakistan and the receipt attached with the declaration will be subject to 5% tax.
Assets located outside Pakistan for which only the declaration is made will be
levied 7.5% tax. Foreign currency and bearer assets will be subject to 15% tax.
Внешний долг Пакистана - 85 млрд. долл.
Pakistan‘s external debt, liabilities increase 12.3% to $85b
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Out of $85 billion, external public debt including debt and liabilities of
public sector enterprises stood at $70.3 billion by September this year.
ISLAMABAD: Amid a weakening currency that has increased the cost of
debt servicing, Pakistan‘s external debt and liabilities have mounted to $85 billion
by September-end this year – a year-on-year increase of 12.3%, reported the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Friday.
In September 2016, the country‘s total external debt and liabilities were
$75.8 billion that increased by another $9.3 billion, showed the central bank data.
The figures are exclusive of $2.5 billion Pakistan obtained last month by floating
two sovereign bonds.
The SBP‘s external debt bulletin release coincides with the depreciation of
the Pakistani rupee against the US dollar. The local currency shed its value by
about 4.8%, standing at Rs110.54 to the dollar on Friday.
How the currency markets are viewing Dar‘s indictment
The external debt and liabilities figures have been released till the period of
September 2017 when the value of rupee to a dollar was Rs105.40. Due to the
depreciation, Pakistan will require an additional Rs436 billion to service the same
amount of debt.
At Rs105.40 to a dollar, external debt and liabilities were equal to Rs8.964
trillion that, due to the depreciation, have increased to Rs9.4 trillion.
Although a weaker rupee had long been predicted due to a weakening
position of the external sector, independent economists had warned the government
about the implications of exchange rate adjustments. They had said that Pakistan
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was sitting on explosive mines, as the day it would let the rupee touch its actual
value against the US dollar, the country‘s external debt would grow.
Auto part makers concerned over rupee‘s strength – and its weakness
Former finance secretary Dr Waqar Masood had called on the government to
adjust the fiscal deficit target after taking into account the implications of the
increase in external debt servicing cost due to rupee depreciation.
The rupee is expected to further shed value in the coming months, as the
external sector fundamentals remain weak. The SBP governor said this week that
after the recent adjustments the rupee-dollar parity was now closer to the
equilibrium.
IMF‘s Mission Chief to Pakistan Harald Finger on Thursday said that
Pakistan‘s external sector and its international reserves would continue to remain
under pressure in the coming months.
Out of $85 billion, public external debt including debt and liabilities of the
public sector enterprises stood at $70.3 billion by September this year. These were
$5 billion higher than a year ago.
The share of the public external debt was $67 billion – higher by $4.6 billion
or 7.4% in one year. The public sector enterprises debt increased to $3 billion –
also higher by 7.7%.
The debt signed by banks grew phenomenally by 68% to roughly $5 billion
in just one year. Out of this, the short-term debt contracted by the banks increased
from $1.9 billion a year ago to $3.8 billion by September this year.
The country spent $2.1 billion on repayment of external debt and interest on
it during the first quarter (July-September) of this fiscal year, according to the SBP.
The figure suggests that like the previous fiscal year, this year again, the overall
cost of external debt servicing will remain high.
The cost of public external debt servicing stood at $1.64 billion. The
principal loans repayment by the public sector stood at $1.34 billion in just three
months. The cost of interest payments increased to $300 million in the first quarter.
The private sector debt servicing cost amounted to $304 million including
interest payments.
Переговоры с МВФ – как погасить долг в 6.2 млрд. долл.
Pakistan, IMF begin post-programme monitoring talks
Shahbaz
Rana.
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) began
their post-programme monitoring talks on Tuesday to gauge Islamabad‘s capacity
to repay the $6.2 billion loan amid a rigid exchange rate policy that is eating up
precious foreign currency reserves.
The talks would continue for about 10 days in which the global lender would
highlight risks to the country‘s medium-term economic viability and give advice
on avoiding looming dangers to make sure that Islamabad repays its debt.
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The IMF‘s Washington-based Mission Chief Harald Finger is leading the
talks. It is expected to be Finger‘s last visit to Pakistan. Along with IMF Resident
Representative to Pakistan Tokhir Mirzoev, Finger will be completing his current
tenure in a few months.
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
After retirement of Masood Ahmad, who was director Central and West
Asia Department of the IMF, there is no sympathetic voice in Washington left that
could plead Islamabad‘s case. Due to its political compulsions, the government has
also left the post of Senior Advisor to the IMF Executive Director vacant for the
last ten months. The government has been using these foreign posts to
accommodate favourite District Management Group‘s bureaucrats for the last four
years, which has adversely affected the country‘s position in these important
financial institutions.
As of June 2017, Pakistan owed $6.109 billion to the IMF which it has to
repay over six years, starting from 2018. The repayments will peak in 2021 when
Pakistan will return over $1 billion.
The Post Programme Monitoring (PPM) is an important part of the Fund‘s
safeguards‘ architecture focusing on members with significant outstanding Fund
credit or heightened vulnerabilities that are no longer in a programme relationship
with the Fund, according to the IMF‘s PPM guidelines.
The PPM‘s goal is to identify risks to medium-term viability, provide early
warnings on risks to the Fund‘s balance sheets, and deliver advice that will assist
the member country to repay the Fund.
After the end of the $6.2 billion IMF programme in September last year,
Pakistan‘s external account has deteriorated at a rapid pace, exposing the
hollowness of reforms under the three-year IMF programme. The current account
deficit has already widened to over $5 billion during the first four months of this
fiscal, which is more than double the previous year‘s level.
The State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) official foreign currency reserves slid to
$13.54 billion -down by $5 billion since the expiry of the IMF programme. The
central bank used a significant chunk of $5 billion in defending the overvalued Pak
rupee on advice of the federal government, said sources in the SBP. They said that
this will be one of the contentious issues between Pakistan and the IMF during the
ten-day long talks. The rapid deterioration of the external account has also put the
current IMF team in an awkward position, as the same team was giving good
health reports to IMF‘s top management hardly over a year ago.
―Pakistan has sufficient buffers to absorb medium-sized economic shocks
because of the three-year stabilisation programme‖ Tokhir Mirzoev had said in
August last year.
But due to rapid deterioration of the external account, the government rushed
to global capital markets and raised $2.5 billion by floating two sovereign bonds
last week. The $2.5 billion are expected to be transferred in the next couple of
days.
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
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―Doing nothing and merely placing faith in half-hearted policy measures
supplemented by more borrowing to stave off these pressures would be
unsustainable and the recent flotation of bonds has bought us only a few months,‖
wrote Shahid Kardar, former SBP governor in an article for Dawn on Tuesday.
He further stated that for a new bailout package the IMF is unlikely to talk to
a government with a remaining life of seven to eight months or the caretaker setup,
especially when big moves supposedly have to be made to tackle the problem.
We anticipate that the IMF will once again push the case for devaluation of
Pakistani rupee against the US dollar to curb external sector challenges, said
sources in the Ministry of Finance. In its Article-IV report that the IMF gave in
July this year, the IMF stressed that reversing the recent decline in foreign
exchange reserves and allowing for greater exchange rate flexibility are needed to
rebuild external buffers, which are below adequate levels.
It said that Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate is overvalued by almost
10% to 20 % and sought ―greater exchange rate flexibility, fiscal adjustment, and
structural reforms‖ to correct the imbalance.
The sources said that other sensitive issue in the eyes of the IMF will be
massive fiscal slippages in the last fiscal year as well as in the first quarter of this
fiscal. In its Article-IV report the IMF advised Pakistan to ensure stronger
consolidation in fiscal year 2017-18 than planned in the budget, which means
levying more taxes.
On the structural front, progress in energy sector reforms would be
discussed, as the power sector is again heavily bleeding with total circular debt
touching Rs800 billion.
Расходы на оборону и платежи по госдолгу отбирают ¾ налоговых
доходов.
Defence, interest payments consume over three-fourths of tax revenue
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ISLAMABAD: Defence spending and interest payments on domestic and
foreign loans ate up Rs627.5 billion or more than three-fourths of the federal
government‘s tax revenues in the first quarter of this fiscal year, leaving very little
fiscal space for any other functions of the state.
However, the more worrying bit was that barring Federal Board of
Revenue‘s (FBR) tax revenue, the other two sources witnessed negative growth in
collection during July-September.
Debt servicing alone consumed Rs445.4 billion, which was 54% of the
Rs824.5 billion revenues of the federal government during July-September period,
according to the fiscal operations summary the finance ministry released on
Wednesday.
When food businesses eat up a chunk of tax revenue
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Spending worth Rs445.4 billion was in addition to the repayment of
principal loans the government is retiring by taking more loans. For instance, the
federal government retired Rs142.2 billion in foreign loans by taking new loans
amounting to Rs150.1 billion.
The interest payments were up by 7.5% when compared with the debt
servicing cost in the same period of the previous fiscal year. An amount of Rs417.6
billion was spent on domestic debt servicing and another Rs27.8 billion on foreign
debt servicing in the first quarter.
For the current fiscal year 2017-18, the federal government has earmarked
Rs1.363 trillion for domestic and foreign debt servicing. The federal government
has already consumed one-third of it in the first quarter, suggesting that there could
be some slippages by the year end.
The central government‘s debt and liabilities increased to Rs21.4 trillion by
June this year, which were about 68% of the total national output and is considered
a dangerous level.
Defence spending in the first quarter stood at Rs181.9 billion, consuming
22% of the federal government‘s revenues.
Defence and debt servicing combined consumed 76% of the total revenues
in the first quarter.
Federal development spending in the first quarter amounted to only Rs100.5
billion or one-tenth of the annual budget. This is Rs100 billion less than the limit
set for the first quarter by the National Economic Council. The federal
development spending should have been over Rs200 billion.
A significant chunk of the federal development spending has gone to
parliamentarian schemes.
Resultantly, the federal government‘s budget deficit widened to Rs488.4
billion or 1.4% of the GDP in the first quarter. Due to Rs51.5 billion cash surpluses
generated by the four provinces, the overall budget deficit stood at Rs440.8 billion
or 1.2% of the GDP in the first quarter, according to the fiscal operations summary.
The government‘s total tax revenues stood at Rs824.5 billion in the first
quarter – up by Rs138 billion or 20.1% over the same period of the previous fiscal
year. The entire increase came on account of FBR‘s tax collection that surged to
Rs764.8 billion in the first quarter.
Collection of other taxes stood at Rs60 billion in the first quarter – down by
2.5% over the same period of the previous fiscal year. Collection was about onefifth of the annual budgetary estimates.
Non-tax revenue collection stood at only Rs90 billion in the first quarter –
down by almost one-tenth. It was only 9% of the annual budgetary estimates of
Rs980 billion, suggesting that the government will not be able to achieve this
target, primarily because of non-disbursements of the Coalition Support Fund by
the United States.
The trend suggests that the annual budget deficit target of 4.1% of the GDP
or Rs1.480 trillion has already become unrealistic in the first quarter.
K-P tax collection misses target by 50% in FY17
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The total federal government‘s expenditures during the first quarter stood at
Rs974.1 billion – up by Rs125 billion or 14.7%.
The pace of increase in spending was far higher than what the finance
ministry had assumed while making the fiscal year 2017-18 budget. The total
outlay of this fiscal year budget is only 4.3% higher than the previous year‘s
budget.
The current expenditures were 11.3% higher than the previous fiscal year,
standing at Rs851.8 billion in the first quarter of this fiscal year.
Внешний долг – 83 млрд. долл., внутренний долг - 21.4 трлн. рупий
(67% ВВП).
Pakistan‘s external debt repayment capacity weakens
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s capacity to repay external debt and liabilities has
weakened significantly in the past four years and its foreign debt obligations are
now equal to 162% of annual foreign exchange earnings – the highest ratio in the
past one decade, said Dr Ishrat Husain, a former central bank governor.
The capacity to service external debt was weakening and that should have
given sleepless nights by now to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), remarked
Husain while speaking at the fourth National Debt Conference, organised by the
Policy Research Institute of Market Economy (PRIME).
External debt and liabilities, which are now equal to 162% of Pakistan‘s
foreign exchange earnings, stood at 121.3% four years ago. In 2008, the external
debt and liabilities were equal to 124% of foreign exchange earnings.
Domestic debt continues to mount, reaches Rs15.4tr
Responding to a question, Husain suggested that the external debt and
liabilities as a percentage of foreign exchange earnings should have been on a
downward trajectory, which might have demonstrated some policy measures.
The external debt servicing in relation to the annual foreign exchange
earnings has also gone up to 16% in four years. In 2013, the ratio was 13%. The
external debt servicing is now eating up roughly 30% of Pakistan‘s export receipts
against slightly over one-fifth four years ago.
The biggest setback was the decline in export earnings, which set off alarm
bells, said the former central banker. In 2013, the external debt and liabilities were
equal to 193.2% of exports – a ratio that within four years has jumped to 304.6%.
He said the rapid depletion of foreign currency reserves had created some
serious concerns and the country‘s import cover now stood below the three-month
level.
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In 2013, when the PML-N government came to power, the gross public debt
stood at Rs14.3 trillion or 63.8% of gross domestic product (GDP). In just four
years, it has grown to Rs21.4 trillion or 67.2% of GDP. However, the major
concern was the external debt.
Husain suggested the need for proactive management of the external account
at least till June 2018 and that the external debt of $83 billion should not be seen in
isolation.
Initial conditions on the external and fiscal fronts indicated the gathering of
another storm, said Dr Waqar Masood Khan, who earlier this year retired as
finance secretary.
Govt takes $450m loan to prop up sliding forex reserves
He underlined the need for consistency in economic policies, hoping for a
leadership that would make policy consistency its hallmark.
The government lost all economic gains of the first three years of its
government in the fourth year, remarked Khan. Trends suggested that budget
deficit by the end of current fiscal year would be even higher than 5.8% of GDP
recorded in the previous fiscal year, he added.
Khan said Pakistan lost $2 billion of reserves in just the first quarter of the
current fiscal year, which was very worrisome. He called for taking immediate
policy actions to arrest the downward slide in the reserves.
―How can we use the precious official foreign currency reserves that have
been built by taking some difficult steps for simply defending the exchange rate,‖
questioned the former finance secretary.
He went on to say that if the government could make monthly adjustments in
fuel prices that affected the poor man more, then what was stopping it from making
adjustments to the exchange rate. The government was over-sensitive to the
exchange rate policy, he said.
―We may pass this fiscal year by somehow managing the external account,
but in this process we may shake the confidence of people in the economy,‖ said
the former finance secretary.
He anticipated that the current account deficit would cross $16 billion in the
current fiscal year, which was $6 billion higher than official estimates. ―All
solvency indicators of the external debt have worsened in 2017,‖ said Dr Vaqar
Ahmad, Deputy Executive Director of Sustainable Development Policy Institute
(SDPI).
Ahmad pointed out that most of the short-term external borrowings were
secured at the floating exchange rate which could be a big source of vulnerability
due to any fluctuation in interest rates. He stressed that the debt management
strategy should be strengthened.
Исаак Дар – о долге, и в целом о росте экономики
Dar speaks out finally!
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ISLAMABAD - Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Monday ruled out the
possibility of approaching the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for a fresh loan
programme saying that ―we have to make economy self-sustained‖.
―There is nothing to worry as the State Bank of Pakistan‘s held reserves are
around $14 billion, which are satisfactory,‖ said Dar, speaking categorically for the
first time since army‘s comment on economic situation created a controversy.
ISPR, in collaboration with Federal Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
organized a conference a few days ago where Army Chief General Qamar Javed
Bajwa pointed out narrow tax base and some other weaknesses of country‘s
economy. His address was followed by ISPR chief‘s commenting on the economy
on a TV channel, which invited a sharp response from Interior Minister Ahsan
Iqbal, who said the ISPR [army authorities] should refrain from commenting on
economic issues.
This initiated a debate on the issue that whether the army should comment
on country‘s economic situation. Later both sides issued reconciliatory statements
to defuse the situation.
Finance Minister Dar – who kept quite all this while – spoke on the subject
at a press conference yesterday, amid reports that circular debt and other problems
could force the country to seek loans from IMF and other institutions.
―My ministerial portfolio is a trust of my party and the prime minister
reposes confidence in me and they will decide its (ministry‘s) fate,‖ he said
replying a question about giving resignation from his ministry for his being under a
corruption trial.
Dar avoided sharing the exact amount borrowed by the incumbent
government during the last four years.
He, however, said that the debt to GDP ratio has currently jumped to 61.6
percent from 60.2 percent in the year 2013.
Meanwhile, the share of external debt has reduced from 21.4 percent in 2013
to current 20.6 percent, he said.
―Pakistan‘s debt to GDP is still low as compared to the United States, the
United Kingdom, Japan, India and Sri Lanka,‖ he said.
―The government of Pakistan repaid $16 billion against the previous loans
during the last four years,‖ Dar said while replying to claim that the government
borrowed $28 billion in the last four years or so.
―The government‘s resolve and focus continue to be on higher growth,
which will reduce poverty, generate further resources and improve the economy
and securities since the two are intertwined,‖ Dar said and added that the
government was trying to achieve 6 percent economic growth in the current fiscal
year 2017-18.
―There are no sanctuaries in Pakistan and Pakistan Army has done good
work against terrorism,‖ the finance minister said. While talking about the
Coalition Support Fund (CSF), he said that the government received only $550
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million in the last fiscal year as against $1.2 billion of the previous year.
―Therefore, the CSF issue is dry now,‖ he said.
He insisted that a lot of hard work needs to be done to take Pakistan ahead
and for that ―everyone must play their part‖. Answering a question about the Chief
of Army Staff‘s concerns on the rising debt, Dar said that ―we should not make the
statement controversial as all the institutions are lying under Pakistan‖.
Sharing the economic performance, Dar said that Pakistan‘s budget deficit
had recorded at Rs324 billion (0.9 percent of the GDP) during the first quarter of
the ongoing fiscal year as against Rs438 billion (1.3 percent of the GDP) of the
same period of the last year.
―The government has reduced expenditures to Rs894 billion during JulySeptember of the year 2017-18 from Rs914 billion of the last year. Similarly, the
tax collection had recorded growth of 20 percent and stood at Rs765 billion during
July-September. The budget deficit has surged to 5.8 percent of the GDP during
the last fiscal year as provinces failed to give the surplus budget,‖ he said.
The finance minister said that inflation had been contained and interest rates
were lowest in decades. Exports had recorded 10.8 percent growth during JulySeptember of the year 2017-18 due to incentive package announced by former
prime minister, he said. Dar said that exports had enhanced to $5.17 billion as
compared to $4.6 6 billion of the last year. On the other hand, imports had
increased to $14.26 billion during July-September of the current fiscal year from
$11.67bn in the same period last year. Remittances had increased to $4.79 billion
as compared to $4.74 billion last year. Foreign Direct Investments stood at $474
million during first two months (July-August) of the current year, showing over
150 percent increase from $179 million in July-August last year. Current account
deficit has also improved slightly to $2.6 billion during July-August, he said.
―There is some confusion as if things have been on the decline in the past
four years,‖ Dar said, adding that facts will speak otherwise. The country‘s GDP
growth had gone to 5.3 percent during the last fiscal year 2016-17, which was
around 3 percent in 2013 when the government took charge. Inflation had been
contained at 4.2 percent. Per capita income had increased to $1,629 in 2017 from
$1,334 of 2013, he said.
Dar said that load-shedding would be eliminated from November or
December this year. The circular debt is under Rs400 billion, which was over
Rs500 billion when the incumbent government took charge in 2013. Meanwhile,
load-shedding has been reduced to a large extent as compared to the 18-hour
prolonged outages experienced in the past.
Dar cited the Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) report, which has forecast that
Pakistan will become the 16th largest economy in the world by 2050. ―Morgan
Stanley gave the country the emerging market status,‖ he said.
He said that a recently published World Bank report had erroneously
indicated Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs at US$ 31 billion for the
current fiscal year. He said that the report is based on a misinterpretation of the
standard definition of the gross financing needs of the country. ―Based on the
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international reporting standards, Pakistan‘s actual gross financing need for the
year 2017-18 is estimated at $18 billion (5.3% of GDP) rather than $31 billion (9%
of GDP),‖ Dar said adding that the matter has been taken up with the World Bank
to rectify the error.
Adding that facts will speak otherwise. The country‘s GDP growth had gone
to 5.3 percent during the last fiscal year 2016-17, which was around 3 percent in
2013 when the government took charge. Inflation had been contained at 4.2
percent. Per capita income had increased to $1,629 in 2017 from $1,334 of 2013,
he said.
Dar said that load-shedding would be eliminated from November or
December this year. The circular debt is under Rs400 billion, which was over
Rs500 billion when the incumbent government took charge in 2013. Meanwhile,
load-shedding has been reduced to a large extent as compared to the 18-hour
prolonged outages experienced in the past.
Dar cited the Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) report, which has forecast that
Pakistan will become the 16th largest economy in the world by 2050. ―Morgan
Stanley gave the country the emerging market status,‖ he said.
He said that a recently published World Bank report had erroneously
indicated Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs at US$ 31 billion for the
current fiscal year. He said that the report is based on a misinterpretation of the
standard definition of the gross financing needs of the country. ―Based on the
international reporting standards, Pakistan‘s actual gross financing need for the
year 2017-18 is estimated at $18 billion (5.3% of GDP) rather than $31 billion (9%
of GDP),‖ Dar said adding that the matter has been taken up with the World Bank
to rectify the error.
Внешнее финансирование в 2017/18 г., как считает Всемирный банк,
требуется Пакистану все же в размере 17 млрд. долл., а не 31 млрд. долл.
World Bank revises downwards Pakistan‘s needs to $17b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
17,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533183/world-bank-revises-downwards-pakistans-needs-17b/

ISLAMABAD: After a fierce reaction from Pakistan, the World Bank on
Monday admitted its mistake of projecting $31 billion in external financing needs
for this fiscal year to cover the rising current account deficit and debt payments
and lowered the estimate to $17 billion.
The lender issued a statement from Washington to rectify the mistake after
holding meeting with a Pakistani delegation, led by Finance Secretary Shahid
Mehmood.
―The bank management clarified to the delegation that media reports
referring to the external financing needs of 9% of GDP (gross domestic product),
or $31 billion, were an extrapolation of data published in the recent South Asia
Economic Focus report,‖ said the statement.
K-P to take $200m loan from World Bank
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The bank agreed with the delegation that foreign portfolio investments were
not part of the external financing needs of Pakistan. Therefore, gross external
financing needs for current fiscal year 2017-18 were 5-6% of GDP or around $17
billion, to cover the current account deficit and debt payments, it said.
The $17 billion figure is $1 billion less than what the Ministry of Finance
has projected for 2017-18.
In the biannual South Asia Economic Focus (SAEF) report released on
October 9, the World Bank said Pakistan‘s external sector was becoming unstable
and its foreign currency reserves were sufficient to cover only the current account
deficit and external debt payments, but not liabilities of foreign portfolio
investment.
The inclusion of foreign portfolio investment in gross external financing
needs surprised the government and independent experts.
In the report, the bank claimed that Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs
– the money required to meet foreign obligations – would be equal to 9% of GDP.
The bank worked out the 9% external financing requirement by including
the foreign portfolio investment, which is not a traditional method of arriving at the
financing requirements. The bank estimated foreign portfolio investment at 4% of
GDP or $13.8 billion.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Monday said the World Bank had
misinterpreted the data and did not follow the internationally accepted definition
for calculating the external financing needs.
The bank reiterated its commitment to continuing to support Pakistan in the
implementation of broad economic reforms and addressing current risks to
achieving the development aspirations.
On the macroeconomic outlook, both sides acknowledged that Pakistan had
done well in stabilising its economy over the past four years and in achieving the
10-year high growth of 5.3% in financial year 2016-17, according to the statement.
World Bank sponsoring $3.8m forest-protection programme
However, the bank cautioned that ―the country was facing headwinds in the
external sector and a rising fiscal deficit that could put macroeconomic
management at risk‖.
It urged Pakistani authorities to take prompt policy actions to arrest the
downward trend on the external and fiscal fronts.
The Pakistani delegation apprised the bank management of the recent
performance in revenue mobilisation, exports and remittances.
The bank said discussions with the Pakistan delegation covered a range of
topics including the macroeconomic outlook, human capital development,
renewable energy, private sector development as well as infrastructure financing.
It pointed out that productive talks during the World Bank-International
Monetary Fund annual meetings in Washington DC were held with a Pakistan
delegation including Shahid Mahmood, Secretary Finance Division, Tariq Bajwa,
Governor State Bank of Pakistan and Arif Ahmed Khan, Secretary Economic
Affairs Division.
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The delegation had also met with a World Bank team, led by Annette Dixon,
Vice President South Asia Region.
Долг Пакистана для выплаты в 2017/18 г., как считает Всемирный банк
– 31 млрд. долл., а Пакистан считает – 18 млрд. долл.
World Bank asked to rectify error about loan payable by Pakistan
Dawn, October 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364123/world-bank-asked-torectify-error-about-loan-payable-by-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: Insisting that its external repayment obligations stand at $18
billion for the current year, Pakistan has asked the World Bank (WB) to rectify its
‗error‘ that put external obligations at $31bn.
―The matter has been taken up with the World Bank to rectify the error,‖
said the finance ministry on Sunday after a meeting presided over by Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar.
The meeting reviewed first quarter performance of the national economy —
including revenue collection, imports, exports, remittances etc — and noted that
―external inflows are expected to be sufficient to meet repayment obligations‖.
In a recent report, the World Bank has estimated Pakistan‘s current year
international repayment obligations at $31bn, raising public concern that the
country may not have enough resources to meet these targets.
In a report, Bank has estimated country‘s current year international
repayment obligations at $31bn
The finance ministry, however, said the World Bank had erroneously
included portfolio investment worth $13.8bn for its estimates that were not part of
the repayment obligations. ―As per the international reporting standards, portfolio
investment is not included while calculating the gross financing needs of a
country‖, it said.
The meeting was briefed about the estimates of gross external financing
needs during the current fiscal and noted that the World Bank report had
―erroneously indicated Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs at $31 billion for
the current fiscal year‖.
The finance ministry said the report was based on ―misinterpretation‖ of
standard definition of the gross financing needs of the country. Based on the
international reporting standards, Pakistan‘s actual gross financing need for FY
2017-18 is estimated at $18bn (5.3 per cent of GDP) and not $31bn (9pc of GDP).
The meeting was informed that exports and remittances had improved and
imports had slowed down during the first two months of the current fiscal. Finance
Minister Dar directed his ministry to proactively work with the World Bank to
ensure correct reporting of economic data.
The meeting expressed satisfaction that efforts were in hand to ensure that
the strong fiscal performance of the first quarter of the fiscal was maintained
during the second quarter and beyond.
It was also briefed on the progress in taxpayer‘s outreach programme
launched by the Federal Board of Revenue for broadening of tax base, including
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workshops on e-filing of returns for members of tax bars, professional bodies and
chambers of commerce and industry.
Large corporate employers have been approached to ensure the filing of
returns by all employees receiving taxable salary and help desks have been
established in tax offices throughout the country to facilitate return filing.
The meeting noted that efforts for taxpayer‘ facilitation were yielding results
and up to more than 352,000 returns had been received as on Oct 13 against
162,000 returns received up to the same date last year.
Гос. долг и плохое управление долгом
Public debt and debt mismanagement
Syed Shujaat Ahmed (writer is associated with the Sustainable Development Policy
Institute,
Islamabad).
The
Express
Tribune,
September
30th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1519512/public-debt-debt-mismanagement/

The Heavy indebtedness is one of the major challenges facing developing
countries in the 21st century. In our own country we can see that public debt has
increased from Rs12,695.3 billion in 2012-13 to Rs20,538.4 billion in 2016-17.
Conventionally, debt is required for sustainable improvement in the living
conditions to meet the budget deficit, the expenses of war and other extraordinary
situations as well as to finance development activity.
The country‘s debt-to-GDP ratio has been increasing from the financial year
2008. This rise has been more in the case of domestic debt which grew over the
period more frequently in comparison to external debt. Between 2008 and 2012,
domestic debt grew by 32.4% and then by 43.86% during 2013-17, while external
debt grew by 27.18% during 2008-12 and 19.8% during 2013-17.
This rise in debt was to finance fiscal deficit. Financing here was termed
important as it was done in the form of external loans to supplement the domestic
resources required to accelerate the pace of economic development and make
positive contributions in developing infrastructure base. These borrowings were
also for financing of projects of national importance, budgetary and balance-ofpayments support, earthquake and floods, rehabilitation assistance and import of
urea and crude oils. Besides budgetary and the balance-of-payments support, the
purpose of these loans was to build external buffers to protect against exchange
rate volatility and absorb external shocks.
As far as debt servicing is concerned, an increase was seen over the period
from 2008-09 to 2015-16 with a majority of the revenue share going towards it. In
2008-09, the value of the rupee depreciated due to the global financial crisis,
pushing debt servicing costs up to Rs807.8 billion.
During the financial year 2010-11, Pakistan paid Rs852.2 billion due to
stable dollar-to-rupee parity against Rs872.9 billion. From 2011-12 to 2015-16 the
percentage of revenue going towards debt servicing fluctuated between 35% and
40% of the revenue. In 2011-12, Pakistan utilised 39.9% of the total revenue
(Rs1,024 billion) to pay back which by 2015-16 is found to be 36% (Rs1,599
billion).
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Pakistan has to fund the current fiscal deficit comparatively more via
domestic borrowing with declining external borrowing. This domestic borrowing
has thus created a negative impact on local domestic financial sectors. Since there
was an increase in domestic borrowing by the government over the period, this led
to a depletion of finances for the private sector. This depletion of financial
resources impacted the small and medium enterprises which found it difficult to
obtain capital from banks. Similarly, a study carried out in 2011 pointed out that
government domestic debt held by banks also resulted in low mobilisation of
deposits to fund private sector projects. Thus lack of mobilisation of resources did
reduce the investment to some extent.
A study conducted two years earlier showed that public borrowing caused a
crowding-out effect due to scarcity of funds in the system. Due to excess liquidity
in this case, however the argument of crowding out weakens, ie, public borrowing
from domestic sources other than the State Bank does not appear to exert any
deterrence on private investment by creating a fund crisis. There are also studies
showing that debt influenced investment, manufacturing sector and other key
economic variables. This influence of debt thus resulted in a low GDP growth.
As there are studies showing both positive and negative impact of debt, it
can be concluded that the case is mostly of debt mismanagement. Debt
management in Pakistan is mainly looked after by the finance ministry where
dealing with the implementation, monitoring and record keeping is done by the
economic affairs division whereas the finance division is looking after
policymaking related to debt, the State Bank of Pakistan, the Debt Policy
Coordination Office and the Central Directorate of National Savings. Thus looking
at one issue by different divisions also results in mismanagement. This
mismanagement itself influenced the economy inversely. The inverse impacts are
there in the form of high debt-servicing costs which is leading to decreased
expenditure on development due to pressure on managing finances.
To manage public debt there are few proposals which should be
implemented. First, there is a need for an effective fiscal reforms strategy. This
strategy should focus on debt sustainability indicators and should also stress on
reduction of associated interest rate risks over its obligations.
Thus to achieve the objectives of debt management, there is a need to take
into consideration structural reforms to immediately boost growth. Some other key
fiscal policy tools in this regard include tax reforms as tax is an important source of
revenue to finance development expenditures and public goods. There is a need to
broaden the tax base by bringing more taxpayers with taxable income into the tax
net. To increase the tax base there is a need to bring tax harmonisation in the
economic culture. There is also need for provinces to increase their tax base. To
increase the tax base, provinces should do take into consideration the problem of
double taxation which is currently being faced by taxpayers moving or trading
from one province to other province. There is also the need to bring in
performance-based reward system in the Federal Board of Revenue with the focus
on human resource management by capacity building of tax officials. Similarly, in
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reforming the tax system, the tax body should come up with a comprehensive tax
collection system with minimum time to file.
Second, the government should manage its expenditures effectively with the
focus on priority areas having capacity to generate employment and improve the
overall economic outlook. Similarly, there is need for steps to avoid unplanned and
unproductive expenditures which are politically motivated. To control expenditure,
the finance ministry should prioritise and investigate duplication of projects and
projects with excessive use of monetary resources. There is also a need for the
government to remove any un-targeted subsidies that are being rewarded to
inefficient sectors. The government should incentivise investors by providing
improved business and investment climate.
Third, the government should not part ways with the Fiscal Responsibility
and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Act and the limits defined in it. It should follow a
stringent debt management strategy and moderate fiscal resources effectively. The
government should also consult parliament before making any amendment to the
FRDL Act. It should also make all possible efforts to retire debts with expensive
servicing requirements.
Госдолг Пакистана Наваз Шариф увеличил на 35 млрд. долл.
Nawaz added whopping $35b to Pakistan‘s debt
The Express Tribune. 22/09/2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1469896/nawaz-addedwhopping-35b-pakistans-debt/

ISLAMABAD: Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s government obtained a
whopping $35 billion in new loans during his four-year tenure to repay maturing
debt and keep official foreign currency reserves at a level which could give a sense
of economic stability to investors.
About $17 billion or nearly half of the total loans obtained from July 2013 to
June 2017 were utilised to repay the previous debt, shows statistics maintained by
the finance ministry. The government added net $18 billion to the country‘s total
external debt and liabilities – the highest amount added by any government during
its tenure.
From July 2013 to June 2017, Pakistan‘s total external debt grew by 30% to
$79.2 billion, according to an International Monetary Fund (IMF) report. Out of
this, external public debt was about $62.3 billion – also up by 28% compared with
the figure four years ago, shows the IMF report.
Govt to borrow another Rs41b to pay circular debt
The maximum number of loans – amounting to $10.1 billion, the highest
taken out in any single year during the country‘s 70-year history – was obtained
during the last year of Nawaz‘s government.
Starting from July 2013, with every passing year, the quantum of external
debt kept growing due to the government‘s inability to implement policies that
could have ensured sufficient non-debt creating inflows.
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The Supreme Court of Pakistan on Friday disqualified Nawaz on concealment
of assets charges. Former finance minister Ishaq Dar would also have to face a
reference in the accountability court over charges of a 91-time increase in his
assets, which did not match his known sources of incomes.
On October 19, 2016, the director general debt at the finance ministry had
informed the Senate Standing Committee on Finance that from July 2013 to June
2016, the PML-N government took $25 billion worth of fresh loans. He had said
that net addition to external debt during the three-year period was $13 billion.
In 2013-14, the net increase in the external debt was roughly $3 billion.
Similarly, in 2014-15, the net increase in debt was $4.42 billion, higher by 53%
over the increase reported in the preceding year. There was a net addition of $5.6
billion in the country‘s external debt during the fiscal year 2015-16, showing a
growth of 28.2% over the increase in foreign debt in 2014-15, according to the
ministry.
During the fiscal year 2016-17, the last government had borrowed $10.1
billion and out of which it returned about $5 billion loans.
The latest IMF report on Pakistan shows the country‘s external debt at $79.2
billion by June 2017. It was $60.9 billion when the PML-N took the control of the
government, according to the report. That means the government added $18.3
billion to the external debt.
In June 2013, the gross official reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan
stood at $6 billion, which increased to $16 billion by June 2017. The entire
increase of $10 billion in the official foreign currency reserves was the result of
borrowings, as during this period exports kept on declining.
The remaining $8 billion external debt was taken to meet the balance of
payments requirements.
Pakistan debt servicing cost balloons to Rs15 trillion
According to sources in the finance ministry, maintaining official foreign
currency reserves at this level is critical to giving a perception of an economic
turnaround; and the former finance minister was also very sensitive about the
issues of official foreign currency reserves and rupee-dollar parity.
Dar had always presented the position of the official foreign currency reserves
as an example of strong economy. He would often ignore the structural weaknesses
of the economy like declining levels of savings and investments in terms of Gross
Domestic Product.
The IMF‘s Article-IV report shows that Pakistan‘s gross external debt in
terms of exports was 193.2% in 2013; and this ratio deteriorated to 294.4% as of
June 2017. During this period, Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements
also almost doubled to $17.2 billion from $9.1 billion.
While responding to deteriorating external sector situation, the finance
ministry had said last week that ―external borrowing is a routine and normal
function of developing countries and Pakistan is no exception.‖
It had added that developing economies resort to borrowing to meet
investment requirements, accelerate growth and create jobs. External borrowing is
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also necessitated to retire past debt, finance essential imports, build external
buffers, and shore up external reserves to maintain external account sustainability
in a global context.
Россия – списание долгов - Таблица
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Список_государственных_долгов,_списанных_Россией

на 18 сентября 2017 г.
Влияние внешнего долга на экономический рост Пакистана
Impact of rising external debt on economic growth
JUNAID ZAHID (researcher at the Sustainable Development Policy Institute). The
Express Tribune, August 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1475552/impact-rising-externaldebt-economic-growth/

External debt is a vital source of public financing in developing countries and
carries the potential to play a key role in promoting economic growth. Traditional
literature regarding economic growth has emphasised the positive role of debt in
economic development.
It helps sustain growth by reducing the investment-savings gap, brings funds
for spending on modern technology and increases productivity. Pakistan‘s
investment-savings gap, however, has drastically increased over time.
China likely to build military base in Pakistan: US
Pakistan lacks financial, human and physical capital and has a vulnerable
macroeconomic condition. It is natural then that external debt is required to
supplement domestic savings. The question, however, is why do countries borrow?
Borrowing is indeed as old as the nations. The reason behind this is the
inability of countries to create enough savings for infrastructure investment and
growth. The reason behind insufficient savings is, in turn, low income levels,
which are mostly consumed rather than saved. Countries borrow for financing
public expenditures, without massively increasing tax rates, so that an enabling
environment is created for people to invest funds in different productive sectors of
the economy.
Debt becomes necessary to fulfil the government‘s financial requirements,
which otherwise can be met only by increasing the tax rates – the latter being an
unpopular decision for the masses and hence not pursued by most governments.
In case a government is facing a budget deficit, the best alternative is to find
other sources (borrow) for bridging such a deficit. The story of Pakistan with
regard to external debt/foreign debt is self-explanatory.
In 2013, Pakistan‘s external debt was $60.9 billion, which increased to $65.4
billion in 2014. In 2016, it reached $73.1 billion. Now, by March 2017 it has
already increased by more than $2 billion to $75.7 billion. This continuous
increase in external debt, even after considering the arguments mentioned above, is
not sustainable for the country‘s long-term growth.
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In Pakistan‘s case, external debt is being obtained against different collaterals,
such as government buildings, which may lead to the sovereignty problem.
The question arises whether any government in history ever paid back the
entirety of its outstanding foreign debt, if yes, then how?
Romania‘s example
Romania‘s political independence from the Soviet Union and her protest
against the invasion of former Czechoslovakia in 1968 drew the interest of western
powers, who briefly believed that Romania was an anti-Soviet maverick and could
create a schism in the Warsaw Pact if funded appropriately.
Romania did not realise that the funding was not always favourable. It was
able to borrow heavily (more than $13 billion) from mostly Nato countries to
finance economic development programmes, but these loans ultimately devastated
the country‘s finances.
In an attempt to correct this, Romania‘s Prime Minister Ceausescu decided to
repay the country‘s foreign debt. He announced a referendum and managed to
change the constitution, adding a clause that barred Romania from taking foreign
loans in the future.
According to official results, the referendum yielded a nearly unanimous
―yes‖ vote. In the 1980s, Ceausescu ordered the export of most of the country‘s
agricultural and industrial products in order to repay its debts. The resulting
domestic shortages made everyday life of Romanians a fight for survival as food
rationing was introduced and heating, gas and electricity blackouts became the
norm.
In the decade, there was a steady decrease in the Romanian population‘s
standard of living, especially the availability and quality of food and other basic
goods. The debt was fully paid in the summer of 1989.
Pakistan‘s case
Pakistan government also took various steps to overcome the debt problem,
like the debt limitation law, loan write-offs and rescheduling of debt and liabilities.
However, to reduce reliance on foreign debt, we need to strengthen industrial and
agricultural sectors and massively increase exports.
Unfortunately, this is not happening in the country. Pakistan‘s exports have
decreased while public debt has increased.
In 2012-13, Pakistan exported about $24.46 billion worth of goods, which
decreased to $20.787 billion in 2015-16.
Exports as a percentage of GDP decreased from 13.3% in 2013 to 12.2% in
2014 and 10.6% in 2015. In 2016, the ratio fell to 8.7%, which according to
analysts makes the GDP growth rate of 5.47% in 2015-16 less sustainable.
Development splurge ahead of 2018 polls
Pakistan spends about 65% of its revenue to repay its debt while the
remaining 30% to 35% is left for expenditure on defence, health, education,
infrastructure etc. That is the reason why Pakistan faces poverty and low standard
of living.
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Although Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves of $21.6117 billion are at an
all-time high, the major reason behind this is not increased earnings through
exports, but significant savings due to low international oil prices and sustained
inflow of remittances from overseas Pakistanis abroad.
The sustainability of these reserves can be challenged in the face of declining
exports along with the rise in debt.
Внешний долг – 77 млрд. долл.
Pakistan borrows another $700m to ease pressure off reserves
The Express Tribune, June 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446537/pakistanborrows-another-700m-ease-pressure-off-reserves/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has obtained another $700 million loan from a
European commercial bank for 10 years in a bid to take pressure off its foreign
currency reserves, increasing its borrowings to around $9 billion in the past almost
one year.
The fresh $700 million loan has been obtained at an interest rate of 4.47%,
which is significantly lower than the return the country paid in the past on
borrowings through Sukuk and Eurobonds.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
Total borrowings in the past almost one year swelled to about $9 billion – the
highest-ever in a single year in Pakistan‘s history, although final figures will be
available by the end of next month.
Pakistan‘s external sector has come under immense pressure in the past one
year due to a phenomenal increase in the current account deficit that widened to $9
billion from July to May excluding the impact of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC)-related imports.
The government has not recorded about $4 billion worth of CPEC imports in
the current account data as these payments are made outside of Pakistan banking
channels.
Foreign currency reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan increased to
$16.376 billion by June 23 following the release of three loans from the World
Bank and the ADB.
Pakistan‘s total external debt and liabilities increased to $76.7 billion at the
end of March 2017, according to the central bank. The external public debt is put at
$58 billion, but it is not reliable as the Ministry of Finance has twice amended the
public debt definition in the past one year to understate the debt.
Дефицит по текущим счетам (и внешний долг) реально выше на 4 млрд.
долл., чем объявлено (не учтен импорт по КПЭК)
Current account deficit stands $4b higher than reported
The Express Tribune, June 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442488/currentaccount-deficit-stands-4b-higher-reported/
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s publicly reported current account deficit and
external debt and liabilities are understated by about $4 billion as the country has
so far remained unable to record the cost of imports made under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Payments for power and construction machinery and other related goods
imported from China are not made through Pakistan‘s banking channels, which has
led to under-reporting of the external debt and current account deficit, said sources
in the Ministry of Finance.
Global lender warns of risks to Pakistan‘s economic stability
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Thursday reported that the country‘s
current account deficit – the gap between external payments and receipts –
widened to $9 billion or 3.2% of gross domestic product (GDP) from July to May
of the outgoing fiscal year.
However, this figure does not fully reflect the true picture as the central bank
has recorded the trade deficit – gap between exports and imports – at only $22.7
billion. The trade deficit is a key component of the current account gap.
The central bank‘s trade deficit figure was $7.3 billion lower than that
reported by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS). The PBS figure also included
the cost of insurance and freight of imported goods, which, on average, was $1.3
billion.
By excluding the freight and insurance cost, the central bank‘s trade deficit
figure was lower by $6 billion compared to the PBS data.
The central bank put 11-month import bill at $42.5 billion, $6 billion lower
than that reported by the PBS. Similarly, the SBP put exports at $19.8 billion in
July-May FY17 against $18.5 billion reported by the PBS.
Consequently, the current account deficit of $9 billion is under-reported by $4
billion, meaning the gap has widened to $13 billion – the highest-ever in the
country‘s history.
Data regarding import of goods is compiled by both the PBS and SBP. The
PBS compiles data from the Customs authorities that record imports when goods
physically cross the country‘s border. The SBP receives data from commercial
banks when importers make payments against the letters of credit.
Cause of under-reporting
The main reason behind the understated figures was the exclusion of CPECrelated imports from the central bank database, said sources in the finance
ministry.
They said since Pakistan-based banks were not opening letters of credit for
import of machinery and other goods from China, the central bank could not record
these transactions. Secondly, Chinese banks are directly making payments to
Chinese suppliers of the goods.
―Pakistan‘s external sector has already been in terrible situation and current
developments show things have deteriorated beyond anybody‘s expectations,‖ said
Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, former economic adviser, Ministry of Finance.
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The impact is not limited to only the current account deficit as external debt
and liabilities also appear to be understated due to the same reasons. CPEC imports
are largely made by taking Chinese loans, except for the equity component,
estimated at around 30%.
For the first nine months of FY17, the central bank had put Pakistan‘s total
external debt and liabilities at $75.7 billion. By taking into account the impact of
CPEC debt, the debt and liabilities have crossed $79 billion. The central bank has
also acknowledged the under-reporting of the current account deficit due to CPEC
imports.
In its second quarterly report, the central bank said ―this difference indicates
that capital equipment imports into the country, FDI and loans from China are not
being fully captured in the BoP (balance of payments) data‖.
Current account deficit widens 178%, stands at $8.93b
―It appears that the bulk of these machinery imports are being financed from
outside the Pakistani banking channel,‖ it said.
The central bank said a large share of this discrepancy could be explained by
the surge in import of power generation machinery, which was being recorded by
the Customs, but was not fully visible in the import financing data available with
the SBP.
The central bank stated that it was already in the process of reconciling these
figures with the federal government. While this would inflate the trade and current
account deficits, it would be netted out through an equal increase in loans and/or
FDI, leaving zero net impact on the country‘s reserves position, said the central
bank.
Обслуживание госдолга по бюджету
Pakistan debt servicing cost balloons to Rs15 trillion
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
14,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1434934/new-loans-pakistan-debt-servicing-cost-balloons-rs15tr/

ISLAMABAD: The federal government has sought approval of National
Assembly to borrow over Rs15 trillion in new financial year to service its maturing
public debt, which will be the highest ever borrowing and 44 per cent more than
the outgoing year, underscoring Pakistan‘s heavy indebtedness.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Tuesday placed various demands before
National Assembly for borrowing the huge sum amid his desperate efforts to
downplay the country‘s total debt and its implications for the economy. The loans
will be obtained during the fiscal year 2017-18, starting from July 1.
Independent economists have been warning about a ‗debt trap‘ but all these
warning are falling on deaf ears.
Over Rs15 trillion worth demands were placed before the National Assembly
under Article 82 (I) of the Constitution as the Charged Expenditures. In case of
‗Charged Expenditure‘, the National Assembly can only debate but cannot veto the
spending bill.
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The Rs15 trillion debt servicing related spending bill is Rs4.6 trillion or 44
per cent higher than the borrowing in the outgoing fiscal year.
Borrowing and debt servicing the fait accompli
Except for roughly Rs1.4 trillion that will be part of the federal budget, the
rest of the amounts will not be booked in the budget and will be directly borrowed
from domestic and foreign markets to repay and service the loans obtained in the
past.
As against Rs8.38 trillion borrowing in the outgoing fiscal year, the finance
minister sought Rs13.16 trillion for repayment of the domestic debt in the next
fiscal year, which is over 57 per cent more than the previous year. The finance
minister has placed another demand for Rs1.23 trillion to service the domestic
debt.
Social sector crowded out by debt servicing cost
For the next fiscal year 2017-18, the federal government has projected its
budget deficit at Rs1.826 trillion, which is equivalent to 4.7 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product. The federal government will bridge this gap by borrowing
Rs968 billion from the domestic market, Rs511 billion from foreign countries and
Rs347 billion as provincial cash surpluses.
To repay the foreign loans, the Finance Minister has sought Rs286 billion in
the new fiscal year, which will be obtained from abroad. However, their interest
cost will be booked in the budget. The minister has sought another Rs132 billion to
pay interest on the foreign loans.
In addition to that, the finance minister has placed Rs39.7 billion demand
before the National Assembly to repay the short-term foreign loans.
Расходы по обслуживанию долга – 1.64 трлн. рупий по бюджету 2-17/18
г.
Rs1.64tr earmarked for debt servicing
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420291/rs1-64tr-earmarked-debt-servicing/

27,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s debt burden is on an unrelenting upward
trajectory. For the upcoming financial year 2017-18, the government has
earmarked a whopping Rs1.64 trillion — almost one-third of the country‘s entire
money — to service its overall debt.
While announcing the budget on Friday, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said the
Rs1.64 trillion figure includes repayment of foreign loans as well as payment of
interest on the huge borrowing made from commercial banks.
The heavy burden of servicing public debt has made the much-needed fiscal
adjustment both difficult and disorderly. Yet it‘s not getting the same attention as it
deserves.
Reliance on borrowing: Cost of public debt eats up 45% of revenues
What‘s more, recent export figures point to what could be the start of a
significant widening in the current account deficit, which will only add to the
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pressure on Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves. This would leave the country
vulnerable to the whims of foreign donors — i.e. those funding the debt.
During the outgoing fiscal year, the government had spent Rs1.8 trillion on
public debt retirement and interest payments.
The overall expenditure during FY2017-18 is estimated at Rs5103.8 billion
out of which current expenditure is Rs3763.7 billion and development expenditure
is Rs1340.1 billion. Out of the total current expenditure, the government will spend
Rs1.36 trillion on mark-up on domestic and public debt.
Experts divided as Pakistan‘s current account deficit balloons 205%
The government will spend Rs1.23 trillion on mark-up on domestic debt
whereas Rs132 billion will be spent to clear mark-up on foreign debt. Of the total
current expenditure, the government will spend Rs286.6 billon to repay foreign
loans during FY2017-18.
The government had set a target of Rs1.8 trillion during the outgoing financial
year, but the target was revised upwards to Rs1.86 trillion due to increase in
borrowing.
Economists believe even though the government has been boasting of
increasing foreign exchange reserves, pressure on the reserves will continue to rise
due to the huge debt-servicing requirement in the future on account of CPECrelated projects.
SBP‘s reserves continue to fall, amount to $15.9b
They are of the view that the government will be seeking more foreign loans
to retire public debt in the future and the economy will not be able to bear the
burden of the debt piled up as a result.
Economic assistance
According to the budget document, the government has estimated an increase
of Rs837.8 billion in foreign assistance during FY2017-18 as against the outgoing
fiscal year‘s target of Rs819.6 billion, which was later revised upward to Rs996.28
billion – with the rise attributed to loans from commercial banks.
External resources for FY2017-18 have been projected at Rs836.8 billion
which is lower than the revised estimates of the ongoing financial year but higher
than the budget estimates for FY2016-17.
Under the head of loans, the government plans to increase loans to Rs810.7
billion against estimates of Rs796.7 billion for 2016-17, which were later revised
up to Rs971.6 billion due to increase in borrowing from commercial banks.
SBP‘s reserves fall below $16b
The government has budgeted Rs27.08 billion under the head of grants for the
next fiscal year as against Rs22.82 billion budgeted for 2016-17, which was later
revised upward to Rs24.68 billion.
From sovereign bonds, the government had estimated Rs105.5 billion for the
ongoing financial year but was unable to see these bonds mature. Therefore, no
proceeds were received under this head. The government has no hopes for these
bonds to mature during the next financial year.
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The government has estimated Rs105.5 billion from Sukuk Bond against
estimates of Rs79.12 billion for the ongoing financial year. From Islamic
Development Bank, the government has budgeted Rs163.52 billion as against
Rs47.6 billion for the outgoing fiscal year, which was later revised up to Rs61.25
billion.
SBP‘s reserves fall 2.23%, amount to $16.05b
The government has budgeted Rs105.5 billion from commercial banks against
Rs211.52 billion which were later revised upwards to Rs389.13 billion due to
increase in borrowing.
Внешний долг Пакистана почти 80 млрд.долл.
Moody's says Pakistan's external debt will increase to $79 billion by
June-end
Shahbaz
Rana.
May
8,
2017.
THE
EXPRESS
TRIBUNE.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1404569/moodys-says-pakistans-external-debt-will-increase-79billion-june-end/

ISLAMABAD: Moody‘s Investors Service has predicted that Pakistan‘s
external debt will grow to $79 billion by June this year, higher than initial
estimates suggested, and the country‘s weak fiscal strength will weigh in on its
ability to afford the ever growing debt burden.
In its latest report, Moody‘s Investor Service – the international credit rating
agency -said that Pakistan‘s challenges include a relatively high general
government debt burden, weak physical and social infrastructure, a fragile external
payments position and high political risk.
By the end of fiscal year 2016-17, Pakistan‘s external debt will increase to
$79 billion out of which the public sector component will be $77.7 billion,
according to Moody‘s. The forecast for the outgoing fiscal year is much higher
than what was earlier assessed on the basis of data released by the State Bank of
Pakistan.
The central bank had shown total external debt and liabilities at $74.2 billion
by the end of December 2016. This included $64.5 billion public external debt.
Pakistan‘s external debt rises faster than foreign currency earnings
Moody‘s report has shown external debt at $64.4 billion by end of fiscal year
2013. If the debt grows to $79 billion, it means that an additional $14.6 billion in
debt has been added in the past four years alone.
The PML-N government is facing criticism for increasing the country‘s debt
burden, which is a direct result of low levels of exports and foreign direct
investment.
The government‘s narrow revenue base weighs on debt affordability and the
level of external public debt poses a moderate degree of credit risk, according to
the report. Meanwhile, exports and remittance inflows have slowed and capital
goods imports have risen, resulting in renewed pressure on the external account.
Moody‘s assessed Pakistan‘s fiscal strength at negative ―(-) Very Low‖,
which it said was hindering debt affordability and increases the debt burden. It said
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Pakistan‘s limited tax base restricts its fiscal space, while low savings and shallow
capital markets hinder stable domestic financing of sizeable budget deficits.
Pakistan‘s external debt likely to swell to $110b in four years
―Very Low (-)‖ score is below the indicative score of ―Very Low‖, which
reflects that the material foreign currency portion of outstanding government debt
(about 30% of total debt) exposes the government‘s balance sheet to greater
foreign exchange rate risks than currently captured by scorecard metrics,‖ it said.
The government‘s debt burden has steadily increased in the past four years
from 63.5% of GDP to 66.5%, Moody‘s said, ―At 66.5% of GDP, the debt stock is
higher than the 52.6% median for B-rated sovereigns and remains a constraint on
Pakistan‘s fiscal strength.‖
Moody‘s has retained Pakistan‘s position at B3 rating.
―Approximate 30% of foreign currency debt does expose the sovereign
(Pakistan) to marked changes in the cost of refinancing debt should the currency
weaken abruptly,‖ according to the report.
Debt affordability metrics, which include interest payments as a percentage of
revenues and GDP, have been high in Pakistan relative to the median for B-rated
sovereigns, which is a key constraint on the sovereign credit rating.
Fitch affirms Pakistan at ‗B‘; outlook deemed stable
The credit rating agency acknowledged that Pakistan was addressing this
weakness by lengthening debt maturities, through increasing the share of
permanent debt and reducing that of floating debt.
However, it said that foreign remittances have so far declined 2.4% and ―if
remittances continue to decline, it would likely have a negative credit impact by
dampening consumption and widening the current account deficit‖.
Moody‘s has also assessed Pakistan‘s susceptibility to event risk as ―High,‖
driven by political risks and government liquidity risks stemming from high gross
borrowing needs, due to the government‘s large rollover requirements.
It said that large fiscal deficits and a reliance on short-term debt have
contributed to very high gross borrowing requirements, which is a key rating
constraint. At 32% of GDP, Pakistan‘s gross borrowing need in 2017 is the largest
among all rated sovereigns, after Egypt.
Like external debt, Moody‘s has also projected higher budget deficit for the
outgoing fiscal year. ―We expect that the fiscal deficit will widen further to about
4.7% of GDP in fiscal year 2017 and 5% in FY 2018 despite the government‘s
intention to advance fiscal consolidation.‖
Fitch assigns rating to Pakistan‘s Sukuk
The National Assembly had approved the budget deficit target at 3.8% of the
GDP, which the finance minister has already termed unachievable.
At 4.7% of GDP, budget deficit forecast is even higher than the International
Monetary Fund‘s (IMF) estimates of 4.5%.
The Moody‘s said that the wider deficit will be driven by revenue shortfalls
due to political pressure to keep current temporary tax breaks in place for the
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agricultural sector and exporters, and reluctance to increase the sales tax on
petroleum products amid rising global oil prices.
In addition, the need to increase development spending – particularly related
to CPEC power infrastructure investments – combined with political pressure to
maintain power subsidies in advance of the 2018 general election, will likely weigh
on the deficit, it added.
The rating agency has also said that the reforms agenda initiated under the
IMF programme could be stalled ahead of elections. ―We believe structural
reforms to PSEs will continue to face political opposition in parliament and
through potential labour strikes, therefore, we do not expect the government to
follow through with an ambitious post-IMF programme structural reform push in
advance of the 2018 general election.‖
Пакистанский долг – проблема?!
Is Pakistan‘s debt really a problem?
Dr Kamal Monnoo. The Nation. April 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/26-Apr2017/is-pakistan-s-debt-really-a-problem

As per the national debt figures released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)
in November 2016:
- Total Central Government debt as on 30.09.2016: Rs19.9 trillion, ‗excluding
contingent liabilities‘.
- Break-up: Domestic debt=Rs14.4 trillion & External debt=Rs5.5 trillion.
- Estimated contingent liabilities: Rs1 trillion (not completely accounting for
CPEC).
Comments: What this latest debt number also means is that over the first
quarter (July-September) of this fiscal year, the government added to the debt by
some Rs858 billion, taking the debt to GDP ratio to nearly 69.50%, which in June
2016 stood at around 66.50% - ‗Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act of
2005‘calls for 60%, which was amended last year through a ‗Finance Act‘ and the
new deadline for achieving this level has now been reset to June 2018!
Government‘s Stance:
A) The national domestic debt portfolio as part of the total public debt is
much bigger than the external debt portfolio (net domestic debt constitutes 66%
and external debt 34%) – Domestic debt does not carry a very high risk.
B) Stating external debt at $73 billion is incorrect, since one should not lump
together public & private external debts, and
C) In the total public debt the year-on-year growth of its short-term portfolio
is 8.4%; For the medium term it is 13.7%; for the external debt the annual growth
is 6.3%, and that all these growth levels in each of the specified debt components
cannot be termed as being ‗exponential‘.
Further, it says that its debt management strategy clearly sets target ranges for
currency, refinancing and interest rate risks, and though quite a few indicators are
currently in red, they still fall within the limits prescribed in its Medium Term Debt
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Management Strategy 2016-19. And Pakistan‘s current debt at around $73 billion
(over a population base of 200 million) is still quite manageable in comparison
with say for example, Greece $367 billion, Ireland $865 billion, Spain $1 trillion
and Italy $1 trillion.
All very well from the Government‘s perspective, but the trouble is that the
real underlying weaknesses become glaring as one further dissects the nature of
Pakistan‘s debt:
* Bad History: Our debt (historic) has little to show for in social development
and sustainable big-ticket projects. For example, NPV (net present value) of our
debt spending comes out to be much lower than that of European Debt spend. Even
for intangible assets our deficit/spending does not match results, e.g. support over
the years to sectors like health, housing, utilities, education, social benefits, etc.
* No winning public sector corporations to show for.
* Real poverty level still stuck at around 30%.
* An extremely narrow and small industrial base.
* Top-heavy public administration system that despite being inefficient has
become further entrenched over time.
* CPEC is both an opportunity and a challenge. It can dramatically add to
debt and contingent liabilities, if not allocated prudently and with clear surety on
sustainability/feasibility of the projects under implementation. Also, repercussions
to domestic manufacturing pose some serious concerns.
Expensive Debt:
- Government has been on a borrowing binge, and in the process resorted to
acquiring expensive foreign and domestic debt at commercial rates.
- While it has repeatedly claimed that it is increasing its credit only to the
extent of the budget deficit requirements, the reality is quite different. For example,
the increase in federal government‘s debt from July-September 2016, adds up to
Rs858 billion, whereas, the budget deficit in the same period was only Rs450
billion - about half.
- Domestic debt in one year, December 2015 to December 2016, grew to
14.54 trillion (43% of total debt) or by 10.3% further raising dependence on
commercial banks and adding to ―various‖ other financial sector risks.
- In its own report the finance ministry has conceded that Pakistan‘s debt
sustainability indicators have worsened over the last 18 months.
- At this rate, if not checked (or if nothing changes), External Debt will reach
$110 by 2020.
Now borrowing in itself is not essentially a bad thing as long as it can be
spent in a productive manner. If all or majority of these borrowing would be put to
productive use in self-sustaining projects, it would be wonderful, but then this does
not seem to be the case!
Current Situation:
- Additional ‗latest‘ borrowing of $4.6 billion in the last 7 months ($1.9 on
commercial terms & used for project financing) + $1 from rather expensive Sukuk
Bonds + $1.2 from foreign commercial banks + balance miscellaneous from the
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likes of World Bank, Asian Development Bank, Islamic Development Bank, UK
Government (under DFID), etc.
- Our External Debt returnable over the next 15 months: $6.5 billion.
- In the Budget 2016-17: Projected annual economic assistance $8 billion.
$4.6 now already borrowed but then this includes ‗budgetary & balance of
payments support‘, which as we know cannot be used to repay loans. Further,
$1.65 billion accounted for under inflows from CSF billing is also likely to be
short by about $1.25 billion.
- Reserves have slipped by around $2.5 billion since last year while the
Finance Minister‘s obsession with the current Rupee parity remains.
- Likely scenario going forward: Another IMF Program soon.
Внутренний долг Пакистана 54 трлн. рупий
Total domestic debt Rs54tr since 2012, NA told
Atif Khan. The Nation. April 18, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/18-Apr2017/total-domestic-debt-rs54tr-since-2012-na-told

ISLAMABAD - Since 2012, Pakistan‘s total domestic debt is Rs54,325
billion, while Rs5,397 billion have been paid in terms of interest on domestic
loans, the National Assembly was told on Monday.
In a written reply, Minister for Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs, Statistics
and Privatization Muhammad Ishaq Dar said that the total domestic debt was
Rs54,325 billion, since January 1, 2012, however, it was constantly refinanced
through new issuance in domestic debt market upon maturity.
The total amount of interest paid on the said loans was Rs5,397 billion.
The domestic debt of around Rs11,075 billion will mature during the next
three years based on outstanding as at end December, 2016.
Answering another question, Dar said that Rs18.5 billion had been allocated
to Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) for conduct of the 6th Population and
Housing Census 2017, out of which Rs16.6 billion had been released, while the
remaining amount of Rs1.9 billion was under process.
Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control Chaudhary Nisar Ali Khan said
that 114,000 illegal foreigners obtained Computerized National Identity Cards
(CNICs), which had been impounded by the NADRA.
He said that during the last three years 20,328 CNICs had been revoked or reissued out of total 32,582 impounded blocked CNICs.
Khan said that 4,491 persons had been recruited in the Civil Armed Forces
constituted under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The recruitment was made by HQ Pakistan Rangers (Punjab), HQ Pakistan
Rangers (Sindh), HQ Frontier Corps (KP) and HQ Frontier Corps (Balochistan)
under the relevant recruitment rules.
He said, however, the total local personnel recruited were 2,994 out of total
4,491 personnel.
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Parliamentary Secretary for Planning and Development Ibadullah told the
house that according to the estimates based on 2013-2014 data, about 55 million
people of Pakistan were below the poverty line.
He said that according to the latest survey Pakistan‘s poverty line had been set
up at 3,030 rupees per adult per month.
He said that 38 sites had been identified for establishing Special Economic
Zones by the respective provincial governments out of which nine sites were
shortlisted for inclusion in the CPEC in the 6th JCC meeting. Industrial
parks/SEZs are part of long-term plan, which is to be accomplished by 2030.
Minister for Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs, Statistics and Privatization
said that the Privatisation Commission was working on the sale of minority shares
of Mari Petroleum Co Ltd, Small and Medium Enterprises Bank (SME Bank), sale
of minority share of Kot Addu Power Company, Gujranwala Electric Supply
Company, and these transactions were targeted to be completed in the near future.
Долг Пакистана растет (Китай дает взаймы)
Pakistan to borrow $600m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322240/pakistan-borrow-600m-china/

10th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to borrow $600 million from China to
boost its dwindling foreign currency reserves that have depleted by $1.7 billion
since expiry of the International Monetary Fund programme.
It is the second time in the last three years that the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz government has decided to ask a friendly country to boost its foreign
currency reserves. Earlier, Saudi Arabia had gifted $1.5 billion to Pakistan in two
equal tranches in 2014.
Pakistan‘s debt pile soars to Rs22.5tr
The country‘s top economic managers on Thursday held a meeting to thrash
out details for the Chinese loan, finance ministry sources said. State Bank of
Pakistan Governor Ashraf Wathra, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and Finance
Secretary Tariq Bajwa attended the meeting.
The Bank of China will provide the loan on commercial terms, the sources
said. They said the amount will be disbursed this month. The loan is expected to be
given for a period of three years at an interest rate ranging between 3.1% and
3.2%, said the sources.
The response of SBP spokesman Abid Qamar was awaited till the filing of the
story. He had been requested to confirm whether Pakistan has already received
$300 million out of $600 million from China.
With fresh borrowings, the Chinese contribution in Pakistan‘s official foreign
currency reserves held by the SBP would increase to $1.3 billion, as China
Development Bank has already lent $700 million for balance of payment support
during the current fiscal year. The China Development Bank has given the loan for
a period of three years.
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The $1.3 billion Chinese borrowings are part of $2 billion foreign commercial
bank loans that Pakistan has budgeted for current fiscal year 2016-17. In addition
to Chinese $1.3 billion borrowings, Pakistan also obtained $200 million from Noor
Bank of United Arab Emirates. The foreign loans would support the reserves
besides helping to meet the budget financing needs.
Will Pakistan forever be indebted to China for CPEC?
Sources said the cabinet has already approved a summary to obtain these
loans from China. Last month Pakistan had returned $500 million that it had
obtained from China about five years back for providing a cushion to the foreign
currency reserves. The reason for returning $500 million loan was that there was a
requirement of sending a formal request by prime minister of Pakistan to China to
extend the $500 million loan after every year, said the sources.
In October 2016, Pakistan‘s official foreign currency reserves stood at
$18.925 billion, according to the central bank. During the week ending on
February 3, the SBP‘s reserves decreased to $17.218 billion, said the SBP on
Thursday. There was a reduction of $376 million in one week alone, taking the
total tally to $1.72 billion since the expiry of the IMF programme.
Pakistan has been struggling to maintain its official foreign currency reserves
that it has built largely by obtaining expensive foreign loans during past three
years. The government‘s failure to enhance exports, attract foreign investment
complicated the matters for it.
Growing China Pakistan Economic Corridor-related imports, decline in
exports, absence of Coalition Support Fund, and slowdown in remittances, pushed
the current account deficit to $3.6 billion in the first half of FY17, from $1.7
billion in the same period last year, according to latest Monetary Policy Statement
of the SBP. It added this higher deficit was financed by an increase in bilateral and
multilateral funding along with pick up in investment flows.
―Going forward, with the aforementioned risks to the external sector, the need
of financial inflows would grow further,‖ the central bank cautioned.
During first half of this fiscal year, the federal government borrowed $4.1
billion from the foreign lenders. This includes $900 million foreign commercial
bank borrowings and $1 billion raised by issuing Sukuk bonds. The relatively
cheaper foreign financing from multilateral financial institutions has significantly
slowed down for past many months.
Долг Пакистана. Рост экономической помощи Пакистану.
Country debt growth
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312946/country-debt-growth

February

6th,

2017.

Amid an ongoing debate over foreign debt, the government has conceded
receiving loans of $26.124bn and grants of $1.64bn in three years, from Dec 1,
2013 to Nov 30, 2016.
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In response to a question from Muhammad Muzammil Qureshi, MNA,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants
amounted to around $27.8bn.
The largest chunk of the loan came in the shape of $6.4bn from the IMF,
followed by $4.5bn bonds from the international capital market. The World Bank‘s
share was $4.4bn, the Islamic Development Bank‘s $2.7bn and the Asian
Development Bank provided $2.43bn. The Chinese government and the China
Development Bank put together $2.9bn.
In response to a question from an MNA, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants amounted to around
$27.8bn
Mr Dar said the government repaid $12bn foreign loans in three years.
Separately, in its Debt Policy Statement 2016-17, the ministry of finance
reported that the stock of public external debt has now touched $58.7bn at the endSeptember 2016 against $48.1bn at end-June 2013.
The total external debt (including private sector, public sector entities and
banks) reached $71bn as of end-September 2016 against $57.8bn in 2013.
Total external debt and liabilities, on the other hand, rose to $74.6bn from
$60.9bn during the same period.
Required under the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act, the policy
statement said that external public debt servicing declined for the second
consecutive year and recorded at $4.34bn during 2015-16 as compared to $4.475bn
a year before. When adjusted for rollovers, external public debt servicing increased
from $5.47bn in 2014-15 to $5.59bn in 2015-16.
This decline was mainly due to lower principal repayments made to the IMF.
Servicing of public external debt in first quarter of the current fiscal year (up to end
September 2016-17) was recorded at $1.3bn which actually goes beyond $2.3bn in
the first quarter if rollovers are also accounted for.
The debt policy statement said there was limited pressure from external debt
repayments in the medium term because projected principal repayments to the IMF
against the EFF programme were stretched over a longer timeframe, starting at
$0.2bn in 2018 and rising to $0.8bn in 2020, with final payment due in 2025.
An amount of $0.75bn due in June 2017 is the only Eurobond maturing until
2019 while repayments for official development assistance from the Paris Club
began in 2016 but are over a 23-year period.
The policy statement said the net public debt increased to about Rs18.3tr at
end-September 2016, up from Rs13.48tr in 2013. Gross public debt was pitched at
Rs20.54tr in September last year against Rs14.32tr in 2013, registering an increase
of 43.4pc.
Putting the net domestic debt at Rs14.4tr in September 2016, the debt policy
statement said this had increased from Rs8.6bn in 2013, showing an increase of
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67pc. External debt in Pak rupee stood at Rs6.14tr in September, up 28pc from
Rs4.8tr in 2013.
The net public debt to GDP ratio in rupee terms remained unchanged at
60.2pc in 2013 and end-June 2016 and is estimated further down at 54.5pc at endSeptember 2016 as the size of GDP increased from Rs22.38tr in 2013 to Rs33.5tr
in September 2016.
The DPS said the increase in public debt was higher than financing of fiscal
deficit during 2015-16.
Apart from fiscal deficit, increase in government credit balances with the
central bank and commercial banks, debt from the IMF and dual revaluation loss
on account of depreciation of the US dollar against other foreign currencies, as
well as depreciation of Pak rupee against the dollar, contributed to the increase in
public debt.
External debt in dollars increased by 13pc during 2015-16 due to net external
inflows and revaluation loss due to depreciation of dollar against other foreign
currencies.
It went on to add that a large part of the increase in external debt was
contributed by concessionary borrowing from international financial institutions
which also contributed towards reducing the cost of overall public debt portfolio
and the government was able to meet the IMF ceiling on borrowing from the
central bank and zero quarterly limit.
The DPS said the cost of domestic borrowing has substantially reduced as the
weighted average interest rate on government domestic debt was reduced to a
single digit as at end June 2016. Accordingly, the government interest expenditure
reduced to 26pc of total revenue during 2015-16 as compared to 31pc in 2014-15.
Domestic debt recorded an increase of Rs772bn during first quarter of the
current fiscal year while government domestic borrowing for financing fiscal
deficit was Rs369bn during this period.
The differential is mainly because of government credit balance with
SBP/commercial banks during first quarter of current year which was mostly
utilised by the government in October 2016.
Under the amended FDRLA 2015, the government is now required to limit
fiscal deficit excluding foreign grants to 4pc of GDP during the three years
beginning from fiscal year 2017-18.
It said the amended law required reducing total public debt to 60pc of GDP
within a period of two years beginning 2016-17.
The public debt to GDP ratio witnessed an increase in 2015-16 despite
reduction in fiscal deficit that was contributed by dual revaluation loss, IMF
inflows and increase in credit balances but the government would deliver on the
target of reducing this to 60pc by 2017-18 as required under the law.
The law requires the government to reduce public debt by 0.5pc of GDP every
year between 2018-19 and 2023 and then 0.75pc annually until 2033.
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Госдолг Пакистана превысил 18 трлн. рупий
Pakistan's net public debt crosses Rs18 trillion mark
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn February 6th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313037/pakistansnet-public-debt-crosses-rs18-trillion-mark

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s net public debt has crossed the Rs18.28 trillion
mark, rising about 35pc during the tenure of the ruling Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N).
This was reported by the ministry of finance, in response to a question from
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) MNA Shahida Rehmani in the National Assembly
last week. ―The volume of net public debt as on Sept 30, 2016 was Rs18,277.6
billion,‖ the ministry‘s response said.
Total public debt stood at Rs13.48tr at the end of fiscal year 2012-13 —
almost three years ago. The major contribution to the increase in net public debt
came from an almost 40pc rise in domestic debt, which rose from Rs8.686tr at the
end of 2013 to Rs12.14tr at the end of the first quarter of the current fiscal year
(FY 2016-17).
Read: Fears regarding public debt are overblown, says Dar
In the same period, foreign debt posted an increase of 28pc and went from
Rs4.796tr in 2013 to Rs6.14tr on Sept 30, 2016.
PML-N govt paid $12bn on foreign loans obtained by previous regimes,
NA told
Explaining the reasons behind the surge, the finance ministry said that public
debt was mainly obtained to finance the fiscal deficit and was approved by the
parliament. Some of the financing had to be done in the form of external loans, to
supplement the domestic resources required to accelerate the pace of economic
development and make positive contributions towards developing the country‘s
infrastructure base.
―These loans were obtained for financing of projects of national importance,
budgetary and balance of payments support, earthquake and floods, rehabilitation
assistance and import of urea and crude oil,‖ the ministry said. Another purpose of
these loans was to build external buffers to protect against exchange rate volatility
and absorb external shocks.
The ministry explained that domestic debt was perpetual in nature and mostly
refinanced year-on-year, while most of the external loans contracted by the present
government were ‗economical‘ and dominated by long-term funding, which would
be used to retire the corresponding amount of expensive domestic borrowings.
External loans are repaid through budgetary allocations based on the amortisation
schedule of each loan.
In its response, the ministry claimed that it had been able — over the past
three years — to significantly reduce economic vulnerabilities and had
implemented various growth-supporting structural reforms. This had resulted in an
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improvement in the country‘s debt repayment capacity and had allowed it to
control expenditures.
For example, the national economy continued to maintain a growth
momentum above four per cent for real gross domestic product (GDP) for three
years in a row, reaching a growth rate of 4.71pc in 2015-16, the highest in eight
years.
On top of that, economic growth was projected to continue its upward
acceleration on the back of growth-supporting structural reforms, the ministry said,
adding that development projects linked to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
in the fields of energy and infrastructure were also expected to contribute an
additional two percentage points to GDP growth in the years to come.
The government also claimed to have successfully brought down the fiscal
deficit from 8.2pc of the GDP in 2012-13 to 4.6pc in 2015-16, with a target to
further curtail the budget deficit at 3.8pc of GDP at the end of the current fiscal
year, and restrict it to 3.5pc by FY 2018-19.
Moreover, the ministry claimed that despite repayments by the present
government of foreign loans worth over $12bn that were obtained by the previous
governments, foreign exchange reserves currently stood at over $23bn, up from the
$11bn mark at the end of June 2013.
It also claimed to have reduced tax exemptions, leading the tax-to-GDP ratio
to increase from 9.8pc in 2012-13 to 12.4pc of the GDP in 2015-16, while public
sector investments increased from Rs348bn in 2013 to Rs800bn this year.
Долг Пакистана – что верно, а что нет.
Pakistan‘s debt: putting the record straight
Mohammad Ishaq Dar (министр финансов Пак-на). The Express Tribune, February 1st,
2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1312831/pakistans-debt-putting-record-straight/

Economic indicators are always open to interpretation and debate. Some
analyse these numbers objectively whereas others fall prey to their biases. In the
latter case, analysts gather and present only selective information and analyse it on
the basis of their preconceived notions. Unfortunately, few analysts in Pakistan are
also not immune from such biases. What they do not realise is that by
misinterpreting the facts and figures of extremely important indicators, they are
doing a disservice to the country. They fail to realise that their analysis based on
selective data may dampen confidence of both the domestic investors as well as
external partners. Fortunately, international organisations including the World
Bank, the IMF and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) as well as credit rating
agencies, have proved to be objective in their analyses and assessments.
The case in point is the public debt management. Some inherently skeptical
analysts have gone overboard with predictions of doomsday scenario for Pakistan‘s
debt and liabilities. Not surprisingly, their analyses are largely built on
misinterpretations rather than facts. It must be understood that the contours of
public debt management are complex. This process involves dealing not only with
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budgetary requirements of the country but also maintaining a fine balance between
cost and risk, developing an efficient and deep secondary debt market, and
maintaining the public debt at a fundamentally sustainable level.
Debt management has taken special emphasis in our public financial
management. This is so because persistently large fiscal deficits of previous
successive governments have caused a significant growth in the volume of public
debt over the past few years. The vision of our government is not just to bring the
debt-to-GDP ratio in line with existing statutory limit of 60 per cent, but also to
scale down this limit to 50 per cent in 15 years, starting from FY 2018-19. Side by
side, we have also put statutory upper limit of 4 per cent on federal fiscal deficit.
Necessary amendments to the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act
(FRDLA) in this regard have been passed in June 2016 by Parliament. Such farreaching measures are going to bring further structured discipline in our debt
management. As for now, let me present below a few points to address common
misperceptions.
At the outset, there is a need to have a clear distinction between domestic and
external components of public debt, since each category carries a different risk
profile. As at end June 2016, the country‘s gross public debt was Rs19.68 trillion
and net public debt stock was Rs17.83 trillion, of which the net domestic
component was Rs11.78 trillion and the external component was Rs6.05 trillion.
Thus, net domestic debt constituted around 66% of net public debt, while the
remaining 34% was external debt.
The government is adhering to the Medium Term Debt Management Strategy
(MTDS) for the period 2015/16 — 2018/19 to make public debt portfolio more
sustainable. As per MTDS, the government is focusing on extending the average
time to maturity of domestic debt through mobilisation mainly in the form of
medium to longer tenor instruments like Pakistan Investment Bonds (PIBs).
Medium to long-term debt, which consists of permanent and unfunded debt,
amounted to Rs8.6 trillion as at end June 2016, witnessing growth of 13.7% yearon-year. In contrast, the short-term debt, which composed of primarily treasury
bills, increased by only 8.4% year-on-year.
Refinancing risk was one of the most significant issues in Pakistan‘s public
debt portfolio, driven primarily by the concentration of domestic debt in short
maturities at the end of June 2013. An important aspect of having more domestic
debt is that it inherently has a low intensity of roll-over risk compared to the
external debt. Specifically, the debt denominated in local currency can be readily
refinanced with an appropriate mix of treasury bills and investment bonds. The
fortnightly auction of T-bills and monthly auction of PIBs of various maturities
provides a well-functioning and systematic avenue to facilitate refinancing.
Here, it is also important to highlight that the entire amount of debt does not
mature on the same day. Rather, it becomes due over a period of time which
enables the government to plan its schedule of repaying or rolling over existing
debt and go for a new period which is decided taking into account the prevailing
cost of borrowing, prospects of rate for coming periods and matching it with tax
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collection pattern. Some analysts are often misquoting the level of public external
debt in the media as US$ 73 billion. They lump together public debt with private
debt, which includes foreign exchange borrowings of banks as well as the nonfinancial private sector. This represents a cumulative annual growth rate of only
6.3 per cent per annum. Certainly, this cannot be termed an exponential growth, as
claimed by a few. It may also be noted that a part of this increase has come from
the IMF debt, which has been taken only for balance-of-payment support,
repayment of pending installments due to IMF of loan taken by the previous
government in July 2011 and not for budgetary financing. Furthermore, the present
government has repaid around US$ 12 billion of external debt till end June 2016,
which was mainly related to the borrowings of the previous governments. Despite
these heavy repayments, the forex reserves of the country have risen to more than
US$ 23 billion, of which SBP reserves were US$ 18.1 billion at end June 2016,
which is equal to over five months of import cover as compared to around one
month of import cover in June 2013 when the SBP reserves (net of temporary swap
of US$ 2 billion) stood at US$ 4 billion. At the time, some analysts were
predicting that Pakistan would not have sufficient external resources to fulfil its
external debt obligations and would head towards default by June 2014.
Внешний долг Пакистана растет быстрее, чем поступления валюты.
Pakistan‘s external debt rises faster than foreign currency earnings
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
31st,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311803/pakistans-external-debt-rises-faster-foreign-currencyearnings/

Pakistan‘s external debt-bearing capacity slightly weakened last year as the
country‘s stock of external debt increased rapidly than its foreign exchange
earnings, reveals the Debt Policy Statement.
The government presented the Debt Policy Statement 2016-17 on Monday in
the National Assembly, which was the first statement after the introduction of
sweeping changes in the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Act of
2005 in June last year.
Improved: Dar says debt profile has improved significantly
Economists had criticised these amendments, arguing that they were aimed at
deflecting attention from the growing public debt.
Despite changing goalposts by amending the law, there were certain areas
where the government could not show improvement. However, it was able to claim
progress in certain other areas.
Headed by its Director General Ehtesham Rashid, the Debt Policy
Coordination Office prepared the statement in the light of the FRDL Act aimed at
reviewing the government‘s management of public debt and liabilities.
The external debt-to-foreign exchange earnings ratio increased to 1.1 times,
showing that Pakistan‘s debt-bearing capacity weakened by the end of last fiscal
year.
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It is for the first time since 2012 that the ratio has weakened. In the past three
years, it had remained stable, although the government excluded liabilities from the
comparison last year.
Similarly, the external debt-to-gross domestic product ratio weakened from
18.8% to 20.4%.
―Apart from external inflows, the translational losses on account of
depreciation of the US dollar against other foreign currencies contributed to the
increase in this ratio,‖ noted the debt office.
The public debt-to-government revenue ratio stood at 442.5% against the
generally acceptable threshold of 350%. This means less resources are available
for spending on human resources and development.
Total external debt and liabilities rose 14.6% to $74.6 billion by September
last year, according to the statement. The external debt and liabilities were at $61.4
billion in June 2015. In the external debt, the public debt rose to $58.7 billion.
There were certain areas where the government showed improvement. The
external debt-to-foreign exchange reserves ratio slightly declined to 2.5 times,
reflecting the positive impact of increase in the foreign currency reserves.
17 predictions for Pakistan‘s economy in 2017
However, these reserves were not increased through non-debt creating
instruments like foreign direct investment and exports. Instead, the government
borrowed to push up the reserves.
There was also slight improvement in the external debt servicing-to-foreign
exchange earnings ratio due to a decline in foreign debt repayments, largely
because of repayment of the previous IMF loan. Going forward, the debt office has
predicted that there will be limited pressure from external debt repayments in the
medium term. It has projected limited pressure till fiscal year 2020-21.
Before the amendments in the FRDL law, the government was bound to keep
the public debt below 60% of the total size of national economy and its revenues
should be sufficient to finance at least current expenditures.
However, despite the gross public debt-to-GDP ratio at 66.5% in the last
fiscal year, the government was not in violation of the law, thanks to the
amendments.
For a developing country like Pakistan, a debt-to-GDP ratio below 50% is
considered sustainable. Anything above this threshold is counted as dangerous in
the long term, according to economists.
In three years, Pakistan has taken on $25b in fresh loans
The PML-N government has been heavily borrowing to finance its
expenditures as it remains unable to mobilise domestic resources. The 66.5% ratio
was 3.3% higher than the previous year. The public debt-to-government revenue
ratio stood at 442.5% against the generally acceptable threshold of 350%.
The government also could not increase revenues and its receipts were not
sufficient to finance the current expenditures. The revenue deficit – total revenues
minus current expenses – was recorded at 0.7% of GDP in 2015-16. However, this
was better than the previous year and the trend was positive.
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Total public debt stood at Rs20.6 trillion at the end of September 2016, an
increase of Rs3.15 trillion since June 2015.

ВОЕННЫЕ РАСХОДЫ1
Расходы на оборону и платежи по госдолгу отбирают ¾ налоговых
доходов.
Defence, interest payments consume over three-fourths of tax revenue
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
30th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572185/2-defence-interest-payments-consume-three-fourths-taxrevenue/

ISLAMABAD: Defence spending and interest payments on domestic and
foreign loans ate up Rs627.5 billion or more than three-fourths of the federal
government‘s tax revenues in the first quarter of this fiscal year, leaving very little
fiscal space for any other functions of the state.
However, the more worrying bit was that barring Federal Board of
Revenue‘s (FBR) tax revenue, the other two sources witnessed negative growth in
collection during July-September.
Debt servicing alone consumed Rs445.4 billion, which was 54% of the
Rs824.5 billion revenues of the federal government during July-September period,
according to the fiscal operations summary the finance ministry released on
Wednesday.
When food businesses eat up a chunk of tax revenue
Spending worth Rs445.4 billion was in addition to the repayment of
principal loans the government is retiring by taking more loans. For instance, the
federal government retired Rs142.2 billion in foreign loans by taking new loans
amounting to Rs150.1 billion.
The interest payments were up by 7.5% when compared with the debt
servicing cost in the same period of the previous fiscal year. An amount of Rs417.6
billion was spent on domestic debt servicing and another Rs27.8 billion on foreign
debt servicing in the first quarter.
For the current fiscal year 2017-18, the federal government has earmarked
Rs1.363 trillion for domestic and foreign debt servicing. The federal government
has already consumed one-third of it in the first quarter, suggesting that there could
be some slippages by the year end.
The central government‘s debt and liabilities increased to Rs21.4 trillion by
June this year, which were about 68% of the total national output and is considered
a dangerous level.
Defence spending in the first quarter stood at Rs181.9 billion, consuming
22% of the federal government‘s revenues.
Defence and debt servicing combined consumed 76% of the total revenues
in the first quarter.
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Federal development spending in the first quarter amounted to only Rs100.5
billion or one-tenth of the annual budget. This is Rs100 billion less than the limit
set for the first quarter by the National Economic Council. The federal
development spending should have been over Rs200 billion.
A significant chunk of the federal development spending has gone to
parliamentarian schemes.
Resultantly, the federal government‘s budget deficit widened to Rs488.4
billion or 1.4% of the GDP in the first quarter. Due to Rs51.5 billion cash surpluses
generated by the four provinces, the overall budget deficit stood at Rs440.8 billion
or 1.2% of the GDP in the first quarter, according to the fiscal operations summary.
The government‘s total tax revenues stood at Rs824.5 billion in the first
quarter – up by Rs138 billion or 20.1% over the same period of the previous fiscal
year. The entire increase came on account of FBR‘s tax collection that surged to
Rs764.8 billion in the first quarter.
Collection of other taxes stood at Rs60 billion in the first quarter – down by
2.5% over the same period of the previous fiscal year. Collection was about onefifth of the annual budgetary estimates.
Non-tax revenue collection stood at only Rs90 billion in the first quarter –
down by almost one-tenth. It was only 9% of the annual budgetary estimates of
Rs980 billion, suggesting that the government will not be able to achieve this
target, primarily because of non-disbursements of the Coalition Support Fund by
the United States.
The trend suggests that the annual budget deficit target of 4.1% of the GDP
or Rs1.480 trillion has already become unrealistic in the first quarter.
K-P tax collection misses target by 50% in FY17
The total federal government‘s expenditures during the first quarter stood at
Rs974.1 billion – up by Rs125 billion or 14.7%.
The pace of increase in spending was far higher than what the finance
ministry had assumed while making the fiscal year 2017-18 budget. The total
outlay of this fiscal year budget is only 4.3% higher than the previous year‘s
budget.
The current expenditures were 11.3% higher than the previous fiscal year,
standing at Rs851.8 billion in the first quarter of this fiscal year.
Исаак Дар о военных расходах
Ishaq Dar rules out fresh IMF bailout
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533154/ishaq-dar-rules-fresh-imf-bailout/

17,

2017.

Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Monday ducked questions on a speech of
Army chief General Qamar Bajwa that triggered a national debate but insisted that
Pakistan‘s economy was not performing as bad as others perceived.
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It was the finance minister‘s first press conference after his indictment in an
accountability court on corruption charges and the military‘s reservations over the
sky-high debt and an abysmal tax base.
The only indication about his future economic plan came when the minister
said that the government‘s focus will remain on further accelerating the economic
growth and it will strive hard to the achieve 6% growth target.
When asked why the army chief gave a public statement when Pakistan had
faced a similar situation in 2008 and 2013, Dar did not respond. While explaining
the reasons behind increase in debt, Dar said the share of defence budget and the
development budget increased in the total budget during the past four years while
interest payments remained constant at 32% of the total budget.
―The share of the military‘s budget in the total budget was 21% in 2017 – up
from 18% four years ago,‖ said the finance minister.
When he was asked whether the share of the military budget was 30%
after taking into account other hidden military expenses and shares in revenues,
Dar said that this was not the right time to respond to the question.
Dar sticks to old stance, rejects demand for rupee depreciation
Военные расходы Пакистана на 2017/18 г. - структура
Defence spending up by 9.5% to Rs920.1b
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420408/defence-spending-9-5-rs920-1b/

27,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Friday increased its spending on defence by
around 9.5 per cent for the coming fiscal year, as it sought to consolidate gains in
the anti-terror fight and counter external threats – mainly from India.
For FY2017-18, the government allocated Rs920.1 billion compared with
Rs841.4 billion spent by the armed forces during the outgoing fiscal year, showing
an increase of Rs79 billion.
Out of the whole defence budget, Pakistan Army gets 47 per cent, 20 per cent
goes to Pakistan Air Force and the Navy‘s share is around 10 per cent, said defence
ministry officials.
According to the budget document 2017-18, of the total Rs920.1 billion,
Rs322.1 billion have been allocated for employees-related expenses, Rs225.5
billion for operating expenses and Rs244 billion for local purchases and import of
arms and ammunition.
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However, the amount does not include Rs180 billion allocated for pensions of
the military personnel that would be given from the civilian budget and a separate
allocation for security-related expenses.
In addition, the military would also be given Rs180 billion under the
contingent liability and Rs86 billion out of Rs144 billion under the Coalition
Support Fund (CSF).
For the past five years, the country‘s defence spending has shown an average
increase of 11 per cent annually.
Dar unveils Budget 2017-18 with Rs4.75 trillion outlay
Defence spending has always been the subject of discussions with some,
seeking greater transparency and open debate about the military‘s budget.
Unlike previous years, the government now provides more details about the
defence budget. However, there has never been an open debate within parliament
on the subject.
Military officials defended the increase, insisting that the military‘s expenses
are lowest in the region given the volatile security environment.
The official explained that the army‘s share is less than 8 per cent of the total
national budget outlay. He also claimed that despite the war on terror, Pakistan‘s
defence budget actually declined in terms of expansion of the national budget.
A source said since 2001, India‘s defence budget increased from $11.8 billion
to $40.3 billion in 2017-18, making it one of the leading defence spenders in the
world.
Giving a comparison of various countries on defence spending per soldier per
annum, the source said: ―Pakistan spends $8,077 per soldier annually while India
allocates $17,554, Turkey ($31,184), Saudi Arabia ($269,060) and the US spends
$426,814 per soldier annually.
India, earlier this year, had increased its defence budget by over 6 per cent,
although its size is six times bigger than Pakistan‘s total defence outlay.
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Военный бюджет на 2017/18 г.
Defence budget set at Rs920.2bn for FY2017-18
Dawn. May 27, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335574/defence-budget-set-atrs9202bn-for-fy2017-18

Pakistan's defence expenditure in the next financial year will be around 7 per
cent higher than it was in the outgoing year to Rs920.2 billion, the government
announced in Friday's Budget 2017-18 speech.
The PML-N government's total budget outlay for 2017-18, possibly its last
year in power, was Rs4.75tr, out of which 19.36pc has been kept aside under the
Defence Affairs and Services head.

The operating expenses for the armed forces have been allocated Rs225.5bn,
while almost Rs322bn will be sent on salaries and renumeration. The armed forces
will get Rs244bn for 'physical assets' and Rs128.35bn for 'civil works'.
The government will separately pay nearly Rs180bn in pensions to retired
military officials and jawans. This does not count in the budget allocated to
defence services.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, who presented the budget in Parliament, also
announced a 10pc increase in the pay of all armed forced personnel as a 'special
allowance' in recognition for their sacrifices in the ongoing conflicts across the
country.
"I announce today that a 10pc will be given on the pay of all officers and
jawans as special allowance. This allowance will be in addition to the increase in
pay that will be announced," Dar said as he presented the Federal Budget 2017-18.
The Frontier Constabulary's jawans will also be given a fixed allowance of
Rs8,000 per month, the government said. The special allowance and the fixed
allowance are both separate from the defence budget.
The 'special allowance' was also topped up with a 10pc ad hoc increase in
salaries for army personnel, along with other government employees.
Dar additionally said during his budget speech said the National Security
Committee had recommended that 3pc of the provinces' Gross Divisible Pool
should also be allocated to defence expenditures; however, the provinces have yet
to get on board with this proposal.
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"Large operations like Zarb-i-Azb require vast sums. This is our national duty
against terrorism for which provision of resources is the responsibility of the entire
nation," Dar urged during his Friday budget speech.
The government will also be launching a new scheme through the Central
Directorate of National Savings (CDNS) for the welfare of families of martyrs.
Under this scheme, a guaranteed and enhanced profit will be given as a means
of support for martyrs' families.
Пакистан получит лишь 344 млн. долл. военной помощи от США, что на
190 млн. меньше, чем в 2016 г.
Trump administration proposes massive $190 million cut in aid to
Pakistan
The Times of India. 24.05.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/trumpadministration-proposes-massive-190-million-cut-in-aid-to-pakistan/articleshow/58819158.cms

•The Trump administration has proposed $344 million in aid to Pakistan.
•This is $190 million less aid as compared to the 2016 fiscal.
•After Afghanistan, Pakistan is the second largest aid recipient of US in South
Asia.
WASHINGTON: The Trump administration has proposed $344 million in
financial assistance to Pakistan+ including $100 million in foreign military
funding, a massive $190 million reduction in grant+ as compared to the 2016
fiscal.
"Pakistan plays a key role in US counter-terrorism strategy, the peace process
in Afghanistan, nuclear non-proliferation efforts, and stability and economic
integration in South and Central Asia. It is also a large and growing economy
offering profitability for US businesses," the State Department said in its annual
budget proposals sent to the US Congress.
In the maiden budget of the Trump administration, the State Department said
that it will maintain a robust diplomatic presence that will enable continued
bilateral cooperation on the many joint US-Pakistan interests, and bolster stability
in this strategically important country.
The State Department has proposed $344 million in financial assistance and
grant to Pakistan including $100 million in foreign military funding, which is used
for sale of military hardware.
Last year, the US assistance to Pakistan under the State Department budget
was $534 million, which included $225 million towards foreign military funding.
In all, the State Department has proposed a massive $190 million reduction in
its financial assistance to Pakistan as compared with the 2016 fiscal. The current
2017 fiscal would end on September 30 this year.
In addition to State Department's financial assistance, Pakistan also receives
reimbursement from the Pentagon every year for its expenses towards US
operations in Afghanistan.
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However, after Afghanistan, Pakistan continues to be the second largest aid
recipient of the US in South Asia.
For instance, the State Department has proposed a $200 million aid to support
its long-term stability and broader security and stability in the region.
Programs will strengthen trust in governance institutions, improve economic
growth, and promote sustained efforts against militant ideologies in areas most
vulnerable to extremism and extremist organisations, including the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, it said.
It will foster tolerance and peace-building to reduce the influence of violent
extremist groups, including the Taliban and ISIS, by creating partnerships between
the government and civil society groups, and improve the performance,
accountability, and transparency of government, it said.
The State Department has proposed $100 million to Pakistan under the
Overseas Contingency Operations, which it said will be used to advance US
national security interests in Pakistan by supporting Pakistan's capacity to improve
stability and security and fight terrorism, including through the elimination of safe
havens for terrorist and militant organisations.
The State Department has also proposed $25 million to build Pakistan's
capacity to combat violent extremism and transnational crime; secure its borders;
build the human and institutional capacity of civilian law enforcement; counter the
production and trafficking of illicit narcotics; and enhance the rule of law and
access to justice.
Specifically, assistance will provide training, equipment, targeted
infrastructure development, and other forms of assistance to build the capacity of
Pakistan's civilian law enforcement organisations to counter violent extremism,
improve law and order, and implement community policing best practises, it said.
Under a financial assistance of $0.8 million, the State Department proposes to
provide technical assistance to include Weapons of Mass Destruction and dual-use
commodity detection and identification equipment (and repairs) to improve
Pakistan's border security capabilities, specifically in its cross-border enforcement
cooperation with Afghanistan.
Шойгу рассказал о военных расходах США, России и Китая
«Риа Новости». https://news.mail.ru/politics/29848630/?frommail=1. 24.05.2017.

МОСКВА, 24 мая — РИА Новости. Расходы на военные нужды США в
11 раз превышают данные показатели в России, Китай тратит на свою армию
в три раза больше средств, чем РФ, заявил в среду министр обороны России
генерал армии Серей Шойгу.
«Наши расходы на оборону в 11 с лишним раз меньше, чем в
Соединенных Штатах. А по сравнению с Китаем составляют одну треть.
Содержание одного военнослужащего в Соединенных Штатах обходится в
510 тысяч долларов, в Великобритании — 377, в Китае — 170, а у нас — 54»,
— сказал Шойгу в ходе «правительственного часа» в Совете Федерации.
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При этом министр отметил, что за последний год при такой разнице в
финансировании Вооруженных сил России удалось добиться политического
паритета со странами блока НАТО.
Индия увеличила военные расходы по бюджету на 2017-18 г. на 10%
(до 2 740 млрд. рупий = 40.3 млрд. долл.).
India hikes defence budget by 10pc to INR 2.74 trillion
Daily Times. 2/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/02-Feb-17/india-hikes-defencebudget-by-10pc-to-inr-274-trillion

NEW DELHI: India on Wednesday announced a more than 10 percent
increase in the country's defence budget for the upcoming fiscal year, The Times of
India reported.
India's defence budget was increased to 2.74 trillion Indian rupees (INR) excluding pensions - compared to previous fiscal year's budget of INR 2.49tr.
The allocation is about 12.78pc of total government expenditure, which is
INR 21.47tr.
This is the second consecutive increase of over 10pc in the defence budget,
ToI said, adding that analysts said the increase would be necessary to deal with
inflation and the ongoing modernisation drive in military hardware.
However, without the pension component, the increase in the budget amounts
to approximately 5.8pc over the previous fiscal year. The portion of the budget
allocated for capital acquisition for the upcoming fiscal year is just over INR 0.86tr
as compared to the previous year's amount of INR 0.78tr. Approximately half the
funds were returned, according to the Economic Times, signifying some difficulty
in spending the allocated funds.
Addressing parliament, Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley called his fourth
budget one for the poor.
Yet, while vowing prudent fiscal management, he also raised his 2017-18
federal deficit target to 3.2pc of the gross domestic product (GDP) to cover his
spending promises.
India will also ramp up spending on rural areas, infrastructure and fighting
poverty, Jaitley said, as he unveiled the annual budget, adding the impact on
growth from the government's cash crackdown would wear off soon.
Jaitley called India "an engine of global growth" but highlighted risks to its
outlook from likely United States interest rate hikes, rising oil prices and signs that
globalisation is in retreat. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi's surprise decision
last November to scrap high-value banknotes worth 86pc of India's cash in
circulation has hit consumer demand, disrupted supply chains and hurt capital
investments. The worst of the cash crunch is now over, however, and Jaitley said
he expected it would not spill over into the fiscal year starting on April 1. A private
manufacturing survey on Wednesday showed business was slowly returning to
normal. Still, the Finance Ministry forecasts that growth could dip to as low as
6.5pc in the current fiscal year to March, before picking up slightly in the coming
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fiscal year to between 6.75 and 7.5pc. That is below the target rate of 8pc or more
that Modi needs to create enough jobs for the 1 million young Indians who enter
the workforce in India each month. Half of the population in the nation of 1.3
billion is below the age of 25.

ДОХОДЫ1
Отношение налогов к ВВП достигло 12.5%
Tax-to-GDP ratio stands at 12.5 percent in FY17
The News. 13.10.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/236472-Tax-to-GDP-ratiostands-at-125-percent-in-FY17

KARACHI: The country‘s tax-to-GDP ratio inched down to 12.5 percent in
the fiscal 2016/17 from 12.6 percent in the previous fiscal year, SBP said in its
annual report on Thursday.
The central bank, in state of the economy report, said the tax and
administrative reforms implemented during the last few years led to growth in tax
collection, which had consistently been higher than the nominal GDP growth.
―The reforms resulted in the tax-to-GDP ratio rising to 12.6 percent in
2015/16 from the low of 9.3 percent in 2010/11,‖ it added.
―This performance, however, could not be sustained in 2016/17.‖ The SBP,
however, said the ratio is still one of the lowest in the region except Bangladesh.
The central bank further said the tax-to-GDP ratio was even lower than the target
of 13.6 percent for FY17.
―Moreover, it fell far short of the 15 percent benchmark envisioned in the
National Finance Commission (NFC) award 2009,‖ it said. NFC award expected
both the federal and provincial governments to step up efforts to increase the taxto-GDP ratio to 15 percent by 2014/2015 with an emphasis that the provinces
initiate steps to mobilise effectively revenue through taxing agriculture and real
estate sectors. The ease in tax to GDP ratio warrants a deepening of structural
reforms, both by the federal and provincial governments.
―As the tax on agriculture and services sectors has become a provincial
matter following the 18th amendment, provincial governments need to bring the
largest contributions to GDP,‖ the central bank added. The SBP stressed need to
address the structural issues in the taxation system, such as narrow base and heavy
reliance on withholding taxes. The central bank said growth in revenue collection
by the Federal Board of Revenue fell to 8 percent in 2016/17 from 20 percent
achieved in the preceding fiscal year.
―The deceleration was broad-based, as growth in both direct and indirect tax
collection was much lower as compared to 2015/16,‖ it added. ―The focus of direct
taxes continues to remain narrow, largely relying on withholding tax from salaried
class and corporate sector, despite several rounds of reforms.‖ The situation
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becomes even more complicated when existing taxpayers have to share the
additional burden of foregone taxes due to tax incentives, it added.
Налоговые проблемы Пакистана
Pakistan's tax problems
Shahwar A Khan. The Nation. October 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/02-Oct2017/pakistanis-do-not-evade-tax

Tax is the most important source of government revenue. Revenues earned
by the federal government are then reallocated for federal government‘s and
provincial government‘s expenditures. One of the complexities of our economic
system is the ‗tax problem‘ that everyone keeps pointing out time and time again.
Revenue generation has always been a hardcore problem for Pakistan‘s economy
which is why our government turned towards Structural Adjustment Programme in
the first place. The problem lies with the tax base, that is considerably very narrow
as compared to other countries. The reasons behind the low tax base are large
number of exemptions given in sales taxes, excise duty, income tax and custom
duties and huge number of incidences of tax evasion.This leads to eventual
pitching of tax rates resulting in more opportunities and incidences of tax erosion
and even higher tax rates; making it a never ending vicious cycle. The overall level
of fiscal effort is low and tax-to-GDP ratio has always been nearly stagnant which
is why budget deficit has been high.
Repeated and frequent changes in tax legislation have also contributed
towards distorted tax system. Changes are done to provide protection or incentives
to certain groups and mafias. These policies have contributed towards narrowing
the tax base and lowering an overall tax effort. This makes one question the
general fairness and transparency of the system. Reports suggest that the main
problem with the tax system is the sustained inability to raise adequate revenue to
finance the public-sector budget. There is a structural fiscal gap equal to 5% of
GDP. The reason of a low tax base is preferential and discriminatory behavior
towards different sectors of economy that create many distortions within the
economy. Tax laws are such that the individuals with same income, businesses and
profits are treated very unequally. For instance, 1/5th of the GDP comes from
agriculture and a handsome amount of revenue could be generated by taxing the
income from this particular sector but, legally the tax base is not extended to tax
the income from agriculture. The shortfall in agriculture and services puts a burden
on industrial sector.
Extensive use of withholding taxes as opposed to being adjustable against
full liabilities has added to the arbitrariness of tax system. There is an evident
overdependence on indirect taxes which until recently accounted for a share in
revenues of over 80%. This has increased regressivity of the tax system. And
imposed an excess burden of taxation. The nature of taxation is regressive in
general, meaning a tax is imposed uniformly to everyone regardless of individual
income. Moreover, within indirect taxes, there is a domination of taxes on
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international trade which leads to an overall inefficiency and has distorted resource
allocation and encouraged illicit trade Another problem is the poor tax
administration of tax system. Reports suggest that people while filling their returns,
provide incomplete information and data and since our tax system uses orthodox
and primitive procedures to analyze the data, it makes it very complex to highlight
the offenders (tax evaders) The alleged reasons behind the lag are corruption and
institutional inefficiencies.
We have ruled out some of the problems with the tax system, narrow tax
base and tax evasion being the most serious concerns. Now, the question arises,
why do people evade tax? What could be the possible reasons apart from the fact
that people lack the sense of responsibility? Do we actually not pay taxes?
According to the stats, only 1.21 million citizens pay income tax making it less
than 1% of the total population. But according to state bank of Pakistan‘s annual
report, 57.5 million people are employed and obviously are earning some income
and thus 57.5 million people should be paying income tax one way or the other.
So, that rules out the figure of tax payers that keeps on floating here and there.
Moreover, Pakistan‘s total population is around 200 million. According to the
common notion, 29% of the population is paying the taxes. But according to
Economic survey of Pakistan. 61.4% population is of working age making 122
million people fall into the working population. The 57.5 million tax payers
constitute of 48% these working people.
Approximately 140 million mobile users pay more than 20% taxes on their
consumption. People use automobiles which use fossil fuels that are subject to
different taxes and consequently people end up paying them. These are the kind of
taxes that no one can evade. These taxes are most definitely paid out of personal
incomes. Do you still think we do not pay taxes? Do you still think we are not an
overtaxed nation?
Now we think that maybe, the problem lies with the imbalance between
government expenditure and government revenue. But that‘s not something only
Pakistan is facing. We are perhaps just poor at managing our resources.
Another question arises in our minds, what if we make the tax system
progressive instead of just leaving it regressive? Will that be of any help? I‘m
afraid, that might not be the case. Progressive taxation is the imposition of higher
taxes for the people with higher levels of incomes and vice versa. But did you
know, South Africa does have a progressive tax system yet it is revealed that south
Africa has the highest income inequality. It is not guaranteed that if today we
equalize expenditures and revenues, our budget deficit would not go high
tomorrow. If the revenues go up, what if expenditures go up too? In order to
correct the situation, progressive taxation is not the only thing we need. We must
make sure the inclusiveness of institutions like education, research and
development. These institutions are directly corelated with economic growth.
It should not be concluded that Pakistani do not evade tax. The reason why
people evade taxes primarily is absence of trust towards the administration. People
do not see their efforts being paid back. So, they don‘t find a point of making
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efforts at all. There is a lack of transparency and accountability within the system
that makes public question themselves whether their money is actually being used
for their benefit or is gone into satisfying someone else‘s vested interests.
Therefore, the inclusiveness of institutions, reforms in system, use of
modernized ways to analyze data, ensured trust, accountability and transparency
would be a good heads up towards the solution of the tax problem of Pakistan.
Исаак Дар крайне раздражен низким уровнем собираемости налогов
Dar annoyed over poor tax collection, seeks answers
Shahbaz Rana. The Express Tribune. 3.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1448313/darannoyed-poor-tax-collection-seeks-answers/

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar showed annoyance over the poor
performance after his team missed the annual collection target by about Rs250
billion. However, tax authorities have refused to take the full responsibility.
Dar called the taxmen in his office – situated in Q Block of Pak Secretariat –
to review the performance for fiscal year 2016-17 that ended on Friday. Special
Assistant to Prime Minister on Revenue Haroon Akhtar Khan and outgoing Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) Chairman Dr Mohammad Irshad attended the meeting
along with senior officials of the Ministry of Finance.
The FBR provisionally collected Rs3.352 trillion against the parliamentapproved tax collection target of Rs3.621 trillion. The figure is still expected to
improve by about Rs30 billion once final figures are available. Still, the FBR
would miss its annual target by Rs250 billion.
The finance ministry officials said that Dar grilled taxmen for their poor
performance, as he was expecting tax collection of at least Rs3.421 trillion. The
finance minister was informed that the final revenue figures were being compiled
and a final position would emerge in the next few days, according to an official
handout of the finance ministry. Dar instructed the FBR officials to expedite the
process and ensure that all the amounts deposited up to June 30, 2017 were duly
accounted for, it added.
However, during the meeting the top FBR hierarchy refused to take the full
responsibility, said the officials. They argued that ―liberal tax concessions‖ given
by the federal government after the announcement of the budget in June last year
severely dented tax collection.
The government changed the tax structure for fertiliser, textile and a couple of
other sectors after setting the Rs3.621 trillion tax collection target.
They said that the finance minister had high expectations from the FBR
despite tax concessions worth almost Rs200 billion. The finance minister was also
informed that the provinces did not pay due taxes particularly receipts from the
contractors.
On May 26, Dar had revised the FBR‘s tax collection target downward by
Rs100 billion to Rs3.521 trillion. But even this revised tax collection target was
missed by a wide margin.
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Another reason, which was not discussed in the meeting, was the race
between the Q Block and the FBR Headquarters to get advances from governmentowned corporations to meet their own targets. The Q Block was seeking advance
dividends to meet shortfall against its non-tax revenues. The FBR was pressurising
the same companies to pay them advance taxes, the officials said.
The Q Block won. Officials said that the Q Block managed to get an extra
Rs60 billion to Rs70 billion advance dividends from the government-owned
companies. This created cash flow problems for these companies, which could not
‗accommodate‘ FBR demands.
However, despite these issues the FBR cannot be fully absolved from its
responsibility. The tax authorities could not collect due taxes from the cigarette
manufacturing companies and took a hit of about Rs40 billion on its revenues.
Secondly, the FBR has serious capacity and reputation issues. The FBR team
was also not working as one unit and some of its members were taking directions
from outside FBR headquarters. The FBR‘s administration remained weak, as it
could not broaden the extremely narrow tax base.
The advance taxes taken in fiscal year 2015-16 also affected the FBR‘s
revenue collection.
The FBR never owned the tax collection target of Rs3.621 trillion. Same is
the case for this fiscal year tax target; for FY2017-18, the government has set a
collection target of Rs4.013 trillion, which is Rs125 billion higher than what the
FBR had proposed.
The finance ministry also did not clear the air about the appointment of the
new FBR chairman after a two-month extension in the service of Dr Irshad ended
on June 30. There were few people who did not contribute or let others to
contribute to their potential.
The finance minister has not yet announced a new chairman, although the
name of his close confidant Tariq Pasha is making the rounds. Pasha currently
wears three hats – Special Assistant to Finance Minister, Secretary Economic
Affairs Division and Secretary Statistics Division.
Published in The Express Tribune, July 2nd, 2017.

Пакистан теряет от недобора налогов ежегодно 3.2 трлн. долл.
Pakistan still sustains tax losses worth Rs3.2tr
Shahbaz Rana, Asad Saleem. The Express Tribune. June 29,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1445679/pakistan-still-sustains-tax-losses-worth-rs3-2tr/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: A recent World Bank report has suggested that Pakistan is
still sustaining tax losses worth Rs3.2 trillion every year due to weak
administration and non-compliant taxpayers, but these losses are slightly lower
than previous estimates, indicating the narrowing down of tax gap.
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Pakistan‘s tax capacity is estimated at 22.3% of gross domestic product
(GDP) – the total size of national economy, according to the report. At the current
market price, this translates into Rs7.2 trillion.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
However, the country‘s projected tax-to-GDP ratio is 12.5% or Rs3.9 trillion
for fiscal year 2016-17, ending this Friday. This implies a tax gap of 9.8% of GDP
or Rs3.2 trillion.
The size of tax gap is directly related to the extent of tax evasion in the
country.
The new estimated gap is lower than the previous projection when the tax-toGDP ratio was around 11.5%. However, the entire improvement came as a result
of new tax policy measures as the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) is still
struggling to improve its administration.
The World Bank prepared the brief report recently for the approval of a $5million project called ―Mobilise Domestic Revenues by Strengthening Tax
Systems as Development Tools and Building Tax Policy Analysis Capacity‖. The
money is being provided by the Department for International Development of the
United Kingdom in grant to Pakistan through the World Bank.
The bank said revenue mobilisation, from a very low baseline, had
substantially increased in the first year of a reform programme. The tax-to-GDP
ratio has steadily risen from the 2013-14 baseline of 10.5% to 12.4% in 2015-16.
―While this progress is encouraging, Pakistan‘s tax capacity is estimated at
22.3% of GDP,‖ it added.
Independent economists, however, believe that the tax capacity of 22.3% is
too high for a country like Pakistan. ―This estimate is absurd, if the government
tries to achieve this, it will kill the local industry,‖ said former finance minister Dr
Hafiz Pasha.
He said another study carried out in cooperation with Adam Smith
International put Pakistan‘s tax capacity at less than 17%. This means the tax gap
is 4.5% of GDP or Rs1.4 trillion.
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Revenue Haroon Akhtar Khan
expressed the hope last week that Pakistan would achieve 12.5% tax-to-GDP ratio
by the end of current fiscal year.
He emphasised that all the policy measures taken over the past four years did
not yield desired results. Major revenue flows came from higher rates for noncompliant people and withdrawal of tax concessions, said Khan.
It seems that the biggest problem is weak enforcement. In Pakistan, 4.2
million are registered National Tax Number (NTN) holders, but only 1.23 million
file tax returns. The FBR could not do anything about the 2.97 million people who
are not filing the returns. Similarly, against the 192,000 people registered with the
sales tax department, only 119,000 filed their returns.
The World Bank report underlined that in order to sustain gains of past years
and close the tax gap, longer-term improvements in tax administration were
required to meet the 14.5% tax-to-GDP ratio target by 2020.
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The World Bank‘s $5-million initiative is aimed at enhancing information
management systems, setting up a tax intelligence unit and a market monitoring
and intervention unit and preparing analytical reports on a regular basis for
decision-making.
Pakistan‘s economy is struggling to recover slowly from a low-investment,
low-growth trap. This has been caused by a weak external position and a
consistently weak fiscal position, stemming largely from poor revenue
mobilisation.
World Bank to finance solar power projects in Pakistan
The new programme has been based on lessons learnt from the 2005-11 Tax
Administrative Reform Project (Tarp), which is considered one of the most
unsuccessful World Bank-funded projects in Pakistan.
The bank said the success of Tarp was restricted by inadequate technical
assistance, a limited local presence and low prioritisation of tax policy reforms.
It added the new programme ―Multi-donor Trust Fund for Accelerating
Growth and Reforms‖ (TAGR) had provided on-demand technical assistance at the
federal and provincial levels, a significant local presence and availability of resultbased lending instruments.
The bank believes that a good analytical capacity will allow Pakistan establish
revenue targets in a better way, improved understanding of loopholes and tax fraud
patterns and better understanding of tax system complexities.
It said the existing FBR infrastructure purchased with the last Tarp project,
which was completed in 2010, was out-dated and unable to meet growing demand.
Despite the strategic importance of data and analysis, the FBR lacks both
modern data centres and the institutional set-up and capacities to convert data into
intelligence, according to the report.
As such, there is a critical need to modernise data centres and set up dedicated
research and analysis units for performing analytical studies on revenue
forecasting, compliance gaps, compliance and administrative costs and the impact
of tax policies.
Недобор налоговых средств вновь ударил по Программе развития
госсектора
PSDP: wastage of scarce funds
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336101/psdp-wastage-of-scarce-funds
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The axe fell on the development budget as usual. An estimated Rs100 billion
shortfall in collection compelled Finance Minister Ishaq Dar to bring down the
FBR revenue target for 2016-17 to Rs3.521 trillion from Rs3.621tr budgeted last
year in this season.
Straight forward, the Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) for the
outgoing year was cut by Rs85bn to Rs715bn from the original Rs800bn
announced with fanfare last year. No worries either, the finance minister increased
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the next year PSDP with a big bang — almost 40pc — to Rs1.001tr over expected
disbursements this year.
That has been the practice all along. Finance ministers have been pitching big
numbers for development only to be cut down significantly before the close of
books as cooked up optimistic revenue growth remains elusive except for few
exceptions.
It is a political nuisance to announce large numbers for the development
budget with schemes here and there for uplifting the standard of living only to
leave them unfinished half way through — the usual vicious cycle of cost over
runs, delayed benefits and so on. That is why even next year‘s development outlay
is suspect to actual delivery.
Interestingly, the revenue shortfall did not arise from the much-trumpeted oil
price related taxes which, in fact, exceeded budgeted targets as is evident from the
Rs80bn higher than targeted collection from indirect taxes — sales tax, federal
excise and customs.
An Rs35bn shortfall on other taxes like gas infrastructure development cess
was more than compensated by higher collections from natural gas development
surcharge and petroleum levy. This was despite the government‘s claims that it
was foregoing a part of oil taxes.
On the contrary, the big hit came from the most unsuspected sector — income
tax and mainly because of the government‘s decision to roll back reform measures
through amnesty schemes, including one for the real estate sector.
An almost Rs180bn shortfall came from direct taxes and most of it —
Rs175bn — from income tax alone. The government had targeted Rs1.539tr
income tax for the current year that has now been revised to Rs1.36tr.
The cut in development budget on the other hand was despite the fact the
foreign exchange component for development projects was much greater than
anticipated in the budget last year. The project loans and grants for the PSDP were
pitched at Rs229bn last year but actual inflows are now estimated at Rs262bn.
A major problem was set in at the beginning of the PSDP allocations. A flood
gate of half-cooked development projects was opened last year. It was inundated
with a whopping Rs1.626tr worth of un-approved schemes and those without
mandatory PC-1 papers. This forced the planning commission down the road to reappropriate funds for 213 projects during the outgoing fiscal year.
Finance ministers have been pitching big numbers for development only to be
cut down significantly before the close of books as extreme revenue growth
remains elusive except for few exceptions
On the positive side, it helped the speedy completion of 101 projects but also
led to overspending in areas where a major part of the funds were lost to
extravagance.
For example, the National Highway Authority and power sector have been
given Rs22bn and Rs4bn higher than originally committed. At the same time
disbursements for political schemes have been increased to Rs42.5bn instead of the
budgeted Rs20bn.
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Another major diversion was affected due to relief and rehabilitation of
internally displaced people from tribal region and security enhancement. Against a
block allocation of Rs100bn, only Rs14bn were spent on security enhancement in
tribal regions.
Also, Railways was given Rs56bn during the outgoing year against its
allocation of Rs41bn.
This was mainly because of start-up problems with tens of hundreds of
development projects that were made part of the current year‘s public sector
development programme (PSDP 2016-17) and could not take off.
This is despite claims by the Minister for Planning and Development, Ahsan
Iqbal, that the PML-N government had done away with the practice of allowing
unapproved projects entry into the PSDP with token allocations to avoid wastage
of resources because of cost escalations and delays.
―The PSDP 2016-17 included 225 un-approved projects worth Rs1.626tr
having an allocation of Rs93bn for 2016-17‖, according to a planning commission
note to the National Economic Council.
The commission claimed it went behind the line ministries and executing
agencies throughout the year requesting them to speed up submission of project
documents and get them approved but in vain.
―Despite these efforts, 77 projects of 19 ministries (out of a total of 35
ministries) were still unapproved as of May 10‖, the planning commission
complained. There is no apparent accountability so far on this count.
The planning commission authorised re-appropriation of Rs53.4bn from 213
slow moving projects to 101 fast track projects. Through these re-appropriations
and adjustments in the PSDP, the planning commission expected the completion of
145 projects by June this year, having a total cost of Rs68bn.
This was despite the fact that the commission had decided last year not to
encourage new projects except those falling strictly within development agenda
under Vision 2025 and projects initiated before 2010 having throw-forward of
Rs15 million were deleted.
The NEC had accorded the highest priority to the energy sector last year with
an allocation of Rs405bn including Rs250bn self-financing by generation
companies and National Transmission and Dispatch Company (NTDC).
The transport and communication sectors were the second greatest priority
with allocation of Rs240bn, followed by health and population of Rs36bn, Water
sector Rs30bn and Education and Training Rs30bn.
For next year again, the allocation to NHA for road development has been
jacked up by almost Rs110bn to Rs320bn while allocations for power sector have
been reduced more than half to Rs61bn from Rs134bn this year.
For political reasons, special allocations worth Rs12.5bn each have been
made for Clean Drinking Water for All and Energy for All. The track record of
spending on water schemes is extremely poor because no arrangement is made for
replacement of filters on a continuous basis that go to waste after first 3-6 months.
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A special allocation of Rs40bn is also made for next year on special federal
development programme and Rs30bn for small schemes like sewerage and
construction of streets etc ahead of elections.
Бюджет 2017/18 г. Банкиры резко возражают против сохранения
суперналога (4%) на банки, считают это шоком.
Banks react to the budget
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336107/banks-react-to-the-budget
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The federal budget proposal and spike in development spending for the next
fiscal year have promising elements for banks and other financial companies.
But bankers term the continuation of the 4pc super-tax for banks as
‗shocking‘. Since the super-tax is lower at 3pc for non-banking companies and
individuals, banks feel all the more irritated. ―Even if this tax had to be extended,
banks should have been treated at par with others,‖ says the head of a local bank.
Two years ago, a 3pc super-tax was levied on rich individuals, associations of
persons and companies earning Rs500 million plus. For banks the rate was fixed at
4pc. Despite repeated pleas by banks, the super-tax was not withdrawn.
The government has lived up to its old promise of lowering corporate income
tax by one percentage point each year and fixed it at 30pc for the next year. Banks
welcome this move. ―But we‘ll seek the prime minister‘s intervention for ending
discrepancy in the super-tax regime,‖ an official of the Pakistan Banks Association
(PBA) told this writer.
Bankers, however, admit that the budget is growth-propelling and could
create more business opportunities for banks.
―Such measures like introduction of a massive annual PSDP (of Rs1.001
trillion), tax relief and incentives to agriculture, SMEs, IT and telecom sectors,
along with budgetary schemes for promotion of credit disbursement to agriculture
and SMEs give us hope. Banks lending is going to soar. Banks are going to get
more business.‖
During the current fiscal year, banks have so far (up to May 12) lent Rs519bn
to the private sector, up 79pc compared to Rs290bn lending a year-ago. And,
banks‘ lending to public sector enterprises (PSEs) have also shot up to Rs252bn
from a little below Rs45bn, latest official stats reveal.
―In the next year, private sector lending of banks should rise further if the
economic agenda set out in the budget is pursued vigorously,‖ opines a senior
executive of the state-run National Bank of Pakistan.
Bankers term the continuation of the 4pc super-tax for banks as shocking.
They, however, admit that the budget could create more business opportunities for
them
For FY18, the government has set Rs390bn target for its borrowings from the
banking system, lower than Rs453bn for the current year.
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Bankers say even if the government sticks to the target, the traditional
practice of exceeding the borrowing target in most of the year and bringing it back
to the targeted level by the end of the year would give banks enough room to gain
huge profits on investment in zero-risk debt instruments.
―If real GDP grows 6pc, investment to GDP ratio moves up to 17pc (from
15.8pc) and the Rs1tr PSDP is executed as per plan; the banking business will get a
real boost. Deposits will grow substantially, lending to private sector and PSEs will
soar.
―Banks will also see growth in our non-interest income activities like
investment advisory, technical consultation fees and charges on a money transfers
and utility bills collection etc.‖
Besides, the setting of Rs1.001tr agricultural credit disbursement target
(exactly equal to the PSDP), up from this year‘s Rs700bn, also promises big
business for banks. A high-powered committee comprising SBP officials, bankers
and representatives of the farming community, is already busy finalising a plan to
give banks district-wise targets in agricultural credit distribution.
Above all, the Rs3.5bn risk mitigation facility for SMEs to be created at the
SBP and the setting up of an Innovation Challenge Fund of Rs500m, also for
SMEs, would boost the demand for SME credit and enable banks to meet the bulk
of this demand, bankers say.
Bankers appreciate the budgetary announcement on exemption from
withholding tax on cash withdrawals by branchless banking agents and
establishment of Rs200m e-gateway system at the SBP.
They hope that these measures would create more banking business in the
area of domestic trade, payments system and disbursements under social sector
programmes. The fact that a huge amount of Rs121bn has been earmarked for
financial assistance under the Benazir Income Support Fund and the government
has promised Rs50,000 small loans for poor farmers will also create more banking
activity.
The creation of Rs8bn fund at the SBP for giving small loans to low-income
individuals through microfinance banks will also give these banks a chance to
reach out to new borrowers.
―Once we interact with new borrowers, even for a specific purpose, we can
always find additional lending opportunities in the future,‖ opines an official of
Telenor Microfinance Bank.
The risk sharing guarantee scheme announced in the budget for promoting
housing loans is also expected to remove a key impediment to growth in such
loans. Under this scheme, the government will provide 40pc credit guarantee to
banks and development finance institutions (DFIs) for home financing up to Rs1m.
The budget has set aside Rs6bn for this purpose.
Besides, the proposed establishment of the Pakistan Infrastructure Bank, with
active support of the IFC, will helps banks and DFIs come up with innovative
project financing tools and thus lead to greater infrastructure financing by banks
and financial institutions.
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Enhancement of tax exemption limit for exemption from withholding tax on
premium (from Rs200,000 to Rs300,000) is expected to give relief to insurance
companies from collection of premiums from non-tax filers.
And, the budgetary announcement of providing ‗tax neutrality‘ to all Islamic
modes of financing will help Islamic banks and Islamic banking branches lend
more to the private sector, bankers say.
Lending to the private sector by Islamic banks and Islamic banking branches
of conventional banks constitute roughly 40pc of the total private sector lending of
banks.
Новые налоговые меры
Rs120b worth of new tax measures
The
Express
Tribune.
Shahbaz
Rana.
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420402/rs120b-worth-new-tax-measures/
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ISLAMABAD: In the last budget of its tenure, the PML-N government has
once again proposed Rs120 billion worth of new tax measures in a desperate
attempt to broaden income tax base and curb import of goods, taking the total
volume of new taxes imposed in five years to more than Rs1.3 trillion.
The tax proposals would result in a surge in prices of goods besides squeezing
people‘s incomes by compelling them to join the tax net.
It proposed to change the structure of Capital Gains Tax on stock market to a
single-tier by abolishing the condition of holding period. This will significantly
increase tax liabilities.
The construction industry‘s cost will significantly go up because of new taxes
on cement and steel.
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The government has set a tax collection target of Rs4.013 trillion for the
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) for the new fiscal year 2017-18. This will be
Rs492 billion or 14 per cent higher than the downward revised target of Rs3.521
trillion for the outgoing fiscal year.
―It will be an exaggeration if I say that it is a non-tax budget, but we have
levied minimum possible taxes,‖ said Chairman FBR Dr Mohammad Irshad after
the announcement of the budget.
‗Historic‘ Rs1.001 trillion allocated for development budget
New tax measures are equal to 0.33 per cent of the total projected size of the
national economy for fiscal year 2017-18, with the government hoping to increase
the tax-to-Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ratio to 11.2 per cent, keeping it at the
outgoing year‘s level.
The government has proposed Rs52.6 billion worth of sales tax and federal
excise duty measures, Rs47.4 billion income tax measures and Rs20 billion
customs duties. Over 60 per cent of the proposed measures are indirect taxes —
sales tax and customs duties.
However, Dr Irshad said that the FBR also proposed relief on various taxes
that will cost the government Rs32.5 billion, effectively reducing the net impact of
new measures to Rs87.5 billion.
The chairman FBR said that as a principle, the income tax rates for non-filers
have further been increased by 50 per cent.
Dr Irshad said that non-essential imported goods have also been targeted and
the government has proposed five to 15 per cent increase in regulatory duties on
565 imported items, including food items, chocolates, clothes, shoes, cosmetics,
tiles and electronic goods.
Income Tax
The standard corporate income tax rate, excluding for banks, has been
reduced to 30 per cent from 31 per cent.
The additional four per cent super tax on all banks and three per cent on other
companies and individuals having an annual income of over Rs500 million for
raising money for TDPs would continue for another year, said the finance minister.
The government has proposed to increase the dividend income rates from 10
to 12.5 per cent and for those who are already paying 12.5 per cent, the rates are
proposed to be increased to 15 per cent. The rates on profit on debt have also been
phenomenally increased.
For up to Rs5 million interest income, the new rate is 10 per cent, for Rs25
million income the new rate is 12.5 per cent and for those having more than Rs25
million interest income, the proposed rates are 15 per cent.
The government has also proposed to end three-tier CGT slab rates and
proposed fixed 15 per cent CGT rate for filers and 20 per cent for non-filers.
The FBR has proposed to withdraw 30 per cent tax credit available to all
manufacturers who make 90 per cent of their sales to sales tax registered persons,
citing misuse.
Govt promises more relief for exporters in budget
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In yet another major change for the corporate sector, the government has
proposed to withdraw tax exemption on undistributed reserves if the lesser of at
least 40 per cent of the after-tax profit or 50 per cent of the paid-up capital is
distributed as dividend. Now, if companies do not distribute dividends, they will
have to pay income tax on undistributed reserves.
The special income tax regime for builders and developers has been proposed
to be withdrawn. The minimum income tax rate has been proposed to be increased
to 1.25 per cent on companies declaring losses. The withholding tax collected from
urea manufacturers on imports will no longer be returned to manufacturers.
The government slapped five per cent withholding tax on the value of
tobacco. Advance tax on manufacturers of batteries has been imposed. The
advance tax on stock exchange brokers has been made as their final liability.
The government has doubled the withholding tax rates on the sale of
electronic goods to one per cent in addition to levying one per cent withholding tax
on all sales made by non-filers.
Withholding tax has been imposed on those who lease vehicles from Islamic
mode of banking.
Income tax rates for non-filers have been increased on payments for sales of
goods, services and contracts, payments to non-residents doing business in CNG,
petrol pumps and rental income.
Income Tax relief measures
The withholding tax rates for mobile phone subscribers have been reduced
from 14 per cent to 12.5 per cent. To encourage software development, the
government has proposed three-year income tax exemption for tech start-ups.
In order to encourage compliant taxpayers, withholding tax on registration of
motor vehicles is proposed to be reduced from Rs10,000 to Rs7,500 for engine
capacity up to 850cc, from Rs20,000 to Rs15,000 for 851 to 1,000cc and from
Rs30,000 to Rs25,000 for engine capacity between 1001 to 1,300cc. The rates for
non-filers will remain unchanged.
In an important relief measure for pharmaceutical sector, the government
allowed the pharmaceutical companies to claim advertisement expenses up to 10
per cent of their total turnover, twice the existing limit.
The withholding tax rates on companies doing business in fast moving
consumer goods has been reduced from three to two per cent and to 2.5 per cent for
others.
In a bid to encourage listing, the government has extended tax credit on stock
market listing to four-years-up from 2 years.
Sales Tex and Federal Excise Duty
The government increased the sales tax rates on mobile phones at Rs650 per
set by merging the three existing rates of Rs300, Rs1,000 and Rs1,500. It has
proposed to increase the federal excise duty on cement from Rs1 per kilogramme
to Rs1.25 per kilogramme.
The government has proposed three-tier prices for cigarettes. On Rs4,500 per
thousand cigarettes, the new tax rates are Rs3,740. On cigarettes of Rs2,925 to
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Rs4,500 per thousands, the new rate is Rs1,675 and for the third and new tier of
below Rs2,925 per thousand cigarettes, the rates are Rs800 which will make it
cheaper.
The government has increased the sales tax rate for steel sector from Rs9 to
Rs10.50 per unit for steel melters and re-rollers.
The government has increased the sales tax rates on domestic sales of textile,
leather, carpet, sports goods and surgical goods from five to six per cent. Similarly,
on imported clothes and fabrics, six per cent sales tax rate has been imposed for the
first time.
Sales Tax relief measures
The sales tax on DAP fertilizer has been fixed at Rs100 per bag, down from
Rs400. The sales tax on poultry machinery from 17 to seven per cent. The federal
excise duty on telecom services has been reduced from 18.5 to 17 per cent. The
sales tax rates on imported sunflower and canola hybrid seeds have been removed.
Up to five-year-old harvesters have been exempted from sales tax. The 2% extra
tax on lubricating oil supplied by oil marketing companies has been withdrawn.
Gifts and donations received from foreign governments or organisations by
federal and provincial governments have been exempted.
Islamabad police thrash farmers demanding relief in budget
The government has disallowed input sales tax adjustment of Rs425 per
metric tons on supply of locally-produced coal.
CUSTOMS DUTY
The government has slapped five per cent regulatory duty on import of
synthetic filament yarn in addition to already 11 per cent customs duty. It also
increased customs duty rates on aluminium beverage cans from 11 to 20 per cent.
It has imposed 5 per cent regulatory duty on finished metallic yarn but
reduced the customs duty rates on uncoated polyester film and aluminium wire to
11 per cent from 20 per cent. It also slapped two per cent regulatory duty on import
of PVC Resin in addition to existing 11 per cent customs duty. Five per cent
regulatory duty has been imposed on float glass and mirrors in addition to existing
20 per cent customs duties.
It imposed 10 per cent regulatory duty on import of sacks and bags in addition
to existing up to 16 per cent customs duty. It also increased customs duty rates on
bituminous coal from three to five per cent, except for coal being used in power
projects. On non-composite solvent oil, customs duty rates have been increased to
16 per cent.
Besides, five to 15 per cent regulatory duty has been imposed on 565 items.
Customs duties on betel nuts and leaves have been increased from 10 to 25
per cent in addition to Rs200 per kilogramme regulatory duty.
Отношение «налоги-ВВП» лишь 10.7%
Pakistan economy grows at 5.3 percent – highest rate in decade
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Daily Times. 25-May-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/25-May-17/pakistan-economygrows-at-53-percent-highest-rate-in-decade

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan's economy expanded almost 5.3 percent in the last
fiscal year, the country's finance minister said Thursday, as gross domestic product
crossed $300 billion for the first time.
The growth rate, the highest in a decade, comes amid a construction boom
linked to a $50-billion Chinese investment plan to upgrade transport and power
infrastructure, and as the country's overall security situation has improved.
But a report unveiled by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar also noted that headline
inflation was up 4.1 percent compared to 2.8 percent in the previous financial year,
while the tax-to-GDP ratio – a key indicator of self-sufficiency – remains a
relatively low at 10.7 percent.
"We are now targeting six percent growth for next year," he said.
Dar added the per capita income grew by 6.4 percent in the financial year
2017 to $1,628.80 as compared to 1.1 percent last year.
Confidence in Pakistan is growing, with the International Monetary Fund
saying in October that the country had emerged from crisis and stabilised its
economy after completing a bailout programme.
Pakistan's credit rating has also improved, though foreign investment remains
poor compared to its South Asian neighbours.
Economists believe the country will need to register sustained growth of six to
eight percent over several years to make a significant dent in poverty and provide
enough jobs for its youth.
Бюджет 2017-18 г. налогообложение
Budget 2017-18: draft taxation proposals
MUBARAK ZEB KHAN. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 8th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1331735/budget-2017-18-draft-taxation-proposals
Draft taxation proposals for the 2017-18 budget stipulating an increase of
Rs500bn, or 15pc by jacking the IMF‘s proposed total revenue target to
Rs4,007bn, from the current fiscal year‘s revised estimate of Rs3,500bn, have been
scaled down. However, the FBR is not ambitious.
The FBR has worked out a final tax target of Rs3,887bn, seen as more
realistically achievable —an increase of 11pc from the current fiscal year‘s revised
target. ―We want to set a modest tax collection target‖, an FBR official said.
The additional revenue will be collected by raising the rates of indirect and
direct taxes coupled with administrative measures to plug loopholes.
The taxation proposals follow consultation meetings with IMF officials last
months in Dubai under Article-IV.
The Fund believes the proposed tax collection for the next fiscal year
could be achieved, without any extra effort, through tax buoyancy
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A senior FBR official said the proposed tax proposals were drawn in line with
the IMF‘s recommendations, while keeping the impending general elections in
mind. While the IMF‘s advice is no longer binding, but if Pakistan wants to avail
more loans from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, it will not be
able to do so without winning a Letter of Support from the IMF.
The IMF has asked Pakistan to impose Rs180bn worth of new taxes in the
budget. The Fund believes the proposed tax collection for the next fiscal year could
be achieved, without any extra effort, through tax buoyancy.
The official said Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will finalise the proposed tax
proposals after his return from abroad.
Official data shows additional taxes worth Rs1.2 trillion have been imposed in
the last four budgets under the IMF programme. Most of these taxes were
regressive in nature and implemented through withholding tax provisions.
A senior tax official, who is a part of the tax exercise, said that the FBR‘s
draft budgetary proposals were shared with the finance ministry and the IMF.
Increasing the rate of 56 withholding taxes (WHTs) for income tax return nonfilers by 100pc, in the next fiscal year, has been proposed.
The scope of these taxes will be extended to a maximum number of sectors
that were not covered previously. It is expected that the increase in the incidence of
taxation will compel people to file tax returns and come under the tax net to avoid
higher rates meant for non-filers.
The PML-N government has imposed 20 new WHTs since June 2013, while
increasing the rates for non-filers to improve tax compliance. The number of WHT
categories has risen to 56 from 36 since June 2013. As a result, the share of WHT
shot up to 68pc of the total direct tax collection in the first eight months of the
current fiscal year.
The withholding tax, introduced in the 1990s, has become an easy tool for tax
collection and is gradually making the income tax department irrelevant.
The government is also considering an increase in the WHT rates on
properties. In the next budget, more imports will be brought under this regime. In
the banking sector, the tax rate is proposed to be increased to 0.6pc on transactions
exceeding Rs50,000 a day. Currently, it is 0.4pc.
The changes in the rate of super tax will be made by the finance minister in
order to create difference between filers and non-filers.
Similarly, the government will revise rates on petroleum and other products.
In the next budget, the government will also consider proposals from the Tax
Reform Commission for changes in tax laws and procedures. A proposal on the
table is to forbid all businesses from using cash to settle any transactions larger
than Rs50,000.
Prize bonds may also be bought under the tax net. A new law is being
suggested that makes transactions related to property and vehicles be carried out
only through cheques.
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No doubt all these measures will help the FBR to improve revenue collection,
but the tax system will still be facing the twin problems of low tax compliance and
greater reliance on indirect taxes, especially withholding taxes.
Соотношение налогов к ВВП достигло 12%
Pakistan's net public debt crosses Rs18 trillion mark
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn February 6th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313037/pakistansnet-public-debt-crosses-rs18-trillion-mark

ISLAMABAD: For example, the national economy continued to maintain a
growth momentum above four per cent for real gross domestic product (GDP) for
three years in a row, reaching a growth rate of 4.71pc in 2015-16, the highest in
eight years.
The government also claimed to have successfully brought down the fiscal
deficit from 8.2pc of the GDP in 2012-13 to 4.6pc in 2015-16, with a target to
further curtail the budget deficit at 3.8pc of GDP at the end of the current fiscal
year, and restrict it to 3.5pc by FY 2018-19.
Moreover, the ministry claimed that despite repayments by the present
government of foreign loans worth over $12bn that were obtained by the previous
governments, foreign exchange reserves currently stood at over $23bn, up from the
$11bn mark at the end of June 2013.
It also claimed to have reduced tax exemptions, leading the tax-to-GDP ratio
to increase from 9.8pc in 2012-13 to 12.4pc of the GDP in 2015-16, while public
sector investments increased from Rs348bn in 2013 to Rs800bn this year.
Министр финансов Исаак Дар предлагает налоговую амнистию
Dar hints at offering general tax amnesty
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1285881/dar-hints-offering-general-tax-amnesty/

6th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The government has dropped a broad hint that it is
contemplating a tax amnesty scheme for ―those who wanted to come into the tax
net‖, as Finance Minister Ishaq Dar put it on Thursday.
―Some way out can be provided to those who want to come into the tax net,‖
Dar said in a veiled reference to a general tax amnesty scheme while speaking at a
ceremony held in the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) headquarters to select cases
for tax audit for the year 2015 through parametric selection.
NA clears tax amnesty for realty sector
As many as 93,277 cases were picked for audit and an overwhelming majority
of those were in the category of non-corporate income taxpayers.
This is the first time that a senior government functionary has dropped a hint
for a tax amnesty scheme, which will be the fourth by the present political
dispensation.
According to a report, the government is working on a general tax amnesty
scheme to attract money stashed in Pakistan and abroad by its citizens after
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increasing requirements of disclosures in offshore havens have made it difficult to
retain untaxed and hidden assets abroad.
Many countries, including most tax havens, have started adopting principles
of transparency and will soon start sharing information under various conventions
of the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). This will
increasingly make it difficult to hide untaxed assets abroad.
If the government approves the scheme, the people whose names have
appeared in the Panama and Bahamas leaks will be the main beneficiaries — in
addition to those who will be affected by the UAE‘s decision to adopt global
transparency standards.
Dar said the present government has tried to strengthen the laws to discourage
tax evasion. He said the government had proposed to setup a Global Registry of the
companies having offshore assets through Companies Ordinance, which the Senate
has already repealed.
Real estate set to win biggest tax amnesty
―The SECP [Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan] issued notices
to 42,000 companies related to global asset registry after promulgation of
Companies‘ Ordinance,‖ Dar said, adding that Pakistan‘s OECD membership
would strengthen anti tax evasion efforts.
The FBR selected 7.5% cases for holding audit out of total received returns
under Universal Self Assessment Scheme (USAS) for the tax year 2015.
Out of total 93,277 cases, the FBR selected 2,173 corporate income tax cases,
82,090 cases of non-corporate sector of income tax, 987 cases from Sales Tax
(corporate), 7,976 from Sales Tax (non-corporate), 30 cases from Federal Excise
Duty (corporate) and 21 cases from FED (non corporate).
Dar said all those who are honest should not worry about the audit, if their
names are included in the list of selected audit cases. He said he had faced such
things in life but came out with clean hands.
The minister said there was a need to set examples for promoting tax
compliance in the country.
―I was the one who presented summaries before the cabinet for signing
OECD‘s agreement on anti tax evasion for exchange of information and for
initiating agreement with Swiss authorities on bilateral level,‖ he said.
He said the PML-N government refused to grant extra ordinary concessions to
Swiss authorities during negotiations. ―The Swiss authorities had demanded
reduction in taxes and MFN [Most Favoured Nation] status in their favour but the
government did not compromise,‖ he added.
NA panel approves tax amnesty for realty sector
Special Assistant to PM on Revenues Haroon Akhtar Khan said in past the
audit processes were challenged in the courts and after that they decided to hold
parameters and risk based audit after getting guidelines from the judiciary.
―We have excluded 65% returns from the audit as only those sectors were
included which possessed high risks,‖ Khan added.
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ПРЯМЫЕ НАЛОГИ1
40% компаний не платят корпоративный налог
Over 40% of companies did not pay any tax in 2016
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1562414/2-40-companies-not-pay-tax-2016/

19th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Four out of every 10 companies and business entities that
filed income tax returns did not pay any tax in tax year 2016 while Pakistan‘s top
50 companies contributed nearly half of the taxes collected from the corporate
sector, according to the Tax Directory 2016.
The high ratio of companies and the Association of Persons (AOPs) that did
not contribute any tax points to the weak enforcement of tax laws by the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR). These companies were in addition to those that did not
even file income tax returns but were still doing their business.
Companies and partnerships numbering 79,700 filed income tax returns for
tax year 2016. Of these, about 31,364 were companies and over 48,000 were
partnership concerns.
FBR raids NTS offices, confiscates records
Owing to complex tax laws, heavy cost of compliance and high rates of
corporate tax compared with other countries, entrepreneurs are discouraged from
establishing big companies.
Roughly 33,000 or 41.3% of the companies that filed tax returns did not pay
any kind of income tax, according to the Tax Directory 2016. This is surprising as
even those companies that show losses have to pay minimum 1% tax provided
their annual turnover is Rs10 million or more.
Weak enforcement of tax laws remains one of the biggest concerns as tax
authorities are not able to nail down those that are doing business and have to seek
tax registration to do business.
Although thousands of companies did not file income tax returns in 2016,
they submitted mandatory returns with the Securities and Exchange Commission
of Pakistan due to stringent enforcement of laws.
―The FBR‘s enforcement function at the field level needs to expand
manifold and it must regain the trust and confidence of taxpayers which it has
nearly lost,‖ said the Tax Reforms Commission‘s report of 2016.

Companies paid Rs430 billion in income tax while AOPs contributed Rs54
billion in tax year 2016.
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Pakistan‘s top 50 companies paid Rs202 billion or nearly 48% of total taxes
paid by the companies. The contribution of top 10 companies came in at Rs102.5
billion or roughly one-fourth of the taxes paid by the corporate sector.
Among the top 10 companies, five were commercial banks, three were oil
firms and one each was from the fertiliser and aviation sectors.
NAB launches NTS audit
Habib Bank Limited was the largest corporate sector taxpayer that paid
Rs16.47 billion in tax year 2016 followed by MCB Bank that paid Rs16.16 billion.
United Bank Limited paid Rs15.3 billion in income tax.
Pak-Arab Refinery Limited paid Rs10.36 billion followed by Allied Bank
that paid Rs8.9 billion. Pakistan State Oil paid Rs8.2 billion, Government Holdings
Private Limited about Rs8 billion, National Bank of Pakistan Rs7.1 billion, Fauji
Fertilizer Company Rs6.5 billion and Civil Aviation Authority Rs5.74 billion.
There were only 66 companies that paid more than Rs1 billion in income tax
in 2016. Total contribution of these companies was calculated at Rs219 billion or
51% of the taxes paid by the corporate sector.
Another 460 companies and business concerns paid income tax in the range
of Rs100 million to Rs1 billion. As many as 389 business enterprises paid income
tax ranging between Rs50 million and Rs100 million.
There were 764 companies and AOPs that paid income tax in the range of
Rs25 million to Rs50 million and another 1,580 companies paid up to Rs25 million
in income tax.
About 9,200 or 11% of companies and AOPs paid income tax up to Rs5
million whereas less than 2,000 companies and AOPs paid up to Rs10 million.
Over 11,000 business enterprises or roughly 14% of the return filers paid
income tax up to Rs500,000 and another 9,400 companies and AOPs paid only up
to Rs100,000.
Лишь 6% платят подавляющую часть прямых налогов
Only 6% of return filers pay most of direct taxes
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1561473/2-6-return-filers-pay-direct-taxes/

18,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: About 65,000 Pakistanis, constituting hardly 6% of the
income tax return filers in tax year 2016, paid 79% of direct taxes, exposing the
shallowness of an already narrow tax base, according to statistics of the tax
directory.
Contrary to a mushroom growth in posh housing societies and luxury cars on
roads, only 2,455 Pakistanis paid more than Rs10 million in income tax in 2016,
according to an analysis of the Tax Directory 2016.
These 2,455 citizens paid Rs59.4 billion or 28% of total direct taxes in 2016.
They constituted just 0.22% of the people who filed income tax returns in tax year
2016. Average per person contribution among the 2,455 individuals was Rs24.2
million.
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The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) had collected Rs210 billion in income
tax in fiscal year 2015-16, which is the tax year 2016. About 65,000 Pakistanis
paid 79% or Rs166 billion in income tax in that year.
Number of income tax return filers drops to less than half
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had unveiled the directory in August this year.
Pakistan‘s narrow income tax base has remained a big issue for decades and
successive governments have failed to improve the situation. The FBR‘s tax-togross domestic product ratio was 10.7% in 2015-16 which further slipped to 10.6%
in the last fiscal year.
In tax year 2016, 1.136 million individuals filed income tax returns and
average per person contribution came in at Rs184,715.
Majority of the high net worth individuals remain outside the tax net despite
the FBR having complete database of their lavish lifestyle. Under the law, every
citizen earning more than Rs400,000 annually is bound to file income tax returns.
The 2016 tax year results are disappointing, putting a question mark over the
20,000-strong FBR force including over 16,000 under the Inland Revenue Service
whose only task is to collect income tax.
The tax base remains narrow, though the government is punishing non-filers
of income tax returns by charging significantly higher withholding tax from them
compared with the filers.

In budget 2016-17, the federal government has proposed to impose restrictions on big businesses, limiting
their relief in taxation on inter-corporate dividend income.

These startling figures would bring the FBR management under more stress,
particularly after Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi took notice of corrupt
practices in the tax machinery. He directed FBR Chairman Tariq Pasha to prepare
and submit a report on corrupt officials having ―embarrassingly compromised
reputations‖ by November 28.
The maximum contribution was made by the people who paid income tax in
the range of Rs1 million to Rs10 million. These 33,290 individuals paid roughly
Rs87 billion or over 41% of total direct taxes. Average per person contribution
came in at Rs2.6 million.
Another 28,532 people paid Rs20 billion or roughly one-tenth of total direct
taxes. These individuals paid income tax in the range of Rs500,001 to Rs1 million.
Their average contribution was Rs703,152.
The FBR needs to carry out an independent survey to find out why taxpayers
are not filing tax returns despite high rates of withholding taxes, according to
independent tax experts. They said the tax base was not only extremely narrow but
also shallow.
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Returns‘ Filing: FBR urged to extend deadline
The current dismal trend of return filing can only be changed by undertaking
serious tax administration reforms in the FBR. A detailed report of the Tax
Reforms Commission has remained unimplemented for the last around two years.
The tax directory showed that 136,467 people paid Rs31 billion in income
tax, which was 14.4% of total tax contribution. They paid income tax in the range
of over Rs100,000 to Rs500,000.
About 224,000 individuals paid Rs11 billion or 5.2% of total direct taxes.
Their contribution ranged between Rs20,000 and Rs100,000. These are largely
salaried-class people. As many as 360,354 individuals paid just Rs2.5 billion. But
they were almost one-third of the return filers.
About 3,200 individuals paid Rs160,332 in income tax. There were 334,000
individuals who filed income tax returns, but did not pay a penny.
Повышение необлагаемого налогом минимума с 400 тыс. рупий до 500
тыс. рупий в бюджете на 2017/18 г.
Another budget, another deficit
DailyTimes.
another-deficit

25-May-17.

http://dailytimes.com.pk/editorial/24-May-17/another-budget-

Unsurprisingly, various budget proposals coming out of the government
quarters, once again, undermine the state‘s ability to fight itself out of its recurrent
fiscal deficits. A spate of tax exemptions and tax relief are on the menu. Chief
amongst them is the increase in the income tax exemption limit from the current Rs
400,000 to Rs 500,000. The general sales tax being the leading revenue spinner for
the state may see another moderate increase. Another musing is the possible tax
relief given to the stock market, to encourage fresh listings. Such proposals
obviously mean that the national purse will remain mired by the usual structural
weaknesses, including a narrow tax base, massive tax evasion and administrative
incompetence.
Despite recent initiatives to improve debt situation, Pakistan‘s present tax to
GDP ratio stands at a dispiriting 12.4 percent — one of the lowest in the world.
This amounts to over 60 percent increase in nominal terms since 2013. Unless all
major sectors of the economy pay off their genuine tax liabilities, the tax to GDP
ratio will remain under pressure.

ПОЗЕМЕЛЬНЫЙ НАЛОГ1
Реформирование сельскохозяйственного налога
Состояние сельского хозяйства.
Options for reform: Tax the privileged on agriculture income
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Asim Bashir Khan (scholar in the Institute of Business Administration), Karachi. The
Express Tribune, June 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1444769/options-reform-taxprivileged-agriculture-income/

KARACHI: Despite a consistent decline in agriculture‘s contribution to
Pakistan‘s gross domestic product (GDP), the sector has kept its prominence in the
national economy and continues to ensure food security.
Agriculture constitutes one-fifth of the national economy with nearly 60%
share in exports and provides means of living to 42.3% of the labour force.
However, public policy for the agriculture sector has been disappointing.
Despite contributing one-fifth of GDP, agriculture accounted for less than 1% of
provincial taxes and 0.09% of federal taxes in 2016.
The subsidies in the agriculture sector outweighed the agriculture income tax
by a factor of 24 in 2016, reflecting persistent fiscal indiscipline in Pakistan. To
improve their fiscal position, provinces must introduce a fair and equitable system
of direct taxes in agriculture, especially for large landowners.
During the colonial rule, in order to incentivise landlords, the colonial
administration granted central tax exemptions for agricultural income under the
Government of India Acts of 1919 and 1935. Pakistan has continued with this
legacy in all three of its Constitutions 1956, 1962 and 1973.
The generous privileges and incentives accorded to the landlords remain the
primary cause of failure of reform efforts in agriculture.
For example, Section 4 of the Transfer of Property (Pakistan) Ordinance 1947
provides that ―if any right, title or interest in any property whether moveable or
immoveable, other than agricultural land, is or had been transferred, assigned,
limited, extinguished after the 14th day of August, 1947, an income tax officer
may, at any time, issue a notice to all or any of the parties of the transaction,
requiring them to produce within one month the income tax certificate, and if such
certificate is not produced, he may forward a statement to the Collector, showing
the existing and anticipated tax liabilities of each or any of the said parties.‖
Discrimination
Such legal discrimination certainly protected the economic interests of wouldbe elite class of landowners in the upcoming years. This was the class from which
came 70% representatives from West Pakistan as compared to no landlord
representative from East Pakistan in the first (1948-54) and second constituent
assembly (1954-56).
The legacy of feudal elite continued for long and, of course, this had longlasting imprints on Pakistan‘s economy, resulting in failure of every reform effort.
Dr Mehbubul Haq, the then finance minister while speaking at a pre-budget
session on June 13, 1985 in parliament, recorded his protest as despite his request
to members of parliament to suggest amendments to the finance bill, particularly
regarding agriculture tax on rich landlords, it was not taken up. The generous
exemptions afforded special protection to economic interests of the privileged
land-owning elite, which added to rural inequality in the agricultural sector.
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The Agriculture Census of Pakistan 2010 reveals that 1.1% of farms
command 21.6% of the total cultivated area, with each farm larger than 20
hectares.
On the other hand, 64.7% of farms account for only 19.2% of the total
holdings, with each farm area less than two hectares. These numbers are selfexplanatory and demonstrate the stark rural inequality in Pakistan.
The agriculture sector has historically been under-taxed and over-subsidised
in Pakistan, disproportionately benefitting large farm-owners. This is because
subsidies are applied per unit of consumption, so small farm-owners, who consume
less, get lower subsidy while large farm-owners consume more units and get a
larger share of the pie.
Furthermore, generous tax exemption has resulted in tax evasion as incomes
from other sectors are falsely reported as agriculture income to receive exemptions.
The provincial agriculture income tax legislations provide two options for
taxation. First regime is based on land tax under which up to 25 acres of irrigated
land and 50 acres of un-irrigated land are exempt from the provincial income tax.
The second option is the assessment of farm income with exemption up to
Rs80,000 and the farmers may opt for either of the option – the former option is
usually preferred.
Issues and prospects
Studies on agriculture income tax in Pakistan reveal optimal potential for
resource mobilisation, but there are many constraints.
First, not everyone deriving income from agriculture necessarily owns the
land. Therefore, credible records of landowners, share-croppers and tenants are
required.
Second, the absence of records on the produce, farm-gate prices and costs of
agriculture inputs is the major constraint to calculating the taxable income and
liability.
For a workable administrative tax mechanism, the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics may be requested to administer the farm-gate prices of crops and costs of
agriculture inputs.
Provincial governments have an option to consolidate and computerise the
Crop Reporting Service records with their Boards of Revenue and Federal Board
of Revenue‘s record to identify the potential tax base and prevent other business
incomes and profits from illegal reporting as agriculture income.
After development of the above framework, the agriculture income may be
taxed based on the tax rates applicable to the business income under the Income
Tax Ordinance 2001. This will ensure equitable treatment of agriculture and nonagriculture incomes.
Reforming the agricultural tax system will be a gradual process. However, it
is a necessary undertaking if provinces wish to improve their fiscal position.
A feasible starting point will be to tax the most privileged 1% of land-owning
elite, who own over 20% of farmland in Pakistan. As a result, the government
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would improve its budgetary position and acquire sufficient funds for social
protection, input subsidies, price support and enhancement of irrigation facilities.

КОСВЕННЫЕ НАЛОГИ1

БЮДЖЕТНЫЙ ДЕФИЦИТ1
Дефицит платежного баланса по текущим счетам составляет 6.64 млрд.
долл. (вырос на 89% за июль-ноябрь 2017 г.).
Current account deficit now stands at $6.64b, up 89%
The Express Tribune. December 21, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1589120/2current-account-deficit-now-stands-6-64b-89/

KARACHI: Pakistan‘s current account deficit widened 89% in the first five
months (Jul-Nov) of the current fiscal year 2017-18 (FY18), amounting to $6.64
billion compared with $3.51 billion in the same period of the previous year,
according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Wednesday.
In November 2017 alone, the current account gap swelled $1.44 billion
compared with $1.30 billion in October 2017.
Investors have shown concerns about the growing deficit after the country
recorded a much higher-than-expected deficit of $12.4 billion (4% of gross
domestic product – GDP) in the previous fiscal year that ended on June 2017. The
deficit in FY16 was just $4.86 billion.
With the difference between exports and imports being the biggest
determinant of the current account balance, a deficit or surplus reflects whether a
country is a net borrower or net lender with respect to the rest of the world. To
control the gap in imports and exports, the government in October enhanced
regulatory duties by up to 350% on 356 essential and luxury goods that is expected
to dent the rising import bill in coming months.
ADB lauds Pakistan‘s efforts in overcoming energy deficit
Last week, as per the anticipation of market observers, the government let
the rupee lose about 4.67% of its value against the dollar.
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This is expected to reduce imports while supporting exports thus eventually
curtailing the growing current account deficit in the coming months.
Up until now, the government was reluctant to let the rupee lose its value
against the dollar. Former finance minister Ishaq Dar was the biggest proponent of
a stronger rupee for over four years, which analysts say significantly hurt the
export sector of the country.
As a percentage of GDP, the deficit rose to 4.5% in the first five months of
FY18 as opposed to 2.7% in the same period of previous year.
In Jul-Nov FY18, Pakistan exported goods worth $9.79 billion compared
with exports valuing at $8.74 billion in the same period of last year, reflecting a
year-on-year increase of 12%.
However, imports jumped much faster to $21.88 billion against $17.73
billion last year, up 23.4%.
The balance of trade in both goods and services in the five months was
negative at $14.19 billion compared with $8.99 billion in the same period of
previous year.
Worker remittances amounted to $8.02 billion in Jul-Nov FY18, up 1.26%
from the corresponding period of previous year, when they totalled $7.92 billion.
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Irked by PM‘s absence, new IMF director cancels visit to Pakistan
Remittances make up almost half of the import bill of Pakistan and cover the
deficit in the trade of goods account.
Pakistan is also facing low levels of foreign direct investment (FDI) in
recent years. In fiscal year ended June 30, 2017, the FDI increased just 5% to $2.41
billion compared to $2.30 billion in the previous year.
According to the Board of Investment (BoI), the country received a record
high FDI of $5.4 billion in FY08 but since then it has been struggling to touch
even half of that milestone.
На пути к выборам – правительство снижает бюджетный дефицит
Ahead of elections: Pakistan restricts deficit, sparking hopes of fiscal
discipline
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
10th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526986/pakistan-restricts-deficit-sparking-hopes-fiscal-discipline/

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan government has managed to restrict the overall
budget deficit to Rs324 billion in the first quarter in the wake of strict controls over
federal development spending, giving early hopes of fiscal discipline in an election
year.
In July-September quarter of the current fiscal year, the budget deficit of
Rs324 billion was equal to 0.9% of gross domestic product (GDP), announced the
Ministry of Finance on Monday.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar chaired a meeting to review provisional fiscal
accounts of the first quarter and decided to release the figures. The results were
contrary to expectations of a high budget deficit due to 2018 being an election
year.
Revenue from CPEC will increase more than state‘s budget: experts
The first quarter closed on strong fiscal performance, remarked Finance
Secretary Shahid Mehmood.
The 0.9% deficit was in line with the annual target of 4.1% or Rs1.479
trillion. However, the continuation of fiscal discipline will depend on the ability of
federal and provincial governments to show restraint in coming months as well.
The budget deficit – difference between income and expenditure – was about
26% lower than the same period of previous fiscal year.
In the first quarter of last year, the gap was recorded at Rs438 billion or
1.3% of GDP. The federal government had closed last year at a record deficit of
Rs1.863 trillion.
The Rs324-billion deficit in first quarter had been achieved due to robust tax
collection and lower expenditure, said the finance ministry. Reduced fiscal deficit
meant lower public debt accumulation, which supported alignment to the targets
defined in the amended Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act, it added.
The federal development spending stood below Rs80 billion or 8% of the
annual budget of Rs1.001 trillion. The finance ministry did not loosen public purse
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strings and released about 46% of the budget sanctioned by the planning ministry
for the first quarter. The planning ministry had authorised Rs169.2-billion
spending for the quarter.
A Dar-ing move to understate Pakistan‘s budget deficit
CREATIVE COMMONS
―Expenditures on defence and interest on loans were also within limits,‖
commented an official of the finance ministry.
He said the ministry tried hard to make sure that things did not slip out of
hands after poor results in the last fiscal year.
Provincial governments recorded a cash surplus of Rs80 billion out of the
Rs570 billion that the federal government transferred as their share under the
seventh National Finance Commission award.
The amount represented 37% increase in transfers to the provinces as in first
quarter of the previous fiscal year they had received Rs416 billion.
There are doubts about the continuation of this positive trend, however. In
the first quarter of previous year, the provinces had also shown Rs80.5 billion in
cash surplus but they closed the year with Rs163-billion deficit.
The finance secretary stated that provisional data suggested that the FBR‘s
tax collection remained robust. Total collection stood at Rs765 billion in JulySeptember 2017, a growth of over 20% compared to the same period of last year.
Owing to the higher tax collection, the funds transferred to the provinces
also increased substantially.
Pakistan‘s debt burden high, deficit to exceed official projections: Moody‘s
The federal government maintained a strict fiscal discipline. Against an
expenditure of Rs914 billion in the first quarter of last year, it spent Rs894 billion
in the first quarter of this year, which was about 2% lower.
In a statement, the finance minister reiterated the government‘s resolve to
continue to move on the path of fiscal discipline. He directed officials to ensure the
achievement of fiscal targets in the remaining three quarters of the current year.
He stressed the need for keeping focus on accelerating economic growth for
a consistent reduction in unemployment and poverty.
Бюджетный дефицит в 2017/18 г. будет 4% ВВП или 1.44 трлн. рупий
Budget deficit may be set at Rs1.44tr as govt looks at populist policies
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
18th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1386487/budget-deficit-may-set-rs1-44tr-govt-looks-populistpolicies/

ISLAMABAD: The government may set next fiscal year‘s budget deficit
target at around Rs1.44 trillion, which may slightly deviate it from the path of
fiscal consolidation, as it starts implementing politically populist policies ahead of
the next general elections.
The other reason for setting higher-than targeted budget deficit – the amount
by which expenditure exceeds income – for fiscal year 2017-18 is greater
expenditures and relatively low revenues during the outgoing fiscal year. The
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International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects the budget deficit would exceed to a
whopping Rs1.5 trillion this year – a projection that the finance ministry has not
fully accepted yet.
July-December: Govt misses budget deficit target, amount widens to Rs799b
The IMF and Pakistan still differ on the exact quantum of budget deficit
during the outgoing fiscal year 2016-17, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
This has a direct bearing on the next fiscal year 2017-18 budget deficit target, they
added.
The government wants more fiscal space to spend in the election year while
the IMF is keen that the country remains on the fiscal consolidation path. Despite
an end to the IMF programme, the government cannot afford to annoy the IMF as
it needs a good health of economy certificate to borrow from abroad.
Pakistan‘s weakening external sector requires dollar injections from the
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank to sustain foreign exchange reserves
at the current level.
Due to a higher than targeted budget deficit in the outgoing fiscal year, the
finance ministry will have to set next year‘s target far higher than Rs1.27 trillion or
3.5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) that it had earlier projected in the medium
term economic framework.
The finance ministry is planning to set next fiscal year‘s budget deficit target
around 4% of the GDP or Rs1.44 trillion, said the sources. This will be around
Rs180 billion more than what the finance ministry had earlier planned, they added.
The budget deficit is filled by borrowing from domestic and international
sources. This means the PML-N government will add at least Rs1.5 trillion more to
public debt in its last year in power.
The exact position will be clear by the end of this month when the finance
ministry takes the Budget Strategy Paper 2017-18 for approval of the federal
cabinet.
Deviation reason
The main reason for deviating from the fiscal path is a growing budget deficit
in the outgoing fiscal year, which was a direct result of populist measures that the
PML-N government took after announcing the last budget.
The government announced a textile package this year without having
allocations in the budget. Due to reversal of taxation policies during the course of
the fiscal year, tax revenues have so far fallen short of target by around Rs168
billion, making the Rs3.621 trillion annual target unrealistic.
IMF reasoning
For this fiscal year, the parliament had approved Rs1.276 trillion or 3.8% of
the GDP budget deficit target. After conclusion of the Article-IV discussions with
the IMF early this month, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had disclosed that the budget
deficit would touch 4.1% of the GDP or Rs1.376 trillion.
Govt shows Rs212b statistical error to cut budget deficit
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However, the sources said that during the Article-IV consultations the IMF
insisted that the budget deficit would widen to Rs1.511 trillion or 4.5% of the
GDP. The finance minister did not agree to the IMF projections.
―We do not comment on the specifics of ongoing discussions,‖ said Tokhir
Mirzoev, the Country Representative of the IMF in Islamabad.
However, he urged that the fiscal consolidation should continue. ―Further
consolidation will be needed next year to address fiscal vulnerabilities and
strengthen resilience of public finances,‖ said Mirzoev.
Yet, the Country Representative said that the appropriate budget deficit target
for next fiscal year would depend on the projection of the likely outcome in fiscal
year 2016-17, which is still being discussed.
However, the officials of the finance ministry were of the view that the past
three years‘ record showed that the IMF‘s projections about the budget deficit were
off mark and the final deficit results were closer to the finance ministry‘s
assessments.
World Bank expects Pakistan‘s economy to grow 5.2%, but risks remain
Although the government missed past two years budget deficit targets, it
remained on a fiscal consolidation path, said the officials. In fiscal year 2013-14,
the budget deficit stood at 5.7% of the GDP, which came down to 5.4% in 201415. Again, in 2015-16, the deficit was 4.6% of the GDP, which was higher than the
target but better than the previous year.
But the likelihood is that the government will have no option but to adopt
populist measures to win over the voters, said the sources.
Исаак Дар стремится поддерживать бюджетный дефицит на уровне 4%.
Dar for keeping fiscal deficit within limit of 4pc
Madiha Shakeel. Feb 22nd, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/22/337611

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar Tuesday said the
government was focused on further improving the key macroeconomic indicators,
including the investment-to-GDP and tax-to-GDP ratios.
Chairing a meeting to review macroeconomic indicators, he said after having
achieved macroeconomic stability, the government was determined to attain
higher, sustainable and inclusive economic growth.
He directed that steps must be taken for keeping fiscal deficit within the limit
of 4 percent for the next fiscal year and thereafter maintaining it at a maximum of
3.5 percent as prescribed in the amended Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation
Act.
He reviewed the status of various reforms and initiatives under
implementation by the finance division, and directed the officials concerned to
undertake all necessary measures to expedite their implementation for successful
completion within the given timelines.
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The minister reiterated the governments resolve to continue on the path of
economic reforms programme that was articulated at the beginning of FY 2013-14,
and which had been successfully pursued in the last three-years.
He observed that strong economic reforms already implemented by the
government would increase economic opportunities and lead to higher economic
growth.
Earlier, Finance Secretary gave a detailed briefing to the minister on the
current status of various macroeconomic indicators.
The meeting was also attended by Secretary EAD and senior officials of the
Ministry of Finance.

ДЕНЕЖНОЕ ОБРАЩЕНИЕ1
Свыше 50% пакистанцев держат наличные деньги дома (не в банках)
Over 50% of Pakistanis store cash at home
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392588/50-pakistanis-store-cash-home/

25th,

2017.

KARACHI: Over 50% of Pakistan‘s emerging affluent class is storing cash
at home and this way they are losing opportunities to grow overall wealth by not
investing in the economy, according to a new study of Standard Chartered.
The finding was part of a survey titled ―Emerging Affluent Report – The Race
to Save‖, carried out by an independent research agency called GlobeScan.
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The survey included a sample size of 8,000 participants in eight countries
including India, Pakistan, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea and
Kenya to throw light on what defines the next generation of savers across some of
the world‘s most promising economies.
Towering current account deficit raises alarm bells
On average, 11% of the emerging affluent class in the eight countries store
cash at home, whereas India‘s tally stood at 15%. Under this head, Pakistan lags
behind by a great margin.
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Moreover, according to the study, only 4% of Pakistan‘s population use
advanced savings methods such as mutual funds, stocks/equities, fixed income and
pensions compared to India‘s 24%. The average of eight countries is 17%.
However, when it comes to using basic savings methods like savings
accounts, time deposits/fixed term deposits and regular deposit savings plans,
Pakistan and India are close to each other, standing at 38% and 42% respectively.
The average of eight countries is 43%.
The other notable feature of the survey is that the emerging affluent class in
both South Asian countries saves more for the education of their children,
relegating home ownership along with savings for retirement.
―The top concern for Pakistanis is the education of their children, so we have
to provide products that can cater to their needs,‖ said Standard Chartered Head of
Wealth Management Muslim Reza Mooman while commenting on the survey‘s
results.
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Participants of the survey from Pakistan were all graduates between the ages
of 25 and 55 who earn over Rs40,000 per month while the upper limit is
Rs500,000 per month.
Nevertheless, the survey indicates that not only Pakistan, but the emerging
affluent class of all countries is losing much on savings and investments.
Retail sector – the newfound Holy Grail for Pakistan
―The emerging affluent survey has given us interesting insights into the
savings habits of people in Pakistan,‖ said Standard Chartered Pakistan Head of
Retail Banking Shezad Arif.
―On average, the country‘s emerging affluent saves around 14% of their
income every month. Financial institutions should take a broader approach and
introduce innovative wealth management solutions to help this segment achieve its
savings goals.‖

КРЕДИТНАЯ СИСТЕМА1
Ключевая ставка Госбанка Пак-на остается неизменной – 5.75%.
SBP keeps interest rate unchanged
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, November 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1372744/sbpkeeps-interest-rate-unchanged

KARACHI: The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) decided on Friday to keep the
interest rate unchanged at 5.75 per cent, according to a press release.
It said prospects of achieving the 6pc target of real GDP growth continue to
be strong due to the availability of cheaper money and higher credit off-take by the
private sector.
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The SBP said economic activity is strong as corroborated by broad-based
pick-up in the industrial output, gains in factors supporting the production of major
crops and growth in private-sector credit. The interest rate has been kept
unchanged since May 2016.
―Model-based projections for inflation and survey-based measures of
inflation expectations show that in 2017-18 overall inflation is expected to remain
well below the target of 6pc,‖ said the SBP. The central bank believes that inflation
is expected to fall inside the range of 4.5-5.5pc projected at the start of 2017-18.
The bank said healthy growth in the tax collection by the Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR) during the first quarter of 2017-18, 22pc compared to the modest
4.5pc during the first quarter of 2016-17, is a welcome development.
Near-term balance-of-payments challenges continue to persist, said the SBP,
adding that the visible improvements in export growth, notable increase in foreign
direct investments and expected other financial inflows will help contain these
pressures.
During the first quarter of 2017-18, large-scale manufacturing (LSM)
growth has surpassed its earlier expectations to reach 8.4pc compared to 1.8pc in
the corresponding period of 2016-17. This is explained by improved security
conditions and power supply, transformation of fixed investment into
enhancements of productive capacity on the ground, low inflation and stable
interest rates.
―Further support comes from the continuation of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) projects,‖ it said.
The SBP expects higher agriculture growth in the wake of an increase in
both cultivated area and fertiliser off-take during the Kharif season, ongoing trend
of investment in mechanisation, higher uptick in agricultural credit and unchanged
support price for wheat at the time of its sowing.
―Demand for services is also expected to rise in 2017-18 given its
interconnectivity with the other two sectors. Taking all the evidence together, real
GDP growth is expected to meet its target level of 2017-18,‖ said the SBP.
The SBP said the stock of credit to the private sector grew on an annual
basis by Rs814.9 billion in October – a growth of 18.5pc – compared to Rs436.4bn
(11pc growth) in the corresponding period last year. The current account deficit
widened to $5bn in July-October compared to $2.3bn during the corresponding
period a year ago. Delving deeper, Pakistan‘s exports have seen an improvement in
July-October, growing at 11.3pc compared to the decline of 3.1pc in the
comparable period last year. Similarly, remittances recorded a modest increase of
2.3pc in July-October.
―The impact of these positive developments on the overall current account
was more than offset by growth in imports on account of rising domestic demand
for consumption as well as investment and due to recent rise in international oil
prices,‖ said the SBP.
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Всемирный банк одобрил кредит Пакистану в 223 млн. долл. на
улучшение работы банковской системы
WB approves $223m with focus on banking services, Karachi
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
June
17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1437562/wb-approves-223m-focus-banking-services-karachi/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has approved two loans amounting to $223
million to enable Pakistan to expand access to banking services across the country
and improve living conditions in parts of Karachi.
The Washington-based lending agency approved the Financial Inclusion and
Infrastructure project estimated to cost $137 million, although the Planning
Commission had initially raised concerns over the long-term viability of the
scheme and huge sums allocated for paying consultancy fees. The lender also
approved another loan of $86 million to improve living conditions in Saddar,
Korangi and Malir areas of Karachi.
Pakistan aims to borrow another $8.1b in the coming year
Both credits are financed by the International Development Association, the
World Bank‘s fund for the poor, with a maturity of 25 years, including a grace
period of 5 years.
The two new projects have a strong element of inclusion that is at the heart of
the World Bank‘s partnership with Pakistan, especially where women, youth and
the poor are concerned, said Illango Patchamuthu, the Country Director for
Pakistan. He said that 5% of the world‘s unbanked population lives in Pakistan and
there is a need to change this to empower people financially, especially women.
The World Bank said that the project will help upgrade Pakistan‘s payment
systems to ensure affordable and faster payment services. The project is designed
to implement selected actions of the National Financial Inclusion Strategy.
The lender plans to work closely with the Central Directorate of National
Savings to provide more efficient and convenient access to financial services to 7
million clients through computerisation of their financial systems.
The project will improve access to financial and banking services for 50% of
all adults, half of them women, throughout Pakistan by 2020. It will also boost
private sector credits to small and medium businesses to 15% from 7% in 2015.
However, the Pakistani authorities have pushed through the project in haste
without a proper cost-benefit analysis. Last month, the Executive Committee of
National Economic Council (Ecnec) had cleared the project despite reservations
expressed by the Planning Commission over its planning and proposed execution.
A significant portion of the loan will be used up in paying consultancy fees in
the name of expanding access to finance for small- and medium-scale enterprises.
According to the Planning Commission, the finance ministry did not conduct a
feasibility study before processing the loan request.
The sustainability mechanism of activities to be executed under the project
has not been provided in the PC-I document, says the Planning Commission. Even
the interest rate, payback period of the loan and its terms and conditions had not
been mentioned in the PC-I document, demonstrating the finance ministry‘s ill-
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planning. The Planning Commission was not given enough time for the project‘s
technical evaluation. Moreover, the finance ministry wants to carry out some
activities under the project, already being carried out under another project. The
Planning Commission had also objected to Rs238 million consultancy cost built in
the project and the purchase of two vehicles in the name of national financial
inclusion.
The Ecnec had set up a committee under the chair of Secretary Planning
Shoaib Siddiqi to address these concerns. The committee‘s meeting has taken place
and the finance ministry has addressed the concerns, said Secretary Planning while
talking to The Express Tribune.
The World Bank also approved $86 million loan for the Karachi
Neighborhood Improvement Project that it said will benefit almost 1 million
residents, business owners and commuters by improving living conditions in the
Saddar, Korangi and Malir areas of Karachi.
Karachi contributes about 15% of the country‘s economy and the support
would improve public spaces, mobility and safety for its citizens, said Illango.
Garment manufacturers seek Rs60b for export industry
The project will help improve the safety, accessibility, and attractiveness of
public spaces in Karachi, such as streets, parks, city squares and pedestrian areas. It
will ensure equal access to all including women, youth and the poor. The project
will also make it easier for the public and investors to access services such as
construction permits and business registrations.
This project will support the setting up of a multi-member Steering
Committee that includes the local government, civil society and private sector. It
will guide the development of the city by laying out a vision.
Ключевая ставка Госбанка сохранится на уровне 5.75%
Monetary Policy: SBP keeps interest rate unchanged at 5.75%
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
20,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1414749/monetary-policy-sbp-keeps-interest-rate-unchanged-5-75/

KARACHI: In line with market expectations, the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) has left the key interest rate unchanged at 5.75% for the next two months.
However, market observers say that there is a likelihood of reversal in the
interest rate cycle due to the anticipation of mounting inflationary pressures.
Analysts expected the central bank to keep the status quo interest as real
interest rate currently stands at comfortable levels, leaving room for the SBP to
support government‘s ambitious growth targets (+6% Gross Domestic Product
growth) in fiscal year 2017-18.
Ключевая ставка остается неизменной – 5.75%
SBP maintains policy rate at 5.75pc
Dawn, March 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1322790/sbp-maintains-policyrate-at-575pc
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KARACHI: The Monetary Policy Committee of the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) decided on Saturday to keep the policy rate unchanged at 5.75 per cent, a
press release said.
Inflation expectations in the current fiscal year continue to remain well
anchored. This has been largely due to the near-absence of any major supply-side
pressures. However, rising real incomes in a low interest rate environment since
2013-14 are indicating signs of a pickup in domestic demand, which is broadly
reflected in the core inflation measures.
Going forward, improving consumer confidence, as depicted by the IBA-SBP
Consumer Confidence Survey of March 2017, indicates further increase in
consumer demand. Hence, barring any major cost shocks, domestic demand will
define the underlying trend of headline inflation in 2017-18.
The real economic activity continues to gather pace at the back of better
agricultural output, increase in key large-scale manufacturing (LSM) sectors and
credit to the private sector.
This expansion is helped by a range of factors, including the low cost of
inputs, upbeat economic sentiments, improved energy supplies and China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)-related investments.
As a result, GDP growth is expected to improve in 2016-17. Also, a prudent
monetary policy stance has translated well into low and stable market interest rates,
which incentivised the private sector to borrow from commercial banks to finance
their businesses and investment activities. Accordingly, private-sector credit
increased by Rs349 billion in July-Feb compared to Rs267bn in the same period
last year.
Encouragingly, the fixed investment category led the rise in private-sector
businesses‘ loans by posting an increase of Rs159bn during this period against
Rs102bn last year. Similarly, consumer financing continued the uptrend in the first
eight months of the fiscal year.
Improved interbank liquidity conditions also spurred growth in private-sector
credit. This was led by both net government retirement to commercial banks and a
decent increase in bank deposits against the withdrawals seen last year.
Furthermore, interbank liquidity was managed well with calibrated open
market operations that kept the weighted average overnight repo rate close to the
policy rate. The expansion in economic activity has also translated into significant
increase in imports that, along with a lack of any sustained improvement in exports
and a small decline in remittances, has pushed the current account deficit to $5.5bn
in July-Feb.
While net financial flows remained higher, these were not sufficient to
finance the current account deficit. However, accounting for the positive impact of
the recent policy measures to augment exports and check non-essential imports, the
current account deficit may be contained in the coming months. Also, the
continuation of the financial inflows, CPEC-related imports and any major
fluctuation in the global oil price will determine the overall position of the external
sector in 2017-18.
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ЦЕНЫ1. ИНФЛЯЦИЯ1
Цены на бензин растут
Petroleum prices go up again
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. December 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Dec2017/petroleum-prices-go-up-again

Petrol rate raised by Rs1.48, diesel Rs1.36 and kerosene oil Rs4.39 per litre
Islamabad
The
government
on
Thursday
increased prices of petroleum products effective from December 1.
In response to the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra)
recommendations, the federal government has increased the price of petrol by
Rs1.48 per litre, High-Speed Diesel (HSD) by Rs1.36 per litre, kerosene oil by Rs
4.39 per litre and Light Diesel Oil (LDO) by Rs3.12 per litre.
As a result of the increase, the new petrol price has jumped to Rs77.47 per
litre from Rs 75.99 per litre. The HSD was increased to Rs 85.95 from the earlier
Rs84.59. Similarly, the price of kerosene oil, after an increase of Rs4.39, has gone
up to Rs 57.58 per litre from Rs53.19 per litre and the price of LDO with an
increase of Rs3.12 per litre to Rs 52.12 from previous Rs49.00 per litre. The
new prices will be applicable from Today (Saturday).
The OGRA had recommended the government to increase price of motor
spirit (petrol) by Rs1.48 per litre for December and the ex-refinery price of highspeed diesel (HSD) by Rs1.2 per litre. According to a working paper moved to the
Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) and the Ministry of Finance, the OGRA
had recommended an increase of up to 28.9 percent in the prices of
different petroleum products. The OGra had proposed an increase of Rs15.35 per
litre in the price of superior kerosene oil and Rs13.15 per liter increase in light
diesel oil (LDO) rate.
The Economic Co-ordination Committee (ECC) deregulated margins on
HSD for oil marketing companies (OMCs) and dealers. The ECC approved the
deregulation of the HSD price with a directive that the impact of the policy would
be reviewed after three months. The OGRA would develop a mechanism to
monitor the OMCs commercial stock position, inventory system and fuel marker
system.
The ex-refinery price of HSD was Rs50.07 in November and the OGRA had
recommended an increase of Rs1.2 per litre which will increase the price of HSD
to Rs51.27 per litre. The dealer and OMC margin will be decided by the OMCs
while GST and Petroleum Development Levy (PDL) will be determined by
the petroleum and finance divisions. According to a working paper, The OGRA
had proposed an increase of Rs15.35 per litre in price of superior kerosene oil and
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Rs13.15 per liter increase in light diesel oil (LDO), which meant a hike of 28.9
percent per litre and 26.8 percent per litre respectively.
Against the standard rate of 17 percent general sales tax (GST), currently,
the government is charging 31 percent GST on HSD and 17 percent on
other petroleumproducts including petrol, kerosene oil and LDO. In addition to the
GST, the government was charging highest rates of PDL from consumers.
Currently, consumers are paying Rs10 per litre PDL on petrol, Rs6 per litre on
kerosene oil and Rs 3 per litre on LDO.
Стабильные цены на продовольствие обусловили низкий уровень
инфляции в Пакистане
Food price stability slows down pace of inflation
The Express Tribune, November 2nd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1547434/2-foodprice-stability-slows-pace-inflation/

ISLAMABAD: The inflation rate decelerated slightly to 3.8% in October
2017 after food prices stabilised, but their price range remained significantly
higher than last year due to supply shortages.
Measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the inflation reading stood at
3.9% in September, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) said on Wednesday.
The deceleration was primarily because of food inflation that slid to 2.2% in
October. Non-food inflation remained unchanged at 4.9%.
September was an unusual month when prices of food commodities
skyrocketed due to supply shocks. This was not in line with the trend witnessed in
the first two months (Jul-Aug) of the current financial year.
Consumer price index: Increase in petroleum prices causes inflation to
increase to 4.2%
On the back of adequate food supplies and stable international commodity
prices, the headline inflation had slowed down in the first two months of fiscal year
2017-18.
Owing to the slow pace, the average inflation in first four months (JulyOctober) of FY18 stood at 3.5%, which was slightly lower than the pace recorded
in the same period of previous year.

On a year-on-year basis, the non-food non-energy inflation, commonly
known as core inflation, slightly decelerated to 5.3% in October, according to the
PBS.
Among 89 commodity groups, the core inflation covers the price movement
of 43 items. The SBP uses the core inflation while formulating its monetary policy.
The high core inflation was because of a surge in the cost of health care,
education, transport and housing, said a PBS official. The cost of health care was
higher by 10.6% in October than a year ago. The education cost rose 11.5% after
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educational institutions increased their fee for the new session, according to the
PBS.
The SBP‘s latest report on the economy states that the government will meet
its 6% inflation target for the current fiscal year.
The assumption is based on expectations of better supply of food items,
limited pass-through of international oil prices to the domestic market, a steady
increase in domestic demand and improving consumer confidence in the economy,
as reflected in results of the IBA-SBP Consumer Confidence Survey for July 2017.
Market watch: Stocks bounce back with a bang
The inflation bulletin showed that on a yearly basis onion prices surged
178.6%, tomato prices rose 71%, rice prices went up 13.8% and potatoes cost
12.2% more.
Tea rates jumped 11.1%, followed by meat at 7.5%, betel leaves and nuts
7%, eggs 6.72%, readymade food 6.57% and honey 6.3%.
Mash pulse prices fell 26.8%, gram pulse 21.6%, sugar 21.2%, masoor pulse
18.5%, moong pulse 18%, chicken 16.7%, cigarettes 16.5% and gram flour 14.3%.
In the category of non-food items, drug and medicine prices rose 15.7%,
education 11.5% and motor fuel 9.7%. Construction wages increased over 7%,
tailoring cost increased 7%, house rent 6.5%, cleaning and laundry 6.4%, medical
tests 6.3% and clinic fee 5.7%.
Инфляция – 3.9%
September 2017: Inflation surges to 3.9% as price shocks shake up
commodities
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
4.10.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1521306/september-2017-inflation-surges-3-9-price-shocks-shakecommodities/

Due to wrong policies of the government, farmers are more inclined towards
growing wheat and sugarcane due to a guaranteed minimum support price. This
has affected the cultivation of other crops, creating occasional supply constraints.
ISLAMABAD: Inflation increased to 3.9% last month due to sudden price
shocks, contrary to expectations of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) that had
anticipated no major disruption in food supply chain.

Measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the inflation indicator surged
to 3.9% in September as against 3.4% a month earlier, the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) said on Monday. On a month-on-month basis, inflation rate was
0.6% up in September.
The spike came due to a massive increase in prices of essential commodities
that were short in supply in the domestic market. The rates of essential kitchen
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items such as onions and tomatoes went up by as much as 153.4% on an annual
basis.
On a year-on-year basis, food inflation rate jumped to 2.4% in September as
against 1.3% a year ago. Even on a month-on-month basis food inflation
accelerated to 1.3%, from just 0.4% level of a year ago.
The PBS reported the average prices of onions at Rs72 per kilogram, as
against Rs46 just a month ago. Similarly, the average per-kilogram tomato rates
spiked to Rs102.6 per kilogram, according to the PBS. The PBS reported tomatoes
at Rs121 per kilogram for Islamabad region, which is unrealistic. The commodity
was sold at Rs180 per kilogram in the retail markets.
Inflation rises 3.41%, but remains manageable
On the back of adequate food supplies and stable international commodity
prices, headline inflation decelerated in the first two months of fiscal year 2017-18.
In its latest monetary policy announcement on September 29, the central bank
stated that ―with comfortable wheat and sugar stocks, no major disruption is
expected from supply side in the coming months of FY18‖.
Due to wrong policies of the government, farmers are more inclined towards
growing wheat and sugarcane due to a guaranteed minimum support price. This
has affected the cultivation of other crops, creating occasional supply constraints.
The SBP had also said that there were still underlying demand pressures in
the economy, as core inflation continues to maintain its higher level in the initial
two months of the fiscal year. It said that this was also visible from IBA-SBP‘s
Consumer Confidence Survey of September 2017, which showed a modest rise in
expected inflation during the next six months.
While recognising the emerging challenges on the external front the SBP
maintained the policy rate at 5.75%, which is slightly higher than core inflation
rate.
The average inflation during first quarter (July-September) of this fiscal year
remained at 3.4%, which was slightly lower than the pace recorded in the first
quarter of the last fiscal year.
Fallacies behind Pakistan‘s inflation rate
The central bank said that with these demand and supply side dynamics,
average CPI inflation is expected to remain well below the annual target of 6%.
On a year-on-year basis, the non-food non-energy inflation, commonly
known as core inflation, slightly decelerated to 5.4% in September, according to
the PBS. Among 89 commodity groups of CPI, the core inflation covers the price
movement of 43 items. The SBP uses core inflation while formulating its monetary
policy.
High core inflation rate was still because of surge in cost of health,
education, transport and housing sector, said an official of the PBS. The cost of
health services was 11.4% high in September than a year ago. The education cost
also increased 8.2% in September compared to a year before, according to the
PBS.
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Выросли цены на бензин, керосин, солярку
For October: Petrol, diesel prices raised by Rs2 per litre
The
Express
Tribune.
Zafar
Bhutta.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1520144/petrol-diesel-prices-go-rs2-october-1/

30,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: In view of the fluctuation in global oil prices, the
government on Saturday announced an increase of up to Rs4 per litre in prices of
all petroleum products. The new prices will be effective for a period of one month
starting from October 1 (today), according to a statement issued by the Ministry of
Finance.
The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) had recommended an increase
of Rs2.35 per litre in the price of petrol [MS 92 RON], Rs2.17 in the price of high
speed diesel (HSD), Rs19.32 litre in the price of kerosene oil and Rs14.09 in the
price of light diesel oil (LDO).
However, after deliberation the prime minister approved an increase of Rs2
each in the prices of petrol, the HSD and the LDO, while the price of kerosene oil
is increased by Rs4 per litre. The price of petrol now stands at Rs73.50 per litre; of
the HSD Rs79.40 per litre, the LDO Rs46 per litre and kerosene oil Rs48 per litre.
Petrol, diesel prices likely to go up
In the past couple of years – following a plunge in global crude prices – the
government has burdened petroleum consumers with heavy taxes, especially on
petrol and the HSD, which are widely used in small and heavy vehicles as well as
in agriculture sector.
Among petroleum products, the HSD is the most consumed fuel. At present,
government is charging zero general sales tax and petroleum levy on kerosene oil
and the LDO.
Oil mafia is selling kerosene oil on higher rates ranging from Rs90 to Rs100
per litre against existing price of Rs44 due to black marketing. It is interesting to
note that the government had not increased rate of the fuel for several months – a
move that had bailed out black marketers.
Fear of petrol shortage as oil tankers go on strike
However, the government has now increased prices of kerosene oil and the
LDO for the month of October. This raise will help adjust general sales tax and
petroleum levy.
The government has had the room to absorb impact of oil price increase as it
is still collecting heavy taxes on the sale of petroleum products. It receives more
than Rs25 billion in general sales tax on petroleum products and Rs10 billion in the
shape of petroleum levy from consumers every month.
Consumers in Pakistan have been paying up to 38% more on oil purchase
compared with prices prevailing in the international market in order to make up for
the shortfall in government revenues.
Рост цен на бензин
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Petrol price raised for September
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, 2 September, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355206/petrolprice-raised-for-september

Petrol and high-speed diesel generate most of the government‘s revenue due
to their massive and ever-growing use. The monthly consumption of petrol is
roughly 700,000 tonnes across the country.
ISLAMABAD: The government on Thursday increased the price of petrol
by Rs2 per litre, however, the rates of other petroleum products remained
unchanged for September.
According to an official statement, the new ex-depot price of petrol
(92RON) has been set at Rs71.50 per litre. The prices of high-speed diesel (HSD)
at Rs77.40, kerosene and light-diesel oil (LDO) at Rs44 per litre would be
maintained for September.
The decision, the statement claimed, was made by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi after a consultation with Finance Minister Ishaq Dar.
As a result, the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has been directed to curtail
sales tax rates. A separate notification issued by the FBR reduced the tax rate on
HSD to 30 per cent for September from the existing 35.5pc, down 75 paisa per
litre.
Likewise, the General Sales Tax (GST) on petrol was also reduced to 17pc
from the existing 20.5pc – with an impact of 35 paisa per litre. The tax rates on
kerosene and LDO were unchanged at zero.
On the basis of the prevailing prices in the international market, the Oil and
Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) had recommended an increase of Rs2.35 in petrol
and 75 paisa in HSD. It had also proposed an increase of Rs15.79 and Rs12.18 per
litre in the price of kerosene and LDO. Under the current procedure, oil prices are
revised on the last day of every month.
For the last several months, the Ministry of Petroleum and Ogra have been
recommending a substantial increase in the prices of kerosene and LDO to
minimise a huge price differential with petrol.
The ministry and the regulatory authority believe that a Rs30 per litre price
differential between petrol and the two other products was encouraging dishonest
market operators to mix kerosene with petrol for higher profits. This left
consumers with adulterated and poor quality petrol in the market instead of higher
grade (92RON). The government has been rejecting these recommendations,
claiming that it wanted to protect poor people.
However, kerosene is the only regulated petroleum product which is
unavailable at fixed rates anywhere in the country while all other products are not
regulated – they are available easily within the price band announced by the
government.
Petrol and HSD are two products that generate most of the government‘s
revenue due to their massive and ever-growing consumption in the country.
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For example, HSD sales across the country are now beyond 800,000 tonnes
per month against a monthly consumption of roughly 700,000 tonnes of petrol. The
sales of kerosene oil and LDO are generally less than 10,000 tonnes per month.
Папку «Цены на товары и блюда в кафе» на 1 июня 2017 г. (от Маши
Хайцевой) см. в «Библиография по Пакистану».
Инфляция в 2016/17 г. составила 4.2% - ниже запланированной
CPI inflation stands below target at 4.16%
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1449632/cpi-inflation-stands-target-4-16/

4th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Inflation in the last fiscal year clocked-in at 4.16%,
remaining significantly below the official target, reported the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) on Monday, amid concerns that the pace of increase in prices may
accelerate in coming months due to global and domestic factors.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI)-based inflation target for the fiscal year
2016-17 that ended on Friday was 6%. The 4.16% annual average inflation rate
was significantly higher than the rate in the preceding year but still in the range
that economists describe as good for developing countries such as Pakistan.
Inflation jumps to two-and-a-half-year high at 5.02%
The average inflation rate is slightly below the International Monetary Fund‘s
(IMF) expectations of 4.3%. Inflation is the only macroeconomic indicator where
the government‘s performance remained on track. One of the reasons behind lower
than targeted inflation rate was low prices of oil and commodities in the
international markets.
During fiscal year 2016-17, low oil and commodity prices, stable rupee,
smooth supply of commodities and monitoring of prices at both federal and
provincial levels were the major reasons behind contained inflation, claimed the
finance ministry in the Economic Survey of Pakistan.
However, both the commodity prices and rupee are likely to come under
pressure due to worsening of external sector indicators. Pakistan closed the last
fiscal year (2016-17) at current account deficit that is more than double the official
target of $4.5 billion.
Although the government has somehow managed the exchange rate, it will
now come under increasing pressure to let the rupee gain its real value, currently
estimated at over Rs116 to a dollar by the IMF and independent economists. A
depreciating rupee will fuel inflation, although this will be good for supporting
falling exports.
―The uptick in inflation is due to global revival of international commodity
and oil prices, along with rise in domestic demand due to pick up of economic
activities.
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―In June, the pace of inflation slowed down to 3.9%, which was even lower
than market expectations. The decline occurred due to limited uptick in food
prices, reduction in fuel prices in the last month and decline in cigarette prices,‖
according to AKD Securities.
However, there are also concerns that the PBS methodology to calculate
inflation is outdated. The PBS is not fully capturing the price levels. The CPI
indicator captures prices of 481 commodities every month in the urban centres.
For fiscal year 2017-18, the government has again set the inflation target at
6% while the IMF has projected 5% inflation in the new fiscal year.
On a year-on-year basis, the non-food non-energy inflation, commonly known
as core inflation, also remained at May‘s level of 5.5% in June, according to the
PBS. Among 89 commodity groups of CPI, the core inflation covers the price
movement of 43 items.
The State Bank of Pakistan uses core inflation while formulating its monetary
policy. The effect of monetary policy on prices is reflected on core inflation with
lag effect; making it a good predictor of future CPI inflation.
The gradual build-up of domestic demand is evident in rising core inflation to
5.5%.
Going forward, increasing oil and commodity prices remain a concern,
according to the finance ministry. It added that the global commodity and oil prices
were expected to move in upward direction, which will affect domestic inflation.
Govt promises more relief for exporters in budget
However, given the increase in agriculture production and sufficient food
supplies, stable exchange rate, effective monetary policy, inflation is expected to
remain below the target.
Снижение цен на бензин, солярку
Petrol, diesel prices cut by Rs 1.5/litre
Daily Times, July 1st , 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Jul-17/petrol-dieselprices-cut-by-rs-15litre

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Friday said the government
has decided to reduce petrol and diesel prices by Rs 1.5 per litre, while the prices
of kerosene and light diesel oil will remain the same.
Talking to media persons in the federal capital, he said petrol prices will be
decreased from Rs 72.80 to Rs 71.30 and diesel prices from Rs 81.40 to Rs 79.90
per litre. The new prices will be effective from July 1 to July 31, 2017.
The minister said that following the directions given by the prime minister,
the recommendations of Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) for an increase
in prices of kerosene oil by Rs 10.95 and Light Diesel Oil by Rs 6.82 were not
approved. The prices of kerosene and light diesel oil were kept unchanged at Rs 44
per litre.
Снова выросли цены на бензин
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Petrol, diesel prices raised again
Imran Ali Kundi. March 01, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Mar-2017/petrol-dieselprices-raised-again

ISLAMABAD - The government on Tuesday once again enhanced the prices
of petrol and high speed diesel by Rs1.71 per litre and Rs1.52 per litre,
respectively, for the month of March.
Petrol price went up to Rs73 per litre and high speed diesel price made dearer
to Rs82 per litre for the current month.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar announced the new oil prices after consulting
with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. He informed that there would be no role of
paisas in oil prices furthermore. Therefore, kerosene oil prices have been revised to
Rs44 per litre from Rs43.25 per litre. Similarly, light diesel oil price has been fixed
at Rs44 per litre from Rs43.44 per litre.
The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) had proposed the Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Resources and Ministry of Finance to enhance the oil prices
upto Rs17.55 per litre or 40 percent. The Ogra had recommended increasing the
kerosene oil price by 40.57 percent or Rs17.55 per litre. Similarly, it had also
asked to enhance the price of light diesel oil (LDO) by 25.24 percent or
Rs10.94/litre. However the government, turning down the summary of Ogra, and
kept kerosene oil and LDO prices unchanged.
Similarly, the Ogra had advised to enhance the petrol price by Rs2.96 per litre
and high speed diesel oil price by Rs2.18 per litre. However, the government
partially accepted the summary of Ogra in these two oil products, as it increased
the petrol price by Rs1.71 per litre and high speed diesel oil by Rs1.52 per litre.
The finance minister said that the government will bear the remaining
expense of Rs4 billion.
It is relevant to mention here that government is increasing oil prices from the
last few months. The government has enhanced the petrol price by Rs9 per litre in
last three months, taking from Rs64.2 per litre in November to Rs73 per litre in
March. Similarly, the price of high speed diesel has been increased to Rs82 per
litre from Rs72.52 per litre of November last year. However, the government has
not revised the prices of kerosene oil and light diesel oil in the last three months in
order to provide relief to the people.
On the other hand, the government had reduced the General Sales Tax (GST)
on oil prices in last few months. The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) is
struggling to achieve its tax collection target due to the lower taxes on petroleum
products.
PPP REJECTS INCREASE IN PRICES

Former finance minister Senator Salim Mandviwala yesterday rejected the
increase in petroleum prices by the government.
In a statement, the Pakistan People‘s Party leader claimed the government had
failed in collecting revenue and now is increasing petroleum prices every
fortnightly to overcome the shortfall in revenue collection.
Senator Mandviwala said the government was faced with Rs 200 billion
shortfall in revenue by this time and further Rs 200 billion shortfall was expected
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before the end of current fiscal year. ―The country is facing economic crisis due to
the economic policies of the government,‖ he said.
The lawmaker said that the government was relying on privatization and
increase in petroleum prices to overcome losses in revenue collection and now
government is planning to auction three big airports for the same purpose.
―This is a government which is auctioning national assets whereas good
governments increase their national assets. Prices of daily used items will increase
by the raise in petroleum prices and people will suffer immensely,‖ he added.
Цена на бензин, дизельное топливо повысилась на 2.25 рупии за 1 литр
Petrol, diesel dearer by Rs2.25/litre
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. February 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/01Feb-2017/petrol-diesel-dearer-by-rs2-25-litre

ISLAMABAD - The government on Tuesday jacked up the prices of petrol
and high-speed diesel (HSD) by Rs2.25 and Rs 2.26 per litre respectively.
The government approved the upward revision in the prices of the petroleum
products for 15 days, which will take effect from February 1.
The government, however, kept the prices of kerosene oil and light diesel oil
unchanged. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar announced that the price of MS 92 RON
petrol has been increased by Rs2.25 per litre and that of diesel by Rs2.26 per litre.
He said that the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) had proposed to
increase the petrol prices by Rs4.16 per litre and diesel by Rs4.29 per litre,
kerosene oil by Rs.16.71 and light diesel by Rs12.53 per litre, however, the
government has increased the prices of only two products with a nominal raise.
With the increase, petrol will be sold at Rs70.29 per litre and diesel at Rs79.48 per
litre.
The minister said that in line with the prime minister‘s instructions to provide
a ―maximum relief‖ to the common man, and keeping in view that kerosene oil and
light disesl is used by the low-income group, it has been decided to maintain the
prices of the two products at the current level till February 15.
―In order to maintain the prices of both kerosene oil and LDO at the current
level, the government will not only be forgoing all applicable taxes and duties on
these products but will also subsidise the prices of these products for the
consumers.‖
Dar highlighted that, in order to maintain stability, prices have been
maintained since April 2016 despite a 43 percent increase in oil prices in
international market during 2016. He said that the government has been absorbing
the negative financial impact due to the government‘s decisions to not pass on
price increases to the end-consumers.
Цены на бензин (68 рупий), высококачественную солярку (79 рупий),
керосин (14 рупий) в Пакистане
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Petrol, diesel prices up by Rs1.77, Rs2 a litre
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1296247/petrol-diesel-prices-rs1-77-rs2-litre/

16th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The government on Sunday announced plans to increase the
prices of MS 92 RON petrol and high speed diesel (HSD) by Rs1.77 per litre and
high-speed diesel (HSD) by Rs2 per litre, respectively.

The new petroleum prices will take effect from January 16 and be effective
till January 31.
This is the second time that the government switched from a monthly to a
fortnightly oil prices review.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar announced that the rise in petrol price was in line
with Ogra‘s recommendations, but the increase in HSD rate was almost half of the
suggested increase.
However, the prices of kerosene oil and Light Diesel Oil (LDO) would
remain unchanged.
Refineries charge deemed duty on diesel but there is no duty on kerosene oil.
By mixing with diesel, refineries indirectly earned additional profit on kerosene
oil. Petroleum dealers also earned extra money on kerosene oil by the same
process.
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Officials of Pakistan State Oil (PSO) admitted before the parliamentary panel
on petroleum that the practice of mixing kerosene oil with diesel was on the rise
and suggested a hike in the price of kerosene oil to avoid adulteration.
Federal Finance Minister Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar said that the ministry
of Petroleum and Natural Resources and Ogra had recommended an increase of
Rs1.77 per litre in the price of MS 92 RON petrol, Rs3.94 per litre in the price of
HSD, Rs14.31 per litre in the price of kerosene oil and Rs10.11 per litre in the
price of LDO.
He said that new prices of petroleum products were in line with the prime
minister‘s instructions to provide maximum relief to the masses, and keeping in
view that kerosene oil and LDO were used by the low-income segments of the
country‘s population, it was decided to maintain the prices of kerosene oil and
LDO at current level till January 31.
This decision was also taken in view of the fact that kerosene oil catered to
the energy needs of the poor, especially in winter.
The finance minister said that prices had been maintained since April last year
despite an increase of around 43 percent in international oil prices during 2016.
He said that the government had since been absorbing the negative financial
impact.
He pointed out that previously, only a partial increase in petrol and HSD was
passed on to end consumers in December last year, ―against OGRA
recommendations‖.
The finance ministry, he said, would bear a revenue loss of nearly Rs2.75
billion as a result of the decision to not pass on the actual increase in prices of
petroleum products to the people.

КУРС РУПИИ1. КУРСЫ ДРУГИХ ВАЛЮТ1
Конвертируемость валют в газете «Business Recorder» в конце
Общий курс рупии за годы независимости
Курс рупии в середине 50-х годов – 1 долл. = 3,3 рупии
Курс рупии до 1972 г. – 1 долл. = 4,76 рупии
Курс рупии до февраля 1973 г. – 1 долл. = 11,0 рупии
Курс рупии после февраля 1973 г. – 1 долл. = 9,9 рупии
(Economic Survey1990-91. Government of Pakistan. Islamabad, 1991, p.248

Начиная с 8 января 1982 г. курс рупии стал «плавать» - 12,7 рупии за 1
долл. США в 1982/83 г. (Pakistan Economic Survey 1982-83. Government of Pakistan.
Islamabad, 1983, p.61).
Курс рупии с 1982/83 г. по 1989/90 г. по отношению к доллару см. Economic Survey
1990-91. Government of Pakistan. Islamabad, 1994, Statistical Appendix, p.193.
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Курс рупии в 1992 г. – 1 долл. = 25 рупий (помню по нашей поездке).
Курс рупии в 2001 г. – 1 долл. = 63 рупии (Dawn. 30.05.2001).
Курс рупии в марте 2004 г. – 1 долл. = 57,8 рупий (Pakistan Economist. № 11,
March 15-22, 2004).

Курс рупии в октябре 2004 г. – 1 долл. = 61 рупия (Dawn. 27.10.2004.).
Дата

Курс

1991/92
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/2000
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2004/05

24,8
30,2
30,9
33,6
39,0
43,2
46,8
51,8
58,4
61,4
58,5
59,4

15 марта 2004 г.
2 февраля 2005 г.
1 февраля 2006 г.
8 января 2007 г.
18 января 2008 г.
13 мая 2008 г.
20 сентября 2008 г.
6 ноября 2008 г.
9 февраля 2010 г.
12 марта 2010 г.
5 апреля 2010 г.
8 апреля 2010 г.
23 апреля 2010 г.
20 августа 2010 г.
21 мая 2011 г.
1 июля 2011 г.
10 октября 2011 г.
7 декабря 2011 г.
1 января 2012 г.
1 июня 2012 г.
1 сентября 2012 г.
15 октября 2012 г.
1 января 2013 г.
12 февраля 2013 г.
1 апреля 2013 г.
1 июля 2013 г.

57,8
59,33
59,82
60,98
61,25
67,75
77,6
81,00
87
84,25
85,57
83,8
83,4
85,62
87
86,016
88,00
89,36
90,85
93,84
94.60
96.5
97.65
100.1
99.00
99.60
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4 сентября 2013 г.
19 ноября 2013 г.
1 января 2014 г.
25 марта 2014 г.
15 апреля 2014 г.
1 июня 2014 г.
1 сентября 2014 г.
1 октября 2014 г.
1 января 2015 г.
1 марта 2015 г.
1 июля 2015 г.
1 сентября 2015 г.
1 ноября 2015 г.
1 января 2016 г.
1 июля 2016 г.
1 января 2017 г.
1 марта 2017 г.
1 мая 2017 г.
6 июля 2017 г.
1 августа 2017 г.
1 сентября 2017 г.
1 октября 2017 г.
1 декабря 2017 г.
14 декабря 2017 г. (девальв)
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Курс рупии падает - причины
Dollar up, Dar down
Dr
Pervez
Tahir.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584175/6-dollar-up-dar-down/

December

15,

2017.

―Cecily, you will read your Political Economy in my absence. The chapter
on the ‗Fall of the Rupee‘ you may omit. It is somewhat too sensational. Even
these metallic problems have their melodramatic side,‖ said Miss Prism in Oscar
Wilde‘s The Importance of Being Earnest.
‗Currency closer to equilibrium‘ as rupee hits record low
On December 13th, the US dollar closed at Rs110.50 in the interbank market.
The greenback peaked at Rs111.50 during the day. The closure in the open market
was at Rs110.75 per dollar. In the morning after, the opening was Rs109.486. In a
matter of few days, the rupee has experienced a freefall. The adjustment has been
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long due. It was delayed not just because of Ishaq Dar‘s religious belief in a
stronger rupee, but also for his uncanny confidence in being able to borrow out of
trouble. As the media uproar about the fall of the rupee confirms, the move was out
and out political. The horror stories being told on the media about the surrender of
the rupee from around Rs3 a dollar at the time of independence to Rs111 now,
reflects the public sentiment against this ‗national dishonour‘. It was also a good
political move to avoid the higher debt servicing cost that a weaker rupee would
entail and push the problem to the future governments by borrowing to shore up
reserves now. Officials continue denying any agreement in the recent discussions
with the IMF. So, it is our own decision, for a change. The State Bank has
announced that the exchange rate will be determined by the market. A similar
statement made some time ago by a conscientious acting governor before Mr Dar
became a sleeping finance minister, was strongly rebuffed by him. Times have
changed, it seems. The prime minister does not have to wait around to meet a
lowly IMF official.
The thing to watch is where the rupee will settle down. In addition to the
bond proceeds from abroad, the State Bank has also taken control of the foreign
exchange reserves with the commercial banks. Exports are the critical barometer
here. The data for November shows that growth experienced since the start of the
fiscal year continues at an accelerated pace. In November, growth was as high as
12.35 per cent. For July-November, the overall growth was also in double digit at
10.49 per cent. In November, 2017, the dollar sold at Rs105.36. The depreciation
taking place now will impact upon exports in coming months. Imports, still
growing at twice the rate of exports, will likely decelerate from December.
Regulatory duties have already put some restraint, which will become stronger as a
result of the rapid depreciation. The balance of trade is also expected to improve.
Remittances have slowed down to 1.3 per cent in the first five months. November
witnessed a decline of 2.6 per cent. A depreciating rupee will be a strong incentive
to remit more, which is good for the current account.
US backs Russian investment in Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
Before that happens, the political climate must also improve. If past is any
guide, the difficult economic decisions like the depreciation of the rupee are
avoided in the last year of the government. This ‗dirty‘ job is left to caretakers. By
letting the rupee fall, the government is signalling a tough stance. It may be
planning to present the next budget also before June 5 th, its last day, to announce
tax and other structural reforms. But to last until then, it will have to ensure the
passage of bills related to the delimitation of constituencies and reforms in Fata,
besides a National Finance Commission award reflecting the new census and an
enlarged K-P.
Курс рупии к доллару меняется (109.5).
PKR-US$ exchange rate adjusts in the interbank market
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KARACHI: The PKR-US$ exchange rate in the inter-bank market closed at
Rs.107 per US$ on Friday.
During the day, PKR depicted high and low of Rs.109.50 and Rs.105.55
respectively, says a statement of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
It said that almost half way into the current fiscal year, Pakistan‘s economy
is well positioned to achieve the real GDP growth target of 6 percent in 2017-18.
This positive outlook is supported by a broad-based 8.4pc growth in Large
Scale Manufacturing during the first quarter of the year, and encouraging
assessment of major crops, while services are likely to benefit from the positive
spillovers of the growing commodity sector.
Strong growth in private sector credit, particularly in fixed investment loans,
also reflects the dynamism in the real economic activity.
Moreover, inflation continues to remain low and stable, and stood at 3.6
percent during the first five months of the year.
On external front, exports recorded a double-digit growth during Jul-Oct
FY18; Foreign Direct Investment reached a nine-year high; and workers‘
remittances posted a modest growth.
However, the continuation of high growth in imports led to a widening of
current account deficit, and consequently to depletion in the country‘s foreign
exchange reserves.
These pressures have persisted leading to the adjustment in inter-bank
exchange rate.
This movement in the exchange rate is based on demand and supply of
foreign exchange in the inter-bank market.
SBP is of the view that this market-driven adjustment in the exchange rate
will contain the imbalance in the external account and sustain higher growth
trajectory.
The exchange rate will continue to reflect the demand and supply conditions;
and SBP stands ready to intervene, in case speculative and/or momentary pressures
emerge, for smooth functioning of the foreign exchange markets.
Госбанк Пакистана считает, что девальвация рупии укрепит экономику
страны
SBP says weaker rupee to help economy
The Nation. December 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/10-Dec-2017/sbp-says-weakerrupee-to-help-economy

KARACHI - The rupee tumbled on Friday after what appeared to be an
effective devaluation by the State Bank of Pakistan, which later said a weaker local
currency would help the economy grow and contain balance of payments
pressures.
In a volatile trading session, the rupee slumped to 109.50 per dollar at one
point after opening at 105.55. It closed at 107 per dollar, according to the State
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Bank of Pakistan (SBP), after having mostly traded in a tight range of 104-105 per
dollar since December 2015.
―Everybody saw it coming. It has not come as a surprise,‖ said Saad
Hashmey, research director at brokerage Topline Securities.
The SBP had previously attempted to devalue in July but the move was
reversed by then-Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, who claimed he was unaware of the
central bank‘s plan and ordered an investigation.
Fawad Khan, head of research at BMA Capital, said the central bank had
―withdrawn‖ its support for the rupee . Other analysts also interpreted the plunge
as a devaluation.
The SBP said in a statement after close of trading that the rupee had slumped
due to ―pressures‖ from high growth in imports and depletion of country‘s foreign
currency reserves.
―SBP is of the view that this market-driven adjustment in the exchange rate
will contain the imbalance in the external account and sustain higher growth
trajectory,‖ it said.
The SBP added that it ―stands ready to intervene, in case speculative and/or
momentary pressures emerge, for smooth functioning of the foreign exchange
markets‖.
Hashmey said market participants will watch in the next few sessions to see
where the rupee settles. ―Given how the episode in July ended, I think the markets
may just wait and see,‖ he added.
A growing number of economists had been urging the SBP to devalue what
they said was an artificially strong rupee , arguing that its strength was hurting the
manufacturing sector.
The balance of payments pressure is largely due to imports of machinery and
other Chinese goods connected with a $57 billion infrastructure investment by
China, part of its planned Belt and Road trade route stretching to Asia, Europe and
beyond.
With foreign reserves dwindling, some analysts say the government may
need an International Monetary Fund bailout to avert a balance of payments crisis
similar to the one it suffered in 2013, when it sought IMF help.
Last month, Pakistan raised $2.5 billion from the sale of two dollardenominated sukuk and Eurobond issues in New York, the largest foreign bond
sales in its history.
Эксперты МВФ об экономике Пакистана – девальвация рупии грядет
In talks with IMF, Pakistan agrees to depreciate rupee
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, December 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375449/intalks-with-imf-pakistan-agrees-to-depreciate-rupee

ISLAMABAD: Amid a policy decision on Friday to allow rupee
depreciation, Pakistan and an International Monetary Fund (IMF) delegation
concluded the first round of discussions on the country‘s economy. Now members
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of the IMF delegation and Pakistan team are taking a two-day break to prepare for
the policy-level wrap-up by Dec 13-14.
A senior official told Dawn that the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) would
now let the currency exchange rate to adjust to market conditions after many
months, rather years, of resisting expectations. The timing of the move was
planned for Friday to ensure materialisation of $2.5 billion worth of receipts from
two international bonds launched last month.
This calculated move allowed the currency rate to touch Rs110 to a dollar on
Friday before settling down at around Rs107 and did not go beyond official
estimates. The two weekend holidays would give a breathing space instead of oversteaming the exchange rate.
Devaluation of rupee is not the answer if the root cause persists
The sources said that the IMF had concerns over the health of Pakistan‘s
external sector, but the government authorities had different opinions. As the two
sides concluded technical talks, the IMF team will prepare a report of its
assessment over the weekend and share with Pakistan officials on Monday for the
feedback and discussions.
While the government team, led by secretary of finance Shahid Mehmood
will review the assessment, the IMF mission to Pakistan, led by Harald Finger, will
visit Lahore next week for talks with provincial authorities including Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif and independent observers and researchers from the
business community and representatives of a private-sector university.
The authorities believed the currency adjustment would help shift foreign
currency holdings from commercial banks currently standing at a higher level of
around $6 billion back to official reserves and help divert remittances to official
channels with declining gap among the official, banking and open market rates.
For the first time after many months, the central bank is reported to have
noticed exporters to offload their positions. In the long run, the recent imposition
or increase in the import duties and regulatory duties would make unnecessary
imports expensive.
An official said that projections for CPEC-related repayments were within
the range already discussed by the two sides in connection with debt sustainability
analysis as $23 billion worth of projects were currently under various stages of
implementation, including $17 billion in the energy sector by the private sector.
About $6 billion worth of projects are in the road sector.
While a clean certificate of economic health from the IMF is useful for
international financial institutions and investment sentiment, the two sides are
reported to have noted that recent bond results were very positive for the fact that
this was the first fund raising from international capital market without the IMF
programme after many years and attracted favourable response and rates despite
high twin deficits, showing confidence of international investors and good
reflection of fundamentals.
The IMF director of Middle East and Central Asian Department (MCD),
Jihad Azour, the former finance minister from Lebanon, will also join the final
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round of talks next week. While the Pakistani side will continue to be led by Mr
Mehmood, a meeting of the IMF mission could also be arranged with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi who holds the portfolio of the finance minister,
depending on the gaps in policy positions, a source said.
Pakistan would continue to remain under the IMF‘s post-programme
monitoring (PPM) until about 2023 for borrowing significantly higher than its
quota. The threshold for Pakistan to move out of the PPM is estimated at 1.4
billion special drawing rights (SDRs) of the IMF that now stand around 4.3 SDRs.
Secretary Finance Shahid Mahmood, when contacted, said that the two sides
held various rounds of technical discussions over the last week and covered a host
of areas including macroeconomic situation, developments in energy, financial,
monetary and social sectors. He said that he shared with the IMF delegation an
overview of the economy which was on track and key economic indicators were
moving in the positive direction. He said that significant growth had been achieved
in revenue generation in the current fiscal year.
He said that Pakistan had achieved fiscal consolidation without
compromising on expenditures on development and social protection and the
government had set its eyes on achieving 6pc GDP growth which was inclusive,
pro-poor and sustainable. Mr Mahmood said that the recent successful launch of
Sukuk and Euro Bond were also discussed briefly.
Рупия девальвирована до 110.5 рупий за 1 доллар - причины
Rupee devalues by 2.6pc against dollar in single day
Salman Abduhu. The Nation. December 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Dec2017/rupee-devalues-by-2-6pc-against-dollar-in-single-day

Dealers say slide caused by high debt burden, decline in foreign exchange
reserves
Lahore – The rupee drifted lower by 2.6 percent versus dollar in the
interbank market on Friday, declining by Rs5 in a single day to Rs110.5, with no
major change in the open market mainly due to pressure of payments on the
external account, the dealers said.
They said the rupee-US dollar exchange rate, later in the evening started
stabilising and closed at Rs105.8 to the greenback after deteriorating unexpectedly
in the interbank market.
The pressure of payments on the external account is said to be the reason
behind the rise in dollar 's value. However, in the open market, dollar is trading at
Rs109, according to Forex market dealers.
They said that the dollar is going up due to Pakistan‘s high debt burden,
adding that the hike in dollar rate will also increase rate of imported items in the
country.
During the last 10 years, Pak Rupee has devalued annually by 5 percent.
Last week, the rupee traded firm against the dollar but fluctuated against the
euro in the interbank market. In the open market, however, the rupee remained
under slight pressure against the dollar .
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An official of State Bank of Pakistan said that the central bank is monitoring
the situation as trading is currently underway, hoping that the dollar rate will
stabilise in a short period and fluctuation in local currency will end very soon.
Financial market expert at Topline Fahad Qasim observed that there was a
brief episode in early July where Pak Rupee fell to Rs108.20 on July 5 (down 3
percent from previous day‘s close of 104.90) but subsequently came back up to
Rs105.25 on July 10.
It remains to be seen this time around whether this is temporary or whether
this movement in Pak Rupee sustains. He said devaluation is long overdue as the
Pak Rupee has been relatively stable since August 2015.
Further, Pakistan‘s external account has deteriorated as of late. During
FY17, Pakistan posted current account deficit of $12.2 billion (4 percent of GDP)
as compared to $2.6 billion (0.9 percent of GDP) in FY16.
For the period Jul-Oct 2017, CAD increased to $5.0 billion (1.6 percent of
GDP) compared to $2.2 billion (0.7 percent of GDP) last year.
He said that local equity markets have taken this development positively
with the market up by 1.2 percent so far. This is largely positive for Oil & Gas
Exploration, Power (IPP‘s) and Textiles. He expected rupee devaluation of around
6 percent for FY18.
Experts said that devaluation came a day after a United Nations report
warned that the government‘s policy of keeping the exchange rate stable by
intervening in the foreign exchange market may become unsustainable if the
US dollar appreciates against most major currencies in global markets.
The stable exchange rate may be encouraging for some investors and traders,
but the report warned that it is draining precious foreign exchange reserves.
Syed Atif Zafar, analyst at JS Research stated that there is a significant
ambiguity in the market with respect to the outlook of rupee/USD rate. He was of
the view that the movement in Rupee/USD has been triggered by the latest decline
in foreign exchange reserves (excluding bond issues).
As per SBP latest data, total foreign exchange reserves have declined to
$18.74b as at Nov 30, 2017 from $19.69b as at Nov 24, 2017 with reserves held by
SBP declining to $12.66b from $13.55b during the same period.
While details are not clear for the decline, it is speculated that repayment of
short-term debts taken to support foreign exchange reserves with Eurobond and
Sukuk proceeds forthcoming has led to such a fall.
It is to be noted that in Jul-2017, Rupee had declined by 3.1pc to 108.095,
but the government acted swiftly and Rupee/USD reverted back to 105.5 one day
later.
Experts highlighted depreciation of the currency as a positive for the equity
market, as over 25pc of market capitalisation directly benefits
from Rupee depreciation. Sugar sector is also likely to benefit with exports of
surplus stock expected in the near-term. Banks are also indirect beneficiary of PKR
depreciation.
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On the other hand, sectors like Autos, Pharmaceuticals, Cements, OMCs
(due to outstanding L/Cs) and select Chemicals are likely to be adversely affected.
Staff Reporter from Karachi adds: State Bank of Pakistan said today, the
PKR-USD exchange rate in the interbank market closed at Rs107 per USD. During
the day, PKR depicted high and low of Rs109.50 and Rs105.55 respectively, said a
central press release on Friday.
Almost half way into the current fiscal year, Pakistan‘s economy is well
positioned to achieve the real GDP growth target of 6 percent in 2017-18. This
positive outlook is supported by a broad-based 8.4pc growth in large scale
manufacturing during the first quarter of the year, and encouraging assessment of
major crops, while services are likely to benefit from the positive spillovers of the
growing commodity sector. Strong growth in private sector credit, particularly in
fixed investment loans, also reflects the dynamism in the real economic activity.
Moreover, inflation continues to remain low and stable, and stood at 3.6
percent during the first five months of the year.
On external front, exports recorded a double-digit growth during Jul-Oct
FY18; Foreign Direct Investment reached a nine-year high; and workers‘
remittances posted a modest growth. However, the continuation of high growth in
imports led to a widening of current account deficit, and consequently to depletion
in the country‘s foreign exchange reserves.
These pressures have persisted leading to the adjustment in inter-bank
exchange rate. This movement in the exchange rate is based on demand and supply
of foreign exchange in the interbank market.
SBP is of the view that this market-driven adjustment in the exchange rate
will contain the imbalance in the external account and sustain higher growth
trajectory.
The exchange rate will continue to reflect the demand and supply conditions;
and SBP stands ready to intervene, in case speculative and/or momentary pressures
emerge, for smooth functioning of the foreign exchange markets, the statement
concluded.
Падение курса рупии к доллару продолжается
Rupee downslide continues
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1364094/rupee-downslide-continues

16th,

2017.
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The local currency market is currently experiencing an artificial hike in
dollar value against the rupee.
The current rupee/dollar parity trend suggests that the dollar could soon hit
the Rs108 barrier against the rupee.
Last week, a sharp rise was witnesses particularly in the open market where
the dollar surpassed the Rs107 barrier.
The rising disparity between the interbank and open market dollar rates has
prompted increased dollar buying.
The rupee on the interbank market continued to escalate against the dollar
both ways in narrow ranges.
The week commenced in minus with the rupee inching down against the
dollar at Rs105.42 and Rs105.43 on Monday from the last closing at Rs105.41 and
Rs105.42.
On Tuesday, the rupee further posted a loss on the buying and selling
counter which enabled the dollar to climb to Rs105.43 and Rs105.45.
The current rupee/dollar parity trend suggests that the dollar could soon hit
the Rs108 barrier against the rupee
The rupee managed to rebound against the dollar on Wednesday with the
dollar changing hands at Rs105.41 and Rs105.43. The rupee continued to recover
early losses amid sluggish trading activity on Thursday, rising to its highest level
in seven weeks at Rs105.37 and Rs105.40.
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On Friday the rupee recorded the all-round gains, pushing the dollar to
seven-week lows at Rs105.34 and Rs105.36
In the open market, the rupee devaluation pressure was seen building up last
week as the rupee continued to weaken against the dollar for the third consecutive
week.
On Monday the dollar climbed to Rs106.60 and Rs106.80 from the prior
week‘s closing level of Rs106.50 and Rs106.70 on mounting dollar demand.
On Tuesday the rupee continued its downslide descending to Rs106.80 and
Rs107.00.
On Wednesday the dollar continued to strengthen against the rupee trading
at Rs107.10 and at Rs107.30.
On Thursday the rupee traded without any variation with the dollar trading
flat at Rs107.10 and Rs107.30 for the second day in a row.
The rupee managed to stage a rebound against the dollar, recovering partial
losses and closed the week against the dollar at Rs107.00 and Rs107.20
The euro rebounded sharply against the rupee as the rupee assumed
downtrend.
On Monday the euro changed hands at Rs124.80 and Rs126.05 against the
previous weekend‘s levels of Rs124.50 and Rs125.75.
On Tuesday the rupee further drifted lower against the euro and traded at
Rs125.40 and Rs126.40.
Continuing its downslide against the euro on Wednesday, the rupee further
lost enabling the euro to rise to Rs126.00 and Rs127.25.
The rupee downtrend persisted against the euro on Thursday enabling the
euro to hit two-and-a half- month highs at Rs126.50 and Rs127.70.
On Friday the rupee turned positive against the euro closing the week at
Rs126.00 and Rs127.20.
4 причины, почему девальвация рупии опасна для пакистанской
экономики
Four reasons why devaluation will hurt the economy
Dr Manzoor Ahmad (Pakistan‘s ambassador to the WTO from 2002 to 2008). The
Business and Finance Weekly, October 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362590/fourreasons-why-devaluation-will-hurt-the-economy

There is a distinct sense of déjà vu regarding the current economic situation,
calls for devaluation and new import tariffs.
There were similar calls in 2007-08, when the economy was in serious
difficulty and our foreign reserves plunged to $3.4 billion (enough to cover just
one month‘s imports).
At the time the government obliged by devaluing the currency by 28 per cent
and raising import duties on a large number of products by 15-50pc.
In each previous instance, abrupt devaluation brought about economic
distress, which lasted for several years. There is no justification in repeating
actions that have failed in the past
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But such measures failed to increase exports or improve the balance of
payments. Despite these measures, the then government had to seek a $7.6bn loan
from the IMF.
While the IMF loan solved the balance-of-payments problem temporarily,
the economy that was growing at over six to seven per cent prior to 2007 plunged
to one of the lowest growth rates and stayed that way for a number of years.
Devaluation resulted in huge new debts and the new import duties pulled
down exports. As a result the country was pushed back several years. Since other
neighbouring countries did not resort to devaluation or imposing new tariffs, they
continued to flourish.
Consequentially, the gulf between them and us grew bigger.
A similar situation is arising now. The experts who had advised the
government in 2008 and 2011 for devaluation and higher import duties are now
recommending the same. Applying the same measures as was done previously
would be counterproductive.
There are many reasons why devaluation and raising tariffs have been
detrimental to Pakistan‘s economic development in the past. Some of these are
summarised below.
First, the country‘s imports are inelastic and a weaker rupee will not help.
Mostly, they consist of raw materials (petroleum, chemicals and metals),
intermediate goods or machinery. Any devaluation would increase their cost and
thus make Pakistani exporters less competitive.
Secondly, devaluation will raise the cost of servicing our external debt.
Currently it is estimated to be around $70bn. If the rupee declines by 25pc, so will
the external debt in local currency.
According to government figures, devaluation of rupee during 2008 to 2013
caused the debt to swell by Rs1.909 trillion in local currency. Thus, devaluation
instead of easing the balance of payments will further exacerbate it.
Third, devaluation always increases inflation as essential items such as
petroleum, food and chemicals constitute almost half of our total imports. When
elections are around the corner and there is so much instability, can the
government afford to make life more difficult for the poor and the middle class?
Fourth, it has taken the country almost 10 years to rebuild investor
confidence to an extent. International investors are gradually making a comeback.
Their investment in the local stock exchange reached a 15-month high last week.
It‘s the same with foreign direct investment. After a long period of decline,
exports have started inching up. The recent State Bank survey shows that the
Consumer Confidence Index has risen by 5.07pc compared to the previous survey
conducted in July. If the currency is devalued, it would send a negative signal to
potential investors.
There is a misplaced impression that a lot of ‗luxury goods‘ are being
imported. The proponents of this notion often refer to high imports of ‗food items‘
worth over $5bn and mobile phones of $500m. However, a closer look reveals that
most of the food items imported consist of edible oils (about $2bn); pulses
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($831m); tea ($517m); infant milk ($235m); spices ($118m) and other such
products.
As for the mobile phones they can no longer be considered luxury goods but
are essential for our economic progress. Already, they are taxed at very high rates
and consequently almost half of them are smuggled in. If the taxes are raised
further, almost all of them will come through smuggling.
The government also has to assess whether there is indeed panic brewing, as
is being claimed by certain quarters.
According to the central bank, Pakistan‘s reserves at the start of the current
financial year were $20.223bn. At the end of September, they are almost at the
same level. Of course the reserves did touch $23bn in 2016, but prior to that they
had never been in excess of the current level. In view of this, the panic calls are not
justified.
In any case if past instances can teach us a lesson, it is that devaluation and
imposition of additional tariffs only aggravate the situation further.
In each previous instance, abrupt devaluation brought about economic
distress, which lasted for several years. There is no justification in repeating
actions that have failed in the past.
Девальвация рупии возможна – в свете сложной ситуации во внешней
торговле и др.
Pakistan‘s crisis: Let the rupee depreciate or increase tariffs – the
billion-dollar question
Jazib
Nelson.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
9,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526263/pakistans-crisis-let-rupee-depreciate-increase-tariffsbillion-dollar-question/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s external sector is under serious stress as the
current account deficit has increased to an astronomically high level. Due to this
crisis, foreign exchange reserves of Pakistan have decreased to $13.85 billion as of
September 29, 2017.
Although August brought some respite due to stronger exports, remittances
and foreign direct investment; it remains to be seen if it is a one-off event or the
start of an improving trend. Either way, challenges to Pakistan‘s external sector
remain far from over.
Unfortunately, policy response to the situation is yet to show any semblance
of clarity. Earlier this month, the prime minister‘s office was considering to
depreciate rupee by 9% or Rs10 against US dollar or to increase the scope of 100%
cash requirement before goods are imported.
Rupee sinks 3.2% against US dollar, Dar and SBP divided over explanation
However, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar opposed this proposal on the grounds
that rupee depreciation will increase the burden of external debt on the federal
budget. With the election year ahead, the government will naturally not want to
compromise its already limited fiscal space. He has also opposed the 100% cash
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requirement option because the IMF raised objections when the move was
previously used.
Ironically, the impact of both of these polices can be negative on the external
sector. If rupee remains overvalued, as it is now, the import bill will remain high.
Similarly, if rupee is depreciated, burden of external debt in rupee terms will be a
cause of concern.
The government is mulling that the only way out of this apparent puzzle is to
increase tariffs. The National Tariff Commission (NTC) has already identified 300
tariff lines of non-essential consumer goods on which it has proposed to increase
duties by 30%.
As always, these goods include cosmetics, consumer goods, and agriculture
products. As per the NTC, there is an added benefit of collecting revenue worth
Rs26 billion for the government. However, per NTC proposal, duties will be
abolished completely on import of raw materials and other materials that are used
in manufactured exports. So what should the government do? Let the rupee
depreciate to Rs115 vis-a-vis dollar or increase tariffs to the tune of 30%?
Tariff
Increasing tariffs on agriculture, cosmetics, and consumer goods can‘t bring
down Pakistan‘s import payments in a comfortable range. The recent swift
deterioration in current account deficit has come on the back of increased imports
of power and construction machinery under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). Increasing tariffs on goods that are not responsible for massive uptick in
import payments can‘t bring any dramatic improvement in our current account.
On top of that, our economy may run the risk of imported inflation
especially in agriculture goods that we import. Pakistan‘s major agriculture imports
include edible vegetable, oil seeds, fruits, coffee, tea, and spices. While this policy
may not reduce our import bill by a large margin, it may adversely decrease the
purchasing power of consumers especially those who are poor and lower middle
income since a significant portion of their income is spent on food items.
Rupee depreciation
It is widely believed that a depreciated rupee will give a push to Pakistani
exports. Different business associations and economists have urged the
government to depreciate it in order to give a temporary boost to exports. Even the
IMF has continuously maintained that rupee is overvalued by at least 20%.
Dar‘s concern about the implication of this policy on external debt can only
make sense in rupee terms. But in dollar terms, rupee depreciation can reduce the
dollar value of external debt.
According to the Economic Survey of Pakistan 2016-17, Pakistan‘s external
debt is $58.4 billion. If the rupee is depreciated to Rs115 per dollar, our external
debt goes down to $53.2 billion. It is standard economics, whenever a currency
loses value either due to inflation or depreciation, the debtor gains and the creditor
losses.
On the other hand, depreciation may not be viewed favourably by long-term
foreign investors since they prefer to invest in a currency in which their returns are
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secure. As Pakistan waits on the Emerging Market Funds to invest in the Pakistan
Stock Exchange, rupee depreciation may render them nervous.
What should the government do?
Rupee depreciation can be the only viable and effective policy option in line
with market fundamentals. However, it will only bring temporary relief to our
external sector crisis. The fact that Pakistan is one of the few economies in the
world, which repeatedly seeks help from the IMF for its external account crisis,
warrants serious attention.
Rupee dip ‗meant to fix imbalances‘
The real problem is that we have always been short-sighted in viewing our
current account problems. We have always tried to plug this deficit either through
more borrowing, remittances, or foreign direct investment — even privatisation
proceeds. When inflows are not coming through these mediums, such as right now,
we turn to options like rupee depreciation, tariffs and cash requirements.
A permanent end to the external account crisis can only be achieved through
increasing our export earnings. For that, we need to scale down economic
protection of industries as it has turned them uncompetitive in the global markets.
Рупия должна быть девальвирована, пока что экономика страдает от
неоправданно завышенного курса рупии к доллару
Rupee devaluation: a closer look
Shahid Mehmood (head of research and development at the Policy Research Institute of
Market
Economy).
The
Express
Tribune,
July
17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1459596/rupee-devaluation-closer-look/

On the 5th of July, the value of the rupee suddenly took an unexpected plunge
against the dollar as it lost more than 3 per cent of its value in one day. On that
day, the dollar was trading at Rs108 in the exchange market. This depreciation sent
the finance minister and his team scurrying to halt the slide. An inquiry was
ordered as the finance minister asserted that the drop-in value was ‗artificial‘. The
rupee is now again trading at Rs105 against the dollar, but the fallout of the
depreciation has been substantial.
The events of the 5th of July might have been ‗unexpected‘ for the finance
minister and his team, but there is little doubt that a correction in the exchange rate
was warranted since some time. Economists and experts, including those at
institutions like International Monetary Fund, have little doubt that the rupee to
dollar parity had been kept at an artificially high rate since long, and correction
was needed in lieu of the market fundamentals. Pakistan‘s ever widening current
account deficit, for example, warranted a drop in the value of the rupee against the
dollar. Besides, there is also a strong belief that by artificially keeping the value of
rupee higher against the dollar, Pakistan‘s exports to other countries deteriorated
further as their level of competitiveness suffered. In essence, experts have been
calling for a re-adjustment in the value of rupee in accordance with the demand
and supply fundamentals and market forces.
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On the 5th of July, the State Bank of Pakistan did not intervene in order to
allow exchange rate alignment as per the market fundamentals. This went against
the policy of the government, especially the FM, who is known to be a strong
opponent of devaluation of the rupee. It becomes easier for the FM to stick to his
stance as the State Bank of Pakistan‘s autonomy has considerably eroded in recent
years due to appointment of hand-picked heads of State Bank of Pakistan by the
Finance division. Those heads, in turn, have ensured that the prevalent exchange
rate is as per the guidelines of the Finance division. However, the acting governor
did not follow the norm and allowed the much-needed and much-anticipated
adjustment. The State Bank of Pakistan‘s statement said:
….this depreciation (of by 3.1pc in a single day) in the exchange rate will
address the emerging imbalance in the external account and strengthen the growth
prospects of the country… the current exchange rate (of Rs108.25 to the dollar) is
broadly aligned with the economic fundamentals.‖
Not surprisingly, this stance did not go down well with the finance minister.
Within days, a new governor of the State Bank of Pakistan was appointed in the
form of Tariq Bajwa, a recently retired bureaucrat who is also thought to be a close
confidant of the finance minister. His appointment confirms the perception that the
finance minister and the finance division want to run the State Bank of Pakistan as
per their wishes rather than granting it complete autonomy to pursue its work
independently. This does not augur well for institutional independence as well as
Pakistan‘s economy.
By keeping the rupee to dollar parity at an artificially higher level, Pakistan‘s
declining exports are set to suffer further.
Рупия укрепилась – 105.6 за 1 долл.
Rupee strengthens against dollar
The Express Tribune, July 13th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456695/rupeestrengthens-dollar/

KARACHI: The rupee strengthened against the dollar at 105.5/105.7 in the
inter-bank market on Wednesday compared to Tuesday‘s close of 105.6/105.8.
Currency: Rupee weakens against dollar
The currency market has fluctuated regularly in recent months with hefty rises
and falls on some occasions. In the long run, however, the rupee has stood firm
after experiencing extensive volatility, when it weakened from around Rs98 to a
dollar to above Rs103 in the wake of political impasse over alleged election
rigging.
The central bank has imposed 100% cash margin on the import of certain
consumer goods to restrict the demand for US dollars. The rupee has been one of
the best performing currencies in Asia for over three years despite the dollar‘s
sharp appreciation against other currencies.
Currency: Rupee strengthens against dollar
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However, the International Monetary Fund has repeatedly said that Pakistan‘s
rupee is overvalued by 5-20%. According to analysts, the artificial support for the
rupee has adversely affected Pakistan‘s exports.
Исаак Дар обвиняет главу Госбанка Пакистана в неумелой политике,
приведшей к падению рупии (до 108 рупий за 1 долл.).
Govt blames SBP chief for rupee fall
Daily Times. 7.07.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/07-Jul-17/govt-blames-sbpchief-for-rupee-fall

Dar says an individual‘s direction to banks to depreciate the rupee against
dollar was tantamount to damaging country‘s economy *New SBP governor in a
day or two
ISLAMABAD: A day after financial market was rocked by a sudden
depreciation in the value of Pakistani rupee against US dollar, Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar on Thursday hinted that State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) acting governor
was behind the sudden steep fall in value of rupee, who, according to him, while
acting alone had directed the banks to let the local currency depreciate against
greenback.
Following a meeting with presidents of around two dozen domestic banks and
financial institutions, who had been summoned to Islamabad for an emergency
meeting, the finance minister announced that a new governor of the SBP may be
appointed as soon as Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif returns from his two-day visit to
Tajikistan.
―The Rs 3.50 devaluation in a single day was a unique accident of our history
and an attempt to give an artificial setback to country‘s economy,‖ Dar said, while
announcing to launch a probe to find out the reasons behind such an irrational
move by the SBP acting chief. ―Nobody can be jack of all trades,‖ the minister
said, while disapproving the unilateral move of the acting governor.
The minister said that the federal government did not change its foreign
exchange policy. He made it clear that the pre-slide value of Rs 104.90 per US
dollar was the ‗real value‘ of the Pakistani currency.
Dar said that the ‗turmoil in the currency market was the result of the
information communication gap‘. But the market has adjusted it as the rupee value
was again back to Rs 105.50 in the interbank trading on Thursday, he added.
At the close of the day on Thursday, the rupee value in the interbank stood at
Rs 106.50 to a dollar, amid reports that the government may eventually allow up to
1.5 per cent depreciation.
While rectifying his earlier statement that he gave on Wednesday when he
claimed that current political instability could be behind rupee deprecation, Dar
said it was actually the result of an individual act. ―On Wednesday morning, an
individual called the banks and asked them to depreciate the rupee against the US
dollar, which was tantamount to damaging the economy,‖ said Dar, adding that
even the SBP deputy governor was not aware of the decision by Riaz Riazuddin.
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Dar also announced that a competent person with integrity will be appointed
to head the inquiry to be launched to find out the reasons to devalue the rupee. He
said that all the interbank transactions would be investigated to find out who got
benefited from the rupee devaluation.
Dar also rejected the notion that external account position required rupee
depreciation. The minister said that current account financing was the
responsibility of the finance ministry that it was fulfilling.
Dar said that although the constitution allows three months before a new
governor of the State Bank has to be appointed, the process of doing so will be
expedited.
―A new, permanent governor will be appointed in a day or two after PM
Sharif returns,‖ he said.
Dar thanked the bankers who, he said, accepted the federal government‘s
position on the value of the currency. He claimed that during the meeting the
bankers expressed repentance over Wednesday‘s incident.
It was for the first time that the federal government publicly accused a sitting
governor of ‗playing games‘ with economy. It is yet to be seen whether Riaz
Riazuddin would prefer to continue as deputy governor after appointment of a new
governor in light of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar‘s mistrust on him. The SBP Chief
Spokesman Abid Qamar did not respond to a question whether Riaz Riazuddin
would continue after the distrust showed by the finance minister.
The SBP on Wednesday had issued a press statement and supported the fall in
the value of the rupee.
Рупия неожиданно упала до 108.5 за 1 доллар.
Rupee falls sharply against dollar
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, July 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1343435/rupee-fallssharply-against-dollar

KARACHI: The rupee plunged by 3.1 per cent in the opening hours of
interbank trade on Wednesday, sparking a shortage of foreign currency in the open
market as dealers preferred to hold rather than sell.
By midday the dollar had risen to Rs108.50 before settling at Rs108.25 by
close. This is the largest single drop in the currency in nine years, according to
Bloomberg, and there is no clarity on how far it might go in the days ahead.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) held its silence during the day as the slide
continued unabated, creating serious concern amongst bankers as rumours swirled
that the move might be engineered to advance political goals. But hours after the
close of trade, the central bank issued a statement owning the move, saying it had
become necessary due to a growing deficit in the external account.
―The exchange rate adjusted in the market and the SBP is of the view that this
depreciation in the exchange rate will address the emerging imbalance in the
external account and strengthen the growth prospects of the country,‖ said the
SBP, adding that it also believes ―the current exchange rate is broadly aligned with
the economic fundamentals.‖
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Meanwhile, the move drew a sharp reaction from the finance ministry where
an emergency meeting was called in the afternoon. A strongly worded statement
issued after that meeting called the decline ―artificial‖ and said it had ―negatively
affected our foreign exchange markets‖.
Rift emerges between SBP and finance minister; Dar summons bank heads to
Islamabad today
The finance minister ―expressed deep concern, indignation and
disappointment‖ at the move, before adding that ―the current political situation is
being exploited by certain individuals, banks and entities‖. The statement
threatened ―appropriate action‖ against those responsible, ―in the national interest‖.
Presidents of domestic banks have been summoned to Islamabad for an
emergency meeting at the finance ministry on Thursday morning. If the finance
minister insists on ordering action to restore the rupee back to its original value
before Wednesday‘s declines, it could set the stage for a clash as banks find
themselves caught between the regulator and the government. Legally the finance
minister has no powers to compel compliance since those powers are with the State
Bank, but informally he wields a great deal of clout.
This is the first open rift between the SBP and finance minister who has been
dominating the bank‘s affairs for the last four years. The central bank is currently
headed by Riaz Riazuddin as an acting governor, who is a career SBP staffer. His
term runs till July 28.
The drama started in the morning as the rupee lost against the greenback but
the usual interventions from the State Bank did not come, a senior banker told
Dawn. ―Normally they call with instructions, but when no calls came, we asked
them and were told that they are under instructions to let the rupee go.‖ At that
point in time it was unclear where the instructions had come from.
A source in the State Bank told Dawn that the decision is actually months in
the making. ―This was a decision made at the State Bank, nowhere else,‖ he said.
―The banks were conveyed a message from the central bank that they should
cover the entire imports which means the SBP would not support the banks any
more,‖ said Atif Ahmed, a currency dealer in the inter-bank market.
The State Bank usually supports banks to cover imports and helps to stabilise
the exchange rate regime.―We believe this was long overdue as the Pak rupee has
been relatively stable since August 2015. Further, during the last 10 years, the
rupee has devalued annually by 5 per cent,‖ said a note of Topline Securities.
―A one-off devaluation move does little to ease pressure on the deteriorating
balance of payments position. Rupee is still significantly overvalued than its fair
value,‖ said Eman Zubair from Tresmark.
Курс рупии стабилен.
Rupee/dollar parity stable
Economic
&
Business,
April
https://www.dawn.com/news/1324571/rupeedollar-parity-stable

3rd,

2017.
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In the local currency market, the rupee/dollar parity has shown a stable trend
in March despite looming pressure on forex reserves.
Last week, the foreign exchange reserves amounted to $21.795bn down from
$22.05bn in the earlier week.
The authorities have maintained the rupee-dollar parity at around 104.80/85
since last year. Reserves had been built largely on a financial account surplus
dominated by debt inflows.
However, it seems that the rupee remains overvalued, as per REER, according
to the IMF. The forecast shows that the rupee will depreciate to 107-109 against
the dollar in 2017.
The rupee appreciated by 0.05pc on the interbank market but depreciated by
2.04pc in the open market during 2016.
Last week on the interbank market, the rupee traded unchanged against the
dollar in all the five trading sessions as dollar supply was sufficient to meet the
demand.
On the interbank market, the rupee traded unchanged against the dollar
in all five trading sessions
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It commenced the week on a negative note, inching down by one paisa at
Rs104.85 and Rs104.86 in the first trading session against the last closing at
Rs104.84 and Rs104.85.
It then traded unchanged against the dollar for four successive days. The
parity closed the week flat at Rs104.85 and Rs104.86 for the third consecutive
week.
Steadier trend was witnessed in the last trading session. The week ended on a
positive note as the rupee inched up by one paisa at Rs104.84 and Rs104.85 in the
absence of demand.
During the week, the rupee lost one paisa in the first trading session but
managed to recover by the same amount in the last trading session. As a result, the
dollar on the interbank market did not depict any change against the rupee on
WoW basis.
In the open market, the rupee maintained a firm trend versus the dollar,
posting a 10 paisas gain, changing hands at Rs106.30 and Rs106.50 against the
weekend‘s levels of Rs104.85 and Rs104.86. The parity stayed in a tight band as
the rupee remained flat against the dollar at Rs106.30 and Rs106.50 in the second
and third trading sessions.
The rupee posted another 10 paisas gain dragging the dollar down to almost
three week lows at Rs106.20 and Rs106.40 in the fourth trading session.
In the last trading session, the rupee maintained its overnight firmness against
the dollar, closing the week flat against the dollar, trading at Rs106.20 and
Rs106.40 for the second straight day.
The dollar in the open market suffered 20 paisas loss against the dollar during
the week. However, it did not show any change on week on week basis.
Against euro also, the rupee depicted an upward rising trend, hovering
between the high of Rs113.05 and Rs114.55 and low of Rs114.75 and Rs116.25.
During the week, the euro suffered a net loss of Rs1.20 against the rupee on week
on week basis.

ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННАЯ ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА1
ТРАНСПОРТ И СВЯЗЬ1
Значение МТК «Север-Юг» усиливается
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 25.07.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/07/25/znachenie-mtk-sever-yug-usilivaetsya/

Как известно, планы по транспортной и экономической интеграции
стран Евразии не ограничиваются китайской инициативой «Новый
Шелковый путь» (НШП). Немалое значение имеет также проект
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международного транспортного коридора (МТК) «Север-Юг». Основными
участниками проекта являются Россия, Иран, Индия и Азербайджан.
МТК должен связать Индию, Ближний Восток, Центральную Азию и
Кавказ через Россию со странами Европы и Евразийского экономического
союза (ЕАЭС). Маршрут включает в себя такие точки, как индийский городпорт Мумбаи, иранский Бендер-Аббас, столицу Азербайджана Баку и
российские города Астрахань, Москву и Санкт-Петербург. После этого МТК
продлится до Северной Европы. В результате должна значительно снизиться
стоимость и длительность грузоперевозок между упомянутыми регионами,
что поспособствует значительному росту объемов международной торговли
на евразийском континенте.
Проект МТК «Север-Юг» известен с конца 1990-х гг. В каком-то смысле
он уже функционирует, поскольку Иран довольно активно перевозит свои
товары через Азербайджан в Россию. Однако до полного раскрытия
потенциала МТК «Север-Юг» еще далеко. Так, Индия и многие страны
Ближнего Востока до сих пор осуществляют большую часть сообщения с
Европой длинным морским путем через Суэцкий канал.
Основным преимуществом МТК «Север-Юг» является то, что большая
часть пути проходит по суше. Это быстрее, дешевле и безопаснее, чем по
морю. Однако для эффективной перевозки больших объемов грузов
сухопутным путем выгоднее всего пользоваться железными дорогами. До
сих пор подходящей железнодорожной инфраструктуры не было, и немалая
часть грузов перевозилась из Ирана в Азербайджан автомобильным
транспортом. Вероятно, это было одной из причин того, что МТК «СеверЮг» пока не вошел в число важнейших путей Евразии. Однако в последние
годы работа над единой железнодорожной системой на всем протяжении
МТК заметно активизировалась. Создаются и вводятся в эксплуатацию все
новые ее участки.
Заметный вклад в реализацию проекта внесли Иран и Азербайджан.
Чтобы соединить свои железнодорожные системы, эти две страны решили
построить железную дорогу «Астара – Решт – Казвин». Общая длина
строящейся дороги составляет почти 360 км, и она скоро будет готова к
использованию. Начинается путь в азербайджанском населенном пункте
Астара у одноименной реки, по которой проходит ирано-азербайджанская
граница. Дорога пересекает реку Астара по новому, специально
построенному мосту и приходит в иранский город Астара, носящий такое же
название, как и его азербайджанский сосед. Далее маршрут проходит через
иранские города Решт и Казвин в северном Иране, после чего соединяется с
основной иранской железнодорожной сетью. По ней пассажиры и грузы
будут доставляться в порт Бендер-Аббас на берегу Персидского залива –
стратегически важного транспортного узла Ирана. Оттуда возможно морское
сообщение со всей Азией.
Крайней точкой МТК «Север-Юг» пока что является индийский порт
Мумбаи, один из самых населенных городов мира. Мумбаи – значительный
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экономический центр не только Индии, но и всей Азии. Он расположен на
берегу Аравийского моря и является одним из главных портов в регионе,
находящимся на пересечении множества международных маршрутов.
В начале марта 2017 г. состоялся тестовый запуск участка «Астара –
Астара». Это не самая большая часть дороги «Астара – Решт – Казвин»,
однако ее открытие имеет важное политическое значение. Начало работы
железной дороги «Астара – Астара», пересекающей ирано-азербайджанскую
границу, свидетельствует о взаимном доверии двух стран и об отсутствии
между ними значительных разногласий, в том числе и по вопросу иранской
провинции Южный Азербайджан, жители которой периодически требуют
отделения от Ирана. Неслучайно испытание маршрута «Астара – Астара»
было приурочено к визиту в Иран азербайджанского президента Ильхама
Алиева.
Во время этого визита глава Азербайджана встретился с президентом
Ирана Хасаном Роухани. На переговорах обсуждалось ираноазербайджанское сотрудничество в сфере транспорта. Были подписаны
новые документы, касающиеся железнодорожного строительства. В конце
июня 2017 г. иранское министерство дорог и градостроительства сообщило,
что участок «Казвин – Решт» также скоро будет готов к использованию. Его
запуск ожидается в конце лета 2017 г. Дорогу «Казвин – Решт» начали
строить в 2009 г. Создание этого пути длиной 205 км стоило немалых затрат.
Он пролегает через местность со сложным рельефом, и для его сооружения
потребовалось большое количество мостов и тоннелей. Уже сейчас дорогу
«Казвин – Решт» называют самым сложным железнодорожным проектом
Ирана.
В июле 2017 г. компании «Иранские железные дороги» и
«Азербайджанские железные дороги» подписали соглашение о строительстве
в иранской Астаре крупного железнодорожного терминала, через который
Азербайджан намерен осуществлять транзит своих товаров в больших
объемах. Азербайджанская сторона намерена инвестировать в этот проект
$60 млн. Тогда же СМИ сообщили о скором подписании ираноазербайджанского договора о строительстве участка «Астара – Решт»,
недостающего звена дороги «Астара – Казвин – Решт» на территории Ирана.
Стоимость строительства должна составить более $1 млрд. Азербайджан
намерен предоставить Ирану кредит на $500 млн. Создание дороги «Астара –
Решт» станет последним этапом соединения азербайджанской и иранской
железнодорожных систем. Это станет одним из важнейших событий в
истории проекта МТК «Север-Юг».
Признаком успешного развития МТК можно считать возвращение к
нему интереса со стороны Индии. В июле 2017 г. Москву посетила
индийская парламентская делегация для участия в заседании РоссийскоИндийской межпарламентской комиссии. После заседания спикер нижней
палаты парламента Индии Сумитра Махаджан заявила, что Россия и Индия
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должны развивать взаимодействие в различных сферах, в том числе в
проекте МТК «Север-Юг».
Множество факторов располагают к тому, чтобы МТК «Север-Юг» стал
одной из важнейших транспортных артерий Евразии. Во-первых, это
большая стоимость и длительность традиционного морского пути из Азии в
Европу. Во-вторых, это нестабильность в странах Ближнего Востока,
придающая морским перевозкам через Суэцкий канал дополнительную
опасность. В-третьих, это уверенное развитие китайского проекта «Новый
Шелковый путь».
Несмотря на все выгоды НШП, многие крупные игроки Азиатского
региона (в первую очередь Индия) опасаются стремительного роста
китайского влияния. При этом они осознают необходимость экономической
и транспортной интеграции Евразии. Поэтому они спешат найти или создать
транспортные коридоры, альтернативные НШП. МТК «Север-Юг» прекрасно
подходит на эту роль. Вполне возможно, что создание эффективной системы
железных дорог на всем его протяжении – последний штрих, после которого
он приобретет заслуженную популярность.

ЖЕЛЕЗНОДОРОЖНЫЙ ТРАНСПОРТ1
О роли китайских транспортных компаний в развитии транспортной
системы в Пакистане на примере метрополитена г. Лахор
Казанин М.В. 22 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38560

По сообщениям СМИ КНР, 9 октября 2017 г. во втором по значимости
городе Пакистана — Лахоре (столица провинции Пенджаб) состоялось
открытие оранжевой ветки городского метрополитена, которая связывает
северную и южную части города и имеет длину 25,58 км. Всего на ветке 26
станций, из которых только две подземные. На торжественном мероприятии
присутствовали губернатор провинции, главный советник правительства
провинции, генеральный консул КНР в провинции Пенджаб, а также
высокопоставленные сотрудники китайских подрядных организаций.
Как отметили китайские представители, метрополитен Лахора повысит
привлекательность города как местных жителей, так и для иностранных
предпринимателей, которые стремятся расширить свое торговоэкономическое присутствие во втором по значимости города Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что проект Лахорского метро был обсужден еще в
ходе первого визита председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина в Пакистан в апреле
2015 г. Руководитель китайского государства подписал межгосударственное
соглашение о строительстве первого в истории Пакистана метро, а с
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пакистанской стороны свою подпись поставил бывший премьер-министр
Наваз Шариф.
Известно, что на строительство оранжевой ветки Экспортноимпортный банк КНР выделил 1,6 млрд долл. США. Все геологические
изыскания, проектирование и строительные выполняли геодезические,
строительные и монтажные бригады из состава China Railway Corporation
(государственная корпорация, эксплуатирующая ж/д сеть КНР), China
Railway International Group (специальное юридическое лицо для реализации
зарубежных контрактов), Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive (один из трех
производителей пассажирского подвижного состава в КНР) и China North
Industries Co.,Ltd (также известна как НОРИНКО). По данным китайских
источников, срок выполнения всего комплекса работ составил 27 месяцев.
Примечательно, что кроме трех компаний железнодорожного профиля
в реализации проекта Лахорского метро приняла участие крупнейшая
корпорация оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР – НОРИНКО, которая
предоставила свое строительное оборудование, а также системы
безопасности (видеокамеры, рентгеновские установки, металлодетекторы,
датчики взрывчатых веществ), которыми оборудованы станции метро в
городах КНР. Китайские проектировщики достаточно подробно проработали
вопросы безопасности, поскольку в Пакистане регулярно происходят
террористические акты с большим количеством погибших и раненных.
Вероятно, станции метро станут первыми объектами транспортной
инфраструктуры Пакистана, которые перейдут под охрану новых
подразделений безопасности и антитеррора, которые готовят китайские
военные советники.
Китайские обозреватели полагают, что китайские строители обучат
военнослужащих инженерных подразделений СВ ВС Пакистана
пользованию сложной строительной подземной техники, поскольку местные
военные крайне заинтересованы в создании сети подземных укреплений под
рассматриваемым городом на случай начала вооруженного конфликта с
Индией.
Очевидно, что все работы, а также оборудование было поставлено
китайским компаниями, которые следуют требованиям национальных
стандартов КНР. Подобный проект позволил китайским подрядчикам
провести обучение небольшой группы пакистанских строителей и
инженеров, однако это только начало долгого процесса по формированию
собственной архитектурно-строительной школы в Пакистане. По словам
руководителей китайских подрядных организаций, для китайских инженеров
и конструкторов важно обкатать некоторые новые технологические решения,
которые в будущем будут использованы при реализации контрактов в
государствах Юго-Восточной Азии и Африки.
В отношении подвижного состава известно, что китайские
вагоностроители использовали специальную нержавеющую сталь для
изготовления вагонов, которая обладает высокой коррозионной стойкостью и
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прочностью при эксплуатации в жестком температурном режиме г.Лахор где
температура в летний период может достигать 60 градусов Цельсия.
Китайские инженеры специально разработали высокоэффективные
экономичные кондиционеры для вагонов, а кроме того, практически все
освещение на станциях и подвижном составе изготовлено с использованием
LED диодов.
Известно, что компания Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive поставит только
для оранжевой ветки 27 составов по пять вагонов в каждом. Двигательная
схема составлена следующим образом – три тяговых вагона и два для
торможения. Максимальная скорость вагонов в современной комплектации
составляет 80 км/ч, однако ветка рассчитана на превышение скорости на 1015 км/ч. Следует отметить, что при разработке дизайна вагонов китайские
специалисты учли национальные, культурные и религиозные особенности
местного населения и изобразили на подвижном составе религиозные
достопримечательности Пакистана.
По расчетам китайских специалистов, благодаря вводу в строй только
этой ветки метро, ежедневно более 250 000 человек сможет добираться из
южной части города в северную за 45 минут, тогда как при использовании
автомобильных дорог общего пользования для этого необходимо 2.5 часа. С
точки зрения экономики перевозок, только одна оранжевая ветка принесет в
казну г.Лахор 89 млн долл. США, а местные жители смогут сэкономить на
транспортных расходах 54 млн долл. США.
Как отмечают китайские аналитики, успешная реализация проекта
Лахорского метро продемонстрирует всем критикам стратегического плана
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина «Один пояс, один путь», что китайские
государственные корпорации могут учесть: юридические особенности
функционирования инфраструктурных проектов за рубежом; сложные
климатические условия, которые напрямую обуславливают высокую
сложность работ, а значит их стоимость. На примере метрополитена г. Лахор
видно, что китайская схема развития ключевой инфраструктуры
иностранного государства позволяет предпринимателям из Поднебесной
получать значительную прибыль даже на начальной стадии проекта и скорее
всего в последствии китайские подрядчики получат доход в процессе
эксплуатации метро.
Вполне вероятно, что в ходе реализации такого крупного
инфраструктурного проекта как «Китайско-пакистанский экономический
коридор»
китайские
подрядчики
построят
системы
легкого
железнодорожного транспорта в других ключевых городах Пакистана и
подключат их к основной железнодорожной ветке, которая свяжет южный
портовый город Гвадар и китайский районный центр Кашэ в Синьцзянуйгурском автономном районе КНР. Протяженность дистанции Гвадар-Кашэ
составит около 1900 км.
В отношении развития железнодорожной сети Пакистана известно, что
китайские строители планируют продолжить несколько веток, которые
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позволят связать Исламабад, Карачи, Пешавар, Гвадар и еще несколько
десятков населенных пунктов в Пакистане с расчетом на то, что в
перспективе появится возможность прокладки ж/д пути в Афганистан и
Иран. Стоимость строительства ветки (Лахор — Карачи) составляет 8 млрд
долл. США. Китайские банки выделили указанную сумму на данный проект
в форме кредита по ставке 2% годовых.
Одновременно с формированием железнодорожной сети китайские
телекоммуникационные компании будут устанавливать вышки сотовой связи
(стандарта 4G c возможностью перехода на стандарт 5G), чтобы обеспечить
уверенную
передачу
информации
на
всем
маршруте
движения пассажирского/грузового состава.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
представляется
возможным
согласиться с китайскими специалистами в оценках того, что успешная
реализация пакистанских инфраструктурных проектов позволит китайским
строителям и инженерам получить новый опыт и заработать положительную
репутацию, что очень важно, так как Япония и Южная Корея активно
продвигают свою продукцию и предлагают услуги по строительству
железнодорожной сети на разных континентах.
Модернизация железнодорожного транспорта требует 30 млрд. долл.
Railways needs up to $30 billion for revival
Shahram
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533206/railways-needs-30-billion-revival/

17th,

2017.

LAHORE: If upgrade of the Main Line One (ML-1) did not materialise as
per the set time frame, then it could be tough for the Pakistan Railways to ensure
its development, cautioned Minister for Railways Khawaja Saad Rafique.
Speaking at a press conference on Monday, Rafique said, ―The corporation
needs up to $30 billion for its complete revival, if projects under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) are not completed on time and face undue
delays, then things could once again get ugly.‖
―Among all projects, the ML-1 (covering Karachi-Peshawar junctions) is of
extreme importance and its upgrade is expected to begin in December this year.‖
Pakistan Railways: Restoration work under way
Once upgraded, he said, ML-1 would attract much more business as the
capacity, which currently is 32 trains per 24 hours, would increase up to 171 trains.
Talking about four-year performance of the Pakistan Railways under his
tenure, Rafique said its revenues, which had dropped to Rs18 billion in 2013-14,
had increased significantly.
―We have successfully closed financial year 2016-17 and have earned
Rs40.1 billion, an increase of 123% in four years.‖
The corporation has managed to increase its freight fleet from 182 to 2,218
in the four financial years and the number of locomotives for freight services has
increased from 8 to 102, with total operational engines standing at 315 from 160.
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Rafique said Pakistan Railways managed to run its entire operations from
14% of revenues and a major chunk had been utilised on salary and pensions with
the burden increasing every year.
Pakistan Railways: Outsourced trains earn Rs4.4b a year
―Railways spends 72% of its income on paying salaries and pensions …
(and the) burden is increasing,‖ he said, adding, ―Now courts have extended the
pension payments to the widows and even daughters (who are widow) of late
railway workers, which cost us Rs750 million per annum.‖
That meant that the railways now had to bear Rs11 billion in additional
burden under these heads, if the practice, especially the case of pensions,
continued, then the institute would have to move towards contract jobs, the
minister remarked.
Реформы в железнодорожном транспорте
Railroading reforms
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance
https://www.dawn.com/news/1364097/railroading-reforms

Weekly,

October

16th,

2017.

The government appears to be clearing the backlog of key proposals
emanating from the erstwhile Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources
irrespective of their economic, constitutional and Centre-provincial implications.
The decision-making on these issues had been held up at forums led by
former prime minister Nawaz Sharif and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar pending
detailed institutional consultative process or politico-economic concerns. Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is making sure these matters are settled fast.
In recent weeks, Prime Minister Abbasi, while presiding over a meeting of
the federal cabinet, decided to empower oil marketing companies (OMCs) to
independently set the price of high-speed diesel (HSD) without an updated market
study.
Simultaneously, the commission for dealers and marketing companies on the
sale of petrol was also increased by about 33 paisa per litre.
On the other hand, he reversed the deregulation of liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) after almost two decades through the federal cabinet even though it should
have gone to the Council of Common Interests (CCI).
The initiatives for gas sector reforms were also taken on a fast-track basis,
along with changes in the exploration and production mechanism of the oil and gas
sector, but have so far been stalled following serious question marks raised by the
provinces over the intention, manner and expected outcome of the process.
The subject was taken up in a curious manner. The summary was moved in a
rush without the advance mandatory circulation and the decision was not officially
announced
HSD has a predominate share in Pakistan‘s petroleum consumption, used
mostly in transport, agriculture and power generation, and is a major source of
revenue to the government with growing consumption patterns.
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The decision on the HSD price deregulation was allowed despite a study
conducted by the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) — a
public-sector institution — concluded two years ago that Pakistan‘s market was not
fit for deregulation of two key petroleum products: HSD and petrol.
Interestingly, the Planning Commission, Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority
(Ogra) and Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) also opposed the move to give up the
government‘s powers to fix HSD pricing.
The prime minister overruled the opposition and ordered a three-month try
to the new arrangement with a review at the end. He went on to add that the
deregulation of petrol pricing would be next.
The Ogra‘s role was contained to the extent that it would develop a
mechanism to monitor the OMCs commercial stock position and the dealers‘
inventory system, knowing well the fact that Ogra‘s total human resources was no
more than 200 staff and it lacked the technical capability to judge product quality.
The Planning Commission and Ogra disagreed with the petroleum division‘s
argument that the deregulation of diesel prices will lead to increased investment
and creation of additional storage capacity.
They believed the same argument for the partial deregulation of the oil
sector involving healthy incentives of ‗deemed duty‘ was misused in 2000 for
minting billions of rupees in additional profits instead of increasing storage
capacity and infrastructure.
The PIDE had concluded that the argument that deregulation would unleash
competitive forces in the petroleum industry could be negated as three main OMCs
held more than 80 per cent of the market share, with PSO alone occupying more
than 50pc.
An indicator of market concentration — the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
(HHI) — for Pakistan‘s petroleum industry was close to 0.35, which showed a high
level of concentration in the industry. High concentration in any market implies
greater chances of non-competitive behaviour and cartelisation, leading to
inefficiency, among other things.
On the other hand, the federal cabinet went ahead with reversing the
deregulation of LPG prices even though it was expanding the sector through LPG
air mix plants across the country.
The federal cabinet appointed a price advisory committee comprising
managing directors of all the public sector LPG producers amid criticism by LPG
dealers and marketing companies. They saw LPG producers as the key reason
behind high domestic prices.
This would create a unique regulatory environment where the advice of the
regulated entities (licencees) would be binding on the regulator. The manner in
which the subject was taken up was also very curious. The summary was moved in
a rush without advance mandatory circulation to the stakeholders and the decision
was not officially announced.
―Due to paucity of time, the summary could not be circulated to the
concerned ministries/organisations,‖ the summary to the cabinet said, adding that
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―LPG prices will be revised by the Ministry of Energy (petroleum division) from
time to time based on recommendations of the LPG pricing committee‖ and will be
notified by Ogra.
Ogra warned that without a private sector industry representative, the price
committee would attract suspicion of conflict of interest and hamper efficient
regulation.
The regulator put on record that the government could issue policy
guidelines under section 21 of the Ogra law only after cabinet approval but any
guidelines issued by the price committee ―shall be inconsistent with the law‖.

АВИАЦИЯ1
Улан-Удэнский авиазавод передаст Пакистану гражданский вертолет
Ми-171
Информационное
агентство
http://www.buryatiya.com/more.php?UID=13637. 17.01.2017.

«Бурятия».

Об этом сообщается на официальном сайте Правительства Республики.
Холдинг «Вертолеты России» (входит в Госкорпорацию Ростех) стал
победителем международного тендера и заключил контракт с
правительством провинции Белуджистан (Республика Пакистан) на поставку
гражданского вертолета Ми-171. Ожидается, что вертолет будет передан в
первой половине 2017 года.
«Наша победа в тендере является закономерным показателем того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе.
Мы ожидаем, что власти Пакистана в будущем продолжат наращивать
объемы поставок российской техники. Предпосылки для этого есть уже
сейчас», — заявил заместитель генерального директора холдинга «Вертолеты
России» по маркетингу и развитию бизнеса Александр Щербинин.
Выбор вертолета типа Ми-17 для работы в Белуджистане обусловлен их
подтвержденной высокой надежностью и эффективностью применения в
широком диапазоне температур, возможностью безангарного хранения,
простотой обслуживания и эксплуатации в регионах с ограниченно развитой
наземной инфраструктурой.
«Вертолеты России» впервые поставят гражданскую технику в Пакистан
Интернет-сайт «Ростех». http://rostec.ru/news/4519771. 16 янв 2017.

Холдинг «Вертолеты России» стал победителем международного
тендера и заключил контракт с правительством пакистанской провинции
Белуджистан на поставку гражданского Ми-171. Ожидается, что
вертолет будет передан в первой половине 2017 года.
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Российский холдинг впервые заключает контракт с Пакистаном на
поставку гражданской техники. Ожидается, что власти Белуджистана будут
использовать многоцелевой Ми-171 для пассажирских и грузовых перевозок,
санитарных заданий, патрулирования и ликвидации последствий
чрезвычайных ситуаций.
Наша победа в тендере – закономерный показатель того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе
Александр Щербинин, замгендиректора «Вертолетов России»

«Наша победа в тендере – закономерный показатель того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе.
Мы ожидаем, что власти Пакистана в будущем продолжат наращивать
объемы поставок российской техники. Предпосылки для этого есть уже
сейчас», – заявил замгендиректора «Вертолетов России» по маркетингу и
развитию бизнеса Александр Щербинин.
Вертолеты типа Ми-17 отлично подходят для работы в
Белуджистане благодаря их подтвержденной высокой надежности и
эффективности применения в широком диапазоне температур, возможности
безангарного хранения, простоте обслуживания и эксплуатации в регионах с
ограниченно развитой наземной инфраструктурой.
Эти машины производятся на Улан-Удэнском авиационном заводе и
Казанском вертолетном заводе холдинга «Вертолеты России». По состоянию
на 2014 год было произведено более 12 000 таких машин. Это рекордный
показатель в мире среди двухдвигательных вертолетов. Они были
поставлены более чем в 100 стран мира. Их общий налет насчитывает около
100 млн часов.
Законопроект о приватизации PIA до сих пор в разработке
Many tweaks in privatisation bill ‗handcuffed PIA‘
Riazul
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
11th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1291056/poor-performance-many-tweaks-privatisation-billhandcuffed-pia/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The bill passed by the joint session of Parliament paving way
for the privatisation of the Pakistan International Airlines has worked against the
national flag carrier making it difficult to function smoothly, the PIA acting chief
Irfan Elahi told a Senate panel.
Briefing the Senate‘s standing committee on Cabinet Secretariat about the
reasons behind the national flag carrier‘s poor performance and mismanagement,
the PIA acting chief said that the PIA (conversion) Bill, 2016 would have been
better had it been adopted in its original form.
Senate rejects PIA sell-off bill
The bill was passed in a joint session of parliament in April after a thorough
discussion in a joint parliamentary committee.
Sharing the reason behind it, Elahi maintained that since 51 per cent shares
were still owned by PIA and protection of minority shareholders were the two
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important provisions of the bill it had ‗virtually handcuffed‘ the national flag
carrier.
He later told The Express Tribune that after ―the so-called conversion it has
become more difficult to function as our hands are tied more than ever before.‖
Another official of the PIA stated that the outstanding loans were Rs162
billion in 2012 and they surged to Rs185 billion in 2016. ―They are not going to
stop, as the procedure adopted to repay the loans was the reason for it,‖ Elahi
added.
The committee was surprised to hear that PIA is in loss since 2012.
―What is wrong with PIA, why is nobody being held accountable for blunders
in construction of the new Islamabad Airport, the recent crash of its plane and poor
infrastructure,‖ asked Senator Tahir Hussain Mashhadi, adding that somebody
should be held responsible.
Elahi replied the Civil Aviation Authority‘s policy was unfavourable for PIA
and it needed to be overhauled. The members discussed the agenda of the
outstanding loans for over an hour but nobody from PIA could give a satisfactory
response.
Privatisation not on the cards, says PIA chairman
Mashhadi again commented that Emirates Airline was helped out by PIA and
see it was carrying domestic passengers to different countries. To this the German
CEO of PIA Bernd Hildenbrand replied that the said airline was not only taking
passengers but their employees as well.
Senator Kalsoom Perveen said that about 47 people were killed in the aircrash and nobody knew the reason and no one was held responsible. To this, Elahi
replied that a probe body was investigating the matter.
Senator Shahi Syed questioned that since only five ATR aircraft out of the 10
were allowed to operate after the examination only five were fit for usage.
Mashhadi further asked why the faulty aircraft were purchased.
Elahi replied that the aircraft were not faulty but were being thoroughly
checked to avert any incident.
Perveen commented that the German CEO seemed to have joined the
wrongdoers as he was receiving Rs3.4 million in salary but the outstanding loans
and losses were on the rise.
The committee decided to summon CDA, RDA and district management
authorities regarding the fake housing schemes around the new Islamabad airport.

МОРСКОЙ ТРАНСПОРТ1
Значительные инвестиции Китая в порт Гвадар вызывают большую
озабоченность США и Индии.
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China lavishes aid on Gwadar raising suspicions in US, India
The Nation. December 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/19-Dec-2017/china-lavishes-aidon-gwadar-raising-suspicions-in-us-india

GWADAR - China is lavishing vast amounts of aid on a small Pakistani
fishing town to win over locals and build a commercial deep-water port that the
United States (US) and India suspect may also one day serve the Chinese navy.
Beijing has built a school, sent doctors and pledged about $500 million in
grants for an airport, hospital, college and badly-needed water infrastructure
for Gwadar , a dusty town whose harbour juts out into the Arabian Sea,
overlooking some of the world‘s busiest oil and gas shipping lanes.
The grants include $230 million for a new international airport, one of the
largest such disbursements China has made abroad, according to researchers and
Pakistani officials.
The handouts for the Gwadar project are a departure from Beijing‘s usual
approach in other countries. China has traditionally derided Western-style aid in
favour of infrastructure projects for which it normally provides loans through
Chinese state-owned commercial and development banks.
―The concentration of grants is quite striking,‖ said Andrew Small, an author
of a book on China-Pakistan relations and a Washington-based researcher at the
German Marshall Fund think tank.
―China largely doesn‘t do aid or grants, and when it has done them, they
have tended to be modest.‖
Pakistan has welcomed the aid with open hands. However, Beijing‘s unusual
largesse has also fuelled suspicions in the US and India that Gwadar is part of
China‘s future geostrategic plans to challenge US naval dominance.
―It all suggests that Gwadar , for a lot of people in China , is not just a
commercial proposition over the longer term,‖ Small said.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry did not respond to a request for comment.
Beijing and Islamabad see Gwadar as the future jewel in the crown of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship of Beijing‘s Belt and Road
initiative to build a new ―Silk Road‖ of land and maritime trade routes across more
than 60 countries in Asia, Europe and Africa.
The plan is to turn Gwadar into a trans-shipment hub and megaport to be
built alongside special economic zones from which export-focused industries will
ship goods worldwide. A web of energy pipelines, roads and rail links will
connect Gwadar to China‘s western regions.
Port trade is expected to grow from 1.2 million tonnes in 2018 to about 13
million tonnes by 2022, Pakistani officials say. At the harbour, three new cranes
have been installed and dredging will next year deepen the port depth to 20 metres
at five berths.
But the challenges are stark. Gwadar has no access to drinking water, power
blackouts are common and separatist insurgents threaten attacks against Chinese
projects in Gwadar and the rest of Baluchistan, a mineral-rich province that is still
Pakistan‘s poorest region.
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Security is tight, with Chinese and other foreign visitors driven around in
convoys of soldiers and armed police.
Beijing is also trying to overcome the distrust of outsiders evident in
Balochistan, where indigenous Baloch fear an influx of other ethnic groups and
foreigners. Many residents say the pace of change is too slow.
―Local people are not completely satisfied,‖ said Essar Nori, a lawmaker
for Gwadar , adding that the separatists were tapping into that dissatisfaction.
Pakistani officials are urging Gwadar residents to be patient, vowing to
urgently build desalination plants and power stations.
Cautionary tale
China‘s Gwadar project contrasts with similar efforts in Sri Lanka, where
the village of Hambantota was transformed into a port complex – but was saddled
with Chinese debt.
Last week, Sri Lanka formally handed over operations to China on a 99-year
lease in exchange for lighter debt repayments, a move that sparked street protests
over what many Sri Lankans view as an erosion of sovereignty.
The Hambantota port, like Gwadar , is part of a network of harbours Beijing
is developing in Asia and Africa that have spooked India, which fears being
encircled by China‘s growing naval power.
But Pakistani officials say comparisons to Hambantota are unfair because
the Gwadar project has much less debt.
On top of the airport, Chinese handouts in Gwadar include $100 million to
expand a hospital by 250 beds, $130 million towards upgrading water
infrastructure, and $10 million for a technical and vocational college, according to
Pakistani government documents and officials.
―We welcome this assistance as it‘s changing the quality of life of the people
of Gwadarfor the better,‖ said Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, chairman of the
parliamentary committee that oversees CPEC, including Gwadar .
China and Pakistan jointly choose which projects will be developed under
the CPEC mechanism, Mushahid added.
When China suggested a 7,000-metre runway for the new airport, Pakistan
pushed for a 12,000 metre one that could accommodate planes as large as the
Airbus 380 and be used for military purposes, according to Sajjad Baloch, a
director of the GwadarDevelopment Authority.
The scale of Chinese grants is extraordinary, according to Brad Parks,
executive director of AidData, a research lab at the US-based William and Mary
university that collected data on Chinese aid across 140 countries from 2000-2014.
Since 2014, Beijing has pledged over $800 million in grants and
concessional loans for Gwadar , which has less than 100,000 people. In the 15
years before that, China gave about $2.4 billion in concessional loans and grants
during this period across the whole of Pakistan, a nation of 207 million people.
―Gwadar is exceptional even by the standards of China‘s past activities in
Pakistan itself,‖ Parks said.
Hearts and minds
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There are early signs China‘s efforts to win hearts and minds are beginning
to bear fruit in Gwadar .
―Baluchistan is backward and underdeveloped, but we are seeing
development after China‘s arrival,‖ said Salam Dashti, 45, a grocer whose two
children attend the new Chinese-built primary school. But there are major pitfalls
ahead.
Tens of thousands of people living by the port will have to be relocated. For
now, they live in cramped single-story concrete houses corroded by seawater on a
narrow peninsula, where barefoot fishermen offload their catch on newly-paved
roads strewn with rubbish. Many of the fishermen say they fear they will lose their
livelihoods once the port starts operating.
Indigenous residents‘ fear of becoming a minority is inevitable with
Gwadar‘s population expected to jump more than 15-fold in coming decades. On
the edge of town, mansions erected by land speculators are popping up alongside
the sand dunes.
Analysts say China is aware that previous efforts to develop Gwadar port
failed partly due to the security threat posed by Baloch separatists, so Beijing is
trying to counter the insurgents‘ narrative that China wants to exploit Baluchistan.
―That weighs heavily on the minds of the Chinese,‖ Parks added. ―It‘s
almost certainly true that they are trying to safeguard their investments by getting
more local buy-in.‖
Chinese officials, meanwhile, are promoting the infrastructure development
they are funding.
―Every day you can see new changes. It shows the sincerity of Chinese for
development of Gwadar ,‖ Lijian Zhao, the deputy chief of mission at the Chinese
embassy in Islamabad, tweeted last month.
Naval facility
For its investment in Gwadar , China will receive 91 per cent of revenues
until the port is returned to Pakistan in four decades‘ time. The
operator, China Overseas Ports Holding Company, will also be exempt from major
taxes for more than 20 years.
Pakistan‘s maritime affairs minister, Hasil Bizenjo, said the arrival of the
Chinese in the region contrasted with the experience of the past two centuries,
when Russia and Britain, and later the US and the Soviet Union, vied for control of
the warm water ports of the Persian Gulf.
―The Chinese have come very smoothly, they have reached the warm
waters,‖ Bizenjo said. ―What they are investing is less than a peanut for access to
warm waters.‖
When a US Pentagon report in June suggested Gwadar could become a
military base for China , a concern that India has also expressed, Beijing dismissed
the idea.
―Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖
said a Chinese Defence Ministry spokesman, Wu Qian.
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Bizenjo and other Pakistani officials say Beijing has not asked to
use Gwadar for naval purposes. ―This port, they will use it mostly for their
commercial interests, but it depends on the next 20 years where the world goes,‖
Bizenjo said.
«Новый Дубай»: каким образом пакистанский порт Гвадар угрожает
региональной роли ОАЭ?
Имад Аннан (Imad Annan). http://www.noonpost.org/content/20915. 22.11.2017.
(NoonPost. Египет. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20171216/240983209.html. 16.12.2017.)

Вы когда-нибудь слышали о том, что называют «далекой войной
в Персидском заливе»? Это война, которая может начаться — пусть и в
«холодной» форме — за пределами стран Персидского залива. Разговоры
о ней начались вновь после того, как порт Гвадар вновь привлек внимание
международного сообщества, угрожая «выбить почву из под ног» ОАЭ.
Порт, получивший название «Новый Дубай», выходит в Аравийское
море на юго-западе Пакистана и находится недалеко от Ормузского пролива,
на долю которого приходится одна треть мировой торговли нефтью. «Новый
Дубай» является частью проекта «Один пояс, один путь», о запуске которого
Китай объявил в 2013 году в контексте продолжающегося подъема страны
в качестве экономической сверхдержавы. Целью этого проекта является
прямая поставка китайских товаров в различные регионы мира в кратчайшие
сроки.
Совместный китайско-пакистанский проект отвечает интересам одних
стран и в то же время угрожает интересам других, что прекрасным образом
демонстрирует конфликтную ситуацию в регионе, что также указывает
на возможность скорых изменений в региональных правилах игры и,
возможно, даже возможность выхода конфликта за пределы региона в случае
вмешательства Соединѐнных Штатов и России. Как могут ОАЭ ответить
на эту угрозу, которая рискует лишить страну статуса одного из ведущих
мировых центров торговли на Ближнем Востоке?
Важность порта Гвадар
Порт Гвадар имеет стратегическое расположение, поскольку связывает
Южную и Центральную Азию и Ближний Восток, а также являлся самой
важной частью древнего Шелкового пути, связывавшего Китай с тремя
старыми континентами (Азия, Европа и Африка). Это обусловлено выходом
порта в Аравийское море неподалеку от Ормузского пролива, что
способствовало сокращению времени в пути и финансовых издержек
для торговых караванов.
С 1779 года пролив Гвадар находился под контролем Султаната Оман
до тех пор, пока в 1958 его не вернул себе Пакистан. Однако прошло
около 44 лет, прежде чем Исламабад начал извлекать выгоду
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из использования порта. Таким образом, впервые мысль об эксплуатации
Гвадара в качестве порта для больших кораблей появилась лишь в 2002 году.
К 2013 году Китай объявил о запуске исторического проекта «Один
пояс, один путь», который направлен на создание обширной сети морских
и наземных маршрутов с участием 68 стран в соответствии с планом
по транспортировке китайских товаров в различные уголки земли.
Порт Гвадар является одной из самых значимых составляющих этого
проекта по причине близкого расположения к Китаю: это ближайший
к промышленной зоне в Синьцзяне порт, по сравнению с китайскими
портами на востоке. Через Гвадар Пекин может вести торговлю по всей
территории Пакистана. Для этого были специально построены дороги,
ведущие к порту, откуда китайские товары транспортируются в страны
Персидского залива и на Ближний Восток в целом.
Ориентировочно
сумма
ежегодных
инвестиций
в китайскопакистанский проект оценивается в 150 миллиардов долларов в год. Проект
делится на две части: сухопутную и морскую. Что касается Гвадара, то он
является частью сухопутного маршрута, который включает шесть ключевых
дорог, самой известной из которых является лондонская железная дорога
протяжѐнностью 18 тысяч километров. Как сообщается в докладе
Opendemocracy, дорога пролегает через девять стран: Китай, Казахстан,
Россию, Беларусь, Польшу, Германию, Бельгию, Великобританию
и Францию.

Проект нового Шѐлкового пути
РИА Новости

15.05.2017Исламабад не нашел лучшей возможности оказаться
в центре мирового внимания. Он ожидает большой экономической отдачи
от партнерства с Китаем по этому проекту. В 2015 году правительство
Пакистана объявило о предоставлении в аренду участка площадью 152
гектара в торговом порту Гвадар китайской компании China Overseas Ports
Holding сроком на 43 года, чтобы облегчить прямой доступ китайских
товаров в регион Персидского залива и на Ближний Восток.
10 апреля 2016 года директор компании Чжан Баочжун заявил, что
China Overseas Ports Holding может потратить в общей сложности 4,5
миллиарда долларов на дороги, энергетику, гостиницы и другую
инфраструктуру в промышленной зоне Гвадара. Также компания планирует
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построить
в пакистанском
порту
международный
аэропорт
и электростанцию, чтобы первые партии китайских товаров из Синьцзяна (на
расстоянии трех тысяч километров от порта) оказались в Гвадаре уже в конце
2016 года. Это нанесет сильный удар по конфликтному региону.
Угроза порту Дубай
Дубай — это жизненный нерв для эмиратцев, основа имиджа
для привлечения внимания всего мира. Эмиратцы вкладывают в развитие
Дубая большую часть своих инвестиций, чтобы город стал центром
международной торговли, финансов и туризма. Это мультикультурный
город, способный стать центром притяжения как туристов, так
и бизнесменов.
Значение Дубая в первую очередь связано с его инфраструктурой: это
крупнейший ближневосточный порт Джебель Али Джеффа Али и порт
Рашид. Дубай — самый известный город в ОАЭ, в котором базируются
около пяти тысяч компаний из 120 стран со всего мира.
Экономика ОАЭ зависит от доходов от услуг, оказываемых
посредством этих портов. Это источник, генерирующий золото
без перерывов. Дубай является уникальным логистические центром, и нет
других проектов, которые могли бы составить ему конкуренцию и сократить
его долю на рынке. Но что может случиться после запуска китайскопакистанского проекта, если порт Гвадар сможет привлечь международное
внимание благодаря своему географическому положению и прочим
преимуществам, упомянутым выше?
ОАЭ предпринимают контрмеры
Руководство Эмиратов поспешило нанести упреждающий удар
по проекту, прежде чем он станет частью реальности, поскольку ожидается,
что китайско-пакистанский проект окажет огромное влияние на порт
Джебель Али в течение десяти лет. Чтобы предотвратить такое развитие
событий эмиратцы действуют по двум направлениям.
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Дубай

Первое — это поддержка пакистанской оппозиции, укрепление ее
позиций в противостоянии с бывшим премьер-министром Пакистана
Навазом Шарифом, решительным сторонником китайско-пакистанского
проекта, который был смещѐн со своей должности в июле на фоне обвинений
в коррупции. Так, некоторые источники указывают на то, что за этим (в
значительной степени) стояли Объединенные Эмираты, после того
как следственные органы получили сведения о том, что Шариф возглавлял
совет компании, принадлежащей его сыну Хасану в Дубае, и получал
зарплату на банковский счет в ОАЭ до 2014 года, в том числе в течение года
после прихода к власти. Налоговые органы не знали об этих деньгах,
вследствие чего Шарифу было вынесено обвинение.
Второе — это возрождение отношений с противниками Пакистана
в регионе, во главе которых стоит Индия. В частности, в 2015 году, то есть
в год, когда правительство Пакистана объявило, что предоставит Китаю
в аренду землю в порту Гвадар, состоялся визит премьер-министра Индии
Нарендра Моди в ОАЭ. Известно, что это первый визит индийского премьерминистра в ОАЭ за последние 37 лет.
В свою очередь Индия также приветствует сотрудничество
с Эмиратами, так как заинтересована в том, чтобы сорвать проект, будучи
одной из стран, пострадавших от него. Так, география проекта такова, что он
затронет территорию Кашмира — зону конфликта между Индией
и Пакистаном, что будет значить, что этот регион, будучи проводником
для китайских товаров, будет находиться под защитой Китая.
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Борьба за влияние
Очевидно, что порт Гвадар и китайско-пакистанский проект в регионе
стали ареной региональной борьбы за власть. Круг противоборствующих
игроков не ограничивается такими странами как ОАЭ, с одной стороны,
и Пакистан, Китай — с другой. После того, как Индия вступила на линию
фронта, активизировав партнерство с Абу-Даби, на сцену вышел также Иран.
Он ускорил развитие порта Чабахар, который находится в 165 километрах
от Гвадара, и передал порт в полное распоряжение Индии в рамках проекта
стоимостью
около полумиллиарда
долларов,
поскольку
опасается
последствий участия пакистанского порта в китайском проекте.
Катар также включился в борьбу. Катарцы осознают ключевое
значение порта Гвадар как одного из самых важных факторов, которые могут
способствовать изменению карты всего региона. Это побудило их объявить
о своей готовности оплатить 15% общей стоимости создания китайскопакистанского коридора. Этот шаг можно воспринимать как средство
давления на ОАЭ, что заставило некоторых наблюдателей связать действия
Катара с недавним кризисом в Персидском заливе.
Таким образом, конфликт вокруг пакистанского порта выходит
за пределы региона. Соединенные Штаты, в свою очередь, поддерживают
Индию и ОАЭ, а Россия выступает на стороне Китая и Пакистана, и это
означает, что данный вопрос приобрѐл характер международной борьбы
за влияние и контроль. Успех Китая, Пакистана и Катара в Гвадаре означает
не только то, что Пакистан обладает преимуществом в историческом
конфликте с Индией, Россия получает дополнительный фактор усиления
своего влияния в Центральной Азии, а Китай — плацдарм для выхода
в регион Персидского залива и Ближнего Востока, но и представляет угрозу
для Дубая как мирового центра торговли в ближайшие десять лет.

Китай вкладывает значительные средства в Гвадар, чтобы расширить
свое влияние на море
Hoping to extend maritime reach, China lavishes aid in Gwadar
The Nation. December 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/17-Dec-2017/hoping-to-extendmaritime-reach-china-lavishes-aid-in-gwadar

China is lavishing vast amounts of aid on a small Pakistani fishing town to
win over locals and build a commercial deep-water port that the United States and
India suspect may also one day serve the Chinese navy.
Beijing has built a school, sent doctors and pledged about $500 million in
grants for an airport, hospital, college and badly-needed water infrastructure for
Gwadar, a dusty town whose harbor juts out into the Arabian Sea, overlooking
some of the world‘s busiest oil and gas shipping lanes.
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The grants include $230 million for a new international airport, one of the
largest such disbursements China has made abroad, according to researchers and
Pakistani officials.
The handouts for the Gwadar project is a departure from Beijing‘s usual
approach in other countries. China has traditionally derided Western-style aid in
favor of infrastructure projects for which it normally provides loans through
Chinese state-owned commercial and development banks.
―The concentration of grants is quite striking,‖ said Andrew Small, an author
of a book on China-Pakistan relations and a Washington-based researcher at the
German Marshall Fund think tank.
―China largely doesn‘t do aid or grants, and when it has done them, they have
tended to be modest.‖
Pakistan has welcomed the aid with open hands. However, Beijing‘s unusual
largesse has also fueled suspicions in the United States and India that Gwadar is
part of China‘s future geostrategic plans to challenge U.S. naval dominance.
―It all suggests that Gwadar , for a lot of people in China , is not just a
commercial proposition over the longer term,‖ Small said.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry did not respond to a request for comment from
Reuters.
Beijing and Islamabad see Gwadar as the future jewel in the crown of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship of Beijing‘s Belt and Road
initiative to build a new ―Silk Road‖ of land and maritime trade routes across more
than 60 countries in Asia, Europe and Africa.
The plan is to turn Gwadar into a trans-shipment hub and megaport to be
built alongside special economic zones from which export-focused industries will
ship goods worldwide. A web of energy pipelines, roads and rail links will connect
Gwadar to China‘s western regions.
Port trade is expected to grow from 1.2 million tonnes in 2018 to about 13
million tonnes by 2022, Pakistani officials say. At the harbor, three new cranes
have been installed and dredging will next year deepen the port depth to 20 meters
at five berths.
But the challenges are stark. Gwadar has no access to drinking water, power
blackouts are common and separatist insurgents threaten attacks against Chinese
projects in Gwadar and the rest of Baluchistan, a mineral-rich province that is still
Pakistan‘s poorest region.
Security is tight, with Chinese and other foreign visitors driven around in
convoys of soldiers and armed police.
Beijing is also trying to overcome the distrust of outsiders evident in
Baluchistan, where indigenous Baloch fear an influx of other ethnic groups and
foreigners. Many residents say the pace of change is too slow.
―Local people are not completely satisfied,‖ said Essar Nori, a lawmaker for
Gwadar , adding that the separatists were tapping into that dissatisfaction.
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Pakistani officials are urging Gwadar residents to be patient, vowing to
urgently build desalination plants and power stations.
CAUTIONARY TALE
China‘s Gwadar project contrasts with similar efforts in Sri Lanka, where the
village of Hambantota was transformed into a port complex - but was saddled with
Chinese debt.
Last week, Sri Lanka formally handed over operations to China on a 99-year
lease in exchange for lighter debt repayments, a move that sparked street protests
over what many Sri Lankans view as an erosion of sovereignty.
The Hambantota port, like Gwadar , is part of a network of harbors Beijing is
developing in Asia and Africa that have spooked India, which fears being encircled
by China‘s growing naval power.
But Pakistani officials say comparisons to Hambantota are unfair because the
Gwadar project has much less debt.
On top of the airport, Chinese handouts in Gwadar include $100 million to
expand a hospital by 250 beds, $130 million towards upgrading water
infrastructure, and $10 million for a technical and vocational college, according to
Pakistani government documents and officials.
―We welcome this assistance as it‘s changing the quality of life of the people
of Gwadar for the better,‖ said Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, chairman of the
parliamentary committee that oversees CPEC, including Gwadar .
China and Pakistan jointly choose which projects will be developed under the
CPEC mechanism, Sayed added.
When China suggested a 7,000 meter runway for the new airport, Pakistan
pushed for a 12,000 meter one that could accommodate planes as large as the
Airbus 380 and be used for military purposes, according to Sajjad Baloch, a
director of the Gwadar Development Authority.
The scale of Chinese grants is extraordinary, according to Brad Parks,
executive director of AidData, a research lab at the U.S.-based William and Mary
university that collected data on Chinese aid across 140 countries from 2000-2014.
Since 2014, Beijing has pledged over $800 million in grants and concessional
loans for Gwadar , which has less than 100,000 people. In the 15 years before that,
China gave about $2.4 billion in concessional loans and grants during this period
across the whole of Pakistan, a nation of 207 million people.
―Gwadar is exceptional even by the standards of China‘s past activities in
Pakistan itself,‖ Parks said.
HEARTS AND MINDS
There are early signs China‘s efforts to win hearts and minds are beginning to
bear fruit in Gwadar .
―Baluchistan is backward and underdeveloped, but we are seeing
development after China‘s arrival,‖ said Salam Dashti, 45, a grocer whose two
children attend the new Chinese-built primary school.
But there are major pitfalls ahead.
Tens of thousands of people living by the port will have to be relocated.
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For now, they live in cramped single-story concrete houses corroded by sea
water on a narrow peninsula, where barefoot fishermen offload their catch on
newly-paved roads strewn with rubbish. Many of the fishermen say they fear
they‘ll lose their livelihoods once the port starts operating.
Indigenous residents‘ fear of becoming a minority is inevitable with Gwadar‘s
population expected to jump more than 15-fold in coming decades. On the edge of
town, mansions erected by land speculators are popping up alongside the sand
dunes.
Analysts say China is aware that previous efforts to develop Gwadar port
failed partly due to the security threat posed by Baloch separatists, so Beijing is
trying to counter the insurgents‘ narrative that China wants to exploit Baluchistan.
―That weighs heavily on the minds of the Chinese,‖ Parks added. ―It‘s almost
certainly true that they are trying to safeguard their investments by getting more
local buy-in.‖
Chinese officials, meanwhile, are promoting the infrastructure development
they are funding.
―Every day you can see new changes. It shows the sincerity of Chinese for
development of Gwadar ,‖ Fijian Zhao, the deputy chief of mission at the Chinese
embassy in Islamabad, tweeted last month.
NAVAL FACILITY
For its investment in Gwadar , China will receive 91 percent of revenues
until the port is returned to Pakistan in four decades‘ time. The operator, China
Overseas Ports Holding Company, will also be exempt from major taxes for more
than 20 years.
Pakistan‘s maritime affairs minister, Hasil Bizenjo, said the arrival of the
Chinese in the region contrasted with the experience of the past two centuries,
when Russia and Britain, and later the United States and the Soviet Union, vied for
control of the warm water ports of the Persian Gulf.
―The Chinese have come very smoothly, they have reached the warm waters,‖
Bizenjo told Reuters. ―What they are investing is less than a peanut for access to
warm waters.‖
When a U.S. Pentagon report in June suggested Gwadar could become a
military base for China , a concern that India has also expressed, Beijing
dismissed the idea.
―Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖
said a Chinese Defence Ministry spokesman, Wu Sian.
Bizenjo and other Pakistani officials say Beijing has not asked to use Gwadar
for naval purposes.
―This port, they will use it mostly for their commercial interests, but it
depends on the next 20 years where the world goes,‖ Bizenjo said.
Министр из Пакистана присутствовал на церемонии открытия порта
Чабахар после модернизации
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Pak minister‘s presence at Chabahar port opening indicates shift in ties
with Iran: Report
The Hindustan Times. 12.12.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/pakminister-s-presence-at-chabahar-port-opening-indicates-shift-in-ties-with-iran-report/storyksSBkeR9M3r7UKS27ibrMJ.html

The $340 million project was constructed by a Revolutionary Guardaffiliated company, Khatam al-Anbia, the largest Iranian contractor of government
construction projects.
The participation of a Pakistani minister at the inauguration of the first phase
of Iran‘s Chabahar port - even though the country is not part of the strategic project
- represents a ―significant shift‖ in the two neighbours‘ ties, a media report said on
Monday.
As Iranian President Hassan Rowhani inaugurated the first phase of the
Chabahar port last week, Pakistan‘s minister for ports and shipping Hasil Khan
Bizenjo was standing next to him.
―This was no coincidence, as Hasil Khan Bizenjo was asked to stand next to
Rowhani in a carefully choreographed move,‖ the Express Tribune reported
regarding the minister‘s presence on the occasion despite the fact that Pakistan is
not part of the project.
―The objective behind this move was clear - Iran wanted to send a message
that it would not allow India or any other country to use Chabahar against
Pakistan,‖ a senior Iranian diplomat reportedly told the daily on condition of
anonymity.
Such a firsthand account of close cooperation between Pakistan and Iran is
unusual and represents a significant shift in the two neighbours‘ ties, which have
often been marred by a trust deficit and mutual suspicion, the paper commented.
The turnaround is also important when seen alongside Pakistan‘s
participation in the Saudi-led counter-terrorism coalition, it said.
Iran, which is not part of the grouping, considers the initiative an attempt to
further Saudi Arabia‘s agenda in West Asia.
That is one of the reasons that Pakistan has been treading a careful path on
the issue as it has the potential to undermine ties with Iran, the report said.
Pakistan, according to official sources, has assured Iran that Islamabad
would not become part of an initiative that targets Tehran.
Tehran, in return, has pledged that it would not allow any regional country,
including India, to undermine Pakistan‘s interests, the report said.
The Chabahar port opens a new strategic route connecting Iran, India and
Afghanistan, while bypassing Pakistan, and reflects growing convergence of
interests among the three countries.
The port is considered a gateway to golden opportunities for trade by India,
Iran and Afghanistan with central Asian countries besides ramping up trade among
the three countries in the wake of Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi.
The port in Iran‘s Sistan-Balochistan province on the energy-rich nation‘s
southern coast is easily accessible from India‘s western coast and is increasingly
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seen as a counter to Pakistan‘s Gwadar, which is being developed with Chinese
investment and is located around 80 kms from Chabahar.
Открытие порта Чабахар – первая фаза.
Inauguration of Chabahar Port
Mehdi Honardoost (ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Iran to Pakistan). The Express
Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1576787/6-inauguration-chabaharport/

Phase I of the development of Chabahar International Port in the presence of
President Rowhani and other high-ranking officials of the Islamic Republic of Iran
and with the participation of a number of officials from regional countries,
including HE Mr Mir Hasal Bizanjo, Honourable Minister for Ports & Maritime of
friendly and brotherly country of Pakistan, and the Chairman of Gwadar Port, was
inaugurated on December 3, 2017 at Chabahar. Holding of the event in this time is
significant in view of some prospects.
First: Inauguration of Phase I of the Chabahar International Port is indicative
of the interest of international investors and businessmen in investment in the
Islamic Republic of Iran as well as symbolic of new scenario after the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action. Despite efforts by the enemies regarding
conversion of economic atmosphere of the Islamic Republic of Iran into the
security related. Fortunately, the recent incident was an example of violation in the
way of their objectives. It proves the hypothesis of handing over the destiny of the
region to the regional nations.
Second: The Chabahar Port does not only belong to the Islamic Republic of
Iran, rather considered as instrument to facilitate trade, development and benefit
for economic convergence of regional governments and nations. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has the honour to present the Chabahar Port to all countries as the
transit door for connecting South Asia with Central Asian and Europe.
Third: Fortunately, development of the Chabahar Port is taking place
simultaneously to the progress of development plans of the Gwadar Port under
CPEC in friendly and brotherly country of Pakistan. These two important events
show strong resolve of the high-level leadership of two countries of the Islamic
Republic of Iran and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to further development of
the two countries and reminder of their previous decision on further economic
convergence of the two countries through historical, cultural and existing territorial
bonds in the Balochistan region and the Chabahar and Gwadar Ports. It would not
be forgotten that the two ports of Chabahar and Gwadar are complementary to each
other. Each of them as a portion of a big landscape will act in the transit ties of the
region. Every other perspective, except that is completely wrong and will be
considered in line with the objectives of the enemies of two great nations of Iran
and Pakistan.
Fourth: Iran and Pakistan have signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) of Sister Ports for further convergence of the Chabahar and Gwadar ports,
and officials of the two countries have visited the two ports a number of times.
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Moreover, the Islamic Republic of Iran, by having faith in need of development of
the Makran coast and Gwadar port, has kept export of electricity to the latter port
on its agenda and considers its duty for the regional development. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has been implementing development programme for the Makran
coast during recent years and simultaneous development of two ports of Chabahar
and Gwadar are significant in this regard. The recent visit of the minister for
maritime affairs of Pakistan, along with the chairman of the Gwadar port, to
Chabahar can be a turning point in boosting cooperation between the two ports of
Chabahar and Gwadar.
This event also shows the new situation in line with the regional approach
for the regional subjects by leaders of regional countries which is beyond the
machinations of interventionist countries, and could be expanded to other areas of
cooperation.
Китай намерен разместить свой военный флот в Гвадаре – Индия в
шоке
India alarmed by China's plan to deploy warships in Gwadar
The Nation. December 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Dec-2017/india-alarmed-bychina-s-plan-to-deploy-warships-in-gwadar

Premier Li says Beijing to promote key infrastructure projects in Pakistan
New Delhi/Beijing - The proposed deployment of Chinese warships at the
Gwadar port in Pakistan has raised serious concerns in New Delhi, reported
Russian website Sputnik.
Addressing the Indian Navy's annual press conference, Naval Chief Admiral
Sunil Lanba said that Gwadar was meant to be a commercial harbour and that if it
is to be used by the Chinese PLA (People‘s Liberation Army) for defence purposes
it would be a matter of grave concern for India .
"In future, if PLA Navy ships operate from Gwadar, it will be a matter of
concern, we will have to think of ways to mitigate the challenge," Admiral Lanba
said.
The Gwadar port, 400 nautical miles from India 's western border of Gujarat,
is being developed as part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
China considers Gwadar a major commercial and strategic hub for it to mark
its strong presence in the Indian Ocean region. But for India , it is a matter of
concern, as the presence of Chinese naval vessels in the area would further confirm
its suspicion of a Chinese plot to encircle India militarily.
Apart from Pakistan, India 's other immediate neighbours, Bangladesh and
Myanmar, have already acquired naval vessels from China . China has also
supplied a variety of aircraft and patrol vessels to the Sri Lankan armed forces.
Apart from the Chinese frigates and corvettes it currently possesses, Pakistan is in
the process of acquiring eight submarines from China .
As a countermeasure, India has deployed a large number of patrol vessels
and submarines in the Indian Ocean region. "We are deployed 24x7 in key areas in
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the Gulf of Aden to the Strait of Malacca besides the straits of Sunda and
Lumbok," Admiral Lanba claimed.
The Indian Navy chief also confirmed that at any given point in time, there
are several Chinese ships present in the Indian Ocean region, which China claims
are on an anti-piracy mission. "In the month of August, there was a unique
situation, as there were 14 ships in the area," Admiral Lanba added.
As part of its massive strategy to counter China , the Indian Navy plans to
deploy another 34 naval ships in the area in the coming few years. The ships are
currently under construction at different Indian shipyards. However, the speed with
which Chinahas been adding to its naval assets in the region has dwarfed India 's
efforts.
Meanwhile, China is willing to carry out key infrastructure projects and
discuss a free trade zone with Pakistan, said Premier Li Keqiang when meeting
with Pakistani Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in Sochi, Russia.
Li said both countries have maintained well-promoted cooperation in various
fields and made progress in building the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) over the past four years, China Daily reported on Friday.
China would like to promote cooperation in production capacity and discuss
a free trade zone, which can promote balanced trade and strengthen enterprise ties
for both nations, he said.
The premier extended gratitude to his Pakistani counterpart on the security
provided to Chinese companies and citizens in the South Asian neighbour.
He hoped security can be further enhanced to cultivate an inviting
environment for economic cooperation between the two nations.
Li said China welcomes Pakistan to join the Meeting of the Council of
Heads of Government of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) for the
first time as a member state.
China would like to boost exchanges and coordination in multilateral
mechanism, such as the SCO, and regional affairs, he said.
Abbasi said Pakistan is ready to maintain high-level exchanges and deepen
cooperation in various fields with China . Pakistan will take measures to safeguard
cooperative projects. China , as the rotating SCO chair, will further promote the
organization's development, he said.
Meanwhile, Abbasi and Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan Sapar Isakov agreed
to further enhance cooperation in all areas of mutual interest including trade and
defence, besides stressing on the need for greater cooperation between the
chambers of commerce and Industry of the two countries.
During a meeting, both prime ministers exchanged views on ways to
enhance cooperation in the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
as well as bilaterally.
They expressed satisfaction that all agreements regarding CASA-1000
Project had been signed and the project was now in its implementation stage.
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Abbasi underscored that the development of a network of highways and
motorways underway in Pakistan would benefit Kyrgyzstan and other countries of
the region by providing connectivity to Gawadar and other ports of Pakistan.
Правительство Белуджистана предлагает пересмотреть кабальные
условия Договора о сдаче в аренду Китаю порта Гвадар (по которому Китай
получит 91% прибыли от порта).
Govt asked to review accord with China on Gwadar
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373106/govt-asked-toreview-accord-with-china-on-gwadar

QUETTA: A former speaker of the Balochistan Assembly has expressed
dismay over terms of the federal government‘s agreement on Gwadar Port with
China and called for a review of the accord.
According to a statement made in the Senate, China is set to get 91 per cent
of the revenue generated from the port while the remaining 9pc will go to the port
— a federally controlled authority — for the next 40 years.
Former speaker Mohammad Aslam Bhootani said that people had been told
that China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would usher in an era of
prosperity and a better life.
Gwadar was the jewel of CPEC, he said and added that ―its land, deep sea
and everything else belong to the people of Balochistan, who in return will be
getting nothing out of the billion-dollar project‖.
Former Balochistan Assembly speaker expresses dismay over terms of
agreement on port
―The disclosure of [terms of] this agreement has reinforced our
apprehensions and shows this will add to the suffering of the people of the
province and the injustices they have faced,‖ he said.
The former speaker of the provincial legislature urged the federal
government to revisit the CPEC agreement and protect the legitimate rights of the
provinces.
―The international powers who have already expressed their reservations on
CPEC may not be given the opportunity to make Balochistan a battlefield to settle
their score and the only way forward is to make the people of Balochistan the real
stockholders of the project…,‖ he said.
Mr Bhootani added that the Chinese companies should review their
agreement and incorporate Balochistan‘s share in the project as ―the people of
Balochistan love and respect the country‘s friendship with its neighbour‖.
Китай получит 91% от всех доходов порта Гвадар в ближайшие 40 лет.
China to get 91pc Gwadar income, minister tells Senate
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372695/china-to-get-91pc-gwadar-income-minister-tells-senate
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ISLAMABAD: The Senate was told on Friday that 91 per cent of the
revenues to be generated from the Gwadar port as part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would go to China, while the Gwadar Port Authority
would get 9pc share in the income for the next 40 years.
This was disclosed by Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil
Bizenjo after senators expressed concern over the secrecy surrounding the CPEC
long-term agreement plan, with many observing that the agreement tilted heavily
in China‘s favour.
The minister said that the agreement was based on a build-operate and
transfer model spread over 40 years. That means that Pakistan will take over the
operation of the port along with the infrastructure to be built on it during the period
to enhance the port‘s cargo-handling capacity.
However, Senator Kalsoom Parveen of the ruling Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) pointed out that the agreement had not been signed on the basis
of equality as had been done with India. She asked Senate Chairperson Raza
Rabbani to convene a meeting of the committee of the whole of council, in which
all relevant departments which signed the pact would be called. Mr Rabbani,
however, pointed out that there were already two committees on the CPEC,
including a Senate committee and a parliamentary panel. He advised her to take up
the issue at the Senate committee on CPEC.
PPP leader warns defence minister against committing to terms of Saudi-led
coalition without first informing Senate
Senator Sardar Azam Musakhel of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
(PkMAP) lamented that neither of the chairmen of the two committees was from
Balochistan, and alleged that they had given China a ‗concession‘. Senator Mohsin
Aziz of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf stressed that the business community must be
involved in signing such business agreements, a task which, he claimed, should not
be left to bureaucrats with no business savvy.
Senator Javed Abbasi of the PML-N, however, defended the agreement
saying it would greatly benefit Pakistan. He added that the power projects under
the CPEC would alleviate Pakistan‘s severe energy crisis. He pointed out that most
of the power projects would be constructed in Balochistan and Sindh. The project
would bring $56 billion investment into Pakistan, he said, adding that the CPEC
would include infrastructure projects as well as industrial zones that would
generate employment opportunities.
While speaking on a point of order, Senator Farhatullah Babar of the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) warned the defence minister not to commit to the
terms of the Islamic Military Counter Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC) without
bringing it to the notice of the Senate first.
He reminded the government that the defence minister had assured the house
that he would share the terms of reference for participation in the alliance with the
Senate before taking any decision.
He said the military commander of the coalition had been quoted as saying
that the coalition ‗encompassed four key areas of ideology, communications,
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counterterrorism financing and military to fight terrorism and to join other
international security and peace keeping efforts‘.
Each of these areas, particularly the one pertaining to ideology, presented
potential pitfalls and challenges with far-reaching consequences for Pakistan, he
said, and demanded clarity on issues involved and stressed the need to lay down all
the facts before parliament.
Senator Rabbani endorsed this demand, and said that then defence minister
Khawaja Asif, now the foreign minister, had assured them that the house would
taken on board before the government became party to any such venture with the
Saudi-led military alliance. The alliance announced in December 2015 has 41
members, and Pakistan was a part of the first 34 countries to join the coalition.
Lawmakers from both sides of the aisle expressed concern over the absence
of senators, which delayed voting on the delimitation bill pending before the
Senate. Some have suggested the possibility of ‗hidden hands‘ in preventing
passage of the bill which would ensure that elections could be held in a timely
manner next year.
Senator Usman Khan Kakar of the PkMAP was blunt in saying that the
parliamentary system was under threat, and urged senators from various parties to
show up on Monday and pass the bill in order to end the confusion. ―Parliament is
facing a threat from people who had never accepted this system,‖ he said, referring
to the two-week long sit-in at Faizabad.
Azam Musakhel said that the bill was being delayed on purpose on orders of
the ‗hidden powers‘. He added that the bill could not be passed for the third
consecutive time, and every time, members from all parties, including the PML-N,
had stayed mysteriously absent from proceedings.
Senator Rabbani ruled that the Federal Investigation Agency‘s (FIA) report
on the implementation of the Pakistan Electronic Crimes Act 2016 should be
brought in the House, and thereafter be referred to the relevant committee for incamera discussion on it. Further, he directed the government to provide complete
information during the in-camera proceedings. In his ruling, he observed that it
was ―sorry state of affairs‖, that the FIA report did not adhere to the requirements
of the law, and directed the government to formulate the rules for preparing reports
for submission to the House in 30 days, and place the same before the senate
committee on delegated legislation.
The ruling came after a senator asked whether the FIA‘s report could be
brought before an open house, or if it had to be treated as a classified document for
discussion only in in-camera meeting of the IT committee of the senate. The house
will now meet on Monday at 4pm.
ExxonMobil планирует построить терминал в порту в Пакистане
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
31.10.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2855011-ExxonMobil-планирует-построить-терминал-в-порту-вПакистане/
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Москва.
Американская
компания
ExxonMobil
планирует
присоединиться к проекту строительства терминала в порту Касим (Карачи,
Пакистан). Об этом сообщил министр по морскому делу Пакистана Хасила
Бизенджо (Hasil Bizenjo).
"Они планируют построить новый терминал в порту Касим", - цитирует
министра "Прайм". Он добавил, что Mitsubishi и Total также ведут
переговоры о приобретении долей участия в консорциуме.
Агентство также сообщает, что Exxon при этом вышла из другого
крупного пакистанского проекта в порту - по строительству плавучего
хранилища газа и комплекса регазификации СПГ. По данным агентства,
причинами для выхода стали "вопросы с партнерами", среди которых Qatar
Petroleum, турецкая Global Energy Infrastructure Limited (GEIL) и норвежская
Hoegh LNG.
"Выход Exxon подвешивает многомиллионную сделку, которую уже
подписало правительство Пакистана и GEIL, предусматривающую продажу
до 2,3 миллиона тонн СПГ ежегодно в течение 20 лет", - добавляет агентство.
Exxon своим уходом может развалить самый крупный СПГ-проект
Пакистана
http://proektgaz.ru/news/exxon_svoim_ukhodom_mozhet_razvalit_samyj_krupnyj_spg_proekt_pakistana/20
17-10-31-6434. 31.10.2017.

Напомним, консорциум в составе Höegh LNG, Qatar Petroleum, Total,
Mitsubishi, ExxonMobil и GEIL был создан в феврале текущего года. Его
задачей была реализация проекта по созданию регазификационного
терминала в порту Карачи, третьего по счету в Пакистане и самого
мощного из всех.
Причем судно-регазификатор FSRU (Floating Storage Regasification
Unit) производительностью 21 млн кубометров газа в день находится на
завершающей стадии строительства. Предполагалось, что проект заработает
в 2018 году, но теперь он повисает в воздухе.
У ExxonMobil возникли некие неуточненные разногласия с партнерами,
отмечает ресурс LNG World News. В итоге корпорация решила уйти в
конкурирующий проект, который реализуется в порту Касим. А самое
неприятное, что вслед за американской корпорацией уйти хотят Total и
Mitsubishi.
GEIL в панике, ведь у компании уже есть 20-летнее соглашение на
поставку в Пакистан 2.5 млн тонн СПГ в год. Сейчас GEIL лихорадочно
ищет, кем бы заменить выпадающих партнеров, и ведет на эту тему
переговоры с трейдером Vitol.
И компании ни в коем случае нельзя затягивать строительство, ведь у
нее очень много конкурентов в Пакистане. В порту Касим созданием
регазификационных мощностей занимаются трейдинговые гиганты Trafigura
и Gunvor, а всего там планируется построить шесть СПГ-терминалов.
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С другой стороны, места на пакистанском рынке, скорее всего, хватит
всем: к 2022 году страна намерена ежегодно импортировать 30 млн тонн
сжиженного газа.
«Эксон Мобил» своим уходом из проекта по сооружению газового
терминала может серьезно нарушить поставки газа в Пакистан
ExxonMobil exit jolts Pakistan‘s LNG plans
Dawn, October 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367297/exxonmobil-exit-joltspakistans-lng-plans

ISLAMABAD: ExxonMobil has pulled out of a major project in Pakistan in
a potential blow to plans to boost imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) after
years of winter shortages.
Differences among the six-member group behind the project in Port Qasim
in Karachi mean French oil major Total and Japan‘s Mitsubishi may also quit and
join a rival scheme, government officials and industry sources told Reuters.
A senior Pakistani government official put the chances of success for the
project, set to be Pakistan‘s third and biggest by import capacity, at 10-20 per cent
due to the disagreements.
A highly developed pipeline grid, extensive industrial demand and the
biggest natural gas-powered vehicle fleet in Asia after China and Iran make
Pakistan an easy fit for LNG and official estimates show imports could jump
fivefold to 30 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) by 2022.
The new project would include a floating storage and re-gasification unit
(FSRU), where LNG will be converted back into gas for feeding into the country‘s
grid.
Qatar Petroleum, the world‘s biggest LNG producer, Turkish developer
Global Energy Infrastructure Ltd (GEIL) and Norway‘s Hoegh LNG, which will
provide the FSRU, are the other partners.
While Exxon has pulled out, the US company was now negotiating to join a
separate project, Hasil Bizenjo, Pakistan‘s Maritime Affairs minister in charge of
ports, said.
―They are thinking to build a new terminal in Port Qasim,‖ Mr Bizenjo told
Reuters in Islamabad, adding that Mitsubishi and Total were also in talks about
taking stakes in another consortium.
Exxon was pulling out because it had ―issues with partners‖, particularly the
developer, GEIL, one energy official said. Exxon‘s move leaves in doubt a multibillion dollar deal Qatar has already struck with GEIL for the sale of up to 2.3m
tonnes of LNG annually over 20 years.
ExxonMobil, Total and GEIL declined to comment, while a Mitsubishi
spokesman said that the Japanese company has been continuing its talks with
partners over the project.
Qatar Petroleum did not respond to requests for comment.
New investors
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LNG imports have transformed Pakistan‘s energy map since the country‘s
first import facility was introduced in 2015.
If the second LNG terminal proceeds without glitches, the South Asian
nation will not suffer winter gas shortages for the first time in more than 10 years,
energy officials say, in a likely boost for Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s
ruling party before the next general elections, due in mid-2018.
Government officials and industry sources said talks are underway to bring
new players into the project, including Swiss trading house Vitol, which declined
to comment.
Rival traders Trafigura and Gunvor are already developing LNG projects in
Pakistan, betting the country will account for a rising share of future profits and
LNG trade. Pakistan plans to add its second LNG import terminal by the end of
this year, but private companies have proposed building six more largely around
Port Qasim.
Гвадар порт отдан Китаю в аренду на 40 лет.
Gwadar port leased to Chinese company for 40 years, Senate told
The Nation. 21.04.2017. http://nation.com.pk/business/20-Apr-2017/gwadar-port-leasedto-chinese-company-for-40-years-senate-told

Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo said today Pakistan
has handed over operations of its Gwadar port to a Chinese company for a period
of 40 years.
The minister said China Overseas Port Holding Company would carry out all
the development work on the port.
―China Overseas Port Holding Company (COPHC) has 91 per cent share of
revenue collection from gross revenue of terminal and marine operations and 85
per cent share from gross revenue of free zone operation,‖ he added.
Bizenjo said the provinces have no share in revenue collection as per the
constitution.
Gwadar forms the southern Pakistan hub of a $57-billion China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) of infrastructure and energy projects Beijing
announced in 2014.
Last year, Pakistan welcomed the first large shipment of Chinese goods at
Gwadar, where the China Overseas Ports Holding Company Ltd took over
operations in 2013. It plans to eventually handle 300 million to 400 million tons of
cargo a year.
It also aims to develop seafood processing plants in a nearby free trade zone
sprawled over 923 hectares (2,281 acres).
The route through Gwadar offers China its shortest path to the oil-rich Middle
East, Africa, and most of the Western hemisphere, besides promising to open up
remote, landlocked Xinjiang.
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Last year, the Applied Economics Research Centre estimated the corridor
would create 700,000 jobs in Pakistan and a Chinese newspaper recently put the
number at more than two million.
Малайзия хочет пользоваться портом Гвадар
Malaysia wants to utilise Gwadar port
The Express Tribune, April 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1375524/malaysiandelegation-wants-utilise-gwadar-port/

ISLAMABAD: In a bid to capitalise on the rise of regional integration, a
Malaysian delegation on Wednesday expressed its interest to help develop projects
like ferry service operation, construction of dedicated terminals at Pakistani ports
and establishment of industry in the Gwadar port free zone.
CPEC will ‗pave way for development‘
Both countries agreed that a joint working group on maritime cooperation of
Pakistan and Malaysia may be established.
These decisions were reached at a meeting held between a high level
delegation headed by former Prime Minister of Malaysia, Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, and Pakistan‘s Minister for Port and Shipping Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo.
The visiting delegation included leading industrialists and businessmen. The
meeting discussed potential avenues of investment and explored possibilities of
joint ventures in Pakistan‘s shipping sector.
The visiting delegation was briefed by Bizenjo about ongoing projects being
executed by the ministry and the future plans for development of the maritime
sector.
Minister for Ports and Shipping emphasised on the importance of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Gwadar Port, stating that the port held a
central place in CPEC and would be a transshipment hub in the future.
He said the government had announced incentives, including income tax and
customs duty exemptions for the Gwadar Free Zone Area. Participants of the
meeting were briefed that the ministry had taken an initiative to allow the public
and private sector to start the ferry service to facilitate tourists and pilgrims to Iran
and the Middle East. This would stimulate economic growth through the tourism
industry.
Britain eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
It also discussed that modern dedicated terminals for liquefied natural gas
(LNG), coal and clinker and containers have been completed at Karachi Port and
Port Qasim.
The delegation was also apprised that Pakistan had announced complete tax
exemptions for import and registration of ships.
Гвадар и Чабахар – соперничество портов.
Gwadar, Chabahar and Dubai
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Less than 100 kilometers apart, Gwadar and Chabahar are emerging
ambitious rivals
Less than 100 kilometers apart, Gwadar and Chabahar are emerging
ambitious rivals. For decades, both the sleepy coastal towns relied on marine
fishing and trivial shipping trade. Pakistan never profited from Balochistan‘s
potential until recently. Legend has it that Zulfikar Ali Bhutto had consented to
Kremlin to building a Soviet naval base in Gwadar port. The agreement was never
formally signed, thanks to the Pakistani leader‘s domestic political woes. Around
the same time, the US wooed Shah of Iran for a naval base in Chabahar. Both lost
power to lasting coups. The next-door capital of Sistan-Balochistan province was
particularly snubbed after blood-soaked coup of 1979 for being a rare Sunni
majority region.
Not only Gwadar but also the entire Makran coast – stretching over 1,500
kilometers of shoreline from Alkouh region north of Iran‘s Mina port to Lasbela
District north of Karachi port in Pakistan – owes much to US President Barack
Obama. America crafted ‗pivot to Asia‘ policy to rebalance its foreign policy and
backed it with Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Though Barack Obama‘s Russia
reset was projected as another masterstroke of a statesman, the US foreign policy
faltered on almost every count. While the ‗pivot‘ got India as its supreme
beneficiary, China remained far from deterred. Not only did it strengthen control
over the South China Sea through new naval bases, Beijing also checkmated
Washington with its one-belt-one-road strategy and string-of-pearls venture. US
President Donald Trump topped it up by abandoning the TPP to China and
Russia‘s gain. The White House‘s Russia ‗reset‘ was at best a hallucination.
Obama‘s misadventures left the Pacific and Indian oceans amidst newer
challenges.
Notwithstanding an assortment of trials, Gwadar fits perfectly in China and
Pakistan‘s scheme of things. Already signatory to defence pact with Iran since
2003, India chose Chabahar to not only challenge China‘s entry in the Indian
Ocean but also to encircle Pakistan while gaining backdoor entry in Afghanistan.
As per its stated policy, Iran neither portrays Chabahar rivalling Gwadar nor being
a strategic asset for India. The reality is, of course, to the contrary.
Owing to its unique status in China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, Gwadar is
projected to resemble Singapore in the future. Chabahar emerges as India and
Iran‘s reply to China and Pakistan. Some analysts forecast that each of the nascent
ports will upset Dubai one day. The United Arab Emirates (UAE), which has
always jealously safeguarded its ports‘ monopoly in the region, has been warily
observing developments on the mouth of Strait of Hormuz. Are the neighbouring
but competing ports worth the hype?
As for Chabahar, India‘s prospective benefits can be gauged from its
investment in the project along with other indicators. Delhi had earlier committed
about $500 million to the port‘s development while its recently announced budget
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earmarks paltry $22 million. China‘s trade with the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) members dwarfs India‘s existing and projected trade volume with Central
Asian states (including Afghanistan) and Eurasia.
Gwadar is slated to handle not only China‘s imports from and exports to
members of GCC but also Africa and partly Europe. Being the world‘s largest
energy consumer since 1993, China devours over 25 per cent of the global output;
the GCC states are its largest source of hydrocarbons. Come 2020, Beijing will
soar by a notch to become the GCC‘s largest trading partner. The Asian giant will
likely be importing GCC goods worth $160 billion while exporting goods worth
$135 billion. By 2025, its maritime commerce will overwhelmingly divert to
Pakistan‘s Gwadar port instead of passing through narrow and tense Strait of
Malacca in the South China Sea. For now, Saudi Arabia is China‘s single largest
oil-trading partner after Russia, supplying more than 15 per cent of the country‘s
total annual imports. With the expected signing of the China-GCC FTA this year,
China will surpass the entire European Union as the GCC region‘s top trading
partner. Seeing heavy reliance on Pakistan, the GCC nations such as Saudi Arabia
and Qatar are mulling over setting up refineries and laying pipelines to Gwadar.
Aramco already is repositioning and diversifying itself while pursuing an
aggressive and multifaceted strategy for growth.
By far, Gwadar is a decade ahead of Chabahar in terms of development and
higher brand recognition among the maritime industry. Iran‘s belligerent security
posturing and interventionist policies of harbouring non-state actors in Muslim
countries constantly put her at the risk of war as well as sanctions.
Chabahar is and continues to be a fishing port and does not match Gwadar,
which is a natural harbour and the deepest in Asia, with little need for continuous
dredging. Gwadar is naturally suited to dock ‗very large crude carriers‘ (VLCC)
while Chabahar requires massive development and maintenance effort.
Gawadar or Chabahar will never be able to challenge Dubai‘s Jebel Ali and
Port Rashid. While the Makran coastal ports are under development, the Dubai
ports boast 102 berths, with active VLCC petroleum supply terminals. While the
Iranian port is no match to its Pakistani rival‘s capacity and potential, Gwadar will
complement the UAE‘s maritime trade. In the times to come, the Strait of Hormuz
will face ever more congestion which can either be solved through laying of
pipelines to the Makran coast to serve China, Pakistan and other GCC oil buying
nations or using Gwadar as auxiliary anchorage.
Dubai and Gwadar are set to be sister ports, for China is now the city‘s
biggest non-oil trade partner. Thus, nearly entire maritime share of UAE‘s $50
billion China trade will take place via Gwadar. For all practical purposes, the Gulf
state will invest in the emerging port instead of torpedoing it like Pakistan‘s
neighbours. Dubai is a mature port with state-of-the-art facilities located in the
heart of the GCC while Gwadar will have to learn a lot from the success story.
However, Dubai may face serious intimidation from Oman‘s Sohar port. The most
ambitious and realistic challenger to ports perched on the Strait of Arabian Gulf
lies just outside the bottlenecked passageway. Separated by 200 kilometers to the
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southeast of Dubai, Sohar is starting to compete for traffic with Jebel Ali and other
top ports inside the Gulf. Backed by Omani rail system, Sohar plans to increase its
container capacity further to 4 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent unit cargo
capacity) in 2017. The planned GCC railway network will place Sohar at par if not
above Dubai a decade or less later. Once fully operational, Gwadar will help
bolster maritime for trade Dubai and Sohar while innately lessening the congestion
challenge.
While securing its vast territorial waters from rival sabotage bids, Pakistan
must institutionalise a maritime partnership regime with GCC ports. Besides, it
also requires a multilateral interface with the GCC on a wide-range of issues.
Moreover, Islamabad and Beijing require a forum with the Gulf nations. Pakistan
must also actively participate in China-GCC strategic dialogue, as Islamabad‘s ties
with the Gulf nations have been bilateral. Unlike India, the Islamic republic does
not even maintain observer status in the Arab League. The same holds true for the
African Union as Gwadar will be engine for the mega continent‘s trade with China,
Pakistan and Central Asia
Китай решил в пять раз увеличить численность морпехов (порт Гвадар,
охрана КПЭК)
Деловая газета «Взгляд». 13 марта 2017. http://www.vz.ru/news/2017/3/13/861567.html

Численность морпехов в Китае вырастет с 20 тыс. до 100 тыс.
человек, сообщают СМИ.
Часть из них направят в китайские порты в Джибути на Африканском
роге и в Гвадаре на юго-западе Пакистана, передает РИА «Новости» со
ссылкой на South China Morning Post.
Базу Джибути Китай позиционирует как логистический центр, порт
Гвадар построен на китайские деньги и управляется китайскими компаниями,
ожидается, что его будут использовать военные корабли Китая.
В состав морской пехоты уже переведены две бригады действующих
войск. Число бригад морской пехоты планируется довести до шести.
Численность ВМС Китая, которая сейчас равняется 235 тыс. человек,
вырастет на 15%.
Китайские эксперты полагают, что морпехи расширят зону своей
деятельности. Сейчас морская пехота Китая нацелена на защиту в ВосточноКитайском и Южно-Китайском морях, а также готовится к возможному
конфликту с Тайванем. После расширения в сферу ответственности морпехов
может войти, к примеру, защита интересов Пекина на Корейском
полуострове.
Кроме того, лидер Китая Си Цзиньпин заявил, что нужно «проникнуться
чувством срочности» при внедрении научных открытий и инноваций в
вооруженные силы, передает «Интерфакс».
Напомним, Китай проводит военные реформы уже на протяжении
нескольких лет.
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Порт Гвадар. Пакистан призывает Иран организовать паромное
сообщение между портами Гвадар и Чабахар
Информационный
портал
«Корабли
всех
времѐн
и
народов».
http://www.korabli.eu/blogs/novosti/morskie-novosti/pakistan-prizyvaet-iran. 3.02.2017.

Пакистанский министр портов и морского судоходства Мир Хасил Хан
Бизенджо подчеркнул, что его страна отдает приоритет активизации
сотрудничества с Ираном в транспортном секторе, и сказал, что
предпринимаются усилия по запуску паромного сообщения между
пакистанским портом Гвадар, Карачи и иранским портом Чабахар. Об этом
02 февраля 2017 года сообщило агентство Iran.ru.
«Если Иран хочет создать совместное предприятие или запустить свои
собственные услуги в сфере паромного сообщения между Карачи, Гвадаром
и Чабахаром, мы готовы к этому», - сказал Бизенджо в среду, 1 февраля.
Министр подчеркнул необходимость увязки портов Гвадар и Чабахар
так как оба порта могут помочь друг другу в транспортировке товаров.
«Иран и Пакистан договорились о том, что Чабахар и Гвадар не
являются конкурирующими портами, но они будут дополнять друг друга,
когда будет завершено их строительство», - сообщил журналистам
председатель постоянного комитета пакистанского Национального Собрания
Сардар Аваис Ахмад Хан Легари.
Порт Карачи. Первый глубоководный терминал откроется в апреле
2017 г.
Pakistan‘s first deep-water terminal to be ready in April
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
14th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1294318/karachi-port-pakistans-first-deep-water-terminal-readyapril/

KARACHI: The much-delayed Pakistan‘s first deep-water container terminal
at the Karachi Port has eventually entered the final phase of infrastructure
development to welcome mother vessels by mid-April this year, say officials.
Mother vessels have the capacity to carry 17,000-18,000 containers of 20-foot
each. Existing container terminals in the country house vessels of the capacity of
around 8,000 TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) due to deep water and other
handling constraints.
Dredging of the outer approach channel to 16-metre depth is the last project
of the Pakistan Deep Water Container Port (PDWCP), which is in progress.
PM open to ferry service between Pakistan, Oman
―KPT (Karachi Port Trust) has awarded the dredging contract to Van Oord
Dredging and Marine Contractors BV of the Netherlands for Rs2.98 billion,‖ a
KPT official told The Express Tribune.
It was among four shortlisted firms including companies of China and
Belgium.
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The firm is to complete dredging work within 120 days from the date of
issuance of the letter of commencement on December 5, 2016. ―It must finish the
assignment by April 4-5,‖ he said.
The Prime Minister‘s Secretariat wants the PDWCP to be inaugurated in the
middle or at the end of February – much earlier than it is ready to welcome mother
vessels.
South Asia Pakistan Terminals (SAPT), a subsidiary of Hutchison Port
Holdings of Hong Kong, is a partner of the KPT in the project.
KPT has provided land for the terminal, facilitated the dredging of approach
channel and port basin, and developed roads to transport import and export cargo
to and from the terminal.
SAPT is responsible for constructing and developing the terminal, deploying
equipment and operating the terminal.
Total cost of the project is $1.4 billion including KPT‘s share of $800 million
and SAPT‘s contribution of $600 million.
Trade via Karachi Port records 15% increase
A SAPT official said, ―The terminal is 100% ready to welcome mother
vessels, but…the much-delayed dredging of approach channel is now finally in
progress.‖
The project, initiated in 2007, was originally scheduled to start operations in
2011-12. However, slow pace of progress on infrastructure development kept
delaying the commencement of operations. Major delay was seen in dredging of
the outer approach channel.
Earlier, China Water and Electric had done dredging of the port basin at a cost
of Rs19.28 billion. However, it refused dredging of the outer approach channel,
arguing it was not part of the contract awarded to it.
Later, the KPT tried to do it by itself, but it did not succeed. The SAPT
official explained that at present large to very large vessels carrying cargo for
Pakistan went to deep-sea ports like Jebel Ali in the UAE to offload and reload the
cargo on smaller vessels that can be accommodated on Pakistan‘s shores.
―The percentage of such cargo is big…All this means extra costs, time delays,
higher risks, more documentation and overall inefficiency,‖ he said.
According to the official, Pakistan has recorded a growth of 12% in
containerised cargo traffic from January-October 2016 compared to the same
period of last year. ―We foresee 15% growth in calendar year 2017,‖ he said.
The official said first two of the total of four berths of 375-metre each would
be ready by April or May 2017 and the remaining two would be completed by
December 2020. ―Work on the first berth is over.‖
In phase-II, the depth of the outer approach channel will be enhanced to 18
metres by December 2018. SAPT has plans to invest another $200 million in the
phase.
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Пакистан разрешил РФ использовать порт Гвадар для экспорта
продукции
Информационный центр «AfterShock». https://aftershock.news/?q=node/460748&full.
27.11.2016.

Власти Пакистана одобрили использование РФ порта Гвадар для
экспорта продукции на фоне заинтересованности Москвы в китайскопакистанском экономическом коридоре, пишет издание News International со
ссылкой на источники.
РФ выразила заинтересованность как отмечает газета, в использовании
порта для осуществления торговой деятельности после того, как об этом
заявили ее соседи по Каспию - Туркменистан и Иран.
Как пишет издание, глава ФСБ РФ Александр Бортников недавно
совершил визит в Исламабад, где встретился с высокопоставленными
представителями пакистанской разведки и оборонных ведомств. Во время
встречи Бортников сделал запрос, согласно которому РФ хотела бы
присоединиться к экономическому коридору между Пакистаном и Китаем,
после чего пакистанские власти дали на положительный сигнал на
использование РФ порта Гвадар.
Как пишет газета, премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф,
находящийся с двухдневным визитом в Туркменистане, приветствовал
стремление РФ присоединиться к этому коридору. Ожидается, что
соглашения по этому порту будут подписаны в течение следующего месяца.
Порт Гвадар является ключевой точкой для проекта китайскопакистанского экономического коридора. Порт был торжественно открыт
еще в 2007 году, но лишь 13 ноября 2016 года началась его коммерческая
эксплуатация. Портом владеет государственная компания, но управляет им
китайская Chinese Overseas Port Holdings Limited.
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АВТОТРАНСПОРТ1
Таджикистан намерен строить дорогу в Пакистан в обход Афганистана
Tajikistan to join Pakistan road link bypassing Afghanistan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1337274/tajikistan-join-pakistan-road-link-bypassing-afghanistan/

ISLAMABAD: While Kabul is reluctant to finalise a transit trade agreement
with Islamabad, Tajikistan is poised to join a separate initiative which will connect
Pakistan to Central Asia, bypassing Afghanistan entirely.
Officials told The Express Tribune that Tajikistan‘s request for inclusion into
the Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement (QTTA) — a deal between China,
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan for facilitating transit traffic and trade — has
been approved. The Central Asian state will now become a formal participant once
its parliament approves the move, they said.
Tajikistan looks to promote trade in Pakistan
Inclusion in QTTA — which was signed in Islamabad in 1995 — will grant
landlocked Tajikistan access to Pakistan‘s ports, including Gwadar, without having
to depend on Afghanistan. It will provide safe passage to traders from both
Pakistan and Tajikistan. Trade between the two countries has risen steadily from
$15 million in 2011 to $90 million in 2016, and Tajikistan wants to bring the
volume up to $500 million.
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Up till now, Pakistani traders have had to rely on the land route through
Afghanistan to access Tajikistan and other Central Asian States. Pakistan and
Afghanistan had been negotiating a transit trade agreement but Kabul‘s insistence
that India be included in the arrangement led to a deadlock in discussions. Due to
tensions with India over unrest in Occupied Kashmir and Delhi‘s attempts to
implicate Islamabad in rebel attacks on military installations, Pakistan could not
accommodate Kabul‘s demand. But while Afghanistan‘s President Ashraf Ghani
threatened to cut off Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia if it did not include India in
the transit deal, China revived QTTA to further tap the potential of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor, officials said. QTTA provides Pakistan a gateway to
Central Asia by using the Karakoram Highway — which links Gilgit-Baltistan to
China‘s Xinjiang region — as a transit corridor.
Tajikistan‘s hydel power production – a model to follow
With Pakistan‘s exports declining by over $4 billion over the last few years, it
has looked to tap the potential of Central Asian and Russian markets. Kyrgyzstan
has offered a route to Russia to Pakistani traders. At the same time, Pakistani ports
provide landlocked Central Asian states the closest maritime facilities for trade.
Currently, they rely on seaports in China, Turkey, Iran, Russia and the Baltic
States.

ДОРОЖНОЕ СТРОИТЕЛЬСТВО1

ТЕЛЕКОММУНИКАЦИИ1
Пакистан находится на 89 месте по скорости Интернета, уступая Индии
и даже Бангладеш.
Pakistan outranks India, Bangladesh in mobile internet speed
The Express Tribune. December 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583759/8pakistan-outranks-india-bangladesh-mobile-internet-speed/

Pakistan has been ranked on 89th place according to internet speed testing
company, Ookla.
Pakistan has been ranked 89th globally in the Mobile Internet speed category
for the month of November according to a test conducted by Ookla.
The speed testing company previously ranked Pakistan at the 86th spot for
the previous month.
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Pakistan‘s average mobile download rate is 13.08 Mbps compared to
Norway‘s 62.66 Mbps who is ranked first. The speed test is conducted every
month globally.
Mobile subscriptions inch up to 142.4 million
For the fixed broadband internet category, Pakistan sits at the 126th rank with
an average of 6.13 Mbps whereas the global average has come out to be 40.11
Mbps.
Despite the fall in places for November, the country has witnessed a gradual
increase in mobile internet speed throughout the year.
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Green line shows increase in Mobile internet speed throughout the year
PHOTO: OOKLA
Google puts Pakistan among 4 countries that will give next billion
smartphone user
The only saving grace for Pakistan is the fact that it
outranks neighbours India who sits at the 109th rank with 8.80 Mbps average
mobile download speed and Bangladesh ranked at the 120th spot with 4.97 Mbps
average mobile download speed.
Развитие телекоммуникаций в рамках КПЭК
Exclusive: The CPEC plan for Pakistan‘s digital future
Qurat ul Ain Siddiqui, Jahanzaib Haque. Dawn, October 1st, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1361176/exclusive-the-cpec-plan-for-pakistans-digital-future
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A new, upgraded cross-border fibre optic cable will address multiple
challenges faced by China and Pakistan.
KARACHI: A radical overhaul of Pakistan‘s communications framework
appears to be on the cards — or at least that is what Beijing and Islamabad have
envisioned under their Long Term Plan (LTP) for the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor.
A closer examination of the LTP document obtained in June by
Dawn reveals intentions for a revamped communications framework, which
includes components such as a fibre optic cable connecting Pakistan and China, a
new submarine landing station for internet traffic flow, and digital TV for all.
The roadmap, which was developed from November 2013 to December
2015 by officials and experts from both countries, contains a detailed 21-page
outline specific to communications – a plan envisioned to span up to 15 years,
starting in 2016 and concluding in 2030.
The most critical component is a new, upgraded fibre optic cable network
which spans Pakistan and crosses the border to connect directly with China.
A cross-border venture
As outlined in the master plan, the cross-border fibre optic cable will address
multiple challenges faced by China and Pakistan.
Firstly, it says it will handle the anticipated increase in communication
between the two countries. With ―deepening comprehensive strategic cooperation‖
comes the need to establish fast, reliable connectivity – and perhaps most critically
– communication that is not routed through Europe, the United States or India.
China also has in mind its own increasing international telecommunications
service demands which, if not addressed, may end up exposing ―a huge gap‖ in
China‘s international bandwidth.
If actualised according to the LTP, the new network will be beneficial to
Pakistan by improving internet penetration and increasing speed, especially in
Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan, regions where internet connectivity has ranged
from poor to non-existent. It should also reduce the cost of internet connections.
Additionally, linking with the rest of the world through China will help
reduce Pakistan‘s dependence on undersea cables that carry the country‘s internet
traffic. In cases where the undersea cables develop a fault — as has occurred in the
past — the document says another route would be in place.
More broadly, the new network would provide landlocked central Asian
states a new, shorter and more cost-effective route for connectivity.
A security concern
The existing fibre optic network through which Pakistan connects to the
world has been developed by a consortium that has Indian companies either as
partners or shareholders.
This is viewed as a security concern e.g. when it comes to surveillance of
communication. As recently as January this year, Director General Special
Communications Organisation (SCO) Maj Gen Amir Azeem Bajwa informed the
National Assembly Standing Committee on Information Technology that some
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incoming and outbound internet traffic landed in India before being routed to its
destinations, posing a security risk for Pakistan.
It appears that by routing through China, the state is planning to reduce such
security risks related to India. This would however increase the same risks from
China itself. The Chinese model of internet regulation could potentially also
impact freedom of speech and access to information for Pakistani users.
Through Khunjerab

The LTP states that the cross-border optical cable will start from China‘s
Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous County and travel 135km to connect to Pakistan. It
will then pass through Khunjerab and travels 125km to the town of Sust in GilgitBaltistan. The cable then further travels 650km to link to Islamabad. From here,
the new cable could link to Pakistan‘s existing network.
The project was inaugurated in May 2016 by then prime minister Nawaz
Sharif. According to the official CPEC site, the cost of the ongoing construction is
an estimated $44 million. As of September 2017, the progress update states that
450km of the total 820km has been laid down and the remaining stretch will be
completed by December 2017.
Connecting to Gwadar
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It also appears that connectivity till the capital isn‘t the end goal in the LTP.
The plan also includes carrying out improvements on the 804km long backbone
transmission network from Sukkur to Gwadar.
In the long term, a second route of the cable network is scheduled to be
constructed anew from Sukkur to Gwadar. This second route spanning 370km is
critical to ―forming a loop with the existing optical cables to enhance network
security‖.
From Gwadar to the world
The LTP also envisions a plan to remedy the danger of internet disruption
due to any accident at Pakistan‘s only submarine cable landing station. Currently,
the undersea fibre optic cables that carry all internet traffic connect to one landing
station located at Karachi. A major accident at the station can result in disruption
of the internet across the entire country.
To address this, a new submarine cable landing station at Gwadar Port is
planned to be built to ―enhance security of the international communications
network in Pakistan‖. According to the plan, the Gwadar station would cover an
area of about 10,000 square metres.
A feasibility study in the short-term will be followed up by construction
from 2021-2030. Chairman of the National Telecommunication Corporation
(NTC) Viqar Rashid Khan said in September last year that work has already started
on the project.
Switch to digital TV
The introduction of terrestrial Digital TV with a network ―covering over
90%‖ of Pakistan‘s population is another key project of the LTP, set to be
complete by 2020. To this end, Chinese enterprises will provide Pakistan with
Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcast (DTMB) technology to enable the switch
to digital TV.
This is an indication of Beijing and Islamabad‘s enthusiasm to bring an
advanced technology like China‘s DTMB that allows broadcasting in standard
definition and high definition to deliver a larger quantity of TV channels at higher
quality.
If the plan is implemented, it will be a major upgrade from terrestrial TV
broadcasting in Pakistan. It will also likely have great impact on the media
industry, changing revenue models and programming. Cable operators who offer
only cheap, low quality connections will also be affected.
According to the LTP, the project is divided into four phases; phase one
covering Islamabad and surrounding areas; phase two covering other major cities,
such as Karachi and Lahore; phase three entails coverage of other densely
populated areas, while the final phase aims to cover all of Pakistan, including
remote areas.
In the LTP, Digital TV is noted to be ―a cultural transmission carrier‖ that
will introduce Chinese culture to Pakistan. It is stated that eight sets of
―programmes‖ have been determined and more will be added as required. The
programmes have not been named.
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To this end, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and China‘s
National Development and Reform Commission had signed an MoU on
implementing China‘s DTMB network in Pakistan. PTV and ZTE, a multinational
telecommunications equipment and systems company headquartered in China, also
signed an agreement to carry out pilot projects to implement DTMB in Islamabad
and other areas.
According to the CPEC website, a pilot project of DTMB has been
completed at a cost of $2 million. The demonstration project is currently ―with
Chinese side‖ and is being processed.
E-government expansion
Connectivity is paired with governance in the master plan, which envisions
the construction of a large-scale national data centre for ―centralised management
of e-government data and safe network operation‖. The facility is slated to be built
in northern Pakistan between 2016 and 2020. It will occupy a total area of 8,000
square metres.
The centre could provide many services and solutions to the government and
other key organisations in terms of hosting important data, managing
communications, providing internet access, assisting in surveillance, implementing
IT applications and delivering online services to citizens. In the long term, the
project entails the construction of backup data centres to be built in other cities.
Additionally, the LTP says a network for e-government will be built to
establish channels from Islamabad to the provincial governments. Public access to
government departments and agencies, including metropolitan departments of
different towns and cities will be increased.
Last year, the National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) inaugurated
the ‗first ever‘ National Data Centre of Pakistan in Islamabad at an event organised
by Huawei. In March this year, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
Centre of Excellence was inaugurated in Islamabad by Minister for Planning,
Development and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal and Ambassador of China to Pakistan, Sun
Weidong.
Safe living in ‗safe cities‘
The communications plan also focuses on urban security, as network
infrastructure will be used to prevent criminal and terrorist activities, ―through
sophisticated monitoring, smart alert systems and visual command and dispatch‖.
This will involve the installation of surveillance cameras, explosive
detectors and scanners covering major roads, sensitive areas and crowded
localities. The information from these devices will be transmitted in real-time to a
control centre where staff will monitor, record and take action when necessary.
The plan does not identify who will staff the centre, a key concern related to
possible misuse of such technology, and the extent to which China will be involved
in internal security.
Listing Peshawar as a starting point, the project will extend to the major
cities based on its success. The LTP also identifies an added advantage of the
project i.e. assisting in the establishment of a platform to manage public services in
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safe cities such as digital city management, road transportation management and
other systems.
In February this year, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak
had called on the home, planning and development, police officials and
representatives of the Chinese company tasked with executing the Peshawar Safe
City project to speed up work on the project. The CM was talking to the vice
president of the Chinese company. In March, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
government signed multiple agreements with Chinese investment companies in
which Smart and Safe City projects worth $2bn were included.
Aside from Peshawar, other Safe City projects are at various stage of
completion.
Islamabad‘s Safe City project was completed and inaugurated in June last
year, although it was approved in 2009 by the PPP government after an agreement
with China that included a $124 million soft loan under the condition that
equipment would be bought from Chinese companies.
In October last year, Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif said the first phase of
Lahore‘s Safe City Project had been completed. He said this had been
accomplished in collaboration with Chinese company Huawei that was paid Rs12
billion to execute the project.
In May this year, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif said that Safe City
projects were being launched in six big cities of Punjab, aside from the ongoing
Lahore project. He said the projects would be complete by 2018.
In August, the Sindh government announced the launch of a ―video
surveillance project‖ that would become part of Karachi‘s Safe City project.
Costing Rs10 billion, a total of 10,000 high-definition cameras will be installed at
2,000 spots in Karachi.
A plan has also been drawn up to make Quetta and Gwadar safe cities at a
cost of Rs10 billion.
Transformation through training
The LTP states that capacity building and talent cultivation in information
and communication technologies will include training 2,000 professionals, of
whom 200 will go to China, while the rest will be trained at Chinese training
centres in Pakistan.
It is envisioned that the construction of a China-Pakistan Technical Training
Centre will form the training base for the telecommunication/technology industry.
In the long term, the local training centre may be built into a college or university.
In case a training centre cannot be built, the fall-back plan is to have Chinese
communication enterprises and Pakistani universities jointly provide technical
training.
A mechanism will also be established to train Pakistani technicians with
China‘s resources, such as training at Chinese institutions of higher learning and
institutions of communication equipment enterprises. Exchanges will also extend
to top management of Pakistan‘s Ministry of Information Technology and China‘s
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Ministry of Industry and Information Technology to share experience and achieve
common development across multiple fields.
CHINA‘S COMMUNICATIONS FOOTPRINT IN PAKISTAN
Information reproduced from the master plan document
 CMPak operating under the brand name Zong, is owned by China Mobile.
It has grown to be the third largest mobile communication operator in
Pakistan.
 Huawei holds the largest share of the communications equipment market
(45%) and cooperates with five major domestic operators. It also has three
training centers in Pakistan.
 ZTE Corporation has nine branch offices in Pakistan with more than 220
Chinese staff and over 620 local employees. It has cooperative relations with
85 local subcontractors.
VEON продает свой "башенный бизнес" в Пакистане
«ТАСС». 30 августа 2017 г. http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4517458

МОСКВА, 30 августа. /ТАСС/. VEON (бывший Vimpelcom) и Global
Telecom Holding сообщили о продаже компании Deodar, владеющей около 13
тыс. сотовых вышек в Пакистане, за примерно $940 млн. Об этом говорится в
пресс-релизе VEON.
Покупателем выступает компания Tanzanite Tower, принадлежащая
edotco Group и пакистанской инвесткомпании Dawood Hercules. Еdotco Group
уже принадлежат более 25 тыс. башен в Малайзии, Шри-Ланке, Бангладеш,
Камбодже, Пакистане и Мьянме.
Ожидается, что сделка будет закрыта до конца 2017 года.
Холдинг VEON контролируют LetterOne (управляет активами "Альфагрупп", владеет 47,9% VEON), Telenor (19,7%) и The Stichting (8,3%). В
свободном обращении находится 24,1% акций.
VEON Ltd. владеет активами в России ("Вымпелком" предоставляет
услуги под брендом "Билайн"), на Украине, в Казахстане, Киргизии,
Узбекистане, Армении, Грузии, Таджикистане, Алжире, Пакистане и
Бангладеш.
Современные средства связи в Пакистане
Worth Celebrating - digital Pakistan is taking on the world
Farhan Janjua. Daily Times. 14.08.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/14-Aug17/worth-celebrating-digital-pakistan-is-taking-on-the-world

Online freelancing in Pakistan is close to $1billion, says a report
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At the time of its birth, Pakistan inherited a few newspapers both in Urdu and
English language. 70 years later, Pakistan‘s media has evolved and stands at a
point where the digital technology and internet are gradually taking over. From
news to entertainment, it‘s all happening online.
With the current pace, the digital media are making even the broadcast media
look antiquated.Our modes of communication today are different than they were a
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decade ago. There‘s WhatsApp that we use to communicate, email that we use for
official/business correspondence; and our lives can practically be tracked using our
―timelines‖ and profiles on Facebook and Twitter.We even get our entertainment
from the internet.
According to a report by Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA), there
are at least 44 million social media users in Pakistan. And according to another
international report based on research by two global social media agencies
HootSuite and We are Social also from January this year, Pakistan has 35.1 million
internet users; out of which, 31 million are active social media users. The report
goes on to note there are 140.2 million mobile subscribers in Pakistan out of
which, 28 million are active mobile social users.
Last year, National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) installed the ―World‘s Highest
ATM‖ at 15397 feet height at Khunjerab Pass.
Vibrant digital economy
Pakistan possesses world-class financial integration platforms which form a
vibrant digital economy. The country is now entering the world of eCommerce
with indigenously built solutions. From inter-bank funds transfer (IBFT), making it
seamless for anyone to transfer funds to any other bank account in a matter of few
clicks, mobile banking accounts and mobile commerce, Pakistan‘s digital economy
is already taking on some of the key players in the region. As per State Bank‘s
quarterly newsletter Jan-March 2017 on Branchless banking, there are as many as
23.68 million branchless banking accounts in Pakistan.
Last year, National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) installed the ―World‘s Highest
ATM‖ at 15397 feet height at Khunjerab Pass.
Making money, contributing to foreign exchange
Socialising isn‘t all that Pakistanis do online. They are using digital
technologies to make money and contribute to the country‘s foreign reserves. An
April 2017 reportnoted that online freelancing in Pakistan has grown to $1billion.
This is a remarkable figure considering the fact that the online freelancers haven‘t
had any significant support from the government side except in the recent few
months with the emergence of government funded incubation centres for
technology related startups and schemes like e-Rozgar scheme that aim to train
new entrants in the online freelancing how to earn money using digital
technologies.
The emergence of 3G and 4G/LTE technology also saw a boom in the
Pakistani users purchasing behaviour. Many Pakistanis now use mobile apps for
everyday things such as ordering food, online shopping, booking rides, hence
significantly contributing to the digital economy. This trend has welcomed some of
the tech giants into the country such as Uber,Careem, Rocket Internet, Netflix,
iFlix, AltBalajito name a few.
The digital media are used for breaking news online some of which are
reported even before making into the mainstream media. Where do you think the
story about Chinese woman entering the cockpit of a PIA plane was first reported?
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The social media. Where did you first see the news about Mashaal Khan‘s mob
lynching? You guessed it right, the social media. The list goes on.
Newsrooms actively monitor social media
Newsroom in most media networks actively monitorsocial media and quotes
what‘s being publicly said on social media as sources. This has also helped the
networks cut costs in terms of commissioning and paying correspondents in
foreign countries. They, instead, simply hunt down people on social media and use
them as ―reporters‖ – a trend that has also given a rise to what was traditionally
called the ―citizen journalism‖. This in turn also becomes a learning and economic
opportunity for citizen journalists.
Who remembers Pakistani Twitter user SohaibAthar who live-tweeted US
raid in Abbottabad that led to hunting down and killing of Osama Bin Laden
without knowing what he was tweeting about and then made it to the global
headlines? This is just one of many examples.
Tweets now make headlines
Public figures including politicians and celebrities actively use social media –
most of which now make the news, some even the headlines. An example of
twitter setting news agenda was the recent high profile sexual harassment case
where Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) senior leader Naeem-ul-Haq admitted on
Twitter that he ―discussed‖ marriage with lawmaker Ayesha Gulalai and made
headlines – only to claim later that his account was hacked.
Supplying Pakistani entertainment to the world
Digital technologieshave opened new avenues for the entertainment and
fashion industries of the country as well. Pakistani artists now have more options
when it comes to distributing their work in a wider audience and market. This does
not only help the industry financially, it also helps the country to export its culture
and image worldwide.
While US has Voice of America (VOA), Russia has RT and Sputnik, Qatar
has AlJazeera and Iran has Press TV to reach out to the global audience and to
present what their countries are all about, Pakistan has Coke Studio. Thanks to the
digital media, Coke Studio is now a worldwide sensation. Its YouTube channel has
close to2 million subscribers and every song is viewed by millions of people
worldwide. Since the songs are uploaded with English subtitles, just read
comments to know how truly global it is. Coke Studio alone has done what a
propaganda TV network from Pakistan –we have PTV World that broadcasts in
English but since no one watches it, it probably doesn‘t count – could not.
Coke Studio now releases online same time as it is released on TV. There are
other examples where brands have partnered with artists to produced digital-only
content such as Telenor‘s online movie OyeKuchKarGuzar.
Some of the success stories in entertainment industry include the ―Justin
Bibis‖ - Saania and MuqqadasTabaydar who made it to the news worldwide with
their desi version of Justin Bieber song Baby.
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Another notable example is Nadir Ali, a working class comedian and
prankster from Karachi who started small and is now a comedy sensation with fan
following in both India and Pakistan.
Singing sensations SarmadQadeer and JunaidAsghar broke it into the industry
by first releasing their songs online and were later picked up by British record label
company MovieBox considering the massive number of views they gained online.
Pakistani entertainment production companies now have new avenues of making
money as their shows are being picked up by entertainment tech giants such as
Netflix and iFlix.
There are still issues such as digital divide and repeated attempts by the state
to regulate and control digital media but Pakistan at 70 has entered the digital
world. With a bang.
Рынок сотовых телефонов расширяется в Пакистане
Mobile phones market expanding further in Pakistan
Parvez Jabri. Feb 21st, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/21/337507

ISLAMABAD: Mobile phones market has been expanding ever further in
Pakistan giving the economy a much needed boost.
According to a private news channel report, the users flock to the markets to
buy new mobile phones due to the ever-changing designs and features.
Pakistan is considered one of the biggest cellular markets in the world. With
mobile phones being imported worth around 750 million dollars every year, the
nation is rightly called a cell phone crazy nation. Due to the selfie and video
chatting fever, the phones are being sold in larger numbers now.
New companies are also considering introducing their brands in Pakistan due
to the ever-rising demand.
Experts said that the government can improve the investment opportunities in
this sector by lowering the taxes and stopping smuggling.
Moreover, the prices of the mobile phones will also come down when
manufactured and assembled locally.
Рост числа сотовых телефонов в Пакистане (особенно в городских
поселениях и в сельской местности)
Semi-urban, rural areas lead growth in cellphone services
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
18th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298601/semi-urban-rural-areas-lead-growth-cellphone-services/

KARACHI: The epicentre of growth in mobile phone services in Pakistan is
gradually shifting to semi-urban and rural areas from urban localities that have
reached close to the saturation level.
―Remote areas have started showing growth, led by the expansion in cellular
networks, increasing awareness of the usage of voice and data connections and
availability of mobile handsets at affordable prices,‖ an industry official
commented while talking to The Express Tribune on Tuesday.
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His comments came following the release of latest data by the Pakistan
Telecommunication Authority (PTA) that reported a continuous addition of an
average one million new mobile phone users in the voice and data categories each.
According to the regulator, the number of mobile phone users grew to 136.48
million in December 2016 from 135.86 million in the previous month, a rise of
0.62 million.
Similarly, the number of 3G/4G/LTE mobile internet users rose to 37.57
million in December from 36.41 million in the prior month, an increase of 1.16
million in the data users.
Total connections remained significantly higher in the urban centres.
However, rural areas, particularly some semi-urban areas like Bahawalpur,
Sadiqabad, Hyderabad, Abbottabad and Mardan, were leading the growth in
mobile phone penetration in terms of percentage, the industry official added.
He said two leading cellular firms according to their customer base had
expanded their networks to more than 250 cities in the country.
―The government had restricted cellular phone companies in 2013-14, when
the PTA issued 3G/4G licences to the telcos, to first provide broadband services in
top five cities of the country,‖ he said.
This forced the cellular firms to focus entirely on the cities of Islamabad,
Karachi, Lahore, Quetta and Peshawar. They continued to strengthen their services
there in the first five to six months after issuance of the licences. Later, they shifted
their focus to other cities as well, he said.
A significant rural population uses phones to remain connected with their
outstation relatives and friends, who have gone there for education and in search of
livelihood.
However, the usage of internet in rural areas is slightly different from that in
the urban centres. Most of them use internet to enjoy audio and video songs and to
watch movies.
In the urban areas, majority of the people use internet to connect with social
networks and use WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter.
4G feature phones are now available at Rs10,000, which is quite affordable.
―Frequent launch of new 3G/4G/LTE features-enabled phones by even smaller
companies shows the growth pattern,‖ he said.
PTA said the annual cellular mobile density increased to 69.80% in December
2016 from 69.60% in the previous month. The teledensity peaked at 76.46% in
2013-14 and fell to 60.7% next year due to blocking of millions of fake SIMs
during the biometric verification drive. Since then, the density has been on a
constant recovery path.
3G-enabled SIMs
Information and communications technology expert Noman Said pointed out
that mobile phone internet usage was increasing as all new SIMs being issued to
the subscribers were 3G-enabled.
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ЭНЕРГЕТИКА1
Всемирный банк предоставил кредит в 825 млн. долл. на ЛЭП (425
млн.) и введение законов в жизнь (400 млн.).
World Bank grants $825mln loan to improve power transmission
system
The News. 21/12/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/258570-world-bank-grants825mln-loan-to-improve-power-transmission-system

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank approved a package of $825 million to
improve the national power transmission system and help the government
overcome financial management inefficiencies.
―The $425 million National Transmission Modernization Project-I (NTMPI) will modernise the national transmission system to enable new power generation
to reach consumers by upgrading, expanding and rehabilitating selected 500kV
(kilovolt) and 220kV substations and transmission lines,‖ the Bank‘s statement
said.
NTMP-I will improve supply reliability and lower losses in the transmission
network. The project will also modernise the information and communication
technology infrastructure and strengthen financial and accounting systems of the
National Transmission and Dispatch Company using information technology. The
project aims at improving operational efficiency and business decision-making
processes, leading to higher productivity and upgraded staff skills.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, part of the World
Bank Group that lends to credit-worthy low and middle income countries financed
NTMP. It is a fixed-spread loan with a maturity of 21 years, including a grace
period of six years.
―With a substantial volume of new generation now coming online, the
strengthening of the transmission and distribution systems is critical,‖ the
statement quoted Illango Patchamuthu, country director for Pakistan at World
Bank as saying. ―The improved power supply will help meet the unserved demand
from consumers and reduce the number and duration of power outages.‖
Government officials said approximately 10,000 megawatts of electricity
would be added to the system during the next year.
Another $400 million public financial management reform program by the
World Bank will address challenges in public financial management through the
enactment of a robust public finance management law, which will lead to
decentralisation of payment and empower the frontline service delivery managers.
The International Development Association, the World Bank‘s fund for the
poor, financed the PFM reform program with a maturity of 25 years, including a
grace period of five years.
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The program will also focus on strong cash management, timely and
comprehensive reporting, improved federal-provincial coordination, timely release
of funds, streamlined payroll and pension systems, efficient and transparent
procurement, and user-friendly reports for citizen engagement.
―The public financial management (PFM) challenges undermine the delivery
of health and education services to the population,‖ Illango said. ―The new
program will support the government to strengthen their public financial
management and make it more transparent and accountable by introducing new
aspects like, social audit of public expenditures by beneficiaries.‖
The statement said public financial management inefficiencies contribute to
Pakistan‘s weak performance in health and education sector, and despite a
substantial increase, financial resources fail to reach clinics and schools on time.
CASA-1000.
Энергетические
Евразийском регионе

перспективы

Туркменистана

в

Алексей Давыдович Хайтун (доктор экономических наук, профессор, Институт
Европы РАН). «Независимая газета». 12.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/ng_energiya/2017-1212/9_7134_turkmenistan.html

Туркменистан является одним из перспективных поставщиков
природного газа. Страна, по оценкам международных экспертов, занимает
четвертое место в мире по разведанным запасам газа. В одном только
месторождении «Галкыныш», что на востоке страны, его, как считают
местные геологи, свыше 26 трлн куб. м. Это примерно вдвое больше, чем в
российском Уренгое. По состоянию на конец 2012 года общие геологические
запасы в этой стране оцениваются в 71,21 млрд т у. т., 18,2 млрд т – морского
шельфа (доказанные запасы равны 25,2 трлн куб. м). Однако известный
немецкий эксперт Роланд Гетц из берлинского фонда «Наука и политика» в
своей работе «Европа и природный газ Каспийского региона» приводит
данные немецкого ведомства по геологии и сырью (Bundesanstalt fuer
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe), согласно которым на конец 2005 года
туркменские газовые резервы оценивались в 2,8 трлн куб. м, а ресурсы в 6
трлн куб. м. Правда, отмечает он, в каких размерах открытое в 2006 году
месторождение «Южный Иолотань» и открытое в марте 2007 года
месторождение «Осман» должны вести к переоценке имеющихся данных. Но
немцы полагают, что с учетом открытых месторождений их общий запас не
превысит 10 трлн куб. м. В то же время, по результатам второго этапа
независимого аудита запасов месторождений Туркменистана, начальные
геологические запасы зоны газовых месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман», «Мианара» и «Яшлар» подтверждены в максимальном объеме 26,2
трлн куб. м газа. Такую оценку 11 октября 2011 года озвучил представитель
британской аудиторской компании Gaffney, Cline&Associates (GCA) Джим
Гиллетт. По его словам, эти данные не окончательные, запасы могут быть
выше. На сегодня еще не определены пределы северо-западной, юго-
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восточной и западной границ месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман».
Такой объем запасов ставит «Южный Иолотань» на второе место в
мире после «Южного/Северного Парса» (28 трлн куб. м, поделено между
Ираном и Катаром). На третьей позиции Уренгойское месторождение
«Газпрома» с 7 трлн куб. м.
По данным азербайджанского издания Trend, в настоящее время
госконцерн «Туркменгаз» совместно с привлеченными на сервисных
условиях компаниями из Китая, Республики Корея и ОАЭ реализует проект
по первоначальному обустройству «Южного Иолотаня» на общую сумму
около 10 млрд долл. США. Разработка началась на основании
первоначального аудита, представленного GCA в 2008 году, когда
приблизительные запасы этого месторождения оценивались в пределах 14
трлн куб. м газа. Конечно, такой разброс данных о запасах туркменского газа
не позволяет сделать окончательный вывод о перспективности
Туркменистана как ведущей газоснабжающей державе региона для Европы.
Месторождения газа находятся в основном в центральной части
страны, где сосредоточено 80% добычи. Хотя газовое месторождение
«Южный Иолотань» находится в юго-восточной части Туркмении рядом с
границей Ирана и Афганистана. В геологическом отношении эта территория
относится к Мургабской нефтегазоносной области – крупной одноименной
позднемезозойской впадине, располагающейся на южной оконечности
молодой эпипалеозойской Туранской плиты.
Месторождение «Южный Иолотань» расположено недалеко от города
Иолотань (50 км от областного центра Марыйского велаята города Мары).
Площадь месторождения около 3 тыс. кв. км. В своей юго-восточной части
поднятие осложнено небольшим валом, к которому приурочено
месторождение «Осман».
Целью Туркменистана к 2030 году является наращивание добычи газа
до 250 млрд куб. м. Экспорт газа намечено увеличить до 180 млрд куб. м в
год. Проблема в том, как доставить это энергетическое сырье зарубежным
покупателям.
Наряду с Россией Туркменистан – одно из немногих государств в СНГ,
которое могло бы быть экспортером природного газа в Европу. До 2009 года
экспорт туркменского газа проходил по газопроводам на территории
Казахстана и России, построенным еще в советские времена. Россия скупала
туркменский газ, а затем продавала европейским клиентам, как правило по
спотовым ценам, или снабжала им регионы на юге России. Немецкий эксперт
Восточного комитета немецкой экономики Мартин Хоффман пишет на сайте
немецкого государственного информационного агентства Deutsche Welle
(DW), что когда мировые цены на газ в 2008–2009 годах снизились, сделка
стала для России убыточной, ведь у Туркменистана приходилось покупать
топливо по подписанным ранее долгосрочным контрактам и по ставшим
завышенными ценам, которые европейские покупатели платить отказались.
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«Зная, что у Туркменистана нет экспортных альтернатив, – говорит
Хоффман, – Россия в ультимативной форме потребовала от Ашхабада
снизить цены до рыночных, а когда туркмены заупрямились, просто
перекрыла трубу, объяснив такую меру некими техническими причинами».
Прекращение поступления газа вызвало серьезные технические неполадки в
газопроводной системе Туркменистана. Поэтому во время визита президента
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова в ноябре 2009 года в Москву
состоялись переговоры с тогдашним российским президентом Дмитрием
Медведевым об увеличении импорта Москвой туркменского газа. Агентство
AFP отмечало, что переговоры Бердымухамедова и Медведева состоятся на
фоне усилий Туркменистана возобновить экспорт газа в Россию в полном
объеме после того, как в апреле в результате взрыва на туркменском
газопроводе экспорт голубого топлива в Россию из Туркменистана
практически прекратился.
Ашхабад настаивал на выполнении российскими партнерами своих
контрактных обязательств, однако переговоры не привели к положительному
результату. Таким образом, Россия резко сократила импорт туркменского
газа в период падения спроса в Европе. Туркменистан в результате лишился
ежемесячных доходов в размере почти 1 млрд долл.
В январе 2016 года Москва окончательно отказалась от закупок
туркменского газа. По сообщению ГК, «Туркменгаз ОАО «Газпром» с начала
2015 года не платил по долгам «за предоставленные объемы туркменского
природного газа». Об этом говорилось на сайте Министерства нефтегазовой
промышленности и минеральных ресурсов Туркменистана 8 июля 2015 года.
«Газпром» стал неплатежеспособным по своим контрактам купли-продажи
природного газа в связи с продолжающимся мировым экономическим
кризисом и введенными западными странами экономическими санкциями
против России», – отмечалось в сообщении ведомства. Позже текст на сайте
«Туркменгаза» был изменен, но не принципиально. «Туркменской стороне
непонятны мотивы, почему российский энергетический гигант не полностью
платит за полученный газ, видимо, у него наступили не самые лучшие
времена в отношении финансов», – говорится в измененном тексте
сообщения, датированного уже 11 июля. Следует напомнить, что в 2003 году
Россия и Туркменистан заключили соглашение о сотрудничестве в газовой
сфере сроком на 25 лет. Согласно условиям этого соглашения, Туркменистан
должен был поставлять в РФ 70–80 млрд куб. м газа ежегодно. В 2006–2008
годах Россия выкупала весь производимый на территории Туркменистана
газ, а также обеспечивала его транзит в Украину. Кроме того, в рамках
среднесрочных контрактов «Газпром» выполняет функции оператора
транзита туркменского газа по территории Узбекистана и Казахстана.
Понятно, что Туркменистан извлек уроки из тех событий и сделал
ставку на диверсификацию газового экспорта, чтобы повысить
независимость от российского транзита. В Ашхабаде считают, что
современная ситуация на мировом энергетическом пространстве, в том числе
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в его газовом сегменте, ставит перед нами ряд серьезных и непростых задач.
Главная из них – необходимость обеспечения долгосрочной,
всеобъемлющей, инклюзивной энергетической безопасности как решающего
условия для поступательного и сбалансированного развития глобальной
экономики и межгосударственного сотрудничества. С особой остротой эта
необходимость проявляется сейчас – на фоне негативных тенденций на
международных энергетических рынках, замедления

Строительство газопровода ТАПИ в
2016 году на туркменском участке. Фото с
сайта www.turkmenistan.gov.tm

роста крупнейших мировых экономик, известных политических событий,
которые наблюдаются в различных регионах земного шара. Решающим
фактором обеспечения глобальной энергетической безопасности является, по
мнению Ашхабада, диверсификация поставок углеводородов. Именно
диверсификация, создание многовариантной и разнонаправленной
трубопроводной системы сегодня в состоянии гарантировать рост и
устойчивое развитие глобальной энергетики, обезопасить ее от
политических, экологических, техногенных и других рисков. Очевидно
также, что вовлеченность в международную энергосистему новых
пространств и рынков способна придать дополнительный мощный импульс
мировому промышленному производству, торговле, инвестициям,
стимулировать создание рабочих мест. Именно под этим углом зрения и
следует рассматривать возвращение Ашхабада к проекту Транскаспийского
газопровода, разговоры о котором ведутся уже более 20 лет. В июне
текущего года по итогам переговоров между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС было принято решение о создании
постоянной рабочей группы, которая должна приступить к проработке
различных вариантов доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Более того,
озвучены предварительные сроки этих поставок. Сейчас можно
констатировать наличие активного и заинтересованного диалога по
осуществлению проектов поставок туркменского природного газа в западном
направлении между Туркменистаном, Азербайджаном и Турцией при
участии Европейского союза. В этом плане запущенный в конце 2015 года в
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эксплуатацию по территории Туркменистана газопровод «Восток–Запад»
протяженностью 773 км может стать предтечей или первым этапом на пути
Туркменистана в Европу. Строительство газопровода обошлось в 2,5 млрд
долл., его пропускная способность составляет 30 млрд куб. м газа в год,
сообщает агентство Reuters. По нему голубое топливо может перекачиваться
из крупнейших месторождений «Галкыныш» и «Довлетабад» на востоке
страны к побережью Каспийского моря, или же по другому газопроводу в
западном направлении.
Куда пойдут трубопроводы
Одни из известных российских специалистов по Каспию Сергей
Жильцов и Игорь Зонн в своей книге «Каспийская трубопроводная
геополитика» приводят слова американского политолога Збигнева
Бжезинского о том, что вопросы прокладки трубопроводов до сих пор
являлись едва ли не самыми главными в определении будущего бассейна
Каспийского моря и Центральной Азии. Он подчеркивал, что «если основные
трубопроводы в регион будут по-прежнему проходить по территории России
к российским терминалам в Новороссийске на Черном море, то политические
последствия этого дадут о себе знать без какой бы то ни было открытой
демонстрации силы со стороны России, Регион останется в политической
зависимости, а Москва при этом будет занимать сильные позиции, решая, как
делить новые богатства региона. И наоборот, если один трубопровод
проляжет через Каспийское море к Азербайджану и далее к Средиземному
морю через Турцию, а другой протянется через Афганистан к Аравийскому
морю, то не будет никакого единовластия в вопросе доступа к региону».
Под таким же углом зрения рассматривает потенциальные
возможности региона и Роланд Гетц. Он, в частности, отмечает, что на
первом плане в интересах Европы стоят газовые месторождения данного
региона. Они составляют примерно 6% мировых запасов и почти сравнимы с
газовыми запасами Африки, которые в значительной степени потребляются
европейцами. В Европе выступают за политическую поддержку газового
потенциала Каспийского региона, которая позволит газ из этого региона
сделать доступным для Европы и одновременно и страны Каспийского
региона, и Европу освободить от господствующего положения России на
континенте.
Стоит напомнить также статью в немецком журнале Spiegel-online, что
решая проблему диверсификации поставок газа в Европу, Еврокомиссия
готова форсировать заключение соглашений с такими странами, как,
например, Азербайджан и Туркменистан. «ЕС будет использовать все
внешнеполитические инструменты, чтобы укрепить стратегическое
энергетическое партнерство со странами-производителями и транзитерами»,
– цитирует Spiegel-online документы, подготовленные Брюсселем еще в 2015
году для Энергетического союза ЕС. К этим странам, как считает журнал,
относятся Алжир и Турция, Азербайджан и Туркменистан, государства
Ближнего Востока и несколько африканских стран.
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«Западное направление является одним из приоритетных направлений
нашего энергетического партнерства», – отмечал в 2015 году президент
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов на церемонии запуска
газопровода «Восток–Запад». По его словам, теперь «совместная работа с
европейскими партнерами обретает качественно новое содержание»,
сообщает Reuters. Как отметил Бердымухамедов, ввод в эксплуатацию
газопровода «Восток–Запад» создает новые возможности для предметного
сотрудничества с прикаспийскими странами по вопросу строительства
Транскаспийского газопровода.
При этом Ашхабад всегда подчеркивает: все реализованные и
потенциальные газопроводные проекты, в которых участвует Туркменистан,
не обусловлены никакими геополитическими соображениями или
причинами, а продиктованы исключительно экономической и коммерческой
выгодой для всех стран, по территории которых проходят маршруты
поставок газа. Ашхабад также считает необходимым придерживаться
разумных, экономически обоснованных цен за потребляемые энергоносители
и их транспортировку по транзитным территориям.

Газотранспортная
система
Туркменистана. Карта Михаила Митина

С таких же позиций подходит к экспорту туркменского газа и комиссар
ЕС по энергетике Марош Шефчович. По его мнению, опубликованному в
немецком информационном агентстве Deutsche Welle (DW), Евросоюз мог
бы получать туркменский газ через территорию Ирана. По его словам, есть
два варианта доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Это поставки через Иран
или по подводному трубопроводу по дну Каспийского моря. Однако Иран
уже много раз высказывал свою оппозицию такому проекту, утверждая, что
построить наземный трубопровод через его территорию проще и
экономичнее.
Ожидается, что экспорт туркменского газа в Европу может начаться с
2019 года. Понятно, что решение проблемы Каспийского моря могло бы
помочь Туркменистану в решении вопросов транспортировки его газа в
Европу. Новые трубопроводные проекты анализируются на фоне активного
переговорного процесса о международно-правовом статусе Каспийского
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моря, который, как считает туркменская сторона, близится к своему
завершению.
Проект ТАПИ
Туркменистан проводит активную политику в сфере диверсификации
маршрутов углеводородных ресурсов. Показательным в этом плане является
трубопроводный
проект
Туркменистан–Афганистан–Пакистан–Индия
(ТАПИ).
История появления данного проекта уходит корнями в начало 1990-х
годов, когда прикаспийские страны и их месторождения углеводородных
ресурсов оказались в центре внимания многих государств и нефтегазовых
компаний. Однако тогда данный проект в силу различных причин так и не
был реализован, хотя в последнее десятилетие идея обсуждалась не раз. В
последние годы Туркменистан вновь усилил внимание к трубопроводному
проекту. Ашхабад рассматривает его как пример равноправного,
уважительного и взаимовыгодного сотрудничества, образец ответственного и
реалистичного
подхода
стран-участниц,
осознающих
общность
долгосрочных интересов и целей развития. Свидетельством понимания
важности проекта является поддержка ТАПИ и партнерами в Азии и Европе,
финансовыми институтами, в первую очередь Азиатским банком развития.
По предварительным подсчетам проект помимо прямых поставок газа в
Афганистан позволит обеспечить поступление в бюджет этой страны около 1
млрд долл. только за транзит газа. Помимо этого, будут созданы условия для
открытия более 12 тыс. рабочих мест в тех афганских провинциях, по
которым пройдет трубопровод. На этом пути уже есть реальные достижения:
в декабре 2015 года Туркменистан приступил к строительству своего участка
газопровода, достигнута договоренность о проведении (в следующем году)
изыскательских работ на афганской части маршрута ТАПИ.
Надо сказать, что проект ТАПИ заинтересовал и российскую сторону, и
буквально на днях по сообщению EGF Gazprom Monitor «Газпром» и
Национальная иранская нефтяная компания (NIOC) подписали Меморандум
о взаимопонимании по сотрудничеству в газопроводе Иран–Пакистан–
Индия, хотя некоторые эксперты DW и утверждали, что проект ТАПИ
является конкурирующим для имеющихся и планируемых газопроводов
«Газпрома», да и реализация ТАПИ, мол, приведет к созданию в регионе
такого альянса, в котором влияние Москвы будет минимальным. Поэтому
утверждается, что российская сторона и вовсе предпочитает другой проект –
CASA-1000.
Действительно, у ТАПИ имеется конкурент. С точки зрения Андрея
Тибольда из Energy Delta Institute (EDI), речь идет о проекте CASA-1000.
Этот проект ориентирован на поставку в те же самые страны электроэнергии,
где в качестве поставщиков предлагают себя Таджикистан и Киргизия. В
январе прошлого пакистанские СМИ распространили заявление посла
Таджикистана в Исламабаде Шерали Джононова, что ТЭО проекта якобы
уже завершено, а прокладка ЛЭП от Киргизии и Таджикистана в Афганистан
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и Пакистан должна вот вот начаться. Как отмечает DW, ссылаясь на слова
посла, к 2018 году Таджикистан через CASA-1000 уже сможет
транспортировать электроэнергию в Пакистан. Однако в Афганистане уже
сформировались две лоббистские группы, из которых одна выступает за
газовый проект, а другая – за электроэнергетический. После того как эти
проекты пришли в движение, отмечает DW, эти группы проводят
мобилизацию. В частности, талибы уже дали понять, что на определенных
условиях они не будут препятствовать реализации проекта ТАПИ. Да и
крупные игроки по-разному относятся к этим проектам. Пакистану
необходимы как газ, так и электроэнергия. Но электрификация будет больше
способствовать индустриализации Афганистана, который Пакистан
предпочел бы видеть слабым и зависимым. США, по оценке агентства,
поддерживают ТАПИ.
DW ссылается на Андрея Грозина, эксперта Российского института
стран СНГ. По его мнению, США рассчитывают на то, что как ТАПИ, так и
CASA-1000 смогут привлечь ряд стран региона к проведению в нем
экономической активности. Но большое значение для их реализации имеет
позиция Пекина. Формально Китай не против, но без его участия, полагает
Грозин, «оба проекта остаются сомнительными». Он считает, что по CASA1000 пока отсутствуют технически выверенные данные, на которые можно
было бы положиться. «Нет четкого просчета, как эта система будет работать,
кто ее будет потреблять и по каким тарифам. Отсутствует также понимание
того, из каких источников эту энергию будут брать. Если не будут построены
Рогунская и Камбаратинская ГЭС, считает эксперт, то имеющихся
мощностей Таджикистана и Киргизии даже в летний период не хватит, чтобы
полноценно обеспечить поставки электроэнергии для Афганистана и
Пакистана. Но, как известно, сооружение этих ГЭС наталкивается на
сопротивление со стороны Узбекистана, опасающегося, в частности, влияния
строительства Рогунской ГЭС на режим стока реки Вакши, соответственно
реки Амударья, которое будет разрушительным для обеспечения водной,
продовольственной и экологической безопасности нижележащих государств.
Однако надо исходить из того, что пока неустойчивая ситуация в
Афганистане фактически препятствует реализации обоих проектов.
Китайское и иранское направления
В настоящее время экспорт туркменского природного газа
осуществляется по транснациональному трубопроводу Туркменистан–
Узбекистан–Казахстан–Китай, введенному в эксплуатацию в декабре 2009
года. Трубопровод состоит из трех ниток (А, В, С) общей мощностью 55
млрд куб. м и предназначен для поставок в КНР газа в объеме 40 млрд куб. м
в год. В 2014 году по нему было экспортировано в общей сложности 23,8
млрд куб. м природного газа.
Также планируется строительство четвертой нитки (Д) газопровода в
Китай через территории Узбекистана, Таджикистана и Кыргызстана, что
позволит увеличить ежегодную транспортировку туркменского газа
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дополнительно на 25 млрд куб. м и довести, таким образом, общий объем
поставок в Китай к 2021 году до 65 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Российские
эксперты считают, что Китай, расширяя сферу своего влияния в регионе,
преследует не только коммерческие, но и геополитические цели. Пекин
стремится не допустить внешнеполитической переориентации Астаны и
Ашхабада на Запад, а также ограничить влияние западных нефтяных
компаний. Китай сосредоточил усилия на решении долгосрочных задач и
нацелен на интенсификацию казахстанско-китайских и туркмено-китайских
отношений в сфере поставок углеводородного сырья.
Другой реализованный проект – поставки туркменского газа в
Исламскую Республику Иран по двум новым маршрутам: Корпедже
(Туркменистан) – Курткуи (Иран) и Довлетабад (Туркменистан) – Серахс
(туркмено-иранская граница) – Хангеран (Иран). В 2014 году по этим
газопроводам в Исламскую Республику было поставлено 5,9 млрд куб. м
туркменского природного газа. Общая проектная мощность газопроводов
позволяет довести поставки до 20 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Наряду с
диверсификацией маршрутов поставок газа в восточном и западном
направлениях Туркменистан усилил внимание к южному направлению
экспорта, в сторону Ирана. В свою очередь, Тегеран также проявляет интерес
к туркменскому газу, рассчитывая через расширение энергетического
сотрудничества с Туркменистаном усилить свою вовлеченность в
реализацию проектов по экспорту каспийских углеводородов на внешние
рынки. В 2014 году Туркменистан поставил в Иран 6,5 млрд куб. м и в
перспективе рассчитывает увеличить поставки до 14 млрд в год. К этому
Туркменистан подталкивает выгодное географическое положение Ирана,
территория которого представляет собой наиболее удобный путь для
экспорта центральноазиатских ресурсов. Тем более что отстранение Ирана от
обсуждения и реализации новых трубопроводных проектов, которое
произошло после введения санкций со стороны западных стран, затормозило
освоение углеводородного потенциала Каспийского региона.
При этом не стоит забывать, что с 2006 года до 6 млрд куб. м
туркменского газа поступает через ответвление от иранского газопровода в
Турцию. Не стоит забывать, что Анкара выступает в качестве главного
лоббиста поставок туркменских углеводородов в Европу через Азербайджан.
В июле 2017 года в Баку состоялась встреча министров иностранных дел
Азербайджана, Турции и Туркмении, где обсуждались вопросы дальнейшего
сотрудничества в энергетической сфере. Подписанная ранее Бакинская
декларация заложила основу трехстороннего формата отношений наиболее
близких в культурном и языковом отношении тюркоязычных государств. Как
отмечает Роланд Гетц, он ожидает увеличения этого транзита до 10–15 млрд
куб. м. Конечно, расширение поставок туркменского газа в Европу через
Турцию во многом будет определяться российско-турецкими отношениями в
контексте развития геополитической ситуации на Ближнем и Среднем
Востоке.
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Газовые возможности региона
За более чем 20-летнюю историю независимого развития страны
Центральной Азии и Каспийского региона добились значительных успехов в
создании собственной базы по добыче и экспорту углеводородных ресурсов
на внешние рынки.
Итак, возможности ЦАР по нефти и газу уже сейчас делают регион
значимым фактором мировой и особенно европейской энергетической
политики: суммарные доказанные запасы нефти в странах Прикаспия
(Казахстане, Азербайджане, Туркмении и Узбекистане) достигают 15 млрд т
(около 2% мировых). При современном уровне годовой добычи нефти в
регионе этих запасов хватит на 65 лет, а экспорт нефти уже к 2015 году мог
бы составить 140–160 мл т в год. Подавляющая часть запасов нефти ЦАР
сосредоточена в Казахстане, Туркменистане и Азербайджане. Добыча и
производство нефти в регионе колеблется в пределах 80–90 млн т,
потребление – на уровне 20 млн т нефти в год.
Среди ископаемого топлива потребление газа будет развиваться
самыми высокими темпами: 1,9% в год. Нефть сохранит первое место в
потреблении энергоресурсов (28%), второе займет уголь, газ – третье место
(26%), альтернативные возобновляемые источники (ВИЭ) – только 7%
мирового энергопотребления.
Конкуренция на европейском рынке газа усилится, а это означает, что
юг
Европы
может
рассчитывать
на
энергетические
ресурсы
преимущественно
тех
стран,
логистика
которых
делает
невыгодными поставки топлива в Северную и Центральную Европу,
главный регион – потребитель энергии. Страны ЦАР, в первую очередь
Азербайджан, Туркменистан и Узбекистан, владеют существенными
запасами нефти и особенно природного газа, но не имеют пока
самостоятельного выхода на европейский (тем более мировой)
энергетический рынок. По своему географическому положению эти страны
являются
потенциальными
конкурентами
российских
топливноэнергетических компаний.
Вместе с тем следует иметь в виду, что, хотя нефть ЦАР более
экономична при подаче в Европу, нежели тюменская, и та и другая находятся
в замыкающей зоне мировой торговли. По подсчетам Министерства
энергетики США и Международного энергетического агентства, добыча и
доставка каспийской нефти в США и Западную Европу более чем в 10 раз
дороже, чем при расконсервации нефтяных скважин на шельфе
Мексиканского залива и Северного моря.
Страны региона не в полной мере самостоятельны при контроле
объемов поставок и цен на свое энергетическое сырье, поэтому
Туркменистан и Азербайджан ищут возможности энергетического
взаимодействия с приграничными им Ираном и Турцией.
По нашим оценкам, для того чтобы обеспечить независимый выход
нефти и газа ЦАР в Европу (для нефти и СПГ – в Атлантический океан),
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потребуется суммарно 30–35 млрд долл. в течение 10 лет. Это должны быть
прямые инвестиции в строительно-монтажные работы, бурение, закупку
оборудования, проведение геологических работ.
В странах ЦАР организационных и инженерных структур, способных
реализовать эти инвестиции, не имеется, они будут привлекать инвесторов,
подрядные фирмы и специалистов из Европы, США и России. Как
указывалось, кадровый потенциал в Азербайджане есть, а механизм его
привлечения выработан транснациональными нефтяными компаниями,
оперирующими на постсоветском пространстве.
Главный шанс России на активное участие в Транскаспийском
нефтяном проекте лежит в нашем совместном прошлом: специалисты
республик ЦАР и Казахстана в массе своей русскоязычны, многие учились в
российских вузах. Негативным фактором является проявление политики,
свойственной некоторым кругам энергетических монополий. Компромисс
или конфликт. По нашим наблюдениям, в торговле нефтью и газом по оси
Восток–Запад наличествуют две связанные между собой парадигмы,
принципиально различные по способам разрешения: одна, обусловленная
географией и советской предысторией, долгосрочная политическая и вторая,
преходящая, присущая монопольной специфике российского нефтегазового
сектора.
Российские государственные монополии «Газпром», «Роснефть»,
«Транснефть» заинтересованы в монопольной ренте и сохранении своих
организационно-хозяйственных структур. Энергетические компании стран
ЦАР и независимые компании России, напротив, заинтересованы в
самостоятельном выходе своих энергоносителей на мировой рынок и потому
налаживают взаимодействие по транзиту энергоресурсов через Грузию и
Турцию,
ищут
возможности
энергетического
взаимодействия
с
приграничным им Ираном. То есть в этом конфликте они выражают
рыночное начало.
Эти конкурентные факторы действуют уже сейчас. Если же учесть, что
базовые месторождения России – Тюмень и Татарстан – на фазе снижения, а
месторождения Восточной Сибири размещены далеко от европейских
центров потребления; что новые площади на шельфах арктических морей и
морском дне вокруг Северного полюса находятся на начальной стадии
освоения, которое ожидается весьма затратным, – тогда контроль над
коридорами транзита нефти и газа из стран ЦАР в Европу становится крайне
актуальным. И мы полагаем, что долгосрочные интересы России
заключаются в политике компромисса, нахождении общих интересов со
странами ЦАР, и не в последнюю очередь с Туркменистаном.
Становится все более очевидной востребованность действенных шагов,
призванных обеспечить учет и баланс интересов производителей,
транзитеров и потребителей газа, выработки ясных, прозрачных и
недискриминационных принципов взаимоотношений между ними. Именно
такой подход лежит в основе энергетической политики Туркменистана,
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определяет содержание и направленность предложений и практических
действий в этой сфере.
Мировые энергетические запасы и природный газ как важнейшая и
самая экологически чистая их часть – достояние всего человечества. Мы, как
государства, обладающие этим богатством, несем особую ответственность за
его использование во благо людей, во имя мира, сотрудничества, развития и
прогресса.
Устойчивость мировой экономики сегодня опирается на устойчивость
мировой энергетики. Это означает необходимость выработки проверенных,
подкрепленных международным правом механизмов деятельности
государств в этой сфере, формирования прочных, незыблемых и
универсальных принципов, регулирующих ход глобального энергетического
взаимодействия. Как ответственный и надежный производитель и поставщик
энергоресурсов, Туркменистан готов к тесному сотрудничеству с
государствами, международными институтами с целью выработки
согласованных, транспарентных подходов ко всем вопросам глобальной
энергетической стратегии. Особый упор на этом аспекте взаимодействия
делается в ходе председательства Туркменистана в Энергетической хартии в
2017 году.

Индия достигнет уровня «электричество для всех» в начале 2020 г.
India to achieve ‗electricity for all‘ by early 2020s: IEA
The Hindu. 7.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/india-to-achieve-electricityfor-all-by-early-2020s-iea/article21291173.ece?homepage=true

A whopping 239 million people remained without electricity access in 2016,
according to the report.
‗Since 2011, 40 million have gained access to power each year‘
Half a billion people have gained access to electricity in India since 2000,
almost doubling the country‘s electrification rate, according to the World Energy
Access report released on Wednesday by the International Energy Agency (IEA).
This ―remarkable‖ growth puts India on course to achieving access to electricity
for all in the early 2020s, the report added.
―The number of people without access to electricity fell to 1.1 billion in
2016 from 1.7 billion in 2000,‖ the report said. ―It is on track to decline to 674
million by 2030, with India reaching universal access well before then. Since 2012,
more than 100 million people per year have gained electricity access, an
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acceleration from the rate of 62 million people per year seen between 2000 and
2012.‖
Driving force
―Our analysis in the World Energy Outlook confirms that India is emerging
as a major driving force in global energy trends, with all modern fuels and
technologies playing a part,‖ said Tim Gould, head of division, World Energy
Outlook, IEA, said, highlighting the key findings. ―Half a billion people have
gained access to electricity in India since 2000, almost doubling the country‘s
electrification rate,‖ the report said. ―This remarkable growth puts India on course
to achieving access to electricity for all in the early 2020s – a colossal
achievement.‖
―The pace has accelerated in recent years, with an additional 40 million
people gaining access each year since 2011,‖ the report added. ―Nearly all those
who gained access since 2000 have done so as a result of new connections to the
grid, which has been the main focus of government measures.‖ Coal has fuelled
about 75% of the new electricity access since 2000, with renewable sources
accounting for around 20%, according to the report. However, 239 million people
remained without electricity access in 2016, about a quarter of the worldwide total.
The report added that India is expected to reach universal electricity access in the
early-2020s. ―Progress has also been made on clean cooking, although 830 million
people in India still lack access,‖ the report said.
―There are clear indications however that government policy efforts
targeting LPG have begun to take hold. The share of the population relying
primarily on biomass for cooking fell to 59% in 2015 from 66% in 2011. By 2030,
the promotion of LPG and improved biomass cookstoves by the government
means that more than 300 million people gain access to clean cooking facilities,
but still more than one-in-three people remain without.‖
Министр энергетики Пакистана объявил, что с понедельника (4 декабря
2017 г.) в стране нет веерного отключения электричества
No Load Shedding For Pakistan
The Nation. December 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/05-Dec-2017/no-load-sheddingfor-pakistan

Federal Minister for Power, Awais Leghari, announced on Sunday that by
Monday midnight the country will be free of load shedding . This will happen due
to the addition of 8694 MW of energy to the national grid. Previously it was
revealed that the sixty percent of the consumers in the country are not facing
any load shedding and the grid now has surplus energy. The system had 2,700MW
surplus electricity but it was not being used only to minimise losses as around 40
percent feeders were less efficient, causing more loss of energy than 10 percent.
This is a news which should be welcomed because Pakistan‘s energy crisis
seemed like a never ending problem. However, there are certain facts which one
must consider while appreciating the efforts of the government.
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During the last four years, the power shortage in the grid was announced as
5400 MW when the actual figure was somewhere around 7200 MW. In April alone
this year the weather authorities had predicted the heat spell, due to climate
change, way before hand. However, the relevant authorities did not take any action
in this regard and the populace had to face fourteen to sixteen hours of load
shedding . The Minister for Water and Power, Khawaja Asif, at the time accepted
the inaction in this regard. It was then promised to immediately add 6400 MW to
the grid, which raised suspicions that if the government was able to take such an
action, it should have been done previously and with effective planning.
At the same time, there is outrage on social media that the consumption in
winter is different from the consumption in the summers, which is why the
populace is reluctant to accept the news of eradication of the problem. Many also
believe, as previously suggested, that the move is also seen as an attempt to
appease the voters. The new election season is just around the corner. Many
analysts were speculating PML-N to use this time to resolve the energy crisis. With
such harsh criticism being thrown at PML-N‘s way, it will be a great test for the
party to turn these voices in their favour and use this development as a means to
get a larger vote bank.
Перспективы дополнительной
различных источников в 201-2022 гг.
New energy: gains and pains

выработки

электроэнергии

из

BR. 3.12.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/30/384133/new-energy-gains-and-pains/

Pakistan is adding around 21000MW between FY17-22; and all the
additions are in better fuel options than existing heavy reliance on furnace oil; plus,
the efficiency of new plants are much better. Isn‘t it just great? Hold your horses!
What is the demand forecast? Will the new additions be completely utilized? Or
will the capacity payments become a pain? What about the local refining of FO if
we do away with all furnace oil-based plants?
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These are some punching questions, the answers to which are hard to find
from any document produced by government authorities. Well, the response that
usually comes from the government is that they are producing clean and cheap
energy and that they‘ve struck the best deals. That might be the case; but you
won‘t buy more than what is required on a discount; would you?
Is this sheer incompetence? Or lack of coordination? Forming an integrated
energy ministry was part of PMLN government‘s manifesto for 2013 election; it
took them over four years and a change of Prime Minister to make this happen. Is
this too late?

Let‘s run through the brief history of energy management by the PMLN
tenure. It started from 13,200 MW coal plants at ports, but soon the plan was
shelved and replaced by CPEC projects and RLNG plants by Punjab and federal
governments.
Once a few projects reached financial close, the then Water and Power
Secretary, Younus Dhaga, put his foot down to not let any more imported plant be
approved, and made a policy for having indigenous fuel plants (Thar coal,
renewable and hydel) for medium to long term. But that was against the liking of a
few in the power lobby, and Dhaga was removed from the ministry.
Now without any sophisticated demand analysis, a plethora of plants are
coming online, making the power generation capacity to reach 42,640MW in FY22
from 25.983MW in FY17. A few new plants have been commissioned and rest are
coming on gas (RLNG), coal, nuclear, hydro and wind. With every new megawatt
being added, RFO is intended to be replaced. The electricity generation from
NTDC system was 107.2 billion units in FY17 out of which 29.7 percent share was
of FO. Out of 33.5 billion units produced on FO/HSD, 14.5 billion units were
generated by plants that could run on gas. With the second RLNG terminal in
effect, there is definitely a case of excess supply of gas, and wherever the
generation is possible on gas, will be implemented.
According, to Optimus Research estimation, the FO/HSD electricity
production will reduce to 13.1 billion units in FY18 and virtually to none
thereafter. This is a good way of fuel saving as thermal efficiency of new plants is
better; and based on current pricing, RLNG and coal are cheaper – FO costs at
USD8.44/MMBTU in Karachi versus RLNG (USD7.35/MMBTU) and coal
(USD4.0/MMBTU).
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However, the catch is what to do with domestic refineries‘ furnace oil
production capacity and the capacity payments on new plants in case they are not
used. For FO production fiasco, read ―Dumping Furnace Oil‖ published on Nov
28, 2017″. Let‘s deliberate the capacity payment issue here. Optimus Capital
Management‘s calculations show that the increase in capacity payments due to new
plant on coal and RLNG would be around $2.5 billion over the next five years.
If FO is replaced by RLNG and coal, the fuel savings would be around
Rs3.1/KWH or Rs90 billion, and adjusting additional capacity payment the
negative savings would be Rs1.8/KWH or Rs174 billion. Yes, that has to be
recovered from consumers by increasing tariff by the same amount.
The point here is that under the current tariff structure, any new plant would
have a capacity charge. The additional capacity cost can be justified only if the
power being added is consumed. Else, it‘s a problem. The energy pundit thinks that
the new capacities are a little too much relative to the demand; and this may result
in supply glut in years to come. The problem is compounded by incorporating the
weak distribution and transmission system of the country. Can 42,000MW be
handled by the system by 2022? Would there be demand to meet such capacity?
How would local refineries operate in the absence of any demand? What are the
political difficulties in retiring old GENCOs? These are the questions that had been
dealt with in the drawing board meetings prior to committing too many power
generation plants. But there was no coordination or competence of various
department linked to energy. We now have an integrated energy ministry; but is it
too late?
Well, it‘s never too late. The energy minister happens to be the Prime
Minister, and he probably has too much on his plate to carefully and deeply
analyze the energy demand supply dynamics. The need is to slowdown in allowing
new plants to come online before it‘s become too late to handle.
Национальная электросеть находится на грани кризиса
National electricity grid on the brink of crisis
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
24th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372512/national-electricity-grid-on-the-brink-of-crisis

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The national electricity grid on Thursday appeared to be
heading for another crisis — the second one this month — after snags curtailed
supply of natural gas and forced power plants generating a total of 3,000MW to
shut down.
This has come at a time when a majority of the furnace oil-based power
plants do not have the fuel required to immediately start producing electricity. On
Oct 27 the prime minister had directed the officials concerned to increase the
consumption of imported Liquefied Natural Gas.
A senior official told Dawn that the power companies had been given a
notice of less than 12 hours to curtail gas supply and they were struggling to cope
with an emergency-like situation.
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―It is really a Herculean task to ramp up fuel supply in a short span of 12-13
hours and even more difficult to maintain the frequency in transmission lines and
grid stations for smooth supply of electricity,‖ he said.
He said that all the major natural gas-based plants, including Balloki,
Bhikki, Haveli Bahadur Shah, Nandipur and Fauji Kabirwala, and plants under the
Northern Power Company would ―move out of the system on Nov 24 [today] and
are unlikely to be back in the system by Nov 27‖.
―It would be unfortunate if the electricity consumers suffer because of the
erratic decision-making of the government, particularly when surplus capacity is
available in the system,‖ said an official who dealt with demand and supply issues.
He said that against a total capacity of more than 25,000MW, the current
demand stood at only 10,000-11,000MW.
In the notices about suspension of gas supply sent to the Northern Thermal
Power, Muzaffargarh; Quaid-i-Azam Thermal Power, Lahore; National Power
Parks Management, Lahore; Rousch Power, Lahore; and Fauji Kabirwala,
Rawalpindi; the Sui Northern Gas Company Limited (SNGPL) said that as a result
of a reduction in swap RLNG supply and increase in city loads, it was facing
―severe depletion of system pack and system is being operated on lowest critical
level‖.
The official said the authorities were trying to reach out to the oil companies
and refineries and struggling to line up oil tankers. He said that all this only
revealed poor management and planning, as fuels were being switched erratically
without proper supply chain arrangements.
The power system had suffered a major breakdown on Nov 3 due to
maintenance issues at the LNG import terminal that affected key parts of Punjab
and Balochistan following the government decision to close down furnace oil- and
diesel-based power plants. Power shortfalls were experienced almost on a national
level on Nov 3-7.
The power ministry had attributed that crisis to three important factors —
smog, closure of plants and reduction in gas supplies. It had said at the time that it
was struggling to stabilise the system because 4,200MW capacity or one-third of
the 14,000-15,000MW demand was unavailable.
This time again one-third capacity, or 3,000MW, is unavailable when
demand stands at 10,000-11,000MW.
Пакистан все же преодолевает энергетический кризис
PM vows to overcome energy crisis
The Nation. November 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/21-Nov-2017/pm-vows-toovercome-energy-crisis

KARACHI - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi Monday said the
government was committed to meeting energy needs and successfully reducing the
gap between demand and supply of electricity and natural gas.
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Addressing the inaugural ceremony of the second Liquified Natural Gas
(LNG) terminal at the Port Qasim, built by the private sector, the PM said work
was going on several power projects to overcome the challenge in shortest possible
time.
Pakistan was importing 600 million cubic feet of LNG per day (mmcfd)
through its first LNG terminal at Port Qasim. The new second terminal would
handle another 600 mmcfd, taking the total import volume to 1.2 billion cubic feet
per day.
Abbasi said when the PML-N government came into power in 2013 it was
confronted with serious issues of power shortages, lawlessness and weak economy.
However, owing to the vision of its leadership and dedicated team the country‘s
economy has turned around and today it GDP was vibrant at 5.3 percent. He
hoped to sustain it and take it up to 6 per cent next year. He said the government
also confronted the challenge of terrorism head-on while the challenge of power
shortages has been addressed with the import of the LNG.
He said in 2013, the government was informed that it would take a minimum
of seven years before any of its ambitious projects could take shape. However said
it was the proud privilege of his government that it has completed all the projects
on which it initiated the work.
He said the government was working on ways to produce electricity through
different options, adding said three more power stations that run on LNG would
soon be operational add more electricity to be added the national grid. The Prime
Minister said work on 1360 MW coal power project was also nearing completion.
The Prime Minister congratulated Pakistan GasPort Limited (PGPL)
Chairman Iqbal Z Ahmed on achieving this milestone and said he still has two
more to cross. He termed the LNG terminal a success story. He said all new
terminals were in private sector and said the role of government was as a
facilitator to the consumers and the suppliers. He said that the government's
function is not to do business but to provide a regulatory framework.
He said the LNG was the cheapest fuel available in the country and would
adequately meet the requirements of the commercial, industrial, domestic and the
CNG sectors. He said there was a huge potential for investment in the LNG sector
as the country has a huge market for natural gas.
In a meeting at Governor‘s House, the PM assured Sindh Chief Minister,
Murad Ali Shah of all-out help in ongoing development projects in the province,
particularly Karachi.
"Coordination and cooperation is needed at every level in the larger interest
of the masses," said the prime minister.
CM Shah briefed the PM about the pace of work of the ongoing schemes
acknowledging that special package announced by the federal government will
supplement efforts being made for much needed development work in different
parts of the province. Sindh Governor Muhammad Zubair also accompanied the
Prime Minister in the meeting.
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Пакистан обратился за помощью к Китаю – поделиться опытом
передачи электроэнергии в условиях сокращения ее производства и смога
Pakistan seeks China‘s help to end smog-related power breakdowns
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
8th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369165/pakistan-seeks-chinas-help-to-end-smog-related-powerbreakdowns

ISLAMABAD: Restoring oil-based power generation, Pakistan has sought
Chinese technical help to fight repeated tripping triggered by smog in the
transmission and distribution network.
The most important 500KV and 220KV transmission lines — the backbone
of the national grid — suffered outages at 82 occasions over the last four days
since Friday because of stability issues arising out of smog, closure of plants and
low gas supply, a meeting presided over by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
was informed.
Down the line, distribution companies‘ (Discos) level ―132KV transmission
lines are also faced with the same kind of problems and their number is much
higher‖, the power division of the ministry of energy said.
―There is no loadshedding but we are now facing the challenge of repeated
outages,‖ an official claimed, explaining the revival of oil-based power plants
ordered by the prime minister had now filled the demand-supply gap that was
caused by an earlier decision to shut down plants on furnace oil and diesel to make
room for LNG-based power generation.
He said the prime minister directed that power plants on hydel, gas, coal and
oil should be used under the economic merit order on the basis of power demand.
The oil-based plants like Hubco, Kapco, Nishat and Nishat Chunia, Liberty, Engro,
Foundation, Lalpir etc which were closed last week have been brought back to
production depending on demand.
An official statement said that the prime minister ―underscored the need for
greater coordination among relevant departments and for advance planning to face
any situation‖.
The meeting was informed by Minister for Power Sardar Awais Ahmed
Khan Leghari that a team of experts had been sent to China for studying the
Beijing model of transmission so that effective measures could be taken in smoghit areas.
It was noted that the recent power outage that affected South Punjab, Upper
Sindh and a few other places of the country was triggered by early advent of smog,
which was unprecedented and was likely to continue due to dry spell.
Lower hydropower generation coupled with non-availability of gas due to
scheduled outage of LNG terminal resulted in reduced generation from LNG-based
power plants but effective measures had been taken to eliminate demand-supply
gap through restoration of required capacity.
Another meeting attended by representatives of all the distribution
companies, NTDC, generation companies, national power control centre (NPCC)
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and power division reviewed the latest situation arising due to outages caused by
new weather conditions in some parts of the country.
Presiding over the meeting, Mr Leghari issued directive for taking
immediate measures like installation of anti-smog and anti-fog discs at critical
points to ensure uninterrupted power supply to consumers as there was no shortage
of power generation in the country.
He ordered all chief executives of Discos and NTDC to sit together and
evolve a technically sound solution to the problem and submit the way out to the
government within three weeks for approval and implementation.
Проблемы энергетического сектора
Power sector woes
Zeeshan
Haider.
The
News.
November
6,
https://www.thenews.com.pk/magazine/money-matters/242114-Power-sector-woes

2017.

The PML-N embattled government may succeed in fulfilling its promise of
ending power cuts before it goes into general elections next year. But the longstanding problems afflicting country‘s creaky power sector are far from over.
The power cuts, commonly known as load shedding, in fact are the symptom
of a deep malaise that has been crippling the power industry of the country for
ages. It seems that symptom has been cured but the causes are largely unattended
and if they are not properly addressed they could recur any time.
The power generation, in fact, has never been a problem in the country
because it has been producing much less electricity than its installed capacity for a
variety of reasons.
The real problems crippling power sector, in fact, have been inefficiency,
corruption, pilferage, and unpaid dues by the big consumers as well as nonpayments to the power producers which successive governments failed to address
properly.
The government‘s apathy towards addressing these problems could be
gauged from the fact that nine power producers, all of them local, recently went
into international arbitration to recover their unpaid dues from the government.
After coming into power in 2013, the present government promised that it
would resolve the power crisis on priority basis. It paid a hefty amount of Rs480
billion piled up in circular debt with a promise that it would not let it to recur.
However, at the time when the government is just a few months away from
completing its five-year term, the circular debt according to the finance minister
stands at Rs390 billion. According to industry officials the actual amount is much
higher than this. They estimate that the circular debt to be left by the PML-N
government could be higher than what it inherited.
Frustrated by the government‘s inability to clear the dues, the nine power
producers petitioned arbitration court in London and got a favorable decision
ordering the government to pay Rs14 billion in left over of the 2013 payments. The
government is also ordered to pay the interest piled up on the unpaid dues.
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Though some government officials tried to play down the significance of the
ruling by saying that it is not binding as the case is already being heard in the
Pakistani court but it reflects badly on international image of Pakistan as a risk-free
destination for private investment.
While payment of this amount is not a big deal for the government but the
main issues lies with the enormous debt it has piled up during its four years and
half of its rule as well as its failure to take requisite measure to address this issue
on permanent basis.
The arbitration court decision is also a setback for the government efforts to
lure private investors, particularly foreigners, to put in their money into Pakistani
power industry as well as in other sectors because they always try to avoid
litigation. The ruling is the latest of a string of arbitration cases faced by Pakistan
in the international court, most of which were adjudicated against Pakistan.
Just in March, an arbitration tribunal of the World Bank‘s International
Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes rejected Pakistan‘s case for denying
mining license to the Tethyan Copper Company Limited for exploiting Reko Diq
gold and copper mine in Baluchistan and imposed a hefty penalty for failing to
honor the contract.
It is unfortunate that the successive governments did not make any serious
effort to address power sector woes in proper manner. At a recent high-level
meeting on the power supply for the country in winter season, Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was informed the energy officials that the country would
have surplus electricity between 2,400 megawatts and 3,400 megawatts over the
next four months.
But the main question is whether our transmission lines are capable of
sustaining the burden of surplus generation? Had that been the case, the country
would have used its full installed capacity for power generation long ago.
Moreover, what is the point of generating more electricity when you could not
make timely payments for this generation.
The delay in payments force producers to generate more power until their
dues are cleared and they invoke legal processes in case there is inordinate delay in
payments. The government needs to give due attention to its financial management
to ensure smooth running of the power sector otherwise it could keep facing power
shortages on regular basis.
Privatization of power transmission and distribution companies was one of
the main aims of the government in order to overcome inefficiencies by these
companies. But privatization process has literally been shelved for more than a
year after protests over the sale of Pakistan International Airlines that led to death
of its some workers. These problems are the making of any single government and
they cannot be settled by a single government too.
It needs a sustained and continued effort to address these issues but
unfortunately these issues have been highly politicized which forces governments,
particularly the political ones, to take hasty decisions which are politically less
risky.
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Successive governments have failed to take any serious effort to tackle
rampant corruption in the power sector as well as recovery of unpaid dues from
powerful consumers for political reasons. All these issues need to be de-politicised
and the political parties should commit themselves from extracting political
mileage from these matters to allow the government performs its duties without
any fear or backlash. But political opposition to the PIA privatization is any guide
than the political parties in Pakistan are still far away from showing such kind of
maturity.
With elections just a few months away, the political parties are more
interested in political point-scoring to enlist as much supporters as possible and
they would not like to indulge in any serious business particularly the one that
could give any political benefit to their rivals.
Time has come for the political leadership of Pakistan, both from the
government and opposition, to show maturity and they should commit themselves
that they would not indulge on political point-scoring on key issues. Energy sector
woes constitute one of the major issues confronting the nation.
Нехватка воды сократила производство электроэнергии на 1000 мВт
Water shortage cuts hydel power generation, PM told
The Nation. November 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Nov-2017/water-shortage-cutshydel-power-generation-pm-told

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was Tuesday
informed that acute shortage of water has brought down the hydel
electricity generation by almost 1000MW.
In a meeting to review power generation and demand supply situation in the
country chaired by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, it was informed that
acute water shortage contributed to reduction in hydel generation as on October 27,
the hydle generation stood at 2167MW as compared to 3088MW on the same day
last year.
Minister for Power Sardar Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari, Secretaries of
Power and Petroleum divisions and concerned senior government officials were
present in the meeting.
The Prime Minister was briefed on the recent power outages that affected
South Punjab, Upper Sindh and few other places of the country.
It was informed that early advent of smog, which is unprecedented and is
likely to continue due to dry spell, resulted in tripping of transmission lines.
The officials of power division informed that low water availability as well
as minimum demands by provinces resulted in this situation. In addition, nonavailability of gas due to scheduled outage of LNG terminal which resulted in
reduced generation from the LNG-based power plants.
However, effective measures have been taken to eliminate demand/supply
gap which has resulted in restoration of required capacity. Except for smog related
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unscheduled outages, power is being supplied to all areas similar to the situation
prior to October 30, 2017.
The Prime Minister was informed that efforts were afoot to meet the
challenge arising out of smog and weather conditions in the country. In this
context, the meeting was informed that a team of experts has been sent to China for
studying Beijing model of transmission so that effective measures could be taken
in the smog-hit areas.
The Prime Minister underscored the need for greater coordination among
relevant departments and for advance planning to meet any emergent situation. The
Prime Minister was also briefed over the progress on discussions regarding
solarisation of tube-wells project in Balochistan.
The Premier emphasised the need for early finalisation of the plan in order to
save huge losses which were being incurred by the provincial and the federal
governments while footing electricity bills and non-payment of dues on tube-well
connections. He directed AEDB to develop a concept paper on urgent basis.
He also emphasised the need for long-term power sector programme with
clear targets for induction of power from various sources. This will enable the
country to have reliable power at affordable cost throughout the year.
Зардари во всех бедах Пакистана обвиняет Наваз Шарифа (в первую
очередь – отключение электроэнергии)
Zardari slams Sharif over electricity shortage
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1550733/1-zardarislams-sharif-electricity-shortage/#

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan People Party (PPP) Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari
on Sunday fired a broadside at deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif for his failure
to fulfil one of his major campaign promises to end power shortage in the country.
The former president, in a statement, said, ―On one hand people are facing
loadshedding of up to 20 hours while the rulers have been minting money through
commissions.‖ He added that whether it‘s health or education, every sector of the
country was facing a crisis.
Zardari calls for immediate arrest of Nawaz, his family
Leaving no holds barred, the PPP co-chairman said that the Sharif
government was insensitive towards the hardships faced by the people. He also
claimed, ―More cases of corruption by the Sharif family and the ruling elite will
soon be exposed.‖
The former president alleged that his party was victimised in all three
tenures of Sharif and that they only got relief through the courts.
While talking about the Panama case, Zardari said ―The Sharif family wants
to avoid accountability in the garb of lame excuses but the people are well aware of
their tactics.‖ He added that the Sharif family would not succeed in hoodwinking
the people.
Economy on the verge of bankruptcy due to PML-N‘s policies: Zardari
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The PPP co-chairman also called for equal treatment for everyone in the
accountability process.
The former president also hit out at Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman
Imran Khan for promoting ‗foul language‘ in politics and harming the opposition.
The PPP Co-chairman said, ―Imran Khan is devoid of political acumen and
his claims of change in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa have been fully exposed. His style of
politics is the biggest hurdle for change.‖
The former president also claimed that the people will reject negative
politics of Imran in next elections and claimed that his party would win the next
elections and form governments in the centre and provinces.
Visit to K-P: Sharif has not learnt a thing, says Zardari
Countrywide protests
Responding to PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto‘s call, PPP workers took to the
streets to protest against the government‘s decision to increase petrol prices in the
country.
Multiple protests and rallies were held across the country by the party
workers including the Lahore Press Club. Similar protests were also held across
Sindh and a large number of party workers came out on the streets in Karachi and
other parts of Sindh carrying banners and placards inscribed with slogans against
the increase in fuel prices.
Workers and supporters of the party also took out rallies and staged protests
in Quetta and other towns of the province against price hike.
Zardari dismisses talk of deal in his acquittal
The PPP rally in Quetta was headed by the party‘s provincial president Ali
Madad Jattak and general secretary Iqbal Shah. The participants carried placards
and banners inscribed with their demands and chanted slogans against the ruling
PML-N.
Jattak and other leaders strongly criticised the federal government for
increasing the petrol prices.
They said that there was no justification for the increase as the oil prices
were decreasing across the world. They added that the federal government has
failed to give any relief to the people who were already facing many problems.
Meanwhile, protests were also held in Dera Murad Jamali, Dera Allah Yar
and other towns of Balochistan. In Dera Murad Jamali the party took out a rally,
which was led by PPP district president Nobat Khan Jhakrani to demand the
government to withdraw the price increase.
Страна в шоке от 10-ти часового перерыва в подаче электричества
Country hit with 10-hour electricity outages
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. November 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/04Nov-2017/country-hit-with-10-hour-electricity-outages
Islamabad - The closure of several power plants, reduction in hydropower
generation combined with the smog has once again widened the supply-demand
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gap, forcing distribution companies (Discos) to carry out loadshedding of up to 10
hours across the country .
―A combination of factors such as the closure of expensive power plants,
reduction in hydel generation, reduction in gas supply to power plants, the forced
closure of Chashma Nuclear Power Plant and smog are negatively affecting the
demand and supply situation in the country and the power distribution system
needs load management for certain period,‖ said a spokesman for the Power
Division on Friday.
―Although there is no forced loadshedding anywhere in the country , the
Discos are observing 4 to 10 hours long loadshedding,‖ an official source told The
Nation. The source said that prior to the closure of expensive power plants and
forced closure of the Chashma Nuclear Power Plant, the generation was around
14000 megawatts (MW), which suddenly plummeted to around 9500MW.
Currently, the demand was 11500MW, the source said.
Meanwhile, the Power Division spokesman said that under the directions of
the federal government, the power sector has also closed all expensive furnace
oil/diesel-run power plants of a cumulative capacity of 4250MW. The closed
furnace oil plants include 950MW Hubco, 1000MW Muzaffargarh, 400MW
Jamshoro and 700MW KAPCO while the diesel/furnace oil-fired plants include
Nishat Power, Nishat Chunian Power, Liberty, Hubco Norwal, Atlas and Kel with
a cumulative capacity of around 1200MW.
Last week, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was informed that
the country will have 2400MW to 3400MW surplus electricity for the next four
months (November 2017 to February 2018). The prime minister was also informed
that the average demand for the next four months, calculated on the basis of data
received from various Discos, was expected to be stood at around 14452MW. The
average net firm generation after deducting any unforeseen outages from IPPs and
Gencos would have remained at 16865MW approximately.
The prime minister had also directed that less-efficient power plants should
be closed in a phased manner and every effort should be made to convert oil-based
plants to gas in a shortest possible time in view of the availability of ample gas for
the power sector.
The spokesman further said that the hydel generation average has also come
down to 2700MW against the capacity of 7000MW due to the less release of water
from reservoirs on provinces demand. The SNGPL has also curtained 200 mmcfd
gas supply due to maintenance from November 3 to November 7, resulting in the
reduction of 500MW in the system.
The spokesman said that, on Friday, the National Transmission and
Distribution system successfully averted a major cascade after tripping at 11
main 500KV and 220 KV NTDC‘s circuits/grid stations caused by unprecedented
dense smog in the Punjab regions which could have led to the blackout in case of
non-existence of system protections.
The smog-triggered tripping also led to the forced closure of all Chashma
Nuclear Power Plants (C1, C2, C3, C4), where after necessary technical and
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security protocol, the restoration is in progress and it was expected to get full
capacity in approximately 72 hours. The circuits/grid stations that were affected
include 500kv Multan-DG Khan, 500kv Guddo, 747kv circuit along with Multan
Bus Bar-1, 500kv Multan-Yousaf Wala circuit, 220kv Mgarh ph1-Bhwlpr, 220kv
Multan-Vehari circuits -I & II, 220kv Vehari- Kassowal circuits -I & II, 220kv
Kassowal- Yousafwala circuits -I & II, 220kv Multan-M/Garh circuit -4,220kv
Multan-Kapco circuit-4, 500kv Multan, 220kv Vehari, Kasowal and Chishtian
grids and 220kv Yousfwala- Okara circuit.
The Power Division has directed the NPCC to chalk out a well-managed
emergency load-management plan for 72 hours till the restoration of 1200 MW
nuclear power plants. A separate load-management plan for approximately 72
hours on the demand-supply situation is also being prepared by the NPCC. Since
the demand is declining with the decrease in the temperature, the situation is
expected to improve soon.
The Discos have also been directed to ensure a maximum relief to
consumers besides. The Discos have further been directed to circulate the load
management plan within their areas of operation for consumers‘ information.
The Power Division spokesman said the unprecedented dense smog is
posing a serious challenge to the national transmission system and the Power
Division, NPCC, NTDC and Discos were closely monitoring the situation. Special
teams and line formations have been deputed by NTDC and Discos to meet any
emergent situation. Patrolling of all high transmission lines has been increased by
NTDC, the spokesperson said.
The Power Division regretted the inconvenience likely to be caused to the
consumers, who have been requested to adopt energy conservation to shed the load
off the system.
Страна получит 3400 МВт электроэнергии дополнительно до февраля
2018 г.
Country to have 3,400MW surplus power from Nov
The Nation. October 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/28-Oct-2017/country-to-have-3400mw-surplus-power-from-nov

PM orders closure of less-efficient power plants; converting oil-based plants
to gas
Islamabad - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was informed on Friday
that the country will have 2400 to 3400 megawatts (MW) surplus electricity for the
next four months starting from November to February 2018.
The premier was informed about the surplus electricity during a meeting that
reviewed the power generation and demand situation in the country .
The meeting reviewed projected estimates of power generation and the
expected demand in the coming four months — from November 2017 to February
2018.
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The prime minister was informed that the average demand for the next four
months, calculated on the basis of a data received from various Discos, will stand
at around 14452MW while the average net firm generation after deducting any
unforeseen outages from IPPs and Gencos would remain at 16865MW
approximately.
It was informed that the projected surplus for the next four months has been
estimated between 2400MW to 3400MW approximately.
Taking into account the projected figures, the prime minister directed that
less-efficient power plants should be closed in a phased manner and every effort
should be made to convert oil-based plants to gas in a shortest possible time in
view of the availability of ample gas for the power sector.
―The conversion of oil-based plants to gas and maximizing the efficiency of
the existing power plants would not only reduce oil import bill of the country but
would also ensure maximum availability of power ,‖ the prime minister said.
PM Abbasi also issued directives that greater coordination should be ensured
between the Central Power Purchasing Agency, the Private Power and
Infrastructure Board and the Pakistan LNG Terminals Limited (PLTL) for ensuring
availability and maximum utilization of gas for the power sector.
The prime minister also issued directives to all stakeholders to increase
coordination for optimum utilization of the available resources and ensuring
maximum efficiency in the power sector.
Decisions on policy matters, said the prime minister, should not be kept
lingering as such type of ambivalence creates uncertainty and negative sentiments
for the investors.
The prime minister also urged for timely completion of the
ongoing power projects.
APP adds: Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Media Affairs Dr
Musadik Malik said Friday that the PML-N government had delivered in four
years and overcame many issues including power loadshedding, he said.
He said Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz government would complete its
constitutional term and elections would be held in 2018.
Popularity of political parties would be determined in general elections and
people would elect their government, he said while talking to a private news
channel.
He said in a democratic system, one who get maximum votes, win and
represent the people and this was the only way to take on the process. Musadik
Malik said every political party had the right to criticise the government but use of
words should be careful.
He said Sharif family was facing cases against them and appearing before
the courts despite the fact that they also had to visit ailing Kalsoom Nawaz in UK.
Musadik said despite having reservations, former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif implemented decision of the Supreme Court.
He said Panama Papers issue was about corruption but Nawaz Sharif was
disqualified on having an Iqama.
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Иран поставит в Пакистан 100 мВт электроэнергии
Cabinet body okays import of 100MW from Iran
Dawn, October 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1363476/cabinet-body-okaysimport-of-100mw-from-iran

ISLAMABAD: During a meeting presided over by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi, the Cabinet Committee on Energy decided on Thursday to import
additional electricity from Iran, and directed the power ministry to take up the
matter on a priority basis.
The meeting was told by the Ministry of Power that the government of Iran
was interested in increasing the export of electricity to Pakistan by 100 megawatts
(MW).
The neighbouring country is currently providing 100MW of electricity for
which the supply contract is renewed annually.
The meeting was informed that for the supply of additional 100MW, new
transmission lines and grid stations would have to be put in place. The extra power
would be used for meeting the immediate needs of Makran division, particularly
Gwadar‘s port and its industrial area.
The committee approved the proposal and directed the ministry to
immediately make arrangements for the purchase of additional electricity from Iran
and to complete the spadework as quickly as possible.
The prime minister also instructed the power minister to expedite installation
of transmission lines for connecting the Makran division to the national grid on a
priority basis.
The power ministry also told the meeting that as per the latest projections,
Pakistan would have surplus electricity in the year 2017-18.
The supply position would be strengthened further by the addition of new
capacity from Thar coal scheme as well as the upcoming hydel projects.
The meeting also reviewed progress made so far on installation of
transmission lines for Port Qasim, coal-fired power plants, the Neelum-Jhelum
project, hydel power projects, and the Tarbela IV and Golen Gol hydel projects.
Производство электроэнергии выросло на 14% в июле по сравнению
с тем же периодом 2016 г.
Power production jumps 14% as new projects come online
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
8th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1500660/power-production-jumps-14-new-projects-come-online/

KARACHI: Government‘s efforts to overcome the energy crisis started to
bear fruit as addition of new nuclear, coal and imported gas-fired power projects
helped increase electricity generation in July 2017.
The power regulator has reported an increase of 14% in power production to
12,496.63 gigawatt-hour (GWh) in July from 10,991.82 GWh in the same month
of previous year.
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―RLNG (re-gasified liquefied natural gas), nuclear and coal-based
generation registered a year-on-year surge of 51.4%, 93.7% and 68.2 times,
respectively,‖ Arif Habib Limited analyst Rao Aamir Ali said in a note to his
clients.
Power transmission line to Chitral: Pakistan, Tajikistan to conduct study
before seeking funds
He said power generation through imported gas RLNG grew due to the
addition of two new RLNG power plants to the system ie Quaid-e-Azam Thermal
Power (Private) Limited and Haveli Bahadur Shah.
The uptick in nuclear-based generation was led by new generation from
Chashma Nuclear-lll, having capacity of 340MW. Sahiwal‘s coal power plant
(1,320MW) has also commenced production. Resultantly, coal-based generation
has gone up by 68.2 times year-on-year.
―On a month-on-month basis, the generation displayed a growth of 9.4%
compared to June 2017,‖ he added.
According to the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra), the
production from nuclear projects rose 1.18 percentage points to 5.13% (641.59
GWh) in total production on an annual basis.
Coal-based generation improved 2.90 percentage points to 2.95% (368.05
GWh) and gas/RLNG-fired production increased 1.62 percentage points to 29.29%
(3,269.67 GWh) in the energy mix.
Production from diesel-based generators rose 2.09 percentage points to
2.69% (335.59 GWh) from 0.60%.
On the other hand, Nepra added, production from the largest source hydel
dropped to 30.79% (3,847.55 GWh) in July 2017 in the energy mix from 35.92%
in the same month of previous year.
Generation from furnace oil-fired projects stood lower, decreasing to
25.59% (3,198.50 GWh) from 28.99%, it added.
Hydel and nuclear are the cheapest sources of power generation followed by
coal and RLNG, while diesel and furnace oil-based generation remains highly
expensive.
In the last winter, the government switched off a few mega diesel and
furnace oil projects to keep the energy price low.
Meanwhile, the analyst added, average cost of generation rose 8.9% year-onyear to Rs5.05 per KWh compared to Rs4.63 in July 2016. ―Uptick in the
generation cost is mainly due to the lower share of hydel-based generation,‖ Ali
remarked.
―The share of low-cost generation sources to increase going forward.
Currently, gas (including RLNG) and hydel-based generation have a major share in
the fuel pie of 29.8% and 29.7%, respectively, followed by furnace oil (26.1%).‖
German, US firms in race to win converter station contract of CASA project
Hydel and coal would be the key contributors to the domestic generation
mix. At the end of 2025, hydel would have a share of 38%, whereas coal would
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have 20% share in the fuel mix, assuming the said plants came online as per
deadlines, he commented.
General Electric построит крупнейший ветропарк в Пакистане – на 150
МВт
«RusEnergy». 30.08.2017. http://www.rusenergy.com/ru/news/news.php?id=79045

В настоящее время возобновляемые источники энергии в Пакистане в
основном представлены гидроэнергетикой — 7,1 ГВт.
Установленные мощности ветростанций в стране — 591 МВт,
солнечных станций — 410 МВт.
Веерное отключение в индустрии будет устранено в ноябре 2017 г.
Load-shedding to be eliminated by end of Nov this year
The Express Tribune, July 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1452035/load-sheddingeliminated-end-nov-year/

ISLAMABAD: Work on many energy projects is in full swing and loadshedding for the industrial sector will be eliminated by the end of November this
year, said Islamabad Electric Supply Company (IESCO) CEO Basit Zaman,
Thursday.
Uninterrupted supply: No loadshedding during Eid holidays
Talking to a delegation of the Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(ICCI), which called on him, he said that due to energy shortage local industries
will have to face load-shedding for a few months. However, he assured that by end
of Nov the energy crisis will be resolved.
NEPRA told to ensure KE complies with orders to end discriminatory loadshedding
Zaman said that T&D losses in IESCO were in single digit and there was no
electricity theft in the cities. He directed relevant authorities to improve
maintenance of feeders in industrial area to ensure regular power supply to the
industry. ICCI President Khalid Iqbal Malik said that due to power outages
production was suffering badly.
Усилия прав-ва по преодолению энергетического кризиса могут дорого
стоить стране
Tackling power crisis may cost govt dearly
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, June 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340385/tacklingpower-crisis-may-cost-govt-dearly

ISLAMABAD: The government may be heading towards a series of liquidity
damages and swelling capacity payments as it works towards ending power cuts by
the end of the year.
Official documents seen by Dawn suggest that even though the government
has lined up imported Liquefied Natural Gas through independent bidding, it is
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having difficulties in the off-take of these quantities due to infrastructure
bottlenecks.
On the other hand, the country‘s power generation capacity is expected to
outperform demand by the end of October for the first time in over a decade.
Surplus power generation would continue during the winter months (between
October 2017 and March 2018) and would even out in April, May and June 2018,
when demand and supply would reach an equilibrium around the 25,000
megawatt-mark.
Next year‘s winter will begin with a greater availability of power generation
than actual demand or consumption, a situation that would snowball over the next
two to three years. For example, if the demand in March 2018 is anticipated at
19,300MW, available capacity at the time will be higher than 21,300MW.
Peak demand for June 2018 is estimated to reach 26,500MW, when the
available generation capacity would be around 27,500mw.
This would leave reasonable spinning reserves — extra capacity that can be
made available by increasing the power output of generators already connected to
the system — but that would attract capacity payment claims from power
producers, without actually generating any electricity.
This gap, which will increase to 3,000MW over the next two years, was
recently referred to as a ―capacity trap‖ in recent government meetings.
But before that stage, the immediate challenge is how to avoid liquidity
damages arising out of bottlenecks in the present supply chain network — both on
the generation side and the LNG supply infrastructure — due to which the system
is unable to utilise committed gas supplies.
In attempt to minimise damages, the government is apparently ready to look
the other way in places where it can justifiably charge liquidity damages to private
parties for not delivering on their commitments.
At a recent meeting, it was noted that the RLNG-II Pipeline from Port Qasim
to Sawan had not been commissioned due to the non-completion of a 400-metre
section in Jamshoro, which passes through the property of Mr Kashif Shoro, who
was not allowing Sui Southern Gas Company Limited (SSGCL) to complete the
work.
The matter was also discussed in a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on
Energy (CCOE), but it is still unresolved and the transportation of 1.2 billion cubic
feet per day of RLNG to the Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Limited (SNGPL) system
would not be possible until the section is commissioned.
It was noted that at present, 650 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd) of RLNG
was being transported through the existing system under a swap arrangement. Due
to system constraints, additional gas volumes cannot be transported through a
swap. Efforts are being made, however, to resolve the issue and complete the
pipeline by August 1, 2017.
On top of that, three 1,200MW RLNG power plants, namely Bhikki, Haveli
Bahadur Shah and Balloki, have not been able to off-take gas volumes as per their
planned schedule, according to the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources.
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The Bhikki power plant came online after a four-month delay, while the
Haveli Bahadur Shah power plant has started off-take of 43.5mmcfd for its GTI on
May 2017 and the off-take is expected in June 2017.
The Balloki power plant is currently slated to become operational in Aug-Sept
2017, the petroleum ministry wrote, adding: ―Full off-take of 600mmcfd RLNG for
the three power plants is not expected until September 2017‖.
At present, SNGPL is selling over 200mmcfd of indigenous gas as RLNG to
cater to the winter requirements when the same amount of RLNG becomes
available due to the shutdown of RLNG power plants for conversion to combined
cycle. This arrangement will continue until October 2017.
It was noted that Pakistan LNG Limited (PLL) should plan the procurement
of LNG cargoes according to demand and hence ―a risk-mitigation strategy‖
should be evolved to avoid a situation where LNG cargoes cannot be re-gasified
because no gas off-take is available. Therefore, cargoes are being delayed and PLL
has currently not procured LNG cargoes for July or August 2017. Further delays in
procurement could attract liquidity damages from international LNG suppliers.
After due and extended deliberation, Minister for Petroleum and Natural
Resources Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has concluded that the only viable option to
avoid financial exposure due to lack of gas off-take is to move the commercial
operation date of the second LNG terminal to September 1, 2017.
He has also asked the managing director of Pakistan LNG Terminal Limited
(PLTL) to negotiate an arrangement with contractors of the second LNG Terminal
revised the commercial operation date to September 1, 2017, provided that there
was no adverse material change in the original agreement.
В сельской местности получают электричество 4-6 часов в день, в
городах – 12 часов в день
Power outages continue to plague city
The Express Tribune, June 1st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1424182/poweroutages-continue-plague-city/

LAHORE: Unscheduled load-shedding especially during Sehri and Iftar
hours continued unabated as the Ministry of Water and Power (MOWP) seem to
have turned a deaf ear to the hue and cry of the masses. Even the notice taken by
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif against power breakdowns during Ramazan seems to
have little effect.
Chairing a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Energy on Tuesday, PM
Nawaz directed the MOWP to ensure there was no unscheduled load-shedding
anywhere in the country during the holy month of Ramazan. He also ordered
uninterrupted power supply all over the country during Sehri and Iftar hours.
Energy managers in the MOWP failed to control unscheduled load-shedding
and frequent power tripping. A number of citizens from various parts of the
country complained of prolonged power outages.
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Two dead, several injured as protest against power outage in Malakand turns
violent
A citizen from a rural area near Multan, Bashir Ahmad, said people in their
area hardly get electricity for four to six hours a day. The situation is similar in
urban areas where people were facing 10 to 12 hours of load-shedding.
Syed Israr, a Lahore local, pointed out that LESCO announced six hours
load-shedding in urban areas during Ramazan, but most areas faced over 10 hours
of outages. He complained that for the last couple of days, several localities were
facing power outages during Sehri and Iftar hours.
A resident of the Lahore Press Club Housing Society, Zahid Baig,
complained that there was no electricity in his colony on Tuesday night. ―Power
supply was suspended to the whole area at midnight and was restored just half an
hour before Sehri. It is strange that the power situation is worsening in urban areas,
despite the fact that the weather has improved in the city,‖ he said.
Though energy managers have failed to ensure uninterrupted electricity
supply citizen during Ramazan, Lahorites have found a temporary solution to beat
the heat.
Major power breakdown hits Karachi again
Various families and youths have taken over the air-conditioned Ramazan
bazaars. The district administration had started establishing air-conditioned
makeshift markets in the city for the holy month. This year, there are around 12 of
them in the city and huge crowds gather in these markets during load-shedding
hours.
A middle-aged woman, who was cursing rulers for sending her inflated
power bills despite prolonged load-shedding, appreciated the air-conditioning and
dessert cooler arrangements. ―There is no use of Ramazan bazaars except for the
air-conditioned environment. Vendors are fleecing citizens in connivance with the
government by selling substandard food products,‖ she said.
Contrary to public complaints, official data of the MOWP shows there was
no unscheduled load-shedding anywhere in the country. Data shows 18,247MW
power demand was recorded on the system, while generation was hovering at
14,815MW, of which 4,845MW was produced through hydel, 2,912MW through
GENCOs and 7,058MW through IPPs.
CASA-1000. Плюсы и минусы стройки века
http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/economy/20160512/1019570091.html. 12.05.2016.

Эксперты из Кыргызстана высказали мнение о будущем крупного
энергетического проекта, который в будущем соединит государства
Центральной и Южной Азии.
ДУШАНБЕ, 12 мая — Sputnik. В городе Турсунзаде в четверг
состоялась церемония запуска энергетического проекта CASA-1000 (Central
Asia — South Asia). На этом месте началось официальное строительство
проекта, который свяжет единой линией электропередачи Кыргызстан,
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Таджикистан, Афганистан и Пакистан. Проект даст возможность продажи 1
300 МВт электричества из стран Центральной Азии в южноазиатские страны
за счет существующего в КР и Таджикистане избытка энергии в летний
период. Срок реализации проекта CASA-1000 — не ранее 2016-2020 годов.
Эксперты рассказали Sputnik Кыргызстан, что думают об энергетическом
проекте, который соединит страны Центральной и Южной Азии.
Долгосрочные перспективы По мнению заслуженного энергетика
Киргизской ССР профессора КТУ Калыя Рахимова, проект рассчитан не на
сиюминутную выгоду, а на долгосрочные перспективы. "Есть много
противников проекта, и их доводы даже можно понять. Но с учетом того, что
Кыргызстан может войти в глобальную энергетическую сеть и получать при
этом выгоды, республика, несомненно, делает верный шаг", — сказал
Рахимов. Он отметил: несмотря на то что проект американский и
продвигается Всемирным банком, CASA-1000 имеет большое будущее и
направлен на развитие энергетики региона. Эксперт по энергетике, доктор
технических наук, профессор Карыпбек Алымкулов согласен с Рахимовым в
вопросе стратегической роли проекта, но при этом отметил, что выгоды от
проекта небольшие. © Sputnik / СемелякЗачем Таджикистан запускает CASA1000"Да, Кыргызстан войдет в большой энергетический проект и в
перспективе сможет получать большие дивиденды. Привлекательна и цена —
9 центов за киловатт-час. Но очевидно, что стоимость кыргызской доли
проекта в 300 миллионов нам придется окупать очень долго, так как на
данный момент излишки, которые мы можем продавать, небольшие", —
сказал
Алымкулов.
Предполагается
продажа
электроэнергии,
вырабатываемой в летний период, пояснил эксперт. Но насколько
Кыргызстан сможет стабильно обеспечить поставки, является большим
вопросом, так как ВНК и Камбар-Атинская ГЭС так пока и не построены.
"При этом следует учитывать и риски — как внутренние, так и внешние — от
дефицита энергии внутри страны до угрозы нестабильности в Афганистане и
Пакистане из-за конфликтов. Но в целом при условиях, описанных в проекте,
это очень перспективный и выгодный проект", — сказал эксперт.
Долгосрочные долги Бывший эксперт по энергетике в аппарате президента
КР, инженер-энергетик Николай Кравцов отметил, что он против проекта,
так как экономической выгоды он стране не принесет. "Это проект
Всемирного банка, и считаю его нецелесообразным для республики, по
крайней мере еще лет 10. Нам попросту нечего продавать. Энергии и так не
хватает", — сказал Кравцов. © Sputnik / Алексей ДаничевРоссия может стать
инвестором проекта CASA-1000 Он подчеркнул, что Таджикистан не раз
заявлял, что может обеспечить поставки энергии в полном объеме
самостоятельно и обойтись без Кыргызстана. А вот участие КР выльется
республике в копеечку. "Постройка ЛЭП от Датки до Худжанта
протяженностью более 400 километров обойдется 200 миллионов долларов
по ценам 2009 года, а сейчас соответственно намного дороже. А эти деньги
придется отдавать с процентами. Нужно ли это сейчас стране", — задается
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вопросом эксперт. По его словам, Кыргызстан в этом не нуждается. Эксперт
по энергетике Зульфия Марат считает, что выгоды для Кыргызстана в CASA1000 минимальны, а вот долговые обязательства еще больше усугубят
проблемы в экономике республики. Мнение политолога Политолог Марс
Сариев считает, что проект имеет политическую подоплеку и направлен на
отвлечение внимания стран ЦА от главного вектора развития — России. Это
просто попытка США "перетянуть канат" в геополитическом раскладе. "При
всех позитивных сдвигах и экономических выгодах это чисто политический
проект. И он свяжет страны ЦА в формате Большой Азии. В
геополитическом плане американский проект выгоден Западу", — сказал
Сариев. Он подчеркнул, что маловероятно успешное завершение CASA-1000,
так как он, помимо больших финансовых вливаний, имеет еще и сложную
техническую сторону. Постройка ЛЭП в горных условиях трудоемка и
связана с большими рисками, а нестабильность в Афганистане и Пакистане
только показывает несостоятельность проекта. Что такое CASA-1000 Новая
система линий электропередачи (ЛЭП), которая соединит четыре страны.
После завершения проекта электричество пойдет из Кыргызстана в
Таджикистан, оттуда — в Афганистан и Пакистан. CASA-1000 позволит
усовершенствовать системы электропередачи в регионе и стимулировать
межрегиональное сотрудничество между странами Центральной и Южной
Азии. Проект позволит максимально эффективно использовать экологически
чистые гидроэнергетические ресурсы в центральноазиатских странах, давая
им возможность передавать и продавать летний избыток электроэнергии
энергодефицитным странам Южной Азии. Для реализации проекта CASA1000 потребуется построить: ЛЭП мощностью 500 кВ от подстанции "Датка"
до Худжанта, конвертерную подстанцию пропускной способностью 1 300
мВт в Сангтуде, высоковольтную ЛЭП постоянного тока от Сангтуды до
Кабула и Пешавара, конвертерную подстанцию пропускной способностью
300 мВт в Кабуле (обеспечивающую импорт и экспорт электроэнергии),
конвертерную подстанцию пропускной способностью 1 300 мВт в Пешаваре.
На первом этапе будет построена ЛЭП "Датка — Худжанд", затем линия из
Таджикистана в Афганистан и далее в пакистанский город Пешавар. Общая
протяженность ЛЭП, которые необходимо построить, составляет 1 227
километров. Из них 477 километров линии пройдут от кыргызской
подстанции "Датка" до таджикского Худжанта. При этом по территории
Кыргызстана будет построено 450 километров ЛЭП. А еще 750 — от
таджикской Сангтуды до афганского Кабула и пакистанского Пешавара. ©
Sputnik / А. ГорячевГоскомимущество: CASA-1000 принесет Таджикистану
$300 млн прибыли Общая стоимость проекта составляет почти 1 миллиард
долларов США, доля Кыргызстана — 233 миллионов долларов США,
Таджикистана — 314 миллионов. Доля Афганистана — 354 миллиона,
Пакистана 209 миллионов. Проект спонсируют международные финансовые
институты: Всемирный банк, Исламский банк развития, Европейский
инвестиционный банк и Международная ассоциация развития. Завершение
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строительства во всех странах намечается в 2020 году. По оценкам
специалистов проекта, строительства новых вырабатывающих мощностей не
потребуется. В странах Центральной Азии имеется достаточно избыточной
электроэнергии, чтобы обеспечить загрузку ЛЭП. Ежегодно сбрасывается
объем воды, который эквивалентен 6 миллиардам киловатт-часов
электроэнергии.
Анатолий Колесниченко: проект CASA-1000 должен быть пересмотрен
http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/opinion/20160703/1020055890.html. 3.07.2016.

Инженер Анатолий Колесниченко уверен, что в том виде, в котором
сейчас существует проект CASA-1000, он работать не сможет, эксперт
считает, что его нужно изменить и предлагает три сценария развития
событий.
ДУШАНБЕ, 3 июл — Sputnik. Дискуссия по проекту "Энергообменный
мост Таджикистан-Кыргызстан" еще продолжается и сегодня его автор
Анатолий Колесниченко подробно отвечает на замечания и предложения,
поднятые некоторыми экспертами, а также ставит вопрос о взаимовлиянии
двух региональных проектов: строительство Рогунской ГЭС и СASA-1000.
Практически все участники отзываются о проекте, как о едином целом, а
ведь он состоит из 10 вариантов, цели которых разнообразны, так же как и
методы их достижения, отмечает Колесниченко. © Sputnik / Александр
КряжевБахром Сироджев: идея с "Энергообменным мостом" бессмысленна и
опасна "Доходит до того, что некоторые из оппонентов превращают эти
варианты в "винегрет", а всѐ от того, что не внимательно ознакомились с
расчѐтами. Некоторые утверждают, что автор не обладает исходными
данными о реальных размерах сбросных расходов из водохранилища
Нурекской ГЭС, но ведь базой для моих расчѐтов являются реальные мало и
средневодные годы (2008 и 2009гг.) со всеми их холостыми сбросами,
набором воды и прочими данными", — говорит он. Автор проекта выделил
ряд вопросов, которые, по его мнению, вызваликритические замечания или
недопонимания. Не повлияют ли пониженные сбросы расходов воды из
Токтогульского водохранилища в вегетационный период на условия
ирригации в странах низовья? "Мой ответ — нет. Ирригационный график
будет выдерживаться, так как уменьшение расходов будет компенсироваться
соответствующим увеличением их из водохранилища Кайраккумской ГЭС,
вплоть до полной его сработки. В этом случае Кайраккумское
водохранилище
перейдѐт
на
ирригационный
график,
как
и
предусматривалось при его проектировании. То есть срабатываться будет в
летний период, а заполняться в осенний во время повышенных сбросов из
Токтогульского водохранилища в процессе генерации зимней энергии", —
говорит специалист. Не повлияют ли повышенные сбросы воды из Токтогула
в осенний период на подтопление сельскохозяйственных земель в пойме
Сырдарьи? "Нет, не повлияют, так как проектом предусмотрен специальный
механизм для нейтрализации этой угрозы", — уверен Колесниченко.
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Достаточно ли пропускной способности ЛЭП-500 "Север-Юг" в
Таджикистане для передачи энергии в энергосистему Кыргызстана? "Для
вариантов 6,7,и 8 которые предусматривают экспорт энергии по проекту
CASA-1000 и являются рекомендуемыми, переброски энергии с Юга на
Север вообще не происходит. Для вариантов 1-5, возможно, потребуется
повышение пропускной способности энергомоста", — считает Колесниченко.
Вопрос о плате за транзит и прочих сборах "Управлением процесса
производства зарегулированной энергии должна заниматься управляющая
компания, учреждѐнная главами государств. Доходы и расходы этой
компании будут в "общем котле". Единственной целью этой организации
(при любом вкладе еѐ участников в процесс) является исключительно
получение максимальной прибыли, которая будет затем распределена по
принципу 50 на 50. При таком подходе исключаются споры и
недопонимания. Да иначе и быть не может. Действительно, как например,
оценить стоимость аренды водохранилища Токтогульской ГЭС? Поэтому
никакой платы за транзит, таможенных сборов и налогов в принципе быть не
может", — считает специалист. "Обладает ли энергосистема Кыргызстана
необходимым количеством энергии для экспорта в Пакистан и в
Афганистан?" © Sputnik Эксперт: "Энергообменный мост" решит вопрос
энергодефицита без Рогуна"Это очень важный вопрос и не только для
Кыргызстана, но и всего проекта CASA. СМИ переполнены скептическими
мнениями по этому вопросу, а те люди, которые по штату должны ответить
на этот вопрос, молчат. Разработчиками проекта заложен годовой
экспортный потенциал энергосистемы Кыргызстана, без ввода в
эксплуатацию новых генерирующих мощностей, в размере 2150 Гвт.ч, что
составляет 38% от общего потенциала двух стран", — говорит Колесниченко,
добавляя, что в графике экспорта этот объѐм предусмотрен в мае и в
сентябре. По его мнению, если у Кыргызстана и может быть энергия на
экспорт, то в небольших количествах, в период вегетации, а в мае и в
сентябре такой энергии в принципе не может быть. "Фирмой LAVALIN
период июнь-июль-август предоставлен для экспорта Таджикистану, а
"втиснуть" в этот период энергию из Кыргызстана невозможно из-за резкого
удорожания проекта (смотрите Отчѐт LAVALIN, диаграмма 6-3). Фирма в
том же отчѐте утверждает, что данные для проектирования ей были
предоставлены компетентными органами Кыргызстана, «на условиях
конфиденциальности». Таким образом, проект CASA-1000 в современном
его виде, без участия в нѐм Кыргызстана, теряет всякий смысл", — поясняет
эксперт. По словам Колесниченко, гидроэнергетики Кыргызстана должны в
срочном порядке прояснить этот вопрос и проект CASA-1000 должен быть
пересмотрен. Возможны комбинации Сценарий первый: Кыргызстан
обладает экспортным потенциалом в объѐме 2150 Гвт.ч. В этом случае и
Таджикистан и Кыргызстан имеют возможность совместно производить
зарегулиованную энергию (в том числе и дополнительную) с использованием
еѐ как на собственные нужды (Варианты 1-5), так и на экспорт (варианты 6-
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8) модернизированного проекта CASA-1000 М. © Sputnik / Виталий
Аньков"Энергообменный мост Таджикистан-Кыргызстан": панацея или
мифСценарий второй: у Кыргызстана отсутствует экспортный потенциал. В
этом случае Таджикистан будет иметь возможность самостоятельно
экспортировать свою электроэнергию в страны Южной Азии (естественно,
по модернизированному проекту CASA-1000-M) и, совместно, с
Кыргызстаном, производить зимнюю энергию для собственных нужд. Таким
образом, Кыргызстан будет обладать только единственным, но достаточно
мощным ресурсом — водохранилищем Токтогульской ГЭС. Сценарий
третий: Таджикистан отказывается от использования Токтогула, и будет
хранить часть своей летней энергии в энергосистеме Пакистана. В этом
случае Пакистан, импортируя летнюю энергию из Таджикистана, будет
возвращать в Таджикистан уже зимнюю энергию в объѐмах равных дефициту
еѐ в Таджикистане на основах бартера. Таким образом, Кыргызстан лишается
возможности участия в обоих проектах и у него остаѐтся одна перспектива —
договариваться с Таджикистаном о сотрудничестве в направлении
обоюдного отказа от проекта CASA-1000 в пользу использования совместно
произведенной энергии на собственные нужды и в том числе на
производство алюминия. Целесообразность такого сотрудничества, по
словам Колесниченко, может быть определена по результатам банковского
ТЭО. Указанные сценарии не описывают в полном объѐме эту сложную
проблему, возможны множество комбинаций из этих сценариев, в том числе,
если учитывать годы разной водности рек Вахша и Нарына, а также
коррективы в проект, которые могут быть внесены странами низовья. ©
Официальная страница пресс-службы президента РТ в FacebookCASA-1000.
Плюсы и минусы стройки века "Следя за дискуссией по моему проекту, я с
удовлетворением могу констатировать, что сторонники проекта согласились
с тем, что это перспектива для Таджикистана и Кыргызстана, но ни один из
оппонентов не сказал, что это миф, кроме энергетика Бахрома Сироджева,
который считает мой проект опасным и даже могущим привести к войне. На
не все его аргументы я отвечу в своей следующей статье. Пока же хочу
отметить, что готов принять участие в дальнейшей разработке и
продвижении "Энергообменного моста" в качестве консультанта любой из
республик или организаций", — заключил инженер.
Эксперт: строить одновременно и Рогун, и CASA-1000 бесперспективно
http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/analytics/20160714/1020157176.html. 14.07.2016

Сможет ли Таджикистан выполнить свои обязательства по CASA1000, если вся паводковая вода будет использоваться на заполнение
водохранилища строящейся Рогунской ГЭС? Построим, а потом
посмотрим.
ДУШАНБЕ, 14 июл — Sputnik. В завершении дискуссии по проекту
"Энергообменный мост Таджикистан-Кыргызстан" его автор Анатолий
Колесниченко подробно ответил на критический комментарий известного
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таджикского энергетика Бахрома Сироджева, который заявил, что
обмениваться электроэнергией бессмысленно. О компетентности и
неустойках Бахром Сироджевич заявил, что я неправильно истолковываю
технологический процесс возведения плотин из местных материалов. Он
отметил, что "вода всегда идѐт следом за строительством плотины, она
должна отставать не более чем на метр-полтора. То есть строительство
должно идти одновременно с заполнением водохранилища и Рогуну (до
полного окончания) понадобятся 10-12 лет, а не 25 лет как заявил
Колесниченко". © Sputnik / Виталий Аньков"Энергообменный мост
Таджикистан-Кыргызстан": панацея или миф Это обвинение меня просто
шокировало, — говорит Колесниченко. — Ну, в самом деле: человек хоть и
академик, но за всю жизнь не построивший ни одной плотины обвиняет
инженера, участвовавшего в строительстве буквально всех плотин на Вахше,
да плюс ещѐ и плотин в Иране и в Сирии в некомпетентности! Во-первых,
уверяет инженер, горизонт воды в водохранилище не всегда должен
следовать за ростом плотины. Плотину можно построить на всю высоту, а
затем заполнять водохранилище, придерживаясь определѐнной, заданной
проектом интенсивности (обычно 0,5 — 1,0 метров в сутки), так как это
имеет место ежегодно при заполнении построенной Нурекской ГЭС и как
это, скорее всего, будет и в Рогуне. Во-вторых, если академик на лекции
будет объяснять студентам о запасе плотины над уровнем водохранилища в
0,5-1,0 метров, то они несказанно удивятся, а наши оппоненты в
Узбекистане, проливающие крокодиловы слѐзы по поводу опасности
перелива воды через плотину, сочтут его своим союзником, — продолжает
специалист. В-третьих, в условиях Рогуна, горизонт воды не может следовать
за ростом плотины, так как карьер галечника — основного материала
плотины Рогунской ГЭС, находится в верхнем бьефе и затапливается даже
при пропуске первого паводка после перекрытия, не говоря уже о первой
очереди плотины. Весь этот материал, в объѐме свыше 40 миллионов
кубометров необходимо заранее вывезти на промежуточные склады,
расположенные на не затопляемых отметках. И в том числе вторично
перелопатить и вывезти те 15-20 миллионов, которые уже вывезены, но по
некомпетентности как раз на затопляемые отметки. Анатолий Колесниченко
задает вопрос Бахрому Сироджевичу: "представляете ли вы, во что это
обойдѐтся?". "Далее, может быть, энергетик подскажет место, куда этот
материал можно будет вывезти? А, может быть, он знает, сколько
потребуется времени для такой операции? Я, проработавший на Рогуне в
общей сложности 15 лет в должности заместителя главного инженера, этого
не знаю, как не знают этого и проектировщики Гидропроекта да, пожалуй, и
Заказчик", — говорит специалист. © Sputnik / Всеволод ТарасевичРябикин:
Россия должна включиться в проект "Энергообменный мост" С другой
стороны, по исследованию самого же Сироджева, цитирую: "нам потребуется
15-16 лет, чтобы набрать полный объѐм водохранилища (95% его),
осуществляя набор только в многоводные и полноводные годы". Таким
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образом, — продолжает Колесниченко, — если даже до начала строительства
плотины удастся вывезти на склады весь объѐм галечника, то потребуется 1516 лет на заполнение водохранилища и то, при условии совпадения по
времени располагаемой ѐмкости водохранилища и паводков многоводных и
полноводных лет. В-четвѐртых, и это самое главное, как Бахром Сироджевич
собирается выполнять обязанности Таджикистана по CASA-1000, если вся
паводковая вода будет использоваться на заполнение водохранилища?
Построим всю инфраструктуру CASA-1000, а воды-то нет! Вы представляете
себе, во что выльются все неустойки? А какие при этом вырисовываются
сроки окончания строительства Рогуна? Я, например, считал, считал, но так
ничего и не насчитал. А всѐ потому, что тут снова возникают сценарии… О
возможных сценариях Сценарий первый, по мнению инженера-гидротехника,
заключается в следующем: мы строим всю инфраструктуру проекта CASA1000 и начинаем передавать летнюю энергию в Пакистан и в Афганистан,
добросовестно выполняя свои обязательства. Одновременно строим и
Рогунскую ГЭС, но для заполнения еѐ водохранилища воды нет. Она
транзитом проходит через туннели Рогуна в Нурек, чтобы получить летнюю
энергию и передать еѐ нашим друзьям в Афганистане и в Пакистане.
Построенная плотина стоит "сухая", как памятник нашим неумеренным
амбициям и некомпетентности. Сценарий второй. Мы строим Рогун,
набираем воду в водохранилище и воплощаем в жизнь нашу заветную мечту,
но при этом не строим CASA-1000. А тем временем, до начала заполнения
Рогунского водохранилища (сколько бы ни продолжался этот период), за два
года решаем проблему зимней энергии в наших странах посредством
Энергообменного моста. "Как видите, наши страны, да и страны всего
Центрально-Азиатского региона находятся на этапе судьбоносного выбора.
Так и хочется сказать: "Соберитесь на саммит. Закажите банковское ТЭО, и
совместно выберите сценарий", — говорит Колесниченко и отмечает, что
если это невозможно в рамках всего региона, по каким бы то ни было
соображениям, необходимо собраться хотя бы Таджикистану и Кыргызстану.
О маловодье и преступных действиях Далее по комментарию Бахрома
Сироджева. © Sputnik / Сергей МальгавкоАнатолий Колесниченко: проект
CASA-1000 должен быть пересмотренБахром Сироджевич говорит, что
"обмениваться энергией просто бессмысленно", потому, что мы живем все в
одном регионе и если у кого-то из нас маловодье, то и у другого тоже и,
таким образом, мы не сможем обмениваться электроэнергией. И добавляет,
что "нельзя на 5 лет вперѐд знать, какая вода потечѐт по реке", — продолжает
Колесниченко. — Начнѐм с конца. Если мы этого не знаем, так как же
работают наши ГЭС? Дело в том, что мы знаем и Сироджев это знает, что
май-июнь-июль-август — это период паводка и в этот период набирается
вода в водохранилище, сентябрь-апрель — это период маловодья и что
существуют обоснованно разработанные диспетчерские графики. Инженер
объясняет, что у нас действительно идентичные погодно-климатические
условия, как и говорил Сироджев, но вот у наших рек характер питания не
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идентичен — у Нарына преимущественно снеговое питание, а у Вахша
преимущественно ледниковое и, следовательно, водность рек не совпадает,
как не совпадают и периоды прохождения их максимальных расходов. А
теперь самое главное из обсуждаемого тезиса, — продолжает Колесниченко.
— Предлагаю оппоненту продолжить сравнения, а именно: "вы Таджикистан
и Кыргызстан и у вас маловодье. Следует вопрос, а что вы будете передавать
в Афганистан и в Пакистан по линии CASA-1000?". А ведь периоды
маловодья могут длиться и 10 и 15 лет и Сироджеву это прекрасно известно.
Я отвечу: если господин Сироджев откроет варианты I-V моего проекта, то
увидит, что даже в реальном, близком к маловодному 2008 году, энергообмен
между энергосистемами Таджикистана и Кыргызстана не только возможен,
но и достаточно эффективен. Видимо Бахром Сироджевич не достаточно
внимательно познакомился с моими расчѐтами. Далее, перейдя к проекту
CASA-1000, Сироджев говорит: "основная цель модернизации проекта
(предлагаемая Колесниченко) — это перевод электротока ЛЭП-500 с
постоянного тока… на переменный ток, благодаря чему появляется
возможность отбора электроэнергии по трассе ЛЭП для прилегающих к ней
районов. Так вот, ЛЭП должна строиться на постоянном токе". И объясняет
— почему. "Считайте, с Нурека до Регара линия 100 километров, с Регара до
Сангтуды — 130 и плюс 750 километров — до Пешавара. В общем 980. А у
линии в 500 кВ радиус действия наиболее экономичный — 500 километров.
При переменном токе, как предлагает Колесниченко, будут потери в сетях на
уровне 18-20 %. Это преступно". А у меня встречный вопрос, — говорит
Колесниченко: "а вкладывать в строительство преобразовательных
подстанций 342 миллионов долларов плюс модернизация внутренних сетей
24 миллиона долларов — это не преступление?". © Официальная страница
пресс-службы президента РТ в FacebookCASA-1000. Плюсы и минусы
стройки века По словам Колесниченко, Афганистан по этой причине уже
отказался участвовать в проекте CASA-1000 в качестве импортѐра. Инженер
предлагает в банковском ТЭО всѐ подсчитать и выбрать вариант. "Я
соглашусь с любым из 10-ти моих вариантов, который будет рекомендовать
ТЭО, и даже с другим вариантом, который будет им обоснован и
рекомендован, — говорит Колесниченко. — Кстати, зачем передѐргивать, я
не предлагаю передавать энергию через перечисленные пункты, а передавать
еѐ непосредственно из Нурека в Пешавар по линии длиной 800 километров,
смотрите внимательно расчѐты. Кроме того, пишет далее Сироджев, вставка
постоянного тока исключает параллельную работу энергосистем
Таджикистана и Пакистана. При переменном токе они должны были бы
работать параллельно, это сложно, всѐ время диспетчеры должны
согласовывать между собой, какой уровень напряжения держать, какую
частоту, чтобы не развалить систему друг друга". Я же считаю, что при
работе ЛЭП в базисе суточного графика нагрузки обоих энергосистем и, имея
в виду небольшой объѐм передаваемой энергии, по сравнению с ѐмкостью
энергосистемы Пакистана, указанные сложности преувеличены, — говорит
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инженер. О ТЭЦ-2 и "войне" за воду К разговору о ТЭЦ-2, с помощью
которой, по словам Бахрома Сироджева, можно решить проблему дефицита
зимней энергии до готовности Рогунской ГЭС. По словам Сироджева ТЭЦ-2,
мощностью 400 Мвт. даст 1,73 млрд.квт.ч., но вот по заявлению автора
проекта Китайской компании ТВЭА Дзунг Шаоху, цитирую: "при выходе на
полную мощность ТЭЦ будет вырабатывать 100 Мвт.в час или 2,5
млн.киловатт электроэнергии в сутки. А это значит за 5 месяцев всего 375
млн. квт.ч., а не 1,73 миллиардов. Кому верить?— задается вопросом
Колесниченко. — Я бы поверил всѐ-таки автору проекта. Но это ещѐ не всѐ,
по словам гидротехника, необходимо иметь топливо для этой ТЭЦ. "Но ведь
мы знаем, что существующая ТЭЦ постоянно страдает от его нехватки.
Может быть, Сироджев предлагает построить железнодорожную линию к
месторождению угля в Камаробе?— спрашивает он. — А может быть возить
уголь из Зидды грузовиками, загрязняя рекреационную зону отдыха
душанбинцев — Варзобское ущелье. Или, может, имеется под рукой
дешѐвый газ Туркменистана или Узбекистана? По словам Бахрома
Сироджева, "если бы идея Колесниченко осуществилась, и по его проекту
начали бы работать, в регионе могла бы начаться война". По мне, так это
феноменальный опус. Выходит, что Таджикистан, строя Рогунскую ГЭС,
которая "заморозит" в зоне мѐртвого объѐма водохранилища около 5,0
кубических километров воды не вызовет войны, а проект Колесниченко,
который не предполагает никаких безвозвратных изъятий стока реки
Амударьи, ликвидирует угрозу подтопления поймы реки Сырдарьи и
переведет режим работы Кайраккумского водохранилища из энергетического
в ирригационный (о чѐм только мечтают в Узбекистане и Казахстане) —
приводит к войне? В заключении Анатолий Колесниченко отмечает:
"вынужден повториться, что, не являясь гражданином Таджикистана, я не
могу комментировать такие опасные заявления. Пусть последнее слово
скажет общественность и руководство Республики Таджикистан".
CASA и оборонное сотрудничество: Таджикистан посетит премьер
Пакистана
«Sputnik Точикистон». http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/country/20170617/1022602989/premyerpakistana-sharif-posetit-tadzhikistan.html?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews.
17.06.2017.

Министр воды и энергетики Пакистана Хаваджа Мухаммада Асиф
предположил, что саммит по CASA, который планируется провести в
середине июля, может быть организован в Душанбе во время визита
премьера Пакистана Наваза Шарифа.
ДУШАНБЕ, 17 июн — Sputnik. Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз
Шариф посетит Таджикистан в июле, сообщает издание Express Tribune. Как
ожидается, будут проведены переговоры по двустороннему энергетическому
и оборонному сотрудничеству. Пакистан и Таджикистан в течение многих
лет работают над программой энергоснабжения стран Центральной Азии —
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проект CASA-1000. Они добились значительного прогресса в продвижении
проекта в последние месяцы. Напомним, проект CASA-1000 (Central Asia —
South Asia) предусматривает генерацию электроэнергии в Кыргызстан и
Таджикистан и ее дальнейшую транспортировку в Афганистан и Пакистан,
где наблюдается дефицит электроэнергии. © Sputnik / Сергей
МальгавкоЭксперт: строить одновременно и Рогун, и CASA-1000
бесперспективно Посол Таджикистана в Пакистане Шерали Джононов
пригласил министра воды и энергетики Пакистана Хаваджа Мухаммада
Асифа сопровождать премьер-министра во время его поездки в Таджикистан.
Министр, в свою очередь, приняв предложение, назвал визит возможностью
обсудить энергетическую сферу, а также другие важные двусторонние и
региональные вопросы на самом высоком уровне. Он предположил, что
саммит по CASA, который планируется провести в середине июля, может
быть организован в Душанбе во время визита премьера Шарифа. Асифа
выразил надежду, что отношения между Пакистаном и Таджикистаном будут
укрепляться с течением времени. Напомним, представители вооруженных
сил Таджикистана, Китая, Пакистана и Афганистана договорились усиливать
сотрудничество для борьбы с терроризмом. Стороны согласились, что
необходимо выполнять консенсус лидеров стран по борьбе с терроризмом,
непрерывно углублять практическое сотрудничество сторон по этому
вопросу, непрерывно усиливать потенциал стран по борьбе с терроризмом и
обмен информацией по этой проблеме.
Развитие энергетики – АзБР выделил еще 300 млн. долл.
Energy reforms: ADB, Pakistan ink $300m agreement
The Express Tribune, June 17th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1437571/energyreforms-adb-pakistan-ink-300m-agreement/

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Pakistan signed on
Friday the formal agreement that would see the Manila-based lending agency
provide $300 million for financing the Sustainable Energy Sector Reforms
Program.
Pakistan to get $600m ADB loans to bolster FX reserves
The programme envisages supporting Pakistan in improving reliability,
affordability and sustainability of the energy sector to support economic growth.
The ADB, which approved the loan on Thursday, was represented by Country
Director Xiaohang Yang who signed the agreement with Secretary Economic
Affairs Division Tariq Pasha. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar also attended the signing
ceremony.
The programme will back reforms to reduce power losses, encourage
involvement of the private sector in the power sector, and improve transparency
and accountability.
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―Our focus is an actionable and credible program that can be supported over
the medium term by ADB,‖ Dar said, adding that ADB is appreciative of the
achievements Pakistan has made so far in overcoming the energy crisis.
Eurobond debt paid off with Chinese loan
Dar assured that there would be no load-shedding after November.
Xiaohang also highlighted the importance of the programme for Pakistan‘s
quest to overcome its energy crisis.
Веерное отключение электроэнергии в Карачи (Синде)
Karachi to face three more days of load-shedding
The Express Tribune. May 31, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1423131/karachi-facethree-days-load-shedding/

KARACHI/HYDERABAD: The miseries of the residents of Karachi have
been compounded since the beginning of Ramazan and will continue for at least
two to three more days due to a recent wave of rotational load management spells
started by K-Electric (K-E).

Angry citizens held protests around the city on May 30, 2017 against prolonged load-shedding.

The power crisis in Karachi has worsened in the past three days, leaving
Karachiites to suffer due to long hours of load-shedding despite sweltering heat.
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According to K-E‘s Chief Marketing and Communication Officer Fakhar
Ahmed, the power supply in Karachi was affected due to the tripping of an Extra
High Tension (EHT) line due to extraordinary humidity levels in Karachi and its
outskirts once again on Tuesday morning – the third time in three days.
He added that high levels of humidity are expected to persist for a few more
days. ―In order to avoid any vulnerability in the infrastructure, K-E will be
continuing load management spells across the city over the next two to three days,‖
he told The Express Tribune.
Major power breakdown hits Karachi again
The entire metropolis faced rotational load management spells on Tuesday.
Areas affected included Lyari, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Liaqatabad, Shah Faisal Colony,
Gulistan-e-Johar, Safoora Goth, Old City area, Keamari, Mauripur, Jamshed Road,
Soldier Bazaar, Defence, Clifton , PECHS, Saddar, New Karachi, Nazimabad,
North Nazimabad, North Karachi, Quaidabad, Malir, Orangi, Korangi and Site to
name a few.
Reduced voltage transmission capacity due to humidity levels that have
touched 80% is being touted as the main reason for the outages by K-E. The
prolonged outages during Ramazan have caused uproar among the residents of
Karachi, many of whom protested against the power utility.
The normal load-shedding schedule in low recovery areas is already up to 7.5
hours in three spells of 2.5 hours each. The shortfall of 300 megawatts has resulted
in the rotational load-shedding throughout Karachi. K-E is currently supplying
2,500MW of electricity to the city, generated at its five production plants and its
share from national grid.
Heat is on: No respite from load-shedding in Ramazan
According to a resident of Clifton, Waseem Alvi, load-shedding exempted
areas are also facing power outages. ―Why doesn‘t K-E resolve their issues and
upgrade their system once and for all? How long will the city of lights be plunged
into darkness for due to insensitivities of the power utility company?‖ he asked.
Sohail Kamran, a resident of Nazimabad, said they have been left with no
electricity supply throughout the day. ―This is criminal conduct. Three days of
Ramazan and the ignorance on the part of K-E continues just like a few years
before during the heatwave,‖ he lamented.
Sindh suffers
Reflecting the utter failure of power transmission and distribution companies,
a second major breakdown hit 13 districts of Sindh on Tuesday morning. The
National Transmission and Dispatch Company‘s (NTDC) 500 kilovolt line tripped
in Jamshoro, shutting down electric supply to all 76 grid stations of Hyderabad
Electric Supply Company (Hesco).
Asif apologises for Sindh power breakdown
The power went off at 4:15am and though supply resumed over five hours
later, it took Hesco an additional seven hours to end the protracted outage.
The districts of Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas and Nawabshah divisions remained
without electricity as mercury peaked at 42°Celsius.
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Hesco Spokesperson Sadiq Kubar cited the same reason of an overloaded
NTDC transmission, since the company‘s 16 towers collapsed on May 21. These
towers, part of the national grid, supplied electricity from Kashmore to Jamshoro
after passing through Shikarpur and Dadu districts.
―The NTDC had assured that supply from the damaged towers will be
restored from May 30. But now they are telling that it will take five or six more
days,‖ Kubar said.
NTDC‘s spokesperson could not be contacted for the company‘s version.
Hesco‘s peak time demand has soared to 1,050MW but on Tuesday afternoon the
company was getting only 705MW, according to Kubar.
Power outages during first sehri foretell a difficult Ramazan
Power consumption reduces by midnight, as industrial and commercial
consumers stop consuming electricity. Yet, both the recent major breakdowns have
inexplicably occurred past midnight or in the wee hours of the day.
Kubar said the power supply drops to around 500MW after midnight.
CM takes notice
Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah has said that Hesco and the Sukkur Electric
Power Company have failed to serve the people of rural Sindh, while K-E service
in the city is also poor. As a result, people in rural as well urban areas are suffering
a lot in this sizzling weather, he lamented.
Shah said this while speaking to the media after inaugurating a paediatric
emergency room at Sindh Government Hospital Korangi No 5.
SHC reserves verdict on petition seeking inquiry into heatwave deaths
He said that K-E has not only failed to upgrade its system but has done little
to include more electricity in its system. Now, the people of this city are facing
serious hardships due to prolonged power failure and load-shedding, he said.
He said that he had held a meeting with K-E management and they had
assured him that there would be no load-shedding during iftari and sehri and there
would be overall reduction in load-shedding. ―But all these assurances proved to be
bubble of hot air,‖ he stated, adding that power failure in the city means failure of
water supply as well. The chief minister did not rule out the emergence of an
untoward situation if power outages continued.
Shah recalled his meetings with the federal water and power minister and
prime minister and also spoke about his letters to them requesting a reduction in
load-shedding and improvement in the supply system. ―Sorry to say nothing has
improved and my repeated phone calls, letters and requests [for smooth supply of
electricity] have fallen flat on deaf ears,‖ he lamented.
Волнения в Пакистане в связи с отключением электричества
Protest for power goes violent
The Nation. May 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/30-May-2017/protest-for-powergoes-violent
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One dead, several injured in Dargai clashes, Demos also staged in Peshawar,
Charsadda, PM orders action to minimise loadshedding
MALAKAND/Peshawar/Islamabad - Violent protests erupted in Pakistan
Monday as crippling electricity cuts left hundreds of thousands of people without
power in soaring temperatures during the first two days of the holy fasting month
of Ramazan.
At least one person died and 14 others injured on Monday in Dargai area of
Malakand division as hundreds of protesters ransacked a Pesco office and clashed
with levies officials.
―The protesters first tried to torch the electricity power station and then they
attacked a police station,‖ Zafar Ali Shah, a senior government official in
Malakand district said, adding that the demonstrators also attacked government
buildings, offices and vehicles.
Protesters later blocked a main highway linking Malakand and the Swat
valley to the rest of the country, Shah added, saying that authorities are negotiating
with local leaders to defuse the demonstrations.
The man who died was identified as Javed Khan Tufan, an activist of Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) and a former president of its youth wing. The injured
included Assistant Commissioner Dargai Sardar Bahadar and two personnel of the
Levies force.
Eyewitnesses said that thousands of residents from Wartair, Dobandi and
Qadamkhel union councils took out a rally to record protest against prolonged and
unscheduled power outages in their areas.
The enraged protesters attacked the office of Peshawar Electricity Supply
Company (PESCO) Sub-Division-2 at Dargai, and set it on fire, destroying official
record, furniture and parked vehicles.
The paramilitary force was called to disperse protesters. In a bid to control the
situation, levies officials fired teargas shells and rubber bullets on the protesters,
who pelted stones and sticks at the soldiers.
The Levies personnel allegedly also shot live ammunition at the protesters
after sensing that the situation was getting out of control.
Both sides blamed each other for the bloodshed. Senior levies officials denied
reports of any straight fire causing the death of the PTI official and instead alleged
the shot that killed him came from the protesters.
The 14 injured included Shahab Khan, Niaz Ali, Ibrahim Said and
Muhammad Shah. Those wounded critically were referred to Mardan.
The deceased Javed Khan Tufan was a son Bawar Khan. He was a PTI
activist and a former president of Insaf Students Federation (ISF) at Government
Degree College Dargai.
After reports of Tufan‘s death, the protesters went more furious. They
marched towards Dargai Chowk, damaging on the way telephone and cable wires,
CCTV cameras installed on the main road and uprooting sign boards of different
political parties.
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The enraged protesters also pelted stones at vehicles and shops at Dargai
Bazaar.
The body of Tufan was brought from hospital to Dargai Chowk, wherefrom it
was taken to the Levies station, where the protesters once again staged a protest
and chanted slogans against Pesco and Levies.
The protesters then took to attacking and setting on fire the Levies station,
after which more contingents of security personnel were called out.
Traffic on Mardan-Malakand Road remained suspended for hours while the
situation was still highly tense in the area. Till filing of this report, no FIR was
registered against anyone.
PESCO spokesperson stated in a press release that miscreants attacked the
office of the SDO1 and SDO2 in the early morning of the day and set ablaze the
office records as well as shattering the doors and windows of the office. The
statement also said that the protesters burned down the vehicles present at the
premises.
He said Wapda was working on the Palai line and power had been cut off
from the area due to the working of Wapda employees on the line. Whereas, local
elders and members of the jirga were also taken into confidence in this regard.
Protests in Peshawar, Charsadda
People also took to streets in the provincial capital Peshawar on Monday
against hours-long loadshedding of electricity.
Some 800 protesters took over two power stations, demanding government
employees continue the electricity supply without interruption.
Led by PTI MPA Fazal Elahi, the protesters also staged a demonstration on
Ring Road. As a result, traffic in the area was halted for almost two hours.
In his speech, the MPA said that if loadshedding was not eliminated, they
would again come to streets. Moreover, he said that similar protests would be held
in other parts of the province.
Residents in Peshawar said they face cuts for six to eight hours a day, while
rural areas can receive electricity for as little as three to four hours a day.
In Charsadda, enraged power consumers staged a protest demonstration at
Umerzai area, which led to blockade of traffic on Tangi-Charsadda Road. They
warned authorities against carrying out loadshedding during Sehr and Iftar times.
Earlier on May 17, hundreds of enraged PTI activists broke down the gate of
the Wapda House in Peshawar and stormed inside during their protest against
persistent power outages in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Led by MPA Ayesha Gulalai, the protesters demanded that the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz-led (PML-N) federal government and Wapda officials stop
the hours-long spells of power outages in the province and fulfil their promise of a
load-shedding-free Pakistan.
Deeping power crisis
The country has for years been struggling to provide enough power for its
nearly 200 million citizens. Its chronic energy crisis sees daily power outages
which are amplified in the summer heat.
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Despite tall claims of authorities about minimising loadshedding, the situation
of power supply has been far from unsatisfactory since the onset of summer. It has
further worsened in the holy month Ramazan. The outages are particularly intense
across the country during sehri and iftar, as temperatures in the country touched
near-record highs over the weekend.
Most parts of Karachi, the biggest city of the country, were without electricity
on the first sehar of Ramazan, which led to protests against K-Electric.
Water distribution - already unreliable in the megacity of some 25 million
people - is reliant on the electricity supply, leaving thousands unable to drink, cook
or wash ahead of the first day of fasting.
Authorities said the power outage extended to more than a dozen districts in
the southern province of Sindh of which Karachi is the capital, where temperatures
topped 40 degrees Celsius (104 Fahrenheit).
The situation is no different in rural areas of Punjab, which is the power
bastion of ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
has vowed to solve the crisis by 2018, when elections must be held.
PM expresses displeasure
The prime minister on Monday expressed displeasure over the loadshedding
schedule currently being followed and directed that minimum loadshedding be
carried out during the month of Ramazan.
He was chairing meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Energy (CCE) in
Islamabad. It was informed that by March 2018 a total of 9,107 MW power would
be added to the transmission system, provided timelines are met.
Taking serious notice of the long hours of loadshedding and protests by the
people across the country, the prime minister directed that proactive and solution
oriented approach should be adopted by all line departments with the aim to
provide maximum relief in summer season.
Nawaz Sharif stated that the government is fully cognisant of the problems
faced by masses due to power shortage and will not rest till a significant relief is
provided. Keeping in view the urgency of the situation, he has called another
meeting of the CCE today (Tuesday).
Water & Power secretary briefed the meeting on implementation status of
previous decisions taken by CCE, current load management plan, circular debt,
transmission and distribution of power from upcoming power projects and status of
utilisation of idle power plants.
The CCE was informed that Bhikki and Haveli Bhadur Shah plants were
facing normal mechanical problems in some of their turbines which are being
resolved with the manufacturer. The prime minister directed to complete repairs at
the earliest.
It was further informed that monitoring of power generation and distribution
systems was being undertaken regularly with physical and field monitoring of 270
projects. Regular meetings were being held with CEOs of DISCOS to resolve
operational issues.
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It was informed that a special committee of the Ministry of Petroleum &
Natural Resources is working on a balanced conversion plan from conventional
fuels to LNG. The minister also briefed the CCE regarding new gas transmission
pipelines being built for LNG from Karachi to Lahore. CCE expressed satisfaction
over the pace of work on gas pipelines.
Кто виноват в энергетическом кризисе?
Who is to blame? Fix responsibility for electricity crisis: PM
Zafar Bhutta, Sardar Sikander. The Express Tribune. April 25,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392660/blame-fix-responsibility-electricity-crisis-pm/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Irked by the prolonged power outages that have put the
government in an embarrassing position, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has directed
the Ministry of Water and Power to fix responsibility for presenting misleading
figures regarding electricity demand and supply during the current summer.
Ministry of Water and Power secretary Younis Dagha and additional secretary
Omar Rasol have already been removed from the ministry in the wake of the
prevailing power shortfall that has plagued the country since beginning of hot
season.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has also directed the Ministry of Water and
Development to take immediate measures for resolution of tariff issues and to
ensure minimum load-shedding during upcoming Ramazan.
With load-shedding ongoing, PM orders performance probe
Sharif issued these instructions while chairing a meeting of the Cabinet
Committee on Energy (CCE) – the third in the ongoing month – in what came as
his first media appearance since the announcement of Panamagate verdict by the
Supreme Court on Thursday last week.
The development bears significance in the context of the existing political
scenario in which the power shortfall poses serious challenges for government
when seen in conjunction with the current political turmoil with opposition parties
demanding his resignation in view of the SC‘s verdict.
A source privy to the meeting told The Express Tribune that the premier
sounded concern during the meet-up that prolonged power outages were fuelling
anti-government sentiment which could allow opposition parties to cash in on the
situation.
The PM, the source said, was briefed by the officials of Ministry of Water and
Power that power outages had been ‗reduced remarkably‘ in the last few days.
However, a visibly concerned Sharif did not seem satisfied with this explanation,
asking the authorities to ‗do more‘ to reduce the power outages.
During the CCE meeting held on April 18, government officials had made a
rare yet embarrassing confession that they failed to curb power outages ahead of
the summer season, which caused unprecedented load-shedding in the country a
few days ago.
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During the April 18 moot that officials misinformed the PM that the power
shortfall had exceeded only 2,500MW while authentic estimates suggested then
that power shortfall exceeded 7,200MW as power generation‘s demand stood at
19,700MW while the supply was 12,500MW.
An official statement issued after the meeting said the secretary briefed the
meeting on current load management plan, implementation status of planned and
ongoing energy projects and enhancement of transmission system.
He said during the present government, a total of 9,625MW in 132 kilovolt
and 2,004 MW in 11 kilovolt systems capacity enhancement had been achieved in
the transmission system.
―[This] is unprecedented and is essential keeping in view new power
generation which is scheduled to come into national grid and allocated to
distribution companies in the next nine months,‖ he said.
Water and Power Development Authority Chairman Muzammil Hussain
briefed the meeting on the progress of hydel power projects including Dasu,
Diamer Bhasha and Mohmand Dam.
PM given misleading figures for summer load-shedding plan
The statement said the PM directed the Ministry of Water and Development
to take immediate measures for minimum load-shedding during the holy month of
Ramazan.
He also directed to immediately resolve ‗upfront tariff‘ issues with the
National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra) for different kinds of
sources including LNG, solar, coal, furnace oil, diesel and gas. Sharif further
directed that line departments should work out immediate solutions for
administrative and legal issues faced in implementation of energy projects on
priority.
The National Transmission & Dispatch Company was directed to pick up
pace of work on high voltage direct current transmission lines and other smaller
transmission lines projects. Sharif also directed to carry out comparative study
about efficiency of various power sources, for presentation in the next meeting.
―Government is working on multiple options of power generation so that
consumers are provided with uninterrupted power supply. For this purpose the
government has focused on adding base load thermal power projects which shall
ensure availability of power all through the year even during lean periods of hydro
power generation in 2018 and onwards,‖ Sharif said.
Веерное отключение может быть увеличено до 12-ти часов, - заявил
Хаваджа Асиф
Power outages may be extended to 12 hours, says Kh Asif
Muhammad Anis. The News. 20.04.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/199712Power-outages-may-be-extended-to-12-hours-says-Kh-Asif

Opposition stages protest against loadshedding in NA
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ISLAMABAD: The opposition members in the National Assembly on
Wednesday registered strong protest against the prolonged loadshedding across the
country as Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Muhammad Asif said that
possibly the loadshedding duration could be extended to 12 hours.
He admitted that the shortfall of electricity had exceeded 5,000MW, however,
he told the National Assembly (NA) that the current power crisis would end by
first week of May.
Speaking on the floor of NA on a calling attention notice by PPPP, the
minister said after the power plants closed for maintenance started generating
electricity, the shortage would end by the first week of May.
―Neither am I a ‗pir‘ nor does revelation come to me that I could know in
advance the expected heatwave in the country,‖ the minister said. The government,
after failure for four consecutive days, managed to complete quorum in the House
as the PPP member continued to lodge protest against disappearance of Zardari's
aides.
The lack of quorum was pointed out, however, the required number of
members were present in the House. The minister said that it was a fact that an
unexpected power crisis had emerged during past a few days due to early heatwave
and closure of some plants for maintenance. ―There was an unexpected surge in
power demand due to early heatwave widening gap between demand and supply,‖
he added.
He said usually the temperature did not rise much during April and keeping in
view the temperature trends of previous years, the power plants were scheduled to
be closed down in the month for maintenance.
The minister said after closure of the plants for maintenance there was an
shortage of 2,200MW and when the demand surged by 2,700MW, the total power
shortfall raised to over 5,000MW.
Khwaja Asif said from today (Wednesday) the Bhikki power plant started
providing 760MW uninterrupted power to the system while 6,400MW power
would be added to the system by the end of current year. The minister said it was a
miscalculation on the part of the government about the heatwave as the power
stations should have been closed for maintenance during March.
He reiterated government‘s commitment of overcoming loadshedding before
the next general elections. Giving details of power projects, Khwaja Asif said that
Nandipur power plant had already started producing 525MW while 3,600MW
power would come from Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) power projects, 600MW
from Sahiwal plant, 600MW from Neelum Jehlum, 600MW from Sahiwal-two,
435MW from solar plants and 315MW from Chashma-four.
He said around 3,000MW power would also be added to the system in the
start of next year as he stated that during last two years the government provided
uninterrupted power to industry ensuring that poor labourers continued to earn
living for their children. However, during Ramzan-ul-Mubarik, power to industries
would remain suspended during Sehr and Iftar to facilitate domestic consumers, he
added.
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Answering a question, he said all the mentioned projects had been started
during the present government‘s tenure as the only project of the previous
government was Nandipur power plant in which a lot of embezzlement was
unearthed. In this regard, he mentioned to number of LNG, solar and wind power
projects in different areas of the country.
Replying to another question, the minister said, situation at over 70 per cent
of the feeders closed for non-recovery had improved and in many areas people
started paying electricity bills. To a question by an Awami National Party
member, the minister said it was the PML-N government that paid over Rs70
billion to Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as net hydel profit.
Сейчас потребности в электричестве – 16.6 тыс. МВт, вырабатывается
лишь 12.4 тыс. МВт, нехватка – 4.2 тыс. МВт.
Govt confirms three-hour unscheduled loadshedding
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. April 14, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/14Apr-2017/govt-confirms-three-hour-unscheduled-loadshedding

ISLAMABAD - Although the forced loadshedding of more than six hours
underway in many parts of the country, the government has for the first time
confirmed three hours unscheduled load-shedding in the country.
Currently un-scheduled load-shedding of 1,588MW is taking place in the
country, said Federal Minister for Water and Power Khwaja Asif in a tweet on
Thursday. The current demand is 16,622MW while the generation is 12,382MW,
the minister tweeted. There is a shortfall of 4,240MW, he added.
However, the officials in the Ministry of Water and Power said that 4,240MW
deficit means around 5,000MW shortfall in the supply to the end consumers. ―You
can never supply 100 per cent power generated to the end consumers,‖ the official
said. ―Out of the total generation of 12,382MW, the distribution companies will be
hardly able to provide 11,700MW to the end consumers,‖ the official said.
Regarding 1,588MW unscheduled load-shedding, the official said, 500MW is
equal to one hour and 1588MW means more than three hours of forced loadshedding.
Earlier, this month the minister had claimed that 4,000-4,500MW electricity
will be added through additional hydel generation, gas and oil plants like Nandipur
and Guddu power plants by the end of April which will help control the power
outages. ―We are expecting an increase of 1000-1500MW in the Hydel power
generation, from current 2000MW to 3000-3500MW, as the snow melting starts
from April 20,‖ the minister said.
Similarly, four plants of 1200MW are on scheduled maintenance and they
will be operational during current month. The process of Nandipur gas conversion
will be completed by end of April, the minister said.
―We have been promised that Nandipur Power project will be able to generate
525MW electricity by end of April,‖ he added. Guddu power plant will also
increase generation by end of April and May, he claimed. Although the
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government has announced that there will be four hours load-shedding in urban
areas while in rural areas it will be six hours, yet in reality outages in rural areas
are more than double of the scheduled load-shedding.
Веерное отключение закончится в ноябре 2017 г., - заявил госминистр
No loadshedding after November, says minister
Imran Ali Kundi. The Natio. April 05, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/05-Apr2017/no-loadshedding-after-november-says-minister

ISLAMABAD - The government yesterday gave fresh dateline of November
2017 for ending loadshedding in the country, amid the long hours of unannounced
loadshedding being faced by the people in different parts of the country.
―With the energy reforms and positive initiatives of the current government,
electricity loadshedding in Pakistan would end by November 2017,‖ said Dr
Miftah Ismail, minister of state and Board of Investment chairman, while
addressing business community at Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The minister‘s statement came at the time when the country is facing massive
electricity shortfall of 4,554MW due to the unprecedented early heat wave and low
hydel power generation. The current power generation from all sources was
12,586MW against a demand of 17,140MW on April 3.
Miftah said the incumbent government has started energy projects of
25,000MW, which would be added to the national grid. Sharing the details of the
projects, he revealed LNG terminal would be operational by July or August this
year and LNG gas supply would be enhanced from 600MMBTU to 18,000
MMBTU that would reduce gas shortage. He said the government was exploiting
cheap energy sources to gradually bring down the cost of electricity that would
also reduce cost of doing business in Pakistan and make our industry more
competitive. He was hopeful that new gas connections for industry would be
opened by August this year.
The Board of Investment chairman said that level-playing field would be
provided to Pakistani and Chinese investors in CEPC projects and interest of local
business community would not be compromised. He said zero income tax and zero
duty on import of machinery would be available to investors for investing in SEZ
under CPEC for a certain period while the government would ensure supply of
electricity and gas to the investors. He said if the private sector was interested in
developing industrial zones under CPEC, the government would encourage it. He
invited ICCI delegation to his office for consultation regarding the establishment of
ICT Model Industry Zone in Islamabad under CPEC.
Speaking on this occasion, Khalid Iqbal Malik, president, Islamabad Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, said that for lack of a new industrial zone in
Islamabad, many industrialists were shifting to other areas, urging BoI to
accelerate efforts for setting up ICT Model Industrial Zone in Islamabad under
CPEC in consultation with ICCI to encourage industrialisation. He said FDI and
exports in other regional countries were on the rise while Pakistan was witnessing
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decline in FDI and exports. He advised the government to make export and
investment friendly policies in consultation with the private sector to stop this
unhealthy trend.
He was of the view that BoI should keep ICCI in loop about investment
opportunities and JVs in various sectors of Pakistan‘s economy so that FDI could
be promoted with joint efforts. He said that Pakistan Railways in cooperation with
ICCI had set up a dry port in Islamabad in 2005. The government should further
expand the said dry port to meet the future business needs in the scenario of CPEC,
he concluded.
Нехватка электроэнергии составила 4500 МВт.
Electricity shortfall soars past 4,500MW
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. 4/04/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/04-Apr2017/electricity-shortfall-soars-past-4-500mw

ISLAMABAD - While blaming the unprecedented early heat wave and low
hydel power generation for increased loadshedding in the country, Federal Minister
for Water and Power Khawaja Asif has hoped that the current state of affairs will
improve in two to three weeks.
At the same time, the minister admitted 4,554 megawatts (MW) of electricity
shortfall in the country.
―The of power outages are genuine and it is being caused by the sudden
increase in temperature, however, the loadshedding will be brought to three hours
in urban and four hours in rural areas before or by the end April,‖ said Khawaja
Asif while addressing a press conference here on Monday.
―The current power generation, as of April 3, from all sources, was 12,586
MW against a demand of 17,140 MW,‖ said the minister, who was flanked by
Water and Power Secretary Yousaf Naseem Khokar and former secretary
Mohammad Younus Dagha.
Asif said the loadshedding has nothing to do with the circular debt or the
government tussle with independent power producers (IPPs).
―The IPPs generation has increased this year (till April) to 7,495 MW against
6,217 MW generated by them during the same period in 2016,‖ he said.
The minister said that climate change was playing a key role in increasing the
temperature, as it was much higher this year as compared to the previous year.
―Temperature in Sukkur and Jacobabad in the last days of March and the first
week of April reached to 42°C which was higher by 4 to 6 degrees than the
previous years. Similarly, the temperature in Peshawar is 10°C higher (33°C this
year against 23°C in 2016), Islamabad 8°C higher (33°C against 25°C) and Multan
5°C higher (38°C against 33°C) against the last year,‖ the minister said.
―The unprecedented heatwave and the low hydel generation has forced the
NPCC and DISCOs to resort to unscheduled loadshedding, which is expected to be
overcome in two to three weeks,‖ the minister said.
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He said that 4,000MW to 5,000MW electricity will be added to the national
grid through additional hydel generation, gas and oil plants like Nandipur and
Guddu plants by the end of April which will help in controlling the power outages.
―We are expecting an increase of 1,000 to 1,500 MW in the hydel power
generation, from current 2,000 MW to 3,000-3,500 MW as the snow melting starts
from April 20,‖ the minister said.
Similarly, four plants of 1,200MW were on scheduled maintenance and they
will be operational during the current month.
―The process of Nandipur gas conversion will be completed by the end of
April,‖ the minister said. ―We have been promised that the Nandipur power project
will be able to generate 525 MW by the end of April,‖ he added.
The Guddu power plant will also increase generation by the end of April and
May, the minister claimed.
The surge was also unprecedented with an increased demand of 2,319 MW
for the month of April for this year as compared the same period of the previous
year.
On April 1, 2016, the demand was 15,651MW as compared to 17,970MW by
April 1, 2017.
The minister claimed that the power generation is still high than the previous
year. ―Our own generation companies (Gencos) are producing 2,836 MW while
IPPs are producing 8,000 MW. The demand for electricity is 17,140 MW in the
country,‖ he said.
―There are certain areas where load-shedding of up to 12 hours was being
carried out and it will continue because these areas do not pay bills. Due to losses
and the less recovery, we have de-electrified many regions, and removed
transformers, in all provinces,‖ said the minister.
While talking about the performance of the power sector during the last over
two years, the minister said that recoveries have improved from 88.6 per cent to
93.8 per cent while losses have been brought down from 17.9 percent to 19.1
percent.
―We have also fulfilled another promise that we will not only ensure
availability of electricity but cheap power. Power tariff has come down for solar
from Rs17 to Rs6 per unit; for the wind from Rs15 to Rs6.5 per unit, RLNG from
Rs9.5 to Rs6.6 per unit and coal is expected to go down from Rs8.5 to Rs7 per
unit,‖ the minister said.
Replying a question on the circular debt, Asif said that it stood at Rs385
billion. The IPPs have the claim of Rs161 billion and of this amount, Rs69 billion
are under litigation and the remaining amount is only Rs92 billion,‖ he said.
While talking about Neelum Jhelum project, the minister said that it would
start power generation in the summer of next year.
Regarding Sindh concerns over water cut, the minister said that some
politicians were politicising the water issue and there was no anomaly in this
regard.
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―The IRSA has a full record of water storage and releases. All provinces have
their representative in IRSA and current chairman of the authority is also from
Sindh and if there is any anomaly, he should talk about it,‖ the minister said.
Нехватка энергии – когда это закончится
Will energy shortage be overcome?
Ali
Shan
Azhar.
Economic
&
Business,
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Pakistan continues to face an average shortage of 4,000 megawatts in the
power sector owing to a substantial disconnect between installed power capacity
and actual generation.
Due to energy shortage, industrial and commercial entities have installed
back-up diesel generators, while households use battery-powered Uninterrupted
Power Supply (UPS) apparatus, often at significantly higher costs.
Small and medium-sized industrial and commercial enterprises and
households which cannot afford these high-cost alternatives have frequently been
at the rough end of the stick.
Despite hydropower being the cheapest source of electricity for Pakistan, the
prohibitively high capital costs to supplement the existing hydro resources has
distorted the hydro-thermal ratio in the power generation mix and resulted in a
significant increase in energy cost.
In the absence of cutting edge technology and transmission network
challenges, the indigenisation cost of solar and wind-based power is untenable.
Pakistan has also been looking forward to electricity imports from central
Asia to mitigate pressing power shortages.
Central Asia-South Asia Electricity Transmission and Trade Project (CASA)
through which Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan will supply 1,300MW of electricity to
Pakistan during the summer season, was formally launched last May. The fragile
security situation in Afghanistan has already led to upward cost revisions in the
project which will ultimately have an impact on the final tariff.
However, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s plans — to add to the national grid
and overcome the acute electricity shortage by 2018 — have been boosted by the
large funding received under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor framework.
The project has essentially provided coal-based (especially Thar coal) energy
financing which Pakistan was seeking to replace costlier generation. Reportedly,
19 energy projects valuing $34bn have been identified as ‗early harvest‘,
prioritised by the CPEC Joint Cooperation Committee.
Primarily coal-based power projects, with a cumulative capacity of about
5,000MW, would be operational during 2018. The government expects that this
generation, added to the output from some other non-CPEC projects, will all but
overcome the envisaged 8,000MW demand-supply gap.
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There are apprehensions that major power projects may not come on stream
as per announced schedule due to a variety of factors including technical, physical,
and financial limitations.
There are also questions about how well the weak and unreliable
Transmission and Distribution (T&D) system will cope with this new influx of
energy and whether there is enough infrastructural support to transmit it across the
country.
Currently the system is barely able to cope with the existing power generated.
Transmission lines, cables and transformation copper parts are dilapidated due to
inadequate upgrading, repair and maintenance; while most transformers are overloaded with little or no maintenance by the cash-strapped government-owned
distributors.
To improve system resilience, under the CPEC, an 878 kilometre long
4,000MW transmission line is to be constructed for power dispersal from south
Pakistan to Lahore and Faisalabad in the North. This key link in the transmission
infrastructure is expected to be in place by end-2018 at the earliest.
Power sector analysts, however, believe that the timelines of power
generation and transmission have not been coordinated effectively.
No new infrastructure initiative is planned to transmit power to energystarved Balochistan which currently does not have the capacity to absorb energy
beyond 500MW.
Also the government´s desperation to end power shortages has led to
investors being offered far too generous tariffs, saddling consumers with some of
the most expensive electricity in the region.
While new generation projects can help alleviate the physical shortfall once
completed, they have been negotiated without being subjected to competition to
provide electricity at an optimum cost. The government has in fact offered up to
34.5pc annual return on equity contributions under the CPEC and loans have been
obtained at 6pc interest rate, excluding insurance cost.
The energy sector will continue to be a major focus in the lead-up to the 2018
elections since resolving this crisis figured prominently in PML-N‘s manifesto.
Due to almost 5pc greater electricity generation by independent power
producers (IPPs), the average duration of load-shedding in urban areas has
currently been reduced to 2-5 hours per day, as compared to the 6-10 hours when
PML-N assumed control.
However, chunks of rural areas continue to remain off-grid and those that are
connected suffer through prolonged power outages.
The government is still looking for quick fixes to the mega crisis. Since taking
office, the government has repeatedly stated its intent to overcome load shedding
in time for the next poll, likely in May 2018. However, the PM‘s regular stock
taking of the progress notwithstanding, the inadequate and obsolete T&D network
and partial progress in addressing the deep structural issues casts a shadow over the
viability of the timeline.
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There is growing anxiousness among PML-N leaders about the extent to
which the government will be able to tackle load shedding before they hit the road
for the general election campaign.
The government is low on credibility as regards its pronouncements about
solving energy constraints. Only one-fourth of the Public Sector Development
Program (PSDP) budget for water and power projects has been released in the first
eight months of the ongoing fiscal year.
The Thar coalfields were declared a ‗game changer‘ last April with the
potential to generate 100,000MW of electricity. The same is true for the liquefied
natural gas (LNG) agreement with Qatar. The outcomes that have followed have
been decidedly modest and show the sheer opacity under which the entire power
sector operates.
Even information on the basic nature and intensity of the energy crisis as
shared by concerned authorities is often inconsistent. Transparency is needed in
every area of the sector so that a reliable picture can be built of its state of affairs.
According to a Nationwide Public Opinion Poll, conducted last August by the
Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency (PILDAT) on
assessing citizens‘ views on ‗quality of governance‘ in Pakistan, only 38pc of the
respondents expressed satisfaction with the performance of the federal government
to improve the electricity situation. A much higher proportion (58pc) believes that
the present government is unlikely to solve the energy crisis.
goldenstar2005@hotmail.com

Отключение (веерное) электроэнергии продолжается уже 4 года, и
ПМЛ(Н) ничего не может сделать.
Four years on, PML-N fails to end power outages
The Express Tribune, April 3rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1372574/hollowpromises-four-years-pml-n-fails-end-power-outages/

LAHORE: With the ruling party entering its last year of the five-year term,
its pre-election promises to end power outages are coming back to haunt the rulers.
Opposition parties have started to rub it in by grilling the ruling party over its
failure to end the energy crisis.
With the general elections planned next year and power outages surging again
corresponding to the rising mercury level, a great opportunity has crept up for the
opposition as the government has badly failed to rein in load shedding even after
four years in power.
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) leader Manzoor Wattoo says various party
leaders had advised PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari to give the go-ahead for
initiating agitation campaigns across the country over the worsening power crisis.
Energy Crisis; PML-N will end power outages
He said the ruling party had promised to end power outages in six months
after coming into power, but load shedding had increased in the past four years of
the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz rule.
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Wattoo said the PPP leadership would deliberate on the proposals to launch
agitations against increase in load-shedding hours in its meeting planned for
Tuesday. ―If the party chairman gives the go-ahead, the PPP will launch
nationwide protests,‖ he said.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Central Punjab President Abdul Aleem Khan also
criticised rulers over the increasing power outages.
Earlier, he said, rulers claimed to ending load-shedding in six months and
now when the situation had spiralled out of control, they were giving deadlines for
2018.
He said the end of PML-N was near and the rulers had started promising an
end to the energy crisis, water shortage and unemployment by 2018.
Aleem said the summer season had just begun and the country was facing
power outages even in urban centres. ―Trade, industry and common citizens are
getting affected equally owing to scheduled and unscheduled load-shedding,‖ he
lamented.
Recalling Shehbaz Sharif‘s slogan of changing his name if his party failed to
end the energy crisis, the PTI leader said the Punjab chief minister should change
his name and resign from his office.
According to power generation and demand statistics, energy shortfall has
touched 5,000MW, resulting in eight to 10 hours of outages in urban areas and up
to 14 hours in rural and sub-urban areas.
Data indicates total electricity production in the country is around 9,400MW
whereas power demand has swelled to 14,800 MW. The widening gap between
power generation and demand is mainly due to reduction in hydropower
generation.
Nawaz government poised to see off power outages
The country‘s hydropower generation capacity is 6,500MW but only 1,900
MW is being produced. Private power houses are providing around 5,400MW
electricity whereas 2,000MW is generated from other sources.
Energy experts believe there is no permanent solution to the current energy
crisis until the government invests in hydropower generation by augmenting water
reservoirs capacity.
«В стране исчезнет веерное отключение электричества через 12 месяцев,
- заявил Исаак Дар.
Country will be free of loadshedding within 12 months: Dar
The News. 31/03/2017 https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195682-Country-will-be-freeof-loadshedding-within-12-months-Dar

ISLAMABAD: Minister for Finance Ishaq Dar said on Thursday that
Pakistan would be free of loadshedding within 12 months.
―Financial discipline and macroeconomic stability have been restored and
within 12 months‘ period Pakistan will be free of loadshedding. Irrespective of
petty politics, let‘s join hands for bringing betterment in the country,‖ Ishaq Dar
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said while speaking at the signing ceremony of Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) between the Universal Service Fund (USF) and CADD for establishing IT
labs at 107 schools for rural female students in Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT)
here at the Ministry of Information Technology.
Minister of State for IT and Telecom Anusha Rehman and Minister of State
for CADD Dr Tariq Fazal Chaudhry were present on the occasion. Ishaq Dar said
that Pakistan would be heading towards progress and prosperity as there were
projections done by international institutions that Pakistan would be joining comity
of G-20 in the years to come as its existing position stood at 44th in the ranking of
the world‘s economy.
―Pakistan‘s economy can be ahead of Canada, Korea and Italy,‖ the minister
said while referring to these projections and said that they had achieved turnaround
of the economy within three and a half years period as when they came to power
there were predictions of default and economic collapse of the country. According
to announcement of the Finance Ministry, the signing ceremony was held at
Ministry of Information Technology and Telecom (MoITT) where two MoUs were
signed.
The first MoU was signed between USF/MoITT and the Federal Directorate
of Education (FDE), for establishment of computer labs in girls‘ schools in rural
Islamabad. Another MoU was signed between the USF and Microsoft for the
training of over 90 teachers by Microsoft for these computer labs. USF will
appoint the teachers for these labs. CEO of USF Haris M Chaudhry and General
Manager Microsoft Leila Serhan signed the MoU.
The USF board of directors chaired by the minister of state for IT and
Telecom approved this special project for girls in collaboration with FDE and
Microsoft. Under this project, state-of-the-art ICT facilities and trained human
resources will be provided to the selected girls‘ schools at primary, middle and
secondary level in rural areas of ICT, in addition to operational and maintenance
support for three years to these schools. This special project aims to benefit the
girls at these schools by fostering digital coding skills and building early stage
aptitude for ICT related careers. The project is expected to empower these girls by
equipping them with modern IT knowledge and opening the doors of the IT sector
to them. This will facilitate these young women in becoming entrepreneurs,
contributors to the knowledge-based economy and the future builders of the nation.
Ishaq Dar stated that the government has made significant progress on the 4
E‘s which were part of PML-N‘s manifesto for the 2013 general elections, i.e.
energy, economy, elimination of extremism, and education/social sector. He
highlighted that a reputable major international financial institution has predicted
Pakistan to become the 20th largest global economy by 2030.
Anusha Rahman appreciated the cooperation of FDE, Microsoft and USF for
fully supporting this initiative. She said that the project will improve the lives of
many young girls by equipping them with IT skills.
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Dr Tariq Fazal thanked all the stakeholders for their commitment to this
project and said that the project will help in bridging the IT and education gap
between the urban and rural areas of Pakistan.
Отключение электроэнергии возросло – 7 часов в Исламабаде и 14 часов
в сельской местности.
Power outages increase by 7-14 hours
The News. 30.03.2017.
increase-by-7-14-hours

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195466-Power-outages-

ISLAMABAD: With sudden surge in mercury, the demand in electricity has
risen at a time when the hydro generation is touching the lowest ebb up to
1952MW against hydel capacity of over 7,000MW.
The situation has exposed the country to loadshedding of seven hours in urban
centers and 14 hours in rural areas. The current electricity generation stands at
12,442MW whereas the demand has instantly surged up to over 16,000MW.
―So far the generation of 2,500 to 3,000MW electricity has been added to the
system, but at the same time the growth in demand has also swelled to a large
extent. The housing societies almost in all big cities have increased manifold
resultantly triggering the massive increase in the demand. So the country is going
to be exposed to loadshedding again and it may increase in the month of April,‖ a
senior official told The News.
When the hydro generation comes in the system in the range of 6,5007,000MW, in the months of June, July and August, the demand will be at the
higher side. ―So the power deficit continues to haunt in the forthcoming summer
season.‖
Sources say that IPPs are not generating the electricity as per their capacity
because of the cash flow situation. So much so, some of the IPPs are currently nonoperational. Against their capacity to generate electricity of 5,500MW, they are
producing just 2,500-3,000MW of electricity on account of cash flow situation.
They have already demanded sovereign guarantee and have sought immediate
release of Rs48 billion. The buildup of IPPs dues with the government stands at
Rs254 billion. The overall circular debt has risen to Rs414 billion excluding the
Wapda dues and if the power sector loans of about Rs356 billion parked in the
power holding company limited are included, then the circular debt has swelled to
Rs825 billion. However, the ministry says that circular debt currently stands at
Rs393 billion.
The official sources argue that the government‘s shyness in spending the
‗hard earned foreign exchange reserves‘ in purchasing the furnace oil, diesel and
LNG in required quantity coupled with financial constrains of the government on
account of circular debt are the main reasons to capitalise the existing potential of
the electricity generation resulting in the increase in loadshedding.
However, spokesman for the ministry says that the loadshedding has
increased because of massive reduction in hydro generation and it will increase in
the next month. He says that in April the power outages will soar to 4 hours in
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cities and 6 hours in rural areas. However, when the hydro generation increases,
the loadshedding will go on its earlier plan.
But when this correspondent made calls to many people in cities like
Rawalpindi, Lahore, Sialkot, Gujrat, Faisalabad, Gujranwala and so much so the
suburban areas of Islamabad such as Bhara Kahu, they all say that the
loadshedding has increased to almost 7 hours and rural areas power outages have
soared by 12 to 14 hours in the last 3-4 days.
It is pertinent to mention that federal secretary Younas Dagha claimed in an
exclusive talk with The News on February 1, 2017 that in October, 2017, the
existing loadshedding would be wiped out as the peak demand of 6,500MW would
be met. However, over 9,000MW would be added by March 2018 that would say
goodbye to the loadshedding once for all. However, the experts suggest that the
more electricity generation will add more circular debt as on the front of the line
losses and recovery, the government is sustaining mammoth loss which appears in
the shape of addition to the circular debt every year. So much so the ministry says
that that Nepra should allow 18 percent line losses in the tariff as against 15.2
percent. One present means loss of Rs15 billion. This means that the end
consumers are paying Rs225 billion in the tariff per year against the inefficiency,
theft and losses in the system and if 18 percent losses are included in the tariff, end
consumers will pay Rs 270billion in a year.
The independent experts are of the view that in case the government increases
the electricity generation, the existing circular debt will also increase unless the
cost of the electricity generation is met. And in the presence of existing line losses,
less recovery of electricity bills, and less tariff differential subsidy and more
importantly inefficient power sector, the monster of circular debt will continue to
haunt owing to which the governments in future will not be able to ensure the
availability of electricity at the doorstep of the end consumers.
Реализация проекта CASA-1000 начнется в 2018 году
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/108193.html. 15.03.2017.

КАБУЛ, 15 марта. Министерство энергетики и водоснабжения
Афганистана объявило, что строительные работы по региональному проекту
CASA-1000 начнутся в 2018 году, после закупок необходимых
стройматериалов.
Расходы по строительству в афганских провинциях возьмут на себя
другие страны-участницы: Кыргызстан, Таджикистан и Пакистан, передаѐт
афганский телеканал «Толо». Напомним, что общая стоимость проекта
CASA-1000, высоковольтной ЛЭП, которая свяжет Кыргызстан,
Таджикистан, Афганистан и Пакистан, составляет около 1,17 млрд. долларов.
Проект
финансируют
Всемирный
банк,
Соединѐнные
Штаты,
Великобритания, а также европейские банки.
Ранее предполагалось, что Афганистан также будет закупать
электроэнергию в рамках проекта, однако в прошлом году афганское
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правительство отказалось от этого, оставив за страной только транзитные
функции. Предполагается, что ежегодный доход Афганистана от транзита
электричества в Пакистан составит около 50 млн. долларов.
Под эгидой КПЭК будет построено 19 энергообъектов на сумму в 35
млрд. долл.
Chinese firms to invest $35bn in 19 power projects
Dawn, March 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319576/chinese-firms-to-invest35bn-in-19-power-projects

ISLAMABAD: Chinese companies will be investing $35 billion in 19 power
projects which will generate 12,134 MW of electricity under the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, said Secretary Water and Power, Mohammad
Younis Dagha on Thursday.
During a presentation to the Public Accounts Committee (PAC), Mr Dagha
said Chinese companies will also be investing in five coal projects in Thar, four
imported coal projects, four wind power projects, three hydro power projects and
one solar power project along with a 660 KV transmission line between Sindh and
Punjab.
The meeting was told that due to the Thar coal projects, Sindh will be able to
contribute 3,960 MW to the national grid, the imported coal project will contribute
4,260 MW, the hydro project will contribute 2,714 MW, the solar project will
contribute 900 MW and the wind power project will add 300 MW to the national
grid.
Sindh will be getting the lion‘s share of this energy at 5,580 MW, Punjab will
be given 2,940 MW, Balochistan will be given 1,620 MW, Azad Jammu and
Kashmir will be given 1,124 MW and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will be given 870
MW.
Members of the committee asked if the existing railway infrastructure will be
able to transport coal for the energy project to which Secretary Planning Division
Yousaf Naseem Khokar said that Chinese companies are also investing in and
providing loans for the up-gradation of railway tracks from Peshawar to Karachi
and that the matter is being discussed between Pakistani and Chinese officials. He
said the updradation of the ML-1 track from Peshawar to Karachi will cost $8.2
billion.
After a query by PAC member Abdul Ghafoor Haideri, Mr Dagha said major
parts of Balochistan will be give relief from power loadshedding by the end of the
year. He said efforts were being made to connect Gawadar with the national grid
and a 300 MW project has also been planned for Gawadar city.
In regards to the overall requirement of electricity, Mr Dagha said: ―At
present we have 20,000 MW of electricity in the system‖. He said that 6,000 MW
will be added to the grid by the end of 2018.
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Не будет веерного отключения электричества во время финала крикета
Супер Лиги
No load shedding across Pakistan during PSL final: minister
Daily Times. 1/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Mar-17/no-load-sheddingacross-pakistan-during-psl-final-minister

LAHORE: State Minister for Water and Power Chaudhry Abid Sher Ali and
Member National Assembly Chaudhry Tahir Bashir Cheema inaugurated 220kV
Chishtian grid station in Bahawalnagar on Tuesday.
Speaking on the occasion, the minister said that the government was
committed to eliminating load shedding from the country. Power projects of over
10,000MW capacity are being completed on fast track.
The 220kV grid station along with 88km transmission line has been
constructed by the National Transmission and Despatch Company (NTDC) with a
total outlay of Rs 2,633 million. The minister appreciated the NTDC management,
engineers and staff for timely completion of the project and said that the grid
station would end forced load shedding, improve voltage level and minimise
tripping. Resultantly, power supply for the people of Chishtian, Bahawalnagar,
Hasilpur, Noor Sar, Haroonabad, Dhahranwala and Fortabbas will be improved in
urban and rural, he said.
The minister said that the Ministry of Water and Power, NTDC and
distribution companies (DISCOs) had overcome 90 percent system constraints and
maximum relief would be provided to the consumers during Ramazan.
He announced that there would be no load shedding across the country on the
day of Pakistan Super League (PSL) final match being held in Lahore. He told
assured the locals for creation of new subdivisions in the Multan Electric Power
Company (MEPCO) offices to ease their problems related to electricity.
While giving the details of NTDC projects, NTDC GSC General Manager
Wajahat Saeed Rana said that 220kV grid station would provide power to six
132kV grid stations of MEPCO for subsequent distribution to feeders. He said that
NTDC was completing its projects on war footing to connect 50 power plants with
the national grid. "Presently, 37 projects of grid stations and transmission lines are
under different stages of completion.
He mentioned that the NTDC had recently connected 1,320MW coal-fired
power plant and 1,230MW RLNG Bhikki Power Plant. Whereas transmission line
for 230MW Haveli Bahadur Shah Project will be connected soon since its
transmission line has already been completed, he added.
Веерное отключение электроэнергии – только на 3 часа, - заявил Наваз
Шариф
West not conspiring against CPEC: PM
Salim Bokhari. The Nation. February 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Feb2017/west-not-conspiring-against-cpec-pm
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ANKARA - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said he does not see any
indication that the United States and West were engaged in destabilising ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Power generation
He informed a questioner that he government has reduce the daily
loadshedding hours from 12 to mere three and with the commissioning of new
energy plants, this menace would be eradicated. Work on several energy projects
was at the advance stage and their commissioning was around the corner, he said.
He said he realises that it was difficult to comprehend the massive activity in
progress at various energy plants. It was in this context that he was planning a
comprehensive briefing to inform the people of Pakistan about the state of affairs
in energy sector.
Replying to another question, he said that in three ongoing projects at Bhikki,
Baluki and Sahiwal the government had saved Rs100 billion in terms of actual
cost. He added that in the construction of CPEC motorways, Rs350 billion had
been saved.
Выработка электроэнергии в Пакистане в 2016 г. - источники
Economy vs environment: Thar coal and a test of Pakistan's priorities
Zofeen T. Ebrahim. Dawn. 22.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314947/economy-vsenvironment-thar-coal-and-a-test-of-pakistans-priorities
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Иран решил увеличить подачу электроэнергии в Пакистан с 130 МВт
до 3000 МВт.
Iran ready to increase electricity supply to Pakistan
SHEHARYAR
ALI.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1323005/iran-ready-increase-electricity-supply-pakistan/

11th,

2017.

KARACHI: Iran is ready to increase electricity supply to Pakistan from the
existing 130 megawatts to 3,000 megawatts, said Iranian Consul General Ahmad
Mohammadi.
He was speaking at the Iranian Consulate General on Thursday at an event
held to mark the 38th anniversary of the Iranian revolution. Sindh Chief Minister
Murad Ali Shah, who was the chief guest, and his predecessor, Qaim Ali Shah,
were also present.
According to Mohammadi, the Iran gas pipeline is the cheapest, most secure
and profitable source of energy for Pakistan. It is a turning point for ties between
the two countries and both are determined to complete it at the earliest, he said.
Business and economic ties between Pakistan and Iran had been hampered
over the past many years by international sanctions on Tehran over its nuclear
programme. In January 2016, most of the curbs were removed, which triggered
extensive efforts by both sides to revive economic ties.
However, the new US administration, led by President Donald Trump,
slapped fresh sanctions on Iran last week after Tehran conducted a ballistic rocket
test.
Mohammadi said that the expansion of ties with neighbouring countries is one
of the priorities of Iran‘s foreign policy and Pakistan, being a Muslim neighbouring
country, has a very special place in the foreign policy of Iran.
Iran desires prosperity, security and stability of Pakistan and believes that it
will also be beneficial for Iran, he said.
Iranian President Hasan Rouhani also signed an agreement with Pakistan last
year for the expansion of cooperation in trade and energy.
Mohammadi announced that an exhibition of Iranian products is going to be
held from February 24 to 27 in Karachi and a solo exhibition of Pakistan products
will be organised in Tehran in April.
Talking about the relations of Iran with the province of Sindh in particular,
Mohammadi said that the ties are excellent.
He said that due to Sindh‘s pivotal role in Pakistan‘s economy, culture and
politics, it also enjoys a special place in foreign relations between Iran and
Pakistan.
Mohammadi said that it was with full cooperation of the Sindh government
that Iran constructed four hospitals in Badin, Khairpur, Nawabshah and Thatta and
three high schools in Badin, Khairpur and Larkana.
Talking about his own country, Mohammadi said that despite economic
sanctions, Iran has managed to come this far and has remained the most stable,
peaceful country in the entire Middle Eastern region.
Speaking on the occasion, CM Murad Ali Shah recalled that Iran was the first
country that recognised Pakistan as an independent state.
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―I totally agree that Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline is an important project,‖ he
said. ―It will bring cheapest energy to Pakistan and it is an honour for our party that
it was former president Asif Ali Zardari who conceived this project.‖
Электро-компании заявляли о веерном отключении на 1 час в день, а
на самом деле – 8-10 часов в города и 10-12 в сельской местности.
Power companies grossly understate duration of outages
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
5th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1317196/nepras-2014-15-report-power-companies-grosslyunderstate-duration-outages/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra)
has accused power distribution companies of presenting wrong figures of
electricity outages.
In the Performance Evaluation Report 2014-15, the regulator commented that
the data provided by the distribution companies did not represent the factual
position on load-shedding in rural and urban areas of the country.
During visits to different distribution companies, Nepra professionals noted
an average 8 to 10 hours of load-shedding a day in urban areas and 10 to 12 hours
of power cuts in rural regions.
However, the data provided by the distribution companies indicated only one
to four hours of load-shedding.
The National Power Control Centre (NPCC) has issued instructions for
resorting to six hours of outages in urban areas and eight hours in rural areas.
Sukkur Electric Power Company (Sepco) in its data surprisingly showed that
it carried out load-shedding for only one hour in its jurisdiction during 2014-15,
but it was not correct. Since the percentage of losses suffered by Sepco was higher,
just one hour of load-shedding was incomprehensible.
It was also noted with concern that, according to the data, the average
duration of load-shedding in Karachi was only one hour in 2014-15, which was
contradictory to the factual position and media reports.
Additionally, it was found that the distribution companies were not following
the set order for load-shedding according to different categories of consumers.
The transmission and distribution (T&D) losses of distribution companies
were also a source of worry for the regulator.
Nepra sets T&D loss targets for the companies through their tariff
determination. Cutting back on these losses is crucial for improvement in the
financial health as well as the services provided for the consumers.
According to the 2014-15 data provided by the companies, except for
Islamabad Electric Supply Company (Iesco), all the distribution firms missed their
respective targets. Sepco was the worst performer followed by Peshawar Electric
Supply Company (Pesco), K-Electric, Quetta Electric Supply Company (Qesco)
and Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (Hesco).
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While reasons for the failure to meet the goals vary from company to
company, generally these included the impact of terrain, length of the line, old and
deteriorating network, theft, etc.
Over time, most of the distribution companies had recorded slight
improvement in cutting back on the losses, except for the Lahore Electric Supply
Company (Lesco), Multan Electric Power Company (Mepco) and Qesco.
The performance of Qesco had been quite dismal as its recoveries consistently
remained below 50%. Similarly, Sepco and Hesco had alarmingly low recovery
rates in 2014-15.
Iesco stood on top in the wake of its plausible performance to curb losses,
improve recoveries and act in line with the time frame for new connections.
Sepco came on the last (10th) position because of its poor performance
primarily in the segments of T&D losses and time frame for new connections.
Gujranwala Electric Power Company (Gepco) and Mepco have same points
but they had been assigned second and third rankings respectively keeping in view
the number of fatal accidents in areas covered by the two companies.
Веерное отключение в Пакистане прекратится к концу пребывания у
власти нынешнего правительства, - заявили в Нац. Ассамблее.
Loadshedding to end in current govt‘s tenure, NA told
Atif Khan. The Nation. February 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/02-Feb2017/loadshedding-to-end-in-current-govt-s-tenure-na-told

ISLAMABAD - After failing to meet different deadlines to end blackout in
the country, the government Wednesday told the National Assembly that loadshedding would be overcome in its current tenure.
During the Question Hour, when Parliamentary Secretary Jaffar Iqbal gave
details of upcoming projects to meet the electricity demand, a member asked as
when load-shedding would be ended in the country. The parliamentary secretary
parried the question and continued highlighting the government efforts during last
three years.
At this point, Speaker Ayaz Sadiq smilingly asked the parliamentary secretary
as when load-shedding would be ended in the country. He replied very soon.
However, after realising facial expressions of the members, he said: ―loadshedding would be ended during the tenure of current government. There was
laughter in the house but the Speaker was quick to move to next question.
Answering a question about unavailability of electricity and water in Gwadar,
Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Muhammad Asif in a written reply said
that presently 69MW of electricity is supplied to Makran region, including Gwadar
city. He said provision of electricity to Gwader pertains to Gwadar Development
Authority (GDA).
However, he said, under the CPEC, a dedicated 300MW coal fired power
plant is being established in Gwadar under IPP mode while projects, including a
132KV Grid Station Deep Sea Port Gwadar, 132 KV Downtown Gwadar Grid
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Station, 132 KV Grid Station in Singhar housing society, Naag-Basima 132 KV
Transmission Line has been included in PSDP 2016-17.
Answering a question, Jaffar Iqbal said currently Pakistan is importing 74MW
of electricity from Iran. He said a contact has also been signed with Iran for import
of 100MW electricity for Gwadar.
To another question, the house was told that the total number of Aids or HIV
patients in the country is 17,224. In KP, total number of AIDS patients is 2,085
while 1,348 are under treatment. It was said that government has established 21
HIV/AIDS Treatment, 11 Prevention of Parents to Child Transmission (PPTCT)
Centres and 20 Community Home Based Centres (CHBC).
When pointed out that two employees of PIMS hospital are Aids patients and
two children suffering from Thalassemia were injected infectious blood, the
speaker directed authorities to take appropriate action.
Answering another question, the house was told that the Government of
Punjab has disbursed Rs23.67 billion among 1,080,293 of 33 districts of the
province. The Kissan Package was for all the provinces but it was implemented in
Punjab only because other provinces did not provide fifty per cent amount.
Parliamentary Secretary for Ports and Shipping Mian Imtiaz Ahmad said that
Pakistan National Shipping Corporation is intending to start passenger-cum cargo
ferry service within the country.
CASA-1000 отложен по просьбе французской стороны до 2020 г.
CASA-1,000 delayed as French firm seeks more time
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
29th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1310019/bids-converter-stations-casa-1000-delayed-french-firmseeks-time/

Project is now likely to be completed in 2020, two years later than the earlier
target
ISLAMABAD: The award of contract for the supply of converter stations
under the Central Asia-South Asia (Casa) 1,000-megawatt power import project
has been put off again following a request from French company Alstom to extend
the bid-filing deadline to April this year.
―Four countries that are part of the project – Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Afghanistan and Pakistan – have agreed to give relaxation in the time frame
keeping in view the request of Alstom, which is a credible name and a major
supplier of converter stations across the world,‖ an official said.
Pakistan has to plan its role: FCCI
Several interested companies including General Electric of the US, Siemens
of Germany and Japan‘s Mitsubishi had responded to the invitation for bids.
However, Alstom sought more time.
Two converter stations are planned to be set up – one each in Tajikistan and
Pakistan – for transmitting electricity under the Casa-1,000 project that will link
Central and South Asia through an energy corridor.
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The Central Asia-South Asia Regional Electricity Market is envisaged to be
developed in a phased manner through institutional arrangements and
infrastructure building that will utilise Central Asia‘s power resources to tackle
shortages in South Asia.
Earlier, bids were invited one year ago, but these were cancelled later in the
face of high prices quoted for setting up the converter stations, which would
convert direct current into alternative current or the reverse. ―A fresh process for
awarding the contract is going on,‖ the official said.
In another tender, the project stakeholders have sought bids for laying
transmission lines in their territories.
―Converter stations are very important, but the building of transmission lines
is not a hectic task; even Pakistani companies can lay the transmission lines,‖ the
official said.
Earlier, the Casa-1,000 project was expected to be completed by the end of
2017 or the beginning of 2018. However, the target will be missed due to the delay
in the award of tender for the setting up of converter stations. ―Now, this project is
likely to be ready in 2020,‖ the official said.
Monetary policy: SBP keeps key interest rate unchanged at 5.75%
Project stakeholders have also framed third-party access rules that allow
a country, which is not part of the scheme, to export electricity.
Pakistan is also interested in importing thermal electricity as Tajikistan will
be providing hydroelectric power for only five months in a year. There will be no
supply of hydel electricity from the Central Asian states in winter.
The regulator – National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra) – has
approved a tariff of 9.41 cents per unit for electricity import from Central Asia.
This includes energy charges at 5.15 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh),
transmission charges at 2.91 cents per kWh, transit fee for Afghanistan at 1.25
cents per kWh and wheeling charges for Tajikistan at 0.10 cent per kWh.
Энергетические проблемы Пакистана. Использование энергии солнца
Solar energy; the alternative
Azal Zahir. The Nation. 25.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/25-Jan-2017/solarenergy-the-alternative

With the world working towards an effort to limit global greenhouse gas
emissions to prevent irrevocable damage from an increase in global temperatures
by 2 degrees centigrade, expansion in renewable energy has become all the more
crucial. However, the need for renewable energy is no longer singularly linked
with climate change and clean air, but it is linked to;
1) economic prosperity,
2) preventing structural violence against the least well off,
3) prevention of conflict, and
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4) a solution to energy shortages in a world of finite resources. It is
considered likely that the world will begin to experience significant shortages of
conventional petroleum by the second and third decade of the 21st century.
Pakistan is one low-income country suffering from huge energy deficits that
are not being met even with its primary source – oil and gas. 80% of its electricity
is produced through fossil fuel combustion. A country that has foreign debts, a
declining economy, and is riddled with economic, structural and physical violence
and state terrorism, the added lack of energy in the country further fuels the
conflagration. Tempers rage and frustrations rise, feeding crime and even more
violence. It also exacerbates the provincial divide in the nation when the illustrious
Punjab remains the most prestigious, favoured and prosperous province when
compared to the rest of the nation.
The country lost 7% of its GDP (approximately $13 million) in 2015 due to
constant power outages and load-shedding. 500,000 households are facing the
problem of unemployment as businesses have been forcefully shutdown. $286
million is the approximate expenditure on Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS)
and battery chargers alone. Gas and oil reserves are estimated to only last another
10 and 9 years, respectively in the country. Currently, the rural areas (with an
estimated 70% of the total population) still depend upon biomass for cooking and
heating purposes such as dung cakes, agricultural residue, kerosene lamps, crop
roots and wood to cater to household needs. This further worsens the problem of
deforestation and ecological damage, as well as proves the existence of an unequal
societal structure. The World Bank has also found that 45 percent of households in
rural areas still use kerosene as a primary or secondary source of lighting.
Demand is increasing 10% annually with shortfalls also increasing every year.
This increase in demand is attributed largely to the domestic sector which has
grown 9%. According to the World Bank, some 44% of households in Pakistan are
not even connected to the national grid. These communities spend an estimated
$2.3 billion per year on items such as candles and kerosene.
Electricity theft, as a result of consistent power outages, has also seen a rise
(including in wealthy areas of the country). Individuals have unlicensed access to
electricity lines and do not pay bills, adding to the problem of circular debt, which
accumulated to $8 billion in 2012. Changes in the international oil market also
projects constant pressure on the economy of the country, as wavering prices
fluctuates the per unit cost of electricity.
Pakistan is a country that could truly benefit from solar renewable energy as it
is considered to have one of the highest solar insulation on Earth. Studies have
indicated that the nation experiences up to 200 W/m2 of solar radiation in most
parts of its territory, except for the northern most and coastal regions. Day lengths
average 12-14 hours in summer with 8-10 hours in winter. On average, daytime
lasts about 10 hours with an average solar radiation intensity ranging from
1500W/m2/day to 2750W/m2/day, with maximum radiation coming from
Southern Punjab, Sindh and Balochistan. In an area of 100 m2, 45 MW to 83 MW
power per month can potentially be generated in these regions. The total potential
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for renewable energy in Pakistan is about 167700 MW which is over 8 times more
than the total electricity demand of 19000 MW of the country.A study conducted
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA reported that there
exists in the nation a solar energy potential of 2.9 million MW. Solar energy
market stands to grow from $79.7 billion to $123.7 billion and with Germany
setting massive precedents worldwide in renewable energy. Pakistan could truly
take advantage of this growing field. Comparatively, solar energy is also the only
renewable energy option that can be constructed in the shortest time period without
excessive investment such as for geo-thermal or hydal power.
People should be encouraged to delve into individual or community (shared)
energy stations. Empowered with the know-how on solar energy establishment,
whole communities could come together and share in investments and expenses to
lessen the load. For individually powered homes, the net energy produced (i.e the
surplus to their household requirement) could be sold to neighbours or solar panels
could be leased to them. Public private partnerships could benefit one another
through this net metering as well, such as an industry selling surplus energy to
nearby communities or vice versa. Alternatively, surplus energy could also be
transferred back to the national grid. This should immediately send signals to
government and utility agencies on the moves they should be making. As
witnessed in Germany, energy utility companies may have to face solar
competitiveness as individual/independent solar PVS are on the rise.
The time to do this now couldn‘t be better when the private solar market in
Pakistan has steadily begun to grow – the private sector has imported 350 MW of
solar panels in 2013. For projects under 1 MW, net metering (surplus energy
production) regulations came into effect in 2015. The private sector is targeting 1
million customers and adding an estimated 3000 MW of solar power via net
metering. Investor interests have increased since 2014 and recent tariff
determinations by the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA)
means more projects are expected. There exists a tax exemption on the import of
PhotoVoltaic (PV) modules given by the Alternative Energy Development Board
(AEDB) which has resulted in a sharp rise in the imports of solar panels in the
country. Our friend and neighbour, China (currently making the biggest global
move toward renewable energy itself) has begun making the cheapest solar PV
panels in the world. The previous Rate of Return (RoI) on solar investment took 7
years, but with breakthroughs in solar technology, now it may take less than 3.
Individual households in Pakistan should be taking advantage of this
situation, and should install solar panels to cater to their needs. In doing so utility
bills will go down, UPS and generator costs can be bid adieu and ultimately reduce
the load on the national grid. This could give room to utility agencies and the
government to work toward ending the circular debt and clamp down on energy
thieves. Approximately, 67% of domestic energy consumption stems from
inefficient appliances such as lights and fans. Consequently, it is estimated that,
39% of load-shedding can be reduced by simply making use of energy efficient
fans and 47% by the use of energy efficient bulbs. A simple fan working at night in
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the heat of the summer, would ensure a decent night‘s sleep that would then ensure
better productivity of the individual and, by extension, the nation.
Пакистан в 2016 г. импортировал генераторы на сумму в 283 млрд.
рупий (2.7 млрд. долл.).
Pakistan imports generators worth Rs 283 billion in 2016
Daily Times. 22/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/22-Jan-17/pakistan-importsgenerators-worth-rs-283-billion-in-2016

KARACHI: The government could not fulfill its promise of resolving the
power crisis in 2016 as the country imported Rs 282.5 billion worth of power
generating machinery in the said year.
Despite claims by the government of bringing improvement in the energy
crisis, power generating machinery's demand soared as Pakistan spent Rs 172.9
billion on the import of power generating machinery during July-December of the
current fiscal, showing 110 percent growth over same period of last fiscal.
This exorbitant rise clearly indicates that the demand for power generating
machinery is continuously putting pressure on the import bill of Pakistan, as
precious foreign currency is utilized for the import of generators. It is to be noted
that Pakistan's monthly average bill for power generating machinery stood at $52
million by 2012, however the lingering power outages pushed this bill gigantically
up to $225 million in December 2016.
The government was continuously claiming addition of significant electricity
on the national grid last year, but the statistics indicate that the country is still
struggling to prevail over the shortage of energy. New fiscal year is still witnessing
a gloomy situation in terms of persisting power shortages, which has led to 12 to
15 hours power load shedding per day in the country.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)'s first quarterly report for the fiscal year
2016-17 (FY17) said that the country's import bill grew in current fiscal year led
by an increase in machinery imports, the rise in non-oil imports more than offset
the decline in Petroleum Oil Lubricants (POL) imports in the period. Machinery
imports surged by 60.0 percent year on year (YoY) in the first quarter of FY17 and
reached $ 2.7 billion, surpassing POL imports during the period.
In fact, 94.3 percent of the increase in overall imports in the period was due to
the rise in machinery imports, the SBP added. A surge in investment in power
generation and distribution infrastructure boosted demand for power generation
and electrical machinery. Construction activities related to China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects also put an upward pressure on imports of
products like cranes, weighing machinery and compressors, and vacuum pumps,
the report added.
35% школ в Хайбер Пахтунхва не имеют электричества
No electricity in 35% K-P schools
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http://tribune.com.pk/story/1296201/contradicting-claims-no-electricity-35-k-p-schools/

2017.

PESHAWAR: A report compiled by the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Elementary
and Secondary Education Department appeared to belie the provincial
government‘s claims about achieving ‗record development‘ in the education sector
over the past three years.
A report collated by the Independent Monitoring Unit set up by the provincial
government showed that 35 per cent of schools were still without electricity, 12 per
cent had no toilets and 11 per cent were still without boundary walls.
According to the Education Department‘s data, nearly 17,000 schools had
been made functional across the province over the past three years. The number
included 539 primary schools.
Another claim: ‗Electricity output to rise by 11,000MW‘
The report stated that 386 schools were upgraded to middle school level, 385
middle schools upgraded to high schools while 207 high schools were upgraded to
higher secondary schools.
The report showed that 12,000 additional classrooms, 13,600 school boundary
walls, 16,000 toilets had been built in schools across the province.
Similarly, the government also provided electricity to 9,800 schools,
including primary, middle and high schools in 25 districts.
Over the period under review, the government launched several initiatives,
including the establishment of an independent monitoring unit (IMU), supported
poor students under voucher scheme, introduced automatic management action
system and trained around 83,000 teachers.
But according to a report issued by the provincial government‘s own IMU in
December last year, 35 per cent of schools across the province were still without
electricity, 11 per cent were without boundary walls, 12 per cent had no toilets and
25 per cent were still without clean drinking water.
The IMU report showed that teachers‘ attendance improved after it was
determined that 86 per cent of teachers took regular classes while 82 per cent of
non-teaching staff was available in schools.
Programme Manager at the Centre for Governance and Public Accountability
(CGPA) Malik Massood Khan said that although the incumbent government was
more focused on education, it failed to achieve set targets.
Stop telling lies, PM tells rivals
According to him, children in rural areas were still deprived of their right to
education.
Criticising the government for not formulating a law in conformity with
Article 25-A, he urged the provincial government to conduct a need-based survey
across the province and fulfill the needs in all districts.
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa‘s Elementary and Secondary Education Minister
Muhammad Atif Khan said that the government was forging ahead with its new
policy for schools with a minimum requirement of six classrooms and six teachers
in every government school.
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Сокращение производства электроэнергии от ГЭС в зимний период (до
12 тыс. МВт). А летом требуется до 19 тыс. МВт.
Hydel generation registers sharp winter decline
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292064/closurecanals-hydel-generation-registers-sharp-winter-decline-back-page/

ISLAMABAD: The hydel power generation in the country has witnessed a
sharp decline due to less releases of water from dams following canal closures for
de-silting.
―The power generation through hydel resources has come down to 550MW
against installed capacity of 6,900MW,‖ said an official of Water and Power
Ministry while requesting anonymity.
Under the annual canal closure plan, the canals are closed from Dec 26 to Jan
31 for maintenance and de-silting leading to low water releases from dams causing
decline in hydel electricity generation.
Dams are built for water storage and electricity is a byproduct. However, the
electricity demand in the winter season is about 12,000 MW against 18,000MW to
19,000MW demand of summer.
Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project: Consumers to bear Rs9b hit as cost goes
up again
The official said the installed capacity of electricity generation through hydel
resources is 6,900MW that is fully used in summer season due to more water
releases from dams.
―Therefore, a drop in hydel generation is not causing increase in load
shedding,‖ he added.
The official said government had implemented zero load-shedding plan for
two months before closure of canals in areas where recovery of power bills was
high and power theft was low. However, it discontinued the zero load-shedding
plan following closure of canals.
According to reports, eleven power generation units of Tarbela dam have
been shut down due to low water level in the lake and power production capacity
has reached its lowest. Only three power generation units are producing 297MW
electricity and they are also not working at their full capacity.
The Tarbela dam officials disclosed that due to decreased water inflow in the
dam the capacity of the dam‘s power production has reduced from 3,478MW to
only 297MW.
According to water report issued by the Water and Power Development
Authority (Wapda), water inflows from Indus at Tarbela are 15,100 cusecs and
outflows 7,000 cusecs.
Power production cost halves with rise in hydel generation
The present water level at Tarbel dam stands at 1,426.95 feet against the
maximum conservation level of 1,550 feet. The water level at Mangla dam is
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1,101.30 feet against the maximum conservation level of 1,242 feet while the level
at Chashma is 640 feet against the maximum conservation level of 649 feet.
Wapda said the inflows and outflows of River Indus at Tarbela and Chashma,
River Kabul at Nowshera and River Jhelum at Mangla have been reflected as mean
flows of 24 hours, whereas the other flows have been gauged at 6am.
Принятие впервые Национальной водной политики (чтобы покончить с
веерным отключением электроэнергии).
National water policy awaits formal approval
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn January 10th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307496/nationalwater-policy-awaits-formal-approval

ISLAMABAD: The federal and provincial governments are on board over the
country‘s first national water policy which will now be sent to the Council of
Common Interests for formal approval, Minister for Water and Power Khawaja
Mohammad Asif said on Monday.
He was speaking to journalists after announcing a $1.8bn financial close of
the first hydropower project — the 870MW Suki Kinari project — under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) framework.
The Chashma-3 nuclear power project was operational and the Chashma-4
project would follow by April, he said, adding that the government was on
schedule to end loadshedding by 2018. Several thermal power projects, to be
operated on re-gasified liquefied natural gas (RLNG), were in their testing phase,
he said and hoped that the 969MW Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project would
start generating electricity before the next monsoon season.
The government was making efforts to complete the conversion of Nandipur
power project to natural gas by April, he said, adding that the power regulator had
not yet issued the revised tariff for power generated through gas. If the tariff did
not cover the cost, the matter would be sent to the federal cabinet for deliberation.
On schedule to end loadshedding in 2018, says Khawaja Asif
Responding to a question, he said they were yet to see a change in the stance
of the power regulator after it was brought under the administrative control of his
ministry last month.
The minister declined comment on the ongoing dispute over the construction
of two hydropower projects by India in violation of the Indus Waters Treaty.
When asked about the difficulties the government has faced in raising funds
for the construction of the $14bn Diamer-Bhasha dam, the minister said Pakistan
did not consider the dam area a disputed territory and that its construction would
start this year. Those who considered the territory disputed were free to not fund
the project, he said, adding that many countries had expressed interest in financing
for the Diamer-Bhasha Multipurpose project.
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The project has been bifurcated in two — a water reservoir and a power
house. Mr Asif said the reservoir would be financed through the country‘s own
resources while the power house would be funded through investors and financiers
from abroad. Earlier, Mr Asif presided over a ceremony marking the financial
close of the 870MW Suki Kinari hydropower project. The required documents
were signed by Shah Jahan Mirza, managing director of the Private Power and
Infrastructure Board, and Haseeb Khan, the chief executive officer of Suki Kinari
hydropower project.
This is the first hydropower project in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa being developed
by the private sector and the largest independent hydropower project in the country
so far. Construction activities at the site have begun and the project is expected to
add 3,081GWh units of electricity each year to the national grid by 2022.
The KP government is estimated to receive around Rs1.3 billion each year as
water use charges for 30 years. The project is being developed on a build-ownoperate-transfer (BOOT) basis under the Power Policy 2002 and will be transferred
to the province in 30 years.
The project is located on River Kunhar, a tributary of River Jhelum, in
Mansehra district, the eastern part of KP between Naran and Paras towns. M/s AlJomaih Holding Company, (LLC) (Saudi Arabia), China Gezhouba Group
Company (China) and Haseeb Khan (Pvt) Ltd. (Pakistan) have sponsored the
project.
It is being developed with an investment of $1.8bn through a debt-equity ratio
of 75:25pv. The lenders for the project include the Export-Import Bank of China,
and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC).

ГИДРОЭНЕРГЕТИКА1. ГЭС1
Сооружение ГЭС Neelum-Jhelum вступает в заключительную фазу.
Neelum-Jhelum enters final stage
The Express Tribune, December 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1595472/2neelum-jhelum-enters-final-stage/

LAHORE: The 969-megawatt (MW) Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project – a
hydel power generating scheme of strategic importance – is in its final stage of
completion, a press release issued by the Water and Power Development Authority
(Wapda) said on Friday.
It further listed completion of dam and start of water filling in the reservoir,
completion of water way system comprising 51.5-kilometre long tunnels,
installation of turbines, generators, transformers and other electro-mechanical
equipment in the powerhouse, and dry testing of electro-mechanical equipment, as
the infrastructural operational ‗milestones‘ achieved.
NEPRA approves Rs3.11-per-unit reduction in power tariff
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―The transmission line by the NTDC is expected to be completed by the end
of this month, while water filling (pressurisation) of water way system will
commence during first week of January 2018,‖ the release said.
Правительство намерено построить ГЭС Bhasha Dam за счет
собственных средств (Китай отказался в рамках КПЭК)
Govt to build Bhasha Dam from own resources
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. December 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/20-Dec2017/govt-to-build-bhasha-dam-from-own-resources

Islamabad - Rejecting a Chinese proposal to carry out a fresh feasibility
study of Diamer-Bhasha Dam , the government has decided to construct the hydro
project‘s reservoir from its own resources .
Briefing Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) parliamentarians from Sindh here on
Tuesday, Water Resource Secretary Shumail Khawaja said that the Cabinet
Committee on Energy has already approved a plan to finance the project with a
spending of Rs80 billion under the Public Sector Development Programme
(PSDP).
The PPP parliamentarians Yusuf Talpur, Abdul Sattar Bajani, Azra Fazal
and Shazia Murree were briefed by Minister for Water Resources Javed Shah, the
secretary Water Resources , Joint Secretary Water Resources Mehr Ali Shah, IRSA
chairman and other officials. The PPP parliamentarians were briefed on the
Diamer-Bhasha dam , IRSA Act etc. The parliamentarians also raised several
issues including the appointment of the federal member IRSA from Sindh, Sindh
share in water and IRSA‘s three tiers policy for water-sharing.
Shumail Khawaja said that they had approached China for bringing DiamerBhasha dam under China-Pakistan Economic Corridor but China raised several
issues including the location of the dam in a ‗controversial area‘ and a fresh
feasibility study of the project etc.
The parliamentarians were told that the feasibility study of the dam was
conducted five years ago but China later proposed to carry out a fresh feasibility
study in three years but was unacceptable.
The 6th meeting of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) had agreed to
establish a mechanism to develop hydroelectric power projects along the northern
side of the Indus River including the Diamer-Bhasha project, according to minutes
of the deliberations.
Now, Pakistan has only one option for funding the dam and that is financing
through the PSDP allocations. The government has decided to divide the dam into
two parts — the reservoir and the powerhouse — and the former will be funded
from the PSDP.
Khwaja said that as per the plan, Rs80 billion will be allocated for
the dam annually. WAPDA will contribute 20 percent of the allocation, 15 percent
will be arranged from the private financial institutions while the remaining will be
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contributed through the PSDP. The reservoir part will be completed in 10 years, he
said.
He said that even now the project could be added to the CPEC umbrella
projects but it will require a fresh feasibility study and will cost Rs9 billion.
Besides this, it is time-consuming, he added.
In 2021-22, the government will start arranging commercial financing for
the powerhouse, the secretary Water Resource said.
The parliamentarians also showed concern over the three-tier policy for
water distribution and said that it was not part of the IRSA accord. The
parliamentarians asked IRSA to provide the Law Division‘s comments on the
three-tier policy and details of allocation of water to Kacchi canal at the next
meeting.
Сооружение ГЭС Ниилум-Джелум в Кашмире
India and Pakistan‘s water rivalry in Himalayan Kashmir
The Hindustan Times. 18.12.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/india-news/photosindia-and-pakistan-s-water-rivalry-in-himalayan-kashmir/photo-eWxr9vSJgraliUY8JzWbTJ.html

Всемирный банк продлил финансирование Гидропроекта Дасу еще на 1
год.
WB may extend deadline for use of Dasu project funds
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373112/wb-may-extenddeadline-for-use-of-dasu-project-funds

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank is likely to approve Pakistan‘s request to
extend the deadline till November next year for the utilisation of funds given by
the bank for the Dasu hydropower project.
The World Bank approved two different loans — $19.3 million and $398.1m
— for Pakistan in August 2014 for the Dasu hydropower project and the funds
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were meant for land acquisition and resettlement of the people affected by the
project, it was officially learnt here.
The government wrote a letter to the World Bank on Nov 15 seeking
extension in the deadline till Nov 20 next year for the utilisation of the funds meant
for land acquisition and resettlement of the people.
The two loans became effective in August 2014, with June 30, 2022 as the
closing date.
The World Bank has termed the Dasu hydropower project a ―high-risk, highreward‖ operation aimed at providing low-cost, non-carbon renewable energy. The
project will initially have an installed capacity of 2,160MW on the Indus, which
can be expanded to 4,320MW in future at a very low cost.
The land acquisition process for the project started late due to delay in
reaching agreement with the people and departments concerned on compensation
rates and this delay also continued due to various administrative hurdles.
Consequently, the time given by the bank under the agreement for the use of
funds for land acquisition and resettlement, including the one year extension
approved in 2016, was lost.
According to a World Bank report, initially the process of land acquisition
was slow because of inadequate coordination between Wapda, the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa government and the Dasu district administration, but lately it has
improved. The report, however, notes that procurement of key contracts has been
slow due to cancellation of the previously awarded contracts and court cases
holding up the rebidding.
Расходы на ГЭС Neelum-Jhelum в 2 раза выше плановых
Neelum-Jhelum power project: Allocation of Rs2.27b enhanced to
Rs5.23b
The Express Tribune, October 31st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1545619/2neelum-jhelum-power-project-allocation-rs2-27b-enhanced-rs5-23b/

The Neelum-Jhelum hydroelectric power project comprises four generating
units with a cumulative capacity of 969 megawatts.
LAHORE: The allocation of Rs2.27 billion for tackling environmental
challenges in relation to the Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project has been
enhanced 130% to Rs5.23 billion, which will be spent on 22 development projects,
said Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda) Chairman Lieutenant
General (Retired) Muzammil Hussain.
Hussain, accompanied by Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project chief
executive officer, stated this in a meeting with Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK)
Prime Minister Raja Muhammad Farooq Haider Khan, which was held to review
the long-awaited commissioning of the power project.
Neelum-Jhelum to start generation by December
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Attempts by some elements misquoting negative effects of the project came
up for discussion and it was emphasised that environmental issues and drinking
water needs were being addressed in line with environmental studies.
The AJK premier was briefed on the successful turnaround of the project
with the emphasis that it would contribute about five billion kilowatt hours (units)
of hydroelectric power to the national grid and generate revenues of Rs50 billion
annually.
They talked about the significance of the project in the context of Indus
Waters Treaty with India, which wanted to create water shortage by building
illegal storages.
Neelum-Jhelum project to begin operations in Feb 2018
The AJK prime minister appreciated the pace of work as well as Wapda‘s
support for all community development programmes.
ГЭС Нилум-Джелум будет завершена в апреле 2018 г.
Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project to be completed in April 2018
The Nation. October 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Oct-2017/neelumjhelum-hydropower-project-to-be-completed-in-april-2018

Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project will be completed in April next year
and will produce 969 megawatt electricity, reported Radio Pakistan Sunday.
According to a spokesman of Wapda, there is 10 million cubic meter gross
water storage capacity in Neelum-Jhelum project and the water filling has started
in the reservoir.
The spokesman said the project consists of four units with installed capacity
of 969 megawatt collectively. He said the first unit of the project is scheduled to go
into operation by the end of February next year followed by the second unit in mid
of March.
"The project will be helpful in eliminating the electricity crises in the
country by generating 5150 gigawatts electricity annually with an estimated
revenue of 50 billion rupees," he added.
ГЭС Нилум-Джелум запускается. Информация о ГЭС
Milestone Achieved: Neelum Jhelum Hydropower's water filling
reservoir starts
Salman Abduhu. The Nation. October 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Oct2017/milestone-achieved-water-filling-in-neelum-jhelum-hydropower-project-s-reservoircommences

The strategically important 969 MW-Neelum Jhelum Hydropower Project
(NJHP) achieved a major milestone, as water filling has been started today in the
reservoir subsequent to the substantial completion of the dam.
Neelum Jhelum Hydropower Project is being constructed on river Neelum in
AJ&K. The project is an engineering marvel with 90 percent of the project being
underground in the high mountain areas.
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The project consists of four units with installed capacity of 242.25 MW
each. The first unit of the project is scheduled to go into operation by end February
2018 followed by the second unit in mid March and third and fourth units in April
2018. On its completion, the project will contribute about five billion units of
electricity to the national grid annually. Annual revenue of the project is estimated
to be Rs 50 billion.
Neelum Jhelum Hydropower Project has entered the final stage with
completion of dam structure across the Neelum River at Nauseri. The completion
of 160 meter long and 60 meter high dam has enabled impounding of the reservoir
that commenced today with regulating closure of spillway gates. Water level will
be raised at a rate of one to three meters per day.
Total storage of the dam is 8,207 acre feet upto design reservoir operating
level of 1015 meter above mean sea level. After successful filling of the reservoir,
the water will be diverted into the water way system by the end of 2017.
It is worth mentioning that filling of reservoir, which will take about a
month, will not affect the water requirements downstream of dam because one of
the three gates of the spillway will remain open during the process of reservoir
filling.
As much as 15 cusecs compensatory water will always be released
downstream of dam to cater for the population needs and sustain aquatic ecosystem
dependant on the Neelum River. For environmental mitigation measures, a huge
amount of Rs. 5.56 billion has been allocated in PC I of Neelum Jhelum
Hydropower Project including water supply schemes for Muzaffarabad, Chattar
Kalas and Komi Kot area in addition to a number of other such schemes, all to be
undertaken by the Government of AJ&K.
Гидропроект Neelum-Jhelum будет запущен в феврале 2018 г.
Neelum-Jhelum project to begin operations in Feb 2018
The
Express
Tribune,
September
30th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1519695/neelum-jhelum-project-begin-operations-feb-2018/

2017.

LAHORE: The 969MW Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project is fast heading
towards completion, as dry testing of electro-mechanical equipment installed at the
power house and the switch yard is in progress, said Water and Power
Development Authority (Wapda) Chairman Muzammil Hussain during his visit to
the site.
He was accompanied by the project CEO and other senior officials and
consultants. Speaking on the occasion, he said that it is a matter of satisfaction that
all critical activities on the project are being completed in accordance with the
timelines, for which display of extra ordinary commitment and professional
excellence is commendable.
―Wapda is looking towards power generation from the first unit of NeelumJhelum Hydropower Project in February 2018,‖ said Hussain.
The chairman was briefed on the overall progress of the project, which
stands at 95.4%. The dam has been substantially completed while reservoir
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impounding will commence in the first week of the month. The water way system
for diverting water from the reservoir to the power house will be completed by end
December 2017, whereas wet commissioning of the generating unit will start in
February 2018.
The first unit of the project is scheduled to go into operation by end
February 2018 followed by the second unit in mid-March and third and fourth units
in April 2018. On its completion, the project will contribute about five billion units
of electricity to the national grid annually. Annual revenue of the project is
estimated to be Rs50 billion.
163 гидропроекта будут завершены в Хайбер Пахтунхва в 2017 г.
163 hydro power projects to be completed by end of this year
The Nation. June 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Jun-2017/163hydro-power-projects-to-be-completed-by-end-of-this-year
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, work on construction of 163 hydro power projects in
Malakand and Hazara Divisions is speedily underway, reported Radio Pakistan.
Sources of Pakhtunkhwa Energy and Development Organization told Radio
Pakistan Peshawar Correspondent that these projects will be completed by the end
of this year.
The sources said so far one hundred and ninety-three hydel power projects
have been completed in these divisions.
The projects on completion will generate two thousand megawatts of
electricity.
О
некоторых
сложных
энергетического сотрудничества

моментах

китайско-пакистанского

Казанин М.В. 3 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39573

По данным СМИ КНР, 19 ноября 2017 г. руководитель Агентства по
развитию гидроэнергетики Пакистана Муззаммил Хусейн сообщил о том, что
пакистанская сторона намерена отказаться от финансовой помощи
официального Пекина в строительстве дамбы «Диамер-Баша», которая
согласно строительной документации будет расположена в верхнем течении
реки Инд – в 315 км. выше по течению от дамбы «Трабела» и в 165 км. ниже
по течению от г. Гилгит и всего лишь в 40 км. от г.Чилас.
Известно, что проект дамбы пересматривают в Министерстве водных
ресурсов Пакистана, в Комиссии по делам реки Инд и Управлении по
наблюдению за состоянием реки Инд. Известно, что китайские строители
уже ведут модернизацию Каракорумского шоссе с учетом необходимости
транспортировки тяжелого строительного оборудования, которое может быть
задействовано на проекте «Диамер-Баша». Мост «Райкот» на упомянутой
автомобильной магистрали после модернизации позволит перевозить
тяжелое строительное оборудование для возведения объектов базовой
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инфраструктуры «Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора»
(КПЭК) и электростанций в частности.
Высота плотины составит 272 м, а площадь водохранилища достигнет
110 кв. км (по другим данным около 200 кв. км), что позволит накапливать
миллион кубических метров воды (т.е. около 15% от ежегодного стока Инда)
для перспективной гидроэлектростанции, которая будет вырабатывать 4500
МегаВатт электроэнергии, что позволит дать свет в 40000 домов в
близлежащих районах. Следует отметить, что официальный Пекин
предложил реализовать проект дамбы и ГЭС «Диамер-Баша» еще в 2008 г.,
однако за прошедшие восемь лет проект не был согласован в
Исполнительном комитете Национального экономического совета
Пакистана.
Необходимо учитывать, что китайские предприниматели располагали
устойчивым «контактом» в лице бывшего премьер-министра Пакистана
Наваза Шарифа, который был отстранен 28 июля 2017 г. от должности по
обвинениям в коррупции. Смена руководителя страны, конечно, негативно
сказывается на отдельных китайско-пакистанских проектах.
Китайские политологи отмечают, что в октябре 2017 г. именно
действующий премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси отдал
распоряжение провести проверку проекта дамбы «Диамер-Баша».
По данным китайских источников, на решения пакистанской стороны
влияют следующие негативные моменты:
Момент первый. Новая дамба будет расположена в непосредственной
близости от спорных с Индией северных территорий, а значит данный объект
гидроэнергетики будет находится в списке приоритетных целей для ВВС
Индии в случае вооруженного конфликта. Именно из-за расположения дамбы
в прилегающем к спорным территориям районе Всемирный банк отказался
софинансировать данный проект, стоимость которого оценивается уже в 14
млрд. долл. США (по другим данным около 12,6 млрд долл. США), хотя на
момент формулирования проекта его стоимость оценивали в 5 млрд долл.
США. Следует отметить, что первоначально ВБ был готов выделить 20% от
стоимости проекта.
Момент второй. Как уже сказано выше, китайские и пакистанские
строители выбрали для размещения дамбы и электростанции достаточно
узкое место в ущелье в верхнем течении реки, что приведет к необходимости
переселения от 28000 до 35000 местных жителей и увеличению
сопутствующих затрат по реализации данного проекта.
Момент третий. Пакистанский регион Гилгит является сейсмически
активным, а в 40 км от г.Чилас регулярно регистрируется активность
вулканической массы, которая может негативно повлиять на безопасность
дамбы и электростанции. Китайским специалистам известно, что в
результате последнего крупного землетрясения в данном регионе погибло
около 75000 человек.
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Момент четвертый. В районе будущего строительства находятся
различные
исторические
достопримечательности,
которые
будут
подвергнуты затоплению вследствие радикального подъема уровня воды.
Момент пятый. В случае разрыва соглашения о софинансировании
проекта, у официального Исламабада могут возникнуть сложности не только
на этапе строительства, но и на этапах закупки силового оборудования и его
установки.
Момент шестой. Пакистанские специалисты, вероятно, рассчитывают
на применение исключительно национальных трудовых ресурсов, поскольку
им известно, что для своевременного выполнения подобного проекта
необходимо около 17000 строителей.
С учетом отсутствия у пакистанских строителей опыта в возведении
подобных сооружений, даже если строительные работы будут начаты в 2018
г., перспективная ГЭС вступит в строй только к 2037 г. В случае выполнения
всего комплекса работ китайским специалистами данный объект
энергетической системы Пакистана будет введен в тестовую эксплуатацию
уже в 2025 г.
Следует отметить, что согласно первоначальным расчетам,
строительные работы должны быть проведены в течение девяти лет и еще
два года необходимо на тестовую эксплуатацию ГЭС.
Момент шестой. Вероятно на решение пакистанской стороны
повлияла информация о том, что руководство Непала планирует отказаться
от совместного с китайской компанией China Gezhouba (Group) Corporation
строительства гидроэлектростанции Budhigandaki (проектная мощность 1200
МегаВатт) стоимостью 2,5 млрд долл. США. По словам китайских экспертов,
вероятно отрицательное решение премьер-министра Непала может быть
спровоцировано давлением из Нью-Дели, поскольку индийское руководство
обеспокоено усилением позиций официального Пекина в регионе, однако
само не торопится организовывать и финансировать инфраструктурные
проекты в сопредельных государствах Юго-восточной Азии. Следует
отметить, что суммарный потенциал гидроэнергетики Непала составляет 42
ГигаВатта электроэнергии.
По данным китайских источников, представители China Gezhouba
(Group) Corporation уже начали очередной этап переговоров с непальской
стороной для сохранения подписанного контракта. Китайские специалисты
рассчитывают сохранить данный контракт.
К положительным моментам строительства дамбы «Диамер-Баша»
представляется возможным отнести:
– создание новых рабочих мест для местных жителей;
– выработку электрической энергии стоимостью 1,5 млрд долл. США в
год;
– поставки воды (стоимость поставок 600 млн долл. США в год) для
орошения полей.
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С учетом проеденных расчетов стоимости получаемой электроэнергии
и водных ресурсов полная окупаемость объекта наступит через семь лет
после его запуска в эксплуатацию.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо отметить, что даже если
китайским специалистам удастся урегулировать ситуацию вокруг «ДиамерБаши» им будет необходимо установить «прямую линию» с высшим
политическим руководством Пакистана, поскольку в рамках проекта
«Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор» китайские компании
планируют возвести несколько крупных объектов энергетики суммарной
стоимостью около 40 млрд долл. США, что составляет 2/3 от
запланированного объема инвестиций в КПЭК.
Следует отметить, что к настоящему моменту компания China Power
Construction Group Co., Ltd. в сотрудничестве с катарской Al Mirqab Capital с
мая 2015 г. ведет строительство в пакистанском порту Касим (г.Карачи)
угольной электростанцию мощностью 1320 МегаВатт (два блока по 660
МегаВатт). По завершению строительства к 30 июня 2018 г. данная станция
будет подключена к городской системе электроснабжения через линию 500
кВольт.
Известно, что для выработки электроэнергии и охлаждения второго
контура энергоблоков будут использовать морскую воду. Стоимость проекта
составила 2,085 млрд долл. США, китайская компания инвестировала 51%, а
катарская 49% от указанной суммы. По данным китайских источников,
зарубежные инвесторы получили право на эксплуатацию объекта сроком на
30 лет. Благодаря данной электростанции, четыре миллиона жителей получат
возможность круглосуточного пользования электроэнергией, а, кроме того,
появится возможность реализации проекта по расширению и модернизации
инфраструктуры порта Карачи.
Китай хочет реализовать гидропроект
Китай намерен включить гидропроект Даймер-Бхаша в КПЭК
China offers inclusion of Diamer-Bhasha in CPEC
The Express Tribune, June 20th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1439896/china-offersinclusion-diamer-bhasha-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly Standing Committee on Planning,
Development and Reform was informed on Monday that China had offered
Pakistan to bring Diamer-Bhasha dam project under the umbrella of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
World Bank, AIIB to give $720m for power and governance projects
―The project with 4,500MW installed capacity has been pending since long
due to the fact that earlier in 2006, the Asian Development Bank committed to
funding the project, however, after 10 years, it declined to provide funds, saying
the project was located in a disputed territory,‖ Water and Power Development
Authority (Wapda) Chairman Muzammil Hussain told the committee.
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He said currently no mega hydel project was included in CPEC, therefore,
governments of Pakistan and China were seriously mulling over including the
Diamer-Bhasha project in CPEC.
Hussain said PC-1 of the project had already been completed and 85% land
acquisition had also been made by the government. However, fund allocation for
the project, which needed around $14.49 billion, was a serious issue. The Wapda
chairman told the committee that other hydel power projects including NeelumJhelum and Tarbela extension would be completed by May 2018, which would
provide an additional 2,500MW of electricity.
Work on the 800MW Mohmand Dam and power project will be initiated by
March 2018.
―This is a multi-purpose project, which will not only provide electricity and
water for irrigation, but will also supply drinking water to Peshawar in addition to
mitigating the danger of floods in Nowshera,‖ he said.
Work on Munda Dam project will also be started by the first quarter of next
year and there was no funding problem for either of the two projects.
The committee was apprised that work on the Dasu project would start by
next month and it would be completed by 2022. This project will help produce
2,500MW.
Earlier, the planning secretary informed the committee that independent
project directors would be appointed for those projects which were approved by
the Executive Committee of National Economic Council (Ecnec).
The committee recommended that the ministry may provide a complete list of
the project directors to the committee for its assessment.
Faisalabad Electricity Supply Company CEO assured the committee that
electrification work in NA-73 under the Sustainable Development Goals and the
community development programme would be completed by the end of July 2017.
Pakistan‘s repayments on CPEC to peak at $5b in 2022: chief economist
The committee told the Ministry of Water and Power to submit its fund
release policy in the next meeting.
The committee was also informed that the issue pertaining to the construction
of a bridge on Indus River to link Kallur Kot with Dera Ismail Khan would be
resolved before the next meeting.
Moreover, PC-I of project has been prepared and sent to the Central
Development Working Party (CDWP) for approval.
Гидропроект Neelum–Jhelum
Neelum–Jhelum Hydropower Project
Tariq Mushtaq. 18-Mar-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/18-Mar-17/neelumjhelumhydropower-project
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The Neelum–Jhelum Hydropower Plant is a run-of-the-river hydroelectric
power project, with a cost of 404.32 billion rupees (US$ 4.03 billion). The project
(under construction since 2008) is designed to divert water from the Neelum River
to a power station on the Jhelum River. The power station is located in Azad
Kashmir, 22 km south of Muzaffarabad and will have an installed capacity of 968
Mega-Watts. Construction on the project began in 2008, a Chinese consortium was
awarded the construction contract in July 2007. The first generator is scheduled to
be commissioned in July 2017 and the entire project is expected to be completed
and start its operations in December 2017.
Design and operations;
 The Neelum–Jhelum Dam is a 47 m (154 ft) high and 125 m (410 ft) long
gravity dam.
3
 It will withhold a pondage (reservoir) with 8,000,000 m (6,486 acre·ft)
capacity of which 2,800,000 m3 (2,270 acre·ft) is peak storage. The dam has
the capacity to divert up to 280 m3/s (9,888 cu ft/s) of the Neelum River,
into a 28.5 km long head-race tunnel, the first 15.1 km of the head-race is
two tunnels which later meet into one.
 The tunnel passes 380 m (1,247 ft) below the Jhelum River and through its
bend. At the terminus of the tunnel, the water reaches the surge chamber
which contains a 341 m (1,119 ft) tall surge shaft (to prevent water hammer)
and 820 m (2,690 ft) long surge tunnel.
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From the surge chamber, the water is split into four different penstocks
which feed each of the four 242 MW Francis turbine-generators in the
underground power house.
 After being used to generate electricity, the water is discharged back into the
Jhelum River through a 3.5 km long tail-race tunnel. The drop in elevation
between the dam and power station afford an average hydraulic head of
420 m (1,378 ft).
Background;
NJHP (Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project) was initiated in 70s, however,
after the long delays in initial approval of the project, the design was improved in
1989, increasing the tunnel length and generation capacity. The project was
intended to begin in 2002 and be completed in 2008 but this time-frame
experienced significant delays to rising costs and funding. Additionally, the 2005
Kashmir earthquake which devastated the region required a redesign of the project
to conform to more stringent seismic standards.
In July 2007, a Chinese consortium, CGGC-CMEC (Gezhouba Group and
China National Machinery Import and Export Corporation), were awarded the
contract to construct the dam and power station. The construction contract was
settled by the end of the year and in January 2008, the letter of commencement was
issued. The work started in February 2008 and was inaugurated by the then
President of Pakistan Gen Parvez Musharaf. Since then the progress had been quiet
slow because of certain difficulties and lack of interest of the then government. In
October 2011, the diversion tunnel intended to divert the Neelum River around the
dam site was completed. While taking over as prime minister in 2013, Nawaz
Shareef emphasized to complete it in the shortest possible time, and provided all
the necessary assistance required, which speeded up the construction.
Costing;
 At its appraisal in 1989, it was to cost $167 million USD (2011) and after
another redesign in 2005, that cost rose to $935 million. In 2011 the costs
had risen to $2.89 billion USD. Currently on its completion it will cost $4.08
billion.
 The project is being constructed under the supervision of the Water and
Power Development Authority (WAPDA) and funding is being achieved
through the Neelum Jhelum Hydropower Company. WAPDA has
successfully secured loans from a consortium of Chinese banks and from
Middle East.
 Tunnel-boring machines (TBM) were brought to help speed up the
excavation of the tunnels. They became operational in February 2013.
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)
 In mid-2014 Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif visited the construction site and
hoped to have at least one generator operational by mid-2015, but despite
hard efforts it could not be done.
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The project was 66 percent complete as of August 2013 while at the same
time the diversion tunnel was 75 percent completed. US$475 million in
funding was still not secured by the Economic Affairs Division at that time.
 In December 2014 a wall near the diversion tunnel's intake collapsed, killing
four workers including a Chinese engineer.
 In November 2016, the project entered into terminal phase with 100 percent
perfect design while achieving 85.5 percent progress and now is heading
towards completion despite all delays in release of funds, weather
conditions, non-availability of power during early stage of construction and
delays in land acquisition.
 The earlier timeline for the project completion was Nov 2016 which has now
been extended to July-August 2017 with full operational by December 2017.
India's Deceitful Act;
(Kishanganga Hydro Project)
In 2007, India violating ―Indus Water Treaty‖ began construction of a run-ofthe-river power station on the Kishanganga (Neelum) River upstream of the
Neelum–Jhelum Dam.
The Kishanganga Hydroelectric Plant operates in a similar sense as the
Neelum–Jhelum, using a tunnel to divert the Kishanganga (Neelum) River to a
power station before it is discharged into Wular Lake which is fed by the Jhelum
River.
The Kishanganga Project will divert a portion of the Neelum River from
Pakistan which will reduce power generation at the Neelum–Jhelum Hydropower
Plant. India states the project will divert 10 percent of the river's flow while other
estimates stand as high as 33 percent. Nevertheless, water flow below the Neelum–
Jhelum Dam, in Pakistan's Neelum Valley, is expected to be minimal as both
projects are diverting water to the Jhelum River.
Decision by ICA;
Hague‘s Permanent Court of Arbitration;
In 2010, Pakistan appealed to the Hague's Permanent Court of Arbitration,
complaining that the Kishanganga Hydroelectric Plant violates the ―Indus River
Treaty‖ by increasing the catchment of the Jhelum River and depriving Pakistan of
its water rights. In June 2011, the CoA visited both the Kishanganga and Neelum–
Jhelum Projects. In August 2011, they ordered India to submit more technical data
on the project. India had previously reduced the height of the dam from 98 m
(322 ft) to 37 m (121 ft).
The court asked India in September 2011 to stop constructing any permanent
works that would inhibit restoration of the river. With the ruling of International
Court of Arbitration, India was not allowed to construct the dam (Reservoir), so,
they continued work on the tunnel and power plant. In February 2013 the Hague
ruled that India could divert a minimum of water for the Kishanganga
Hydroelectric Plant. The Kishanganga Hydroelectric Plant is an $864 million dam
which is part of a run-of-the-river hydroelectric scheme that is designed to divert
water from the Kishanganga River to a power plant in the Jhelum River basin. It is
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located 5 km (3 mi) north of Bandipore in Jammu and Kashmir, and will have an
installed capacity of 330 MW. Construction on the project began in 2007 and is
expected to get complete in 2018.
REGIONAL HYRO CAPACITY;
And, for general information, a map showing potential of hydro power
projects in the Himalayan‘s region is also attached. It clearly shows what ratio on
such projects has been worked, installed or achieved. It‘s very strange and regretful
that Pakistan has used the minimum of its capacity. Ayub Khan‘s government had
very aggressively worked on Hydro projects, which resulted Mangla, Tarbella,
Warsak with number of Barrages and canals. Unfortunately, no other government
right from Z A Bhutto to the present regime, has ever intended to work on hydro
power project as assertively as the Ayub Khan‘s government had done. Had any of
these governments worked appropriately on Hydro based projects, cheap electricity
would have changed the scenario of our development, also saving this poor country
from the IPPs and the costly tariffs.
Finally;
With 37 m height of the dam, Kishanganga Hydroelectric Plant may have less
effect on Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project, but Indian act is desecration of the
―Indus Water Treaty‖ agreement and also of the International Court of
Arbitration‘s ruling.
Though the project has taken more time than planned and delay has raised the
cost, BUT, despite all the difficulties and odds, Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower
Project will start its operations in December 2017 positively and it will be a big
achievement. Who gets the main credit? I leave it to the readers.
Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в гидроэнергетике
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34855. 16 мая, 2017.

В свете проведенного международного форума «Один пояс, один путь»
следует обратить внимание на активизацию сотрудничества между Пекином
и Исламабадом по развитию гидроэнергетики Пакистана. Как известно,
руководство КНР санкционировало реализацию проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» и постоянно увеличивает объем
финансирования в этот региональный инфраструктурный проект. Одним из
основных препятствий к реализации КПЭК является хронический дефицит
электроэнергии в Пакистане (около 8000 мВатт), что не позволяет вести
масштабные строительные работы и эксплуатировать высокоскоростные
железные дороги, которые должны обеспечить доставку грузов с территории
КНР в порт Гвадар и обратно.
Кроме транспортной инфраструктуры перспективные объекты
энергетики
позволят
обеспечить
бесперебойное
электропитание
промышленных объектов. Следует учитывать, что с улучшением обстановки
в энергетике страны вырастет и уровень благосостояния населения.
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По оценкам китайских и западных специалистов, суммарная мощность
перспективных ГЭС Пакистана 60 000 мВатт, из которых только 40 000
мВатт будут обеспечивать каскад ГЭС северного Инда. На данный момент
общая стоимость пакистанских гидроэнергетических проектов составляет
около 50 млрд долл. США, которые предназначены для строительства
нескольких ГЭС на участке реки Инд от Скалду до Гилгит-Балтистан.
Из указанной суммы только 12 млрд долл. США будет выделено на
проект ГЭС «Диамер-Паша». Следует отметить, что пакистанская сторона
планирует в будущем получать около 40 000 мВатт только с каскада ГЭС
«Диамер-Паша», однако столь масштабное строительство повлечет серьезное
изменение гидрологической обстановки на реке, а также будет необходимо
переселить 35 000 местных жителей из зоны подтопления.
По данным из открытых источников следующие перспективные
пакистанские ГЭС будут обладать следующей мощностью: «Диамер-Паша»
(4500 мВатт), «Патан» (2400 мВатт), «Такот» (4000 мВатт), «Бунжи» (7100
мВатт) и «Дасу» (4320 мВатт). Известно, что кроме реки Инд для
строительства ГЭС уже выбраны районы на реках Джелам, Чинаб, Рави и
Сатледж.
Национальное энергетическое управление (НЭУ) КНР будет
контролировать финансирование и строительство указанных пяти ГЭС. По
данным китайских источников, НЭУ КНР во взаимодействии с Агентством
гидроэнергетики Пакистана (АГП) проводят регулярные рабочие
конференции по инженерным вопросам. Известно, что проект ГЭС «ДиамерПаша» практически полностью согласован, поскольку китайским и
пакистанским специалистам удалось провести детальную проработку
геологии места расположения будущей плотины и электростанции.
По данным СМИ КНР, Агентство гидроэнергетики Пакистана и
китайская государственная корпорация China Gezhouba Group Company
(CGCC) подписали 10 марта 2017 г. все необходимые соглашения с
пакистанской стороной о строительстве первой очереди ГЭС «Дасу»
мощностью 2160 мВатт.
По словам руководителя Агентства гидроэнергетики Пакистана (АГП) –
генерал-лейтенанта в отставке Сайеда Музаммила Хусейна, первая очередь
ГЭС «Дасу» будет введена в строй к 2021 г. Стоимость первой очереди
проекта составит 4,2 млрд долл. США и второй очереди 2 млрд долл. США.
В перспективе вполне вероятно строительство третьей очереди ГЭС «Дасу»,
что позволит получать около 5300 мВатт электроэнергии.
Как сообщают СМИ КНР, 30 сентября 2016 г. правительство Пакистана,
руководство штата Джамму и Кашмир подписали соглашение с крупнейшей
китайской государственное корпорацией в области гидроэнергетики China
Three Gorges Corporation (CTGC) контракт стоимостью 1,7 млрд долл. США
на строительство гидроэлектростанции «Карот», которая будет расположена
на реке Джелам на границе районов Котли и Равалпинди в 55 км. к юговостоку от Исламбада.
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Известно, что первоначальный проект был разработан специалистами
АГП, однако затем его выкупила Karot Power Company (KPCL) – совместное
предприятие, созданное по соглашению между China Three Gorges South Asia
Investment (CSAIL) и пакистанской«Associated Technologies (Pvt) Ltd. По
оценкам китайских и западных специалистов, только одна ГЭС «Карот»
позволит трудоустроить 3500 местных жителей – 85% трудоспособного
населения данного региона.
Финансирование проекта осуществляют «Фонд Шелкового пути»,
Народный банк КНР, Банк развития КНР и Экспортно-импортный банк КНР,
которые организовали кредитную линию для китайской CTGC (93%
финансирования) и пакистанской Private Power and Infrastructure Board (7 %
финансирования). Известная китайская China Machinery Engineering
Corporation (CMEC) поставит все необходимое силовое оборудование для
ГЭС «Карот» по контракту с CTGC стоимостью 1,4 млрд долл. США.
В отношении проекта рассматриваемой станции известно, что высота
дамбы составит 96 м, ширина 460 м. Благодаря подобным размерам дамба
позволит аккумулировать 152 млн куб. м воды. Подобный объем воды
приведет к необходимости переселения части местного населения (около 500
семей) на протяжении 27 км вверх по течению реки от места расположения
станции.
В турбинном зале будет установлено четыре гидроагрегата по 183 мВатт
каждый. Подача воды на лопатки турбин будет организована через четыре
тоннеля протяженностью 316 м. В плотине будет создано три водосброса
длинной 447 м. Мощность будущей ГЭС «Карот» составит 720 мВатт.
Фактически данная ГЭС будет самой маломощной из всех запланированных
объектов гидроэнергетики Пакистана.
После запуска в 2021 г. ГЭС будет подключена к национальной
энергетической системе Пакистана через силовую линию на 500 кВольт
протяженностью 5 км. В течение ближайших 30 лет электроэнергию,
полученную на указанной ГЭС, будет реализовывать Национальная
энерготранспортная и распределительная компания Пакистана по цене 7,5
цента за кВт/час. Следует отметить, что данный тариф на электроэнергию
для пакистанских потребителей рассчитан специалистами China International
Watre and Electric Corp (подразделение CTGC) В перспективе на реке Джелам
будет построено еще 5 ГЭС.
Одновременно со строительством ГЭС «Карот» специалисты CTGC
готовы приступить к возведению станции «Кохала», которая также будет
расположена на реке Джелам уже в районе города Муззафарабад.
Соответствующие меморандумы о взаимопонимании между пакистанскими
заказчиками и китайской стороной были подписаны еще в январе 2016 г.
Проектная мощность станции составит 1100 мВатт. Стоимость строительства
составляет 2,4 млрд долл. США. Минимальный срок эксплуатации станции
составляет 30 лет.
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Кроме того, еще одна китайская государственная компания SinoHydro
пытается вести строительство дамбы и ГЭС «Гомал Зам» в Южном
Вазиристане, однако эта территория находится под контролем движения
«Талибан» и несколько китайских строителей уже были похищены
исламистами. На проблемы безопасности китайских проектов неоднократно
указывал председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин в ходе переговоров с премьерминистром Пакистана Навазом Шарифом.
Известно, что уже сейчас в Пакистане китайские военные советники
проводят обучение 10 000 военнослужащих, которые будут обеспечивать
охрану китайских инженеров и строителей, а также объектов
инфраструктуры, создаваемых в рамках «Китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора». Очевидно, что при строительстве такого
большого количества объектов гидроэнергетики пакистанским военным
будет
необходимо
сформировать
дополнительные
подразделения
вооруженной охраны для противодействия исламистам.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, представляется возможным утверждать,
что
количество
электроэнергии,
которое
будут
вырабатывать
запланированные пакистанские ГЭС будет достаточно, как для покрытия
текущих нужд, так и на перспективу. Следует отметить, что Индия,
которая нуждается в электроэнергии, пристально наблюдает за процессом
продвижения китайских энергетических компаний в Пакистане и
государствах Юго-Восточной Азии. Представляется возможным согласиться
с оценками индийских специалистов в том, что Поднебесная формирует
энергетическую и транспортную сеть в азиатском регионе. Очевидно,
что строительство новых ГЭС и транспортной инфраструктуры позволит
расширить китайское присутствие в азиатском регионе и поддержит
экономический рост КНР в целом.
Важный энергетический объект – ГЭС Нилум-Джелам (Азад Кашмир)
почти готов (около 1 тыс. МВт).
PM says his govt is corruption-free
The Nation. May 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-May-2017/pmsays-his-govt-is-corruption-free
MIRPUR (AJK) - Prime Minister Sharif on Friday said his government was
corruption-free and has not been tainted in even a single scandal of financial
bungling as transparency in all projects was its hallmark since 2013.
Prime Minister Nawaz performed whirlwind visit of Azad Jammu & Kashmir
wherein he categorically declared that Pakistan would continue the journey of its
speedy progress and prosperity despite the hurdles created by the rivals.
He was addressing a ceremony held to mark the completion of tunnels of the
strategically important 969-megawatt Neelum Jehlum Hydropower Project near
Muzaffarabad.
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First unit of Neelum Jhelum HydroPower Project will start the power
generation by the end of February next year while the second unit in mid March,
whereas the third and the fourth unit will be completed in April next year.
The Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower project will mark a major milestone
towards its completion, as excavation of about 68-kilometer long tunnels system of
the project will stand completed, when the second Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)
deployed on the project will break through the Right Headrace Tunnel.
With this significant development, the water way system of the mega Neelam
Jhelum project will enter the final phase which is scheduled to be completed in
seven months.
Thereafter, the tunnels will be ready to divert water from Dam site to Power
House.
Speaking on this occasion, Nawaz Sharif stated that the PML-N will win the
next-year general elections with a thumping majority on the basis of its
exceptional performance and those doing the politics of sit-ins will be exposed.
He further said that major challenges facing the country are due to nonserious behaviour of the previous governments.
When the PML-N took over, Nawaz said, the country was facing worst form
of loadshedding. ―With the completion of the power projects, the country will get
rid of power loadshedding by next year,‖ he added.
―Our government has addressed all the challenges effectively and now the
country has been put on the path of progress and development,‖ the PM said while
counting the anti-terrorism feats in recent years.
He told the gathering that the government was committed and seriously
following all the development projects for the betterment of the masses.
Nawaz Sharif said that the energy situation has improved and there is zero
loadshedding for industrial sector. The situation will further improve by next year,
he assured.
About 92 per cent construction work on the NJHP has been completed so far
involving extensive tunnels excavation work in one of the hardest terrains.
Hydel, coal, solar and wind power projects have been started to meet the
energy demand of the country, the PM informed. By the beginning of the next year
10,000 megawatt will be added in the system, he announced.
Nawaz said that power projects started by the government will generate more
energy as compared to the projects started during the last 70 years.
He also detailed several energy projects started under China Pakistan
Economic Corridor.
Claiming that the economy of the country has been strengthened, the prime
minister said that the GDP growth rate of Pakistan will reach seven per cent by the
end of the tenure of this government.
―PML-N believes in the progress and development of the country. Those
levelling baseless allegations should open their eyes and so that they can see the
development projects started by the government,‖ Nawaz said in a veiled reference
to opposition parties - the PTI and the PPP.
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―The sit-ins have badly affected the development process of the country.
CPEC was delayed for eight months due to the sit-ins,‖ he added.
Nawaz went on to say that the politics of those who misled the masses of the
country ―will die its death in the next general elections‖.
Azad Jammu and Kashmir Prime Minister Raja Farooq Haider Khan said that
some elements were criticising the government at all forums. ―They are creating
hurdles in the path of progress and development of the country,‖ he added.
Wapda разорвала контракт (4.5 млрд. долл.) с китайской фирмой по
сооружению ГЭС Dasu (4320 МВт).
Wapda cancels Rs5.4bn contracts for Dasu project
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, January 23rd, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1310195/wapdacancels-rs54bn-contracts-for-dasu-project

ISLAMABAD: Even before the formal launch of $4.5 billion Dasu
hydropower project, the Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda) has
terminated two of its key contracts with a Chinese firm, citing ‗fundamental
breaches‘ of the agreement.
Moving swiftly, Wapda has not only encashed the performance guarantees of
the two contracts awarded to China Railway First Group (CRFG) in November
2015 — worth Rs5.4bn — but also ordered the contractor to vacate the project area
immediately, while calling for fresh tenders to make up for lost time.
The World Bank is the major financier of the 4,320MW Dasu project. The
project‘s terminated contracts include the ‗construction of colony and
infrastructure‘ worth Rs4.806bn and ‗resettlement of village Choochang and
construction of Shatial Museum‘ worth Rs572 million.
Chinese firm accuses authority of acting illegally, vows to seek
arbitration
The completion of these two components was considered crucial to the start
of construction work at the main project site.
Also read: Hydropower projects: aiding investment
CRFG project director Fan Lingang told Dawn: ―The termination of the
contract is un-contractual, illegal and fiercely unfair.‖ He claimed it was Wapda‘s
responsibility to complete the land acquisition process and hand over the required
area to the contractor, adding that all Dasu contracts were suffering due to its
default.
In reply to a set of questions sent to Wapda chairman retired Lt Gen
Muzammil Hussain, the authority said it had ―provided the partial possession of the
site to the contractor M/s CRFG in line with the Contract Discussion
Agreement/Conditions of the Contracts‖.
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Asked if the World Bank had indicated that it would take any action, such as
loan cancellation or postponement because of project delays, Wapda said: ―There
is no such indication from the World Bank‖.
―We are going to approach the local courts to allow us to approach an
international court of arbitration to protect our rights because Wapda is not willing
to resolve [the issue] amicably,‖ Mr Fan said, adding: ―Arbitration is our right and
we have to protect ourselves, not only financially but also our reputation and
image.‖
He maintained that his firm would ―complain to the World Bank as well‖. Mr
Fan said the company had mobilised 30 staffers to the project site, but conceded
that practically no work was done because of Wapda‘s inability to settle land
disputes with locals. ―Wapda is the defaulter because it didn‘t provide the land.
The contractor actually had the right to terminate the contract, but it didn‘t.‖
He claimed that the contract had been terminated without prior legal notice
and without being provided the opportunity to rectify any violation, if any, by the
contractor. He said Wapda had blamed the CRFG for subletting the contract to a
Lahore-based blacklisted company in order to terminate the contract, even though
the former was not a legal contract.
The authority, however, defended its decision, saying: ―The contracts were
terminated due to fundamental breaches of the contract by the contractors. In these
circumstances, no legal notice was required to be served on the contractor to
rectify under the conditions of the contracts.‖
Mr Fan explained that ―a cooperation agreement‖ was signed with a local firm
before the bidding took place as ―a matter of comfort‖. This, he said, was cancelled
when it was pointed out by Wapda and the project consultants, long before the
authority terminated the contract.
He called Wapda‘s encashment of securities and refund of the mobilisation
advance a case of fraudulent practice, misrepresentation and use of influence.
In response to CRFG‘s claims, Wapda maintained that it ―issued the notice of
termination and lodged the claim for the encashment of the contractors‘ advance
payment and performance security guarantees to safeguard the mobilisation
advance paid to the contractor and to cater other financial losses to Wapda in
compliance with the requirements of the conditions of contracts‖.
To secure itself legally against financial loss and project delays in the case of
international arbitration, Wapda said it had lodged the claim for encashment of the
contractor‘s advance payment and performance security guarantees since it was the
only tool available to safeguard Wapda and to avoid financial loss.
Fresh bids
Wapda has already initiated procurement for these contracts by inviting fresh
bids through leading newspapers and official websites of Wapda and the Public
Procurement Regulatory Authority, the World Bank and UN Development
Business to avoid delays in project implementation.
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―There will be no delay in project completion if the contractor opts for
[international] arbitration,‖ Wapda said, adding: ―Termination will have no adverse
impact on the CPEC framework or China-Pakistan relations.‖
In August last year, the Economic Affairs Division had warned the
government that the World Bank could cancel its $1.1bn loan agreement owing to
inability of the stakeholders — the federal and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa governments
as well as Wapda — to complete land acquisition. The acquisition of about 80,000
kanals of land is a fully funded component of the World Bank.
Dasu is one of the top-priority hydropower projects of the government under
its 2013 power policy and Vision-2025. The World Bank is providing a $590m
loan, along with a $460m credit limit as partial risk guarantee for external
commercial financing. Separately, Wapda has contracted about Rs144bn from
commercial banks to make available matching financing to meet local expenses.
After the completion of the first stage, the project will generate about 33.5
gigawatt hours per day, translating into Rs335m per day (at Rs10 per kilowatt
hour).
The first phase of the project being executed by Wapda is scheduled for
completion by 2019. The second phase to commission another 2,160MW has an
expected completion date of 2022.
Гидропроект Diamer-Bhasha Dam будет частью КПЭК
Diamer-Bhasha Dam will be part of CPEC, says Ahsan Iqbal
Imran Kazmi. BR. 17 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/industries-asectors/334898-diamer-bhasha-dam-will-be-part-of-cpec-says-ahsan-iqbal.html

Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal
Monday said that Diamer-Bhasha Dam would also be part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). He said that 11,000MW of electricity would be added
to the national grid by 2018, 5,000MW under the CPEC and 6,000MW under nonCPEC projects.
The minister said this while briefing the Parliamentary Committee on CPEC
which met under the chairmanship of Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed here at the
Parliament House. He briefed the committee on recently concluded 6th meeting of
the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) in Beijing on December 28-29, 2016,
which was attended by chief ministers of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK), Sindh,
Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan.
During the briefing, Ahsan Iqbal said that they have achieved a total
consensus among the provinces on way forward of the CPEC where the Bhasha
Dam would also be part of the CPEC, adding that 11,000MW of electricity would
be added to the national grid by 2018. He said that this is the biggest energy
investment in the history of Pakistan.
Ahsan Iqbal told the committee that for the first time, Thar Coal, which has a
huge capacity, would be used for electricity generation for the next 400 years. He
added that two transmission lines, Matiari-Lahore and Matiari-Faisalabad, are
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being installed which would evacuate electricity from south and will be connected
to the national grid benefiting all parts of the country.
Moreover, there was an agreement on giving priority to the construction of
the western route of the CPEC as well as up-gradation and dualisation of KarachiTorkham railway line at the cost of $8 billion. This would be the biggest railway
modernisation project in the history of Pakistan, he added.
The minister informed the parliamentary committee that industrial zones
proposed by the provinces as well as Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan have been
accepted and proper feasibility of industrial zones as well as of an additional port
at Ketti Bandar, proposed by the Sindh government, would be carried out. He said
the all four provincial capitals, Lahore, Karachi, Quetta and Peshawar would have
rail-based mass transit system as part of the CPEC. He said that the November 13
Kashgar-Gwadar Caravan that had carried goods from Kashgar to Gwadar had
traveled on the Western route. He said that the establishment of this road link
would slash the travel distance from Quetta to Gwadar from two days to eight
hours.
However, a member of the committee from the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (FATA) Alhaj Shahji Gul Afridi expressed his reservations over the
industrial zones.
Talking to Business Recorder, he said that it was decided in the All Parties
Conference (APC) that an industrial zone would also be established in the FATA,
but this commitment is not being fulfilled. He said there is a dire need of economic
activities for the people of the FATA, who are already on the front line in the war
against terror. He said the people have been facing terrorism for many years. He
said that there is a lot of unemployment in the tribal areas and the government
should create job opportunities by establishing industrial zones there.
The government is neither constructing link roads nor establishing economic
zones in the FATA under the CPEC. We are going to launch a massive protest on
this issue against the government, Gul Afridi added.
In his remarks, Senator Mushahid Hussain welcomed the breakthrough made
at the JCC meeting in Beijing and said that CPEC is already on the road of
consolidation and 2017 would be the year of takeoff for the CPEC as all key
projects in consultation with the provinces are being pursued according to the
specific timeframe, adding that the impediments have been removed in this regard.
The members also underlined the need for exposing and countering any
baseless propaganda against CPEC by forces inimical to the interests of Pakistan
and Pakistan-China strategic partnership.
On the recommendation of some of the members, it was decided that there
would be a comprehensive briefing by the Ministry of Water & Power on the
energy plan till 2020 as well as the construction of transmission lines by the NTDC
for the evacuation of electricity.
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Сокращение производства электроэнергии от ГЭС в зимний период (до
12 тыс. МВт).
Hydel generation registers sharp winter decline
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292064/closurecanals-hydel-generation-registers-sharp-winter-decline-back-page/

ISLAMABAD: The hydel power generation in the country has witnessed a
sharp decline due to less releases of water from dams following canal closures for
de-silting.
―The power generation through hydel resources has come down to 550MW
against installed capacity of 6,900MW,‖ said an official of Water and Power
Ministry while requesting anonymity.
Under the annual canal closure plan, the canals are closed from Dec 26 to Jan
31 for maintenance and de-silting leading to low water releases from dams causing
decline in hydel electricity generation.
Dams are built for water storage and electricity is a byproduct. However, the
electricity demand in the winter season is about 12,000 MW against 18,000MW to
19,000MW demand of summer.
Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project: Consumers to bear Rs9b hit as cost goes
up again
The official said the installed capacity of electricity generation through hydel
resources is 6,900MW that is fully used in summer season due to more water
releases from dams.
―Therefore, a drop in hydel generation is not causing increase in load
shedding,‖ he added.
The official said government had implemented zero load-shedding plan for
two months before closure of canals in areas where recovery of power bills was
high and power theft was low. However, it discontinued the zero load-shedding
plan following closure of canals.
According to reports, eleven power generation units of Tarbela dam have
been shut down due to low water level in the lake and power production capacity
has reached its lowest. Only three power generation units are producing 297MW
electricity and they are also not working at their full capacity.
The Tarbela dam officials disclosed that due to decreased water inflow in the
dam the capacity of the dam‘s power production has reduced from 3,478MW to
only 297MW.
According to water report issued by the Water and Power Development
Authority (Wapda), water inflows from Indus at Tarbela are 15,100 cusecs and
outflows 7,000 cusecs.
Power production cost halves with rise in hydel generation
The present water level at Tarbel dam stands at 1,426.95 feet against the
maximum conservation level of 1,550 feet. The water level at Mangla dam is
1,101.30 feet against the maximum conservation level of 1,242 feet while the level
at Chashma is 640 feet against the maximum conservation level of 649 feet.
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Wapda said the inflows and outflows of River Indus at Tarbela and Chashma,
River Kabul at Nowshera and River Jhelum at Mangla have been reflected as mean
flows of 24 hours, whereas the other flows have been gauged at 6am.
Принятие впервые Национальной водной политики (чтобы покончить с
веерным отключением электроэнергии).
National water policy awaits formal approval
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn January 10th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307496/nationalwater-policy-awaits-formal-approval

ISLAMABAD: The federal and provincial governments are on board over the
country‘s first national water policy which will now be sent to the Council of
Common Interests for formal approval, Minister for Water and Power Khawaja
Mohammad Asif said on Monday.
He was speaking to journalists after announcing a $1.8bn financial close of
the first hydropower project — the 870MW Suki Kinari project — under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) framework.
The Chashma-3 nuclear power project was operational and the Chashma-4
project would follow by April, he said, adding that the government was on
schedule to end loadshedding by 2018. Several thermal power projects, to be
operated on re-gasified liquefied natural gas (RLNG), were in their testing phase,
he said and hoped that the 969MW Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project would
start generating electricity before the next monsoon season.
The government was making efforts to complete the conversion of Nandipur
power project to natural gas by April, he said, adding that the power regulator had
not yet issued the revised tariff for power generated through gas. If the tariff did
not cover the cost, the matter would be sent to the federal cabinet for deliberation.
On schedule to end loadshedding in 2018, says Khawaja Asif
Responding to a question, he said they were yet to see a change in the stance
of the power regulator after it was brought under the administrative control of his
ministry last month.
The minister declined comment on the ongoing dispute over the construction
of two hydropower projects by India in violation of the Indus Waters Treaty.
When asked about the difficulties the government has faced in raising funds
for the construction of the $14bn Diamer-Bhasha dam, the minister said Pakistan
did not consider the dam area a disputed territory and that its construction would
start this year. Those who considered the territory disputed were free to not fund
the project, he said, adding that many countries had expressed interest in financing
for the Diamer-Bhasha Multipurpose project.
The project has been bifurcated in two — a water reservoir and a power
house. Mr Asif said the reservoir would be financed through the country‘s own
resources while the power house would be funded through investors and financiers
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from abroad. Earlier, Mr Asif presided over a ceremony marking the financial
close of the 870MW Suki Kinari hydropower project. The required documents
were signed by Shah Jahan Mirza, managing director of the Private Power and
Infrastructure Board, and Haseeb Khan, the chief executive officer of Suki Kinari
hydropower project.
This is the first hydropower project in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa being developed
by the private sector and the largest independent hydropower project in the country
so far. Construction activities at the site have begun and the project is expected to
add 3,081GWh units of electricity each year to the national grid by 2022.
The KP government is estimated to receive around Rs1.3 billion each year as
water use charges for 30 years. The project is being developed on a build-ownoperate-transfer (BOOT) basis under the Power Policy 2002 and will be transferred
to the province in 30 years.
The project is located on River Kunhar, a tributary of River Jhelum, in
Mansehra district, the eastern part of KP between Naran and Paras towns. M/s AlJomaih Holding Company, (LLC) (Saudi Arabia), China Gezhouba Group
Company (China) and Haseeb Khan (Pvt) Ltd. (Pakistan) have sponsored the
project.
It is being developed with an investment of $1.8bn through a debt-equity ratio
of 75:25pv. The lenders for the project include the Export-Import Bank of China,
and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC).

ТЕПЛОЭНЕРГЕТИКА1. ТЭС1
В Панджабе построят ТЭС на газе 1260 мВт стоимостью 800 млн. долл.
Punjab seeks tariff for LNG power project
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1523887/punjab-seeks-tariff-lng-power-project/

6th,

2017.

KARACHI: The Punjab government has kick-started the process for
construction of the fourth liquefied natural gas (LNG)-fired power project of 1,263
megawatts at an estimated cost of over $800 million.
Despite expectations of surplus electricity next year, the provincial
government has asked the power regulator to award sales tariff to the project,
which will be built on a fast track so that local financial institutions can be
convinced to provide financing.
The provincial government is the sole sponsor of the project being
constructed at Jhang by its wholly owned company – Punjab Thermal Power
(Private) Limited, according to the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority
(Nepra).
Amid low foreign exchange reserves, Punjab gets go-ahead for imported
LNG power plant
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The government will inject equity equivalent to 25% of the total cost and the
remaining 75% will be met through borrowing from local financial institutions.
It would soon release the first instalment of Rs10 billion for construction of
the project. Besides, it would be a major beneficiary as well as it is entitled to a
guaranteed return of 16% on equity injection.
The Punjab government took special permission for building the project
from the Cabinet Committee on Energy in June 2017 as the central government
had banned new projects on imported fuels to save foreign exchange keeping in
view availability of surplus power in the near future.
Nepra reported that Punjab Thermal Power (Private) Limited was targeting
to arrange full financing for the project by the end of current calendar year.
―Financial close is targeted for December 2017.‖
The project is to start commercial production in 30 months or by JanuaryFebruary 2020.
Lead arrangers and the petitioner (government of Punjab) are currently
negotiating terms and conditions for the financing facility.
―Finalisation of the financing terms is subject to determination of a viable
tariff by Nepra,‖ the project owner said in an application seeking the award of
tariff.
Punjab Thermal Power (Private) Limited has worked out a levelised tariff of
Rs7.0947 per unit on re-gasified LNG for 30 years and Rs12.78 per unit if the plant
is run on high-speed diesel in the absence of LNG. The company has asked Nepra
to approve the proposed tariffs.
Pakistan shelves $2b LNG project
The project sponsor is also exploring the possibility of availing supplier
credit for equipment and plant through credit agencies. If it succeeds, the expected
additional financing cost will be adjusted accordingly. Project costs also include
spur gas pipeline cost of 92 km from the off-take point at Kabirwala to the power
plant site near Haveli Bahadur Shah/Trimmu Barrage, Jhang over an area of 170
acres.
The proposed net production capacity after auxiliary consumption is
1,242.7MW on re-gasified LNG and 1,081.8MW on diesel.
Punjab has established a Special Protection Unit (SPU) for providing
security to the foreign nationals, especially the Chinese, working on different
development projects in Pakistan.
Although the project is not part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), the level of security being provided to the Chinese and other foreign
workers matches that in CPEC projects.
SPU not only provides security to the foreign nationals at the work site, but
also at their residences, offices and during their movement.
SPU‘s cost for the project is estimated at $8.257 million in line with the
previous LNG power projects.
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Китай с помощью
электростанцию

Siemens

построит

для

Пакистана

СПГ-

Информационное
агентство
«InfoLine».
6.10.2017.
http://advis.ru/php/view_news.php?id=5AB00FF3-27A0-8A44-8C33-CEA2DB2338A9

RusEnergy. 06.10.2017. Немецкий концерн Siemens получил от
Пакистана заказ на поставку оборудования для новой электростанции Jhang,
которая строится в провинции Пенджаб. Необычноcть этой ТЭС состоит в
том, что она будет работать на сжиженном природном газе. Станцию строит
China Machinery Engineering Corporation, будучи подрядчиком в проекте
пакистанской энергетической компании Punjab Thermal Power.
ТЭС располагается в 250 километрах к юго-западу от Лахора и имеет
проектную мощность в 1,3 ГВт, сообщает LNG World News. Поставка
оборудования от Siemens включает две газовые турбины SGT5-8000, одну
паровую турбину SST-5000, два парогенератора, а также контрольные и
вспомогательные системы. Общая стоимость оборудования — 200 млн евро.
Согласно планам Punjab Thermal Power, ТЭС изначально будет запущена с
использованием обычного природного газа. Это произойдет в декабре 2018
года. А в ноябре 2019-го стартует комбинированный цикл с применением
СПГ в качестве топлива для турбин.
Дорогая цена электроэнергии, полученной от ТЭС на угле
Coal energy: at what cost?
Imtiaz
Gul.
The
Express
Tribune,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298369/coal-energy-cost/

January

18th,

2017.

The writer heads the independent Centre for Research and Security Studies, Islamabad and is
author of Pakistan: Pivot of Hizbut Tahrir‘s Global Caliphate

Minister of Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal recently informed the
parliamentary committee on CPEC that Thar coal would be used for electricity for
the next 400 years and that two transmission lines were being installed at Mariari
— one to Lahore, and another to Faisalabad, which will be connected to the
national grid, benefiting all parts of the country. He also stated that some 11,000
MW of electricity will be added to the national grid by 2018 with the help of the
biggest energy investment in the history of Pakistan under CPEC. It will be great
news if Pakistan can get rid of power outages in major cities.
But the bad news is that over 8,000 MW of this energy will come from coal
— major source of carbon emissions in China itself. What consequences will the
coal-fired plants, particularly in central Punjab have, usually enveloped by smog in
December? China, which surpassed the US in carbon dioxide emission in 2007
becoming leader in world pollution, is already reeling from the impact of the coal
energy. In 2014, for instance, Chinese scientists compared the toxic haze to a
―nuclear winter‖ that ―has started slowing down photosynthesis in plants.‖
And recently in December 2016, environmental protection officials called on
the government to issue red smog alerts for 23 cities in northern China. Beijing
officials had already issued a red alert after warnings of a build-up of toxic air
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pollution during cold weather. An additional nine industrial cities had also been
advised to issue the lowest-level orange alert. In fact, images of school children
taking exam in an open football stadium enveloped in a dense cloud of noxious
pollution, which triggered the smog ―red alert‖ on December 20, went viral on the
social media.
Taking cognisance of the choking smog, Chinese officials began taking its
environmental problems seriously in the year 2014. They struck a deal with the US
to reduce the rate of its carbon emissions by 2030. Statistics from the Chinese
National Bureau of Statistics show slight reduction in coal consumption (to 3.7 per
cent and 2.9 per cent in 2015 and 2014, respectively). But obviously it has to go a
long way because 70 per cent of the China‘s electric power comes from burning
coal and the consumption is estimated to be nearly as much as rest of the world
combined.
The thoughtless rush for coal-fired energy by a politically motivated Pakistani
ruling elite is both alarming and questionable. Minister Ahsan Iqbal and other
leading lights from Punjab know what havoc the fog and smog play with life in
winter. They also know unscrupulous nature of the mighty business cartels behind
the energy plants. Those running and approving these cartels — politicians,
businessmen and bureaucrats, are least bothered about the environmental hazards
of coal energy in a country where bribes cover up violations of law.
Most of these businessmen and their political patrons, with second permanent
residences and interests parked in the US, Canada and Europe, seem to ignore the
havoc coal energy has played in China. For them the overriding motive of
importing mostly second and third generation coal-fired plants appears to be quick
hefty windfalls.
And let us not blame China for the cunning attitude of our rulers and
businessmen. If we go by what Ahsan Iqbal told the parliamentary committee on
January 16, it suggests that Beijing has been sensitive to, and adjusting, the CPEC
plans to the demands by K-P and Balochistan. They have been facilitating
Pakistani wish list as and when necessary following the discord between
Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta.
Most of Pakistan‘s big cities such as Karachi, Faisalabad, Multan, Gujrat,
Gujranwala, Peshawar and Quetta are already air-water polluted. With the
induction of coal energy, and little hope for adherence to environmental standards,
this situation will deteriorate. And responsibility for this disaster in the making will
rest on Asif Ali Zardari as well as the Sharif brothers, ably supported by a pliant
bureaucracy and avaricious business community.

АТОМНАЯ ЭНЕРГЕТИКА1. АЭС1.
4-й энергоблок на атомной станции Чашма подключен к сети
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PM Abbasi inaugurates 340MW C-4 nuclear power plant at Chashma
The Nation. September 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Sep-2017/pm-abbasito-inaugurate-340mw-c-4-nuclear-power-plant-at-chashma

CHASHMA: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has inaugurated
Pakistan‘s fifth nuclear power plant C-4 here on Friday, having capacity to
generate 340MW electricity.
While addressing the ceremony he stated that this C-3 project started in
2016. "This power plant will not only help in fulfilling energy needs of the
country but also assist in reducing environmental pollution," the premier said.
Abbasi further said that all units completed before C-4 are working
excellently. "This project is series of mega energy projects being completed across
the country under vision of Nawaz Sharif," he added.
The Prime Minister also thanked Chinese government and state bank for
providing technical and financial assistance in completion of this power plant.
"It is great to see that work on K-2 and K-3 is underway swiftly," he said.
He further asserted that Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
government will end load shedding by November.
The Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) is pursuing its vision of
nuclear technology for peaceful purposes and set to achieve another milestone with
the operation of Chashma Nuclear Power Plant Unit-4 (C-4).
The plant would be operational on trial basis and pass through various
functional and safety related tests at full power. With tremendous efforts of PAEC
and Chinese friends,the nuclear power plant C-4 would become operational and
connected to the country‘s power grid.
The Chashma nuclear power projects units, C-1, C-2 and C-3 have been
successfully contributing to the national grid with an excellent performance since
2000, 2011 and 2016 respectively.
The three nuclear power plants of Chinese origin are the best performing
power stations in the country, supplying over 950 MW to the national grid with
availability factors of around 99%.
Currently, country‘s four nuclear power plants KANUPP, C-1, C-2 and C-3
are operational and generating a total of 1,030 MW of power whereas with the
inauguration of C-4 Chashma plant, the power supply would be further enhanced.
Two large sized nuclear power plants, K-2 and K-3 are under construction
near Karachi and are scheduled to be operational in 2020 and 2021 respectively,
adding another 2,200 MW to the national grid.
Два энергоблока на АЭС в Карачи успешно строит Китай и будут
запущены в 2018 г.
Two China-funded nuclear plants to be operational next year
The Nation. June 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jun-2017/two-china-fundednuclear-plants-to-be-operational-next-year

The work on two Karachi nuclear power projects with a cumulative capacity
of 2,200 megawatts is underway, reported Radio Pakistan.
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The power plants are being completed under China-Pak Economic Corridor
(CPEC) at a cost of over Rs9 billion.
These power plants are expected to start producing electricity by the end of
next year.
Similarly, work on 1,320-megawatt coal based power plants at port Qasim in
Karachi and 1,320-megawatt coal based power project at Thar is also underway.
Beijing is investing around $50 billion in Pakistan as part of a plan unveiled
in 2015 to link its far-western Xinjiang region to Gwadar port in Balochistan with
a series of infrastructure, power and transport upgrades.
Officials expect a huge uptick in trade between the two nations once Gwadar
is functional and work on motorways is finished allowing goods to cross the
Himalayas to and from China's western Xinjiang province.
Deepening political and military ties between Pakistan and China have helped
closer financial integration, too, with Chinese companies starting to buy Pakistani
firms and land.
Наваз Шариф ввел в эксплуатацию 3-й энергоблок на атомной станции
Чашма
PM Nawaz inaugurates Chashma III nuclear power plant
The Express Tribune. December 28, 2016. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1277235/pm-nawazinaugurates-chashma-iii-nuclear-power-plant/

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Wednesday inaugurated Chashma III
nuclear power plant in Mianwali.
The project will add 340 megawatts of electricity to the national power grid. It
is a joint collaboration of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission and China
National Nuclear Corporation and was initiated following the successful
operation of Chashma-I and Chashma-II projects.
Addressing the ceremony, Nawaz said the politics of sit-ins will lead the
country to nowhere and those doing so must refrain from it. ―Have mercy on this
nation, your sit-ins are proving destructive for this country,‖ the premier said in a
thinly veiled reference to Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) protests against
corruption in the wake of Panama Papers leaks.
The premier reiterated that electricity loadshedding will be eliminated as well
as become affordable by 2018 which will also help decline the prices of
commodities.
Loadshedding will be history by 2018: PM Nawaz
He also called for holding previous governments accountable for plunging the
country into darkness.
Nawaz said that Chashma power plants were providing 600 megawatts of
power to the country. ―Our farmers, industrialists and ultimately the country will
reap the benefits of affordable electricity,‖ he added.
―Further, our products will be sold at cheaper prices in the country and in
global markets benefiting the commoners.‖ The premier further said that Pakistan‘s
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foreign exchange reserves, foreign direct investment will also increase while
inflation will decrease and unemployment would be eliminated.‖ Establishing of
new communication routes in the meantime will bring the provinces closer, he
added.
The project will also contribute to the economic development of the country
by supplying energy to industrial and commercial sectors.
Chashma IV nuclear power plant, which will be completed by 2017, and
Karachi Nuclear Power Projects K-2 and K-3 will add a total of 8,800 megawatts
by 2030 as envisaged by the atomic energy commission.
All nuclear power projects were approved by Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory
Authority for the highest nuclear safety standards in accordance with International
Atomic Energy Agency agreements.
PM‘s directive: Power plants face legal action for failing to keep promise
Earlier on December 15, the prime minister announced to eliminate
loadshedding by 2018, saying power outages have already been overcome for
industries.
―I am confident that the government will be able to eliminate loadshedding in
2018 so people are finally relieved of the suffering once and for all,‖ the premier
said while addressing a gathering. He added that not only will loadshedding come
to an end but will also become cheap and accessible for the masses.
PM Nawaz said that previous governments should be inquired as to why
loadshedding was allowed to surface in the first place which caused misery for the
masses.
Under the new supply management plan for 2016-18 approved by the cabinet
committee on August 30, electricity outages would be brought down in urban areas
from an average of six hours to three hours per day and in rural areas from eight
hours to four hours per day from November.

НЕФТЬ1, НЕФТЕПРОДУКТЫ1, ГАЗ1
Энергетические перспективы Туркменистана в Евразийском регионе
Алексей Давыдович Хайтун (доктор экономических наук, профессор, Институт
Европы РАН). «Независимая газета». 12.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/ng_energiya/2017-1212/9_7134_turkmenistan.html

Туркменистан является одним из перспективных поставщиков
природного газа. Страна, по оценкам международных экспертов, занимает
четвертое место в мире по разведанным запасам газа. В одном только
месторождении «Галкыныш», что на востоке страны, его, как считают
местные геологи, свыше 26 трлн куб. м. Это примерно вдвое больше, чем в
российском Уренгое. По состоянию на конец 2012 года общие геологические
запасы в этой стране оцениваются в 71,21 млрд т у. т., 18,2 млрд т – морского
шельфа (доказанные запасы равны 25,2 трлн куб. м). Однако известный
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немецкий эксперт Роланд Гетц из берлинского фонда «Наука и политика» в
своей работе «Европа и природный газ Каспийского региона» приводит
данные немецкого ведомства по геологии и сырью (Bundesanstalt fuer
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe), согласно которым на конец 2005 года
туркменские газовые резервы оценивались в 2,8 трлн куб. м, а ресурсы в 6
трлн куб. м. Правда, отмечает он, в каких размерах открытое в 2006 году
месторождение «Южный Иолотань» и открытое в марте 2007 года
месторождение «Осман» должны вести к переоценке имеющихся данных. Но
немцы полагают, что с учетом открытых месторождений их общий запас не
превысит 10 трлн куб. м. В то же время, по результатам второго этапа
независимого аудита запасов месторождений Туркменистана, начальные
геологические запасы зоны газовых месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман», «Мианара» и «Яшлар» подтверждены в максимальном объеме 26,2
трлн куб. м газа. Такую оценку 11 октября 2011 года озвучил представитель
британской аудиторской компании Gaffney, Cline&Associates (GCA) Джим
Гиллетт. По его словам, эти данные не окончательные, запасы могут быть
выше. На сегодня еще не определены пределы северо-западной, юговосточной и западной границ месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман».
Такой объем запасов ставит «Южный Иолотань» на второе место в
мире после «Южного/Северного Парса» (28 трлн куб. м, поделено между
Ираном и Катаром). На третьей позиции Уренгойское месторождение
«Газпрома» с 7 трлн куб. м.
По данным азербайджанского издания Trend, в настоящее время
госконцерн «Туркменгаз» совместно с привлеченными на сервисных
условиях компаниями из Китая, Республики Корея и ОАЭ реализует проект
по первоначальному обустройству «Южного Иолотаня» на общую сумму
около 10 млрд долл. США. Разработка началась на основании
первоначального аудита, представленного GCA в 2008 году, когда
приблизительные запасы этого месторождения оценивались в пределах 14
трлн куб. м газа. Конечно, такой разброс данных о запасах туркменского газа
не позволяет сделать окончательный вывод о перспективности
Туркменистана как ведущей газоснабжающей державе региона для Европы.
Месторождения газа находятся в основном в центральной части
страны, где сосредоточено 80% добычи. Хотя газовое месторождение
«Южный Иолотань» находится в юго-восточной части Туркмении рядом с
границей Ирана и Афганистана. В геологическом отношении эта территория
относится к Мургабской нефтегазоносной области – крупной одноименной
позднемезозойской впадине, располагающейся на южной оконечности
молодой эпипалеозойской Туранской плиты.
Месторождение «Южный Иолотань» расположено недалеко от города
Иолотань (50 км от областного центра Марыйского велаята города Мары).
Площадь месторождения около 3 тыс. кв. км. В своей юго-восточной части
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поднятие осложнено небольшим валом, к которому приурочено
месторождение «Осман».
Целью Туркменистана к 2030 году является наращивание добычи газа
до 250 млрд куб. м. Экспорт газа намечено увеличить до 180 млрд куб. м в
год. Проблема в том, как доставить это энергетическое сырье зарубежным
покупателям.
Наряду с Россией Туркменистан – одно из немногих государств в СНГ,
которое могло бы быть экспортером природного газа в Европу. До 2009 года
экспорт туркменского газа проходил по газопроводам на территории
Казахстана и России, построенным еще в советские времена. Россия скупала
туркменский газ, а затем продавала европейским клиентам, как правило по
спотовым ценам, или снабжала им регионы на юге России. Немецкий эксперт
Восточного комитета немецкой экономики Мартин Хоффман пишет на сайте
немецкого государственного информационного агентства Deutsche Welle
(DW), что когда мировые цены на газ в 2008–2009 годах снизились, сделка
стала для России убыточной, ведь у Туркменистана приходилось покупать
топливо по подписанным ранее долгосрочным контрактам и по ставшим
завышенными ценам, которые европейские покупатели платить отказались.
«Зная, что у Туркменистана нет экспортных альтернатив, – говорит
Хоффман, – Россия в ультимативной форме потребовала от Ашхабада
снизить цены до рыночных, а когда туркмены заупрямились, просто
перекрыла трубу, объяснив такую меру некими техническими причинами».
Прекращение поступления газа вызвало серьезные технические неполадки в
газопроводной системе Туркменистана. Поэтому во время визита президента
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова в ноябре 2009 года в Москву
состоялись переговоры с тогдашним российским президентом Дмитрием
Медведевым об увеличении импорта Москвой туркменского газа. Агентство
AFP отмечало, что переговоры Бердымухамедова и Медведева состоятся на
фоне усилий Туркменистана возобновить экспорт газа в Россию в полном
объеме после того, как в апреле в результате взрыва на туркменском
газопроводе экспорт голубого топлива в Россию из Туркменистана
практически прекратился.
Ашхабад настаивал на выполнении российскими партнерами своих
контрактных обязательств, однако переговоры не привели к положительному
результату. Таким образом, Россия резко сократила импорт туркменского
газа в период падения спроса в Европе. Туркменистан в результате лишился
ежемесячных доходов в размере почти 1 млрд долл.
В январе 2016 года Москва окончательно отказалась от закупок
туркменского газа. По сообщению ГК, «Туркменгаз ОАО «Газпром» с начала
2015 года не платил по долгам «за предоставленные объемы туркменского
природного газа». Об этом говорилось на сайте Министерства нефтегазовой
промышленности и минеральных ресурсов Туркменистана 8 июля 2015 года.
«Газпром» стал неплатежеспособным по своим контрактам купли-продажи
природного газа в связи с продолжающимся мировым экономическим
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кризисом и введенными западными странами экономическими санкциями
против России», – отмечалось в сообщении ведомства. Позже текст на сайте
«Туркменгаза» был изменен, но не принципиально. «Туркменской стороне
непонятны мотивы, почему российский энергетический гигант не полностью
платит за полученный газ, видимо, у него наступили не самые лучшие
времена в отношении финансов», – говорится в измененном тексте
сообщения, датированного уже 11 июля. Следует напомнить, что в 2003 году
Россия и Туркменистан заключили соглашение о сотрудничестве в газовой
сфере сроком на 25 лет. Согласно условиям этого соглашения, Туркменистан
должен был поставлять в РФ 70–80 млрд куб. м газа ежегодно. В 2006–2008
годах Россия выкупала весь производимый на территории Туркменистана
газ, а также обеспечивала его транзит в Украину. Кроме того, в рамках
среднесрочных контрактов «Газпром» выполняет функции оператора
транзита туркменского газа по территории Узбекистана и Казахстана.
Понятно, что Туркменистан извлек уроки из тех событий и сделал
ставку на диверсификацию газового экспорта, чтобы повысить
независимость от российского транзита. В Ашхабаде считают, что
современная ситуация на мировом энергетическом пространстве, в том числе
в его газовом сегменте, ставит перед нами ряд серьезных и непростых задач.
Главная из них – необходимость обеспечения долгосрочной,
всеобъемлющей, инклюзивной энергетической безопасности как решающего
условия для поступательного и сбалансированного развития глобальной
экономики и межгосударственного сотрудничества. С особой остротой эта
необходимость проявляется сейчас – на фоне негативных тенденций на
международных энергетических рынках, замедления

Строительство газопровода ТАПИ в
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роста крупнейших мировых экономик, известных политических событий,
которые наблюдаются в различных регионах земного шара. Решающим
фактором обеспечения глобальной энергетической безопасности является, по
мнению Ашхабада, диверсификация поставок углеводородов. Именно
диверсификация, создание многовариантной и разнонаправленной
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трубопроводной системы сегодня в состоянии гарантировать рост и
устойчивое развитие глобальной энергетики, обезопасить ее от
политических, экологических, техногенных и других рисков. Очевидно
также, что вовлеченность в международную энергосистему новых
пространств и рынков способна придать дополнительный мощный импульс
мировому промышленному производству, торговле, инвестициям,
стимулировать создание рабочих мест. Именно под этим углом зрения и
следует рассматривать возвращение Ашхабада к проекту Транскаспийского
газопровода, разговоры о котором ведутся уже более 20 лет. В июне
текущего года по итогам переговоров между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС было принято решение о создании
постоянной рабочей группы, которая должна приступить к проработке
различных вариантов доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Более того,
озвучены предварительные сроки этих поставок. Сейчас можно
констатировать наличие активного и заинтересованного диалога по
осуществлению проектов поставок туркменского природного газа в западном
направлении между Туркменистаном, Азербайджаном и Турцией при
участии Европейского союза. В этом плане запущенный в конце 2015 года в
эксплуатацию по территории Туркменистана газопровод «Восток–Запад»
протяженностью 773 км может стать предтечей или первым этапом на пути
Туркменистана в Европу. Строительство газопровода обошлось в 2,5 млрд
долл., его пропускная способность составляет 30 млрд куб. м газа в год,
сообщает агентство Reuters. По нему голубое топливо может перекачиваться
из крупнейших месторождений «Галкыныш» и «Довлетабад» на востоке
страны к побережью Каспийского моря, или же по другому газопроводу в
западном направлении.
Куда пойдут трубопроводы
Одни из известных российских специалистов по Каспию Сергей
Жильцов и Игорь Зонн в своей книге «Каспийская трубопроводная
геополитика» приводят слова американского политолога Збигнева
Бжезинского о том, что вопросы прокладки трубопроводов до сих пор
являлись едва ли не самыми главными в определении будущего бассейна
Каспийского моря и Центральной Азии. Он подчеркивал, что «если основные
трубопроводы в регион будут по-прежнему проходить по территории России
к российским терминалам в Новороссийске на Черном море, то политические
последствия этого дадут о себе знать без какой бы то ни было открытой
демонстрации силы со стороны России, Регион останется в политической
зависимости, а Москва при этом будет занимать сильные позиции, решая, как
делить новые богатства региона. И наоборот, если один трубопровод
проляжет через Каспийское море к Азербайджану и далее к Средиземному
морю через Турцию, а другой протянется через Афганистан к Аравийскому
морю, то не будет никакого единовластия в вопросе доступа к региону».
Под таким же углом зрения рассматривает потенциальные
возможности региона и Роланд Гетц. Он, в частности, отмечает, что на
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первом плане в интересах Европы стоят газовые месторождения данного
региона. Они составляют примерно 6% мировых запасов и почти сравнимы с
газовыми запасами Африки, которые в значительной степени потребляются
европейцами. В Европе выступают за политическую поддержку газового
потенциала Каспийского региона, которая позволит газ из этого региона
сделать доступным для Европы и одновременно и страны Каспийского
региона, и Европу освободить от господствующего положения России на
континенте.
Стоит напомнить также статью в немецком журнале Spiegel-online, что
решая проблему диверсификации поставок газа в Европу, Еврокомиссия
готова форсировать заключение соглашений с такими странами, как,
например, Азербайджан и Туркменистан. «ЕС будет использовать все
внешнеполитические инструменты, чтобы укрепить стратегическое
энергетическое партнерство со странами-производителями и транзитерами»,
– цитирует Spiegel-online документы, подготовленные Брюсселем еще в 2015
году для Энергетического союза ЕС. К этим странам, как считает журнал,
относятся Алжир и Турция, Азербайджан и Туркменистан, государства
Ближнего Востока и несколько африканских стран.
«Западное направление является одним из приоритетных направлений
нашего энергетического партнерства», – отмечал в 2015 году президент
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов на церемонии запуска
газопровода «Восток–Запад». По его словам, теперь «совместная работа с
европейскими партнерами обретает качественно новое содержание»,
сообщает Reuters. Как отметил Бердымухамедов, ввод в эксплуатацию
газопровода «Восток–Запад» создает новые возможности для предметного
сотрудничества с прикаспийскими странами по вопросу строительства
Транскаспийского газопровода.
При этом Ашхабад всегда подчеркивает: все реализованные и
потенциальные газопроводные проекты, в которых участвует Туркменистан,
не обусловлены никакими геополитическими соображениями или
причинами, а продиктованы исключительно экономической и коммерческой
выгодой для всех стран, по территории которых проходят маршруты
поставок газа. Ашхабад также считает необходимым придерживаться
разумных, экономически обоснованных цен за потребляемые энергоносители
и их транспортировку по транзитным территориям.
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С таких же позиций подходит к экспорту туркменского газа и комиссар
ЕС по энергетике Марош Шефчович. По его мнению, опубликованному в
немецком информационном агентстве Deutsche Welle (DW), Евросоюз мог
бы получать туркменский газ через территорию Ирана. По его словам, есть
два варианта доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Это поставки через Иран
или по подводному трубопроводу по дну Каспийского моря. Однако Иран
уже много раз высказывал свою оппозицию такому проекту, утверждая, что
построить наземный трубопровод через его территорию проще и
экономичнее.
Ожидается, что экспорт туркменского газа в Европу может начаться с
2019 года. Понятно, что решение проблемы Каспийского моря могло бы
помочь Туркменистану в решении вопросов транспортировки его газа в
Европу. Новые трубопроводные проекты анализируются на фоне активного
переговорного процесса о международно-правовом статусе Каспийского
моря, который, как считает туркменская сторона, близится к своему
завершению.
Проект ТАПИ
Туркменистан проводит активную политику в сфере диверсификации
маршрутов углеводородных ресурсов. Показательным в этом плане является
трубопроводный
проект
Туркменистан–Афганистан–Пакистан–Индия
(ТАПИ).
История появления данного проекта уходит корнями в начало 1990-х
годов, когда прикаспийские страны и их месторождения углеводородных
ресурсов оказались в центре внимания многих государств и нефтегазовых
компаний. Однако тогда данный проект в силу различных причин так и не
был реализован, хотя в последнее десятилетие идея обсуждалась не раз. В
последние годы Туркменистан вновь усилил внимание к трубопроводному
проекту. Ашхабад рассматривает его как пример равноправного,
уважительного и взаимовыгодного сотрудничества, образец ответственного и
реалистичного
подхода
стран-участниц,
осознающих
общность
долгосрочных интересов и целей развития. Свидетельством понимания
важности проекта является поддержка ТАПИ и партнерами в Азии и Европе,
финансовыми институтами, в первую очередь Азиатским банком развития.
По предварительным подсчетам проект помимо прямых поставок газа в
Афганистан позволит обеспечить поступление в бюджет этой страны около 1
млрд долл. только за транзит газа. Помимо этого, будут созданы условия для
открытия более 12 тыс. рабочих мест в тех афганских провинциях, по
которым пройдет трубопровод. На этом пути уже есть реальные достижения:
в декабре 2015 года Туркменистан приступил к строительству своего участка
газопровода, достигнута договоренность о проведении (в следующем году)
изыскательских работ на афганской части маршрута ТАПИ.
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Надо сказать, что проект ТАПИ заинтересовал и российскую сторону, и
буквально на днях по сообщению EGF Gazprom Monitor «Газпром» и
Национальная иранская нефтяная компания (NIOC) подписали Меморандум
о взаимопонимании по сотрудничеству в газопроводе Иран–Пакистан–
Индия, хотя некоторые эксперты DW и утверждали, что проект ТАПИ
является конкурирующим для имеющихся и планируемых газопроводов
«Газпрома», да и реализация ТАПИ, мол, приведет к созданию в регионе
такого альянса, в котором влияние Москвы будет минимальным. Поэтому
утверждается, что российская сторона и вовсе предпочитает другой проект –
CASA-1000.
Действительно, у ТАПИ имеется конкурент. С точки зрения Андрея
Тибольда из Energy Delta Institute (EDI), речь идет о проекте CASA-1000.
Этот проект ориентирован на поставку в те же самые страны электроэнергии,
где в качестве поставщиков предлагают себя Таджикистан и Киргизия. В
январе прошлого пакистанские СМИ распространили заявление посла
Таджикистана в Исламабаде Шерали Джононова, что ТЭО проекта якобы
уже завершено, а прокладка ЛЭП от Киргизии и Таджикистана в Афганистан
и Пакистан должна вот вот начаться. Как отмечает DW, ссылаясь на слова
посла, к 2018 году Таджикистан через CASA-1000 уже сможет
транспортировать электроэнергию в Пакистан. Однако в Афганистане уже
сформировались две лоббистские группы, из которых одна выступает за
газовый проект, а другая – за электроэнергетический. После того как эти
проекты пришли в движение, отмечает DW, эти группы проводят
мобилизацию. В частности, талибы уже дали понять, что на определенных
условиях они не будут препятствовать реализации проекта ТАПИ. Да и
крупные игроки по-разному относятся к этим проектам. Пакистану
необходимы как газ, так и электроэнергия. Но электрификация будет больше
способствовать индустриализации Афганистана, который Пакистан
предпочел бы видеть слабым и зависимым. США, по оценке агентства,
поддерживают ТАПИ.
DW ссылается на Андрея Грозина, эксперта Российского института
стран СНГ. По его мнению, США рассчитывают на то, что как ТАПИ, так и
CASA-1000 смогут привлечь ряд стран региона к проведению в нем
экономической активности. Но большое значение для их реализации имеет
позиция Пекина. Формально Китай не против, но без его участия, полагает
Грозин, «оба проекта остаются сомнительными». Он считает, что по CASA1000 пока отсутствуют технически выверенные данные, на которые можно
было бы положиться. «Нет четкого просчета, как эта система будет работать,
кто ее будет потреблять и по каким тарифам. Отсутствует также понимание
того, из каких источников эту энергию будут брать. Если не будут построены
Рогунская и Камбаратинская ГЭС, считает эксперт, то имеющихся
мощностей Таджикистана и Киргизии даже в летний период не хватит, чтобы
полноценно обеспечить поставки электроэнергии для Афганистана и
Пакистана. Но, как известно, сооружение этих ГЭС наталкивается на
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сопротивление со стороны Узбекистана, опасающегося, в частности, влияния
строительства Рогунской ГЭС на режим стока реки Вакши, соответственно
реки Амударья, которое будет разрушительным для обеспечения водной,
продовольственной и экологической безопасности нижележащих государств.
Однако надо исходить из того, что пока неустойчивая ситуация в
Афганистане фактически препятствует реализации обоих проектов.
Китайское и иранское направления
В настоящее время экспорт туркменского природного газа
осуществляется по транснациональному трубопроводу Туркменистан–
Узбекистан–Казахстан–Китай, введенному в эксплуатацию в декабре 2009
года. Трубопровод состоит из трех ниток (А, В, С) общей мощностью 55
млрд куб. м и предназначен для поставок в КНР газа в объеме 40 млрд куб. м
в год. В 2014 году по нему было экспортировано в общей сложности 23,8
млрд куб. м природного газа.
Также планируется строительство четвертой нитки (Д) газопровода в
Китай через территории Узбекистана, Таджикистана и Кыргызстана, что
позволит увеличить ежегодную транспортировку туркменского газа
дополнительно на 25 млрд куб. м и довести, таким образом, общий объем
поставок в Китай к 2021 году до 65 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Российские
эксперты считают, что Китай, расширяя сферу своего влияния в регионе,
преследует не только коммерческие, но и геополитические цели. Пекин
стремится не допустить внешнеполитической переориентации Астаны и
Ашхабада на Запад, а также ограничить влияние западных нефтяных
компаний. Китай сосредоточил усилия на решении долгосрочных задач и
нацелен на интенсификацию казахстанско-китайских и туркмено-китайских
отношений в сфере поставок углеводородного сырья.
Другой реализованный проект – поставки туркменского газа в
Исламскую Республику Иран по двум новым маршрутам: Корпедже
(Туркменистан) – Курткуи (Иран) и Довлетабад (Туркменистан) – Серахс
(туркмено-иранская граница) – Хангеран (Иран). В 2014 году по этим
газопроводам в Исламскую Республику было поставлено 5,9 млрд куб. м
туркменского природного газа. Общая проектная мощность газопроводов
позволяет довести поставки до 20 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Наряду с
диверсификацией маршрутов поставок газа в восточном и западном
направлениях Туркменистан усилил внимание к южному направлению
экспорта, в сторону Ирана. В свою очередь, Тегеран также проявляет интерес
к туркменскому газу, рассчитывая через расширение энергетического
сотрудничества с Туркменистаном усилить свою вовлеченность в
реализацию проектов по экспорту каспийских углеводородов на внешние
рынки. В 2014 году Туркменистан поставил в Иран 6,5 млрд куб. м и в
перспективе рассчитывает увеличить поставки до 14 млрд в год. К этому
Туркменистан подталкивает выгодное географическое положение Ирана,
территория которого представляет собой наиболее удобный путь для
экспорта центральноазиатских ресурсов. Тем более что отстранение Ирана от
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обсуждения и реализации новых трубопроводных проектов, которое
произошло после введения санкций со стороны западных стран, затормозило
освоение углеводородного потенциала Каспийского региона.
При этом не стоит забывать, что с 2006 года до 6 млрд куб. м
туркменского газа поступает через ответвление от иранского газопровода в
Турцию. Не стоит забывать, что Анкара выступает в качестве главного
лоббиста поставок туркменских углеводородов в Европу через Азербайджан.
В июле 2017 года в Баку состоялась встреча министров иностранных дел
Азербайджана, Турции и Туркмении, где обсуждались вопросы дальнейшего
сотрудничества в энергетической сфере. Подписанная ранее Бакинская
декларация заложила основу трехстороннего формата отношений наиболее
близких в культурном и языковом отношении тюркоязычных государств. Как
отмечает Роланд Гетц, он ожидает увеличения этого транзита до 10–15 млрд
куб. м. Конечно, расширение поставок туркменского газа в Европу через
Турцию во многом будет определяться российско-турецкими отношениями в
контексте развития геополитической ситуации на Ближнем и Среднем
Востоке.
Газовые возможности региона
За более чем 20-летнюю историю независимого развития страны
Центральной Азии и Каспийского региона добились значительных успехов в
создании собственной базы по добыче и экспорту углеводородных ресурсов
на внешние рынки.
Итак, возможности ЦАР по нефти и газу уже сейчас делают регион
значимым фактором мировой и особенно европейской энергетической
политики: суммарные доказанные запасы нефти в странах Прикаспия
(Казахстане, Азербайджане, Туркмении и Узбекистане) достигают 15 млрд т
(около 2% мировых). При современном уровне годовой добычи нефти в
регионе этих запасов хватит на 65 лет, а экспорт нефти уже к 2015 году мог
бы составить 140–160 мл т в год. Подавляющая часть запасов нефти ЦАР
сосредоточена в Казахстане, Туркменистане и Азербайджане. Добыча и
производство нефти в регионе колеблется в пределах 80–90 млн т,
потребление – на уровне 20 млн т нефти в год.
Среди ископаемого топлива потребление газа будет развиваться
самыми высокими темпами: 1,9% в год. Нефть сохранит первое место в
потреблении энергоресурсов (28%), второе займет уголь, газ – третье место
(26%), альтернативные возобновляемые источники (ВИЭ) – только 7%
мирового энергопотребления.
Конкуренция на европейском рынке газа усилится, а это означает, что
юг
Европы
может
рассчитывать
на
энергетические
ресурсы
преимущественно
тех
стран,
логистика
которых
делает
невыгодными поставки топлива в Северную и Центральную Европу,
главный регион – потребитель энергии. Страны ЦАР, в первую очередь
Азербайджан, Туркменистан и Узбекистан, владеют существенными
запасами нефти и особенно природного газа, но не имеют пока
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самостоятельного выхода на европейский (тем более мировой)
энергетический рынок. По своему географическому положению эти страны
являются
потенциальными
конкурентами
российских
топливноэнергетических компаний.
Вместе с тем следует иметь в виду, что, хотя нефть ЦАР более
экономична при подаче в Европу, нежели тюменская, и та и другая находятся
в замыкающей зоне мировой торговли. По подсчетам Министерства
энергетики США и Международного энергетического агентства, добыча и
доставка каспийской нефти в США и Западную Европу более чем в 10 раз
дороже, чем при расконсервации нефтяных скважин на шельфе
Мексиканского залива и Северного моря.
Страны региона не в полной мере самостоятельны при контроле
объемов поставок и цен на свое энергетическое сырье, поэтому
Туркменистан и Азербайджан ищут возможности энергетического
взаимодействия с приграничными им Ираном и Турцией.
По нашим оценкам, для того чтобы обеспечить независимый выход
нефти и газа ЦАР в Европу (для нефти и СПГ – в Атлантический океан),
потребуется суммарно 30–35 млрд долл. в течение 10 лет. Это должны быть
прямые инвестиции в строительно-монтажные работы, бурение, закупку
оборудования, проведение геологических работ.
В странах ЦАР организационных и инженерных структур, способных
реализовать эти инвестиции, не имеется, они будут привлекать инвесторов,
подрядные фирмы и специалистов из Европы, США и России. Как
указывалось, кадровый потенциал в Азербайджане есть, а механизм его
привлечения выработан транснациональными нефтяными компаниями,
оперирующими на постсоветском пространстве.
Главный шанс России на активное участие в Транскаспийском
нефтяном проекте лежит в нашем совместном прошлом: специалисты
республик ЦАР и Казахстана в массе своей русскоязычны, многие учились в
российских вузах. Негативным фактором является проявление политики,
свойственной некоторым кругам энергетических монополий. Компромисс
или конфликт. По нашим наблюдениям, в торговле нефтью и газом по оси
Восток–Запад наличествуют две связанные между собой парадигмы,
принципиально различные по способам разрешения: одна, обусловленная
географией и советской предысторией, долгосрочная политическая и вторая,
преходящая, присущая монопольной специфике российского нефтегазового
сектора.
Российские государственные монополии «Газпром», «Роснефть»,
«Транснефть» заинтересованы в монопольной ренте и сохранении своих
организационно-хозяйственных структур. Энергетические компании стран
ЦАР и независимые компании России, напротив, заинтересованы в
самостоятельном выходе своих энергоносителей на мировой рынок и потому
налаживают взаимодействие по транзиту энергоресурсов через Грузию и
Турцию,
ищут
возможности
энергетического
взаимодействия
с
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приграничным им Ираном. То есть в этом конфликте они выражают
рыночное начало.
Эти конкурентные факторы действуют уже сейчас. Если же учесть, что
базовые месторождения России – Тюмень и Татарстан – на фазе снижения, а
месторождения Восточной Сибири размещены далеко от европейских
центров потребления; что новые площади на шельфах арктических морей и
морском дне вокруг Северного полюса находятся на начальной стадии
освоения, которое ожидается весьма затратным, – тогда контроль над
коридорами транзита нефти и газа из стран ЦАР в Европу становится крайне
актуальным. И мы полагаем, что долгосрочные интересы России
заключаются в политике компромисса, нахождении общих интересов со
странами ЦАР, и не в последнюю очередь с Туркменистаном.
Становится все более очевидной востребованность действенных шагов,
призванных обеспечить учет и баланс интересов производителей,
транзитеров и потребителей газа, выработки ясных, прозрачных и
недискриминационных принципов взаимоотношений между ними. Именно
такой подход лежит в основе энергетической политики Туркменистана,
определяет содержание и направленность предложений и практических
действий в этой сфере.
Мировые энергетические запасы и природный газ как важнейшая и
самая экологически чистая их часть – достояние всего человечества. Мы, как
государства, обладающие этим богатством, несем особую ответственность за
его использование во благо людей, во имя мира, сотрудничества, развития и
прогресса.
Устойчивость мировой экономики сегодня опирается на устойчивость
мировой энергетики. Это означает необходимость выработки проверенных,
подкрепленных международным правом механизмов деятельности
государств в этой сфере, формирования прочных, незыблемых и
универсальных принципов, регулирующих ход глобального энергетического
взаимодействия. Как ответственный и надежный производитель и поставщик
энергоресурсов, Туркменистан готов к тесному сотрудничеству с
государствами, международными институтами с целью выработки
согласованных, транспарентных подходов ко всем вопросам глобальной
энергетической стратегии. Особый упор на этом аспекте взаимодействия
делается в ходе председательства Туркменистана в Энергетической хартии в
2017 году.
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Пакистан намерен удвоить импорт СПГ с 28 декабря 2017 г.
Pakistan set to double import of LNG from Dec 28
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
11th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1555233/2-pakistan-set-double-import-lng-dec-28/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is set to enhance its import of LNG for power
plants established in Punjab from December 28.
The country is currently importing 600 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd)
from its only LNG terminal located at Port Qasim. However, it would start
importing another 600 mmcfd from another LNG terminal expected to be
operational by December 28, an official said, adding that the total volume of LNG
supply would reach 1.2 bcfd.
―Pakistan LNG Limited (PLL) has arranged six LNG cargoes to start supply
from December 28,‖ a senior government official told The Express Tribune.
He said that these cargoes had been arranged through tenders and spot
purchases by following the prescribed rules. He said that commodity company,
Gunvor, was already supplying LNG, and had supply contracts with Pakistan State
Oil (PSO), by using the first LNG terminal.
Edexcel-Pearson recognises young scientist
However, Gunvor had secured another supply contract through tender and
would start supply from December 28 through the second LNG terminal.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is set to inaugurate the second LNG
terminal on November 20.
Officials said that the Italian energy giant Eni had also secured the LNG
supply contract and would start supplying LNG from December 28 which will be
provided to LNG-based power plants being set up in Punjab to tackle prolonged
power outages. Some cargoes have been arranged through spot purchases.
The Italian company had won a long-term contract after offering some
discount in the gas price. Eni came up with the offer in response to two tenders
floated by Pakistan LNG Company for gas delivery.
One tender was for a short-term period of five years and the other was for
long-term supplies over a period of 15 years. Around 15 companies participated in
the short-term tender whereas five companies submitted bids for long-term
supplies.
Two companies Gunvor and Eni were declared successful for quoting the
lowest prices.
Gunvor quoted 11.62% of crude oil price for short-term LNG deliveries
whereas Eni quoted 12.29% of crude oil price for long-term supplies.
This was the second LNG contract won by Gunvor. Earlier, it clinched a
deal after PSO floated a tender on May 13, 2015 for import of 100 million cubic
feet of LNG per day (mmcfd).
According to the official, Eni offered some concessions and agreed to lower
the price to 11.99% of crude oil rate compared to 12.29% quoted in the tender.
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Following the discount offer, Pakistan LNG Company awarded the longterm LNG supply contract to Eni. Apart from the fresh tender, PSO has struck a
long-term LNG supply agreement with Qatar at 13.37% of crude oil price for cargo
deliveries over a period of 15 years.
Earlier, Pakistan LNG Company, set up by the government for gas imports,
had hired services of an international consultant to evaluate the LNG prices quoted
by Gunvor and Eni in response to the tenders.
The consultant suggested that Gunvor had quoted the price in line with the
market trend, but Eni‘s bid was higher for the long-term contract. After that,
Pakistan LNG Company awarded the short-term contract to Gunvor, but stopped
short of approving Eni‘s bid.
Following this, Eni offered a discount and succeeded in winning the
multibillion-dollar contract. Eni has now quoted the lowest price compared with
the prices at which earlier LNG supply contracts were signed by PSO with Gunvor
and Qatar.
CTP to launch e-licensing
Elaborating on the topic, a senior government official said that Pakistan
received attractive prices.
Only Egypt floated three tenders, but awarded only one whereas two were
scrapped. However, he said, ―it is unlikely Pakistan would get a similar price offer
in the future.‖
―Pakistan is expected to save $500 million every year under the short-term
LNG deal with Gunvor because of the low price,‖ an official said, adding that
Eni‘s price was also lower compared to the price agreed with Qatar in the longterm deal.
ExxonMobil планирует построить терминал в порту в Пакистане
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
31.10.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2855011-ExxonMobil-планирует-построить-терминал-в-порту-вПакистане/

Москва.
Американская
компания
ExxonMobil
планирует
присоединиться к проекту строительства терминала в порту Касим (Карачи,
Пакистан). Об этом сообщил министр по морскому делу Пакистана Хасила
Бизенджо (Hasil Bizenjo).
"Они планируют построить новый терминал в порту Касим", - цитирует
министра "Прайм". Он добавил, что Mitsubishi и Total также ведут
переговоры о приобретении долей участия в консорциуме.
Агентство также сообщает, что Exxon при этом вышла из другого
крупного пакистанского проекта в порту - по строительству плавучего
хранилища газа и комплекса регазификации СПГ. По данным агентства,
причинами для выхода стали "вопросы с партнерами", среди которых Qatar
Petroleum, турецкая Global Energy Infrastructure Limited (GEIL) и норвежская
Hoegh LNG.
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"Выход Exxon подвешивает многомиллионную сделку, которую уже
подписало правительство Пакистана и GEIL, предусматривающую продажу
до 2,3 миллиона тонн СПГ ежегодно в течение 20 лет", - добавляет агентство.
Exxon своим уходом может развалить самый крупный СПГ-проект
Пакистана
http://proektgaz.ru/news/exxon_svoim_ukhodom_mozhet_razvalit_samyj_krupnyj_spg_proekt_pakistana/20
17-10-31-6434. 31.10.2017.

Напомним, консорциум в составе Höegh LNG, Qatar Petroleum, Total,
Mitsubishi, ExxonMobil и GEIL был создан в феврале текущего года. Его
задачей была реализация проекта по созданию регазификационного
терминала в порту Карачи, третьего по счету в Пакистане и самого
мощного из всех.
Причем судно-регазификатор FSRU (Floating Storage Regasification
Unit) производительностью 21 млн кубометров газа в день находится на
завершающей стадии строительства. Предполагалось, что проект заработает
в 2018 году, но теперь он повисает в воздухе.
У ExxonMobil возникли некие неуточненные разногласия с партнерами,
отмечает ресурс LNG World News. В итоге корпорация решила уйти в
конкурирующий проект, который реализуется в порту Касим. А самое
неприятное, что вслед за американской корпорацией уйти хотят Total и
Mitsubishi.
GEIL в панике, ведь у компании уже есть 20-летнее соглашение на
поставку в Пакистан 2.5 млн тонн СПГ в год. Сейчас GEIL лихорадочно
ищет, кем бы заменить выпадающих партнеров, и ведет на эту тему
переговоры с трейдером Vitol.
И компании ни в коем случае нельзя затягивать строительство, ведь у
нее очень много конкурентов в Пакистане. В порту Касим созданием
регазификационных мощностей занимаются трейдинговые гиганты Trafigura
и Gunvor, а всего там планируется построить шесть СПГ-терминалов.
С другой стороны, места на пакистанском рынке, скорее всего, хватит
всем: к 2022 году страна намерена ежегодно импортировать 30 млн тонн
сжиженного газа.
«Эксон Мобил» своим уходом из проекта по сооружению газового
терминала может серьезно нарушить поставки газа в Пакистан
ExxonMobil exit jolts Pakistan‘s LNG plans
Dawn, October 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367297/exxonmobil-exit-joltspakistans-lng-plans

ISLAMABAD: ExxonMobil has pulled out of a major project in Pakistan in
a potential blow to plans to boost imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) after
years of winter shortages.
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Differences among the six-member group behind the project in Port Qasim
in Karachi mean French oil major Total and Japan‘s Mitsubishi may also quit and
join a rival scheme, government officials and industry sources told Reuters.
A senior Pakistani government official put the chances of success for the
project, set to be Pakistan‘s third and biggest by import capacity, at 10-20 per cent
due to the disagreements.
A highly developed pipeline grid, extensive industrial demand and the
biggest natural gas-powered vehicle fleet in Asia after China and Iran make
Pakistan an easy fit for LNG and official estimates show imports could jump
fivefold to 30 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) by 2022.
The new project would include a floating storage and re-gasification unit
(FSRU), where LNG will be converted back into gas for feeding into the country‘s
grid.
Qatar Petroleum, the world‘s biggest LNG producer, Turkish developer
Global Energy Infrastructure Ltd (GEIL) and Norway‘s Hoegh LNG, which will
provide the FSRU, are the other partners.
While Exxon has pulled out, the US company was now negotiating to join a
separate project, Hasil Bizenjo, Pakistan‘s Maritime Affairs minister in charge of
ports, said.
―They are thinking to build a new terminal in Port Qasim,‖ Mr Bizenjo told
Reuters in Islamabad, adding that Mitsubishi and Total were also in talks about
taking stakes in another consortium.
Exxon was pulling out because it had ―issues with partners‖, particularly the
developer, GEIL, one energy official said. Exxon‘s move leaves in doubt a multibillion dollar deal Qatar has already struck with GEIL for the sale of up to 2.3m
tonnes of LNG annually over 20 years.
ExxonMobil, Total and GEIL declined to comment, while a Mitsubishi
spokesman said that the Japanese company has been continuing its talks with
partners over the project.
Qatar Petroleum did not respond to requests for comment.
New investors
LNG imports have transformed Pakistan‘s energy map since the country‘s
first import facility was introduced in 2015.
If the second LNG terminal proceeds without glitches, the South Asian
nation will not suffer winter gas shortages for the first time in more than 10 years,
energy officials say, in a likely boost for Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s
ruling party before the next general elections, due in mid-2018.
Government officials and industry sources said talks are underway to bring
new players into the project, including Swiss trading house Vitol, which declined
to comment.
Rival traders Trafigura and Gunvor are already developing LNG projects in
Pakistan, betting the country will account for a rising share of future profits and
LNG trade. Pakistan plans to add its second LNG import terminal by the end of
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this year, but private companies have proposed building six more largely around
Port Qasim.
Пакистану нужен российский СПГ: хватит ли его у «Газпрома»
Интернет-сайт
«EurAsia
Daily».
17
октября
2017.
https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/10/17/pakistanu-nuzhen-rossiyskiy-spg-hvatit-li-ego-ugazproma

Россия будет поставлять СПГ в Пакистан.
Соглашение об этом подписали правительства двух стран. Как
сообщили в Минэнерго России, документ рассчитан на три года с
последующей автоматической пролонгацией на трехлетние периоды. В
ведомстве уточнили, что «Газпром» и госкомпания Pakistan LNG ltd
планируют в течение двух месяцев подготовиться к подписанию
долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного газа. Российский СПГ
будет использоваться электростанциями Пакистана. В каких объемах, правда,
неизвестно. Как неизвестно и то, где «Газпром» возьмет СПГ.
«Как и Индия, Пакистан — очень перспективный рынок. Однако в
данном случае политика ушла вперед экономики. Непонятно, откуда
„Газпром― возьмет СПГ для Пакистана», — говорит ведущий аналитик
Фонда национальной энергетической безопасности (ФНЭБ) Игорь Юшков.
Эксперт предполагает, что самый вероятный вариант — СПГ в Пакистан
будет поставлять «дочка» российского холдинга, Gazprom Marketing &
Trading Singapore. Еще в 2015 году она подписала с Yamal Trade, дочерней
компанией «Ямал СПГ», контракт на покупку 2,9 млн тонн СПГ (4 млрд
кубометров природного газа). В апреле, правда, замминистра энергетики
Юрий Сентюрин заявил, что Gazprom Marketing & Trading Singapore будет
поставлять 2,5 млн тонн в год с 2018 год в Индию. По его словам, как
сообщало РИА «Новости», поставки СПГ в Индию могут идти не только с
проекта по производству СПГ на Сахалине, но и с нового завода «Ямал
СПГ», первую очередь которого «Новатэк» планирует запустить в 2017 году,
а также другие партии СПГ. У «Газпрома» есть обязательный 20-летний
контракт на поставку СПГ с индийской GAIL, хотя агентство Reuters
сообщало, что в GAIL хотели пересмотреть контракт и отложить большую
часть поставок. Они планировались по формуле цены с привязкой к цене на
нефть на терминалах в Индии.
«В ином случае у „Газпрома― будет свой СПГ для Пакистана только к
2025 году, когда планируется ввести в эксплуатацию третью очередь завода
СПГ проекта „Сахалин―. С проектом „Роснефти― непонятно», — заметил
Игорь Юшков.
Впрочем, Пакистану пока не нужны большие партии российского СПГ.
Как сообщил в конце сентября агентству S&P Global Platts операционный
директор Pakistan LNG ltd Аднан Джилани, сейчас Исламабад ведет
переговоры о заключении контрактов на основе межправительственных
соглашений с десятками компаний из разных стран мира и планирует
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заключить два-три. Пока они не заработали, стране нужны дополнительные 3
млн тонн. СПГ (4,14 млрд кубометров) в год.
Сегодня у Pakistan LNG ltd есть долгосрочные контракты на ежегодную
поставку 8 млн тонн СПГ с Катаром и международными трейдерами Gunvor,
Eni и Shell. По оценкам экспертов, в ближайшие пять лет потребности
Пакистана в СПГ вырастут до 30 млн тонн. Подобный прогноз спроса связан
с тем, что добыча газа в стране не растет, а международные проекты
строительства газопроводов (например, из Туркмении в Индию через
Пакистан) полны неопределенности.
«Нам осталось создать инфраструктуру, чтобы доставить СПГ в центры
потребления на севере, где живет 70% населения и располагается три
четверти промышленности», — объяснил агентству Platts единственный
препон для роста потребления в Пакистане операционный директор Pakistan
LNG ltd Аднан Джилани.
Как отмечает «Коммерсант», порты Карачи и Гвадар на юге Пакистана
и Лахор на севере страны должен соединить газопровод «Север-Юг» длиной
1,1 тыс. км с пропускной способностью около 12 млрд кубометров газа в год.
Однако местный поставщик газа ISGS с 2015 года ведет переговоры с
компаниями во главе со структурой «Ростеха», «РТ — Глобальные ресурсы»,
об условиях транспортировки. Издание отмечает, что в июне глава
госкорпорации Сергей Чемезов в кулуарах ПМЭФ говорил, что оно
откладывается на 2019 год из-за отсутствия договоренностей о тарифе на
прокачку газа, но в начале сентября замминистра энергетики Юрий
Сентюрин сообщил, что российские компании, скорее всего, приступят к
строительству газопровода «Север-Юг» в 2018 году или даже в конце 2017
года. По словам высокопоставленного чиновника, многое зависит от
ситуации с политическим кризисом в Пакистане. В начале августа в стране
сменилось правительство, а ключевым изменением стало создание нового
единого Министерства энергетики путем объединения Министерства нефти и
природных ресурсов с Министерством электроэнергии.
Пакистан будет ввозить газ и нефть из Нигерии
Pakistan gives go-ahead for oil, gas import from Nigeria
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
1st,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1496339/pakistan-gives-go-ahead-oil-gas-import-nigeria/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistani government has given the go-ahead to the
Ministry of Energy for kicking off negotiations with Nigeria to explore the
possibility of cooperation in oil and gas production and trade including import of
crude oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG) without going into the bidding process,
officials say.
The ministry is seeking close partnership with energy-rich Nigeria in a
government-to-government arrangement in order to encourage and promote
investments in each other‘s petroleum upstream and downstream industries.
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Govt plans to strike LNG deals with big African producers
Under a proposed deal, the two countries will exchange technical and other
information as well as data on mutually beneficial projects and activities.
They will also ensure cooperation of academia and science institutes in the oil
and gas field at national, regional and international levels.
At present, Pakistan is annually importing 4.5 million tons of LNG and the
volume will shoot up to 9 million tons before the end of current calendar year.
Projections show the country will annually need 20 million tons of LNG within
three years and 30 million tons in five years. Although Nigeria LNG Limited‘s
production dropped 1.8 million tons in 2016, the company still kept its position as
one of the top five LNG exporters in the world.
According to the International Gas Union‘s World LNG 2017 report, Nigeria
featured among top five LNG exporters by share between 2015 and 2016. The
order of the top five exporters was Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Nigeria and
Indonesia.
As part of the proposal, Pakistan and Nigeria will explore the possibility of
crude oil, oil products and LNG supplies and setting up refining facilities. They
will share experience and assist in gas infrastructure development, gas
consumption and optimum utilisation of flare gas.
The two countries will also conduct joint development studies, evaluate the
possibility of well drilling, examine production data including samples of work
areas and exchange results of studies.
They will undertake studies in collaboration with Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation and Pakistan‘s state-owned companies – Pakistan
Petroleum Limited and Oil and Gas Development Company.
Pakistan gears up for another LNG terminal
This will lead to joint ventures in exploration and production through separate
agreements covering offshore areas and unconventional shale and tight gas
reserves in onshore areas.
Pakistan and Nigeria will look at state-to-state joint venture opportunities in
storage facilities for oil and oil products, marketing, distribution and retail.
They will develop human capital and conduct research and development work
in hydrocarbon sectors of both countries through exchanges at various levels. They
will also engage in geological studies in the mining sector.
Правительство повышает качество бензина, солярки до Евро3, 4, 5.
After petrol, govt plans to introduce higher grade of diesel
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
19th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1461122/petrol-govt-plans-introduce-higher-grade-diesel/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The government has decided to introduce better quality of
High Speed Diesel (HSD) under the deregulated regime of oil marketing
companies (OMCs) and dealer margins, which will improve efficiency of vehicles‘
engines.
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At present, low quality HSD is being used in Pakistan, whereas other
countries have moved on to Euro3, 4, and 5.
Earlier, the government introduced Research Octane Number (RON) 92 for
petrol, replacing the earlier RON 87.
RON87 had been abandoned by a majority of the countries and is currently
only being used by Somalia.
Oil, gas: Exploration and production sector has seen $10b investment, says
Abbasi
Now, the Pakistan government has also planned to introduce higher grades of
diesel in the country.
Sources said that the government was in process of introducing alternative
grades of HSD – Euro 3, 4 and 5 under the deregulated regime. They said that the
Ministry of Petroleum had drafted a summary to be tabled before the Economic
Coordination Committee (ECC) for approval. The ministry had moved a summary
to different concerned ministries, and the regulator – Oil and Gas Regulatory
Authority (Ogra) – to seek comments before moving to the economic decisionmaking body for approval.
Officials said that the petroleum ministry wanted to introduce regime of
deregulating margins of OMCs and dealers before introducing alternative grade of
high speed diesel.
At present, Ogra says that reasonableness of the margins is being determined
by the federal government. It argued that leaving the determination of margins on
oil companies will lead to the top six firms – with a market share of 87.9% –
creating a cartel due to lack of competition and alternative choice of fuel.
Petroleum product prices likely to fall
Similarly, the regulator said that retail dealers‘ associations would create a
monopoly situation and consumers will be at their mercy.
The petroleum ministry is of the view that under a regulated regime, margins
are fixed, therefore good or bad performers are equally benefitted. On the other
hand, under a deregulated environment, the OMCs have to capture the market by
offering a reasonable price and efficient quality. So, a good performer would
definitely be in a winning position.
Consequently, market forces may discourage sale at higher price, restrict
cartelisation and OMCs and dealers would have to improve position before the
general consumers.
Regarding the alternative of HSD, the petroleum ministry said that the
government is already in the process of introducing alternative grades under the
deregulated regime for which a draft summary for ECC has already been circulated
to concerned ministries and stakeholders for comments. It further said that prices
would be determined under market competition whereby bulk buyers may
adversely influence market cartelisation.
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Итальянская фирма Eni выиграла контракт на поставки газа в Пакистан
на 15 лет.
Eni to start supplying LNG to Pakistan in December
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
June
23rd,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442493/eni-start-supplying-lng-pakistan-december/

2017.

Italian energy giant wins 15-year contract after offering a price discount
ISLAMABAD: Italian energy giant Eni will start supplying liquefied natural
gas (LNG) to Pakistan in December this year, which will be provided to LNGbased power plants being set up in Punjab to tackle prolonged power outages.
Pakistan shelves $2b LNG project
According to an official, the LNG power plants have been delayed, providing
some flexibility to the government in striking a gas supply contract with Eni.
He said the Italian company had won a long-term contract after offering some
discount in the gas price. Eni came up with the offer in response to two tenders
floated by Pakistan LNG Company for gas delivery.
One tender was for the short term of five years and the other was for longterm supplies over a period of 15 years. Around 15 companies participated in the
short-term tender whereas five companies submitted bids for long-term supplies.
Two companies Gunvor and Eni were declared successful for quoting the
lowest prices.
Gunvor quoted 11.62% of crude oil price for short-term LNG deliveries
whereas Eni quoted 12.29% of crude oil price for long-term supplies.
This was the second LNG contract won by Gunvor. Earlier, it clinched a deal
in response to Pakistan State Oil‘s (PSO) tender of May 13, 2015 for import of 100
million cubic feet of LNG per day (mmcfd).
According to the official, Eni offered some concession and agreed to lower
the price to 11.99% of crude oil rate compared to 12.29% quoted in the tender.
Following the discount offer, Pakistan LNG Company awarded the long-term
LNG supply contract to Eni. Apart from the fresh tender, PSO has struck a longterm LNG supply agreement with Qatar at 13.37% of crude oil price for cargo
deliveries over a period of 15 years.
Under this arrangement, PSO is regularly importing LNG from Qatar. Under
short and long-term contracts, Pakistan will import one cargo every month.
Earlier, Pakistan LNG Company, set up by the government for gas imports,
had hired services of an international consultant to evaluate the LNG prices quoted
by Gunvor and Eni in response to the tenders.
The consultant suggested that Gunvor had quoted the price in line with the
market trend, but Eni‘s bid was higher for the long-term contract. After that,
Pakistan LNG Company awarded the short-term contract to Gunvor, but stopped
short of approving Eni‘s bid.
Following this, Eni offered a discount and succeeded in winning the
multibillion-dollar contract.Eni has now quoted the lowest price compared with the
prices at which earlier LNG supply contracts were signed by PSO with Gunvor and
Qatar.
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Elaborating, a senior government official said Pakistan received attractive
bids because of a very small number of tenders invited around the world.
Qatar joins race to win Pakistan‘s LNG pipeline contract
Only Egypt floated three tenders, but awarded only one whereas two were
scrapped. However, he said, ―it is unlikely Pakistan could get a similar price offer
in the future.‖
―Pakistan is expected to save $500 million every year under the short-term
LNG deal with Gunvor because of the low price,‖ an official said, adding Eni‘s
price was also lower compared to the price agreed with Qatar in the long-term deal.
Импорт сжиженного газа возрос в 2016/17 г. почти на 1 млрд. долл.
Imports of LNG double to $965m.
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, June 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337229/imports-oflng-double-to-965m

KARACHI: The import volume of liquefied natural gas (LNG) doubled in the
first 10 months of 2016-17, increasing the overall petroleum bill by 25 per cent.
The import of LNG may have eased the gas shortage. But the rising arrivals
of other petroleum products and crude signal that the import bill will balloon
further in coming months.
Pakistan signed a long-term agreement with Qatar for LNG imports to address
the gas shortage and generate electricity.
The agreement was signed in February 2016 with the assurance from Qatar
that it would provide Pakistan with LNG worth $1 billion annually. The deal was
criticised for lack of transparency as the government did not initially furnish
pricing and other details. However, LNG imports have yet to reach $1bn.
In the first 10 months of 2015-16, LNG imports were worth $443 million.
They doubled to $965m in the same period of the current fiscal year, which
suggests the annual import bill may touch $1bn. The LNG import bill was $579m
in 2015-16.
It was reported that the annual contract quantity for 2016 was 2.25 metric
tonnes while the price of each cargo was 13.37pc of Brent.
A recent report by the State Bank of Pakistan reveals that the oil import bill
has been increasing despite lower oil prices in the international market. It rose
25pc to $8.64bn in the first 10 months of 2016-17.
In view of a persistent electricity crisis and upcoming elections, the
government is under pressure to increase power generation and improve the
distribution network. The PML-N government promised to eliminate loadshedding
with the help of LNG-based power plants when it came to power in 2013.
The power crisis persists despite the government‘s efforts to close the 6,000megawatt generation gap by doubling LNG imports.
The government claimed LNG-based electricity would cost 9.50 US cents per
kilowatt hour (kWh) compared to 18 US cents per kWh of diesel-based electricity.
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However, the impact of the reduced cost of electricity was not passed on to
consumers.
Electricity produced through local gas costs approximately 7.50 US cents per
kWh.
Россия и Индия пытаются освоить пакистанский газовый рынок
Russia, India eyeing to tap Pakistan gas market
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
27.04.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1394496/russia-india-eyeing-tap-pakistan-gas-market/
Russian side wants to lay an offshore gas pipeline to India through Gwadar
port
ISLAMABAD: As Russia fears losing markets in the European Union (EU)
because of the ongoing tussle with the United States (US) and European Union
over the Ukraine issue, it is looking to capture Pakistan‘s market for exporting gas
by laying offshore gas pipeline.
Russian is a big exporter of gas to Europe and Turkey and exports were at alltime high levels in 2017 following record-breaking volumes last year. Gazprom
said gas flows to what it calls the Far Abroad – Europe and Turkey but not the exSoviet states – hit a new daily record of 621.8 million cum. Exports hit a total of
179.3 Bcm in 2016, a significant jump on its previous highest level of 161.5 Bcm
from 2013 and well above the 2015 total of 158.6 Bcm.
Gas pipeline augmentation project misses deadline
Russian gas giant Gazprom has already signed a memorandum of
understanding with Engineers India on conducting joint studies for a gas pipeline
between Russia and India.
According to a Gazprom statement, the memorandum reflected the interest of
parties in jointly identifying routes for the gas pipeline from Russia and elsewhere
to India in addition to opportunities for cooperation in other areas.
Now, it is learnt, Russia conveyed to Pakistan that it wanted to build an
offshore gas pipeline passing through Gwadar port to India to export gas and
offered Pakistan to join this project, official added.
Officials said that a high level delegation from the Russian Federation, led by
State Secretary and Minister of Energy Yuri P Sentyurin and Deputy Chairman of
Gazprom A Vitaly Markelov called on Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Minister for
Petroleum and Natural Resources in early April.
Officials said that during the discussion, Russian side said they wanted to lay
an offshore gas pipeline to India passing through Pakistan. They said that they
could also supply gas to Pakistan in Gwadar through a pipeline if Pakistan showed
interest. Officials said that Pakistan had also expressed a desire to join this project.
Pakistan and Russia had already signed a government-to-government deal for
awarding the contract for liquefied natural gas (LNG) pipeline between Karachi
and Lahore to a Russian firm for transporting imported gas.
Work on TAPI pipeline to kick off in Pakistan this month
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He said that the two countries would enter into another deal of pipeline
project for gas trade. Both sides are soon expected to sign a commercial contract
for materialising the project.
Earlier, Russia had assisted Pakistan‘s largest hydrocarbon explorer, Oil and
Gas Development Company (OGDC), in the search for energy resources.
In addition, Pakistan also planned to import LNG from Russia by virtue of a
government-to-government arrangement.
The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) has already given the goahead for starting negotiations for the gas import deal with Russia.
Политический аспект торговли углеводородами между Россией и
странами Средней Азии
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 24.04.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/04/24/politicheskij-aspekt-torgovli-uglevodorodami-mezhdu-rossiej-i-stranamisrednej-azii/

Среднеазиатский регион стратегически важен для РФ с точки зрения
безопасности. Он играет роль своеобразного буфера между Россией и такими
странами, как Афганистан, Пакистан и др., где сильна террористическая
угроза. Поэтому хорошие отношения со странами региона, их спокойствие и
процветание входит в число важнейших российских интересов.
Сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли – мощное средство, чтобы этого
достичь.
Как известно, в странах Средней Азии (Казахстан, Киргизстан,
Таджикистан, Туркменистан, Узбекистан) сосредоточены немалые
углеводородные ресурсы. Для Туркменистана и Узбекистана добыча и
продажа энергоносителей являются основой всей экономики. Для Казахстана
эта отрасль также крайне важна, поскольку нефть является его главным
экспортным товаром. Таджикистан тоже обладает солидными запасами
нефти и газа, однако добыча углеводородов там развита слабо, обеспечивая
лишь небольшой процент от собственной потребности страны. Остальное
Таджикистан импортирует из России и Узбекистана. Киргизстан свою
нефтегазовую отрасль полностью передал в ведение России.
Нефтегазовая отрасль в Средней Азии начала развиваться при СССР, и
не удивительно, что после распада Советского Союза основным покупателем
местных энергоносителей осталась Россия: ведь имеющаяся инфраструктура
(например, знаменитые газопроводы «Бухара-Урал», «Средняя Азия-Центр»)
была заточена под доставку ресурсов именно в ее направлении, а для
создания новой требовалось время. Это помогало в какой-то мере сохранить
не только экономические, но и политические связи между постсоветскими
государствами.
В 1990-е гг. из-за сложной ситуации в регионе торговля углеводородами
перенесла спад, однако с начала 2000-х гг. произошла «перезагрузка».
Несмотря на наличие в РФ собственных нефтегазовых ресурсов в
достаточном объеме, она продолжила покупать их в Средней Азии. Снабжать
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южные регионы России среднеазиатским газом было удобно и выгодно.
Кроме того, торговля помогала сохранять российское присутствие в этих
государствах. При этом те страны региона, которые углеводороды не
поставляли, сами стали российскими импортерами. В 2003 г. были
заключены соглашения о нефтегазовом сотрудничестве с Таджикистаном и
Туркменистаном, в соответствии с которыми Россия стала покупать
туркменский газ и помогать развивать таджикскую нефтегазовую отрасль. По
данным на 2004 г., примерно 25% газа, потреблявшегося в РФ, было
среднеазиатского происхождения. Основным поставщиком газа был
Туркменистан. Также в 2004 г. после длительного перерыва Россия вновь
стала покупать газ в Узбекистане. При этом часть узбекского газа шла на
обмен с Казахстаном, и еще небольшое количество поставлялось в
Киргизию.
Однако со временем старые связи все-таки стали разрушаться. Старая
инфраструктура приходила в упадок, и новые экономические условия брали
свое. Для России такая торговля постепенно становилась менее выгодной,
при этом в Среднюю Азию пришел гораздо более заинтересованный в
местных ресурсах Китай. Так, в 2011-2012 гг. Узбекистан значительно
увеличил свой газовый экспорт, однако при этом основной прирост
составили поставки в КНР. В последующие годы спрос на узбекский газ в
России продолжал снижаться, а в Китае расти. Желая сохранить партнерство
с Россией, в 2015 г. Узбекистан решил снизить цену своего газа. Это дало
результаты: в 2016 г. Россия осталась главным импортером узбекского газа,
купив 6,2 млрд кубометров (КНР приобрела 4,3 млрд).
С января 2016 г. РФ перестала покупать газ в Туркменистане, когда его
стоимость перекрыла выгоду для России от такого сотрудничества. Теперь
главным покупателем туркменского газа является КНР, на втором месте –
Иран.
В августе 2016 г. «Газпром» сообщил, что намерен прекратить
исследовательские работы на ряде месторождений Таджикистана в связи с их
большой стоимостью и неэффективностью. По словам представителей
российской компании, разработка таджикских месторождений уже стоила
«Газпрому» $170 млн, но удовлетворительного результата так и не дала.
Кроме того, дополнительные убытки компания понесла из-за особенностей
таджикистанского налогообложения. Для таджикистанской стороны это
стало неприятным известием. По имеющимся данным, газа с
разрабатываемых месторождений Таджикистану могло бы хватить на
несколько десятилетий, и их успешная эксплуатация могла бы обеспечить его
потребности в энергоресурсах и значительно поднять уровень жизни в
стране. Тем не менее налоговые льготы, которых требовал «Газпром» от
руководства республики, ему предоставлены не были, и российская компания
решила отказаться от проекта. Однако некоторые эксперты сохраняют
надежду, что Таджикистан еще пересмотрит свою позицию. Иначе ему
придется работать практически с одним Китаем, а оставшись без
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конкурентов, КНР начнет диктовать Таджикистану свои условия, гораздо
менее выгодные.
Тем не менее, несмотря на все сложности и то, что Россия прекрасно
может обходиться собственными ресурсами, прекращать нефтегазовое
сотрудничество со странами Средней Азии она не намерена. Ведь, как
упоминалось выше, дело здесь не только в экономических интересах, но и в
политическом влиянии. Поэтому в той или иной форме РФ будет продолжать
сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли, даже если этого не требуют текущие
экономические интересы.
5 апреля 2017 г., во время визита в Москву нового президента
Узбекистана Шавката Мирзиѐева, между российской компанией «Газпром» и
правительством Узбекистана был подписан договор, в соответствии с
которым «Газпром» в течение 5 лет с начала 2018 г. будет покупать
узбекский газ, по 4 млрд кубометров в год. Контракт на 5 лет является
среднесрочным. До сих пор РФ закупала узбекскую нефть в основном по
краткосрочным договорам на 1 год. Также стороны подписали договоры, в
соответствии с которым «Газпром» окажет помощь узбекской компании
«Узбекнефтегаз» в исследовании месторождений, организации работ и
подготовке кадров. Многие специалисты считают, что главная цель этих
соглашений – общее укрепление российско-узбекских отношений. Как и
прежде, узбекский газ, скорее всего, будет поставляться в Казахстан и
Киргизстан. Что касается Киргизстана, то следует напомнить, что с 2014 г.
«Газпром» владеет всей его газовой инфраструктурой, купив у киргизского
правительства контрольный пакет акций главной нефтегазовой компании
страны «Кыргызнефтегаз». Таким образом, вся нефтегазовая отрасль
Киргизстана и его снабжение энергоносителями находятся в руках России.
Трудности с Таджикистаном и Туркменистаном, скорее всего, являются
временными. Несмотря на прекращение сотрудничества по разработке
месторождений, Таджикистан продолжает активно импортировать
российские углеводороды. Около 70% всего его нефтегазового импорта
приходится на Россию. Что касается Туркменистана, то его уже не
устраивают условия торговли с Китаем и Ираном, и в интересах страны
вернуть такого покупателя, как РФ. По сообщениям СМИ, этот вопрос может
решиться к 2019 г.
Таким образом, можно сказать, что, несмотря на все события последних
десятилетий, у России сохраняется контакт в нефтегазовой сфере со всеми
странами Средней Азии, и это помогает ей сохранять свое влияние в этом
важном регионе.
Пакистан повысил добычу нефти.
Pakistan‘s oil production reaches two-year high
The
Express
Tribune,
February
2nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1314213/december-pakistans-oil-production-reaches-two-year-high/
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Surge comes due to two new oil reserves; both fields added around 11% to
December 2016 estimates
KARACHI: Pakistan‘s oil production reached a two-year high of 97,000
barrels per day in December 2016 after oil and gas exploration and production
companies geared up their drive to find new deposits of hydrocarbons in the
country.
Nabeel Khursheed, an analyst at Topline Securities, said in a note to his
clients that the surge in production became possible with find of new oil reserves
from Nashpa and Mardan Khel fields.
―Both fields added around 11% to December 2016‘s oil production, a
cumulative flow of around 10,000 barrels per day (bpd) of oil,‖ he said.
The production meets around 20% of domestic demand. The remainder is met
through imported crude oil and finished petroleum products.
Rebounding oil prices spell bad news
Local production was reportedly hovering below 90,000 bpd in November.
This was standing at 87,000 bpd in the previous fiscal year ended June 30, 2016
and 95,000 bpd in the year before. The decline in production in fiscal year 2015-16
(FY16) was seen after oil producing firms put on hold their projects under the then
prevailing steep low oil prices in the world market.
State-owned Oil and Gas Development Company (OGDC) was maintaining
the highest reserves of oil and gas in the country, as its share in local crude oil
production stands above 50%.
During December, OGDC, Pakistan Oilfields and Pakistan Petroleum Limited
registered record oil production levels of around 48,000 bpd, 18,000 bpd and 8,000
bpd, respectively.
This was on the back of addition from Nashpa (OGDC and PPL hold 56% and
26% stakes) and Mardan Khel (POL and PPL hold 28% stake each while OGDC
holds 21%).
Flat gas production
Gas production, however, remained almost stagnant at around 4,000 million
cubic feet per day (mmcfd) mainly due to ―absence of any significant addition and
natural depletion of existing fields,‖ the analyst added.
Normalised flow from Kandhkot field (13% of PPL‘s total gas production),
up from 89mmcfd (faced technical issues last year) in December 2015 to
205mmcfd in December 2016 and 32mmcfd addition from Shahdadpur field
nudged up PPL‘s gas production.
OGDC‘s gas production during December 2016 shrunk on the back of lower
flow from Uch (26% of gas production), down 12% and Qadirpur (22% of gas
production), down 7%.
Saudi Arabia to sell 49% of Aramco within decade: report
―First half of fiscal year 2017‘s cumulative hydrocarbon production numbers
remained broadly in-line with our estimates,‖ Khursheed said.
With another expected addition of around 100mmcfd of gas and 4,000 bpd of
oil from much awaited OGDC‘s Kunnar Pasaki Deep (KPD) project in second half,
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―Pakistan‘s total oil production will likely cross 100,000 bpd to average 95,200
bpd in FY17. This will take Pakistan‘s total hydrocarbon production to average
778,000 boed {Barrels of Oil Equivalent per Day},‖ he said.
МИД Пакистана не возражает против сделки по сжиженному газу с
Россией
FO has ‗no objection‘ to LPG deal with Russia firm
Zafar Bhutta. 24.01.2017. The Express Tribune, January 24th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1304907/policy-shift-fo-no-objection-lpg-deal-russia-firm/

2017.

Govt giving priority to deals with Moscow despite US sanctions

ISLAMABAD: In a major indication of Pakistan‘s foreign policy shift and
emerging regional alignments, the Foreign Office has informed the federal cabinet
that it has ‗no objection‘ to an agreement between Pakistani and Russian firms for
provision of LPG air-mix plants.
Islamabad and Moscow, bitter rivals of the Cold War era have agreed to
deepen cooperation in the energy sector and will jointly set up LPG air-mix plants
in Pakistan in an effort to tackle a chronic energy crisis in the country.
Almost a year on, govt fails to set LPG prices
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Islamabad has started giving priority to deals with Russia despite the fact that
there are US sanctions on the Russian firm nominated to implement the projects in
Pakistan.
For establishing the LPG air-mix plants, Moscow has nominated RusGaz
Engineering. Earlier, Russia had nominated RT Global to lay the LPG pipeline in
Pakistan but the United States imposed sanctions on this entity which caused a
delay in implementing this project.
The two countries are now working closely and have signed a government-togovernment agreement for laying the North-South pipeline from Lahore to Karachi
for LPG supply. But a commercial agreement has not yet been inked.
The Foreign Office informed the federal cabinet in its Dec 15 meeting that it
had ‗no objection‘ to the agreement from a ‗political point of view‘.
The cabinet was told that during a recent visit of Petroleum Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi to Moscow, the Russian minister for energy had shared an
approved draft of government-to-government agreement for setting up the LPG
air-mix plants on an engineering procurement, construction and finance (EPC-F)
basis.
The major part of the LPG air-mix plants would be funded by the Russian
side against the sovereign guarantees of the government of Pakistan on the EPC-F
basis. The nominated companies from Russia and Pakistan would be Rus-Gaz
Engineering and Inter-States Gas Systems Limited (ISGL) respectively.
The cabinet was also informed that approval of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
was sought for initiating negotiations on the inter-governmental agreement and the
PM office had directed to place the matter before the cabinet as a priority agenda
item.
Pakistan, Qatar sign $16 billion LNG deal
The approval of the cabinet was sought for initiating negotiations on intergovernmental agreement between Russia‘s Ministry of Energy and Pakistan‘s
Petroleum Ministry for setting up LPG air-mix plants.
Pakistan‘s state-run gas utilities have a huge pipeline network to provide
locally produced natural gas to consumers across the country, but they fall way
short of meeting the growing demand. The LPG air-mix plants will discourage the
laying of new pipelines. Already, Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) has set up
LPG air-mix plants in Balochistan.
Нехватка газа в Панджабе
Gas crisis worsens in Punjab
Khalid Hasnain. Dawn. Jan 16, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308749/gas-crisisworsens-in-punjab

LAHORE: Gas crisis worsened in Punjab on Sunday after the shortfall surged
to 400MMCFD, forcing the Sui Northern Gas Pipelines (SNGPL) to divert to the
domestic sector a supply of about 275MMCFD, out of over 400MMCFD liquefied
natural gas (LNG) meant for the industrial, power and CNG sectors.
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Although the situation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is not as dire as in Punjab,
consumers have started complaining about low gas pressure there as well.
The SNGPL claimed to have launched a campaign against those using
compressors to extract gas in parts of Punjab and KP, causing low gas pressure.
At present, the company supplies around 1,400 to 1,500MMCFD to the
domestic sector, which needs supplies ranging between 1,800 and 1,900MMCFD
to meet the demand of about five million consumers in Punjab and KP.
LNG supply to industrial, power and CNG sectors cut to meet domestic
demand
―Following severe cold, the situation appears to be tough these days. The
shortfall has surged to 400MMCFD amid a demand of 1,800-1,900MMCFD, even
though we have curtailed LNG supply to two major fertiliser plants, as many
power plants and the CNG sector, and diverted it to the domestic sector,‖ SNGPL
managing director Amjad Latif told Dawn.
The fertiliser plants — Fatima Fertiliser (Pvt) in Sheikhupura and Pak Arab
Fertilisers (Pvt) in Multan — consume 90 to 100MMCFD of gas.
Likewise, gas supply to the Rousch Power Plant, the Abdul Hakim Power
Plant (in Kabirwala and Khanewal respectively) and the Liberty Power Plant, in
Mirpur Mathelo, has been suspended for an indefinite period.
―The Rousch Power Plant was being supplied 90 to 95MMCFD while Liberty
consumes 40 to 45MMCFD... However, the supply to Liberty Power Plant has
been curtailed on account of non-payment of bills... and not for overcoming the gas
crisis,‖ the MD said.
He said the supply to other industries, including textiles, continued. The
textile sector and other industries that have switched over to LNG are being
supplied 100 to 150MMCFD.
But the supply to different industrial units in Punjab, which have not shifted
to LNG despite repeated requests, was curtailed last month.
―The situation is really problematic these days and we are trying hard to
ensure gas supply to at least domestic consumers during winter,‖ Mr Latif said.
To a question, he said the use of compressor by some consumers to extract
gas was a headache for the company as it made it difficult to keep pressure. During
the last 30 days or so, over 3,000 consumers in Punjab and KP have been caught
red-handed for using compressors.
The SNGPL has cut connection of such consumers for three months.
―Keeping in view the situation, we have asked the federal government to
amend the laws and provide judicial powers to the SNGPL to enable it to take stern
legal action against those using compressors to extract gas,‖ the MD said.
After curtailment of gas supply, power generation of over 600MW by the
plants (400 by Rousch and 235 by Liberty) has been stopped, leading to an
increase in the electricity shortfall and enhancing loadshedding hours in parts of
the country.
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НЕТРАДИЦИОННЫЕ ИСТОЧНИКИ ЭНЕРГИИ1
Пакистан намерен довести использование энергии
энергобалансе до 5%.
Pakistan well on track to take wind power share to 5%

ветра

Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
18th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1561483/2-pakistan-well-track-take-wind-power-share-5/
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Sindh, owing to the presence of a huge wind corridor in Gharo-Jhimpir area,
has achieved installed capacity of 788.5MW of wind-based power from 15 projects
that have entered the operational phase. PHOTO: FILE
KARACHI: The share of wind power in the country‘s energy mix increased
0.46 percentage point to 1.23% in September 2017, which indicates the country is
well on track to achieve the target of increased production from the renewable
energy source in the long run.
In 2006, the then government had set the target of increasing the share of
wind energy to 5% in the total energy mix by 2030, according to the Alternative
Energy Development Board‘s (AEDB) website.
Pakistan already spending 8% budget on climate, says minister
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The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra), the power sector
regulator, recently reported that the country produced 141.6 gigawatt-hours
(141,600MW) of wind energy in September 2017, which is 0.46 percentage point
higher than 82.63 gigawatt-hours (82,630MW) in the same month of previous year.
The increase in clean renewable energy production is a must for protecting
the environment, which is deteriorating fast due to carbon emissions from thermal
power houses which run on fuels like furnace oil and coal.
Estimates suggest that every single dollar being spent on finding oil and gas
deposits globally is contributing to deteriorating the environment.
According to the National Forum for Environment and Health (NFEH),
Sindh, owing to the presence of a huge wind corridor in Gharo-Jhimpir area, has
achieved installed capacity of 788.5MW of wind-based power from 15 projects
that have entered the operational phase.
Moreover, nine more projects with cumulative generation capacity of
445MW have achieved financial close and are in various stages of construction at
present.
―The AEDB is encouraging development of another 10 wind energy projects
in the province (Sindh) having expected cumulative capacity of 1,200MW, which
would be constructed by 2019-20 through competitive bidding of tariff after
shifting from the current regime of upfront or cost-plus tariff,‖ it said.
Nepra has announced an upfront tariff of 13.52 US cents per kilowatt-hour
(levelised) dated April 24, 2013 for wind power projects, according to the AEDB.
Centre hides long-term CPEC plan from provinces
Pakistan‘s big business houses are diversifying their investments into the
renewable energy source due to the incentives being offered, including high and
guaranteed rate of return in euro and dollar parity.
Nepra has allowed 17% rate of return on investments in wind power projects
in the upfront tariff. Other incentives include protection against political risk,
availability of carbon credits, duty-free import of equipment, exemption from
income, withholding and sales tax, repatriation of equity along with dividends and
permission to issue corporate registered bonds.
Слабый прогресс в использовании солнечной энергии для работы
трубчатых колодцев
Slow progress on solar-powered tubewells
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 13th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369971/slow-progress-on-solar-powered-tubewells

THE federal government has decided to help Balochistan replace 30,000
conventional tubewells to ones powered by solar panels.
The provincial government will come up with a feasibility plan in this regard
within a month, according to newspaper reports. On its part, the federal
government will divert part of a Rs23 billion annual subsidy meant for irrigation in
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Balochistan to enable provincial authorities bear the cost of the tubewells‘
replacement.
The provincial government will also work out project details such as setting
a timeline, prioritising areas where tubewells should be replaced, and deciding
whether to bear all the project cost or seek farmers‘ participation, sources in the
provincial agriculture sector say.
However, they fear that the plan can be jeopardised if federal authorities
insist on first clearing the overdue bills of electricity consumed by 30,000
conventional tubewells.
The federal government wants swift clearance of all outstanding power bills
accrued against various departments of Balochistan as well as of other provinces.
The unpaid bills lead to intra-corporate debts of power-sector companies, adding to
fiscal woes of the federal government.
However, the mere announcement of equipping Balochistan‘s tubewells with
solar panels is encouraging. ―If the plan works well, the cost of running tubewells
would fall dramatically (in the absence of monthly billing for electricity
consumption) and enable us to utilise the federal subsidy in other important
projects of agriculture modernisation,‖ hopes a senior official of the provincial
agriculture department.
Banks have rolled out schemes for clean energy financing, including loans
for solar-powered tubewells, but individual farmers complain they have difficulty
in obtaining loans
The use of solar-powered tubewells has great potential for minimising the
cost of irrigation and for making agriculture efficient and environment-friendly.
Since the 2010-11 fiscal year, when agriculture (along with other
departments) became a completely provincial subject after the 18th Constitutional
Amendment, provincial governments have been trying to help farmers switch over
to solar-powered tubewells.
But progress in this regard has been slower than anticipated. One major
reason is perhaps the use of subsidies instead of programmes to raise awareness
and to help create a domestic market.
Even where it is imperative to go for something new initially with subsidies,
projects are marred because of corruption or bureaucratic red tape.
Encouraging banks to lend money to farmers for installing solar-powered
tubewells a few years back was a right step in the right direction. But then banks
prefer operating in an organised market and seldom agree on becoming part of an
evolving market. Therefore, prioritised lending areas remain neglected even after
repeated reminders by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
The SBP‘s revised scheme for renewable energy introduced in June last year
is a case in point. Under that scheme, the scope of bank lending for renewable
energy projects was extended to smaller projects for generating up to one
megawatt of electricity.
That came as a ray for hope for the installation of solar-powered tubewells
on a mass scale. But it still remains a dream.
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In September last year USAID, the American agency for development aid,
also signed an agreement with five Pakistani banks — namely HBL, MCB Bank,
Faysal Bank, Meezan Bank and JS Bank — to help them lend for clean energy
projects under an $88m project.
These banks rolled out schemes for clean energy financing, including loans
for solar-powered tubewells. But individual farmers still complain about the
difficulties in obtaining loans.
Bankers claim that in most cases applicants don‘t fulfil the paperwork
requirements, which makes it difficult for banks to approve loans. However, small
and medium sized companies that import and install solar panels are getting loans
from banks.
There are over two dozen such companies active in business. But only a few
suppliers of solar panels for tubewells in subsidised schemes in Punjab and
elsewhere are thriving, industry sources say.
The Punjab government has been providing farmers with solar-powered
tubewells on 80 per cent subsidy since 2013-14. Besides, it has also been working,
with the help of foreign funding, to replace conventional tubewells with those that
run on solar power.
The Sindh government is also pursuing similar plans. It is already working
on 11 separate schemes to install solar-powered tubewells and pumping stations at
a cost of Rs7.8bn. Of this, Rs2.6bn has already been utilised, Chief Minister Murad
Ali Shah was told by officials at a recent meeting held to take stock of the
problems facing the province‘s irrigation system.
However, despite efforts by provincial governments and big individual
landlords, the pace of progress to promote solar-powered tubewells remains slow.
Moreover, there‘s no data showing the number of such tubewells currently in
operation.
Provincial authorities collect and report the number of tubewells and the
Ministry of National Food Security and Research presents consolidated data on the
basis of those numbers.
However, until 2014-15 (the last year for which data is available), solarpowered tubewells were not shown separately. One reason for not collecting
separate data may be that they constitute a tiny percentage of the total.
At the end of 2014-15, an estimated 1.3m tube-wells were in operation, up
from 1m in 2011-12. Media reports suggest that only a few thousand among them
were solar-powered.
The latest move to replace 30,000 conventional tube-wells in Balochistan to
solar-powered ones can boost the number of such tube-wells in the short run. But
authorities must also start maintaining exclusive data on solar-powered tubewells
for effective policymaking and market development.
Белуджистан используют солнечную энергию для работы трубчатых
колодцев
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Balochistan to install 30,000 solar-run tube wells
The Express Tribune, November 3rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1548340/2balochistan-install-30000-solar-run-tube-wells/

ISLAMABAD: The federal and Balochistan governments have agreed to
undertake feasibility studies in the next one month in a bid to clear the path for
installation of 30,000 solar tube wells in the province by replacing the existing
conventional tube wells.
The reliance on solar-powered tube wells in Balochistan will lead to annual
savings of Rs23 billion as the federal government will not need to release billions
of rupees in electricity subsidy.
‗Solar energy project funds have been misappropriated‘
The decision was taken in a meeting on Thursday chaired by Federal
Minister for Power Division Sardar Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari. It was attended
by representatives of the Government of Balochistan, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Planning and Power Division.
Meeting participants agreed that the Quetta Electric Supply Company
(Qesco) would frame technical proposals for a smooth transition to solar power.
Qesco and the Balochistan government will jointly prepare workable
documents covering technical modalities as well as financial proposals for
installing the solar tube wells within the set time frame.
The Power Division minister, while expressing his views, said the federal
government was paying Rs23 billion per year in subsidy on 30,000 tube wells in
Balochistan and their shift to solar power would ease the burden on the national
exchequer. The switch to clean and renewable energy would also ensure power
supply at affordable prices to agriculturists and would help increase crop
productivity, he said.
Leghari voiced hope that the move would help conserve electricity as all
illegal connections associated with the tube wells would be exposed with the
connection to solar panels and proper action would be taken against stealing.
―Electricity theft from these tube wells will come to a halt.‖
The meeting participants were informed that the federal government was
ready to pour capital into the solar tube well project and would extend all-out
support. ―This step will bring an off-grid solution to far flung areas of Balochistan
in the near future,‖ the meeting was told.
Going Solar: 20,000 schools to be solarised: CM
A senior government official pointed out that farmers were not paying bills
to the public power utility in Balochistan and the absence of payments was adding
to the country‘s growing inter-corporate debt.
He estimated that Balochistan farmers had to pay Rs150 billion in electricity
bills, but aired hope that the replacement of existing tube wells with solar-powered
ones would resolve the issue of unpaid bills.
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General Electric построит крупнейший ветропарк в Пакистане – на 150
МВт
«RusEnergy». 30.08.2017. http://www.rusenergy.com/ru/news/news.php?id=79045

RusEnergy. 30.08.2017. GE поставит 87 ветротурбин модели 1.7-103 —
каждая мощностью 1,7 МВт.
GE Renewable Energy объявило о подписании соглашения о поставке
ветротурбин для проекта крупнейшей ветроэлектростанции в Пакистане, в
штате Джимпир.
Согласно контракту, GE поставит 87 ветротурбин модели 1.7-103 —
каждая мощностью 1,7 МВт. После полного запуска в эксплуатацию
ветротурбины обеспечат энергопотребности около 50 тыс. пакистанских
семей.
Строительством ветропарка, который, судя по всему, будет состоять из
трех ветростанций мощностью 50 МВт каждая, занимается китайская
компания Power China.
Согласно оценкам, ветропотенциал Пакистана позволяет построить
более 132 ГВт солнечных мощностей. При этом власти страны приняли
программу, которая предусматривает рост энергообеспечения за счет
местных ресурсов до 50%. И ветроэнергетика может в этом активно помочь.
В настоящее время возобновляемые источники энергии в Пакистане в
основном представлены гидроэнергетикой — 7,1 ГВт. Установленные
мощности ветростанций в стране — 591 МВт, солнечных станций — 410
МВт.
Подробнее: greenevolution.ru
Индия впервые запустила смешанный поезд – солнечные батареи +
дизель
India launches world‘s first solar-powered train
Shazma Khan. BR. 20.07.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/18/359874/indialaunches-worlds-first-solar-powered-train/
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Moving towards technological advancement, Indian Railways launched first
ever solar-powered train in Delhi.
Inaugurated on July 14, the 1600 HP solar-powered DEMU (diesel electrical
multiple unit) train was launched from the Safdarjung railway station in Delhi. The
train runs from Sarai Rohilla in Delhi to Farukh Nagar in Haryana. This initiative
marks India to be the first one globally to introduce solar panels as grid in
railways.
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In line with Indian Railways ‗Solar Mission‘ for decreasing dependency on
fossil fuels, the train consists of 16 solar panels that are fitted in six coaches each
of which generating 300 Watt peak (Wp). It is said that the solar-powered trains
would be able to power the entire electrical appliances present in the train.
Built under ‗Make in India‘ initiative, the price of these solar panels is up to
Rs54 lakh. Along with a power back-up, the train can run on battery at the
minimum of 72 hours, informed The Economic Times.
The solar-powered DEMU trains being a part of his plans, Indian Railway
Minister Suresh Prabhu declared last year that railways would be able to produce
1000 MW of solar energy in the upcoming five years. During the inauguration
ceremony, Prabhu expressed, ―Indian Railways is committed to promote clean and
renewable energy.‖
According to Ravindra Gupta, Member (Rolling Stock), Railway Board, solar
power would be initially introduced in urban trains and later on in long-distance
trains. In the upcoming days, the railways plan to launch approximately 50 more
similar trains.
Gupta believes that once the project is completely executed, the Indian
Railways would be able to conserve almost Rs700 crore annually. Not only that,
the solar panels would also contribute to deduct almost 239 tons of carbon dioxide
emissions per train annually and 1350 tons in the next 25 years, reports Indian
Express.
Иранская фирма реализует в Синде проект ветряной электростанции
мощностью 50 МВт
Iranian firm gets go-ahead for 50MW wind project in Sindh
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
4th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1449649/iranian-firm-gets-go-ahead-50mw-wind-project-sindh/

KARACHI: Since the US eased 37-year old economic sanctions on Iran,
Pakistan has been looking to normalise trade ties with its neighbour.
The two bordering countries signed an agreement in April 2017 to open
commercial bank branches to conduct trade through formal channels. Pakistan has
been importing power from Iran for a long time, and in the latest move an Iranian
company has been granted a power generation licence for its 10-year old proposed
49.5-megawatt wind power project in Sindh.
Early harvest project of CPEC: Wind power plant near completion, but
transmission line not ready
The power regulator, National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra),
announced on Monday that it has granted a power generation licence to Iran-Pak
Wind Power (Pvt) Limited (IPWPPL) for a 20-year period from the day it starts
commercial operations.
―The project will achieve [commercial production] by June 30, 2019,‖ Nepra
said.
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According to IPWPPL‘s application for the grant of the generation licence,
the cost of the project is estimated at $1.8 million, it was learnt.
The main sponsor of the IPWPPL project includes SUNIR (Iran Power &
Water Equipment and Services Export Company) of Iran whereas the minority
sponsors include the Planet Group and the Tufail Group of Pakistan, the authority
reported. ―SUNIR is an Iranian group company, constituted of 24 independent
companies involved in manufacturing of a wide range of different equipment and a
rich experience of engineering services and consultancy in water and electricity
industries.
―Since its establishment in 1994, SUNIR has successfully performed a wide
range of activities in more than 18 countries,‖ stated the documents.
SUNIR first expressed interest to set up the wind power project in in Pakistan
in 2006. Later, it made huge efforts and spent time to acquire the required piece of
land in the wind corridor of Sindh.
The project also qualifies for carbon credits. ―Projects coming into operation
up to the year 2020 can qualify for the carbon credits,‖ it said. IPWPPL is setting
up an approximately 50-megawatts wind power project in the Jhimpir wind
corridor of district Thatta.
Wind power capacities
Nepra said that the Alternative Energy Development Board has identified two
wind corridors (of Jhimpir and Gharo) in the province of Sindh. The estimated
potential for these two corridors is more than 50,000 megawatts.
Pakistan, China revise ‗priority list‘ of CPEC energy projects
At the moment, around 13 projects with a cumulative installed capacity of
around 650MW have been installed and commissioned whereas another 25
projects including IPWPPL, with cumulative capacity of around 1400MW, are in
various stages of implementation.
Солнечные батареи установят в 20 тыс. школ
20,000 schools in Punjab to be installed with solar panels
The Nation. June 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Jun-2017/20-000-schools-inpunjab-to-be-installed-with-solar-panels
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Twenty thousand schools will be installed solar energy in Punjab at a cost of
nine billion rupees under Khadim-e-Punjab Ujala Programme, reported Radio
Pakistan Thursday.
While chairing a meeting in Lahore, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif
said, "In the first phase of the programme, solar panels will be installed in ten
thousand schools of the southern Punjab."
The CM directed the authorities concerned to implement effective monitoring
mechanism for execution of the programme.
У Пакистана большие возможности получения солнечной энергии
Experts highlight benefits of utilising renewable energy
The Express Tribune, April 25th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392574/expertshighlight-benefits-utilising-renewable-energy/

LAHORE: Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (PCSIR)
Chairman Dr Shahzad Aalam has emphasised that energy crisis in the country
could be overcome by tapping renewable energy resources.
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―Pakistan has vast resources of renewable energy, therefore, policymakers
should focus on exploiting these in the interest of trade, industry and economy,‖
Aalam said while addressing the national conference on ―Renewable energy
promotion and innovative technologies‖ at the Lahore Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (LCCI).
Pakistan has ‗2.9 million MW solar energy potential‘
He said PCSIR was working on the utilisation of domestic resources for the
development and promotion of industrial sector, which would lead to import
substitution and export enhancement.
He revealed that his department was carrying out self-sustaining and
marketable research in order to contribute to industrialisation and economic growth
in the country as well as to human resource development through organised
training courses.
Speaking on the occasion, LCCI President Abdul Basit said the business
community in Lahore and surrounding areas was keen on acquiring economical
and reliable alternative energy solutions to run and sustain their operations.
He pointed out that a wide range of green technologies were available in the
world for power generation, biogas and biofuel production, reducing carbon
dioxide emissions and enhancing productivity in a sustainable and environmentfriendly manner.
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Basit added various alternative energy options should be exploited on a war
footing in addition to the ongoing programmes and projects.
―Substantial investment and policy support is needed for a successful energy
transition to renewable resources,‖ he said. ―Private sector must be engaged and
transition target should be achieved through public-private partnerships.‖
With Thar coal project, Pakistan is harnessing the dirtiest energy
Conference speakers pointed out that Pakistan was blessed with all kinds of
resources that were being used around the world as inputs of energy. They
highlighted the potential available in the country for wind, solar and bio-gas energy
and discussed the options and developments with respect to each of them.
Солнечная энергетика развивается в сельском хозяйстве
Solar power support initiatives on the cards
Mohiuddin
Aazim.
Economic
&
Business,
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3rd,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1324562/solar-power-support-initiatives-on-the-cards
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AGRICULTURAL development schemes for the next fiscal year will include
new initiatives to facilitate a greater use of solar energy on farms and fields with
active financial support of banks.
The Sindh government is in talks with at least two foreign companies to
explore new ways of harnessing solar power. And its planning and development
department has been working on modalities of public-private partnership projects
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in this regard. ―The USAID partnership with Pakistani banks (for clean energy
project financing) is one of the many funding sources we can rely on. Besides,
ADB has also agreed to partly fund such projects. In the next budget some projects
will roll out,‖ a senior Sindh government official told this writer.
Late last year, the USAID signed $88m funding agreement with five banks in
Pakistan (HBL, MCB Bank, Faysal Bank, Meezan and JS Bank) to help finance
establishment of small-scale clean energy projects.
In Punjab, the provincial government is set to re-launch, with the help of
some foreign fund providers, an old scheme to convert hundreds of thousands of
conventional tube wells on solar power. The ongoing scheme of selling solarpowered tube wells at subsidised rates will also continue.
In the last five years, solar panels‘ use has been growing in rural areas,
both at households and on farms and fields. But a couple of things keep the
growth of solar energy limited
The KP government has also announced a similar plan. The provincial chief
minister informed media some weeks ago that his government was in talks with the
World Bank to seek funds for farmers who are willing to replace their electricityfed tube wells with solar-powered tube wells.
And, Balochistan government‘s negotiations with Canada for setting up solar
power plants of 50MW in 20 districts are progressing well, officials say.
In the last five years, solar panels‘ use has been growing in rural areas, both at
households and on farms and fields. But a couple of things keep growth of solar
energy limited.
Though fully furbished solar panels and their components remain exempt
from import duty, their sales in local markets are not picking up fast enough to
make an immediate impact on agriculture.
Flooding of low-quality imported solar panels in 2012 under an official
support scheme in Sindh scared many farmers who had then installed these panels
at their farms.
But for majority of those who use solar panels for running tube wells or
powering wheat threshers or fodder cutters, it is fast becoming a reliable mode of
power connection, growers say.
An official of Sindh agriculture department told this writer that producing
solar energy through solar panels has limited benefits and ―if the province wants to
let agriculture go solar at a rapid speed, introducing solar tower technology is a
must.‖
In this technology sunrays are allowed to beat down on a large surface area
and both sunlight and the heat obtained during the process are used to produce
electricity.
Under the State Bank‘s refinance scheme announced in June last year, banks
were to offer concessional loans for setting up solar power projects of 1MW to
50MW (or any other green energy project of similar capacity).
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But bank executives say they have not seen much demand for small-sized
solar power projects, adding that demand for financing 50MW solar power project,
too, is coming mostly from provincial governments or large companies.
Two groups of young farmers-cum-entrepreneurs from Hyderabad and
Umerkot told this writer that their requests for funding solar power projects of
1MW each are not being entertained by local banks. ―Bankers want to know
whether we‘ve been associated with a solar power project in the past.
When we say we are going to borrow money to set up our first ever project,
they refuse to listen to us any further,‖ laments one of the group members, an
electrical engineer by profession who is now seeking fund from a foreign NGO.
Despite little official support which remains limited to subsidies on solarpowered tube wells, our agriculture sector is slowly going solar. Growers in Sindh
now routinely use solar panels in tunnel farming and poultry farming. Besides
small silos are also being lighted with solar LED lights.
In Balochistan, irrigation-scale water wells are being run on solar power. And,
solar water heaters and solar UPS and inverters are not so uncommon in KP and
northern areas. But all this is due mainly to imports. Local manufacturing is yet to
take off.
Industry sources say some new initiatives to promote local manufacturing is
on the cards Pakistan‘s clean energy programme.
A USAID report on Pakistan‘s alternative energy prepared in 2016 says solar
energy programme has enough potential that can be harnessed with a mix of right
policy measures and foreign and local entrepreneurs‘ participants.
Солнечные батареи дают энергию артиллерийскому заводу
Solar power plant opened at ordnance factory
Dawn, March 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1323526/solar-power-plantopened-at-ordnance-factory

TAXILA: A solar power plant having a generation capacity of 5.04MW was
inaugurated at the Pakistan Ordnance Factory (POF), Sanjwal, on Tuesday.
Federal Minister for Defence Production Rana Tanveer Hussain inaugurated
the plant.
Talking to journalists, the minister appreciated the POF‘s efforts towards selfsufficiency in the power sector and termed it a great achievement.
He said that other defence production organisations should follow in the
footsteps of the Sanjwal POF as the solar power was a cheap source of energy and
it would not only reduce the cost of production, but would also ensure
uninterrupted production process.
The minister said that solar power was not only environment friendly but it
also reduced the load on the national grid.
POF chief Lt Gen Omar Mahmood Hayat claimed that it was the largest solar
plant in any industrial unit in the country.
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Использование солнечной энергии в широких масштабах
Pakistan first country to benefit from high-quality solar maps: World
Bank
Dawn. Mar 07, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319008/pakistan-first-country-tobenefit-from-high-quality-solar-maps-world-bank

Pakistan has become the first country to benefit from duly validated, highquality solar maps under a global initiative, allowing it to tap into its renewable
energy resources more effectively, the World Bank said in a press release on
Tuesday.
The new solar maps for Pakistan were unveiled today at a workshop hosted
by the Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB) and the World Bank in
Islamabad.
According to the World Bank, Pakistan is now part of a small group
comprising mainly developed countries with access to sustainable and affordable
sources of indigenous energy.
Read more: World's largest solar park to light up Pakistan's future
"With the costs of solar power having decreased significantly over the past
couple of years, Pakistan now has the opportunity to unleash investment in solar
energy without the need for subsidies," said Anthony Cholst, Acting Country
Director for the World Bank, Pakistan.
"The World Bank stands ready to support the federal and provincial
governments in realising this objective, alongside the support we are already
providing for development of hydro-power sector reform and the strengthening of
the transmission grid. It is time to realize the full potential of this clean and secure
source of energy," he added.
"These new solar maps will definitely ensure qualified improvement vis-a-vis
previous studies, and will underscore the tremendous solar potential that exists
across Pakistan," said Amjad Ali Awan, Chief Executive Officer of AEDB.
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Awan also appreciated the World Bank for its "valuable contribution" to
Pakistan's "continued efforts towards scaling up of renewable energy in an
affordable and sustainable manner."
Details of solar mapping project
Led by the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program, a multi-donor
trust fund administered by the World Bank, the initiative will "facilitate investors
in making more informed project decisions".
"The maps will help large solar power projects in obtaining commercial
financing by reducing the resource risk," the press release further said.
The World Bank project on solar mapping in Pakistan includes field data
being generated by nine solar measurement stations installed two years ago across
the country.
"The project supports AEDB‘s efforts to harness renewable energy in all the
provinces by improving access to bankable data," the World Bank statement said.
"The solar maps used the latest solar resource modeling techniques, based on 18
years of satellite and global atmospheric data from 1999-2016."
Солнечная энергетика в Пакистане
With smart energy system, SkyElectric looks upwards
Zafar
Bhutta.
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ISLAMABAD: At a time when emphasis is being laid around the globe on
tapping renewable and clean energy resources to satisfy growing demand, Pakistan
does not want to be left very far behind.
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An increasing number of companies are coming up with clean energy
solutions in the country and SkyElectric Inc is the latest addition.
Alternative energy: 15,000 schools to go solar
The company launched its smart energy system in Pakistan on Monday with a
pledge to provide affordable and sustainable clean solar energy. An event held to
mark the launch was attended by government officials, energy stakeholders,
corporate executives, homeowners, academia, green architects and builders.
Talking to media, SkyElectric CEO Ashar Aziz, founder of US-based
cybersecurity firm FireEye and who featured in Forbes‘ annual billionaires list in
2014, said the energy crisis in Pakistan would continue for long, but the public and
private sectors should make joint efforts to resolve it.
He emphasised that the solar power system was environment-friendly and
could resolve the energy crisis. ―Despite having nuclear resources, Pakistan still
faces energy shortages, (but) the new technology will make our life better, help
save money and address environmental hazards,‖ he said.
Among other factors, global warming is also caused by the release of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere through electricity production from fossil fuels,
particularly coal.
He cited the example of Germany and France that had switched to clean wind
and solar energy sources to tackle the crisis.
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Pointing to the co-relation between economic prosperity, gross domestic
product (GDP) growth and energy consumption, Aziz stressed that the expansion
in national economy could not be achieved in the absence of improved per capita
energy consumption.
Uninterrupted power: Solar power restores ‗life‘ to Fatima Jinnah park
He was of the view that the current electricity infrastructure had 15-20%
financial losses because of illegal access to electricity. Backup solutions include
only the Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) system and generators, which ―could
not provide continuous power‖.
He said the life of the UPS was only one and a half year and it was an
inefficient solution in which 40% of energy was wasted. The fuel for generators is
also expensive.
Highlighting advantages of his company‘s smart energy solution, Aziz said it
would not waste energy and the battery would have a 10-year life.
He said that the technology introduced by SkyElectric suited the developing
countries, which would be affordable for domestic and industrial consumers.
He said a three per kilowatt-hour (kWh) solar power system would cost Rs1
million whereas 5 per kWh and 10 per kWh systems would cost Rs1.4 million and
Rs2.4 million, respectively. ―These systems will also have backup support.‖
A mobile phone app has been introduced to operate these systems via a
smartphone.
For small industrial units that have limited resources, the company has
introduced cheaper solar energy systems of 20 and 30 per kWh.
―It (SkyElectric‘s energy system) has a levelised cost of Rs9.2 per kWh
against Rs10 to Rs14 for wind energy,‖ he said, calling it an affordable tariff.
Aziz gave a demonstration of the smart energy system, in which the audience
was treated to a live interaction with the Smart Energy Console, the heart of the
system.
The console is a touch screen interface, which gives insight into system
operations. It has a built-in 3G chip and Wi-fi connectivity, which allows the
software to relay system information to SkyElectric Cloud.
Solar Plant Permission: Catalyst Energy submits application
Technical support personnel in a network operations centre have access to the
cloud and can remotely monitor and diagnose faults on the system.
Пакистан использует нетрадиционные источники энергии больше, чем
Индия и Бангладеш
Pakistan fares better than India, Bangladesh in renewable energy
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https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329427/pakistan-fares-better-india-bangladesh-renewable-energy/

KARACHI: Pakistan has fared better in terms of adopting renewable energy
than in indicators of access to energy and power efficiency, finds a report of the
World Bank made public Thursday.
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The report titled, ‗Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (RISE)‘
showed that Pakistan did better than regional peers such as Bangladesh and India
in adopting renewable and green energy, scoring 77 points to land a place in the
‗green zone‘. India and Bangladesh scored 67 and 57 points, respectively.
‗India and Pakistan cannot afford to ignore each other‘
Position in the green zone indicates strong legal and regulatory frameworks
for renewable energy are in place. Additionally, basic policy measures to support
renewables are in operational, with more technical or costly measures far less
common.
With 27 indicators covering 111 countries and representing 96% of the world
population, RISE provides a reference point to help policymakers benchmark their
sector policy and regulatory framework.
RISE classifies countries according to whether they score in the green zone
(67-100), yellow zone (34-66) or red zone (0-33).
Pakistan seems to have developed a comfortable position in the yellow zone
at 58. In terms of specific indicators, Pakistan did well in the renewable energy
indicator, but lagged behind in ‗access to energy‘ and ‗energy efficiency‘.
In terms of energy access, Pakistan scored 59 points with India at the top
position with 84 and Bangladesh at 68.
The report identified the lack of stand-alone systems in Pakistan as the prime
reason for the poor performance.
It said that 35% of Pakistan‘s population is not connected to the grid and gridconnected areas are struggling with power cuts and supply shortages.
Pakistan producing more than 1,000MW of clean energy
―The potential for stand-alone system development in Pakistan is tremendous
and will resolve most of the electricity issues,‖ stated the report.
The final indicator of energy efficiency also painted a dire picture of
Pakistan‘s energy state with the country scoring in at the border of the yellow zone
with 38 points.
Bangladesh was in the red zone with 23 points while India was higher at 60.
The report stated that most countries surveyed have taken initial steps towards
establishing national energy efficiency strategies.
Турция построит солнечную станцию на 100 МВт в Бахавалпуре
Turkish firm to set up 100MW solar plant in Bahawalpur
The Express Tribune, January 27th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308197/dealagreed-turkish-firm-set-100mw-solar-plant-bahawalpur/

Power station at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park to be completed within six months
LAHORE: To provide cheap electricity to people in Bahawalpur, the Punjab
government has reigned in a Turkish company to set up a 100MW solar power
plant at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park within the stipulated time of six months.
Under the agreement signed on Thursday between Punjab and Zorlu Enerji
Holding, the Turkish firm will provide electricity at a rate of six cents per unit.
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Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif was the chief guest at the signing
ceremony held in Model Town, where provincial ministers, Turkish Counsel
General Serdar Deniz and Zorlu Energi Holding‘s representatives were also
present.
While the government has allowed six months for the completion of the
power project, Shehbaz urged the Turkish firm to complete this plant in four
months. The government also handed over the documents of the land to the
company.
The chief minister said Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on his recent
trip to Pakistan had assured him of all-out support to end power outages in the
country. He added that other Turkish companies were ready to establish more
projects in Punjab.
Terming the agreement a ‗welcome step‘, Shehbaz said this project was the
first move towards ending the energy crises, which is the main reason for the
tattered economy of Pakistan.
He criticised the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra) for
keeping rates of electricity on the high end, hoping solar projects would help to
reduce the prices determined by the power regulatory authority.
The CM said that earning profit should never be the priority of any
government institution and rather it should be public service.
Despite long marches and sit-ins, Shehbaz said, the government had already
completed a 100MW solar power project and was working on a 3,600MW gas
power project also.
During his speech, he also bashed leaders of the both the leading political
parties, saying the nation was aware of the smear campaign against the PML-N
government.
―Mr Niazi has done nothing for the people of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa,‖ he said
while referring to Imran Khan. ―He has dedicated all his efforts towards the smear
campaign instead of serving the people under his party‘s rule.‖
Without naming former president Asif Ali Zardari, Shehbaz alleged that
leaders with millions of dollars stashed abroad were busy making false accusations
against the provincial and federal governments.
He appealed to the politicians to do constrictive politics and resolve the
problems of the people of Sindh, Balochistan, K-P and Punjab. ―Time has come
that allegations, lies, hypocrisy and wrong statements should be avoided and work
is actually done for the welfare of the people,‖ Shehbaz said.
He also stressed the need for setting up low-cost energy projects so that
electricity could be provided to the people at cheaper rates. By June, he added,
1,320MW Sahiwal coal power project will be completed and work on two hydel
projects of 4,000MW and 4,500MW was also under way.
The Zorlu CEO expressed the hope that more similar projects would be
established and promised that every effort would be made to complete this project
before six months. ―Pakistan is our second home and a number of Turk companies
are already working with the Punjab government,‖ he added.
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Turk Consul General said the agreement signed between Turk Company and
Punjab government would result in enhancing economic cooperation between the
two countries.
Использование солнечной энергии, энергетические проблемы Пакистана
Solar energy; the alternative
Azal Zahir. The Nation. 25.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/25-Jan-2017/solarenergy-the-alternative

With the world working towards an effort to limit global greenhouse gas
emissions to prevent irrevocable damage from an increase in global temperatures
by 2 degrees centigrade, expansion in renewable energy has become all the more
crucial. However, the need for renewable energy is no longer singularly linked
with climate change and clean air, but it is linked to;
1) economic prosperity,
2) preventing structural violence against the least well off,
3) prevention of conflict, and
4) a solution to energy shortages in a world of finite resources. It is
considered likely that the world will begin to experience significant shortages of
conventional petroleum by the second and third decade of the 21st century.
Pakistan is one low-income country suffering from huge energy deficits that
are not being met even with its primary source – oil and gas. 80% of its electricity
is produced through fossil fuel combustion. A country that has foreign debts, a
declining economy, and is riddled with economic, structural and physical violence
and state terrorism, the added lack of energy in the country further fuels the
conflagration. Tempers rage and frustrations rise, feeding crime and even more
violence. It also exacerbates the provincial divide in the nation when the illustrious
Punjab remains the most prestigious, favoured and prosperous province when
compared to the rest of the nation.
The country lost 7% of its GDP (approximately $13 million) in 2015 due to
constant power outages and load-shedding. 500,000 households are facing the
problem of unemployment as businesses have been forcefully shutdown. $286
million is the approximate expenditure on Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS)
and battery chargers alone. Gas and oil reserves are estimated to only last another
10 and 9 years, respectively in the country. Currently, the rural areas (with an
estimated 70% of the total population) still depend upon biomass for cooking and
heating purposes such as dung cakes, agricultural residue, kerosene lamps, crop
roots and wood to cater to household needs. This further worsens the problem of
deforestation and ecological damage, as well as proves the existence of an unequal
societal structure. The World Bank has also found that 45 percent of households in
rural areas still use kerosene as a primary or secondary source of lighting.
Demand is increasing 10% annually with shortfalls also increasing every year.
This increase in demand is attributed largely to the domestic sector which has
grown 9%. According to the World Bank, some 44% of households in Pakistan are
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not even connected to the national grid. These communities spend an estimated
$2.3 billion per year on items such as candles and kerosene.
Electricity theft, as a result of consistent power outages, has also seen a rise
(including in wealthy areas of the country). Individuals have unlicensed access to
electricity lines and do not pay bills, adding to the problem of circular debt, which
accumulated to $8 billion in 2012. Changes in the international oil market also
projects constant pressure on the economy of the country, as wavering prices
fluctuates the per unit cost of electricity.
Pakistan is a country that could truly benefit from solar renewable energy as it
is considered to have one of the highest solar insulation on Earth. Studies have
indicated that the nation experiences up to 200 W/m2 of solar radiation in most
parts of its territory, except for the northern most and coastal regions. Day lengths
average 12-14 hours in summer with 8-10 hours in winter. On average, daytime
lasts about 10 hours with an average solar radiation intensity ranging from
1500W/m2/day to 2750W/m2/day, with maximum radiation coming from
Southern Punjab, Sindh and Balochistan. In an area of 100 m2, 45 MW to 83 MW
power per month can potentially be generated in these regions. The total potential
for renewable energy in Pakistan is about 167700 MW which is over 8 times more
than the total electricity demand of 19000 MW of the country.A study conducted
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA reported that there
exists in the nation a solar energy potential of 2.9 million MW. Solar energy
market stands to grow from $79.7 billion to $123.7 billion and with Germany
setting massive precedents worldwide in renewable energy. Pakistan could truly
take advantage of this growing field. Comparatively, solar energy is also the only
renewable energy option that can be constructed in the shortest time period without
excessive investment such as for geo-thermal or hydal power.
People should be encouraged to delve into individual or community (shared)
energy stations. Empowered with the know-how on solar energy establishment,
whole communities could come together and share in investments and expenses to
lessen the load. For individually powered homes, the net energy produced (i.e the
surplus to their household requirement) could be sold to neighbours or solar panels
could be leased to them. Public private partnerships could benefit one another
through this net metering as well, such as an industry selling surplus energy to
nearby communities or vice versa. Alternatively, surplus energy could also be
transferred back to the national grid. This should immediately send signals to
government and utility agencies on the moves they should be making. As
witnessed in Germany, energy utility companies may have to face solar
competitiveness as individual/independent solar PVS are on the rise.
The time to do this now couldn‘t be better when the private solar market in
Pakistan has steadily begun to grow – the private sector has imported 350 MW of
solar panels in 2013. For projects under 1 MW, net metering (surplus energy
production) regulations came into effect in 2015. The private sector is targeting 1
million customers and adding an estimated 3000 MW of solar power via net
metering. Investor interests have increased since 2014 and recent tariff
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determinations by the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA)
means more projects are expected. There exists a tax exemption on the import of
PhotoVoltaic (PV) modules given by the Alternative Energy Development Board
(AEDB) which has resulted in a sharp rise in the imports of solar panels in the
country. Our friend and neighbour, China (currently making the biggest global
move toward renewable energy itself) has begun making the cheapest solar PV
panels in the world. The previous Rate of Return (RoI) on solar investment took 7
years, but with breakthroughs in solar technology, now it may take less than 3.
Individual households in Pakistan should be taking advantage of this
situation, and should install solar panels to cater to their needs. In doing so utility
bills will go down, UPS and generator costs can be bid adieu and ultimately reduce
the load on the national grid. This could give room to utility agencies and the
government to work toward ending the circular debt and clamp down on energy
thieves. Approximately, 67% of domestic energy consumption stems from
inefficient appliances such as lights and fans. Consequently, it is estimated that,
39% of load-shedding can be reduced by simply making use of energy efficient
fans and 47% by the use of energy efficient bulbs. A simple fan working at night in
the heat of the summer, would ensure a decent night‘s sleep that would then ensure
better productivity of the individual and, by extension, the nation.

ИРРИГАЦИЯ1
Дельта р. Инд сокращается!
How we can revive the shrinking Indus delta
Dr Altaf Ali Siyal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 13th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369975/how-we-can-revive-the-shrinking-indus-delta

THE ecosystem of the Indus delta is under threat owing to a drastic fall in
river flows below the Kotri barrage.
As a result, the mangrove population in tidal floodplains and fish and shrimp
production have decreased, agricultural land and riverine forestry have dwindled,
surface and subsurface seawater intrusion has increased, soil has become more
saline, surface and groundwater bodies stand polluted and irrigation water for
agriculture has significantly dropped.
This hydrological, geomorphological and environmental degradation of the
delta poses a risk to the livelihood of people living alongside it. It also makes them
more vulnerable to cyclones, floods and droughts.
But the extent to which the delta has been damaged and its revival have
always been a burning issue for environmentalists, civil society, agriculturalists,
local communities, non-governmental organisations, policymakers and government
officials for the last few decades.
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The Indus delta, a designated Ramsar wetland, is the fifth largest delta in the
world and spreads from Sir Creek in the east to Phitti Creek in the west with the
apex at Banoo town (where once the Pinyaree river originated from the Indus and
discharged into the sea via Sir Creek).
Before the construction of diversion hydraulic structures over the Indus
river, there were 13 active creeks in the delta, which have now decreased to only
two active creeks, namely Khobar and Khar. The active delta has shrunk by 92 per
cent from 13,000 square kilometres in 1833 AD to only 1,000 sq km now.
This fan-shaped delta supports the seventh largest mangrove forest system of
the world in vast tidal mud floodplains.
But it is shrinking rapidly owing to decreasing river flows to the delta, land
subsidence, a rise in sea level, low rainfall because of climate change, and surface
and subsurface seawater intrusion.
The US-Pakistan Centre for Advanced Studies in Water at the Mehran
University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, recently conducted a study
to gauge the impact of seawater intrusion on the Indus delta, using remote sensing
and geospatial tools.
The active delta has shrunk 92pc to 1,000 sq km in the last almost two
centuries
The study found that mangrove swamps have decreased to only 80,000
hectares. The area under water bodies in the delta has increased from 1,600 sq km
to 3,000 sq km in the last 26 years. During the Rabi season, the vegetation region
shrunk 19pc from 3,100 sq km in 1990 to 2,500 sq km last year.
The analysis of coastline positions in 1972, 1979, 1990, 2000, 2010 and
2017 showed that the inland shift of coastline varied from 10 to 150 metres per
year with an average of 19 metres annually. The total inland shift during the 45year period was estimated at 1.3km.
The Indus delta shoreline is exposed to withstand the highest average sea
wave energy compared to other major deltas in the world. However, small
accretion was also observed at some places.
The inward shift in the coastline was 22 metres per year on the left bank of
the Indus river and 16 metres on the right bank.
The shoreline of the delta on the left bank is more vulnerable to coastal
erosion because of less mangrove population and more and flat tidal floodplains as
compared to that of the right bank of the delta.
The total tidal floodplain area has increased from 6,000 sq km in 1972 to
6,500 sq km at present.
The impact of sub-surface seawater intrusion was estimated over an area of
about 600,000 hectares, spoiling not only fertile alluvial agricultural lands of
Sujawal and Thatta districts, but also having a devastating environmental and
social impact on the rich ecosystem of the Indus delta.
Policymakers can take the following measures to revive the Indus delta:
• A protective levee — about
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200km long and two to three metres high — should be constructed along the
periphery of the tidal flood on an emergency basis to mitigate the adverse impact
of surface seawater intrusion on the delta.
• At least 10 million acre feet of water should be allowed every year as an
environmental flow below the Kotri barrage.
• The environmental river flow might be useful in controlling seawater
intrusion only in the active delta. Therefore, for minimising surface and subsurface
seawater intrusion in the entire delta, irrigation canals off-taking from the Kotri
barrage should be supplied enough water so that irrigation water should reach the
tail end of the delta. Field surveys and satellite images showed that irrigation
channels in the delta have a significant impact in controlling seawater intrusion in
areas far from the Indus river.
• If possible, relic river channels such as Ochito and Old Pinyari should be
restored. These channels should be used to carry extra flood water during peak
flood in the sea to shun the flood pressure on the main river and thus minimise the
possibility of a breach in the levee. This will help supply freshwater to coastal
communities living far from the main river.
• Mangrove plantation on the tidal floodplains along coastline should be
encouraged by establishing community-based natural resource management
committees. Thick mangrove forests provide defence-line against natural
calamities such as extreme tides, cyclones and tsunamis; trap river silt to support
accretion along the coast; provide natural breeding ground for fish, shrimps and
other marine life; and provide people living along the coast with wood, fodder and
livelihood.
• The government should introduce and encourage the cultivation of valueadded halophytes such as Salicornia, Sea Aster, Spartina alterniflora, Suaeda, etc,
in the tidal flood plains.
• The government should ban overgrazing and cutting of mangroves for
wood, and the use of fine mesh nets for catching small size fish and shrimps.
• The tourism Industry, especially boat cruising, should be encouraged in the
mangrove-laden creeks in the delta to improve socio-economic conditions of poor
local communities.
Политика в области расходования воды (ирригация и питьевая вода)
Going without a water policy
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 6th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1368724/going-without-a-water-policy

AS Pakistan heads towards water scarcity, promoting economic use of water
has become as important as boosting renewable resources.
In agriculture, the concept of economising the usage of water gained
currency about a decade ago. But in the absence of a national water policy, efforts
made for conserving water have so far not made a major impact.
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By 2014, Pakistan had withdrawn 94 per cent of its total renewable water
resources. Water withdrawal for agriculture had also reached 94pc of the total
available resources for this sector, according to the 2015 yearbook of the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO).
Gauged by the production index of 100 (with base year 2004-06), net food
availability stood at 94 and net output of crops at 107, according to the FAO. The
gap indicates the level of post-harvest losses and weaknesses in value-addition
chain of food crops.
The measuring of net output of crops at 107 at an index of 100 despite 94pc
water withdrawal for agriculture means ―we are producing less food with more
water‖, says an official of the Ministry of National Food Security and Research.
This highlights the need for economising water use on the one hand and boosting
crops‘ yield on the other.
On farms and fields that get water from canal networks, efficient water
management depends largely on improving water courses, using laser land
levelling, bed and furrow irrigation, gated pipe irrigation, pressurised irrigation,
and acquiring best practices for groundwater extraction and distribution.
Pakistan is still awaiting its first national water policy despite the fact that
its draft was formulated in 2003, whereas India, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka
all have their policies in place for more than a decade
Things have improved in the past decade, chiefly due to increased
governmental spending, but also because of some investment made by large farm
owners, such as in gated pipe irrigation and pressurised irrigation.
In deserts and in areas not fed by canals, water efficiency can be achieved
through water harvesting and on-farm storage, pressurised irrigation, tunnel
farming, and plasticulture, i.e. the use of plastic materials in the irrigation system
and other agriculture applications.
This is where Pakistan is lagging far behind others, mainly due to the
absence or dearth of government funding and coordinated investment by the
private sector.
During the past 10 years, a number of tunnel farms have sprung up in Punjab
and in Sindh, but promoting tunnel farming on a large scale requires policy vision
and kick-starting public-private partnership projects, experts say.
Last month, the Punjab government initiated a programme to provide 50pc
subsidy on the installation of tunnel farming infrastructure on 3,000 acres of land.
The provincial government is already giving a subsidy of up to 60pc on the
installation of drip irrigation systems.
In August, the Sindh government unveiled a massive $185m World Bankfunded Sindh Irrigated Agricultural Productivity Enhancement project to promote
drip irrigation across the province over a period of six years.
In Balochistan a $100m, ADB-funded water resource development project is
under way. It will be used not only for constructing new dams, but also for flood
irrigation or spate system of water supply, officials say.
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The spate system is useful in the areas where farmers don‘t have access to
ordinary canal water and, instead, manipulate water flows of seasonal floods in
rivers and streams to temporary canals or water ways to use in farms and fields.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, authorities have been trying to use the gravity flow
of irrigation system with financial help from the federal government to divert
rainwater and store it at a higher altitude area and then channel it back to lower
altitude areas for use on farms and fields.
Pakistan needs more of the above-cited initiatives to bridge the gap between
growing demand and scarce supply of water for agriculture. For this year‘s Rabi
crop, a water emergency has already been declared after authorities came to know
that shortage of water can shoot up to 40pc, double the initial estimate of 20pc,
recent media reports suggest.
Meanwhile, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) wants the government to come
up with the much- awaited national water policy to ensure efficient water
management in the future. The central bank recently suggested that there is a need
to connect water pricing to the actual amount of water consumed by a crop or an
area.
The SBP‘s annual report for the 2016-17 fiscal year contains a
comprehensive special report on water management that suggests various other
measures.
The report laments the fact that Pakistan is still awaiting its first national
water policy despite the fact that its draft was formulated in 2003, whereas India,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka all have their water policies in place for more
than a decade.
The task of structuring our national water policy became more complicated
after the 18th Amendment to the Constitution under which water distribution for
agriculture, domestic and industrial purposes became a provincial subject. The
draft water policy now awaits approval from the Council of Common Interests.
A delay in announcing the water policy ―is a major setback as the current
policies are inadequate in addressing the upcoming water challenges‖, warns the
SBP report. ―Further delays would only damage the long-term growth prospects of
the economy.‖
The report also calls for introducing water rights system wherein head-end
farmers — the ones who are entitled to use a certain amount of water but their
needs are low at a particular time of the year — could sell their water rights to tailend farmers, who at that time need more water than their quota.
This should help improve the most efficient use of water and boost
agricultural output.
Нехватка воды для ирригации в сезон Раби.
Irsa fears unusual water shortage for Rabi crop
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, October 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1363474/irsafears-unusual-water-shortage-for-rabi-crop
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ISLAMABAD: The Indus River System Authority (Irsa) on Thursday
expressed fears of unusually acute water shortage during the current Rabi season
and asked the provincial governments to make contingent plans for wheat sowing
to avoid major losses to upcoming crops.
In letters to provinces, Irsa said the water shortage could go up to 30 per cent
instead of up to 20pc forecast on Sept 29 in view of lower than anticipated river
flows in the first 10 days of October and depleted resources in storages. ―It is
requested that contingent plants may be prepared based on 25-30 per cent
shortages in the Indus Basin System to cope with the situation in case of the any
eventuality,‖ wrote water regulator‘s Director of Operations Khalid Idrees Rana to
the provincial governments.
The provinces were told that due to atypical prevailing weather conditions in
the country river flows were not showing promising trend and the phenomenon
may lead to more water shortage in the ongoing Rabi season.
Mr Rana told Dawn that predicting water availability and weather systems
had become very difficult now due to climate change conditions and not only Irsa,
but Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD) also had to change their forecasts.
Provinces told to make contingent plans
―We are witnessing changed weather patterns and foreseeing problems,‖ he
said. He said that the PMD had also withdrawn its forecast for the rain system in
October and has now predicted no rains till December.
Irsa has also noted dry weather behaviour to continue at least for the entire
October. He said that hot weather still persisted in almost all the provinces and yet
flows in rivers was 10-15pc lower than usual.
The water storage in dams at present was almost two million acres feet,
lower than the last year‘s because the provinces were given water discharges from
reservoirs according to their demands because no shortage had been anticipated in
September.
He said Irsa would watch the situation carefully till Oct 31 and would
continue to release agreed water shares to the provinces with a request to them to
make contingent plans after that. He said Irsa would also call another meeting of
the advisory committee in the first week of November where the provincial
contingent plans would also be discussed for future planning.
Informed sources said that the water shortage issue was also discussed at a
meeting of the Federal Committee on Agriculture (FCA) where Federal Minister
Sikandar Hayat Bosan enquired about the withdrawal of an advisory made by the
PMD for the rain system a week ago. The PMD confirmed to have changed its
forecast saying that climate conditions were abnormal and forecasting had become
difficult.
The FCA has set 26.46 million tonnes of wheat output target for the current
crop against the last year‘s output of 26.38 million tonnes.
Separately, Irsa also warned the Punjab government that its ongoing water
withdrawal pattern would exhaust its share on the Indus zone within November
because of its continuously higher reliance on non-perennial canals.
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The Punjab has been advised to plan its wheat sowing in accordance with
higher water shortages.
Strangely, the provincial governments have indicated that they were
increasing area under cultivation for sugarcane, wheat and cotton crops on a
regular basis even though water availability has been on the decline. This showed
the farming community was heavily relying on the underground water exploitation
that can have a lasting stress on the water table.
On Sept 28, Irsa estimated about 20pc water shortage for the Rabi season
and flagged falling storage capacity as a serious concern and asked the provincial
leaders to start building dams on a war-footing.
The Rabi season begins in October-December and ends in April-May. Wheat
is the largest crop in the Rabi season. Gram, lentil, tobacco, rapeseed, barley and
mustard are some of the other Rabi crops.
Wapda has already warned that silting was taking a heavy toll on two major
reservoirs and is seeking a change in the storage criteria. Water experts have been
raising the issue of declining water storage year after year.
On Thursday, the total river flows at rim stations were noted at about 68,000
cusecs against 122,000 cusecs of outflows which meant the discharges from dams
were taking place at double the pace of inflows.
Пакистан ежегодно теряет воду на 25 млрд. долл. – мнение Wapda
(плотины)
Pakistan wastes water worth Rs25b every year: Wapda chairman
JAVAID-UR-RAHMAN. The Nation. July 13, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Jul2017/pakistan-wastes-water-worth-rs25b-every-year-wapda-chairman

ISLAMABAD - Wapda Chairman Lt-Gen (r) Muzamil Hussain, during a
meeting of the Public Accounts Committee on Wednesday, revealed that Pakistan
wastes water worth Rs25 billion every year.
Muzamil Hussain, while briefing the committee, said though Pakistan
receives 145 million acre feet of water every year, yet only 14m acre feet of water
is preserved.
The chairman said that due to soil gathering at the base of Tarbela Dam the
storage capacity of the dam has decreased by 36 per cent. Therefore, constructing
Diamer-Bhasha dam is necessary, he added.
Hussain regretted that only two dams had been built in the country over the
past 70 years.
An independent Chinese consultant hired by Wapda to conduct a feasibility
study on desilting of the Tarbela Dam claimed that desiltation of the dam is not a
viable option either economically or technically, and may damage the country‘s
largest power house and reservoir.
The official said the feasibility study concluded that instead of undertaking
such a mammoth exercise it would be more economical to build a new dam of the
same size and capacity.
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Hussain revealed that all of Wapda projects had incurred a total of Rs300b in
debt. Annually, about Rs40bn is repaid, of which Rs5 billion consists of loans,
while Rs35 billion comprises annual interest payments, Hussain said. Total annual
payments come to about Rs57bn when the project cost is added to this amount, the
chairman told the committee.
Rs152b was paid last year, he said, which was separate from the total debt
cost.
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) was informed that circular debt had
touched Rs321 billion mark owing to increase in production of electricity in the
tenure of current government.
The committee, chaired by Syed Khursheed Shah, sought details of circular
debt in connection with electricity production in the current government‘s tenure.
The committee was reviewing the audit objections of Wapda for year 2015-16 and
2016-17.
About line losses, the committee was informed that districts of Sindh,
including Hyderabad and Sukkur, were at top in line losses throughout the country.
Total of 37 per cent line losses were recorded.
The committee was briefed about transmission and distribution losses of
various power distribution companies. The chairman PAC asked the authorities
concerned to give more attention to the areas of high losses.
The chairman also reprimanded Wapda chairman for not attending the
meeting of PAC the other day (Tuesday). ―PAC is a big forum but you didn‘t give
value to it,‖ said PAC chairman while expressing displeasure with the chairman
Wapda.
The chairman Wapda said that he could not attend this meeting due to his
busy schedule the other day. ―I normally attend meetings of PAC. My ministry
staff with all documents attended the meeting,‖ he replied.
The committee chairman, during the meeting, also ignored the demands of
ruling party PAC members on ‗technical briefing‘ on construction of Kalabagh
Dam. ―The government is already in hot water, so I think, there is no need to open
another Pandora‘s box,‖ he argued over the demand of ‗technical briefing‘ on the
construction of Kalabagh Dam from Wapda officials.
About Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project, the Wapda chairman said that
969MW Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project would start full generation by March
31, 2018.
He also shared technicalities about the Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project.
He said excavation of 68 kilometer tunnels had already been completed one month
ahead of its schedule completion.
The Wapda chairman said average annual water inflow in the river was
recorded as 145 MAF but only 14 MAF water could be stored.
It was also informed that the country has only two major water reservoirs as
no reservoir was built during last four decades.
The Wapda chairman said that Rs57 billion had been spent on Kicchi Canal
project and Rs45 billion more was required for completion of its first phase. This
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canal would start irrigating 72,000 acres of Dera Bugti land by the December, he
added.
The meeting was participated by MNAs Sheikh Rashid Ahmad, Rana
Muhammad Afzal, Muhammad Junaid Anwar Chaudhary, Mian Abdul Manan,
Arshad Khan Laghari, Sheikh Rohail Asghar, Shahida Akhtar Ali, Azra Fazal,
Khalid Maqbool, Naveed Qamar, Muhammad Pervaiz Malik, Sardar Ashiq
Hussain Gopan and others.
АзБР вкладывает деньги в ирригацию Пакистана
Asian Development Bank to give $86.4m loan for Pehur canal extension
Dawn, June 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338594/asian-development-bankto-give-864m-loan-for-pehur-canal-extension

ISLAMABAD: The government and the Asian Development Bank signed on
Friday a loan agreement of $86.41 million for extending the Pehur High Level
Canal Project in Swabi and Nowshehra districts which will become part of the
Indus basin irrigation system.
The project will develop a new irrigated area of over 8,727 hectares in Swabi
and Nowshehra districts. These areas currently depend on rainfall for agriculture
water.
The project will increase agriculture production by increasing availability of
water, improving water-use efficiency and farm management capacity in the area.
The ADB Country Director for Pakistan, Xiaohong Yang, and the Secretary
for Economic Affairs Division Tariq Mahmood Pasha signed the agreement with
the secretary of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa‘s irrigation department.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, who was present at the agreement signing
ceremony, said full assistance was being provided to provinces to complete their
ongoing development projects.
The Pehur project is in line with the ADB‘s Country Partnership Strategy and
also included in its Country Operations Business Plan.
―Bolstering water resource management is an important step to increase farm
productivity across Pakistan,‖ said Yang.
―The Pehur Canal Irrigation Project will help support agriculture output and
raise income opportunities of the farming families in the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
province,‖ she said.
The project, formerly known as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Water Resources
Project, will be built on the earlier phase of the Pehur High Level Canal developed
with ADB‘s help by increasing the availability of water to farmers through new
irrigation canals and pipeline over 65 kilometres and improving water-use
efficiency and farm management capacity to secure the province‘s food security
targets.
The project, started in 1993 with the ADB‘s financing, realised the full
agricultural potential of about 40,300 ha by doubling irrigation supplies to about
35,800 ha; reclaimed about 8,000 ha of waterlogged land and developed irrigation
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in about 4,310 ha of mainly rain-fed land. The project was successfully completed
in 2003.
Водные ресурсы Пакистана – на основе р. Инд.
The water picture of Pakistan
Engr. Sh. Mushtaq Ahmed. The Nation. February 14, 2017
http://nation.com.pk/columns/14-Feb-2017/the-water-picture-of-pakistan
145 is the approximate number of million acre feet (MAF) of surface water
annually available to Pakistan on average by nature. It is the one and only country
of the Muslim world blessed with such a voluminous, precious and free bounty of
nature. The Indus river and its tributaries; Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Sutlej and Beas
collectively known as ―Indus water basin‖ is Pakistan‘s pivotal source of fresh
surface water that forms the backbone of the Pakistani economy, supplying water
to the largest irrigation system of the world, that not only provides 90% of dietary
needs and contributes 25% to the GDP but also actively replenishes its ground
water resources. On top of that, it is a sustainable source of energy security in
Pakistan. The break-up of 145 MAF is as follows. Indus (including river Kabul)
provides 89.58 MAF annually (61.89% of total annual river flows), Jhelum, 22.69
MAF annually (15.67% of total annual river flows), Chenab 25.45 MAF (17.58 %
of total annual river flows), and other unaccounted for diversions, post rim station
of the rivers to Kotri barrage plus eastern rivers comprise of 7.0 MAF (4.83% of
the total annual river flows). The total comes up to 144.72 or nearly 145 MAF
annually. Out of this, on average, 102 MAF is diverted for the irrigation system.
System losses (evaporation, seepage, conveyance) equal to 12 MAF annually.
Surface water going to the sea is 145-(102+12) = 31MAF annually. Pakistan‘s total
costal length is 1100 KM, shared by Balochistan and Sindh with 750 and 350 KM
respectively, is facing severe threat of land erosion due to sea intrusion. An
International Panel of Experts (IPoE) conducted a study in 2004-05 and suggested
an annual release of 8.86 MAF of water downstream Kotri to stop the sea intrusion
as well as protection against environmental hazards.
Himalayan glaciers that contribute over 80% water to the Indus river (that
feeds more than 65% of the country‘s agriculture), is receding at the rate of 30 to
50 meters/annum. The Himalaya contains the world‘s third largest ice mass after
Antarctica and Greenland. Glacial area in Pakistan‘s north is spread over an area of
16933 km2. The river Indus which originates from Tibet/China and flowing
through middle riparian India enters into territorial limits of Pakistan from Gilgit
Baltastan.
In 1950, Pakistan was rated by international agencies as a water abundant
country. In 1951, annual water availability in Pakistan per capita stood at 5650 m3
which was more than 3 times the threshold value of 1700 m3/capita/annum. In
1992, the UN Fund for Population stated that Pakistan was a water stressed country
with only 1700 m3/capita/annum of the commodity available. In 2003, Pakistan‘s
per capita availability of water declined from threshold value. Currently Pakistan is
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a water scarce country with alarmingly reduced availability around 940
m3/capita/annum, which is critically less than the threshold value. The country‘s
per capita annual water availability is poised to drop further if there is no paradigm
shift in the prevalent water infrastructure. The reasons, inter alia, for water scarcity
in Pakistan is a simultaneous effect of overpopulation, climate change and more
importantly, non-development of major reservoir(s) after Tarbela dam. The
Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Asif, has said on the floor of the National
Assembly more than once that the water crisis was not too far away and could
prove to be more crippling than the current energy crisis we confront. The minister
for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal, on the occasion of the International
Water Day, warned of possible diversion of water by the Afghan government. We
need to remain alert about development activities of the Afghan government on
Kabul river. If we failed to formulate and implement an effective water
management policy, it will lead to a disaster.
Due to the natural phenomenon of sedimentation, the storage capacity of three
reservoirs, Mangla, Tarbela and Chashma has reduced from 16 MAF to 11.2 MAF.
After raising Mangla Dam, the storage capacity has enhanced to 14.15 MAF. In
other words, Pakistan so far, has developed a live storage capacity of 10% of
average annual flow of its rivers which is far below the world average 40%. The
country‘s water storage capacity is limited to a 30-day supply compared to 1000
days for Egypt, 900 days for US, 600 days for Australia and 220 days for India,
while the global standard is 120 days.
Anticipating a water crisis in the wake of extreme weather conditions, Indus
River System Authority (IRSA) pointed out that minimum 22 MAF storage
capacity should be developed at the earliest. In this regard, last year, Chairman
IRSA wrote a letter to the Secretary Water and Power, and asked the government
to freeze the country‘s Public Sector Development Projects (PSDP) for five years
and direct these funds for the construction of major water reservoirs on all feasible
sites on a war footing as a national priority.
Pakistan built two large multipurpose (storage and power) dams, Mangla
(1967) and Tarbela (1975) consequent to Indus Water Treaty (IWT) 1960, which
brought the green revolution and food self-sufficiency in the country. Pakistan has
not built any large dam since 1975. While water is essential for life, agriculture and
industry, the government is neglecting the water sector by allocating mammoth
budgetary resources to roads, highways and bridges, including projects like the
metro bus and train. 22 MAF of surplus water, which goes to waste annually is a
problem, and needs to be conserved by building new storages. There is no site
available for construction of a dam on river Chenab while the one on river Jhelum
has already been exploited by constructing Mangla Dam. Had the Kalabagh Dam
(KBD) on river Indus been constructed, there would have been no need of stop-gap
measures to Pakistan‘s energy needs such as import of exorbitant LNG which costs
the consumers dearly compared to indigenous conventional natural gas. It is high
time that all baseless and untrue stances are set aside and an enormously important
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decision is taken earnestly for setting up the multipurpose KBD (6.1 MAF plus
3600MW) which happens to be technically ready for construction.

ТРУБОПРОВОДЫ1
Европейские банки могут участвовать в реализации Транскаспийского
газопровода (ТАПИ)
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». 27.12.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2856814Европейские-банки-могут-участвовать-в-реализации-Транскаспийского-газопровода/

Баку. К реализации проекта Транскаспийского трубопровода могут
быть привлечены кредиты европейских банков, но только если этот проект
преодолеет все вызовы, и по нему будут продвижения. Об этом сообщил
заместитель генерального директора по газовым вопросам в Национальном
фонде энергетической безопасности России, эксперт Алексей Гривач.
По словам эксперта, ранее европейцы предприняли попытку создать
Каспийскую корпорацию развития для продвижения Транскаспийского
проекта, однако она не сработала.
Затронув вопрос о туркменистанском газе, Гривач сказал, что, по
оценкам Нацфонда энергетической безопасности России, Туркменистан не
располагает такими большими запасами газа на экспорт, о которых говорится
в Ашхабаде.
"Имея проблемы с экспортными доходами и, несмотря на высокий
спрос в Китае, Туркменистан в этом году не смог увеличить экспорт газа в
КНР. Поэтому основным, но не единственным вопросом Транскаспийского
проекта, остается вопрос ресурсов", - считает эксперт.
Он отметил, что Туркменистан уже изменил политику продажи газа на
границе.
"Например,
"Туркменгаз"
управляет
консорциумом
TAPI
(Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия)
по
строительству
трубопровода в Пакистан и Индию", - сказал Гривач.
Эксперт отметил, что азербайджанский газ пытается найти свое место
на рынках, и конкуренция с газовым потоком из Туркменистана станет
большим вызовом для "Шах Дениз" и других крупных оффшорных проектов
в Азербайджане.
Что касается позиции России по этому вопросу, заместитель
гендиректора подчеркнул, что она "сбалансирована и основана на
международном праве".
"Транскаспийский проект должен стать вопросом консенсуса всех
прикаспийских государств и должен быть безопасным с точки зрения
экологии", - цитирует Алексея Гривача Trend.
В начале декабря министр иностранных дел России Сергей Лавров
заявил, что проект конвенции о правовом статусе Каспийского моря будет
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вынесен на одобрение глав прикаспийских государств, которые могут
встретиться в Казахстане в первой половине 2018 года.
Позже заместитель министра иностранных дел Азербайджана Халаф
Халафов сказал, что проект конвенции о правовом статусе Каспийского моря
включает также вопрос строительства транскаспийских трубопроводов и
будет согласован со странами, по территории которых будут проходить эти
трубопроводы
В 2011 году Европейский союз принял мандат на ведение переговоров
о заключении юридически обязывающего договора между ЕС,
Азербайджаном и Туркменистаном о строительстве Транскаспийской
трубопроводной системы.
Европейский союз впервые предложил договор в поддержку
инфраструктурного проекта.
Соглашение о Транскаспийском трубопроводе заложит основу для
строительства подводного трубопровода, соединяющего Туркменистан с
Азербайджаном, и, в свою очередь, свяжет этот трубопровод с
инфраструктурой, которая будет доставлять газ из Центральной Азии в ЕС.
Обсуждения с Баку и Ашхабадом касаются, в частности, договора,
устанавливающего юридические обязательства между Европейским союзом,
Туркменистаном и Азербайджаном, двусторонних договоренностей,
необходимых этим прикаспийским государствам для достижения ввода в
эксплуатацию, строительства и эксплуатации самого Транскаспийского
трубопровода, а также соглашений для заполнения газопровода туркменским
газом, включая надлежащее признание коммерческих договоренностей.
Россия и Пакистан подпишут Соглашение о строительстве морского
газопровода стоимостью 10 млрд. долл.
Pakistan, Russia poised to sign $10b gas pipeline deals this week
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1587364/2-pakistan-russia-poised-sign-10b-gas-pipeline-dealsweek/

After signing of the MoU for the offshore pipeline, work on feasibility study
will begin in an attempt to assess viability of the project. Russia is even ready to
finance the study.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Russia are set to ink agreements this week on
laying an offshore gas pipeline and the North-South liquefied natural gas (LNG)
pipeline – the two projects in which Moscow will pour an investment of over $10
billion, indicating a major shift in foreign policy of Islamabad.
―A Pakistani delegation will leave for Russia on December 20 to sign these
deals in order to execute the two gas pipeline projects,‖ said a senior government
official while talking to The Express Tribune.
Inter State Gas Systems (ISGS) – a state-owned company established to
handle gas import matters – is working on different gas pipeline projects and its
managing director and the petroleum secretary will be part of the delegation.
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ISGS is also working on the $10 billion Turkmenistan, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and India (Tapi) gas pipeline to connect South and Central Asia and
construction work on the scheme in Pakistan will start in March next year.
Russia supports Pakistan‘s bid to join elite nuclear trading club
These projects are called a game changer for Pakistan as they will not only
lead to regional connectivity, but will also meet energy needs of the country.
Amid a long-running tussle with Europe and the United States over the
annexation of Ukrainian region of Crimea, Russia is looking for alternative
markets and wants to capitalise on the growing demand in South Asia.
Russia, which controls and manages huge gas reserves in energy-rich Iran,
plans to export gas by laying an offshore pipeline through Gwadar Port to Pakistan
and India, which are seen as alternative markets because Moscow fears it may lose
energy consumers in Europe over the Crimea stand-off.
Russia has been a big gas exporter to European Union (EU) countries and
Turkey since long and despite US anger the European bloc has continued to make
imports to meet its energy needs.
Moscow receives gas from Turkmenistan and then exports it to EU states.
Later, it has got gas deposits in Iran as well and is looking to gain a foothold in the
markets of Pakistan and India.
Earlier, Pakistan and Russia had reached an understanding on signing the
offshore gas pipeline deal during Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s visit to
Sochi, Russia. Now, during the upcoming trip, the two sides are poised to ink
memoranda of understanding (MoUs) for the offshore pipeline and the NorthSouth (Lahore-Karachi) LNG pipeline.
Pakistan has been experiencing gas shortages, particularly in winter, for the
past many years as domestic production has stood static with new additions being
offset by depleting old deposits.
In a bid to tackle the crisis, the present government kicked off LNG imports
from Qatar under a 15-year agreement two and a half years ago and is bringing
supplies through other sources as well.
―Such massive business deals will open a new avenue for closer diplomatic
ties between Russia and Pakistan,‖ the senior government official commented.
NA speaker urges closer cooperation with Russia
On the other hand, Pakistan and the US are going through a critical phase in
their relations in the wake of President Donald Trump‘s new policy on
Afghanistan, which proposes a vital role for India in this region. Pakistan has
rejected the suggestion.
According to the government official, after signing of the MoU for the
offshore pipeline, work on feasibility study will begin in an attempt to assess
viability of the project. Russia is even ready to finance the study.
Russian gas exports touched an all-time high in 2017. According to its
energy giant Gazprom, gas flows to Europe and Turkey, excluding ex-Soviet
states, hit a new daily record at 621.8 million cubic metres.
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Annual exports touched 179.3 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2016, a
significant jump from the previous high of 161.5 bcm in 2013 and well above the
2015 total of 158.6 bcm.
США поддерживают проект газопровода (по морскому дну) из Ирана в
Пакистан (участвует Россия)
US backs Russian investment in Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583457/2-us-backs-russian-investment-iran-pakistan-gas-pipeline/

ISLAMABAD: The United States supports infrastructure investment by
Russia – an arch rival of America in global politics – in laying an offshore gas
pipeline from Iran as it will give a boost to Pakistan‘s economy and improve
people‘s lives, said US Agency for International Development (USAID) Mission
Director Jerry Bisson.
―We can look at it (Russian plan to build the offshore gas pipeline); any
donor investment in infrastructure either from Russia, China, the World Bank or
the Asian Development Bank and any investment for the benefit of Pakistani
people and economy, we support it,‖ he said while talking to a group of journalists.
―We don‘t have any particular views about where the money comes from;
we support the government of Pakistan in improving lives of the people.‖
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Saying that Pakistan was a sovereign country, he emphasised that they
backed the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project – an investment that was critical for
Pakistani people and economy.
Responding to a question about the change in USAID investment priorities
under the Trump administration, Bisson pointed to US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson‘s trip to Pakistan where he talked about education, health care and
economy.
The US wanted to work together with Pakistan and strengthen people-topeople ties, he said while outlining the support extended to 30 universities in
Pakistan, especially the provision of scholarships.
―We have supported over 18,000 students and it has a huge impact; we want
to continue that support,‖ he remarked.
About the export of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by US companies, Bisson
explained that it depended on the market situation as American gas companies
were looking for buyers around the world because they had surplus LNG.
―If you have good terminals and gas transportation infrastructure from the
port to local markets, I guess they will be willing to sell,‖ he said.
US oil and gas giant ExxonMobil had expressed interest in constructing an
LNG terminal at Port Qasim, but it recently pulled out of the project.
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar following blockade
Power production
Talking about cooperation in civil nuclear technology, Bisson said he was
not aware of such an opportunity, but USAID had focused on renewable wind and
solar energy as the technology was simple and could start electricity generation in
18 months.
―There are large dam projects which could take 10 to 15 years. If we look at
clean solar and wind energy, it is very fast and can easily to attract private-sector
investment,‖ he elaborated.
Bisson called Balochistan and Sindh very rich in renewable energy resources
where USAID had recently been engaged in different projects.
―We have poured $1 billion into the energy sector in the form of grants, not
loans, since 2010 and the production capacity has gone above 3,000 megawatts for
the benefit of 36 million Pakistanis,‖ he said. He highlighted that General Electric
had been injecting $240 million into 126 turbines in Sindh whereas USAID
provided technical assistance to put in place infrastructure for power generation.
He recalled that the US was the first country to recognise Pakistan and it
financed the country‘s first two power projects – Tarbela and Mangla, which were
the largest dams in the world with large-scale manufacturing and engineering
works.
―We are still assisting Pakistan in upgrading some turbines; we have helped
in increasing electricity supply,‖ he said.
When his attention was drawn towards lack of interest by the US in funding
new hydroelectric power projects like Dasu and Diamer Bhasha dams, he argued
that their budget was going down and there were funding limitations.
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―We have … much more funding for technical advisory services and are
looking how we can encourage the private sector to invest,‖ he said.
Pakistan, Iran to enhance cooperation in public health sector
Agriculture
Speaking about cooperation in the field of agriculture, Bisson said USAID
was looking at institutions as to how scientists and farmers could be trained and
was working closely with provincial governments.
―We have a very interesting programme to help small women farmers to
raise goats and improve their stock; the same approach will be adopted for the
dairy sector in order to improve milk yield of cows to help farmers increase their
income,‖ he said.
In an attempt to encourage more lending to enterprises, USAID provides $60
million of seed money to four banks.
―We will provide seed money to banks which will, in turn, increase their
own capital and lend more to small and medium enterprises,‖ Bisson said.
Энергетические перспективы Туркменистана в Евразийском регионе
Алексей Давыдович Хайтун (доктор экономических наук, профессор, Институт
Европы РАН). «Независимая газета». 12.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/ng_energiya/2017-1212/9_7134_turkmenistan.html

Туркменистан является одним из перспективных поставщиков
природного газа. Страна, по оценкам международных экспертов, занимает
четвертое место в мире по разведанным запасам газа. В одном только
месторождении «Галкыныш», что на востоке страны, его, как считают
местные геологи, свыше 26 трлн куб. м. Это примерно вдвое больше, чем в
российском Уренгое. По состоянию на конец 2012 года общие геологические
запасы в этой стране оцениваются в 71,21 млрд т у. т., 18,2 млрд т – морского
шельфа (доказанные запасы равны 25,2 трлн куб. м). Однако известный
немецкий эксперт Роланд Гетц из берлинского фонда «Наука и политика» в
своей работе «Европа и природный газ Каспийского региона» приводит
данные немецкого ведомства по геологии и сырью (Bundesanstalt fuer
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe), согласно которым на конец 2005 года
туркменские газовые резервы оценивались в 2,8 трлн куб. м, а ресурсы в 6
трлн куб. м. Правда, отмечает он, в каких размерах открытое в 2006 году
месторождение «Южный Иолотань» и открытое в марте 2007 года
месторождение «Осман» должны вести к переоценке имеющихся данных. Но
немцы полагают, что с учетом открытых месторождений их общий запас не
превысит 10 трлн куб. м. В то же время, по результатам второго этапа
независимого аудита запасов месторождений Туркменистана, начальные
геологические запасы зоны газовых месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман», «Мианара» и «Яшлар» подтверждены в максимальном объеме 26,2
трлн куб. м газа. Такую оценку 11 октября 2011 года озвучил представитель
британской аудиторской компании Gaffney, Cline&Associates (GCA) Джим
Гиллетт. По его словам, эти данные не окончательные, запасы могут быть
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выше. На сегодня еще не определены пределы северо-западной, юговосточной и западной границ месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман».
Такой объем запасов ставит «Южный Иолотань» на второе место в
мире после «Южного/Северного Парса» (28 трлн куб. м, поделено между
Ираном и Катаром). На третьей позиции Уренгойское месторождение
«Газпрома» с 7 трлн куб. м.
По данным азербайджанского издания Trend, в настоящее время
госконцерн «Туркменгаз» совместно с привлеченными на сервисных
условиях компаниями из Китая, Республики Корея и ОАЭ реализует проект
по первоначальному обустройству «Южного Иолотаня» на общую сумму
около 10 млрд долл. США. Разработка началась на основании
первоначального аудита, представленного GCA в 2008 году, когда
приблизительные запасы этого месторождения оценивались в пределах 14
трлн куб. м газа. Конечно, такой разброс данных о запасах туркменского газа
не позволяет сделать окончательный вывод о перспективности
Туркменистана как ведущей газоснабжающей державе региона для Европы.
Месторождения газа находятся в основном в центральной части
страны, где сосредоточено 80% добычи. Хотя газовое месторождение
«Южный Иолотань» находится в юго-восточной части Туркмении рядом с
границей Ирана и Афганистана. В геологическом отношении эта территория
относится к Мургабской нефтегазоносной области – крупной одноименной
позднемезозойской впадине, располагающейся на южной оконечности
молодой эпипалеозойской Туранской плиты.
Месторождение «Южный Иолотань» расположено недалеко от города
Иолотань (50 км от областного центра Марыйского велаята города Мары).
Площадь месторождения около 3 тыс. кв. км. В своей юго-восточной части
поднятие осложнено небольшим валом, к которому приурочено
месторождение «Осман».
Целью Туркменистана к 2030 году является наращивание добычи газа
до 250 млрд куб. м. Экспорт газа намечено увеличить до 180 млрд куб. м в
год. Проблема в том, как доставить это энергетическое сырье зарубежным
покупателям.
Наряду с Россией Туркменистан – одно из немногих государств в СНГ,
которое могло бы быть экспортером природного газа в Европу. До 2009 года
экспорт туркменского газа проходил по газопроводам на территории
Казахстана и России, построенным еще в советские времена. Россия скупала
туркменский газ, а затем продавала европейским клиентам, как правило по
спотовым ценам, или снабжала им регионы на юге России. Немецкий эксперт
Восточного комитета немецкой экономики Мартин Хоффман пишет на сайте
немецкого государственного информационного агентства Deutsche Welle
(DW), что когда мировые цены на газ в 2008–2009 годах снизились, сделка
стала для России убыточной, ведь у Туркменистана приходилось покупать
топливо по подписанным ранее долгосрочным контрактам и по ставшим
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завышенными ценам, которые европейские покупатели платить отказались.
«Зная, что у Туркменистана нет экспортных альтернатив, – говорит
Хоффман, – Россия в ультимативной форме потребовала от Ашхабада
снизить цены до рыночных, а когда туркмены заупрямились, просто
перекрыла трубу, объяснив такую меру некими техническими причинами».
Прекращение поступления газа вызвало серьезные технические неполадки в
газопроводной системе Туркменистана. Поэтому во время визита президента
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова в ноябре 2009 года в Москву
состоялись переговоры с тогдашним российским президентом Дмитрием
Медведевым об увеличении импорта Москвой туркменского газа. Агентство
AFP отмечало, что переговоры Бердымухамедова и Медведева состоятся на
фоне усилий Туркменистана возобновить экспорт газа в Россию в полном
объеме после того, как в апреле в результате взрыва на туркменском
газопроводе экспорт голубого топлива в Россию из Туркменистана
практически прекратился.
Ашхабад настаивал на выполнении российскими партнерами своих
контрактных обязательств, однако переговоры не привели к положительному
результату. Таким образом, Россия резко сократила импорт туркменского
газа в период падения спроса в Европе. Туркменистан в результате лишился
ежемесячных доходов в размере почти 1 млрд долл.
В январе 2016 года Москва окончательно отказалась от закупок
туркменского газа. По сообщению ГК, «Туркменгаз ОАО «Газпром» с начала
2015 года не платил по долгам «за предоставленные объемы туркменского
природного газа». Об этом говорилось на сайте Министерства нефтегазовой
промышленности и минеральных ресурсов Туркменистана 8 июля 2015 года.
«Газпром» стал неплатежеспособным по своим контрактам купли-продажи
природного газа в связи с продолжающимся мировым экономическим
кризисом и введенными западными странами экономическими санкциями
против России», – отмечалось в сообщении ведомства. Позже текст на сайте
«Туркменгаза» был изменен, но не принципиально. «Туркменской стороне
непонятны мотивы, почему российский энергетический гигант не полностью
платит за полученный газ, видимо, у него наступили не самые лучшие
времена в отношении финансов», – говорится в измененном тексте
сообщения, датированного уже 11 июля. Следует напомнить, что в 2003 году
Россия и Туркменистан заключили соглашение о сотрудничестве в газовой
сфере сроком на 25 лет. Согласно условиям этого соглашения, Туркменистан
должен был поставлять в РФ 70–80 млрд куб. м газа ежегодно. В 2006–2008
годах Россия выкупала весь производимый на территории Туркменистана
газ, а также обеспечивала его транзит в Украину. Кроме того, в рамках
среднесрочных контрактов «Газпром» выполняет функции оператора
транзита туркменского газа по территории Узбекистана и Казахстана.
Понятно, что Туркменистан извлек уроки из тех событий и сделал
ставку на диверсификацию газового экспорта, чтобы повысить
независимость от российского транзита. В Ашхабаде считают, что
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современная ситуация на мировом энергетическом пространстве, в том числе
в его газовом сегменте, ставит перед нами ряд серьезных и непростых задач.
Главная из них – необходимость обеспечения долгосрочной,
всеобъемлющей, инклюзивной энергетической безопасности как решающего
условия для поступательного и сбалансированного развития глобальной
экономики и межгосударственного сотрудничества. С особой остротой эта
необходимость проявляется сейчас – на фоне негативных тенденций на
международных энергетических рынках, замедления

Строительство газопровода ТАПИ в
2016 году на туркменском участке. Фото с
сайта www.turkmenistan.gov.tm

роста крупнейших мировых экономик, известных политических событий,
которые наблюдаются в различных регионах земного шара. Решающим
фактором обеспечения глобальной энергетической безопасности является, по
мнению Ашхабада, диверсификация поставок углеводородов. Именно
диверсификация, создание многовариантной и разнонаправленной
трубопроводной системы сегодня в состоянии гарантировать рост и
устойчивое развитие глобальной энергетики, обезопасить ее от
политических, экологических, техногенных и других рисков. Очевидно
также, что вовлеченность в международную энергосистему новых
пространств и рынков способна придать дополнительный мощный импульс
мировому промышленному производству, торговле, инвестициям,
стимулировать создание рабочих мест. Именно под этим углом зрения и
следует рассматривать возвращение Ашхабада к проекту Транскаспийского
газопровода, разговоры о котором ведутся уже более 20 лет. В июне
текущего года по итогам переговоров между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС было принято решение о создании
постоянной рабочей группы, которая должна приступить к проработке
различных вариантов доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Более того,
озвучены предварительные сроки этих поставок. Сейчас можно
констатировать наличие активного и заинтересованного диалога по
осуществлению проектов поставок туркменского природного газа в западном
направлении между Туркменистаном, Азербайджаном и Турцией при
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участии Европейского союза. В этом плане запущенный в конце 2015 года в
эксплуатацию по территории Туркменистана газопровод «Восток–Запад»
протяженностью 773 км может стать предтечей или первым этапом на пути
Туркменистана в Европу. Строительство газопровода обошлось в 2,5 млрд
долл., его пропускная способность составляет 30 млрд куб. м газа в год,
сообщает агентство Reuters. По нему голубое топливо может перекачиваться
из крупнейших месторождений «Галкыныш» и «Довлетабад» на востоке
страны к побережью Каспийского моря, или же по другому газопроводу в
западном направлении.
Куда пойдут трубопроводы
Одни из известных российских специалистов по Каспию Сергей
Жильцов и Игорь Зонн в своей книге «Каспийская трубопроводная
геополитика» приводят слова американского политолога Збигнева
Бжезинского о том, что вопросы прокладки трубопроводов до сих пор
являлись едва ли не самыми главными в определении будущего бассейна
Каспийского моря и Центральной Азии. Он подчеркивал, что «если основные
трубопроводы в регион будут по-прежнему проходить по территории России
к российским терминалам в Новороссийске на Черном море, то политические
последствия этого дадут о себе знать без какой бы то ни было открытой
демонстрации силы со стороны России, Регион останется в политической
зависимости, а Москва при этом будет занимать сильные позиции, решая, как
делить новые богатства региона. И наоборот, если один трубопровод
проляжет через Каспийское море к Азербайджану и далее к Средиземному
морю через Турцию, а другой протянется через Афганистан к Аравийскому
морю, то не будет никакого единовластия в вопросе доступа к региону».
Под таким же углом зрения рассматривает потенциальные
возможности региона и Роланд Гетц. Он, в частности, отмечает, что на
первом плане в интересах Европы стоят газовые месторождения данного
региона. Они составляют примерно 6% мировых запасов и почти сравнимы с
газовыми запасами Африки, которые в значительной степени потребляются
европейцами. В Европе выступают за политическую поддержку газового
потенциала Каспийского региона, которая позволит газ из этого региона
сделать доступным для Европы и одновременно и страны Каспийского
региона, и Европу освободить от господствующего положения России на
континенте.
Стоит напомнить также статью в немецком журнале Spiegel-online, что
решая проблему диверсификации поставок газа в Европу, Еврокомиссия
готова форсировать заключение соглашений с такими странами, как,
например, Азербайджан и Туркменистан. «ЕС будет использовать все
внешнеполитические инструменты, чтобы укрепить стратегическое
энергетическое партнерство со странами-производителями и транзитерами»,
– цитирует Spiegel-online документы, подготовленные Брюсселем еще в 2015
году для Энергетического союза ЕС. К этим странам, как считает журнал,
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относятся Алжир и Турция, Азербайджан и Туркменистан, государства
Ближнего Востока и несколько африканских стран.
«Западное направление является одним из приоритетных направлений
нашего энергетического партнерства», – отмечал в 2015 году президент
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов на церемонии запуска
газопровода «Восток–Запад». По его словам, теперь «совместная работа с
европейскими партнерами обретает качественно новое содержание»,
сообщает Reuters. Как отметил Бердымухамедов, ввод в эксплуатацию
газопровода «Восток–Запад» создает новые возможности для предметного
сотрудничества с прикаспийскими странами по вопросу строительства
Транскаспийского газопровода.
При этом Ашхабад всегда подчеркивает: все реализованные и
потенциальные газопроводные проекты, в которых участвует Туркменистан,
не обусловлены никакими геополитическими соображениями или
причинами, а продиктованы исключительно экономической и коммерческой
выгодой для всех стран, по территории которых проходят маршруты
поставок газа. Ашхабад также считает необходимым придерживаться
разумных, экономически обоснованных цен за потребляемые энергоносители
и их транспортировку по транзитным территориям.

Газотранспортная
система
Туркменистана. Карта Михаила Митина

С таких же позиций подходит к экспорту туркменского газа и комиссар
ЕС по энергетике Марош Шефчович. По его мнению, опубликованному в
немецком информационном агентстве Deutsche Welle (DW), Евросоюз мог
бы получать туркменский газ через территорию Ирана. По его словам, есть
два варианта доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Это поставки через Иран
или по подводному трубопроводу по дну Каспийского моря. Однако Иран
уже много раз высказывал свою оппозицию такому проекту, утверждая, что
построить наземный трубопровод через его территорию проще и
экономичнее.
Ожидается, что экспорт туркменского газа в Европу может начаться с
2019 года. Понятно, что решение проблемы Каспийского моря могло бы
помочь Туркменистану в решении вопросов транспортировки его газа в
Европу. Новые трубопроводные проекты анализируются на фоне активного
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переговорного процесса о международно-правовом статусе Каспийского
моря, который, как считает туркменская сторона, близится к своему
завершению.
Проект ТАПИ
Туркменистан проводит активную политику в сфере диверсификации
маршрутов углеводородных ресурсов. Показательным в этом плане является
трубопроводный
проект
Туркменистан–Афганистан–Пакистан–Индия
(ТАПИ).
История появления данного проекта уходит корнями в начало 1990-х
годов, когда прикаспийские страны и их месторождения углеводородных
ресурсов оказались в центре внимания многих государств и нефтегазовых
компаний. Однако тогда данный проект в силу различных причин так и не
был реализован, хотя в последнее десятилетие идея обсуждалась не раз. В
последние годы Туркменистан вновь усилил внимание к трубопроводному
проекту. Ашхабад рассматривает его как пример равноправного,
уважительного и взаимовыгодного сотрудничества, образец ответственного и
реалистичного
подхода
стран-участниц,
осознающих
общность
долгосрочных интересов и целей развития. Свидетельством понимания
важности проекта является поддержка ТАПИ и партнерами в Азии и Европе,
финансовыми институтами, в первую очередь Азиатским банком развития.
По предварительным подсчетам проект помимо прямых поставок газа в
Афганистан позволит обеспечить поступление в бюджет этой страны около 1
млрд долл. только за транзит газа. Помимо этого, будут созданы условия для
открытия более 12 тыс. рабочих мест в тех афганских провинциях, по
которым пройдет трубопровод. На этом пути уже есть реальные достижения:
в декабре 2015 года Туркменистан приступил к строительству своего участка
газопровода, достигнута договоренность о проведении (в следующем году)
изыскательских работ на афганской части маршрута ТАПИ.
Надо сказать, что проект ТАПИ заинтересовал и российскую сторону, и
буквально на днях по сообщению EGF Gazprom Monitor «Газпром» и
Национальная иранская нефтяная компания (NIOC) подписали Меморандум
о взаимопонимании по сотрудничеству в газопроводе Иран–Пакистан–
Индия, хотя некоторые эксперты DW и утверждали, что проект ТАПИ
является конкурирующим для имеющихся и планируемых газопроводов
«Газпрома», да и реализация ТАПИ, мол, приведет к созданию в регионе
такого альянса, в котором влияние Москвы будет минимальным. Поэтому
утверждается, что российская сторона и вовсе предпочитает другой проект –
CASA-1000.
Действительно, у ТАПИ имеется конкурент. С точки зрения Андрея
Тибольда из Energy Delta Institute (EDI), речь идет о проекте CASA-1000.
Этот проект ориентирован на поставку в те же самые страны электроэнергии,
где в качестве поставщиков предлагают себя Таджикистан и Киргизия. В
январе прошлого пакистанские СМИ распространили заявление посла
Таджикистана в Исламабаде Шерали Джононова, что ТЭО проекта якобы
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уже завершено, а прокладка ЛЭП от Киргизии и Таджикистана в Афганистан
и Пакистан должна вот вот начаться. Как отмечает DW, ссылаясь на слова
посла, к 2018 году Таджикистан через CASA-1000 уже сможет
транспортировать электроэнергию в Пакистан. Однако в Афганистане уже
сформировались две лоббистские группы, из которых одна выступает за
газовый проект, а другая – за электроэнергетический. После того как эти
проекты пришли в движение, отмечает DW, эти группы проводят
мобилизацию. В частности, талибы уже дали понять, что на определенных
условиях они не будут препятствовать реализации проекта ТАПИ. Да и
крупные игроки по-разному относятся к этим проектам. Пакистану
необходимы как газ, так и электроэнергия. Но электрификация будет больше
способствовать индустриализации Афганистана, который Пакистан
предпочел бы видеть слабым и зависимым. США, по оценке агентства,
поддерживают ТАПИ.
DW ссылается на Андрея Грозина, эксперта Российского института
стран СНГ. По его мнению, США рассчитывают на то, что как ТАПИ, так и
CASA-1000 смогут привлечь ряд стран региона к проведению в нем
экономической активности. Но большое значение для их реализации имеет
позиция Пекина. Формально Китай не против, но без его участия, полагает
Грозин, «оба проекта остаются сомнительными». Он считает, что по CASA1000 пока отсутствуют технически выверенные данные, на которые можно
было бы положиться. «Нет четкого просчета, как эта система будет работать,
кто ее будет потреблять и по каким тарифам. Отсутствует также понимание
того, из каких источников эту энергию будут брать. Если не будут построены
Рогунская и Камбаратинская ГЭС, считает эксперт, то имеющихся
мощностей Таджикистана и Киргизии даже в летний период не хватит, чтобы
полноценно обеспечить поставки электроэнергии для Афганистана и
Пакистана. Но, как известно, сооружение этих ГЭС наталкивается на
сопротивление со стороны Узбекистана, опасающегося, в частности, влияния
строительства Рогунской ГЭС на режим стока реки Вакши, соответственно
реки Амударья, которое будет разрушительным для обеспечения водной,
продовольственной и экологической безопасности нижележащих государств.
Однако надо исходить из того, что пока неустойчивая ситуация в
Афганистане фактически препятствует реализации обоих проектов.
Китайское и иранское направления
В настоящее время экспорт туркменского природного газа
осуществляется по транснациональному трубопроводу Туркменистан–
Узбекистан–Казахстан–Китай, введенному в эксплуатацию в декабре 2009
года. Трубопровод состоит из трех ниток (А, В, С) общей мощностью 55
млрд куб. м и предназначен для поставок в КНР газа в объеме 40 млрд куб. м
в год. В 2014 году по нему было экспортировано в общей сложности 23,8
млрд куб. м природного газа.
Также планируется строительство четвертой нитки (Д) газопровода в
Китай через территории Узбекистана, Таджикистана и Кыргызстана, что
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позволит увеличить ежегодную транспортировку туркменского газа
дополнительно на 25 млрд куб. м и довести, таким образом, общий объем
поставок в Китай к 2021 году до 65 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Российские
эксперты считают, что Китай, расширяя сферу своего влияния в регионе,
преследует не только коммерческие, но и геополитические цели. Пекин
стремится не допустить внешнеполитической переориентации Астаны и
Ашхабада на Запад, а также ограничить влияние западных нефтяных
компаний. Китай сосредоточил усилия на решении долгосрочных задач и
нацелен на интенсификацию казахстанско-китайских и туркмено-китайских
отношений в сфере поставок углеводородного сырья.
Другой реализованный проект – поставки туркменского газа в
Исламскую Республику Иран по двум новым маршрутам: Корпедже
(Туркменистан) – Курткуи (Иран) и Довлетабад (Туркменистан) – Серахс
(туркмено-иранская граница) – Хангеран (Иран). В 2014 году по этим
газопроводам в Исламскую Республику было поставлено 5,9 млрд куб. м
туркменского природного газа. Общая проектная мощность газопроводов
позволяет довести поставки до 20 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Наряду с
диверсификацией маршрутов поставок газа в восточном и западном
направлениях Туркменистан усилил внимание к южному направлению
экспорта, в сторону Ирана. В свою очередь, Тегеран также проявляет интерес
к туркменскому газу, рассчитывая через расширение энергетического
сотрудничества с Туркменистаном усилить свою вовлеченность в
реализацию проектов по экспорту каспийских углеводородов на внешние
рынки. В 2014 году Туркменистан поставил в Иран 6,5 млрд куб. м и в
перспективе рассчитывает увеличить поставки до 14 млрд в год. К этому
Туркменистан подталкивает выгодное географическое положение Ирана,
территория которого представляет собой наиболее удобный путь для
экспорта центральноазиатских ресурсов. Тем более что отстранение Ирана от
обсуждения и реализации новых трубопроводных проектов, которое
произошло после введения санкций со стороны западных стран, затормозило
освоение углеводородного потенциала Каспийского региона.
При этом не стоит забывать, что с 2006 года до 6 млрд куб. м
туркменского газа поступает через ответвление от иранского газопровода в
Турцию. Не стоит забывать, что Анкара выступает в качестве главного
лоббиста поставок туркменских углеводородов в Европу через Азербайджан.
В июле 2017 года в Баку состоялась встреча министров иностранных дел
Азербайджана, Турции и Туркмении, где обсуждались вопросы дальнейшего
сотрудничества в энергетической сфере. Подписанная ранее Бакинская
декларация заложила основу трехстороннего формата отношений наиболее
близких в культурном и языковом отношении тюркоязычных государств. Как
отмечает Роланд Гетц, он ожидает увеличения этого транзита до 10–15 млрд
куб. м. Конечно, расширение поставок туркменского газа в Европу через
Турцию во многом будет определяться российско-турецкими отношениями в
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контексте развития геополитической ситуации на Ближнем и Среднем
Востоке.
Газовые возможности региона
За более чем 20-летнюю историю независимого развития страны
Центральной Азии и Каспийского региона добились значительных успехов в
создании собственной базы по добыче и экспорту углеводородных ресурсов
на внешние рынки.
Итак, возможности ЦАР по нефти и газу уже сейчас делают регион
значимым фактором мировой и особенно европейской энергетической
политики: суммарные доказанные запасы нефти в странах Прикаспия
(Казахстане, Азербайджане, Туркмении и Узбекистане) достигают 15 млрд т
(около 2% мировых). При современном уровне годовой добычи нефти в
регионе этих запасов хватит на 65 лет, а экспорт нефти уже к 2015 году мог
бы составить 140–160 мл т в год. Подавляющая часть запасов нефти ЦАР
сосредоточена в Казахстане, Туркменистане и Азербайджане. Добыча и
производство нефти в регионе колеблется в пределах 80–90 млн т,
потребление – на уровне 20 млн т нефти в год.
Среди ископаемого топлива потребление газа будет развиваться
самыми высокими темпами: 1,9% в год. Нефть сохранит первое место в
потреблении энергоресурсов (28%), второе займет уголь, газ – третье место
(26%), альтернативные возобновляемые источники (ВИЭ) – только 7%
мирового энергопотребления.
Конкуренция на европейском рынке газа усилится, а это означает, что
юг
Европы
может
рассчитывать
на
энергетические
ресурсы
преимущественно
тех
стран,
логистика
которых
делает
невыгодными поставки топлива в Северную и Центральную Европу,
главный регион – потребитель энергии. Страны ЦАР, в первую очередь
Азербайджан, Туркменистан и Узбекистан, владеют существенными
запасами нефти и особенно природного газа, но не имеют пока
самостоятельного выхода на европейский (тем более мировой)
энергетический рынок. По своему географическому положению эти страны
являются
потенциальными
конкурентами
российских
топливноэнергетических компаний.
Вместе с тем следует иметь в виду, что, хотя нефть ЦАР более
экономична при подаче в Европу, нежели тюменская, и та и другая находятся
в замыкающей зоне мировой торговли. По подсчетам Министерства
энергетики США и Международного энергетического агентства, добыча и
доставка каспийской нефти в США и Западную Европу более чем в 10 раз
дороже, чем при расконсервации нефтяных скважин на шельфе
Мексиканского залива и Северного моря.
Страны региона не в полной мере самостоятельны при контроле
объемов поставок и цен на свое энергетическое сырье, поэтому
Туркменистан и Азербайджан ищут возможности энергетического
взаимодействия с приграничными им Ираном и Турцией.
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По нашим оценкам, для того чтобы обеспечить независимый выход
нефти и газа ЦАР в Европу (для нефти и СПГ – в Атлантический океан),
потребуется суммарно 30–35 млрд долл. в течение 10 лет. Это должны быть
прямые инвестиции в строительно-монтажные работы, бурение, закупку
оборудования, проведение геологических работ.
В странах ЦАР организационных и инженерных структур, способных
реализовать эти инвестиции, не имеется, они будут привлекать инвесторов,
подрядные фирмы и специалистов из Европы, США и России. Как
указывалось, кадровый потенциал в Азербайджане есть, а механизм его
привлечения выработан транснациональными нефтяными компаниями,
оперирующими на постсоветском пространстве.
Главный шанс России на активное участие в Транскаспийском
нефтяном проекте лежит в нашем совместном прошлом: специалисты
республик ЦАР и Казахстана в массе своей русскоязычны, многие учились в
российских вузах. Негативным фактором является проявление политики,
свойственной некоторым кругам энергетических монополий. Компромисс
или конфликт. По нашим наблюдениям, в торговле нефтью и газом по оси
Восток–Запад наличествуют две связанные между собой парадигмы,
принципиально различные по способам разрешения: одна, обусловленная
географией и советской предысторией, долгосрочная политическая и вторая,
преходящая, присущая монопольной специфике российского нефтегазового
сектора.
Российские государственные монополии «Газпром», «Роснефть»,
«Транснефть» заинтересованы в монопольной ренте и сохранении своих
организационно-хозяйственных структур. Энергетические компании стран
ЦАР и независимые компании России, напротив, заинтересованы в
самостоятельном выходе своих энергоносителей на мировой рынок и потому
налаживают взаимодействие по транзиту энергоресурсов через Грузию и
Турцию,
ищут
возможности
энергетического
взаимодействия
с
приграничным им Ираном. То есть в этом конфликте они выражают
рыночное начало.
Эти конкурентные факторы действуют уже сейчас. Если же учесть, что
базовые месторождения России – Тюмень и Татарстан – на фазе снижения, а
месторождения Восточной Сибири размещены далеко от европейских
центров потребления; что новые площади на шельфах арктических морей и
морском дне вокруг Северного полюса находятся на начальной стадии
освоения, которое ожидается весьма затратным, – тогда контроль над
коридорами транзита нефти и газа из стран ЦАР в Европу становится крайне
актуальным. И мы полагаем, что долгосрочные интересы России
заключаются в политике компромисса, нахождении общих интересов со
странами ЦАР, и не в последнюю очередь с Туркменистаном.
Становится все более очевидной востребованность действенных шагов,
призванных обеспечить учет и баланс интересов производителей,
транзитеров и потребителей газа, выработки ясных, прозрачных и
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недискриминационных принципов взаимоотношений между ними. Именно
такой подход лежит в основе энергетической политики Туркменистана,
определяет содержание и направленность предложений и практических
действий в этой сфере.
Мировые энергетические запасы и природный газ как важнейшая и
самая экологически чистая их часть – достояние всего человечества. Мы, как
государства, обладающие этим богатством, несем особую ответственность за
его использование во благо людей, во имя мира, сотрудничества, развития и
прогресса.
Устойчивость мировой экономики сегодня опирается на устойчивость
мировой энергетики. Это означает необходимость выработки проверенных,
подкрепленных международным правом механизмов деятельности
государств в этой сфере, формирования прочных, незыблемых и
универсальных принципов, регулирующих ход глобального энергетического
взаимодействия. Как ответственный и надежный производитель и поставщик
энергоресурсов, Туркменистан готов к тесному сотрудничеству с
государствами, международными институтами с целью выработки
согласованных, транспарентных подходов ко всем вопросам глобальной
энергетической стратегии. Особый упор на этом аспекте взаимодействия
делается в ходе председательства Туркменистана в Энергетической хартии в
2017 году.

Москва и Исламабад подпишут скоро Соглашение о сооружении
нового морского газопровода (из Ирана)
Pakistan, Russia to sign off-shore gas pipeline deal
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
9,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1579757/2-pakistan-russia-sign-off-shore-gas-pipeline-deal/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Russia have reached an understanding to sign a
multi-billion dollar offshore gas pipeline deal in a couple of weeks, ignoring
pressure from the United States that has fiercely opposed the building of IranPakistan (IP) gas pipeline for years.
The two sides reached an agreement during the recent visit of Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to Moscow.
The two sides were expected to sign a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) during the premier‘s visit, however, it did not happen due to certain
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reasons, officials told The Express Tribune. Now, Islamabad and Moscow are set
to sign the deal in a couple of weeks.
TAPI pipeline: Pakistan to press for reducing gas import price
Russia, which controls and manages huge gas reserves in energy-rich Iran,
plans to export gas to Pakistan and India by laying an offshore pipeline. This move
comes as an alternative, amid Moscow‘s fears of losing energy markets in Europe
following a long tussle with the United States and the European Union over the
annexation of Ukrainian region of Crimea.
Following Donald Trump‘s South Asia Policy on Afghanistan – where it
wanted to give a role to India in this region, a proposal Pakistan rejected –
Pakistan-US relations are at a critical point. Such massive business deals would
open a new avenue for diplomatic relations between Russia and Pakistan, said a
senior government official.
Official said that after signing of the MoU, work on feasibility would be
started to know the viability of the project. Russia is even ready to finance the
feasibility study on viability of the offshore pipeline.
The official pointed out that the US knew about the gas reserves held by
Russia in Iran, which was the reason why Washington opposed the IP gas pipeline.
The IP project will open an avenue for Russia to lay a parallel pipeline for gas
export to Pakistan and India.
The official revealed that India was also interested in purchasing gas from
Russia through the offshore pipeline from Iran via Gwadar, believing it was a safe
way for energy import.
Earlier, India was part of the IP gas pipeline, but after entering into a civil
nuclear deal with the US, it pulled out apparently on the insistence of Washington,
which has strained relations with both Iran and Russia.
Now, India has expressed its keenness in preliminary discussions on the
offshore pipeline, but it is believed that the US will again heap pressure to force
Delhi to stay away from its rivals.
Russia has been a big gas exporter to EU countries and Turkey since long
and despite US anger the European bloc has continued to make imports to meet its
domestic needs.
Russia receives gas from Turkmenistan and then exports it to EU states. It
has managed to get gas deposits in Iran as well and is looking to gain foothold in
the markets of Pakistan and India.
Iran wants Pakistan to revive gas pipeline project
Russian gas exports touched an all-time high in 2017. According to its
energy giant Gazprom, gas flows to Europe and Turkey, excluding former Soviet
states, hit a new daily record at 621.8 million cubic metres.
Annual exports touched 179.3 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2016, a
significant jump from the previous high of 161.5 bcm in 2013 and well above the
2015 total of 158.6 bcm.
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О проекте газопровода из Ирана в Индию
Логинов В.Ю. 20 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39200

В ходе визита президента В.В.Путина 1 ноября с.г. в ИРИ между
Минэнерго РФ и Министерством нефти Ирана был подписан меморандум о
поддержке проекта поставок газа из Ирана в Индию. Как пояснил, в
дальнейшем глава Минэнерго России А.Новак речь идет о «реализации
проектов, связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого
ресурса в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по
дну Персидского залива»[i].
В рамках этого проекта будет осуществлено строительство газопровода
длиной 1200 км с учетом отвода (1130 км — без него).
То, что сообщил российский министр, выглядит как настоящая
сенсация! Неужели России удалось найти, наконец, выход из
геополитического тупика, который сопровождает вопрос поставки
энергоресурсов на Индостан вот уже более 20 лет?
Из пресс-релиза «Газпрома» следует, что он подписал четыре
взаимосвязанных меморандума по сотрудничеству с иранскими
организациями. Два из них с Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией
(NIOC) по реализации проекта строительства газопровода Иран —
Пакистан. — Индия и по разработке концепции создания единой системы
добычи, транспортировки природного газа и газохимии на территории Ирана,
третий с Организацией по развитию и реконструкцией Ирана (IMIDRO) —
по сжижению газа для последующей реализации в третьих странах и
последний, четвертый — рамочный о партнерстве с Министерством нефти
Ирана [ii].
В качестве ресурсной базы газопровода предполагается использовать
газ, получаемый российской госкомпанией от ее участия во 2 и 3 очереди
месторождения «Южный Парс». На первом этапе видимо будет продлен
недавно смонтированный иранский газопровод от Чахбахара до
пакистанского Гвадара, где имеются удобные глубины. Далее по морскому
дну он пройдет до точки отвода в 70 км на шельфе напротив Карачи, где
будет установлена промежуточная платформа с газоперерабатывающим
заводом по производству СПГ. В резервном варианте этот завод будет
построен в самом Гвадаре (это третий протокол «Газпрома» с ИМИДРО).
Одна из ниток подводного СПГ трубопровода будет протянута до Карачи и
состыкована с газопроводом «Север — Юг» (Карачи-Лахор), другая же
пойдет в индийский штат Гуджарат. Конечным пунктом газопровода в
Индии, как упоминают разные источники, станет Порбандар или порт
Вадинар [iii], который оснащен системой подводных и надземных
трубопроводов (этот порт получила «Роснефть» в результате покупки доли
в индийской компании Essar Oil). В случае необходимости расширения
проекта (например, подключение туркменского газа) трубопровод может
быть дополнен еще двумя нитками мощностью по 27,5 млрд куб.м в год
природного газа каждая. В первоначальном варианте мощность трубопровода
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составит 31 млрд куб. м в год, а общая стоимость работ оценивается в 7 млрд
долл.
Реализовать такой проект в состоянии только «Газпром», который
имеет соответствующую компетенцию, оборудование для проведения
подводных работ, а также опыт эксплуатации морских трубопроводов. Но
пройдет ли он в морском варианте здесь возникают сомнения в силу того, что
накануне визита 13 октября с.г. заместитель министра энергетики России
Юрий Сентюрин и заместитель министра энергетики Пакистана Сикандар
Султан Раджа подписали соглашение о создании условий по поставкам
российской стороной СПГ на регазификационные терминалы Пакистана. Как
подчеркивается в пресс-релизе Минэнерго, «уполномоченные организации –
ПАО «Газпром» и ГК «Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи Лимитед» — в течение двух
месяцев после вступления соглашения в силу планируют выйти на
подписание долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного природного
газа»[iv]. Таким образом, принимая во внимание заключенные «Газпромом»
меморандумы в Иране, речь идет о поставках СПГ в Пакистан,
произведенного с использованием иранского газа.
В пользу этого варианта свидетельствует и интервью министра нефти
Ирана Б.Н.Зангане газете «Та‘адол»[v], данное им после переговоров в
рамках визита В.В.Путина. В частности, он заявил, что основным
препятствием для поставок иранского газа в Пакистан выступает отсутствие
гарантий его оплаты и цена. Дело в том, что Иран вот уже более 2 лет
пытается получить официальные разъяснения Пакистана по срокам сдачи его
участка газопровода «Мир», последний из которых прошел в декабре 2014 г.
Вначале Тегеран слышал оправдания о задержке работ по проекту в связи с
санкциями, затем из-за отсутствия средств. Между тем, Тегеран к 2017 г.
довел
трубопровод
до
пакистанской
границы
и
пригрозил
Исламабаду подачей иска в Международный арбитражный суд в связи
понесенными много миллиардными убытками от исполнения своей части
работ [vi].
Далее Б.Н.Зангане отметил, что третий участник проекта
магистрального газопровода Иран-Пакистан (МГП ИП) нужен не только в
качестве оператора газопровода, но и как агент по распределению газа в
Пакистане. На эту роль, по его словам, претендуют три зарубежные
компании, включая «Газпром».
По сути, Иран приглашает Россию стать посредником для разрешения
тупиковой ситуации с МГП ИП (другое название «Мир»).
Почему Россия активизировала свои усилия в этой области на
пакистанском направлении?
Главной на сегодня причиной является усиление конкурентной
борьбы за пакистанский рынок энергоносителей. Пока правительство этой
страны не приняло окончательного решения относительно перспектив
энергообеспечения страны. Пакистанское правительство идет параллельно
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сразу по трем треками (программа СПГ, ТАПИ или «Мир»), пытаясь достичь
наиболее конкурентных цен.
В течение последних 4-х лет правительство Пакистана реализует
программу по сокращению дефицита энергии в стране посредством закупки
импортного СПГ и строительства СПГ – терминалов [vii]. В настоящее время
этот дефицит составляет минимум около 67 млн куб. м/сутки (2 млрд куб.
фт./сутки) природного газа [viii]. В 2015 г. в порту Касим был запущен 1й СПГ — терминал пропускной мощностью 17 млн куб. м/сутки (0,6 млрд
куб. фт./сутки) и в ноябре планируется запустить 2-й терминал, который
увеличит количество импортируемого СПГ до 34 млн куб. м/сутки. Всего
запланировано построить четыре СПГ-терминала, чтобы удовлетворить
растущее потребление природного газа в Пакистане, которое к 2022 г
составит около 30 млн т /год СПГ (41,4 млрд куб. м/год) [ix]. Для
обеспечения потребностей в СПГ Пакистан в феврале 2016 г. подписал
выгодный контракт с Катаром на поставку 3,75 млн т СПГ в год до 2032 г.
При этом цена за СПГ была установлена на уровне 13,37% от стоимости
барреля нефти марки Brent, что позволяет закрыть имеющийся
энергодефицит на 20% . В мае 2017 г. тендер государственной Pakistan LNG
Ltd. выиграл итальянский производитель нефти и газа Eni, который будет
поставлять в общей сложности 11 млн т СПГ в течение следующих 15 лет
при цене 12,29% от стоимости барреля нефти марки Brent.
Указанный контракт дает Пакистану возможность не только снижать
цену на СПГ других поставщиков («Газпром», Оман и США), но и
получить более выгодные условия покупки газа по трубопроводу
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). В силу напряженной
обстановки в Афганистане и неуверенности остальных участников работы по
трансафганскому газопроводу ведутся с 2015 г. только главным его
акционером госконцерном «Туркменгаз». Однако по инвестиционному
соглашению 2016 г. Исламабад обязан до конца текущего года инвестировать
3,2 млрд долл. в проектно-изыскательские работы на своей территории [x].
Кроме этого после принятия президентом США Д.Трампом новой стратегии
по Афганистану в августе с.г. на Пакистан оказывается сильное
американское давление в плане прекращения поддержки талибов. В декабре
запланировано проведение заседания управляющего комитета ТАПИ, где
Исламабад будет требовать снижения цены за туркменский газ с учетом
упомянутых скидок по СПГ поставкам [xi].
Третьим треком в энергетической стратегии Пакистана выступает
вышеупомянутый газопровод «Мир». Этот проект в сочетании с заводом по
СПГ «Газпрома» и возможной реализацией российским «Ростехом»
контракта от 2015 г. на строительство газопровода «Север — Юг» (КарачиЛахор) поддерживается КНР. Еще в ходе визита в Исламабад в 2015 г.
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин обещал на 85% финансировать расходы на
строительство пакистанской части этого газопровода. Интерес Китая в
данном случае заключается в энергообеспечении проекта «Китайско-
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пакистанского экономического коридора» [xii], который предполагает
преобразование Пакистана и вывод западных провинций КНР в порт Гвадар.
Согласно нему в пакистанскую экономику будет инвестировано более 51
млрд долл.
Что касается продления морского трубопровода «Газпромом» до
Индии, то в современных условиях это очень маловероятно. Индия еще в
2008 г. покинула проект под влиянием США. После же выхода Ирана из
режима санкций в 2016 году, она выступила за строительство подводного
газопровода Иран-Оман-Индия, который идет в обход экономической зоны
Пакистана. Окончательный поворот в пользу поставок СПГ она сделала
после визита премьер-министра Нарендра Моди в США в июне с.г.
Подтверждением этого курса Нью-Дели в отношении Тегерана стало
сокращение на 40% импорта иранской нефти летом с.г. и рекомендации
правительства компаниям воздержаться от инвестиций в совместные проекты
на основе иранского газа и в СЭЗ Чахбахар [xiii].
После подписания в ходе визита Д.Трампа в КНР соглашений по
проектам и поставкам сланцевого СПГ, очевидно, что США рассматривают
страны АТР, как перспективный рынок для сбыта своих углеводородов и не
заинтересованы в конкуренции там с более дешевым трубопроводным газом.
Суммируя вышеизложенное, можно заключить следующее. Газопровод
«Мир» с участием российского «Газпрома» имеет шансы на реализацию.
Однако единственным вариантом его осуществления пока может быть
маршрут Иран-Пакистан-запад КНР, что соответствует китайскому плану
КПЭК. Безусловно, это сопряжено с большим количеством рисков,
вызванных
как
вопросами
безопасности,
так
и
финансовой
несостоятельностью Пакистана, но при наличии гарантий Пекина они могли
бы быть существенно нивелированы. В более глобальном аспекте здесь
можно говорить о сопряжении ЕврАзЭС с китайской инициативой «Один
пояс — один путь», как новой конфигурации евразийского континента. На
эту возможность несколько раз указывал российский президент В.В.Путин, в
том числе на экономическом форуме в Пекине в мае с.г.
[i] ps://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html
[ii] http://www.gazprom.ru/press/news/2017/november/article376847/
[iii] http://www.essarports.com/section_level2.aspx?cont_id=uZJCH0l2iwA=
[iv] https://minenergo.gov.ru/node/9551
[v] http://www.taadolnewspaper.ir/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B1%DA%98%DB%8C-131/110349%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%82%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%DA%AF%D8%A7%D8
[vi] http://www.bartarinha.ir/fa/news/589120/%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%83%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%B2%D9%86%DA%AF%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%A8%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%8E%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%87%D9%BE%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86
[vii] https://neftegaz.ru/tech_library/view/4346-SPG-terminal-regazifikatsionnyj
[viii] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1044645/game-changer-pakistan-qatar-sign-16-billion-lng-deal/
[ix] https://neftegaz.ru/news/view/166489-V-noyabre-2017-g-v-Pakistane-vvedut-vekspluatatsiyu-2-y-regazifikatsionnyj-SPG-terminal
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[x] http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13960510000437
[xi] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-importprice/?amp=1
[xii] http://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7258
[xiii] http://indianexpress.com/article/business/business-others/rising-iran-us-tensions-govt-asksindian-firms-to-go-slow-on-chabahar-projects-4590091/

Владимир Путин договорился, что «Газпром» построит трубу из Ирана
в Индию
Артур
Топорков,
Виталий
Петлевой.
«Ведомости».
1.11.2017.
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2017/11/02/740288-gazprom-trubu-irana-indiyu

«Роснефть» во время визита Путина в Иран договорилась о
разработке месторождений с перспективой добычи 55 млн т

В среду президент России Владимир Путин посетил Иран, где
встретился с президентом страны Хасаном Рухани и президентом
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Азербайджана Ильхамом Алиевым. На момент сдачи номера в печать итоги
встречи трех руководителей еще не были подведены, но уже днем стало
понятно, что с экономической точки зрения визит можно считать
состоявшимся. «Роснефть» подписала дорожную карту об инвестициях в
местные месторождения нефти и газа, а «Газпром» выразил готовность
поучаствовать в проекте строительства газовой трубы до Индии. Компании
составили дорожные карты и согласовали меморандумы, договоренности
сулят им высокую прибыль и грозят политическими рисками.
«Газпром» построит трубу в Индию
Россия и Иран готовы подписать меморандум о взаимопонимании, в
соответствии с которым «Газпром» может построить часть газопровода из
Ирана в Индию, сообщил министр энергетики России Александр Новак,
передает ТАСС. «Это большой, крупный проект <...> будут разрабатываться
месторождения на территории Ирана с участием «Газпрома», будет
строиться соответствующая инфраструктура для поставок газа в Индию», –
рассказал он.
Длина трубопровода – около 1200 км с учетом отвода, часть маршрута
может пройти по дну Персидского залива, сказал министр. Уточнять сумму
инвестиций Новак не стал, сказав лишь, что они, скорее всего, будут «очень
большими». Какие именно месторождения будет разрабатывать «Газпром»,
станет понятно в процессе подготовки документации. Строительство трубы
может начаться уже в 2019 г., в проекте принимают участие индийская и
пакистанская компании, сказал российский министр (см. карту).
Наравне с Китаем Индия считается одним из самых перспективных
рынков газа. В 2016 г. потребление газа здесь составило 50,1 млрд куб. м при
собственной добыче около 27,6 млрд куб. м (данные BP). По прогнозу
Международного энергетического агентства, к 2025 г. потребление газа в
стране может превысить 100 млрд куб. м, из которых около 60 млрд куб. м
будет приходиться на импорт.
Пока Индия импортирует только сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), и у
российских компаний доли на рынке страны почти нет. В 2012 г. «Газпром»
договорился поставлять СПГ индийской GAIL. Соглашение предусматривает
поставку до 2,5 млн т газа в год начиная с 2018–2019 гг. Но позже GAIL
попросила пересмотреть цену – договориться о ней пока не удалось.
Еще в декабре 2014 г. Путин поручил изучить все возможные варианты
выхода на индийский рынок газа. «Предварительный анализ показывает, что
цена трубопроводной транспортировки может быть значительно выше
стоимости поставок СПГ. Так что по большому счету это вопрос
коммерческой целесообразности», – говорил Путин. А в октябре 2016 г.
«Газпром» сообщил, что изучает маршруты поставок трубопроводного газа
из России и других стран в Индию (совместно с Engineers India Ltd.). В
качестве возможных транзитеров рассматривались почти все соседствующие
с Индией страны, сообщал в июне 2017 г. «Интерфакс». Также изучалась
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возможность участия в трубопроводном проекте TAPI (Туркменистан –
Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия).
Единственный трубопроводный проект, который подходит под
описание Новака, – IPI (Иран – Пакистан – Индия). Этот проект предполагает
строительство трубопровода длиной 2135 км (1200 км – это иранский
участок), мощностью до 22 млрд куб. м в год с возможностью дальнейшего
увеличения, сообщало индийское правительство. Общая стоимость
строительства оценивалась в $7,5 млрд, а ресурсной базой могут стать
иранские месторождения, расположенные на шельфе Персидского залива. В
начале июня зампред правления «Газпрома» Виталий Маркелов сообщал, что
компания подписала с Ираном меморандумы об участии в освоении четырех
месторождений – Farzad-A, Farzad-B, Kish, North Pars.
«Роснефть» за всех
Успех во время визита Путина в Иран ждал и «Роснефть». Она вместе с
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) составила дорожную карту проектов в
Иране. Об этом рассказала российская госкомпания. Вскоре стороны могут
подписать несколько обязывающих соглашений об инвестициях в
совместные проекты $30 млрд. Что это за проекты, главный исполнительный
директор «Роснефти» Игорь Сечин не сказал, но после их разработки общая
добыча на месторождениях может составить до 55 млн т в год, передает
«Интерфакс».
Если план удастся, то это увеличит текущую добычу Ирана на четверть
до 271,4 млн т в год (или до 5,5 млн барр. в день). В прошлом году страна
добыла 216,4 млн т нефти, а Россия, для сравнения, – 554,3 млн т, следует из
данных BP. Когда будут реализованы проекты, Сечин не сказал, а
представитель «Роснефти» говорить отказался. По словам Сечина, речь идет
«о целой серии месторождений – нефтяных и газовых», которые будут
реализовываться совместно с иранскими партнерами. Названия
месторождений и запасы Сечин также не уточнил.
Об интересе российских компаний участвовать в иранских проектах
стало известно еще в начале года. В марте иранские коллеги, по словам
Новака, приехали в Россию с презентацией 11 проектов для совместной
отработки. Тогда на встрече присутствовали представители «Газпрома»,
«Газпром нефти», «Роснефти», «Татнефти». Потенциальные сделки Новак
оценивал в $20 млрд, писал «Интерфакс». В июне стало известно, что
«Роснефти» и «Газпрому» Иран одновременно предложил поучаствовать в
Farzad-A, Farzad-B, писало Bloomberg.
Не только «Роснефть» и «Газпром» претендуют на иранские недра.
«Лукойл» продолжительное время вел переговоры с NIOC об освоении двух
месторождений – Мансури и Аб-Теймур. «Это крупнейшие месторождения, в
каждом больше 1 млрд т геологических запасов», – говорил в начале октября
президент «Лукойла» Вагит Алекперов. «Сейчас по Мансури мы подходим к
завершающему этапу, надеемся к I кварталу 2018 г. подписать контракт, по
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второму месторождению у нас достаточно активно идет переговорный
процесс», – рассказывал он.
«Роснефти» могут быть интересны поставки нефти из Ирана на
недавно приобретенный индийский НПЗ Essar Oil в Вадинаре, следует из
расшифровки общения Сечина и экс-министра экономики Алексея Улюкаева
за несколько минут до ареста последнего в ноябре 2016 г. «Слушай, нефть
там [на НПЗ Essar] будет иранская?» – спрашивал Улюкаев. «Мы думаем, что
часть – иранская, часть – венесуэльская», – отвечал ему Сечин. У «Роснефти»
также есть контракт с венесуэльской PDVSA на закупку у нее нефти,
«Роснефть» даже заплатила компании авансы, суммарно на $6,5 млрд, $500
млн из которых компания к середине 2017 г. уже компенсировала за счет
поставок нефти.
Высокие риски и заработки
Политическая ситуация вокруг Ирана не очень стабильная. В середине
октября президент США Дональд Трамп заявил, что Штаты будут готовы
выйти из соглашения по иранскому атому, заключенного два года назад, если
оно не будет изменено с учетом новых требований Белого дома. Трамп
пригрозил возвратом санкций. России не из чего выбирать, нашу страну
выдавливают в регионы с высокими страновыми, политическими или
экономическими рисками, констатирует аналитик «Сбербанк CIB» Валерий
Нестеров. В минувший вторник минфин США уточнил редакцию
секторальных санкций, включил в них новые ограничения для россиян.
Теперь американским гражданам и компаниям запрещено сотрудничать по
нефтяным шельфовым или сланцевым проектам не только в России, но в
любой другой стране, если в таких совместных компаниях участвуют
российские нефтяники более чем на 33%. «Таким образом, россиянам
приходится работать на высокорисковых рынках, таких как Венесуэла,
Иран», – говорит Нестеров. Но в случае успеха и выигрыш будет велик,
считает эксперт.
Пакистан хочет, чтобы Туркменистан снизил цену продажи газа по
ТАПИ
TAPI pipeline: Pakistan to press for reducing gas import price
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
16th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-import-price/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to ask Turkmenistan to slash gas price
by linking it with Brent crude oil rates under a revised pricing formula for the
transnational gas pipeline that the Central Asian country is building to meet energy
needs of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
―The government has decided to re-negotiate the price under the gas salepurchase agreement with Turkmen Gas Company in the light of prevalent rates of
liquefied natural gas (LNG) and comparable fuels,‖ said a senior government
official while talking to The Express Tribune.
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Iran wants Pakistan to revive gas pipeline project
―The matter will be taken up in a meeting of the steering committee for the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline project which will be
held next month in India.‖
Earlier, the gas price was linked with the Japan crude cocktail at 64% of its
value. The same formula was applied to the Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project.
However, Pakistan has secured a 15-year LNG deal with Qatar at 13.37% of
the Brent crude price.
Later, the government entered into LNG contracts at further lower price at
11.99% of crude oil rate with Italian energy giant Eni under a long-term
arrangement.
―Now, we will try to match this price,‖ the official said while pointing out
that there was a clause in the gas pipeline agreements that if Pakistan succeeded in
importing gas at cheaper rates, then Turkmenistan and Iran would have to match
those prices.
Pakistan has already asked Iran to bring down the gas price for the IP
pipeline. However, this project has been stalled in the wake of US sanctions on
Tehran.
For the Tapi project, the laying of pipeline and development of gas field
have started in Turkmenistan. Simultaneously, efforts to achieve financial close are
under way and the project is expected to come on stream as per schedule.
The four countries participating in the Tapi project have already signed an
investment agreement for the $10-billion transnational pipeline in a bid to kick off
work, update feasibility study and finalise pipeline route in Afghanistan.
Leaders of the four countries performed the ground-breaking of the project
in December 2015, which would help ease energy deficit in South Asia.
With the title of peace pipeline, the Tapi project is expected to bring peace
and stability in the region because of cooperation among regional countries and
reliance on each other for satisfying energy demand. The pipeline will connect
South and Central Asia.
Turkmenistan will invest around $25 billion to deliver 3.2 billion cubic feet
of gas per day (bcfd) to energy-hungry Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
Tunnelling thieves stole gas worth over a billion
Of the total, $15 billion will be invested in developing the gas field whereas
$10 billion will be poured into laying the pipeline over 1,680 km connecting
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India with Turkmenistan.
The official said a consortium of Japanese companies was working on fast
track to develop the gas field in Turkmenistan whereas a Chinese company was
working on building the pipeline.
Афганистан будет получать от ТАПИ $1 млрд в год
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
http://www.angi.ru/news/2855504Афганистан-будет-получать-от-ТАПИ-1-млрд-в-год/. 15.11.2017.
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Ашхабад. Газопровод Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан - Индия
(ТАПИ) будет давать в бюджет Афганистана 1 млрд долларов в год. Об этом
заявил вице-премьер, глава МИД Туркмении Рашид Мередов в Ашхабаде.
Выступая на 7-й конференции регионального экономического
сотрудничества по Афганистану (RECCAVII), Мередов подчеркнул, что,
согласно предварительным оценкам, ТАПИ, в дополнение к налаживанию
прямых газовых поставок в Афганистан, также обеспечит ежегодный доход
на сумму около 1 млрд долларов США в качестве транзитных платежей.
Газопровод позволит афганской стороне создать 12 тыс. новых рабочих
мест, привел слова главы туркменского внешнеполитического ведомства
«Прайм».
Мередов подчеркнул, что Туркменистан наращивает строительство
своего собственного отрезка ТАПИ и тесно работает с афганской стороной
для завершения всех технических вопросов, касающихся прохождения
газопровода через территорию Афганистана.
Строительство газопровода ТАПИ началось в декабре 2015 года,
завершить его намечено в декабре 2019-го. Общая протяженность
газопровода составляет 1814 км, мощность - 30 млрд природного газа в год.
Как считают эксперты, реализация проекта ТАПИ позволит Туркменистану
диверсифицировать свой газовый экспорт, стабилизировать ситуацию в
Афганистане, а Пакистану и Индии - покрыть растущую потребность в
топливных ресурсах.
Премьер Аббаси выступает за строительство ТАПИ
Prime minister backs TAPI pipeline project
The Express Tribune, October 17th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533211/primeminister-backs-tapi-pipeline-project/

Pakistan, Turkmenistan traditionally enjoy close, cordial relations.
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi reiterated on Monday
Pakistan‘s strong commitment to the early operationalisation of the TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline project, while talking to
Turkmenistan‘s Ambassador to Pakistan Atadjan Nurlyevich Movlamov.
The project, he said, is crucial for meeting Pakistan‘s energy needs. The
Prime Minister said Pakistan and Turkmenistan traditionally enjoy close and
cordial relations marked by trust and understanding and pointed towards the
increasing bilateral collaboration in different sectors as proof of this relationship.
Work on TAPI pipeline to kick off in Pakistan this month
It was also noted that the two countries are focused on measures for
enhanced connectivity including air and land linkages to promote trade, travel,
tourism and people-to-people contacts.
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Для завершения проекта газопровода из Ирана в Пакистан привлекут
третью сторону
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». http://www.angi.ru/news/2853203-Длязавершения-проекта-газопровода-из-Ирана-в-Пакистан-привлекут-третью-сторону/
7.09.2017.
http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/164675-Opyat-v-tupike.-Dlya-zaversheniya-stroitelstvagazoprovoda-Iran-Pakistan-neobhodimo-privlechenie-3y-storony

Тегеран. Проект газопровода из Ирана в Пакистан осуществляется с
большой задержкой, но, в конечном итоге, он будет реализован. Об этом
заявил министра нефти Ирана Бижан Намдар Зангане.
«В целом, я думаю, что иранский газ в конечном итоге будет
экспортирован в Пакистан, но, учитывая опыт, накопленный за эти годы, я
думаю, что для решения этой проблемы необходимо привлечение третьей
стороны помимо Ирана и Пакистана», - цитирует министра Iran.ru.
Он добавил, что третья компания должна построить пакистанский
участок трубопровода IP (Иран-Пакистан) и облегчить нашу озабоченность
по поводу платежей. Министр рассказал, что ряд международных
нефтегазовых компаний проявляли заинтересованность в проекте, но ни одна
фирма для реализации этого плана еще не выбрана.
Газовый проект столкнулся с неоднократными задержками, поскольку
еще в 1990-х годах было задумано подключить гигантское газовое
месторождение «Южной Парс» к Пакистану, который страдает от нехватки
газа. Иран завершил свою сторону трубопровода и ждет, когда Пакистан
сделает то же самое.
«Пакистанцы говорят, что у них нет денег на строительство
трубопровода на своей территории, и есть опасения, что если трубопровод
даже будет построен, и газ будет экспортироваться, они, возможно, не смогут
оплатить этот газ», - отметил Зангане.
Туркменистан и Пакистан обсудили вопросы реализации проекта
газопровода ТАПИ
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
14.08.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2852359-Туркменистан-и-Пакистан-обсудили-вопросыреализации-проекта-газопровода-ТАПИ/

Ашхабад. Туркменистан и Пакистан обсудили вопросы реализации
проекта газопровода ТАПИ (Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия).
Об этом сообщило туркменское внешнеполитическое ведомство.
Обсуждения были проведены во время встречи с новым чрезвычайным и
полномочным послом Пакистана Мурадом Ашрафом Джанджуа в
министерстве иностранных дел Туркменистана.
Дипломат на встрече отметил стратегическую роль проекта газопровода
ТАПИ (Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия) и выразил всемерную
приверженность дальнейшему сотрудничеству с Туркменистаном.
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"Отмечая
динамичное
развитие
политико-дипломатического
взаимодействия, стороны обсудили вопросы очередного заседания
межправительственной комиссии, которое планируется провести в
ближайшее время в Ашхабаде", - цитирует информацию ведомства Trend.
Стороны обсудили возможности развития сотрудничества в сферах
экономики, торговли, культуры и образования. Посол Пакистана отметил
активное взаимодействие двух стран, основой которых является общность
истории, культуры и традиций двух народов.
Строительство
туркменского
участка
газопровода
ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров началось в декабре 2015 года. На
афганском и пакистанском участках на данном этапе проводятся
изыскательские работы.
Являясь лидером TAPI Pipeline Company Limited, госконцерн
"Туркменгаз", имеющий контрольный пакет акций, выполняет функции
основного финансиста и управленца проектом. В консорциум также входят
Афганская газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas Systems (Private)
Limited и индийская GAIL.
Консорциум при участии Азиатского банка развития продолжает
активные переговоры со всеми заинтересованными сторонами. Изучаются
различные варианты участия в проекте, такие как участие в доле компании,
проектное финансирование, финансирование через международные банки
развития и с помощью экспортно-кредитных агентств со всего мира.
Общая протяженность трубопровода мощностью 33 миллиарда
кубометров газа в год составит 1814 километров, в том числе 774 километра по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного
пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Газопровод ТАПИ будет
экспортировать топливо с газового месторождения Галкыныш в
Туркменистане, второго крупнейшего в мире.
В Афганистане идет подготовка к строительству участка газопровода
ТАПИ
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
11.07.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2851284-В-Афганистане-идет-подготовка-к-строительствуучастка-газопровода-ТАПИ/

Ашхабад. На повестку дня туркмено-афганских переговоров в Ашхабаде
были вынесены вопросы региональной безопасности и двустороннего
взаимодействия. В том числе речь шла и о строительстве газопровода
Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан - Индия (ТАПИ).
В туркменской столице с официальным визитом находится президент
Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф Гани, с которым провел встречу его
туркменский коллега Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов. Особое значение в этом
контексте придается газопроводу ТАПИ. "В настоящее время ведется
строительство его туркменского участка, решаются технические вопросы по
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его прокладке на территории Афганистана", - информирует Trend о ходе
переговоров.
Реализация этого проекта станет вкладом в модернизацию социальноэкономических систем государств и народов региона, отмечает в своем
комментарии ТДХ.
Напомним, что строительство туркменского участка газопровода ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров началось в декабре 2015 года, а завершится,
согласно графику, - в конце 2018 года. На афганском и пакистанском
участках на данном этапе проводятся изыскательские работы.
Туркменский газ по трубопроводу ТАПИ может поступить с 2020 года,
сказал в мае этого года на энергетическом конгрессе в Авазе Мухамметмырат
Аманов, главный исполнительный директор консорциума TAPI pipeline
Company Ltd.
Являясь лидером TAPI Pipeline Company Limited, госконцерн
"Туркменгаз", имеющий контрольный пакет акций, выполняет функции
основного финансиста и управленца проектом. В консорциум также входят
Афганская газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas Systems (Private)
Limited и индийская GAIL.
Возможные затраты проекта ТАПИ варьируются от семи до 10
миллиардов долларов. Консорциум при участии Азиатского банка развития
продолжает активные переговоры со всеми заинтересованными сторонами.
Изучаются различные варианты участия в проекте, такие как участие в доле
компании,
проектное
финансирование,
финансирование
через
международные банки развития и с помощью экспортно-кредитных агентств
со всего мира.
Общая протяженность трубопровода мощностью 33 миллиарда
кубометров газа в год составит 1814 километров, в том числе 774 километра по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного
пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Газопровод ТАПИ будет
экспортировать топливо с газового месторождения "Галкыныш" в
Туркменистане, второго крупнейшего в мире.
Туркменистан
газопровода ТАПИ

приступает

к

строительству

афганского

участка

Все об Афганистане. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111928.html. 7.07.2017

КАБУЛ, 7 июля. После завершения ТЭО афганского участка
газопровода ТАПИ Туркменистан намерен незамедлительно приступить к
реализации проекта, заявил генеральный директор Мухуммет Мурат Аманов.
СМИ: Компания ―Siemens‖ предоставит кредит в 2,5 млрд. долларов на
реализацию проекта ТАПИ
Прокладка трубопровода на территории Афганистана начнѐтся в течение
года. В настоящее время проводятся исследования местности и окружающей
среды вдоль предполагаемой зоны строительства. Подрядчиком по проекту
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выступает компания «Туркменгаз». Предполагается, что эти работы будут
закончены к ноябрю текущего года.
Для строительства трубопровода Афганистан планирует привлечь
инвесторов из частного сектора, заявил советник президента ИРА Аджмал
Ахмади. По его мнению, проект ТАПИ предоставляет бизнесменам большие
возможности, которыми они будут рады воспользоваться. Сходную точку
зрения высказал Хан Джан Алокозай, вице-глава Торгово-промышленной
палаты Афганистана, отмечает афганский телеканал «Толо».
«Проект ТАПИ поможет нам удовлетворить растущие потребности
Афганистана в источниках энергии. Но, кроме того, он создаст условия для
развития промышленности, борьбы с бедностью, появления новых рабочих
мест», — резюмировал ожидания от проекта ТАПИ и.о. министра
горнодобывающей и нефтегазовой промышленности Наргиз Нехан.
Газопровод
ТАПИ
(Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия)
является глобальным региональным проектом, стоимость реализации
которого оценивается приблизительно в 7,6 млрд. долларов. После его
реализации Афганистан сможет получать до 400 млн. долларов в год за
транзит газа через свою территорию, а также снизить свою зависимость от
поставок топлива из Ирана.
Газопровод Гвадар-Навабшах: влияние отношений США и Саудовской
Аравии
Gwadar-Nawab Shah Pipeline: US-Saudi nexus
BR. Jun 20th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/20/355303/gwadar-nawab-shahpipeline-us-saudi-nexus/

It seems the latest casualty for Pakistan amidst the diplomatic tensions in the
Middle East has been the Gwadar-Nawabshah LNG pipeline project which was
shelved by the PM in a recent meeting. The project worth almost $2billion aimed
to transport RLNG from the planned LNG terminal at Gwadar to Nawabshah,
spanning a distance of 700km.
Conceived as an alternative to the Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project
which understandably could not be pursued due to US pressure and sanctions, the
government hoped to use the pipeline as a main trunk line to supply both imported
LNG as well as indigenous gas in a more efficient manner. According to the
project proposal, the pipeline could eventually be extended to Multan and become
the main trunk line for supply to Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited.
Interestingly though, according to sources at the Planning Commission the
aim of policymakers was twofold. One, as previously mentioned would be to
initially transport 600 mmcfd to Sindh and then distribute from there onwards.
However, a clever strategic ploy was to eventually use this pipeline to connect to
the IP gas pipeline.
The IP pipeline would begin from South Parsgas field in Iran and end at
Nawabshah with a total distance of 1931 km out of which roughly 781 km will be
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in the Pakistan side. Therefore if the Gwadar-Nawabshah pipeline of 700 km was
built, when and if sanctions were removed from Iran, Pakistan would only have to
lay an additional 80-100 km of pipeline till the Iranian border.
The hope was that this way, international powers could not pressurize
Pakistan as the pipeline‘s main aim for the time being would be to cater to the
LNG terminal. Iran has not been too happy with the way the government has
preceded on the IP project although US pressure has been one of the main reasons
for the delay. In fact, after assuming office US President Trump has been highly
critical of Iran and has called for reinstating sanctions against the country. Saudi
Arabia has also been active in persuading Pakistan to drop the project given its
rivalry with the Persian state.
Therefore, the timing of decision which comes right after Saudi Arabia‘s
diplomatic spate with Qatar could be seen as Saudi and American pressure to
shelve the project. For, there seems no other rational explanation given that the
government decided to award the project to China Petroleum Pipeline Bureau on a
build-own-operate (BOO) basis in October 2016. The Export-Import Bank of
China (EXIM) had also agreed to provide $1.35 financing for the project.
This results in not only losing a much needed opportunity to diversify energy
imports for Pakistan as it relies on Qatar for all of its LNG imports currently; but
also reneging on its commitment with the Chinese does not set a favourable
precedent in light of the Chinese investment under CPEC. It seems that the
decision is motivated by political concerns rather than any cost issues, and
indirectly hints at the foreign policy inclination of the government towards
placating the Kingdom as well as the hyper-charged attitude of US President
Trump towards Iran.
О ситуации в газовом секторе Пакистана
Касаев Э.О. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35387. 6 июня, 2017.

Из-за отсутствия договоренностей о тарифе на прокачку природного газа
строительство газопровода «Север – Юг» в Пакистане откладывается
предположительно на 2019 год.
По словам генерального директора государственной корпорации
«Ростех» С.В.Чемезова, проектирование уже практически завершено. «В
основном сейчас проблемы заключаются в том, что мы никак не можем
договориться по тарифу. Тот тариф, который предлагается, не дает
возможности вернуть деньги, которые вложены в проект. Мы стараемся
убедить наших партнеров в том, что необходимо повысить тариф. Я надеюсь,
что это как-то будет решено. Но срок, который был ранее прописан,
естественно, отодвинется. Я думаю, что на год точно. В 2019 году, скорее
всего»[i], – заявил он.
Ранее сообщалось, что тариф за транзит газа по газопроводу «Север –
Юг» установлен в размере 0,85 доллара за 1 млн BTU (британских тепловых
единиц), что соответствует тарифам для местных операторов,
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распределяющих сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), поступающий из Катара.
Со своей стороны, Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 доллара за 1
млн BTU.
Напомним, в 2015 году Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север –
Юг» протяженность чуть менее 1,1 тыс. км. Мощность – 12,4 млрд куб. м
сырья в год. Предполагается, что проект будет реализовывать российская
компания «РТ – Глобальные ресурсы», которая входит в «Ростех».
Планировалось, что объект будет сдан в строй в 2018 году, но еще до
начала строительства газопровода стороны должны были подписать
коммерческие предложения. Они до сих пор не подписаны, поскольку
разногласия «Ростеха» и Исламабада не преодолены.
Ранее сообщалось, что проект должен быть реализован в 3 этапа за 42
месяца. Ко 2-ому кварталу 2018 года должен был быть построен газопровод,
ко 2-ому кварталу 2019 года – часть компрессорных станций, а ко 2-ому
кварталу 2020 года – все компрессорные станции, после чего газопровод
должен был выйти на полную мощность.
Газопровод «Север – Юг» соединит регазификационные терминалы в
портах Карачи и Гвадара в Южном Пакистане с электростанциями и
промышленными потребителями в Лахоре на севере страны.
Примечательно, что «Север – Юг» – крупнейший совместный проект в
истории экономических отношений России и Пакистана и самый длинный из
запланированных газопроводов этой азиатской страны. Заказчик с
пакистанской стороны – газотранспортная государственная компания ISGSL.
При реализации данного проекта будет применена международная схема
«Строительство – владение – управление – передача» (Build – Own – Operate
– Transfer, BOOT). Согласно выбранной схеме собственником и
эксплуатантом трубопровода в течение 25 лет будет «РТ-Глобальные
ресурсы». Предполагается, что за это время плата за транспортировку
«голубого топлива» покроет расходы на строительство и принесет плановый
объем прибыли. Затем газопровод будет передан Пакистану.
Пакистан испытывает острый дефицит энергоносителей. В этой связи
реализация проектов строительства терминалов по приему СПГ и сети
магистральных газопроводов стала стратегическим приоритетом для
экономики Пакистана на ближайшие несколько лет.
Летом прошлого года сообщалось, что Пакистан подписал соглашение о
покупке плавучей установки для хранения и регазификации сжиженного
природного газа для 2-го приемного терминала в порту Касим (г. Карачи).
Соглашение предусматривает предоставление услуг по регазификации
сжиженного природного газа на протяжении 15 лет.
Емкость хранения установки производства Samsung Heavy Industries –
170 тыс. куб. м., максимальная мощность регазификации – 750 млн куб.
футов в сутки (21,2 млн куб. м. в сутки).
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В марте 2015 года в порту Касим был введен в эксплуатацию 1-ый
приемный терминал Engro Elengy мощностью более 3,5 млн т в год.
Как заявил пакистанский эксперт М.А.Сумбал, Пакистан может
получить большую выгоду от реализации проекта газопровода Иран –
Пакистан, но Исламабад фактически ничего не сделал, чтобы использовать
этот масштабный проект с немалым потенциалом. «Я думаю, что нынешнее
правительство Пакистана не очень заинтересовано в этом проекте, и не
планирует завершать строительство газопровода в ближайшее время, если
только не произойдут какие-то экстраординарные события»[ii], – подчеркнул
он.
Реализация проекта строительства газопровода Иран – Пакистан под
названием «Мир» общей стоимостью 7,5 млрд долларов была начата в
марте 2013 года. В соответствии с двусторонним соглашением Иран
завершил строительство своего участка трубопровода от месторождения
«Южный Парс» до границы с Пакистаном. Однако пакистанская сторона
затягивает строительство своего участка, объясняя задержку
отсутствием средств.
По мнению эксперта, Пакистан до сих пор не смог построить газопровод
из-за давления со стороны США, обладающих большим влиянием на
Исламабад. При этом М.А.Сумбал отметил, что у Пакистана есть хорошая
возможность включить проект этого трубопровода в экономический коридор
Китай
–
Пакистан,
который
предполагает
реализацию
ряда
инфраструктурных проектов на пакистанской территории за счет китайских
инвестиций в размере 62 млрд долларов.
Также к проекту могла бы присоединиться Индия, и трубопровод можно
было бы продлить до ее границ. Однако, по словам эксперта, это государство
не поддерживает проекты, направленные на развитие Пакистана, и, похоже,
не намерена отказываться от этой позиции.
[i]Строительство газопровода в Пакистане сдвигается на год, заявил Чемезов // РИА
Новости, 03.06.2017. URL: https://ria.ru/economy/20170603/1495736399.html
[ii]Газопровод Иран – Пакистан может принести большие выгоды – эксперт // Trend,
30.05.2017. URL: http://www.trend.az/business/energy/2760632.html

Нет согласия в тарифах. Строительство газопровода Север - Юг в
Пакистане перенесено на 2019 г
Агентство «Neftegaz.ru». 5 июня 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/161736-Netsoglasiya-v-tarifah.-Stroitelstvo-gazoprovoda-Sever-Yug-v-Pakistane-pereneseno-na-2019-g

Ростех переносит строительство магистрального газопровода (МГП)
Север-Юг в Пакистане на 2019 г из-за того, что пока не удается договориться
с партнерами о тарифах на прокачку газа.
Об этом 3 июня 2017 г в ходе Петербургского международного
экономического форума (ПМЭФ-2017) сообщил глава Ростеха С. Чемезов.
Проектирование МГП Север-Юг уже практически завершено.
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Но проект в настоящее время тормозится из-за отсутствия
договоренностей по тарифам на транспортировку газа.
Предлагаемый на данный момент тариф не дает возможности вернуть
средства, вложенные в проект.
В связи с этим Ростех старается убедить партнеров в том, что
необходимо повысить тариф.
Я надеюсь, что это как-то будет решено, сказал С. Чемезов.
Но ранее запланированный срок начала строительства придется
отодвинуть.
Скорее всего, начало строительства начнется в 2019 г.
Ранее С. Чемезов сообщал, что Ростех планирует договориться о
тарифах по проекту газопровода в Пакистане к концу 1го квартала 2017 г.
Но вопросы по тарифообразованию так и остались нерешенными.
Напомним, что Россия и Пакистан подписали межправсоглашение о
строительстве МГП Север - Юг (Карачи - Лахор) в октябре 2015 г.
Газопровод Север - Юг протяженностью 1,1 тыс км с пропускной
способностью до 12,3 млрд м3/год свяжет терминалы по приему сжиженного
газа (СПГ) в портах Карачи и Гвадар на юге Пакистана с электростанциями и
промышленными потребителями газа в Лахоре на севере страны.
Заказчиком газопровода с пакистанской стороны выступает ISGS,
которая занимается поставками газа, а также будет оплачивать услуги по его
транспортировке.
Правительство Пакистана, в свою очередь, выдаст суверенную гарантию
на оплату тарифа и проектное финансирование.
Компания РТ-Глобальные ресурсы, дочка Ростеха, намерена создать
консорциум, в который войдут российские и зарубежные инвесторы, в т.ч
китайские, пакистанские, а также потенциальные строительные ЕРСподрядчики.
Стоимость проекта оценивается в 2,5 млрд долл США.
Проект реализуется по схеме строительство - владение - эксплуатация передача (BOOT) сроком на 25 лет.
Помимо тарифных вопросов, Пакистан строну беспокоится из-за того,
что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы участвующая в проекте с российской стороны,
находится под антироссийскими санкциями.
В феврале 2017 г замминистра энергетики РФ Ю. Сентюрину по итогам
визита удалось снять часть этих опасений.
Тогда же сообщалось о том, что тариф на прокачку газа
на коммерческом уровне уже согласован и вроде как пошел процесс
подписания коммерческих соглашений.
Но дело дальше пошло не так успешно как рассчитывала российская
сторона.
В середине декабря 2016 г сообщалось, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы
представила Пакистану ряд предложений, в т.ч по ценовым вопросам,
которые пакистанская сторона должна одобрить.
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Тариф за транзит газа по МГП Север - Юг установлен в размере 0,85
долл США/1 млн бте, что соответствует тарифам для местных операторов,
распределяющих газ, поступающий из Катара.
Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 долл США/1 млн бте, но в
цена была снижена.
Ростех: Строительство газопровода «Север - Юг» в Пакистане
откладывается
Сергей
Гурьянов.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/news/2017/6/3/873083.html
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Из-за отсутствия договоренности по тарифу строительство
газопровода «Север - Юг» в Пакистане сдвигается не менее, чем на год, и
планируется, предварительно, в 2019 году, сообщил глава Ростеха Сергей
Чемезов.
«Проектирование ведется, и оно уже практически завершено. В
основном сейчас проблемы заключаются в том, что мы никак не можем
договориться по тарифу (на прокачку газа). Тот тариф, который
предлагается, не дает возможности вернуть деньги, которые в проект
вложены», - передает слова Чемезова РИА «Новости».
Чемезов отметил, что сейчас Россия пытается убедить представителей
Пакистана в необходимости повышения тарифа, и выразил надежду на то,
что решение будет найдено. Однако из-за возникших проблем ранее
прописанный в соглашении срок по строительству отодвигается.
«Я думаю, что на год, это точно. В 2019 году, скорее всего», - сказал
Чемезов.
Отметим, что в декабре 2016 года представитель властей Пакистана
сообщал, что стороны переговоров близки к компромиссу по тарифам
газопровода «Север-Юг», по которым были споры.
В октябре прошлого года правительства России и Пакистана подписали
соглашение о сотрудничестве при строительстве газопровода «Север - Юг».
Стоимость газопровода составит 2-2,5 млрд долларов. Газопровод
протяженностью 1,1 тыс. км свяжет терминалы по приему сжиженного газа
(СПГ) в портовом городе Карачи на юге Пакистана с городом Лахор на
севере страны.
Эксперт: Газопровод Иран-Пакистан вряд ли построят в ближайшее
время
Агентство нефтегазовой информации. 30.05.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2849909Эксперт%3A%20Газопровод%20ИранПакистан%20вряд%20ли%20построят%20в%20ближайшее%20время/

Баку. Маловероятно, что проект газопровода Иран-Пакистан будет
реализован в ближайшее время. Так считает Бехруз Абдольванд,
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управляющий директор немецкой консалтинговой компании DESB,
специализирующейся на исследованиях энергетического рынка.
«Я не думаю, что строительства трубопровода Иран-Пакистан
завершится в скором времени, потому что у Пакистана нет финансовых
ресурсов, чтобы построить участок этого трубопровода на своей территории,
и, кроме того, он хочет покупать газ по очень низкой цене», - сказал
Абдольванд агентству «Тренд».
По его мнению, трубопровод Иран-Пакистан будет приносить прибыль
только в случае его продления до Индии, но, при этом Индия хочет избежать
зависимости от Пакистана в вопросе поставок газа. Аналитик отметил, что
также существует политическое давление со стороны США и Саудовской
Аравии на Пакистан, так как обе эти страны хотят предотвратить
строительство трубопровода из Ирана.
«Реализация этого проекта возможна, только если Китай примет
решение о строительстве газопровода вдоль Каракорумского шоссе до своей
провинции Синьцзян в рамках своих больших амбиций по реализации
энергетического Шелкового пути», - сказал Абдольванд.
Реализация проекта строительства газопровода Иран-Пакистан под
названием «Мир» общей стоимостью 7,5 миллиарда долларов была начата в
марте 2013 года. Иран, в соответствии с двусторонним соглашением, уже
завершил строительство своего участка трубопровода от газового
месторождения «Южный Парс» до границы с Пакистаном. Однако
пакистанская сторона затягивает строительство своего участка, объясняя
задержку отсутствием средств.
К финансированию
подключиться АБР

строительства

газопровода

ТАПИ

может

Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2849677К%20финансированию%20строительства%20газопровода%20ТАПИ%20может%20подкл
ючиться%20АБР/. 23.05.2017.

Баку. Азиатский банк развития (АБР) не исключает возможность
финансирования строительства газопровода Туркменистан-АфганистанПакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). Об этом сообщил старший советник департамента
Центральной и Западной Азии Азиатского банка Чин Чун Фонг.
"АБР открыт для финансирования проекта ТАПИ", - сказал Чин Чун
Фонг. В то же время, по его словам, еще слишком рано обсуждать, в
финансировании каких частей газопровода может принять участие банк.
АБР является транзакционным советником по проекту ТАПИ. Как
сообщает Trend, ранее банк выделил свыше четырех миллионов долларов в
виде грантов для предварительного технико-экономического обоснования
(ТЭО) проекта, анализа рисков и смягчения их последствий, юридических
консультаций, анализа рынка, исследований по вопросам безопасности и т.д.
ТАПИ обеспечит поставки газа из Туркменистана, занимающего
четвертое место в мире по его запасам, на крупные и перспективные рынки
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Южной и Юго-Восточной Азии. Газопровод должен протянуться от самого
крупного в Туркменистане газового месторождения "Галкыныш" через
афганские города Герат и Кандагар и достигнуть окончательной своей точки
- населѐнного пункта Фазилка, что на границе Индии с Пакистаном.
Инициатор проекта ТАПИ - Туркменистан, давно стремится направить
свои энергоресурсы в Южную Азию. В начале девяностых годов прошлого
века оператором проекта прокладки газопровода из Туркменистана в
Пакистан через Афганистан была выбрана американская Unocal,
возглавившая
международный
консорциум.
Однако эти намерения сошли, на нет после того, как в транзитном
Афганистане - по территории которого предстоит проложить значительную
часть трубопровода, активизировалась междоусобица и началась военная
операция США против движения талибан.
Реанимировать этот сложный проект - теперь уже в формате ТАПИ (с
присоединением Индии) решили в 2010 году, заключив Ашхабадское
межгосударственное соглашение о начале его практической реализации. В то
же время, эксперты продолжали говорить о том, что серьезным препятствием
остается нестабильность в Афганистане.
Проектная мощность ТАПИ - 33 миллиарда кубометров газа в год.
Протяженность трубы составит 1814 километров, в том числе 214
километров - по территории Туркменистана, 774 километра - Афганистана,
826 километров - Пакистана.
Строительство туркменского участка ТАПИ началось в середине
декабря 2015 года, и планируется, что оно займет три года. В начале мая
сообщалось, что оно ведется в соответствии с графиком. Сроки
строительства афганского и пакистанского участков трубопровода пока не
определены. Однако консорциум TAPI Pipeline Company Limited,
реализующий этот проект, подписал контракт с ILF Beratende Ingenieure
GmbH (ФРГ) на оказание услуг по предварительному проектированию и
управлению проектом на территории Афганистана и Пакистана. Старт
техническим работам на территории данных государств уже дан.
Правительство Туркменистана ранее сообщало, что основным
инвестором проекта ТАПИ выступит государственный концерн
"Туркменгаз".
Катар хочет строить газопровод Карачи-Лахор – участвовать в тендере
Qatar joins race to win Pakistan‘s LNG pipeline contract
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
5th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1401503/qatar-joins-race-win-pakistans-lng-pipeline-contract/

In a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Al-Thani expressed Qatar‘s
interest in building the Karachi-Lahore pipeline for LNG transportation.
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ISLAMABAD: Qatar has joined the race to tap the growing energy market of
Pakistan as it expresses interest in the $1.5 billion pipeline project for the supply of
imported liquefied natural gas (LNG) to feed gas-starved consumers in Punjab.
Qatar has already taken the lead in LNG supplies and signed a multibilliondollar contract for gas export to Pakistan. It also has the potential to win the
Karachi-Lahore gas pipeline contract. The Prime Minister‘s Office has offered the
signing of a state-to-state deal without bidding.
Russia, India eyeing to tap Pakistan gas market
Major oil and gas companies of the US and European Union have a big
presence in Qatar and they have even partnered with the Middle Eastern country in
LNG supply to Pakistan.
ConocoPhillips, headquartered in Houston (Texas) with operations in about
30 countries around the world, has a 30% stake in the oil and gas reserves being
explored in the North Field near the Iranian border from where LNG is being
supplied to Pakistan.
―Qatar is likely to enhance the volume of gas exports to Pakistan if it succeeds
in getting the pipeline contract,‖ said a senior government official while talking to
The Express Tribune. ―The proposal of laying the gas pipeline was taken up during
the visit of Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani in January
this year.‖
In a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Al-Thani expressed Qatar‘s
interest in building the Karachi-Lahore pipeline for LNG transportation.
The official revealed that the Prime Minister‘s Office had been dealing with
the pipeline project and the very next day, after the meeting with the emir of Qatar,
a letter was sent to Doha, suggesting the signing of a government-to-government
deal for the award of project contract without bidding.
Apart from this, more pipelines are being built from Karachi to Lahore. Staterun gas utility Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) has already completed
work on a pipeline augmentation project that will carry 1.2 billion cubic feet of
LNG per day.
The company has been asked by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources to lay another pipeline from Karachi to Lahore that will carry a similar
volume of LNG. SNGPL board of directors has given the go-ahead for the project.
Pakistan has also signed a government-to-government contract with Russia
for another gas pipeline called North-South pipeline. Russian company RT Global
has been designated to execute the project.
However, the official said SNGPL would take four to six months to start work
on the pipeline. The company has already borrowed Rs130 billion from local banks
for laying the first pipeline and it requires another Rs150 billion for the second
pipeline.
Shikarpur-Jacobabad: Gas pipeline to be laid by August
It is believed that the company will face difficulty in getting this huge
financing and it may eventually be out of race in implementing the project.
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In a bid to fill the void, Russia and Qatar may compete to win the second
pipeline contract. Russia can begin work in two to three months, but its designated
company faces the threat of US sanctions.
Qatar, on the other hand, seems to be the favourite as it can kick off work in
one to two months and that is the reason why the Prime Minister‘s Office has taken
keen interest in the project.
Об энергетическом сотрудничестве России и Пакистана
Касаев Э.О. 29 апреля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34400

Несколько дней назад министр энергетики России А.В.Новак провел
встречу с министром обороны, водных ресурсов и энергетики Исламской
Республики Пакистан Х.М.Асифом. Стороны обсудили актуальные вопросы
двустороннего сотрудничества в сфере топливно-энергетического комплекса.
По словам А.В.Новака, взаимоотношения в области электроэнергетики
являются одним из приоритетных направлений российско-пакистанского
взаимодействия. «Крупные российские компании заинтересованы во
взаимовыгодной кооперации с пакистанскими партнерами. Российские
экономоператоры готовы предложить услуги в области совместного
строительства новых и модернизации имеющихся объектов генерации, а
также осуществления поставок оборудования российского производства»[i],
– сообщил он.
Напомним, что по информации генерального директора корпорации
«Ростех» С.В.Чемезова, она ведет переговоры с компаниями Пакистана о
тарифах в рамках проекта строительства газопровода «Север – Юг». По его
словам, пока переговоры проходят достаточно сложно, стороны не могут
договориться по тарифам, поскольку российские инвестиции должны
окупиться в оптимальные сроки, так как компании Пакистана средств на
строительство не дают.
«Мы никак не можем договориться с нашими партнерами
пакистанскими о тарифе – сколько будет платить пакистанская сторона за
прокачку газа по этому трубопроводу компании, которая возьмет на себя
эксплуатацию, строительство. А это зависит, конечно, от того, как быстро мы
сможем окупить те вложения, которые будут сделаны, потому что здесь
кредиты должны быть, пакистанцы никаких денег своих не дают. Тот тариф,
который предлагают, пока нас не очень устраивает, поэтому надеемся, что в
ближайшее время все это решим, договоримся с ними. Проект практически
уже готов»[ii], – проинформировал С.В.Чемезов.
Ранее сообщалось, что совместное предприятие российской
государственной корпорации «Ростех» и пакистанской ISGS инвестирует в
строительство газопровода «Север – Юг» 2 млрд долларов. Проект будет
реализован российской компанией «РТ-Глобальные ресурсы», входящей в
«Ростех».
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«Мы просто не сможем окупить расходы на строительство этого
газопровода. И мы работаем над тем, чтобы повысить цену», – ранее говорил
С.В.Чемезов. По информации пакистанской газеты The Express Tribune,
Россия настаивает на транспортном тарифе 1,25 доллара за 1 млн британских
тепловых единиц (BTU).
В 2015 году корпорация «Ростех» заявила, проект «Север – Юг» будет
реализован в 3 этапа. На первом этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2018 года, будет
построен сам газопровод. На втором этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2019 года, –
часть компрессорных станций. На третьем этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2020 года,
– введены в эксплуатацию все компрессорные станции. В результате
газопровод выйдет на полную проектную мощность – 12,4 млрд куб. м в год.
Как ожидается, совместное предприятие будет эксплуатировать
магистраль в течение 25 лет. За это время оно вернет вложенные инвестиции
за счет тарифа за прокачку «голубого топлива», по истечении срока
трубопровод будет передан правительству Пакистана. Услуги по
транспортировке сырья будет оплачивать ISGS.
Напомним, в октябре 2015 в Исламабаде Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север –
Юг», который соединит регазификационные (предназначенные для приема
сжиженного природного газа) терминалы в портах Карачи и Гвадара в
южном Пакистане с электростанциями и промышленными потребителями в
Лахоре на севере страны. Длина трубопровода составит 1,1 тыс. км.
Примечательно, что это крупнейший совместный проект в истории
экономических отношений нашего государства с Пакистаном и, между
прочим, самый длинный из запланированных газопроводов этой азиатской
страны.
Весьма любопытно, что при реализации газотранспортного проекта
будет применена международная схема «строительство – владение –
управление – передача» (Build – Own – Operate – Transfer, BOOT). Согласно
указанной схеме собственником и эксплуатантом трубопровода в течение 25
лет будет компания «РТ-глобальные ресурсы».
По некоторым данным, потенциальный спрос на природный газ в
Пакистане приблизительно в 2 раза превышает предложение. Поскольку
страна испытывает острый дефицит энергоносителей, необходимых для ее
хозяйственного развития, сотрудничество с российской стороной способно
улучшить ситуацию на внутреннем газовом рынке азиатского государства.
В скором будущем Россия планирует активно развивать индустрию по
производству сжиженного природного газа (СПГ), пытаясь завершить
строительство нескольких СПГ-заводов на российской территории. Как
представляется, более тесное взаимодействие в этой сфере с Пакистаном
было бы весьма уместным, эффективным и выгодным.
Некоторое время назад занимая должность главного специалиста
Российского газового общества, автор детально оценивал перспективы
сотрудничества обоих государств и пришел к следующему главному выводу.
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Строительство газопровода в Пакистане и поставки энергоносителей могли
бы
укрепить
позиции
российского
бизнеса
и
повысить
конкурентоспособность нашего сырья в Азии.
[i]Александр Новак провел встречу с Министром обороны, водных ресурсов и энергетики
Пакистана Хаваджей Асифом // Официальный сайт Министерства энергетики России, 26.04.2017.
URL: http://minenergo.gov.ru/node/7877
[ii]«Ростех» еще не договорился о тарифах по проекту газопровода в Пакистане – Чемезов //
Ведомости, 13.03.2017 со ссылкой на информационное агентство «Интерфакс» и телеканал
«Россия
24».
URL:
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/news/2017/03/13/680854-rosteh-nedogovorilsya-v-pakistane

О газопроводе ТАПИ
Касаев Э.О. 27 апреля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34334

Некоторое время назад поступила информация о том, что Туркменистан
предложил Катару принять участие в реализации проекта строительства
газопровода Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия (ТАПИ).
Стоит отметить, что Туркменистан уже давно пытается привлечь
катарские финансовые и инвестиционные структуры к участию в этом
газотранспортном проекте, о чем, кстати, было заявлено во время мартовских
переговоров президента Туркменистана Г.Бердымухамедова с эмиром Катара
Тамимом.
В недрах Туркменистана залегают солидные запасы природного газа, но
страна имеет довольно слабую собственную газовую инфраструктуру. Ранее
государство традиционно отказывалось предоставлять зарубежным
инвесторам контрольные пакеты акций, что затрудняло согласование
потенциально интересных проектов.
В перспективе туркменское «голубое топливо» поможет покрыть
растущую необходимость в газе на рынках Индии и Пакистана, где в
долгосрочной перспективе потребление этого вида энергоносителей может
серьезно увеличиться. Также проект ТАПИ может заметно снизить
постоянный дефицит углеводородов в транзитном Афганистане. После
реализации проекта Индия получит свой транснациональный газопровод.
Пока же она закупает сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), транспортируя его
танкерами.
По словам туркменского президента, который в прошлом месяце
посетил эмират с официальным визитом, Катар – один из мировых лидеров
по экспорту СПГ, поэтому интерес местных компаний к проекту ТАПИ
должен быть очевидным.
«Опыт Катара в данной сфере будет весьма полезен и для нашей
динамичной отечественной экономики. Как отмечалось, стремительно
глобализирующийся газовый рынок вызывает потребность в налаживании
сотрудничества между крупнейшими газовыми экспортерами», – подчеркнул
Г.Бердымухамедов.
Напомним, протяженность туркменского участка газопровода ТАПИ
составит 214 км. Его строительство началось в декабре 2015 года. Работы на
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участке проходят в соответствии с графиком. Ведутся изыскательские
мероприятия в Афганистане и Пакистане.
Государственная компания «Туркменгаз», оператор проекта, является
лидером консорциума TAPI Pipeline Company Limited. В состав консорциума
также входят Афганская газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas
Systems (Private) Limited, индийская GAIL.
Запланированная протяженность газопровода ТАПИ составит 1814 км,
его ежегодная проектная мощность – 33 млрд куб. м «голубого топлива». 774
км трубы пройдут по территории Афганистана, 826 км – по территории
Пакистана до населенного пункта Фазилка, который расположен на границе с
Индией.
Поставки газа по ТАПИ будут осуществляться с крупного туркменского
месторождения «Галкыныш».
В Афганистане недавно был дан старт началу проведению
изыскательских работ по реализации проекта ТАПИ. Планируется провести
тщательное исследование маршрута на предмет строительства инженерных и
технико-экономических коммуникаций.
Контракт между консорциумом TAPI Pipeline Company Limited и
компанией ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH был подписан 17 января с.г. в
Ашхабаде. Он предусматривает разработку пакета предпроектной
документации и оказание услуг по проектному управлению и технадзору для
участка газовой магистрали Афганистан – Пакистан.
Стоит особо подчеркнуть, что ТАПИ не только большой экономический,
но и геополитический проект, поэтому обеспечение его безопасности –
особенно уязвимое место. Из Туркменистана труба будет проложена через
Герат на юг Афганистана к Кандагару, а оттуда – к пакистанской Кветте. В
Афганистане маршрут проходит вдоль границ тех районов, где наиболее
активны талибы и другие экстремистские группировки. В частности, в
провинции Гильменд. Кветта – это то место, где сосредоточены талибы в
Пакистане, поэтому гарантировать там безопасность весьма сложно.
Тем не менее проект газопровода ТАПИ одобрен рядом государств, в
том числе Россией и США. Как недавно отметил атташе по торговоэкономическим вопросам афганского посольства в России М.Касем,
Афганистан попросил у нашего государства помочь ему в восстановлении
более сотни разрушенных во время гражданской войны объектов, в том
числе энергетических, некогда созданных с помощью СССР[i].
Взамен Кабул пообещал российским бизнесменам поддержку на самом
высоком уровне. По словам М.Касема, нуждающиеся в восстановлении 124
объекта строились советскими специалистами, поэтому России будет легче
участвовать в этом процессе.
По словам дипломата, афганская сторона заинтересована в том, чтобы
российские компании участвовали в тендерах и побеждали. Сейчас в
Афганистане работает компания «Интер РАО – Инжиниринг», но в целом
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количество российких предприятий невелико. Насчитывается около 30
российских компаний, которые готовы инвестировать в афганские проекты.
«За последние годы Россия неоднократно предлагала западным
партнерам, чьи военные контингенты находятся в Афганистане, совместные
инвестиционные проекты. На эти предложения мы получали отказы. А в
одиночку восстановление Афганистана не под силу ни одной стране»[ii], –
подчеркнул специальный представитель президента России по Афганистану
З.Н.Кабулов.
По глубокому убеждению автора, России ни в коем случае не следует
участвовать в проекте ТАПИ, ибо степень различных рисков для российских
компаний настолько высока, что овчинка выделки не стоит.
[i]Афганистан просит Россию вложиться в 124 объекта // Известия, 13.03.2017.
URL: http://izvestia.ru/news/670012
[ii]Там же.

"Ростех" и Пакистан никак не могут договориться по тарифам
газопровода "Север - Юг"
Интернет-портал
«Проект-газ».
http://proektgaz.ru/news/rostekh_i_pakistan_nikak_ne_mogut_dogovoritsja_po_tarifam_gazoprovoda_sever
_jug/2017-03-13-5395. 13.03.2017.

«Ростех» ведет переговоры с компаниями Пакистана о тарифах в рамках
проекта строительства газопровода «Север – Юг», сообщил генеральный
директор «Ростеха» Сергей Чемезов в эфире телеканала «Россия 24».
По его словам, пока переговоры проходят достаточно сложно, стороны
не могут договориться по тарифам, поскольку российские инвестиции
должны окупиться в оптимальные сроки, так как компании Пакистана
средств на строительство не дают.
«Мы никак не можем договориться с нашими партнерами
пакистанскими о тарифе – сколько будет платить пакистанская сторона за
прокачку газа по этому трубопроводу компании, которая возьмет на себя
эксплуатацию, строительство. А это зависит, конечно, от того, как быстро мы
сможем окупить те вложения, которые будут сделаны, потому что здесь
кредиты должны быть, пакистанцы никаких денег своих не дают», – сообщил
Чемезов.
Как он отметил, несмотря на то, что проект уже практически готов, но
предлагаемый тариф российскую сторону не устраивает.
«Тот тариф, который предлагают, пока нас не очень устраивает, поэтому
надеемся, что в ближайшее время все это решим, договоримся с ними.
Проект – он практически уже готов», – отметил глава «Ростеха».
Как пишет издание «Ведомости», СП «Ростеха» и пакистанской ISGS
должно инвестировать в проект «Север – Юг» 2 млрд долларов. Само же
газопровод будет строить российская компания «РТ – глобальные ресурсы»,
которая входит в «Ростех».
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«Мы просто не сможем окупить расходы на строительство этого
газопровода. И мы работаем над тем, чтобы повысить цену», — говорил
ранее Чемезов. По данным пакистанской газеты The Express Tribune, Россия
настаивает на транспортном тарифе 1,25 доллара за миллион BTU.
Ранее «Ростех» сообщал, что срок строительства газопровода определен
в 3,5 года, а строиться он будет в три этапа: первый, согласно планам, должен
быть завершен ко второму кварталу 2018 года, когда будет построен
непосредственно сам газопровод; второй — ко второму кварталу 2019 года
(на этом этапе должна быть сооружена часть компрессорных станций);
третий — ко второму кварталу 2020 года, когда будут введены в
эксплуатацию все компрессорные станции. Полная ежегодная проектная
мощность газопровода «Север — Юг» должна составить 12,4 млрд
кубометров.
Совместное
российско-пакистанское
предприятие
будет
эксплуатировать газопровод в течение 25 лет. Предполагается, что за этот
период вложенные инвестиции в трубу вернуться за счет тарифа за прокачку
газа. После этого газопровод должен быть передан правительству Пакистана.
Оплачивать услуги по транспортировке «голубого топлива» должна
пакистанская ISGS.
В октябре 2015 в Исламабаде Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север —
Юг». Он соединит регазификационные терминалы в портах Карачи и Гвадара
в южном Пакистане с электростанциями и промышленными потребителями в
Лахоре на севере страны. Длина трубопровода составит 1,1 тыс километров.
Это крупнейший совместный проект в истории экономических
отношений РФ и Пакистана и самый длинный из запланированных
газопроводов этой азиатской страны.
При реализации данного проекта будет применена международная схема
«Строительство-владение-управление-передача»
(Build-Own-OperateTransfer, BOOT). Согласно ей, собственником и эксплуатантом трубопровода
в течение 25 лет будет «РТ-Глобальные ресурсы».
В настоящее время Пакистан испытывает острый дефицит
энергоресурсов, потенциальный спрос на природный газ в два раза
превышает предложение.
Кувейт построит нефтепровод из Синда в Панджаб и НПЗ
Kuwait agrees to build oil pipeline in Pakistan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
10th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1351241/kuwait-agrees-build-oil-pipeline-pakistan/

2017.

Will lay it from Sindh to Punjab; delegation will arrive for talks on the
pipeline as well as an oil refinery Published: March 10, 2017
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ISLAMABAD: Kuwait has agreed to pour millions of dollars into building a
white oil pipeline from Pakistan‘s south to north for transporting petroleum
products from the port city of Karachi to major consumer Punjab.
―During a recent visit to Kuwait, Pakistani officials invited the Gulf oil
producer to set up an oil refinery in Balochistan and lay a white oil pipeline; its
response was very positive and a high-level Kuwaiti delegation will arrive in
Pakistan to discuss the two projects,‖ said an official aware of the development.
Work on TAPI pipeline begins in Pakistan
Traditionally, Kuwait has been a big supplier of oil to Pakistan. At present, a
white oil pipeline is being run by Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (Papco).
The pipeline takes diesel to central regions of Pakistan, which account for almost
60% of total petroleum consumption in the country.
Pak Arab Refinery Limited (Parco) holds 51% majority stake in Papco
whereas Shell, Pakistan State Oil (PSO) and Total Parco Pakistan Limited –
formerly Chevron Pakistan Limited – have 26%, 12% and 11% shareholding,
respectively.
Another source of oil transportation from Karachi to the upcountry is tank
lorries, but it is plagued with incidents of theft. Estimates suggest $200 million
worth of oil is stolen every year in connivance with lorry drivers.
―The second white oil pipeline will not only protect environment, but it will
also be a safe source of fuel supply,‖ the official said.
Pakistan and Kuwait have already been working on setting up the oil refinery
in Balochistan and during recent engagements the Arab nation again underlined the
importance of establishing the refinery to meet Pakistan‘s energy requirements.
Pakistan has given the go-ahead to Kuwait Petroleum Corporation for
developing the refinery project in the coastal area of Balochistan – a welcome
investment initiative for the largely under-developed province, which will reduce
the need for import of refined petroleum products.
The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the cabinet has also
permitted import of furnace oil and jet fuel from Kuwait without resorting to
competitive bidding. At present, PSO imports diesel from the Gulf Arab state on a
90-day credit facility.
Before the year 2000, Pakistan purchased diesel from Kuwait under a longterm contract with its government. However, in the wake of market deregulation,
Pakistan in 2001-02 asked PSO to enter into a fuel supply contract with Kuwait
Petroleum.
Immediately after that, the two sides inked an agreement for the sale and
purchase of high-speed diesel with payment guarantees from the government of
Pakistan. This agreement has been in place for the past around 15 years.
Earlier, Kuwait Petroleum had expressed interest in exporting furnace oil and
jet fuel as well as part of the existing arrangement and was looking to install an oil
refinery in the coastal area of Balochistan with storage facilities.
At present, the annual demand for petroleum products in Pakistan stands at
around 23 million tons and it is expected to touch 27 million tons by 2020.
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SNGPL gives green light to Karachi-Lahore LNG pipeline
Of the total volume, the demand for 10 million tons, or 44%, is met by
domestic refineries whereas 13 million tons (56%) are imported.
More than two-thirds of the crude processed by local refineries is brought
through imports. In financial year 2015, the refineries processed around 3.9 million
tons (32%) of crude oil produced in the country and 8.2 million tons (68%) of
imported oil.
Пакистан намерен завершить сооружение газопровода из Ирана в
Пакистан за 30 месяцев (?)
After sanctions are gone, Pakistan to complete IP pipeline in 30 months
The Express Tribune. 7.03.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1348690/sanctions-gonepakistan-complete-ip-pipeline-30-months/

The IP pipeline will begin from Iran's South Pars gas field and end at
Nawabshah, covering a distance of around 1,931 km
ISLAMABAD: The government is actively pursuing efforts aimed at starting
practical work on the much-awaited Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project, say
officials in the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources.
―Work on the decades-old multibillion-dollar Turkmenistan-AfghanistanPakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline project has already entered practical phase in
Pakistan and the government is making efforts to start work on the IP project
soon,‖ they said while talking to APP.
They pointed out that work on the IP project could not be initiated due to
international sanctions on Iran, however, Pakistan was ready to complete its part of
the gas pipeline within 30 months once the restrictions were lifted.
Work on TAPI pipeline to start in Pakistan today
The government has allocated Rs25 billion in the current fiscal year for the
development of gas infrastructure across the country including the IP project.
Pakistan is keen on early implementation of the project and has requested Iran
for amendment to the Gas Sales and Purchase Agreement (GSPA) to complete the
pipeline in an extended period.
Sharing details of the project, the officials recalled that Pakistan and Iran
signed the Inter-governmental Framework Declaration on May 24, 2009 whereas
GSPA was reached in June 2009.
Subsequently, Pakistan issued sovereign guarantees on May 28, 2010. Project
consultant was appointed on April 11, 2011 while the design, feasibility and route
survey and other formalities were completed on September 8, 2012.
China willing to finance Pakistan‘s portion of IP pipeline
The pipeline will begin from Iran‘s South Pars gas field and end at
Nawabshah, covering a distance of around 1,931 km with 1,150 km in Iran and 781
km in Pakistan.
Implementation is to be done on the basis of segmented approach whereby
each country will be responsible for construction of the pipeline in its respective
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territory. A flow of around 750 million cubic feet of gas per day (mmcfd) in the
pipeline is projected to help generate around 4,000 megawatts of electricity along
with creating job opportunities in backward areas of Balochistan and Sindh.
Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline under shadow of politics
Commenting on the Tapi project, the officials said the process of front-end
engineering and design (FEED) route survey was formally inaugurated in Pakistan
last week.
Under the project, a 1,680km-long pipeline, having capacity to deliver 3.2
billion cubic feet per day (bcfd) of gas from Turkmenistan to Afghanistan, Pakistan
and India, would be completed by 2020.
From the pipeline, Pakistan and India will get 1.325bcfd each while
Afghanistan‘s share will be 0.5bcfd.
Реализацию проекта ТАПИ продолжают освещать авторитетные
мировые СМИ
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10175. 16.03.2017

Туркменистана

«TurkmenPortal».

Канадское интернет-издание «Natural Gas World», а также интернетиздание «The Gulf Today» (ОАЭ) опубликовали на своих сайтах материалы о
ходе работ по реализации проекта газопровода ТАПИ.
В частности, в них говорится о недавно состоявшейся в столице
Пакистана Исламабаде официальной инаугурации начала работ по
разработке предварительного проектирования (Front End Engineering Design FEED) участка газопровода ТАПИ по территории Пакистана.
Британское издание «Worldpipelines» также опубликовало статью о
реализации проекта газопровода ТАПИ. В материале говорится о встрече
Президента Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова и премьерминистра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа в рамках саммита ОЭС, в ходе которой
обсуждалась реализация проекта газопровода ТАПИ.
Такой резонанс в мировых СМИ о реализации проекта газопровода
ТАПИ еще раз свидетельствует как о большом региональном, так и
международном значении проекта.
В настоящее время проект газопровода ТАПИ осуществляется уже на
территории трех государств. Как ранее сообщалось, недавно в Пакистане
начались работы по разработке предварительного проектирования проекта
газопровода.
Соответствующие работы ведутся и в Афганистане. В феврале 2017 года
в Кабуле был дан старт проведению изыскательских работ на территории
Афганистана по реализации проекта строительства газопровода ТАПИ.
Активные работы ведутся и на туркменском участке газопровода ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров. В настоящее время строительные работы
на участке ведутся в соответствии с графиком.
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Стартовали проектные работы на пакистанском участке газопровода
ТАПИ
Агентство нефтегазовой информации. 6.03.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2847165%D1%F2%E0%F0%F2%EE%E2%E0%EB%E8%20%EF%F0%EE%E5%EA%F2%ED%FB%
E5%20%F0%E0%E1%EE%F2%FB%20%ED%E0%20%EF%E0%EA%E8%F1%F2%E0%ED
%F1%EA%EE%EC%20%F3%F7%E0%F1%F2%EA%E5%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0%E
E%E2%EE%E4%E0%20%D2%C0%CF%C8/

Баку. Дан старт проведению изыскательских работ на территории
Пакистана в рамках реализации проекта строительства газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). В мероприятии принял
участие министр нефти и природных ресурсов страны Шахид Хакан Аббаси,
который назвал проект ТАПИ "эпохальным событием в истории энергетики
Пакистана."
Чиновник отметил усилия, предпринимаемые правительством в целях
ликвидации энергетического кризиса в стране и выразил надежду, что
реализация проекта продолжится.
В торжественной церемонии также приняли участие руководители
отраслевых министерств и ведомств стран-участниц проекта, консорциума
TAPI Pipeline Company Limited и компании ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH
(Германия).
Последняя компания, согласно контракту, должна приступить к
разработке пакета предпроектной документации и оказанию услуг по
проектному управлению и техническому надзору для участка АфганистанПакистан газопровода ТАПИ. Предстоящие работы предусматривают
исследование маршрута, проведение инженерных и технико-экономических
исследований для реализации проекта газопровода ТАПИ.
Строительство
туркменского
участка
газопровода
ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров началось в декабре 2015 года, напоминает
Trend. В настоящее время строительные работы на участке ведутся в
соответствии с графиком. Являясь лидером консорциума TAPI Pipeline
Company Limited, госконцерн "Туркменгаз" выполняет функции основного
финансиста и управленца проектом. В консорциум также входят Афганская
газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas Systems (Private) Limited и
индийская GAIL. Общая протяженность трубопровода мощностью 33
миллиарда кубометров газа в год составит 1814 километров, в том числе 774
километра - по территории Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до
населенного пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Газопровод ТАПИ будет
экспортировать топливо с газового месторождения "Галкыныш" в
Туркменистане.
Генеральный директор TAPI Pipeline Company Limited Мухамметмырат
Аманов на мероприятии сказал, что проект ТАПИ будет способствовать
поддержанию и укреплению политической и социальной стабильности во
всем регионе.
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В Пакистане проведена инаугурация предварительного проектирования
FEED газопровода ТАПИ
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10092

Туркменистана

«TurkmenPortal».

4.03.2017

3 марта в Пакистане была проведена официальная инаугурация начала
работ в стране по разработке предварительного проектирования (Front End
Engineering Design - FEED) проекта газопровода ТАПИ, - сообщает
электронная газета нефтегазового комплекса Туркменистана «NEBIT-GAZ».
Мероприятие было официально открыто в Исламабаде Федеральным
министром нефти и природных ресурсов страны г-ном Шахид Хакан Аббаси.
Инаугурация начала работ по подготовке FEED проекта и исследованию
маршрута газопровода ТАПИ в Пакистане является важной вехой в истории
проекта.
Газопровод ТАПИ будет экспортировать 33 млрд кубометров
природного газа в год с газового месторождения Галкыныш в
Туркменистане. Трубопровод протяженностью более 1800 километров
пройдет через территории Пакистана и Афганистана и достигнет своей
окончательной точки в населенном пункте Фазилка в Индии.
Выступая на церемонии, г-н Аббаси подчеркнул успехи, достигнутые
проектом газопровода ТАПИ и назвал проект ТАПИ "эпохальным событием
в истории энергетики Пакистана." Он подчеркнул усилия, предпринимаемые
правительством в целях ликвидации энергетического кризиса в стране и
выразил надежду, что проект продолжит движение вперед. Г-н Аббаси также
выразил
признательность
Его
Превосходительству
Президенту
Туркменистана за постоянную поддержку и содействие в реализации проекта
газопровода регионального значения.
Председатель Правления и Генеральный директор компании ‖TAPI
Pipeline Company Limited‖ Мухамметмырат Аманов предоставил подробный
обзор по проекту газопровода ТАПИ, его развитию, о текущей деятельности
и статусе проекта. Он подчеркнул, что проект ТАПИ будет способствовать
поддержанию и укреплению политической и социальной стабильности во
всем регионе.
Во время своей всесторонней презентации по газовому сектору
Афганистана и точки зрения своей страны по проекту газопровода ТАПИ,
Советник Президента Афганистана по экономическим вопросам г-н Амджал
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Ахмади также заверил о твердой приверженности Афганистана продолжать
поддерживать проект и его успешное завершение.
Управляющий директор компании Inter State Gas Systems (ISGS) г-н
Мобин Саулат подчеркнул, что проект ТАПИ "откроет новую эру
стабильности и мирного сотрудничества в регионе". Он высоко оценил
инициативы, предпринятые Туркменистаном по возобновлению проекта.
Представитель германской компании ILF, предоставляющей услуги по
управлению проектом (PMC), г-н Штефан Бек, представил обширную
презентацию о деятельности компании ILF и о мероприятиях, которые
компания планирует провести в Афганистане и Пакистане в течение
следующих нескольких недель.
Туркменистан и Пакистан доверительно обсудили ход реализации
проекта по строительству газопровода ТАПИ (саммит ОЭС в Исламабаде).
«Neftegaz.RU». 02 марта 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/158806-Turkmenistan-iPakistan-doveritelno-obsudili-hod-realizatsii-proekta-po-stroitelstvu-gazoprovoda-TAPI

Туркменистан рассматривает Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнера в
контексте наращивания сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии.
Перспективы сотрудничества 2 марта 2017 г президент Туркменистана
Г. Бердымухамедов обсудил с премьер-министром Пакистана М. Н.
Шарифом.
Встреча проходила в рамках участия в XIII саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС) в г Исламабаде.
Глава правительства Пакистана поздравил Г. Бердымухамедова с
убедительной победой на недавних выборах и переизбранием на высший
государственный пост.
Г. Бердымухамедов отметил широкие перспективы взаимодействия
Туркменистана с Пакистаном, в партнерстве с которым реализуются
масштабные совместные проекты.
В качестве ключевого проекта Г. Бердымухамедов назвал строительство
магистрального газопровода (МГП) Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан Индия (ТАПИ), прокладка которого послужит социально-экономическому
развитию региона.
Строительство туркменского участка МГП ТАПИ стартовало 13 декабря
2015 г.
Общая протяженность газопровода составит 1814 км, в т.ч 214 км - по
территории Туркменистана, 774 км - Афганистана, 826 км - Пакистана до
границы с Индией.
Пропускная способность (пропускная мощность) газопровода составит
33 млрд м3.
К
началу
февраля
2017
г на
туркменском
участке
газопровода завершились основные мероприятия по исследованию и
измерению на участке протяженностью более чем 208 км.
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В Афганистане в феврале 2017 г был дан старт изыскательским
работам по МГП ТАПИ на территории страны, в ближайшее время
ожидается, что в эту работу включится и Пакистан.
На встрече Г. Бердымухамедов и М. Н. Шариф обсудили и другие
направления взаимовыгодного партнерства, в т.ч в торгово-экономической и
топливно-энергетической сферах, строительстве, сельском хозяйстве.
Так, создание в рамках ОЭС энергетических и транспортно-транзитных
коридоров стимулирует реализацию других инфраструктурных проектов.
В соответствии с подписанным в декабре 2015 г 3-сторонним
документом о сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, предусмотрено
строительство инфраструктуры для поставок электроэнергии из
Туркменистана в Афганистан и Пакистан.
В рамках
строительства
ЛЭП
сейчас
реализуется
крупный
телекоммуникационный проект, предусматривающий прокладку волоконнооптической линии связи в этом направлении.
Ашхабад и Исламабад обсудили газопроводный проект ТАПИ (в рамках
саммита ОЭС в Исламабаде)
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». 2 марта 2017 г. http://www.angi.ru/news/2847081%C0%F8%F5%E0%E1%E0%E4%20%E8%20%C8%F1%EB%E0%EC%E0%E1%E0%E4%20%EE%E
1%F1%F3%E4%E8%EB%E8%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0%EE%E2%EE%E4%ED%FB%E9%20
%EF%F0%EE%E5%EA%F2%20%D2%C0%CF%C8/

Баку. Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов провел
рабочую встречу с премьер-министром Пакистана Мухаммадом Навазом
Шарифом. Стороны отметили перспективы сотрудничества при
строительстве
газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия
(ТАПИ).
Туркменский глава прибыл в Исламабад для участия в работе саммита
Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС), передает Trend.
Бердымухамедов
отметил
открывающиеся
широкие
перспективы
взаимодействия Туркменистана с Пакистаном, в партнерстве с которым
реализуются масштабные совместные проекты, в первую очередь, по
строительству крупнейшей энергомагистрали континента - газопровода
ТАПИ, прокладка которого послужит социально-экономическому развитию
региона.
Туркменистан рассматривает Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнера в
контексте наращивания сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии. На
встрече обсуждались направления взаимовыгодного партнерства в самых
разных
сферах,
включая
торгово-экономическую
и
топливноэнергетическую, строительство, сельское хозяйство.
Строительство туркменского участка ТАПИ стартовало 13 декабря 2015
года. Общая протяженность газопровода составит 1814 километров, в том
числе 214 километров - по территории Туркменистана, 774 километра -
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Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного пункта Фазилка на
границе с Индией. Годовая мощность составит 33 миллиарда кубометров.
Строится газопровод Карачи-Лахор (строит местная корпорация Суи).
SNGPL gives green light to Karachi-Lahore LNG pipeline
The Express Tribune, March 3rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1344297/sngpl-givesgreen-light-karachi-lahore-lng-pipeline/

Costing Rs110.51b, project is likely to be completed in Oct 2018
KARACHI: Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) has announced
that it will lay second re-gasified liquefied natural gas (RLNG) pipeline from
Karachi to Lahore at a cost of Rs110.51 billion.
―The board of directors at a meeting held on March 1, 2017 has conceptually
approved a capital-intensive project for the development of an additional
1,200mmcfd (million cubic feet per day) capacity pipeline for the transportation of
RLNG from Sawan to Lahore…,‖ SNGPL Company Secretary Wajiha Anwar said
in a notification to the Pakistan Stock Exchange on Thursday.
Siemens offers $2.5b credit facility for TAPI pipeline
SNGPL‘s stock hit its upper price limit of 5%, rising Rs6.27 to Rs131.80 with
a volume of 6.62 million shares at the exchange.
The project was expected to be completed in October 2018, subject to
approval by the regulator – Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority – and ―arrangement
of financing through a long-term loan from the federal government or through
commercial borrowing backed by sovereign guarantees from the federal
government,‖ she said. ―This includes waiving the existing loan covenants from
the quarters concerned.‖
The new pipeline has been planned in the backdrop of expected arrival of an
additional 1,200mmcfd of gas through upcoming LNG terminals in the country.
The government has been increasing LNG imports keeping in view the
diminishing domestic gas resources amid growing demand from almost all sectors
of the economy.
Primarily, the additional gas demand is coming from compressed natural gas
(CNG) dealers, fertiliser and textile manufacturers.
Sui Southern Gas Company may be tasked with building the Karachi-toSawan part of the pipeline as it has done in the first dedicated RLNG pipeline. The
first pipeline is expected to be completed by June this year.
FO has ‗no objection‘ to LPG deal with Russia firm
Topline Securities said in a note ―this (new pipeline) will serve as a huge
positive for the company as it earns a fixed 17.5% return on operating assets and
capital expenditure.‖
UFG losses drop
SNGPL has also reported a reduction in unaccounted-for-gas (UFG) losses to
7.75% in the first half ended December 2016 compared to 9.76% in the
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corresponding period of previous year, according to Insight Securities‘ analyst
Zeeshan Afzal.
Accordingly, the UFG disallowance, which directly erodes the company‘s
profitability, has dropped almost 50% to Rs2.2 billion in Jul-Dec 2016 compared
to Rs4.3 billion in the corresponding period of previous year.
В Кабуле дан старт изыскательским работам по проекту газопровода
ТАПИ
Агентство нефтегазовой информации. 22.02.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2846866%C2%20%CA%E0%E1%F3%EB%E5%20%E4%E0%ED%20%F1%F2%E0%F0%F2%20%E8
%E7%FB%F1%EA%E0%F2%E5%EB%FC%F1%EA%E8%EC%20%F0%E0%E1%EE%F2%
E0%EC%20%EF%EE%20%EF%F0%EE%E5%EA%F2%F3%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0
%EE%E2%EE%E4%E0%20%D2%C0%CF%C8/

Кабул. В президентском Дворце афганской столицы дан старт
проведению изыскательских работ по реализации проекта строительства
газопровода Туркменистан - Афганистан-Пакистан – Индия (ТАПИ).
Предстоящие работы предусматривают исследование маршрута, проведение
инженерных и технико-экономических исследований для газового объекта на
территории Афганистана.
В тожественной церемонии приняли участие Президент Афганистана
Мохаммад Ашраф Гани, руководители отраслевых министерств и ведомств
стран-участниц проекта, консорциума «TAPI Pipeline Company Limited» и
компании «ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH».
17 января 2017 года в Ашхабаде был подписан контракт между
консорциумом «TAPI Pipeline Company Limited» и компанией «ILF Beratende
Ingenieure GmbH». Документ предусматривает разработку пакета
предпроектной документации и оказание услуг по проектному управлению и
техническому надзору для участка Афганистан-Пакистан газопровода ТАПИ.
В ближайшее время аналогичные изыскания в рамках контракта с
компанией «ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH» по проекту ТАПИ стартуют и на
территории Пакистана.
Контракт предусматривает сотрудничество сторон в период до этапа
принятия окончательного инвестиционного решения по проекту ТАПИ.
Напомним, что в декабре 2015 года началось строительство
туркменского участка газопровода ТАПИ протяженностью 214 километров.
В настоящее время строительные работы на участке ведутся в соответствии с
графиком.
Являясь лидером консорциума TAPI Pipeline Company Limited», ГК
«Туркменгаз» выполняет функции основного финансиста и управленца
проектом. В консорциум также входят Афганская газовая корпорация,
пакистанская "Inter State Gas Systems (Private) Limited" и индийская "GAIL".
Общая протяженность трубопровода составит 1814 километров, в том
числе 774 километра - по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров Пакистана до населенного пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Ввести в
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эксплуатацию газопровод ежегодной мощность 33 миллиарда кубометров
газа планируется к концу 2019 года.
Правительство Туркменистана подало заявку на получение
финансирования в размере 700 миллионов долларов США от ИБР на
покрытие стоимости расходов в рамках проекта ТАПИ. Часть данной суммы
планируется направить на оплату стоимости товаров, работ и услуг, которые
планируется приобрести в рамках данного проекта, передает нефтегазовый
комплекс Туркменистана.
Специальные уведомления о закупках относительно контрактов,
предлагаемых в рамках процедур международных конкурентных торгов ИБР,
а также относительно контрактов на предоставление консультационных
услуг и финансового аудита будут объявлены в апреле 2017 года.
Россия и Пакистан успешно
строительства газопровода Север - Юг

обсуждают

технические

аспекты

Информационный
портал
«Neftegaz.RU».
16
февраля
2017
г.
http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/158367-Rossiya-i-Pakistan-uspeshno-obsuzhdayut-tehnicheskieaspekty-stroitelstva-gazoprovoda-Sever-Yug

Россия и Пакистан приступили к обсуждению технических аспектов
строительства магистрального газопровода (МГП) Север - Юг (Карачи Лахор). Об этом 9 февраля 2017 г заявил пресс-секретарь МИД
Пакистана Н. Закария.
В г Исламабад с визитом побывал замминистра энергетики РФ Ю.
Сентюрин и обсудил технические аспекты и другие сопутствующие аспекты,
связанные с проектом МГП Север - Юг.
Переговоры Н. Закария охарактеризовал как успешные, но подробности
переговоров при этом не раскрыл.
Не исключено, что Ю. Сентюрину удалось снять часть опасений
пакистанской стороны, связанные с тем, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы,
дочка Ростеха, участвующая в проекте с российской стороны, находится
под антироссийскими санкциями.
А вот вопрос тарифа на прокачку газа на коммерческом уровне ранее
был согласован и сейчас идет этап подписания коммерческих соглашений.
В середине декабря 2016 г сообщалось, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы
представила Пакистану ряд предложений, в т.ч по ценовым вопросам,
которые пакистанская сторона должна одобрить.
По неподтвержденным пока данным, тариф за транзит газа по МГП
Север - Юг установлен в размере 0,85 долл США/1 млн бте, что
соответствует тарифам для местных операторов, распределяющих газ,
поступающий из Катара.
Эта сумма соответствует 30,43 долл США/1000 м3 газа по всему
газопроводу, или 2,76 долл США/1000 м3 на 100 км.
Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 долл США/1 млн бте, но в
цена была снижена.
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Россия и Пакистан подписали соглашение о строительстве МГП Север
- Юг в октябре 2015 г.
Газопровод протяженностью 1,1 тыс км, свяжет терминалы
по приему сжиженного природного газа (СПГ) в г Карачи на юге Пакистана
с г Лахор на севере страны, где планируется строительство газовых
электростанций.
Мощность газопровода составит 12,4 млрд м3/год газа.
Соглашение о строительстве заключено на 25 лет с возможностью
продления его на следующие 5-летие периоды.
Проект будет реализован по схеме BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer,
строительство-владение-управление-передача).
Это
подразумевает,
что
газопровод
будет
находиться
в собственности и эксплуатироваться проектной компанией в течение 25
лет.
За этот период за счет тарифа за доставку газа предполагается
вернуть инвестиции с требуемой доходностью, после чего газопровод будет
передан Пакистану.
Стоимость МГП Север - Юг составит 2,5 млрд долл США.
Завершить строительство МГП Карачи - Лахор Россия и Пакистан
рассчитывают в декабре 2017 г.
Идут переговоры с Россией о цене прокачки газа по газопроводу «СеверЮг» (будет строить Россия)
$2b North-South pipeline: Pakistan asks Russia to further cut LNG
supply fee
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322815/2b-north-south-pipeline-pakistan-asks-russia-cut-lngsupply-fee/

A Russian company will lay a 1,100km-long pipeline connecting LNG
terminals in Karachi and Lahore.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has asked Russia to make a further reduction in the
price of liquefied natural gas (LNG) that will be pumped through a planned $2billion North-South pipeline to satisfy Punjab‘s growing energy needs.
The request was made in a meeting of the Joint Coordination Committee on
the LNG pipeline that met on Thursday to review progress on the project.
The two sides agreed to finalise terms and conditions of a commercial
agreement in the next couple of months to pave the way for execution of the
project.
―Pakistan and Russia also discussed different modes of implementing the
project as parallel activities amid fears of sanctions on the Russian companies
nominated to implement the project,‖ a senior official aware of the development
said.
Earlier, Moscow had demanded a fee of $1.2 per million British thermal units
(mmbtu) for gas supply. However, a negotiating committee, set up with approval
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of the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC), later agreed on 85 cents per
mmbtu.
Now, Pakistan has asked Russia to make a further reduction in the price.
―After the two sides sign a commercial agreement, groundbreaking of the project
will take place,‖ the official said.
Pakistan is striving to forge closer ties with Russia since India has abandoned
Moscow and gone into the US camp.
―This pipeline, which will run from Karachi to Lahore, will be a big step to
bring the two countries closer,‖ the official remarked and termed the North-South
pipeline first major Russian investment in Pakistan after decades.
Earlier, Russia had assisted Pakistan‘s largest hydrocarbon explorer, Oil and
Gas Development Company (OGDC), in the search for energy resources.
In addition to the pipeline contract, Pakistan also plans to import LNG from
Russia in a government-to-government arrangement.
Russia is a big exporter of gas to Europe, but the US is lobbying to drive
away Moscow from this market. Washington‘s backing of the TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline project is also part of that move to
capture energy markets of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Russia gets major
supplies of gas from Turkmenistan and exports to Europe.
―Russian investment in the LNG pipeline will open more avenues of capital
injection into the energy sector,‖ the official said, adding Moscow was also
interested in oil and gas exploration in Pakistan.
Power production is another area where Moscow has expressed its interest
and it has even offered electricity export to Pakistan.
Russia will build the North-South gas pipeline and charge a tolling fee for
LNG supply from Karachi to Lahore.
―The pipeline deal with Russia is called ideal due to the lowest rate for gas
transmission and Russia will also pour capital into building the pipeline,‖ the
official said.
At present, Pakistan is importing LNG from Qatar and local gas utilities are
paid more than 85 cents per mmbtu for gas transmission through their pipeline
networks. The fee agreed with Russia earlier was less than the fee being charged
by the gas utilities. The two governments signed a government-to-government deal
in October 2015 to construct the North-South LNG pipeline.
Работы по сооружению ТАПИ начнутся в феврале в Пакистане
Work on TAPI pipeline to kick off in Pakistan this month
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February 2nd, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1314219/gas-supply-work-tapi-pipeline-kick-offpakistan-month/
Team from Turkmenistan will arrive to undertake route survey, feasibility
study
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ISLAMABAD: Work on the long-awaited Turkmenistan-AfghanistanPakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline will kick off in Pakistan this month as Tapi
Company, which has the mandate to run the pipeline, has awarded the project
management consultant (PMC) contract to German firm ILF.
The consultant is ready to conduct route survey, detailed engineering and
feasibility study in the current month.
Four countries ink deal for $10 billion TAPI gas pipeline project
―A team from Turkmenistan will reach Islamabad on February 14 to begin
work on the route survey, engineering and feasibility study to implement the Tapi
pipeline project,‖ a senior government official said. The team will first start work
in Pakistan and then it will proceed to Afghanistan.
―Pipeline construction and gas-field development has started in Turkmenistan
and we appreciate efforts of Turkmenistan authorities to expedite the project,‖
Inter State Gas Systems Managing Director Mobin Saulat said while talking to The
Express Tribune.
He added that Pakistan had reiterated its firm commitment and continued to
provide full support for the Tapi pipeline.
Efforts to achieve financial close were going on and the project would be
commissioned as per schedule, he said.
Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India have signed a $10-billion
investment agreement for the Tapi pipeline in a bid to kick off activities, update
feasibility study and finalise pipeline route in Afghanistan.
Leaders of the four countries performed the ground-breaking of the project,
which would help ease energy deficiency in South Asia, in December 2015.
According to the agreement, Turkmenistan will invest around $25 billion to
deliver 3.2 billion cubic feet of gas per day (bcfd) to energy-hungry Afghanistan,
Pakistan and India.
Of the total, $15 billion will be invested in developing the gas field whereas
$10 billion will be poured into laying the pipeline over 1,680 km connecting
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India with Turkmenistan.
ADB offers $1b loan for TAPI gas pipeline
Officials said a consortium of Japanese companies was working on a fasttrack basis to develop the gas field in Turkmenistan.
A gas sale and purchase agreement had already been inked in 2013 to set the
pricing mechanism under which the gas price at Turkmenistan border would be
around 20% cheaper than the price of Brent crude.
Pakistan and India will receive 1.325 bcfd of gas each while Afghanistan will
get 500 mmcfd.
Иран недоволен темпами строительства газопровода МИР между
Ираном и Пакистаном. Сильно!
Интернет-сайт «Neftegaz,RU». http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/157718-Iran-nedovolentempami-stroitelstva-gazoprovoda-MIR-mezhdu-Iranom-i-Pakistanom.-Silno. 30 января 2017 г.
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Иран может отменить соглашение с Пакистаном по прокладке
магистрального газопровода (МГП) Мир.
Об этом 29 января 2017 г поведал журналистам глава Национальной
иранской газовой компании (NIGC) Х. Араrи (Hamid Reza Araki).
Газовый проект стоимостью 7 млрд долл США был задуман в 1990х гг,
чтобы поставлять газ с иранского гигантского месторождение Южный Парс в
Индию через Пакистан.
Запасы месторождения составляют около 28 трлн м3 газа.
Недовольный темпами строительства пакистанского участка МГП МИР
Иран назвал 3 возможных сценария развития:
- сохранение нынешней ситуации;
- поиски путей для реализации МГП МИР;
- аннулирование проекта.
Иран подписал соглашение с Пакистаном о строительстве экспортного
МГП Мир в период президентства М. Ахмадинежад
Пропускная мощность МГП - 22 млн м3/сутки газа.
Протяженность - 700 км.
Ранее Иран предлагал Пакистану кредит в размере 500 млн долл США,
чтобы начать строительство пакистанского участка МГП Мир, но из-за
антиядерных санкций Запада и наступивших финансовых проблем денег не
дал.
Согласно первоначальным договоренностям, по этому МГП в течение 25
лет иранский газ должен был доставляться в Пакистан и Индию по
договорным ценам.
Предполагалось, что строительство МГП Мир, начавшееся в 2002 г,
будет завершено до 2015 г.
Проект стартовал трудно, США были откровенно против, недовольная
ходом строительства индийская сторона вышла из проекта в 2009 г.
В январе 2013 г Индия и Туркмения договорились начать проработку
для скорейшей реализации проекта строительства МГП ТуркменистанАфганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ).
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И уже в начале 2013 г президенты Ирана и Пакистана срочно
реаанимировали проект, назвав в 2014 г сроком реализации, но в конце 2013
г Иран отказался продолжать проект.
В 2014 г ОМАН решил стать посредником Ирана и Пакистана, но в
проекте в поставок иранского СПГ в Пакистан , для которого еще нужно
было построить построить СПГ -терминал в Гвадаре.
В декабре 2014 г Пакистан сообщил о желании достроить МГП МИР, но
даже не начал строительство, мотивируя это тем, что Иран не завершил
проект МГП IGAT7 - иранский участок газопровода от месторождения
Южный Парс до границы с Пакистаном.
Иран уже построил свою часть МГП МИР еще в 2011-2012 гг. Ирану
осталось достроить участок МГП протяженностью около 180 км.
В 2014 г, выступая на Национальной Ассамблее Пакистана, министр
нефти Ш. Аббаси разъяснял то, что одним из условий реализации МГП Мир
должно быть снятие всех санкций с Ирана.
Основные санкции Запада были сняты в январе 2016 г, но некоторые 1сторонние санкции США в отношении Ирана, в том числе запрет на сделки с
Ираном с использованием долларов США, по-прежнему остаются.
В 2015 г китайцы было подрядились построить участок МГП от порта
Гвадар в западной части Пакистана до г Навабшах в провинции Синд на юге,
а пакистанцам осталось бы достроить 50 -км участок МГП от границы с
Ираном до порта, но сделка сорвалась.
Другим условием является требование Пакистана снизить цену на
иранский газ.
Пакистан утверждает, что предполагаемая цена на газ из Туркменистана,
который в будущем пойдет по МГП ТАПИ, меньше, чем цена Ирана на газ,
который будет поставляться по МГП Мир.
Вероятность реализации МГП ТАПИ существенно ниже, чем МГП Мир,
потому что трасса МГП ТАПИ должна быть проложена по территории
Афганистана, куда уже давно заглядываются боевики ИГИЛ, да и талибы там
не успокоились.
Тем не менее, функцию раздражителя этот МГП ТАПИ выполняет
успешно.
Иран передумал строить газопровод в Пакистан
Николай Вязов. «Новости Украины». 28.01.2017. http://24news.com.ua/28847-iranperedumal-stroit-gazoprovod-v-pakistan/

Иран может отменить сделку с Пакистаном по прокладке газопровода
из-за затянувшегося строительства, сказал глава Национальной газовой
компании Хамид Реза Араги, передает в субботу агентство Mehr.
По его словам, на столе переговоров три сценария: сохранение
нынешней ситуации; поиски пути для реализации газопровода ИранПакистан, который называется «Мир»; и, наконец, аннулирование сделки.
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Иран подписал соглашение с Пакистаном в период президентства
Махмуда Ахмадинежада на экспорт 22 миллионов кубических метров газа в
сутки.
Тегеран даже предложил Исламабаду кредит в 500 миллионов долларов
(треть стоимости трубопровода), чтобы начать строительство трубопровода
на территории Пакистана, но потом заявил о невозможности его выделения
из-за финансовых проблем в связи с санкциями Запада против Ирана.
Президент Туркменистана обсудил с Послом Пакистана реализацию
проекта ТАПИ и перспективы двустороннего сотрудничества
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/9586. 11.01.2017.

Туркменистана

«Turkmenportal».

Сегодня
Президент
Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов
принял
Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Исламской Республики Пакистан
Абдула Малика, завершающего свою дипломатическую миссию в нашей
стране.
Как
сообщает
Государственное
информационное
агентство
Туркменистана, в ходе встречи Президент страны и пакистанский дипломат
обменялись мнениями о перспективах наращивания сотрудничества.
Г-н Абдула Малик отметил значение проекта строительства газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия,
практическая
реализация
которого будет способствовать развитию экономического взаимодействия в
региональном и глобальном измерении.
Как известно, строительство туркменского участка магистрали ТАПИ
началось 13 декабря 2015 года. Общая протяженность газопровода составит
1814 километров, в том числе 214 километров – по территории
Туркменистана, 774 километра – Афганистана, 826 километров – Пакистана
до населенного пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Годовая мощность
газопровода составит 33 миллиарда кубометров. Сдать его в эксплуатацию,
включая вспомогательную наземную инфраструктуру, планируется в декабре
2019 года.
Дипломат также отметил важность проекта по поставке в Пакистан
туркменской электроэнергии. Как подчѐркивалось, Пакистан поддерживает
инициативы туркменской стороны, касающиеся создания международных
транспортно-транзитных
коридоров
и
обеспечения
глобальной
энергетической безопасности.
Глава государства и полпред Пакистана обсудили также вопросы
взаимодействия в гуманитарной сфере, где стороны сотрудничают по линиям
науки, образования и здравоохранения. Была отмечена важность
установления прямых контактов на уровне научных и образовательных
учреждений, творческих центров.
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ВНЕШНЯЯ ТОРГОВЛЯ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
В Карачи открылась 10 выставка Expo Pakistan под лозунгом
«Появление Пакистана»».
Expo Pakistan fosters business deals with international traders
The Express Tribune. November 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1555085/1-expopakistan-fosters-business-deals-international-traders/

Governor Mohammad Zubair, Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah, Leader of the Opposition in
National Assembly Khursheed Shah and Federal Commerce Minister Muhammad Pervaiz Malik
inaugurated the 10th edition of Expo Pakistan titled 'Emerging Pakistan' at the Expo Centre on Thursday.
PHOTO:ONLINE

KARACHI: Participation in our event is at an all-time high, with 750
participants from 85 different countries from every region and continent in the
world, said Federal Secretary for Commerce Younus Dagha on the second day of
Expo Pakistan, 2017.
―We have also received 5,000 requests for business-to-business meetings,
which we have been trying to organise at the venue of the exhibition, offices and
factories,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
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Dagha added that on the sidelines of the expo they have also launched a
campaign called ‗Emerging Pakistan‘ to reposition Pakistan as an emerging market
with a strong economic potential.
Delegations from Vietnam, the Netherlands, Jordan, Argentina and Turkey
met Federal Minister for Commerce Mohammad Pervaiz Malik, Dagha and Trade
Development Authority of Pakistan Secretary Inamullah Khan and discussed
bilateral trade hurdles and opportunities, and how they could be addressed in order
to increase trade with Pakistan.
‗Emerging Pakistan‘ initiative launched by PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
Leading businessmen from the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) and Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) also held meetings with the trade delegations from Russia, the United
Kingdom, Thailand, Tunisia, Australia, Vietnam, Netherlands, Jordan, Argentina,
Italy, Kenya, Belgium, Japan, Turkey, Sweden and Lithuania on the expo‘s second
day.
In addition to this joint business councils of the FPCCI with the UK and
Morocco also met on the occasion. The FPCCI signed a memorandum of
understanding with its counterpart from Hong Kong and they expect to sign an
MoU with their Australian counterparts.
TDAP also arranged outside meetings of businessmen from Thailand and
Bangladesh with the Sindh Board of Investment to explore the possibilities of
investment opportunities in the province. A meeting of the office bearers of PakAfghan Joint Chamber of Commerce was also held during the expo.
The delegation from Vietnam raised the issue of lack of direct payment
between Pakistan and Vietnam, which was hurting the trade interests of the two
countries. A decision was reached to resolve the matter by arranging a meeting
between the banking authorities of the two countries.
Increasing exports: Furniture makers stress exploring global markets
Besides this, a number of trade deals were negotiated by Towellers with
buyers from the UK, United States and Europe. The trade delegation from the
Netherlands, led by the Pakistan Ambassador at The Hague, is biggest in the
history of such delegations from the Netherlands to Pakistan. The Qatari delegation
showed particular interest in setting up food chains outlets in Pakistan.
Продовольственная торговля Пакистана
дефицитом.
Food trade deficit grows bigger and bigger

идет

с

возрастающим

Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, October 30th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1367098/food-trade-deficit-grows-bigger-and-bigger

AFTER recording a promising surplus in 2012-13 and 2013-14, Pakistan‘s
food trade ran into a deficit. The deficit keeps growing as demand is expanding for
imports of food industry raw materials as well as for finished food products, and as
issues in our food exports persist.
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In 2012-13 and 2013-14, food exports at $4.76 billion and $4.62bn beat food
imports of $4.19bn and $4.24bn, respectively, creating food trade surpluses. But
the trend reversed the very next year, giving birth to a growing food trade deficit.
This happened despite falling international palm oil prices, which never
exceeded the $760 a tonne seen at the end of the 2013-14 fiscal year. In fact,
average monthly prices began falling from $755 a tonne in July 2014 and hit the
bottom at $485 a tonne in September 2015 before moving up again.
But even during its northward journey so far, it has remained below $760 a
tonne, with just one monthly exception of $788 a tonne in December 2016.
―As far as the impact of palm oil price is concerned, you can‘t trace that
element in the current spell of growing food trade deficit,‖ asserts an executive of
Habib Oil Mills.
The same is true also for soya bean oil whose international prices began
sliding from $1,210 a tonne in September 2012 and plunged to $590 a tonne in
September 2015.
It has been recovering since then (sometimes only to lose recovered
grounds), but throughout its upward journey it has remained below $900 a tonne
with the only exception of $907 a tonne in December 2016.
Going for import substitution is as much necessary as discouraging imports
of finished food items
Despite low prices of palm oil and soya bean oil, when spending on their
imports rise — as it did in 2015-16, and then after a year‘s gap in the first quarter
of this fiscal year — it does inflate our food import bill. But that happened due to
larger import volumes. This is good for the economy as it gives boost to edible oil
production.
What isn‘t good, though, is a jump in import of miscellaneous, mostly endconsumer food imports (other than palm oil, soya bean oil, tea, pulses, milk, cream
and milk food, dry fruits, nuts and spices).
Imports of hundreds of such food items are growing year after year. In 201617, Pakistan spent $2bn, or about one-third of its total food import bill, on the
import of these items.
This is where we need to make savings. The recent increase in regulatory
duties on imports is expected to help us on this front as more than 200 food items
have been subjected to higher duties through a statutory regulatory order (SRO),
importers of food items at Karachi‘s Jodia Bazaar say. The order, issued on Oct 16,
notified increased import duties on more than 700 import items.
To contain food trade deficit, going for import substitution is as much
necessary as discouraging imports of finished food items. But efforts in this regard
are yet to pay full dividends. Ongoing experiments on tea and olive cultivation is a
good example. Nothing concrete has emerged in either case — concrete enough to
make a dent in imports.
On the exports side, too, our weaknesses are many and varied. Overall rice
exports are up but high-priced basmati varieties are not doing equally well due to
increasing local consumption and poor export marketing.
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Fish and seafood shipments are also growing but not fast enough to give a
big boost to our total food exports because investment in fish processing and
packaging remains scant.
In fruit exports, we continue to depend heavily on mangoes and kinno, but
due to little modernisation in orchard management and fruit processing, exports of
even these two fruits remain below potential.
Exports of vegetables are fetching less per-unit value than they should due to
issues in packaging and preservation. Besides, tunnel farming is still at initial
stages and has yet to contribute in creating big exportable surplus.
Meat exports are suffering from stiff competition from the United States,
Australia, New Zealand and other countries, even in our traditional markets in the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region. Oilseed industry is struggling to meet
domestic demand and production of dry fruits is falling.
However, some initiatives have been taken for boosting pulses production
and their import bill may fall in 2017-18 from a record high of $952m in the
preceding fiscal year. Imports of pulses in the July-September quarter have already
shown a declining trend.
But adequate availability of water is a must, not only for big-ticket food
export items like rice or sugar but also for import-reducing pulses.
Sadly, water woes in the country are far from over. That brings into spotlight
the importance of developing crops that consume less water and using watereconomising technologies and practices.
On both counts, efforts are being made in Punjab and in Sindh, but not at the
scale and intensity to boost outputs dramatically — and soon.
One big reason for our food exports not growing fast enough to cut food
trade deficit is that decisions regarding wheat or sugar exports are delayed. By the
time we enter world markets, demand begins to fall and we end up exporting low
volumes at off-peak prices. Of late, things have, however, begun to change.
In 2016-17 and also in this year, decision on sugar export came almost in
time. ―If decision-making on wheat exports is also quickened, food exports will
grow making a dent in food trade deficit,‖ says a senior official of Trade
Development Authority of Pakistan.
But in order to make sugar and wheat permanent items of exports ―we need
to do lots of work to ensure sustainable growth in outputs of sugarcane‖, he says.
―Judicious allocation of limited arable land for all key food crops (rice, sugarcane,
wheat and maize) isn‘t so easy. Quite often an increase in the area under
cultivation of one crop comes at the cost of the other.‖
Есть проблемы на уровне макроэкономики – большой внешнеторговый
дефицит
Macroeconomic risks in Pakistan increasing: World Bank
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
October
9th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362612/macroeconomic-risks-in-pakistan-increasing-world-bank
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ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has warned that macroeconomic risks in
Pakistan have increased substantially during the fiscal year 2017, as the external
balance is particularly vulnerable given the persistent current account deficit,
affecting the country‘s reserve position.
Pakistan‘s weaker macroeconomic discipline has led to vulnerabilities in the
balance of payments. Since the IMF programme came to an end, external
indicators of the economy have deteriorated, says ‗The South Asia Economic
Focus Fall 2017‘ released on Sunday ahead of the World Bank and IMF annual
meetings.
One year ago, Pakistan was in a comfortable position, as international
reserves were large enough to cover the current account deficit, the service of
external debt and even the total volume of portfolio investments in the country. By
now international reserves still cover the first two items, but not the third one.
Addressing the sources of this increased vulnerability should be a priority, suggests
the report.
In Pakistan, macroeconomic discipline arguably weakened after the IMF
programme came to an end. In recent years, there had been clear progress in
restoring macroeconomic stability and laying some of the foundations for higher
growth.
Report says weaker discipline leads to vulnerabilities in balance of
payments
Pakistan also regained emerging market status in the MSCI index and made
progress on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC); two developments
that reinforced general optimism. However, macroeconomic discipline has
deteriorated in recent months.
The report says that improving the external balance hinges upon a revival in
exports, a slowdown in imports, and stable remittance flows. In the absence of any
of these factors, the persistent current account deficit will put further pressure on
already dwindling reserves.
The fiscal position is also expected to deteriorate during the election cycle,
which would affect debt trends and maintain debt at the current high level, cautions
the report titled ―Growth out of the Blue‖.
The report says that the ouster of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif has
enhanced political risks and created some policy uncertainty. The upcoming
national election in 2018 may affect the reform momentum and macroeconomic
policy. Slower progress in much-needed structural reforms would weaken growth
prospects and discourage private investment.
The outlook until fiscal year 2019 is for moderately higher growth, and this
outlook is contingent upon continued macro-economic and political stability, as
well as steady progress in implementing the main pillars of the government‘s
medium-term reform programme, which tackles key constraints to growth. The
outlook assumes that oil prices will increase moderately but remain low.
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On the supply side, impetus to growth is projected to come from the services
and the industrial sectors, while on the demand side, acceleration would be driven
by public and private consumption, aided by a moderate increase in investment.
The pressure on the current account is expected to persist as the trade deficit
will remain elevated during 2018 and 2019. This situation can potentially become
unsustainable in absence of corrective policy measures. However, exports are
expected to recover during fiscal years 2018 and 2019 due to an easing of supply
side factors.
Imports, after strong growth of 17.7 per cent in fiscal year 2017, are
expected to grow at a slower pace in fiscal years 2018 and 2019. Remittances will
continue to partly finance the current account deficit.
It is also expected that FDI flows will strengthen due to accelerated
implementation of CPEC projects. However, capital and financial flows during
fiscal years 2018 and 2019 will only partly finance the current account deficit,
which will result in a drawdown of reserves during these two years.
The report says that fiscal slippages are expected to continue through the
election cycle, which will result in a widening of the fiscal deficit during fiscal
year 2018. This increase in the fiscal deficit is primarily driven by a slower
increase in tax revenues, both federal and provincial, and a sharper increase in
expenditures.
An adjustment in the fiscal position in fiscal year 2019 after the election will
help in curtailing the fiscal deficit. Inflation, after remaining moderate during fiscal
year 2017, is expected to rise in 2018 and 2019. Inflation is expected to rise due to
higher domestic demand pressures and a slight increase in international oil prices.
Искусственное поддержание курса рупии (к доллару) негативно влияет
на экспорт
Rupee report: Rupee in search of direction
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
July
17th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1345867/rupee-report-rupee-in-search-of-direction
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THE rupee appeared to be in search of direction last week against the dollar
amid political uncertainty in the local currency market.
Though State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) strict monitoring helped the rupee
stabilise to some extent, the parity continued to show sharp variations. The rupee
plunged Rs3.50 against the dollar a week earlier.
Analysts believe that the artificial support for the rupee has adversely affected
Pakistan‘s exports and the market needs greater exchange flexibility. Currency
players look confused over the prevailing situation. The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has once again reiterated its stance that the rupee is overvalued by 10
to 20 per cent and needs correction.
Analysts believe that the artificial support for the rupee has adversely affected
Pakistan‘s exports
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On the interbank market, the dollar continued to trade slightly expensive
against the rupee last week. However, SBP‘s strict monitoring and tightening of
some rules regarding foreign exchange management to check outflows helped the
rupee to stabilise.
In the open market, the rupee did not show any change on Monday and
Tuesday and traded flat at Rs106.20 and Rs106.40.
On Wednesday, the dollar managed to gain strength over the rupee after
SBP‘s new directives to stabilise the local unit.
On firm demand for dollar from the general public, the rupee gave up its
firmness and lost 40 paisa on the buying counter and 50 paisa on the selling
counter. As a result, the dollar traded at Rs106.60 and Rs106.90.
The rupee staged a partial recovery on Thursday. It picked up 10 paisa,
pushing dollar slightly lower at Rs106.50 and Rs106.80 due to lower demand of
dollar.
On Friday, the rupee turned negative against the dollar due to demand
pressure, losing 20 paisa. The dollar thus hit the week‘s highest level against the
rupee at Rs106.70 and Rs107.00 towards the close of the week.
During the week, the dollar managed to post 50 paisa gain on the buying
counter and 60 paisa gain on the selling counter in the open market.
Against the euro, the rupee showed sharp variation last week. Starting the
week on firm note, the rupee was seen changing hands at Rs120.25 and Rs121.25
in the first trading session as it did not show any change on the buying counter
while posting five-paisa gain on the selling counter against the last closing at
Rs120.25 and Rs121.30.
The rupee, however, failed to hold its overnight firmness and shed 15 paisa on
both the counters to trade Rs120.40 and Rs121.40 in the second trading session.
On a week-on-week basis, the euro posted 65 paisa gain against the rupee on
buying counter and 60 paisa gain on the selling counter, trading between the high
of Rs121.25/Rs122.25 and low of Rs120.25/Rs121.25 amid fluctuation.
Торговый дефицит достиг огромной суммы в 32.6 млрд. долл.
Pakistan‘s trade deficit touches new height, stands at $32.6b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
12th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1455884/pakistans-trade-deficit-touches-new-height-stands-32-6b/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan booked a record trade deficit of $32.6 billion in the
last fiscal year after exports nosedived to a six-year low while imports surged to a
historical level of $53 billion, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) reported on
Tuesday.
The government missed all of its trade sector targets for fiscal year 2016-17
that ended on June 30, which adversely affected its current account deficit
projection and official foreign currency reserves. This also puts a question mark
over the projections made at the time of budget making every year.
ICCI expresses concern over record high trade deficit
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The gap between imports and exports widened to $32.3 billion during JulyJune period of the previous fiscal year, according to PBS. It was 36.3% or $8.7
billion more than the preceding fiscal year. The trade deficit was also $12 billion
higher than the government‘s own target for fiscal year 2016-17, which can have
adverse consequences for foreign currency reserves.
The finance ministry meanwhile, is busy painting a rosy picture of the
external sector, which is putting unabated pressure on the balance of payments
position.
It was the fourth straight month when the trade deficit breached the previous
highest record and the country closed the year with a $32.6 billion trade deficit.
Fresh trade statistics have further deepened concerns about the long-term
sustainability of the external sector, which the government is already maintaining
by borrowing from foreign countries and commercial banks. Cheaper imports have
also started hurting import-substitution industries as government policies including
increased taxation have made these industries cost ineffective.
Exports plunged by 1.63% to $20.44 billion during the previous fiscal year –
falling to a six-year low level. The exports were $339 million less than the receipts
in the preceding year. This figure was also $4.3 billion lower than the official
target of $24.8 billion set by the government itself for the last fiscal year.
In comparison, the import bill increased to $53 billion in the last fiscal year –
the highest ever in Pakistan‘s history. The figure reflects an increase of $8.34
billion or 18.7% over the previous fiscal year.
In this case too, the import bill breached the government‘s own target by $7.8
billion. It was 259% more than the exports during the same period. Foreign
remittances also witnessed a decrease in the last fiscal year. One of the reasons
behind the steep decline in exports and ballooning trade deficit was a strong rupee
against the US dollar that has made imports cheaper. The State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) had depreciated the rupee by 3.1% to Rs108.25 against the US dollar on
July 5. However, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar‘s intervention again strengthened the
rupee.
Due to this uncontrolled trade deficit, the balance of payments position is now
projected to worsen to unfathomable depths never projected by the finance
ministry. The current account deficit has already touched $10.6 billion during first
eleven months of the last fiscal year.
It was the fourth consecutive year when the PML-N government has missed
its annual export growth target, despite the country enjoying a duty-free status on
its exports to the European Union. Exports were barely 6.7% of Pakistan‘s
estimated Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
The government admits that exports have to be increased to at least one-tenth
of the total size of Pakistan‘s economy for a stable external sector. To this end the
government announced two half-hearted incentives for exporters in the textile
sector.
However, growth remains stunted with multiple complaints regarding even
these packages related to partial and delayed funding, fuelling resentment amongst
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exporters. One-fourth of the total export receipts went for servicing of the
country‘s external debt during July-March period of this fiscal year, further
emphasising the need for increasing export levels.
Annual results
On an annual basis, the trade deficit in June shrunk 6.1% compared to June of
last year after exports showed double-digit growth. The trade deficit decreased to
$2.62 billion in June 2017, which in absolute terms was $170 million less than the
deficit recorded in June 2016. Exports in June increased 16.1% to $1.9 billion
while imports slightly grew to $4.53 billion.
Trade deficit soars to $30 billion, more borrowing likely
On a monthly basis, exports in June increased 17.5% to $1.9 billion over
exports recorded in May, according to the PBS. In absolute terms, the exports were
up by $285 million. On a monthly basis, the imports contracted 11% to $2.6
billion.
Внешнеторговая политика пересмотрена, но работает ли она?
Will the revised trade policy work?
Mubarak Zeb Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, July 10th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1344391/will-the-revised-trade-policy-work
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THE government is set to revise its three-year trade policy framework on all
institutional, policy and entrepreneurial levels thereby making it friendlier for
exporters.
The strategic trade policy framework (STPF), announced in March last year,
largely remains unimplemented, and the government‘s efforts to promote exports
have borne little fruit. Besides, most initiatives remain only on paper.
The framework aimed at expanding exports to $35 billion by 2018, improving
export competitiveness, shifting the economy from factor-driven to innovationdriven and increasing the share in regional trade.
However, exports have continued to fall and are expected to reach $20bn this
fiscal year compared to around $25bn in 2013.
―The mid-course correction in the policy will be ready by end-July,‖ an
official of the commerce ministry said. It will then be submitted to the cabinet for
approval. The ministry will hold a meeting with major associations and chambers
in August to implement the policy this fiscal year.
All export related schemes and initiatives will be revisited. ―We have
identified the problems in these schemes which will be improved through
amendments,‖ the ministry official said.
Strong resistance to change was one reason for the poor implementation of
some initiatives, official says
The performance of the current framework has been dismal on all levels. In
the last two years, only cosmetic measures have been taken at an institutional level.
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The departments identified for revamping were: the Trade Development
Authority of Pakistan (TDAP), Pakistan Horticulture Development and Export
Company (PHDEC) and the secretariat of the commerce ministry.
The Trade Dispute Resolution Organisation (TDRO), Services Trade
Development Council, Pakistan Institute of Trade and Development, National
Tariff Commission (NTC) and the Domestic Commerce Wing are also on the
revamp list.
It was also announced that councils would be set up to promote the export of
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and rice, but no steps have been taken in this regard.
The export policy also proposed setting up a committee to restructure subordinate
offices of the commerce ministry.
The official says there‘s a strong resistance to change which is one reason for
the poor implementation of institutional initiatives. ―We‘ll carry out some reforms
in the next fiscal year in some of these institutions,‖ he said.
One of the breakthroughs is the allocation of Rs500m for the PHDEC to
strengthen the company in the next fiscal year.
However, the challenge will be to revamp the secretariat of commerce
ministry because of competing interests of various services groups.
Recently, the government appointed members of the NTC and window
dressed the TDAP. The only area where interest was shown was the appointment
of trade officers abroad.
The second pillar of the framework is export development initiatives (EDIs).
The cash support scheme announced in the STPF was copied from the failed textile
policy.
Most initiatives like product design, technology upgrade, branding and
certification failed to perform in the case of the textile sector while the same were
announced for non-textile products. The commerce ministry has also failed to
come up with some innovative measures to boost exports.
Secondly, the scheme design was considered faulty as no exporter could fulfil
the criteria mentioned while stringent conditions had become imperative to avoid
misuse of the facility.
As a result, not a single exporter has availed itself of any of the five cash
support schemes in the last two years.
The third issue related to timely releases of the allocated funds for the EDIs.
The government announced Rs7bn for the first year for the cash support
schemes, another Rs6bn for second year and Rs6bn for the third year.
The funds for the first year lapsed while only Rs950m was released in the
second year against the committed amount of Rs13bn. Of the Rs950m, Rs400m
was lapsed and surrendered to the finance ministry.
As for short-term export measures, four products including basmati rice,
horticulture, meat and its products and jewellery were identified for the markets of
Iran, China, Afghanistan and the European Union.
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It was decided that Rs500m would be spent to promote their exports,
especially for building warehouses for rice in Iran and Saudi Arabia. However,
nothing has happened on this account as well.
On policy level, the ministry has yet to finalise the much-awaited law for
protecting the ownership rights of goods and a law for TDRO for resolving trade
disputes. Only NTC-related laws were finalised.
The most frequent government intervention is at the enterprise or industry
level which has not yielded the required results to boost exports.
The scope of the trade policy framework was limited only to 40 per cent of
exportable goods which fell under the category of non-textiles. Textile and
clothing exports, which constitute nearly 60pc of Pakistan‘s total exports, are
covered by a separate policy. Experts argue there‘s a need for single export policy
for all products.
The implementation of trade initiatives is a major issue. There is no effective
forum to oversee and monitor implementation, and 70-80pc of the initiatives are
never implemented.
There is a serious human resources problem in the Ministry of Commerce and
its subordinate TDAP, which is the implementing arm for trade initiatives.
Different agencies and departments are involved in the implementation of the trade
policy, which is also causing delays.
So, given this backdrop, the question arises: will the government succeed in
implementing the policy this time around or will it exist only on paper?
Введены таможенные пошлины на 508 видов товаров
FBR imposes duty on 508 products
The Express Tribune, June 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442512/fbr-imposesduty-508-products/

ISLAMABAD: The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has notified the
regulatory duty imposed on about 508 products including kitchen items, beverages,
fruits, vegetables, fabrics, electronics and automobiles. The new rate of regulatory
duty has been fixed at 10% on live poultry, 25% each on frozen and fillet fish, milk
and cream. The duty on yogurt has been fixed at 20%, whey powder at 25% and
butter, cheese and curd at 20% each. The duty on guavas, mangoes, frozen
mangoes and mango pulp has been fixed at 15% while on figs, pineapples,
oranges, kinnow (fresh), lemon, melon, apricots, peaches, plums, strawberries,
raspberries and kiwifruit is 20%. A 20% duty has been imposed on all electronic
products including air conditioners and fans. A 50-60% ad valorem duty has been
imposed on import of different vehicles falling in the sports utility or luxury
vehicle category with engine capacity of greater than 1,800cc.
Торговый дефицит – 30 млрд. долл.
Pakistan's trade deficit widens to record $30bn
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ISLAMABAD: The country‘s trade deficit ballooned by 42 per cent year-onyear to an all-time high of $30 billion in the first 11 months of the current fiscal
year on the back of falling exports and a sharp increase in the import bill.
The country‘s annual trade deficit was $20.435bn when the PML-N came to
power in 2013. It has been on the rise since then due to rising imports and falling
exports.
Trade deficit stood at $3.465bn in May, a rise of nearly 61pc compared to the
same month a year ago, according to the data released by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics on Monday.
Two reasons explain the trade deficit: rising import bill of capital goods,
petroleum products, and food products; and a steep fall in exports despite prime
minister‘s support package to boost exports. The trade deficit is said to be posing a
serious threat to external balance of payment.
In July-May, the overall import bill rose 20.6pc year-on-year to $48.54bn. In
May alone, it increased 28pc to $5.09bn.
In the year 2012-13, the import bill was at $44.950bn. It is expected to reach
over $53bn this fiscal year.
Exports fell 11pc year-on-year to $1.627bn in May after witnessing paltry
growths in the previous two months. Export proceeds grew 5pc in April and 3pc in
March.
Exports are in decline despite government claims of providing the industry
with round-the-clock power supply since November 2014. Similarly, the
government was also providing Rs3 per unit concession in electricity tariff since
2016 to export-oriented industries.
In the 11 months through May, the export proceeds fell to $18.54bn from
$19.14bn a year ago.
Under a three-year Strategic Trade Policy unveiled last year, the government
set an annual export target of $35bn by 2018. To boost exports, the prime minister
announced a subsidy package of Rs180bn for textile, clothing, sports, surgical,
leather and carpet sectors. The impact of this package on exports has yet to be
seen.
The government has recently removed the commerce secretary, Azmat Ali
Ranjha, for failing to promptly implement the trade policy. He was replaced by
Younis Dagha, who was shunted out from the Ministry of Water and Power for his
alleged failure to manage power load-shedding issues.
Under the Strategic Trade Policy 2015-18, the Ministry of Commerce notified
five cash support schemes to improve product design, encourage innovation,
facilitate branding and certification, upgrade technology for new machinery and
plants, provide cash support for plant and machinery for agro-processing and give
duty drawbacks on local taxes.
Exporters have yet to submit claims for the subsidy due to ―flaws in these
schemes‖.
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Торговый дефицит достиг огромных размеров
Pakistan's trade deficit widens to historic level
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ISLAMABAD: In what is seen as a dangerous development for Pakistan‘s
external sector, the monthly import bill crossed $5 billion for the first time in
March, which took the nine-month trade deficit to $23.4 billion – also a new
record.
The gap between imports and exports stood at $23.38 billion in the JulyMarch period of current fiscal year, which was 38.8% or $6.53 billion more than
the comparative period of previous year, stated Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS)
on Tuesday.
Pressure on reserves: Pakistan‘s trade deficit swells 28.7%, now stands at
$17.4b
It was the highest-ever trade deficit recorded in the country‘s history for the
nine-month period.
The main reason behind the ballooning deficit was constant double-digit
growth in imports and contraction in exports. The nine-month trade gap was $2.9
billion more than the fiscal year‘s annual deficit target of $20.5 billion, set by the
Ministry of Finance.
Exports fell 3.1% to only $15.1 billion during July-March 2016-17, which
were $478 million less than the shipments made in the comparative period of last
year.
Imports, however, increased 18.7% to $38.5 billion in the same period. In
absolute terms, the import bill was $6.6 billion higher than the previous year.
―This is an alarming situation and the government should immediately call an
emergency meeting of the federal cabinet to discuss the deteriorating external
sector,‖ commented Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, former economic adviser to the
Ministry of Finance.
Towering current account deficit raises alarm bells
He said the trend showed that the import bill would cross $50 billion for the
first time and the worrisome element was the contraction in exports.
Exports in the first nine months were about 61% of the annual target of $24.8
billion while imports reached 85% of the annual projection of $45.2 billion.
Slower-than-projected export earnings show that like previous three years the
government will not be able to achieve its annual export target this time again. This
comes despite the fact that the government has given two bailout packages to the
exporters in the last one year.
These packages had been given without addressing root causes of the
persistent decline in exports – high cost of doing business and a lack of enabling
environment.
Pak-Afghan trade halves ‗due to transit trade glitches‘
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In its four budgets, the PML-N government has levied an unprecedented
Rs1.2 trillion in new taxes on every kind of trading, business and banking activity.
It also slapped various surcharges on electricity and gas, increasing the cost of
doing business for the industries.
In its latest statement on the state of Pakistan‘s economy, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has asked Islamabad to remain ―vigilant‖ about the external
sector, which is facing problems. However, it gave the warning only after the end
of its three-year $6.6 billion bailout package.
However, the Ministry of Finance in a statement said on Tuesday the
government was cognisant of the challenges on the external side, which were more
related to the weak global economic environment that not only affected Pakistan‘s
exports but other emerging economies were also facing the same issue.
Pakistan‘s current account deficit widens 121%
It claimed that the negative impact on exports was bottoming out as from July
to February some months showed growth on a yearly basis.
The delay in receipt of the Coalition Support Fund also affected the external
sector, the ministry said, adding the government had taken a number of policy
measures, which were likely to help increase exports.
The ministry attributed the increase in imports to the expanding economic
activities.
However, independent economists said the ballooning trade deficit had
exposed vulnerabilities of Pakistan‘s economy as financing such a huge gap in the
midst of slowing foreign remittances and low level of foreign direct investment
had become a challenge for the federal government.
This would mean a higher trade deficit and higher current account deficit. The
IMF recently revised its current account deficit projection for Pakistan from 1.5%
of gross domestic product (GDP) to 2.9%.
Likewise exports, worker remittances were also on the wane, standing at $14
billion in the first nine months, which were about 3% less than the previous year.
Balance of payments: Current account deficit widens 92%
March data
On an annual basis, the trade deficit in March was 77.4% more than the
comparative period of previous year and the main reason was the record imports of
goods valuing $5.1 billion.
The trade deficit last month increased to $3.2 billion, which in absolute terms
was $1.4 billion more than the deficit recorded in March 2016.
Exports in March stood at $1.8 billion, showing a small growth of 3.6%
compared to last year, according to the PBS. In absolute terms, the exports were up
by just $63 million.
However, the growth in imports jumped to 41.2% as payments grew to $5.1
billion in March. The import bill was $1.5 billion more than last year.
Even on a monthly basis, the trade deficit widened 15% in March over
February.
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Дефицит внешней торговли растет
Trade gap widens by 35pc to $20.2bn
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
March
https://www.dawn.com/news/1319932/trade-gap-widens-by-35pc-to-202bn

12th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The merchandise trade deficit rose nearly 35 per cent year-onyear to $20.202 billion in the first eight months of the current fiscal year.
The trade deficit has been on an upward trajectory for many years owing to
the liberalisation of the import regime while exports continue to remain stagnant.
In 2000-01, Pakistan‘s trade deficit was $1.527bn, which rose to $22.159bn in
2014-15. The import bill was $45.826bn in 2014-15. The deficit stood at $2.807bn
in February, a rise of 87.88pc from a year ago, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
(PBS) data showed on Saturday.
In case the trend remains the same, the trade deficit will reach $28bn by the
end of June. This will be the highest-ever trade deficit in the country‘s history.
The drop in exports, along with a fall in remittances, has contributed towards
the rising current account deficit in this fiscal year.
In July-Feb, the overall import bill rose 15.99pc year-on-year to $33.520bn.
In February alone, it increased 35.52pc to $4.445bn.
Machinery imports are on the rise because of an increase in infrastructure
investment, especially the construction of roads.
Export proceeds during the eight-month period fell 3.90pc to $13.318bn. In
February, however, export proceeds dropped 8.29pc mainly because of an increase
in exports of textile and clothing. Exports of garments and other value-added
products to Europe have started picking up under the GSP+ preferential tariff
scheme.
Under a three-year Strategic Trade Policy unveiled last year, the government
set an annual export target of $35bn by 2018. However, the policy, announced in
April 2016, has yet to be implemented.
Under the Strategic Trade Policy 2015-18, the Ministry of Commerce notified
five cash support schemes to improve product design, encourage innovation,
facilitate branding and certification, upgrade technology for new machinery and
plants, provide cash support for plant and machinery for agro processing and give
duty drawbacks on local taxes.
To minimise the chances of corruption, the government decided to disburse
the subsidy through the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). ―Not a single claim was
received for the disbursement in the last eight months,‖ an official of the
commerce ministry said. The official blamed it on the cumbersome procedures
involved.
Analysts say exports can only be increased by state intervention at the
institutional, policy and entrepreneurial levels. The performance of the government
was dismal at all levels.
The government had yet to initiate reforms in the trade-related departments as
policy formulation was awaited in many areas.
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The only area in which the government intervened to gain political mileage
was the award of subsides to entrepreneurs.
In this regard, the prime minister announced a Rs180bn subsidy package for
the textile, clothing, sports, surgical, leather and carpet sectors. The package will
be applicable until June 30, 2018.
Внешняя торговля Пакистана с соседними странами (Китай, Индия,
Иран, Афганистан).
Trading with the neighbours
Muhammad Ashraf (Director General, Trade Dispute Resolution Organisation, Ministry of
Commerce).
The
Express
Tribune,
March
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1352159/trading-with-the-neighbours/

Pakistan exports around $4 billion worth of merchandise to its immediate
neighbours China, India, Iran and Afghanistan (CIIA) and imports goods worth
$13.3 billion from them. Pakistan‘s trade with neighbours constitutes 26% of its
international trade — 18% of $21 billion exports and 30% of $45 billion imports.
The gravity model of international trade regards trade between two countries
inversely proportional to their distance and directly proportional to the size of their
economies. Thus, distance being zero, the trade naturally gravitates towards the
neighbours. The cultural overlap and consequent similarity of consumption
patterns, the natural integration of industrial production due to likeness of demand
and factor endowments, low delivery costs and short lead times make the
neighbouring markets a natural extension of domestic market.
Trading with the neighbours offers multiple advantages. Firstly, the proximity
generates a bilateral monopoly between the neighbours which in turn facilitates an
economic integration with deep reciprocation.
Secondly, the neighbours with varied economic development and income
levels benefit from one another‘s comparative strengths — the richer economy
provides wider variety of goods and the poorer one provides a cost-effective
location for production.
Thirdly the cross-border market is more conveniently accessible, in many
cases, than the distant inland markets. For instance, Jalalabad offers a more
convenient market for Peshawar-based floor mills than Lahore; conversely,
Peshawar offers a better market for Jalalabad‘s naranji (orange) than Kabul.
Fourthly, the marginalised border communities thrive from the proximity
trade as the SMEs find it simpler to trade with the nearby cross-border markets
than handling the complex procedures of exporting to the distant destinations.
Fifthly, the low transportation expense reduces transaction costs and creates
distributional efficiencies whereas short lead time minimises post-production
losses especially of perishables.
Lastly, the consumer benefits due to downward shift in price equilibrium and
availability of more choices. For instance, despite troubled political environment,
in the times of price escalation of a commodity, Pakistan and India open Wagah as
the first step to stabilise the prices for consumer.
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There is an increasing trend of the vibrant export-led economies trading more
and more with their immediate neighbours. Though Chinese exports have nearly
swayed the entire globe during the last decade, the share of neighbouring markets
in China‘s global exports has increased from 5.4% in 2006 to 9.1% in 2015.
During this period, a similar trend was evident in other emerging economies —
Thailand from 7.4% to 11%, Turkey from 9.2% to 12.5% and Malaysia from
23.3% to 23.6%. Similarly, the share of CIIA in Pakistan‘s global exports also
increased from 11.8% in 2006 to 18.1% in 2015. Exports to China have increased
four times since the signing of much-criticised China-Pakistan Free Trade
Agreement in 2006; exports to Afghanistan have nearly doubled during the same
period.
Though the share of CIIA in Pakistan‘s global exports has been increasing,
there still remains a huge untapped potential in the neighbouring markets. An
import market of $2.15 trillion is available on Pakistan‘s borders, of which we
currently claim a meagre 0.19% share. A penetrating push in the high potential
markets in the immediate neighbourhood is, however, thwarted by peculiar
impediments in each neighbouring market.
Political environment with India frequently impedes trade relations. Pakistani
exports face a virtual closing of border by Indian non-tariff barriers (NTBs), of
which ‗mind-set‘ is considered to be the most onerous NTB. So effective are these
barriers that Pakistan, despite having MFN status, can barely manage a 0.08%
share in $391 billion Indian imports whereas India, without MFN, claims 4% share
in $44 billion Pakistani imports.
The exports to Afghanistan have been on a continuous downward slope since
2011 due to the security situation in Afghanistan and shrinking demand in the
wake of reduction in international troops; the recent ebb in bilateral political
relations has further complicated an already complex environment.
The international sanctions on Iran during the last decade have smothered
Pak-Iran trade; the recent optimism kindled by the lifting of UN sanctions has been
dampened by the re-escalation of rhetoric in US-Iran relations in the wake of
Trump‘s presidency.
In the north, Himalayas have always made the uphill land route to China
costlier than marine shipment around almost half of the Asian continent, thus
eroding the proximity advantage; the improved infrastructure under CPEC,
however, provides an optimism for enhanced exports to the Chinese market.
To conclude, Pakistan not only finds itself in a high economic growth zone
but also has more than one-third of the entire global consumer base on its
immediate borders. China and India jointly constitute one-sixth of the world GDP
and have been posting a consistent high growth; the trading patterns in the oil-rich
Iran, distorted during the sanctions era, are being redefined with Pakistan having
the proximity advantage. Afghanistan, as a landlocked country, with strong cultural
and ethnic ties with Pakistan is a natural extension of domestic market.
The immediate neighbourhood offers Pakistan huge growth potential for
exports, reducing dependence on the distant EU and US markets. Unlocking of the
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potential, however, depends on (a) de-escalation of political tensions with India
which have a history of defining trade relations, (b) improvement in security
situation in and bilateral political environment with Afghanistan, (c) up-gradation
of connectivity with China under CPEC and renegotiation of market access under
China-Pakistan FTA, and (d) removal of economic sanctions on Iran and lowering
of tariff and non-tariff barriers, frequently and arbitrarily erected by Iran.
Прогноз на 2016/17 г. Дефицит торгового баланса будет высоким
Pressure on reserves: Pakistan‘s trade deficit swells 28.7%, now stands at
$17.4b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
10th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322008/pressure-reserves-pakistans-trade-deficit-swells-28-7-nowstands-17-4b/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s external sector is facing increased pressure as its
trade deficit has alarmingly widened 28.7% to $17.4 billion during the first seven
months of the ongoing fiscal year due to a continuous decline in exports and
double-digit growth in imports.
The latest trade figures released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics on
Thursday revealed that the country has breached its trade deficit limits and booked
a $17.42-billion deficit during the July-January period, equivalent to 85% of the
annual target already.
Exports in the seven-month period were less than half of the annual target,
while imports were about two-thirds of the annual projections, suggesting that the
country will have a larger than $4.5-billion anticipated annual current account
deficit.
The State Bank of Pakistan has already warned about the high current account
deficit, the gap between external payments and receipts.
Imports/exports
The gap between exports and imports, known as the trade deficit, during the
July-January period stood at $17.42 billion, reported the PBS. The trade deficit was
$3.9 billion or 28.7% more than the previous year‘s comparative period.
CREATIVE COMMONS
Exports plunged 3.2% to total $11.7 billion during July-January, $388 million
less than the exports made in the comparative period of the previous year. In
comparison, imports increased 13.7% to over $29.1 billion in the same period. In
absolute terms, the import bill was $3.5 billion more than the previous year.
A major reason behind the surge in import bill is the import of machinery
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. During the first half of the fiscal
year, Pakistan imported $5.7 billion worth of machinery, 40.8% higher than the
previous year.
However, imports of petroleum group have also started picking up pace after
a gradual increase in the price of crude oil in the international market. During the
first half, Pakistan imported $5 billion petroleum products, up by 11.2%.
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For fiscal year 2016-17, the government projected that exports would grow to
$24.75 billion and the import bill may remain at $45.2 billion. It had projected a
$20.5-billion trade deficit for the whole fiscal year. However, results for the first
seven months show that the deficit might touch $25 billon by the end of the fiscal
year.
The higher-than-projected trade deficit has increased the government‘s
reliance on foreign borrowings to meet its external account requirements. The
country‘s foreign financing requirements for this fiscal year are projected to be in
the range of $12 billion to $15 billion, depending upon the projections of exports
and imports.
It has already started tapping unconventional source of foreign borrowings
amid growing debt repayments.
The government closed the last fiscal year 2015-16 at an eight-year low level
of exports, which dropped to $20.8 billion despite preferential access to European
markets. The exports have been declining since the current government took over,
falling from $24.5 billion in 2012-13.
January
The trade deficit was alarmingly 75% more than the comparative period. The
trade deficit increased to about $3 billion in January, which was 75.2% or $1.3
billion more than the deficit recorded in January 2016.
Exports in January this year stood at $1.8 billion, showing a very nominal
growth of less than 1% when compared with last year, according to the PBS. In
absolute terms, exports were up by $13 million.
However, growth in imports jumped to 37.1%, as the bill grew to $4.7 billion
in January this year. The import bill was $1.3 billion more than last January‘s
imports.
Even on a month-on-month basis, the trade deficit widened to 7% in January
over December. In absolute terms, the trade deficit was roughly $3 billion. The
exports were up by 3% while imports grew at 5.6% rate.
Торговля в 2016 г., включая дефицит
Trade deficit hits $11.75 billion
The Nation. February 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Feb-2017/trade-deficithits-11-75-billion

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan‘s trade deficit during the current financial year has
reached $11.751 billion, the National Assemble is told.
In a written reply to the National Assembly yesterday, Commerce Minister
Khurram Dastgir Khan said that during 2016, the exports were $20.80 billion with
a decrease of 12 percent.
He said imports stood at $44.76b with a decrease of 2.32percent while the
trade balance for the year 2016 was minus $ 23.96.
From July to November, the exports stood at $8.18 billion with a decrease of
3.93 percent and the imports were recorded $19.94 billion.
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He said the export of Pakistan‘s value-added items decreased by 15.9 percent
since the year 2013-14. The value-added items had 73.22 percent share in the total
exports of Pakistan during the last financial year. Their share in global export
flows was 0.107 percent.
He told the court that yarn production increased by 1.35 percent and cloth by
0.21 percent during the last three years.
Replying a question, Dastgir said that the Indian human rights violations in
the Occupied Kashmir are being raised at different forums.
Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource Development Minister Pir Syed
Sadaruddin Shah Rashidi said 618,650 individuals were sent abroad by OEPs
during the year 2015-16, while the demand during the year 2015-16 was 812,074.
The assembly was told last week that the country‘s net public debt crossed the
Rs18.28 trillion mark, rising about 35pc during the tenure of the ruling PML-N.
This, the finance ministry told the house in response to a question from PPP
MNA Shahida.
―The volume of net public debt as on Sept 30, 2016 was Rs18,277.6 billion,‖
the ministry‘s said.
Total public debt stood at Rs13.48tr at the end of fiscal year 2012-13 —
almost three years ago. The major contribution to the increase in net public debt
came from an almost 40pc rise in domestic debt, which rose from Rs8.686tr at the
end of 2013 to Rs12.14tr at the end of the first quarter of the current fiscal year
(FY 2016-17), it was reported.
In the same period, foreign debt posted an increase of 28pc and went from
Rs4.796tr in 2013 to Rs6.14 trillion on Sept 30, 2016.

ЭКСПОРТ1
Рынок мяса для пакистанского экспорта сокращается (в первую
очередь арабские страны сокращают импорт)
Expanding meat export market
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, December 11th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375858/expanding-meat-export-market

MEAT exports continue to decline, falling by 18 per cent year-on-year to
$221 million in the previous fiscal year, mainly because of a narrow export market.
The six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) market, our largest meat
buyer, still offers much room for exports, but it is high time Pakistan explored
other export markets, including those in the Far Eastern, Central Asian and North
African regions.
Moreover, Pakistani exporters should also penetrate deeper into existing but
least-tapped non-GCC export markets, including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China,
Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, the United States, Britain
and Vietnam.
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Kuwait and Qatar have recently ramped up live sheep imports from
Australia and even the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has started purchasing sheep
from there in a big way. Qatar is sourcing 93pc of its total sheep imports from
Australia as well, market reports suggest. Rising imports of Australian sheep into
the GCC region has reduced their need for import of sheep meat.
Qatar has also opened a dairy farming facility with plans to import and keep
14,000 cows. According to a Reuters report, Qatar will be meeting all its dairy
requirements through domestic sources by April 2018, though the country is
currently importing meat from various sources and may have to continue limited
imports even in the next year and afterwards.
―All this is a big threat to growth of Pakistan‘s exports of sheep and goat
meat to the GCC,‖ warns an official of Al-Shaheer Corporation, a leading meat
processing and export company.
The GCC countries — which include Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Qatar,
Oman and Bahrain — have long been major buyers of Pakistani meat. But Kuwait
and Qatar are now importing more live sheep as their domestic slaughtering
facilities have expanded.
Saudi Arabia and the UAE are importing meat mainly from the US and
Australia, but also from Brazil and France. Australian and American companies
supplying certified halal meat are also meeting a part of meat import requirement
of Oman and Bahrain.
The GCC countries have long been major buyers of Pakistani meat. But
Kuwait and Qatar are now importing more live sheep as their domestic
slaughtering facilities have expanded
Having said that, demand for Pakistani meat in GCC countries is still huge,
both because they are our traditional buyers and because more than 3.5m
Pakistanis live there.
―But tapping this demand is becoming difficult for two reasons. First, the
Pakistan Halal Authority certification process is a bit slow and, second, meat
processing and packaging in our country is not catching up fast with that of
advanced nations like the US, Australia and New Zealand,‖ another leading
Karachi-based exporter points out.
Pakistan‘s exports of meat and its products fell more than 20pc to 61,516
tonnes in the previous fiscal year. The value of these exports dropped 18pc to
$221m.
Officials of the Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) and
exporters say the exports volume fell mainly owing to lower shipments of frozen
meat to the GCC region, where suppliers from the US, Australia and New Zealand
did a better business.
Another reason for the decline in meat exports was that domestic demand
remained high with an increase in income levels and a rise in craze for meat-based
fast food, exporters say.
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Growing sales of packaged meat at major chains of superstores at prices
with enough built-in margins for meat processors have also facilitated larger
domestic sales in recent years.
Exporters say they have been making efforts for the past two years to
penetrate into the meat markets of the Far East, and have sold a few million dollars
of meat to Hong Kong and Malaysia.
But they lament that they don‘t get any meaningful help from Pakistan‘s
foreign trade missions in these countries. In the last fiscal year, meat exporters
succeeded even in reaching out to far-flung African countries like Kenya and
Senegal, non-traditional European markets like Poland and Italy, and Mexico.
Exporters say meat exports to these and similar countries are very small in
volume, but could be increased with support from the TDAP and foreign trade
missions.
Pakistan‘s meat exports comprise mainly beef, mutton, lamb and their
products. The country also exports live poultry birds, its processed meat and its
products, but poultry export earnings stand nowhere compared to the exports of
beef and mutton.
In the last fiscal year, exports of poultry birds earned about $3.5m and
exports of poultry meat fetched $4.5m, far higher than $1.9m and $2.3m a year
earlier. While live poultry birds were mostly exported to Afghanistan, the bulk of
poultry meat went to Vietnam, according to TDAP officials.
But imports have also been growing amid an expanding network of foreign
food franchises that use imported chicken.
In the preceding fiscal year, imports of live poultry birds cost Pakistan
$9.6m, up from $8.8m a year ago. Imports of poultry meat, however, remained
comparatively lower at $136,000 compared to $117,000 a year earlier, according to
the State Bank of Pakistan.
Trade deficit of poultry birds and poultry meat can be reduced by bringing
down the recently increased duties on the import of ingredients of poultry feed and
by providing a suitable export subsidy, officials of the Pakistan Poultry
Association say.
The UAE has already lifted an eight-year-old ban on poultry imports from
Pakistan, and at Pakistan Expo 2017 held last month in Lahore, Big Bird — a
poultry farming company owned by a leading political family in Pakistan —
clinched some export deals.
Новый министр торговли обещает экспорт до 35 млрд. долл.
New face, old promises: Minister terms $35b export target realistic
The Express Tribune, August 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1475103/new-faceold-promises-minister-terms-35b-export-target-realistic/

LAHORE: Freshly inducted Federal Minister for Commerce Muhammad
Pervaiz Malik said on Saturday the government, in collaboration with the private
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sector, will prioritise efforts to achieve the ‗realistic‘ export target of $35 billion by
2018.
The minister gave the assurance to Saarc Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Vice President Iftikhar Ali Malik in a meeting.
He said the commerce ministry would enhance cooperation with the
Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry, its affiliated
chambers and trade associations to address the traders‘ woes.
Iftikhar Ali Malik said he would play his part in undertaking reforms for
boosting trade, increasing exports and attracting investments through improved
business viability in the country.
He assured the minister of full cooperation on behalf of the business
community by endorsing and supporting the positive steps taken by the
government for trade promotion.
―The export target can only be achieved if exporters are refunded taxes worth
Rs300 billion deposited by them with the government as an assurance that export
earnings will be repatriated to Pakistan,‖ he added.
―A rise in exports will help the government boost its revenues and invest in
the development of the country,‖ he said, deploring that Pakistan‘s exports were
stagnant whereas other regional countries had moved ahead.
The minister, after hearing suggestions, advised members of the business
community to make forward planning in view of the opportunities presented by
mega regional development projects, especially the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor and Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India gas pipeline.
―These mega projects, coupled with development of infrastructure in the form
of motorways and upgrading of Gwadar port, will open new avenues of economic
activities in the country,‖ he added.
Пакистан сможет юбольше эксопртировать рис
Pakistan could eat India‘s share of basmati rice exports
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
13th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456663/pakistan-eat-indias-share-basmati-rice-exports/

2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan could target India‘s basmati rice share in the global
market, a likelihood sparked by stringent policies placed by the European Union
(EU) on the presence of hazardous pesticides in the commodity, said an official.
From January 1, 2018, all countries that export basmati rice to the EU must
bring down the maximum residue limit (MRL) level for Tricyclazole, a pesticide,
to 0.01 mg per kg. Up till now, the EU was accepting 0.03 mg per kg from
different countries, including India.
Pakistan‘s rice exports suffer as govt looks the other way
The chance that Pakistan could eat up a share of India‘s market comes from
the fact that the country‘s farmers do not use such chemicals to protect their crops.
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However, Indian farmers widely use the pesticide under scrutiny and
exporters fear that up to 95% of basmati shipments could take a hit by the new
regulation.
Since new EU regulations could completely choke off Indian basmati exports,
an Indian government delegation is leaving for Brussels this week to discuss the
restrictions.
On the other hand, a Pakistani basmati exporter says this presents an
opportunity to grab India‘s market share, because it will at least take two cycles to
reduce the consumption of Tricyclazole in the country.
―Pakistan currently exports 100,000 tons of basmati to the EU a year, which
can go up to 250,000 tons per annum after EU regulations,‖ Matco Foods Pvt
Limited Director Faizan Ali Ghori told The Express Tribune.
India, the world‘s biggest exporter of basmati rice with a share of about 70%,
exported 350,000 tons of basmati to the EU worth $268 million in fiscal year 201617.
Raising Rs1 billion from the stock market
Meanwhile, Matco Foods – one of the leading basmati rice exporters in
Pakistan – is expecting to raise Rs1 billion through the Initial Public Offering
(IPO) it has planned for around September this year.
The company plans to invest the proceeds in its two rice glucose plants in
Karachi. Rice glucose is the main ingredient for pharmaceutical, confectionery,
and juice industries.
―We want to move towards value added products to increase exports,‖ said
Ghori.
The company exports rice to over 60 countries.
Matco‘s first rice glucose with a capacity of 10,000 tons per annum is being
commissioned in Karachi at an investment of Rs350 million. The other factory will
have a capacity of 20,000 tons that will be set up in the next one to two years.
The company will prefer international markets as it expects to fetch as much
as $11,000 per ton against a price range of just $400-$500 per ton in the domestic
market, Ghori said, adding that there is a growing demand in western markets for
rice glucose.
Currently, there are two rice glucose factories in Pakistan – both in Karachi
due to proximity to ports and export markets.
Matco‘s management believes the demand for rice glucose will increase
because it is not genetically modified and safer for children. At present, over 90%
domestic demand of pharmaceutical and confectionary industries is being met by
corn glucose.
CPEC opens avenues for agri-exports
―There is so much room for diversification in rice exports because Pakistan
does not make value added products from rice that have huge domestic as well as
international demand,‖ he added.
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Правительство намерено выделить 180 млрд. рупий на развитие
экспорта
Govt announces Rs 180 billion package to boost exports
Daily Times. 11/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/11-Jan-17/govt-announcesrs-180-billion-package-to-boost-exports

18-month plan envisages abolition of customs duty and sales tax on import of
cotton, man-made fiber other than polyester and the textile machinery
ISLAMABAD: The government has announced the country's biggest export
package worth Rs 180 billion to enhance foreign trade. The package envisages
abolition of customs duty and sales tax on import of cotton. Similarly, customs
duty on man-made fibre rather than polyester and sales tax on import of textile
machinery has also been abolished.
Under the package, duty draw back rates for textile garments would be 7%;
textile made ups 6%; processed fabric 5%; Yarn and grey fabric 4%; sports goods,
leather and footwear 7% respectively. This package will continue for the period of
18 months from 1 January 2017 to 30 June 2018. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on
Tuesday said that the package would help achieve the objective of export-led
growth while announcing trade enhancement initiatives at the Prime Minister
House.
There were many challenges including terrorism, lawlessness, energy
shortage, poverty and unemployment when the present government assumed
power. He said his government took bold measures to face these challenges and an
all round improvement was visible.
The prime minister said dozens of power plants are being installed under the
CPEC project, and many others besides were being financed by the government of
Pakistan. He further stated that 10,000 MW of electricity would be added to the
system by next year and 30,000 MW within the next few years.
Nawaz Sharif said the Government decided to fund Bhasha Dam from its own
resources which would generate 4,500 MW of electricity. He said its power house
would be built under CPEC. "Pakistan Railways is also being revamped and
upgraded with an investment of $8 billion," he added. The premier said that the
improvement plan envisages halving the distance between Karachi and Peshawar.
He said his Government had announced a package for agriculture and today a
package for industry had also been provided. He hoped that development of these
sectors would help overcome problems like unemployment, illiteracy and poverty
and put Pakistan on the fast track to success.
In his speech, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said the Prime Minister has
accepted all demands of the business community. "Government is providing liberal
incentives to the business community and it is now the responsibility of the
exporters to increase the exports significantly", he added.
After announcement of package from Prime Minister, Minister for Commerce
Khurram Dastgir while addressing to media said that this was the country's biggest
trade enhancement package announced by the premier and most of the incentives
were related to the country's exports.
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The trade minister said that those exporters could avail this opportunity whose
exports would be more than 10 percent in fiscal year 2017-18 comparable to 201617. "We are hoping for a $3 billion dollar increase in two years after
implementation of this package" Dastgir added. Khurram Dastgir further stated
that banking relations would be reinstated with Iran in the next ten days and this
would help the government boost the country's exports.
Экспорт ювелирных изделий увеличится под влиянием действия FPCCI
Export of gems, jewellery boosts under new FPCCI leadership
Parvez
Jabri.
Business
Recorder.
6
January
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/business-a-economy/334012-export-of-gems-jewelleryboosts-under-new-fpcci-leadership.html
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KARACHI: All Pakistan Gems Merchants and Jewellers Association
(APGMJA) pins high hopes with the newly elected body of Federation of Pakistan
Chambers of Commerce and Industry; led by Zubair F. Tufail as President FPCCI
and sees a visible increase in gems and jewellery exports.
Being jubilant on the sweeping victory of United Business Group (UBG) in
FPCCI for third consecutive year of FPCCI annual elections, APGMJA's
Spokesman Kashif-ur-Rehman -- who is also member of FPCCI Executive
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Committee - was very confident that new office bearers team would successfully
carry forward UBG's mission of economic prosperity in the country through
industrial revolution and capturing regional and international markets with cost and
quality competitiveness.
He praised patron-in-chief of UBG and former president FPCCI, S. M.
Muneer and Chairman UBG Iftikhar Ali Malik for picking right people to lead this
apex trade body of the country.
Zubair F. Tufail would prove the best captain in steering FPCCI towards its
goals. He is a very professional and competent businessman having a good rapport
with the concerned government functionaries.
FPCCI has been playing very dynamic role for promotion of trade and
industry in the country besides guarding the interests of the business community.
Kashif-ur-Rehan said All Pakistan Gems Merchants and Jewellers
Association had many initiatives on the cards for boost the production and find
new international markets for gems and jewellery Pakistani products under the
leadership of FPCCI President Zubair F. Tufail and Chief Executive Officer, Trade
Development Authority Pakistan (TDAP) S. M. Muneer who had been already
extending all possible support and facilitation to this new emerging industry.
"APGMJA is trying its best to find maximum and easy access for its members
to international markets," he re-assured.
APGMJA's Spokesman told that at present the main export destinations of
Pakistani gems and jewellery are United States of America, United Arab Emirates
and United Kingdom.
He said this industry had a big potential to grow and significantly contribute
to exports of the country.
However, he added, it needed more incentives and facilitation from the
government. In India, this industry had become one of its major industries.

ИМПОРТ1
Усилия правительства по сокращению импорта не увенчались успехом
Govt efforts to reduce imports unlikely to yield significant results
The Express Tribune, October 18th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1534031/govtefforts-reduce-imports-unlikely-yield-significant-results/

KARACHI: Government efforts to reduce Pakistan‘s import bill will bear
fruit only marginally, a local brokerage house reported on Tuesday.
Serious measures such as imposition of additional regulatory duties on
hundreds of non-essential goods will only result in a reduction of $1-2 billion in
imports, Topline securities estimated.
The estimated reduction in imports, however, is equivalent to mere 2-4% of
total imports of $53 billion in last fiscal year 2016-17 (FY17).
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This will not be enough to contain the ballooning current account deficit
(CAD), which is fast eating up Pakistan‘s foreign exchange reserves and may
badly impact the country‘s ability to service its foreign debts going forward.
Pakistan‘s first coal import terminal begins operations
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has notified updated regulatory duties
on non-essential import items. A total of 731 non-essential import items have been
included in the notification. ―As per our analysis, 331 new items have been notified
while 307 items are subject to higher regulatory duty in the range of 5-30%,‖
Topline Securities said in comments to its clients.
―As per initial estimates, the above measures may help curtail annual
imports by $1-2 billion besides generating additional taxes,‖ the brokerage house
said.
It said the latest measures would not meet the purpose and the government
would have to take other measures as well to control the deficit.
These measures may include rupee depreciation – which seems unlikely in
view of the government‘s repeated refusals, hike in interest rates, amnesty
schemes, revisiting the Free Trade Agreement with China and increase in taxes, the
brokerage house added.
Earlier, the government had announced incentives for exporters to reverse
the country‘s declining export trend and enhanced the cash margin requirement for
imports of several goods in January, but the measures have so far failed to make a
significant impact.
The key imported items included in the notification are mobile sets,
automobiles, furnace oil, ceiling fans, rubber for tyres, betel nuts, air conditioners,
refrigerators and ceramics.
Impact on cars, home appliances
In the auto category, additional regulatory duty on used automobiles of lowengine size has not been notified as per initial impression.
The enhanced regulatory duties would however be collected on new motor
cars (of engine capacity 1,000cc-1,300cc), used motor cars (higher than 1,800cc)
and all types of mini-vans, SUVs and Jeeps.
―Our estimate suggests that around 4,000 imported new automobiles worth
$100-200 million and close to 60,000 used cars worth $300-500 million come into
Pakistan every year,‖ Topline Securities said.
Away from Gulf, Pakistan set to import oil, gas from Central Asia
―The above measures will not have a major impact on local car assemblers
as low engine size used cars are not in the notification. High-end car producers like
Honda Car (HCAR) and Indus Motor will marginally benefit given higher import
duties on new completely built units (CBUs),‖ it said.
―Higher regulatory import duty on appliances including refrigerators and air
conditioners will not have a significant impact on local appliance manufacturers as
imports account for less than 5% of local sales,‖ the brokerage house further said,
adding that there is no change on major steel sector items.
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Импорт сжиженного газа возрос в 2016/17 г. почти на 1 млрд. долл.
Imports of LNG double to $965m.
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, June 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337229/imports-oflng-double-to-965m

KARACHI: The import volume of liquefied natural gas (LNG) doubled in the
first 10 months of 2016-17, increasing the overall petroleum bill by 25 per cent.
The import of LNG may have eased the gas shortage. But the rising arrivals
of other petroleum products and crude signal that the import bill will balloon
further in coming months.
Pakistan signed a long-term agreement with Qatar for LNG imports to address
the gas shortage and generate electricity.
The agreement was signed in February 2016 with the assurance from Qatar
that it would provide Pakistan with LNG worth $1 billion annually. The deal was
criticised for lack of transparency as the government did not initially furnish
pricing and other details. However, LNG imports have yet to reach $1bn.
In the first 10 months of 2015-16, LNG imports were worth $443 million.
They doubled to $965m in the same period of the current fiscal year, which
suggests the annual import bill may touch $1bn. The LNG import bill was $579m
in 2015-16.
It was reported that the annual contract quantity for 2016 was 2.25 metric
tonnes while the price of each cargo was 13.37pc of Brent.
A recent report by the State Bank of Pakistan reveals that the oil import bill
has been increasing despite lower oil prices in the international market. It rose
25pc to $8.64bn in the first 10 months of 2016-17.
In view of a persistent electricity crisis and upcoming elections, the
government is under pressure to increase power generation and improve the
distribution network. The PML-N government promised to eliminate loadshedding
with the help of LNG-based power plants when it came to power in 2013.
The power crisis persists despite the government‘s efforts to close the 6,000megawatt generation gap by doubling LNG imports.
The government claimed LNG-based electricity would cost 9.50 US cents per
kilowatt hour (kWh) compared to 18 US cents per kWh of diesel-based electricity.
However, the impact of the reduced cost of electricity was not passed on to
consumers.
Electricity produced through local gas costs approximately 7.50 US cents per
kWh.
Импортзамещение в Пакистане (китайские товары заполонили Пакистан)
Import substitution
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With eyes fixed on the bonanza that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
promises to bring, a comprehensive plan has been devised to attract investment,
primarily in import substitution manufacturing in the areas of domestic advantage.
According to the Board of Investment (BoI), consumer items, most of which
are imported from China, stand first in line to be encouraged at the SEZs.
The $12.099bn import from China in 2015-16 shows a big scope for import
substitution as most of the imported products require simple technology.
Electronic appliances, rubber tyres, pharmaceutical items, plastic toys,
tupperware, earphone, bulbs, handbags, stationery — are already being imported
from China in bulk.
The BoI is targeting foreign direct investment of $24bn for the next three
years.
The plan aims to set up nine Special Economic Zones (SEZs) across the four
provinces and special areas. This is part of a policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue.
The plan aims to set up nine SEZs across four provinces and special
areas as part of an import substitution policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue
Pakistan spends millions of dollars every year on importing consumer items
like value added food products, personal care, home appliances and other
household items.
The import of selected consumer goods surged from $1.283bn in FY 2013 to
$1.749bn in FY 2015.
In the early 1980s, the import substitution policy was replaced by exportoriented industrialisation which instead created an import-oriented economy.
In this background, the BoI has identified a total of 41 sites in the four
provinces for SEZs to be connected with the CPEC. The list of these zones was
shared with the Chinese authorities.
A senior BoI official said that consultation has been initiated with all
stakeholders, including the provinces, for finalising an import substitution
incentive package for industries in these SEZs, applicable to both local and foreign
investors.
The ministry of industries and production has already identified industrial
sectors and sub-sectors. ―All these are in the draft stage and have not been finalised
as yet‖, the official said, adding ―We have requested the Chinese authorities to
inform of their expectations from the package as well‖.
Under the SEZ Act 2012, the government can offer an income tax holiday for
10 years along with duty exemption on machinery imports.
So far seven SEZs are operational in the four provinces. Products produced in
the SEZs are mostly consumed in the domestic market.
The SEZs listed as priority are Punjab-China Economic Zone, Bostan
Industrial Zone (Balochistan), China Special Economic Zone, Dhabeji, Thatta
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(Sindh), Rashakai Economic Zone (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Moqpondass SEZ
(Gilgit-Baltistan), Bhimber Industrial Zone (Azad Jammu and Kashmir) and ICT
Model Industrial Zone (Islamabad).
The official said the government will declare all these zones as SEZs after the
completion of all formalities. Under the law, the government can declare any area
of more than 50 acres as a special economic zone.
According to the BoI official, the government will provide gas, water,
electricity and other facilities in these zones.
The industries to be set up in the SEZs can also export their products
especially to Central Asian States and Middle East. The duty and taxes paid on raw
materials will be refunded in case of export proceeds.
Пакистан в 2016 г. импортировал генераторы на сумму в 283 млрд.
рупий (2.7 млрд. долл.).
Pakistan imports generators worth Rs 283 billion in 2016
Daily Times. 22/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/22-Jan-17/pakistan-importsgenerators-worth-rs-283-billion-in-2016

KARACHI: The government could not fulfill its promise of resolving the
power crisis in 2016 as the country imported Rs 282.5 billion worth of power
generating machinery in the said year.
Despite claims by the government of bringing improvement in the energy
crisis, power generating machinery's demand soared as Pakistan spent Rs 172.9
billion on the import of power generating machinery during July-December of the
current fiscal, showing 110 percent growth over same period of last fiscal.
This exorbitant rise clearly indicates that the demand for power generating
machinery is continuously putting pressure on the import bill of Pakistan, as
precious foreign currency is utilized for the import of generators. It is to be noted
that Pakistan's monthly average bill for power generating machinery stood at $52
million by 2012, however the lingering power outages pushed this bill gigantically
up to $225 million in December 2016.
The government was continuously claiming addition of significant electricity
on the national grid last year, but the statistics indicate that the country is still
struggling to prevail over the shortage of energy. New fiscal year is still witnessing
a gloomy situation in terms of persisting power shortages, which has led to 12 to
15 hours power load shedding per day in the country.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)'s first quarterly report for the fiscal year
2016-17 (FY17) said that the country's import bill grew in current fiscal year led
by an increase in machinery imports, the rise in non-oil imports more than offset
the decline in Petroleum Oil Lubricants (POL) imports in the period. Machinery
imports surged by 60.0 percent year on year (YoY) in the first quarter of FY17 and
reached $ 2.7 billion, surpassing POL imports during the period.
In fact, 94.3 percent of the increase in overall imports in the period was due to
the rise in machinery imports, the SBP added. A surge in investment in power
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generation and distribution infrastructure boosted demand for power generation
and electrical machinery. Construction activities related to China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects also put an upward pressure on imports of
products like cranes, weighing machinery and compressors, and vacuum pumps,
the report added.
Пакистан на 3-м месте по импорту растительного масла для готовки
Pakistan becomes third-largest importer of cooking oil
The Express Tribune, January 22nd, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1302877/highconsumption-pakistan-becomes-third-largest-importer-cooking-oil/

KARACHI: Pakistan has become the third largest importer of cooking oil
after China and India, a statement said on Saturday.
―The import of crude and refined cooking oil has increased to 2.6 million tons
per annum in Pakistan,‖ Westbury Group Chief Executive Rasheed Jan
Mohammad said at a one-day conference on edible oil.
Balance of payments: Current account deficit widens 92%
Pakistan also imports 2.2 million tons oil seeds every year, he said.
Imports help the country meet around 75% of its domestic needs. The
remaining need is met through locally produced banola and mustard oils.
Pakistan imports crude and refined cooking oils (palm and palm olein) mainly
from Malaysia and Indonesia and brings in soybean oil from North America and
Brazil.
Jan Mohammad said approximately 30% of the import bill is comprised of
taxes that traders pay at Pakistan‘s sea ports. ―The government should rationalise
the taxes,‖ he said.
Dr James Fry, Chairman of LMC International, a research institute of the UK,
said fluctuation in production, demand and price of edible oils has a direct link
with crude fuel oils in the world. ―The production and supply of palm oil would
increase in 2017,‖ he projected.
The statement issued by Pakistan Edible Oil Conference (PEOC) quoted
speakers at the conference, saying that Pakistan needs to set up one more import
terminal at sea ports to keep the flow of goods smooth.
Apparel sector: Govt urged to withdraw duty on cotton yarn import
They said that Pakistan has so far invested Rs50 billion in import, processing
and storage industries of edible oil. They estimated a similar quantum of
investment in the years to come. Trade Development Authority of Pakistan Chief
Executive SM Muneer said revival of the local economy, increased disposable
income, surging demand for cooking oil and rising population have created
opportunities for more investment in the edible oil industry in Pakistan.
Zubair Tufail, President, Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and
Industry, said that per-capita consumption of cooking oil in Pakistan is among the
highest in the world.
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He said Malaysia and Indonesia remained two big sources of import of the oil
into the Pakistan. He asked Malaysia and Indonesia to increase investment in the
edible oil industry in Pakistan, as they can take benefit of transit trade to
Afghanistan and Central Asian countries via Pakistan.
Outstanding bills: Disruption in oil supplies to power plants feared
Sheikh Amjad Rafique, a speaker at the conference, said Malaysia has
imposed taxes on export of oil to Pakistan. ―This is a negation of the Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) between Pakistan and Malaysia,‖ he said.
He said the Pakistani government needs to engage with Malaysia to remove
this anomaly and exploit full benefit of the agreement in place.

ВНЕШНЯЯ ПОЛИТИКА1. ВНЕШНЕЭКОНОМИЧЕСКИЕ СВЯЗИ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Внешняя политика Пакистана
Pakistan‘s foreign policy, cross-country trade and internal security: For
better or for worse?
Anam
Saeed.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
7,
2017.
https://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/58010/pakistans-foreign-policy-cross-country-trade-andinternal-security-for-better-or-for-worse/

This digression in foreign policy was given the final push at the recent
United Nations (UN) summit where Trump blatantly questioned Pakistan‘s role in
the war against terror.
Is Pakistan‘s foreign policy in mayhem or is it a work in progress? This is a
tough question for any political analyst. On one hand, the dwindling Pakistan-US
relationship has drawn a lot of unsolicited criticism, while on the other, the
increasing cooperation between China, Russia and Pakistan is claimed to be a
stepping stone to country‘s long-term growth.
Pakistan has recently been under a lot of fire since Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
has clearly stated that Pakistan will neither fight the US-Afghan war on its own
soil nor will it be used as a scapegoat. Abbasi stated,
―Nor can we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the
suffering of the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan, and other regional countries.‖
This explicit statement might have revolted a few officials, but this had been
implicitly in place since the time Donald Trump had chosen a stringent and rough
route for Pakistan. The implications of this policy can be grim or affirmative for
the local economy and internal security, depending on the politicians‘ long-term
vision and negotiation power.
First, we need to analyse why Pakistan has swerved away from a proAmerican policy towards regional cooperation. Since 9/11, Pakistan has been
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playing a pivotal role in the US-Afghan war against terrorism and this has
reportedly cost the nation a whooping total of $123 billion and thousands of lives.
After sacrificing a whole lot, the country anticipated sympathy, however,
contrary to those expectations, Pakistan is still facing a strong backlash from the
global powers. The global community has repeatedly criticised Pakistan for
providing ‗safe havens‘ to militant groups and not dealing with internal security
issues effectively. In these critical times, China and Russia have been the only
global powers which have openly lauded Pakistan‘s sacrifice and also hinted
towards new horizons of a regional cooperation. This digression in foreign policy
was given the final push at the recent United Nations (UN) summit where Trump
blatantly questioned Pakistan‘s role in the war against terror.
The official, who requested not to be named given the sensitivity of the
issue, told The Express Tribune that Pakistan could not be taken for granted any
more. The official said,
―On the one hand, you literally humiliate us and undermine our sacrifices in
the fight against terrorism, and at the same time expect us to entertain US
delegations that too at the time of their choosing. This will not work anymore.‖
This was recently communicated at the official level when Acting Assistant
Secretary of State for South and Central Asia, Alice Wells‘s visit to the foreign
office was cancelled a few hours before her arrival. Pakistan has now diverted its
focus towards building stronger ties with China, Russia and Turkey and this socalled newer axis or alliance can open doors to trade and help the highly ‗indebted‘
country economically.
Around this time, when the country has a twin deficit, Pakistan needs to
adopt an outward and open policy that is lucrative and attracts cross-country trade.
So far, a bigger chunk of Pakistan‘s exports is coming from the US, which has not
helped in alleviating the debilitating trade deficit. Initiatives such as the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) offer Pakistan a lot more regional cross trade,
economic stability and employment opportunities, and hence require a diversion in
Pakistan‘s foreign policy as well. Similarly, the trade with Russia, which is so far
limited to arms, can further be extended towards cross-country investments and
lead to a diverse trade split in Pakistan‘s income.
However, will this regional bond threaten already worsening relationships
with the US or India? Let‘s first take a look at the internal security threat in
amalgamation with the trade outlook of the country.
When it comes to internal security, Pakistan has been repeatedly criticised
for harbouring militant groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), Haqqani network
etc. These groups are a source of instability in Afghanistan and have been used as a
perennial point of condemnation by the US. On the other hand, Indians have been
assuming that the revolts in Kashmir are triggered by ‗Pakistan‘s internallysponsored terrorist groups‘, which directly puts Pakistan in the line of fire.
Although the nation‘s internal security is still highly gullible, there are
operations such as Zarb-e-Azb and Radd-ul-Fassad in place to deal with such
groups. Also, with a strong military involvement in the political scenario and
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tightening economic opportunities, Pakistan can‘t afford to breed or feed these
organisations. In these circumstances, Russian and Chinese applause and support is
a positive sign for Pakistan and clearly signals towards the future outlook of the
political and regional alliances.
Now that we have established how the economic outlook and internal
security both point towards a regionally cohesive and open policy towards China
and Russia, let‘s see what the shortcomings within our own vision are.
Pakistani politics have always had an unspoken yet a dominant military role
and this has often resulted in apathetic politicians with little or no interest in
establishing a long-term goal for Pakistan‘s economy. The military has been
following stringent security policies and effectively dealing with the border
insurgencies and disputes, which includes the recent Line of Control (LoC)
shootings and Kashmir turmoil. But the perennially inauspicious relationships
between the government and the military has always hindered the formation of any
conclusive economic policy.
Political leaders haven‘t yet taken any step towards strategically opening up
our economy to develop a sustainable growth plan for the country. Abbasi‘s
statements and notions also depict a lack of clarity in terms of utilising these new
regional alliances for the benefit of the country‘s economy. Except for heavy
borrowing and an increasing deficit, he has failed to fully recognise the potential
ties between countries such as China, Russia, Malaysia, Singapore etc. Similarly, a
long-term vision and plan is needed to diversify Pakistan‘s credit base and
infrastructure.
CPEC is one example of what can be initiated with more economies. It
seems that Pakistan is on the right track of diversification of trade and ties,
however, a stable and dedicated political environment with sustainable policies can
yield better results.
Внешняя политика Пакистана с соседями должна определяться
экономикой
A pragmatic foreign policy
Ishrat Husain (former governor of the State Bank of Pakistan). Dawn, September 30th,
2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360858/a-pragmatic-foreign-policy

PAKISTAN has decided to opt for a paradigm shift in its foreign policy. It
has also for the first time wisely used its strategic location for deriving long-term
economic benefits for the people of this country, particularly in the face of the
heightened risk of shrinking foreign capital flows from Western bilateral or
multilateral sources.
CPEC should be the beginning of a long overdue process of using economic
interests rather than politics as the pivot for our relationships with our neighbours.
China‘s own example should guide us. Despite political disputes, China‘s trade
with India is worth $100 billion annually. It has single-mindedly pursued economic
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integration with the region and the world and that is why it is the world‘s largest
goods exporter.
For the last 70 years, we have suffered much by deploying our locational
advantage purely for political purposes. A strong economy is a precursor of strong
security. In the mid 2000s, with the economy doing well, the government was able
to create a Rs100bn fund for acquiring the latest equipment and transfer of
technology for defence production. This fund could not be replenished as the
economy has been on a downward drift since then. Our technical capacity and
expertise in producing arms, missiles, tanks, aircrafts and submarines has improved
but the binding constraint is the absence of finances.
Our relationships with our neighbours should be determined by economic
interests rather than politics.
We have to begin with our region. Our strategic assets in neighbouring
countries should be trade, investment, infrastructure projects and human resource
development. Afghanistan‘s government and its people are unhappy with
Pakistan‘s role in their affairs. With a landlocked country, they are dependent on
our ports for their international trade. If we had built roads and highways that
facilitated and reduced their cost of transportation, it would have made them
happy, while our exports would have increased significantly. By investing between
$1bn and $2bn in Afghanistan, India has earned the gratitude of the people and
successive Afghan governments. President Trump has used India‘s economic
muscle as an ingredient in his recently announced policy on Afghanistan.
We can assist Afghanistan in human resource development through a free
student and faculty exchange programme whereby Afghan students could be
enrolled in our leading universities and professional colleges, and some of our
higher educational institutions could set up their campuses in Kabul, Kandahar,
Herat and Mazar-i-Sharif. Our common cultural ties are a big enabler in this
regard.
A growing economy creates stakes and opportunities. An educated middle
class forms the backbone of a vibrant economy and that is what has eluded
Afghanistan for the past four decades. Their alienation is not going to dissipate
immediately but our continued sincere efforts would eventually bring about a
difference. Pakistan‘s future stability is closely linked with peace and better living
conditions in Afghanistan.
Peace in Afghanistan and improved relations would also open up vistas for
trade, energy corridors and economic cooperation with the Central Asian
Republics. During my tenure as World Bank director for these countries, we had
calculated that Gwadar would be the most cost-effective route for transport of
imports and exports for these countries. This can be achieved by constructing link
roads between them and CPEC‘s western route. Friendly relations between
Afghanistan and Pakistan would be of immense value in expediting
implementation of the Casa hydroelectric project exporting power from Tajikistan
and Kyrgyzstan. The Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline, or Tapi,
would be similarly resuscitated. These countries are keen to establish close
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economic relations with Pakistan given the complementarity between their
economies and ours.
Iran is another neighbour with whom we have had volatile relations for a
variety of reasons. This has contributed to the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project
not having materialised as yet. There are legal ways in which we can go ahead with
this project. Iran is also a cheap source of electricity for districts on the Makran
coast as well as for many manufactured goods. Formal trade has suffered because
of smuggling but official channels can replace the practice if cross-border transit is
facilitated through better roads and transport facilities and a banking presence. Iran
needs goods which we can supply at very competitive rates if transport and transit
arrangements are strengthened. Increased trade activities would also help improve
standards of living in the adjoining districts of Balochistan.
Finally, despite all the difficulties, we have to revive Pakistan-India trade.
There is a consensus that both countries would benefit from normalisation of trade
relations. We had already reached this point in early 2014 after successful
negotiations between the then Indian commerce minister Anand Sharma and his
Pakistani counterpart Khurram Dastgir Khan. But we got jinxed once again, just as
in December 2012 when the cabinet had approved the summary for phasing out the
negative list. The defence ministry had concurred with this opening up on both
occasions.
The popular theory that the army is opposed to trade with India is not borne
out by facts. We cannot and should not abandon our principled stand on Kashmir,
but at least by delinking trade from the overall relationship we may be able to
make some headway. Businessmen are quite keen to do so but there are strong
views on both sides opposed to this idea. Lowering of tensions can follow if there
are constituencies in each country for the other. Mistrust and suspicion can only be
overcome when regular exchanges and communications take place and stakes are
created. What stakes could be higher than nurturing financial interests?
Unfortunately, the Modi government has taken a highly unreasonable stance,
repeating the mantra of terrorism, but this is a myopic view inimical to India‘s own
aspirations of becoming an economic power. Despite these insurmountable
difficulties, it is in Pakistan‘s interest to avail any possible opportunity to
normalise trade relations with India.
The above scenario sketches the possibilities of turning our strategic location
from being a source of grief and infamy to becoming a major driver of Pakistan‘s
economic uplift. But this cannot happen without a broad consensus such as that on
CPEC, ie between all political parties and between the civilians and the military.
Economic security should henceforth become the main pillar for national security
and foreign policy.
Речь Аббаси на 72 сессии Генассамблеи ООН (главное)
Pakistan won't be a 'scapegoat' in Afghan war, PM Abbasi tells UN
General Assembly
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Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359305/pakistan-wont-be-ascapegoat-in-afghan-war-pm-abbasi-tells-un-general-assembly

Pakistan refuses to be a ―scapegoat‖ for Afghanistan's bloodshed or to fight
wars for others, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi told the United Nations on
Thursday.
Addressing the UN General Assembly, Abbasi did not explicitly criticise US
President Donald Trump's new strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia but made
clear his displeasure with the renewed onus on Pakistan.
―Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global
counterterrorism campaign, it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the
military or political stalemate in Afghanistan,‖ Abbasi said.
―We are not prepared to be anyone's scapegoat,‖ he said.
Full text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN here.
―What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan's
soil. Nor can we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the
suffering of the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries,‖
he said.
Abbasi said that 27,000 Pakistanis have been killed by extremists since the
launch of the US war on terror after the September 11, 2001 attacks.
He called for a priority on eliminating extremists, including from the militant
Islamic State (IS) group and Al Qaeda, in Afghanistan but ultimately a political
solution with the Taliban.
He said that Pakistan had fought the war against terror from its own resources
with economic losses estimated at over US$120 billion.
―Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our National Action Plan
against terrorism and extremism,‖ he reiterated.
US and Afghan officials have long accused Pakistan of playing a double game
and maintaining ties with extremists.
Trump, unveiling a new strategy last month, pledged to take a tougher line on
Pakistan — making public what had long been more private US frustrations.
Trump has sent thousands more US troops into Afghanistan in a bid to defeat
the Taliban, reversing his previous calls to end America's longest-ever war.
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani in his own speech to the United Nations
appealed to Pakistan for dialogue, saying that the neighbours can work together to
eliminate extremism.
Taliban 'safe havens' not in Pakistan
Prime Minister Abbasi reiterated in his speech that Taliban 'safe havens' are
not located in Pakistan "but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban
in Afghanistan". He said cross-border attacks did occur, but those were mostly
conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists from the "safe havens" across the border.
―To end all cross-border attacks we ask the Afghan government and the
Coalition to support and complement Pakistan's ongoing efforts to strengthen
border controls and monitor all movement across it.‖
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The prime minister said the people of two countries had suffered the most
from four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan, blighting
Pakistan with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs and millions of
refugees.
―They have set back our economic development by decades. Even today,
Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees,‖ he said.
Prime Minister Abbasi said, ―No one desires peace in Afghanistan more than
Pakistan‖. However, after 16 years of war in Afghanistan, it was clear that peace
would not be restored by the continuing resort to military force.
―Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the Afghan Taliban, can impose a
military solution on each other.‖
He said Pakistan believed that the urgent goals in Afghanistan should include
concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al Qaeda and
their affiliates, including the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar,
which was recently declared a terrorist organisation by the Security Council.
He suggested promotion of negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan
Taliban — in the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format
— to evolve a peaceful settlement in Afghanistan.
India's human rights violations in Kashmir 'war crimes'
Abbasi, who took office last month after his predecessor Nawaz Sharif was
disqualified from office by the Supreme Court, used his UN address to renew
Pakistan's condemnation of India's rule in held Kashmir.
Accusing India of ―massive and indiscriminate force‖ in held Kashmir,
Abbasi urged an international investigation and warned of escalation on their
military frontier, the Line of Control.
―Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC, or
acts upon its doctrine of limited war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and
matching response,‖ he said.
He was referring to an Indian strategic doctrine, rarely discussed openly, of a
limited military response on Pakistan that is intended to stop short of triggering a
nuclear reprisal.
Human rights violations by India in India-held Kashmir clearly constitute war
crimes and violate the Geneva Conventions, Abbasi said, adding that India refuses
to implement the UN Security Council resolution on Kashmir that mandates a UNsupervised plebiscite for the people of Jammu and Kashmir "to freely decide their
destiny".
"India's deployment of 700,000 troops in IHK to suppress Kashmiri
movement is the most intense foreign military occupation in recent history," he
said, according to a tweet by Foreign Office spokesmanNafees Zakaria.
Abbasi said Pakistan urges the international community to call on India to halt
pellet gun attacks on unarmed Kashmirs, stop "use of rape as instrument of state
policy", end media blackouts, rescind its "draconian emergency laws", and free all
Kashmiri political leaders.
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"We ask that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High
Commissioner for Human Rights send an inquiry Commission to occupied
Kashmir."
'Pakistan developed nuclear weapons after India did'
The prime minister said Pakistan, confronted by a "hostile and increasingly
militarised neighbour", had been obliged to maintain the capability for credible
deterrence.
He said Pakistan had developed its nuclear weapons only when those were
introduced in the region by its neighbour.
―Our strategic assets are vital to deter oft-threatened aggression. They are
tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely acknowledged by experts.‖
He said the world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on
a non- discriminatory basis.
'Rohingya ethnic cleansing an affront to humanity'
The prime minister said the renewed East-West tensions might engulf Europe
in another Cold War, while peace and prosperity in Asia was threatened by
emerging big powers' friction and rising tensions in South, East and West Asia.
Abbasi said the Middle East was wrecked by war and violence — in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere. Terrorist violence has intensified across the Middle
East and Africa and other parts of the world, he added.
―There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine,‖ he said and pointed out
that Israel's prolonged occupation and expansion of illegal settlements might lead
to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
He said rising racism and religious hatred is erecting physical walls and
psychological barriers between nations and peoples.
―The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of
humanity but also challenges our collective conscience,‖ he said.
'We seek good relations with all states'
Abbasi in his speech termed climate change a new and existential threat to
mankind's future. He said the multiplying extreme climate events were global and
indiscriminate.
"As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe that it is
in our collective interest to pursue and realise the goals of the Paris Agreement," he
said.
Prime Minister Abbasi shared with the world body that Pakistan's economy
had recorded a "remarkable" turnaround in the past four years. He said the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would further contribute to the economic
upsurge.
―Pakistan's integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide a
firm foundation for Pakistan's rapid economic development.‖
With 207 million youthful population, he said, Pakistan is confident that an
economic strategy anchored on rising incomes, consumption and production would
propel it towards greater prosperity.
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―To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace
within our country and security around our borders,‖ he said.
―We seek good relations with all states on the basis of sovereign equality,‖ he
remarked.
Полный текст Выступления Аббаси на 72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Complete text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN General Assembly
Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359314/complete-text-of-pmabbasis-speech-at-un-general-assembly
Let me first congratulate Mr. Miroslav Lajcak on his election as the President of the 72nd
session of the General Assembly. I am confident that his long experience in public service and
international relations will be an asset in successfully guiding this august Assembly to address
the imposing challenges of security, development and governance that confront the world today.
Mr. President,
For over 70 years – despite the Cold War, the nuclear arms race and scores of regional
conflicts – our world was able to avoid a global conflagration. This can be ascribed in large
measure to the adherence by most States to the prohibition of the use or threat of use of force
except under the authority of the UN Charter.
Unfortunately, the principles of the UN Charter have been progressively eroded in the new
millennium. In recent years some countries have displayed a growing proclivity to resort to
unilateral force and intervention against other States. Coercion and threats have emerged again
as the main currency in the management of inter-state disputes and differences.
Renewed East-West tensions may engulf Europe in another Cold War. Peace and
prosperity in Asia is threatened by emerging big power friction and rising tensions in South, East
and West Asia.
The Middle East is wracked by war and violence – in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere.
Although Daesh appears to have been weakened in Iraq and Syria, terrorist violence has spread
and intensified across the Middle East and Africa and other parts of the world.
There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine. Israel‘s prolonged occupation and
expansion of illegal settlements may lead to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
The legitimate struggle for self-determination of the people of Jammu and Kashmir
continues to be brutally suppressed by India‘s occupation forces.
Rising racism and religious hatred – manifested in xenophobia and Islamophobia – is
erecting physical walls and psychological barriers between nations and peoples even as our
world becomes increasingly interdependent.
The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of humanity but also
challenges our collective conscience.
While the pillars of world order are being eroded, the imperative of international
cooperation – to address poverty, disease, climate change, nuclear proliferation, terrorism and
forced displacement – is intensifying.
Today, more than ever, we need the United Nations to provide the parameters, processes
and platforms for global cooperation that is essential to address the wide ranging challenges to
peace, security, and development.
Pakistan welcomes the efforts launched by Secretary General Antonio Guterres to
revitalize the United Nations‘ capabilities in Peace and Security, Development and Management.
We are also committed to reform that transforms the Security Council into a more
representative, democratic and accountable body rather than an expanded club of the powerful
and the privileged.
Mr. President,
Pakistan celebrated the 70th anniversary of its independence last month. This month marks
the 70th anniversary of Pakistan‘s membership of the United Nations.
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Pakistan‘s commitment to the principles of the United Nations is evident from the long
record of its constructive role in the initiatives and contributions that have shaped the decisions
and discourse at this world body on decolonization, development, trade, international law,
human rights, refugees, peacekeeping, security, disarmament and the United Nations‘ budget and
management.
Pakistan has consistently been one of the world‘s top troop contributors to UN
peacekeeping. We will remain on the frontlines of peacekeeping and continue to offer
professional and well-trained personnel to the United Nations, despite our own security
challenges.
Mr. President,
Our adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter flows from the declaration of
our Founding Father, Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah who said: ―Our foreign policy is
one of friendliness and goodwill towards all nations of the world‖.
Unfortunately, from day one of its creation, Pakistan has faced unremitting hostility from
its eastern neighbor. India refuses to implement the unanimous resolutions of the UN Security
Council, which mandate a UN supervised plebiscite to enable the people of Jammu and Kashmir
to freely decide their destiny.
Instead India has deployed nearly 700,000 troops in occupied Kashmir to suppress the
legitimate struggle of the Kashmiris to exercise their right to self-determination. This is the most
intense foreign military occupation in recent history.
As in the past, today the Kashmiri people are waging a heroic and popular struggle to rid
themselves of India‘s oppressive rule. They come out in the streets daily to call on India to leave
Kashmir.
India has responded with massive and indiscriminate force to suppress the Kashmiris,
shooting indiscriminately at children, women and youth. Hundreds of innocent Kashmiris have
been killed or injured. Shotgun pellets have blinded and maimed thousands of Kashmiris
including children. These and other brutalities clearly constitute war crimes and violate the
Geneva Conventions.
Pakistan demands an international investigation into India‘s crimes in Kashmir. We ask
that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights send
an inquiry Commission to occupied Kashmir to verify the nature and extent of India‘s human
rights violations, secure the punishment of those responsible and provide justice and relief to the
victims.
Pakistan also urges the international community to call on India to: halt pellet gun attacks
and other violence against unarmed demonstrators; stop the use of rape as an instrument of state
policy; end media blackouts; rescind its draconian emergency laws; and free all Kashmiri
political leaders.
Mr. President,
To divert the world‘s attention from its brutalities; India frequently violates the ceasefire
along the Line of Control in Kashmir. Despite over 600 violations since January this year
Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC, or acts upon its
doctrine of ―limited‖ war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and matching response.
The international community must act decisively to prevent the situation from a dangerous
escalation.
Mr. President,
The Kashmir dispute should be resolved justly, peacefully and expeditiously. As India is
unwilling to resume the peace process with Pakistan, we call on the Security Council to fulfill its
obligation to secure the implementation of its own resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir.
To this end, the UN Secretary-General should appoint a Special Envoy on Kashmir. His
mandate should flow from the longstanding but unimplemented resolutions of the Security
Council.
Mr. President,
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Let me reiterate, Pakistan remains open to resuming a comprehensive dialogue with India
to address all outstanding issues, especially Kashmir and discuss measures to maintain peace and
security. This dialogue must be accompanied by an end to India‘s campaign of subversion and
state sponsored terrorism against Pakistan, including from across our western border.
Mr. President,
Apart from the people of Afghanistan, Pakistan and its people have suffered the most from
four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan. These wars have
blighted our country with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs as well as an
influx of millions of refugees. They have set back our economic development by decades. Even
today, Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees. No one desires peace in Afghanistan
more than Pakistan.
From 16 years of the ongoing war in Afghanistan, it is clear that peace will not be restored
by the continuing resort to military force. Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the Afghan
Taliban, can impose a military solution on each other. The international community – as
expressed in several United Nations resolutions – has concluded that peace can be restored in
Afghanistan only through a negotiated settlement.
Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global counter terrorism
campaign it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the military or political stalemate
in Afghanistan. We are not prepared to be anyone‘s scapegoat. Taliban ―safe havens‖ are located
not in Pakistan but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban in Afghanistan.
Yes, cross border attacks do occur. These are mostly conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists
from ―safe havens‖ across the border. To end all cross border attacks we ask the Afghan
government and the Coalition to support and complement Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts to
strengthen border controls and monitor all movement across it.
What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan‘s soil. Nor can
we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the suffering of the people of
Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries.
Pakistan believes that the urgent and realistic goals in Afghanistan should be: One,
concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al-Qaeda and their affiliates
including the TTP and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, which was recently declared a terrorist organization by
the Security Council.
Two, promote negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan Taliban – in the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format – to evolve a peaceful settlement in
Afghanistan.
These two steps offer the most realistic prospect of restoring peace and stability in
Afghanistan and our region.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism credentials cannot be questioned. After 9/11 it was Pakistani
efforts that enabled the decimation of Al-Qaeda. Pakistan‘s military campaigns have succeeded
in clearing our tribal areas of almost all militant groups.
We took the war to the terrorists. We have paid a heavy price. Over 27,000 Pakistanis
including 6,500 military and law enforcement personnel have been martyred by terrorists. 50,000
Pakistani nationals have been injured, including 15,000 army personnel, many of whom have
lost their limbs.
Mr. President,
We have fought the war against terror with our own resources. Pakistan‘s economic losses
are estimated at over $120 billion. Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our National
Action Plan against terrorism and extremism. Defeating terrorist violence is vital to realize our
overriding priority of rapid economic and social development.
Mr. President,
Terrorism is now a global phenomenon, which must be addressed comprehensively. We
see two major gaps in the global counter-terrorism strategy. First, the international community
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has failed to address the issue of state sponsored terrorism. This is an instrument of choice of the
agents of chaos and aspiring hegemons. In several regions, stability will be difficult to restore
unless State sponsored terrorism is condemned, prohibited and punished.
Second, to eliminate terrorism, its root causes must be addressed. These are not only
poverty and ignorance; terrorism is even more an extreme response to real or perceived political
and other grievances, including foreign intervention, oppression and injustice. Unless such root
causes are addressed, it will be difficult to counter the twisted narrative of terrorist groups.
Mr. President,
Confronted by a hostile and increasingly militarised neighbor, Pakistan has been obliged to
maintain the capability for credible deterrence. My country developed nuclear weapons only
when these were introduced in our region by this neighbor. Our strategic assets are vital to deter
oft-threatened aggression. They are tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely
acknowledged by experts. The world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Mr. President,
Climate change poses a new and existential threat to mankind‘s future. Extreme climate
events are multiplying: Their consequences – flooding in Texas, landslides in Nepal and Sierra
Leone, devastation in the Caribbean and Puerto Rico, disappearing Himalayan glaciers – are
global and indiscriminate. As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe
that it is in our collective interest to pursue and realize the goals of the Paris Agreement and
build a new and greener model for growth and development.
Mr. President,
Growth and development remain the primary objectives of the developing countries. The
United Nations‘ Sustainable Development Goals represent the most ambitious development
agenda in history. The development challenge has become more imposing due to the combined
constraints of climate change, rising protectionism, fraying international cooperation and
proliferation conflicts.
The vision of shared growth – spelt out in Chinese President Xi Jinping‘s Belt and Road
initiative – offers a solid path to prosperity and a model of South-South cooperation worthy of
emulation.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s economy has recorded a remarkable revival in the past four years. The ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will further contribute to our economic upsurge. This will
expand exponentially as the Pakistan-China partnership extends beyond energy and
transportation to many other sectors.
Pakistan‘s integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide a firm
foundation for Pakistan‘s rapid economic development. With a youthful population of 207
million people, we are confident that an economic strategy anchored on rising incomes,
consumption and production will propel Pakistan towards greater prosperity.
To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace within our
country and security around our borders. We seek good relations with all States on the basis of
sovereign equality. We will respond positively to all offers of friendship and cooperation.
Mr. President,
We are poised at a critical inflection point in history. The world order that has prevented a
global war for over 70 years is under threat. Yet, revolutionary advances in science and
technology, the immense capacity for global investment, production, consumption and trade,
especially in the developing countries, and the availability of structures and mechanisms for
collective action offer an opportunity, unprecedented in human history, to address the diverse
challenges that we face today. It is here, through the United Nations, that the peoples of the
world can seize the opportunities to achieve our shared vision of a more just, peaceful and
prosperous world.
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I thank you, Mr. President!

Настало время пересмотреть внешнюю политику Пакистана, - заявил
мининдел Хаваджа Асиф.
Time to reset foreign ties
Dawn,
foreign-ties

September

9th,

2017.

https://www.dawn.com/news/1356474/time-to-reset-

NECESSARY and desirable, a reset of foreign policy is possible — if the
government approaches the issue sensibly, cooperatively and with a genuine intent
to effect change. Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif has spoken candidly and
persuasively about the key flaws in Pakistan‘s foreign policy and the need for
change. In truth, since the end of the Afghan war of the 1980s, the country‘s
foreign policy has been characterised by ad hoc decision-making and an excessive
militarisation of national and security interests. Relations with neighbouring
countries other than China have ranged from relatively cool to outright hostile,
while the inconsistency in ties with the US is yet again on full display. Foreign
policy experts would be hard-pressed to find an overarching constructive theme in
Pakistan‘s ties with the outside world; a logical trade and regional connectivity
agenda has languished as security fears have dominated.
If a new foreign policy vision is to be developed, the principles underpinning
the country‘s approach to the outside world need to be fleshed out cooperatively
across national institutions. In theory, the government‘s approach of having the
Foreign Office initiate proposals that will be debated by the National Security
Committee and approved by parliament is sound. It contains the possibility of
frank civil-military dialogue and a joint institutional response to the country‘s
challenges on the external front. But much will depend on how meaningful the
engagement is on both sides. Experience suggests that sweeping public criticism of
the military establishment‘s worldview triggers reactionary condemnation of the
civilians‘ perceived lack of seriousness in matters of national security. The
Constitution requires and democracy demands that civilians lead policy debates, a
reality that must be acknowledged by the military establishment. In return, the
civilians should demonstrate a more sophisticated understanding of national
security and foreign policy considerations and accept that military input on policy
matters can be helpful.
There is also a very real constraint: time. Having wasted four years by
refusing to appoint a full-time foreign minister and failing to strengthen the civilian
institutions that could develop a new approach on the external front, the PML-N
government must now move swiftly. Army chief Gen Qamar Bajwa‘s message on
Defence Day recently in which he rightly asserted that the state must have a
monopoly over violence — an implicit rejection of all non-state militant groups —
can be combined with Foreign Minister Asif‘s admission of past failures by the
state to form a new platform for Pakistan‘s engagement with the outside world.
The platform must be an unequivocal rejection of any form of militancy and a firm
commitment to regional cooperation and trade. Certainly, Pakistan‘s desire for
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peaceful relations with, for example, India will not be immediately reciprocated or
easily achieved. Nevertheless, a foreign policy reset is a necessity for Pakistan.
Пакистан должен быстро менять свою внешнюю политику, - считает
мининдел Асиф
Pakistan needs a swift policy shift: Asif
Shafqat Ali. The Nation. September 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Sep2017/pakistan-needs-a-swift-policy-shift-asif

New foreign policy narrative evolved at envoys‘ conference. Says we are the
only country winning the war on terror
ISLAMABAD - Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammed Asif said on
Thursday that the world was in a whirlpool and Pakistan needed to readjust its
position without any delay.
―We have no time. Pakistan needs to change its direction swiftly. We are
undergoing a seismic shift,‖ he told a news conference on the conclusion of a
three-day envoys‘ conference here.
Asif‘s comments come after US President Donald Trump on August 20
warned that Washington will ―no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for
terrorist organisations‖.
―Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with our effort in Afghanistan,‖
Trump said, and issued a veiled threat: ―It has much to lose by continuing to
harbour criminals and terrorists.‖
Trump‘s statement angered Pakistan as the civil and military leadership
reminded him of the country‘s enormous sacrifices in the war on terror.
Later, US Ambassador David Hale met National Security Adviser Nasser
Khan Janjua to clarify the US position. He maintained that Trump did not blame
Pakistan for failure in Afghanistan.
Although the envoys‘ conference is a regular feature, Trump‘s speech and
the mention of some terror outfits - allegedly operating inside Pakistan - at the
BRICS summit in Xiamen, multiplied its importance.
BRICS is an organisation for cooperation among world‘s five emerging
economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
Pakistani envoys in various countries including the United States, Russia,
China, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Afghanistan, Iran, and India participated in the
conference which started on Sept 5. Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi chaired
the final session on Thursday.
Amid the envoys‘ meeting, Pakistan and Afghanistan agreed to build
cooperation and meet on the sidelines of UN General Assembly. Foreign Minister
Asif spoke to Afghan Foreign Minister Salahuddin Rabbani over phone the other
day to discuss bilateral issues.
At the news conference, along with Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua, Asif
referred to the ‗unprecedented‘ geopolitical changes taking place in the world.
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―Maybe these changes did not even witness after the Second World War.
New alignments have been made, strategic policies are dictating nations‘
interests,‖ he said.
―We have to quickly adjust our direction. We need to review these
situations,‖ he held.
Asif said Pakistan‘s ambassador to US Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry gave a
detailed briefing at the envoys‘ conference on Trump‘s statement and his new
South Asia policy.
―We now better understand the different dimensions of the problem.
Washington policy is not new. It has a 50-60 years history which is gradually
unfolding. Pakistan has only incurred losses and haven‘t gained much in the war
on terror,‖ he contended.
The foreign minister warned that Pakistan did not have much time. ―The
developing regional situation does not give us too much time. The matter is urgent.
There is a difference between our and world‘s thinking,‖ he said.
Asif said that Pakistan had to determine a new but ‗correct direction‘ in the
backdrop of emerging alliances.
The minister said that a new foreign policy narrative had been evolved and
―this would be finalised after input by the National Security Committee and the
Parliament.‖
He said that the new narrative was aimed at bridging the gap in the
perception of Pakistan and some members of the international community on the
issue of fighting terrorism.
Asif said Pakistan was the only country winning the war against terrorism.
He said Karachi, Waziristan, Khyber, and Bajaur were peaceful and the situation
was constantly improving.
He said the envoys had in-depth discussions on the new policy of the US for
South Asia and Pakistan‘s relations with neighbouring countries especially India.
―Pakistan‘s High Commissioner to India Sohail Mehmood also briefed the
conference about Pakistan-India relations,‖ he added.
The minister said Pakistan will raise the Kashmir issue at all forums and
expose India‘s brutalities in the held territory. ―We will highlight the Kashmir
issue at the UNGA,‖ he said.
He said China had not allowed India to include many controversial points in
the BRICS declaration. ―China is our friend. I will meet the Chinese counterpart
and discuss the regional situation,‖ he said.
Asif, later in the day, flew to Beijing to discuss the foreign policy and the
future strategy. He will hold talks with his Chinese counterpart Wang Yi today
(Sept 8) and is expected to exchange views on Trump‘s speech.
The foreign minister will also visit Russia, Iran, and Turkey before joining
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi for the UNGA session.
To a question, Asif said: ―The outfits named in the BRICS declaration have
already been banned by Pakistan. We have unanimity of views with China on the
anti-terror war.‖
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Asif said Pakistan had good ties with Saudi Arabia and Iran and will further
improve the relations in the future. ―(Former prime minister) Nawaz Sharif tried to
improve ties between these two nations (Saudi Arabia and Iran) but the efforts did
not bring desired results,‖ he remarked.
About his telephonic talks with the Afghan counterpart, he said: ―We had
positive discussion. We want friendly ties with Afghanistan but our national
interest is always the top priority,‖ he said.
On the war of words between Pakistan‘s ambassador to US Aizaz Ahmed
Chaudhry and just-retired diplomat Abdul Basit, the minister said: ―The former
high commissioner (to India) has personal grievances. Abdul Basit is not part of
any government department now,‖ he remarked.
Asked to comment on Rohingya Muslims‘ plight in Myanmar, the foreign
minister said that the issue will be discussed during the forthcoming conference of
Organization of the Islamic Cooperation to be attended by President Mamnoon
Hussain.
Earlier, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi chaired the concluding
session of the envoys‘ conference in which the recommendations put forward by
the participants were finalised.
Addressing the participants, Abbasi reiterated there was no military solution
to Afghanistan issue. ―Trump‘s new Afghan policy will fail. We will not allow
bringing the war into Pakistan,‖ he said. The premier stressed India must be
stopped from using Afghan soil against Pakistan.
Besides others, Defence Minister Khurram Dastgir and NSA Nasser Khan
Janjua also attended the conference.
Смена премьер-министра не
внешнеполитический курс Пакистана

окажет

серьезного

влияния

на

Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36732. 30 июля, 2017.

Младший брат Наваза Шарифа, подавшего в пятницу в отставку с поста
премьер-министра Пакистана, является наиболее вероятным кандидатом на
пост главы правительства. Решение поддержать кандидатуру Шахбаза
Шарифа было принято на заседании руководства правящей в стране партии
«Пакистанская мусульманская лига» (ПМЛ). Шахбаз Шариф, который
является сейчас главой правительства провинции Пенджаб, может быть
назначен премьер-министром Пакистана, когда будет избран депутатом
национального парламента. По ряду данных, это произойдет через полтора
месяца. Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф объявил о сложении с
себя полномочий после того, как Верховный суд в пятницу признал его
несоответствующим занимаемой должности в связи с обвинением в
коррупции. Глава правительства отметил, что имеет «серьезные претензии» к
решению судей и будет использовать «все возможности, предусмотренные
Конституцией и правовыми нормами страны», чтобы оспорить решение.
Отметим, что вместе с ним постов по приговору суда лишились министр
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финансов Исхак Дар и зять Мухаммад Сафар, который был депутатом
нижней палаты парламента. Между тем генеральный прокурор Пакистана
Аштар Асаф Али сообщил журналистам в пятницу, что Наваз Шариф будет
исполнять обязанности премьер-министра до того момента, пока не получит
указаний на этот счет от президента. Он уточнил, что в соответствии со
статьей 190 Конституции Пакистана именно президент Исламской
Республики Пакистан принимает решение об отставке действующего
премьер-министра.
В этой связи эксперты задаются закономерным вопросом: каким
образом нынешние события окажут влияние на внешнеполитический курс
Исламабада и стоит ли ждать каких-то резких трансформаций? Начнем с
того, что практически все эксперты сходятся во мнении, что ПМЛ сохранит
свои господствующие позиции в парламенте и сможет сформировать
подконтрольное себе правительство даже несмотря на нынешний скандал.
Кстати, не первый в карьере Н.Шарифа, которого военные уже в 1992 году по
таким же примерно обвинениям от власти на пару с тогдашним президентом
Гулямом Исхак Ханом убирали. И это обстоятельство не помешало
Н.Шарифу в дальнейшем еще два раза возглавлять кабинет министров. На
этот раз армия соблюдает полный нейтралитет и отстраненность от
происходящего. Что же касается оппозиции, то она вряд ли сможет развить
какой-либо электоральный успех от нынешнего скандала, в том числе и по
причине того, что основной политический конкурент Н.Шарифа в лице
лидера партии «Тахрик-е-Инсаф» Имран Хан сам находится в качестве
объекта расследования Верховного суда. К тому же его позиции в самом
густонаселенном штате страны и электоральном бастионе ПМЛ Пенджабе
остаются крайне слабыми. Но главным преимуществом ПМЛ в предстоящем
голосовании остается конечно экономическая положительная динамика , что
и будет определять в большей степени выбор избирателей. За время
премьерства Н.Шарифа страна достигла несомненного прогресса.
Пакистанская экономика растет более чем на 5 процентов в год, а внутренний
ВВП составил 300 млрд долларов США. Запущен глобальной экономический
проект Экономического коридора КНР-Пакистан, который подразумевает
инвестиции в 62 млрд долларов США в инфраструктурные и энергетические
проекты. Сама по себе реализация этого проекта будет означать не только
окончательное решение проблемы дефицита электрической энергии, но
фундаментальный сдвиг в трансформации всей экономики. Эта общая
положительная экономическая динамика дает партии Н.Шарифа безусловное
преимущество на предстоящих выборах, несмотря на все коррупционные
скандалы, которые собственно считаются в пакистанской политической
жизни чем-то вроде само собой разумеющимся. В этой связи эксперты
называют трех основных преемников нынешнего премьера, которые с
большей долей вероятности возглавят будущий кабинет. Это уже
упомянутый выше брат премьера и губернатор Пенджаба Шахбаз Шариф,
министр обороны страны и серьезный функционер ПМЛ Шхваджа Асиф
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Мухаммад и спикер нижней палаты парламента Аяз Садик. И пока позиции
Ш.Шарифа выглядят наиболее перспективными, остальные кандидаты явно
играют «вторым номером» на случай непредвиденных обстоятельств типа
разрастания коррупционного скандала. Такой сценарий будет означать
преемственность нынешнего пакистанского курса на практически всех
основных векторах внешней политики Исламабада, начиная от продолжения
перманентной борьбы с Нью-Дели на всех фронтах, и заканчивая возросшей
активностью в Афганистане. Это означает, что пакистанская армия, которая
внешне дистанцирована от внтуриполитических баталий, тем не менее будет
продолжать играть системообразующую роль в зоне племен на пакистаноафганской границе, где проводятся уже две крупные общевойсковые
операции с наращиванием там сил и средств пакистанского силового блока.
Образование недавно в этом районе Управления кибербезопасности говорит
о том, что эти действия армии и спецслужб выходят на новый уровень.
Безусловно продолжится курс на укрепление альянса и с иранцами в
Афганистане, который позволит не только проводить совместные операции
против белуджей, но и в общем-то структурировать ситуацию в движении
«Талибан», стабилизировать ее и даже более того — создать устойчивую
модель сопротивления всем попыткам американцев и и их афганских
союзников переломить ситуацию в свою пользу. В этом скрытом пакистаноамериканском противостоянии на афганской площадке Исламабад будет
искать точки опоры среди иных региональных держав, а значит курс на
сближение с Россией и КНР в политико-экономическом плане через систему
двусторонних отношений и формат ШОС будет сохраняться на прежнем
уровне, и с большей долей вероятности — интенсифицироваться. То же
самое справедливо и по отношению к области ВТС с Россией, к чему
Исламабад стал проявлять повышенное внимание на фоне ухудшений
аналогичных отношений с США. В любом случае смена премьера и
коррупционный скандал окажут самое минимальное воздействие на
основные векторы внешнеполитической активности Исламабада.
Азия хочет создать альянс, подобный ЕС, но для других целей
(азиатский Парламент)
http://nua.in.ua/novosti/mir/aziya-xochet-sozdat-alyans-podobnyj-es-no-dlya-drugix-celej/.
Март 14, 2017.

14
марта
в
столице
Пакистана
Исламабаде
собрались
высокопоставленные представители 23 государств Азии. Об этом сообщило
информагентство Reuters.
По сведениям агентства, цель встречи – обсудить возможность создания
регионального сообщества, подобного Евросоюзу. Однако это подобие будет
только внешним и формальным.
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Как отметил глава Палаты представителей парламента Пакистана,
«создание альянса поможет Азии предотвратить движение в том
направлении, в котором движется капиталистический Запад».
Пакистан считает возможным создать Азиатский парламент, чтобы
противостоять западному империализму
‗Asia must decide its own destiny‘
The Daily Times. 15/03/2015/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/15-Mar-17/asia-must-decide-its-own-destiny

ISLAMABAD: Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani on Tuesday said Asia should
look within itself and must decide its own destiny as the white racism and Western
Imperialism are not going to solve its problems.
He said, "We, the parliamentarians of Asia, sitting here represent the people
are suffering, undernourished, are the object of poverty and victim of terrorism. If
we were unable to find indigenous solution for the problems of our own people
history will not forgive us."
He was addressing inaugural ceremony of Meeting of Special Committee for
Creation of Asian Parliament (SCCAP) and Standing Committee on Political
Affairs, Asian Parliamentary Assembly (APA).
The meeting is being hosted by Senate of Pakistan. More than 70 lawmakers
from 23 Asian countries are participating in the meeting.
Raza Rabbani said that nations have bilateral issues and regions have their
own conflicting interests; yet the Asians are represented at this forum. He said Asia
is a land of natural resources but they were exploited by Western imperialism. He
remarked that Asia still continues to suffer through neo-colonialism. He pointed
out the changed context of the world highlighting consequences of BREXIT and
US presidential elections. The chairman said that the rise of white racism is a threat
to Asia. He cautioned that Asia must counter this threat and look for its destiny. He
said, "The Asians will lose hope in their parliaments if our generation failed to rise
up to their expectations. The meeting is a positive beginning towards narrowing
our distances."He hoped that the meeting would produce good results.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq praised APA performance in
promoting unity and prosperity. He confirmed Asia as the engine of global
economy, nourishing the largest population of the world and contributing heavily
to the UN peacekeeping missions. He elaborated that democracies do not fight with
each other. He also noted that balance of power has shifted from west to east;
hence it is the Asian century and Pakistan strategically lies at the mid of it. People's
Assembly of Syrian Parliament Speaker Dr Hadiyeh Abbas believed that the need
for cooperation and solidarity is greater than ever before. The emerging challenges
of Asia cannot be resolved without the genuine cooperation of the hoped-for Asian
parliament.
Speaker of the National Assembly of Bhutan Lyonpo Jigme Zangpo said,
"Diversity has always been the mass-code of Asia and fragmentation of our
continent would never render to cooperation. The political landscape is changing;
hence, we should work for common vision and collaboration."
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"The SCCAP Committee must represent collaborated interests, commitment
and symbolise unity in sharing our resources. Our parliaments may vary in
working but we have similar goals strengthening parliamentary performance.
Asian Parliament has to be established to focus more on regional and International
issues and set aside bilateral issues."
Chhit Kimyeat, head of Cambodian delegation, also deliberated on the
importance of parliament in promoting peace and security in regional and global
affairs. He noted that political stability is indispensable in Asia. Thereby, peace
and security needs efficient peace mechanisms; hence, parliamentary system is
foremost to promote dialogue and cooperation. He added, "We must continue
friendship in Asia through APA, to cater our shared challenges. He added that that
we all have to resolve together for peace, prosperity, common legislation in Asia
and commitment to International Law." APA Deputy Secretary General Dr Ali
Khorram reminded the significance of parliaments for domestic and foreign
associations in light of post global order challenges and their implications for Asia.
He upheld that parliaments sustain sovereignty of State and plays vital role in
International and national apparatus. Therefore, Asian parliament is an idea
towards Asian integration. He informed that instead of excluding or blaming
others, all nations should work towards "Asian identity", paving way to shared
values and multi-culturalism, which can only be achieved through Parliamentary
cooperation. He further stressed upon the optimistic future of APA and Asia.
Senate Secretary Amjad Pervez welcomed the members. He said that during
the 9th plenary of APA, the Senate of Pakistan has been unanimously elected as
the SCCAP chairperson and vice president of APA Standing Committee on
Political Affairs. He explained that APA symbolises unity, cohesion, inter-faith
harmony and vehicle for change.
Пакистан невозможно изолировать от международного сообщества –
ОЭС, «АМАН-17» и проч.
Pakistan cannot be isolated
Hafsa
Khaled.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353610/pakistan-cannot-isolated/

March

13th,

2017.

There was a sense of purpose and renewal among the Economic Cooperation
Organisation (ECO) leaders when they gathered in Islamabad recently, to
participate in the 13th ECO Summit. The leaders gathered to pledge expansion of
trade, connectivity and economic relations in the region. For Pakistan, it was a
double celebration as the summit dispelled the negative endeavours of India
towards pushing Pakistan into isolation, the plans that fell flat on our neighbour‘s
face. By exacerbating the propaganda by using the Uri attack as a tool, India only
got successful in the cancellation of last year‘s Saarc summit. But the good news is
that Pakistan cannot be left alone because of its strategic importance and the bright
economic future.
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This was evident when Pakistan hosted multinational AMAN-2017 naval
exercises in which 37 countries took part including the US, China and Russia. The
international community is aware of the fact that isolating Pakistan will not be
beneficial for their own national interests as it is fast becoming a stronger economy
with a vast potential of being a beneficial foreign investment destination. Similarly,
by hosting the ECO Summit a positive signal has been sent. Pakistan hosted the
high-profile regional summit smoothly. Recently, there is a fresh wave of security
threat and the situation deteriorated to the point that a military-led national
operation had to be initiated. But the successful conduct of ECO and the PSL final,
demonstrated that the state can establish relative calm. With these events being
held successfully Pakistan has proved that it is able to deliver on its regional and
international hosting responsibilities.
The summit was attended by all 10 member states and the importance of
prosperity of the region was emphasised. The theme of the summit was
―Connectivity for Regional Prosperity‖ that focused on cooperation in the fields of
trade, energy and transport. It also adopted the Islamabad Declaration and Vision
2025. The declaration calls for development of transport and communication
infrastructure, facilitation of trade and investment, promotion of connectivity with
other regions, effective use of energy resources and undertaking measures for
making the ECO effective and efficient. Other than that the Islamabad Declaration
envisages doubling of the current level of intra-ECO trade in the next three to five
years through implementation of the ECO Trade Agreement and other ECO trade
arrangements.
The plans for enhancing the connectivity in the ECO region are convergent
with China‘s One-Belt-One-Road project and the CPEC initiative. By the initiation
of CPEC, there will be more availability of transit routes for the enhancement of
trade among the ECO members. Pakistan has already offered its ports and routes
for trade purposes. Pakistan has always sent a message of regional peaceful
coexistence and trade. This summit may become a small step towards the
establishment of an impressive regional vision. This can only be achieved when
meaningful actions are taken by the member states to support the talk of peace and
trade.
It was unfortunate that Afghanistan chose to downgrade its participation and
showed its grievances towards Pakistan. The ECO was a regional gathering and
Pakistan was only a host and this was not the appropriate forum to show the
displeasure on the border closure. Afghanistan should quit playing the role of a
spoiler at the behest of India, and should rather seek cooperative solutions. This
would be beneficial for its own interests because terrorism is a dilemma for both
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Both the countries should work together to establish
peace and Afghanistan should be more forward-thinking in its approach, instead of
pleasing India. Pakistan has proved its worth yet again and dismissed the notion
that it can ever be isolated. In fact, the presence of an array of international leaders
in Pakistan suggests that some neighbouring countries‘ agenda to isolate Pakistan
is a total failure and will not go too far.
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Оппозиция о промахах во внешней политике
Foreign policy has failed, opposition
Ijaz Kakakhel. Daily Times. 8/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/08-Mar17/foreign-policy-has-failed-opposition

Opposition members in Lower House say poor policies of government had left
Pakistan isolated at all international forums
ISLAMABAD: Opposition lawmakers on Tuesday flayed the government's
foreign policy, claiming that the government has totally failed to improve its
relations with the world, especially neighbouring countries.
They termed Pakistan's foreign policy a total failure, which, according to
them, isolated the country at international forum.
Speaking on motion which was moved by PPP MNA Shahida Rehmani to
discuss the foreign policy, the opposition members criticized the government for
not appointing a fulltime foreign minister.
"Pakistan relations with its neigbouring countries are getting deteriorating.
Pakistan's relations are also worsening with Iran while India is committing water
aggression on Pakistan. The government was interpreting CPEC as the solution of
every issue," Shahida maintained.
PTI legislator Dr Shireen Mazari pressed the prime minister to explain
Pakistan's foreign policy with India. She was of the view that if borders with
Afghanistan were sealed because the government believed that Afghan soil was
being used for terrorism in Pakistan then Wagah's border should also be closed.
Sahibzada Tariqullah of JI said Pakistan was passing through a critical phase
and unfortunately Pakistan had no permanent foreign minister.
"Especially Pakistan relations with Afghanistan were the major concerns
while Pakistan never had good relations with India," he observed.
He said a peaceful Afghanistan would ensure peace in Pakistan and the
government should take the Pakistan-Afghan relations seriously.
The lawmakers said closure of Pak-Afghan border would not help in
eliminating terrorism. They said that peace in Pakistan was imperative for peace in
Afghanistan. They demanded that the foreign policy should be reviewed and good
neighbourly relations, particularly with Afghanistan, should be promoted. They
also demanded that the government take input from the House for formulating the
foreign policy. They said an independent foreign minister should be appointed.
"Pakistan had the second safest border with Afghanistan which has become
unsafe now."
They also stressed on the requirement of image building of Pakistan before
the international community.
PPP's Shazia Marri said the government's stance on foreign matters had
discrepancies as the Foreign Office was saying one thing on closure of border with
Afghanistan while Defence Minister Khawaja Asif has another point of view. She
said the government has failed to run the portfolio of the foreign ministry. Several
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others, including Naeema Kishwar Khan, Sheikh Salahuddin and Jamshed Dasti
also took part in the debate.
PML-N lawmaker Abdul Qadir Baloch said Pakistan never had good relations
with Afghanistan since its inception. He said terrorists come from across the border
and as Pakistan could not conduct operation against the terrorists in Afghanistan so
sealing of border becomes the available option. He also defended the capabilities
of Sartaj Aziz and said fewer persons might compete with him as far as
competence was concerned.
Treasury members said ECO Summit was not only a success for Pakistan but
for the whole region and it would help boost trade. They said credit goes to the
government that China was investing $46 billion in Pakistan. They said many
countries have shown interest to join the CPEC. They said the government was
effectively highlighting the Kashmir dispute and atrocities being perpetrated by
Indian forces in Indian-held Kashmir at world forums.
Winding up the debate on foreign policy, States and Frontier Regions
Minister Abdul Qadir Baloch said negotiations were going on with Afghanistan.
He hoped that matters relating to border issues would be resolved soon. He said,
"Afghanistan has approached us and things were being discussed." He said
Pakistan was ready to remove reservations of Afghanistan. However, he said if
Afghanistan wanted to have relations with Pakistan as dictated by India, it was not
acceptable.
PTI lawmaker Ghulam Sarwar Khan questioned privatisation of three major
airports of Pakistan by the government.
PPP legislator Ayaz Soomro questioned what would be left for the
government when important departments (like airports) would be privatised.
Пакистан: приоритеты и вызовы внешней политики
Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. «ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА. Сетевой аналитический
журнал Института востоковедения РАН». 3.03.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7012

Основные направления внешней политики Исламской республики
Пакистан, ее приоритеты и вызовы со стороны региональных и мировых
игроков были обозначены по традиции в феврале 2017 г. советником
премьер-министра по внешней политике С. Азизом.
2017 год – год старта предвыборной кампании в стране (выборы должны
пройти в мае 2018 г.), поэтому можно подвести промежуточные
итоги политической деятельности правящей Пакистанской мусульманской
лиги Наваз (ПМЛ Н), возглавляемой премьер-министром Миан Мухаммадом
Наваз Шарифом.
В июне 2013 года центральное правительство определило следующие
приоритеты в области внешней политики: безопасность Пакистана,
основанная на политике невмешательства; мирное добрососедство, которое,
как предполагалось, позволит правительству сосредоточить внимание на
притоке в страну энергетических ресурсов для развития экономики; активная
торговля и привлечение инвестиций взамен предоставления помощи;
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использование геостратегического положения Пакистана в качестве актива
региональной интеграции; сотрудничество с международным сообществом в
борьбе с терроризмом.
Оценивая четырехлетие пребывания у власти ПМЛ Н, можно сделать
вывод, что далеко не все поставленные в 2013 году задачи выполнены
внешнеполитическим ведомством за этот период. Причины этого
руководство Пакистана связывает с рядом объективным факторов:
 формированием в последние годы многополярной системы мирового
порядка, что свидетельствует о неспособности какой-либо одной
страны или одного блока стран решать глобальные проблемы
безопасности и развития;
 усилением интроспективной политики в рамках международной
системы, примерами которой являются решение Великобритании о
выходе из состава ЕС и победа президента США Д.Трампа на выборах
в США;
 сдвигом мирового центра экономического развития в Азию с ее
быстрыми темпами роста, 40% мирового ВВП, половиной населения
земного шара и огромным потенциалом развития. Исламабад считает
21-ое столетие веком Азии.
Какую позицию занимает Пакистан в региональной и международной
системе координат и каковы основные направления его внешней политики?
По признанию руководителя МИДа С. Азиза, «региональный ландшафт
Пакистана остается сложным».
Вызовы планетарного масштаба усугубляются для Пакистана в
последние два года резким обострением отношений с соседними
Афганистаном и Индией, дистанцированием от него монархий Персидского
залива, ослаблением сотрудничества с малыми азиатскими странами-членами
СААРК, и, наконец, медленными темпами развития связей с государствами
Центральной Азии. Внешнеполитическим приоритетом в последние два года
остаются отношения с Китаем.
Вывод основной части военного контингента Международных сил
содействия безопасности (МССБ) из соседнего Афганистана в декабре 2014
года лишил Пакистан статуса прифронтового государства и, как
следствие, стратегического союзника США в борьбе с международным
терроризмом в регионе. Резко снизилась военная и экономическая помощь со
стороны Вашингтона и европейских стран. Подходы двух столиц (при
администрации Б. Обамы) расходились по ряду вопросов, включая
формирование процесса диалога между группировками вооруженной
оппозиции и правительством национального единства в Афганистане.
Пакистан оказался вновь ненужным США, как и в 90-е годы ХХ века после
вывода советских войск из Афганистана.
На рубеже 2014-2015 гг. Исламабад меняет стратегического партнера.
Подписание с Пекином в апреле 2015 года проекта Китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора (КПЭК) в рамках инициативы нового Шелкового
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пути подтверждает приоритет регионального направления в качестве
основного вектора внешней политики Исламабада на ближайшую
перспективу.
Характеризуя КПЭК как флагманский проект, Исламабад ставит две
приоритетные цели:
 рост ВВП страны на 3%, оптимизация торгового потенциал и
повысшение энергетической безопасности;
 выполнение функции катализатора экономической интеграции в
регионе, направленной на укрепление отношений с Китаем и
соседними государствами.
Разворот Пакистана в сторону региона ставил целью улучшение
отношений с ближайшими соседями – республиками Центральной Азии и
Россией, как на двусторонней основе, так и в рамках Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (ШОС). Планируется широкое развитие
торгово-экономических связей, а также совместные действия в борьбе с
терроризмом, экстремизмом и наркотрафиком.
Дипломатический успех администрации премьер-министра Наваз
Шарифа на китайском направлении «нейтрализуется негативным влиянием
отрицательных факторов» или вызовов, как их характеризует С.Азиз:
отношениями с пограничными Афганистаном и Индией.
В целях улучшения отношений с Афганистаном Пакистан предпринял
ряд мер, которые направлены на обеспечение собственной безопасности и
поддержание мирного добрососедства. К ним относятся: поддержка процесса
афганского примирения, меры пограничного контроля и пр. Но именно
подходы Исламабада, которые, по заявлениям официальных лиц Кабула,
ставят целью расширить зону своего влияния в Афганистане, полностью
отвергаются руководством этой страны.
Отношения с Индией намного сложнее. Пакистану не удалось
нейтрализовать ряд шагов Нью-Дели, направленных на изоляцию
Исламабада в регионе. Например, ее усилиями была отложена на
неопределенное
время
очередная
конференция
стран-членов
СААРК. Помимо нерешенности на протяжении почти семидесяти лет
Кашмирской проблемы, недавнего обострения ситуации на линии контроля,
Исламабад обеспокоен ростом военных расходов Индии. Это, по его
мнению, ведет к дисбалансу уровня стратегических вооружений в Южной
Азии.
Одновременно Исламабад бьет тревогу, призывая мировую
общественность избегать преференциального и дискриминационного
подхода при рассмотрении заявок Индии и Пакистана в Группу ядерных
поставщиков. В последние годы Индии удалось повысить свой авторитет на
международной арене и расширить торгово-экономические и военные связи
со странами Персидского залива, традиционной зоне влияния Пакистана.
Вызовы со стороны Афганистана и Индии, остроту и длительность
которых Исламабад не мог просчитать в 2013 году, «заставили» его также
отложить
на
неопределенное
время
реализацию
региональных
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проектов, планируемые маршруты которых проходят через территорию
Афганистана:
газопровода
Туркменистан-Пакистан-Афганистан-Индия
(ТАПИ), CASA 1000, Ирано-пакистанского газопровода и автомагистрали
Торхам-Джелалабад-Кабул.
Переформатирование внешнеполитических ориентиров Пакистана,
приоритет в которых отдан региону, на современном этапе подчинено
одному крупному проекту – КПЭК. Планируемые китайские инвестиции (51
млрд долл.) направляются в первую очередь в энергетический
сектор, инфраструктуру провинций, увеличение числа рабочих мест. В
полном объеме проект заработает к 2025 году. Но уже в настоящее время он
вызывает критику в первую очередь со стороны Индии (маршрут проходит
по спорным районам Кашмира и Гилгит-Балтистана). Таким образом, в
процессе реализации КПЭК формируется новый вызов для Пакистана –
поддержание режима безопасности самого трека, а также сухопутных и
морских границ страны.
Политика Пакистана в отношении Индии и Афганистана должна быть
пересмотрена
Ties with India, Afghanistan need tactful handling: Aizaz
SHAFQAT ALI. The nation. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/18-Feb-2017/ties-with-indiaafghanistan-need-tactful-handling-aizaz. February 18, 2017

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry on Friday said
that the conflicting relations with India and Afghanistan needed to be managed
―tactfully‖.
Chaudhry, while speaking at a discussion on ―Pakistan‘s foreign policy
challenges and opportunities‖ hosted by Air University here, said that unrest in
Afghanistan had affected Pakistan badly and had made the national security
vulnerable to various threats.
The foreign secretary, who will leave soon for Washington to take over as
ambassador to the United States, said that terrorism was the biggest challenge
facing Pakistan.
He said that Pakistan enjoyed good relations with the international community
at large to pursue a peaceful neighbourhood and to strengthen economic
cooperation.
His comments came as Pakistan blamed Afghanistan of providing safe havens
to the militant groups, especially Jamaatul Ahrar, which claimed responsibility of
recent wave of terror in Pakistan.
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz held a
telephonic conversation with the Afghan National Security Adviser, Hanif Atmar,
to protest against the use of Afghan soil against Pakistan.
Pakistan also believes India is pulling the strings and using the Afghan-based
groups to destabilise Pakistan.
Chaudhry said that Pakistan had excellent relations with China and Iran
however there was a need to manage ties with Afghanistan and India ―tactfully‖.
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―Unrest in Afghanistan affects Pakistan badly and makes the national security
vulnerable to various threats,‖ he added.
Chaudhry said that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) was
providing numerous opportunities for national development.
Emphasising the importance of the CPEC, he said that investment in
infrastructure and energy resources would play pivotal role for the development of
the whole country.
The secretary said that every challenge provided an opportunity.
―Once we identify the opportunities, we being a strong nation shall rise to our
strength among the nations of the world and shall achieve our objectives,‖ he
added.
Chaudhry spoke about the geo-strategic and political history of the post-cold
war era and vested interests of the super powers of the world in the region in
general and in Pakistan in particular.
He also threw light on the current state-of-affairs emerging on global politics
and its relevance and importance for Pakistan.
Air University Vice-Chancellor and former Air-Vice Marshal Faaiz Amir,
while speaking on the occasion said that the CPEC offered new kind of strategic
challenges to Pakistan that was needed to be addressed with a positive approach.
Основные направления внешней политики Пакистана – их озвучил
Сартадж Азиз
Strong and economically developed Pakistan 'an approaching reality':
Sartaj Aziz
Fawad Maqsood. 11.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/11/336832

KARACHI: Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
Saturday said that a strong and economically developed Pakistan is "an
approaching reality" due to strong counter-terrorism measures, internal reforms,
active pursuit of energy and infrastructure projects and prudent economic policies
pursued by the present government.
Speaking on the topic of "Pakistan's Foreign Policy: Challenges and
Opportunities" at The Pakistan Institute of International Affairs (PIIA) here, he
said that all foreign policy initiatives require a stable and supportive domestic
environment and across the board political consensus.
"I hope that will be forthcoming in the wider national interest," he added.
He said that the epicenter of economic development fast moving to Asia, and
it is widely predicted that the 21st century belongs to Asia.
The Adviser said parallel to these global trends, Pakistan's regional landscape
remains complicated. "On one hand, the phenomenal rise of China and its close
relations with Pakistan, combined with our improved ties with Russia have opened
the prospects that finally, Pakistan geo-strategic location can be converted from a
liability into an asset for economic development of the country.
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"On the other hand, this positivity is counter-balanced by India's continuing
policy to pressurize Pakistan, by sponsoring terrorism inside Pakistan to foment
separatism or by ceasefire violations on the LoC (Line of Control) in Jammu and
Kashmir to constrain Pakistan Army's ability to deploy more resources on the
western borders with Afghanistan.'
Sartaj Aziz said further complicating regional situation is uncertainty in
Afghanistan. "Since the reduction of ISAF forces, fighting has spread in different
parts of Afghanistan and the casualties suffered by Afghan security forces are
much higher.
These security challenges are compounded by political differences and
economic difficulties," he added.
Sartaj Aziz said that the most important achievement of the past three years
has been a major upgrade in Pakistan's relation with China.
"The flagship connectivity project with China is CPEC to optimize our
economic and trade potential," he added. He further said CPEC is also a catalyst
for regional economic integration.
"It will foster regional harmony and forge closer relations among China,
Pakistan and our neighbours," he added.
Besides CPEC, he said, Pakistan is also actively pursuing various other
regional connectivity projects like TAPI, CASA 1000, IP, and Torkham-JalalabadKabul motorway to take further advantage of Pakistan's geostrategic and geoeconomic disposition at the crossroads of three regions.
"Pakistan has also been able to improve relations with Russia and is then able
to take full advantage of the new geo strategic landscape in which the centre of
economic activity is shifting to Asia," he added.
The adviser said Pakistan is also committed to the SAARC process. "We
regret the postponement of SAARC Summit in Islamabad and hope that this
important regional organisation will not be held hostage by one country to suit its
own parochial agenda," he added.
Sartaj Aziz said, "We are strengthening our relation beyond our
neigbourhood, focusing on the Muslim World, East Asia and Europe. We seek to
deepen cooperation in areas of security, counterterrorism, promoting economic and
trade relations and seeking investment, which is essential for our economic growth.
"We are also utilising United Nations and other multilateral organisations to
promote our interests in areas of peace and security, sustainable development,
climate change, energy and food security.
"In the past two years, we have achieved remarkable success in countering
terrorism at a time when the world is still deeply worried about this menace.
Operation Zarb-e-Azb was started in June 2014 and National Action Plan launched
in January 2015 are receiving worldwide appreciation.
"The heroic efforts and sacrifices of our armed forces in Zarb-e-Azb
supplemented by intelligence based operations around all major urban centres,
Madrassah reforms and conviction of terrorists through military courts, have
weakened terrorists and extremists.
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"The resultant improvement in the security situation, specially in Karachi, has
brightened the investment climate.
As the energy shortages are overcome, specially for the industrial sector, the
growth of the economy has also recovered from a low of 3 percent in the period
2006 to 2012 to about 5 percent with good prospects of higher growth in the
coming years.
"The performance of Pakistan's equity markets and also in geo-politics has
been widely acknowledged by major rating agencies and global media leaders like
Forbs and Spectator.
"This turn around in the Pakistan economy can become a key positive factor
in further strengthening Pakistan relations with the Middle East and Africa in the
coming years."
Отношения Пакистана – Китай, США, Саудовская Аравия
My enemy‘s enemy
Irfan Husain. Dawn, February 11th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313989/myenemys-enemy

THE distance between Pakistan‘s three principal allies can be better measured
by the gulfs between their ideologies than by miles alone.
Indeed, one wouldn‘t be able to find three such disparate states as the United
States, China and Saudi Arabia if one looked. The one common element in their
policies seems to be a shared desire to somehow keep Pakistan afloat, despite its
best efforts to go under.
From Islamabad‘s perspective, each of these crucial relationships is
transactional as there are no cultural, historical or ethnic ties that bind us. While
Pakistan shares a religion with Saudi Arabia, there are no other common elements
to underpin our so-called brotherly bonds.
What binds Pakistan and China is an old adage.
Alliances, while based on national interest, are seldom permanent unless
layered in shared values. Thus, the US, Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand are referred to as the ‗five eyes‘ in security circles. Sensitive intelligence that
is not shared with other allies is exchanged among themselves because hostilities
between them are inconceivable.
Although the US has given and lent more money to Pakistan than China and
Saudi Arabia combined, and transferred billions of dollars worth of arms, it
currently has less influence in Islamabad than our other two allies. The reason is
that our military, despite being dependent on Washington for much of its modern
weaponry, is suspicious of it for a number of reasons.
Examine: The new Great Game
For one, Washington has always tried to curtail and limit our nuclear
programme, imposing sanctions from time to time. Then, it has objected to our
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frequent bouts of martial law, as well as voicing concerns over our poor human
rights record. Finally, its constant refrain that Pakistan should ‗do more‘ against
our snake pit of jihadis jangles in the ears of the very people who unleashed these
monsters to start with.
China and Saudi Arabia, on the other hand, are no shining examples of
democracy, and treat their citizens appallingly. So, neither objects to our violation
of democratic norms. The strings to their assistance are not as embarrassingly
public as are American conditions.
Pakistan harps constantly about its friendship with China being ‗stronger than
steel and higher than the Himalayas‘, or some such cringe-making rubbish. And
yet China is an atheist state, and has cracked down on its own fractious Muslims.
The Uighurs of Western China are forbidden from many outward displays of faith.
What binds the two is the old adage ‗my enemy‘s enemy is my best friend‘.
Thus, China finds a militarily strong Pakistan to its strategic advantage as it forces
India to guard two borders, and Pakistan‘s location allows it to access the Indian
Ocean through Gwadar, a port it has largely financed.
Saudi Arabia‘s interest in Pakistan is based largely on its military needs:
lacking a fighting force that is fit for purpose despite the hundreds of billions it
spends on brand new weapons, it looks on Pakistanis to train their soldiers. And it
also counts on our army as a defence force of last resort for the time the Americans
withdraw their protective umbrella. The Saudis also view our nuclear arsenal as a
big plus.
Our geostrategic position has motivated the large economic and military
programme Washington has financed with billions of dollars over the years.
Unsurprisingly, Pakistani leaders have milked our geographic location for all it‘s
worth.
Many blame Pakistan‘s early leadership for dragging us into America‘s
network of anti-communist alliances. They overlook the fact that, back then, we
were hopelessly outgunned by the Indian military‘s firepower. The Soviet Union
was too weak in the aftermath of WWII to be a significant supplier of arms.
After the Korean War ended, we received many surplus arms from the US
and, soon thereafter, we joined the Baghdad Pact (later renamed the Central Treaty
Organisation, or Cento), and Seato, the Southeast Asian alliance. We continued
receiving American arms until the 1965 war, when we used weapons against India
that had been supplied specifically for deployment against communist aggression.
Since then, our relationship with the US has veered from bad to worse. It took
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan for a resumption of aid that ended after the Red
Army‘s retreat, and we were back in the doghouse because of our nuclear
programme. 9/11 provided the next chapter in Pak-US relations.
Now, with Trump in charge, how this touchy alliance will evolve is
anybody‘s guess. But with his stated intent of improving ties with India, and taking
a tough stance against China, it is clear that a realignment of forces can be
expected.
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China‘s deepening economic ties with Pakistan via CPEC increases its stakes.
Hopefully, Beijing will use its growing clout to force our generals to rein in the
extremists they supported for years. If it does, it will have been more successful
than Washington has been.
Милитаризация Индийского океана – угроза миру, - заявил Сартадж
Азиз
‗Militarisation of Indian Ocean threat to peace‘
The
Express
Tribune,
February
12th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1324266/militarisation-indian-ocean-threat-peace/

2017.

Indian Ocean faces many nontraditional security challenges and threats, says
Sartaj Aziz
KARACHI: Maritime security challenges in the Indian Ocean have grown
and are affected by ‗key variables‘ such as militarisation, involvement of major
and extra-regional powers, and non-traditional security threats due to the presence
of several conflict zones in the region, the prime minister‘s top foreign policy aide
said on Saturday.
―The militarisation of the Indian Ocean region, proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, increased missile capabilities and power projections by foreign
militaries are a threat to peace in the Indian Ocean region. And this trend is likely
to intensify in the coming years,‖ said Sartaj Aziz.
―And to add to this complex scenario, today, the Indian Ocean faces many
non-traditional security challenges and threats, including piracy, illegal fishing,
human trafficking, drug smuggling, trafficking of weapons, maritime pollution and
climate change.‖
India building ‗secret nuclear city‘
Pakistan formally kicked off the fourth Aman-17 exercise at the Pakistan
Navy Dockyard on Friday. Thirty-six countries are participating in the exercise –
nine of them are participating with their assets, including ships, aircraft, and
special operating forces with Russia participating for the first time.
The nuclearisation of the Indian Ocean has also led to further instability in the
region, Aziz said. As the flagship of one belt one road, the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) will gain importance over time, he said.
Aziz said Pakistan was the third largest Indian Ocean littoral country and as a
matter of policy it continued to pursue the goals of realising the economic potential
of the region. ―At the same time, we are aware of our national interests and every
effort would be made to strengthen our capacity to ensure that we remain ready to
meet the emerging maritime security challenges,‖ he said, stressing that to remain
oblivious of the developments taking place in the Indian Ocean Region was not an
option.
―These developments have a direct impact on our security and prosperity. We
have to maintain significant naval presence to keep our sea lanes open and defend
our interests whether on land or on the sea.‖
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Addressing participants from 36 countries attending the multinational exercise
in Karachi, Aziz highlighted the presence of regional players in the Indian Ocean,
interests of regional and extra-regional coalition powers and complexity of
challenges it has posed. Trade could only flourish in the region if sea routes in the
Indian Ocean were made secure.
He underscored the importance of regular dialogue between stakeholders on
security and safety. Pakistan, he said, has already been playing an important role in
maritime security of the area.
The Indian Ocean region, he said, was important both economically and
politically.
―We are part of the Coalition Maritime Campaign Plan and Pakistan was the
first country to join Task Force-150 aimed at eradicating terrorism and human,
arms and drug trafficking alongside other nations,‖ he said.
―Marine environment is also an essential component of global life support
system and investing in marine eco-systems can help us improve ocean
management,‖ Aziz stressed. He also assured unstinted support of the government
for the development of the maritime sector.
The National Centre for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR) invited eminent
scholars from Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the
UK, and the US to deliberate on the topic ―Strategic Outlook in The Indian Ocean
Region 2030 and Beyond – Evolving Challenges and Strategies‖.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah earlier, in his
opening remarks, welcomed all guests and participants and highlighted the
significant role being played by Pakistan Navy in sustenance of peace and stability
in the Indian Ocean region.
Kashmir issue
Sartaj Aziz, speaking earlier in the day, said India was trying to single out
Pakistan in international community.
―Its attitude is aggressive towards Pakistan,‖ he said adding that it was India
not, Pakistan which restored indiscriminate firing along the Line of Control. ―We
just responded in the same tune,‖ he said.
He reiterated that India was trying to single out Pakistan in the international
community and distract attention from Kashmir by levelling serious allegations.
―The movement in Kashmir is indigenous and Pakistan will take up their issue at
various forums including the United Nations.‖
In response to a question regarding the arrest of Hafiz Saeed, he said the
Jamaatud Dawa chief had been arrested under the National Action Plan by the
interior ministry.
He accused India of interfering in Pakistan‘s internal issues adding that
Kulbhushan Yadav‘s arrest was a proof of it.
Talking about Trump‘s travel ban, he said the State Department had already
clarified that it does extend to Pakistan.
Partition was not just due to religion: Ayesha Jalal
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Pakistan will be following and taking forward Jinnah‘s legacy for maintaining
international relations with every state in the world. ―If you see, the world
dynamics changes in about 20 years, from after WWI, in 1920; that has been the
pattern of development. Not everybody might anticipate, but foreign policy makers
need to analyze it.‖
―We are currently living in a multipolar world, but essentially there are
countries looking towards, ‗inward policy‘, from Brexit, to Trump coming to
power in the USA, we see long term developments, which might not be easy.‖
He said that with the West closing down itself to refugees, East plans to open
itself up likewise China in these emerging times.
Внешняя политика Пакистана все больше ориентируется
региональный уровень, включая Китай и Россию.
Pakistan's foreign policy — the rising trend of regionalism

на

Fatema Mehmood. Daily Times. 16/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Jan17/pakistans-foreign-policy-the-rising-trend-of-regionalism.

Foreign policy of any country is naturally aimed at safeguarding its national
interests. In that, ensuring and/or strengthening country's security and stability is
the prime interest. For a long period of time, Pakistan's Foreign Policy goal has
been defined by this prime interest which was parochial but on a deeper analysis,
might seem inevitable.
With the seeds of the Kashmir conflict with India have sown right at the time
of partition and consequent inheritance of various problems (very weak
institutions, water disputes, economic compulsions) to the new-born state not only
determined the contours of Pakistan's foreign policy in the early years but also set
the highlighters that were to greatly squeeze and influence Pakistan's foreign
policy goals in the following decades. With the threats from India, Afghanistan's
previous hostilities, invasions and presence of external major powers in the region
and adding to that - the horrors the "war on terror" brought to Pakistan; it is not
difficult to see that the state's foreign policy remained desperately reactionary in
most cases and dormant in others.
Whatever the compulsions for Pakistan have been in the previous decades, the
current regional and global structures are different and very opportunistic for
Pakistan. Khursheed Mahmud Kasuri, former Foreign Minister of Pakistan writes,
highlighting foreign policy issues to the country, "The emerging new international
economic environment influenced in several different ways by the process of
globalization has placed new responsibilities on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs."
He also highlights the politico-economic relationship becoming preeminent in the
21st century: "the term political economy now applies both to the internal and
external dimensions of politics and economics." Another major trend that paints
the continuously changing global environment is "Regionalism". States revise their
foreign polices according to their domestic needs and external crescendos and
diminuendos. Pakistan now, more than ever needs to set fiercely proactive goals
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and not just be on the receiving end of matters but broaden its foreign policy goals
and its execution.
With the economically "Rising China" and "Resurging Russia", the dynamics
of the international political and economic environment and most importantly the
regional dynamics of Asia are changing. With the first trade activities of CPEC
kicking off in November last month, Pakistan has set itself on a road to economic
development and also to positive image-building. The smooth completion and
execution of this project is not only crucial for Pakistan's dwindling economy but
also serves to be an abstract venus-flytrap foreign policy move without the
parasitic aspects: Pakistan cannot utilize the immediate benefits of CPEC in its
entirety if it does not attract other regional and neighboring states.
With Iran showing interest in joining CPEC, Pakistan has a massive
opportunity to not only expand the littoral potential of Gwadar but also to gain a
long-term ally. The potential of the Arabian Sea as the next major trade route
increases exponentially with the Gwadar and Chabahar combined. Pakistan's
relational history with Iran has been on and off but Iran is a proactive state when it
comes to national interest, with a vast pool of natural resources and a
comparatively much better governance level. In International relations, there is
nothing better than a sensible neighbor and even more important is getting her onboard. Furthermore, after lifting of sanctions from Iran and diminishing US
presence in the region, Pakistan needs to step up work on the Iran-Pakistan
pipeline.
As Russia, China and Pakistan agree on efforts to remove Afghan individuals
from the UN sanctions lists late in December recently as part of efforts to foster
peaceful dialogue between Kabul and the Taliban movement in Afghanistan, the
political dynamics in the region also shows promise. Pakistan must capitalize on
what the environment and circumstances are offering to gain another ally in the
region and to facilitate the spill-over of these political collaborations into economic
ones with Russia as well. A glance at the past mistakes should caution Pakistani
policy makers to not be completely dependent on any own major power. Sensing
the aromas of 'regionalization', it is important for Pakistan to engage on multilateral levels proactively and diplomatically if she is to materialize current
opportunities and nuances into substantial and long-term development and success
in the coming years. It then, also becomes important that the nitty-gritties of CPEC
be negotiated and executed in a manner which keeps Pakistan fiercely independent
in her decisions.
The major foreign policy challenge for Pakistan lies in her next-door Indian
neighbor. The Pakistan India rivalry is far from over and perpetual hostilities keep
making it worse but both countries have major potential trade partners in each
other. India has made tremendous economic progress and is likely to rise further.
Without compromising on country's security and stability, Pakistan's foreign policy
pundits and military gurus need to formulate the modus operandi for exploiting
maximum out of a rising neighbor towards the country's national interest. India
agreeing to give transit fee to Pakistan and Afghanistan just this week, finalizing
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the transit agreement on Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India (TAPI)
shows a great sign as to India realizing the changing regional atmosphere and
Pakistan's worth as major a geo-political actor in it.
With China stepping up in the OBOR mega-project and Russia's political
involvement in the Middle-East and now in South Asia, another challenge for
Pakistan is in an irritated USA. A clear shift from US-centric to China-centric
policy should not be allowed to damage Pakistan's interests in any manner. There
is hence a need to continuously keep ourselves engaged with US to accrue
maximum from both super powers like a true non-aligned sate.
The Bi-Tri-Quadrilateral collaborations in the region are evolving signs of
regionalization in current geo-politico-economic scenarios. These trends may help
Pakistan to strengthen her role in the regional organizations like SAARC and ECO.
Policies towards the players, immediately external to South and West Asian region,
like Turkey and Central Asia are very crucial in this rising trend. Where Pakistan's
littoral potential is an attraction for Central Asian states, bi-lateral relations as well
as relations with Turkey on Regional Foras like ECO and OIC are important.
Efforts at ECO will help Pakistan to strengthen ties with Iran and Turkey and will
help her ride the wave of regionalism.
Manipulating the 'soft power' resources, another unique aspect to be utilized
in the country's foreign policy formulation is the emphasis on extremely careful
selection and training of Pakistan's human resource as expatriates in other
countries. Pakistan population's predominant portion being young (between the
ages of 25 to 65) is an excellent HR tool to act as ambassadors abroad. Ways and
methodology needs to be considered to exploit this unique aspect on not only
economic and business sectors, but also on cultural, social and academic fronts.
Utilizing this youth potential at Regional Foras can also bear many fruits for
Pakistan.
Saudi Arabia is in a state of shock after US changing stance towards them and
now wants Pakistan's help in multiple fields more than ever. As Former Chief of
Army Staff, General (retd) Raheel Sharif is expected to be appointed Defense
Advisor of Saudi Arabia-led military alliance of 39 Muslim countries, Pakistan's
foreign policy planners must ensure that Pakistan plays an active but cautious role
in diffusing the proxy hot and cold wars being fought on sectarian divides between
Saudi Arabia and Iran.Saudia agreeing to General Sharif's terms for joining,
including that 'Iran should be invited and added into the coalition' puts great
responsibility on Pakistan. It is important that this move does not hurt or damage
relations with Iran and warming up towards one, does not come at the expense of
ties with the other.
Amidst a continuously changing and developing political and economic
environment, Pakistan's Foreign Policy is met with great challenges and
opportunities. This era is indeed a test of skill and expertise for Pakistan's foreign
policy makers and demands all the sincerest energies and resources to be employed
efficiently and effectively, if Pakistan is to cease maximum benefits from these
ripening prospects.
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ПАКИСТАН – РОССИЯ1
Российско-пакистанские связи расширяются – выступление А.Хозина
‗Pakistan-Russia ties have strengthened‘
Peerzada
Salman.
Dawn,
December
28th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1379234/pakistan-russia-ties-have-strengthened

2017.

Dr Aleksandr G. Khozin.—White Star

KARACHI: The situation in Afghanistan has aggravated and Russia is
concerned about it. The Afghan government has suffered during operations against
the Taliban. Our position is that both sides should sit at the table and resolve the
issue. The IS concentration in Afghanistan is a matter of concern for all.
This was stated by the consul general of the Russian Federation in Karachi,
Dr Aleksandr G. Khozin, while answering a question after an hour-long, detailed
address to the press highlighting Russia‘s position on Europe, the Palestinian-Israel
situation, the Syrian situation and Pakistan-Russia ties.
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In response to a query on the Palestine issue, Dr Khozin said both [Israel and
Palestine] sides needed to be persuaded to talk to each other. What‘s clear was that
Muslim countries would not understand the behaviour of the US on the issue.
No one has the right to dictate to any country how to exist or what is good
for it, says diplomat
Speaking about President Trump‘s election in the US, he said it‘s the choice
of the American public. It‘s up to America who to choose as its president. The
Russian president was ready to discuss issues with them [America].
Earlier, during his briefing Dr Khozin said the Russian foreign office
believed in peaceful coexistence, and it was peace that could bring security [to the
world]. But no one had the right to dictate to any country how to exist or what was
good for it. America‘s efforts to become a unipolar power had failed as old crises
remained unresolved and new challenges emerged. In a multipolar world there
could be more diversity and acceptance of one another‘s traditions, culture and
faith. Any attempt to slow down this process would lead to creating instability. The
world we lived in demanded an acceptance of diverse traditions, which would
eventually sustain its growth.
On the situation in Syria, the consul general expressed similar views. He
said no one had the right to dictate what would be its future course. It‘s up to the
Syrian people to decide how to lead their lives. ―We will continue to support
Syria,‖ he remarked underlining Russia‘s position on the Arab country.
On the Palestinian-Israel situation, Dr Khozin said on Dec 21, 128 countries
voted in favour of a UN resolution and America threatened those who had voted
against its stance that they would risk losing its aid and support. The US position
could further complicate the situation in the region, whereas Russia‘s position on
the issue had not changed: it spoke in favour of direct talks between Israel and
Palestine.
On Nato forces‘ expansion near Russia‘s border, Dr Khozin said it would
increase tensions in the area. ―We are taking measures to increase our capacity.‖
Talking about the peacekeeping mission in Ukraine, he said Ukraine refused
Russia‘s proposal in that regard. He pointed out that the US was supplying arms to
Ukraine.
Coming to Russia-Pakistan ties, Dr Khozin said recently on the sidelines of
the General Assembly sessions the foreign ministers of the two countries met and
discussed Afghanistan and counter-terrorism. He claimed that in the last three to
four years the Pak-Russia relationship had strengthened. Both countries were
trying to find ways to bring about peace in the region. ―We support each other.‖
Dr Khozin said trade between Pakistan and Russia had increased
considerably in recent times. Business links were getting stronger as governments
of the two countries looking at areas that could prove mutually beneficial.
Responding to the question of whether Russian President Vladimir Putin
would visit Pakistan, he said diplomats‘ job was to build bridges. It‘s up to Mr
Putin to visit Pakistan.
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Необходимо увеличить объем торговли с Россией
Need emphasised to unlock Pakistan-Russia trade potential
The Express Tribune. December 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1594630/2-needemphasised-unlock-pakistan-russia-trade-potential/

LAHORE: Pakistan and Russia are equally important for each other and
both countries should strengthen cooperation in all economic sectors for mutual
interests, said Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) President Malik
Tahir Javaid.
Talking to the Embassy of Russian Federation in Pakistan Trade
Representative Yury Kozlov, Javaid spoke highly about the importance of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and highlighted the trade opportunities
and economic potential of Pakistan.
Pakistan, Russia and China inch closer to formal alliance
He said that Russian expertise in energy and engineering can help Pakistan
grow in these sectors.
The LCCI president also said that Russia helped Pakistan in establishing
Pakistan Steel Mills, which played a crucial role in the development of the country.
―Pakistan and Russia have been regular trading partners but the volume of
two-way trade hardly reflects the actual potential of trade.‖
The president was of the view that the balance of trade favours Russia and
among the top importing and exporting destinations of Pakistan around the globe,
Russia comes at 33rd and 28th places, respectively.
Referring to the recent trade figures, Javaid said that it is good to see that the
volume of bilateral trade has improved after some years. In 2015, it was around
$331 million, which went up to $403 million in 2016. This positive change was the
result of increase in imports from Russia, which grew from $170 million to $258
million during that period.
He said that in contrast there has been a consistent decline in Pakistan‘s
exports to Russia. From 2013 onwards, exports dipped from $188 million to $161
million and ended up at $145 million last year.
The LCCI official was of the view that development of formal banking
channels and direct flights between the two countries is the need of the hour as
these steps will boost bilateral trade.
Talking about CPEC, he said the project is well on its way to completion and
Gwadar Port has also become operational.
―We are glad to see that Russia has shown interest to be part of this mega
project.‖
Pakistan, Russia poised to sign $10b gas pipeline deals this week
He further said, ―We are optimistic that active collaboration between
Pakistan and Russia in CPEC will definitely strengthen trade and economic ties. I
think by developing private to private contacts, we can gradually increase the
volume of bilateral trade and Pakistan would wish to achieve the favourable
balance of trade with Russia.‖
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Also speaking on the occasion, Kozlov pledged to make joint efforts to
enhance the volume of two-way trade.
Делегация Госдумы во главе с В. Володиным провела переговоры с
премьером Аббаси; основная тема – борьба с терроризмом
Pak-Russia partnership good for region: Abbasi
The Nation. December 25,
partnership-good-for-region-abbasi

2017.

http://nation.com.pk/25-Dec-2017/pak-russia-

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi Sunday said a strong
partnership between Pakistan and Russia would contribute towards promoting
peace, stability and regional cooperation.
He said Pakistan attached high priority to its relations with the Russian
Federation.
―Pakistan
desires
to
forge
a
long-term
and
multifaceted partnership with Russia in all areas of cooperation including trade and
energy sector,‖ he told chairman of the State Duma of Russian Federation
Vyacheslav Volodin who along with a delegation called on him, the PM office
media wing said in a press release
The prime minister said there exist a huge potential between the two
countries to further enhance their trade volume and strengthen bilateral economic
ties.
Welcoming the chairman of state Duma to Pakistan, he observed that the
six-party conference of the speakers was a useful platform to regularly interact and
enhance cooperation in the field of counter terrorism, regional security and
connectivity.
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Speaker National Assembly Sardar Ayaz Sadiq, Chairperson of BISP Marvi
Memon, MNA Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtyar and senior officers were present
during the meeting.
Highlighting counter-terrorism efforts of the country, the prime minister
emphasised that Pakistan had paid the heaviest price in the global war against
terrorism. Our struggle was to secure peace not only in the region but in the entire
world, he added.
He said Pakistan had abiding interest in peace and stability in Afghanistan
and believed that there was no military solution to the conflict in the neighbouring
country.
―We will continue to support an Afghan-owned and Afghan-led solution in
Afghanistan,‖ the press release quoted the prime minister as saying.
He also highlighted the issue of drug trade in the region which he said, was a
greatest threat to peace as being the source of funding for the terrorist activities.
Vyacheslav Volodin thanked the prime minister for the warm welcome and
said enhanced trade ties between the two countries would serve to provide a solid
base for forging greater cooperation and strengthening of bilateral relations.
Vyacheslav Volodin also appreciated the role of Speaker National Assembly
Sardar Ayaz Sadiq towards strengthening of Pak-Russia relations through
parliamentary forum.
He conveyed the strong desire of his country for establishing long-term and
strengthened relations with Pakistan.
Later, the prime minister also hosted a dinner in honour of visiting speakers
from Afghanistan, China, Iran, Russian Federation and Turkey.
Earlier, talking to the Russian delegation in the sideline meeting during
Speakers‘ Conference, Sardar Ayaz Sadiq also stressed the need for regular
interaction between the political and parliamentary leadership to build the bridges
of understanding and friendship.
Talking with his Russian counterpart, Sadiq said that Pakistan
considers Russia a valuable friend who has been partner in economic and
infrastructure development in Pakistan. He said that constant engagement from
either side has added depth to the existing relations. ―Pakistan and Russia not only
share the same Continent but also the same values of democracy and human
freedom, therefore, both the nations need to take their bilateral relation to new
heights‖ the Speaker said.
He said that Pakistan values its relations with Russia and wants to diversify
them through parliamentary, people-to-people and economic ties. He said that joint
efforts by the both countries are needed for regional peace and progress. The
menace of terrorism has been impeding the collective progress of this region and it
can be overcome through in exchange of knowledge, expertise and experiences, he
added.
Meanwhile, Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani also held separate
meetings with Speaker of Turkey Ismail Kahraman and Speaker of Iran Dr Ali
Larijani on the sidelines of the Speakers Conference and exchanged views on
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regional situation and matters of mutual interests aimed at enhancing bilateral
cooperation.
He said Pakistan would continue to play its role to promote regional and
global peace.
―We have rendered sacrifices in war against terror and more than seventy
thousand persons including security forces, civilian, man and women have lost
their lives‖, he said, adding, the people of Pakistan, as a nation have shown great
resilience and the country was committed to root out terrorism.
He said Pakistan had been in the front-line in war on terror.
The chairman emphasised the need for improved regional cooperation and
linkages to work for the betterment of the masses. The recent developments, he
said, had brought Pakistan, Iran and Turkey more closer.
The visiting dignitaries appreciated Raza Rabbani‘s remarks and
acknowledged Pakistan‘s efforts for regional stability and global peace. The
meetings also focused on enhanced parliamentary cooperation and trade linkages
for benefit of the masses.
В Пакистане прошла Конференция 6-ти приграничных государств по
терроризму (включая Россию)
Speakers stress joint mechanism on connectivity, security
The Nation. December 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/25-Dec-2017/speakers-stress-jointmechanism-on-connectivity-security

Conference adopts 29-point declaration of partnership for development,
anti-terrorism action
ISLAMABAD - The heads of the parliaments from six regional countries at
the First Speakers‘ Conference on Sunday called for establishing
a joint mechanism to cope with the challenges of terrorism and security besides
promoting the inter-region connectivity.
The conference adopted 29-point ―Islamabad Declaration‖ of partnership for
regional peace, development and connectivity .
Hosted by the National Assembly of Pakistan, the three-day conference
commenced here with an objective to focus the parliamentary cooperation for
peace, connectivityand prosperity in the region. The theme of conference is ―the
challenges of terrorism and inter-regional connectivity‖.
Besides, Pakistan‘s National Assembly Sardar Ayaz Sadiq, Speaker of the
Wolisi Jirga of Afghanistan Abdul Rauf Ibraheemi, Speaker of the Shoora-e-Islami
of Iran Dr. Ali Larejani, Chairman of the State Duma of Federal Assembly of
Russia Volodin Vyacheslav Viktorovich, Speaker of Grand Turkish Assembly
Ismail Kehrman and Vice Chairman of the National People‘s Congress of China
Zhang Ping, addressed the inaugural session of the international event.
The guests appreciated Ayaz Sadiq for convening the conference to discuss
the important issue, presently confronting the whole world.
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China‘s Zhang Ping in his address said ―no country alone can address the
challenges, being faced by the mankind and therefore, we will have to work
together to tackle them.‖
He said the six countries of the region have gathered here to discuss the
important challenges of the humanity. ―We should commit to secure peace and
stability through collective efforts‖. He said that China is working with the
international community to combat terrorism and stressed the need for joint efforts
to defeat this menace.
―China wants peaceful settlement of issues confronting the international
community‖ he added. He said that China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR) project to
connect the whole world will be beneficial for all.
Iranian Speaker Dr Ali Ardeshir Larijani said Islam is the religion of peace
and those, misusing the name of religion for terrorist activities are doing no service
to Islam.
He said occupation of other countries, poverty and under-development are
some of the causes of extremism and terrorism and these must be addressed to
overcome the problem. ―We have to see the root-causes of the terrorism while
fighting with it‖ he added.
Afghanistan‘s Abdul Raouf Ibrahimi said ―addressing the challenge of
terrorism should be our priority as our progress, peace and prosperity are deeply
linked to it.‖ He said the problem is assuming new dimensions as terrorist groups
have modern weapons and ammunition. The terrorists are targeting the civilians,
women and children in the name of religion.
The Afghan parliament chief said, ―Islam does not allow anyone to kill
people as it is against the humanity, killing one people means killing of whole
humanity.‖ Afghanistan is fighting against terrorism as a front line state, he added.
He said ―without joint efforts fight against terrorism cannot be won.‖
Russian Duma Chairman Vyacheslav V Volodin said ―we can defeat
terrorism through collective efforts.‖ He called for choking funding for terrorism
and strengthening legislative measures in this regard. ―We can only effectively
fight against terrorism jointly,‖ he added. Turkish assembly speaker Ismail
Kahraman said the conference is going to yield positive results and therefore, it
needs to be made permanent feature. He said Turkey has also remained a victim of
terrorism.
He said that for last many years, Turkey has been facing terrorism. He also
endorsed the idea of Sardar Ayaz Sadiq of establishing a permanent secretariat of
the speakers‘ conference.
The conference in its declaration recognised that peace was a prerequisite for
achieving development and promoting connectivity among the countries and
respective regions, agreeing on the need for more engagement and dialogue among
the Parliaments, government and the people.
They noted with concern the increasing links between drug trafficking and
other forms of transnational organised crime and terrorism.
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The moot desired to maintain the momentum of high level exchanges and
consultations, providing impetus for deepening of ties among the countries.
The speakers stressed that cooperation among the states contributed to the
strengthening of peace, prosperity and stability for the peoples living in the region,
expressing satisfaction on multilateral cordial and close cooperation at regional and
multilateral fora.
They agreed to further strengthen collaboration within the framework of the
United Nations, Shanghai Cooperation Organization and other regional and
international organization, reaffirming the sovereignty, territorial integrity,
political independence and unity among the conference participating states.
The conference endorsed that connective was a key priority area of
cooperation, together with other agreed priority areas, besides it recognised that
enhancing intra-regional connectivity would benefit all participating countries
through enhanced trade, investment, infrastructure, tourism, people-to-people
linkages and cultural exchanges.
«Афганистан, Китай, Иран, Россия, Турция, Пакистан (все вместе)
являются ближайшими союзниками», - заявил спикер парламента Sardar Ayaz
Sadiq
Afghanistan, China, Iran, Russia, Turkey natural allies of one another,
Speaker NA
The Nation. December 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/24-Dec-2017/afghanistan-chinairan-russia-turkey-natural-allies-of-one-another-speaker-na

Speaker National Assembly, Sardar Ayaz Sadiq said on Sunday
that Afghanistan , China , Iran , Russia and Turkey are natural allies of one
another.
Addressing the Speakers‘ conference here Sunday at a local hotel, he said
mother nature has tied our six nations into a beautiful string of geographical
connectivity and our history has weaved a fine tapestry of shared ancestry, similar
cultures and time-tested bonds of commerce and trade.
"It is a historic occasion that the parliamentary heads of our six nations
gather for the first time in Islamabad to reaffirm their commitment to shared peace
and prosperity and to forge new grounds of mutual cooperation‖.
―It is a defining moment when we, the chosen representatives, take a giant
step to meet the aspirations of our people to live side by side in respect, trust and
friendship, Speaker National Assembly said.
He said it is a new turning in the dictums of multilateralism when
parliamentary diplomacy leads the Executive towards a new regional alliance for
collectively addressing the common challenges. ―I, therefore, congratulate my
brothers from Afghanistan , China , Iran , Russia and Turkey for seizing the
opportunity and accepting my invitation to this Conference‖, he said.
For centuries, our forefathers have travelled each-others‘ lands through the
historic Silk Route, exchanging goods, creeds and ideas, he said, adding this age-
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old linkage has not only given a natural convergence and complimenting factor to
our respective economies but it has also gelled our people.
Sardar Ayaz Sadiq said the chosen representatives of the six countries,
assembled in this Hall, represent a quarter of the total humanity on this planet and
30% of its total workforce.
He said three countries among us, namely China , Russian Federation
and Iran , rank among the top 6 nations with the largest deposits of natural
resources in the world. China and Pakistan alone provide half of the world‘s
cotton, he boasted.
He said the untapped resources of Afghanistan could make it the richest
mining region on earth while its mastery in the infrastructural construction industry
has brought Turkey to the top rankings in the world. There is, therefore, all the
more reason for us to hold each-others‘ hands in support and companionship, he
added.
He said there is little gainsaying the fact that the post-cold-war world has
proved to be more dangerous and more insecure than the bipolar era.
On one side, the rise of unipolarity has given way to unilateralism and global
hegemony, he said, adding while on the other, the ideals of respect for international
borders and nations‘ sovereignty are in danger with the introduction of the
phenomenon of non-state actors.
The seemingly unending spate of terrorist attacks during the last ten years
has rocked every corner of the world, claiming over two hundred thousand lives,
he said. Almost half of these unfortunate victims were from our region, he added.
In fact, he said most of our respective countries have faced the maximum brunt
either through the Al-Qaida, the Taliban, the East Turkistan Islamic Movement and
now the imminent threat of the DAAISH.
He said innocent men, women and children across continents have been
displaced and forced to leave their lands. Of the five top countries in the world,
hosting the largest number of refugees, three are represented here; namely Turkey ,
Pakistan and Iran .
Sardar Ayaz Sadiq said the colossal damage to the global economy can be
gauged from the fact that since 9/11, Pakistan, alone, has suffered a loss of over
119 billion US Dollars to its economy because of such cowardly attacks.
He said the problem has further been aggravated by the corresponding rise in
the illicit drug trade, which has largely remained unchecked and throbbed as the
major source of terror financing. Why has the global collation against terrorism
consistently failed to control and destroy the booming poppy cultivation, the
increased production facilities and the expanding drug trade is a question that
many fail to answer, he posed a question?.
Although, he said religious fanaticism has been often cited as the main cause
of global terrorism, let us not forget that that rise of the Populist Right and the
sanctioning of oppression have also added fuel to the mayhem. He said from the
burning fields of the Middle East to the denial of the fundamental right of self-
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determination in Kashmir, the world has failed to address the root-causes of
extremism.
He said the recent controversy, created around the status of the Holy city of
Jerusalem is not only a move to violate the International Law and the related UN
resolutions but also a deliberate attempt to undermine the peace efforts. It is a
move to divide the people of the world further and fan religious animosity.
Speaker National Assembly said the 18th December‘s fateful vote in the
Security Council, where 14 countries could not convince one country to show
respect to the plight of the Palestinian people further reminds us that the world
needs a more just and equitable order, based on respect for principles and ethics.
These are the very challenges, which pose a direct threat to our respective
nations; in fact the very existence of our countries, he said. ‖Our mosques, temples
and churches, our schools and places of work and our homes are under attack‖, he
added. ―As people‘s voices, we cannot, therefore, remain silent‖, he further added.
In our respective capacities as parliamentarians, we are trained to iron out
differences and create accords out of discords, he said, adding this is also the
beauty of parliamentary diplomacy through which the real representatives of the
people can negotiate peaceful settlements of all outstanding disputes. This should
be the spirit of this Conference as well, he said.
He said any difference of opinion among our six sides must be listened,
discussed and a solution is to be achieved. ―As neighbours, we have to live with
each other. And we must live in peace, trust and mutual respect‖, he added. ―We
must realize that our differences must not hinder our progress‖, he added.
―We must understand that despite having enormous capacity, we have been
failing to realize it‖, he said. He said the overall mutual trade volume of our
respective six countries was just 366 Billion US Dollars for the year 2016, which is
merely 2% percent of the entire global trade volume.
Despite sharing common borders, he said the intra-regional connectivity
among our countries has remained at the lowest. ―We do not have reliable railway
links while our respective airlines also do not fly frequently to each other. As a
result, the tourism among our six countries does not paint an exciting picture‖, said
Speaker National Assembly.
Although we cherish cultural similarity, the people-to-people connectivity is
also hindered because of the language barriers. There has been a little effort on
respective state levels to promote regional language learning through our
respective academic institutions, he said. In short, our six nations present a classic
picture of lost opportunities and ignored potential, he added.
―We must turn it around. I am fully aware that the dark clouds of terrorism
in the region hinder our path. But let us not forget that there are silver linings as
well. By sharing our experiences on platforms like this Conference, we can
collectively offer most viable solutions to contemporary problems‖, he added.
―During the last three years, I have been persistently following the course of
events and I have witnessed that on all major global issues, the policies of our
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respective nations have largely converged on the same tangent‖, he said, adding all
of us condemn terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.
―We have repeatedly called for negotiated settlements of all disputes, which
plague humanity. We advocate homegrown solutions to the regional problems.
This has convinced me that an alliance for progress is possible among our six
nations.
I am equally glad to report that in my numerous meetings, spread over three
years, with my worth counterparts, I found a similarity of views.It was this
encouragement that led me to propose the idea of this Conference, which met an
overwhelming response last July when we all had met in Seoul, Korea on the
sidelines of 2nd Eurasian Conference‖, said Ayaz Sadiq.
Speaker National Assembly said, ―I now propose that this forum should be
given permanent footings and our Conference should become an annual feature.
The National Assembly of Pakistan will be pleased to act as its Secretariat till a
permanent secretariat and rules of the forum are jointly agreed‖.
―I also propose that the concerned Committees on Security, Commerce and
Trade in our respective parliaments should meet periodically to ensure a regular
follow-up of our deliberations and continue to provide parliamentary wisdom to
the executives in our respective countries‖, he added.
―Our forum must patronize the academia and the think tanks of our
respective countries to jointly focus on our issues and bring our people closer. On
the part of my parliament, the Pakistan Institute of Parliamentary Services will be
readily available for such interaction‖, he said.
―I am pleased to report that Friendship Groups with all sister parliaments
have been established in the National Assembly and the Senate of Pakistan. Such
forums, if created in all regional parliaments, may be utilized for regular
interaction, exchange of ideas and follow-ups. In short, if each one of us takes a
few steps in this direction, I have every reason to believe that we will be able to
reach our shared destiny‖, he said.
―I have always believed in the power of the dream,‖ said Speaker National
Assembly adding that ―Today, I am lucky that the dream that I cherished for three
years has finally become a reality‖.
Quoting the words of Gorky, he said that in this journey, we must not sit in
the carriages of past because these will not take us anywhere.
Instead, let us seek inspiration from Iqbal‘s pragmatism, where he reminds
us that Jahaan-e-Taaza Kee Hai Afkaar-e-Taza Say Namood ―New world is created
on the premise of new thoughts‖ Let the thought of Rumi be our spiritual lesson:
―Listen with ears of tolerance! See through the eyes of compassion! speak the
language of love‖, he concluded.
Делегация Госдумы прибыла в Пакистан для участия в конференции по
борьбе с терроризмом
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«Мир глазами России». http://inforos.ru/ru/?module=news&action=view&id=59014.
24.12.2017.

Согласно сообщению председателя комитета Госдумы по
международным отношениям Леонида Слуцкого, делегация Госдумы,
возглавляемая Вячеславом Володиным, в Исламабаде 24 декабря примет
участие в межпарламентской конференции по вопросам безопасности и
борьбы с терроризмом. Возможно, что такая масштабная конференция
перерастет в новый формат межпарламентского сотрудничества в регионе,
создав коммуникации по вопросу противодействия терроризму, в том числе в
сближении национальных законодательств.
Запланированы двусторонние встречи с главами парламентов Ирана,
Турции, Афганистана, а также с руководителями высших государственных
органов Пакистана по вопросам двустороннего взаимодействия и
сотрудничества.
Отношения между Пакистаном и Россией развиваются по восходящей
траектории
Сеть
21.12.2017.

новостных

блогов

«MixedNews».

http://mixednews.ru/archives/127343.

На фоне ухудшения отношений между Пакистаном и Соединенными
Штатами, «вынужденный роман» между Исламабадом и Москвой, судя по
всему, снова вступает в фазу расцвета. Так, например, недавно появились
признаки перемен в отношении членства Пакистана в международном
объединении «Группа ядерных поставщиков» (ГЯП).
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Первый секретарь посольства России в Исламабаде Павел Дидковский,
выступая на семинаре по вопросам разоружения, нераспространения
ядерного оружия и стратегической стабильности, подчеркнул возможность
применения более гибкого подхода, с тем, чтобы государства, не
подписавшие Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия, могли при
определенных условиях вступить в ГЯП.
Он признал важность усилий Пакистана по поддержанию
стратегической стабильности в Южной Азии и подчеркнул, что Россия
вместе с Китаем работает над формулой, которая предположительно будет
приемлемой для всех. Далее он заявил, что Москва никогда не выступала
против присоединения Пакистана к ГЯП и не имела никаких намерений
блокировать соответствующую заявку Исламабада.
В последнее время пакистано-российские отношения динамично
развиваются во многих сферах. Если ранее двустороннее сотрудничество
ограничивалось обороной, то теперь оно распространилось на торговлю и
экономику в целом. Россия проявляет активность на энергетическом рынке
Пакистана, а также стремится получить контракт на реконструкцию
сталелитейного завода в Карачи. Кроме того, российские компании уже
давно ведут переговоры о переводе тепловой электростанции
«Музаффаргарх» с нефтегазового топлива на угольное.
На фоне опасений возможной потери нефтегазового рынка Европы в
связи с санкциями США, Россия ищет альтернативные пути поставок
энергоносителей, в том числе за счет прокладки газопровода из Ирана в
Индию через Пакистан. Она управляет огромными запасами газа в Иране и
планирует экспортировать его в Индию через территорию Пакистана. Против
этого проекта уже давно выступают Соединенные Штаты и поэтому его
реализация многократно откладывалась. Однако, именно политика
американского президента Дональда Трампа в отношении Южной Азии, судя
по всему, открыла широкую дорогу для подобных сделок между Пакистаном
и Россией.
В прошлом месяце прошло шестое заседание пакистано-российской
межправительственной комиссии для определения конкретных сфер
сотрудничества в области торговли, технологий, науки и экономики. Позже,
в ходе встречи между премьер-министром Пакистана Хазидом Хаканом
Аббаси и его российским коллегой Дмитрием Медведевым было достигнуто
соглашение о прокладке морского газопровода.
Ранее Индия была участницей этого проекта, однако впоследствии она
вышла из него под давлением Соединенных Штатов. Аналитики в сфере
региональной политики с любопытством ожидают, как Индия будет
обходить острые углы американо-российских отношений, добиваясь
успешной реализации этой инициативы.
В ходе недавней трехсторонней встречи с министрами иностранных
дел Китая и Индии глава внешнеполитического ведомства России Сергей
Лавров высказался за создание Китайско-Пакистанского экономического
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коридора (КПЭК) и подчеркнул выгоды инициативы «Один пояс, один путь»
(ОПОП). Тем самым Россия выразила поддержку усилиям Пакистана по
реализации проекта КПЭК, против которого решительно выступает Индия.
Тем временем, взаимное недоверие между Вашингтоном и
Исламабадом продолжает нарастать. Хотя пакистано-американские
отношения уже давно не дают повода для самоуспокоенности, нынешняя
политика Соединенных Штатов, всячески поддерживающих роль Индии как
«стабилизирующего фактора» в Южной Азии и Афганистане, подрывает
саму основу связей между Исламабадом и Вашингтоном. Кроме того, она, к
большому сожалению и разочарованию, упускает из виду политическую и
региональную динамику афганской проблемы.
Поэтому эксперты прогнозируют, что дефицит доверия в обозримом
будущем преодолеть не удастся, и области возможного сотрудничества
между Исламабадом и Вашингтоном будут оставаться расплывчатыми и
невнятными. Таким образом, имеется множество возможностей для
налаживания долгосрочного взаимодействия между Россией и Пакистаном.
Глобальное влияние США заметно ослабевает, что создает
стратегические пространства для других крупных держав, особенно для
напористой и динамичной России, а также восходящего Китая,
продвигающих свои национальные интересы на мировой арене. В попытке
бросить вызов США, Китай и Россия укрепляют свое стратегическое
партнерство под предлогом геоэкономики. Они предложили разработать
технологическую базу и рассматривают в настоящее время возможность
интеграции российской платежной системы «Мир» и внутренней платежной
системы Китая.
В ходе недавней встречи министров иностранных дел Китая и России,
Ван И обсуждал с Сергеем Лавровым возможности интеграции ОПОП и
Евразийского экономического союза. Эта интеграция также предполагает
расширение сотрудничества между Москвой и Исламабадом, поскольку
Пакистан является активным участником проекта ОПОП и находится на
перекрестке Евразии.
Пакистан хорошо вписывается в стратегические расчеты России в
отношении Южной Азии. Широко распространенный миф о том, что
Пакистан не имеет фактически никакого веса в геостратегических расчетах
Москвы, является скорее отброшенной версией оценки геополитического
значения страны в евразийской интеграции. В настоящее время Москва
озабочена выработкой стратегии, необходимой для того, чтобы объединить
усилия с другими странами, избегая давления американских санкций.
С этой целью она разработала политику стимулирования
экономического сотрудничества, особенно в нефтегазовой отрасли, а также
выдвинула идею пан-евразийской интеграции. Российский аналитик Андрей
Корибко объясняет в своей статье, почему Исламабад занимает центральной
место в стратегических планах России в Азии.
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Укрепление отношений между Пакистаном и Россией отражает мнение
политиков в Исламабаде и Равалпинди, что обе страны приспосабливаются к
сложным условиям региональной и глобальной политики. В равной степени
верно и то, что для Пакистана крайне важно диверсифицировать отношения с
мировыми державами на более здоровой основе.
Несмотря на то, что события в последнее время внушают оптимизм и
сулят хорошие перспективы для будущих связей, сотрудничество между
Пакистаном и Россией должно быть закреплено в соответствующих
институтах, а кроме того, необходимо расширять контакты между обычными
людьми.
Россия и Пакистан подпишут Соглашение о строительстве морского
газопровода стоимостью 10 млрд. долл.
Pakistan, Russia poised to sign $10b gas pipeline deals this week
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1587364/2-pakistan-russia-poised-sign-10b-gas-pipeline-dealsweek/

After signing of the MoU for the offshore pipeline, work on feasibility study
will begin in an attempt to assess viability of the project. Russia is even ready to
finance the study.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Russia are set to ink agreements this week on
laying an offshore gas pipeline and the North-South liquefied natural gas (LNG)
pipeline – the two projects in which Moscow will pour an investment of over $10
billion, indicating a major shift in foreign policy of Islamabad.
―A Pakistani delegation will leave for Russia on December 20 to sign these
deals in order to execute the two gas pipeline projects,‖ said a senior government
official while talking to The Express Tribune.
Inter State Gas Systems (ISGS) – a state-owned company established to
handle gas import matters – is working on different gas pipeline projects and its
managing director and the petroleum secretary will be part of the delegation.
ISGS is also working on the $10 billion Turkmenistan, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and India (Tapi) gas pipeline to connect South and Central Asia and
construction work on the scheme in Pakistan will start in March next year.
Russia supports Pakistan‘s bid to join elite nuclear trading club
These projects are called a game changer for Pakistan as they will not only
lead to regional connectivity, but will also meet energy needs of the country.
Amid a long-running tussle with Europe and the United States over the
annexation of Ukrainian region of Crimea, Russia is looking for alternative
markets and wants to capitalise on the growing demand in South Asia.
Russia, which controls and manages huge gas reserves in energy-rich Iran,
plans to export gas by laying an offshore pipeline through Gwadar Port to Pakistan
and India, which are seen as alternative markets because Moscow fears it may lose
energy consumers in Europe over the Crimea stand-off.
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Russia has been a big gas exporter to European Union (EU) countries and
Turkey since long and despite US anger the European bloc has continued to make
imports to meet its energy needs.
Moscow receives gas from Turkmenistan and then exports it to EU states.
Later, it has got gas deposits in Iran as well and is looking to gain a foothold in the
markets of Pakistan and India.
Earlier, Pakistan and Russia had reached an understanding on signing the
offshore gas pipeline deal during Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s visit to
Sochi, Russia. Now, during the upcoming trip, the two sides are poised to ink
memoranda of understanding (MoUs) for the offshore pipeline and the NorthSouth (Lahore-Karachi) LNG pipeline.
Pakistan has been experiencing gas shortages, particularly in winter, for the
past many years as domestic production has stood static with new additions being
offset by depleting old deposits.
In a bid to tackle the crisis, the present government kicked off LNG imports
from Qatar under a 15-year agreement two and a half years ago and is bringing
supplies through other sources as well.
―Such massive business deals will open a new avenue for closer diplomatic
ties between Russia and Pakistan,‖ the senior government official commented.
NA speaker urges closer cooperation with Russia
On the other hand, Pakistan and the US are going through a critical phase in
their relations in the wake of President Donald Trump‘s new policy on
Afghanistan, which proposes a vital role for India in this region. Pakistan has
rejected the suggestion.
According to the government official, after signing of the MoU for the
offshore pipeline, work on feasibility study will begin in an attempt to assess
viability of the project. Russia is even ready to finance the study.
Russian gas exports touched an all-time high in 2017. According to its
energy giant Gazprom, gas flows to Europe and Turkey, excluding ex-Soviet
states, hit a new daily record at 621.8 million cubic metres.
Annual exports touched 179.3 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2016, a
significant jump from the previous high of 161.5 bcm in 2013 and well above the
2015 total of 158.6 bcm.
Россия поддерживает вступление Пакистана в Группу ядерных
поставщиков
Russia supports Pakistan‘s bid to join elite nuclear trading club
The Express Tribune. December 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584950/1-russiasupports-pakistans-bid-join-elite-nuclear-trading-club/

ISLAMABAD: Russia has thrown its weight behind Pakistan‘s efforts to
become member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), an exclusive club of
nuclear trading nations.
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The support for Pakistan‘s bid came from a Russian diplomat, who told a
conference on Friday that Moscow was not opposed to Pakistan‘s NSG candidature
and had no intention to block it.
Speaking at a seminar on ‗Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and Strategic
Stability‘ that had been organised by the Strategic Vision Institute (SVI), Pavel
Didkovsky, First Secretary at Russian Embassy, underlined the possibility of a
criteria-based approach for inclusion of non-NPT states in the group. He said
Russia along with China and others were working for a formula that could be
acceptable to all.
Stalemate on Pakistan, India NSG membership likely to continue
The Russian diplomat praised the steps taken by Pakistan for strengthening
its national export control programme that complied with the spirit of international
regimes and conventions.
He also acknowledged the efforts undertaken by Pakistan for stability in the
region, including unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing and its support for
Russia‘s stance on the prevention of arms race in outer space.
Speaking on the occasion, Pakistan‘s former permanent representative to
Conference on Disarmament and United Nations in Geneva Zamir Akram said
Pakistan was seeking to maintain strategic stability in South Asia by having
credible deterrence.
He underscored that stability and deterrence were shifting in the region
because of India‘s acquisition of triad of delivery systems, the region‘s political
dynamics, uncertain situation in Afghanistan and Indian hostilities along the Line
of Control and its sub-conventional war against Pakistan through Afghanistanbased proxies and terrorist groups.
NSG membership: Pakistan to accept non-discriminatory conditions
Pakistan‘s response strategy, he recalled, had been to develop low-yield
weapons, sea-based deterrent, and long-range ballistic missile; and achieve MIRV
(multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle) capability, and an effective
counterterrorism undertaking.
―But still we are ready for dialogue and more confidence-building measures
to stabilise the situation,‖ he emphasised.
Former Defence Production secretary Lt Gen (retd) Syed Muhammad Owais
agreed that regional stability was being disturbed by India. He said India was being
encouraged in its weapons build-up by the United States, whose government‘s
‗erratic and incendiary‘ policies were destabilising the world at large.
Netherlands backs India‘s bid for entry into NSG
Meanwhile, Ambassador of Iran Mehdi Honardoost met National Security
Adviser Lt Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua to discuss bilateral relations, economic
prospects of CPEC, Gwadar, Chabahar and matters pertaining to regional and
Muslim world‘s security situation.
An official handout said the NSA, while welcoming the guest, said: ―Iran is
our brotherly Muslim neighbouring country to which Pakistan has always extended
a friendly hand and is keen to strengthen these ties in future.‖
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The ambassador said the Muslim world was passing through challenging
times and added that Iran believed that Pakistan could play a very constructive and
balanced role in the given scenario.
While stressing the need for consolidating regional cooperation, the envoy
said that cooperation was the only way to achieve sustainable peace in the region,
particularly in the Muslim world.
He regarded CPEC a game-changer endeavour for the region and said that
Iran was keen to be a part of it.
Pakistan urges NSG to adopt non-discriminatory criteria for membership
Discussing the importance of Chabahar and Gwadar ports, the envoy
reiterated that Iran would never let its resources used against Pakistan and that both
the ports would complement each other in a cooperative framework.
Both sides agreed that Pakistan and Iran shared a common future. ―The most
valuable part of the Pakistan-Iran relations is the mutual feeling of brotherhood
among the people of both the countries,‖ he added.
Broader understanding of each other‘s stance regarding key regional
developments could consolidate Pakistan-Iran relations and pave the way to
enhance bilateral engagements further, they agreed.
The ambassador extended an invitation on Regional Security Seminar to the
NSA scheduled to be held early next year in Iran which the NSA thankfully
accepted.
Российские военные занимаются внешней политикой
Backed by Putin, Russian military pushes into foreign policy
The Times of India. Dec 14, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/europe/backed-byputin-russian-military-pushes-into-foreign-policy/articleshow/62063387.cms

MOSCOW: From Damascus to Doha, Russian Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu has been showing up in unexpected places, a sign of the military's growing
influence under Vladimir Putin.
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MOSCOW: From Damascus to Doha, Russian Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu has been showing up in unexpected places, a sign of the military's growing
influence under Vladimir Putin.
In the past few months, at times wearing his desert military uniform, Shoigu
has held talks with Syria's president in Damascus, met Israel's prime minister in
Jerusalem and been received by the Emir of Qatar in Doha.
The defence ministry's forays into areas long regarded as the preserve of the
foreign ministry are raising eyebrows in Russia, where strict protocol means
ministers usually hold talks only with their direct foreign counterparts.
The military is reaping political dividends from what the Kremlin saw as its
big successes in Crimea, annexed from Ukraine after Russian soldiers in unmarked
uniforms seized control of the peninsula in 2014, and Syria, where Russian forces
helped turn the tide of war in President Bashar al-Assad's favour.
"That has translated into more top-table influence," said a long-serving
Russian official who interacts with the defence ministry but declined to be named
because he is not authorised to speak to the media.
The Kremlin and the defence and foreign ministries did not respond to
detailed requests for comment for this article, but three sources who know both
ministries well confirmed the trend.
The growth of the military's influence has caused discontent among some
Russian diplomats and unease among Western officials about the harder edge it is
giving Russia's foreign policy.
Foreign policy-making has become more bellicose and more opaque, and
this makes new Russian military adventures more likely, some Western officials
say.
"If you allow the defence ministry a bigger say in foreign policy it's going to
be looking for trouble," said one, who declined to be named because of the
subject's sensitivity.
Shoigu's high profile has also revived talk of the long-time Putin loyalist as a
possible presidential stand-in if Putin, who is seeking a fourth term in an election
in March, had to step down suddenly and was unable to serve out a full six-year
term.
Shoigu, 62, is not involved in party politics but opinion polls often put him
among the top five most popular presidential possibles. His trust rating is also
often second only to Putin, with whom he was pictured on a fishing trip this
summer.
SYRIA ROLE
The military's influence has ebbed and flowed in Russia and, before that, the
Soviet Union.
It had huge clout at the end of World War Two and in the 1950s after the
death of Soviet leader Josef Stalin when Georgy Zhukov, a commander credited
with a crucial role in defeating Nazi Germany, was defence minister.
But the ignominious Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, completed in
1989, two wars Russia fought in Chechnya after the Soviet Union's collapse, and
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the sinking of the Kursk nuclear submarine with the loss of all 118 people on board
in 2000 left the military's prestige in tatters.
Under Putin, a former KGB agent who as president is the armed forces'
commander-in-chief, its stock has risen. Defence spending has soared, the military
has been deployed in Georgia, Ukraine and Syria and its actions are used to foster
patriotism.
The military's growing political and foreign policy muscle is most noticeable
when it comes to Syria.
After going to Damascus twice earlier this year for talks with Assad, Shoigu
was at Putin's side this week when the president flew in to meet the Syrian leader.
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has not visited Syria at all in 2017.
Unusually for a defence minister, Shoigu has been involved in diplomatic
efforts to bring peace to Syria. In this role he has spoken about the importance of a
new draft constitution for the country, met the U.N. special envoy on Syria and had
talks with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Emir of Qatar,
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.
A Western official who has direct contact with the foreign and defence
ministries said the Russian military had real heft in Damascus of a kind the foreign
ministry did not.
There was "strong mutual trust" between the Russian military and senior
people in Damascus, the official said, because "the Russians saved their asses and
the Syrians respect that."
The foreign ministry retains strong Middle East experts and continues to
play an important Syria role, helping run peace talks taking place in Kazakhstan.
But Lavrov's own efforts to secure a US-Russia deal on cooperating in Syria have
shown how differently the foreign and defence ministries sometimes think.
Lavrov is still seen as a formidable diplomat whom Putin trusts and respects.
But Western officials say he is not summoned to all important meetings and is not
informed about major military operations in Syria.
Policy interventions
The military's other foreign policy interventions include a role in Russia's
alleged interference in last year's US presidential election, US intelligence agencies
say.
They say the GRU, Russia's military foreign intelligence agency, hacked
email accounts belonging to Democratic Party officials and politicians, and
organised their leaking to the media to try to sway public opinion against Hillary
Clinton, Donald Trump's main rival.
The Kremlin denies the allegations.
Other policy interventions included a news briefing in December 2015 at
which the defence ministry said it had proof that Turkish President Tayyip
Erdogan and his family were benefiting from illegal smuggling of oil from Islamic
State-held territory in Syria and Iraq.
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Erdogan said the allegations, made at a briefing held a week after a Turkish
air force jet shot down a Russian warplane near the Syrian-Turkish border,
amounted to slander.
The defence ministry's response to the incident was much sharper than that
of Russian diplomats, part of a wide-ranging communications policy that has
included frequent criticism of the US State Department and Washington's foreign
policy.
Other areas of interest for the defence ministry have included Egypt, Sudan
and Libya.
Shoigu was involved in talks between Putin and Sudanese President Omar
al-Bashir in Moscow last month and the ministry hosted Khalifa Haftar, Eastern
Libya's dominant military figure, aboard its sole aircraft carrier in January. During
the visit, Haftar spoke to Shoigu via video link about fighting terrorism in the
Middle East.
One Western official told Reuters such incidents were fuelling fears that
Russia plans to expand its footprint beyond Syria, where it has an air base and a
naval facility, to centres such as Yemen, Sudan or Afghanistan.
The military's influence in domestic policy-making has expanded too,
Russian analysts and Western officials say, with Putin seeking its views on
everything from the digital economy to food security.
That is in part because Putin, since the annexation of Crimea from Ukraine,
has altered the way he takes decisions and widened the scope of what the Security
Council, which he chairs, discusses to include many domestic policy questions.
"At a time when there's a feeling that Russia is increasingly surrounded by
enemies, Putin is consulting the intelligence services and the military more when
he takes all decisions. He's meeting them all the time," said Tatyana Stanovaya,
head of the analytical department at the Center for Political Technologies think
tank.
Stanovaya said that did not mean the military was initiating ideas, but that its
opinions were taken into account far more by Putin now than in the past and that it
now had an important voice on domestic policy areas.
США поддерживают проект газопровода (по морскому дну) из Ирана в
Пакистан (участвует Россия)
US backs Russian investment in Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583457/2-us-backs-russian-investment-iran-pakistan-gas-pipeline/
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ISLAMABAD: The United States supports infrastructure investment by
Russia – an arch rival of America in global politics – in laying an offshore gas
pipeline from Iran as it will give a boost to Pakistan‘s economy and improve
people‘s lives, said US Agency for International Development (USAID) Mission
Director Jerry Bisson.
―We can look at it (Russian plan to build the offshore gas pipeline); any
donor investment in infrastructure either from Russia, China, the World Bank or
the Asian Development Bank and any investment for the benefit of Pakistani
people and economy, we support it,‖ he said while talking to a group of journalists.
―We don‘t have any particular views about where the money comes from;
we support the government of Pakistan in improving lives of the people.‖
Saying that Pakistan was a sovereign country, he emphasised that they
backed the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project – an investment that was critical for
Pakistani people and economy.
Responding to a question about the change in USAID investment priorities
under the Trump administration, Bisson pointed to US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson‘s trip to Pakistan where he talked about education, health care and
economy.
The US wanted to work together with Pakistan and strengthen people-topeople ties, he said while outlining the support extended to 30 universities in
Pakistan, especially the provision of scholarships.
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―We have supported over 18,000 students and it has a huge impact; we want
to continue that support,‖ he remarked.
About the export of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by US companies, Bisson
explained that it depended on the market situation as American gas companies
were looking for buyers around the world because they had surplus LNG.
―If you have good terminals and gas transportation infrastructure from the
port to local markets, I guess they will be willing to sell,‖ he said.
US oil and gas giant ExxonMobil had expressed interest in constructing an
LNG terminal at Port Qasim, but it recently pulled out of the project.
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar following blockade
Power production
Talking about cooperation in civil nuclear technology, Bisson said he was
not aware of such an opportunity, but USAID had focused on renewable wind and
solar energy as the technology was simple and could start electricity generation in
18 months.
―There are large dam projects which could take 10 to 15 years. If we look at
clean solar and wind energy, it is very fast and can easily to attract private-sector
investment,‖ he elaborated.
Bisson called Balochistan and Sindh very rich in renewable energy resources
where USAID had recently been engaged in different projects.
―We have poured $1 billion into the energy sector in the form of grants, not
loans, since 2010 and the production capacity has gone above 3,000 megawatts for
the benefit of 36 million Pakistanis,‖ he said. He highlighted that General Electric
had been injecting $240 million into 126 turbines in Sindh whereas USAID
provided technical assistance to put in place infrastructure for power generation.
He recalled that the US was the first country to recognise Pakistan and it
financed the country‘s first two power projects – Tarbela and Mangla, which were
the largest dams in the world with large-scale manufacturing and engineering
works.
―We are still assisting Pakistan in upgrading some turbines; we have helped
in increasing electricity supply,‖ he said.
When his attention was drawn towards lack of interest by the US in funding
new hydroelectric power projects like Dasu and Diamer Bhasha dams, he argued
that their budget was going down and there were funding limitations.
―We have … much more funding for technical advisory services and are
looking how we can encourage the private sector to invest,‖ he said.
Pakistan, Iran to enhance cooperation in public health sector
Agriculture
Speaking about cooperation in the field of agriculture, Bisson said USAID
was looking at institutions as to how scientists and farmers could be trained and
was working closely with provincial governments.
―We have a very interesting programme to help small women farmers to
raise goats and improve their stock; the same approach will be adopted for the
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dairy sector in order to improve milk yield of cows to help farmers increase their
income,‖ he said.
In an attempt to encourage more lending to enterprises, USAID provides $60
million of seed money to four banks.
―We will provide seed money to banks which will, in turn, increase their
own capital and lend more to small and medium enterprises,‖ Bisson said.
Сергей Лавров пытается смягчить разногласия между Дели и Пекином
Владимир
Скосырев.
«Независимая
http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-12-12/7_7134_india.html

газета».

12.12.2017.

Россия поддерживает прием Индии в группу ядерных поставщиков

Фото пресс-службы МИД РФ

В Дели состоялась встреча глав МИД России, Индии и Китая. Основой
для консультаций в трехстороннем формате (РИК) послужили контакты в
ООН в 2003–2005 годах. Тогда в Москве рассчитывали, что сотрудничество
трех держав поможет укреплению многополярного мира и ослаблению
диктата США на международной арене. Из-за обострения индийскокитайских противоречий по границе, а также экономической экспансии КНР
в Южной Азии эта идея не была реализована. Но контакты министров
помогают находить общий подход к борьбе с терроризмом и региональным
проблемам.
На пленарном заседании РИК присутствовали министры иностранных
дел трех стран. Россию представлял Сергей Лавров, Индию – Сушма
Сварадж, Китай – Ван И. Помимо этого состоялись также двусторонние
встречи глав МИДов.
Лавров подчеркнул, что Россия заинтересована в наращивании
сотрудничества в рамках «тройки» и «уплотнении внешнеполитической
координации». Остальные участники конференции на словах одобрили это
предложение.
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Но, как говорили политики еще в XIX веке, язык дан дипломату для
того, чтобы скрывать свои мысли. Куда более откровенно об отношениях
между державами высказалась пресса как в Индии, так и в Китае.
Так, газета Indian Express пишет, что на встречу бросает тень недавнее
противостояние индийских и китайских пограничников в Гималаях в районе
индийского штата Сикким. Китайские солдаты попытались в июне построить
дорогу в районе Доклам («Дунлан» на китайском языке). Индия и союзное с
ней государство Бутан заявили, что Китай нарушает границу трех государств,
а Китай заявил, что это его территория. В августе Дели и Пекин
договорились отвести свои войска.
Казалось бы, здравый смысл восторжествовал. Но газета Economic
Times, ссылаясь на источник, близкий к переговорам, утверждает, что Китай
по-прежнему придерживается экспансионистской повестки дня. Его
инициатива «Один пояс – один путь» не учитывает интересы Индии и даже
затрагивает ее безопасность. Тревогу вызывают расширение зон КНР в
Южно-Китайском море и ее военная стратегия в Индийском океане. В связи с
этим Дели все больше рассчитывает на координацию действий с США,
Японией, Австралией.
Точку зрения Пекина весьма откровенно изложила газета Global Times,
издаваемая центральным органом Коммунистической партии. Она выражает
надежду, что встреча министров поможет Индии и Китаю выйти из тени
пограничного спора: «Ведь у Китая и Индии общие стратегические интересы
намного важнее их разногласий». Как говорит Цянь Фэн, эксперт Китайской
ассоциации исследований Южной Азии, Китай и Индия пошлют послание
миру, что они возвращаются на мирный путь. Будет опубликовано
совместное коммюнике по противодействию терроризму.
Однако Ван Дэхуа, глава отдела в Центре международных
исследований Шанхая, говорит, что между Индией и Китаем есть
разногласия по терроризму. Китайский специалист, очевидно, имеет в виду,
что Дели обвиняет пакистанские спецслужбы в поддержке исламистских
группировок, совершающих нападения на Индию. Некоторые главари этих
группировок под давлением международной общественности были
подвергнуты домашнему аресту, но потом освобождены. Поскольку Китай
рассматривает Пакистан как своего стратегического партнера в Южной Азии,
Пекин скорее всего не сделает тут никаких шагов навстречу Индии.
Еще один пункт серьезных противоречий – прием Индии в Группу
ядерных поставщиков (ГЯП). В это международное объединение входят 48
государств. Цель объединения – ограничить риск распространения ядерного
оружия путем установления контроля за экспортом ключевых материалов,
оборудования и технологий.
Китай выступает против приема Индии, ссылаясь на то, что она не
подписала договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Представитель
МИД КНР Гэн Шуан подтвердил, что позиция его страны не изменилась.
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Тут у Китая есть расхождения не только с Индией, но и с Россией. Как
сообщает газета Hindustan Times, заместитель министра иностранных дел РФ
Сергей Рябков сказал, что Россия поддерживает вступление Индии в ГЯП. У
Индии безупречная репутация в сфере нераспространения.
Но заявку Индии и Пакистана на присоединение к ГЯП нельзя
сравнить. Пакистан не может претендовать на такую же квалификацию, как
Индия.
В беседе с «НГ» руководитель Центра индийских исследований
Института востоковедения РАН Татьяна Шаумян отметила, что у «России в
ядерной области с Индией прочные отношения. Индия более предсказуема,
чем Пакистан. Есть у нас определенные сомнения насчет Пакистана: как он
получил ядерные технологии? Тут и Китай сыграл роль. Так что в этом
вопросе мы доверяем скорее Индии, чем Пакистану. К сожалению, сейчас
увеличилось число стран, к позициям которых по ядерным делам надо
относиться с большой осторожностью».
Мининдел Индии, Китая, России проведут встречу в Дели
Security, trade to figure in Russia, India, China foreign ministers‘
meeting
The Hindustan Times. Dec 11, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/security-trade-to-figure-in-russia-india-china-foreign-ministers-meeting/story67UdQ5mEECD3F1l6sREdEK.html

Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected in 15th
meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral.
Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected to top the
agenda at a meeting between the foreign ministers of India, China and Russia in
New Delhi on Monday.
The 15th meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral comes a month
after Indian officials met their counterparts from Australia, Japan and the United
States to discuss the revival of the ―Quad‖, an alliance focussed on the Indo-Pacific
region.
It also marks the first visit to New Delhi by a senior Chinese official after a
substantially stronger President Xi Jinping was given a second term by the ruling
Communist Party.
Before the trilateral meeting, external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj will
hold separate meetings with her Russian and Chinese counterparts, Sergei Lavrov
and Wang Yi.
The trilateral meeting was originally scheduled for April but it could not be
held then as China did not confirm its participation, apparently due to its anger
over New Delhi‘s decision to allow the Dalai Lama to visit Arunachal Pradesh,
which is claimed by Beijing.
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Since then, India-China relations have been strained by Beijing‘s persistent
efforts to block the designation of Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar at the
UN Security Council and the border stand-off at Doklam that lasted more than two
months.
Indian officials have indicated that the trilateral meeting will focus on
regional security, counter-terror efforts, issues affecting the Asia-Pacific region
and coordination at regional and multilateral forums. India is also expected to
make a push for named Pakistan-based groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed in the communique to be issued after the meeting.
Given the commitment of the three nations to fight all forms of terrorism,
India is also expected to raise the blocking of Masood Azhar‘s designation by
China, apparently at the behest of its all-weather ally Pakistan.
The Russian foreign ministry has said the discussions are likely to include
the situation in Afghanistan, the Middle East and the Korea peninsula. The fight
against terrorism and drug trafficking and efforts to facilitate the exchange of
information on international security are also likely to figure, Russian officials
said.
The meeting also comes at a time when China and Russia have been moving
closer on a number of global issues, including the situation in Afghanistan, while
there is greater convergence between the foreign policies of India and the US.
The traditionally close ties between New Delhi and Moscow have also
stagnated and been hit by some strain as Russia has moved closer to Pakistan,
including the sale of military hardware and holding of annual war games.
Russia‘s policies on Afghanistan, which have hewn closer to those of China,
have also become a cause of worry for policy planners in New Delhi and Kabul.
Москва и Исламабада подпишут скоро Соглашение о сооружении
нового морского газопровода (из Ирана)
Pakistan, Russia to sign off-shore gas pipeline deal
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
9,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1579757/2-pakistan-russia-sign-off-shore-gas-pipeline-deal/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Russia have reached an understanding to sign a
multi-billion dollar offshore gas pipeline deal in a couple of weeks, ignoring
pressure from the United States that has fiercely opposed the building of IranPakistan (IP) gas pipeline for years.
The two sides reached an agreement during the recent visit of Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to Moscow.
The two sides were expected to sign a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) during the premier‘s visit, however, it did not happen due to certain
reasons, officials told The Express Tribune. Now, Islamabad and Moscow are set
to sign the deal in a couple of weeks.
TAPI pipeline: Pakistan to press for reducing gas import price
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Russia, which controls and manages huge gas reserves in energy-rich Iran,
plans to export gas to Pakistan and India by laying an offshore pipeline. This move
comes as an alternative, amid Moscow‘s fears of losing energy markets in Europe
following a long tussle with the United States and the European Union over the
annexation of Ukrainian region of Crimea.
Following Donald Trump‘s South Asia Policy on Afghanistan – where it
wanted to give a role to India in this region, a proposal Pakistan rejected –
Pakistan-US relations are at a critical point. Such massive business deals would
open a new avenue for diplomatic relations between Russia and Pakistan, said a
senior government official.
Official said that after signing of the MoU, work on feasibility would be
started to know the viability of the project. Russia is even ready to finance the
feasibility study on viability of the offshore pipeline.
The official pointed out that the US knew about the gas reserves held by
Russia in Iran, which was the reason why Washington opposed the IP gas pipeline.
The IP project will open an avenue for Russia to lay a parallel pipeline for gas
export to Pakistan and India.
The official revealed that India was also interested in purchasing gas from
Russia through the offshore pipeline from Iran via Gwadar, believing it was a safe
way for energy import.
Earlier, India was part of the IP gas pipeline, but after entering into a civil
nuclear deal with the US, it pulled out apparently on the insistence of Washington,
which has strained relations with both Iran and Russia.
Now, India has expressed its keenness in preliminary discussions on the
offshore pipeline, but it is believed that the US will again heap pressure to force
Delhi to stay away from its rivals.
Russia has been a big gas exporter to EU countries and Turkey since long
and despite US anger the European bloc has continued to make imports to meet its
domestic needs.
Russia receives gas from Turkmenistan and then exports it to EU states. It
has managed to get gas deposits in Iran as well and is looking to gain foothold in
the markets of Pakistan and India.
Iran wants Pakistan to revive gas pipeline project
Russian gas exports touched an all-time high in 2017. According to its
energy giant Gazprom, gas flows to Europe and Turkey, excluding former Soviet
states, hit a new daily record at 621.8 million cubic metres.
Annual exports touched 179.3 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2016, a
significant jump from the previous high of 161.5 bcm in 2013 and well above the
2015 total of 158.6 bcm.
Зам. министра МИД Рыбаков намерен расширять отношения с
Пакистаном, - заявил он в ходе визита в Индию.
Moscow looking to build ties with Pakistan: Russian deputy FM
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The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/moscow-looking-tobuild-ties-with-pakistan-russian-deputy-fm

Russia‘s Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov has admitted that Russia
was looking to build ties with Pakistan, a country he described as taking great
interest in multilateral forums.
He said Russia had no ―hidden agenda‖ in its dealings with Islamabad. ―I
can assure you that Russia‘s ties with no country in the world will come at the
expense of its relationship with India,‖ said Ryabkov.
According to Indian media reports, the issue came up for discussion on
Wednesday as Sergei Ryabkov met Indian Foreign Secretary S Jaishankar.
About Indian application for the membership of Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG), Ryabkjov said that India‘s application cannot be ―interlinked‖ with that of
Pakistan and that Moscow is discussing the issue with Beijing at different levels.
China has favoured a criteria-based approach for expansion of the 48-member
group, which controls international nuclear commerce.
―We recognise that at the moment there is no unanimity on Pakistan‘s
application and that the same cannot be interlinked with India‘s,‖ said Ryabkov,
after his meeting with Jaishankar.
On the issue of cross-border terrorism, Ryabkov said a very ―forceful‖
message had been sent out at the BRICS summit in Xiamen this year and that
international and pragmatic cooperation was required to defeat those individuals
who were operating outside of their countries.
On the issue of North Korea, which too was discussed between the two
countries, Ryabkov reiterated Russia‘s position that there was no alternative to a
political ―track‖ for resolving the issues and that all parties needed to show
restraint.
Зам. министра МИД России заявил (впервые), что не нужно увязывать
вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков с таковым Пакистана
Can't link India's case for NSG membership with that of Pakistan:
Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
7,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/cant-link-indias-case-for-nsg-membership-with-thatof-pakistan-russia/articleshow/61951007.cms

India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan, Russia
affirmed.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases.
Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India‘s
membership.
NEW DELHI: Even as China continues to stall India's Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) membership+ , Russia has come out strongly in support of India
saying that India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan and that
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Moscow is discussing the issue with Beijing at different levels. China has favoured
a criteria-based approach for expansion of the 48-member group, which controls
international nuclear commerce, instead of one based on merit, in what India sees
an attempt to draw a false equivalence between India's case and Pakistan's.
The issue again came up for discussion on Wednesday as Russia's deputy
foreign minister Sergey Ryabkov met foreign secretary S Jaishankar. "We
recognise that at the moment there is no unanimity on Pakistan's application and
that the same cannot be interlinked with India's," said Ryabkov, after his meeting
with Jaishankar.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases. "We know about the
difficulties involved but unlike some other countries, who only speak, we are
making practical efforts...we are discussing it with China at different levels,'' he
added. Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India's membership.
That Moscow doesn't expect China to relent though without a concerted
effort from all member states was evident from Ryabkov's remark that he found the
politicisation of the issue unfortunate and that other nations needed to play a more
positive role for India's membership. He didn't name these nations though.
Significantly, as he backed India's case for membership of all export control
regimes, Ryabkov said that he expected India to join The Wassenaar Arrangement
as early as Thursday. The 41-nation group, of which China is not a member, deals
with export controls for conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies.
While Ryabkov admitted that Russia was looking to build ties with Pakistan,
a country he described as taking great interest in multilateral forums, he said
Russia had no ``hidden agenda'' in its dealings with Islamabad. ``I can assure you
that Russia's ties with no country in the world will come at the expense of its
relationship with India,'' said Ryabkov.
On the issue of cross-border terrorism, Ryabkov said a very "forceful"
message had been sent out at the Brics summit in Xiamen this year and that
international and pragmatic cooperation was required to defeat those individuals
who were operating outside of their countries. For India, the big takeaway from the
Xiamen Declaration was the naming of Pakistan based terror groups like LeT and
JeM. This exercise was at least partly undone by China later though when it
blocked a UN ban on JeM chief Masood Azhar. Ryabkov said though that India's
"very firm and convincing" position on terrorism was yielding fruits and that this
was evident from the message in Xiamen.
On the issue of North Korea, which too was discussed between the two
countries, Ryabkov reiterated Russia's position that there was no alternative to a
political "track" for resolving the issues and that all parties needed to show
restraint. "We don't believe there is place for more sanctions on North Korea," said
Ryabkov, adding that there were commonalities in the position taken by both
Russia and India. As Swaraj said recently, India believes that some channels of
communication with Pyongyang should remain open.
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Мининдел Асиф заявил, что отныне акцент внешней политики
Пакистана переносится с США на Россию и Китай
Pakistan‘s foreign policy to remain US-centric no more
Daily Times, December 6th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/153532/pakistans-foreignpolicy-remain-us-centric-no/

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Tuesday said Pakistan‘s
foreign policy has for long remained US-centric, however, the time had come to
review the policy and shift its focus towards Russia and China.
The foreign minister highlighted the possibility of a policy shift and said
revisiting the Islamabad‘s policy was the need of the hour. The minister hinted at
an inclination towards the left block of the world, saying, ―China lives next to us
and we have a common wall. Russia can also be our good friend.‖
Asif said this while addressing a seminar hosted by the Sustainable
Development Policy Institute (SDPI) in the federal capital.
―We can‘t have an independent foreign policy until we are economically
strong,‖ the minister maintained.
Мининдел Асиф заявил о необходимости переноса акцентов во
внешней политике с США на Китай и Россию.
Khawaja Asif hints at foreign policy shift from US towards China,
Russia
Naveed
Siddiqui.
Dawn.
December
05,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1374715/khawaja-asif-hints-at-foreign-policy-shift-from-ustowards-china-russia

Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Tuesday said Pakistan's foreign policy
has for long remained US-centric, however, the time had come to review the policy
and shift its focus towards Russia and China.
The foreign minister highlighted the possibility of a policy shift and said
revisiting the Islamabad's policy was the need of the hour. The minister hinted at
an inclination towards the left block of the world, saying "China lives next to us
and we have a common wall. Russia can also be our good friend."
Asif said this while addressing a seminar hosted by the Sustainable
Development Policy Institute (SDPI) in the federal capital.
"We can‘t have an independent foreign policy until we are economically
strong," the minister maintained.
Asif said the US has been Pakistan's biggest trade partner. "We have to
convert our diplomatic outpost to trade outpost," he said, adding that Islamabad
must improve and correct its relationships.
Peace in Afghanistan is extremely important for us, he said, adding that the
US will have to see relations with Islamabad without the prism of Afghanistan.
"We [Pakistan and the US] have a historic and robust relationship."
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Further talking about Afghanistan, the minister said Islamabad wants to live
peacefully with all its neighbours and rest of the world. "We want peace in
Afghanistan. The Afghan war was a liability for Pakistan. We are still suffering
very badly from the Afghan war," he added.
The minister, however, expressed hope and said: "We are trying to manage
the situation and to turn the debris into hope." He elaborated that the debris
includes religious radicalism and said the nation was facing its consequences.
"There is no end in sight," he said, adding that despite past mistakes the
country was moving on. "We are looking for peace and harmonisation in the
region," he maintained.
Some of our neighbours had expressed reservations on the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) but we have a different perspective as we do believe
that its a game changer project for the entire region, Asif added.
"We avoid conflict and maintain a policy of neutrality in relations with Iran
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia."
We share a long border with Iran and we have a common wall, culture, and
language with Afghanistan, the minister said, but deplored the fact that Pakistan
was "facing terrorism from the eastern and western borders".
We have direct and more stakes in Afghanistan's peace than any other
country, he maintained.
We will also have to put our house in order, he said while referring to the
Faizabad interchange sit-in. "It was not a good example," Asif accepted.
Саммит ШОС в Сочи – встреча Аббаси и Медведева
SCO summit: Pakistan is adamant to fight terrorism, says PM Abbasi
Irfan Ghauri. The Express Tribune. December 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1573635/1pm-abbasi-meets-russian-counterpart-sco-summit/
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Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi held a bilateral meeting with the Prime Minister of the Russian
Federation H.E. Mr. Dmitry Medvedev in Sochi.

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Friday held a bilateral meeting
with Prime Minister of the Russian Federation HE Dmitry Medvedev in Sochi.
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation Dmitry Medvedev received PM
Abbasi at the meeting of Heads of Delegations of SCO Member States in the
restricted format.The Heads of the delegations had a group photo prior to the start
of the meeting.
The meeting is mandated to focus on the strategy, prospects and priorities
for SCO‘s developmental cooperation.
PM Abbasi leaves for Russia today to attend SCO summit
PM Abbasi addresses SCO summit
Addressing the auspicious summit, Abbasi shared saying that peaceful
political settlements are the need of the hour and Pakistan is ready to contribute to
SCO‘s mandate. Pakistan is fully committed to eliminate the evil of terrorism, the
PM said as he mentioned that terrorism cannot be identified with any specific
religion, country or nationality.
He further added that the future of SCO depends on deep bilateral relations,
enhancing communication and connectivity through various means.
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Harmonizing laws, movement of merchandise, removal of tariff and nontariff barriers will further support SCO. Creating synergies between AIIB and
regional stability through just means and investing more in fields of sports,
medicine, education is imperative.
He also added saying that this is a historic opportunity for a trans-continental
reach and Pakistan‘s blithely ready to contribute for their mutual advantage.
PM Abbasi thanked China for their constant support and congrtulated
Tajikistan as the next host for SCO summit.
PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi meets PM of Kyrgyzstan Sapar Isakov
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi held a bilateral meeting with Prime
Minister of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan H.E. Sapar Isakov in Sochi today. Prime
Minister congratulated Mr Isakov on assumption of office as Prime Minister of
Kyrgyzstan recently and expressed gratitude for Kyrgyzstan‘s support for
Pakistan‘s SCO memberships. Prime Minister Isakov welcomed Pakistan as a
valuable member of the SCO.
The two Prime Ministers exchanged views on ways to enhance cooperation
in the framework of the SCO as well as bilaterally.
They expressed satisfaction that all agreements regarding CASA-1000
Project had been signed and the project was now in its implementation stage.
Both sides agreed to further enhance cooperation in all areas of mutual
interest including trade and defence. They also agreed on the need for greater
cooperation between the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the two
countries.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi underscored that the development of
a network of highways and motorways underway in Pakistan would benefit
Kyrgyzstan and other countries of the region by providing connectivity to Gawadar
and other ports of Pakistan. In this regard, he highlighted the significance of the
Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement signed between Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan,
China and Kazakhstan. The Prime Minister also underscored the importance of
connectivity within the ECO region, to which both Pakistan and Kyrgyzstan
belong. Pakistan holds the Chair of the ECO.
Both sides agreed to develop a strong partnership between Pakistan and
Kyrgyzstan. Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi extended invitation to Prime
Minister Sapar Isakov to pay an official visit to Pakistan at his earliest
convenience. The invitation was accepted.
Pakistan, along with India, in June became full member of the SCO.
Historic day: Pakistan joins SCO at Astana summit
Pak-Russia partnership strengthening positively will resolve
outstanding issues forthwith: Khurram Dastgir
Minister for Defence Engineer Khurram Dastgir Khan while concluding the
5th Pak-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission (IGC) in Moscow as Pakistan coChair with his Russian counterpart, Minister for Trade and Industry Denis V.
Manturov said,―Pakistan and Russia have made tremendous, substantive strides in
their partnership since 2013. Defense cooperation has been the vanguard of this
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new chapter in Pak-Russia relationship, but will soon be matched by vast energysector cooperation.‖
The Pakistani and Russian Ministers signed the formal protocol after a
plenary session of the IGC that concluded three days of multi-faceted dialogue and
negotiations between the Pakistan and Russian contingents.
Speaking to the media after the signing ceremony, the Pakistan co-Chair
announced that both sides have accelerated ongoing negotiations on numerous
energy sector investments by Russia into Pakistan.
Pakistan has been an observer with the SCO since 2005 and applied for its
full membership in 2010. The decision, in principle, to give membership to
Pakistan was taken by the SCO Heads of States meeting held in Ufa, Russia, in
2015.
The SCO was founded at a Summit in Shanghai in 2001 by the presidents of
Russia, China, Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
Pakistan, India and Iran were admitted as observers at the 2005 Astana
Summit.
В Сочи проходит саммит ШОС – туда прибыл премьер Аббаси
PM in Russia to attend SCO meeting
Dawn, December 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373978/pm-in-russia-toattend-sco-meeting

SOCHI (Russia): Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi arrived here on
Thursday to participate in the 16th meeting of the Council of the Heads of
Government (CHG) of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
Upon his arrival at the airport, the prime minister was warmly received by
Deputy Governor of Krasnodar Region Vasiliv Shvetz, Pakistan‘s ambassador to
Russia Qazi M. Khalilullah and other officials.
Prime Minister Abbasi is participating in the SCO meeting on the invitation
of Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, which is being held from Nov 30 to
Dec 1 (today).
It will be the first SCO heads of government meeting in which Pakistan will
participate after assumption of full membership in June this year.
The meeting is mandated to focus on the strategy, prospects and priorities
for SCOs developmental cooperation.
Mr Abbasi will participate in the SCO retreat being hosted by the Russian
prime minister with his other SCO counterparts.
The retreat will be followed by a plenary session of the council of heads of
government where Prime Minister Abbasi will deliver a statement.
At the plenary, he will outline Pakistan‘s commitment to the SCOs
objectives including fighting terrorism, sincere interest in regional peace, stability
and development.
The meeting will close with on a signing ceremony of decisions and joint
communiqué by the heads of delegations.
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Prime Minister Abbasi will also hold bilateral meetings on the sidelines of
the summit.
SCO now has eight member states: Pakistan, China, Russia, India,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
It also has four observer states: Iran, Afghanistan, Belarus and Mongolia and
six dialogue partners including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Nepal, Sri Lanka
and Turkey.
Россия готова участвовать в энергопроектах в Пакистане
Интернет-сайт
«InfoRos».
http://inforos.ru/ru/?module=news&action=view&id=57529

30.11.2017.

Россия готова участвовать в модернизации ГЭС и строительстве ТЭС в
Пакистане, а также поставлять в страну энергооборудование, сообщил
министр промышленности и торговли РФ Денис Мантуров на заседании
российско-пакистанской межправкомиссии.
По его словам, "многолетний опыт успешной работы в АзиатскоТихоокеанском регионе российских компаний "Силовые машины", ОДК и
"Технопромэкспорт" позволяет предметно проработать возможность участия
в проектах на территории Пакистана. Прежде всего, это касается
модернизации
гидроэлектростанций,
поставок
энергетического
и
газоперекачивающего оборудования, а также строительство тепловых,
геотермальных и солнечных электростанций".
Мантуров отметил, что российские компетенции могут быть
задействованы и для развития нефте- и газодобывающей промышленности
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Пакистана. В части гражданской авиации Россия готова поставлять самолеты
SSJ-100
и
МС-21.
Говоря
о
возможностях
российских
автомобилестроительных предприятий, Мантуров напомнил, что на рынок
Пакистана вышла продукция российского бренда УАЗ. "Мы готовы
рассмотреть варианты организации на территории Пакистана совместных
сборочных производств", - сказал министр.
Товарооборот между странами по итогам января-сентября 2017 года
вырос на 22%, а до конца года, по оценкам, может составить более 500 млн
долларов.
Анонсированы крупные соглашения с Пакистаном в энергетике
«Взгляд». 30 ноября 2017. https://vz.ru/news/2017/11/30/897612.html

Россия готова модернизировать ГЭС и строить ТЭС в Пакистане,
кроме того, на подходе - соглашение с этой страной о морском газопроводе,
сообщил глава Минпромторга Денис Мантуров на заседании российскопакистанской межправительственной комиссии.
«Многолетний опыт успешной работы в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском
регионе
российских
компаний
«Силовые
машины»,
ОДК
и
«Технопромэкспорт» позволяет предметно проработать возможность участия
в проектах на территории Пакистана», – цитирует Мантурова ТАСС.
Министр отметил, что это в первую очередь касается модернизации
ГЭС, поставок энергетического и газоперекачивающего оборудования, а
также строительства тепловых, геотермальных и солнечных электростанций.
По словам Мантурова Россия рассчитывает в ближайшее время
подписать с Пакистаном меморандум по морскому газопроводу.
«Новые горизонты в части поставок сжиженного газа открывает
подписание недавно межправсоглашения о сотрудничестве в этой сфере.
Также рассчитываем, что в ближайшее время будет подписан двусторонний
меморандум по морскому газотрубопроводу Иран – Пакистан – Индия», –
отметил глава Минпромторга, добавив, что сам меморандум уже готов.
«С учетом нашего огромного опыта в части строительства таких
крупных проектов, я уверен, что мы его реализуем очень быстро», – добавил
министр.
Пакистанская делегация на Фестивале молодежи и студентов в 2017 г. в
Сочи 4-22 октября 2017 г.
Representing Pakistan in World Festival of Youth and Students 2017.
Nudrat Mustafa. The Nation. November 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/23-Nov2017/representing-pakistan-in-world-festival-of-youth-and-students-2017

WFYS aims to amalgamate international youth community, building up
international ties, as well as promoting intercultural cooperation. One of the main
goals of the festival is modelling a common vision of future by young leaders from
different countries, trying to articulate response to the most demanding challenges
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of the generation. The WFYS was initiated by the USSR and the Eastern Bloc after
World War II.

The main agenda of the discussion programme is to encompass the 17
Sustainable Development Goals, adopted by the United Nations. The platform of
the WFYS 2017 involves various avenues, including panel discussions and open
lectures on current issues of youth course of action and international relations,
sports competitions, as well as a number of cultural and creative events.
On the journey of exploring new direction of creativity and innovation, we
had a chance to talk to Saira Mansoor , chosen from Pakistan for attending XIX
World Festival of Youth and Students (WFYS) held in Sochi, Russia, from 14 to
22 October. Saira told us many exciting things about her experience as a delegate.
―As an artist, travelling through various parts of the world, I have immersed
myself into art and culture to examine the relationship between media, values,
nature, diversity, culture and development in art,‖ she explains about her journey.
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Saira participated in various art and cultural programmes that include
painting, flower making, dancing, cultural day event (she wore traditional gharara
paired with handcrafted embroidery shawl) robot walk, industry of future, library
of the future, master art class of water-colour, and classical music performance.
She celebrated Diwali festival with some Indian delegates and describes the
experience as ‗an overwhelming one‘. She continued that enjoyment and
excitement of seeing things in a unique perspective, especially with computer
modelling, four-dimensional video and two-digital image manipulation ‗fuels‘ her
current art exploration curiosity.
Upon asking what sparks her interest in the festival, she explains, ―I am
investigating art-making traditions with multiple goals in mind. Different mediums
allow me to express different ideas. My goal is to inspire those who carefully look
into my work and discover the beauty at unusual places.‖
This grand event brought together twenty thousand young international
delegates from 185 countries.
Apart from Saira Mansoor , Sakhi Mansoor is a software engineer at Venture
Dive. He has been to many parts of world. But he has now become a part of this
amazing global community. He aims to intermingle diverse cultures. Let‘s see
what‘s going to be his next destination.
Tahir Khattak is a chairman of Global Youth Clan (GYC) working for the
implementation of sustainable development goals in Pakistan . He is a management
graduate with specialization in marketing. He has been a part of the management
team for several national and international conferences in Pakistan . The Youth
Minister of Punjab awarded him with ‗Pakistan Youth Icon Award‘ in 2006.
We are glad that the youth of Pakistan is making us proud by participating in
such diverse programmes internationally, which not only inspires the younger
generation but also helps in building a positive image of our country worldwide.
О проекте газопровода из Ирана в Индию (с участием России)
Логинов В.Ю. 20 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39200

В ходе визита президента В.В.Путина 1 ноября с.г. в ИРИ между
Минэнерго РФ и Министерством нефти Ирана был подписан меморандум о
поддержке проекта поставок газа из Ирана в Индию. Как пояснил, в
дальнейшем глава Минэнерго России А.Новак речь идет о «реализации
проектов, связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого
ресурса в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по
дну Персидского залива»[i].
В рамках этого проекта будет осуществлено строительство газопровода
длиной 1200 км с учетом отвода (1130 км — без него).
То, что сообщил российский министр, выглядит как настоящая
сенсация! Неужели России удалось найти, наконец, выход из
геополитического тупика, который сопровождает вопрос поставки
энергоресурсов на Индостан вот уже более 20 лет?
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Из пресс-релиза «Газпрома» следует, что он подписал четыре
взаимосвязанных меморандума по сотрудничеству с иранскими
организациями. Два из них с Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией
(NIOC) по реализации проекта строительства газопровода Иран —
Пакистан. — Индия и по разработке концепции создания единой системы
добычи, транспортировки природного газа и газохимии на территории Ирана,
третий с Организацией по развитию и реконструкцией Ирана (IMIDRO) —
по сжижению газа для последующей реализации в третьих странах и
последний, четвертый — рамочный о партнерстве с Министерством нефти
Ирана [ii].
В качестве ресурсной базы газопровода предполагается использовать
газ, получаемый российской госкомпанией от ее участия во 2 и 3 очереди
месторождения «Южный Парс». На первом этапе видимо будет продлен
недавно смонтированный иранский газопровод от Чахбахара до
пакистанского Гвадара, где имеются удобные глубины. Далее по морскому
дну он пройдет до точки отвода в 70 км на шельфе напротив Карачи, где
будет установлена промежуточная платформа с газоперерабатывающим
заводом по производству СПГ. В резервном варианте этот завод будет
построен в самом Гвадаре (это третий протокол «Газпрома» с ИМИДРО).
Одна из ниток подводного СПГ трубопровода будет протянута до Карачи и
состыкована с газопроводом «Север — Юг» (Карачи-Лахор), другая же
пойдет в индийский штат Гуджарат. Конечным пунктом газопровода в
Индии, как упоминают разные источники, станет Порбандар или порт
Вадинар [iii], который оснащен системой подводных и надземных
трубопроводов (этот порт получила «Роснефть» в результате покупки доли
в индийской компании Essar Oil). В случае необходимости расширения
проекта (например, подключение туркменского газа) трубопровод может
быть дополнен еще двумя нитками мощностью по 27,5 млрд куб.м в год
природного газа каждая. В первоначальном варианте мощность трубопровода
составит 31 млрд куб. м в год, а общая стоимость работ оценивается в 7 млрд
долл.
Реализовать такой проект в состоянии только «Газпром», который
имеет соответствующую компетенцию, оборудование для проведения
подводных работ, а также опыт эксплуатации морских трубопроводов. Но
пройдет ли он в морском варианте здесь возникают сомнения в силу того, что
накануне визита 13 октября с.г. заместитель министра энергетики России
Юрий Сентюрин и заместитель министра энергетики Пакистана Сикандар
Султан Раджа подписали соглашение о создании условий по поставкам
российской стороной СПГ на регазификационные терминалы Пакистана. Как
подчеркивается в пресс-релизе Минэнерго, «уполномоченные организации –
ПАО «Газпром» и ГК «Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи Лимитед» — в течение двух
месяцев после вступления соглашения в силу планируют выйти на
подписание долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного природного
газа»[iv]. Таким образом, принимая во внимание заключенные «Газпромом»
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меморандумы в Иране, речь идет о поставках СПГ в Пакистан,
произведенного с использованием иранского газа.
В пользу этого варианта свидетельствует и интервью министра нефти
Ирана Б.Н.Зангане газете «Та‘адол»[v], данное им после переговоров в
рамках визита В.В.Путина. В частности, он заявил, что основным
препятствием для поставок иранского газа в Пакистан выступает отсутствие
гарантий его оплаты и цена. Дело в том, что Иран вот уже более 2 лет
пытается получить официальные разъяснения Пакистана по срокам сдачи его
участка газопровода «Мир», последний из которых прошел в декабре 2014 г.
Вначале Тегеран слышал оправдания о задержке работ по проекту в связи с
санкциями, затем из-за отсутствия средств. Между тем, Тегеран к 2017 г.
довел
трубопровод
до
пакистанской
границы
и
пригрозил
Исламабаду подачей иска в Международный арбитражный суд в связи
понесенными много миллиардными убытками от исполнения своей части
работ [vi].
Далее Б.Н.Зангане отметил, что третий участник проекта
магистрального газопровода Иран-Пакистан (МГП ИП) нужен не только в
качестве оператора газопровода, но и как агент по распределению газа в
Пакистане. На эту роль, по его словам, претендуют три зарубежные
компании, включая «Газпром».
По сути, Иран приглашает Россию стать посредником для разрешения
тупиковой ситуации с МГП ИП (другое название «Мир»).
Почему Россия активизировала свои усилия в этой области на
пакистанском направлении?
Главной на сегодня причиной является усиление конкурентной
борьбы за пакистанский рынок энергоносителей. Пока правительство этой
страны не приняло окончательного решения относительно перспектив
энергообеспечения страны. Пакистанское правительство идет параллельно
сразу по трем треками (программа СПГ, ТАПИ или «Мир»), пытаясь достичь
наиболее конкурентных цен.
В течение последних 4-х лет правительство Пакистана реализует
программу по сокращению дефицита энергии в стране посредством закупки
импортного СПГ и строительства СПГ – терминалов [vii]. В настоящее время
этот дефицит составляет минимум около 67 млн куб. м/сутки (2 млрд куб.
фт./сутки) природного газа [viii]. В 2015 г. в порту Касим был запущен 1й СПГ — терминал пропускной мощностью 17 млн куб. м/сутки (0,6 млрд
куб. фт./сутки) и в ноябре планируется запустить 2-й терминал, который
увеличит количество импортируемого СПГ до 34 млн куб. м/сутки. Всего
запланировано построить четыре СПГ-терминала, чтобы удовлетворить
растущее потребление природного газа в Пакистане, которое к 2022 г
составит около 30 млн т /год СПГ (41,4 млрд куб. м/год) [ix]. Для
обеспечения потребностей в СПГ Пакистан в феврале 2016 г. подписал
выгодный контракт с Катаром на поставку 3,75 млн т СПГ в год до 2032 г.
При этом цена за СПГ была установлена на уровне 13,37% от стоимости
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барреля нефти марки Brent, что позволяет закрыть имеющийся
энергодефицит на 20% . В мае 2017 г. тендер государственной Pakistan LNG
Ltd. выиграл итальянский производитель нефти и газа Eni, который будет
поставлять в общей сложности 11 млн т СПГ в течение следующих 15 лет
при цене 12,29% от стоимости барреля нефти марки Brent.
Указанный контракт дает Пакистану возможность не только снижать
цену на СПГ других поставщиков («Газпром», Оман и США), но и
получить более выгодные условия покупки газа по трубопроводу
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). В силу напряженной
обстановки в Афганистане и неуверенности остальных участников работы по
трансафганскому газопроводу ведутся с 2015 г. только главным его
акционером госконцерном «Туркменгаз». Однако по инвестиционному
соглашению 2016 г. Исламабад обязан до конца текущего года инвестировать
3,2 млрд долл. в проектно-изыскательские работы на своей территории [x].
Кроме этого после принятия президентом США Д.Трампом новой стратегии
по Афганистану в августе с.г. на Пакистан оказывается сильное
американское давление в плане прекращения поддержки талибов. В декабре
запланировано проведение заседания управляющего комитета ТАПИ, где
Исламабад будет требовать снижения цены за туркменский газ с учетом
упомянутых скидок по СПГ поставкам [xi].
Третьим треком в энергетической стратегии Пакистана выступает
вышеупомянутый газопровод «Мир». Этот проект в сочетании с заводом по
СПГ «Газпрома» и возможной реализацией российским «Ростехом»
контракта от 2015 г. на строительство газопровода «Север — Юг» (КарачиЛахор) поддерживается КНР. Еще в ходе визита в Исламабад в 2015 г.
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин обещал на 85% финансировать расходы на
строительство пакистанской части этого газопровода. Интерес Китая в
данном случае заключается в энергообеспечении проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» [xii], который предполагает
преобразование Пакистана и вывод западных провинций КНР в порт Гвадар.
Согласно нему в пакистанскую экономику будет инвестировано более 51
млрд долл.
Что касается продления морского трубопровода «Газпромом» до
Индии, то в современных условиях это очень маловероятно. Индия еще в
2008 г. покинула проект под влиянием США. После же выхода Ирана из
режима санкций в 2016 году, она выступила за строительство подводного
газопровода Иран-Оман-Индия, который идет в обход экономической зоны
Пакистана. Окончательный поворот в пользу поставок СПГ она сделала
после визита премьер-министра Нарендра Моди в США в июне с.г.
Подтверждением этого курса Нью-Дели в отношении Тегерана стало
сокращение на 40% импорта иранской нефти летом с.г. и рекомендации
правительства компаниям воздержаться от инвестиций в совместные проекты
на основе иранского газа и в СЭЗ Чахбахар [xiii].
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После подписания в ходе визита Д.Трампа в КНР соглашений по
проектам и поставкам сланцевого СПГ, очевидно, что США рассматривают
страны АТР, как перспективный рынок для сбыта своих углеводородов и не
заинтересованы в конкуренции там с более дешевым трубопроводным газом.
Суммируя вышеизложенное, можно заключить следующее. Газопровод
«Мир» с участием российского «Газпрома» имеет шансы на реализацию.
Однако единственным вариантом его осуществления пока может быть
маршрут Иран-Пакистан-запад КНР, что соответствует китайскому плану
КПЭК. Безусловно, это сопряжено с большим количеством рисков,
вызванных
как
вопросами
безопасности,
так
и
финансовой
несостоятельностью Пакистана, но при наличии гарантий Пекина они могли
бы быть существенно нивелированы. В более глобальном аспекте здесь
можно говорить о сопряжении ЕврАзЭС с китайской инициативой «Один
пояс — один путь», как новой конфигурации евразийского континента. На
эту возможность несколько раз указывал российский президент В.В.Путин, в
том числе на экономическом форуме в Пекине в мае с.г.
[i] ps://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html
[ii] http://www.gazprom.ru/press/news/2017/november/article376847/
[iii] http://www.essarports.com/section_level2.aspx?cont_id=uZJCH0l2iwA=
[iv] https://minenergo.gov.ru/node/9551
[v] http://www.taadolnewspaper.ir/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B1%DA%98%DB%8C-131/110349%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%82%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%DA%AF%D8%A7%D8
[vi] http://www.bartarinha.ir/fa/news/589120/%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%83%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%B2%D9%86%DA%AF%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%A8%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%8E%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%87%D9%BE%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86
[vii] https://neftegaz.ru/tech_library/view/4346-SPG-terminal-regazifikatsionnyj
[viii] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1044645/game-changer-pakistan-qatar-sign-16-billion-lng-deal/
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[x] http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13960510000437
[xi] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-importprice/?amp=1
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[xiii] http://indianexpress.com/article/business/business-others/rising-iran-us-tensions-govt-asksindian-firms-to-go-slow-on-chabahar-projects-4590091/

Пакистанские СМИ уделили много внимания встрече Путина и Трампа
во Вьетнаме (саммит АТЭС в Дананге) – а индийские СМИ ничего не
написали
US, Russia agree 'no military solution' in Syria
The Express Tribune. November 12, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1556356/3-usrussia-agree-no-military-solution-syria/
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US President Donald Trump (R) and Russia's President Vladimir Putin walk together to take part in the
"family photo" during the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders' summit in the central Vietnamese
city of Danang on November 11, 2017. PHOTO: AFP

DANANG: The United States and Russia issued a presidential joint
statement saying there was ―no military solution‖ to the war in Syria after their
leaders met briefly on the sidelines of a regional summit in Vietnam.
There had been mixed messages for days from both Moscow and the White
House on whether President Donald Trump and his Russian counterpart Vladimir
Putin would hold face-to-face discussions during the APEC summit in Danang.
Putin and Trump shake hands, exchange words at APEC summit
The statement, issued by officials from both sides, said the two presidents
had made progress on Syria, which has been battered by six years of civil war.
The US and Russia have backed competing factions in the bloody conflict,
and
agreement
on
the
next
steps
towards
peace
is
rare.
―The presidents agreed that there is no military solution to the conflict in Syria,‖
the statement said, adding that the two sides ―confirmed their determination to
defeat ISIS‖.
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US President Donald Trump (R) and Russia‘s President Vladimir Putin chat as they walk together to take
part in the ―family photo‖ during the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders‘ summit in the central
Vietnamese city of Danang on November 11, 2017. PHOTO: AFP

The statement added that the two sides had agreed to keep military channels
open to avoid potential clashes over Syria and urged the warring sides to
participate in UN-led peace talks in Geneva.
Russia has run a major bombing campaign in Syria since 2015, when it
stepped in to support President Bashar al-Assad‘s fight against rebels – some of
them US-backed – tipping the conflict in his favour.
The Russian military has recently accused the United States of merely
‗pretending‘ to fight IS in Iraq and of hindering the Russian-backed offensive in
eastern Syria.

US President Donald Trump (R) and Russia‘s President Vladimir Putin talk as they make their way to take
the ―family photo‖ during the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders‘ summit in the central
Vietnamese city of Danang on November 11, 2017. PHOTO: AFP

But Saturday‘s joint statement expressed satisfaction with efforts to prevent
incidents between their respective forces in Syria. ―The Presidents affirmed their
commitment to Syria‘s sovereignty, unity, independence, territorial integrity, and
non-sectarian character,‖ it said.
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According to senior State Department officials, the statement was the result
of ―months of fairly intense discussions‖ and was finalised on the margins of the
APEC summit between diplomats. It represents Russia‘s firm committment to the
UN backed peace process, one of the officials said.
―We made very clear that there will not be any reconstruction aid in Syria
until there is a meaningful political process moving along the timeline,‖ he said. ―I
cannot speak to the Russians, but I think it might be one of the reasons why they
clearly committed to the fact that the ultimate resolution to the civil war will be
under the Geneva process.‖

US President Donald Trump (L) chats with Russia‘s President Vladimir Putin as they attend the
APEC Economic Leaders‘ Meeting, part of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders‘
summit in the central Vietnamese city of Danang on November 11, 2017. PHOTO: AFP

A new round of talks is scheduled to be held in Geneva from November 28,
the UN special envoy for Syria announced Thursday.
There have been seven previous sessions between the Syrian regime and the
opposition, which failed to overcome the main obstacle – the fate of President
Assad.
Trump‘s relationship with Moscow has haunted the first year of his
presidency, with key former aides under a US investigation for alleged
collaboration with the Kremlin.
Trump, Putin in first showdown at headstrong G20
Putin and Trump last held face-to-face talks at a G20 summit earlier in the
year, and there was intense speculation over whether they would so do again in
Danang.
After the pair met on the sidelines of the APEC summit, Trump said he
believes Putin was sincere when he denied meddling in the US election that
propelled Trump to power, adding that the Russian leader felt ―very insulted‖ by
the allegations.
Overly amicable talks between Trump and Putin in Vietnam risked being an
awkward sell for the White House, as it vigorously denies any undue links with the
Kremlin.
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«Вертолеты России» испытывают «Ансат» в Пакистане
Сайт «Ростех». 31.10.2017. http://rostec.ru/news/4521500

Машина должна подтвердить возможность эксплуатации в условиях
высоких температур
«Вертолеты России» начали испытания многоцелевого вертолета
«Ансат» в Пакистане. Машина должна будет подтвердить возможность
эксплуатации в условиях высоких температур воздуха.
«Ансат» является очень привлекательным вертолетом по ряду своих
летно-технических характеристик, в том числе для заказчиков из стран Азии
и Ближнего Востока. Нами запланировано несколько модернизаций машины,
в числе которых расширение температурного режима. Надеюсь,
положительные результаты испытаний позволят воплотить интерес
потенциальных покупателей в ряд соглашений», – заявил заместитель
генерального директора холдинга «Вертолеты России» по маркетингу и
развитию бизнеса Александр Щербинин.
В настоящий момент вертолет уже приступил к тестовым полетам.
Завершить испытания планируется в середине ноября. По их итогам в
Исламабаде запланирована конференция, на которой потенциальные
пакистанские заказчики вертолета смогут ознакомиться с его конкурентными
преимуществами и особенностями эксплуатации.
Серийное производство легкого двухдвигательного многоцелевого
вертолета «Ансат» развернуто на Казанском вертолетном заводе (КВЗ). В мае
2015 года сертификацию прошла модификация вертолета с медицинским
модулем, которая соответствует всем международным стандартам
санитарной авиации и позволяет спасти жизнь человека на период
транспортировки.
Медицинский «Ансат» имеет ряд серьезных конкурентных
преимуществ перед аналогами в своем классе – меньшая стоимость
обслуживания, обучения и ремонта. Кроме того, вертолет обладает самой
вместительной кабиной в своем классе. При этом конструкция вертолета
позволяет оперативно трансформировать его как в грузовой, так и в
пассажирский вариант с возможностью перевозки до 7 человек. «Ансат»
также имеет высокую скорость, что позволяет использовать его при полетах
на большие расстояния.
См.: Ка-226Т успешно прошел испытания в Иране. Машина подтвердила
возможность
эксплуатации
при
экстремально
высоких
температурах
(http://rostec.ru/news/4521119)

«Целесообразно говорить о том, что идет постепенный, шаг
за шагом процесс расширения российско-пакистанских
отношений на самых разных уровнях», - Сергей Каменев о
двустороннем сотрудничестве
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Главный редактор
Интернет-сайт «Россия-исламский мир». 31-10-2017. http://rusisworld.com/glavnyyredaktor/celesoobrazno-govorit-o-tom-chto-idet-postepennyy-shag-za-shagom-process
Заведующий Сектором Пакистана Института востоковедения Российской
Академии Наук, кандидат экономических наук Сергей Наумович Каменев
рассказал редакции сайта Группы стратегического видения «Россия –
Исламский мир» о двустороннем сотрудничестве России и Пакистана.

Сергей Наумович, здравствуйте. В каких областях наблюдается наибольший
прогресс в двустороннем сотрудничестве России и Пакистана?

- Хороший вопрос. Я бы начал с того, что длительное время, начиная примерно с 1961
года, наше сотрудничество (тогда еще между СССР и Пакистаном) осуществлялось
преимущественно в торгово-экономической сфере и началось оно с геологоразведки на
нефть и газ в Пакистане. Потом стал постепенно увеличиваться товарообмен, вестись
обычные внешнеторговые операции. Я не буду сейчас говорить о цифрах, поскольку это
едва ли вас интересует в исторической ретроспективе. Но хотелось бы заметить, что
даже после ввода советских войск в Афганистан в 1979 г., когда СССР и Пакистан
оказались по разные стороны баррикад, когда Пакистан находился тогда на острие
борьбы с советскими войсками двусторонняя торговля не только не уменьшалась, но
даже возросла и составляла в 80- е годы ХХ в. в среднем 200 млн. долл. в год. До недавнего
времени наиболее крупным объектом сотрудничества оставался Карачинский
металлургический завод, построенный в 70-е – первой половине 80-х годов ХХ в. Но
вероятно вас больше интересуют двусторонние отношения на современном этапе.

Серьезный прорыв в отношениях России и Пакистана
произошел в 2014 г., после введения санкций против России
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со стороны значительной части мирового сообщества после
присоединения Крыма.
И здесь Россия была вынуждена в большей степени, нежели раньше, повернуться лицом к
Востоку. Тогда действительно произошел серьезный скачок в наших двусторонних
отношениях. В первую очередь это было связано с началом нашего сотрудничества в
военно-технической сфере, чего не было в предыдущие десятилетия. Ранее мы постоянно
уходили от любых разговоров с Пакистаном о возможности налаживания такого рода
связей, хотя Исламабад неоднократно обращался к нам с просьбой о продаже многих
видов вооружения, начиная от стрелкового оружия и завершая современными
истребителями.
Такого рода сотрудничество началось с того, что в апреле 2014 г. впервые в истории
российско-пакистанских отношений большой противолодочный корабль «Адмирал
Шапошников» посетил базу пакистанского ВМФ в Карачи, и были проведены совместные
учения на море по борьбе с пиратством, а позднее, в октябре 2014 г. прошли аналогичные
учения в Аравийском море с участием сторожевого корабля Балтийского флота
«Ярослав Мудрый» - для отработки взаимодействия в борьбе с пиратством и
наркотрафиком. Но более важным событием в развитии наших отношений с
Пакистаном стал визит в Пакистан в ноябре 2014 г. министра обороны России С.Шойгу
и подписание рамочного Соглашения о сотрудничестве в военной сфере. Параллельно уже
велись переговоры о закупке нескольких современных вертолетов Ми-35М, которые
успешно завершились подписанием летом 2015 г. Соглашения о продаже 4-х ударных
вертолетов этого типа. Нельзя также не отметить визит пакистанского фрегата
«Аламгир» в Новороссийск в декабре 2016 г., где накануне состоялась встреча
командующего Черноморским флотом адмирала Александра Витко с заместителем
Главнокомандующего ВМС Пакистана вице-адмиралом Мухаммадом Файязом Гилани.
Однако самым важным шагом на пути расширения российско-пакистанского
сотрудничества стало подписание в октябре 2015 г. рамочного Соглашения о
строительстве в Пакистане газопровода из Карачи в Лахор протяженностью в 1100 км,
пропускной способностью 12.4 млрд. куб. м газа в год и ориентировочной стоимостью в 2
– 2.5 млрд. долл. Пока что окончательное Соглашение по этому проекту не подписано изза разногласий сторон по поводу цены прокачки газа по этому газопроводу и отложено
на 2019 г.

Нельзя не сказать о проведенных впервые двусторонних
военных учениях в горной местности «Дружба-2016» в
сентябре 2016 г. в Пакистане и в сентябре 2017 г. в
Кабардино-Балкарии («Дружба-2017»), где отрабатывались
приемы ведения антитеррористических акций именно в
горах.
Важно и то, что расширяются связи между нашими странами на уровне регионов, в
частности, пакистанской провинции Панджаб и Республикой Татарстан, которые
особенно активизировались после визита в Пакистан в марте 2017 г. президента
Татарстана Р.Н.Минниханова.
И все же нам представляется, что эйфория в отношении существенного роста
российско-пакистанских отношений совершенно неуместна: до реального «прорыва» еще
далеко. Россия в нынешней сложной политико-экономической ситуации как внутри
страны, так и за ее пределами объективно вынуждена больше обращать свой взор на
Азию, в том числе и на Пакистан. А Пакистан, со своей стороны, ведет непростую игру
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на международной арене, балансируя между великими державами и не желая «класть
яйца в одну корзину», а главное – стремится решать свои прагматические задачи по
развитию экономики и модернизации своих вооруженных сил путем закупок современного
вооружения, в том числе расширяя свои военные связи с Россией (где некоторые виды
оружия можно купить дешевле, чем в США, Франции, Израиле), особенно в условиях
некоторого ухудшения пакистано-американских отношений.
Скорее всего здесь целесообразно говорить о том, что идет постепенный, шаг за шагом
процесс расширения российско-пакистанских отношений на самых разных уровнях,
который был практически заморожен в последние 30 лет после пуска в эксплуатацию в
середине 80-х годов ХХ в. построенного с помощью СССР Карачинского
металлургического завода. Но главное – Москва избавилась от давно устаревшей и
изжившей себя постоянной оглядки на Дели в отношении развития связей с Пакистаном,
в первую очередь в сфере военно-технического сотрудничества.
Но все же пока что объем товарооборота между нашими двумя странами в последние
годы колебался на довольно низком уровне в размере 400-500 млн. долл. в год (заметим,
что, например, товарооборот между Пакистаном и Индией, которая является если не
главным врагом Пакистана на международной арене, то по крайней мере его основным
противником, достигает в последние годы по официальным данным 2.5 млрд. долл.). И
здесь предстоит немало сделать, тем более, что есть большие возможности для
заметного расширения экспортно-импортных операций, которые (возможности) можно
реализовать на уровне принятия соответствующих решений Межправительственной
комиссии по торгово-экономическому, научно-техническому и культурному
сотрудничеству между Россией и Пакистаном и Делового совета «Россия-Пакистан»
при Торгово-промышленной палате РФ.
Как осуществляется российско-пакистанское сотрудничество по борьбе с
терроризмом?
Вопросы совместных действий России и Пакистана по борьбе с терроризмом и
наркотрафиком регулярно обсуждались, начиная с 2009 г. вплоть до 2012 г., на
четырехсторонних саммитах (Афганистан, Пакистан, Россия, Таджикистан), в ходе
которых проходили и двусторонние встречи лидеров наших двух стран. А во время
приема Пакистана в ШОС в Уфе в июле 2015 г. Путин в ходе встречи с Наваз Шарифом
подчеркнул, что «…мы одинаково относимся к вызовам, с которыми мы сталкиваемся, и
в этом списке, конечно, одна из главных проблем – борьба с терроризмом. Мы очень
рады, что теперь нам представилась возможность регулярных контактов в рамках
деятельности Шанхайской организации сотрудничества». На практическом уровне
упомянутые выше совместные военные учения России и Пакистана в 2016 и 2017 годах
как раз и преследовали в качестве главной цели именно отработку
антитеррористических действий.
Каким Вы видите путь разрешения конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном?
Есть несколько нерешенных проблем в отношениях Пакистана и Индии, и главный камень
преткновения здесь – это Кашмирская проблема, которая относится, наряду с арабоизраильским конфликтом, к числу самых старых и самых сложных проблем
международных отношений на нашей планете.

С моей точки зрения, одним из наиболее реальных
вариантов решения этой проблемы могло бы стать
превращение Линии контроля в государственную границу
между Индией и Пакистаном, однако пока что обе страны
отрицают такую возможность, претендуя соответственно на
весь Кашмир.
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Кстати сказать, еще в 1992 году по указанию тогдашнего генерального секретаря ООН
Бутроса Гали, была создана российско-американская экспертная группа из 4-х человек (по
2 эксперта с каждой стороны; мне довелось тогда входить в эту группу с российской
стороны), основной задачей которой было определить пути решения кашмирской
проблемы и доложить об этом Генсеку ООН. Тогда мы все были едины во мнении, что
наиболее реален указанный выше путь – создание государственной границы на базе Линии
контроля.
Указанный вариант решения Кашмирской проблемы возможен, с моей точки зрения,
когда у власти в обоих государствах будут находиться сильные руководители, способные
не поддаться, в частности, с одной стороны - давлению военных в Пакистане (не
стремящихся к такому решению кашмирского вопроса) и, с другой стороны, реально
противостоять индуистскому (антимусульманскому) лобби в Индии.
Второй вариант решения Кашмирской проблемы (намного менее реальный) связан с
проведением референдума в Кашмире с постановкой вопроса перед его населением о
желании присоединиться либо к Пакистану, либо к Индии. Однако против этого
категорически выступает индийская сторона, поскольку вероятнее всего население
Кашмира выберет присоединение к Пакистану со всеми вытекающими отсюда
негативными последствиями для дальнейшего развития пакистано-индийских
отношений.

Третий вариант еще менее реален, но упомянуть о нем
следует.
Это гипотетическая возможность образования самостоятельного независимого
государства на месте индийской и пакистанской частей нынешнего Кашмира, о чем еще
в 1991 г. во всеуслышание заявил «Фронт освобождения Джамму и Кашмира». Но едва ли
соседние страны (да и не только соседние) согласятся с тем, что возле их границ будет
существовать небольшое нестабильное мусульманское государство, немалая часть
населения которого имеет явную склонность к экстремизму.
На уже существующий конфликт Пакистана и Индии накладывает определенный
отпечаток нарастающее в настоящее время соперничество этих стран за влияние на
руководство Афганистана, особенно учитывая постоянную напряженность в
пакистано-афганских отношениях по целому ряду вопросов и стремление Кабула в этой
связи в большей степени заручиться поддержкой Дели в решении своих политикоэкономических проблем.
Как обстоят дела с развитием экономики в Пакистане в связи с внутриполитической
ситуацией?
Как ни парадоксально, но внутриполитический кризис, который имел место в Пакистане
в связи с отставкой премьер-министра Наваз Шарифа в результате коррупционного
скандала, не отразился на экономической ситуации в стране. Временно пост главы
государства (до всеобщих выборов в июне 2018 г.) занял бывший министр нефти и
природных ресурсов Шахид Хакан Аббаси, а пост министра иностранных дел – бывший
министр обороны Хаваджа Мухаммад Асиф. Оба они также принадлежат к правящей
Партии мусульманская лига Наваз Шарифа (ПМЛ/Н/), и по имеющейся у нас
информации, по всем вопросам внешней и внутренней политики, а также по текущим
экономическим вопросам они находятся в постоянном контакте с бывшим премьером
Наваз Шарифом.

Пакистан к настоящему времени достиг заметных успехов в
развитии своей экономики – так, по итогам 2016/17
финансового года (год завершился 30 июня с. г.) темпы
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экономического роста достигли 5.3% (по сравнению с 3.8%,
когда ПМЛ(Н) пришла к власти в 2013 г.), а доход на душу
населения за тот же период времени возрос с 1334 до 1630
долл.
В какой-то степени в этом заслуга «экономического лидера» Пакистана – министра
финансов, экономики и статистики Исхак Дара. И хотя в настоящее время он
подозревается в коррупции, и положение его относительно шаткое, тем не менее,
нынешнее временное руководство Пакистана в полной мере признает важную роль Исхак
Дара в стабилизации экономического положения страны. Он старался преодолеть
негативные барьеры на пути экономического роста – энергетический кризис, огромное
отрицательное сальдо торгового баланса (импорт более, чем в 2 раза превышает
экспорт), слабую собираемость налогов. И наметки темпов роста на текущий
финансовый год (2017/18 г.) в размере 5.5%, определенные им, будут, судя по всему,
достигнуты.
Расскажите о работе Сектора Пакистана Центра изучения стран Ближнего и
Среднего Востока Института востоковедения Российской Академии Наук
Сектор Пакистана был создан в 1959 г., а как самостоятельное подразделение выделился
в рамках Института востоковедения АН СССР в 1969 г. Позднее, в 1978 г. Сектор
Пакистана вошел составной частью в большой Отдел (ныне Центр) Ближнего и
Среднего Востока. Основными направлениями работы Сектора являются изучение
внутренней и внешней политики Пакистана, его экономического развития и
внешнеэкономических связей, социально-экономической истории страны,
демографических вопросов, а также текущая политическая, социальная и культурнополитическая обстановка в стране, геополитика и международные отношения.

В Секторе в настоящее время работают шесть человек и еще
два сотрудника занимаются изучением филологии в Отделе
литератур Института востоковедения РАН и еще один
крупный эксперт в области пакистановедения работает в
Дирекции ИВ РАН.
Только в нынешнем столетии сотрудники Сектора Пакистана опубликовали по
указанным выше проблемам 16 монографий и сборников статей, свыше 500 научных
статей, которые опубликованы в российских и зарубежных журналах, а также
размещены в Интернете на различных сайтах. За последние 15 лет Сектор провел почти
40 научных конференций и экспертных совещаний, а его сотрудники приняли прямое
участие (выступления с докладами) в работе свыше 200 научных конференций как в
России, так и за ее пределами.
Мы работаем в тесном контакте с Посольством Пакистана в России, с Посольством
России в Исламабаде и, конечно, с ведущими научными центрами и университетами
Пакистана, организуем обмен учеными и научной литературой. Наконец, поддерживаем
тесные связи с практическими организациями России (различными министерствами и
ведомствами), заинтересованными в исследовании самых разных сторон общественнополитической и социально-экономической жизни пакистанского общества.
Алена Орищак

http://www.finance.gov.pk/profile_minister.html
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Справка о торгово-экономическом сотрудничестве между Российской
Федерацией и Пакистаном (получено от Минэкономразвития, 1 ноября 2017 г.)
1. Торговля товарами
1.1 Торговля товарами
Внешнеторговый оборот России с Пакистаном в 2016 г. увеличился
на 2% по сравнению с предшествующим годом и составил 404,9 млн. долл.
США. Объем российского экспорта возрос на 36% и составил 132,9 млн.
долл. США, импорт снизился на 9% до 272 млн. долл. США.
Отрицательное сальдо России в торговле с Пакистаном в 2016 г.
составило 139,1 млн. долл. США.
Увеличение стоимостного объема российского экспорта в ИРП в 2016
г. произошло за счет 4-кратного увеличения поставок кожевенного сырья до
58,3 тыс. долл., 2,5-кратного роста продаж минеральных продуктов (5,6 млн.
долл., 4,2% от совокупного объема экспорта), роста поставок металлов и
изделий из них (1,8-кратный рост, 37,7 млн. долл.; 28,4%),
продовольственных товаров и сельскохозяйственного сырья (1,4-кратный
рост, 37,4 млн. долл.; 28,2%), продукции химической промышленности
(+12%, 9,5 млн. долл.; 9,9%), машинно-технической продукции (+8%, 4,4
млн. долл.; 4,7%).
Импорт снизился за счет сокращения на 20% закупок из Пакистана
продовольственных товаров (цитрусовые, рис, корнеплоды), составивших
142,2 млн. долл. (39% от совокупного стоимостного объема импорта) и 5%
сокращения закупок пакистанского текстиля и изделий из него (127,3 млн.
долл., 47% импорта).
Товарооборот между Россией и Пакистаном в 2012-2017 гг.
(млн. долларов США)
Январьавгуст
2017

2012 г.

2013 г.

2014 г.

2015г.

2016 г.

Оборот

542,1

547,1

457,6

396,0

404,9

360,1

рост в %

113,0

101,0

83,7

86,5

102

121,8

Экспорт
рост в %

210,0
226,0

197,1
94,0

146,9
74,5

97,7
66,5

132,9
136

156,4
186,9

Импорт

332,1

350,0

310,7

298,3

272

203,7

рост в %

87,6

105,0

88,8

96,0

91

96,1

Сальдо

-122,1

-152,9

-163,8

-200,6

-139,1

-47,3

Источник: Федеральная таможенная служба Российской Федерации

В январе-августе 2017 г. российско-пакистанский товарооборот
возрос на 21,8% до 360,1 млн. долл. США. Российский экспорт
продемонстрировал 86,9% рост по сравнению с аналогичным периодом
предшествующего года до 156,4 млн. долл. США. Рост экспорта был
обеспечен 3,2-кратным ростом поставок продукции химической
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промышленности до 27,09 млн. долл. США (17,3% экспорта), древесины и
целлюлозо-бумажных изделий до 23,4 млн. долл. США (+16%; 15%
экспорта), поставки металлов снизились на 2,3% до 31,3 млн. долл. США
(20% экспорта), экспорт машинно-технической продукции увеличился в 6,4
раза до 34,74 млн. долл. США (24,6% экспорта) при одновременном 19,2%
снижении поставок продовольственных товаров и сельскохозяйственного
сырья до 11,64 млн. долл. США (7,4% экспорта),.
Импорт снизился на 3,9% до 203,7 млн. долл. США за счет 40,7%
снижения российского спроса на пакистанские продовольственные товары и
с/х сырье (в основном цитрусовые, рис) до 59,96 млн. долл. США (29,4%
импорта) при одновременном 33% росте поставок текстиля и изделий из него
(до 113,9 млн. долл. США; 55,9% импорта).
1.2 Торговля услугами
Торговля услугами между Россией и Пакистаном отсутствует.
2. Условия доступа товаров на рынки
Режим торговли России с Пакистаном определяется Соглашением
между Правительством Российской Федерации и Правительством Исламской
Республики
Пакистан
о
торгово-экономическом
сотрудничестве,
подписанным в Москве в апреле 1999 г. Документ предусматривает взаимное
предоставление сторонами режима наиболее благоприятствуемой нации в
области торговли, судоходства, осуществление торговых операций с
расчетами в свободно конвертируемой валюте.
На сегодняшний день каких-либо мер ограничительного характера по
доступу российских товаров на рынок Пакистана не отмечено.
3. Инвестиционное сотрудничество
Инвестиционное сотрудничество между Россией и Пакистаном на
сегодняшний день отсутствует.
4. Институциональные формы сотрудничества
Основной механизм межгосударственного взаимодействия –
Российско-Пакистанская межправительственная комиссия по торговоэкономическому и научно-техническому сотрудничеству (далее-МПК),
четвертое заседание которой состоялось 20 ноября 2015 г. в Исламабаде под
сопредседательством бывшего директора ФСКН России Иванова В.П.
Председатель Российской части МПК – Министр промышленности и
торговли Российской Федерации Д.В. Мантуров. Председатель Пакистанской
части МПК – Федеральный министр финансов, государственных доходов,
экономики, статистики и приватизации Исламской Республики Пакистан
М.И. Дар. 5-е заседание Комиссии планируется провести 30 ноября 2017 г. в
Москве.
Департамент
Азии,
Африки
и
Латинской
Америки
Минэкономразвития России
Петербург стали чаще посещать туристы из Пакистана
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Евгения Абукина. «Форпост Северо-запад». 23.10.2017. http://forpost-sz.ru/a/201710-23/peterburg-stali-chashhe-poseshhat-turisty-iz-pakistana

В Смольном подписали соглашение о сотрудничестве города с
пакистанской провинцией Синд, сообщили «Форпосту» в пресс-службе
губернатора Петербурга.
В понедельник, 23 октября, градоначальник Георгий Полтавченко в
Смольном провѐл рабочую встречу с министром планирования и развития
провинции Синд Исламской Республики Пакистан Хазаром Ханом
Биджарани.
Полтавченко отметил, что в Петербурге интенсивно развивается
туризм, в том числе в городе становится больше гостей из Пакистана.
«Наш город открыт для сотрудничества с городами и регионами всего
мира. Мы с удовольствием будем поддерживать и развивать взаимовыгодные
отношения с Пакистаном», - сказал губернатор.
Хазар Хан Биджарани подчеркнул, что укрепление сотрудничества с
Петербургом будет способствовать их дальнейшему развитию. В частности,
по его словам, большой интерес для пакистанской стороны представляет
налаживание связей в сфере легкой промышленности.
Петербург и Синд будут сотрудничать в торгово-экономической,
научно-технической и культурных областях.
Прав-во Синда развивает отношения с Санкт-Петербургом
Sindh govt signs MoU with Russia
Dawn, October 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365889/sindh-govt-signs-mouwith-russia

KARACHI: The Sindh government on Monday entered into a cooperation
agreement with St. Petersburg, the second-largest city in Russia, which aims to
promote partnerships in trade, business, education, science and technology,
respectively.
Provincial Minister for Planning and Development Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani
and Governor St. Petersburg Georgie Sergeevich signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU), a press release said.
The signing ceremony was attended by senior officials of the Russian Federation along with Chairman Sindh Planning and Development Board, Muhammad
Waseem; Chairperson Sindh Board of Investment (SBI), Naheed Memon; and
Principal Secretary to the Sindh Chief Minister, Sohail Rajput.
The implementation of MoU will facilitate exchanges between the regions in
business, culture, art, tourism, and technology, bringing the two countries closer,
the press release added.
Prior to the formal signing of the MoU, the Sindh government officials met
with the president of St Petersburg Chamber of Commerce, and discussed
cooperation in many sectors.
Chairperson SBI stressed that collaboration in textiles, light industry,
medical industry power machines and energy sector would deliver fantastic results.
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The Russian counterparts agreed that there was need to promote bilateral
cooperation.
On the occasion, the establishment of Pakistan Steel and other similar
projects aimed at industrialisation in the country were noted to be strong pillars of
relationship developed some 40 years ago.
Замир Кабулов был в Индии, вел переговоры
Putin's special envoy reaches out to India on Afghanistan
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
23,
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/putins-special-envoy-reaches-out-to-india-onafghanistan/articleshow/61176543.cms

2017.

NEW DELHI: In a significant regional security outreach, Russian President
Vladimir Putin's special envoy Zamir Kabulov recently visited Delhi and held
discussions with NSA Ajit Doval and foreign secretary S Jaishankar, top
government sources told TOI.
The government has not yet made the visit public keeping in mind the
sensitive nature of the discussions but official sources here said all issues related to
regional security were discussed, with special focus on the developing situation in
Afghanistan and the role of Pakistan. As Putin's special representative, Kabulov is
responsible for Moscow's Afghanistan policy.
TOI had first reported on September 20 that Russia, which wants dialogue
with the Taliban, had proposed a visit by Kabulov to engage India more in the
Afghanistan peace process+ . This was shortly after the US outlined its new policy
on Afghanistan over which Moscow continues to nurse serious reservations.
Russia's insistence on engaging the Taliban and its recent overemphasis on
Pakistan's role in Afghanistan seemed to suggest a divergence of interests with
India. Moscow believes that the real threat to the region comes from Islamic State
and not Taliban.
Kabulov is believed to have reiterated before top Indian officials Russia's
position that the US finds itself stranded in a veritable cul-de-sac — with Taliban
now controlling over 40% of Afghan territory — and that these circumstances
warranted talks with those in the Taliban who were willing to give up violence.
Afghan army commanders though have accused Russia of even arming the
Taliban like in the western province of Farah. These allegations have been strongly
refuted by Kabulov.
Russia's growing strategic proximity to Pakistan too has been an area of
concern for India. After the US proclamation of its Afghanistan policy, Kabulov
was quick to defend Pakistan saying that Islamabad had a critical role in ensuring
stability in the region. Russia, though, has been supportive of India's position on
cross-border terrorism as is evident from its recent support to the government in
convincing China to drop its opposition to the naming of terror groups like
Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed in the Xiamen Brics declaration.
It is in these interesting times that Russia's new ambassador, Nikolay
Kudashev, has arrived in India. The ambassador-designate (he is yet to present his
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credentials) met Jaishankar on Friday. In a welcome address earlier this month,
Kudashev said cooperation with India constituted a top priority of Russia's foreign
policy. "Our friendly relations have acquired the status of special and privileged
strategic partnership, and we strive to infuse it with new dimensions and
meanings," he said.
Significantly, he also said Moscow viewed the growing influence of Delhi as
a natural and long-awaited trend of international affairs. "Such multilateral fora as
the UN, Brics, SCO, G20 offer us vast opportunities for fruitful cooperation on
topical issues of global peace and security.... I will spare no effort in bringing
Russian-Indian relations to new heights and adding new milestones to the glorious
bilateral history," he said.
Специалисты из Пакистана предложили сотрудничество Федеральному
центру нейрохирургии в Тюмени
Информационное агентство «Тюменская линия». 16 октября 2017. https://tl.ru/234462.html

Делегация медицинских специалистов из Пакистана посетила
Федеральный центр нейрохирургии в Тюмени и оценила возможности
клиники.
В состав делегации вошли профессор, заведующий отделением
нейрохирургии многопрофильного госпиталя Лахора (Пакистан) Шахзад
Шамс и врач-нейрохирург Амар бин Ахсан.
Гости отметили, что одна из причин вызванного интереса к ФЦН – это
личное знакомство с профессором Альбертом Суфиановым, главным врачом
ФЦН в Тюмени, заведующим кафедрой Первого МГМУ им. И.М. Сеченова,
который неоднократно посещал Лахор и очень активно помогает в
организации мастер-классов в Пакистане. Гости были впечатлены
скромностью, которой обладает профессор Суфианов, высочайшим
мастерством его рук и хотели бы у него поучиться. Нейрохирурги не только
осмотрели центр, ознакомились с его работой и достижениями, но и приняли
участие в обходе палат, где проходят лечение пациенты детского отделения.
Шахзад Шамс и Амар бин Ахсан рассказали, что планируют создать
подобную структуру у себя в госпитале. Они посетили конференц-зал,
оснащенный 3D-мониторами, и признались, что необходимо установить
такой монитор у себя для трансляции операций.
"Визит в Федеральный центр нейрохирургии позволит по-новому
взглянуть на многие вещи относительно устройства госпиталя", признались специалисты из Пакистана.
Кроме того, участники делегации заинтересовались техникой по
эндоскопическому доступу в спинальной нейрохирургии и хотели бы
научиться этому у профессора Альберта Суфианова.
Итогом визита стало предложение пакистанских коллег о налаживании
сотрудничества между медучреждениями двух стран.
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"Если говорить о нейрохирургии, то благодаря профессору Суфианову
– о Тюмени узнал весь мир. Мы заинтересованы в том, чтобы
поддерживать тесные связи с нашими коллегами из других стран,
участвовать в обмене опытом, помогать и делиться своими знаниями,
чтобы в разных клиниках, в разных точках земного шара пациенты могли
получать качественную медицинскую помощь", - прокомментировал
главврач ФЦН, профессор Альберт Суфианов.
Пакистано-российские связи – загадка для многих
The conundrum that is Pakistan-Russia ties
Sheraz Zaka (constitutional and Human rights lawyer and a partner at Zaka and Zaka law
associates). Daily Times, October 16th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/125609/the-conundrumthat-is-pakistan-russia-ties/

In the current geo-strategic scenario, Pakistan needs to revise its foreign
policy such that it can look towards Russia without affecting its ties with the US
Relations between the states are not dependent upon emotions; instead it is
the economic interests which play a pivotal role in international relations in the
present era. It was a huge blunder on the part of US president Donald Trump that
through his speeches fuelled and ignited nationalistic feelings at the altar of
internationalism. Such a stance of an American president has weakened the US
position in international politics and in the future there is a likelihood that there
will be new alliances and countries like Pakistan will have an opportunity, to forge
new partnerships and become a key player in new alliances.
The relations between US and Pakistan have always been topsy-turvy since
independence and at present if we examine them that the US is more inclined
towards India than Pakistan. At this crucial juncture the scenario is changing with
respect to Pakistan-Russia ties. On 25 September both the troops of Russia and
Pakistan conducted a joint military drill to counter terrorism. This drill was named
‗Friendship 2017.‘
It can be noticed that the ties between Pakistan and Russia improve when the
ties between US and Pakistan sour. The closeness of Pakistan towards US since
independence has always had adverse impact on the Pakistan and Russian ties, as
the government of Pakistan chose to form bonding with US promoting free market
economy-capitalism principles. It remains to be seen that how long the tone of
current US president remains aggressive towards Pakistan and what kind of
spillover effects it will render on Pakistan and Russia relationship. Here two
factors will be important: one is to see about how much Pakistan shows
consistency in sustaining a good and friendly relationship with Russia; secondly
what kind of role can Russia play in creating a balance between India and
Pakistan?
The biggest problem of Pakistan‘s foreign policy is that Pakistan feels
insecure, and the people at the helm of the corridors of power think that without
the help or assistance of a superpower the existence of Pakistan is in jeopardy
owing to the fact that the relations with India have always been dismal. In
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Pakistan, foreign policy has always been on the defensive side and therefore could
neither experiment much nor explore new dimensions or avenues in foreign policy.
The foreign policy of Pakistan has always been a one-sided approach due to its
inclinations towards forming defence-related pacts and at present, it has become a
security-state. Consequently we witness that after the seventy years of
independence instead of making friends, Pakistan has been serving the interests of
its foreign masters.
The biggest problem of our foreign policy is that Pakistan feels insecure and
the people at the helm of corridors of power think that without help or assistance
of a superpower the existence of Pakistan is in jeopardy
In view of the current geo-strategic scenario, Pakistan needs to revise its
foreign policy and should look towards Russia without taking an aggressive stance
against the US. Similarly, Russia should also move forward and forget about the
past enmity it held against Pakistan during the Afghan-Soviet war in the 1980s;
nevertheless, the friendly ties of Russia and India will remain a concern for
Pakistan.
We should not forget that from 1947 to 1950 and from 1965 to 1969, both
the Soviet Union and Pakistan co-operated in different subjects pertaining to
education, culture and trade. In 1965 Soviet Union played a crucial role in bringing
a ceasefire agreement at Tashkent between India and Pakistan. In the 1970s, the
Soviet Union provided assistance to Pakistan in the set-up of steel mill. But
subsequently the relationship between Soviet Union and Pakistan backfired when
the Soviet Union, in 1971, vetoed a UN resolution in Security Council regarding
the intervention of India in East Pakistan, which Pakistan considered a stab in the
back. The tension between Russia and Pakistan ignited further when in 1979 Soviet
Union sent its troops to Afghanistan and Pakistan with the help of US supported
Taliban in the proxy war against Soviet Union. With the passage of time, the
Soviet Union realised that the geo-strategic position of Pakistan cannot be
undermined. In 2005, the ties between India and US started improving and in 2008
both the US and India formed a nuclear agreement which was a major
breakthrough in the relations between the two countries (India and US) since
independence. During this period, Russia warned India from becoming an US allay
and the relations between US and Pakistan remained volatile though Pakistan
become a frontline state in USA‘s war against terror. It is hard to ignore that in the
past Russia has provided diplomatic support to India on Kashmir issue and has
been the biggest supplier of defence equipment to India.
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In 2011 US along with NATO forces attacked Pakistan at Salala base, which
created a rupture in the relations between the two states and Russian government
also condemned the attack subsequently. In 2014 a major breakthrough occurred
between Russia and Pakistan when the Russian government removed an embargo
on the arm sales to Pakistan. Despite the reservations of India, the Russian
government sold four Mi-35M helicopters to Pakistan and agreement regarding
sales of fighter jets S-35 is in the pipeline. However if we are thinking that
purchase of few planes by Pakistan from Russia and India‘s warming upto US will
result in deterioration in the ties between Russia and India, then we are living in
‗illusions of grandeur‘. The friendly ties of India with Russia took decades to
develop and something that took decades to develop cannot be destroyed
overnight.
It has become indispensable for Pakistan that rather relying upon
superpowers, Pakistan should stand on its feet. Improving ties with Russia can help
Pakistan to fulfil its energy needs. At present the European Union has imposed
trade sanctions upon Russia and therefore Pakistan has an opportunity to form
long-lasting trade relationship with Russia. The recent visit of Chief of Army staff
Qamar Bajwa scheduled for Russia is also expected to borne fruitful results in the
defense arena and hopefully both the states can also utilise this opportunity to form
a counter-terrorism alliance to confront the threat of IS(Islamic State) in
Afghanistan. This threat would be counter-productive for both the states lest the
presence of IS in Afghanistan can have repercussions due to its deleterious effects
in central Asia and Russian territories with Muslim populations.
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Пакистану нужен российский СПГ: хватит ли его у «Газпрома»
Интернет-сайт
«EurAsia
Daily».
17
октября
2017.
https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/10/17/pakistanu-nuzhen-rossiyskiy-spg-hvatit-li-ego-ugazproma

Россия будет поставлять СПГ в Пакистан.
Соглашение об этом подписали правительства двух стран. Как
сообщили в Минэнерго России, документ рассчитан на три года с
последующей автоматической пролонгацией на трехлетние периоды. В
ведомстве уточнили, что «Газпром» и госкомпания Pakistan LNG ltd
планируют в течение двух месяцев подготовиться к подписанию
долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного газа. Российский СПГ
будет использоваться электростанциями Пакистана. В каких объемах, правда,
неизвестно. Как неизвестно и то, где «Газпром» возьмет СПГ.
«Как и Индия, Пакистан — очень перспективный рынок. Однако в
данном случае политика ушла вперед экономики. Непонятно, откуда
„Газпром― возьмет СПГ для Пакистана», — говорит ведущий аналитик
Фонда национальной энергетической безопасности (ФНЭБ) Игорь Юшков.
Эксперт предполагает, что самый вероятный вариант — СПГ в Пакистан
будет поставлять «дочка» российского холдинга, Gazprom Marketing &
Trading Singapore. Еще в 2015 году она подписала с Yamal Trade, дочерней
компанией «Ямал СПГ», контракт на покупку 2,9 млн тонн СПГ (4 млрд
кубометров природного газа). В апреле, правда, замминистра энергетики
Юрий Сентюрин заявил, что Gazprom Marketing & Trading Singapore будет
поставлять 2,5 млн тонн в год с 2018 год в Индию. По его словам, как
сообщало РИА «Новости», поставки СПГ в Индию могут идти не только с
проекта по производству СПГ на Сахалине, но и с нового завода «Ямал
СПГ», первую очередь которого «Новатэк» планирует запустить в 2017 году,
а также другие партии СПГ. У «Газпрома» есть обязательный 20-летний
контракт на поставку СПГ с индийской GAIL, хотя агентство Reuters
сообщало, что в GAIL хотели пересмотреть контракт и отложить большую
часть поставок. Они планировались по формуле цены с привязкой к цене на
нефть на терминалах в Индии.
«В ином случае у „Газпрома― будет свой СПГ для Пакистана только к
2025 году, когда планируется ввести в эксплуатацию третью очередь завода
СПГ проекта „Сахалин―. С проектом „Роснефти― непонятно», — заметил
Игорь Юшков.
Впрочем, Пакистану пока не нужны большие партии российского СПГ.
Как сообщил в конце сентября агентству S&P Global Platts операционный
директор Pakistan LNG ltd Аднан Джилани, сейчас Исламабад ведет
переговоры о заключении контрактов на основе межправительственных
соглашений с десятками компаний из разных стран мира и планирует
заключить два-три. Пока они не заработали, стране нужны дополнительные 3
млн тонн. СПГ (4,14 млрд кубометров) в год.
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Сегодня у Pakistan LNG ltd есть долгосрочные контракты на ежегодную
поставку 8 млн тонн СПГ с Катаром и международными трейдерами Gunvor,
Eni и Shell. По оценкам экспертов, в ближайшие пять лет потребности
Пакистана в СПГ вырастут до 30 млн тонн. Подобный прогноз спроса связан
с тем, что добыча газа в стране не растет, а международные проекты
строительства газопроводов (например, из Туркмении в Индию через
Пакистан) полны неопределенности.
«Нам осталось создать инфраструктуру, чтобы доставить СПГ в центры
потребления на севере, где живет 70% населения и располагается три
четверти промышленности», — объяснил агентству Platts единственный
препон для роста потребления в Пакистане операционный директор Pakistan
LNG ltd Аднан Джилани.
Как отмечает «Коммерсант», порты Карачи и Гвадар на юге Пакистана
и Лахор на севере страны должен соединить газопровод «Север-Юг» длиной
1,1 тыс. км с пропускной способностью около 12 млрд кубометров газа в год.
Однако местный поставщик газа ISGS с 2015 года ведет переговоры с
компаниями во главе со структурой «Ростеха», «РТ — Глобальные ресурсы»,
об условиях транспортировки. Издание отмечает, что в июне глава
госкорпорации Сергей Чемезов в кулуарах ПМЭФ говорил, что оно
откладывается на 2019 год из-за отсутствия договоренностей о тарифе на
прокачку газа, но в начале сентября замминистра энергетики Юрий
Сентюрин сообщил, что российские компании, скорее всего, приступят к
строительству газопровода «Север-Юг» в 2018 году или даже в конце 2017
года. По словам высокопоставленного чиновника, многое зависит от
ситуации с политическим кризисом в Пакистане. В начале августа в стране
сменилось правительство, а ключевым изменением стало создание нового
единого Министерства энергетики путем объединения Министерства нефти и
природных ресурсов с Министерством электроэнергии.
Россия начнет поставки СПГ в Пакистан.
Информационное агентство INFOLine (по материалам Министерства энергетики
РФ
Advis.ru).
Нефтяная
и
газовая
промышленность.
16.10.2017.
http://www.advis.ru/php/view_news.php?id=06DFF5E1-AAD6-F143-A100-E20FB3F36B72

Статс-секретарь – заместитель Министра энергетики Российской
Федерации Юрий Сентюрин и заместитель Министра энергетики Пакистана
Сикандар Султан Раджа в присутствии Премьер-министра, Министра
энергетики Пакистана Шахида Хакана Аббаси подписали Соглашение между
Правительством Российской Федерации и Правительством Исламской
Республики Пакистан о сотрудничестве в сфере поставок сжиженного
природного газа. Документ предусматривает создание условий для поставок
российской стороной сжиженного природного газа на регазификационные
терминалы Пакистана для обеспечения потребностей энергетического
сектора Республики.
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Уполномоченные организации – ПАО "Газпром" и ГК "Пакистан
ЭлЭнДжи Лимитед" - в течение двух месяцев после вступления соглашения в
силу планируют выйти на подписание долгосрочного договора куплипродажи сжиженного природного газа. Координацию выполнения
Соглашения осуществляют Министерство энергетики Российской Федерации
и Министерство энергетики Исламской Республики Пакистан. Соглашение
заключено сроком на три года с возможностью автоматической пролонгации
на последующие 3-летние периоды.
Россия договорилась с Пакистаном о сотрудничестве в поставках СПГ
Антон
Касс.
Деловая
газета
http://www.vz.ru/news/2017/10/13/890849.html

«Взгляд».
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Газпром и Pakistan LNG планируют подписать долгосрочный контракт
по поставкам российского сжиженного природного газа (СПГ) в Пакистан,
сообщает Минэнерго.
В пятницу Россия и Пакистан подписали соглашение сроком на три
года о сотрудничестве в сфере поставок СПГ, передает РИА «Новости».
Соглашением предусмотрено создание условий для поставок Россией
СПГ на регазификационные терминалы Пакистана для нужд энергетического
сектора страны. Документ предусматривает возможность автоматической
пролонгации на последующие трехлетние периоды.
В течение двух месяцев после вступления соглашения в силу
уполномоченные организации – Газпром и Pakistan LNG Limited – намерены
выйти на подписание долгосрочного договора купли-продажи СПГ.
Напомним, в октябре 2016 года Россия и Пакистан подписали
соглашение о сотрудничестве при строительстве газопровода «Север –Юг»
стоимостью 2-2,5 млрд долларов. Газопровод протяженностью 1,1 тыс. км
свяжет терминалы по приему сжиженного газа (СПГ) в портовом городе
Карачи на юге Пакистана с городом Лахор на севере страны.
В декабре 2016 года в Пакистане сообщали, что стороны близки к
компромиссу по тарифам газопровода, по которым были споры. В июле глава
Ростеха Сергей Чемезов отметил, что из-за отсутствия договоренности по
тарифу строительство газопровода в Пакистане сдвигается и планируется,
предварительно, в 2019 году.
Пакистан больше не верит в военную помощь США, будет обращаться
к другим странам, включая Россию
Pakistan no more reliant on US for military requirements: Prime
Minister Abbasi
Dawn. October 09, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362690/pakistan-no-morereliant-on-us-for-military-requirements-prime-minister-abbasi

Pakistan is no more reliant on the United States for military requirements
and will reach out to others if one source [of military supplies] dries up, Prime
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Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbas said in an interview with the Arab News on
Sunday.
"If one source dries up, we have no option but to go to another source. It
may cost more, it may consume more resources, but we have to fight that war, and
that‘s what we emphasised to all the people that we met," said the PM. "We have
major US weapons systems in our military, but we‘ve also diversified. We have
Chinese and European systems. Recently, for the first time we inducted Russian
attack helicopters."
Официальное Соглашение о сотрудничестве России в сфере поставок
сжиженного природного газа Пакистану
Текст
Соглашения
от
Правительства
РФ.
4
октября
2017
http://static.government.ru/media/files/RoJHJcJufFpjKWIb5qu7ADR4kard02vL.pdf

г.

Премьер-министр РФ Д. Медведев поручил Минэнерго при участии
МИДа провести переговоры с Пакистаном о поставках СПГ
Информационное
агентство
«Neftegaz.RU».
6
октября
2017
г.
http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/165590-Premer-ministr-RF-D.-Medvedev-poruchil-Minenergo-priuchastii-MIDa-provesti-peregovory-s-Pakistanom-o-postavkah-SPG

Правительство РФ одобрило проект соглашения между Россией и
Пакистаном о поставках сжиженного природного газа (СПГ).
Соответствующее распоряжение № 2154-р от 4 октября 2017 г
опубликовано на сайте правительства РФ.
Этим распоряжением премьер-министр РФ Д. Медведев поручил
одобрить представленный Минэнерго РФ согласованный с МИДом РФ и
другими заинтересованными федеральными органами исполнительной
власти и предварительно проработанный с Пакистаном проект
межправительственного соглашения о сотрудничестве в сфере поставок СПГ.
Минэнерго РФ поручено провести с участием МИДа РФ переговоры с
Пакистаном и по достижении договоренности подписать от имени
правительства РФ соглашение, разрешив вносить в прилагаемый проект
изменения, не имеющие принципиального характера.
Соглашение необходимо для создания условий для поставок СПГ на
территорию
Пакистана,
подписания
коммерческих
контрактов
уполномоченными организациями без проведения тендера.
Статус уполномоченных организаций получают Газпром и
пакистанская госкомпания Pakistan LNG Limited и ее аффилированные лица.
Соглашение будет действовать в течение 3 лет и автоматически
продлеваться на последующие 3-летние периоды.
Вопросы организации поставок российского СПГ в Пакистан
обсуждались во время визита президента РФ В. Путина в Казахстан в июне
2017 г.
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Для Пакистана это очень важный вопрос, страна серьезно нацелена на
увеличение собственных мощностей по импорту СПГ, чтобы снизить
дефицит природного газа в стране.
Производство СПГ в Пакистане остается на уровне 1,132 млрд м3/сутки
газа, что очень мало для больших потребностей – порядка 566 млрд
м3/сутки.
Для решения этой проблемы Пакистан обсуждает вопросы импорта
СПГ с Россией, Оманом и Малайзией.
Несмотря на существенную потребность Пакистана в СПГ, проект по
строительству магистрального газопровода (МГП) Север - Юг, который
реализуется российскими компаниями, постоянно пробуксовывает.
Газопровод Север - Юг протяженностью 1,1 тыс км с пропускной
способностью до 12,3 млрд м3/год должен связать терминалы по приему СПГ
в портах Карачи и Гвадар на юге Пакистана с электростанциями и
промышленными потребителями газа в Лахоре на севере страны.
О строительстве страны договорились в 2015 г, подписав
межправительственное соглашение.
Однако Ростех заявил, что из-за несогласия в тарифах, строительство
газопровода переносится на 2019 г.
Медведев поручил Минэнерго договориться с Пакистаном о поставках
СПГ на три года
«Независимая газета». 6.10.2017. http://www.ng.ru/news/596380.html

Премьер-министр России Дмитрий Медведев поручил Минэнерго РФ
провести переговоры с Пакистаном о поставках сжиженного природного газа
и заключить договор на три года с возможностью продления.
Соответствующий документ опубликован на сайте кабмина.
"Поручить Минэнерго России провести с участием МИДа России
переговоры с пакистанской стороной и по достижении договоренности
подписать от имени правительства Российской Федерации указанное
соглашение, разрешив вносить в прилагаемый проект изменения, не
имеющие принципиального характера", - говорится в сообщении.
Уполномоченной организацией со стороны РФ выступит ПАО
"Газпром", со стороны Пакистана - госкомпания "Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи
Лимитед".
Согласно документу, соглашение будет действовать в течение трѐх лет
и автоматически продлеваться на последующие трѐхлетние периоды по
истечении первоначального или любого последующего срока.
Медведев одобрил проект соглашения с Пакистаном о поставках СПГ
РБК.
Информационное
агентство
«Южный
город».
http://southcity.pro/2017/10/06/медведев-одобрил-проект-соглашения-с/

6.10.2017.

Премьер-министр Дмитрий Медведев подписал проект соглашения
между правительствами России и Пакистана о поставках сжиженного
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природного газа (СПГ). Об этом говорится в документе, который
опубликован на сайте правительства России.
Уточняется, что цель соглашения — создание благоприятных условий
для поставок СПГ в Пакистан. С российской стороны уполномоченной
является компания «Газпром», с пакистанской — «Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи
Лимитед» и аффилированные с ней лица.
Соглашение будет действовать три года и автоматически продлеваться
на последующие аналогичные периоды по истечении срока.
В 2015 году Россия и Пакистан подписали соглашение о строительстве
газопровода «Север — Юг», который свяжет терминалы по приему
сжиженного газа в южном городе Карачи с северным — в Лахоре. В июне
2017 года в «Ростехе» заявили, что строительство газопровода откладывается
на 2019 год из-за того, что страны не могут договориться по тарифу.
В начале июля Gazprom International и пакистанская Oil and Gas
Development Company Limited (OGDCL) подписали соглашение о развитии
проектов в области разведки и разработки месторождений углеводородов в
Пакистане и третьих странах.
На OGDCL в 2016 году пришлось 48% добытых в Пакистане нефти и
28% природного газа. Правительству Пакистана принадлежит 74,97% акций
компании.
Правительство одобрило проект соглашение с Пакистаном о поставках
сжиженного природного газа
Информационное
агентство
«Ореанда».
6.10.2017.
https://www.oreanda.ru/gosudarstvo/Pravitelstvo_odobrilo_proekt_soglashenie_s_Pakistanom_o
_postavkah_sjijennogo_/article1198208/

ОРЕАНДА-НОВОСТИ. Глава Кабинета министров Дмитрий Медведев
подписал распоряжение, согласно которому Российской Стороной одобрен
проект Соглашения между Правительством Российской Федерации и
Правительством Исламской Республики Пакистан о сотрудничестве в сфере
поставок
сжиженного
природного
газа.
Соответствующий
документ опубликован на сайте правительства. Цель Соглашения – создание
благоприятных условий для поставки сжиженного природного газа на
территорию Исламской Республики Пакистан.
В тексте распоряжения №2154-р говорится:
"Заключение Соглашения является необходимым условием в
соответствии с законодательством Пакистана для подписания коммерческих
контрактов между уполномоченными организациями Сторон, необходимых
для поставок СПГ, без проведения тендера, который установлен согласно
государственной
политике,
принятой
Правительством
Исламской
Республики Пакистан.
Уполномоченными органами Сторон по координации исполнения
Соглашения являются Минэнерго России и Министерство энергетики
Исламской Республики Пакистан.
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Соглашение будет действовать в течение трѐх лет и автоматически
продлеваться на последующие трѐхлетние периоды по истечении
первоначального или любого последующего срока".
Россия может начать поставки сжиженного природного газа в Пакистан
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 6 октября 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/10/06/576204/

Проект российско-пакистанского соглашения о поставках СПГ был
одобрен правительством.
Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей открыть
фабрики в Татарстане
Полпред РТ в РФ встретился с деловыми кругами Пакистана
В Татарстане построят комплекс по производству сжиженного природного газа
При захвате экстремистами отеля в Пакистане убиты 10 туристов
Растет число жертв теракта в пакистанском Пешаваре

(Казань, 6 октября, «Татар-информ»). Россия может начать поставки
сжиженного природного газа (СПГ) на территорию Пакистана, проект
соответствующего соглашения одобрило российское правительство. Об этом
сообщается на официальном портале Правительства РФ.
Согласно
тексту
распоряжения,
российско-пакистанское
межправительственное соглашение должно создать благоприятные условия
для поставок СПГ из России на территорию Пакистана.
Также в пояснительной записке к распоряжению указывается, что
подписание подобного соглашения позволит компаниям двух стран
заключать коммерческие контракты без проведения тендера. Курировать этот
вопрос будут Минэнерго России и Министерство энергетики Пакистана.
КПЭК принесет немало выгоды России, Китаю, Пакистану,
государствам Центральной Азии, странам Южной Азии
CPEC to bring about socio-economic revolution in region: PU VC
Daily Times, October 1st 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/punjab/01-Oct17/cpec-to-bring-about-socio-economic-revolution-in-region-pu-vc
LAHORE: Punjab University Vice Chancellor Prof Dr Zaffar Mueen Nasar
Saturday said that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would benefit
entire region, besides positively influencing Pakistan socially, economically and
politically to a great extent.
Talking to a bunch of students at his office led by senior faculty member of
the Institute of Communication Studies (ICS), Dr Waqar Chaudhry, the vice
chancellor said that the CPEC would accrue many economic benefits to China,
Pakistan, Russia, Central Asia and other South Asian countries in terms of trade,
investment and people to people contact. "It is also likely to create a regional
environment whereby South Asian countries would be attracted to seek peace
based on the incentives of CPEC-related economic benefits," he added.
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"In this context, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, in support of China,
Russia, Central Asian Republics (CARs) and other South Asian countries, might
get convinced for seeking peace in the region by resolving the disputes confronting
them," he maintained.
"Our region has witnessed a lot of conflict and deprivation in the past. Time
has come to turn a new leaf in the history of the region by bringing peace and
prosperity and addressing the challenges of poverty, unemployment and
underdevelopment," he added.
Throwing light on the declining export volume in Pakistan, he said that the
CPEC project would provide a network of road and railways to link remote
manufacturing facilities to the Karachi and Gwadar seaports.
"The improved connectivity will reduce the cost of transportation and curtail
travel time. Not only will it enhance competitiveness of existing firms but will also
incentivise exports. For instance, Pakistan's northern areas produce vegetables and
fruits, such as apples, apricots and cherries. But due to a lack of good connectivity,
most of this produce could not be exported. The CPEC would link the northern
areas to airports in Peshawar, Rawalpindi, and Lahore. This will give a boost to the
export of agricultural commodities, as most of these products were being
transported by air owing to their perishable nature," he elucidated.
Moreover, the vice chancellor said that CPEC would address Pakistan's
energy crisis as projects worth $35 billion had been envisaged in Pakistan in the
energy sector.
Prof Dr Zaffar, a leading economist of international fame, said that the
CPEC would enable Pakistan to benefit greatly from ingenuity, innovation and
time-tested expertise of the Chinese industry.
"With the establishment of the economic zones in remote areas, employment
and uplift will come to the downtrodden and undeveloped areas of the country,
which will reduce poverty in these areas," he observed. "Enhancement of
geographical linkages having improved road, rail and air transportation systems
with frequent and free exchange of growth and people to people contact;
improving understanding of each other through academic and cultural linkages as
well as cultural activities; high volume of trade and business is a win-win model,"
he noted.
Пакистан участвует в Москве на выставке по стоматологии
Russian expo
Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360253/russian-expo

MOSCOW: The Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) set up a
national pavilion at a dental expo being held from Sept 25 to 28 in the Russian
capital, a press release said on Tuesday.
TDAP selected six companies that are displaying a wide range of dental
products at the expo. Around 1,000 brands and 502 exhibitors from 35 countries
are taking part in the exhibition, it added.
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В России высадился пакистанский десант
Владимир
Скосырев.
«Независимая
http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-09-27/1_7082_pakistan.html

газета».

27.09.2017.

Фото пресс-службы МО РФ

В Карачаево-Черкесии начались российско-пакистанские учения. Хотя
в них участвует немногим более 200 военных с обеих сторон, зарубежные
комментаторы связывают маневры с обострением отношений Пакистана с
США. Вашингтон, обвинив Исламабад в поддержке афганских боевиков,
пригрозил приостановить ему военную помощь и исключить из списка
союзников. В этой связи особое значение приобретает предстоящий визит в
Россию главы пакистанской армии генерала Камара Джаведа Баджвы.
Маневры под названием «Дружба-2017» проводятся на высоте до 2,3
тыс. м и продлятся до 4 октября. По словам командующего пакистанским
контингентом бригадного генерала Саеда Аламдара Хуссейн Шаха, они
направлены на обмен опытом, а также укрепление сотрудничества между
горными подразделениями РФ и Пакистана.
Главная задача учений – отработка совместных действий в борьбе
против террористов. Спецназовцы должны обменяться опытом, как
освобождать заложников, как проводить досмотр, оцепление.
Voice of America отмечает, что на этой неделе должны завершиться
совместные учения ВВС Пакистана и Китая. Они длились почти три недели.
При этом рупор Вашингтона подчеркивает, что «укрепление политических,
экономических и оборонных связей Пакистана с Китаем, а также зарождение
альянса с Россией происходит на фоне обострения напряженности в
отношениях Исламабада с США».
Насчет альянса американские авторы хватили через край. Но Пакистан
действительно испытывает беспрецедентный нажим со стороны США и
потому вынужден искать противовес в лице своих соседей – Ирана, Турции,
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а также России. Но прежде всего Китая, который именует Пакистан
«всепогодным партнером».
В Вашингтоне и раньше толковали, что Пакистан прилагает
недостаточно усилий в борьбе с террористами, укрывающимися на его
территории. А президент США Дональд Трамп без обиняков заявил, что
боевики из Пакистана проникают в Афганистан и убивают там американских
солдат. Поэтому Пакистан может быть лишен статуса союзника, не
входящего в состав НАТО, а также может быть прекращено предоставление
ему военной и финансовой помощи.
Может ли Россия стать альтернативой союзу с США? Конечно, об этом
и речи быть не может. Как сказал в беседе с «НГ» заведующий сектором
Пакистана Института востоковедения РАН Сергей Каменев, «в прошлом
году торговый оборот между Россией и Пакистаном составил всего 400 млн
долл. При этом он имеет тенденцию к снижению. Завис проект строительства
с участием России газопровода из Карачи через Лахор на север. Стоимость
проекта – 2,5 млрд долл. Но о цене прокачки газа мы не договорились».
Политические и военные связи тем не менее развиваются. Ожидается
визит начальника пакистанской армии Баджвы, который расценивается как
ответ Исламабада и Москвы на поездку в Индию министра обороны США
Джеймса Мэттиса.
Касаясь сообщений СМИ о том, что Россия стала поставлять Пакистану
военные вертолеты, Каменев подчеркнул, что данные тут противоречивы.
Одни говорят, что «мы поставили вертолеты Ми-35. Другие говорят, что еще
не поставили. Может быть, речь идет о других вертолетах. Компания
«Вертолеты России» поставила Пакистану вертолет Ми-171. Он используется
для перевозки грузов, в медицинских целях».
Но ведь главный покупатель российского оружия – это Индия. А
индийцы с подозрением относятся к военным контактам Москвы с
Исламабадом. Газета Hindustan Times пишет: Россия разозлилась на Индию
за то, что она обратилась к США и другим странам Запада за поставками
военной техники. И в 2015 году она заключила сделку на продажу четырех
вертолетов Ми-35. Пакистан хотел бы закупить и истребители Су-35.
В беседе с «НГ» Винай Шукла, редактор-консультант журнала India
Strategic, сказал: «Индия недовольна сближением между российскими и
пакистанскими военными. Но сейчас проходят уже вторые их совместные
учения. В этот раз острой реакции нет. А в прошлом году, когда маневры
проводились в Пакистане, реакция была очень бурной. Во-первых, учения
состоялись вскоре после того, как боевики с территории Пакистана ворвались
в расположение индийской части и спящих солдат обезглавили. Во-вторых,
тогда распространились сообщения, что учения проходят в той части
Кашмира, которую Индия считает своей. Потом эти сообщения Россия
опровергла».
Сейчас в Индии есть понимание, что Россия, Пакистан и Индия
являются членами Шанхайской организации сотрудничества. Одно из
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направлений ее деятельности – борьба с терроризмом. «Вполне могут пройти
совместные антитеррористические учения, в которых будут участвовать
индийские и пакистанские солдаты», – заключил эксперт.
Военные России и Пакистана уничтожили
террористов (учения росс.-пак.в Карачаево-Черкессии)

колонну

условных

«EurAsia Daily». 3.10.2017. https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/10/03/voennye-rossii-ipakistana-unichtozhili-kolonnu-uslovnyh-terroristov

В районе населенного пункта Нижний Архыз Карачаево-Черкесской
Республики
военнослужащие
Южного
военного
округа
(ЮВО)
и вооруженных сил Пакистана совместно уничтожили колонну военной
техники условного незаконного вооруженного формирования. Мероприятие
проводилось в рамках совместного российско-пакистанского учения
«Дружба-2017», сообщает пресс-служба ЮВО ВС РФ.
По замыслу учения три смешанные разведывательные группы
выполнили разведывательно-поисковые действия в заданных квадратах
горно-лесистой местности. Их результатом стало обнаружение колонны
военной техники. Военнослужащие России и Пакистана блокировали
еѐ и уничтожили.
Смешанные группы огневой поддержки выполнили задачи
с применением стрелкового оружия. Кроме того, артиллерийское
подразделение доставило на высоту более 2 тыс. метров 82-мм минометы
«Поднос» с применением гужевого транспорта. Всего в розыгрыше эпизодов
учения приняло участие около 150 человек.
«Сегодня мы завершили активную фазу совместного российскопакистанского учения „Дружба-2017―. В течение нескольких дней
военнослужащие двух стран обменялись боевым опытом и отработали
взаимодействие при выполнении задач по ликвидации незаконно
вооруженных
формирований
в горно-лесистой
местности», —
прокомментировал действия участников учения руководитель — начальник
штаба общевойскового объединения ЮВО генерал-майор Владислав
Ершов.
Как сообщало EADaily, в совместном российско-пакистанском учении
«Дружба-2017» принимают участие более 200 военнослужащих двух стран.
Учение проводится в соответствии с планом международного военного
сотрудничества и продлится до 4 октября.
Более 70 горных стрелков из Пакистана прибыли в КЧР (КарачаевоЧеркесская Республика) на учения «Дружба-2017».
Роман Шереметьев. Информационно-аналитический портал «Кавказ сегодня». 24/09/2017.
http://kavtoday.ru/42985?utm_source=yandex&utm_medium=referrer&utm_campaign=news&utm_term
=42985

Участниками совместного российско-пакистанского учения «Дружба2017» стали около 200 военнослужащих из обеих стран. Со стороны России
задействованы свыше сотни бойцов горной мотострелковой бригады
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Южного военного округа, дислоцированной в Карачаево-Черкесии. Из
Пакистана прибыли более 70 горных стрелков.
Как сообщалось ранее, совместное учение России и Пакистана
проводится с 22 сентября по 4 октября текущего года в Карачаево-Черкесии.
Площадкой для этого выступает горный полигон, расположенный
поблизости от поселка Нижний Архыз, передает пресс-служба Южного
военного округа. Для гостей из Исламской Республики Пакистан
организовали торжественный прием в месте постоянной дислокации горных
мотострелков ЮВО, для них подготовили специальный палаточный лагерь.
Здесь обустроили молитвенные комнаты, отдельные помещения для
офицеров, солдат и сержантов. Вечерний досуг пакистанские
военнослужащие могут провести в полевом кинотеатре на 60 мест, где
проводится показ советских и российских фильмов, субтитрованных на
английском языке. Для любителей спорта оборудовали спортивный городок с
футбольной и волейбольной площадкой, тренажерами.
Пакистан и Россия начали вторые совместные военные учения
Pakistani, Russian armies begin second joint exercise
Hindustan Times. Sep 25, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/pakistanirussian-armies-begin-second-joint-exercise/story-voynrHcKFkpiBvedBNC9bM.html

Russia and Pakistan have begun their second joint military exercise,
focussed on counter-terror operations, ahead of the Pakistan Army chief‘s visit to
Moscow next month.
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The special forces contingent from Pakistan that is participating in the joint military exercise with
Russia ahead of the Pakistan Army chief‘s visit to Moscow next month.(Courtesy: Russian defence
ministry)

The special forces of Russia and Pakistan on Monday began a joint counterterrorism exercise in the Mineralnye Vody region, weeks ahead of Pakistan Army
chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s visit to Moscow.
The two-week exercise, the second in the Druzhba (friendship) series, will
focus on counter-terrorism operations, hostage rescue and cordon and search
operations, the media wing of the Pakistani military said.
―The joint exercise will enhance and further strengthen military ties between
both the countries and share Pakistan Army‘s experience in the war against
terrorism,‖ the military said in a statement. The opening ceremony of the exercise
was attended by senior military officials of both countries.
Last year‘s edition of the Druzhba exercise, the first ever between the two
Cold War rivals, was marred by controversy as reports suggested part of the high
altitude drill was conducted in Gilgit-Baltistan, territory that is claimed by India.
The reports embarrassed Russia, a long-time ally of India, and Russian
officials issued several denials.
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Pakistani special forces interact with their Russian counterparts during the Druzhba 2017 joint
exercise that began in Russia on September 25, 2017. (Courtesy: Russian defence ministry)

Relations between Russia and Pakistan had been frosty in the decades after
the war against Soviet occupation forces in Afghanistan. Pakistan had been a key
conduit for shipping US arms and supplies to the Afghan mujahideen.
However, defence ties between the two sides were strengthened during the
tenure of former Pakistan Army chief Ashfaq Parvez Kayani. With Russia miffed
by India turning to the US and other Western suppliers for military hardware, it
also broadened its economic cooperation with Pakistan in recent years.
In 2015, Pakistan and Russia finalised a deal for four Mi-35 attack
helicopters – a move that angered India. Since then, reports have suggested
Pakistan is interested in acquiring more military gear from Russia, including Su-35
combat jets.
Bajwa is expected to visit Russia in the first week of October as part of highlevel exchanges between the two sides. His visit will set the stage for ―translating
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political goodwill into a substantial partnership, in particular, in the field of
defence‖, Pakistan‘s Foreign Office has said.
Совместные учения спецназа Пакистана и России в Минводы.
Pak-Russian Special Forces‘ joint exercise started in Russia: ISPR
The Nation. September 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Sep-2017/pak-russianspecial-forces-joint-exercise-drubza-17-started-in-russia

The joint exercise of Pakistan-Russia Special Forces ‗DRUBZA 2017‘ has
started in Minralney Vody, Russia, stated Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR).
The exercise is two-week long.
According to media wing of Pakistan military, the exercise will focus on
counter terrorism operations, hostage and rescue, cordon and search operations.
The joint exercise will enhance and further strengthen the military
relationship of both states.
Furthermore, Pakistan Army will share its war against terrorism experience
with its Russian counterpart, ISPR added.
Пакистан и Россия проводят совместные военные учения
Pakistan, Russia hold joint military drill
The Hindu. 25.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-russiahold-joint-military-drill/article19752048.ece?homepage=true

Gen. Bajwa will visit Russia in the first week of October as part of regular
high level exchanges between the two countries in the past few years.
Pakistan and Russia are holding a two-week long military exercise focussing
on counter- terrorism operations to enhance defence ties between the two
countries, ahead of Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s visit to Moscow
next month.
The joint exercise DRUZBA 2017 between special forces of Pakistan and
Russia Armies started in Minralney Vody, Russia.
The opening ceremony was attended by senior military officials of special
forces of both countries, the Pakistan army said in a statement.
The joint exercise will focus on counter-terrorism operations, hostage and
rescue, cordon and search operation.
The joint exercise will enhance and further strengthen military ties between
the two countries and share Pakistan Army‘s experience in war against terrorism, it
said.
Gen. Bajwa will visit Russia in the first week of October as part of regular
high level exchanges between the two countries in the past few years.
His visit will set the stage for ―translating political goodwill into a
substantial partnership in particular, in the field of defence,‖ the Foreign Office
(FO) has said
Pakistan‘s ties with Russia have moved past the bitter Cold War hostilities in
recent years and the chill in the relations between Pakistan and the US, especially
after President Donald Trump warned Islamabad for providing safe havens to
terrorists, has further pushed the country towards Russia and China.
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Last year, Russia held its first-ever military exercises with Pakistan and also
started selling weapons to Islamabad.
Новая стратегия США по Афганистану заставляет Пакистан укреплять
отношения с Россией, Китаем и Ираном
Карпов Д.А. 26 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37980

Горные стрелки России и Пакистана в рамках учений «Дружба-2017»
приступили к отработке задач по горной подготовке на высоте 1,5 тысячи
метров над уровнем моря в Карачаево-Черкесии. Об этом сообщил ТАСС в
понедельник официальный представитель Южного военного округа Вадим
Астафьев. «Личный состав горных подразделений Вооруженных сил обоих
государств выполняет спуски и подъемы по естественному скальному
участку в районе Кавказского хребта на высоте 1,5 тысячи метров в полной
экипировке комплекта «Ратник»», — сказал он. Учения «Дружба-2017», в
которых принимают участие более 200 военных из России и Пакистана,
продлятся на территории Карачаево-Черкесии до 4 октября. Безусловно эти
беспрецедентные в общем-то военные маневры свидетельствуют только об
одном: Исламабад с учетом новой стратегии Вашингтона на афганском
направлении делает явный крен в сторону поиска новых точек опоры в лице
Москвы, Тегерана и Пекина. Особенно Исламабад самым серьезным образом
раздражает стремление Вашингтона втянуть более активно Ню-Дели в
афганское конфликт путем подключения индийских компаний к
модернизации афганской армии и строительству социально-экономической
инфраструктуры. Этот момент, по данным ряда экспертов, вызывает у
высших должностных лиц в командовании вооруженных сил Пакистана и
Межведомственной разведки (МР) откровенную ярость. В этой связи глаа
МР Ризван Акхтар отменил в последний момент встречу с руководством
РУМО и ЦРУ США. Министр иностранных дел К.Асиф лично отменил
приглашение посетить Исламабад для заместителя госсекретаря по региону
Юго-Восточной Азии А.Веллс. Откровенная антипакистанская риторика
лично президента США Д.Трампа вынуждает Исламабад активизировать
свои усилия по налаживанию контактов в сфере безопасности и области ВТС
с явными мировыми антиподами Вашингтона. Помимо Москвы это конечно
Пекин. Сейчас пакистанцы проводят секретные переговоры с китайскими
партнерами о создании совместной зашиты «зоны племен» на афганопакистанской границе. Напомним, что именно там находятся лагеря
пропакистанских группировок талибов и «сети Хаккани», которые являются
основным инструментом сохранения и укрепления влияния Исламабада в
Афганистане. В центре нынешних пакистано-китайских консультаций стоит
вопрос о совместной реакции на возможные агрессивные действия США и
Индии в отношении целей в Кветте и нанесении ими авиаударов в этом
регионе. Причем пакистанцы серьезно полагают, что индийские военные
могут быть задействованы в этих операциях в приграничных областях
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Белуджистана, Хайбер-Пухтнхва. И такие опасения в принципе
подтверждаются заявлениями главы миссии НАТО в Афганистане генералом
Николсоном, который четко обрисовал такие перспективы в докладе
комитету по разведке Конгресса США. Речь Д.Трампа открыла новый этап
для расширения участия Нью-Дели в афганское конфликте. При этом надо
отметить, что в период правления Б.Обамы все предложения Индии по этому
вопросу в общем-то игнорировались. Все изменилось после прихода
администрации Д.Трампа. Политика Белого дома стала гораздо более
восприимчивой к индийским инициативам, в том числе благодаря серьезной
лоббистской работе советника премьер-министра Н.Моди по вопросам
национальной безопасности А.Дорвала, который провел целую серию
секретных консультаций со своим американским коллегой Макмастером.
Одними из их итогов стала не только особая роль Нью-Дели в новой
стратегии США по Афганистану, но и замораживание всех серьезных
индийско-иранских контрактов. Это было сделано явно под нажимом
американцев. В качестве ответа Исламабад и Пекин фактически свернули все
программы сотрудничества с Нью-Дели, а китайские войска сейчас проводят
опасные маневры на границе с Индией в Гималаях. Активизировались
контакты пакистанской разведки с иранскими и российскими коллегами по
вопросу необходимой координации работы с талибами. Что касается
иранцев, то в данном случае результаты этой работы, которая особенно
активизировалась с начала этого года, очевидна: талибы получают иранское
оружие и тренируются в лагерях КСИР на иранской территории. Роль
Москвы в данном случае заключается в фактической миссии наблюдателя
над этими процессами, что дает возможность в случае необходимости
вносить необходимые коррективы в политику и действия талибов на
центральноазиатском направлении.
При этом отметим, что Эр-Рияд осторожно отнесся к просьбам
Исламабада повлиять в нужном ключе на позицию США на афганском
направлении, и особенно в связи с провозглашенной 21 августа с.г.
Д.Трампом «своей поддержки» возможности задействования индийских
вооруженных сил для проведения совместных операций в Афганистане.
Специально для того, чтобы прояснить позицию Эр-Рияда по этому вопросу
в КСА секретно выезжал в этом месяце начальник Генштаба пакистанской
армии Джавед Баджва, который провел консультации с министром обороны
и наследным принцем КСА Мухаммедом бен Сальманом. И они закончились
ничем. Саудовский принц явно не воспринял обеспокоенность
пакистанского, и фактически ушел в сторону. Это в общем-то с учетом
образовавшегося альянса КСА и США на сирийском направлении выглядит
абсолютно логично. Одновременно Мухаммед бен Сальман вновь поставил
вопрос о желательности присутствия пакистанских военных в составе
аравийской коалиции. И пока получил отказ, поскольку Джавед Баджва
является убежденным противником этого. Все это означает, что Исламабад
продолжит дальнейший курс на максимальное сближение с Москвой,
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Пекином и Тегераном в области создания консолидированной позиции по
афганскому конфликту. При этом окончательного разрыва отношений в
области ВТС между КСА и Пакистаном ожидать также не приходится.
Саудовская Аравия крайне заинтересована в продолжении работы своих
специалистов на ядерных исследовательских центрах в Пакистане в обмен на
финансовую поддержку модернизации пакистанских вооруженных сил. И
Эр-Рияд в данном случае старается усидеть «на двух стульях».
Россия направит спецпредставителя по Афганистана Кабулова в
Индию в октябре с.г.
Russia to send its Afghanistan special envoy to India
Suhasini
Haidar,
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
25.09.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/russia-to-send-its-afghanistan-special-envoy-toindia/article19753370.ece?homepage=true

Zamir Kabulov.

Amid Delhi‘s concerns over its ties with Pak. and its new position on talks
with Taliban
Close on the heels of the visit of U.S. Defence Secretary James Mattis,
Russia is sending President Putin‘s special representative for Afghanistan Zamir
Kabulov to Delhi in October, senior Russian officials confirmed to The Hindu.
Mr. Kabulov‘s visit, where he is also expected to discuss Moscow‘s new
position on talks with the Taliban, will come amidst growing concerns in India
over Russia‘s ties with Pakistan.
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―Russia is not supplying arms to the Taliban, but we think it is necessary to
talk to those in the Taliban willing to give up violence, and we hope India will join
in the effort,‖ a senior Russian diplomat said, adding that in their assessment the
―Taliban cannot be defeated militarily by the government in Kabul.‖
The tough predictions come in sharp contrast to the U.S.‘ new Afghanistan
policy that will see at least 3,000 more troops sent to fight in Afghanistan and
offers India an increased role in development projects while pushing Pakistan to
act against terrorist ―safe havens‖.
Dead-end policy
Moscow has already criticised the U.S. plan as a ―dead-end policy‖ and
warned against ―putting pressure‖ on Pakistan. Another sign of the growing shift in
Russian policy came on Monday as Russian and Pakistani special forces began
military exercises in the Mineralnye Vody region. The exercises will be a precursor
to a visit by Pakistan‘s Army Chief General Bajwa to Moscow in October.
―Regular high-level exchanges between the two sides in the past few years
have set the stage for translating political goodwill into a substantial partnership in
particular, in the field of defence,‖ Pakistan‘s Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Nafees Zakaria said on Friday while announcing General Bajwa‘s visit.
Mr. Kabulov would also talk about the ―Moscow format‖ for talks on
Afghanistan, which was started last year with only Russia, China and Pakistan, and
then expanded to include Afghanistan, Iran and India. However, after the U.S.
rejected an invitation to join, the talks have been shelved ―temporarily‖ according
to officials, as the Ghani government now wants all such processes to be held in
Kabul and led by the Afghan government.
Russian officials told The Hindu that they are already in discussions
with India about the possibility of security cooperation for Afghanistan, including
facilitating an ongoing proposal to refurbish Soviet-era planes and repair Russian
Mi-25 helicopters donated by India, along with talks on providing spare parts and
ammunition to Afghan forces, but conceded that the talks had not yet been
concluded. Some of the Russian hesitation may be a result of Afghanistan‘s new
resolve to transition completely from its Russian military hardware to U.S. aircraft
and Western army models, with about 200 airplanes expected to be delivered by
the U.S. by 2023.
―Afghanistan is free to choose what it needs for its defence requirements,‖
said the official, ― But we think our hardware is cheaper, and we are a much closer
neighbour, able to deliver more quickly.‖
Министры иностранных дел Пакистана и России договорились
расширять отношения; обсудили также афганскую проблему в рамках 72
Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Pak, Russian FMs discuss Afghan peace
The Nation. September 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Sep-2017/pak-russianfms-discuss-afghan-peace
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ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and Russia on Friday agreed to strengthen
Pakistan-Russia relations.
In a meeting on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly
(UNGA) session in New York, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif and Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov discussed mutual efforts for strengthening of
Pakistan-Russia relations and the prevailing international and regional security
situation, said a statement released by the foreign ministry here.
Asif expressed Pakistan‘s desire for deepening mutually-beneficial
cooperation with Russia in diverse fields, emphasising the need for promoting
trade and economic cooperation.
Lavrov suggested that the forthcoming Intergovernmental Commission
should explore concrete measures for enhancing trade, investment and energy
connectivity between Russia and Pakistan.
The two leaders also had in-depth discussion on the efforts for peace and
stability in Afghanistan, the statement said.
Lavrov extended invitation to Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to visit
Moscow for bilateral consultations on strengthening bilateral relations and
exchanging views about the international and regional issues, it added.
Россия пришла на помощь Пакистану
How Russia came to Pakistan‘s help
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1509273/russia-came-pakistans-help/

18,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Authorities sitting in the corridors of power in both
Islamabad and Rawalpindi already knew that the Afghan strategy the Trump
administration was crafting would target Pakistan. However, even they were not
expecting Trump to single out and threaten Pakistan.
The unprecedented broadside launched by President Donald Trump in his
August 21 speech left Pakistan reeling and compelled it to approach its allies in
order to punch back.
One of the first countries that came to Pakistan‘s aid was Russia, which
expressed its reservations over the new US Afghan strategy. In addition, Moscow
warned Washington that ‗putting pressure on Pakistan‘ could seriously destabilise
the region and result in negative consequences for Afghanistan.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy: Diplomatic push yielded regional consensus: FO
A day earlier, China had issued a similar statement, but that was inevitable
given its longstanding strategic ties with Pakistan.
The big takeaway from Pakistan‘s diplomatic initiative was to elicit instant
support from Russia, said a senior foreign office official, who gave a rare insight
into how Islamabad managed to take Moscow on board.
The official, who agreed to speak on condition of anonymity, told The
Express Tribune that Pakistan approached Russia immediately after Trump made
his Afghan strategy speech.
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―We informed them (Russia) through diplomatic channels that Pakistan
needs their support at this critical juncture,‖ the official revealed.
On Pakistan request, Russia agreed to show solidarity with Islamabad. The
official‘s account reveals an unprecedented level of cooperation between two
countries which had remained rivals at the peak of the cold war.
Afghan strategy: Trump issued statement in haste, says NA Speaker
Within two days of Trump unveiling his Afghan roadmap, Russian
Presidential Envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov termed Pakistan ―a key regional
player to negotiate with‖.
Kabulov added that putting pressure [on Pakistan] may seriously destabilise
the regional security situation and result in negative consequences for Afghanistan.
―This is just a start. You would see more such manoeuvres in the coming
weeks,‖ the official said while claiming that contrary to public perception, Pakistan
was not sitting idle amid the evolving regional situation.
Pakistan has already launched a diplomatic push to seek regional consensus
on the Afghan endgame. For this, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif travelled to
China, Iran and Turkey.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy doomed to fail, says PM Abbasi
According to the foreign office spokesperson, those visits yielded ‗positive
results‘ as consensus had been achieved that solution to Afghan‘s lingering conflict
could only be found through political processes and not through the use of force.
As part of the diplomatic outreach, the foreign minister is scheduled to meet
his Russian counterpart on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly session this
week.
Relations between Islamabad and Moscow have seen steady growth in
recent years.
The two countries buried their cold war era differences and now have been
recalibrated their options in view of the ever-changing geopolitical situation as
well as new alignments in the region.
Россия считает, что Декларация БРИКС в Сямэнь приведет к росту
терроризма в регионе – (З. Кабулова индийцы поносят).
Brics declaration to lead to more action against Pak-based terror
groups: Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
12,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/brics-declaration-to-lead-to-more-action-against-pakbased-terror-groups-russia/articleshow/60471111.cms
HIGHLIGHTS



Russia worked actively with China to convince it to drop its opposition to
naming Pakistan-based terror groups in BRICS declaration.
The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough.
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NEW DELHI: Russia has hailed the Xiamen Brics declaration and its
naming of Pakistan-based terror groups as a victory for countries concerned about
terrorism in the region.
Despite it being seen as defending Pakistan from pressure exerted on the
latter by the US on the issue, Moscow's position on Islamabad has been quite
nuanced as official sources here confirmed Russia worked actively with Beijing to
convince it to drop its opposition to name-checking Pakistan based Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohamed (JeM).
The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough in Xiaman as Beijing had stalled all such attempts by both
Russia and India during last Brics summit in Goa.
"We see the declaration and the naming of terror groups as an important
breakthrough for countries who share concerns on terrorism in the region and we
expect it to lead to more concrete action against such terrorist organisations," said a
top Russian diplomat here, Sergey Karmalito, to TOI.?
After the naming of Jaish in the Brics declaration, which is an accused in
both Pathankot and Uri terror attacks of 2016, the next logical step for India is to
also get its chief Maulana Masod Azhar proscribed by the UN. China has
continued to block all attempts to include Azhar in the UNSC sanctions list despite
the fact that the organisation he continues to helm is blacklisted by the same
Security Council.
Indian officials are now hoping that Moscow will be of help to India in
convincing Beijing to give up its opposition to the ban on Azhar too. According to
diplomatic sources, Moscow is of the view that on the limited issue of Azhar,
China may in the near future come round to India's view that a ban on Azhar will
indeed be a positive step in the fight against terrorism.
"Beijing knows it has limited bargaining power with Azhar. NSG (Nuclear
Suppliers Group) and CPEC of course are different issues," said a source who did
not wish to be quoted.
India's foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had earlier this year publicly
appealed to Russia to convince China to support India's NSG membership bid but
Moscow is not hopeful of a breakthrough anytime soon. However, while there are
concerns here about Moscow's attempts to engage Taliban in the Afghanistan
peace process, Russia is also trying to involve India more in that process.
INDIAIndia to offer more defence aid for Afghanistan
This is evident from the fact, as sources said, from a proposal by Moscow
that President Vladimir Putin's special envoy for Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov visit
India soon. The visit could take place as early as October this year.
Kabulov is not the most popular Russian figure in India with some of his
comments on peace and stability in the region seen here as a sign of Russia's
growing strategic embrace of Islamabad. After President Trump attacked Pakistan
while announcing his new Afghanistan policy, Kabulov responded by saying that
putting pressure on Pakistan would only further destabilise the region.
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While Kabulov recently denied allegations by the US that Russia was
supplying military aid to the Taliban, he also said that there was a stalemate in
Kabul's conflict with Taliban and that in this situation it was necessary ``to make
the most active efforts to search for ways to launch the intra-Afghan dialogue."
With the Taliban now controlling almost 45 per cent of Afghan territory, Moscow
believes it is impossible to keep them out of any dialogue for sustainable peace in
the country.
Наша внешняя политика будет обращена на Россию и Китай, - заявили
в МИДе Пакистана
New foreign policy to focus on Russia, China
Shafqat Ali. The Nation. September 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/11-Sep2017/new-foreign-policy-to-focus-on-russia-china

ISLAMABAD - New Pakistan foreign policy will focus on enhancing
defence and trade ties with Russia, while retaining the ―all-weather friendship‖
with China, The Nation has learnt.
Highly-placed officials at the foreign ministry said that improving ties with
the United States and removing misunderstandings with Washington was also a
key goal set for the diplomats.
A senior official at the ministry told The Nation that the new policy aimed to
enhance relationship with Muslim-majority nations to form an unofficial bloc.
―Ties with Russia are already improving so we have given it importance.
The objective is to have another power with us, while we enjoy China‘s backing on
international issues,‖ he said.
The official said that relations with Muslim-majority nations were ―below
expectations‖ so it had been decided to give those countries the importance they
deserved.
This month, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif said that Pakistan was
undergoing a ―seismic shift‖ and needed to find the ―correct direction‖ without
delay.
Speaking at a news conference on the conclusion of a three-day envoys‘
conference here, Asif had said Pakistan needed to ―change its direction‖ as quickly
as possible.
―We have no time. Pakistan needs to change its direction swiftly. We are
undergoing a seismic shift,‖ he had said.
The top diplomat‘s comments came after the US President Donald Trump in his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief on August 20th warned Pakistan that Washington would ―no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe
havens for terrorist organisations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with
our effort in Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals
and terrorists.‖
But later, the US ambassador in Islamabad David Hale met National
Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua to clarify the US position.
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He maintained Trump‘s statement had been twisted by the media.
Pakistani envoys in various countries, including the United States, Russia,
China, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Afghanistan, Iran, and India participated in the recent
conference - called to review the foreign policy.
Though, the envoys‘ conference is a regular feature, yet Trump‘s speech and
the mention of some terror outfits - allegedly operating inside Pakistan - at the
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa summit in Xiamen, multiplied its
importance.
China and Russia were the two powers that backed Pakistan after Trump‘s
attack. An encouraged Pakistan hit back at Washington pledging not to
compromise on its sovereignty.
This month Russia completed delivery of four Mi-35M ―Hind E‖ attack
helicopters to Pakistan.
The two countries had agreed to the Mi-35M deal in August 2015 in a move
that was considered a breakthrough between the two countries.
Another official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that contacts with
Russia had been enhanced and Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif would soon meet
his Russian counterpart to discuss ways to bolster ties.
Asif held talks with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi last week and both
sides agreed to support each other on international issues.
―Ties with the Muslim-majority countries need a serious consideration and
the new policy aims to achieving this goal [of improving the trust level]. With
Washington, we want to remove the understandings and carry on the relationship
in the interest of both the countries,‖ he added.
Former ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi said that the Pakistani ambassadors in
important countries would convey the country‘s message in the respective capitals.
―The envoys‘ conference came at a right time. We are facing some
challenges and we need diplomatic efforts to come out of it. Ties with Russia and
the Muslim-majority countries are very important,‖ he said.
Naqvi said Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif was ―timely‖ visiting China and
other countries. ―Before Khawaja Asif‘s visit to US, these meetings will send right
kind of message,‖ he added.
Defence analyst and former major general Ijaz Awan said that Pakistan
should not ignore ties with the US even if Islamabad got ―good signals‖ from
Russia.
―The aim should be to have good relations with all the powers, not only
Russia. Hopefully, the new foreign policy [will] be helpful to achieve these goals,‖
he said.
Meanwhile, on Sunday President Mamnoon Hussain met Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Astana, on the sidelines of the first Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Summit on Science and Technology and expressed
satisfaction over historic and time-tested relations between Pakistan and Turkey.
During the meeting, the abiding strength and closeness of Pakistan-Turkey
relations was re-emphasised and the determination to transform these cordial ties
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into a robust, multi-dimensional partnership was reaffirmed, said a foreign ministry
statement.
The leaders reiterated the strong mutual support and solidarity in the face of
terrorist threat posed to the two countries and reiterated their resolve to defeat the
scourge of terrorism through resolute action, the statement said.
Россия тоже хочет присоединиться к КПЭК
Russia‘s CPEC dream is Pakistan‘s dilemma
Dr
Raza
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1498597/russias-cpec-dream-pakistans-dilemma/

6th,

2017.

Pakistan should feel greatly heartened by the Kremlin statement in its favour
after US President Donald Trump announced his new policy on Afghanistan. This
is a testament to the growing bilateral relations between Moscow and Islamabad.
Recently, there have also been reports of growing ties between Russian and the
Afghan Taliban and supply of arms to the latter from the former. This noticeable
policy shift in Moscow regarding Afghanistan and Pakistan may have many
reasons but the most important factor behind this is the Russian desire to somehow
take advantage of CPEC by linking itself to the project
Trump‘s new Afghan strategy is actually a ploy against CPEC, claims
Russian journalist
Russia would not take much time to join the project provided Pakistan and
more importantly China let it join it. The fundamental reason for which Moscow
would love to become, even an auxiliary, part of CPEC is that it is the longcherished desire of Russian rulers to have access to the warm waters of the Arabian
Sea, Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. Since the times of the Russian czar Peter the
Great to the present-day Russian leader, Vladimir Putin, all have wanted to
somehow provide Russia access to warm waters of Asia. Because most of the other
seas surrounding Russia are not navigable. During the Cold War Soviet Russia
could not match the military prowess of the US because, inter alia, the strategic
advantage which the latter has had because of its geography. The US is surrounded
by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans most of which are open for all navigational
purposes. Therefore, access to warm waters of Persia and South Asia has always
been extremely important for the economic and military strength of Russia. But
times have changed irrespective of the agenda of Putin. Today Russia may not get
any real military advantage after having access to the warm waters but it obviously
would have large-scale positive impact on its economy. Beijing and Islamabad
may not like Russia to gain any military advantage by joining but they would not
mind Moscow getting a proportionate economic advantage.
Arguably Russia could only be part of CPEC if the Central Asian Republics
are also linked to the project. Most of these states have shown their desire to join
CPEC. Through its One Belt, One Road initiative China has massive plans of
reviving the ancient Silk Route. Beijing would be more than willing to
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economically link Central and South Asia along with Russia because, in the final
analysis, it would be China that would gain the most from these links.
With advent of Russia: CPEC a ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia, say
speakers
Pakistani strategists in order to take military and strategic advantage by
having closer ties with Moscow so as to neutralise India‘s grown relations with
Washington, may want to rope Russia into CPEC. However, Islamabad should
leave the decision of Russia‘s association with CPEC solely to China. The project
was conceived and funded by China; therefore, it is Beijing which should be given
the control over its dynamics and stakeholders. Nevertheless, Islamabad may have
some worries regarding Russia‘s association with CPEC. Of these, the most
important is Putin‘s agenda of making Russia a superpower again. The way Russia
has tried to prevent Ukraine from falling into the lap of the West, its military
alliance Nato and its support to Syrian embattled ruler Bashar al Assad in Syria in
his fight with the anti-regime forces in recent years point towards revivalist efforts
for lost Russian power and status. Against this backdrop Pakistan must be cautious
in facilitating Russia‘s desire to associate with CPEC as it cannot afford to let go
any of the benefits of CPEC. Because for Islamabad the immediate attraction of
Moscow‘s support to Pakistan may estrange Beijing as well as Turkey, a key ally
of Islamabad. Pakistan has to walk a tight rope in this situation.
Замир Кабулов предупреждает США об опасности давления на
Пакистан в связи с Афганистаном
Russia warns Trump against piling up pressure on Pakistan
The Express Tribune. August 24, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490141/new-usafghan-plan-futile-course-russian-foreign-minister/
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Russian presidential envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov.

MOSCOW: After unequivocal and unflinching support from its ally China in
the face of scathing criticism from the Donald Trump administration, Pakistan also
received backing from Russia which lambasted the new US strategy in Afghanistan
as a ‗futile course‘.
Russian presidential envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov insisted that
Islamabad is ―a key regional player to negotiate with‖.
―Putting pressure [on Pakistan] may seriously destabilise the region-wide
security situation and result in negative consequences for Afghanistan,‖ Kabulov
told Russia‘s Afghanistan Daily on Tuesday.
Kabulov statement came after President Trump this week heaped criticism on
Pakistan for what he called harbouring the terrorists the Americans were fighting
in Afghanistan.
―We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars. At the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he claimed while
unveiling his new Afghan strategy. ―That will have to change and that will change
immediately.‖
In Moscow, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov on Thursday called the new US
strategy for Afghanistan regrettable, saying the blueprint unveiled by Trump was a
‗futile course‘.
Hamid Karzai slams Trump‘s latest Afghanistan policy
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Speaking at a press conference on Thursday, Lavrov said Russia has
expressed ―regret that the main focus of the new [Afghanistan] strategy announced
by Washington is regulation by methods of force‖.
―We are certain this is a futile course,‖ he said, furthermore rejecting
suggestions that Moscow was behind arming the Taliban.
In his Afghan strategy, Trump announced 4,000 new troops for deployment to
Afghanistan, backtracking from his earlier promise to end America‘s longest war,
though other specifics of the plan remain unclear.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson suggested on Tuesday that Moscow is arming
the Taliban. ―To the extent Russia is supplying arms to the Taliban, that is a
violation, obviously, of international norms,‖ he said.
―It‘s not the first time we are accused of supporting and even arming the
Taliban,‖ Lavrov said. ―Not one fact has been presented‖ to support this.
The spokesperson for Russia‘s foreign ministry Maria Zakharova reiterated
the same in a press briefing.
World responds to Trump‘s new Afghan strategy
The American policy ―focuses on the search for a military solution to the
Afghan issue, particularly through increasing the number of foreign troops,‖
said Zakharova, according to Russia‘s official TASS news agency.
She denied US accusations on Moscow‘s arms supplies to the Taliban, saying:
―We once again declare that we do not provide any support to the Taliban.‖
The spokesperson added that Moscow was ready to assist Kabul in training
and equipping national security forces and reaffirmed its openness to cooperate
with both the US and other countries
Earlier this year, a similar allegation was made by NATO commander Curtis
Scaparrotti, who said Moscow is assisting and possibly supplying the Taliban and
its influence is growing in Afghanistan.
Lavrov said Moscow only contacts the Taliban for two things: ensuring safety
of Russian citizens in Afghanistan and pushing the Taliban to hold talks with the
Afghan government.
The resurgent Taliban is an officially banned organisation recognised as a
terrorist group in Russia but some Russian officials have said Moscow is
exchanging information with the group when it comes to fighting Islamic State
militants.
Политика Трампа по Афганистану реально направлена против
сооружения КПЭК, - заявил российский журналист Андрей Корыбко
Trump's new Afghan strategy is actually a ploy against CPEC, claims
Russian journalist
The Express Tribune. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491843/trumps-newafghan-strategy-actually-ploy-cpec-claims-russian-journalist/

Andrew Korybko argues that US' goal is to influence, disrupt and control the
strategic corridor
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The recently-unveiled Afghan strategy that President Donald Trump has
announced is a ploy against the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a
Russian political analyst and journalist has claimed.
In an opinion piece for Global Village Space, an online forum, Andrew
Korybko argues that Trump‘s new Afghan strategy is much wider than just
Afghanistan. It ―includes components of a reworked approach to South Asia as a
whole‖.
The US president had earlier this week backtracked from his earlier position
of pulling out of Afghanistan and cleared the way for more American troops on the
ground in the war-torn country. Although Trump didn‘t specify any figure, official
announcements came from the White House that it had been agreed that up to
4,000 more troops would be deployed.
Russia warns Trump against piling up pressure on Pakistan
―The deployment of more soldiers is supposed to be a force-multiplier that‘s
anticipated to provide valuable back-end military assistance to the Afghan National
Army, as Trump made it clear that the entire process from now on must be
Afghan-led, including the political one,‖ wrote Korybko, who works for Russia‘s
Sputnik news agency.
Trump had also criticised Pakistan saying it was ―harbouring terrorists‖ that
the US was fighting.
The Russian journalist, however, termed the US president‘s rhetoric a means
of putting pressure on Pakistan.
―Trump decided to harshly criticise Pakistan and put pressure on it by using
the old and discredited trope that it‘s a haven for ―terrorists‖ and uncooperative in
fighting against this menace,‖ the journalist wrote.
Korybko argued that more than 60,000 Pakistanis had died during the yearslong war on terrorism and that Operation Zarb-e-Azb, launched by former military
chief Raheel Sharif‘ was ―the first time that a country had ever liberated all of its
lands from ―territorial terrorists‖ of the Daesh type, let alone without any foreign
assistance.‖
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
He added that it was ironic that Trump had requested for more Indian
assistance in Afghanistan considering that Pakistan regularly accuses India of
providing support to the Afghan-based terrorists who carry attacks out on its soil.
―This accusation is also backed up by the confession of arrested Indian
Hybrid War operative Kulbhushan Jhadav,‖ he stated.
The Russian journalist went on to add that Trump‘s Afghan strategy is less
about changing any of the battlefield dynamics there and more about formalising
the US‘ pivot from Pakistan to India.
―What Trump really wants to do is put multi-pronged pressure on Pakistan as
part of the Hybrid War on CPEC through the American-backed strategic
interlinking of its Afghan and Indian neighbours,‖ he concluded. ―With the goal
being to influence, disrupt, and then ultimately control China‘s game-changing
corridor to the Indian Ocean through state and non-state proxy warfare.‖
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Andrew Korybko‘s piece originally appeared on Global Village Space.
Министр МИДа Khawaja Asif совершит поездки в Китай, Россию,
Турцию для обсуждения Новой политики США по Афганистану и Пак-ну
Khawaja Asif to embark on three-nation tour to discuss US policy
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
August
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354043/khawaja-asif-to-embark-on-three-nation-tour-to-discussus-policy

The dates for the trip, which would take the minister to China, Russia and
Turkey, are being worked out.
ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif will next week
embark on a three-nation regional tour for consultations on the new American
policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
The dates for the trip, which would take the minister to China, Russia and
Turkey, are being worked out.
The decision to undertake the visit was taken at a meeting of the National
Security Committee on Thursday, which deliberated on the new US policy and
formulated the response.
Foreign minister‘s previously scheduled trip to US delayed
The foreign minister‘s previously scheduled trip to the US for bilateral talks
with his counterpart, Rex Tillerson, has been delayed for the regional tour.
―Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif will be visiting regional countries for
consultations,‖ FO spokesman Nafees Zakaria said at a weekly media briefing.
The consultations would be aimed at developing regional consensus on efforts
for peace in Afghanistan.
The regional trip, Pakistani diplomats believe, will send a strong message to
the US that Pakistan cannot be coerced and that the country enjoys broad support
in the region.
Both Moscow and Beijing have criticised the US position on Pakistan and
have insisted that Pakistan‘s importance for peace in Afghanistan and its sacrifices
in the fight against terrorism need to be recognised.
There have been multiple statements from China in this regard, including one
by Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi who praised Pakistan‘s ―great sacrifices‖ in
the fight against terrorism and urged their acknowledgement by the world.
Meanwhile, Russian President‘s Envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov said
that Pakistan was ―a key regional player to negotiate with‖ and warned that undue
pressure on it could ―seriously destabilise the region‘s security situation‖.
Iran too has joined the countries disapproving the US policy. The Iranian
foreign ministry in a statement has denounced the new strategy adopted by the US
towards Pakistan and blamed Washington‘s opportunistic strategies and unilateral
and meddlesome policies for growth in terrorism and extremism in the region.
Mr Zakaria spoke about the fast-paced developments in the region and
emergence of new regional partnerships. However, he refused to elaborate how
Pakistan plans to position itself in the evolving environment.
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FO spokesman underscored that the differences between Pakistan and the US
over the new policy did not mean a rupture in ties.
―First of all, we have long-standing relationship with the US. We have
worked with the United States for a long time. Our areas of cooperation are diverse
and multi-dimensional. I would not endorse your views about parting ways,‖ he
said, adding the ―difference of opinion‖ and ―misperceptions‖ could be addressed
through dialogue.
The National Security Committee had a day earlier resolved to ―continue to
extend all possible cooperation to international community for achieving the
common objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and in the broader
region‖.
In reply to a question about the new role assigned to India by the US, Mr
Zakaria reiterated Pakistan‘s concerns and said that it (India) ―plays the role of a
spoiler and destabiliser in the region, and also uses Afghan soil against Pakistan‖.
Proof in this regard, he said, had already been shared with the international
community and the government ―will continue to take up this issue both with the
US and Afghan leadership‖.
Меморандум о взаимопонимании по поводу закупки Пакистаном
стрелкового оружия у концерна «Калашников».
Хроника из посольства России в Пакистане. 22-27 августа 2017 г.

Председатель
совета
директоров
Комплекса
пакистанских
артиллерийских заводов (Pakistan Ordnance Factories, POF) генераллейтенант У.Ф.Дуррани посетил международный военно-технический форум
«Армия-2017» в г.Кубинка Московской обл. «На полях» мероприятия было
подписано соглашение о намерениях между АО «Концерн «Калашников» и
POF на поставку и продвижение гражданского стрелкового оружия в
Пакистан. Соглашение также предполагает совместную работу по созданию
бренд-зон АО «Концерн «Калашников» в Пакистане для реализации
стрелкового оружия.
Gazprom International и пакистанская OGDCL подписали меморандум о
взаимопонимании
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». 6.07.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2851171Gazprom-International-и-пакистанская-OGDCL-подписали-меморандум-овзаимопонимании/

В Санкт-Петербурге состоялось подписание меморандума о
взаимопонимании касательно сотрудничества в нефтегазовой отрасли между
Gazprom International и национальной пакистанской нефтегазовой компанией
Oil and Gas Development Company Limited (OGDCL). Меморандум является
основой для развития сотрудничества между компаниями в энергетической
сфере и определяет основные направления совместной работы.
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Со стороны Gazprom International, специализированного оператора
upstream-проектов ПАО "Газпром" за рубежом, документ подписал
Управляющий директор и CEO компании Андрей Фик; со стороны OGDCL
— управляющий и главный исполнительный директор Захид Мир.
В частности, стороны договорились развивать проекты в области
разведки и разработки месторождений углеводородов в Исламской
Республике Пакистан и третьих странах. Также изучать возможности
поставок газа в республику и другие государства региона и обсуждать прочие
инициативы, представляющие взаимный интерес, сообщили в Gazprom
International. Помимо этого, компании планируют внедрять и использовать
современные технологии в области добычи нефти и газа, оказывать
взаимную техническую помощь для развития отдаленных и малодебитных
месторождений, а также комплексные услуги по бурению.
Gazprom International подписал меморандум о взаимопонимании с
пакистанской OGDCL
Интернет-сайт «Neftegaz.RU». 7 июля 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/162784Gazprom-International-podpisal-memorandum-o-vzaimoponimanii-s-pakistanskoy-OGDCL

Gazprom International, дочка Газпрома, подписала меморандума о
взаимопонимании с пакистанской Oil and Gas Development Company Limited
(OGDCL), предусматривающий сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли.
Подписание документа состоялось 3 июля 2017 г в центральном офисе
Gazprom International в г Санкт-Петербурге.
Меморандум является основой для развития сотрудничества между
Gazprom International и OGDCL в энергетической сфере и определяет
основные направления совместной работы.
В частности, стороны договорились развивать проекты в области
разведки и разработки месторождений углеводородов в Пакистане и третьих
странах, изучать возможности поставок газа в Пакистан и другие государства
региона и обсуждать прочие инициативы, представляющие взаимный
интерес.
Помимо этого, компании планируют внедрять и использовать
современные технологии в области добычи нефти и газа, оказывать
взаимную техническую помощь для развития отдаленных и малодебитных
месторождений, а также комплексные услуги по бурению.
Пакистан в последние годы пытается решить проблему со все
увеличивающимся разрывом между спросом и предложением на фоне роста
бытового и промышленного потребления природного газа и электроэнергии.
В Пакистане добывается около 40 млрд м3/год природного газа и около 5
млн т/год нефти, но растущей экономике страны этого недостаточно.
Власти Пакистана предпринимают меры по интенсификации
геологоразведки, модернизации систем производства, передачи и
распределения энергоносителей и развитию генерирующих мощностей.
Ресурсы для роста добычи нефти и газа в Пакистане имеются.
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Доказанные запасы углеводородов в стране оцениваются в 500 млрд м3
природного газа и в более чем 1 млрд т жидких углеводородов.
OGDCL является крупнейшей нефтегазовой компанией Пакистана - по
данным за 2016 г, компания добывает 48% от всей производимой в стране
нефти и 28% природного газа.
Также OGDCL располагает наибольшим объемом запасов и числом
разрабатываемых нефтегазовых площадей в стране.
На долю запасов OGDCL в 2015 г приходилось 59% нефти и 36%
природного газа.
По состоянию на 30 июня 2016 г, портфель геологоразведочных
проектов OGDCL включал 60 собственных и совместных лицензий на
разведку участков общей площадью 112,4 тыс км2 - более 30% всей
исследуемой территории страны.
«Газпром» договорился о сотрудничестве с газовой компанией из
Пакистана.
«РБК». 7.07.2017. http://www.rbc.ru/rbcfreenews/595f70889a79473c2d6eac73

Gazprom International и пакистанская Oil and Gas Development Company
Limited
(OGDCL)
подписали
меморандум
о
взаимопонимании,
договорившись развивать проекты в области разведки и разработки
месторождений углеводородов в Пакистане и третьих странах, а также
изучить возможности поставок газа в Пакистан и другие государства
региона, говорится в сообщении «Газпрома».
OGDCL — крупнейшая нефтегазовая компания Пакистана, в 2016 году
на нее пришлось 48% всей добытой в стране нефти и 28% природного газа.
Крупнейшим акционером OGDCL является правительство Пакистана,
которому принадлежит 74,97% акций компании.
Доказанные запасы углеводородов в Пакистане оцениваются в 500
млрд куб. м природного газа и в более чем 1 млрд т жидких углеводородов.
Россия и Пакистан будут сотрудничать в нефтегазовой отрасли
Информационное
агентство
«InfoRoss»
(Мир
глазами
http://inforos.ru/ru/?module=news&action=view&id=50635. 7.07.2017.

России).

В начале июля GazpromInternational (дочернее предприятие "Газпрома")
и пакистанская Oil and Gas Development Company Limited (OGDCL)
подписали
меморандум
о
взаимопонимании,
предусматривающий
сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли.
Страны договорились, в том числе, развивать проекты в области
разведки и разработки месторождений углеводородов в Пакистане и третьих
странах, а также изучать возможности поставок газа в Пакистан и другие
государства региона.
Помимо этого компании намерены внедрять и использовать
современные технологии в области добычи нефти и газа, а также оказывать
взаимную техническую помощь для развития отдаленных и малодебитных
месторождений.
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Сегодня в Пакистане добывается порядка 40 млрд м3/год природного
газа и около 5 млн т/год нефти, однако растущей экономике страны этого
недостаточно. Местные власти предпринимают меры по интенсификации
геологоразведки, модернизации систем производства, передачи и
распределения энергоносителей, а также по развитию генерирующих
мощностей. Тем более что ресурсы для роста добычи газа и нефти в стране
есть.
Газпром и Oil and Gas Development Company Limited (OGDCL)
подписали Меморандум о взаимопонимании в области инвестрования в
газовую отрасль Пакистана
Russia‘s Gazprom and OGDC of Pakistan sign joint venture deal
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
7th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1452021/russias-gazprom-ogdc-pakistan-sign-joint-venture-deal/

Russia has also offered to export gas to Pakistan to meet its domestic needs.
ISLAMABAD: In a major development, Russia and Pakistan‘s energy giants
entered into a joint venture deal that is expected to attract $3-4 billion in the South
Asian country.
Russia‘s Gazprom International and Pakistan‘s Oil and Gas Development
Company Limited (OGDCL) signed the Memorandum of Understanding in
Moscow aimed at mutual cooperation, joint ventures and use of state-of-the-art
technology that would aid exploration and development.
Russia has already expressed its interest to invest $8 billion in Pakistan and a
major part of it will go in the country‘s ailing energy sector.
OGDC finds new deposits of oil, gas in Sindh
A senior official of the petroleum ministry said that the chief executive officer
(CEO) of Gasprom International will arrive in Pakistan on Friday along with his
team to discuss possibilities of investment in different projects.
Pakistan is already in talks with Russia to invest $2 billion to build the NorthSouth pipeline that would transport LNG from Karachi to Lahore.
Russia had also offered to export gas to Pakistan to meet its domestic needs.
Moscow is a major supplier of gas to Europe and Turkey and was working to tap
Pakistan‘s market as well before its tussle with Europe and the United States on
Ukraine issue.
The deal with OGDCL
According to the statement, the agreement was signed in Saint Petersburg on
July 3, 2017. Both companies were represented by their CEOs.
Earlier, Russian delegations had visited Pakistan to negotiate and finalise the
possible cooperation framework.
Under the cooperation framework, Gazprom International will explore
investment opportunities in Pakistan in coordination with OGDCL.
The Russian company has agreed to introduce latest and state-of-the-art
technology for production enhancement in OGDCL-operated fields in Pakistan.
The duo will cooperate in the commercialisation of stranded or marginal
fields which is likely to significantly add to OGDCL‘s production and revenues.
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Parties have also decided to cooperate in oil and gas infrastructure development
and import of hydrocarbons to Pakistan from joint fields.
OGDC‘s receivables rise to Rs170 billion
In order to ensure effective implementation of the MoU, parties have agreed
to form a Joint Working Group, which will hold its first meeting in mid-August
2017.
Gazprom International currently operates in nearly 20 countries on four
continents and participates in almost 40 projects of different scales. The key
projects are implemented in Algeria, Vietnam, Bolivia, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Bangladesh and on the North Sea shelf (British, Danish and Dutch
sectors).
Володин поддержал идею проведения международной конференции по
безопасности
Информационное агентство «Новости Федерации». http://regions.ru/news/2606518/.
26.06.2017 13:37

В ходе официального визита в Южную Корею спикер Государственной
Думы Вячеслав Володин встретился с председателем Национальной
ассамблеи парламента Пакистана Сардаром Айязом Садиком. Он поддержал
идею пакистанского коллеги о проведении международной конференции по
безопасности и борьбе с терроризмом. Как сообщает пресс-служба ГД,
предполагается, что конференция пройдет в декабре текущего года в
Пакистане. Помимо России в ней могут принять участие Иран, Китай,
Афганистан.
Володин принял приглашение Садика посетить Пакистан.
"Это можно будет сделать в конце года», - сказал он, в свою очередь,
пригласив председателя Национальной ассамблеи Пакистана принять
участие в октябрьской сессии Парламентской ассамблеи ОДКБ и в 137-й
сессии Межпарламентского союза в Санкт-Петербурге.
Делегация Государственной Думы во главе с Вячеславом Володиным
находится с официальным визитом в Сеуле, где 27 июня пройдет второе
Совещание спикеров парламентов стран Евразии.
Володин не исключил, что посетит в Пакистан в конце 2017 года
«ТАСС». 26 июня 2017 г. http://tass.ru/politika/4364789

Такую возможность спикер ГД обозначил на встрече со спикером
Национальной ассамблеи Пакистана Сардаром Аязом Садиком
СЕУЛ, 26 июня. /ТАСС/. Председатель Госдумы Вячеслав Володин не
исключил, что совершит визит в Пакистан в конце текущего года. Такую
возможность он обозначил в понедельник на встрече со спикером
Национальной ассамблеи Пакистана Сардаром Аязом Садиком.
Володин находится в Сеуле с официальным двухдневным визитом. Во
вторник здесь состоится второе совещание спикеров парламентов стран
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Евразии, а в понедельник проходят двусторонние встречи главы российской
делегации с другими участниками форума.
В начале встречи Садик заметил, что, учитывая большое расстояние
между Москвой и Сеулом, Володин мог бы сделать остановку в Пакистане.
"Мы же с вами договорились, - ответил Володин. - Уточим по времени, так и
сделаем". "Это можно будет сделать в конце этого года", - добавил он.
"Я с нетерпением жду этого, любой месяц нам подходит", - отреагировал
пакистанский спикер.
Парламентская конференция по безопасности
Володин поддержал инициативу Садика провести в декабре в Пакистане
международную парламентскую конференцию, одной из тем которой могло
бы стать противодействие терроризму. Помимо представителей РФ и
Пакистана, в ней могли бы принять участие представители Китая, Ирана и
Афганистана и ряда других государств.
"Вы внесли правильное предложение, можно было бы его проработать
даже в течение сегодняшнего и завтрашнего дня с нашими коллегами", сказал Володин. "Мы могли бы присоединиться к этой работе и принять
участие в самой конференции, - подтвердил он. - Нам есть, что обсудить".
Со своей стороны Садик отметил, что темами для дискуссии на такой
конференции могли бы стать в том числе "вопросы борьбы против
терроризма, энергетическая и продовольственная безопасность, а также роль
парламентариев".
«Вертолеты России» поставили в Пакистан конвертируемый Ми-171Е
Информационное агентство «Татар-Информ». 21 июля 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/07/21/563973/

Улан-Удэнский авиационный завод холдинга «Вертолеты России»
передал пакистанской провинции Белуджистан гражданский Ми-171Е в
конвертируемом варианте.
Казань, 21 июля, «Татар-информ» Диана Авакян. Улан-Удэнский
авиационный завод холдинга «Вертолеты России» передал представителям
пакистанской провинции Белуджистан гражданский вертолет Ми-171Е в
конвертируемом варианте. Машина может эксплуатироваться в грузовой
версии и VIP-версии на 13 пассажиров в сопровождении бортпроводника,
сообщается на портале Ростеха.
«Наши партнеры из Белуджистана дают высокую оценку российским
вертолетам
семейства
Ми-8/17,
отмечая
их
летно-технические
характеристики,
высокую
надежность,
универсальность,
простоту
эксплуатации и обслуживания, а также возможность применения в сложных
условиях», — отметил генеральный директор холдинга «Вертолеты России»
Андрей Богинский.
В транспортном варианте конвертируемый вертолет Ми-171Е может
перевозить до 27 пассажиров на откидных сиденьях и до 4 тонн грузов
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внутри грузовой кабины или на внешней подвеске. Повышенная
безопасность полетов обеспечивается благодаря установке системы раннего
предупреждения близости земли.
Контракт был заключен холдингом «Вертолеты России» с
правительством провинции в декабре 2016 года.
Российский вертолет прибудет скоро в Белуджистан
Russian helicopter for Balochistan to arrive next week
Saleem Shahid. Dawn. 15.06.2017.
helicopter-for-balochistan-to-arrive-next-week

https://www.dawn.com/news/1339655/russian-

QUETTA: A Russian-made helicopter purchased by the Balochistan
government in January will be handed over to the provincial authorities next week.
The Balochistan government concluded a contract with Russian Helicopters
for a Mi-171 civil helicopter.
Finance Secretary Akbar Hussain Durrani visited Moscow last month to
finalise arrangements for delivery of the helicopter in Balochistan. The pilot and
crew of the Mi-171 have already completed their training in Moscow.
The copter, which costs $15.2 million, would arrive in Lahore by June 21, and
would be handed over to the Balochistan government later.
Путин пообещал Наваз Шарифу быть посредником по Кашмиру во
время саммита ШОС в Астане
Regional peace: Pakistan welcomes Russia‘s mediation offer on Kashmir
The Express Tribune. June 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1436324/pakistanwelcomes-putins-offer-mediate-islamabad-new-delhi/

Pakistan on Thursday said it would welcome Russian mediation to defuse the
simmering tensions with its arch-rival India as well as to resolve the longstanding
Kashmir dispute.
Speaking at a weekly news briefing, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees
Zakaria said there was growing realisation and concern among regional countries
as well as the United States of the threat to peace in the region due to India‘s
unprovoked firing along the Line of Control and the Working Boundary.
―The Indian attempts to distract the world attention from the brutalities its
occupation forces have unleashed on unarmed Kashmiris in occupied Kashmir
have endangered peace and security in the sub-continent and beyond,‖ he said.
Responding to reports that Russian President Viladmir Putin, during his
recent meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on the sidelines of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit, offered to mediate between Islamabad
and New Delhi, the spokesperson said, ―Pakistan welcomes UNSC Permanent
Member Russia‘s attention and intention to play a role in this longstanding issue
on the UNSC agenda.‖
Pakistan important partner of Russia: Putin
He reiterated Pakistan‘s belief that an Afghan owned and Afghan led political
settlement was imperative for restoring long-lasting peace in the neighbouring
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country. He rejected a military solution to the Afghan conflict, saying the country
had been in a war-like situation for the last 40 years.
―Pakistan has suffered tremendously due to the ongoing conflict in
Afghanistan,‖ said Zakaria, adding that the lingering instability in Afghanistan had
given space to state and non-state actors to establish their foothold in the war-torn
country.
On reports that China was making efforts to mediate between Pakistan and
Afghanistan, he said both Beijing and Islamabad were engaged with Kabul through
bilateral and other forums to find a political solution to the Afghan conflict.
He said efforts were being made to revive the four-nation initiative involving
Pakistan, Afghanistan, China and the United States. He described the recent
meeting between Premier Sharif and Afghan President Ashraf Ghani on the
sidelines of the SCO summit as positive and constructive.
Pakistan rubbishes reports of troop deployment in Qatar
Meanwhile, the Foreign Office spokesperson said India‘s contention to strike
out Pakistan‘s claim to the funds transferred by the State of Hyderabad to the
account of the Pakistan high commissioner to the UK in September 1948 had been
dismissed last year.
Answering a query, he said the English judge has now issued a side
procedural ruling on the costs issues. He said the judge had confirmed that
Pakistan won on all its main arguments and had reserved costs to the end of the
hearing ―which is a standard order‖.
―On the costs issue, which has been argued separately, it was decided that the
financial claims made by India and other parties were not time-barred. These are a
tiny fraction of the overall costs which Pakistan may recover at the end of the
process, if successful,‖ he explained.
Путин ничего не обещал Наваз Шарифу, т.е. быть посредником по
Кашмиру, - уверены в Дели
Putin made no offer to Nawaz Sharif to play mediator: India, Russia
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
Jun
16,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-russia-reject-pakistan-claims-of-vladimir-putinsoffer-to-mediate/articleshow/59164756.cms

Pakistan foreign office had welcomed reports of Russia's offer to mediate
between New Delhi and Islamabad.
Russia rubbished any such report on Putin's offer of mediation
India too has issued a strong denial to the Pakistan media's 'offer of
mediation' reports
According to Pak media reports, Putin made the offer on the sidelines of the
SCO summit in Astana.
NEW DELHI: India and Russia have together denied that Russian President
Vladimir Putin had suggested to Pakistan PM Nawaz Sharif that he could mediate
between India and Pakistan.
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Responding to questions, ministry of external affairs spokesperson Gopal
Baglay said, "No offer of mediation between India and Pakistan was made by
Russia to India.
It is my understanding that Russia is very well aware of India's consistent
position to address all outstanding issues with Pakistan bilaterally in an
environment free of terrorism and violence."
It started with a report in the Pakistan media, which was followed by the
Pakistan foreign office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria officially welcoming the
Russian "offer" of mediation.
According to them, this was part of the conversation between Nawaz Sharif
and Putin in Astana, on the sidelines of the SCO summit.
On Thursday, however, the Russian embassy in India denied there was any
such move.
According to Russian officials here, "According to our information, this
aspect was not discussed at the meeting in Astana and no statement in this regard
was ever made by President Putin." Pakistan attempted to put this out as a sign that
Russia was changing its stance vis-a-vis this region, particularly being more
sensitive towards Pakistan.
It has not been an easy summer for Pakistan. First Nawaz Sharif travelled to
Riyadh to be the first South Asian leader to meet US President Donald Trump.
However, Trump refused to meet him. In Astana, Sharif suffered the ignominy of
not getting a bilateral with Pakistan's chief benefactor, Chinese President Xi
Jinping.
In fact, Sharif 's "non-meeting" with Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been
the most important so far. Pakistan has been pushing both India and all its other
interlocutors to get New Delhi to restart the bilateral dialogue. India has so far
refused.
Путин сказал на саммите в Астане – «Пакистан – важный партнер
России».
Pakistan important partner of Russia: Putin
The Express Tribune. June 10, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1432075/pakistanimportant-partner-russia-putin/

Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday said Pakistan is an important
partner for Russia in South Asia.
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The Russian president‘s comments came during a meeting with PM Nawaz on
the sidelines of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit in Astana,
Radio Pakistan reported. The two leaders discussed bilateral relations, including
trade and economic cooperation, and also current international issues during the
meeting.
Historic day: Pakistan joins SCO at Astana summit
Putin said Russian-Pakistani relations have been constructive and mutually
beneficial. ―Our relations are developing in many areas, and our trade has
increased, even if only by a few percentage points. Of course, we are able to do
much more than we are doing now,‖ he said.
Putin also congratulated PM Nawaz on Pakistan‘s accession to the SCO and
said he was ―glad that we met for a bilateral meeting on the sidelines of the SCO
Summit.‖
Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz and Minister for Commerce Khurram
Dastgir were also present at the meeting.
Pakistan, along with India, on Friday became a full member of the SCO, with
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif asserting that Pakistan ―will strive to achieve
collective objectives of the organisation for regional cooperation, connectivity and
economic prosperity‖.
Путин заявил, что вступление Индии и Пакистана в ШОС сделало его
более влиятельным
Pakistan, India joining SCO to make bloc more influential: Putin
The News. 10.06.2017 https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/209793-Pakistan-India-joiningSCO-to-make-bloc-more-influential-Putin

ASTANA: Leaders of the SCO member states, namely Russia, China,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, signed the decree on
admitting India and Pakistan to the bloc, on Friday.
"Today, new full members join the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation… The
expansion of the SCO will undoubtedly contribute to ensuring that it will become
more powerful and influential in the political, economic and humanitarian
spheres," Putin said at the SCO leaders‘ meeting in Astana.
Putin also said that the decision to start the process of India's and Pakistan‘s
admission to the SCO had been made during the 2015 summit in Ufa under
Russia‘s presidency in the organisation, and stressed that these countries had
fulfilled all requirements to enter the SCO in less than two years.
"Now, our task is to help the new partners to integrate into the extensive work
ongoing within the SCO," Putin added. Putin also said that the SCO members
should work on combing economic cooperation efforts and national strategies to
bring together the capacities of the existing integration projects in Eurasia,
including the Eurasian Economic Community (EURASEC) and the One Belt, One
Road initiative.
"As for the economic aspects, I am sure that we must focus on combining
efforts, coordination of national strategies and multilateral projects throughout the
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Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. The aim is to combine the potentials of the
Eurasian Economic Community, SCO, Association of Southeast Asian Nations
[ASEAN] and the Chinese initiative One Belt, One Road."
The topic will be discussed in detail at the forthcoming Eastern Economic
Forum in Russia's Vladivostok set to take place on September 6-7, the SCO highlevel conference on trade and economic cooperation in Moscow and the third
forum on small business of the SCO and BRICS regions in Ufa on September 2829, the Russian president stressed.
"I take the opportunity to invite all our partners to take part in these events,"
Putin said. The SCO is a political, military and economic alliance. Its two-day
summit kicked off on Thursday in the Kazakh capital of Astana. The agenda of the
summit includes issues related to cooperation in fight against international
terrorism, security and the situation in the Middle East and Afghanistan.
Путин: товарооборот РФ и Пакистана вырос, но возможности гораздо
больше
ТАСС. 9 июня 2017 г. http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4326777

АСТАНА, 9 июня. /ТАСС/. Президент РФ Владимир Путин отметил
небольшое улучшение в торгово-экономическом сотрудничестве Москвы и
Исламабада, хотя возможности двух стран, по его мнению, гораздо больше.
"Подрос товарооборот, но наши возможности гораздо больше", - сказал
Путин на встрече с премьер-министром Пакистана Навазом Шарифом.
Он отметил, что отношения РФ и Пакистана носят конструктивный
характер, Пакистан - важный партнер России в Азии.
Президент РФ поздравил Шарифа с полноценным вступлением
Пакистана в ШОС, отметив, что рад возможности обсудить все направления
сотрудничества двух стран. Шариф, со своей стороны, отметил поддержку
Россией вступления Пакистана в ШОС.
"Есть небольшой рост нашей торговли, но он не соответствует тому
потенциалу, который есть между странами", - сказал Шариф, пообещав, что
будет содействовать развитию отношений.
В. Путин в Казахстане обсудит поставки СПГ российскими компаниями
в Пакистан. И не только это
Агентство «Neftegaz.RU». 8 июня 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/161854-V.-Putinv-Kazahstane-obsudit-postavki-SPG-rossiyskimi-kompaniyami-v-Pakistan.-I-ne-tolko-eto

В Казахстане глава государства встретится с премьер-министром
Пакистана Н. Шарифом.
Так же 1 из возможных вопросов, которые будут обсуждаться на встрече
– прокладка морского трубопровода Иран - Пакистан - Индия.
Не останется в стороне и атомная энергетика - предполагается, что на
высоком уровне будет обсуждаться вопрос об участии российских компаний
проектах по модернизации ряда ТЭС в Пакистане.
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Компании РФ изучают идею поставок в Пакистан СПГ и прокладки
морского трубопровода
ТАСС. 7 июня 2017 г. http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4320966
Вопросы
двустороннего
сотрудничества
будут
в
числе
рассматриваемых во время встречи президента России и премьер-министра
Пакистана 9 июня в Астане
МОСКВА, 7 июня. /ТАСС/. Российские компании прорабатывают
возможности организации поставок в Пакистан сжиженного природного газа
(СПГ), прокладки морского трубопровода Иран - Пакистан - Индия, а также
участия в проектах по модернизации ряда ТЭС в Пакистане. Об этом
сообщил журналистам помощник президента РФ Юрий Ушаков.
"Крупные российские энергетические компании прорабатывают
возможности организации поставок в Пакистан сжиженного природного газа,
прокладки морского трубопровода Иран - Пакистан - Индия, подключения к
модернизации ТЭС в Пакистане", - рассказал Ушаков. Он добавил, что
вопросы двустороннего сотрудничества будут в числе рассматриваемых в
ходе предстоящей 9 июня в Астане встречи президента России Владимира
Путина и премьер-министра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа.
Ушаков отметил, что два государства уже реализуют флагманский
проект в сфере энергетики - строительство газопровода "Север - Юг" из
Карачи в Лахор (Пакистан) в соответствии с подписанным в 2015 году
межправительственным соглашением.
Ушаков также напомнил, что Москва и Исламабад развивают
гуманитарные связи, в том числе, в области образования. Россия уже третий
год подряд существенно увеличивает количество государственных
стипендий для обучения граждан Пакистана в российских вузах: в 2017-2018
учебном году пакистанским студентам предоставлено 90 мест, тогда как в
2016-2017 учебном году их было 45, а в 2015-2016 учебном году - всего лишь
восемь.
Пакистан и ШОС
Говоря подробнее о встрече лидеров России и Пакистана, Ушаков
сообщил, что на ней будут обсуждены вопросы международной и
региональной повестки дня, а также деятельности Пакистана в Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (ШОС).
"Мы специально встречаемся с новым членом ШОС - Пакистаном. В
ходе этой встречи, очевидно, будут затронуты актуальные вопросы
международной и региональной повестки дня, вопросы, касающиеся
деятельности Пакистана в ШОС", - сказал Ушаков.
По его словам, Россия заверит Пакистан в своей поддержке и окажет
содействие Исламабаду для того, чтобы Пакистан как можно быстрее
почувствовал себя полноправным членом ШОС.
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"И, конечно, мы обсудим целый ряд двусторонних вопросов. На встрече
будут несколько наших экономических министров, включая Дениса
Мантурова (министра промышленности и торговли), который является
сопредседателем двусторонней межправительственной комиссии", - добавил
помощник главы государства.
Ушаков также сообщил, что в состав российской делегации, которая
прибывает в Астану 8-9 июня для участия в саммите глав государств ШОС и
проведения ряда двусторонних встреч, также входят министр иностранных
дел РФ Сергей Лавров, министр энергетики Александр Новак и глава МВД
Владимир Колокольцев.
О ситуации в газовом секторе Пакистана
Касаев Э.О. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35387. 6 июня, 2017.

Из-за отсутствия договоренностей о тарифе на прокачку природного газа
строительство газопровода «Север – Юг» в Пакистане откладывается
предположительно на 2019 год.
По словам генерального директора государственной корпорации
«Ростех» С.В.Чемезова, проектирование уже практически завершено. «В
основном сейчас проблемы заключаются в том, что мы никак не можем
договориться по тарифу. Тот тариф, который предлагается, не дает
возможности вернуть деньги, которые вложены в проект. Мы стараемся
убедить наших партнеров в том, что необходимо повысить тариф. Я надеюсь,
что это как-то будет решено. Но срок, который был ранее прописан,
естественно, отодвинется. Я думаю, что на год точно. В 2019 году, скорее
всего»[i], – заявил он.
Ранее сообщалось, что тариф за транзит газа по газопроводу «Север –
Юг» установлен в размере 0,85 доллара за 1 млн BTU (британских тепловых
единиц), что соответствует тарифам для местных операторов,
распределяющих сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), поступающий из Катара.
Со своей стороны, Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 доллара за 1
млн BTU.
Напомним, в 2015 году Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север –
Юг» протяженность чуть менее 1,1 тыс. км. Мощность – 12,4 млрд куб. м
сырья в год. Предполагается, что проект будет реализовывать российская
компания «РТ – Глобальные ресурсы», которая входит в «Ростех».
Планировалось, что объект будет сдан в строй в 2018 году, но еще до
начала строительства газопровода стороны должны были подписать
коммерческие предложения. Они до сих пор не подписаны, поскольку
разногласия «Ростеха» и Исламабада не преодолены.
Ранее сообщалось, что проект должен быть реализован в 3 этапа за 42
месяца. Ко 2-ому кварталу 2018 года должен был быть построен газопровод,
ко 2-ому кварталу 2019 года – часть компрессорных станций, а ко 2-ому
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кварталу 2020 года – все компрессорные станции, после чего газопровод
должен был выйти на полную мощность.
Газопровод «Север – Юг» соединит регазификационные терминалы в
портах Карачи и Гвадара в Южном Пакистане с электростанциями и
промышленными потребителями в Лахоре на севере страны.
Примечательно, что «Север – Юг» – крупнейший совместный проект в
истории экономических отношений России и Пакистана и самый длинный из
запланированных газопроводов этой азиатской страны. Заказчик с
пакистанской стороны – газотранспортная государственная компания ISGSL.
При реализации данного проекта будет применена международная схема
«Строительство – владение – управление – передача» (Build – Own – Operate
– Transfer, BOOT). Согласно выбранной схеме собственником и
эксплуатантом трубопровода в течение 25 лет будет «РТ-Глобальные
ресурсы». Предполагается, что за это время плата за транспортировку
«голубого топлива» покроет расходы на строительство и принесет плановый
объем прибыли. Затем газопровод будет передан Пакистану.
Пакистан испытывает острый дефицит энергоносителей. В этой связи
реализация проектов строительства терминалов по приему СПГ и сети
магистральных газопроводов стала стратегическим приоритетом для
экономики Пакистана на ближайшие несколько лет.
Летом прошлого года сообщалось, что Пакистан подписал соглашение о
покупке плавучей установки для хранения и регазификации сжиженного
природного газа для 2-го приемного терминала в порту Касим (г. Карачи).
Соглашение предусматривает предоставление услуг по регазификации
сжиженного природного газа на протяжении 15 лет.
Емкость хранения установки производства Samsung Heavy Industries –
170 тыс. куб. м., максимальная мощность регазификации – 750 млн куб.
футов в сутки (21,2 млн куб. м. в сутки).
В марте 2015 года в порту Касим был введен в эксплуатацию 1-ый
приемный терминал Engro Elengy мощностью более 3,5 млн т в год.
[i]Строительство газопровода в Пакистане сдвигается на год, заявил Чемезов // РИА
Новости, 03.06.2017. URL: https://ria.ru/economy/20170603/1495736399.html

Нет согласия в тарифах. Строительство газопровода Север - Юг в
Пакистане перенесено на 2019 г
Агентство «Neftegaz.ru». 5 июня 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/161736-Netsoglasiya-v-tarifah.-Stroitelstvo-gazoprovoda-Sever-Yug-v-Pakistane-pereneseno-na-2019-g

Ростех переносит строительство магистрального газопровода (МГП)
Север-Юг в Пакистане на 2019 г из-за того, что пока не удается договориться
с партнерами о тарифах на прокачку газа.
Об этом 3 июня 2017 г в ходе Петербургского международного
экономического форума (ПМЭФ-2017) сообщил глава Ростеха С. Чемезов.
Проектирование МГП Север-Юг уже практически завершено.
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Но проект в настоящее время тормозится из-за отсутствия
договоренностей по тарифам на транспортировку газа.
Предлагаемый на данный момент тариф не дает возможности вернуть
средства, вложенные в проект.
В связи с этим Ростех старается убедить партнеров в том, что
необходимо повысить тариф.
Я надеюсь, что это как-то будет решено, сказал С. Чемезов.
Но ранее запланированный срок начала строительства придется
отодвинуть.
Скорее всего, начало строительства начнется в 2019 г.
Ранее С. Чемезов сообщал, что Ростех планирует договориться о
тарифах по проекту газопровода в Пакистане к концу 1го квартала 2017 г.
Но вопросы по тарифообразованию так и остались нерешенными.
Напомним, что Россия и Пакистан подписали межправсоглашение о
строительстве МГП Север - Юг (Карачи - Лахор) в октябре 2015 г.
Газопровод Север - Юг протяженностью 1,1 тыс км с пропускной
способностью до 12,3 млрд м3/год свяжет терминалы по приему сжиженного
газа (СПГ) в портах Карачи и Гвадар на юге Пакистана с электростанциями и
промышленными потребителями газа в Лахоре на севере страны.
Заказчиком газопровода с пакистанской стороны выступает ISGS,
которая занимается поставками газа, а также будет оплачивать услуги по его
транспортировке.
Правительство Пакистана, в свою очередь, выдаст суверенную гарантию
на оплату тарифа и проектное финансирование.
Компания РТ-Глобальные ресурсы, дочка Ростеха, намерена создать
консорциум, в который войдут российские и зарубежные инвесторы, в т.ч
китайские, пакистанские, а также потенциальные строительные ЕРСподрядчики.
Стоимость проекта оценивается в 2,5 млрд долл США.
Проект реализуется по схеме строительство - владение - эксплуатация передача (BOOT) сроком на 25 лет.
Помимо тарифных вопросов, Пакистан строну беспокоится из-за того,
что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы участвующая в проекте с российской стороны,
находится под антироссийскими санкциями.
В феврале 2017 г замминистра энергетики РФ Ю. Сентюрину по итогам
визита удалось снять часть этих опасений.
Тогда же сообщалось о том, что тариф на прокачку газа
на коммерческом уровне уже согласован и вроде как пошел процесс
подписания коммерческих соглашений.
Но дело дальше пошло не так успешно как рассчитывала российская
сторона.
В середине декабря 2016 г сообщалось, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы
представила Пакистану ряд предложений, в т.ч по ценовым вопросам,
которые пакистанская сторона должна одобрить.
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Тариф за транзит газа по МГП Север - Юг установлен в размере 0,85
долл США/1 млн бте, что соответствует тарифам для местных операторов,
распределяющих газ, поступающий из Катара.
Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 долл США/1 млн бте, но в
цена была снижена.
Ростех: Строительство газопровода «Север - Юг» в Пакистане
откладывается
Сергей
Гурьянов.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/news/2017/6/3/873083.html
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Из-за отсутствия договоренности по тарифу строительство
газопровода «Север - Юг» в Пакистане сдвигается не менее, чем на год, и
планируется, предварительно, в 2019 году, сообщил глава Ростеха Сергей
Чемезов.
«Проектирование ведется, и оно уже практически завершено. В
основном сейчас проблемы заключаются в том, что мы никак не можем
договориться по тарифу (на прокачку газа). Тот тариф, который
предлагается, не дает возможности вернуть деньги, которые в проект
вложены», - передает слова Чемезова РИА «Новости».
Чемезов отметил, что сейчас Россия пытается убедить представителей
Пакистана в необходимости повышения тарифа, и выразил надежду на то,
что решение будет найдено. Однако из-за возникших проблем ранее
прописанный в соглашении срок по строительству отодвигается.
«Я думаю, что на год, это точно. В 2019 году, скорее всего», - сказал
Чемезов.
Отметим, что в декабре 2016 года представитель властей Пакистана
сообщал, что стороны переговоров близки к компромиссу по тарифам
газопровода «Север-Юг», по которым были споры.
В октябре прошлого года правительства России и Пакистана подписали
соглашение о сотрудничестве при строительстве газопровода «Север - Юг».
Стоимость газопровода составит 2-2,5 млрд долларов. Газопровод
протяженностью 1,1 тыс. км свяжет терминалы по приему сжиженного газа
(СПГ) в портовом городе Карачи на юге Пакистана с городом Лахор на
севере страны.
Мусульмане России и Пакистан (Татарстан)
From Russia with halal love
The Express Tribune, May 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1416440/russia-halallove/

We certainly live in interesting times. Who could have imagined that Russia
would be the host of a Hilal Expo? Yet this is precisely what happened last
weekend in Kazan, the unbelievably modern capital of the Muslim majority
republic of Tatarstan in Russia. Before the skeptic raises his or her eyebrows, let it
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be known that it wasn‘t a standalone expo. Rather it was a side show of a larger
event — the International Economic Summit.
Believe it or not, it was the 9th Kazan Summit, as it has come to be known for
short. There might still be a few who would dub the initiative as the dreamland of a
Muslim leader in the Russian Federation, President Rustam Minnikhanov of
Tatarstan. Let‘s not, however, forget that Muslims constitute over 20 million of the
total population of Russia. The number is from the 2008 census. With higher
fertility rates relative to the other nations of Russia, the next census is likely to
show a higher share of Muslim population. This is a significant voice and a huge
middle class market. More important, the Kazan Summits have now become the
means to further the objectives of President Vladimir Putin‘s Strategic Vision
―Russia-Islamic World‖. The President of Tatarstan is the chair of the group
steering this process.
President Minnikhanov has been visiting Muslim countries to work out the
contours of the Russia-Islamic World cooperation. He visited Lahore and found in
the Punjab chief minister a willing partner. As a result, the Kazan Summit 2017
was attended by a large delegation from the Lahore Chamber of Commerce, Bank
of Punjab and the Punjab Halal Food Authority. While the businessmen reached a
number of crucial understandings with their counterparts, Justice Khalilur Rehman
of the Punjab Halal Food Authority signed a MoU with the government of
Tatarstan on the regulatory framework for the halal market. A MoU was also
signed between the Bank of Kazan and the Bank of Punjab on promoting Islamic
finance.
Next month, the chief minister will be visiting Kazan to strengthen this
developing relationship. In early June, a strong contingent from the federal
government, including the two energy ministers, will also be in St Petersburg to
attend the Economic Forum coinciding with the meeting of the Shanghai
Cooperation group. Pakistan is expected to become a full member. With the US
withdrawal from the Trans Pacific Partnership, globalisation may be led from the
East.
Sitting on the bank of River Kazanka and admiring the Kazan Kremlin, the
Kul Sharif Mosque rebuilt in the late 1990s, the Annunciation Church and the local
version of the leaning tower of Pisa, the ―falling‖ Suyumbike Tower, I was
wondering what on earth was happening. As Bill Clinton famously said, ―it‘s the
economy, stupid!‖ Halal economy has expanded from food to finance to fashion.
The numbers are staggering. From $ 1.9 trillion in 2015, the industry is projected
to grow to $3 trillion by 2021. The corresponding numbers for Islamic finance are
$2 trillion and $3.5 trillion. Indeed Turkey and Indonesia are working on a
megabank project to act as a global central bank for partnership finance, a term
found more acceptable than Islamic finance. It is a partial solution to overcome the
reluctance of some central banks to allow Islamic banking under their existing
statutes.
Some businessmen think that Pakistan‘s lingering export gloom can be turned
into a boom by finding a niche in the halal market. But some multinationals and
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countries like Australia and Brazil have already entered. As has happened a
number of times in the past, the bus may have been missed. In 1995, I had gone to
Moscow to renegotiate the barter trade agreement with the Soviet Union. Our
ambassador in Moscow told me that the matter remains unresolved till today. With
trade diplomacy like this, who needs a niche anyway?
Чем обусловлено сотрудничество России и Пакистана?
Сеть новостных блогов MixedNews. http://mixednews.ru/archives/118902. 12.05.2017.

Министр обороны Пакистана Хавайя Азиф 27 апреля встретился со
своим российским коллегой Сергеем Шойгу в Москве. В ходе встречи Азиф
призвал Россию возглавить процесс стабилизации Афганистана. Азиф
неоднократно напомнил Шойгу о том, что создание эффективной
контртеррористической стратегии в Афганистане может быть достигнуто
лишь в результате обсуждения, на котором будут присутствовать все
участники конфликта.
Несмотря на то, что отношения Москвы и Исламабада отличаются
исторически сложившимся недоверием, Пакистан поддерживает всѐ более
активные действия России в Афганистане по двум причинам. Во-первых,
пакистанские политики одобряют желание России сотрудничать с
Талибаном. Во-вторых, Россия, в отличие от США, не пытается сдержать
влияние Пакистана на Афганистан, и при этом ведѐт дипломатический
диалог с Пакистаном, учитывая взгляды Исламабада на стабилизацию
Афганистана.
Почему Пакистан и Россия расширяют возможности Талибана
Пакистан сменил индифферентное отношение к действиям России в
Афганистане на активную их поддержку, и это обусловлено установлением
дипломатических связей между Россией и Талибаном. С 2015 года Россия
сотрудничает с Талибаном с целью ослабить позиции ИГИЛ в Афганистане и
помешать долгосрочному военному присутствию США в стране.
Правительство Пакистана поддерживает связь России и Талибана:
советник премьер-министра Пакистана по внешней политике Тарик Фатеми 9
апреля заявил, что Москва успешно использует своѐ влияние на Талибан с
целью обеспечить его участие в мирных переговорах о судьбе Афганистана.
Пакистан поддерживает сотрудничество России и Талибана по двум
причинам. Во-первых, политики Пакистана и России пришли к выводу о том,
что геополитическое влияние на Афганистан можно максимизировать,
усилив
Талибан.
Пакистан
поддерживает
Талибан
с
целью
дестабилизировать Афганистан, так как в Исламабаде опасаются, что
стабильность в Афганистане позволит ему стать стратегическим партнѐром
Индии, а многие пакистанские политики видят в этом потенциальную угрозу
безопасности. Государственные деятели Пакистана считают премьерминистра
Индии
Нарендру
Моди
оппортунистом,
ведущим
антипакистанскую внешнюю политику.
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Несмотря на то, что Россия поддерживает с Индией хорошие
отношения, по мнению многих аналитиков в регионе, Россия разделяет
намерение Пакистана дестабилизировать Афганистан. Индийский профессор
Брахма Челлани недавно заявил, что Россия сотрудничает с Талибаном,
чтобы увеличить давление на войска США в Афганистане и отплатить
Америке за еѐ поддержку суннитов в Сирии.
Во-вторых, Россия и Пакистан поддерживают Талибан, так как он
препятствует вторжению ИГИЛ в Афганистан. После теракта в городе
Сехван-Шариф 17 февраля Пакистан усилил внутреннюю борьбу со
сторонниками ИГИЛ, а опасения по поводу проникновения боевиков ИГИЛ в
Пакистан со стороны Афганистана возросли. Талибан в конце 2015 года
создал элитные подразделения для борьбы с ИГИЛ, а Пакистан оказывал
материальную и дипломатическую поддержку Талибану в обретении
контроля над территориями Афганистана.
Несмотря на то, что угроза со стороны ИГИЛ Северному Кавказу и
Центральной Азии неочевидна, Россия с большим вниманием стала
относиться к потенциальной опасности, которую представляет ИГИЛ для
этих регионов и страны в целом. Появление в декабре 2016 года информации
о сотрудничестве России и Талибана привело к тесному взаимодействию
России и Пакистана по вопросам, касающимся Афганистана. Это
сотрудничество может сказаться на дальнейшей судьбе Афганистана, так как
Талибан контролирует наибольшее количество территорий с 2001 года.
Дипломатическое и военное сотрудничество России и Пакистана в
Афганистане
Пакистанские политики выступают не только за поддержку Талибана, но
и разделяют желание России сообща найти выход из кризиса в Афганистане.
В марте 2017 года Пакистан заявил о решении присоединиться к московской
конференции с участием 12 сторон, посвящѐнной Афганистану, и одобрил
инициативу России призвать враждующие организации к переговорам.
Несмотря на то, что Пакистан продолжает получать военную помощь от
США, многие пакистанские военные поддержали Россию в решении
исключить США с посвящѐнных Афганистану мирных переговоров.
Возможно, это объясняется недовольством силовиков Пакистана тем, что
Вашингтон не консультируется с Пакистаном и Китаем по вопросам
стабилизации Афганистана.
Высокопоставленный пакистанский военный заявил изданию Telegraph,
что если усилия США по улучшению политической ситуации в Афганистане
не увенчаются успехом, Исламабад поддержит Россию при проведении
подобных сирийским контртеррористических операций. Дональд Трамп
публично раскритиковал действия Пакистана по дестабилизации
Афганистана, а многие пакистанские политики уверены в том, что
российское военное вмешательство в Афганистан увеличит влияние
Исламабада на политический курс страны.
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Кремль подпитывает эти надежды, в официальных заявлениях отзываясь
о Пакистане как о партнѐре в борьбе с терроризмом и усиливая двустороннее
военное сотрудничество с Пакистаном. Российская военная делегация и
высокопоставленные пакистанские военные 30 марта нанесли исторический
визит, в ходе которого посетили границу Пакистана и Афганистана в
Северном и Южном Вазиристане, где идѐт конфликт.
После визита военные СМИ Пакистана объявили, что российская
делегация положительно отозвалась об усилиях Пакистана по прекращению
насилия на границе с Афганистаном. Прошедшие в 2016 году совместные
военные учения Пакистана и России также указывают на то, что Москва
относится к Исламабаду как к эффективному военному партнѐру и обратится
к нему за помощью в случае военного вмешательства в Афганистан.
Россия также добилась доверия Пакистана, активно привлекая Китай к
разрешению афганского кризиса. О том, насколько важно для Пакистана
сотрудничество России и Китая, свидетельствуют слова бывшего посла
Пакистана в России Халида Хаттака, который заявил, что улучшение
пакистано-российских отношений стало прямым следствием китайскороссийского сотрудничества по вопросам будущего Афганистана.
Даже несмотря на то, что у России и Пакистана свои причины для
сотрудничества в Афганистане, всѐ более активная поддержка Исламабадом
российского вмешательства в Афганистан может в долгосрочной
перспективе повлиять на политический курс страны. Россия ещѐ не проявила
заинтересованность в военном вмешательстве, однако установление
сотрудничества Исламабада и Москвы – это вызов для американских
политиков, которые стремятся единолично определить будущий
политический курс Афганистана.
Россия и Индия пытаются освоить пакистанский газовый рынок
Russia, India eyeing to tap Pakistan gas market
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
27.04.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1394496/russia-india-eyeing-tap-pakistan-gas-market/
Russian side wants to lay an offshore gas pipeline to India through Gwadar
port
ISLAMABAD: As Russia fears losing markets in the European Union (EU)
because of the ongoing tussle with the United States (US) and European Union
over the Ukraine issue, it is looking to capture Pakistan‘s market for exporting gas
by laying offshore gas pipeline.
Russian is a big exporter of gas to Europe and Turkey and exports were at alltime high levels in 2017 following record-breaking volumes last year. Gazprom
said gas flows to what it calls the Far Abroad – Europe and Turkey but not the exSoviet states – hit a new daily record of 621.8 million cum. Exports hit a total of
179.3 Bcm in 2016, a significant jump on its previous highest level of 161.5 Bcm
from 2013 and well above the 2015 total of 158.6 Bcm.
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Gas pipeline augmentation project misses deadline
Russian gas giant Gazprom has already signed a memorandum of
understanding with Engineers India on conducting joint studies for a gas pipeline
between Russia and India.
According to a Gazprom statement, the memorandum reflected the interest of
parties in jointly identifying routes for the gas pipeline from Russia and elsewhere
to India in addition to opportunities for cooperation in other areas.
Now, it is learnt, Russia conveyed to Pakistan that it wanted to build an
offshore gas pipeline passing through Gwadar port to India to export gas and
offered Pakistan to join this project, official added.
Officials said that a high level delegation from the Russian Federation, led by
State Secretary and Minister of Energy Yuri P Sentyurin and Deputy Chairman of
Gazprom A Vitaly Markelov called on Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Minister for
Petroleum and Natural Resources in early April.
Officials said that during the discussion, Russian side said they wanted to lay
an offshore gas pipeline to India passing through Pakistan. They said that they
could also supply gas to Pakistan in Gwadar through a pipeline if Pakistan showed
interest. Officials said that Pakistan had also expressed a desire to join this project.
Pakistan and Russia had already signed a government-to-government deal for
awarding the contract for liquefied natural gas (LNG) pipeline between Karachi
and Lahore to a Russian firm for transporting imported gas.
Work on TAPI pipeline to kick off in Pakistan this month
He said that the two countries would enter into another deal of pipeline
project for gas trade. Both sides are soon expected to sign a commercial contract
for materialising the project.
Earlier, Russia had assisted Pakistan‘s largest hydrocarbon explorer, Oil and
Gas Development Company (OGDC), in the search for energy resources.
In addition, Pakistan also planned to import LNG from Russia by virtue of a
government-to-government arrangement.
The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) has already given the goahead for starting negotiations for the gas import deal with Russia.
Об энергетическом сотрудничестве России и Пакистана
Касаев Э.О. 29 апреля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34400

Несколько дней назад министр энергетики России А.В.Новак провел
встречу с министром обороны, водных ресурсов и энергетики Исламской
Республики Пакистан Х.М.Асифом. Стороны обсудили актуальные вопросы
двустороннего сотрудничества в сфере топливно-энергетического комплекса.
По словам А.В.Новака, взаимоотношения в области электроэнергетики
являются одним из приоритетных направлений российско-пакистанского
взаимодействия. «Крупные российские компании заинтересованы во
взаимовыгодной кооперации с пакистанскими партнерами. Российские
экономоператоры готовы предложить услуги в области совместного
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строительства новых и модернизации имеющихся объектов генерации, а
также осуществления поставок оборудования российского производства»[i],
– сообщил он.
Напомним, что по информации генерального директора корпорации
«Ростех» С.В.Чемезова, она ведет переговоры с компаниями Пакистана о
тарифах в рамках проекта строительства газопровода «Север – Юг». По его
словам, пока переговоры проходят достаточно сложно, стороны не могут
договориться по тарифам, поскольку российские инвестиции должны
окупиться в оптимальные сроки, так как компании Пакистана средств на
строительство не дают.
«Мы никак не можем договориться с нашими партнерами
пакистанскими о тарифе – сколько будет платить пакистанская сторона за
прокачку газа по этому трубопроводу компании, которая возьмет на себя
эксплуатацию, строительство. А это зависит, конечно, от того, как быстро мы
сможем окупить те вложения, которые будут сделаны, потому что здесь
кредиты должны быть, пакистанцы никаких денег своих не дают. Тот тариф,
который предлагают, пока нас не очень устраивает, поэтому надеемся, что в
ближайшее время все это решим, договоримся с ними. Проект практически
уже готов»[ii], – проинформировал С.В.Чемезов.
Ранее сообщалось, что совместное предприятие российской
государственной корпорации «Ростех» и пакистанской ISGS инвестирует в
строительство газопровода «Север – Юг» 2 млрд долларов. Проект будет
реализован российской компанией «РТ-Глобальные ресурсы», входящей в
«Ростех».
«Мы просто не сможем окупить расходы на строительство этого
газопровода. И мы работаем над тем, чтобы повысить цену», – ранее говорил
С.В.Чемезов. По информации пакистанской газеты The Express Tribune,
Россия настаивает на транспортном тарифе 1,25 доллара за 1 млн британских
тепловых единиц (BTU).
В 2015 году корпорация «Ростех» заявила, проект «Север – Юг» будет
реализован в 3 этапа. На первом этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2018 года, будет
построен сам газопровод. На втором этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2019 года, –
часть компрессорных станций. На третьем этапе, ко 2-му кварталу 2020 года,
– введены в эксплуатацию все компрессорные станции. В результате
газопровод выйдет на полную проектную мощность – 12,4 млрд куб. м в год.
Как ожидается, совместное предприятие будет эксплуатировать
магистраль в течение 25 лет. За это время оно вернет вложенные инвестиции
за счет тарифа за прокачку «голубого топлива», по истечении срока
трубопровод будет передан правительству Пакистана. Услуги по
транспортировке сырья будет оплачивать ISGS.
Напомним, в октябре 2015 в Исламабаде Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север –
Юг», который соединит регазификационные (предназначенные для приема
сжиженного природного газа) терминалы в портах Карачи и Гвадара в
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южном Пакистане с электростанциями и промышленными потребителями в
Лахоре на севере страны. Длина трубопровода составит 1,1 тыс. км.
Примечательно, что это крупнейший совместный проект в истории
экономических отношений нашего государства с Пакистаном и, между
прочим, самый длинный из запланированных газопроводов этой азиатской
страны.
Весьма любопытно, что при реализации газотранспортного проекта
будет применена международная схема «строительство – владение –
управление – передача» (Build – Own – Operate – Transfer, BOOT). Согласно
указанной схеме собственником и эксплуатантом трубопровода в течение 25
лет будет компания «РТ-глобальные ресурсы».
По некоторым данным, потенциальный спрос на природный газ в
Пакистане приблизительно в 2 раза превышает предложение. Поскольку
страна испытывает острый дефицит энергоносителей, необходимых для ее
хозяйственного развития, сотрудничество с российской стороной способно
улучшить ситуацию на внутреннем газовом рынке азиатского государства.
В скором будущем Россия планирует активно развивать индустрию по
производству сжиженного природного газа (СПГ), пытаясь завершить
строительство нескольких СПГ-заводов на российской территории. Как
представляется, более тесное взаимодействие в этой сфере с Пакистаном
было бы весьма уместным, эффективным и выгодным.
Некоторое время назад занимая должность главного специалиста
Российского газового общества, автор детально оценивал перспективы
сотрудничества обоих государств и пришел к следующему главному выводу.
Строительство газопровода в Пакистане и поставки энергоносителей могли
бы
укрепить
позиции
российского
бизнеса
и
повысить
конкурентоспособность нашего сырья в Азии.
[i]Александр Новак провел встречу с Министром обороны, водных ресурсов и энергетики
Пакистана Хаваджей Асифом // Официальный сайт Министерства энергетики России, 26.04.2017.
URL: http://minenergo.gov.ru/node/7877
[ii]«Ростех» еще не договорился о тарифах по проекту газопровода в Пакистане – Чемезов //
Ведомости, 13.03.2017 со ссылкой на информационное агентство «Интерфакс» и телеканал
«Россия
24».
URL:
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/news/2017/03/13/680854-rosteh-nedogovorilsya-v-pakistane

Министр обороны Пакистана участвовал в Конференции по
международной безопасности в Москве, встречался с Новаком (встречался с
Шойгу-?).
Asif raises Kashmir issue at Moscow security moot
Dawn, April 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329535/asif-raises-kashmir-issueat-moscow-security-moot

ISLAMABAD: Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif said on
Wednesday that the 21st century was an era of multiple power centres, renewed
economic interdependencies and realignment of politico-strategic alliances.
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Addressing a conference on international security in Moscow, he said the
Kashmir issue was a strategic flashpoint in South Asia and, if left unresolved, it
had the potential to threaten the stability and peace of the entire region.
A press statement said that the minister stressed the importance of the
conference to manage shared challenges, including terrorism, socio-economic
equality, climate change, demography and the ongoing conflicts in Syria, Yemen,
Iraq, Afghanistan and North Africa. He thanked the Russian defence ministry for
hosting the conference.
The defence ministers of Iran, Brazil and India also spoke on the occasion.
An announcement by Iranian Ambassador to Russia Mehdi Sanaei said that
Iranian Defence Minister Brig Gen Hossein Dehghan was slated to hold talks with
Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu.
A trilateral meeting of the Iranian and Russian leaders with Syrian Defence
Minister Gen Fahd Jassem al Freij is also planned.
The 6th Moscow Conference on International Security, which will continue
on Thursday, focuses on the most critical problems of global and regional security.
The plenary sessions looked closely at combating security problems in Europe
and the Asia-Pacific region and the role of defence agencies.
Counterterrorism and counter-radicalism in the Middle East, security of the
information space, ballistic missile defence implications and security in Central
Asia are also in the spotlight for separate discussion sessions at the forum.
Российские военные побывали в Северном Вазиристане – рост
сотрудничества России с Пакистаном
Russian visit to Waziristan
Sarmad Zia (Research Assistant at Centre for International Strategic Studies). The Nation.
April 14, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/14-Apr-2017/russian-visit-to-waziristan

In recent times, there has been growing interaction between Pakistan and
Russia.
The increased cooperation between the two states in military and economic
matters such as the 2014 lifting of Russian arms embargo on Pakistan, the ensuing
defence cooperation agreement in 2015 aimed at promoting security, growing
counterterrorism efforts, the strengthening military collaboration such as joint
military exercises, and the construction of North-South Gas pipeline.
The end of March 2017 saw Russia‘s military delegation, headed by Deputy
Chief of General Staff, visit to the Federally Administered Tribal Agency of NorthWaziristan, a mountainous region in the North West of Pakistan that borders
Afghanistan.
This area was formerly militant infested and of recent has been cleared of the
terrorist groups through an ongoing army operation termed ‗Zarb-e-Azb‘.
The attack on and subsequent disruption of Haqqani group in the area is also
important owing to its militant activities disturbing peace talks and settlement in
Afghanistan.
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The operation‘s success has attracted world-wide attention and marked the
army‘s role in eliminating terrorism from the western belt of Pakistan.
Interestingly, this is the second trip to Pakistan in a short span of six months
of Russian army personnel.
Their objective was to gain an insight into Pakistani actions in combating
militancy on its borders.
Russia, too, has a militancy issue and it seeks to learn from the Pakistani
experience in fighting militancy.
Russia‘s current economic and defence policy, after the annexation of
Crimea, calls for better relations with other countries in the region.
Choosing Pakistan in this context is evidence of Pakistan‘s rising importance
in the Russian perspective.
Similarly, its recognition of Pakistan‘s effort and sacrifices is of great
importance as Russia is an important power.
For Pakistan, Russian interest in the role played by Pakistan‘s army in
pacifying the Waziristan area essentially validates the Pakistani claim.
It also shows Russia‘s confidence in Pakistan‘s abilities is in itself an
achievement.
The increased military cooperation between the two states is essentially a
signal to the world that Pakistan and Russia have developed good understanding
with each other.
To allow foreign military personnel in such a sensitive area is also indicative
of trust between Pakistan and Russia.
It shows that both the countries are learning to be reliable partners in counterinsurgency combat measures.
In a formerly militancy ridden area such as Waziristan, intelligence sharing
with another country can be risky; permitting and briefing foreign military or
personnel can afford them an insight into the ground situation, tactics and
maneuvers used to ward-off the militants and insurgents.
Pakistan‘s readiness to extend the cooperation implies that Pakistan takes
Russia to be a reliable partner for the future.
This visit of the Russian team to Waziristan can also be viewed in the light of
confidence building measures by both countries wherein information and
intelligence sharing as well as and training together helps both the countries to trust
each other more.
That Russia finds Pakistan‘s efforts in curtailing militancy significant, signals the
improving image of Pakistani military and civil institutions in the world.
A statement released by Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) noted, ―The
delegation acknowledged and appreciated Pakistan Army‘s achievements in the
fight against terrorism and efforts to bring stability in the region.
‖ It also shows the level of commitment that Pakistan has shown despite its
economic woes and manifold security issues.
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This success story of Pakistan will indeed have positive ramifications for the
state in the future as it helps reinforce Pakistan‘s claim apropos its determination to
fight militancy, insurgency and terrorism within its borders.
The growing relationship between Pakistan and Russia may essentially be a
key to striking a balance in South Asia.
India‘s closeness to the US, especially the Indo-US Nuclear deal, is a clear
indicator of an advanced level of relations between the two countries.
At such a time, Pakistan needs to look for new friends.
Russia‘s bitter relations with the West and cozying up to China which is
already a strategic ally of Pakistan, essentially affords Pakistan an opportunity to
include Russia into its security calculus.
If Pakistan remains passive and allows India to control the chessboard in
South Asia, the strategic balance will shift in India‘s favor which Pakistan will find
increasingly difficult to stabilize.
Thus, the equilibrium in South Asia must remain geared for peace and
stability.
It is equally important that peace prevails in Afghanistan.
Pakistan, Russia and China are collaborating to quell the rise of Islamic State
in Afghanistan.
The rise of IS would have terrible implications for the whole region.
Afghanistan is already volatile and with likely diminished international
interest in the region, it is important for the immediate neighbors and stakeholders
to secure Afghanistan against both internal and external insurgency and militancy.
At a time like this, a closer relation between Pakistan and Russia is vital and
is bound to have a positive impact on the regional and international security
framework.
Зам. министра энергетики Юрий Сентюрин зам. пред Газпрома Виктор
Маркелов провели переговоры в Пакистане с Аббаси
Russia, Pakistan for further cooperation in oil and gas sector
Fawad Maqsood. Apr 6th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/04/06/342021/russiapakistan-for-further-cooperation-in-oil-and-gas-sector/

ISLAMABAD: A high level delegation from Russian Federation led by State
Secretary and Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation Yuri P Sentyurin and
Deputy Chairman of Gazprom A Vtaly Markelov, called on Minister for Petroleum
and Natural Resources Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Wednesday.
During the meeting mutually beneficial matters of bilateral interest were
discussed aiming to further deepen the cooperation in different fields of oil and gas
sector, a press release said.
The delegation evinced keen interest in laying transnational gas pipelines,
mutual cooperation between Gazprom International and Pakistani state owned
exploration and production company, Oil and Gas Developemnt Company
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Limited, for jointly exploring vistas of opportunities both within and outside
Pakistan.
An update from the Pakistan side on North-South Gas Pipeline Project
(NSGPP) was also shared with the Russian delegation.
Shahid Khaqan appreciated the keen interest of the Russian Federation to
promote cooperation in different fields of oil and gas sector and hoped that
Pakistan-Russian relations would grow further with successful implementation of
different projects between the two countries.
The Deputy Chairman Gazprom added that the proposed projects in
petroleum sector would be beneficial for the economic well-being of Pakistan and
would provide growth opportunities for both the nations in years the future.
«Вертолеты России» поставят в Пакистан вертолет Ми-171Е (1 шт.)
«Ростех». http://rostec.ru/news/4520143. 4.04.2017.

Холдинг «Вертолеты России» Госкорпорации Ростех укрепляет
позиции на рынке гражданских вертолетов Южной Азии. Новый контракт
на поставку гражданского многоцелевого вертолета Ми-171Е заключен с
правительством провинции Пенджаб. Вертолет Ми-171Е будет изготовлен
на мощностях Улан-Удэнского авиационного завода.
По условиям заключенного контракта передача вертолета заказчику
состоится во втором квартале 2017 года. Вертолет будет изготовлен в
конвертируемом варианте, что позволит использовать машину как в
транспортной версии, так и в конфигурации «VIP-салон», способной взять на
борт 13 пассажиров в сопровождении бортпроводника. В транспортной
конфигурации Ми-171Е сможет перевозить до 27 пассажиров на откидных
сиденьях и до 4 тонн грузов внутри грузовой кабины или на внешней
подвеске.
«Высокие летно-технические характеристики вертолетов российского
производства в сочетании с высокой надежностью, простотой обслуживания
и эффективностью применения в широком диапазоне температур, режимов и
высот полета обеспечивают их популярность во всем мире. Заключению
контракта с правительством провинции Пенджаб способствовала
положительная репутация холдинга «Вертолеты России» как надежного
поставщика вертолетной техники», – отметил заместитель генерального
директора холдинга «Вертолеты России» по маркетингу и развитию бизнеса
Александр Щербинин.
Ожидается, что руководство провинции Пенджаб будет использовать
многоцелевой вертолет Ми-171Е для пассажирских и грузовых перевозок,
санитарных заданий, патрулирования и ликвидации последствий
чрезвычайных ситуаций. Область возможностей применения вертолета
дополнительно расширена за счет установки набора поисково-спасательного
оборудования – лебедки ЛПГ-150 и прожектора TSL-1600. Повышенная
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безопасность полетов обеспечивается благодаря установке системы раннего
предупреждения близости земли.
"Вертолеты России" поставят в Пакистан многоцелевой Ми-171Е
ТАСС. 3.04.2017. http://tass.ru/armiya-i-opk/4147802

МОСКВА, 3 апреля. /ТАСС/. Холдинг "Вертолеты России" заключил с
правительством пакистанской провинции Пенджаб контракт на поставку
многоцелевого вертолета Ми-171Е, сообщает пресс-служба компании.
"Холдинг "Вертолеты России" (входит в госкорпорацию "Ростех")
укрепляет позиции на рынке гражданских вертолетов Южной Азии. Новый
контракт на поставку гражданского многоцелевого вертолета Ми-171Е
заключен с правительством провинции Пенджаб. Вертолет Ми-171Е будет
изготовлен на мощностях Улан-Удэнского авиационного завода", - сообщили
в холдинге.
Условия контракта предусматривают передачу вертолета заказчику во
втором квартале этого года. Машина будет изготовлена в конвертируемом
варианте, что позволит использовать ее как в транспортной версии, так и в
конфигурации "VIP-салон", способной взять на борт 13 пассажиров в
сопровождении бортпроводника. В транспортной конфигурации Ми-171Е
сможет перевозить до 27 пассажиров на откидных сиденьях и до 4 т грузов
внутри кабины или на внешней подвеске.
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"Ожидается, что руководство провинции Пенджаб будет использовать
многоцелевой вертолет Ми-171Е для пассажирских и грузовых перевозок,
санитарных заданий, патрулирования и ликвидации последствий
чрезвычайных ситуаций. Область возможностей применения данного
вертолета дополнительно расширена за счет установки набора поисковоспасательного оборудования - лебедки и прожектора", - отметили в
"Вертолетах России".
Ранее ТАСС сообщал, что в январе этого года холдинг заключил
контракт с правительством другой пакистанской провинции - Белуджистан о поставке вертолета Ми-171. Он стал первым в истории компании
соглашением о поставке гражданской продукции в Пакистан.
Вертолеты семейства Ми-8/17 производятся на Улан-Удэнском
авиационном заводе и Казанском вертолетном заводе холдинга "Вертолеты
России". По состоянию на 2014 год было произведено более 12 тысяч таких
машин, что является рекордным показателем в мире среди двухдвигательных
вертолетов. Они были поставлены более чем в 100 стран мира, их общий
налет насчитывает около 100 миллионов часов.
Пакистан, Россия, Китай сближаются в вопросе по Афганистану
Pakistan, Russia, China inch closer to formal alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
3,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1372490/pakistan-russia-china-inch-closer-formal-alliance/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: For well over two decades, Islamabad and Moscow competed
against each other to pursue their interests. But that is history now. The two are all
set to become part of a possible alliance in a dramatic turnaround in their otherwise
frosty relationship for decades.
What has compelled Pakistan and Russia to join hands is apprehensions that
the United States may not be interested in bringing stability to Afghanistan for its
own strategic interests.
These fears have now opened up the possibility of an alliance between
Pakistan, Russia and China in an unprecedented development that will shape the
future of this volatile region.
Interaction with military and Foreign Office officials revealed that the three
countries are inching closer to formalising their relationship with an aim to bring
regional stability particularly seeking a political solution to the Afghan war.
All of them who spoke off the record in order to give more candid perspective
said Pakistan as well as China and Russia reached a conclusion that the US wanted
to prolong the conflict in Afghanistan. This situation, officials pointed out, has left
Pakistan with no other option but to seek a regional solution by involving countries
such as Russia, China and Iran.
Iran hints at joining Pakistan-Russia-China alliance
Moscow already hosted two meetings involving Pakistani and Chinese
officials to discuss the Afghanistan problem. Another such gathering with larger
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audience is also scheduled later this month. The objective of these meetings is to
evolve a regional consensus for the lingering conflict in Afghanistan.
The biggest fear among the regional countries including China and Russia is
the emergence of ISIS in Afghanistan. There were reports that thousands of
fighters were being sent to Afghanistan from Syria, a development, Pakistan,
Russia and China believe is aimed at further destabilising the war-torn country.
These countries suspect that the US may be using ISIS as proxy to further its
interests particularly to counter China and a resurgent Russia.
For Pakistan, this is dangerous scenario as prolonged instability in
Afghanistan will continue to cast shadow on its progress and stability. ―Due to
these compulsions Pakistan has now reached out to Russia and other regional
countries,‖ commented defence analyst Lt Gen (retd) Amjad Shoaib.
Gen Shoaib, who is still closely connected with the military establishment,
endorsed the assessment that the US was not ready to bring stability to
Afghanistan. He also claimed that Pakistan already conveyed the Trump
Administration that Russia and China were coming in a big way in Afghanistan if
the US does not take steps to clear the mess.
Both Russia and China have endorsed Pakistan‘s stance on Afghanistan
seeking an all inclusive reconciliation process. In a trilateral meeting held in
Moscow in December, Russia and China agreed to a flexible approach to remove
certain Taliban figures from United Nations sanctions lists as part of efforts to
foster a peaceful dialogue between Kabul and the Taliban movement. This was one
of the major demands of Afghan Taliban in previous round of discussions brokered
by Pakistan between the insurgent groups and Kabul.
However, the US was not ready to accept it, something officials here pointed
out showed Washington‘s lack of interest in seeking a peace deal. In fact, Taliban
chief Mullah Akhtar Mansoor, before being killed in a drone strike, was pushing
for this demand to be accepted in order to show skeptics within the insurgent group
the benefits of seeking peace process.
Russia, China favour taking Taliban off UN sanctions list
But contrary to the tough US stance, China and Russia are willing to show
flexibility in a bid to give way for genuine peace efforts.
The unending Afghan problem has brought Pakistan and Russia so close that
the two are now taking their ties to new heights in terms of strategic and defence
cooperation. Only last week, Pakistan army took a high-powered Russian military
delegation to the North Waziristan Agency (NWA) to give them the firsthand
account of the country‘s anti-terror gains. The development is part of a series of
steps the two countries have undertaken in recent years to open a new chapter in
their relationship that have long been held hostage to the politics of cold war era.
The rapprochement first began in 2011 when Islamabad had decided to
broaden its foreign policy options after its relations with the US deteriorated first
due to a secret raid at Abottabad to kill Osama bin Laden in May 2011 and then
killing of 24 Pakistani soldiers in Nato airstrikes at Salala Check post along the
Afghan border.
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The joint session of parliament after debating the negative fallout of the US
and Nato actions approved the new foreign policy guidelines that envisaged
reaching out to Russia. Unlike on other issues, there is complete consensus among
the political parties as well as civil and military authorities that Pakistan must
improve its ties with Russia.
―This is a realistic approach and is good for our interests,‖ said Gen Shoaib,
who added that increased cooperation with Russia did not necessarily mean that
ties between Pakistan and the US lost their utility.
МИД опроверг посещение военной делегацией РФ талибских лагерей в
Северном Вазиристане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/politika/4166525. 8.04.2017.

МОСКВА, 8 апреля. /ТАСС/. МИД РФ опроверг информацию ряда
афганских СМИ о якобы имевшем место посещении российской военной
делегацией талибских тренировочных лагерей в пограничном с
Афганистаном Северном Вазиристане (регион Пакистана). Об этом
сообщается в субботу на сайте российского дипведомства.
"Российская делегация во главе с заместителем начальника
Генерального штаба ВС РФ генерал-полковником С. Ю. Истраковым провела
в Равалпинди (Пакистан) очередной раунд двусторонних штабных
консультаций", - говорится в сообщении.
"Пакистанская сторона организовала презентацию на тему "Развитие
ситуации в сфере безопасности в Исламской Республике Пакистан".
Демонстрировались результаты проводимой с 2014 года в Северном
Вазиристане и Хайбере контртеррористической операции "Зарб-е-Азб"
("Удар меча"). Россиянам была предоставлена возможность посетить столицу
политагентства Северный Вазиристан г. Мираншах, где им были показаны
районы города, освобожденные от террористов", - указали в МИД РФ.
В дипведомстве отметили, что Россия продолжит оказывать Пакистану
содействие, нацеленное на укрепление его контртеррористического
потенциала.
Российские военные нанесли визит в Пакистан
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9151-rossiiskie-voennye-naneslivizit-v-pakistan.html. 31.03.2017.

Пакистанские официальные лица сообщили, что российская военная
делегация совершила редкий визит в племенную область Северный
Вазиристан, вблизи границы с Афганистаном.
В заявлении пакистанских военных говорится, что делегация из
российского Министерства обороны высоко оценила достижения Пакистана
в борьбе с терроризмом. Визит, проведенный в четверг, происходит спустя
некоторое время после того, как российские военнослужащие провели
совместные военные учения в Пакистане.
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Москва была долгое время союзником Индии, в то время как Пакистан
традиционно входил в сферу влияния Соединенных Штатов. Однако
Исламабад в последнее время предпринимает шаги, чтобы приблизиться с
Россией. 14 апреля в Москве пройдет очередной раунд переговоров по
Афганистану, в котором примет участие пакистанская делегация, чиновники
из Афганистана и Индии, а также представители Ирана, Китая и страна
Центральной Азии. Власти США отклонили приглашение.
Российская военная делегация в Северном Вазиристане
Russian military delegation in rare visit to N. Waziristan
Dawn, March 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1323875/russian-militarydelegation-in-rare-visit-to-n-waziristan

A RUSSIAN military delegation being briefed by Peshawar Corps Com-mander Lt Gen Nazir Ahmed
Butt during its visit to North Waziristan on Thursday.

ISLAMABAD: A Russian military delegation on Thursday undertook an
unprecedented visit to North Waziristan to witness the Pakistan Army‘s success in
clearing the region of terrorists.
The Russian delegation led by Deputy Chief of General Staff Colonel General
Istrakov Sergi Yuryevich visited Miramshah. The delegation was accompanied by
Peshawar Corps Commander Lt Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt.
―The delegation acknowledged and appreciated the Pakistan Army‘s
achievements in fight against terrorism and efforts to bring stability in the region,‖
the ISPR said.
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The delegation was briefed about the action against terrorists of ―all hues and
shades‖, Pak-Afghan border management and socio-economic development
projects in the area for enduring stability.
Russia has increasingly been taking interest in Afghanistan and the militancy
in the region. The Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) could be of
particular interest to Moscow because several terrorists from Central Asian
countries were based here prior to Operation Zarb-i-Azb. The Islamic Movement
of Uzbekistan was one of the terrorist groups that once had sanctuaries in this
region. The IMU is now aligned with the militant Islamic State group and
operating from Afghanistan.
The delegation was also scheduled to visit Wana (South Waziristan), but the
trip had to be cancelled due to bad weather.
Defence cooperation between Pakistan and Russia has lately been growing
since the two signed a defence cooperation agreement in November 2014, which
provides for cooperation for promoting international security, intensification of
counterterrorism efforts and arms control activities, strengthening collaboration in
various military fields and sharing experiences.
Last year a Russian contingent took part in special operations drills in
Pakistan codenamed ‗Druzhbha-2016‘ — a Russian word meaning ―friendship‖.
A defence analyst, while commenting on the Russian military‘s visit to Fata,
said: ―Russia and China with Pakistan can have a great alliance for stability and
prosperity in the region.‖
But apparently the visit happened because of the military‘s policy of being
more open about Fata region.
МИД ответил на сообщения о визите российских военных в лагерь
талибов
«Карельские новости». http://kareliyanews.ru/mid-otvetil-na-soobshheniya-o-viziterossijskix-voennyx-v-lager-talibov/. 8.04.2017.

МИД России называет недостоверной информацию ряда афганских
СМИ о том, что российская военная делегация посетила тренировочные
лагеря талибов на территории пакистанского региона Северный Вазиристан
на северо-западе страны, говорится в комментарии на сайте российского
внешнеполитического ведомства.
В МИД отметили, что в ряде афганских СМИ появились «инсинуации»
«о якобы имевшем место посещении российской военной делегацией
талибских тренировочных лагерей в пограничном с Афганистаном
политагентстве Северный Вазиристан».
«Российская делегация во главе с замначальника Генерального штаба
Вооруженных
сил
Российской
Федерации
генерал-полковником
С.Ю.Истраковым провела в Равалпинди (Пакистан) очередной раунд
двусторонних штабных консультаций. Акцент был сделан на обсуждении
перспектив регионального взаимодействия в деле купирования угроз,
исходящих от международных террористических группировок. Пакистанская
сторона организовала презентацию на тему «Развитие ситуации в сфере
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безопасности в ИРП». Демонстрировались результаты проводимой с 2014
года в Северном Вазиристане и Хайбере контртеррористической операции
«Зарб-е-Азб» («Удар меча»). Россиянам была предоставлена возможность
посетить столицу политагентства Северный Вазиристан г.Мираншах, где им
были показаны районы города, освобожденные от террористов», —
говорится в комментарии.
В МИД также отметили, что «Россия продолжит оказывать Пакистану
содействие, нацеленное на укрепление контртеррористического потенциала
этой страны».
Из Хроники Посольства РФ в Пакистане
17-19 марта 2017 г. - Президент Республики Татарстан (РТ)
Р.Н.Минниханов посетил с рабочим визитом Лахор (административный
центр провинции Пенджаб) и Исламабад. Состоялись переговоры с премьерминистром ИРП Н.Шарифом, главным министром провинции Пенджаб
Ш.Шарифом и губернатором Р.Раджваной. Подписаны соглашение о
сотрудничестве между торгово-промышленными палатами Татарстана и
Лахора, а также меморандум о взаимопонимании между ИТ-парками.
Создана рабочая группа по определению направлений дальнейшего
сотрудничества РТ и Пенджаба.
21-22 марта - Исламабад посетила делегация «Газпром ЭП Интернешнл
Б.В.» во главе с управляющим директором А.С.Фиком. Состоялись
переговоры с руководством пакистанской компании «Ойл энд гэз
девелопмент компани лимитед» (OGDCL), а также встреча с министром
нефти и природных ресурсов Ш.Х.Аббаси. Обсуждались перспективные
направления двустороннего энергетического сотрудничества.
21-24 марта - Исламабад, Лахор и Карачи посетила делегация АО
«Вертолеты России» в составе директора по продажам гражданской
вертолетной техники Д.Н.Данилова и руководителя департамента развития
международного бизнеса в Африке и на Ближнем Востоке А.И.Лякина. В
фокусе внимания - налаживание поставок в ИРП вертолетной техники
российского произвосдства.
27-31 марта - В Исламабаде состоялся третий раунд российскопакистанских штабных переговоров с участием замначальника Генерального
штаба Вооруженных сил России генерал-полковника С.Ю.Истракова и
начштаба ОКНШ ИРП генерала М.З.Икбала. В центре внимания - развитие
региональной обстановки, купирование исходящих от международных
террористических и экстремистских группировок угроз, а также дальнейшее
развитие двустороннего военного и военно-технического сотрудничества.
Также С.Ю. Петраков (? или Истраков?) встретился с председателем ОКНШ
З.М.Хайятом, начштаба сухопутных войск К.Баджвой, гендиректором
Объединенного разведывательного управления Н.Мухтаром и посетил
адм.центр политагентства Северный Вазиристан г.Мираншах.
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Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей
открыть фабрики в Татарстане
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 18 марта 2017 г. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/03/18/544117/

Президент Татарстана встретился с главой Всеобщей пакистанской
ассоциации текстильных фабрик Аамиром Фаязом Шейхом.
Президент Татарстана пригласил губернатора провинции Пенджаб на
KazanSummit-2017
Рустам Минниханов: Ждем делегацию из Пенджаба в Татарстане для обсуждения
конкретных проектов
Власти Пенджаба: Знаем Татарстан как экономически крепкий регион России с
развитой промышленностью
Рустам Минниханов: Татарстан заинтересован в укреплении связей с Пакистаном
В Казани ждут Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Пакистана в РФ

(Казань, 18 марта, «Татар-информ»). Президент Татарстана Рустам
Минниханов встретился сегодня с руководством Всеобщей пакистанской
ассоциации текстильных фабрик (APTMA). Встреча с главой ассоциации
Аамиром Фаязом Шейхом состоялась в ходе рабочего визита татарстанского
лидера в город Лахор, сообщает пресс-служба Президента РТ.
По словам Аамира Фаяза Шейха, сегодня в Пакистане работает порядка
400 фабрик, производящих пряжу, окрашенные ткани и различные элементы
одежды. Данная продукция занимает 60 процентов пакистанского экспорта.
Текстиль экспортируется в том числе и в Россию, но в незначительных
объемах. «Мы заинтересованы в том, чтобы увеличить импорт нашего товара
как в Татарстан, так и другие регионы России», – добавил глава ассоциации
производителей текстиля.
Рустам Минниханов в ответ предложил рассмотреть не только вариант
поставки готовой продукции, но и возможность размещения на территории
Татарстана производственных линий по выпуску текстиля и товаров легкой
промышленности. «У данного направления огромный потенциал. Имея
статус российского производителя, вы сможете быстро реагировать на
спросы рынка», – добавил он.
Сегодня же Президент Татарстана встретился с представителями
Торгово-промышленной палаты Лахора. В ходе беседы стороны обсудили
дальнейшие шаги по поддержке совместных бизнес-контактов. По итогам
встречи Рустам Минниханов поручил председателю правления Торговопромышленной палаты РТ Шамилю Агееву совместно с пакистанскими
коллегами разработать план мероприятий, включающий проведение
различных выставок, обмен бизнес-делегациями, форумы и пр.
Далее состоялась встреча Рустама Минниханова с главой Агентства по
развитию халяльной продукции Пенджаба. Стороны рассмотрели различные
варианты сотрудничества в области халяльного рынка и перспективы
реализации совместных халяль-проектов. Президент Татарстана пригласил
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специалистов в Казань для участия в KazanSummit-2017, на котором
отдельное внимание уделяется и теме развития индустрии «халяль».
В завершение визита в Лахор Рустам Минниханов встретился с
руководством Банка Пенджаба и обсудил вопросы взаимодействия в сфере
исламского банкинга.
Новая ось (союз) – Россия-Китай-Пакистан.
New emerging axis of Russia, China and Pakistan: regional implications
Zainab Aziz. Daily Times. 19.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/blog/18-Mar-17/newemerging-axis-of-russia-china-and-pakistan-regional-implications

The international political structure is at the apex of transformation.
Previously, an improbable combination of Pakistan, Russia and China is now
changing into a powerful realignment either intended to bring a greater bipolarity
in the world affairs or to challenge the hegemonic power of the US in the world.
Strategic dimensions of the geopolitical world change at an astonishing speed,
sometimes without the states knowing the repercussions it brings in the coming
years. The same situation now seems to be taking place between the Cold War
rivals Pakistan and Russia. Russia, being a traditional ally of India, which
reassured India‘s stance on Kashmir everytime, is now showing evident indications
of getting into closer relationships with Pakistan.
Just when the China declined the international tribunal‘s verdict over its claim
on the South China Sea, Russia declared to support China along with holding the
joint naval exercises in the disputed sea. Moreover, Russia is boosting its military
ties with Pakistan by carrying out joint military drills in September 2016 in
Pakistan which were joined by some 200 soldiers of the Russian army. China and
Russia have been a long time strategic partnersmainly because of their ideological
clashes with the United States, which became a common enemy to both the
countries. For this reason, Russia and China try to dwindle the US influence in
their corresponding regions. The ingression of Pakistan in this matrix is sending
out clear signs of fledgeling friendship.
The apparent strategic interest of Russia behind the Russia-Pakistan-China
axis seems to be in Moscow‘s interest in getting more room for the advancement of
its pivotal role than only re-balancing the region. Assessing the current political
environment suggests that Moscow is not only hankering to counter the US
supremacy in the region but also wants to dislodge the China‘s status as the major
countervailing force in the region. This Russian grand strategy is to devise a game
plan involving the conglomeration of passive engagement (Pakistan and Iran),
direct intervention (Syria and Ukraine) and crisis profiteering (Islamic State, South
China Sea, Turkey), as the instruments of increasing influence of Russia in the
Eurasia region.
As the Moscow manifested many times its interest in strengthening its ties
with Beijing and Islamabad, a theory about the super power triangle of China,
Pakistan and Russia is becoming more discernable. The reason that the China-
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Russia-Pakistan superpower triangle is becoming a reality (along with Russia‘s
status as the chief weapon supplier to India) would not only result in helping these
countries to fight the menace of radicalism and terrorism but also to defy the
United States‘ increasing influence in the region. As a matter of fact, this alliance
of Pakistan, China and Russia appears to be a more intimidating force as all the
three states are nuclear powers. According to the official figures provided by the
SIPRI, around 7,620 nuclear warheads are possessed by the three states combined.
This superpower triangle would possess a prodigious lead in the war against any of
its enemy, be it a US or India.
Contrary to the Americans, who always preach morals to the Eastern allies on
almost everything from religious freedom to the democratic norms, Russia keeps
aside the morality and its perception in the international politics while focusing on
achieving its strategic interests. This became apparent in Russia‘s recent military
drills with Pakistan despite India‘s requests to stop the exercises following the Uri
terror attacks for which Pakistan was blamed.
As India took its traditional ally Russia for granted for a longer period of
time, Moscow observed the growing ties of India with the US patiently. Although
Russia supported the US struggle to get India into the non-proliferation mainstream
through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) waiver and in the nuclear energy
expansion (Haripur nuclear project), the balance started to change apparently when
Russia was hit continuously by the burgeoning India-US relations. Moscow has
been India‘s most reliable friend and the largest defence partner for more than four
decades since the 1971 Indo-Soviet Friendship Treaty was signed in 1971. Though
the Indian army faced difficulties after the disintegration of Soviet Union in terms
of obsolete arsenals, India kept on receiving military equipment from its allweather friend, despite Israel‘s entry into it now.
On the other side, India is likely to get more involved in the US strategic
ambit on various domains, i.e. sophisticated space technology, defence and nuclear
technology. India has moved ahead by transcending the critical juncture of signing
the strategic agreement of Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement
(LEMOA). For China, this agreement means an implicit military alliance of India
and US against China in which India is specifically playing the hedging role. This
situation convinced Moscow to review its time-tested friendship with the India.
In order to avoid international isolation, Pakistan has invited Russia to
participate in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to promote the
expanding interaction within the axis. The Pakistan-Russia Rapprochement and
their common bonding with China, in many ways, reiterates the Liaquat Ali Khan's
time and again repeated the statement of 1949 that "Pakistan cannot afford to wait.
She must take her friends where she finds them." This statement at that time was
intended to appease Moscow when Pakistan was dissatisfied with Washington‘s
favourable inclinations towards Jawaharlal Nehru. The circumstances seem to have
changed wholly as Pakistan confronts a similar strategic condition now.
Китай – о значении тройственного союза Пакистан-Китай-Россия
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Pak-China-Russia nexus ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia: Chinese
experts
Daily Times. 5.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/05-Mar-17/pak-china-russianexus-scenario-changer-for-south-asia-chinese-experts

ISLAMABAD: Terming CPEC a ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia rather
than being just a ‗game-changer‘, Chinese experts on the region inferred emerging
nexus between Pakistan, China and Russia to be a defining development for the
region‘s flourishing future.
They were deliberating at a session on ‗Trump‘s South Asia Policy:
Quadrilateral interaction between Pakistan, China, India and USA and Challenges
to CPEC‘, held at Institute of Policy Studies (IPS).
The session was partaken by a three-member delegation from China Institutes
of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR) – China‘s largest, oldest and
most influential research institutes for international studies, overseen by the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China – which was led by CICIR‘s
Institute of South, Southeast Asian and Oceanic Studies Director Hu Shisheng. The
research faculty of IPS was represented by Lead Coordinator Irfan Shahzad, Senior
Associate Brigadier (r) Said Nazir Mohmand and researchers Fareeha Sarwar and
Waqarunnisa as key discussants.
Shisheng said that he had no doubts that the Chinese dream of CPEC was fast
becoming a reality which had immense potential for all its stakeholders. He added
that transparency as well as expectation management must be induced as an
integral part of all CPEC projects to ensure their smooth progress.
Another Chinese delegate Lin Yiming, in his presentation, referred to decades
of close and cordial relations between China and Pakistan stating that the
relationship, which was always built around deep-rooted trust and mutual respect,
was only expected to get stronger with time, especially with the advent of CPEC.
He believed that China‘s stance and policy over Pakistan was certain to remain
equally amiable in distant future as well.
Du Yanjun, the special assistant to CICIR President, viewed that the emerging
nexus of Pakistan, China and Russia will be yet another important outcome of
CPEC along with many others. She maintained that the Chinese were eagerly
looking ahead for this trilateral collaboration and its possible outgrowths.
IPS Director General Khalid Rahman, who was chairing the session,
concluded the discussion stressing the need for developing business dispute
settlement mechanism among Pakistan and Chinese stakeholders to make it more
transparent and inclusive. He added that a patient and positive attitude was
mandatory from both sides, according to him, if they were to take this unique and
precious relationship to a new level of amity as well as to reap the benefits of this
cordial association mutually.
It was mutually felt by the discussants from both sides that CPEC should not
be allowed to be used as a political card, instead it should be seen and projected as
a mean of economic growth for both the nations. They also agreed to stay wary of
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any possible internal and external factors which might want to impede the venture
for vested interests.
Панджаб выступает за тесные связи с Татарстаном
Punjab forges closer ties with Tatarstan
The Nation. 19.03.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Mar-2017/punjab-forges-closerties-with-tatarstan

President of Russian republic condemns linking terrorism with Islam Shehbaz
invites Tatarstan businessmen to invest in Pakistan
LAHORE - Punjab and Tatarstan yesterday agreed to promote cooperation in
different sectors including skill development, petro-chemicals, technology,
industry, mines, agriculture, livestock, tourism, sports and others.
These agreements were inked during a delegation level meeting of the two
sides. The Tartastan delegation was led by President Rustam Minnikhanov while
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif headed that of Punjab.
The meeting also constituted a joint committee to identify different sectors for
promoting cooperation between the Punjab province and the Republic of Tatarstan.
Tatarstan is a federal subject (a republic) of the Russian Federation and its capital
city is Kazan.
The area of the republic - 68,000 square kilometers - is almost one-third of
that of Punjab‘s 205,344 square kilometers. The population is even far more less,
only 3,786,500 in contrast to Punjab‘s estimated population of more than
101,391,000.
In their addresses both the leaders condemned terrorism in the hardest terms
and said it is quite incorrect to link terrorism with Islam, a religion which teaches
peace and tolerance.
Tatarstan president commended the development vision of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif. He felt a pleasant surprise to see
Shehbaz speaking in Russian langue and commended his command on it. He said
that Lahore has welcomed him with open arms; and ―we will promote regional
cooperation on solid grounds‖.
President Rustam Minnikhanov said it was absolutely incorrect to link
terrorism and fanaticism with the religion of Islam. ―Islam teaches peace and
brotherhood. Islamic norms are based on brotherhood, tolerance and love. We will
work united to eliminate terrorism; and added that they are with Pakistan in her
sincere efforts for the elimination of terrorism.‖
The president, while talking to the CM, said that they were awaiting for his
visit to Tatarstan, and it is hoped that important developments would be made for
extending cooperation in different sectors during the visit.
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, on the occasion, said he is heartily pleased
over the visit of the president of brotherly country Tatarstan to Lahore.
―Russian Federation and Pakistan enjoy cordial relations, and we should work
jointly to further promote them. Punjab Government and Tatarstan would promote
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cooperation in different sectors on permanent basis. We are happy that our brothers
have visited us, and your visit would promote relations between the Punjab
Government and the Republic of Tatarstan.‖
He said that tremendous potential was available for cooperation in agriculture,
livestock, skills development, mines and other sectors in the Punjab. ―We would be
happy if cooperation is promoted in these sectors with Tatarstan and the
experiences of Tatarstan are benefitted upon.‖ He said he would visit Tatarstan in
June.
Talking about Islam, the CM also said that it was incorrect to link Muslim
countries with terrorism. Islam is a religion of tolerance, peace and harmony. There
is no room for terrorism and extremism in Islam. Islam gives equal rights to all the
human beings without any color or creed, he maintained.
Shehbaz said that terrorists and fanatics are savages and killers of humanity.
They have no color or religion. Terrorism is an international issue, which requires
coordinated efforts to deal with it.
Provincial ministers Sheikh Allaud Din, Ayesha Ghaus Pasha, Ch Sher Ali,
Jehangir Khanzada, Naeem Akhtar Bhaba, Adviser Umer Saif, senior officials as
well as deputy prime minister of Tatarstan, besides other members of the
delegation, were present on the occasion.
President of Tatarstan Rustam Minnikhanov also held a one-on-one meeting
with CM Shehbaz Sharif to discuss matters of mutual interest, including promotion
of bilateral relations in different sectors.
The two sides also held a delegation level meeting. Tatarstan president and
other members of the delegation commended Shehbaz‘ command over Russian
language and said they were pleased to see the CM speaking Russian language
fluently.
President Rustam appreciated the steps for fast-track development in the
Punjab and said Punjab is the most developed and prosperous province of Pakistan.
The credit goes to the chief minister, who has worked relentlessly for the
development of the province, he said.
Rustam added that Pakistan is rapidly progressing under the leadership of
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. He said that it's his first visit to Pakistan, and the
love and affection given to him in Lahore is unforgettable.
Punjab-Tatarstan Business Forum was convened at a local hotel which was
attended by President Rustam Minnikhanov as chief guest.
Addressing the forum, Punjab CM Shehbaz Sharif said Pakistan and Russian
Federation have economic relations for the last many decades; and CPEC provides
opportunities to the take them to new heights, he said.
The chief minister invited Tatarstan investors to invest in Pakistan, especially
in Punjab, and highlighted the vast business scope and strong infrastructure which
Punjab provided in this respect.
―The investors of Tatarstan should sit together with the investors of Pakistan
and the Punjab, and develop a roadmap for promoting bilateral economic
relations,‖ he proposed.
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As a result of $54 billion investment being made under the CPEC, trade and
economic activities have been boosted in the region, and it can be helpful in
promoting Pakistan‘s economic relations with Tatarstan and Russian Federation,
he held.
Serious efforts have been made to overcome the challenges of terrorism,
fanaticism and energy crisis. Insha'Allah, with the completion of energy projects,
the decade-long loadshedding in the country, would come to an end from the
beginning of next year, and there would be light everywhere.
Shehbaz said the visit Tatarstan president would begin a new era of trade and
economic relations between the two countries. ―Tatarstan has good expertise in egovernance, information technology, agriculture and livestock and we want to get
benefit from the same, he added. He said Punjab is largely taking benefit from the
IT in different departments.‖
Tatarstan President Rustam Minnikhanov, in his address, said that he is
pleased to see the wonderful progress in the Punjab. He said Tatarstan and Pakistan
have economic relations which are need to be further promoted. He said that
cooperation with the Punjab government, in different fields, would be enhanced to
work collectively.
Provincial Finance Minister Ayesha Ghous Pasha presented the address of
welcome and gave a detail of facilities for foreign investors as well as the
opportunities of investment in the Punjab.
The head of Tatarstan‘s trade agency, Ms Taliya Minullina spoke about
prospects of cooperation in different fields. President Lahore Chamber Abdul Basit
and representatives of Tatarstan Chamber signed an agreement of cooperation.
Similarly, an MOU was signed for cooperation in IT. Punjab Information
Technology University VC Dr Umar Saif and the head of Tatarstan Information
University also signed an MOU.
Власти Пенджаба: Знаем Татарстан как экономически крепкий регион
России с развитой промышленностью
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 18 марта 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/03/18/544088/

Рустам Минниханов встретился с Главным министром пакистанской
провинции Пенджаб Мухаммадом Шахбазом Шарифом.
Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей открыть
фабрики в Татарстане
Президент Татарстана пригласил губернатора провинции Пенджаб на KazanSummit2017
Рустам Минниханов: Ждем делегацию из Пенджаба в Татарстане для обсуждения
конкретных проектов
Рустам Минниханов: Татарстан заинтересован в укреплении связей с Пакистаном
В Казани ждут Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Пакистана в РФ

Казань, 18 марта, «Татар-информ». Президент Республики Татарстан
Рустам Минниханов встретился сегодня с Главным министром пакистанской
провинции Пенджаб Мухаммадом Шахбазом Шарифом. Встреча состоялась
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в рамках рабочего визита татарстанского лидера в г.Лахор, напоминает
пресс-служба Президента РТ.
«В Пенджабе о Татарстане знают как об экономически крепком регионе
России с развитым промышленным сектором», – отметил, приветствуя
гостей, Мухаммад Шахбаз Шариф.
Он также сообщил, что Пенджаб является одной из ведущих провинций
Пакистана. Здесь развита добыча полезных ископаемых и многоотраслевое
сельское хозяйство, в котором занято примерно две трети местных жителей.
«Сегодня нам необходимо активизировать сотрудничество в рамках
договоренностей, достигнутых между нашими странами. Серьезный
потенциал для этого есть в таких направлениях, как сфера ИТ, туризм, АПК,
вопросы подготовки кадров, спорт и многое другое. Важное значение имеет
объединение усилий в противодействии международному терроризму», –
обратился Главный министр Пенджаба к Президенту РТ.
Рустам Минниханов в ответ заметил, что у Татарстана и провинции
Пенджаб есть все возможности для плодотворного сотрудничества. Этому
способствует нынешний высокий уровень взаимоотношений между главами
России и Пакистана.
«Мы хорошо помним визит Премьер-министра Пакистана Мохаммада
Наваза Шарифа. Он поразил нас своим широким кругозором и простотой в
общении. У нас нет сомнений, что под его руководством ваша страна
достигнет больших успехов», – заявил Президент РТ.
По мнению Рустама Минниханова, Татарстан и Пенджаб могут внести в
дело укрепления российско-пакистанских отношений очень большой вклад.
«Это могут быть взаимные поставки продукции и различных технологий,
работа в области образовательных программ, культурный обмен», – добавил
он.
«В числе одной из главных задач вы обозначили борьбу с терроризмом.
Полностью вас поддерживаю. Сегодня некие деструктивные силы хотят свои
неправильные действия связать с исламом. Мы против этого и бороться с
данной проблемой нужно сообща», – заявил Рустам Минниханов.
Кроме того, Президент Татарстана предложил создать совместную
рабочую группу для более эффективного взаимодействия по конкретным
проектам.
Президент Татарстана пригласил губернатора провинции Пенджаб на
KazanSummit-2017
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 18 марта 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/03/18/544105/

Рустам Минниханов на встрече с Рафиком Раджваном обсудил
вопросы сотрудничества Пакистана и Татарстана в различных сферах.
Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей открыть
фабрики в Татарстане
Рустам Минниханов: Ждем делегацию из Пенджаба в Татарстане для обсуждения
конкретных проектов
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Власти Пенджаба: Знаем Татарстан как экономически крепкий регион России с
развитой промышленностью
Рустам Минниханов: Татарстан заинтересован в укреплении связей с Пакистаном
В Казани ждут Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Пакистана в РФ

Казань, 18 марта, «Татар-информ». Президент Республики Татарстан
Рустам Минниханов встретился сегодня с губернатором пакистанской
провинции Пенджаб Рафиком Раджваном. Встреча состоялась в рамках
рабочего визита в рамках пребывания лидера Татарстана в городе Лахор,
сообщает пресс-служба Президента РТ.
Рустам Минниханов поблагодарил губернатора за приглашение и
высокий уровень организации визита татарстанской делегации. Он также
рассказал о ряде встреч с представителями деловых кругов Пакистана в
рамках нынешнего визита. «Беседы прошли в теплой, дружественной
обстановке. Люди настроены на сотрудничество и готовы обсуждать
конкретные проекты. Возможности для взаимоотношений у нас большие. Но
пока они реализованы не в полной мере», – отметил Президент Татарстана.
Однако, по его словам, есть все условия для того, чтобы поправить эту
ситуацию. Власти России и Пакистана уделяют вопросам развития
регионального сотрудничества особое внимание. Речь идет не только о
торгово-экономических связях, но и о более плотном взаимодействии в
области образования, культуры, туризма и спорта.
«Сегодня в России проживают порядка 20 млн мусульман. Мы активно
взаимодействуем с исламским миром и странами, входящими в Организацию
исламского сотрудничества. По поручению Президента России Владимира
Путина была создана Группа стратегического видения "Россия – исламский
мир", которую возглавляю я», – отметил Рустам Минниханов.
Президент Татарстана также добавил, что республика серьезно
заинтересована в привлечении иностранных инвесторов и готова стать
«мостом» для выхода пакистанского бизнеса на российский рынок.
В завершение встречи Рустам Минниханов пригласил губернатора
провинции Пенджаб посетить Татарстан и, в частности, принять участие в
международном экономическом саммите «Россия – исламский мир:
KazanSummit».
Рустам Минниханов: Ждем делегацию из Пенджаба в Татарстане для
обсуждения конкретных проектов
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 18 марта 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/03/18/544089/

Президент Татарстана принял участие в Татарстанско-Пакистанском
бизнес-форуме.
Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей открыть
фабрики в Татарстане
Президент Татарстана пригласил губернатора провинции Пенджаб на KazanSummit2017
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Казань, 18 марта, «Татар-информ». Президент Татарстана Рустам
Минниханов, находясь с рабочим визитом в городе Лахор (Пакистан), принял
участие в Татарстанско-Пакистанском бизнес-форуме. Об этом сообщает
пресс-служба лидера республики.
Татарстан придает большое значение развитию сотрудничества с
Пакистаном, отметил Рустам Минниханов. «Правительствами и деловыми
кругами наших стран предпринимаются усилия по расширению
сотрудничества в различных сферах. Со своей стороны мы готовы активно
участвовать в этих процессах на региональном уровне», – добавил он.
По мнению лидера Татарстана, республикам необходимо наладить
взаимодействие между университетами и исследовательскими центрами.
Особенно это актуально в сфере развития нано- и биотехнологий,
производства композитных материалов, робототехники.
Рустам Минниханов также рассказал участникам форума о
промышленном потенциале Татарстана и реализуемых крупных проектах на
территории республики. Среди них – международный транспортный коридор
«Европа
–
Западный
Китай»,
Свияжский
межрегиональный
мультимодальный
логистический
центр
и
высокоскоростная
железнодорожная магистраль Москва – Казань.
«В части решения задачи по увеличению объемов внешнеторгового
оборота мы заинтересованы в поставках в вашу страну грузовых
автомобилей "КАМАЗ", вертолетов, грузовых и пассажирских судов,
нефтехимической
продукции,
минеральных
удобрений,
нефтегазодобывающего
оборудования,
газотурбинных
и
газоперекачивающих установок и компрессоров, холодильной техники,
продовольствия и товаров сельского хозяйства, медицинской и
фармацевтической продукции. Ряд наших предприятий решает задачи
оборонного комплекса», – отметил лидер Татарстана.
Кроме того, республики должны активнее взаимодействовать в сфере
культуры, туризма, науки и образования, считает Рустам Минниханов.
«Казань – один из ведущих российских научно-образовательных центров.
Будем рады увеличению количества пакистанских студентов в наших вузах.
Существуют возможности для налаживания связей и в области спорта», –
подчеркнул он.
«Мы активно развиваем наше международное и внешнеэкономическое
сотрудничество и готовы расширять взаимодействие с представителями
бизнеса провинции Пенджаб и Пакистана в целом. Этим летом мы ждем
делегацию провинции Пенджаб у себя Татарстане, чтобы перейти к
обсуждению конкретных проектов», – подытожил свое выступление Рустам
Минниханов.
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В завершение форума состоялось подписание соглашений о
сотрудничестве между Торгово-промышленными палатами Татарстана и
города Лахор, а также между казанским ИТ-парком и Технологическим
парком «Арфа».
Рустам Минниханов предложил пакистанским производителям тканей
открыть фабрики в Татарстане
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 18 марта 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/03/18/544117/

Президент Татарстана встретился с главой Всеобщей пакистанской
ассоциации текстильных фабрик Аамиром Фаязом Шейхом.
Президент Татарстана пригласил губернатора провинции Пенджаб на KazanSummit-2017
Рустам Минниханов: Ждем делегацию из Пенджаба в Татарстане для обсуждения
конкретных проектов
Власти Пенджаба: Знаем Татарстан как экономически крепкий регион России с развитой
промышленностью
Рустам Минниханов: Татарстан заинтересован в укреплении связей с Пакистаном
В Казани ждут Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Пакистана в РФ

Казань, 18 марта, «Татар-информ». Президент Татарстана Рустам
Минниханов встретился сегодня с руководством Всеобщей пакистанской
ассоциации текстильных фабрик (APTMA). Встреча с главой ассоциации
Аамиром Фаязом Шейхом состоялась в ходе рабочего визита татарстанского
лидера в город Лахор, сообщает пресс-служба Президента РТ.
По словам Аамира Фаяза Шейха, сегодня в Пакистане работает порядка
400 фабрик, производящих пряжу, окрашенные ткани и различные элементы
одежды. Данная продукция занимает 60 процентов пакистанского экспорта.
Текстиль экспортируется в том числе и в Россию, но в незначительных
объемах. «Мы заинтересованы в том, чтобы увеличить импорт нашего товара
как в Татарстан, так и другие регионы России», – добавил глава ассоциации
производителей текстиля.
Рустам Минниханов в ответ предложил рассмотреть не только вариант
поставки готовой продукции, но и возможность размещения на территории
Татарстана производственных линий по выпуску текстиля и товаров легкой
промышленности. «У данного направления огромный потенциал. Имея
статус российского производителя, вы сможете быстро реагировать на
спросы рынка», – добавил он.
Сегодня же Президент Татарстана встретился с представителями
Торгово-промышленной палаты Лахора. В ходе беседы стороны обсудили
дальнейшие шаги по поддержке совместных бизнес-контактов. По итогам
встречи Рустам Минниханов поручил председателю правления Торговопромышленной палаты РТ Шамилю Агееву совместно с пакистанскими
коллегами разработать план мероприятий, включающий проведение
различных выставок, обмен бизнес-делегациями, форумы и пр.
Далее состоялась встреча Рустама Минниханова с главой Агентства по
развитию халяльной продукции Пенджаба. Стороны рассмотрели различные
варианты сотрудничества в области халяльного рынка и перспективы
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реализации совместных халяль-проектов. Президент Татарстана пригласил
специалистов в Казань для участия в KazanSummit-2017, на котором
отдельное внимание уделяется и теме развития индустрии «халяль».
В завершение визита в Лахор Рустам Минниханов встретился с
руководством Банка Пенджаба и обсудил вопросы взаимодействия в сфере
исламского банкинга.
Рустам Минниханов находится с рабочим визитом в Пакистане
Информационное
агентство
«Татар-информ».
inform.ru/news/2017/03/17/544020/ 17 марта 2017.

http://www.tatar-

18 марта Рустам Минниханов проведет ряд встреч с представителями
деловых кругов Пакистана.
(Казань, 17 марта, «Татар-информ»). В город Лахор (Исламская
Республика Пакистан) прибыл сегодня с рабочим визитом Президент
Республики Татарстан Рустам Минниханов, сообщает пресс-служба
Президента РТ.
В аэропорту его встретили министр финансов провинции Пенджаб
Аиша Гос Паша, министр промышленности провинции Пенджаб Шейх
Лаудинг, министр по налогам и сборам провинции Пенджаб Миа Мутчтаба
Шуджа Орехман, советник-посланник посольства Российской Федерации в
Пакистане Александр Хозин и торговый представитель России в Пакистане
Юрий Козлов.
Завтра Рустам Минниханов проведет ряд встреч с представителями
деловых кругов Пакистана. Планируется обсудить перспективы развития
бизнес-сотрудничества
в
таких
направлениях,
как
текстильная
промышленность, банковская сфера, гостиничный бизнес, строительная
отрасль, халяльный рынок и др.
Затем состоится встреча Рустама Минниханова с руководством
провинции Пенджаб – губернатором провинции Рафиком Раджваном и
главным министром провинции Пенджаб Мухаммадом Шахбазом Шарифом.
Также в рабочей программе Президента РТ – посещение Технологического
парка Арфа (Arfa Software Technology Park), где Рустама Минниханова
ознакомят с опытом Пакистана в части развития высоких технологий.
19 марта Рустам Минниханов продолжит свой визит в столице
Пакистана. В городе Исламабад запланирована встреча Президента
Татарстана с Премьер-министром Пакистана Мохаммадом Навазом
Шарифом.
В состав делегации Республики Татарстан вошли вице-премьер РТ –
министр промышленности и торговли РТ Альберт Каримов, руководитель
Агентства инвестиционного развития РТ Талия Минуллина, председатель
правления Торгово-промышленной палаты РТ Шамиль Агеев, председатель
правления ПАО «АК БАРС» БАНК» Зуфар Гараев, директор ГАУ
«Технопарк в сфере высоких технологий «ИТ-парк» Антон Грачев,
представители компаний «Татнефть» и «ТАИФ».
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В Пакистане перепутали президента России и главу Татарстана
«Аргументы недели». http://argumenti.ru/world/2017/03/526364. 17 марта 2017.

Фото: twitter.com/TimesofIslambad/

Власти пакистанской провинции Пенджаб попали в крайне неловкую
ситуацию. Они перепутали главу Татарстана Рустама Минниханова с
российским президентом Владимиром Путиным.
В провинции в преддверии визита Минниханова в Пакистан вдоль
дорог были развешаны приветственные плакаты, вот только рядом с
изображением премьера Наваза Шарифа по какой-то неизвестной причине
был помещен не глава Татарстана, а Путин.
Как сообщает The Times of Islamabad, плакаты удалось убрать до того,
как высокий гость прибыл в Пакистан, однако конфуз все равно породил
многочисленные шутки в местных социальных сетях.
Президент Татарстана прибыл в Лахор.
Tatarstan President Minnikhanov lands in Lahore, discusses bilateral
ties with Shahbaz Sharif
The Nation. March 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Mar-2017/tatarstanpresident-minnikhanov-lands-in-lahore-discusses-bilateral-ties-with-shahbaz-sharif

The President of Tatarstan Rustam Minnikhanov has arrived in Pakistan on an
official visit today. Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif welcomed the president
in Lahore.
During the meeting both leaders discussed mutual cooperation and enhancing
economic ties.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif visited Tatarstan in 1999, the CM pointed out.
Minnikhanov said he is very pleased to come to Pakistan.
―Our state is looking forward for increasing relations with Pakistan,‖ the
president said.
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"Ростех" и Пакистан никак не могут договориться по тарифам
газопровода "Север - Юг"
Интернет-портал
«Проект-газ».
http://proektgaz.ru/news/rostekh_i_pakistan_nikak_ne_mogut_dogovoritsja_po_tarifam_gazoprovoda_sever
_jug/2017-03-13-5395. 13.03.2017.

«Ростех» ведет переговоры с компаниями Пакистана о тарифах в рамках
проекта строительства газопровода «Север – Юг», сообщил генеральный
директор «Ростеха» Сергей Чемезов в эфире телеканала «Россия 24».
По его словам, пока переговоры проходят достаточно сложно, стороны
не могут договориться по тарифам, поскольку российские инвестиции
должны окупиться в оптимальные сроки, так как компании Пакистана
средств на строительство не дают.
«Мы никак не можем договориться с нашими партнерами
пакистанскими о тарифе – сколько будет платить пакистанская сторона за
прокачку газа по этому трубопроводу компании, которая возьмет на себя
эксплуатацию, строительство. А это зависит, конечно, от того, как быстро мы
сможем окупить те вложения, которые будут сделаны, потому что здесь
кредиты должны быть, пакистанцы никаких денег своих не дают», – сообщил
Чемезов.
Как он отметил, несмотря на то, что проект уже практически готов, но
предлагаемый тариф российскую сторону не устраивает.
«Тот тариф, который предлагают, пока нас не очень устраивает, поэтому
надеемся, что в ближайшее время все это решим, договоримся с ними.
Проект – он практически уже готов», – отметил глава «Ростеха».
Как пишет издание «Ведомости», СП «Ростеха» и пакистанской ISGS
должно инвестировать в проект «Север – Юг» 2 млрд долларов. Само же
газопровод будет строить российская компания «РТ – глобальные ресурсы»,
которая входит в «Ростех».
«Мы просто не сможем окупить расходы на строительство этого
газопровода. И мы работаем над тем, чтобы повысить цену», — говорил
ранее Чемезов. По данным пакистанской газеты The Express Tribune, Россия
настаивает на транспортном тарифе 1,25 доллара за миллион BTU.
Ранее «Ростех» сообщал, что срок строительства газопровода определен
в 3,5 года, а строиться он будет в три этапа: первый, согласно планам, должен
быть завершен ко второму кварталу 2018 года, когда будет построен
непосредственно сам газопровод; второй — ко второму кварталу 2019 года
(на этом этапе должна быть сооружена часть компрессорных станций);
третий — ко второму кварталу 2020 года, когда будут введены в
эксплуатацию все компрессорные станции. Полная ежегодная проектная
мощность газопровода «Север — Юг» должна составить 12,4 млрд
кубометров.
Совместное
российско-пакистанское
предприятие
будет
эксплуатировать газопровод в течение 25 лет. Предполагается, что за этот
период вложенные инвестиции в трубу вернуться за счет тарифа за прокачку
газа. После этого газопровод должен быть передан правительству Пакистана.
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Оплачивать услуги по транспортировке «голубого топлива» должна
пакистанская ISGS.
В октябре 2015 в Исламабаде Россия и Пакистан подписали
межправительственное соглашение о строительстве газопровода «Север —
Юг». Он соединит регазификационные терминалы в портах Карачи и Гвадара
в южном Пакистане с электростанциями и промышленными потребителями в
Лахоре на севере страны. Длина трубопровода составит 1,1 тыс километров.
Это крупнейший совместный проект в истории экономических
отношений РФ и Пакистана и самый длинный из запланированных
газопроводов этой азиатской страны.
При реализации данного проекта будет применена международная схема
«Строительство-владение-управление-передача»
(Build-Own-OperateTransfer, BOOT). Согласно ей, собственником и эксплуатантом трубопровода
в течение 25 лет будет «РТ-Глобальные ресурсы».
В настоящее время Пакистан испытывает острый дефицит
энергоресурсов, потенциальный спрос на природный газ в два раза
превышает предложение.
Пакистанские военные предупреждают Трампа, что Москва может войти
в Афганистан как в Сирию (в результате вывода войск США из Афг-на).
Pakistan warns Trump‘s generals: ‗Sort out Afghanistan mess or Russia
will intervene‘
The Express Tribune, March 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1346882/pakistanwarns-trumps-generals-sort-afghanistan-mess-russia-will-intervene/

Pak army source says collapse in security means west faces ‗losing control‘
Pakistan‘s military has warned Donald Trump‘s new generals that they face a
‗total mess‘ in Afghanistan unless the US and UK can halt the advance of IS and
the Taliban.
In an interview with the Telegraph, a senior Pakistani army source said the
collapse in security since the draw-down of Western troops from Afghanistan
meant the West now faced ‗losing control‘.
If IS and the Taliban continued to gain strength, he added, it could tempt
Russia to stage a Syrian-style intervention, this time on the pretext of protecting its
‗backyard‘ in Central Asia.
The source within the Pakistani army said that in recent weeks, high-level
discussions had taken place with both Resolute Support Mission commander Gen
John Nicholson and James Mattis, the retired US general appointed by Mr Trump
as Secretary of Defence.
How Trump will shape Pakistan-US ties
Gen Nicholson himself admitted last month that Afghan forces were now in a
stalemate against a resurgent Taliban. The Pakistani source said even that was an
optimistic assessment.
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―A stalemate is still a win for the Taliban,‖ he said. ―We have told Gen Mattis
that Afghanistan is slipping out of control, and that if things are not put right,
America will have a huge crisis on its hands. ―Da‘ish is also developing there, and
if they leave Syria and Iraq, the next place for them to gather in is Afghanistan.‖
Pakistan has criticised the Kabul government for not doing enough to seal its
side of the Afghan border, from where Islamabad says militants are now launching
attacks on both Pakistani and Afghan soil.
However, Islamabad admits that Kabul is limited by the capabilities of the
Afghan National Army.
―There are 350,000 troops in the Afghan army, but only about 20,000 are
capable of combat missions,‖ said the Pakistani military source.
―They also have about 1,000 generals, most of whom are appointed because
of their tribal affiliations rather than on merit. The problem is that you can‘t teach a
donkey to gallop.‖
Trump‘s Afghan options
The military source added that Russia feared the West was using IS as a ―plot
to destabilise its backyard‖, and could use it as an excuse to extend military
operations into Afghanistan.
Last month, Russia held a conference for regional powers on Afghanistan,
signalling what could be the opening stages of such a strategy.
The summit, to which the US was not invited, called for dialogue with the
Taliban, which Moscow has already started backchannel contacts with. The
Kremlin says the Taliban can be used to battle IS.
Washington believes that Kremlin-Taliban contacts are simply to help
Moscow build proxy assets in Afghanistan.
Альберт Суфианов: нейрохирурги Пакистана внимательно следят за
развитием российской медицины
Интернет-издание
«NewsProm.RU».
http://newsprom.ru/news/Obschestvo/229200.html

(Тюмень).

3

марта

2017.

Делегация Федерального центра нейрохирургии Тюмени посетила
международную конференцию в Пакистане, которая собрала около 50
лекторов из разных стран – Непала, США, Японии, Кореи и других. В
качестве одного из экспертов и спикеров выступил главный врач ФЦН,
профессор Альберт Суфианов.
Тюменские врачи прибыли в город Карачи по приглашению местного
нейрохирурга Салмана Шарифа, который уже посещал аналогичные
мероприятия в ФЦН Тюмени. В рамках конференции прошла лекционная
часть, а также состоялись мастер-классы по спинальной нейрохирургии и
хирургии основания черепа.
Альберт Суфианов представил слушателям два доклада, первый из
которых касался хирургии основания черепа, по этой же теме он провел
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кадаверный мастер-класс, а второй – о современных технологий,
используемых в тюменском центре нейрохирургии.
"Второй доклад вызвал особую заинтересованность участников. Даже
опытные профессора, которые поначалу отнеслись к этой теме скептически,
посчитав, что ничего сверхъестественного и нового они от нас не узнают,
остались под впечатлением. Один из ведущих пакистанских нейрохирургов
заявил, что сегодня нужно обратить свой взор на Россию, пересмотреть
возможности сотрудничества, и это касается не только медицины, но и
других сфер", - пояснил Альберт Акрамович.
По словам профессора, Федеральный центр нейрохирургии в Тюмени
примечателен тем, что, территориально находясь на стыке Европы и Азии, он
саккумулировал в себе лучшие технологии с обеих сторон, которые могут
дополнять друг друга и становиться основой для еще более
усовершенствованных новшеств.
"Особенно у нас развиты технологии лечения эпилепсии, по этому
направлению мы сейчас очень плотно работаем, эндоскопические технологии
и методы интероперационной визуализации, которые сегодня стремительно
развиваются во всем мире, позволяют хирургам увидеть во время операции
то, что незаметно невооруженным глазом", - рассказал он.
Тюменские врачи поделились впечатлениями от посещения одной из
крупнейших нейрохирургических клиник Азии, расположенной в
пакистанском городе Лахоре. Большое семиэтажное здание, рассчитанное на
500 коек, сегодня находится не в лучшем состоянии, но пакистанцы видят
перспективу дальнейшего развития своей медицины, строят новые
операционные.
"Оборудование не самое новое, но им можно выполнять операции. И
надо сказать, что пакистанских врачей отличает именно большой
практический опыт, ведь это очень густонаселенная страна, например, город
Карачи по населенности вдвое превосходит Москву. Потребность в
нейрохирургической помощи высока, врачи проводят огромное количество
операций. Большинство из них обучались в Англии, США, Германии, так что
нельзя сказать, что они недополучили каких-то знаний", - отметил
заведующий детским отделением, врач-нейрохирург ФЦН Юрий Якимов.
А.Дедов обсудил с Главой Армии Баджвой развитие военных связей,
Pakistan, Russia agree to bolster military relations
Daily Times. 1/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Mar-17/pakistan-russiaagree-to-bolster-military-relations
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RAWALPINDI: Russian Ambassador to Pakistan Alexey Yurevich Dedov
called on Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa at GHQ on Tuesday.
The visiting ambassador condemned recent terrorist incidents in the country
and expressed grief on behalf of his country. He acknowledged Pakistan's efforts in
fight against terrorism and initiatives for economic growth. The ambassador also
praised the launching of Operation Radd-ul- Fasaad which will play an important
role in elimination of terrorism from Pakistan.
The army chief thanked the ambassador for Russian concerns,
acknowledgments and ongoing cooperation between the two countries and its
armed forces. General Bajwa said that enhanced Pakistan-Russia military to
military cooperation will have positive impact on regional security. Separately,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar called on General Bajwa at GHQ. The financial
requirements of the army were discussed during the meeting, in the context of the
budget for next financial year 2017-18.
The on-going development projects of Pakistan Army as well as the future
development plans were also discussed. Dar said the government would provide all
possible resources to the armed forces to meet the national security and
development needs.
Прием в Посольстве России по случаю 23 февраля
‗CGS presence bolsters Russo-Pak military ties‘
Naveed
Miraj.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
25th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1338388/cgs-presence-bolsters-russo-pak-military-ties/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The presence of Chief of the General Staff (CGS)
Lieutenant-General Bilal Akbar at the reception held on the Russian Armed Forces
Day the other day reinforced the perception that Pakistan and Russia shared a
mutual desire for closer military cooperation besides a unity of views on
combatting terrorism.
Moscow not mulling to join CPEC: Russian foreign ministry
Lt-Gen Bilal Akbar attended the reception as a special guest.
The reception was hosted by Russia‘s Ambassador Alexy Dedov and Defence
Attaché Vladimir Balashov and Air Marshal Muhammad Iqbal was the chief guest
on this occasion.
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Terming the CGS‘ presence highly significant, analysts said that Pakistan and
Russia were already closely cooperating in the field of defence.
―Pakistan intends to buy Russian military hardware and agreements are in
final stages while the Russia too has shown interest in various Pakistani military
hardware,‖ diplomats told daily Express.
These sources said that apart from military cooperation both countries had
commonality of views on terrorism besides sharing the desire to eliminate this
menace.
―Both countries have already held a number of meetings in this regard,‖
diplomats said.
Enhancing ties: Russia, Pakistan cooperate in agriculture, energy
Most dignitaries who attended the reception noted that just like Pakistan,
Russia too wanted peace in Afghanistan. ―Stability and peace in Afghanistan is
not only in the interest of Pakistan and Russia, but it is also vital for the economic
prosperity and stability in the entire region,‖ observed a diplomat.
Путин выразил соболезнования в связи с трагедией в Пакистане
Кира Латухина. «Российская газета». 17.02.2017. https://rg.ru/2017/02/17/putin-vyrazilsoboleznovaniia-v-sviazi-s-tragediej-v-pakistane.html

Президент России направил телеграмму соболезнования руководству
Пакистана.
США осудили четвертый за неделю крупный теракт в Пакистане
"Примите глубокие соболезнования в связи с трагическими
последствиями террористического акта в провинции Синд", - заявил
Владимир Путин.
"Это варварское преступление не может иметь никаких оправданий.
Рассчитываем, что его заказчики не уйдут от заслуженного наказания", подчеркнул российский лидер.
Глава государства подтвердил готовность к дальнейшему наращиванию
антитеррористического сотрудничества с пакистанскими партнерами - "как
на двусторонней основе, так и в рамках широких международных усилий".
Путин попросил передать слова искреннего сочувствия родным и
близким погибших, а также пожелания скорейшего выздоровления всем
раненым.
Взрыв прогремел вчера вечером в городе Сехван-Шариф в провинции
Синд на территории мавзолея суфийского философа и поэта Лалы Шахбаза
Каландара. Ответственность взяла на себя террористическая группировка
"ИГ" (запрещена в России - прим. "РГ"). Погибли 72 человека, несколько
сотен получили ранения.
Россия и Пакистан успешно
строительства газопровода Север - Юг

обсуждают

технические

аспекты
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Информационный
портал
«Neftegaz.RU».
16
февраля
2017
г.
http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/158367-Rossiya-i-Pakistan-uspeshno-obsuzhdayut-tehnicheskieaspekty-stroitelstva-gazoprovoda-Sever-Yug

Россия и Пакистан приступили к обсуждению технических аспектов
строительства магистрального газопровода (МГП) Север - Юг (Карачи Лахор). Об этом 9 февраля 2017 г заявил пресс-секретарь МИД
Пакистана Н. Закария.
В г Исламабад с визитом побывал замминистра энергетики РФ Ю.
Сентюрин и обсудил технические аспекты и другие сопутствующие аспекты,
связанные с проектом МГП Север - Юг.
Переговоры Н. Закария охарактеризовал как успешные, но подробности
переговоров при этом не раскрыл.
Не исключено, что Ю. Сентюрину удалось снять часть опасений
пакистанской стороны, связанные с тем, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы,
дочка Ростеха, участвующая в проекте с российской стороны, находится
под антироссийскими санкциями.
А вот вопрос тарифа на прокачку газа на коммерческом уровне ранее
был согласован и сейчас идет этап подписания коммерческих соглашений.
В середине декабря 2016 г сообщалось, что РТ-Глобальные ресурсы
представила Пакистану ряд предложений, в т.ч по ценовым вопросам,
которые пакистанская сторона должна одобрить.
По неподтвержденным пока данным, тариф за транзит газа по МГП
Север - Юг установлен в размере 0,85 долл США/1 млн бте, что
соответствует тарифам для местных операторов, распределяющих газ,
поступающий из Катара.
Эта сумма соответствует 30,43 долл США/1000 м3 газа по всему
газопроводу, или 2,76 долл США/1000 м3 на 100 км.
Россия настаивала на тарифе в размере 1,2 долл США/1 млн бте, но в
цена была снижена.
Россия и Пакистан подписали соглашение о строительстве МГП Север
- Юг в октябре 2015 г.
Газопровод протяженностью 1,1 тыс км, свяжет терминалы
по приему сжиженного природного газа (СПГ) в г Карачи на юге Пакистана
с г Лахор на севере страны, где планируется строительство газовых
электростанций.
Мощность газопровода составит 12,4 млрд м3/год газа.
Соглашение о строительстве заключено на 25 лет с возможностью
продления его на следующие 5-летие периоды.
Проект будет реализован по схеме BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer,
строительство-владение-управление-передача).
Это
подразумевает,
что
газопровод
будет
находиться
в собственности и эксплуатироваться проектной компанией в течение 25
лет.
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За этот период за счет тарифа за доставку газа предполагается
вернуть инвестиции с требуемой доходностью, после чего газопровод будет
передан Пакистану.
Стоимость МГП Север - Юг составит 2,5 млрд долл США.
Завершить строительство МГП Карачи - Лахор Россия и Пакистан
рассчитывают в декабре 2017 г.
Пакистан пригласил Россию на совместные военно-морские учения
Сергей
Гурьянов.
Деловая
газета
http://www.vz.ru/news/2017/2/11/857592.html

«Взгляд».

11

февраля

2017.

Пакистан предлагает России принять участие в двусторонних военноморских учениях, заявил командир пакистанского флота, вице-адмирал
Сайед Арифулла Хуссаини.
Он напомнил, что российские корабли уже участвуют в международных
учениях «Аман-2017» в Аравийском море, а также заявил, что если Индия
против российско-пакистанских учений, то может разговаривать об этом с
обеими сторонами, передает «Интерфакс».
Накануне РИА «Новости» сообщало, что противолодочный корабль
российского Северного флота «Североморск» прибыл в Пакистан для
участия в международных военно-морских учениях «Аман-2017». В этих
учениях помимо России и Пакистана примут участие США, Великобритания,
Китай, Пакистан, Турция, цель - отработка борьбы с пиратством.
В декабре замглавы МИД Пакистана Тасним Аслам предлагал Москве
провести военные учения, подобные учениям «Дружба-2016», на российской
территории.
Учения ВС России и Пакистана «Дружба-2016» прошли с 24 сентября по
10 октября на территории Пакистана. При этом в Индии призывали Россию
отказаться от военного сотрудничества с Пакистаном.
Россия впервые участвует в Международных морских военных учениях
(с подачи Пакистана).
Aman 17 kicks off: Russia makes its debut in multinational naval drill
Faraz
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1323128/aman-17-kicks-off-russia-makes-debut-multinationalnaval-drill/

Commanders of the 12 countries salute their flags during the inauguration
ceremony for AMAN 17 in Karachi.
KARACHI: Pakistan formally kicked off the fourth Aman-17 exercise at
Pakistan Navy Dockyard on Friday.
The fourth multinational exercise formally commenced, under the aegis of
Pakistan Navy with a colourful flag hoisting ceremony with the Navy band playing
national songs.
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―Though a total 36 countries are participating this time, nine of these
countries are participating with their assets including ships, aircraft, special
operating forces with Russia participating for the first time,‖ an official of the
Pakistan navy told The Express Tribune.
―Even Sri Lanka‘s naval chief is in Pakistan to attend the exercise.‖
There will be three warships from China, four from the US, two from Russia
and one each from Indonesia, Australia, Turkey, Sri Lanka and United Kingdom
while two P-3C Orion aircraft from Japan are participating in the exercise.
The five-day drill will continue till February 14 while Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif will also attend the concluding ceremony.
One of the key features, other than the sea exercise, is the international
maritime conference spread over three days, organised by National Maritime
Policy Research Centre.
―We are here for a common purpose, for a common goal to ensure security, to
make this world safe for us, for the rest of humanity so that there is peace which
brings prosperity and progress that is what our constitution mandates us to do,‖
Commander Pakistan Fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini said.
―We believe in inclusive policy and we think that if the world stands together,
there will be great benefits for all of us.‖
The admiral said that the region is experiencing swift geo-strategic changes,
which have provided Pakistan with diversified challenges but also many
opportunities that mandate a secure environment not only within Pakistan but also
in the region at large.
He reiterated that Pakistan Navy has always been a consistent security
contributor in the Indian Ocean region.
―Being a lead nation, Pakistan‘s maritime forces are actively participating
with other navies in combating Narcotics trade, human smuggling, gun running,
terrorism and piracy at high seas. We need to make collective efforts to eliminate
these threats for lasting peace in the region,‖ he added.
The importance of this collaboration will enhance with the complete
operationalisation of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Gwadar Port meant to
bring in prosperity not only to Pakistan but the region and beyond.
―Multinational exercise Aman 17 is an effort which will surely improve
response, tactics and procedures among various maritime forces operating in the
region,‖ the admiral added.
―The concept of the exercise is to promote understanding which will be
developed through formal and informal interactions. The exercise is expected to
further refine the concept of ‗collective and collaborative‘ security among the
participants. Pakistan in general and Pakistan Navy in particular takes immense
pride in leading these efforts.‖
Commander Pakistan Fleet extended warm welcome to the participating
Navies and hoped that their presence or togetherness will forge a cooperation, yet
brotherhood which will prevent conflicts and should there be one, we will quickly
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resolve it to establish and maintain lasting peace. He also valued participating
nations for supporting Pakistan‘s resolve for ensuring peace in the region.
Идут переговоры с Россией о цене прокачки газа по газопроводу «СеверЮг» (будет строить Россия)
$2b North-South pipeline: Pakistan asks Russia to further cut LNG
supply fee
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322815/2b-north-south-pipeline-pakistan-asks-russia-cut-lngsupply-fee/

A Russian company will lay a 1,100km-long pipeline connecting LNG
terminals in Karachi and Lahore.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has asked Russia to make a further reduction in the
price of liquefied natural gas (LNG) that will be pumped through a planned $2billion North-South pipeline to satisfy Punjab‘s growing energy needs.
The request was made in a meeting of the Joint Coordination Committee on
the LNG pipeline that met on Thursday to review progress on the project.
The two sides agreed to finalise terms and conditions of a commercial
agreement in the next couple of months to pave the way for execution of the
project.
―Pakistan and Russia also discussed different modes of implementing the
project as parallel activities amid fears of sanctions on the Russian companies
nominated to implement the project,‖ a senior official aware of the development
said.
Earlier, Moscow had demanded a fee of $1.2 per million British thermal units
(mmbtu) for gas supply. However, a negotiating committee, set up with approval
of the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC), later agreed on 85 cents per
mmbtu.
Now, Pakistan has asked Russia to make a further reduction in the price.
―After the two sides sign a commercial agreement, groundbreaking of the project
will take place,‖ the official said.
Pakistan is striving to forge closer ties with Russia since India has abandoned
Moscow and gone into the US camp.
―This pipeline, which will run from Karachi to Lahore, will be a big step to
bring the two countries closer,‖ the official remarked and termed the North-South
pipeline first major Russian investment in Pakistan after decades.
Earlier, Russia had assisted Pakistan‘s largest hydrocarbon explorer, Oil and
Gas Development Company (OGDC), in the search for energy resources.
In addition to the pipeline contract, Pakistan also plans to import LNG from
Russia in a government-to-government arrangement.
Russia is a big exporter of gas to Europe, but the US is lobbying to drive
away Moscow from this market. Washington‘s backing of the TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline project is also part of that move to
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capture energy markets of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Russia gets major
supplies of gas from Turkmenistan and exports to Europe.
―Russian investment in the LNG pipeline will open more avenues of capital
injection into the energy sector,‖ the official said, adding Moscow was also
interested in oil and gas exploration in Pakistan.
Power production is another area where Moscow has expressed its interest
and it has even offered electricity export to Pakistan.
Russia will build the North-South gas pipeline and charge a tolling fee for
LNG supply from Karachi to Lahore.
―The pipeline deal with Russia is called ideal due to the lowest rate for gas
transmission and Russia will also pour capital into building the pipeline,‖ the
official said.
At present, Pakistan is importing LNG from Qatar and local gas utilities are
paid more than 85 cents per mmbtu for gas transmission through their pipeline
networks. The fee agreed with Russia earlier was less than the fee being charged
by the gas utilities. The two governments signed a government-to-government deal
in October 2015 to construct the North-South LNG pipeline.
4 провинции Пакистана закупили у России 8 вертолетов
All four provinces to buy eight copters from Russia
The Nation. February 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Feb-2017/all-fourprovinces-to-buy-eight-copters-from-russia

All four provinces have approached Russia for purchase of eight helicopters.
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Sources revealed that Sindh would buy three, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and
Balochistan would buy two each whereas Punjab would buy one copter.
Helicopters will be used against terrorism as well as transportation of highlevel government officials.
Punjab government will pay Rs1.80 billion for chopper which is Rs500
million less than other three provinces. Other provinces are paying Rs2 billion to
Rs2.5 billion for each copter.
Punjab has inked final Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Russia in
this regard.
According to details, Russia decided to sell helicopter to Punajb at price of
Rs2.15 billion and Chief Minister Punjab Shahbaz Sharif approved issuance of Rs1
billion in this regard.
Following these developments, a team comprising secretary mines and
minerals Dr Arshad and Additional Secretary Services and General Administration
(S&GAD) was sent to Russia on directives of Shehbaz Sharif. The team held talks
with Russian authorities and succeeded in scrapping various charges.
The price settled between Punjab government and Russian authorities for
copter deal is also lowest in region.
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Punjab government will pay copter price to Russian in three installments
whereas first installment has been paid. Shehbaz Sharif personally monitor the
whole process. Punjab government will acquire new copter within 2 months.
Punjab‘s S&GAD verified deal with Russia in this regard whereas Sindh and
Balochistan verified that matters are under consideration for purchase of copters.
When contacted, KP‘s S&GAD avoided commenting on situation.
Пресс-релиз Посольства Пакистана в РФ об учениях «Аман-17» и
прибытии российского противолодочного корабля «Североморск в
сопровождении 2 судов.
FOREIGN
NAVY
SHIPS
ARRIVED
KARACHI
FOR
PARTICIPATION IN MULTINATIONAL EXERCISE AMAN 2017
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson Public Relations Department of
Pakistan
Navy
is
attached
for
information.
https://e.mail.ru/message/14867322330000000448/ 10.02.2017.
Karachi, Feb 09. Naval Platforms of 09 participating countries arrived
Karachi today to participate in Multinational Naval Exercise AMAN 2017
organised by Pakistan Navy. The exercise will be held from 10 th to 14th Feb 2017
at Karachi.
Being held since 2007, AMAN 17 is fifth Multinational Exercise of AMAN
series. Navies of 37 countries are participating in AMAN 17, out of which 09
countries are participating with naval assets including Australia, China, Indonesia,
Turkey, Sri Lanka, UK, USA, Japan and Russia.
The detail of countries participating with naval assests is given below:
1.

USA

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

China
Russia
Sri Lanka
Turkey
UK
Indonesia
Australia
Japan

USS AMELIA EARHART (OILER), USCGS MAUI, USCGSAQUIDNEK
AND USS TYPHOON
HARBIN DDG 112, HANDAN FFG 575 and DONGPHINGU AO 960
SEVEROMORSK (ASW), ALTAY Tug Boat and DUBNA Tanker
SLS SAMUDRA
TCGGELIBOLU
HMS DARING
KRI SULTAN ISKANDARMUDA
HMASARUNTA
02x P3C ORION aircraft

Upon arrival, the visiting ships were given a warm welcome by senior
Pakistan Navy officials amid catchy tunes of national songs, played by PN band.
Officials of the consulates of visiting countries were also present on the occasion.
During this exercise participating units will rehearse various naval operations
to enhance mutual understanding and regional stability. Aim of this multinational
exercise is to display united resolve against terrorism and crimes in maritime
domain. The exercise will also help in enhancing Pakistan Navy‘s interoperability
with regional and extra regional navies thereby acting as a bridge between the
regions.
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Большой противолодочный корабль «Североморск» прибыл в Карачи
(принимает участие в учениях в Аравийском море «Аман-17»).
As Russian submarine ship docks in Pakistan, India calls it normal
Dawn, February 10th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313901/as-russian-submarineship-docks-in-pakistan-india-calls-it-normal

NEW DELHI: Russian Navy‘s large anti-submarine ship Severmorsk arrived
in Pakistan on Thursday for participation in the Aman 2017 international naval
exercises, Indian reports said quoting Xinhua.
This is the second time within six months that Russia and Pakistan are
holding joint military exercises and Indian officials appeared to see it as a
normal event, Indian Express said.
The ship, that set off from Oman‘s port of Salalah, will take part in the naval
exercises scheduled on Friday in the waters of the Arabian Sea and at the Pakistan
Navy base located at the Karachi port. Navies from Australia, China, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Russia, Sri Lanka, Turkey, United Kingdom and
United States are participating in the joint exercise.
The Indian Navy, unmoved by India‘s current political doctrine of isolating
Pakistan, downplayed apprehensions over the naval exercises, reports said, terming
it as a ―normal maritime activity‖ every nation was entitled to.
―This is an exercise hosted by Pakistanis once in two years. And 16 nations
are taking part in it. It is a normal maritime activity any nation is entitled to,‖ Sunil
Lanba, Chief of Naval Staff, told reporters at the sidelines of a conference
organised by the National Maritime Foundation, according to Press Trust of India.
A senior US naval officer was recently quoted as saying in India that it was
routine for American and Indian navies to jointly track Chinese submarines in the
Arabian Sea region.
Международные военные учения «Аман-17» на Аравийском море
начинаются в Карачи (туда прибыл российский корабль «Североморск»).
'Aman 17' naval exercise kicks off in Karachi
Dawn. 10.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313970/aman-17-naval-exercise-kicksoff-in-karachi

The multinational 'Aman-17' naval exercise kicked off in Karachi Friday
morning with 37 countries, including Pakistan, taking part in the event.
Nine of the visitors — Australia, China, Indonesia, Turkey, Sri Lanka, the
United Kingdom, the United States, Japan and Russia — are participating with
naval assets.
'Aman-17' is the fifth such exercise that has taken place. Pakistan has been
holding the exercise every alternate year since 2007.
Commander of the Pakistani fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini, who was
the chief guest on the occasion, inaugurated the exercise by hoisting the Pakistani
flag at the Karachi dockyard.
Explore: As Russian submarine ship docks in Pakistan, India calls it normal
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The vice admiral, speaking at the ceremony, said that the exercise would help
work against human trafficking, narcotics smuggling, and terrorism in the
region, Radio Pakistan reported.
The Pakistan Navy has played a vital role for ensuring safe passage of cargo
ships in the region, he added.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif extended a warm welcome to all participants
and said Pakistan, being a major stakeholder in maritime security of the Arabian
Sea, is fully committed to ensuring freedom of navigation and lawful maritime
order.
The premier pointed out that maritime security challenges in the Indian Ocean
are both multidimensional and multifaceted. Threats such as maritime terrorism,
drug trafficking and piracy have acquired international dimensions, he said.
PM Nawaz Sharif emphasised that cooperation between international navies
is imperative to countering emerging threats.
Татарстан. Глава АИР РТ пригласила представителей Пакистана на
KazanSummit-2017
Информационное
агентство
«Татар-информ».
inform.ru/news/2017/02/01/537776/. 1 февраля 2017.

http://www.tatar-

Чрезвычайный и Полномочный Посол Пакистана в России и замглавы
миссии исламской республики в РФ посетили Агентство инвестиционного
развития РТ.
Чрезвычайный и Полномочный Посол Пакистана в России Кази
Мохаммад Халилулла и заместитель главы миссии исламской республики в
РФ Ата-уль-Муним Шахид посетили Агентство инвестиционного развития
Татарстана. Высокопоставленные гости находятся в столице РТ с рабочим
визитом, уточнили в пресс-службе АИР РТ.
Почетным гостям презентовали инвестиционный потенциал Татарстана
и провели экскурсию в едином презентационном центре республики. Кроме
того, для гостей устроили виртуальную «прогулку» по Казани в специальном
5D-зале.
В ходе беседы глава АИР РТ Талия Минуллина пригласила гостей из
Пакистана принять участие в международном экономическом саммите
«Россия – Исламский мир: KazanSummit-2017».
По итогам встречи достигнуты договоренности об организации деловой
поездки делегации Республики Татарстан в пакистанскую провинцию
Пенджаб. Данная провинция является крупнейшей в Пакистане, население
которой составляет более 100 млн человек. Здесь развита текстильная,
пищевая,
химическая,
металлообрабатывающая
промышленность,
машиностроение.
Иран хочет присоединиться к союзу Россия-Пакистан=Китай
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Iran hints at joining Pakistan-Russia-China alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
28th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1309224/pakistan-russia-china-iran-hints-joining-tri-nation-alliance/

Head of Iranian parliament‘s panel on national security says four countries
should cooperate for regional peace
ISLAMABAD: The world, particularly Asia, has been undergoing a great
transformation in recent years with the emergence of new alliances. Last month,
Pakistan, Russia and China‘s unprecedented trilateral meeting in Moscow on
Afghanistan made headlines.
Now, Iran has expressed its willingness to join hands with Pakistan, China
and Russia seeking a greater role for regional peace and stability particularly in
Afghanistan.
India expresses disappointment over Pakistan-Russia military cooperation
Alaeddin Boroujerdi, the head of Iran Parliament‘s committee on national
security and foreign policy, who was on a three-day visit to Islamabad, hinted at a
news conference here on Friday the formation of four-nation alliance against the
backdrop of regional and international developments.
Boroujerdi held wide-ranging talks with Pakistani authorities including Prime
Minister‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, National Security Adviser Lt
Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua, told reporters that new alliances would be formed
in the wake of victory of Donald Trump in the recent US presidential elections.
Given the changing situation, Pakistan, Russia, China and Iran should
cooperate with each other for regional peace and stability, he added.
There were reports that Pakistan, China and Russia might invite Iran to join
their discussions seeking a political solution to the long running unrest in
Afghanistan.
When asked to comment on Pakistan‘s stance seeking Afghan-led and
Afghan-owned peace process, the senior Iranian politician while emphasising the
need for ‗intra-Afghan dialogue‘ insisted that no one should impose decision from
outside.
He acknowledged both Pakistan and Iran could play an important role in
helping Afghanistan dealing with the problem of militancy.
Pakistan, Russia and China warn of increased Islamic State threat in
Afghanistan
When asked whether Iran would join Saudi-led coalition formed last year to
fight terrorism, Boroujerdi claimed the Saudi initiative was only meant to kill
innocent people in Yemen. ―Therefore, no one would like to be part of such a
coalition,‖ he said
To another question about the arrest of Indian RAW agent Kulbhushan
Yadav, the Iranian leader said the intelligence agencies of the two countries were
in contact with each other over the issue. However, he added that Iran had not yet
shared with Pakistan its investigations about the controversy.
Declaring Iran‘s Chahbaha port and Pakistan‘s Gwadar as sister ports,
Boroujerdi pointed out that Iran was willing to join the China-Pakistan Economic
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Corridor (CPEC) as according to him that this would benefit Islamabad and
Tehran.
Пакистан хочет поддержки России и Китая в деле сотрудничества с
Палестиной в связи с израильским поселением.
Pakistan to seek China, Russia‘s support
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. January 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/25Jan-2017/pakistan-to-seek-china-russia-s-support

Palestine issue, Foreign Office spokesperson says Islamabad wants
independent Palestinian state
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan will seek China and Russia‘s support to raise the
Palestine issue amidst United States President Donald Trump‘s open support for
Israel, The Nation learnt.
This week, the new US president spoke to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu on the telephone and invited him to a bilateral meeting in Washington
next month. Trump had described the telephonic conversation as ―very nice‖.
A month earlier, during his election campaign, Trump had vowed to recognise
occupied Jerusalem as the Jewish country‘s capital despite its disputed status.
The Israeli prime minister earlier approved scores of new Jewish colonies in
Jerusalem, much to the annoyance of the Muslim world.
A senior official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that China, a close
friend, and Russia, an emerging partner, will be contacted to muster their support
against Israeli excesses. ―The contacts are on as part of diplomatic efforts to stop
Israel from pushing the Palestinians out of their motherland,‖ he said.
Another official at the ministry said that Arab countries will also be mobilised
against Israel. ―We will seek joint efforts to push for the rights of the Palestinian
people who are being made aliens in their homeland,‖ he said.
The official said with the help of China, Russia and the Muslim world, US
support for Israel could be neutralised. ―We will also take up the Palestine and
Kashmir issues with Washington diplomatically,‖ he said.
Foreign Office Spokesman Nafees Zakaria said that Pakistan maintained a
principled position on the Palestine issue. ―Pakistan calls for an independent and
sovereign Palestinian state with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its capital,‖ he explained.
Zakaria said that the UN Security Council‘s resolution 242 — demanding
Israeli withdrawal from occupied territories and other agreements for a peaceful
resolution of the Palestine issue —remained unimplemented. ―Pakistan calls for
their early implementation,‖ he said.
The latest UN Security Council resolution says that the Jewish settlements
had ―no legal validity‖ and ―constitutes a flagrant violation of international law and
a major obstacle to the achievement of the two-state solution and a just, lasting and
comprehensive peace‖.
Pakistan in the meanwhile also has the challenge to improve ties with the US
under Trump, who is known for his inclination to India.
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Defence analyst Major-Gen (retd) Farooq Malik said that the Trump‘s
government will have to work with other countries for success. ―Of course,
everyone expects major change after Trump‘s entry. But international relations are
not based on personalities, these are based on national interests. Trump will have
priorities in his mind,‖ he said.
He said that the US will be aiming to contain China but it will not be easy for
them to ignore Pakistan.
Former ambassador Rustam Shah Mohmand said that Trump will have to
adopt flexibility as he moves forward. ―He has expressed views about global issues
like Iran. His Kashmir policy is unclear. His policy about China and the South
China Sea is also yet to unfold. For Pakistan, he is expected to repeat the ‗do more‘
policy,‖ he said.
Director Centre for South Asian Studies Dr Umbreen Javed said that there
was decreasing warmth in bilateral relations between Pakistan and the US as the
former was looking towards China and Russia. ―We cannot ignore the US but also
we cannot compromise on our policy on international issues like Palestine and
Kashmir,‖ she said.
She said it was not easy to predict Trump. ―It is too early to say anything
about his policy towards the global issues and Pakistan. His policies towards India
and Afghanistan are still awaited. One thing is for sure, they cannot ignore
Pakistan,‖ she said.
Dr Umbreen Javed that said Pakistan‘s policy on Kashmir and Palestine was
very justified and its efforts for resolution of the issues were aimed at global peace.
Госдума сократила число зарубежных командировок
Известия. 24.01.2017. http://izvestia.ru/news/659515

Совет Федерации оставил количество визитов на прежнем уровне
Госдума скорректировала свой план международных визитов на 2017
год после принятия федерального бюджета и с учетом отказа от участия в
январской сессии ПАСЕ. Сегодня Совет палаты примет проект нового плана.
В нем сократилось число поездок в дальнее зарубежье, однако выросло
количество визитов в страны СНГ. Международная повестка Совета
Федерации пока не изменилась. При этом обе палаты установили квоты на
международные визиты и прием иностранных делегаций.
Согласно проекту (имеется в распоряжении «Известий»), всего
предусмотрено более 40 визитов иностранных делегаций в Россию по линии
двустороннего парламентского сотрудничества. Российские делегации
посетят около 20 стран. Среди них Бразилия, Индия, Иран, Италия, КНР,
Куба, ОАЭ, Пакистан, ЮАР, Япония и др.
МИД Пакистана не против сделки с Россией по сооружению завода по
сжижению газа
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FO has ‗no objection‘ to LPG deal with Russia firm
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
24th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1304907/policy-shift-fo-no-objection-lpg-deal-russia-firm/

2017.

Govt giving priority to deals with Moscow despite US sanctions

ISLAMABAD: In a major indication of Pakistan‘s foreign policy shift and
emerging regional alignments, the Foreign Office has informed the federal cabinet
that it has ‗no objection‘ to an agreement between Pakistani and Russian firms for
provision of LPG air-mix plants.
Islamabad and Moscow, bitter rivals of the Cold War era have agreed to
deepen cooperation in the energy sector and will jointly set up LPG air-mix plants
in Pakistan in an effort to tackle a chronic energy crisis in the country.
Almost a year on, govt fails to set LPG prices
Islamabad has started giving priority to deals with Russia despite the fact that
there are US sanctions on the Russian firm nominated to implement the projects in
Pakistan.
For establishing the LPG air-mix plants, Moscow has nominated RusGaz
Engineering. Earlier, Russia had nominated RT Global to lay the LPG pipeline in
Pakistan but the United States imposed sanctions on this entity which caused a
delay in implementing this project.
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The two countries are now working closely and have signed a government-togovernment agreement for laying the North-South pipeline from Lahore to Karachi
for LPG supply. But a commercial agreement has not yet been inked.
The Foreign Office informed the federal cabinet in its Dec 15 meeting that it
had ‗no objection‘ to the agreement from a ‗political point of view‘.
The cabinet was told that during a recent visit of Petroleum Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi to Moscow, the Russian minister for energy had shared an
approved draft of government-to-government agreement for setting up the LPG
air-mix plants on an engineering procurement, construction and finance (EPC-F)
basis.
The major part of the LPG air-mix plants would be funded by the Russian
side against the sovereign guarantees of the government of Pakistan on the EPC-F
basis. The nominated companies from Russia and Pakistan would be Rus-Gaz
Engineering and Inter-States Gas Systems Limited (ISGL) respectively.
The cabinet was also informed that approval of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
was sought for initiating negotiations on the inter-governmental agreement and the
PM office had directed to place the matter before the cabinet as a priority agenda
item.
Pakistan, Qatar sign $16 billion LNG deal
The approval of the cabinet was sought for initiating negotiations on intergovernmental agreement between Russia‘s Ministry of Energy and Pakistan‘s
Petroleum Ministry for setting up LPG air-mix plants.
Pakistan‘s state-run gas utilities have a huge pipeline network to provide
locally produced natural gas to consumers across the country, but they fall way
short of meeting the growing demand. The LPG air-mix plants will discourage the
laying of new pipelines. Already, Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) has set up
LPG air-mix plants in Balochistan.
Улан-Удэнский авиазавод передаст Пакистану гражданский вертолет
Ми-171
Информационное
агентство
http://www.buryatiya.com/more.php?UID=13637. 17.01.2017.

«Бурятия».

Об этом сообщается на официальном сайте Правительства Республики.
Холдинг «Вертолеты России» (входит в Госкорпорацию Ростех) стал
победителем международного тендера и заключил контракт с
правительством провинции Белуджистан (Республика Пакистан) на поставку
гражданского вертолета Ми-171. Ожидается, что вертолет будет передан в
первой половине 2017 года.
«Наша победа в тендере является закономерным показателем того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе.
Мы ожидаем, что власти Пакистана в будущем продолжат наращивать
объемы поставок российской техники. Предпосылки для этого есть уже
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сейчас», — заявил заместитель генерального директора холдинга «Вертолеты
России» по маркетингу и развитию бизнеса Александр Щербинин.
Выбор вертолета типа Ми-17 для работы в Белуджистане обусловлен их
подтвержденной высокой надежностью и эффективностью применения в
широком диапазоне температур, возможностью безангарного хранения,
простотой обслуживания и эксплуатации в регионах с ограниченно развитой
наземной инфраструктурой.
«Вертолеты России» впервые поставят гражданскую технику в Пакистан
Интернет-сайт «Ростех». http://rostec.ru/news/4519771. 16 янв 2017.

Холдинг «Вертолеты России» стал победителем международного
тендера и заключил контракт с правительством пакистанской провинции
Белуджистан на поставку гражданского Ми-171. Ожидается, что
вертолет будет передан в первой половине 2017 года.
Российский холдинг впервые заключает контракт с Пакистаном на
поставку гражданской техники. Ожидается, что власти Белуджистана будут
использовать многоцелевой Ми-171 для пассажирских и грузовых перевозок,
санитарных заданий, патрулирования и ликвидации последствий
чрезвычайных ситуаций.
Наша победа в тендере – закономерный показатель того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе
Александр Щербинин, замгендиректора «Вертолетов России»

«Наша победа в тендере – закономерный показатель того, что
российские вертолеты наиболее подходят для эксплуатации в этом регионе.
Мы ожидаем, что власти Пакистана в будущем продолжат наращивать
объемы поставок российской техники. Предпосылки для этого есть уже
сейчас», – заявил замгендиректора «Вертолетов России» по маркетингу и
развитию бизнеса Александр Щербинин.
Вертолеты типа Ми-17 отлично подходят для работы в
Белуджистане благодаря их подтвержденной высокой надежности и
эффективности применения в широком диапазоне температур, возможности
безангарного хранения, простоте обслуживания и эксплуатации в регионах с
ограниченно развитой наземной инфраструктурой.
Эти машины производятся на Улан-Удэнском авиационном заводе и
Казанском вертолетном заводе холдинга «Вертолеты России». По состоянию
на 2014 год было произведено более 12 000 таких машин. Это рекордный
показатель в мире среди двухдвигательных вертолетов. Они были
поставлены более чем в 100 стран мира. Их общий налет насчитывает около
100 млн часов.
Россия активно участвует в решении афганской проблемы
Russia getting into Afghan act
Zahid Hussain. Dawn. 4.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1306197/russia-gettinginto-afghan-act
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The gathering in Moscow last week — the third in the series of consultations
between Russia, China and Pakistan — underlines growing concern about the
spillover effect of the Afghan crisis in the region. The initiative is the latest
example of Russian assertion of its diplomatic power amidst growing frustration
over the American failure to deliver peace in Afghanistan.
An underlying cause of anxiety is the growing threat of the militant Islamic
State group spreading its tentacles in the war-torn country. But it is still unclear
whether the new alliance will be able to help reach a negotiated political solution
to the Afghan conflict. Although the Kabul government has now been invited for
the next round of talks, its exclusion from the earlier meetings cast a shadow over
the process.
Read: Afghanistan voices displeasure over being ignored in upcoming
trilateral meeting
Not surprisingly, the United States was not invited to the Moscow initiated
process. It is, however, premature to assume that the new nexus could replace the
quadrilateral forum that included the US along with Pakistan, China and
Afghanistan. The quadrilateral talks have been suspended for almost one year after
the collapse of efforts to bring the Afghan Taliban insurgents to the negotiating
table. The killing of Mullah Akhtar Mansour, the Taliban chief, in a CIA drone
strike last May has further diminished hopes for the talks to resume.
It is quite apparent that no peace effort could succeed without the tacit
support, if not active participation, of the US, which still has about 10,000 troops
involved in counter-insurgency operations in Afghanistan. Things have become
more complicated with the political transition in Washington. Like other foreign
policy issues, there is complete confusion over the Afghan policy in the soon-to-be
installed Trump administration.
Moscow‘s initiative to build a regional alliance against IS points to a
changing geo-political landscape.
That has perhaps compelled the three countries to find a regional solution to
the Afghan crisis that directly affects their own security. It remains to be seen
whether the Kabul government accepts the invitation to join the forum and whether
it is willing to show some flexibility in its approach on the peace talks. The
Moscow trilateral meeting has called for lifting of the travel ban on the insurgent
leaders, one of the major demands that the Taliban had presented as a precondition
for talks with the Kabul government. The Taliban are obviously pleased by the
Moscow meeting endorsing its demand. But lifting of the ban requires US consent.
China has for some time now been actively involved in the Afghan peace
efforts, being a major investor in mining and infrastructure development projects in
that country. Its good relations with both the Kabul government and the Taliban
have helped Beijing facilitate a few rounds of informal talks between the two
warring sides. Beijing has also been gravely concerned about the increasing
instability in Afghanistan and recent reports of growing IS activity in the country.
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Although Russia may not be a fresh entrant on the Afghan scene, its initiative
to build a regional alliance to counter the IS threat points to a new alignment of
forces in a changing geo-political landscape. Interestingly, the meeting on
Afghanistan followed another set of trilateral talks in Moscow that included
Turkey and Iran on the settlement of Syrian crisis. The US was excluded from that
meeting too, indicating that Moscow is taking a lead in settling the Syrian and
Afghan crises, thereby considerably altering the balance of power in the
international arena.
This Russian assertiveness seems to be driven by the Obama administration‘s
inaction and in anticipation of expected changes in US foreign policy under the
incoming Trump administration. Though the US president-elect has openly
castigated the Obama administration‘s approach on Syria and Afghanistan, there is
no clarity on future US policy, especially on Afghanistan. That has also provided
Moscow an opportunity to alter the current negotiating format and try to break the
persisting deadlock in the diplomatic efforts to find a political solution to the
Afghan conflict.
Indeed there is also serious concern among the three countries over the
deteriorating situation in the proximity of their borders. Last year was the bloodiest
in Afghanistan with the Taliban intensifying their attacks considerably. What has
been more perturbing, however, is the expanding footprint of IS, apparent in
several terrorist attacks in Afghanistan that took a huge toll on the civilian
population.
Moreover, the increasing activities of the group in northern Afghanistan, close
to the borders of the Central Asian countries, are particularly alarming for Russia.
There is also growing fear in Moscow of IS making inroads in the Muslim
population, especially as the Chechens form one of the largest foreign contingents
in the IS war in Iraq and Syria. That has also been a reason for Russia to establish
contacts with the Afghan Taliban who have been fighting IS.
Both China and Pakistan share Moscow‘s concerns and hence have decided to
join the new regional alignment. Islamabad particularly sees some hope of the new
regional format being in a better position to persuade the Afghan Taliban to come
to the negotiating table. However, it will certainly not be easy to make a
breakthrough given the complexities involving the problem. Most importantly, it
requires some serious efforts to remove the reservations of the Kabul government
over the new format that involves Pakistan.
Moreover, there is no unanimity within the fractious Afghan administration,
even on the issue of negotiations with the Taliban. There is also a question mark
over the Taliban agreeing to formally sit across the table with the Kabul
government without any preconditions, particularly at a time when they have
achieved significant success in the battlefield. According to some reports, the
Afghan officials have informally met the representatives of the Taliban‘s Qatar
office. But formal peace talks are a completely different ballgame.
To bring the Afghan peace process out of the deep freeze, it is most important
to end the frosty relations between Islamabad and Kabul. There has been some
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breaking of the ice with the recent telephonic contact between Afghan leaders and
Pakistan‘s new army chief. But is this enough to clear the huge wall of distrust
between the two countries?
Ростех и Пакистан могут завершить переговоры о тарифе для
газопровода Север-Юг в I квартале 2017 г.
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». 26.12.2016. http://www.angi.ru/news/2845095%D0%EE%F1%F2%E5%F5%20%E8%20%CF%E0%EA%E8%F1%F2%E0%ED%20%EC%EE%E3%
F3%F2%20%E7%E0%E2%E5%F0%F8%E8%F2%FC%20%EF%E5%F0%E5%E3%EE%E2%EE%F0
%FB%20%EE%20%F2%E0%F0%E8%F4%E5%20%E4%EB%FF%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0%E
E%E2%EE%E4%E0%20%D1%E5%E2%E5%F0%DE%E3%20%E2%20I%20%EA%E2%E0%F0%F2%E0%EB%E5%202017%20%E3./

Госкорпорация "Ростех" продолжает переговоры с Пакистаном о
повышении тарифа за прокачку газа по будущему газопроводу "Север - Юг"
на территории республики, консенсус может быть найден в первом квартале
2017 года. Об этом сообщил глава госкорпорации Сергей Чемезов.
"Пока мы зафиксировали одну цену, но нас она не очень устраивает, мы
продолжаем переговоры. Я надеюсь, что до конца первого квартала 2017 года
мы завершим переговоры и уже должны начать проектирование и
строительство. Сроки будем двигать. Все будет зависеть от того, когда будет
подписан контракт - отсюда будет отсчет и по срокам", - сказал он. Также
Чемезов отметил, что сдвиг сроков в части проекта не принципиален,
передает ТАСС.
Из Хроники Посольства РФ в Пакистане
5-9 декабря - Москву посетил министр планирования и развития ИРП
А.Икбал, который принял участие в третьей сессии министерской
конференции Экономической и социальной комиссии для Азии и Тихого
океана (ЭСКАТО) по транспорту. «На полях» мероприятия пакистанский
министр встретился с министром транспорта России М.Ю.Соколовым. Также
состоялись беседы исполсекретаря ЭСКАТО Ш.Ахтар с первым
заместителем Председателя Правительства России И.И.Шуваловым,
М.Ю.Соколовым и первым заместителем Председателя Центробанка
К.В.Юдаевой.
13 декабря в Исламабаде состоялись первые российско-пакистанские
консультации по центральноазиатской (региональной) проблематике при
участии Директора Департамента 3 ДСНГ МИД России А.В.Стерника и
гендиректора Департамента Западной и Центральной Азии МИД ИРП
А.Х.Дайо.
27 декабря Москву посетил первый заммининдел ИРП А.А.Чоудхри,
который принял участие в третьем раунде трехсторонних консультаций по
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региональной проблематике России, Китая и Пакистана. Участники
мероприятия встретились с заместителем Министра иностранных дел России
И.В.Моргуловым. В фокусе внимания - ситуация в ИРА, рост активности в
стране экстремистских группировок в том числе ИГИЛ, а также перспективы
нацпримирения с учетом руководящей роли самих афганцев и при
сохранении известных принципов интеграции вооруженной оппозиции в
мирную жизнь.
Пакистан предложил провести совместные учения на территории России
Деловая газета «Взгляд». 8 декабря 2016. http://vz.ru/news/2016/12/8/848212.html

Замглавы МИД Пакистана Тасним Аслам заявила, что Исламабад
надеется провести совместные военные учения с Москвой, подобные
тактическим учениям «Дружба-2016», уже на российской территории.
«Первые учения прошли очень хорошо. Мы это очень ценим. И я
полагаю, что следующие учения должны пройти здесь, в России. У нас нет
пока подтвержденных дат, но мы надеемся, что этот процесс продолжится», –
сообщила дипломат в интервью РИА «Новости».
Как отметила замглавы МИД Пакистана, происходит «очень хорошее
взаимодействие между военными».
«Мы учимся друг у друга и устанавливаем большее доверие. Россия для
нас дружественная страна. Эти учения полезны», – добавила Аслам.
Она также не исключила, что в «ближайшем будущем» министр
обороны Пакистана посетит Россию.
Между тем замглавы пакистанского МИД отметила, что «проведение
совместных действий представляется маловероятным, потому что в этом
регионе (в Пакистане – прим. ВЗГЛЯД) ИГИЛ* не захватил никакой
территории. Существует идеология, которую некоторые люди пытаются
распространить. Так что сотрудничество с Россией в этой области следует
относить к обмену информацией и мнениями, к примеру, как остановить
террористов ИГИЛ в распространении насилия с использованием интернета,
СМИ», – сказала она.
Аслам отметила, что ситуация в Пакистане не похожа на Сирию или
Ирак, где у террористов ИГ есть территория.
Первые совместные учения подразделений вооруженных сил России и
Пакистана «Дружба-2016» прошли с 24 сентября по 10 октября на
территории Пакистана.
Напомним, неделей ранее Индия выразила надежду на отказ России от
военного сотрудничества с Пакистаном.
Как отмечал глава второго департамента МИД России Замир Кабулов,
Москва не видит оснований для беспокойства Нью-Дели по поводу
предстоящих российско-пакистанских учений, они не будут проводиться в
районах, которые являются предметом территориального спора между
Индией и Пакистаном.
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Фрегат ВМС Пакистана «Аламгир» прибыл в Новороссийск с
трехдневным визитом
Нина Мигулина. «Новости дня — ASPNOVA». 08.12.2016. http://aspnova.ru/novosti-vmire/fregat-vms-pakistana-alamgir-pribyl-v-novorossijsk-s-trexdnevnym-vizitom-2/

«Перед прибытием фрегата „Аламгир― в Новороссийске состоялась
встреча командующего Черноморским флотом адмирала Александра Витко с
заместителем главнокомандующего ВМС Пакистана вице-адмиралом
Мухаммадом Файязом Гилани и военнослужащими дипломатами посольства
Пакистана в России», — сообщается в заявлении.
Корабль ВМФ Пакистана «Аламгир» с экипажем в количестве не менее
300 человек под командованием капитана Имтиаза Али прибывает с визитом
в порт Новороссийска с 6 по 9 декабря 2016-ого. «Заход нашего судна в порт
Новороссийска — это шаг к последующему укреплению взаимоотношений
между государствами», — сообщил Имтиаз Али. Это 1-ый в новой истории
случай захода в акваторию Черного моря военного корабля Пакистана.
Накануне захода фрегата «Аламгир» в Новороссийске состоялась
встреча командующего Черноморским флотом адмирала Александра Витко с
заместителем Главнокомандующего ВМС Пакистана вице-адмиралом
Мухаммадом Файязом Гилани и военнослужащими дипломатами посольства
Пакистана в РФ.
В период пребывания пакистанского фрегата в Новороссийске
запланировано проведение общих культурных и спортивных мероприятий.
«Дружеские спортивные матчи между пакистанскими и российскими
моряками пройдут в третий день визита», — сказали в пакистанской
дипмиссии.
«Они нанесли визит вежливости командующему Черноморским флотом
5 декабря».
Невзирая на морозную погоду, пакистанские моряки оценили тѐплый
приѐм новороссийсцев.
Экипаж сторожевого корабля ЧФ «Пытливый» принял участие в
торжественной встрече фрегата ВМС Пакистана в Новороссийске
«Новости Крыма». http://crimea-news.com/other/2016/12/06/250624.html. 6.12.2016.

Севастополь, 6 декабря. Крыминформ. Экипаж сторожевого корабля
Черноморского флота «Пытливый» сегодня принял участие в торжественной
церемонии встречи фрегата Военно-морских сил Исламской Республики
Пакистан «Аламгир», который прибыл с трехдневным деловым заходом в
Новороссийск. Об этом сообщила пресс-служба ЧФ РФ.
Накануне захода пакистанского фрегата в Новороссийске состоялась
встреча командующего Черноморским флотом адмирала Александра Витко с
заместителем главнокомандующего ВМС Пакистана вице-адмиралом
Мухаммадом Файязом Гилани и военными дипломатами посольства
Пакистана в России, уточнила пресс-служба.
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По прибытии в Новороссийскую военно-морскую базу российские и
пакистанские моряки обсудили условия стоянки и программу пребывания
фрегата «Аламгир» в порту. По информации ЧФ, запланировано проведение
культурных и спортивных мероприятий.
Командир пакистанского фрегата, по традиции, нанес протокольный
визит командиру Новороссийской военно-морской базы капитану первого
ранга Олегу Шастову, провел встречу в администрации Новороссийска.
К Новороссийску подошел боевой корабль из Пакистана
«Вести Кубань».
pakistana/. 7.12.2016.

http://kubantv.ru/kuban/k-novorossijsku-podoshel-boevoj-korabl-iz-

Боевой корабль с мирными намерениями прибыл сегодня в
Новороссийск. В городе-герое состоялась торжественная церемония встречи
фрегата военно-морских сил Пакистана — «Аламгир». О том, с какой целью
флагман исламской республики пришел в акваторию Черного моря, — Елена
Голубева.
На боевом фрегате Пакистана встречают одинаково адмиралов
и женщин. Военный оркестр, хлеб-соль, рукопожатия. Новороссийск
встречает боевой корабль Пакистана.
Фрегат «Аламгир» на вооружении Пакистана с 2010 года. До этого 31
год использовался военно-морскими силами США. В Пакистане корабль
назвали в честь падишаха империи великих моголов в Индии. Судно
патрулирует акваторию Индийского океана, Красного и Аравийского морей.
Участвует в борьбе с наркотрафиком и пиратами. Принимает участие
в интернациональных операциях. В акваторию Черного моря фрегат вошел
впервые.
— Конечно, погода здесь немного холоднее, чем у нас, но тепло
и энтузиазм в сердцах людей помогает согреться, — сказал Фаяз Джилани,
заместитель начальника штаба ВМС Пакистана по личному составу.
В Новороссийск фрегат привели общие взгляды двух стран, Пакистана
и России, на вопросы международной безопасности — стремление
к мирному морю и спокойной торговле.
— Пакистан видит Россию как источник стабильности и мира
на региональном и глобальном уровне. Планирует сотрудничать в таких
сферах, как оборона, энергетика, борьба с терроризмом и наркотрафиком, —
отметил Имтиаз Али, капитан фрегата «Алаигир».
Программа пребывания судна в Новороссийске насыщена: прием
в мэрии,
ответный —
на корабле,
знакомство
с местными
достопримечательностями. Российские и пакистанские моряки сыграют
в футбол. И все желающие смогут посетить иностранный фрегат
с экскурсией. Но успеть нужно, пока корабль под пакистанским флагом
не уйдет на совместные с россиянами учения в Черном море.
— От Черноморского флота будут участвовать два корабля. Это СКР
«Светливый» и «Минеральные воды». Учения назначены на 9 декабря, —
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прокомментировал Олег Тищенко, заместитель командира Новороссийской
военной базы.
Условную войну кораблей можно будет увидеть прямо с берега.
А пакистанский фрегат покинет Новороссийскую бухту сразу после учений.
И провожать его будут также торжественно, как и встречали.
Из Хроники Посольства РФ в Пакистане.
6-9 декабря 2016 г.

В акватории Новороссийска находился фрегат ВМС ИРП «Аламгир» под
командованием контр-адмирала М.Ф.Гилани, который совместно со
сторожевым кораблем «Пытливый» Черноморского флота России принял
участие в российско- пакистанских военно-морских учениях «PASSEX». На
полигоне боевой подготовки моряки двух стран провели тренировки по
связи, совместному маневрированию, поиску и спасению на море, а также
отработали совместные действия по отражению атаки надводной
малоразмерной цели, в роли которой действовал быстроходный патрульный
катер «Раптор» Новороссийской военно-морской базы.
Пакистан разрешил РФ использовать порт Гвадар для экспорта
продукции
Информационный центр «AfterShock». https://aftershock.news/?q=node/460748&full.
27.11.2016.

Власти Пакистана одобрили использование РФ порта Гвадар для
экспорта продукции на фоне заинтересованности Москвы в китайскопакистанском экономическом коридоре, пишет издание News International со
ссылкой на источники.
РФ выразила заинтересованность как отмечает газета, в использовании
порта для осуществления торговой деятельности после того, как об этом
заявили ее соседи по Каспию - Туркменистан и Иран.
Как пишет издание, глава ФСБ РФ Александр Бортников недавно
совершил визит в Исламабад, где встретился с высокопоставленными
представителями пакистанской разведки и оборонных ведомств. Во время
встречи Бортников сделал запрос, согласно которому РФ хотела бы
присоединиться к экономическому коридору между Пакистаном и Китаем,
после чего пакистанские власти дали на положительный сигнал на
использование РФ порта Гвадар.
Как пишет газета, премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф,
находящийся с двухдневным визитом в Туркменистане, приветствовал
стремление РФ присоединиться к этому коридору. Ожидается, что
соглашения по этому порту будут подписаны в течение следующего месяца.
Порт Гвадар является ключевой точкой для проекта китайскопакистанского экономического коридора. Порт был торжественно открыт
еще в 2007 году, но лишь 13 ноября 2016 года началась его коммерческая
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эксплуатация. Портом владеет государственная компания, но управляет им
китайская Chinese Overseas Port Holdings Limited.

ПАКИСТАН – ЕВРОПА1
Торговля Пакистана с Бельгией – свыше 1 млрд. долл.
Trade between Pakistan, Belgium crosses $1b
The Express Tribune, November 17th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1560616/2trade-pakistan-belgium-crosses-1b/

LAHORE: Trade between Pakistan and Belgium has been growing steadily
over the years, but there is still potential to maximise the trade and economic ties.
Sector-specific measures are required to enhance the two-way commerce to the
desired level.
These views were expressed by Honorary Consul of Pakistan in Belgium
Luc Meurrens while talking to office-bearers of the Lahore Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (LCCI).
Centre hides long-term CPEC plan from provinces
Meurrens lauded the LCCI, saying exchange of trade delegations and
organisation of trade fairs were the most effective marketing tools in the fast
changing global scenario.
Speaking on the occasion, LCCI Acting President Khawaja Khawer Rasheed
said Pakistan and Belgium enjoyed good diplomatic relations and the latter was an
important trading partner of Pakistan in the European Union. He said among the
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important importing and exporting destinations for Pakistan in the EU, Belgium
came at the third and sixth places respectively.
―Traditionally, bilateral trade has been in favour of Pakistan. It is great to see
that the trade has crossed over a billion dollars for the first time,‖ Rasheed said.
In 2015, the level of bilateral trade stood at $817 million, which increased to
$1.22 billion in 2016. Increasing trends were witnessed both in imports and exports
over the last two years, which led to a healthy transformation in bilateral trade.
Pakistan, Turkey agree to promote bilateral ties with focus on trade,
economy
―Pakistan‘s exports to Belgium registered a 10% increase in a year whereas
imports from Belgium went up 154%. I think we need to maintain this trend while
focusing more on increasing exports to Belgium,‖ said an LCCI official.
The acting president was of the view that there were good prospects for
undertaking joint ventures in Pakistan with the help of Belgian experience and
technical knowhow in the fields of agro-food processing, chemicals, paper and
board, dairy and fertilisers.
Пакистан занял у Европейского банка 700 млн. долл.
Pakistan borrows another $700m to ease pressure off reserves
The Express Tribune, June 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446537/pakistanborrows-another-700m-ease-pressure-off-reserves/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has obtained another $700 million loan from a
European commercial bank for 10 years in a bid to take pressure off its foreign
currency reserves, increasing its borrowings to around $9 billion in the past almost
one year.
The fresh $700 million loan has been obtained at an interest rate of 4.47%,
which is significantly lower than the return the country paid in the past on
borrowings through Sukuk and Eurobonds.
The cost is also lower than what Pakistan paid on the $1 billion raised through
a relatively cheaper mode of Islamic financing – Sukuk – in September last year.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
However, the loan has been got on a policy-based guarantee provided by the
World Bank, which will charge 0.5% fee per annum for providing its shoulder.
This will increase the overall borrowing cost to 4.97% – still better than previous
issues. Pakistan also paid a one-time 0.25% upfront fee to the World Bank.
With the fresh borrowing, the government has so far got a whopping $3.6
billion in loans from foreign commercial banks since September last year.
Total borrowings in the past almost one year swelled to about $9 billion – the
highest-ever in a single year in Pakistan‘s history, although final figures will be
available by the end of next month.
This also includes two $622 million loans of Asian Development Bank
(ADB). Most of the $9 billion has been borrowed to pay off pervious loans.
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The borrowing from foreign commercial banks is a new phenomenon
introduced by the PML-N government after coming to power in mid-2013. This
borrowing is done without competitive bidding, unlike raising money by floating
international bonds.
World Bank Country Director for Pakistan Illango Patchamuthu also tweeted
about the fresh loan.
―Past week two World Bank guarantees helped Pakistan secure over $1
billion in international commercial financing at very attractive rates,‖ he tweeted
on Wednesday.
He said the World Bank guarantees helped expand market access and achieve
better terms, saving $120 million in interest payments and increasing repayment
period to 10 years from the usual three years. He did not elaborate on the savings.
In addition to the $700 million, the World Bank also provided guarantees for
$350 million in commercial loan for financing the construction of Dasu dam.
The finance ministry had to borrow more to meet external requirements after
disbursements under the Coalition Support Fund, foreign remittances and export
receipts fell far below projections.
Pakistan‘s external sector has come under immense pressure in the past one
year due to a phenomenal increase in the current account deficit that widened to $9
billion from July to May excluding the impact of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC)-related imports.
The government has not recorded about $4 billion worth of CPEC imports in
the current account data as these payments are made outside of Pakistan banking
channels.
The $9-billion deficit is double than the $4.5-billion projection, which has put
pressure on the central bank‘s foreign currency reserves. Former finance minister
Dr Hafiz Pasha has called the overshooting of the deficit target by over 100% a
―big error‖.
The Monetary Policy Committee of the central bank that met on May 20 also
acknowledged that the ―external account situation remained under pressure‖ due to
the widening of current account deficit, according to minutes of the committee
meeting.
Foreign currency reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan increased to
$16.376 billion by June 23 following the release of three loans from the World
Bank and the ADB.
Pakistan‘s total external debt and liabilities increased to $76.7 billion at the
end of March 2017, according to the central bank. The external public debt is put at
$58 billion, but it is not reliable as the Ministry of Finance has twice amended the
public debt definition in the past one year to understate the debt.
World Bank to finance solar power projects in Pakistan
For the outgoing fiscal year, the government had budgeted $2 billion in loans
from foreign commercial banks. In revised estimates in May, the government
increased the borrowing projection to $3.7 billion.
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About 55% of foreign commercial loans – $2 billion to be precise – came
from Chinese financial institutions.
For fiscal year 2016-17, the government had budgeted $8 billion in foreign
loans, but it has now revised the estimate upwards.
Итальянская фирма Eni выиграла контракт на поставки газа в Пакистан
на 15 лет.
Eni to start supplying LNG to Pakistan in December
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
June
23rd,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442493/eni-start-supplying-lng-pakistan-december/

2017.

Italian energy giant wins 15-year contract after offering a price discount
ISLAMABAD: Italian energy giant Eni will start supplying liquefied natural
gas (LNG) to Pakistan in December this year, which will be provided to LNGbased power plants being set up in Punjab to tackle prolonged power outages.
Pakistan shelves $2b LNG project
According to an official, the LNG power plants have been delayed, providing
some flexibility to the government in striking a gas supply contract with Eni.
He said the Italian company had won a long-term contract after offering some
discount in the gas price. Eni came up with the offer in response to two tenders
floated by Pakistan LNG Company for gas delivery.
One tender was for the short term of five years and the other was for longterm supplies over a period of 15 years. Around 15 companies participated in the
short-term tender whereas five companies submitted bids for long-term supplies.
Two companies Gunvor and Eni were declared successful for quoting the
lowest prices.
Gunvor quoted 11.62% of crude oil price for short-term LNG deliveries
whereas Eni quoted 12.29% of crude oil price for long-term supplies.
This was the second LNG contract won by Gunvor. Earlier, it clinched a deal
in response to Pakistan State Oil‘s (PSO) tender of May 13, 2015 for import of 100
million cubic feet of LNG per day (mmcfd).
According to the official, Eni offered some concession and agreed to lower
the price to 11.99% of crude oil rate compared to 12.29% quoted in the tender.
Following the discount offer, Pakistan LNG Company awarded the long-term
LNG supply contract to Eni. Apart from the fresh tender, PSO has struck a longterm LNG supply agreement with Qatar at 13.37% of crude oil price for cargo
deliveries over a period of 15 years.
Under this arrangement, PSO is regularly importing LNG from Qatar. Under
short and long-term contracts, Pakistan will import one cargo every month.
Earlier, Pakistan LNG Company, set up by the government for gas imports,
had hired services of an international consultant to evaluate the LNG prices quoted
by Gunvor and Eni in response to the tenders.
The consultant suggested that Gunvor had quoted the price in line with the
market trend, but Eni‘s bid was higher for the long-term contract. After that,
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Pakistan LNG Company awarded the short-term contract to Gunvor, but stopped
short of approving Eni‘s bid.
Following this, Eni offered a discount and succeeded in winning the
multibillion-dollar contract.Eni has now quoted the lowest price compared with the
prices at which earlier LNG supply contracts were signed by PSO with Gunvor and
Qatar.
Elaborating, a senior government official said Pakistan received attractive
bids because of a very small number of tenders invited around the world.
Qatar joins race to win Pakistan‘s LNG pipeline contract
Only Egypt floated three tenders, but awarded only one whereas two were
scrapped. However, he said, ―it is unlikely Pakistan could get a similar price offer
in the future.‖
―Pakistan is expected to save $500 million every year under the short-term
LNG deal with Gunvor because of the low price,‖ an official said, adding Eni‘s
price was also lower compared to the price agreed with Qatar in the long-term deal.
Германия оказала помощь Пакистана на сумму 109 млн. евро.
Germany announces €109 million for Pakistan
The Express Tribune, April 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1376578/germanyannounces-e109-million-pakistan/

ISLAMABAD: Germany announced a financial package of €109 million for
Pakistan in order to develop economic ties between the two countries.
The Declaration of Intent, which was signed following a meeting between
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and German Federal Minister for Economic
Cooperation and Development Dr Gerd Muller on Thursday, promises €109
million to Pakistan in the next two years.
Malaysia wants to utilise Gwadar port
―Muller proffered the prospect of new funding for bilateral technical and
financial cooperation,‖ said an official handout issued by the German Embassy in
Islamabad.―The bilateral economic cooperation could reach a significant level of
up to €109 million for the two-year period of 2017-2018.‖
The declaration reiterates the three priority areas for cooperation which
include governance, energy and sustainable economic development. Both sides
renewed their intention to continue their successful cooperation in order to meet
Pakistan‘s socio-economic development challenges, in coherence with Pakistan‘s
Vision 2025 and the internationally agreed Sustainable Development Goals.
On the occasion, Dar appreciated the cooperation and support of the German
government for various development projects in Pakistan, including the recent
equity participation by KfW Development Bank in Pakistan Microfinance
Investment Company.
―After having achieved macroeconomic stability in Pakistan, the present
government is now focused on attaining higher, sustainable and inclusive
economic growth,‖ he said. ―We are currently focused towards promotion of
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financial and digital inclusion in the country. This is evident from the IT Park
project in Islamabad which is being implemented with loan assistance from the
Korean Exim Bank.‖
The finance minister emphasised that the country has a liberal investment
regime and invited German companies to invest, particularly in the automotive and
the solar photovoltaic sectors. ―Companies should explore the possibility of
benefitting from the opportunities available in investing in Special Economic
Zones being established in Pakistan,‖ he said.
Meanwhile, Muller appreciated Pakistan‘s efforts and sacrifices for
addressing the challenges of terrorism and extremism, and the promotion of global
peace. He also congratulated the Pakistan government on its steady reform
progress.
Britain eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
―We are focused on continuing the development initiatives in Pakistan, which
include providing with technical and research assistance for various projects,
especially in the agriculture sector,‖ he said.
He extended an invitation to the finance minister to visit Germany and meet
with various business leaders to promote investment and business opportunities in
Pakistan.
The development cooperation between Pakistan and Germany goes back to
1961, with the funding volume till date totalling to about €3 billion. Pakistan was
also one of Germany‘s first partner countries.
Пакистан расширяет связи ЕС
‗Pakistan values relations with EU‘
The Express Tribune, March 18th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1358494/pakistanvalues-relations-eu/

The EU Ambassador and the minister discussed various matters related to
cooperation
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan accords immense importance to its relations with
the European Union espousing values of democracy, plurality and rule of law, said
state minister for Information, Broadcasting and National Heritage Marriyum
Aurangzeb.
Pakistan, european union: ‗GSP Plus has potential to enhance trade
She said this during a meeting with Jean-Francois Cautain, the Ambassador of
European Union to Pakistan, on Friday.
The EU Ambassador and the minister discussed various matters related to
cooperation in the fields of media, information and culture.
The EU envoy assured the minister of all possible help to Pakistan in the field
of media, information and culture. He also extended an invitation to Minister of
State to join the celebrations marking the 60th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome.
Europe to be largest market for Pakistan‘s textiles
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Pakistan shows the best potential of increasing its exports to the EU among all
countries benefiting from the GSP (Generalised Scheme of Preferences) Plus.
According to EU statistics, Pakistan‘s exports amounted to 6 billion euros in
2015, which was 37% more than imports from the trade bloc. Pakistan‘s exports to
the European market have consistently increased since 2005.
After the GSP Plus status was granted to Pakistan in January 2014, the trade
flow to the European market grew rapidly by 21.5% in 2014 and 33.7% in 2015
compared to 2013.
Pakistan‘s business community is not only targeting to step up exports to the
EU, but is also striving to strengthen the partnership that will facilitate growth in
trade with major partners such as the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and Italy.
Торговля Пакистана с Европой
Pakistan to help Kyrgyzstan enter EU market
The Express Tribune. 28.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308886/increasingexportspakistan-help-kyrgyzstan-enter-eu-market/

GSP Plus review: Support mechanism unit to be established
Pakistan shows the best potential of increasing its exports to the EU among all
countries benefiting from the GSP Plus.
According to EU statistics, Pakistan‘s exports amounted to 6 billion euros in
2015, which was 37% more than imports from the trade bloc. Pakistan‘s exports to
the European market have consistently increased since 2005.
After the GSP Plus status was granted to Pakistan in January 2014, the trade
flow to the European market grew rapidly by 21.5% in 2014 and 33.7% in 2015
compared to 2013.
Pakistan‘s business community is not only targeting to step up exports to the
EU, but is also striving to strengthen the partnership that will facilitate growth in
trade with major partners such as the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and Italy.
Manufacturers have also improved the quality of their products and with that
their prices have gone up, fetching more earnings for the country.

ПАКИСТАН – США1
ПОЛИТИКА США1
Сложности отношений США и Пакистана в 2017 г.
US-Pakistan relations hit a new low in 2017
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, December 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379697/uspakistan-relations-hit-a-new-low-in-2017
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WASHINGTON: US-Pakistan relations hit a new low in 2017 and a series
of high-level contacts between the two countries exposed the weakness in this
relationship instead of strengthening it.
It was also during 2017 that the US administration announced a new strategy
for winning the war in Afghanistan, urging Pakistan to join the US-led efforts to
defeat the Taliban in the battlefield. The policy recognises Pakistan‘s right to reject
the US offer but warns that there will be consequences if it decides to do so.
In statements, President Donald Trump, his vice president, secretaries of
defence and state and national security advisers and other senior officials
highlighted the consequences that the policy hints at — from stopping US
economic and military assistance to raising doubts about Pakistan‘s ability to
provide ―responsible stewardship‖ to its nuclear assets.
Some officials warned that Pakistan could ―lose territory‖ if it did not
eradicate terrorist safe havens from its soil. Others said the US could take
―unilateral action‖ in areas of divergence with Pakistan.
The statements, along with the pronouncement that India now is the
strongest US ally, alarmed Pakistan, forcing it to look for other options to protect
its interests.
Initially, Pakistan reacted cautiously to these threats, but on Thursday,
military‘s chief spokesman Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor told the United States and
Afghanistan that it‘s time for them to do more for Pakistan, instead of asking
Islamabad to do so.
―No organised infrastructure of any banned organisation is present in
Pakistan. We have fought an imposed and imported war twice in Pakistan and now
we cannot do any more for anyone,‖ he said.
But the same day, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson offered to partner
with Pakistan against terrorism, indicating that the Trump administration still
hopes to persuade Islamabad to accept its demands despite the recent bitterness.
The Pakistani establishment‘s strong reaction to these demands followed a
warning from Vice President Mike Pence that President ―Trump has put Pakistan
on notice,‖ and that ―Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with the United
States, and … much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals and terrorists‖.
High-level visits
The warnings and high-level visits to Pakistan started in August. In the last
four months, half a dozen US officials have visited Islamabad to persuade Pakistan
to support the new US policy, including Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, Secretary
of Defence James Mattis, Centcom chief Gen Joseph Votel and Trump South Asia
adviser Lisa Curtis and Assistant Secretary of State Alice G. Wells.
The visitors met all key Pakistani leaders — including Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, and ISI chief Let
Gen Naveed Mukhtar.
But the only positive comment that came out of such contacts was the
expression of a desire to continue working for ―a common ground‖.
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Mr Tillerson said after his October visit he told Pakistani leadership that
Washington would implement its new strategy with or without their support. ―And
if you don‘t want to do that, don‘t feel you can do it, we‘ll adjust our tactics and
our strategies to achieve the same objective a different way‖.
The next visitor was Secretary Mattis who repeated a frequent US call on
Pakistan to do more after a meeting with Pakistani leaders early this month.
This lack of progress in these contacts shows differences between Islamabad
and Washington over the new US strategy which claims that Pakistan ―often gives
safe haven to agents of chaos, violence, and terror‖.
While announcing the new strategy, President Trump also said that the US
has been ―paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same time they are
housing the very terrorists that we are fighting‖ but this must stop now.
Pakistan says that US leaders continue to repeat a false claim – that
Islamabad shelters terrorists – and reminds them that friends ―do not put each other
on notice.‖
Michael Kugelman, deputy director for South Asia at the US-based Wilson
Centre, says he does not believe such threats could change Pakistan‘s response to
the US demand in the near future.
―From a Pakistani perspective, it makes perfect sense to have the
Afghan Taliban in their corner,‖ said Kugelman. ―Pakistan, just like
everyone else in the region, assumes that eventually, US troops will withdraw from
Afghanistan,‖ he told Al Jazeera.
When that withdrawal happens, Mr Kugelman added, there was a risk of
―rampant destabilisation and civil war in Afghanistan‖, and a relationship with the
Afghan Taliban would be valuable for Pakistan in that context.
Пакистан не допустит односторонних (несанкционированных)
действий США на своей территории в борьбе со скрывающимися
террористами.
Pakistan struggles to thwart US advances
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/30-Dec-2017/pakistanstruggles-to-thwart-us-advances

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan is struggling to thwart US advances amid
speculations that Washington could unilaterally decide to take direct action against
the alleged militants‘ hideouts on the Pakistani side of the Afghan border,
diplomatic sources said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Pakistan was
making efforts to stop the US from hurting Pakistan‘s sovereignty.
One official said: ―They are very assertive and hardly ready to listen [to our
point of view]. This is a very delicate situation. We are trying to placate them.‖
He added: ―Pakistan of course will not allow the US military to land
inside Pakistan and take action [against the militants] but at the same time we
cannot afford to lock horns with the sole global power.‖
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Another official said Pakistan was prepared to ―cooperate‖ with
the US except the joint operation proposal.
―Their [the US] tone is threatening but we still hope good sense will prevail.
The civil and the military leadership are not ready to tolerate direct US action
inside Pakistan . We are hoping the US will not impose it, and if they do, we will
decide the future line of action. We have faced drone attacks in the tribal areas but
the possible landing of USforces will be a real test of our patience. Every effort is
being made to avoid this situation,‖ he maintained.
This week, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said his country was
prepared to work with Pakistan to defeat terrorist organisations.
In an article published in the New York Times, he wrote: ―That country
[Afghanistan] cannot become a safe haven for terrorists, as it was, in the days
before the September 11 attacks. Pakistan must contribute by combating terrorist
groups on its own soil.‖
The secretary of state, who visited Pakistan in October, said Pakistan ―must
demonstrate its desire to partner with us .‖
Pakistan‘s military said it had already done enough and it was the US and
Afghanistan‘s turn to ―do more‖.
Military spokesperson Major-General Asif Ghafoor said: ―Pakistan has
twice fought an imposed and imported war inside Pakistan . We have sacrificed.
We have paid a huge price. Pakistan has done enough and we cannot do any more
for others.‖
He said if Pakistan had not done enough, al-Qaeda could not have been
defeated.
This month, the US Vice President, Mike Pence, told the US troops in
Bagram Air Base that US President Donald Trump had ―put Pakistan on notice‖.
He claimed Pakistan had ―much to lose‖, if it continues to ―harbour
criminals‖.
Pence said Pakistan must stop offering ―safe havens‖ to Taliban factions and
militants.
He alleged Pakistan had provided ―safe haven to the Taliban‖ and other
terrorist groups ―too often‖.
The Foreign Office responded sharply saying allies do not put each other on
notice.
The foreign ministry said Pence‘s statement was at ―variance with the
extensive conversations we have had with the US administration.‖
Foreign Office spokesperson Dr Mohammed Faisal said Pakistan was
struggling to find common ground with the US amid tension.
―We are in talks and are trying to find common ground. We have not lost
hope. However, [if all efforts fail] we can look for other options [like creating a
new bloc led by Russia and China],‖ he said.
This month, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif also asked the US to learn from
the experiences of Pakistan in war against terrorism.
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The foreign minister said that the frustration of the US could be clearly seen
through statements at the United Nations General Assembly session, adding that
the failure in Afghan war was the reason of frustration.
Former interior minister Senator Rehman Malik said the
money Pakistan received
from
the US was
reimbursement
for
the
support Pakistan provided to the coalition for its fight against al-Qaeda.
―It is not aid but committed coalition support fund, which has been blocked
many times by the US ,‖ he said.
The lawmaker said it was Pakistan‘s active support against all odds and
75,000 casualties in the US-led war on terror that led to victory against al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is still hosting millions of Afghan refugees, which is a direct
burden. We should not ignore the unholy alliance of India and Afghanistan
intelligence agencies. The anti-terror war needs a united effort not confrontation.
The US must acknowledge our efforts,‖ he remarked.
International Affairs expert Huma Baqai said the Pakistani nation would not
accept the US troops inside Pakistan .
―They should provide us technology and money, if they want us to go
further. We are working according to our resources but have still won the war on
terror. Pakistan is the only country that has defeated terrorists,‖ she added.
Baqai said the US should come out of India‘s influence and support
Pakistan‘s sincere efforts to curb terrorism.
Пакистан отвергает новую американскую Стратегию национальной
безопасности (навязывает Пак-ну позицию Индии)
Pakistan rejects US national security strategy
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/20-Dec2017/pakistan-rejects-us-national-security-strategy

Washington told it should not impose ‗India‘s will‘ on Islamabad
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has asked the United States to stop imposing
India‘s will on Islamabad and treat Pakistan as a sovereign state, diplomatic
sources said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Pakistan had sent
a strong message to Washington after this week‘s National Security Committee‘s
meeting where the civil and the military leadership agreed to give a ―tit-for-tat‖
response to the US .
One official said Pakistan had contacted the US after President Donald
Trump once again pressed Pakistan to do more and conveyed that Islamabad could
not work under pressure.
―[The] US president and his team have been issuing statements, which look
heavily influenced by India. We have complained against this attitude. They should
not dictate terms but cooperate,‖ he said.
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This week, President Trump unveiled a new national security strategy, and
asked Pakistan to take ―decisive action‖ against the terror network. Trump said
the US wanted Pakistan to help Washington fight extremism.
The new strategy says: ―No partnership can survive a country‘s support for
militants and terrorists who target a partner‘s own service members and officials.‖
In August, Trump had announced his policy for Afghanistan and South Asia
and accused Islamabad of harbouring terrorists. He also urged India to play a
―bigger role‖ in Afghanistan.
―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organisations,‖ he said, while hinting to cut Pakistan‘s financial aid.
Recently, US Defence Secretary James Mattis visited Pakistan and said it
was part of an effort to ―set the conditions for future collaboration‖ that would lead
to denial of safe havens ―for any terrorist group that would attack anyone in the
region.‖
Mattis said the US would like to broaden the focus to ensure ―no terrorist
organisation is seen as able to operate from a haven there.‖
Later, Foreign Office spokesperson Dr Mohammed Faisal said Pakistan did
not agree with US President Donald Trump‘s policy on South Asia but talks were
on to find common grounds to move forward.
―Pakistan does not agree with the US policy on South Asia, which was
announced in August this year. There was a difference in understanding and
perceptions on both sides. Thereafter, a dialogue started,‖ he said.
There were reports that Pakistan had prepared a new strategy to deal with
the US amid the tension.
The new policy is aimed at giving response to the US on an equality basis.
Another official at the foreign ministry said Pakistan would not tolerate
pressure but was willing to work with the US for the sake of regional peace and to
defeat terrorism.
―Pressure by the US at a time when the nation [Pakistan] is already
infuriated at Trump‘s decision to recognise Jerusalem as the capital of Israel,‖ he
said.
The official added: ―We were expecting the US to be soft after the Muslims‘
protest over the Jerusalem issue but they are still trying to dictate terms.‖
Meanwhile, a foreign ministry statement on Tuesday said that
the US National SecurityStrategy 2017 released on December 18 had made certain
unsubstantiated allegations towards Pakistan .
―Pakistan rejects such unfounded accusations that belie facts on ground and
trivialise Pakistan‘s efforts for fighting terrorism and our unmatched sacrifices to
promote peace and stability in the region,‖ it said.
The statement added: ―Pakistan has long been at the forefront in the fight
against regional and global terrorism. It is because of Pakistan‘s cooperation with
the international community, acknowledged and appreciated by the US leadership,
that the Al-Qaeda core was decimated from the region.‖
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In a troubled neighbourhood, it said, Pakistan continued to suffer at the
hands of state-sponsored terrorism, funded and abetted by our neighbours through
proxies.
―These proxies, consisting of individuals, organisations and intelligence
agencies, are working against Pakistan at the behest of regional adversaries. The
self-proclaimed guarantors of peace and phony regional powers are pursuing this
nefarious game of expansionism to the detriment of regional and global peace.
Destabilising policies and actions by some countries to maintain their hegemony in
pursuit of absolute power are responsible for instability in several parts of the
world, including ours,‖ the statement added.
Countries emerge as regional or global powers on the basis of their
constructive contributions.
It does not fall upon one country to bestow such status on any state, it said.
Ironically, a country with a record of defiance of the UNSC resolutions,
introduction of nuclear weapons in south Asia and use of terrorism as a state
policy, is being projected as a regional leader, it said.
South Asia‘s strategic stability is being undermined by India‘s unchecked
brutalisation of the people of the Indian Occupied Kashmir and incessant ceasefire
violations targeting innocent civilians, the statement said.
The Afghan soil, despite substantial US presence, is being constantly used
by elements hostile to Pakistan‘s stability.
Pakistan‘s efforts and sincere proposals for effective border management to
prevent cross border movement of militants and return of Afghan refugees are yet
to make any headway.
On the other hand, a malicious campaign is under-way to undo Pakistan‘s
achievements in the war against terrorism, it said.
Pakistan has consistently emphasised that a political settlement, owned and
led by Afghans is the only viable option to end the conflict in Afghanistan, the
statement said.
In recent years, Pakistan‘s security forces have undertaken indiscriminate
and effective counter-terrorism operations against terrorists and extremists.
―Thanks to these comprehensive operations, today, Pakistan is a more stable,
peaceful and secure country. The success against the menace of terrorism,
however, has come at a tremendous cost of blood and treasure, courageously
braced by the people of Pakistan ,‖ it said.
The statement said: ―As a responsible nuclear state, Pakistan has put in
place, a highly efficient, robust and centralised command and control mechanism
to secure its nuclear assets. The safety and security standards of Pakistan‘s nuclear
arsenal are second to no other nuclear state.‖
It further said: ―Mindful of the fact that the war against terrorism is not yet
over, Pakistanremains committed to continue its fight against the sympathisers,
financers and abettors of terrorism to ensure that Pakistan‘s soil is not used for
committing violence anywhere. We expect the same commitment from our
neighbours and other regional and global actors.‖
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Pakistan , it said, is a country of over 200 million people with strong and
robust
democratic
institutions
and
highly
professional
and
committed security forces.
―We also remain committed to protect our sovereignty, territorial integrity
and nationalinterest determined by the people of Pakistan ,‖ the statement said.
International affairs expert Dr Pervaiz Iqbal Cheema said Trump‘s attitude
was uncalled for.
―They [the US leaders] are issuing statements under the Indian
influence. Pakistan is a nuclear power and must be respected. We have sacrificed
more than any country,‖ he added.
Cheema said Trump was criticising Pakistan when the whole world was
appreciating Pakistan‘s success in the anti-terror war.
―[The] US needs to be reasonable. They must adopt a balanced policy in the
region. Pakistan‘s efforts must be acknowledged,‖ he remarked.
Pakistan did not fight war on terror for money: ISPR
Monitoring Desk adds: Director General Inter-Services Public Relations
Major General Asif Ghafoor on Tuesday said Pakistan did not fight the war on
terror for money and the country only needs acknowledgement of its sacrifices and
contributions.
―Since 1947, giving Pakistan $50 billion or so, is not our price, as far as
money is concerned. If America gave us assistance in the security domain, that is
their nationalinterest. Being a superpower, the US has defence cooperation with
countries across the world," said the DG ISPR.
―By making some payments over the years in the ongoing war on terror and
then claiming that heavy payments are being made, we want to say that Pakistan is
not fighting for money,‖ he added while talking to a private TV channel.
Китай и Россия раскритиковали провозглашенную США политику
«холодной войны».
China, Russia slam US ‗imperialist‘ and ‗Cold War mentality‘
Dawn, December 20th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1377672/china-russia-slamus-imperialist-and-cold-war-mentality

BEIJING: China and Russia on Tuesday decried President Donald Trump‘s
first National Security Strategy — which pilloried both nations as challengers to
US power — as a ―Cold War mentality‖ with an ―imperialist character‖.
The two global powerhouses hit back hours after the Trump administration
unveiled its approach to the world with biting language framing Beijing and
Moscow as global competitors.
―We urge the United States to stop intentionally distorting China‘s strategic
intentions and to abandon outdated notions such as the Cold War mentality and
zero-sum game, otherwise it will only harm itself or others,‖ Chinese foreign
ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said. Moscow issued its own denunciation
moments later.
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―The imperialist character of this document is obvious, as is the refusal to
renounce a unipolar world, an insistent refusal,‖ Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov told reporters.
The report‘s tough tone contrasts sharply with Trump‘s friendlier face-toface encounters with Chinese President Xi Jinping and Russian leader Vladimir
Putin.
―China and Russia challenge American power, influence, and interests,
attempting to erode American security and prosperity,‖ the document says.
Accusing China of seeking ―to displace the United States‖ in Asia, the 68page strategy is a litany of US grievances, from the Chinese stealing data to
spreading ―features of its authoritarian system.‖ ―Contrary to our hopes, China
expanded its power at the expense of the sovereignty of others,‖ it says.
Beijing launched a vigorous defence of its ―peaceful development‖, saying
any report ―which distorts the facts, or maliciously slanders will only do so in
vain‖.
―China will never pursue its own development at the expense of other
countries‘ interests,‖ Hua told a regular news briefing.
―At the same time we will never give up our legitimate rights and interests.‖
Trump received a lavish welcome during his first state visit to Beijing in
November and was full of praise for Xi.
But the two countries have been locked in an increasingly acrimonious battle
over trade issues, with Washington taking unprecedented steps to investigate and
add tariffs to Chinese-made goods.
There are also lingering US concerns over China‘s military activities in the
disputed South China Sea, while Washington has angered Beijing with its arms
sales to self-ruled Taiwan.
Speaking on Monday after the report‘s release, Trump took a strikingly
softer tone on Russia, lauding the benefits of counter-terror cooperation with
Moscow.
Trump claimed that a recent CIA tip-off about a terror attack on a cathedral
in Putin‘s home town of Saint Petersburg had prevented deaths ―in the thousands‖.
―They were able to apprehend these terrorists before the event with no loss
of life and that‘s a great thing, and the way it‘s supposed to work,‖ Trump said,
offering the prospect of better ties.
Trump‘s presidential campaign is being investigated for possible collusion
with Russia in the run-up to his shock 2016 election win — allegations the 45th
president has dubbed ―fake news‖.
О новой стратегии национальной безопасности США
Щегловин Ю.Б. 19 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=40075

18 декабря Белый дом опубликовал новую стратегию национальной
безопасности. В данном документе Россия, Китай, Иран и КНДР были
названы угрозами для Соединѐнных Штатов. В стратегии Д.Трампа
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говорится о том, что соперничество «великих держав» возвращается. В
документе отмечается, что США сегодня противостоят двум
«ревизионистским» государствам — России и Китаю, которые хотят
поменять статус-кво в ущерб американским интересам. Кроме того, в тексте
отмечается, что Россия и Китай наращивают военные возможности, чтобы
бросить вызов возможностям США «свободно действовать в зонах, имеющих
в мирное время серьезное коммерческое значение». КНР, говорится в
документе, «строит наиболее боеспособную и финансово обеспеченную
армию мира после нашей». Однако, несмотря на то что Китай и Россия
упоминаются в доктрине вместе с Ираном и КНДР как вызовы для США, об
обеих странах говорится все же более «уважительно»: «Китай и Россия хотят,
чтобы мир изменился в сторону, которая прямо противоположена
американским ценностям и интересам». По словам министра обороны США,
новая стратегия национальной безопасности страны позволит государству
«ответить на вызовы в сфере безопасности». Благодаря мощи вооружѐнных
сил страны американские дипломаты всегда будут выступать «с позиции
силы» (что вообще не гарантирует успеха в конечном счете на Востоке —
прим.). Об этом говорится в заявлении министра обороны США Джеймса
Мэттиса, которое он сделал по случаю объявления новой стратегии
национальной безопасности страны. Глава Пентагона назвал стратегию
«чѐткой и всеобъемлющей». Мэттис уточнил, что она позволит государству
«ответить на вызовы в сфере безопасности». Что мешало это делать
Пентагону до опубликования этой стратегии, непонятно. Из всего
сказанного выделим то, что имеет отношение собственно к региональным
проблемам Ближнего Востока.
Первое и очень принципиальное. Не согласимся с пресс-секретарем
Кремля Д.Песковым, который охарактеризовал стратегию США «как
нежелание отказаться от монополярной системы мира». По нашей оценке,
она как раз фиксирует этот момент со всей очевидностью и четко называет
уже официально альтернативные от США силовые центры этого мира. По
крайней мере, Россия и КНР полагаются в ней уже не как «региональные», а
как «мировые» центры силы.
Второе. Безусловно, что на признание этого факта оказал недавние
успехи России в рамках ее действий в Сирии, что перевело ее автоматически
в разряд держав, которые самым серьезным и кардинальным образом влияют
на развитие ситуации в ближневосточном регионе. И не только там, но и еще
на Среднем Востоке, если мы имеем ввиду Афганистан. Опубликование
такой доктрины четко фиксирует тот факт, что американцам приходится
учитывать позицию России по этим вопросам и соотносить свою политику с
этой позицией. Вольно или невольно. Собственно это четко обозначил тот же
самый Мэттис, который заявил следующее: «Я надеюсь, что Россия хочет
сотрудничать по вопросу Афганистана. Больше мне нечего добавить. Но я
надеюсь на это. Это положительный момент».
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Третье. США сделали кардинальную ошибку в рамках разработки
своей новой стратегии. Они нарушили основной принцип «разделяй и
властвуй», который провозгласил в американской внешней политике
госсекретарь времен президента Р.Никсона Г.Киссинджер. Одним из
основных постулатов этой политики было «разделение» России и КНР. В
данном случае американцы смешивают всех своих недругов в один
«флакон», что автоматически заставляет их только укреплять свой альянс на
внешнеполитическом треке. Это, кстати, ответ тем российским политологам,
которые взахлеб стали говорить после подписания США ряда меморандумов
о намерениях в газовой сфере с КНР о трещине в альянсе между Пекином и
Москвой. А также о том, что «политика Трампа в отношении спорных
островов в Южно-Китайском море нравится Пекину». Но нас в данном
случае прежде всего интересует только то, что альянс Пекина, Москвы,
Тегерана и Исламабада на афганском направлении имеет все шансы не
только на сохранение, но и на усиление.
Четвертое. Антииранские тезисы новой доктрины безусловно
подталкивают Тегеран в еще более тесные объятия Москвы. Прежде всего,
как к главному противовесу США в регионе. В этой связи отметим, как
«талантливо» нынешняя администрация Д.Трампа загубила «на корню» все
попытки его предшественника в лице Б.Обамы путем реализации сделки по
ИЯП воссоздать стратегическую систему баланса между шиитами и
суннитами в регионе Ближнего Востока. При этом США при Д.Трампе
пытались создать новую ось лояльной себе региональной силы в лице АРЕКСА-Израиля, что опять же же было нейтрализовано в значительной степени
собственно самой американской администрацией в рамках решения о
переносе американского посольства из Тель-Авива в Иерусалим.
В этой связи возникает закономерный вопрос: каковы дальнейшие
действия Москвы после опубликования данной американской стратегии? Да
собственно никаких новых и принципиальных шагов именно на
ближневосточном направлении нынешняя позиция Вашингтона не
стимулирует. Как мы уже показали выше, Белый дом уже сделал все
максимально возможное для того, чтобы сделать реализацию своей политики
в этом регионе максимально сложной для себя, и комфортной для Москвы. В
той же Сирии США загнали себя в локальные рамки воздействия на
ситуацию. Имеем ввиду при этом ставку исключительно на сирийских
курдов с робкими попытками создать среди суннитов восточнее Евфрата
лояльные себе отряды, которые должны поддержать создаваемые
американцами органы местного самоуправления. Если проще, то идет пока
попытка создать альтернативу курдскому присутствию. Но это
автоматически портит отношения американцев с местными курдами
при отсутствии ясной альтернативы в рамках формирования новой
составляющей своей «опоры на земле». Особенно с учетом того, что в
создаваемых милициях высок процент присутствия бывших сторонников
«Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России). И влиять на этот
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процесс нарастающего обострения отношений по линии курды-сунниты
американцы могут очень слабо. И это не говоря уже о кризисе в отношениях
с Анкарой, которую помимо опоры США на курдов, серьезно тревожит их
попытки завоевать симпатии сирийских суннитов. Пока изменить крайне
неприятную для себя ситуацию на севере Сирии США не могут. Улучшение
на одном участке автоматически вызывает ухудшение на другом. В этой
ситуации Россия имеет резерв времени не только для зачистки от
«непримиримых» Центральной и Южной Сирии, но и для реализации
программы локальных перемирий восточнее Евфрата. Кроме того, КСА и
США умудрились фактически заблокировать женевский формат
переговоров, что автоматически выводит на первый план альтернативные
форматы в виде переговоров в Астане и Конгресса сирийского
национального диалога.
В Афганистане Москве еще комфортнее, если не считать безуспешных
попыток американцев вытеснить Россию с оружейного рынка. Американцы
тупо изолировали Пакистан-КНР от процесса внутриафганского
урегулирования, что породило неведомый до сего времени альянс в лице
указанных стран, Ирана и России. В этой ситуации Москва может спокойно
наблюдать как американские военные «с позиции силы» пытаются решить
проблему титульного пуштунского населения. Это отнимет у них много сил
и средств с очень скромным итогом, а заодно практически исключит любые
формы вооруженной исламистской экспансии в центральноатский регион.
Так что ничего, кроме позитива, мы в новой стратегии США не наблюдаем.
Пентагон предпримет шаги в одностороннем порядке, если Пакистан
не пойдет навстречу…(там, где есть разногласия)
US to take unilateral steps in ‗areas of divergence‘ with Pakistan:
Pentagon
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, December 18th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1377317/us-totake-unilateral-steps-in-areas-of-divergence-with-pakistan-pentagon

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration has informed Congress that it
will take unilateral steps in areas of divergence with Pakistan while expanding
cooperation between the two countries where their interests converge.
In a report to Congress, which was released to the media this weekend, the
Pentagon also underlined the need for a joint US-Afghan platform for combating
more than 20 militant groups active in the region.
This is the Pentagon‘s first report on Afghanistan since Aug 21, when
President Donald Trump announced his new South Asia strategy, which deepens
American military involvement in Afghanistan while urging Pakistan to back US
efforts for defeating the Taliban.
The report to Congress emphasised the need for a ―fundamental change‖ in
the way Pakistan deals with the alleged terrorist safe havens on its territory.
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The Pentagon also informed the lawmakers that the new US strategy calls
for a whole-of-government, regional approach to isolate the Taliban from ―sources
of external support‖ and to mitigate any malign influence from outside actors.
―Our military-to-military relationship with Pakistan remains critical to the
success of our mutual interests in the region,‖ says the report. ―To move forward,
we must see fundamental changes in the way Pakistan deals with terrorist safehavens in its territory.‖
To induce that change, the Pentagon proposed working across the US
government, ―using a range of tools to expand our cooperation with Pakistan in
areas where our interests converge and to take unilateral steps in areas of
divergence‖.
The report noted that more than 20 terrorist or insurgent groups were still
active in Afghanistan and Pakistan and their existence ―requires an Afghansupported US platform in the region to monitor, contain, and respond to these
threats‖.
The report said that the Pak-Afghan border region remained a sanctuary for
groups like Al Qaeda, Al Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent, the Haqqani network,
Lashkar-e-Taiba, Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan, ISIS-K and the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan.
―Sanctuary on the Pakistani side and presence on the Afghan side remain
security challenges for both countries and pose a threat to regional security and
stability,‖ the report added.
The Pentagon said that recent Pakistani military operations had disrupted
some militant sanctuaries, certain extremist groups — such as the Taliban and the
Haqqani network — ―retain freedom of movement in Pakistan‖.
―The United States continues to convey to all levels of Pakistani leadership
the importance of taking action against all terrorist and extremist groups,‖ the
report added.
The report acknowledged that the hard-won US gains in Afghanistan were
fragile, but worth defending and the United States had aligned its diplomatic,
military, and economic resources to seek a negotiated settlement to this 17-yearold war.
―We have recommitted to helping the Afghan government and people
navigate through these challenges with a new approach that leverages additional
support from allies, partners, and regional actors,‖ it said.
The Pentagon also informed the Afghan government that the US
commitment to them was ―enduring but not unlimited‖ and this support was ―not a
blank check‖.
―As long as the Afghan government continues to show real progress and
make real reforms, we will continue to support them as our strategic partners in the
fight against international terrorism,‖ the report said.
The Pentagon also stressed the need for making the Taliban realise that they
cannot win on the battlefield. ―They must know that their only path to peace and
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political legitimacy is through a negotiated settlement with the Afghan
government,‖ the report added.
In a recent speech at a Washington think tank, US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson also emphasised this point, saying that Washington‘s new
conditions-based approach was to ―ensure the Taliban know, you will never win a
battlefield victory, and the way forward is going to be by engaging in a
reconciliation process and ultimately joining a government in Afghanistan‖.
Мэттис: США надеются на помощь России в афганском вопросе
Информационное
агентство
https://regnum.ru/news/polit/2358225.htm
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США увязли в Афганистане
Министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис заявил, что очень бы хотел
сотрудничать с Российской Федерацией по вопросу Афганистана. Об этом
Мэттис заявил в беседе с журналистами, стенограмму которой
распространила сегодня, 16 декабря, пресс-служба Пентагона.
«Я надеюсь, что Россия хочет сотрудничать по вопросу Афганистана.
Больше мне нечего добавить. Но я надеюсь на это. Это положительный
момент», — сказал Мэттис.
Напомним, американские войска находятся в Афганистане с 2001 года
и до сих пор ведут безуспешную войну против движения «Талибан»
(организация, деятельность которой запрещена в РФ). Очередное обострение
боевых действий началось в 2015 году, когда боевики перешли в наступление
и заняли ряд сельских районов страны.
Президент США Дональд Трамп принял решение отправить в
Афганистан дополнительные силы для оказания помощи местным
силовиками. Речь идѐт о как минимум 4 тысячах американских солдатах и
офицерах.
Тема Афганистана была затронута на ежегодной пресс-конференции
президента Российской Федерации Владимира Путина. Российский лидер
подчеркнул, что Москва готова оказать поддержку Кабулу при подготовке
национальных кадров правоохранительных органов и вооруженных сил.
Кроме того, российская сторона готова поставлять необходимые афганским
силовиками системы вооружения и военную технику.
Также Путин отметил, что афганскую проблему не решить без
экономической помощи этой бедной стране. Ни для кого не секрет, что
Афганистан является крупнейшим поставщиком героина в мире.
Москва вместе «с афганским правительством, США и другими
заинтересованными правительствами» готова «работать над преодолением
этих трудностей», подчеркнул Путин.
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МИД рассказал о требовании США к Афганистану заменить АК на
американские винтовки
Дмитрий
Зубарев.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/news/2017/12/15/899771.html
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Вашингтон требует от Кабула заменить 50 тыс. автоматов Калашникова,
переданных безвозмездно силам безопасности страны, на американские
винтовки, заявил министр иностранных дел России Сергей Лавров, выступая
в Совфеде.
«Американцы стали настаивать, чтобы 50 тыс. автоматов Калашникова с
боеприпасами, которые были переданы в дар афганским силам безопасности,
были сняты с вооружения и взамен Афганистан закупил американские
винтовки и автоматы», - передает ТАСС слова Лаврова.
Лавров отметил, что в этой связи к Афганистану возникает ряд
вопросов. Например, куда денутся эти 50 тыс. автоматов.
«Возникает и другой - чем объясняется такое желание подорвать
способность афганской армии пользоваться тем вооружением, к которому
она привыкла, и навязать то, к которому еще надо привыкать», - заявил глава
российского внешнеполитического ведомства.
Лавров напомнил, что США уже потребовали от Афганистана заменить
хорошо знакомые российские вертолеты на американские.
«Нет на это ответа, кроме того, что американцы пытаются нам чинить
препятствия просто из любви к искусству» - сказал он.
Напомним, в начале ноября и. о. министра обороны Афганистана Тарик
Шах Бахрами заявил, что его стране больше не нужны российские вертолеты,
так как военные этой страны перешли на вертолеты производства стран
НАТО.
Ранее также спецпредставитель президента, директор Второго
департамента Азии МИД Замир Кабулов заявил, что Москва считает
абсолютно
контрпродуктивным
решение
Вашингтона
и
Североатлантического альянса полностью заменить в Афганистане
российское вооружение и технику западными образцами.
Пакистан стремится улучшить отношения с США
Pakistan-US tension not beyond control: FO
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Dec2017/pakistan-us-tension-not-beyond-control-fo

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Thursday said the tension with the United
States was not beyond control and efforts were being made to build the confidence
level.
Addressing a weekly media briefing here, Foreign Office spokesperson Dr
Mohammed Faisal said, ―finding common ground in inter-state relations is a
continuous and complex process.‖
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He added: ―Pakistan and the US are constantly engaged in finding common
ground, and the process is ongoing. This is what was also conveyed by
[the] US Secretary of Defence [James Mattis] during his recent visit to Pakistan .‖
On the US decision to recognise Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital, Faisal
said Pakistan had conveyed reaction to the US officials in Islamabad, including the
resolutions of the National Assembly and the Senate on the issue of Jerusalem.
―We have been assured that our sentiments and concerns would be conveyed
to Washington,‖ he said.
Faisal said Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi participated in the
Extraordinary Organisation of Islamic Cooperation Summit on Al-Quds Al-Sharif
held on December 13th at Istanbul, which was preceded by the Council of Foreign
Ministers Meeting, attended by Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif.
―[The] OIC member states recognise Jerusalem as Palestine‘s capital under
occupation and urge the US to withdraw from the peace process. The leaders
rejected and condemned in the strongest terms the unilateral decision by the
President of the United States [Donald Trump] to recognise al-Quds [Jerusalem] as
the so-called capital of Israel,‖ he said.
The OIC member states, he said: ―Declared East Jerusalem as the capital of
the state of Palestine and invited all countries to recognise the state of Palestine
and East Jerusalem as its occupied capital.‖
The statement, Faisal said, also declared that the OIC ―holds
the US administration fully liable for all the consequences of not retracting from
this illegal decision and regard it as an announcement of the US administration‘s
withdrawal from its role as a sponsor of peace and its realisation among all
stakeholders and an encouragement of Israel, the occupying power, to continue its
policy of colonialism, settlement, apartheid and ethnic cleansing it has been
practicing in the occupied Palestinian territory since 1967, and in the city of alQuds with the Noble Sanctuary at its core.‖ Asked to comment on a defence bill
signed by Trump that includes 700 million dollars reimbursement to Pakistan that
includes the Coalition Support Fund, the spokesperson said in the context of
Coalition Support Fund, ―we have already given our view point in the briefings in
the last two weeks. We welcome the signing of the defence bill. It may be
reiterated that Coalition Support Fund is a reimbursement and not assistance.‖
About reducing dependence on the US , Faisal said cooperation
between Pakistan and the US was beneficial for both the countries, adding: ―That
does not prevent us from exploring all other options on the table, which are in the
best interest of our national security. As recent as two weeks ago, the US Defence
Secretary James Mattis was also quoted to have said that both Pakistan and
the US are working towards finding common ground for identifying the way
forward in our bilateral relations.‖
He said India had replied to Pakistan‘s letter on convicted spy Kulbhushan
Jhadav that they would be sending Jhadav‘s wife and mother on December 25th.
―The details and modalities of the meeting will now be worked
out. Pakistan has submitted the Counter-Memorial to International Court of Justice.
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The extensive and detailed legal arguments prepared by the Counsel for Pakistan ,
Barrister Khawar Qureshi Queen‘s Counsel, were filed at the ICJ in accordance
with the court timetable,‖ Faisal said.
The spokesperson said the Counter Memorial was a comprehensive and
robust document that covered all legal aspects of the case. ―We are fully confident
that the ICJ will have regard to legal principles, as well as its existing case law, to
reject the claims made by India for acquittal or release,‖ he maintained.
To a question on India‘s surface-to-air missile, the spokesperson said:
―Indian arms buildup has pushed the region in a vicious arms race. Its hegemonic
designs are a cause of serious concern not only to Pakistan but also to the entire
region. Indian thirst for becoming a regional hegemon is casting a dark shadow on
South Asia. Pakistanforces are ready to defend our borders against any threat.‖
On Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s allegation that Pakistan was
influencing state polls in India, he said Pakistan , as a responsible member of the
international community, observed a policy of non-interference in the internal
affairs of other countries.
―However, India not only interferes in our internal affairs by promoting
terrorism in our country, but also levels such unfounded allegations, in an attempt
to divert the attention of the world from their internal issues, such as growing
intolerance and religious extremism. I reiterate that India should stop
dragging Pakistan into its electoral debates,‖ the spokesperson contended.
On Afghanistan, he said Pakistan had repeatedly expressed its grave
concerns about the presence and growing terrorist activities of Daesh in
Afghanistan.
―We are especially alarmed at Daesh‘s presence in Afghan provinces
bordering Pakistan . Daesh is also present in Afghan provinces bordering China,
Iran and the Central Asian Republics,‖ the spokesperson pointed out.
He said more than 43 percent of Afghan territory was either out of
Kabul‘s control or was contested.
―Such ungoverned spaces in Afghanistan have been instrumental in
attracting terrorist groups from all over the world. Presence of such terrorist groups
not only poses threat to the security and stability of Afghanistan but also
undermines the security of its neighbours and the region as a whole,‖ the
spokesperson said.
To a question on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Faisal said
China had not halted funding for any project.
―[The] CPEC is a mega project entailing several rail, road, infrastructure and
energy projects. We have not received any information from the Chinese side
regarding halting funding for any project,‖ he remarked.
Earlier in his opening statement, the spokesperson condemned the atrocities
in Held Kashmir by the Indian forces and the violations along the Line of Control .
He said Indian Deputy High Commissioner JP Singh was summoned to the
Foreign Office over unprovoked ceasefire violations by the Indian occupation
forces.
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The spokesperson also congratulated Samar Khan, a Pakistani cyclist who
had become the first women to scale Africa‘s highest Mountain Kilimanjaro on a
bicycle.
США предупреждают Пакистан, что афганские боевики могут выбрать
главной целью не Кабул, а пакистанскую территорию.
Pakistan could lose territory to terrorists: US
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
December
15th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1376718/pakistan-could-lose-territory-to-terrorists-us
WASHINGTON: Shifting between soft persuasions and tough advice, the
United States is now saying that Pakistan could lose control of its territory if it
does not sever ties with the Haqqanis and other terrorists.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson — who issued the advice at a
Washington think-tank earlier this week — also said the militants who were
focusing on Kabul might one day decide that Islamabad was a better target.
The warning followed a Pentagon statement, which said the new US strategy
for Afghanistan had ―fundamentally changed the battlefield in favour of Afghan
national security forces‖ and the Taliban militants were now on the retreat.
And this change happened because the new strategy made it clear that US
forces would stay in Afghanistan for as long as it took to stabilise the country and
also because it gave American troops more power to confront the enemy, the
Pentagon added.
The two statements follow the Trump administration‘s repeated calls to
Pakistan to do more to destroy the alleged safe havens that Afghan militants still
retain in parts of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata), a charge
Islamabad strongly denies.
―Pakistan has allowed so many terrorist organisations to find safe haven
within its territories, and these organisations are growing in size and influence, that
at some point I have said to the leadership of Pakistan, you may be the target, and
they turn their attention from Kabul and decide they like Islamabad as a target
better,‖ Secretary Tillerson said.
In his remarks on ―Meeting the foreign policy challenges of 2017 and
beyond‖ organised by the 2017 Atlantic Council-Korea Foundation Forum, Mr
Tillerson said that Pakistan‘s relationship with the Haqqani network needed to be
altered. ―I understand that this is a relationship that has emerged probably for, in
their view, good reasons a decade ago, but now that relationship has to be altered
because if they‘re not careful, Pakistan is going to lose control of their own
country,‖ he said.
The top US diplomat assured Pakistan that Washington wanted to work with
Islamabad to ―stamp out terrorism within their boundaries‖, but Pakistan had to
―begin the process‖ by changing its relationship with the Haqqani network and
with others.
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Пакистан вновь возражает против Заявления Тиллерсона по Пакистану
(ставя его на одну доску с Северной Кореей)
Pakistan objects to Tillerson‘s statement
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Dec2017/pakistan-objects-to-tillerson-s-statement

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has told the United States that it ―is not North
Korea‖ and was committed to global peace, diplomatic sources said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation, that Pakistan had
complained against US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson‘s remarks that he did not
enjoy dealing with Pakistan and North Korea.
The officials said that Pakistan had been making efforts to win the US trust
and the recent high-level meetings ended positively.
One official said: ―We told them [the US] that such statements created
misunderstandings as the two countries tried to mend fences. We have asked them
to trust Pakistan to move on.‖
He added: ―The US claimed it was not a policy statement by the secretary of
state and the US was sincere in partnership with Pakistan .‖
Tillerson said earlier he did not enjoy dealing with North Korea
and Pakistan .
―Look, this is a hard job. The actual task at hand, dealing with North Korea,
I don‘t enjoy that. Dealing with Pakistan , I don‘t enjoy,‖ he said at a town hall
meeting with the State Department employees.
Tillerson , who had met Pakistan‘s civil and military leaders during his
October visit to Pakistan , contended that the US could not continue dealing
with Pakistan ―with the way things are‖ because of its record on terror.
However, he said that the US wanted to ―expand ties with India because of
the importance of its economy as well as shared national security concerns.‖
In another address at the 2017 Atlantic Council-Korea Foundation Forum in
Washington on Wednesday, Tillerson said: ―We are willing to share information
with them [Pakistan] and we want them to be successful. But we cannot continue
with the status quo, where terrorist organisations are allowed to find safe haven
inside of Pakistan .‖
The secretary of state said he had conveyed to Pakistan that Islamabad‘s
―policy of terror safe havens‖ could ―backfire‖.
This month, US Defence Secretary James Mattis had visited Pakistan and
made it clear that his country had not ―seen any practical change‖ in Pakistan‘s
attitude even after several high-profile visits were exchanged between the uneasy
allies to raise the trust level.
Just before Mattis met the Pakistani civil and military leadership, Central
Intelligence Agency chief Mike Pompeo had warned Pakistan that his country
would do ―everything we can‖ to eliminate the alleged safe havens of the terrorists
in Pakistan , if Islamabad failed to act.
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Washington has long been pressing Pakistan to act against the Haqqani
network.
In August, US President Donald Trump accused Pakistan of protecting the
―agents of chaos‖ and warned to end the alliance if Pakistan did not show results.
The release of Jamaatud Dawa chief Hafiz Mohammed Saeed – whom the
US and India accuse of masterminding the 2008 Mumbai attacks that killed 166
people – also infuriated the US.
Amid the tension, Pakistan Ambassador to the US Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry
met member of the US Senate Armed Services and Select Intelligence committees
Senator Tom Cotton and member of House Foreign Affairs Committee
Congressman Mark Meadows in Washington, on Wednesday to discuss the
bilateral ties.
―The ambassador briefed them on Pak-US relations and Pakistan 's
perspective on the regional situation,‖ the foreign ministry here said.
Pakistan and the US are also at odds on the recognition of Jerusalem by
Washington as Israel‘s capital.
Speaking at the meeting of Organisation of Islamic Cooperation Foreign
Ministers in Istanbul, Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammed Asif said the US
recognition of Jerusalem as Israeli capital ―undermined its role as an honest broker
in the Middle East peace process.‖
Asif said if the UN Security Council did not act, then the OIC should call for
a UN General Assembly emergency session to discuss the issue.
Another official at the foreign ministry said despite the
―differences‖, Pakistan and the US were on the ―right path‖ towards improving the
bilateral ties.
―Thanks to anti-Pakistan elements, the trust level has dropped. It is
becoming difficult to convince the US about our sincere role in the war on terror,‖
he told The Nation.
The official said Pakistan hoped Washington would work jointly with
Islamabad for lasting peace in Afghanistan.
International affairs expert Huma Baqai said Tillerson‘s statement was
clearly influenced by India as he conveniently ignored Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the
anti-terror campaign.
―These sorts of statements do not help efforts to improve ties.
While Pakistan has been flexible over the months, the US is growingly showing its
tilt towards India. We have nothing against Pak-India ties but they should
treat Pakistan equally,‖ she remarked.
США ведут военные действия только в Афганистане и не намерены
«переходить» в соседние страны
Pakistan off-limits to US forces: Centcom official
The Express Tribune. December 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583474/1pakistan-off-limits-us-forces-centcom-official/
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WASHINGTON: US troops in Afghanistan are targeting enemies inside
Afghanistan and they do not have the authority to conduct any operations in
neighbouring Pakistan, Brigadier General Lance Bunch, the director of the Future
Operations at Headquarters Resolute Support in Kabul, has said.
Briefing the American press through a video conference from Afghanistan
on Tuesday, he said the State Department has been engaged ―heavily‖ with
Pakistan and India to find common ground for cooperation in the future with
regards to Afghanistan.
―We are only doing targeting inside of Afghanistan, inside of the combined
joint operation areas in Afghanistan. And we are not, we don‘t have the authorities
nor are we conducting operations in Pakistan,‖ Bunch said, when asked
specifically if the US has the authority to conduct strikes in Pakistan.
Pak-US military alliance ‗crucial to counter terror‘
Responding to another question as to what the US forces were doing to
disrupt the flow of militants into Pakistan, Bunch said that the US troops were
looking for any opportunity to target the enemies of Afghanistan wherever they
find them. After the air interdiction campaign, the US troops are now able to go
after the Taliban‘s support structure, he added.
The US Central Command (Centcom) official said that earlier the American
troops could only target essentially in defence or in close proximity to Afghan
forces, but now under the new authorities, the American troops were able to target
militant networks and not just individual fighters.
He said that the role of Pakistan or India in the future of Afghanistan would
be determined by the government of Afghanistan. However, he added, the State
Department was heavily engaged with both of those nations as ―we look to find
common ground in the future‖.
US won‘t pay Pakistan military reimbursements this year: Pentagon
Giving an overview of the situation on the ground in the wake of the new US
strategy in the region, Brigadier General Bunch said that Afghanistan was the
single largest collection of violent extremist organisations in the world for the US
troops.
Militants from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (Isis) were reported to be
present in Nangarhar, Kunar and as per the assessment their numbers may be in
thousands, he said. Taliban militants, he added, had pockets around the entire
country.
―What I can tell you is that the new strategy highlights that this is a new war.
And that the gloves are off, if you will, and that we‘ve got now these authorities
we need to be able to go and target the Taliban network,‖ he added.
―So now we‘re able to go after their [Taliban] weapons cache sites, their
revenue generation, their C2 nodes. All the areas where they thought they were
safe and they are no longer so.‖
Also, Pakistan‘s Ambassador in Washington Aizaz Chaudhry and US
lawmakers Senator Tom Cotton and Congressman Mark Meadows have agreed
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that a broad-based partnership between Pakistan and the United States is vital to
achieving common bilateral and regional objectives.
Pakistan prepares ‗toughest diplomatic policy‘ for US
The two sides held meetings on the Capitol Hill on Wednesday during which
Ambassador Chaudhry briefed the US lawmakers on Pakistan‘s successes in the
fight against terrorism and efforts for economic stability.
As part of his outreach to the US Congress, Ambassador Chaudhry met
Senator Tom Cotton and Congressman Mark Meadows and updated them on the
latest developments in the sphere of bilateral relations.
Republican Senator Tom Cotton from Arkansas is a member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee and also serves on the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, while Republican Congressman Mark Meadows from North Carolina
is chair of the Freedom Caucus.
During the meetings, the ambassador briefed the US legislators about
Pakistan‘s successes in the fight against terrorism and the government‘s efforts for
economic stabilisation. He added that Pakistan shared the US aspiration for peace
in Afghanistan.
―Pakistan‘s domestic and security gains are at risk from continued instability
in Afghanistan,‖ said the ambassador. He reiterated Pakistan‘s position on the need
for a comprehensive political process to achieve lasting peace in Afghanistan.
Senator Cotton and Congressman Meadows appreciated the ambassador‘s
briefings. They agreed that continued cooperation between Pakistan and the United
States was essential to achieving their common objectives in the region.
США поддерживают проект газопровода (по морскому дну) из Ирана в
Пакистан (участвует Россия)
US backs Russian investment in Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583457/2-us-backs-russian-investment-iran-pakistan-gas-pipeline/
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ISLAMABAD: The United States supports infrastructure investment by
Russia – an arch rival of America in global politics – in laying an offshore gas
pipeline from Iran as it will give a boost to Pakistan‘s economy and improve
people‘s lives, said US Agency for International Development (USAID) Mission
Director Jerry Bisson.
―We can look at it (Russian plan to build the offshore gas pipeline); any
donor investment in infrastructure either from Russia, China, the World Bank or
the Asian Development Bank and any investment for the benefit of Pakistani
people and economy, we support it,‖ he said while talking to a group of journalists.
―We don‘t have any particular views about where the money comes from;
we support the government of Pakistan in improving lives of the people.‖
Saying that Pakistan was a sovereign country, he emphasised that they
backed the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project – an investment that was critical for
Pakistani people and economy.
Responding to a question about the change in USAID investment priorities
under the Trump administration, Bisson pointed to US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson‘s trip to Pakistan where he talked about education, health care and
economy.
The US wanted to work together with Pakistan and strengthen people-topeople ties, he said while outlining the support extended to 30 universities in
Pakistan, especially the provision of scholarships.
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―We have supported over 18,000 students and it has a huge impact; we want
to continue that support,‖ he remarked.
About the export of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by US companies, Bisson
explained that it depended on the market situation as American gas companies
were looking for buyers around the world because they had surplus LNG.
―If you have good terminals and gas transportation infrastructure from the
port to local markets, I guess they will be willing to sell,‖ he said.
US oil and gas giant ExxonMobil had expressed interest in constructing an
LNG terminal at Port Qasim, but it recently pulled out of the project.
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar following blockade
Power production
Talking about cooperation in civil nuclear technology, Bisson said he was
not aware of such an opportunity, but USAID had focused on renewable wind and
solar energy as the technology was simple and could start electricity generation in
18 months.
―There are large dam projects which could take 10 to 15 years. If we look at
clean solar and wind energy, it is very fast and can easily to attract private-sector
investment,‖ he elaborated.
Bisson called Balochistan and Sindh very rich in renewable energy resources
where USAID had recently been engaged in different projects.
―We have poured $1 billion into the energy sector in the form of grants, not
loans, since 2010 and the production capacity has gone above 3,000 megawatts for
the benefit of 36 million Pakistanis,‖ he said. He highlighted that General Electric
had been injecting $240 million into 126 turbines in Sindh whereas USAID
provided technical assistance to put in place infrastructure for power generation.
He recalled that the US was the first country to recognise Pakistan and it
financed the country‘s first two power projects – Tarbela and Mangla, which were
the largest dams in the world with large-scale manufacturing and engineering
works.
―We are still assisting Pakistan in upgrading some turbines; we have helped
in increasing electricity supply,‖ he said.
When his attention was drawn towards lack of interest by the US in funding
new hydroelectric power projects like Dasu and Diamer Bhasha dams, he argued
that their budget was going down and there were funding limitations.
―We have … much more funding for technical advisory services and are
looking how we can encourage the private sector to invest,‖ he said.
Pakistan, Iran to enhance cooperation in public health sector
Agriculture
Speaking about cooperation in the field of agriculture, Bisson said USAID
was looking at institutions as to how scientists and farmers could be trained and
was working closely with provincial governments.
―We have a very interesting programme to help small women farmers to
raise goats and improve their stock; the same approach will be adopted for the
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dairy sector in order to improve milk yield of cows to help farmers increase their
income,‖ he said.
In an attempt to encourage more lending to enterprises, USAID provides $60
million of seed money to four banks.
―We will provide seed money to banks which will, in turn, increase their
own capital and lend more to small and medium enterprises,‖ Bisson said.
Пакистан получит от США военную помощь в 700 млн. долл. (от
Фонда поддержки коалиции)
Trump signs nearly $700b US defence bill; Pakistan to get $700m under
CSF
Daily Times. 13.12.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/158727/trump-signs-nearly-700b-usdefence-bill-pakistan-get-700m-csf/

WASHINGTON: President Donald on Tuesday signed a massive defence
policy bill that he said would help America bolster its military might and
modernise the services.
The National Defense Authorisation Act (NDAA) calls for nearly $700
billion of military spending for the coming fiscal year, but Congress has yet to
fully fund it.
―With the signing of this defence bill, we accelerate the process of fully
restoring America‘s military might,‖ Trump said at a White House signing
ceremony, where he was flanked by Pentagon top brass including Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis.
―This legislation will enhance our readiness … and modernise our forces,
and help provide our service members with the tools that they need to fight and to
win.‖
While the NDAA passed Congress with bipartisan support, lawmakers have
not agreed on how to fund the mammoth spending package, which amounts to
more than that of the world‘s next seven militaries combined.
Trump called on Democrats in Congress to get in line with Republicans and
back a ―clean funding bill.‖
We must work across party lines to give our heroic troops the equipment,
resources, and support that they have earned a thousand times over,‖ Trump said.
The president also took aim at Obama-era budget caps known as
sequestration, which Republicans in Congress love to hate.
―Congress must finish the job by eliminating the defense sequester and
passing a clean appropriations bill,‖ Trump said. ―I think it‘s going to happen. We
need our military. It‘s got to be perfecto.‖
Trump campaigned on the pledge of increasing military spending and has
said America needs more ships, submarines, troops and missiles.
He said the NDAA would give troops their biggest pay increase in eight
years.
US allocates $700m for Pakistan under Coalition Support Fund
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The United States has allocated $700 million for Pakistan, according to the
bill, which would be paid under the Coalition Support Fund.
However, half of the allocated amount, i.e. $350 million, requires
certification by the US secretary of defence that ―Pakistan continues to conduct
military operations that are contributing to significantly disrupting the safe havens,
fundraising and recruiting efforts, and freedom of movement of the Haqqani
Network in Pakistan.‖
It also requires the validation that ―Pakistan has taken steps to demonstrate
its commitment to prevent the Haqqani Network from using any Pakistan territory
as a safe haven and for fundraising and recruiting efforts.‖
The amount shall not be ―eligible for the waiver‖ unless the secretary of
defense certifies to the congressional defense committees that ―the Government of
Pakistan is making an attempt to actively coordinate with the Government of
Afghanistan to restrict the movement of militants, such as the Haqqani Network,
along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border,‖ it says.
Furthermore, Pakistan requires certification that ―it has shown progress in
arresting and prosecuting senior leaders and mid-level operatives of the Haqqani
Network.‖
Беседа посла США с Главой Армии – обсуждались вопросы
региональной безопасности
US ambassador discusses regional security with COAS
The Express Tribune. December 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581626/1-usambassador-discusses-regional-security-coas/
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US Ambassador to Pakistan David Hale calls on Chief of Army Staff
(COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa at GHQ on Monday. PHOTO: ISPR
US Ambassador to Pakistan David Hale met Chief of Army Staff Gen
Qamar Javed Bajwa at General Headquarters (GHQ) on Monday.
Matters of ‗mutual interest‘ – including regional security issues – were
discussed during the meeting, a statement issued by the Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) said.
The meeting came days after US Defence Secretary James Mattis in his
maiden visit to Pakistan, renewed its call for intensification of Pakistani operation
in fight against terrorist groups allegedly operating from the Pakistani soil.
―Pakistan must redouble its efforts to confront militants and terrorists
operating within the country,‖ the US Defence Secretary had told Pakistani leaders,
according to a statement issued by the US Embassy in Islamabad.
A day before the Mattis arrived in Islamabad, Central Intelligence Agency
Director Mike Pompeo had warned Pakistan that if it does not eliminate the alleged
safe havens inside its territory, the US would do ―everything we can‖ to destroy
them.
США и Пакистан пытаются наладить взаимоотношения (медленно)
US, Pakistan engage in quiet diplomacy to improve ties
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Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, December 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375927/uspakistan-engage-in-quiet-diplomacy-to-improve-ties

WASHINGTON: US- Pakistan talks for finding a common ground in
Afghanistan have moved away from exchanging allegations into a phase of quiet
diplomacy aimed at resolving differences, claim Pakistani and US officials.
The officials confirmed that the two countries had held a series of meetings
before and after US Defence Secretary James Mattis‘s Dec 4 visit to Islamabad,
reflecting the mutual desire to improve ties. Talking to the Pakistani media in
Washington, Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhary said that Secretary Mattis‘s
visit had a positive impact on efforts to rebuild the relationship.
And Pentagon‘s chief spokesperson Dana White said at a news briefing last
week that Mr Mattis visited Islamabad to find a common ground with Pakistan.
―It‘s in the interests of Pakistan, the US and the region to ensure that we can
encourage that Afghanistan has a political reconciliation. So we‘ll look for ways to
work with Pakistanis to find that common ground and move forward,‖ she said.
Reports in the US media also noted that during the visit the United States did
not repeat its allegation that Pakistan was providing safe havens to the Haqqani
network for carrying out attacks into Afghanistan.
Pakistanis also did not say that the United States was trying to hide its
failures in Afghanistan by blaming Pakistan, the media added.
Diplomatic observers in Washington say that this change is quite noticeable,
when compared with the rhetoric that followed President Donald Trump‘s Aug 21
announcement of his new strategy for Afghanistan. A military defeat that forces
the Taliban to cooperate with Kabul is the key component of this strategy.
While Pakistan supports reconciliation between the Afghan government and
Taliban, it warns that there‘s no military solution to the Afghan conflict.
Soon after President Trump‘s speech, the US media reported that his
administration was considering proposals to declare Pakistan a state sponsor of
terrorism, to expand drone attacks into Pakistan‘s settled areas and to expunge
Pakistan from its list of major non-NATO allies.
Secretary Mattis, however, did not repeat any of these threats before, during
or after his visit to Islamabad. In fact, he refused to do so even when prodded by
the media.
Пакистано-американские отношения – мерцающие надежды
Pak-US relations: A glimmer of hope
Ihtasham
Ul
Haque.
The
Express
Tribune.
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Pakistan-US relations have seen a comparatively positive curve after the
recent visit of US Defence Secretary James Mattis to Islamabad. While not
overwhelmingly optimistic, the visit was a ray of hope for an otherwise fraught
relationship between the two countries. Americans for the first time conveyed a
resolve against possible use of anti-Pakistan activity from the Afghan soil; an
indirect way of addressing Pakistani concerns about provision of strategic space to
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India in Afghanistan. However, the old rhetoric of ‗do more‘ still remained a major
agenda point for the US, implicitly accusing Islamabad of playing a double game.
The Pakistani response this time was unambiguous in its denial of having
any terrorist safe havens inside Pakistan. It must be appreciated that while
Islamabad also has obvious interest in a stable Afghanistan, it does not have an
absolute convergence of strategic interests with the US anymore and no amount of
diplomatic small talk can change the facts on ground. To Pakistan, the American
altruistic intent of staying indefinitely in Afghanistan ―till it restores stability‖ is
now increasingly being seen as an excuse for pursuing its geopolitical and
economic goals in Central and South Asia. The US demands seem insatiable to
meet not because Pakistan lacks the strength or candour but because they now
seem to be premised on venal interest and insincerity.
The frosty welcomes given to two important Washington envoys recently,
Rex Tillerson and James Mattis, were adroit diplomatic expressions from
Islamabad to kick-start negotiations based on some notion of equivalence. This
also sent out clear messages to Washington that Pakistan was not rattled by
Washington‘s threats like the ones made by CIA chief Mike Pompeo before the
Mattis visit. Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif‘s statement about enhancing strategic
ties with Russia and China were also carefully calibrated to time with the recent
visit and subtly conveyed Pakistan‘s options to Washington. To be fair, the
insulting public declarations of the US using ‗powerful options‘ against Pakistan if
it did not comply are unintelligent and counter-productive ways of conveying
intent. Similarly, recent assertions of US Chief of Staff Gen Joseph F Dunford and
others against the Inter-Services Intelligence and its alleged links with terror outfits
seem to be staggeringly hypocritical and are severely irking off the establishment
since the US‘s own involvement in creating and funding Islamic State in Syria and
its support for the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan in Afghanistan is no more a subject
relegated to the realm of conspiracy. Iran, Russia and China are all deeply
concerned and making their own intelligence inroads into Afghan power dynamics.
Brash US diplomacy against Pakistan is clearly a façade for its vulnerability
and failure in Afghanistan. Tillerson met Ghani at Bagram military airbase before
arriving at Islamabad and in a most intellectually insulting manner the photographs
of Bagram were digitally doctored to give an image that the meeting actually took
place in Kabul. With vast swathes of territory, including the capital itself out of
joint US-Afghan control, the idea of terrorists using safe havens in Pakistan seems
ludicrous, and the continuous harping on this tune is ticking off Islamabad where
the military confidently asserts that no-go areas do not exist on its territory
anymore. In fact, top US delegations have already been hosted in erstwhile terrorist
strongholds like North Waziristan to prove the point. Opinions and allegations,
however, move faster than understanding and for the US, the quick selling rhetoric
of safe havens is a constant theme to keep Pakistan under pressure.
From the geopolitical viewpoint, permanent presence on Afghan turf
supports the US to pursue its strategic objective of containing China. America‘s
ulterior motives were laid bare when in an apparent measure to appease India, its
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posture towards CPEC recently changed and was described as passing through
disputed territory. This cements Pakistan‘s suspicions that the US would assist
Indians in destabilising CPEC to scuttle the Chinese strategic initiative through
terrorist proxies already deployed and operating in Pakistan.
Both Tillerson and Mattis were apparently furnished with irrefutable
evidence of Indian involvement in terrorist activities in Pakistan, probably just as a
bargaining chip at the negotiating table since the US is most definitely privy to the
development already. While it has tried to alleviate Pakistani concerns in this
regard during the Mattis visit, the US still continues to hedge support for the Indian
propaganda of calling the legitimate indigenous freedom struggle in IndiaOccupied Kashmir (IOK) a terrorist enterprise funded by Islamabad. It is also
conveniently turning a blind eye to Indian brutalities and human rights abuses in
IOK and its frequent violations of the LoC. The US expectation of an honest and
willing support from Pakistan after such overt and malicious diplomatic and
economic hostility is unrealistic, duplicitous and unwise; a reality aptly conveyed
to Mattis. Pakistanis, it appears, are no more willing to carry their own cross to
crucifixion. That said, the apparently honest appraisal of this troubled relationship
by both sides in the last visit seems like a glimmer of hope for the future.
Командующий ВВС Пакистана пообещал сбивать американские дроны,
если они будут нарушать воздушное пространство
Pakistan to shoot down US drone if it violated airspace: air chief
Daily Times. DECEMBER 8, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/154982/pakistan-to-shootdown-us-drone-if-it-violated-airspace-air-chief/

ISLAMABAD: Air Chief Marshal Sohail Aman on Thursday warned the
United States that its drone would be shot down in case of any violation of
Pakistan‘s airspace. Soahil Aman expressed his views while addressing the
opening ceremony of AirTech‘17 at the Air University, Islamabad.
The air chief said enemies were conducting terrorist activities in Pakistan
through Afghanistan. Sohail Aman said, ―We cannot change our neighbours, but
the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) is fully equipped and completely eligible to protect
the borders.‖ He said even Indian military officials admit the professional skills of
PAF. Sohail Aman said the attack on Kamra Airbase was the most tragic incident
in air force‘s history. He said the PAF suffered huge loss in the occurrence but did
not lose hope. The air chief said that Sweden asked huge sum for repair work of
the damaged aircrafts, which was then completed by the PAF itself.
The air chief said that the PAF started making weapons itself after America
stopped the supply. The Pakistan Air Force built JF-17 when the delivery of F-16
jets was suspended, Sohail said. He further added that JF-17 was better than F-16
in four disciplines.
Sohail Aman informed that the PAF was soon going to make 5th generation
fighter planes under ―Project Azm‖ by itself. ―The air force will be able to sale
weapons after fulfilling own needs by 2020, and will launch a new satellite as
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well,‖ he said. He said Pakistan would able to send astronauts into space with the
collaboration of China within two years. The air chief also talked about Operation
Zarb-e-Azb and Raddul Fasaad, and said they helped eliminate militants and
extremism. Vice Chancellor of Air University AVM (r) Faaiz Amir and other
speakers were also present on the occasion.
Пакистан не намерен делать «большее» - визит Маттиса
Pakistan refused to 'do more' during Mattis visit: sources
Amir
Khan.
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Tribune.
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KARACHI: While telling Defence Secretary James Mattis that enough is
enough, Pakistan had told the visiting dignitary that its hands were tied up in the
fight against terrorism and would no more accept the oft-repeated mantra of ‗do
more‘ against alleged safe havens in the country, Roznama Express has learnt.
Sources in the federal government said Mattis was told that Pakistan
would not conduct any joint operation inside its territory, reiterating that any
evidence about the presence of terrorist networks on its soil should be shared with
the civil and military leadership.
Authorities told the visiting delegation that Pakistan will continue
conducting operations against terrorists, which is in its national interest.
US defence chief urges Pakistan to ‗redouble‘ efforts against militants
The US officials, inside sources said, were told that the Trump
administration‘s new policy for Af-Pak region was not acceptable, and if it wanted
to improve ties, then it should change its policy.
In August, the US president outlined a new strategy for the war in
Afghanistan, chastising Pakistan over its alleged support for Afghan Taliban.
During meeting with the US defence chief, it was decided that the dialogue
process between the two countries would continue through diplomatic contacts.
Mattis assured that the Trump administration wanted to strengthen its ties
with Pakistan by increasing diplomacy on all issues.
US ready to address Pakistan‘s legitimate concerns, Mattis assures Gen
Qamar
Meanwhile, diplomatic sources said the firm stance adopted by the country‘s
civil and military leadership is likely to make US change its current stance.
Mattis also assured Pakistan that the US will take appropriate action against
militant groups in Afghanistan that were spreading unrest in Pakistan.
Both sides, the sources added, agreed to take Afghan President Ashraf Ghani
into confidence to establish peace in Afghanistan.
While Pakistan assured to cooperate in resuming the Afghan reconciliation
process, insiders said a breakthrough in this regard was expected soon.
К итогам визита министра обороны США Дж.Мэттиса в Пакистан
Карпов Д.А. 6 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39659
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Министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис в понедельник на встрече с
премьер-министром Пакистана Шахидом Хаканом Аббаси и своим
пакистанским коллегой Хурамом Дастгиром Ханом призвал Исламабад
активнее бороться с терроризмом, отметив важность сотрудничества в
Афганистане.
От себя добавим, что на этой встрече также присутствовал и начальник
Генерального штаба пакистанской армии Камар Джавад Баджва. Об этом
сообщила официальный представитель Пентагона Дана Уайт. «Министр
Мэттис отметил вклад Пакистана в войну с терроризмом. Он подчеркнул ту
важнейшую роль, которую Пакистан может сыграть, работая вместе с
Соединенными Штатами и другими странами над проведением мирного
процесса в Афганистане, реализация которого принесет стабильность и
безопасность для всего региона. Министр вновь указал на то, что Пакистан
должен удвоить свои усилия по противодействию боевикам и террористам,
действующим внутри страны», — сказала Уайт.
В этой связи американские аналитики в общем-то солидарно отмечают,
что итоги переговоров министра обороны в Пакистане можно
охарактеризовать «как провальные». За скобками официального коммюнике
Пентагона по его результатам остался отказ пакистанцев предпринимать
какие-либо реально эффективные шаги по ликвидации тыловых структур
подконтрольных им отрядов талибов в «зоне племен» на пакистаноафганской границе. Более того, на сегодня Исламабад не считает для себя
возможным участие в прямых переговорах с Кабулом. Также для
американского министра, который, кстати, имеет кличку «бешеный пес»,
было доведено условие для начала такого рода переговоров. Это вывод всех
иностранных войск из Афганистана. Понятно, что такое требование с учетом
недавнего наращивания количественного состава американских сил в этой
стране, звучало как издевка.
В ходе переговоров не затрагивалась тема индийской активности в
Афганистане, которую Вашингтон сделала одним из столпов своей новой
стратегии в Афганистане в настоящий период времени, но она безусловно
стояла невидимым фоном этих консультаций. Недавнее освобождение
пакистанцами значимого эмиссара «Лашкар е-Тойбы» и одного из главных
организаторов резонансного нападения на Мумбаи безусловно мимо
внимания американцев не прошло. Оно было явно приурочено к визиту
Дж.Мэттиса в Пакистан, и является ясным сигналом американским
силовикам, что Исламабад не надеется более на благоразумие Вашингтона по
вопросу нивелирования роли Индии в Афганистане. И соответственно на
этом направлении пакистанцы будут использовать старые и проверенные
методы воздействия на ситуацию в виде подконтрольных пакистанским
военным террористических группировок.
Главной ошибкой министра обороны США в рамках прошедших
переговоров, по оценке экспертов, явилось жесткое увязывание темы
вступления пакистанцев в переговоры с Кабулом на условиях Вашингтона с
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темой размеров прямой военной помощи Пакистану. Это сразу же придало
ходу консультаций неправильный ход. Вашингтон в этой связи старается
использовать этот аспект для «убеждения» пакистанкой стороны. В 2017
году сумма такой поддержки составила 526 млн долларов США, что
включало в себя дотации за использование американцами и силами НАТО
пакистанского логистического коридора для материально-технического
снабжения сил НАТО в Афганистане. В 2018 году такая поддержка составит
всего 345 млн долларов. Для примера, в 2014 году она составляла 2,2
млрд долларов. При этом попытка увязать два этих момента: согласие
Исламабада на вариант переговорного процесса под диктовку американцев, и
возобновление военной помощи в прежних объемах, заранее была обречена
на неудачу.
Еще до поездки министра обороны США в Пакистан, военные
аналитики Пентагона подготовили специальный доклад, из которого
следовало, что Исламабад при всех прочих вариантах никогда не разменяет
американскую военную поддержку на ослабление своих позиций в
Афганистане. И никогда не согласиться на усиление роли Индии в
Афганистане, пусть и в чисто экономическом сегменте. По итогам визита
стало особенно очевидным, что Пакистан готов поставить под угрозу
двусторонние связи с США, в том числе и в военной области, но при этом
сохранить свое доминирование в Афганистане на своих условиях.
Таким образом, миссия Дж.Мэттиса по убеждению пакистанского
руководства в необходимости присоединиться к новой стратегии президента
США Д.Трампа на афганском направлении успехом не увенчалась. Поэтому
эксперты отмечают, что в рамках дальнейшего давления Вашингтона на
Исламабад с использованием фактора ВТС площадка для маневра
фактически исчерпана. Пентагон выступил категорически против
предложенного Д.Трампом варианта лишения Исламабада «статуса
стратегического регионального партнера США вне блока НАТО».
Одновременно резкое ухудшение отношений с Москвой и наращивание
сил НАТО в Афганистане в рамках новой стратегии подразумевает
активизацию пакистанских логистических коридоров. Россия безусловно не
позволит это сделать с помощью центральноазиатского варианта. Это
подразумевает автоматическое увеличение объемов финансирования
Пакистана. В этой ситуации стойкость Исламабада в рамках оказываемого на
него Вашингтоном дипломатического давления понятна и логична.
Американцам просто некуда больше деваться. Перебрасывать самолетами
все необходимые грузы в рамках обеспечения миссии своих войск в
Афганистане и поддержки афганских силовиков, обойдется Пентагону
слишком дорого. Этого с учетом прогнозируемого дефицита бюджета не
поймут в Белом доме и Конгрессе. К тому же ослабление сотрудничества по
линии ВТС автоматически подталкивает Исламабад в объятия Москвы и
Пекина. Так что американские военные уповают сейчас только на
кардинальное улучшение положения на фронтах. Если проще, то они
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намерены нанести решающее поражение талибам в Афганистане с целью
принуждения их и пакистанцев к началу переговоров на своих условиях.
Тактика излишне наивная и к позитивному результату не приведет. Все это
означает, что Москва получает на афганском направлении продолжение и
активизацию внутреннего конфликта, что фактически исключает какие-либо
серьезные провокации с территории этой страны по направлению
центральноазиатских республик.
«Нежные» (сложные) отношения Пакистана и США
Delicate Pakistan-US relations
Talat
Masood.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1576806/6-delicate-pakistan-us-relations/

6th,

2017.

Managing relations with the US has always remained Pakistan‘s greatest
foreign policy challenge. Military rulers whether it was Ayub, Zia or Musharraf
sought legitimacy by submitting to America‘s global and regional agenda and
relations remained generally satisfactory and even cordial. The most recent and
glaring example of this cooperation was Pakistan‘s robust support to the Afghan
Jihad during Soviet occupation and later its involvement in Afghanistan after the
events of 9/11. But these expedient policies had long-term consequences whose ill
affects are visible even now.
It is somewhat sad that either by coincidence or otherwise whenever civilian
governments have been in power, whether it was the PPP or the PML-N, they were
subjected to US sanctions or remained under pressure. It was Pakistan‘s nuclear
programme that was the rationale, although during military regimes for expedient
reasons it was overlooked by Washington.
Once again we are undergoing a very challenging phase of our relationship
with the US. We are being continuously blamed for providing sanctuary to the
Haqqani Network and the Taliban Shura. Denial by the Pakistani side is not
accepted on its face value and the commander of Nato-led coalition in Afghanistan,
Gen John Nicholson, said that Pakistan has not changed in its support for the
Haqqani Network and the Taliban Shura, the very groups that they are fighting.
The secretary of state and senior members of the department of defence have made
similar scathing statements. This accusation clearly implies as if Pakistan is not an
ally but working against the US‘s interests.
Don‘t expect unilateral cooperation, Pakistan to tell US defence secretary
The visit of Secretary of Defence General Mattis was rightly given great
weightage, as he is one of the few members of the administration that enjoys the
confidence of President Trump. The way the state department has been sidelined
and the secretary of state apparently on the way out, the department of defence has
assumed great importance.
Pakistan‘s relations with the US are going through a difficult and
unpredictable phase. No doubt allegations that Pakistan is providing sanctuary to
the Haqqani Network and Taliban leadership is nothing new, but since President
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Trump has assumed office he has taken a very strong stand on the question of
sanctuaries. The warnings by the state department and General Nicholson‘s
statement preceding Gen Mattis‘s visit shows that either the US does not believe in
the veracity of Pakistan‘s version or deliberately accuses us to scapegoat its
failures. In fact, it is more of the latter.
For in recent months, Pakistan has taken effective measures to ensure that
the Haqqani Network and the Taliban leadership do not use Pakistan‘s territory. It
is clear that our army has taken very concrete steps that the Taliban or its ally the
Haqqani Network does not operate from the Pakistani soil. But surely, it does not
want to antagonise the Taliban leadership to an extent that should make them its
enemy, as Pakistan is already facing the challenge of coping with Indian and
Afghan hostility. Moreover, Pakistan‘s contention is that the Taliban are a
significant force in Afghanistan and merely relying on military force to subjugate
the insurgency is unlikely to succeed. The solution lies in giving greater weightage
to political engagement.
The visit of Mr Tillerson, secretary of state, and the recent one of Secretary
of Defence General James Mattis suggests the pressure Trump administration is
mounting on Pakistan. Indications are that the Pakistan Army will go only to some
extent in meeting the US‘s demands. As the Foreign Office spokesperson stated
recently Pakistan would try to seek common ground. This point has been reiterated
during the middle-tier talks that took place recently as well.
Withholding of the Coalition Support Fund of $700 million by the US has
also not been well received, as this is the amount that Pakistan has already spent in
providing services. If unfortunately, measures taken by Pakistan are unable to
satisfy the Pentagon and the Trump administration it could lead to the US stepping
up drone attacks. It could also withdraw the Non-Nato ally status and completely
cut off aid. The worst-case scenario would be if the US‘s expected winter offensive
against the Taliban fails. In its frustration, it could unjustly blame Pakistan as
sponsor of terrorism and apply strict UN sanctions. Pakistan understands all this
but can only go that far while protecting its national interests. If the unfairly US
pressure on Pakistan continues it will only push it more into the fold of the
Chinese.
Pakistan, meanwhile, is also trying to improve relations with Russia and Iran
and focus more on Muslim countries. Its efforts to a large extent have been fairly
successful. Furthermore, with the US engaged in serious confrontation with North
Korea, having extremely tense relations with Iran and deep involvement in Syria,
will it be prepared to open another front against Pakistan? However, President
Trump and his team in the interim will keep the pressure, blowing hot and cold but
keeping the channels of communication open. Despite the US‘s present attitude it
understands Pakistan‘s value in the region and will only go that far. Meanwhile, it
is expected that the Pakistan Army will keep a tight leash on the Haqqani Network,
the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and Lashkar-e-Taiba so that it does not provide the
US any excuse to malign it. Pakistan understands that there are mandatory
obligations based on the UN resolutions 1267 and 1822 that compel it to take
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effective measures against these organisations. Meanwhile, civil and military
leadership are likely to step up efforts to improve relations with Afghanistan by
removing their misgivings.
Despite recent setbacks Pakistan needs to make every effort to improve
relations with Washington. It ought to step up the channels of traditional
diplomacy — mutual visits by political and military leadership. Pakistan in the past
has neglected public diplomacy, which too could play an effective role in
correcting our image. This would require greater interaction at the civil society
level. Pakistani intellectuals and diaspora need to be more active in their
interaction with US think tanks such as Brookings, Carnegie, Hudson Institute and
American Enterprise. These institutions play a major role in influencing American
policy at the White House, the state department and the department of defence.
Мининдел Асиф заявил, что отныне акцент внешней политики
Пакистана переносится с США на Россию и Китай
Pakistan‘s foreign policy to remain US-centric no more
Daily Times, December 6th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/153532/pakistans-foreignpolicy-remain-us-centric-no/

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Tuesday said Pakistan‘s
foreign policy has for long remained US-centric, however, the time had come to
review the policy and shift its focus towards Russia and China.
The foreign minister highlighted the possibility of a policy shift and said
revisiting the Islamabad‘s policy was the need of the hour. The minister hinted at
an inclination towards the left block of the world, saying, ―China lives next to us
and we have a common wall. Russia can also be our good friend.‖
Asif said this while addressing a seminar hosted by the Sustainable
Development Policy Institute (SDPI) in the federal capital.
―We can‘t have an independent foreign policy until we are economically
strong,‖ the minister maintained.
Мининдел Асиф заявил о необходимости переноса акцентов во внешней
политике с США на Китай и Россию.
Khawaja Asif hints at foreign policy shift from US towards China, Russia
Naveed
Siddiqui.
Dawn.
December
05,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1374715/khawaja-asif-hints-at-foreign-policy-shift-from-ustowards-china-russia

Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Tuesday said Pakistan's foreign policy
has for long remained US-centric, however, the time had come to review the policy
and shift its focus towards Russia and China.
The foreign minister highlighted the possibility of a policy shift and said
revisiting the Islamabad's policy was the need of the hour. The minister hinted at
an inclination towards the left block of the world, saying "China lives next to us
and we have a common wall. Russia can also be our good friend."
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Asif said this while addressing a seminar hosted by the Sustainable
Development Policy Institute (SDPI) in the federal capital.
"We can‘t have an independent foreign policy until we are economically
strong," the minister maintained.
Asif said the US has been Pakistan's biggest trade partner. "We have to
convert our diplomatic outpost to trade outpost," he said, adding that Islamabad
must improve and correct its relationships.
Peace in Afghanistan is extremely important for us, he said, adding that the
US will have to see relations with Islamabad without the prism of Afghanistan.
"We [Pakistan and the US] have a historic and robust relationship."
Further talking about Afghanistan, the minister said Islamabad wants to live
peacefully with all its neighbours and rest of the world. "We want peace in
Afghanistan. The Afghan war was a liability for Pakistan. We are still suffering
very badly from the Afghan war," he added.
The minister, however, expressed hope and said: "We are trying to manage
the situation and to turn the debris into hope." He elaborated that the debris
includes religious radicalism and said the nation was facing its consequences.
"There is no end in sight," he said, adding that despite past mistakes the
country was moving on. "We are looking for peace and harmonisation in the
region," he maintained.
Some of our neighbours had expressed reservations on the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) but we have a different perspective as we do believe
that its a game changer project for the entire region, Asif added.
"We avoid conflict and maintain a policy of neutrality in relations with Iran
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia."
We share a long border with Iran and we have a common wall, culture, and
language with Afghanistan, the minister said, but deplored the fact that Pakistan
was "facing terrorism from the eastern and western borders".
We have direct and more stakes in Afghanistan's peace than any other
country, he maintained.
We will also have to put our house in order, he said while referring to the
Faizabad interchange sit-in. "It was not a good example," Asif accepted.
Визит Маттиса в Исламабад
Mattis Visits Islamabad
The Nation. December 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/05-Dec-2017/mattis-visits-islamabad

Before meeting the PM, Khaqan Abbasi and COAS, Qamar Bajwa, US
Defence Secretary, James Mattis said enough about why he was visiting Pakistan.
The purposes and objectives of his visit to Islamabad were already evident.
Everyone knew that it would not be a meaningful meeting but just an attempt to
coerce Pakistan for the failures of the US in Afghanistan. The earlier news reports
suggested that he wanted an answer to the categorical question, ―Are you with us
or not?‖ the answer to which is not difficult to guess.
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However, talking to the reporters after meeting Abbasi, Mattis said that he
was in Islamabad to find and identify common grounds which both countries could
act on. The focus of the meeting was bilateral relations, the regional situation,
Peaceful Afghanistan and eradication of terrorism.
However, at best the US approach towards can be seen as a carrot and stick
approach. A day before, CIA Director Mike Pompeo issued severe warnings to
Pakistan if the government failed to destroy safe havens of militants in the country,
but Mattis hopes for a common ground of operating against terror outfits.
American frustration for its failure in Afghanistan is understandable.
However, what beyond comprehension are its attempts to channel out all its anger
on Pakistan. In fact, successive American governments were not on the same page
regarding countering terrorism in Afghanistan. Till this day, Taliban have resisted
every policy and tactic designed to combat insurgency on Afghan soil quite
successfully.
The superiority arrogance bars America to admit the fact that they have lost
the battle in Afghanistan. It is better to allow other countries and regional
governments to find some sustainable solution to the Afghan conundrum.
Mere allegations against Pakistan cannot guarantee American forces a win
against Taliban in Afghanistan. While Pakistan has shown its commitment to the
US against terrorist outfits, it is about time that America stops this practice of
making Pakistan scapegoat for its failures in Afghanistan.
США требуют от Пакистана удвоить усилия по борьбе с терроризмом
‗Redouble‘ efforts against militants: US to Pakistan
Daily Times, November 5th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/152866/redouble-effortsmilitants-us-pakistan/

Abbasi tells Mattis nobody wants peace in Afghanistan more than Pakistan
COAS says Islamabad had done much more than its due share despite
constraints
ISLAMABAD: US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis on Monday met Pakistan‘s
civilian and military leaders and urged them ‗redouble‘ their efforts to rein in
militants accused of using the country as a base to carry out attacks in neighboring
Afghanistan.
Mattis, on a one-day visit to Pakistan, said the South Asian nation had made
progress in the fight against militancy inside its borders but needed to make more.
―The Secretary reiterated that Pakistan must redouble its efforts to confront
militants and terrorists operating within the country,‖ the Pentagon said in a
statement.
Mattis, who visited Pakistan for the first time as defense secretary, said before
the trip that the goal for his meetings with Pakistani officials would be to find
‗common ground‘.
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In his discussion with Mattis, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said the
two allies shared objectives. ―We‘re committed (to) the war against terror,‖ he
said. ―Nobody wants peace in Afghanistan more than Pakistan.‖
During the meeting, General Mattis stated that the purpose of his visit was to
find ‗common grounds‘ in order to create a positive, consistent and long-term
relationship with Pakistan, read a statement issued by the Prime Minister‘s House.
Defence Minister Khurram Dastgir, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, Interior
Minister Ahsan Iqbal, National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua and Director
General (DG) ISI Lt Gen Naveed Mukhtar were among those who attended the
meeting. US Ambassador David Hale was also present.
―The US defence secretary said he was aware of the sacrifices rendered and
the lives lost in Pakistan‘s fight against terrorism and extremism,‖ the statement
read. Mattis was also reported to have appreciated the professional abilities of
Pakistan‘s armed forces.
Mattis underscored the importance of continuing and deepening cooperation
for the ‗common objective of eliminating terrorism from the region‘, read the
statement.
Prime Minister Abbasi underlined the need for broad-based engagement to
strengthen the partnership and enhance cooperation between the two countries, the
statement said.
He agreed with Mattis that both Pakistan and the US have common stakes in
securing peace and security in Afghanistan for the long-term stability of the
broader region.
The premier also appreciated the US‘s resolve not to allow the use of Afghan
soil against Pakistan.
Sharing highlights of recent counter-terrorism operations to improve the
domestic law and order situation, PM Abbasi noted that Pakistan, in its national
interest, would continue to conduct intelligence-based operations all over the
country to consolidate the gains achieved in the last four years.
The prime minister reiterated that there was no safe haven in Pakistan and the
entire nation was committed to its resolve on ‗eradicating terrorism once and for all
in all its forms and manifestations‘.
Mattis also met with Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa at the
GHQ. The meeting focused on regional security with particular emphasis on
Afghanistan as well as other matters of mutual interest, according to press release
issued by the ISPR.
The COAS acknowledged history of US engagements with Pakistan
especially the ongoing efforts for continuing the positivity for peace in the region.
He said that Pakistan had done much more than its due share despite capacity
constraints but will remain committed for peace as a responsible member of the
international community.
He reiterated Pakistan‘s support to peace and stability in the region and
highlighted Pakistan‘s concerns emanating from Indian use of Afghan soil, the
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necessity and right of Afghan refugees for a respectable and early repatriation and
the existence of terrorist safe havens across the border in Afghanistan.
Gen Mattis expressed his respect for Pakistan‘s armed forces and the effective
operations undertaken against terrorists. He highlighted the concern that a few
elements continue to use Pakistan‘s territory to further their terrorist agenda in
Afghanistan. He assured the COAS that US was ready to play its role in addressing
Pakistan‘s legitimate concerns, saying that his aim was not to make demands but
find common grounds to work together.
The COAS appreciated the visiting dignitary‘s understanding of the
underlying issues and said that Pakistan didn‘t require anything from US but
‗understanding‘. ―We have eliminated safe havens from Pakistan‘s soil but are
prepared to look into the possibility of miscreants exploiting Pakistan‘s hospitality
to the Afghan refugees to the detriment of our Afghan brothers,‖ he said.
Пакистан попросил дать ему время, чтобы показать, что он готов
бороться с террористами; заверил США, что не ведет «двойную игру».
US assured of ‗no double game‘
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/05-Dec-2017/usassured-of-no-double-game

On ‗do more‘ demand, Pakistan seeks time for satisfactory results, Mattis
acknowledges Pak sacrifices in anti-terror war at meetings with Abbasi, Bajwa,
Says Washington ready to address Islamabad‘s ‗legitimate concerns‘
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan yesterday sought time from the United States to
show better results against the terror remnants, assuring that Islamabad was not
playing a ‗double-game‘ with Washington.
In his meetings with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Army Chief
Qamar Javed Bajwa, US Defence Secretary James Mattis made it clear that his
country had not ‗seen any practical change‘ in Pakistan‘s attitude even after
exchange of several high-profile visits to raise the trust level, sources said.
Prime Minister Abbasi rejected the allegation and told Mattis that Pakistani
nation was committed to eradicating all kinds of terrorism and terrorists.
According to an official statement, he also stressed the need for broadening
the relationship between the two countries.
A statement from ISPR said, General Bajwa told Mattis Pakistan has already
done much, while US defence secretary assured that his country was ―ready‖ to
address Pakistan‘s legitimate concerns.
Officials privy to the meetings told The Nation that Mattis had a smiling
face all through but raised tough questions.
―To the mother of all questions – are you with Washington or not – Pakistan
told him clearly that Pakistan was with the US and wanted to continue the
alliance,‖ said one official.
Another official said the Mattis asked Pakistan to cooperate with
Afghanistan to eliminate the ‗terrorists‘ safe havens‘ along the porous border.
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―Mattis insisted the militants were finding refuge on the Pakistan side of the
border. He offered to physically help if Pakistan was not able to act alone,‖ the
official told The Nation.
He added: ―Pakistan made it clear that it was not supporting any group and
wanted to completely eliminate terrorism in its own interest. Commitment to ties
with Washington was also reiterated.‖
Just before Mattis met the Pakistani civil and military leadership, Central
Intelligence Agency chief Mike Pompeo warned Pakistan that his country will do
―everything we can‖ to eliminate the alleged safe havens of terrorists in Pakistan if
Islamabad failed to act.
―In the absence of the Pakistanis achieving that (ridding their country of
terror networks), we are going to do everything we can to make sure that safehavens no longer exist,‖ Mike Pompeo said.
Mattis was in Pakistan for a few hours before he flew to Kuwait. The main
agenda of his visit was to pressure Pakistan to act indiscriminately against the
terrorists and eliminate terror networks.
Washington had long been pressing Pakistan to act against the Haqqani
network. In August, US President Donald Trump accused Pakistan of protecting
the ‗agents of chaos‘ and warned to end the alliance if Pakistan did not show
results.
Announcing his new South Asia strategy in August, Trump had said: ―For its
part, Pakistan often gives safe havens to agents of chaos, violence, and terror. The
threat is worse because Pakistan and India are two nuclear-armed states whose
tense relations threaten to spiral into conflict. And that could happen.‖
The US President also said Pakistan had ―much to lose‖ by continuing to
―harbour‖ criminals and terrorists.
Pakistan, which strongly rejects the charges, had recently asked the US not
to ‗dictate terms‘ on the war on terror as it violated the country‘s sovereignty.
Last week, US and Nato forces commander in Afghanistan General John
Nicholson alleged Pakistan had not taken steps against the terrorists to satisfy
Washington.
Asked about Pakistan‘s alleged ties with the Haqqani network, he said:
―Well, to bookend that comment, the chairman of the joint chiefs (General Joseph
Dunford) and the secretary of defence (James Mattis) were asked these questions
recently. I think they affirmed that those relationships still exist. So I would leave
it at that and I concur with their assessment.‖
The US is also furious over the release of Jamaat-ud Dawa chief Hafiz Saeed
– whom the US and India accuse of masterminding the 2008 Mumbai attacks that
killed 166 people.
An official statement released here said Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi met James Mattis who was accompanied by senior officials from
Department of Defence and the US ambassador to Pakistan David Hale.
Abbasi was assisted by ministers of defence, foreign affairs and interior as
well as senior officials from the respective ministries, it said.
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―Mattis stated that the purpose of his visit was to find common grounds in
order to create a positive, consistent and long term relationship with Pakistan,‖ the
statement said.
He emphasised that in view of his long association with Pakistan, he was
keenly aware of the sacrifices rendered and the lives lost in Pakistan‘s fight against
terrorism and extremism; and his personal respect and appreciation for the
professional abilities of Pakistan‘s armed forces, it added.
General Mattis also underscored the importance of continuing and deepening
cooperation for the common objective of eliminating terrorism from the region.
Recalling the longstanding relationship with the United States, Prime
Minister Abbasi underlined the need for a broad based engagement to strengthen
partnership and enhance cooperation between the two countries, added the
statement.
Articulating Pakistan‘s perspective, he noted that no other country benefits
more from peace and stability in Afghanistan than Pakistan.
He agreed with Secretary Mattis that both Pakistan and the US have
common stakes in securing peace and security in Afghanistan for the long term
stability of the broader region.
The prime minister also appreciated the US resolve of not to allow the use of
Afghan soil against Pakistan, said the statement.
Sharing highlights of the recent counter terrorism operations to improve the
law and order situation, Premier Abbasi noted that Pakistan, in its national interest,
would continue to conduct intelligence based operations all over the country to
consolidate the gains achieved in the last four years.
He reiterated there were ―no safe havens in Pakistan‖ and the entire nation
was committed to its resolve on eradicating terrorism once and for all in all its
forms and manifestations.
The US embassy in its statement said James Mattis met with Prime Minister
Abbasi, Defence Minister Khurram Dastagir, COAS General Qamar Javed Bajwa
and Inter-Services Intelligence chief Lt-Gen Naveed Mukhtar.
It said that Secretary Mattis recognised Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the war
against terrorism. He emphasised the vital role Pakistan can play in working with
the US and others to facilitate a peace process in Afghanistan.
―The Secretary reiterated that Pakistan must redouble its efforts to confront
militants and terrorists operating within the country,‖ the statement added.
Bajwa-Mattis meeting
A statement from military‘s media wing said General James Mattis called on
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa at GHQ and the meeting was
focused on regional security with particular emphasis on Afghanistan.
COAS acknowledged history of US engagements with Pakistan especially
the ongoing efforts for continuing the positivity for peace in the region.
He said that Pakistan has done much more than its due share despite capacity
constraints but shall remain committed for peace as a responsible member of
international community, the ISPR statement said.
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He reiterated Pakistan‘s support to peace and stability in the region and
highlighted Pakistan‘s concerns emanating from Indian use of Afghan soil, the
necessity and right of Afghan refugees for a respectable & early repatriation and
the existence of terrorist safe havens across the border in Afghanistan.
Gen Mattis expressed his respect for Pakistan Armed Forces and the
effective operations undertaken against terrorists. He highlighted concern that a
few elements continue to use Pakistan‘s territory to further their terrorist agenda in
Afghanistan, the statement said.
He assured that US is ready to play its role in addressing Pakistan‘s
legitimate concerns, saying that his aim is not to make demands but find common
grounds to work together.
COAS appreciated the dignitary‘s understanding of the underlying issues
and said that Pakistan does not require anything from US but understanding. We
have eliminated safe havens from Pakistan‘s soil but are prepared to look into the
possibility of miscreants exploiting Pakistan‘s hospitality to the Afghan Refugees
to the detriment of our Afghan brothers.
Both agreed to work towards specific and sustained actions on each other‘s
concerns.
Маттис в ходе своего визита призвал Пакистан «удвоить» усилия в
борьбе с терроризмом
US defence chief urges Pakistan to ‗redouble‘ efforts against militants
The Express Tribune. 5.12.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1575463/1-us-defencesecretary-james-mattis-arrives-pakistan/

ISLAMABAD: US Defence Secretary James Mattis held talks with the
Pakistani civil and military leadership on Monday and the outcome of the meetings
suggests that the way is being paved for the two sides to find a ―common ground‖
for cooperation in the war in Afghanistan.
As Mattis treaded lightly during his visit, he was told that Pakistan had been
prepared to look into the possibility of ―miscreants‖ exploiting Islamabad‘s
hospitality to Afghan refugees, while on his part he agreed to look into Pakistan‘s
―legitimate concerns‖, including India‘s growing footprint in Afghanistan.
Although the underlying message from Mattis echoed the larger concern of
President Donald Trump administration about Pakistan‘s role in the fight against
terrorism, the defence secretary‘s tone was not as harsh as some of the statements
given by other American officials.
A US embassy statement issued after Mattis‘ meeting with Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and separate talks with Army Chief General Qamar Javed
Bajwa at the General Headquarters (GHQ), the defence secretary reiterated that
Pakistan must ―redouble its efforts to confront militants and terrorists operating
within the country‖.
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However, unlike the embassy statement, an Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) hand-out gave a detailed account of what transpired between the army chief
and the US defence secretary.
The ISPR statement also reflected Mattis‘ concern, but the choice of words
was different. It said Mattis highlighted concerns that a few elements continued to
use Pakistan‘s territory to further their terrorist agenda in Afghanistan.
The Prime Minister‘s Office also issued a separate statement. The real
business, nevertheless, appeared to have been discussed at the GHQ parleys. The
military‘s media wing said Mattis made it clear that the aim of his visit was not to
make any demands but find common grounds to work together.
The ISPR said the meeting focused on regional security with particular
emphasis on Afghanistan as well as other matters of mutual interest. While
insisting that Pakistan had eliminated safe havens from its soil, the army chief told
Mattis: ―We are prepared to look into the possibility of miscreants exploiting
Pakistan‘s hospitality to Afghan refugees to the detriment of our Afghan brothers.‖
The army chief acknowledged the history of US engagements with Pakistan,
especially the on-going efforts for peace in the region. He said Pakistan had done
much more than its due share despite the capacity constraints and would remain
committed to peace as a responsible member of international community.
Bajwa reiterated Pakistan‘s support for peace and stability in the region and
highlighted Pakistan‘s concerns over Indian use of Afghan soil, the need for
Afghan refugees‘ respectable and early repatriation and the existence of terrorist
safe havens across the border in Afghanistan.
Mattis expressed his respect for the Pakistan armed forces and the effective
operations undertaken against terrorists. He assured the US was ready to play its
role in addressing Pakistan‘s legitimate concerns, saying that his aim was not to
make demands but find common grounds to work together.
The army chief appreciated the defence secretary‘s understanding of the
underlying issues and emphasised that Pakistan did not require anything from the
US but an understanding. Both sides agreed to work towards specific and sustained
actions on each other‘s concerns.
Jim Mattis to visit Pakistan on Dec 4 for talks with civil-military leadership
The embassy statement said Mattis recognised Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the
war against terrorism. ―The secretary emphasised the vital role that Pakistan can
play in working with the United States and others to facilitate a peace process in
Afghanistan that brings stability and security to the region,‖ it said.
Separately, meeting with Prime Minister Abbasi, the US Defence Secretary
underscored the importance of continuing and deepening cooperation for the
common objective of eliminating terrorism from the region.
Mattis told Abbasi that in view of his long association with Pakistan, he was
aware of the sacrifices rendered and the lives lost in Pakistan‘s fight against
terrorism and extremism; and his personal respect and appreciation for the
professional abilities of Pakistan‘s armed forces.
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Recalling Pakistan‘s longstanding relationship with the US, Abbasi stressed
the need for a broad-based engagement to strengthen the partnership and enhance
cooperation between the two countries.
He agreed with Secretary Mattis that both Pakistan and the US have
common stakes in securing peace and security in Afghanistan for the long-term
stability of the region. The prime minister also appreciated the US resolve not to
allow the use of Afghan soil against Pakistan.
Highlighting the recent counter-terrorism operations to improve the law and
order situation, the PM noted that Pakistan, in its national interest, would continue
to conduct intelligence-based operations all over the country to consolidate the
gains achieved in the last four years.
He reiterated that there are no safe havens in Pakistan and the entire nation
was committed to its resolve on eradicating terrorism once and for all in all its
forms and manifestations.
No pressure tactic
Earlier, en route to Pakistan, Mattis told reporters he would not use pressure
as a tactic, and insisted he would do ―some listening‖. When asked if he would
―prod‖ Islamabad to take more action, he replied: ―That‘s not the way I deal with
issues. I believe that we work hard on finding the common ground, and then we
work together, so that‘s the approach I want to take.‖
Asked if he saw any indication that Pakistan was ―open to do more‖, Mattis
replied in the affirmative. He referred to the army chief‘s visit to Kabul in recent
months, saying: ―I would look at General Bajwa‘s statements about Pakistan taking
the lead on certain issues.‖
Сокращение военно-экономической помощи США Пак-ну
Decline in US aid
Daily Times. December 4, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/151827/decline-us-aid/

A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report has detailed that United
States‘ aid to Pakistan has plummeted from more than $2.2 billion a year after 9/11
to less than $350 million for 2018.
This aid has been in the form of economic and military assistance. The worst
affected has been the Coalition Support Fund (CSF) which reimburses Pakistan for
monitoring the 2,200 kilometre-long Pak-Afghan border.
The fund has been used for the security of the Pak-Afghan border which is
monitored for cross-border movement of militants. Therefore, a decline in the CSF
disbursements should ideally have come about with a concomitant improvement in
security along the border region.
Unfortunately, that has not been the case since attacks continue to take place
on both sides.
Instead, the change in US aid policy has been associated with a widespread
perception within the State Department that Pakistan has not acted against groups
that are responsible for unrest in Afghanistan. The State Department has attached
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various strings to the CSF disbursements. In particular, it has asked Pakistan to do
more against the Haqqani Network militants who, the US alleges, operate from
inside Pakistan and are responsible for several attacks in Afghanistan.
That Pakistan needs to put its house in order has been recognised by our
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif. Hopefully, Mr Asif is already coordinating with
his counterparts in the Interior and Defence ministries to evolve a strategy for the
purpose. We will need to dismantle all militias, without distinguishing among
them, if we are to ever get to a point where we can claim that we have finally put
our house in order. It goes without saying that we will need to ensure that
Afghanistan is also able to attain stability. Once we have reached that point, the
CSF will become redundant anyway. *
Маттис прибыл в Пакистан
James Mattis arrives in Pakistan
The News. 4/12/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/252127-james-mattis-arrivesin-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis arrived in Islamabad on
Monday to ask Pakistan‘s civilian and military leadership to do more to rein in
militants accused of using the country as a base to carry out attacks in neighboring
Afghanistan.
More than 100 days since President Donald Trump announced his South
Asia strategy, however, US officials and analysts say there has been only limited
success and it is not clear how progress will be made.
US officials have long been frustrated by what they see as Pakistan‘s
reluctance to act against groups such as the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network that they believe exploit safe haven on Pakistani soil to launch attacks in
Afghanistan.
―We have heard from Pakistani leaders that they do not support terrorism ...
we expect them to act in their own best interest, and in support of peace and
regional stability,‖ Mattis said told reporters traveling with him this week.
Mattis, who is visiting Pakistan for the first time as defence secretary, said
the goal for his trip would be to find ―common ground‖ and work together.
In August, Trump outlined a new strategy for the war in Afghanistan,
chastising Pakistan over its alleged support for Afghan militants. But beyond that,
the Trump administration has done little to articulate its strategy, experts say.
Senior US officials say they have not seen a change in Pakistan‘s support for
militants, despite visits by senior US officials, including one by Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson recently.
―We have been very direct and very clear with the Pakistanis ... we have not
seen those changes implemented yet,‖ General John Nicholson, the top US general
in Afghanistan, said this week.
Pakistan says it has done a great deal to help the United States in tracking
down militants and Pakistani officials have pushed back on the US claims.
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LIMITED LEVERAGE
US official expressed hope that relations between the two countries could
improve after a kidnapped US-Canadian couple and their three children were freed
in Pakistan in October, after the couple was abducted in Afghanistan.
However, while the Trump administration has used tougher words with
Pakistan, it is has yet to change Islamabad‘s calculus and if the United States is
seen as bullying, it is unlikely to succeed, experts say.
While Mattis traveled to the region earlier this year, he did not make a stop
in Pakistan, although he did visit its arch rival, India, a relationship that has grown
under the Trump administration.
―There is not an effective stick anymore because Pakistan doesn‘t really care
about US aid, it has been dwindling anyway and it is getting the money it needs
elsewhere ... treat it with respect and actually reward it when it does do something
good,‖ Madiha Afzal, with the Brookings Institution, said.
Mattis‘ brief visit to Islamabad comes a week after a hardline religious
group called off nationwide protests after the government met its demand that a
minister accused of blasphemy resign.
Separately, Hafiz Saeed, who is accused of masterminding a bloody 2008
assault in the Indian city of Mumbai was freed from house arrest. The White House
said the release could have repercussions for relations between Washington and
Islamabad.
―I think for Pakistan, the timing in very bad. There is talk about progress
being made against extremists and here you have a situation where religious
hardliners have basically been handed everything they wanted on a silver platter,‖
said Michael Kugelman, with the Woodrow Wilson think-tank in Washington.
Kugelman said that rather than pushing Pakistan, Mattis should explain that
not dealing with militants on its border could see those same militants turning on
Islamabad.
Пакистан намерен заявить министру обороны США Маттису, что не
надо ожидать одностороннего сотрудничества.
Don‘t expect unilateral cooperation, Pakistan to tell US defence
secretary
Amir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
3,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1574915/1-dont-expect-unilateral-cooperation-pakistan-tell-usdefence-secretary/
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US Defence Secretary James Mattis. PHOTO: AFP

KARACHI: The civilian-military leadership will adopt a ‗clear cut decisive‘
stance during the visit of US Defence Secretary James Mattis to Islamabad on
Monday (tomorrow).
The stance will be ‗only cooperation will get cooperation‘. Under the policy,
Islamabad‘s response will depend on Washington actions.
This has two options: if US adopts parity, Pakistan will also cooperate in a
balanced way, but if it continues its policy of demanding ―do-more‖, then
Islamabad will reply ―no-do-more and no cooperation‖.
Sources in the centre said authorities have reviewed Pak-US relations and
decided a coordinated strategy. No pressure and demand to do-more without any
proof or information will be accepted. Pakistan will clarify that there are no
militant safe havens or terrorist network on its soil as security institutions have
purged the land of terrorists with their operations which will continue till the last
terrorist exists.
Strategic pivot of Pakistan-US relationship
The government will also inform Mattis that the US should not expect
unilateral cooperation from Pakistan. It will not conduct any joint operation with
any other country on its soil. If US provides intelligence-based information about
any possible presence of Haqqani group or any terrorist organisation on its soil,
Pakistan will review the information and take coordinated operation against them.
Pakistan will not allow anyone to hold an operation within its borders.
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Sources said if the US defence secretary demanded any action against
terrorist networks, Pakistan will ask for proofs. If Washington agrees to increase
intelligence cooperation, Islamabad will also boost ties with the Trump
administration within the limits of its policy of national security.
If US requests cooperation to establish peace in Afghanistan, Pakistan‘s
response will be positive and will tell Mattis that peace in Afghanistan is only
possible through reconciliation process and a coordinated peace formula should be
devised. The four-nation coordination group can decide this. The government has
always agreed to cooperate for peace in Afghanistan in light of its policy of
national security.
US warns of repercussions for Pakistan over Hafiz Saeed‘s release
The US and Afghan governments should also expedite action against those
terrorist groups which are hatching conspiracies using Afghan soil to destabilise
Pakistan. Sources said that the two counties will discuss terrorism, mutual
relations, peace in Afghanistan including other important issues.
Relations between the two countries are good and there is no tension,
sources added.
Islamabad has reviewed Washington apprehensions in the new Trump
policy. The two countries have held dialogue and US has informed Pakistan in
diplomatic contacts that she wants to expand ties with Pakistan. The defence
secretary‘s visit is significant for the future relations of the two countries.
Sources said Islamabad has gradually reduced dependence on US and is
expanding its relations with China, Russia and powerful Islamic countries. Sources
said Washington will have close ties with Pakistan because the Trump
administration understands its importance in the region, especially in Afghanistan.
Therefore, the US demand to do-more is limited to statements only. The US is
trying to strengthen its relations with Pakistan using its dialogue policy.
Sources said possibly, Pakistani authorities will also inform Mattis about its
reservations over the pro-Modi policy of the Trump administration. If the US
authorities table any demands in support of India, Pakistan will reject them.
США хотят найти общую почву для отношений с Пакистаном
US wants to broaden common ground with Pakistan, says Mattis
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, December 3rd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1374252/uswants-to-broaden-common-ground-with-pakistan-says-mattis

WASHINGTON: US Defence Secretary James Mattis said on Saturday that
the Trump administration wanted to broaden the common ground between Pakistan
and the United States to ensure that no terrorist group has a safe haven inside that
country.
Secretary Mattis embarked on a four-nation tour on Friday which will take
him to Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan and Kuwait. During the five-day tour, he will reaffirm America‘s ―enduring commitment to partnerships‖ in the Middle East, West
Africa and South Asia, the Pentagon said.
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The Pentagon also announced that Mr Mattis will meet Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqani Abbasi and Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa on
Dec 4 before moving on to Kuwait, the last destination of his five-day tour.
―What we‘re looking for is to broaden the common ground and make certain
that no terrorist organisation is seen as able to operate from a haven there,‖ said the
top US defence official when asked how Washington would persuade Islamabad to
support President Donald Trump‘s new Afghan policy.
Defence secretary says his country committed to a pragmatic relationship
with Pakistan
The new strategy, announced on Aug 21, seeks to defeat the Taliban in the
battlefield to force it to work with the US-backed government in Kabul.
Talking to journalists travelling with him to Egypt, Secretary Mattis briefly
explained how he plans to engage Pakistani civil and military leaders when he
arrives in Islamabad on Dec 4.
―The US remains committed to a pragmatic relationship‖ with Pakistan that
―expands cooperation on shared interests while reinforcing President Trump‘s call
for action against terrorist safe havens,‖ he said.
―The bottom line is that Pakistan has to act in its own best interest. They
know this.‖
Mr Mattis said that ―in many cases‖ Pakistanis were already backing this
strategy by taking on the terrorists operating inside their country but the US now
wants to make sure that no terrorist group has a safe haven in Pakistan.
―They have had many of their innocent people killed. They‘ve had many of
their soldiers killed and wounded,‖ he said, while explaining why he thinks
Pakistan should cooperate with the United States.
In his opening statement to the media, Mr Mattis said this would be his first
visit as secretary of defence, but not his first to Pakistan.
He said that since Aug 21, he has already visited New Delhi, Kabul and
Brussels to discuss the new strategy with Indian and Afghan leaders and was now
going to Islamabad for talks with Pakistani leaders.
―So, it‘s a continued dialogue, in what our vision is for the Afghan peace
process which, is based on four R‘s, and the objective ‗R‘ is ―reconciliation‖ and
what role they‘re going to play in that,‖ he said.
In his statement to the US Senate Armed Services Committee last month,
Secretary Mattis describes the Trump strategy for Afghanistan as ―R4+S,‖ which
stands for ―regionalise, realign, reinforce, reconcile and sustain‖.
And his latest statement makes it clear that Washington wants Pakistan to
play a key role in promoting reconciliation with the Afghan Taliban.
The two countries, however, define this reconciliation differently.
The United States wants to defeat the Taliban in the battlefield to force it to
join the reconciliation process. To achieve this objective, it wants to pressure the
Taliban from both sides of the Pak-Afghan border, with Pakistani forces attacking
them from their side and US and Afghan forces from the Afghan side.
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Pakistan, however, suggests engaging those Taliban forces who are willing
to talk and attacking only those who refuse to talk.
Asked about a recent statement by Gen John Nicholson, the commander of
US and Nato forces in Afghanistan, that despite promises Pakistan has not changed
its policies and continues to retain relations with some Taliban groups, Mr Mattis
said: ―We have heard from Pakistan leaders that they do not support terrorism. So I
expect to see that sort of action reflected in their policies.‖
Pakistan also ―has taken significant casualties — both innocent people and
their army — significant casualties from them. So we expect them to act in their
own best interest, and in support of peace and regional stability,‖ he added.
Маттис намерен выдвинуть условия для развития отношений с
Пакистаном
Mattis to ‗set conditions‘ for ties during Pakistan visit
The Nation. December 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Dec-2017/mattis-to-setconditions-for-ties-during-pakistan-visit

CAIRO - US defence secretary James Mattis has said that his upcoming visit
to Pakistan was part of an effort to ―set the conditions for future collaboration‖ that
would lead to denial of safe havens ―for any terrorist group that would attack
anyone in the region‖.
Mattis will reach Islamabad on December 4 (tomorrow) and will meet Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa in an
attempt to fix a relationship on a downward spiral, which has come under renewed
scrutiny of the Trump administration.
Speaking with reporters on a military plane en route to the Egyptian
capital, Mattis said ―This is an effort... by the American administration to go in
and set the conditions for future collaboration that leads to reconciliation in
Afghanistan and a denial of safe havens for any terrorist group that would attack
anyone in the region or elsewhere in the world, which a number of countries have
suffered from.‖
He said the US would like to broaden the focus to ensure ―no terrorist
organisation is seen as able to operate from a haven there‖.
In October, Mattis told US lawmakers that the administration was willing to
work with Pakistan ―one more time‖ before rolling out punitive measures to
compel it to act more decisively against terrorists. When asked what those
measures might be, he did not rule out withdrawing Pakistan‘s ―major non-NATO
ally‖ status as an option.
Mattis on Saturday embarked on a four-nation tour which will take him to
Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan and Kuwait.
―In Afghanistan, we have heard from Pakistan leaders that they do not
support terrorism. So I expect to see that sort of action reflected in their
policies,‖ Mattis told reporters travelling with him to Egypt.
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―They have said that they do not support havens for any terrorists, and
Pakistan has taken significant casualties – both innocent people and their army –
significant casualties from them. So we expect them to act in their own best
interest, and in support of peace and regional stability,‖ he said.
―I‘m making my first trip to Pakistan as secretary of defence. The US
remains committed to a pragmatic relationship that expands cooperation on shared
interests while reinforcing President Trump‘s call for action against terrorist safe
havens,‖ he said.
Responding to a question on Pakistan‘s failure to take actions against
terrorists, Mattissaid Pakistan has to act in its own best interest. ―They know this.
In many cases, they are. But what we‘re looking for is to broaden the common
ground and make certain that no terrorist organisation is seen as able to operate
from a haven there,‖ he said.
Observing that 39 nations have troops on the ground in Afghanistan fighting
terrorism, Mattis said the US was looking to make a common cause with them.
―There‘s plenty of collaborative areas, right now, still in effect. There‘s been some
areas that we have lost over the years, because of disagreements about what we
need to do,‖ he said.
―So this is an effort by the new American administration, to go in
and set the conditionsfor future collaboration that leads to reconciliation in
Afghanistan and a denial of safe havens for any terrorist group that would attack
anyone in the region or elsewhere in the world, which a number of countries have
suffered from,‖ Mattis said.
From Cairo, the defence secretary will head to Jordan to attend a meeting on
countering violent extremism in West Africa, hosted by Jordan‘s King Abdallah II.
On Monday, he will travel to Pakistan before concluding his trip with a visit to
Kuwait the following day.
About Syria, Mattis said that as offensive operations against ISIL in Syria
enter their final stages, he expects Washington‘s focus to move towards holding
territory instead of arming Syrian Kurdish fighters.
Mattis is scheduled to meet with Egyptian president Fatah Abdel El Sisi and
defence minister Sedki Sobhi in Cairo before heading on to Jordan, Pakistan and
Kuwait, airport officials said.
According to the US defence department, Mattis‘ five-day trip to the region
is aimed at ―re-affirming the enduring US commitment to partnership in the
Middle East, West Africa and South Asia‖. It comes just over a week after the
worst-ever Islamic militant attack in Egypt‘s modern history struck the country‘s
troubled northern Sinai region, with more than two dozen extremists descending on
a mosque and killing more than 300 worshippers.
США недовольны борьбой Пакистана с терроризмом
Not satisfied with Pakistan's cooperation in war against terror: US
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The Times of India. Dec 3, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/notsatisfied-with-pakistans-cooperation-in-war-against-terror-us/articleshow/61901309.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
US termed the release of Mumbai-terror attack accused Hafiz Saeed as "a
step backward" in that direction.
It says that Pak has not taken steps it promised after the announcement of
the South Asia Strategy.
Our patience is not unlimited when it comes to the steps that we expect them
to take: US
WASHINGTON: The US is not satisfied with Pakistan's cooperation in the
war against terror as part of its South Asia strategy and yet to see Islamabad taking
steps to "rein in" the Taliban and the Haqqani network, a senior Trump
administration official has said.
He also termed the release of Mumbai-terror attack accused Hafiz Saeed as
"a step backward" in that direction.
The official said that the release of the Coleman family, held captive for five
years by the Haqqani network, from inside Pakistan was "not an indication" of
Islamabad's co- operation with the US in the war against terrorism.
"Our diplomatic pressure, as well as our own intelligence agencies diligent
work led to the release of the Coleman family. So, I am not sure if that qualifies as
step forward (by Pakistan as part of the South Asia Strategy announced by
President Donald Trump in August)," the official told PTI.
"We are happy that the Colemans are free and that they have been released.
But we are still waiting to see Pakistan take steps to reign in the Taliban and the
Haqqani network. We are not satisfied that they have done anything significant on
this front," he said.
The US, the official said, has now a different approach to Pakistan. "We
expect, Pakistan to take steps against terror sanctuary on its territory".
Acknowledging that Pakistan has not taken steps it promised after the
announcement of the South Asia Strategy, the senior administration official said
that the White House is still hopeful that Pakistan sees that it is in its interest to
cooperate on the US strategy in Afghanistan.
"But we have not yet seen any significant changes. We still remain hopeful.
And we recognise that some of these changes take a bit of time and wouldn't
necessarily occur overnight.
"But we will expect to see these changes within a certain time-frame. Our
patience is not unlimited when it comes to the steps that we expect them to take,"
he said.
The Trump Administration has been very specific with Pakistan on the steps
that it needs to take, we have laid out very specific steps that they need to take to
degrade these groups activities and to facilitate a genuine dialogue, the official
said.
"But, I don't think we have seen any significant steps in that direction. So,
we are still waiting and watching and monitoring (Pakistan) very closely. And
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we're still hopeful that we will see Pakistan take some of those steps to crack down
on the Taliban, the Haqqani network, and ensure that there are no safe havens, for
these groups to continue operating inside Pakistan," he added.
The US, the official said, would be looking for very specific action from
Pakistan within coming weeks and months.
He said that by spring, the Trump Administration would hope to see some
real efforts on "genuine" peace process, as it is not interested in talks for talks sake.
"We would like to see a genuine peace dialogue between the Afghan
government and the Taliban. We know that the Taliban has made gains for the last
several years. So until they are convinced that they are not going to have sanctuary
in Pakistan, we don't believe they'll be ready for talks.
"They will continue to believe that they can advance on the battlefield rather
than on the negotiating table," he said, adding "so, we need to see Pakistan ensures
that they don't have a sanctuary within Pakistan. And only at that time we assess
that they'll really be ready for genuine negotiations with the Afghan government".
The the White House official, however, refused to give any time line for
actions on Pakistan, saying he thinks that it would not be helpful.
"But I just want to assure you that that we are thinking in terms of timelines
and we are monitoring the progress and we do expect meaningful actions in a
certain time-frame and we are prepared to implement new policies and take
different steps if we don't see some progress," he said.
Пакистан не согласится с политикой США в Южной Азии
Pakistan doesn‘t agree with Trump‘s South Asia policy: FO
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. December 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Dec2017/pakistan-doesn-t-agree-with-trump-s-south-asia-policy-fo

Says Pak-US dialogue ongoing, Mattis visit aimed at continuing interaction
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Thursday said it did not agree with US
President Donald Trump‘s policy on South Asia but talks were on to find common
grounds to move forward.
Speaking at a weekly news briefing here, Foreign Office spokesperson Dr
Mohammed Faisal said that the two countries were trying to improve the trust
level.
―We have already talked about this earlier. Pakistan did not agree with the
US policy on South Asia which was announced in August this year. There was a
difference in understanding and perceptions on both sides. Thereafter, a dialogue
started,‖ he said.
Faisal said the meeting between Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and
the US Vice President Mike Pence on the sidelines of the United Nations General
Assembly was immediately followed by a meeting between Foreign Secretary
Tehmina Janjua and Under Secretary for Political Affairs Thomas A Shannon.
―Soon thereafter, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif met the US Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson and others in Washington. Later, Lisa Curtis and Alice Wells
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came to Pakistantwice, followed by the visit of the US Secretary of State
to Pakistan . And now US Defence Secretary James Mattis will be
visiting Pakistan (on December 3) to continue the interaction,‖ he said.
This, he said, clearly indicated that dialogue between both the countries to
bridge gap in perceptions was ongoing. ―We are trying to find common grounds
and move forward in our bilateral relationship with the US in a positive and
cooperative manner,‖ he said.
About US and India‘s concerns over the release of Jamatud Dawa chief
Hafiz Saeed, he said Saeed was only in protective custody under the Maintenance
of Public Order.
When questioned about US and Nato forces commander in Afghanistan
General John Nicholson‘s allegations, Faisal said Pakistan and the US were
actively engaged in discussing the situation in Afghanistan with a view to arriving
at a better understanding of each other‘s positions and to devise the way forward,
promote peace and stability in Afghanistan.
He said Pakistan‘s stance on the course of action for peace and stability in
Afghanistan had been consistent and clear. ―In our opinion, the only viable and
durable solution to the Afghan conflict can be achieved through an Afghan-owned
and Afghan-led political process,‖ he said.
Faisal said drone attacks by the US were counter-productive and violated the
sovereignty of Pakistan .
On India‘s launch of the world‘s fastest supersonic cruise missile, the
spokesperson said: ―This latest launch of the cruise missile is part of the ongoing
build-up and induction of sophisticated weaponry and delivery systems by
India.‖ Pakistan , he said, had consistently raised serious concerns about these
developments as they negatively impact regional security and stability.
―This launch is yet another manifestation of the Indian negative trends. For
its part, Pakistan continues to stress the need for a meaningful dialogue for
confidence building, avoidance of arms race and promotion of strategic stability
in South Asia . Pakistan‘s proposal for a Strategic Restraint Regime for South
Asia remains on the table,‖ he maintained.
Faisal said that it was no surprise that India chose to exercise ―strategic
restraint‖ on its missile development prior to its application for the Missile
Technology Control Regime membership.
The recent growth of missile tests by India after its MTCR membership, he
said, clearly demonstrated its policy of duplicity - paying lip service to the goals of
non-proliferation while developing conventional and non-conventional capabilities
that not only undermine regional security but are inconsistent with nonproliferation norms as well.
To a question on convicted Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav‘s proposed
meeting with his mother and wife, Faisal said Indian response had been received
and was being considered.
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Jadhav, he said, was a serving Indian naval officer and convicted after he
confessed to his involvement in espionage, subversive and terrorist activities
against Pakistanresulting in the loss of many lives and damage to the property.
On India‘s claims that there was no progress on the Mumbai attacks case of
2008, the spokesperson said Foreign Secretary Janjua went to the anti-terrorism
court this week. ―She informed the court that the decision of the court to convey
the names of the Indian witnesses required for testifying in the case was being
considered by the Ministry of Interior,‖ he said.
On North Korea‘s tension with the US, he said Pakistan continued to call
upon North Korea to comply with its obligations under the Security Council
resolutions and to refrain from actions that could lead to an escalation of tensions.
―In order to maintain peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula, it is vital
for all relevant parties to pursue the path of dialogue and diplomacy, to reduce
tensions and work towards achieving a comprehensive solution,‖ he said.
Questioned about the Saudi Arabia-led military alliance and the recent highlevel meeting, Faisal said: ―This was the first meeting of the defense ministers of
Islamic Military Counter Terrorism Coalition since its inception in December
2015. The participants discussed ways to boost cooperation for combating
terrorism through intelligence sharing, capacity building, joint exercises and media
campaign. We highlighted Pakistan‘s successful counterterrorism operations and
the comprehensive National Action Plan.‖
Reaffirming Pakistan‘s historical and fraternal relations with Saudi Arabia,
he said Defense Minister Khurram Dastgir has assured Saudi Arabia and the
participating countries of Pakistan‘s support and cooperation within the mutually
agreed framework of the IMCTC.
About Iran‘s reservations, he said: ―We remain in close contact with the
Iranian leadership at all levels. The latest contact was when the Chief of Army
Staff (Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa) visited Iran on November 6 and had detailed
consultations.‖
To a question, he said Pakistan‘s Consulate in Istanbul had informed
Islamabad that the Turkish authorities had recovered 57 Pakistani illegal
immigrants from the human traffickers in Istanbul.
About the use of chemical weapons by the Indian forces in held Kashmir,
the spokesperson said such reports needed to be verified.
Барак Обама уверен, что Пакистан ничего не знал о пребывании Усамы
бен Ладена на его территории
Obama says Pakistan did not know whereabouts of Bin Laden
Dawn. December 01, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1374059/obama-says-pakistandid-not-know-whereabouts-of-bin-laden

Former US president Barack Obama on Friday said Washington does not
distinguish between terrorist groups which target India and those that target the
United States.
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He was speaking at the Hindustan Times Leadership Summit — an annual
meeting of business tycoons, world leaders and Nobel laureates.
This year's theme at the summit is ―The Irreversible Rise of India‖.
During the summit, while speaking to journalist Karan Thapar, Obama
pointed out a "consistent problem" that Washington has faced in its relationship
with Pakistan.
"Pakistan has been in many ways a partner in fighting against certain
terrorist outfits," Obama said. However, he added that, "there are some elements
that sometimes have not been good partners with us."
The former president went on to say that it was a "source of frustration" that
connections are made between "explicit terrorist organisations based in Pakistan
and elements that are connected to various more official entities inside of
Pakistan."
"But that's not just true for organisations directed at India, it is also true for
organisations, like Haqqani, that [have] killed US soldiers."
Osama Bin Laden's whereabouts: Pakistan complicit or unaware?
Another question Thapar posed to the former US president concerned the
2011 capture of Osama Bin Laden from Abbottabad and Pakistan's role in the
matter.
Thapar asked whether Pakistan had been hiding the Al Qaeda founder and
was, therefore, complicit. "Or, unaware and incompetent?"
In response, Obama said that "we had no evidence that Pakistan was aware
of his presence — that is something that we looked at."
Thapar also told Obama that "many Indians feel that when it comes to
questions of terror, the terror we face is treated differently from the one you face."
"America makes a distinction between the terror groups in Pakistan, like the
Haqqani Network, which target American interests in Afghanistan and terror
groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba [LeT], which primarily target this country,"
Thapar said.
"That's not how we viewed it," Obama responded.
India has alleged that the LeT was responsible for the 2008 attacks that
rocked India's financial hub. The allegation has been supported by Washington.
Obama recalled that at the time of the 2008 Mumbai attacks, Washington
was "just as obsessed with how to dismantle that network [LeT] as the Indians."
In 2012, Washington had announced a $10 million bounty for Hafiz Saeed,
the chief of the proscribed group Jamaatud Dawa, which is known to be affiliated
with the LeT.
"Our intelligence and military personnel were immediately deployed to work
with the Indian government in any way," Obama added.
"There is a historic recognition that terrorism of any sort, directed at any
country, metastasises," Obama added, elaborating on his view.
В чем основа взаимоотношений США и Пакистана
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Strategic pivot of Pakistan-US relationship
Muhammad Ali Ehsan. The Express Tribune, November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572068/6-strategic-pivot-pakistan-us-relationship/

30th,

2017.

Reportedly two top officials from the US — Defence Secretary James Mattis
and Joint Chief of Staff Chairman Joseph Dunford — will be visiting Pakistan in
the next week. Even before the visits can take place ‗the tone of their visit‘ is being
set by General John W Nicholsons, the commander of US and Nato forces in
Afghanistan. The general on Nov 28th said that ―he had not seen any change in
Pakistan‘s support for militants so far, despite President Donald Trump taking a
tougher line against Islamabad.‖ Pakistan is accused of supporting the Afghan
Taliban and the US wants it to take actions against any militants, mostly referred to
as the Haqqani Network, that cross the border from Pakistan‘s side and execute
attacks on Afghanistan‘s soil. The current ‗strategic deadlock‘ between the US and
Pakistan stems from the Pakistani position taken by both the civilian and military
leadership that ―Pakistan has done enough,‖ and the military and security reverses
that what the US and its trained Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) face in
Afghanistan is because of their own poor security planning and lack of military
action against the Afghan Taliban within Afghanistan‘s own borders.
Gen Mattis is already putting Pakistani leadership in a tight spot even before
he has arrived by giving his pre-visit statements like ―the US would try one more
time to work with Pakistan in Afghanistan before President Donald Trump would
turn to options to address Islamabad‘s alleged support for militant groups.‖ When
asked by a reporter that Pakistan could undertake temporary changes only to go
back on its old ways, the US defence Secretary replied, ―We don‘t want transient
and temporary changes and Islamabad must understand that while there are
significant advantages to changing, the penalties for not changing are just as
significant.‖ This isn‘t the language of encouragement and support by the US to an
ally that is tied in partnership to fight the War on Terror instead it‘s a threatening
language that disregards the tremendous sacrifices Pakistan has given. Where to
from here would the Pakistan-US strategic relationship now go? To me, both
countries have already approached a ‗strategic pivot‘ in their relationship, the
precise timing of end of which may be uncertain but surely the upcoming highprofile visits will prove a catalyst.
Pakistan will continue to disagree with President Trump‘s assessment that
Pakistan is a safe haven to ―agents of chaos, violence and terror.‖ More
importantly, it seems the civilian and military leadership in Pakistan has finally
decided to fight the WoT not ‗by changing its behaviour‘ but how to fight it under
the (possible) US imposed economic depravity and diplomatic isolation, if in case
the US decides not only to step back from the US-Pakistani partnership but also
impose certain sanctions on Pakistan. While the strategic ending of the partnership
has been on the cards for a long time now the real question is will the US benefit
from the discontinuity of this partnership?
What the US needs to remember is that it is not only Afghanistan‘s
insecurity but its broader conflict with the ‗jihadists‘ terrorism‘ in which it needs
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the support of countries like Pakistan. It should not look at its relationship with
Pakistan from a narrow policy goal of apportioning blame on Pakistan for its own
huge security failure. More broadly, it should focus on helping to eliminate the
causes that breed extremism and radicalisation in countries like Pakistan. As long
as the causes of jihadist ideology persist, so too will the threat to the regional as
well as global security.
Didn‘t the US try the ‗heavy foot print strategy‘ in Afghanistan and
maintained over 100,000 troops at the height of its surge (Obama‘s way of war in
2011-2014)? At that time why was strict border management on the Afghan side of
the border not tried? The simple answer is that the nature of terrain and the
hundreds of posts that stretch and expand over 2,430kms of border present easy
and vulnerable targets to the Taliban, and a reliance on such a security method and
strategy would have meant risk of higher causalities. It is interesting to read Rod
Nordland‘s report in The New York Times titled ‗US Expands Kabul Security
Zone, Digging In for Next Decade‘. This report suggests that even now the US
emphasis is not on implementing tighter and stricter control on Pakistan-Afghan
border management but on expansion and security of the Green Zone around
Kabul, which houses Western embassies, government ministries and the Nato and
US military headquarters. Norland‘s report emphasises that ―even after 16 years of
US presence in Kabul the expansion of the Green Zone in Kabul is a reminder that
even the capital city‘s central districts have become too difficult to defend from
Taliban‘s bombings.‖
Reports also suggest that all the six Afghan Military Corps are now engaged
in offensive operations in Afghanistan. That is good news but as long as PakAfghan border is not manned by ANSF‘s defensive corps both Afghanistan and
Pakistan will keep accusing each other of not preventing the cross-border
movement of the militants. Having spent $800 billion in this 17-year-old war that
has cost it over 2,000 causalities and over 20,000 wounded, is the US still justified
to keep fortifying Kabul and do nothing at the Pak-Afghan border that it considers
the only place from where trouble emanates?
The US and Nato force presence in Afghanistan suggests that the US is not
planning to fight the Taliban on the battlefield. This ‗light foot print‘ approach
necessarily features reliance on drone and other long-range strikes on the militants
with occasional Special Forces operations against the militant hideouts that would
continue to have a large ANSF‘s component. Is this an international force that
seems to be gearing up by digging in the Green Zone to win a war in Afghanistan?
To sum up, those responsible to charting America‘s strategic course in the
years ahead in the Afghan war must not lose sight of two important factors. One,
the road to success in Afghan war runs through Pakistan and for that both the US
and Pakistan need to partner rather than take opposite views on how to fight this
war. Two, without border management and control on the Afghan side of the
border infiltrators will continue to sneak into Afghanistan from Pakistan‘s side and
vice versa — for that Pakistan cannot be unilaterally blamed — doing more at the
US and Afghan end is equally crucial to win this war.
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Генерал США считает, что Пакистан ничего не делает, чтобы бороться
с террористами.
US general sees no change in Pakistan behaviour despite Trump‘s tough
line
Dawn, November 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373516/us-general-sees-nochange-in-pakistan-behaviour-despite-trumps-tough-line

WASHINGTON: The top US general in Afghanistan said on Tuesday that
he had not seen a change in Pakistan‘s support for militants so far, despite
President Donald Trump taking a tougher line against Islamabad.
US officials have long been frustrated by what they see as Pakistan‘s
reluctance to act against groups such as the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network that they believe exploit safe haven on Pakistani soil to launch attacks on
neighbouring Afghanistan.
In August, Trump outlined a new strategy for the war in Afghanistan,
chastising Pakistan over its alleged support for Afghan militants.
US official expressed hope that relations between the two countries could
improve after a kidnapped US-Canadian couple and their three children were freed
in Pakistan in October, after the couple was abducted in neighbouring Afghanistan.
―We have been very direct and very clear with the Pakistanis... we have not
seen those changes implemented yet,‖ Gen John Nicholson told reporters.
―We are hoping to see those changes, we are hoping to work together with
the Pakistanis going forward to eliminate terrorists who are crossing‖ the border,
Nicholson said.
He added that he believed that senior Taliban leaders were based in Pakistan,
while the lower level leadership was in Afghanistan. Pakistan says it has done a
great deal to help the US in tracking down terrorists.
США используют новые походы в политике по отношению к
Пакистану и Индии для стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане (создать
нетерпимую обстановку для терристов).
New approaches being used with Pakistan, India over Afghan issue: US
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373276/newapproaches-being-used-with-pakistan-india-over-afghan-issue-us

WASHINGTON: The United States is working on new approaches with
India and Pakistan for promoting stability and reconciliation in Afghanistan, says
the State Department.
The State Department‘s annual report on its financial priorities for the new
fiscal year highlights this as a key ingredient of new US strategy for South Asia
that President Donald Trump announced on Aug 21.
―Our approach to South Asia, and specifically Afghanistan, means new
approaches with India and Pakistan to deny safe havens to terrorist organisations,‖
says State Department Inspector General Steve A. Linick.
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And the main purpose behind this new approach is to ―create the conditions
for reconciliation with the Taliban and a process that supports the Afghan
government in providing security for their own people,‖ Mr Linick adds.
The report identifies the most serious management and performance
challenges facing the State Department and assesses the department‘s progress in
addressing those challenges.
This year‘s report details ongoing difficulties in monitoring and overseeing
the anti-terrorism assistance programme in Pakistan. The report points out that the
State Department has no staff in Pakistan responsible for verifying satisfactory
contractor performance or monitoring whether required reports are submitted.
Furthermore, the bureau had not adopted a meaningful way to measure progress
toward programme goals.
The report notes that difficulty in obtaining visas from Pakistan is a
contributing factor in the State Department‘s flawed oversight and monitoring of
the anti-terrorism assistance programme there. It also underlines the measures the
State Department could take to improve oversight, including developing and
implementing procedures to verify compliance with contract reporting
requirements.
The report also identifies ways that the State Department‘s own practices
contributed to problems, notwithstanding the fact that oversight personnel could
not be located in Pakistan. For example, the Contracting Offer waived - without
formally modifying the terms of the contract - many reporting requirements that
would have allowed the State Department to verify satisfactory contractor
performance.
The report urges the State Department to develop and implement procedures
to confirm compliance with contract reporting requirements. It also recommends
that, in situations where the operating environment warrants a contract
modification, State Department personnel with oversight responsibility should
execute such modifications in line with appropriate guidelines.
The report notes that the challenges associated with contingency
environments are not limited to those pertaining to contracts and grants.
The report also notes that the US mission‘s security policies restricting staff
travel in the country, made it difficult to meet with Pakistani contacts and
audiences; this, in some cases, impeded operations or programme implementation.
СМИ в США выражают большие сомнения в политической
стабильности в Пакистане (протестное сидение в Фаизабаде)
Protests create doubts about political stability: US media
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373104/protests-createdoubts-about-political-stability-us-media

WASHINGTON: Protests in Islamabad have created fresh doubts about the
stability of the present political setup in Pakistan, the US media warned on Sunday,
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as almost all key newspapers carried reports about clashes between protesters and
security forces at Faizabad.
―The latest spasm of violence has raised concerns about the stability of the
government of the governing party, which is already weakened from the
disqualification of its leader, Nawaz Sharif, in July,‖ The New York Times
commented.
―Political analysts say that the current turmoil will worsen if the government
does not take a political initiative to calm the unrest. For now, the authorities have
deployed Rangers and members of a paramilitary force to some parts of the
capital.‖
It noted that the Islamabad High Court had ordered the government last
week to clear the interchange, but the sit-in continued.
CNN reported that the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah (TLYRA), the
party behind the protest, was formed by followers of Mumtaz Qadri, who was
executed last year for killing Punjab Governor Salmaan Taseer in 2011.
The report said after Qadri‘s death, TLYRA had been attracting political and
religious support throughout the country.
The Washington Post noted that the group is from the mainstream Barelvi
school of thought, which has the largest following in Pakistan. It said that ―facing
thousands of security forces, the protesters resisted for hours, even throwing back
tear gas canisters.‖ The reports of sympathetic rallies elsewhere ―created a growing
sense of confrontation and loss of government control,‖ the newspaper added.
US-backed radio service Radio Free Europe reported that army troops were
called in Islamabad to secure sensitive installations, diplomatic enclaves, as well as
the offices of the judiciary, parliament, presidency, prime minister and foreign
ministry.
CNN also referred to Law Minister Zahid Hamid‘s video message, which
shows him apologising to protesters on Sunday for provoking outrage and assuring
the nation that he believes in the finality of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
According to the report, the protesters accused Mr Hamid of amending a law
— weakening rules that require lawmakers to reference the Prophet (peace be upon
him) when taking their oaths.
After reading the oath in a video shared on social media, Mr Hamid said: ―I
further want to say I love Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) from the depth of my
heart.‖
He added: ―My family and I are prepared to lay down our lives for the
honour and sanctity of the Prophet (PBUH).‖
О военно-техническом сотрудничестве Пакистана и США в области
техники для ВМС
Казанин М.В. 27 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39364
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По
данным
китайских
источников,
представители
кораблестроительных предприятий оборонно-промышленного комплекса
КНР проводят регулярные переговоры на поставку новых надводных боевых
кораблей для ВМС Пакистана, однако успехи китайских кораблестроителей
зависят от многих факторов – внутренних и внешних.
К факторам первой категории следует отнести личные позиции
Министра обороны и командующего ВМС Пакистана по отношению к ОПК
КНР. К внешним факторам относятся усилия западных, а именно
американских кораблестроителей, которые при поддержке крупных военных
корпораций успешно подписывают контракты на поставку надводных
кораблей различного водоизмещения для ВМС Пакистана.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что официальному Исламабаду
необходимо серьезно усилить свои ВМС, поскольку по расчетам офицеров
НИИ тактики ВМС НОАК даже при современном составе флота основного
регионального конкурента – Индии, военно-морские базы и основные порты
Пакистана могут быть полностью блокированы в течение трех дней.
К успехам американских кораблестроителей следует отнести контракт
компании Swiftships (штаб-квартира в г.Вашингтон) с ВМС Пакистана на
поставку двух корветов проекта «Свифт» и партии скоростных катеров
проекта «Анаконда». Основное судостроительное предприятие указанной
компании располагается в г.Морган, штат Луизиана, а ремонтно-сервисные
подразделения расположены в г.Александрия (Арабская Республика Египет)
и на территории ВмБ «Ум-Каср» в Ираке.
По
данным
пакистанских
источников,
руководителем
ближневосточного подразделения данной компании является отставной
офицер ВМС Пакистана Хашим Раза, который прослужил на различных
должностях 27 лет (в течение 10 лет занимал командные должности на
кораблях) и за период военной службы получил дополнительное образование
в военных и гражданских заведения Великобритании.
Известно, что Х.Раза является специалистом в области планирования и
проведения операций ВМС с использованием сил и средств связи и РЭБ.
Кроме того, в область его интересов следует отнести:
– вопросы национальной и морской безопасности;
– анализ оперативной, тактической и стратегической обстановки на
морских ТВД;
– проверку деятельности и подготовки военнослужащих/подразделений
ВМС.
По причине секретности информации, об участии Х.Разы в реальных
боевых операциях ВМС Пакистана не известно, однако вероятно именно по
причине высоких показателей при подготовке в Колледже объединенной
службы управления и штабов ВС Великобритании, Королевском Колледже и
институте управления Chartered его заметили представители американской
разведки, которые порекомендовали руководству корпорации LockheedMartin принять его на работу в одно из своих структурных подразделений.
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По мнению китайских специалистов, именно личное знакомство
Х.Разы с ключевыми высокопоставленными пакистанскими военными, в том
числе и с бывшим начальником штаба ВМС Пакистана контр-адмиралом
Мухаммедом Закауллой, позволило компании Swiftships подписать выгодный
контракт на поставку двух высокоскоростных многофункциональных
корветов
проекта «Свифт», обладающих следующими тактикотехническими характеристиками:
– длина: 75 м;
– ширина: 9,8 м;
– водоизмещение: 1640 тонн (при изготовлении корпуса из стали);
– водоизмещение: 1000 тонн (при изготовлении корпуса из алюминия);
– максимальная скорость: 30 узлов;
– экономическая скорость: 15 узлов;
– максимальная дальность плавания (на экономической скорости): 4000
миль;
– максимальная автономность плавания (на экономической скорости):
25 суток;
– мореходность: 6 баллов
Следует отметить, что вопрос о применении алюминиевых сплавов в
конструкции корабля является спорным, поскольку и для пакистанских
военных не секрет, что при попадании противокорабельной ракеты с
большим запасом топлива алюминиевый корабль «превращается» в
огненную могилу для экипажа. Подобное случилось с быстроходным
катамараном типа «Спирхэд», который ВМС ОАЭ взяли в аренду у
американских военных, а после его уничтожения продали практически за
бесценок греческой утилизационной компании.
Указанные выше ТТХ при вполне скромных линейных размерах
корабля возможны благодаря четырем двадцатицилиндровым дизельным
двигателям серии 20V400 производства немецкой компании MTU, которые
передают крутящий момент на четыре винта или водомета и приводят в
работу три электрогенератора мощностью 300 кВт. Кроме того, в носовой
части ниже ватерлинии будет расположен винт для активного
маневрирования на малых скоростях или при швартовке в порту/базе.
Проектной документацией предусмотрено размещение на корабле
артиллерийской установки с орудием калибра 76 мм. в палубной надстройке
будут смонтированы вертикальные или наклонные пусковые установки (ПУ)
для противокорабльеных ракет типа Harpoon/Griffin/Exocet. Следует
отметить, что пакистанские конструкторы работают над созданием ПУ
крылатых ракет, предназначенных для ударов по наземным целям.
На верхнем срезе палубной надстройки будут размещены две зенитные
артиллерийские установки калибра 30 мм, а также механизированная ПУ для
зенитных управляемых ракет малой дальности, что позволит создать рубеж
самообороны корабля при отражении воздушного нападения. Также
предусмотрено два места для размещения пулеметов калибра 12,7 мм.
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Следует отметить, что палубная надстройка совмещена с ангаром для
авиационной техники, оборудованным телескопическим воротами-жалюзи.
Боевая информационно-управляющая система корабля COMBATSS-21
позволит объединить информацию, поступающую от следующих
источников:
– трехкоординатной РЛС;
– подкилевой и буксируемой (выполнена в виде протяженного кабеля
увеличенного диаметра) гидроакустических станций;
– многоканальной оптико-электронной станции;
– многоканальных систем связи (КВ и УКВ диапазона).
После обработки информации личным составом (60 в/с), занимающим
боевые посты и командный мостик, указанная БИУС обеспечит применение
вышеперечисленных систем корабельного вооружения. Следует отметить,
что мостик корабля будет бронирован по классу NIJ-III. При необходимости
командный состав корабля может использовать программируемый
автопилот.
В кормовой части корабля запроектирована летная палуба,
обеспечивающая полеты средних противолодочных и транспортных
вертолетов типа «Черный ястреб» или разведывательных беспилотных
летательных аппаратов типа Scan Eagle (основной БЛА в арсенале ЦРУ
США). Под вертолетной палубой расположено два отсека с резиновыми
лодками, необходимыми для проведения специальных (досмотровых,
контртеррористических, гуманитарных) операций.
В случае успешного выполнения программы приемо-сдаточных
испытаний ВМС Пакистана могут приобрести еще два однотипных корвета в
срок до 2020 г. Однако, кроме рассмотренных кораблей пакистанские
военные приобрели у Swiftships еще высокоскоростные катера проекта
«Анаконда», предназначенные для выполнения следующих задач на реках и в
прибрежной морской зоне:
– охрана береговых объектов и береговой черты;
– разведка и наблюдение;
– спасение утопающих;
– ликвидация пиратов и террористов;
Представляется возможным указать некоторые ТТХ катеров проекта
«Анаконда»:
– длина: 10,7 м;
– ширина 2,43 м;
– осадка: 0,53 м;
– водоизмещение 11 тонн;
– емкость топливных баков: 681 л;
– максимальная скорость: 50 узлов;
– крейсерская скорость: 35 узлов;
– дальность плавания (на крейсерской скорости): 200 миль;
– количество мест для десанта: 14;
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– мореходность: 4 балла.
Корпус лодки выполнен двуслойным из алюминия по форме «глубокое
V». Закрытый объем между внешним и внутренним слоем заполнен
специальным пенным материалом, который не позволит судну утонуть даже
в случае пробития.
Высокая скорость и большой запас хода обусловлены установкой двух
экономичных дизельных двигателей (мощность 560 л.с. каждый,
электронный впрыск топлива), передающих крутящий момент на два
водометных движителя серии FF производства компании Rolls-Royce.
Следует отметить, что военнослужащие десанта при необходимости
могут использовать пулеметы типа Мк-240 (калибр 7,62 мм), Мк-19 (калибра
12,7 мм), шестиствольные пулеметы GAU-17/A, для размещения которых
предусмотрены пять точек крепления. Кроме того, конструкторы
предусмотрели возможность установки автоматической пушки калибра 30
мм, со скорострельностью 800 выстр/минуту. Для удобства посадки/высадки
десанта в носовой части лодки размещается откидная рампа.
При необходимости компания-производитель может поставить
заказчику дополнительный прицеп-трейлер, однако с учетом линейных
размеров данные лодки можно перевозить внутри средних транспортных
самолетов типа С-130 Hercules или «Юнь-8», а также на внешней подвеске
тяжелых транспортных вертолетов типа СН-47 Chinook.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что еще в июне 2017
г. ВМС Пакистана подписали контракт с известной голландской
кораблестроительной компаний Damen Shipyards Group на поставку двух
патрульных кораблей морской зоны проекта OPV1800, которые при длине 90
м, имеют максимальное водоизмещение 1900 тонн и максимальную скорость
22 узла. Следует отметить, что пакистанские военные настояли на
пересмотре первоначального проекта, а именно, они отказались от
лемехообразной носовой части и по их просьбе на 100 тонн было увеличено
водоизмещение за счет увеличения длины корабля со стандартных 83 до 90
м.
Известно, что корабль будет выполнен из стали, а в
корпусе предусмотрено достаточно большое количество иллюминаторов.
Основное отличие данного контракта от американского состоит в том, что
второй корабль будет собран на судостроительном предприятии в г.Карачи,
что позволит пакистанским специалистам повысить свою квалификацию.
Очевидно, что военно-политическое руководство Пакистана пытается
выполнять программу модернизации ВМС и при этом «следует достаточно
опасным курсом» – приобретает небольшие партии кораблей в разных
странах, что осложнит их обслуживание в дальнейшем. В свою очередь,
китайские кораблестроители и оружейники прилагают все большие усилия
по поддержанию устойчивого военно-технического сотрудничества с
Пакистаном,
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США и Пакистан не договорились по поводу терроризма, обвиняя друг
друга…
Pakistan, US trade blame over cross-border terrorism
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
November
17th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371015/pakistan-us-trade-blame-over-cross-border-terrorism

ACCORDING to a US Embassy statement, Centcom Commander Gen
Joseph Votel ‗stressed the Administration‘s message that Pakistan must prevent all
militants from operating within and across its borders‘.
ISLAMABAD: Top Pakistani and US military commanders blamed each
other on Thursday for not doing enough to stop cross-border terrorism.
The two-day visit of United States Central Command (Centcom)
Commander Gen Joseph Votel, in which he held a series of meetings with senior
Pakistani military commanders, including Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa,
reinforced the perception that Pakistan and the US had not been able to narrow
their trust deficit despite a series of high-level meetings.
Gen Votel‘s trip, which was his fourth to Islamabad, is believed to be a
preparatory visit for the upcoming trip of US Defence Secretary James Mattis, who
is expected next month. Besides Gen Bajwa, the Centcom commander also met
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee Gen Zubair Hayat and Director
General of Inter-Services Intelligence Lt Gen Naveed Mukhtar.
Bajwa says Islamabad‘s efforts for peace in Afghanistan are not being
reciprocated
The ISPR said Gen Bajwa told Gen Votel that Pakistan‘s committed efforts
for peace in Afghanistan were not being reciprocated. He pointed towards the latest
cross-border attack on a Pakistani post in Bajaur in which two soldiers were
martyred.
After the attack, the military had called for ―more efforts‖ by all
stakeholders in Afghanistan, meaning both Nato‘s Resolute Support Mission and
Afghan security forces, for elimination of terrorist sanctuaries in Afghanistan and
effective border security.
Meanwhile, Gen Votel, according to a US Embassy statement, ―stressed the
Administration‘s message that Pakistan must prevent all militants from operating
within and across its borders‖. It was essentially the reiteration of the demand for
action against the alleged ―safe havens‖.
Pakistan and the US have had a series of meetings to bridge their differences
since President Donald Trump‘s Fort Myer speech on the new US policy for the
region and Afghanistan in which he bitterly criticised Pakistan for ‗insincerity‘ in
fight against terrorism while getting billions of dollars from America. The harsh
language had aggravated the strains in relations.
Foreign Office spokesman Dr Mohammad Faisal, speaking at the weekly
media briefing, said efforts were continuing ―to bridge the gap between the
perceptions of the two countries in the wake of President Trump‘s South Asia and
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Afghanistan policy, and to arrive at a consensus on moving forward and exploring
avenues of cooperation between both sides‖.
He noted that Pakistan was ―actively engaged in dialogue with the US at all
levels, and believes that dialogue is the best way forward to enhance cooperation
between the two sides‖.
In contrast to Pakistan‘s view about the high-level engagements as an effort
for finding common ground for progress in ties, the US says the meetings were for
―advancing the Trump administration‘s South Asia policy goals‖.
Gen Votel, while meeting military and intelligence leaders, emphasised the
importance of improved Pak-Afghan relations, and the need for strengthened
border security, including measures to coordinate military operations along both
sides of the border.
―Votel underscored the vital role Pakistan can play in facilitating a peace
process in Afghanistan and in bringing stability and security to the region,‖ the
embassy said.
Dr Faisal in his media briefing highlighted the absence of Kabul‘s writ on
Afghan territory that was allowing terrorists to carry out their activities.
―The presence of terrorist safe havens in Afghanistan is an established
reality. The report of US Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
itself confirms that more than 43 per cent of Afghan territory is not under control
of the Afghan government. This is alarming as it provides opportunity for all kinds
of terrorist groups to use these as sanctuaries for terrorist activities. Afghanistan‘s
neighbours, including Pakistan, are seriously affected by this situation,‖ he said.
Военный бюджет США на 2018 год — 700 млрд. долларов
http://army-news.ru/2017/11/voennyj-byudzhet-ssha-na-2018-god-700-mlrd-dollarov/.
10.11.2017.

8 ноября 2017 года Сенат и Палата Представителей Конгресса США
окончательно согласовали между собой параметры оборонного бюджета
США на 2018 финансовый год (начался 1 октября 2017 года) — FY2018
National Defense Authorization Act. Затем законопроект должен быть
проголосован обеими палатами Конгресса и подписан президентом США.
Общая сумма согласованных военных расходов США составит 700 млрд
долларов, в том числе 626 млрд долларов — основной бюджет, 66 млрд
долларов — дополнительные ассигнования на «заморские» операции
(Оverseas Сontingency Оperations — ОСО), и 8 млрд долларов — другие
дополнительные расходы.
Администрация президента США Дональда Трампа запрашивала на
2018 финансовый год суммарно 674 млрд долларов (вместе с последними
дополнительными запросами).
Напомним, что оборонный бюджет США 2017 финансового года
составлял 619,7 млрд долларов (в том числе 560,7 млрд долларов основной
бюджет).
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Оборонный бюджет США на 2018 финансовый год предусматривает
увеличение численности вооруженных сил США на 20300 человек, в том
числе регулярных сил — на 16600 человек. Численность сухопутных войск
США будет увеличена с 476 тысяч до 483,5 тысяч человек (на 7500 человек;
еще по 500 человек будет добавлено Национальной гвардии и резерву
армии), численность ВВС — с 321 тысячи до 325,1 тысяч человек (на 4100
человек, еще 900 будет добавлено ВВС Национальной гвардии и 800 —
резерву), численность ВМС — с 323,9 тысяч до 327,9 тысяч человек (на 4000
человек; еще 1000 будет добавлена резерву ВМС), и численность морской
пехоты — со 185 тысяч до 186 тысяч человек (на 1000 человек).
Планируется повышение окладов военнослужащим на 2,4 процента в
2018 финансовом году (администрация президента Трампа предлагала
повышение на 2,1 процента). В практическом выражении это будет означать
увеличение денежного содержания от 680 долл в год для только недавно
поступивших на службу нижних чинов до 2000 долл в год для старших
офицеров.
Значительная часть увеличения оборонного бюджета пойдет на рост
закупок боевой техники и вооружения. В согласованном проекте бюджета на
2018 финансовый год одобрено приобретение 90 истребителей пятого
поколения Lockheed Martin F-35 — на 20 больше, чем запрашивала
администрация президента США. В том числе одобрено приобретение 56
истребителей F-35A (на десять больше запрашивавшегося), 24 F-35B (на
четыре больше) и десяти палубных F-35C (на шесть больше).
400 млн долларов выделено на возможные закупки легких боевых
самолетов по программе ОА-Х.
Кроме того, для ВВС ассигнованы средства на закупку 17 самолетовзаправщиков Boeing KC-46A (на три больше запрашивавшегося), 11
самолетов специального назначения Lockheed Martin MC-130J (на шесть
больше запрашивавшегося) и одного самолета НС-130J.
3,1 млрд долл выделяется на закупки вертолетов для армейской
авиации, включая 71 боевой вертолет Boeing AH-64E Apache (1,4 млрд долл),
92 многоцелевых вертолета Lockheed Martin/Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk (1,1
млрд долл), 10 транспортных вертолетов Boeing CH-47F Chinook (310 млн
долл), четыре вертолета специального назначения Boeing MH-47G Chinook
(246 млн долл) и 13 легких многоцелевых вертолетов Airbus Helicopters UH72A Lacota (108 млн долл).
Для авиации ВМС и морской пехоты одобрена закупка 24 истребителей
Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet (на 10 больше чем запрашивалось; 1,9 млрд
долл), 10 базовых патрульных самолетов Boeing P-8A Poseidon (на три
больше, чем запрашивалось; 1,8 млрд долл) и четырех транспортнозаправочных самолетов Lockheed Martin КC-130J. Также утверждена закупка
12 конвертопланов Bell Boeing V-22 Оsprey (на шесть больше
запрашивавшегося; 1,2 млрд долл).
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Для ВМС в бюджете 2018 финансового года утверждено приобретение
13 кораблей и судов (на пять больше запрашивавшегося — включая
добавленные сверх запроса один эсминец, два «литторальных» корабля типа
LCS, один десантный корабль-док и одну экспедиционную плавучую базу
ЕСВ), а также добавлено сверх запрашивавшегося приобретение четырех
вспомогательных и небоевых кораблей и судов, включая одного большого
ледокола для береговой охраны. С запрашивавшихся 5,2 млрд долл до 5,9
млрд долл увеличены ассигнования на программу строительства атомных
подводных лодок типа Virginia.
В области противоракетной обороны на 2018 финансовый год одобрено
развертывание «до 28» дополнительных противоракет GBI (администрация
Трампа запрашивала 20) и потребована от министра обороны разработка
плана увеличения количества развернутых противоракет GBI с нынешних 44
до 104.
58 млн долл выделены для НИОКР по теме ракет средней дальности
наземного базирования, однако эти разработки не должны нарушать договор
РСМД (то есть не должна осуществляться стадия летных испытаний) — «a
research and development programme on a ground-launched intermediate-range
missile, which would not place the United States in violation of the treaty».
В проекте бюджета также предложено американским многоканальным
дистрибьюторам, включая операторов спутникового и кабельного
телевидения, воздержаться от трансляции «контента, который принадлежит,
контролируется или финансируется правительством РФ».
В 4-й раз США «кинули» Пакистан (после прихода Трампа)
The United States‘ fourth exit from Pakistan
Shahid Javed Burki. The Express Tribune, November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1556838/6-united-states-fourth-exit-pakistan/

13th,

2017.

Until about Pakistan‘s 70th birthday, Islamabad looked to Washington for
support. Help came when the United States was interested in Pakistan for its own
strategic reasons. Suddenly this changed when Donald Trump became the United
States president.
Even before the current president took up residence in the White House,
Pakistan‘s relations with the United States were complex. There were many ups
and downs; relations cooled and warmed depending mostly on Washington‘s
strategic needs. On three occasions, the United States walked away, leaving
Pakistan to its own devices.
This happened in 1965 when Pakistan fought one of its many wars with
India; in 1988, when the Soviet Union pulled out of Afghanistan and Pakistan was
not needed any longer as a partner in the weakening Communist power in Asia; in
1998, when Pakistan defied the United States pressure not to test nuclear weapons
and indicated its intention to develop a large arsenal of nuclear weapons along with
medium-range missiles that could deliver them.
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People‘s rights curtailed by state, non-state actors: PPP
The United States was back in September 2001 when it needed Islamabad‘s
support to punish the Taliban regime in Kabul. The Taliban had not only
welcomed Osama bin Laden to establish a base in their country for his
organisation, al Qaeda, it looked the other way when Osama‘s supporters launched
devastating terrorist attacks on the United States. Pakistan provided the support
America needed but Washington felt it did not do enough. It is threatening to not
only leave Pakistan again but to punish it as well. The forms of punishment have
been hinted at but have not been spelt out in any kind of detail. Nicki Haley, the
United States ambassador to the United Nations and a person of Indian descent,
suggested that India — her country of origin — should keep an eye on Pakistan.
Those who are in charge of making the Afghan and Pakistan policies in
Washington have background in the military. They were involved in some manner
or the other with the long war in Afghanistan. John Kelly, a retired military officer,
appointed by President Trump to the important position of the White House chief
of staff, is one of the policymakers. He lost his son when he stepped on an
improvised explosive device (IED), which was believed to have been made in a
factory in North Waziristan. Out of this personal tragedy has grown the strong
belief that Pakistan needs to do much more to clear the border areas of all Islamic
groups. Not only that, Pakistan is required to move against the non-state groups
active in other parts of the country.
President Trump is said to have little knowledge of Afghanistan and
Pakistan. The result is the militarisation of the making of foreign policy affecting
this part of the world. For obvious reasons, military leaders believe that force
works better than diplomatic engagement. That is likely to be used in this highlyvolatile area of the world. Would this work? The clear answer is no. But before
getting to the answer, it might be useful to reflect on the overall tone of the
evolving Trump Asia policy.
On 3rd November, the American president left for a 12-day visit to Asia. It
would take him to Japan, South Korea, China, Vietnam and the Philippines in that
order. South Asia was to be left off the itinerary since the Afghanistan-Pakistan
policy announced from a military base on August 21st had already dealt with one
of the pressing issues faced by the American president in the Asian continent. In
Japan and China, Trump met Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and President Xi Jinping.
Both leaders had gained stature in their own countries, the former by winning a
lopsided victory in the national election and the latter by successfully presiding
over the five-yearly Congress of the Communist Party. That meeting in Beijing had
given new strength to an already strong leader. But Donald Trump seemed not to
have prepared himself well for the Asia visit.
FIA Sindh‘s cybercrime unit short of staff
But the Asian leaders were clear on what they wanted. They are interested in
an open trading system and in containing North Korea‘s nuclear ambitions. Japan
will seek to keep alive the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement that Trump
tried to scuttle by walking out of it. The TPP members met without the United
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States shortly before Trump arrived in Tokyo. In Seoul, the main item on the
agenda was the development of North Korea‘s nuclear weapons programme that
showed no sign of slowing down in spite of the threats lobbed at the country by
Trump.
It was the visit to Beijing that would be really consequential for the United
States and its relations with the South Asian subcontinent. The United States as
well as India had opposed the Road Belt Initiative the Chinese referred to as the
RBI. It is the signature programme identified with President Xi and it is unlikely
that the Chinese would accommodate Washington‘s and New Delhi‘s concerns.
And this brings me back to the question I asked earlier about the difference
between the fourth — the one currently underway — the US exit from Pakistan
and those that came earlier.
Washington‘s earlier departures worked since they were the result of what
the Americans regarded as ―missions accomplished.‖ In the late 1960s,
Washington saw that it had succeeded in blocking the advance of communism in
Asia. In the late 1980s, it was happy with the humiliation suffered by Moscow in
its Afghanistan adventure. In the late 1990s, the United States was taking a
principled position on the spread of nuclear weapons. This time around, however,
it is very unlikely that the new Afghan policy would work and that the country
would be pulled together again and governed from Kabul.
Конгресс США выделил 700 млн. долл. на возмещение расходов
Пакистана на борьбу с терроризмом (активизировать борьбу с сетью
Хаккани)
US Congress authorises $700 million for reimbursing Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369749/uscongress-authorises-700-million-for-reimbursing-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The American Congress has authorised up to $700 million
in Coalition Support Fund (CSF) to reimburse Pakistan for activities carried out in
support of US operations in Afghanistan.
The authorisation is included in the reconciled text of the House and Senate
versions of the 2018 National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA-2018), which
was released on Thursday.
The reconciled version makes $350m of $700m available to Pakistan under
the CSF contingent upon certification from the secretary of defence that Pakistan is
taking demonstrable steps against the Haqqani network.
See: US trims Pakistan military aid over ‗Haqqani inaction‘
The NDAA urged the defence department to monitor Washington‘s security
assistance to Pakistan and ensure that the country did not use it to support militant
groups.
It said the US administration would release the restricted amount of $350m
if the secretary of defence certified to the congressional committees that Pakistan
continued to conduct military operations that were contributing to disrupting safe
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havens, fundraising and recruiting efforts, and freedom of movement of the
Haqqani network and Lashkar-e-Taiba in Pakistan.
The secretary will also have to certify that Pakistan took steps to
demonstrate its commitment to prevent the Haqqani network and LeT from using
Pakistani territory as a safe haven and for fundraising or recruiting efforts.
The certification would include a declaration that Pakistan was making an
attempt to coordinate with Afghanistan to restrict the movement of militants along
the border, and Pakistan had shown progress in arresting and prosecuting senior
leaders and mid-level operatives of the Haqqani network and LeT.
In the last two years, two successive US defence secretaries — Ashton
Carter and James Mattis — refused to give such a certification, thus preventing the
administration to release the funds.
The reconciled version also expresses concern about the alleged persecution
of various political or religious groups in Pakistan, including Christians, Hindus,
Ahmadis, Baloch, Sindhi and Hazara.
The bill urges the secretary of defence to ensure that Pakistan will not use
any assistance provided by the United States to persecute minority groups.
США: Джон Николсон считает, что поведение Пакистана не
изменилось, с талибами Пакистан не борется.
No change in Pakistan's behaviour: Top US general in Afghanistan
The News. 10.11.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/243309-No-change-inPakistans-behavior-Top-US-general-in-Afghanistan

BRUSSELS: The commander of the NATO forces in Afghanistan, US Army
Gen. John Nicholson, said Thursday that Pakistan had not changed its behaviour
since President Donald Trump announced his new policy for Afghanistan.
When asked whether he had seen any increased cooperation from Pakistan
with regards to eliminating Taliban sanctuaries, Nicholson said "No, I haven't seen
any change yet in their behavior."
He was speaking to the reporters on the margins of a gathering of NATO
defence ministers in Brussels this week.
"You've heard the public statements from President Trump, from (Defense
Secretary James) Mattis, from (Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Joseph Dunford)
from (Secretary of State Rex) Tillerson, so we are engaging at the very highest
levels with the Pakistanis to work together with them against these terrorists that
are undermining the stability of the entire region," Nicholson added.
"Pakistan has fought hard and suffered heavily against those terrorists
focused on its government and now we are asking them to focus on the terrorists
that are attacking Afghanistan and attacking the coalition,"
"The United States has been very clear about the direction we want to go and
we hope to see some change in the coming weeks and months."
- Afghan troops -
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General John Nicholson said that a series of important changes in the 16year-old war would align in 2018, enabling Afghan troops to strike out on the
offensive.
His remarks came as officials tried to flesh out an increased NATO troop
deployment to Afghanistan and looked to fill shortfalls in commitments from nonUS members of the alliance.
America wants thousands more Western soldiers to help train Afghans,
while freeing up US forces to support them during operations.
"The Afghans performed quite well from my perspective as the
commander," Nicholson said.
"Even though there was some very tough fighting, the enemy was unable to
accomplish any of their objectives," he added, referring to the fact the Taliban did
not seize any big cities.
Like a string of leaders before him in Afghanistan, Nicholson offered a
generally upbeat assessment of the war, yet 2017 saw the Taliban kill thousands of
Afghan troops.
NATO this week announced the alliance´s mission will grow from about
13,000 to some 16,000 next year, with the bulk of these troops coming from the
US military.
- New powers Trump has granted US forces greater leeway to proactively strike the
Taliban and the local affiliate of Daesh.
Nicholson blasted Russia for building a "false narrative" there are thousands
of Daesh fighters in Afghanistan to justify Moscow´s "assistance" to the Taliban,
who hate Daesh.
He did not specify the nature of Russia´s help, and said there were "well
less" than 1,000 Daesh fighters in Afghanistan.
The general also pointed to a doubling of the number of Afghan
commandos, a new cadre of officers and a growing Afghan air force as positive
indicators for next year.
США хотят снизить уровень напряженности в отношениях Пакистана и
Индии, - заявила Wells, помощник госсекретаря по Южной и Центральной
Азии.
US to focus on reducing Pak-India tension: Wells
The Nation. November 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Nov-2017/us-to-focus-onreducing-pak-india-tension-wells

Washington - The new South Asia strategy of the Trump administration
focuses on reducing tension between India and Pakistan, a top American diplomat
said Wednesday but ruled out any mediator role for the US between the two South
Asian neighbours.
―The South Asia strategy also focuses on reducing tensions between
Pakistan and India ,‖ Alice Wells, Acting Assistant Secretary for South and Central
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Asia, told lawmakers during a Congressional hearing on Afghanistan and Pakistan
held jointly by House Foreign Affairs Subcommittees for Middle East and North
Africa, and Asia and Pacific.
―The United States does not seek a role as a mediator between India and
Pakistan, but encourages both countries to restart dialogue at the earliest
opportunity. An improved relationship between these two countries is critical to
regional security and stability,‖ Wells told the lawmakers. The Trump
administration, she said, is increasingly concerned about the threat to strategic
stability in South Asia associated with the introduction of new nuclear capable
ballistic or cruise missile systems in the region.
―In particular, the region and the world look to both Pakistan and India to
safeguard against a nuclear conflict in South Asia,‖ she said. ―In this context, the
United States remains concerned about Pakistan‘s growing fissile material
stockpiles and its expanding and diversifying military nuclear and missile
programmes,‖ Wells said. With India , she told lawmakers that the Trump
administration values the role New Delhi can play in global security and stability
as part of its shared vision of a free and open Indo-Pacific region.
―We also want to work with India to counter terrorist threats. And we see
significant economic and business opportunities in both countries that we intend to
explore for the benefit of all of our citizens,‖ she said. The US welcomes the
central role of India in the Indo-Pacific region and throughout the world, she said.
―Our two democracies have a shared commitment to uphold the rule of law,
freedom of navigation, universal values, and free trade,‖ she said. Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson also noted that the US views India as a partner for peace in
Afghanistan and welcomes India‘s economic and development assistance efforts.
US CONGRESSMEN FOR CLOSE ENGAGEMENT WITH PAKISTAN
Continuing his outreach to key members of Congress, Pakistani Ambassador
to the United States Aizaz Chaudhry had meetings with Senator Joni Ernst
(Republican) Congresswoman Karen Bass (Democrat) and Congressman Chris
Stewart (Republican).
Senator Ernst is a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, while
Congresswoman Bass and Congressman Stewart sit on the House Foreign Affairs
Committee and House Appropriations Committee respectively.
In his back-to-back meetings, Ambassador Chaudhry updated the members
of Congress on recent developments in the context of Pakistan-US relations. He
briefed them on Pakistan's perspective on the region, including the situation in
Afghanistan.
Noting that the two countries common aspiration for peace and stability in
South Asia, Ambassador Chaudhry said that it was important for Pakistan and the
United States to work together for a political settlement in Afghanistan.
Ambassador Chaudhry informed the US legislators that Pakistan had
successfully turned the corner in its fight against terrorism. Pakistan's improved
security environment was paying economic dividends, as evidenced by the
country's status as an emerging market.
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The Ambassador said that greater economic cooperation between the US and
Pakistani corporate sectors would generate jobs and prosperity for both the
countries. The members of Congress appreciated Ambassador Chaudhry‘s briefing.
They concurred with the Ambassador's assessment of the need for close
engagement between the United States and Pakistan in the pursuit of their common
goals in the region.
Новая фаза в пакистано-американских отношениях
A new phase in US-Pakistan relations?
Sadiq Saleem (is a US-based businessman and analyst). The News. 8.11.2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/242796-A-new-phase-in-US-Pakistan-relations

The fourth Pakistan–US bilateral dialogue currently taking place in
Islamabad might lead some to believe that the two countries are seeking a new
basis for an old relationship. But going by what is being said by each side openly
and behind doors, the relationship seems stuck in a quagmire.
Neither American nor Pakistani concerns are new nor is there reason for
either to change its position. Both sides will likely remain engaged while
continuing to complain about the other.
In his speech of August 21, 2017, President Donald Trump had stepped up
the rhetoric against Pakistan. He said that the ―highest concentration‖ of ―USdesignated foreign terrorist organisations are active in Afghanistan and Pakistan‖
and insisted that Pakistan ―gives safe haven to agents of chaos, violence, and
terror.‖
Trump‘s statement that ―No partnership can survive a country‘s harbouring
of militants and terrorists who target US service members and officials‖ has, to
date, had little real impact on US-Pakistan relations.
In his trip to Islamabad last month, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson sought
to urge Pakistan‘s civilian and military leaders to step up counter militancy and
counterterrorism efforts. Coming on the heels of President Trump‘s speech
criticising Pakistan, praising India and seeking an Indian role in Afghanistan and
Secretary Tillerson‘s own speech calling for a 100-year relationship with India, it
was interesting how each side portrayed Tillerson‘s inaugural visit to Pakistan.
The statement issued by the Americans stated that ―The Secretary reiterated
President Donald Trump‘s message that Pakistan must increase its efforts to
eradicate militants and terrorists operating within the country.‖ On the other hand,
the statement issued by Prime Minister Abbasi‘s office preferred to underline the
importance of high level bilateral engagements.
―The two sides agreed to build upon the understandings reached in the
dialogue process and to continue the pace and scope of high-level engagements in
future,‖ said the Pakistani statement, underplaying American demands and the
indications that the US now clearly towards India in the subcontinent. From
Pakistan‘s point of view, Americans have uttered harsh words before but as long as
they do not take steps against Pakistan, the relationship remains where it is.
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Before leaving the region the American Secretary of State told reporters in
New Delhi ―Quite frankly my view – and I expressed this to the leadership of
Pakistan – is we also are concerned about the stability and security of Pakistan‘s
government as well. ―This could lead to a threat to Pakistan‘s own stability. It is
not in anyone‘s interests that the government of Pakistan be destabilised.‖ It seems
that the US is worried about the ongoing, dragged domestic political maneuverings
involving judicial-political moves.
The ongoing US-Pakistan bilateral dialogue could also be a dialogue of the
deaf, with neither side changing its views and both reaching different conclusions
about the meeting‘s outcome. As always, there is no bad US-Pakistan diplomatic
exchange and many diplomats (on both sides) believe that a pleasant exchange
coupled with a plausible media explanation of the talks is all that is needed.
Each side publicly addresses the concern of its own leaders and people but
both enjoy the samosas and tea in private.
US Ambassador David Hale focused his comments in the bilateral dialogue
on the need for Pakistan to take action against terror groups, and urging Pakistan to
refrain from selective anti-terror operations. ―We ask for equal diligence in
decimating all the groups operating in Pakistan which threaten the region‘s
stability, including the Haqqani network. We seek a sustained and irreversible
effort to achieve an aspiration and commitment that was made public by Pakistani
officials themselves, and end to the use of Pakistan soil for attacks on its
neighbours.‖
Ambassador Hale noted ―Pakistani leaders have made clear that they share
our goals for a peaceful and stable Afghanistan. It is now time to join in our efforts
and create a context in which terrorist groups can no longer launch cross-border
attacks and see no alternative to negotiations.‖ He also repeated Secretary
Tillerson‘s warning that Washington ―will act accordingly‖ if Pakistan‘s leaders
choose ―not to take advantage of this opportunity‖ without saying what that might
entail.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, however, pushed back saying that the new
strategy of President Trump had created ―needless divergence‖ between the two
countries. Pakistan had long standing relations with the United States and the
―blame game‖ needed to be stopped if the two countries sought to sustain bilateral
relations.
―Ladies and gentlemen, a conditions-based approach is primarily a strategy
of denial and a strategic stalemate,‖ Asif said, words that would please Pakistanis
even if they are ignored by Americans. It would more likely lead to further
fragmentation and divisions within an already fractured society, making it that
much more difficult to build peace mechanism and related structures.‖
―Pakistan is committed to respond effectively to any actionable intelligence
provided by the US. This is the only way forward to test each other‘s resolve and
commitment to combat terrorism,‖ Asif noted.
He insisted that a ―devastated US policy towards Afghanistan‖ was the real
factor behind the failure of the Afghan peace talks.‖ He asserted that Pakistan had
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always played its role towards the establishment of peace in Afghanistan, adding
further that when it came to issues like countering terrorism, Pakistan had the right
to make its own policies.
The foreign minister repeated standard Pakistani talking points, going back
at least a decade. According to him, it was India‘s growing influence in
Afghanistan that was causing instability in South Asia and was a threat to the
peace process in the region.
Asif also welcomed any efforts by the United States to play a role in
Kashmir and help end the India-Pakistan conflict, insisting that until that is done,
Pakistan would not tolerate growing Indian influence in Afghanistan. The foreign
minister repeated concerns over India‘s role in US Asian strategy and asserted that
Pakistan‘s security concerns in the region should be recognised.
Asif insisted that there were ―no terrorist safe havens‖ inside Pakistan and
that instead there was a need for Afghanistan to destroy the safe havens on its side
of the border. ―Today, Afghanistan faces huge challenges with respect to
corruption, building state institutions, transitioning from a war economy, record
drugs production, ethnic and tribal divisions and expanding ungoverned areas; all
these are monumental tasks and all are internal to Afghanistan,‖ he said.
Ironically, there appears to be little convergence and tremendous divergence
in how each side views the relationship. The strategic calculus of Pakistan and the
United States does not overlap nor is either side willing to take the steps that would
result in strategic convergence. But there are many career diplomats in both
countries who do not want the illusion of partnership to end. Their hope is that if
only both sides keep talking, some convergence will appear.
Frequent sessions of shared samosas and tea are not a substitute for shared
interests. Until Pakistan re-calibrates its strategic calculus or the United States
concludes that it is willing to distance itself from India to maintain alliance with
Pakistan, the relationship will continue to go round in circles as it has done now for
quite some time.
Пакистанская делегация в США хочет расширить торговые связи
Pak-US: High-level delegation lobbies for improved commercial ties
The Express Tribune. November 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551568/2-pak-ushigh-level-delegation-lobbies-improved-commercial-ties/

WASHINGTON: Pakistan‘s Ambassador to the United States Aizaz
Chaudhry advised a high-level delegation from the country to increase interaction
with their American counterparts to explore untapped business potential for
increased economic cooperation.
The delegation, headed by Sindh Governor Muhammad Zubair, met the
ambassador on Monday during a day-long trip to Washington DC and conducted
meetings at the US State Department with relevant organisations and departments
including US-Pakistan Business Council, US EXIM Bank, OPIC, USTDA and the
US Department of Commerce.
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No joint Pak-US operations, says Asif
The meetings provided the opportunity to exchange information and ideas
on strengthening bilateral economic ties between the two countries. The
delegation, consisting of senior executives from major business houses, banking
institutions and state enterprises from Pakistan, has been visiting different cities in
the United States over the past week.
The delegation held over 150 meetings with their US counterparts in New
York, Boston and Chicago. Ambassador Chaudhry emphasised the significance of
frequent exchanges of business and trade delegations towards strengthening PakUS bilateral ties entrenched in people-to-people contacts.
He said that being a market of over 200 million people, an ‗emerging‘
Pakistan provides enormous investment and business opportunities to US and other
international investors. He added that the seven-decade long history of Pak-US
bilateral ties has laid a strong foundation of economic and commercial ties but the
vast untapped potential needed to be realised through sustained interaction between
businessmen and investors from both sides.
Sindh governor underscored the significance of the delegation composed of
firms and institutions from both public and private sectors that essentially
represents over 20% of market capitalisation in Pakistan.
Trump endorses Saudi modernisation drive
He particularly emphasised the need for serious and structured engagement
at important avenues, like the forthcoming edition of US-Pakistan Business
Opportunities Conference scheduled to be held in Karachi during the first quarter
of 2018, towards achieving the desired results.
США предоставили Пак-ну шанс ударить по террористами (если
предоставят Пак-ну развед-информацию о месте их скопления)
US to give Pakistan chance to strike terrorist targets, says Tillerson
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367593/us-togive-pakistan-chance-to-strike-terrorist-targets-says-tillerson

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has informed
Congress that Pakistan is willing to target terrorists if provided information and
Washington plans to give Islamabad the opportunity to prove it.
At a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on Monday night,
American lawmakers also warned that if the United States insisted on having the
option of first strike against a nuclear-armed nation, it could send a wrong signal to
other nations with nuclear weapons. They particularly mentioned India and
Pakistan, two nuclear nations with strained relations.
Although the hearing was on the US president‘s authority to go to war,
Senator John Barrasso, a Wyoming Republican, asked Mr Tillerson to share with
the committee what he heard from Pakistanis during his visit to Islamabad last
week.
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―Pakistanis have indicated — if we provide them information they will act.
We‘re going to have to test that, give them an opportunity to do so,‖ Secretary
Tillerson replied. ―So, we are going to enter into an effort to have greater sharing
of certain intelligence information.‖
Senator Barrasso also referred to US President Donald Trump‘s Aug 21
speech who said that ―a pillar‖ of his new strategy for Afghanistan was ―to change
the approach in how to deal with Pakistan‖.
The senator reminded Mr Tillerson that while travelling in South Asia last
week, he too talked about ―setting certain expectations‖ for the government of
Pakistan and also about putting in place ―a mechanism of cooperation through
information sharing and action‖ to deny terrorist outfits the ability to launch
attacks.
―So, could you talk a little bit about what is the change in the approach to
Pakistan and maybe some of the expectations that you‘ve articulated for the
Pakistani government … in terms of what this cooperation is going to look like?‖
he asked.
Secretary Tillerson said he could only share ―some broad contours‖ of
Islamabad visit in a public hearing and if the senators wanted more, he was willing
to sit with them for a closed hearing.
―But the conversation with the Pakistani government is for them to recognise
that they will be one of the greatest beneficiaries of a successful peace process in
Afghanistan,‖ he said.
He noted that Pakistan had two very unstable borders, with Afghanistan and
India, so the message he delivered in Islamabad was — ―You have to begin to
create greater stability inside your country and that means denying safe haven to
any of these organisations that launch attacks from your territory‖.
Secretary Tillerson said he hoped his visit will pave the way Pakistan
reviews the Afghan situation. ―Pakistan will find it in their interests to begin to
disassociate these long-standing relationships that have developed over time with
certain terrorist organisations,‖ he added.
He claimed that Pakistan did have long-standing relations with the Haqqani
network and the Taliban, which might have served their purpose for stability in the
past but they no longer served that purpose.
―And it‘s up to Pakistan I think, to think about their longer-term stability and
their future by changing that relationship with these organisations,‖ said the chief
US diplomat.
The hearing also focused on the issue of presidential authority to launch a
nuclear strike, with the committee‘s chairman Senator Bob Corker noting that the
Senate hasn‘t conducted a hearing on this issue since the 1970s.
Some senators described President Trump as unpredictable and warned that
he could order a pre-emptive nuclear assault against North Korea or another
country with nuclear weapons.
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US Defence Secretary James Mattis and Mr Tillerson, however, said that the
president could only order a first strike if Washington felt an ―imminent threat,‖
but refused to define what that threat might look like.
Senator Edward Markey, a Massachusetts Democrat, asked the two
witnesses if Mr Trump could launch a ―first strike‖ without consulting any
members of Congress.
Secretary Mattis avoided a direct answer, but said he could imagine a
scenario where it‘s possible if another country were preparing to fire weapons of
mass destruction at the United States.
Another lawmaker pointed out that the Bush administration invaded Iraq
because it thought Saddam Hussein had nuclear weapons but their assumption was
proved wrong.
Mr Mattis said the process for launching nuclear weapons was very rigorous.
―No US president has forsworn first strike and that has served us well for 70
years,‖ Mr Tillerson added.
A Kentucky Republican, Senator Rand Paul, brought India and Pakistan into
the debate, saying keeping the first strike option sends a wrong signal.
―What signal does it send to enemies of other nuclear powers? Enemies of
Russia, enemies of China, enemies of Pakistan, of India that we‘re reserving the
right if we don‘t like what weapon you have and we think it might reach us, we
may as well just take you out,‖ he said.
―And we look Pakistan and India is pointed at each other. You‘ve got Israel
pointed at Saudi Arabia, pointed at Iran. You have all of these enemies and if we‘re
going to assert the yes, we have the right and the will and will take pre-emptive
war against a nuclear power,‖ he warned.
Пакистан желает новой сделки по аренде у США вертолетов, но
возвратив 9, арендованных 15 лет назад.
Pakistan seeks new US deal after returning nine choppers
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367382/pakistanseeks-new-us-deal-after-returning-nine-choppers

WASHINGTON: Pakistan is trying to reacquire an unspecified number of
helicopters from the United States for anti-narcotics operations after returning nine
Huey II helicopters it had acquired in 2002, diplomatic sources said on Monday.
Earlier in the day, Pakistan returned five of the nine helicopters it had
received almost 15 years ago. The ministry of interior, which was using the
aircraft, returned four of these nine rotary-wing helicopters on Oct 15.
Pakistan had received a total of 12 aircraft — including three fixed-wing
Cessna airplanes — from the United States for anti-narcotics operations in Fata
and Balochistan. Since the area is also used by militants for carrying out operations
along the Pak-Afghan border, the aircraft reported their activities as well, when
observed. Primary purpose of the aircraft, however, was to monitor smuggling of
narcotics as the region is connected to a major drug-route.
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Also read: US firm lobbied for and against Pakistan over F-16s
The aircraft were acquired under a renewable agreement and after the expiry
of that agreement, Pakistan had the option to either return the aircraft or buy them.
Although the United States urged Pakistan to ‗nationalise‘ the helicopters after the
agreement expired, the ministry of interior decided to return them, instead of
buying them for continued use.
The ministry, however, purchased the three Cessna airplanes that came with
the choppers.
The Americans, who received the remaining five aircraft on Monday, have
already made ―redirection‖ arrangements — selling it to a third party — so
Pakistan cannot re-buy those helicopters. Instead, Pakistan will have to renegotiate
a fresh deal.
But diplomatic sources, who spoke to Dawn, say that it should not be
difficult to do so as both American and Pakistani officials acknowledge a direct
link between narcotics and terrorism financing, Washington believes that stopping
drug-trade in this region will also help reduce terrorism.
Pakistan renewed its interest in acquiring the choppers after the recent
change of leadership in the interior ministry. The decision to return the helicopters
was taken by the former interior minister, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, while the new
minister, Ahsan Iqbal, concluded that the ministry needs them to monitor the drug
route, which is also used by the militants.
During his visit to Washington earlier this month, Mr Iqbal advised the
embassy to negotiate a fresh deal with the United States for reacquiring helicopters
for his ministry.
В Пакистане Тиллерсону был оказан очень холодный прием
For Kabul, Indo-Pak détente is key
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1544781/6-kabul-indo-pak-detente-key/

30th,

2017.

On 24th October when US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson landed in
Islamabad on his maiden visit, he was received by a mid-ranking Foreign Office
official. This was in total contrast to past visits by high-ranking American officials,
who were given a warm welcome. If Pakistan gave Tillerson a lacklustre welcome,
his four-hour stay in Islamabad also reinforced the perception that the US-Pakistan
relationship has remained transitional.
In his brief stay, he had only two engagements — one at the US Embassy
and the other at the PM office for discussions with Pakistan‘s civilian and military
authorities. There was neither a news conference nor an interaction with any other
public forum. In contrast, Tillerson spent a night in New Delhi and his
engagements there had been wide ranging.
This is a manifestation of the new US approach that seeks greater and deeper
cooperation with India while relegating Pakistan‘s role. That is why the US and
India are now speaking with one voice on Pakistan. Notably, the Trump
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administration views the problem of terrorism and extremism through the Indian
prism. But why is this new US strategy flawed and a recipe for disaster not only for
Pakistan and India but for the Afghan endgame?
The reason is that the Trump strategy that was supposed to bring all the
regional players on the same page is in reality encouraging confrontation. The
strategy which is supposed to elicit crucial Pakistani support for an Afghanistan
peace deal may further increase its strategic anxieties.
Relations between Pakistan and India had already hit rock-bottom much
before Trump unveiled his new strategy. And the US approach will only aggravate
the tensions between the two. When the US is supposed to encourage both the
neighbours to talk to each other, it is doing the opposite. It is exploiting the
differences between them to further its own interests in the region.
While India blames Pakistan for sponsoring cross-border terrorism,
Islamabad insists that New Delhi is fanning militancy through its secret agencies.
If Pakistan is accused of using certain militant outfits as a hedge against the
growing Indian footprint in Afghanistan, India is following an ‗offensive-defence‘
doctrine, encouraging militant groups inimical to Pakistan. In the ultimate analysis,
Afghanistan has become a new battleground for the two. Therefore, any plan on
Afghanistan that excludes Indo-Pak rapprochement will be an exercise in futility.
If the US was truly seeking peace in Afghanistan then it would have encouraged
greater engagement between Pakistan and India first.
Instead of dealing with them separately, the US would have talked to both
together. Because the détente between Islamabad and New Delhi is as important
for their bilateral relations as it is for Afghanistan. However, unfortunately, the
prospect of such a rapprochement seems to be a distant dream. Relations between
the two countries have continued to deteriorate. Frequent border clashes, jingoistic
statements and blame game are the new normal between them.
External players mainly the US has often been blamed for the perpetual
Indo-Pak hostilities. Western powers said to have kept the tensions between the
two alive in order to ensure that their military industrial complex never runs out of
business. India is already talking to the US to acquire F-16 and F-18 fighter jets as
well as armed drones. The deal is worth billions of dollars. If there was peace
between Pakistan and India why would they need all the sophisticated military
hardware? The US has a clear strategy: keep the region on the boil. In reality it
never wants to encourage conflict-resolution, rather its emphasis is on conflict
management.
But the leadership in both Pakistan and India are the main culprits allowing
external forces to determine the fate of their bilateral relations. Both are victims of
their false egos. The sooner they realise the better because the future of over 1.5
billion people is at stake.
Недопустимые требования Рекса Тиллерсона, - считает сенатор Рехман
Малик
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Rex Tillerson‘s unjust demands
Senator Rehman Malik. The Nation. October 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/29-Oct2017/rex-tillerson-s-unjust-demands

I am not surprised to see the demand of do more by Mr Rex as I have firm
views that this syndrome of ―do more Pakistan‖ has some motives behind it. This
persistent demand from USA means that the USA will continue to blame Pakistan
for not doing enough against terrorism and worsening the Pak Afghan relations on
this issue, providing leverage to India to expand its interest in Afghanistan.
USA wants to make India as military might of this region to carry out
American Agenda. I strongly support the response of Khawaja Mohamed Asif, the
foreign minister of Pakistan, to treat us on equal basis and without dictating the
terms of operations.
I recollect a lot from my most recent visit to USA at the event of oath taking
ceremony of President Donald Trump, and my meetings with various think-tanks
had led me to believe that a hostile situation vis-à-vis Pakistan persists in various
circles of Washington DC.
It was not surprising for me to understand that a negative perception has
been built in the US using the obsession of presence of Haqqani network in
Pakistan, which the Indian lobby in US, has very successfully created against
Pakistan. It was evident from the bitter reality that Mr. Barack Obama as President
of the US had made two visits to India while not a single visit as President made to
Pakistan during his eight years tenure in office, which proves that U.S had since
long been side lining Pakistan, preferring India by ignoring numerous sacrifices,
which Pakistan has rendered in this War on Terror.
It may continue unless there is a common strategy to smash the terrorists,
which now looks not possible in view of the growing geo-political situation in
South-Asia and US preferring India over Pakistan. The present visit of US
Secretary of State Rex Tillersonis nothing but a follow-up pressure for Pakistan,
which the previous governments of USA continued to exert on Pakistan after the
heart breaking tragedy of 9/11.
Following the policy of preferring India and Afghanistan over Pakistan, US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson spent more time in both countries and he spent
only few hours in Pakistan though it was the first ever trip by a senior official of
Trump administration. Pressing Pakistan, the statement issued by US State
Department said, that the Secretary reiterated President Trump‘s message that
Pakistan must increase its efforts to eradicate militants and terrorists operating
within the country.‖ Speaking India‘s language and supporting the role of India in
Afghanistan, US Secretary of State RexTillerson stated in New Delhi that
President Donald Trump is scheduled to travel to Pakistan and India, during his
current trip to South Asia and during his visit to Pakistan he would discuss with the
Pakistani officials the role of India in Afghanistan.
Prior to US Secretary State visit, while opposing the CPEC, the Defence
Secretary James Mattis had stated that the ‗One Belt One Road‘ also passes
through disputed territory, as has been the claim of India. Not long ago but this
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year in August while outlining a new strategy for Afghanistan and South Asia,
President Donald Trump accused Pakistan of giving ―safe haven to agents of
chaos, violence and terror‖ and threatened that ―Pakistan has much to gain from
partnering with our effort in Afghanistan‖.
The analysis of the above few anti-Pakistan statements from US
administration is a clear message to Pakistan that USA even today stands with
India and not Pakistan and will continue the policy of pressing Pakistan and
demanding to do more. USA will do utmost efforts to gear in India in Afghanistan,
which will ultimately be detrimental for Pakistan particularly in the view of facts
that India has been using the soil of Afghanistan for terror activities inside
Pakistan.
Today, Pakistan stands in an odd situation despite of losing 60 thousands
innocent people both civilians and troops, women and children in this war on terror
and allowing USA to use its infrastructure, which included roads, airports, seaports
and airspace. The rough calculations by the economic experts of Pakistan indicate
that USA owes minimum US$400 million for using the soil, infrastructure of
Pakistan. There is no free lunch in the world and how could America expect to use
all these facilities in Pakistan without any payment.
The amount so far US has paid to Pakistan for war on terror is $14.573
billion, which US has always labelled as an ‗aid‘ for Pakistan which was never on
account of any ‗aid‘ but actually the Coalition Support Fund CSF), which is to be
reimbursement to Pakistan for expenses for facilities made available to the
coalition forces.
Pakistanis feel left out and dejected to perceive that all efforts, sacrifices and
services of our country seem to have gone wasted obviously for the reasons that
USA have been bashing Pakistan rather than to appreciating its pivotal role in
America‘s War on Terror. Pakistan will be within its rights to say no to the demand
―Do More‖ as Pakistan has done more than ―Do More‖ and it is the time for USA
to recognize the sacrifices of Pakistan and not to pressurize it by asking ―Do More‖
at a time when Pakistan itself is suffering internal polarization, political
uncertainty, threats on the borders both on Eastern and Western, left with
destroyed infrastructure and shaking economy due to its unwise involvement in
War on Terror on one phone call from Bush Administration and today we are
continuously suffering for that one ‗yes‘.
Preferring, supporting and militarizing India and invoking its role in already
damaged and unstable Afghanistan is a clear indication and it looks that that Mr.
Donald Trump and his administration are not serous to restore peace in this region
but aiming to create more space for India to put more chaos in the region as India
will play role of ‗agent of chaos‘ in Afghanistan to harm Pakistan and the region at
large.
It is my sincere advice to USA to look at the situation of South Asia with
impartial mind and weigh the role of Pakistan in War in Terror and all your
indicators will lead you to believe that it is Pakistan which helped USA and not
India.
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Mr. Rex the people of Pakistan are once again disappointed to hear your ―Do
More‖ demand. Please come out from this syndrome of do more and let us work
together to smash terrorists. Moreover, I strongly urge USA to accept Pakistan as a
victim and stop being unappreciative of Pakistan‘s efforts in eliminating terrorism.
Lastly, the discrimination against Pakistan must also stop and US must work
with Pakistan on equal basis to fight against terrorists. Because this is the only way
terrorism can be defeated permanently from the region.
Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан – общий анализ
US will eradicate terrorism, with or without Pakistan: Tillerson
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366743/us-willeradicate-terrorism-with-or-without-pakistan-tillerson

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has said that he did
not visit Islamabad earlier this week to lecture or coerce Pakistanis but he did tell
them that Washington is determined to eradicate terrorism from the region with
their support or ―in a different way‖.
―And that‘s not a threat. It‘s just a matter of fact. We have to deal with the
conditions on the ground. And as you know, the entire South Asia strategy is a
conditions-based strategy,‖ he said.
Mr Tillerson said the message he delivered to Pakistan during the visit was:
―Here‘s what we need for Pakistan to do. We‘re asking you to do this; we‘re not
demanding anything. You‘re a sovereign country. You‘ll decide what you want to
do.‖
On Thursday evening, Secretary Tillerson reviewed his seven-day visit to
Europe, the Middle East and South Asia with the State Department press corps
from Geneva, also highlighting key points of his talks in Islamabad on Tuesday.
He said he had offered to help Pakistan resolve its disputes with India, a suggestion
that may irk New Delhi, which opposes any third-party mediations with Pakistan.
―That would be a complete mischaracterisation of the meeting,‖ said the top
US diplomat when a journalist asked him if it would be accurate to say that he
received a message of defiance from the Pakistanis who told him, ―We will not be
coerced‖.
But he acknowledged that he told them Washington would implement its
new strategy with or without Islamabad because ―this is what we think is
necessary. And if you don‘t want to do that, don‘t feel you can do it, we‘ll adjust
our tactics and our strategies to achieve the same objective a different way‖.
Says he offered to help Pakistan resolve its disputes with India
Secretary Tillerson said he viewed US-Pakistan ties as ―a respectful
relationship‖ but, ―we have some very legitimate tasks, some very legitimate
concerns that we need their help addressing. I said to them, ‗You can do it or you
can decide not to do it. And if you decide you don‘t want to do it, just let us know.
We‘ll adjust our plans accordingly and we‘ll deal with it ourselves‘ ‖.
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Another journalist referred to Indian media reports that Lashkar-e-Taiba
chief Hafiz Saeed was not on a list of 75 terrorists that the US team handed over to
Pakistani officials in Islamabad on Tuesday. The journalist also referred to a
Pakistani media report that none of the 75 terrorists on the US list were Pakistanis
and asked Secretary Tillerson to comment on both reports.
The secretary ignored the two points, saying instead that he had ―a very
healthy exchange of information on terrorists‖ with the Pakistanis. ―We have
provided them specific asks, beyond just names of individuals. We‘ve provided
them specific asks,‖ he said. ―But we‘ve also invited greater sharing from them as
well. So we expect to receive information from them that will be useful.‖
The United States, he said, was mainly interested in specific information
about the location and movements of these terrorists, instead of indulging in the
dispute whether they were based in Pakistan or Afghanistan. ―As you know, the
Pakistan-Afghan border is quite porous; in fact, it‘s ill-defined. And so we‘re less
concerned about are they in Pakistani territory, in Afghanistan territory, or — as
we are obtaining information so that we can eliminate them,‖ he said.
Mr Tillerson said he also explained President Donald Trump‘s new strategy
for South Asia in his discussions with Afghans, Pakistanis and Indian leaders,
which requires the involvement of regional players — particularly India and
Pakistan — for restoring peace and stability to Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is a key partner for the stability of the region. We have a long
history of positive partnership with Pakistan, but Pakistan must do more to
eradicate militants and terrorists operating within its country,‖ he said.
―The people of Pakistan have much to gain from a stable, peaceful
Afghanistan, and a region that denies safe haven to terrorists. This was my
principal message to Prime Minister (Shahid Khaqan) Abbasi, Chief of Army Staff
(Gen Qamar) Bajwa, and the Pakistani leadership.‖
He rejected the suggestion that he was lecturing Islamabad from Delhi and
Kabul, which irritated Pakistanis. ―I would not have characterised my direct
discussions with them as lecturing at all. It was a very good and open exchange,‖
he said.
―In fact, we probably listened 80 per cent of the time and we talked 20 per
cent. And it was important to me, because I have not engaged with Pakistani
leadership previously. And so my objective was to listen a lot, to hear their
perspective.‖
The meetings in Islamabad, he added, provided both sides to share their
views.
―We put our points forward. We put our expectations forward in no
uncertain terms. There has been significant engagement prior to my visit, and
there‘ll be further engagement in the future, as we work through how we want to…
exchange information and achieve the objective of eliminating these terrorist
organisations, wherever they may be located.‖
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Пакистан хотят сделать козлом отпущения за неудачи США в
Афганистане
Pakistan will not be scapegoat for US failures: Asif
Dawn, October 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366581/pakistan-will-not-bescapegoat-for-us-failures-asif

Khawaja Asif says despite spending 16 years in Afghanistan fighting the
Taliban, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson could not get out of the air base in
Bagram during his visit to the country.
ISLAMABAD: Taking a swipe at the recently held US-Afghan meeting,
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Thursday taunted the United States and
Afghanistan for their failure to contain the Afghan insurgency.
Speaking at the National Assembly‘s foreign affairs committee, the minister
said that despite spending 16 years in Afghanistan fighting the Taliban, US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson could not get out of the air force base in Bagram
during his visit to the country earlier this week.
Meanwhile, making a jibe at the Afghan leadership, Mr Asif — who is
known for his own brand of witticism — said Afghan President Ashraf Ghani was
called to Mr Tillerson‘s bunker for talks.
Mr Tillerson had visited Afghanistan on Monday for a couple of hours and
held meetings with the Afghan leaders at the air force base because of security
reasons. His journey from Qatar to Afghanistan was also cloaked in secrecy.
Says Islamabad is ready to extend support in the fight against terrorism
Mr Asif implied that this episode reflected the security situation in
Afghanistan and how the American strategy for the country was faring.
He said Pakistan would not allow itself to be scapegoat for someone else‘s
failures, though it was ready to extend sincere support in the fight against terrorism
for the sake of peace in the region.
―There would be no compromise on the national interest,‖ he said, assuring
the legislators that all dealings with the US would be carried out transparently.
The US has alleged that terrorist sanctuaries exist on Pakistani territory from
where the insurgency in Afghanistan is being sustained.
Mr Tillerson, during his visit to Pakistan, said that relationship with Pakistan
would be conditional in terms of whether or not it acted on the ―specific requests‖
from US President Donald Trump‘s administration.
―We have extended to Pakistan certain expectations we have of their
government and their leadership to deal with, in particular these organisations, the
leaders of these organisations …action to be taken to begin to deny these
organisations the ability to launch attacks against others,‖ Mr Tillerson told
journalists in Delhi.
On Wednesday, Mr Asif told the Senate that Pakistan received a list of 75
wanted terrorists —mostly belonging to the Haqqani network — from the US.
At the committee meeting, the foreign minister, alluding to the decline in the
number of drone attacks in Pakistani areas, said it was not because the US had run
out of missiles, but because there wasn‘t much here for them to target.
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Makhdum Khusro Bakhtyar, the new chairman of foreign affairs committee,
observed that it was a moment of truth for the US in Afghanistan and urged the
Trump administration not to turn the differences into disputes. He noted that
Pakistan‘s response to President Trump‘s South Asian policy had been collective,
measured and based on realistic assessment of the situation.
Mr Bakhtyar, who has previously remained the minister of state for foreign
affairs, emphasised the importance of engaging the US in promoting peace in
Afghanistan. He expressed the hope that the US would stop seeing Pakistan
through the Afghan prism and instead work on a broad-based relationship which
would benefit both countries.
Госдеп США отвергает, что непризнание террористов Пакистаном на
его территории якобы означает автоматическое введение санкций против
Пакистана
US rejects suggestion of sanctions against Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366306/usrejects-suggestion-of-sanctions-against-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The US State Department has said that Pakistan‘s refusal
to acknowledge the existence of terrorist safe havens on its soil would not
automatically lead to sanctions against the country.
At a Tuesday afternoon news briefing, the department‘s spokesperson
Heather Nauert also refused to assess the impact of Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson‘s visit to Islamabad on US-Pakistan relations.
The US media, however, noted that Mr Tillerson was greeted by a mid-level
Foreign Office official and US Ambassador David Hale at the military airport in
Rawalpindi. This was ―a welcome without the pomp that usually accompanies
high-level visits‖, a US government-funded broadcasting organisation, Radio
Liberty, reported.
State Department spokesperson refuses to assess impact of Tillerson‘s visit
to Islamabad on US-Pakistan relations
―I don‘t want to forecast anything that could come in the future,‖ said Ms
Nauert when asked if Pakistan‘s claim that there were no safe havens within its
borders could lead to US sanctions against the country.
―The secretary said that [on Tuesday] and so I‘m just going to have to let his
words stand for themselves,‖ she said.
Mr Tillerson‘s visit was the first to Pakistan by a senior official of President
Donald Trump‘s administration and aimed at improving ties strained by President
Trump‘s Aug 21 speech in which he asked Islamabad to stop harbouring ―agents of
chaos‖ or face the consequences.
Before coming to Islamabad, the secretary made an unannounced stop in
Afghanistan, where he reiterated Washington‘s commitment to the country.
At a news briefing at the US military base in Bagram, he also said that the
US had made ―very specific requests‖ to Pakistan over militancy and Islamabad‘s
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response to those requests would determine how the US-Pakistan relationship
would shape up.
In Islamabad, Mr Tillerson met Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi,
Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa, and other top officials.
―I think it was a mistake on the part of our folks, the travelling staff and so
— and in addition to that, our embassy,‖ said Ms Nauert when asked why the State
Department tweeted that the secretary was holding meetings in Kabul when he was
actually at Bagram. ―It was just a simple mistake that happened.‖
The US media, however, noted that the Afghan government had on Tuesday
issued a doctored photo of Mr Tillerson‘s meeting with Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani, removing all those objects that could link the picture to Bagram.
The media claimed that the Afghan government wanted its people to believe
the meeting took place in Kabul, and not at a US military base.
―Not to my awareness. No, no,‖ said Ms Nauert when asked if the State
Department‘s tweet was meant to strengthen Kabul‘s false claim. ―We never like
doctored photos, but also understand that perhaps they wanted to present a better
image than having met at Bagram.‖
Asked why Secretary Tillerson flew to Afghanistan from the Gulf, then back
to Iraq before returning to South Asia to visit Islamabad, Ms Nauert said: ―There‘s
a clear security issue in the region, Afghanistan in particular. We‘re all aware of
that. So for security reasons, we don‘t announce some pieces of travel.‖
Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. США готовы модернизировать
вооруженные силы Индии в свете угрозы Китая, помощи Афганистану,
опасности Пакистана (терроризм)
Terrorist groups threatening stability of Pakistan govt: Tillerson
Jawed
Naqvi.
Dawn,
October
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366281/terrorist-groups-threatening-stability-of-pakistan-govttillerson

NEW DELHI: India and the United States on Wednesday reaffirmed their
plans to work closely in Afghanistan but they also kept the aperture of their
bilateral ties calibrated to keep an eye on China.
As US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson wound up his three-nation tour of
South Asia, which included trips to Afghanistan and Pakistan, he said too many
terrorist groups found safe haven in Pakistan and such sanctuaries were threatening
to destabilise the government in Islamabad.
Speaking at a news conference with India‘s Foreign Minister Sushma
Swaraj, he said the unnamed terrorist groups ―are now threatening stability of the
Pakistani government‖.
He urged Islamabad to work with Washington to defeat militancy. ―We want
to work with Pakistan in a positive way as we think this is in their interest in longer
term.‖
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Mr Tillerson said he had a very ―open and frank exchange with Pakistan
leaders in Islamabad yesterday, [and] conveyed to Pakistan the expectations we
have‖.
For India, the visit was a useful occasion to raise the issue of professional
visas for its sizeable nationals working in the United States, and who constitute a
significant support base for the government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
US ready to share its technology for modernisation of India‘s military, he
says
In his meeting with Mr Tillerson, Mr Modi underscored what his office
called ―the commonality in the objectives of India and the US to eradicate
terrorism, terrorist infrastructure, safe havens and support, while bringing peace
and stability to Afghanistan‖.
Mr Modi noted this in the context of President Donald Trump‘s new South
Asia policy, according to a statement from the Prime Minister‘s Office (PMO).
Mr Tillerson exchanged with the Indian premier views on his recent travels
in the region.
―They further discussed stepping up effective cooperation to combat
terrorism in all its forms and promoting regional stability and security,‖ the PMO
statement said.
Welcoming the US secretary on his first visit to India in his current capacity,
Mr Modi noted with appreciation the ―firm upward trajectory‖ in the bilateral
strategic partnership following the ―positive and far-reaching‖ talks with President
Trump in June this year, the statement said.
The prime minister shared the resolve expressed by Mr Tillerson on taking
further steps in the direction of accelerating and strengthening the content, pace
and scope of the bilateral engagement, Mr Modi‘s office said. Both ―affirmed that
a strengthened India-US partnership is not just of mutual benefit to both countries,
but has significant positive impact on the prospects for regional and global stability
and prosperity‖.
Mr Tillerson also held detailed discussion with India‘s National Security
Adviser Ajit Doval.
Earlier, Ms Swaraj told Mr Tillerson that New Delhi wanted to retain its
small embassy in North Korea despite Washington‘s efforts to isolate Pyongyang
over its nuclear and ballistic missile tests.
She said India believed a diplomatic presence in North Korea was necessary
to keep lines of communication open.
Ms Swaraj said she also raised the issue of H1B visa with the secretary and
requested him not to take action that might adversely affect Indians.
Reports quoted Mr Tillerson as saying that the Trump administration was
ready to share its best technology for India‘s military modernisation, adding that it
looked forward to discussing deals for F16 and F18 fighter jets with New Delhi.
Mr Trump has called for stricter rules for issuance of H1B visas, largely
availed by Indian IT firms. A private member‘s bill was introduced earlier this year
in the US Congress by Democrat Zoe Lofgren seeking to increase the minimum
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salary of an H1B visa holder to a whopping $130,000 from the current minimum of
$60,000.
Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. Нет никого, кого можно было бы
сдать США по их требованиям (представлен Список Пакистану с
требованием сдать террористов).
No surrender to US demands, Asif tells Senate
Iftikhar A. Khan. Dawn, October 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366298/nosurrender-to-us-demands-asif-tells-senate

FOREIGN Minister Khawaja Asif says there is a 648km-long border with
Afghanistan where not a single soldier or border security man is deployed on the
Afghan side.
ISLAMABAD: Ruling out any surrender before the US or a compromise on
the country‘s sovereignty, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif told the Senate on
Wednesday that Washington had handed over a list of 75 wanted terrorists.
Briefing the upper house on the recent visit by US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson and his statement about certain ―specific requests‖, the minister said that
many of the individuals on the list were not alive, while others were shadow
Taliban governors in different provinces of Afghanistan.
He said that while the Haqqanis were on top of the list, it did not contain the
name of a single Pakistani.
Foreign minister says Afghan policy should be drawn up by politicians, not
generals defeated in Afghanistan
Mr Asif said Pakistan and Afghanistan had also exchanged lists of wanted
terrorists. ―We have given them a list of about 100 individuals, while theirs
contains 70-75 names,‖ he remarked.
In his candid remarks, the foreign minister asserted that Pakistan could not
be blamed for American failures in Afghanistan.
During Secretary Tillerson‘s visit, he said, it was impressed upon the US
side that Washington‘s policy in the region had been hammered out by generals
who had failed in Afghanistan, but were not ready to admit to the ground realities.
―Let this policy be framed by politicians and policy-makers over there,‖ he
remarked.
He said it was also pointed out that the generals would never allow framing
of a policy wherein they had to concede their humiliation.
He also talked about the unprecedented ceasefire violations occurring on the
eastern border over the past one year, and regretted that Afghanistan was playing
the role of a facilitator for India.
He said there was a 648km-long border with Afghanistan where not a single
soldier or border security personnel were deployed on the Afghan side.
―That area is used for the planning and execution of terrorist activities. We
also told them that 45pc of Afghanistan is under Taliban control, which is
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sufficient for them to establish sanctuaries to plan and execute terrorist activities.
They do not need Pakistani territory for that purpose,‖ he remarked.
He said the compromises made by military dictators of the past haunted
Pakistan today, adding that had the country not volunteered a role in the so-called
Afghan jihad, Pakistan would not be mired in this situation.
After the blunder of becoming a proxy in the Afghan war, another massive
compromise was made following 9/11. ―We actually became bounty hunters for
the US. They used to give us lists and it was for us to catch them and hand them
over to the US, irrespective of their innocence or involvement in a crime,‖ he
regretted.
He said the problems Pakistan was facing today were due to the actions of
the ruling elite, which had agreed to compromise on national interest to prolong
their rule.
He said that unlike past regimes, the present government had neither
surrendered nor succumbed to any pressure in the wake of US president Donald
Trump‘s fiery speech of Aug 21.
Referring to his recent US visit, he said that in both public and private
interactions, there had been no hint that could be presumed as a readiness to
compromise on Pakistan‘s national interests.
―We have not succumbed to the threat made by Trump from Fort Myer. We
stood tall and will keep the posture before any power of the world,‖ he declared.
Referring to Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani‘s remarks about Mr Tillerson
behaving like a viceroy, he said ―We do not accept him as a viceroy‖.
He said the security arrangements for Mr Tillerson‘s visit to Pakistan were
as they would be in any civilised country. The situation was entirely different from
his visit to Afghanistan, where President Ashraf Ghani had to come to Bagram
airbase to meet the US secretary of state.
He pointed out that the top US diplomat did not feel safe leaving the airbase
he had landed at in a country where the forces of 16 nations had been deployed for
some 18 years.
That there had been a visible change in the frequency of drone attacks inside
Pakistan, seen by Islamabad as a violation of its sovereignty, was a clear
manifestation of the fact that Pakistan had cleared its areas of people who used to
be targets for US drones.
He regretted that the US wanted to blame its failures in Afghanistan on
Pakistan. ―We are ready to help them, but will not become their proxy,‖ he
remarked, stressing that a strong, stable and peaceful Afghanistan was in
Pakistan‘s interests.
Mr Asif claimed that decisions taken in the past were subservient to the will
of the US because those rulers would look to Washington for their survival and the
perpetuation of their rule. The current government, he said, derived its strength
from parliament and the people who had voted it into power.
He pointed out that this was the first time that all the institutions of Pakistan
spoke to the top US official under one roof, adding that none of them was
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apologetic. He said the US was told that Pakistan would act on any actionable
intelligence provided.
He said the US was told that a military solution had failed in Afghanistan
and now it was time to try a political solution.
The foreign minister said no accusations were traded in the meeting, rather
the US had made a request for cooperation and said that Pakistan had highlighted
how the role of countries such as Iran, China and Russia was ―absolutely
indispensable‖ for peace in the region.
Пакистан и США не смогли согласовать планы борьбы с терроризмом
(представили Пак-ну список из 75 террористов).
«Все об Афганистане». 26.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115802.html

КАБУЛ, 26 октября. В ходе визита госсекретаря США Рекса
Тиллерсона в Исламабад пакистанской стороне был передан список из 75
террористов, мер против которых Вашингтон ожидает от Пакистана,
сообщил министр иностранных дел ИРП Хаваджа Асиф.
Ссылки по теме
Хаваджа Асиф: США должны признать своѐ поражение в Афганистане

Как свидетельствует последующий доклад главы МИД ИРП сенаторам
страны, переговоры проходили в напряжѐнной обстановке: госсекретарь в
очередной раз озвучил требование более активной борьбы с терроризмом, в
ответ на что Асиф, по его словам, заявил о нежелании его страны участвовать
в опосредованных войнах.
Министр сообщил, что многие из крупных командиров, вошедших в
список, принадлежали к группировке Хаккани, но в их числе не было
граждан Пакистана. Хаваджа Асиф также упомянул о том, что многих лиц,
упомянутых в списке, уже нет в живых, а некоторые другие занимают посты
теневых губернаторов в Афганистане, и полномочия пакистанской стороны
на них не распространяются, передаѐт газета ―Express Tribune‖.
Также глава пакистанского внешнеполитического ведомства сообщил
представителям США, что его страна уже не обладает влиянием на
афганских талибов, в отличие от прежних времѐн. «Мы не поддерживаем их,
равно как и они не нуждаются в нашей помощи, – отметил в своѐм
выступлении Хаваджа Асиф. – В настоящее время их поддерживает кто-то
ещѐ».
Стоит отметить, что в прошлом афганские власти неоднократно
обвиняли Пакистан в предоставлении убежища боевикам, и в последнее
время американская сторона также уделяет активное внимание данной
проблеме.
Несмотря на то, что глава МИД ИРП заявил о текущем отсутствии
поддержки талибов Исламабадом, фактически его выступление стало
косвенным признанием подобного содействия в прошлом.
Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. Давление на Пакистан
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Pressure on Pakistan.
Dawn, October 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366484/pressure-on-pakistan

Rare is the minister who goes to parliament and briefs its members in a
candid manner.
On Wednesday, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif briefed the Senate on US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson‘s trip to Pakistan and, in speaking with clarity and
authority, demonstrated once again what had been missing in the Foreign Office
for over four years.
Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s decision to not appoint a full-time
foreign minister was one of the more perplexing mistakes of his third term. Mr
Asif‘s comments in the Senate, however, painted a picture of a Pakistan-US
relationship that is deeply strained, rejecting the Trump administration strategy in
the region as a creation of the US military and responding to a list of alleged
militants that the US handed over to Pakistan by reminding the Senate that
Pakistan has presented its own list to Afghanistan.
If there is a US South Asia strategy that is emerging, it appears to involve
the US, Afghanistan and India acting together to put pressure on Pakistan to do
more in the fight against militancy, inside Pakistan and regionally.
To push back against the unfair or unrealistic aspects of that strategy,
Pakistan ought to consider drawing up its own South Asia strategy: a coordinated
approach towards the US, Afghanistan and India, recognising the
interconnectedness of its ties with them.
The strategy should also be proactive, suggesting what steps Pakistan can
take and what it needs those countries to do for the interests of all to better align.
Currently, it appears that Pakistan complains to the US about India and
Afghanistan, lectures Afghanistan on India and lets bilateral problems with the
latter interfere with the necessary dialogue that needs to occur on Afghanistan.
That has the collective effect of achieving very little in terms of advancing
Pakistan‘s interests in the region, leaving it vulnerable to concerted pressure from
the US, India and Afghanistan.
A South Asia strategy by Pakistan would necessarily entail a domestic
dimension too. As the foreign minister has acknowledged before, Pakistan
continues to have the problem of some militant and extremist groups being able to
operate relatively openly here.
Peace and stability in the region will not be established on a piecemeal basis
involving one country at a time. If Afghanistan is unstable and denied peace, there
are always likely to be spillover effects in Pakistan. If certain groups are allowed to
operate on Pakistani soil, the dialogue with India risks being derailed by regional
spoilers. If India continues to see Pakistan‘s western border as a weakness to be
exploited, Pakistan will be unable to broaden its fight against militancy, which is
currently focused on anti-Pakistan militants.
Simply, if Pakistan is to be stable and peaceful over the long term,
Afghanistan and India must reassess their policies towards this country and vice
versa.
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Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. Остановка в Афганистане и
«остановка в Пакистане» по пути в Индию.
Tillerson‘s stopover.
Dawn, October 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366286/tillersons-stopover

AMERICAN Secretary of State Rex Tillerson‘s short visit to Pakistan,
sandwiched between trips to Afghanistan and India, has underlined the difficulties
in the Pakistan-US relationship in the Trump era.
Echoing US President Donald Trump, Mr Tillerson offered a tough message
— a familiar do-more-against-militancy demand — but also held out the
possibility of cooperation with Pakistan.
What is difficult to gauge is how far the US is willing to go on both sides of
the cooperate-or-else message: how much pressure is the US willing to exert on
Pakistan and what kind of beneficial cooperation is the US willing to offer
Pakistan?
In addition to the vexing inconsistency of the Trump administration, there is
often a dearth of detail and specifics in the policy and strategy domains that can
leave allies frustrated.
Perhaps US officials have been specific in their private conversations with
Pakistani officials, but a do-more mantra without a road map to closer, more
durable ties with the US is akin to bullying by a superpower. Bilateral ties cannot
and will not be helped if mindless hectoring by the US continues.
That Mr Tillerson has chosen to use even stronger language in Afghanistan
and India when referring to Pakistan is sure to make Pakistan‘s hackles rise.
There is no quicker formula to undermining relations with Pakistan than
lecturing this country from Kabul or New Delhi.
As Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi reiterated in his public remarks to
Mr Tillerson, Pakistan is committed to the fight against militancy and playing its
role to re-establish peace and security in the region.
However, with Afghanistan and particularly India, Pakistan has a number of
legitimate grievances that need to be addressed.
The issue of cross-border sanctuaries, for example, cuts both ways along the
Pak-Afghan border.
Peace inside Pakistan is unlikely to be established until anti-Pakistan
militants on the Afghan side are either eliminated or denied sanctuary.
Lecturing Pakistan, as Mr Tillerson and other US officials are doing, without
recognising its legitimate security interests, is a recipe for more regional tension.
Nevertheless, Pakistan must acknowledge the realities of the region and a
new US administration.
The long war against militancy has seen Pakistan achieve several successes
against anti-Pakistan militants, and groups that have taken up arms against the state
and society have been significantly depleted.
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While there must be no let-up in that aspect of the war against militancy, it is
time for the state to consider how to embark on the next phase towards the total
elimination of terrorism, militancy and extremism in the country.
For too long, external demands have been used as a shield against hard
questions internally.
That the US and some of Pakistan‘s neighbours are demanding something
does not automatically make it right — or, indeed, wrong.
Only a zero-tolerance policy towards militancy will achieve true peace for
Pakistan.
Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. Тиллерсон требует от Исламабада
бороться с терроризмом
Tillerson asks Islamabad to step up fight against terrorists
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
October
25th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366133/tillerson-asks-islamabad-to-step-up-fight-againstterrorists

2017.

US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson holds talks with the Pakistani delegation led by Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi at PM House on Tuesday.— APP

ISLAMABAD: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson urged Pakistani
leadership on Tuesday to step up their fight against terrorist groups on their soil
and facilitate the Afghan reconciliation process.
―The secretary reiterated President Trump‘s message that Pakistan must
increase its efforts to eradicate militants and terrorists operating within the
country,‖ a US Embassy statement on Mr Tillerson‘s visit said.
Mr Tillerson‘s message appeared significantly toned down as compared to
the usual American rhetoric on alleged terrorist sanctuaries on Pakistani soil,
although in essence there was little difference in the messaging.
The secretary had just a day earlier told reporters at Afghanistan‘s Bagram
airbase that Islamabad needed to have ―a clear-eyed view‖ of terror safe havens on
its territory and cautioned that bilateral ties would be conditions-based in terms of
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whether or not its leaders take the ―specific‖ actions that were being required of
them.
In an attempt to allay Pakistan‘s concerns, the secretary on multiple
occasions during his few hours in Islamabad stressed Pakistan‘s importance for
America‘s policy in this region and attainment of the goals set under President
Trump‘s South Asia strategy.
Civilian and military leaders sit together to present a united front to top US
diplomat
―Pakistan is important regionally to our joint goals of providing peace and
security to the region and providing opportunity for greater economic relationship
as well,‖ Mr Tillerson said before the start of the talks.
Mr Tillerson held delegation-level talks with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi at the PM House. The Pakistani delegation, which was led by the prime
minister, included Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal,
Defence Minister Khurram Dastagir Khan, Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua,
Chief of Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa and Inter-Services Intelligence
Director General Lt Gen Naveed Mukhtar.
It was one of the rare occasions when the often squabbling civilian and
military leaders met the visiting US leader together to underscore their consensus
on foreign policy issues.
Outlining US expectations from Islamabad, the secretary told his
interlocutors that Pakistan should ―facilitate a peace process in Afghanistan‖, and
contribute to shared interests of ―establishing a stable, peaceful Afghanistan,
defeating (the militant) Islamic State in South Asia, and eliminating terrorist
groups that threaten both Pakistan and the United States‖.
Frayed Pak-US ties came under fresh strains after President Trump, while
announcing his South Asia strategy, accused Pakistan of insincerity in fighting
terrorism, while taking billions of dollars from the US. But leaders of the two
countries later worked together to avert a breakdown in relationship.
The effort for preventing such an eventuality was so well executed that at
times it gave an impression of bonhomie. Recovery of a kidnapped CandanianAmerican family from Taliban captivity and Washington‘s profuse praise for the
operation that led to their freedom came to epitomise the improvement in relations.
However, insiders had all along insisted, and something confirmed by Mr
Tillerson‘s visit, that notwithstanding the improved atmospherics, both sides were
firmly holding on to their positions.
Talking to the US Embassy staff at the chancery, the secretary of state said
that he was visiting Islamabad to continue the discussions on the recently
announced President Trump‘s South Asia policy. He told them that he expected
―very open, very frank‖ discussions on the challenges in the bilateral relationship
and things Pakistani leadership was expected to undertake to address those issues,
besides making them realise that Washington wanted ―to work together as
partners‖.
PM‘s assurance
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Prime Minister Abbasi, meanwhile, assured Secretary Tillerson that Pakistan
remained committed to the war on terror and looked forward to continue working
with the US.
Defence Minister Khurram Dastagir, participating in a TV talk show after
attending the meeting, said the Pakistani side flagged its concerns about US plans
for giving India a greater regional role.
―The two sides agreed to build upon the understanding reached in the
dialogue process and to continue the pace and scope of high-level engagements in
future,‖ a PMO statement said.
Госсекретарь США призвал Пакистан
терроризмом (и хамил пакистанскому рук-ву)

активней

бороться

с

«Все об Афганистане». 25.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115763.html

КАБУЛ, 25 октября. Госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон, прибывший с
визитом в Исламабад, в очередной раз призвал Пакистан расширить усилия
по продвижению афганского процесса примирения и противодействию
террористической активности на своей территории.
Глава американского внешнеполитического ведомства подчеркнул
значимость роли Пакистана в деле стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане и
регионе в целом. Тиллерсон подчеркнул, что деятельность «Исламского
государства» (запрещено в РФ) и других террористических группировок
представляет опасность как для США, так и для Пакистана.
«В региональном отношении Пакистан важен для осуществления
наших общих целей по обеспечению мира и стабильности в регионе, а также
обеспечению
возможности
более
широкого
экономического
сотрудничества», – заметил госсекретарь.
Ссылки по теме
Ашраф Гани рассчитывает на результативность изменения стратегии США в
отношении Пакистана
Исламабад признал неспособность полностью контролировать ситуацию на
границе с Афганистаном

Рекс Тиллерсон провѐл переговоры с премьер-министром Пакистана
Шахид Хаканом Аббаси, заверившим Вашингтон в приверженности
Исламабада задаче борьбы с террором и выразившим надежду на развитие
сотрудничества между двумя странами.
Тем не менее, некоторые пакистанские политические деятели выразили
возмущение в связи с риторикой Тиллерсона, равно как и текущей политикой
США на региональном направлении в целом.
«Он прибыл сюда для участия в переговорах, но его тон и смысл речи
неуместны», – заявил председатель верхней палаты пакистанского сената
Раза Раббани. Последний отметил, что речь Тиллерсона указывает на
существование неких негласных требований со стороны США и призвал
МИД Пакистана подробно ознакомить Сенат с резолюцией, принятой по
итогам переговоров.
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Визит Тиллерсона в Пакистан. Раббани возмущен тоном Тиллерсона
в Афганистане (дескать, только и делает, что обвиняет Пакистан во всех
смертных грехах, ведет себя как вице-король)
Rabbani objects to Tillerson‘s tone
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn,
October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366129/rabbani-objects-to-tillersons-tone

25th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Senate chairman Mian Raza Rabbani has termed remarks
made about Pakistan by US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in Afghanistan
―unacceptable for parliament‖ and asked Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammad
Asif to brief the upper house of parliament on Washington‘s demands.
―He [Mr Tillerson] has come here for talks, but his tone and tenor are
inappropriate,‖ Mr Rabbani observed on Tuesday, adding that the US official
seemed to be ―behaving like a viceroy‖.
He urged the US secretary to go through the resolution adopted by
parliament on Pak-US relations.
Mr Tillerson‘s statement, he said, suggested that some conditions had been
set for Pakistan. The foreign minister should now brief the house on these
conditions.
At one point during the Senate session, he raised the issue of across-theboard accountability and referred to a letter sent by him to the Parliamentary
Committee on National Accountability Law, recommending that all state
functionaries, including judges and generals, should be held accountable under one
law.
Asks foreign minister to brief Senate on US demands
He said that his view remained unchanged and stressed that even if having
such a law was not possible for the time being, his opinion should be mentioned in
the minutes of the committee.
Law Minister Zahid Hamid said he had placed the letter before the
committee. ―We were making efforts to get it passed unanimously, but due to the
position taken by a party it appears this would not happen,‖ he said.
Farhatullah Babar of the Pakistan Peoples Party proposed replacement of the
six-year-old Commission on Enforced Disappearances with a new one, and said
the recovered persons should be allowed to depose in the Senate committee in
confidence.
Speaking on an issue of public importance, he said that journalist Zeenat
Shahzadi and rights activist Punhal Sario were released from captivity last week
but were too scared to talk about their ordeal, like all those who had gone through
similar experiences.
―It is the responsibility of the state to reassure these hapless people,‖ Mr
Babar said and proposed that the human rights committee invite some of them to
record their statements in camera.
The committee‘s members should make a declaration on oath that they
would not divulge the statements in public, he said. Such statements would add to
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the body of information on the matter and might allow the parliamentarians to
discreetly address the increasing cases of missing persons.
While the efforts made by the Commission on Enforced Disappearances had
resulted in tracing the whereabouts of a large number of missing persons, it had
failed to perform two most important functions — fixing responsibility on
individuals or organisations responsible for the disappearances and registering
FIRs against them, he said.
The senator also called for making the report, prepared by a similar
committee set up in 2010 that worked for just one year, public.
On the issue of accountability, he said that parliament had the unique
opportunity to remove the glaring anomalies in the existing National
Accountability Bureau law, which had been ―misused for political re-engineering‖.
―If this opportunity that has presented itself is lost, parliament will have no
one but itself to blame.‖
The Senate passed a bill aimed at providing a mechanism for public interest
disclosures and protection of persons making such disclosures. The Public Interest
Disclosures Bill was tabled by Law Minister Hamid, who observed that the
legislation would help prevent corruption and corrupt practices.
The bill defines ―disclosure‖ as a complaint relating to wilful misuse of
power of discretion that causes substantial loss to the government or leads to a
wrongful and hefty gain to a public servant or a third party, commission of or
attempt to commit an offence of corruption or corrupt practices and includes an
offence committed through electronic mail or device.
США и Пакистан намерены восстановить уровень отношений
US, Pakistan re-engage in diplomatic, defence talks
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 23rd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365609/uspakistan-re-engage-in-diplomatic-defence-talks

WASHINGTON: The United States and Pakistan deepen their
engagement with talks between both civil and military officials as Chairman Joint
Chiefs of Staff Committee Gen Zubair Mahmood Hayat arrives in the US capital to
attend an international conference on counterterrorism.
In Islamabad, Pakistan will host US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on
Tuesday for the fourth round of talks aimed at rebuilding ties between the two
countries which, until recently, were close allies in the war against terrorism.
In December, Islamabad will host yet another visitor, Defence Secretary
James Mattis to review the reconciliation process that began with a meeting
between Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and US Vice President Mike
Pence in New York last month.
The decision to push forward the reconciliation process was taken at that
meeting and led to Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif‘s visit to Washington two
weeks ago. Mr Asif not only met his counterpart — Secretary Tillerson — but also
held in-depth talks with National Security Adviser Gen H.R. McMaster.
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The third round of talks was held in Islamabad when an interagency US
delegation visited the Pakistani capital with details of the new US strategy for
South Asia announced by President Donald Trump on Aug 21.
On a separate platform, the United States invited Gen Hayat to Washington
to attend the conference on counterterrorism, creating yet another opportunity for
talks, now between defence officials of the two countries.
US policymakers believe that direct talks with Pakistani defence officials are
necessary to address their main concern: seeking Pakistan‘s assistance in the fight
against militants along the Pak-Afghan border.
This will also be the focus of defence secretary‘s talks in Islamabad, when
he visits the city in December.
Mr Mattis told a Congressional panel early this month that the United States
was reengaging Pakistan to support its efforts to win the Afghan war. ―I would like
to think we will be successful,‖ but that the United States ―has an enormously
powerful number of options‖ if the talks fail, he said.
Динамика развития отношений США и Пакистана (и по Афганистану)
The dynamics of Pak-US foreign policy failures
Dr
Haider
Mehdi.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535929/dynamics-pak-us-foreign-policy-failures/

20th,

2017.

The above extract points to the historical link of the political conduct of
Western powers towards Third World nations and its peoples during the colonial
era, and onwards to the post-Second World War era, to the end of the physical
occupation of colonialism, and beyond.
The important point here is that whereas the world has politically changed
over a period of the last several decades, the political behaviour of Western powers
led by the United States has not, in pure substance, undergone the required and
absolute change needed for an absolutely changed world. And having not
understood this fundamental and seemingly generic condition of the West‘s
geopolitical behaviour, the Third World has, time and again, erred in not being
able to conduct perceptive and discerning diplomacy with the West in general.
In this respect, Pakistan stands uniquely unprepared and repeatedly flawed in
its foreign policy planning and diplomatic discourse with the US.
To gain some in-depth understanding of American foreign policy-making,
let us start at the rudimentary factors. There are several constants and some
variables in its operational fundamentals. The most important factor in the postSecond World War era is that America must stay the most dominant political,
economic and military power in the world; the majority of Americans, irrespective
of their political party affiliation, steadfastly adhere to this fundamental notion.
The second constant is that the US has for decades believed that it has the
will and the military power to subdue any of its adversaries in a conflict situation
— it should use this military edge over others at its discretion whenever it feels the
need to do so.
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The third fundamental element in the American foreign policy doctrine is the
concept of national security. It is a broad-based notion that does not only deal with
the military or physical threats to territorial safety. If an American multi-national
corporation or a US business enterprise fails to get a preferred business deal in
another country (especially a weak nation), the American political-military
establishment also considers this to be a threat to its national security. Hence,
operationally, the American foreign policy doctrine is a blanket cover to promote
US business enterprises globally.
Coming back to US relations with Pakistan and the Afghan problem, a
complete US military withdrawal from Afghanistan is daydreaming by Pakistan‘s
foreign policy managers or anyone else. The US is in Afghanistan to stay until they
have established formidable control over Afghanistan‘s trillion-dollar national
resources and assets — notwithstanding Russian and Chinese diplomacy and
skillful interventions to outmanoeuvre the US.
In the variables of the American foreign policy doctrine, the most important
element is that of ―style,‖ which undergoes slight changes from one administration
to another. For example, President Obama continued to expand American military
involvement worldwide in a quieter style, while rhetorically emphasising
diplomacy as a tool of conflict-resolution.
Donald Trump, on the other hand, is blatantly vocal in advancing American
military threats and is openly espousing the use of military force against North
Korea, Afghanistan, and every other nation considered an adversary.
When Russian President Putin was interviewed by filmmaker Oliver Stone,
he made the point about US policy in Afghanistan: ―Presidents come and go, and
even the parties in power change, but the main political direction does not change.‖
Remember that American intervention in Afghanistan started 38 years ago when
on July 3rd 1979, President Jimmy Carter signed the first directive in an operation
meant to destabilise the Soviet-controlled government of Afghanistan.
The US will not compromise on its empire-building geopolitical goals come
what may. That, in essence, is the core of the American foreign policy doctrine.
Historically, Pakistan‘s political leadership and foreign policy establishment
has never been fully cognisant of the US modus operandi. Hence, Pakistan‘s
responses to American strategic challenges have always been ad hoc. This is
because the political leadership of the country has always failed in developing a
strategic foreign policy doctrine to conduct diplomatic relations with the US.
Pakistan‘s foreign policy bureaucracy is ill-trained and unquestionably
serves the interests of their vested interest-based leadership under constant duress.
The top foreign policy managers are appointed at the behest of the top political
managers; they lack the expertise needed to deal with the superpower‘s strategic
paradigms. In reality, they are unable to articulate Pakistan‘s national interests —
and Pakistan‘s political leadership has consistently behaved as subservient partners
of the US policymakers. Time and again, Pakistani leadership has given in when
they should have fought for national interests without the slightest compromise.
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For the nation‘s sake, the fundamental nature of the US-Pakistan relationship
must undergo a truly inherent transformation. But this will not happen until
Pakistan‘s political managers at the top become diplomatically confident and
determined nationalists.
Pakistan needs a revolutionary attitudinal change to constructively deal with
the superpower‘s dogmatic ideologues. Nothing else will work. Here the idea is not
to promote a confrontational discourse — in fact, instead, a knowledgeable and
enlightened realism on which the modern-day diplomatic science and its
application is based: know your adversary and deal with it shrewdly and wisely.
Pakistan has to put its act together in its foreign policy strategic posture —
and fast. The geo-political situation in its region is dangerously volatile.
Afghanistan is in turmoil. Trump is pushing for a greater role for India in a fresh
initiative of US-India-Afghan nexus. Chinese-Russian counter-diplomacy is to be
understood and exploited with skillful expertise. The task is momentously difficult,
but it can be accomplished with a tactical and strategic approach.
What is in Pakistan‘s favour is that peace in Afghanistan is impossible
without Pakistan. Pakistan is to play a pivotal role in the resolution of the 16-year
Afghan-US conflict. Pakistan has a golden opportunity; it needs to manoeuvre and
profit from this situation.
First of all, we need to tell Trump that a military solution to the Afghan
quagmire is out of the question; the US must withdraw all military personnel from
Afghanistan. Immediately, diplomatic efforts must be directed towards
reconciliation of all Afghan political factions, including the Taliban, to form a
unity government to take up national reconstruction tasks. The US has to be told
that Pakistan will have a leading independent role in this process of Afghan
national reconciliation.
Second, Pakistan needs to redefine the terms of engagement with Trump‘s
America. Pakistan‘s foreign policy managers should tell the American president in
no ambiguous terms that from now on, Pakistan will no longer place a premium on
the military or economic power of the US, nor will its relations be based on
traditional aid. Future Pak-US relations will be exclusively based on relationships,
partnerships, pragmatism and a deep, flexible and appropriate understanding of the
foreign context of each other with specific emphasis on Pakistan‘s national
interests.
It would be advisable to Pakistan‘s foreign policy top managers to start
living in a new age of ―national defiance‖ consistent with the needs of a changing
geo-political order.
Вышеприведенный выдержкой указывает на историческую связь политического
поведения западных держав с государствами третьего мира и его народами в
колониальную эпоху, а также до эпохи после Второй мировой войны, до окончания
физической оккупации колониализма и за ее пределами.
Важным моментом здесь является то, что, хотя мир политически изменился в
течение последних нескольких десятилетий, политическое поведение западных держав во
главе с Соединенными Штатами в чистом виде не претерпело необходимых и абсолютных
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изменений, необходимых для абсолютно измененного Мир. И, не поняв этого
фундаментального и, казалось бы, общего состояния геополитического поведения Запада,
«Третий мир» снова и снова ошибался в том, что он не мог вести проницательную и
проницательную дипломатию с Западом в целом.
В этом отношении Пакистан однозначно не готов и неоднократно нарушал свое
внешнеполитическое планирование и дипломатический дискурс с США.
Чтобы получить некоторое глубокое понимание американской внешней политики,
давайте начнем с рудиментарных факторов. В его операционных принципах есть
несколько констант и некоторые переменные. Важнейшим фактором в эпоху после
Второй мировой войны является то, что Америка должна оставаться самой
доминирующей политической, экономической и военной силой в мире; большинство
американцев, независимо от их политической партийной принадлежности, неуклонно
придерживаются этого фундаментального понятия.
Вторая константа заключается в том, что США десятилетиями считали, что у нее
есть воля и военная мощь, чтобы покорить любого из ее противников в конфликтной
ситуации - она должна использовать это военное преимущество над другими по своему
усмотрению, когда это кажется необходимым ,
Третий фундаментальный элемент американской доктрины внешней политики - это
концепция национальной безопасности. Это широко распространенное понятие, которое
касается не только военных или физических угроз безопасности на местах. Если
американская многонациональная корпорация или бизнес-предприятие США не смогут
получить предпочтительную деловую сделку в другой стране (особенно слабой стране),
американский политический военный истеблишмент также считает это угрозой своей
национальной безопасности. Следовательно, американская внешнеполитическая доктрина
является оперативной основой для продвижения американских деловых предприятий во
всем мире.
Возвращаясь к отношениям США с Пакистаном и афганской проблемой, полный
вывод американских войск из Афганистана мечтает пакистанских руководителей внешней
политики или кого-либо еще. США находятся в Афганистане, пока они не установили
грозный контроль над национальными ресурсами и активами Афганистана в триллиона
долларов - несмотря на российскую и китайскую дипломатию и умелые меры по
outmanoeuvre в США.
В переменных американской доктрины внешней политики наиболее важным
элементом является «стиль», который претерпевает небольшие изменения от одной
администрации к другой. Например, президент Обама продолжал расширять участие
американских военных во всем мире в более спокойном стиле, но риторически
подчеркивал дипломатию как инструмент разрешения конфликтов.
Дональд Трамп, с другой стороны, откровенно вокал в продвижении американских
военных угроз и открыто поддерживает использование военной силы против Северной
Кореи, Афганистана и любой другой нации, считающейся противником.
Когда президент России Путин был опрошен режиссером Оливером Стоуном, он
высказал точку зрения на политику США в Афганистане: «Президенты приходят и
уходят, и даже партии во власти меняются, но главное политическое направление не
меняется». Помните, что американское вмешательство в Афганистан начался 38 лет назад,
когда 3 июля 1979 года президент Джимми Картер подписал первую директиву в
операции, целью которой было дестабилизировать контролируемое Советским
правительством правительство Афганистана.
США не будут идти на компромисс в отношении своих геополитических целей в
создании империи. Это, по сути, является ядром американской внешнеполитической
доктрины.
Исторически сложилось так, что политическое руководство Пакистана и
внешнеполитическое учреждение никогда не были полностью осведомлены о моде США.
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Следовательно, ответы Пакистана на американские стратегические задачи всегда были ad
hoc. Это связано с тем, что политическое руководство страны всегда терпело неудачу в
разработке стратегической внешнеполитической доктрины для установления
дипломатических отношений с США.
внешняя бюрократия политика Пакистана плохо обучена и, безусловно, отвечает
интересам их кровно основе интересов руководства под постоянным давлением. Высшие
руководители внешнеполитических ведомств назначаются по воле высших политических
менеджеров; им не хватает опыта, необходимого для решения стратегических парадигм
супердержавы. На самом деле они не могут сформулировать национальные интересы
Пакистана - и политическое руководство Пакистана последовательно ведет себя как
подчиненные партнеры американских политиков. Время от времени пакистанское
руководство дало понять, когда они должны были бороться за национальные интересы без
малейшего компромисса.
неразрывность отношений между США и Пакистаном должна претерпеть поистине
неотъемлемую трансформацию. Но этого не произойдет, пока политические руководители
Пакистана на высшем уровне не станут дипломатически уверенными и решительными
националистами. Пакистану необходимо революционное изменение отношения к
конструктивному решению догматических идеологов сверхдержавы. Ничто другое не
сработает. Здесь идея состоит не в том, чтобы продвигать конфронтационный дискурс - на
самом деле вместо этого - знающий и просвещенный реализм, на котором основана
современная дипломатическая наука и ее применение: знайте своего противника и
разбирайтесь с ним проницательно и мудро. Пакистан должен поставить его действие
вместе во внешнеполитической стратегической позе - и быстро. Геополитическая
ситуация в регионе чрезвычайно опасна. Афганистан находится в смятении. Трамп
настаивает на большей роли Индии в новой инициативе американо-индийско-афганской
связи. Китайско-российскую контр-дипломатию следует понимать и использовать с
умелым опытом. Задача чрезвычайно сложна, но ее можно выполнить с помощью
тактического и стратегического подхода. Что в пользу Пакистана заключается в том, что
мир в Афганистане невозможно без Пакистана. Пакистан должен сыграть решающую
роль в разрешении 16-летнего афганско-американского конфликта. У Пакистана есть
прекрасная возможность; ему нужно маневрировать и получать прибыль от этой
ситуации. Прежде всего, нам нужно сказать Трампу, что вопрос о военном решении
афганского трясина не может быть и речи; США должны вывести всех военнослужащих
из Афганистана. Немедленно дипломатические усилия должны быть направлены на
примирение всех афганских политических группировок, в том числе с талибами, с целью
формирования правительства единства для решения задач национального восстановления.
США должны сказать, что Пакистан будет играть ведущую независимую роль в этом
процессе афганского национального примирения. В то же время Пакистану необходимо
пересмотреть условия взаимодействия с Америкой Трампа. Руководители
внешнеполитических ведомств Пакистана не должны сообщать американскому
президенту недвусмысленно, что отныне Пакистан больше не будет ставить премию на
военную или экономическую мощь США, равно как и его отношения не будут
основываться на традиционной помощи. Будущие отношения между Пакистаном и США
будут основываться исключительно на отношениях, партнерствах, прагматизме и
глубоком, гибком и соответствующем понимании внешнего контекста друг друга с
уделением особого внимания национальным интересам Пакистана. Было бы желательно,
чтобы руководители высших должностных лиц Пакистана начали живущих в новой эре
«национального неповиновения» в соответствии с потребностями меняющегося
геополитического порядка.
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20-27 октября Тиллерсон посетит Саудовскую Аравию, Катар,
Пакистан, Индию, Швейцарию.
Tillerson to visit Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Pakistan, India, Switzerland
SHOAIB
UR
REHMAN.
BR,
20.10.2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/20/375819/tillerson-to-visit-saudi-arabia-qatar-pakistanindia-switzerland/

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson will visit Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Pakistan, India and Switzerland in a week-long trip starting on
Friday, the State Department said in a statement released on Thursday.
In the Middle East, Tillerson will discuss the conflict with Yemen, Iran, and
the ongoing dispute with Qatar, among other issues, the department said. In
Geneva, he will meet several international organizations to discuss refugees, it
added.
His trip, scheduled for Oct. 20-27, also marks Tillerson‘s first visit to South
Asia as secretary, according to the department.
«Афганский букет» Кремля для Трампа
Новости Украины. 20.10.2017. https://www.1news.info/афганский-букет-кремля-длятрампа-329896

После пролета московской «фанеры» над Берлином стало примерно
ясно направление дальнейших геополитических «гастролей» Кремля. Это –
Афганистан и пачка граничащих с ним государств – от Пакистана до
Казахстана.
Причем эти новые комбинации российских властей и спецслужб можно
условно назвать «букетом» – набором достаточно краткосрочных мер,
действительно напоминающим больше всего именно букет, и с таким же по
стратегическим меркам сроком жизни.
Разыгрывание Путиным именно афганской карты прорабатывалось еще
два года назад, в 2015 году.
Однако решение о реализации «броска» на Афганистан было принято
только сейчас. Главная причина – исчерпание сирийского направления. Но и
сейчас тоже еще не факт, что бросок состоится, а не поступит команда
«отставить».
От темы Сирии Кремлю действительно нужно уйти, несмотря на
бодрые заявления Шойгу о скорой победе. Во-первых, потому, чтобы не быть
похожим на Джорджа Буша-младшего, который объявил иракскую миссию
законченной, когда на самом деле это еще и не было началом настоящей
американской катастрофы. Во-вторых, сирийская кампания никогда не была
популярной в самой России. Особенно сейчас, когда пошли первые
отрезанные головы «ихтамнетов», и особенно – перед выборами.
Афганская затея
Вкратце, суть афганской затеи состоит в следующем. В Сирии и Ираке
кампания против ИГИЛ вступает в кульминационную стадию. Российские
средства информационно-психологических операций, подконтрольные
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спецслужбам, условно причисляемые к СМИ, приучают аудиторию к тому,
что боевики ИГИЛ после разгрома (конечно же, благодаря только России) в
Сирии и Ираке перенесут деятельность в Афганистан и на Балканы,
конкретно – в Боснию и Косово.
Не отстают от этого процесса и официальные лица. Глава
Антитеррористического центра государств–участников СНГ генералполковник полиции Андрей Новиков 5 октября заявил, что боевики ИГИЛ
бегут в пакистанскую провинцию Вазиристан в связи с поражением в Сирии.
«Судя по активности ИГИЛ в Афганистане, можно предположить, что
стратегической задачей ИГИЛ в среднесрочной перспективе является
расширение присутствия на севере Пакистана с выходом к районам вблизи
границ государств Центральной Азии и Синьцзян-Уйгурского автономного
района Китая», – сказал он в интервью РИА Новости.
Также, по словам Новикова, боевики не только меняют тактику боевых
действий, но и перебазируют свою активность в другие географические
регионы, при этом, он отмечает, что также востребовано балканское
направление.
А уже 13 октября, в ходе заседания глав военных ведомств стран СНГ
министр обороны РФ Сергей отметил, что при поддержке ВКС РФ
правительственные войска Сирии зачистили от боевиков уже более 90
процентов страны. Понеся серьезные потери террористическая группировка
ищет новые зоны обитания и стремится к развитию в Афганистане.
При этом, Шойгу подчеркнул, что военные ведомства стран СНГ
должны консолидировать свои усилия для того, чтобы реализовать весь
комплекс мероприятий, направленный на укрепление коллективной
безопасности в Центральной Азии.
Это означает, что теперь у всех стран, имеющих общую границу с
Афганистаном, будут проблемы. И теперь всю свою оборонную и
антитеррористическую активность следует координировать только с
Москвой.
Страны к северу от Афганистана получают «предложение, от которого
невозможно отказаться» – смотреть, как Россия договаривается с талибами в
рамках кампании против ИГИЛ, и во всем соглашаться с Москвой.
В противном случае в каждой из стран типа Таджикистана,
Туркменистана или Узбекистана возможно вторжение тысячных колон
боевиков ИГИЛ прямо на столицу, и свержение власти. В другом случае –
просочатся те же тысячи боевиков для развертывания длительной
вялотекущей террористической войны против национальных силовиков.
В более широком контексте, Москва оставляет за собой роль
«раздающего» с черпаком у котла, и будет «насыпать в миски» на свое
усмотрение китайцам, пакистанцам, индусам, и особенно – иранцам. По
крайней мере, так это выглядит на словах.
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На первый взгляд, это выглядит как масштабная геополитическая
стратегия расширения российского влияния. На этот раз – в «мягком
подбрюшье» России (А. Солженицын).
Заговорить зубы
Однако на самом деле «афганская заготовка» является, скорее всего, не
длительной геополитической стратегией, а краткосрочной политтехнологией,
если принять во внимание другие факторы, которые в данный момент
являются для Москвы действительно ключевыми.
Первый фактор – это кризис отношений между Россией и США.
Второй фактор – выборы Путина.
Третий, уже производный фактор – непопулярность сирийского
направления в российском обществе, которое должно прийти на
избирательные участки уже в марте 2018 года. До выборов осталось ровно 5
месяцев, а Путин еще даже не объявил о своем самовыдвижении. Пока что на
«разогрев» брошена Ксения Собчак.
Стратегическая проблема Путина – это кризис в отношениях США.
Причем стратегической эту проблему считают в первую очередь в самой
Москве. Российско-американские отношения отброшены уже на уровень
начала 1980-ых – в период правления Юрия Андропова – тоже, кстати,
бывшего главы могущественной спецслужбы – КГБ СССР.
«Профессиональная деформация» личностей Андропова и Путина
сыграла деструктивную роль в дипломатической сфере – вся фантазия в
отношениях с Вашингтоном свелась в грубых провокациях и
демонстративном обострении участия во всех конфликтах от Латинской
Америки до Афганистана.
Однако сейчас в Москве считают, что главное отличие сегодняшнего
кризиса от времен «холодной войны» состоит именно в афганской проблеме.
Несмотря на то, что Бжезинский умер, не покаявшись за свою афганскую
политику, в Москве почему-то уверены, что сейчас в Вашингтоне считают
поддержку афганских моджахедов стратегической ошибкой, которая в итоге
закончилась трагедией 11 сентября. И видят пути сближения с Вашингтоном
через Афганистан.
Фактор Пакистана
А для того, чтобы Москве предложить свое участие в афганской
проблеме, эту проблему следует сначала максимально разогреть и обострить.
При этом, в Кремле очень хорошо помнят какую роль в свое время
отыграл Пакистан в советской эпопеи в Афганистане. Поэтому, в эту
«многоходовку» Москва все пытается на свою сторону перетянуть Пакистан,
обхаживая Исламабад с разных сторон, от активизации визитов
представителей высших военно-политических кругов и проведения
совместных антитеррористический учений до обещаний в расширении
экономического, энергетического и военно-технического сотрудничества
между странами – поставки систем ПВО, вертолетов, танков и другое.
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В этом ключе, для России выгодно дальнейшее выбивание Пакистана с
орбиты США, что автоматически означает сложности с логистическим
обеспечением американского контингента в Афганистане, а это
потенциально усиливает позиции Москвы, давая ей в руки дополнительные
козыри для решения собственных проблем в отношениях с Вашингтоном.
Кремль пытается максимально усилить противоречия – внести раскол в
отношения Исламабада и Вашингтона по всем направлениям от
дипломатических до экономических, играя иногда даже не в «двойную», а
«тройную» игру.
При этом, стоит отметить, что втягивание Исламабада в «игру»
Москвы происходит вместе с союзником Пакистана в регионе Китаем, путем
формирования соответствующих предпосылок для возникновения в
ближайшее время у их границ, как мнимых, так и реальных угроз, исходящих
с территории Афганистана.
Последние активные проявления «масштабной дружбы» Москвы в
отношении Пакистана происходят на фоне того, как сначала Исламабад
раскритиковал новую стратегию Белого дома по Афганистану, а затем
президент США Дональд Трамп обрушился с критикой на Пакистан за то,
что Исламабад подрывает усилия американских военных в Афганистане по
борьбе с движением Талибан, пакистанское правительство ответило
вызывающе.
Однако Соединенные Штаты воздержались от ответной реакции в том
же ключе. В результате возникал вопрос, как использовать те немногие
возможности, которые у Вашингтона все же имеются, с максимальным
эффектом.
Предварительный ответ на этот вопрос, наверное, дала встреча
государственного секретаря США Рекса Тиллерсона с министром
иностранных дел Пакистана Хаваджей Асифом во время визита последнего в
США, а также последующее за тем события.
«Я считаю, что взаимоотношения с Пакистаном являются оправданно
важными. Мы говорили не только об Афганистане, а и о важности Пакистана
и необходимости долгосрочной стабильности в стране. Мы хотим, чтобы
правительство Пакистана было в безопасности, было мирным», — заявил
Тиллерсон на встрече.
По результатам встречи, Тиллерсон заявил, что США заинтересованы в
усилении двустороннего сотрудничества с Пакистаном, и вместе с Хаваджа
Асифом поблагодарили друг друга за конструктивный разговор.
Буквально, сразу же после данной встречи двух руководителей
внешнеполитических ведомств, Пакистан помог провести американцам
спецоперацию по освобождению Кейтлин Коулман и ее мужа, канадца
Джошуа Бойла, которых похитила во время путешествия в Афганистане и
удерживали в течение пяти лет группировка Хаккани.
В связи с этим, в Американской службе национальной безопасности
высоко оценили Исламабад за его помощь в освобождении семьи и назвали
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это сотрудничество важным шагом в правильном направлении двусторонних
отношений, а президент США Дональд Трамп заявил, что Соединѐнные
Штаты перешли на новый уровень отношений с Пакистаном, и выразил
благодарность лидерам страны за сотрудничество, о чем он сообщил на своей
странице в «Твиттере».
Игра в Талибан
Но вернемся еще раз к визиту главы МИД Пакистана Хаваджа Асифа в
США. По итогам своего официального визита в Вашингтон, Хавадж Асиф,
сделал интересное заявление, что влияние Пакистана над талибами по
истечении нескольких лет уменьшилось, теперь другие соседи Афганистана
имеют над ними больше влияния. По его словам, таким влиянием обладает и
Россия.
И следует отметить, Москва этим влиянием и пользуется, что уже
подтверждается многочисленными фактами и утечками в СМИ. Потому что,
точно так же, как и в случае с ИГИЛ, Россия, формально запрещая Талибан
поддерживает с ним тесные отношения и потихоньку снабжает оружием,
превращая в проблему, решением которой можно торговать с Западом, в
частности – с США.
Из последних таких утечек, британской газете The Times стало
известно, что Россия финансирует Талибан, поставляя ему бесплатное
топливо.
«Россия спонсирует военные операции Талибана против НАТО в
Афганистане через тайную программу отмывания прибыли от продажи
топлива», — сообщает британская газета The Times, узнавшая об этом от
членов Талибана и афганских чиновников.
«Российские разведслужбы направляют флотилии нефтяных танкеров в
Афганистан через границу с Узбекистаном в Хайратоне, — пишет Энтони
Лойд в материале, озаглавленном «Россия спонсирует Талибан в войне
против натовских сил». — Оттуда они бесплатно доставляются подставным
компаниям, действующим от имени Талибана.
В тоже время, с одной стороны, сам Талибан россияне представляют,
как меньшее зло по сравнению с ИГИЛ, а поддержание с ним контактов
аргументируют недопущением распространения в Афганистане влияния
Халифата, а также придерживаются точки зрения, согласно которой мир в
Афганистане может быть, достигнут только путем переговоров между
афганским правительством и Талибан. При этом, устанавливая и развивая
тайные контакты с талибами, Москва планирует сделать их в дальнейшем
отправной точкой, так называемой площадкой, для своей дальнейшей
«гибридной интервенции» в Афганистане.
О роли и месте Талибана в планах России хорошо отмечено ранее в
статье
С.Ильченко
«Зачем
России
Талибан?»
http://hvylya.net/analytics/geopolitics/zachem-rossii-taliban.html на «Хвиля». По
его словам, сегодня Россия может торговать своим влиянием на Талибан.
Иными словами, по мнению автора, перед нами очередная попытка придать
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себе дополнительный международный вес, торгуя воздухом и страхом. В
рамках этой торговли Россия дает понять заинтересованным сторонам,
прежде всего, США и Китаю, что она состоит в близких отношениях с
талибами. И что еѐ инструменты влияния могут быть использованы в
интересах этих стран, в обмен на что-то, ценное для Москвы — а могут быть
использованы и против них.
При этом, не только Москва поставляет оружия Талибану, а и ее
«ситуативный союзник» по Сирии – Иран, который своей самостоятельной
игрой на Ближнем Востоке и попыткой перехватить инициативу у России в
Сирии уж очень раздражает Кремль и создает проблемы с тем же Израилем.
Так, Министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис раскритиковал Иран и
Россию за то, что они, по его словам, продолжают вооружать и поддерживать
боевиков Талибана в Афганистане, сообщала The Wall Street Journal.
Подобные заявления Джеймс Мэттис сделал во время совместного визита в
Афганистан с генсекретарѐм НАТО Йенсом Столтенбергом.
В свою очередь, 13 октября президент США Дональд Трамп в ходе
своего выступления в Белом доме также заявил, что Иран оказывает
содействие ряду террористических группировок, в том числе Талибан. «Иран
остается главным спонсором терроризма. Он продолжает оказывать
содействие «Аль-Каиде», «Талибану», «Хезболле», ХАМАС и другим
группировкам. Иранцы разрабатывают, устанавливают и распространяют
ракеты, которые угрожают американским военнослужащим и союзникам
США. Они подвергают нападкам американские корабли и угрожают свободе
морской навигации в Персидском заливе и Красном море», — сказал Трамп.
Разумеется, Москва, как всегда, все отрицает: «Полагаем, что
указанные фальшивки, как и прежние, направлены на отвлечение внимания
международного сообщества от провалов силовой политики НАТО в
Афганистане и являются следствием ревнивого отношения к
стабилизационным усилиям Москвы и ее региональных партнеров, в том
числе по ШОС, на афганском направлении», – говорится в соответствующем
комментарии МИД РФ.
Кроме того, для нивелирования таких обвинений со стороны мирового
сообщества Москва в «реанимационном» порядке даже привлекла бывшего
президента Афганистана Хамида Карзая, который в беседе с RT на полях
дискуссионного клуба «Валдай» заявид, что Россия не поддерживала
движение Талибан.
При этом, как отмечают эксперты, на фоне таких обвинений в адрес
России следует ожидать от Москвы встречных «обвинений», а также
попыток переориентировать внимание на другие «объекты ненависти», а
именно, например, усилить «единоличную вину» Тегерана в этом вопросе – в
поставках оружия Талибану и другим террористическим группировкам.
В этом контексте также хорошо ложится визит министра обороны РФ
Сергея Шойгу в Тель-Авив, во время которого министр обороны Израиля
Авигдор Либерман заявил, что Израиль не допустит передачу Ираном
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оружия через Сирию в Ливан. «Мы не станем вмешиваться во внутренние
дела Сирии, но при этом мы не позволим Ирану и «Хезболлах» превратить
Сирию в форпост против Израиля», — подчеркнул он (цитата по ТАСС).
В связи с этим, стоит ожидать в ближайшее время громких
«разоблачений» Ирана, за которыми будет стоять Москва. Кроме того, скорее
всего, что в этих разоблачениях Кремль, как всегда, найдет место и Украине,
с учетом непрекращающихся в последнее время российского цикла —
«вбросов» и информационных кампаний, о чем уже писала «Хвиля»
http://hvylya.net/analytics/geopolitics/voenno-tehnicheskoe-sotrudnichestvoukrainyi-v-geopoliticheskom-pritsele-kremlya.html , о якобы поставках Киевом
военной продукции, как странам под международными санкциями, так и
террористическим организациям.
В тоже время, 10-12 октября на российских пропагандистских ресурсах
«второго эшелона» уже брошены «пробные камни» о «поставках
украинского оружия талибам».
Плохой сигнал
Подведем итог и отметим, что в 2017 русские и американцы
поменялись ролями. В 2016 путинские спецслужбы и дипломаты «вылезли из
кожи вон», чтобы обеспечить победу Трампу, который от имени
республиканцев публично обещал улучшить отношения с Россией.
В 2017 американцы полгода «полощут кости» русским из-за
вмешательства в свои выборы. От предвыборных обещаний Трампа
улучшить отношения с Москвой не то, что не осталось и следа – они
превратились в подсудный компромат.
А теперь – на носу выборы в самой России. Сейчас Путин и его
окружение больше всего опасаются некой очень грубой «подставы» со
стороны американцев, которая заставит Путина отказаться от избрания.
Эти опасения имеют полные основания, потому как именно Путин
является главным персональным генератором конфронтации с США, точно
так же, каким был и Андропов.
И отсюда следует единственно логичный вывод, что для улучшения
отношений с американцами следует убрать сам генератор проблем и
конфронтации – Владимира Путина лично. И всех его ястребов.
Для Путина проблема заключается в том, что сейчас у него нет дублера
типа Медведева, который бы мог разыграть перед американцами и
европейцами роль «голубя» и либерала. Путин настолько зачистил
политический ландшафт, что сейчас российский политикум представляет
собой «полку советского гастронома» с единственным товаром – килькой в
томате.
Поэтому срочно была поднята «афганская» тема, главная задача
которой – сыграть на американских проблемах в Афганистане, и заговорить
им зубы до марта следующего года. С одной единственной целью – закрыть
глаза и согласиться на очередной срок Путина.
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Весь расчет строится на том, что у американцев не было
альтернативных фигур, которых бы они хотели видеть в Кремле вместо
Путина. Нельзя серьезно рассматривать ни Навального, ни тем более Собчак.
Тем более – таких старых политических лицедеев, как Зюганов и
Жириновский, чей стаж в политическом театре больше, чем у Якубовича в
«Поле чудес».
Поэтому Путин хочет купить себе индульгенцию на выборы как
решатель американских проблем в Афганистане. И если получится – то и
адвокат Ирана. Но на такой бонус не рассчитывают и сами иранцы, которые
еще со времен раннего Ельцина знают, что русские всегда «кинут» аятолл
даже без особого американского нажима. В первую очередь потому, что
иранцы – прямые конкуренты России на рынке нефти и газа. И чем больше
американских санкций против Ирана – тем выше цена на нефть.
Сейчас уровень насилия и террористических нападений в Афганистане
идет по непрерывной нарастающей. Однако это не дает никаких гарантий
Кремлю, что Вашингтон кинется ловить на «путинской свадьбе» этот
«афганский букет». И что американцы не выкинут Путину «черную метку»
где-то в феврале следующего года, когда будет поздно переигрывать всю
комбинацию на выборах президента РФ-2018.
Освобождение американо-канадских заложников – тайны остаются
US-Canadian hostages held for five years in Pakistan, claims CIA chief
The Express Tribune. October 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535997/uscanadian-hostages-held-five-years-pakistan-claims-cia-chief/

WASHINGTON: The head of the CIA claimed on Thursday that a USCanadian couple kidnapped by the Taliban in Afghanistan were held inside
neighbouring Pakistan for five years before being freed last week.
―We had a great outcome last week when we were able to get back four US
citizens who had been held for five years inside of Pakistan,‖ CIA Director Mike
Pompeo told the Foundation for Defence of Democracies think-tank in
Washington.
A still image from a video posted by the Taliban on social media on
December 19, 2016 shows American Caitlan Coleman (left) speaking next to her
Canadian husband Joshua Boyle and their two sons.
Pompeo‘s remarks appeared to be the first time a US official has publicly
stated that the family spent their captivity in Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s military and government has indicated that US citizen Caitlan
Coleman, her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle and their children were rescued
shortly after entering Pakistan from Afghanistan.
Navy SEALs were ready if Pakistan failed to free US-Canadian hostage
family: report
The couple had been kidnapped in 2012 while backpacking in Afghanistan
and their children were born in captivity.
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US officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, have previously said there
was no indication that the hostages had been in Afghanistan in the days before they
were freed, contrary to the Pakistani account. The officials said the United States
believed the hostages were probably held by the Haqqani network in or near its
headquarters in northwestern Pakistan the entire time.
A senior Pakistani security source said last Friday that Pakistani troops and
intelligence agents, acting on a US intelligence tip, zeroed in on a vehicle carrying
the family as they were being moved into Kurram Agency near Kohat, some 60 km
inside Pakistan.
Canadian-American couple‘s mysterious rescue raises new questions
Pakistani officials bristle at US claims Islamabad is not doing enough to
tackle militants, particularly the Haqqanis.
After the release of the family, they emphasised the importance of
cooperation and intelligence sharing by Washington, which has threatened to cut
military aid and other punitive measures against Pakistan.
However, two Taliban sources with knowledge of the family‘s captivity said
they had been kept in Pakistan in recent years.
США планировали освобождение захваченной канадской семьи (как
это было в Абботабаде), - расследование New York Times.
US had planned Abbottabad-style raid to rescue American-Canadian
family: NYT report
Dawn. October 18, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364631/us-had-plannedabbottabad-style-raid-to-rescue-american-canadian-family-nyt-report

The United States (US) had allegedly readied a team of Navy SEALs to
launch a raid in Pakistan ─ much like the 2011 raid on Osama bin Laden‘s
compound in Abbottabad ─ after a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) drone
picked up footage of American hostage Caitlan Coleman and her children moving
in a militant camp, the New York Timesreported.
The Pakistan Army's recovery of the hostages "within hours of receiving
actionable intelligence" from the United States (US) has so far been seen as an
indicator of an uptick in the strained Pakistan-US relationship post the
announcement of Donald Trump's new South Asia and Afghan strategy. Trump
himself had reacted saying Pakistan was "starting to respect the United States
again".
The NYT report, which does not contain any named sources, offers a very
different narrative. It goes as far as to claim that the US government had, in fact,
pressured Pakistan into rescuing the hostages — with a SEAL team raid in the
cards as a backup option in case Islamabad failed to comply.
The report claims that a CIA drone had last month picked up grainy footage
of a young woman and children as it circled an alleged Haqqani network
encampment in a remote valley in the Kurram Agency.
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The woman was identified as Coleman by intelligence analysts, a
backpacker who was kidnapped by the Haqqani network in Afghanistan in October
2012, along with her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle.
Explore: Everything you need to know about the kidnapping and recovery of
Caitlan Coleman and Joshua Boyle
SEAL Team 6 was subsequently mobilised to mount a rescue mission which
would have violated Pakistani airspace, the publication cited senior American
officials as saying. They even began rehearsing for the raid, which was to take
place close to where the CIA had originally spotted the family, according to a
military official quoted by the NYT.
However, the operation was called off as some US government officials
were not sure that the people spotted by the drones were in fact the abducted
hostages, the NYT said. There were also concerns regarding the terrain and the
moon, which was reportedly too bright for a nighttime airborne raid, the report
said.
On October 11, 2017, the militants headed to Kohat by road, hostages in
tow, upon which US intelligence officials decided to spring into action,
the NYT said. A plan to pressure Islamabad was formed by US officials, which
President Donald Trump was later briefed on.
If the Pakistani government declined to act on the information, Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson both advocated the idea
of a rescue mission by the team of elite Navy SEAL commandos, the NYT said.
As the militants drove the family out of the camp, United States Ambassador
David Hale allegedly delivered "an urgent message" to the government in
Islamabad: resolve the issue or the US would.
According to the NYT, the implication behind the message was that the US
would set aside any concerns and launch a raid in Pakistan to free the hostages.
As Hale conveyed the Trump administration's demands, other senior US
officials, including Centcom chief Gen Joseph Votel, were also applying pressure
on Islamabad.
The Pakistan Army acted within hours to intercept the vehicle in a dramatic
encounter near Kohat.
Read more: Pakistan Army describes freeing Canadian-American couple
from terrorists
Residents in Kohat and adjacent tribal areas had told Dawn earlier that
drones had been seen flying over the areas for 10 days leading up to the recovery.
The drones were also spotted over the Hangu district and Kurram and North
Waziristan agencies, according to locals.
However, according to an Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) statement
released upon the recovery of Coleman, Boyle and their three children last week,
US intelligence agencies had "shared their shifting across to Pakistan on October
11, 2017, through the Kurram Agency border".
The Dawn report cited officials saying that the vehicle carrying the hostages
had entered through the Kurram tribal region and then moved to Kohat district. It
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was intercepted near Nawe Kali, a remote area about 15 kilometres southwest of
Kohat.
Explore: US-Canadian couple, three children freed from terrorist custody in
Kohat
Speaking to NBC News earlier, the Director General ISPR Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor had said: "The vehicle was immobilised with sharp shooting. We
destroyed their tires. The hostages remained inside the vehicle. The driver and an
accomplice managed to escape to a nearby refugee camp [...] We moved the
hostages via helicopter to Islamabad. They were then handed over to US
authorities."
Officials who spoke to Dawn on condition of anonymity, however, had said
that one of the kidnappers had been taken into custody, one was injured, and two
accomplices had fled.
One of the hostages, Boyle, described a scene in which gunshots had rang
out as he, his wife and their children were intercepted by security forces while
being transported in the trunk of their captors' car.
Boyle told his parents there was a shootout in which some of his captors
were killed and said the last words he'd heard from the kidnappers were, "kill the
hostages". His father, Patrick, had conveyed this information to reporters after
speaking to his son.
Read more: Canadian-American family, kidnapped in 2012 in Afghanistan,
recovered by Pakistan Army
The CIA declined to comment on the recovery of the hostages, the NYTsaid,
while the Trump administration spun the rescue mission as a win for Pakistan
without acknowledging that Islamabad had to be pressured into conducting the
operation, the publication alleged.
Пакистану нужно улучшение отношений с США.
Pakistan sees improvement in ties with US
Anwar
Iqbal,
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
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ISLAMABAD/ WASHINGTON: Pakistan notes ―positive developments‖ in
its often troubled relationship with the United States as its eyes the next week‘s
visit of US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson to the country with a hope for
improvement in understanding between the two countries.
A day before he is scheduled to embark on an extended (Oct 20 -27) visit
that will also take him to Pakistan and India for talks on the new US strategy for
South Asia, Mr Tillerson on Thursday met President Donald Trump at the White
House.
The Foreign Office in Islamabad believes that improvement in relations
between Pakistan and the US has led to enhanced bilateral cooperation.
―We are focused on the positive developments as manifested in the
statements made at the higher political levels,‖ Foreign Office spokesman Nafees
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Zakaria said on Thursday as he brushed aside comments by the US envoy to
United Nations, Nikki Haley, about the possible role for India of ‗keeping an eye
on Pakistan‘.
Tillerson consults Trump before embarking on visit to Pakistan, India
Pakistan has remained deeply opposed to regional security role envisaged by
the US for India and this has been one of Islamabad‘s key concerns about the
Trump administration‘s policy on Afghanistan and the neighbouring region.
Other senior Trump administration officials, including Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson, have also spoken about the proposed role for India.
It was, therefore, rather unusual for the FO spokesman to ignore
Ambassador Haley‘s comments. It is believed that he was trying to avoid vitiating
the atmosphere before Mr Tillerson‘s visit.
The spokesman talked about upcoming senior-level visits from the US.
―Senior level visits from the US are expected as part of the understanding on
bilateral engagements at various levels,‖ the spokesman said while responding to a
question.
It should be recalled that Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and US
Vice President Mike Pence, during their telephonic conversation on Wednesday,
stressed the need for maintaining high-level engagement to strengthen cooperation
in areas of mutual interests.
Mr Zakaria said the ‗positive developments‘ in bilateral ties were helping the
two countries better understand each other and increase cooperation.
―The manifestations are productive meeting between our prime minister and
the US vice president and subsequent visits of the foreign minister to the US and
inter-agency meeting between the delegations of the US and Pakistan on 12 Oct,‖
he said.
Although Mr Zakaria did not report any major progress at the sixth meeting
of the four-nation group held in Muscat, he underscored its importance being held
after a long break.
Trump-Tillerson meeting
According the US State Department, Mr Tillerson consulted Mr Trump
before the key visit during which he will travel to Riyadh, Doha, Islamabad, New
Delhi and Geneva.
In Islamabad, the secretary will meet senior Pakistani leaders to discuss ―our
continued strong bilateral cooperation, Pakistan‘s critical role in the success of our
South Asia strategy, and the expanding economic ties between our two countries,‖
the State Department said.
―The secretary will build on the positive conversations he and the vice
president have had with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi,‖ the statement
added.
Пакистан и США нашли общий язык для восстановления отношений.
Pakistan, US find new grounds for intimacy
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ISLAMABAD: Relations between Pakistan and the United States were on
the precipice not long ago, but on October 11, the fragile ties took a dramatic turn
when Pakistan successfully rescued an American-Canadian couple. The swift
action by the Pakistani security forces after information was provided by US
intelligence drew instant applause from President Donald Trump.
That event suddenly sparked a sense of optimism from both sides. On
Wednesday, US Vice President Mike Pence spoke to Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi on the phone to thank him on behalf of the US government for the
rescue of the couple. Pence also accepted an invitation to visit Pakistan in the near
future.
These developments suggest that Pakistan and the US have now found new
grounds for relationship building to deal with more pressing challenges presented
by terrorism.
Navy SEALs were ready if Pakistan failed to free US-Canadian hostage
family: report
The flurry of recent US drone and conventional airstrikes targeting TTP and
Haqqani network hideouts close to the Pak-Afghan border are part of the new
understanding developed by the two countries to eliminate militant groups on
either side of the frontier, judging from the tone of background interactions with
security and foreign office officials.
For the last few days, the US and Afghan forces have been pounding
militant hideouts in Paktia and Khost regions, considered strongholds of the
Haqqani network. TTP also has a strong presence in these Afghan provinces,
which border Kurram Agency and North Waziristan.
Umar Khalid Khurasani, the chief of the TTP breakaway faction Jamaatul
Ahrar, was reportedly killed in one of the drone strikes in Paktia.
However, there has been no official confirmation about the powerful militant
commander‘s death.
The elimination of TTP sanctuaries and its leadership on the Afghan side has
been one of Pakistan‘s major demands.
Officials here said that if news of Khurasani‘s death was confirmed, it would
be a ―significant and positive development‖ as Pakistan had long called for such
decisive action on the other side of the border.
But the US ongoing military operation appeared to be linked to Pakistan‘s
commitment to take action against groups such as the Haqqani network.
―Pakistan, through its actions, has already proven that it is willing to take on
any such group,‖ said one official referring to the recent successful rescue
operation.
The American-Canadian couple had been held hostage by the Haqqani
Network since 2012. Pakistan‘s action helped restore the confidence of the Trump
administration that Islamabad could be partnered with to stabilise Afghanistan,
according to diplomatic sources.
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It was because of this newfound cooperation between the two sides that
Pakistan publicly supported the ongoing US and Afghan forces‘ military campaign
in Paktia and Khost.
The army said the US shared information with Pakistan before launching the
operation. Officials said both sides have been in contact and Pakistan was
providing crucial intelligence to the US to locate high-value targets on the other
side of the border.
Despite some reports that drones hit the Pakistani side, Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) dismissed such reports, saying the drones strikes were in
Afghanistan and Pakistani airspace was never violated.
In phone call to Abbasi, Pence praises Pakistan for rescuing US-Canadian
family
The lack of access for independent media and the porous nature of the PakAfghan border in Kurram Agency made it difficult to verify where exactly the
drones struck. But Pakistan‘s decision to support the action suggests that both
countries were on the same page.
The army went as far as tying the ongoing Resolution Support Mission
operation with the recent visit of army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa to
Afghanistan.
When asked whether the ongoing operation was part of the new
understanding between the US and Pakistan, a senior military official referred to
the statement issued by the ISPR on Tuesday in which Pakistan clearly backed the
current offensive.
The official said Pakistan had been pushing for coordinated operations on
both sides of the border, which ―is finally happening now‖. He said that while US
and Afghan Forces were conducting operations on their side of the border, Pakistan
security forces were remaining vigilant to ensure none of their targets can sneak
into Pakistan.
Индия считает, что США поддерживают Индию в противостоянии с
Пакистаном
Tillerson seeks stronger ties with India
Varghese
K.
George.
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http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tillerson-seeks-stronger-ties-withindia/article19881045.ece?homepage=true
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U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson speaks on Relationship with India for
the Next Century at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington on October 18, 2017.
U.S. Secretary of State characterises China a destabilising force.
India and America are ―two bookends of stability – on either side of the
globe‖ and the ―emerging Delhi-Washington strategic partnership‖ has the
potential to anchor the rules based world order for the next hundred years, U.S.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has said.
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Mr. Tillerson, who will be travelling to India and Pakistan next week, said
both countries are ―important elements‖ in the U.S. policy for stabilising South
Asia and characterised China a destabilising force. ―China‘s provocative actions in
the South China Sea directly challenge the international law and norms that the
United State and India both stand for,‖ he said, speaking at the Centre for Strategic
and International Studies (CSIS) on ‗U.S.-India Partnership of the next 100 years:
The foundations of a free and open Indo-Pacific.‘
The Secretary of State said the new ―regional approach‖ on Afghanistan
involved seeking a resolution to tensions between India and Pakistan also. ―We
intent to work closely with India and Pakistan and we hope to ease tensions along
their borders as well..Pakistan has two very troubled borders. We would like to
help take the tensions down on both of those,‖ Mr. Tillerson said.
―We see it as a regional issue. We solve Afghanistan by addressing the
regional challenges. Pakistan is important element in that India is important
element in that. Of how we achieve the ultimate the objective, which is a stable
Afghanistan, which no longer serves as a launch pad for terrorism,‖ he said, adding
that such an improvement in Afghanistan will benefit Pakistan and Afghanistan.
―India‘s significant role is in giving development assistance to Afghanistan…‖ he
said. Mr. Tillerson said the new South Asia policy of the U.S. was a message to the
Taliban and others that ―we are not going anywhere and we are going to be here as
long as it takes…‖
―…We don‘t see it as one issue, and (it is) about stabilising the entire
region… (A stable Afghanistan) will create a better condition for India Pakistan
relationship,‖ he said.
The top diplomat said America‘s ―relationships in the region stand on their
own merits‖, a position that is in line with the position of the previous Obama
administration. ―We expect Pakistan to take decisive action against terrorist groups
based there that threaten its own people and the broader region. In doing so,
Pakistan furthers stability and peace for itself and its neighbours, and improves its
own international standing,‖ he said.
Mr. Tillerson‘s explanation of the new South Asia policy of the U.S. calls
into question the interpretation of it as an acceptance of the Indian line, and a
rejection of Pakistan‘s position. Pakistan maintains that terrorism and insurgencies
in Jammu and Kashmir and Afghanistan are all part of the same problem. Mr.
Tillerson‘s views also echoed President Donald Trump who said last week that he
was developing better relations with Pakistan.
Convergence on China
Mr. Tillerson was categorical in his support for the Indian position on China
and its aid and financing support for other countries in the region, terming it
―predatory economics.‖
―We have watched activities and actions in this region, particularly of China,
that brings financing mechanisms that saddle countries in debt… they don‘t often
create the jobs that they should… too often foreign workers are brought in…
financing that are structured in such a way that it is very difficult for them to obtain
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future financing… often there are triggers that often turn debt into equity,‖ he said,
distinguishing India‘s approach to world order from China‘s.
―China is rising. India is rising. If you watch out these two taking their
rightful place in the world, they have gone about it in different ways… We have an
important relationship with China but we will never have the same relationship
with them as we have with India, a big democracy,‖ Mr. Tillerson said,
underscoring the dramatic increase in defence partnership between the two
countries. He said the high levels of technology sharing with India that the U.S. has
been doing is a reflection of the trust between the countries and the strength of the
partnership.
Repeatedly referring to India‘s democratic politics, Mr. Tillerson also
referred to India‘s Muslim minority. ―India‘s diverse population includes more
than 170 million Muslims — the third-largest Muslim population in the world. Yet
we do not encounter significant numbers of Indian Muslims among foreign fighters
in the ranks of ISIS or other terror groups, which speaks to the strengths of Indian
society,‖ he said, adding that India ―can also serve as a clear example of a diverse,
dynamic, and pluralistic country to others.‖
Experts laud
Several India watchers who listened to the Secretary of State‘s first full
fledged foreign policy speech lauded it.
―This is an excellent approach from India‘s perspective. He has touched
upon all issues that bring our countries closer, and underscored the importance of
the partnership,‖ said Mukesh Aghi, president of the U.S.-India Strategic
Partnership Forum. Nisha Biswal, former Assistant Secretary of State and
President-designate of the U.S.-India Business Council, said: ―The speech mapped
out what is at stake for both countries, not only for the new few years, but the next
century. It is not by accident that the first major foreign policy speech by the
secretary is on U.S.-India relations.
Richard M. Rossow of the Wadhwani Chair in U.S. India Policy Studies at
CSIS said ―Secretary Tillerson has explicitly called out China for predatory
economic practices. India has been the conscince of the world. India was the first
country to do so. India has influenced the U.S. thinking on this.‖
Пакистан и США готовы улучшить отношения

(был телефонный звонок из

Вашингтона).

Pakistan, US agree to build on improvement in ties
Anwar
Iqbal,
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
October
19th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1364757/pakistan-us-agree-to-build-on-improvement-in-ties

UNUSUAL for a phone call to a foreign leader, White House mentioned
Pence‘s call to Abbasi in its daily schedule.
ISLAMABAD/WASHINGTON: Pakistan and the United States agreed on
Wednesday to keep up the momentum of improvement in bilateral relations
through high-level engagements and stronger counterterrorism cooperation.
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―The two leaders agreed to maintain high-level engagements to strengthen
cooperation in areas of mutual interest,‖ the Prime Minister Office said in a
statement after US Vice President Mike Pence‘s telephonic conversation with PM
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi.
Mr Pence told Mr Abbasi that the US wanted to ―further build this
relationship‖ for peace in the region.
Editorial: Sense returns to Pakistan-US relations
This was the second call from a senior US leader to PM Abbasi in as many
days. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson had called a day earlier.
Vice President Pence, PM Abbasi speak by phone
The calls precede Secretary Tillerson‘s expected visit to the region next
week. Mr Tillerson will visit Pakistan during the trip that will also take him to
India, a senior official at the State Department was quoted by Reuters as saying on
Wednesday.
The relations between Pakistan and the US have witnessed marked
improvement over the past few weeks following a series of recent interactions,
including PM Abbasi and VP Pence‘s meeting in New York on the sidelines of the
UN General Assembly session in New York; Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif‘s
visit to Washington, where he met Secretary Tillerson and a visit by a US
interagency delegation led by Lisa Curtis, Deputy Assistant to US President and
Senior Director for South Asia at the National Security Council, to Islamabad.
The tone of US leaders on Pakistan too has significantly softened as could be
noticed during Mr Tillerson‘s speech on Indo-US ties on Wednesday at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a US think-tank.
The safe recovery of US citizen Caitlan Coleman and her family by
Pakistani security forces on intelligence provided by the US has come to epitomise
the resumed counterterrorism cooperation between the two countries.
―Vice President Pence thanked the government of Pakistan and praised the
professionalism of the Army and the intelligence agencies for the swift response
and safe recovery of the US national Caitlin Coleman, her husband Joshua Boyle
and their three children,‖ the PMO said.
President Trump, while hailing the recovery of the American family, had
earlier described it as ―a positive moment‖ in Pak-US ties.
Talking to VP Pence, PM Abbasi said Pakistan would continue to act on
―actionable intelligence‖ provided by the US.
Vice President Pence, the PMO said, also accepted the invitation of the
prime minister to visit Pakistan in the near future.
A statement released by the White House press office said Mr Pence
emphasised the need for a ―continued and sustained cooperation‖ against militants.
It said Mr Pence thanked the Pakistani prime minister for his government‘s
assistance in recovering US and Canadian hostages that were being held captive by
the Haqqani Taliban network.
The statement also underlined the point that the militants were ―being held
in the tribal areas of Pakistan‖.
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Vice President Pence noted this effort as an important development in
Pakistan‘s support to the US strategy against terrorism in the region, ―but
highlighted that cooperation against militant groups must be continued and
sustained,‖ the White House said.
Mr Pence also recalled his meeting with Mr Abbasi on the sidelines of the
72nd UN General Assembly in New York last month when the two leaders stressed
the need for the two allies to stay engaged for resolving the issues that had strained
the US-Pakistan relationship.
―Just as he did during the meeting the two had in New York last month, the
Vice President again discussed ways that Pakistan could work with the United
States and others to bolster stability and security for all in South Asia,‖ the White
House said.
Unusual for a telephone call to a foreign leader, the White House also
mentioned Mr Pence‘s call to Prime Minister Abbasi in its daily schedule. The
schedule said that ―the Vice President will participate in a phone call with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi of Pakistan,‖ indicating that it was more than a
one-on-one call between the two leaders.
«США считают, что Индия может помочь в наблюдении за
Пакистаном», - заявила представитель США в ООН
US seeks India‘s help to ‗keep an eye‘ on Pakistan
Dawn, October 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364768/us-seeks-indias-helpto-keep-an-eye-on-pakistan

US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley says America‘s interest in
Afghanistan and South Asia is to eliminate terrorist safe havens
WASHINGTON: US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley has said that India
can help the United States in keeping an eye on Pakistan, as Washington cannot
tolerate any government that shelters terrorists.
In her address to the US-India Friendship Council in Washington on
Tuesday, Ambassador Haley, an American politician of Indian origin, also advised
India ―not to touch‖ the present veto arrangement at the UN Security Council if it
wanted to join the world body as a permanent member.
Explaining Washington‘s growing interest in New Delhi, the US envoy said
the United States was ―really going to need‖ India‘s help in stabilising Afghanistan
and was looking forward to greater support from this major South Asian power in
resolving the Afghan conflict. ―So having them help not only with infrastructure
and the aid that they can give towards rebuilding Afghanistan, (they can) also help
us to keep an eye on Pakistan,‖ Ms Haley said.
―That is going to be really important in making sure that we hold them
accountable, because we are at a point where we kind of laid the groundwork that
we need to see better partnership from Pakistan... India is going to help us with
that,‖ she added.
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The US envoy to the United Nations said that America‘s overriding interest
in Afghanistan and throughout South Asia was to eliminate terrorist safe havens
and to keep nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorists. ―We will use all the
elements of our national power: economic, diplomatic and military to pursue these
goals,‖ she said.
Ms Haley recalled that US President Donald Trump had taken a ―tougher
approach‖ to Pakistan for allegedly ―harbouring terrorists‖ and wanted Islamabad
to eliminate the so-called terrorist safe havens from its soil.
―Pakistan has been a partner to the US at times. We value and respect that.
But we cannot tolerate this government or any other government giving safe haven
to terrorists who target Americans,‖ she said.
―This new approach will require understanding and restraint from both
Pakistan and India,‖ said the US diplomat while explaining the US position that the
United States wanted to maintain separate relations with both nations.
The United States, she said, recognised the important contributions India had
made to the stability of Afghanistan and wanted New Delhi to continue doing so.
Ms Haley said that while President Trump had decided to make sure that
Iran never got a nuclear weapon, he did not oppose the Indian nuclear programme.
―India is a nuclear power and nobody gives it a second thought. Why?
Because India is a democracy that threatens no one,‖ she said.
Ms Haley said two of the five permanent members, Russia and China,
opposed any changes in the current structure of the Security Council and could also
keep India out if it tried to acquire veto powers.
The US envoy to the United Nations said the proposed reform of the UN
Security Council was ―much more about veto‖ — the power that allows Russia,
China, Britain, US and France to veto a resolution — than about its expansion.
―None of them (five permanent members) want to give that up. So, the key
to getting India on the Security Council would have to be not to touch the veto,‖
Ms Haley said.
Вице-президент США поблагодарил Пакистан за операцию по
освобождению канадских заложников
Pence thanks Pakistan for safe recovery of hostages
The Nation . October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct-2017/pence-thankspakistan-for-safe-recovery-of-hostages

ISLAMABAD - United States Vice-President Mike Pence thanked the
Government of Pakistan for safe recovery of the US national Caitlin Coleman, her
spouse Joshua Boyle and their three children from the custody of terrorists.
In a telephonic conversation with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the
US vice-president praised the professionalism of the Pakistan Army and the
intelligence agencies for swift response and safe recovery of the captives.
Pence reaffirmed the importance of bilateral relations and said that the US
would like to further build this relationship for peace and prosperity of the region.
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Reaffirming Pakistan‘s resolve to eliminate terrorism from its soil, the prime
minister assured the US vice president that Pakistan would respond to any
actionable intelligence shared by the US side. The two leaders agreed to maintain
high-level of engagements to strengthen cooperation in areas of mutual interest.
Pence also accepted invitation of the prime minister to visit Pakistan in near future.
Earlier, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson also called to convey US
gratitude for the safe recovery of the hostages.
US commandos were ready to act if Pakistanis failed over hostages
Monitoring Desk adds: US military officials were reportedly ready to launch
a commando raid deep inside Pakistan to free an American and her family if the
Pakistanis did not act against the Taliban-linked Haqqani network that kidnapped
the family in 2012.
The New York Times, citing unnamed senior US officials, reported that
Navy SEAL Team 6 was mobilised to conduct a rescue days earlier but the
operation was called off.
Ambassador David Hale reportedly told the Pakistani government: Resolve
the issue or the US will step in. Officials in Pakistan reportedly acted within hours.
The Times reported that if Pakistan failed to act, it would bolster the belief
that the country provides a safe haven for the militant network.
Armed with information from US intelligence, Pakistani soldiers staged a
dramatic but successful rescue operation last week to free American Caitlan
Coleman, 31, and her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle, 34, and their three young
children after five years in Haqqani network captivity.
США и Пакистан – роль КПЭК в их отношениях
Pak-US relations: the CPEC aspect
Dr Qaisar Rashid. Daily Times. 15/10/20127/ https://dailytimes.com.pk/125009/pak-usrelations-the-cpec-aspect/

The US shouldn‘t have criticised the OBOR initiative on which Pakistanis
had already forged a consensus. Such criticism is bound to be counterproductive
Hardly had anyone remembered how to commit a foreign policy blunder
when the US reminded the Asia region of the US ability to do so. The tyranny
enacted by the blunder is that it was meant to touching a raw nerve of both
Pakistan and China.
On October 6, US Defence Secretary James Mattis appeared before the
Senate Armed Services Committee and briefed the legislators on the latest in the
Pak-Afghan region by mentioning two main points. First, the US opposed the One
Belt One Road policy in principle because in a globalised world, there were many
belts and many roads, and no one nation should put itself into a position of
dictating any such policy.
Interestingly, Secretary Mattis was supposed to apprise the US legislators of
the latest updates related to the Pak-Afghan region. However, it is not yet known
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what the relationship is between the One Belt One Road policy of China and the
Pak-Afghan region.
The objective of the OBOR initiative — a combination of an overland belt
and a maritime road — is to connect China with Asia, Africa and Europe through
infrastructure developments including constructing highways, railways, pipeline,
ports and power grids. Against this background, Secretary Mattis flayed both road
and sea trade routes of China in the pretext of issuing statement on the Pak-Afghan
region.
It is known that Kashmir is a disputed territory and similarly there are other
disputed territories traversed by the OBOR initiative. Should there be no
development? Should people of underdeveloped areas remain deprived and
impoverished?
Another interesting point is that only the belt part of the OBOR called the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is passing through Pakistan and not
through the Pak-Afghan region. The CPEC is not a recent development to get
stunned and shocked. Instead, the change of mind by the US towards the Asia
region under the leadership of US President Donald Trump is the recent
development.
The point is not that whether or not the US has criticised the CPEC aspect of
the OBOR at the behest of India, the point is that the US has made a deliberate
attempt to strain its relations with both Pakistan and China in one go. The US is
overlooking the fact that the services of Zbigniew Brzezinski are no more
available, as he passed away in May this year. It was Brzezinski, the polish-born
Professor of International Relations and former National Security Adviser to US
President Jimmy Carter (1977-1981), and helped the US normalise its relations
with the People‘s Republic of China in January in 1979.
In his book, Out of Control: Global Turmoil on the eve of the 21st Century,
published in 1993, Brzezinski predicted that as the technology-induced
acceleration of communication was distancing the contemporary history away from
the past, more likely than Russia, China would assume a leadership role on the
world stage.
Brzezinski also propounded the idea that the US alone could not solve global
problems. Instead, the US should encourage China to share its burden. In April
2017, Brzezinski spoke to a Russian newspaper and said, ―China is considerably
more important than Russia right now, but if American and China cooperate,
Russia has absolutely no choice but to join them. That would be in America‘s
interest, firstly, but it would also be beneficial to Russia in the long run.‖ Today,
after rejected by Europe, Russia has mended its fences with China.
Kevin P. Gallagher writes in his book, The China Triangle: Latin America‘s
China Boom and the Fate of the Washington Consensus, published in 2016, that
China‘s new development banks have arisen from at least two motivations. First,
China has accumulated an enormous store of wealth and savings that it seeks to
diversify by making big investments across the world. Second, China feels slighted
by the West for not being given a greater role in the Bretton Wood institutions such
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as World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF). In 2010, the IMF
passed significant reforms that would have given China and other emerging
economies a greater say, but those reforms were stalled in the US Congress. Since
China wasn‘t allowed to enter into existing institutions, it has begun to create its
own. These institutions now have levels of capital at their disposal more than that
of the Western-backed development bank. For instance, the World Bank holds just
over 200 billion dollars in capital and has just over 500 billion dollars in assets,
whereas the China Development Bank (CDB) holds 100 billion dollars in capital,
and has over 1 trillion dollars in assets. Related to OBOR initiative, China‘s
President Xi Jinping has pledged 124 billion dollars. It is expected that the plan
would funnel investment of 502 billion dollars into 62 countries over next five
years.
It is known that Kashmir is a disputed territory and similarly there are other
disputed territories traversed by the OBOR initiative. Should there be no
development? Should people of underdeveloped areas remain deprived and
impoverished? The point is simple: about 62 countries perceive progress and
economic stakes embedded in the OBOR. Is the US ready to invite the ire of these
countries?
Voices were also raised inside Pakistan in favour of the US in order to bring
the Pakistan government under pressure on the CPEC issue. The US shouldn‘t
have criticised the OBOR initiative on which Pakistanis had already forged a
consensus. Such criticism is bound to be counterproductive.
Индия с опаской и непониманием относится к изменениям в политике
США по отношению к Пакистану (к дружбе)
India wary as uncertainty mars Trump‘s Pak policy
The Nation. October 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/15-Oct-2017/india-wary-asuncertainty-mars-trump-s-pak-policy

US President Donald Trump‘s tweet that he is starting to develop a much
better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders, even thanking Islamabad for
cooperation on many fronts, has flummoxed many in India, coming as it does
shortly after the US seemed to have put Pakistan on notice while announcing its
new Afghanistan policy.
«Starting to develop a much better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders.
I want to thank them for their cooperation on many fronts.»
The Trump tweet is being seen as an acknowledgement by the US of
Pakistan‘s help in securing the release of a US-Canadian family from the Haqqani
network.
While it may not be a policy statement, Trump‘s comments again
underscore Pakistan‘s strategic significance for the US in stabilising the
region, Times of India quoting officials said on Sunday.
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It‘s difficult for India to dismiss it is a stray, throwaway remark as it follows
similar comments by US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson recently after his
meeting with Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif.
Describing the US-Pakistan ties as extraordinarily important regionally,
Tillerson had said that Pakistan was critical to the long-term stability of the region.
In making that remark, Tillerson seemed to echo Russian President Vladimir
Putin‘s special envoy for Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, who had
described Pakistan as a key regional player while warning the US against
putting Islamabad under pressure. Kabulov made that remark shortly after Trump
accused Pakistan of ―housing the very terrorists that we are fighting‖.
These developments have in a way also exposed the limitations of India‘s
campaign to isolate Pakistan internationally which saw the government recently
describing the hostile neighbour as ‗terroristan‘ at the UNGA last month.
The US flip-flop though, according to officials, is unlikely to
see India reverse its policy of no talks with Pakistan until the latter takes some
tangible action on terrorism. They recalled how India managed to namecheck Pakistan based, India-specific terror groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed in the BRICS Declaration this year with help
from Moscow. China had last year blocked the same attempt by India.
Ata Hasnain, a Lieutenant General (r) with Indian Army, however,
acknowledges Pakistan‘s
strategic
significance
for
the US, saying
that Islamabad was actually never put on notice by the US as a matter of policy
even though Defence Secretary Jim Mattis did allude to the need to make more
effort towards getting Pakistan to cooperate.
Pakistan‘s geostrategic location, says Hasnain, lends it to attract the attention
of all major powers, particularly due to access to the Heart of Asia, reverse access
to the Indian Ocean, the commonality of a border with Afghanistan and the
existence of the core centre of Islam.
―While China may be an all-weather supporter of Pakistan, both Russia and
the US look towards purely interest-based relationships. Both are aware of the
nuisance potential of Pakistan and in many ways, both are also supporting it to
balance Chinese influence,‖ says Hasnain, adding that terror is of equal concern to
US and Russia which is why they are pursuing a policy of accommodation with
Pakistan.
―There is nothing permanent in this policy which is flexible and can reverse
on the basis of other competing interests,‖ he added.
Индийцы признают улучшение отношений между США и Пакистаном
Starting to develop much better relationship with Pakistan: Trump
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu,
14.10.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/starting-to-develop-much-better-relationship-withpakistan-trump/article19859664.ece?homepage=true

Specifically, US President alludes to Islamabad‘s help in the release of
American-Canadian couple from Taliban's clutches.
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Less than two months after he warned Pakistan for its failure to rein in
terrorist groups, U.S. President Donald Trump said his strategy has begun to work
and Islamabad has started cooperating with the U.S. on the issue.
In three remarks over two days after Pakistan secured the release of an
American-Canadian couple, Caitlan Coleman and Joshua Boyle, and their three
children from their Taliban captors, Mr. Trump interpreted the development as a
new turn in ties with Islamabad.
In the latest, a Twitter post on Friday evening, Mr. Trump said: ―Starting to
develop a much better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders. I want to thank
them for their cooperation on many fronts.‖
‗A real relationship‘
Earlier on Friday, addressing a conservative gathering, he said, Pakistan is
―starting to respect‖ America. ―Yesterday, things happened with Pakistan, and I
have openly said Pakistan took tremendous advantage of our country for many
years, but we‘re starting to have a real relationship with Pakistan and they‘re
starting to respect us as a nation again, and so are other nations... And I want to
thank the leaders of Pakistan for what they've been doing.‖
A day earlier, in a statement issued by the White House, Mr. Trump had said
that ―the Pakistani government‗s cooperation is a sign that it is honouring
America‘s wishes for it to do more to provide security in the region‖.
Addressing the Values Voter Summit, an annual gathering of Christian
conservatives — an enthusiastic core of his constituency — Mr. Trump went on to
explain the purported change in Pakistan‘s behaviour as a result of his tough
foreign policy posture.
"In this administration, we will call evil by its name…We stand with our
friends and allies, we forge new partnerships in pursuit of peace, and we take
decisive action against those who would threaten our people with harm… And we
will be decisive -- because we know that the first duty of government is to serve its
citizens.‖
New strategy on South Asia
In an August speech that elucidated his new strategy for South Asia, Mr.
Trump had hailed India as an American partner in attempts to resolve the logjam in
Afghanistan and called out Pakistan for sheltering terrorists groups. ―We have been
paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same time they are housing
the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he had said.
While it was widely interpreted as a dramatic change in U.S approach
towards Pakistan, subsequent interpretations and explanations of the policy by
officials of State Department and cabinet secretaries clearly indicated that the
Trump administration would continue engaging with Pakistan.
In a Congressional hearing last week Defence Secretary James Mattis said
the administration would like to give Pakistan ―one more chance‖ to prove its
sincerity in combating terror.
Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif, who met with U.S
interlocutors last week in Washington, pleaded that his country would take ―five
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steps for each step that America takes‖ to reduce the trust deficit in bilateral ties.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Defence Secretary James Mattis are scheduled
to travel to the region later this month.
США направили в Пакистан высокопоставленную делегацию для
переговоров
US sends high-level delegation in move to repair relations
Iftikhar A. Khan. Dawn, October 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1363481/ussends-high-level-delegation-in-move-to-repair-relations

LISA Curtis, US Deputy Assistant to the President and National Security
Council Director for South Asia, and other officials hold talks with Foreign
Secretary Tehmina Janjua in Islamabad on Thursday.—White Star
ISLAMABAD: Strains in the Pak-US relationship appear to be disappearing
fast as the two sides on Thursday agreed to continue bilateral engagement at all
levels and reinvigorate relationship to achieve the common objective of defeating
terrorism.
The consensus was reached when an interagency US delegation led by Lisa
Curtis, deputy assistant to the president and National Security Council senior
director for South Asia, visited here and held talks with Foreign Secretary Tehmina
Janjua and Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa.
The US delegation included the acting assistant secretary of state,
Ambassador Alice Wells, acting Assistant Secretary of Defence David Helvey and
other senior officials from the Departments of State and Defence.
In a surprising ‗coincidence‘ a Canadian citizen, his US national wife and
their three children were recovered from the custody of terrorists by the Pakistan
Army on Thursday — some five years after their abduction in Afghanistan. The
recovery was instantly hailed by the White House.
Gen Bajwa airs Islamabad‘s concerns about regional stability
This was the first high-level US delegation‘s visit to Pakistan after US
President Donald Trump unveiled a new strategy on South Asia and Afghanistan.
Allice Wells last visited Pakistan in August. She was scheduled to visit
Pakistan again on Aug 28 to follow up on President Trump‘s policy review of the
region, but Pakistan had refused to receive her delegation in what was widely seen
as a snub to the US at a time when the relations between the two countries were
hitting a new low.
―At the request of the government of Pakistan, the visit of the US delegation
has been postponed until a mutually convenient time,‖ the Pakistan‘s Foreign
Office had stated in a diplomatically worded brief press release.
The US Embassy had also confirmed that the meetings were deferred on
Pakistan‘s request.
Earlier, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif postponed his visit to the US. He
was scheduled to meet US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on Aug 25. Another
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visit — that of a delegation led by senior White House National Security Council
official Lisa Curtis — had also been rescheduled.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif later visited the United States and Interior
Minister Ahsan Iqbal is currently in the US.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua led the Pakistani side during Thursday‘s
talks at the Foreign Office. Those who assisted her in the meeting included senior
officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other relevant departments.
―The two sides reviewed the state of play in the relationship in wake of the
US strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia and agreed to continue discussions on
all matters of mutual interest‖, a statement issued by the Foreign Office said.
Constructive participation
Reiterating Pakistan‘s stance for a politically negotiated settlement owned
and led by the Afghans, the foreign secretary reaffirmed Pakistan‘s constructive
participation in all regional and bilateral mechanisms aimed at pursuing a peaceful
solution to the Afghan conflict. The US delegation was also informed on the recent
visit by Pakistani officials to Kabul with a view to intensifying engagement and
addressing mutual concerns particularly border management and repatriation of
refugees.
Highlighting Pakistan‘s ongoing law enforcement and counterterrorism
campaign, the foreign secretary apprised the US delegation of Pakistan‘s efforts in
eliminating terrorism from the country‘s soil. Pakistan‘s concerns on continued
attacks from across the border were also shared.
The US delegation was informed about the atrocities and human rights
violations being committed by Indian forces in held Kashmir resulting in hundreds
of casualties. It was noted that persistent Indian refusal to engage with Pakistan
despite Pakistan‘s repeated overtures for a comprehensive dialogue was adversely
impacting regional stability.
Noting that the US had a long track record of cooperation with Pakistan, the
US delegation emphasised the importance of reinvigorating the bilateral
relationship in order to achieve the common objectives of peace and stability in
Afghanistan and the region. The two sides agreed to continue bilateral
engagements at all levels.
The US delegation also paid a courtesy call on Foreign Minister Khawaja
Asif.
Meeting with COAS
The US delegation comprising Lisa Curtis, Ambassador Alice G. Wells,
Ambassador David Hale and others also called on General Qamar Javed Bajwa on
Thursday. The delegation briefed the COAS on contours of US strategy in South
Asia. The discussion focused on regional security situation, including Afghanistan,
and how Pakistan has positively contributed towards peace and stability in the
region.
According to the Inter-Services Public Relations, the COAS highlighted
concerns of Pakistan regarding peace and stability in the region. He reiterated that
Pakistan had done its best despite constraints and would continue its efforts for the
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sake of the future of Pakistan and in line with aspirations of the Pakistani people.
The delegation appreciated and acknowledged the Pakistan Army‘s contributions
and Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the war on terror.
The US embassy in Islamabad had planned a media interaction with the US
delegation on Thursday evening, but the event was cancelled by the afternoon.
Трамп вовсю хвалит Пакистан, надеется на сотрудничество в будущем
Trump praises Pakistan, hopes cooperation will continue in future too
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1363472/trumppraises-pakistan-hopes-cooperation-will-continue-in-future-too

WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump praised Pakistan on Thursday
for helping secure the release of a North American family, held hostage by a
Taliban-linked group, and hoped that this cooperation would continue in future
joint counterterrorism operations as well.
President Trump diverted from a speech he was delivering at the White
House on his administration‘s tax reforms to announce the couple‘s release and to
highlight the Pakistan government‘s role in this rescue operation.
―Yesterday, the United States government, working in conjunction with the
government of Pakistan, secured the release of the Boyle-Coleman family from
captivity in Pakistan,‖ he said.
―We hope to see this type of cooperation and team work in helping secure
the release of remaining hostages and in our future joint counterterrorism
operations,‖ he added.
Says Pakistan‘s cooperation is a sign that it‘s ‗honouring America‘s wishes
for it to do more‘
Minutes before the speech, the White House issued a statement, stating that
in 2012, Caitlan Coleman, an American citizen, and her husband, Joshua Boyle, a
Canadian, were taken captive and held hostage allegedly by the Haqqani network.
Ms Coleman gave birth to the couple‘s three children while they were in captivity.
―Today they are free. This is a positive moment for our country‘s
relationship with Pakistan,‖ it added.
Reading the same statement at the White House event, President Trump said
the Pakistani government‘s cooperation was a sign that it‘s ―honouring America‘s
wishes for it to do more‖ to provide security in the region.
After reading the written statement, the US president added his personal
gratitude to Pakistan, saying: ―I want to thank the Pakistani government. I want to
thank Pakistan.‖
Noting that the Pakistanis ―worked very hard on this,‖ he said: ―I believe
they are starting to respect the United States again. It‘s very important. I think,
right now, a lot of countries are starting to respect the United States of America
once again.‖
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The statement came after the Pakistani military announced the release of the
two hostages, freed after more than five years in captivity. Ms Coleman and Mr
Boyle were abducted while travelling in Afghanistan in Oct 2012.
The US media, while reporting Mr Trump‘s reaction to the rescue operation,
noted that the president had previously been deeply critical of Pakistan‘s efforts to
fight terrorist groups. In his Aug 19 speech to announce the new US strategy for
South Asia, Mr Trump also blamed Pakistan for nurturing terrorists.
―Pakistan has also sheltered the same organisations that try every single day
to kill our people,‖ he said. ―We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of
dollars at the same time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting.
But that will have to change, and that will change immediately.‖
The speech annoyed Pakistan and the Pakistani parliament urged US leaders
to treat their country with dignity and stop blaming it for their failures in
Afghanistan.
The first sign of a change in President Trump‘s attitude towards Pakistan
was noticed in a speech he delivered in Pennsylvania on Wednesday, alluding to
the hostage rescue and hailing it as a turning point in the US-Pakistan relationship.
―Something happened today where a country that totally disrespected us
called with some very, very important news,‖ he said.
―It was a great sign of respect,‖ he added. ―You‘ll probably be hearing about
it over the next few days. But this is a country that did not respect us. This is a
country that respects us now. The world is starting to respect us again, believe me.‖
Пакистан предложил США вместе бороться против сети Хаккани
Pakistan offered US joint operation against Haqqanis: Khawaja Asif
The Express Tribune. 10.10.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526969/pakistan-offersus-joint-operation-haqqani-network-asif/

While the United States continues to suspect Pakistan‘s fight against
terrorists, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif says that Islamabad has offered
Washington an in-sync operation against the Haqqani network.
US President Donald Trump, while unveiling his strategy for Afghanistan in
August, pilloried Pakistan for harbouring ―agents of chaos‖ and the ―very enemy
US forces have fighting in Afghanistan‖ for the past 17 years.
‗No safe haven‘: Pakistan rejects US report on Taliban, Haqqani network
US and Afghan officials have accused Pakistan of sheltering the Haqqani
network – the deadliest of all the Afghan Taliban factions.
―We have offered American authorities to visit Pakistan with evidence of
Haqqani network‘s safe havens in the country. If they find any activity [of
Haqqanis] in the targeted areas, our troops along with the US would destroy them
once and for all,‖ Asif told anchor Javed Chaudhry on the Express News show Kal
Tak.
Islamabad not to bow to ‗do more‘ demands
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The foreign minister, who recently toured Washington and met top Trump
administration officials, went on to say that army chief General Qamar Javed
Bajwa had made the same offer to Afghan President Ashraf Ghani during his
Kabul visit earlier this month.
Referring to unsavoury criticism from the United States, Asif said, ―If the
Trump administration exerts more pressure on us, friendly countries, especially
China, Russia, Iran, and Turkey, will stand by our side.‖
He further added that ―If the US secretary of state and secretary of defence
are coming to dictate us, we will refuse to accept their dictates…and now we will
do what is in the best interest of our country.‖
Last week, AFP reported that President Trump will dispatch Rex Tillerson
and Jim Mattis to Pakistan in the coming weeks on a visit designed to drill home
the message that Pakistani state support for jihadi groups has to end.
США надеются на помощь Пакистана в деле решения афганской
проблемы.
US seeks Pak help to win Afghan war
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. October 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Oct2017/us-seeks-pak-help-to-win-afghan-war

ISLAMABAD - The United States wants Pakistan to help it in winning the
prolonged war in Afghanistan as the two uneasy allies have resumed the dialogue
process, officials said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Washington was
hoping to get a ―sincere backing‖ from Islamabad as it went for the final push in
the war-torn Afghanistan against terror groups.
―They (the US) have been very clear. They want us to be on their side to win
the Afghan war. The usual ‗do more‘ mantra,‖ said one official at the ministry.
The official said the Pak-US dialogue would focus on Afghanistan and the
war against militancy in Pakistan‘s tribal belt.
Pakistan is expecting US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Defence
Secretary James Mattis in the coming days to discuss the future of the relationship.
The Pak-US ties had gone from bad to worse when US President Donald
Trump, in his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief on August
21st warned: ―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organisations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with our effort in
Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals and terrorists.‖
Trump said military and other aid to Washington‘s nuclear-armed ally was at
stake, if Pakistan did not clamp down on extremists. However, Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Khawaja Asif held meetings with the US leaders on the
sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) last month, which
helped improvement in the relationship.
Days later, Asif again visited Washington for meetings with Tillerson and
other officials.
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But the foreign minister appeared unwavering from the statements issued by
the US‘ leadership and lashed out at ―hollow allegations‖ about Pakistan
harbouring terrorists as ―not acceptable.‖
As Pakistan awaits top Trump lieutenants, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani is
also preparing to visit Islamabad. This comes after a recent visit of army chief Gen
Qamar Javed Bajwa to Kabul where he met Ghani and other officials.
Another official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that the US had
asked Pakistan to improve the understanding with Afghanistan to defeat the
militants together.
―Washington believes Pakistan, Afghanistan and US can together beat the
militancy and terrorism. They are pressing us for more ‗seriousness‘,‖ he added.
The official said all options to cooperate and defeat the terrorists would be
discussed with the Afghan president during his visit.
Last week, PM Abbasi said Pakistan was not dependent over the US to meet
its military and other requirements.
In an interview with the Arab News, he said: ―If one source dries up, we
have no option but to go to another source. It may cost more, it may consume more
resources, but we have to fight that war, and that‘s what we emphasised to all the
people that we met.‖
The premier added: ―Any sanctions or restraints put on our systems only
degrade our efforts to fight terror, and it affects the whole equation in this region.‖
He said: ―Nobody has fought a bigger war on terror than we have, with our
own resources. Even the most conservative economic estimates of Pakistan‘s
losses are over $120 billion. It has been a very difficult war, but our army has
performed very well.‖
Defense analyst Dr Muhammad Khan said that Pakistan and the US could
succeed in Afghanistan if the Indian interference was curtailed.
―We all know India is involved in promoting the terror groups in
Afghanistan. They are being used against Pakistan. If the US and Pakistan can
work together to end their (India‘s) interference, the Afghan issue could be
resolved,‖ he added.
Dr Khan said the US and the Afghan governments must realise that Pakistan
had always supported peace process in Afghanistan. ―We stood with them even
against Soviet invasion and provided shelters to millions of refugees,‖ he recalled.
Defence analyst former Brigadier Aftab Afzal said that Pakistan was
expecting fruitful talks with the US officials and the Afghan president.
―Unfortunately, the US is supporting to bring India in Afghanistan. This
could damage the peace efforts as India is not sincere in regional peace,‖ he said.
Afzal said the US was conveniently ignoring the fact that India was using
the Afghan soil against Pakistan.
―Pakistan and Afghanistan must stand united. Together with the US, they
can win the war against terror in Afghanistan and defeat the remnants of the
militants in Pakistan,‖ he maintained.
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Госсекретарь Тиллерсон может одновременно совершить поездки и в
Пакистан, и в Индию, а такое совмещение не нравится Индии.
Rex Tillerson may club visits to India, Pakistan
Suhasini
Haidar.
The
Hindu,
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U.S. Secretary of State to visit both countries in one trip, resuming a practice
that New Delhi particularly dislikes
U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson is expected to visit India ―later in
October‖, officials in New Delhi and Washington confirmed to The Hindu.
The modalities of the visit and the dates are still being discussed. Mr.
Tillerson will become the fourth senior U.S. official to visit New Delhi after the
Trump administration took over. National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster arrived
in April, Alice Wells, Washington‘s top official for South and Central Asia, in
July, and Defence Secretary James Mattis in September.
Significantly, as Mr. McMaster and Ms. Wells, Mr. Tillerson is expected to
travel to both India and Pakistan on the same visit, indicating a sharp shift from
precedent. During the Bush and Obama administrations, U.S. officials avoided
clubbing visits to New Delhi and Islamabad because of India‘s sensitivities over a
―hyphenation‖ of the U.S.‘s relations with India and Pakistan.
New Afghan policy
The U.S. Secretary of State‘s visit to India is likely to highlight growing ties
between New Delhi and Washington, and greater cooperation on Afghanistan.
This follows President Trump‘s announcement of his new South Asia policy,
which has encouraged India to invest more in development projects in
Afghanistan, while taking a much tougher line on Pakistan‘s support to terror
groups.
―We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them … and
if our best efforts fail, the President is prepared to take whatever steps are
necessary,‖ Mr. Mattis, who is expected to visit Pakistan close on the heels of Mr.
Tillerson's visit, said at a House Armed Services Committee hearing on October 3.
Among steps the U.S. is believed to be considering against Pakistan is the
cancellation of its Non-NATO ally status, further cuts to military and civilian aid
to Pakistan, as well as targeted sanctions against officials believed to have links
with terror groups.
However, while India has welcomed the U.S.‘s avowed hard line on
Islamabad, many may look askance at the newly revived policy of senior officials
visiting both India and Pakistan on the same trip, which in the past gave the
appearance of the U.S. ―mediating‖ between the two countries.
Disquiet over remarks
Statements earlier this year by U.S. envoy to the United Nations suggesting
that Washington was prepared to mediate to ―de-escalate the India-Pakistan
conflict‖, as well as Mr. Tillerson‘s suggestion that ―India take some steps of
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rapprochement on issues with Pakistan‖ — in a reference to Kashmir — have
added to the disquiet.
The Trump administration‘s decision to merge the Af-Pak. desk (office of
the Special Representative on Afghanistan and Pakistan) with that handling Central
and South Asia has also been seen as another step towards rehyphenating India and
Pakistan with a view to handling South Asia.
―In the context of Afghanistan, this may end up becoming a [India-Pakistan]
hyphenation,‖ said India‘s former Ambassador to the U.S. Arun Singh, who had
managed the Pakistan-Afghanistan desk.
―However, U.S. relations with the two countries have advanced in different
directions. The U.S. is now focussed on Afghanistan and perhaps containing
nuclear proliferation. Relations with India are much wider, so it is not possible to
hyphenate India and Pakistan the same way as before,‖ Mr. Singh added.
Пакистан больше не верит в военную помощь США, будет обращаться
к другим странам, включая Россию
Pakistan no more reliant on US for military requirements: Prime
Minister Abbasi
Dawn. October 09, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362690/pakistan-no-morereliant-on-us-for-military-requirements-prime-minister-abbasi

Pakistan is no more reliant on the United States for military requirements
and will reach out to others if one source [of military supplies] dries up, Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbas said in an interview with the Arab News on
Sunday.
"If one source dries up, we have no option but to go to another source. It
may cost more, it may consume more resources, but we have to fight that war, and
that‘s what we emphasised to all the people that we met," said the PM. "We have
major US weapons systems in our military, but we‘ve also diversified. We have
Chinese and European systems. Recently, for the first time we inducted Russian
attack helicopters."
Reiterating his stance on Pakistan's fight against terrorism, Abbasi said that
the world needs to recognise the country's efforts. "Any sanctions or restraints […]
put on our systems only degrades our efforts to fight terror, and it affects the whole
equation in this region," he was quoted as saying.
Speaking about his "unscheduled" meetings on the sidelines of the United
Nations General Assembly (UNGA), he said that they were held on the request of
the US administration and proved to be "very constructive".
Abbasi‘s meeting with VP Pence was the highest contact between the two
sides since Trump's new policy was announced on Aug 21. Pakistan had after the
policy announcement postponed the then planned bilateral interactions.
Read: Rocky Pak-US ties?
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"Whatever concerns they [the US] have, we‘ve shown our willingness to
address those concerns,‖ Abbasi said about his meeting with US Vice President
Mike Pence.
"We can categorically state that we don‘t provide any sanctuaries to
anybody," he said, refuting repeated US allegations of terrorist sanctuaries in
Pakistan. "Today we have a common objective: to destroy terror and bring peace to
Afghanistan."
'No role for India'
"We don‘t believe that injecting India into the Pakistan-US relationship will
help resolve anything, especially in Afghanistan, where we don‘t see any role for
India."
"The reality today is that much of the area bordering Pakistan is controlled
by the Taliban," Abbasi said, adding that terrorists from Afghanistan carry out
attacks in Pakistan which is why Pakistan was fencing its western borders.
"Whatever happens in Afghanistan, affects us. Whatever happens here,
affects them."
'Pakistan will not go to IMF'
While speaking to the Arab News on the economic challenges the country is
facing, the prime minister said that Pakistan will neither reach out to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), nor devalue its currency.
He conceded that declining reserves is a serious issue but said that Pakistan
will look to solve it within its own resources. "I don‘t think the IMF program is
something that we intend to pursue."
Abbasi also accepted that falling exports and rising imports were widening
the current account deficit but, he said, falling exports is a worldwide trend while
the rise in imports "actually signals growth in the economy because the people
have more money to spend on luxury goods."
Pinning economic hopes on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
Abbasi said that the project will boost Pakistan's infrastructure which he termed
"the basic ingredient" of any economy.
Read more: Exclusive: The CPEC plan for Pakistan‘s digital future
"It‘s really a game-changer and it will have multiplier effect. It will attract
more investment, it will attract more projects. So, it‘s really something that we feel
will pay very high dividends for Pakistan."
According to the Arab News article, Abbasi rejected suggestions that large
investments would give China undue influence in Pakistan. ―It‘s a two-way
relationship,‖ he said.
He added that Pakistan does not see the CPEC as being "a threat of any
kind". "They have equity investments here but mostly, it is debt or loans of some
kind and it is basically focused on certain areas."
"Pakistan‘s economy has the capacity to repay those loans. They have been
targeted very carefully and the economic dividends will pay for more than the
loans are worth. So, it‘s an economic relationship in that sense."
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В предполагаемых поездках в Пакистан Тиллерсона и Маттиса
основной вопрос - сооружение КПЭК
CPEC to dominate Tillerson, Mattis trips
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
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ISLAMABAD .: The last few weeks saw a flurry of engagements between
Pakistan and the United States. First Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi met
US Vice President Mike Pence in New York. Then last week, Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif had detailed discussions with Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in
Washington.
More high-level meetings are scheduled between the two sides as Tillerson
and Defense Secretary James Mattis will undertake back-to-back visits to
Islamabad later this month. The intense bilateral engagement is meant to repair the
fractured relationship between the two countries in the wake of the new
Afghanistan and South Asia strategy announced by President Donald Trump.
However, the policy shift by the Trump Administration on China‘s ‗One
Belt, One Road‖ (OBOR) initiative may jeopardise the entire process as ―the IndoUS nexus is now openly undermining the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC)‖, according to security and foreign office officials.
Pakistan, China snub US objection over CPEC project
―This was always on the cards,‖ said a senior foreign office official while
reacting to the paradigm shift in the US policy on OBOR. ―But their (US) public
acknowledgement is surprising,‖ the official added.
The previous US administration had its reservations over OBOR, but it
never publicly opposed the multibillion-dollar initiative.
Now, the Trump administration openly speaks against the plan, which China
insists is only aimed at regional connectivity.
Testifying before the Senate Arms Services Committee, Defense Secretary
Mattis said the Trump administration opposed the OBOR policy in principle
because, in a globalised world, there were many belts and many roads, and no one
nation should put itself into a position of dictating OBOR. Another reason for the
opposition was that it passed through the disputed territory of Kashmir.
―If you connect all the dots you would understand why the US has been
putting so much pressure on Pakistan,‖ said a security official while requesting
anonymity. ―The primary aim behind [the new] Pakistan policy is to contain
China,‖ added the official.
The OBOR initiative aims to connect economies of 70 countries through a
series of road, rail and sea links. One of the central planks of this idea is CPEC.
US Defence Secretary says will try to work with Pakistan ‗one more time‘
China considers Pakistan route central to their plans because of its strategic
location. ―Trouble in Pakistan means trouble for China,‖ said another official.
That is why, the official pointed out, the US and India have been working
overtime to isolate Pakistan on the diplomatic front by implicating it in terrorism.
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Reports from Washington suggest that both Mattis and Tillerson are coming
to Pakistan to deliver a tough message to Islamabad on its alleged links with
certain militant outfits.
In his policy speech on August 21, Trump singled out Pakistan as a country
which was supporting the ―agents of chaos‖. He then threatened Pakistan to change
that approach immediately.
―This is all part of their strategy to keep us under pressure,‖ said the foreign
office official, while adding that Pakistan was prepared to deal with the emerging
challenge.
Pakistan and China have already rejected the American concerns regarding
OBOR. The two countries are expected to intensify their efforts to offset any
negative fallout of the new position taken by the US on CPEC.
США и Пакистан снизят уровень напряженности в отношениях
US, Pakistan stay engaged to defuse tensions
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362449/uspakistan-stay-engaged-to-defuse-tensions

Secretary Tillerson plans to arrive in Islamabad late this month and he will
be followed by Secretary of Defence Jim Mattis early next month.
WASHINGTON: The United States and Pakistan are sending two key
visitors — Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal — to
each other‘s capitals, as efforts to mend their troubled relations continue.
The Pakistani interior minister arrives in Washington on Oct 11, a week after
a three-day visit by Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, whose candid remarks earned
him both praise and criticism and strongly conveyed the message that US pressure
to force a change in Islamabad is not working.
Secretary Tillerson plans to arrive in Islamabad late this month and he will
be followed by Secretary of Defence Jim Mattis early next month.
Mr Mattis told a Congressional panel in Washington earlier this week that
two US delegations — including assistant secretaries and national security staff —
would visit Islamabad soon for talks on how to re-engage Pakistan in US efforts to
win the Afghan war. And these visits will be followed by visits by himself and
Secretary Tillerson, he told the House Armed Services Committee.
US defence secretary ―thinks we will be successful,‖ but warns his country
has ―enormously powerful options‖ if talks fail
―I would like to think we will be successful,‖ but that the United States ―has
an enormously powerful number of options‖ if the talks fail, Mr Mattis said.
The talks for salvaging US-Pakistan partnership from a possible collapse
began in New York late last month, when Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
met US Vice President Mike Pence on the sidelines of a session of the United
Nations General Assembly.
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After the talks, both sides expressed the desire to continue the normalisation
process, leading to Mr Asif‘s visit to Washington, which concluded on Thursday
without giving any indication what it achieved.
Addressing a Washington-based think tank — the US Institute of Peace
(USIP) — on the last day of his visit, Mr Asif said his meeting with Secretary
Tillerson on Wednesday was ―very good‖ but he did not have similar feelings
about his second meeting, with US National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster,
whom he met at the White House early Thursday.
US-Pakistan relations, already tense since 2011, strained further on Aug 21,
when President Trump announced his new Afghan strategy, accusing Pakistan of
allowing terrorist safe havens on its soil.
He also threatened Pakistan with economic and military sanctions if it does
not change its policies and promised a greater role for India in Afghanistan,
ignoring Islamabad‘s security concerns.
Reports in US media on Washington‘s strategy for normalising relations
with Pakistan suggest that while Mr Tillerson would go with a soft, diplomatic
message, Secretary Mattis would explain to Pakistanis that continuing its current
policies could have adverse consequences.
At recent congressional hearings, Mr Mattis said the US was willing to give
Pakistan ―one more chance‖ but if it fails, Washington could take punitive
measures, such as sanctions, expanding drone strikes and de-listing Pakistan as a
major non-Nato ally.
―They‘ll find themselves diplomatically isolated, they‘ll find themselves
economically in increasing trouble as countries that are damaged by this terrorism
coming out of there say enough is enough and take steps,‖ said Mr Mattis while
explaining to a Congressional panel how Pakistan can be persuaded to change its
strategy.
The Pakistani foreign minister‘s remarks at the USIP, however, made it
obvious that Washington‘s tough talk is not having desired result.
He rejected Washington‘s accusation that Pakistan allows terrorist safe
havens on its soil as ―hollow allegations.‖ ―That is not the way you talk to 70-yearold friends,‖ Mr Asif said bitterly. ―When someone tells us it‘s the last chance, we
do not accept that. Last chance, first chance, second chance, not acceptable to us.
We want to be treated with respect and dignity. We do not want anything else.‖
Diplomatic observers in Washington say tough remarks from both sides
reflect their frustration with the lack of progress in normalising bilateral relations.
They also warn that Washington may find it difficult to convert its tough talk
into punitive actions, as such measures could force Pakistan closer to China and
Russia.
The observers also point out that Pakistan remains vital for the United States
as a route for sending supplies to Afghanistan.
Пентагон шантажирует власти Пакистана
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Разведка Исламабада взяла исламистов на содержание
Шеф Пентагона Джеймс Мэттис попытается договориться с
Исламабадом о взаимодействии. Если не получится, то США ударят дронами
по боевикам в Пакистане или лишат его статуса союзника. Выступление
министра в Конгрессе дополнил председатель объединенного комитета
начальников штабов Джозеф Данфорд. Он заявил, что пакистанская разведка
связана с террористами. По мнению экспертов, угрозы Вашингтона могут
усугубить внутриполитический кризис в стране, вызванный отстранением от
власти премьера Наваза Шарифа.
Американо-пакистанские отношения остаются напряженными в
течение последних 10 лет. Чиновники в Вашингтоне были недовольны той
ролью, которую Пакистан играет в Афганистане. Комментарии Мэттиса, как
передает Reuters, вероятно, вызовут тревогу в Исламабаде, и особенно среди
пакистанских военных.
«Нам нужно попытаться еще раз договориться с ними о стратегии. И
если наши самые большие усилия потерпят неудачу, президент готов сделать
любые необходимые шаги», – сказал министр обороны, выступая в комитете
вооруженных сил Палаты представителей.
По его словам, администрация президента США Дональда Трампа
обсуждает разные варианты ответа пакистанцам, если они не перестанут
поддерживать боевиков «Талибана» (запрещен в России) в Афганистане.
Предполагается увеличить число ударов с беспилотников по целям в
Пакистане. Кроме того, возможно лишить Пакистан статуса важного
союзника, не состоящего в НАТО.
В один день с Мэттисом в комитете Сената по делам вооруженных сил
выступал председатель Объединенного комитета начальников штабов США
генерал Джозеф Данфорд. Он сказал, что пакистанская военная разведка ISI
связана с террористическими группировками. По существу, Данфорд
повторил обвинение, которое еще в 2011 году выдвинул его предшественник
на посту председателя объединенного комитета адмирал Майк Маллен. Тот
заявил, что сеть боевиков из клана Хаккани, как установлено, является
ответвлением пакистанской военной разведки.
По мнению американских комментаторов, США усиливают нажим на
Исламабад в связи с тем, что они собираются послать дополнительно 3,5 тыс.
солдат в Афганистан. Это обойдется американской казне дополнительными
расходами в 1,1 млрд долл. в год. Но какова будет реакция пакистанцев?
В беседе с «НГ» заместитель директора Института востоковедения
РАН Вячеслав Белокреницкий отметил, что «если США осуществят свои
намерения, то это вызовет острую реакцию со стороны пакистанских
государственных деятелей и общественности. Удары дронов, которые
наносились еще при администрации экс-президента США Барака Обамы,
были одним из главных раздражителей в отношениях США и Пакистана».
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Были и другие раздражители – убийство в Пакистане Усамы бен
Ладена, убийство американцем двух пакистанских агентов в Лахоре. Это все
происходило в 2011–2112 годах. Потом ударов дронов стало меньше, и в
последнее время их, судя по всему, не было совсем. Если американцы сейчас
возобновят эту практику, то она приведет к серьезному демаршу со стороны
Пакистана.
«На мой взгляд, заявления американских военных деятелей – это
средство дипломатического давления на Пакистан, – полагает эксперт. –
Исламабад будет реагировать тоже дипломатическим путем, заявлять
протесты. Тем не менее взаимосвязь между Пакистаном и США остается
очень серьезной, и до полного разрыва дело не дойдет. Даже если
возобновятся удары дронов».
Должностные лица двух стран встречаются, взаимодействуют. Недавно
премьер Пакистана был принят вице-президентом США. В то же время
политика США в отношении Пакистана очень сильно зависит от того, как у
США складываются отношения с Индией. Для США Индия очень важна в
связи с Китаем. Кстати, Мэттис озвучил свои угрозы после поездки в Индию.
Там его убедили, что Пакистан – главный виновник того, что происходит в
Афганистане. И Мэттис решил рассказать об этом публично. «Это, на мой
взгляд, еще одно свидетельство того, что американская администрация не
очень хорошо определилась в своих отношениях с регионом – Индией,
Пакистаном и Афганистаном», – заключил Белокреницкий.
Потенциальный конфликт Вашингтона с Исламабадом может, как
пишет Financial Times, усугубить внутриполитический кризис в Пакистане.
Дело в том, что верховный суд при поддержке военных отстранил в июле от
власти главу правительства Наваза Шарифа. Он обвиняется в коррупции. Суд
указал, что Шариф не может быть ни премьером, ни депутатом парламента.
Но в минувший вторник правящая партия опять избрала Шарифа своим
лидером. То есть он собирается снова добиваться поста премьера. Но ведь в
Пакистане армия – это государство в государстве. Вопрос состоит в том, как
военные ответят на этот вызов.
Трамп намерен направить в Пакистан госсекретаря Тиллерсона в конце
октября 2017 г.
Trump to send top lieutenants to Pakistan with tough message
The Nation. October 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Oct-2017/trump-to-sendtop-lieutenants-to-pakistan-with-tough-message

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump will dispatch his top diplomatic
and military advisors to Pakistan in the coming weeks, turning up the heat on a
nuclear-armed ally accused of harboring terror groups.
Weeks after Trump angrily accused Islamabad of providing safe haven to
"agents of chaos," Secretary of State Rex Tillerson plans to depart for Pakistan late
this month.
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He will be followed by Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis, according to US
and Pakistani sources.
The one-two punch is designed to drill home Trump's message that
'Pakistani state support for jihadist groups has to end', according to officials briefed
on the visits.
Washington has long been frustrated by 'Pakistan's willingness to offer
cross-border safe havens to Taliban factions and armed jihadist groups fighting US
troops and their Afghan allies.'
The relationship reached the breaking point in 2011, when president Barack
Obama sent commandos into Pakistan in 2011 to kill Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin
Laden, who was living in a military garrison town.
With little change since then, Trump came to office indicating that
Washington's frustration had reached the point where something had to give.
"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," he said in an August
address.
But in the six weeks since Trump signaled that tougher tone, there have been
precious few signs that the calculus in South Asia has changed.
Mattis told Congress this week that he will try "one more time" to "see if we
can make this work."
- 'Not acceptable' "To this point, we have not seen any impact on military-to-military
relations," said one Pentagon official, suggesting any change would not happen
after Mattis's visit.
Visiting Washington, Pakistan's foreign minister Khawaja Asif appeared
unwavering.
He lashed out at "hollow allegations" about Pakistan harboring terrorists as
"not acceptable."
"That is not the way you talk to 70-year-old friends," Asif said bitterly.
"Instead of accusations and threats we should cooperate with each other for
the peace in the region," he added in confirming Tillerson's visit.
While professing anger in public, Pakistani officials in private complain
about receiving no concrete requests to target the Haqqani network or other groups.
US officials have been reticent to share some intelligence for fear of tipping
off targets with links inside Pakistan's government.
Earlier this month, a US drone killed three suspected militants in an attack
on a compound in Pakistan's tribal region.
Pakistani officials also complain of receiving mixed messages from the
Trump administration, which is still struggling to find its feet under a mercurial
commander-in-chief.
A September meeting in New York between Vice President Mike Pence and
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was said to be cordial, despite Trump's fire
and brimstone rhetoric.
"It was a very good meeting with the vice president," said Asif.
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After that, Pakistan officials said, they were surprised at a tougher tone
outlined in public by Mattis and in private by Trump's National Security Advisor
HR McMaster.
Some optimists point to a visit by Pakistan's army chief to Kabul as evidence
that Islamabad is moderating, after years of support propping up the Taliban.
But many, having watched this debate for decades, are less convinced.
The Taliban and groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba, they argue, remain a potent
tool in the hands of Pakistani intelligence.
"Of course they don't get the message" said Christine Fair, a South Asia
expert at Georgetown University.
"Pakistan is not going to do anything different than its already doing unless
the administration can figure out a way to do what no administration has
previously done."
"That is basically to call Pakistan's bluff and impose some meaningful
punishment."
Trump has warned that military aid -- which was halved between 2012 and
2016 -- could be cut further, a move that Fair dismisses as insufficient.
"It's basically saying that we're going to cut back the money the US taxpayer
is giving to Pakistan," she said.
"That's not punishment. Pakistan is not entitled to our money. What they are
really talking about is giving Pakistan less of an allowance."
Policymakers have considered revoking Pakistan's non-NATO ally status,
with deep symbolic but limited practical impact.
Punitive economic sanctions -- that could force Pakistan closer to China,
Russia or Turkey -- seem a long way off.
And Pakistan remains vital for the United States as a route to resupply its
forces in Afghanistan and for supplying the Afghan army.
Пакистан крайне озабочен возрастанием роли Индии в стратегии США
Pakistan concerned about India‘s role in US strategy: Asif
The Nation. October 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Oct-2017/pakistanconcerned-about-india-s-role-in-us-strategy-asif

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif has said that
his meeting with Secretary Tillerson was an important interaction after President
Trump announced US South Asia strategy on August 21.
At his interaction with US and foreign media at the Pakistan Embassy in
Washington late Thursday night, he told the media that after the announcement of
this South Asia strategy, the bilateral relationship between Pakistan and the US has
taken a new turn.
"If on one hand the US has its concerns about the future of Afghanistan,
Pakistan seeks recognition of its legitimate security concerns in the region. We are
genuinely concerned with regard to the role accorded in the strategy to India in
general and its efforts, geared to destabilisation in Balochistan, in particular."
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He informed that he was visiting Washington DC at the invitation of
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson with whom he had a most cordial and useful
meeting. "My visit is essentially in follow-up to Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi's meeting with Vice President Mike Pence on the sidelines of UNGA on
September 19, 2017."
Pakistan greatly values its relationship with the US in seven-decade long
history of result-oriented cooperation, he said in his opening remarks. "We want to
build a relationship founded on mutual respect. We firmly believe that through
consistent, structured and constructive engagement, at political and diplomatic
levels, both the countries can continue to work together for the common goal of
peace, stability and prosperity in South Asia."
"We also see enormous investment and business opportunities in Pakistan
for corporate America, particularly after Pakistan's remarkable successes in war
against terror and significant reduction in terrorist incidents in the country, he said.
However, he added, "Pakistan believes that unless there is stability in
Afghanistan, the dividends of peace in the region would continue to elude us." To
achieve that goal both the US and Pakistan need to work closely, he stressed.
"On our part, we have completely wiped out all the hideouts used by
terrorists and anti-state elements. However, this is an ongoing process with
continuing intelligence-based operations by law enforcement agencies across the
country," he added.
"We have offered candid cooperation to Afghanistan during the recent visit
of the army chief and the foreign secretary to Kabul where they had successful and
productive meetings with President Ashraf Ghani, the CEO Abdullah and others in
the Afghan hierarchy," he said.
Pakistan is extremely concerned about safe havens of terrorists who are
mostly operating from ungoverned spaces in Afghanistan which are more than 40
percent of the total area of the country, he added.
Substantiating his plea, he said a number of terrorist attacks in Pakistan in
recent months have been traced back to these elements operating from these bases
in Afghanistan.
"I would like to reiterate that Pakistan will continue to play its positive role
in bringing peace to the region through measures agreed upon by all relevant
stakeholders. We believe that a political approach characterised by an Afghanowned and Afghan-led process will yield durable peace in the interest of
Afghanistan and the broader region."
He said, "In our renewed efforts towards establishing regional peace, we
hope that the international media, particularly the US media will play a positive
role and reflect Pakistan's changing realities in its reporting."
He also invited the media luminaries gathered there to visit Pakistan with a
view to acquiring a first-hand experience of the fast changing reality in the
country.
Asif meets US NSA HR McMaster
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The Pakistani foreign minister also met US Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs Lt General McMaster at the White House.
According to a message received here Friday from Washington DC, the two
leaders discussed the bilateral relationship as well as ways in which the two
countries could promote mutually beneficial cooperation.
They also discussed regional situation particularly Afghanistan. The Foreign
Minister briefed NSA about Pakistan's perspective on the US strategy.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif stressed the importance that Pakistan
attaches to peace in Afghanistan and emphasized the need to work together for
regional peace and stability.
Многие в Пакистане убеждены, что Межведомственная разведка –
детище США (действует в интересах Исламского гос-ва).
IS denial in Pakistan
The Express Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524635/is-denial-inpakistan/

The hoopla about the presence of the Islamic State militant group in Pakistan
is quite interesting, not for what it is but for what it does: discouraging Pakistani
leaders from summoning their grey cells, if they have any, and muster up all the
courage to speak the truth and also some common sense. However, it‘s what noise
is supposed to do: drowning out all other voices, especially the ones discrediting
the noise-maker.
Students of Jamia Hafsa sent a video message to the leadership of IS in the
Middle East to wage a war against the state of Pakistan to avenge the 2007 military
raid on Lal Masjid. Recently, an IS flag appeared on a major thoroughfare in
Islamabad with the text ―Khilafat is coming.‖ In January 2015, Yousuf al Salafi
was arrested in Lahore who confessed to working for the IS in Pakistan. He
revealed how he recruited people in Pakistan to fight alongside the IS in Syria,
charging $600 per person. The funds he received were routed through the US.
Disgruntled Taliban commanders have joined the Khorasan chapter of the IS.
Other accounts of banners, pamphlets and flags have occurred in several Pakistani
cities.
Trump to ‗cut all military aid to Pakistan‘, thinks Washington is being
‗ripped off‘ by Islamabad: report
The US advocates the presence of IS in Pakistan. General John Nicholson,
the top US commander who commands US and Nato troops in Afghanistan,
claimed that 70% of Da‘ish fighters are from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) after they were driven out of Pakistan in the Zarb-e-Azb operation. The
Pakistani leadership either denied or reluctantly agreed that the IS is indeed present
in Pakistan. It is a wasted opportunity in my view.
If common sense was really common, the Pakistani leadership would have
jumped on the opportunity and advocated strongly for the presence of Da‘ish in
Pakistan. Let us briefly revisit how Da‘ish was created. Before the US invasion of
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Iraq, the Jordanian militant Abu Musab al Zarqawi had been asking, literally
begging Osama bin Laden for funds to support his jihadist organisation in Iraq. Bin
Laden refused. Zarqawi was a nobody in the jihadist world. Then came Colin
Powell‘s UN speech, where he mentioned the name Abu Musab al Zarqawi 21
times to establish the link between al Qaeda and Iraq to justify the US invasion.
Almost overnight, Zarqawi was elevated to stardom in the jihadist world.
Zarqawi later aligned his militant group Jama‘at al-Tawhid w‘al-Jihad with
al Qaeda and formed the al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), primarily a sectarian violent
group. He was killed in a US drone strike in 2006. His successors rebranded AQI
to the IS. Its reclusive leader, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, spent 10 months in the largest
American prison in Iraq, Camp Bucca, for some unknown crime, along with 12 top
leaders of the IS. That prison served as an incubator for the IS and its leadership.
The IS was born in Camp Bucca. Cells organised within the prison along with
ousted Arab nationalist Ba‘ath Party members making some of the IS ranks. Upon
being released, al Baghdadi said to the guard on duty, ―I‘ll see you guys in New
York.‖
The Pakistani leadership should remind the US leadership that the IS is an
American creation. By that I don‘t mean the conspiracy theory that says America
and Israel created the IS for their hegemonic aims in the Middle East. But rather
that America is behind the creation of IS in that it created the conditions for the
birth and spread of this ideology by supporting radical Islam for decades and
especially, because of the invasion of Iraq. Pakistan can claim to be a victim of this
violent ideology rather than feeling embarrassed for its presence in the country. All
they need to do is concede to the US claims that the IS is present in Pakistan.
It is reminiscent of the computers in the late ‘90s, when antivirus software
had to be installed to prevent PCs from getting infected with viruses. It was
believed, and this may not be true, that the companies selling antivirus software are
the ones spreading those viruses to create the need for their software. America
complains over the presence of IS virus in Pakistan when really the virus is made
in America. More disturbingly, American leadership wants to militarily defeat the
virus. While antivirus software actually worked, such a Whack-A-Mole strategy is
doomed to fail because it created the virus in the first place and will multiply it
further.
How strong is Islamic State in Pakistan?
Most importantly, the Pakistani leadership can remind the American
leadership that since 70% of IS fighters are from the TTP as claimed by the top US
commander, that implicates India because the link between the TTP and RAW is a
fact no more confined to the intelligence circles only. It is out in the public after an
Indian analyst, Bharat Karnad, wrote about it in The Hindustan Times. The TTP
has been behind devastating terror attacks inside Pakistan while it was supported
by RAW. The IS is the new TTP in Pakistan. All the more reason for Pakistan to
accept the US position on IS presence in the country.
The American leadership should direct their opprobrium at RAW since the
TTP is now working under the banner of IS. The more urgent aim seems to be
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finding any loose ends so as to criticise Pakistan rather than the elimination of
terror in this region of which India is a sponsor. But as I wrote a couple of weeks
ago, Pakistan has to make noise — because noise, not actions, speaks louder.
США мешают Пакистану бороться с терроризмом, - считает мининдел
Хаваджа Асиф
US hindered Pakistan‘s fight against terror: Asif
The Nation. October 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Oct-2017/us-hinderedpakistan-s-fight-against-terror-asif

WASHINGTON - Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Thursday revealed that
the United States hindered his country‘s fight against terrorism by forcing Jordan
not to sell F16 fighter planes to Pakistan.
Speaking at the United States Institute of Peace, Asif elaborated for the last
four years F16 and JF17 Thunder fighter planes had been the key weapons in the
fight against terrorists.
When asked about US defence secretary‘s statement, Asif said ―It‘s not
acceptable when someone tells us that this is a last chance for you.‖
Responding to a question, Asif said it was now time for the Afghan refugees
in Pakistan to return to their country. ―It‘s US responsibility to take these refugees
back and rehabilitate them in their cities because they sought refuge in Pakistan
due to America‘s war against Soviet Union.‖
Asif maintained that Pakistan feels there is trust deficit in its relations with
the United States. The foreign minister said "Yes, there is a trust deficit." Asif said
there are problems in Pak-US ties. ―We do have problems with the US. We have
deficit of trust. We are trying to mend those deficits,‖ he said.
Pakistan, he said, sees more role for Russia and China in the region.
Relationship with Russia has improved in recent years. ―We need and have
proposed any peace solution in Afghanistan should be backed by regional powers
which include the Russian Federation,‖ he said in response to a question.
Asif said that "we are living in hell" because of the decision to participate in
the US fight against the Soviet Union. While US soldiers went back chest
thumping that they have defeated the Soviet Union, no one cared about what
happened to Pakistan," said Asif.
He remarked about 3.5 million refugees are living in Pakistan. "We have
every kind of friction, religious, ethnic, political intolerance. This is the baggage
we carry from the 80s."
Over the Vegas shooting, he said that Pakistan is deeply saddened by the
incident. He stressed that it should be called an act of terror. "Why call it shooting,
call it terrorism. This is terrorism in all its forms and manifestations." He added,
"These contradictions will be counterproductive."
He also said that "Pakistan is the only victor in the war against terrorism" as
the country faced the threat head-on. "Since 2014, we have wiped them [terrorists]
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out," he said stressing that "our achievements are better than any other country's. It
occurred due to the commitment of the 200,000 soldiers we have.‖
"We don't want any material help from the US, all we want is respect."
Responding to a question, he said that Pakistan is hoping for peace in
Afghanistan. "Ensuring security in Afghanistan is critical for the [South Asian]
region," he remarked, adding "We will be the biggest beneficiary of peace in
Afghanistan."
"Burden of a 16-year-long war in Afghanistan has passed to new
Afghanistan," he said, adding "for Pakistan the timeline of managing the fallout of
Afghanistan instability is 30 years and still counting. This is more than half of our
life as an independent country."
It is the responsibility of all parties to initiate a political process, he said,
adding that Pakistan seeks "productive relations" with Afghanistan which include
the elimination of safe havens in Afghanistan and border management. Pakistan
feels that US and Pakistan must actively work towards peace in South Asia, he
added. He also said that Pakistan requires a recognition of its sacrifices in the war
against terrorism. "We will continue to work for peace and stability."
Asif also spoke about the plight of people in Kashmir during his address.
"Kashmiris have faced all forms and manifestations of state-sponsored terrorism."
To another query, Asif warned India against carrying out a surgical strike or
targeting its nuclear installations, saying if that happens nobody should expect
restraint from his country.
Referring to the statement of India‘s air chief marshal BS Dhanoa that the
Indian armed forces are ready for a full spectrum operation, Asif said Pakistan
wants to live in peace and harmony with its neighbours. But if India carries out any
surgical strike in Pakistan or strikes at its nuclear installations ―nobody should
expect restraint from us‖, he warned.
Asif said the ―relationship with India is at a lowest ebb at the moment‖.
Responding to a question on India, he said, ―sadly India did not respond‖ to
Pakistani efforts to improve relationship. ―What is going on in Kashmir is the
biggest roadblock to normalisation to talks,‖ Asif said.
The foreign minister asked the US not to treat his country as a ―whipping
boy‖ and said Washington has already lost the war in Afghanistan and is only
trying to salvage the situation in the war-torn nation.
Asif said his meetings with secretary of state Rex Tillerson and national
security advisor HR McMaster were good. ―Was not bad,‖ Asif quipped, giving a
sense of his talks with top leadership of the Trump administration.
Asif in a way acknowledged that the madrasas were training ground for
terrorists. ―These madrasas were nurseries for American jihad in Afghanistan.‖
―The meeting went well with Tillerson and McMaster (meeting) was good.
(It) was not bad,‖ Asif said, noting that the two countries need to pursue contacts
with each other. He favoured adopting an approach of talks and exchange of views
more vigorously.
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The US, he said, is focusing solely on safe haven allegations or blaming
Pakistan for what they have not achieved in Afghanistan. ―There are many more
dimension of what is going on in Afghanistan,‖ he said. ―A corrupt government in
Kabul, increasing narcotics trade, the Afghan army selling arms to the Taliban,
losing terrorist and bringing Daesh (ISIS) to Afghanistan,‖ he said. ―Let‘s see this
conflict in its entirety, in totality. Do not treat Pakistan like a whipping boy. That‘s
not acceptable. We want to cooperate with the US,‖ he said.
―Madrassas, whether we accept or agree with them or not, are the biggest
NGO in Pakistan...There are over 20,000 madrasas. Out of these huge number, a
very low number of them are infected. Possibly they number around 300-400. The
government is managing these madrasas,‖ he said.
США хотят стабильное правительство в Пакистане, - итоги встречи
мининдел Khawaja Asif и госсекретаря Rex Tillerson
US voices concern about stability of Pakistan government
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 5th, 2017. Dawn, October 5th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1361819/us-voices-concern-about-stability-of-pakistangovernment

2017.

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said after a meeting
with Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Wednesday that he believed the United
States had a reliable partner in Pakistan.
In his brief remarks to the media following the meeting, Secretary Tillerson
expressed concerns about the future of Pakistan‘s government, stressing that
Washington wanted a stable government in Islamabad.
While the secretary‘s remarks about the future of US and Pakistan‘s
relationship came as a pleasant surprise for Pakistan observers in Washington, his
comments on stability of the government in Islamabad alarmed many. This marks
the first time a US official has publicly addressed the political conflict in
Islamabad, clearly backing the political setup.
When asked if the meeting with Pakistan‘s foreign minister had convinced
him that the United States had a reliable partner in Pakistan, Secretary Tillerson
responded: ―Yes, I believe we do.‖
The top US diplomat added that US-Pakistan relationship held extraordinary
importance in the region. ―And as we rolled out the South Asia strategy, we spoke
about it in a regional context,‖ he said.
FM Khawaja Asif meets Tillerson at State Department
―It is not just about Afghanistan. This is about the importance of Pakistan,
and Pakistan‘s long-term stability as well,‖ said Mr Tillerson, directly addressing
Islamabad‘s fear that Washington continued to view its relationship with Pakistan
from the perspective of neighbouring Afghanistan, and in doing so, ignored
Islamabad‘s interests.
Although the question put to him did not mention the political situation in
Pakistan, Mr Tillerson used the opportunity to address it. ―We have concerns about
the future of Pakistan‘s government too, in terms of them — we want their
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government to be stable. We want it to be peaceful. And many of the same issues
they‘re struggling with inside of Pakistan are our issues,‖ he said.
The secretary of state added: ―So, we think there is an opportunity for us to
strengthen that relationship. We‘re going to be working very hard at all levels,
from the State Department to the Defence Department to our intelligence
communities, as well as economic, commerce opportunities as well.‖
This was an obvious reference to concerns, expressed both publicly and
privately, by US and Pakistani officials since Aug 21, when President Donald
Trump announced his new strategy for South Asia in a speech from the White
House. Informed leaks to the media indicated that the US-Pakistan relationship
was on the brink of a break-up.
Even on Wednesday, a number of news outlets in the US and Pakistan
reported that the Trump administration could strike Pakistan out of its list of major
non-Nato allies and stop, or greatly reduce, its economic and military assistance to
Islamabad. Some reports also talked about the possibility of expanding drone
strikes inside Pakistan to target alleged terrorist safe havens.
Secretary Tillerson, however, reemphasised the need to engage with
Pakistan at all levels — instead of walking away from it — for rebuilding a
relationship that has been and continue to be mutually beneficial.
He explained that the new US strategy for South Asia ―really is a regional
approach, and Pakistan is critical, I think, to the long-term stability of the region‖.
Later, the Pakistan Embassy issued a statement, saying that Foreign Minister
Asif and Secretary Tillerson had met at the State Department on Wednesday for an
exchange of views on bilateral and regional issues of mutual interest. Mr Asif, who
is visiting Washington at Secretary Tillerson‘s invitation, said that Pakistan and the
United States shared a common desire for peace and stability in Afghanistan and
the region at large, the embassy‘s statement said.
Mr Asif had pointed out that Pakistan was winning its war against terrorism,
and in contrast to other countries, the incidence of terrorism in Pakistan had seen a
marked decline. This has also had a salutary impact on economic and commercial
activity which was made possible because Pakistan had pursued zero-tolerance and
indiscriminate approach in its campaign against all terrorist and militant groups, he
said.
The minister informed the secretary of state about the strong public reaction
in Pakistan to the US administration‘s South Asia Policy — ―based on inadequate
recognition of Pakistan‘s sterling contribution in the fight against terrorism‖.
The embassy said that Secretary Tillerson had acknowledged and
appreciated the sacrifices rendered by the people and armed forces of Pakistan in
the struggle against terrorism. He said that Pakistan‘s interests and concerns would
be accommodated since its role was critical to President Trump‘s South Asia
Strategy. He added that future stability of Pakistan was an important element of the
US strategy.
The foreign minister urged the United States to take note of the gross human
rights violations being perpetrated by Indian security forces in Occupied Kashmir.
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He said peace in South Asia would remain out of reach until the resolution of all
longstanding disputes, including the core dispute of Jammu and Kashmir.
Mr Asif also invited Secretary Tillerson to visit Islamabad to continue their
discussions, which the US diplomat accepted.
После встречи Хаваджа Асиф и Тиллерсона наметился прогресс в
отношения США и Пакистана
Trump‘s Afghan plan: US agrees to assuage Pakistan‘s concerns
The Express Tribune. October 5, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1523155/trumpsafghan-plan-us-agrees-assuage-pakistans-concerns/

ISLAMABAD: The United States has agreed to accommodate Pakistan‘s
interests and address its concerns over the recent strategy announced by President
Donald Trump for Afghanistan and South Asia, the Foreign Office said in a
statement on Wednesday.
The statement, which came after talks between Secretary of States Rex
Tillerson and Foreign Minister Khawja Asif in Washington, said the United States
underlined the importance of Pakistan‘s critical role for peace and stability in
Afghanistan.
The high-level talks were held against the backdrop of simmering tensions
between Pakistan and the US. Islamabad is upset over Trump‘s new roadmap for
Afghanistan which on the one hand seeks a greater role for India in the region and
on the other hand questions Pakistan‘s credentials in the fight against terrorism.
Tillerson denies considered resigning from Trump admin
In his policy speech on August 21, Trump had said Pakistan would have to
change its approach of supporting and harbouring certain militant outfits. Pakistan
has rejected the allegations and says it could not be made scapegoat for failures in
Afghanistan.
During the talks at the State Department, the foreign minister pointed out
that Pakistan was winning its war against terrorism. In contrast to other countries,
incidents of terrorism in Pakistan have seen a marked decline – with a salutary
impact on economic and commercial activity.
―This was made possible because Pakistan has pursued zero-tolerance and
indiscriminate approach in its campaign against all terrorist and militant groups,‖
he told the top US top diplomat.
According to the Foreign Office statement, Asif conveyed to Tillerson
Pakistan‘s concerns over the new US plan for Afghanistan. He informed the
secretary of state about the strong public reaction in Pakistan to the US policy
based on inadequate recognition of Pakistan‘s sterling contribution in the fight
against terrorism.
In addition to huge human and material cost incurred by Pakistan, the
foreign minister said, ―our cultural ethos as a moderate state had suffered due to
protracted instability in Afghanistan‖.
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He emphasised that Pakistan and the US shared a common desire for peace
and stability in Afghanistan and the region at large. Pakistan, he added, seeks a
broad-based relationship with the US, building on a seven-decade-long history of
successful cooperation.
Religious freedom under attack in Pakistan: Rex Tillerson
Tillerson acknowledged and appreciated the sacrifices rendered by the
people and armed forces of Pakistan in the struggle against terrorism. He agreed
that cooperation between Pakistan and the US in Afghanistan was crucial to
achieve durable peace and stability in the region.
The secretary of state remarked that Pakistan‘s interests and concerns would
be accommodated since its role was critical to President Trump‘s South Asia
Strategy. He added that the future stability of Pakistan was an important element of
the strategy.
Asif stressed the need for an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned political
approach to achieve peace and stability in Afghanistan. He conveyed Pakistan‘s
concerns with regard to ungoverned spaces within Afghanistan, from which attacks
against Pakistan continued to be planned and carried out.
The minister urged the US to take note of the gross human rights violations
by Indian security forces in occupied Kashmir. He said peace in South Asia would
remain out of reach until resolution of all the longstanding disputes, including the
core dispute of Jammu and Kashmir.
Inviting Secretary Tillerson to visit Islamabad to continue bilateral
discussions, the foreign minister stressed that a broad-based and structured
framework for dialogue would best serve the two countries‘ mutual interests.
Tillerson accepted the invitation to visit Pakistan. Both sides agreed to
remain constructively engaged with a view to achieving the shared objectives of
peace, stability and economic prosperity in the region.
Asif is visiting the US on the invitation of Tillerson. Their meeting came as
US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis told the House Armed Services Committee that
he would be traveling to Islamabad soon.
He did not give details but said at the committee hearing the US would try
‗one more time‘ to work with Pakistan in Afghanistan before Trump turned to
options to address Islamabad‘s alleged support for militant groups.
―We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them, and if
our best efforts fail, the president is prepared to take whatever steps are necessary,‖
Mattis said.
Asked by a Congressman whether revoking Pakistan‘s major non-Nato ally
status was amongst the options being considered to deal with Islamabad, Mattis
said: ―I am sure it will be.‖
«Мы попробуем еще раз поработать с Пакистаном (несмотря на
трудности)», - заявили минобороны США Маттис
Will try to work with Pakistan 'one more time': Mattis
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WASHINGTON: US defense secretary Jim Mattis said on Tuesday the
United States would try "one more time" to work with Pakistan in Afghanistan
before President Donald Trump would turn to options to address Islamabad's
alleged support for militant groups.
Relations between the two countries have been frayed over the past decade.
While officials have long questioned the role Pakistan has played in Afghanistan,
the comments by Mattis are likely to cause concern in Islamabad and within the
Pakistan military.
"We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them, by,
with and through the Pakistanis, and if our best efforts fail, the president is
prepared to take whatever steps are necessary," Mattis said at a House Armed
Services Committeehearing.
Mattis added that he would be traveling to Islamabad soon, but did not give
more details.
Reuters first reported that possible Trump administration responses being
discussed include expanding US drone strikes and perhaps eventually downgrading
Pakistan's status as a major non-NATO ally.
When asked by a lawmaker whether revoking Pakistan's major non-NATO
ally status was amongst the options being considered to deal with Islamabad,
Mattis said: "I am sure it will be."
In a separate Senate hearing on Tuesday, the top US military officer said he
believed Pakistan's main spy agency, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
directorate, had ties to militant groups.
"It is clear to me that the ISI has connections with terrorist groups," Marine
Corps General Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told the
Senate Armed Services Committee.
The Pakistan embassy in Washington said Islamabad had achieved success
in counter-terrorism operations in its country.
"However, unless the same level of success is achieved in (Afghanistan),
long lasting peace in the region will remain out of reach," the embassy said in a
statement.
The United States in 2012 designated the Pakistan-based Haqqani network
as a terrorist organization. The year before, US Navy Admiral Mike Mullen, then
the top US military officer, caused a stir when he told Congress that the Haqqani
network was a "veritable arm" of the ISI directorate.
US officials have told Reuters that the United States will send about 3,500
additional troops to Afghanistan.
Dunford said that the current cost for the United States in Afghanistan was
about $12.5 billion a year, and the new strategy would cost an additional $1.1
billion.
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Новая стратегия США по Афганистану заставляет Пакистан укреплять
отношения с Россией, Китаем и Ираном
Карпов Д.А. 26 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37980

Горные стрелки России и Пакистана в рамках учений «Дружба-2017»
приступили к отработке задач по горной подготовке на высоте 1,5 тысячи
метров над уровнем моря в Карачаево-Черкесии. Об этом сообщил ТАСС в
понедельник официальный представитель Южного военного округа Вадим
Астафьев. «Личный состав горных подразделений Вооруженных сил обоих
государств выполняет спуски и подъемы по естественному скальному
участку в районе Кавказского хребта на высоте 1,5 тысячи метров в полной
экипировке комплекта «Ратник»», — сказал он. Учения «Дружба-2017», в
которых принимают участие более 200 военных из России и Пакистана,
продлятся на территории Карачаево-Черкесии до 4 октября. Безусловно эти
беспрецедентные в общем-то военные маневры свидетельствуют только об
одном: Исламабад с учетом новой стратегии Вашингтона на афганском
направлении делает явный крен в сторону поиска новых точек опоры в лице
Москвы, Тегерана и Пекина. Особенно Исламабад самым серьезным образом
раздражает стремление Вашингтона втянуть более активно Ню-Дели в
афганское конфликт путем подключения индийских компаний к
модернизации афганской армии и строительству социально-экономической
инфраструктуры. Этот момент, по данным ряда экспертов, вызывает у
высших должностных лиц в командовании вооруженных сил Пакистана и
Межведомственной разведки (МР) откровенную ярость. В этой связи глаа
МР Ризван Акхтар отменил в последний момент встречу с руководством
РУМО и ЦРУ США. Министр иностранных дел К.Асиф лично отменил
приглашение посетить Исламабад для заместителя госсекретаря по региону
Юго-Восточной Азии А.Веллс. Откровенная антипакистанская риторика
лично президента США Д.Трампа вынуждает Исламабад активизировать
свои усилия по налаживанию контактов в сфере безопасности и области ВТС
с явными мировыми антиподами Вашингтона. Помимо Москвы это конечно
Пекин. Сейчас пакистанцы проводят секретные переговоры с китайскими
партнерами о создании совместной зашиты «зоны племен» на афганопакистанской границе. Напомним, что именно там находятся лагеря
пропакистанских группировок талибов и «сети Хаккани», которые являются
основным инструментом сохранения и укрепления влияния Исламабада в
Афганистане. В центре нынешних пакистано-китайских консультаций стоит
вопрос о совместной реакции на возможные агрессивные действия США и
Индии в отношении целей в Кветте и нанесении ими авиаударов в этом
регионе. Причем пакистанцы серьезно полагают, что индийские военные
могут быть задействованы в этих операциях в приграничных областях
Белуджистана, Хайбер-Пухтнхва. И такие опасения в принципе
подтверждаются заявлениями главы миссии НАТО в Афганистане генералом
Николсоном, который четко обрисовал такие перспективы в докладе
комитету по разведке Конгресса США. Речь Д.Трампа открыла новый этап
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для расширения участия Нью-Дели в афганское конфликте. При этом надо
отметить, что в период правления Б.Обамы все предложения Индии по этому
вопросу в общем-то игнорировались. Все изменилось после прихода
администрации Д.Трампа. Политика Белого дома стала гораздо более
восприимчивой к индийским инициативам, в том числе благодаря серьезной
лоббистской работе советника премьер-министра Н.Моди по вопросам
национальной безопасности А.Дорвала, который провел целую серию
секретных консультаций со своим американским коллегой Макмастером.
Одними из их итогов стала не только особая роль Нью-Дели в новой
стратегии США по Афганистану, но и замораживание всех серьезных
индийско-иранских контрактов. Это было сделано явно под нажимом
американцев. В качестве ответа Исламабад и Пекин фактически свернули все
программы сотрудничества с Нью-Дели, а китайские войска сейчас проводят
опасные маневры на границе с Индией в Гималаях. Активизировались
контакты пакистанской разведки с иранскими и российскими коллегами по
вопросу необходимой координации работы с талибами. Что касается
иранцев, то в данном случае результаты этой работы, которая особенно
активизировалась с начала этого года, очевидна: талибы получают иранское
оружие и тренируются в лагерях КСИР на иранской территории. Роль
Москвы в данном случае заключается в фактической миссии наблюдателя
над этими процессами, что дает возможность в случае необходимости
вносить необходимые коррективы в политику и действия талибов на
центральноазиатском направлении.
При этом отметим, что Эр-Рияд осторожно отнесся к просьбам
Исламабада повлиять в нужном ключе на позицию США на афганском
направлении, и особенно в связи с провозглашенной 21 августа с.г.
Д.Трампом «своей поддержки» возможности задействования индийских
вооруженных сил для проведения совместных операций в Афганистане.
Специально для того, чтобы прояснить позицию Эр-Рияда по этому вопросу
в КСА секретно выезжал в этом месяце начальник Генштаба пакистанской
армии Джавед Баджва, который провел консультации с министром обороны
и наследным принцем КСА Мухаммедом бен Сальманом. И они закончились
ничем. Саудовский принц явно не воспринял обеспокоенность
пакистанского, и фактически ушел в сторону. Это в общем-то с учетом
образовавшегося альянса КСА и США на сирийском направлении выглядит
абсолютно логично. Одновременно Мухаммед бен Сальман вновь поставил
вопрос о желательности присутствия пакистанских военных в составе
аравийской коалиции. И пока получил отказ, поскольку Джавед Баджва
является убежденным противником этого. Все это означает, что Исламабад
продолжит дальнейший курс на максимальное сближение с Москвой,
Пекином и Тегераном в области создания консолидированной позиции по
афганскому конфликту. При этом окончательного разрыва отношений в
области ВТС между КСА и Пакистаном ожидать также не приходится.
Саудовская Аравия крайне заинтересована в продолжении работы своих
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специалистов на ядерных исследовательских центрах в Пакистане в обмен на
финансовую поддержку модернизации пакистанских вооруженных сил. И
Эр-Рияд в данном случае старается усидеть «на двух стульях».
Министр обороны США Маттис считает, что тесные военные связи
США и Индии не влияют на отношения с Пакистаном
US-India ties should not affect relations with Pakistan: Mattis
The Nation. 25.09.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/25-Sep-2017/us-india-tiesshould-not-affect-relations-with-pakistan-mattis

Stronger military ties between India and the United States should not affect
relations with neighbours such as Pakistan, US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis said
ahead of a visit to New Delhi.
The Pentagon chief arrived Monday for a 48-hour trip - the first to India by
any member of President Donald Trump's cabinet.
"This is a historic opportunity for our two democracies at a time of strategic
convergence," Mattis told reporters on his flight. He is to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his new defence minister in New Delhi.
The trip comes weeks after Trump unveiled a new Afghanistan strategy and
urged India to increase assistance to the war-torn nation's economy.
When asked how he would balance the India-Pakistan dynamic, Mattis
stressed that the relationship the United States is pursuing with India is "not to the
exclusion of other countries".
"Any nation that is living by the traditional rules of non-interference in other
states in today's age of anti-terrorism, they will not find this relationship in any
way adversarial," he said.
India has long vied with Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, building
dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it offered
some $1 billion in aid.
Trump's new Afghan strategy includes the deployment of more than 3,000
additional US troops.
Defence cooperation
In 2016 the United States designated India a "Major Defence Partner" with
an aim of improving military cooperation, increasing information-sharing and
cutting red tape to ease defence deals.
Mattis's predecessor Ash Carter pushed hard for stronger defence ties and
the Trump administration has the same aim.
The two sides will be "discussing joint efforts to advance common goals
through a broader strategic exchange of views", Mattis said.
"India from our perspective is clearly a pillar of regional stability and
security: we share a common vision for a peaceful and prosperous future in the
Indo-Pacific region."
Trump has praised India for contributing to regional stability and for buying
US military equipment.
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India is contemplating buying Lockheed Martin's F-16 Block 70 aircraft in a
deal potentially worth $15 billion.
The US firm has offered the most upgraded version of the jet fighter to
India, the world's largest weapons importer.
It is competing with Swedish defence giant Saab, whose Gripen E made its
maiden flight in June.
A drone deal for the Indian Navy will also likely be up for discussion, a
source familiar with the negotiations told AFP.
"Since Chinese assets have started to dominate the Indian Ocean region, the
Trump administration is keen on fast-tracking the acquisition of the drones," the
source said.
Many commentators have said US-India cooperation could act as a
counterweight to an increasingly assertive China, which has been developing its
military capabilities.
But Afghanistan will dominate talks when Mattis meets Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman, who will host her highest-level foreign delegation since being
appointed this month.
Трамп объявил новые запреты на 8 стран (въезд в США)
Trump replaces travel ban with new restrictions on eight nations
The Hindu. 25.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/trump-replacestravel-ban-with-new-restrictions-on-eight-nations/article19750376.ece

The countries include Chad, Iran, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria,
Venezuela and Yemen
Citizens of eight countries, including North Korea and Venezuela, will face
new restrictions on entry to the USA under a proclamation signed by President
Donald Trump on Sunday that will replace his expiring travel ban.
The new rules, which will impact the citizens of Chad, Iran, Libya, North
Korea, Somalia, Syria, Venezuela and Yemen, will go into effect on October 18.
The restrictions range from an indefinite ban on visas for citizens of
countries like Syria to more targeted restrictions. A suspension of non-immigrant
visas to citizens for Venezuela, for instance, will apply only to certain government
officials and their immediate families.
The announcement comes the same day as Trump‘s temporary ban on
visitors from six Muslim-majority countries was set to expire 90 days after it went
into effect. That ban had barred citizens of Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and
Yemen who lack a ―credible claim of a bona fide relationship with a person or
entity in the United States‖ from entering the U.S. Only one of those countries,
Sudan, will no longer be subject to travel restrictions.
―Making America Safe is my number one priority. We will not admit those
into our country we cannot safely vet,‖ Trump tweeted late Sunday after the new
policy was announced.
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Unlike the first iteration of Trump‘s travel ban, which sparked chaos at
airports across the country and a flurry of legal challenges, officials stressed they
had been working for months on the new rules, in collaboration with various
agencies and in conversation with foreign governments.
To limit confusion, valid visas would not be revoked as a result of the
proclamation. The order also permits, but does not guarantee, case-by-case waivers
for citizens of the affected countries who meet certain criteria.
That includes - having previously worked or studied in the U.S. for a lengthy
and continuous period of time activity; having previously established ―significant
contacts‖ in the U.S.; and having ―significant business or professional obligations‖
in the U.S. Still, officials acknowledged the waiver restrictions were narrower than
the exemptions for people with bona fide ties to the United States that he Supreme
Court mandated.
The restrictions are targeted at countries that the Department of Homeland
Security says fail to share sufficient information with the U.S. or haven‘t taken
necessary security precautions.
Over the course of the last three months, DHS worked to develop new
security baselines, which includes factors such as whether countries issue
electronic passports with biometric information, report lost or stolen passports to
INTERPOL, and share information about travelers‘ terror-related and criminal
histories. The U.S. then shared those benchmarks with every country in the world
and gave them 50 days to comply.
A total of 16 countries did not comply with the rules at first, officials said,
but half worked with the U.S. to improve their information-sharing and security
practices. The remaining eight are now subject to the new restrictions until they are
deemed in compliance.
The includes a suspension of all immigrants visas for nationals of Chad,
Iran, Libya, North Korea, Syria, Yemen and Somalia, and the suspension of nonimmigrant visas, such as for business and tourism, to nationals of Chad, Libya,
North Korea, Syria and Yemen.
U.S. Supreme Court partially reinstates Trump travel ban, will hear
arguments
Citizens of Iran will not be eligible for tourism and business visas, but
remain eligible for student and cultural exchange visas if they undergo additional
scrutiny. Such additional scrutiny will also be required for Somali citizens
applying for all non-immigrant visas.
Trump last week called for a ―tougher‖ travel ban after a bomb partially
exploded on a London subway.
―The travel ban into the United States should be far larger, tougher and more
specific-but stupidly, that would not be politically correct!‖ he tweeted.
Critics have accused Trump of overstepping his legal authority and violating
the U.S. Constitution‘s protections against religious bias each time he has ordered
new travel restrictions.
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And the inclusion of Venezuela and North Korea appeared to be an attempt
to block challenges from advocacy groups and others who have called the
restrictions a ban on Muslims. Trump during his campaign called for a ―total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States.‖
The U.S. had already imposed wide-ranging sanctions on certain highranking Venezuelan government officials to protest the government‘s attempts to
consulate power. The new visa sanctions will apply to all officials from five
Venezuelan government security agencies and their immediate families.
But officials argue the measures as necessary to keep Americans safe.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said in a statement the President was
carrying out his duty to protect the American people. He said the State Department
would coordinate with other federal agencies to implement the measures in ―an
orderly manner‖ and would‖ continue to work closely with our allies and partners
who share our commitment to national and global security.‖
The new policy could also complicate the Supreme Court‘s review of the
order, which is scheduled for argument next month.
Пакистан и Америка могут быть вместе!!!
Pakistan and America: together we can
Jerry Bisson (USAID Mission Director for Pakistan). The Nation. September 23, 2017.
http://nation.com.pk/columns/23-Sep-2017/pakistan-and-america-together-we-can

I am proud to have the opportunity to serve the common interests of the
Pakistani and American people in my new position as the Mission Director of
USAID in Pakistan.
For seventy years, the United States and Pakistan have worked together for
the benefit of both our countries.
America is as committed to the relationship with Pakistan and its people today
as it was when Pakistan gained independence 70 years ago and will be for many
years to come.
From my short time already in the country, it is clear to me that Pakistan is a
land with many opportunities.
Half of the population is under 25, which is a great asset.
With their growing minds, sense of adventure, and desire to succeed, young
people are the most receptive to new skills, positive mind sets, and habits.
However, Pakistani youth need opportunities to increase their skills, find
employment, and contribute to Pakistan‘s socio-economic growth.
To address this need, USAID has worked with the Pakistan Higher Education
Commission to award more than 18,000 in-country scholarships since 2009,
providing Pakistani students opportunities to gain the skills needed to grow
Pakistan‘s economy.
USAID has also built or repaired more than 1,312 schools across Pakistan
since 2011.
I am committed to continue USAID‘s work in pursuit of this goal.
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Pakistan also has its challenges, and I am committed to using my experience
from more than 30 years of public service dedicated to improving the lives of
people in 21 countries to lead USAID as we continue our partnership with the
people and Government of Pakistan.
I look forward to working with the Government of Pakistan on reducing
malnutrition.
Children need adequate nutrition to fully develop their bodies and mental
capacities so they can perform in school and later on be productive members of the
work force.
Already, USAID has trained and supported 49,000 small dairy farmers in
best dairy farm practices and linked them to high-value milk buyers.
I intend to expand USAID‘s work to improve nutrition for Pakistani children
by building on a regional program I designed to benefit children in South Asia by
fortifying wheat and edible oil.
I am also committed to continuing our partnership to develop Pakistan‘s
energy sector.
Energy fuels a nation‘s economy but shortages impede economic growth and
opportunity.
Pakistan has tremendous renewable energy potential that is low cost and
quick to install.
USAID has worked with Pakistan to add more than 2,804 megawatts of
electricity, benefitting nearly 33 million Pakistanis and spurring economic growth.
I look forward to learning more about Pakistan‘s important energy sector
and how the United States can help the Government of Pakistan to improve the
environment for private sector investment.
While Pakistan is rich in natural resources and robust economic growth in
some areas such as Punjab and Sindh, there are also areas that need urgent
development support, such as the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA)
and Balochistan.
Since 2007, USAID has launched hundreds of projects to deliver basic
services, reinforce citizens‘ confidence in their government, and employ
community members to build drinking water systems, flood and retaining walls
and schools.
I intend to continue USAID‘s work to improve service delivery in the FATA
and in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan provinces to reduce the income
inequality gap and to help build more resilient communities in those provinces.
I am enthusiastic about helping Pakistan overcome these challenges to
improve the lives of its people.
I am fully committed to continuing the fine work of my predecessor John
Groarke, in directing USAID‘s work on behalf of the American people in
partnership with the Government of Pakistan.
America will continue its work to develop Pakistan‘s key sectors of energy,
economic growth, agriculture, governance, health, and education.
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This year, as we celebrate the 70th anniversary of relations between Pakistan
and America, we can be proud of all we‘ve done together and renew our
commitment to build on those accomplishments.
Together, we will work toward strengthening communities and building a
more prosperous and resilient Pakistan.
Аббаси и Трамп договорились продолжать тесные контакты
Abbasi, Trump emphasise need to continue bilateral ties
Anwar
Iqbal,
Masood
Haider.
Dawn,
September
22nd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359253/abbasi-trump-emphasise-need-to-continue-bilateral-ties

UNITED NATIONS: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi held a brief
meeting with US President Donald Trump here on Tuesday evening during which
the two leaders talked about the need to continue their countries‘ partnership in the
fight against terror.
Mr Abbasi and Mr Trump met at the reception that the latter held for world
leaders attending the 72nd session of the United Nations General Assembly at
Palace Hotel, New York.
Neither side talked about this meeting until Wednesday afternoon when the
prime minister disclosed it at the US-Pakistan Business Council‘s luncheon.
―On the Afghanistan issue, we are working with the US government. We had
a very productive meeting with Vice President (Mike) Pence yesterday,‖ Mr
Abbasi said.
―I also met President Donald Trump at his reception and we discussed the
issue in brief. He was also very positive about Pakistan‘s role and the continuity of
the Pakistan-US partnership to fight terror.‖
The prime minister further explained this point in his speech at the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), New York, on Wednesday evening.
―I think the engagement will continue. And I think any misconceptions will
go away. We remain a partner in the war against terror. That‘s the basic issue at
hand here,‖ he said. ―We will continue to engage with the American efforts taken
to fight the war against terror, and also to find peace in Afghanistan.‖
Asked if he was willing to ―go to an extra mile‖ to accommodate President
Trump‘s demand for Pakistan to do more, he said: ―It‘s a relationship that goes
beyond Afghanistan. It‘s 70 years old, and we view it in that context. And we are
engaged today. We want this relationship to move forward. And I don‘t see any
obstacles in that process,‖ he said.
This is Mr Abbasi‘s maiden visit to the United States as prime minister,
although he spent several years in this country, studying in California and
Washington, DC. But his visit as prime minister comes at a time when the
relationship between the two countries is on a downward trajectory in the wake of
President Trump‘s new strategy for Afghanistan and South Asia, which degrades
the partnership with Pakistan and seeks a greater role for India in Afghanistan.
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Pakistan fears that India will use its growing influence in Afghanistan for
creating troubles in the bordering areas, as it did in the past.
The prime minister confronted this issue at CFR as well, when an audience
member asked what he thinks the role of India should be in Afghanistan.
―Zero. India — we don‘t foresee any political or military role for India in
Afghanistan. I think it will just complicate the situation and it will not resolve
anything.‖
‗No American base in Pakistan‘
Mr Abbasi said that Pakistan could no longer offer bases for US drones to
target insurgents inside the country. ―No, no. We cannot condone that. We cannot
allow that. I think the sovereignty of our territory has to be respected. And this is a
decision that only the parliament can make,‖ said Mr Abbasi when the moderator,
a New York Times journalist David Sanger, asked if Pakistan would allow the
United States to operate drones from the Pakistani territory.
Pakistan did not have any American base on its soil, he added. ―No, no,‖ said
Mr Abbasi, when Mr Sanger asked if Pakistan had US military bases. ―Regular
bases? None?‖
Mr Sanger asked again. ―None. No bases at all,‖ Mr Abbasi said.
Ken Roth of the Human Rights Watch asked him if he, as prime minister,
would speak out against the blasphemy law under which a Christian man was
recently sentenced to death for a poem deemed blasphemous.
―The laws in the country are very clear, and it‘s only up to the parliament to
amend the laws. The job of the government is to make sure that the laws are not
abused and innocent people are not prosecuted or prosecuted,‖ Mr Abbasi replied.
―The law is there. The law is in place. The law is in force. The courts can
comment on the law. But until it‘s in force, it‘s the job of the government to
enforce the law.‖
Asked how an independent candidate was allowed to display posters featuring
Hafiz Saeed‘s photos during his election campaign for the recent NA-120 by-poll
in Lahore, Mr Abbasi said Hafiz Saeed belonged to a proscribed organisation and
was in house arrest.
―In the recent by-election, the candidate did use his poster, his picture as an
election poster, which is illegal to do, and action will be taken against him by the
election commission,‖ he said.
The prime minister said that independent candidate only polled about four per
cent of the vote. ―We do not condone such activity, and we will take action where
it‘s required.‖
Meanwhile, the prime minister also met Malala Yousafzai, the youngest-ever
Nobel Prize laureate, and expressed support for her efforts to create better
education facilities for girls and raise their status.
On Thursday, Mr Abbasi met the UN secretary general and discussed various
issues, including Pakistan‘s role in the fight against terrorism and efforts for
bringing stability in Afghanistan.
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Переговоры США и Пакистана пройдут в 3 этапа
Pak-US dialogue to be held in three phases
The Express Tribune. September 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1512997/pak-usdialogue-held-three-phases/

KARACHI: The talks between Pakistan and US will be held in three stages,
starting at the beginning or by mid-October when US foreign affairs delegation
will visit Pakistan.
The agenda will comprise new Trump policy, Pak-US relations and Afghan
reconciliation process.
Sources said Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s meetings with President
Trump and Mike Pence in New York were in a pleasant environment and the
authorities agreed to a three-phase dialogue.
Pakistan prepares ‗toughest diplomatic policy‘ for US
Depending upon the outcome of the negotiations in the first phase, Pakistan‘s
delegation may visit US. It is also being said that if negotiations in the first two
phases succeed, Premier Abbasi could have a crucial meeting with President
Trump during the third phase.
Pakistan has already told US that it will not accept any ‗do-more‘ demands.
According to sources, the recent meetings have reduced the tension between
the two countries and the US administration is expected to amend its Afghanistan
policy after the dialogue.
Пакистан и США договорились совместно способствовать
региональной стабильности (в ходе встречи Аббаси и вице-президента
Спенса на 72-й Генассамблеии ООН)
Pakistan, US agree to work together for regional stability
The Nation. September 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/20-Sep-2017/pakistan-usagree-to-work-together-for-regional-peace-and-stability

Pakistan and the United States have agreed to stay engaged with a
constructive approach to achieve shared objectives of peace, stability and
economic prosperity in the region, reported Radio Pakistan.
The consensus was evolved during a meeting between Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi US Vice President Mike Pence on the sidelines of UN
General Assembly session in New York Wednesday.
The two leaders held discussions in a cordial atmosphere.
Both sides discussed issues relating to bilateral relationship as well as peace
and stability in Afghanistan and the region.
Prime Minister shared Pakistan‘s concern and views with regard to the US
strategy for South Asia.
Both sides agreed to work together to carry forward the relationship, which
has been a historic partnership for the last seven decades.
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Pakistan's Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua told news men after the
meeting that both sides agreed to continue dialogue process for bilateral
engagement and for this purpose a US delegation will visit Pakistan next month.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi met Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan on the sidelines of the UNGA Session in New York.
The two leaders emphasized that Pakistan and Turkey should continue to
attach special focus on enhancing economic cooperation and work together for
early finalization of the Free Trade Agreement for boosting the bilateral trade.
The Prime Minister said linkages between people of the two countries had
transformed into a strategic partnership that is strengthening with each passing day.
He thanked the Turkish President for Turkey's unflinching support to the
struggle of the people of Indian occupied Kashmir.
President Erdogan reaffirmed Turkey's commitment for continued endeavors
for strengthening of the mutually beneficial strategic partnership.
They agreed that there was no military solution of the Afghan conflict and
efforts should continue for a regional approach for an internal political settlement
in Afghanistan through an Afghan-owned and Afghan-led peace process.
Both the leaders agreed on the revival of the Pakistan-Afghanistan-Turkey
Trilateral process for promoting lasting peace and stability in Afghanistan.
Пакистан и США согласились сохранить принятые ранее обязательства
в ходе встречи Аббаси и вице-президента Пенса.
Pakistan, US agree to remain engaged as Abbasi meets vice president
Mike Pence
Dawn. September 20, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1358882/pakistan-us-agree-toremain-engaged-as-abbasi-meets-vice-president-mike-pence

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi met US Vice President Mike Pence
on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly on Tuesday, with the two
sides resolving to remain engaged and carry forward the relationship that has been
on a downward trajectory since announcement of the US policy for Afghanistan
and South Asia.
Abbasi‘s meeting with VP Pence is the highest contact between the two
sides since the policy was announced on Aug 21. Pakistan had after the policy
announcement postponed the then planned bilateral interactions.
The meeting on the sidelines of the 72nd UNGA session in New York was
held in a cordial atmosphere, a handout issued by the Foreign Office said.
"Prime Minister [Abbasi] shared Pakistan‘s concerns and views with regard
to the US strategy for South Asia," it said.
Abbasi and Pence agreed to work together to carry forward the bilateral
relationship and discussed matters relating to peace and stability in Afghanistan
and the region.
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"It was agreed that the two countries would stay engaged with a constructive
approach to achieve shared objectives of peace, stability and economic prosperity
in the region," the FO statement said.
Fractious Pakistan-US relations got further strained last month when
President Trump unveiled his administration‘s policy on Afghanistan and South
Asia. The policy lays special emphasis on kinetic operations to subdue Taliban
militancy in Afghanistan, envisions greater role for India in Afghanistan and the
overall regional security, and has been particularly hawkish on Pakistan accusing it
of being an insincere partner in the fight against terrorism.
The new policy, which was seen here as humiliating, disrespectful to
Pakistani sacrifices in the fight against terrorism, and indifferent to Islamabad‘s
security concerns, prompted a re-assessment of ties at the highest level.
The process is yet to complete, but indications from different levels of
government point towards an existing consensus that there is no other option, but
to stay engaged with US.
США приближаются к тому, чтобы объявить
террористическим государством (считает Индия).
US moves closer to designating Pakistan a terrorist state

Пакистан

Chidanand
Rajghatta.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
19,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/us-comes-closer-to-designating-pakistan-a-terroriststate/articleshow/60736610.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Islamabad readies tit-for-tat measures, may block access for Nato supplies
to Afghanistan.
 Pakistan has also warned that it will not buy any more F-16s from the US.
 The Trump administration has indicated it has more weapons up its sleeve.
WASHINGTON: Pakistan has indicated it might go for broke against
the United States with ties between the two countries reaching a new low.
Enraged at being called out by President Trump for nurturing terrorist
groups, Islamabad is said to have devised a ''three-option toughest diplomatic
policy,'' including an extreme case scenario where it will block access for US and
Nato military supplies to land-locked Afghanistan.
Actions prior to this will include, according to the Pakistani media, limiting
diplomatic relations with US and reducing mutual cooperation on terrorism-related
issues and non-cooperation in US strategy for Afghanistan.
Pakistan has also warned that it will not buy any more F-16s from the US,
and will lean towards China in the future.
Small problem for Pakistan: Washington is not about to blink.
After giving Pakistan a taste of the kind of financial vulnerability it is under
by banning operations in the US of Habib Bank, the country's leading financial
institution, for regulatory violations, the Trump administration has indicated it has
more weapons up its sleeve.
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Among them: Stripping Pakistan of the status of a non-Nato ally+ ,
cutting off all aid, imposing travel ban on suspected ISI personnel in the US
operating undercover, and finally, formal designation of Pakistan as a terrorist
state.
Withdrawal of non-Nato ally status and designating it a terrorist state would
limit weapons sales and probably affect billions of dollars in IMF and World Bank
loans, along with access to global finance, the Financial Times reported over the
weekend.
Pakistan partisans in the US have long argued that the country is ''too big to
fail'' and applying too much pressure on it will push it into China's arms, but the
Trump administration appears to have reckoned that the country is already firmly
in the Chinese camp, and Beijing can do little to stave off a financial meltdown if
Washington decides to put the squeeze on a country whose elites have greater
affinity for London and New York than for Beijing.
Talk of a western visa ban terrifies Pakistani military and political elites
such as General Musharraf and Nawaz Sharif who own prime property and camp
out in the west whenever things get too hot at home.
Pakistan bravado in threatening to cut off US access to Afghanistan came
ahead of a possible meeting of its new Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi with
vice-president Mike Pence in New York on sidelines of the UN General Assembly.
President Trump appears to have little time or patience with a country whose
proliferation activities are being recalled again following North Korea's
aggravations in the nuclear and ballistic missile sphere.
Even the State Department, whose bureaucrats have long advocated a
cautious line on Pakistan fearing its collapse and a "loose nukes" scenario appear
to have fallen in line with the White House's get-tough policy stemming from
Islamabad's continuing perfidy regarding using terrorism as a policy instrument.
''Some who recall being beguiled by late nights spent with military and
civilian leaders over Johnnie Walker Blue Label — the expensive whisky beloved
by Pakistan's elite in the officially dry country — say even forceful private
conversations regularly disappoint,'' the FT noted in a report, quoting James
Dobbins, special envoy in 2013-14 saying, ''It's very difficult to deal with an
interlocutor who says he agrees with you but actually doesn't.''
On Pakistani television, some talking heads and anchors are now discussing
the imminent collapse of the country's economy if US puts the squeeze in
Islamabad.
Pakistanis are also stunned that many reports now rank Bangladesh, which
broke away from Pakistan in 1971, ahead of it in several economic metrics,
including exports and foreign exchange reserves. But the country's hardline
nationalists and fantasists believe China, and perhaps even Russia, will come to its
rescue.
Пакистан намерен снизить уровень отношений с США – 3 варианта
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Pakistan prepares ‗toughest diplomatic policy‘ for US
Amir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
18,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1509306/pakistan-prepares-toughest-diplomatic-policy-us/

2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan has decided to adopt toughest diplomatic policy with
the US, if any sanctions are imposed on it or its ally status is lowered.
In this regard, the federal government has prepared a three-option ‗toughest
diplomatic policy‘.
According to federal sources on Sunday, the policy includes gradually
limiting diplomatic relations with the US, reducing mutual cooperation on
terrorism-related issues and non-cooperation in US strategy for Afghanistan.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy doomed to fail, says PM Abbasi
The last option may include a ban on using Pakistani land for Nato supplies
to Afghanistan.
However, the policy will be implemented in view of the Trump‘s diplomatic
policy for Pakistan and with the approval of the National Security Committee.
US Ambassador David Hale has met Pakistani authorities recently amid
Pakistan mulling its options in the wake of antagonistic actions by the world
power.
He has been told that Pakistan‘s reservation can be removed only when
Trump administration contacts federation informally and holds dialogue. However,
according to sources, Pakistan will continue its actions under the Afghan
reconciliation process policy. It will also maintain its policy of trying to solve
issues with US through dialogue.
Борьба с терроризмом – Пакистан предупреждает США о сложностях в
случае сокращения помощи
Counterterrorism fight: PM warns US against ‗starving Pakistan of
funds‘
The Express Tribune. September 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503575/ussanctions-will-hurt-counter-terrorism-efforts-pm-abbasi/

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi says it would be
counter-productive for the United States to sanction Pakistani officials or further
cut military assistance, warning that any such move would hurt both countries‘
fight against militancy.
US-Pakistan relations have frayed since President Donald Trump last month
set out a new Afghanistan policy and lashed out at Islamabad, accusing it of giving
‗safe haven to agents of chaos‘ by harbouring the Afghan Taliban and other
militants.
The United States has already begun conditioning future aid to Pakistan on
progress Islamabad makes in tackling the Haqqani Network militants, who, it
alleges, are Pakistan-based and have helped the Taliban carry out deadly attacks
inside Afghanistan.
War on terror aid: Pakistan received $33.4bn from US
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Pakistan denies hosting militant sanctuaries, and Islamabad bristles at claims
it has not done enough to tackle militancy, noting the country has borne the brunt
of violence in the war against terrorism, suffering tens of thousands of casualties
since 2001.
Abbasi, 58, told Reuters that any targeted sanctions by Washington against
Pakistani military and intelligence officials would not help US counter-terrorism
efforts. ―We are fighting the war against terror, anything that degrades our effort
will only hurt the US effort,‖ he said in an interview in Islamabad on Monday.
―What does it achieve?‖
US officials privately say the targeted sanctions would be aimed at Pakistani
officials with ties to extremist groups and are part of an array of options being
discussed to pressure Pakistan to change its behaviour, including further aid cuts.
Fighting terror: NAP implementation slips off govt radar
Washington‘s civilian and military assistance to Pakistan was less than $1
billion in 2016, down from a peak of $3.5 billion in 2011, and Abbasi warned that
the US will not achieve its counter-terrorism aims by starving Pakistan of funds.
―If the military aid cuts degrade our effort to fight war on terror, who does it help?‖
he said. ―Whatever needs to be done here, it needs to be a cooperative effort.‖
Abbasi said one practical side-effect of military aid cuts and the US
Congress blocking the sale of subsidised F-16 fighter jets to Pakistan will be to
force Islamabad to buy weapons from China and Russia. ―We‘ve had to look at
other options to maintain our national defensive forces,‖ he said.
The Trump administration‘s tougher stance is seen as pushing Islamabad
closer to Beijing, which has pledged about $60 billion in roads, rail and power
infrastructure in Pakistan as part of its ambitious Belt and Road initiative to build
vast land and sea trade routes linking Asia with Europe and Africa. ―We have a
major economic relationship with (China), we have a major military relationship
since the 1960s, so that‘s definitely one of our options,‖ Abbasi said.
Sixteen years after 9/11, ever-vigilant New Yorkers on edge
The prime minister said it was ―unfair‖ to blame Pakistan for all the troubles
in Afghanistan, stressing that Washington should show more appreciation for
Pakistan‘s losses from militancy and its role in hosting 3.5 million Afghan
refugees.
He added that Afghan-based militants have also launched cross-border
attacks on Pakistani civilians and military, prompting Islamabad to begin investing
‗several billion dollars‘ to fence the porous 2,500 km border. ―We intend to fence
the whole border to control that situation,‖ he added.
Abbasi also faces growing headwinds on the economy ahead of the general
election, likely in mid-2018. Growth in Pakistan‘s $300 billion economy surged to
5.3 per cent in 2016-17, its fastest pace in a decade, but the macroeconomic
outlook has deteriorated, stoking concerns Pakistan may need an International
Monetary Fund (IMF) bailout to avert a balance of payments crisis. Pakistan‘s
foreign exchange reserves have dwindled by almost a quarter to $14.7 billion since
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last October, while the 2016-17 current account deficit has more than doubled to
$12.1 billion.
Anti-terror chiefs want social media help with ‗lone wolves‘
Abbasi said the government was looking at a raft of measures to alleviate
current account pressures to avoid going back to the IMF, including reducing
imports of luxury goods, boosting exports, and possibly devaluing its currency.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar is a staunch opponent of a weaker rupee but the
Prime Minister said it had been discussed. ―There are pros and cons to devaluation,
but that could be a decision we take,‖ he said, adding that any devaluation would
not be drastic, and ―today, it‘s not on the table yet.‖
Abbasi is also pushing ahead with a wide-ranging tax reform agenda before
the elections. The ruling PML-N is looking for cross-party support for the reforms,
but Abbasi said radical changes would require an integrated approach, including
building confidence among tax payers, reducing income taxes and making it less
attractive to invest in a real estate sector that attracts black money. ―You not only
need to have a stick, you need to have a carrot also.‖
Abbasi, who has hinted his former boss, Nawaz Sharif, remains the power
behind the throne by repeatedly calling him ‗the people‘s prime minister‘, said the
three-time premier remains hugely popular despite his disqualification by the
Supreme Court on July 28. ―Politics is not decided in courts,‖ said Abbasi, who
was jailed along with Sharif after the 1999 military coup. ―Politically, Nawaz
Sharif is stronger today than he was on July 28.‖
Пакистанский бизнес хочет облегчения деловых отношений с США.
Businesses want tension with US to ease
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, September 11th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1356968/businesses-want-tension-with-us-to-ease

Can the trajectory of the United States and Pakistan‘s economic relationship
be immune to renewed diplomatic bitterness?
The government and leaders of the business community do not expect
instant economic fallout owing to souring diplomatic relations. But American
companies in Pakistan differ.
―The acrimony, if allowed to persist, will certainly hurt the economy of
Pakistan,‖ an executive feared. ―The recovery is too fragile to withstand economic
headwinds. The return to IMF at this point looks imminent.‖
Moreover, ―a hostile US can increase the difficulty level of negotiations with
lenders when we go knocking at their door for a bail out,‖ he said.
Last month US President Donald Trump talked tough on Pakistan, accusing
the country of harbouring terrorists through its ‗safe havens‘. He hinted at punitive
actions but stopped at a warning.
Pakistan‘s reaction was constrained. It rejected the allegations and blamed
the US for making Pakistan a scapegoat for its own policy failures in Afghanistan,
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but did not bring up the question of the logistic support it extends for routing
NATO supplies through its territory.
For most Pakistani business leaders President Trump‘s stance was not
surprising as the cold vibes from the US, they say, were evident even before Mr
Trump assumed office.
Prime minister‘s special assistant on economic affairs says he doesn‘t
see current diplomatic stress spilling over to hurt Pakistan‘s trade relations
with the United States
They want the tension between the two unequal partners to ease even though
they do not expect an immediate spillover effect of the verbal spat on Pakistan‘s
trade or economy.
Zubair Tufail, president of the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry, said that thus far no disruption in the two-way trade has
been reported by members.
―Our exports to US are not based on duty relief or concession. We competed
and penetrated the market. Still, a hostile state has the power to create difficulties
without breaking the relevant laws,‖ he warned.
Majyd Aziz, president of the Employers‘ Federation of Pakistan, was candid
in his opinion. ―You need the right set of friends to watch out for you in
Washington and other capitals. To expect anyone to voluntarily defend your
interest is absurd.
―The government can‘t do it alone. The private sector of Pakistan needs to
learn marketing tricks from their Indian counterparts,‖ he commented.
Shabir Ahmed, a leading bed linen exporter, hammered the need to manage
economic affairs professionally for better results. ―My partners are perfectly
satisfied. I do not foresee a problem in the near future,‖ he said over the phone.
Pakistan is currently US‘s 57th largest goods trading partner with $5.5
billion in total two-way trade during 2016, according to the Office of the United
States Trade Representative. Our imports from the US totalled nearly $2.1bn while
exports were $3.4bn during the year.
There were phases in history when the US very generously provided
economic assistance to the country.
When approached for input, the American Business Council (ABC), a
powerful group of over five dozen US companies in Pakistan, was reluctant.
In an email response to Dawn, it said, ―The current slide in US-Pakistan
bilateral relations will, for sure, have a negative impact. We have some market
intelligence for our few specified products where our clients are exploring options
for sourcing products of non-US origin. They fear that extreme measures such as
sanctions might disturb their business.‖
The US companies, commenting on the contours of the next IMF package,
said, ―It might have a direct effect on the country‘s tax policies.‖
According to information on the ABC website, the collective total
investment in Pakistan was recorded at over $750 million and cumulative annual
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revenue is around $4bn. The total contribution to Pakistan‘s treasury in direct and
indirect taxes has not been quantified.
Miftah Ismail, special assistant to the prime minister on economic affairs,
was concerned but optimistic.
―I do not see current diplomatic stress spilling over to hurt Pakistan‘s trade
relations with the US,‖ he said. ―Yes, the situation is unfortunate and we wish to
ease it quickly. We know that high sustainable growth target is difficult to achieve
in an adverse diplomatic environment.‖
He said the government was keen to have friendly relations with all
countries, including the United States, which is Pakistan‘s major trading and
investment partner.
―The benefits of this economic cooperation are mutual,‖ Mr Ismail said.
―Pakistan offers a hospitable business environment to big US brands such as P&G,
IBM, Coke, Pepsi, etc. Their presence in the country is not for compassion but for
business‖.
Военные новости: Пакистану больше не нужны США?
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170907/240216888.html. 7.09.2017.
Илья Плеханов. «Военные новости, не попавшие на первые полосы». Выпуск № 42 (167).
7.09.2017.

Президент США сделал свой выбор и в Афганистан отправились
дополнительные американские силы. Все это на фоне обвинений Трампа, что
Пакистан укрывает террористов, и что пора бы Пакистану
продемонстрировать свою приверженность цивилизации, порядку и миру.
Если это не произойдет, то США могут ввести санкции против ряда
пакистанских официальных лиц и расширить сферу ударов американских
беспилотников на территории Пакистана (в провинциях Белуджистан и
Хайбер-Пахтунхва), а в кулуарах муссируются со всеми вытекающими
последствиями идеи назвать Пакистан страной, спонсирующей терроризм.
В Пакистане речь Трампа на этот раз на удивление не вызвала
привычного эффекта. Обычно после уже стандартных американских
обвинений в поддержке талибов в Карачи развивали бешеную
дипломатическую активность, чтобы оправдать себя и не потерять
поддержку США.
На этот раз все иначе.
Официальные власти сначала лениво и дежурно отвергли обвинения,
затем 30 августа Национальная ассамблея Пакистана приняла резолюцию, в
которой осудила несправедливость и враждебность слов американского
президента, Пакистан отменил ряд визитов своих чиновников в США,
включая визит министра иностранных дел, который вообще призвал
правительство страны приостановить с Вашингтоном все двусторонние
визиты на высоком уровне, а премьер-министр Пакистана и другие
высокопоставленные лица страны заявили, что «время США, угроз и
финансового шантажа» вышло.
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Можно также отметить, что в этот раз на улицы страны вышло всего
несколько сотен протестующих людей, хотя раньше разъяренные тысячи
пакистанцев на камеру жгли бы американские флаги у посольства США. В
этот раз Пакистан решил, что не стоит играть в привычную игру, напрягаться
и демонстративно показывать, что слова американцев вызывают в народе
неприятие.
Возмущение американцев с одной стороны понятно. С 2002 года они
влили в Пакистан около 33 миллиарда долларов. Но справедливости ради
надо отметить, что из этой суммы только около 8 миллиардов ушло
непосредственно на обеспечение безопасности и военную поддержку, а 14
миллиардов пошли на оплату логистической активности сил Коалиции и 11
миллиардов на гуманитарные и экономические проекты. В 2016 году
Конгресс США одобрил выделение Пакистану еще 1,1 миллиарда долларов,
и в рамках этого пакета было забронировано 255 миллионов долларов
непосредственно на военные нужды. Но доступ к этим деньгам Пакистан
получит лишь при соблюдении ряда условий по ужесточению борьбы с
террористами.
Почему Пакистан не реагирует как обычно?
Частично ответ лежит в экономической плоскости и растущих
связях с Китаем.
Частные американские компании инвестировали за этот год в Пакистан
около 700 миллионов долларов, в то время как китайские — 1,2 миллиарда
долларов. Торговый оборот между Пакистаном и США составляет 5,7
миллиарда долларов, а между Пакистаном и Китаем — превысил 13
миллиардов долларов. Также надо учитывать, что в рамках проекта по
созданию китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора Китай
инвестирует в инфраструктуру Пакистана более 65 миллиардов долларов.
Цифры говорят сами за себя, хотя для Пакистана есть и слабое звено: в США
Пакистан экспортирует товаров на сумму 3,6 миллиарда долларов, а в Китай
пока всего на 1,7 миллиарда. Но это все может быстро измениться.
Начальник штаба сухопутных войск Пакистана генерал Камар Джавед
Баджва (Qamar Javed Bajwa) заявил, что Пакистан больше не нуждается в
финансовой поддержки США, вместо этого Пакистан хотел бы видеть
доверие и уважение.
Кроме укрепляющихся экономических связей с Китаем еще один
фактор становится важным для Пакистана — это растущая уверенность в
своих вооруженных силах. Объединенный королевский институт по
исследованию вопросов безопасности и обороны (RUSI) отметил, что армии
Пакистана удается наводить порядок и сокращать количество
террористических атак в стране. Сыграла и свою роль операция «Зарб-эАзб», проведенная пакистанской армией летом 2014 года против
террористических группировок в Северном Вазиристане. Английский
генералитет даже заявил, что пакистанской армии удалось добиться там того,
чего не смогли англичане за 200 лет.
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Бывший командующий сухопутными войсками Пакистана генерал
Рахиль Шариф (Raheel Sharif) вызывает восхищение главы Генштаба
Великобритании генерала Ника Картера (Nicholas Carter), а пакистанский
майор Укба Малик (Ukbah Malik) стал первым выходцем не из стран Запада,
который был приглашен обучать борьбе с террористами английских военных
в знаменитой академии в Сандхерсте. Пакистанских офицеров в качестве
преподавателей хотят видеть в своих военных академиях в Германии и
Чехии, а Турция желала бы видеть пакистанских летчиков в качестве
инструкторов по пилотированию F-16.
Деньги идут от Китая, вооруженные силы Пакистана стали более
эффективны. Остается вопрос вооружений.
Сегодня на 80% Пакистан удовлетворяет военные нужды с помощью
собственного производства и стремится стать все более независимым от
американского оружия. Здесь снова на помощь приходит Китай, который
совместно с Пакистаном работает над созданием самолетов, беспилотников,
танков и подводных лодок.
Кроме развития своего и совместного с Китаем производства Пакистан
активно диверсифицирует покупки вооружений. Буквально на днях Пакистан
получил заказанные в 2015 году у России вертолеты Ми-35М. Есть все
шансы, что военное сотрудничество России и Пакистана будет нарастать. У
Карачи есть интерес к турецкой и израильской продукции. Закупаются
вооружения во Франции, Италии, Испании, Швеции, Швейцарии, Сербии,
Бразилии. И если еще 7 лет назад США и Китай занимали равные позиции
(38-39%) в импорте вооружений Пакистаном, то сегодня доля американского
импорта оружия упала до 19%, а доля китайского выросла до 63%.
Пакистан, по словам представителей оборонной промышленности
Пакистана, также продает свою продукцию в более чем 40 стран, в первую
очередь в Саудовскую Аравию. Военной продукцией Пакистана
интересуются и те страны, которым отказывают в поставках тех или иных
вооружений США (например, Нигерия и Филиппины).
Таким образом зависимость Пакистана от американских денег, оружия
и военной помощи в борьбе с терроризмом стремительно сокращается.
У Пакистана есть и свой рычаг давления на США — это логистические
маршруты в Афганистан, которые могут быть перекрыты, что станет
проблемой особенно в то время, как США снова наращивают свое военное
присутствие в Афганистане. У США свой козырь — более активное
привлечение Индии в афганскую эпопею, что в Карачи рассматривают как
угрозу для своей безопасности. Другой аргумент американцев — это влияние
на Международный валютный фонд и другие финансовые организации,
которые помогают Пакистану, и, наконец, введение экономических санкций
против Пакистана.
Совокупно финансовые потери для Пакистана от разрыва с США могут
превысить выгоду от развития отношений с Китаем.
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По сути, пока никому реальное обострение отношений не выгодно. Но
если раньше пакистанские дипломаты бегали за американцами и просили не
прекращать поддержку, то теперь посол США в Пакистане был вынужден
искать встреч с пакистанскими представителями силовых структур, чтобы
объяснить позицию США и слова Трампа.
Свыше
2800
пакистанцев
пострадали
от
аннулирования
иммиграционной политики Трампа (и 5500 индийцев) – для детей без
документов.
Over 2,800 Pakistanis to be affected from Trump's repealing of
immigration programme
Dawn. September 07, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356185/over-2800-pakistanisto-be-affected-from-trumps-repealing-of-immigration-programme

More than 2,800 Pakistanis and over 5,500 Indians will be affected by the
repealing of an immigration programme that protected undocumented aliens —
who were brought to the United States as children — from deportation.
The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) programme that
President Trump said he would repeal was introduced by former President Barack
Obama in 2012 to protect children of undocumented immigrants from deportation.
The programme benefitted nearly 800,000 people who were able to stay and obtain
permits to work in the US.
While the vast majority of such undocumented children registered under
DACA are from Mexico and Latin American countries, a report
inForbes magazine said thousands of Asian Americans were also among the
―Dreamers‖, a term coined to define children brought in as illegal immigrants.
―Currently around 30,000 Asian-Americans, comprising over 5,500 Indians
and over 2,800 Pakistanis have received DACA,‖ the report said and added that
India was in the top ten countries for undocumented immigrants who meet DACA
eligibility criteria.
Many of such Asian-Americans spoke to Forbes on the condition of
anonymity or that their names be changed, fearing that could jeopardise their
chances of getting away when DACA ends in March, 2018.
The deadline is set by US President Trump for the Congress to come up with
legislation to provide relief to DACA recipients; however, President Trump said on
Wednesday that in case Congress failed to act, he will ―revisit‖ the issue. He did
not give details.
Most of the South Asia DACA recipients are those whose parents came to
the United States on temporary travel documents such as tourist visas to escape
―religious persecution" in the home or better economic opportunities.
Some of these families tried to seek asylum that would have given them the
legal residency status but were denied. Some applied for employment visas but
never granted; and there were others who simply lived in the ―shadows‖ working
illegally without any security or benefits.
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Homes of many such illegal immigrants were recently raided by US
Immigration and Customs officers and their parents are now held in detention
centers, facing legal hurdles or are forced to wear tracking devices around their
ankles.
An Indian girl, who was identified by a fake name ―Ruhi‖, is studying
biology at a university in Texas and was diagnosed with a rare brain disease as
child. Her parents, hailing from Lucknow, India, brought her to America on a
medical visa.
Upon arriving in the US, it turned out that her treatment would take years
and not days and so her father started looking for a job and was offered
sponsorship for an employment visa. That happened during the 9/11 attacks that
caused ―massive delays‖ in processing of visa applications. After years of delay,
Ruhi's father application was denied.
As Ruhi was still undergoing treatment, her father took the risk of staying as
―undocumented‖ as once they returned to India, they wouldn't be allowed back into
the US. Now, as a result of repealing the DACA programme, Ruhi as well as her
parents face the all too real prospects of deportation.
«Пакистан стремится урегулировать проблемы с США корректным
путем», - заявил министр обороны Пакистана Khurram Dastagir
Pakistan wants to resolve issues with US peacefully, says minister
Dawn, September 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355926/pakistan-wants-toresolve-issues-with-us-peacefully-says-minister

ISLAMABAD: Defence Minister Khurram Dastagir on Tuesday said
Pakistan would seek to resolve issues with the US in a peaceful manner and
expressed the hope for quality bilateral engagement in future.
Talking to reporters after a meeting of the National Assembly‘s committee
on defence, he said: ―We are trying to resolve the issues amicably because any
American action would cause instability in Pakistan.‖
In the wake of President Donald Trump‘s policy statement on Afghanistan
and South Asia, the government is strategising its future engagement with the US
as Pakistan was chastised ‗for not acting against alleged terrorist sanctuaries used
to carry out attacks in neighbouring countries‘.
The defence minister hoped that Pakistan and the US would have ―better and
quality future engagements‖.
The national security committee, in its last meeting, formed a sub-committee
to finalise policy recommendations on relations with the US.
Recommendations of an envoys‘ conference — which is presently being
held at the Foreign Office — will also be considered by the National Security
Committee‘s sub-committee while devising the new approach on the US.
Earlier, statements by the National Security Adviser and the Foreign Office
spokesman underscored that Pakistani leaders were clear that disengagement was
not an option, which was reaffirmed by the defence minister‘s statement.
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President Trump in his policy statement did not elaborate on the actions that
he contemplated taking against Pakistan if his concerns were not addressed.
However, in a statement issued later, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said
all options were on the table, including cuts in military assistance and revocation of
the status of a non-Nato ally. There were hints that other punitive actions were also
being considered.
Mr Dastagir said Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif would embark on a visit to
regional countries for consultations on the new US policy. He was initially
planning to travel to China, Russia and Turkey, but added Iran to the list on the
insistence of opposition parties.
After the regional tour, the foreign minister will go to Washington for
bilateral talks.
During his US visit, Mr Asif will discuss Pakistan‘s reservations on
President Trump‘s statement and other bilateral issues.
Envoys conference
A three-day conference of envoys from various capitals began at the Foreign
Office on Tuesday to deliberate on a range of bilateral, regional and global
dimensions of Pakistan‘s foreign policy, said an FO statement.
The envoys would come up with a set of recommendations for dealing with
the foreign policy challenges facing the country, especially in the aftermath of
announcement of the US policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
FO officials insist the conference was planned before the announcement of
the US policy.
Взаимная антипатия: почему Пакистан предпочѐл Китай американским
партнѐрам
Надежда Алексеева. https://russian.rt.com/world/article/426315-ssha-pakistan-konflikt.
4 сентября 2017.

Сотрудничество США и Пакистана в последнее время
подверглось тяжѐлому испытанию: Дональд Трамп фактически
обвинил Исламабад в поддержке террористов. В ответ пакистанские
власти отменили запланированный в страну визит представителя
Госдепа. Однако эксперты полагают, что истинная причина размолвки
связана не с терроризмом, а с усилением влияния Китая на политику
исламской республики. Ситуацией спешит воспользоваться Индия,
чтобы перетянуть США на свою сторону в споре с Пакистаном. Как
перекраивается геополитическая карта Южной Азии, разбирался RT.
Отношения давних партнѐров — Пакистана и США —
переживают кризис. 22 августа во время выступления на базе Форт-Майер в
Арлингтоне (штат Вирджиния) президент США Дональд Трамп заявил о
готовности Вашингтона изменить свой подход к отношениям с Исламабадом,
если пакистанская сторона продолжит поддерживать террористов.
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«Мы больше не можем молчать о безопасных гаванях в Пакистане для
террористических организаций, талибов и других групп, представляющих
угрозу в регионе и за его пределами», — заявил Трамп.
Несмотря на то что пакистанский народ пострадал от терроризма,
власти страны, по мнению главы Белого дома, защищают экстремистские
организации.
«Пакистану пора продемонстрировать свою приверженность
цивилизации, порядку и миру», — заявил Трамп, напомнив при этом о
многомиллиардной помощи, которую США оказывали этой стране.
Практически прямое обвинение в покровительстве терроризму
спровоцировало ответную реакцию Исламабада: в МИД Пакистана заявили,
что «критика со стороны президента США Дональда Трампа вызывает
разочарование».
28 августа стало известно о том, что запланированный ранее визит
спецпосланника США по Афганистану Элис Уэллс в Пакистан отложен на
неопределѐнный срок — до момента, «удобного для обеих сторон».
Тысячи жителей Пакистана вышли на демонстрацию против
использования беспилотников
Более 5 тыс. протестующих вышли на улицы Лахора - второго по
величине города в Пакистане. Они требуют от США немедленно
прекратить...
Одновременно в исламской республике проходят многотысячные
антиамериканские демонстрации. Участники уличных акций называют
высказывание Дональда Трампа о Пакистане «вопиющей провокацией».
Кроме того, Исламабад раскритиковал новую стратегию Белого дома в
Афганистане. Как заявил в интервью Bloomberg пакистанский премьерминистр Шахид Хакан Аббаси, новый план действий Вашингтона в регионе
не сработает.
«С самого первого дня мы очень чѐтко говорим о том, что военная
стратегия США в Афганистане не сработала и не будет работать», — отметил
политик, добавив, что американской стороне следует прибегнуть к
политическому урегулированию конфликта. Напомним, согласно новой
стратегии, Пентагон должен направить в Афганистан дополнительный
воинский контингент.
Охлаждение отношений с Исламабадом может дорого обойтись
Вашингтону: снабжение афганской группировки ВС США сегодня
осуществляется именно через пакистанскую границу. Как отметил в
интервью РИА Новости экс-сотрудник ЦРУ Фил Джиральди, если Дональд
Трамп действительно планирует занять более жѐсткую позицию по
отношению к Исламабаду, НАТО рискует лишиться важного маршрута
поставок грузов для военного контингента в Афганистан.
Впрочем, резкий выпад Трампа в адрес Исламабада скорее является
следствием, а не причиной политического охлаждения между партнѐрами.
Противоречия между США и Пакистаном копились давно.
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«Американо-пакистанскому союзу уже нанесѐн серьѐзный урон,
начиная с ликвидации Усамы бен Ладена американскими коммандос на
территории Пакистана в 2011 году, — отметил в интервью RT
заместитель директора Института востоковедения РАН, профессор
Вячеслав Белокреницкий. — Это, а также ряд других инцидентов заметно
ухудшили отношения между военными Пакистана и Соединѐнных Штатов.
Сейчас в Пакистане позитивно относятся к США только 10—12%
населения».
Союз этих двух стран носит сугубо ситуативный, тактический
характер, считают эксперты, это партнѐрство имеет под собой очень зыбкую
основу.
Следует отметить, что в Пакистане очень сильны антиамериканские
настроения. Согласно опросу, проведѐнному Институтом Гэллапа в 2015
году в 135 странах, Пакистан вошѐл в десятку тех государств, в которых
хуже всего относятся к США и проводимой ими международной политике —
65% пакистанцев не одобряют действий Вашингтона.
Причѐм это очень давняя и устойчивая тенденция, не связанная с
событиями последних лет. Так, в 1979 году разъярѐнная толпа подожгла
американское посольство в Исламабаде — дипломатам едва удалось
спастись. Общество не верит в дружеские отношения с Соединѐнными
Штатами, и правительство страны не может не учитывать этого. Недоверие к
Вашингтону привело в том числе и к тому, что в 2015 году власти
южноазиатского государства категорически отказались сократить свой
тактический ядерный потенциал по предложению Белого дома.
Китайский маршрут
Однако в условиях экономической и военно-политической зависимости
от США Исламабад не может пойти на размежевание с Вашингтоном,
считают эксперты. Тем не менее в последние годы на региональную
расстановку сил всѐ большее влияние начинает оказывать Пекин. Именно
расширение пакистано-китайских контактов позволяет Исламабаду вести
более независимую политику по отношению к Вашингтону.
Американская сторона, безусловно, испытывает недовольство из-за
роста китайского влияния в регионе. Особенно на фоне обострения китайскоамериканских противоречий по спорным островам в Южно-Китайском море,
северокорейской проблематике, а также по торгово-экономическим
вопросам.
В 2015 году председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин одобрил строительство
целой сети шоссе, железных дорог и трубопроводов, которые свяжут
Поднебесную с Пакистаном. Пекин готов инвестировать в проект
инфраструктурного коридора до побережья Индийского океана $46 млрд.
Интересы Пекина прослеживаются не только в экономической, но и в
военно-политической плоскости. В 2016 году китайская корпорация
судостроительной промышленности CSIC заключила контракт на поставку в
Пакистан восьми многоцелевых подводных лодок.
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В марте 2017 года китайские и пакистанские военные приняли участие
в совместном параде, состоявшемся в честь Дня Пакистана. Глава исламской
республики Мамнун Хусейн охарактеризовал участие КНР в параде как
историческое событие.
В июне министр иностранных дел КНР Ван И побывал с визитом в
Исламабаде и Кабуле. Итогом турне стала договорѐнность о создании
трѐхстороннего механизма для разрешения пакистано-афганских разногласий
с участием Пекина.
Впоследствии интерес к этому формату проявил Душанбе. Президент
Таджикистана Эмомали Рахмон 28 августа провѐл переговоры с
начальниками главных штабов вооружѐнных сил Афганистана, Пакистана и
Китая, во время которых стороны обсудили создание системы регионального
сотрудничества.
Период полуразлада: к чему приведѐт попытка смены режима в
обладающем ядерным оружием Пакистане
В Пакистане разразился крупнейший за последние годы политический
кризис. Лидеры главных оппозиционных партий призвали премьерминистра...
«Предпосылки для размолвки между США и Пакистаном
существовали давно, — отметил в интервью RT индолог Борис Волхонский.
— Исламабад давно и неуклонно сближается с Пекином, сейчас именно
Китай становится основным инвестором в связи со строительством
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора. А это, разумеется,
совершенно не устраивает США — вот истинная причина трений, а не
политика Исламабада в Афганистане».
Схожей точки зрения придерживается и Вячеслав Белокреницкий. По
мнению эксперта, поддержка Китая даѐт Пакистану возможность более
свободно относиться к своему традиционному союзу с Вашингтоном.
«Китай стремится нарастить своѐ влияние в регионе. В частности,
Пекин объявил о планах создания китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора. Это масштабный транспортный, экономический проект,
фактически
предполагается
возникновение
зоны
экономической
ответственности Китая. Это грандиозные планы», — считает
Белокреницкий.
Индо-американская дружба
Будучи давним противником Исламабада, использовать снижение
американо-пакистанского сотрудничества в своих интересах попытается
Индия, считают эксперты. Контакты с Нью-Дели Вашингтон наращивал на
протяжении десятилетий, однако партнѐрские обязательства США по
отношению к Пакистану накладывали на них некоторые ограничения. Со
своей стороны Индия стремилась сохранить независимый курс во внешней
политике.
«Чревато
военными
столкновениями»:
почему
обострился
территориальный конфликт между Индией и Китаем
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Пекин и Нью-Дели обмениваются жѐсткими заявлениями, угрожая
друг другу применением военной силы в районе спорного плато Доклам.
Китай...
Пекин и Нью-Дели обмениваются жѐсткими заявлениями, угрожая друг
другу применением военной силы в районе спорного плато Доклам. Китай...
Но сейчас эксперты отмечают заметное углубление дружественных
контактов между Индией и США. 25 июня индийский премьер-министр
Нарендра Моди побывал в США с официальным визитом, во время которого
стороны обсудили расширение сотрудничества в области безопасности в
районах Индийского и Тихого океанов.
Эксперты полагают, что Вашингтон и Нью-Дели намерены объединить
усилия по сдерживанию Китая. Начало этому сотрудничеству было
положено ещѐ при прошлой администрации Белого дома — в конце 2016
года американское руководство наделило Индию статусом «оборонного
партнѐра» США. Ранее страны подписали Меморандум о соглашении по
логистическому обмену — документ даѐт право ВВС и ВМС США
осуществлять заправку на индийской территории. Также были достигнуты
договорѐнности о производстве в Республике Индия истребителей F-16 и о
поставке в страну 22 БПЛА на сумму более $2 млрд.
Нелишне также напомнить о наличии между Индией и КНР
неразрешѐнного территориального спора, который особенно обострился в
последнее время.
Нью-Дели с энтузиазмом поддержал новую афганскую стратегию
Белого дома.
«Мы приветствуем решение президента Трампа активизировать
усилия, направленные на преодоление вызовов, перед которыми стоит
Афганистан, и решение вопросов, касающихся предоставления убежища
террористам и других форм поддержки из-за рубежа», — цитирует AFP
заявление МИД страны.
«Индия попытается воспользоваться сложившейся ситуацией,
рассчитывая на поддержку Вашингтона в еѐ конфронтации с Пакистаном.
Особенно в том, что касается конкуренции этих стран на афганском
фронте. В своѐм последнем заявлении Трамп прямо призвал Индию работать
на афганском направлении, что не может не тревожить Пакистан, ведь
это означает, что Вашингтон сделал ставку на Индию», — считает
Вячеслав Белокреницкий.
В то же время каждое движение Белого дома навстречу Нью-Дели
провоцирует резко негативную реакцию Исламабада. Поэтому есть все
предпосылки к ещѐ большей политической поляризации в регионе: пока
Пакистан дрейфует в сторону КНР, Индия углубляет взаимодействие с
американской стороной.
«Сближение США с Индией началось давно, и это одна из болезненных
тем для Пакистана. Пакистано-индийские отношения настолько
напряжѐнны, что даже маленький шаг одной стороны провоцирует
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непропорциональную реакцию другой. Индия и Пакистан — участники
крупной, многоплановой игры в регионе», — подытожил Борис Волхонский.
Вооружение прибыло в порт Карачи для американских войск.
Vessel carrying US military cargo calls at Karachi port
Parvaiz
Ishfaq
Rana.
Dawn,
September
2nd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1355422/vessel-carrying-us-military-cargo-calls-at-karachi-port

KARACHI: Only two days after US President Donald Trump accused
Pakistan of offering safe havens to terrorist groups and announced his new strategy
for Afghanistan, a vessel loaded with military cargo and vehicles for US troops in
the war-ravaged country called at Karachi port.
According to official documents, a vessel — Alliance Norflok — arrived at
Port Qasim on August 23. This is the fourth vessel to arrive at the port in a short
period of less than three months for unloading military hardware and trucks.
Lately, there has been a steady flow of military cargo destined for US forces
in Afghanistan. In June, a vessel carrying 600 Humvee vehicles — which are under
extensive use of the US army in Afghanistan — were dispatched to Karachi port.
Two ships — the Glovis Comet and Alliance St Louis — carrying military
cargo were also unloaded at the port earlier this month. However, it is evident that
the US military had been building up its war machinery inventory way before
President Trump announced his new strategy.
The US started a pullout from Afghanistan in July 2011, when 650 US
troops left Afghanistan under former US president Barack Obama‘s planned
drawdown. But the situation is being reversed under President Trump‘s new plan.
США готовы сотрудничать с Пакистаном в борьбе с терроризмом
Mattis signs deployment order, seeks Pakistan‘s cooperation
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, September 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355439/mattissigns-deployment-order-seeks-pakistans-cooperation

WASHINGTON: US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis, while signing
deployment orders for additional American troops to Afghanistan, has also
expressed the desire to work with Pakistan to defeat terrorists.
The US defence chief has also announced that American troops in
Afghanistan will not only train Afghan national security forces but have also been
authorised to engage the enemy.
―We intend to work with Pakistan in order to take the terrorists down. I think
that‘s what a responsible nation does,‖ said Secretary Mattis when asked at a
Pentagon news briefing on Thursday ―what kind of relationship the US wanted to
keep with Pakistan‖.
Journalists also reminded him that last week Pakistan had cancelled three
high-level meetings with the US while the country‘s parliament also passed a
resolution describing recent US statements on Pakistan as hostile and threatening.
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Mr Mattis stressed the need for continuing the relationship with Pakistan while
responding to these questions.
Earlier on Thursday, the US State Department too expressed a similar desire
but also announced that it was placing $255 million of military assistance for
Pakistan into an escrow account. Islamabad can only access this account if it
successfully stops cross-border terrorist attacks into Afghanistan and helps the
United States win the war.
Thursday‘s briefing, however, focused mostly on Afghanistan as Secretary
Mattis used it to announce that he has signed deployment orders to send additional
troops to Afghanistan. He said he would outline the rationale for sending additional
forces in more detail when he testifies to Congress on Wednesday.
Asked if he was sending combat troops or trainers, the secretary said: ―Well,
let me just be real clear. When you go into Afghanistan and you‘re carrying a gun,
you‘re going into a combat zone.‖
Pentagon officials told reporters on Wednesday that the military was also
reorganising some of the forces already in Afghanistan to carry out the new
mission, which involves engaging the enemy.
But Mr Mattis said that most of the fight was still done by the Afghan
security forces and the 38 other allies deployed in Afghanistan.
A Pentagon official said the United States currently had about 11,000 troops
in Afghanistan to advise Afghan forces and carry out counterterrorism missions.
Some media outlets reported that the Pentagon would send nearly 4,000 additional
troops, some of whom might come from the 82nd Airborne Division.
Last week, Pakistan rescheduled cabinet, foreign affairs and security talks
with the United States that aimed to explore how the two countries could rebuild
their relations under the guidelines set by President Donald Trump in his Aug 21
speech.
Mr Trump used that speech to announce his new strategy for South Asia,
which denounces Pakistan for allegedly allowing terrorists to maintain safe havens
inside its territory. It also gave India a bigger role in Afghanistan, stoking fears in
Islamabad that India would use this opportunity for stirring troubles in the
bordering areas of Pakistan.
The strategy also suggested that punitive actions could be taken against
Pakistan if it did not stop alleged cross-border attacks on US and Afghan troops.
Since Aug 21, more than a dozen retired US officials and generals have
warned that the US decision could further tighten the screws on Pakistan and to
give a greater role to India in Afghanistan could backfire.
The possibility that the new strategy could also cause Islamabad to close the
US supply route to Afghanistan was also raised at a news briefing by a senior US
official last week who acknowledged that Washington still counted on the lines of
communications on ground that passed through Pakistan. President Trump‘s
decision to enhance US military presence in Afghanistan increases the importance
of this supply line.
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Пакистан готов сотрудничать с США в урегулировании афганской
проблемы.
Pakistan ready to engage with US for Afghan peace
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
September
1st,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1355328/pakistan-ready-to-engage-with-us-for-afghan-peace

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday signalled its readiness to engage with
the United States and cooperate for peace in Afghanistan despite reservations over
President Donald Trump‘s policy statement regarding Afghanistan and South Asia.
National Security Adviser (NSA) retired Lt Gen Nasser Janjua and Foreign
Office spokesman Nafees Zakaria, on separate occasions, emphasised the need for
remaining engaged with the US and working together for Afghan peace.
Gen Janjua, according to a statement issued by his office after his meeting
with US Ambassador David Hale, ―stressed the need for working together to
stabilise Afghanistan‖ and thanked the envoy for his ―cooperative outlook‖.
Nafees Zakaria, meanwhile at his weekly media briefing, emphasised the
need for dialogue to address contentious issues.
Envoy Hale tells Janjua US policy misinterpreted as having blamed
Islamabad for Afghan imbroglio
―Pakistan has longstanding relationship with the US. Our areas of
cooperation are diverse and multidimensional … In inter-state relations, there can
be differences over issues between two countries, for which there would be
established channels of communication through which misperceptions could be
allayed and differences resolved,‖ he said.
The flexibility has apparently come after clarifications and assurances from
the US on its new policy.
The government and parliament had angrily reacted to President Trump‘s
speech, which accused Pakistan of allowing terrorist sanctuaries and threatened
action against the hideouts, besides disregarding its security concerns by giving a
bigger role to India in Afghanistan and the broader region. Trump chastised
Pakistan for getting billions of dollars from the US, but allegedly providing
protection to terrorists.
The National Assembly was particularly harsh in its recommendations
asking the government to put off all bilateral visits and consider suspending ground
and air supply routes used by the US.
The government has now moved towards formulating its strategy for future
engagement with the US. The National Security Committee (NSC) has constituted
a working group for finalising the recommendations in this regard. Moreover, an
envoys‘ conference has been convened for next week.
During his meeting with the US envoy, Gen Janjua sought further
explanations from the US on its new policy. He told Ambassador Hale that the new
process initiated by the NSC would ―fully examine the new policy and consider all
options. We would like to receive further details from the US side‖.
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The NSA reiterated Islamabad‘s reservations and concerns over the policy,
saying it ―created uncertainties and further added to the regional fragility and
imbalance‖. He called for an early end to conflict in Afghanistan instead of
intensifying kinetic action.
Ambassador Hale clarified that the US policy was being misinterpreted as
having blamed Pakistan for the Afghan imbroglio and that it was a purely military
strategy. He said it also included a political approach for a settlement of the
conflict.
The US, he said, was considering the revival of the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) – a four-nation arrangement involving Pakistan,
Afghanistan, the US and China for facilitating the Afghan reconciliation process,
with Pakistan having a lead role.
Pakistan, Afghanistan and China have already called for revitalisation of the
QCG process that has been on hold since the killing of Taliban chief Mullah
Akhtar Mansour in a drone strike in Balochistan last year. However, its resumption
was being held back because of the US which was busy in reviewing the Afghan
policy.
The NSA office‘s statement further said the US was also considering
restoring the six-plus-one process on Afghanistan. This process is a group of
regional countries involving the US, Russia, China, India, Pakistan and Iran and
the one being Afghanistan.
The US envoy said the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) elements based in
Afghanistan would also be targeted. This has long been a major Pakistani demand.
―Enhanced authority for decision making given to field commanders meant
quick action against all terrorist groups, including the TTP, who are enemy of
Pakistan,‖ Mr Hale told the NSA, according to the statement.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has already said that elimination of
sanctuaries in Afghanistan, along with those in Pakistan, was ―vital to US
interests‖.
In his media briefing, the FO spokesman said Foreign Minister Khawaja
Asif ―intends to share Pakistan‘s perspective on the elements of President Trump‘s
statement and other bilateral issues during his future interaction with the US
leadership‖.
On Afghan peace process, he said Pakistan had been part of and sincerely
pursuing and participating in all initiatives aimed at bringing lasting peace and
stability to Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is ready to play its role to that end, whenever required. We believe
that all initiatives in Afghanistan should be Afghan-owned and Afghan-led,‖ Mr
Zakaria added.
США намерены сотрудничать с Пакистаном в борьбе с терроризмом,
несмотря ни на что, - заявил минобороны США Маттис.
US intends to work with Pakistan on taking down terrorists
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Mattis says a responsible nation must play its part
The Nation. September 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Sep-2017/us-intends-to-workwith-pakistan-on-taking-down-terrorists

Washington - Amid strained relationship with Pakistan, Defence Secretary
James Mattis said the United States intends to work with Pakistan to take down
terrorists underlining that any responsible nation would want to that.
James Mattis was responding to questions on Pakistan's reaction to the
Afghan and South Asia Policy announced by US President Donald Trump last
Monday.
Trump hit out at Pakistan for providing safe havens to terror groups that kill
American soldiers in Afghanistan. He also warned Pakistan that it has "much to
lose" by harbouring terrorists.
Mattis did not respond to questions on timeline, if any, for Pakistan to take
action against terrorists and terrorist groups. "We intend to work with Pakistan in
order to take the terrorists down. I think that's what a responsible nation does,"
Mattis told Pentagon reporters on Thursday.
At the impromptu news conference at the Pentagon, Mattis said "Yes, I've
signed orders to send more US troops to Afghanistan, but it's not complete."
He would not say how many troops are deploying or what their exact roles
will be.
Mattis stressed that Afghan forces will remain in the lead, with the extra US
troops taking a support role. "By and large, this is to enable the Afghan forces to
fight more effectively," Mattis said. "It's more advisers, more enablers," including
"fire support" teams, which he declined to specify but which could be artillery
units. He said the additional US troops have not yet arrived in Afghanistan.
"I just signed the orders," Mattis said. "It's going to take a couple of days."
Other officials have said the US plans to send as many as 3,900 more troops
- which would bring the number of publicly recognized troops in Afghanistan to
about 15,000.
Mattis said he and other senior administration officials are scheduled to brief
members of Congress on Wednesday about the latest deployments and the new war
strategy.
Critics have questioned whether sending a few thousand more troops will
make a decisive difference in a war that began when US forces invaded to topple
the Taliban regime in October 2001. The Afghan government only controls half of
the country and is beset by corruption and infighting.
In another piece of Trump's strategy, he has sought to ramp up pressure on
Pakistan, accusing it of harbouring Taliban leaders and other militants that are
battling American troops in neighbouring Afghanistan. On Thursday, officials said
the US will withhold up to $255 million in military assistance for Pakistan until it
cracks down on extremist groups.
Although the Trump administration had floated the possibility of curtailing
aid, hitting Islamabad with sanctions or severing its status as a major non-NATO
ally, it had been unclear until Thursday exactly what types of measures the
administration would pursue, or how quickly.
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"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," Trump said in his
speech last month. "But that will have to change."
Trump's administration had faced a Sept 30 deadline to say it planned to
spend the $255 million or else lose it. Ahead of that deadline, the administration
told Congress that it will indeed use the money but that it is putting a "pause" on
spending it or on assigning any funds to specific sales of military equipment to
Pakistan.
State Department officials said the funds won't be released until the US sees
that Pakistan is more successfully addressing US concerns about havens in the
country for groups including the Haqqani network, which is allied with the Afghan
Taliban and has been blamed for some of Afghanistan's worst attacks. The officials
weren't authorized to comment by name and requested anonymity.
The US has sought before to use aid to Pakistan as leverage to secure its
cooperation on Afghanistan, previously withholding Coalition Support Funds.
Trump has also dangled the possibility of bringing India - Pakistan's rival - deeper
into the Afghanistan process unless Pakistan is more cooperative.
Pakistan has fought for years with the Pakistani Taliban and homegrown
extremists but at the same time has tolerated the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network. It's widely believed that Afghanistan's Taliban leaders are living in
Pakistan and that Pakistani hospitals treat the group's wounded.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Pakistan National Assembly passed a resolution alleging that the recent
statements of the US President and his senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and
threatening. The US, however, insists that it wants Pakistan to take action against
terrorist groups.
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senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and threatening. The US, however, insists
that it wants Pakistan to take action against terrorist groups.
Краткая история отношений США-Пакистан
The do-it-yourself history of Pak-US relations
Nadeem F. Paracha. The Daily Times. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/24Aug-17/the-do-it-yourself-history-of-pak-us-relations. 29.07.2017.
Relations between US and Pakistan were first cemented in 1951 when the
Pakistani PM visited Washington and met the then US President Harry Atomic
Truman.
Truman is said to have asked the Pakistani PM: ‗Do you do?‘
The Pakistani PM replied: ‗Of course we do.‘
Truman then said, ‗Done,‘ and a friendship was struck between the two
countries.
On his return to Pakistan, the PM briefed his cabinet about his meeting with
the US President, saying: ‗to maintain our relations with the US we will have to do
stuff.‘
When a minister asked what kind of stuff, the PM replied: ‗You know, stuff
like keeping the communists out, promoting democracy and setting up Coca Cola
factories in Pakistan.‘ It was this last bit which finally made the cabinet members
agree to just do it.
From 1952 onward the US began to supply economic and military aid to
Pakistan.
The first cache of US aid to Pakistan arrives. (Фото)
Relations between the two nations continued to grow when in 1956, the then
US President, Duckworth-Lewis Eisenhower, asked Pakistan to do and a very
important do.
‗Of course, how can we not do the do?‘ replied the then PM of Pakistan
whose name has been lost to history because there were so many Pakistani PMs in
the 1950s.
The ‗important do‘ in this case was to allow the US to set up an air base in
Peshawar from where the US spy planes could fly over the Soviet Union and see if
the Soviets were developing a better and fizzier version of Coca Cola.
The air base was still functional when Air Water Field Marshall Sharbat Gul
became President of Pakistan in 1959. The US Air Force plane which was shot
over the Soviet Union in 1960 had taken off from this base. The pilot of the plane,
Lieutenant Tom Cruise, is reported to have spotted a cola factory near Moscow
when his plane was shot down by a Soviet surface-to-air—then-back-to-surface
missile.
The US pilot whose plane flew from Peshawar and was shot down over
Soviet Union in 1960. (Фото)
In 1964 the US doubled its economic and military aid to Pakistan and also
promised that it would share with the Pakistani scientists the secret Coke formula if
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Pakistan continued to do stuff. When the Indian intelligence agency RAWT
managed to get hold of this information, the Indian Prime Minister Sri Chandan
MohanPapaya, ordered his country‘s armed forces to attack the Pakistani city of
Lahore.
President Sharbat Gul asked the US to do for Pakistan what Pakistan had
being doing for the US. But to Pakistan‘s surprise, the US did not provide Pakistan
with the military support that it had pledged. Many believed that a plot was being
hatched to dismember Pakistan with the help of India, Israel and maybe even
Iceland.
In a statement released by the White House, US President Lyndon B. Johnson
& Jonson said: ‗The US has always desired peace in the Middle East.‘ When he
was told that Pakistan and India were not in the Middle East but South Asia,
Johnson & Johnson said, ‗well, there was already a war going on in the South
Asian country of Vietnam.‘ When told that Vietnam was in South East Asia and
not South Asia, Johnson & Johnson said that he was misled by his 4 th grade
geography teacher, Mrs. Patricia Wood, who he now believed might have been a
communist spy.
Sharbat Gul addressing the nation on TV. (Фото)
Sri Chandan Mohan Papaya declaring war on Pakistan in his favorite
pair of shorts. (Фото)
After the 1965 war between Pakistan and India ended in a stalemate, relations
between the US and Pakistan began to nosedive. However, relations between the
two countries improved when Sharbat Gul resigned and handed over power to Gen
Kublai Khan. In 1971, the new Pakistani leader facilitated US President John
Wayne‘s historical visit to a Chinese restaurant in Karachi.
This was the beginnings of the thawing of relations between the US and
communist China which hated communist Soviet Union just like capitalist US did
which hated communism in general but was now kind of okay with Chinese
communism.
Gen Kublai was a tad confused by the maneuver but he did say that he
enjoyed the chicken corn soup at the restaurant a lot.
Nevertheless, in 1971, when a civil war erupted in Pakistan‘s eastern wing
India entered the fray triggering another war between the two countries. Gen
Kublia sent an urgent message to President Wayne: ‗Do?‘
The US President replied: ‗No can do.‘
The US refused to lift the arms embargo. By now, a majority of Pakistanis
were convinced that indeed a plan was afoot to dismantle Pakistan with the help of
India, Israel, Iceland, and maybe even Ireland.
Pakistan‘s president issued a short but strongly worded statement against the
embargo. In it he stated: ‗This is a strongly worded statement against the US arms
embargo."
The White House was quick to respond. US President John Wayne assured
Khan that the US remained to be a strong ally of Pakistan and saw its existence as
vital for the stability of the East African region.When told that Pakistan was in
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South Asia and not East Africa, President Wayne asked, ‗how come nobody tells
me these things?‘
It turned out that his 4th grade geography teacherwas also Mrs. Patricia Wood.
Mrs. Patricia Wood who taught geography to two future US presidents.
Both went on to believe that she might have been a Soviet spy. (Фото)
Relations between the US and Pakistan remained somewhat steady during the
populist regime of Prime Minister Mao Tse Bhutto in the 1970s. Pakistan did not
do much and the US didn‘t ask it to do much. This is exactly what President
Wayne‘s Secretary of State Henry Bukowski wrote in his book, Much Ado About
Nothing.
But things in this respect began to change again when Democratic Party
candidate, Jeramiah Corny Carter won the 1977 US Presidential election. The US
intelligence agency, the CAIO, briefed him, suggesting that Bhutto was planning to
nationalize all Coke factories in Pakistan and maybe even making a stronger,
fizzier cola.
In a brief message to Bhutto, President Corny Carter wrote: ‗Don‘t do.‘
In an equally brief reply, Bhutto wrote: ‗Don‘t do what?‘
But before Carter could write back, Bhutto‘s regime was toppled by Gen
Nasimul Hijazi. Then in 1979, Soviet troops invaded the Maldives.
In 1980 when Ronald McDonald replaced Carter as President, he asked Gen
Hijazi ‗to do stuff.‘ Hijazi complied because he saw the Soviets the same way
President Ronald McDonald did i.e. as evil people who didn‘t believe in Santa.
In 1981, Pakistan and the United States agreed on a $3.2 billion military and
economic assistance program aimed at helping Pakistan deal with the Soviets in
the Maldives. President Ronald McDonald hoped that the US and Pakistan could
work together to once and for all eradicate the communist menace from the
Australasia region. When told that Pakistan was in South Asia, the President
remarked, ‗but communism is everywhere.‘ He then added that the US will go to
any length to save the sanctity of Santa.
President Ronald McDonald delivering his first state of the union address
on TV. (Фото)
The charismatic Nasimul Hijazi during his 1985 visit to the US. (Фото)
Hijazi turned Pakistan into an entirely pious nation which also helped him
make the country the launching pad for an equally pious insurgency against Soviet
forces in the Maldives. The insurgency was largely funded by the US, Saudi
Arabia and Santa Clause. It was navigated by the Hijazi regime in Pakistan. It was
all very groovy.
In a personal message to President Hijazi, President Ronald McDonald said:
‗Doing awesome.‘
Hijazi replied: ‗We can do more.‘
To which President McDonald responded: ‗Please do, please do.‘
However, in the late 1980s, when the insurgency became a stalemate, the US
asked Pakistan to ‗do peace.‘ Hijazi was livid: ‗But we can still do more.‘
‗Nothing doing,‘ the US insisted.
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After the insurgency ended in 1989 and Soviet troops quit the Maldives and
democracy returned to Pakistan and all kinds of nuts began trying to form a
government in the Maldives, the US completely disengaged itself from the region.
Its message to Pakistan: ‗Now do whatever you want to do with it.‘
In 1998 relations between the US and Pakistan hit rock-bottom when Pakistan
tasted its own indigenous cola. India had done the same. Coco Cola and Pepsi
protested and US President Fleetwood Mac imposed severe economic sanctions on
Pakistan.
Prior to the tragic 9/11 attacks in New York, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were
key supporters of the Teletubbies in the Maldives. The Teletubbies are a large
group of herdsmen who were convinced that goats were more valuable than
women. By 1996, they were ruling the Maldives.
Rise of the terrorism and new US President W G. Grace‘s wish to bomb
everything that moved made the US bring Pakistan back into its do-orbit. The new
Pakistani President Gen Matiullah Abideen received a call from US President WG
Grace. The transcript of the phone call was recently leaked by the National
Geographic:
Grace: Do.
Abideen: Will do.
Grace: Do it now.
Abideen: Consider it done.
Grace: *Burp*
Abideen: Hee hee.
In June 2004, President Grace designated Pakistan as a major ally. The US
began dishing out millions of dollars‘ worth of economic and military aid. In a
message to Pakistanis, President Grace said: ‗Doing awesome, dudes. Keep doing.‘
The Pakistanis replied by setting fire to US flags and hailing the Teletubies as
the true saviors of their pious nation.
A group of militant Teletubies. (Фото)
But by 2008 US was accusing Pakistan of playing a double game. It believed
that Pakistan wasn‘t doing enough to go after the Teletubies. New US President
Denzel Washington asked the new Pakistani President and PM and military chief
to ‗do more.‘
‗We are doing‘ Pakistan kept on saying, but the US continued to ask for more:
‗Dil Mangey Aur, dil mangey aur,Dil mangey aur …‘
All the while the Teletubbies got bigger, fatter and badder. Until the
concerned Americans elected a decisive man as their new President: Don Hump.
Blessed by Santa, President Hump in his infinite wisdom - fueled by his love
for wrestling, game shows and the colour orange - decided that the best way to
tackle rabid Muslim radicalism was through fanatical Hindu nationalism.
Indian government officials celebrating President Don Hump's wise
move to neutralize rabid Muslim radicalism through fanatical Hindu
nationalism. (Фото).
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Пакистан негодует по поводу политики Трампа по Афганистану и
Пакистану
Pakistan has ‗greatest stake‘ in Afghan peace
The Nation. August 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/29-Aug-2017/pakistan-hasgreatest-stake-in-afghan-peace

PM tells British envoy country‘s sacrifices testify anti-terror commitment
Cabinet, NA meeting today to discuss Trump policy
Pakistan won‘t accept dictation, US told
Tajikistan, Pakistan vow to work together for regional peace
ISLAMABAD - Pakistani prime minister Monday said the country has
biggest stake in Afghan peace as its army chief discussed with Tajik president the
situation emerging after the US president‘s announcement of a new policy for the
region.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Islamabad has
categorically told Washington that it will not accept any dictation on its policies
and take decisions that suit its own interests and the interests of the people of the
region.
US President Donald Trump last week discredited Pakistan accusing it of
taking no action against the terrorists‘ safe havens, as he announced his
administration‘s new policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
He issued threats to Islamabad in a bid to coerce it to serve US interests in
Afghanistan and urged India – the erstwhile enemy of Pakistan – for a greater role
in Afghanistan.
―Pakistan wanted peace and stability in Afghanistan as it had suffered
immensely on account of the prevailing situation in that country,‖ Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi told British High Commissioner Thomas Drew, who called
on him to congratulate him on his assumption of office.
Pakistan, Abbasi said, had the greatest stake in that country‘s return to
normalcy. Its commitment to peace and stability in the region was underscored by
the fact that it had continued a successful campaign against terrorism inside the
country and made enormous sacrifices.
The high commissioner said that the UK was committed to supporting
Pakistan in its efforts for a peaceful and stable region. He acknowledged the
sacrifices made by Pakistani law enforcement agencies and the military. The
operations carried out by Pakistan had helped in cleaning up large parts of tribal
areas of terrorists and terrorist networks, he noted.
Prime Minister Abbasi has also convened his cabinet today (Tuesday) to
deliberate over US policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
Sources said that the federal cabinet will particularly discuss Trump‘s threats
to Pakistan. It will also mull over country‘s strategy viz a viz the new US policy
for the region.
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On Monday, President Mamnoon Hussain also summoned a session of the
National Assembly for today (August 29). The NA is likely to take up the issue of
Pak-US tension.
Officials at the foreign ministry said Prime Minister Abbasi would fly to the
US next month to address the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) on
September 21st or 23rd. Foreign Minister Asif will accompany him.
The speech of the premier has been prepared by the foreign ministry, and
officials said Pakistan might not engage in open talks with Washington before
PM‘s visit to the US.
A Senate Special Committee, constituted to discuss Trump statement and its
repercussions, met on Monday and prepared a draft of for policy guidelines.
Speaking at the meeting, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif said a meeting of the
National Security Council would be held tomorrow (Wednesday) to discuss the
issue in detail.
Saying that the whole nation was on one page against the US bullying, he said
the draft could be discussed in the joint session of the parliament and the National
Assembly would bring its own resolution on the issue.
COAS, Tajik president meeting
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa Monday held a meeting
with Tajikistan President Emomali Rahmon in Dushanbe and discussed regional
security issues.
Tajikistan also shares a border with Afghanistan and is an important
stakeholder in the region as well as Afghanistan.
According to the ISPR, the two leaders had unanimity of views for peace in
Afghanistan and the region.
They reiterated the importance of dialogue, regional cooperation and support
to Afghan-led and Afghan-owned initiatives for peace in the war-torn country.
The two countries also pledged to enhance and expand bilateral cooperation
in the fields of defence and security.
No US dictation acceptable
Senior officials at the foreign ministry said that Islamabad had been in contact
with Washington after President Donald Trump‘s hostile speech and made it clear
that Pakistan – as a sovereign nation – would not allow the US to dictate terms.
―They have been told that Pakistan and the US can work as allies but Pakistan
cannot accept the uncalled-for criticism. Talks are on through the diplomatic
channels to defuse the tension,‖ a senior official at the ministry told The Nation.
He said over the years there had been an impression that Pakistan was
fighting the US war against the militants but Washington – instead of
acknowledging Pakistan‘s efforts – was blaming Pakistan for its failures in
Afghanistan.
Change in diplomatic policy
Pak-US tensions intensified when Islamabad refused to host Acting Assistant
Secretary of State for South and Central Asian Affairs Alice Wells who was to
visit Islamabad on August 28.
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Wells – who also visited Pakistan earlier this month - was expected to discuss
President Trump‘s new Afghanistan policy with the Pakistani leadership.
The US had termed Wells‘ visit of ―vital importance‖.
A senior official at the foreign ministry said Pakistan had decided to change
the policy towards the diplomatic ties with the US.
Under the proposed policy, the US officials will only be allowed to visit
Pakistan after a formal approval from Islamabad.
―Those visiting Pakistan without the approval will not be entertained as state
guests,‖ the official said.
Pakistan‘s reaction to Trump onslaught
The US president, in his first formal address to the nation as commander-inchief had warned Pakistan: ―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe
havens for terrorist organizations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with
our effort in Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals
and terrorists.‖
After Trump‘s onslaught, Pakistan hit back and asserted Pakistan‘s position
on the war against terrorism.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the National Security Committee
(NSC), Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa and the
foreign ministry criticised the US for not acknowledging Pakistan‘s sacrifices and
instead casting doubts on Pakistan‘s role.
Despite the war of words, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said
Pakistan had not parted ways with the US.
In an interview after Trump‘s speech, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
had said the US president‘s strategy was poised to fail.
Abbasi said that Pakistan could not allow any country to fight Afghanistan‘s
battle on Pakistan‘s soil.
―Pakistan is willing to work with all countries, including India for peace in the
region,‖ he said.
The prime minister said the Afghan government should itself deal with
Taliban and ―we are ready to provide any support to them if they required.‖
Malik sees failure of US policy
Former interior minister Senator Rehman Malik said on Monday the US had
failed to implement its own policy in Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq.
He said the US had also failed to evolve a common counterterrorism strategy
since 9/11.
In a statement, Malik said the US had turned Afghanistan into a war zone.
―Pakistan has always put all its efforts to restore peace in Afghanistan. Peace
in Pakistan is directly proportional to peace in Afghanistan,‖ he said.
Malik said that Pakistan had suffered the most in the war on terror.
―Our sacrifices of more than 70,000 troops and civilians and financial loss in
billions of dollars is unprecedented and irreparable,‖ he added.
The US, Malik said, should value Pakistan‘s sacrifices and efforts in the war
against terrorism.
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The former minister said Pakistan fought three wars for US ―yet we have been
asked to ‗do more‘ and that [too] without any reward.‖
Malik said despite spending billions of dollars, the US had failed to eliminate
―a few terrorists‖ in Afghanistan.
―Even today around 60 per cent area of Afghanistan has been occupied by the
Taliban,‖ he claimed.
Malik said in the 9/11 attack, 19 terrorists were found involved and none of
them directly or indirectly belonged to Pakistan.
Pakistan, the former minister said, was pushed into this war against terrorism
by the US and so far Pakistan had launched numerous successful operations
against terrorists.
He said that Pakistan had always taken initiatives to fence Pak-Afghan border
but neither the US nor the Afghan government supported it.
Malik said that drug production was being used in terror financing and both
the Afghan government and the US had failed to control the problem.
He said the region had four nuclear powers – Pakistan, China, Russia and
India - and ―any mistake by the US will bring destruction.‖
Malik said that India had been using the Afghan soil against Pakistan but
India was never pressurised by the US to stop its nefarious agenda.
He said that the Indian lobby was working for India‘s dominance in the
region, and President Trump must understand that India had no role in the war
against terrorism.
Malik said Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi was trying to create
misconceptions between Pakistan and the US.
The senator said that the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP)-led government had
nothing to with the release of US contractor Raymond Davis in 2011.
Полоса племен с демонстрациями против Трампа
Tribesmen rally against Trump
Ahmad Nabi. The Nation. August 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/29-Aug-2017/tribesmenrally-against-trump

Khyber Agency - Tribesmen on Monday took out rallies on Torkham and
Chaman borders with Afghanistan against US President Donald Trump for
accusing Pakistan of harbouring ―agents of chaos‖.
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Scores of Khyber Agency residents, holding Pakistani flags and banners
inscribed with anti-US slogans, marched to the Torkham border. Chieftains,
political workers, civil society activists and students from three tehsils of the
agency participated in the protest.
Condemning Trump‘s irresponsible remarks, local leaders Malik Darya Khan,
Malik Waris Khan Afridi, Maulana Shoaib, Shahid Shinwari and Malik Dauran
counted Pakistan‘s feats in the war on terror.
Urging the Afghans to pressurise their rulers not to let anyone use their soil
against Pakistan, they said: ―Trump is holding Pakistan responsible for the US
failure in Afghanistan.‖
Meanwhile, Karak traders took out a rally against Trump. Anjuman-e-Tajiran
Karak President Gul Razi Khan Khattak led the rally that started from Peer Odeen
Shah Mosque and culminated at Saddam Chowk where they blocked Karak-Bannu
Road for traffic.
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Other notables, Iqbal Khattak and JUI-F leader Hafiz Ibn-e-Ameen, took
swipe at the US for blaming its failure in Afghanistan on Pakistan.
The procession turned into a big public gathering at Saddam Chowk after
passing through different parts of the city. The protesters raised slogans against the
US president.
The speakers slammed the US for giving greater role to India in Afghanistan
and called upon the government to sever ties with Washington.
They recalled the sacrifices rendered by Pakistan in the war on terror and
regretted that the services offered by Pakistan in this regard were not duly
acknowledged by the US. They said that Pakistan served as a frontline state in the
war on terror for two decades and suffered a lot economically and socially. They
demanded that Pakistan must review its policy on the war on terror. They also
burned effigies of Trump during the demonstration.
AGENCIES ADD: Pictures have emerged of an effigy of President Trump
engulfed in flames as the cheering crowd hoists Pakistani flags in the air.
Other demonstrators punched the air and held up placards reading, ―US
President Donald Trump (is) stupid.‖ A large number of Pakistani Sikhs also
participated in the rally. The decision to hold the rally was taken at a jirga (council)
of tribal elders on Sunday.
Pakistan has already postponed the visit by a US diplomat who was due to
arrive here on Monday, a week after President Donald Trump publicly upbraided
Islamabad for ‗harbouring‘ militants attacking US and Afghan troops.
The visit of Alice Wells, acting assistant Secretary of State for South and
Asian Affairs, scheduled for Monday, would have been the first high-profile visit
by a U.S. official since Trump's Afghan policy speech on August 21.
Meanwhile, the Bab-i-Pakistan Gate on the Pak-Afghan Border at Torkham
has been closed for all types of movement. Sources said that border closure came
as a pre-emptive step before the rally.
A similar protest was held in Chaman, Balochistan, where various political
parties, tribesmen and members of the civil society gathered near the Pak-Afghan
border to voice their anger over the US president‘s speech.
A protest rally was also taken out in Balochistan‘s Kohlu area, where
tribesmen passed through the city and shouted anti-US slogans.
In Sibi, tribesmen, members of civil society and political party workers also
took to the streets to condemn the US president‘s stance against Pakistan, while
vowing to defend the country against any external threats.
Waving national flags, the protesters marched through various roads of the
city and raised slogans against Trump.
Trump accused Pakistan of harbouring "agents of chaos" and providing safe
havens to militant groups waging an insurgency against a US-backed government
in Kabul.
Pakistani officials responded by saying the US should not "scapegoat"
Pakistan and accused the American military of failing to eliminate militant
sanctuaries inside Afghanistan.
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"Заткнись, Трамп": в Пакистане считают, что новая стратегия США по
Афганистану обречена на провал
UA.TODAY,
2017-08-28.
http://ua.today/news/world/zatknis_tramp_v_pakistane_schitayut_chto_novaya_strategiya_ssha_
po_afganistanu_obrechena_na_proval

Премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хаккан Аббаси считает, что
провозглашенная президентом США Дональдом Трампом стратегия войны в
Афганистане обречена на провал, передает "Радио Свобода".
"С первого дня мы очень четко говорили, что военная стратегия в
Афганистане не сработала и не сработает", - заявил пакистанский премьер,
добавив, что должно быть "политическое урегулирование".
Аббаси занял пост три недели назад после отстранения
предшественника. По словам нового премьера, Исламабад поддерживает
борьбу с террористами в соседнем Афганистане, но не позволит конфликту
поглотить Пакистан.
Как сообщает Reuters, 27 августа возле американского консульства в
пакистанском Карачи прошла демонстрация шиитской организации против
Трампа. Участники, в частности, несли плакаты с лозунгами "Закрой рот,
Трамп", "Разбить Израиль" и "Связь Индии с США - дьявольская".
21 августа президент США объявил о новых подходах своей
администрации в отношении Афганистана, где международная коалиция во
главе с США и афганское правительство 16 лет ведут борьбу против
группировки "Талибан", "Аль-Каиды" и других экстремистских групп. По
словам Трампа, министр обороны США Джим Маттис предложил союзникам
принять решение об увеличении военного контингента в Афганистане. В
частности, Штаты намерены направить в Афганистан еще 4 тысячи
военнослужащих.
Безвыигрышная игра Пакистана, или Что ждет союзников США в
будущем?
Сит
Феррис.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
28.08.2017.
https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/08/28/bezvy-igry-shnaya-igra-pakistana-ili-chto-zhdem-soyuznikov-ssha-v-budushhem/

Как отмечает в своей новой статье постоянный обозреватель НВО Сит
Феррис, Пакистан в свое время был создан в пику получившей
независимость Индии, однако никого не интересовал тот факт, насколько
новое государство будет жизнеспособным.
Именно по этой причине Исламабад всегда имел множество проблем с
осуществлением полноценного контроля за своей территорией. Теперь
Дональд Трамп обвиняет Пакистан в предоставлении убежища
«террористам» и грозится ему различными мерами. Проблема заключается
лишь в том, что на протяжении истории этого государства именно
Вашингтон платил ему за предоставление убежища различным
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«нежелательным элементам», как в период советского вторжения в
Афганистан, так и во время гражданского конфликта в данном
среднеазиатском государстве, который за этим вторжением последовал.
Пакистан логично полагал, что если он будет играть по правилам
Запада, то сколько бы его не клеймили в публичных речах, Запад будет
заинтересован в его дальнейшем существовании.
Теперь же, когда Вашингтон обзавелся новым детищем, которое можно
перебрасывать из государства в государство и говорить о «существовании
там угрозы» — ДАИШ, Исламабад потерял всякую ценность для
Вашингтона.
Если он продолжит делать то, о чем его Запад просил, его ждет военное
вторжение, которое будет оправдано необходимостью «остановить
творящийся в стране беспредел».
Если Исламабад попробует найти свое место на международной арене,
его ждет все то же военное вторжение, поскольку Запад никогда не
предполагал, что Пакистан будет играть самостоятельную роль на
международной арене и едва ли заинтересован в этом.
В конечном итоге Исламабад платит ту же цену, которую вынужден
будут заплатить любой союзник США в тот момент, когда он перестанет
быть нужен Белому дому.
В этой ситуации выживания пакистанского государства зависит не от
него самого, а от желания (либо же нежелания) Китая размещать на его
территории свою военную базу, взамен позволив Исламабаду участвовать в
проекте Нового шелкового пути. Поскольку никакие самостоятельные
действия Исламабада не смогут остановить Вашингтон от новой военной
авантюры.
С
полной
версией
статьи
вы
можете
ознакомиться
https://ru.journal-neo.org/2017/08/28/bezvy-igry-shnaya-igra-pakistana-ili-chto-zhdemsoyuznikov-ssha-v-budushhem/

здесь.

Pakistan: Another ―Major Strategic Partner‖ Now Fighting For Its Life
Seth Ferris.
fighting-for-its-life/

https://journal-neo.org/2017/08/28/pakistan-another-major-strategic-partner-now-

So the Trump White House is really on the ball now. After suddenly
discovering what North Korea has always been, it has done the same with Pakistan,
and is trying to cover its essential ignorance by saying how unhappy it is about it.
Rex Tillerson is threatening to cut aid to Pakistan on the grounds that it is
―providing safe haven for terrorist groups―. He is careful to say however that this
is an ongoing problem, and that as ―relations have been deteriorating for several
years‖ the damage was done before his appointment, and is therefore beyond the
ability of the present State Department to reverse. This hardly indicates a genuine
resolve to counter terrorism, but given the number of terrorists the US sponsors to
suit itself this is not surprising.
Pakistan doesn‘t seem worried, largely because it has been hearing all this for
many years. It has never been a secret that since the Soviets took over Afghanistan
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in 1979 various groups have found shelter in Pakistan and then managed to arm
themselves against the invaders. When the Soviet withdrawal was followed by
civil war many combatants again based themselves in Pakistan, as they were never
sure whether their friends in Afghanistan wouldn‘t become enemies the following
day when the pattern of alliances changed, as it frequently did.
Pakistan was always quick to point out that its various governments have not
provided direct support, with funds, arms or personnel, to any of these combatants.
This may be disingenuous, as Pakistan has also failed to properly investigate a
number of murders of former Afghan combatants who have renounced violence
and set up shops in Pakistan, and continues to repatriate refugees to areas where
fighting is taking place, thus exporting conflict as they have no alternative but to
take up arms to defend themselves. But it is up to the US to prove such allegations,
and it has failed to do so despite their antiquity.
The reality is that Pakistan is fast becoming just another country which has
been played and used by its Western friends. Of course it harbours unsavoury
people: it was sponsored to do that. It suited the West to have a bad boy in the
region, who could be blamed for everything and used as an excuse, and Pakistan
was happy to fulfil that role to secure its own survival in a world where states
based on religious preference were frowned upon, and increasingly pressurised to
become the liberal democracy Pakistan has never pretended to be.
But now the West has new bogeymen: the same ISIS it happily funds and
arms and recruits for, whose oil it buys and whose smuggling routes it controls.
Pakistan is small potatoes now. The West doesn‘t need an implied threat to other
regional countries when these monsters are prowling around, consuming
everything in their path, while little Pakistan insists on trying to be a fully-fledged
member of the international community and build diplomatic relations with
countries like China, who can offer it more than the US can materially.
Tillerson doesn‘t care about fighting the Taliban, and Trump promised during
his campaign to reduce US involvement in these expensive foreign conflicts. He is
telling Pakistan that it is no longer useful in the battles the US wants to wage. So
what is the country actually there for? Pakistanis realise the problems answering
that question will raise, and are thus protesting about the ―false narrative‖ being
presented about their country, but are finding out the hard way that there is always
an unacceptable price to pay for friendship with the US, and now it is time to pay
it.
From white crescent to two fingers
As is well known, India gained its independence from the UK under the
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. One of the key pillars of Gandhi‘s approach was
Hindu-Muslim unity: he maintained, in effect, that being Indian was more
important than belonging to this or that group of Indians. Muhammad Ali Jinnah‘s
All India Muslim League initially advocated the same thing, and Jinnah himself
created the Lucknow Pact of 1916 which sealed this unity in the form of a demand
for self-government which safeguarded Muslim rights.
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The British attempted to counter this with the old tactic of splitting the
opposition. Jinnah was well aware of why this was being done, but by 1947 was
prepared to grant the British the partial victory of creating two new states instead
of one, thus making it appear that their hypocritical complaints about ―respecting
the rights of Muslims‖ were justified.
If Jinnah‘s doctor had been professionally able to tell the world that he was
already dying of lung cancer partition might have been avoided. But it also served
a deeper purpose. Jinnah is revered amongst Pakistanis (referred to as Quaid-eAzam, the ―Great Leader‖, just like Kim Jong-un). But he is seen as the villain of
the piece by the many millions who revere Gandhi, and by the British who needed
to blame someone else for losing their colony.
India was thus allowed to be independent as long as it ultimately continued to
play the Western game. If it didn‘t, the bad guys next door would come calling,
and would have to answer to the West through them.
Pakistan was always unworkable because the majority Muslim population
was on opposite sides of the Indian subcontinent. East Pakistan eventually became
independent as Bangladesh, following a war in which it was supported by India,
and there are ongoing disputes over the ownership of Kashmir. Its rightful borders
are also disputed by Afghanistan, which has never accepted the Durand Line as
delineating its own sovereign territory, and much of Pakistan has never been under
the control of the central government at all: the heroin-producing areas have
always been run by local warlords, who like ISIS are portrayed as invincible
warriors by the Westerners who derive such profit from their products.
But the Muslim state wasn‘t supposed to be workable, as this would
encourage it to make its own decisions. It was merely an irritant to everyone else
who might think they could evade Western protection. Everything given to India
was matched by support to Pakistan, including nuclear capability derived from the
West , whilst it continually endured the sort of governments, civilian or military,
which the West continually says it has the right to remove when it suits it.
All this was successful in stopping the spread of Communism to the
subcontinent. It has not prevented India emerging as a serious economic power
however, at the expense of Pakistan. But other countries take Pakistan seriously, as
it has been there 70 years and has industry and exports to offer. Its neighbours are
no longer scared of it, and it is seen as relatively moderate in the Muslim world –
contradicting the Western narrative about the inherent violence of Islam.
The West has other bad guys it is using to threaten everyone with. It doesn‘t
need Pakistan when it can blow up a few hotels in India or send the Chinese in to
buy everything up. The Muslim state is being left to find a new way to make itself
useful. If it doesn‘t, it will go the way of so many others, as it doesn‘t have the
resources to prevent this.
Mirage without the desert
Pakistan was founded as the Muslim Homeland in the same way Israel is the
Jewish Homeland. But Mecca and Medina are in Saudi Arabia. Any number of
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states are now more aligned with the Western narrative about Islam, and thus
Pakistan can‘t play that card internationally any more.
What other claim does it have to exist? Merely the fact that it is there. Its
people are not ethnically different from millions of others who call themselves
Indian or Afghan, regardless of which ethnicity they belong to within those
national groups.
Nor is there a Pakistani language. It is standard practice for border agencies
around the world to distinguish between Pakistani Pakhto and Afghan Pashto when
assigning interpreters, but the differences between the two languages are so small
the speakers of each don‘t realise when a misunderstanding has occurred, and the
resulting problem is ignored by those same border agencies.
Do Indian subcontinent Muslims, specifically, need a homeland? They
already have them, on either side. The West helped create Bangladesh out of
Pakistan, and many Pakistanis have family and fellow ethnics living there. The
West also has a vested interest in making Afghanistan work, having intervened to
secure this, and to keep it in moderate Muslim hands rather than let the Taliban
regain power alone. Returning Pakistan to Afghanistan, which ruled it during the
days of Ahmad Shah Durrani, would help achieve this objective if a diplomatic
excuse could be found for doing this.
If Pakistan can‘t profit from being the bad guy any more it has two choices. It
could get even worse on its own account, and thus hasten its destruction in the
name of ―protecting the world‖. Or it could be the good guy, the friend of one and
all, and thus hasten its destruction because it serves no purpose. It has goods to
offer, but not diplomacy. Getting into bed with Pakistan means getting involved in
all its existing conflicts with India and Afghanistan and taking a position on them,
which doesn‘t help any of its neighbours win other friends, who are more useful in
both trade and influence terms.
Therefore Pakistan is continuing to do what it has always been encouraged to
do: play all sides at once, simply to keep conflicts going and prevent anyone
developing their own resources. The difference now is that it is increasingly
making the rules of this activity itself, seeing the West no longer needs Pakistan to
do this as it once did. It decides for itself how far it wants to tolerate or help the
Taliban and the other combatant groups in Afghanistan. It makes claims to
Kashmir when it wants, not when the West wants it to.
Offering its people the same old Pakistan may prevent domestic revolt. It is
doing precious little to help it in the rest of the world, but what other choice does it
have? Even the old staple of blackmail – ―We are your allies, you said we were
good, so it will embarrass you if you don‘t keep supporting us now‖ – won‘t work
when others are using all its old selling points more effectively, and reunification
of part of the Indian subcontinent, however that is achieved, will be seen as a
positive development by the international community.
Better the Devil you don‘t know
Pakistan is seeking another guarantee of its legitimacy, and it is this which
Tillerson is really objecting to. Long friendly with China, it is now prepared to
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allow Beijing to establish a naval base in the country, as a quid pro quo for being
allowed to participate in the One Belt, One Road initiative , a supposedly economic
scheme which looks remarkably similar to the ―Road of Communist Conquest
Ending in Australia‖ we were often warned about during Cold War times.
The idea is that if you allow another country to establish a base in yours, that
country has an interest in maintaining the government and state which took this
decision. It won‘t want another country to take over, and possibly review this
arrangement. That‘s exactly how the US ended up with so many overseas bases in
newly independent countries fighting for their identity, and why the US wants to
stop others doing the same, having seen this work.
Pakistan doubtless expected the same benefits when it allowed the US to
establish bases there from which to engage in conflict in Afghanistan. The US isn‘t
using Pakistan for this purpose any more because its presence there provoked antiAmerican riots led by radical Islamic groups, just like it did in Iran in 1979. The
US remembers what happened there, and thinks the same might happen in
Pakistan, and from there many other countries. It has scaled back its presence, but
Pakistan has been weakened anyway by the experience, and is even less use than it
was becoming already.
China needs nothing from Pakistan which it can‘t get elsewhere, including a
new naval base. In bilateral terms this new friendship exclusively favours China,
but it blunts domestic discord because the concept of ―Imperialist China‖ isn‘t as
evocative as ―Imperialist America‖ because people haven‘t had as much
experience of it yet. The US would still rather destroy useless Pakistan than allow
it to be useful to someone else, but at least this destruction is threatened by
Imperialist non-Muslims without rather than radicals within, giving you better
odds if you are the Pakistani government.
Pakistan is damned whichever way it looks because it has played the Western
game, and thus expected Western protection, throughout its history. However big
its army is, whatever deals it strikes, it has nowhere to go and nothing useful to do.
The only question is whether other countries are prepared to fight wars over it,
which is presently unlikely, or whether China will allow it to remain as a
cautionary tale for those who wish to resist its own geopolitical games.
Антипакистанская риторика США и успехи КПЭК
US anti-Pakistan rhetoric amid realities of CPEC
Faran
Mahmood.
The
Express
Tribune,
August
28th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1492703/us-anti-pakistan-rhetoric-amid-realities-cpec/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The forces of US President Donald Trump have been
unleashed. He is the guy who is convinced that Pakistan‘s establishment is chockfull of double-agents, Marxists and socialists of every colour – except for the fact
that he has zero evidence.
Even if he has failed to support any conspiracy theory, his comments have
always implied more validity to existing rumours. Every time you listen to Trump,
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it seems like the whole system is spinning out of control and Afghan people are
feeling disenfranchised right now solely because of Pakistan.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy doomed to fail, says PM Abbasi
Trump is a disgruntled rock star who is upset by an adverse press attitude
towards him but he himself is responsible for a scarred global image of the United
States – not to mention an Afghan government systematically stripped of its ability
to enforce any law and order.
He is the Kim Kardashian of the White House who wants to break the internet
but instead has been injecting cynicism into the media by making our body politic
think that everything is not nice in Pakistan‘s garden of foreign affairs.
This is a politics of self-projection and the man now sees himself as a saviour
of a lost Afghan war and as a knight who alone understands the complicated
dynamics of US-Pakistan relationship. What he fails to comprehend is that
Pakistan‘s foreign policy is now more tilted towards ‗geo-economics‘ than
conventional ‗geo-politics‘ – thanks to Chinese billion dollar investments.
Geo-economics is now the currency of the 21st century and this is where the
United States‘ future truly hangs in the balance. Its military is dangerously
overstretched and it is no longer considered as a world economic leader due to its
anti-free trade and anti-globalisation policies.
The US perceives the One Belt-One Road (OBOR) initiative to be a direct
manifestation of Beijing‘s foreign policy to assert regional leadership and the fact
that Pakistan has chosen to become an archetype for its OBOR model has alarmed
Washington about these new geopolitical realities.
Trump‘s statement based on myopic view: Iqbal
Though India built the ―Route 606‖ to bypass Pakistan for commercial trade –
with a project to connect it with Afghanistan in the pipeline; the fact remains that
India‘s greater plans to conceptualise the International North-South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) have not succeeded.
So when it comes to the Afghan policy, Trump‘s vision is pinched as he is
encouraging Indians‘ worst impulses on CPEC-related issues and has no strategy
when it comes to Afghanistan‘s dangerous unravelling that may get out of control.
On the other hand, while 9/11 has given Pakistan a bad image, our own
political parties have done a good job of tarnishing themselves. Some noisy
sections of government and opposition machinery have openly supported radical
elements.
Given this kind of situation, it is hard to imagine a serious conversation as
long as our politicians as well as reps of white-house choose to misrepresent facts.
The hear-nothing crowd didn‘t budge when CIA drone attacks destroyed field
hospitals in FATA and when TTP was slaughtering our security forces in the name
of revenge.
The problem is not that people don‘t know facts – it is that they are fed with a
twisted version of reality 24/7 in order to achieve special political agendas.
The US is mad that Pakistan‘s foreign relations are improving with many
countries despite a propaganda war launched by India and Afghanistan. Trump is
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irked that CPEC is becoming a hallmark project of our nation and that our
economy is finally improving.
It is worried that it is quickly losing relevance in the region. There is
something daft about the way Trump constantly drops hints that our establishment
has been double-dealing with terrorists.
Trump is a dark horse that insists on some ill-defined ‗victory‘ in Afghan war.
There is an adage for hard-core Trump supporters who want to make a case out of
his anti-Pakistan speeches: ―Don‘t clap so hard: you will bring your house down!‖
Пакистан после заявлений Трампа отложил визит спецпосланника США
по Афганистану
«Взгляд». 28 августа 2017. https://vz.ru/news/2017/8/28/884543.html

Исламабад отложил визит в Пакистан спецпосланника США по
Афганистану Элис Уэллс, сообщают СМИ.
Срок, на который отложен визит не указан. Как заявили в посольстве
США в Пакистане, поездка «отложена до удобного для обеих сторон
времени», передает РИА «Новости» со ссылкой на Dawn.
В воскресенье в пакистанском городе Карачи состоялась акция протеста
против США. Правоохранители разгоняли участников акции слезоточивым
газом и дубинками. В столкновениях пострадал один сотрудник полиции.
Напомним, глава американского государства Дональд Трамп
раскритиковал Пакистан за то, что тот «часто предоставляет убежище
агентам хаоса, насилия и террора».
Полиция жестко разогнала митингующих в Пакистане
«Hronika.info». Хроника событий со всего мира. http://hronika.info/kriminal/254776policiya-zhestko-razognala-mitinguyuschih-v-pakistane.html. 28.08.2017.

Митинг закончился жестокой расправой со стороны полицейских.
Во время антиамериканской демонстрации в городе Карачи в Пакистане
полиция применила слезоточивый газ и дубинки против ее участников,
передает Хроника.инфо со ссылкой на УНН.
"Пакистанская полиция 27 августа применила слезоточивый газ и
дубинки для разгона антиамериканской демонстрации в городе Карачи, в то
время как в столице - Исламабаде - министерство иностранных дел
Пакистана объявило об отмене визита главной делегации США", - говорится
в сообщении.
Сообщается, что специальная представительница Вашингтона в
Пакистане и Афганистане Элис Веллз планировала прибыть в Исламабад 28
августа для встречи с пакистанскими официальными лицами. Причин, по
которым визит делегации был отменен, не объявляли, но это, как
предполагают, связано с требованием президента Дональда Трампа к
руководству Пакистана - перестать предоставлять убежище афганским
талибам.
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"По просьбе правительства Пакистана визит делегации США был
отложен до взаимовыгодного времени", - говорится в заявлении
министерства иностранных дел Пакистана.
Министр МИДа Khawaja Asif совершит поездки в Китай, Россию,
Турцию для обсуждения политики США
Khawaja Asif to embark on three-nation tour to discuss US policy
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
August
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354043/khawaja-asif-to-embark-on-three-nation-tour-to-discussus-policy

The dates for the trip, which would take the minister to China, Russia and
Turkey, are being worked out.
ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif will next week
embark on a three-nation regional tour for consultations on the new American
policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
The dates for the trip, which would take the minister to China, Russia and
Turkey, are being worked out.
The decision to undertake the visit was taken at a meeting of the National
Security Committee on Thursday, which deliberated on the new US policy and
formulated the response.
Foreign minister‘s previously scheduled trip to US delayed
The foreign minister‘s previously scheduled trip to the US for bilateral talks
with his counterpart, Rex Tillerson, has been delayed for the regional tour.
―Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif will be visiting regional countries for
consultations,‖ FO spokesman Nafees Zakaria said at a weekly media briefing.
The consultations would be aimed at developing regional consensus on efforts
for peace in Afghanistan.
The regional trip, Pakistani diplomats believe, will send a strong message to
the US that Pakistan cannot be coerced and that the country enjoys broad support
in the region.
Both Moscow and Beijing have criticised the US position on Pakistan and
have insisted that Pakistan‘s importance for peace in Afghanistan and its sacrifices
in the fight against terrorism need to be recognised.
There have been multiple statements from China in this regard, including one
by Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi who praised Pakistan‘s ―great sacrifices‖ in
the fight against terrorism and urged their acknowledgement by the world.
Meanwhile, Russian President‘s Envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov said
that Pakistan was ―a key regional player to negotiate with‖ and warned that undue
pressure on it could ―seriously destabilise the region‘s security situation‖.
Iran too has joined the countries disapproving the US policy. The Iranian
foreign ministry in a statement has denounced the new strategy adopted by the US
towards Pakistan and blamed Washington‘s opportunistic strategies and unilateral
and meddlesome policies for growth in terrorism and extremism in the region.
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Mr Zakaria spoke about the fast-paced developments in the region and
emergence of new regional partnerships. However, he refused to elaborate how
Pakistan plans to position itself in the evolving environment.
FO spokesman underscored that the differences between Pakistan and the US
over the new policy did not mean a rupture in ties.
―First of all, we have long-standing relationship with the US. We have
worked with the United States for a long time. Our areas of cooperation are diverse
and multi-dimensional. I would not endorse your views about parting ways,‖ he
said, adding the ―difference of opinion‖ and ―misperceptions‖ could be addressed
through dialogue.
The National Security Committee had a day earlier resolved to ―continue to
extend all possible cooperation to international community for achieving the
common objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and in the broader
region‖.
In reply to a question about the new role assigned to India by the US, Mr
Zakaria reiterated Pakistan‘s concerns and said that it (India) ―plays the role of a
spoiler and destabiliser in the region, and also uses Afghan soil against Pakistan‖.
Proof in this regard, he said, had already been shared with the international
community and the government ―will continue to take up this issue both with the
US and Afghan leadership‖.
Несмотря на сложности в отношениях с США, Пакистан исключает их
разрыв.
Despite tiff, FO rules out Pakistan-US divorce
The Express Tribune. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490827/pakistanwasnt-compulsion-respond-us-allegations-fo/

ISLAMABAD: A day after issuing a hard-hitting rejoinder to US President
Donald Trump‘s strategy for Afghanistan, Pakistan insisted on Friday that despite
a difference of opinion, both countries were not parting ways.
Dismissing the notion that the new US strategy would lead to a Pakistan-US
divorce, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakria said: ―We have long-standing
relationship with the United States. We have worked with the United States for a
long time. Our areas of cooperation are diverse and multi-dimensional.‖
Speaking at the weekly briefing, the spokesperson played down the media
hype, suggesting that in international relations, there could be difference of opinion
between the two countries, but there were established channels of communication
through which misperceptions could be allayed.
In the new policy, Trump accused Pakistan of sheltering ‗agents of chaos,
violence and terrorism‘ and advised the country to change this approach or face
consequences.
On Thursday, the country‘s civilian leadership and military commanders
strongly dismissed the Trump administration‘s allegations, insisting that Pakistan
had done more than any other country in the fight against terrorism.
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Tensions resurfaced between the ostensible allies, threatening to unravel the
fragile cooperation between Pakistan and the US.
Opposition slams Trump‘s accusatory statement
However, the latest statement by the foreign office spokesperson suggested
that Pakistan was looking to resolve all differences with the US through diplomatic
channels.
Zakria, nevertheless, expressed Pakistan‘s reservations over the new US plan
for bringing peace and stability in Afghanistan.
The spokesperson especially criticised the US move to grant greater say to
India in Afghanistan. ―The reality is that India plays the role of a spoiler and
destabiliser in the region, and also uses Afghan soil against Pakistan,‖ Zakria said
bluntly.
He said Pakistan had provided the US authorities evidence of a nexus between
Indian spy agency RAW and other terrorists operating from sanctuaries in
Afghanistan against Pakistan.
―We will continue to take up this issue both with the US and Afghan
leadership.‖
Trump yet to appoint US ambassador to India, complains US Congressman
―We have always raised the issue of Indian use of Afghan soil to create
instability in Pakistan with the international community,‖ he added.
The spokesperson confirmed that Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif would tour
regional countries in what appears to be a diplomatic push to garner support of
friendly countries in the wake of aggressive posturing by Washington.
The foreign minister is expected to travel to China, Russia and even Iran. The
three countries have issued strong statements, denouncing the US for exerting
pressure on Pakistan, considered crucial for peace and stability in Afghanistan.
Asif would then travel to Washington to convey Pakistan‘s concerns to the
US administration.
Глава Армии Баджва заявил, что от США не помощь нужна, а доверие в
отношениях
Trust, not US aid, is needed, says COAS
The News. 24.08.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/225637-Trust-not-US-aid-isneeded-says-COAS

RAWALPINDI: Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed
Bajwa on Wednesday made it clear on the United States that Pakistan did not
need any material or financial assistance from the United States but trust and
acknowledgment of its contributions to peace and actions against terrorists.
―We are not looking for any material or financial assistance from the USA but
trust, understanding and acknowledgement of our contributions,‖ the COAS said
while talking to David Hale, US Ambassador to Pakistan, who called on him at the
GHQ.
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―Collaboration and synergy of efforts among all the stakeholders is the key to
success to bring this long drawn war in Afghanistan to its logical conclusion,‖ the
COAS said. The COAS said, ―Peace in Afghanistan is as important for Pakistan as
for any other country. We have done a lot towards that end and shall keep on doing
our best, not to appease anyone but in line with our national interests and national
policy.‖
David Hale briefed the COAS on the new US policy saying that the US
valued Pakistan‘s role in the war against terror and was seeking cooperation from
Pakistan to resolve the Afghan issue. It may be pointed out that the Director
General, ISPR, during a press conference said in response to a question on Monday
that Pakistan was a sovereign state and would take decisions according to its
national interests whatever policy was announced by President Trump.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi dashed to Saudi Arabia on
an emergency visit as US President Donald Trump announced the US policy on
Afghanistan and South Asia. Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had a
significant meeting with Crown Prince and Deputy Prime Minister of the Kingdom
Muhammad bin Salman bin Abdul Aziz in Jeddah Palace. Pakistan and Saudi
Arabia agreed to expand and strengthen their ties further in various spheres,
including political, trade, economy and culture.
Federal Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar and Foreign Minister Khawaja
Muhammad Asif accompanied the premier in the visit. The sources told The News
that US President Donald Trump‘s new policy towardsPakistan and Afghanistan
also figured in the course of discussions.
Shahid Khaqan had an important meeting with Nawaz Sharif in Lahore a day
earlier and it is understood that the prime minister took him into confidence on his
visit to Saudi Arabia. Prime Minister Abbasi who returned Islamabad late in the
evening stayed for about eight hours in the coast city of the Kingdom.
The sources said that Prime Minister Abbasi briefed the Saudi leader about
the situation in the region including its ties with India and worsening human rights
situation in Indian Held Kashmir (IHK) and developments regarding Afghanistan.
The regional situation including the affairs in the Arab world also figured in the
talks, the sources added.
King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al-Saud was currently out of the Kingdom on a
private visit. The Prime Minister Office (PMO) stated upon conclusion of the visit
that during the meeting with the Crown Prince, the prime minister reaffirmed
Pakistan‘s continued and steadfast support for the kingdom and its leadership.
The premier recounted the huge sacrifices and extraordinary efforts being
made by Pakistan as a nation to root out terrorism and bring peace and stability. He
also expressed solidarity with Saudi Arabia and reaffirmed Pakistan‘s pledge to
support Saudi Arabia‘s sovereignty.
Meanwhile, Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani said if US committed any
mistake, Pakistan would become a graveyard of its troops. He warned US
President Donald Trump to stay within his limits, saying ‗he must realise that
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people of Pakistan have the legacy and characteristics of Vietnam and Cambodia,
as the senators poured scorn on him (Trump) for his anti-Pakistan statement.
Rabbani asserted, ―Trump must realise that we hail legacy of Vietnam and
Cambodia…if he [Donald Trump] wants Pakistan to become a graveyard of the US
soldiers, let it be so‖. He was speaking during the debate in the House on Trump‘s
warning to Pakistan. Rabbani‘s remarks evoked desk thumping by the senators.
He also suggested that Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif should
postpone his scheduled visit to Washington in protest. ―I would suggest the foreign
minister to cancel his trip to the US, as it would send a strong message,‖ he
believed.
In a policy statement on behalf of foreign minister, Defence Minister Khurran
Dastgir Khan declared Trump‘s statement ‗disappointing,‘ and said no country in
the world had done more than Pakistan to counter the menace of terrorism.
The minister emphasised, ―No country in the world has suffered more than
Pakistan from the scourge of terrorism, often perpetrated from outside our borders.
It is, therefore, disappointing that the US policy statement ignores the enormous
sacrifices rendered by the Pakistani nation in this effort.‖
He said that Pakistan had taken serious note of President Trump's statement,
adding Pakistan had been and would continue to be part of the global
counterterrorism efforts.
―Pakistan and the US have been close allies in the fight against terrorism,
which is a common threat to all nations of the world. As a matter of policy,
Pakistan does not allow use of its territory against any country. Instead of relying
on the false narrative of safe havens, the US needs to work with Pakistan to
eradicate terrorism,‖ he noted.
The minister said that the threat to peace and security could not be isolated
from the complex interplay of geopolitics, continued existence of festering disputes
and pursuit of hegemonic policies, adding non-resolution of the Jammu and
Kashmir dispute remained the primary obstacle to peace and stability in the region.
He said that Pakistan reiterated its view that there was no exclusive military
solution to the crisis in Afghanistan. The military action during the last 17 years
had not brought peace to Afghanistan, and it was not likely to do so in the future.
Only an Afghan-led, Afghan-owned politically negotiated solution could lead to
sustainable peace in Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is committed to working with the international community towards
the common objective of defeating the forces of terrorism and promoting peace
and stability in the South Asian region,‖ he maintained.
The opposition senators termed the policy statement by the minister
disappointing, saying it was too late, and the stance taken by the government as
well as its response should have been quicker.
PPP‘s Sherry Rehman said that it was position of the US president and to
some extent it related to his bureaucracy, which should have been given a befitting
response by the Foreign Office.
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She was all praise for the stand taken by Chief of Army Staff (COAS)
General Qamar Javed Bajwa, who plainly told US Ambassador David Hale that
Pakistan did not want material or financial assistance from the US but needed to be
trusted and treated with respect.
―This message should have been given by the civilian leadership. Through his
statement, Trump defeated America‘s objectives in Afghanistan,‖ she regretted.
She called upon both the US and Pakistan to look into their mistakes, adding
Pakistan had paid a huge price in the war against terrorism and discrediting would
not augur well for the US.
Rabbani said that Committee of the Whole would discuss the statement of
Donald Trump while a sub-committee comprising Senators Mushahid Hussain
Sayed, Sherry Rehman and others would prepare its recommendations, which
would be sent to government for consideration after adopting by the House.
Senator Farhatullah Babar of the PPP said that President Trump was wrong in
pointing fingers at Pakistan but while rejecting the US President‘s arrogance,
Pakistan must also look inwardly whether time had not come for abandoning the
failed policy of selective treatment of the militant groups.
He deplored that the US was blaming Pakistan for its failure in Afghanistan.
―But at the same time, we must also revisit the policy of nurturing some militants
to advance our security and foreign policy agendas in the regions,‖ he added.
Babar proposed to the government to boost relations with Russia, China and
Iran, instead of relying on the US, as the ties between the two had gone sour after
Trump took over.
Opposition Leader in the Senate Aitzaz Ahsan regretted how weakly the
policy statement by the government handled the situation. The very thing,
according to him, the government had to take was giving demarche to the US
ambassador to Pakistan.
The government should have applied ―a lock and g lock‖ to tell the US that
Pakistan can block the supply routes to transport fuel and other supplies for Nato
troops stationed in Afghanistan, he said, adding, ―Then we could have established
the civilian supremacy‖.
Senators Nehal Hashmi and Usman Khan Kakar objected to US Ambassador
David Hale‘s meeting with COAS and said the envoy should have met the
democratically elected government instead of meeting the military establishment.
―The establishment frames foreign and security policies and then they blame
Parliament whenever the country is in trouble. Parliament should be empowered as
it‘s the only solution to all the problems,‖ he added.
Senator Hashmi said that the US was an occupation force in South Asia,
which must pack up from the region, as that was the only way out to restore lasting
peace in the region.
He questioned the meeting of the US ambassador with army chief, saying: ―In
which capacity he [David Hale] is meeting the army chief when there is a
democratically elected government in the country.‖
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Hashmi demanded of the US ambassador to tender an apology for meeting the
army chief and ignoring the civilian leadership. He pointed out that the ‗huge
complex of US embassy being constructed in Islamabad should be reduced in size
as the building was nothing but to do spying on Pakistan.‘
Senator Saeedul Hassan Mandokhel of PML-Q announced in the House that
he was scheduled to go to the US for getting medical treatment but after Trump‘s
statement, he decided to get treatment in Quetta – his hometown – or anywhere in
the world, but not in the US.
PML-N Senator Abdul Qayyum called on the US to learn from history and
said that involving India showed the US was not serious in resolving Afghan issue.
He made it clear that there could be no peace in the region without resolution
of longstanding dispute of Kashmir, but the US was acting as a silent spectator
over Indian atrocities in Held Kashmir which showed its nefarious motives.
PPP Senator Taj Haider said that war was in the favour of a superpower, and
this was what the US was doing to linger on its hegemony. He said that it was time
for Pakistan to get rid of US monopoly ―as it has been befooling us for the last
seventy years.‖
The other lawmakers called for a joint session of Parliament to give a clear
message to the US not to ‗mess up with Pakistan‘ as it would not benefit it given
the sacrifices by the latter in the war against terrorism.
Meanwhile, Pakistan taking note of President Trump's statement outlining
elements of a new US policy on Afghanistan and South Asia said that no country
in the world had done more than Pakistan to counter the menace of terrorism.
"No country in the world has suffered more than Pakistan from the scourge of
terrorism, often perpetrated from outside our borders. It is, therefore, disappointing
that the US policy statement ignores the enormous sacrifices rendered by the
Pakistani nation in this effort," the Foreign Office in its preliminary comments on
the US president's policy statement on "Afghanistan and South Asia", said.
Pakistan has been and will continue to be part of the global counter-terrorism
efforts. Pakistan and the United States have been close allies in the fight against
terrorism, which is a common threat for all the nations of the world.
As a matter of policy, Pakistan does not allow use of its territory against any
country. ―Instead of relying on the false narrative of safe havens, the US needs to
work with Pakistan to eradicate terrorism,‖ Foreign Office stressed.
The threat to peace and security could not be isolated from the complex
interplay of geopolitics, continued existence of festering disputes and pursuit of
hegemonic policies. ―Non-resolution of the Jammu and Kashmir dispute remains
the primary obstacle to peace and stability in the region,‖ the Foreign Office
pointed out.
Pakistan reiterated its view that there is no exclusive military solution to the
crisis in Afghanistan. The military action during the last 17 years has not brought
peace to Afghanistan, and it is not likely to do so in the future.
Only an Afghan-led, Afghan-owned politically negotiated solution can lead to
sustainable peace in Afghanistan, Foreign office said. Pakistan is committed to
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working with the international community towards the common objective of
defeating the forces of terrorism and to promote peace and stability in the South
Asian region, Foreign office concluded.
It may be pointed out here that the federal cabinet in its regular session
discussed the President Trump's strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia. The
Cabinet has mandated the prime minister to take up the issue in detail in the
meeting of the National Security Committee, already scheduled to be held on
August 24 (today).
Пакистан может потерять статус основного союзника США вне НАТО.
«Последние
Новости
Украины».
Август
23,
2017.
ХВИЛЯ
http://hvylya.net/news/digest/pakistan-mozhet-poteryat-status-osnovnogo-soyuznika-ssha-vnenato.html

Соединенные Штаты Америки предупредили Пакистан, что он может
потерять статус «основного союзника вне НАТО» или понести другое
наказание, если не будет активнее бороться с движением «Талибан» и
другими экстремистами.
Об этом сообщает Радио Свобода.
«Террористические организации получают безопасные убежища в
Пакистане, чтобы планировать и совершать нападения на американских
военных, американских должностных лиц, срывать мирные усилия в
Афганистане», — подчеркнул государственный секретарь США Рекс
Тиллерсон на брифинге в Вашингтоне, добавив при этом, что в отношениях
двух стран наступил кризис доверия.
По его словам, за это США могут рассмотреть разные возможности
влияния на Пакистан – от сокращения помощи и вплоть до лишения статуса
«основного союзника вне НАТО».
Тем временем Пакистан отверг похожую предыдущую критику, с
которой выступил в понедельник президент США Дональд Трамп, который
тоже предупреждал Пакистан касаемо его, как заявлял президент, поддержки
экстремистских группировок в регионе.
Министерство иностранных дел Пакистана заявило, что «разочаровано»
тем, что в политическом заявлении со стороны США «проигнорировано
огромные самопожертвования пакистанского государства» в борьбе против
терроризма.
«Для Пакистана политическим принципом является не допускать
использования его территории против любой другой страны», – говорится в
заявлении министерства.
Пакистан является одним из 16 государств, имеющих статус «основного
союзника вне НАТО», который предусматривает углубленное военное
сотрудничество.
Тиллерсон заявил, что Пакистан может лишиться статуса основного
союзника США (вне НАТО), если и дальше будет поддерживать террористов
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If attitude didn't change...: Pakistan‘s aid and status as non-Nato ally can
be put on table, says US
The News. 24/08/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/225638-If-attitude-didntchange-Pakistans-aid-and-status-as-non-Nato-ally-can-be-put-on-table-says-US

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson warned on Tuesday that
Pakistan‘s privileged status as a major non-Nato US ally could be in question if it
does not change its course from the past.
"We have some leverage," Tillerson told reporters, "in terms of aid, their
status as a non-Nato alliance partner -- all of that can be put on the table." During a
press briefing held at the State Department to expand on Trump's Afghanistan and
South Asia strategy, Tillerson conditioned the US support to Pakistan saying,
"Pakistan must adopt a different approach, and we are ready to work with them to
help them protect themselves against these terrorist organisations." Otherwise,
Tillerson suggested, "we have some leverage that's been discussed in terms of the
amount of aid and military assistance we give them, their status as a non-Nato
alliance partner. All of that can be put on the table."
The US has been blaming Pakistan for providing safe havens to militant
outfits. Tillerson hinted that this became the focal point of the new strategy that
took months of deliberations. "We undertook a fairly comprehensive review of our
relationships in Pakistan and our relationships with India. And we see this
approach as requiring an integration of all three of those strategies, and use
Pakistan, India to also bring pressure to bear on the situation in Afghanistan," he
said.
He hammered out Islamabad's role to bring stability in Afghanistan by
suggesting that, "Pakistan in particular can play an important role here, certainly in
delivering the Taliban to the negotiating table." Once again, he highlighted that
Pakistan suffered acts of terrorism. "We stand ready to help Pakistan address
terrorist organisations inside of their country, but they must -- they must adopt a
different approach themselves," he emphasised.
The secretary also acknowledged the strenuous relationship between the US
and Pakistan and declared that the over the last few years there has been a real
erosion in the confidence between the two governments. "There's been an erosion
in trust because we have witnessed terrorist organisations being given safe havens
inside of Pakistan to plan and carry out attacks against US servicemen, US
officials, disrupting peace efforts inside of Afghanistan," he said, adding, "We are
going to be conditioning our support for Pakistan and our relationship with them
on them delivering results in this area. We want to work with Pakistan in a positive
way, but they must change their approach."
While asking Pakistan to support the US efforts in Afghanistan and use its
influence to deliver the Taliban to the negotiating table, Tillerson noted that the US
will act as a facilitator. "We are there to facilitate and ensure that there is a
pathway for reconciliation and peace talks," he said. "As the pressure begins to
take hold, we believe we already know there are certain moderate elements of the
Taliban who we think will be ready and develop a way forward."
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Answering a question, Tillerson stressed that the US will "attack terrorists
wherever they live, and we have put people on notice that if you are harbouring
and providing safe havens to terrorists, be warned. Be forewarned. And we are
going to engage with those who are providing safe haven and ask them to change
what they're doing and help us help them." Not ruling out any unilateral strikes, he
said, "The greatest benefactor, other than the Afghan people themselves, to achieve
stability and peace in Afghanistan, are the people of Pakistan."
About the possible capacity and responsibility of the US military in
Afghanistan, the secretary said, "The fighting will still be borne by the Afghan
force, by their military and their security forces, but we believe that we can turn the
tide of what has been a losing battle." Calling it the essence of the strategy, he
repeated that the US will facilitate Afghan government and the Taliban to come to
some conclusion around how they want to govern themselves. "But it‘s is going to
be up to the Afghan government and the representatives of the Taliban to work
through a reconciliation process on what will serve their needs and achieve the
American people's objectives, which is security," he said.
США могут и дальше сократить экономические отношения с
Пакистаном
'Business as usual with Pakistan now over,' warns US National Security
Council spokesman
Dawn. August 23, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353218/business-as-usual-withpakistan-now-over-warns-us-national-security-council-spokesman

With a tougher regional policy announced by the United States (US) on
Tuesday, National Security Council (NSC) Spokesperson Michael Anton warned
Pakistan that it is "on notice from this president, from this administration", Politico
reported.
Anton, speaking to reporters on a conference call, was quoted by Politico as
saying that "business as usual [with Pakistan] as it has been up to now is over", and
that the US could impose sanctions on terrorist groups, including the Haqqani
network, and any Pakistani officials "who are tied to these kinds of groups, you
know, in ways that they shouldn't be".
"I think the important takeaway for the Pakistani government last night is that,
you know, they should understand that they‘re on notice from this president, from
this administration," he told Politico, referring to what appeared to be a shift in the
US policy regarding Pakistan.
"The United States has been really patient with Pakistan for a really long
time. We haven‘t been getting a good deal from them," he claimed.
Earlier today, US President Donald Trump had cleared the way for the
deployment of more US troops to Afghanistan, backtracking from his promise to
swiftly end America's longest war.
"We can no longer be silent about Pakistan's safe havens for terrorist
organisations," Trump had said, warning that vital aid to Pakistan could be cut.
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"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," the US president
claimed. "That will have to change and that will change immediately."
Anton, taking note of US security aid to Pakistan, claimed America receives
in return, at best, "indifference to border crossing and terrorist safe havens and
sanctuaries" in the tribal regions along the Pak-Afghan border, Politico reported.
"In the worst case," he alleged, Pakistan is guilty of "active direct support" for
terrorist groups.
'Pakistan's concerns over India-Afghan ties an excuse'
Anton dismissed Islamabad's concerns over growing India-Afghanistan ties,
terming them an "excuse", according to Politico.
"What India is doing in Afghanistan is not a threat to Pakistan," he claimed.
"They‘re not building military bases. They‘re not deploying troops. They‘re not
doing the things that would constitute encirclement, for lack of a better term, which
is one of the things that the Pakistanis complain about," he alleged.
Explore: RAW operating from Afghanistan to create unrest in Pakistan: Gen
Zubair Hayat
The NSC spokesperson claimed that Trump had benefited from an outsider's
perspective on the Pak-US relationship, Politico reported, by foregoing
'conventional wisdom' that "however much the Pakistanis double-deal you and lie
to you and don‘t cooperate, you have no choice but to just keep the status quo."
"How do we get the Pakistan to behave better? The answer is we have
leverage points over Pakistan that the strategy contemplates we will use.
Ultimately whether they behave better or not is completely up to them," Anton
said.
"They may calculate that it‘s more important to, you know, remain allied with
terrorists, it‘s more important to give terrorists safe haven, it‘s more important to
do all the nasty things that they‘ve been doing that we don‘t like than it is to have a
good relationship with the United States," he alleged.
"If so, that‘s a choice that they will make and then we will make choices
based on their choice," he warned.
The US been mulling a harder approach towards Pakistan for some time now.
In June, the Trump administration reportedly discussed expansion of drone strikes,
redirecting or withholding some aid to Pakistan, and perhaps eventually
downgrading its status as a major non-Nato ally.
Bills suggesting curbs on US assistance to Pakistan were also okayed by the
US House of Representatives last month.
Pakistan has repeatedly denied allegations that it has supported Haqqani
militants, and has announced stronger counter-terrorism measures in the form of
military operations and stepping up border management along the shared border
with Afghanistan and Iran.
Director General (DG) Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor this week announced the successful completion of Operation Khyber-4
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which sought to target terrorists in Rajgal Valley, which he said was "the most
critical area in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata)".
Read more: Army launches Operation Khyber-4 in Rajgal Valley
The DG ISPR had said that army leadership held a "very candid discussion"
with visiting US delegations, including US Central Command chief Gen Joseph
Votel.
"We made clear how Pakistan has acted indiscriminately against all terrorists.
There are no terrorist hideouts in Pakistan... We have operated against all terrorists,
including the Haqqani network, and they [the delegations] were given certain
evidence. But there is global politics, there is regional politics, India is playing a
role," Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor had said.
Gen Votel, after his visit, said he came away with "increased understanding of
the counterterrorism and counter-insurgency efforts of the Pakistani government".
Explore: US Centcom chief stresses sustained ties with Pakistan
Gen Votel has, in the past, informed US lawmakers that Pakistan has "done
some things that have been helpful to us... against the principal concerns we have;
the Haqqani network and Taliban". He has also stressed the need for focus and
persistence in this area, and continuing to engage with Pakistan on the matter.
Read more: Pakistan did ‗helpful things‘ against Haqqanis: US general
Ambassador Aizaz Chaudhry has rejected claims that the Haqqani network
operates in Pakistan. The Haqqani network "is on the run, as far as we are
concerned", Chaudhry said earlier this year. "They have moved into Afghanistan
and need to be taken care of there."
Top military leadership have also shared concerns that hostile intelligence
agencies, including India's Research and Analysis Wing, are operating from
Afghanistan and other locations to foment unrest in Pakistan, particularly
Balochistan.
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee Gen Zubair Mahmood Hayat has
said their "designs [and] oblique actions to sabotage CPEC are also well known",
adding that Pakistan's security forces along with law-enforcement agencies are
playing a crucial role in tackling "external state-sponsored elements operating
through local proxies".
Read more: RAW runs special cell to sabotage CPEC, says secretary defence
МИД Пакистана разочарован обвинениями Трампа в укрывательстве
террористов.
http://kareliyanews.ru/mid-pakistana-razocharovan-obvineniyami-trampa-v-ukryvatelstveterroristov/. 23.08.2017

МИД Пакистана заявил, что критика со стороны президента США
Дональда Трампа вызывает разочарование, и опроверг обвинения в
поддержке террористических группировок, передает агентство Франс Пресс.
«Ни одна страна в мире не страдала больше, чем Пакистан, от такого
бедствия, как терроризм, часто от действий, совершаемых за пределами
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наших границ. Таким образом, вызывает разочарование то, что политическое
заявление США игнорирует огромные жертвы, принесенные пакистанским
народом», — говорится в заявлении министерства иностранных дел страны.
Днем ранее президент США Дональд Трамп предупредил, что
Исламабад может многое потерять, если будет укрывать террористов. По
словам Трампа, Пакистан часто становится убежищем для террористов.
Реакция мира на новую политику Трампа в Южной Азии
Trump's new Afghanistan strategy draws mixed reactions from around
the world
Dawn, August 22, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1353197/trumps-new-afghanistanstrategy-draws-mixed-reactions-from-around-the-world

Initial reactions from the international community on United States President
Donald Trump's new policy on Afghanistan were mixed, with some viewing it as a
positive step forward while others focusing on the flaws in its approach.
In his much-awaited speech on Monday night, Trump backtracked from an
earlier promise to swiftly end America's longest running war. Instead, he
announced that the US would deploy more troops in Afghanistan. The US
president also lambasted non-Nato front-line ally Pakistan, accusing the country of
offering 'safe haven' to terrorist groups.
China
China came to Pakistan's defence after Trump said the US "could no longer be
silent" about Pakistan allegedly providing "safe havens for militants".
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying was quoted by news
agency Reuters as saying that Pakistan was on the front line in the struggle against
terrorism and had made ―great sacrifices‖ and ―important contributions‖ in the
fight.
―We believe that the international community should fully recognise
Pakistan's anti-terrorism efforts,‖ she said at a daily news briefing.
―We are happy to see Pakistan and the United States carry out anti-terror
cooperation on the basis of mutual respect, and work together for security and
stability in the region and world. We hope the relevant US policies can help
promote the security, stability and development of Afghanistan and the region,‖
Hua was quoted as saying.
Afghanistan
Many Afghans interviewed by The Associated Press in Kabul, the country's
capital, feared that the newly announced US policy on Afghanistan will further
deteriorate an already worsening situation. They expressed fears of a worsening in
runaway corruption, increased unemployment and a surge in deadly attacks.
Some Afghans, however, welcomed Trump's harsh words for Pakistan.
India
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India, Pakistan's arch-rival, was also welcoming of Trump's remarks
regarding provision of safe havens to terror groups allegedly operating out of its
rival's territory.
The Indian Ministry of External Affairs said in a statement that it welcomed
Trump's ―determination to enhance efforts to overcome the challenges faced by
Afghanistan and in confronting issues of safe havens and other forms of crossborder support enjoyed by terrorists.‖
Without naming rival Pakistan, the ministry said: ―India shares these concerns
and objectives.‖
India, the largest regional provider of reconstruction aid to Afghanistan,
totaling more than $2 billion, also reaffirmed its policy of extending assistance to
the country.
―We are committed to supporting the government and the people of
Afghanistan in their efforts to bring peace, security, stability and prosperity in their
country,‖ said the statement.
UK
The UK also welcomed Trump's commitment to step up the military
campaign in Afghanistan, Reuters reported. ―The US commitment is very
welcome,‖ British Defence Secretary Michael Fallon said in a statement.
―In my call with [US Defence] Secretary Mattis yesterday, we agreed that
despite the challenges, we have to stay the course in Afghanistan to help build up
its fragile democracy and reduce the terrorist threat to the West."
"It's in all our interests that Afghanistan becomes more prosperous and safer;
that's why we announced our own troop increase back in June,‖ he added.
NATO
The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)'s Secretary General, Jens
Stoltenberg, welcomed Trump's new strategy and said that the US-led military
alliance remains committed to the conflict-torn country.
Stoltenberg welcomed Trump's ―conditions-based approach‖, referring to
America's decision to make troop presence conditional on needs rather than
timelines.
More than 12,000 troops from Nato and partner countries have been helping
to ―train, advise and assist‖ Afghan security forces since January 2015 after the
alliance wound down combat operations there.
Stoltenberg said that ―Nato allies and partners have already committed to
increasing our presence in Afghanistan.‖
―Our aim remains to ensure that Afghanistan never again becomes a safe
haven for terrorists who would attack our own countries,‖ he said.
Australia
An Australian military analyst said Trump's speech set a ―fairly low bar‖ in
terms of success. Military strategist David Kilcullen told the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation that Trump isn't seeking to promote democracy or
counter corruption, but simply noted military outcomes that he is trying to achieve.
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―I think this is carefully shrouded in triumphalist rhetoric but it is actually
quite a modest set of strategic goals,‖ Kilcullen said, adding that Trump's speech
sounded as if it had been written by military officers working in the White House.
Trump offered few specifics, such as whether more troops would be sent to
Afghanistan. The president said the US would shift away from a ―time-based‖
approach, instead linking its assistance to results on the ground.
Kilcullen said Trump's speech focused on fighting terrorism, rather than
fighting an insurgency, and that will require more use of lethal force and a
restrained approach to nation-building and economic development.
Текст речи Трампа о политике США в Южной Азии.
Full texts of Donald Trump's speech on South Asia policy
The Hindu. 22.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/full-texts-of-donaldtrumps-speech-on-south-asia-policy/article19538424.ece

Thank you very much. Thank you. Please be seated.
Vice President Pence, Secretary of State Tillerson, members of the Cabinet, General
Dunford, Deputy Secretary Shanahan, and Colonel Duggan. Most especially, thank you
to the men and women of Fort Myer and every member of the United States military at
home and abroad.
We send our thoughts and prayers to the families of our brave sailors who were
injured and lost after a tragic collision at sea, as well as to those conducting the search
and recovery efforts.
I am here tonight to lay out our path forward in Afghanistan and South Asia. But
before I provide the details of our new strategy, I want to say a few words to the
servicemembers here with us tonight, to those watching from their posts, and to all
Americans listening at home. Since the founding of our republic, our country has
produced a special class of heroes whose selflessness, courage, and resolve is unmatched
in human history.
American patriots from every generation have given their last breath on the
battlefield for our nation and for our freedom. Through their lives -- and though their
lives were cut short, in their deeds they achieved total immortality.
By following the heroic example of those who fought to preserve our republic, we
can find the inspiration our country needs to unify, to heal, and to remain one nation
under God. The men and women of our military operate as one team, with one shared
mission, and one shared sense of purpose.
They transcend every line of race, ethnicity, creed, and color to serve together -- and
sacrifice together -- in absolutely perfect cohesion. That is because all servicemembers
are brothers and sisters. They're all part of the same family; it's called the American
family. They take the same oath, fight for the same flag, and live according to the same
law. They are bound together by common purpose, mutual trust, and selfless devotion to
our nation and to each other.
The soldier understands what we, as a nation, too often forget that a wound inflicted
upon a single member of our community is a wound inflicted upon us all. When one part
of America hurts, we all hurt. And when one citizen suffers an injustice, we all suffer
together.
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Loyalty to our nation demands loyalty to one another. Love for America requires
love for all of its people. When we open our hearts to patriotism, there is no room for
prejudice, no place for bigotry, and no tolerance for hate.
The young men and women we send to fight our wars abroad deserve to return to a
country that is not at war with itself at home. We cannot remain a force for peace in the
world if we are not at peace with each other.
As we send our bravest to defeat our enemies overseas -- and we will always win -let us find the courage to heal our divisions within. Let us make a simple promise to the
men and women we ask to fight in our name that, when they return home from battle,
they will find a country that has renewed the sacred bonds of love and loyalty that unite
us together as one.
Thanks to the vigilance and skill of the American military and of our many allies
throughout the world, horrors on the scale of September 11th -- and nobody can ever
forget that -- have not been repeated on our shores.
But we must also acknowledge the reality I am here to talk about tonight: that
nearly 16 years after September 11th attacks, after the extraordinary sacrifice of blood
and treasure, the American people are weary of war without victory. Nowhere is this
more evident than with the war in Afghanistan, the longest war in American history -- 17
years.
I share the American people‘s frustration. I also share their frustration over a
foreign policy that has spent too much time, energy, money, and most importantly lives,
trying to rebuild countries in our own image, instead of pursuing our security interests
above all other considerations.
That is why, shortly after my inauguration, I directed Secretary of Defense Mattis
and my national security team to undertake a comprehensive review of all strategic
options in Afghanistan and South Asia.
My original instinct was to pull out -- and, historically, I like following my
instincts. But all my life I've heard that decisions are much different when you sit behind
the desk in the Oval Office; in other words, when you're President of the United
States. So I studied Afghanistan in great detail and from every conceivable angle. After
many meetings, over many months, we held our final meeting last Friday at Camp David,
with my Cabinet and generals, to complete our strategy. I arrived at three fundamental
conclusions about America‘s core interests in Afghanistan.
First, our nation must seek an honorable and enduring outcome worthy of the
tremendous sacrifices that have been made, especially the sacrifices of lives. The men
and women who serve our nation in combat deserve a plan for victory. They deserve the
tools they need, and the trust they have earned, to fight and to win.
Second, the consequences of a rapid exit are both predictable and
unacceptable. 9/11, the worst terrorist attack in our history, was planned and directed
from Afghanistan because that country was ruled by a government that gave comfort and
shelter to terrorists. A hasty withdrawal would create a vacuum that terrorists, including
ISIS and al Qaeda, would instantly fill, just as happened before September 11th.
And, as we know, in 2011, America hastily and mistakenly withdrew from Iraq. As
a result, our hard-won gains slipped back into the hands of terrorist enemies. Our
soldiers watched as cities they had fought for, and bled to liberate, and won, were
occupied by a terrorist group called ISIS. The vacuum we created by leaving too soon
gave safe haven for ISIS to spread, to grow, recruit, and launch attacks. We cannot
repeat in Afghanistan the mistake our leaders made in Iraq.
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Third and finally, I concluded that the security threats we face in Afghanistan and
the broader region are immense. Today, 20 U.S.-designated foreign terrorist
organizations are active in Afghanistan and Pakistan -- the highest concentration in any
region anywhere in the world.
For its part, Pakistan often gives safe haven to agents of chaos, violence, and terror.
The threat is worse because Pakistan and India are two nuclear-armed states whose tense
relations threaten to spiral into conflict. And that could happen.
No one denies that we have inherited a challenging and troubling situation in
Afghanistan and South Asia, but we do not have the luxury of going back in time and
making different or better decisions. When I became President, I was given a bad and
very complex hand, but I fully knew what I was getting into: big and intricate
problems. But, one way or another, these problems will be solved -- I'm a problem solver
-- and, in the end, we will win.
We must address the reality of the world as it exists right now -- the threats we face,
and the confronting of all of the problems of today, and extremely predictable
consequences of a hasty withdrawal.
We need look no further than last week‘s vile, vicious attack in Barcelona to
understand that terror groups will stop at nothing to commit the mass murder of innocent
men, women and children. You saw it for yourself. Horrible.
As I outlined in my speech in Saudi Arabia three months ago, America and our
partners are committed to stripping terrorists of their territory, cutting off their funding,
and exposing the false allure of their evil ideology.
Terrorists who slaughter innocent people will find no glory in this life or the
next. They are nothing but thugs, and criminals, and predators, and -- that's right -losers. Working alongside our allies, we will break their will, dry up their recruitment,
keep them from crossing our borders, and yes, we will defeat them, and we will defeat
them handily.
In Afghanistan and Pakistan, America‘s interests are clear: We must stop the
resurgence of safe havens that enable terrorists to threaten America, and we must prevent
nuclear weapons and materials from coming into the hands of terrorists and being used
against us, or anywhere in the world for that matter.
But to prosecute this war, we will learn from history. As a result of our
comprehensive review, American strategy in Afghanistan and South Asia will change
dramatically in the following ways:
A core pillar of our new strategy is a shift from a time-based approach to one based
on conditions. I‘ve said it many times how counterproductive it is for the United States
to announce in advance the dates we intend to begin, or end, military options. We will not
talk about numbers of troops or our plans for further military activities.
Conditions on the ground -- not arbitrary timetables -- will guide our strategy from
now on. America‘s enemies must never know our plans or believe they can wait us
out. I will not say when we are going to attack, but attack we will.
Another fundamental pillar of our new strategy is the integration of all instruments
of American power - diplomatic, economic, and military -- toward a successful outcome.
Someday, after an effective military effort, perhaps it will be possible to have a
political settlement that includes elements of the Taliban in Afghanistan, but nobody
knows if or when that will ever happen. America will continue its support for the Afghan
government and the Afghan military as they confront the Taliban in the field.
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Ultimately, it is up to the people of Afghanistan to take ownership of their future, to
govern their society, and to achieve an everlasting peace. We are a partner and a friend,
but we will not dictate to the Afghan people how to live, or how to govern their own
complex society. We are not nation-building again. We are killing terrorists.
The next pillar of our new strategy is to change the approach and how to deal with
Pakistan. We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organizations, the Taliban, and other groups that pose a threat to the region and
beyond. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with our effort in Afghanistan. It has
much to lose by continuing to harbor criminals and terrorists.
In the past, Pakistan has been a valued partner. Our militaries have worked together
against common enemies. The Pakistani people have suffered greatly from terrorism and
extremism. We recognize those contributions and those sacrifices.
But Pakistan has also sheltered the same organizations that try every single day to
kill our people. We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting. But that will have to
change, and that will change immediately. No partnership can survive a country‘s
harboring of militants and terrorists who target U.S. servicemembers and officials. It is
time for Pakistan to demonstrate its commitment to civilization, order, and to peace.
Another critical part of the South Asia strategy for America is to further develop its
strategic partnership with India -- the world‘s largest democracy and a key security and
economic partner of the United States. We appreciate India‘s important contributions to
stability in Afghanistan, but India makes billions of dollars in trade with the United
States, and we want them to help us more with Afghanistan, especially in the area of
economic assistance and development. We are committed to pursuing our shared
objectives for peace and security in South Asia and the broader Indo-Pacific region.
Finally, my administration will ensure that you, the brave defenders of the
American people, will have the necessary tools and rules of engagement to make this
strategy work, and work effectively and work quickly.
I have already lifted restrictions the previous administration placed on our
warfighters that prevented the Secretary of Defense and our commanders in the field
from fully and swiftly waging battle against the enemy. Micromanagement from
Washington, D.C. does not win battles. They are won in the field drawing upon the
judgment and expertise of wartime commanders and frontline soldiers acting in real time,
with real authority, and with a clear mission to defeat the enemy.
That‘s why we will also expand authority for American armed forces to target the
terrorist and criminal networks that sow violence and chaos throughout
Afghanistan. These killers need to know they have nowhere to hide; that no place is
beyond the reach of American might and Americans arms. Retribution will be fast and
powerful.
As we lift restrictions and expand authorities in the field, we are already seeing
dramatic results in the campaign to defeat ISIS, including the liberation of Mosul in Iraq.
Since my inauguration, we have achieved record-breaking success in that
regard. We will also maximize sanctions and other financial and law enforcement
actions against these networks to eliminate their ability to export terror. When America
commits its warriors to battle, we must ensure they have every weapon to apply swift,
decisive, and overwhelming force.
Our troops will fight to win. We will fight to win. From now on, victory will have
a clear definition: attacking our enemies, obliterating ISIS, crushing al Qaeda, preventing
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the Taliban from taking over Afghanistan, and stopping mass terror attacks against
America before they emerge.
We will ask our NATO allies and global partners to support our new strategy with
additional troop and funding increases in line with our own. We are confident they
will. Since taking office, I have made clear that our allies and partners must contribute
much more money to our collective defense, and they have done so.
In this struggle, the heaviest burden will continue to be borne by the good people of
Afghanistan and their courageous armed forces. As the prime minister of Afghanistan
has promised, we are going to participate in economic development to help defray the
cost of this war to us.
Afghanistan is fighting to defend and secure their country against the same enemies
who threaten us. The stronger the Afghan security forces become, the less we will have
to do. Afghans will secure and build their own nation and define their own future. We
want them to succeed.
But we will no longer use American military might to construct democracies in
faraway lands, or try to rebuild other countries in our own image. Those days are now
over. Instead, we will work with allies and partners to protect our shared interests. We
are not asking others to change their way of life, but to pursue common goals that allow
our children to live better and safer lives. This principled realism will guide our
decisions moving forward.
Military power alone will not bring peace to Afghanistan or stop the terrorist threat
arising in that country. But strategically applied force aims to create the conditions for a
political process to achieve a lasting peace.
America will work with the Afghan government as long as we see determination
and progress. However, our commitment is not unlimited, and our support is not a blank
check. The government of Afghanistan must carry their share of the military, political,
and economic burden. The American people expect to see real reforms, real progress,
and real results. Our patience is not unlimited. We will keep our eyes wide open.
In abiding by the oath I took on January 20th, I will remain steadfast in protecting
American lives and American interests. In this effort, we will make common cause with
any nation that chooses to stand and fight alongside us against this global
threat. Terrorists take heed: America will never let up until you are dealt a lasting
defeat.
Under my administration, many billions of dollars more is being spent on our
military. And this includes vast amounts being spent on our nuclear arsenal and missile
defense. In every generation, we have faced down evil, and we have always
prevailed. We prevailed because we know who we are and what we are fighting for.
Not far from where we are gathered tonight, hundreds of thousands of America‘s
greatest patriots lay in eternal rest at Arlington National Cemetery. There is more
courage, sacrifice, and love in those hallowed grounds than in any other spot on the face
of the Earth.
Many of those who have fought and died in Afghanistan enlisted in the months after
September 11th, 2001. They volunteered for a simple reason: They loved America, and
they were determined to protect her.
Now we must secure the cause for which they gave their lives. We must unite to
defend America from its enemies abroad. We must restore the bonds of loyalty among
our citizens at home, and we must achieve an honorable and enduring outcome worthy of
the enormous price that so many have paid.
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Our actions, and in the months to come, all of them will honor the sacrifice of every
fallen hero, every family who lost a loved one, and every wounded warrior who shed
their blood in defense of our great nation. With our resolve, we will ensure that your
service and that your families will bring about the defeat of our enemies and the arrival of
peace.
We will push onward to victory with power in our hearts, courage in our souls, and
everlasting pride in each and every one of you. Thank you. May God bless our
military. And may God bless the United States of America. Thank you very
much. Thank you. (Applause.)

Трамп намерен увеличить на 4 тыс. американские войска в Афганистане,
а министр иност. дел Пакистана посетит США.
Foreign Minister Asif to visit US within next few days: sources
The Nation. August 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Aug-2017/foreign-ministerasif-to-visit-us-within-next-few-days-sources

According to a report by Waqt News, Asif is going to US after invitation by
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. During his visit, Pakistani Foreign Minister
will meet top leadership and officials of US.
Bilateral relations of Pakistan-America, Afghan policy and issues regarding
War against terrorism will be discussed during the visit. The Foreign Minister will
highlight Pakistan‘s role in establishing peace policy in Afghanistan, sources
added.
The visit is important as US President Donald Trump opened the door on
Monday night to an increase in U.S. troops in Afghanistan as part of a retooled
strategy for the region, overcoming his own doubts about America's longest war
and vowing "a fight to win."
Trump, in a prime-time televised address at a military base near Washington,
said his new approach was aimed at preventing Afghanistan from becoming a safe
haven for Islamist militants bent on attacking the United States.
Трамп обвиняет Пакистан – предоставляет убежище террористам.
Трамп против вывода американских войск из Афганистана
Trump backs off Afghan withdrawal, slams Pakistan for 'harbouring
terrorists'
The Express Tribune. August 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1487765/trump-backsoff-afghan-withdrawal-slams-pakistan-harbouring-terrorists/

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump cleared the way for the
deployment of thousands more US troops to Afghanistan Monday, backtracking
from his promise to swiftly end America‘s longest war, while pillorying ally
Pakistan for offering safe haven to ―agents of chaos.‖
In his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief, Trump
discarded his previous criticism of the 16-year-old war as a waste of time and
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money, admitting things looked different from ―behind the desk in the Oval
Office.‖
―My instinct was to pull out‖ Trump admitted as he spoke of frustration with
a war that has killed thousands of US troops and cost US taxpayers trillions of
dollars. But following months of discussion, Trump said he had concluded ―the
consequences of a rapid exit are both predictable and unacceptable‖ and leaving a
―vacuum‖ that terrorists ―would instantly fill.‖
How Afghanistan could affect its neighbourhood
While Trump refused to offer detailed troop numbers, senior White House
officials said he had already authorised his defense secretary to deploy up to 3,900
more troops to Afghanistan.
A conflict that began in October 2001 as a hunt for the 9/11 attackers has
turned into a vexed effort to keep Afghanistan‘s divided and corruption-hindered
democracy alive amid a brutal Taliban insurgency.
Trump warned that the approach would now be more pragmatic than
idealistic. Security assistance to Afghanistan was ―not a blank check‖ he said,
warning he would not send the military to ―construct democracies in faraway lands
or create democracies in our own image.‖ ―We are not nation building again. We
are killing terrorists.‖
Trump indicated that single-minded approach would extend to US relations
with troubled ally Pakistan, which consecutive US administrations have criticised
for links with the Taliban and for harbouring leading militants — like Osama bin
Laden.
―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organisations,‖ he said warning that vital aid could be cut.
―We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he said. ―That will
have to change and that will change immediately.‖
‗Pakistan will take decisions in its best interest‘
Ahead of the speech the military brushed off speculation that Trump could
signal a stronger line against Islamabad, insisting the country has done all it can to
tackle militancy.
In a press conference held on Monday August 22, DG ISPR Major General
Asif Ghafoor said, ―Let it come,‖ referring to Trump‘s decision. ―Even if it
comes… Pakistan shall do whatever is best in the national interest.‖
When asked, the army spokesperson said the country had conveyed all its
concerns to the US regarding the involvement of RAW and Afghan intelligence
agency.
In view of the repeated US demand seeking action against the Haqqani
Network, Ghafoor insisted that Pakistan had carried out indiscriminate operation
against all groups including the Haqqani Network.
He said US military delegations were offered to choose the place and timing
to verify Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism successes. The US was even given evidence
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in this regard, he said, adding that repeated US demands had more to do with
global politics.
He said Pakistan would take decisions in its best interest if US takes any
‗coercive measures‘ in its new Afghan strategy.
Trump for the first time also left the door open to an eventual political deal
with the Taliban. ―Someday, after an effective military effort, perhaps it will be
possible to have a political settlement that includes elements of the Taliban in
Afghanistan,‖ he said.
―But nobody knows if or when that will ever happen,‖ he added, before
vowing that ―America will continue its support for the Afghan government and
military as they confront the Taliban in the field.‖
While wary of international entanglements, Trump has also been eager to
show success and steel in the realm of national security.
As president, he has surrounded himself with military generals — from his
national security adviser to his chief of staff to his defense secretary — who have
urged him to stay the course.
The Trump administration had originally promised a new Afghan plan by
mid-July, but Trump was said to be dissatisfied by initial proposals to deploy a few
thousand more troops.
His new policy will raise questions about what, if anything, can be achieved
by making further deployments, or repeating the demands of previous
administrations in more forceful terms.
In 2010, the United States had upwards of 100,000 US military personnel
deployed to Afghanistan. Today that figure is around 8,400 US troops and the
situation is as deadly as ever. More than 2,500 Afghan police and troops have been
killed already this year.
―The Afghan government remains divided and weak, its security forces will
take years of expensive US and allied support to become fully effective, and they
may still lose even with such support,‖ said Anthony Cordesman of The Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
Hours before Trump‘s remarks there was a stark reminder of the Taliban‘s
reach, when a missile landed on a field in Kabul‘s heavily fortified diplomatic
zone. The rocket landed in a field in the city‘s diplomatic quarter, with no
casualties reported.
Trump makes no decision on Afghanistan strategy
Taliban dismiss strategy as ‗nothing new‘
The Taliban dismissed Trump‘s strategy for Afghanistan as vague and
―nothing new‖ Tuesday after the US president cleared the way for thousands more
American troops to be sent to the war-torn country.
―For now I can tell you there was nothing new in his speech and it was very
unclear,‖ a spokesperson for the Taliban in Afghanistan, told AFP.
He added that the militants were preparing a formal statement which would be
released later.
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A senior Taliban commander told AFP that Trump was just perpetuating the
―arrogant behaviour‖ of previous presidents such as George Bush. ―He is just
wasting American soldiers. We know how to defend our country. It will not change
anything.
―For generations we have fought this war, we are not scared, we are fresh and
we will continue this war until our last breath,‖ he told AFP by telephone from an
undisclosed location.
He added that the statement proved the current Afghan government ―is a US
puppet‖.
Trump‘s announcement comes amid a month of serious turmoil for his
administration, which has seen several top White House officials fired and
revelations that members of Trump‘s campaign are being investigated by a federal
grand jury. He sought in his address to convince Americans who have wearied of
his controversial off-the-cuff remarks.
―I studied Afghanistan in great detail and from every conceivable angle,‖ he
said, hoping to show he has sufficiently pondered the decision to send more young
Americans into mortal danger.
The decision on Afghanistan could have wide-ranging political repercussions
for Trump, who faces a backlash from his base for reversing his pledge not to
deepen military entanglements on foreign soil.
One of the main voices arguing for withdrawal, Trump‘s nationalistic chief
strategist Steve Bannon, was removed from his post on Friday. Among the advisers
present at Camp David was new White House chief of staff John Kelly, a former
Marine Corps general whose son died in Afghanistan in 2010.
Trump‘s address can be viewed here:…..
Военное сотрудничество США с Пакистаном
US Centcom chief stresses sustained ties with Pakistan
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed,
Zulfiqar
Ali.
Dawn,
August
20th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1352743/us-centcom-chief-stresses-sustained-ties-with-pakistan

ISLAMABAD/PESHAWAR: Senior US commander Gen Joseph Votel on
Saturday departed after his two-day visit to the country with ―increased
understanding of the counterterrorism and counter-insurgency efforts of the
Pakistani government‖.
According to a statement issued by the United States embassy, the general,
who was also taken to North Waziristan that was once home to some of the most
violent terrorist groups, including the Haqqani network, emphasised sustained
cooperation with Pakistan and welcomed Islamabad‘s commitment to bilateral ties.
―Military cooperation, and even stronger cooperation with Pakistan, is very
important, and we deeply appreciate the hospitality and willingness to continue an
honest and open relationship,‖ the commander of the US Central Command
(Centcom) said in the statement issued at the conclusion of the visit.
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He, nevertheless, underlined the need for ensuring that ―Pakistani soil is not
used to plan or conduct terrorist attacks against its neighbours‖. This has been a
consistent message from visiting US officials. Acting Assistant Secretary of State
for South and Central Asian Affairs and acting Special Representative for
Afghanistan and Pakistan Alice Wells, who visited Pakistan earlier this month, too
had left behind the same note.
Gen Votel‘s third trip to Pakistan as Centcom commander took place as the
US government continued a review of its South Asia policy amid speculation of a
looming rupture in ties because of a strong opinion in the White House that
Pakistan had not been an honest partner in the fight against terrorism in
Afghanistan.
However, the US defence department believes that Pakistan‘s support is
crucial for operations in Afghanistan and any eventual peace deal with the Taliban.
Therefore, the department has been counselling against a split even though
Defence Secretary James Mattis had refused to certify that Pakistani actions had
denied safe haven to Taliban and the Haqqani network. Reimbursements for
Pakistani actions in support of US military operations under the ‗Coalition Support
Fund‘ were cut because of the defence secretary‘s refusal issue the certification.
Gen Votel tried to assuage the concerns in Islamabad about a complete
breakdown in relationship by noting: ―We are extraordinarily pleased to continue
these enduring relationships.‖
The embassy said the commander had in his meetings ―focused on the need to
further strengthen US and Pakistani military-to-military relations… to ensure
greater regional security and stability‖.
Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Bajwa had a day earlier, in his meeting
with Gen Votel, renewed the commitment to cooperate with US-led coalition
troops in Afghanistan and Afghan security forces for ―improved security
environment in Pakistan-Afghanistan border region‖. Gen Bajwa had at the same
time stressed acknowledgment of Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the fight against
terrorism.
A similar resolve was expressed by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqqan Abbasi
when Gen Votel called on him.
PM Abbasi agreed on cooperation for dealing with ―regional concerns‖ and
underscored that the ongoing policy review in the US should recognise Pakistan‘s
efforts in fighting terrorism and its commitment to peace and security in
Afghanistan.
In North Waziristan, the US delegation headed by Gen Votel briefed about
the army‘s operations in the area and the Pakistan-Afghanistan border security
mechanism through enhanced surveillance measures.
It was also briefed about progress in socio-economic development, including
return of displaced people to their native areas.
The US delegation appreciated efforts and sacrifices of the army and local
tribes for re-establishing peace and order in the area and realised the importance of
the bilateral border security coordination.
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Later, the delegation visited the Army Public School in Miramshah and
interacted with the students.
Upon arrival in the tribal region, the delegation was received by Peshawar
Corps Commander Lt Gen Nazir Ahmad Butt, while Chief of General Staff Lt Gen
Bilal Akbar accompanied it.
О поставках США новых ударных вертолетов для ВС Пакистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37185. 21 августа, 2017.

Как сообщают зарубежные СМИ, на авиастроительном предприятии Bell
Helicopter (г.Амарилло, шт.Техас) были представлены первые три экземпляра
ударного вертолета AH-1Z Viper, который построен по контракту с
Пакистаном, согласно которого известное американское предприятие
поставит официальному Исламабаду 15 вертолетов. Первые три вертолета
поступят в распоряжение летчиков армейской авиации Сухопутных войск ВС
Пакистана до конца 2017 г., тогда как оставшиеся девять боевых машин
поступят в 2018 г.
По данным китайских источников, разрешение на поставку этих
вертолетов американский производитель получил от Сената США еще в 2015
г. Новые 15 вертолетов предназначены для поддержания боевой
устойчивости ВС Пакистана особенно в условиях начала реализации
контракта оборонно-промышленного комплекса США с официальным НьюДели на поставку ударных вертолетов АН-64Е.
Следует отметить, что суммарная стоимость упомянутого контракта на
поставку вертолетов AH-1Z Viper составляет 952 млн долл. США, однако
следует учитывать, что на долю вертолетной техники приходится 228 млн,
тогда как остальная часть покрывает поставку 1000 многофункциональных
управляемых ракет класса «воздух-земля» с лазерной системой наведения
AGM-114R Hellfire II и ремонт 51 пакистанских вертолетов AH-1F/S Cobra,
которые практически исчерпали летный ресурс.
Новая модификация ударного вертолета АН-1Z Viper отличается от
моделей предыдущего поколения более эффективным двигателем T700-GE401C (пр-во американской компании General Electric) мощностью 1800 л.с.,
который позволяет экипажу вертолета выполнять полеты в жарком климате
Пакистана с боекомплектом в 16 противотанковых управляемых ракет.
Китайские специалисты пристально наблюдают за поставкой
американских ударных вертолетов, которые при всех своих плюсах отличает
довольно высокая стоимость, что привело к уменьшению количества
приобретаемых боевых машин с 22 до 15 единиц. Очевидно, что
пакистанским военным необходимы новые ударные вертолеты для более
эффективного противодействия терроризму.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что бортовая оптико-электронная
станция (ОЭС) американского вертолета позволяет экипажам обеспечивать
огневую поддержку подразделениям СВ, которые находятся в
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непосредственном
контакте
с
террористическими
группами
в
труднодоступных горных районах на границе с Исламской Республикой
Афганистан. Следует отметить, что для выполнения контртеррористических
задач пакистанские военные приспособили средние транспортные самолеты
С-130В, на которые установили ОЭС Star SAFIRE III (пр-во американской
компании FLIR Systems).
Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что американские специалисты
будут проводить техническое обслуживание боевых вертолетов в
подразделениях армейской авиации СВ ВС Пакистана, поскольку
американские оружейники опасаются утечки «чувствительной» технической
информации в другие государства, а именно в Исламскую Республику Иран и
Китайскую Народную Республику.
Конструкторы зенитно-ракетных систем из ИРИ крайне заинтересованы
в получении информации о возможностях таких компонентах вертолета АН1Z Viper как:
– система предупреждения о ракетном обстреле AN/AAR-47 (пр-во компании Orbital
ATK, США);
– система обнаружения сигнала радиолокационной станции сопровождения
AN/APR-39C(v2) (пр-во корпорации Northrop Grumman);
– станция сброса тепловых ловушек AN/ALE-47 (пр-во корпорации BAE Systems).

Представители ОПК КНР заинтересованы в получении образцов
турбовальных двигателей T700-GE-401C, оптико-электронных систем
обнаружения и наведения AN/AAQ-30 (пр-во американской компании
Lockheed Martin) и нашлемных систем TopOwl от французской компании
Thales.
Как отмечают китайские обозреватели, официальный Исламабад принял
решение приобрести одну эскадрилью ударных вертолетов Ми-35М за 153
млн долл. США, которые по своим характеристикам практически не
уступают американским машинам, однако ограниченное количество
российских вертолетов обосновано тем, что для них необходимо приобретать
боеприпасы российского производства, тогда как поставки неуправляемых
авиационных ракет (НАР) и других боеприпасов уже отлажены. Очевидно,
что пакистанские военные приобрели только одну эскадрилью Ми-35М с
тем, чтобы провести долгосрочное тестирование возможностей российских
ударных вертолетов, которые позволяют доставлять группы сил
специального назначения и выполнять медицинскую эвакуацию.
Кроме упомянутых выше АН-1Z Viper и Ми-35М, ВС Пакистана
пописали контракт на поставку 30 ударных вертолетов Т-129 Атак, при
разработке которого конструкторы Turkish Aerospace Industries использовали
итальянский вертолет А-129, а также однотипный с американским АН-1Z
Viper двигатель. Реализация программы поставок Т-129 Атак зависят
от поставок ключевых компонентов из США, а они, в свою очередь,
полностью зависят от стабильности межгосударственных отношений между
США и Турецкой Республикой.
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В отношении приобретения вертолетов турецкого производства,
китайские специалисты отмечают следующий положительный момент для
пакистанских военных, а именно бортовая радиоэлектронная аппаратура Т129 Атак позволяет применять стандартные НАР калибров 57 и 70 мм
производства США. Кроме того, турецкие компании Aselsan, Havelsan
и Roketsan приняли обязательство по созданию производственных линий
боеприпасов для Т-129, а также мастерских по ремонту комплектующих
турецкого производства.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
необходимо
добавить,
что
представители ОПК КНР «до последнего» надеялись на подписание
контракта с ВС Пакистана на поставку партии ударных вертолетов «Чжи10К», однако пакистанские военные отказались приобретать вертолеты
китайского производства, поскольку двигатель «Чжи-10К» обладает меньшей
на 500 л.с. мощностью по сравнению с американским, а сам вертолет весит
на 1600 кг больше, чем турецкий Т-129 Атак. Именно недостаточная
мощность двигателя китайского вертолета стала основным минусом при
определении победителя тендера.
Дополнительным минусом для «Чжи-10К» стала невозможность
применения НАР калибров 57 и 70 мм американского производства. Следует
отметить, что китайские оружейники в ходе соревнования за «пакистанский
контракт» внесли ряд изменений в конструкцию вертолета, однако это не
помогло в состязании с американским АН-1Z Viper, российским Ми-35М и
турецким Т-129 Атак.
Пакистан подтверждает свое намерение развивать сотрудничество с
США.
Pakistan reiterates strong partnership with US
The Nation. August 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Aug-2017/pakistanreiterates-strong-partnership-with-us

Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua on Thursday said that Pakistan supports all
initiatives aimed at promoting sustainable peace and security in the region.
Talking to a US delegation led by Ambassador Alice G Wells, Acting
Assistant Secretary for South and Central Asian Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Janjua emphasised that a strong partnership with the United States was
critical in achieving these shared objectives.
The visiting delegation was informed about the overall gains that Pakistan has
been able to make in the last few years‘ in line with the priorities set by the
government.
These measures include; overcoming energy shortfalls; stabilising and setting
the economy on the path of sustained high growth; and an enabling security
environment through vigorous counter terrorism operations.
In this regard, the foreign secretary appreciated United States‘ support as a
longstanding development ally and Pakistan‘s largest trade partner.
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Pakistan‘s perspectives on challenges confronting the region including the
security situation in Afghanistan were shared. ―The ongoing US review would
result in a comprehensive political strategy to promote reconciliation and peace in
Afghanistan and the region,‖ said Janjua.
The foreign secretary drew attention of the US delegation on the situation in
the Indian-held Kashmir and the brutal repression of a just and peaceful struggle,
and its implications for peace and security in the region.
Wells thanked Foreign Secretary Janjua and acknowledged Pakistan‘s
sacrifices in the fight against terrorism.
Ambassador Wells agreed on the importance of a strong partnership between
the United States and Pakistan and gave US‘ perspective on how to move forward
this relationship in the coming years.
―The objective of bilateral cooperation is to seek a stable, secure and
prosperous Pakistan,‖ said Wells.
США намерены работать вместе с Аббаси
US vows to work with Abbasi
The Nation. August 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/02-Aug-2017/usvows-to-work-with-abbasi

ISLAMABAD - The United States on Tuesday vowed to work with the new
Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, for a democratic Pakistan.
In a statement issued here by the US embassy, American Ambassador David
Hale congratulated Prime Minister Abbasi on his election by the National
Assembly. ―We look forward to working with him to advance our shared interests
in a secure, democratic, peaceful, and prosperous Pakistan and region,‖ the envoy
said in his message.
Earlier in the day, Abbasi was elected as the new premier, replacing Nawaz
Sharif who was disqualified by the Supreme Court last week.
Abbasi, who will hold the office for around two months, secured 221 votes.
Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP)‘s Naveed Qamar received 47 votes, while
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s candidate Sheikh Rashid Ahmed got 33 votes.
Only four votes were cast for Jamaat-e-Islami‘s Sahabzada Tariqullah.
Shehbaz Sharif, brother of ousted premier Nawaz Sharif will contest by-polls
in September and would be eventually elected as the premier for the remaining
term of Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) in the government until June 2018.
In 2013, Nawaz Sharif had won 224 votes from the lower house when he was
elected as the prime minister.
In the recent past, the Pak-US ties have been tense.
The tension started last year, when the US refused to share the price of the F16 jets that were to be sold to Pakistan and it reached its peak when Afghan
Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansour was killed in Balochistan in a US drone
strike. Pakistan protested against the extension of drone attacks but the US refused
to budge an inch.
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Washington has also showed its tilt towards India on international issues.
This month, Pentagon withheld $50 million to be paid under the Coalition
Support Fund (CSF) to Pakistan. The US Defence Secretary, Jim Mattis, said at a
meeting of the Congress defence committees that he was unable to verify
Pakistan‘s efforts against the Haqqani group.
Islamabad said that Pakistan would not give up its right to the CSF and
convince the US to release the funds as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, on Tuesday, US embassy spokesperson Fleur Cown held a
farewell reception for the Pakistani journalists here. She introduced the new
spokesperson, Richard W Snelsire, to the journalists.
Cown and other members of the media team will leave Pakistan this week
after completing their terms and will be replaced by Snelsire, Melanie L Bonner
and others.
США стоят вместе с Индией против Пакистана, - цитируют индийцы
статью в пакистанской газете The Nation.
'US is clearly standing with India, has told Islamabad to improve
relations with New Delhi': Report
Shailaja
Neelakantan.
The
Times
of
India.
Jul
24,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/us-is-clearly-standing-with-india-has-told-islamabad-toimprove-relations-with-new-delhi-report/articleshow/59733396.cms

•A Pakistani foreign ministry official said the US is unhappy with Islamabad's
efforts toward regional peace
•Pakistan, in turn, told the US it blames New Delhi for poor relations
•The US wants Pakistan to initiate dialogue with India, the official said
The US stands with India, a Pakistani foreign ministry official said.
NEW DELHI: Washington is "clearly standing with New Delhi" and has told
Pakistan it needs to improve its relationship with India, says a report on Monday in
Pakistani newspaper The Nation, citing a senior foreign ministry official.
The official further told the newspaper that the US is unhappy with Pakistan's
efforts toward regional peace and wants it to initiate dialogue with both India and
Afghanistan to improve ties+ . He added that Pakistan believes it is doing it all it
can.
"It is sad they don't want to acknowledge our anti-terror successes. They are
repeating the 'do more' mantra. We believe now India and Afghanistan have to do
more. We are doing what we can," the official told The Nation.
Pakistan, in turn, told the US it blames New Delhi and Kabul for poor
relations.
"We have told them Pakistan has always wanted a dialogue but both India and
Afghanistan were not responding," the official said.
Pakistan has been backed into a corner in the last couple of months after a
series of actions by the US and the European Union.
Last month, the European Parliament adopted a resolution condemning the
human rights situation in Pakistan.
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The resolution, which was adopted by majority, expressed grave concern over
the "roll-back in Pakistan of the respect for human rights and the rule of law," in
particular the freedom granted to security forces, the use of military courts, the
crackdown on NGOs, the intimidation of human rights defenders and religious
minorities, and the increase in extrajudicial killings, reported IANS.
Then, last Wednesday, the US listed Pakistan among the nations providing
"safe havens" to terrorists, saying terror groups like the LeT and JeM continued to
operate, train, organise and fund-raise inside the country.
"Pakistan did not take sufficient action against other externally focused
groups, such as Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) in 2016,
which continued to operate, train, organise, and fundraise in Pakistan," said the
annual 'Country Report on Terrorism' from the US state department. LeT's founder
Hafiz Saeed is the mastermind of the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks.
Also last week, the US said it was blocking $350 million in coalition support
funds to Pakistan+ as it had not taken "sufficient actions" against the dreaded
Haqqani terror network which has been behind terror attacks in Afghanistan.
Another official at the foreign ministry said to The Nation that Islamabad had
told Washington that doubting Pakistan's role against terror would not be helpful.
"The world knows we have sacrificed a lot in the war on terror. The US also
acknowledges it but it is strange they [the US] are toeing the Indian line," he
added.
A retired Pakistani army veteran told The Nation that these US actions are a
result of annoyance with Pakistan due to its strong ties with China+ .
"They [the US] are trying to put pressure on Pakistan. The US support for
[Indian] Prime Minister [Narendra] Modi is designed to corner Pakistan and then
force it to bow to India's superiority," said Naeem Lodhi, a retired Pakistani army
lieutenant general .
The US is motivated by self-interest, he added.
"They want to break Pakistan-China friendship. The US is doing this for India
and also for its own interest," Lodhi said.
Пентагон заблокировал предоставление военной помощи Пакистану в 50
млн. долл.
Pentagon blocks $50m Coalition Support Fund payment to Pakistan
Dawn, 24.07.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346732/pentagon-blocks-50m-coalitionsupport-fund-payment-to-pakistan

The US Defense Department withheld $50 million in Pakistan military
payments after Pentagon chief Jim Mattis accused Islamabad of not doing enough
to counter the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani network, an official said Friday.
―Secretary Mattis told congressional defense committees that he was not able
to certify that Pakistan took sufficient actions against the Haqqani network to
permit full reimbursement of the fiscal year 2016 Coalition Support Funds,‖
Pentagon Spokesman Adam Stump said.
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The United States had allotted $900m in military aid to Pakistan through the
special fund. The country has already received $550m of that, but Mattis's decision
means $50m will be withheld. The remaining $300m was rescinded by Congress as
part of a broader appropriations act.
―This decision does not reduce the significance of the sacrifices that the
Pakistani military has undertaken over previous years,‖ Stump said. ―Pakistan still
has time to take action against the Haqqani network in order to influence the
secretary's certification decision in FY17,‖ he added.
Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who is also the Taliban's deputy leader, the group
has carried out numerous operations deep in the heart of Kabul and has been
blamed by Afghanistan for a devastating truck bombing that killed more than 150
people in the capital in May.
«Пакистан остается важным партнером США в борьбе с терроризмом,
хотя действует недостаточно активно», - отмечено в Докладе Госдепа США
Counter-terrorism cooperation with India deepened last year: U.S.
report
The report has named Hafiz Saeed's Lashkar-e-Taiba as one of the outfits
against which Pakistan has failed to take concrete action.
Notes Pakistan, an important counter-terror partner in 2016, failed to act
on militancy targeting India and Afghanistan.
Counter-terrorism cooperation between India and the United States deepened
in 2016, the U.S. State Department‘s annual ‗Country Reports on Terrorism‘
released on Wednesday said. The report said the ―Indian leadership expressed
resolve to redouble efforts, in cooperation with the United States and with other
like-minded countries, to bring to justice the perpetrators of terrorism.‖
The report said Pakistan remained ―an important counter-terrorism partner‖
last year, but it did not take sufficient action against groups that target India and
Afghanistan. ―The Pakistani military and security forces undertook operations
against groups that conducted attacks within Pakistan such as Tehrik-e Taliban
Pakistan. Pakistan did not take substantial action against the Afghan Taliban or
Haqqani Network, or substantially limit their ability to threaten U.S. interests in
Afghanistan, although Pakistan supported efforts to bring both groups into an
Afghan-led peace process.
Pakistan did not take sufficient action against other externally focused groups,
such as Lashkar e-Taiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) in 2016, which
continued to operate, train, organize, and fundraise in Pakistan,‖ the report said.
Terror groups on the radar
The report noted that India and the U.S. pledged to strengthen cooperation
against terrorist threats from groups including Al-Qaeda (AQ), Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria (ISIS), JeM, LeT and D-Company, including through greater
collaboration on designations at the United Nations.
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The report said, in 2016, U.S. and Indian officials exchanged terrorist threat
information in intelligence and law enforcement channels. The U.S. Department of
Justice officials worked with Indian officials, including at the National
Investigation Agency (NIA).
‗India arrested 68 ISIS supporters‘
Noting that while India has not joined the U.S.-led Global Coalition to Defeat
ISIS, the report said New Delhi has publicly recognised the serious threat ISIS
poses to global security and ―affirmed efforts to degrade and defeat this threat.‖
―Indian officials have stated that their government takes threats posed by ISIS
seriously and Indian law enforcement agencies arrested at least 68 ISIS supporters
in 2016. In some instances, clerics and family members supported government-led
deradicalisation efforts,‖ said the report.
«Пакистан слабо борется с талибами и сетью Хаккани» – Доклад США
по терроризму 2016 (опубликован 19.07.2017).
US says Pakistan failed to act against Taliban, Haqqani Network
Dawn. July 20, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1346317/us-says-pakistan-failed-to-actagainst-taliban-haqqani-network

The United States has once again accused Pakistan of not taking significant
action against the militant outfits and accusing them of operating from "Pakistanbased safe havens" to threaten the US and Afghan forces in Afghanistan.
The US State Department, in its annual ―Country Reports on Terrorism 2016‖
released on Wednesday, said Islamabad has failed to take significant action to
constrain the ability of the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani Network to operate from
"Pakistan-based safe havens".
It mentioned the Afghan Taliban, the Haqqani Network, Lashkar-i-Tayyiba
(LT), and Jaish-i-Muhammad (JM) as "groups located in Pakistan, but focused on
conducting attacks outside the country".
The report accused that the government did not take any significant action
against Jaish-i-Muhammad (JM) or Lashkar-i-Taiba (LT), "other than
implementing an ongoing ban against media coverage of their activities".
"LT and JM continued to hold rallies, raise money, recruit, and train in
Pakistan," it maintained.
"The government has not joined the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, although
it designated ISIS as a terrorist organisation in 2015. Police and security forces
detained and killed a substantial number of ISIS-affiliated terrorists," the report
said.
Political reconciliation
The US State Department in its report, however, termed Pakistan an important
partner. "Pakistan remained an important counterterrorism partner in 2016," the
report read, adding that the government supported political reconciliation between
the Afghan government and the Afghan Taliban.
Shedding light on the domestic front, the report viewed that violent extremist
groups targeted civilians, officials, and religious minorities in the country.
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"Major terrorist groups focused on conducting terrorist attacks in Pakistan
included the Tehrik-i Taliban Pakistan (TTP), Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA), and the
sectarian group LeJ. The militant group Islamic State's (IS) Khorasan Province
claimed several major attacks against Pakistani targets, likely conducted in
collaboration with other terrorist groups," the report reads.
Progress of securtiy agencies
The data mentioned in the report also shows a significant reduction in the
number of terrorism-related civilian deaths in Pakistan in 2016. Some 600 such
deaths were reported in 2016, far lower than the peak years of 2012 and 2013,
when terrorist acts killed more than 3,000 civilians each year (according to the
South Asia Terrorism Portal), it added.
Terrorists used a range of tactics – stationary and vehicle-borne improvised
explosive devices (IEDs), suicide bombings, targeted assassinations, and rocketpropelled grenades – to attack individuals, schools, markets, government
institutions, and places of worship, the report reads.
The US State Department said that the Pakistani government continued to
implement the National Action Plan (NAP) against terrorism, but with "uneven
results".
"Progress remained slow on regulating madrassas, blocking extremist
messaging, empowering the National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA),
cutting off terrorist financing, and strengthening the judicial system," read the
report.
Despite its extensive security infrastructure, the country suffered major
attacks, particularly in Balochistan, it added.
Законопроект об ограничении помощи США Пакистану утвержден
Bills suggesting curbs on US assistance to Pakistan okayed
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, July 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345453/billssuggesting-curbs-on-us-assistance-to-pakistan-okayed

WASHINGTON: The US House of Representatives passed on Friday a
sweeping $696 billion defence policy bill that would exceed President Donald
Trump‘s budget request and break through longstanding caps on national defence
spending.
The bill adopted decisively by 344 to 81 votes includes provisions for
tightening restrictions on US assistance to Pakistan.
Late on Thursday, another congressional panel approved by voice vote the
State and Foreign Operations bill that also suggests increased restrictions on US
civil and military assistance to Pakistan. The foreign affairs bill now goes to the
full House for voting.
Examine: Pakistan‘s anxiety
The defence bill authorises $696bn in defence spending for the 2018 fiscal
year, including nearly $30bn more for core Pentagon operations than President
Donald Trump requested.
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All but eight Republicans and 117 Democrats voted for the bill, which
surpasses the $549bn cap on defence spending set under the 2011 Budget Control
Act by about $72bn.
The other legislation, however, would reduce funding for the State
Department and foreign operations by $10bn, down from about $57.4bn in fiscal
2017. Still, the cuts are not as deep as those in the Trump administration‘s budget
proposal, which included roughly $37bn for the state.
In total, the bill provides $47.4bn in both regular discretionary and Overseas
Contingency Operations (OCO) funding. This total is $10bn below the fiscal year
2017 enacted level, when counting additional funds provided in the Security
Assistance Appropriations Act of 2017.
Within this amount, OCO funding totals $12bn, which supports operations
and assistance in areas of conflict, such as Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
The text of the bill, released earlier this week, includes provisions to make the
civil and military aid to Pakistan conditional to Islamabad stopping its alleged
support to the Haqqani network and other militant groups in the South Asian
regions.
Although the text focuses on the groups that fight US and official Afghan
forces in Afghanistan, some groups named in the text also operate in the Indian
occupied Kashmir.
In recent days, senior US officials and lawmakers have both sent clear
messages to Pakistan, urging it to help the United States and the Afghan
government defeat the Taliban militants. They also said that the failure to do so
would force the United States to reconsider its relationship with Pakistan.
US officials and lawmakers, however, have left open the option to hold peace
talks with the Taliban.
In April, US Secretary of State Rex W. Tillerson told America‘s Nato allies in
Brussels that an eventual settlement between the Afghan government and the
Taliban is the ultimate goal of the Trump administration.
―The ongoing commitment of Nato allies and partners to peace in
Afghanistan, including to an eventual settlement between the Afghan government
and the Taliban, protects this alliance‘s interests, and, when successful, ensures
that Afghanistan never again becomes a safe haven for terrorists,‖ he said.
Although in power since Jan 20, the Trump administration is still finalising a
policy for the Pak-Afghan region and recent leaks to the media indicate that while
the new strategy would suggest both ―qualitative and numerical‖ increase in US
military presence in Afghanistan, it will also continue to seek a negotiated
settlement to the Afghan conflict.
At a recent news briefing, State Department Spokesperson Heather Nauert
avoided categorising the Taliban as a terrorist outfit.
―Our Afghan policy review is still under way. That has not been announced
just yet,‖ said Ms Nauert when asked if the Trump administration is going to brand
the Taliban as terrorists.
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Конгресс увязывает помощь Пакистану с его успехами в борьбе с
терроризмом
Congress tightening screws on US aid to Pakistan
Dawn, July 14th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345205/congress-tightening-screwson-us-aid-to-pakistan

WASHINGTON: A key Congressional panel started hearing a proposal on
Thursday to make US civil and military aid to Pakistan conditional to Islamabad‘s
support to the fight against the Afghan Taliban.
The tougher language on Pakistan forms part of the 2018 State and Foreign
Operations Appropriations draft bill, which was distributed among the members of
the House Appropriations Committee on Wednesday.
The draft continues current requirements regarding assistance for Pakistan but
prevents the Secretary of State from giving a full national-interest waiver. The
secretary can now only issue a waiver for 85 per cent of the funds appropriated
under the Foreign Military Financing (FMF).
Examine: Pakistan‘s anxiety
The bill underlines the US concerns about Pakistan‘s commitment to
combating terrorism in the Pak-Afghan region, saying: ―The committee remains
concerned with the commitment by Pakistan to US strategic objectives in the
region, including combating terrorism‖.
In recent days, senior US officials and lawmakers have both sent clear
messages to Pakistan, urging it to help the United States and the Afghan
government defeat the Taliban militants. They also said that the failure to do so
would force the United States to reconsider its relationship with Pakistan.
The bill also suggests withholding $33,000,000 of funds until the Secretary of
State reports to the Committee that Dr Shakil Afridi has been released from prison
and cleared of all charges related to the assistance he provided to the United States
in locating Osama bin Laden.
The committee recommends $642.2 million as assistance for Pakistan.
Carryover funds for assistance for Pakistan are projected to total about $1.371
billion.
The committee also recommends $115-542m for diplomatic operations in
Pakistan.
The bill provides $47.4bn in both regular discretionary and Overseas
Contingency Operations (OCO) funding. This is $10bn below the fiscal year 2017
enacted level.
The Secretary of State is asked to certify that Pakistan is cooperating with the
United States in counter-terrorism efforts against the Haqqani network, the Quetta
Shura Taliban, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed, Al Qaeda, and other
domestic and foreign terrorist organisations, including taking effective steps to end
support for such groups and prevent them from basing and operating in Pakistan
and carrying out cross-border attacks into neighbouring countries.
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The secretary of state is also required to certify that Pakistan is not supporting
terrorist activities against the United States or coalition forces in Afghanistan, and
Pakistan‘s military and intelligence agencies are not intervening extra-judicially
into political and judicial processes in Pakistan.
The certification needs to include that Pakistan is not financing or otherwise
supporting schools supported by, affiliated with, or run by the Taliban or any
designated foreign terrorist organisation and that Islamabad is preventing the
proliferation of nuclear-related material and expertise.
The bill also says that the funds made available under the ‗Foreign Military
Financing Programme‘ can only be used to support counter-terrorism and
counterinsurgency capabilities in Pakistan. This prevents Pakistan from using this
fund to buy F-16 fighter jets, as it did in the past.
Сенатор Мак‘Кейн предупредил Пакистан, что, если он не покончит с
сетью Хаккани, то не будет близким другом США (визит делегации
сенаторов в Пакистан и Афганистан в начале июля с.г.).
McCain‘s warning reflects changing mood in Washington towards
Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, July 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1343571/mccainswarning-reflects-changing-mood-in-washington-towards-pakistan

WASHINGTON: US Senator John McCain‘s warning that if Pakistan does
not stop supporting the Haqqani network, the United States should change its
‗behaviour‘ towards the Pakistani nation reflects the changing mood in
Washington towards a country once considered a close ally.
Senator McCain, who was in Islamabad recently before flying over to Kabul,
said he had conveyed this message to Pakistan‘s civilian and military leaders as
well.
―We have made it very clear that we expect they [Pakistan] will cooperate
with us, particularly against the Haqqani network and against terrorist
organisations,‖ he said at a news briefing on Tuesday in Kabul.
―If they don‘t change their behaviour, maybe we should change our behaviour
towards Pakistan as a nation.‖
According to some Pakistani sources, the terse statement came even though
during a briefing by top military officials Mr McCain and his team were repeatedly
informed that Pakistan had severed its links with members of the Haqqani network.
They added that if any militants were found inside Pakistan they would be arrested
and prosecuted.
Meanwhile, it is not just the United States which talks about forcing Pakistan
to change its Afghan policy. In a recent statement, Nato Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg issued a sterner warning. ―It is absolutely unacceptable that a country
provides sanctuary to terrorist groups which are responsible for terrorist attacks
inside another country.‖
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A recent Pentagon report — which describes Pakistan as ―the most influential
external actor‖ in Afghanistan — explains that this new emphasis on Pakistan
stems from a realisation that there can neither be peace nor stability in Afghanistan
if Islamabad does not support the efforts to do so.
Senator McCain, a former Republican presidential candidate who now heads
the Senate Armed Services Committee, also underlined a point that is often
missing from such statements: despite recent successes, the United States is not
winning this war, at least not yet.
―None of us would say that we are on a course to success here in
Afghanistan,‖ he said at a news briefing at Nato-coalition headquarters. ―That
needs to change and quickly.‖
The Pentagon report — ―Enhancing security and stability in Afghanistan‖ —
was presented to Senator McCain and his fellow lawmakers before they flew to the
Pak-Afghan region and it too blames Pakistan for this lack of success, at least
partly.
―Militant groups, including Taliban and Haqqani senior leadership, retained
safe havens inside Pakistani territory. Sustained Pakistani efforts to disrupt active
Haqqani network threats were not observed during the reporting period (Dec 1,
2016, through May 31, 2017),‖ says the report.
―The United States continues to be clear with Pakistan about steps it should
take to improve the security environment and deny safe havens to terrorist and
extremist groups,‖ the report adds.
Senator McCain, who has always been friendly to Pakistan, also expressed his
desire to stay engaged with Islamabad in his statements in Pakistan and
Afghanistan, a point that was also stressed in the Pentagon report.
The United States, Mr McCain said, was counting on Pakistan‘s support to
eliminate militancy, in particular the Haqqani network.
The Pentagon report, however, also explains why Pakistan continues to
support certain militant groups, arguing that concerns about India‘s growing
influence in Afghanistan prevents Pakistan from playing a positive role in that
country.
―Pakistan is the most influential external actor affecting Afghan stability and
the outcome of both the US and Nato missions‖ there, says the Pentagon study,
which also acknowledges that during the reporting period, Pakistan contributed
operational support to a combined US and Afghan operation to combat the
Khorasan chapter of the militant Islamic State group.
The US and Nato-led operation Resolute Mission continues to facilitate
meetings between Afghanistan and Pakistan through its Tripartite Joint Operations
Centre, the report adds.
The Pentagon points out that ―Pakistan views the outcome of Afghanistan to
be in its vital national interest and thus remains driven by its India-centric regional
policy objectives‖. And because of this ―Afghan-oriented militant groups,
including the Taliban and Haqqani network, retain freedom of action inside
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Pakistani territory and benefit from support from elements of the Pakistani
government‖.
Diplomatic observers in Washington say that since President Donald Trump
has given to his defence secretary the authority to decide the size of US military
presence in Afghanistan, the Pentagon report will also influence the new Afghan
strategy that the White House Security Council is working on.
The new policy, expected later this month, is likely to focus on the
relationship between Afghanistan and Pakistan and terrorist networks throughout
the region.
Reports in the US media suggest that US National Security Adviser Gen H.R.
McMaster and his team, tasked with making the new strategy, are also reviewing
US-Pakistan relations and may suggest some radical changes.
The team may accept the Pentagon‘s request for a more aggressive role in
Afghanistan, such as once again authorising the military to target both Taliban and
Haqqani network fighters. This may include authorising US aircraft to pursue
fleeing militants into Pakistan.
Besides seeking more powers for the military, the Pentagon also wants
Washington to use its relations with both Pakistan and Afghanistan to improve ties
between the neighbours.
―Attacks in Afghanistan attributed to Pakistan-based militant networks
continue to erode the Afghanistan-Pakistan relationship. Militant groups, including
the Taliban and Haqqani network, continued to utilise sanctuaries inside Pakistan,‖
the report says.
―Pakistan‘s belief that Afghanistan is not doing enough to prevent crossborder attacks, such as a suicide bombing at a shrine in Pakistan‘s Sindh province
in February 2017 that killed 72 people, further hampers bilateral relations,‖ the
report adds.
Трамп и Южная Азия.
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Indian Prime Minister Modi‘s recent US visit indicates the direction of
Trump‘s policy towards not only India, but South Asia as a whole. The ongoing
review of the administration‘s Afghan policy will also complement this strategy.
This will have far-reaching implications for Pakistan.
It is not surprising that Trump reaffirmed the partnership with India which has
steadily grown since the Bush and Obama administrations. He has gone even
further by accepting India‘s regional hegemonic ambitions as articulated in the
Indo-US joint statement that ―as responsible stewards in the Indo-Pacific region‖
the ―close partnership‖ between them ―is central to peace and stability in the
region‖. The underlying purpose is to use India to contain China in the vain hope
of ensuring US global supremacy. For China, whose growth every three years is
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the size of the Indian economy, India is merely an American stooge. But for
Pakistan, the Indo-US partnership poses an existential threat.
Equally ominous for Pakistan is the emerging US policy on Afghanistan, for
which the US is increasingly relying on India. Trump not only ―welcomed Indian
contributions to Afghan stability and security‖, but recognised the ―importance of
their respective strategic partnerships with Afghanistan‖ and agreed to ―continue
close consultations and cooperation in support of Afghanistan‘s future‖. According
to The Hindu newspaper, there is also speculation that the US wants India to
contribute 15,000 troops to fight in Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, American generals continue to seek a military victory against the
Taliban and have asked for 4000 more troops, even though after 15 years of
fighting at full strength they have failed in this endeavour. While rejecting
Pakistan‘s advice to pursue a political solution, the American administration,
Congress, media and think tanks, have used Pakistan as a scapegoat, blaming
Washington‘s failure on Islamabad‘s alleged support to the Taliban. To cover up
for its own failures, Kabul is happy to shift the blame on to Islamabad. The
Indians, who never miss an opportunity to pillory Pakistan, have joined this
chorus.
The Indo-US joint statement is consistent with earlier American allegations
accusing Pakistan of supporting terrorism against India and Afghanistan, while
completely ignoring the burden of terrorism on Pakistan, including the IndoAfghan support for the TTP and Baloch terrorists. Trump referred to India as a
victim of terrorism in his recent speech in Saudi Arabia. During his April visit to
Pakistan, National Security Adviser McMaster asked Pakistan ―not to use proxies
that engage in violence‖. In their Congressional testimonies in May, Director for
National Intelligence Coates, and Defence Intelligence Agency Stewart repeated
allegations about ―Pakistan-based terrorists‖. Most venomous of all has been Lisa
Curtis, NSC Director for South and Central Asia. In December 2014, she wrote
that ―Pakistan continues to support terrorist proxies in the region under the
protection of its nuclear umbrella in order to keep both Afghanistan and India off
balance‖. Recently, she co-authored a report recommending sanctions on
Islamabad if it did not end its alleged sponsorship of terrorism.
However, such allegations will not change ground realities. In Afghanistan,
the US squandered the opportunity to win hearts and minds by exclusive reliance
on use of force and patronage of corrupt, inefficient and duplicitous Afghan leaders
which has enabled the Taliban to regroup and recapture almost 50% of Afghan
territory. Meanwhile, the rampant proliferation of drugs, weapons and terrorist
groups are all contributing to the anarchy in Afghanistan.
In India, the Modi government‘s Hindu extremist policies of persecuting
Muslims and other minorities while brutally repressing the freedom struggle in
occupied Kashmir are the real causes for mayhem, rather than Pakistan‘s supposed
support for terrorism. Instead of restraining India, the US is actually aiding and
abetting Indian aggression and military build-up. This will inevitably breed
regional instability.
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Pakistan needs to adjust to this challenging environment. A stronger strategic
partnership with China is crucial to jointly respond to the Indo-US threat to our
shared security interests. CPEC provides an opportunity not just for economic gain
but for strategic leverage. Given the growing convergence of interests between
Pakistan and Russia, such as over CPEC and Afghanistan, we should also further
expand our relations with Moscow. With such rebalancing, Pakistan would acquire
greater flexibility in its relations with the US.
While avoiding confrontation with the Americans, we should become more
opportunistic and transactional, just as they are with us. The US still needs
Pakistan‘s cooperation in counter-terrorism and in Afghanistan for which there
must be a quid pro quo. This should not only involve adequate compensation for
use of our infrastructure but active US commitment to end Indo-Afghan sponsored
terrorism against Pakistan. We should also be clear that while we remain ready to
facilitate a political solution in Afghanistan, we cannot be party to any elusive
military option as this would undermine Pakistan‘s long-term regional interests.
Most importantly, we should continue with our efforts to ensure strategic stability
in South Asia by maintaining credible deterrence against India.
While the Indo-US partnership against China will continue, Washington
cannot ignore Pakistan‘s strategic value for its interests in South, Central and West
Asia. Not only does Pakistan occupy a pivotal regional location but it is also a
nuclear weapon state with one of the strongest armed forces in this neighbourhood
that is successfully tackling terrorism while holding hostile Indian and Afghan
forces at bay. It is, therefore, a critical factor for security and stability in this vast
but volatile region. We should use these assets to our advantage.
Визит делегации США в Пакистан
Сотрудничество в сфере безопасности между США и Пакистаном –
главное для региональное безопасности, - заявил Глава Армии General Qamar
Javed Bajwa
Pak-US security cooperation key to regional security: COAS
The Express Tribune. 3.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1448743/pak-us-securitycooperation-key-regional-security-coas/

ISLAMABAD: The army chief reiterated on Sunday that Pakistan has done
its best despite constraints and shall continue its efforts for peace and stability of
the region.
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Speaking to the US delegation, headed by Senator John McCain, General
Qamar Javed Bajwa stressed that enduring Pak-US security cooperation was a key
factor in maintaining regional stability.
He thanked the Senators for the visit and efforts for forging mutual
understanding of the geopolitical and security situation and challenges ahead.
Now it‘s your turn to do more, COAS tells neighbours
The delegation was briefed about regional security situation including
Afghanistan. The delegation was briefed how Pakistan has positively contributed
towards peace and stability in the region.
Senator McCain appreciated and acknowledged Pakistan Army‘s
contributions and sacrifices in the war on terror.
The senator also agreed on the importance of Pak-Afghan security
cooperation and coordination.
The US delegation included Senator Lindsey Graham, Senator Sheldon
Whitehouse, Senator Elizabeth Warren, Senator David Perdue and senior members
of staff. Mr Jonathan, US Charge d‘ Affairs to Pakistan also accompanied the
delegation.
Пакистан занимает географически опасное место. Политика Трампа
Pakistan in a geographically precarious place
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The Express Tribune, June 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1444804/pakistangeographically-precarious-place-opinion/

These days Pakistan finds itself precariously placed. In order to deal with its
geographic location, Islamabad needs to show some deft handling of its external
relations. In a book published by Macmillan of New York earlier this year, I went
into some considerable detail on how the world was changing rapidly. The book
appeared with the title of Rising Powers and Global Governance and looked at the
changing relative positions of the United States, China, India, Iran, Russia and the
European Union.
The main theme of the book was that the realignment of the relative positions
of several global and near-global powers had created a situation that could not be
handled by the existing global structures. The institutions that were fashioned after
the conclusion of the Second World War had lost much of their relevance. The
structure then created was meant to deal with the world that then existed. The war
had ended with the United States replacing the United Kingdom as the dominant
economic and military power. The Soviet Union, the other victor of the global
conflict, chose to stay out of the system. With its collapse in 1991, the US was left
alone to dominate the global scene while Russia struggled to retain some influence
in the global system.
The book was written in the summer of 2016, a few months before the
election of Donald Trump as the US president. Trump won the election by
promising to ―make America great again.‖ This was interpreted by those who
opposed him as ―making America white and Christian again.‖ Once in office, the
new president moved quickly and unthinkingly to dissolve several parts of the old
system without putting anything new in their place. The result is global chaos,
particularly in the area in which Pakistan is located. Pakistan has to be mindful of
what is happening in the US, China, India, Afghanistan, Russia and the Middle
East. It neighbours four of these six political entities. They are in the throes of
enormous transformation and it is hard to predict which way they will go. A great
deal of this change can be attributed to the arrival of Trump in the White House.
America was to become great again by focusing on only its own interests. Not
given to deep thought or reflection, some of what Trump did could not have been
in America‘s long-term interest. Within days of taking office, Washington walked
out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement negotiated by Barack Obama. The
TPP would have created a trading system that would have given enormous
advantage to American corporations. Trump also got involved on the wrong side of
the Middle East equation and left the Afghan issue in the lap of the generals. And,
he changed his approach to China.
Two moves by President Trump — one with respect to Afghanistan and the
other relating to the Middle East — will greatly matter for Pakistan. For the former
— the subject of the article today — the decision concerning the number of
American troops who will operate in the country has been left to the defence chief,
Jim Mattis. The generals have admitted that the 16-year war is not being won. In
his appearance before the Senate Armed Forces Committee, Mattis accepted that
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―the Taliban had a good year last year, and they‘re trying to have a good one this
year.‖ He indicated that the course could change. The previous surge took place
under Obama when he announced in a speech at the US Military Academy in 2009
that he was sending 30,000 additional troops to the country. At the same time, he
gave a timeline for the withdrawal of the US forces. This indication of a
withdrawal time-table was controversial. Many experts believed that it emboldened
the Taliban who began to map out their long-term strategy.
While the indication is that the American strategy is still being thought
through, the idea seems to be to provide just enough American presence to help
President Ashraf Ghani to keep the Taliban at bay. Over the last several weeks the
insurgents have mounted daring and costly attacks in the middle of Kabul that have
shaken the Ghani government. Would the arrival of more American troops change
the balance between the government and the Taliban? One answer to the question
was provided by retired army Lt Gen David Barno who led the American war
effort in Afghanistan for 19 months beginning in the fall of 2003. ―I‘m sceptical,‖
he said. ―I know the region and the environment and the sanctuaries they have and
the amount of resilience they have. None of these things are amenable to a large
number of troops being able to defeat the insurgency.‖
Mattis seems to accept that much more than a military approach to solving the
Afghanistan imbroglio is needed. ―We would have to change the priorities, we
would have to factor in a more regional construct.‖ And when the American
authorities speak of a regional construct, they have both Pakistan and China in
mind. It is not clear however what they have in mind that Pakistan and China
should do to bring peace to this land destroyed by decades of war. These two as
well as other Afghanistan neighbours will need to confront another reality: the
arrival of the Islamic State in Afghanistan. Raqqa, the IS capital in eastern Syria, is
likely to fall soon. Deprived of a physical presence, the Islamists would wander
into other troubled and weakly governed areas such as Afghanistan.
США жестко осудили теракты в Кветте и Парачинар
US condemns terror attacks in Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341610/us-condemnsterror-attacks-in-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The United States, while condemning the recent terrorist
attacks in Pakistan, has emphasised the need to combat terrorism in the South
Asian region.
―We stand with the people of Pakistan and the broader South Asia region in
their fight against terrorism,‖ said a statement issued by the US State Department
hours after the attacks.
―We will continue to work with the government of Pakistan and our partners
across the region to combat the threat of terrorism,‖ the department‘s spokesperson
Heather Nauert added.
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―The United States condemns the attacks in Quetta and Parachinar, which
killed innocent civilians and police officers. We offer our deepest condolences to
the victims and their families,‖ she said.
APP adds: Strongly condemning the recent terrorist attacks and opposing all
forms of terrorism, a Chinese Foreign Ministry‘s spokesperson on Saturday said
that China would always stand behind Pakistan in its fight against terrorism and its
efforts for stability of the country and security of its people.
―We will always stand behind the Pakistani side in its fight against terrorism
and its efforts for the stability of the country and the security of its people,‖ he said
in a statement after reports of terrorist attacks which claimed lives of innocent
people.
Expressing deep shock and sorrow over the loss of lives and injuries to the
people, he said the Chinese side was deeply shocked and saddened by the terrorist
attacks.
―Our hearts go out to the families of those killed and injured and we mourn
for the lives lost,‖ he added.
Подходы США к отношениям с Индией и Пакистаном различны
Nature of US ties with India, Pakistan different, says White House
The Hindustan Times. Jun 24, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/nature-ofus-ties-with-india-pak-different-white-house/story-RE2oJaELLzjm3Ol7Uo7CdN.html

The White House also said it encouraged India and Pakistan to engage in ―a
direct bilateral dialogue aimed at reducing those tensions‖.
Asserting that the US‘ ties with India and Pakistan were not a ‗zero-sum
game‘, the White House has said that the Trump administration‘s priorities and the
nature of relationship with the two countries were different.
―We seek to have an effective partnership with each country. With India,
we‘re building that strategic partnership. We see India‘s role and influence
growing. We like to encourage that trend. So, we‘re looking for ways to cooperate
on our mutual interests,‖ a senior administration official told reporters at a news
conference here.
―With Pakistan, we seek to have a productive partnership working together.
But frankly, the priorities are different, and the nature of the relationships are
different. So, I think that we would like to move forward with both countries. We
realise that the pace and scope of that relationship is going to be different in each
case,‖ the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity said in response to a
question on concerns in Pakistan with regard to increasing ties with India.
Relationship with India and Pakistan is not a zero-sum game, he said.
―I want to make the point here that US relationships with India and Pakistan
really stand on their own merits and terms. We don‘t see a zero-sum relationship
when it comes to the US relationship with Pakistan and the US relationship with
India. We‘re certainly eager to deepen the strategic partnership with India,‖ he
said.
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―We are also interested in continuing our cooperation with Pakistan,‖ the
official said adding that the US is concerned about tensions between India and
Pakistan.
He said the US would like to see the normalisation of relations between the
two countries.
―We believe it‘s in both countries‘ interests. It‘s in the interests of the region,
and even the globe, given that they‘re both nuclear-weapon powers,‖ the official
said.
―But we very much encourage India and Pakistan to engage in a direct
bilateral dialogue aimed at reducing those tensions,‖ the official said while denying
reports that sale of high-tech defence items to India would have any adverse impact
on Pakistan.
Narendra Modi heads to US: White House says H-1B visas not on agenda
Bill tabled in US Congress to revoke Pakistan‘s ally status
―The US also has a defence partnership with Pakistan. We do cooperate with
Pakistan on some security and defence and counter terrorism issues. So again, we
don‘t see this as a zero-sum game,‖ the official said.
―We see this as the US and India have mutual security interests that they want
to advance, and we believe that the defence sales that are being discussed will help
advance those. It is not about Pakistan.
―The defence deals — we do take into account the regional situation. We very
much want to avoid a situation that escalates tensions between the two,‖ he said.
―So these issues are taken into account. But some of the defence systems that
we‘re talking about we don‘t believe impact Pakistan. They may be different
systems than we are transferring to Pakistan, but we don‘t believe they represent a
threat to Pakistan,‖ said the White House official.
Meanwhile, a senior Trump official on Friday said that India and the US have
a common objective in Afghanistan, and the two countries could increase their
cooperation to enhance the Afghan economy.
―India has played a positive role in Afghanistan, the US believes. They have
pledged over $3 billion in assistance to Afghanistan. The Afghans appreciate the
kind of support and assistance that the Indians have provided— I‘m not just talking
about the government, I‘m talking about the population,‖ the official told reporters.
―When they‘ve done polling, there‘s a very positive feeling toward India and
the kind of assistance— they‘ve assisted in the education sector, the health sector.
They built the parliament building. They support democracy, democratic
development there,‖ he said, listing out the developmental activities by India in the
war-torn country.
―So I think this administration‘s opinion is that India has played a helpful role
in Afghanistan in helping to stabilise that country, helping to strengthen the
government in its fight against the Taliban insurgency. That‘s the kind of role that
the US would like to encourage and perhaps maybe even cooperate in terms of
development projects,‖ the official said on condition of anonymity.
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As such, ―this is an area that the two can increase their coordination and their
consultation,‖ the official said.
―Of course, the US has major assistance programs to Afghanistan as well. So
I think this is an area where I think they can expand that dialogue on what they can
do to help the economy, help Afghanistan become more self-sufficiently
financially.
―Ultimately, that‘s the ultimate goal,‖ the White House official said. ―We
have that mutual goal, and you‘ll see more consultations on that moving forward,‖
he added.
The Trump Administration is currently doing a review of its Afghan policy.
Read more
Stage set for Modi-Trump meeting: Here‘s what they will do
Modi-Trump meet: Why business as usual may not be the worst outcome
Два конгрессмена (демократ и республиканец) внесли законопроект о
лишении Пакистана статуса главного союзника вне НАТО.
US bill seeks to revoke Pakistan‘s major ally status
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341421/us-bill-seeksto-revoke-pakistans-major-ally-status

WASHINGTON: Two US lawmakers have introduced a bipartisan bill in
Congress, seeking to revoke Pakistan‘s status as a major non-Nato ally (MNNA).
The movers also argue that since Pakistan has failed to effectively fight
terrorism, it no longer deserves US economic and military assistance.
The focus of the bill, however, is on revoking the MNNA status, which was
granted to Pakistan in 2004 by then President George W. Bush to encourage
Islamabad to help the United States fight Al Qaeda and the Taliban. If passed, the
legislation will greatly hurt military to military relations between the two countries.
The status grants critical benefits in foreign aid and defence cooperation, as a
major non-Nato ally is eligible for priority delivery of defence material and
expedited arms sale process. The designated country also benefits from a US loan
guarantee programme, which backs up loans issued by private banks to finance
arms exports.
A major non-Nato ally can also stockpile US military hardware, participate in
defence research and development programmes, and can buy sophisticated
weaponry.
―Pakistan must be held accountable for the American blood on its hands,‖
said Republican Congressman Ted Poe, who introduced the bipartisan bill with
Congressman Rick Nolan, a Democrat.
Mr Poe, who is a member of the foreign affairs committee and serves as
chairman of the subcommittee on terrorism, non-proliferation and trade, said that
for years, Pakistan has acted as ―a Benedict Arnold ally of the United States,‖
referring to an 18th century American general who defected to the British army.
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―From harbouring Osama bin Laden to backing the Taliban, Pakistan has
stubbornly refused to go after, in any meaningful way, terrorists that actively seek
to harm opposing ideologies,‖ said Mr Poe, who always plays a leading role in
sponsoring anti-Pakistan legislation. His moves are usually rejected by other
lawmakers. And the continued presence of thousands of US troops in Afghanistan
can prevent Congress from passing this bill as well, because the United States still
uses Pakistan‘s land route for supply for its troops.
Pakistan also has deployed tens of thousands of troops along the Afghan
border and more than 6,000 Pakistani soldiers have died fighting the extremists in
the border area.
But such sacrifices had little impact on the movers of the bill.
―We must make a clean break with Pakistan, but at the very least, we should
stop providing them the eligibility to obtain our own sophisticated weaponry in an
expedited process granting them a privileged status reserved for our closest allies,‖
Mr Poe said.
Backing his Republican colleague, Congressman Nolan said, ―Time and time
again, Pakistan has taken advantage of America‘s goodwill and demonstrated that
they are no friend and ally of the United States.‖
Urging Washington to stop supporting Pakistan, he said that the billions of
dollars the US has sent to Pakistan over the last 15 years have done nothing to
effectively fight terrorism and make us safer.
―It is time to wake up to the fact that Pakistan has ties to the same terrorist
organisations which they claim to be fighting,‖ he said. ―The legislation will
protect American taxpayer dollars and make the US and the world safer.‖
The two lawmakers reminded the Trump administration that last August,
then-Secretary of Defence Ash Carter withheld $300 million in military
reimbursements because he could not certify that Pakistan was taking adequate
action against the Haqqani network.
Специальный представитель США по региону АфПак Laurel Miller
покинул этот пост.
US special envoy to Af-Pak region steps down, no replacement named
Dawn, 24.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341499/us-special-envoy-to-af-pakregion-steps-down-no-replacement-named

Washington's special envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan stepped down on
Friday, just as the United States is preparing to send thousands more troops to the
region.
A senior State Department official told AFP that acting special representative
Laurel Miller left the post without a replacement being named.
State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert said Miller is returning to a
position at the Rand Corporation and that Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has not
yet decided what to do with post.
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The office was created when US officials decided that the conflicts in
Afghanistan and Pakistan are inextricably linked and ought to be dealt with
together.
President Donald Trump came to office planning to slash diplomatic spending
and Tillerson plans to cut several special envoy roles.
Miller's responsibilities will now fall under the department's South and
Central Asian Affairs Bureau, which has a much bigger footprint that includes
India. But this bureau is itself leaderless, with no assistant secretary appointed to
lead it and no one nominated by the new administration for Senate approval.
When news site Politico broke the news that the envoy post had gone, it cited
diplomats complaining of a rushed process and a dangerous leadership vacuum.
But, also speaking on condition of anonymity, a senior official told AFP the
decision was part of a broader policy review.
Tillerson thinks the issue is best handled at a regional level, the official said,
arguing that it made sense to consider India part of the equation.
Trump has given the Pentagon and US commanders wide latitude to decide on
the future of Washington's longest ever war — the 16-year slog in Afghanistan.
Defence Secretary Jim Mattis is reportedly planning to deploy up to 5,000
extra troops to bolster efforts to train Afghan forces to repel a resurgent Taliban
insurgency.
Трамп потряс Госдеп тем, что передает функции решения афганопакистанских проблем на региональный уровень.
US dissolves AfPak unit
The Nation.
afpak-unit

24.06.2017.

http://nation.com.pk/international/24-Jun-2017/us-dissolves-

Washington - The Trump administration on Friday moved to eliminate the
State Department unit responsible for dealing with Afghanistan and Pakistan —
transferring its duties to a regional bureau whose leadership ranks have been
decimated, reported US media.
The development came with less than a day‘s notice. It deeply rattled US
officials who say the shift leaves unclear who is responsible for handling
diplomacy toward Afghanistan and Pakistan at a time when President Donald
Trump is considering ramping up US military efforts in that region.
The phase-out of the office of the Special Representative for Afghanistan and
Pakistan (SRAP) was put in motion under the Obama administration, and the unit
had been shrinking for some time. The plan had long been to let the State
Department's South and Central Asian Affairs Bureau take over the highly
sensitive portfolios.
But Trump and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson have failed to fill numerous
leadership positions across the State Department. And, when compared to other
regional bureaus, South and Central Asian Affairs has seen unusually high levels
of top staff departures. Unlike other regional bureaus, it does not even have an
acting assistant secretary overseeing it.
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―The Afghanistan and Pakistan function is being dissolved and transferred
into a structure that has been dissolved itself,‖ a US diplomat familiar with the
issue told POLITICO. ―We‘ve long planned for SRAP to go away, but the
intention was for the policy to be transferred responsibly.‖
Added a State Department official familiar with the situation: "There is
uncertainty about the leadership of the regional bureau given recent departures."
Overall, the developments underscore the rapid erosion of leadership at the
State Department under Trump and Tillerson and the potentially damaging effects
it could have on US diplomatic efforts. With SRAP gone and the regional bureau's
status unclear, it's not certain who will take over the many relationships built with
Afghan and Pakistani diplomatic counterparts. Such relationships need constant
tending, and can fade quickly.
The State Department press office did not immediately respond to a request
for comment.
The diplomat said the highest-ranking official at the moment in the South and
Central Asian Affairs Bureau is the acting principal deputy assistant secretary,
Howard Vanvranken, whose background is more in management than policy. The
man who had been serving as the bureau's acting assistant secretary, William Todd,
was transferred earlier this month to help run State's human resources bureau,
which has also seen leadership turnover.
Laurel Miller, the acting special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan,
bows out Friday; she was detailed to State from the RAND Corporation. Another
person leaving Friday is Jonathan Carpenter, the acting principal deputy assistant
at SRAP.
The US diplomat said Tillerson and his staff had been repeatedly warned
about SRAP's coming phase-out and the need to transfer the policy portfolios in a
proper way. But the secretary of state appears in no hurry to fill out the leadership
ranks in any of his regional bureaus.
Tillerson is looking at ways to restructure the entire State Department and has
indicated that one reason so many positions have been left unfilled is because he'd
prefer to reorganise the building before filling all the roles. The Trump
administration's budget plan envisions a roughly 30 percent cut to the State
Department, so there's anticipation that Tillerson will try to cut many positions.
In any case, because many of State's leadership roles require Senate
confirmation, it could be well into 2018 before the department's top levels are
filled out.
Even as US diplomats appear to be increasingly sidelined under Trump, the
president has given the Pentagon more deference and intends to increase its budget.
That's led to growing concern that the US policy in Afghanistan will be
increasingly run by military leaders instead of civilians.
Пакистан не хочет терять хорошие отношения с США. Но считает
нарушением суверенитета Пакистана полетами американских дронов
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US drone strikes violate Pak sovereignty: FO
The Nation. June 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Jun-2017/us-drone-strikesviolate-pak-sovereignty-fo

ISLAMABAD - Days after striking down an Iranian unmanned aerial vehicle,
Pakistan Thursday said the United States‘ drone strikes violated its sovereignty.
Addressing a weekly media briefing here, Foreign Office spokesperson
Nafees Zakaria said Pakistan‘s position on the US drone strikes was very clear.
―These attacks are counterproductive and amount to violation of Pakistan‘s
sovereignty,‖ he contended, skipping to comment upon whether Pakistan would
also ever shoot down US drones. The spokesperson said Pakistan attached great
importance to its relations with the United States, which were longstanding.
―We believe continued cooperation between the two countries is critical for
promoting peace and security in the region and beyond. Pakistan is carrying out
operations against terrorists without any discrimination. These operations are
driven by national interests. We will not allow our land to be used against any
other country,‖ he said.
On the US financial cuts for Pakistan, Zakaria said the White House last
month released President Donald Trump‘s budget request which proposed overall
reduction in foreign military financing across the board. ―As you know, the budget
request will undergo vigorous debate and scrutiny by the US Congress, it is,
therefore, premature to comment on something that is essentially an internal US
process,‖ he said.
The spokesperson said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi would visit
Islamabad on June 24 to discuss the matters pertaining to peace and stability in
Afghanistan. ―China is an important partner in efforts to bring peace and stability
in Afghanistan. Both China and Pakistan are working closely under the initiatives
such as Quadrilateral Coordination Group and Heart of Asia Istanbul Process
which are aimed at bringing lasting peace and stability in Afghanistan,‖ he
asserted. Zakaria said both the sides would also review state of bilateral relations in
the context of regional cooperation for security and development.
To a question on border management with Afghanistan, he said it was an
essential component of Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism strategy and fencing was
among the measures. He added: ―We believe that to stem the cross-border
movement of terrorists, an effective border management is imperative. Our efforts
for border management are aimed at facilitating movement of people, trade and
transit, and curbing the movement of terrorists. Moreover, we are undertaking the
fencing on our side of the border.‖
Zakaria said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani, during their meeting on the sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) summit, had also agreed to use the Quadrilateral Coordination
Group and bilateral channels to promote peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan.
He said Pakistan welcomed visits from Afghanistan.
About the Pakistani diplomats who went missing in Afghanistan recently,
Zakaria said: ―We are in contact with the Kabul government for safe and early
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recovery of our two diplomatic staffers who were abducted while travelling from
Jalalabad to Islamabad. The Afghan government has informed us that they have
constituted three special investigation teams to locate and recover them.‖
Briefing about the situation in Held Kashmir, Nafees Zakaria said Adviser to
PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz had written letters to the UN secretary general,
the president of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) secretary general to update them about the gross
human rights violations in the valley. He said it was responsibility of the United
Nations to resolve this longstanding dispute which had been on its agenda since
long. Zakaria asserted Pakistan had always welcome mediation offers for the
resolution of this internationally-recognised dispute.
On Indian Army Chief Bipin Rawat‘s statement that they cared about human
lives and made sure human rights were not violated, he said: ―Such claims should
be judged in the light of the situation on the ground. The facts of the matter are that
since 1947 Indian occupation forces have killed over a million Kashmiris. Since
1990, killings of innocent Kashmiris exceeded 100,000, while since July 8 last year
alone more than 150 Kashmiris have been brutally killed, thousands have been
injured, hundreds have been blinded completely or partially, whereabouts of
thousands arrested are not known and hundreds of women have been
dishonoured.‖
―The grave human rights situation in India has raised international concern
which is manifested by constant coverage of the atrocities perpetrated by the
Indian forces in Kashmir in the international media and social media despite
restrictions imposed by the unlawful authorities, debates in foreign parliaments and
activities organised by the members of civil society in various countries to
condemn India. Statements expressing concerns have been issued by the
international forums,‖ the spokesperson added.
He averred the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) had always
supported the people of Jammu and Kashmir in their struggle for their right to selfdetermination which had been promised to them in the relevant UN Security
Council resolutions on Kashmir dispute.
Zakaria said UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres had offered mediation to
resolve outstanding disputes between Pakistan and India soon after assumption of
the office, which Pakistan welcomed. ―A similar offer was made in March this year
by his office. I have seen the statement you are referring to. Kashmir is an
internationally-recognised dispute and is outstanding on the UN Security Council
agenda. The relevant UN Security Council resolutions on Kashmir dispute remain
unimplemented, which promise to Kashmiris their right to self-determination in
accordance with their wishes and aspirations,‖ he said and added the UN had a
responsibility by virtue of the Security Council resolutions to resolve the issue and
call upon India to immediately stop genocide of Kashmiris.
Zakaria stated the European Parliament had passed three resolutions on
human rights situation in different countries of the world. ―The resolutions
typically contain two parts – preamble in which concerns are listed and operative
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part. The latter part of the resolutions in question does not recommend any action
against Pakistan in the present situation. The resolution in fact notes the progress
made in the implementation of Pakistan-EU Five-Year Engagement Plan,‖ he said.
Zakaria said the resolution clearly stated that the EU remained fully
committed to continuing its dialogue and engagement with Pakistan.
When asked about the possible death of the two abducted Chinese nationals
and the new visa policy for the Chinese nationals, he said: ―The Interior Ministry
can provide the information about the abducted Chinese couple. The visa policy is
obviously about how to ensure and enhance safety and security of Chinese
nationals in Pakistan.‖
He said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had congratulated Mohammad bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud on his appointment as crown prince of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Индия просит США не предоставлять военную помощь Пакистану
India flags U.S. military aid to Pakistan
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-flags-us-military-aid-topakistan/article19127691.ece?homepage=true

23.06.2017.

Agenda set for Prime Minister Modi‘s first meeting with President Donald
Trump later this week
Setting the agenda of Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s first meeting with U.S.
President Donald Trump later this week, India on Thursday raised the issue of
continued American military assistance to Pakistan and sought an end to crossborder terrorism. Speaking at the weekly press briefing, Official Spokesperson
Gopal Baglay pointed out that Pakistan diverts U.S. military aid to target India,
even as India‘s Permanent Representative Syed Akbaruddin told the U.N. Security
Council to deal with the ―adversary‖ that provides ―safe haven‖ to terrorists who
target Afghanistan.
―U.S. officials are aware of our view which essentially is that the military aid
(to Pakistan) is diverted for use against us. Relationship between Pakistan and the
U.S. is a relationship between two sovereign countries but we have conveyed our
concerns regarding military assistance to Pakistan,‖ said the Official Spokesperson
of MEA Gopal Baglay who also explained that problems with Pakistan remain a
bilateral issue without the possibility of a third-party intervention.
Earlier, Syed Akbaruddin in a statement at the U.N. Security Council hinted
at Pakistan and called for urgent action to stop the current wave of violence in
Afghanistan. ―Clearly, the international community is dealing in Afghanistan with
an adversary who is not averse to flagrantly violating international humanitarian
and human rights law… where are these anti-government elements getting their
weapons, explosives, training and funding from? Where do they find safe havens
and sanctuaries? How is it that these elements have stood up against one of the
biggest collective military efforts,‖ said Mr. Akbaruddin.
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The strongly worded statement went on to point out that the UNSC has often
failed to condemn terror incidents in Afghanistan,which was echoed subsequently
by Afghan officials.
PTI adds:
U.S. drones for India
The U.S. has cleared the sale of 22 drones to India, government sources said
on Thursday, a deal being termed as a ―game changer‖ ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi‘s visit here for his meeting with President Donald Trump. The deal
is estimated at about $3 billion.
МИД Пакистана считает, что сотрудничество США-Пакистан важно для
регионального мира (в условиях стремления Трампа ужесточить политику в
отношении Пакистана).
Pak-US cooperation vital for regional peace: FO
The Express Tribune. June 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442136/drone-strikescounter-productive-violate-pakistans-sovereignty-fo/

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Office on Thursday said that continued close
cooperation between Pakistan and the United States was critical for promoting
peace and security in the region and beyond.
The statement from the foreign office spokesperson came in response to
recent media reports suggesting that the Trump administration is considering
hardening its approach toward Pakistan to crack down on Pakistan-based militants
launching attacks in neighbouring Afghanistan.
Potential Trump administration responses being discussed include expanding
US drone strikes, redirecting or withholding some aid to Pakistan and perhaps
eventually downgrading Pakistan‘s status as a major non-Nato ally, Reuters
reported while quoting unnamed US officials.
When asked to comment on the report at the weekly news briefing, Nafees
Zakaria tried to play down it.
―We do not comment on media reports from this podium. I would
nevertheless like to note that Pakistan attaches importance to its relationship with
the US, which is longstanding and encompasses cooperation in various fields,‖
Zakaria remarked.
Pakistan confirms shooting down Iranian drone
―We firmly believe that continued close cooperation between our two
countries is critical for promoting peace and security in the region and beyond,‖
the spokesperson added.
On reports that US may step up drone strikes, the spokesperson made it clear
that Pakistan‘s position on US drone strikes was very clear. He said these attacks
were counterproductive and amounted to violation of Pakistan‘s sovereignty.
Responding to often repeated concerns in the US over Pakistan‘s ‗selective‘
anti-terror campaign, Zakaria argued that Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism operations
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were driven by its own national interest and were directed against all terrorists
without discrimination and distinction.
―It remains our firm resolve not to let our soil be used against any country.
We are determined to that end,‖ he stressed.
The spokesperson confirmed that the Chinese foreign minister would be
visiting Islamabad during the weekend to discuss the current situation in
Afghanistan.
Trump seen hardening line toward Pakistan after Afghan war review
―China is an important partner in efforts to bring peace and stability in
Afghanistan. Both China and Pakistan are working closely under the initiatives like
QCG, Heart of Asia Istanbul process etc. which are aimed at bringing lasting peace
and stability in Afghanistan,‖ he said.
Besides Afghanistan in the context of regional cooperation for security and
development, both sides will also review state of bilateral relations. The Chinese
foreign minister will also travel to Kabul as part of efforts to normalise ties
between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
When asked about Afghanistan‘s opposition to fencing along the border, the
spokesperson noted that effective border management was necessary to stem crossborder movement of terrorists and facilitate the movement of people and trade
goods.
Briefing about the latest situation in occupied Kashmir, Zakaria said Adviser
on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz had written letters to the UN Secretary General, the
president of the UNSC and the OIC secretary general to update them about the
gross human rights violations in the held valley.
He said the United Nations has a responsibility to resolve this long standing
dispute which is on its agenda since long. He said Pakistan always welcomes
mediation offers for the resolution of this internationally recognised dispute.
About the recent Indian army chief‘s statement that the Indian troops cares for
human rights in Kashmir, the spokesperson said such claims need to be seen in the
light of ground situation.
He said about 250 innocent Kashmiri people have been killed since last July
while thousands of others have been injured.
США намерены понизить статус Пакистана как основного союзника вне
НАТО.
The US does it yet again
Malik Muhammad Ashraf. The Nation. June 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/23Jun-2017/the-us-does-it-yet-again

Two very ominous developments have taken place this week.
Reportedly the US, has decided to send 4000 more troops to Afghanistan and
though not formally announced yet, the media reports suggest that the Trump
administration is poised to harden its approach towards Pakistan and the likely
options in this regard are expanding US drone strikes within Pakistan, redirecting
or withholding some aid to Pakistan and eventually downgrading Pakistan‘s status
as a major non-NATO ally.
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What these developments imply is that prospects of peace in Afghanistan will
remain elusive for an indefinite period because the induction of more troops
instead of pulling out of Afghanistan as decided by the Obama administration,
would surely intensify the already volatile situation in Afghanistan.
The Taliban have all along remained firm in their demand of complete US
and NATO pull-out before they could even think in terms of reconciliation within
Afghanistan.
They will surely feel further offended and might bring more ferocity in their
armed struggle against the Afghan government and the US forces.
The continuation of armed conflict in Afghanistan will surely have negative
fallout on Pakistan as far as peace and the fight against terrorism are concerned.
Downgrading relations with Pakistan and withholding aid to Pakistan can be
construed as a punishment for doing their bidding in the war against terrorism.
US has been doing this to Pakistan ever since the latter opted to be its ally in
the early fifties, throughout the cold war and in the aftermath Afghan war.
The Trump administration has done it yet again.
In my columns on Pak-US relations I have invariably contended that our
relationship with our so-called ally has always been of a tactical nature contrary to
its description as a strategic partnership which our successive governments have
been trying to sell to the unsuspecting people of Pakistan.
It was only in the backdrop of killing of Mullah Mansoor in a drone attack on
Pakistan soil that Sartaj Aziz, Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs,
for the first time, admitted that the US was a selfish friend which invariably curried
favour with Pakistan when its self-interest pressed it and left it in the lurch after
having its interests served.
I suppose in his admission of the fragility of the relationship and it serving
only US interests, the advisor had been very moderate in defining the nature of the
ties between the two countries.
The true characterisation of Pak-US relations is that the US has used Pakistan
as a pawn on the chessboard of its global and regional policies and self-defined
strategic interests, putting its security at peril and undermining its strategic
interests; quintessential of an inexcusable betrayal.
I have also maintained that US was never going to leave Pakistan.
In one of my columns last July I had said ― I am not a clairvoyant but
considering the ominous developments around us, my prognosis about the future of
our region is that the US, contrary to its claims of leaving Afghanistan is going to
stay there forever to foment instability in that country as well as Pakistan.
Encouraging greater Indian role in Afghanistan is surely designed to achieve
that objective.
There are visible moves to isolate Pakistan in the region.
US and India have forged a clandestine alliance to sabotage CPEC, as
instability in the region could help US in scuttling Chinese plans to re-invent the
silk route and to implement CPEC.
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A weaker and unstable Pakistan also suits India with regards to its desire to
establish its hegemony in the region.
These developments surely mark the beginning of yet another great game in
our region.
The US, it seems, is deliberately fomenting instability in the region to achieve
its strategic objectives like it has done in the Middle East and other parts of the
world to redraw the world map in conformity with its own contrived world view.
It is using both Afghanistan and India for the purpose, who have their own
reasons to be part of the US power-game in the region, remaining oblivious to the
long term consequences for them as well as the entire region.
India is willingly supporting the US anti-China policy in the South China Sea
and the Indian Ocean.
The civil nuclear deal with India by US and its allies like UK and France,
support for UNSC seat for India, designating India as major defence partner and
the likely production of F-16 and F-18 fighter planes in India as proposed by their
manufacturers and cleared by the Pentagon, are the rewards for India for doing the
US‘ bidding in the region.
These measures also not only put India at an advantageous position vis-a-vis
Pakistan but also encourage her to adopt a hostile posture towards her.
The US tilt and support for India also fits well into the Indian designs to
establish its hegemony in the region.
That also explains US indifference to the tragedy unfolding in Kashmir,
continued acts of aggression along LOC and Indian sponsored acts of terrorism in
Pakistan.
The dilemma is that we cannot risk a military response to such indiscretions.
However the most regrettable thing is that we have remained criminally
oblivious to the developments happening in the region, and have failed to
recalibrate our foreign policy in the light of the emerging realities.
We need a serious rethinking about our relations with the US and recalibrate
them as normal relations between the two states, rather than act as a pawn to serve
the US interests.
It has harmed us in the past and will continue to do so.
Pakistan now needs to focus more on its relations with the regional states
because its security and economic interest are inextricably linked with this region.
The policy of building regional linkages and connectivity being pursued by
the present government is a very pragmatic and visionary initiative.
The improvement of relations with Russia, strengthening of ties with the
Central Asian states and joining the SCO are very positive developments which
will act as an effective counter-weight to the debilitating effects of the US-IndiaAfghanistan collusion.
Notwithstanding the existence of a hostile environment around us, Pakistan
must not lose its focus on encouraging and supporting the process of reconciliation
in Afghanistan and also to lower the level of animosity with India and eventually a
negotiated settlement of the Kashmir dispute.
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We need a well calculated and visionary approach in this regard.
More than anything else, greater emphasis needs to be given to orchestrating
political stability in the country, strengthening democracy and democratic
institutions, building a strong economic edifice and an impregnable defence.
These are the elements which determine the worth of a nation at the global
level and its ability to use its soft power for managing international relations.
In other words we need to first put our own house in order.
That indeed is a big challenge for our political leaders and political parties.
Администрация Трампа намерена ужесточить политику в отношении
Пакистана
Trump‘s administration ready to harden its approach toward Pakistan
Daily Times. 21-Jun-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/21-Jun-17/trumps-administrationready-to-harden-its-approach-toward-pakistan

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump‘s administration appears ready to
harden its approach toward Pakistan to break down on Pakistan-based militants
launching attacks in neighboring Afghanistan, US officials tell Reuters.
Mr. Trump administration responses being discussed include expanding US
drone strikes, redirecting or withholding some aid to Pakistan and perhaps
eventually downgrading Pakistan‘s status as a major non-NATO ally, the officials
said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Some US officials, however, are doubtful of the prospects for success,
arguing that years of previous US efforts to curb Pakistan‘s support for militant
groups have failed, and that already strengthening US ties to India, Pakistan‘s
opponent, undermine chances of a breakthrough with Islamabad.
US officials say they seek greater cooperation with Pakistan, not a rupture in
ties, once the administration finishes a regional review of the strategy guiding the
16-year-old war in Afghanistan. Precise actions have yet to be decided.
The White House and Pentagon declined to comment on the review before its
completion. Pakistan‘s embassy in Washington did not immediately respond to a
request for comment.
―The United States and Pakistan continue to partner on a range of national
security issues,‖ Pentagon spokesman Adam Stump said. But the discussions alone
suggest a shift toward a more assertive approach to address safe havens in Pakistan
that have been blamed for in part helping turn Afghanistan‘s war into an intractable
conflict.
Experts on America‘s longest war argue that militant safe havens in Pakistan
have allowed Talebanlinked insurgents a place to plot deadly strikes in
Afghanistan and regroup after ground offensives.
Although long mindful of Pakistan, the Trump administration in recent weeks
has put more emphasis on the relationship with Islamabad in discussions as it
hammers out a the regional strategy to be presented to Trump by mid-July, nearly
six months after he took office, one official said. ―We‘ve never really fully
articulated what our strategy towards Pakistan is. The strategy will more clearly
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say what we want from Pakistan specifically,‖ the US official said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
Other US officials warn of divisions within the government about the right
approach and question whether any mix of carrots and sticks can get Islamabad to
change its behavior. At the end of the day, Washington needs a partner, even if an
imperfect one, in nuclear-armed Pakistan, they say. The United States is again
poised to deploy thousands more troops in Afghanistan, an acknowledgment that
US-backed forces are not winning and Taleban militants are resurgent.
Reuters: США намерены ужесточить подход к Пакистану в целях борьбы
с терроризмом в регионе
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4350394. 20.06.2017.
По данным американских официальных лиц, в Вашингтоне идет
подготовка новой стратегии действий США в Южной Азии, в том числе в
Пакистане и Афганистане
МОСКВА, 20 июня. /ТАСС/. Соединенные Штаты намерены ужесточить
подход к отношениям с Пакистаном, чтобы заставить его активизировать
борьбу с террористами из группировки "Аль-Каида" и движения "Талибан"
(обе организации запрещены в РФ). Об этом сообщило 20 июня агентство
Reuters со ссылкой на американских официальных лиц.
По их данным, в Вашингтоне идет подготовка новой стратегии действий
США в Южной Азии, в том числе в Пакистане и Афганистане. "Региональная
стратегия должна быть представлена [президенту Дональду] Трампу к
середине июля", - уточнил один из сотрудников администрации. Его коллеги
отметили, что сейчас обсуждается возможность таких действий США в
регионе, как "расширение ударов [по террористам] с помощью беспилотных
летательных аппаратов, перенаправление или приостановка некоторых видов
помощи Пакистану, а также лишение его статуса главного союзника США из
числа стран, не входящих в НАТО".
"В действительности мы никогда полностью не излагали нашу
стратегию в отношении Пакистана", - заявил один из американских
правительственных чиновников, просивший не упоминать его имени в
печати. По его словам, в новой стратегии "будет более четко указано, чего
мы конкретно хотим от Пакистана".
"Тем не менее, - продолжает Reuters, - некоторые официальные лица
США сомневаются в успехе, напоминая, что в предыдущие годы усилия
Соединенных Штатов добиться от Пакистана прекращения поддержки
[исламистских] группировок боевиков оказались безрезультатными, а
укрепление американских связей с его главным противником - Индией сводит на нет возможность достижения прорыва в отношениях с
Исламабадом".
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Трамп ужесточает отношения с Пакистаном после изучения ситуации в
Афганистане
Trump hardening line toward Pakistan after Afghan war review
The Nation. 20.06.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/20-Jun-2017/trump-hardeningline-toward-pakistan-after-afghan-war-review

President Donald Trump's administration appears ready to harden its approach
toward Pakistan to crack down on Pakistan-based militants launching attacks in
neighboring Afghanistan, U.S. officials tell Reuters.
Potential Trump administration responses being discussed include expanding
U.S. drone strikes, redirecting or withholding some aid to Pakistan and perhaps
eventually downgrading Pakistan's status as a major non-NATO ally, the officials
said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Some U.S. officials, however, are skeptical of the prospects for success,
arguing that years of previous U.S. efforts to curb Pakistan's support for militant
groups have failed, and that already strengthening U.S. ties to India, Pakistan's
arch-enemy, undermine chances of a breakthrough with Islamabad.
U.S. officials say they seek greater cooperation with Pakistan, not a rupture in
ties, once the administration finishes a regional review of the strategy guiding the
16-year-old war in Afghanistan.
Precise actions have yet to be decided.
The White House and Pentagon declined to comment on the review before its
completion. Pakistan's embassy in Washington did not immediately respond to a
request for comment.
"The United States and Pakistan continue to partner on a range of national
security issues," Pentagon spokesman Adam Stump said.
But the discussions alone suggest a shift toward a more assertive approach to
address safe havens in Pakistan that have been blamed for in part helping turn
Afghanistan's war into an intractable conflict.
Experts on America's longest war argue that militant safe havens in Pakistan
have allowed Taliban-linked insurgents a place to plot deadly strikes in
Afghanistan and regroup after ground offensives.
Although long mindful of Pakistan, the Trump administration in recent weeks
has put more emphasis on the relationship with Islamabad in discussions as it
hammers out a the regional strategy to be presented to Trump by mid-July, nearly
six months after he took office, one official said.
"We've never really fully articulated what our strategy towards Pakistan is.
The strategy will more clearly say what we want from Pakistan specifically," the
U.S. official said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Other U.S. officials warn of divisions within the government about the right
approach and question whether any mix of carrots and sticks can get Islamabad to
change its behavior. At the end of the day, Washington needs a partner, even if an
imperfect one, in nuclear-armed Pakistan, they say.
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The United States is again poised to deploy thousands more troops in
Afghanistan, an acknowledgment that U.S.-backed forces are not winning and
Taliban militants are resurgent.
Without more pressure on militants within Pakistan who target Afghanistan,
experts say additional U.S. troop deployments will fail to meet their ultimate
objective: to pressure the Taliban to eventually negotiate peace.
"I believe there will be a much harder U.S. line on Pakistan going forward
than there has been in the past," Hamdullah Mohib, the Afghan ambassador to the
United States, told Reuters, without citing specific measures under review.
Kabul has long been critical of Pakistan's role in Afghanistan.
Pakistan fiercely denies allowing any militants safe haven on its territory. It
bristles at U.S. claims that Pakistan's spy agency, the Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI) directorate, has ties to Haqqani network militants blamed for some of the
deadliest attacks in Afghanistan.
"What Pakistan says is that we are already doing a lot and that our plate is
already full," a senior Pakistani government source told Reuters, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The source doubted the Trump administration would press too hard, saying:
"They don‘t want to push Pakistan to abandon their war against terrorism."
Pakistani officials point towards the toll militancy has taken on the country.
Since 2003, almost 22,000 civilians and nearly 7,000 Pakistani security forces have
been killed as a result of militancy, according to the South Asia Terrorism Portal,
which tracks violence.
Experts say Pakistan's policy towards Afghanistan is also driven in part by
fears that India will gain influence in Afghanistan.
IS PAKISTAN AN ALLY?
Nuclear-armed Pakistan won the status as a major non-NATO ally in 2004
from the George Bush administration, in what was at the time seen in part as
recognition of its importance in the U.S. battle against al Qaeda and Taliban
insurgents.
The status is mainly symbolic, allowing limited benefits such as giving
Pakistan faster access to surplus U.S. military hardware.
Some U.S. officials and experts on the region scoff at the title.
"Pakistan is not an ally. It‘s not North Korea or Iran. But it‘s not an ally," said
Bruce Riedel, a Pakistan expert at the Brookings Institution.
But yanking the title would be seen by Pakistan as a major blow.
"The Pakistanis would take that very seriously because it would be a slap at
their honor," said a former U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Lisa Curtis, senior director for South and Central Asia at the National
Security Council, co-authored a report with Husain Haqqani, Pakistan's former
ambassador to Washington, in which they recommended the Trump administration
warn Pakistan the status could be revoked in six months.
"Thinking of Pakistan as an ally will continue to create problems for the next
administration as it did for the last one," said the February report.
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It was unclear how seriously the Trump administration was considering the
proposal.
The growing danger to Afghanistan from suspected Pakistan-based militants
was underscored by a devastating May 31 truck bomb that killed more than 80
people and wounded 460 in Afghanistan's capital, Kabul.
Afghanistan's main intelligence agency said the attack - one of the deadliest in
memory in Kabul - had been carried out by the Haqqani network with assistance
from Pakistan, a charge Islamabad denies.
Washington believes the strikes appeared to be the work of the Haqqani
network, U.S. officials told Reuters.
U.S. frustration over the Haqqani's presence in Pakistan has been building for
years. The United States designated the Haqqani network as a terrorist organization
in 2012. U.S. Navy Admiral Mike Mullen, then the top U.S. military officer, told
Congress in 2011 that the Haqqani network was a "veritable arm" of the ISI.
The potential U.S. pivot to a more assertive approach would be sharply
different than the approach taken at the start of the Obama administration, when
U.S. officials sought to court Pakistani leaders, including Army chief General
Ashfaq Kayani.
David Sedney, who served as Obama's deputy assistant secretary of defense
for Afghanistan, Pakistan and Central Asia from 2009 to 2013, said the attempt to
turn Islamabad into a strategic partner was a "disaster."
"It didn't affect Pakistan's behavior one bit. In fact, I would argue it made
Pakistan's behavior worse," Sedney said.
Pakistan has received more than $33 billion in U.S. assistance since 2002,
including more than $14 billion in so-called Coalition Support Funds (CSF), a U.S.
Defense Department program to reimburse allies that have incurred costs in
supporting counter-insurgency operations.
It is an important form of foreign currency for the nuclear-armed country and
one that is getting particularly close scrutiny during the Trump administration
review.
Last year, the Pentagon decided not to pay Pakistan $300 million in CSF
funding after then-U.S. Secretary of Defense Ash Carter declined to sign
authorization that Pakistan was taking adequate action against the Haqqani
network.
U.S. officials said the Trump administration was discussing withholding at
least some assistance to Pakistan.
Curtis' report also singled out the aid as a target.
But U.S. aid cuts could cede even more influence to China, which already has
committed nearly $60 billion in investments in Pakistan.
Another option under review is broadening a drone campaign to penetrate
deeper into Pakistan to target Haqqani fighters and other militants blamed for
attacks in Afghanistan, U.S. officials and a Pakistan expert said.
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"Now the Americans (will be) saying, you aren't taking out our enemies, so
therefore we are taking them out ourselves," the Pakistan expert, who declined to
be identified, said.
Pakistan's army chief of staff last week criticized "unilateral actions" such as
drone strikes as "counterproductive and against (the) spirit of ongoing cooperation
and intelligence sharing being diligently undertaken by Pakistan".
Индийцы пишут, что 2 американских конгрессмена выступили против
оказания Пакистану военной помощи США
Two US lawmakers ask Trump admin to cut Pakistan aid for supporting
terror
The Hindu. 17.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/two-us-lawmakersask-trump-admin-to-cut-pakistan-aid-for-supporting-terror/article19092959.ece?homepage=true

Two top lawmakers have accused Pakistan of supporting terrorism and urged
the Trump administration to cut military aid to the country, saying the US should
make it more difficult for Islamabad to get its hands on American weapons.
During a Congressional hearing this week, Congressman Dana Rohrabacher
and Ted Poe, alleged that Pakistan is engaged in terrorism and asserted that the US
needs to cut its military assistance to it.
―We need to go on the record here, on this part of our government, to say that
we‘re not going to be providing weapons to countries like Pakistan that we‘re
afraid will shoot down our own people and afraid we know they‘re engaged in
terrorism,‖ Mr. Rohrabacher said during a House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on
Terrorism, Non-proliferation and Trade hearing on Foreign Military Sales.
―We know what they‘ve done now. They still hold Dr. Afridi (who helped
locate Osama bin Laden)...in a dungeon,‖ he said.
―We should be facilitating our support and our weapons systems to countries
like Egypt that are fighting this threat to Western civilisation, to all of civilisation.
And we should make it more difficult not less difficult for countries like Pakistan
to get their hands on American weapons,‖ Mr. Rohrabacher asserted.
Congressman Ted Poe, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee
on Terrorism, Non-proliferation and Trade, said that the US is having the issue
with Pakistan whether ―they‘re loyal or playing us for years on the issue of aid‖ to
Pakistan and sales to Pakistan.
―We were concerned about the Pakistanis scrambling F-16s that we made and
sold to the Pakistanis so that they wouldn‘t shoot down Americans who were doing
the job of taking out this terrorist. I personally think Pakistan plays the United
States because they turn to China if we don‘t help them,‖ Mr. Poe said.
―I understand all that. They have nuclear weapons and we want to have a
relationship with them so that they don‘t look to China. I get all that. But are we
doing anything different on sales to Pakistan to make sure those sales of whatever
it is aren‘t used against us directly or used against us indirectly because of the
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military helping the Taliban in Afghanistan where were have our troops and those
weapons could be used against the United States?‖ he asked.
―Are we doing anything different to make sure that doesn‘t happen or are we
still using the same formula,‖ Mr. Poe questioned.
Tina Kaidanow, Acting Assistant Secretary of State, Political-Military
Affairs, told lawmakers that with Pakistan the United States has a robust end use
monitoring programme, to ensure that the items that it provides to them are used
appropriately and within the boundaries of what the US has asked them to
accomplish.
―We regard Pakistan as an important partner on counter-terrorism issues.
They will be essential in bringing the Afghan Taliban to the table for peace talks.
There are a number of things where we need their cooperation and their
assistance,‖ Mr. Kaidanow said.
―We do want to help them on the counter-terrorism front.
But on the other hand, again, we have very big concerns that we continuously
front with them on support for Haqqani, on support for other things. This has been
made clear to the Pakistani government at the highest levels,‖ the senior State
Department official said.
США объективно проверят полностью на связи Пакистана
терроризмом, - заявил глава Госдепа Рекс Тиллерсон
US announces inter-agency review of support to Pakistan

с

Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340063/usannounces-inter-agency-review-of-support-to-pakistan

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, while describing the
aspersions of a congressman about Pakistan‘s alleged links to terrorism as ‗wellfounded‘, has announced an inter-agency review of US funding and support to
Pakistan.
The remarks — at a budget hearing of the House Foreign Affairs Committee
this week — give a rare insight into the Trump administration‘s views on Pakistan.
Although in power for the last six months, the administration has been unusually
silent on US-Pakistan relations.
Secretary Tillerson‘s declaration and comments by some lawmakers — both
included in a transcript released on Thursday — led the media to speculate that the
review may cause further reduction in already dwindling US aid to Pakistan.
Also read | Pak-US: up, down or around?
Two Republican congressmen — Dana Rohrabacher and Ted Poe — also
used this and another hearing at a subcommittee for terrorism, non-proliferation
and trade to demand that the US stop selling weapons to Pakistan and declare it a
state sponsor of terrorism.
Mr Rohrabacher referred to Dr Shakil Afridi‘s continued incarceration and the
alleged links of some Pakistani intelligence agencies to Afghan Taliban, before
putting his favourite question to the secretary: ―Why are we still giving Pakistan
any aid at all?‖
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The question and the remarks of his fellow lawmaker Mr Poe are not unusual
as both regularly use such hearings to browbeat Pakistan. But Secretary Tillerson‘s
response was unexpected as US officials often avoid giving straight answer to such
questions.
―Well, we are beginning an interagency policy review towards Pakistan. This
is going to be one of the considerations. The president has asked the question
specifically about our level of support and funding to Pakistan. No decision is to be
taken until we complete that policy review,‖ Mr Tillerson said.
―As you can well understand, and appreciate, Pakistan and our relationship
with them touches on some much broader issues relative to stability in Afghanistan
and how we achieve that, but also stability in the Indo-Pacific region. It is a very
complex relationship we have with the government of Pakistan, but your concerns
are all well founded,‖ he added.
More on this: The refracted relationship
Mr Rohrabacher expressed the optimism that the administration would take a
realistic view. ―And sometimes that means biting the bullet … when you‘re dealing
with someone who‘s … been two-faced with us for so long now,‖ said the
lawmaker, adding that ―Pakistan is acknowledged by most of the people I‘ve dealt
with as the source of terrorism in that part of the world.‖
Mr Rohrabacher then blamed Pakistan for the troubles the US was having in
Afghanistan. ―If we don‘t succeed in Afghanistan, it will be because of the ISI in
Pakistan,‖ he said.
―Congressman, we have an Afghanistan policy under review as well. And I
mention that in the context of Pakistan because you cannot work one without the
other,‖ Secretary Tillerson replied.
―What we‘re following now are the policies of the prior administration, and
we need to take some steps to stem the effects of those while we get our policies in
place,‖ he added.
Congressman Poe, a Texas Republican, who also never spares an opportunity
to attack Pakistan, added his views to this discussion.
―Pakistan is playing us. We give them money. That money ends up in the
hands of bad guys in Afghanistan who hurt Americans. And I personally think that
Pakistan should not get any American money,‖ he said.
―They get $500 million a year not counting the military aid. They should be
designated as a state sponsor of terror. And they also should be removed from the
major non-Nato ally status that they have,‖ he demanded.
Mr Poe said he had heard the secretary‘s comments but he wanted to know:
―Are any of those things that I mentioned an option?‖
Американский конгрессмен предупредил Пакистан, что окажет сильное
давление, если Пакистан не будет следовать стратегии США в Афганистане
Illinois congressman says US should tell Pakistan it will cross the border
if necessary
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Dawn. May 27, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335759/illinois-congressman-saysus-should-tell-pakistan-it-will-cross-the-border-if-necessary

US Congressman Adam Kinzinger has said Washington should go for any
effective measures to make Islamabad comply with America‘s Afghanistan
strategy, even if that entails crossing the border.
"If that means more aid to do stuff, if that's withdrawing aid to do stuff, I
think that's fine. But I think ultimately we need to make it clear that we are going
to cross the border if necessary because they are not doing enough," Kinzinger said
while speaking at an event held at the Wilson Center.
He was answering a question posed by Jane Harman, Director, President and
CEO of the Wilson Center, around Pakistan's role in Afghanistan.
The Republican lawmaker, who represents the state of Illinois, is of the view
that the United States should toughen up its foreign policy when it comes to its ties
with Pakistan.
"I just think we need to get back to some real tough love with Pakistan," said
the lawmaker, who also serves as a Major in the US Air Force.
"I hope that when the president (Trump) is discussing his Afghan strategy,
Pakistan really comes into play there," he said.
Speaking on the possibility of developing a border along the Durand Line,
Kinzinger believed that the idea was not feasible. "We've talked about the idea of
border security and border guards with the Afghans, the problem is that they're just
so spread thin anyway right now," said the congressman.
"But I think ultimately we need to make it clear that we are going to cross the
border if necessary because they are not doing enough."
"I think it's important to note that the Afghan National Army (ANA) lost 140
soldiers last month in fights, so they are out there working hard."
Explore: US-Pakistan ties tough but essential: Condoleezza Rice
Contemplating on the strategies the US could adopt with Pakistan, the 39year-old congressman said, "I think it's a couple of things we have to use. There's
the carrot and stick, again. And I think we need to frankly look at the consequences
and consider opening up strikes again, whether it's the Taliban, the Haqqani
Network, Al-Qaeda, or any other bad group in Pakistan as we have before."
"And we can't push Pakistan away totally because that can be obviously pretty
bad the other way. You have a tenuous situation between India and Pakistan as it
is," Kinzinger said.
He was also of the view that the US leadership should adopt any effective
method to make Pakistan comply, whether that entailed giving more aid,
withdrawing aid or going for extreme measures, such as crossing the border.
Пакистан получит лишь 344 млн. долл. военной помощи от США, что на
190 млн. меньше, чем в 2016 г.
Trump administration proposes massive $190 million cut in aid to
Pakistan
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•The Trump administration has proposed $344 million in aid to Pakistan.
•This is $190 million less aid as compared to the 2016 fiscal.
•After Afghanistan, Pakistan is the second largest aid recipient of US in South
Asia.
WASHINGTON: The Trump administration has proposed $344 million in
financial assistance to Pakistan+ including $100 million in foreign military
funding, a massive $190 million reduction in grant+ as compared to the 2016
fiscal.
"Pakistan plays a key role in US counter-terrorism strategy, the peace process
in Afghanistan, nuclear non-proliferation efforts, and stability and economic
integration in South and Central Asia. It is also a large and growing economy
offering profitability for US businesses," the State Department said in its annual
budget proposals sent to the US Congress.
In the maiden budget of the Trump administration, the State Department said
that it will maintain a robust diplomatic presence that will enable continued
bilateral cooperation on the many joint US-Pakistan interests, and bolster stability
in this strategically important country.
The State Department has proposed $344 million in financial assistance and
grant to Pakistan including $100 million in foreign military funding, which is used
for sale of military hardware.
Last year, the US assistance to Pakistan under the State Department budget
was $534 million, which included $225 million towards foreign military funding.
In all, the State Department has proposed a massive $190 million reduction in
its financial assistance to Pakistan as compared with the 2016 fiscal. The current
2017 fiscal would end on September 30 this year.
In addition to State Department's financial assistance, Pakistan also receives
reimbursement from the Pentagon every year for its expenses towards US
operations in Afghanistan.
However, after Afghanistan, Pakistan continues to be the second largest aid
recipient of the US in South Asia.
For instance, the State Department has proposed a $200 million aid to support
its long-term stability and broader security and stability in the region.
Programs will strengthen trust in governance institutions, improve economic
growth, and promote sustained efforts against militant ideologies in areas most
vulnerable to extremism and extremist organisations, including the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, it said.
It will foster tolerance and peace-building to reduce the influence of violent
extremist groups, including the Taliban and ISIS, by creating partnerships between
the government and civil society groups, and improve the performance,
accountability, and transparency of government, it said.
The State Department has proposed $100 million to Pakistan under the
Overseas Contingency Operations, which it said will be used to advance US
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national security interests in Pakistan by supporting Pakistan's capacity to improve
stability and security and fight terrorism, including through the elimination of safe
havens for terrorist and militant organisations.
The State Department has also proposed $25 million to build Pakistan's
capacity to combat violent extremism and transnational crime; secure its borders;
build the human and institutional capacity of civilian law enforcement; counter the
production and trafficking of illicit narcotics; and enhance the rule of law and
access to justice.
Specifically, assistance will provide training, equipment, targeted
infrastructure development, and other forms of assistance to build the capacity of
Pakistan's civilian law enforcement organisations to counter violent extremism,
improve law and order, and implement community policing best practises, it said.
Under a financial assistance of $0.8 million, the State Department proposes to
provide technical assistance to include Weapons of Mass Destruction and dual-use
commodity detection and identification equipment (and repairs) to improve
Pakistan's border security capabilities, specifically in its cross-border enforcement
cooperation with Afghanistan.
Трамп намерен сократить военную помощь Пакистану
Trump proposes to convert military aid to Pakistan into loans
The Nation. May 24, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/24-May-2017/trump-proposes-toconvert-military-aid-to-pakistan-into-loans

WASHINGTON - US President Donald Trump has proposed in his annual
budget to the Congress plans for converting American grants to Pakistan for the
purchase of military hardware into a loan.
The Trump administration‘s budget proposal would convert some of the
United States‘ foreign military grants to loans, part of a larger effort to slash
spending on diplomacy, aid and programmes abroad by more than 29 percent, the
White House said on Monday.
The cuts to programmes under the State Department are in part meant to fund
an increase in military spending.
The White House budget documents showed total defence spending for the
2018 fiscal year at $603 billion, about 3 percent higher than President Barack
Obama‘s proposed 2018 fiscal year defence budget.
The $603 billion includes funding for nuclear weapons programmes at the
Department of Energy and other national defence programmes as well as the
Department of Defence.
The Pentagon‘s specific defence request is for $574.5 billion, an increase of
4.6 percent compared to fiscal year 2017.
Under President Donald Trump‘s proposal, the United States would spend
29.1 percent less on the State Department and ―other international programmes‖ in
the 2018 fiscal year compared to 2017, a decrease of $11.5 billion.
That decrease includes a re-shaping of the way some countries receive
military aid from the United States. Foreign military financing gives countries
loans or grants to buy US military equipment.
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The State Department decides which countries are given the financing while
the Pentagon executes the decisions. Under the Trump proposal, many current
grants would instead be converted to loans.
―We do change a couple of the foreign military programmes from direct
grants to loans,‖ said Mick Mulvaney, the director of the White House Office of
Management and Budget, in a briefing with reporters on Monday. ―Our argument
was instead of ... giving somebody $100 million, we could give them a smaller
number worth of loan guarantees and they could actually buy more stuff.‖
Military aid to Israel and Egypt, two close US allies in the Middle East and
the biggest recipients of US military assistance, will remain unchanged, Mulvaney
said.
The Wall Street Journal, which first reported the proposal, said the foreign
military grants could affect Pakistan, Tunisia, Lebanon, Ukraine, Colombia, the
Philippines and Vietnam.
US military assistance to partners and allies reached $13.5 billion in 2015, or
28 percent of all US foreign aid spending that year, according to the Congressional
Research Service. Most grants through the Foreign Military Financing (FMF)
programme go to Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan and Iraq.
Congress ultimately controls the government purse strings and may reject
some or many of the Trump administration‘s proposals. Republicans and
Democrats in Congress have criticised the size of the cuts to the State Department
and US Agency for International Development.
Mulvaney said that aid to Pakistan would be reduced, though he did not give
concrete details.
―(The) State (Department) still has some flexibility to come up with a final
plan on that, but I do know that writ large we have proposed to move several
countries from a direct grant programme to a loan guarantee programme,‖ he said.
Todd Harrison, a defence budget analyst with the Center for Strategic and
Budgetary Assessments, said the switch from grants to loans for military aid may
mean that countries will not be able to afford US military equipment, forcing them
to go elsewhere for supplies.
―Countries can buy from China or Russia. They have other places to shop,
and one of the ways that we build capacity with our partners is through these
grants,‖ Harrison said. ―It‘s in our interest to have interoperability with our allies,
and these military grants are a part of that.‖
Thomas Spoehr, who directs the Center for National Defence at the
conservative Heritage Foundation, said the conversion from grants to loans will be
a challenge especially for smaller military aid recipient countries like Macedonia
and Tunisia.
But ―it‘s a proposal whose time has come,‖ Spoehr said, given US budget
deficits and high military spending overall. ―This is probably a prudent place to
make some cuts given all the other investments we make in national defence,‖
Spoehr said.
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Трамп сократит военную помощь Пакистану
Trump administration to reduce military aid to Pakistan
The Express Tribune. May 23, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1417137/trumpadministration-reduce-military-aid-pakistan/

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration‘s budget proposal would
convert some of the United States‘ foreign military grants to loans, part of a larger
effort to slash spending on diplomacy, aid and programmes abroad by more than
29 per cent, the White House said on Monday.
Mick Mulvaney, the director of the White House Office of Management and
Budget, in a briefing with reporters on Monday said that aid to Pakistan would be
reduced, though he did not give concrete details.
―[The] State [Department] still has some flexibility to come up with a final
plan on that, but I do know that writ large we have proposed to move several
countries from a direct grant programme to a loan guarantee programme,‖ he said.
Trump plans 28% cut in budget for State Department, USAID
US military assistance to partners and allies reached $13.5 billion in 2015, or
28 per cent of all US foreign aid spending that year, according to the Congressional
Research Service. Most grants through the Foreign Military Financing [FMF]
programme go to Pakistan Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Iraq.
The cuts to programmes under the State Department are in part meant to fund
an increase in military spending. The White House budget documents showed total
defense spending for the 2018 fiscal year at $603 billion, about 3 per cent higher
than President Barack Obama‘s proposed 2018 fiscal year defense budget.
The $603 billion includes funding for nuclear weapons programmes at the
Department of Energy and other national defense programmes as well as the
Department of Defense. The Pentagon‘s specific defense request is for $574.5
billion, an increase of 4.6 per cent compared to fiscal year 2017.
Under President Donald Trump‘s proposal, the United States would spend
29.1 per cent less on the State Department and ―other international programmes‖ in
the 2018 fiscal year compared to 2017, a decrease of US$11.5 billion. That
decrease includes a re-shaping of the way some countries receive military aid from
the United States.
Foreign military financing gives countries loans or grants to buy US military
equipment. The State Department decides which countries are given the financing
while the Pentagon executes the decisions.
Raheel Sharif dines with Trump‘s son-in-law, Saudi prince
Under the Trump proposal, many current grants would instead be converted to
loans. ―We do change a couple of the foreign military programmes from direct
grants to loans,‖ said Mulvaney.
―Our argument was instead of … giving somebody US$100 million, we could
give them a smaller number worth of loan guarantees and they could actually buy
more stuff.‖
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Military aid to Israel and Egypt, two close US allies in the Middle East and
the biggest recipients of US military assistance, will remain unchanged, Mulvaney
said.
‗Pleased to meet you‘, Trump tells Nawaz
The Wall Street Journal, which first reported the proposal, said the foreign
military grants could affect Pakistan, Tunisia, Lebanon, Ukraine, Colombia, the
Philippines and Vietnam.
Congress ultimately controls the government purse strings and may reject
some or many of the Trump administration‘s proposals. Republicans and
Democrats in Congress have criticised the size of the cuts to the State Department
and US Agency for International Development.
Трамп - Наваз Шариф: «буду рад увидеться», - заявил Трамп
'Pleased to meet you', Trump tells Nawaz
The Express Tribune. May 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1416313/pleased-meettrump-tells-nawaz/

Trump reportedly told Sharif that he was pleased to meet him and the prime
minister responded that the feeling was mutual.
US President Donald Trump told Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif that he was
―pleased‖ to meet him during their brief encounter on Sunday before the ArabIslamic American Summit at the King Abdulaziz Conference Centre in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia.
Trump and Sharif shook hands and exchanged pleasantries, TV channels
reported. During the exchange, Trump reportedly told Sharif that he was pleased to
meet him. The Pakistani prime minister responded that the feeling was mutual.
Saudi King Salman Bin Abdulaziz also warmly welcomed Sharif.
Trump addressed the summit which was attended by leaders from 55
countries.
Why Nawaz-Trump phone call set world media abuzz
The prime minister attended the moot on the invitation of the Saudi king. His
delegation to the Arab country included several government officials, media
persons, foreign affairs adviser Sartaj Aziz and lawyer Akram Sheikh.
Although Trump and Sharif met in person for the first time on Sunday, they
made news in December last year when Trump, then the President-elect, reportedly
called up Sharif.
The official handout of the phone call released by the Pakistani government
stated that Trump offered his support to Pakistan and called Sharif a ―terrific guy.‖
―President Trump said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif you have a very good
reputation. You are a terrific guy. You are doing amazing work which is visible in
every way,‖ the statement read quoting Trump.
―I am ready and willing to play any role that you want me to play to address
and find solutions to the outstanding problems. It will be an honour and I will
personally do it,‖ it added.
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Наваз Шариф обменялся мнениями с Трампом на саммите в Саудовской
Аравии (что это значит-?)
PM exchanges views with Trump, others
Salim Bokhari. The Nation. May 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/22-May2017/pm-exchanges-views-with-trump-others

Riyadh - Pakistan has a deep commitment to the unity of the Muslim world,
and to the promotion of interfaith harmony and dialogue, we are pleased to be part
of this important summit, said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif in his interaction with
King Salman Bin Abdul Aziz, President Donald Trump and other leaders from the
Arab and Islamic countries who gathered for the first Arab-Islamic-American
Summit in Riyadh on Tuesday.
The Prime Minister said that being the frontline state, Pakistan has rendered
remarkable sacrifices in the global fight against terrorism. Choice of Saudi Arabia
as the venue for the first Arab-Islamic-American Summit is appropriate, given the
reverence and respect that the entire Muslim world has for this land of the Holy
Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him).
The Prime Minister appreciated the leadership of President Trump to make
this Summit as his first overseas engagement, and said that this initiative of
President Trump is of great symbolic significance.
The rising tide of terrorism and extremism is the most daunting challenge that
the world confronts today, the Prime Minister stated. Unfortunately, Pakistan has
been in the forefront of this existential struggle, bearing a disproportionately large
burden, the Prime Minister highlighted.
Tens of thousands of our citizens and thousands of our security personnel
have been martyred, or injured in terrorist attacks; while billions have been lost in
terms of economic cost, the Prime Minister further said.
Nawaz apprised that like many other countries, Pakistan has made tough
choices and taken difficult decisions to deal with the new and emerging challenges.
"We have confronted terrorism with courage and conviction; and the massive
human and financial costs have further strengthened our resolve," the Prime
Minister further stated.
The turnaround in Pakistan both on the security and economic fronts, with the
last year witnessing the lowest number of terrorist attacks in a decade, presents a
good example of how political commitment, based on an across-the-board national
consensus, supported by determined and well organised kinetic operations of
armed forces, could bring about the desired results in countries afflicted with the
scourge of extremism and terrorism, the Prime Minister informed the leaders
during his short interactions during the Arab-Islamic-American Summit.
Besides His Majesty King Salman Bin Abdul Aziz and President Trump, the
Prime Minister exchanged views with a number of other leaders including the Emir
of Qatar, King of Bahrain, President of Azerbaijan, Prime Minister of Malaysia
and President of Tajikistan.
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Помощник президента США по национальной безопасности МакМастер
заверил Индию в экспорте оружия, обсудил с Моди ситуацию в Афганистане
US national security adviser discusses Afghanistan in India
Dawn. 19.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327754/us-national-security-adviserdiscusses-afghanistan-in-india

President Donald Trump's national security adviser discussed the situation in
Afghanistan with India's prime minister on Tuesday, nearly a week after the US
military dropped a massive non-nuclear bomb in the country that it said killed 95
militants.
HR McMaster's meeting with Prime Minister Narendra Modi marked the first
visit by a Trump administration official to India, a key ally in Asia.
The US Embassy said that the two also discussed ways to increase defence
and counter-terrorism cooperation, and McMaster assured Modi of India's status as
a major defence partner in the global fight against terrorism.
Indian TV stations broadcast images of McMaster and Modi, each flanked by
officials, sitting together at Modi's home in the Indian capital.
McMaster also held two-hour-long talks with his Indian counterpart, Ajit
Doval.
The talks with Indian officials also focused on the security situation in the
region and Trump's Afghan strategy.
New Delhi wants Washington to pressure Pakistan to stop its support for
Taliban militants and act against them.
McMaster's visit to New Delhi was a part of regional consultations that
included stops in Kabul and Islamabad.
Встреча Наваз Шарифа с Советником по национальной безопасности
США МакМастером – только диалог Пакистана с Индией основа мира в
Dialogue with India only option for peace
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. April 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Apr2017/dialogue-with-india-only-option-for-peace

PM tells US envoy Pakistan welcomes Trump offer for help on Kashmir,
McMaster says new admin committed to strong ties with Islamabad
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Monday told the United States that dialogue with
India was the only option for regional peace.
In a meeting with the US National Security Adviser Lt General H R
McMaster here, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said that Pakistan was convinced
that all issues with India could be resolved through talks.
Sharif reiterated his firm conviction on sustained dialogue and meaningful
engagement ―as the only way forward to resolve all outstanding issues between
India and Pakistan including the Kashmir dispute,‖ said a statement released by the
PM‘s office after the meeting.
Pakistan-India relations have been far from normal in the recent months.
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In July a Kashmiri freedom fighter – Burhan Wani - was killed by the Indian
forces.
This was followed by protests in held Kashmir and use of power by India to
crush the demonstrators – dozens were killed.
In September, 19 Indian soldiers were killed in an attack in Uri, held Kashmir.
India blamed Pakistan for supporting the attackers.
Pakistan rejected the claim.
Afterwards, there were skirmishes on the Line of Control (LoC) and the
Working Boundary as India showed aggression.
The tension is yet to cool down.
PM Sharif told General McMaster that Pakistan welcomed US President
Donald Trump‘s willingness to help Pakistan and India resolve their differences
particularly on Kashmir.
He said that Pakistan was looking forward to forging a strong and mutuallybeneficial partnership with the US to promote peace and security in the region and
beyond.
Sharif reaffirmed his commitment to a peaceful neighbourhood and apprised
the US National Security Advisor of the steps taken by Pakistan to reach out to
both India and Afghanistan.
He conveyed Pakistan‘s readiness to work with the international community
to explore ways in which the Afghan crisis can be resolved.
The prime minister also said that across-the-board consensus was achieved by
his government to combat extremism and terrorism.
He said that structural reforms in the economy had laid the foundation of a
moderate, progressive and democratic Islamic republic that was ready to do
business with the United States and the world at large.
General McMaster assured the prime minister that the new administration was
committed to strengthening bilateral relations and working with Pakistan, to
achieve peace and stability in Afghanistan and in the wider south Asian region.
Effective Afghan border management key to peace: Aziz
Later, General McMaster met Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign
Affairs Sartaj Aziz.
The adviser was assisted by the Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi, National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua
and senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
During the meeting, Aziz noted that Pakistan and the US had been close
friends over decades and that a continued strong partnership between the two
countries remained critical to promoting and sustaining peace and stability in the
wider region.
He gave a briefing on the policies being pursued by the government that
resulted in improved security environment and economic turnaround in Pakistan,
the foreign ministry said in a post-meeting statement.
On terrorism, the adviser noted that impressive gains had been made in
eliminating terrorists and that Pakistan remained determined to continue this fight
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as part of the National Action Plan (NAP) until the scourge of terrorism was
completely eliminated from its soil.
He said that the government was determined to maintain the existing
momentum on both the security and economic fronts to lead the people of Pakistan
towards a prosperous and secure future.
Conveying Pakistan‘s concerns over the deteriorating security situation in
Afghanistan, the adviser reaffirmed Pakistan‘s commitment to work with the
international community to support efforts for peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan.
The adviser also highlighted the importance of effective border management
as part of the actions required to achieve sustainable peace in the region.
The Pakistan side also shared its perspective on the plight of Kashmiris in
occupied Kashmir and the status of relations with India.
The adviser apprised the visiting delegation of the steps taken by Pakistan to
reach out to both India and Afghanistan.
General McMaster acknowledged Pakistan‘s sacrifices in combating
extremism and terrorism, said the statement.
He renewed the commitment of the new administration to work closely with
Pakistan in strengthening mutually-beneficial relations and towards the shared
objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region.
General McMaster was assisted in the meeting by US Ambassador to Pakistan
David Hale, Acting US Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan
Laurel Miller, Senior Director for South Asia Lisa Curtis and Director Pakistan Jay
Wise in the National Security Council.
The US embassy, in its statement, said General McMaster departed Pakistan
after productive meetings with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Chief of Army Staff
General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Special Advisor to the Prime Minister on National
Security and Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi and National Security Adviser Nasser Khan
Janjua.
General McMaster expressed appreciation for Pakistan‘s democratic and
economic development, and stressed the need to confront terrorism in all its forms,
said the embassy.
―The two sides discussed a range of bilateral and regional issues. This was
General McMaster‘s first visit to Pakistan in his role as national security advisor.
The visit was a part of regional consultations that included a stop in Kabul,‖ the
statement added.
the international community to support efforts for peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan.
The adviser also highlighted the importance of effective border management
as part of the actions required to achieve sustainable peace in the region.
The Pakistan side also shared its perspective on the plight of Kashmiris in
occupied Kashmir and the status of relations with India.
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The adviser apprised the visiting delegation of the steps taken by Pakistan to
reach out to both India and Afghanistan.
General McMaster acknowledged Pakistan‘s sacrifices in combating
extremism and terrorism, said the statement.
He renewed the commitment of the new administration to work closely with
Pakistan in strengthening mutually-beneficial relations and towards the shared
objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region.
General McMaster was assisted in the meeting by US Ambassador to Pakistan
David Hale, Acting US Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan
Laurel Miller, Senior Director for South Asia Lisa Curtis and Director Pakistan Jay
Wise in the National Security Council.
The US embassy, in its statement, said General McMaster departed Pakistan
after productive meetings with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Chief of Army Staff
General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Special Advisor to the Prime Minister on National
Security and Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi and National Security Adviser Nasser Khan
Janjua.
General McMaster expressed appreciation for Pakistan‘s democratic and
economic development, and stressed the need to confront terrorism in all its forms,
said the embassy.
―The two sides discussed a range of bilateral and regional issues. This was
General McMaster‘s first visit to Pakistan in his role as national security advisor.
The visit was a part of regional consultations that included a stop in Kabul,‖ the
statement added.
Пакистан желает обсуждать с США все вопросы, - заявил Сартадж Азиз
Pakistan for dialogue at all levels with US
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 6.04.2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/06-Apr2017/pakistan-for-dialogue-at-all-levels-with-us

Sartaj says 70 percent of the terrorists defeated, US envoy for enhanced
cooperation on shared interests
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan needs United States‘ support to eliminate terror,
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said on Wednesday.
Speaking to journalists here after addressing the second round of the two-day
US-Pakistan bilateral (track-II/I.5) dialogue – organised by the US embassy and
the Regional Peace Institute – Sartaj Aziz said cooperation between Islamabad and
Washington was vital to defeating terrorism.
The conference focused on a wide range of topics including peace in
Afghanistan, economic assistance to Pakistan, US-Pakistan counterterrorism
cooperation, and shifting dynamics in South Asia.
Aziz said that Pakistan and the US were already cooperating in the war on
terror and this teamwork needed to be enhanced.
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―Pakistan is also working for peace in Afghanistan. Backing by the US is key
to win the war on terror. We are hoping for joint efforts,‖ he added.
Aziz called for more dialogue and communication at all levels between
Pakistan and the United States.
He said that Pakistani forces had defeated 70 percent of the terrorists but there
was still work to be done. Aziz said that Operation Raddul Fasaad was underway
to eliminate terrorism from across the country.
He hoped that improved security and economic situation would help to further
expand trade and investment relationship between Islamabad and Washington.
Speaking on the occasion, US Ambassador David Hale said that Pakistan and
the US should enhance cooperation on shared national interests for mutual benefit.
The envoy said that the US and Pakistan had the same views on terrorism,
enhancing trade ties and working for regional peace. ―The US acknowledges
Pakistan‘s great sacrifices in the fight against terrorism. Pak-US relationships are
very resilient,‖ he said.
Separately, briefing the National Assembly Standing Committee on Foreign
Affairs, Sartaj Aziz, said Pakistan was pursuing a policy of strengthening relations
with Afghanistan.
He said that with a view to further enhancing people-to-people exchanges,
Pakistan was working on modernisation of the visa system and facilities at border
crossing points.
Aziz informed the Standing Committee that to further deepen the cultural and
educational linkages between the two countries; the government was also focusing
on efforts to increase facilities for Afghan students in Pakistan‘s educational
institutes.
In this regard, he said, the government had announced another 3,000
scholarships for Afghan students in the field of higher education after utilisation of
the existing 3,000 scholarships.
On the Afghan transit trade, Aziz urged the Afghan government to convene
the next meeting of the Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit Trade Coordination Authority
at the earliest for revising and strengthening the Afghanistan–Pakistan Transit
Trade Agreement.
Aziz underlined the importance of close engagement between the two sides
on connectivity projects in infrastructure and energy.
He said that $500 million economic assistance from Pakistan could be utilised
for initiating those connectivity projects.
On the issue of peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan, Aziz reiterated that
there was no military solution to the Afghan conflict and there was need of focused
efforts for a politically-negotiated settlement for lasting peace in Afghanistan.
In this regard, he said that Pakistan remained committed to continued efforts
for facilitating an Afghan-owned Afghan-led peace process.
Describing terrorism as a common threat, Sartaj Aziz said that the bilateral
mechanism recently agreed to between the two countries provided an opportunity
for engagement to address the issues of counter-terrorism and border management.
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Meanwhile, on Wednesday, Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, former prime
minister of Malaysia called on Sartaj Aziz.
During the meeting, the two sides reviewed various aspects of PakistanMalaysia bilateral relations as well as the regional situation and cooperation in
various multilateral fora, including the Organisation for Islamic Cooperation, said
a foreign ministry statement.
Issues faced by Muslim Ummah were also discussed, it added.
Badawi is visiting Pakistan with a nine-member delegation.
The two countries also have a Free Trade Agreement, which helped to expand
bilateral trade.
A group of Malaysian investors are also accompanying Badawi as part of his
delegation to explore the possibility of investments in the areas of permissible food
processing, micro financing and exploration of natural resources.
The adviser briefed the Malaysian delegation on the measures taken by the
government to eradicate the menace of terrorism from Pakistan.
The two sides agreed that terrorists had no religion and it was essential to
fight the mindset, which propagated this phenomenon.
Another statement issued by the foreign ministry on Wednesday said that the
ninth session of Pakistan-Norway Bilateral Political Consultations was held in
Oslo from April 3rd till 4th.
The Pakistan delegation was led by Ambassador Zaheer A Janjua, additional
secretary (Europe), while the Norwegian side was led by Ambassador Tine Morch
Smith, director general Department of Regional Affairs, Royal Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The two sides reviewed the entire spectrum of bilateral relations and
identified opportunities and possibilities for further strengthening cooperation,
especially in economic, trade, investment, cultural, and educational fields, the
statement said.
The two sides discussed evolving peace and security environments in their
respective regions.
International issues of mutual interest also came under discussion.
They also agreed to enhance cooperation at the United Nations and other
multilateral fora, it said.
The additional foreign secretary (Europe) also called on Marit Berger
Rosland, state secretary (minister of state) and Wegger Chr Strommen, secretary
general of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
During the meetings, he underscored the need for further strengthening the
economic and trade relations as well as active collaboration in the educational and
technical fields.
He briefed the Norwegian dignitaries on the grave human rights violations
perpetrated by the occupying forces in the Indian-held Kashmir.
He also briefed them on the connectivity initiatives being launched in the
region, which have opened immense opportunities for investment.
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The last session of these consultations was held in Islamabad on February 25,
2014.
The next round of Bilateral Political Consultations will be held in Islamabad.
Пакистан получил 6 самолетов «Цессна» от США.
Pakistan Army receives six Cessna aircraft from US
Naveed Siddiqui. Dawn. 4.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1323994/pakistan-armyreceives-six-cessna-aircraft-from-us

The Pakistan Army on Friday received six new Cessna aircraft, two Cessna
208 Caravan and four Cessna T-206H from the United States, said a statement
released by the US Office of Defense Representative.
In April 2016, the US Department of Defence had announced it had issued a
$14.9 million, fixed-price contract to Cessna Aircraft Company for making two
Cessna 208B Grand Caravan EX aircraft and four Cessna T-206H Stationair
aircraft for Pakistan. The contract included sustainment support and associated
training.
Read more: Pakistan to get six medical aircraft from US
The statement from the Office of Defense Representative added that the
Caravan and the Stationair aircraft will strengthen Pakistan Army's air mobility by
enhancing its capability to conduct medical evacuations as well as provide limited
troop and equipment transport.
The Pakistan Army Aviation Corps in the statement thanked America for the
"generous contribution".
"American security assistance continues to build the counter-terrorism
capabilities of Pakistan's security forces."
"The US and Pakistan are stronger when we work together to combat
terrorism," the statement added.
Each aircraft comes with a 24-month sustainment package, including spares,
tooling, and support equipment.
The Grand Caravan EX, first shown at the Paris Airshow in 2015, is equipped
with a surveillance console, medical stretcher, lightweight seats and stowable
utility seat.
It accommodates up to 14 people and a load of 1,593kg.
The T206H Stationair is a smaller aircraft for six people and can take a load
of 581kg.
Пакистан очень заинтересован в развитии добрых отношений с США.
Pakistan, US should destroy ISIS together: Aizaz Chaudhry
The Nation. March 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/16-Mar-2017/pakistan-usshould-destroy-isis-together-aizaz-chaudhry

Pakistan's Ambassador to the United States Aizaz Chaudhry has expressed
confidence that US President Donald Trump and his new administration will
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engage positively with Pakistan, saying the two nations have been partners for the
last seven decades and their multifaceted ties have benefited both.
In his first interview with APP after assuming his new assignment in
Washington on Monday, Ambassador Chaudhry said he would work to deepen the
'mutually beneficial' ties between the two countries.
The ambassador said that given that both President Trump and Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif have strong business backgrounds, the two countries can certainly
profit from strong economic relations.
―One area where the two countries have cooperated closely in the recent past
is the shared desire to defeat the menace of terrorism. Our partnership has helped
defeat Al Qaeda,‖ the ambassador said.
Underscoring Pakistan's unwavering commitment to counter-terrorism, the
ambassador said that Pakistan and the US could continue this mission until our
region is rid of terrorism "in all its forms and manifestations".
The ambassador stated that the two countries could also work together to
stabilise Afghanistan.
―Pakistan would like to see a stable, peaceful and prosperous Afghanistan.
We have suffered in the past from instability in Afghanistan,‖ he added.
Responding to a question, he said it was vital that the United States and
Pakistan work together to destroy ISIS before it gains any footholds in
Afghanistan.
When his attention was drawn to the fact that some US lawmakers continue to
express reservations about Pakistan's commitment to fight terrorism, the
ambassador stated that it was important that the US lawmakers were apprised of
the reality of today's Pakistan, which was considerably different from the
perceptions created by some detractors.
He said that Pakistan has turned the tide against terrorism and Operation
Zarb-e-Azb was a resounding success.
―We are now consolidating through a new military operation, Raddul Fasaad,
which is meant to hunt down and eliminate terrorists hiding in our society,‖ he
added.
The ambassador reiterated that the implementation of the National Action
Plan has become one of Prime Minister Nawaz's top priorities.
―As foreign secretary of Pakistan, I was honoured to sit in many high-level
meetings where such decisions were taken and reviewed. I can say it with authority
that Pakistan is now well on its way to defeat terrorism in our country.‖
He said he would make efforts to take this positive story to each member of
the US Congress and show them the fast emerging positive reality of Pakistan.
―We would also welcome US legislators to visit Pakistan and see for
themselves the new, stronger and prosperous Pakistan,‖ he added.
Ambassador Chaudhry said that before arriving in Washington, he called on
the president, the prime minister, as well as senior civil and military leadership,
and there was a complete consensus in Pakistan to have friendly and cooperative
ties with the United States.
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―The US remains one of our most important relationships in terms of trade,
economy, defence, energy, health, education, and culture,‖ the ambassador said,
adding that he was in Washington to build on the excellent history of cooperation
the two countries have enjoyed since long.
―I am confident that President Trump and his administration will engage
positively with Pakistan for the common benefit of our two countries,‖ the
Ambassador added.
Пакистан остается важным звеном в цепи Афганистан-США.
Pakistan still central to US Afghan strategy
Kamran Yousaf. March 13, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353584/roadmap-regionpakistan-still-central-us-afghan-strategy/

ISLAMABAD: US President Donald Trump has been in office for almost
two months yet he has not announced any policy on Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Given his unpredictable nature and unorthodox approach, there were fears
that President Trump might take some drastic foreign policy decisions on
Afghanistan as well as on Pakistan.
But contrary to such concerns, indications are that like previous
administrations, the Trump government will heavily rely on Pakistan for achieving
the elusive goal of peace and stability in neighbouring Afghanistan.
First such hint of Pakistan‘s pivotal role was dropped last Thursday by top US
commander, who called for troop surge in Afghanistan, a decision if accepted by
President Trump would once again bring Islamabad to the forefront.
Indo-Pak conflict could escalate into ‗nuclear exchange‘: US Centcom
commander
Interaction with Pakistan security and Foreign Office officials suggested that
Islamabad would welcome any US decision to increase the number of troops in
Afghanistan.
The reason for Islamabad‘s support stemmed from the fact that prolonged
presence of US in Afghanistan means that Pakistan would remain relevant for the
Trump administration.
Testifying before the Senate last week, CENTCOM chief General Joseph
Votel said military leaders were drawing up a new strategy that would require
more American troops in Afghanistan.
While stressing the need for staying engaged with Pakistan, the top general
endorsed the assessment of Gen John Nicholson, the head of US mission in
Afghanistan that America‘s longest war was in a ‗stalemate.‘
Since the US pulled out majority of its troops from Afghanistan in 2015-16,
groups such as Islamic State have gained significant foothold in the war-torn
country.
The primary reason behind the growing presence of Da‘ish is the fact that
current number of US troops is not sufficient enough to deal with a daunting
security challenge.
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Islamabad has always opposed precipitating the US withdrawal fearing that
such an approach would be detrimental for Afghanistan‘s stability. During the
transition period, Pakistan believed to have conveyed its concerns on key regional
issues including Afghanistan‘s situation to the Trump administration.
And one of the major concerns was about Afghanistan‘s deteriorating security
situation. Pakistan reportedly conveyed to the US about the possibility of
Afghanistan slipping into chaos if urgent steps were not taken to mitigate the
problem.
Officials said statements from top US generals indicated that Pentagon at least
was paying heed to Pakistan‘s call on Afghanistan.
―The surge in American troops in Afghanistan means Pakistan will remain
critical for the Trump administration,‖ claimed a senior foreign office official, who
requested not to be identified since he was not authorised to speak on the subject.
The official pointed out that CENTCOM chief‘s statement had three aspects
(a) US needs troops surge in Afghanistan (b) acknowledgement of Pakistan‘s
critical support and (c) India‘s policy of diplomatically isolating Pakistan was
troubling.
He said these three factors should not be seen in isolation meaning the Trump
administration might persuade India to review its strategy in order to allow
Pakistan to focus its energies dealing with more pressing issue of fighting terrorism
and working for peace in Afghanistan.
India-Pakistan tensions: US general warns isolation may cause problems
For defence analyst Lt General (retd) Talat Masood the troops surge signals
that the US will stay on in Afghanistan.
He said the move also suggested that the US was determined not to allow
Afghan Taliban to take over. But at the same it might be a precursor to the
dialogue with the Taliban.
―Taliban is a factor in Afghanistan and that factor has to be politically
integrated,‖ Gen Talat stressed.
Pakistan would suffer the most if there is further destabilisation in the
neighbouring country. ―Therefore, Pakistan should look at the possible troops
surge positively,‖ he added.
Published in The Express Tribune, March 13th, 2017.
Военная пакистанская делегация вернулась из США
Pakistani military delegation returns after US talks
Dawn. 13.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320182/pakistani-military-delegationreturns-after-us-talks

WASHINGTON: A Pakistani military delegation returned home this weekend
after a weeklong visit to the United States for bilateral defence consultations.
During the delegation‘s stay in Washington, a senior US general told a
congressional panel that Pakistan was a critical US ally in the South Asian region
and urged the Trump administration to retain a close relationship with the country.
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During the same period, the new US Defence Secretary James Mattis
approved the reimbursement of $550 million to Pakistan for its efforts to fight
terrorism along the Pak-Afghan border.
Also, a recent report by the US State Department‘s Office of Inspector
General acknowledged the military‘s strong role in the country‘s national security
and foreign affairs while outlining US objectives in Pakistan.
The report noted that US-Pakistan relationship encompassed issues of critical
importance to US national security, such as counterterrorism, nuclear nonproliferation, peace in Afghanistan, and domestic and South Asian regional
economic growth and development.
―Mission Pakistan‘s highest policy priorities are to promote regional stability,
combat terrorism, and support a secure, economically vibrant, and stable Pakistani
democracy,‖ the report added.
The inspector general noted that ―the Pakistani military continues to play a
strong role in national security and foreign affairs. The country faces external and
internal challenges to its stability from crime and terrorism‖.
The 20-page report noted that three unrelated events in 2011, an incident in
Lahore involving an American citizen, the killing of Osama bin Laden in a raid in
Abbottabad, and the Salala border clash, were perceived as challenges to Pakistani
sovereignty and a setback for US-Pakistan cooperation.
Since then, the two governments have taken steps to improve relations,
culminating in Secretary John Kerry‘s 2015 visit to Islamabad to co-chair the
Strategic Dialogue and the Pakistani prime minister‘s visit to the US the same year.
Американский законодатель Ted Poe внес в Палате представителей
законопроект, объявляющий Пакистан гос-вом, спонсирующем терроризм.
US lawmaker moves bill to declare Pakistan state sponsor of terror
The Nation/ March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar-2017/us-lawmakermoves-bill-to-declare-pakistan-state-sponsor-of-terror

Washington - Senior United States lawmaker Ted Poe, who has called for a
―radical reset‖ of ties with Pakistan, on Thursday introduced a legislation in the
House of Representatives proposing that Pakistan be declared a state sponsor of
terrorism, reported BBC and Hindustan Times.
―Not only is Pakistan an untrustworthy ally, Islamabad has also aided and
abetted enemies of the United States for years,‖ the Republican from Texas, who
heads the House‘s sub-committee on terrorism and non-proliferation, said while
introducing the bill.
―From harbouring Osama bin Laden to its cosy relationship with the Haqqani
Network, there is more than enough evidence to determine whose side Pakistan is
on in the war on terror.‖
The legislation requires US President Donald Trump to submit a report within
90 days of its enactment if Pakistan has provided support for international
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terrorism. After 30 days, the secretary of state will be required to file a report
saying Pakistan is a state sponsor of terrorism, or cite justification why it is not.
In an op-ed written jointly with former defence official James Clad on
Wednesday, Poe called for a ―radical reset‖ of ties with Pakistan, arguing,
―Something must change in our dealings with a terrorist-supporting, irresponsible
nuclear-weapons state, and it must change soon.‖
Poe had earlier introduced the bill in September 2016, which lapsed with the
previous congress. If enacted, it will limit financial aid to Pakistan, ban defence
exports and restrict exports of dual use.
Пакистанские военные предупреждают Трампа, что Москва может войти
в Афганистан как в Сирию (в результате вывода войск США из Афг-на).
Pakistan warns Trump‘s generals: ‗Sort out Afghanistan mess or Russia
will intervene‘
The Express Tribune, March 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1346882/pakistanwarns-trumps-generals-sort-afghanistan-mess-russia-will-intervene/

Pak army source says collapse in security means west faces ‗losing control‘
Pakistan‘s military has warned Donald Trump‘s new generals that they face a
‗total mess‘ in Afghanistan unless the US and UK can halt the advance of IS and
the Taliban.
In an interview with the Telegraph, a senior Pakistani army source said the
collapse in security since the draw-down of Western troops from Afghanistan
meant the West now faced ‗losing control‘.
If IS and the Taliban continued to gain strength, he added, it could tempt
Russia to stage a Syrian-style intervention, this time on the pretext of protecting its
‗backyard‘ in Central Asia.
The source within the Pakistani army said that in recent weeks, high-level
discussions had taken place with both Resolute Support Mission commander Gen
John Nicholson and James Mattis, the retired US general appointed by Mr Trump
as Secretary of Defence.
How Trump will shape Pakistan-US ties
Gen Nicholson himself admitted last month that Afghan forces were now in a
stalemate against a resurgent Taliban. The Pakistani source said even that was an
optimistic assessment.
―A stalemate is still a win for the Taliban,‖ he said. ―We have told Gen Mattis
that Afghanistan is slipping out of control, and that if things are not put right,
America will have a huge crisis on its hands. ―Da‘ish is also developing there, and
if they leave Syria and Iraq, the next place for them to gather in is Afghanistan.‖
Pakistan has criticised the Kabul government for not doing enough to seal its
side of the Afghan border, from where Islamabad says militants are now launching
attacks on both Pakistani and Afghan soil.
However, Islamabad admits that Kabul is limited by the capabilities of the
Afghan National Army.
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―There are 350,000 troops in the Afghan army, but only about 20,000 are
capable of combat missions,‖ said the Pakistani military source.
―They also have about 1,000 generals, most of whom are appointed because
of their tribal affiliations rather than on merit. The problem is that you can‘t teach a
donkey to gallop.‖
Trump‘s Afghan options
The military source added that Russia feared the West was using IS as a ―plot
to destabilise its backyard‖, and could use it as an excuse to extend military
operations into Afghanistan.
Last month, Russia held a conference for regional powers on Afghanistan,
signalling what could be the opening stages of such a strategy.
The summit, to which the US was not invited, called for dialogue with the
Taliban, which Moscow has already started backchannel contacts with. The
Kremlin says the Taliban can be used to battle IS.
Washington believes that Kremlin-Taliban contacts are simply to help
Moscow build proxy assets in Afghanistan.
Сложности отношений Пакистана с США.
Lessons for Pakistan from Trump‘s America
Pervez Hoodbhoy. Dawn. Feb 25, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1316759/trump-and-us

Donald Trump‘s presidency is the tip of the spear that xenophobic white
supremacists are using to reconquer America. A Republican-dominated Senate and
the House of Representatives may differ with Trump on smaller matters but will
support him on core issues. The alt-right‘s goal is to barrel over traditional
American values of freedom and generosity, terrorise Muslim and immigrant
families into leaving, and remove the checks and balances that have preserved the
country‘s openness to new peoples and ideas.
The future is uncertain. An unhinged, foul-mouthed, openly racist, narcissistic
casino owner is not just president but is also commander-in-chief of the world‘s
most powerful military. Under him the United States could become the Fourth
Reich — a reincarnation of a Nazi-like Germany. Let‘s note that Trump is only
four weeks into his presidency with 98pc still to go. Yale history professor Tim
Snyder says that American democracy has less than a year to live. He predicts that
the Madisonian republic, founded in 1789 and renewed in 1865, could die.
But whatever ultimately happens, something is definitely slowing down —
and even stopping — the right wing‘s mad charge to topple all that is good and
decent about America. What?
The thousands of Americans who protested the Muslim ban at airports
were there to protect a principle.
First, it‘s the American people. Most of the articulated opposition comes from
well-educated Americans brought up on decent, enlightened values learned in
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school. Tens of thousands have stormed congressional district offices and town
hall meetings to vent at Trump‘s regressive agenda on climate change, banning
Muslims and Mexicans, increasing income inequality, and denial of women‘s
reproductive rights. One in three Californians want their state to leave the US
legally and peacefully in 2019. Cal-Exit may not actually happen, but it shows how
upset Americans are.
The pace of resistance is astonishing. Back in 1970, as a student in Boston, I
had travelled to Washington to join a crowd of 50,000 people protesting America‘s
war against Vietnam. It had taken about 10 years of patient organising to achieve
this size. But last month, with barely a few weeks of effort, an estimated 3.3
million angry people — mostly educated women appalled at Trump‘s misogyny —
took to the streets. In Washington D.C. itself there were 500,000, significantly
more than the estimated attendance at Trump‘s inauguration the day earlier.
Second, Trump faces an obstinate, uncompliant judiciary. He fired Sally
Yates, acting attorney general, for declaring illegal his executive order blocking
Muslims. Subsequently, a lower court reaffirmed her decision, which was further
upheld by three judges from the San Francisco-based 9th US Circuit Court of
Appeals. Thousands of barred travellers could thereafter enter the US.
Faced with defeat, Trump retreated and says he will issue a new executive
order. But, unless he replaces most of the judges, that too will fail. Under a system
of checks and balances, an American president appoints judges but courts can
declare his orders unconstitutional.
Third, a free American press is fiercely resisting. Trump says that the media
— specifically naming CNN, ABC, CBS, and the New York Times — is acting as
an opposition party. Last Friday he tweeted that they are not just his enemies but
also ―the enemy of the American people. SICK‖.
Examine: Trump called the media an ‗enemy of the American People‘ — a
history of the term
This outburst comes because the press has exposed Trump‘s shady business
dealings, exaggerations on the size of the inauguration crowd, promotion of his
daughter‘s fashion business, lewd remarks on women, help received from Russia
for getting elected, and the dubious character of his political henchmen. All this
must hurt, but what gets Trump apoplectic are mocking parodies on TV channels
and YouTube videos that feature impersonations of Trump and his spokespersons.
Such lampooning weakens his authority by depriving him of the gravitas that other
US presidents have enjoyed.
This is music to the ears of most Pakistanis — and a relief to much of the
world. But now we need to compare this with our own score card on the above
three counts.
Media: Yes, Pakistan‘s media is free — free to slam politicians and elected
governments on evening talk shows. This is, of course, as it should be. But none
can touch generals and mullahs. If you want to hide in cyber space and still try then
be prepared for abduction, declared as missing, and perhaps returned — as four of
the five bloggers are known to have been — but terrified into silence.
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America has Fox but also other channels; Pakistan has only numerous
versions of Fox. America has Rush Limbaugh, Ann Coulter, and Glenn Beck
among others who spew stupidity and ignorance, lie, and pander to the lowest level
of society. But, for fear of lawsuits, they still cannot match the infinitely more
degraded, life-threatening, fact-less nonsense spewed by some highly popular
Pakistani anchors.
Judiciary: In theory, Pakistan‘s too is independent of the executive branch.
But nobody believes this, and nobody should. If it was true, Asif Ali Zardari would
have long been in jail, Panamagate would have been settled, and the grant of land
to generals could be legally challenged.
Of course, we have our heroes. Justice of the Supreme Court Qazi Faez Isa
single-handedly put together the detailed Quetta terrorism inquiry commission
report that convincingly indicts the interior minister for improper behavior. But
nothing has happened yet and nothing will. In contrast, a mere US sessions judge
could stump Trump and overturn his executive Muslim-ban order.
People: I cannot remember the last time when Pakistanis rallied together for a
cause that was not specifically Muslim. Of course, Kashmir, Palestine, Bosnia and
Myanmar are all worthy causes, but they are Muslim causes. In contrast, the
thousands of Americans who stormed airports last month to protest Trump‘s
Muslim ban were there to protect a principle — that all peoples of all religions and
ethnicities should have exactly the same rights.
Perhaps someday we too will learn to respect people for what they are —
humans — and fight for their rights also, not just our own. Perhaps an Ahmadi,
Hindu, Christian or Parsi will be allowed to run for president of Pakistan or
become the army chief. Until that time, in moral terms, we cannot really protest
where Trump wants to take America.
Пакистан и США нужны друг другу, - заявил министр планирования,
развития и реформ Ahsan Iqbal.
Pakistan, US need each other: Ahsan
The Nation. February 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Feb-2017/pakistan-usneed-each-other-ahsan

LAHORE - Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reforms Prof
Ahsan Iqbal has said that Pakistan and America have good ties and they have no
option other than to live with each other.
Ahsan Iqbal said the foreign policy of a country is based on its national
interests and Pakistan needs to maintain its relations with the US keeping in view
the current regional situation.
―Donald Trump is the elected president of a super power and we have to
frame our policies accepting this fact,‖ Ahsan said while speaking at a seminar on
the subject of ‗New American Administration and Pakistan‘s Strategy‘ organised
by Pakistan Institute of National Affairs (PINA) at Quaid-i-Azam Library here
yesterday.
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PINA President Altaf Hasan Qureshee, SM Zaffar, Sajjad Mir and others also
spoke on the occasion.
Ahsan said Pakistan and other countries have no option about Donald Trump,
who is now elected president of US. Keeping this fact in view, Pakistan will have
to reevaluate its policies to continue relations with the US under new
administration of Trump. He said there was no permanent friendship or permanent
enmity in foreign policy as it is framed purely on national interest of a country. He
said the US and Pakistan have commonalities in their national interests and
policies as both want elimination of terrorism, ISIS and establishing durable peace
in Afghanistan, therefore, both can move forward in this direction.
He said job creation was another priority of the US government and Pakistan
could play its role in development of American industry while becoming part of its
high chain supply and value addition on mutually beneficial basis. Pakistan should
attract major US companies by ending the policy of traditional thinking and
sentiments and formulating foreign policies based more on economic development,
he said adding, it would also promote trade diplomacy between the two countries.
The minister said Trump had also expressed his willingness to improve ties
with Pakistan during his telephonic conversation with Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif as well as with Pakistan Ambassador to America. This message, he hoped,
will give new direction and impetus to Pak-US bilateral ties. The US has always
been a ‗knowledge economy‘ and its educational institutions have greater impact
on the global economies, he said.
Ahsan said the 20th century had been the century of political concepts but the
21st century is of economic ideology. Only that country can advance at global
level which has an ability of wealth creation; its justified distribution; and efficient
in ensuring its sustainability on competitive basis, he added.
He cited that now European countries, Central Asia, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Iran and UK etc were eying Pakistan and showing their keen interest to be part of
the CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor).
Ahsan said opposition parties creating hue and cry against federal government
just for political point scoring, could not bring forth even a single scandal of
corruption against the PML-N government, which has since its inception been
executing developmental projects worth billions of rupees. He said these
opposition parties, however, failed to eliminate corruption in the provinces, where
they governed.
PINA secretary general Altaf Hasan Qureshee recalled, ―It was US that
attended our first anniversary of independence with great enthusiasm. US gave
unparallel reception to Pakistan‘s first prime minister‘s visit to that country.‖
Qureshee said that a number of democratic ideas in US constitution, such as basic
rights and human rights have their genesis in the Quran.
Veteran Jurist SM Zafar said foreign policy of a country depends on the
interest of that country. If the interests of two countries converge, the foreign
policy between the two takes positive shape.
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―With the new president in US, we should see how far the interests of our
own country fall in line with the US and wait for the process of history to take its
course and affect changes if any in the binary relations. We should not accelerate
the pace of differences unnecessarily between the two countries.‖
Prof Shabbir Ahmad said three episodes have drastically impacted Pak-US
relations viz 9/11, Sahalla Post and Abbottabad attacks. Muhammad Mehdi said he
considers that issues of differences between US and Pakistan are of petty nature
and can be resolved.
―In order to strengthen foreign policy, we should have a permanent foreign
minister,‖ suggested Qayyum Nizami. Mrs. Sabahat Rafiq from Silicon Valley US
gave a review of the upset results of US presidential election and suggested that
Pakistan should focus on US Congress, think tanks and universities for developing
relations with US.
Hussain Ahmad Shirazi said Huntington theorized that 21st century will
witness the conflict of Islamic and Christian civilizations. Iraq and Afghanistan
have faced destruction and now Syria is the target of annihilation. Prof Farooq
Hasnat said America needed Pakistan in cold war era, but now with the arrival of
Trump, present situation has changed. Former ambassador Javed Hussain said that
Trump has focus on two issues. First is terrorism for which US wants Pakistan‘s
cooperation. Pakistan in this zone has a declared policy and some ambiguities,
which needs to be addressed. Peace in Afghanistan is second concern of US for
which Pakistan is a stakeholder. Political Analyst Muhammad Mehdi said that PakUS relations can develop on mutual understanding and cooperation. There are
good chances to work together for global peace especially in South Asia. Pakistani
prime minister is a great asset in promoting good will and mutual trust.
Oman-based investor Javed Nawaz said, ―We should strengthen the country
by strengthening ourselves and shunning attitude of hatred.‖
США и Пакистан думают, как совместно бороться с терроризмом
Pakistan, US vow to jointly defeat terror
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. February 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaperpicks/23-Feb-2017/pakistan-us-vow-to-jointly-defeat-terror

Aizaz, US ambassador discuss fresh wave of terrorism
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and the United States yesterday vowed to defeat
terrorism together as Pakistan fights India-sponsored terrorism across its porous
border with Afghanistan.
US ambassador David Hale met Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry
here to discuss the fresh wave of terrorism in Pakistan.
―The ambassador emphasized that the US forces in Afghanistan have worked
closely with their Afghan counterparts to strike the very groups who have claimed
responsibility for the attacks in Pakistan,‖ said a US embassy statement.
It added: ―The United States will continue to work in partnership with
Pakistan to dismantle terrorist networks.‖
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The ambassador condemned the recent horrific terrorist attacks across
Pakistan and offered condolences to the families of the victims, the statement said.
Hale congratulated Foreign Secretary Chaudhry on his new assignment as
ambassador to the United States, and wished him well.
Earlier, Pakistan said it wanted good ties with Afghanistan and was
committed to resolve all issues peacefully.
All through the recent tension between Pakistan and Afghanistan, the US has
been pressing both the sides to resolve the issues on the table instead of engaging
in a conflict.
At a meeting with UN Special Representative of Secretary General for
Afghanistan Tadamichi Yamamoto this week, Adviser to the Prime Minister on
Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said Pakistan was against confrontation but expected
Afghanistan to act against the terrorists‘ sanctuaries.
After Pakistan‘s serious reaction to the recent wave of terror, the two sides
settled for a tentative peace agreement when Kabul promised to act against
terrorists‘ sanctuaries inside Afghanistan. However, they also handed a list of 32
alleged training centres inside Pakistan.
Pakistan forces have already moved heavy artillery and military equipment
closer to Pak-Afghan to stop infiltration and destroy the militants‘ hideouts along
the frontier.
Yesterday, Pakistan Air Force fighter jets bombarded militants‘ hideouts
along the Pak-Afghan border. Several terrorists were killed and wounded in the
raids.
The Inter-Services Public Relations, the military‘s media wing, said: ―PAF
engaged terrorists‘ concentration late last night in Rajgal area of Khyber Agency
bordering Afghanistan.‖
Afghanistan-based Jamatul Ahrar has been claiming responsibility of the
fresh wave of terror in Pakistan prompting the military to hand over a list of 76
most wanted terrorists to the Afghanistan embassy officials.
A senior official at the foreign ministry told The Nation, that Foreign
Secretary Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry and US ambassador David Hale shared
concerns about the fresh incidents of terror in Pakistan.
He said Chaudhry told the US envoy that India was supporting the crossborder terror using Afghanistan‘s soil. ―The two agreed that the issues could be
resolved through talks. The US promised to support Pakistan‘s fight against
terror,‖ he added.
Another official said Pakistan was also in contact with China to jointly defeat
the menace of terrorism. ―Beijing has always been our supporter and we are in
contact to fight terror together. We need backing of all the friends,‖ he said.
Chinese ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong also hinted at such cooperation
last day when he met Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani.
The ministry official explained China was even more interested for peace in
Pakistan due to the multi-billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project.
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Former Pakistan ambassador to Afghanistan Ayaz Wazir said all those
countries who were backing Pakistan for regional peace must be appreciated.
He said US support for Pakistan was a diplomatic victory and it would help
defuse the Pak-Afghan tension. ―Peace in the region is key to progress. No country
can afford tension with the neighbours. Chinese help against terror is equally
important,‖ he maintained.
Wazir said India was using Afghanistan soil against Pakistan and was giving
logistic support to Jamatul Ahrar.
Afghan affairs expert Rashid Ahmed said India was supporting the Afghan
government to maintain their rule. ―India does not want Afghanistan to have good
ties with Pakistan. This is part of their agenda,‖ he said.
Ahmed said Afghanistan was hurling baseless allegations against Pakistan at
India‘s behest. ―Afghanistan must know we are their immediate neighbor and they
cannot move along without good relations with us,‖ he maintained.
Meanwhile yesterday, Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj
Aziz met Brigadier General Hossein Dehgan - Minister of Defence and Logistics
of Iran - in Tehran. Aziz was accompanied by Defence Secretary Zameerul Hassan
Shah, the foreign ministry said.
A statement issued here by the ministry said: ―They discussed measures to
strengthen security along the Pakistan Iran border and agreed that the Border
Security Commission of the two countries will meet soon to ensure that terrorists
and smugglers are not able to operate from each other‘s territories. During the
meeting progress on opening two additional border crossing points at GabdReemdan and Mand-Pishin was also reviewed.‖
During his brief stay, Sartaj Aziz also met Javad Zarif, Foreign Minister of
Iran. ―They reviewed regional and global issues with special reference to the
situation in Afghanistan. Sartaj Aziz returned to Islamabad (later yesterday),‖ the
statement added.
Трамп - за развитие связей с Пакистаном (телефонный разговор Матисса
с Баджвой).
Trump‘s defence aide lauds Pakistan‘s resilience in terror fight
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
10th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322246/pentagon-calling-trumps-defence-aide-lauds-pakistansresilience-terror-fight/

ISLAMABAD: Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa and US Defence
Secretary James Mattis spoke on the phone on Thursday and reaffirmed
commitment towards the common goal of peace and stability in the region.
The 20-minute telephonic conversation indicated that the Trump
administration may not radically change its Pakistan policy as anticipated earlier.
The official statement released by the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR)
said the US defence secretary lauded the sacrifices and resilience of the people and
armed forces of Pakistan while appreciating the role of Pakistan Army in battling
the scourge of terrorism. The army chief congratulated Mattis on assuming his new
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responsibility and hoped that the latter‘s vast experience in the field would be of
great value to the region.
US-Pakistan relations: some inconvenient truths
―Both reaffirmed their commitment towards the common goal of peace and
stability in the region and discussed measures towards that end. Both also agreed
on continued engagement at multiple levels,‖ the ISPR further said.
This was the first high-level contact between Pakistan and the United States
since President Donald Trump assumed office on January 20.
Mattis, who served as head of the US Central Command, frequently travelled
to the region, including Pakistan, and is well aware of the security dynamics of this
part of the world. In his confirmation hearing before the Senate, he underlined the
need to remain engaged with Pakistan. He went on to say that the US would offer
incentives to encourage Pakistan to cooperate with Washington on some of the
pressing issues, including fighting militancy.
The new US administration appears to be following a careful policy towards
Pakistan. In fact, the Foreign Office confirmed that the Trump administration
assured Pakistan it would not be included in the list of countries whose nationals
were barred from entering the US.
Lessons for Pakistan from the US: Democracy only works if you participate
A senior Pakistani government official told The Express Tribune that during
Prime Minister‘s Special Assistant on Foreign Affairs Tariq Fatemi‘s visit to
Washington in December, Trump‘s transition team informed him that the incoming
administration had no plans to take any drastic step against Pakistan.
But Trump‘s transition team told him that Pakistan needed to take certain
measures against militant outfits in order to give the new administration a reason to
take a positive start. The decision to detain Jamaatud Dawa chief Hafiz Saeed, the
suspected mastermind of the November 2008 Mumbai attacks, was said to be taken
against the backdrop of Fatemi‘s visit to Washington.
Another official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, claimed that initial
contacts established with the new US administration suggested that President
Trump could prove to be better for Pakistan than his predecessor.
Nicholson wants ‗holistic review‘ of Pak-US ties
The top US commander in Afghanistan, however, called for a ‗holistic
review‘ of ties with Pakistan on Thursday. ―Our complex relationship with
Pakistan is best assessed through a holistic review,‖ General John Nicholson told
the Senate Armed Services Committee. He added that addressing US concerns
about Pakistan was at the top of his list of priorities to address with the Trump
administration.
Nicholson also told the panel that he needs several thousand more
international troops in order to break a stalemate in the long war with Taliban
insurgents, signalling the matter may soon be put before President Donald Trump.
―We have a shortfall of a few thousand,‖ Nicholson told the Senate
committee. He added those forces could both be drawn from US forces as well as
from allies. The US general noted that Defence Secretary Mattis would soon speak
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with allies and could visit Afghanistan in the coming weeks. (WITH
ADDITIONAL INPUT BY REUTERS)
США не намерены вводить запрет на въезд пакистанцам в США
No plan for travel ban on Pakistanis: US
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn February 8th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313482/no-plan-fortravel-ban-on-pakistanis-us

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration has no plan to ban Pakistani
citizens from travelling to the United States because Pakistan is providing the data
they need to vet a visitor, US officials say.
In recent briefings to various media outlets, White House officials also said
the administration had no plan to add other countries to the list of seven Muslim
countries whose citizens were barred from travelling or migrating to the US.
White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer explained that Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Lebanon were among the countries which were providing the
information needed to scrutinise travellers. But he warned that if this cooperation
changed, these or other countries could also be added to the list. The US
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), however, was more categorical in
assuring the 40 non-designated Muslim countries that Mr Spicer mentioned in his
statement.
Also read: ‗Trump may not be as hard on Pakistan as he will be on Iran‘
―Importantly, these seven countries are the only countries to which the pause
on entry applies. No other countries face such treatment. Nor have any other
countries been identified as warranting future inclusion at this time,‖ the DHS said
in a statement.
Another White House spokesperson told BBC that reports of banning
travellers from other countries were just rumours. ―There‘s nothing imminent that
I‘m aware of,‖ the spokesperson added.
Other White House officials said that even the Obama administration had
problems with the seven countries now facing the travel ban as they were not
providing the data needed to scrutinise their citizens. But a passage in the Jan 27
executive order leaves the option to expand the list open, causing worries and
rumours across the Muslim world.
―At any point after submitting the list described in subsection (e) of this
section, the secretary of state or the secretary of homeland security may submit to
the president the names of any additional countries recommended for similar
treatment,‖ it said.
But the DHS, while ruling out the possibility of expanding the list in the near
future, said the aliens affected by the 90-day pause on travel were also getting
―case-by-base exceptions and waivers, as outlined in President Donald Trump‘s
executive order, ―Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the
United States‖.
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―This pause does not apply to Lawful Permanent Residents, dual citizens with
passports from a country other than the seven listed, or those travelling on
diplomatic, Nato or UN visas,‖ it said.
―Special Immigrant Visa holders, who are nationals of these seven countries
may board US-bound planes and apply for and receive a national interest exception
to the pause upon arrival.‖
The DHS explained that it was working with the State Department and the
Office of the Director of National Intelligence to conduct a country-by-country
review of the information provided by other governments for their nationals to
apply for myriad visas, immigration benefits, or otherwise seek admission into the
US.
―This review is needed to ensure that individuals seeking to enter the US are
who they claim to be and do not pose a security or public-safety threat,‖ the
statement added.
Дональд Трамп и конфликт между Индией и Пакистаном
Евгений Юрин. Информационный портал «Командир». 8 Февраль
http://comandir.com/2017/02/08/49542-donald-tramp-i-konflikt-mezhdu-indiej-ipakistanom.html

2017.

Недавно в одном из городов Индии группа молодежи прошла по улице в
майках с надписями «Армия Трампа» и в масках нового Президента США.
Как они объяснили, их вдохновляет деяния Трампа. Имеется ввиду борьба
против мусульманской иммиграции.
Это может показаться очень странным, но в Индии каждое политическое
решение Дональда Трампа вызывает большое внимание у населения.
Соседний Пакистан в своей заинтересованности не уступает индусам.
Последние годы ознаменовались улучшением американо-индийских
отношений. Немало усилий к этому приложил Барак Обама.
Трамп во время своей кампании, обещал, что США и Индия станут
самым лучшими друзьями. Индийскому населению нравятся его нападки на
мусульман вместе с антикитайской риторикой. Хорошо индусами
воспринимаются и возможности налаживания отношений между РФ и США.
Особо радует Индию и обещания Трампа по разгрому мусульманского
экстремизма. Эти решения американского Президента могут серьезно задеть
Пакистан, который ко всему прочему и союзник КНР.
Сам Пакистан и не ожидал ничего хорошего со стороны Трампа. Ранее
он называл эту страну самой опасной в мире и добавлял, что только Индии в
силах остановить Пакистан.
В одно время в пакистанских СМИ появилась информация о том, что у
Дональда Трампа есть пакистанские корни. Был даже показан сюжет по
телевидению, где рассказывалось, что настоящее имя Трампа – это Дауд
Ибрагим Хан. В 1946 году он родился в Пакистане в провинции Вазирстан.
После того, как его родители погибли в автокатастрофе, он был усыновлен
приемными родителями из США.
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Полной неожиданность оказался первый разговор избранного
президента США и пакистанского премьера Наваза Шарифа. Трамп тогда
сказал, что пакистанцы являются одними из самых умных на земле людей а
сам Пакистан – страна возможностей.
Самого Шарифа Трамп назвал «потрясающим парнем с отличной
репутацией, с которым, кажется, будто ты его сто лет знаешь» и выразил
надежду, что вскоре лично с ним встретится.
Пакистанские власти увидели в этом хороший знак, но продолжения
пока не последовало.
В данный момент Дональд Трамп полностью занят внутренними делами
своей страны и пока конфликт межу Дели и Исламабадом для него очень
далек.
Пока можно индусам и пакистанцам только гадать, на чью сторону
упадут симпатии новой администрации Белого Дома.
Некоторые американские ученые предлагают вычеркнуть Пакистан из
союзников США.
U.S. scholars urge a tough stance on Pakistan
The Hindu. 7.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/U.S.-scholars-urge-atough-stance-on-Pakistan/article17206405.ece?homepage=true

A group of U.S experts have urged the Donald Trump administration to take a
tough line towards Pakistan and stop ―viewing and portraying Pakistan as an ally‖.
―The new U.S. administration should recognise that Pakistan is not an
American ally‖, said a report by the experts, which called for ―a new U.S.
approach to Pakistan‖, one that involves enforcing conditions for aid, without
cutting ties.
Lisa Curtis, Senior Research Fellow, Asian Studies Center, The Heritage
Foundation and Husain Haqqani, Director South & Central Asia, Hudson Institute,
were the co-chairs of the panel.
―Thinking of Pakistan as an ally will continue to create problems... At the
same time, Pakistan is an important country that is willing to cooperate
occasionally and partially with the United States,‖ the report said. The experts
urged the Trump administration to work closely with China to rein in Pakistani
support for terrorism. ―The U.S. must lead efforts, including at multilateral forums,
to sanction Pakistani terrorist groups and individuals. In particular, Washington
must seek to work more closely with China, which shares concerns about the
presence of terrorist groups in the region and the threat they pose to the proposed
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
―While China will avoid steps that embarrass Pakistani leaders or that
significantly skew the two countries‘ historically close ties, Beijing may be willing
to work with Washington behind the scenes to press Pakistan to crack down on
terrorists within its territory. Gulf Arab countries, too, must be encouraged to press
Pakistan to change its direction,‖ they argued in the report.
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Парламент провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва резко критикует Трампа за
ограничение въезда мусульман в США.
KP Assembly flays Trump for travel ban
Wisal Mashal. Daily Times. 7/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/07-Feb-17/kpassembly-flays-trump-for--travel-ban--

PESHAWAR: The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly on Monday condemned
US President Donald Trump's decision to slap a travel ban on seven Muslimmajority countries.
The KP Assembly session was chaired by Speaker Asad Qaiser on Monday.
Pakistan People's Party lawmaker Fakhar Azam Wazir presented the resolution
which was signed by opposition and treasury benches and was passed
unanimously.
The resolution read that the US president's decision was based on hate and it
would be harmful for America and its people. The KP Compulsory Primary and
Secondary Education Bill, 2017 was also presented by Education Minister Atif
Khan. According to the bill, education is compulsory for children between five to
16 years. The minister said from Grade 1 to Grade 5, study of The holy Quran will
be compulsory while from Grade 6 to 12 translation will also be taught in
government schools.
He said new primary schools were constructed in which female teachers will
be recruited. Another resolution presented by PPP lawmaker Nighat Orakzai said
that ice drug addiction was on the rise in educational institutions of KP, adding that
measures should be taken to stop this emerging drug addiction among young
people.
The resolution, signed by the opposition and treasury members, was passed
by the House. Jamaat-e-Islami member Muhammad Ali and Health Minister
Shahram Khan Tarakai exchanged harsh words when the former urged the latter to
establish RHC in his area.
Tarakai said the government was working for the establishment of health
units across the province, adding that recruitment of specialised doctors has been
done while another 500 doctors will be recruited across the province.
To a question by Sardar Hussain, he shared that most of the health units were
not in a good condition because of the avalanche; adding that many years have
passed but no specialised doctors and technicians were recruited in different BHUs
and RHC of Chitral.
Tarakai added that around Rs 725 million have been spent in Chitral on
health.
Исламабад хочет избежать санкций со стороны Трампа (арест
организатора теракта в Мумбаи в ноябре 2008 г.)
Владимир
Скосырев.
01/1_6917_islamabad.html

НГ.

1.02.2017.
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Правительство Пакистана, не выдержав нажима Вашингтона, посадило
под домашний арест Хафиза Саида, идеолога теракта в Мумбаи в 2008 году.
Дели давно требовал суда над основателем группы исламистских боевиков, а
США назначили вознаграждение в 10 млн долл. за его арест. Но Саид
продолжал призывать к джихаду против Индии. Положение изменилось с
приходом к власти Дональда Трампа, чей представитель сказал, что
ограничения на въезд в США могут распространиться и на Пакистан.
Ссылаясь на пакистанского чиновника, Reuters передало, что, поместив
Саида под домашний арест, Пакистан думал прежде всего о том, как бы не
попасть в число стран, чьи граждане значатся в списке, препятствующем
въезду в США.
Страх стал фактором, заставившим пакистанские власти ограничить
свободу фанатика, на котором лежит немалая доля ответственности за
трагедию в Мумбаи.
Индия требовала его наказания с тех пор, как 10 боевиков из Пакистана
переправились в город на лодке и убили 166 человек. Они творили расправу
над беззащитными людьми несколько дней. Расстреливали пассажиров на
вокзале, в двух гостиницах и еврейском центре. Нападение поставило
Пакистан и Индию, страны, обладающие ядерным оружием, на грань войны.
Саид основал воинственную группировку LeT, что можно перевести с
урду как «ополчение чистых». Главной целью считается освобождение
Кашмира от Индии. Организация создала несколько тренировочных лагерей
в той части Кашмира, которую контролирует Пакистан. Она устраивала
теракты не только в Индии, но и в самом Пакистане. Организация признана
ООН террористической. Запрещена в США, ЕС, Британии, Пакистане,
Индии, России. Чтобы избежать преследований, сменила вывеску, назвала
себя благотворительной.
В беседе с «НГ» заместитель директора Института востоковедения РАН
Вячеслав Белокреницкий отметил, что задержание Хафиза Саида – «это
результат давления Индии. Очевидно, пакистанское руководство
рассчитывает также получить какую-то выгоду в своих отношениях с США.
У Пакистана сейчас очень большая озабоченность, какую линию будет
проводить новая американская администрация в отношении Пакистана и
всего региона».
Индийцы давно требовали привлечь Саида к ответу. Хотя он не
возглавляет боевую группировку, а как бы идеологически патронирует ее.
Есть и еще одна организация в Пакистане, которая, как считают в Дели,
устраивает теракты против Индии. Исламабад ее не преследует.
По словам эксперта, индийцы давно пытались убедить мир, что
Пакистан потворствует терроризму. Поскольку Вашингтон оказывает
прессинг на мусульманские страны, Исламабад пытается вывести из-под него
Пакистан. Тем не менее обстановка на индийско-пакистанской границе
остается напряженной. Вчера сообщалось о перестрелке. Возможно, помещая
Хафиза Саида под домашний арест, то есть применяя довольно мягкую меру,
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пакистанские власти хотят прощупать общественное мнение. Они могут
потом сказать американцам: «Мы-то готовы преследовать этого деятеля, но
общественность не поддерживает такие шаги».
Помимо Саида под домашний арест полиция посадила и четырех его
единомышленников. Как и ожидалось, сторонники исламистской
организации устроили демонстрацию протеста, перекрыв автомобильное
движение на одной из центральных улиц Лахора.
На момент выхода этого номера в свет официальной реакции Дели на
задержание идеолога террора не поступало. Однако индийская газета
Hindustan Times напоминает, что LeT – это рука межведомственной разведки
Пакистана. И потому ситуация в Южной Азии не улучшится, пока
пакистанское правительство не предпримет решительных мер против
террористических группировок.
Позиция Пакистана противоречива по поводу визового запрета Трампа
для ряда мусульман
Islamabad ambivalent on Trump‘s visa ban policy
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
February
3rd,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312405/islamabad-ambivalent-on-trumps-visa-ban-policy
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ISLAMABAD: The Foreign Office took on Thursday an ambivalent position
on the Trump administration‘s visa ban, saying it was America‘s right to decide
who could enter their country, but at the same time expressed concern that the
move could become a propaganda opportunity for extremists.
―It is every country‘s sovereign right to decide its immigration policy,‖ FO
spokesman Nafees Zakaria said at his weekly media briefing while answering a
question about the travel restrictions imposed by US President Donald Trump
through an executive order on people from seven Muslim countries — Iran, Iraq,
Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen.
It was the first official reaction to President Trump‘s directive that riled
Muslim communities.
FO hits out at India for its scepticism about action taken against Hafiz
Saeed
Mr Trump‘s decision has been widely condemned. It is facing legal challenge
within the United States and experts believe that it also contravenes international
law.
The FO‘s acknowledgement of the American right to regulate immigration
looked to closely echo some Arab countries that voiced support for the ban. The
spokesman, however, asked the US administration to consider ―humanitarian and
political dimensions‖ of the decision.
Also read: In a first, UAE foreign minister defends Trump visa ban
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―Countries would be well advised to adopt policies that are not susceptible to
be exploited as propaganda tools by entities wishing to see cracks in the coalition
against extremism and terrorism along religious lines,‖ Mr Zakaria said.
The FO‘s stance betrays its precarious situation on the issue – it cannot afford
alienating the new US administration, but at the same time it has to reflect the
sentiment at home.
The spokesman, in reply to the same question, underscored the importance
that Pakistan attached to its relations with the US. ―Pakistan and the US have
longstanding and cooperative relations in diverse fields and we look forward to
further strengthen these ties,‖ he said.
Examine: Slipping Pak-US ties
Hafiz Saeed
Mr Zakaria hit out at India for its scepticism about the action taken against
Mumbai attack accused Hafiz Saeed.
―India should take corrective actions for itself rather than commenting on
other countries‘ affairs,‖ he said, noting that India had remained involved in
―perpetrating terrorist activities and terror financing in Pakistan‖.
Indian external affairs ministry had in its reaction to detention of the Jamaatud
Dawa chief said: ―Exercises such as yesterday‘s (Monday) orders against Hafiz
Saeed and others have been carried out by Pakistan in the past also. Only a credible
crackdown on the mastermind of the Mumbai terrorist attack and terrorist
organisations involved in cross-border terrorism would be proof of Pakistan‘s
sincerity.‖
The FO spokesman asserted that Pakistan‘s counterterrorism effort had been
across the board.
―Pakistan had taken all actions against the proscribed elements that were
required under the UN sanctions. Pakistan‘s action against terrorist elements
without discrimination in the larger national interest as well as our sacrifices and
losses have been repeatedly acknowledged and appreciated by all the countries.
Our commitment to eradicate the scourge of terrorism from its roots is beyond
doubt,‖ he maintained.
India, Mr Zakaria alleged, was hiding ―behind the bogey of terrorism while it
carries out terrorist acts not only on its soil and blames it on others but also uses
other countries‘ soil to destabilise for terrorist activities, especially against
Pakistan.‖
Indian defence budget
The spokesman said India‘s expanding military capabilities were threatening
regional peace and stability.
He was reacting to a 10 per cent increase in India‘s defence budget for the
next year, taking the allocation to $40.29 billion.
―India‘s massive arms-buying spree and the consequent conventional
asymmetry continue to be a threat to regional peace and stability,‖ he maintained.
Mr Zakaria reiterated Pakistan‘s aversion to army race in South Asia.
―Maintenance of peace and stability in South Asia is the cornerstone of Pakistan‘s
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policy. We are opposed to nuclear or conventional arms race in the region. ….
remains committed to pursuing arms control and restraint measures. We believe
that the region‘s scarce resources should be devoted to the socio-economic uplift of
its people,‖ he said.
ПМЛ-Н отвергает Резолюцию Партии Имран Хана, осуждающую запрет
Трампа на въезд некоторой категории мусульман
PML-N rejects PTI‘s resolution against Trump Muslim visa ban
Daily Times. 2.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/02-Feb-17/pml-n-rejects-ptisresolution-against-trump-muslim-visa-ban

Resolution wanted Pakistan to officially raise issue of visa ban at
international forums and summon US ambassador to convey him official stance on
the matter
ISLAMABAD: The PML-N legislators in the National Assembly on
Wednesday rejected the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)'s resolution against US
President Donald Trump's ban on immigrants from seven Muslim-majority
countries.
The resolution, presented by Dr Arif Alvi, Shireen Mazari, Asad Umer and
backed by other opposition parties, called for Pakistan to officially raise the issue
at different international forums. They highlighted the fact that people all over the
world were out on the streets protesting the Trump administration's move. They
also said the least the government could do as a Muslim country was call the US
ambassador and inform him about the nation's stance.
The resolution read that the Trump administration's move to ban immigrants
and refugees from seven Muslim countries was a violation of human rights.
However, Deputy Speaker Javed Abbasi could not let the PTI leaders submit
the resolution and told them that the resolution could only be accepted if it was
brought to him in accordance with NA rules.
The legislators passed a unanimous resolution condemning terrorist attack on
Islamic Cultural Centre in Québec City of Canada targeting innocent Muslims
resulting in loss of six precious lives and injuring others. The resolution moved by
Law Minister Zahid Hamid expressed deepest condolences to the grieving families.
The resolution expressed solidarity with the government and people of Canada and
praised Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau for condemning the incident and
reaffirming the government's resolve to provide protection to the Muslims in the
country.
To another call attention notice moved by PPP lawmaker Shazia Marri and
others regarding alleged harassment of female anchors in PTV Network, State
Minister for Information Marriyum Aurangzeb told the House that an inquiry
committee was formed to investigate the matter. She said the committee had
submitted its report and it would be implemented. She claimed that the government
had zero tolerance against sexual harassment of women at workplace. She assured
the House that there would be no bias towards women.
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To a call attention notice regarding charging of 16.50 percent markup by
Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited from the farmers, Parliamentary Secretary for
Finance Rana Afzal said the figures were not correct. He said there were three
categories of agriculture sector loans. He said, "Under Kisan Dost Scheme, the
loan was being provided at 12.5 markup rate. Production loan was also being given
on the same rate. The development loans were being provided at the rate of 14.8
percent markup."
Пакистанцы, после оглашения Закона Трампа об ограничении выдачи
мусульманам виз, меняют свои маршруты.
Worried Pakistanis change travel plans following Trump‘s ‗Muslim ban‘
The Express Tribune, January 31st, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311786/board-notboard-worried-travellers-change-plans-following-trumps-muslim-ban/

Many Pakistanis travelling to the US on Green Cards are worried they will be
subject to stricter scrutiny when they arrive at American airports. PHOTO: FILE
KARACHI: Frantic calls are being made and travel itineraries being changed
as Pakistani travellers to the United States become increasingly worried.
Taniya, 23, came to Dubai to visit her father and celebrate her birthday next
week with him. Given the uncertainty surrounding US President Donald Trump‘s
executive order, she decided to head back to the US on Monday instead. Taniya
holds a Green Card to reside in the US but feared a backlash in case Trump decides
to include Pakistan in his ‗Muslim ban‘.
US hints at extending visa ban to Pakistan
A 19-year-old Pakistani student studying in Canada, Haya, said she had to
cancel her plans to travel to Washington DC for spring break in fear of being
detained at the border. ―I wanted to visit my aunt and cousins in DC but I‘m scared
of what might happen if the American government includes Pakistan in the list of
banned countries,‖ she said. ―I long for a home-cooked meal but I‘m being
deprived of this because of Trump.‖
Our correspondents
Both the travellers refused to share their real names for fear of backlash from
US visa officers during their future travels. Meanwhile, the US Consulate in
Karachi‘s spokesperson Sharlina Morgan refused to comment. She told The
Express Tribune that she can only direct to the White House website.
Most travellers, many of whom possess a Green Card permanent residency
document for the US, fear they will be detained on arrival at the airport following
Trump‘s recent executive order, banning immigrants from seven Muslim-majority
countries.
Even though Pakistan has not made it to this list yet, the White House hinted
it was only a matter of time. In response to a question during his interview to CBS
News, White House chief of staff Reince Priebus said, ―You can point to other
countries that have similar problems like Pakistan and others – perhaps we need to
take it further‖.
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But was also quick to add that, ―for now, immediate steps, pulling the BandAid off, is to do further vetting for people traveling in and out of those countries.‖
Pakistan not among countries to face visa ban: Trump
Local lawyers, who deal with immigration cases, have different opinions on
the issue. Those going from Pakistan on a Green Card will not be affected, said
senior lawyer Abrar Hasan. ―The Green Card holders may have to go through
stricter checks at the airports, as per the applicable security procedures, but they
cannot be denied entry,‖ he said. ―And, if they [Green Card holders] are denied
entry, then they have a legal right to approach the US courts,‖ he added.
Advocate Farooq Ahmed believed that the ban can apply to Pakistani Green
Card holders as well. ―The Green Card does not give you the right to cast vote in
the elections held in America,‖ said Ahmed. ―That means you do not enjoy the
same rights as US citizens do,‖ he argued. ―Therefore, the Pakistani Green Card
holders may not be able to challenge in the US courts if ban is extended to them as
well.‖
Что означает ограничение Трампа на въезд в США для пакистанцев?
What does Trump's Executive Order mean for Pakistanis?
Rafia Zakaria. Dawn. Jan 30, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1311582/what-doestrumps-executive-order-mean-for-pakistanis

On Friday January 27, 2017, United States President Donald Trump issued an
Executive Order titled ―Protecting the Nation From Foreign Terrorist Entry Into
the United States.‖
The text of the order stops the admission of refugees from Syria indefinitely
and further bans entry of all citizens from seven countries including Iraq, Syria,
Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia and Yemen. The refugee ban does not state a time
limit.
The ban on visa issuance will be in effect for 90 days after which the list will
be reconsidered (and possibly expanded) to include other countries, including
Pakistan.
The text of the order refers to 9/11 and the threat of ―radical Islamic
terrorists‖ as the basis for instituting the ban.
In an interview following the signing, Trump stated that the ban on refugees
would not extend to Syrian Christians who are fleeing persecution. And while the
ban does not call itself a ―Muslim ban‖ its effect will be to ban non-citizen
Muslims from the listed countries from traveling to the United States.
The day after Trump signed the Executive Order, visa and green card holders
from the countries listed were already being stopped at US airports and in several
cases pulled out of planes at other airports around the world as they attempted to
travel to the United States.
US politicians opposing the ban appeared on various cable news channels,
denouncing the action, noting that it had been instituted on Holocaust Memorial
Day in the United States.
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Prior to intervening in World War II, the United States turned away large
numbers of Jewish refugees, many of whom were later killed in Hitler‘s
concentration camps. Syrian Muslim refugees are likely to face the same fate as
they are sent back into the hands of Daesh and the Assad regime.
As for Pakistanis, although they have not – yet – been included on Trump‘s
list of seven countries, he has proposed ―extreme vetting‖ for Pakistani visa
applicants.
Even though the exact procedures that come under the extreme vetting label
have not been explained, it is very likely that visa processing for Pakistani citizens
wishing to travel to the United States will take longer than usual.
The fact that Pakistan is not included in the list does not preclude
directives to consular officials to drastically reduce the number of visas issued
to Pakistani citizens.
Another notable facet of the current ban is that it applies to all non-citizens
from the countries stated. This means that even green card holders, known as
―legal permanent residents‖ or ―resident aliens‖ are also barred from returning to
the United States.
Based on the above, Pakistani citizens who are legal permanent residents of
US (green card holders) or hold other US non-immigrant visas must take seriously
the possibility of an imminent ban on Pakistani citizens as well.
Pakistani citizens who are currently in the United States on F student visas, H1B visas, J visas (usually issued to resident physicians and exchange programs)
should not travel out of the United States for the next several months if they wish
to return there.
Those who hold these visas and are currently in Pakistan and wish to return to
the United States should perhaps return immediately.
Those Pakistanis who are legal permanent residents/US green card holders
and wish to return and live in the United States must also return as soon as
possible.
If the ban is extended to Pakistan, none of these categories of people (save US
citizens) will be able to return to the United States.
Several lawsuits have been filed in the United States challenging the ban. Not
only will it take a long time for the challenges to these bans to be adjudicated, it is
also unlikely that the ban will be deemed unconstitutional.
This is because while religious tests and discrimination are not permitted
under the United States Constitution, those constitutional protections do not apply
to non-citizens or beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.
Finally, US courts have already ruled that those denied visas do not have the
right to appeal the denial in US courts.
For all of these reasons, all Pakistanis holding US green cards and nonimmigrant visas should return to the United States without delay and if they are
already there, refrain from traveling outside the country.
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Пакистан может быть включен в запретный иммиграционный список
США
Pak could be included in immigration ban list: White House
The Hindu. 30.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pak-could-beincluded-in-immigration-ban-list-White-House/article17114424.ece?homepage=true

There is a possibility in the future of including Pakistan in the list of countries
from where immigration has been banned, a top White House official indicated on
Sunday.
―The reason we chose those seven countries was, those were the seven
countries that both the Congress and the Obama administration identified as being
the seven countries that were most identifiable with dangerous terrorism taking
place in their country,‖ White House Chief of Staff Reince Priebus, told CBS
News.
Mr. Trump has issued a controversial executive order banning immigration
from seven Muslim-majority countries — Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan, Yemen, Syria
and Somalia.
―Now, you can point to other countries that have similar problems, like
Pakistan and others. Perhaps we need to take it further. But for now, immediate
steps, pulling the Band-Aid off, is to do further vetting for people traveling in and
out of those countries,‖ Mr. Priebus said.
This is for the first time that the Trump Administration has publicly
acknowledged about considering putting Pakistan into that list.
Currently as per the executive order, visitors from countries such as Pakistan
and Afghanistan are subject to extreme vetting.
Mr. Priebus said the executive orders were signed after a lot of planning.
―We‘re not going to advertise to the world that we‘re going to put a stop or at
least a further vetting on travel in and out of our country from these seven places,‖
he said.
―Some people have suggested, that, well, maybe we should have given
everyone a three-day warning. But that would just mean that a terrorist would just
move up their travel plans by three days. Identifying too many people in these
countries and giving them a heads-up in these countries would only potentially flag
the executive order for bad order,‖ Priebus said.
―The President has a call with leadership in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates and other countries around world. And I‘m sure this topic may come up,‖
he said.
Mr. Priebus asserted that Americans have to be protected first.
―These are countries that harbour and train terrorists. These are countries that
we want to know who is coming and going in and out of to prevent calamities from
happening in this country,‖ he said.
―We‘re not willing to be wrong on this subject. President Trump is not willing
to take chances on this subject. He was elected president in many respects because
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people knew that he was going to be tough on immigration from countries that
harbour terrorists,‖ Mr. Priebus said.
―I can‘t imagine too many people out there watching this right now think it‘s
unreasonable to ask a few more questions from someone traveling in and out of
Libya and Yemen before being let loose in the United States. And that‘s all this is,‖
he said.
Трамп заявил, что мусульмане из 7 стран будут тщательно
досматриваться при въезде в США (и при выдаче виз) – Пакистана там нет
Trump orders tough controls, ‗extreme vetting‘ of refugees from 7
Muslim countries
The Hindustan Times. 28/01/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/trumporders-tough-controls-extreme-vetting-of-refugees-from-7-muslim-countries/storyCEKptDGhKUxeVMDPZs9ulM.html

US President Donald Trump signed a sweeping new executive order Friday to
suspend refugee arrivals and impose tough new controls on travellers from seven
Muslim countries.
Making good on one of his most controversial campaign promises, and to the
horror of human rights groups, Trump said he was making America safe from
―radical Islamic terrorists.‖
―This is big stuff,‖ he declared at the Pentagon, after signing an order entitled:
‗Protection of the nation from foreign terrorist entry into the United States‘.
Trump‘s decree suspends the entire US refugee resettlement program for at
least 120 days while tough new vetting rules are established.
These new protocols will ―ensure that those approved for refugee admission
do not pose a threat to the security and welfare of the United States‖.
Trump says restricted entry for Muslims needed as ‗world is a total mess‘
In addition, it specifically bars Syrian refugees from the United States
indefinitely, or until the president himself decides that they no longer pose a threat.
Meanwhile, no visas will be issued for 90 days to migrants or visitors from
seven mainly-Muslim countries: Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and
Yemen.
Extreme vetting
During the suspensions of the refugee and visa programs, new rules will be
devised for what Trump as called the ―extreme vetting‖ of applicants‘
backgrounds.
Some exceptions will be made for members of ―religious minorities,‖ which –
in the countries targeted by the decree – would imply favourable treatment for
Christians.
Separately, Trump said that Syrian Christians will be given priority when it
comes to applying for refugee status, a policy that would likely be challenged on
similar grounds.
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Civil liberties groups and many counterterror experts condemned the
measures, declaring it inhumane to lump the victims of conflict in with the
extremists who threaten them.
―‘Extreme vetting‘ is just a euphemism for discriminating against Muslims,‖
said Anthony Romero, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union.
Romero argued that, by choosing countries with Muslim majorities for
tougher treatment, Trump‘s order breaches the US Constitution‘s ban on religious
discrimination.
Indian-Americans say Trump‘s immigration policy ‗irresponsible and cruel‘
Ahmed Rehab, director of the Chicago chapter of the Council on AmericanIslamic Relations, said his group would mount legal challenges to fight the order
―tooth and nail.‖
―It is targeting people based on their faith and national origin, and not on their
character or their criminality,‖ he told AFP.
Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani activist and Nobel peace laureate who was
shot in the head by the Taliban in 2012, said she was ―heartbroken.‖
She urged Trump not to abandon the world‘s ―most defenseless children and
families.‖
But the measure will be popular with Trump‘s nationalist base, and stops
short of a threat made during last year‘s campaign to halt all Muslim travel to the
United States.
Trump‘s supporters defend the measures as necessary to prevent supporters of
al Qaeda or the Islamic State group from infiltrating the US homeland disguised as
refugees.
And the state department, which with the department of homeland security
will have to implement the measures, said it was ready to put them into immediate
effect.
―We will announce any changes affecting travellers to the United States as
soon as that information is available,‖ spokesman Mark Toner said.
―We take seriously our responsibility to safeguard the American public while
remaining committed to assisting the world‘s most vulnerable people.‖
‗Wonderful thing‘
Trump signed the order – which will cut the number of refugees the United
States plans to resettle this fiscal year from 110,000 to 50,000 – in a ceremony at
the Pentagon.
Moments earlier, he had signed an order to ―rebuild‖ the US military and had
watched vice-president Mike Pence swear in respected former Marine general
James Mattis as his new secretary of defense.
Trump showered Mattis with praise and had earlier admitted he would allow
the general‘s opposition to the use of torture to override his own enthusiasm for
harsh measures.
In what was a busy day from Trump, one week after his inauguration, he also
met with Britain‘s Prime Minister Theresa May, the first foreign leader to visit his
White House.
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At White House, Britain PM Theresa May says Trump backs Nato
He hailed the ―most special relationship‖ between the twin Atlantic powers
and praised Britain‘s decision to leave the European Union as a ―wonderful thing‖.
―When it irons out, you‘re going to have your own identity, and you are going
to have the people that you want in your country,‖ Trump said, in a nod to his own
immigration stance.
―You‘re going to be able to make free trade deals without having somebody
watching you and what you are doing.‖
May conveyed an invitation from Queen Elizabeth II for Trump to come to
Britain for a state visit this year, and thanked him for his ―100%‖ support of
NATO.
Over the weekend, Trump is due to make calls to Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, Germany‘s Chancellor Angela Merkel, Russia‘s President Vladimir
Putin, France‘s President Francois Hollande and Australian Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull.
He is keen to develop friendly ties with Moscow, but played down reports that
he might quickly end US economic sanctions imposed on Russia for its
intervention in Ukraine.
«Пакистан не относится к странам, откуда будет запрещен въезд в
США». Однако выдача виз из гражданам Пакистана, Афганистана,
Саудовской Аравии будет тщательно проверяться.
Pakistan not among countries to face visa ban: Trump
The Express Tribune. 27.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308436/pakistan-notamong-countries-face-visa-ban-trump/

US president says Pakistani, Afghan visa applicants to face extreme vetting
Donald Trump in his first televised sit-down interview as US president has
said Afghanistan, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia aren‘t among countries that will face
a visa ban to enter the country.
Instead, the US president said citizens of these countries will face ―extreme
vetting.‖
ABC News correspondent asked the US president, ―Let me ask you about
some of the countries that won‘t be on the list, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia. Why are we going to allow people to come into this country…‖ To this,
Trump answered, ―You‘re going to see — you‘re going to see. We‘re going to
have extreme vetting in all cases. And I mean extreme. And we‘re not letting
people in if we think there‘s even a little chance of some problem.‖
Trump says restricted entry for Muslims necessary as world is ‗a total mess‘
‖ We are excluding certain countries. But for other countries we‘re gonna
have extreme vetting. It‘s going to be very hard to come in. Right now it‘s very
easy to come in. It‘s gonna be very, very hard. I don‘t want terror in this country.
You look at what happened in San Bernardino. You look at what happened all
over. You look at what happened in the World Trade Center. Okay, I mean, take
that as an example,‖ he added.
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The interview, broadcast on Wednesday night, was Trump‘s first to a
television channel since he took oath as president on January 20 and covered a
wide range of subjects, from Obamacare to immigration and war against terrorists.
Trump said his plan to limit the entry of people from several Muslim
countries was necessary because the world is ―a total mess‖. He denied that it was
a ban on Muslims. ―No it‘s not the Muslim ban, but it‘s countries that have
tremendous terror,‖ Trump said.
Trump immigration and Pakistanis
―And it‘s countries that people are going to come in and cause us tremendous
problems. Our country has enough problems without allowing people to come in,
who in many cases or in some cases, are looking to do tremendous destruction.‖
Trump refused to be pinned down on which countries he was talking about,
but did say that he believed that Europe ―made a tremendous mistake by allowing
these millions of people to go into Germany and various other countries, and all
you have to do is take a look, it‘s a disaster what‘s happening over there.‖
Трамп намерен ограничить въезд мусульман из ряда стран
Trump defends restricted entry for Muslims
Dawn. Jan 26, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1310847/trump-defends-restricted-entryfor-muslims

US President Donald Trump said late Wednesday that his plan to limit the
entry of people from several Muslim countries was necessary because the world is
―a total mess‖.
Interviewed on ABC News, Trump denied that it was a ban on Muslims.
―No it's not the Muslim ban, but it's countries that have tremendous terror,‖
Trump said.
―And it's countries that people are going to come in and cause us tremendous
problems. Our country has enough problems without allowing people to come in,
who in many cases or in some cases, are looking to do tremendous destruction.‖
Trump refused to be pinned down on which countries he was talking about,
but did say that he believed that Europe ―made a tremendous mistake by allowing
these millions of people to go into Germany and various other countries, and all
you have to do is take a look, it's a disaster what's happening over there‖.
According to a draft executive order published in US media, refugees from
war-torn Syria will be indefinitely banned, the broader US refugee admissions
program will be suspended for 120 days, and all visa applications from countries
deemed a terrorist threat — Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia and Yemen —
will be halted for 30 days.
Trump was asked if he was concerned that this would anger Muslims around
the world.
―Anger? There's plenty of anger right now. How can you have more?‖ he
said.
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―The world is a mess. The world is as angry as it gets. What, you think this is
going to cause a little more anger? The world is an angry place. All of this has
happened. We went into Iraq. We shouldn't have gone into Iraq. We shouldn't have
gotten out the way we got out. The world is a total mess.‖
According to the draft decree, Trump intends to halve the number of refugees
entering the US during the 2017 fiscal year, which ends on September 30.
While the administration of former president Barack Obama had set a target
of accepting more than 100,000 refugees this year, the Trump administration aims
to slash that to 50,000.
Произраильская позиция Трампа разочаровывает Пакистан
Trump‘s pro-Israel stance disappoints Pakistan
The Nation. 24.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/24-Jan-2017/trump-s-proisrael-stance-disappoints-pakistan

ISLAMABAD - US President Donald Trump‘s pro-Israeli stance has
disappointed Pakistan as Islamabad expected Washington to help resolve
international issues rather than complicating them, the foreign ministry officials
told The Nation on Monday.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry said that Pakistan would not
compromise on the Palestine-Israel issue and would stand with the Palestinian
people.
―Palestine and Kashmir are key features of our foreign policy. We cannot
ignore them. We will do whatever we can to promote these cases. Trump‘s out of
the way support for Israel is disappointing,‖ a high-ranking official said.
He said that as a global power, the world expected the US to lead solutions to
the issue rather than complicate them by siding with one party.
On Monday, new President Donald Trump invited the Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu for a bilateral meeting in Washington next month. During his
election campaign last year, President Trump had not hidden his love for Israel and
vowed to recognise Occupied Jerusalem as the Israel‘s capital despite its disputed
status. Before Monday‘s telephone conversation between Trump and Netanyahu,
Israel approved scores of new Jewish colonies in Jerusalem. Trump had previously
pledged to help Israel in the UN against the illegal settlements.
The latest UN Security Council resolution says that the Jewish settlements
had ―no legal validity‖ and ―constitutes a flagrant violation under international law
and a major obstacle to the achievement of the two-state solution and a just, lasting
and comprehensive peace.‖
East Jerusalem was occupied by the Israeli forces in the 1967 War.
Palestinian claims Occupied East Jerusalem as the capital city of their independent
state. Washington is Israel‘s key ally and provides more than $3 billion annually in
defence aid.
Erstwhile, President Barack Obama was ―frustrated‖ with Israel‘s new
settlements but Trump has taken a U-turn. Obama, who completed his eight years
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at the top on January 20th, handing over power to Trump, had declined to veto a
December 23 UN Security Council resolution condemning colonies, which Trump
wanted to be vetoed.
Another official at the foreign ministry said that Pakistan would take up the
issue of Palestine at all forums.
―We dearly want to improve ties with the US but cannot support decisions
against the Palestinian people. Trump is disappointing the whole Muslim world
with such bias,‖ he said.
And at the United Nations, Pakistan‘s Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi said that
injustice to the Palestinians only fed extremists‘ ideologies.
She said that without a just solution to the Palestine-Israel dispute, peace in
the Middle East was inconceivable.
Lodhi said that only ―a viable, independent and contiguous State of Palestine
with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its capital‖ could be guarantor of peace.
She warned that if any country moved its embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem, it would be a violation of the UN Security Council resolutions.
Analyst Dr Muhammad Khan said that Washington‘s inclination towards
Israel against the Palestinians was unjust and must be contested at the diplomatic
level.
―If they help them in and out of the UN, it would not serve the cause of
justice. Palestinians have the right to their homeland and Israel cannot deny this
right with the help of the US,‖ he said.
Khan said that good ties with the US were important for Pakistan ―but this
issue can still be raised diplomatically.‖
Defence analyst former Brigadier Mehmood Shah said that Israel was
attempting to misuse its good relations with the US by imposing its will in
Palestine.
―Millions of Muslims around the world will not allow Israel to victimise the
Palestinians further. US cannot violate the UN resolution in favour of Israel,‖ he
added.
Meanwhile, on Monday, Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj
Aziz held a meeting with the EU‘s Special Representative on Afghanistan FranzMichael Mellbin here.
―The two sides exchanged views on peace and security situation in
Afghanistan,‖ said an official statement.
Aziz briefed Mellbin on Pakistan‘s recent achievements in counter-terrorism
and economic growth, it said.
He said that Pakistan looked forward to meaningful engagement with
Afghanistan to address the challenge of terrorism.
Mellbin expressed confidence that the international community would stand
by its commitment made during the Brussels Conference for continued assistance
towards Afghan peace, reconstruction and development, the statement said. ―Both
sides agreed on the need for sustained efforts towards Afghan-owned and Afghanled peace process,‖ it states.
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Will the Trump presidency that began on January 20 amidst
controversy matter for Pakistan? The short answer is ―yes‖. It will matter not
because of large flows of capital into the capital-starved Pakistani economy. That
would not have happened no matter who was chosen by the American electorate to
occupy the White House. In a co-authored study, Shrini Tahir-Kheli and I suggest
reasons why Pakistan does not now figure prominently in Washington‘s thinking.
Published by the prestigious Washington-based Foreign Policy Institute, the study
concludes that Pakistanis are no longer a vital variable in the US‘ strategic foreign
policy equation. That was the case during the periods when military leaders Ayub
Khan, Ziaul Haq and Pervez Musharraf were in charge of policymaking in
Pakistan. We believe that downgrading Pakistan would be a mistake. The US
should continue to regard Pakistan as a critical player in international affairs. Its
location demands that approach. But that is unlikely with Trump moving into the
White House.
When Trump took up residence in the White House, he was viewed
unfavourably by 54 per cent of the American populace. In 2008 when Barack
Obama took residence in the presidential mansion, he was seen unfavourably by
only 18 per cent of the people. With such low popularity ratings, Trump‘s likely
response would be to hunker down and espouse the agenda that won him the
election in the first place. The list of his actions and pronouncements is long and
troubling and the list does not include his often-expressed contempt for the world‘s
Muslim population. The world Trump is likely to fashion will not be the one in
which Pakistan can hope to make political, economic and social advance. Several
features of this world will be troubling. It will be a world in which countries will
advance their own interests and not work for the global good. It will pull countries
back from regionalism and towards ethno-nationalism. There will be grater space
for authoritarian political systems than for democracies. America will have no
interest in promoting its values globally – it will not indulge in nation-building. In
the Trump world the movement of people across international borders will not be
encouraged. It will be a world in which international trade would no longer be the
driver of growth and economic modernisation. And, most troubling of all, it will be
a world in which Muslim countries will be pushed back into a corner for as long as
they remain strongly committed to the pursuit of their faith.
While the Trump ―America First‖ slogan implies that the country will like to
withdraw behind its borders, Trump will be forced to recognise that America
cannot remain alone. If new relations are to be forged with other nations Trump
has a strong desire to align America with Russia, to aggressively challenge China,
to work with the countries in Europe that are not part of the still-evolving
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European system. International treaties will not necessarily be adhered to. A
transactional approach, deal-making will be the favoured way of conducting
international affairs.
This drastic restructuring of the global order that Trump has promised and
will probably be able to carry out will severely limit the options available to
countries such as Pakistan. Along with Afghanistan, Pakistan is located in the part
of the world that can either bring peace or push the world towards extreme
instability. Both countries face the extreme challenge of Islamic extremism. To
face this challenge, the countries will have to combine the use of force with broad
development. ―Broad‖ since the adherents of extremist causes need to be wooed
back towards social, political and economic modernity. For that to happen regional
integration, international trade, and respect for law and order have to be some of
the driving forces. One way for Afghanistan and Pakistan to move forward is to
work with China and the five countries of Central Asia to focus on the
development of land-based commerce. This is the intent behind the Beijingsupported CPEC. While the Chinese are putting in large amounts of resources into
the construction of what they call the ―One Belt, One Road‖ Programme, it would
be productive if the world‘s other powers: Europe, Japan and the US, were also to
be get involved. That would be difficult to do in a narrowly-focused Trumpian
world.
Трамп и Пакистан
Trump and Pakistan‘s double standards
Hassan Javid. The Nation. January 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/22-Jan2017/trump-and-pakistan-s-double-standards

It is done. Donald Trump has been inaugurated as the president of the United
States. An openly racist, Islamophobic, and misogynistic bigot has been sworn in
to the most powerful office in the world. Assuming his new responsibilities with a
speech that struck an unapologetically strident and nationalistic tone, Trump gave
little reason to believe that the realities of rule will temper the tenor of his rhetoric
or the aggressive parochialism of his beliefs.
Is Trump bad news? Yes. Are his years in power going to be marked by
controversy and despair in the United States and around the world? Almost
certainly. There are some who would argue that Donald Trump is only exceptional
for exposing America‘s inherent illiberalism, laying bare the intolerance and
insensitivity that have always been experienced by the country‘s underprivileged
classes, its racial, religious, and sexual minorities, and the victims of its foreign
policy around the world. There is an element of truth to this view, although it
ignores the very real ways in which Donald Trump‘s ascendancy threatens to undo
even the moderate amounts of progress made in America over the years; for
millions of LGBTQ people, women, people of colour, and the poor, Trump‘s
America is likely to be a darker, more oppressive place than it was under his
predecessors.
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In Pakistan, public reaction to Trump‘s election largely been greeted with
indifference. Even as the government does what it can to adapt itself to the new
global reality and decipher the intentions of the incoming American administration,
most Pakistanis remain unconcerned about Trump, continuing to view him through
the same prism as successive US presidents over the last two decades; for many
people, Trump is nothing more than the titular head of an evil empire that has long
been working against Pakistan and will continue to do so in the years ahead. The
pathologies of American foreign policy in this part of the world, and the factors
perpetuating anti-American narratives within Pakistan, are a subject for another
time. However, it is interesting to note that even by Pakistan‘s standards, Trump‘s
anti-Muslim sentiments appear to be beyond the pale and to the extent that he
represents something new, Trump is seen by many Pakistanis as someone who will
usher in an era of unprecedented Muslim persecution and animosity towards Islam.
This is not a bad thing, and it would be incorrect to assume that there is no
reason to be concerned about the future of the millions of Muslims living in the
USA. What is more interesting is how the opprobrium directed towards Trump in
Pakistan provides yet another demonstration of the hypocrisy and double standards
at the heart of our society. Raising your voice for the oppressed should always be
welcomed, but it is important to recognise that the principles underlying such acts
of solidarity should not be selectively applied. It is one of contemporary Pakistan‘s
greatest ironies that many of the people who weep bitter tears about the fate of
Muslims in the USA and other parts of the world are the same people who feel no
compunction in turning around and using their own position of religious and ethnic
privilege to denigrate, abuse, and coerce this country‘s minorities.
When Donald Trump says that Muslims should be banned from entering the
United States, or that they should be constantly monitored, the reaction in the print
and social media in Pakistan is one that rightly castigates him for his cavalier
willingness to ride roughshod over the rights of millions of people. Yet, at the
same time, it is not difficult to find people in Pakistan supporting the forced
conversion of Hindu children, or the forced eviction of Christian families, or the
murder of Ahmadis. The cognitive dissonance at work here should be obvious; it is
inconsistent to believe that Donald Trump is evil for persecuting minorities while
endorsing the persecution of minorities at home, but that is precisely what many
Pakistanis believe everyday.
To find more evidence for this, one need look no further than the reaction to
the abduction of Salman Haider and four other social activists two weeks ago.
Without a shred of evidence, a hateful campaign has been launched online to smear
the activists with accusations of blasphemy, with posts taken from different
Facebook pages allegedly run by them being constantly shared as evidence of their
misdeeds. The irony of sharing allegedly blasphemous material, thereby spreading
more blasphemy, is clearly lost on the self-appointed defenders of the faith
currently baying for the blood of so-called ‗liberal fascists‘, ‗secular traitors‘, and
‗foreign agents‘. Earlier this week, protestors in Karachi demanding the return of
the missing activists were assaulted by members of yet another militant religious
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organization acting with predictable impunity, and Jibran Nasir, an activist who
has been relentlessly campaigning against religious extremism and upholding the
rule of law, has constantly been accused of blasphemy himself for daring to
suggest that the missing activists should be produced before a court of law.
When Trump attacks Muslims, it is bad. When the Modi government in India
turns a blind eye to the activities of violent Hindu nationalists, it is bad. When
Israel builds settlements on Palestinian land, it is bad. But when Pakistanis openly
support the oppression of minority beliefs and points of view, when they laud the
absence of due process in dealing with dissent, when they cheer authoritarian
crackdowns on anyone who refuses to toe the official religious line, it is
completely and totally justified. Trump might prove to be an utter nightmare, but
Pakistan clearly has demons of its own to deal with.
Мусульмане боятся Трампа. Что будет дальше в отношениях Пакистан –
США?
Trump moves to the White House in a few hours. Here‘s what it means
for Pakistani-Americans
Iman Sultan. Dawn. 20.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308802/trump-moves-tothe-white-house-in-a-few-hours-heres-what-it-means-for-pakistani-americans

Трамп заявил: "I have never felt more at risk for myself and for others who
identify themselves as Muslims."
Fifteen-year-old Sophia Qureshi may be too young to vote, but she is already
more politically active than many adults. The Democrat party supporter interned
for the Hillary Clinton campaign. In the run-up to the US elections, she proudly
displayed a large Clinton sign in the window of her West Chester, Pennsylvania
home. Living in a majority white neighbourhood, surrounded by Trump signs and
many Trump supporters, her poster stood out.
One night, she woke up to her parents calling the police to report a break-in.
She went back to her room and switched on the lights only to see glass shards
everywhere; the window had apparently been broken.
Explore: A tougher US line is on the cards for Pakistan
Pennsylvania State Troopers ruled the incident was ―criminal mischief‖, but
Qureshi does not buy the explanation.
―I know how tense the election climate was, and people often resort to things
that are not exactly well thought-out,‖ she tells Dawn. ―I do not think it was
somebody throwing a rock just for the heck of it.‖
While Qureshi does not know if the property damage was racially-motivated,
she does believe it was politically-motivated.
Soon enough it was Election Day, and Qureshi‘s candidate lost. Like so many
others, the Clinton supporter was devastated but the election results have not
caused her to lose hope.
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―I have to remain active in local politics especially and continue to support
marginalised groups,‖ she says. ―And [I have to] push for policies and efforts that
work towards inclusion and support, rather than exclusion.‖
More of the same
Darakshan Raja, an activist and co-director of the non-profit Washington
Peace Center, stresses the need to organise after the election. But she adds that
Trump‘s Islamophobia, including the idea of Muslim registries, is not exactly
novel.
―Registries against Muslims already exist, [such as the] no-fly list,
surveillance, informants [have been in place],‖ she says.
The National Security Entry-Exit Registration System (NSEERs), which was
formed by George W Bush after 9/11, is an example of a long-operating registry of
Muslims, she adds.
Raja moved from Pakistan to the Bronx in New York City when she was eight
years old. She grew up in a working-class Pakistani migrant community, where
many people were undocumented or lacked citizenship. The now 28-year-old says
she saw many disappear after 9/11 because of NSEERs.
―The community I knew no longer exists,‖ she tells Dawn.
Raja was not surprised when Trump won, and finds his proposed policy
against Muslims a ―continuation‖ of the Obama presidency.
Read: Threading Pakistani roots with life in America
She adds that she‘s optimistic about the mass outrage against the presidentelect‘s Islamophobia, but she thinks it‘s necessary for people to educate themselves
about state Islamophobia.
The class question
Class plays a significant role in how Pakistanis in America are affected by
racism and Islamophobia, but even class security won‘t protect upper-class
Pakistani-Americans from racism, Raja believes.
Khalid Kahloon, a 52-year-old Kentucky-based lawyer who first immigrated
to the US in 1989, does not agree. He believes discrimination after Trump‘s win
will not affect his life.
―I‘m educated, I‘m a professional, I interact mostly with educated people,‖ he
says. ―I faced discrimination when I worked at a Dunkin‘ Donuts about 27 years
ago, and somebody yelled, ‗go back home‘. It all depends where you are. Where I
am, as an attorney, I do not see it.‖
Being financially secure, however, does not always guarantee safety in
America. In 2015, Kahloon represented the family and estate of Mukhtar Ahmed, a
Pakistani-American business owner, who was killed by a white man in an act of
road rage in Louisville, Kentucky.
Explore: UK to begin 'Brexit' in March: May
Kahloon says he had known Ahmed in Louisville's close-knit Pakistani
community, and he was very upset about the murder.
―I found out he had been murdered in a case of what I would describe as road
rage with overtones of perhaps—perhaps—racial motivation,‖ he says.
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He adds that neither he nor the police found any evidence of racial motivation
in Ahmed‘s murder and it was not treated as a hate crime.
Ahmed left behind a widow and three children. Shamy Nabil, 35, is an ER
nurse. Originally from Morocco, she immigrated to the US with Ahmed in 2003.
She says she still does not know if her husband‘s murder was a hate crime, even if
other people speculated it was racially motivated at the time of his death.
Hate crimes, race and religion
Adesh Dasani, 21, an Indian-American student in political science, worked
briefly for a civil rights lobby specialising in hate crime legislation. ―It is really
hard to prosecute hate crimes because unless the person explicitly says, 'I'm doing
this because you‘re [a minority]', you must present an adequate burden of proof
around one‘s motives,‖ he maintains.
Dasani and his family experienced a violent incident when he was a child,
which he believes was a hate crime. The experience inspired him to become
involved in hate crime prevention and advocacy for victims.
―Things are happening to people who do not have any sort of control over
how to even react to [them]...I wanted to prevent that in any way I could,‖ he tells
Dawn.
Dasani saw how many wealthy Hindu Indian-Americans campaigned for
Trump. Trump has reciprocated the love in the past, stating that if he is elected
president, ―the Indian and Hindu community will have a big friend in the White
House.‖
However, he believes that being wealthy does not mean Indian-origin
Americans will be safe from racism.
―We [Indian-Americans] need to stop seeing ourselves as powerful and so
distanced from racism, so distanced from the issues of other people of colour in
this country,‖ he says.
Dasani also fears Trump‘s appointment of attorney general Jeff Sessions will
adversely affect hate crime prosecution and legislation, including civil rights in
general.
―The attorney general is the one who is responsible for prosecuting hate
crimes,‖ he says. ―And our president-elect has nominated a man who for decades
has been vehemently opposed to voting rights, who lost his judgeship for calling
the black [assistant] in his office ‗boy‘ constantly.‖
―This is a man who doesn't see hate crimes as any sort of problem.‖
Read: Pakistanis worry that President Trump may favour India
On a wing and a prayer
A group of Muslims prays at a rally outside Trump Tower.—AFP
Even people in the Pakistani-American community who have never faced
racial violence in the past find themselves aware of the threat following Trump‘s
win.
Lisa Khan, 47, is a white American woman, who has been involved in the
Pakistani-American community for years. She first visited Pakistan with her
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friend‘s family when she was 15, and she married her husband, a Pakistani man,
when she was 24.
Khan tells Dawn that she felt like she was in mourning the day Trump won.
―I honestly just have been praying that it is not as bad as we think it is going
to be,‖ she says. ―I do not know what else we can do, just wait and see.‖
Trump is scheduled to take office on Jan 20. Time will tell whether he will
actually implement the more radical policy proposals that charged his campaign.
But some feel it is too late, since the worst damage of Trump‘s campaign and
election victory is already done.
―This man who embodies all the bigotry and hatred that causes so many
people of colour to fear in America is elected to the highest office,‖ Dasani says.
―A true white supremacist nationalist movement is given the strongest figurehead
in the world.‖
Пакистано-американские отношения
US-Pakistan relations: some inconvenient truths
Touqir Hussain (former Ambassador). The Express Tribune, January 19th, 2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1299748/us-pakistan-relations-inconvenient-truths/

For reasons right or wrong Pakistan will likely be in the news as the Trump
administration settles in. This may lead to an increased focus on US-Pakistan
relations in the Pakistan media. To contribute to a good debate I thought I would
share with the readers my own modest knowledge of the relationship based on long
years of experience as a policy practitioner in Pakistan and now for the past decade
as an academic in the US. Indeed a view from both ends in two different roles and
from two different perspectives.
Not all relationships end up serving all the interests of any two sides. Yet
often in an important relationship there is a larger conceptual framework
embracing some commonality of interests and a shared vision that holds good over
a period of time. And that helps them to see issues in a larger perspective with a
sense of continuity and overcome or manage their differences. But this has not
been the case with the US-Pakistan relationship.
In each of their three close alliances: during the early years of the Cold War,
the 1980s Afghan Jihad and the post-9/11 war on terrorism, the two countries were
allies in one issue and antagonists in another. Each was using the other to advance
interests of its own that were not quite compatible with those of the other side.
Even on their shared interests their perceptions and policies were not the same.
That did not make for an enduring relationship.
Frankly the US-Pakistan relationship has not been a normal one. It has
historically been driven by certain politico-military needs of the two countries
conducted by a narrow band of leadership at the top assisted by the military and
intelligence community. And there has been an underworld of the relationship not
fully transparent or accessible to regular diplomats, at least in Pakistan, making it
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difficult to manage the relationship. Besides, it has not enjoyed a consistent public
support in both countries.
The truth is it has been a substantial relationship with little substance. In its
heydays the American aid to Pakistan rivalled those to Egypt and Turkey just
behind Israel but the quality of relationship with Pakistan was nowhere near
Washington‘s ties with the others. The reality is aid levels and quality of
relationship are not always connected.
All the same the relationship has served some important interests of the two
countries over the past six decades. There is no denying the US had strengthened
Pakistan‘s defence capabilities and potential for economic development that gave
critical help in stabilising the emergent state. But that was a long time ago and
indeed the last time the US really helped Pakistan. And the only time the
relationship enjoyed a broad based public support. The relationship since then has
been of a different nature. It has been between Washington and Pakistan‘s ruling
elite principally the army.
With its capacity enhanced by American patronage and failing politicians
providing it space and the excuse, the army became a dominant player in
Pakistan‘s political life and largely remains so. The army and politicians competed
for power, but cooperated in the defence of the ruling elite‘s class and institutional
interests underpinned by support from external benefactors that became Pakistan‘s
organising idea.
The US, a principal benefactor, hired the leadership from time to time for the
advancement of its strategic interests. And in exchange for its support Pakistan
hired Washington for military aid and economic assistance to bankroll poor
governance. The US-Pakistan relationship became cliental on both sides and
increasingly transactional (and will become more so under Trump). Washington
used Pakistan for its own strategic purposes by taking advantage of and indeed
playing into its power imbalances and structural weakness, strengthening
Pakistan‘s flawed body politic, an expediency for which not only America itself
but Pakistan also came to pay a high price. And the cost has kept escalating.
In the Ayub era Pakistan‘s democracy suffered. And for the US, its
relationship with India was hurt. During the Zia period there was further blow to
democracy. And the US lost too as Pakistan went on to complete its nuclear
programme under the umbrella of the Afghanistan war. And both were losers as
their alliance during the Afghan war helped Washington win the Cold War but
under the darkening shadow of sinister forces of radicalism that would later come
to haunt both the countries.
In essence the relationship has had some serious side effects. That is why
there have been reservations about them in both countries among sections of public
opinion, political institutions and the strategic community. To overcome that, both
sides oversold the relationship. Pakistan erroneously billed it as an alliance against
India. And the US disingenuously played up Pakistan value as an ally to gain
public support and Congressional approval for the high levels of aid. When the
need for close relationship ended Pakistan came under stricter scrutiny by media
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and Congress and the reality dawned. And then came the sanctions, essentially as a
political balancing act. As for Pakistan it could only react with anti-Americanism
accusing Washington of all sorts of things fair and unfair.
While the US has often treated Pakistan unfairly, even in a high-handed
manner, it must be said that the public grudge against America for not supporting
Pakistan against India in 1965 and 1971 is misplaced. A close scrutiny of the US
treaty obligations to Pakistan leave no doubt that the historical US commitments
were essentially in the context of Communist threat to Pakistan‘s security. The US
therefore did not really break any treaty commitments by not coming to Pakistan‘s
help in 1965 and 1971.
What lies ahead for the two countries under the Trump administration? More
on it in a later article but for now one can briefly say it depends on what approach
he brings to the war on terrorism and to the Afghanistan war. Pakistan‘s
importance will remain as long as Afghanistan remains unresolved but it will come
under increasing pressure to either bring the Taliban to the negotiating table or
expel them. With China at its back and the option of developing ties with Russia
and Pakistan‘s cockiness that it is too dangerous to fail Islamabad has withstood
the pressure so far. But for how long?
My advice. Do what is in your national interest. And if you think supporting
Haqqani Network and the Afghan Taliban is in your interest, think again. By all
means strengthen ties with China but don‘t fall from one dependency into another.
Relations with both China and the US are important for different reasons. It is an
era in global politics where everybody is trying to multiply its relations. Pakistan
has great strengths including among others a good professional army and a skilled
Foreign Service. Come up with some bold moves to get on board rather than just
make statements.
Зам. министра Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry станет послом в США сменив на
этом посту Syed Jalil Abbas Jilani
Aizaz to replace Jilani in Washington
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. January 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Jan2017/aizaz-to-replace-jilani-in-washington

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry will fly to
Washington this month to replace outgoing ambassador Syed Jalil Abbas Jilani,
official sources said on Tuesday.
The officials at the Foreign Ministry said the summary of Chaudhry‘s
appointment as ambassador to US had been approved by the government. Jilani, on
extension, will retire this month after completing his contract.
―The government has approved Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry‘s name as the next
ambassador to the US. He will take charge soon,‖ said an official at the Foreign
Ministry.
The sources said Pakistan‘s permanent representative at the United Nations'
Geneva Mission Tehmina Janjua was the favourite to become the foreign secretary.
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Others in the race are High Commissioner to United Kingdom Syed Ibn-e-Abbas
and envoy to India Abdul Basit.
The new ambassador to the US will take charge almost simultaneously with
Donald Trump‘s inauguration as the US President.
Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry has been chosen from among a few candidates for his
diplomatic skills to deal with the Americans in Washington. The government had
wanted veteran Jilani to continue so that Azizaz Ahmed Chaudhry could keep the
foreign secretary‘s job but Jilani refused extension after the expiry of his contract.
Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry earlier served as a political counsellor in Pakistani
embassy in the US. The incumbent foreign secretary represented the country in the
United Nations for more than six years.
Chaudhry also served Pakistan‘s ambassador to Netherlands from 2009-2012.
Tehmina Janjua is also known as a qualified diplomat and has held several
important positions in the past.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had in principle approved Chauhdry‘s name as
ambassador to the US some weeks earlier. ―The decision to appoint a new foreign
secretary will be made when the PM returns from Switzerland (where he is
attending the World Economic Forum),‖ said a government official.
Трамп будет лояльным к Пакистану
Trump will not be unfriendly towards Pakistan, says aide
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, January 18th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309182/trump-willnot-be-unfriendly-towards-pakistan-says-aide

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration, which assumes power on
Friday, has no plans to ―unfriend‖ Pakistan but its relations with India will be even
closer than those of the Obama administration, says Sajid Tarar, a prominent
Pakistani supporter of President-elect Donald Trump.
Mr Tarar, who spoke at the Republican National Convention in July and
prayed for Mr Trump‘s victory, will also address the prayer breakfast for the new
president. The ceremony will be held at Washington‘s National Cathedral on Jan
21, a day after Mr Trump takes oath as the 45th president of the United States.
Former US presidents Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and
Barack Obama, and their wives, will be among the audience who will hear Mr
Tarar recite Surah-i-Fateha for Mr Trump.
―I chose the first Surah of the holy Quran because it is the beginning of a new
presidency, and I hope and pray that the next four years bring peace and prosperity
to all,‖ Mr Tarar told Dawn.
Hillary Clinton, Mr Trump‘s main opponent in the 2016 election, has
confirmed that she would attend the inaugural ceremonies.
Mr Tarar said he was a ―committed American and a committed Pakistani‖ and
wanted to ―do something to improve US-Pakistan relations‖.
He noted that most Muslims in America, including Pakistanis, voted for Mr
Trump‘s rival in the election. ―That‘s their democratic right but they should now
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accept the fact that Mr Trump is the president,‖ said Mr Tarar, a founding member
of the Muslims for Trump group.
Отношения США-Пакистан носят характер «стратегического развода»
Pakistan-US strategic divergence
Javid Husain The Nation. January 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/17-Jan2017/pakistan-us-strategic-divergence

The US has played a key role in Pakistan‘s foreign policy since 1950‘s when,
driven primarily by security considerations, we entered into a web of alliances with
Washington making our country the most allied ally of the United States. The
relationship was mutually beneficial. Washington was looking for allies to counter
the challenge posed by the global ambitions of the Soviet Union. Pakistan needed
security assistance to face the existential threat posed to its security by a hostile
India. The arrangement between the US and Pakistan provided the former with a
valuable ally in a strategically located region while India pursued a policy of nonalignment. Pakistan got from the US and other Western countries the badly needed
security assistance and aid for accelerating its economic development. Problems
arose in this relationship when Pakistan, oblivious of its client status, tried to act
independently, for instance, by forging close relations with China in 1960‘s and
developing a nuclear programme which ultimately made it a de facto nuclearweapon state.
Generally speaking, this was the nature of the Pakistan-US relationship
throughout the Cold War. While Pakistan did benefit from the assistance provided
by the US in economic and security fields, this aid was not cost free. In the
process, Pakistan lost the ―can do‖ mentality and became the victim of a
dependence syndrome from which it continues to suffer. Pakistani governments
and senior officials, instead of trying to overcome the problems confronting the
country through their own efforts within the limits of its resources, sought their
solution in deepening Pakistan‘s dependence on the US largesse. The result was
that our ministers and senior officials did not feel shy of kowtowing in front of
their masters in Western capitals for the sake of aid and other favours. Gradually
but inevitably, the nation as a whole lost the sense of dignity and self-respect in its
dealings with the Western donor countries, narrowing Pakistan‘s strategic
manoeuvrability and foreclosing many of its foreign policy options. As the famous
saying goes, beggars can‘t be choosers.
The end of the Cold War brought about a paradigm shift in the global politics
and in Pakistan-US relationship. Even before the end of the Cold War, the signs of
the emerging global realities were quite clear. Soon after the Soviet military
withdrawal from Afghanistan, the US terminated military and economic assistance
to Pakistan, ostensibly on account of its nuclear programme. In reality, it was a
signal to Pakistan that the US no longer needed its alliance with Islamabad in
pursuit of its national interests. This was quite a shock to Pakistan‘s officialdom
which had forgotten for long how a self-respecting nation conducts its internal and
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external affairs by living within its own means. However, old habits die hard.
Instead of drawing the right lessons from the disdain with which the US treated
Pakistan in 1990‘s and adjusting its internal and external policies accordingly,
Pakistan embarked upon over-ambitious Kashmir and Afghanistan policies in
1990‘s resulting in a strategic over-stretch.
The US ultimatum after 9/11 forced Pakistan under Pervez Musharraf to bring
about a U-turn in its Afghanistan policy leading ultimately to TTP and a spate of
terrorist acts throughout Pakistan. This was in reality the heavy price that Pakistan
had to pay for its flawed Afghanistan policy of 1990‘s. Following 9/11, Pakistan
entered into a transactional relationship with the US, despite protestations to the
contrary by both sides, in which it agreed to serve US interests in Afghanistan in
return for economic and military assistance. The inflow of foreign aid eased the
worries of our leaders and officials, whether under Pervez Musharraf or the
subsequent elected governments, thereby lessening the pressure for necessary
adjustments in our internal and external policies. The way in which the US
conducted the air raid into Pakistan to take out Osama bin Laden and later attacked
Pakistan‘s border posts martyring a large number of Pakistani soldiers in 2011
showed the contempt in which it held Pakistan and the mistrust between the two. It
also demonstrated the growing divergence of the strategic interests of the two
countries in the 21st century.
The reality is that the relationship between Pakistan and the US has been the
victim of underlying strategic divergence since 1990‘s when Pakistan in the eyes
of the US lost its importance as an ally in the global campaign against the erstwhile
Soviet Union and communism. This reality was obscured for some time only by
the imperative of mutual cooperation in dealing with the post-9/11 Afghanistan.
China‘s rise as an economic super power and potentially a great military power
during the past three decades has aroused America‘s concerns. It views China as an
emerging rival for power and influence, especially in Asia. It has, therefore,
embarked upon a well-calculated policy to contain China through rebalancing its
forces in favour of the Asia-Pacific region and strengthening a string of alliances
on China‘s periphery to contain it. America‘s fast developing strategic partnership
with India, which continues to pose an existential threat to Pakistan, is part of the
framework of these alliances. The main strategic thrust of the US policy towards
Pakistan is to persuade it to accept a subservient role under India‘s hegemony as a
bulwark against the expansion of China‘s power and influence in South Asia and
the Indian Ocean. Pakistan, on the other hand, views its strategic partnership with
China as the corner stone of its foreign and security policies to counter the threat
posed by India which has been covertly engaged in fomenting acts of terrorism in
Pakistan in the recent past.
In addition, the US has developed the habit of blaming Pakistan for the
consequences of its deeply flawed Afghanistan policy pursued since 9/11.
Washington made blunders of monumental proportions by trying to impose a
government of its own choice and its own cultural values on Afghanistan ignoring
the ground realities in that country, and by pursuing a military solution instead of a
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political settlement of the Afghanistan quagmire. It is only recently that it has
started emphasizing the need for a political settlement between the Afghan
government and the Afghan Taliban. Instead of appreciating the support that
Pakistan at the cost of its own internal security provided to the US in fighting its
battles in Afghanistan, it has continued to make demands on Pakistan to ―do
more‖. In general, Washington‘s policy makers and the US generals ignore the fact
that the solution of the armed conflict in Afghanistan lies in a political settlement
in that country and not in the so-called sanctuaries for the Afghan Taliban in
Pakistan‘s tribal areas.
For all these reasons, especially the long-term strategic divergence between
Pakistan and the US on account of China, the Pakistan-US relationship cannot
regain the strength of the Cold War era in the foreseeable future. The advent of the
Trump presidency is likely to reinforce that trend. A clear evidence of what is to
come was provided by the failure of PM Nawaz Sharif‘s Special Assistant on
Foreign Affairs to secure even a single meeting with any member of the Trump
transition team during a two-week visit to the US. This is, however, not to deny the
importance of Pakistan-US friendship and the need for mutual cooperation on such
issues as nuclear non-proliferation, the combat against terrorism, and peace and
stability in Afghanistan and South Asia. However, our efforts to preserve this
friendship should be grounded in regional and global realities and be informed by
realistic expectations. The imperative of the foregoing analysis is that Pakistan
should reduce its dependence on the US and expand its foreign policy options.
Зардари, Билавал Бхутто намерены обсудить с американцами пакистаноамериканские отношения
Zardari, Bilawal to discuss Pak-US relations with senior American
officials
Daily Times. 16.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Jan-17/zardari-bilawal-todiscuss-pak-us-relations-with-senior-american-officials

Pakistan People's Party Parliamentarians (PPP) President Asif Ali Zardari and
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari will discuss the improvement of US-Pakistan relations with
senior officials in the United States.
It is reliably learnt that PPP President Asif Ali Zardari left for Dubai on
Sunday evening to attend the inauguration ceremony of Donald Trump as US
president on January 20.
PPP sources told Daily Times that Zardari left the country on Sunday for
Dubai and later he further departs for the US to attend the inauguration ceremony
on January 20.
"Asif Zardari will stay in Dubai and will leave for United States on January
17 or 18," the source said, adding, "the PPP leader will attend the inauguration
ceremony of Donald Trump as 45th president of United States."
Meanwhile, Bilawal Bhutto Zardari will join his father (Asif Zardari) in the
United States, after Pakistan People's Party's (PPP) Lahore-Faisalabad rally on
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January 19th. Zardari will also attend a lunch hosted by the out-going President
Barack Obama on February 2.
Another source stated PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto will leave for the United
States on the 25th to discuss the Pakistan-US relations with senior US officials.
Bilawal is expected to leave on January 25 and scheduled to meet senior US
officials. The father and son will meet the outgoing administration of Barack
Obama and president-elect Donald Trump administration in the United States.
They will meet various US senators, congressmen, and other key decision makers.
The party said that the agenda behind Bilawal's meeting would be
improvement of Pak-US ties.
The schedules for Asif Ali Zardari and Bilawal Bhutto Zardari have been set
for one week in the US.
Moreover, senior party leadership was not available to comment on the PPP
leaders visit to the United States nor did they share any schedule of meetings to be
held with the US officials.
Пакистан стремится доказать администрации Трампа свое активное
участие в борьбе с терроризмом
Pakistan preps briefing for Trump admin
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
16th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1296174/counter-terror-successes-pakistan-preps-briefing-trumpadmin/

ISLAMABAD: With Donald Trump set to take oath as the next president of
the United States this week, Pakistan is preparing a detailed presentation about its
successes against terrorism for his administration. The move is aimed at dispelling
the perception that Pakistan fight against militant groups is selective.
Zardari leaves for Dubai ahead of his trip to Washington for Trump‘s
inauguration
Officials familiar with the development told The Express Tribune that the
incoming Trump administration has given encouraging signals for improving ties
with Pakistan. Taking advantage of this, the government has decided to reach out
to the Trump administration to give it comprehensive presentation about Pakistan‘s
major gains against both local and foreign terrorist groups.
As part of the proactive policy, according to one official, the army last week
took a top US general to North Waziristan to show him firsthand how Pakistan has
dismantled hideouts of not only local but many foreign militant outfits as well.
Resolute Support Mission Commander Gen John W Nicholson was the first top US
military official to visit a place once considered a no-go area because of the
presence of local and foreign militants.
Trump refused $2 billion Dubai deal
Officials said once the Trump administration settles down, the government
might send a high-level delegation expected to be headed by the army chief and
other officials to Washington for wide-ranging discussions on the future of security
and defense cooperation between the two countries.
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During President Barack Obama‘s eight-year term, relations between Pakistan
and the US have often been marred by trust deficit largely due to questions raised
by Washington over Pakistan‘s fight against terrorism.
Even following the recent terrorist attacks in Afghanistan, the Obama
administration pointed fingers at Pakistan for allowing terrorist groups to maintain
‗safe havens‘ on its soil. Islamabad strongly rebutted the charge.
Trump‘s pick for Pentagon vows to mend trust with Islamabad
Pakistan believes that the Obama administration‘s allegations had more to do
with hiding its own failures in Afghanistan. ―And Pakistan is easy scapegoat for
them (US),‖ said a senior Foreign Office official while requesting anonymity. The
official hoped the new US administration would take a fresh start and form policies
keeping in view the ground situation.
Independent analysts believe that the US is aware of Pakistan‘s importance in
the region and hence the Trump administration would not resort to any drastic
measures. There are concerns even within the US establishment that any harsh
measures would push Pakistan further towards China and Russia with whom
Islamabad‘s ties have seen unprecedented improvement.
Пакистан надеется, что с приходом Трампа будет решение по поводу
продажи F-16 и поступлений от Coalition Support Fund (CSF).
Revisit F-16 deal to strengthen Pak-US ties, says Jilani
The Express Tribune, January 15th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295398/revisit-f16-deal-strengthen-pak-us-ties-says-jilani/

WASHINGTON: Pakistan‘s ambassador to the United States has suggested
that the new government in Washington can strengthen counter-terror cooperation
with Islamabad by revisiting the sale of F-16 fighter jets and resolving issues with
the Coalition Support Fund (CSF).
―Cooperation between Pakistan and the US in the fight against terrorism will
be further strengthened by revisiting the sale of F-16s and CSF issues,‖ Jalil Abbas
Jilani told American print and electronic media correspondents at a reception for
them at the Pakistan Embassy in Washington. He said Pakistan looks forward to
closely working with the incoming administration of President-elect Donald
Trump.
Pakistan, bahrain: Premier stresses strengthening of ties
In April last year, US lawmakers blocked a move by the Obama
administration to subsidise Pakistan‘s purchase of eight F-16 fighter jets after
accusing Islamabad of ‗not doing enough‘ to crack down on militants.
Speaking to US media representatives, Jilani said Pakistan and the US had a
historic relationship which spanned over seven decades. He said the interests of
both countries converged on several issues and that this would help strengthen
their bilateral ties in the future.
Canada-pakistan: FPCCI to organise trade expo
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Replying to a question, the ambassador said Pakistan had launched a
successful campaign to tackle militancy and terror incidents in the country had
subsequently gone down by 70%. In response to another question, he said while
there is no organised IS presence in Pakistan, Islamabad is concerned about the
ultra-radical Middle Eastern group‘s growing influence in neighbouring
Afghanistan.
Talking about Pakistan‘s economy, he said the country‘s stock market had
surpassed all others in the region.
Новый министр обороны США James Mattis пообещал поддержку
Пакистану в борьбе с террористами (и разную помощь тоже).
US to incentivise Pakistan‘s cooperation, says Mattis
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn January 14th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308372/us-toincentivise-pakistans-cooperation-says-mattis

WASHINGTON: US defence secretary-designate James Mattis has said that
the Trump administration would offer incentives to Pakistan to cooperate with the
United States on critical issues.
At his confirmation hearing at the Senate Armed Forces Committee on
Thursday afternoon, Mr Mattis underlined the need to stay engaged with Pakistan
while asking it to do more to eradicate terrorism from the region.
―If confirmed, I will work with the State Department and the Congress to
incentivise Pakistan‘s cooperation on issues critical to our national interests and the
region‘s security, with focus on Pakistan‘s need to expel or neutralise externallyfocused militant groups that operate within its borders,‖ Mr Mattis told the
committee while responding to a question.
Mr Mattis, a general who retired from the US Marine Corps in 2013, has long
experience of dealing with both Afghanistan and Pakistan, first as a combat officer
and then as commander of the US Central Command.
See: Trump pick for defence secy Gen James Mattis ─ a 'Mad Dog' with a big
library
He was known in the armed forces as ―Mad Dog Mattis‖ for his aggressive
style but was widely respected as a courageous officer.
The general‘s comments on Pakistan indicate that the incoming Trump
administration will continue with the existing US policy towards the country.
Mr Mattis complimented Pakistan for its action against terror groups in the
country, but said that he would push for more effective targeting of groups that
were aimed at neighbouring countries.
As often expressed by the Obama administration officials, the incoming
defence secretary also complained that some Afghan Taliban groups were still
allegedly using Pakistan‘s tribal areas for stirring troubles in Afghanistan.
―Sanctuaries and freedom of movement for the Afghan Taliban and associated
militant networks inside Pakistani territory is a key operational issue faced by the
Afghan security forces,‖ he pointed out.
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Mr Mattis said that if confirmed, he would ―examine efforts to deny sanctuary
to the extremist forces‖ undermining the stability and security of Afghanistan.
He noted that the US and Pakistani militaries had a long relationship, which
needed to be rebuilt.
―Our relationship with Pakistan, including our military-to-military
relationship, has had highs and lows. We have long faced a lack of trust within the
Pakistani military and government about our goals in the region. If confirmed, I
will work to build the trust that we need for an effective partnership,‖ he told the
Senate Committee. The United States has conducted military exercises with
Pakistan in an effort to increase thrust and interoperability, he added.
Mr Mattis said that Pakistan had ―learned some hard lessons‖ from its
dealings with the Taliban, as this caused widespread violence inside the country as
well. ―I believe they should do more to collaborate with their neighbour. We
should urge Pakistan to take further actions against the Taliban and the Haqqani
network,‖ he added.
Arguing that countries in the region ―have the responsibility to support the
reconciliation process‖ in Afghanistan, Mr Mattis said that the neighbouring states
―should increase pressure on the Afghan Taliban and associated militant networks‖
to stop their campaigns of violence.
He praised Pakistan‘s efforts to battle ―internally-focused‖ militants. ―In a
sign of its commitment, its military has suffered significant casualties in this
counterinsurgency effort,‖ he said, and offered to help Pakistan in defeating these
militants.
Mr Mattis said he would not use phrases such as ―rebalance‖ or ―pivot‖ while
talking about its relations with China as these implied that it was turning away
from its commitments elsewhere.
―But China‘s behaviour has led countries in the region to look for stronger US
leadership. ―If confirmed, I will examine ways to strengthen our allies and
partners, while taking a careful look at our own military capabilities in the region,‖
he said.
Mr Mattis pledged to continue with the Obama administration‘s policy of
enhancing a long-term strategic relationship with India, based on the convergence
of mutual interests and shared democratic values.
Пакистан и Индия беспокоят США своими ракетными пусками
Pakistan missiles worry U.S.; 47 entities under strict watch
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
14.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pakistan-missiles-worry-U.S.-47-entities-understrict-watch/article17036380.ece?homepage=true

Shaheen-III of particular concern; Trump to follow Obama defence policy on
India
The United States government is increasingly worried over the rising range
and variety of Islamabad‘s missile capability and the recent decision of the Obama
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administration to impose trade restrictions on seven Pakistani entities came out of
this concern, a source familiar with the developments told The Hindu.
The official announcement of the decision did not detail the reasons, but said
there was ―reasonable cause to believe, based on specific and articulable facts,‖
that these entities ―have been involved in actions contrary to the national security
or foreign policy interests of the United States‖. All the entities are linked to
Pakistan‘s missile programme. With the addition of these seven, there are 47
Pakistani entities that are under strict watch of the U.S agencies.
Shaheen-III the reason
What has triggered the alarm bells in Washington is Shaheen-III, which has a
range of 2,750 km. Pakistan has officially explained its longest-range missile to
date, tested for the first time in 2015, as a capability to strike the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, the farthest Indian territory from its shores. But the missile also
has Israel in its range, along with several European countries – something that the
U.S. strategic community finds unnerving. The entities put under trade restrictions
by the U.S include the Islamabad-based National Engineering and Scientific
Commission (NESCOM), and its subsidiaries, Air Weapons Complex (AWC),
Maritime Technology Complex (MTC) and New Auto Engineering (NAE).
Speaking at an event on nuclear security, Vice-President Joe Biden alluded to
this concern on Wednesday. ―Not just North Korea, but Russia, Pakistan, and
others have made counterproductive moves that only increase the risk that nuclear
weapons could be used in a regional conflict in Europe, South Asia, or East Asia.
Working with Congress, the next administration will have to navigate these
dangers and — I hope — continue leading the global consensus to reduce the role
of nuclear weapons in our world.‖
It will be ditto Obama here
The incoming administration will continue with the existing U.S. policies
towards India, Pakistan and Asia in general, Defence Secretary-designate James
Mattis indicated during his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Forces
Committee. He complemented Pakistan for its action against terror groups that
operate within the country, adding that he would push for more effective targeting
of groups that were aimed at neighbouring countries. This is in line with the
Obama administration‘s efforts in the region.
Mr. Mattis said he would ―hesitate to use phrases such as ―rebalance‖ or
―pivot‖ as they imply that we are turning away from our commitments elsewhere,‖
but added that ―China‘s behavior has led countries in the region to look for
stronger U.S. leadership. ―If confirmed, I will examine ways to strengthen our
allies and partners, while taking a careful look at our own military capabilities in
the region,‖ he said.
Mr. Mattis also pledged to continue with the Obama policy of enhancing a
long-term strategic relationship with India ―based on the convergence of our
interests and our shared democratic values.‖ ―I note that the United States and
India recently cemented India‘s status as a Major Defence Partner. If confirmed, I
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would assess what particular areas in the bilateral security relationship I should
focus on, and what steps can be taken to bolster the overall defence relationship.‖
‗We will work with Pakistan‘
Naming sanctuary and freedom of movement for the Afghan Taliban and
associated militant networks inside Pakistani territory as ―a key operational issue
faced by the Afghan security force,‖ Mr. Mattis, who has commanded the U.S
forces in Afghanistan, said he would work with Pakistan to improve the situation.
―Our relationship with Pakistan, including our military-to-military
relationship, has had highs and lows. We have long faced a lack of trust within the
Pakistani military and government about our goals in the region. If confirmed, I
will work to build the trust that we need for an effective partnership,‖ he told the
Senate Committee.
В 2016 г. в Пакистане были лишь 3 бомбардировки со стороны США
US bombings in Pakistan drop to record low
Dawn. 9.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307301/us-bombings-in-pakistan-drop-torecord-low

WASHINGTON: US bombings in Pakistan dropped to a record low – three –
in 2016, compared to more than 24,000 bombs it dropped in Iraq and Syria last
year, says a study by a US think-tank, Council on Foreign Relations.
The statistics indicate a change in situation on the ground in Pakistan‘s tribal
areas, which US defence experts say are used for launching attacks at American
and Afghan troops in Afghanistan.
In the past, a major terrorist attack on targets inside Afghanistan or the
increase in terrorist activities inside Pakistan‘s tribal areas led to US bombings
inside Pakistan.
Since June 2014, when Pakistan launched a comprehensive military operation
against terrorist hideouts in Fata, the terrorist attacks have decreased and as have
US bombings.
The statistics also show that the United States has shifted its focus away from
the Pak-Afghan region and is now targeting terrorist strongholds in Iraq and Syria.
Most of the bombings conducted in 2016 sought to destroy the militant Islamic
State group (IS) positions in these two countries.
The increase in bombings in these two countries also indicate the Obama
administration‘s determination to lessen US ground combat operations in foreign
wars, except in Afghanistan where US troops still participate in combats.
The administration argues that ground operations not only put lives of
Americans at stake but also stir anti-America feelings in those areas. The
bombings, however, are more precise and are often carried out to help local
authorities in their fight against the terrorists.
But the Council on Foreign Relations noted that the administration‘s claim
that bombing ―reduces the threat posed by extremists operating from those
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countries and improves overall security and governance on the ground -- is highly
contested‖.
In President Barack Obama‘s last year in office, the US dropped 26,171
bombs in seven countries. This estimate is undoubtedly low, considering reliable
data is only available for airstrikes in Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, and Libya, and a
single strike can involve multiple bombs or munitions. In 2016, the US dropped
3,027 more bombs -- and in one more country, Libya -- than in 2015.
Most bombs were dropped in Syria (12,192), followed closely by Iraq
(12,095). During the period, the US dropped 1,337 bombs in Afghanistan, 496 in
Libya, 34 in Yemen, 14 in Somalia and three in Pakistan.
The numbers are based on the total coalition airstrikes carried out in 2016 by
the US in Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR), the counter-IS campaign.
The Pentagon publishes a running count of bombs dropped by the US and its
partners (such as Britain), and the council found data for 2016 using OIR public
strike releases.
Using this data, the council concluded that in 2016, the US conducted about
79 per cent (5,904) of the coalition air strikes in Iraq and Syria, which together
total 7,473. Of the total 30,743 bombs that the coalition dropped, the US dropped
24,287 (79pc).
To determine how many US bombs were dropped on Iraq and Syria, the
council looked at the percentage of total OIR air strikes conducted in each country.
They were nearly evenly split, with 49.8pc (or 2,941 air strikes) carried out in Iraq,
and 50.2pc (2,963) in Syria. Therefore, the number of bombs dropped was also
nearly the same in the two countries (12,095 in Iraq; 12,192 in Syria). The US
conducted approximately 67pc airstrikes in Iraq in 2016, and 96pc in Syria.
Джон Керри сообщил, что США построили в Пакистане секретный
тактико-оперативный Центр (еще и в Афганистане, и в Ираке)
US built tactical operations centre in Pakistan: Kerry
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, January 7th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1306940/us-builttactical-operations-centre-in-pakistan-kerry

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State John Kerry has said that Pakistan was
among the key countries where the United States has constructed state-of-the-art
tactical security operations centres.
In a 21-page exit memo, the outgoing top US diplomat also named
Afghanistan and Iraq among the countries where the Obama administration has
built such centres. The document does not say where these centres were built or
who operated them and how.
The memo only says that ―we have constructed state-of-the-art tactical
security operations centres in key countries, such as Afghanistan, Iraq, and
Pakistan.‖
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The Obama administration completes its second and final term on Jan 20,
when President Barack Obama will hand over power to President-elect Donald
Trump.
Secretary Kerry noted in the memo that Afghanistan and Pakistan were Al
Qaeda strongholds when the Obama administration took charge but in the last eight
years, the group‘s core leadership in these two countries had ‗decimated‘ and its
chief, Osama bin Laden, eliminated.
―Afghanistan is far from perfect, and it will take sustained engagement and
effort in the years ahead to protect the progress we‘ve made,‖ he warned. ―We
must continue to support the Afghan people as they work to build a secure and
peaceful future in the months and years ahead.‖
The exit memo, which sums up the Obama administration‘s foreign policy
achievements, also includes tips for the incoming Trump administration such as
keep the nuclear accord with Iran, continue efforts for a two-state solution in the
Middle East and remain engaged in the fight against the militant Islamic State
group.

ЭКОНОМИКА - США1
Сокращение военно-экономической помощи США Пак-ну
Decline in US aid
Daily Times. December 4, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/151827/decline-us-aid/

A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report has detailed that United
States‘ aid to Pakistan has plummeted from more than $2.2 billion a year after 9/11
to less than $350 million for 2018.
This aid has been in the form of economic and military assistance. The worst
affected has been the Coalition Support Fund (CSF) which reimburses Pakistan for
monitoring the 2,200 kilometre-long Pak-Afghan border.
The fund has been used for the security of the Pak-Afghan border which is
monitored for cross-border movement of militants. Therefore, a decline in the CSF
disbursements should ideally have come about with a concomitant improvement in
security along the border region.
Unfortunately, that has not been the case since attacks continue to take place
on both sides.
Instead, the change in US aid policy has been associated with a widespread
perception within the State Department that Pakistan has not acted against groups
that are responsible for unrest in Afghanistan. The State Department has attached
various strings to the CSF disbursements. In particular, it has asked Pakistan to do
more against the Haqqani Network militants who, the US alleges, operate from
inside Pakistan and are responsible for several attacks in Afghanistan.
That Pakistan needs to put its house in order has been recognised by our
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif. Hopefully, Mr Asif is already coordinating with
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his counterparts in the Interior and Defence ministries to evolve a strategy for the
purpose. We will need to dismantle all militias, without distinguishing among
them, if we are to ever get to a point where we can claim that we have finally put
our house in order. It goes without saying that we will need to ensure that
Afghanistan is also able to attain stability. Once we have reached that point, the
CSF will become redundant anyway. *
Пакистан получит только 345 млн. долл. от США в 2018 г. как военную
и экономическую помощь.
US economic, military aid to Pakistan likely to further plummet in 2018
The Express Tribune. November 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572424/1-useconomic-military-aid-pakistan-will-plummet-2018/

As compared to $526 million in 2017, Pakistan will only receive $345
million next year
Pakistan will face a decline in US aid for economic and military assistance
as per the research report prepared by Congressional Research Service.
The country had already lost around half of the aid ($1118 million) it was
receiving in 2016 as in 2017 it only got $526 million. The trend seems to be more
plummeting as the United States is set to grant only $345 million to Pakistan next
year that is 2018.
The most affected category in the aid program is Coalition Support Funds
(CSF) which is provided to Pakistan for managing the Pak-Afghan border. The
CSF grant is still pending because apparently, the US is not satisfied with
Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism operations against Afghan Taliban.
War on terror aid: Pakistan received $33.4bn from US
The research elaborated that the US Administration did not issue
certifications for FY2015 or FY2016 due to which the decision for aid grant in
2017 and 2018 is still pending.
The decline can be seen as the result of new US policy in the region as
President Donald Trump had said while announcing it that Pakistan would have to
change its approach of supporting and harbouring certain militant outfits.
Islamabad, however, rejected the allegations and said it could not be made
scapegoat for US failures in Afghanistan.
Later on, rejecting the relentless criticism of Pakistan from the Trump
administration, army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa told a top US military
commander in August, 2017 that Pakistan doesn‘t need aid, all it wanted was
acknowledgement of its efforts in the fight against terrorism.
The statement by the COAS came in the wake of Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson announcement at the Congress hearing that the US Defence Department
withheld $50 million in Pakistan military payments as Pentagon chief Jim Mattis
accused Islamabad of not doing enough to counter the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani
network.
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On the other hand, the United States has also completely halted the
assistance categorised as Food Aid, International Disaster Assistance, Migration
and Refugee Assistance, and Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund.
Конгресс США выделил 700 млн. долл. на возмещение расходов
Пакистана на борьбу с терроризмом (активизировать борьбу с сетью
Хаккани)
US Congress authorises $700 million for reimbursing Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369749/uscongress-authorises-700-million-for-reimbursing-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The American Congress has authorised up to $700 million
in Coalition Support Fund (CSF) to reimburse Pakistan for activities carried out in
support of US operations in Afghanistan.
The authorisation is included in the reconciled text of the House and Senate
versions of the 2018 National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA-2018), which
was released on Thursday.
The reconciled version makes $350m of $700m available to Pakistan under
the CSF contingent upon certification from the secretary of defence that Pakistan is
taking demonstrable steps against the Haqqani network.
See: US trims Pakistan military aid over ‗Haqqani inaction‘
The NDAA urged the defence department to monitor Washington‘s security
assistance to Pakistan and ensure that the country did not use it to support militant
groups.
It said the US administration would release the restricted amount of $350m
if the secretary of defence certified to the congressional committees that Pakistan
continued to conduct military operations that were contributing to disrupting safe
havens, fundraising and recruiting efforts, and freedom of movement of the
Haqqani network and Lashkar-e-Taiba in Pakistan.
The secretary will also have to certify that Pakistan took steps to
demonstrate its commitment to prevent the Haqqani network and LeT from using
Pakistani territory as a safe haven and for fundraising or recruiting efforts.
The certification would include a declaration that Pakistan was making an
attempt to coordinate with Afghanistan to restrict the movement of militants along
the border, and Pakistan had shown progress in arresting and prosecuting senior
leaders and mid-level operatives of the Haqqani network and LeT.
In the last two years, two successive US defence secretaries — Ashton
Carter and James Mattis — refused to give such a certification, thus preventing the
administration to release the funds.
The reconciled version also expresses concern about the alleged persecution
of various political or religious groups in Pakistan, including Christians, Hindus,
Ahmadis, Baloch, Sindhi and Hazara.
The bill urges the secretary of defence to ensure that Pakistan will not use
any assistance provided by the United States to persecute minority groups.
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Помощь США Пакистану
Военные новости: Пакистану больше не нужны США?
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170907/240216888.html. 7.09.2017.
Илья Плеханов. «Военные новости, не попавшие на первые полосы». Выпуск № 42 (167).
7.09.2017.

Президент США сделал свой выбор и в Афганистан отправились
дополнительные американские силы. Все это на фоне обвинений Трампа, что
Пакистан укрывает террористов, и что пора бы Пакистану
продемонстрировать свою приверженность цивилизации, порядку и миру.
В Пакистане речь Трампа на этот раз на удивление не вызвала
привычного эффекта. Обычно после уже стандартных американских
обвинений в поддержке талибов в Карачи развивали бешеную
дипломатическую активность, чтобы оправдать себя и не потерять
поддержку США.
Можно также отметить, что в этот раз на улицы страны вышло всего
несколько сотен протестующих людей, хотя раньше разъяренные тысячи
пакистанцев на камеру жгли бы американские флаги у посольства США.
Возмущение американцев с одной стороны понятно. С 2002 года они
влили в Пакистан около 33 миллиарда долларов. Но справедливости ради
надо отметить, что из этой суммы только около 8 миллиардов ушло
непосредственно на обеспечение безопасности и военную поддержку, а 14
миллиардов пошли на оплату логистической активности сил Коалиции и 11
миллиардов на гуманитарные и экономические проекты. В 2016 году
Конгресс США одобрил выделение Пакистану еще 1,1 миллиарда долларов,
и в рамках этого пакета было забронировано 255 миллионов долларов
непосредственно на военные нужды. Но доступ к этим деньгам Пакистан
получит лишь при соблюдении ряда условий по ужесточению борьбы с
террористами.
Почему Пакистан не реагирует как обычно?
Частично ответ лежит в экономической плоскости и растущих
связях с Китаем.
Частные американские компании инвестировали за этот год в Пакистан
около 700 миллионов долларов, в то время как китайские — 1,2 миллиарда
долларов. Торговый оборот между Пакистаном и США составляет 5,7
миллиарда долларов, а между Пакистаном и Китаем — превысил 13
миллиардов долларов. Также надо учитывать, что в рамках проекта по
созданию китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора Китай
инвестирует в инфраструктуру Пакистана более 65 миллиардов долларов.
Цифры говорят сами за себя, хотя для Пакистана есть и слабое звено: в США
Пакистан экспортирует товаров на сумму 3,6 миллиарда долларов, а в Китай
пока всего на 1,7 миллиарда. Но это все может быстро измениться.
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США заинтересованы экспортировать сжиженный газ в Пакистан
US keen to explore LNG export to Pakistan
The Express Tribune, September 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1499640/uskeen-explore-lng-export-pakistan/

ISLAMABAD: The United States is keen to cooperate with Pakistan in the
energy sector, said Counsellor for Economic Affairs at the US Embassy in
Islamabad William (Chip) Laitinen.
Addressing the business community during his visit to the Islamabad
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ICCI), he said that many US companies were
interested to explore Pakistan for the export of LNG, adding that the country could
overcome its energy shortages by developing close ties with the US.
Pakistan shelves $2b LNG project
He said that US was one of the largest export destinations for Pakistan and
bilateral trade between the two countries was improving.
―USAID is working in Pakistan to contribute for improving its economy,‖
said Laitinen, adding that Pakistan has taken advantages of US‘s GSP scheme as
its exports to US were improving.
Laitinen said that US wanted continuous engagement with Pakistan for
economic benefit of both countries and added that people to people contacts were
important to realise these objectives. Also speaking on the occasion, ICCI
President Khalid Iqbal Malik said that Pakistan and the US have a broad and multifaceted partnership in areas ranging from education to energy to trade and
investment.
―However, bilateral trade between the two countries was still not up to its
real potential.‖
Gwadar LNG pipeline: Finance ministry supports sovereign guarantees
Malik stressed that private sectors of both countries should be given
enhanced role to improve trade relations. He said GSP scheme of US should be
further extended for Pakistan and more Pakistani products should be given easy
market access in US.
The ICCI president said that Pakistan was an agricultural country and US
should cooperate with it in upgrading its agriculture sector on modern lines.
Пакистан получил 33 млрд. долл. в качестве помощи от США после
2002 г.
U.S. gives $225 million worth of conditional assistance to Pakistan
The Hindu. 31.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/us-gives-225million-worth-of-conditional-assistance-to-pakistan/article19592509.ece?homepage=true

But Pak can access (к 225 млн. долл.) only if it takes more action against
terror groups.
The Trump administration has notified Congress that it has given $ 225
million worth of conditional military assistance to Pakistan that the country can
access only if it takes more action against terror groups.
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The announcement comes over a week after President Donald Trump hit out
at Pakistan for providing safe havens to terror groups that kill Americans in
Afghanistan. He also warned Pakistan that it has ―much to lose‖ by harbouring
terrorists.
The Trump administration notified Congress on Wednesday that it was
putting $255 million in military assistance to Pakistan into the equivalent of an
escrow account that Islamabad can only access if it does more to crack down on
internal terror networks launching attacks on neighbouring Afghanistan, The New
York Times reported.
An escrow account is an account of conditional deposition where the funds
are kept blocked until the pre-agreed conditions are met.
America could strike inside Pakistan, says Tillerson
The move comes, at a time when the relationship between the two countries
have strained.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Pakistan National Assembly passed a resolution alleging that the recent
statements of the US President and his senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and
threatening.
The US, however, insists that it wants Pakistan to take action against terrorist
groups.
According to the report, State Department officials have said Mr. Trump‘s
promised changes will bring ―explicit‖ conditions on military aid.
―Once Pakistan more aggressively pursues the Taliban and Haqqani network,
the aid will be released — a determination to be made by Secretary of State
Tillerson,‖ officials were quoted by the report as saying.
The $255 million in military assistance was the largest portion of $ 1.1 billion
in aid authorised by Congress in 2016 that also included money for counter
narcotics operations and health initiatives, the daily reported.
The US has provided Pakistan more than USD 33 billion in aid since 2002.
―If the State Department had failed to notify Congress in the next few weeks
of its intention to spend the money, it would have been returned to the United
States Treasury,‖ it said.
Early in the day, the State Department said it wants Pakistan take decisive
action against terrorist groups and safe havens.
―We value our cooperation with Pakistan and want to see it continue,‖ a State
Department spokesperson told PTI.
―The President has been clear that we are looking to the Pakistani government
to take decisive action against militant groups based in Pakistan that are a threat to
the region. It is vital to US interests that Pakistan prevent terrorist sanctuaries,‖ the
spokesperson said.
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After Trump‘s policy announcement last week, there has been sharp reaction
from Pakistan, which has accused the US of making unjustified allegations against
it.
США могут и дальше сократить экономические отношения с
Пакистаном
'Business as usual with Pakistan now over,' warns US National Security
Council spokesman
Dawn. August 23, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353218/business-as-usual-withpakistan-now-over-warns-us-national-security-council-spokesman

With a tougher regional policy announced by the United States (US) on
Tuesday, National Security Council (NSC) Spokesperson Michael Anton warned
Pakistan that it is "on notice from this president, from this administration", Politico
reported.
Anton, speaking to reporters on a conference call, was quoted by Politico as
saying that "business as usual [with Pakistan] as it has been up to now is over", and
that the US could impose sanctions on terrorist groups, including the Haqqani
network, and any Pakistani officials "who are tied to these kinds of groups, you
know, in ways that they shouldn't be".
"I think the important takeaway for the Pakistani government last night is that,
you know, they should understand that they‘re on notice from this president, from
this administration," he told Politico, referring to what appeared to be a shift in the
US policy regarding Pakistan.
"The United States has been really patient with Pakistan for a really long
time. We haven‘t been getting a good deal from them," he claimed.
Earlier today, US President Donald Trump had cleared the way for the
deployment of more US troops to Afghanistan, backtracking from his promise to
swiftly end America's longest war.
"We can no longer be silent about Pakistan's safe havens for terrorist
organisations," Trump had said, warning that vital aid to Pakistan could be cut.
"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," the US president
claimed. "That will have to change and that will change immediately."
Anton, taking note of US security aid to Pakistan, claimed America receives
in return, at best, "indifference to border crossing and terrorist safe havens and
sanctuaries" in the tribal regions along the Pak-Afghan border, Politico reported.
"In the worst case," he alleged, Pakistan is guilty of "active direct support" for
terrorist groups.
'Pakistan's concerns over India-Afghan ties an excuse'
Anton dismissed Islamabad's concerns over growing India-Afghanistan ties,
terming them an "excuse", according to Politico.
"What India is doing in Afghanistan is not a threat to Pakistan," he claimed.
"They‘re not building military bases. They‘re not deploying troops. They‘re not
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doing the things that would constitute encirclement, for lack of a better term, which
is one of the things that the Pakistanis complain about," he alleged.
Explore: RAW operating from Afghanistan to create unrest in Pakistan: Gen
Zubair Hayat
The NSC spokesperson claimed that Trump had benefited from an outsider's
perspective on the Pak-US relationship, Politico reported, by foregoing
'conventional wisdom' that "however much the Pakistanis double-deal you and lie
to you and don‘t cooperate, you have no choice but to just keep the status quo."
"How do we get the Pakistan to behave better? The answer is we have
leverage points over Pakistan that the strategy contemplates we will use.
Ultimately whether they behave better or not is completely up to them," Anton
said.
"They may calculate that it‘s more important to, you know, remain allied with
terrorists, it‘s more important to give terrorists safe haven, it‘s more important to
do all the nasty things that they‘ve been doing that we don‘t like than it is to have a
good relationship with the United States," he alleged.
"If so, that‘s a choice that they will make and then we will make choices
based on their choice," he warned.
The US been mulling a harder approach towards Pakistan for some time now.
In June, the Trump administration reportedly discussed expansion of drone strikes,
redirecting or withholding some aid to Pakistan, and perhaps eventually
downgrading its status as a major non-Nato ally.
Bills suggesting curbs on US assistance to Pakistan were also okayed by the
US House of Representatives last month.
Pakistan has repeatedly denied allegations that it has supported Haqqani
militants, and has announced stronger counter-terrorism measures in the form of
military operations and stepping up border management along the shared border
with Afghanistan and Iran.
Director General (DG) Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor this week announced the successful completion of Operation Khyber-4
which sought to target terrorists in Rajgal Valley, which he said was "the most
critical area in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata)".
Read more: Army launches Operation Khyber-4 in Rajgal Valley
The DG ISPR had said that army leadership held a "very candid discussion"
with visiting US delegations, including US Central Command chief Gen Joseph
Votel.
"We made clear how Pakistan has acted indiscriminately against all terrorists.
There are no terrorist hideouts in Pakistan... We have operated against all terrorists,
including the Haqqani network, and they [the delegations] were given certain
evidence. But there is global politics, there is regional politics, India is playing a
role," Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor had said.
Gen Votel, after his visit, said he came away with "increased understanding of
the counterterrorism and counter-insurgency efforts of the Pakistani government".
Explore: US Centcom chief stresses sustained ties with Pakistan
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Gen Votel has, in the past, informed US lawmakers that Pakistan has "done
some things that have been helpful to us... against the principal concerns we have;
the Haqqani network and Taliban". He has also stressed the need for focus and
persistence in this area, and continuing to engage with Pakistan on the matter.
Read more: Pakistan did ‗helpful things‘ against Haqqanis: US general
Ambassador Aizaz Chaudhry has rejected claims that the Haqqani network
operates in Pakistan. The Haqqani network "is on the run, as far as we are
concerned", Chaudhry said earlier this year. "They have moved into Afghanistan
and need to be taken care of there."
Top military leadership have also shared concerns that hostile intelligence
agencies, including India's Research and Analysis Wing, are operating from
Afghanistan and other locations to foment unrest in Pakistan, particularly
Balochistan.
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee Gen Zubair Mahmood Hayat has
said their "designs [and] oblique actions to sabotage CPEC are also well known",
adding that Pakistan's security forces along with law-enforcement agencies are
playing a crucial role in tackling "external state-sponsored elements operating
through local proxies".
Read more: RAW runs special cell to sabotage CPEC, says secretary defence
Аналитик: Почему бы Пакистану не отказаться от американской
помощи?
Имтиаз Гуль (исполнительный директор Центра исследований и изучения вопросов
безопасности в Исламабаде). http://mixednews.ru/archives/121818 26.07.2017

Решение США удержать оставшиеся 50 миллионов долларов
компенсации военных затрат Пакистана за 2016 финансовый год в связи с
тем, что Исламабад не предпринимает «достаточно активных мер по
обузданию исламистской террористической организации «Хаккани», не
должно никого удивлять. Оно выражает простой факт: ни почти ежедневные
потери в рядах армии и полиции, ни борьба с терроризмом, которая привела
к заметному сокращению насилия, ни колоссальные убытки пакистанской
экономики с момента начала антитеррористической войны, не убедили
истеблишмент Соединенных Штатов в искренности намерений Пакистана.
Даже операция «Зарб-э-Азб» в июне 2014 года, в полной мере
соответствовавшая призывам США к активным действиям в Северном
Вазиристане, похоже, не повлияла на позицию США в отношении Пакистана.
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Мантра «мало, делайте больше» продолжается бесконечно, просто в
последнее время она сузилась до группировки «Хаккани» и недавнего
решения удержать 50 миллионов долларов из компенсационных выплат за
2016 год.
Исходя из непрерывного и порой весьма жесткого давления,
разногласий по Афганистану и Индии, а также сближения позиции всех трех
этих стран в отношении Пакистана, можно было бы сделать вывод о том, что
партнѐрство, начавшееся с операции «Несокрушимая свобода» в октябре
2001 года, практически исчерпало себя. Даже статус самого надежного
союзника из стран, не входящих в НАТО, не смог изменить изначальной
позиции США в отношении усилий Пакистана по борьбе с терроризмом.
В то время как американский истеблишмент в сфере безопасности
придерживается своей старой концепции, появляются новые факторы,
которые делают ее политически излишней. Она изжила себя и стала
бесполезной по нескольким причинам.
Во-первых, новая трансформация региона, которая отделяет
геополитический альянс в составе Индии, Афганистана и США от другого,
включающего Китай, Пакистан, Россию, Турцию, и в определенной степени
Иран. Оба альянса по-прежнему занимают разные позиции в отношении сети
Талибан/Хаккани в рамках стремления к началу мирного процесса в
Афганистане. С точки зрения первого альянса, эта группировка по-прежнему
придерживается своих террористических методов и не заслуживает какоголибо политического рассмотрения. В то же время с позиции второго блока,
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то есть Китая и прочих стран, Талибан представляет собой оплот против
проникновения и распространения группировки ИГИЛ, которую они
считают инструментом дестабилизации.
Во-вторых, стратегическое сближение Пакистана с Китаем
превращается в неоспоримую реальность. Тот факт, что за последний год в
порту Гвадар пришвартовались 35 грузовых кораблей (даже с учетом того,
что в их число вошли грузы для строительства в свободной зоне),
подчеркивает развитие и укрепление инициатив, связанных Китайскопакистанским экономическим коридором (КПЭК), невзирая на единичные
случаи насилия в Белулжистане.
В-третьих, ни одна страна не отказывается от своих главных
стратегических интересов. Так, например, турецкие курды служат
национальным интересам США в ближневосточном регионе. Однако, с точки
зрения турецкого президента Эрдогана, те же самые курды являются не чем
иным, как террористами, стремящимися дестабилизировать обстановку в
Турции.
Аналогичным образом, группировка ИГИЛ первоначально, как
сообщалось, получала поддержку со стороны Соединенных Штатов,
Саудовской Аравии и самой Турции, поскольку боевики ИГ воспринимались
как необходимый инструмент для свержения режима сирийского президента
Башара аль-Асада. Сегодня большинство стран выражают возмущение по
поводу жестокости группировки ИГ. Однако, ни одна из них до сих пор не
выразила никаких угрызений совести в связи с тем, что на определенном
этапе поддерживала этих террористов. Очевидно, что эти страны
действовали в своих национальных интересах. Имеют ли они право
рассчитывать на то, что другие страны, такие как Пакистан, который
подвергся опасности из-за советского вторжения в Афганистан и
американских ответных мер, откажутся от собственных стратегических
интересов?
В-четвертых, растущая синергия мышления и действий между Китаем,
Россией и Турцией, предоставила Пакитану необычайную уверенность,
поскольку
они
сочувствуют
нынешнему
затруднительному
геополитическому положению Исламабада. Разумеется, гражданские и
военные правители Пакистана должны решать внутренние проблемы и
разбираться с российско-китайскими оговорками в отношении исламистских
вооруженных группировок, скрывающихся в стране и за пределами ее
границ. Эта зона обладает повышенной уязвимостью и как Равалпинди, так и
Исламабад должны предпринимать совместные действия, чтобы вытеснить
террористов и уничтожить сторонников экстремизма внутри страны.
И, наконец, вливание нескольких миллиардов долларов в пакистанскую
экономику в период между 2014 и 2018 годами, вероятно, будет иметь
большое значение для социально-экономической ситуации в стране.
Независимо от разногласий вокруг этой помощи и, невзирая на претензии
многих западных стран по поводу китайских методов ведения бизнеса за
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рубежом, в реальности китайские факторы сводятся к огромной помощи
для Пакистана на фоне продолжающейся политики сдерживания
туристического потока из крупнейших западных стран в Пакистан, а также
их нежелания или отказа от инвестиций в экономику Пакистана.
В среднесрочной и долгосрочной перспективе китайский фактор будет
играть решающую роль в определении геополитической позиции Пакистана.
Скорее всего, это будет способствовать созданию новых рабочих мест и не
только укреплению инфраструктуры, но и увеличению производительности
труда, а также наращиванию экономической мощи.
Вот почему ежегодная помощь США в сфере безопасности, вероятно,
постепенно потеряет свое значение для Пакистана. Поэтому для Исламабада
и Равалпинди пришло время поблагодарить Вашингтон за эту критически
важную помощь начиная с 2002 года, и попрощаться с «Фондом
коалиционной поддержки», который время от времени оказывается объектом
разногласий между двумя военными учреждениями. Кроме того, для
Пакистана пришла пора действовать как уважающая себя и уверенная нация,
которая способна корректировать собственный курс, а также готова
учитывать интересы других стран по таким вопросам как борьба с
терроризмом, региональный мир и сотрудничество.
Посол США в Пакистане о стабильной экономике Пак-на
American envoy underlines innovation as key to growth in Pakistan
The
Express
Tribune,
April
8th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377613/american-envoy-underlines-innovation-keygrowth-pakistan/
ISLAMABAD: US Ambassador David Hale has reiterated the country‘s
commitment to Pakistan‘s development and has stated that the two countries are
closely aligned.
According to Hale, the key to Pakistan‘s economic development is sufficient
emphasis on innovation.
How Trump will shape Pakistan-US ties
He said this at the opening of the two-day ‗Leaders in Islamabad Business
Summit‘ organised by the Nutshell Forum in collaboration with the Ministry of
Planning, Development, and Reform in Islamabad.
Ambassador Hale further said that the countries should work towards
fostering economic growth, increasing bilateral trade, improving the investment
climate, protecting intellectual property and promoting entrepreneurship.
Highlighting the untapped potential for growth in the US-Pakistan economic
relationship, Ambassador Hale observed that American companies are increasing
their presence in Pakistan.
The envoy added that from some of our largest manufacturers and
infrastructure companies, to small and medium services companies, the American
private sector sees Pakistan as an increasingly attractive market.
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―American business leaders praise the quality of people that they work with,
and the interest that Pakistan‘s business community has shown in American
products.‖ He added.
―The biggest challenge for Pakistan as well as for America and all other
economies is for governments to be flexible enough to facilitate and support the
new business models and innovations that entrepreneurs are developing in such a
fast-changing global economy.‖
Hale added that the summit participants share a fundamental desire for
stability and prosperity, and there are opportunities in business and beyond to
‗innovate for the future‘.
Beijing interested in Pakistan‘s development, not profits: Chinese power boss
―These ties are built in many ways, including through business, trade and
exchange programmes. We are very proud of the large community of alumni of our
exchange programmes,‖ Ambassador Hale said. More than 600 delegates from
Pakistan, China, Bahrain, Canada, Qatar, the UAE and United States attended the
business summit that featured debates, dialogue, cross-cutting discussions, music
and local cultural performances.
Пакистан приглашает США инвестировать в КПЭК
Pakistan invites US to invest in CPEC projects
The News. 31.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195686-Pakistan-invites-US-toinvest-in-CPEC-projects

WASHINGTON: Pakistan has invited the United States to invest in projects
under China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to achieve its regional peace
objectives and ensure a prosperous and peaceful south Asia.
―A number of western countries have shown their interest in projects under
CPEC and we want the United States to also make investment in the development
schemes,‖ Pakistan‘s Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry said.
In his first public appearance at a US think tank, Aizaz Chaudhry displayed
his strong diplomatic skills and expertly answered some extremely provocative
questions from the Afghan participants at an event at the United States Institute of
Peace (USIP).
He said Pakistan wanted to work with the United States, China and Afghan
government to bring lasting peace in the war-torn country as an unstable
Afghanistan was creating immense problems for Pakistan.
Chaudry said Islamabad attached extreme importance to its ties with
Washington and hoped that relations would improve under the current
administration. He said that perception about Pakistan in Washington needed to
change in accordance with the ground realities as the country had made a lot of
progress on economic and security fronts.
When an Afghan student asked him why Osama Bin Laden and Mulla Omar
were killed in Pakistan and why Pakistan was sending militants who were killing
Afghan nationals, he said, ―We know that you have been fed this which is
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unfortunate and that is precisely the point I was making that the systematic
nurturing of hatred in people of Afghanistan was not a wise investment. It‘s not us
denying you need to come out of this. Who was Osama Bin Laden? How was he
made? What was he doing in Afghanistan and after Tora Bora bombing why did he
come to Pakistan, we don‘t need him. We wanted him dead yesterday and we are
happy that he got killed but we are unhappy the way he got killed. Pakistan should
have been taken into confidence so there are perspective you see the glass from
this side we see from other side. As far as Mulla Omar is concerned, his son and
his brother went to Zabul and exhumed the grave to make sure he never left
Afghanistan and presidential palace fed BBC a wrong news that he died in a
Karachi hospital,‖ said the ambassador.
He said this kind of propaganda was spreading hatred and was not a wise
investment as the reality on the ground was totally different. The ambassador said
Pakistan‘s current leadership had made a commitment with the nation that no
terrorist would be allowed to operate in Pakistan and the country‘s soil would
never be allowed to be used for planning militant activities in any other country.
Another Afghan student said she had been an Afghan refugee in Pakistan and
she was thankful to the US and United Nations for hosting her to which the
ambassador reminded her that she lived on Pakistani soil along with three million
other Afghan refugees who were hosted by the country for 37 years.
―No other country in the world has hosted three million refugees for that long
time,‖ he said adding that Afghan government should now create an environment
conducive for the return of refugees, especially when it had received billions of
dollars in aid from the United States for the purpose.
The ambassador called for a dialogue between various Afghan factions to
resolve the conflict. ―We are waiting for the new US administration to announce
outcome of its review of Afghan policy and based on that we will engage with
US.‖
The ambassador said US was the main player in Afghanistan with huge
investment in peace efforts in the country. He said the idea that Pakistan was
responsible for all Afghan problems was an over simplification of the issue and
there was a need for the two countries to engage more on all levels. He assured that
Pakistan remained committed to any Afghan-owned and Afghan-led reconciliation
process to achieve lasting peace in the country.
The ambassador also informed the audience about the most positive
developments inside Pakistan, including the ongoing successful security operations
against the terrorist remnants and the great economic opportunities borne out of
robust economic reforms.
Пакистан опасается, что ему сократят военную помощь со стороны
США
Pakistan Fears Billions in Military Funds Under Scrutiny Amid Trump
Aid Cuts
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Chris Kay, Kamran Haider. «Bloomberg Politics». 21 марта 2017 г.
https://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2017-03-20/pakistan-fears-military-funds-underscrutiny-amid-trump-aid-cuts

Billions of dollars of military aid to Pakistan is under fresh scrutiny as
pressure mounts on U.S. President Donald Trump from top generals, officials and
research groups for a policy review on the nuclear-armed South Asian nation.
With relations between the long-term allies frayed, Pakistan should expect a
reduction in aid under the new U.S. government, said a U.S. diplomat, who asked
not to be identified as there hasn‘t yet been a decision from the Trump
administration.

Any further cut in U.S. military aid, which includes direct financing and
training to Pakistan‘s powerful army, would be an added blow to the nation‘s
widening current account and fiscal deficits. It may also threaten the country‘s
improved security situation following an army push against insurgents that came
after more than 100 students were killed by the Pakistani Taliban in 2014.
Since the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001, Pakistan has received billions of dollars in
U.S. military aid while providing supply lines for its invasion of Afghanistan. Ties
between the countries have long been uneasy and complex -- Pakistan is accused of
harboring militants carrying out attacks in neighboring Afghanistan and India, and
the U.S. has demanded it take action.
For its part, Pakistan has denied using proxy forces to influence foreign policy
objectives, pointing to the thousands of its soldiers who have died battling
domestic insurgent groups.
―After over $40 billion in assistance to Pakistan, helping build Pakistan‘s
military and boost its economy, Pakistan is still seen as a country that supports
jihadi groups that kill Americans, hurts American interests and refuses to change
its policies,‖ said Husain Haqqani, Pakistan‘s former ambassador to the U.S.
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There is strong support in the U.S. and the new administration to reduce
military funding to the country, said Haqqani, now director for South and Central
Asia at the Washington-based Hudson Institute.
Trump has said little about Pakistan since his election victory. In December,
he called Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ―a terrific guy‖ and offered to help resolve
the country‘s outstanding problems, according to details of a phone conversation
released by Sharif‘s office.
But he hasn‘t always felt so warmly. In 2012, he tweeted: ―Get it straight.
Pakistan is not our friend‖ and called on Pakistan to ―apologize to us for providing
safe sanctuary for Osama Bin Laden for 6 years? Some ‗ally‘.‖
Last week, Trump‘s fiscal 2018 budget proposal — entitled ―America First‖
— called for ―deep cuts‖ to foreign assistance with a 28.5 percent funding
reduction for international programs, including the State Department and the U.S.
Agency for International Development. Pakistan is the sixth largest recipient of
American aid.
―We would like continuity in the support for the fight‖ against terrorism, said
Musadiq Malik, a spokesman for Sharif.
‗Holistic Review‘
While Pakistan‘s military has cracked down on militants in northern
Waziristan, suffering heavy casualties in the process, the Afghan Taliban and
Haqqani Network still use bases in Pakistan to launch attacks on U.S.-backed
forces, according to General John W. Nicholson, who heads NATO forces in
Afghanistan. Nicholson said the U.S. needs a ―holistic review‖ of its policy toward
Pakistan.
―It‘s very difficult to succeed on the battlefield when your enemy enjoys
external support and safe haven,‖ Nicholson told the U.S. Senate Armed Services
Committee on Feb. 9. ―We need to improve the pressure applied on the Haqqanis
and the Taliban on the Pakistan side of the border.‖
In August, the U.S. withheld $300 million to Pakistan after then-Defense
Secretary Ash Carter found he couldn‘t certify that enough action had been taken
against the Haqqani Network. In late January, in a move interpreted as an attempt
to placate the U.S., Hafiz Saeed, the alleged planner of the 2008 Mumbai attacks,
was placed under house arrest in Lahore. He has denied involvement in the India
attacks and has never been charged despite being detained multiple times.
Pressure has been building to reduce U.S. military aid to Pakistan, according
to Shaista Tabassum, chairwoman of the international relations department at the
University of Karachi.
Global Responsibility
―Even during the Obama administration there were objections on Pakistan‘s
policy‖ on the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani Network, she said. ―So how could we
expect a new president to give a free hand to Pakistan to go and do what they want
to do in Afghanistan?‖
Relations with the U.S. are likely to deteriorate ―unless Pakistan follows up its
actions against Saeed with meaningful steps to combat other terrorist groups,
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particularly the Haqqani Network,‖ Sasha Riser-Kositsky, a South Asia analyst at
Eurasia Group, said in a report last month.
A further cut in military aid would come as an added blow to Pakistan‘s
widening deficits, he said.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said in an interview that continuity of funding
would be welcomed given the cost of a recent extension of anti-terrorism
operations. Pakistan suffered a spate of bombings last month -- which Dar said was
related to a renewed push against militants.
Dar said he may travel to the U.S. to meet Trump‘s team before a routine visit
in April for meetings with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
―Defeating terrorism is a global responsibility and we are playing our due
part,‖ he said.
Трамп может сократить помощь Пакистану
Trump budget set to cut military aid for Pakistan
The Nation. March 21, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Mar-2017/trump-budget-setto-cut-military-aid-for-pakistan

Billions of dollars of military aid to Pakistan is under fresh scrutiny as
pressure mounts on US President Donald Trump from top generals, officials and
research groups for a policy review on the nuclear-armed South Asian nation,
reported Bloomberg in their latest analysis.
It further stated, ―Any further cut in U.S. military aid, which includes direct
financing and training to Pakistan‘s powerful army, would be an added blow to the
nation‘s widening current account and fiscal deficits. It may also threaten the
country‘s improved security situation following an army push against insurgents
that came after more than 100 students were killed by the Pakistani Taliban in
2014.‖
Last week, Trump‘s fiscal 2018 budget proposal — entitled ―America First‖
— called for ―deep cuts‖ to foreign assistance with a 28.5 percent funding
reduction for international programs, including the State Department and the US
Agency for International Development. Pakistan is the sixth largest recipient of
American aid.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said in an interview that continuity of funding
would be welcomed given the cost of a recent extension of anti-terrorism
operations. Pakistan suffered a spate of bombings last month -- which Dar said was
related to a renewed push against militants.
Dar said he may travel to the US to meet Trump‘s team before a routine visit
in April for meetings with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
―Defeating terrorism is a global responsibility and we are playing our due
part,‖ he said.
Кому помогают США?!
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Which Countries Could Suffer as Trump Puts Aid on Chopping Block?
Jordan Yadoo. 17.03.2017. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-16/whichcountries-could-suffer-as-trump-puts-aid-on-chopping-block

См. также Доклда Конгрессу США об экономической помощи на 49
млрд. долл.: https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R40213.pdf
Middle East and Africa regions received largest shares of foreign assistance
in 2015
Trump Proposes Historic Budget Cuts to Fund Defense
Staying true to promise, it appears President Donald Trump really is putting
America first with his call for slashing foreign aid.
The administration's fiscal 2018 budget proposal — entitled "America First"
— calls for "deep cuts" to foreign assistance, such as a 28.5 percent funding
reduction from fiscal 2016 for international programs, including the State
Department and the U.S. Agency for International Development. The
president's initial spending requests to Congress were released on Thursday.
While the so-called "skinny budget" affirms America's commitment to U.S.
ally Israel and pledges to maintain funding for certain global health initiatives in
"low-resource" countries, it's otherwise scant on details as to how the U.S. may
geographically or thematically shift resources.
That said, it's worth taking a look at which parts of the world currently receive
— and may therefore stand to lose — the most in U.S. assistance under Trump's
proposed cuts.

In 2015, the most recent year for which reliable data are available according
to a Congressional Research Service report released in June, the U.S. provided a
total of $49 billion in aid to about 144 countries to support various objectives, from
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economic growth to expanding health care access and countering terrorism.
Topping the list were Afghanistan, Israel, Iraq, Egypt and Jordan, reflecting
America's counterterrorism drive and its strategic interests in the Middle East. Nine
of the 10 next-biggest recipients were in sub-Saharan Africa.

The map of aid distribution has changed considerably over recent decades in
response to America's evolving foreign policy interests and shifting needs for
assistance around the globe.
While the Middle East and North Africa region has consistently secured at
least 30 percent of U.S. aid, Africa's share has nearly tripled, from 11 percent in
1995 to 32 percent in 2015, reflecting significant increases in HIV/AIDS programs
in the region. South Central Asia has similarly received a steadily growing share of
assistance, largely because of aid to Afghanistan and Pakistan. At the same time,
the portion of aid to the Europe and Eurasia region has receded with the
"graduation" of many former aid recipients in Eastern Europe, according to the
CRS report.
Trump's outline says the budget "refocuses economic and development
assistance to countries of greatest strategic importance to the U.S," without naming
any specific countries or regions. Revealing some of the finer points, it also
proposes reducing funding to the United Nations and multilateral lenders like the
World Bank, while maintaining sufficient resources toward global programs to
vaccinate children and fight tuberculosis, malaria and HIV/AIDS such as the
President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, or Pepfar, which is a legacy initiative
of former Republican President George W. Bush.
Any final plan would be subject to congressional approval. In the coming
months of debate over government spending, it'll be worth remembering that
foreign aid accounted for just over one percent of the budget in 2015.
But the administration's budget director, Mick Mulvaney, told reporters on
Thursday that Trump was elected in part on his pledges to cut back on
international expenditures. "The president said specifically, hundreds of times —
you covered him — 'I am going to spend less money on people overseas and more
money on people back home.' And that's exactly what we're doing."
Первый бюджет Трампа сократит общую внешнюю помощь почти на
1/3. В том числе Пакистану! Но не все это хотят
Trump‘s first budget proposes huge cut in foreign aid, may affect
Pakistan
Dawn, March 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320918/trumps-first-budgetproposes-huge-cut-in-foreign-aid-may-affect-pakistan
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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump on Thursday proposed a $1.1tr
budget, which includes a substantial cut in foreign aid, possibly affecting Pakistan
and other recipients.
However, the US military aid to Pakistan also comes from the defence budget
where Trump proposed a massive $54bn increase.
Director of the Office of Management of Budget Mick Mulvaney told
reporters ahead of the budget proposals the administration plans to cut the State
Department‘s foreign aid programme by an unprecedented 28 per cent. ―Foreign
aid gets reduced,‖ said the US official while explaining budget cut was not a
judgement on the State Department‘s performance but because foreign aid happens
to fall within the department‘s functions.
The proposed cuts will directly affect major US aid recipients, which include
Pakistan. The top recipients in the 2016-17 budget were Afghanistan $4.7bn; Israel
$3.1bn; Egypt $1.4 bn; Iraq $1.1 bn; Jordan $1bn and Pakistan $742m. Kenya,
Nigeria, Tanzania and Ethiopia each received more than $500m.
Last week, the Trump administration made its first reimbursement of $550m
to Pakistan, setting aside rumours that Washington‘s new rulers may sever their
ties with Islamabad. The money came from the Coalition Support Fund (CSF),
which is used for reimbursing Pakistan for fighting militants on its western border
with Afghanistan.
Earlier this month, the Congress adopted the defence appropriation bill for
2017, which also sets aside $900m for providing economic and military assistance
to Pakistan. The US Congress had authorised these reimbursements in 2016 but
recent reports in the US and Indian media suggested the Trump administration may
delay or even stop the payment as it was unhappy with Pakistan‘s performance in
the war against terror.
A recent study, authored jointly by former envoy Hussain Haqqani and Lisa
Curtis of the Heritage Foundation, also suggested stopping US assistance to
Pakistan, particularly to its defence establishment, to force Islamabad to follow US
policy guidelines. Earlier this week, Congressman Ted Poe, Chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Terrorism, introduced a bill in the House of
Representatives, seeking to get Pakistan declared a state sponsor of terrorism.
Such proposals were, however, strongly disputed by the US defence
establishment.In January, Lt Gen John Nicholson, who commands US and Nato
forces in Afghanistan, told a congressional panel that Washingtion should try to
‗enlist‘ Pakistan for defeating terrorists in Afghanistan. He also told the US Senate
Armed Services Committee Pakistan‘s military operations in Fata were ―critical to
defeating insurgency‖.
Военная пакистанская делегация вернулась из США
Pakistani military delegation returns after US talks
Dawn. 13.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320182/pakistani-military-delegationreturns-after-us-talks
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WASHINGTON: A Pakistani military delegation returned home this weekend
after a weeklong visit to the United States for bilateral defence consultations.
During the delegation‘s stay in Washington, a senior US general told a
congressional panel that Pakistan was a critical US ally in the South Asian region
and urged the Trump administration to retain a close relationship with the country.
During the same period, the new US Defence Secretary James Mattis
approved the reimbursement of $550 million to Pakistan for its efforts to fight
terrorism along the Pak-Afghan border.
Also, a recent report by the US State Department‘s Office of Inspector
General acknowledged the military‘s strong role in the country‘s national security
and foreign affairs while outlining US objectives in Pakistan.
The report noted that US-Pakistan relationship encompassed issues of critical
importance to US national security, such as counterterrorism, nuclear nonproliferation, peace in Afghanistan, and domestic and South Asian regional
economic growth and development.
―Mission Pakistan‘s highest policy priorities are to promote regional stability,
combat terrorism, and support a secure, economically vibrant, and stable Pakistani
democracy,‖ the report added.
The inspector general noted that ―the Pakistani military continues to play a
strong role in national security and foreign affairs. The country faces external and
internal challenges to its stability from crime and terrorism‖.
The 20-page report noted that three unrelated events in 2011, an incident in
Lahore involving an American citizen, the killing of Osama bin Laden in a raid in
Abbottabad, and the Salala border clash, were perceived as challenges to Pakistani
sovereignty and a setback for US-Pakistan cooperation.
Since then, the two governments have taken steps to improve relations,
culminating in Secretary John Kerry‘s 2015 visit to Islamabad to co-chair the
Strategic Dialogue and the Pakistani prime minister‘s visit to the US the same year.
США предоставил грант Пакистану на 550 млн. долл. от Фонда
поддержки коалиции
US disburses $550 million under CSF to Pakistan
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1351303/us-disburses-550-million-csf-pakistan/

10th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The United States has disbursed $550 million under the
Coalition Support Fund (CSF) grant to Pakistan, rekindling Islamabad‘s hopes for
a better external account position that had come under stress due to delay in release
of the money.
The Trump administration transferred the funds this month with a fresh
tranche of $200 million coming early this week, said an official of the finance
ministry. However, despite the beginning of the process of release of CSF funds, it
is unlikely that Islamabad will get $1.65 billion in CSF disbursements before the
end of June.
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US cut funds for Pakistan by 73%: Congress report
The finance ministry had projected $1.65 billion receipts from Washington on
account of CSF when making the budget for the current fiscal year. The
government expects to receive at least another $400 million but there is no surety
that Washington will disburse this amount on time.
Pakistan‘s ambassador-designate to the US Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry met
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Thursday before his departure for Washington. Dar
asked Chaudhry to put efforts for further augmenting Pak-US economic
cooperation and trade. Although the $550 million appears a small sum for a $300
billion economy, it still matters a lot due to Islamabad‘s dependence on external
dole-outs.
The $1.65 billion or Rs170 billion are part of the government‘s non-tax
revenues and any shortfall against these estimates would widen the budget deficit
by the same amount, which will force the government to borrow from the banks.
In the last fiscal year too, Pakistan received roughly $1 billion from the US
against its budget estimates of $1.7 billion.
US Senate panel clears bill to block $300m military aid to Pakistan
The CSF disbursements are also very crucial for building foreign currency
reserves, maintaining dollar-rupee exchange rate parity and lessening strains on the
external accounts. During the week ending on March 3, SBP‘s reserves increased
by $289 million to $17.14 billion, announced the central bank on Thursday. It
added that during the last week SBP received $350 million under CSF and made
payments of $62 million on account of external debt servicing.
The $200 million came after March 3, therefore are not part of the $17.14
billion reserves, held by the SBP. Had the central bank not received $350 million
early this month, its reserves would have fallen further due to debt payments. The
CSF payments again increased the reserves level to $17 billion.
Новый пакистанский посол намерен расширять экономическое
сотрудничество с США
Economic relations: Pakistan‘s to-be US envoy promises promotion of
trade ties
The Express Tribune, February 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1339229/economicrelations-pakistans-us-envoy-promises-promotion-trade-ties/

KARACHI: Pakistan‘s ambassador designated to US Aizaz Chaudhry,
намерен who is all set to leave for Washington shortly, has stated that improving
Pakistan‘s image and enhancing cooperation in trade, energy and security will be
his top priorities.
Chaudhry, currently serving as secretary at the foreign office, said that he will
try his best to bring the business community of the two countries closer and
improve market access for exporters.
He said this while talking to a delegation of Federation of Pakistan‘s Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) led by its President Zubair Tufail.
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Chaudhry said that his top priorities will be promotion of trade and economic
cooperation as well as improving consular services. ―My foremost priority in
Washington will be to strengthen Pakistan-US relations and boost cooperation in
economic, trade, education, health, energy and science.‖
Chaudhry also said that he will try to increase the embassy‘s interaction with
the Pakistani community, he added. ―Pakistani-Americans have played a laudable
role in serving the country by projecting a positive image,‖ he said, adding that
Washington is diplomatically and strategically significant for Islamabad and it is
among one of Pakistan‘s major trading partners.
He said he would emphasise on Pakistan‘s positive contributions towards
peace and stability in the region and in Afghanistan.
Lauding the economic policies and gains by the current government FPCCI
president, informed that there were some issues hitting bilateral trade and assured
all out cooperation to the Ambassador on part of the business community of
Pakistan.
Пакистан следующий, кто будет включен в запретный список въезда в
США? (задает вопрос Times of India)
Is Pakistan next in line on Trump‘s travel ban list?
Mrutyuanjai
Mishra.
Times
of
India.
4.02.2017.
http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/mind-the-gap/is-pakistan-next-in-line-on-trumps-travelban-list/

Is Pakistan next to be included in Trump´s immigration ban list? There have
been primarily two kinds of reaction to the list of seven countries included in
Trump´s ban list. Some have considered it unnecessary and others have considered
it long overdue and necessary to protect the citizens of the United States from
random terrorist attacks.
For a long time, the United States have been expecting Pakistan to clamp
down robustly on its terrorist network, which flourishes despite all promises made
to the White House to conquer and contain those terrorist organizations that openly
preach violent jihadism.
Donald Trump has added his chief political strategist, Steve Bannon, to the
National Security Council, a man who is a strong believer in two issues. One, it is
important for America to wake up to the challenges faced by violent jihadism and
the other is the confrontation that might come from China. Trump has good
reasons to listen to the man who orchestrated his electoral victory, despite the
strong recommendation by almost all mainstream media newspapers to vote for his
opponent. The opposition from the mainstream media was unprecedented, as
among the top 100 largest newspapers in America, just two endorsed Trump. 57
American newspaper editorial boards had endorsed and hoped for a victory to
Hillary Clinton in the presidential race. This leaves Donald Trump having received
fewer endorsements than any other presidential candidate in the history of the
United States. Yet he won.
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Steve Bannon, has therefore called the mainstream media ‗the opposition
party‘, and in an interview given to The New York Times, he added, ―They (the
media) don´t understand this country. They still do not understand why Donald
Trump is the president of the United States.‖ Well, we know now who is the
president and even more that he is busy fulfilling the promises he made to his
people by passing presidential executive orders, the most famous of them the
immigration ban on seven predominantly Muslim countries.
The fear now is that Pakistan could be included in the list. Bannon, who has
been at both Harvard and Hollywood, seems determined that radical Islam is a real
threat to the United States, and he would probably want the list to be more
inclusive. Hence who could be next in the line becomes a relevant question.
Imran Khan, a populist opposition leader of the political party, Tehreek-e-Insaaf,
expressed his desire to extend the ban to include Pakistan. When speaking to the
party workers recently, Imran Khan said: ―It is being heard that Pakistanis may
face U.S. visa restriction. I pray that Trump also stops visa for Pakistanis as I
believe that it will help us develop our own country.‖ Pakistan´s relationship with
US has witnessed many ups and downs as it has not lived up to the expectation of
robustly clamping down on the terrorist network. When Osama Bin Laden was
found hiding in Pakistan close to military barracks in Abottabad in 2011, it further
jeopardized the relations.
The White House Chief of Staff, Reince Priebus, stated explicitly in an
interview, ―You can point to other countries that have similar problems, like
Pakistan and others – perhaps we need to take it further.‖ Whatever the outcome,
the election of Trump has emboldened the political parties of Europe who similarly
want to impose travel restrictions.
Having suffered Brexit and with elections due in France, Germany and the
Netherlands, no country in Europe wants to be soft on immigration, either.
Therefore the leaders of the European Union are desperately looking for ways to
block asylum seeker routes from Libya, and are spending their time this weekend
to find a lasting solution.
European leaders fearing similar outcomes in elections in EU countries, and
especially those who fear outcomes similar to that of Brexit, have started insisting
on some kind of vetting process to avoid terrorist attacks, which have hit many
European capitals during the last two years.
Whether Pakistan comes on the list or not, one thing is getting clear, that
whether you are in Europe or America, the willingness to accept asylum seekers
from predominantly Islamic countries is becoming a heavily debated political
issue, and from now on it will decide the outcome of the political battles, not just
in US but in Europe too.
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President Donald Trump (AFP Photo)
For a long time, the United States have been expecting Pakistan to clamp
down robustly on its terrorist network, which flourishes despite all promises made
to the White House to conquer and contain those terrorist organizations that openly
preach violent jihadism.
Donald Trump has added his chief political strategist, Steve Bannon, to the
National Security Council, a man who is a strong believer in two issues. One, it is
important for America to wake up to the challenges faced by violent jihadism and
the other is the confrontation that might come from China. Trump has good
reasons to listen to the man who orchestrated his electoral victory, despite the
strong recommendation by almost all mainstream media newspapers to vote for his
opponent. The opposition from the mainstream media was unprecedented, as
among the top 100 largest newspapers in America, just two endorsed Trump. 57
American newspaper editorial boards had endorsed and hoped for a victory to
Hillary Clinton in the presidential race. This leaves Donald Trump having received
fewer endorsements than any other presidential candidate in the history of the
United States. Yet he won.
Steve Bannon, has therefore called the mainstream media ‗the opposition
party‘, and in an interview given to The New York Times, he added, ―They (the
media) don´t understand this country. They still do not understand why Donald
Trump is the president of the United States.‖ Well, we know now who is the
president and even more that he is busy fulfilling the promises he made to his
people by passing presidential executive orders, the most famous of them the
immigration ban on seven predominantly Muslim countries.
The fear now is that Pakistan could be included in the list. Bannon, who has
been at both Harvard and Hollywood, seems determined that radical Islam is a real
threat to the United States, and he would probably want the list to be more
inclusive. Hence who could be next in the line becomes a relevant question.
Imran Khan, a populist opposition leader of the political party, Tehreek-e-Insaaf,
expressed his desire to extend the ban to include Pakistan. When speaking to the
party workers recently, Imran Khan said: ―It is being heard that Pakistanis may
face U.S. visa restriction. I pray that Trump also stops visa for Pakistanis as I
believe that it will help us develop our own country.‖ Pakistan´s relationship with
US has witnessed many ups and downs as it has not lived up to the expectation of
robustly clamping down on the terrorist network. When Osama Bin Laden was
found hiding in Pakistan close to military barracks in Abottabad in 2011, it further
jeopardized the relations.
The White House Chief of Staff, Reince Priebus, stated explicitly in an
interview, ―You can point to other countries that have similar problems, like
Pakistan and others – perhaps we need to take it further.‖ Whatever the outcome,
the election of Trump has emboldened the political parties of Europe who similarly
want to impose travel restrictions.
Having suffered Brexit and with elections due in France, Germany and the
Netherlands, no country in Europe wants to be soft on immigration, either.
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Therefore the leaders of the European Union are desperately looking for ways to
block asylum seeker routes from Libya, and are spending their time this weekend
to find a lasting solution.
European leaders fearing similar outcomes in elections in EU countries, and
especially those who fear outcomes similar to that of Brexit, have started insisting
on some kind of vetting process to avoid terrorist attacks, which have hit many
European capitals during the last two years.
Whether Pakistan comes on the list or not, one thing is getting clear, that
whether you are in Europe or America, the willingness to accept asylum seekers
from predominantly Islamic countries is becoming a heavily debated political
issue, and from now on it will decide the outcome of the political battles, not just
in US but in Europe too.
Экономика США выросла в 2016 г. на 1.6% - самый низкий рост после
2011 г.
US economy grows at 1.6% in 2016, weakest showing since 2011
The
Times
of
India.
Jan
27,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/international-business/us-economy-grows-at-1-6-in2016-weakest-showing-since-2011/articleshow/56814546.cms

WASHINGTON: The US economy lost momentum in the final three months
of 2016, closing out a year in which growth turned in the weakest performance in
five years.
The commerce department says the gross domestic product grew at an annual
rate of just 1.9 per cent in the October-December period, a slowdown from 3.5 per
cent growth in the third quarter. GDP, the broadest measure of economic health,
was held back by a jump in the trade deficit.
For 2016, the economy grew 1.6 per cent. It was the worst showing since
2011 and down from 2.6 per cent growth in 2015.
President Donald Trump has set a goal of doubling growth through an
ambitious stimulus program featuring tax cuts, deregulation and higher
infrastructure spending

ПАКИСТАН – АНГЛИЯ1
Шехбаз Шариф принимает мэра Лондона Sadiq Khan и предлагает
расширять английские инвестиции
Shehbaz meets London mayor in Lahore, invites British investment in
CPEC
The Express Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1577616/1shehbaz-meets-london-mayor-invites-british-investors-cpec/
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London Mayor Sadiq Khan and Punjab CM Shehbaz Sharif arrive for a lunch in Lahore on
Wednesday. PHOTO: Govt of Punjab

Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif has invited British investors to take
full advantage of investment opportunities arising through the multi-billion dollar
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.
―The CPEC has opened doors for foreign investment in Pakistan,‖ he was
quoted as saying during a lunch hosted to honour London Mayor Sadiq Khan, who
arrived in the country earlier in the day through the Wagah border. The delegation
was received by Lahore Mayor Colonel (retd) Mubashir.
―It was a pleasure to host Mayor of London @SadiqKhan (who speaks Urdu
really well) & his delegation in Lahore. Had a thorough discussion on promoting
trade and investment between our two countries. The UK-Pakistan partnership
continues to deepen with passage of time,‖ CM Sharif tweeted.
British High Commissioner Thomas Drew, London Deputy Mayor for
Business Rajesh Agarwal and a large number of British officials and investors
attended the lunch hosted by the Punjab chief minister.
Khan expressed gratitude for the warm welcome accorded to the visitors,
saying London and Lahore enjoyed very good ties.
He said he was happy to visit the country of his ancestors, and proud that his
father was a Pakistani.
―Pakistan has a bright future in international market… it can cement it place
in London and other international economies,‖ he said.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan arrives in Lahore
The British delegation also thanked the provincial government for the warm
welcome and hospitality.
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Punjab, under Shehbaz‘s leadership, presented great business opportunities,
a delegation member said. ―CM Sharif has taken exemplary steps for the progress
of Punjab,‖ he added.
Speaking on the occasion, Shehbaz said the Punjab government wanted to
extend cooperation in public transport, sanitation and traffic departments with
Britain so people of the two sides were benefitted.
Speaking about his government‘s achievements, Shehbaz said by
maintaining high standards and transparency in power generation projects, billions
have been saved from the national resources.
Appreciating British cooperation, he said accomplishments were achieved in
education, health and skill development in Punjab.
Earlier this week, Khan visited India where he met top businessmen and
celebrities of the country.
Мэр Лондона приехал в Пакистан из Индии и принес новости о мире.
Mayor of London brings peace tidings from India to Pakistan
Intikhab Hanif. Dawn, December 7th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375089/mayor-oflondon-brings-peace-tidings-from-india-to-pakistan

Mayor of London Sadiq Khan entering Pakistan from India through the Wagah border crossing on Wednesday.—APP
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LAHORE: Mayor of London Sadiq Khan arrived in Lahore via the Wagah
border on an official visit on Wednesday, with the message that many Indians
wanted good relations with Pakistan.
This is the first time a mayor of London has visited Lahore. Mr Khan is on a
six-day mission to India and Pakistan to strengthen cultural and economic ties with
the British capital. He had earlier stayed in India for three days where he met
politicians and other important personages in Mumbai, Delhi and Amritsar.
Accompanied by a delegation of investors and officials, London‘s mayor
was received warmly at the Wagah border by Mayor of Lahore retired Col
Mubashar Javed and senior officials of the Punjab government.
Earlier in the day, while visiting the Golden Temple at Amritsar in India, Mr
Khan called on the British government on Wednesday to make a formal apology
for the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre in which nearly 400 people were shot dead
by British Indian army soldiers. He called the massacre one of the most horrific
events in Indian history. ―It is wrong that successive British governments have
fallen short of delivering a formal apology to the families of those who were
killed,‖ he said.
Mr Khan later called on Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif at the latter‘s Model
Town residence and attended a luncheon there. British High Commissioner
Thomas Drew was also present on the occasion. The delegation included London‘s
Deputy Mayor for Business Rajesh Agrawal, Turkish Consul General Serder Deniz
and US Consul General Elizabeth Kennedy.
Calls for UK apology over Jallianwala Bagh massacre
Prior to Mr Khan‘s arrival in the city, CM Sharif had tweeted: ―We welcome
Mayor Sadiq Khan from the historic city of London to the historic city of Lahore.‖
Mr Khan had a one-on-one meeting with the chief minister and later visited the
Badshahi Mosque and the Lahore Fort, before attending a dialogue at Alhamra.
According to a spokesperson for the Punjab government, Mr Sharif said that
Pakistan accorded great importance to its relations with the UK. A large number of
Pakistanis were settled in London, playing an important role in enhancing bilateral
relations between the two countries, he said, adding that promoting cordial
relations between the UK and Punjab was the need of the hour.
The chief minister was quoted as saying that Pakistan had achieved great
success in its war on terrorism, and would win it by introducing various socioeconomic reforms. The government, in collaboration with the Department for
International Development of the UK, had already introduced far-reaching reforms
in education, healthcare and skills development sectors. ―We appreciate the
cooperation of British people,‖ he said.
Earlier while meeting CM Sharif, the delegation of British investors had
expressed interest in investing in projects under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). The chief minister said that the CPEC had opened new avenues
of foreign investment in Pakistan and British investors should fully avail the
opportunity.
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Mr Khan said that the cities of London and Lahore enjoyed good relations
and expressed the desire to enhance cooperation and investment with Lahore in
various sectors.
Speaking at a dinner reception given by the mayor of Lahore, Mr Khan said
he was impressed by the hospitality of the people of Lahore. He was happy to note
that Pakistan and its society were progressing. ―I am happy to know that Pakistan‘s
economy is growing,‖ he said, while thanking the mayor for according him a warm
welcome. ―I found Lahore as I had heard of it. It is the heart of Pakistan and is
certainly the hub of Pakistani culture,‖ he said.
Lahore‘s mayor thanked Mr Khan for visiting and shared that he wished to
strengthen social and cultural ties with London.
Gifts were exchanged — owner of Peshawar Zalmi Javaid Afridi presented
Mr Khan Shahid Afridi‘s cricket bat, cap and shirt. Mr Khan was scheduled to
leave for Islamabad after the reception, and to later visit Karachi.
Начальник Генштаба Англии побывал с поездкой в Хайбер Пахтунхва.
UK army chief visits Khyber Agency
Daily Times. 15/10/2017/ https://dailytimes.com.pk/125172/uk-army-chief-visits-khyberagency/

PESHAWAR: General Sir Nicholas Patrick Carter, the Chief of General
Staff (CGS) of the UK Army, called on Corps Commander Peshawar Lieutenant
General Nazir Ahmed Butt at the Corps Headquarters Peshawar on Saturday.
According to an ISPR statement, the general officer was given a detailed
briefing on Operation Radd ul Fasad (RuF), Border Management , TDP return and
the development and rehabilitation projects undertaken by Pakistan Army for the
development of tribal people in different parts of FATA.
During his visit to a forward post at Khyber Agency, he was briefed on the
achievements and culmination of Operation Khyber IV and Pak-Afghan border
fencing .
Later on, General Nicholas visited historical Khyber Pass and witnessed the
traditional legacy of tribal culture.
Earlier, on arrival at Corps Headquarters, General Sir Nicholas Patrick
Carter laid a floral wreath at Yadgar-e-Shuhada in order to pay tribute to the
martyred of Pak Army.
Commander 11 Corps Lieutenant General Nazir Ahmed Butt accompanied
the visiting dignitary during the visit.
Англия рассматривает Пакистан как близкого друга и важного
торгового партнера
UK considers Pakistan a close friend, says peer
The Express Tribune. October 8, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1525825/ukconsiders-pakistan-close-friend-says-peer/
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ISLAMABAD: National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq has said that
Pakistan values its relations with the United Kingdom and wants to strengthen the
existing relations between the two countries through enhanced economic
cooperation and parliamentary ties.
The speaker expressed these views while talking to UK‘s House of Lords
member Lord Malcolm Gray Bruce, who in turn said the UK considers Pakistan
one of its close friend and an important trading partner.
The speaker said that Pakistan attaches great importance to its strategic
partnership with the UK and both the countries have commonalities of views on
regional and global issues. He underscored the need for regular interaction between
the political leadership, parliamentarians and people of both the countries that
would strengthen the existing bilateral relations.
Ayaz Sadiq meets Korean counterpart
Sadiq also urged the UK to take notice of Indian atrocities against innocent
citizens in Kashmir. He said Pakistan is committed to UN resolutions for selfdetermination of the Kashmiri people and wants to settle its dispute with
discussion.
He also appreciated the UK‘s assistance to Pakistan in strengthening
legislative capacity of parliament and efforts undertaken to promote an inclusive
democracy in Pakistan.
Lord Bruce appreciated the remarks of the NA speaker and said that UK
considers Pakistan one of its close friend and an important trading partner. He said
the UK would expand the scope of its assistance plan and assist Pakistan in diverse
fields. He assured the speaker of maximum assistance for building legislative
capacity of parliamentarians and staff.
He valued the efforts made by the parliamentarians regarding the electoral
reforms for free, fair and transparent election in Pakistan for future.
While discussing the role of the Parliamentary Friendship Group, Lord
Bruce said that friendship groups in both parliaments could play an important role
in strengthening bilateral relations.
Англия – Пакистан: торговые и инвестиционные связи
UK working to increase FDI in Pakistan
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1465025/uk-working-increase-fdi-pakistan/
KARACHI: UK Deputy High Commissioner in Karachi Belinda Lewis has
said that her government is working on plans to increase foreign direct investment
(FDI) in Pakistan in a sustainable way.
―We plan to have long-term mutual benefits through trade and investments,‖
she said in an interview with The Express Tribune.
Governments of both Pakistan and the UK are trying to increase bilateral
trade, but trade and investment numbers have not reached desired targets.
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Currently, bilateral trade is close to $2 billion, which is heavily in favour of
Pakistan. The two countries targeted to push trade to $4 billion in 2015, but
slowdown in global economy mainly due to record low oil prices hit both
economies in recent years.
Pakistan experiences uptick in FDI during April
In 2017, Pakistan has become a $300-billion economy after achieving 5.3%
economic growth, the highest in a decade. However, its exports have declined
more than 20% from the peak and it desperately needs FDI to create new jobs.
Pakistan received $2.41 billion in FDI in fiscal year 2017, up 5% compared to
the previous year, but much lower than the record high of $5.4 billion received in
fiscal year 2008.
FDI from leading western economies has been on the decline in Pakistan for
the past few years and the UK is no exception. FDI coming from the UK fell to just
$69 million in FY17, down 54% from $151 million in the previous year.
Talking about UK‘s declining investment in Pakistan, the deputy high
commissioner said, ―it would be interesting to see if the UK‘s FDI is declining
generally (in other countries as well) or is it specific to Pakistan. I would be
surprised if it would be just Pakistan.‖
Despite a slow improvement in bilateral trade, Lewis believes the two
countries can increase trade ties due to the inherent potential that has not been
tapped yet.
For instance, she said, British companies generally do not know that the
situation in terms of regulations has improved in Pakistan and it is easy to do
business here than it used to be.
When representatives of British companies come here for the first time, they
desire to come again to find out right partners for businesses.
About 120 British companies – many of them world renowned – operate in
Pakistan in different sectors like consumer goods, banking, energy,
pharmaceutical, education, etc.
Tesco Plc – UK‘s largest and world‘s third largest retailer in terms of turnover
– in February 2017 partnered with Alpha Supermarkets to launch its food and nonfood products in Pakistan.
Photo competition celebrates Pak-UK shared heritage
Currently, Tesco is not investing in Pakistan, but its local partners say it may
enter the market if its experience goes well.
Lewis believes Tesco can come to Pakistan independently due to its fast
growing retail market, growing middle class and the overall size of population.
Speaking about major concerns of UK investors, she said regulations and
legal framework came on top when new investors looked towards Pakistan as an
investment destination.
―Finding a right partner is also very important, there are some new UK
companies that are entering Pakistan because they have partnered with their
partners of choice,‖ she added.
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The immediate challenge for both the countries is to maintain the current
trade volume in the wake of the UK‘s departure from the European Union (EU),
also known as Brexit.
The UK has already assured Pakistan that it would provide the same trade
benefits that Pakistan currently enjoys under the Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP) Plus in the EU.
Within EU, about 25% of Pakistan‘s exports go to the UK, so it is a very
important market.
―Our first priority is to maintain current trade access to Pakistan after Brexit,‖
Department for International Trade Deputy Director Trade Matthew Lister
commented.
―Once we succeeded in maintaining the current trade volumes, we will
enhance our relationship even further.‖
О наращивании военных сил Великобритании в Афганистане (операция
«Торал»)
О‘Делл М.А. 23 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36581

Операция «Торал» является кодовым названием британского
присутствия в Афганистане после 2014 года в рамках миссии «Решительной
поддержки» НАТО. Цель операции «Торал» в Афганистане – обеспечение
обучения, консультации и поддержка афганских сил безопасности, а также
контртеррористические и боевые действия. Миссия «Решительная
поддержка» НАТО по состоянию на 25 мая 2017 года предусматривала
развертывание примерно 12 000 военных из НАТО и стран-партнѐров в
Афганистане. Штаб-квартиры военного контингента расположены в Кабуле
и на авиабазе Баграм.
29 июня 2017 года стало известно о планах увеличения численности
войск в Афганистане до 15 000 человек в рамках действующей миссии из-за
ухудшения ситуации в стране. Генеральный секретарь НАТО Йенс
Столтенберг подтвердил, что НАТО увеличит свою поддержку афганских
сил безопасности. По его словам «миссия гарантирует безопасность
Афганистана, а главное не позволит стать убежищем международного
терроризма». Й.Столтенберг сказал, что ряд союзников и партнѐров по
НАТО взяли на себя обязательство увеличить свои воинские контингенты, и
подчеркнул, что Альянс будет продолжать укреплять своѐ политическое
партнѐрство и практическое сотрудничество с Афганистаном. Генсек НАТО
поблагодарил афганские силы безопасности, заявив: что «каждый день они
проявляют храбрость и стойкость, ведут борьбу, чтобы победить террористов
и защитить свой народ».
Министр обороны Майкл Фэллон подтвердил, что на данный момент в
Афганистане находтся 500 военнослужащих Великобритании, но не
участвуют в боевых действиях, а только поддерживают афганскую армию.
Министр обороны Великобритании подчеркнул, что в ближайшее время
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будут сформированы Команды по подготовке консультантов и обучению
(TAAC), которые напрямую поддержат четыре из шести афганских
армейских корпусов. TAAC East будет оказывать помощь 201-му корпусу
FOB Gamberi и FOB Fenty, расположенным около Джелалабада, TAAC South
поможет 205-му корпусу из международного аэропорта г. Кандагар, TAAC
West будет оказывать помощь 207-му корпусу в Герате, а TAAC North будет
работать с 209-м корпусом из Мазари-Шарифа.
В настоящее время правительство Австралии также рассматривает
просьбу НАТО о расширении своего развертывания в Афганистане из-за
растущей угрозы «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в РФ).
Австралийские силы обороны (ADF) имеют контингент из 270 человек,
выполняющих в тренировочные и консультационные функции в рамках
операции «Высокий путь».
Премьер-министр Великобритании Тереза Мэй выступила на совещании
НАТО с заявлением: «Великобритания готова увеличить свой вклад военных
сил в небоевой роли, чтобы продемонстрировать постоянную поддержку
миссии НАТО в Афганистане».
Майор Пэдди Пратт, глава британского подразделения по операциям в
Кабуле, сказал: «Мы провели много разведывательных находились, в том
числе с использованием БЛА, и мы разработали стратегию контратаки в
Афганистане против «Исламского государства»».
В таблице 1 представлены армейские подразделения Великобритании,
которые находились в Афганистане после вывода основного контингента
британских войск из страны.
Таблица 1. Британские армейские подразделения в Афганистане
2-й батальон (2 RIFLES)
7-й батальон (7 RIFLES)
1-й батальон королевского
Англиканского
полка
(1
R
ANGLIAN)
2-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (2 SCOTS)
5-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (5 SCOTS)
6-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (6 SCOTS)
года
103 Батальон (Remi)
2-й батальон (2 RGR)
1-й батальон, Королевский
ирландский полк (1 R IRISH)

январь — февраль 2015 гг.
январь-февраль 2015 гг.
февраль — август 2015 гг.
июль 2015 — апрель 2016 гг.
июль 2015 — апрель 2016 гг.
июль 2015 года — апрель 2016
февраль 2016 года
апрель — декабрь 2016 гг.
декабрь 2016 — июль 2017 гг.

Несмотря на усиление военного контингента Великобритании в
Афганистане в рамках НАТО, основной целью которого заявлено оказание
афганской армии тренировочной и консультационной помощи, существует
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высокая вероятность втягивания британских армейских подразделений в
боевые действия. Скорее всего после начала операции «Торал»
сопротивление противника только возрастѐт, что ещѐ больше
дестабилизирует ситуацию в Афганистане. После 13 лет участия
иностранных, в том числе и британских, войск в войне в Афганистане и ещѐ
двух с половиной лет тренировок, консультаций и поддержи афганской
армии, Движение «Талибан» и «Исламское государство» продолжают
активно действовать, а вот достижение мира в этой стране не
просматривается.
Англия – главный сторонник КПЭК, - заявил посол Великобритании в
Пакистане
UK biggest supporter of CPEC, says envoy
Sharif Khan. The Nation. July 19, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Jul-2017/ukbiggest-supporter-of-cpec-says-envoy

Quetta - British High Commissioner Thomas Drew Tuesday said his country
was the biggest supporter of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which
will not only bring economic prosperity and progress to Pakistan and Balochistan,
but will also bring a revolution in the whole region.
He said British High Commission will provide every possible help to connect
links of British International Team and British Chamber of Commerce with
Balochistan Chamber of Commerce and Industries for investment in various
sectors of the province.
Thomas Drew was welcomed by President of Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Haji Abdul Wadood Achakzai and other members.
The representatives of Chambers of Commerce and Industry briefed the
British high commissioner about vast unexplored opportunities of investment in
the province. They said the Balochistan people attached with commerce and trade
wanted to strengthen business links between the two countries through joint
ventures.
They also appealed to British high commissioner to pave way for smooth
rapport between Chamber of Commerce and International Trade Team.
Thomas Drew said United Kingdom was the biggest supporter of CPEC.
―It is a welcome move,‖ said Thomas, ―that law and order situation in
Balochistan has substantially improved and people linked to commerce and trade
are looking satisfied.‖
He added there was no condition of English language on visit visa and soon
they would be resuming English language test process after 10 years in
Balochistan.
Drew clarified that there will be no deferments of issuing United Kingdom
visas for those applicants having complete documents and more efforts will be
made to ease the process.
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ПАКИСТАН – ЯПОНИЯ1
Совместная с Японией борьба с терроризмом
Pak-Japan counter-terror talks held
The Nation. December 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/20-Dec-2017/pak-japan-counterterror-talks-held

ISLAMABAD - The third round of Pakistan-Japan counter-terrorism
consultations was held here Tuesday, a foreign ministry statement said.
The Pakistan delegation was led by Tasnim Aslam, Special Secretary (UN
and European Commission), Ministry of Foreign Affairs while the Japanese side
was led by Eiji Yamamoto, Ambassador in charge of International Cooperation for
Countering Terrorism and International Organized Crime of Japan , said the
statement.
The two sides held in-depth discussions on various aspects of the threat
posed by international terrorism and reiterated their resolve to jointly combat
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, it added.
Pakistan briefed the Japanese delegation on the improved security situation
in the country as a result of the concerted actions by all segments of the society.
The major successes achieved in the fight against terrorism through
operations like Zarb-e-Azb and Raddul Fasad as well as implementation of
National Action Plan was also highlighted, the statement said.
The Japanese side, while reaffirming its solidarity with the victims of
terrorist attacks and recognizing the sacrifices and successes of Pakistan in the
fight against terrorism, expressed support for Pakistan‘s continuing efforts in this
regard, it said.
Both sides also exchanged views on the threat posed by Daesh in the Middle
East and other parts of the world.
The two sides agreed to explore further avenues for promoting bilateral
cooperation on countering-terrorism. The discussions were held in a cordial and
frank manner. Both parties agreed to continue this dialogue in the future.
Пакистано-японские связи расширяются
Deepening Pak-Japan ties
DR AHMAD RASHID MALIK (Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Strategic
Studies Islamabad). The Nation. October 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/08-Oct2017/deepening-pak-japan-ties

Senior Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan, Kazuyuki Yamazaki,
headed the Japanese delegation to Pakistan on 3 October to participate at the 10th
Round Bilateral Consultation.
The Pakistan side was led by Foreign Secretary, Tehmina Janjua.
The two sides discussed the evolving peace and security situation in their
respective regions including Afghanistan and Korean Peninsula as well as
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international issues such as disarmament, non-proliferation, Nuclear Suppliers
Group NSG),and counter-terrorism besides the situation in Kashmir.
On most of these issues, both sides differed in their opinion.
The Joint Statement issues in New Delhi with respect to the recent visit of
the Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to India, upset Islamabad with reference
to terrorism.
Foreign Office spokesperson, Nafees Zakaria, regretted the mentioning of
Pakistan as a country sheltering terrorists in the Joint Statement issued at the
conclusion of Japanese Prime Minister‘s visit to India.
This was the return of the Trump language used against Pakistan, creating
uproar between Islamabad and Washington.
Tokyo needs to understand Islamabad without taking hints either from
Washington and New Delhi.
A solid bilateral relationship between Pakistan and Japan needs to be
evolved.
We must recall here that when Pakistan came into being in 1947, Japan was
under the U.
Pakistan had friendly ties with both the United States and Great Britain but it
pleaded the case of Japan‘s sovereignty and end of the Occupation.
There are a number of highly praiseworthy gestures, which Pakistan had
shown toward Japan in the 1950s.
Japan also needs to stand by such gestures in cultivating present ties.
Pakistan-Japan ties are friendly but not warm for the past many years.
Both countries lack a big initiative to cozy up cool ties.
They are still entangled in issues that are not so directly related to them.
Redirection of ties are needed to reinforce them by decision-makers in
Islamabad and Tokyo.
The last high-level visit by Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi to
Pakistan was made in 2005.
From Pakistan‘s side, President Asif Ali Zardari visited Japan in 2011.
For the past seven years, there is no high-level interaction between the two
countries and the diplomatic gulf is on the rise as mentioned above.
To express satisfaction over the existing political ties between the two
countries, looks like a diplomatic overstatement.
As both nations observe 65th anniversary of the establishment of the
diplomatic ties this year, relations have actually drifted away in the past many
years.
The nuclear issue has remained on the top between Islamabad and Tokyo.
Japan suspended aid to Pakistan after it conducted nuclear test on 28 May
1998.
Japan also suspects military and nuclear linkages between Islamabad and
Pyongyang.
Japan‘s providing of nuclear civil nuclear technology to India, is another
thorny issue between Islamabad and Tokyo.
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Japan struck the nuclear deal with India in July this year, which Pakistan
objected on the ground that a similar deal shall be signed with Pakistan too but
Japan does not considered it essential.
Tokyo repeatedly refuses to offer such a civil nuclear deal to Islamabad.
China should not be taken as an adverse and deleterious factor in diverting
ties between Pakistan and Japan.
In the past, Pakistan tried to link up China with Japan, but and apathetic in
opening dialogue with the former.
This was in relation to connecting Pakistan‘s national flag carrier (PIA) via
Peking or Canton to Tokyo to open up China in the 1960s, during the peak of the
Cold War, for trade and commercial reasons.
Although Japan followed the American foot-prints on China, Pakistan
reminded Japan of this development much ahead.
Ten years earlier than the Sino-American normalization, Foreign Minister
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto told a Japanese delegation that the United States will open
dialogue with China.
The Sino-Japan normalization in 1972 put both countries‘ ties on developing
a robust trade and investment relations soon China adopted economic reforms in
1978.
The role of Pakistan in China‘s opening was commendable.
Japan also significantly mattered in Pakistan‘s foreign trade.
It was the largest trading partner before the Sino-Pakistan trade blossom to a
large extent.
Today‘s bilateral trade stands around US$ 2 billion between Pakistan and
Japan and crossed the barrier of US$ 20 billion between Pakistan and China.
Tokyo‘s reluctance to promote ties with Islamabad was a major reason.
Japanese investor‘s interests in Pakistan has dwindled in the past two
decades .
Japan invested US$ 45 million in 2017 in Pakistan compared to China‘s FDI
of US$ 1.1 billion for the same period.
Japanese investment in big projects completely missed out.
The signing of the US$ 24 million loan facility in May to construct the
Burhan-Islamabad electricity transmission line is a notable project signed in many
years.
Japanese companies only invests in small commercial projects.
It is true that economic ties suffered the most, which needs urgent attention.
JETRO, JAICA, Japan Bank of International Cooperation (JBIC), Federation
of Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry and its counterpart Federation of
Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and the Pakistan-Japan Business
Committee and vice versa should work on projects to promote ties.
Japanese companies should explore opportunities under the changed
economic situation of Pakistan.
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They should activate to initiate big economic projects at the Government
level and mega commercial projects to be taken by Japanese multinationals to
revive the mutual spirit and confidence of the 1960s.
Исаак Дар считает, что Япония надолго останется важным партнером
Пакистана
Japan is a long time partner in economic development: Dar
Shoaib
Ur
Rehman.
BR.
Aug
18th,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/08/18/365545/japan-is-a-long-time-partner-in-economicdevelopment-dar/

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar Friday said
that Japan was a long time partner of Pakistan in its quest for economic
development.
Finance minister was talking to Japanese Ambassador, Takashi Kurai who
called on him here.
During the meeting, both the dignitaries discussed Pak-Japan bilateral
relations and overall economic cooperation between the two countries.
On the occasion, the Japanese Ambassador said that his country was always
ready to contribute to socio-economic uplift in Pakistan. Japanese Ambassador,
Finance Minister Dar discussed economic and trade cooperation.
Ambassador Korai apprised the Finance Minister of the new investments
being made by Japanese companies in Pakistan.
He referred to joint venture for milk powder production facility and fresh
investment for expansion in automotive sector as examples of continued interest of
Japenese investors in the business opportunities in Pakistan.
He said that a number of companies were currently exploring opportunities in
various sectors.
The Finance Minister on the occasion recalled his meeting with the Japanese
Deputy Prime Minister on the sidelines of the Asian Development Bank's annual
meeting in Yokohama and said that it opened new avenues of cooperation in the
financial sector.
Ambassador Kurai informed that a delegation of Japan Bank for International
Cooperation would visit Pakistan in September to take the discussions further and
work out details for financial sector collaboration.
Ambassador Korai also recounted meeting of Pakistan Japan Business Forum
(PJBF) in November 2015 and setting up of Joint Trade Committee which was
working for promoting trade between the two countries.
Finance Minister Dar thanked the Ambassador for his proactive role in
promoting economic cooperation between the two countries.
He assured him that the government would extend all possible cooperation to
facilitate the Japanese investors and businessmen in their new ventures.
He also welcomed the planned visit of the Japanese Bank's delegation and
said it would provide an opportunity to both sides to discuss technical issues in
greater detail.
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Инвестиционные отношения с Японией
ADP meeting: Dar calls for greater Japanese investment
The Express Tribune. 16.06.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1403904/dar-calls-greaterjapanese-investment/

YOKOHAMA: Finance Minister Senator Muhammad Ishaq Dar urged the
Japanese corporations to reap the advantage of economic opportunities in Pakistan.
The Japanese firms already working in Pakistan are enjoying tremendous
beneficial run, he said on Sunday during a meeting with the Deputy Prime Minister
and Finance Minister of Japan Taro Aso, on the sidelines of 50th Annual Meeting
of Board of Governors of the Asian Development Bank (ADP).
Apprising Taro Aso of investment potential in Pakistan, Ishaq Dar also
mentioned the recent report of PWC (PricewaterhouseCoopers – one of the world‘s
largest professional services firms), which said Pakistan would be a member of
G20 by 2030.
South Asian countries need more regional connectivity: Ishaq Dar
The Japanese deputy prime minister appreciated the economic performance of
the ruling democratic dispensation in Pakistan, saying the country was well poised
for Japanese and international investors as an attractive investment destination,
especially in the textile sector.
Dar extended invitation to Taro Aso to visit Pakistan on mutually convenient
dates.
Earlier in his address at the Business Session of ADB 50th Annual Meeting,
the finance minister informed the participants about macroeconomic stability
achieved by Pakistan during last four years following successful implementation of
a comprehensive structural reforms agenda.
The next millennium belongs to Asia: Ishaq Dar
Credit rating agencies, international financial institutions, development
partners, think-tanks, independent economists and experts recognised Pakistan‘s
economic turnaround and macroeconomic stability, he said, adding the country‘s
focus was now on inclusive growth.
The minister lauded commitment of ADP President Takehito Nakao in
pursuing reforms agenda, contribution towards economic development and poverty
reduction in the Asia-Pacific region.
Японские инвестиции в Пакистане растут
‗Japanese investment in Pakistan has increased in last two years‘
The Express Tribune, February 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1317970/bilateralties-japanese-investment-pakistan-increased-last-two-years/

HYDERABAD: Japanese Consul-General Toshikazu Isomura has said that
investment from his country‘s businesses in Pakistan has increased over the last
two years. During a visit to the Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (HMC) on
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Sunday, he said that around 81 Japanese companies are currently working on
various projects in Pakistan.
HMC Mayor Syed Tayyab Hussain briefed the consul-general about the local
government system in Sindh and their responsibilities. ―In the rest of the world,
local government institutions are given authority but in our country, LG
organisations are powerless and lack resources,‖ he told the Japanese diplomat.
Isomura also visited Sindh University in Jamshoro where he said that he is
considering appointing a Japanese language teacher in SU‘s Area Study Centre. He
said that teachers of the language have already been appointed at the Karachi
University and Hamdard University.
From Dubai back to Pakistan: the real estate investors‘ journey
He said that Sindhi ajraks, caps, embroidery and handicrafts can find a market
in Japan. People in Japan have a special liking for Sindhi cultural handicrafts and I
see a great deal of similarity between the cultures of Pakistan and Japan, especially
that of Sindh, said the consul-general.
SU vice-chancellor Prof Dr Fateh Muhammad Burfat requested the diplomat
to provide scholarships to his students so that they can study in Japan.

ПАКИСТАН – ИНДИЯ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
ВНЕШНЯЯ ПОЛИТИКА - ИНДИЯ1
Индия проигрывает Мальдивы Китаю
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 29.12.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/12/29/indiya-proigry-vaet-mal-divy-kitayu/

В конце 2017 г. было подписано соглашение о зоне свободной торговли
(ЗСТ) между Китаем и Мальдивской Республикой (МР) – островным
государством в Индийском океане, недалеко от Шри-Ланки и южного
побережья Индии. Для Индии эта сделка стала неприятной неожиданностью.
Столица МР Мале – единственный город и порт на территории страны.
Как и все порты Индийского океана, Мале входит в зону интересов Китая в
связи с его проектом «Морской Шелковый путь XXI в.» (МШП), который
призван объединить все морские пути сообщения между Азией, Европой и
Африкой и охватывает все южное побережье евразийского континента.
По заявлениям КНР, проект МШП, как и проект «Один пояс – один
путь» (ОПОП), субпроектом которого является МШП, преследуют
исключительно экономические цели, направленные на развитие торговли и
сотрудничества в регионе. Однако некоторые страны относятся к этим
проектам скептически, полагая, что ОПОП и МШП способствуют
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чрезмерному усилению политического влияния Китая во всем мире. Среди
противников ОПОП находится главный конкурент Китая в Азии и близкий
сосед Мальдив – Индия.
Кроме опасений глобального китайского доминирования, у Индии есть
и региональные причины с подозрением относиться к ОПОП и МШП. Дело в
том, что в рамках этих проектов Китай активно развивает сотрудничество с
соседями Индии, такими как Бангладеш, Непал, Шри-Ланка, стремясь
превратить их в свои зоны влияния. Мальдивская Республика тоже относится
к этому списку. Также КНР сотрудничает с Пакистаном, который является
давним противником Индии. Китай делает большие инвестиции в
транспортную инфраструктуру и социально-экономическое развитие этих
государств, в том числе Пекин вкладывает деньги в развитие морских портов
тех из них, которые имеют выход к морю.
Особое недовольство индийцев вызывают попытки Китая наладить
военное сотрудничество с этими странами. Официально Китай не стремится
к военному доминированию в зоне МШП, однако в августе 2016 г. была
открыта первая военная база КНР в Джибути, африканской стране на берегу
Баб-эль-Мандебского пролива, стратегически важного участка морского пути
между Европой и Азией. Также корабли китайских ВМС периодически
заходят в порты государств, участвующих в МШП, таких как Шри-Ланка. В
августе 2017 г. три китайских военных корабля зашли и в порт Мале, что
вызвало весьма негативную реакцию Нью-Дели.
Отношения между КНР и МР стабильно развиваются уже 45 лет. Два
государства активно сотрудничают в экономической сфере. Мальдивы с
энтузиазмом отнеслись к проекту ОПОП и его субпроекту МШП. В 2014 г.
Мальдивы посетил лидер КНР Си Цзиньпин. Во время своего визита он
получил согласие МР участвовать в проекте ОПОП и стать частью МШП. В
том же году взаимный торговый оборот Китая и Мальдив превысил $100
млн, после чего между ними начались переговоры о создании ЗСТ, в которой
были бы сведены к нулю таможенные тарифы на более чем 95% товаров.
Индия, с беспокойством относящаяся к китайской активности в МР,
пристально следила за ходом переговоров, однако заключение китайскомальдивского соглашения о ЗСТ застигло ее врасплох.
По сообщениям индийских СМИ, 29 ноября 2017 г. правительство
действующего президента Мальдив Абдуллы Ямина стремительно
«протащило» закон о ЗСТ через мальдивский парламент с серьезными
нарушениями. Так, сообщается, что в заседании не участвовало минимальное
количество парламентариев (43 из 85), необходимое для принятия закона, и
не было представителей оппозиции: присутствовали только члены
президентской «Прогрессивной Партии Мальдив». Также индийская сторона
утверждает, что на изучение и подписание объемного документа было
потрачено около одного часа. В целом индийские СМИ характеризуют
ситуацию как дипломатический провал своей страны и окончательный уход
Мальдив из-под индийского влияния. Также, по их мнению, ситуация
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демонстрирует желание Китая распространить свое влияние в Южной Азии
любой ценой.
7 декабря 2017 г. китайско-мальдивское соглашение о свободной
торговле было подписано президентом МР Абдуллой Ямином и лидером
КНР Си Цзиньпином во время официального визита Абдуллы Ямина в
Пекин.
По словам руководителя КНР, отношения Китая с Мальдивами
успешно развиваются, КНР приветствует активное участие МР в проекте
ОПОП и считает эту страну важным партнером в создании МШП. Также Си
Цзиньпин сообщил, что КНР рассчитывает на дальнейшее сближение и
совместное развитие с Мальдивами.
Абдулла Ямин в ответ заявил, что КНР – важный партнер его страны и
отметил роль ОПОП в развитии многих малых государств. Он выразил
поддержку принципу «одного Китая» и желание дальше развивать с КНР
дружественные отношения и экономическое сотрудничество.
Спустя неделю после подписания договора китайским и мальдивским
лидерами свое мнение официально озвучила Индия. Официальный
представитель индийского МИДа Равиш Кумар заявил, что Индия придает
большое значение своим отношениям с МР и поэтому ожидала от нее
большего внимания к своим опасениям, связанным с ростом экономического
влияния и военного присутствия КНР в Индийском океане. Он напомнил о
давних исторических и культурных связях Мальдив и Индии, а также
сообщил, что его страна выступает за демократию, развитие и стабильность в
МР. Кроме того, Р. Кумар выразил удивление, связанное с тем, что
Мальдивы так спешно подписали договор с Китаем, несмотря на то, что
Абдулла Ямин во время своего последнего визита в Нью-Дели заявлял, что
МР сперва подпишет такое соглашение с Индией. Также представитель
индийского МИДа выразил надежду, что МР в будущем будет внимательнее
к интересам своего соседа и партнера – Индии. Тем не менее, в заключение
он сообщил, что Индия будет поддерживать развитие отношений между
Мальдивами и Китаем, пока они способствуют миру и стабильности в
регионе.
Следует отметить, что многие эксперты считают ЗСТ с Китаем
необходимостью для экономики Мальдив. Главными источниками дохода
МР являются туризм и рыболовство. До 2013 г. основными импортерами
мальдивской рыбной продукции были страны Евросоюза. Однако в 2013 г.
ЕС лишил Мальдивы торговых преференций, что значительно снизило
доходы этой страны. Сейчас главным импортером рыбной продукции из
Мальдив является Китай, а благодаря ЗСТ МР рассчитывает резко нарастить
свой рыбный экспорт в КНР.
Также следует помнить, что туризм – главный источник дохода
Мальдив – сейчас тоже зависит от отношений этой страны с Китаем.
Большинство туристов, посещающих сейчас Мальдивы, – граждане КНР.
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Таким образом, от сотрудничества с Китаем зависят две главные отрасли
мальдивской экономики.
Неудивительно, что Мальдивы стремительно разворачиваются в
сторону КНР, даже несмотря на свои давние связи с Индией. Китай ведет
активную работу по укреплению своего влияния во всех странах региона,
которые идут на сотрудничество потому, что оно сулит реальную выгоду.
Возможно, Индии следует приглядеться к действиям КНР, если она хочет
сохранить свои позиции в Южной Азии.
О некоторых итогах 2017 г. в китайско-индийских отношениях
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 28.12.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/12/28/o-nekotory-h-itogah-2017-g-v-kitajsko-indijskih-otnosheniyah/

Факт переговоров члена Госсовета КНР Ян Цзечи с премьерминистром Индии Нарендрой Моди, прошедших 23 декабря с. г. в Нью-Дели,
подходящий повод для того, чтобы подвести некоторые итоги развития в
2017 г. отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами.
На авторский взгляд, главный итог заключается в том, что руководству
обеих стран удалось удержать в определѐнных рамках конфликт,
разразившийся в конце лета в районе небольшого участка двусторонней
границы на плато Доклам в Гималаях.
Сегодня можно только гадать о масштабах последствий перерастания
этого конфликта в вооружѐнные действия. Как для двусторонних отношений,
так и для ситуации во всѐм Регионе Индийского и Тихого океанов. При том
что нынешние Индия и Китай далеко не те ―развивающиеся‖ страны начала
60-х годов, когда они впервые оказались в состоянии войны в соседнем
Тибете.
Даже не выходя из формата словесных перебранок между
пограничниками, конфликт на плато Доклам (являющийся, скорее,
следствием, чем причиной возрастающих сложностей в двусторонних
отношениях) едва не привѐл к срыву очередной встречи лидеров странчленов БРИКС.
Детали состоявшихся в индийской столице переговоров между
индийским премьер-министром и высоким китайским гостем не
разглашаются. Не исключено, что их непосредственным поводом стал
инцидент с потерей индийского дрона в районе того же плато Доклам,
случившийся спустя три месяца после исчерпания (вроде бы) самого
конфликта. Обеим сторонам, взявшим курс на предотвращение перехода
двусторонней стратегической игры в формат с нулевой суммой, необходимо
было как-то ―утрясти‖ уже начавший разгораться очередной скандал.
Однако сама игра продолжается, что проявляется, в частности, в
соперничестве Индии и КНР за влияние на такие страны, как Шри-Ланка,
Мьянма, Непал, Пакистан, Афганистан. Комментировавшиеся ранее в НВО
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примечательные события, случившиеся в прошедшем году в этих странах,
также вполне могли быть темой переговоров.
С понятной настороженностью в Индии отнеслись к завершению в
декабре 2017 г. затянувшегося процесса передачи Китаю ланкийского порта
Хамбантота на условиях концессии сроком на 99 лет. Для задолжавшей
Китаю 8 млрд долл. Шри-Ланке, эта сделка носила чисто коммерческий
характер. Тем более что по условиям концессии Китай взял на себя
обязательство не использовать Хамбантота в военных целях.
Однако в Индии контролирование Китаем порта на южной
оконечности острова Цейлон (то есть в десятках километрах от важнейшего в
мире морского торгового маршрута) рассматривают в качестве
потенциальной угрозы собственным стратегическим позициям в Индийском
океане.
Очевидным является китайско-индийское соперничество в Мьянме.
Причѐм, если в течение многих десятилетий всестороннее влияние Пекина на
эту страну было неоспоримым, то с приходом в мае 2014 г. в Индии к власти
правоконсервативного правительства Н. Моди активизируется индийская
политика на восточном направлении в целом и, прежде всего, в Мьянме.
Впрочем, позиций Индии и КНР достаточно близки в проблематике
рохинья – религиозно-этнического меньшинства Мьянмы. Ни Пекин, ни
Нью-Дели не заинтересованы в активизации в Южной Азии радикальных
исламистских движений под предлогом оказания помощи (действительно,
гонимому) меньшинству Мьянмы, исповедующему ислам.
Давнее китайско-индийское ―перетягивание каната‖ в Непале в конце
2017 г. проявилось в скрытой и явной поддержке ―патронируемых‖
политических сил, боровшихся за победу на первых за почти 20 лет
парламентских выборах, которые прошли в два тура (26 ноября и 7 декабря).
Газета Indian Express прокомментировала их итоги в статье под говорящим
заголовком: ―По мере разворота Непала влево, КП Оли будет углублять связи
с Китаем‖. Напомним, что лидер Коммунистической партии КП Оли уже
дважды был премьер-министром страны и, скорее всего, займѐт этот пост
снова.
В целом в Индии настороженно встретили итоги выборов в Непале,
хотя и выражается надежда (как представляется, вполне обоснованная) на то,
что в Катманду оценят выгоды от поддержания связей с Нью-Дели.
Не наблюдается никакого китайско-индийского соперничества в
Пакистане, ибо Индия находится ―вне игры‖, происходящей на территории
северо-западного соседа. По причине того, что обе страны со дня обретения
независимости (то есть с конца 40-х годов прошлого века) находятся в
состоянии вражды, периодически принимающей форму открытых военных
действий. Причѐм Китай всегда в той или иной мере стоял на стороне
Пакистана. Сегодня Пекин вообще играет роль ―патрона‖ Исламабада.
Поэтому Индия выступает в основном в роли наблюдателя за тем, что
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происходит в китайско-пакистанских отношениях, в которых, однако,
обозначилась серьѐзная проблема.
Речь идѐт о ―приостановлении‖ финансирования Китаем так
называемого Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора, то есть
проекта, которому обе стороны придают исключительно важное значение.
Вполне
убедительной
выглядит
заявленная
Пекином основная
причина такого шага, обусловленная проблемой обеспечения безопасности
вдоль всего коридора, протяжѐнностью в 2500 км. Другим фактором является
коррупции бюрократического аппарата Пакистана.
Ибо нельзя вкладываться (да ещѐ в заявленных объѐмах на сумму
свыше 50 млрд долл.) в экономические проекты в стране, периодически
подвергающейся внутренним потрясениям. Летом-осенью 2017 г. Пакистан
подошѐл к черте государственной катастрофы из-за резкого обострения
давнего противостояния клерикальных и светских кругов общества.
Что касается двусторонних индо-пакистанских отношений, то в 2017 г.
наблюдалась дальнейшая деградации даже того немногого, что в них есть. В
прошедшем году несколько раз и по разным поводам стороны оказывались в
шаге от очередной войны. Особенно напряжѐнная ситуация сохраняется в
районе ―Линии контроля‖, то есть непризнанной обеими странами
фактической границы, отделяющей индийский штат Джамму и Кашмир от
территории Пакистана.
В 2017 г. зафиксировано почти 300 различного рода инцидентов (в том
числе с подключением подразделений вооружѐнных сил обеих стран) по
сравнению с 228 происшествиями в 2016 г.
В НВО не раз обсуждалась тема игр вокруг проблемы контроля
территории Афганистана, в которые во всѐ большей мере втягиваются Китай
и Индия, о чѐм свидетельствуют ряд событий и фактов 2017 г. Из них
последним стала, состоявшаяся в начале декабря, церемония завершения
первого этапа работ по модернизации иранского порта Чабахар, который
располагается на берегу Ормузского залива.
Вкладывая в указанный проект порядка 500 млн долл., Индия едва ли
не решающим образом руководствуется соображениями обеспечения
транспортной связи с Афганистаном, которая будет проходить по территории
дружественного Ирана. Эти соображения подтверждаются комментариями в
индийской прессе, посвящѐнными вводу в эксплуатацию первой
очереди порта Чабахар.
Наконец, представляют интерес прогнозные оценки тенденций
развития отношений между КНР и Индией в 2018 г., сделанные китайской
газетой Global Times. Квалифицируя 2017 г. как ―самый худший‖ в истории
двусторонних отношений последних лет, автор этих оценок выражает
надежду на реализацию имеющихся возможностей в целях исправления
ситуации.
Помимо рассмотренных выше источников проблем, которые могут
этому помешать, упоминается ряд других. Например, неприятие Индией
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проекта ВШП, отказ КНР поддержать вступление Индии в Группу ядерных
поставщиков, активность на индийской территории Далай-ламы и
―правительства Тибета в изгнании‖, нерешѐнность территориальных
проблем. Ожидаемо негативную реакцию в Китае вызвала и активизация
Индии на Тайване ―без оглядки на мейнленд‖.
Но, на авторский взгляд, переходом ―красной черты‖ может стать
вхождение Индии в нечто похожее на военно-политический союз с
участием США, Японии и Австралии. Тем более если (гипотетическая)
―Четвѐрка‖ будет формализована неким обязывающим документом по типу
НАТО или американо-японского Соглашения о безопасности 1960 г.
Для того чтобы оставалась хоть какая-то надежда на перспективу
позитивного развития китайско-индийских отношений, ситуации в РИТО и в
мире в целом, было бы желательно, чтобы в Индии учитывали понятные
опасения КНР в связи с этим проектом очевидной антикитайской
направленности.
В январе израильский премьер приедет в Индию на 4 дня – отношения
двух стран развиваются.
After UN vote, India readies red carpet for Netanyahu
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
28,
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/after-un-vote-india-readies-red-carpet-fornetanyahu/articleshow/62274844.cms

2017.

NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi prepares to spend four days
with Benjamin Netanyahu in January, weeks after India's recent Jerusalemvote in
the UN prompting a diplomatic protest by the Israeli government which "expressed
its comments and sentiments" through diplomatic channels.
Net
anyahu's visit, the first by an Israeli PM after the 2003 trip by Ariel Sharon,
is expected to mark a new high in bilateral relations, with the Israeli PM having a
packed schedule for four days beginning January 16. While the formal part of the
visit will be in the national capital where he will also deliver a keynote address at
the Raisina Dialogue, Netanyahu will take a break from his official engagements to
see the Taj Mahal in Agra with his wife. Modi will then accompany him to
Ahmedabad, where, as chief minister, he had intensified ties with Israel.
Netanyahu will meet India's business leaders in Mumbai and spend some
emotionally charged moments with young Moshe, who will be returning to the
Chabad House where his parents were killed during the 26/11terror attack in 2008.
Modi had met Moshe during his visit to Israel in July, and had promised him
a lifelong visa for India. Netanyahu then asked the teenager to accompany him
when he comes to India. Netanyahu had been by Modi's side during his three days
in Israel, and Modi is expected to return the gesture. Like Modi, Netanyahu will
make this a stand-alone visit. Netanyahu's visit will be followed a few weeks later
by Modi undertaking a visit to Palestine, his first.
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While agriculture and water dominated Modi's visit to Israel, innovation is
likely to be the highlight for the Netanyahu visit. The Israeli PM will be
accompanied by over 75 companies in different sectors, hoping to make a match of
it with their Indian counterparts. Israel is now home to over 500 start-ups in the
auto sector, something that is of interest here. In addition, the joint statement is
expected to have a progress report of the things achieved after the last summit.
Bollywood is expected to play a big part. For the first time, a group of
Bollywood producers, including wellknown director Imtiaz Ali, had toured Israel
to scout for co-production opportunities. Netanyahu is likely to meet some stars
and directors during his stay in Mumbai.
Netanyahu has been focusing on Asia, Africa and Latin America as new
areas for Israel's foreign policy, with 2017 seeing three Asian visits and, for the
first time, a Latin American sojourn.
The Jerusalem vote in the UN last week saw Mexico, Colombia and
Argentina abstain among the 35 countries abstaining, indicating that Israel was no
longer the international pariah it used to be. India's vote was a disappointment
while Bhutan's abstention was a source of happiness.
But gradually, Israel is getting to a place where it is leveraging strong
bilateral relations for multilateral recognition. That will be interesting for India
which, despite growing bilateral ties, is yet to change its international voting
behaviour, although there have been some minor changes. Israel manages to hide
its disappointment, saying India had moved from its position as the head of the
Non-aligned Movement.
Индия собирается поставить в Афганистан очередную партию
российских вертолѐтов
«Все об Афганистане». 26.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117561.html

КАБУЛ, 25 декабря. Индия собирается поставить в Афганистан партию
российских штурмовых вертолѐтов модели Ми-35, сообщили прессе на
условиях анонимности представители индийских властей.
Ссылки по теме
Глава афганской армии обсудит с индийскими властями вопросы поставки
российских вертолѐтов
Ханиф Атмар: Кабул не намерен отказываться от военно-технического
сотрудничества с РФ

Согласно отчѐтам, запрос на поставку российской авиатехники
поступил от правительства ИРА – перспектива поставки обсуждалась
афганским советником по вопросам национальной безопасности Мохаммад
Ханифом Атмаром в ходе октябрьского визита в Дели.
Ожидается, что для нужд афганских военно-воздушных сил будет
приобретена
подержанная
авиатехника,
причѐм
закупки
будут
осуществляться не у России – предполагается, что Индия приобретѐт
авиатехнику в одной из стран Восточной Европы, в частности, в Сербии или
Украине.
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Как ранее сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», в 2015 – 2016 годах Индия
поставляла в ИРА небольшие партии вертолѐтов модели Ми-25, но на
данный момент эти воздушные суда нуждаются в ремонте.
Несмотря на то, что США, продолжающие финансировать поставки
авиатехники для афганских ВВС, не заинтересованы в приобретении
российских винтокрылых машин и прилагают усилия для того, чтобы
заменить их воздушными судами собственного и бразильского производства,
спрос на вертолѐты модели «Ми» в Афганистане по-прежнему сохраняется.
Афганский посол в Индии Шайда Мохаммад Абдали сообщил, что
приобретение вертолѐтов необходимо его стране до окончательного перехода
на американские воздушные суда, отмечает газета ―The Hindu‖. Тем не менее,
планы поставок российской авиатехники свидетельствуют о том, что на
переукомплектацию лѐтного парка ВВС ИРА ещѐ потребуется время.
Напомним, что в прошедшем месяце перспективы дальнейшего
использования российских вертолѐтов послужили поводом для оживлѐнной
дискуссии в афганских политических кругах.
В частности, действующий министр обороны ИРА Тарик Шах Бахрами
объявил о том, что в связи с переходом на авиатехнику производства стран
НАТО Кабул больше не нуждается в российских вертолѐтах. Тем не менее,
впоследствии Ханиф Атмар выразил противоположное мнение, подчеркнув,
что для Афганистана целесообразно «сохранять двойную систему» и
использовать российские воздушные суда наряду с американскими.
Китай и Индия делят Гималаи
В.
Скосырев.
21/1_7141_china.html

«НГ».

21.12.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-12-

Завтра в Дели член Госсовета КНР Ян Цзечи и советник Индии по
национальной
безопасности
Аджит
Джовал
проведут
важные
переговоры. Ведь всего три с небольшим месяца назад едва не вспыхнули
военные столкновения в Гималаях. Граница длиной 3488 км не признана
обеими столицами, вместо нее действует линия фактического контроля. По
мнению эксперта, факт встречи чиновников высокого уровня поможет
разрядке, но уладить разногласия, унаследованные от колониального
прошлого, не удастся.
Переговоры между двумя державами по границе ведутся давно.
Встреча Ян–Джовал – 20-я по счету. Она приобретает особое значение из-за
того, что лишь 28 августа удалось положить конец противостоянию между
индийскими и китайскими пограничниками в высокогорном районе Дока-Ла.
Оно, как передало агентство PTI, длилось 73 дня. По словам индийских
чиновников, в течение 19 раундов предыдущих переговоров удалось
разработать механизм для того, чтобы наладить спокойствие вдоль границы
и положить конец агрессивному поведению пограничных патрулей.
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По индийской версии, «стояние» в Дока-Ла началось 16 июня из-за
того, что китайская армия решила построить дорогу в районе, который
считает своим союзное с Индией государство Бутан. Индийские солдаты
воспрепятствовали строительству дороги. Она имеет стратегическое
значение, так как если бы китайцы пошли в наступление, то могли бы легко
перерезать узкий коридор, связывающий Индию с ее северо-восточными
штатами (так называемую шею цыпленка).
Представитель МИД Китая Хуа Чуньин заявила, что нужно извлечь
уроки из этого инцидента, чтобы избежать подобных конфликтов в будущем.
Вопрос, по словам Хуа, обсуждался и в трехстороннем формате, когда в Дели
встречались министры иностранных дел Китая, Индии и России.
Мохан Гурусвами, почетный сотрудник Института объединенных
военных служб в Дели, говорит, что пограничный спор между Индией и
Китаем касается двух отдаленных друг от друга регионов. Это Аксай-Чин,
практически необитаемый район в горах площадью 37 тыс. кв. км. Он
находится между индийским штатом Джамму и Кашмир и китайским
Синьцзяном. В обоих этих административных округах действуют
сепаратисты. Индийский Кашмир подвергается нападениям исламистов из
Пакистана.
Второй регион, из-за которого ведется спор, – это индийский штат
Аруначал Прадеш площадью более 84 тыс. км и с населением около 1,4 млн.
На большую часть его претендует Китай. Пекин называет его Нижним
Тибетом.
Индия утверждает, что границы были установлены между Британской
Индией и независимыми или полунезависимыми властями Синьцзяна и
Тибета в начале ХХ века. Китай с этим аргументом не согласен.
В беседе с «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев предсказал, что «на
переговорах территориальный вопрос не будет решен. Это однозначно. Тем
не менее индийско-китайские отношения чрезвычайно важны для всего мира.
И наша страна хотела, чтобы индийско-китайские противоречия были
сглажены. Ведь это два стратегических союзника нашей страны».
Но пограничный вопрос крайне запутан. Здесь очень большое число
различных факторов – исторических, геостратегических, психологических…
Серьезных результатов за четверть века переговоров нет.
«Тибет очень важен для Китая. Где родится следующий далай-лама, не
известно. Было заявлено, что он родится там, где рождались раньше далайламы. Но есть район, где раньше родился один из далай-лам – Таванг,
который теперь не контролируется Китаем. Он входит в штат Аруначал
Прадеш, который КНР не признает частью Индии. Китайцы очень боятся, что
новый далай-лама родится в районе, который они не контролируют», – сказал
Лунев.
Эксперт считает, что определенные подвижки в разрешении индийскокитайских споров есть. Например, Китай признал принадлежность Сиккима
(бывшего княжества) Индии. «Что касается столкновений на границе, то их,
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по существу, не было. Собственно, военнослужащие – китайские и
индийские – пихались, как дети на перемене. Поэтому премьер-министр
Индии Нарендра Моди справедливо подчеркнул: за более чем 40 лет на
индийско-китайской границе не раздалось ни одного выстрела», – заключил
Лунев.
Впрочем, переговоры между высокопоставленными чиновниками
затронут не только границу, но и положение в Южной Азии. Как утверждает
японское издание Nikkei, Пекин тут переигрывает Дели. Фактически он
окружает Индию цепью зависимых от Китая государств. Это прежде всего
Пакистан, где порт Гвадар станет китайской военной базой. Другая китайская
военная база в бассейне Индийского океана уже создана. Она находится в
государстве Джибути. Предоставляя инвестиции и займы, Китай втягивает в
свою орбиту Мьянму, Непал, Шри-Ланку.
Дели не располагает такими финансовыми ресурсами, как Пекин. И
поэтому ищет противовес Китаю, сближаясь с США, Японией, Австралией.
Выборы в Гуджарате – головная боль Нарендра Моди, связанная с
Пакистаном
The playing fields
F.S.
Aijazuddin.
Dawn,
December
https://www.dawn.com/news/1376418/the-playing-fields

14th,

2017.

THE electoral battles of India are fought on the playing fields of Pakistan.
Once again, this time in the Gujarat state elections, the dog-eared Pakistani card is
being played to reincarnate Indian nationalism. It was not so long ago, during the
Assam state elections, that Assamese were warned of a threat from Pakistan, a
distant enemy located over 2,000 kilometres away. Now it‘s western Gujarat‘s turn
to be similarly intimidated.
Read: India should stop dragging Pakistan into its electoral debate, FO
responds to Modi's allegations
To Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Pakistan is the equivalent of President
Donald Trump‘s numerous demons — North Korea, Iran, Syria, Afghanistan,
Cuba, Mexico, and the Democrat party — all rolled into one. Trump may be
afflicted by many headaches; Modi has only one migraine called Pakistan. He has
tried numerous remedies, from bombastic rhetoric to boastful retaliation. He‘s now
veering towards a more potent prescription.
To sane Pakistanis and Indians, the recent deterioration in Indo-Pakistan
relations is a cause for genuine concern. It is sliding from the inconceivable
towards the inevitable. Indian Muslims — whether Bollywood superstars like
Shahrukh Khan or poets like Javed Akhtar — have become inured to the all-toofrequent tests of their patriotism. Indian Sikhs have buried their dreams of
Khalistan so deep that the murmur of its slogans will never again be heard. It‘s
now the turn of Indian Hindus. They are being called upon to abjure any contact
with Pakistan to prove their Indian-ness.
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To Modi, Pakistan is the equivalent of Trump‘s numerous demons.
Since August 1947, three prominent Indians have worn the hair-shirt of
Indo-Pakistan amity. Khushwant Singh believed in it to his dying day; he is dead.
Kuldip Nayyar arched himself into a bridge to span the chasm; he is wise but
wizened. Mani Shankar Aiyar has repeatedly risked his reputation to assert that the
Indo-Pakistan bottle is half full, not half empty; the other day, unfortunately, he
slipped on his own tongue.
Until a week ago, the BJP regarded Mani Aiyar with fear streaked with
disdain. He uttered criticisms about its leadership that the Congress high command
preferred to hear but not mouth. His friendship with the late Rajiv Gandhi and then
Sonia Gandhi‘s reliance on his judgement and experience were his armour. He
knew Pakistan better than almost any other Indian (outside RAW). He wrote
perceptive books and informative articles on Pakistan. He expressed himself
lucidly and persuasively at think tanks whenever he detected the need to agitate the
swill of stale verbiage. When in Pakistan, he spoke as a loyal Indian; in India, he
spoke as any intelligent outspoken Pakistani would do — given a visa.
On Dec 6, Mr Aiyar hosted a dinner in his New Delhi home for the visiting
ex-foreign minister of Pakistan Khurshid Kasuri, a fellow Oxonian. It was the sort
of high-brow gathering where everyone speaks and no one listens. The next
morning, Aiyar and Kasuri shared a common platform to discuss Indo-Pakistan
relations. Carelessly, Mr Aiyar referred to Mr Modi as a ‗neech aadmi‘. That did it.
The BJP emptied its barrels at Mr Aiyar. He stayed on his feet, but was felled
when his own protégé Rahul Gandhi (now Congress chief) ordered him to
apologise to Prime Minister Modi. A second arrow shot into Aiyar‘s other heel: he
was suspended from his party‘s membership.
For Mr Modi, an apology by Mr Aiyar was not enough. He has gone further
and has given credence to a tweet (withdrawn immediately after being posted)
reportedly by a retired senior Pakistani ex-serviceman suggesting that Mr Ahmed
Patel should be Gujarat‘s next chief minister. Modi called it ―a matter of concern‖,
even though he knew that an obviously underemployed ex-serviceman could
hardly ensure Mr Patel‘s selection, no more than Trump could induce the British
government to appoint his controversial friend Nigel Farage as UK‘s ambassador
to Washington.
Then, Mr Modi threw in a scorpion of suspicion. He claimed the dinner
given by Mr Aiyar for Mr Kasuri was a conspiracy to subvert the elections in
Gujarat, even when those present were prominent Indians: ―former army chief
Deepak Kapoor, former foreign minister K Natwar Singh, former diplomats
Salman Haidar, TCA Raghavan, Sharat Sabharwal, K Shankar Bajpai and
Chinmaya Gharekhan, former PM Manmohan Singh and former vice-president
Hamid Ansari‖. Do Guy Fawkes conspirators really meet with such a laughable
lack of caution? Mr Aiyar should take comfort from Lord Halifax‘s observation (in
a slightly different context) that ―the best party is but a conspiracy against the rest
of the nation‖.
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For Pakistan, Mr Modi‘s more sinister accusation is that his predecessor
Manmohan Singh had wantonly ignored the advice of his specialists to order a
surgical strike after the 26/11 Mumbai attack. Manmohan Singh‘s caution had deep
roots, for didn‘t the ancient Roman poet Horace warn us that ―force without
wisdom falls of its own weight‖?
Афганские женщины-военнослужашие проходят военную подготовку
на военной базе в Ченнаи (Мадрасе)
Afghan women officers train with Indian Army in Chennai.
The Hindustan Times. Dec 14, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/india-news/photosafghan-women-officers-train-with-indian-army-in-chennai/photo-WLRrK40MydAQ8DS7SmH5JP.html

A 20-day military training programme has 20 Afghan women cadets serving
in combat roles, training alongside Indian counterparts at the Officers Training
Academy in Chennai. This crash-course covers major features of one year's
training and will last till December 23.
Китай отрицает слухи о намерении прорыть 1000 км туннель для
отвода вод р.Брахмапутра для орошения китайских земель
China denies building tunnel to divert Brahmaputra water, says ‗hope
India won‘t conduct unfounded speculation‘
The Hindustan Times. Dec 13, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/chinadenies-building-tunnel-to-divert-brahmaputra-water-says-hope-india-won-t-conduct-unfoundedspeculation/story-mJUXS4zrUnMKRiAwDLh3ZP.html

In October, there were reports that China planned to build a 1000km long
tunnel to divert Brahmaputra waters to the arid regions of Xinjiang. Beijing later
said the reports were untrue and false.
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Brahmaputra originates in Tibet where it is called Yarlung Tsangpo and is
known as Siang in Arunachal Pradesh before it enters Assam and flows southwards
to the sea through Bangladesh.
China denied on Wednesday plans to construct a tunnel to divert River
Brahmaputra amid reports of highly polluted waters from its tributary Siang
flowing into India.
―I would like to point out that China‘s position on the eastern part of the
China-India border is consistent and clear,‖ foreign ministry spokesperson Lu
Kang said in response to questions about the reports on blackened, muddy waters
with cement and sledge of the Siang river in Arunachal Pradesh.
He refuted reports that it may due to a tunnel being constructed on Chinese
side.
―I have never heard of the project mentioned by the Indian side. It is hoped
that the Indian side will not conduct unfounded speculation and reports,‖ he said in
a written response to a question in this regard.
In October, China had denied reports of plans to build 1000km long tunnel
to divert Brahmaputra waters to the arid regions of Xinjiang, saying the report is
untrue and false.
There is, however, no explanation for the highly polluted waters in Siang
river.
Brahmaputra originates in Tibet where it is called Yarlung Tsangpo and is
known as Siang in Arunachal Pradesh before it enters Assam and flows southwards
to the sea through Bangladesh.
In 2016, China had declared that it would be building a dam on a tributary of
the river, sparking concerns of its potential downstream impact in India.
Arunachal Pradesh State Water Quality Testing Laboratory (SWQTL) in a
recent report said the water of the Siang river, which has turned dark and muddy,
has become unfit for human consumption.
Arunachal Pradesh Chief Minister Pema Khandu had drawn the attention of
the Centre on the river‘s contamination, which he said might have been caused due
to activities on the Chinese side and asked the Government of India to take up the
matter with Beijing.
Сергей Лавров пытается смягчить разногласия между Дели и Пекином
Владимир
Скосырев.
«Независимая
http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-12-12/7_7134_india.html

газета».

12.12.2017.

Россия поддерживает прием Индии в группу ядерных поставщиков
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Фото пресс-службы МИД РФ

В Дели состоялась встреча глав МИД России, Индии и Китая. Основой
для консультаций в трехстороннем формате (РИК) послужили контакты в
ООН в 2003–2005 годах. Тогда в Москве рассчитывали, что сотрудничество
трех держав поможет укреплению многополярного мира и ослаблению
диктата США на международной арене. Из-за обострения индийскокитайских противоречий по границе, а также экономической экспансии КНР
в Южной Азии эта идея не была реализована. Но контакты министров
помогают находить общий подход к борьбе с терроризмом и региональным
проблемам.
На пленарном заседании РИК присутствовали министры иностранных
дел трех стран. Россию представлял Сергей Лавров, Индию – Сушма
Сварадж, Китай – Ван И. Помимо этого состоялись также двусторонние
встречи глав МИДов.
Лавров подчеркнул, что Россия заинтересована в наращивании
сотрудничества в рамках «тройки» и «уплотнении внешнеполитической
координации». Остальные участники конференции на словах одобрили это
предложение.
Но, как говорили политики еще в XIX веке, язык дан дипломату для
того, чтобы скрывать свои мысли. Куда более откровенно об отношениях
между державами высказалась пресса как в Индии, так и в Китае.
Так, газета Indian Express пишет, что на встречу бросает тень недавнее
противостояние индийских и китайских пограничников в Гималаях в районе
индийского штата Сикким. Китайские солдаты попытались в июне построить
дорогу в районе Доклам («Дунлан» на китайском языке). Индия и союзное с
ней государство Бутан заявили, что Китай нарушает границу трех государств,
а Китай заявил, что это его территория. В августе Дели и Пекин
договорились отвести свои войска.
Казалось бы, здравый смысл восторжествовал. Но газета Economic
Times, ссылаясь на источник, близкий к переговорам, утверждает, что Китай
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по-прежнему придерживается экспансионистской повестки дня. Его
инициатива «Один пояс – один путь» не учитывает интересы Индии и даже
затрагивает ее безопасность. Тревогу вызывают расширение зон КНР в
Южно-Китайском море и ее военная стратегия в Индийском океане. В связи с
этим Дели все больше рассчитывает на координацию действий с США,
Японией, Австралией.
Точку зрения Пекина весьма откровенно изложила газета Global Times,
издаваемая центральным органом Коммунистической партии. Она выражает
надежду, что встреча министров поможет Индии и Китаю выйти из тени
пограничного спора: «Ведь у Китая и Индии общие стратегические интересы
намного важнее их разногласий». Как говорит Цянь Фэн, эксперт Китайской
ассоциации исследований Южной Азии, Китай и Индия пошлют послание
миру, что они возвращаются на мирный путь. Будет опубликовано
совместное коммюнике по противодействию терроризму.
Однако Ван Дэхуа, глава отдела в Центре международных
исследований Шанхая, говорит, что между Индией и Китаем есть
разногласия по терроризму. Китайский специалист, очевидно, имеет в виду,
что Дели обвиняет пакистанские спецслужбы в поддержке исламистских
группировок, совершающих нападения на Индию. Некоторые главари этих
группировок под давлением международной общественности были
подвергнуты домашнему аресту, но потом освобождены. Поскольку Китай
рассматривает Пакистан как своего стратегического партнера в Южной Азии,
Пекин скорее всего не сделает тут никаких шагов навстречу Индии.
Еще один пункт серьезных противоречий – прием Индии в Группу
ядерных поставщиков (ГЯП). В это международное объединение входят 48
государств. Цель объединения – ограничить риск распространения ядерного
оружия путем установления контроля за экспортом ключевых материалов,
оборудования и технологий.
Китай выступает против приема Индии, ссылаясь на то, что она не
подписала договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Представитель
МИД КНР Гэн Шуан подтвердил, что позиция его страны не изменилась.
Тут у Китая есть расхождения не только с Индией, но и с Россией. Как
сообщает газета Hindustan Times, заместитель министра иностранных дел РФ
Сергей Рябков сказал, что Россия поддерживает вступление Индии в ГЯП. У
Индии безупречная репутация в сфере нераспространения.
Но заявку Индии и Пакистана на присоединение к ГЯП нельзя
сравнить. Пакистан не может претендовать на такую же квалификацию, как
Индия.
В беседе с «НГ» руководитель Центра индийских исследований
Института востоковедения РАН Татьяна Шаумян отметила, что у «России в
ядерной области с Индией прочные отношения. Индия более предсказуема,
чем Пакистан. Есть у нас определенные сомнения насчет Пакистана: как он
получил ядерные технологии? Тут и Китай сыграл роль. Так что в этом
вопросе мы доверяем скорее Индии, чем Пакистану. К сожалению, сейчас
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увеличилось число стран, к позициям которых по ядерным делам надо
относиться с большой осторожностью».
Противостояние Китая и Индии в на плато Доклам негативно
повлияло на отношения двух стран, - считает мининдел Китая
Doklam standoff put severe pressure on India-China ties, says Chinese
foreign minister
The Times of India. Dec 12, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/doklamstandoff-put-severe-pressure-on-india-china-ties-says-chinese-foreignminister/articleshow/62041564.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
The Doklam standoff had put "severe pressure" on India-China ties: Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi
Wang's visit to New Delhi is the first by a top Chinese official to India after
the 73-day Doklam standoff
The Doklam standoff ended on August 28 after Chinese troops stopped
building a key road close to India's 'Chicken Neck' corridor
BEIJING: The Doklam standoff had put "severe pressure" on India-China
ties though the issue was resolved through diplomatic means, Chinese foreign
minister Wang Yi told External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj during their
meeting in New Delhi.
The bilateral ties went through a serious test after Indian border troops
"illegally trespassed" into the Chinese territory in June, Wang told Swaraj on
Monday.
The Chinese foreign minister was in New Delhi to attend the Russia-IndiaChina (RIC) Foreign Ministers' meeting.
Although the standoff ended eventually through diplomatic means more than
two months later, lessons must be learned and efforts must be made to avoid such
an incident in the future, said Wang, whose comments were posted on the Chinese
Foreign Ministry website on Tuesday.
"The standoff put the bilateral relations under severe pressure," he said.
Wang said that the India-China relations are at a crucial period and the most
important thing between the two countries is to really cultivate mutual trust.
Leaders from both countries have shared the view that China and India
should regard each other's development as opportunities rather than challenges,
and China and India are partners rather than rivals, thus the two sides should
sincerely implement the consensus reached by the leaders of the two countries,
Wang noted.
While enhancing strategic communication at all levels, restoring dialogue
mechanisms that have been established and deepening pragmatic cooperation in all
fields, both sides should also properly manage differences so as to maintain peace
and tranquility in the border areas, he said.
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Wang's visit to New Delhi is the first by a top Chinese official to India after
the 73-day Doklam standoff and after the commencement of the second five-year
term of President Xi Jinping.
The Doklam standoff ended on August 28 after Chinese troops stopped
building a key road close to India's 'Chicken Neck' corridor. India had objected to
the construction highlighting its security concerns. The road was being built by
China in an area also claimed by Bhutan.
Besides Swaraj, Wang also called on President Ram Nath Kovind and
National Security Advisor Ajit Doval.
In his meeting with Doval, Wang said China and India should make correct
choice in development of relations without politicising and complicating issues left
over by history.
India-China relations are at a crucial moment when both sides need to make
right choice on the future of the bilateral relations, Wang was quoted as saying by
the state-run Xinhua news agency.
Мининдел Индии, Китая, России проведут встречу в Дели
Security, trade to figure in Russia, India, China foreign ministers‘
meeting
The Hindustan Times. Dec 11, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/security-trade-to-figure-in-russia-india-china-foreign-ministers-meeting/story67UdQ5mEECD3F1l6sREdEK.html

Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected in 15th
meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral.
Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected to top the
agenda at a meeting between the foreign ministers of India, China and Russia in
New Delhi on Monday.
The 15th meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral comes a month
after Indian officials met their counterparts from Australia, Japan and the United
States to discuss the revival of the ―Quad‖, an alliance focussed on the Indo-Pacific
region.
It also marks the first visit to New Delhi by a senior Chinese official after a
substantially stronger President Xi Jinping was given a second term by the ruling
Communist Party.
Before the trilateral meeting, external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj will
hold separate meetings with her Russian and Chinese counterparts, Sergei Lavrov
and Wang Yi.
The trilateral meeting was originally scheduled for April but it could not be
held then as China did not confirm its participation, apparently due to its anger
over New Delhi‘s decision to allow the Dalai Lama to visit Arunachal Pradesh,
which is claimed by Beijing.
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Since then, India-China relations have been strained by Beijing‘s persistent
efforts to block the designation of Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar at the
UN Security Council and the border stand-off at Doklam that lasted more than two
months.
Indian officials have indicated that the trilateral meeting will focus on
regional security, counter-terror efforts, issues affecting the Asia-Pacific region
and coordination at regional and multilateral forums. India is also expected to
make a push for named Pakistan-based groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed in the communique to be issued after the meeting.
Given the commitment of the three nations to fight all forms of terrorism,
India is also expected to raise the blocking of Masood Azhar‘s designation by
China, apparently at the behest of its all-weather ally Pakistan.
The Russian foreign ministry has said the discussions are likely to include
the situation in Afghanistan, the Middle East and the Korea peninsula. The fight
against terrorism and drug trafficking and efforts to facilitate the exchange of
information on international security are also likely to figure, Russian officials
said.
The meeting also comes at a time when China and Russia have been moving
closer on a number of global issues, including the situation in Afghanistan, while
there is greater convergence between the foreign policies of India and the US.
The traditionally close ties between New Delhi and Moscow have also
stagnated and been hit by some strain as Russia has moved closer to Pakistan,
including the sale of military hardware and holding of annual war games.
Russia‘s policies on Afghanistan, which have hewn closer to those of China,
have also become a cause of worry for policy planners in New Delhi and Kabul.
Зам. министра МИД России заявил (впервые), что не нужно увязывать
вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков с таковым Пакистана
Can't link India's case for NSG membership with that of Pakistan:
Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
7,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/cant-link-indias-case-for-nsg-membership-with-thatof-pakistan-russia/articleshow/61951007.cms

India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan, Russia
affirmed.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases.
Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India‘s
membership.
NEW DELHI: Even as China continues to stall India's Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) membership+ , Russia has come out strongly in support of India
saying that India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan and that
Moscow is discussing the issue with Beijing at different levels. China has favoured
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a criteria-based approach for expansion of the 48-member group, which controls
international nuclear commerce, instead of one based on merit, in what India sees
an attempt to draw a false equivalence between India's case and Pakistan's.
The issue again came up for discussion on Wednesday as Russia's deputy
foreign minister Sergey Ryabkov met foreign secretary S Jaishankar. "We
recognise that at the moment there is no unanimity on Pakistan's application and
that the same cannot be interlinked with India's," said Ryabkov, after his meeting
with Jaishankar.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases. "We know about the
difficulties involved but unlike some other countries, who only speak, we are
making practical efforts...we are discussing it with China at different levels,'' he
added. Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India's membership.
That Moscow doesn't expect China to relent though without a concerted
effort from all member states was evident from Ryabkov's remark that he found the
politicisation of the issue unfortunate and that other nations needed to play a more
positive role for India's membership. He didn't name these nations though.
Significantly, as he backed India's case for membership of all export control
regimes, Ryabkov said that he expected India to join The Wassenaar Arrangement
as early as Thursday. The 41-nation group, of which China is not a member, deals
with export controls for conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies.
While Ryabkov admitted that Russia was looking to build ties with Pakistan,
a country he described as taking great interest in multilateral forums, he said
Russia had no ``hidden agenda'' in its dealings with Islamabad. ``I can assure you
that Russia's ties with no country in the world will come at the expense of its
relationship with India,'' said Ryabkov.
On the issue of cross-border terrorism, Ryabkov said a very "forceful"
message had been sent out at the Brics summit in Xiamen this year and that
international and pragmatic cooperation was required to defeat those individuals
who were operating outside of their countries. For India, the big takeaway from the
Xiamen Declaration was the naming of Pakistan based terror groups like LeT and
JeM. This exercise was at least partly undone by China later though when it
blocked a UN ban on JeM chief Masood Azhar. Ryabkov said though that India's
"very firm and convincing" position on terrorism was yielding fruits and that this
was evident from the message in Xiamen.
On the issue of North Korea, which too was discussed between the two
countries, Ryabkov reiterated Russia's position that there was no alternative to a
political "track" for resolving the issues and that all parties needed to show
restraint. "We don't believe there is place for more sanctions on North Korea," said
Ryabkov, adding that there were commonalities in the position taken by both
Russia and India. As Swaraj said recently, India believes that some channels of
communication with Pyongyang should remain open.
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Россия надеется на вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков
– окажет поддержку, включая переговоры с Китаем
Back India‘s entry into NSG, China told
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 7.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/backindias-entry-into-nsg-china-told/article21284627.ece?homepage=true

Panel to decide the country‘s membership to the Wassenaar Arrangement
today
Russia is speaking to China at ―all levels‖ for India‘s membership at the
Nuclear Suppliers Group, and hopes that India will win membership to the
Wassenaar Arrangement, another multilateral technology regime India has applied
to, Russia‘s deputy Foreign Minister Sergey Ryabkov said here on Wednesday.
Mr. Ryabkov disclosed that the political committee of the 41-member
Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use
Goods and Technologies, that is meeting in Vienna on Wednesday and Thursday,
is likely to decide on India‘s membership request, and said he hoped for some
―positive action, fingers crossed.‖
―This is an example and reflection of Russia‘s unwavering support to India‘s
membership of international nuclear control regimes,‖ he added, speaking to
journalists after meeting Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, and Secretary (Economic
Relations) Vijay Gokhale, who is now the Sherpa for the BRICS grouping as well.
Unwavering support
Taking a dig at the United States for not pushing China to remove its
objections to India‘s membership at the NSG as Russia had, Mr. Ryabkov said,
―Unlike some other countries that only speak of support, Russia takes actual steps
to help and actions speak more than words…We make this point in the contacts
with the Chinese at different levels, and India should be confident of Russia‘s
assistance.‖
Mr. Ryabkov was in Delhi for bilateral negotiations ahead of a spate of visits
from Moscow over the next few weeks. On Monday, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov will meet with External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj before a
Russia-India-China (RICS) meeting along with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang
Yi, and Russian Deputy PM Dmitry Rogozin later this month.
Russia‘s role is considered more important this year as it retains close ties
with both India and China, two countries who have tense ties with each other. This
will be the first visit to India by the Chinese Foreign Minister since the Doklam
standoff as well. The meeting is also being seen as an attempt by India to balance a
perceived pro-U.S. tilt, coming after the first meeting of the U.S.-Japan-AustraliaIndia ―Quad‖ last month, and the upcoming India-Japan-Australia trilateral, also
due to take place next week.
BRI initiative
Another key issue likely to be discussed during the RIC will be China‘s $1
trillion Belt and Road initiative (BRI) that India opposes, but Russia is a major
partner in. ―We are happy that we are discussing connectivity issues in an open-
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minded and constructive manner with both India and China. I hope our work at
BRICS would help assuage such concerns,‖ he said.
Первая фаза порта Чабахар завершена – порт сегодня открыт для
Индии.
First phase of Chabahar port to be inaugurated today: 10 points
The Times of India. Dec 3, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/first-phase-ofchabahar-port-to-be-inaugurated-today-10-points/articleshow/61899705.cms

The first phase of the Chabahar port is all set to be inaugurated today,
opening up a new strategic transit route between India, Iran and Afghansitan that
will bypass Pakistan. Here's why the Chabahar port is crucial to regional trade and
India's economic ties to its partners in this tripartite project:
1. The first phase of Chabahar port will be inaugurated on Sunday, opening
up a new strategic transit route among Iran, India and Afghanistan, bypassing
Pakistan.
2. The port, located in Iran's southeastern Sistan-Baluchestan province, will
be inaugurated by Iranian President Hassan Rouhani in the presence of
representatives from India, Afghanistan and several other countries of the region.
3. The first phase of the Chabahar port project is known as the Shahid
Beheshti port.
4. Iran is believed to have asked the Indian government to "manage" or
operate the first phase of the port, until work for the second phase is finalised.
5. The port is likely to ramp up trade among India, Afghanistan and Iran in
the wake of Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi for trade with the two
countries.
6. Ahead of the inauguration, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and
her Iranian counterpart Javed Zarif held a meeting in Tehran on Saturday to review
the implementation of the Chabahar port project, among other issues.
7. The Iranian Foreign Ministry said Zarif had referred to the Shahid
Beheshti Port and said it reinforces mutual and regional cooperation between India
and Iran.
8. "It also shows the importance of the port in the development of the region
and the routes that connect Central Asian states to other countries in the world
through the Sea of Oman and the Indian Ocean," he said, according to the Iranian
Foreign Ministry.
9. Over a month ago, India had sent its first consignment of wheat to
Afghanistan by sea through the Chabahar port in Iran. "The shipment of wheat is a
landmark moment as it will pave the way for operationalisation of the Chabahar
port as an alternate, reliable and robust connectivity for Afghanistan," the ministry
of external affairs (MEA) had said in a statement.
10. Besides the bilateral pact to develop the Chabahar port, for which India
will invest $500 million, a trilateral Agreement on Transport and Transit Corridor
has also been signed by India, Afghanistan and Iran.
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Сушма Сварадж открывает сегодня порт Чабахар в Иране
Sushma makes Iran stopover on eve of Chabahar port inaugural
Kallol Bhattacherjee. The Hindu. 3.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/allset-for-chabahar-port-inauguration/article21250188.ece?homepage=true

It opens Afghanistan and Central Asia to Indian commerce.
Indicating continued commitment to build strong bilateral ties, India
and Iranheld talks on Saturday even as preparations got under way for the Sunday
inauguration of the port of Chabahar which will open Afghanistan and Central
Asia to Indian commerce. Saturday‘s talks were held in Tehran where External
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj made an unannounced stopover on her way back
from Sochi, Russia, where the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation‘s Council of
Heads of Governments meeting was held.
―Inauguration of Chabahar port was discussed between the two sides,‖ said a
senior official of the Ministry of External Affairs to a question on what the agenda
of the lunchon meeting between Ms. Swaraj and her Iranian counterpart Javad
Zarif was.
The inauguration of the first phase of the port, known as the Shahid Beheshti
port, is likely to be attended by President Hassan Rouhani of Iran and Minister of
State for Finance and Shipping R. Ponniah Ayyappan Radhakrishnan.
Representatives from 25 other countries are expected to attend the event, Iranian
media reported.
Even as Ms. Swaraj and Mr Zarif sat for talks, Mr. Rouhani arrived in
Sistan-Balochistan province in southeast Iran on Saturday where he would also
attend connectivity-related events in Zahedan and Zabol. The agreement for the
port was sealed last year during Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit to Tehran.
Iran also wants to develop the hinterland of Chabahar for which it seeks
broader international collaboration.
The Iranian media reported that Mr. Zarif said the port would expand mutual
and regional cooperation and highlighted its significant role in boosting contacts
and cooperation between countries in Central Asia with other countries via the Sea
of Oman and the Indian Ocean.
Laying out India‘s plan for Chabahar, Mr. Radhakrishnan said here the port
would help India reach out to Afghanistan. ―Strategically, Chabahar is very
important both for Iran and India. Development of this port will add to the
connectivity of the two countries and will also help the link with Afghanistan
which is very important to us,‖ he told IRNA, the Iranian state news agency,
declaring that India was looking forward to Mr. Rouhani‘s visit at the earliest.
Mr. Radhakrishnan also announced that during his visit to Chabahar he
would hold trilateral talks with Afghanistan and Iran on firming up the overall
connectivity project to provide Afghanistan an alternative sea route away from
Pakistan.
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According to the Iranian assessment, the port will reach the annual discharge
capacity of 1.8 million tons soon. India on October 29 sent the first of several
wheat shipments for Afghanistan through Chabahar. The other shipments are to
follow shortly.
Китай намерен разместить свой военный флот в Гвадаре – Индия в
шоке
India alarmed by China's plan to deploy warships in Gwadar
The Nation. December 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Dec-2017/india-alarmed-bychina-s-plan-to-deploy-warships-in-gwadar

Premier Li says Beijing to promote key infrastructure projects in Pakistan
New Delhi/Beijing - The proposed deployment of Chinese warships at the
Gwadar port in Pakistan has raised serious concerns in New Delhi, reported
Russian website Sputnik.
Addressing the Indian Navy's annual press conference, Naval Chief Admiral
Sunil Lanba said that Gwadar was meant to be a commercial harbour and that if it
is to be used by the Chinese PLA (People‘s Liberation Army) for defence purposes
it would be a matter of grave concern for India .
"In future, if PLA Navy ships operate from Gwadar, it will be a matter of
concern, we will have to think of ways to mitigate the challenge," Admiral Lanba
said.
The Gwadar port, 400 nautical miles from India 's western border of Gujarat,
is being developed as part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
China considers Gwadar a major commercial and strategic hub for it to mark
its strong presence in the Indian Ocean region. But for India , it is a matter of
concern, as the presence of Chinese naval vessels in the area would further confirm
its suspicion of a Chinese plot to encircle India militarily.
Apart from Pakistan, India 's other immediate neighbours, Bangladesh and
Myanmar, have already acquired naval vessels from China . China has also
supplied a variety of aircraft and patrol vessels to the Sri Lankan armed forces.
Apart from the Chinese frigates and corvettes it currently possesses, Pakistan is in
the process of acquiring eight submarines from China .
As a countermeasure, India has deployed a large number of patrol vessels
and submarines in the Indian Ocean region. "We are deployed 24x7 in key areas in
the Gulf of Aden to the Strait of Malacca besides the straits of Sunda and
Lumbok," Admiral Lanba claimed.
The Indian Navy chief also confirmed that at any given point in time, there
are several Chinese ships present in the Indian Ocean region, which China claims
are on an anti-piracy mission. "In the month of August, there was a unique
situation, as there were 14 ships in the area," Admiral Lanba added.
As part of its massive strategy to counter China , the Indian Navy plans to
deploy another 34 naval ships in the area in the coming few years. The ships are
currently under construction at different Indian shipyards. However, the speed with
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which Chinahas been adding to its naval assets in the region has dwarfed India 's
efforts.
Meanwhile, China is willing to carry out key infrastructure projects and
discuss a free trade zone with Pakistan, said Premier Li Keqiang when meeting
with Pakistani Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in Sochi, Russia.
Li said both countries have maintained well-promoted cooperation in various
fields and made progress in building the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) over the past four years, China Daily reported on Friday.
China would like to promote cooperation in production capacity and discuss
a free trade zone, which can promote balanced trade and strengthen enterprise ties
for both nations, he said.
The premier extended gratitude to his Pakistani counterpart on the security
provided to Chinese companies and citizens in the South Asian neighbour.
He hoped security can be further enhanced to cultivate an inviting
environment for economic cooperation between the two nations.
Li said China welcomes Pakistan to join the Meeting of the Council of
Heads of Government of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) for the
first time as a member state.
China would like to boost exchanges and coordination in multilateral
mechanism, such as the SCO, and regional affairs, he said.
Abbasi said Pakistan is ready to maintain high-level exchanges and deepen
cooperation in various fields with China . Pakistan will take measures to safeguard
cooperative projects. China , as the rotating SCO chair, will further promote the
organization's development, he said.
Meanwhile, Abbasi and Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan Sapar Isakov agreed
to further enhance cooperation in all areas of mutual interest including trade and
defence, besides stressing on the need for greater cooperation between the
chambers of commerce and Industry of the two countries.
During a meeting, both prime ministers exchanged views on ways to
enhance cooperation in the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
as well as bilaterally.
They expressed satisfaction that all agreements regarding CASA-1000
Project had been signed and the project was now in its implementation stage.
Abbasi underscored that the development of a network of highways and
motorways underway in Pakistan would benefit Kyrgyzstan and other countries of
the region by providing connectivity to Gawadar and other ports of Pakistan.
Индия может присоединиться к сооружению атомной станции в
Бангладеш (Руппур или Рангпур-?), которую строит Россия
India may join n-project in Bangladesh
The Hindu. 1.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-may-join-n-projectin-bangladesh/article21235649.ece?homepage=true

Talks under way, says Russian atomic power agency
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Discussions are on for India to join the Russia-led Rooppur nuclear power
plant construction in Bangladesh, an official of the Russian atomic power agency
Rosatom said on Thursday.
―There is room for cooperation and there is a possibility of India‘s
participation. There was an initiative to have a trilateral document and we
supported that document. No document is signed yet and it is under negotiation,‖
the official told reporters.
Russia is building two reactors of 1,200 MW each at Rooppur in Bangladesh
and India has expressed its keenness to join the project.
Work launched
Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina formally launched the main
construction work of the Rooppur plant on Thursday morning. It is the country‘s
first nuclear power plant.
As it is not a member of the 48-nation Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG),
India cannot directly take part in the construction of nuclear power plants but has
individual agreements with Bangladesh and Russia.
In December 2014, India and Russia signed the ―Strategic Vision for
Strengthening Cooperation in Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy‖, which allows the
two sides to ―explore opportunities for sourcing materials, equipment and services
from Indian industry for the construction of Russian-designed nuclear power plants
in third countries‖.
―India has experience in installation of reactors. It can provide some training
[to Bangladesh],‖ the official said.
О проекте газопровода из Ирана в Индию
Логинов В.Ю. 20 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39200

В ходе визита президента В.В.Путина 1 ноября с.г. в ИРИ между
Минэнерго РФ и Министерством нефти Ирана был подписан меморандум о
поддержке проекта поставок газа из Ирана в Индию. Как пояснил, в
дальнейшем глава Минэнерго России А.Новак речь идет о «реализации
проектов, связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого
ресурса в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по
дну Персидского залива»[i].
В рамках этого проекта будет осуществлено строительство газопровода
длиной 1200 км с учетом отвода (1130 км — без него).
То, что сообщил российский министр, выглядит как настоящая
сенсация! Неужели России удалось найти, наконец, выход из
геополитического тупика, который сопровождает вопрос поставки
энергоресурсов на Индостан вот уже более 20 лет?
Из пресс-релиза «Газпрома» следует, что он подписал четыре
взаимосвязанных меморандума по сотрудничеству с иранскими
организациями. Два из них с Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией
(NIOC) по реализации проекта строительства газопровода Иран —
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Пакистан. — Индия и по разработке концепции создания единой системы
добычи, транспортировки природного газа и газохимии на территории Ирана,
третий с Организацией по развитию и реконструкцией Ирана (IMIDRO) —
по сжижению газа для последующей реализации в третьих странах и
последний, четвертый — рамочный о партнерстве с Министерством нефти
Ирана [ii].
В качестве ресурсной базы газопровода предполагается использовать
газ, получаемый российской госкомпанией от ее участия во 2 и 3 очереди
месторождения «Южный Парс». На первом этапе видимо будет продлен
недавно смонтированный иранский газопровод от Чахбахара до
пакистанского Гвадара, где имеются удобные глубины. Далее по морскому
дну он пройдет до точки отвода в 70 км на шельфе напротив Карачи, где
будет установлена промежуточная платформа с газоперерабатывающим
заводом по производству СПГ. В резервном варианте этот завод будет
построен в самом Гвадаре (это третий протокол «Газпрома» с ИМИДРО).
Одна из ниток подводного СПГ трубопровода будет протянута до Карачи и
состыкована с газопроводом «Север — Юг» (Карачи-Лахор), другая же
пойдет в индийский штат Гуджарат. Конечным пунктом газопровода в
Индии, как упоминают разные источники, станет Порбандар или порт
Вадинар [iii], который оснащен системой подводных и надземных
трубопроводов (этот порт получила «Роснефть» в результате покупки доли
в индийской компании Essar Oil). В случае необходимости расширения
проекта (например, подключение туркменского газа) трубопровод может
быть дополнен еще двумя нитками мощностью по 27,5 млрд куб.м в год
природного газа каждая. В первоначальном варианте мощность трубопровода
составит 31 млрд куб. м в год, а общая стоимость работ оценивается в 7 млрд
долл.
Реализовать такой проект в состоянии только «Газпром», который
имеет соответствующую компетенцию, оборудование для проведения
подводных работ, а также опыт эксплуатации морских трубопроводов. Но
пройдет ли он в морском варианте здесь возникают сомнения в силу того, что
накануне визита 13 октября с.г. заместитель министра энергетики России
Юрий Сентюрин и заместитель министра энергетики Пакистана Сикандар
Султан Раджа подписали соглашение о создании условий по поставкам
российской стороной СПГ на регазификационные терминалы Пакистана. Как
подчеркивается в пресс-релизе Минэнерго, «уполномоченные организации –
ПАО «Газпром» и ГК «Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи Лимитед» — в течение двух
месяцев после вступления соглашения в силу планируют выйти на
подписание долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного природного
газа»[iv]. Таким образом, принимая во внимание заключенные «Газпромом»
меморандумы в Иране, речь идет о поставках СПГ в Пакистан,
произведенного с использованием иранского газа.
В пользу этого варианта свидетельствует и интервью министра нефти
Ирана Б.Н.Зангане газете «Та‘адол»[v], данное им после переговоров в
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рамках визита В.В.Путина. В частности, он заявил, что основным
препятствием для поставок иранского газа в Пакистан выступает отсутствие
гарантий его оплаты и цена. Дело в том, что Иран вот уже более 2 лет
пытается получить официальные разъяснения Пакистана по срокам сдачи его
участка газопровода «Мир», последний из которых прошел в декабре 2014 г.
Вначале Тегеран слышал оправдания о задержке работ по проекту в связи с
санкциями, затем из-за отсутствия средств. Между тем, Тегеран к 2017 г.
довел
трубопровод
до
пакистанской
границы
и
пригрозил
Исламабаду подачей иска в Международный арбитражный суд в связи
понесенными много миллиардными убытками от исполнения своей части
работ [vi].
Далее Б.Н.Зангане отметил, что третий участник проекта
магистрального газопровода Иран-Пакистан (МГП ИП) нужен не только в
качестве оператора газопровода, но и как агент по распределению газа в
Пакистане. На эту роль, по его словам, претендуют три зарубежные
компании, включая «Газпром».
По сути, Иран приглашает Россию стать посредником для разрешения
тупиковой ситуации с МГП ИП (другое название «Мир»).
Почему Россия активизировала свои усилия в этой области на
пакистанском направлении?
Главной на сегодня причиной является усиление конкурентной
борьбы за пакистанский рынок энергоносителей. Пока правительство этой
страны не приняло окончательного решения относительно перспектив
энергообеспечения страны. Пакистанское правительство идет параллельно
сразу по трем треками (программа СПГ, ТАПИ или «Мир»), пытаясь достичь
наиболее конкурентных цен.
В течение последних 4-х лет правительство Пакистана реализует
программу по сокращению дефицита энергии в стране посредством закупки
импортного СПГ и строительства СПГ – терминалов [vii]. В настоящее время
этот дефицит составляет минимум около 67 млн куб. м/сутки (2 млрд куб.
фт./сутки) природного газа [viii]. В 2015 г. в порту Касим был запущен 1й СПГ — терминал пропускной мощностью 17 млн куб. м/сутки (0,6 млрд
куб. фт./сутки) и в ноябре планируется запустить 2-й терминал, который
увеличит количество импортируемого СПГ до 34 млн куб. м/сутки. Всего
запланировано построить четыре СПГ-терминала, чтобы удовлетворить
растущее потребление природного газа в Пакистане, которое к 2022 г
составит около 30 млн т /год СПГ (41,4 млрд куб. м/год) [ix]. Для
обеспечения потребностей в СПГ Пакистан в феврале 2016 г. подписал
выгодный контракт с Катаром на поставку 3,75 млн т СПГ в год до 2032 г.
При этом цена за СПГ была установлена на уровне 13,37% от стоимости
барреля нефти марки Brent, что позволяет закрыть имеющийся
энергодефицит на 20% . В мае 2017 г. тендер государственной Pakistan LNG
Ltd. выиграл итальянский производитель нефти и газа Eni, который будет
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поставлять в общей сложности 11 млн т СПГ в течение следующих 15 лет
при цене 12,29% от стоимости барреля нефти марки Brent.
Указанный контракт дает Пакистану возможность не только снижать
цену на СПГ других поставщиков («Газпром», Оман и США), но и
получить более выгодные условия покупки газа по трубопроводу
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). В силу напряженной
обстановки в Афганистане и неуверенности остальных участников работы по
трансафганскому газопроводу ведутся с 2015 г. только главным его
акционером госконцерном «Туркменгаз». Однако по инвестиционному
соглашению 2016 г. Исламабад обязан до конца текущего года инвестировать
3,2 млрд долл. в проектно-изыскательские работы на своей территории [x].
Кроме этого после принятия президентом США Д.Трампом новой стратегии
по Афганистану в августе с.г. на Пакистан оказывается сильное
американское давление в плане прекращения поддержки талибов. В декабре
запланировано проведение заседания управляющего комитета ТАПИ, где
Исламабад будет требовать снижения цены за туркменский газ с учетом
упомянутых скидок по СПГ поставкам [xi].
Третьим треком в энергетической стратегии Пакистана выступает
вышеупомянутый газопровод «Мир». Этот проект в сочетании с заводом по
СПГ «Газпрома» и возможной реализацией российским «Ростехом»
контракта от 2015 г. на строительство газопровода «Север — Юг» (КарачиЛахор) поддерживается КНР. Еще в ходе визита в Исламабад в 2015 г.
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин обещал на 85% финансировать расходы на
строительство пакистанской части этого газопровода. Интерес Китая в
данном случае заключается в энергообеспечении проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» [xii], который предполагает
преобразование Пакистана и вывод западных провинций КНР в порт Гвадар.
Согласно нему в пакистанскую экономику будет инвестировано более 51
млрд долл.
Что касается продления морского трубопровода «Газпромом» до
Индии, то в современных условиях это очень маловероятно. Индия еще в
2008 г. покинула проект под влиянием США. После же выхода Ирана из
режима санкций в 2016 году, она выступила за строительство подводного
газопровода Иран-Оман-Индия, который идет в обход экономической зоны
Пакистана. Окончательный поворот в пользу поставок СПГ она сделала
после визита премьер-министра Нарендра Моди в США в июне с.г.
Подтверждением этого курса Нью-Дели в отношении Тегерана стало
сокращение на 40% импорта иранской нефти летом с.г. и рекомендации
правительства компаниям воздержаться от инвестиций в совместные проекты
на основе иранского газа и в СЭЗ Чахбахар [xiii].
После подписания в ходе визита Д.Трампа в КНР соглашений по
проектам и поставкам сланцевого СПГ, очевидно, что США рассматривают
страны АТР, как перспективный рынок для сбыта своих углеводородов и не
заинтересованы в конкуренции там с более дешевым трубопроводным газом.
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Суммируя вышеизложенное, можно заключить следующее. Газопровод
«Мир» с участием российского «Газпрома» имеет шансы на реализацию.
Однако единственным вариантом его осуществления пока может быть
маршрут Иран-Пакистан-запад КНР, что соответствует китайскому плану
КПЭК. Безусловно, это сопряжено с большим количеством рисков,
вызванных
как
вопросами
безопасности,
так
и
финансовой
несостоятельностью Пакистана, но при наличии гарантий Пекина они могли
бы быть существенно нивелированы. В более глобальном аспекте здесь
можно говорить о сопряжении ЕврАзЭС с китайской инициативой «Один
пояс — один путь», как новой конфигурации евразийского континента. На
эту возможность несколько раз указывал российский президент В.В.Путин, в
том числе на экономическом форуме в Пекине в мае с.г.
[i] ps://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html
[ii] http://www.gazprom.ru/press/news/2017/november/article376847/
[iii] http://www.essarports.com/section_level2.aspx?cont_id=uZJCH0l2iwA=
[iv] https://minenergo.gov.ru/node/9551
[v] http://www.taadolnewspaper.ir/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B1%DA%98%DB%8C-131/110349%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%82%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%DA%AF%D8%A7%D8
[vi] http://www.bartarinha.ir/fa/news/589120/%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%83%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%B2%D9%86%DA%AF%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%A8%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%8E%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%87%D9%BE%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86
[vii] https://neftegaz.ru/tech_library/view/4346-SPG-terminal-regazifikatsionnyj
[viii] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1044645/game-changer-pakistan-qatar-sign-16-billion-lng-deal/
[ix] https://neftegaz.ru/news/view/166489-V-noyabre-2017-g-v-Pakistane-vvedut-vekspluatatsiyu-2-y-regazifikatsionnyj-SPG-terminal
[x] http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13960510000437
[xi] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-importprice/?amp=1
[xii] http://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7258
[xiii] http://indianexpress.com/article/business/business-others/rising-iran-us-tensions-govt-asksindian-firms-to-go-slow-on-chabahar-projects-4590091/

Почему Россия не хочет делать выбор между Китаем и Индией
Forbes. 20.11.2017. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20171120/240794049.html
Дэвид Хатт (David Hutt). Why Russia Won't Choose Sides Between China And India.
Forbes.
16.11.2017.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidhutt/2017/11/16/why-russia-wontchoose-sides-between-china-and-india/#2903bd7d6d7a

Спустя несколько недель после начала военного столкновения между
китайскими и индийскими военными на плато Доклам в июне China Global
Television Network, государственный англоязычный информационный канал,
задал вопрос о том, почему Россия хранит молчание в этом вопросе.
Действительно, Москва не делала почти никаких публичных заявлений
по поводу роста напряженности на границе между этими странами. Однако
точно так же повели себя США и Евросоюз, которые прекрасно понимали,
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что, если они встанут на сторону одного из государств, это поставит под удар
второе.
Однако финансируемое Кремлем информационное агентство RT,
которое часто распространяет точку зрения российского государства,
подготовило несколько репортажей об этом конфликте, и большинство
из них оказались довольно сбалансированными в смысле отражения
интересов Китая и Индии.
В августе это противостояние сошло на нет, когда стороны
договорились отвести своих военных. Однако его геополитические
последствия поднимают ряд важных вопросов. Если, как прогнозируют
некоторые аналитики, трения между Китаем и Индией скоро станут новой
нормой, как другим странам нужно будет реагировать на это? Что еще
важнее, как азиатские сверхдержавы, в частности Китай, Индия и Россия,
будут уравновешивать свои сталкивающиеся интересы?
Москва вмешивается?
В апреле, еще до начала противостояния на границе, появились
известия о том, что российское правительство пыталось организовать
в Москве встречу министров обороны Индии и Китая. Однако, по слухам,
Китай отказался отправить на эту встречу своего министра обороны Чан
Ваньцюаня (Chang Wanquan), который в тот момент находился в российской
столице и принимал участие в международной конференции по вопросам
безопасности.
По мнению некоторых экспертов, так случилось, потому что незадолго
до этого Индия приняла у себя Далай Ламу в индийском штате АруначалПрадеш, который граничит с китайским «автономным» регионом Тибет.
Другие эксперты увидели в этом свидетельство того, что Пекин сомневается
в истинных мотивах Москвы. В июле китайский проправительственный
таблоид Global Times высказал предположение, что Нью-Дели «хочет
проверить, кто для России важнее — Китай или Индия».
Евразия — блеф и тактический козырь Турции
Odatv.com
10.05.2017
Китай встал между Россией и Индией
Global Conflict
19.04.2017
Три гиганта
Чжунго пинлунь юэкань
10.02.2015
Китай и Индия выражают России сдержанную поддержку
The American Conservative

13.03.2014Существует мнение, что Москва хочет видеть более
активную и сильную Индию, чтобы та могла стать противовесом растущей
гегемонии Китая. К примеру, Россия долгое время поддерживала попытки
Индии получить постоянное место в «реформированном» Совбезе ООН. А
в марте Кремль публично поддержал Индию в ее попытке стать членом
Международной организации стран-поставщиков ядерных материалов,
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в которую уже входит 48 стран и которая контролирует экспорт ядерного
оборудования и технологий.
Для Индии, которая обладает ядерным потенциалом, вступление в эту
организацию имеет большое значение, поскольку ее враг, Пакистан, тоже
обладает ядерным потенциалом. Более того, атомная энергия является
важным пунктом в экономических отношениях Индии и России. В 2014 году
Москва и Нью-Дели подписали соглашение, согласно которому в Индии
должны быть построены 12 атомных станций, спроектированных
россиянами. Однако Китай с самого начала препятствовал вступлению
Индии в эту организацию. Пекин объясняет свою позицию тем, что Индия
пока не подписала Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Китай
достиг поставленной цели, и теперь Индии придется ждать еще один год,
прежде чем она сможет снова подать заявку на вступление в эту
организацию.
Считается, что в июле Россия поддержала успешную попытку Индии
вступить в Шанхайскую организацию сотрудничества — евразийский
политический, экономический и военный блок. Дерек Гроссман (Derek
Grossman), старший аналитик американской корпорации РЭНД, заявил, что
Россия спонсировала Индию, «чтобы в первую очередь сдержать растущее
влияние Китая в этой организации». Согласно его мнению, которое нашло
отражение в его статье для Diplomat, Россия обеспокоена тем, что
постсоветские государства, такие как Казахстан, Киргизия, Таджикистан
и Узбекистан, постепенно закрепляются на геостратегической орбите Китая.
Некоторые китайские аналитики согласны с его точкой зрения.
«Россия поддерживает вступление Индии в Шанхайскую организацию
сотрудничества ради совместного развития или же ради того, чтобы создать
противовес Китаю?» — написали авторы редакторской колонки Global Times
в июле.
Больше, чем двусторонние отношения
Отношения России и Индии были достаточно прочными начиная
с советской эпохи, и в этом году страны отмечают 70-летие дипломатических
отношений. Однако успехов прошлого может оказаться недостаточно,
как говорится в совместном докладе, недавно опубликованном двумя
аналитическими центрами, Российским советом по международным делам
и индийским Международным фондом Вивекананда. «Если придать новый
импульс отношениям между Москвой и Нью-Дели, это позволит России
диверсифицировать ее политику в Азии. Необходимо, что Россия и Индия
помешали третьим странам оказывать существенное влияние на их
двусторонние отношения», — говорится в докладе.
Очевидно, это должно свидетельствовать об обеспокоенности Москвы
и Нью-Дели в связи с тем, что вторая сторона сближается с противниками.
Россия знает, что Индия хочет сблизиться с США и Евросоюзом. Только
на этой неделе Индия приняла участие в переговорах с Японией, Америкой
и Австралией по вопросу о реформировании «Четырехстороннего диалога
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по безопасности» —
соглашения,
направленного
на сдерживание
экспансионистских амбиций Пекина в Южно-Китайском море и Индийском
океане.
Спустя месяц после июньского визита индийского премьер-министра
Нарендры Моди (Narendra Modi) в Москву китайские военные корабли
приняли участие в первых совместных военных учениях с российским
флотом в Балтийском море. Издание Economist сообщило, что Россия
и Китай «хотели отправить сигнал Америке и своим народам: мы
объединились, чтобы противостоять господству Запада, и мы не боимся
демонстрировать нашу силу у границ НАТО». В том же месяце китайский
лидер Си Цзиньпин (Xi Jinping) посетил Москву, где Путин вручил ему орден
святого Андрея Первозванного — высшую государственную награду
в России. С момента прихода к власти Си посещал Москву чаще, чем любую
другую столицу. Более того, Индия также обеспокоена отношениями России
с Пакистаном — давним врагом Индии — которые постепенно укрепляются
с начала 2000-х годов.
Укрепление традиции встреч России, Индии и Китая
Однако делая акцент на направленном против Запада сотрудничестве
с Китаем, Кремль вовсе не хочет показать, что он отворачивается от Индии
и сосредотачивается исключительно на укреплении отношений с Китаем.
При Путине Россия попыталась бросить вызов однополярному миропорядку
во главе с США, а позже — объединенной Европе во главе с Евросоюзом.
Теперь же Россия, по всей видимости, пытается предотвратить
формирование однополярной Азии и Евразии во главе с Китаем. И,
поддерживая Индию, Москва движется к этой цели. Однако введение
западных санкций против России подтолкнуло ее к сближению с Китаем, еще
больше усложнив ее задачу как посредника между Индией и Китаем.
Хотя многие представители индийского оборонного сообщества
считают, что путь вперед лежит через сближение с Западом, некоторые все
же указывают на необходимость прилагать больше усилий для укрепления
традиции ежегодных трехсторонних встреч представителей России, Индии
и Китая, которые проходили с 2002 года между учеными, бизнесменами
и министрами иностранных дел этих стран. Однако пока эти встречи
не смогли перерасти в регулярные саммиты по вопросам политики
и безопасности. Следующая встреча министров иностранных дел России,
Китая и Индии должна состояться в Нью-Дели уже в декабре.
Возможно, тогда мы сможем больше узнать о том, как Россия видит
свое положение между Индией и Китаем.
Скандал вокруг купленной в лизинг атомной подводной лодки (Осмотр
американцами российской подлодки, арендованной Индией)
Андре Баллин (André Ballin). Оригинал публикации: Skandal um geleastes Atom-UBoot.
Handelsblatt
(Германия).
11.11.2017.
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http://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/international/indien-und-russland-skandal-um-geleastesatom-u-boot/20566724.html

Российско-индийское сотрудничество в области вооружений находится
в опасности из-за неслыханного скандала вокруг предполагаемой передачи
США важной военной информации. Конкретно речь идет об одной
российской подводной лодке проекта 971, которой — под названием «Чакра»
— с 2011 года пользуются ВМС Индии. Москва обвиняет Дели в том, что,
несмотря на лизинговый договор, на борт подводной лодки были допущены
представители ВМС США, которые ознакомились с внутренним
оборудованием лодки.
Официально это обвинение не комментируется ни одной из сторон.
Однако российская ежедневная газета «Коммерсант» в своей статье об этом
скандале ссылается на источники в министерстве обороны, которые говорят
о «нескольких недружелюбных шагах по отношению к России».
Сначала на крейсере-авианосце «Вик-ра-ма-дитья» — бывшем
«Адмирале Горшкове» — приняли делегацию ВМС США, что уже вызвало
протесты со стороны России, говорится в статье. Однако в этом случае
Москва не могла предъявить реальные обвинения, так как этот крейсер
находится в собственности Индии. Вскоре после этого американские
военные появились также на переданной в лизинг сроком на десять лет
подводной лодке «Чакра». «Среди них были также хорошо образованные
технические специалисты, которые вполне могли получить при этом
полезную для себя информацию», — цитирует газета одного представителя
Рособоронсотрудничества.
Согласно договору, стоимость которого оценивается в 650 миллионов
долларов, индийская сторона не имеет права пускать на эту подводную лодку
никаких представителей других наций. Как раз в целях предотвращения
военного шпионажа. Однако один менеджер российской военной верфи
успокаивал, что без технической документации, которая по-прежнему
находится в собственности России, будет чрезвычайно трудно расшифровать
принцип работы отдельных систем на подводной лодке.
Российские IT-технологии добрались до Индии
The Hindu 19.06.2017
Переосмысление российско-индийских отношений
Daily Pioneer 14.11.2016
Индия теряет Россию?
The National Interest 31.10.2016
Военно-техническая сделка Дели и Москвы
The National Interest 21.10.2016

Индийский военный эксперт сказал в интервью газете Handelsblatt, что
это могла быть «провокация». Если это происшествие подтвердится, то, по
его словам, речь идет об инициативе местного руководства, о которой
правительство не было проинформировано. «Однако наличие мощного
антироссийского лобби в Индии является реальностью», — подтвердил он.
Правительственные круги, напротив, считают, что Россия использует
это происшествие как повод для того, чтобы уклониться от прописанного в
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договоре ремонта этой подводной лодки. Во время одного маневра в августе
«Чакра» получила повреждения, и уже месяц находится в доке.
Индия десятилетиями поддерживала хорошие отношения с Советским
Союзом, а позднее и с Россией. Сегодня Индия является важнейшим
клиентом российской оборонной промышленности. В течение многих лет
Россия поставляет на юг оружие на миллиардные суммы. Кроме того, Индия
проявила большой интерес к дальнейшим российским атомным подводным
лодкам, тем более что ее соперника, Пакистан, подводными лодками
вооружает Китай.
Как сообщил портал Indian Defence News, Индия хочет до 2023/24
годов потратить почти 15 миллиардов на расширение современного флота
подводных лодок. России в этих планах отводится якобы «центральная
роль». Планируется аренда еще одной атомной подводной лодки за 2,5
миллиарда долларов. Однако эта сделка, о которой говорят с 2012 года,
находится на грани срыва.
Поэтому уже идет работа над новой версией этого спора: якобы эта
информация была запущена с целью столкнуть между собой Россию, Индию
и США. «Можно с уверенностью сказать, что этот слух был организован
лоббистами Франции, причем довольно квалифицированно», — цитирует
новостной портал News.ru российские военные круги. «Конкуренция на
рынке вооружений высока, и для того, чтобы получить договор, все средства
хороши, в том числе и клевета на конкурентов», — считает Андрей Фролов,
эксперт Центра анализа стратегий и технологий.
Представитель Кремля Дмитрий Песков не захотел комментировать
этот скандал. Это скорее вопрос к военным, сказал он. Однако в конце все же
потребуется принять политическое решение. Курирующий оборонную
промышленность вице-премьер Дмитрий Рогозин — бывший постпред
России в НАТО — планирует в декабре поехать в Индию для обсуждения
накопившихся за последнее время проблем в области военного
сотрудничества.
Возможно, тогда наряду с этой аферой с подводной лодкой удастся
обсудить и согласованную в 2007 году, но до сих пор не реализованную
сделку с самолетом. Речь идет о совместном создании истребителя пятого
поколения на базе российского Су-57. Обе стороны многого ожидали от этой
сделки как в плане технологий, так и финансов. Однако до сегодняшнего дня
не согласованы ни внешний вид этого самолета, ни его финансирование.
Москва и Тегеран подписали меморандум по поставкам газа из Ирана
в Индию
«РИА Новости». 2.11.2017. https://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html

МОСКВА, 2 ноя — РИА Новости. Минэнерго РФ и министерство
нефти Ирана в среду подписали меморандум о поддержке проекта поставок
газа из Ирана в Индию, сообщил министр энергетики РФ Александр Новак.
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Новак отметил хорошие перспективы для сотрудничества России и
Ирана
"То соглашение, тот меморандум, который был вчера подписан, он
направлен в первую очередь на сотрудничество по реализации проектов,
связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого ресурса
в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по дну
Персидского залива", — сказал Новак в интервью телеканалу "Россия 24".
"Это крупный инфраструктурный проект, который в настоящее время
прорабатывается активно, заключаются меморандумы двусторонние,
и думаю, что он вполне реален для того, чтобы в ближайшее время вошел
в практическую плоскость", — отметил он.
В среду Новак говорил, что "Газпром" планирует добывать газ в Иране
и построить газопровод в Индию протяженностью 1,2 тысячи километров
с отводом. Конкретные месторождения в Иране будут определены в рамках
проработки технико-экономического обоснования проекта.
Иран торгуется с российскими компаниями по месторождениям, заявил
Новак
В июне заместитель председателя правления "Газпрома" Виталий
Маркелов сообщал, что компания подписала с Ираном меморандумы
о возможности
участия
в разработке
четырех
месторождений
в республике — Farzad-A, Farzad-B, North Pars и Kish.
В середине июня зампред правления "Газпрома" Александр Медведев
говорил, что компания обсуждает поставки газа в Индию. Он отмечал, что
не исключается использование разменных операций с участием Китая
и Ирана. В мае заместитель министра энергетики РФ Юрий Сентюрин
сообщал, что Россия и Индия рассматривают разные варианты поставок
российского газа в страну. В частности, помимо строительства газопровода,
возможны поставки газа по своповым операциям, в том числе с участием
Ирана, а также в виде СПГ из портфеля "Газпрома". Он также отмечал, что
Индия обозначила свой дефицит в газе в объеме до 25 миллиардов
кубометров в год.
Новак: Россия и Иран дорабатывают программу "нефть в обмен на
товары"
В октябре прошлого года "Газпром" и Engineers India подписали
меморандум о взаимопонимании, отражающий заинтересованность сторон
в совместном исследовании маршрутов поставок трубопроводного газа
из России и других стран в Индию.
По итогам состоявшегося в октябре 2013 года саммита Индия и РФ
договорились создать совместную исследовательскую группу для изучения
варианта прямой наземной транспортировки российских углеводородов
в Индию. Эксперты, в частности, говорили о возможности продления
системы магистральных газопроводов "Сила Сибири", по которому будут
осуществляться поставки российского газа в Китай, до Индии.
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Революция в России в 1917 г. и ее влияние на Индию
From Russia with love: How the Bolshevik revolution impacted India‘s
leaders
Paramita Ghosh. Hindustan Times. Nov 19, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/from-russia-with-love-how-the-bolshevik-revolution-impacted-india-s-leaders/storybTGWOuQFS1PkvXmmV4LadN.html

Subhash Bose wanted Soviet help. Nehru brought ideas of planning, not the
Soviet economic model. MN Roy worked in the Russian foreign office. Periyar
spread ideas of social justice.
Born Narendra Nath Bhattacharya, who later took on the name MN Roy to
escape British intelligence, Roy was an armed revolutionary of Bengal who
became a Communist and founded the first communist party of India in Tashkent
in 1921. In Russia soon after the revolution, Lenin considered him an authority on
India‘s colonial question.(Samir Jana/HT PHOTO)
In a room on the second floor of the College Street Coffee House, the stillsturdy Kolkata institution, the evening light rests on a row of books that line a shelf
facing a window. These are by MN Roy, the Indian nationalist revolutionary who
turned communist in America and who, on Lenin‘s invitation, presented his
colonial thesis. Roy differed with the great Soviet leader at the Second Congress of
the Comintern (Communist International) in Moscow, 1920.
Lenin believed that Indian communists must work with nationalists, even if
the latter were ―bourgeois‖, so as to strengthen the liberation movement as
communists in India then were few in number. Roy felt the main task was to build
peasant-and-worker parties and organise a ‗revolution from below‘. What
decisively links the history of the Russian revolution to the Indian subcontinent is
what took place nearly two weeks after the revolution.
On November 20, 1917, the Council of People‘s Commissars in Russia
appealed to all working classes among the Muslims of the East to rally to
Bolshevism to help all oppressed people and secure freedom. This laid the ground
for what was eventually to become the crucial Colonial Question that amounted to
the Soviet regime unambiguously standing with the peoples of the colonies and
giving them material and moral support for their struggles for national
independence.
―It had an electrifying effect around the world. And certainly in India,‖ says
political scientist Sobhanlal Datta Gupta, who, together with historian Hari
Vasudevan, is among the few Indian experts on the Russian revolution to have
accessed the Moscow-based archives of the Comintern in the 1990s. Datta Gupta
in his book, Comintern and the Destiny of Communism in India: 1919-1943, has
laid bare the relationship between Soviet Russia and all shades of India‘s
revolutionaries and the shifting lines in that relationship.
Roy may have been one of the first Indian revolutionaries in whom a postrevolutionary Russia took keen interest. But he was not the only one, or the last.
MN Roy (fourth from left, back row) with his Soviet comrades in Moscow, 1922 (Photo:
Samir Jana)
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In his memoirs, Roy recalls Lenin overriding his objection to the passivity of
Gandhi‘s non-violent tactics and his social conservatism with this one question: ―Is
Gandhi opposing British imperialism or not? If the answer is ‗yes‘, you have to
work with him.‖
Popular-Front politics, in which differences and conflicts among various
social classes are overlooked in favour of joining ranks against a common foe, is a
Leninist idea that Stalin built on during World War II while forging an alliance
against the Nazis and Fascism. India‘s political leaders have adopted it at various
times to build a common platform, says Datta Gupta.
Vijay Prashad, academic and editor, Leftword, who is also a CPI(M)
member, agrees that many political currents in the country join hands with the
communist parties of India at various fora. ―We are a large tent movement, not
only with many communist and left parties trying to act in unity, but with others
outside our movement with whom we have close ties and with whom we are often
on the streets. I believe that Ambedkar, Periyar and Nehru, the gamut of socialists
and liberals in the Indian national movement, took inspiration from the fact that the
October Revolution took place in a peasant society that was like India.‖
Nehru in the Soviet Union in 1961. (Photo: Gamma-Keystone via Getty Images)

Truck with the mainstream
Broadly three kinds of Indian revolutionaries were motoring down the road
to Moscow via Central Asia, between the ‘20s and the ‘40s; or getting off ships in
the capitals of Europe with Moscow as the final destination. Some of them were
the Khilafists who were heading towards Turkey to shore up the Caliphate but
ended up being recruited by the Soviets in Afghan territory where the latter were
active; some were revolution junkies who wanted to ‗see Lenin‘ and thought he
was going to be a Russian Garibaldi; some were going with the commitment to
join The Communist University of the Toilers of the East, a training college for
cadres from the colonies, or simply to offer themselves as recruits to a
revolutionary state in order to bring back ideas to implement at home.
Jawaharlal Nehru, the rising star of the Congress, visited the Soviet Union in
1927 on the 10th anniversary of the revolution, a time of transition and turmoil that
marked the beginning of Stalin‘s rise that followed Lenin‘s death in 1924. By then
Nehru was also a member of the League Against Imperialism, whose roots lay in
the Second Congress of the Comintern. In the backdrop of the Great Depression
(1929-39), which had the US on its knees, he was impressed with the Soviet
Union‘s ‗growth phenomenon‘; as was Dravidian leader EVR Periyar, who visited
the USSR in the ‘30s.
―If you want to know the impact of the Russian revolution on Periyar, the
proof of that is what Karunanidhi (Karunanidhi draws from the Periyarist political
heritage) named his son – Stalin,‖ says veteran Congressman Mani Shankar Aiyar
with a smile.
Dravidian leader EVR Periyar visited the USSR in the ‘30s drawn to its ideas of class
and social justice. (HT Photo)

Aiyar says Nehru returning to India brought the message of the Soviet Union
but not its example. (Soviet watchers also point out that after Tagore‘s visit to the
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USSR, two years after Nehru‘s, he commended it for its strides in industry and
education but issued a word of caution for its lack of ―personal freedom‖. Tagore‘s
nephew, Saumyendranath, who was a communist, had facilitated the visit.).
Subhash Chandra Bose, too, adds Datta Gupta, was not opposed to Soviet
Russia even though much has been made of his ―alliance with fascists. We all
know he landed in Germany but few know that his real destination was the Soviet
Union. The first embassy he knocked in Kabul where he had escaped to from
Calcutta before he landed in Berlin was the Soviet embassy. In fact, even after the
Battle of Kohima when Bose tried to enter India with Japanese help, he had plans
to make a second attempt to go to Moscow to seek Soviet help. In Berlin he had
even told the Nazis that the Indian Legion he commanded would not join the Nazis
in their fight against the Soviets‖.
Subhash Chandra Bose had told the Nazis that the Indian legion would not be used in
their war with the Soviets. (Photo: Gamma-Keystone via Getty Images)

The promise of a socialist revolution also influenced the Congress back
home. A Congress Socialist ginger group was formed in 1930. Jayaprakash
Narayan was an important member of this group. ―JP was drawn equally to Gandhi
and Marx‖ and that led to his ―confusions‖, says Aiyar. ―Nehru did not make
communism and socialism synonymous. In the Nehruvian economic model there
would be a role for the state in promoting heavy industries and infrastructure but
industrialists were always going to have a big role,‖ he adds.
Red on red
In line with the Comintern‘s policy to spread communism all across the
world by breaking down the imperialist system everywhere, Roy set up the first
Communist Party of India in Tashkent in 1921; on Indian soil, it was set up in
Kanpur in 1925. In 1923, a Madras journalist and communist, Singaravelu
Chettiar, organised the first May Day celebration in India. ―This was likely the first
deliberative use of the red flag,‖ says Vijay Prasad.
Communist literature from the Soviet Union continued to enter India
through underground channels until 1930 when Roy himself returned to India after
having fallen out with Stalin. In the Soviet Union, he had worked in the Russian
Foreign office. In India, he was arrested. After jail, he interacted with the Congress
and the arch internationalist turned nationalist, and then in another U-turn, Radical
Humanist. ―This was not a going against Marx but a move towards a new
interpretation of him,‖ says Abdus Samad Gayen, who teaches political science at
Presidency University, Kolkata.
Political scientist Sobhanlal Datta Gupta, is among the few Indian experts on the Russian
Revolution to have accessed the archives of the Comintern in the 1990s. (Samir Jana/HT
PHOTO)

Roy‘s case typifies the Indian communists‘ dilemma since their brush with
Soviet communism, of trying to be consistent on both points – being a ‗good
nationalist‘ and a ‗good internationalist‘ all at once. ―The assertion of
internationalism by the undivided CPI in 1942 through its opposition to Gandhi‘s
call for Quit India may have sullied the Indian communists‘ public image and
given a handle to the Right,‖ says Hari Vasudevan, ―but they felt that the need of
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the hour was that Britain be joined in the fight against fascism…as by the ‘40s, the
communists had no clear idea what shape an independent Indian nation-state would
take. It was better, in such a scenario, to join the war on the side of the USSR.
Right through the ‘40s, the communists were putting pressure on the nationalists to
move India towards a socialist state.‖ PC Joshi was for a moderate transformation;
BT Ranadive pushed a more radical line.
―The bourgeois national democrats strive for the establishment of a free
national state,‖ Roy had said, ―whereas the masses of workers and poor are
revolting.‖ Roy‘s thesis that Indian society had ―two contradictory forces‖ and
both could not develop together, was borne out in the run-up to India‘s
independence. Says Vasudevan: ―In 1948, both the communist-led people‘s
movement of Telangana, and the government of independent India wanted the
Nizam out but not for the same reason. The communists wanted land redistribution, end of forced labour, and a re-arranging of the socio-economic order.
The army sent to get the Nizam to sign the accession letter was also used to crush
the communist movement.‖
The Soviet example continued to influence India‘s communist governments
in West Bengal and Kerala, but differently. ―Not just land reforms, what Kerala did
was weaken the police apparatus and have the party and local bodies influence the
executive apparatus,‖ adds Vasudevan. ―There was a greater diffusion of power in
Kerala. The Bengal communists also effected land and panchayat reforms, but they
have been more anxious about whether they are following the early [Soviet]
doctrine, with the result that not much headway was made in creating an Indian
doctrine. ‖ How much of the colour red has faded in this part of the world? That
may just be the question to ask in this month of the 100th anniversary of the
Russian revolution.
Индианка стала Мисс Мира 2017
Manushi Chhillar crowned Miss World 2017
The Hindu. 19.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/fashion/indian-contestant-in-topfive-of-miss-world-2017/article20551826.ece?homepage=true
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Miss India Manushi Chhilar after winning the 67th Miss World contest final in Sanya, on the tropical
Chinese island of Hainan on Saturday, November 18, 2017.

India‘s Manushi Chhillar was on Saturday crowned as Miss World 2017 at a
grand event held in Sanya in China.
The 20-year-old medical student from Haryana had won Femina Miss India
World 2017 in May this year.
The announcment was made on the pageant‘s official Twitter handle.
―The winner of Miss World 2017 is Miss India Manushi Chhillar,‖ the tweet
said.
Manushi had made it to the top 5 along with contestants from England,
France, Kenya and Mexico.
The first and the second runners-up were Miss England Stephanie Hill and
Miss Mexico Andrea Meza.
The coveted title was last won by Priyanka Chopra for India in 2000, a year
after Yukta Mookhey had made the country proud.
In 1997, Diana Hayden had bagged the title, while Aishwarya Rai had the
honours in 1994.
Reita Faria was the first Indian to win the crown in the 1966.
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Переговоры между Китаем и Индией впервые на официальном уровне
после столкновения в Доклам
Indian, Chinese officials hold first talks in Beijing after Doklam standoff
Sutirtho Patranobis. The Hindustan Times. 18.11.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/indian-chinese-officials-meet-in-beijing-for-talks-on-peace-along-the-border/storyMwh0t98xYRQv13QaJjKdTJ.html

The meeting of the Working Mechanism for Consultation and Coordination
on India-China Border Affairs took stock of the situation along the border,
especially in the aftermath of the standoff at Doklam or Donglang near the Sikkim
border.

File photograph taken on October 21, 2012 shows an Indian soldier keeping watch at Bumla Pass
on the India-China border in Arunachal Pradesh. (AFP)

Maintaining peace along the border and increasing military-to-military
contacts were in focus when top officials from India and China met in Beijing for a
round of official talks on the frontier for the first time since the resolution of the
Doklam standoff.
It was the 10th round of the Working Mechanism for Consultation and
Coordination on India-China Border Affairs (WMCC), a mechanism initiated in
2012 to maintain peace along the disputed border.
Details of Friday‘s meeting were not immediately available but it is believed
both sides took stock of the situation along the border, especially in the aftermath
of the standoff at Doklam or Donglang near the Sikkim border, where troops from
the two countries were locked in an eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation for more than
70 days.
―The talks were held in a constructive and forward-looking manner. Both
sides reviewed the situation in all sectors of India-China border and agreed that
maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the border areas is an important
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prerequisite for sustained growth of bilateral relations,‖ said a statement issued by
the Indian embassy on Friday evening.
―In this regard, the two sides also exchanged views on further confidencebuilding measures and strengthening of military-to-military contacts,‖ it added.
The Indian delegation, comprising diplomats and military officials, was led
by Pranay Verma, joint secretary (East Asia), and the Chinese delegation was led
by Xiao Qian, director general, department of Asian affairs in the foreign ministry.
The WMCC is different from the talks between the Special Representatives
on the border issue, which is the most important mechanism to resolve the dispute.
The WMCC specifically focusses on maintaining peace and tranquillity till a final
resolution.
The body will ―undertake other tasks that are mutually agreed upon by the
two sides, but will not discuss resolution of the Boundary Question or affect the
Special Representatives Mechanism‖, according to the agreement on the WMCC.
The body is meant to ―study ways and means to conduct and strengthen
exchanges and cooperation between military personnel and establishments of the
two sides in the border areas‖.
Россия. Т-90 и "Абрамс" столкнулись на полях Индии
Александр Шарковский (Заместитель ответственного редактора НВО). НГ.
17.11.2017. http://www.ng.ru/armies/2017-11-17/1_7117_abrams.html

Состоящие на вооружении индийской армии танки Т-72 как
российского, так и индийского производства скоро выработают свой ресурс и
будут списаны. Дели готовит новый тендер, поскольку собственному
оборонпрому не удалось создать новый надежный танк, удовлетворяющий
современным требованиям. Индия на протяжении многих десятилетий в этой
области сотрудничала с Москвой, на этот раз есть опасность, что Дели
предпочтет другого поставщика танков и технологий для их производства.
Вашингтон рассматривает Индию как выгодного партнера в оборонной
индустрии и как основного военного союзника в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском
регионе.
Индийская газета Hindu опубликовала материал, посвященный
объявлению командованием Вооруженных сил этой страны тендера на
закупку 2600 танков. Ранее высший офицер индийского Министерства
обороны генерал-лейтенант Шиван сделал заявление для СМИ, что вскоре в
программе Future Ready Combat Vehicle (FRCV), являющейся основой для
строительства индийских бронетанковых сил, предстоят существенные
подвижки. Из его же уст стало известно, что в ближайшем будущем будет
списана большая часть ныне существующего танкового парка.
Сотрудничество в области танкостроения между Москвой и Дели
началось еще во времена СССР. Поставки российских танков Т-72 и
комплектующих для их сборки осуществлялись с 1978 по 2007 год. Всего в
настоящее время на вооружении индийской армии 2414 единиц боевых
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машин этой марки. Из них 1108 – импортных танков и 1306 собранных из
машинокомплектов в Индии.
Параллельно с поставками из-за рубежа индийская Организация
оборонных исследований и разработок (DRDO, Defence Research and
Development) вела разработку собственного танка, 37 лет было потрачено на
создание образца под наименованием Арджун Мк I. К 2011 году на его
основе в результате глубокой модернизации был создан танк Арджун Мк II.
Но индийские военные признали этот танк неудачным и отказались от его
приобретения.
Дели вновь решили пойти по проторенному пути в этой области и
готовят новый тендер на поставку современных танков, которые должны
поступить на вооружение к 2025–2027 годам. Условием этого тендера будет
частичная закупка готовых машин с обязательным созданием их
производства на территории Индии. Параллельно DRDO продолжит
собственные разработки. Из списка вероятных претендентов на победу в
грядущем тендере можно исключить Китай, поскольку он является
вероятным военным противником (о чем свидетельствуют многочисленные
индийско-китайские пограничные конфликты) и союзником Пакистана.
Израильский танк «Меркава» вряд ли будет рассматриваться вообще из-за
своей специфики. У высокотехнологичного немецкого танка «Леопард» тоже
мало шансов быть принятым на вооружение индийской армии. В Германии
практически отсутствуют промышленные линии для серийного производства
этого танка, их восстановление, а равно создание таковых на территории
Индии сейчас весьма проблематично. Берлин вряд ли пойдет на передачу
всех необходимых для производства «Леопарда» технологий Дели. Есть еще
одно негативное обстоятельство: этот танк очень дорог в производстве. К
тому же он получил мощную антирекламу в ходе операции турецких войск
«Щит Евфрата» в Сирии.
Индию вполне может заинтересовать французский танк AMX-56
Леклерк, 388 этих машин находятся на вооружении армии Объединенных
Эмиратов, и арабы ими довольны. Более того, этот танк неплохо себя
зарекомендовал в ныне текущей войне в Йемене. Препятствием для франкоиндийского сотрудничества в этой области может стать отказ Парижа в
переносе производства этих машин в Индию и необходимость передачи
индийской стороне соответствующих технологий. Еще одной неприятностью
для Дели может стать тот факт, что Леклерк весьма недешев в производстве.
Скорее всего основная борьба развернется между американским танком
«Абрамс» и российским Т-90. Преимущество последнего в том, что, вопервых, он уже состоит на вооружении индийских войск (а это около 1000
единиц, и контракт на их модернизацию уже существует). Во-вторых, в
очном испытании, прошедшем в Саудовской Аравии, русская машина
быстрее американца прошла маршрут по пустынной пересеченной
местности, и затем Т-90 великолепно отстрелялся на полигоне, в то время как
у его оппонента орудие отказало после марша, тогда «Абрамс» вообще не
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смог произвести ни одного выстрела. Бывший глава департамента развития
оборонно-промышленного комплекса Министерства промышленности и
торговли РФ Игорь Караваев, свидетель этих испытаний, в свое время заявил
представителям СМИ, что единственным танком, который прошел весь цикл
испытаний в Саудовской Аравии, а также осуществил после марш-броска
поражение 60% целей, был российский Т-90А, «ни «Леопард», ни «Леклерк»,
ни «Абрамс» до этого уровня не дошли. После этих событий этот Т-90
прошел дополнительную модернизацию. Еще немаловажно то, что
производство Т-90 обходится значительно дешевле, чем производство
«Абрамса».
К тому же Россия располагает хорошо развитыми, действующими
производственными мощностями, тогда как в США они на данный момент
законсервированы. Американские танкостроители сейчас занимаются
главным образом модернизацией существующих образцов и новые танки
серийно не выпускают. Скорее всего они предложат индийцам ту технику,
которая находится у них на хранении. Впрочем, запустить массовое
производство танков для них не проблема, как говорится, был бы спрос.
Учитывая все ранее сказанное, Т-90 практически по всем параметрам
выглядит более привлекательным, чем «Абрамс». Но в дело может
вмешаться непреодолимая для Москвы политическая целесообразность в
отношениях между Индией и США. Как известно, в последнее время
Вашингтон усиленно работает над укреплением всесторонних связей с Дели,
в первую очередь в области военного сотрудничества. В начале июня глава
Пентагона Джеймс Мэттис, выступая в Сингапуре, даже заявил, что Индия
является ключевым партнером США в оборонной отрасли.
Соединенные Штаты уже подписали с Дели соглашение о локализации
в Индии производства многоцелевых истребителей F-16 и о поставке 22
морских беспилотников MQ-9B «Гардиан». Ранее Индия закупила в США
вертолетоносец «Джалашва» (бывший LPD-14 «Трентон») и транспортный
самолет С-17, а также предпочла заключить контракты с Францией на
строительство подводных лодок «Скорпен» и 36 истребителей «Рафаль».
Китай пытается убедить Индию, что КПЭК принесет ей процветание
China trying to convince India CPEC is for prosperity
The Express Tribune. November 16, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559666/1-chinatrying-convince-india-cpec-prosperity/

New Delhi has reservation over the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) project but Beijing is trying to convince it that the multibillion dollar
project is based on economic cooperation and that its main aim is to promote peace
and prosperity in the region.
―The CPEC is neither a way to achieve political aims nor to be used in
regional conflicts. Basic aim of the economic plan is to expand the mutual
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relations. China wants to engage other countries in the economic corridor too,‖
said Chinese foreign official Chen Feng.
Feng was briefing a delegation of the Council of Pakistan Newspaper
Editors (CPNE) that is visiting China. He said China had time and again clarified it
to India that it had no hegemonic designs in the region.
―We rather view CPEC as a way of forming equal relationships with
regional countries and to promote friendship and neighbourhood in the region,‖ he
added.
Washington‘s reservations over CPEC
He said Beijing had been trying to resolve border conflicts with India
through dialogue. Responding to a query about India‘s intruding role in the
neighbouring countries, he said China was also trying to convince it to renounce
this attitude.
Feng clarified that China was not a party in the Kashmir conflict.
―India‘s accusation of Chinese occupation on any part of Kashmir is
baseless. We have denied such claims in the past as well. Kashmir is a bone of
contention between India and Pakistan, peaceful solution of which is the only way
to regional peace and prosperity,‖ he said.
To a question about China‘s blocking a move at the UN to impose ban on
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief Masood Azhar, he said vetoing a resolution
against Azhar after BRICS declaration against terror outfits did not reflect a
contradiction in Chinese policy as BRICS members have not entered into any such
agreement.
Talking about Gwadar which is the terminal point of the CPEC, he said
timeline for completion of the project could not be given but special areas would
be made to upgrade the local peoples‘ standard of living.
CPEC projects enter second phase
He said China had set up a water plant to meet its requirements of clean
water in Gwadar but that plant was right now insufficient to meet requirement of
the locals.
To a question about security and protection of Chinese nationals in Pakistan,
he said Chinese workers and institutions were going to Pakistan and they were
satisfied with the security situation in Pakistan.
―There is always room for improvement which is why Chinese government
remains in contact with Pakistani government and military,‖ he added.
Speaking with reference to Dalai Lama‘s activities in India, the
representative said: ―We have conveyed our reservations on Dalai Lama‘s
activities to India and it has assured us that they are just immigrants but Dalai
Lama and his followers will not be allowed to plan terrorist activities against
China.‖
He said Beijing was in contact with Pakistan regarding peace process in
Afghanistan but the current environment was not suitable for talks.
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―A strategy is needed to be planned in this matter. The US needs Pakistan‘s
help in this fight against terrorism; China is satisfied with Pakistan‘s role against
terrorism in East Turkmenistan,‖ he added.
Россия. Сделка по сборке вертолетов Ка-226Т непосредственно в
Индии близится к завершению (передача технологии)
India, Russia chopper deal on right track
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 15.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiarussia-chopper-deal-on-right-track/article20445890.ece?homepage=true

Technology transfer for 140 Kamov-226T
India and Russia are in the final stages of concluding the deal to build
Kamov-226T utility helicopters in India. A Russian team is in India to hold
discussions on the joint venture that will manufacture the helicopters.
―A Russian team is in India for technical discussions on the JV with
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL). The Request For Quotation (RFQ) should be
issued by the government to the JV in about a month or so after the current round
of discussions,‖ an official source said.
India and Russia have concluded an Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA)
for 200 helicopters estimated to cost over $1 billion.
As per the deal, 60 helicopters will be imported from Russia and at least
another 140 built in India by the HAL with technology transfer.
After the RFQ is issued to the JV, the final commercial deal should be
concluded very quickly as there are fixed timelines on the process, the source
added.
The India-Russia JV is between the HAL and Russia‘s Rostec-JSC
Rosoboronexport and Russian Helicopters.
The Kamov-226T helicopters are meant to replace the ageing and obsolete
Cheetah and Chetak fleets of the Indian armed forces. The number is expected to
go beyond 200 given the large requirement from the services.
India and Russia intend to export the Kamov-226T to third countries after
meeting the domestic requirement.
США прессуют и Индию, и Пакистан, призывая к переговорам
US pressing India, Pakistan for dialogue: Report
The Times of India. Nov 13, 2017, https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/uspressing-india-pakistan-for-dialogue-report/articleshow/61626352.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
America's objective to normalise ties between the two South Asian rivals is
part of its efforts to have a more focused approach on the Afghan endgame.
US secretary of state Rex Tillerson took up the issue with the leadership of
both Pakistan and India during his recent visit to the two countries
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ISLAMABAD: The US is quietly nudging Pakistan and India to re-engage
as the Trump administration seeks to defuse tensions between the nuclear-armed
neighbours, according to a media report on Monday.
America's objective to normalise ties between the two South Asian rivals is
part of its efforts to have a more focused approach on the Afghan endgame.
US secretary of state Rex Tillerson took up the issue with the leadership of
both Pakistan and India during his recent visit to the two countries, the Express
Tribune quoting government officials and diplomatic sources as saying.
"Behind the scenes, efforts appear to have started paying dividends since
Tillerson's visit, as there has been a noticeable reduction in violence along the Line
of Control (LoC) in the disputed Kashmir region," the paper said.
The border between the two nations has been the scene of bloody clashes
between the armies of Pakistan and India for the last couple of years. The current
year has been the worst in terms of ceasefire violations as well as civilian
casualties.
Officials with the knowledge of the backdoor manoeuvres confirmed to the
paper that the Trump administration wanted to see a lowering of tensions between
the two neighbours.
A senior official, who requested not to be identified because he was not
authorised to speak to the media, said Tillerson had informed Pakistan that the
Trump administration was willing to encourage a rapprochement between
Islamabad and New Delhi.
The surprise decision by Pakistan to allow a meeting between convicted
Indian national Kulbhushan Jadhav and his wife was also being linked to the quiet
efforts by the US. Pakistan, however, publically insisted that the offer was made
purely on the humanitarian grounds.
The former Indian Navy officer was sentenced to death after a Field Court
Martial on charges of espionage and involvement in terrorist activities.
Officials are reluctant to link Pakistan's decision on Jadhav as well as the
brief lull in LoC clashes to the US intervention.
They said it was too early to draw any such conclusions as the Trump
Administration was still struggling to come up with a workable roadmap for
Afghanistan and South Asia.
The official, nevertheless, made it clear that continued tensions between
Pakistan and India would certainly undermine US efforts to bring some semblance
of peace in Afghanistan.
Historically, Islamabad has not been averse to third-party intervention, but
India has publically opposed such approaches.
The official said the Pakistani side had urged the US to use its influence over
India for the resumption of dialogue after a number of terror attacks in India.
It is, however, not clear if the two sides would resume the full spectrum of
talks, considering the timing.
Since Pakistan is also just a few months away from parliamentary elections,
it is highly unlikely that structured dialogue would be restored. However, political
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leaders and officials may interact with each other as a result of US efforts in order
to arrest any further slide in ties between Pakistan and India, the report said.
Индия не спешит отправлять войска в Афганистан
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 12.11.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/11/12/indiya-ne-speshit-otpravlyat-vojska-v-afganistan/.

В период с 23 по 25 октября с. г. прошла поездка госсекретаря США Р.
Тиллерсона по ряду стран Ближнего Востока, Центральной и Южной Азии.
Еѐ основная цель сводилась к поиску ответов на те вопросы, которые
возникли после выступления президента Д. Трампа на тему политики новой
американской администрации в Афганистане. Конечным и главным пунктом
турне высокого американского чиновника была Индия.
Затянувшаяся на 16 лет военная операция США в Афганистане
превратилась в одну из самых дорогостоящих и провальных авантюр за всю
американскую историю. Попытка выхода из неѐ наметилась ещѐ в годы
правления администрации Б. Обамы, который сократил в 10 раз масштаб
военного присутствия США в этой стране.
Объявляя
в
ходе
предвыборной
кампании
предыдущую
администрацию ―виновной во всѐм‖, Д. Трамп, тем не менее, достаточно
чѐтко выразил намерение довести до логического конца политику Б. Обамы,
нацеленную на полный военный уход из Афганистана.
Поэтому в экспертном сообществе вызвало удивление заявление (уже
президента) Д. Трампа о том, что США не только продолжат военное
присутствие в этой стране, но и направят на еѐ территорию ещѐ порядка 5
тыс. солдат из частных военных компаний.
Прозвучали также странные слова о необходимости достижения
―победы‖, без уточнения, над кем и в чѐм она будет выражаться. Ничего
похожего на ―победу‖ в Афганистане не удалось достичь за многие
предыдущие годы, когда численность американского воинского контингента
(с учѐтом сил стран НАТО) превышала, повторим, на порядок развѐрнутую
ныне группировку, в основном занятую охраной мест собственной
дислокации.
Появляется информация о том, что упомянутые выше ―ястребиные‖
слова были внесены в ―афганскую‖ речь Д.Трампа под давлением его
министра обороны и госсекретаря. Оба они, видимо, исходили из
соображений необходимости выиграть время до момента полного военного
ухода США из Афганистана. Напомним, что последнее является
непременным условием, которое выдвигается ―талибами‖ в ответ на призывы
подключиться к переговорам о прекращении военных действий на
территории страны и формировании нечто похожего на ―правительство
национального примирения‖.
Главной площадкой такого рода переговоров являлась до сих пор
―Четырѐхсторонняя координационная группа‖, включающая в себя
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представителей МИД США, КНР, Пакистана и Афганистана. Состоявшиеся
на этой площадке в текущем году несколько раундов переговорного процесса
не дали никаких практически значимых результатов по причине
игнорирования переговоров ―талибами‖, то есть одной из главных сторон
конфликта.
Обратим также внимание на то, что в указанной группе не
представлена Индия, роль которой в делах Афганистана растѐт, а отношения
между правительствами обеих стран выглядят вполне позитивными. Чего
нельзя сказать об отношениях Афганистана с Пакистаном.
В Вашингтоне, несомненно, принимают во внимание и такой крайне
важный момент игры вокруг афганской проблемы, как радикальное
изменение в последние 10-15 лет позиционирования Индии и Пакистана по
отношению к ныне главным мировым державам, то есть к тем же США и
Китаю.
Если во времена холодной войны Индия была противником США (и
квазисоюзником основного американского оппонента СССР), то сегодня она
(вместе с Японией) рассматривается Вашингтоном в качестве одной из
главных американских опор в противостоянии с Китаем. Что касается
Пакистана, то произошедшая в тот же отрезок времени метаморфоза с его
позиционированием по отношению к США и Китаю носит прямо
противоположный характер.
Все эти изменения нашли чѐткое отражение в упоминавшемся выше
―афганском‖ выступлении Д. Трампа, в котором Индия изображалась в
позитивных тонах, в то время как Пакистан был представлен ―пристанищем
террористов‖.
В том же выступлении отчѐтливо обозначалась и стратегия выхода
(буквального и, на авторский взгляд, неизбежного) из афганской проблемы.
Указанный ―выход‖ можно будет представить в качестве ―победы‖ только в
случае ―передачи поста‖ в Афганистане дружественной Индии, которая и
призывалась расширить в этой стране своѐ присутствие. Вполне прозрачным
был намѐк на желательность включения военной компоненты в формат
индийской вовлечѐнности в афганские дела.
Одновременно усиливается давление на Пакистан, с целью
принуждения его к прекращению ―двусмысленной‖ политики в Афганистане.
Подразумевается, что Пакистан должен усилить контроль трансграничной
миграции ―талибов‖ (то есть пуштунов), которые не признают произвольно
проведенную в своѐ время так называемую ―Линию Дюранда‖ в качестве
афгано-пакистанской границы.
Но, повторим, Пакистан опирается теперь на мощную поддержку КНР
и, декларируя приверженность ―борьбе с терроризмом‖, проводит в регионе
ту политику, которую считает выгодной для себя.
Официальные комментарии о пребывании Р. Тиллерсона в Индии (куда
он прибыл после кратких остановок в Кабуле, Исламабаде, столицах Катара и
Саудовской Аравии) окрашены в позитивные тона. И для этого есть весомые
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основания. Достаточно сослаться на подтверждение обещаний поставлять
Индии ―самое современное‖ американское оружие (например, 22 БПЛА Sea
Gardian на общую сумму в 2 млрд долл.), заявление о предстоящей
двусторонней встрече в формате ―2+2‖ (то есть с участием министров
иностранных дел и обороны), объявление о возможности проведения в
декабре с. г. переговоров в трѐхстороннем формате с участием
представителей США, Индии и Афганистана.
Однако нет никаких намѐков на то, что в результате бесед Р.
Тиллерсона с руководителем МИД Индии и премьер-министром страны Н.
Моди обозначилась перспектива отправки Индией экспедиционной воинской
группировки в Афганистан. Возможно, в этом вопросе появится больше
ясности после проведения указанных выше трѐхсторонних переговоров.
Отметим, что подобный шаг Индии сегодня выглядел бы для неѐ
крайне опрометчивым. И дело даже не столько в Пакистане, который
рассматривает Афганистан в качестве ―заднего двора‖ в противостоянии с
той же Индией (в чѐм и заключается проблемность пакистано-афганских
отношений).
Гораздо важнее неизбежно негативная реакция на такой
(гипотетический) шаг Китая, с которым Индия только что едва избежала
военного конфликта в Гималаях. Формат выхода из этого конфликта показал
желание Дели избежать дальнейшего обострения отношений с Пекином и не
переводить их в игру с нулевой суммой.
Но с высокой вероятностью именно это произойдѐт в случае
положительной реакции Дели на прозрачные месседжи из Вашингтона
относительно Афганистана.
Кроме того, несмотря на позитивный в целом вектор развития
американо-индийских отношений, в них остаются серьѐзные проблемы,
которые проявились в ходе переговоров С. Сварадж с Р. Тиллерсоном.
Последнему ясно дали понять, что Индия не будет сворачивать отношения с
КНДР и Ираном. В частности, продолжится реализация крайне важного (как
для Индии, так и Ирана) проекта модернизации порта Чабахар на иранском
берегу Оманского залива.
Американскому гостю в очередной раз были высказаны претензии и по
теме проблем с получением виз миллионами индийских специалистов
(прежде всего, программистами), которые годами работают в американских
компаниях. Эти проблемы возрастают в связи с общим ―антиимигрантским‖
курсом нового президента США.
Индия продолжает проводить независимую политику, исходя из
собственных интересов. Поэтому США придѐтся и дальше какое-то время
барахтаться в одиночку в афганском болоте в расчѐте на лучшие времена,
которые в этом ―могильнике империй‖ ещѐ ни разу не наступали.
Россия-США-Индия (СМИ) – саммит АТЭС во Вьетнаме.
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Trump: Putin again denies meddling in 2016 election
The Hindu. 11.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/trump-putin-againdenies-meddling-in-2016-election/article20218034.ece?homepage=true

U.S. President Donald Trump and Russia's President Vladimir Putin talk during the family photo
session at the APEC Summit in Danang, Vietnam on Saturday. | Photo Credit: Reuters

―Having a good relationship with Russia‘s a great, great thing. And this
artificial Democratic hit job gets in the way,‖ Mr. Trump told reporters.
―He says he didn‘t meddle. I asked him again. You can only ask so many
times,‖ Mr. Trump told reporters aboard Air Force One on the trip to Hanoi,
Vietnam. ―Every time he sees me, he said- ‗I didn‘t do that.‘ And I believe, I really
believe that when he tells me that he means it.‖
Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin did not have a formal meeting while they were in
Vietnam for an economic summit, but the two spoke informally several times and
reached agreement on a number of principles for the future of war-torn Syria. But
Mr. Trump made clear that the issue of Russian meddling in the election hovers
over the leaders‘ relationship Mr. Putin is ―insulted‖ by the accusation, Mr. Trump
said. In a blistering partisan attack, Mr. Trump accused Democrats of using the
election issue to create a barrier between the U.S. and Russia as the nations work
on crises in Syria and Ukraine.
―Having a good relationship with Russia‘s a great, great thing. And this
artificial Democratic hit job gets in the way,‖ Mr. Trump told reporters, once again
casting doubt on the U.S. intelligence community‘s conclusion that Russia did try
to interfere in the election. ―People will die because of it.‖
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Mr. Trump‘s suggestion that he may believe Mr. Putin over his own nation‘s
intelligence community is certain to re-ignite the firestorm over the election
meddling. Meanwhile, a special counsel investigation of potential collusion
between Moscow and Trump campaign aides so far has resulted in two indictments
for financial and other crimes unrelated to the campaign, as well as a guilty plea.
Mr. Trump said the probe into the election hacking was a ―fake barrier‖
placed by Democrats that was hurting the United States‘ ability to have a
relationship with Russia, a distraction that was putting lives at stake.
The Kremlin issued a statement on Saturday saying that the leaders met
during the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation conference in Denang and reached
agreement on a number of principles for the future of the civil war-torn country
now that the Islamic State group has largely been pushed out. Among the
agreements‘ key points, according to the Russians, were an affirmation of deescalation zones, a system to prevent dangerous incidents between American and
Russian forces, and a commitment to a peaceful solution governed by a Geneva
peace process.
The Kremlin quickly promoted the agreement as the White House stayed
silent. Mr. Trump told reporters that the deal was reached ―very quickly‖ and that
it would save a number of lives. And he praised his relationship with Mr. Putin,
saying ―We seem to have a very good feeling for each other and a good
relationship, considering we don‘t know each other well.‖
Snippets of video of conference events have shown Mr. Trump and Mr.
Putin shaking hands and chatting, including during the world leaders‘ traditional
group photo. The two walked together down a path to the photo site, conversing
amiably, with Mr. Trump punctuating his thoughts with hand gestures and Mr.
Putin smiling.
Journalists traveling with Mr. Trump were not granted access to any of the
APEC events he participated in in the picturesque tropical seaside city.
White House officials worked quietly behind the scenes negotiating with the
Kremlin over a formal meeting. The Russians raised expectations for such a
session and Mr. Trump told reporters aboard Air Force One en route to Asia that it
was ―expected we‘ll meet with Putin‖ to discuss issues including ramping up
pressure on North Korea to halt its nuclear and ballistic weapons program.As
speculation built, the two sides tried to craft the framework of a deal on the future
of Syria that Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin could announce in a formal bilateral
meeting, according to two administration officials not authorized to speak publicly
about private discussions.
Though North Korea and the Ukraine had been discussed, the two sides
focused on trying to strike an agreement about a path to resolve Syria‘s civil war
once the Islamic State group is defeated, according to officials. But the talks stalled
and, minutes before Air Force One touched down in Vietnam, White House press
secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders told reporters the meeting was off.
Mr. Putin and Mr. Trump crossed paths several times during the conference.
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The two men, each wearing traditional blue Vietnamese shifts, shook hands
and greeted one another as they stood side-by-side for the group photo of world
leaders.
On Saturday, they were also seen shaking hands and speaking briefly during
one meeting, according to a Fox News videographer who was the only American
journalist allowed into the room. Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin were also seen chatting,
with plenty of hand gestures from Mr. Trump, as they walked side by side to a
dramatic vista overlooking the South China Sea for another group picture.
Mr. Trump who is on a lengthy Asia trip, attended meetings and a lunch on
Saturday before heading to the capital city of Hanoi for a state visit.
Переговоры Индии и Китая по граничным вопросам начнутся в конце
декабря 2017 г.
India, China border talks next month
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 10.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiachina-border-talks-next-month/article20054835.ece?homepage=true

Talks come after the 73-day stand-off at Doklam
India and China will hold the 20th round of border talks in the end of
December, the first since the 73 day standoff at Doklam.
―Starting next month the bilateral exchanges will begin. The first one is of
our foreign minister Wang Yi who will attend the India-China-Russia foreign
ministers meeting here… Then our State Counsellor Yang Jiechi he will come to
attend the 20th round of border talks… So these two very important visits by the
two leaders will start a new chapter for our bilateral relations,‖ said Li Bijian,
Minister Counsellor in the Chinese Embassy. He was speaking on the sidelines of a
seminar organised by the Observer Research Foundation on Thursday.
Mr. Yang has been made a member of the Politburo of the Communist Party
and will become the Chinese Vice-Premier in charge of foreign policy next year.
Mr. Li said that when Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President
Xi Jinping met on the sidelines of the BRICS summit in Xiamen after the Doklam
incident in September they reached a consensus to take forward bilateral relations
and these visits were part of the initiative.
The last round of boundary talks between the two Special Representatives,
National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and Mr. Yang were held in China in April
last year.
The two armies got into a standoff at Doklam on June 16 after Indian
soldiers prevented Chinese from building a road in disputed territory near the
India-Bhutan-China tri-junction and after tough diplomatic negotiations announced
disengagement on August 28. In this backdrop, there are wide spread
apprehensions on the future course of the border talks.
Speaking on the just concluded 19th Chinese Communist Party Congress,
Mr. Li said it was an opportunity for India.
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―In the next 30 years the main task of the Chinese Government is
development. In the last five years of Mr. Xi‘s rule 60 million people have been
brought out of poverty. But we still have 40 million below poverty. India also has a
similar task. We can share our experiences in development,‖ he said.
He added that a strong and developing China gives opportunities in trade,
investment and consumption.
Китай вновь предлагает Индии «убрать возражения против КПЭК»
China urges India to join Belt and Road Initiative
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/china-urgesindia-to-join-belt-and-road-initiative/article20005542.ece?homepage=true

Shed objection to CPEC, says China
China on Wednesday counselled India to shed its objections to the China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and take advantage of the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), which had already drawn wide international support.
―You and your colleagues have asked this question before and it shows that
India is quite wavering on the issue of the Belt and Road Initiative,‖ said Chinese
foreign ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying.
Ms. Hua was responding to a question on remarks by the Russian
ambassador to India backing a dialogue between New Delhi and Beijing on the
BRI.
―I think you must be very clear (that) since the BRI was proposed by
President Xi Jinping, progress has been made smoothly with strong outcomes.‖
India was among a handful of countries that had skipped attendance in
Beijing of the Belt and Road Forum in May, objecting to the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), which passed through Kashmir.
Referring specifically to CPEC, Ms. Hua, in a veiled reference to India, said
the project did not target ―third countries‖ or prejudice China‘s position on
territorial disputes. ―We also said many times that the CPEC corridor is an
economic cooperation. It is not targeted at any third country and does not involve
territorial disputes‖.
―We hope that countries and parties with shared vision will work with us to
allow practical cooperation to bring more benefits to our peoples.‖ Signalling
China‘s openness to India‘s participation, Ms. Hua said: ―We remain quite open
and inclusive to cooperation involving the BRI.‖
Индия – Россия. Chakra открылась не той стороне
Москва хочет знать, кто и зачем проник на ее подлодку в Индии
Иван
Сафронов,
Александра
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3461277

Джорджевич.

Коммерсант.

9.11.2017.

Между Россией и Индией разгорелся беспрецедентный скандал:
Москва заподозрила Дели в допуске представителей ВМС США на
российскую атомную субмарину проекта 971И, которая с 2011 года под
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названием Chakra эксплуатируется ВМС Индии. Инцидент грозит серьезно
осложнить переговоры как по аренде второй атомной субмарины, так и по
другим проектам в сфере военно-технического сотрудничества (ВТС).
Решать накопившиеся вопросы с одним из самых крупных приобретателей
российского оружия придется вице-премьеру Дмитрию Рогозину, который
намеревается приехать в Индию в декабре.
О проблемах вокруг подводной лодки Chakra сообщил сайт
Strategypage.com. Ссылаясь на свои источники, портал утверждал: Москва
подозревает, что Дели, несмотря на прописанные в договоре условия
лизинга, допустил на подводную лодку Chakra представителей ВМС США,
которые ознакомились с ее внутренними системами. В Федеральной службе
по
ВТС,
Объединенной
судостроительной
корпорации
и
«Рособоронэкспорте» от официальных комментариев ―Ъ‖ по этой теме
воздержались, также поступили в посольстве Индии в Москве.
Однако несколько источников ―Ъ‖ в российских госструктурах
подтвердили, что в последнее время индийские партнеры действительно
совершили несколько «недружественных актов по отношению к РФ».
Сначала, по их словам, делегация ВМС США посетила авианосец
Vikramaditya (бывший авианесущий крейсер «Адмирал Горшков»),
российские чиновники были вынуждены заявить ноту протеста. Однако в
этом случае речь шла о собственности индийских ВМС и предъявить
реальные претензии российской стороне не удалось. Но через некоторое
время, как подтвердил высокопоставленный военный источник ―Ъ‖,
американская делегация оказалась уже на борту АПЛ Chakra. Топ-менеджер
одного из предприятий судостроительной отрасли утверждает, что
теоретически никакой проблемы появление представителей ВМС США на
субмарине не составляет, поскольку без чертежей и технической
документации на подлодку (они находятся у российских специалистов)
разобраться в ее системах крайне сложно: «Этот вопрос лежит уже в
политической плоскости, почему и для чего они это сделали». Другой
собеседник ―Ъ‖, работающий в системе ВТС, называет возмутительным сам
факт появления ВМС США на российской подлодке: «Среди них
присутствовали хорошо подготовленные технические специалисты, какуюникакую, но информацию для себя они оттуда вынесли».
Подлодки проекта 971 «Щука-Б» способны достигать глубины 600 м и
двигаться в подводном положении на скорости до 30 узлов. Вооружены
торпедами, минами, противокорабельными и противолодочными ракетами.
По условиям договора ВМС Индии в декабре 2011 года взял у РФ в лизинг
такую подлодку сроком на десять лет, назвав ее Chakra. Стоимость
контракта оценивалась в $650 млн. В 2008 году во время испытаний на ней
произошла
авария:
несанкционированно
сработала
система
пожаротушения, 20 человек погибли, еще около 40 были доставлены в
больницу.
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Отметим, что сейчас Chakra находится на базе вблизи Вишакхапатнама
в ожидании ремонта. Около месяца назад, 4 октября, АПЛ попала в аварию,
повредив обтекатель носовой антенны гидроакустического комплекса (по
данным The Hindu, в обтекателе образовалась пробоина площадью 1,5 м на
1,5 м). Командование ВМС Индии не разглашает обстоятельства
произошедшего, однако эксперты предполагают, что такое повреждение
субмарины обычно получают либо при столкновении с другим объектом,
либо из-за удара о грунт. Индийские военные создали комиссию для
расследования причин происшествия и оценки технического состояния
лодки, к работе подключилась и инспекционная группа из России.
Комиссия уже установила, что возвращать субмарину на российские
верфи не нужно, для проведения ремонта хватит индийских возможностей.
По результатам обследования стороны согласуют финансовые аспекты
ремонта, после чего большая часть российских корабелов вернется домой.
Зачем Дели присматривал российские локаторы
По данным ―Ъ‖, вся эта череда инцидентов может крайне негативно
сказаться на ВТС между двумя странами, успешно развивавшемся на
протяжении последних пяти лет (Индия ни разу не выпадала из тройки
крупнейших покупателей российского оружия). По словам нескольких
информированных собеседников ―Ъ‖, сейчас профильные российские
структуры готовят ответные меры в отношении индийских партнеров:
«Предстоят очень непростые разговоры, у нас накопилось много вопросов».
Несколько собеседников ―Ъ‖ предполагают, что, в частности, серьезно
осложнятся переговоры по лизингу второй атомной субмарины, которую
индийские ВМС планировали взять у России. Эти переговоры с разной
степенью интенсивности идут с 2012 года. Стороны даже успели согласовать
ряд технических параметров — например, вместо ракетного комплекса ClubS, поставляемого в рамках экспортных контрактов, на лодку проекта 971 из
состава ВМФ РФ хотели поставить пусковые установки под сверхзвуковую
противокорабельную ракету BrahMos (совместная разработка реутовского
НПО машиностроения и Организации оборонных исследований и разработок
Минобороны Индии). Индия также проявляла интерес к новейшей
многоцелевой атомной лодке проекта 885 «Ясень», но российские
переговорщики посчитали ее передачу нецелесообразной из соображений
секретности. После инцидента с субмариной Chakra российское нежелание
может только усилиться.
Почему Индия не будет покупать долю в «Вертолетах России»
При этом развитие подводного флота является для Индии важнейшим
вопросом. Ее основной геополитический противник — Пакистан — заказал в
конце 2015 года у Китая восемь новейших неатомных субмарин типа 041
(четыре из которых будут построены на верфи мегаполиса Карачи, а четыре
— на судостроительных верфях КНР). Индия отстает. Спецификационный
срок службы дизель-электрических подлодок 877ЭКМ составляет 25 лет: у
первых шести индийских ДЭПЛ этого проекта он уже истек, а у оставшихся
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подойдет к концу в течение ближайших десяти лет. За последние 15 лет в
состав ВМС Индии вошла только одна новая ДЭПЛ собственной разработки
— Arihant. Лизинг второй атомной субмарины позволил бы значительно
расширить возможности ВМС Индии, считает один из военнодипломатических собеседников ―Ъ‖, но теперь развитие отношений он
прогнозировать не берется.
Накопившиеся вопросы придется решать, по данным ―Ъ‖, вицепремьеру Дмитрию Рогозину во время своего визита в Индию
(ориентировочно запланирован на декабрь). Помимо истории с Chakra он
должен провести переговоры по созданию истребителя пятого поколения,
соглашение по которому было подписано еще в 2007 году, но до сих пор не
определены ни облик самолета, ни финансовые параметры. Также ему
предстоит «подтолкнуть» к подписанию соглашения по поставке 48
вертолетов Ми-17В-5 и передаче ВМС Индии четырех фрегатов проекта
11356 и досогласовать условия сделки по поставке от четырех до шести
дивизионов зенитных ракетных систем С-400 (стоимость сделки оценивается
в $2–3 млрд в зависимости от количества ЗРС).
Посол России в Индии Кудашев заявил о тесном сотрудничестве с
Индией и поддержал идею ОП-ОП, (т.е. КПЭК).
India, Russia stand united against terror, says Russian envoy
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
7.11.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-russia-stand-united-against-terror-says-russianenvoy/article19999557.ece?homepage=true

Ties with India unique and will spread to newer avenues: Russian envoy
Russia‘s relation with India is ―privileged and strategic‖ and Moscow shares
New Delhi‘s counter-terrorism concerns, said the newly appointed envoy
of Russia to India.
Addressing the media for the first time since his appointment, ambassador
Nikolay Kudashev said Russia supported India‘s pursuit of global convention
against terrorism. ―We stand united on majority of issues [with India] including the
[UN] comprehensive convention on counter-terrorism,‖ said Mr. Kudashev.
On Russia‘s stand on OBOR, he said, ―Our position is very clear that OBOR
is an economic venture. We favour China and India coming to an understanding
for the preferred route on this [CPEC].‖
Индия ведет политику «Сделано в Китае» в своей стране, чтобы
снизить огромное отрицательное сальдо в торговле с Китаем (49 млрд.
долл.).
‗Made in China‘ swamps Modi‘s plans as backlash escalates
Vrishti Beniwal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 6th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1368719/made-in-china-swamps-modis-plans-as-backlash-escalates
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IN Mohit Gogia‘s stationery and gift store in Noida, near India‘s capital, the
only decorative lights for sale ahead of last month‘s festival of lights were Chinese
made.
―India-made lights cost twice as much,‖ said Gogia, as shoppers snapped up
supplies for the Diwali celebration. ―Customers aren‘t willing to pay that.‖
Two-way trade statistics tell the tale. India‘s deficit with China has
ballooned nine-fold over a decade to $49 billion in 2016 as China‘s manufacturing
edge stacks the odds against Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s three-year-old
―Make-in-India‖ programme.
The result: India‘s current account deficit is worsening again, threatening the
outlook for an economy already straining under the fallout of a snap ban on highvalue notes a year ago and a new sales tax.
Now — a century after freedom fighters in colonial India launched a
movement against British goods — the backlash against Chinese products is
ramping up.
Swadeshi Jagran Manch, an economic policy group linked to the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party, drew more than 100,000 onto the streets in the capital New
Delhi on Oct 29 in a rally against the dominance of Chinese products.
A picture in the local press showed protesters holding Indian flags and a
poster of Chinese President Xi Jinping with a cross mark on it.
―This is the biggest-ever gathering to fight the dominance of Chinese
goods,‖ Arun Ojha, national convener of Swadeshi Jagran Manch, said in an
interview in the hot, dusty protest site days ahead of the rally. ―Our youth are
losing jobs and we are becoming traders of Chinese products.‖
Swadeshi Jagran Manch says its boycott movement is a ―second war of
economic independence‖ and claims support from farmers, trade and labour
associations — the same groupings that Modi will rely on for re-election in 2019.
Protest leaders met with Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman following the
demonstration. Calls to her mobile and to the office of the prime minister seeking
comment went unanswered.
―This flood of Chinese imports fits in very uncomfortably with the priority
of the Modi government to expand India‘s manufacturing base,‖ said Harsh Pant,
professor of international relations at King‘s College in London. ―This trade deficit
is now becoming a major headache. Though this is not unique to India-China
economic ties, this is a major concern for Indian policy makers now that economic
restructuring is a priority for New Delhi.‖
In the last 10 years, there‘s been a few episodes of rapid growth in India that
led to rising external deficits and inflation and came to a halt because the
government had to rein in demand in order to restore macroeconomic stability, said
Louis Kuijs, head of Asia economics at Oxford Economics in Hong Kong.
―The imbalanced trade relationship reflects the fact that India‘s
manufacturing sector remains strongly underdeveloped,‖ Kuijs said. ―Unless it is
able to develop its manufacturing sector so that it can produce a large share of the
growing demand for goods in its economy, India‘s economic growth will be
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constrained by rising current account deficits and/or inflation and their
consequences.‖
India and China‘s frosty relationship has already been put to the test by a
weeks-long military standoff in the Himalayas earlier in the year. Indeed, demands
to boycott Chinese goods gathered momentum after that friction on the Doklam
plateau refreshed memories of a border war between the two nations in 1962,
where China emerged the victor.
Economically, India is losing out this time too: Taiwanese electronics giant
Foxconn Technology Group has reportedly delayed a plan to set up a 3 billion
rupees plant in the western Indian state of Maharashtra because of the standoff.
Foxconn did not directly address whether its Maharashtra plant had been
delayed. In a statement it said: ―We are committed to the development of India‘s
technology and manufacturing sectors. Details regarding any new investments will
only be announced once decisions have been made and all necessary approvals
have been received.‖
China has a different perspective on the trade relationship. The two nations
could benefit from collaborating more, not less, said Wang Huiyao, director of the
Beijing-based think tank Center for China and Globalisation and an adviser to
China‘s cabinet.
A boycott ―doesn‘t make any economic sense — it‘s an irrational move,‖ he
said. ―China‘s products and China‘s experience can really benefit India.‖
Describing India and China as ―important neighbours‖, China‘s Ministry of
Commerce said in a statement that this year had seen leaders reach ―a series of
important consensuses on further developing‖ trade relations. ―The two countries‘
economies are strongly complementary and both sides are developing trade
cooperation,‖ it said.
To be sure, Modi‘s Made in India push hasn‘t been without success. Foreign
direct investment rose to a record $60 billion last financial year. But the program
didn‘t translate into lower imports from China, nor did it give any major push to
manufacturing.
―An inefficient indirect tax system, even after the goods and services tax,
makes several inputs and final goods cheaper to import than buy domestically,‖
said Amitendu Palit, senior research fellow at the National University of
Singapore‘s Institute of South Asian Studies.
Ironically, the USB flash drives with electronic versions of brochures
distributed at the Make-in India program announcement in 2014 were made in
China.
―No one is capable of competing with the Chinese,‖ said Neelam Deo, a
director of Mumbai-based think tank Gateway House and a former diplomat.
Индия очень обеспокоена действиями Китая проникнуть максимально
в Шри Ланку и на Мальдивы
China, ISIS threats get India, US together in Sri Lanka and Maldives
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Bagchi.
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6,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-role-in-indian-ocean-region-india-discussesmaldives-turmoil-with-us/articleshow/61514665.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
China has consolidated its hold on Maldives, building infra with its standard
predatory pricing methods.
China‘s infra push is natural given that China is possibly a world leader in
land reclamation.
China‘s financing mechanisms mean that it could be controlling large areas
of Maldives fairly soon.
A file photo of the Maldivian capital, Male. Maldives is a matter of
particular concern for India as China consolidates its presence building
infrastructure and offering aid that comes with strings attachedA file photo of the
Maldivian capital, Male. Maldives is a matter of particular concern for India as
China con... Read More
NEW DELHI: China's aggressive play in the Indian Ocean region has
prompted US and India to coordinate closely in Sri Lanka and Maldives — two
countries strategically vital for India. This is a far cry from the years when India
worked hard to keep the US out of South Asia, now US and India are working
together to counter expanding Chinese influence.
Maldives is a matter of particular concern. China has consolidated its hold
on the island, building infrastructure with its standard predatory pricing methods.
Unlike in Sri Lanka where the Sirisena government is trying to fix its books,
president Yameen in Maldives seems perfectly comfortable with growing amounts
of debt to China. China's infrastructure push is natural given that China is possibly
a world leader in land reclamation — its the add-ons that are of concern to India+ .
China's financing mechanisms mean that China could be controlling large areas of
Maldives fairly soon. There is a real concern about China's presence in iHavan
project on Maldives' northernmost atoll, sitting in the middle of the busiest transit
point between the Middle East and Southeast Asia — and very close to
Lakshadweep islands.
Chinese submarines+ want to use the only viable channel in that region for
their forays into south-central Indian Ocean — allowing them control over this
channel would be against Indian interests, said sources.
In August, Yameen disregarded India's request to deny permission to three
Chinese warships — as retaliation, India invited Mohamed Nasheed to Delhi, his
first visit here since his exile. Yameen is playing his version of hard ball —
Maldives repaid GMR's dues earlier this year, and India suspects China put up the
amount, although when it comes to SOS on drinking water, Yameen dials New
Delhi.
India and US are also teaming up to monitor returning ISIS fighters into
Maldives — this country of 3,50,000 has sent almost 400 ISIS fighters to Syria and
Iraq (as comparison, Sweden with 10 million people is contending with 300
returnees). Given restrictive conditions and remote atolls, these radicalised 18-30
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year-olds could spell disaster. "There has been an explosion of extremist preachers
in Maldives," remarked a diplomat.
From a time when India persuaded the US to not bid for a monitoring station
in Maldives for maritime surveillance for fear of attracting China, India and US
have come a long way, largely because China has barrelled its way here, seriously
impacting security concerns.
In Sri Lanka, Hambantota and Chinese presence there has spurred
Washington's interest — so its not for nothing that the US aircraft carrier Nimitz
visited Sri Lanka last week, without a murmur from India. Sources said, "Indian
and US warships keep the oceans free."
India and US are trying to wean Sri Lanka away from the debt trap created
by the Chinese — here Japan has played a big role as well, enjoying a huge cache
of goodwill in the island. A diplomat familiar with developments said, "we have
great complementarity and coordination between New Delhi, Washington, Tokyo
and Colombo."
India's more robust presence in countries like Sri Lanka would have
normally spooked the local population. But the US and Japan in the game makes it
easier for these countries as well. This was alluded to by foreign secretary S.
Jaishankar at a think tank last week.
With Predator China on prowl, India will have to be more aggressive in it''s
foreign outlook policy. Simple and trustworthy approach towards addressing
concerns of all in the region will have to be considered.
The aim, said, sources here, is to transform Sri Lanka from a "consumer of
net security to a contributor to net security in the Indian Ocean region." In fact, Sri
Lanka is being prodded to use its influence with the Buddhist leadership in
Myanmar on the Rohingya crisis+ .
India's policies in the Indian Ocean region are undergoing a sea change.
«Сделано в Китае» нравится больше и стоит в 2 раза дешевле, чем
«Сделано в Индии», - говорит торговец из Noida
‗Made in China‘ swamps Modi‘s plans as backlash escalates
Vrishti Beniwal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 6th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1368719/made-in-china-swamps-modis-plans-as-backlashescalates

IN Mohit Gogia‘s stationery and gift store in Noida, near India‘s capital, the
only decorative lights for sale ahead of last month‘s festival of lights were Chinese
made.
―India-made lights cost twice as much,‖ said Gogia, as shoppers snapped up
supplies for the Diwali celebration. ―Customers aren‘t willing to pay that.‖
Two-way trade statistics tell the tale. India‘s deficit with China has
ballooned nine-fold over a decade to $49 billion in 2016 as China‘s manufacturing
edge stacks the odds against Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s three-year-old
―Make-in-India‖ programme.
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The result: India‘s current account deficit is worsening again, threatening the
outlook for an economy already straining under the fallout of a snap ban on highvalue notes a year ago and a new sales tax.
Now — a century after freedom fighters in colonial India launched a
movement against British goods — the backlash against Chinese products is
ramping up.
Swadeshi Jagran Manch, an economic policy group linked to the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party, drew more than 100,000 onto the streets in the capital New
Delhi on Oct 29 in a rally against the dominance of Chinese products.
A picture in the local press showed protesters holding Indian flags and a
poster of Chinese President Xi Jinping with a cross mark on it.
―This is the biggest-ever gathering to fight the dominance of Chinese
goods,‖ Arun Ojha, national convener of Swadeshi Jagran Manch, said in an
interview in the hot, dusty protest site days ahead of the rally. ―Our youth are
losing jobs and we are becoming traders of Chinese products.‖
Swadeshi Jagran Manch says its boycott movement is a ―second war of
economic independence‖ and claims support from farmers, trade and labour
associations — the same groupings that Modi will rely on for re-election in 2019.
Protest leaders met with Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman following the
demonstration. Calls to her mobile and to the office of the prime minister seeking
comment went unanswered.
―This flood of Chinese imports fits in very uncomfortably with the priority
of the Modi government to expand India‘s manufacturing base,‖ said Harsh Pant,
professor of international relations at King‘s College in London. ―This trade deficit
is now becoming a major headache. Though this is not unique to India-China
economic ties, this is a major concern for Indian policy makers now that economic
restructuring is a priority for New Delhi.‖
In the last 10 years, there‘s been a few episodes of rapid growth in India that
led to rising external deficits and inflation and came to a halt because the
government had to rein in demand in order to restore macroeconomic stability, said
Louis Kuijs, head of Asia economics at Oxford Economics in Hong Kong.
―The imbalanced trade relationship reflects the fact that India‘s
manufacturing sector remains strongly underdeveloped,‖ Kuijs said. ―Unless it is
able to develop its manufacturing sector so that it can produce a large share of the
growing demand for goods in its economy, India‘s economic growth will be
constrained by rising current account deficits and/or inflation and their
consequences.‖
India and China‘s frosty relationship has already been put to the test by a
weeks-long military standoff in the Himalayas earlier in the year. Indeed, demands
to boycott Chinese goods gathered momentum after that friction on the Doklam
plateau refreshed memories of a border war between the two nations in 1962,
where China emerged the victor.
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Economically, India is losing out this time too: Taiwanese electronics giant
Foxconn Technology Group has reportedly delayed a plan to set up a 3 billion
rupees plant in the western Indian state of Maharashtra because of the standoff.
Foxconn did not directly address whether its Maharashtra plant had been
delayed. In a statement it said: ―We are committed to the development of India‘s
technology and manufacturing sectors. Details regarding any new investments will
only be announced once decisions have been made and all necessary approvals
have been received.‖
China has a different perspective on the trade relationship. The two nations
could benefit from collaborating more, not less, said Wang Huiyao, director of the
Beijing-based think tank Center for China and Globalisation and an adviser to
China‘s cabinet.
A boycott ―doesn‘t make any economic sense — it‘s an irrational move,‖ he
said. ―China‘s products and China‘s experience can really benefit India.‖
Describing India and China as ―important neighbours‖, China‘s Ministry of
Commerce said in a statement that this year had seen leaders reach ―a series of
important consensuses on further developing‖ trade relations. ―The two countries‘
economies are strongly complementary and both sides are developing trade
cooperation,‖ it said.
Read more: Flood of Cheap Chinese Imports May Hurt India‘s Factories To
be sure, Modi‘s Made in India push hasn‘t been without success. Foreign direct
investment rose to a record $60 billion last financial year. But the program didn‘t
translate into lower imports from China, nor did it give any major push to
manufacturing.
―An inefficient indirect tax system, even after the goods and services tax,
makes several inputs and final goods cheaper to import than buy domestically,‖
said Amitendu Palit, senior research fellow at the National University of
Singapore‘s Institute of South Asian Studies.
Ironically, the USB flash drives with electronic versions of brochures
distributed at the Make-in India program announcement in 2014 were made in
China.
―No one is capable of competing with the Chinese,‖ said Neelam Deo, a
director of Mumbai-based think tank Gateway House and a former diplomat.
Индийский ВМФ расширяет патрулирование в Индийском океане
(против Китая)
Navy steps up patrolling of Indian Ocean Region
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 5.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/navy-stepsup-patrolling-of-indian-ocean-region/article19984925.ece?homepage=true

Aims to check Chinese dominance in key corridors
The Indian Navy is broadening its patrol areas in the Indian Ocean Region to
cover all choke points in the face of increasing maritime threats, its chief Sunil
Lanba told The Hindu.
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―Last year, we had a relook at our deployment pattern and we reached a
consensus within the Navy to have a mission-based deployment so that our areas of
interest can be kept under permanent surveillance. So the ingress and egress routes
of the Indian Ocean Region are being kept under surveillance so that we have
better awareness and know what is happening,‖ Admiral Lanba said on the
sidelines of the first Goa Maritime Conclave (GMC), which saw the participation
of 10 Indian Ocean littoral states.
Under the mission-based deployment, 12 to 15 ships are now permanently
deployed at the choke points and crucial sea lanes of communication.
Reference to China
Addressing the GMC, Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had expressed
concern that ―extra-regional nations maintain near permanent presence‖ in the
region, in an oblique reference to China. The Chinese have been sending ships to
the northern Indian Ocean in the name of anti-piracy operations and over the last
two to three years on average about 8-10 ships have been deployed. This August,
the number shot up to 14.
Full text of interview with Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of Naval Staff
Apart from getting access to several ports and facilities in the Indian Ocean,
China recently opened its first overseas military base in Djibouti in the Horn of
Africa, giving it the ability to monitor across the Gulf of Aden and the Persian
Gulf. ―Now‖, former Navy Chief Admiral Arun Prakash told The Hindu, ―it is
imperative that our Navy should be more visible in our own waters.‖
―Visibility is an important part of peacetime signalising,‖ he explained.
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, former Western Naval Commander, said
China, a huge importer of energy, has been trying to get past the Malacca dilemma,
a critical choke point, from which most of its supplies pass through. He named
three choke points for the Chinese — Gulf of Aden, Gulf of Hormuz and the
Malacca straits — and added that they now have Djibouti at the Gulf of Aden and
the Gwadar port and Chinese companies have acquired stakes in Kuantan port in
Malaysia, close to the Malacca Straits. ―Then all three choke points will be under
the surveillance of the Chinese. That will slightly restrict the Indian Navy and the
U.S. Navy,‖ he noted.
Speaking on the conclave, Admiral Lanba said the key takeaways were the
identification of common security threats across all countries and a broader
agreement for greater coordination and information sharing. The threats,
essentially non-traditional in nature, include maritime terrorism, unregulated
fishing, illegal fishing in the global commons, pollution, sea piracy, drug and
human trafficking.
While India is looking at cooperative frameworks to deal with common
threats, Adm. Lanba clarified that efforts like coordinated patrols and joint patrols
will be done only with maritime neighbours. ―We only do coordinated patrols and
joint patrols with nations who are our maritime neighbours. We are not looking at
joint patrols with the U.S. Navy at this moment,‖ he added.
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Over the last year, the Navy, to test the waters, stepped up its presence and
maintained round the clock surveillance on India‘s vital areas of interest across the
length and breadth of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). This allows India to position
itself as a net security provider in the region. ―Earlier, there were flag showing
missions in terms of overseas deployments for exercises and visits. The need of the
hour is to change the nature of deployments. All choke points (meaning straits
which connect seas or narrow water channels where ships and submarines of
adversaries can be choked off) and sea lanes are now under 24/7 surveillance. They
are now institutionalised deployments,‖ a senior Navy officer said.
The new mission-based deployment concept, which was unveiled in the
Naval Commander‘s Conference in May, has mission-ready ships and aircraft
being deployed along critical sea lanes of communications and choke points from
Malacca straits to the Persian Gulf. The biannual Naval Commander‘s Conference,
which recently reviewed its effectiveness, has formalised it.
The cycle of 12-15 ships in effect means a turnaround of 36-45 ships, with
one set deployed, one set in transit, and one set in maintenance.
―These ships are deployed always ready to meet any eventuality across the
spectrum of operations ranging from acts of maritime terrorism and piracy to
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) missions,‖ the officer stated.
Adm. Arun Prakash said the new maritime strategy had listed ―naval
presence‖ as a mission. "This is, firstly, to reassure our friends that you are there,
second to send a message to your adversaries and third, it is a measure of maritime
domain awareness."
In this backdrop, he said Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea can be effectively
monitored if India were to sit at the three choke points.
Another aspect is that India is positioning itself as the net security provider
in the region and the first responder in the case of natural disasters.
For instance, in May, the Indian Navy was the first to respond to heavy rain
and flooding in Sri Lanka as also to the requirements post Cyclone Mora in
Bangladesh and Myanmar.
Разногласия между США и Индией в агросфере, в других сферах
U.S, India avoid contentious issues in agriculture talks
The Hindu. 4.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/us-india-avoid-contentiousissues-in-agriculture-talks/article19980263.ece?homepage=true

―Our intent was not to dive into issues where there are differences, but look
at areas of commonality,‖ says U.S. Department of Agriculture Under Secretary
McKinney
The U.S. and India avoided contentious issues — including tariffs, subsidies
and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) — in farm sector-related talks held on
Friday, and instead chose to discuss matters of common interest and potential areas
of collaboration.
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Incidentally, the recently held U.S-India Trade Policy Forum (TPF) meeting
in Washington DC concluded without both the sides issuing a joint statement due
to differences on several issues.
Concluding a week-long trade mission to India, which included meetings
with the departments of agriculture and commerce, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Under Secretary Ted McKinney told reporters, ―Our intent was not to dive into
issues where there are differences, but look at areas of commonality.‖
He said issues such as IPR (including patenting of genetically modified
crops in India), tariffs (reduction of ‗high‘ tariffs on certain farm products in India)
and subsidies (the alleged ‗huge‘ farm subsidies of the US) did not figure in his
talks with Indian officials. However, the official added, ―just as we respect IPRs
coming out of India, we would like that to be reciprocated when it comes to IPRs
on US products.‖ On tariffs, he said ―each side needs to ensure that free trade is
being pursued as much as possible.‖
On the joint statement not being issued after the TPF meeting, Mr.
McKinney said, ―there was an agreement on the agriculture portion. It was nonagriculture issues that prevented it (joint statement).‖
This was Mr. McKinney‘s first international trip as Under Secretary for
Trade and Foreign Agricultural Affairs. He led a delegation of nearly 50 business,
trade association and state government leaders who held over 500 meetings with
trade partners from India, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka, a US government statement
said. ―In my Ministry meetings, I was very impressed to learn of the many
opportunities for enhanced partnership, which includes some urgency to find
solutions through trade to help overcome food security challenges in this part of
the world,‖ the statement quoted him as saying. ―The U.S. recognizes the vast food
and agricultural potential that India holds for not only itself, but for the world, and
we look forward to continued success in our trading partnership to the benefit of
both nations‘ farmers and consumers,‖ he was quoted as saying.
The delegation aimed to develop collaborative partnerships, learn more
about local market conditions, and jointly create business that will help to combat
human and animal nutrient deficiencies in India, it said. The U.S. continues to
partner with India in this endeavour through technical information exchanges and
supplementing food and feed needs through trade, it added. In 2016, U.S.
agricultural exports to India totalled $1.3 billion.
Китай заявил, что (несмотря ни на что) готов улучшать отношения с
Индией
After blocking ban on Masood Azhar, China says ready to work with
India on bilateral relations.
The Times of India. 3.11.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/after-blockingban-on-masood-azhar-china-says-ready-to-work-with-india-on-bilateralrelations/articleshow/61477667.cms

This come after China, for the fourth time, blocked India, the US and other
nations' bid to list Masood Azhar as a global terrorist.
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BEIJING: China on Friday said it was ready to work with India to promote
"constant progress" of bilateral relations, amid fresh strains in ties after Beijing
again blocked Pakistan-based JeM chief Masood Azhar's designation as a global
terrorist by the UN.
China on Thursday, for the fourth time, blocked India, the US and other
nations' bid to list Pathankot terror attack mastermind Azhar as a global terrorist,
saying "there is no consensus" within the members of the sanctions committee.
India reacted sharply to China's move, saying "accommodating with
terrorism" for narrow objectives was both short-sighted and counterproductive.
China's Assistant Foreign Minister Chen Xiaodong told the media that China
attached great importance to its relations with India.
"India is an important neighbour of China," Chen said, adding China plans to
step up ties with neighbours under the "neighbourhood diplomacy with Chinese
characteristics in the new era" enunciated by President Xi Jinping during the
recently concluded key Congress of the ruling Communist Party of China (CPC).
"We are ready to work with India to promote constant progress of bilateral
relations guided by this diplomacy with Chinese characteristics for the new era,"
Chen said without elaborating.
He said China has been following this concept and vision over the past few
years in its cooperation with the neighbours and deepening mutual political trust
promoting practical cooperation with them.
In the last two years, China has stonewalled efforts by India to declare Azhar
as a global terrorist.
Last year in March, China was the only member in the 15-nation UN organ
to put a hold on India's application with all other 14 members of the Council
supporting New Delhi's bid to place Azhar on the 1267 sanctions list that would
subject him to an assets freeze and travel ban.
After a slap offering a banana is part of China''s cunning policy. India should
reply with a tighter slap by recognising Dalai Lama as true representative of Tibet
and raise its voice in the international fora.
The relations between the two neighbours are also strained by a 73-day
standoff at Dokalam over Chinese army's plans to build a strategic road in the area
also claimed by Bhutan.
Officials here said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi will travel to India
next month to New Delhi to attend the Russia, India, China (RIC) Foreign
Ministers meeting during which he would also hold talks with the Indian
leadership on the bilateral relations during the second term of Xi.
Индия разочарована нежеланием Китая признать Масуд Азхара
террористом и связями с Аль-Каидой.
India "disappointed" with China blocking bid to blacklist Masood
Azhar
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The Nation. November 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Nov-2017/india-disappointedwith-china-blocking-bid-to-blacklist-masood-azhar

India is ―disappointed‖ by China‘s decision to again block its request at the
United Nations to blacklist the head of a Pakistan-based militant group, India's
foreign ministry said in a statement on Thursday.
India , backed by the United States, has been trying to get Maulana Masood
Azhar on a U.N. list of groups with ties to Al Qaeda, blaming his group for a series
of attacks in India , including one on its parliament in 2002 and another last year
on an airbase.
But China , a member of the U.N. Security Council, has repeatedly put a
technical hold on the Indian request citing a lack of consensus, a
claim India rejects.
―We are deeply disappointed that once again, a single country has blocked
international consensus on the designation of an acknowledged terrorist and leader
of U.N.-designated terrorist organization, Masood Azhar ,‖ India‘s foreign ministry
said.
China‘s foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said last month there
were clear rules for listing a person or group as a terrorist, and that China has
always believed the relevant U.N. committee should operate on the principles of
objectivity.
The wrangling over Masood Azhar , a longtime Indian foe, has become a
thorny issue in ties between China and India .
India worries that China will stick by its ―all-weather‖ friend, India‘s archfoe Pakistan .
―India strongly believes that double standards and selective approaches will
only undermine the international community‘s resolve to combat terrorism,‖
India‘s foreign ministry said.
Китай укрепляет союз с Пакистаном в его противостоянии с Индией
Карпов Д.А. 1 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38847

Период относительного спокойствия в двусторонних отношениях
между Пекином и Нью-Дели, который установился после формального
урегулирования приграничного конфликта месячной давности, закончился.
Напомним, что тогда поводом для наращивания сторонами своих военных
контингентов на плато Доклам стало намерение Пекина построить в спорной
приграничной зоне стратегическую автотрассу. Напряжение несколько спало
после отказа китайцев этот проект сейчас реализовывать, но теперь возник
новый повод для обострения.
30 октября Пекин через представителя МИД Хуа Шунянг вновь
подтвердил, что Китай не готов включать главу пропакистанской
военизированной группы «Джейш аль-Мухаммед» Масуда Азхара в список
«международных террористов» пока, этот вопрос не обсужден на Совете
Безопасности ООН 2 ноября.
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Представитель МИД КНР констатировала «недостаток консенсуса» по
этому вопросу в качестве объяснения такого шага. Несмотря на то, что такой
шаг не ведет к прямой конфронтации Пекина с Нью-Дели, но тем не менее
четко сигнализирует о ориентации Китая в нынешнем региональном
пасьянсе. Сложно сказать, как китайская сторона будет официально
отстаивать свою позицию собственно в рамках дискуссий в самом Совете
Безопасности ООН, но даже если Пекин по данному вопросу предпочтет
воздержаться и не будет накладывать вето на возможное решение о внесении
М.аль-Азхара в «черные списки», то это безусловно четко сигнализирует о
нынешней тенденции в региональной политике Китая, который настроен на
укрепление дальнейшего альянса с Пакистаном.
Отметим также, что на последнем по времени саммите стран БРИКС в
начале октября с.г. Пекин, казалось, был согласен на внесение
пропакистанских организаций «Лашкар е-Тайеба» и «Джейш аль-Мухаммед»
в списки «террористических организаций», что дало повод ряду экспертов
говорить о том, что китайская сторона постепенно трансформирует свою
позицию по этому вопросу. В этой связи более оправданной версией является
та, которая говорит о том, что Пекин своей примирительной позицией на
саммите БРИКС преследовал цель прежде всего несколько успокоить
региональное напряжение перед знаковым для нынешнего китайского
руководства съездом КПК.
Теперь позиция Пекина на направлении всяческого укрепление союза с
Исламабадом станет более артикулированной. При этом стало известно, что
Китай по ряду дипломатических и политических контактов с пакистанской
стороной сразу же после саммита БРИКС направил в Исламабад довольно
осмысленные сигналы о то, что прежняя политика Пекина по «признанию
жертвенной роли Пакистана в борьбе с международным терроризмом не
поменялась». Если перевести это на русский язык, то это означает, что Пекин
не собирается менять свою позицию по поддержке Исламабада на внешнем
треке, и прежде всего на индийском и афганском направлении.
Более того, сразу же после исторического съезда КПК, который можно
считать фиксацией победы сторонников Си Цзиньпина, по дипломатическом
каналам пакистанской стороне было подтвержден тезис о том, что
«региональный
альянс
с
Исламабадом
является
для
Пекина
принципиальным». Ряд экспертов при этом убеждены, что рамки такого
регионального союза будут только укрепляться и расширяться.
В данном случае речь идет не только о доведении до ума глобальных
логистических проектов из промышленных районов Китая до пакистанских
морских портов, но и прежде всего коллективное противодействие нынешней
стратегии США, которые делает упор в реализации своих планов по
Афганистану и вообще в регионе Юго-Восточной Азии на укрепления
партнерства с Нью-Дели. И в том числе и прежде всего в Афганистане, где
Индия должна не только реализовать свыше сотни инфраструктурных
проектов, но и принять участие в тренинге афганских силовиков и поставках
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определенных типов вооружения. И тот факт, что Нью-Дели отказался
направлять свои воинские контингенты в Афганистан, как на том сначала
настаивали американцы, кардинально в этой ситуации ничего не меняет.
Основным моментом здесь является общее неприятие Вашингтоном и
Кабулом полнокровного участия Исламабада в формате внутриафганского
урегулирования. И заседание в октябре некой новой переговорной группы в
составе США, Афганистана, КНР и Пакистана в Омане ничего кардинально в
такой политике американцев не поменяло. В этой связи вышеперечисленные
террористические группы в общем находятся в плотной опеке пакистанских
военных и являются наиболее активным инструментов силового и
дестабилизирующего воздействия на индийские цели.
В этой связи отметим, что нынешняя политика Исламабада
предусматривает некое перемирие в опорных точках основного
противостояния с Нью-Дели именно по периметру индийско-пакистанской
зарницы, и особенно в спорных штате Джамму и Кашмир. И дело в данном
случае не в излишнем миролюбии Исламабада. Ему пока элементарно не
хватает военных ресурсов для активных действий сразу на двух
направлениях: афганском и собственно условно индийском.
На границе с Афганистаном и в «зоне племен» пакистанские военные
сейчас ведут по меньшей мере две крупные военные операции по ликвидации
враждебных им проафганских групп талибов, сепаратистов-белуджей, и т.п.
Одновременно идет техническое укрепление границы с Афганистаном на
предмет создания максимальных барьеров по инфильтрации на территорию
Пакистана враждебных террористический групп.
Переброска на индийскую границу дополнительных сил с средств
сейчас для Исламабада проблематично, что и было признано на ряде
последних заседаний Генштаба пакистанской армии. Активизация же какойлибо террористической активности в приграничных с Индией проблемных
районах однозначно потребует концентрации там дополнительных
армейских подразделений.
Но это тактическое перемирие, и безусловно пропакистанские
экстремистские группы остаются пока в глубоком резерве. И Пекин в данном
случае безусловно будет всячески поддерживать своего партнера в лице
Исламабада на этом направлении. Можно говорить в данном случае о
«двойных стандартах», но Пекин и Исламабад действуют ровно в рамках
стратегии и тактики самих Вашингтона и Нью-Дели, которые не стесняются
использовать в своих целях различного рода радикальные группы.
Индия очень озабочена намерением Китая создать «первоклассную
армию».
As China aims for 'world-class army', Asia starts to worry
The Times of India. Nov 1, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/aschina-aims-for-world-class-army-asia-starts-to-worry/articleshow/61389537.cms
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HIGHLIGHTS
Xi Jinping's call to build a military that can "fight and win" has alarmed
China's neighbours, several of whom are embroiled in tense border disputes with
the superpower.
China's military budget has grown steadily for 30 years, but remains three
times smaller than that of the US.
BEIJING: Chinese President Xi Jinping's pledge to build a "world-class
army" by 2050 is making his neighbours nervous, but analysts say Beijing's
military ambitions do not constitute a strategic threat — for now.
With purchases and construction of fighter jets, ships and hi-tech weaponry,
China's military budget has grown steadily for 30 years, but remains three times
smaller than that of the United States.
Now, Beijing wants to catch up.
"We should strive to fully transform the people's armed forces into a worldclass military by the mid-21st century," Xi told 2,300 delegates of the Chinese
Communist Party, which he heads and which controls the army.
The comments, made during the party's twice-a-decade congress, were
aimed in part at domestic nationalists, but also intended to show other countries
"China's desire to be strong economically as well as militarily," said James Char, a
military analyst at Singapore's Nanyang Technological University.
During China's so-called Century of Humiliation, starting around the mid19th century, the country lost almost every war it fought, and was often forced to
give major concessions in subsequent treaties.
"That's why China, more than any other country, dreams of a strong army.
Not to bully other countries, but to defend ourselves," said Ni Lexiong from
Shanghai University of Political Science and Law.
But Xi's call to build a military that can "fight and win" has alarmed China's
neighbours, several of whom are embroiled in tense border disputes with the
superpower.
This summer India and China engaged in a bitter, weeks-long military
confrontation over a disputed area in the Himalayas.
Japan regularly faces off with Chinese maritime patrols close to the Senkaku
islands, which are called the Diaoyu in Mandarin and claimed by Beijing.
And Beijing asserts sovereignty over almost the entire South China Sea,
despite rival claims from countries including Vietnam, the Philippines and
Malaysia.
Beijing has reclaimed islands it controls in the sea in order to cement its
claims and installed military aircraft and missile systems on them, causing tensions
to spiral in recent years.
"Chinese activities are a security concern for the region encompassing Japan
and for the international community," said a recent Japanese defence report.
"It is incontestable that the country's rise as a military power is setting off an
arms race in Asia," said Juliette Genevaz, China researcher at the France-based
Military School Strategic Research Institute.
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"This arms race in Asia has several causes," she said, noting North Korea's
nuclear weapons programme as one of the contributors.
But, "China's military build-up and reclaiming activities in the South China
Sea is a major factor."
China's military expenditure in 2016 was an estimated $215 billion,
according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, putting it in
first place in Asia, well ahead of India ($56 billion), Japan ($46 billion) and South
Korea ($37 billion).
The country has not participated in any conflict since a month-long border
war against Vietnam in 1979 that killed tens of thousands of people and a 1988
skirmish, also with Hanoi, over the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, that left
64 dead.
But it has been busy boosting its military activities abroad.
This year, Beijing opened its first foreign military base, in Djibouti. Since
2008, its navy has participated in anti-piracy operations off the coast of Somalia
and in the Gulf of Aden.
The country is the largest contributor to United Nations peacekeeping
operations among the permanent members of the security council, with some 2,500
soldiers and military experts deployed.
The moves are all part of a larger, decades-long effort to modernise the
country's military, which had become riddled with corruption, incompetence and
waste.
But while Xi flexed his muscles at the head of China's central military
commission during his first term, he is likely to observe more caution in future,
having consolidated his power base by bringing down two of the country's highestranking army officers for corruption, said James Char.
He also reaffirmed the party's "absolute control" over the army during the
recently concluded congress.
"Now that it's done, he does not need to risk an external crisis any more.
Therefore, we can reasonably expect Beijing will conduct less coercive diplomacy
in the near- to medium-term," Char said.
"The Chinese military will continue to operate further and further away from
China's shores, and probably also establish more overseas bases," he added.
But, while it will continue to aggressively defend its own territorial claims,
"it will likely act cautiously abroad and will not engage in overseas constabulary
missions such as those carried out by the US military in Iraq or Afghanistan for
example."
Закупки Индией оружия за рубежом, в т.ч. в России
‗Make In India‘ projects come undone
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/make-in-india-projects-comeundone/articleshow/61349989.cms
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NEW DELHI: Bureaucratic bottlenecks, long-winded procedures,
commercial and technical wranglings, coupled with the lack of requisite political
push and followthrough, have ensured that no major "Make in India" project in
defence has actually kicked off in the last three years.
Stock-taking of half-a-dozen mega projects, collectively worth over Rs 3.5
lakh crore, shows they remain stuck at different stages without the final contracts
being inked. They range from future infantry combat vehicles (FICVs), light utility
helicopters and Naval multi-role choppers to new-generation stealth submarines,
mine counter-measure vessels (MCMVs) and fifth-generation fighter aircraft
(FGFA). The initial request for information (RFI) for another major 'Make in India'
project, to manufacture 114 single-engine fighters in a second production line after
indigenous Tejas light combat aircraft, of course, is also about to be issued.
But though the Gripen-E (Sweden) and F-16 (US) jets are already in a
dogfight to bag the estimated Rs 1 lakh crore contract, it'll take years for
indigenous production to take off. Defence ministry (MoD) officials contend
minister Nirmala Sitharaman is holding meetings of the defence acquisitions
council every fortnight, as also reviewing projects on a case-to-case basis, in a bid
to break the bureaucratic and other logjams.
"These are big complex projects for a country which cannot even
manufacture specialised ammunition. They will take some time," said a senior
official. Some steps have indeed been taken to boost the private sector's role in
defence production through "strategic partnership" and other policies, besides
according top priority to "indigenous design, development and manufacturing
(IDDM)" category in the Defence Procurement Procedure.
But India is still far away from reducing its strategically-vulnerable
dependence on foreign military hardware and software. PM Modi's talk of defence
as the cornerstone of his "Make in India" thrust is also yet to translate into concrete
reality.
The Rs 60,000 crore FICV project (see graphic), first approved in October
2009, for instance, remains deadlocked over whether two or all the five Indian
private firms in the fray, apart from the Ordnance Factories Board, be asked to
design and build prototypes. "Sitharaman is holding meetings to break the FICV
logjam... It will be resolved soon," said an official. Meanoffer," said the source.
The FGFA project with Russia to co-develop and coproduce an Indian
variant of its Sukhoi T-50 fighter, in turn, has taken a steep nose-dive after
the IAF raised doubts about its stealth capabilities, engine performance, high cost
and delivery time-frame. Under a 2010 pact, India and Russia conducted
preliminary design work worth $295 million, but the final R&D and production
contract has been hanging fire since then. It will take around $25 billion to make
127 such single-seat jets in India. "It will have to be a top political decision
whether to go in for the FGFA project or junk it," said a source.
Another project with Russia, the Rs 6,500 crore plan to manufacture 200
Kamov-226T light utility helicopters, is also in the doldrums despite an intergovernmental agreement in 2015. "The joint venture has been set up. But the
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request for proposal is yet to be issued to the JV to submit its techno-commercial
offer," said the source.
Китай исследует возможность прорыть 1 тыс. км туннель, чтобы
повернуть воды р.Брахмапутра в Синь Цзянь
China plans 1000-km tunnel to take Brahmaputra water to Xinjiang:
Report
Sutirtho
Patranobis.
Hindustan
Times,
Oct
30,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/china-plans-1-000-km-tunnel-to-carrybrahmaputra-water-from-tibet-to-xinjiang-report/story-QBmxl7rMgmd8UW6pKV7VSL.html

The Chinese scientists have suggested to the government that the
Brahmaputra be drained in southern Tibet, close to the Indian border, and the
water diverted to Xinjiang.
Top scientists backed by the ruling Communist Party of China are working
on a plan to drain the Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra) river near the Indian border
and divert the water through a 1,000-km tunnel, the world‘s longest, to arid
Xinjiang.
The Tsangpo flows into India through Arunachal Pradesh as the Siang
before becoming the Brahmaputra in Assam – the source of life and livelihood for
millions in the country‘s northeast.
The tunnel project, submitted to the government in March, is in the blueprint
stage but could trigger a serious water crisis in India‘s northeast if implemented as
the Tsangpo is an upper riparian river.
Chinese engineers are ―testing techniques‖ that could be used to build the
1,000-km tunnel to carry water from Tibet to the Taklimakan Desert in Xinjiang,
Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post reported, citing experts involved in
the project.
Even by China‘s standards, the project is massive. The country‘s longest
tunnel is the 85-km Dahuofang water project in Liaoning province, while the
world‘s longest tunnel is the 137-km water supply pipe beneath New York.
The recommendation from the scientists is simple – drain the Tsangpo in
Tibet Autonomous Region and tunnel it to Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,
which lies in the rain-shadow area of the Tibet plateau. The proposed tunnel will
drop from the world‘s highest plateau, its multiple sections connected by
waterfalls.
Wang Menshu, China‘s top tunneling expert, suggested the government
―drain the Yarlung Tsangpo River at Sangri county in southern Tibet, near the
disputed border with India‖, the report said.
Another leading scientist, Wang Wei, who helped draft the tunnel proposal,
told the newspaper more than 100 scientists had formed teams for the nationwide
research effort.
The scientists are aware India and Bangladesh would protest against the
project but are ready to implement it anyway.
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―Wang said the project would also prompt protests from India and
Bangladesh, which lay downstream. But compared to other proposals, which
would require the construction of massive dams on the river, the underground
tunnels would leave Tibet‘s natural landscape largely unscathed,‖ the report said.
―It won‘t leave a mark on the surface for other countries or environmental
activists to point their fingers at,‖ Wang said.
India will certainly be worried.
Between the Indus, which originates in the west of the Tibet plateau, and the
Tsangpo-Siang in the east, there are six major rivers flowing from Tibet to India.
These rivers are crucial for India‘s agricultural and industrial needs. As of
2016, China had plans to build 32 dams on the rivers and tributaries, raising
concerns among people in lower riparian states.
Zhang Chuanqing, a researcher at the Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics
in the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Wuhan, Hubei province, is confident the
tunnel project will take off despite the enormous costs, engineering challenges,
environmental impact and protests by neighbours.
No study on the environmental impact has been carried out so far.
But experts are confident and said with the availability of technology in the
years to come and potential benefits, the project will be difficult to resist.
―With new water from Tibet, Xinjiang would boom like California,‖ Zhang
said.
He added China was ―now taking a quiet, step-by-step approach to bring it
to life‖.
A ―rehearsal‖ for the 1000-km tunnel has begun with the building of a tunnel
that will be more than 600 km long in Yunnan province in southwestern China.
Work on this tunnel started in August and it will comprise more than 60 sections,
each wide enough to accommodate two high-speed trains.
The tunnel in Yunnan will pass through mountains several thousand metres
above sea level in an area plagued by unstable geological conditions.
―Researchers said building the Yunnan tunnel would be a ‗rehearsal‘ of the
new technology, engineering methods and equipment needed for the TibetXinjiang tunnel…,‖ the report said.
The Yunnan project also gives an idea of the enormous costs involved. It
will take eight years to build at an estimated cost of 78 billion yuan ($11.7 billion).
―It will carry more than three billion tonnes of water each year from
northwestern Yunnan to the province‘s dry centre and directly benefit more than
11 million people,‖ according to the provincial government.
Китай отрицает якобы намерения построить 1000 км туннель для
отвода вод р. Брахмапутра в Синь Цзянь.
China denies report of plan to build tunnel to divert Brahmaputra
waters
The Times of India. Oct 31, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/chinadenies-report-of-plan-to-build-tunnel-to-divert-brahmaputra-waters/articleshow/61357558.cms
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China Foreign Ministry spokesperson trashes Hong Kong-based South China
Morning Post report from yesterday
Report said plans afoot to build 1,000- km long tunnel to divert water from
Brahmaputra to the parched Xinjiang region
India as riparian state has already flagged its concerns to China about dams
being on the Brahmaputra

BEIJING: China today rejected as "false and untrue" a media report that it
was planning to build a 1,000- km long tunnel to divert water from the
Brahmaputra river in Tibet close to Arunachal Pradesh to the parched Xinjiang
region.
Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post yesterday said that Chinese
engineers were testing techniques that could be used to build the tunnel, the world's
longest.
"This is untrue. This is a false report," Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Hua Chunying told a media briefing when asked about the report.
China will continue to attach great importance to cross-border river
cooperation, she said.
According to the report, the proposed tunnel, which would drop down from
the world's highest plateau in multiple sections connected by waterfalls, would
provide water in China's largest administrative division+ , comprising vast swathes
of deserts and dry grasslands.
The water would be diverted from the Yarlung Tsangpo River in southern
Tibet, which turns into the river Brahmaputra once it enters India, to the
Taklamakan desert in Xinjiang, the report had said.
India as riparian state has already flagged its concerns to China+ about
various dams being built by it on the Brahmaputra river, which is known in China
as Yarlung Tsangpo.
Beijing has been assuring India and Bangladesh that its dams were not
designed to storing water.
Россия и Индия завершили 11-дневные учения в Приморском кране
India, Russia conclude war games
The Hindu. 30.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-russia-concludewar-games/article19945254.ece?homepage=true

India and Russia concluded their joint tri-service exercise, Indra, in
Vladivostok on Sunday.
Indra was an 11-day joint training in counter-terrorism operations.
This is India‘s first tri-service exercise with any country.
―In the series of bilateral exercises under combating terrorism, the exercise
this year focused on conduct of counter-insurgency/counter-terrorist operations
under United Nations mandate in a joint service environment. The exercise also
provided an opportunity to both the armies for greater cultural understanding,
sharing experiences and strengthening mutual trust and cooperation,‖ the Defence
Ministry said in a statement.
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The exercise began on October 19 and saw the participation of over 800
Indian personnel. Indian forces largely used Russian equipment with which they
are very familiar.
In the final and the operational phase of the exercise the two sides executed a
mission wherein a task force comprising of armoured, mechanised Infantry and
Infantry elements, supported by fighter aircrafts and armed helicopters successfully
extricated a humanitarian aid convoy from a terrorist attack.
―A terrorist attack on a humanitarian aid convoy was simulated as per the
exercise setting. The humanitarian assistance was aimed for trapped civilians in a
counter insurgency environment under U.N. mandate,‖ one official said.
The attack tested the response mechanism of the Combined Task Force of
Indian and Russian defence forces, the official added.
Early this year the two countries decided to upgrade Indra from an
individual service exercise into an integrated tri-service.
Иран. Индия может потерять заявку на газовое месторождение в Иране
из-за разногласий по цене (а Россия приобрести).
‗India may lose Farzad B gas field bid‘
Suhasini
Haidar
T.C.A.
Sharad
Raghavan.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-may-lose-farzad-b-gas-fieldbid/article19940127.ece?homepage=true

29.10.2017.

Iran miffed as India not ‗flexible‘ on pricing; quality of gas a concern, says
petroleum ministry official
Even as Iranian government officials have said that India is close to losing
its bid for the Farzad B gas field, Indian officials in the Petroleum Ministry
downplayed the situation, saying it is all part of the negotiation process.
―They have been speaking to Russia and they have been speaking to us,‖ a
senior official in the Petroleum Ministry told The Hindu on the condition of
anonymity. ―And this is not exactly a fresh bid. We have already been negotiating
with them on all issues relating to Farzad B. It is just an issue of changing some
numbers and some terms here and there. So when that happens, that doesn‘t mean
a fresh bid. In terms of the negotiation, there is continuity.‖
A senior Iranian diplomat handling the negotiations said that they were
disappointed that India had not shown ―flexibility‖ in its bids for the Farzad B
gasfield, and may have to offer it to others like Russian oil major Rosneft, which
has put in a better bid for other parts of Farzad B.
―Given the lack of flexibility on pricing from India, we may be left with no
choice, and India could lose the Farzad B project entirely,‖ the diplomat said.
The Petroleum Ministry official explained that the negotiations between
India and Iran meant that the bids had been updated on a number of factors such as
the time period of the contract, the depreciation element, or the taxation element,
and the royalty payments.
‗Negotiations in place‘
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―The negotiation is as much in place as much as it ever was,‖ the official
said. ―It‘s not as if the negotiation has ended and that a fresh one has started.‖
He said that the main concern from the Indian side regarding the Farzad B
field was the quality of gas and whether it was worth the investment.
―For any overseas investment, the internal rate of return (IRR) is very
important,‖ the official said. ―The IRR requirements have to be met, and it has to
be recognised that Farzad B is the most difficult field because of the sour gas, and
other considerations such as the impurities in the gas.‖
While officials said the plan for the Chabahar Port was on course, with
transport minister Nitin Gadkari promising to complete development of its berths
by 2018-end, other discussions — on expanding banking facilities, offering India
railroad projects, on the Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) LNG pipelines, have not made
much progress.
Россия – Индия. Что стоит за сообщениями о срыве военного
контракта с Индией
Дмитрий
Наркевский.
«Взгляд».
https://vz.ru/opinions/2017/10/26/892427.html
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Со скоростью молнии по Cети распространилась информация о
практически оформленном решении министерства обороны Индии
отказаться от совместного с Россией проекта разработки и производства
истребителя пятого поколения. Заголовки статей недвусмысленно дают
понять, что причина отказа – технологическое отставание России.
Как и бывает в подобных случаях, для каждой аудитории в этом
новостном сообщении есть своя изюминка, создающая нужный эффект
восприятия. Для западной аудитории это демонстрация превосходства над
«агрессивной», но отсталой Россией.
Для российской публики, в первую очередь скептически настроенной
по отношению к властям, это очередной повод заявить о несостоятельности
нынешних руководителей государства. Для их оппонентов из
пропрезидентского лагеря и консервативных, национально ориентированных
сил это весомый удар по самолюбию.
Кроме того, есть еще граждане других стран, сотрудничающих либо
подумывающих о сотрудничестве с Россией в военно-технической сфере.
Для них основной посыл очевиден. Если столь крупный импортер оружия,
как
Индия,
посчитал
бесперспективными
разработки
ведущих
авиастроителей России, то что же говорить об этих и других менее
технологичных и, судя по выводам журналистов, безоговорочно устаревших
вооружениях с лейблом "Made in Russia"?
Конечно, нельзя не признать, что по целому ряду технологических
направлений, в том числе и в ВПК, Россия испытывает определенные
трудности. Этот секрет Полишинеля особо не замалчивается даже на высшем
уровне российского руководства.
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Однако безапелляционность подобных новостей наводит на мысль о
несколько иной подоплеке, нежели простое информирование о срыве
военного контракта.
Что-то не так
Изначально данная новость появилась 21 октября на страницах
американского издания Defense News. В статье сообщается, что
командование индийских ВВС выразило претензии министерству обороны
страны в отношении перспектив совместной с Россией разработки
истребителя пятого поколения.
По данным не названного Defense News источника, индийские военные
считают, что проект FGFA заведомо уступает американскому самолету F-35.
В частности, претензии предъявлены к конструкции двигателя, низким
показателям стелс-технологий и неоптимальности профиля самолета.
На основании этой негативной оценки представители ВВС якобы
рекомендуют индийскому руководству выйти из совместного проекта с
Россией.
А теперь рассмотрим ситуацию шире.
Во-первых, западные, индийские и российские СМИ, опубликовавшие
данную новость, ссылаются исключительно на Defense News. Ссылок на
какие-либо другие источники и тем более на официальные индийские власти
не приводится.
Во-вторых, американское издание ссылается на анонимных
представителей ВВС Индии, недовольных российским проектом.
Единственным названным лицом является отставной офицер, а ныне эксперт
В. Такур (Vijainder K Thakur), который как раз и не поддержал основную
мысль статьи, а, напротив, упомянул о положительных аспектах российскоиндийского проекта и, в частности, о перспективах установки на будущих
самолетах более совершенного двигателя.
В-третьих, незамеченным осталось мнение главы индийской компании
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) Суварны Раджу (T. Suvarna Raju),
изложенное на страницах другого издания – индийского Business Standard.
HAL является основным партнером с индийской стороны и рассматривает
разработку нового истребителя как прекрасную возможность для Индии
получить самые современные технологические решения в сфере
производства военных самолетов.
Для того, чтобы развеять зарождающиеся сомнения в соответствии
изложенной Defense News информации реальной ситуации, обратимся к
более ранним сообщениям того же издания на эту тему.
9 августа этого года, то есть всего два месяца назад, Defense News
публиковал статью, в которой указывалось, что Индия склоняется
продолжить совместный с Россией проект разработки истребителя пятого
поколения. В материале приводились слова индийских военных и экспертов,
поддерживающих разработку FGFA.
Кстати, среди них был и уже упоминавшийся В. Такур.
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Двойное толкование индийской позиции трудно допустить,
ведь материал содержал прямую цитату официального представителя
минобороны Индии, сообщившего, что специальный комитет под
руководством отставного маршала ВВС Индии Симхакутти Вартхамана
(Simhakutty Varthaman) рекомендовал МО продолжить проект.
И вот по прошествии столь малого времени оказалось, что мнение
индийских военных полностью поменялось. Учитывая, что власти Индии
известны достаточной медлительностью в принятии масштабных решений,
сложно предположить, что судьба проекта стоимостью в несколько
миллиардов долларов меняется столь быстро.
Так что же могло стать причиной появления подобного материала?
Осмелюсь предположить, что причина нынешнего ажиотажа вокруг
российско-индийского сотрудничества в авиационной сфере не связана с
реальными разногласиями партнеров, которые, стоит признать, имели место
на протяжении всех 10 лет реализации проекта FGFA. Реальная причина в
другом.
Это банальная конкурентная борьба за одного из крупнейших
импортеров оружия.
Подобные попытки дискредитации России со стороны США
наблюдаются все чаще. Если в Европе основной упор Вашингтон делает на
«защиту» европейского рынка от энергетической, газовой зависимости от
Москвы, а под шумок продвигает свой сланцевый газ, то в Индии помимо
поставок энергоресурсов (куда тоже хотят вклиниться США) цель – подмять
под себя многомиллиардный рынок оружия.
И, надо сказать, в последние несколько лет американцы в этом сильно
преуспели. Они уже занимают второе место по поставкам вооружений в
Индию.
Но на кону еще большие контракты. Например, полным ходом идет
обсуждение поставок американских беспилотников MQ-9 Reaper (или
Predator B) более чем на 2 млрд долларов, а за ними, возможно, и более
мощных Predator C Avenger уже на 8 млрд.
После недавнего значительного сокращения контракта на поставку
Индии французских истребителей Rafale борьба за потенциальный контракт
на поставку около 100 самолетов вновь разгорелась не на шутку. Помимо
французов активность проявляют шведы, русские и американцы.
Одним из главных требований индийской стороны к будущим
поставщикам истребителей является передача технологий производства.
Программа индийского премьера Нарендры Моди «Делай в Индии»
вынуждает зарубежных производителей делиться секретами.
В этой связи определенное преимущество есть как раз у России, ведь
на территории Индии уже производятся танки Т-90 и начинается сборка
вертолетов Ка-226Т.
Америка решила ответить симметрично.
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Сначала Обама, а теперь и Трамп продвигают индийцам F-16 от
Lockheed Martin и F/A-18E/F Super Hornet от Boeing. Причем F-16 должны
потеснить российские «МиГ» и «Су» на земле, а Super Hornet – стать
основным палубным самолетом для будущего индийского авианосца, проект
постройки которого обсуждается в индийском руководстве.
Надо отдать должное предпринимательской жилке заокеанских
производителей. Чтобы потрафить индийскому премьеру и вписаться в
программу передачи технологий, американцы предлагают полностью
перенести один из заводов по производству F-16 в Индию.
Правда, они не акцентируют особо внимание на том, что завод работал
в основном на экспорт и после завершения контракта на поставку самолетов
Ираку будет вынужден снизить производство. Вместо того, чтобы решать
вопрос с загрузкой предприятия, его владельцы посчитали, что выгоднее его
просто продать Индии и получать взамен немалые лицензионные
отчисления.
При чем тут FGFA? Конечно, F-16 и F/A-18 не дотягивают до
требований самолетов пятого поколения. Но у Штатов в рукаве есть еще
один козырь. Это F-35, активно продвигаемый союзникам в Европе и Азии.
Понятно, что, несмотря на пафосные заявления о привилегированном
партнерстве, о передаче этой технологии Индии речь идти не будет. Однако
уже упомянутое развертывание производства F-16 и F/A-18 могло бы
скрасить индийское недовольство.
Если ответ на вопрос, кому выгодна подобная статья в Defense News,
становится ясен, то стоит подумать, а почему об этом заговорили именно
сейчас. Но и тут особых проблем не возникает. 25 октября Дели посетил
госсекретарь Тиллерсон.
Понятно, что в преддверии его визита создать определенный негатив в
отношении конкурентов – заманчивая идея. То, что в ходе переговоров будут
обсуждаться перспективы военно-технического сотрудничества, едва ли для
кого-то стало неожиданностью.
Более того, США активно демонстрируют, против кого они хотят
дружить с Индией.
Выступление Тиллерсона за несколько дней до турне по странам Азии
не оставляет сомнений в том, что Вашингтон хочет привлечь Индию в
сколачиваемый им в Азии антикитайский блок.
Наступая на больную для Дели мозоль индийско-китайских
противоречий, Тиллерсон, фактически отказавшись от дипломатического
этикета, открыто озвучил задачу американско-индийского партнерства как
противодействие китайской экспансии.
Чего ждать дальше?
В этой связи наряду с попытками дискредитировать российское оружие
стоит ожидать активизации кампании против России как надежного партнера
Индии.
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Логика тут проста. Россия в последние годы активно сближалась с
Китаем, а тот, в свою очередь, укрепляет союз с Пакистаном. Следовательно,
необходимо убедить Индию, что Россия играет на стороне двух главных
противников Дели.
И как после этого можно покупать оружие и расширять партнерство с
такой страной? В этой связи Вашингтон готов предложить себя в качестве
наиболее удачной альтернативы, благо в отношениях с Пекином, Москвой и
Исламабадом у американцев достаточно проблем, чтобы Индия могла
оттолкнуться от формулы «враг моего врага – мой друг».
На эту тему:
Индия решила закупить российские «Калибры»
Индийская субмарина прибыла для ремонта на судоверфь «Звездочка»
Индия задумалась о приобретении у России 108 истребителей FGFA
Подводя итог вышеизложенному, можно с уверенностью сказать, что
на наших глазах разворачивается очередная сцена из уже ставшего
привычным спектакля под названием «Продвижение американских
интересов» всеми доступными средствами.
Появление статьи в Defense News не случайно и носит явно заказной
характер. Заявление о резком изменении позиции в отношении российскоиндийского проекта разработки истребителя пятого поколения, скорее всего,
связано не с душевными колебаниями руководства индийских ВВС, а с
банальным заказом.
Косвенным подтверждением этого может служить и тот факт, что обе
статьи с диаметрально противоположными выводами написал один и тот же
автор, использовавший одни и те же слова индийских экспертов сначала со
знаком плюс, а через два месяца – со знаком минус.
В очередной раз цель оправдывает средства, и для победы в
конкурентной борьбе используется искусственно раздуваемый скандал. И что
же это, если не элемент информационной войны?
США намерены дальше продвигать военное сотрудничество с Индией
и торговлю.
'US keen to move forward on key defence pacts with India'
The Times of India. Oct 28, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/us-keen-tomove-forward-on-key-defence-pacts-with-india/articleshow/61300116.cms

The agreements will make it easier for the US to share classified data and
that will facilitate sales of F-16 or the F-18 fighter jets to India.
It will also help create a defence technology partnership, besides creating
jobs for Americans, Assistant secretary of state for the South and Central Asian
Affairs said.
WASHINGTON: The US is keen to move forward on some important
defence agreements with India that will make it easier for the Trump
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administration to share classified data and facilitate the sale of F-16 and F-18
fighter jets to New Delhi, a top American diplomat has said.
The Trump administration last month told Congress that it "strongly
supports" the sale of F-18 and F-16 fighter jets to India and asserted that the
proposals have the potential to take the Indo-US defence ties to the next level.
There are important defence agreements that the two countries can move
forward on, Alice G Wells, acting assistant secretary of state for the South and
Central Asian Affairs, told reporters on Friday.
The agreements will make it easier for the US to share classified data and
that will facilitate sales like the F-16 or the F-18 fighter jets and will help create a
defence technology partnership, besides creating jobs for Americans at home,
Wells said.
Wells had accompanied US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on his just
concluded trip to Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
"This was an extremely friendly, very wide-ranging dialogue on how we can
partner together on the strategic relationship that we think is going to define the
rest of the 21st century," Wells said.
While there was a bilateral component to the visit, they talked about how the
two countries with shared values -- a respect for democracy, transparency, freedom
of navigation, for economic development -- can inculcate these values in the
broader Indo-Pacific region, working with important partners like Japan and
Australia.
"Tillerson's visit to Gandhi Smriti was very moving and was a touchstone for
what unites - that this relationship is very much the one built on values," she said,
adding that the Secretary of State laid out a lot of ambitions for the relationship.
"We want to build on the June visit by Prime Minister Narendra Modi with
the President (Donald Trump). We'd like to deepen the military-to-military
cooperation that has moved very quickly; over the last decade we've gone from
zero to 15 billion in defence sales.
"We'd like to expand the bilateral trade and investment dimension of the
relationship. We have about $115 billion in trade, $40 billion in bilateral
investment," Wells said, noting that this week they have two important meetings
going on, the Trade Policy Forum and the Commercial Dialogue.
The US sees this as a two-way street. In November, Mahindra is opening an
auto plant in Michigan.
"We've seen purchases of Boeing aircraft, all of which produce, again,
thousands of jobs for American citizens," Wells said.
Later in November, the US President's daughter Ivanka Trump will attend
the Global Entrepreneurship Summit which is going to bring together 1,300
entrepreneurs and investors, demonstrating the entrepreneurial spirit of the
relationship.
"During his India visit, Tillerson focused on how they can promote regional
stability. In the South Asia strategy, we have given an important role to India on
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helping stabilise Afghanistan economically and to build its human resource
capacity," she said.
Since 2001, India has invested $2 billion in Afghanistan and has pledged
another $1 billion by 2020.
India has projects in 31 provinces and all of these projects have been very
well received.
"They are constructive, and I think it has demonstrated that India is an
important and valuable partner. At the same time, we have made it clear to
everyone that we would never tolerate anyone's soil being used against the other.
On the fight against terrorism, we're looking forward to working with the the
Indians on identifying additional designations that we should pursue together,"
Wells added.
Индию вписывают в американский треугольник
Сергей
Строкань.
«Коммерсант».
26.10.2017.
https://news.rambler.ru/articles/38252367/?utm_content=rnews&utm_medium=read_more&utm
_source=copylink

Госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон нанес визит в Индию, ставшую
финальным пунктом его турне по Ближнему Востоку и Азии. Переговоры
в Дели стали отправной точкой для радикального пересмотра политики
США в стратегически важном регионе. Место ключевого союзника
Вашингтона, ранее принадлежавшее Пакистану, переходит к Индии.
Утверждению центральной роли США в Южной Азии должно
способствовать формирование нового треугольника Вашингтон—Дели—
Кабул — американские стратеги представляют его как противовес
треугольнику Москва—Пекин—Исламабад. Перед приездом Рекса
Тиллерсона с визитом в Дели побывал афганский президент Ашраф Гани,
обвиняющий Россию в тайной поддержке талибов.
Завершающаяся в четверг поездка Рекса Тиллерсона в индийскую
столицу подведет черту под его дипломатическим марафоном, в который
также вошли визиты в Саудовскую Аравию, Катар, Ирак, Афганистан
и Пакистан. Господин Тиллерсон провел одно из самых результативных
зарубежных турне, обозначившее заявку Вашингтона на лидерство
в стратегически важном регионе. При этом роль главного союзника
США начинает играть Индия, входящая в БРИКС и ШОС, а также имеющая
статус привилегированного стратегического партнера России.
Поездка в Дели, начавшаяся вечером во вторник, разительно
контрастировала с состоявшимся накануне визитом госсекретаря в соседний
Пакистан, где главе американской дипломатии был оказан подчеркнуто
холодный прием. Причиной дальнейшего обострения в отношениях
Вашингтона и Исламабада стали беспрецедентно жесткие высказывания
Рекса Тиллерсона в адрес Пакистана, формально входящего в список
16 государств, которые имеют для США статус «основные союзники
вне НАТО». Перед прибытием в Пакистан глава Госдепартамента обвинил
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Исламабад в поддержке талибов. В Дели господин Тиллерсон продолжил
свои выпады, заявив: «Слишком много террористических организацией
находят безопасное прибежище в Пакистане, чтобы осуществлять свои атаки
против других стран».
Между тем в Дели госсекретарь США с первых минут визита всячески
подчеркивал особое расположение к Индии. Так, посетив мемориал Махатмы
Ганди в районе Радж-Гхат — место, где в 1948 году было кремировано тело
лидера индийского национально-освободительного движения, господин
Тиллерсон осыпал черный мрамор постамента розовыми лепестками.
Подтверждением того, что администрация президента Трампа
предпринимает активные попытки перетянуть на свою сторону ведущую
державу Южной Азии, стала и речь господина Тиллерсона, произнесенная
в Вашингтоне на прошлой неделе по случаю Дивали — отмечаемого
индусами главного религиозного праздника. Рекс Тиллерсон тогда сообщил,
что Индия должна играть центральную роль в обеспечении безопасности
и стабильности в Индо-Тихоокеанском регионе, отметив «возникающее
стратегическое
партнерство
Дели
и Вашингтона».
Как следует
из выступления госсекретаря США, администрация Трампа видит в Индии
проводника идей «верховенства закона, свободы судоходства, универсальных
ценностей и свободы торговли».
Сделав стратегическую ставку на Индию как на главную опору
в Южной Азии, команда Дональда Трампа намерена утвердить центральную
роль США в Южной Азии путем формирования нового треугольника
Вашингтон—Дели—Кабул, представляемого стратегами Белого дома
как противовес треугольнику Москва—Пекин—Исламабад. Решающий
шаг для создания такого треугольника, который, по версии американской
стороны,
должен
будет
впредь
определять
ход урегулирования
в Афганистане, был сделан во время последних переговоров Рекса
Тиллерсона с руководством Афганистана и Индии.
Во вторник, всего за несколько часов до прибытия госсекретаря
США в Индию, с однодневным визитом в Дели побывал афганский
президент Ашраф Гани, который до этого в понедельник успел пообщаться
с господином Тиллерсоном во время его короткой остановки в Афганистане.
В ходе переговоров с индийским премьером Нарендрой Моди афганский
лидер подтвердил готовность укрепить взаимодействие Дели и Кабула
в достижении
афганского
урегулирования,
одним
из препятствий
для которого руководители двух стран считают Пакистан, поддерживающий
талибов.
А в среду глава индийского МИДа Сушма Сварадж рассказала: США,
Индия и Афганистан планируют «в ближайшее время» провести переговоры
в трехстороннем формате по афганскому урегулированию.
На фоне начавшегося формирования треугольника Вашингтон—
Дели—Кабул президент Гани сделал неожиданный выпад в адрес России,
также прилагающей усилия по афганскому урегулированию. В ходе недавней
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поездки в провинцию Пактия он сообщил, что Москва якобы поддерживает
движение «Талибан», воюющее против правительства в Кабуле.
Это высказывание не осталось незамеченным в российской столице.
«Напоминаем, что афганские официальные лица неоднократно на различных
уровнях подтверждали безосновательность подобных обвинений в адрес
Москвы», — заявили в МИД РФ, призвав руководство Афганистана «не идти
на поводу у раздуваемой в отдельных западных СМИ антироссийской
истерии».
Разворот афганского лидера служит еще одним проявлением
происходящих в регионе перемен: инициированное администрацией Трампа
выстраивание нового треугольника Вашингтон—Дели—Кабул, по мнению
опрошенных «Ъ» экспертов, имеет целью «отодвинуть» Афганистан
и Индию от России и Китая. «Поездка Рекса Тиллерсона означает,
что администрация Трампа сделала самый решительный шаг в сторону
сближения с Индией за все время ее независимости. В то время как Россия
готова работать с Китаем и Пакистаном по афганской проблеме,
в Вашингтоне впервые дали понять, что больше не доверяют пакистанцам
роль ключевых союзников в Азии, способных сыграть конструктивную роль
в афганском урегулировании», — пояснил ―Ъ‖ базирующийся в Дели вицепрезидент Observer Research Foundation Нандан Унникришнан. И добавил,
что «такой широкий жест наверняка оценят и в Дели, и в Кабуле, также
имеющем проблемные отношения с Исламабадом».
США готовы модернизировать вооруженные силы Индии в свете
угрозы Китая, помощи Афганистану, опасности Пакистана (терроризм)
Terrorist groups threatening stability of Pakistan govt: Tillerson
Jawed
Naqvi.
Dawn,
October
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366281/terrorist-groups-threatening-stability-of-pakistan-govttillerson

NEW DELHI: India and the United States on Wednesday reaffirmed their
plans to work closely in Afghanistan but they also kept the aperture of their
bilateral ties calibrated to keep an eye on China.
As US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson wound up his three-nation tour of
South Asia, which included trips to Afghanistan and Pakistan, he said too many
terrorist groups found safe haven in Pakistan and such sanctuaries were threatening
to destabilise the government in Islamabad.
Speaking at a news conference with India‘s Foreign Minister Sushma
Swaraj, he said the unnamed terrorist groups ―are now threatening stability of the
Pakistani government‖.
He urged Islamabad to work with Washington to defeat militancy. ―We want
to work with Pakistan in a positive way as we think this is in their interest in longer
term.‖
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Mr Tillerson said he had a very ―open and frank exchange with Pakistan
leaders in Islamabad yesterday, [and] conveyed to Pakistan the expectations we
have‖.
For India, the visit was a useful occasion to raise the issue of professional
visas for its sizeable nationals working in the United States, and who constitute a
significant support base for the government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
US ready to share its technology for modernisation of India‘s military, he
says
In his meeting with Mr Tillerson, Mr Modi underscored what his office
called ―the commonality in the objectives of India and the US to eradicate
terrorism, terrorist infrastructure, safe havens and support, while bringing peace
and stability to Afghanistan‖.
Mr Modi noted this in the context of President Donald Trump‘s new South
Asia policy, according to a statement from the Prime Minister‘s Office (PMO).
Mr Tillerson exchanged with the Indian premier views on his recent travels
in the region.
―They further discussed stepping up effective cooperation to combat
terrorism in all its forms and promoting regional stability and security,‖ the PMO
statement said.
Welcoming the US secretary on his first visit to India in his current capacity,
Mr Modi noted with appreciation the ―firm upward trajectory‖ in the bilateral
strategic partnership following the ―positive and far-reaching‖ talks with President
Trump in June this year, the statement said.
The prime minister shared the resolve expressed by Mr Tillerson on taking
further steps in the direction of accelerating and strengthening the content, pace
and scope of the bilateral engagement, Mr Modi‘s office said. Both ―affirmed that
a strengthened India-US partnership is not just of mutual benefit to both countries,
but has significant positive impact on the prospects for regional and global stability
and prosperity‖.
Mr Tillerson also held detailed discussion with India‘s National Security
Adviser Ajit Doval.
Earlier, Ms Swaraj told Mr Tillerson that New Delhi wanted to retain its
small embassy in North Korea despite Washington‘s efforts to isolate Pyongyang
over its nuclear and ballistic missile tests.
She said India believed a diplomatic presence in North Korea was necessary
to keep lines of communication open.
Ms Swaraj said she also raised the issue of H1B visa with the secretary and
requested him not to take action that might adversely affect Indians.
Reports quoted Mr Tillerson as saying that the Trump administration was
ready to share its best technology for India‘s military modernisation, adding that it
looked forward to discussing deals for F16 and F18 fighter jets with New Delhi.
Mr Trump has called for stricter rules for issuance of H1B visas, largely
availed by Indian IT firms. A private member‘s bill was introduced earlier this year
in the US Congress by Democrat Zoe Lofgren seeking to increase the minimum
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salary of an H1B visa holder to a whopping $130,000 from the current minimum of
$60,000.
Моди и Гани встречались накануне визита Тиллерсона в Индию.
Modi, Ghani resolve to end terror
Dawn, October 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366112/modi-ghani-resolveto-end-terror (By arrangement with The Times of India).

NEW DELHI: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Afghanistan
President Ashraf Ghani on Tuesday discussed a range of bilateral, regional and
global issues and expressed their ―firm resolve‖ to end the menace of terrorism.
The two leaders also discussed ways to further the shared objective of
promoting security and stability in Afghanistan.
―Furthering ‗neighbourhood first‘ policy with a strategic partner. Prime
Minister Modi receives president Ghani at Hyderabad House,‖ external affairs
ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar tweeted.
―Prime Minister Modi and president Ghani discussed range of bilateral,
regional and global issues, express firm resolve to end menace of terrorism,‖ he
added.
Замир Кабулов был в Индии, вел переговоры
Putin's special envoy reaches out to India on Afghanistan
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
23,
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/putins-special-envoy-reaches-out-to-india-onafghanistan/articleshow/61176543.cms

2017.

NEW DELHI: In a significant regional security outreach, Russian President
Vladimir Putin's special envoy Zamir Kabulov recently visited Delhi and held
discussions with NSA Ajit Doval and foreign secretary S Jaishankar, top
government sources told TOI.
The government has not yet made the visit public keeping in mind the
sensitive nature of the discussions but official sources here said all issues related to
regional security were discussed, with special focus on the developing situation in
Afghanistan and the role of Pakistan. As Putin's special representative, Kabulov is
responsible for Moscow's Afghanistan policy.
TOI had first reported on September 20 that Russia, which wants dialogue
with the Taliban, had proposed a visit by Kabulov to engage India more in the
Afghanistan peace process+ . This was shortly after the US outlined its new policy
on Afghanistan over which Moscow continues to nurse serious reservations.
Russia's insistence on engaging the Taliban and its recent overemphasis on
Pakistan's role in Afghanistan seemed to suggest a divergence of interests with
India. Moscow believes that the real threat to the region comes from Islamic State
and not Taliban.
Kabulov is believed to have reiterated before top Indian officials Russia's
position that the US finds itself stranded in a veritable cul-de-sac — with Taliban
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now controlling over 40% of Afghan territory — and that these circumstances
warranted talks with those in the Taliban who were willing to give up violence.
Afghan army commanders though have accused Russia of even arming the
Taliban like in the western province of Farah. These allegations have been strongly
refuted by Kabulov.
Russia's growing strategic proximity to Pakistan too has been an area of
concern for India. After the US proclamation of its Afghanistan policy, Kabulov
was quick to defend Pakistan saying that Islamabad had a critical role in ensuring
stability in the region. Russia, though, has been supportive of India's position on
cross-border terrorism as is evident from its recent support to the government in
convincing China to drop its opposition to the naming of terror groups like
Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed in the Xiamen Brics declaration.
It is in these interesting times that Russia's new ambassador, Nikolay
Kudashev, has arrived in India. The ambassador-designate (he is yet to present his
credentials) met Jaishankar on Friday. In a welcome address earlier this month,
Kudashev said cooperation with India constituted a top priority of Russia's foreign
policy. "Our friendly relations have acquired the status of special and privileged
strategic partnership, and we strive to infuse it with new dimensions and
meanings," he said.
Significantly, he also said Moscow viewed the growing influence of Delhi as
a natural and long-awaited trend of international affairs. "Such multilateral fora as
the UN, Brics, SCO, G20 offer us vast opportunities for fruitful cooperation on
topical issues of global peace and security.... I will spare no effort in bringing
Russian-Indian relations to new heights and adding new milestones to the glorious
bilateral history," he said.
«Индия теперь другая, нежели в 1962 г.», - заявляет Главный министр
штата Мадхья Прадеш (идет милитаризация Индии – против Китая, Пакистана).
India today different from 1962; won‘t spare anyone on terrorism, says
Chouhan
The Hindu. 23.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-today-differentfrom-1962-wont-spare-anyone-on-terrorism-says-chouhan/article19904739.ece?homepage=true

His comment on China was an apparent reminder of the then defence
minister Arun Jaitley‘s remarks during the standoff.
Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan vehemently
attacked Pakistan and China, saying India today is different from what it used to be
in 1962 and affirmed that the country ―would not spare‖ anyone on the issue of
terrorism.
Mr. Chouhan, who arrived in Washington on a nearly week-long US visit,
said India is no longer a country of 1962 and this was realised by none other
than China whose troops had to withdraw from its intruded position in
Doklambecause of the determination shown by Indian soldiers and the emergence
of a strong India under Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
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―India today is not a country of 1962,‖ Mr. Chouhan said amidst applause
from the audience. He was addressing the Indian-American community at a
reception organised by the Indian embassy here.
His comment on China was an apparent reminder of the then defence
minister Arun Jaitley‘s remarks during the standoff.
―The situation in 1962 was different and India of 2017 is different,‖ Mr.
Jaitley said when asked about China‘s warning that the Indian Army should learn
―historical lessons‖.
On August 28, India and China agreed to ―expeditious disengagement‖ of
border personnel at the face-off site in Doklam following diplomatic
communications after over two months standoff.
Mr. Chouhan said there would be ―no compromise‖ on terrorism, in a veiled
warning to neighbouring Pakistan, which is accused of harbouring terrorists on its
soil.
―India would not spare anyone, if any (nation) tries to provoke us on the
issue of terrorism,‖ Chouhan said, adding that India is the greatest advocate of
world peace and does not want to provoke others. He spoke in Hindi.
The visiting chief minister described the India-US friendship under the
current dispensation as a ―golden age‖.
During his address, he also referred to the recent statements on India made
by top American leadership, in particular, ones by US President Donald Trump and
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
The two largest democracies of the world are now working together not only
to strengthen their relationship but also for the global good, he said.
In addition to visiting New York later this week, the Chief Minister would
deliver key note address on integral humanism at the inaugural Pandit Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya Forum at the US Capitol this afternoon.
While India has been a victim of terrorism for long, it was only under Modi
that it carried out surgical strikes against those giving shelter to terrorists, he said.
Referring to the recent Doklam incident, the Chief Minister said the Chinese
soldiers had to finally return because of the exemplary determination shown by
Indian soldiers and the emergence of a ―strong India‖ under Prime Minister Modi.
On the two major policy decisions — demonetisation and the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) — Mr. Chouhan said only a Prime Minister of the caliber of
Modi could take such courageous decisions.
―A normal Prime Minister cannot take a decision on demonetisation,‖ he
said, adding that it can only be taken by one who has the determination to get rid of
the black money and end corruption.
It is the Modi government which took the decision on GST and implement
it. Mr. Modi fulfilled the dream of one nation one tax, he said, adding that the
country is marching ahead in every field.
After Mr. Modi became the Prime Minister, there has been acceleration in
India‘s development, decisions are being taken at a fast pace and inflation is down.
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There is an all-round development of the country, he said, exhorting Indian—
Americans in joining fellow Indians in the all-round development of the India.
Indian Ambassador to the US Navtej Sarna said Mr. Chouhan is ―one of the
most progressive far thinking and visionary leaders‖ of India.
Mr. Sarna noted that Madhya Pradesh under the chief ministership of Mr.
Chouhan has become one of the ―fastest growing‖ states of India.
Партнерство Индии и США
US-India partnership
Daily Times, October 22nd 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/128571/us-india-partnership/

In an important policy statement, US Secretary of State Rex Tillersonhas
stated that his country will preferto work with India to counter Chinese influence in
the Asia-Pacific region. This was certainly a clear message to Beijing.The
development came on the same day Chinese President Xi Jinping opened the
Communist Party of China‘s Congress.
However, there is nothing in Tillerson‘s statement that can be viewed as a
departure from the recent US positions. It has favoured a role for India in regional
affairs but that is hardly surprising. The situation may warrant concerns in
Pakistani diplomatic circles about India‘s increased influence in Washington, but
these concerns need not be overstated.
Firstly, US President Donald Trump is scheduled to visit Beijing next
month, meaning that Tillerson‘s statement reflects more on the caution with which
Washington is approaching Beijing‘s rising influence rather than outright
belligerence.
Secondly, Pakistan and China are well on their way to strengthening mutual
cooperation through the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Both
countries are engaged in various trade pacts and the current relations between have
been described by both governments as a milestone in strategic cooperation.
This puts Pakistan in a rather favourable position to play a conducive role in
bridging the trust deficit between China and the US. Pakistan will need to keep its
relations with the two neighbours – Afghanistan to its west and India to its east –
cordial to be able to play this role.
This role will in no way affect Pakistan‘s ability to raise voice about its
legitimate concerns. Rather, by cooperating for stability and peace in Afghanistan
and by highlighting economic dividends to all regional actors from Chinese
designs, Pakistan‘s voice on its legitimate concerns will only become more
effective.
Pakistan must not get too embroiled in bilateral ties of any of these actors at
the cost of its own economic interests. And the best way for Pakistan to secure
these interests is to play the role of a bridge between US and China as effectively
as it can, while keeping ties with India and Afghanistan cordial.
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Если Индия будет конфликтовать с кем-либо, то США не встанут на
сторону Индии, - заявил Госдеп США.
US promises to stay neutral in India‘s conflict with other states
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365200/uspromises-to-stay-neutral-in-indias-conflict-with-other-states

WASHINGTON: The US State Department has said that America‘s close
relationship with India does not mean that if Indians had an armed conflict with
another country, Washington is automatically going to side with New Delhi.
―Wow. Okay, I don‘t think I‘d go that far,‖ said US State Department
Spokesperson Heather Nauert when asked at a news briefing in Washington on
Thursday afternoon that the next time India had a conflict Pakistan, New Delhi will
get Washington‘s full support.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said at a Washington think tank on
Wednesday that the US was going to have dramatically deepened
relationships with India, adding that the ―security issues that concern India are
concerns of the US too‖. Mr Tillerson is scheduled to visit Islamabad and New
Delhi this week for talks on the new US strategy in South Asia.
Responding to a question about the secretary‘s remarks at the State
Department news briefing, Ms Nauert said Mr Tiller was talking about ―sharedinterests‖, as the two countries already cooperate in many key areas — from
military exercises to intelligence gathering and counterterrorism.
The United States, she said, also appreciated how India was helping develop
an infrastructure in Afghanistan and how it was playing a key role in strengthening
the Afghan economy for which ―we are very grateful to India‖.
―So, I think, the Secretary was really trying to underscore the importance of
that relationship with India and recognising that we have a lot of areas where we
can have mutual cooperation,‖ said the US official while explaining Mr Tillerson‘s
remarks.
A journalist, however, reminded her that there were frequent exchanges of
fires between India and Pakistan. ―So, when it happens next time, does it mean that
the US has to take sides?‖ the journalist asked.
―I think, we are always very cautious about addressing those issues, not
wanting to contribute to any additional tensions,‖ Ms Nauert replied.
In his remarks at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies,
Washington, on Wednesday, Secretary Tillerson also highlighted US ties with
Pakistan.
―Pakistan, too, is an important US partner in South Asia. Our relationships in
the region stand on their own merits,‖ he said.
―We expect Pakistan to take decisive action against terrorist groups based
within its own borders that threaten its own people and the broader region.‖
Mr Tillerson said that by taking such actions Pakistan would ―further
stability and peace for itself and its neighbours and will improve its own
international standing‖.
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He said President Trump‘s new South Asia strategy was an effort to resolve
the Afghan issue by promoting peace and stability in the entire South Asian region.
―You solve Afghanistan by addressing the regional challenges. And Pakistan
is an important element of that,‖ he said. ―India is an important element of how we
achieve the ultimate objective, which is a stable
Afghanistan, which no longer serves as a platform for terrorist
organisations.‖
The new US strategy, he claimed, was ―quite simple: we will deny terrorists
the opportunity, the means, the location, the wherewithal, the financing, the ability
to organise and carry out attacks against Americans at home and abroad, anywhere
in the world‖.
Mr Tillerson said that Afghanistan and Pakistan would be greatest
beneficiaries if terrorism was eradicated from South Asia.
―And we think that is achievable and we can have a stable, peaceful
Afghanistan. And when that happens, a big threat is removed from Pakistan‘s
future stability as well, which then creates a better condition for India-Pakistan
relationships,‖ he said while explaining why he believed the new US strategy was
good for all.
Mr Tillerson said the US wanted to work closely with India and with
Pakistan to ease tensions along their border as well. ―Pakistan has two very
troubled borders and we‘d like to help them take the tension down on both of those
and secure a future stable Pakistan government which we think improves relations
in the region as well,‖ he said.
Одобрение сделки американской продажи F-16 и F-18 Индии
Prior approval for sale of F-16 and F-18 in place: Keith Webster
Seema
Sirohi.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
19,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/prior-approval-for-sale-of-f-16-andf-18-in-place-keith-webster/articleshow/61140217.cms

Keith Webster , a 32-year veteran of the US Defense Department, has joined
the newly launched US-India Strategic Partnership Forum(USISPF) as senior
vice-president for Defense and Aerospace. A big 'catch' for USISPF, Webster has
dealt with all aspects of the India relationship, from technology transfer to export
controls, from laying out new roadmaps to executing old ones. Few have his
overview of the sprawling US bureaucracy and its intricacies. He talked to Seema
Sirohi in Washington. Excerpts:
Where are we in the defence relationship?
For the past four years plus, the Pentagon has led the Defence Technology
and Trade Initiative [DTTI]. It accomplished a couple of things – it was able to
transform views on India and to treat India as a very close partner… as if we were
allies in terms of capabilities, research and co-development. It was a historic period
in the Pentagon, serving as a cornerstone for the contemporary relationship. Then
on June 7, 2016, India was declared a major defence partner.
What‘s on the horizon now?
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We have very transformational offers for two advanced fighter jets – F16 and F-18 in partnership with industry. The proposals have pre-positioned US
government approvals for co-production and tech transfer, which is unprecedented
for us. Previously, denials were automatic because India is not an ally but now we
treat India as if it were. Normally approvals come after the request is made. But
India said that was not helpful and challenged us to pre-position [pre-approve] and
we worked for two years with both Lockheed Martin and Boeing to develop
proposals for Make in India. I led the first briefing in April 2016. The Ministry of
Defence asked very significant questions and we drilled down another level. This
past February, I did another set of briefings. Now we are waiting for formal RFPs
[Request for Proposals]. It can come any day now.
India was less than impressed with the US offer for the MMRCA
[Medium Multi Role Combat Aircraft] in terms of performance and tech
transfer issues. What‘s changed?
Those were fair concerns a decade ago. The DTTI was launched in 2012 –
after the MMRCA. Today the proposals are completely different. They are far
more forward-leaning than MMRCA. There is a fair mix of technologies on offer
at various levels.
What about advanced technology?
Decisions on the most advanced capabilities will be incorporated over
time… not immediately transferred to India. The US is conservative about sharing
radar technology for national security reasons. I don‘t believe there are any
significant surprises in what will or not be transferred. It is a significant beginning
as we continue to build trust.India hasn‘t signed what were once called
'foundational agreements' but are now rebranded as 'enabling agreements'.The
Government of India wanted a different term. They were part of the discussion in
recent meetings. Secretary of Defence Mattis in a very subtle way showed he was
aware of them and put some emphasis. We need to find a way to move forward on
them at the right time… find innovative ways to work through them… when the
time is right politically.
How does their absence impact the defence relationship?
The absence of these agreements is not ideal. Our industries can‘t share
classified industrial information with the government of India and its industries.
That complicates timelines and our ability to move swiftly forward. We have to
find workarounds, which are not easily available. Then there is the thoroughness
issue. These issues are well understood by India. We have been successful in
working around these obstacles but this will not be sustainable as we ramp up. It
will become apparent if and when the F-16/F-18 programmes move together.
What if India doesn‘t choose the F-16?
It would be a significant disappointment. Just to develop these Make in India
proposals took two years of intense work, to demonstrate DTTI and move beyond
MMRCA, to demonstrate this is a new relationship... It would begin fatigue in our
prime industries, not only in Boeing and Lockheed. But that is speculation. We
have had successes – Apache helicopters and M777 howitzers – but the
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programmes were extended 12 or 13 times. I don‘t fully understand the decisionmaking process but I know there is incredible anxiety within the bureaucracy on
making a deal.
Индия не может игнорировать военизирование общества в Китае
India cannot ignore military reforms in China ushered in by Xi Jinping
Harsh V Pant (professor at department of defence studies, King‘s College London). The
Hindustan Times. Oct 18, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/india-cannot-ignoremilitary-reforms-in-china-ushered-in-by-xi-jinping/story-c4mlWKFJ36wUeNWlv8BW2N.html

Indian polity‘s obsession with Pakistan means that it continues to ignore the
far-reaching changes happening in China
The Communist Party of China‘s Congress, which is held once in five years,
starts on October 18, marking the formal countdown to the gathering at which
President Xi Jinping will begin his second five-year term as head of the ruling
party(AP)
Every five years, the Communist Party of China (CCP) Congress has
become one of the most keenly watched events with China‘s ascent in global interstate hierarchy. Internal functioning of the Chinese polity remains highly opaque,
so the CCP Congress gives outsiders an opportunity to discern political trends in
one of the most influential countries of the world. While the rest of world still
continues to struggle in trying to gain a comprehension of Chinese politics, what
has been clear is the unprecedented centralisation of power under Xi Jinping in
Beijing.
Xi was formally named the CCP‘s ―core‖ leader (hexin) in October, a title
previously given to Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping, and Jiang Zemin, but not to his
immediate predecessor Hu Jintao. The Congress will be more about this Xi
consolidation than anything else. There is even speculation that Xi could be
positioning himself for a third term as party chief with a strengthening of his grip
on the party apparatus.
In this context, one of the most interesting developments out of China over
the last few years has been Xi‘s attempts to shake up the Chinese military and to
set the civil-military balance in favour of the CCP.
India-China ties in the near term will remain uncertain | Opinion
Iran nuclear deal: Obama focused on positives, Trump is magnifying
negatives
In far-reaching military reforms announced by Xi in 2015, the PLA, the
world‘s biggest army, shed 300,000 troops down to two million. PLA‘s four
former headquarters – General Staff, General Political, General Logistics and
General Armaments – were scrapped and 15 functional departments were set up to
divide their powers. The PLA‘s seven military commands were also reshaped into
five theatre commands. But this was just the beginning.
Xi initiated sweeping anti-corruption measures soon after becoming the
party general secretary in 2012, a campaign which has seen punishment being
meted out to at least 13,000 military officers. This military reshuffle, which has
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seen two heavyweights in the powerful Central Military Commission (CMC) lose
their commands just in the past month, will help Xi increase his dominance in the
CMC.
Reform of the CMC underscores Xi‘s absolute dominance in the army,
which helped put the CCP in power. No other CCP leader, including Mao, has
controlled the military to the same extent as Xi does today. Moreover, going far
beyond the CMC chairmanship, Xi is keen to have a more hands-on operational
role, resulting in the creation of the new post of commander-in-chief of the PLA
joint battle command for Xi.
Defence reforms have been a priority for Xi who wants to make the PLA a
lean, mean fighting force. In 2016 he downgraded the ground forces‘ grip on
power so that it would be at the same rank as the air force, navy, and rocket forces.
Organisational reforms have resulted in the joint command between the service
arms. In order to improve the PLA‘s combat readiness and war-fighting
capabilities, Xi‘s reforms are aimed at transforming China‘s military operations
from a Russian-style, army-centric system toward a western-style joint command
with young commanders manning top positions in the officer corps.
Xi‘s military reforms will certainly make the Chinese military a more
effective fighting force in the coming years. As it is because of its growing
material capabilities, it is capable of potentially fighting and winning a war with
overwhelming force against its weaker neighbours. Though there remain some
concerns that Chinese military prowess remains largely untested, that too is
changing with the Chinese military evacuating the country‘s nationals from
conflict zones and the Chinese Navy‘s presence in the international anti-piracy
mission in the Gulf of Aden.
Not surprisingly, the changes will have an impact on an already lopsided
India-China military balance. Indian defence reforms continue to be a work in
progress and serious efforts still lag behind the requirements of the contemporary
challenges and war-fighting. The three services continue to undercut one another in
emphasising jointery and one-upmanship remains the norm. The political
leadership remains shy of pushing through the much-needed defence reforms.
While the growing material imbalance between China and India remains a
problem, it pales in comparison to the structural and organisational changes that
are needed to make Indian defence forces truly cutting edge. Indian polity‘s
obsession with Pakistan means that it continues to ignore the far-reaching changes
taking place in China.
Hopefully, as Xi consolidates his power even further this week, Indian
policy makers and defence planners can rise from their slumber to take on a China
which is getting better by the day at mobilising its hard power to achieve its
foreign policy and national security objectives.
Индия считает, что США поддерживают Индию в противостоянии с
Пакистаном
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Tillerson seeks stronger ties with India
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tillerson-seeks-stronger-ties-withindia/article19881045.ece?homepage=true

19.10.2017.

U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson speaks on Relationship with India for
the Next Century at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington on October 18, 2017.
U.S. Secretary of State characterises China a destabilising force.
India and America are ―two bookends of stability – on either side of the
globe‖ and the ―emerging Delhi-Washington strategic partnership‖ has the
potential to anchor the rules based world order for the next hundred years, U.S.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has said.
Mr. Tillerson, who will be travelling to India and Pakistan next week, said
both countries are ―important elements‖ in the U.S. policy for stabilising South
Asia and characterised China a destabilising force. ―China‘s provocative actions in
the South China Sea directly challenge the international law and norms that the
United State and India both stand for,‖ he said, speaking at the Centre for Strategic
and International Studies (CSIS) on ‗U.S.-India Partnership of the next 100 years:
The foundations of a free and open Indo-Pacific.‘
The Secretary of State said the new ―regional approach‖ on Afghanistan
involved seeking a resolution to tensions between India and Pakistan also. ―We
intent to work closely with India and Pakistan and we hope to ease tensions along
their borders as well..Pakistan has two very troubled borders. We would like to
help take the tensions down on both of those,‖ Mr. Tillerson said.
―We see it as a regional issue. We solve Afghanistan by addressing the
regional challenges. Pakistan is important element in that India is important
element in that. Of how we achieve the ultimate the objective, which is a stable
Afghanistan, which no longer serves as a launch pad for terrorism,‖ he said, adding
that such an improvement in Afghanistan will benefit Pakistan and Afghanistan.
―India‘s significant role is in giving development assistance to Afghanistan…‖ he
said. Mr. Tillerson said the new South Asia policy of the U.S. was a message to the
Taliban and others that ―we are not going anywhere and we are going to be here as
long as it takes…‖
―…We don‘t see it as one issue, and (it is) about stabilising the entire
region… (A stable Afghanistan) will create a better condition for India Pakistan
relationship,‖ he said.
The top diplomat said America‘s ―relationships in the region stand on their
own merits‖, a position that is in line with the position of the previous Obama
administration. ―We expect Pakistan to take decisive action against terrorist groups
based there that threaten its own people and the broader region. In doing so,
Pakistan furthers stability and peace for itself and its neighbours, and improves its
own international standing,‖ he said.
Mr. Tillerson‘s explanation of the new South Asia policy of the U.S. calls
into question the interpretation of it as an acceptance of the Indian line, and a
rejection of Pakistan‘s position. Pakistan maintains that terrorism and insurgencies
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in Jammu and Kashmir and Afghanistan are all part of the same problem. Mr.
Tillerson‘s views also echoed President Donald Trump who said last week that he
was developing better relations with Pakistan.
Convergence on China
Mr. Tillerson was categorical in his support for the Indian position on China
and its aid and financing support for other countries in the region, terming it
―predatory economics.‖
―We have watched activities and actions in this region, particularly of China,
that brings financing mechanisms that saddle countries in debt… they don‘t often
create the jobs that they should… too often foreign workers are brought in…
financing that are structured in such a way that it is very difficult for them to obtain
future financing… often there are triggers that often turn debt into equity,‖ he said,
distinguishing India‘s approach to world order from China‘s.
―China is rising. India is rising. If you watch out these two taking their
rightful place in the world, they have gone about it in different ways… We have an
important relationship with China but we will never have the same relationship
with them as we have with India, a big democracy,‖ Mr. Tillerson said,
underscoring the dramatic increase in defence partnership between the two
countries. He said the high levels of technology sharing with India that the U.S. has
been doing is a reflection of the trust between the countries and the strength of the
partnership.
Repeatedly referring to India‘s democratic politics, Mr. Tillerson also
referred to India‘s Muslim minority. ―India‘s diverse population includes more
than 170 million Muslims — the third-largest Muslim population in the world. Yet
we do not encounter significant numbers of Indian Muslims among foreign fighters
in the ranks of ISIS or other terror groups, which speaks to the strengths of Indian
society,‖ he said, adding that India ―can also serve as a clear example of a diverse,
dynamic, and pluralistic country to others.‖
Experts laud
Several India watchers who listened to the Secretary of State‘s first full
fledged foreign policy speech lauded it.
―This is an excellent approach from India‘s perspective. He has touched
upon all issues that bring our countries closer, and underscored the importance of
the partnership,‖ said Mukesh Aghi, president of the U.S.-India Strategic
Partnership Forum. Nisha Biswal, former Assistant Secretary of State and
President-designate of the U.S.-India Business Council, said: ―The speech mapped
out what is at stake for both countries, not only for the new few years, but the next
century. It is not by accident that the first major foreign policy speech by the
secretary is on U.S.-India relations.
Richard M. Rossow of the Wadhwani Chair in U.S. India Policy Studies at
CSIS said ―Secretary Tillerson has explicitly called out China for predatory
economic practices. India has been the conscince of the world. India was the first
country to do so. India has influenced the U.S. thinking on this.‖
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«США считают, что Индия может помочь в наблюдении за
Пакистаном», - заявила представитель США в ООН
US seeks India‘s help to ‗keep an eye‘ on Pakistan
Dawn, October 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364768/us-seeks-indias-helpto-keep-an-eye-on-pakistan

US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley says America‘s interest in
Afghanistan and South Asia is to eliminate terrorist safe havens
WASHINGTON: US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley has said that India
can help the United States in keeping an eye on Pakistan, as Washington cannot
tolerate any government that shelters terrorists.
In her address to the US-India Friendship Council in Washington on
Tuesday, Ambassador Haley, an American politician of Indian origin, also advised
India ―not to touch‖ the present veto arrangement at the UN Security Council if it
wanted to join the world body as a permanent member.
Explaining Washington‘s growing interest in New Delhi, the US envoy said
the United States was ―really going to need‖ India‘s help in stabilising Afghanistan
and was looking forward to greater support from this major South Asian power in
resolving the Afghan conflict. ―So having them help not only with infrastructure
and the aid that they can give towards rebuilding Afghanistan, (they can) also help
us to keep an eye on Pakistan,‖ Ms Haley said.
―That is going to be really important in making sure that we hold them
accountable, because we are at a point where we kind of laid the groundwork that
we need to see better partnership from Pakistan... India is going to help us with
that,‖ she added.
The US envoy to the United Nations said that America‘s overriding interest
in Afghanistan and throughout South Asia was to eliminate terrorist safe havens
and to keep nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorists. ―We will use all the
elements of our national power: economic, diplomatic and military to pursue these
goals,‖ she said.
Ms Haley recalled that US President Donald Trump had taken a ―tougher
approach‖ to Pakistan for allegedly ―harbouring terrorists‖ and wanted Islamabad
to eliminate the so-called terrorist safe havens from its soil.
―Pakistan has been a partner to the US at times. We value and respect that.
But we cannot tolerate this government or any other government giving safe haven
to terrorists who target Americans,‖ she said.
―This new approach will require understanding and restraint from both
Pakistan and India,‖ said the US diplomat while explaining the US position that the
United States wanted to maintain separate relations with both nations.
The United States, she said, recognised the important contributions India had
made to the stability of Afghanistan and wanted New Delhi to continue doing so.
Ms Haley said that while President Trump had decided to make sure that
Iran never got a nuclear weapon, he did not oppose the Indian nuclear programme.
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―India is a nuclear power and nobody gives it a second thought. Why?
Because India is a democracy that threatens no one,‖ she said.
Ms Haley said two of the five permanent members, Russia and China,
opposed any changes in the current structure of the Security Council and could also
keep India out if it tried to acquire veto powers.
The US envoy to the United Nations said the proposed reform of the UN
Security Council was ―much more about veto‖ — the power that allows Russia,
China, Britain, US and France to veto a resolution — than about its expansion.
―None of them (five permanent members) want to give that up. So, the key
to getting India on the Security Council would have to be not to touch the veto,‖
Ms Haley said.
США поддержат Индию в деле вхождения как постоянного члена
Совбеза, но пусть не трогает право вето.
Key to India becoming Security Council permanent member is not to
touch veto: Haley
The Hindu. 18.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/key-to-india-becomingsecurity-council-permanent-member-is-not-to-touch-vetohaley/article19880518.ece?homepage=true

India and a large number of countries believe that the current UN and its
powerful Security Council does not reflect the ground realities of the 21st century.
The key to India becoming a permanent member of the UN Security Council
is ―not to touch the veto‖, U.S. Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley has said as she
identified Russia and China as the two global powers against changes in the current
structure of the Security Council.
―(This reform of the UN Security Council) is much more about the veto. The
permanent five (members of the Security Council) have the ability to veto. Russia,
China, U.K. (United Kingdom), U.S. and France and none of them want to give
that up.
So, the key to getting India on the Security Council would have to be not to
touch the veto,‖ Ms. Haley said at an event organised on the US Capitol by US
India Friendship Council.
U.S. is open to Security Council reform and has always been responding, she
said in response to a question from Swadesh Chatterjee, chair of the U.S. India
Friendship Council after she delivered her keynote remarks on ―The Role of
Congress in Promoting US-India Cooperation on International Issues.‖
Ms. Haley said the U.S. Congress or the Senate can‘t have much role in
reforming the Security Council.
―Not really. They really can‘t. Because members of the Security Council are
not going to listen to the Congress on the shape of the Security Council,‖ she
observed.
Ms. Haley said the U.S. is already on board, but there is need to focus ―on
Russia and China‖, the two permanent members of the Security Council who ―do
not want to see any‖ changes in the Security Council.
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―It‘s a UN issue, it‘s going to require UN reform and I think, India has to go
and bring together as many supporters as it can in order to really effect that change
in the Security Council,‖ Ms. Haley said.
For long India has been calling for reform of the UN Security Council.
India and a large number of countries believe that the current UN and its
powerful Security Council does not reflect the ground realities of the 21st century.
Last month, Foreign Ministers of G4 countries — India, Brazil, Germany
and Japan — met in New York on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly to
push their case for reform of the Security Council including expansion of its
permanent and non-permanent members.
India has also received support from several other multilateral groupings
during the current General Assembly session in this regard, including BRICS and
IBSA.
Several countries have taken up the floor of general assembly to support
India‘s permanent membership.
Индия и Иран – развитие порта Чабахар, урегулированы индийские
платежи с Иарнов
Oil payment, other issues with Iran resolved: Arun Jaitley
The Times of India. Oct 15, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/oil-payment-other-issues-with-iran-resolved-arun-jaitley/articleshow/61088656.cms

WASHINGTON: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has said that most of the
pending issues with Iran particularly relating to the oil payment have been
resolved.
Jaitley, who is here on a week-long visit to the US to attend the annual
meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, made the
remarks after a meeting with his Iranian counterpart Masoud Karbasian.
"There were several pending issues with Iran particularly relating to the oil
payment. Most of them have been resolved," he told reporters yesterday.
India is Iran's second biggest oil buyer after China and was among a few
which had continued to import crude despite Western sanctions against Tehran.
Jaitley said India has a very stable relationship with Iran.
"It's very strategic for us, because the Chabahar port is not only going to
service Iran, but also going to service Afghanistan," he said.
India and Iran had in 2003 agreed to develop strategic Chabahar port,
located in the Sistan-Balochistan province in the energy-rich Persian Gulf nation's
southern coast. The port is easily accessed from India's western coast, bypassing
Pakistan.
An agreements on the Chabahar port was inked by the two sides in May
2016 after detailed discussions between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani.
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As per the pact, India is to equip and operate two berths in Chabahar Port
Phase-I with capital investment of $85.21 million and annual revenue expenditure
of $22.95 million on a 10-year lease.
Ownership of equipment will be transferred to Iranian side on completion of
the 10-year period or for an extended period, based on mutual agreement.
The development of the port will help Indian companies enhance
engagement in Iran and gain access to Afghanistan & Central Asia. In the long run
Chahabar will also serve as the point of origin for the proposed Iran-Oman-India
pipeline.
According to Economic Affairs Secretary Subhash Chandra Garg, the
Iranian minister did not raise the issue of US President Donald Trump's new Iran
policy during his meeting with Jaitley.
"We discussed more on Chabahar port, the trilateral agreement and
expediting that kind of work," Garg said.
Индия после конфликта на плато Доклам (отношения с КНР)
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 13.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/13/indiya-posle-konflikta-na-plato-doklam/

Военное противостояние на плато Доклам, продолжавшееся в течение
двух с половиной летних месяцев с. г., стало не только самым серьѐзным
испытанием последних лет для всей системы отношений между двумя
крупнейшими азиатскими державами, но и вызовом дееспособности крайне
важных международный структур (БРИКС, ШОС), к числу основных
участников которых относятся как Китай, так и Индия.
Вплоть до последних дней, предшествовавших очередному саммиту
БРИКС (который всѐ же состоялся в заявленный срок 3-5 сентября в
китайском городе Сямэнь), было неясно, будет ли на нѐм присутствовать
премьер-министр Индии Н. Моди.
В конце сентября (то есть уже спустя месяц после завершения
конфликта на плато Доклам) китайский официоз Global Times, обсуждая
серьѐзные проблемы БРИКС ―внутреннего плана‖, в число основных
включил фактор обострениякитайско-индийских отношений.
Ранее мы рассматривали, каким образом конфликт в высокогорье
Гималаев был, наконец, разрешѐн. Индия согласилась выполнить требование
КНР вывести боевое подразделение с территории плато Доклам, что, видимо,
было непременным условием отправки от имени китайского лидера Си
Цзиньпина официального приглашения Н. Моди на саммит БРИКС.
На индийскую общественность указанное выше решение правительства
произвело шоковое впечатление. Видимо, для его смягчения в первые дни
осуществлялись информационные вбросы из сомнительных источников, а
некоторыми официальными лицами делались воинственные заявления.
Так, в первый же день после объявления о принятом индийским
правительством Индии решении стали распространяться слухи, согласно
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которым индийский контингент был уведѐн с плато Доклам не
безоговорочно, а на базе ―закулисного соглашения‖ о выделении Пекином
Дели льготного кредита в размере 20 млрд долл. (на реализацию неких
инфраструктурных проектов). Однако той же Global Times эти слухи были
названы ―фейк-новостью‖.
Далее в медийном пространстве появился командующий сухопутными
силами страны генерал Бипин Рават с заявлением о том, что КНР в
отношении Индии придерживается ―тактики салями‖ (то есть послойного
отрезания индийской территории).
В связи с этим он высказался за необходимость готовиться к
одновременному ведению двух войн, то есть с КНР и Пакистаном. Это было
не первое его заявление подобного рода. Впервые оно прозвучало в начале
января с. г., то есть практически сразу после занятия одного из высших
постов в вооружѐнных силах Индии.
Как и тогда, последовала немедленная негативная реакция МИД КНР,
представитель которого задался вопросом, что считать официальной
позицией Индии: ту, которая была высказана Н. Моди на встрече с
китайским лидером на полях БРИКС, или выраженную в словах Б. Равата?
Судя по всему, на этот раз с решительным генералом была проведена
―разъяснительная работа‖, поскольку уже 8 сентября он фактически
отказался от того, что говорил днѐм ранее. Чем нанѐс серьѐзный ущерб своей
репутации в глазах индийской общественности.
Следует в связи с этим отметить, что вопреки распространѐнному
среди рядовых граждан Индии мнению о поражении в очередном конфликте
с КНР в Гималаях, правительство страны в данном случае, скорее всего,
оценивало сложившуюся к концу августа ситуацию в категориях шахматной
игры. Решение, принятое по вопросу окончания разгоревшегося здесь
опасного конфликта, видимо, рассматривалось в качестве жертвы пешки в
процессе продолжающейся сложной стратегической игры с великим соседом.
В этой игре Дели опирается на очевидную поддержку США и Японии,
косвенным образом оказанную и в ходе конфликта на плато Доклам. В
частности, со стороны Вашингтона сигнал поддержки был послан в ходе
выступления президента Д. Трампа на тему ―новой американской стратегии в
Афганистане‖, которое по времени пришлось на пик китайско-индийского
противостояния в Гималаях.
С целью развития темы ―Индия и Афганистан‖ в конце сентября Дели
посетил министр обороны США Дж. Мэттис. Однако отказ отправить в
Афганистан индийских солдат, чѐтко выраженный в ходе переговоров с
министром иностранных дел С. Сварадж, подтверждает намерение Индии не
обрывать связей с КНР, а также избежать перспективы превращения страны в
простую марионетку США.
Что касается Токио, то посол Японии в Дели выступил в конце августа
c заявлением о необходимости ―избегать силового изменения статус-кво‖ на
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плато Доклам. Это заявление положительно было оценено в Индии и
отрицательно в КНР.
Однако реальной демонстрацией поддержки Дели со стороны Японии
явились как факт визита в Индию 13-14 сентября (то есть всего через две
недели после разрешения китайско-индийского конфликта) премьерминистра С. Абэ, так и итоги его (десятых по счѐту) переговоров с Н. Моди.
Сам визит проходил в подчѐркнуто пышной обстановке на территории
штата Гуджарат – экономического лидера Индии, главным министром
которого в течение 2001-2014 гг. (четыре срока подряд) был как раз Н. Моди.
Именно в то время, то есть задолго до занятия поста премьер-министра, у
него сложились тесные отношения с центральным правительством Японии
при всех (часто меняющихся) кабинетах министров страны.
Наиболее зрелищным элементом двусторонней встречи стало
символическое открытие строительства скоростной железной дороги длиной
500 км, которая свяжет столицу штата Гуджарат Ахмадабад и крупнейший
город-порт на юго-западе страны Мумбаи. Дорога строится при финансовотехническом содействии Японии, которая предоставит и подвижной состав.
На реализацию проекта Токио выделяет Дели кредит в размере около 14
млрд долл. сроком на 50 лет с годовым обложением в 0,1%.
Ранее мы обращали внимание на японо-китайскую конкуренцию в
получении заказов от развивающихся стран Азии по строительству
современной транспортной инфраструктуры. В разных странах борьба идѐт с
переменным успехом, но в Индии несомненным лидером является Япония.
Обращает на себя внимание отсутствие на этот раз в
очередном ―Совместном заявлении‖ непосредственного упоминания таких
особо чувствительных для КНР тем, как ситуация в Южно-Китайском море,
планов по формированию под японо-индийским патронажем ―АзиатскоАфриканского коридора роста‖, того же конфликта на плато Доклам.
Однако за закрытыми дверями эти и прочие острые темы, скорее всего,
обсуждались. Что нашло косвенное отражение в тех пунктах ―Совместного
заявления‖, где говорится, например, о необходимости ―соблюдения
международного права и обеспечении свободы судоходства в ИндоТихоокеанском регионе‖, ―продолжении двустороннего диалога по
проблемам Африки‖, поддержки Японией строительства транспортной
инфраструктуры ―на северо-востоке Индии‖ (то есть в тех же Гималаях).
Несомненный интерес представляют тезисы о стремлении сторон
совместить внешнеполитические стратегии (японской) ―Открытости и
свободы в Индо-Тихоокеанском регионе‖ и (индийской) ―Действовать на
Востоке‖. Не менее знаковый характер носят слова о намерении Индии и
Японии вести диалог по проблемам региональной безопасности в
―троичных‖ форматах, в которых ―третьими‖ названы США и Австралия.
В целом очередной саммит стал свидетельством дальнейшего и
всестороннего развития отношений между Индией и Японией, что
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содействует укреплению позиций каждой из них в сложной стратегической
игре с Китаем.
Реакцию последнего на очередной этап процесса укрепления
отношений между двумя главными региональными оппонентами
носил сдержанно-настороженный характер. Судя по всему, Пекин оставляет
каждому из них пространство и возможности для шагов в сторону улучшения
отношений с КНР.
В целях позитивного развития ситуации в АТР было бы крайне
желательным, чтобы в Токио и Дели воспользовались такими
возможностями.
Госсекретарь Тиллерсон может одновременно совершить поездки и в
Пакистан, и в Индию, а такое совмещение не нравится Индии.
Rex Tillerson may club visits to India, Pakistan
Suhasini
Haidar.
The
Hindu,
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tillerson-to-carry-hyphenationbaggage/article19824586.ece?homepage=true

9.10.2017.

U.S. Secretary of State to visit both countries in one trip, resuming a practice
that New Delhi particularly dislikes
U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson is expected to visit India ―later in
October‖, officials in New Delhi and Washington confirmed to The Hindu.
The modalities of the visit and the dates are still being discussed. Mr.
Tillerson will become the fourth senior U.S. official to visit New Delhi after the
Trump administration took over. National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster arrived
in April, Alice Wells, Washington‘s top official for South and Central Asia, in
July, and Defence Secretary James Mattis in September.
Significantly, as Mr. McMaster and Ms. Wells, Mr. Tillerson is expected to
travel to both India and Pakistan on the same visit, indicating a sharp shift from
precedent. During the Bush and Obama administrations, U.S. officials avoided
clubbing visits to New Delhi and Islamabad because of India‘s sensitivities over a
―hyphenation‖ of the U.S.‘s relations with India and Pakistan.
New Afghan policy
The U.S. Secretary of State‘s visit to India is likely to highlight growing ties
between New Delhi and Washington, and greater cooperation on Afghanistan.
This follows President Trump‘s announcement of his new South Asia policy,
which has encouraged India to invest more in development projects in
Afghanistan, while taking a much tougher line on Pakistan‘s support to terror
groups.
―We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them … and
if our best efforts fail, the President is prepared to take whatever steps are
necessary,‖ Mr. Mattis, who is expected to visit Pakistan close on the heels of Mr.
Tillerson's visit, said at a House Armed Services Committee hearing on October 3.
Among steps the U.S. is believed to be considering against Pakistan is the
cancellation of its Non-NATO ally status, further cuts to military and civilian aid
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to Pakistan, as well as targeted sanctions against officials believed to have links
with terror groups.
However, while India has welcomed the U.S.‘s avowed hard line on
Islamabad, many may look askance at the newly revived policy of senior officials
visiting both India and Pakistan on the same trip, which in the past gave the
appearance of the U.S. ―mediating‖ between the two countries.
Disquiet over remarks
Statements earlier this year by U.S. envoy to the United Nations suggesting
that Washington was prepared to mediate to ―de-escalate the India-Pakistan
conflict‖, as well as Mr. Tillerson‘s suggestion that ―India take some steps of
rapprochement on issues with Pakistan‖ — in a reference to Kashmir — have
added to the disquiet.
The Trump administration‘s decision to merge the Af-Pak. desk (office of
the Special Representative on Afghanistan and Pakistan) with that handling Central
and South Asia has also been seen as another step towards rehyphenating India and
Pakistan with a view to handling South Asia.
―In the context of Afghanistan, this may end up becoming a [India-Pakistan]
hyphenation,‖ said India‘s former Ambassador to the U.S. Arun Singh, who had
managed the Pakistan-Afghanistan desk.
―However, U.S. relations with the two countries have advanced in different
directions. The U.S. is now focussed on Afghanistan and perhaps containing
nuclear proliferation. Relations with India are much wider, so it is not possible to
hyphenate India and Pakistan the same way as before,‖ Mr. Singh added.
Пакистан крайне озабочен возрастанием роли Индии в стратегии США
Pakistan concerned about India‘s role in US strategy: Asif
The Nation. October 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Oct-2017/pakistanconcerned-about-india-s-role-in-us-strategy-asif

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif has said that
his meeting with Secretary Tillerson was an important interaction after President
Trump announced US South Asia strategy on August 21.
At his interaction with US and foreign media at the Pakistan Embassy in
Washington late Thursday night, he told the media that after the announcement of
this South Asia strategy, the bilateral relationship between Pakistan and the US has
taken a new turn.
"If on one hand the US has its concerns about the future of Afghanistan,
Pakistan seeks recognition of its legitimate security concerns in the region. We are
genuinely concerned with regard to the role accorded in the strategy to India in
general and its efforts, geared to destabilisation in Balochistan, in particular."
He informed that he was visiting Washington DC at the invitation of
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson with whom he had a most cordial and useful
meeting. "My visit is essentially in follow-up to Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
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Abbasi's meeting with Vice President Mike Pence on the sidelines of UNGA on
September 19, 2017."
Pakistan greatly values its relationship with the US in seven-decade long
history of result-oriented cooperation, he said in his opening remarks. "We want to
build a relationship founded on mutual respect. We firmly believe that through
consistent, structured and constructive engagement, at political and diplomatic
levels, both the countries can continue to work together for the common goal of
peace, stability and prosperity in South Asia."
"We also see enormous investment and business opportunities in Pakistan
for corporate America, particularly after Pakistan's remarkable successes in war
against terror and significant reduction in terrorist incidents in the country, he said.
However, he added, "Pakistan believes that unless there is stability in
Afghanistan, the dividends of peace in the region would continue to elude us." To
achieve that goal both the US and Pakistan need to work closely, he stressed.
"On our part, we have completely wiped out all the hideouts used by
terrorists and anti-state elements. However, this is an ongoing process with
continuing intelligence-based operations by law enforcement agencies across the
country," he added.
"We have offered candid cooperation to Afghanistan during the recent visit
of the army chief and the foreign secretary to Kabul where they had successful and
productive meetings with President Ashraf Ghani, the CEO Abdullah and others in
the Afghan hierarchy," he said.
Pakistan is extremely concerned about safe havens of terrorists who are
mostly operating from ungoverned spaces in Afghanistan which are more than 40
percent of the total area of the country, he added.
Substantiating his plea, he said a number of terrorist attacks in Pakistan in
recent months have been traced back to these elements operating from these bases
in Afghanistan.
"I would like to reiterate that Pakistan will continue to play its positive role
in bringing peace to the region through measures agreed upon by all relevant
stakeholders. We believe that a political approach characterised by an Afghanowned and Afghan-led process will yield durable peace in the interest of
Afghanistan and the broader region."
He said, "In our renewed efforts towards establishing regional peace, we
hope that the international media, particularly the US media will play a positive
role and reflect Pakistan's changing realities in its reporting."
He also invited the media luminaries gathered there to visit Pakistan with a
view to acquiring a first-hand experience of the fast changing reality in the
country.
Asif meets US NSA HR McMaster
The Pakistani foreign minister also met US Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs Lt General McMaster at the White House.
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According to a message received here Friday from Washington DC, the two
leaders discussed the bilateral relationship as well as ways in which the two
countries could promote mutually beneficial cooperation.
They also discussed regional situation particularly Afghanistan. The Foreign
Minister briefed NSA about Pakistan's perspective on the US strategy.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif stressed the importance that Pakistan
attaches to peace in Afghanistan and emphasized the need to work together for
regional peace and stability.
Война Индии на 2 фронта очень мала (с Китаем и Пакистаном), считает глава ВВС Индии Marshal B. S. Dhanoa
Chances of two-front war are low, says India‘s air chief
Dawn, October 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362020/chances-of-two-frontwar-are-low-says-indias-air-chief

NEW DELHI: The chances of a two-front war — assuming simultaneous
conflict with Pakistan and China — are low but the Indian Air Force can face any
threats despite shortage of fighter jets, India‘s Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief
Marshal B. S. Dhanoa said on Thursday.
The Hindu described his comments as a first formal statement from the
military leadership after the disengagement of Indian and Chinese troops at
Doklam.
Chief Marshal Dhanoa, however, said Chinese troops were still present in
the area.
―Their [China] forces in Chumbi Valley are still deployed and I expect that
they will withdraw when their summer exercise gets over,‖ he said at the annual
press conference ahead of the Air Force Day on October 8.
China, he said, held military exercises every year in summer and so their
forces were closeby when the Doklam standoff happened.
The Air Chief, according to The Hindu, said the possibility of a two-front
war remains low but the Indian Air Force has adequate capability to tackle threats
despite a shortage of fighter jets.
―Possibility of a two-front war in the current geopolitical situation is low.
Our response should be based on enemy‘s capability because intentions can change
overnight,‖ he said.
With Pakistan the IAF was more than matched while with China it was
adequate, The Hindu quoted him as saying. ―It is not what China has got, it is what
they can project against us. It is what they can bring in to Tibet... our capability is
adequate.‖
Despite a shortage of fighter jets, the service had plan B to optimise the
existing resources and was adequate to tackle any threats. ―By 2032, we will reach
42 squadrons. With whatever numbers we have, we are capable of executing
operations as we speak,‖ the air chief was quoted as saying.
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США поддерживают позицию Индии по поводу китайского проекта
«Один пояс-один путь».
The Times of India. 4.10.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/on-obor-usbacks-india-says-it-crosses-disputed-territory/articleshow/60934571.cms

On OBOR, US backs India, says it crosses 'disputed' territory
HIGHLIGHTS
 US has thrown its weight behind India's opposition to China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
 India skipped China's the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) due to its sovereignty
concerns over CPEC.
WASHINGTON: The Trump administration on Tuesday threw its weight
behind India's opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor(CPEC),
saying it passes through a disputed territory and no country should put itself into a
position of dictating the Belt and Road initiative.
India skipped the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in May this year due to its
sovereignty concerns over the nearly $60 billion CPEC, a flagship project of
China's prestigious One Belt One Road (OBOR), which passes through Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK).
Having returned from his maiden trip to India last week wherein he met his
counterpart Nirmala Sitharaman and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US defence
secretary Jim Mattis today appeared to be a strong opponent of China's ambitious
OBOR initiative+ .
"In a globalized world, there are many belts and many roads, and no
one nation should put itself into a position of dictating 'one belt, one road+ ',"
Mattis told members of the Senate Armed Services Committee during a
Congressional hearing.
"That said, the "One Belt One Road" also goes through disputed territory,
and I think, that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a
dictate," Mattis said apparently referring to India's position on CPEC.
Mattis was responding to a question from Senator Charles Peters over
OBOR and China's policy in this regard.
"The One Belt One Road strategy seeks to secure China's control over both
the continental and the maritime interest, in their eventual hope of dominating
Eurasia and exploiting natural resources there, things that are certainly at odds with
US policy. So what role do you see China playing in Afghanistan, and particularly
related to their One Belt One Road," Peter had asked.
Сенаторы США выражают опасения по поводу прав человека и
ведения бизнеса в Индии
US senators raise concerns about human rights, business issues with
India
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US senators cutting across party lines reaffirmed their support for ties with
India on Tuesday but raised concerns about the state of human rights in the
country, targeting of NGOs, shrinking civil society space due to the rise of ―Hindu
nationalism‖ and unequal treatment of foreign businesses.
They asked Kenneth Ian Juster, the US ambassador-designate to India, for
his views on these issues at a hearing to process his nomination, and his
commitment to pursuing them if confirmed. Juster was on board with them on
most issues, but so was the Indian government and civil society, he reminded them.
―India has a great tradition of tolerance,‖ he said to a question on religious
tolerance in India, especially with regard to minorities, including Sikhs. ―It‘s a
multi-religious country and it has the values that we have in that area. Nonetheless
there are instances that occur time to time…that are troubling.‖
If confirmed, Juster said, he would work with the ―Indians on understanding
better in seeking ways to improve that situation‖.
Senate foreign affairs committee chairman Bob Corker, a Republican, led
the charge in his opening remarks after approvingly prefacing the growing ties. He
expressed frustration over the civil nuclear deal, ―slow pace of reforms‖, ―barriers
to Indian market‖, ―strict localisation‖ and the ―unpredictable‖ atmosphere for
foreign investment.
―Additionally,‖ Corker said, ―space for civil society was shrinking as Hindu
nationalism rises and international NGOs face undue scrutiny.‖ He went on to
speak of human trafficking and bonded labour, about which he has been
particularly critical.
Ben Cardin, the ranking member, a Democrat, raised similar concerns after
stating that bilateral relations have improved. But there are ―challenges‖, he said
and listed them out while agreeing with Corker — ―commerce issues‖ (market
access and reforms), ―trafficking‖, and ―other human rights challenges‖.
Juster, an experienced India hand, agreed with the issues raised by the
senators — including about poultry and India‘s continued refusal to allow
American companies to sell chicken despite a WTO ruling — and assured them he
would work with them.
If confirmed, which is likely given the breezy nomination hearing he had,
Juster will fill a position that has been vacant for months after the exit of Richard
Verma, an Indian American appointed by former president Barack Obama.
―India and the US share common values and a commitment to democracy,
pluralism, and the rule of law,‖ Juster said in prepared remarks for his testimony.
―The (Trump) administration views India as a leading power and a true friend,
whose influence internationally is important and growing.‖
He added: ―The administration will build on the excellent meeting that
President Trump and Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi had in June of this year in
seeking to deepen our partnership for the benefit of the people of both countries,
and in the interest of shaping a freer, more secure, and more prosperous world.‖
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Juster was referring to the first meeting between Modi and Trump.
He also spoke of his vast experience working with India and related issues as
a government official in the Bush administration and in the private sector. He told
the senators his interest in India was sparked by pictures he saw of the country
taken by his father, an architect and a photographer, and his mother during their
visit. He was 11 then.
―I still have vivid memories of the many photographs he took there. That trip
sparked my interest in this vast and diverse country and its people.‖
США поддерживают позицию Индии, что КПЭК не может проходить
по спорным территориям (мнение индийских СМИ).
US backs India‘s stand in China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
The Hindu.

The Trump administration on Tuesday threw its weight behind India‘s
opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), saying it passes
through a disputed territory and no country should put itself into a position of
dictating the Belt and Road initiative.
India skipped the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in May this year due to its
sovereignty concerns over the nearly USD 60 billion CPEC, a flagship project of
China‘s prestigious One Belt One Road (OBOR), which passes through Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK).
Having returned from his maiden trip to India last week wherein he met his
counterpart Nirmala Sitharaman and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US Defence
Secretary Jim Mattis appeared to be a strong opponent of China‘s ambitious
OBOR initiative.
―In a globalised world, there are many belts and many roads, and no one
nation should put itself into a position of dictating ‗one belt, one road‘,‖ Mr. Mattis
told members of the Senate Armed Services Committee during a Congressional
hearing.
―That said, the One Belt One Road also goes through disputed territory, and
I think, that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a
dictate,‖ Mr. Mattis said apparently referring to India‘s position on CPEC.
Mr. Mattis was responding to a question from Senator Charles Peters over
OBOR and China‘s policy in this regard.
―The One Belt One Road strategy seeks to secure China‘s control over both
the continental and the maritime interest, in their eventual hope of dominating
Eurasia and exploiting natural resources there, things that are certainly at odds with
US policy. So what role do you see China playing in Afghanistan, and particularly
related to their One Belt One Road,‖ Mr. Peters had asked.
Индия и Китай – сложные отношения (оценка Индии)
India and China. A Stubborn Relationship
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India–China relations have always been shaped by contradictory factors,
with forces of cooperation limited by competing geopolitical ideas and interests.
This complex model of interactions has served both sides reasonably well, and
attempts to elevate one mode of interaction as the dominant one have invariably
failed. The recent Doklam crisis showed that, despite efforts from both sides to
transform the relationship to one of outright rivalry and conflict, the basic
framework proved resilient enough to pull back both countries from the brink.
The history of India–China relations has witnessed it all. Nearly every facet
of strategic interaction: from learning to coexist after a prolonged period of
colonial debilitation, groping for a new framework in a common neighbourhood,
colliding at their common frontiers, engaging in ideological competition, and
cooperating to reform the fraying United States (US)-led order. This relationship
has always been too complex to classify under a single theme. Competition–
cooperation–conflict is an often evoked typology underscoring the contradictory
nature of the relationship. Deng Xiaoping and Atal Bihari Vajpayee had arrived at
a framework for the relationship much before any fashionable typologies came into
vogue.
A three-point formula was established during Vajpayee‘s 1979 China visit
after it was proposed by Chinese Foreign Minister Huang Hua. Both sides agreed
to pursue a resolution of the boundary dispute to maintain peace and tranquility
during that process, and that there should be no impediment to the development of
bilateral relations in various fields. This basic framework was formally enshrined
in the 1988 Deng Xiaoping–Rajiv Gandhi summit and, in retrospect, its efficacy
stands affirmed even if it did not prescribe the blueprint towards a final
rapprochement. The levels of economic and institutional interdependence that we
witness today, despite a lagging and persistent territorial dispute, is the
consequence of that modest modus vivendi in the closing years of the Cold War.
It has been suggested that this framework needs revision. Shankar Menon,
for example, argues that ―the old modus vivendi no longer works … India has
changed, China has changed, and so has the environment in which we operate.
Both have grown their definition of their core interests.‖ The alternatives to ―a new
modus vivendi—conflict, uncertainty, hostility—are bad for India‘s
transformation.‖1
An Alternative Model
Proceeding from a different perspective in recent years, the Narendra Modi
government too has attempted to challenge the traditional framework by espousing
an alternative model, one where Sino–Indian differences must be tackled head on
before cooperation could ensue more seriously in other areas of overlapping
interests (Patranobis 2017). This approach has led Delhi to seek and hold Beijing
to account on a host of troublesome issues; ranging from Chinese positions on
India‘s membership in multilateral organisations, such as the Nuclear Suppliers
Group, to Pakistan‘s cross-border terror groups. While intuitively appealing, this
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posture led both countries to engage in publicised spats, where their differences
were showcased to the world. In terms of outcomes, little was attained.
The critique that Delhi seemed more interested in broadcasting its
differences with China, rather than creatively and holistically seeking to address
them, is also valid. And instructively, Delhi‘s bold approach was never
accompanied by a broader conversation with Beijing to incentivise its leaders to reevaluate their India and South Asia policies. If Indian policymakers were not fully
confident of or did not even intend to pursue a geopolitical understanding with
China, what was the purpose of unsettling the old framework that had left the
relationship somewhat ambiguous and open-ended?
But, swinging the pendulum the other way, that is, towards an adversarial
relationship, has proven unsustainable. The recent Doklam crisis might be seen as
a test case that set the limits of how far both sides could realistically tread in their
shadow-boxing. Although, at the outbreak of the crisis, both leaderships were
already predisposed to perceiving the motives and actions of the other side through
images of suspicion, hostility, and insecurity, they ultimately pulled back from the
brink.
Ironically, the main reasons for a peaceful resolution to the stand-off had
very little to do with the military balance on their frontiers. Although some
observers have alluded to India‘s deterrent power as an important factor in China‘s
calculus, India‘s actual military position on the frontiers remains asymmetric and
presumes limited skirmishes or intense infantry combat as the probable warfighting scenario. Any deviation from that scenario—either as intensive vertical
escalation in a single sector of the border or a wider horizontal escalation along the
entire Line of Actual Control (LAC)—might bring Chinese geographical, logistical
and technological advantages into play while simultaneously exposing India‘s
vulnerabilities. It is unlikely that China‘s strategic restraint was primarily shaped
by fear of reprisals or high direct repercussions of a military escalation.
It was the indirect costs and the positive facets of its interactions with India
and South Asia that more likely shaped Chinese choices. One important lesson
from the crisis is that India and China discovered that they reside in a common
neighbourhood, where other actors, albeit weaker and smaller, are also
stakeholders in the region‘s affairs. In this case, it was Bhutan. But the basic
dilemma of a common neighbour being caught in Sino–Indian crossfire could be
extended across the subcontinent. And, it is in their common neighbourhood that
both India and China have been projecting their developmental and geopolitical
visions, a process that has also provided agency and options to the smaller actors.
Consequently, Beijing and Delhi could not ignore the consequences of a military
conflict upsetting their regional policies and relationships.
Multilateral Institutions
Another reason that arguably arrested the path to conflict on the frontiers is
the common order-building endeavours that have brought India and China together
in recent years. Although non-Western multilateral institutions and networks—
such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) and BRICS (Brazil, Russia,
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India, China and South Africa)—have perennially been derided for years by
commentators, they might have played a stronger influence in shaping China‘s
calculus. After all, India and China find themselves in these institutions because of
a material and ideological convergence.
Unsatisfied with the Bretton Woods approach to development finance or the
G7‘s stranglehold over the levers of global governance, China and India have
discovered enduring reasons to promote new institutions that can make up the
governance deficit with respect to the developing world, as well as create real
bargaining leverage to persuade the West to reform its institutions and beliefs on
the world order. Finally, bilateral economic interdependence, although still shallow
and asymmetric, might have been sufficient to constrain more hard-line postures
from both sides. Indeed, the prospect of growing Chinese investment in India‘s
infrastructure and manufacturing sectors has already expanded the stakeholders
and policy influencers on both sides.
This is where the contrast with the 1962 crisis is sharp. In 1962, India and
China had no real basis of cooperation or interdependence. The border dispute had
been elevated as the sole feature of their relationship, and it was in that arena alone
that both sides found themselves locked in an unconstrained zero-sum contest. In
2017, the depth of engagement and overlapping interests were enough for Beijing
not only to assign value to its relationship with India, but also to worry about
reputational costs in the subcontinent, an area where China seeks to gain prestige
and influence.
Preserving the Old Framework
The last several months have seen all the contradictions in the relationship
play out: India‘s opposition towards the Belt and Road initiative, India‘s entry into
the SCO, the dramatic crisis on the northern frontiers, the acceleration of
multilateral cooperation in the BRICS format, and a renewed attempt at balancing
economic interdependence by attracting Chinese capital into the Indian economy.
Ultimately, the stubbornness and depth of the overall relationship impelled both
sides to peacefully terminate the border crisis.
If the idea of a Sino–Indian bonhomie is illusory and outright rivalry
unviable, why not then preserve the old framework that enables both sides to
engage with each other at their own pace and without disrupting their other
privileged relationships? For Indian elites, the US still retains its position as a
future strategic benefactor and partner for India‘s domestic transformation. An
Indian accommodation with China is simply not possible within such a world
view. For China, its historical link with Pakistan has been significantly
strengthened, as has the traditional policy of denying India an exclusive sphere of
influence in South Asia. The most realistic arrangement for India–China relations
is, therefore, one that enables both sides to manage their contradictions and
positive aspects of their interactions, while keeping the door open to a new modus
vivendi should international circumstances change.
Note
1 Interview via email with Shiv Shankar Menon, 14 September 2017.
Reference
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Индия раздумывает насчет отправки войск в Афганистан
India rules out troops in Afghanistan
Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360351/india-rules-outtroops-in-afghanistan

NEW DELHI: India has ruled out sending its troops to Afghanistan but will
continue to provide assistance in other fields, Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said here on Tuesday.
Her remarks were significant because they were made in the presence of
visiting US Secretary of Defence James Mattis. Neither the United States nor
Afghanistan is believed to be pressing India to send troops to Kabul. Both sides are
believed to be aware of the logistical challenge that transporting of troops and
military hardware to the landlocked country would pose.
However, the issue surged in importance following a media comment by
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in New York last week when he said India
had a zero political or military role in Afghanistan.
―There shall not be any boots on the ground from India,‖ Ms Sitharaman
said in response to questions at a joint press conference with Mr Mattis.
She said India would, however, continue its development and medical
assistance to Afghanistan.
There has been unsubstantiated enthusiasm in the Indian media about India
deploying troops in Afghanistan after US President Donald Trump called for
greater Indian involvement in the war-torn country.
The Hindu said after delegation-level discussions between the two sides,
India and the US also resolved to eradicate safe havens for terrorists across the
globe.
―There can be no tolerance of terrorist safe havens. As global leaders, India
and the US resolve to work together to eradicate this scourge,‖ Mr Mattis said in a
statement.
With increasing Chinese presence in the region, both sides discussed
boosting their expanding maritime cooperation.
Mr Mattis landed in India on Monday for his maiden three-day visit, the first
by a cabinet member of the Trump administration.
The Hindu said India already extended a $3-billion aid to Afghanistan and
also ―provides training to its military and other assistance‖.
Agencies add: Mattis‘ trip to India is the first by any member of President
Donald Trump‘s cabinet. It comes just after Trump unveiled a new Afghanistan
strategy and urged New Delhi to help.
―We applaud India‘s invaluable contributions to Afghanistan and welcome
further efforts to promote Afghanistan‘s democracy, stability and security,‖ Mattis
said.
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India has long vied with arch-rival Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan,
building dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it
offered some $1 billion in aid.
It has also trained more than 4,000 Afghan National Army officers and
provided helicopters to the Afghan Air Force.
―There can be no tolerance of terrorist safe havens,‖ Mattis said, without
referencing Pakistan.
Индия в поисках альтернатив ОПОП (Китай)
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 29.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/29/indiya-v-poiskah-al-ternativ-opop/

Как известно, Индия является основным конкурентом Китая в Азии. В
последнее время это наиболее отчетливо проявляется в отношении Индии к
китайской инициативе «Один пояс – один путь» (ОПОП). Понимая важность
международных транспортных коридоров для экономического развития и
поддержания стабильности в мире, Индия, тем не менее, отвергла
приглашение КНР присоединиться к ОПОП. Она намерена создать
собственную международную транспортную систему, свободную от
китайского влияния.
Есть мнение, что такая задача для Индии непосильна. Китай уже
вложил и продолжает вкладывать в ОПОП огромные деньги. Только в мае
2017 г., на международном форуме ОПОП в Пекине, председатель КНР Си
Цзиньпин заявил, что проект получит госфинансирование в размере $124
млрд. Помимо непосредственной финансовой помощи проекту, китайское
правительство активно стимулирует предпринимателей Поднебесной
вкладывать в ОПОП свои средства.
Индия пока что сильно уступает Китаю в экономическом развитии.
Индийский ВВП меньше китайского примерно в 5 раз. Тем не менее Индия –
одна из крупнейших и быстроразвивающихся экономик Азии. Кроме того,
создавать альтернативу ОПОП она будет не одна, а совместно с различными
партнерами. В ряде проектов Индии может помочь Япония, которая также
заинтересована в развитии торговли с другими странами без участия Китая.
Следует напомнить, что Япония тоже отказалась участвовать в упомянутом
выше майском форуме ОПОП, несмотря на настойчивые приглашения
китайской стороны.
Одной из важных целей ОПОП является Африка. Как и Евразию,
Черный континент планируется покрыть сетью железных и автомобильных
дорог, сообщающихся с портами на восточном и западном побережье. Это
значительно усилит морское сообщение не только между Азией и Африкой,
но и между Азией и обеими Америками, сделав Африку перевалочным
пунктом.
Китай уже давно сотрудничает с африканскими странами, быстро и
стабильно наращивая в них свое влияние. О масштабах китайской
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экономической экспансии говорит тот факт, что КНР работает не только с
каждым государством по отдельности, но и с сообществом африканских
стран в целом. В конце 2015 г. в столице ЮАР Йоханнесбурге прошел Форум
сотрудничества Китай-Африка, на котором китайская сторона пообещала
вложить в социально-экономическое развитие Африки $60 млрд. и
осуществить ряд инфраструктурных проектов в рамках Плана действий на
2016-2018 гг.
В начале 2017 г. министр иностранных дел КНР Ван И совершил
масштабное африканское турне, во время которого заручился поддержкой
проекта ОПОП лидеров Замбии, Конго, Маврикия, Мадагаскара, Нигерии и
Танзании. Ряд других стран Африки также пообещал ОПОП свою
поддержку.
В какой-то мере освоение Африки для Китая может быть даже важнее,
чем евразийские проекты. Неслучайно первая китайская зарубежная военная
база, работа которой официально стартовала 1 августа 2017 г., была открыта
в Джибути. Черный континент обладает большими запасами различных
ресурсов и является обширным рынком сбыта различных товаров. При этом
африканские государства из-за слабого экономического развития и
политической нестабильности нуждаются в помощи иностранных партнеров.
Африка – обширное поле деятельности для богатых стран, готовых
делать большие инвестиции. Поэтому мощнейшие государства мира сейчас
соперничают, стараясь успеть максимально расширить там свои сферы
влияния.
Решив создать альтернативу ОПОП, Индия и Япония также избрали
основным направлением Африку. Совместный индийско-японский проект
получил название «Азиатско-Африканский коридор роста». Идея этого
проекта известна с конца 2016 г. «Коридор» должен способствовать
экономической интеграции стран Восточной, Юго-Восточной и Южной
Азии, а также стран Африки и Океании. Основная роль в проекте отводится
морскому сообщению. По словам индийского премьер-министра Нарендры
Моди и его японского коллеги Синдзо Абэ, главная цель «Коридора» –
создание свободного, открытого Индо-Тихоокеанского пространства.
Сложно сказать, сумеет ли индийско-японский «Коридор» потеснить
ОПОП. Индия ближе к Африке и имеет с ней давние торговые отношения.
Япония, в свою очередь, обладает большими финансовыми возможностями и
развитыми технологиями. Тем не менее, Китай уже давно приобрел огромное
влияние на Африканском континенте и приступил к реализации своих
инфраструктурных проектов, в то время как «Азиатско-Африканский
коридор роста» пока находится лишь в стадии обсуждения.
Гораздо больше на альтернативу ОПОП похож другой проект, в
котором участвует Индия – международный транспортный коридор (МТК)
«Север-Юг». Россия, Индия и Иран подписали договор о создании МТК в
2000 г. (позднее к ним присоединился Азербайджан), но только в последние
годы он стал набирать силу благодаря совместным усилиям стран по
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развитию инфраструктуры. «Север-Юг» призван связать Индию со странами
Балтийского моря через Иран, Азербайджан и Россию. Доставка грузов по
такому маршруту заметно быстрее, чем традиционные морские перевозки
через Суэцкий канал. Путь включает в себя морские, автомобильные и
железнодорожные участки. Также как и ОПОП, МТК состоит не из одного
маршрута, а из нескольких ветвей, имеющих общее направление. От
иранского порта Бендер-Аббас, в который грузы будут приходить по
Аравийскому морю из крупнейшего индийского порта Мумбаи, они могут
далее следовать по суше через Азербайджан, Казахстан, Туркменистан или
через Каспийское море. Предусмотрены также ответвления в Армению и
Грузию. Самыми предпочтительными с точки зрения соотношения
стоимости и скорости считаются железнодорожные перевозки (это также
объединяет «Север-Юг» с ОПОП). Иран и Азербайджан сейчас активно ведут
строительство новых железных дорог, которые свяжут их железнодорожные
сети с российской. После этого МТК «Север-Юг» вступит в полную силу.
Однако полноценно работать и приносить доход МТК начнет еще
раньше, поскольку железнодорожные перевозки можно временно заменить
автомобильными.
В августе 2016 г. перспективы проекта «Север-Юг» обсуждались на
встрече президентов России, Азербайджана и Ирана. В результате стороны
заявили, что будут всячески развивать транспортно-коммуникационную
инфраструктуру для увеличения грузоперевозок.
В сентябре 2016 г. была осуществлена пробная доставка груза по
маршруту Мумбаи-Калужская область. В ней участвовали транспортные
компании из России, Индии, Ирана и Азербайджана. Все участники признали
высокую скорость и относительно небольшую стоимость транспортировки
грузов таким путем.
В октябре 2016 г. президент РФ Владимир Путин посетил Индию, и
МТК «Север-Юг» также был среди важнейших вопросов, которые
российский лидер обсудил с индийским руководством. Было заявлено, что
Россия и Индия придают большое значение реализации проекта МТК,
который может стать ключевым фактором экономической интеграции в
регионе.
В сентябре 2017 г. СМИ сообщили о скором начале регулярных
грузоперевозок по МТК «Север-Юг». Все страны-участницы проекта
работают сейчас над упрощением таможенных процедур, благодаря чему
доставка грузов будет осуществляться еще быстрее.
Таким образом, МТК «Север-Юг» гораздо ближе к реализации, чем
«Азиатско-Африканский коридор роста». Если Индия намерена
конкурировать с китайским ОПОП, то для нее разумнее уделить основное
внимание именно этому проекту и развитию отношений с Россией, Ираном и
их партнерами. Вероятно, индийское руководство это понимает, поскольку
стабильно укрепляет экономические отношения с этими странами. Особое
значение отношениям Индии, России и Ирана, а также проекту «Север-Юг»
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придают переговоры о создании зоны свободной торговли (ЗСТ), которые
Индия и Иран ведут с Евразийским экономическим союзом, куда входят
Россия, Белоруссия, Армения, Киргизия и Казахстан. Возможно, если эти
переговоры увенчаются успехом, такая ЗСТ, подкрепленная работающим в
полную мощь МТК «Север-Юг», сможет на равных вести дела с ОПОП, и ни
один ее участник не будет чувствовать себя подвластным «мягкой силе»
Китая.
https://ru.journal-neo.org/2017/09/29/indiya-v-poiskah-al-ternativ-opop/

Министр обороны США прибыл в Индию для расширения военных
связей
US defence chief in India to boost military ties
The Nation. September 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/26-Sep-2017/usdefence-chief-in-india-to-boost-military-ties

NEW DELHI : Stronger military ties between India and the United States
should not affect relations with neighbours such as Pakistan, US Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis said ahead of a visit to New Delhi.
The Pentagon chief arrived Monday for a 48-hour trip - the first to India by
any member of President Donald Trump‘s cabinet.
―This is a historic opportunity for our two democracies at a time of strategic
convergence,‖ Mattis told reporters on his flight. He is to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his new defence minister in New Delhi. The trip comes weeks
after Trump unveiled a new Afghanistan strategy and urged India to increase
assistance to the war-torn nation‘s economy. The US president also chided Delhi‘s
arch-rival Pakistan for offering safe haven to ―agents of chaos‖. When asked how
he would balance the India-Pakistan dynamic, Mattis stressed that the relationship
the United States is pursuing with India is ―not to the exclusion of other countries‖.
―Any nation that is living by the traditional rules of non-interference in other states
in today‘s age of anti-terrorism, they will not find this relationship in any way
adversarial,‖ he said.
India has long vied with Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, building
dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it offered
some $1 billion in aid. Trump‘s new Afghan strategy includes the deployment of
more than 3,000 additional US troops.
DEFENCE COOPERATION
In 2016 the United States designated India a ―Major Defence Partner‖ with
the aim of improving military cooperation, increasing information-sharing and
cutting red tape to ease defence deals. Mattis‘s predecessor Ash Carter pushed hard
for stronger defence ties and the Trump administration has the same aim.
The two sides will be ―discussing joint efforts to advance common goals
through a broader strategic exchange of views‖, Mattis said. ―India from our
perspective is clearly a pillar of regional stability and security: we share a common
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vision for a peaceful and prosperous future in the Indo-Pacific region.‖ Trump has
praised India for contributing to regional stability and for buying US military
equipment. India is contemplating buying Lockheed Martin‘s F-16 Block 70
aircraft in a deal potentially worth $15 billion. The US firm has offered the most
upgraded version of the jet fighter to India, the world‘s largest weapons importer.
It is competing with Swedish defence giant Saab, whose Gripen E made its maiden
flight in June.
A drone deal for the Indian Navy will also likely be up for discussion, a
source familiar with the negotiations told AFP. ―Since Chinese assets have started
to dominate the Indian Ocean region, the Trump administration is keen on fasttracking the acquisition of the drones,‖ the source said.
Many commentators have said US-India cooperation could act as a
counterweight to an increasingly assertive China, which has been developing its
military capabilities. But Afghanistan will dominate talks when Mattis meets
Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, who will host her highest-level foreign
delegation since being appointed this month.
Продажа американского оружия Индии – визит министра обороны
США Маттиса в Индию
Fighter jets, drones on table as Mattis visits key ally India
Daily Times. 25-Sep-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/25-Sep-17/fighter-jets-droneson-table-as-mattis-visits-key-ally-india

Fighter jets, drone deals and shared concerns over Afghanistan‘s security
look set to dominate the agenda when US Defense Secretary James Mattis visits
India this week.
Mattis is scheduled to arrive late Monday and is set to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his new defence minister, in the first visit by a top US official
since Donald Trump became president in January.
―The United States views India as a valued and influential partner, with
broad mutual interests extending well beyond South Asia,‖ a Pentagon statement
said.
Trump and Modi met in June in Washington and the visit by Mattis is a sign
―the political leadership in both countries place defence cooperation as a top
priority‖, Mukesh Aghi, president of the US India Strategic Partnership Forum,
told AFP.
Delhi and Washington share concerns about Afghanistan, with Trump
announcing a new strategy for the war-torn country last month which cleared the
way for the deployment of thousands more US troops.
The president has urged India to increase assistance to Afghanistan‘s
economy, and has lambasted Delhi‘s arch-rival Pakistan for offering safe haven to
―agents of chaos‖.
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Mattis ―will express US appreciation for India‘s important contributions
toward Afghanistan‘s democracy, stability, prosperity, and security‖, the Pentagon
said.
Experts are not expecting any Indian boots on the ground, though there may
be some role for Indian military expertise in supporting the US-led training and
advisory mission with Afghan security forces.
India has long vied with Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, building
dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it offered
some $1 billion in aid.
Delhi frequently accuses Islamabad of stirring up violence in Afghanistan
and harbouring militant groups.
In 2016 the United States designated India a ―Major Defence Partner‖ with
the aim of increasing military cooperation and cutting red tape to ease defence
deals.
Mattis‘s predecessor Ashton Carter pushed hard for stronger defence ties
and the Trump administration has not signalled any intention of changing course
on this.
Trump has praised India for contributing to regional peace and stability and
for buying US military equipment.
Mattis is likely to seek to persuade India to buy Lockheed Martin‘s F-16
Block 70 aircraft in a deal potentially worth $15 billion.
Lockheed Martin has offered the most upgraded version of the jet fighter to
India, the world‘s largest weapons importer.
The US manufacturer is competing with Swedish defence giant Saab, whose
Gripen E made its maiden flight in June.
India has said it needs at least 100 single-engine fighters to counter the
growing air threat posed by China and Pakistan.
Saab and Lockheed have both offered to build the jets locally to comply with
Modi‘s ―Make-in-India‖ initiative, which aims to cut imports and build a domestic
defence industry.
US giant Boeing has also offered to set up a plant in India for production of
its F/A 18 Super Hornet aircraft if it wins a deal.
A drone deal for the Indian Navy will also likely be up for discussion, a
source familiar with the negotiations told AFP.
―Since Chinese assets have started to dominate the Indian Ocean region, the
Trump administration is keen on fast-tracking the acquisition of the drones,‖ the
source said.
Many commentators have said that US-India cooperation is crucial to
countering an increasingly assertive China, which has been developing its military
capabilities in the Asia-Pacific.
But Afghanistan will be front and centre when Mattis meets Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, who will host her highest-level foreign delegation
since being appointed earlier this month.
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The visit comes as the Indian army takes part in a two-week joint military
training exercise in the United States to forge closer ties on counter-insurgency,
regional security operations and peacekeeping.
Министр обороны США Маттис считает, что тесные военные связи
США и Индии не влияют на отношения с Пакистаном
US-India ties should not affect relations with Pakistan: Mattis
The Nation. 25.09.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/25-Sep-2017/us-india-tiesshould-not-affect-relations-with-pakistan-mattis

Stronger military ties between India and the United States should not affect
relations with neighbours such as Pakistan, US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis said
ahead of a visit to New Delhi.
The Pentagon chief arrived Monday for a 48-hour trip - the first to India by
any member of President Donald Trump's cabinet.
"This is a historic opportunity for our two democracies at a time of strategic
convergence," Mattis told reporters on his flight. He is to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his new defence minister in New Delhi.
The trip comes weeks after Trump unveiled a new Afghanistan strategy and
urged India to increase assistance to the war-torn nation's economy.
When asked how he would balance the India-Pakistan dynamic, Mattis
stressed that the relationship the United States is pursuing with India is "not to the
exclusion of other countries".
"Any nation that is living by the traditional rules of non-interference in other
states in today's age of anti-terrorism, they will not find this relationship in any
way adversarial," he said.
India has long vied with Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, building
dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it offered
some $1 billion in aid.
Trump's new Afghan strategy includes the deployment of more than 3,000
additional US troops.
Defence cooperation
In 2016 the United States designated India a "Major Defence Partner" with
an aim of improving military cooperation, increasing information-sharing and
cutting red tape to ease defence deals.
Mattis's predecessor Ash Carter pushed hard for stronger defence ties and
the Trump administration has the same aim.
The two sides will be "discussing joint efforts to advance common goals
through a broader strategic exchange of views", Mattis said.
"India from our perspective is clearly a pillar of regional stability and
security: we share a common vision for a peaceful and prosperous future in the
Indo-Pacific region."
Trump has praised India for contributing to regional stability and for buying
US military equipment.
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India is contemplating buying Lockheed Martin's F-16 Block 70 aircraft in a
deal potentially worth $15 billion.
The US firm has offered the most upgraded version of the jet fighter to
India, the world's largest weapons importer.
It is competing with Swedish defence giant Saab, whose Gripen E made its
maiden flight in June.
A drone deal for the Indian Navy will also likely be up for discussion, a
source familiar with the negotiations told AFP.
"Since Chinese assets have started to dominate the Indian Ocean region, the
Trump administration is keen on fast-tracking the acquisition of the drones," the
source said.
Many commentators have said US-India cooperation could act as a
counterweight to an increasingly assertive China, which has been developing its
military capabilities.
But Afghanistan will dominate talks when Mattis meets Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman, who will host her highest-level foreign delegation since being
appointed this month.
Китай и Индия могут схватиться в битве за воду.
China and India may be heading towards a battle over water
The Express Tribune. September 18, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1509991/chinaindia-may-heading-towards-water-battle/

China and India may have defused a potential border conflict but the standoff seems to have led to dispute over another contentious issue: water, BBC
News reported.
Delhi says it has not received any hydrological – the scientific study of the
movement, distribution and quality of water – data for the Brahmaputra river from
upstream China this monsoon season, despite an agreement.
One of Asia‘s major rivers, the Brahmaputra, originates in Tibet and flows
down to India before entering Bangladesh where it joins the Ganges and empties
into the Bay of Bengal.
Beijing has said its hydrological stations are being upgraded which means it
cannot share data.
China assails India for building road on border
But the BBC has found that China continues to share data for the same river
with Bangladesh, the lowest downstream country in the Brahmaputra basin.
The river data issue between China and India comes after the two countries
ended a tense stand-off over a disputed Himalayan border area that lasted more
than two months.
The Brahmaputra gets severely flooded during monsoon season every year,
causing huge losses in northeast India and Bangladesh.
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The two countries have agreements with China that requires the upstream
country to share hydrological data of the river during monsoon season between 15
May and 15 October.
The data is mainly of the water level of the river to alert downstream
countries in case of floods.
―For this year…we have not received the hydrological data from the Chinese
side beginning 15 May until now,‖ Raveesh Kumar, spokesperson of India‘s
External Affairs Ministry said last month at a regular briefing.
―We don‘t know the technical reasons behind this but there is an existing
mechanism under which China is to provide hydrological data to us.‖
The Chinese side last week said there was a technical problem.
―Last year, due to the needs for reconstruction after being damaged by the
flood and out of such technological reasons as upgrading and renovation, the
relevant hydrological stations in China do not have the conditions to collect
relevant hydrological data now,‖ China‘s Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Geng
Shuang said at a press briefing last week.
Officials from Bangladesh, however, said they were still receiving water
level and discharge level data of the Brahmaputra from China.
―We received data of water level of the Bramahaputra from China few days
ago,‖ Mofazzal Hossain, a member of the joint rivers commission of Bangladesh
told the BBC.
―We have been receiving such data from three hydrological stations in Tibet
since 2002 and they have continued to share the figure with us even during this
monsoon season‖.
Bangladesh‘s water resources minister Anisul Islam Mohammad also
confirmed to the BBC that his country was receiving hydrological data from China.
But for India, China has hinted at an uncertainty over resumption of sharing
of data.
―As regards whether the providing of relevant hydrological data will be
resumed, it depends on the progress of the above-mentioned work,‖ spokesperson
Geng Shuang said.
China-India spat signals last hurrah for BRICS
India only recently secured the agreement with China on receiving monsoon
data of the Brahmaputra river, after years of efforts,
Delhi has also asked for data for non-monsoonal flows of the river, because
there are suspicions in India that China could divert the waters of the Brahmaputra
to its parched regions during dry seasons.
Beijing has constructed several hydropower dams on the river, which is
known as Yarlung Zangbo in Tibet.
It says they do not store or divert water and they will not be against the
interest of downstream countries.
But in recent years, particularly in northeastern India, fears are also growing
that China could suddenly release a huge amount of water.
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Residents of Dibrugarh in Assam, where the river has one of its widest
stretches, say they have witnessed the water levels of Brahmaputra sharply rise and
fall in very short periods of time.
There have also been increasing incidents of landslides blocking rivers and
unleashing sudden floods in the Himalayas.
A recent study has in fact, shown Tibet topping the list of places across the
globe that has experienced an increase in water. Experts say all these factors make
early flood warnings from China even more crucial.
Officials with India‘s water resources ministry say the recent developments
have left them somewhat worried.
―We thought we would now be able to convince them to share the
hydrological data of the non-monsoon season so that there is no suspicion that they
would divert water during lean season,‖ an official, preferring anonymity, told the
BBC.
―But now we are not getting even the monsoon flow information, this is a
worrying sign and it also shows their [China‘s] intention.‖
A year ago, China blocked a tributary of the Yarlung Zangbo river as part of
its most expensive hydro project, Chinese state-run news agency Xinhua reported.
The news came just when Indian media were suggesting that Delhi could
pull out of the Indus Water Treaty – signed with Pakistan – following an attack in
Indian-occupied Kashmir.
As an upstream country for Bangladesh and Pakistan, India too has time and
again been accused by these downstream countries of ignoring their concerns.
Experts say these are compelling evidences that water is indeed emerging as
a key issue in South Asia‘s geopolitics.
Индия-Китай (проблемы). Индия окажет помощь Тибету в 17 млн. долл.
на поддержку культурного развития
Congressional committees approve $17 million aid to Tibet
Two key Congressional committees have approved at least USD 17 million
to assist the Tibetan government in exile preserve its culture, help its refugees and
develop institutions to promote its growth.
The provisions form part of the state department‘s 2018 annual budget
passed by the appropriations committees of both the House of Representatives and
the Senate last week. It is at the same level as that of the 2017.
Key provisions of the appropriations bill include USD 8 million to support
activities that preserve cultural traditions and promote sustainable development and
environmental conservation in Tibetan communities in Tibetan Autonomous
Region and in other Tibetan autonomous areas in China.
It has also made $3 million provision to strengthen the capacity of Tibetan
institutions and governance. The Senate Appropriations Committee in its report
recognised the progress made by the Tibetan community in South Asia in
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establishing democratic institutions to ensure the welfare of such communities and
the preservation of Tibetan culture in exile.
Well aware of the developmental challenges facing Tibetan communities in
South Asia, the provisions include $6 million to continue to support Tibetan
communities in India and Nepal in the areas of education, skills development, and
entrepreneurship.
Expressing concern over reports that Nepalese officials have handed over
Tibetan refugees to Chinese border authorities, in contravention of Nepal‘s
international obligations to protect refugees fleeing persecution, the Congressional
committee said it supports efforts by the Secretary of State to work with the
Government of Nepal to provide safe transit for Tibetan refugees and legal
protections to Tibetans residing in this Himalayan nation.
It has recommended $1 million for the Office of the Special Coordinator for
Tibetan Issues. The House Appropriations Committee said it continues to support
democracy and human rights programs for Tibet. As such it directed that not less
than the amounts provided in fiscal year 2017 be continued for such purposes.
In addition to $15 million for Tibetan issues, the appropriations bill
supported continuation of the Tibetan service of Voice of America and Radio Free
Asia. It approved $42 million for Radio Free Asia, a substantial part of which
would go to its Tibetan service.
The bill has also asked the Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, to instruct
executive director of each international financial institution to use the voice and
vote to support financing of projects in Tibet.
Индия – Израиль. Индия заинтересована в разработке израильских
газовых месторождений
Чернин В. (Велвл). 7 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37515

Отношения между Индией и Израилем интенсивно развиваются в
последние годы. Одним из основных факторов, способствовавших этому,
является то, что победившая на выборах 2014 года индуистская
националистическая партия «Бхаратия джаната парти» рассматривает
еврейское государство в качестве естественного союзника Индии в
противостоянии исламской угрозе. Несомненно, наиболее ярким событием
продемонстрировавшим,
что
индийско-израильское
сотрудничество
приобретает для обеих стран стратегический характер, стал визит индийского
премьер-министра и лидера «Бхаратия джаната парти» Нарендры
Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль в июле этого года (уместно напомнить, что он
стал первым зарубежным государственным лидером, который, совершая
визит в Израиль, не стал посещать территории, контролируемой
Палестинской национальной администрацией (ПНА), и встречаться с ее
руководством). Вместе с тем нельзя не отметить, что до сих пор основной
упор в индийско-израильском сотрудничестве делался на сферу
безопасности, военных поставок из Израиля в Индию и совместных проектов
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в сфере оборонной промышленности. Существенное место в экономических
связях между Индией и Израилем занимают также новейшие
технологические разработки в самых разных сферах деятельности,
поступающие из Израиля в Индию.
Однако, как выяснилось, индийцы готовы выступить также в качестве
инвесторов в израильскую добывающую промышленность. До самого
недавнего времени можно было сказать, что эта отрасль израильского
хозяйства была несущественной (за исключением добычи фосфатов в районе
Мертвого моря) и не представляла особого интереса для зарубежных
инвесторов. Открытие газовых месторождений на дне Средиземного моря, в
пределах исключительной экономической зоны Израиля, расположенной
между побережьем Израиля и Республики Кипр, в сочетании с динамичным
развитием израильской экономики в целом начало постепенно менять
ситуацию в данной сфере. Теперь эта перемена нашла свое отражение и в
индийско-израильских отношениях. Как стало известно, индийская
правительственная Компания нефти и природного газа (Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation Limited — ONGC) планирует принять участие в тендере по
розыску и разработке газовых и нефтяных месторождений у берегов Израиля.
Об этом заявил в начале текущей недели корреспонденту британского
новостного агентства «Рейтер» индийский министр нефти и природного газа
Дхармендра Прадхан. Должна быть заключена первая значительная сделка
между двумя государствами со времени недавнего исторического визита
премьер-министра Индии Наредры Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль, в ходе
которого были определены основные контуры развития двусторонних
отношений, а также достигнут целый ряд практических договоренностей в
различных сферах между индийским премьером и его израильским коллегой
Биньямином Нетаньяху.
Как уже было сказано выше, Израиль и Индия поддерживают тесные
связи в сфере безопасности и оборонной промышленности, однако Нарендра
Дамодардас Моди и возглавляемая им «Бхаратия джаната парти» стремятся
расширить связи с еврейским государством, распространив их и на другие
сферы, в том числе – на энергетику и разработку новых технологий. Таким
образом, предполагаемое участие индийской правительственной компании
нефти и природного газа ONGC в упомянутом израильском тендере хорошо
укладывается в рамки политики, проводимой нынешним руководством
Индии.
Высокопоставленная делегация из Индии, являющейся третьей по
масштабам потребительницей нефти в мире, посетила в августе Израиль
специально для того, чтобы обсудить возможность участия в тендерах на
поиски и разработку новых месторождений газа и нефти на нескольких
участках дна Средиземного моря. Высокопоставленные представители
Израиля заявили в этой связи, что они очень довольны результатами
упомянутого визита. Что касается индийской стороны, то Санджи Содхир,
секретарь индийского Министерства нефти и природного газа, который
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возглавлял делегацию, прибывшую в Израиль, сразу же заявил: «Индия
проводит технический и коммерческий анализ, прежде чем приступить к
участию в израильском тендере. Мы погрузились во все релевантные детали
тендера – геологические и технические…» А вскоре после этого индийский
министр нефти и природного газа Дхармендра Прадхан заявил, подводя
итоги упомянутого визита в Израиль: «Мы обязательно подадим свое
предложение на тендер по израильским участкам газо- и нефтедобычи».
В июле, во время визита премьер-министра Нарендры Дамодардаса
Моди в Израиль обе стороны проявили большой интерес к расширению
двусторонних экономических связей. Следует отметить, что эти связи
начинают развиваться с относительно низкой точки, поскольку объем
торговли между двумя странами составил в 2016 году только 2 миллиарда
долларов. В масштабах Индии, да и Израиля это сравнительно небольшая
сумма.
Многие международные компании, специализирующиеся на добычи
нефти и газа, колебались по вопросу о вхождении на израильский рынок,
поскольку вполне обоснованно опасались гнева богатых и открыто
враждебных по отношению к еврейскому государству нефтедобывающих
арабских государств. Израиль объявил о тендере на разработку 24
месторождений на морском дне еще в ноябре 2016 года. При этом
израильский министр энергетики Юваль Штайниц (Ликуд) заявил, что будет
рад выбрать в ходе этого тендера две или три зарубежные группы. Таким
образом, участие в нем индийского правительственной компании
соответствует декларированным интересам Израиля. Результатов осталось
ждать недолго, поскольку упомянутый тендер закроется 15 ноября текущего
года. Израиль заинтересован в открытии энергетической отрасли своего
хозяйства для конкуренции. Пока в этой отрасли безраздельно господствуют
две местные компании — Nobel energy и «Делек». Они контролируют
газовые месторождения «Левиафан» и «Тамар».
Судя по имеющейся информации, индийцы не ограничатся участием в
ближайшем тендере на поиск и разработку шельфовых газовых
месторождений в исключительной экономической зоне Израиля. Индия
заинтересована также в том, чтобы принять участие в другом тендере — на
поиски и разработку газовых месторождений, расположенных поблизости от
берегов Ливана. Три предполагаемых месторождения находятся буквально на
границе территориальных вод Израиля, с которым у Ливана есть старый
пограничный спор. Однако территориальные претензии Ливана к Израилю не
производят никакого впечатления на нынешнее руководство Индии и не
станут препятствием к участию индийцев в тендере, касающемся
упомянутых спорных участков морского дна.
Индия-Япония. Сотрудничество в военной сфере.
India, Japan to step up defence cooperation
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India and Japan have agreed to collaborate closely in defence production,
including on dual- use technologies, as the two countries resolved to ramp up
overall military engagement under the bilateral special strategic framework.
The decision by India and Japan to boost defence ties comes amid escalating
tension in the region in the wake of the nuclear test by North Korea and China‘s
growing assertiveness in the South China Sea.
India and Japan have agreed to collaborate closely in defence production,
including on dual- use technologies, as the two countries resolved to ramp up
overall military engagement under the bilateral special strategic framework.
Defence Minister Arun Jaitley and his Japanese counterpart Itsunori
Onodera yesterday held wide-ranging talks, as part of the India-Japan annual
defence ministerial dialogue in Tokyo during which issues relating to the US-2
amphibious aircraft also figured, a joint press statement said.
The decision by India and Japan to boost defence ties comes amid escalating
tension in the region in the wake of the nuclear test by North Korea and China‘s
growing assertiveness in the South China Sea.
The two sides also agreed to commence technical discussions for research
collaboration in the areas of Unmanned Ground Vehicles and Robotics.
India plans to buy the US-2 ShinMaywa aircraft from Japan for its navy.
Last year, China had reacted angrily to reports that Japan plans to sell weapons to
India at cheaper prices, saying that such a move is disgraceful.
The two sides also agreed to ramp up counter-terror cooperation, besides
deepening engagement among navies, air forces and ground forces of the two
countries.
―The Ministers exchanged views and ideas with the aim to further strengthen
defence and security cooperation under the framework of the ‗Japan-lndia Special
Strategic and Global Partnership‘,‖ the statement said today.
It said Jaitley and Onodera deliberated on the current security situation in the
Indo-Pacific region and condemned in the strongest terms North Korea‘s latest
nuclear test and called upon the country to cease such action which adversely
impacts peace and stability of the region and beyond.
Reviewing bilateral defence ties, they commended the progress made in
discussions to identify specific areas of collaboration in the field of defence
equipment and technology cooperation for production of various military
platforms.
―They noted the effort made by both countries regarding the cooperation on
US-2 amphibious aircraft,‖ said the statement.
The ministers endorsed the importance of enhancing interaction between
governments and defence industries of the two countries to encourage
collaboration, including for defence and dual-use technologies.
In the meeting, Jaitley briefed about India‘s policy reforms in the defence
manufacturing sectors, saying the country offers huge opportunities for foreign
industries to play an active role.
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Seeking to further intensify naval cooperation, Onodera expressed his
intention to have state-of-the-art Japanese assets, including P-1 maritime patrol
aircraft to participate in next year‘s trilateral Malabar naval exercise which also
involves the US Navy.
―The two sides will consider inclusion of Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)
training to expand cooperation. In addition the ministers agreed to pursue
exchanges and training by ASW aviation units such as P-3C,‖ the statement said.
P-3C is an anti-submarine and maritime surveillance aircraft.
The Japanese side proposed to invite Indian Navy personnel to minecountermeasures training held by it.
Jaitley attended the dialogue with Japan as defence minister though Nirmala
Sitharaman was given the defence portfolio in the cabinet reshuffle on Sunday.
Jaitley had said there were logistical constraints for her to attend the dialogue.
At the talks, the two sides also welcomed the constructive engagement
between Japan‘s Acquisition, Technology and Logistic Agency (ATLA) and
India‘s Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO).
The defence and security cooperation between India and Japan is on an
upswing and both countries are exploring ways to further deepen it.
Prime Minister Modi had visited Japan in November last year during which
both sides had decided to ramp up bilateral defence and security cooperation.
США-Индия. Трамп четко сказал, что будут поставки F-16 и F-18
Индии.
Trump administration says it strongly supports sale of F-16, F-18 jets to
India
The Hindustan Times. Sep 07, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/trumpadministration-strongly-supports-sale-of-f-16-f-18-jets-to-india/storyt4Or3cMVluPDzMQcoYLMxM.html

US official told Congress defence cooperation with India will be an
important pillar in the bilateral relationship as it needs the country to be a net
security provider in the Indo-Pacific region.
The Trump administration has told US Congress that it ―strongly supports‖
the sale of F-18 and F-16 fighter jets to India and asserted that the proposals have
the potential to take Indo-US defence ties to the next level.
Alice Wells, acting assistant secretary of state for the South and Central
Asian Affairs, told a Congressional Subcommittee in a written submission that
defence cooperation with India would be an important pillar in the bilateral
relationship as it needs the country to be a net security provider in the Indo-Pacific
region.
In this context, the Trump administration has informed the Congress that it
―strongly supports‖ the sale of F-18 and F-16 fighter proposals put forward by
Boeing and Lockheed Martin respectively.
These proposals have the potential to take India-US defence relationship to
the next level, the official said.
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US to launch anti-dumping probe against steel flanges from India, China
India, Japan to step up defence cooperation
―The reason why defence cooperation with India is so vital to US interests is
because we need India to be a net security provider in the Indo-Pacific,‖ Wells
said.
She highlighted that the region serves as the fulcrum of global trade and
commerce, with nearly half of the world‘s 90,000 commercial vessels, many
sailing under the US flag, and two-thirds of traded oil travelling through the region.
Wells is also scheduled to testify before the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific on ―Maintaining US Influence in South
Asia: The FY 2018 Budget‖.
She said in her submission that the Indo-Asia Pacific region is also home to
nearly half of the planet‘s population and some of the fastest growing economies
on earth.
―Working with like-minded partners, India has the strategic and economic
potential to uphold the international order that has served so much of humanity
over the past seven decades. The investments we make in our security partnership
now will pay dividends for decades to come,‖ she said.
As fellow democracies, countering terrorism is the critical priority for both
India and the United States, she asserted.
―India is situated in a dangerous neighbourhood, where terrorist attacks have
killed both Indians and Americans alike. Joint training and capacity building are
essential to expanding our counter terrorism cooperation,‖ she said, citing the State
Department Anti-Terrorism Assistance (ATA) programme in which more than
1,100 Indian security personnel have received training from the US since 2009.
Wells said India is among America‘s most important strategic partners in the
Indo-Pacific region.
―In the words of President Trump, the relationship between India and the
United States has never been stronger, has never been better,‖ she said in the
testimony.
―The President‘s first meeting with Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi in June
set a positive tone and ambitious agenda for strengthening bilateral ties,
particularly in the areas of defence, energy and trade,‖ she added.
Talking about the trade between the US and India in her written submission,
Wells said the economic relationship has largely been on a positive trajectory and
America needs to do more to balance the trade deficit between the two countries,
which totalled nearly $30 billion last year.
―We are working closely with USTR and the commerce department to
address the concerns of the US business community regarding India, including
tariff and non-tariff barriers, subsidies, localisation policies, restrictions on
investment, and intellectual property concerns that limit market access and impede
US exporters and businesses from entering the Indian market,‖ Wells said.
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―Our bilateral trade has more than doubled in the last decade from $45
billion in 2006 to more than $114 billion in 2016. US exports to India support
more than 260,000 American jobs across all 50 states,‖ she said.
Last year alone, investment from Indian companies supported more than
52,000 jobs in the US, she added.
She said the Trump administration is committed to ensure that the trade
relationship with India is fair and reciprocal, and continue to press India to further
open its markets and create a level-playing field for US companies.
Глава Армии Индии Rawat повредил имеджу Индии, когда заявил о
готовности «войны на 2 фронта».
General Rawat's arrogance mars India's image: Chinese media on
comments about 'two-front war'
Shailaja
Neelakantan.
Times
of
india.
Sep
8,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/general-rawats-arrogance-mars-indias-image-chinesemedia-on-comments-about-two-front-war/articleshow/60419181.cms
HIGHLIGHTS




On Wednesday, General Rawat said China will continue with its efforts to nibble
away Indian territory
He added Pakistan could swing into action to take advantage when India is busy
with problems on the China front
"We have to be prepared for conflict on the northern and western borders," said
General Rawat.

NEW DELHI: Following army chief General Bipin Rawat's
statement+ that India should be prepared for a two-front war, with China and
Pakistan+ , state-backed Chinese media characterised him as having "such a big
mouth that he could ignite the hostile atmosphere between Beijing and New
Delhi."
The hawkish Global Times, in its editorial titled "Rawat's arrogance taints
India's image", said that the timing of his comments, coming as they did after
"positive signals about bilateral ties" at this week's BRICS meet, "sent the
completely opposite message" about India-China relations.
The editorial further hinted that India wouldn't be able to handle both China
and Pakistan as its adversaries at the same time.
"Generals in India need to form some basic knowledge about the current
situation. Can India bear the consequences when it has both China and Pakistan as
its adversaries at the same time? Should the Indian Army simulate a military
rivalry with its Chinese counterpart before letting Rawat speak?," asked the
editorial.
Chinese people, the editorial said, do not expect the border disputes between
the two countries to be solved soon and they support negotiation result comes out,
they support maintaining the status quo. But comments like General Rawat's send
the wrong message, said Global Times.
"The Chinese and Indian leaders just met during the BRICS Xiamen
Summit and sent positive signals about bilateral ties. While many people believe it
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is time to leave the episode of the border standoff behind, Rawat has sent the
completely opposite message," said the Chinese publication, which is run by the
mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party.
On Wednesday, General Rawat said China will continue with its efforts to
nibble away Indian territory through "salami slicing" and other measures. He
added that Pakistan could also swing into action to take advantage when India is
busy with problems on the China front.
"We have to be prepared for conflict on the northern and western borders,"
said General Rawat.
Yesterday, a Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson wondered whether
General Rawat was authorised to speak and if his comments represented the Indian
government's position.
Global Times called Rawat's comments "arrogant" and wondered why the
General advocated a two-front war "in such a high-profile manner".
11 World's Healthiest Diets, Backed By ScienceHappy Dieter
The Ultimate Flight Comparison Tool.tripsinsider.com
"He not only turns a blind eye to international rules, but also made us see the
arrogance probably prevailing in the Indian Army. He advocated a two-front war in
such a high-profile manner, but where does the Indian Army's confidence come
from?" the state-backed publication said.
INDIARestrictions in 2 areas of Srinagar ahead of separatist-called protest
INDIAIndia tells Pak J&K will remain its integral part
The editorial "then described there being "two Indias" - "one that is thriving
and as one of the BRICS countries the same as China; and the other that keeps
provoking and tangling with China."
It advocates that the first India "discipline" the second one and that "Indians
with dignity...take care of the mouths of senior officials like Rawat."
The editorial then threatens: "Should we embrace the first India or teach the
second India a lesson?"
Китай резко отреагировал на Заявление Главы армии Индии о войне
на 2 фронта!
China reacts sharply to Indian Army chief‘s remarks, says bilateral ties
should not be derailed
Sutirtho
Patranobis.
Hindustan
Times.
Sep
07,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/china-reacts-sharply-to-gen-bipin-rawat-s-remarkssays-they-are-contrary-to-views-expressed-by-xi-modi/story-aBrAIHnHFdYDv1id7hsk3J.html

Foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said he wasn‘t sure whether
Indian Army chief Gen Bipin Rawat was speaking for himself or for the Indian
government.
India and China need to ensure that their ties, which were ―affected and
undermined‖ in the past few months, are not derailed again, foreign minister
Wang Yi said on Thursday, adding it is important to ensure relations remained on
track.
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The Chinese foreign ministry also reacted to Indian Army chief Gen Bipin
Rawat‘s remarks that the country should be prepared for a potential two-front war
with China and Pakistan, and said Rawat should refer to President Xi Jinping‘s
contention that the two countries are each other‘s development opportunities and
not threats.
―For the past few months, for clear reasons, China-India relations were
affected and undermined. Going forward the two sides need to work together to
follow up on the consensus reached by the two leaders and make sure bilateral
relations will stay on track,‖ Wang said.
The consensus Wang referred to during a joint news conference with
Nepal‘s foreign minister Krishna Bahadur Maharawas was said to have been
reached at a meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Xi on
the margins of the Brics Summit in Xiamen on Tuesday.
Soon after Wang‘s news conference, the foreign ministry urged the Indian
Army chief to refer to Xi‘s contention that India and China are each other‘s
development opportunities and not threats. Rawat had on Wednesday referred to
the recent standoff with China at Doklam and said the situation could gradually
snowball into a larger conflict on India‘s northern borders.
Brics 2017: Modi and team took off from China satisfied, but differences
remain
Xi Jinping urges BRICS grouping to push for more ‗just‘ international order
Foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said he wasn‘t sure whether
Rawat was speaking for himself or for the Indian government.
―We have noted this statement. We have noted some Indian press reported
his remarks are shocking. We don‘t know whether he was authorised to speak
those words or whether it was spontaneous or whether it represented the position of
the Indian government,‖ Geng told a regular news briefing.
―Two days ago, President Xi pointed out that the two sides are each other‘s
development opportunities, not threats. We hope India could view China‘s
development in a correct and rational way...We should respect each other, seek
common ground and shelve differences, and preserve peace and tranquillity in
border areas,‖ Geng said.
―We hope this military official could see clearly this trend and contribute to
the development of China-India relations, and say something more in that regard.‖
Earlier, foreign minister Wang spoke about working on improving the
bilateral relationship. ―Firstly, the relationship should not be derailed and that
seeking harmonious relations and win-win cooperation was the natural choice and
the right choice for both,‖ he said.
―Secondly, there should be no confrontation. We need to build strategic
mutual trust and the two sides need to work to really look at each other as
cooperative partners rather than be driven by an old fashioned mindset and regard
each other as rivals or threat.‖
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The two sides had been locked in a military standoff for more than 70 days
in the Doklam or Donglang area, where Beijing was building a road over which
New Delhi had security concerns.
China repeatedly blamed India for intervening in the area and accused Indian
soldiers of ―illegal trespass‖. The Donglang area is under China‘s control but
claimed by Bhutan. The situation was resolved last week, days before the Brics
Summit.
Глава Армии Индии General Bipin Rawat заявил, что Индия должна
готовиться воевать на 2 фронта – против Пакистана и Китая.
Army chief says China taking over territory gradually, warns of twofront war
Rahul Singh. Hindustan Times. Sep 06, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/chinataking-over-territory-gradually-testing-india-s-threshold-army-chief/story31zaiTY0X0l7PgAe4Kb24H.html

General Bipin Rawat says India needs to be prepared for a two-front war
since Pakistan will take advantage if hostilities break out with China.
Army chief General Bipin Rawat‘s comments on Wednesday are not the first
time military leaders warned of a two-front threat to the country.
China is gradually taking over territory and testing India‘s threshold, army
chief General Bipin Rawat said on Wednesday, a little over a week after the
countries ended one of their worst military face-offs.
Referring to China, Rawat said it had started flexing muscles and Pakistan
was likely to take advantage of the situation developing along the northern border.
He referred to China and Pakistan as India‘s northern and western adversaries, and
said the country needs to be prepared for a two-front war.
―As far as the northern adversary is concerned, flexing of muscles has
started…salami slicing, taking over territory in a very gradual manner, testing our
limits of threshold… is something we have to be wary about and remain prepared
for situations which could gradually emerge into conflict,‖ Rawat said at a seminar
organised by defence think-tank Centre for Land Warfare Studies.
―Salami slicing‖ refers to a string of small, clandestine operations meant to
achieve a larger goal that would be difficult to accomplish in one go.
The chief‘s comments come more than a week after India and China ended a
73-day border face-off in Doklam plateau near Sikkim. Troops were locked in a
tense stand-off during which officials in Beijing hinted at drastic consequences
such as a wider conflict. Soldiers from the two country also traded blows and threw
stones at each other in a more northern region – in Ladakh – while the Doklam
problem went on.
―Whether these conflicts will be confined or limited in space and time or
whether these can expand into an all-out war along the entire front (remains to be
seen)…with the western adversary taking advantage of the situation developing
along the northern border is very much likely,‖ Rawat said.
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The army chief said on Wednesday that there was no denying that India has
to stay prepared for conflict on its northern and western borders.
This is not the first time military leaders have warned of Pakistan possibly
taking advantage of hostilities between India and China.
Three years ago, the Indian Air Force told a parliamentary panel that
Pakistan would certainly fish in troubled waters if China were to launch offensive
operations against India. The IAF, however, said that China may not pose ―a
collusive threat‖ if hostilities were to break out between India and Pakistan.
Threats on two fronts, the IAF said in 2014, would be difficult to tackle but
the force was prepared.
But two years later, in March 2016, Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa (then vice
chief) said the air force did not have sufficient number of warplanes to fight a twofront war, setting off alarm bells in the government.
Индия предлагает России создать механизм для продвижения
индийского бизнеса
«ТАСС». 6.09.2017. http://www.ng.ru/news/593220.html

Индия предлагает России подумать над созданием двустороннего
механизма для облегчения работы индийских предпринимателей в России.
Об этом заявил в среду президент Федерации торгово-промышленных палат
Индии Панкадж Пател, выступая на сессии "Бизнес-диалог Россия - Индия:
открывая новые возможности" в рамках третьего Восточного экономического
форума (ВЭФ).
"Новую идею, которую я бы хотел предложить, это подумать о создании
российско-индийского механизма, который позволит индийским компаниям
приезжать сюда и управлять своими активами", - отметил он.
Такой механизм, по мнению Пателя, позволит индийским бизнесменам
"производить продукцию, которая может быть реализована где угодно".
"Например, индийские целлюлозные компании используют большой объѐм
целлюлозы - продолжил глава федерации ТПП. - Они могут приезжать сюда
(в Россию), готовить целлюлозу и затем поставлять ее в Индию или в другие
страны".
"Это одна из идей, которую мы можем реализовывать, - уверен он. - Но
для ее реализации потребуется решить финансовые вопросы и два важных
момента, которые нужно рассмотреть: был создан банк БРИКС и нужно
рассмотреть участие банка БРИКС в этом; затем индийский банк ЭКСИМ,
насколько он может быть задействован в этой работе".
"Также можно подумать о следующем: эта инициатива должна быть
совместной со стороны российского и индийского правительства", заключил Патель.
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Индия – Китай. БРИКС. Сицзинь Пин заверил Моди, что хочет
стабильных отношений с Индией.
China wants 'healthy, stable' relations with India: Xi Jinping
Dawn. September 05, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355776/china-wants-healthystable-relations-with-india-xi-jinping

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Tuesday sought to move past a tense border
dispute with India, telling Prime Minister Narendra Modi that the two nucleararmed neighbours should pursue ―healthy, stable‖ relations, according to China's
state media.
The exchange occurred on the sidelines of the just-ended summit of BRICS
emerging economies hosted by Xi in the southeastern Chinese city of Xiamen.
Xi told Modi that ―healthy, stable bilateral ties‖ were ―in line with the
fundamental interests‖ of the neighbours, said the official Xinhua news agency.
―China is willing to work with India on the basis of the Five Principles of
Peaceful Coexistence which were put forward by both countries to improve
political mutual trust, promote mutually beneficial cooperation, and push SinoIndian ties along a right track,‖ the report quoted him as saying.
An Indian foreign ministry spokesman also tweeted that the two leaders had
a ―constructive and forward-looking‖ talk.
Armed forces of the two countries engaged in a bitter, weeks-long military
confrontation in a disputed and strategically important Himalayan area.
The contested area, Doklam, is claimed by both China and Bhutan, an ally of
India.
The stand-off began on June 16 when Chinese troops started building a road
in the area.
India deployed troops to stop the construction project, prompting Beijing to
accuse it of trespassing on Chinese soil and sparking one of the worst crises in
decades between the two countries, which have a history of mistrust.
The confrontation dragged on as China repeatedly demanded India withdraw
its troops before any proper negotiation could take place, while India countered
that both sides should withdraw their forces together.
They backed off only last week, possibly to prevent the dispute from
marring the summit of the five-nation BRICS, which also includes Brazil, Russia
and South Africa.
The summit had been carefully stage-managed by hosts China to project an
image of developing-world solidarity.
New Delhi announced early last week that both countries were pulling back
their border forces, while Beijing said only that India had withdrawn ―all its border
personnel and equipment that were illegally on the Chinese territory‖.
Afterwards, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said that Beijing ―hopes the
Indian side will learn lessons from this incident and prevent similar things from
happening again‖.
India does not claim Doklam for itself but is closely allied with Bhutan,
which it regards as a buffer against rival China to the north.
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India and China have a long history of mistrust and went to war in 1962 over
the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh.
Китай просит Индию не поднимать вопрос о терроризме Пакистана в
ходе саммита БРИКС (3-4 сент. 2017 г. в Сямэнь в Китае)

Карта Индии – Линия контроля, другие территории (версия Индии)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0e/Kashmir_map.jpg

Россия заняла нейтральную позицию по конфликту Индии и Китая на
плато Доклам
Russia refused to toe China line on Doklam: Envoy
Saibal Dasgupta. The Times of India. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/russiarefuses-to-be-influenced-by-china-on-doklam-issue/articleshow/60328019.cms
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Russia is regarded to be closer to China compared to several western
nations
 But it refused to take any side in the recently-concluded border standoff
between India and China
 Russia is using its goodwill to both of these countries, the
BEIJING: Russia took a neutral view of the Doklam issue and refused to be
persuaded by Beijing's efforts to malign India. Moscow's attitude to the issue
would have an influence on India-Russia relations, and on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's role at the BRICS summit+ , which will be attended
by leaders of five countries -Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa--in the
coastal Chinese city of Xiamen on Sunday.
Russia's neutrality was evident in comments made by the Russian
ambassador in Beijing, Andrey Denisov, hours before India and China entered into
an agreement topull out troops and defuse the Doklam crisis+ on August 28.
"The situation in the India-China border is something that we all regret,"
Denisov told Russian journalists at a briefing in Beijing. "We think our Chinese
and Indian friends can resolve the problem by themselves. We don't think they
need any mediators who can influence their respective positions on the issue," the
ambassador was quoted by the Russian media as saying.
"We can say that Russia is using its goodwill to both of these countries," he
said signaling total neutrality.
Индия возвращается от конфронтации к стратегической игре с Китаем
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 2.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/02/indiya-vozvrashhaetsya-ot-konfrontatsii-k-strategicheskoj-igre-s-kitaem/
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Итак, фаза прямого военного противостояния в китайско-индийском
конфликте на плато Доклам в Гималаях, кажется, осталась позади.
Это стало ясно после опубликования ведущей индийской газетой Times
of India информации о том, во-первых, что, согласно заявлению МИД страны
от 29 августа с. г., премьер-министр Нарендра Моди положительно ответил
на приглашение китайского лидера Си Цзиньпина принять участие в
очередном саммите государств-участников БРИКС, который и состоялся 3-5
сентября в г. Сямэнь на юго-востоке Китая.
Во-вторых (а также далее, что важно подчеркнуть), в той же
информационной справке Times of India говорилось о выводе днѐм ранее
индийского воинского подразделения с территории указанного плато. Что
представлялось как ―окончание 73-дневного противостояния‖ двух азиатских
гигантов на крошечном участке двусторонней границы.
Совершенно уверенно можно утверждать, что и само приглашение
последовало только после того, как президент Си получил (―по
соответствующим каналам‖) надѐжные гарантии о предстоящем (или уже
состоявшемся) уходе ―на свою территорию‖ индийских военных.
Ибо ещѐ в середине августа речь шла не об участии Н. Моди в саммите
БРИКС, а о вполне реальной перспективе начала вооружѐнного конфликта
между крупнейшими (ядерными) мировыми державами. Такая перспектива
вырисовывалась после появления в прессе некой информации о готовящемся
в КНР ультиматуме, который предполагалось вручить индийскому
руководству ―в конце августа‖.
Порохом от предстоящей войны трудно прогнозируемых масштабов
запахло всерьѐз, а не ―понарошку‖, как это пока происходит на Корейском
полуострове, где игра (впрочем, тоже весьма опасная) всѐ же контролируется
обоими еѐ основными участниками, то есть США и тем же Китаем.
Представляются примечательными как китайские, так и индийские
комментарии к упомянутому сообщению Times of India. Первые
высказывания
официального
представителя
МИД
КНР вполне
соответствовали исходной позиции руководства страны по разрешению
данного конфликта: Индия должна вывести свои боевые подразделения ―с
нашей территории‖, не ожидая за это выражения какой-либо благодарности.
В сообщении для прессы, в частности, говорилось, что китайские
пограничные войска ―продолжат патрулирование‖ плато Доклам и обеспечат
завершение ведущихся здесь дорожно-строительных работ. Подчѐркивалось
также, что в процессе разрешения конфликта отсутствовала какая-либо
закулисная торговля и компромиссы, а потенциальное повторение инцидента
приведѐт к войне.
Однако далее риторика заметно смягчилась, а на передний план вышли
аспекты открывающихся благоприятных перспектив в отношениях между
обеими странами и прежде всего в сфере экономики.
На эту область китайско-индийских отношений в основном указывал
руководитель МИД КНР Ван И, подчѐркивая при этом ―правильный путь‖,
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выбранный Китаем и Индией по разрешению опасного конфликта в
Гималаях. Сам же факт его завершения китайской Global Times был
представлен как ―победа Азии‖.
В качестве примера возможности согласования действий в сфере
мировой экономики приводится совместная китайско-индийская инициатива
при обсуждении в ВТО проблемы оценки государственной поддержки
сельского хозяйства. Содержание этой инициативы расходилось с
предложениями по данному вопросу ведущих западных стран.
Смягчение китайской риторики следует связывать с очевидным
стремлением КНР, во-первых, сохранить хотя бы тот уровень связей с
Индией, который установился в период до начала конфликта в Гималаях, и,
во-вторых, не способствовать дальнейшему дрейфу Дели в сторону
геополитических оппонентов Китая.
Ибо, судя по комментариям читателей к упомянутой выше
информационной справке в Times of India, индийская общественность
восприняла еѐ содержание как свидетельство поражения своей страны в
инциденте на плато Доклам. Сама же поездка после этого премьер-министра
в КНР изображалась в виде движения ―в зубы китайского дракона‖. Н. Моди,
конечно, не мог игнорировать такие настроения и вплоть до последнего
момента оставалась неясной перспектива его встречи с китайским лидером
на полях БРИКС.
Но понятные негативные эмоции рядовых индийских граждан
являются следствием крайнего упрощения мотивации решения правительства
Индии. Скорее похоже на то, что, пожертвовав пешкой во вдруг возникшей
трудной ситуации, Дели продолжает борьбу за улучшение стратегических
позиций в большой шахматной игре с Китаем.
В связи с конфликтом на плато Доклам индийское руководство
оказалось не только перед перспективой войны с Китаем (исход которой вряд
ли бы сильно отличался от того, что произошло в 1962 г.), но и перед
дилеммой долгосрочно-стратегического масштаба: окончательно отбросить
риторику о независимой внешней политике и полностью встроиться в то, что
продолжают обозначать термином ―Запад‖; или сохранить определѐнную
свободу манѐвра в отношениях с альтернативными глобальными силами,
входящими, например, в тот же БРИКС.
При этом в Индии не могут не принимать во внимание весьма высокую
вероятность утери уже в ближайшей перспективе какого-либо реального
содержания самой категорией ―Запад‖ (и без того весьма условной). Едва ли
еѐ жизнеспособность повысит искусственное поддержание напряжѐнности на
территориях
восточноевропейских
лимитрофов.
Такие
попытки
предпринимаются той частью политического истеблишмента США, которая,
проиграв в ходе последних президентских выборов, пытается сейчас взять
реванш, прежде всего на международной арене.
О том, что правительство Н. Моди выбрало путь сложной
стратегической игры с Китаем (не обрывая окончательно с ним связей),
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свидетельствует поездка премьер-министра в Мьянму, предпринятая сразу
после окончания саммита БРИКС. Ранее мы обсуждали различные аспекты
американо-китайской борьбы за влияние на эту страну, которая
располагается на чрезвычайно важной в стратегическом плане территории. В
последние годы в эту борьбу активно включается Индия.
Следующее примечательное событие будет связано с очередным
визитом премьер-министра Японии Синдзо Абэ в Индию, который состоится
13-15 сентября. На фоне сохраняющегося ―политического следа‖ от
инцидента на плато Доклам в Китае расценили сам факт этой поездки как
свидетельство оказания Японией поддержки Индии, а также дальнейшего
укрепления японо-индийских отношений с очевидным антикитайским
подтекстом.
Напомним, что одним из последних двусторонних актов с подобным
подтекстом стали планы по созданию ―Азиатско-африканского коридора
роста‖, в котором Азию будут представлять оба основных региональных
оппонента КНР.
Руководство Индии не нуждается, конечно, в посторонних советах, но
представляется, что призыв КНР к переводу игры между двумя азиатскими
гигантами в формат ―win-win‖ (когда ―побеждают‖ оба участника, а не один
из них) вполне заслуживает внимания.
Впрочем, тоже можно сказать относительно внешнеполитического
курса на китайском направлении Японии, а также и ведущего мирового
игрока США.
Ибо просто не существует других сценариев развития ситуации не ―по
Фукидиду‖. Не только в АТР, но и в мире в целом.
Ждать ли эскалации конфликта между Индией и Китаем в долине
Доклам?
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 1.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/01/zhdat-li-e-skalatsii-konflikta-mezhdu-indiej-i-kitaem-v-doline-doklam/

Ни Индия, ни Китай не станут обострять отношения из-за желания
реализовать проекты «Один пояс-один путь» и проект «Act East» (Действуй
на Востоке).
Обострение отношений между Китаем и Индией, произошедшее летом
2017 г. в связи с событиями в долине Доклам, привлекает внимание СМИ
всего мира. Военнослужащие двух мощнейших государств Азии в течение
всего лета находятся на спорной территории между КНР и Бутаном, а их
правительства обмениваются гневными посланиями. Все это происходит на
фоне многолетнего индийско-китайского экономического и политического
соперничества.
Многие эксперты выражают беспокойство за мир и стабильность во
всем регионе. Однако вероятность развития настоящего военного конфликта
крайне мала. Парадоксально, но причина этого – индийско-китайская
экономическая и политическая конкуренция. Желая перегнать друг друга,
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обе страны запустили грандиозные международные проекты, которые могут
рухнуть в случае войны. В эти проекты вложены настолько большие
инвестиции (особенно со стороны КНР), что ни Индия, ни Китай в здравом
уме не станут рисковать такими средствами из-за территориального спора.
Как упоминалось выше, Индия является главным экономическим
конкурентом Китая в Азии. Неудивительно, что она довольно прохладно
относится к китайской инициативе «Один пояс – один путь» (ОПОП),
призванной создать единое экономическое пространство в Евразии и Африке
с общей транспортной инфраструктурой и неограниченным потенциалом
расширения. Китай неоднократно заявлял, что целью проекта является лишь
общее благо и экономическое развитие всех участвующих стран. Однако
Индия и некоторые другие государства считают, что Китай пытается достичь
с его помощью экономического и политического доминирования.
Следует напомнить, что в мае 2017 г. в Пекине состоялся форум
«Шелковый путь – 2017», на котором присутствовали высокопоставленные
представители 30-ти стран. Несмотря на настойчивые приглашения КНР,
Индия это мероприятие проигнорировала. Тем не менее Индия понимает
необходимость развития общеевразийской торговли и инфраструктуры.
Также она понимает, что стать значимым игроком в едином евразийском
пространстве можно, если активно участвовать в его создании. Таким
образом, для Индии сейчас важно развивать международные отношения и
строить транспортную инфраструктуру, свободную от китайского влияния,
которая будет сообщаться с «Новым Шелковым путем», но не будет его
частью. Делать это желательно поскорее, ведь в ОПОП уже решили
участвовать более 60 государств.
Известно, что Индия сейчас активно работает над различными
транспортными проектами, призванными укрепить ее влияние в соседних
странах. Работа ведется в рамках программы «Act East» («Действуй на
Востоке»), предложенной индийским премьер-министром Нарендрой Моди
еще в ноябре 2014 г. Это наследница программы «Look East» («Смотри на
Восток»), предложенной в 1992 г. тогдашним премьер-министром
Нарасимхой Рао. Целью той программы было укрепление позиций Индии в
странах АСЕАН (Ассоциация стран Юго-Восточной Азии, 10 участников).
Нынешняя программа «Act East» подразумевает расширение индийского
влияния до Австралии, Новой Зеландии и обеих Корей. Однако главной
задачей по-прежнему остается развитие отношений с государствами АСЕАН
и другими ближайшими соседями – Непалом, Бутаном, Шри-Ланкой и
Бангладеш.
В течение последних двух лет Нью-Дели вложил почти $5 млрд в
развитие международных дорог. Конечно, это не сравнить с затратами Китая,
который по последним данным готов потратить на свой «Новый Шелковый
путь» более $500 млрд. Тем не менее какое-то пространство для себя Индия
все-таки «отвоюет». В рамках программы «Действуй на Востоке» она
вкладывает большие суммы в автомобильные и железные дороги на своих
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границах. Один из самых значимых проектов – автомобильная дорога из
Северо-Восточной Индии через Мьянму в Таиланд. Длина автомагистрали
составит более 1000 км, при этом уже сейчас рассматривается возможность
ее продления до Камбоджи, Лаоса и Вьетнама. Таким образом, Индия сможет
значительно усилить товарообмен со всем Индокитайским полуостровом,
где расположена большая часть АСЕАН и который является одним из самых
быстроразвивающихся регионов в мире.
К слову, Китай также старается закрепиться в АСЕАН. Для этого КНР
продолжает строить железную дорогу «Куньмин – Сингапур», которая
пройдет через все страны Индокитайского полуострова. Железнодорожные
перевозки дешевле и эффективнее автомобильных, однако индийская
автомагистраль может быть построена быстрее. Индийско-китайская
инфраструктурная гонка идет также на море. КНР создает «Морской
Шелковый путь XXI в.» и наращивает свое присутствие во всех крупных
портах вдоль южного побережья Евразии, до Африки и Средиземного моря.
Китай строит огромный «сити-порт» на Шри-Ланке, арендует и развивает
пакистанский порт Гвадар, в который пообещал инвестировать около $1,6
млрд. Через Гвадар КНР сможет поддерживать морское сообщение с
Европой и Африкой в обход перегруженного и небезопасного Малаккского
пролива. Для сообщения с портом Китай решил построить железную дорогу
через территорию Пакистана.
Индия идет тем же путем. Так, она инвестировала $120 млн в порт
Ситтве в Мьянме. Также Индия намерена вложить $150 млн в порт Чабахар в
Иране, который будет использовать совместно с Ираном и Афганистаном.
Таким образом, можно заключить, что Индия и Китай ведут активное
международное экономическое сотрудничество. Их амбициозные проекты
охватывают не отдельные страны, а целые регионы. А это значит, что обе
страны несут множество обязательств перед большим количеством
партнеров. При этом партнеры у них общие, следовательно, интересы Индии,
Китая и сотрудничающих с ними стран тесно переплетены. Любое
нарушение стабильности может разрушить их планы.
Азия – весьма взрывоопасный регион. Одна из главных причин этого –
террористическая угроза. С этой угрозой периодически сталкиваются и
Индия, и Китай, и страны АСЕАН. Индия и Китай входят в число
мощнейших государств, обладающих ядерным оружием, и поэтому на них во
многом лежит ответственность за спокойствие во всей Азии. Если они
сойдутся в военном противостоянии, этим могут воспользоваться множество
экстремистских группировок, и тогда азиатским странам станет не до
строительства дорог и создания зон свободной торговли. Это может
поставить крест как на проекте «Один пояс – один путь», так и на индийских
проектах.
Обеим странам сейчас жизненно важно сохранить стабильность в
регионе и репутацию в глазах многочисленных партнеров. Поэтому история
в долине Доклам, скорее всего, завершится мирно. Можно предположить, что
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конкуренция между Индией и Китаем вышла на такой уровень, который
практически исключает вооруженные конфликты. А такая форма
соперничества, как инфраструктурное строительство и международная
торговля, будут только способствовать развитию всего Азиатского региона.
Проблема Доклам решена, но отношения Индии и Китая остались
сложными

Китаю не удалось пока увеличить число стран в БРИКС (лишь
пригласить на саммит в Китай 3-4 сент. 2017 г.).
Индия - резко против расширения БРИКС
. The Times of India.

Индия довольна – США могут наказать Пакистан за недостаточную
борьбу с терроризмом
Rex Tillerson: US could punish Pakistan if no cooperation
The Times of India. Aug 23, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/rextillerson-us-could-punish-pakistan-if-no-cooperation/articleshow/60184716.cms

•US has asked Pakistan not to provide safe havens to terrorists.
•Secretary of state Rex Tillerson said "we have some leverage" against
Pakistan.
•US may impose sanctions or end Pakistan's status as a major non-NATO
ally.
WASHINGTON: The United States warned an angry Pakistan on Tuesday
that it could lose its status as a privileged military ally if it continues giving safe
haven to Afghan militant groups.
One day after President Donald Trump unveiled a new strategy to force the
Taliban to negotiate a political settlement with the Kabul government, his top
diplomat upped the heat on Islamabad.
Trump had warned that Pakistan's support for the Afghan Taliban and the
Haqqani extremist network would have consequences, and secretary of state Rex
Tillerson has now spelled these out.
"We have some leverage," Tillerson told reporters, as he fleshed out Trump's
speech, "in terms of aid, their status as a non-NATO alliance partner — all of that
can be put on the table."
As one of 16 "Non-NATO Major Allies," Pakistan benefits from billions of
dollars in aid and has access to some advanced US military technology banned
from other countries.
This year, the United States has already withheld $350 million in military
funding over concerns Pakistan is not doing enough to fight terror, but the alliance
itself was not in question.
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Tillerson said Washington wants to work with Pakistan as it expands its own
support for Kabul in the battle against the Taliban, but warned it to close militant
safe havens.
Some of Pakistan's critics in Washington have urged Trump to go further, by
authorizing US strikes against militants inside Pakistan or declaring Pakistan a
"state sponsor of terror."
Officials have not yet brandished the designation threat, which could lead to
severe sanctions and legal threats to Pakistani officials, but Tillerson did not rule
out strikes.
The United States has hit targets within Pakistan before, most famously when
Trump's predecessor Barack Obama ordered US special forces to kill al-Qaida
leader Osama Bin Laden.
"The president has been clear that we are going to attack terrorists wherever
they live," Tillerson said.
"We have put people on notice that if you're providing safe haven to terrorists,
be warned — we are going to engage those providing safe haven and ask them to
change what they are doing."
And Tillerson added that, aside from the Afghans, Pakistan has more to gain
"than any other nation" from an end to the fighting.
Both Tillerson and Trump also called on Pakistan's long-standing rival and
fellow nuclear power India to become more involved in Afghanistan, an idea that
is anathema to Islamabad.
All this drew a hurt response from Pakistan, which has been a US ally since
the Cold War, despite tensions over its rogue nuclear program and clashes with
emerging great power India.
Seeking to rebut Trump's "disappointing" allegation that it had harbored
"agents of chaos," Pakistan's foreign ministry re-stated its commitment to fighting
terrorism.
"No country in the world has suffered more than Pakistan from the scourge of
terrorism, often perpetrated from outside our borders," it said in a statement.
"It is, therefore disappointing that the US policy statement ignores the
enormous sacrifices rendered by the Pakistani nation in this effort," it continued.
During the 1980s, Pakistan worked with the United States and Saudi Arabia
to support Islamist rebels against what was the then pro-Soviet Afghan regime in
Kabul.
But after the rise to power of the Pakistani-backed Taliban and the Al-Qaida
attacks on US cities of September 11, 2001, the US has pressured Islamabad to cut
its links with the militants.
Pakistan has conducted campaigns against the Pakistani branch of the Taliban
— which threatens its own stability — and turned a blind eye to a US drone
campaign against Al-Qaida leaders.
But it fears the rise of an Indian-backed government in Kabul, and maintains
support for some Taliban and other factions to keep its influence across the long,
lawless border.
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"As a matter of policy, Pakistan does not allow use of its territory against any
country," the foreign ministry said.
"Instead of relying on the false narrative of safe havens, the US needs to work
with Pakistan to eradicate terrorism."
Beyond the stand-off with Pakistan, Trump's new strategy also authorizes US
generals to deploy more American troops to support Afghan government forces in
what is now a 16-year-old conflict.
Поставки урана Индии из Австралии
‗Uranium sale talks at advanced stage‘
Arun S. The Hindu, 23.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/uranium-saletalks-at-advanced-stage/article19541271.ece?homepage=true

Australian official rejects reports of delay, and says move won‘t slow down
coal exports
Discussions are at a ‗well-advanced‘ stage for Australia‘s uranium sale to
India, to fuel nuclear power plants in the energy-starved developing nation,
according to an Australian government body‘s top official.
Dismissing allegations that uranium supply was facing ‗delays‘ due to the
Australian coal mining sector ‗lobbying‘ to protect its interests, the official,
however, said coal exports will not slow down any time soon from Australia for
use in India‘s thermal power stations.
Leonie Muldoon, Minister Commercial and Senior Trade and Investment
Commissioner, South Asia, Australian Trade and Investment Commission (or
‗Austrade‘) told The Hindu that the process of uranium sale was progressing as
anticipated by the two sides and without delays. She said: ―In mid-July, we sent a
sample [of uranium] for testing purposes, as was anticipated [at the bilateral
discussions on the issue during the India visit of Australian Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull in April].‖
She added, ―There are ongoing commercial discussions between Australian
uranium exporters and the Indian Department of Atomic Energy for possible
contracts in civil nuclear projects. These discussions are well-advanced. The
amount [of uranium] that ultimately will be exported will depend on the
commercial negotiations.‖
Rejecting reports regarding the alleged efforts by Australian coal mining
sector to ‗delay‘ uranium supply to India, Ms. Muldoon said, ―It‘s [the allegations]
more of a domestic issue in Australia... it‘s not appropriate for me to comment.‖
‗Coal, largest in exports‘
―We are supportive of assisting India in meeting its energy needs… There is
no [emphasis on] one particular resource or energy solution. We engage with India
across a broad range of energy opportunities… Australia has much to offer with
regard to coal, uranium and potentially clean energy solutions… [However]
historically, our largest exports to India has been coal, and we see that continuing
for some time,‖ said the senior official.
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She said Mr. Turnbull and Prime Minister Narendra Modi had a one-on-one
meeting in April as they were enthusiastic about energy and energy solutions. On
the coincidence of the Australia-India CEO Forum being co-chaired by Gautam
Adani, chairman, Adani Group, and Sam Walsh, CEO, Rio Tinto Group, both with
interests in coal mining, as well as the Adani Group‘s planned multi-billion dollar
coalmine project in Australia, the official said, ―We welcome Adani‘s interest in
Australia and Adani‘s investment in the Australian coal sector.‖
On the reported environmental concerns over such mining projects, Ms.
Muldoon said, ―In Australia, we have very tough environmental regulations.
Therefore, Australian companies have developed a range of technology solutions
to deal with these aspects and to ensure that the environment remains protected.
―We believe it‘s something that they could share with India.‖ Her comments
assume significance as they come ahead of the ‗Australia Business Week in India‘
(ABWI) to be held between August 28-September 1 to ―promote Australian
capability and expand Australia‘s trade, investment and education relationships.‖
In the ABWI, the mining sector will be a key focus area. Australia produces 60%
of the world‘s mining computer software that helps in improving the sector‘s
productivity, and in ensuring workers‘ safety.
Расширение отношений Индия - Непал
Rebooting India-Nepal ties
Kanak Mani Dixit (writer and journalist based in Kathmandu, is founding editor of the
magazine
‗Himal
Southasian‘).
The
Hindu.
22.08.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/rebooting-india-nepalties/article19535631.ece?homepage=true

Indian interventionism having backfired, the Nepal PM‘s visit is an
opportunity to raise the level of bilateral ties
Nepal is run by a revolving door of political leaders who have weakened the
polity and economy over the years, but who did battle the odds to promulgate a
new Constitution. India, meanwhile, has a Chief Minister-turned-Prime Minister
who has had to learn geopolitics on the job. Prime Minister Narendra Modi would
have realised the limits of optics in geopolitics, and Nepal serves as a marker of
adventurism gone awry.
With global geopolitics on the boil, and the Hindi-Chini relationship in free
fall, it should be in India‘s interest to secure its own neighbourhood, and that can
only be through letting national politics and governance of the smaller neighbours
evolve without interference.
Impediments, implausibilities
New Delhi must use the visit of Nepal‘s newly anointed Prime Minister, Sher
Bahadur Deuba, on Wednesday as an opportunity to hit the reset button on NepalIndia relations. Such a rebooting requires a cold and hard look at how Nepal was
handled over the past decade, exemplified by the impediments placed in the
writing, adoption and implementation of the Constitution.
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True, India played a valued role in ending the Maoist insurgency in 2006, but
the period thereafter was marked by escalating micro-meddling in Nepal‘s internal
affairs. In Constitution-writing, there were attempts to define the new provincial
boundaries according to Indian dictates — pushing first an unwieldy and
unworkable plains-only province, then a two-province formula.
The presence of India‘s heavy hand contributed in numerous ways to the
distortion of consensual governance needed in transitional times. Kathmandu‘s
civil society was preoccupied with managing the fallout, and much time has been
spent rallying around the flag rather than stabilising the new republican
democracy, trying to end ‗bhagbanda‘ share-the-spoils politics, and working to
ensure that the inclusion enshrined in the Constitution is observed in practice. (The
scarcity of Madhesi faces in the recent appointment of ambassadors, judges and
government appointments is a case in point.)
For reasons best known to South Block, India ‗noted‘ rather than welcomed
the Constitution. A society trying to emerge from the April 2015 Great Earthquake
was slapped with the punitive Great Blockade. Even today, New Delhi seems
uneasy with the recognition of Maithili, Bhojpuri and Avadhi in Nepal, and prefers
the elevation of Hindi as in India.
While keeping silent for years on Nepal‘s post-conflict transitional justice
process, in November 2015 India‘s representative in Geneva cynically utilised the
forum of the Human Rights Council to influence government change in
Kathmandu. A year ago, Indian interlocutors pushed the Nepali Congress to renege
on its promise to continue in coalition with the mainstream left Communist Party
of Nepal (Unified Marxist-Leninist), and engineered what is the implausible
current embrace of the Congress with the Maoist party of Pushpa Kamal Dahal.
At the tactical level, New Delhi‘s motives behind the heavy-handedness of the
recent past may have to do with electoral calculations related to the Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh polls. On the Constitution, the idea of a ‗buffer‘ province is thought to
have been floated either to prevent third country militant infiltration or to control
national-level politics in Kathmandu. Some point to an agenda to try to take Nepal
back to ‗Hindu state‘ constitutional status.
For the long term, Indian strategists may be seeking ways to get Kathmandu
to allow the construction of high dams and deep reservoirs on Nepal‘s rivers — for
flood control, navigation, urban use and irrigation in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. A
particular federal demarcation might make Kathmandu more amenable, goes this
line of thinking.
In trying to push some or all of these goals, New Delhi made deep inroads
into Nepal‘s political class, but none did it use more than the Madhesbaadi parties.
Besides the fact that this has done great injustice to the plains-based Madhesi
citizens of Nepal, the Madhesbaadi leadership is presently incensed that after all its
goading New Delhi now seems to be backtracking — a recent example of this ‗use
and throw‘ policy is seen in how the Madhesbaadi leaders were made to stand
against local government elections, followed by a volte-face of the Indian Embassy
urging them to join.
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As Mr. Deuba deplanes, indeed there are indications of a scaling back of
Indian involvement. Hopefully this is a response to a growing realisation in New
Delhi that a peaceful, stable Nepal that evolves of its own volition is good for
India, and especially for the central Ganga plains.
From the Kathmandu perspective, politically micromanaging Nepal could not
have but backfired. Take the Great Blockade, which forced the Kathmandu
political leadership to reach out to Beijing and sign a slew of trade, transit and
infrastructural agreements with it. Few know that Nepal is today better connected
by air to Chinese cities than to India.
Pending matters
Once Nepal and India get past the era of interventionism as but a bad
memory, the two can concentrate on the numerous matters that need concentration
and resolution. An important issue is the open border itself, which is a unique joint
heritage of the two countries. While it is Nepal‘s Left that has traditionally
demanded restrictions on the border, the call now rises from the Indian security
establishment.
As we speak, the Nepal plains are suffering from massive floods that have
also affected downstream areas across the border. Besides the spread of
settlements, a prime cause for the severity is that the Chure (Shivalik) hills have
been gouged of rocks to build elevated roads and levees just south of the border,
leading to inundation in Nepal. A permanent bilateral mechanism is required to
save the plains population of Nepal from suffering, which is ongoing as this is
written.
The Kosi Barrage and attendant embankments have the possibility of
wreaking havoc because siltation of six decades has raised the riverbed within the
levees far above the outlying tracts. The easy answer for the Indian politician is to
demand a high dam in the hills of Nepal even as alternatives are not studied, such
as redistribution of waters into various older channels of the Kosi in Bihar.
There are many other matters pending between Nepal and India, much of it
due to neglect by the Kathmandu intelligentsia, such as regarding the impact of
demonetisation and the application of Goods and Services Tax on Nepal‘s
economy and citizenry. Similarly, Kathmandu prefers not to discuss the fact that
the Nepali rupee is pegged to the Indian rupee and what it means for the long run.
The rights of migrant Indian labour in Nepal and Nepali labour in India is a topic
that rarely comes up. There are border disputes pending between the two countries
— at Susta, Kalapani and the ‗tri-junction‘ of Lipulekh — but Kathmandu has
been timid in raising these matters.
Nepal has since long planned to sell electricity to India once it has a
hydropower surplus, and the completion of the much-delayed DhalkebarMuzaffarpur transmission line was supposed to facilitate that. But along comes an
Indian government directive that it will not allow import of electricity other than
from power companies with more than 51% Indian equity.
The arbitrary blockages and go-slow at Indian Customs at border points, the
selective use of quarantine for the export of Nepali agricultural produce, the
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increasing high-handedness of the Sashastra Seema Bal (India‘s frontier force in
this sector) in dealing with Nepalis crossing over — these are only some of the
other challenges on the bilateral plane.
Due to domestic political instability more than anything else, over the years
Kathmandu lost its confidence in dealing with the Dilli Durbar. With the selfassurance that comes from Nepal moving towards normalcy under its new
Constitution, and with India seemingly changing gears on its Nepal policy, one
hopes for a threshold of maturity in relations between South Asia‘s oldest nationstate and its largest democracy.
Индия-США возводят на высокий уровень свои отношения.
Конец противостоянию Китая и Индии на плато Доклам в Бутане –
Текст Соглашения
Индийская оценка прекращения противостояния с Китаем на плато
Доклам
Doklam standoff ends: Why India, China must build a stable, lasting
friendship now
Makarand R Paranjape (a professor at Jawaharlal Nehru University). The Hindustan Times. Aug
29, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/doklam-standoff-ends-why-india-china-must-build-astable-lasting-friendship-now/story-jr1zsseD7wRg0xCGWPRmtO.html

India and China should declare a 1,000-year cessation of hostilities.
Whatever the immediate differences, both must recognise and regard each other
not just as nations, but as great civilisations
On Monday, the ministry of external affairs in a two-point statement on the
―Doklam disengagement understanding‖ announced an ―expeditious
disengagement of border personnel at the face-off site.‖ Typically, China‘s official
Xinhua News Agency confirmed the news as India‘s withdrawal of troops, without
mentioning if its own troops would also back off. As India prepares for the 9th
BRICS summit to be held at Xiamen, China, from September 3 to 5, this could
decrease tension between the two nations.
But if the Indian Army chief‘s comments are anything to go by, we should not
be too optimistic, let alone be lulled into complacency. Delivering the General BC
Joshi Memorial Lecture at Savitribai Phule Pune University on August 27, General
Bipin Rawat warned that China is trying to ―change the status quo‖ on our border
and incidents like Doklam are likely to ―increase‖ in future.
China‘s belligerence towards India is nothing new. In the last few years, we
have been unable to move even an inch towards resolving our disputes along the
3,488-kilometre border we share with China.
China‘s video games on Doklam show why Beijing finds it hard to exert soft
power
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Doklam standoff ends: What it means for India, China relations — Editorial
Thumbing its nose over India‘s concerns, China has powered ahead with its
$46 billion corridor through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK). This amounts to a
refusal to accept that even PoK is a disputed area, let alone Balochistan, where the
Gwadar port, the terminus of its uber-ambitious One Belt, One Road project, is
located.
China has not only repeatedly blocked India‘s membership to the Nuclear
Suppliers Group or vetoed United Nations resolutions to label Masood Azhar a
global terrorist, but has also cozied up considerably to Pakistan in the last few
years. No wonder that when the 14th Dalai Lama visited the Tawang monastery in
Arunachal Pradesh in April, China threated to intervene in Kashmir. Of course,
there was no mention that China‘s claims over Arunachal Pradesh arise out of its
takeover of Tibet, which the Tibetan Government in Exile views as illegitimate and
illegal.
How does one make sense of China‘s all-round bellicosity and muscleflexing? According to defence analyst Brahma Chellaney, the roots of China‘s
―imperial overreach‖ lie in the ―Chinese dream‖. This is the Communist Party of
China‘s ambition to make the country the world‘s leading power by 2049, the
centenary of communist rule in that country. Its current general secretary, Chinese
President Xi Jinping, is merely carrying out this mandate. In the upcoming 19th
Party Congress, Xi is expected to be cleared to lead China for another five years.
Given that the US seems to be sliding from its pre-eminent position, this may
seem, on the surface, to be a logical and realisable goal. After all, China may
become the world‘s leading economic power before 2049. It‘s military ambitions,
it appears, is to supplant the US over the next couple of decades. But economic and
military power is not enough. China will also need cultural and political
legitimacy, which it lacks now. Instead, China is becoming increasingly unpopular
the world over, especially in Asia because of its intimidation of its smaller
neighbours. By standing up for Bhutan at Doklam, it is India, which has behaved
with surprising firmness in thwarting Chinese designs.
Given the recent appointment of the much-decorated and battle-tested 63year-old General Li Zuocheng as head of the joint staff department, China wants to
send the message that it will continue to act tough. Li has already met Pakistani
army chief Qamar Javed Bajwa in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. With the Peoples
Liberation Army primed up over the past few months for hostility, India must also
prepare for any eventuality, not taking lightly China‘s threat to teach it a lesson.
Ideally, however, India and China should declare a 1,000-year cessation of
hostilities. Though, we have no idea what the world will look like 1,000 years from
now, if our past record is anything to go by, our two civilisations have probably the
best chance of surviving into the next millennium. Whatever the immediate
differences, both India and China must recognise and regard each other not just as
nations, but as great civilisations.
Chinese mandarins know that India‘s hegemony in the subcontinent is a
given. India too accepts China as an international superpower. Given our deep,
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historical, cultural ties and on-going geopolitical proximity, it is in the interests of
both to build a stable and lasting friendship, based on mutual trust and respect.
How to achieve this is a diplomatic and strategic challenge that both powers must
embrace.
If Doklam is Chinese territory, why has Beijing been negotiating with Bhutan
on this for a decade?
China is waging a water war on India
The forthcoming BRICS summit is yet another opportunity to move forward.
If so, the de-escalation at Doklam is a welcome step.
Индия – Китай. Долам раздора.
Известия. 16 августа 2017. https://iz.ru/631277/aleksei-kupriianov/dolam-razdora

Эксперт
Алексей
Куприянов
(научный
сотрудник
отдела
международно-политических проблем ИМЭМО РАН) — о том, к чему могут
привести территориальные споры между Индией и Китаем
На границе Индии и Китая — новое обострение. Индийское
командование в рамках операции «Тревога» перебросило в приграничные
районы штата Сикким три дивизии из состава 33-го корпуса — это около 40
тыс. человек, хорошо оснащенных и экипированных для ведения войны в
горных условиях. Хотя индийские военные утверждают, что приказ на
выдвижение поступил еще в середине июля, для Китая, совсем недавно
объявившего о сокращении численности группировки в зоне конфликта, это
оказалось неприятным сюрпризом. Теперь ход за Пекином — и можно не
сомневаться, что китайцы в долгу не останутся.
Чтобы понять, в чем корень проблемы, необходимо немного углубиться
в историю и географию. У Китая, как известно, существует определенное
количество территориальных претензий к соседям, в том числе к Индии и
Бутану. Китайцы небезосновательно считают, что в конце XIX века власти
Британской Индии воспользовались слабостью Поднебесной, навязав ей
невыгодную линию границы, которую неплохо бы исправить обратно.
Один из спорных участков находится на стыке границ Индии, Китая и
небольшого гималайского королевства Бутан — фактически индийского
протектората, который Нью-Дели обязался защищать в обмен на
определенный контроль за его внешней политикой. Индийцы и бутанцы
полагают, что границы трех государств смыкаются на плато Долам у
перевала Дока-Ла, где располагается индийский погранпост; китайцы же
утверждают, что эта точка находится значительно южнее, у хребта
Джимпхри. Это продуваемая всеми ветрами высокогорная местность, где
никто не живет — лишь летом пасется скот из китайской долины Чумби.
В свое время китайцы дотянули шоссе до самого Дока-Ла. Индийцы
отнеслись к этому без особого восторга, но стерпели. Однако в середине
июня китайские военные инженеры начали прокладку нового участка трассы
— от Дока-Ла на юг до Джимпхри. С точки зрения китайцев, дорога шла по
китайской территории; с точки зрения индийцев и бутанцев — по бутанской.
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После того как китайские бульдозеры снесли два необитаемых индийских
временных бункера, индийские части пересекли границу и заблокировали
строительство дороги. Оружие ни одна сторона не применяла —
всѐ ограничилось ссадинами и синяками.
Россия и Индия могут создать тяжелую тепловую торпеду
После этого Пекин встал на дыбы. Китайцы утверждали, что индийцев
заранее предупредили по посольским каналам о строительстве шоссе, те, в
свою очередь, это отрицали. Обе стороны подтянули к границе силы
численностью до бригады.
Через некоторое время, однако, риторика смягчилась: обе стороны
словно бы молчаливо договорились, что силового решения у конфликта нет.
Но пока не видно и дипломатического: китайцы требуют, чтобы индийцы
ушли с Долама и перестали вмешиваться в территориальный спор КНР и
Бутана; Индия же соглашается отвести войска не раньше, чем это сделают
китайцы.
Военные и политики в Нью-Дели не желают идти на уступки по трем
главным причинам. Прежде всего, потому что, дотяни китайцы трассу до
Джимпхри и оседлай господствующие высоты, критически сократится
расстояние, отделяющее их от коридора Силигури — узкого прохода,
соединяющего основную территорию Индии с «семью сестрами» — северовосточными штатами. Если китайцы смогут перебрасывать войска к
Джимпхри, в случае начала вооруженного конфликта им хватит буквально
нескольких часов, чтобы перерезать Силигури.
Во-вторых, индийское руководство рассматривает конфликт на Доламе в
контексте всего индийско-китайского пограничного спора — от Аксай-Чина
на западе до Аруначал-Прадеша на востоке. Участилось число инцидентов,
связанных с нарушениями границы, обе стороны активно наращивают
транспортную инфраструктуру в приграничных районах: индийцы недавно
ввели в строй новый автомобильный мост в штате Ассам, позволяющий
перебрасывать к рубежу танки, а китайцы затеяли строительство
грандиозной Сычуань-Тибетской железной дороги — рокадного пути,
который по завершении позволит перебрасывать войска вдоль всего
спорного участка границы в районе Аруначал-Прадеш. Складывается
впечатление, что Индия, хотя и начала наращивание инфраструктуры
раньше, отстает по срокам. Таким образом, для индийских стратегов
инцидент на Доламе — лишь один из многих признаков того, что Китай
ведет себя всѐ агрессивнее.
И, наконец, самое главное. Для Индии и для Китая вопрос о Доламе —
очередной эпизод в споре о лидерстве в регионе. Отступить там означает
потерять лицо, а заодно и авторитет и немалую долю влияния. К настоящему
моменту лишь два государства в регионе четко определились с союзниками
— Бутан поддерживает Индию, Пакистан — Китай. Остальные страны —
Мьянма, Бангладеш, Шри-Ланка — демонстративно сохраняют нейтралитет,
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не желая терять ни китайские займы, ни выгоды от экономического
сотрудничества с Индией.
Особняком здесь стоит Непал — еще одно пограничное государство,
зажатое, как и Бутан, между Китаем и Индией. В отличие от Бутана Непал
свой территориальный спор с Китаем давно урегулировал, зато претендует на
ряд участков, которые Индия полагает своими. На фоне китайско-индийского
спора активизировались прокитайские круги во главе с бывшим премьером
Шармой Оли, который открыто назвал Индию агрессором. Правительство
Непала тем
не
менее придерживается
взвешенной
позиции
и
намерено соблюдать нейтралитет.
Для России вся эта ситуация крайне неприятна. И Нью-Дели, и Пекин в
Москве считают стратегическими партнерами, и их ссора — последнее, в чем
заинтересована Россия. Но Москва на данном этапе не может сыграть
посредническую роль: ни Индия, ни Китай не намерены взывать к помощи
третьих стран и выносить свои споры на международные площадки, включая
ШОС и БРИКС. С одной стороны, это гарантирует, что эти структуры не
развалятся под грузом противоречий между двумя ядерными государствами;
с другой — сужает их возможности как многосторонних политических
институтов.
Главная проблема в нынешних отношениях между Пекином и Нью-Дели
— глубочайшее взаимное недоверие и подозрительность, которые
основываются на горьком опыте непонимания мотивов и шагов друг друга,
приведших к войне 1962 года, память о которой до сих пор саднит в сознании
индийского общества. Единственное, что остается делать сейчас России, —
призывать к сдержанности и делать всѐ, что от нее зависит, чтобы сгладить
острые углы в отношениях между двумя странами и не допустить
перерастания незначительного территориального спора в полномасштабный
конфликт.
Иран-Индия: Порт Чабахар может быть открыт в 2018 г., - заявил
министр транспорта Индии
Chabahar port may be opened next year: Indian minister
Dawn, August 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349871/chabahar-port-may-beopened-next-year-indian-minister

NEW DELHI: The Indian government is hopeful that the strategic Chabahar
port in Iran will be operational by 2018, Union minister Nitin Gadkari has said.
India‘s minister for transport, highways and shipping was in Tehran on
Saturday in connection with the inauguration of President Hassan Rouhani‘s
second term in office.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had earlier congratulated Rouhani on his reelection as the president of Iran and affirmed India‘s commitment to strengthen the
―special relations‖ between the two countries.
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―India and Iran have been historically sharing special ties... We are keen on
developing Chabahar port and are hopeful of starting operations in 12 to 18
months,‖ Gadkari said.
Chabahar port, located in the Sistan-Baluchestan province on the energy-rich
Persian Gulf nation‘s southern coast, can be easily accessed from India‘s west
coast, bypassing Pakistan.
Gadkari‘s visit has assumed significance as India has accelerated work at the
Chabahar port and finalised some tenders for installation of key equipment there.
―Civil construction work has started there. We have finalised tenders worth
Rs3.8 billion for equipment out of Rs6bn and once the port becomes operational it
will become a growth engine,‖ the minister said.
Gadkari said he was also hopeful of certain approvals from the Iranian
government for expediting work and added that once Chabahar became operational
trade and business between the two countries would see a boost.
For greater trade and investment flow with Iran and neighbouring countries,
the Indian cabinet last year approved proposals for development of Chabahar port,
including a $150 million credit from Exim Bank.
According to the MoU signed by the two countries in May last year, India is
to equip and operate two berths in Chabahar Port Phase-I with capital investment
of $85.21m and annual revenue expenditure of $22.95m on a 10-year lease.
Ownership of equipment would be transferred to Iranian side on completion
of 10 years or for an extended period, based on mutual agreement.
As per the accord, operations of two berths are to commence within a period
of 18 months after the signing of the contract.
Besides the pact to develop the port, for which India will invest $500m, a
trilateral Agreement on Transport and Transit Corridor has also been signed by
India, Afghanistan and Iran.
США – Индия: стратегическое партнѐрство или циничный расчѐт?
Елена
Пустовойтова.
Фонд
стратегической
культуры.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/08/04/usa-india-strategicheskoe-partnerstvo-ili-cinichnyjraschet-44443.html. 4.08.2017.

В популярной детской считалке так прямо и говорится: «Опа-опа,
Америка, Европа, Индия, Китай, а ну-ка вылетай!» Без «вылета» сильных
конкурентов сохранить американцам лидерство невозможно. Пытаясь не
проиграть гонку за влияние в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском регионе Соединенные
Штаты достают из рукава ещѐ одну козырную карту, учреждая Американоиндийский форум стратегического партнерства (USISPF). Как сообщает из
Вашингтона PRNewswire, «эта некоммерческая корпорация сфокусирована на
стимуляции деловых отношений между США и Индией и укреплении
стратегических связей между двумя странами».
То, что деловые и политические круги США усиленно обхаживают НьюДели, видно невооружѐнным глазом. Крупнейшая американская компания
Cisco Systems Inc, разрабатывающая и продающая электронное сетевое
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оборудование, предназначенное в основном для крупных организаций и
телекоммуникационных предприятий, получила в прошлом году более 10
миллиардов долларов прибыли, продав электронного оборудования на 49,25
миллиарда. Ее босс Джон Чамберс уже объяснился Индии в
любви, сообщает Business Today из Дели: «Индия - прекрасное место для
инвестиций, это прекрасный рынок, но это также и прекрасный источник
хорошо образованных (трудовых) ресурсов». Страна стала главным рынком
для компании, продажи на котором растут на десятки процентов и на
которую здесь работает около 11 тысяч индусов, создающих новые
продукты. И теперь Cisco намерено превратить эту страну в экспортный хаб,
чтобы «вместе работать и вместе расти».
«Мы вовсе не лоббирующая организация, - заявил в Дели глава Cisco
Джон Чамберс, он же председатель новорожденного USISPF. - Мы
стратегическая организация, форум, который способствует тому, чтобы оба
государства развивались успешно».
Бурное
проявление
чувств
к
Индии
доносится
и
из
Вашингтона. PRNewswire, к примеру, считает, что USISPF появился в
«ключевой момент развития отношений» между этими странами, чтобы
заложить «самое сильное стратегическое партнѐрство между США и
Индией».
Откуда столько внимания к Индии? Ведь аналитики ЦРУ хорошо знают,
что, несмотря на третье место в мире по числу миллиардеров, в Индии 22
процента населения живѐт ниже черты бедности; по сути, здесь нет развитой
энергетической, транспортной и сельскохозяйственной инфраструктур, то
есть «вместе расти» с Соединѐнными Штатами ей не по зубам.
Однако отнюдь не Индия «кандидат на вылет» в американском раскладе.
«Кандидат на вылет» в планах хозяев Америки - Китай. И Вашингтон в АТР
уже начал с этой целью ставить в регионе под ружьѐ всех, кого можно. А
учитывая территориальные споры Нью-Дели с Пекином в Кашмире (и не
только) и ноль прибыли в индийском госбюджете-2016, индусов,
рассчитывают в Вашингтоне, будет легко склонить в свою пользу. Это тем
более вероятно, что появление на свет USISPF после десятилетки пустых
заверений в тесном сотрудничестве с Индией администрации Обамы вызвало
у индийского истеблишмента немедленную эйфорию.
Министр финансов и обороны Индии Арун Джетли заявил в
Вашингтоне, что миссия нового фонда гораздо шире, чем взаимовыгодное
сотрудничество: «Мы вошли в новую эру, основанную на стратегическом
партнерстве между США и Индией, где мы будем тесно работать с
бизнесами и лидерами правительства для достижения нашей цели –
укрепления экономического роста, создания рабочих мест, инноваций и
предпринимательства». Столько оптимизма, будто Индия уже завтра
поднимется со своего 141-го места в мире по ВВП на душу населения мест на
100 – до Барбадоса.
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телекоммуникаций Индии Аруну Сундарарайан: «Цифровая экономика
Индии уже составляет 15 процентов, и она обладает потенциальной
возможностью увеличить ВВП нашей страны более, чем другие отрасли.
Наше стратегическое партнерство изменит правила игры в этом секторе
экономики. Это также окажет большое влияние на электронные платежи,
поскольку мы работаем с большим количеством американских компаний в
этой сфере». Аруна Сундарарайан предвидит невиданную интеграцию
высокотехнологических компаний США и Индии, где стремительно растѐт
количество электронных платежей в экономике, что сегодня рассматривается
как один из главных признаков прогресса. Проще говоря, индусы полагают,
что если в правление нового фонда вошли представители Cisco, Deloitte LLP,
Emerson Electric, PepsiCo, MasterCard, Steptoe & Johnson, The Cohen Group,
Bank of America Merrill Lynch или Squire Patton Boggs, то все эти
американские компании тут же начнут работать на Индию…
Однако достаточно немного знать американский стиль ведения дел,
чтобы понять: никакой синергии не будет. Ни сегодня, ни завтра. Будет
циничный расчѐт, с помощью которого США попытаются, в частности,
разрушить контуры нового мира между Индией и Пакистаном, наметившиеся
в Астане на саммите Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС),
полноправными членами которой 9 июня 2017 года года стали обе эти
страны.
Как пишет канадская Global Research, «в обеих странах, ставших
полноправными членами Шанхайской организации сотрудничества,
появились условия для нормализации отношений между Дели и
Исламабадом… Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шериф поддержал
предложение Си Цзиньпина «заключить пятилетний договор добрососедства
среди стран, членов ШОС».
Вот почему в Вашингтоне так стремительно потребовалось укреплять
стратегическое партнѐрство с Нью-Дели.
Нарендра Моди считает, что единственный способ разрешения
конфликтов - диалог
Dialogue is the only way to resolve conflicts, says Narendra Modi
The Hindu. 5.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/dialogue-is-the-only-wayto-resolve-conflicts-says-narendra-modi/article19433577.ece?homepage=true

Prime Minister Narendra Modi said the ancient Indian concept of ―Tarka
Shastra‖ is founded on dialogue and debate as the model for exchange of views
and avoidance of conflict.
The Prime Minister said he is a ―product of the ancient Indian tradition
that firmly believes in dialogue on difficult issues.‖
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Dialogue is the only way to cut through deep-rooted religious stereotypes and
prejudices that divide communities across the world and sow seeds of conflict
between nations and societies, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said on Saturday.
―As the inter-connected and inter-dependent world of 21st century battles a
number of global challenges, from terrorism to climate change, I am confident that
the solutions will be found through Asia‘s oldest traditions of dialogue and
debate,‖ he said.
Mr. Modi said he is a ―product of the ancient Indian tradition that firmly
believes in dialogue on difficult issues.‖
He stated this in a video message to the second edition of ‗Samvad - Global
Initiative on Conflict Avoidance and Environment Consciousness‘ being held in
Yangon.
The Prime Minister said the ancient Indian concept of ―Tarka Shastra‖
(debate) is founded on dialogue and debate as the model for exchange of views and
avoidance of conflict.
It is only natural that the search for answers be led by the humanity‘s longest
traditions of thought, rooted in various religions, civilizations, and multiple
streams of spirituality, he said.
Giving examples of Lord Rama, Lord Krishna, Lord Buddha and Bhakta
Prahlada, he said the purpose of each of their actions was to uphold ‗dharma‘,
which has sustained Indians from ancient to modern times.
Talking about the environment, he said man must relate to nature and revere it
and not merely consider it a resource to be exploited.
If man does not nurture nature, then nature reacts in the form of climate
change, he said.
Environmental laws and regulations, while essential in any modern society,
afford only an inferior protection to nature, he added, calling for ―harmonious
environmental consciousness.‖
Совместное израильско-индийское предприятие по производству ракет
открыто в Хайдарабаде
Чернин В. (Велвл). 4 августа, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36867.

Израильская компания «Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот» (за
рубежом она известна под английским названием Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems Ltd.) вместе со своим индийским компаньоном, концерном «Кальяни
груп» (Kalyani Group) провели 3 августа в индийском городе Хайдарабад
церемонию торжественного открытия предприятия по производству ракет.
На церемонии присутствовали индийский министр промышленности и
торговли Нирмала Ситхараман, индийский министр транспорта Нитин
Джайрам Гадкари, посол Израиля в Индии Даниэль Кармон, председатель
концерна «Кальяни груп» Баба Кальяни и генеральный директор компании
«Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот» Иоав Гар-Эвен.
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Председатель концерна «Кальяни груп» особо подчеркнул в своем
выступлении, что речь идет о еще одном и очень важном шаге, направленном
на укрепление стратегических оборонных связей между двумя государствами
в соответствии с договоренностями, достигнутыми между премьерминистрами Индии и Израиля, Нарендрой Дамодардасом Моди и
Биньямином Нетаньяху. Следует отметить, что концерн «Кальяни груп»
имеет годовой оборот в 2,5 миллиарда долларов США. В нем работают 12
тысяч инженеров. Оборонная промышленность является лишь одним из
направлений деятельности «Кальяни груп». В собственности этого концерна
имеется большое число предприятий за пределами Индии.
Генеральный директор компании «Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот»
Иоав Гар-Эвен сказал в своем выступлении, что открытие предприятия в
Хайдарабаде представляет собой прямое продолжение исторического визита
премьер-министра Индии Наренддры Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль
несколько недель назад и что это еще одно проявление прочного
стратегического сотрудничества Израиля и Индии в целом и компании
«Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот» с индийскими партнерами в
частности. ««Рафаэль» действует в соответствии с политикой правительства
Индии, направленной на поддержку местного производства. Открытие
данного предприятия – подтверждение тому. Мы продолжим изыскивать
дополнительные возможности партнерского сотрудничества за рубежом, —
заявил он.
Один из первых проектов, который должна осуществить новое
предприятие, это налаживание производства израильских ракетных
комплексов «Спайк». Речь идет о точных электронно-оптических ракетах,
стоящих на вооружении армий 26 государств мира. Однако это лишь один из
проектов. Предприятие в Хайдерабаде предназначено для производства
новейших систем вооружений. Оно является первым в своем роде в Индии,
поскольку находится в собственности частной компании. Предприятие будет
производить новейшие системы вооружений для индийской армии. Помимо
этого, на нем будет осуществляться разработка широкого спектра
технологических возможностей, включая системы контроля, управления и
навигации; установки управляемых на расстоянии систем вооружений; особо
точные системы вооружений. Помимо производства, на предприятии будут
также проводиться работы по инженерному приспособлению тех или иных
новых систем вооружений к установке на существующих боевых машинах.
Компания «Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот» начала сотрудничать с
индийским концерном «Кальяни груп» лишь в начале этого года.
Соответствующий договор был подписан в январе. В рамках договора о
сотрудничестве была создана совместная дочерняя компания KRAS (51%
акций принадлежит «Рафаэль маарахот лехима лехима», а 49% — «Кальяни
груп»). Это соглашение стало одним из проявлений политики правительства
Индии, которое настаивается на местном производстве. Индийцы
рассчитывают, что такой подход обеспечит местную разработку и
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производство широкого спектра новейших технологических систем, в том
числе ракет, бронетехники и оружия, управляемого на расстоянии. Договор о
сотрудничестве между кампанией «Рафаэль маарахот лехима миткадмот» и
концерном «Кальяни груп» предусматривает также возможность совместного
сбыта систем вооружений в третьи государства.
Все основные израильские СМИ сообщили об открытии израильскоиндийского предприятия в Хайдарабаде. Помимо того, что речь идет о
весьма значительном в сугубо коммерческом отношении партнерстве, для
израильтян важен факт продолжающегося расширения партнерства между
еврейским государством и мощной азиатской немусульманской державой,
какой является Индия.
Несмотря на противостояние в Доклам, там все спокойно – считают
индийцы
Despite Doklam standoff, calm prevails on the roof of the world
Suvojit Bagchi. The Hindu. 6.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/despitedoklam-standoff-calm-prevails-on-the-roof-of-the-world/article19437468.ece?homepage=true

At the Nathu La pass, there is little to suggest increased tensions between
India and China, though military presence has been stepped up
Approaching Nathu La pass, as level as a table top, two giant Chinese flags,
erected close to each other, catch our attention. Between the flags, a dozen
People‘s Liberation Army soldiers, wearing camouflage uniforms, enjoy the
sunshine on giant rocks. They have binoculars with them. They are in the Yadong
area of Tibet while we — Indian tourists — are at the pass, 14,140 feet above sea
level. The distance between us is approximately 50 metres.
All you need to know about Doklam and the India-China border standoff
The PLA soldiers are relaxed, waving to us. All that separates us is a row of
rusted concertina wire, which can be easily lifted. On either side of the wire are
convention halls for meetings; a few flags on the Chinese side, a giant Ashoka
Pillar on the Indian side. Perhaps the only hostile element was a small triangular
piece of land with a landmine warning. Nobody is carrying guns; it seemed as
though the only thing ―strictly prohibited‖ here is photography.
A few months ago, local traders claimed, they had entered China from Nathu
La ―with valid trading passes‖. The pass finds mention often as part of the ancient
Silk Route from Lhasa to Kalimpong to ―reach the warm water port of Kolkata‖
notes a brochure on Nathu La issued by the Indian Army.
―But tension is palpable these days along the border,‖ says Sunil Kumar, a
havildar with the Dogra Regiment. The epicentre of the ―tension‖ is in Doklam,
about 25 kilometres south of Nathu La, at the tri-junction of south-west Tibet, East
Sikkim‘s Chumbi Valley and west of Bhutan‘s Doklam Plateau. The confusion is
about this tri-junction, says a Brigadier-rank officer with the Army. ―While we
believe that the tri-junction is up to Batang La, a few kilometres north of Gyemo
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Chen [in Bhutan], the Chinese believe that it [tri-junction] is up to Gyemo Chen, a
few kilometres south of Batang La‖ he says.
The crossroads at the Doklam plateau
British-era treaty
The Chinese side is guided by a treaty between China and Britain, signed in
1890 at Kolkata. The treaty says China and Britain will ―respect the boundary‖ as
per Article I of the treaty which indicated that the boundary ―line commences at
Mount Gipmochi [Gyemo Chen] on the Bhutan frontier‖ at a height of
approximately 14,500 feet. India is also bound by a 2007 treaty with Bhutan which
noted that none of the countries ―shall allow the use of its territory for activities
harmful to the national security and interest of the other.‖ While Batang La and
Gyemo Chen are just few kilometres up or down on the eastern border of Sikkim,
the claim of China citing the 1890 Treaty is ―harmful‖ to India‘s security, the
official says.
―From the Gyemo Chen originates the Jamphari Ridge — running north to
south — on the western edge of Bhutan. This Ridge has a height advantage to the
side that controls it,‖ the Brigadier said.
India is sensitive about Jamphari as the distance from the Ridge to one of
India‘s most vulnerable corridors — the Siliguri Corridor or the `Chicken‘s Neck‘
connecting the North East to West Bengal — is just about 20 km. At its narrowest
point, the Chicken Neck is about 23 km wide.
―It may not be difficult to cut it off if the Chinese have the height advantage,‖
the Brigadier pointed out.
So when Indian soldiers observed a north-south road coming up above
Jamphari in early June, they objected and some ―jostling‖ took place.
―But we are absolutely certain that it remains non-violent. There could have
been a little jostling but not a punch was exchanged,‖ the Brigadier clarified.
Chinese officials in Kolkata also told The Hindu that they believe in ―a
peaceful settlement‖ as ―China is a friend of India‖ albeit without ―hurting the
border.‖
However, the Indian side, while posting few hundred soldiers in and around
the tri-junction, has stationed a ―few battalions‖ in the area. They have been settled
in small camps on the slopes of the mountains, peppered with bunkers all around,
while placing a sizeable but undefined number at Nathang base, at an altitude of
13,500 feet.
The movement of heavy vehicles, artillery guns and light tanks are visible
after midnight. ―However, the area is usually well manned,‖ says an army official
from Kerala. He has been asked to move to the standoff point. He is sitting outside
a grocery shop at Kupup, the closest point to Doklam. And he wants us to move
on, away from Doklam before night falls.
Kupup, a tiny hamlet about 15 km north-west of Dokalam, comprises of a
dozen tin-thatched private houses lining the road. The rest of houses, enroute to
Doklam, are always out of bound for outsiders, the soldiers claim. Kupup‘s
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residents were tightlipped about changes in their village or lifestyle since the
standoff began.
Two roads emerge from Kupup. One above a large water body called
Elephant Lake to Doklam and the other below the lake to Siliguri further south,
explains one of the two soldiers who were heading home to Uttar Pradesh on leave.
Room Singh and Ravinder Singh of the Jat Regiment board our vehicle at
Kupup while thanking us profusely for the lift.
―Nobody wants war,‖ declares Room Singh, just a few years away from
retirement. Their routine has not changed after the standoff, he says, but the
number of routine drills increased. His junior, Ravinder, nods in agreement. They
both hope the standoff will be over by the time they return.―We have heard that
both sides have started discussion. Have you seen anything on television?‖ Room
Singh asks as we drove past the Nathang base. All around us, the night is softly
falling.
Китай может начать ограниченную войну с Индией
China may initiate ‗limited war‘ with India
The Express Tribune. 6.08.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1475151/china-may-initiatelimited-war-india/

China is preparing to initiate a ‗limited war‘ to push the Indian soldiers out of
the disputed Doklam area, an article published in China‘s state newspaper Global
Times has claimed.
The tension between China and India started in June when Indian soldiers
entered Doklam area situated between Bhutan and China and they stopped Chinese
soldiers from building a road there.
Both, China and Bhutan lay claim to the area. Indian army entered the area on
the request of Bhutan and a standoff between the two armies has been continuing
since.
‗Chance of war‘ between nuclear-armed China and India
Global Times article, quoting a researcher Hu Xi Yong from Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences, said that the standoff between the forces of the two
countries would not last long as China‘s limited military action could start within
two weeks.
Yong said Chinese government would inform the Indian foreign ministry
before taking the army action.
This article is published at a time when India‘s External Affairs Minister
Shushma Suwraj told parliament that the clash between the two countries would
not solve the problem and dialogue was the only way. She said China was playing
an important role in the economic development of her country.
Global Times said India has challenged a country much more powerful than
her. ―Perhaps India is blinded by her regional hegemony and comments of the
Western media, and has started believing that it can behave with a country like
China in a way she is dealing with countries in South Asia.‖
China releases evidence of Indian army‘s ‗transgression‘ into its territory
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The paper said the People‘s Liberation Army had been moving for the last
one month. ―We hope that the Chinese army has done its preparation for a military
clash.‖
It said the Modi government was violating international laws and was putting
India‘s national honour and peaceful continuation of progress in jeopardy.
―He [Modi] should be aware of the great might of the Chines army and its
arms and ammunition. Indian army has no comparison as long as the Chinese army
is concerned.
Позиция Индии в противостоянии с Китаем по плато Доклам.
From Doklam standoff to talks with Pakistan: Key takeaways from
Sushma Swaraj‘s Rajya Sabha speech
The Hundustan Times. 4.08.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/fromdoklam-standoff-to-talks-with-pakistan-key-takeaways-from-sushma-swaraj-s-rajya-sabhaspeech/story-2RABpKiE3bPKEMdqhMY9pL.html

Speaking on the Doklam standoff in Rajya Sabha, Sushma Swaraj said war
was not a solution and India would resolve the issue through talks.
External affairs minister Sushma Swaraj made a forceful speech at the Rajya
Sabha on Thursday, asserting that war was not a solution to the military standoff
with China along the Sikkim border.
Here are four points Swaraj made on Thursday during a four-and-a-half-hour
discussion on India‘s foreign policy and engagement with strategic partners.
On Doklam standoff
Patience and bhasha saiyam (restraint on statements) are very important to
resolve the issue. If there is no restraint, it provokes the other side...Countries have
armies to stay prepared for war. But war is not a solution to anything. Even after
war, there has to be a dialogue. So have dialogue without a war.
On Pakistan
Terror and talks cannot go together. The day they stop promoting terror, we
will start the talks...You are asking what is our Pakistan road map? We had
declared it even before the swearing-in...The story changed after (the killing of
Hizbul Mujahideen commander) Burhan Wani when they (Pakistan) declared him
as a martyr.
Doklam standoff: China-India border spat casts shadow ahead of BRICS
summit
Doklam standoff: China says if India cherishes peace, it will withdraw troops
On Congress
You should have first sought details from the government and then confronted
the Chinese envoy (a reference to Rahul Gandhi meeting the Chinese
ambassador)...Do you know through where the OBOR passes?...It is a matter of
national sentiment (for India). You are the main Opposition party, You should
speak with responsibility.
On India‘s diplomacy
You say that India stands alone. This is far from the truth...You are say during
1971, the US was with Pakistan, and Russia was supporting India. Today both
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Russia and the US are supporting India. This reflects the success of our foreign
policy.
Watch Sushma Swaraj‘s full speech in Parliament:
Россия поставит Индии 48 военно-транспортных вертолетов Ми-17 в
2017 г.
Deal on 48 Mi-17 choppers likely this year, says Russian official
The Hindu. 30.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/deal-on-48-mi-17choppers-likely-this-year-says-russian-official/article19390250.ece?homepage=true

Techno-commercial negotiations are set to commence in August
Russia and India are holding negotiations for the supply of 48 Russian Mi-17
military transport helicopters, with Moscow hoping to seal the deal by the end of
this year, a top Russian official has said.
Russian arms supplier Rosoboronexport‘s CEO Alexander Mikheev said India
has more than 300 helicopters belonging to the Mi-8 and Mi-17 family, which are
deployed in troop and arms transport, fire support, convoy escort, patrol, and
search-and-rescue (SAR) missions. He said India knows their specifications well.
Mikheev said Russia and India are holding talks with a view to sign a contract
for 48 (Mi-17 V5) helicopters and the techno-commercial negotiations are set to
commence in August.
―We hope that we will reach an agreement before the end of this year,‖ he
told a select group of journalists here on the sidelines of Russia‘s premier air show
MAKS 2017.
Previous contracts
Last year, Russia had handed over to India the final batch of three Mi-17 V5
military transport helicopters under a previously signed contract with
Rosoboronexport, a company of the Rostec State Corporation. This entailed a total
of 151 units of the Mi-17 V5 helicopter, produced by the Kazan Helicopter Plant.
Designed to transport cargo inside the cabin and on an external sling, the Mi17 V5 is considered to be one of the world‘s most advanced military transport
helicopters.
Mi-17 V5, supplied to India, ranks among the most technically advanced
helicopters of the Mi-8/17 type, incorporating the best engineering solutions of
previous generations.
In 2008, Rosoboronexport signed a contract for the delivery of 80 Mi-17 V5
to India, which was completed in 2011-2013. In 2012-2013, three additional
contracts were signed to supply a total of 71 Mi-17 V5 helicopters to meet the
needs of the Indian Air Force.
Triumf aircraft missile systems
Talking about the S-400 Triumf anti-aircraft missile systems, Mikheev said
Russia and India are holding ―technical consultations‖ for their supply and
Moscow aims to sign a contract ―as soon as possible―.
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India and Russia have been in talks for over a year for the purchase of at least
five systems of S-400 that could be a game changer for India‘s anti-aircraft defence
capability.
India had announced on October 15 last year a deal on the Triumf air defence
systems from Russia, worth over $5 billion.
―As of today, we are carrying out technical consultations with India. We have
already shown our equipment — both in the field, testing, range—practice
conditions and in conditions of production plant and design bureaus,‖ Mikheev
said.
―Rosoboronexport is performing all the works aimed at signing of the contract
as soon as possible, based on the feedback from India,‖ he said.
Other projects
Talking about other projects that are under discussion between Russia and
India, Mikheev said, ―We are discussing a programme for modernisation of SU-30
with our Indian partners. The aircraft park is quite large.‖
―During a period of 15 years, we have fulfilled all our obligations to the
Indian party, the HAL Corporation — supplied quite a large aircraft park, over
200, under the license agreement — and we are offering new developments of our
design bureaus.
―Moreover, the Indian Air Force has some requirements for improvement of
performance and operational characteristics, mainly with regard to avionics,
electronic warfare systems, as well as updates of weapon systems by both Indian
and Russian companies,‖ he said.
Make in India
Mikheev said Russia was already considering the capabilities of the Indian
industry within the framework of the ―Make in India‖ programme and noted that
under it, a well-known project was the joint venture for Kamov 226T helicopters.
Asked about the first Russian-Indian military-industrial conference in March
where reports said some questions concerning the problem with spare parts was
raised by India, Mikheev said the industrial conference was jointly held by
Russia‘s Minister of Industry and Trade Denis Valentinovich Manturov and
Defence Minister Arun Jaitley during which both sides reached an agreement on
the issue.
―I think that it‘s actually a big plus in our relations.We have agreed that the
programme of after-sales services will be participated by Russian dedicated
holding companies, in order to ensure the operation of previously supplied
equipment throughout its life-cycle. It‘s 20, 30, 40 years — whether it be a
submarine, a helicopter, a tank, etc.,‖ Mikheev said.
―We have specified six companies that will carry out direct cooperation with
both operators of Russian equipment and Indian companies that will be charged
with operating this equipment and manufacturing its spare parts,‖ he said.
They are: the United Shipbuilding Corporation, the United Aircraft
Corporation, Russian Helicopters, the United Engine Corporation, Almaz-Antey
and Tactical Missile Corporation.
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Mikheev also highlighted Rosoboronexport‘s growing business, saying in
2016 it executed the plan of supplies for $13.08 billion.
―This year, the plan of supplies under Rosoboronexport contracts is $12.9
billion. About 50% are the equipment for air forces. And about 50% fall on the
Middle East and North Africa, (sic) as well as India and China are major
customers,‖ he said.
Китай считает, что Индия ведет агрессию в Сиккиме
India admitted to transgression, says China
The Hindu. 26.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-admitted-totransgression-says-china/article19360045.ece?homepage=true

Withdraw, says China Foreign Minister
China‘s Foreign Minister Wang Yi has claimed that the ―Indian
side...admitted‖ to entering Chinese territory, the first time a top leader of the
country has weighed in on the protracted stand-off in the Sikkim area.
Mr. Wang‘s brief comments, made in Bangkok on Monday, were reported on
his Ministry‘s website on Tuesday. But they provided no justification for his claim.
‗Wrongs are clear‘
―The rights and wrongs are very clear,‖ he said, adding that even senior
Indian officials had openly stated that Chinese troops did not enter into the Indian
territory.
However, he did not say which officials had said that or where. He went on to
say: ―In other words, the Indian side admitted to entering the Chinese territory.‖
It was not clear how the reported comments by the unnamed Indian officials
led him to conclude that India was admitting to border transgression. The Foreign
Ministry website quoted Mr. Wang as saying that the ―solution to this problem is
very simple: conscientiously withdraw.‖
China will remain a threat to India, says Vice Chief of Army Staff
It is the first time that such a senior person in the Chinese hierarchy has
commented on the dispute, which has been dominated by shrill rhetoric in the
state-owned media with almost daily commentaries attacking India with
nationalistic warnings.
There was no immediate reaction from the Indian government.
The Chinese media commentaries and the Foreign Ministry spokesmen have
demanded that India withdraw its troops from Doklam in the southernmost part of
Tibet, in an area also claimed by Bhutan.
Chinese and Indian troops have been locked in a face-off in the tri-junction
for more than a month since Indian troops stopped the Chinese Army from
building a road in the area.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj told Parliament last week that both
sides should first pull back their troops for talks to take place, favouring a peaceful
resolution of the stand-off.
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Ms. Swaraj said the ―unilateral‖ Chinese action to change the status quo near
the tri-junction posed a challenge to India‘s security. The issue is expected to be
discussed during the visit of Indian National Security Adviser Ajit Doval to
Beijing for a meeting of the NSAs of the BRICS countries — Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa — on July 27 and 28.
However, continuing its rhetoric, the Global Times, which is part of the
Communist Party‘s publication group, on Tuesday described Mr. Doval as one of
the ―main schemers‖ of the dispute, adding that his visit would not sway Beijing.
At the same time, China Daily, another government newspaper, pressed for
ways to avoid a confrontation, adding that ―it‘s never too late for India to mend its
way.‖
Mr. Doval is expected to discuss the stand-off with his Chinese counterpart
Yang Jiechi. Both officials are also the Special Representatives of their countries
for the boundary talks.
―There are still hopes that the deadlock can be resolved peacefully, which
serves both countries‘ best interests,‖ China Daily said.
Австралия и Индия – партнеры по безопасности и процветанию
Australia and India: partners in regional security and prosperity
Julie Bishop (Australia‘s Minister for Foreign Affairs). The Hindu. 19.07.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/partners-in-regional-security-andprosperity/article19303212.ece?homepage=true

Australia and India can ensure that the Indo-Pacific region remains anchored
to a resilient rules-based order
Australia and India share converging interests and similar outlooks on the
strategic changes taking place in the Indo-Pacific region and globally. Building on
our historic ties, cultural links and extensive people-to-people connections, our
bilateral relationship is strengthening. India is Australia‘s ninth largest trading
partner, with boundless potential for growth.
Our Indian-origin residents are the fourth largest group of overseas-born
Australians, representing close to 2% of our total population. They make a strong
contribution to our country across all fields — business, science and medicine,
education, arts and culture and sports.
In June, we demonstrated our strong naval ties when the Australia-India
Exercise (AUSINDEX) was conducted for the second time, this time off
Australia‘s west coast.
During my visit to India this week, I will reiterate our shared commitment to
ensuring the Indo-Pacific region — the most dynamic in the world — remains
peaceful and increasingly prosperous.
Keeping the peace
Australia is committed to working with India and other nations to ensure our
region continues to be underpinned by a predictable and resilient rules-based order.
The existing post-World War II order has underpinned the extraordinary economic
growth we have seen in many parts of the world, and more recently in our region.
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It has allowed Indo-Pacific states — large and small — to pursue their national and
collective interests, while also providing the mechanisms to resolve any disputes
peacefully.
Increasingly, however, this rules-based order is under pressure. Strategic
competition is leading to unilateral action. Rising nationalism is leading to a
narrower conception of national interests, and a more transactional approach to
negotiations.
Australia for ‗peaceful‘ end to standoff
As democracies, Australia and India have systems of government where
leaders are accountable and the rights of citizens are respected. These democratic
principles and practices, when translated into foreign affairs and the engagement
between nations, are the essence of an international rules-based system. We need
to build and strengthen international institutions that promote cooperation and
manage competing interests in fair and transparent ways, in order to maintain
regional and global stability. Peace and security in the region will also be
consolidated if countries have an economic stake in maintaining good relations.
Australia is determined to strengthen regional prosperity by maintaining our
open, integrated regional economy, underpinned by liberalised trade and
investment. Australia and other countries in the region have opened our economies
to one another, and have integrated trade, production and investment in a dynamic
regional economy, to the benefit of all. India‘s growing economic weight has the
potential to help lift standards of living in India as well as contribute to prosperity
in the wider Indo-Pacific.
A new phase of investment
Australia welcomes India‘s ambitious reform agenda, including the recent
introduction of a Goods and Services Tax, and stands ready to lend support,
drawing on our own experience. Economic growth and prosperity in the region will
also require continued investment in infrastructure.
India, Australia share ―special bond‖: Modi
Increasingly, China is lending its enormous economic weight to a new phase
of investment in the region and beyond. The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
— which Australia and India joined as founding members — has a role to play in
funding infrastructure. Likewise, Japan makes a significant contribution to
investment, both commercially and through development banks. We endorse the
concept behind these investments — of enhancing connectivity, in land, air, sea
and cyber. The more connected our region, the more business opportunities there
will be for the private sector, including Australian firms. To ensure these
infrastructure investments are cost-effective and economically viable, competition,
transparency and accountability in decision-making are of critical importance. We
look forward to India liberalising its trade and investment regime further to realise
its economic growth prospects and increase its influence in the region. India‘s
economic and strategic rise is widely welcomed by the region, and globally.
India is also fully committed to supporting the role of key regional institutions
and to strengthening collective leadership. While less developed than the extensive
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regional architecture in Southeast and East Asia, the regional architecture of the
Indian Ocean is increasingly promoting coordinated approaches with South Asia,
in response to shared interests and emerging challenges. India and Australia need
to increase our bilateral cooperation and our collective efforts with other likeminded countries. Together we can shape a future region in which strong and
effective rules and open markets deliver lasting peace and prosperity — free
markets and free people.
Индия готова к переговорам с Китаем по пограничной проблеме.
India ready to discuss border stand-off with China
Dawn, July 20, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1346507/india-ready-to-discuss-borderstand-off-with-china

India, on Thursday, said it is ready to hold talks with China with both sides
pulling back their forces to end a standoff along a disputed territory high in the
Himalayan mountains.
Tensions flared last month in the southernmost part of Tibet in an area also
claimed by Indian ally Bhutan, after Chinese teams began building a road onto the
Doklam Plateau.
The tiny Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan turned to help from New Delhi,
which sent troops across the border from the northeastern state of Sikkim.
China retaliated by closing a nearby mountain pass that Indian pilgrims use to
reach Mount Kailash, a sacred Hindu and Buddhist site in Tibet.
India's External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj said that a 2012 agreement
bound China and India to settle the boundary issue with Bhutan.
Her response came as China demanded that Indian forces leave the area to
avoid an escalation.
India and China fought a bloody war in 1962.
Speaking in Parliament Thursday, Swaraj said that Chinese forces recently
came with bulldozers and excavators with the intent of building infrastructure that
would change the status quo. In the past, the Chinese have built temporary roads in
the area.
―If China unilaterally changes the status quo of the tri-junction, it becomes a
matter of security concern for India,‖ she said, referring to the area where the three
countries meet.
Swaraj said China has been demanding that India withdraw its forces from the
area. ―If China wants to discuss the matter, both sides should withdraw their forces
and talk,'‖ she said.
She also said that China was becoming ―aggressive‖ with Bhutan following
its protest of the Chinese move.
The crisis is expected to be discussed when Indian National Security Adviser
Ajit Doval visits Beijing on July 27 and 28 to take part in a security forum under
the BRICS group of large developing nations that includes Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa.
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Китай теряет терпение в противостоянии с Индией
China losing patience with India, diplomats in Beijing told
Dawn, July 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346173/china-losing-patience-withindia-diplomats-in-beijing-told

NEW DELHI: China has conveyed to foreign diplomats in Beijing that troops
of the People‘s Liberation Army (PLA) have been waiting patiently at the Doklam
plateau in a standoff with Indian troops, but will not wait for an indefinite period,
the Indian Express said on Tuesday.
Quoting an unnamed P5 official privy to the briefing, the newspaper said the
diplomatic community in Beijing is worried and some have conveyed this message
to their Indian counterparts in Beijing and Bhutanese counterparts in New Delhi.
Last month, Indian troops blocked Chinese road works in Doklam and have
since been in a faceoff with PLA troops. Beijing has been insisting that New Delhi
back down.
Sources told the Indian Express that Chinese officials, at a closed-door
briefing last week, conveyed their version of events to diplomats stationed in
Beijing. Some of the G-20 countries have been briefed by the Chinese government
separately, the Express said.
Diplomatic community has been informed that dispute is between China and
Bhutan, but Indian soldiers have jumped in
―Our colleagues in Beijing attended the briefing and were given the
impression that the Chinese side will not be waiting for an indefinite period. This is
quite worrying, and we have conveyed it to our Indian colleagues in Beijing and
Bhutanese colleagues in Delhi,‖ a diplomat from one of the P-5 (permanent
members of the UN Security Council) countries, told the Indian Express.
The diplomatic community in Beijing has been told that the dispute is
between China and Bhutan, and the Indian soldiers have ―jumped in‖.
―They have told our colleagues in Beijing that the Indian side has trespassed
into Chinese territory and changed the status quo,‖ the diplomat told the paper.
This is contrary to what India has said, the newspaper stated. In its June 30
statement, New Delhi said it is ―deeply concerned‖ at ―recent Chinese actions‖ and
has conveyed to the Chinese government that such construction will represent a
―significant change of status quo with serious security implications for India‖.
The Chinese have told diplomats in Beijing that they have strong evidence to
prove that Doklam belongs to China. They say Doklam has always been the
―traditional pasture for Chinese border inhabitants‖ and that their archives still
retain ―some receipts of the grass tax paid by Bhutanese herdsmen‖.
They maintain that Indian troops must pull back to the Indian side of the
boundary unconditionally and immediately, which is a precondition for meaningful
dialogue between China and India.
Meanwhile, a Chinese foreign ministry statement on Tuesday asked India not
to use ―trespass‖ into Doklam area as a ―policy tool‖ to achieve its political targets.
The foreign ministry, quoted by the Express, also asked India to immediately
withdraw its troops in order to avoid any kind of escalation.
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On being asked if a ―closed-door briefing‖ was held with the foreign
diplomats to convey China‘s version of events, the foreign ministry said it was in
―close communication‖ with the foreign missions in Beijing, but refused to
confirm the meeting, the Express said.
―Since the illegal trespass by Indian border personnel, many foreign
diplomats in China felt shocked about this and [wanted] to confirm whether it was
true,‖ the ministry‘s spokesman Lu Kang said when asked about the reported
briefing.
―The Chinese side maintains close communication with the foreign
diplomatic missions on the issues they are interested,‖ Lu told reporters in Beijing.
Очередной инцидент на китайско-индийской границе
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 17.07.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/07/17/ocherednoj-intsident-na-kitajsko-indijskoj-granitse/

Очередное происшествие (относительно мелкое и бескровное),
случившееся в начале июня с. г. в районе одного из спорных участков
китайско-индийской границы, на этот раз вылилось в серьѐзный инцидент,
сопровождавшийся взаимными демаршами по линиям дипломатических и
оборонных ведомств. В обеих странах активничает пресса, реанимируя
фантомные исторические боли, которые несопоставимы по масштабам с
самим происшествием.
В частности, из небытия вызывается так называемая ―тибетская
проблема‖, которая ещѐ сто лет назад находилась в центре противоречий в
отношениях властей Китая с Британской Индией. Эта проблема давала о себе
знать в период становления Китая и Индии в качестве самостоятельных
государств, а также во время движения обоих азиатских гигантов к
нынешнему статусу ведущих мировых игроков.
В ходе развития инцидента напомнили о своѐм существовании
антикитайскими акциями некоторые из ―тибетцев в изгнании‖, компактно
проживающие на северо-востоке Индии. Представляется знаменательным,
что на этот раз индийское правительство не предприняло никаких
ограничительных мер в отношении ―тибетских активистов‖.
Примечательными выглядят время и место инцидента. Он зародился
незадолго до и развивался уже во время поездки премьер-министра Индии
Нарендры Моди в США, о которой было объявлено заранее. В ходе визита
состоялись переговоры на высшем уровне, завершившиеся принятием весьма
содержательного Совместного заявления.
Само происшествие случилось 6 июня на высокогорном плато Даклам
(которое является предметом территориальных споров), расположенном
между индийским штатом Сикким и Королевством Бутан. Пространство,
занимаемое указанным плато, относительно ничтожно (около 100 кв. км) по
сравнению, например, с индийским штатом Аруначал-Прадеш (площадью
около 100 тыс. кв. км), на владение которым претендует КНР.
К месту будет отметить, что конфигурация современной политикогеографической карты в данном районе Тибета и Гималаев сформировалась в
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результате длительной междоусобной борьбы местных князьков, а также,
повторим, властей Китая с Британской Индией и еѐ наследницей, каковой во
всѐ большей мере воспринимает себя нынешняя Республика Индия.
Сегодня эта карта выглядит следующим образом:



Сикким (до 1975 г. квазинезависимое княжество) ныне является крошечным
индийским штатом площадью 7 тыс. кв. км с населением менее 100 тыс. человек;
прилегающее к Сиккиму самостоятельное Королевство Бутан занимает площадь
около 40 тыс.кв. км, на которой проживают около 800 тыс. чел. Согласно договору
1949 г. (который фактически воспроизвѐл соглашение с Британией начала
прошлого века), Индия признавала государственный суверенитет Королевства,
обязавшееся, однако, согласовывать с ней свою внешнюю политику.

В
целом
индийско-бутанские
отношения
выглядят
вполне
дружественными, свидетельством чему является огромная, по масштабам
Бутана, финансовая помощь, оказываемая ему Дели, общий объѐм которой
приближающаяся к 1 млрд долл.
Строго говоря, сторонами спора за владение плато Даклам являются
КНР и Бутан. Кто фактически его контролирует, сказать сложно, поскольку
здесь ведутся дорожные работы Китаем, но одновременно возводятся некие
―резервные бункеры‖ индийскими и бутанскими пограничниками.
Собственно, случившийся 6 июня снос китайскими бульдозерами двух таких
―бункеров‖ и послужил поводом для военного противостояния здесь двух
азиатских гигантов.
Стороны стали быстро наращивать силы. В частности, сообщалось о
переброске в район плато Даклам на помощь бутанским пограничникам 3
тыс. индийских военнослужащих. Возникли проблемы с перемещением
между Сиккимом и Бутаном буддийских пилигримов. Последовали взаимные
требования ―убрать войска с нашей территории‖.
В связи с тем, повторим, что пик развития инцидента пришѐлся на время
визита Н. Моди в США, в Китае задаются вопросом, стал ли он следствием
―ошибок‖ местных командиров низшего уровня, или же реализуется
первоначальный этап некоего стратегического плана?
Примерно тем же вопросом задаются и в Индии, поскольку, как всегда в
подобных случаях, отсутствует объективная информация о том, ―кто начал, а
кто ответил и почему именно в данное время‖.
Обращает на себя внимание, что комментарии прессы обеих стран по
поводу относительно мелкого происшествия в индийско-китайских
отношениях быстро выходят на крайне серьезные исторические эпизоды и
служат поводом для не менее серьѐзных выводов. Например, сразу
вспоминается война в Тибете 1962 г. и предлагается ―пересмотреть‖
отношение КНР к нынешнему статусу Сиккима и Бутана.
Китайская газета Global Times сочла возможным напомнить Индии, что
еѐ ВВП вчетверо, а оборонные расходы втрое меньше, чем у КНР, а
поддержка США носит ―поверхностный‖ характер. В этих условиях,
продолжает газета, ―лучшим выбором для Индии было бы поддержание
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дружественных отношений и осторожное поведение в районе двусторонней
границы‖.
Конечно, обострение ситуации ―где-то в Гималаях‖ на небольшом
участке китайско-индийской границы (общей протяжѐнностью в 4 тыс. км)
никоим образом не связано c начавшимися 10 июля в Бенгальском заливе
планово-очередными (но небывалыми по масштабам) ежегодными военноморскими учениями ―Малабар‖ с участием авианосных групп США, Индии и
Японии. Однако такого рода совпадения по времени не могут не
настораживать.
Ещѐ раз подчеркнѐм, что масштабы и скорость развития последствий
относительно мелких происшествий типа того, который произошѐл на плато
Даклам, служат лишним признаком серьѐзного заболевания всего организма
отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами.
Индия и Китай должны перешагнуть через неприязнь и действовать
сообща, - считает профессор JNU
Why India, China must look beyond Dokalam and work together
Gulshan Sachdeva (professor at the school of international studies, JNU). The Hindustan
Times.
17.07.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/why-india-china-must-lookbeyond-dokalam-and-work-together/story-IpS8CUKrvkfx1SXVHzELAJ.html

With cooperation both India and China can make the 21st century a truly
Asian century. Otherwise, conflicts will offer opportunities for the West to continue
its hegemony for some more decades
The current military stand-off at Dokalam will test effectiveness of changing
foreign policy orientation in both India and China. After years of concentrating
mainly on economic modernisation, China is becoming more assertive in the last
few years. Twenty-five years of relatively high growth has also made India
confident. The strategic consequences of growth are clearly evident with New
Delhi signing close to 30 strategic partnerships and about 15 trade agreements.
As both Prime Minister Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping would like to
be portrayed as strong leaders to their citizens, neither side is likely to back down
from the present standoff in a hurry. The behaviour of both big powers is going to
shape the evolving Asian economic and security architecture. The indications of
conflicting or cooperative Asian architecture as well as role of external players like
the United States, Russia and Europe will also become clearer soon. The relevance
of New Delhi‘s increasing ties with the US is going to be tested before long.
India-China row: Why Modi govt needs political consensus to resolve
standoff
Is China punishing India for its Belt and Road stance while testing Modi and
Trump?
China‘s economy and global trade is five times bigger than India. Due to this
huge asymmetry, Chinese have been quite relaxed about New Delhi. In
comparison, many in India have been more nervous about the rise of China. And
the growing Chinese influence in South, Southeast and Central Asia —regions of
immediate Indian concern — has been watched carefully by New Delhi. In the
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meanwhile, with $70 billion bilateral trade, China has become the number one
trading partner of India. With only $10 billion exports going to China, the trade is
hugely tilted in favour of Beijing. So, increasing economic ties have not
necessarily reduced tensions.
For years, New Delhi has believed that China has transferred nuclear and
missile technology to Pakistan, so that India is bottled up in South Asia. With its
‗all weather‘ friend Pakistan further blocking India westwards, Indian access to
Afghanistan and Central Asia has become difficult. This has provided China a
relatively free space in Eurasia. In addition, Russia‘s growing tensions with Europe
and the US also made Moscow further close to Beijing.
Despite all these complexities, both India and China have managed their
relations reasonably well so far. One of the main sources of tension between India
and China is their shared but disputed border. Since 1993 when an agreement on
the maintenance of peace and tranquillity along the Line of Actual Control (LAC)
was signed, incidents of Chinese troops crossing the border have not gone out of
control. Tone of cooperation at the BRICS gatherings as well as India‘s entry into
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) has been part of this trend.
Indirect Chinese reference during Modi‘s US visit and India‘s decision to
boycott the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) gathering seems to have annoyed
Beijing. Similarly, Chinese objections to India‘s entry into the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) as well as blocking India‘s move to ban JeM chief Masood Azhar in
the United Nations have made New Delhi suspicious of Beijing‘s real intensions.
The nationalistic rhetoric fuelled by media from both sides has created a situation,
in which Dokalam has become more than a ‗normal border incident‘. The entry of
a new actor, Bhutan into this game has made things further complicated and, to
some extent, unpredictable.
Most European powers are not very comfortable with the rise of China. Apart
from some statements on human rights and democracy, however, they are unable
to do much. How to manage China‘s rise was left to the US. The ‗pivot to Asia‘ or
rebalancing initiated by the Obama administration is practically over. The current
policy muddle in Washington will benefit China.
The South China Sea dispute had provided an opportunity for the West to put
pressure on China. An extended India-China standoff would provide another
chance for them to pinprick China without getting involved in a serious manner.
The vice-president of the European parliament Ryszard Czarnecki has asserted that
―Chinese action in the Doklam plateau can be seen as a part of the country‘s recent
tendency to unilaterally change the ground situation in areas that are disputed‖.
The US so far has avoided commenting on the standoff. The joint India-US-Japan
Malabar Exercise was a regular event, though some in the Indian media were
trying to link it with the standoff. The exercise started way back in 1994.
The all-party meeting on the standoff has rightly stressed on diplomatic
engagement. Enhanced engagement and understanding is required not just for
Dokalam but also for broader strategic issues and economic projects. Some serious
issues are involved in projects like the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Still,
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there is an ample scope of coordinating the BRI with our initiatives like the
International North South Transport Corridor, Chabahar port, Kaladan MultiModel Transit Transport Project or the newly launched Asia-Africa Growth
Corridor. Beyond geopolitical moves, all these projects offer tremendous
developmental opportunities for citizens in participating countries.
With cooperation and coordination both India and China can make the 21st
century a truly Asian century. Otherwise conflicting Asian powers will offer
opportunities for the West to continue its hegemony for some more decades.
Противостояние Индии и Китая в Сиккиме – часть плана Китая
укрепиться в районе (Китай строит там дорогу вдоль границы)
China-India standoff could be part of China‘s salami-slicing tactics: US
expert
The Hindustan Times. 13.07.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/chinaindia-standoff-could-be-part-of-china-s-salami-slicing-tactics-us-expert/storySknMI5jNfvyeQ1f5rTdYUI.html

―I am concerned about the standoff on the border, as obviously are so many
in India,‖ Alyssa Ayres, a former State Department official under the Obama
administration, told PTI.
In this photograph taken on July 10, 2008, a Chinese soldier stands guard on
the Chinese side of the ancient Nathu La border crossing between India and China.
(AFP)
The stand-off between India and China soldiers in the Dokalam area could be
part of China‘s ―salami-slicing‖ tactics of making ―inch-by-inch‖ changes to the
status quo to slowly gain a strategic mile, a top American expert has said.
China and India have been engaged in a standoff in the Dokalam area of the
Sikkim sector near the Bhutan tri-junction for over three weeks after a Chinese
Army‘s construction party attempted to build a road.
―I am concerned about the standoff on the border, as obviously are so many in
India,‖ Alyssa Ayres, a former State Department official under the Obama
administration, told PTI.
Currently a senior fellow for India, Pakistan, and South Asia at the Council on
Foreign Relations, Ayres said this forms a part of the larger Chinese tactics as seen
in the disputed South China Sea.
Indian Army‘s Eastern Command may get new chief amid China standoff in
Sikkim
Sikkim standoff: China is angry because India has changed the rules of the
game
She said this was a new example of China looking to take ―a tactical inch over
and over again to slowly gain a strategic mile‖. In the South China Sea context,
observers have focused on China‘s ‗salami-slicing‘ tactics of smaller changes to
the status quo, and that over time add up to something strategically significant,‖
she said.
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―Is this now the Chinese approach to the border with India? Can‘t be ruled
out,‖ Ayres said in response to a question.
China claims nearly all of the South China Sea, despite partial counter-claims
from Taiwan and several southeast Asian nations including the Philippines, Brunei,
Malaysia and Vietnam.
However, Daniel Markey, Senior Research Professor in International
Relations at the Paul H Nitze School of Advanced International Studies at the
Johns Hopkins University, said he is not terribly concerned about India and China
finding non- violent ways out of this border dispute alone.
―For decades, they have each shown an ability to manage these tensions
diplomatically and by signalling on the ground without crossing into serious
violence,‖ he said.
―But I am much more worried about the possibility that this dispute will be
harder to manage because of other tensions in the region, such as Tibet and
Pakistan,‖ Markey said.
Sikkim standoff: Many Chinese citizens feel New Delhi ‗provoking‘ Beijing
After Modi-Xi meet, Chinese media hits out at India over Sikkim standoff
―More broadly, this dispute reflects an emerging reality that neither Beijing
nor New Delhi feels it can be perceived as weak. This is true for both strategic and
political reasons, and it means that we are likely to continue to see territorial and
other disputes played more aggressively in the media. This will make them
increasingly more difficult to de- escalate,‖ Markey said.
In a policy paper in 2015, Markey had warned of armed confrontation
between China and India and had said that the US has a major interest in
preventing such confrontation.
Markey warned that if Washington were to remain neutral or favour China‘s
position, India would perceive US policies as abandonment.
―That would jeopardise prospects for US-India strategic partnership pursued
by the administrations of Barack Obama and George W Bush through diplomatic
initiatives like the civil nuclear deal and motivated by a long-term goal of
sustaining the liberal international order favoured by the US,‖ he wrote in his 2015
paper.
В ядерном противостоянии Индия переориентируется с Пакистана на
Китай
India modernising nuclear arsenal as focus shifts from Pakistan to
China: US experts
The Hindustan Times. 13.07.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indiamodernising-nuclear-arsenal-as-focus-shifts-from-pakistan-to-china-us-experts/storyQl8Nv0sq5swOaUGAYaOVTJ.html

In an article about India‘s nuclear forces, two American experts claim the
country‘s focus has shifted from Pakistan to China.
India continues to modernise its atomic arsenal with an eye on China and the
country‘s nuclear strategy which traditionally focused on Pakistan now appears to
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place increased emphasis on the Communist giant, two top American nuclear
experts have said.
An article published in the July-August issue of the digital journal After
Midnight has also claimed that India is now developing a missile which can target
all of China from its bases in South India
India is estimated to have produced enough plutonium for 150-200 nuclear
warheads but has likely produced only 120-130, wrote Hans M Kristensen and
Robert S Norris in the article titled ‗Indian nuclear forces 2017‘.
While India has traditionally been focused on deterring Pakistan, its nuclear
modernisation indicates that it is putting increased emphasis on its future ―strategic
relationship with China,‖ they wrote.
―That adjustment will result in significantly new capabilities being deployed
over the next decade that may influence how India views nuclear weapons‘ role
against Pakistan,‖ they said.
Индия проводит морские учения с США и Японией
India holds naval exercises with US, Japan off its south coast
Dawn. 11.07.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1344444/india-holds-naval-exerciseswith-us-japan-off-its-south-coast

India began holding naval exercises with the United States and Japan off its
south coast on Monday, seeking to forge closer military ties to counter growing
Chinese influence in the region.
The exercises come as Indian and Chinese troops face off in a remote and
strategically sensitive part of the Himalayas where India, China and Bhutan meet.
India has a longstanding territorial dispute with its northern neighbour, which
is also expanding its naval presence in the region.
It is the fourth consecutive year Japan's Maritime Self-Defence Force
(MSDF) has taken part in the Malabar Exercise, conducted annually by the US and
India in the Bay of Bengal since 1992.
In a statement, the US said the exercises had ―grown in scope and complexity
over the years to address the variety of shared threats to maritime security in the
Indo-Asia Pacific‖.
The US navy is fielding the USS Nimitz, the world's largest aircraft carrier,
for the drills which go on till July 17.
China has stepped up its activities in the Indian Ocean in recent years,
building ports in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Pakistan. The area also features
heavily in Beijing's new One Belt One Road initiative to revive ancient trade
routes from Asia, which has caused concerns in New Delhi.
Troops from the two nuclear-armed neighbours have for weeks been engaged
in a stand-off on a disputed section of land high near what is known as the
trijunction, where Tibet, India and Bhutan meet. China has alleged that the Indian
troops are on its soil, but both Bhutan and India say the area in question is
Bhutanese territory.
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The maritime exercises come weeks after US President Donald Trump
declared that ties between Washington and New Delhi had ―never been stronger‖
as he held his first talks with India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Beijing already claims large swathes of the resource-rich South China Sea and
East China Sea, putting it in competition with Japan and other countries in the
region.
Индия впервые покупает нефть из США.
India buys first ever US crude oil, to step up purchases
The Times of India. 10.07.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-buys-first-ever-us-crude-oil-to-step-up-purchases/articleshow/59522588.cms

Highlights
•IOC bought 1.6 million barrels of US Mars crude, a heavy, high-sulphur
grade
•It also bought 4,00,000 barrels of Western Canadian Select
•President Trump had said that the US looked forward to exporting more
energy products to India
IOC bought 1.6 million barrels of US Mars crude, a heavy, high-sulphur
grade, and 4,00,000 barrels of Western Canadian Select
IOC bought 1.6 million barrels of US Mars crude, a heavy, high-sulphur
grade, and 4,00,000 barrels of Western Canadian Select
NEW DELHI/SINGAPORE: India, the world's third-largest oil importer, will
import crude oil from the United States for the first time after Indian Oil Corp
bought a cargo that will be delivered in October.
The purchase comes after Prime Minister Narendra Modi's visit to the US in
June when President Donald Trump said his country looked forward to exporting
more energy products to India.
IOC bought 1.6 million barrels of US Mars crude, a heavy, high-sulphur
grade, and 4,00,000 barrels of Western Canadian Select that will be delivered
onboard a Very Large Crude Carrier, IOC's head of finance, AK Sharma, told
Reuters.
PetroChina was awarded the tender to sell the cargoes and is expected to load
the oil off the US Gulf Coast, said a trading source with direct knowledge of the
sale.
The cargo was priced on a delivered ex-ship basis, which is "very
competitive" to that of Basra Light, Sharma said.
"So long as the prices remain competitive, we will buy more of the US
crude," he said.
IOC had to obtain special permission from the shipping ministry to buy the
cargo on a delivered basis as local regulations favour the use of Indian flagged
carriers for imports, Sharma said.
India is the latest Asian country to buy US crude after South Korea, Japan,
China, Thailand, Australia and Taiwan as the countries seek to diversify oil
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imports from other regions after the OPEC cuts drove up prices of Middle East
heavy-sour crude, or grades with a high sulphur content.
Indian refiners are seeking these heavy, high-sulphur grades as feedstocks
after modifications at their plants make it easier to process these types of crudes,
which typically sell at a lower cost relative to other oil types. The US could
become an alternative source for the Indian companies for these grades.
A second Indian refiner Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd also planned to buy its
first ever US crude oil cargo and has issued a purchase tender.
Индия не должна быть вовлечена в конфронтацию на 2 фронта:
Пакистан и Китай.
India should not get involved in two-front conflict with China, Pakistan:
Chinese state media
Sutirtho
Patranobis.
Hindustan
Times.
Jul
10,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/india-should-not-get-involved-in-two-frontconflict-with-china-pakistan-chinese-state-media/story-1MeahegCleAE5JyAa2Iq7L.html

Indian and Chinese border troops are locked in a standoff in the Donglang
region, near the Sikkim border, which is controlled by China but is also claimed by
Bhutan.
Chinese experts have warned India against getting involved in a two-front
conflict with China and Pakistan, remarks that came against the backdrop of the
ongoing standoff involving Sino-Indian border troops near the Sikkim border.
Talking to the state media and citing a safety advisory issued by the Chinese
embassy over the weekend, experts also added the current tensions make India an
―unsuitable destination for Chinese to travel or do business in‖.
The state-controlled media has begun to rake up the Kashmir dispute between
India and Pakistan. A scholar said on Saturday if Pakistan requests ―a third
country‖ could send its army to Kashmir the same way India had intervened on
behalf of Bhutan.
The face-off between China and India -- which Beijing says has been
triggered by Indian troops trespassing into the ―Chinese territory in Doklam‖ --has not shown signs of easing.
Indian troops crossed the border, entering Chinese territory in Doklam on
June 26, and are yet to retreat to their own side, nationalistic tabloid, the Global
Times wrote on Monday.
Referring to the exchange of fire between Indian and Pakistani border troops
to the west, it said it will not be a good idea for India to open two fronts.
―Aside from the border spat with China, India is embroiled with Pakistan over
an exchange of fire at the Kashmir border. Both India and Pakistan accused each
other of initiating the incident on Saturday that caused civilian deaths on both sides
of their controlled border in Kashmir,‖ the newspaper said, quoting reports from
India.
Lin Mingwang from the Institute of International Studies, Fudan University,
Shanghai, told Global Times: ―That there are frequent conflicts and military
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scuffles between the areas of Kashmir controlled by the two sides. China has
nothing to do with the situation in Kashmir, but it would be unwise for India to
engage in two conflicts at the same time.‖
On the Chinese travel advisory, the newspaper said it was issued because the
Chinese government was taking precautions.
―The current tension makes India an unsuitable destination for Chinese to
travel or do business in, which is why the Chinese embassy in India warns that the
situation has already had an impact on normal exchanges between the two
countries,‖ said Hu Zhiyong from the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences.
Индия - Россия
Перспективы российского нефтегазового бизнеса в Индии
Дмитрий
Бокарев.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/07/20/perspektivy-rossijskogo-neftegazovogo-biznesa-v-indii/. 20.07.2017.

Как известно, Индия активно развивает промышленность и энергетику и
входит в число стран с наибольшей потребностью в различных
энергоносителях, которая в обозримом будущем будет только увеличиваться.
К началу 2017 г. Индия занимала четвертое место в мире по уровню
энергопотребления. При этом собственные нефтегазовые запасы страны дают
ей около 30% необходимого топлива, остальное приходится импортировать.
Как и другие крупные импортеры углеводородов в Восточной Азии,
большую часть топлива Индия покупает на Ближнем Востоке. Также как
Китай, Республика Корея и Япония, в последнее время Индия опасается за
необходимые ей поставки из-за нестабильности в ближневосточных странах
и желает диверсифицировать свой углеводородный импорт за счет
взаимодействия с Россией.
Россию и Индию связывают десятилетия взаимовыгодного
сотрудничества, в том числе в таких важных сферах, как оборонные
технологии, атомная энергетика и освоение космоса. Уже давно индийская
компания ONGC успешно участвует в разработке месторождений на острове
Сахалин в рамках проекта «Сахалин-1», принося своей стране около 1 млн
тонн нефти в год. Кроме того, за 2009-2016 гг. российская госкорпорация
«Газпром» поставила в Индию 1,7 млн тонн сжиженного природного газа
(СПГ). Тем не менее объемы российско-индийской углеводородной торговли
сложно назвать большими.
Среди причин, по которым Россия и Индия пока не очень активно
торгуют нефтью и газом, можно назвать географическое положение. По
морю доставлять энергоносители в Индию гораздо быстрее и удобнее с
Ближнего Востока. Грузоперевозки из России по суше также затруднены по
ряду причин. Вдоль всей северной индийской границы идет
труднопроходимый Гималайский хребет, что осложняет сообщение через
территорию Китая. Гораздо удобнее доставлять грузы в Индию через
Пакистан, однако этот вариант пока не подходит из-за сложных индийско-
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пакистанских отношений. Так, в октябре 2016 г. Индия в очередной раз
отказалась от проекта газопровода из Ирана, проходящего через Пакистан.
По изначальному плану, этот газопровод должен был начать работу еще в
начале 2000-х гг. Однако ни Индия, ни Пакистан так и не приступили к
строительству.
Тем не менее ситуация на Ближнем Востоке заставляет страны
Восточной Азии искать новых поставщиков и преодолевать связанные с этим
трудности. Индия и РФ заинтересованы в сотрудничестве в нефтегазовой
сфере и рассматривают различные пути его осуществления. Среди них есть и
проект строительства российско-индийского газопровода, который известен
уже довольно давно, но до сих пор казался слишком сложным.
В октябре 2016 г. Россия и Индия подписали меморандум о
взаимопонимании по исследованию возможных маршрутов поставки
трубопроводного газа в Индию. Сторонами выступили российская компания
«Газпром» и индийская компания Engineers India Ltd.
Трубопроводный газ дешевле и проще в употреблении, чем СПГ, однако
его передача на большие расстояния требует создания соответствующей
инфраструктуры. Пока она не будет создана, Индия может покупать
российский СПГ. В апреле 2017 г. Министерство энергетики РФ заявило, что
«Газпром» собирается начать поставки СПГ в Индию уже в 2018 г. В
соответствии с соглашением, которое «Газпром» заключил с индийской
компанией GAIL, Индия будет получать около 2,5 млн тонн СПГ в год.
Кроме того, Индия может покупать у РФ углеводороды, добытые не
только на российской территории. Российские нефтегазовые компании
активно сотрудничают со всем миром, приобретают доли в иностранных
добывающих компаниях и месторождениях и могут привлекать иностранных
партнеров для торговли с труднодоступными регионами. Так, в феврале 2017
г. российская компания «Роснефть» договорилась с египетской General
Petroleum Corp. о поставках сырой нефти на индийский перерабатывающий
завод Вадинар.
В конце мая 2017 г. «Газпром» заявил, что основные варианты доставки
трубопроводного газа в Индию уже проработаны, и известна их
приблизительная стоимость. Всего имеется десять вариантов, но самыми
простыми в реализации признаны два.
Первый путь, который будет предложен Индии, вновь подразумевает
сотрудничество с Пакистаном. «Газпром» может принять участие в
строительстве морского трубопровода «Иран – Пакистан – Индия» для
подачи в Индию иранского газа. Этот проект стоит дешевле других, около
$5,7 млрд, однако ему вновь могут помешать индийско-пакистанские
отношения.
Второй вариант подразумевает поставки газа из России в Индию через
Китай и Мьянму, по своповой схеме. РФ предоставит Китаю нужный объем
газа из сибирских месторождений, после чего Мьянма передаст в Индию тот
же объем, который иначе отдала бы Китаю. Такой вариант потребует
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создания дополнительной инфраструктуры и оценивается в $16,5 млрд,
однако, скорее всего, Индия выберет его.
Как упоминалось выше, вариант строительства российско-индийского
трубопровода через Монголию и Китай также рассматривается, однако он
оценивается в сумму около $35 млрд и пока считается нерентабельным.
1 июня 2017 г. в рамках Петербургского международного
экономического форума состоялась встреча президента РФ Владимира
Путина и премьер-министра Индии Нарендры Моди, в которой также
участвовал министр энергетики РФ Александр Новак. В результате была
принята «Санкт-Петербургская декларация Российской Федерации и
Республики Индии: Взгляд в XXI век». В документе зафиксировано
намерение России и Индии всячески развивать сотрудничество в разных
сферах энергетики. Страны намерены оказывать друг другу взаимодействие в
атомной энергетике, углеводородной и гидроэнергетике, а также в освоении
возобновляемых источников энергии. Россия и Индия выразили желание
следовать Парижскому соглашению по климату и снижать количество
вредных выбросов в атмосферу. Особо была отмечена роль использования
природного газа как источника энергии, безопасного для экологии. Также
Россия и Индия намерены совместно осваивать углеводородные
месторождения на российском арктическом шельфе.
Таким образом, можно сделать вывод, что российско-индийское
сотрудничество в энергетике, в том числе в торговле углеводородами, ждет
большое будущее. Индия – сама по себе большой рынок, очень
привлекательный для экспортеров нефти и газа. Однако следует учесть, что
кроме Индии Россия активно развивает сотрудничество с другими
крупнейшими экономиками региона. Китай, Южная Корея, Япония, страны
АСЕАН также интересуются российскими энергоносителями. Это дает РФ
возможность стать наиболее значительным поставщиком углеводородов на
евразийском континенте.
Индия - Россия
Индия и режим контроля за ракетной технологией – помощь России
India and the politics of Missile Technology Control Regime
Beenish Altaf. The Nation. July 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/

As India became the 35th member of the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR), it is considered by India itself that the membership would be mutually
beneficial in the furtherance of international non-proliferation objectives.
Sardonically, this is not correct! India, immediately decided to benefit from its
entry into the group by deciding on to the enhancement of the range of its
supersonic cruise missile beyond its previously known limit.
India gained the membership on June 9, 2016 that was before the formal
plenary held in Busan (South Korea) from 17-21 October 2016. A big assistance of
Russia was behind the successful accession to the regime. Given that India is
heading towards advancement of its missiles after joining the 34 nation group
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where, MTCR actually work to restrict the proliferation of missiles, complete
rocket systems, unmanned air vehicles, and related technology for those systems
capable of carrying a 500 kilogram payload at least 300 kilometres, as well as
systems intended for the delivery of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
The missile India and Russia have agreed to extend the range is their Brahmos
supersonic cruise missiles beyond the current 300km. The land-attack version of
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile with an extended range increased from 290km
to 450km was successfully test fired.
Brahmos, is a joint venture between the Russian Federation's NPO
Mashinostroeyenia and India's Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) who have together formed BrahMos Aerospace. The name BrahMos is a
portmanteau formed from the names of two rivers, the Brahmaputra of India and
the Moskva of Russia. It is a short-range ramjet supersonic cruise missile that can
be launched from submarines, ships, aircraft or land.
It needs to be taken into account that Russia has welcomed Indian entry into
the 35 nation (now 35 states after Indian entry) group very bluntly. Russia itself
believes that it is a key anti-proliferating member of the group. The membership to
India has definitely ease space and missile collaboration with Russia, which could
not supply cryogenic engines and other dual use technology missiles to India,
because it was bound by MTCR norms. This is because of the fact that the MTCR
guidelines prohibit its members from transfer, sale or joint production of missiles
beyond 300km range to countries outside the group. However, India is in now
therefore, the first thing both the countries got is, the license to increase the range
of its missile.
This joint step by India – Russia is taken far offensive and pointing towards
Pakistan because Brahmos with 300km range was very difficult to target inside
Pakistan but after enhancing the range the missile can hit anywhere inside
Pakistan. So it is having regional implications at large in this regard. It would be
worrisome not only for Pakistan but for China too. An Indian military official
stated at some point of discussion, that ―our threat perceptions and security
concerns are our own, and how we address these by deploying assets on our
territory should be no one else's concern.‖ The statement depicts the aggressive an
offensive mode of Indian mind making. So, a greater range for Brahmos would
imply that India‘s power to strike would get an unprecedented fillip.
Ironically, since 2004 the MTCR membership was stagnant to 34 countries.
India‘s application got accepted because of the political influence. Pakistan‘s
missile programme is mature so joining the MTCR can be beneficial for Pakistan.
Pakistan officially supports four multilateral export control regimes including
MTCR. Nonetheless, it‘s the political influence behind it that there is not much
emphasis for MTCR around the world.
Analytically, it could be assessed from the above that India is doing this after
the MTCR membership just within days, what India will do if its dream comes true
of getting NSG membership. It would, for sure, lead the way for enhancing its
uranium reserves for military usage. Analytically, China stonewalled India's entry
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into the NSG at the recent June Plenary as it has an impact being the active
member of the group but could not stall India‘s membership to the MTCR seeing
that it is not a member. Nevertheless, India is undoubtedly spending day by day
and more and more in developing its tremendous firepower and strike capabilities.
This is alarming for the world in general and the region in particular.
Индия - Россия
Авиационное давление Дели на Москву
Юрий Юрьев. НГ. 4.07.2017. http://www.ng.ru/armies/2017-07-04/7_7021_india.html

По сообщению газеты Times of India, в ближайшие годы на базе Ханса
(штат Гоа) ВМС Индии будет организовано предприятие по обслуживанию и
ремонту истребителей МиГ-29К, размещенных на авианосце «Викрамадитья»
и на самой базе. Как заявили представители Министерства обороны Индии,
строительство предприятия по ремонту двигателей РД-33МК, установленных
на МиГ-29К, обойдется в сумму от 30 до 45 млн долл. Ремонтное
предприятие будет построено на месте уже имеющихся мастерских, ранее
занимавшихся обслуживанием и ремонтом английских истребителей Sea
Harrier, выведенных, как и авианосец «Вираат», из боевого состава
индийского флота в марте этого года.
На будущем ремонтном предприятии будет работать и группа
российского предприятия – производителя самолетов. Но стоит заметить, что
Times of India приводит слова из доклада генерального ревизора и аудитора о
том, что «с принятием в 2010 году на вооружение самолетов МиГ-29К у 62%
их двигателей имелись серьезные проблемы по причине дефектов,
относящихся к их конструкции». В этом же докладе говорится о низкой
боевой готовности имеющихся самолетов, которая составляет от 21,3 до
47,14%. Как известно, заказ на 45 истребителей МиГ-29К стоимостью 2,2
млрд долл. был оформлен двумя заявками – в 2004 и 2010 годах. Одна
эскадрилья самолетов Миг-29К («Черные пантеры») базируется на авианосце
«Викрамадитья», вторая эскадрилья («Белые тигры») – на базе Ханса.
Победивший на парламентских выборах в 2014 году премьер-министр
Индии Нарендра Моди призвал соотечественников поддержать его идею по
налаживанию в стране разработок и производства наукоемких видов
современной боевой техники и вооружения. Идея Моди, выраженная в
нескольких словах, звучит весьма незамысловато: «Сделано в Индии». В
связи с этим Times of India в одном из мартовских номеров опубликовала
заметку под примечательным заголовком: «После «ошибки» с компанией
Сухого Индия будет сотрудничать с Россией по истребителю 5-го поколения
только при условии полной передачи ей всех технологий».
Как пишет газета со ссылкой на источники в Министерстве обороны,
«это решение было принято на самом высоком уровне с целью не повторять
ошибки программы закупки у России самолетов Су-30МКИ». Программа
обошлась Индии в более чем 8,5 млрд долл., не оказав никакой заметной
поддержки в развитии возможностей по производству собственного
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индийского истребителя. Хотя большая часть из 272 истребителей «Су» (уже
введено в боевой состав 240 самолетов этого типа), заказанных в России,
изготовлены на предприятиях «Хиндустан Аэронотик, лимитед» (ХАЛ).
Однако там они были просто собраны из импортированных
самолетокомплектов. ХАЛ до сих пор не может самостоятельно выпускать
«Сухих». Кроме того, самолет «Су», собранный на заводе ХАЛ (стоимость
одной машины немного больше 69 млн долл.) по упомянутой выше
программе, обходится почти на 15 млн долл. дороже, чем такой же
истребитель, просто купленный в России.
Несмотря на давление со стороны Москвы по поводу подписания
заключительных документов на разработку и производство истребителя 5-го
поколения, Индия теперь хочет знать, что она получит за те 25 млрд долл.,
выделенных на закупку 127 одноместных истребителей. В 2007 году обе
страны уже подписали межправительственное соглашение по истребителю 5го поколения, за которым последовал (в 2010 году) контракт о выделении
Индией 275 млн долл. на работы по проектированию предварительной
конструкции самолета.
Сейчас Индия, отдельно от оценок по критерию «стоимость–
эффективность», выдвинула два предварительных условия к программе
истребителя 5-го поколения. Первое состоит в том, что должна произойти
всесторонняя передача технологий, включая «исходные программы», с тем
чтобы Индия в будущем могла самостоятельно производить модернизацию
истребителя и оснащать его новым оружием. Второе условие – программа
должна непосредственно помочь индийскому проекту создания собственного
истребителя 5-го поколения (его называют «продвинутым средним боевым
самолетом»), по которому уже начались предварительные работы.
По утверждению Times of India, для «парирования китайскопакистанской угрозы требуются 42–44 эскадрильи реактивных истребителей
(по 16–18 машин в каждой эскадрилье), однако ВВС Индии располагают
только 33 эскадрильями, из которых 11 эскадрилий на старых самолетах
(МиГ-21 и МиГ-27) будут выведены из боевого состава к 2024 году».
Указывается и на плохое техническое состояние имеющегося парка боевых
машин. Модернизация 63 МиГ-29 и 51 французского Mirage 2000, на
которую отпущено более 3,5 млрд долл., происходит очень медленно.
Проблема аварийности авиационной техники остро стоит перед ВВС
Индии. С 1970 года зафиксировано более 1300 аварий истребителей, военных
самолетов других типов и вертолетов. Из них более 500 аварий – с участием
истребителей «МиГ» разных типов и около 150 – с вертолетами
«Чита»/«Четак» (индийского производства). Из уже принятых на вооружение
240 истребителей Су-30МКИ к настоящему времени потеряно не менее семи
машин. В марте текущего года, после очередной катастрофы Су-30МКИ, в
индийской прессе сообщалось, что возможна временная приостановка
эксплуатации всего парка самолетов этого типа для проведения проверок.
Подобные приостановки уже имели место после катастроф в апреле 2009
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года и декабре 2011 года. В прошлом году министр обороны Индии, говоря о
проблемах с самолетами «Су», сказал, что за последние три года отмечено 69
случаев технической неисправности, связанных преимущественно с
двигателями.
Израиль, Индия и «Большой Ближний Восток»
Ханин В. (Зеэв). http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36512. 20 июля, 2017.

В Израиле продолжают подводить итоги трехдневного официального
визита премьер-министра Индии Нарендра Моди, приуроченного к 25-летию
индийско-израильских дипломатических отношений. Этот состоявшийся 4-6
июля 2017 года визит уже по праву назван историческим. И дело не только
во многомиллиардных сделках в сферах сельского и водного хозяйства,
здравоохранения, высоких технологий и особенно оборонной индустрии, о
которых, в основном, все те дни и после них и писали СМИ. Этими важными
аспектами далеко не исчерпывается список элементов полномасштабного
стратегического союза двух стран, путь к которому занял немало лет, и
формализацию которого и знаменовал визит Н.Моди.
Факторы сближения
Установления полноценных дипломатических отношений между двумя
странами, почти одновременно (в 1947 г. – Индия и 1948 году — Израиль)
получивших независимость от Великобритании, по причинам, которые были
подробно разобраны нами в предыдущей статье, пришлось ждать 45 лет.
Доминирующая во внешней политике Индии – одного из инициаторов и
лидеров Движения неприсоединившихся государств – в период правления
партии
Индийский
национальный
конгресс
(ИНК)
концепция
«деколонизации» обусловила место Нью-Дели в первых рядах
«антиимпериалистического лагеря» стран Третьего мира. Что, в свою
очередь, в условиях Холодной войны способствовало тесным военнополитическим связям Индии с СССР, и, соответственно, ее критическое
отношение к США и политическую конфронтацию с их ближневосточными
союзниками, такими как Иран и Израиль. Первый оказывал военнодипломатическую поддержку Пакистану (союзнику другого стратегического
противника Индии – Китая, который в 70-е гг. ХХ века пошел на сближение с
США) во время его вооруженных конфликтов с Индией в 1965 и 1971 годах.
Причем, Исламская революция 1979 года, формально перебросившая Иран в
антиамериканский лагерь, несмотря готовность Индии к сближению, с ним,
ситуацию радикально не изменила. Отношение же Индии к Израилю, помимо
его стратегического партнерства с США, определялось акцентировано
прорабским
курсом
индийской
дипломатической
стратегии
и
идеологическим антисионизмом многие годы правящего в Дели клана НеруГанди.
Эта простая и понятная дихотомия рухнула с распадом в 1991 году
СССР, знаменовавшим завершение кризиса мировой социалистической
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системы, окончание Холодной войны и превращение США в единственную
глобальную супердержаву. Индия оказалась среди тех стран, которые в
условиях радикального изменения миропорядка, была вынуждена столь же
серьезно скорректировать свою дипломатическую стратегию, в том числе – в
отношении Израиля.
Дополнительными факторами этого поворота был серьезный
финансовый кризис, с которым столкнулась Индия в начале 1990-х годов, что
вынудило ее начать процесс либерализации ее «социальной» экономики и
заняться поиском внешних партнеров, способных помочь в решении
вопросов технологической модернизации страны. Израиль, с его развитой
наукоемкой
экономикой,
включая
сеть
высокотехнологичных
индустриальных, сельскохозяйственных и оборонных производств, вполне
отвечал этим критериям. Все это дало старт процессу постепенного
взаимного
сближения,
начатого
с
установлением
полноценных
дипломатических отношений между двумя странами в 1992 году. Этот
процесс знал взлеты и падения, и перешел на принципиально новый уровень
после формирования в 2014 году в Индии правительства правой Индийской
народной партии (Бхаратия джаната парти — БДП), во главе с ее лидером
Н.Моди.
Очевидно, что лидерам этой партии было тем легче перейти на рельсы
прагматических отношений с Израилем, чем меньше над ними довлело
характерное для наследников Махатмы Ганди и Джавахарлала Неру
подозрительное отношение к сионизму и идеологические обязательства в
отношении арабского мира, продолжавшие влиять на внешнюю политику
правительства ИНК и в 1990-е годы. То есть, когда стало понятно, что
арабский мир, как справедливо замечает сотрудник иерусалимского
Института планирования политики еврейского народа (JPPI) Шалом Вальд,
всегда будет скорее на стороне мусульманской страны Пакистан, чем на
стороне Индии, вне связи с ее политикой в отношении Израиля.
Как мы уже отмечали, изначальным триггером сближения Нью-Дели и
Иерусалима была способность Израиля решить проблему испытываемого
Индией острого дефицита современных вооружений и оборонных
технологий. Собственно, широкомасштабное партнѐрство в этой сфере
началось в тот момент, когда выяснилось, что российский ВПК не сможет
заменить устаревшую военную технику советского производства в
ожидаемые сроки и по устраивающей индийцев цене. В результате Индия
обратилась к израильским компаниям с предложением о модернизации ряда
стоящих на вооружении индийской армии советских образцов, такие как
самолеты МИГ-21 и танки T-72. С течением времени номенклатура
израильских военных поставок Индии расширялась, превратив Индию в
главного потребителя израильской военной техники (в среднем на $1 млрд в
год), а Израиль — в третьего, на сегодняшний день, по значению игрока на
индийском рынке вооружений. Причем, в отличие от других стран, Израиль,
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как правило, идет не только на поставку готовой военной продукции, но и на
передачу технологий ее производства
Успех израильской военной индустрии у индийских клиентов, объяснил
директор по маркетингу Концерна авиапромышленности Эли Альфасси,
который поставляет Индии крупные партии беспилотный летающих
аппаратов, радаров, коммуникационного оборудования, и средств
кибербезопасности. По его словам, это готовность израильтян адаптировать
свои предложения в государственной политике «Make in India», дающей
приоритет в тендерах местным индийским компаниям – что, в общем, и
оправдывает политику израильских компаний создания совместных
предприятий с местными производителями. Длинный список израильских
оборонных разработок, которые производятся в Индии с учетом местный
потребностей, включает боеприпасы, запчасти для БЛА, противотанковые
ракеты Spike и ракеты «воздух-воздух» Python-4, противовоздушные ракеты
морского базирования Barak-8 и прочие компоненты. В итоге, предприятия
израильского оборонного комплекса стали желаемыми партнерами
индийского правительства по реализации масштабного плана Н.Моди по
модернизации индийской армии до 2025 года. На реализацию этого плана,
являющегося ответом на вызовы, диктуемые противостоянием Индии с
Пакистаном и с Китаем и ростом угрозы исламского терроризма, индийцы
предполагают выделить порядка $250 миллиардов.
Помимо сотрудничества в оборонной сфере, сближение с Индией
открыло перед израильской продукцией и огромный индийский гражданский
рынок, а также выход совместной продукции на рынки Юго-Восточной Азии
через индийские торговые связи. Основными статьями гражданского
экспорта Израиля на субконтинент являются телекоммуникационное
оборудование и металлы (40% экспорта), химикаты, нефтепродукты и точные
приборы. Показательно, что если в 2001 году взаимный товарооборот двух
стран составил всего $200 млн, то уже в 2009 г. он превысил $4 млрд. В 2016
году товарооборот двух стран составил $1,9 млрд, из которых 1,1 млрд
пришлись на израильский экспорт (9-й по объему рынок израильского
экспорта). Израиль осуществляет в Индии целый ряд масштабных проектов в
сфере индустрии передовых технологий, науки и инноваций,
здравоохранения, образования, транспорта, энергетики, инфраструктуры и
средств ее защиты, а также, водного и сельского хозяйства. В 2008 году был
запущен проект, направлен на создание в Индии израильских центров
передового опыта в аграрной отрасли, который индийская сторона оценила в
качестве крупного шага вперед в сторону решениям проблемы
продовольственной безопасности гигантской по населению и территории
страны. В этом сотрудничестве важную роль играет бесспорное мировое
лидерство Израиля в разработке продукции высоких технологий и
сравнительная дешевизна производства в Индии, что позитивно влияет на
состояние экономики в каждой стране. В итоге, сегодня Индия, наряду с ЕС и
США, входит в тройку ведущих импортеров израильской продукции.
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Со своей стороны, Индия, надо признать, небезосновательно
рассматривает еврейское государство в качестве своеобразных «ворот» в
Европейский союз и в США (последние шероховатости в отношениях с ними
Нью-Дели надеется сгладить сближением с Израилем, и принятием
американо-израильского видения геополитической ситуации в регионе
«Большого Ближнего Востока»). Речь идет о большем, чем простое
использование инструментов упрощенно понимаемого еврейского лобби в
США, хотя и этот фактор совсем не следует сбрасывать со счетов. Так, в 90-х
годах прошлого века американские еврейские организации принимая во
внимание значение Индии для США и Израиля, равно как и интерес
поддержания теплых отношений с местной индийской общиной, с ее
постепенно возрастающим политическим весом, поддержали попытки НьюДели наладить более конструктивные отношения с США. Целый ряд членов
основанного в сентябре 2002 года индийского лобби U.S.-India Political
Action Committee считали для себя образцом деятельность американских
еврейских групп и стремились наладить с ними сотрудничество. Так,
еврейское и индийское лобби в США совместно добивались разрешения от
администрации Дж.Буша на продажу Индии разработанных в Израиле систем
раннего
обнаружения
и
контроля
воздушных
целей
Phalcon
(смонтированного на платформе российского Ил-76). Это произошло в мае
2003 года, в то время как аналогичная сделка Израиля с Китаем, Госдепом и
Белым домом была заблокирована в 1999 году. (Во время визита президента
Израиля Реувена Ривлина в Нью-Дели в 2016 году, индийская сторона
выразила желание приобрести еще две системы Phalcon/IL-76 AWACS,
общей стоимостью около $1 млрд).
А в июле 2003 обе группы были среди тех, кто сумели убедить Конгресс
США внести поправки в закон о предоставлении экономической помощи
Пакистану, обусловив ее отказом Исламабада от поддержки боевиков
исламистских группировок, пересекающих границу Индии, а также его
согласием на нераспространение оружия массового поражения. В конце 2008
года, еврейские организации способствовали прохождению законопроекта,
обеспечивающего Индии, вопреки отсутствию подписи под Договором о
нераспространении ядерного оружия, доступ к американским ядерным
технологиям гражданского назначения.
Партнерство в новых условиях
Все эти параметры можно считать внешними индикаторами
существенно более общих процессов, к которым оказались причастны обе
страны в новой геополитической ситуации, сложившейся в макрорегионе
«Большого Ближнего Востока». Перестановка субъектов и размежевание зон
влияния в регионе великих держав, появление, исчезновение и новое
возвращение новых и «новых-старых» игроков, возникновение новых
вызовов при инфляции имевшихся гарантий безопасности – лишь некоторые
из факторов, которые привели к своеобразному феномену. Индия и Израиль,
исторически лишенные (в отличие, например, от Ирана, Турции, КСА или
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Египта) региональных, и тем более, глобальных лидерских амбиций,
вынуждены брать на себя несвойственные им функции формальных или
неформальных «центров силы» в своих регионах и макрорегионе «Большого
Ближнего Востока» (ББВ). В свете этой новой реальности сближение Индии
и Израиля не только в двухстороннем, но и многостороннем
макрорегиональном контексте выглядит закономерным развитом событий.
Среди факторов, которые явно способствуют этому процессу в
нынешнем веке, два имеют наибольшее значение. Первый – это падение в
регионе роли США, в связи с их попытками выйти из «горячих точек» и
отказаться от роли «мирового регулировщика» – тенденция, особенно
заметная в 8 лет правления администрации Барака Обамы, которая сделала
многое, для распада системы традиционных лояльностей и упомянутых
гарантий безопасности. Включая легитимацию (в рамках «перезагрузки
отношений» с арабо-исламским миром) некоторых из радикальных
исламистских движений и легализацию иранской ядерной программы, и как
следствие – его гегемонистских амбиций. Второй фактор – рост мирового и
регионального влияния исторического соперника Индии – Китая, на фоне все
того же ослабления глобальной роли США, что азиатские страны
воспринимали с немалым беспокойством.
Пока непонятно, какие изменения в этом плане внесет новая
республиканская администрация США Дональда Трампа: будет ли он,
отказавшись от внешнеполитического наследия своего предшественника в
отношении исламского мира, тем не менее, следовать той «изоляционистской
доктрине», которая им была заявлена в период предвыборной кампании.
Либо изберет более активный курс, включающий, например, открытое
политическое соперничество с Китаем и полномасштабное возвращение на
Ближний Восток – в виде своего прямого присутствия в регионе, либо путем
передачи решения большей части проблем на «аутсорсинг» создаваемых под
эгидой США альтернативных альянсов. В любом случае, речь скорее идет
уже не о возобновлении привычного следования старых и новых союзников
в фарватере ближневосточной политики США, а об игре уже по другим
правилам. Что заставляет и израильтян, и индийцев так или иначе
«втягиваться» в процесс, от которого они изначально хотели бы держаться
подальше, и, соответственно, искать точки соприкосновения своих
региональных интересов.
Сравнивая нынешнее геостратегическое положение Израиля и Индии в
рамках «Большого Ближнего Востока», бывший директор Центра
стратегических исследований им. Бегина и Садата при израильском
Университете Бар-Илан Эфраим Инбар, выделяет четыре главных параметра:
 Обе страны имеют опыт масштабных конвенциональных войн со
своими соседями, равно как и затяжных конфликтов низкой
интенсивности с государственными и негосударственными режимами и
террористическими движениями,
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Оба – и Израиль, и Индия, являются частью сложнейших этнических и
религиозных конфликтов и противоречий, и их роль в этих конфликтах
не всегда находит понимание в глазах внешних субъектов
 Главные противники обеих стран уже обладают ядерным вооружением
(Пакистан и Китай), или находятся на пути к его получению (Иран)
 Оба государства испытывают общую угрозу со стороны действующих
в регионе ББВ различных ответвлений радикального ислама. Помимо
радикальных исламистских течений в арабском мире, постоянной
угрозой безопасности Израиля являются «шиитский» гегемонизм
Исламской Республики Иран, и стремление последнего к получению
ядерного оружия делает проблему еще более запутанной. Израиль
рассматривает часть арабского мира (прежде всего, КСА) в качестве
политической и логистической базы такого экстремизма и
радикализма. Со своей стороны, Индия с подозрением относится к
тесным отношениям той же Саудовской Аравии с Пакистаном, и
обеспокоена возможностью попадания ядерного арсенала Пакистана в
руки исламских радикалов. Еще больше ее усложняет появление в
последние годы таких квази-государственных террористических
феноменов как «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещено в России)
создающих угрозу стабильности соседей Израиля — Египта и
Иордании, и они же все чаще становятся источником напряженности в
Южной и Юго-Восточной Азии, что создает прямую угрозу
безопасности Индии.
Именно эти обстоятельства, по мнению Э.Инбара, привели к ситуации
идентичного понимания Индией и Израилем стоящих перед двумя странами
взрывов и угроз, а затем и к выработке общей стратегической повестки дня.
Добавим, что этот процесс развивался не на пустом месте. Так, после
дипломатической нормализации в 1992 году тогдашний министр обороны
Индии и будущий глава ИНК Шарад Павар, который тогда и позднее почти
не упускал случая обвинить Израиль в «притеснении палестинских арабов»,
признался, что его страна уже сотрудничает с еврейским государством в
вопросах борьбе с терроризмом. Это скрытое от общественного внимания
сотрудничество включало обмен информацией о финансах, схемах набора
персонала и обучении террористических групп и проводилось вдали от
общественности. Теракты в ноябре 2008 года в Мумбае (бывшем Бомбее)
лишь усилили стремление Нью-Дели к еще более тесному сотрудничеству с
израильскими
спецслужбами
в
области
совершенствования
контртеррористической подготовки индийских сил безопасности.
Стратегические последствия индийско-израильского сближения выходят
далеко за рамки субрегиональных зон конфликтов, которые непосредственно
касаются каждой из двух стран. Индийский океан, где Индия является
важным игроком, и где растет военное, экономические и политическое
присутствие Китая, является и областью растущего интереса Израиля – как в
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контексте его торгово-экономических интересов, так и из-за опасений
относительно возможных действий Ирана и Пакистана.
Как можно заметить, у Индии заняло время преодолеть застарелые
предубеждения, и идеологические препятствия к сотрудничеству с Израилем.
Какое-то время процесс тормозили опасения Нью-Дели, что сближение с
Иерусалимом подорвет имидж и статус Индии в арабском мире. Что
негативно скажется на ее политических, дипломатических и экономических
интересах. Но уже в этом веке лидеры этой страны поняли, что их связи с
Израилем не только не вредят отношениям с арабскими партнерами.
Напротив, считает Ш.Вальд, сближение с Израилем заставило арабов
относиться к Индии серьезнее, чем, когда бы то ни было. Внутреннее
мусульманское сопротивление союзу Нью-Дели с Иерусалимом длилось
дольше, чем внешнее, но победа на выборах партии Н.Моди значительно
ослабила и его – тем более что главными для 15%-ного мусульманского
населения Индии все же является внутренняя проблематика, чем
внешнеполитическая повестка дня.
Разумеется, эта повестка также присутствует в общественном сознании
индийских мусульман и ни одно индийское правительство не может
игнорировать настроения своей второй по численности в мире
мусульманской общины и правительство Н.Моди здесь не исключение, но
оно оказалось способно эффективно отделять это фактор от прагматических
интересов своей страны. Но в конечном итоге, индийское руководство
пришло примерно к тому же выводу, что в свое время, и американское
руководство: ей сложно будет найти на Ближнем Востоке столь же
вменяемого, последовательного и предсказуемого союзника, как Израиль.
Визит Моди в Израиль
Индия и Израиль подписали деловые Соглашения (без учета военных
сделок) на сумму в 4.3 млрд. долл.
Prime Ministers Narendra Modi and Benjamin Netanyahu attend a
conference of CEOs
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
7.07.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/modi-netanyahu-preside-over-4-3b-businessdeals/articleshow/59481573.cms

PM Narendra Modi, Benjamin Netanyahu preside over $4.3 billion business
deals
TEL AVIV: Indian and Israeli companies signed strategic pacts worth $4.3
billion (excluding defence) on the sidelines of the first CEOs Forum held in Tel
Aviv on Thursday. With Prime Ministers Narendra Modi and Benjamin
Netanyahu+ presiding, almost 30 CEOs from both sides promised to power the
economic and investment relationship.
The business leaders gave a thumbsup to the $40 million innovation fund
announced on Wednesday, but urged both governments to restart discussions on an
FTA (free trade agreement) and investment protection pact to deepen economic
ties.
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They also sought easier registration of businesses in both countries, more
connectivity by increasing direct flights, standardisation of requirement to make
sure products are of the highest quality and promotion of tourism and cultural
exchanges. The aim is to increase bilateral trade from the present $4-5 billion to
$20 billion in five years.
The CEOs asked the Israeli government for longer-term multiple entry
business visas, change of rules for investors, opening up of the agriculture sector
for tie-ups and knowledge transfer. Israeli businessmen said India should have
more effective intellectual property protection. They also sought more worker
visas, smoother dispute resolution and "encourage the full utilisation of buybacks,
given the defence procurement from Israel".
In their joint statement on Wednesday, the two governments acknowledged
the validity of many of these recommendations.
The statement said the two PMs "tasked the India-Israel CEO Forum to come
up with early recommendations" to boost bilateral cooperation in innovation and
entrepreneurship.
The statement said the governments would work on "granting of multiple
entry visas to business people for up to five years", and would begin negotiations
on an investment protection agreement. Israel will be the partner country for the
annual Technology Summit to be held in India in 2018.
The strategic MOUs signed on Thursday include those between Texmaco and
Leshman-Lesico; Alpha Design and Elbit Land Systems; Elcomm Innovations and
Eccopia Scientific; Wipro and Israel Aerospace; Dynamatics Technologies and
Israel Aerospace and Elcom Systems; Cadila Healthcare and Phibro Animal Health
Corporation; Sun and Water-Gen; tGELF and LEAD; Telerad Tech and Zebra
Medical Vision; Kalyani Strategic Systems and Israel Aerospace; and Mahindra
and Shachaf.
Пакистан внимательно отслеживает визит Моди в Израиль.
Pakistan closely watching Modi's trip to Israel: Report
The
Times
of
India.
Jul
6,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistan-closely-watching-modis-trip-toisrael-report/articleshow/59466524.cms

•Modi's three-day visit to Israel is the first by an Indian Prime Minister to the
Jewish nation.
•Israeli PM Netanyahu along with his entire cabinet went to Tel Aviv's Ben
Gurion airport to receive Modi in a rare gesture.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is closely watching Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
historic trip to Israel+ as it can have serious implications on strategic stability in
the region, a media report said on Wednesday.
The Express Tribune reported that Pakistan officially does not comment on
bilateral visits of other heads of governments and states, but it is closely following
Modi's trip since it can have serious implications on strategic stability in the
region.
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"Israel has long been a major supplier of arms and other defence equipment to
India and those deals have deliberately been kept secret by the two sides. However,
the two countries are now more open and publicly talk about their deepening
defence cooperation," the daily said.
India got access to some of the most modern defence technologies of America
through Israel, defence analyst Lt-Gen (retd) Amjad Shoaib was quoted as saying
by the daily.
Gen Shoaib said India had greatly benefited from the defence and military ties
with Israel.
Dr Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, an international affairs expert, said growing defence
cooperation between India and Israel would disturb strategic balance in the South
Asian region.
The Quaid-e-Azam University professor believes Israel assistance can propel
India's missile programme, something that would undermine Pakistan's policy of
maintaining credible deterrence, the daily reported.
"One of the subjects on which the Indian media has created a lot of hype is
the threat emanating from terrorism. It has worked hard to relate terrorism with
Pakistan and blame it for virtually any terror incident occurring anywhere in
India," the daily said.
PM Modi's three-day visit to Israel+ is the first by an Indian Prime Minister to
the Jewish nation. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu along with his entire
cabinet went to Tel Aviv's Ben Gurion airport to receive Modi in a rare gesture.
Modi, before leaving for Tel Aviv, told an Israeli newspaper that terrorism
was a common challenge and said New Delhi and Tel Aviv "can cooperate even
more closely" in battling it.
Former ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi believes that the Indian media is too
much obsessed with Pakistan, saying: "No matter where Modi goes, India always
tries to drag Pakistan along."
However, Naqvi was sceptical if Israel would go too far to appease India.
"Pakistan is not under the immediate radar of Israel. Their (Israel) priority at
the moment is Middle East."
However, Naqvi said their defence and military cooperation was something
that had direct bearing on Pakistan.
For Gen Shoaib, there is a lesson for Pakistan in the ever-growing close
relationship between Israel and India.
"If India can cement ties with Israel while at the same time maintaining
diplomatic ties with its enemy Iran, why can't Pakistan also show flexibility in its
foreign policy," Gen argued.
"Our foreign policy should not be merely aimed at appeasing any particular
country. Rather we need to follow our own national interests," he said.
Some analysts have advocated maintaining working relationship with Israel, if
not establishing full diplomatic ties, in order to further and protect Pakistan's
interests.
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In 2005, during former president Pervez Musharraf's tenure, Pakistan and
Israel established contacts and even foreign ministers of the two countries met in
Turkey. However, things could not make headway further after that.
Военное сотрудничество Индии и Израиля
Israel likely to become India‘s largest arms supplier
Pramit
Pal
Chaudhury.
The
Hindustan
Times.
5.07.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/israel-likely-to-become-india-s-largest-armssupplier/story-tZQFenVzYWzaQFnPqbznqM.html

Here is a short history of India-Israel defence relations.
India and Israel have had a long and complicated defence relationship,
characterised by New Delhi keeping Tel Aviv at arm‘s length till the 1990s, when
the two established full diplomatic ties. Since then, the two countries have warmed
up to each other, though it took 25 years for an Indian prime minister to visit Israel.
Here‘s a look at the timeline of India and Israel‘s defence ties
1962 and 1965
Caught by surprise by China‘s attack in 1962, India asked almost everyone
for weapons. Israel provided mortars and small arms. In 1965, faced with a US and
Soviet arms boycott, India went to Israel again and received similar weaponry.
Despite this, New Delhi refused to normalise ties with Israel.
1971
Indira Gandhi asked then Israeli prime minister, Golda Meir, for weapons to help
fight Pakistan. Meir agreed, diverting weapons ordered by Iran to India. RAW had
the arms shipped to Liechtenstein and then taken by air to India along with a team
of Israeli instructors. The weapons were used by Indian soldiers and the Mukti
Bahini to liberate Bangladesh. Later, Meir asked for full diplomatic ties, but
Gandhi declined.
1983
Israel offered to carry out an aerial strike to destroy the Kahuta reactor and
Pakistan‘s embryonic nuclear weapons programme. India had only to allow its
fighter-bombers to use the Jamnagar air base for refuelling, and Indira Gandhi
reportedly agreed to the attack in March 1984. However, the CIA got wind of the
attack and warned Pakistan, which in turn warned India that it would bomb the
Trombay reactor in retaliation. India aborted the mission.
1991
Israel stepped in after the Soviet collapse to provide avionics to India‘s MiG 21 bis
fleet. Russia objected but lacked the technology and delivery skills of the Israelis.
This began a continuing tradition of India mating Russian bodies to Israeli brains.
Whether it is the Sukhois or the Brahmos cruise missile, the Russian airframes and
engines are mated to Israeli radar and electronic systems. It helps that the Israelis
are well versed with Russian weapons -- having captured so many when they
defeated various Arab armies.
1992
Former Prime Minister PV Narasimha Rao established full diplomatic ties with
Israel, part of a larger Indian push to move closer to the Western camp after the
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Soviet Union‘s collapse. But Rao was later to tell Israeli diplomats that, for him,
the main motive was to find an alternative source of arms for India at a time when
its Soviet arsenal was immobilised by a lack of spares and the US continued to
impose sanctions on India.
1996
Then Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres called in at the then Indian ambassador
and outlined the nuclear doctrine of Israel. Both recognised remarkable similarities
in their respective nuclear strategies. Israel provided its technology to stabilise its
warheads, a problem that had afflicted small nuclear arsenals. Cooperation has
expanded since then. ―Today such technical assistance is just the tip of the
iceberg,‖ a senior Israeli official said.
1999
Israel technicians were flown in during the Kargil War to install Litening targeting
pods on the Indian Air Force‘s Mirage jets. The lack of targeting equipment made
it difficult for India to hit Pakistani targets in the mountains and post-Pokhran II
sanctions, made it impossible to get such equipment from elsewhere. The pods
helped India convert its 1000 dumb bombs into laser-guided munitions.
2000
The US vetoed the Israeli sale of Phalcon early warning aircraft to China. Israel
complained that without such big ticket exports, it could not sustain its domestic
arms industry. Bruce Riedel and Ken Lieberthal of the Clinton administration
recommended that Israel consider India as an alternative. A few years later, India
agreed to a $1 billion plus deal for the Phalcon, the accompanying Green Pine
radar and the rights to use the Israeli Ofek 6 military reconnaissance satellite when
it passes over South Asia.
2007
Indian special forces inducted the Israeli Tavor assault rifle, now part of the
standard arsenal of many Indian security forces. There were complaints about its
reliability under certain Indian climatic conditions, but Tavor‘s maker signed a
joint venture with Punj Lloyd and the rifle may be made in India.
2009
The Barak 8 air defence system was sold to India for $1.1 billion. Israel agreed to
make this an India-Israel co-production product and by 2010, the Barak ll was
being produced with what the DRDO claimed were 70% Indian parts. It was tested
on the INS Kolkata and will soon be fitted on all major ships of the Indian Navy,
with the Israeli Navy planning to do the same. The Barak is now cited as a model
for bilateral military cooperation.
2015
India proved to be among the best customers for Israel‘s drone industry. In 2015,
India had a fleet of 176 Israeli-made UAVs, and in 2017, India has the largest fleet
of Israeli drones in the world – even larger than Israel‘s. India is expected to
purchase its first set of armed Heron drones from Israel this year — a UAV
especially adapted to fight in Kashmir‘s climate and altitude.
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2012-2016
Israeli arms exports to India grew steadily during this period. India, according to
the SIPRI arms database, was the destination to 41% of these exports — by far the
largest client for the Israeli defence industry. Israeli firms clocked up $1 billion a
year in sales to India on average. In fiscal 2016-17, if India goes through with the
Spike anti-tank missile deal, Israel will be for the first time the largest arms
supplier to India.
2017
A few months after Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit, Indian Air Force
fighters will join Israel and five Nato air forces in the so-called Blue Flag joint air
force exercises. This will be the first time that the Indian military will be publicly
holding such manoeuvres with their Israeli counterparts.
Визит премьер-министра Индии Н.Моди в Израиль: есть ли скрытые
угрозы двустороннему сотрудничеству
Якимова Е.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36172. 5 июля, 2017.

Визит главы индийского правительства Н.Моди в Иерусалим,
начавшийся 4 июля 2017 г., по популярности в прессе и ожиданиям со
стороны израильских контрпартнеров фактически сравнялся с ажиотажем,
сопровождавшим первое региональное турне президента США Д.Трампа.
Информация, размещенная в официальных источниках накануне приезда
делегации, позволила еще до начала официальных мероприятий судить о
широком спектре тем переговоров. В центре внимания традиционно оказался
сектор high-tech, о чем свидетельствовало заявление Н.Моди в преддверии
отъезда. В нем Израиль был назван «маяком технологий». В этой связи для
более детального знакомства с израильскими инновациями представители
Индии запланировали посещение одного из лидеров в сфере капельного
орошения NaanDan Jain и компанию Mobileye, занимающуюся разработкой
автоматизированных систем безопасности для автомобилей.
Помимо торгово-экономического взаимодействия стороны приняли
решение уделить внимание межпарламентскому диалогу. С этой целью
Н.Моди в поездке сопровождают 10 парламентариев, которые примут
участие в пленарном заседании Кнессета. Кроме того, по сообщениям
индийской прессы со ссылкой на израильского посла в Нью-Дели говорится,
что в повестке дня значится также актуальный для обоих государств вопрос
борьбы с терроризмом. Примечательно, что эта тема стала одной из
центральных в ходе недавней беседы Н.Моди и Д.Трампа, состоявшейся в
конце июня в Вашингтоне.
Не стоит забывать, что для израильской стороны взаимодействие с
Индией связано и с определенными ожиданиями в политикодипломатической сфере. Решение Нью-Дели в рамках визита делегации во
главе с Н.Моди сосредоточиться исключительно на посещении Израиля без
встречи с руководством Палестинской национальной администрации было
расценено как особый знак. Противоположную точку зрения на
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сложившуюся ситуацию выразил индийский посол в Израиле П.Капур. По
его словам, страна сегодня достигла такого уровня развития, при котором
вполне способна сочетать взаимодействие с Израилем, не оставляя при этом
курса на поддержку палестинского народа. Как следствие, своим
высказыванием он фактически дал понять, что успех, достигнутый на
израильско-индийском треке в последнее время, автоматически не будет
означать готовность Нью-Дели полностью солидаризироваться с
ближневосточным партнером на площадках различных международных
форумов, включая ООН. Аналогичную точку зрения высказал в прессе и экспосол Индии в Саудовской Аравии Т.Ахмад.
Впрочем, как следует из многочисленных заявлений израильского
руководства, именно на этот компонент взаимодействия с иностранными
государствами сегодня была сделана ставка. Достаточно вспомнить весьма
резкую реакцию Израиля на декабрьскую резолюцию Совета Безопасности
ООН № 2334, ставшую поводом для серьезного обострения отношений с
рядом государств. При этом еще в июне 2015 г. Индия пошла на весьма
показательный для международного сообщества шаг, воздержавшись на
голосовании по докладу об итогах операции «Нерушимая скала» в Совете
ООН по правам человека. Более того, как указывают некоторые источники,
принятие данного решения последовало за телефонными переговорами
Н.Моди и Б.Нетаньяху, инициированными израильской стороной. Острую
критику в индийской прессе встречали и слова главы правительства, в
которых он заявлял о правильности действий ЦАХАЛ.
Уже в 2016 г. воздержавшись при рассмотрении аналогичной резолюции
о военных преступлениях, якобы совершаемых в секторе Газа, в рамках
сессии СПЧ ООН страна поддержала инициативу по созданию списка
израильских фирм, работающих в Иудее, Самарии и Голанских высотах.
Более того, в качестве причины, по которой представители Нью-Дели не
проголосовали за первый документ, указывалось не стремление оказать
содействие ближневосточному партнеру, а тот факт, что в тексте содержится
ссылка на необходимость привлечения к урегулированию вопроса
Международного уголовного суда, участником которого Индия не является.
Таким образом, в регионе сформировалось две точки зрения на будущие
шаги
Индии
на
ближневосточном
направлении.
Сторонники
пропалестинской линии ссылаются на то, что глава ПНА М.Аббас побывал в
Нью-Дели в мае 2017 г., где получил теплый прием и гарантии со стороны
контрпартнера отстаивать идею создания двух государств для двух народов.
Многие израильские издания и эксперты, в свою очередь, подчеркивают, что,
принимая главу ПНА, Н.Моди ни слова не сказал про статус Иерусалима и
признание какой-либо его части в качестве столицы палестинского
государства.
В действительности можно предположить, что для Индии
сотрудничество в военно-технической и торгово-экономической области в
сочетании с возможностью облегчить взаимодействие с США и опередить
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Китай сегодня играет большую роль, чем призрачная перспектива получить
для себя некий неопределенный статус в рамках палестино-израильского
урегулирования. В этой связи можно ожидать, что в рамках визита
индийский премьер-министр будет проявлять сдержанность в вопросах
региональной проблематики, делая ставку на двусторонние контакты.
Косвенно об этом свидетельствуют записи Н.Моди в сервисе
микроблоблогов Twitter, где он упоминает историю государств и их
совместные планы на будущее, избегая острых тем. Вместе с тем, как
отметил сам премьер-министр Индии перед отъездом в Израиль, позиция в
рамках международных организаций, включая ООН, также будет
диктоваться исключительно национальными интересами страны, а не ее
партнеров, что создает определенные барьеры на пути к расширению связей.
Визит Моди в Израиль
В Израиле Моди провел переговоры по расширению сотрудничества с
области технологий и безопасности
Tech, security top Modi talks in Israel
The Nation. 5.07.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/05-Jul-2017/tech-security-topmodi-talks-in-israel

TEL AVIV - Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is spending three days in
Israel to mark a quarter century of normalised diplomatic relations and boost
cooperation in areas including security, space exploration, technology and
agriculture.
Making the first trip to the country by an Indian prime minister, Modi arrived
in Tel Aviv on Tuesday and was received by Israeli counterpart Benjamin
Netanyahu. "We've been waiting for you a long time," Netanyahu said. "We've
been waiting almost 70 years, in fact, because yours is truly a historic visit."
"In our path of sustained high growth and all-round development, India
counts Israel amongst its important partners," Modi said.
The two leaders are expected to discuss cooperation on Wednesday in areas
that will help create a "new India" with improved railways, roads, waterways, fiber
optics and other infrastructure.
"Our path is reform, perform, transform - that is how we will scale new
heights," Modi told Israel's Channel 2 in Hindi ahead of his visit. "India is a
country with great potential, and we want to focus on the next-generation
infrastructure."
Israel, Modi told the channel, is closely identified with sophisticated
agriculture, innovation, technology, startups, space and optimum resource
utilization. "All of these things gel with India," he said. "These things will help us
grow -- working shoulder to shoulder with Israel."
Without specifying the deals expected to be signed during the visit, B Bala
Bhaskar, a joint secretary in the Indian Ministry of External Affairs, recently told
reporters that there is scope in many areas. "We are continuously working to
diversify and strengthen" bilateral cooperation, he said, noting three years of highlevel exchanges. Bhaskar said Israel has expressed "great willingness" to
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participate in such initiatives as Make in India, which aims to develop the country
as a manufacturing hub, and Digital India, to evolve a knowledge economy. With
Israel's help, India has already established 25 centers for agricultural excellence to
boost rural productivity.
Modi wrote on Facebook that he will join leading Indian and Israeli business
figures and startups to discuss a "shared priority" of expanding business and
investment. "I hope to get insights into Israel's accomplishments in technology and
innovation through on-site visits," he wrote.
India's trade with Israel amounted to $4.16 billion last year. Trade in
diamonds accounts for more than half, with recent growth in agriculture,
information technology and pharmaceuticals. Bhaskar said around 20 percent of
phosphate imports now come from Israel, making it an important contributor to the
energy sector.
Israeli businesses have invested in real estate, renewable energy,
telecommunications and water management, but investment has also flowed the
other way. Israeli drip irrigation company NaanDan was taken over by Jain
Irrigation Systems. Sun Pharmaceutical Industries has a controlling stake in Taro
Pharmaceutical, while Triveni Engineering & Industries is invested in wastewater
treatment concern Aqwise.
Tata Consultancy Services began Israeli operations in 2005, and State Bank of
India opened a Tel Aviv branch in 2007. Such Indian IT majors as Infosys, Wipro
and Tech Mahindra have also invested during the last two years.
Modi will not visit the Palestinian city of Ramallah, unlike President Pranab
Mukherjee in 2015 and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj last year. US
President Donald Trump also visited both Israel and Palestinian territory in May.
Analysts note that previous Indian governments have shied away from
developing an overt relationship with Israel in the interests of relations with other
Middle Eastern governments. There are also domestic sensitivities, given that
about 15% of India's population of 1.25 billion is Muslim.
Визит Моди в Израиль
5 сфер сотрудничества Индии с Израилем.
PM Modi‘s Israel visit: Five reasons why Tel Aviv matters to India
The Hindustan Times. Jul 04, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/pmnarendra-modi-s-israel-visit-five-reasons-why-tel-aviv-matters-to-india/storyYIf5DRoNlti0HcVqKyGn8L.html

Narendra Modi will be the first Indian prime minister to embark on a
bilateral visit to Israel.
Defence, agriculture, trade, diplomacy and water management will dominate
talks when Prime Minister Narendra Modi visits Israel from July 4-6 at the
invitation of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, the first Indian Prime
Minister to visit the Jewish homeland.
Modi is also expected to meet Moshe Holtzberg, a survivor of the 2008
Mumbai 26/11 terrorist attack. Moshe was two years old when the attack
happened.
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―Ahead of the visit, both countries have prepared a roadmap of joint
economic undertakings,‖ The Haaretz reported on June 29, 2017. ―The Israeli
cabinet approved a 23-page document continuing scores of bilateral measures and
a budget of 280 million shekels (about $79.6 million or Rs 514 crore) – a bigger
sum than Israel has ever set aside for China, Africa and Latin America combined.
No fewer than 11 ministries were involved in preparing the program.‖
Here are five things that define the India-Israel relationship today:
1) Defence
India is Israel‘s top destination for arms exports, buying 41% of Israel‘s arms
export between 2012 and 2016, according to the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute, an independent global conflict and arms-research institute.
PM Modi‘s Israel trip shows India‘s mature approach with focus on
economic, security gains | Opinion
Israel is India‘s third-largest source of arms, with a 7.2% share of imports
between 2012 and 2016, next to the USA (14%) and Russia (68%).
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The earliest signs of collaboration came during the 1962 Sino-Indian war,
when Israel provided India military aid. Israel also assisted India during two wars
with Pakistan in 1965 and 1971, according to this 2009 article in the Stanford
Journal of International Relations.
India reciprocated during the six-day war in 1967 by providing Israel with
spare parts for French-made Mystere and Ouragan aircraft as well as AX-13 tanks
(also French-made), the Stanford report said.
The highlight of the partnership was Israel‘s supply of artillery shells during
the Kargil war in 1999 when India faced a shortage.
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In the late 1990s, a crucial defence deal was the Indian purchase of Barak 1,
an air-defence missile, bought specifically for its capability to intercept US-made
Harpoon missiles deployed by Pakistan.
Read | Modi‘s Israel visit: Defence and fighting terror are pillars of bilateral
ties
India‘s imports of unarmed vehicles (UAVs) have almost all been from Israel.
Of 176 UAVs purchased from Israel, 108 are Searcher UAVs and 68 are Heron
UAVs, IndiaSpend reported in May 2015.
In April 2017, India and Israel signed a $2 billion (Rs 12,878 crore) deal for
advanced medium-range surface-to-air missile system, which will provide the
Indian army the capability to shoot down aircraft, missiles and drones at ranges of
up to 70 km.
In September 2016, tests were conducted of the jointly developed Long Range
Surface-to-Air Missile with a range of 70 km, intended to equip three guidedmissile destroyers of the Indian Navy.
India successfully tested the Israeli-made SPYDER quick-reaction surface-toair missile in May this year. The Indian Air Force is planning to deploy this system
on its western border, India Today reported on February 28, 2017.
India and Israel also closely cooperate on counter-terrorism issues through a
joint working group on counter-terrorism.
2) Diplomacy: Several ministerial and high-level official visits to Israel
precede Modi‘s tour. These include visits by LK Advani, former home minister, in
2000, former President APJ Abdul Kalam in February 2008, home minister
Rajnath Singh in November 2014, President Pranab Mukherjee in October 2015
and external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj in January 2016.
Three Indian naval ships, destroyer INS Mumbai, frigate INS Trishul and
tanker INS Aditya, made a goodwill visit at the Haifa port in May 2017 to mark 25
years of full diplomatic relations between the two countries.
3) Agriculture: An Indo-Israel agriculture action plan for 2015-18 is
operational, and 15 of the proposed 26 centers of excellence in agriculture are
being developed in India with Israel‘s help to showcase the latest technology to
Indian farmers.
Phase-I (2010-12) and phase-II (2012-15) of the agreement are complete,
according to this reply to the Lok Sabha (lower house of Parliament) on February
7, 2017.
India has benefited from Israeli technologies in horticulture mechanisation,
protected cultivation, orchard and canopy management, nursery management,
micro-irrigation and post-harvest management, particularly in Haryana and
Maharashtra.
Every year, more than 20,000 farmers visit the Agricultural Centre of
Excellence at Gharaunda in Karnal, Haryana, where a nursery produces hybrid
seedlings–including tomatoes, cherry-tomato, colored capsicum, cucumbers,
eggplant and chilli pepper–grown in small, individual cells, ready to be
transplanted into containers or a field.
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There was a five-to 10-fold increase in crop yields with an accompanying
65% reduction in use of water and noticeable decrease in the use of pesticides and
fertilisers, according to this December 2014 report on the Indo-Israel Agriculture
Project.
4) Water Management: On June 28, 2017, the union cabinet approved a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Israel on the National Campaign for
Water Conservation in India.
Technologically-adept Israel has developed water-management technologies,
located as it is in a semi-arid region with limited sources of fresh drinking water.
India and Israel had earlier signed an MoU on water resources management
and development cooperation in November 2016.
5) Trade: Israel was India‘s 38th largest trading partner, with trade of $5.02
billion (Rs 33,634 crore) in 2016-17, down 18% over 2012-13. The trade balance
stood in India‘s favour at $1.10 billion (Rs 7,370 crore) in 2016-17.
Mineral fuels and oils are India‘s leading export to Israel, worth $1.01 billion
in 2016-17.
India‘s major imports from Israel in 2016-17 included natural or cultured
pearls and precious stones, worth $1.11 billion.
Trade in diamonds accounts for nearly 54% of the bilateral trade. Nearly 40
diamond dealers from India have opened offices at the Israeli diamond exchange in
Ramat-Gan. Some of these dealers have been active in Israel for nearly 30-40
years.
Israeli exporters complain about the difficulties in doing business in India
―because of its onerous regulations, corruption and the division of the country into
multiple jurisdictions of 29 states each with their own policies and rules‖, the
Haaretz reported.
The Israeli government has proposed measures such as ―offering export
insurance, liberalising the aviation sector and granting longer-term visas‖. The aim
is to boost Israeli exports to India by 25% over the next four years and tourists to
80,000 annually.
―Relations with Israel are significant for India because of cooperation in
agriculture, defence and science/technology,‖ Uttara Sahasrabuddhe, professor of
international relations at the University of Mumbai, told IndiaSpend.
―Israel has been giving key weapons systems to India including missiles; it
has given us those weapons which we could not directly buy from the US for
ideological reasons; cooperation in counter-terrorism from information sharing to
techniques/doctrine of counter terrorism,‖ Sahasrabudde said. ―It is also an
important source of foreign investment, if tapped with care. The visit of the Indian
PM will indicate that New Delhi has come out of the old mindset.‖
Read | PM Modi shouldn‘t have skipped Palestine during Israel visit, says
Owaisi
Modi‘s visit is of ―unprecedented importance with bilateral ties going through
changing paradigm and changed architecture,‖ Israeli Ambassador to India Daniel
Carmon was quoted as saying in the Economic Times on June 28, 2017. ―… there
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is no zero sum game and commitments and good relations with both sides can be
maintained without contradiction.‖
Modi will be received by his Israeli counterpart at the airport along with a
―top protocol team‖ comprising Israelis from various fields including rabbis. This
is a special gesture only accorded to the Pope or the US President, the Ambassador
said.
The announcement has generated excitement among Israelis. The Israeli
Embassy in India has tweeted a video where Israelis welcome the Indian Prime
Minister in Hindi.
An estimated 85,000 Jews of Indian-origin live in Israel, the majority being
from Maharashtra (Bene Israelis), with some from Kerala (Cochini Jews) and
Kolkata (Baghdadi Jews).
While India recognised Israel on September 17, 1950–a year after it voted
against United Nations‘ membership for the Jewish state–full diplomatic ties were
established only in 1992, the reticence flowing from India‘s traditional backing for
the Palestinian cause.
Since then, relationships have been defined by defence deals and the 35,000
mostly young Israelis who visit India each year to de-stress after their compulsory
two-three years of military service.
The traffic isn‘t all one-way: As many as 44,672 Indian tourists visited Israel
in 2016, a 13% increase over the previous year, Financial Express reported on
April 24, 2017.
Индо-израильские связи постоянно расширяются
‗India-Israel ties on a steady upward trend‘
Suhasini
Haidar.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/interview/indian-pms-maiden-visit-to-israel-issignificant/article19199268.ece

4.07.2017.

Modi‘s tour is the formal ‗coming out‘ of the relationship; there is none
of the bashfulness any more, says envoy to Israel
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit to Israel has generated a lot of interest
as it is the first such visit by an Indian Prime Minister. According to officials, the
Prime Minister will be accompanied by his Israeli counterpart Benjamin
Netanyahu through most of his visit that will take him to Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and
Haifa, and will see the countries sign a strategic partnership on non-security issues.
India‘s Ambassador to Israel Pavan Kapoor spoke to The Hinduabout the focus of
the visit.
Amid all the interest and expectation from the visit, what will the focus
be?
I think the focus of the visit, is the visit itself. The fact that an Indian Prime
Minister is making a visit for the first time in 25 years since we established full
diplomatic ties is significant in itself. Also since this is the 25th anniversary, we
want to mark that and celebrate that.
At some stages the relationship has gone faster, sometimes not so fast, but it‘s
been a steady upward trend.
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Have India and Israel put behind them what PM Modi described with
the U.S., ―the hesitations of history‖ now?
Absolutely. This is very much the formal ‗coming out‘ of the relationship at
the highest level. When the PM comes here, he will be making that very clear as he
tells the government of Israel and PM Netanyahu that India is your genuine
partner. So there is none of that bashfulness any more, and it is completely out in
the open.
Yet, agreements planned during the visit are only expected to refer to
Israel as a strategic partner on non-security issues like water and agriculture,
according to the Israeli cabinet resolution. Why?
I think there has been too much focus on defence and security aspects. The
future of the relationship and much of the present of the relationship lies in
development, which includes agriculture, water, innovation, science and
technology. This is where we can impact the largest number of lives of people back
in India.
When it comes to innovation, what is it that India, which has its own IT
industry, engineers, innovation culture, learns from Israel?
What we really need to learn from the Israelis is the seamless manner in
which they have cooperation between industry, academia and government. We
have to learn from their universities, how they have technology transfer companies
based right on their campuses, who help convert theory into useful products in a
very short period of time. We have a developed system, but the areas where they
have start-ups far exceeds what we have. This is a country that has no automotive
industry for example, and yet they are the R&D centre for autononomous cars
(self-driving) in the world. We also need to have Israeli companies look more at
the Indian market.
So far, Israeli start-ups have looked at American investors and buyers, but
Indian firms could do the same with larger markets and cheaper production lines.
The PM is also addressing a diaspora event in Tel Aviv this week. How is
the Indian-Israeli community different from others Indian diasporas?
Well, most of the diaspora immigrated here in the 1950s and the 1960s, and
the large number of them don‘t have too many ties back home. Most Jewish
Indians, about 80,000, have all moved here, and there are just about 4,000-5,000
left in India. So the familial link is not that strong. Also, the community here is not
that well-off compared to those in the U.S. and the U.K. People moved here on the
basis of their religion, not [for economic reasons]. So we try to bring them together
once a year, and this year, they will be able to hear directly from Mr. Modi about
how they can play a role in building India-Israel ties.
Connectivity between the two countries is still poor, there are no flights
from Delhi, and the only direct flight from Mumbai by El Al runs just three
times a week. Why has Air India not started its service, as promised, in May?
You will have to ask Air India that. They announced that there would be a
flight [in May], but we have heard nothing since.
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Израиль и Индия: индикаторы и факторы стратегического партнерства
Ханин В. (Зеэв). 1 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36076

В четверг, 29 июня израильские СМИ объявили о замораживании –
фактически, срыве крупной сделки на сумму 652 млн долларов, заключенной
между Израильским концерном авиационной промышленности (IAI) и
правительством Германии о приобретении для бундесвера ударных
беспилотников «Эйтан» (в европейской классификации, Heron TP), которые
ранее
германская
сторона
предпочла
аппаратам
американского
производства. Сделка по данным прессы была, вопреки позиции германских
военных, заблокирована местными социал-демократами – партнерами
правящей ХДС по коалиции – которые утверждали, что они не против
приобретения израильской военной продукции вообще, но только против
этой конкретной сделки по приобретению наступательных БЛА. В любом
случае, новость, которая в прежние времена в Израиле была бы предметом
многодневных обсуждений и информационного ажиотажа, сегодня осталась
на периферии общественного внимания. Растущая диверсификация
экспортных направлений израильской военной и гражданской продукции в
последние полтора десятка лет, и прежде всего – рынки Южной и Восточной
Азии, которые по значению для Израиля вплотную приблизились к пока еще
первому по объемам израильского экспорта европейскому рынку, создала
новую экономическую и стратегическую реальность.
Потому, намного больший интерес вызвала информация о первом в
истории официальном визите в Израиль премьер-министра Индии Нарендры
Моди, который намерен прибыть в Иерусалим по завершении саммита
«Большой двадцатки», который состоится 7-8 июля в Гамбурге. Визит
Н.Моди приурочен к 25-летию индийско-израильских дипломатических
отношений, однако его церемониальный аспект по всем признакам, является
далеко не единственным. Индия, как отметил премьер-министр Израиля
Биньямин Нетаньяху, является третьей по величине и самой быстрорастущей
экономикой в мире. Потому контактам с этой страной в Иерусалиме придают
колоссальное значение.
От конфронтации – к союзу
И это станет очень важным шагом на пути публичного признания
отношений двух стран, что предшественники нынешнего премьера старались
избегать. К тому же, в отличие от индийских министров, которые посещали
Израиль в прошлом, Н.Моди ограничится лишь визитом в еврейское
государство, минуя ПНА.
Израиль традиционно прилагал значительные усилия для развития
двусторонних отношений с такими государствами Юго-Восточной Азии, как
Бирма, Камбоджа и Сингапур. Израиль предоставлял этим государствам
экономическую, научно-техническую и военную помощь. Сегодня в Азии
основными партнерами Израиля являются Южная Корея, Сингапур, Япония,
Шри-Ланка и некоторые другие. При этом с двумя крупнейшими азиатскими
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государствами – Китаем и Индией – у Израиля не было полноценных
дипломатических отношений вплоть до начала 1990-х годов.
Первый премьер-министр Государства Израиль Давид Бен-Гурион в
опубликованном им в 1953 году очерке «Израиль среди наций» предсказал
«ослабление господства Европы и подъем Азии», предлагая обратить
внимание на «две древние великие нации – Индияю и Китай, которые стоят
на пороге независимости» и чья «значимость на весах человечества растет и,
вероятно, скоро опрокинет эти весы».
Выполнение обещания об установлении дипотношений, данного еще в
1952 году первым премьер-министром Индии Джавахарлалом Неру
гендиректору Министерства иностранных дел Израиля У. Эйтану, было
реализовано лишь 40 лет спустя. Д.Неру вместе с египетским лидером
Гамалем Абдель Насером стоял во главе Движения неприсоединившихся
стран, что во многом определило проарабский курс Индии во времена
холодной войны. Индия все это время предпочитала не поддерживать
отношений с еврейским государством, и по другим причинам – из-за
антиизраильского настроя мусульманского населения Индии и интереса
Нью-Дели к экономическому партнерству с арабским миром. А также для
того, чтобы помешать Пакистану, находившемуся в затяжном конфликте с
Индией из-за Кашмира, использовать против нее фактор мусульманской
солидарности на международной арене. Наконец, свою роль в торможении
двухсторонних отношений играло и со-председательство Индии в Движении
неприсоединения, в котором доминировал антиизраильский настрой, во
многом определявший «политическое лицо» постколониальных государств.
Потому и Иерусалим, традиционно уделявший особое вынимание
поиску «свободных ниш» в сегментах международных отношений,
свободных от влияния арабо-мусульманского блока, вынужден был
принимать во внимание эту реальность. Впрочем, отсутствие
дипломатических отношений не исключало неформального сотрудничества и
даже формальных контактов между двумя государствами, прежде всего, по
проблеме еврейской иммиграции. В 1970-е гг. положение начало меняться, а
после прихода к власти правительства Раджива Ганди в индийских средствах
массовой информации стал широко обсуждаться вопрос о нормализации
отношений с Израилем, которое вскоре перешли в практическую плоскость.
К 1988 г. представительство Израиля в Индии вновь было поднято на
консульский уровень, а 29 января 1992 г. были установлены полные и
официальные дипломатические отношения двух стран.
Стремительное сближение Нью-Дели с Иерусалимом началось после
распада мировой социалистической системы и особенно после прихода к
власти в Индии правой Индийской народной партии, которая, по мнению
комментаторов, «ставит на первое место прагматические национальные
интересы, а не абстрактную солидарность с палестинским народом».
Индикатором этих изменений стал выход Индии из «автоматического
большинства» в подразделениях ООН по осуждающим Израиль резолюциям
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(в последнее время индийские представители как правило, в таких случаях
воздерживаются), что позволило Израилю значительно ослабить давление на
него на международной арене.
Со своей стороны, Индия, надо признать, небезосновательно
рассматривает еврейское государство в качестве своеобразных «ворот» в
Европейский союз и в США, но ее главным приоритетом является
сотрудничество с Израилем в военно-технической области и сфере
безопасности – в свете противостояния Индии с Пакистаном и с Китаем и
роста угрозы исламского терроризма. В итоге, Индия сегодня стала
четвертым, наряду с США, Соединенным Королевством и Германией,
ведущим союзником Израиля
Направления партнерства
Очевидно, что главным параметром стратегического партнерства двух
стран является статус Нью-Дели в качестве крупнейшего покупателя
израильской военной техники, в свою очередь Израиль является вторым,
после России, главным поставщиков оборонной продукции для Индии. В
настоящее время правительства двух стран обеспечивают выполнение 30-40
контрактов, предусматривающих поставку израильских вооружений и
военной техники сухопутным войскам, ВВС и ВМС Индии. Одним из часто
упоминаемых примеров является контракт в размере полумиллиарда
долларов на закупку израильских противотанковых ракет, которые Индия
предпочла американским аналогам. А также поставки и совместные
разработки систем ПВО, электронной разведки (например, проект «Лазерная
изгородь» по созданию на базе израильских технологий современной
системы наблюдения за линией государственной границы с Пакистаном),
модернизация ВВС и иные проекты, обеспечивающие высокий уровень
двусторонних отношений. Их новым этапом стало развитие совместных
предприятий для создания новейших систем оружия. По данным СМИ, о
высоком уровне доверия между двумя государствами свидетельствует
передача Израилем Индии заказов на выведение на орбиту разведывательных
спутников.
Ожидалось, что в ходе запланированного визита премьер-министра
Индии в Иерусалим будет объявлено о переходе этих отношений на
принципиально новый уровень. Собственно, еще в начале апреля с.г.
израильские и индийские СМИ опубликовали информацию, что Индия и
Израиль подписали или находятся в процессе подписания пакета оборонных
сделок общим объемом в 2 млрд долларов США. [1]Согласно информации
агентства Bloomberg, предметом сделки станут 8000 противотанковые ракеты
Spike и две модификации ракет ПВО «Барак-8» для ВМС Индии,
предназначенные для защиты от любого вида воздушных угроз. Первая
представляет собой ракеты среднего радиуса действия и является совместной
разработкой Israeli Aircraft Industry (IAI) и концерна оборонных технологий
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, с участием Indian Мilitary and Defense
Research and Development Organization. Другую, целиком израильскую
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разработку – ракеты дальнего радиуса действия – планируется установить на
первом индийском авианосце.
Помимо сотрудничества в оборонной сфере, сближение с Индией
открыло перед израильской продукцией и огромный индийский гражданский
рынок, а также выход совместной продукции на рынки Юго-Восточной Азии
через индийские торговые связи. Показательно, что если в 2001 году
взаимный товарооборот двух стран составил всего 200 млн долларов, то уже
в 2009 г. он превысил 4 млрд. Израиль осуществляет в Индии целый ряд
масштабных проектов в сфере индустрии передовых технологий, науки и
инноваций, здравоохранения, образования, транспорта, энергетики,
инфраструктуры и средств ее защиты, а также, водного и сельского
хозяйства. В 2008 году был запущен проект, направлен на создание в Индии
израильских центров передового опыта в аграрной отрасли, который
индийская сторона оценила в качестве крупного шага вперед в сторону
решениям проблемы продовольственной безопасности гигантской по
населению и территории страны. В этом сотрудничестве важную роль играет
бесспорное мировое лидерство Израиля в разработке продукции высоких
технологий и сравнительная дешевизна производства в Индии, что позитивно
влияет на состояние экономики в каждой стране. В итоге, сегодня Индия,
наряду с ЕС и США, входит в тройку ведущих импортеров израильской
продукции.
В ходе визита Н.Моди намерен обсудить с его израильским коллегой
Б.Нетаньяху и другие аспекты экономического партнерства двух стран.
Планируемый визит Н.Моди завершится подписанием серии договоров,
которые станут новым шагом в укреплении сотрудничества двух стран. Речь
идет о водном и сельском хозяйстве, здравоохранении, кибериндустрии, а
также в расширении туристического обмена и сотрудничестве на рынке
торговли алмазами, где, как известно, Израиль является крупным
игроком. Но главным, судя по всему, станет планируемое подписание
соглашения о зоне свободной торговли двух стран и создание фонда для
инноваций, исследований и разработок.
Понятно, что реализация планов долгосрочного израильско-индийского
стратегического сотрудничества требует выстраивания системы регулярных
контактов на высшем уровне, что собственно, и началось ровно десять лет
назад. В 1997 г., а затем снова в 2016 г. Индию посещали президенты
Израиля. В 2004 году Ариэль Шарон стал первым премьер-министром
еврейского государства, который посетил Индию с официальным визитом. В
2015 году состоялся исторический визит в Израиль президента Индии
Пранаба Мукерджи. Похоже, что визит в Израиль премьер-министра Н.Моди
должен стать завершающим аккордом этого процесса.
[1] Israel Aerospace Industries sign $2 billion arms deal with India, Israel hayom, 7 .04.2017

Россия и Индия: непоколебимая дружба.
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Дмитрий Бокарев.
«Новое восточное обозрение». 1.07.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/07/01/rossiya-i-indiya-nepokolebimaya-druzhba/

Уже 70 лет Россию и Индию связывают близкие отношения как в
экономической, так и в оборонной сфере. РФ давно является для Индии
главным поставщиком вооружений и оказала ей немалую поддержку в
противостоянии с Пакистаном. Однако в последние годы российскоиндийские отношения кажутся не такими теплыми, как раньше. Такое
впечатление создается, в том числе, из-за активной внешней политики обеих
стран. Индия расширяет контакты с США, а Россия активно сотрудничает с
Китаем и налаживает отношения с Пакистаном, которые являются
основными индийскими соперниками. Тем не менее, несмотря на видимость
взаимного охлаждения, эти страны по-прежнему остаются друг для друга
важными и надежными партнерами. Как известно, особое значение
российско-индийским отношениям придает то, что две страны сотрудничают
в военно-технической сфере. Россия, как и прежде, поставляет Индии
сложную и современную боевую технику. Кроме того, РФ помогла
организовать сборку высокотехнологичного военного оборудования на
индийской территории. Это свидетельствует о высоком уровне доверия
между двумя странами. Оборонные технологии – не единственная сфера
российско-индийского сотрудничества. Общий товарооборот между
странами достигает $7,7 млрд и продолжает расти. Взаимные инвестиции
также исчисляются миллиардами долларов. Небольшие сложности в
современных российско-индийских отношениях связаны с тем, что РФ
успешно развивает отношения с Китаем, который является главным
конкурентом Индии в Азии, и с которым у нее имеются территориальные
споры. Улучшились отношения России и с другим индийским соперником –
Пакистаном, с которым у Индии также не утихает территориальный спор,
приведший уже к нескольким военным конфликтам. В 2015 г. РФ и Пакистан
подписали контракт о продаже Пакистану партии вертолетов Ми-35М. В том
же году Россия занялась строительством газопровода стоимостью $2 млрд на
пакистанской территории. В сентябре 2016 г. многих индийских политиков
удивили военные учения «Дружба-2016», которые Россия провела совместно
с Пакистаном. Это первые в истории российско-пакистанские учения и, по
мнению многих экспертов, они стали российским ответом на рост
индийского сотрудничества с США. Тем не менее уже тогда большинство
экспертов сошлись во мнении, что Россию и Индию связывают слишком
давние и тесные отношения, и подобная демонстрация им повредить не
может. Следует также отметить, что учения носили антитеррористический
характер. Поскольку Индия периодически страдает от атак пакистанских
террористов, вряд ли «Дружба-2016» могла вызвать ее серьезное
недовольство. К тому же, именно в это время проходили гораздо более
масштабные российско-индийские учения «Индра-2016». В любом случае
если между Россией и Индией возникают противоречия, они успешно
решаются на переговорах, которые регулярно проводятся на базе различных
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совместных мероприятий. 1 июня 2017 г., во время очередного
Петербургского международного экономического форума состоялся 18-й
ежегодный российско-индийский саммит, в котором участвовали президент
России Владимир Путин и премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди. В
результате мероприятия было подписано несколько важных документов,
призванных укрепить российско-индийское сотрудничество. Две страны
решили всячески развивать торгово-экономическое взаимодействие,
увеличив взаимный товарооборот до $30 млрд к 2025 г. Также Россия и
Индия решили продолжать тесное взаимодействие в разных сферах,
связанных с энергетикой, наукой и техникой, и работать над созданием
российско-индийского «энергетического моста». Было решено наладить
совместное производство автомобилей и самолетов, сотрудничать в
добывающей промышленности и сельском хозяйстве. Обсуждались также и
вопросы совместной борьбы с терроризмом. Самыми ожидаемыми из
подписанных бумаг были соглашения, касающиеся строительства двух
новых энергоблоков АЭС «Куданкулам» с участием российских
специалистов из компании «Росатом». Две страны ведут совместную
разработку и производство современных систем вооружений и намерены
продолжать это взаимодействие. 8-10 июня 2017 г. в столице Казахстана
Астане состоялся очередной саммит лидеров стран Шанхайской организации
сотрудничества (ШОС). До недавнего времени основными игроками в ШОС
были Россия и Китай, а также в организации состояли Казахстан,
Кыргызстан, Таджикистан и Узбекистан. На июньском саммите обсуждались
различные вопросы, такие как борьба с терроризмом, ситуация на Ближнем
Востоке и др. Однако главным итогом июньского саммита стало
официальное вступление в организацию Индии и Пакистана. С точки зрения
мировой политики присоединение к ШОС таких крупных и мощных держав
превратит ее в одну из самых значительных международных организаций,
объединяющую почти половину населения Земли (следует напомнить, что
заявку на вступление также подал Иран). Что касается Индии и Пакистана, то
для них это возможность начать путь к примирению. Кроме того, Индия
получает шанс начать сближение с Китаем. Ввиду этого важного
исторического события российская политика в отношении Пакистана и КНР
уже не выглядит ущемляющей интересы Нью-Дели. Не исключено, что РФ
сможет взять на себя роль посредника между Индией, Пакистаном и Китаем
и поспособствует установлению прочного мира и взаимопонимания во всем
регионе.
Китай в Тибете проводит танковые учения – Сикким стоит на ушах.
Sikkim standoff: China carries out military drill with tanks in Tibet
Sutirtho Patranobis Hindustan Times. 9.07.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/amid-sikkim-standoff-china-carries-out-military-drills-at-5-100-metres/storyHjNZUdob3a9SaTDeqSkdcJ.html
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The drill, which involved firing live ammunition and testing new equipment,
was carried out to evaluate the battle-readiness of PLA troops at altitudes of
15000 feet and above.
The Chinese Army has carried out a military exercise on the Tibet plateau,
deploying tanks and conducting live firing at a height of 5,100 metres for the first
time, amid a standoff with Indian forces near Nathu La in the Sikkim sector that
has taken bilateral ties to a new low.
The drill, which also involved the testing of new equipment, was conducted to
evaluate the battle-readiness of People‘s Liberation Army (PLA) troops at altitudes
of 15,000 feet and above, official Xinhua news agency reported.
The exercise assessed ―battlefield environment analysis, combat operations,
synergies that need to be developed during battle‖, and also featured live fire
shooting training and the testing of integration of military operations, the report in
Chinese said.
The report added that the hierarchy of the PLA, the world‘s largest armed
forces, wanted to test how the personnel and equipment fared in freezing altitudes
and ―complex weather patterns‖.
Complex battle situations were simulated and troops were made to react to
changing on-ground situations rapidly.
Last week, the Chinese military said it had conducted trials of a lightweight
battle tank in Tibet near the Indian border. ―The 35-tonne tank has carried out trials
in the plains of Tibet,‖ PLA spokesman Col Wu Qian had said.
Asked whether the test targeted India, Wu said, ―The purpose is to test the
parameters of the equipment and is not targeted against any country.‖
However, a report on the Guancha website said the tanks — called
Xinqingtan in Chinese — were rolled out in an area of Tibet near the Indian
border, and that Beijing was increasing its military buildup in the region as ―a
show of force designed to deter the Indian military‖.
The new tank‘s technology and firepower, the report said, were ―more
advanced than the Russia-made T-90s deployed by India‖.
Китайско-индийские отношения: военные эксперты считают, что
возможен политический диалог
India-China relations: defence experts call for a political solution
Dinakar
Peri,
Josy
Joseph.
The
Hindu.
6.07.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-china-relations-defence-experts-call-for-apolitical-solution/article19226151.ece?homepage=true

Warn that upping the ante will not serve strategic interests of either India or
China, and call for defusing tension
With India-China relations in fresh turmoil, former military officers and
diplomats who have dealt with the communist neighbour have said that New Delhi
should address the border standoff with Beijing at a political level.
The suggestion from experts comes in the wake of China‘s statement that the
situation was not conducive for a meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Chinese President Xi Jinping on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Germany.
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A former senior official of the Defence Ministry pointed out that the present
situation had much in common with the tense standoff in 2013 in Ladakh, when
both sides put up tents and the impasse stretched into weeks.
India-China border standoff: Beijing steps up verbal assault
―We were able to resolve it peacefully because our National Security Adviser
and China‘s Special Representative engaged with each other,‖ he said, suggesting
that the present dispute called for a high-level political intervention.
According to available indications, both sides have engaged at the field
commander level, as well as through the Indian embassy in Beijing, over the
Sikkim standoff, which began on June 16.
No Modi-Xi meeting at G-20 as ‗atmosphere is not right‘
Charges, counters
―The two sides have levelled allegations and counter-allegations at the
political level. So any meaningful dialogue will have to commence at the political
level,‖ former Army Chief Gen. Bikram Singh told The Hindu.
―Since the Special Representatives are already in dialogue as per the existing
mechanisms, it would be prudent to have the initiation of this process at their
level.‖
Gen. Singh cautioned that upping the ante will not be in the strategic interests
of either country. ―Therefore, without compromising our stated position, we should
explore options for expeditiously defusing the situation,‖ the former army chief
said.
Step back: Tension at Bhutan tri-junction suits neither China nor India
He pointed out that the Indian position is based on the understanding of 2012,
whereby any discussion on the tri-junction has to be done in consultation with the
third country.
The Indian Army‘s support of RGB (Royal Bhutan Army) is in conformity
with this special relationship that the two countries and their armies enjoy.
Playing down the present standoff, former Army Chief Gen. VP Malik said
that the media on both sides have given it undue prominence.
‗Road is the problem‘
Gen. Malik, who was the Army Chief during the 1999 Kargil conflict with
Pakistan, said the problem was due to the road construction activity begun by the
Chinese.
―The grazing grounds have always been there. Their grazers have been
coming in and both sides have been observing each other. Claims have been there
for a long time. The problem is the road,‖ he said. The road under construction is
not desirable from India‘s point of view as it would give the Chinese‘s heavier
vehicles access to the southern most edge of the Chumbi valley, Gen. Malik
pointed out.
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China analyst Lt Gen SL Narasimhan (retd) pointed out that both sides should
inform the other about any impending construction activity through the border
personnel meetings, flag meetings, or the hotline, as has been the practice.
Lt Gen Narasimhan added that, in the meantime, India should step up her
surveillance capabilities, build infrastructure in the border areas, and further
develop the capabilities to handle any such incidents in the future.
Китай обвиняет Индию в проникновении военных на ее территорию,
нарушив договоренности 19 века.
China-India border standoff gets shriller
Dawn, July 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1343036/china-india-border-standoffgets-shriller

NEW DELHI: The China-India border standoff got shriller on Monday as
Beijing accused Indian troops of intrusion across their disputed border and betrayal
of a colonial era agreement it claimed to have been endorsed by Jawaharlal Nehru.
The Hindu quoted a Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson as responding
sharply to a barb from Indian Defence Minister Arun Jaitley who said on Sunday
that India was better prepared than it was in 1962 when it suffered a defeat in a
short war with its neighbour.
Referring to ―intrusion by Indian troops in the Sikkim sector‖, the Chinese
called it a ―betrayal‖ of a colonial era understanding of the boundary alignment in
this area.
In a shriller tone demanding the ―pullback on Indian forces‖ from the Doklam
area, where there has been a military standoff, the Chinese foreign ministry
accused New Delhi of virtually manipulating Bhutan to ―distort facts,‖ and
engineering a ―cover-up‖ for the ―illegal entry‖ of its forces in its territory, The
Hindu said from Beijing.
As the war of words escalated, Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson, Geng
Shuang responded to Mr Jaitley‘s remarks that ―India of 2017 is different from
what it was in 1962‖, saying ―China too is different and will take all necessary
measures to safeguard its territorial sovereignty.‖
The Chinese allege that Indian troops have breached New Delhi‘s well
recorded position of abiding by the 1890 British era convention defining the
boundary between Sikkim and Tibet, The Hindu said.
Besides, the boundary between China and Bhutan — a country with which
India has special ties — has not been settled, despite 24 rounds of negotiations that
began in the 1980s between Beijing and Thimpu.
Asked to comment on breaching an understanding with Bhutan on
maintaining the status quo in areas of dispute, Mr Geng denied that there was a
dispute between Beijing and Thimpu in the Doklam area, on the tri-junction of
China, India and Bhutan.
―Chinese side has been stressing that Doklam belongs to China. It is under the
effective jurisdiction of China and it is without any dispute. The boundary between
the two countries is yet to be defined but the two sides have a consensus on the
alignment of the boundary. Regarding that Doklam belongs to China, the two sides
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have no dispute over that. Doklam has always been under the effective jurisdiction
of China,‖ he said.
Mr Geng‘s remarks sharply contradict the assertion by Vetsop Namgyel,
Bhutan‘s Ambassador to India, The Hindu said. It quoted the envoy as saying:
―Doklam is a disputed territory and Bhutan has a written agreement with China
that pending the final resolution of the boundary issue, peace and tranquillity
should be maintained in the area.‖
The current border tension was triggered by the construction of a road by
China in the Doklam area. New Delhi has maintained that the road construction
will threaten its national security.
Analysts say that if built, the road will provide China further access to the
Chumbi Valley, adding to the vulnerability of the ―Chicken‘s Neck‖, a narrow
corridor that links the Northeast with the rest of India.
Mr Geng stressed that China would work with Bhutan on the bilateral track,
without the interference of any ―external forces‖— an obvious reference to India.
Official sources told The Hindu that China‘s moves in Bhutan were in tune
with its growing political profile in South Asia that included Nepal, Sri Lanka and
the Maldives.
Китайские военные корабли и подводные лодки бороздят Индийский
океан на фоне конфликтной ситуации Индии и Китая
Amid border stand-off, Chinese ships on prowl in Indian Ocean
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
4.07.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/amid-border-stand-off-chinese-ships-on-prowl-inindian-ocean/articleshow/59432702.cms

NEW DELHI: The India-China military stand-off+ seems set for a long haul
with China responding to defence minister Arun Jaitley's remark that India is not
what it was in 1962 by saying neither was China+ and the developments
coinciding with unusual activity of Chinese warships in the Indian Ocean.
Jaitley's comment was a reaction to China's blunt reminder+ that India should
not forget the "historical lessons" of the 1962 war which ended badly for India. On
Monday, the rhetoric grew more heated with the Chinese spokesperson noting
China too is different and will take "all necessary measures" to safeguard its
territorial sovereignty, a PTI report from Beijing said.
The sharp exchange comes as Indian and Chinese soldiers have dug into
positions and pitched tents in anticipation of a prolonged confrontation near the
Sikkim-Bhutan-Tibet trijunction, even as the Navy is closely monitoring "an
unusual surge" in the number of Chinese warships in the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR).
Far away from this virtually eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation on the land
border, which many believe will eventually ease with "some sort of mutual troop
pull-back from the forward positions", India and China are also currently engaged
in shadow-boxing on the high seas in the IOR.
"Indian naval satellite Rukmini (Gsat-7), long-range maritime patrol aircraft
like Poseidon-8I and warships have monitored at least 13 Chinese naval units in
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the IOR over the last two months. They range from the latest Luyang-III class
guided-missile destroyers to the more benign hydrographic research vessels," said
a source.
In Beijing, Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang said the
Sino-India border in the Sikkim sector is well demarcated and said India had
"trespassed"+ into Chinese territory. But while claiming the construction of a road
— the bone of contention — was legitimate activity, China has chosen to ignore
Bhutan's protest that its land has been encroached upon.
With the two armies unwilling to budge from their positions on the Doklam
plateau, which is actually Bhutanese territory but being claimed by China to
construct a motorable road towards the Doka La area held by Indian troops,
sources say diplomatic hotlines are now working overtime to resolve the almost
month-long troop confrontation in the remote border region. "It will have to
resolved diplomatically. The two armies are playing the waiting game to see if the
other side blinks first. As demanded by India and Bhutan, China should restore the
status quo that it unilaterally disrupted by entering the Doklam area to construct the
road," said a source.
As was first reported by TOI last week, both the armies have reinforced their
positions in the region by pumping in more troops and setting up logistic chains for
food and other supplies. The "pro-active stance" adopted by Indian troops on the
ground, in defence of Bhutanese territory because it has "serious security
implications" for India as well, has led Beijing to sharpen its public rhetoric against
New Delhi.
But the Indian defence establishment is undeterred, with its troops holding the
militarily stronger position in the area. "Indian Army's border management posture
in the region, which includes the Doka La and Nathu La general areas, is geared to
cater for any contingency," said another source.
With regard to developments in the Indian Ocean, a Chinese Yuan-class
conventional submarine is also prowling the waters, after an operational
turnaround in Karachi and backed by support vessel Chongmingdao, since April.
This is the seventh Chinese submarine to enter the region—China usually
alternates a nuclear submarine with a diesel-electric one — since December 2013,
as first reported by TOI in May.
Interestingly, a Chinese intelligence-gathering ship Haiwingxing is also
reported to have entered IOR last week to snoop on the India-US-Japan Malabar
naval exercise in the Bay of Bengal from next week. China has deployed such
ships in the past also to keep tabs on the Malabar exercise, which it suspects is a
naval grouping aimed to contain its growing influence.
"The fast pace of construction of the Chinese base and support facility at
Djibouti will only add to its capability to sustain its naval units in the IOR," said
the source, adding that China's maritime surge in the region might have been
planned to dovetail with its push along the sensitive tri-junction area on land.
Что означает нынешнее противостояние Китая и Индии?
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Индия размещает дополнительные войска на китайско-индийской
границе и вроде бы «залезла» на китайскую территорию.
India pushes more troops along Chinese frontier amidst standoff
The Express Tribune. July 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1448683/india-pushes-troopsalong-chinese-frontier-amidst-standoff/
См. также The Times of India.- http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/eye-on-china-indiapushes-more-troops-in-doka-la-in-longest-impasse-since-1962/articleshow/59410894.cms

A few days after Beijing released photographs showing Indian troops and two
military bulldozers on what it said was the Chinese side of the border, India has
pushed in more troops in a ―non-combative mode.‖
The troops have been deployed to strengthen Indian position in an area near
Sikkim, where the country is locked in a stand-off with Chinese troops for nearly a
month, Times of India reported.
The dispute is being termed as the longest such impasse between the
militaries of the two countries since 1962.
India brought in the troops after the alleged destruction of its bunkers and,
what it called, ―aggressive tactics‖ adopted by Chinese People‘s Liberation Army
(PLA).
The report quoted sources as saying that PLA had asked the Indian army on
June 1 to remove the bunkers located in Chumbi valley at the India-Bhutan-Tibet
junction.
New Chinese border road raises ‗security‘ concerns: India
India had positioned the bunkers as a ―backup arrangement‖ in addition to
providing security to the Bhutan-China border.
On Thursday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang said ―The
Donglang region belongs to Chinese territory and it is very clear the conditions of
the threshold where the areas are that were trespassed by the Indian troops.‖
Small incursions and troop stand-offs are common along other parts of China
and India‘s contested 3,500 km frontier, but a flare-up near strategically positioned
Sikkim was rare.
India has deepened its military ties with the United States in recent
years, worrying China, which is also unhappy with India‘s refusal to participate in
Beijing‘s multi-billion-dollar Belt and Road infrastructure initiative. India is
concerned the project could cement China‘s dominance over Asia.
Индия предупреждает Китай о недопустимости противостояния на
границе, а Китай требует отвода индийских войск.
India warns China over border road 'security' threat
Dawn. 30.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1342359/india-warns-china-over-borderroad-security-threat

India condemned a new road that China is building on the rivals' Himalayan
border on Friday, saying it raises ―serious security‖ concerns.
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The two sides are trading increasingly stern diplomatic warnings over the new
hotspot, a remote scrap of territory where the frontiers of China, India and Bhutan
meet.
Beijing made a formal protest this week, accusing Indian border guards of
crossing from the northeastern state of Sikkim into its Tibetan territory to stop the
road building.
India's foreign ministry said Friday that China's People's Liberation Army
(PLA) troops entered the area to ―unilaterally‖ construct the road.
―India is deeply concerned at the recent Chinese actions and has conveyed to
the Chinese government that such construction would represent a significant
change of status quo with serious security implications for India,‖ a ministry
statement said.
―India cherishes peace and tranquillity in the India-China border areas. It has
not come easily,‖ it said, urging Beijing to resolve the skirmish through dialogue.
India and China have long disputed parts of their Himalayan border, and
regularly accuse each other of making illegal troop encroachments.
Bhutan has also lodged a formal protest to China, saying the road violated a
bilateral agreement.
Bhutan, which does not have diplomatic relations with China, still disputes
sovereignty of the land. And the showdown is part of a wider friction between
India and China over the 4,057 kilometre border.
China has insisted several times this week that India withdraw troops who are
―trespassing‖ on its side of the frontier.
It insists that it has every right to build the road and that it controls the
territory under an 1890 accord made with Britain when it was colonial power in the
region.
―We can tell you that the Chinese people hold a friendly and goodwill
relations to the Bhutan people but our determination to uphold our territorial
integrity and sovereignty is unwavering,‖ a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman
Lu Kang said Friday.
―The nature of this standoff is quite clear, it's a trespass by the Indian side to
the Chinese border. So the obvious thing is their withdrawal from the Chinese
side.‖
'Chicken neck'
India and China's ties have been dogged by mistrust stemming from a brief
war in 1962 over the northeastern state of Arunachal Pradesh which has a large
ethnic Tibetan population.
Flare-ups around Sikkim are rare. It is the least populous and second smallest
of India's states, but its location gives it strategic importance.
India's seven remote northeastern states are connected to the rest of the
country by a narrow sliver of land known as the ―chicken's neck‖. Sikkim is
wedged between Nepal, Bhutan and China.
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―The Chinese have realised that India is vulnerable at the 'chicken neck' so it
could be a way to test the reaction of the Indian establishment,‖ said Sameer Patil,
a defence and security analyst at the Mumbai-based Gateway House think-tank.
Tensions along the frontier rose in 2014 when Chinese soldiers moved into
territory on the Sikkim-Tibet border claimed by India, sparking a two-week standoff.
Hundreds of Indian and Chinese troops faced off on the de facto border,
overshadowing a visit by China's President Xi Jinping.
The latest border ―scuffle‖ was triggered after PLA soldiers damaged two old
Indian bunkers, according to Indian media.
China has reportedly since stopped pilgrims crossing into Tibet to visit a
mountain shrine to the revered Hindu god Shiva because of the showdown.
India has a number of disputes with China. It is angry at China for proposing
to finance Pakistan infrastructure in disputed Kashmir, which India also claims.
It also blames China for blocking its efforts to become a member of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group, the international club that controls the global nuclear
trade.
Индия – Китай: сложные отношения, включая торговлю.
It‘s time India used its most powerful weapon against China: Trade
Brahma
Chellaney.
The
Hindustan
Times.
30/06/2017/
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/it-s-time-india-use-its-most-powerful-weapon-againstchina-trade/story-Bz40cMCubN384qVwQjgMRP.html

Narendra Modi‘s statement that ―not a single bullet has been fired‖ was
music to Chinese ears. Beijing‘s bullet-less Himalayan aggression, as the Sikkim
episode demonstrates, is similar to the way it has expanded its control in the South
China Sea
Just as Prime Minister Narendra Modi was meeting United States President
Donald Trump at the White House, Beijing ratcheted up pressure on New Delhi by
officially publicising a military standoff at the Sikkim-Bhutan-Tibet tri-junction.
The shadow of China‘s muscle flexing over the Modi-Trump discussions
paralleled what happened when Chinese President Xi Jinping paid an official visit
to India in 2014. Xi arrived on Modi‘s birthday bearing an unusual gift for his host
— a major Chinese military encroachment into Ladakh‘s Chumar region. And
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang‘s 2013 visit was preceded by a 19-kilometre incursion
into Ladakh‘s Depsang Plateau.
In China‘s Sun Tsu-style strategy, diplomacy and military pressure, as well as
soft and hard tactics, go hand-in-hand. In the same way, China‘s xenophobic
nationalism goes hand-in-hand with its economic globalisation project. China has
held border talks with India while its forces perched on the upper heights of the
Tibetan massif have staged fresh incursions.
Read more:
VHP calls for boycott of Chinese products after Mansarovar yatra suspended
India needs to be taught rules of the game: Chinese media on Sikkim standoff
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In Beijing‘s view, India is a critical ‗swing State‘ that increasingly is moving
to the US camp, undercutting Xi‘s ambition to establish a Sino-centric Asia
through an expanded tianxia system of the 15th century. Given India‘s vantage
geographical location, China needs its participation to plug key gaps in Xi‘s One
Belt, One Road (OBOR) project. But India not only boycotted Xi‘s OBOR summit
but has also portrayed OBOR as an opaque, neo-colonial enterprise seeking to
ensnare smaller, cash-strapped states in a debt trap.
China may have orchestrated the Sikkim standoff not so much to cast a
shadow over the Modi-Trump discussions as to warn Modi that his increasing tilt
toward the US will carry long-term costs. China is already stepping up its direct
and surrogate threats against India. One example is the proliferation of incursions
and other border incidents since the 2005 India-US nuclear deal, which laid out a
strategic framework for the US to co-opt India. China is also waging a psy-war
through media.
With Chinese forces aggressively seeking to nibble away at Indian territory,
India‘s Himalayan challenge has been compounded by a lack of an integrated
approach that blends military, economic and diplomatic elements into a coherent
strategy. Modi, for example, has allowed China‘s trade surplus with India to
double on his watch to almost $60 billion. By comparison, India‘s trade surplus
with the US is about half of that, yet Trump wants urgent Indian action to balance
the two-way trade.
By importing $5 worth of goods from China for every $1 worth of exports to
it, India not only rewards Chinese belligerence but also foots the bill for Beijing‘s
encirclement strategy. Beijing‘s annual trade surplus with India is large enough for
it to finance one China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) every calendar year
and still have a few billion dollars to spare. India‘s most powerful weapon against
China is trade. Given China‘s proclivity to deploy trade as a political weapon, as
against South Korea in the latest case, why doesn‘t India take a page out of the
Chinese playbook?
India also needs to eschew accommodating rhetoric that plays into China‘s
hands. Modi‘s recent statement that — despite the boundary dispute — ―not a
single bullet has been fired‖ was music to Chinese ears, with Beijing going out of
its way to welcome it. In truth, China‘s bullet-less Himalayan aggression, as the
Sikkim episode demonstrates, is similar to the way it has expanded its control in
the South China Sea. Indian statements should not give comfort to an adversary
that employs furtive, creeping actions to alter the frontier bit by bit.
Meanwhile, China, by arbitrarily suspending Indians‘ pilgrimage to the sacred
duo of Mount Kailash and Lake Manasarover, is reminding New Delhi to review
its Tibet policy. To blunt China‘s Tibet-linked claims to Indian territories and to
defend against the growing Chinese pressure, India must subtly reopen Tibet as an
outstanding issue. Theoretically, India has a better historical claim to KailashManasarover than China has to Arunachal Pradesh, where no Han Chinese set foot
until the 1962 invasion.
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Make no mistake: Despite the cosy ties with Washington, India, essentially, is
on its own against China. It needs to bolster its border defences and boost its
nuclear and missile deterrent capabilities. The US, with a price tag of up to $3
billion, is offering 22 unarmed MQ-9B unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for
surveillance, not the ―hunter-killer‖ UAVs India needs to counter the emerging
Indian Ocean threat from China. By investing that kind of money, India could
develop potent new deterrent instruments against China — intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and long-range cruise missiles, the symbols of power in
today‘s world.
Trump-Modi meet: China worried over possible US sale of drones to India
Modi, Trump meet: Stand on terror, China keep friendship going; trade
glitches persist
Напряженность в отношениях Индии и Китая – обе страны разместили
по 3 тыс. войск на границе Сикким-Бутан-Тибет.
Border face-off: China and India each deploy 3,000 troops
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
Jun
30,
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/border-face-off-china-india-each-deploy-3000troops/articleshow/59377716.cms

2017.

•Two rival armies deployed around 3,000 troops each in a virtually eyeballto-eyeball confrontation
•Bhutan, too, has issued a demarche to China over the construction of the
road
•Flag meetings and other talks between the rival commanders have not
worked till now
NEW DELHI: The ongoing troop face-off between India and China on the
Sikkim-Bhutan-Tibet tri-junction has emerged as the biggest such confrontation in
the region in decades, with both sides continuing to pump in reinforcements to the
remote border region.
Even as Army chief General Bipin Rawat reviewed the ground situation by
visiting the headquarters of the 17 Mountain Division in Gangtok and 27 Mountain
Division in Kalimpong on Thursday, sources said the two rival armies had
strengthened their positions at the tri-junction by deploying around 3,000 troops
each in a virtually eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation.
The Indian Army, on its part, refused to say anything. But sources said though
there had been other troop standoffs at the tri-junction over the years, the latest one
at the Doka La general area was clearly the most serious.
"Both sides are as yet not willing to budge from their positions. Flag meetings
and other talks between the rival commanders have not worked till now," a source
said.
During his visit, General Rawat especially concentrated on the deployments
of the 17 Division, which is responsible for the defence of eastern Sikkim with four
brigades (each with over 3,000 soldiers) under its command.
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"All top officers, including the 33 Corps and 17 Division commanders, were
present during the extensive discussions. The chief will return to New Delhi on
Friday morning," the source said.
Undeterred by Beijing's aggressive posturing, India has made it clear that it
will not allow China to construct a motorable road till the tri-junction through the
Bhutanese territory of Doklam plateau, as earlier reported by TOI.
Bhutan, too, has issued a demarche to China over the construction of the road
towards its army camp at Zomplri in the Doklam plateau, asking Beijing to restore
status quo by stopping work immediately.
"China is trying to build a 'Class-40 road' in the Doklam plateau that can take
the weight of military vehicles weighing up to 40 tonnes, which include light battle
tanks, artillery guns and the like," the source said.
Interestingly, the People's Liberation Army declared in Beijing on Thursday
that it had conducted trials of a new 35-tonne tank in the plains of Tibet, though it
added that "it was not targeted against any country". The Indian defence
establishment is concerned at the "creeping territorial aggression" by China, which
aims to progressively swallow the 269 sq km Doklam plateau to add "strategic
width" to its adjoining but narrow Chumbi Valley, which juts in between Sikkim
and Bhutan.
China has also been pushing Bhutan hard for the last two decades to go in for
a "package deal".
Under it, Beijing wants Thimphu to cede control over Doklam plateau, while
it surrenders claims to the 495 sq km of territory in Jakurlung and Pasamlung
valleys in northern Bhutan.
But India is militarily "very sensitive" about the Doklam plateau, especially
the Zomplri Ridge area because it overlooks the strategically-vulnerable Siliguri
corridor or the 'Chicken's Neck' area.
India has progressively strengthened its defences in the Siliguri corridor, the
narrow strip of land that connects the rest of India with its north-eastern states, to
stem any Chinese ingress. "But it remains a geographical vulnerability. China has
constructed several feeder roads from Tibet to the border with Bhutan, and is also
trying to extend its railway line in the region," the source said.
Китай напоминает Индии о войне 1962 г., не забывать уроки истории.
China invokes ‘62 war, tells India to learn from ‗history
Saibal
Dasgupta.
The
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of
India.
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2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/china-invokes-62-war-tells-india-to-learn-fromhistory/articleshow/59377708.cms

•Indian Army should learn from ―historical lessons‖, China said referring to
1962 war
•Bipin Rawat's remark that the ―Army is fully prepared for a two-and-a-halffront war is irresponsible, China said
BEIJING: In its sharpest attack since the border standoff with India over the
Sikkim-Bhutan-Tibet tri-junction, China on Thursday made an oblique reference to
the 1962 war, saying the Indian Army should learn from "historical lessons".
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The Chinese military and foreign ministry came down heavily on what they
described as India's attempt at "trespassing" on the Chinese border and asked Delhi
to "withdraw troops to the Indian side of the boundary".
China's People's Liberation Army spokesman Col Wu Qian attacked Indian
Army chief General Bipin Rawat for his recent remark that the "Army is fully
prepared for a two-and-a-half-front war (a reference to China, Pakistan and internal
security)." "Such rhetoric is extremely irresponsible," Col Wu said when asked
about General Rawat's remark. "We hope the particular person in the Indian Army
could learn from historical lessons and stop clamouring for war," he added.
The current stand-off centres on the Doklam plateau, Bhutanese territory
that's claimed by China. China is trying to build a road from Doklam to Doka La
— the tri-junction of India, Bhutan and China.
On Wednesday, China alleged that Indian troops had crossed the boundary
and stopped road construction work. Despite the People Liberation Army's strong
remarks, the Chinese foreign ministry indicated its willingness to resolve the
dispute through dialogue.
"We again urge the Indian side to abide by historical boundary convention,
respect Chinese territorial sovereignty, and withdraw the troops to the Indian side
of the boundary to avoid escalation," Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson Lu
Kang said.
"This is the precondition for the settlement of the incident and also the basis
for us to conduct a meaningful dialogue," Lu added at a presser. Lu displayed two
photographs allegedly showing the "incursion" by Indian troops in the Doklam
area.
"Since the illegal trespass happened, we have lodged solemn representations
with the Indian side in both New Delhi and Beijing," Lu said. The photos were put
up on the foreign ministry's website after the press briefing. Lu maintained that the
diplomatic channel for communication between the two countries remained
"unimpeded".
China regards the road construction in Doklam plateau as "just and lawful",
claiming the area to be its territory. It has rejected Bhutan's protest on this issue.
To questions by China's official media about General Rawat's remarks that there
was no incursion, he said: "We have said clearly here that the reality is that the
Indian border troops illegally trespassed into the Chinese territory across the
Sikkim section."
Китай обвиняет индийских пограничников в проникновении на
китайскую территорию
China accuses Indian border guards of crossing into its territory
Dawn. 28.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341917/china-accuses-indian-borderguards-of-crossing-into-its-territory

China has accused Indian border guards of crossing into its territory from the
state of Sikkim on India's northeastern border with Tibet, the Chinese foreign and
defence ministries have said, complicating an already difficult relationship.
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Geng Shuang, a spokesman with China's foreign ministry, said Indian guards
―obstructed normal activities‖ by Chinese forces on the border and called on India
to withdraw immediately, according to a ministry statement late on Monday.
He urged India to respect China's territorial integrity and the border treaties
signed by the two countries, and said China had already suspended official
pilgrimages at the Nathu La Pass, which lies on the frontier between Sikkim state
and Tibet.
A spokesman for the Indian Army declined to comment but said the army
would issue a statement on Tuesday. India's defence ministry did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.
Nathu La connects India to Hindu and Buddhist sites in the region and was
the site of a fierce border clash between Chinese and Indian troops in 1967.
China's Defence Ministry said in a separate statement India's military had
obstructed work on a road, a move it described as seriously threatening peace on
the border.
―China is dedicated to developing bilateral relations, and will staunchly
defend its legitimate rights,‖ it said.
―China hopes India will meet it halfway, not do anything to complicate the
border issues and jointly maintain the good momentum of relations,‖ the defence
ministry said.
Ties between China and India have long been frosty as a result of long-term
territorial disputes, as well as Beijing's support of Pakistan, and Indian leaders
declined to attend China's ―Belt and Road‖ summit aimed at boosting regional
economic and political ties last month.
Chinese President Xi Jinping told Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
earlier this month that the two countries should work to ―appropriately‖ manage
their differences.
A visit in April by Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama, who Beijing
brands a separatist, to a region controlled by India but claimed by China also
stoked tensions between the two countries.
The Indian government has since taken steps to cool tensions, rejecting an
Australian request to take part in joint naval exercises with the United States and
Japan last month to avoid agonising China.
Modi is expected to visit China in September to attend a summit of the
BRICS nations, which groups Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
Китай призывает Индию больше торговать с Пакистаном, а не
противостоять ему.
India's expanding trade ties a strategy to counter-balance CPEC:
Chinese daily
Dawn. 27.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341911/indias-expanding-trade-ties-astrategy-to-counter-balance-cpec-chinese-daily
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Chinese state-run daily Global Times on Sunday termed India's efforts
towards establishing trade linkages in the region 'geopolitical stubbornness' and
urged New Delhi to develop economic and trade relations with Islamabad instead
of bypassing Pakistan entirely.
A column published by the GT discussed whether India will bypass Pakistan
to develop trade with Afghanistan and other Central Asian countries by means of
recently opened Afghanistan-India Air Corridor and the Chabahar port in Iran, and
warned that these efforts may be a "strategy to counter-balance the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)".
The first cargo flight along the Afghanistan-India Air Corridor was dispatched
earlier this month, carrying $5 million in plants with medicinal uses.
Additionally, India, Iran and Afghanistan signed a transit accord on the
Chabahar port last year, with India saying it would invest up to $500m to develop
the strategic port. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the occasion had said:
"We want to link to the world, but connectivity among ourselves is also a priority."
The Global Times claimed that "All such connectivity efforts have not only
signalled India's desire to more actively participate in regional economic
development, but have also highlighted the country's stubborn geopolitical
thinking."
Although the new route will boost trade ties between India and Afghanistan,
the column questioned whether an air trade route is "commercially viable and
sustainable for trade exchange", and cautioned India to not bypass Pakistan, which
it said "offers the most efficient and cost-effective land route."
The Global Times claimed that "India has always been pushing back against
the Belt and Road (B&R) initiative", adding that "its intention to create its own
connectivity network appears to be a strategy to counterbalance the CPEC."
It added that the One-Belt, One-Road initiative has "created the opportunity
and platform for cooperation between India and Pakistan".
The column posited that it is better for India to develop economic and trade
ties with Pakistan as "regional connectivity cannot live without the cooperation
between both India and Pakistan.
«Один пояс – один путь» (ОПОП): как китайский проект видится в
Индии?
Нина Лебедева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 26.06.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/06/26/odin-poyas-odin-put-opop-kak-kitajskij-proekt-viditsya-v-indii/

На прошедшем c большой помпой форуме «Один пояс – один путь» в
Пекине в мае 2017 г. отсутствие индийского премьера Н. Моди почти все
мировые СМИ связывали с несогласием Индии с условиями создания
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК), которому
отводится ключевая роль в реализации ОПОП. По оценкам индийской
стороны, он подрывает суверенитет Индии, так как подразумевает
строительство инфраструктуры и совместную деятельность Китая и
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Пакистана на спорной территории Гилгит—Балтистан — части Кашмира. Но
проблема не только в этом.
Отношение руководства Индии к китайским амбициозным инициативам
«Экономический пояс шѐлкового пути» и «Морской шѐлковый путь-21»
(ЭПШП и МШП-21) – элементам ОПОП – эволюционировало. При
премьерстве М. Сингха оно было выжидательным, породив, тем не менее,
начало дискуссии среди индийского политического и экспертного
сообщества. Его представители, с одной стороны, выражали опасения, что
Индия может оказаться в стороне и даже в изоляции, если не воспользуется
теми преимуществами, которые содержались в них, особенно в части
улучшения инфраструктуры. С другой стороны, проекты вызывали тревогу в
связи с узаконенным внедрением Китая в зону Индийского океана в случае
их поддержки прибрежными странами.
Пришедший к власти в мае 2014 г. прагматичный и энергичный политик
Н. Моди уловил совпадение индийского видения целей и потребностей
развития морской экономики с концепцией МШП по расширению
разнообразных связей от Индо-Тихоокеанского региона до Восточной
Африки и Средиземноморья в условиях, когда Индия не входит ни в ТТП, ни
в Трансатлантическое торговое и инвестиционное партнѐрство (ТТИП). В
свете этого китайский проект становился весьма привлекательной
альтернативой. И в качестве первого шага он счѐл возможным поддержать
предложение Си Цзиньпина о создании коридора Китай-Бангладеш-МьянмаИндия для соединения сухопутного ЭПШП с МШП. А в декабре 2014 г.
Индия примкнула к АБИИ.
Но ситуация в индо-океанской зоне менялась, как и индийско-китайские
отношения, особенно в области стратегии. Китай активно расширял сферы
влияния, приступив к строительству первой зарубежной военной базы в
Джибути, шаг за шагом внедряя в регион плавучие платформы-базы и
подводные лодки, заполучил несколько опорных пунктов, которые могут
быстро трансформироваться в военные базы. А в январе 2017 г. впервые
провѐл морские манѐвры в открытых водах Индийского океана, что в
принципе не противоречит законам Мирового океана, но несѐт определѐнный
стратегический смысл.
Эти факторы (а их можно продолжить) не могли не оказать воздействие
на позицию Н. Моди в сторону еѐ ужесточения. Руководители Индии
неоднократно указывали на заострѐнный на собственные интересы
синоцентризм и дипломатию «великой державы» китайского проекта. По их
убеждению, он был принят без обсуждения и консультаций с будущими
участниками. Это, во-первых. Во-вторых, индийцы считали, что Пекин не
принимал во внимание основы общепризнанных институциональных,
регулирующих, юридических, финансовых и др. правил, как и
общекультурных и цивилизационных связей, уже протянутых через
азиатское пространство.
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В-третьих, почему-то соседи и другие страны Азии забыли о том, что
Индия является одним из инициаторов и участницей региональных,
стратегически весомых интеграционных проектов. Некоторые из них
принимались задолго до китайских инициатив. Это торгово-транзитный
коридор от модернизируемого ею же Чабахара (Иран) до Афганистана, в
который Индия внесла свою лепту и построила в 2009 г. шоссе ЗаранджДеламар. Это международный мультимодальный коридор «Север – Юг»
(INSTC), инициированный в сентябре 2000 г. Индией, Ираном и Россией.
Позже к нему подключились Турция и республики ЦА, что даѐт возможность
через Персидский залив соединить его с Европой. В 2015 г. были
подтверждены соответствующие транзитные и таможенные соглашения
между участниками проекта. В марте 2016 г. Индия присоединилась к
Ашхабадскому транспортному соглашению 2011 г. Омана, Ирана и ряда
Республик ЦА.
На Индостане – это организация на Андаманском архипелаге морского
центра с сухим доком и судостроительными объектами, а на Шри Ланке – по
созданию нефтяного хаба в Тринкомале и т.д. В целом Индия предполагает
реализовать в ЮА другие проекты на сумму в 5 млрд долл. Были выдвинуты
в 2013-2015 гг. интересные инициативы расширения культурного и
инфраструктурного сотрудничества — «Муссон», «Дорога специй»,
«Хлопковые пути», проект Сагар Мала по созданию портовых сооружений и
морской инфраструктуры. Как оказалось, ей не хватало не столько
системности, сколько китайской напористости, широкой пропаганды и
рекламы, а главное – значительного финансирования на их реализацию.
Китай не мог не реагировать на критику в свой адрес и вынужден был
пойти на более компромиссные по тону и содержанию сдвиги в его позиции.
Так, была признана необходимость интенсивного диалога с партнѐрами,
изменений в имидже и характере партнѐрства Китая, наличие немалых
рисков, связанных с проблемами религиозно-этнического характера,
терроризма, экстремизма, смены правительства в том или ином государстве
(скажем, в Мьянме или Шри-Ланке), соперничества геополитических
интересов. Всѐ это стало исходить из уст экспертов на конференциях в 2015
г. в Кембридже, Улан-Баторе, в Дели на форумах «Раисина-2016 и 2017» и
др. В китайских СМИ замелькали идеи сопряжения индийских инициатив с
китайскими в общий проект, что не устраивало Дели.
Неслучайно в последние месяцы существования администрации Обамы
Индия начала заметно сближаться с Вашингтоном и поддерживать так или
иначе американский курс на сдерживание Китая. Были подписаны после 12летних переговоров соглашение по военной логистике (ЛЕМОА) и целая
цепочка военно-технических договорѐнностей. В итоге первое — Индия
получила статус «главного партнѐра» в оборонной области, что открывало
дверь к покупке американских военных технологий и оборудования для его
производства, причѐм на уровне стран НАТО и Израиля. Второе – появилась
возможность получения списанного, но действующего авианосца США и
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палубных самолѐтов «Супер Хорнет» для него по демпинговым
ценам. Третье — с целью возрождения несколько заглохшей индийскоамериканской «Оборонной инициативы в сфере технологии и торговли»
создаются новые
совместные
рабочие
группы по
самым
высокотехнологичным военно-морским и военно-воздушным системам;
системам разведки, спутникового наблюдения и управления полем боя;
системам
химической
и
биологической
защиты;
специальным
системам. Наконец, в феврале 2017 г. подписано соглашение, согласно
которому в Гуджарате в одном из современных доков будут ремонтироваться
военные корабли 7-ого американского флота.
А чтобы противостоять ОПОП, Н. Моди выдвинул 23 мая 2017 г. план
Азиатско-африканского морского коридора роста (AAGC) при поддержке
Японии, выступая на ежегодном общем собрании Африканского банка
развития (AfDB) в столице Гуджарата в Гандинагаре. Предложение об AAGC
было впервые упомянуто в совместной декларации, опубликованной
премьер-министрами Н. Моди и Синдзо Абэ в ноябре 2016 г. Ныне он
представлен как «отдельная инициатива», вытекающая из консультативного
процесса, который был бы прибыльным и приемлемым для банковского
сектора, в отличие от «модели, финансируемой правительством» проекта
ОПОП. Идея AAGC заключается в том, чтобы позволить странам Азии и
Африки в дальнейшем интегрироваться и коллективно выступать в качестве
глобального конкурентоспособного экономического блока. Вклад Японии в
проект будет состоять из самых современных технологий и возможностей
для создания качественной инфраструктуры, в то время как Индия будет
использовать свой опыт работы в Африке, а также разрабатывать порты в
рамках программы Сагар Мала. Судя по всему, Дели бросает вызов
господству Пекина в Евразии.
Израильское правительство
сотрудничества с Индией

приняло

резолюцию

о

расширении

Чернин В. (Велвл). http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35922. 26 июня, 2017.

Правительство Израиля приняло на своем заседании в воскресенье
специальую резолюцию об укреплении двусторонних связей между
Государством Израиль и Республикой Индия. Это было сделано в
ознаменование двадцатипятилетия установления полных дипломатических
отношений между ними (ранее Израиль был представлен в Индии только
консулом, резиденция которого находилась в Бомбее, где проживает
крупнейшая в Индии еврейская община) и в преддверие визита премьерминистра Индии Нарендры Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль, который должен
состояться через неделю. Следует отметить, что это будет первый
официальный визит индийского премьер-министра в еврейское государство
за всю историю двусторонних отношений. Не случайно израильские СМИ
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уже сейчас называют предстоящий визит Нарендры Дамдардаса Моди
«историческим».
Упомянутая резолюция израильского правительства представляет собой,
по сути, программный документ, который предусматривает осуществление
целого ряда практических шагов, направленных на развитие израильскоиндийских отношений. Стоит отметить, что эти шаги полностью
укладываются в рамки активно продвигаемой премьер-министром Израиля
Биньямином Нетаньяху политики, направленной на расширение и
укрепление торговых связей Израиля с государствами Азии в целом.
Незадолго до голосования по этой резолюции в правительстве Биньямин
Нетаньяху сделал заявление для представителей израильских СМИ.
«Отношения между Израилем и Индией укрепляются в последние годы
беспрецедентно. Экономика Индии – одна из самых крупных и самых быстро
растущих экономик во всем мире. Перед нами (Индией и Израилем – В.Ч.)
стоят сходные проблемы во многих плоскостях. Визит премьер-министра
Индии Моди представляет собой еще один важный шаг, направленный на
активизацию совместной работы и на укрепление стратегического
сотрудничества между нашими государствами», — сказал израильский
премьер.
Резолюция
правительства
была
сформулирована
особой
межминистерской рабочей группой, в работе которой принимали участие
представители большинства министерств, а также представители некоторых
других
правительственных
учреждений
Израиля.
Среди
задач,
сформулированных в резолюции, на первых местах находятся следующие:
1. Увеличение израильского экспорта в Индию
2. Углубление двустороннего сотрудничества в сферах водного хозяйства
и сельского хозяйства
3. Стимулирование индийских инвестиций и индийского туризма в
Израиль
4. Инициирование различных форм двустороннего сотрудничества в
сферах науки и культуры.
Среди конкретных проектов, представленных в упомянутой резолюции,
был в частности проект создания совместного израильско-индийского фонда
для стимулирования израильских и индийских частных компаний и
государственных учреждений к двустороннему сотрудничеству. Размер этого
фонда будет составлять на первых порах 140 миллионов шекелей (около 40
миллионов долларов США).
В принятой израильским правительством резолюции также поставлена
задача существенного увеличения в течение ближайших 4 лет числа
индийских туристов, прибывающих в Израиль. В частности для этого
индийская киноиндустрия (часто именуемая «Болливуд») снимет
специальный рекламный фильм об Израиле, предназначенный для индийцев.
Однако, как предполагается, флагманским проектом израильскоиндийского сотрудничества должна стать совместная работа в сфере водного
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хозяйства и сельского хозяйства. Причем уже определено, что в
финансировании совместных израильско-индийских проектов в данных
сферах примут участие тесно связанный с ООН Международный банк
реконструкции и развития, а также целый ряд других международных
финансовых учреждений. Можно полагать, что в рамках израильскоиндийского сотрудничества в этих сферах речь пойдет в первую очередь о
внедрении передового израильского опыта и новейших израильских
технологий на колоссальном по своим масштабам индийском рынке.
Между Индией и Израилем существуют на сегодняшний день
соглашения в сфере торговли, банковского дела, налогообложения,
гражданской авиации и туризма (Индия является популярным местом для
поездок израильской молодежи). Объем израильско-индийской торговли
постоянно увеличивается. Так, например, в 2000 году объем израильского
экспорта в Индию составил 551 миллионов долларов США, а израильского
импорта из Индии – 445 миллионов. К 2010 году эти показатели повысились
до 2 миллиардов 890 миллионов (экспорт) и 1 миллиарда 845 миллионов
долларов (импорт) соответственно. Индия импортирует в Израиль главным
образом необработанные драгоценные камни (66% объема импорта в
денежном выражении), химикалии и изделия из пластика и резины (10%),
текстильные изделия (9%). Израильтяне импортируют в Индию
обработанные алмазы и другие драгоценные камни (69%), приборы связи
(18%), химические изделия (6%) и медицинское оборудование (3%).
При этом следует особо пояснить, что в реальности в последние годы
весьма значительную часть таварообмена между Израилем и Индией
составляют оружие и военная техника, однако точные данные об этой части
двусторонней торговли в официально публикуемых данных отсутствуют.
Правда, в СМИ периодически появляются сообщения о тех или иных
израильско-индийских сделках в сфере поставок и производства и оружия и
военной техники, но можно не сомневаться в том, что фигурирующие в них
данные явно не полны.
В заключение следует напомнить о том, что нынешнее индийское
руководство придает очень большое значение развитию двустороннего
сотрудничества с Израилем в самых различных сферах (включая военную) и
что оживление в индийско-израильских отношениях началось после того, как
в Республике Индия пришла к власти индусская националистическая партия
«Бхаратия джаната парти», лидером которой является премьер-министр
Нарендра Дамодардас Моди. Израильско-индийские политические контакты
особенно интенсифицировались в течение последнего года. В ноябре 2016
года Индию посетил с официальным визитом президент Израиля Реувен
(Руби) Ривлин. А в январе этого года Израиль посетил с официальным
визитом президент Индии Пранаб Кумар Мукерджи. Однако учитывая, что в
обоих государствах исполнительная власть сосредоточена не в руках
президента, а в руках главы правительства, предстоящий визит премьерминистра Индии в Израиль действительно имеет особое значение.
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Пакистан не беспокоится по поводу растущего индо-американского
сотрудничества, - заявил Наваз Шариф
US-India ties not a threat to Pakistan: PM
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. July 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Jul-2017/usindia-ties-not-a-threat-to-pakistan-pm

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Friday said that growing
ties between the United States and India were not a threat to Pakistan but the nation
needed to unite to fight the internal and external challenges.
The premier, while chairing a high-level meeting at the Foreign Office here,
said that Pakistan would continue to support the just cause of Kashmir, despite the
snub from Washington after the recent meeting between President Donald Trump
and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Adviser to PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz and Foreign Secretary Tehmina
Janjua briefed the prime minister on foreign affairs. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
also attended the meeting.
A government official who attended the closed-door meeting told The Nation
that the prime minister asked the diplomats to counter India‘s anti-Pakistan
campaign across the world.
A joint statement released after a meeting between President Trump and
Prime Minister Modi last week urged Pakistan not to let the terrorists use its soil
against other countries.
It also called upon Islamabad to bring to justice the perpetrators of the
Mumbai, Pathankot and other cross-border attacks in India.
Later, Pakistan said that the US-India joint statement was ―singularly
unhelpful‖ in achieving the objective of strategic stability and durable peace in the
South Asian region.
The US-India statement came at a time when Pakistan is going through a bad
phase of ties with neighbours – India, Afghanistan and Iran. The relationship with
the US is also shabby.
Nawaz, who keeps the foreign minister‘s portfolio with himself, has been
under pressure to appoint a full-time minister to deal with the diplomatic
challenges, which have been growing over the months.
Close aides said that the regional tension and India‘s relations with the US
prompted the PM to visit the foreign ministry for a meeting with the top diplomats
and aides.
Adviser Sartaj Aziz and Special Assistant Tariq Fatemi had been jointly
looking after the foreign ministry until recently but Fatemi was sacked for his role
in Dawn leaks in April.
Since the start of the year, the government and top diplomats have been on the
mission to win over President Trump‘s trust and muster support against Indian
aggression besides improving ties with the regional countries. So far, however,
India looks heads and shoulders ahead in Washington.
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The situation in the neighbourhood is also not promising.
But Pakistan has improved ties with Russia and retained China as its chief
supporter.
Another government official quoted the prime minister as saying that India
was attempting to discredit Pakistan in the war on terror and was trying to prove
Islamabad as a supporter of the terrorists.
―We have been doing well to dispel this impression but much more needs to
be done. We have to work hard to achieve our goals,‖ the prime minister said,
according to the official.
An official statement - released by the PM‘s Office after the meeting - said
Nawaz expressed satisfaction over the status of strategic partnership with China
and the launch of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), reviving the
strategic dialogue with the US, strong relations with Russia, major improvement in
relations with Central Asia culminating in Pakistan‘s membership of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
He said that those achievements were facilitated by significant gains made in
fighting terrorism and in achieving economic turnaround.
The prime minister, it said, visited the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
undertake a comprehensive review of Pakistan‘s foreign policy priorities in the
wake of the recent developments in and around Pakistan, and the emerging global
and regional scenario.
Nawaz underscored the importance of securing peace and stability in the
region through sustained dialogue and the high importance that Pakistan attached
to its continued partnership with the United States.
In this context, he directed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to prepare
initiatives on Afghanistan and also on building economic and trade linkages to
promote Pakistan‘s development.
The prime minister directed the foreign ministry to proactively highlight the
serious human rights violations being committed in Occupied Kashmir and the
denial of the right of self-determination to Kashmiris.
He expressed his disappointment over the complete silence in the US-India
joint statement on the atrocities being committed by the Indian security forces
against innocent Kashmiris.
The prime minister also reiterated his priority for a peaceful neighbourhood
and resolution of disputes through dialogue. Nawaz appreciated China‘s role for
improving Pak-Afghan relations.
He also recalled his recent meeting with President Ashraf Ghani on the
sidelines of the SCO Summit and their agreement to evolve a bilateral and
quadrilateral mechanism for controlling cross-border terrorism.
The prime minister emphasised the importance of highlighting the unmatched
contributions and sacrifices made by Pakistan in fighting terrorism and of
projecting Pakistan‘s soft image.
He particularly stressed that Pakistan should progressively end its reliance on
foreign assistance and funding by developing and generating its own resources.
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Trade, investment and scientific collaboration, the prime minister noted,
should be the strategic pillars of Pakistan‘s foreign policy.
Emphasising the importance of providing efficient and economical consular
services to the overseas Pakistanis, Nawaz directed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
to ensure that their services were duly provided in a befitting manner.
Taking note of the virtual suspension of medical visas, especially for those
needing urgent transplants, the prime minister directed that urgent steps be taken to
provide such medical facilities across Pakistan at reasonable prices.
Nawaz also directed that a volunteer roster of medical professionals from
among overseas Pakistani doctors be developed to complement the existing human
resource in Pakistan.
In his remarks, Sartaj Aziz recounted the important achievements made in the
foreign policy realm under the prime minister‘s stewardship.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua, in her presentation dwelled on the
challenges Pakistan was facing in key areas including Afghanistan, India and the
US.
She also briefed the prime minister on the recent developments in the Middle
East.
Визит Моди в США
Нарендра Моди посетил США
Владимир Терехов. №Новое восточное обозрение». 11.07.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/07/11/narendra-modi-posetil-ssha/

26 июня с. г премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди прибыл в
Вашингтон с рабочим визитом, в ходе которого состоялись его переговоры с
новым президентом США Дональдом Трампом, завершившиеся подписанием
Совместного заявления.
Это примечательное событие вписывается в череду мероприятий
зондажного плана, которые проводятся в последние месяцы всеми
значимыми участниками глобальной политической игры с целью оценки
возможных изменений в стратегии еѐ главного участника США. Задача
весьма непростая с учѐтом продолжающегося хаоса в системе
государственного управления мирового лидера.
Н. Моди интересовала возможная трансформация всей системы
двусторонних отношений, в целом весьма позитивно развивавшейся с начала
нулевых годов. Но, прежде всего, в поле его внимания находилась
перспектива двустороннего стратегического партнѐрства, ―расширение и
углубление‖ которого было подтверждено уже в преамбуле Совместного
заявления.
В частности, лидеры обеих стран согласились ―углублять кооперацию в
сфере обороны и безопасности на базе статуса Индии как Главного партнѐра
США в области обороны‖. Эта специфическая тема для Индии была
обозначена в прошлом году Б. Обамой с учѐтом еѐ неприятия слова
―союзник‖ (де-факто ближе ―отражающего реалии‖).
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Среди прочего указанный статус предоставил Индии доступ к
американским технологиям ―двойного назначения‖, что отмечается и в
данном документе, когда говорится о планах продажи Индии американских
дронов морского наблюдения.
―Морская‖ тема вообще заняла заметное место в Совместном заявлении,
что не может не порождать аллюзий на конкретику текущей политической
ситуации в АТР. Едва ли не основным еѐ содержанием становится проблема
контроля важнейшего морского трафика, начинающегося в Персидском
заливе, проходящего через Индийский океан, Малаккский пролив и ЮжноКитайское море.
И как раз ЮКМ располагает наибольшими шансами стать зоной
прямого военного противостояния с участием всех ведущих региональных
держав, включая США, КНР, Индию и Японию. Претензии КНР на большую
часть акватории ЮКМ, превращение коралловых рифов в искусственные
острова и строительные работы на них рассматриваются оппонентами
Пекина в качестве угрозы свободе судоходства, а также территориальной
целостности некоторых из прибрежных стран.
В последнее время в публичных выступлениях официальных лиц и
документах стран-оппонентов КНР используются устоявшиеся выражения, в
которых в слегка ―закодированной‖ форме (то есть без упоминания Китая)
указывается, кто является причиной беспокойства указанных лиц. Не стало
исключением и обсуждаемое Совместное заявление, в котором слово
―Китай‖ вообще ни разу не встречается.
Зато присутствуют слова: о ―важности обеспечения своды
мореплавания, полѐтов в воздушном пространстве и торговли в регионе‖; о
―всех нациях‖, которые призываются к ―мирному способу разрешения
территориальных споров‖, и, наконец, выражается надежда, что и ―другие‖
страны региона будут соблюдать принципы, сформулированные в данном
документе.
Выражается намерение ускорить ―имплементацию‖ двустороннего
соглашения 2015 г. по обмену информацией о функционировании морских
трафиков в регионе (White Shipping). Подчѐркивается важность проведения
ежегодных совместных военно-морских учений Malabar, в которых теперь
регулярно участвуют и ВМС Японии.
Однако в разделе ―Плечом к плечу против терроризма‖ оба лидера не
посчитали необходимым соблюдать подобный политес в отношении
Пакистана – ныне де-факто ближайшего союзника КНР. Исламабаду
адресован призыв ―гарантировать, что с территории Пакистана не будут
совершаться террористические атаки против других стран‖. Предлагается
также ―оперативно‖ наказать участников террористических атак на Мумбаи
(в ноябре 2008 г.) и (в январе 2016 г.) на приграничный индийский посѐлок
Патханкот.
В этом же разделе от имени Индии выражается ―высокая оценка‖
внесения в американский ―Список глобальных террористов‖ С. Салахеддина
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– лидера движения Хизб-ул Муджахеддин, действующего на территории
индийского штата Джамму и Кашмир. Указанное решение было принято
американским руководством за день до визита Н. Моди в Вашингтон.
Видимо, США окончательно разворачиваются в сторону Индии от
своего ключевого регионального союзника времѐн холодной войны.
Который, повторим, де-факто становится теперь ключевым союзником
Пекина.
Обратила на себя внимание поддержка США двух важнейших
внешнеполитических целеустановок Индии, обусловленных еѐ стремлением
стать постоянным членом в СБ ООН и войти в так называемую ―Группу
ядерных поставщиков‖ (ГЯП). Ранее мы уже отмечали достаточно
прохладное отношение Китая к перспективе достижения Индией обеих этих
целей.
В рамках расширения кооперации в сфере ядерной энергетики
достигнуто соглашение о строительстве в Индии шести ядерных реакторов
американской компанией Westinghous Electric. Для находящейся на грани
банкротства компании Westinghous (от которой только что избавился
японский конгломерат Toshiba) приход на индийский рынок может стать
якорем спасения.
Возможно, произошла сделка: намерение Дели вступить в ГЯП (что
провоцирует определѐнные вопросы в связи с неучастием Индии в ДНЯО)
получает американскую поддержку в обмен на предоставление контрактов
Westinghous.
Отдельный раздел Совместного заявления посвящѐн экономической
кооперации. Отметим, что объѐм двусторонней торговли в 2016 г. вышел на
впечатляющий уровень почти в 115 млрд долл. и США сегодня занимают
первое место среди торговых партнѐров Индии. Однако в этой сфере
имеются проблемы, раздражающие обе стороны.
Основные
претензии
американских
компаний
сводятся
к
сохраняющимся в индийском законодательстве препятствиям развитию
иностранного бизнеса на территории страны, несоблюдению авторских прав
изготовляемой по лицензиям продукции, коррупции и бюрократической
волоките. С момента прихода к власти (а также в ходе данного визита) Н.
Моди всячески подчѐркивает стремление своего правительства такие
ограничения устранить.
В свою очередь, антиэмигрантские посылы Д. Трампа затрагивает такой
чувствительный аспект отношений с Индией, как многолетнее присутствие в
американской
IT-индустрии
нескольких
миллионов
индийских
программистов, пребывающих в США по рабочей визе H1B.
В целом же основную проблему двусторонних отношений в сфере
экономики эксперты видят в совмещении содержательной стороны идей,
исходящих, соответственно, от Н. Моди и Д. Трампа: ―делай в Индии‖ и
―покупай американское‖.
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Символом успеха в процессе их согласования может стать реализация
соглашения между американской компанией Lockheed Martin и индийской
Tata Advanced System по организации на территории Индии производства
истребителей F-16 самых последних модификаций. Оно было подписано за
неделю до поездки Н. Моди в Вашингтон. При этом руководители обеих
компаний всячески подчѐркивали, что Lockheed останется поставщиком
важных комплектующих, что ―обеспечит работой тысячи американцев‖.
Наконец, с понятным интересом за визитом премьер-министра Индии в
США наблюдали из Пекина, где полагают, что в геополитической игре с
Китаем Вашингтону не удастся превратить Дели в пешку. При этом делаются
ссылки на доклад Атлантического Совета ―Трансформация роли Индии от
баланса к лидерству‖, также появившегося за неделю до визита Н. Моди в
Вашингтон.
Судя по всему Китай не намерен выходить из ―борьбы за Индию‖ с
США. В Пекине не теряют надежды на то, что в Дели всѐ же оценят
преимущества, которые страна может извлечь от присоединения к
реализации концепции возрождения ―Великого шѐлкового пути‖.
Напомним, однако, что Индия проигнорировала форум на эту тему,
состоявшийся в Пекине. Отметим также, что на период визита Н. Моди
пришлось очередное обострение ситуации на китайско-индийской границе в
районе Сиккима, которое послужило поводом для выражения протеста со
стороны МИД КНР.
В целом же представляется достаточно очевидным повышение
значимости США во внешнеполитическом курсе Индии, что подтверждается
итогами последней поездки еѐ премьер-министра в американскую столицу.
Визит Моди в США
Анализ Совместного заявления по итогам визита Моди в США
Analysis of the Indo-U.S. joint statement: tougher on Pakistan, softer on
China
Suhasini
Haidar.
The
Hindu.
28.06.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/analysis-of-the-indo-us-joint-statement-tougher-onpakistan-softer-on-china-on-course-for-strategic-partnership/article19153997.ece

A quick comparison between the 2017 and 2016 joint statements.
By all indications, the meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
U.S. President Donald Trump exceeded expectations of both sides, on the optics
and on the language of their joint statement, especially given that officials in New
Delhi and Washington had spent much time in the past week managing the
expectations, predicating much on how well the two leaders got along.
The ―visible personal chemistry‖ that Ministry of External Affairs officials
referred to frequently, was on display, with the two leaders exchanging three hugs
and several handshakes through the course of the day.
―This was frankly one of the most productive of all prime ministerial visits to
the United States,‖ said Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, who as former Joint
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Secretary (Americas) and Indian Ambassador to the U.S. has witnessed the SinghBush, Singh-Obama and Modi-Obama relationship up close as well.
While more details of the agreements between the two sides will emerge over
the next few days and weeks, a quick look at the joint statement issued on Monday,
and a comparison with the joint statement issued a year ago by Mr. Barack Obama
and Mr. Modi in June 2016, reveals a few important points.
Strategic convergence, shift to trade focus
The Indo-U.S. Strategic Partnership is on course, but with a new emphasis on
trade and economic ties.
This is reflected by the title of the two statements: ―Enduring Global Partners
in the 21st Century‖ in 2016, and the more modest ―Prosperity Through
Partnership‖ this year.
While the 2016 statement focused on ‗Bolstering Economic and Trade ties‘,
this year‘s statement is more direct on how that will be done, with references to
―balancing the trade deficit‖ (which, as it is in India‘s favour, is a sore point for the
Trump administration).
However, the joint statement of 2017 continues previous references to ―a
growing strategic convergence‖ bolstered by military, maritime and intelligence
cooperation. In addition, while India has yet to commit to buying Predator drones,
a sale of 22 Guardian drones was cleared by the U.S. Cabinet last week. Mr.
Trump said he was ―pleased‖ that India buys U.S. defence products.
Full text of the joint statement between PM Narendra Modi and US President
Donald Trump at the White House
Terror and Pakistan
The language of the joint statement this year is much tougher on terrorism,
specifically on Pakistan-based terror groups. A few hours before the Trump-Modi
meeting, the U.S. State Department moved to make Hizb-ul-Mujahideen leader
Syed Salahuddin a Designated Global Terrorist, a move that was welcomed by
India.
Last year‘s statement had the same wording when it came to ―strengthening
cooperation against terrorist threats from extremist groups, such as Al-Qa‘ida,
Da‘esh/ISIL, Jaish-e Mohammad, Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, D Company and their
affiliates, including through deepened collaboration on U.N. terrorist
designations,‖ although this year has dropped the mention of ―U.N. terrorist
designations.‖
The language on Pakistan is clear, and a departure from the past year, when
all terror attacks from ―Paris to Pathankot‖ were condemned.
―The leaders called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used to
launch terrorist attacks on other countries. They further called on Pakistan to
expeditiously bring to justice the perpetrators of the 26/11 Mumbai, Pathankot, and
other cross-border terrorist attacks perpetrated by Pakistan-based groups,‖ the most
direct message sent in an India-U.S. joint statement thus far.
Like the previous year, the U.S. also committed to the U.N. Comprehensive
Convention on International Terrorism, an Indian initiative, as well as to
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supporting India‘s bid for the membership of the U.N. Security Council and
Nuclear Suppliers Group.
China
One of the most important documents signed by India and the U.S., the 2015
U.S.-India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean Region,
seems to have been given a miss in the latest statement, which appears to have
softened some of the language on China‘s actions in the South China Sea.
For example, instead of saying the two countries would ―ensure‖ freedom of
navigation, overflight and commerce through the Indo-Pacific region (that refers to
the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean), the language in 2017 only ―reiterates the
importance of respecting freedom of navigation, overflight, and commerce
throughout the region,‖ a significant toning down of the language that possibly
reflects Mr. Trump‘s current ties with Beijing.
In place of the 2016 language calling for India and the U.S. to ―secure the
domains‖ of land, maritime, air, space, and cyber, in 2017, it speaks of being
―responsible stewards‖ and ―democratic stalwarts in the Indo-Pacific Region.‖ No
mention is made either of the ―United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,‖
under which a tribunal ruled against China‘s claims in the SCS, which was referred
to the previous year. India indicated it had brought the U.S. over to its position on
the Chinese ―Belt and Road initiative‖ with a reference to ―respect for sovereignty
and territorial integrity‖ on regional connectivity projects, which has been India‘s
major concern.
Click here for the 2016 "Joint Statement - United States and India: Prosperity
Through Partnership"
North Korea
North Korea is a new entrant into the joint statement, in keeping with Mr.
Trump‘s sharp focus on curbing the DPRK leader Kim Jong-Un‘s nuclear and
ballistic belligerence.
―The leaders strongly condemned continued provocations by the Democratic
People‘s Republic of Korea (DPRK), emphasizing that its destabilizing pursuit of
nuclear and ballistic missile programs poses a grave threat to regional security and
global peace. The leaders called on DPRK to strictly abide by its international
obligations and commitments. The leaders pledged to work together to counter the
DPRK‘s weapons of mass destruction programs, including by holding accountable
all parties that support these programs,‖ the statement said, which is India‘s
strongest statement on the subject.
Traditionally, India has maintained trade and low-profile ties with North
Korea, but in 2015, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj received North
Korea‘s Foreign Minister Ri Su Yong.
Afghanistan
For weeks leading up to the Trump-Modi meeting, speculation had swirled
around the idea that the U.S. would ask India for more support, with some reports
speaking of a demand for up to 15,000 Indian Army troops to help with the U.S.
and NATO‘s flagging efforts at fighting the Taliban.
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Thus far, the only senior U.S. official to visit India was U.S. NSA McMaster,
who came to Delhi from Kabul and Islamabad, which also fuelled the theory the
U.S. sees a larger role for India in the conflict in Afghanistan.
However, the joint statement was non-committal on the nature of India‘s
contribution for now, with Mr. Trump welcoming ―further Indian contributions to
promote Afghanistan‘s democracy, stability, prosperity, and security. Recognizing
the importance of their respective strategic partnerships with Afghanistan, the
leaders committed to continue close consultations and cooperation in support of
Afghanistan‘s future.‖
A clearer picture will emerge once Defence Secretary James Mattis unveils
the U.S.‘ revised Af-Pak policy in mid-July.
Climate change and nuclear deal
While cooperation on energy is highlighted in the joint statement, it was to be
expected that the U.S.' commitment to helping India battle climate change would
be dropped from all reference, given Mr. Trump‘s harsh observations when he
pulled out of the Paris accord.
In 2016, this had occupied a hefty space, entitled ―Advancing U.S.-India
Global Leadership on Climate and Clean Energy‖. In 2017, a line in the TrumpModi Joint statement reads, ―The leaders called for a rational approach that
balances environment and climate policy, global economic development, and
energy security needs,‖ with no mention of the ―increased financial support from
donor countries to the Multilateral [climate change) Fund‖ Mr. Obama had
promised.
The India-U.S. civil nuclear deal, which was due to see the conclusion of the
NPCIL-Westinghouse agreement for six reactors by June 2017, appears to be on
hold for the moment, with Foreign Secretary Mr. Jaishankar expressing the hope
that Westinghouse, which has filed for bankruptcy, will be ―back in business‖ by
the end of 2017. Instead of the direct reference to funding the project by the ―U.S.
Exim Bank‖ in 2016, there was only a reference to ―related project financing.‖
However, on a positive note, ―President Trump affirmed that the United
States continues to remove barriers to energy development and investment in the
United States and to U.S. energy exports so that more natural gas, clean coal, and
renewable resources and technologies are available to fuel India‘s economic
growth and inclusive development,‖ indicating India will be making energy
purchases from the U.S.
Моди и Трамп попросили Пакистан не допустить атак террористов
Светлана Храмова. Известия. 27 июня 2017. http://iz.ru/611419/2017-06-27/modi-itramp-poprosili-pakistan-ne-dopustit-atak-terroristov

Президент США Дональд Трамп и премьер-министр Индии Нарендра
Моди обратились к правительству Пакистана с просьбой гарантировать
безопасность границ, чтобы не допустить атак террористов с его территории.
Об этом говорится в совместном заявлении лидеров по итогам их
встречи, которая состоялась в понедельник в Вашингтоне.
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«Лидеры обратились к Пакистану с просьбой обеспечить гарантии, что
территория не используется для террористических атак на другие страны», —
говорится в распространенном документе.
Также Трамп и Моди обратились к властям Пакистана с просьбой о
быстрой выдаче преступников, ответственных за атаки в Мумбаи и другие
террористические акты, которые были совершены пакистанскими группами.
Визит Моди в США (Итоги от Пакистана).
Трамп и Моди призвали Пакистан не предоставлять свою территорию
для террористов
Trump, Modi call on Pakistan to stem terrorist attacks
Dawn. 27.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341915/trump-modi-call-on-pakistan-tostem-terrorist-attacks

US President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
embraced each other as friends and partners Monday, vowing to work more closely
on combating terrorism, the war on Afghanistan and defence cooperation.
The two leaders called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used to
launch terrorist attacks on other countries, a statement from the White House said.
Trump and Modi also ―called on all nations to resolve territorial and maritime
disputes peacefully and in accordance with international law,‖ the statement said.
Addressing a small audience at the White House following a bilateral meeting
with senior members of their administrations, Trump said both the US and India
have been affected by the ―evils of terrorism‖ and the ―radical ideology that drives
them.‖
While Trump's relations with some traditional allies had a rocky start, he and
Modi appeared to strike up an immediate rapport in their first meeting, exchanging
hugs in the White House Rose Garden in front of reporters.
While there were no major announcements, Trump's administration confirmed
it had given the green light to the $366 million sale of a transport carrier to India,
along with a separate purchase of around 20 drones.
The United States has become the leading supplier of defense equipment to
India, signing contracts worth more than $15 billion since 2008.
Modi and Trump pledged their quest for economic growth would strengthen
rather than undermine ties between the world's two largest democracies.
―I would say the relationship between India and the United States has never
been stronger, has never been better,‖ Trump told a beaming Modi as they made
statements.
―I look forward to working with you, Mr prime minister, to create jobs in our
countries, to grow our economies and to create a trading relationship that is fair
and reciprocal.‖
After Trump said it was ―important that barriers be removed to the export of
US goods into your markets and that we reduce our trade deficit with your
country,‖ Modi said India was becoming an easier place for American companies
to do business.
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―We consider the United States as our primary partner in India's socioeconomic transformation in all our flagship programs and schemes,‖ he added.
―I'm sure that convergence between my vision for a new India and President
Trump's vision for 'Making America Great Again' will add a new dimension to our
cooperation,‖ added Modi, in reference to Trump's signature campaign slogan.
Any differences over issues such as immigration and climate change were
kept behind closed doors.
'New strength'
Commentators had predicted that Trump and Modi would find much in
common, with both men having won power by portraying themselves as
establishment outsiders.
Both men are prolific users of social media, something Trump joked about
with his guest.
―We're believers, giving the people... the opportunity to hear directly from
their elected officials and for us to hear directly from them,‖ said Trump.
Modi in turn made Trump smile by hailing the property tycoon's reputation as
dealmaker.
―I'm sure that... your vast and successful experience in the business world will
lend an aggressive and bold agenda to our relations.‖
Their warm words extended into the evening, when Modi became the first
foreign leader to enjoy a White House dinner since Trump came to power.
―We enjoy a wonderful relationship, but it's never been better than it is
today,‖ Trump told Modi at the dinner.
While ties with some allies have been strained by Trump's complaints that
Washington has been the loser in trade agreements, Modi appears sensitive to his
host's emphasis on transactional diplomacy.
India is currently the world's fastest growing major economy, a status that
Modi is hoping to cement by drawing in more foreign investment ─ in part by
encouraging manufacturers to do business in Asia's third-largest economy.
Busy day of meetings
Ahead of his talks with Trump, Modi met with Defense Secretary Jim Mattis
and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
The State Department later announced that it was slapping sanctions on a
senior figure in the Kashmiri separatist group Hizb-ul-Mujahideen.
The designation of Syed Salahuddin as a global terrorist marks a diplomatic
victory for India, which has been battling a decades-long insurgency by separatist
groups in Kashmir.
US-India relations were generally cool until the 1990s, but they warmed
under Trump's predecessor Barack Obama as India sought greater foreign
investment and trade ties.
Shortly after Trump's election, obstacles emerged on issues such as trade and
visas for Indians wanting to work in the United States.
Trump then accused India of seeking to profit from the Paris climate accord
as he announced the US withdrawal from the deal this month.
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A proposed overhaul of H-1B visas ─ used by thousands of Indian software
engineers to work in the United States ─ has caused concern in New Delhi.
But Indian officials have downplayed those differences, insisting that Modi
was alert to Trump's concerns over jobs and trade.
Afghanistan on agenda
Regional security did feature in the talks, including on Afghanistan, as
Washington considers deploying up to 5,000 extra troops to help local forces
fighting insurgent groups.
Trump said he wanted to ―thank the Indian people‖ for their contribution to
helping development in Afghanistan.
Modi in turn said India ―would maintain close consultation and
communication with the US‖ to achieve the joint goal of ―peace and stability.‖
Визит Моди в США (Итоги от «НГ»).
Трамп обнял Моди назло Си Цзиньпину
Владимир
Скосырев.
28/6_7017_india.html

НГ.

28.06.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-06-

Теплый прием премьер-министра Индии Нарендры Моди в Белом доме
содержал скрытое послание Пекину. Президент США Дональд Трамп
похвалил Дели за помощь в усилении санкций против КНДР. А Китай, не
оказав давления на нее, напротив, разочаровал Вашингтон. Но не ослабит ли
новая администрация США свою роль в Азии, беспокоились перед встречей
индийцы. Вашингтон рассеял сомнения, согласившись поставить им дроны
для слежения за Индийским океаном. Хотя экономические разногласия двух
держав сохраняются.
Репортеры отметили, что между двумя лидерами, встретившимися
впервые, есть кое-что общее. Оба они национально ориентированы. Трамп
выдвинул лозунг «Америка прежде всего», а Моди – «Сделай в Индии»,
подразумевающий, что иностранные компании должны создавать
предприятия в стране. Вторая общая черта – любовь к социальным сетям.
Трамп и Моди предпочитают общаться с публикой непосредственно, минуя
традиционные СМИ, используя Twitter и Facebook.
Но Моди привнес и новый момент в протокол общения, принятый в
Белом доме. Он вместо того, чтобы пожать руку Трампа при встрече, обнял
его. То же самое произошло во время прощания. «Моди не обнимает всех
подряд. Если вы посмотрите на список людей, которых он обнимал, это все
люди, которые важны для Индии», – говорит Шрирам Чаулиа, декан Школы
международных отношений в Дели. В этом списке бывший президент США
Барак Обама, бывший президент Франции Франсуа Олланд, премьерминистр Японии Синдзо Абэ, президент РФ Владимир Путин.
О России, судя по сообщениям прессы, на переговорах речи не было. А
вот китайская тема занимала умы и гостя, и хозяина. Индийцам хотелось
знать, не уступит ли Трамп Китаю в состязании за влияние на Азию. Ведь он
проявляет меньше заинтересованности, чем предшественники, в
поддержании альянсов в сфере торговли и безопасности в Азии.
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К тому же Трамп после визита председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина в
Вашингтон называл его великолепным парнем, говорил о желании
расширить китайско-американское сотрудничество. В Дели ревниво взирали
за сближением двух держав, задаваясь вопросом, не станет ли КНР более
важным партнером для Америки, чем Индия. Не добавляли спокойствия и
ограничения, которые новая администрация Трампа собирается ввести на
визы для индийских специалистов по информационным технологиям.
Трамп постарался рассеять опасения гостя, назвав его «настоящим
другом», который разработал далеко идущий план сокращения налогов и
борьбы с коррупцией. New York Times, ссылаясь на старшего чиновника
Белого дома, пишет, что теплый прием Моди содержал скрытый упрек Си
Цзиньпину. Он пообещал Трампу оказать нажим на Северную Корею, чтобы
она положила конец ядерным и ракетным испытаниям. Но не сдержал
обещание.
А вот Индия, подчеркнул Трамп, помогла США наложить санкции на
Северную Корею. В мае Индия прекратила с КНДР торговлю всеми
товарами, за исключением продовольствия и медицинских препаратов. А
ведь до этого Индия была вторым после Китая торговым партнером
Северной Кореи, передало CNN.
Визит также показал, что США и Индия нашли еще один объединяющий
их фактор. Это противодействие амбициям Китая на морях. Администрация
США одобрила продажу 22 дронов, которые Индия сможет применять для
слежки за передвижением китайских военных кораблей и подлодок в
Индийском океане. Раньше дроны США никогда не продавали стране – не
члену НАТО.
Эти беспилотные летательные аппараты могут быть использованы
вместе со шпионскими самолетами Poseidon, которые были закуплены у
США в 2013 году. А базой для их дислокации могут служить индийские
Андаманские и Никобарские острова. Тогда индийские ВМС смогут
контролировать все проливы, по которым проходят китайские подлодки,
говорит Дэвид Брюстер, сотрудник колледжа Национальной безопасности
Австралии.
Этим американо-индийское военное взаимодействие не ограничивается.
Трамп указал в своем выступлении, что индийские ВМС проведут крупные
маневры с американскими и японскими моряками.
Однако взаимное восхищение, которое продемонстрировали лидеры
двух держав, не могло скрыть существующих противоречий. В беседе с «НГ»
руководитель Центра индийских исследований Института востоковедения
РАН Татьяна Шаумян отметила, что, «несмотря на сближение с США, Индия
не отойдет от политики неприсоединения. Может, это как-то иначе будет
называться. Моди не пойдет в фарватере американской политики».
Не решена и проблема виз для индийцев. Трамп начал принимать меры,
которые ударили по интересам индийского IT-сектора. Индийские компании,
работающие в США, подавали заявки на эти визы для индийцев. Это было
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выгодно и самим работникам, и фирмам. А теперь ситуация будет меняться.
В Дели считают, что это дискриминация индийских специалистов, заключила
эксперт.
Визит Моди в США (Итоги от Пакистана).
Трамп и Моди призвали Пакистан прекратить террористические атаки
Trump, Modi call on Pakistan to stem 'terrorist' attacks
The Express Tribune. June 27, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1445072/trump-modicall-pakistan-stem-terrorist-attacks/

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Monday called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used
to launch attacks on other countries, the White House said in a statement.
The two leaders, who held a meeting at the White House on Monday, also
―called on all nations to resolve territorial and maritime disputes peacefully and in
accordance with international law,‖ the statement said.
PM Modi heads to US for ‗no frills‘ Trump meet
Trump, Modi call North Korea‘s ‗grave threat‘ to peace
US President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi called
North Korea‘s pursuit of nuclear and ballistic missile programmes a ―grave threat‖
to global peace, the White House said in a statement after a meeting of the two
leaders on Monday.
Trump and Modi pledged to work together to counter North Korea‘s
―weapons of mass destruction‖ programs and vowed to hold ―all parties‖ that
support these programs accountable, the White House statement said.
Nature of US ties with Pakistan, India are different: White House
India‘s leader is in the US for his first meeting with President Donald Trump,
seeking to build on growing ties between the world‘s two largest democracies and
move beyond disagreements over climate change.
Relations between New Delhi and Washington warmed under Trump‘s
predecessor Barack Obama as India sought greater foreign investment and trade
ties with Western nations.
10 выводов из встречи Моди и Трампа (Совместное заявление по итогам
визита)
From bear hugs to stern message for Pakistan: Ten key takeaways from
Modi, Trump meet at White House
Hindustan Times. Jun 27, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/from-bearhugs-to-stern-message-for-pakistan-ten-key-takeaways-from-modi-trump-meet-in-us/story5bQNavCXcqRmVa5zYFPBCI.html

Modi became the first foreign leader to enjoy a White House dinner since
Donald Trump came to power and the two leaders discussed a range of issues.
It wasn‘t that awkward after all. There were bear hugs, promise of things to
come and a talk of strong relationship.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s meeting with US President Donald Trump
on Monday appeared to be between friends, without the awkwardness of a first
date.
Modi became the first foreign leader to enjoy a White House dinner since
Trump came to power and the two leaders discussed a range of issues.
Here are ten key takeaways from the much-watched meeting:
1) Stern message to Pakistan
India and the US asked Pakistan to ensure its territory was not used for crossborder terror strikes and to ―expeditiously‖ bring to justice the perpetrators of the
26/11 Mumbai and Pathankot attacks.
President Trump and Prime Minister Modi also vowed to strengthen efforts to
fight terrorism and eliminate safe havens for terrorists. ―Eliminating terrorism is
among the topmost priorities for us,‖ Modi told reporters in his joint address with
Trump at the White House.
Trump said they were determined to destroy terrorist organisations and the
radical ideology that drove them. ―We will destroy radical Islamic terrorism,‖ he
said.
2) Drones are coming
The US has cleared the sale of predator Guardian drones to India, as the two
sides pledged to deepen defence and security cooperation.
―Reflecting the partnership, the US has offered for India‘s consideration the
sale of Sea Guardian Unmanned Aerial Systems, which would enhance India‘s
capabilities and promote shared security interests,‖ said a joint statement released
after Modi-Trump meeting.
These unarmed drones will allow New Delhi to keep a closer watch over the
strategically important Indian Ocean.
Trump thanked India for purchasing US military equipment. He told Modi
―there‘s nobody makes military equipment like we make military equipment.
Nobody even close.‖
3) Hizbul chief tagged a terrorist
Hours before the two leaders talked about terrorism emanating from Pakistani
soil, the US designated Hizbul Mujahideen chief Syed Salahuddin a global
terrorist.
The state department said in a notification that Salahuddin had committed, or
posed a significant risk of committing, acts of terrorism.
The 71-year-old, who also leads the United Jihad Council, an umbrella
organisation of militant groups operating in Kashmir, had claimed last year‘s
attack on Pathankot airbase. He is believed to be close to hardline Kashmiri
separatist leader Syed Ali Shah Geelani.
All of Salahuddin‘s property and assets subject to the US‘ jurisdiction will be
blocked and American citizens can‘t do business with him.
4) ‗Lower trade barriers‘
Trump said he was keen to work with Modi on creating a ―fair and reciprocal‖
trade relationship between the two nations and called for the removal of ―barriers‖
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for the export of US goods into Indian markets. ―It is important that that we reduce
our trade deficit with your country,‖ he said.
The US was looking forward to increasing energy exports and major longterm contracts for the purchase of natural gas were being negotiated. ―…and we
will sign them. Trying to get the price up a little bit,‖ Trump said.
5) Thumbs-up for GST
Referring to the goods and services tax (GST), India‘s new tax regime that
kicks in from July 1, Trump said it was ―the largest tax overhaul in your country‘s
history‖.
―We‘re doing that also, by the way. Creating great new opportunities for your
citizens. You have a big vision for improving infrastructure, and you are fighting
government corruption, which is always a grave threat to democracy,‖ he said.
At White House meeting, Modi and Trump vow to crack down on terrorist
groups
PM Modi leaves for Netherlands after concluding US trip
India is the fastest growing economy in the world, Trump said, adding, ―We
hope we will be catching up you very soon.‖
6) Joint naval exercise
The two militaries were working together to enhance cooperation. Talking
about the next month‘s Malabar exercise, Trump said the US and India would join
the Japanese navy in the largest maritime wargame ever conducted in the Indian
Ocean.
7) Afghanistan on agenda
Both leaders expressed concern over rising instability in Afghanistan and
agreed to strengthen coordination for ensuring peace in the war-torn country.
Trump said he wanted to ―thank the Indian people‖ for their contribution in
helping development in Afghanistan.
Modi, in turn, said India ―would maintain close consultation and
communication with the US‖ to achieve the joint goal of peace and stability.
8) ‗North Korea a threat‘
Trump and Modi called North Korea‘s pursuit of nuclear and ballistic missile
programs a ―grave threat‖ to global peace, the White House said in a statement.
―The North Korean regime is causing tremendous problems and is something
that has to be dealt with, and probably dealt with rapidly,‖ Trump said. He thanked
Modi for ―joining us in applying new sanctions against Pyongyang‖.
The two pledged to work together to counter North Korea‘s ―weapons of mass
destruction‖ programme and vowed to hold ―all parties‖ that support the
programmes accountable, the statement said.
9) Growth engines
Describing both countries as ―global engines of growth‖, Modi said trade,
commerce and investment were key areas of mutual co-operation. ―Technology,
innovation and knowledge economy are also areas we are actively looking at,‖ he
said.
10) BFFs?
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The two leaders heaped praise on each other as they underlined the close ties
between their countries. ―During my campaign, I pledged that if elected, India
would have a true friend in the White House. And that is now exactly what you
have, a true friend,‖ Trump said at the White House‘s Rose Garden.
US President Donald Trump finds out PM Modi is a hugger, thrice
Trump says UP polls delayed Modi‘s visit to Washington, lauds ‗fantastic‘
election victory
―I am thrilled to salute you, Prime Minister Modi, and the Indian people for
all that you are accomplishing together. Your accomplishments have been vast,‖
Trump said.
Modi said he deeply appreciated Trump‘s strong commitment to the
enhancement of bilateral relations and invited the US President and family to India.
Trump said his daughter, Ivanka, would travel to India this fall for an
entrepreneurship summit.
Визит Моди в США
Моди встретился с Тиллерсоном и Матиссом.
Tillerson, Mattis call on Modi
The United States Secretary of Defence James Mattis and Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson called on Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday morning,
setting the stage for his first meeting with President Donald Trump in the
afternoon.
The President will host Mr. Modi and the Indian delegation for a working
dinner at the White House on Monday evening.
Aligning the bilateral cooperation between the two countries in defence,
security and commercial sectors to Mr. Trump‘s domestic political agenda will be
the aim of India‘s outreach to the U.S. President and his officials.
All eyes on Modi-Trump meet: what to expect
Mr. Modi, who presented India‘s growth prospects as a great opportunity for
American business before CEOs of prominent companies on Sunday, further
emphasised the point in an oped article in The Wall Street Journal.
Indian and American officials have done extensive preparatory work for the
meeting between the two leaders that could set the course and character of bilateral
ties for years to come. Indian officials have been eager to keep the expectations
low in the run up to the visit. But on Monday morning, a senior functionary of the
Indian government said the visit was turning out to be ―historic.‖
Market access issues, intellectual property rights protection issues in India,
pending issues in defence ties, and the Modi government‘s crackdown on
American NGOs in India could be potential irritants.
From his first visit to the U.S. in 2014 onward, Mr. Modi has sought to woo
the U.S by presenting India as a rare confluence of ―democracy, demand and
demography‖ and a country with commercial and security interests matching
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America‘s. The one-on-one between the two leaders, scheduled for 1 a.m. IST on
Tuesday, will be the most crucial component of the visit, officials familiar with the
preparations said. The meeting is scheduled for 20 minutes, to be followed by a
one hour delegation-level meeting.
What Narendra Modi said in the US
In his oped, Mr. Modi specifically addressed Mr. Trump‘s domestic agenda.
―Indian companies are adding value to the manufacturing and services sectors in
the U.S., with total investments of approximately $15 billion and a presence in
more than 35 States, including the Rust Belt. American companies have likewise
fuelled their global growth by investing more than $20 billion in India. The
transformation of India presents abundant commercial and investment
opportunities for American businesses,‖ he wrote. The collapse of manufacturing
in traditional industrial states — the Rust Belt — has fuelled the popularity of Mr.
Trump. Both Mr. Trump and Mr. Modi have built their respective domestic
constituencies on the promise of rapid job creation.
The domestic popularity of both leaders is also based on their projected
strength in the face global terrorist threats, another point underscored by Mr. Modi.
―Both India and the U.S. have an overriding interest in securing our societies, and
the world, from the forces of terrorism, radical ideologies and non-traditional
security threats. India has four decades‘ experience in fighting terrorism, and we
share the U.S. administration‘s determination to defeat this scourge,‖ he wrote.
Визит Моди в США
В ходе визита Моди не было обсуждения вопроса о льготном визовом
режиме
No discussion on H-1B visa issue during Modi-Trump meeting
The Times of India. Jun 27, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/no-discussionon-h-1b-visa-issue-during-modi-trump-meeting/articleshow/59333855.cms

•There was no mention of the H-1B visa issue in the India-US joint statement
issued after the two leaders met.
•The issue had taken centre stage ahead of Modi's US visit.
•There have been growing concerns in India over the crack down on H-1B
visas.
WASHINGTON: The H-1B visa issue that was looming on the India-US
relationship in the run up to Prime Minister Narendra Modi's maiden meeting with
President Donald Trump+ did not figure in the talks between the two leaders.
With the Trump administration undertaking a review of the H-1B visa+ , the
most sought-after by Indian IT professionals, the issue had taken centre stage
ahead of Modi's US visit with the issue expected to figure prominently in bilateral
discussions.
However, the H-1B issue specifically did not figure in the talks with foreign
secretary S Jaishankar telling reporters that there was a lot of discussion with
business leaders and the two leaders about the digital partnership when asked about
whether H-1B visa issue figured in the talks.
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"There is recognition that the Indian-American community has played an
extraordinary role in building this relationship. When you value something it is
obvious that you will take care of what you value," Jaishankar said.
There was also no mention of the H-1B visa issue in the India-US joint
statement+ issued after the two leaders met.
The White House, in a fact sheet, said Indian-Americans have embraced
innovation and entrepreneurship, sitting at the forefront of Silicon Valley's
technology revolution, and founding an estimated 15 per cent of Silicon Valley
startups.
"They have helped to develop the Pentium chip, fiber optics, and noise
cancelling headphones, among numerous other innovations," it said.
Today, nearly four million Indian-Americans reside in the United States and
over 7,00,000 US citizens live in India.
Last year, the United States government issued nearly one million visas to
Indian citizens, and facilitated 1.7 million visits by Indian citizens to the United
States.
Ahead of the meeting, a senior Trump administration official had said the
Trump administration has signed some executive orders related to work and
immigration, and President Trump's executive order on H-1B visas directs the
Secretary of State, the Attorney General, the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary
of Homeland Security to propose potential reforms to the H-1B visa programme.
"However, there have been no immediate changes to visa application or
issuance procedures, so we're not in a position to kind of prejudge what the
outcome of the review might be. So there's really been no changes as such at this
point, and no specific changes that target any specific country or sector as of yet,"
the official had said.
There have been growing concerns in India over the crack down on H-1B
visas.
Визит Моди в США – Итоги (от Индии)
Совместное Заявление Моди и Трампа (весьма сдержанное)
Trump-Modi joint statement takes Pakistan to task
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu.
27.06.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/trump-modi-joint-statement-takes-pakistan-totask/article19153662.ece?homepage=true

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and U.S. President Donald Trump give out a
joint statement after their meeting at White House, in Washington DC, USA on
Tuesday.
The statement goes beyond the usual American position while pulling up
Pakistan and echoes Indian concerns regarding the Chinese-led Belt and Road
initiative.
A joint statement by U.S President Donald Trump and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Monday after their first meeting made terrorism the cornerstone
of mutual cooperation between the countries. The statement went beyond the usual
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American position while pulling up Pakistan and echoed Indian concerns regarding
the Chinese-led Belt and Road initiative.
Dealing with North Korea is now a component in India-U.S cooperation, and
the statement obliquely blamed China and Pakistan in this context. ―The leaders
pledged to work together to counter the DPRK‘s weapons of mass destruction
programs, including by holding accountable all parties that support these
programs,‖ the statement said. Pakistan has helped the DPRK develop its nuclear
capability and the Trump administration wants China to increase pressure on its
neighbour to mend its behavior.
―…given that this was a first meeting, it's a strong start, and signals a lot of
continuity on key issues. (And yes, that's good),‖ Joshua White, former White
House official during Barack Obama‘s presidency, said on Twitter, offering a
series of comments on the various aspects of the statement, which was issued after
both leaders spent nearly four hours together. Of this, Mr. Trump and Mr. Modi
spent 40 minutes on a one-on-one meeting. They read out individual statements
before cameras before a reception and dinner at the White House. During those
hours, they hugged at least thrice.
―The leaders called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used to
launch terrorist attacks on other countries. They further called on Pakistan to
expeditiously bring to justice the perpetrators of the 26/11 Mumbai, Pathankot, and
other cross-border terrorist attacks perpetrated by Pakistan-based groups,‖ said the
joint statement. ―The Leaders stressed that terrorism is a global scourge that must
be fought and terrorist safe havens rooted out in every part of the world.‖
This paragraph is ―explicit and clearly suggests that Pak is culpable for
allowing a permissive environment for militants,‖ said Mr. White. ―Further, it
indicates that the U.S. agrees with the Indian view that there has been a series of
"cross-border" attacks from Pak-based groups,‖ he said.
―The leaders also affirmed their support for a U.N. Comprehensive
Convention on International Terrorism that will advance and strengthen the
framework for global cooperation and reinforce the message that no cause or
grievance justifies terrorism,‖ the statement said. Mr. White recalled that the
―Obama admin was very reluctant to endorse‖ it.
Mr. Trump and Mr. Modi pledged to work together to prevent proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems and to deny access to such
weapons by terrorists and non-state actors.
Both countries ―plan to undertake a comprehensive review of trade relations
with the goal of expediting regulatory processes… and increasing market access in
areas such as agriculture, information technology, and manufactured goods and
services,‖ taking into account long pending American concerns about market
access in India.
Echoing Indian position on Belt and Road
Joint statement said the leaders supported ―bolstering regional economic
connectivity through the transparent development of infrastructure and the use of
responsible debt financing practices, while ensuring respect for sovereignty and
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territorial integrity, the rule of law, and the environment,‖ which echoes India‘s
position on China-led Belt and Road initiative.
India had abstained from the recent Belt and Road Forum citing sovereignty
concerns as the project passes through parts of Jammu and Kashmir that are under
occupation. India had also pointed out that the financing of the project could turn
out to be unviable.
The paragraphs appeared in the section that discussed Indian and U.S
common interests in Asia Pacific. The statement said the leaders ―reiterate the
importance of respecting freedom of navigation, overflight, and commerce
throughout the region‖ and called up upon ―all nations to resolve territorial and
maritime disputes peacefully and in accordance with international law.‖
The statement also added that America is now offering the Sea Guardian
Unmanned Aerial Systems for sale to India, taking forward an initiate of the
Obama administration. This ―would enhance India‘s capabilities and promote
shared security interests,‖ the leaders said. Lauding the upcoming MALABAR
naval exercise, ―the leaders determined to expand their engagements on shared
maritime objectives and to explore new exercises.‖ Signalling continuity with
another Obama era policy, the U.S ―expressed strong support for India‘s early
membership‖ in the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Wassenaar Arrangement, and the
Australia Group.
President Trump reaffirmed the support of the United States for India‘s
permanent membership on a reformed U.N. Security Council also, the statement
said.
―Overall I think this is a strong joint statement,‖ said Mr. White. ―I'm sure
some things were left on cutting room floor — eg, specific mention of H-1B,......or
more explicit statements about market access... or a clearer pathway for US-India
defense coop or agreements. ... or clearer language about climate-related energy
cooperation... or more on India's role in combatting ISIS,‖ he said.
Визит Моди в США. Итоги (от Индии)
Индия и США пришли к выводу о необходимости уничтожения
террористических организаций. (Пакистан не упоминается)
India, U.S. determined to destroy terrorist organisations, says Trump
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu.
27.06.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/modi-meets-trump/article19151643.ece?homepage=true

President Donald Trump on Monday said he was a true friend of India, and
that the relationship between the two countries ―has never been stronger, has never
been better.‖
With Prime Minister Narendra Modi by his side in the Rose Garden of the
White House, after they both met for the first time, Mr. Trump said: ―During my
campaign, I pledged that if elected, India would have a true friend in the White
House. And that is now exactly what you have -- a true friend.‖
The entire senior leadership of the Trump administration was present when
the leaders read out their individual statements before the camera. First Lady
Melania Trump, Vice-President Mike Pence, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson,
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Secretary of Defence James Mattis, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, National
Security Adviser H.R. McMaster, President‘s daughter Ivanka Trump and son-inlaw Jared Kushner sat in the harsh afternoon sun.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi with U.S. President Donald Trump and First
Lady Melania Trump at the White House on Monday. Mr. Modi will be the first
world leader to be hosted at the White House by Mr. Trump.
Mr. Modi said there was a perfect meeting of minds between the two as ―the
top priority for both President Trump and myself is to protect our society from
global challenges like terrorism; and because our aim is the strengthening of India
and the USA -- two great democracies in the world.‖
Ivanka in India
The President‘s daughter Ivanka Trump will lead the U.S delegation to Global
Entrepreneurship Summit (GES) later this year. GES is a key foreign policy
initiative of former President Barack Obama to bring together global entrepreneurs
and innovators, and India will be hosting its next edition. The event was expected
to be a show of camaraderie between the two countries, and with Ms. Trump‘s
participation, it would be gaining gravitas. ―I‘m excited to report that the Prime
Minister has invited my daughter, Ivanka, to lead the U.S. delegation,‖ said Mr.
Trump.
Mr. Modi and Mr. Trump indicated that the change in administration in the
U.S would not impact the upward trajectory of ties between the two countries.
―The friendship between the United States and India is built on shared values,
including our shared commitment to democracy,‖ the President said, pointing out
that both American and the Indian constitutions ―begin with the same three very
beautiful words: We the people.‖
On radical Islamic terrorism
Underscoring another of their common grounds, the President said: ―We will
destroy radical Islamic terrorism.‖ ―Both our nations have been struck by the evils
of terrorism, and we are both determined to destroy terrorist organisations and the
radical ideology that drives them.‖
Speaking after Mr. Trump, in Hindi, Mr. Modi said: ―…we discussed the
serious challenges of terrorism, extremism, and radicalisation, which are the major
challenges facing the world today. And we have agreed to enhance our
cooperation in fighting against these scourges. Fighting terrorism and doing away
with the safe shelters, sanctuaries, and safe havens will be an important part of our
cooperation.‖
As they sat together for the talks, Mr. Trump thanked India for ordering
military equipment. There was no announcement of American decision to sell
unarmed Guardian drones to India. ―..thank you very much for the equipment,
ordering equipment from the United States. Always makes us feel very good.
There‘s nobody [that] makes military equipment like we make military equipment.
Nobody even close, so we want to thank you very much"
America First vs India First
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Mr. Modi said his ideas for India‘s development and Mr. Trump‘s for
America were mutually compatible. ―I am sure that the convergence between my
vision for a new India and President Trump‘s vision for ‗making America great
again‘ will add new dimensions to our cooperation,‖ Mr. Modi said.
Questions have been raised in the run up to the meeting about the potential
conflict between Mr. Trump‘s America First and Mr. Modi‘s India First approach
to economic and commercial ties. ―I look forward to working with you, Mr. Prime
Minister, to create jobs in our countries, to grow our economies, and to create a
trading relationship that is fair and reciprocal. It is important that barriers be
removed to the export of U.S. goods into your markets, and that we reduce our
trade deficit with your country,‖ said Mr. Trump.
The strategic cooperation to deal with the challenges in Asia Pacific would
continue, Mr, Modi said: ―The increasing possibilities for enhancing cooperation in
order to protect our strategic interests will continue to determine the dimensions of
our partnership. We will continue to work with the USA in this region.‖
Mr. Trump said he always had a deep admiration for India and its people, and
a ―profound appreciation for your rich culture, heritage and traditions.‖
Визит Моди в США
Трамп призвал Моди снизить таможенные пошлины
Trump urges Modi to 'do more' to relax trade barriers
The Nation. 27.06.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/27-Jun-2017/trump-urgesmodi-to-fix-deficit-but-stresses-strong-ties

U.S. President Donald Trump urged Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
do more to relax Indian trade barriers on Monday during talks in which both
leaders took great pains to stress the importance of a strong U.S.-Indian
relationship.
At a closely watched first meeting between the two, Trump and Modi
appeared to get along well. Modi pulled in Trump for a bear hug on the stage as the
cameras rolled in the Rose Garden.
―I deeply appreciate your strong commitment to the enhancement of our
bilateral relations," Modi told him. "I am sure that under your leadership a
mutually beneficial strategic partnership will gain new strength, new positivity,
and will reach new heights.‖
Trump was also warm but made clear he sees a need for more balance in the
U.S.-India trade relationship in keeping with his campaign promise to expand
American exports and create more jobs at home. Last year the U.S. trade deficit
with India neared $31 billion.
Trump said he would like a trading relationship that is "fair and reciprocal."
"It is important that barriers be removed to the export of U.S. goods into your
markets and that we reduce our trade deficit with your country," he said.
Trump said he was pleased about an Indian airline‘s recent order of 100 new
American planes and that the United States looked forward to exporting more
energy, including major long-term contracts to purchase American natural gas.
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These energy contracts "are being negotiated and we will sign – trying to get
the price up a little bit," Trump said.
Modi came to Washington looking to revitalize a relationship that thrived
under former President Barack Obama but has appeared to flag as Trump courted
India's rival China in an effort to persuade Beijing to do more to rein in North
Korea.
Modi effusively praised Trump, hailing his ―vast and successful experience in
the business world‖ and ―great leadership‖ for U.S.-India ties, which he said
should ―lend an aggressive and forward looking agenda to our relations.‖
Trump accepted Modi's invitation to visit India, the White House said in a
statement, but no time frame was given for the trip.
Modi harked back to Trump's "Make America Great Again" campaign slogan
to stress that his agenda for his country was little different than Trump's.
"I am sure that the convergence of my vision for "New India" and President
Trump‘s vision for making America great again will add new dimensions to our
cooperation," he said.
Trump did not mention U.S. differences with India on immigration and the
Paris climate accord.
"The future of our partnership has never looked brighter," Trump said as both
leaders underscored the importance of the defense and security relationship.
AVIATION DEALS
As they met, a Pentagon agency said the U.S. State Department has approved
the possible sale to India of a Boeing C-17 transport aircraft with an estimated cost
of $366 million.
The United States also has offered to sell a naval variant of the Predator drone
made by U.S. defense contractor General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, the
White House said in a statement, a deal that would be worth more than $2 billion.
The United States has become the leading supplier of defense equipment to
India, signing contracts worth more than $15 billion since 2008.
On Monday evening, Trump and Modi had a working dinner, the first time
Trump has played host to a foreign dignitary at a White House dinner.
Trump administration officials have pointed to both leaders' impact on social
media - each has more than 30 million Twitter followers - as proof they are cut
from the same cloth.
"If the chemistry is good, everything else gets sorted," said an Indian official.
"The only way is up. How much up we go depends on the leaders. If they click, we
go up higher."
Trade, however, remains an irritant, and on Saturday, leading U.S.
congressmen complained in a letter to Trump that high-level engagement had
failed to eliminate major barriers to U.S. imports and investment and had not
deterred India from imposing new ones.
Indian officials reject suggestions that Modi's "Make in India" platform is
protectionist and complain about the U.S. regulatory process for generic
pharmaceuticals and rules on fruit imports.
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They stress the future importance of the huge Indian market to U.S. firms and
major growth in areas such as aviation which will offer significant opportunities
for U.S. manufacturers.
Among the Indian business executives in Washington for Modi's visit was
Ajay Singh, chairman of Indian budget airline SpiceJet, which in January
announced a deal to buy up to 205 aircraft from Boeing, worth up to $22 billion at
list prices.
Singh told Reuters that according to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
deal would sustain up to 132,000 jobs.
"The market is growing 20-25 percent a year. Even at today‘s pace you need
100 more planes a year just to keep pace with the market and we are not getting
anywhere close to that number."
―As our economy grows ... we can potentially create a lot of jobs for
Americans in the United States,‖ he said.
Boeing has estimated India will need 1,850 new aircraft worth $265 billion by
2036 to meet demand for air travel.
Визит Моди в США.
Трамп принял приглашение посетить Индию
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4367363. 27.06.2017.

Когда именно может состояться визит нынешнего главы
администрации США, не уточняется
ВАШИНГТОН, 27 июня. /ТАСС/. Президент США Дональд Трамп
принял переданное ему премьер-министром Нарендрой Моди приглашение
нанести визит в Индию. Об этом говорится в письменном заявлении, которое
от имени пресс-секретаря Белого дома Шона Спайсера было распространено
в понедельник вечером по итогам состоявшихся в Вашингтоне американоиндийских переговоров на высшем уровне.
"Президент Трамп с радостью принял приглашение премьер-министра
Моди посетить Индию. Они настроены на совместную работу в духе дружбы
в предстоящие годы", - отмечается в документе. В нем не уточняется, когда
именно может состояться визит нынешнего главы администрации США в
Индию.
В письменном заявлении Спайсера также говорится, что Трамп и Моди
призывают власти в Исламабаде не позволять террористам использовать
территорию Пакистана для совершения нападений на другие страны.
Кроме того, президент США и премьер Индии высказались за
оперативное привлечение Исламабадом к ответственности находящихся в
Пакистане виновников ряда крупных терактов, подобных кровавой серии
вылазок в Мумбаи 26 ноября 2008 года.
Визит Моди в США
Моди и Трамп ищут пути согласия среди разногласий
Modi, Trump seek rapport despite friction on trade, immigration
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The Times of India. Jun 26, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/modi-trumpseek-rapport-despite-friction-on-trade-immigration/articleshow/59321480.cms

•Trump & Modi will hold their first face-to-face meeting in Washington
today.
•Trump has been troubled by the growing US trade deficit with India.
•Trump has called for reform of the H-1B visa system that has benefited
Indian tech firms.
US President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will
hold their first face-to-face meeting in Washington on Monday, seeking to boost
US-Indian relations despite differences over trade, the Paris climate accord and
immigration.
Their White House session promises less pomp than Modi's previous visits to
Washington, which included former President Barack Obama taking him to the
Martin Luther King Jr. memorial in 2014.
Trump administration officials have pointed to both leaders' impact on social
media — each has more than 30 million Twitter followers — as proof that they are
cut from the same cloth, and predicted the two would get along well.
Trump built a Trump Tower property in Mumbai and spoke warmly of India
during his presidential campaign last year.
"The White House is very interested in making this a special visit," said one
senior official. "We're really seeking to roll out the red carpet,"
Modi will try to strengthen ties that have appeared to loosen. Indian officials,
noting both men's tendency to speak their mind, were anxious to see how they get
along.
They will have one-on-one talks followed by statements to the news media
without taking questions. They will then have a working dinner, the first time
Trump has played host to a foreign dignitary at a White House dinner.
"If the chemistry is good, everything else gets sorted," said an Indian official.
"The only way is up. How much up we go depends on the leaders. If they click, we
go up higher."
While progress is expected in defense trade and cooperation, there are
frictions elsewhere.
Trump, who campaigned on an "America First" platform, has been troubled
by the growing US trade deficit with India. He has called for reform of the H-1B
visa system that has benefited Indian tech firms.
He set the United States on a path to withdraw from the Paris climate
agreement and accused India of negotiating unscrupulously for the accord in order
to walk away with billions of dollars in aid.
Meanwhile, Indian officials reject suggestions that Modi's "Make in India"
platform is protectionist and complain about the US regulatory process for generic
pharmaceuticals and rules on fruit exports to the United States.
They stress the importance of the huge Indian market to US firms and major
growth in areas such as aviation, which offer significant opportunities for US
manufacturers.
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Rick Rossow, an India expert at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, said the frictions in US-Indian relations since Trump took office on Jan.
20 add gravity to the meeting.
"The meeting will provide more clarity on whether the past six months have
been Act 1 in a surprising friendship or Round 1 of a protracted slugging match,"
he said.
Визит Моди в США
Китай обеспокоен покупкой Индией морских дронов в США.
Trump-Modi meet: China worried over possible US sale of drones to
India
Sutirtho
Patranobis.
Hindustan
Times.
Jun
26,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/trump-modi-meet-china-worried-over-possible-ussale-of-drones-to-india/story-gB47NzXG5fRiHRewFGIJyI.html

If the US allows India to buy the Predator drone, it will enhance India‘s
capability to monitor all of the Indian Ocean, says China‘s top Chinese
disarmament strategist.
China‘s concern are perhaps also reflected in its continuous opposition to
India‘s attempt to join the NSG.(Picture courtesy: GA-ASI official website)
China is concerned over the possible sale of US surveillance drones to India,
which will help New Delhi keep a closer watch over the strategically important
Indian Ocean, a top Chinese disarmament strategist has said.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will on Monday hold his first meeting
with US President Donald Trump and China will be keeping a close watch over the
proceedings in Washington.
The two leaders are also likely to discuss the sale of US fighter jets to India
but that is not much of a worry for China, said Han Hua, who is the director of
centre for arms control and disarmament at the school of international studies at
Beijing‘s Peking University.
―Some people in China are a little concerned. Still, it is not the most advanced
technology being shared for example when you look at the F-16s,‖ Han told HT.
―There is also the transfer of surveillance drones in the Indian Ocean. It will
increase India‘s capability to have a view over the entire Indian Ocean. That is
more symbolic than the F-16 joint production.‖
A Reuters report earlier said an agreement on the ―purchase of 22 unarmed
drones is seen in New Delhi as a key test of defence ties‖.
Several media reports have said the US has already approved the sale of 22
predator Guardian drones India had sought for its navy.
Han said strategic analysts were closely following the US-India relationship
since the two countries signed the civil nuclear deal.
―Especially after the nuclear deal, the relationship between Washington and
New Delhi has emerged as a concern among Chinese strategists,‖ she said.
Han said the 2005 nuclear agreement was not just a deal. It was a symbol of
the nature of the strategic partnership between the US and India. ―In that sense,
China is concerned,‖ she said.
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The relationship had an impact on the China-US relations as well.
―After the Bush administration opened the door to India, people in
Washington have been talking about India‘s role in checking China‘s rise,‖ she
said.
China‘s concern are perhaps also reflected in its continuous opposition to
India‘s attempt to join the 48-member nuclear suppliers group (NSG) that controls
global trade in nuclear technology.
On the issue of India‘s entry into the NSG, with China being one of the
countries to have blocked it, Han said there had been no specific policy change by
Washington.
―We haven‘t witnessed any specific policy change on NSG after the Trump
administration (took over) in terms of India‘s membership. Some people have said
the administration supports the membership but a strong statement hasn‘t been
made yet in that issue‖.
She said India‘s inclusion in NSG will of course be part of Modi-Trump talks
but might not be on top of the agenda.
India‘s foreign policy was likely to remain independent despite the increasing
diplomatic closeness to the US, Han said.
She said foreign policy independence was very well-entrenched in India no
matter which party was in power.
―Modi, people tend to think is more nationalistic, takes a very realistic view
on the world rather than the middle-line policies taken by the Congress. In my
sense, India is still a country with its own pride and glory so I don‘t think India
will go very far from far beyond the general non-alignment policy,‖ she said.
Визит Моди в США
Моди в журнале Wall Street Journal – экономическое сотрудничество
Индии и США.
PM Narendra Modi in Wall Street Journal: Vision of joint success and
progress guides Indo-US partnership
The Indian Express. 26.06.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/pm-narendra-modiin-wall-street-journal-vision-of-joint-success-and-progress-guides-indo-us-partnership-4722427/

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in an opinion article published on Wall Street
Journal, said the two countries are building a partnership to achieve "global good".
The prime minister will meet with President Donald Trump tonight.
Sushma Swaraj giving human face to diplomacy through social media: PM
Narendra Modi
No Eid festivities this year at Donald Trump‘s White House
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in an opinion article published on Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) on Sunday, said he is confident about the ―growing convergence‖
between India and United States. PM Modi, who is currently on a two-day visit to
US, and is scheduled to meet with President Donald Trump later in the evening,
said the relations between two nations are strengthened by ―shared values and the
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stability of our systems‖. ―Confidence in each other‘s political values and a strong
belief in each other‘s prosperity has enabled our engagement to grow. A vision of
joint success and progress guides our partnership,‖ PM Modi wrote in the WSJ.
Talking about bilateral trade relationship between the two nations, PM Modi
said Indian companies are ―adding value to the manufacturing and services sectors
in the US‖. He also said that the annual trade between the two nations is likely to
see an increase in the coming years. PM Modi said Indian companies are building
presence in over 35 states in the country. ―American companies have likewise
fueled their global growth by investing more than $20 billion in India,‖ the Prime
Minister added. Pitching for GST, which will be implemented in India from July 1,
PM Modi wrote the rollout of the tax reform will ―in a single stroke, convert India
into a unified, continent-sized market of 1.3 billion people.‖
Speaking on rising energy needs of India, PM Modi wrote ―Indian companies
will import import energy in excess of $40 billion from the US‖. He also said that
Indian aviation fleet will employ around 200 US-made aircraft. PM Modi said the
two countries are building a partnership to achieve ―global good‖. Talking about
Indo-US collaborative efforts in various sectors including health, space, cyber
technology, PM Modi said, ―Whenever India and the US work together, the world
reaps the benefits.‖
PM Modi also spoke of the mutual interest of both the nations in defence and
counter-terrorism. ―Both India and the US have an overriding interest in securing
our societies, and the world, from the forces of terrorism, radical ideologies and
nontraditional security threats,‖ he wrote. He added that India shares US
administration‘s determination to bring an end to global terrorism.
Defining the ―logic of our strategic relationship‖ as ―incontrovertible‖, PM
Modi said the two nations are joined by their ―faith in the strength of our
multicultural societies that have defended our values at all costs, including the
supreme sacrifices we‘ve made in distant corners of the globe.‖ PM Modi also
congratulated Indian-American community and said they have played a ―crucial
role in connecting and contributing to our societies‖.
Визит Моди в США
Моди стремится сформировать у Трампа максимально негативное
отношение к Пакистану
Modi can shape Trump‘s views on Pakistan: New colours of the White
House
Shashank Joshi (Senior Research Fellow of the Royal United Services Institute in London).
The Hindu. JUNE 26, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/new-colours-of-the-whitehouse/article19145882.ece?homepage=true

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will have an opportunity to shape President
Trump‘s basic views on Pakistan
As Prime Ministe Narendra Modi prepares to meet President Donald Trump
for the first time, today in Washington, there is a sense that the favourable winds
that carried the India-U.S. relationship over the past 10 to 15 years may be
changing. In its first six months, the Trump administration‘s radical and
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nationalistic approach to international affairs has already touched India in
important areas, from visas for skilled workers, to climate change, to Iran policy.
After an era in which successive American Presidents were persuaded to forego
short-term pay-offs for longer-term economic and diplomatic investment in India,
we now have an incumbent whose foreign policy imperative is to secure a pound
of flesh — and to do so in the here and now. ―The world is not a ―global
community‘,‖ noted two of Trump‘s advisers in a Wall Street Journal oped this
month, summarising the President‘s worldview, declaring that they embraced ―this
elemental nature of international affairs‖. This undoubtedly throws up new
challenges for India. Yet there are three important things to keep in mind when
looking at the path ahead.
Three indications
First, the India-U.S. relationship has its own mass and momentum. While the
grand gestures of the past decade may be more difficult to achieve, the relationship
is likely to remain robust. While the whims of the President and his most radical
advisers will buffet particular areas — such as trade, immigration, and climate
change — more pragmatic cabinet ministers are not without influence. Most
significant here is the so-called Axis of Adults, comprising Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson, Secretary of Defence James Mattis, and National Security Advisor H.R.
McMaster.
Reality check on India-U.S. ties
While this trio has been undercut more than once — sometimes quite brutally,
as when Mr. Trump removed a crucial reference to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation‘s collective defence clause from a major speech — they continue to
exercise power over their own domains, on issues that do not necessarily rise to
presidential attention. This is especially true of the Pentagon, which is vested with
considerable executive authority, but also of weaker departments. The State
Department‘s decision to authorise the $2 billion sale of nearly two dozen predator
drones to India, significantly augmenting the Indian Navy‘s unmanned aerial
capability, is an important signal in this regard. Such a sensitive platform might
have been used as leverage to secure Indian concessions in areas where the
administration was seeking a change in India‘s behaviour — say, Iran — but the
positive trend in defence sales looks set to continue. Progress in the joint working
group in aircraft carrier technology, which involves much more far-reaching
technology transfer, will be an important test of this over the medium term.
The record so far
Second, there is now a template for how foreign leaders can manipulate Mr.
Trump to their own ends. We have two useful illustrations of this: China and Saudi
Arabia. China, criticised in vituperative terms by Mr. Trump on the campaign trail,
persuaded the President not only to swallow the bowdlerised history that Korea
―used to be a part of China‖, but also that Beijing was making every effort to
address North Korea‘s nuclear programme. In doing so, it induced Mr. Trump to
soft-pedal on the South China Sea — the administration blocked at least three
requests by the U.S. military‘s Pacific Command to conduct freedom of navigation
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operations, before the first one was allowed to go ahead in late May — and delay
arms sales to Taiwan. On June 20, the President declared that this policy of relying
on China ―has not worked out‖, but expressed gratitude to Beijing for trying. It‘s
too early to conclude that the Chinese approach to Mr. Trump has entirely
succeeded, because a sixth North Korean nuclear test could clearly upend this
détente. However, China has managed to dramatically moderate Mr. Trump‘s
hostility and buy a period of calm. Another, even more stark, example comes from
West Asia. In recent weeks, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have
persuaded Mr. Trump to enthusiastically tweet his support for their economic and
diplomatic assault on Qatar, a country which hosts more than 10,000 American
troops and the forward headquarters of Central Command, over its policies towards
the Muslim Brotherhood and Iran. Mr. Trump was persuaded of this despite the
State Department‘s urging that the dispute be settled quickly and amicably, and the
risk to disruption of U.S.-led military operations against the Islamic State at a
crucial time in the battle.
These two cases have a few things in common. For one thing, they involve
foreign leaders personally cultivating Mr. Trump. ―After listening for 10 minutes,‖
Mr. Trump declared following his April meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping
on North Korea, ―I realised that it‘s not so easy.‖ Mr. Xi achieved the best of both
worlds: persuading Mr. Trump that Chinese influence was limited, thereby
insulating China from the consequences of failure, but also securing Mr. Trump‘s
goodwill for his efforts. Mr. Trump‘s meetings with Saudi Arabia‘s King Salman,
and now Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman in Riyadh in May were also likely
to have been important in winning his subsequent backing for the campaign against
Qatar.
Mr. Trump is credulous, impressionable, and narcissistic. China and Saudi
Arabia succeeded in framing their behaviour as being, first and foremost, an effort
to address one of the President‘s personal priorities — North Korea in the first
instance, and terrorism in the second. By contrast, the U.S.‘s allies in Europe and
Japan have struggled to craft a similar narrative.
The South Asian matrix
Third, more important than what President Trump does for India may be what
he does not do. The Qatar crisis has shown that he cares little for shibboleths such
as regional stability, mutual restraint, and dispute resolution. He respects power
and those who wield it, oftentimes regardless of the end result. For better or worse,
this may open up new space for India‘s posture towards Pakistan, which has over
the past year evolved in a significantly more coercive and risk-acceptant direction.
The Obama administration‘s sympathetic approach to last year‘s so-called surgical
strikes showed that U.S. policy was anyway shifting in the direction of giving
greater latitude to New Delhi. As the ceasefire on the Line of Control collapses and
the Kulbhushan Jadhav crisis festers, the prospect of a militarised Indian response
to another terrorist attack rises.
It‘s by no means certain that Mr. Trump will take a hands-off stance in such a
scenario. After all, Israeli leaders have been unpleasantly surprised by the interest
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that he has taken in the Israel-Palestine dispute, despite his broadly pro-Israel
stance. But Mr. Modi will have an opportunity to shape Mr. Trump‘s basic views
on Pakistan, and at a formative moment for his administration‘s Afghan policy.
This may well be where Mr. Modi chooses to focus his efforts, leaving thornier
subjects for the coming years.
Визит Моди в США
PM Modi heads to US for 'no frills' Trump meet
The Express Tribune. June 25, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1444495/indias-modiheads-washington-no-frills-trump-meet/

NEW DELHI: India‘s leader heads to the US this weekend for his first
meeting with President Donald Trump, seeking to build on growing ties between
the world‘s two largest democracies and move beyond disagreements over climate
change.
Relations between New Delhi and Washington warmed under Trump‘s
predecessor Barack Obama as India sought greater foreign investment and trade
ties with Western nations.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi vowed to work closely with the Trump
administration, but obstacles soon emerged on issues such as trade and visas for
Indians wanting to work in the United States. Then Trump accused India of
seeking to profit from the Paris climate accord as he announced he was pulling out
of the deal this month – drawing sharp denials from New Delhi.
Nature of US ties with Pakistan, India are different: White House
Officials were eager to downplay expectations of the visit that begins on
Sunday, describing it as ―no frills‖ – in contrast to Modi‘s first US visit in 2014,
when he basked in a rock star welcome at the Madison Square Garden arena in
New York and addressed the United Nations.
―If there‘s one thing we want [from the visit], it‘s chemistry,‖ said one senior
Indian official. ―If the chemistry is good then frankly everything else gets sorted.‖
Some commentators have argued that Modi and Trump should have a natural
affinity as political outsiders who have risen to power in part by castigating the
traditional ruling elite on a nationalist platform.
One US official said the two leaders had a ―lot in common‖ and noted Modi
would be the first foreign dignitary to have a working dinner at the White House
under the new administration. ―We are really seeking to roll out the red carpet,‖
said the official, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Trump‘s protectionist instincts, however, are at odds with India‘s efforts to
boost exports and encourage Western manufacturers to ―Make In India‖ – a
flagship Modi scheme.
The Indian premier castigated ―rising parochial and protectionist attitudes‖ in
a speech delivered shortly after Trump took office that was widely interpreted as a
dig at the president‘s ―America first‖ mantra.
A proposed overhaul of H-1B visas – used by thousands of Indian software
engineers to work in the United States – has also caused concern in New Delhi.
Analysts said Monday‘s meeting at the White House would give Modi the chance
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to size up a US leader whose focus has so far been on ties with India‘s regional
rival China.
―The meeting between the two leaders is very significant, obviously, because
the new administration‘s policies towards Asia and particularly India, are not very
clear,‖ said Sujit Datta, foreign policy specialist at New Delhi‘s Jamia Millia
Islamia University. ―India‘s relationship with the US is a very important one in
terms of economic relations, trade, industry and wider strategic relevance
regarding Afghanistan, Pakistan,‖ he told AFP.
Regional security is expected to be high on the agenda for the talks as
Washington considers deploying up to 5,000 extra troops in Afghanistan to help
local forces fighting the Taliban and other insurgent groups.
Pakistan takes dim view of India-US logistic exchange pact
The new administration has also indicated it could take a tougher stance on
Pakistan, which India has long accused of harbouring militant groups.
Modi, a Hindu nationalist, was effectively barred from the United States for
years after deadly communal riots in the western state of Gujarat during his time as
chief minister. Most of those killed were Muslims. But after his landslide election
victory, Modi built a strong rapport with Obama who became the first sitting US
president to pay a second visit to India when he attended the 2015 Republic Day
celebrations.
Political analyst Ashley Tellis said in an interview with Asian Age that the
meeting with Trump would give Modi ―an opportunity to take the measure of the
man, articulate India‘s interests, and describe the opportunities those interests
provide for the US‖.
―I don‘t think PM Modi can change Trump‘s worldview. But he can help
Trump to think of India as an opportunity rather than as a problem,‖ said Tellis,
senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
Моди хочет вбить клин между США и Пакистаном
Владимир
Скосырев.
25/100_modiusa.html
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http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-06-

В понедельник в Белом доме состоится встреча премьер-министра
Индии Нарендры Моди с президентом США Дональдом Трампом. Гость
надеется, что сближение двух держав, начавшееся при прежней
американской администрации, продолжится. В частности, речь идет о
cовместном производстве в Индии истребителей. Но в Дели не приемлют
претензии США на роль старшего союзника.
При бывшем президенте США Бараке Обаме Моди сумел укрепить
американо-индийские отношения. США предоставили Индии статус
крупного партнера – не члена НАТО. Это позволило наращивать военнотехническое сотрудничество. Начиная с 2008 года, по сообщению ТАСС,
Индия подписала контракты на приобретение у США различной военной
техники и оружия на более чем 15 млрд долл.
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Было также заключено соглашение, которое даже заставило ряд
комментаторов сомневаться в приверженности Индии политике
неприсоединения. Индийцы разрешили американским военным кораблям и
самолетам заправляться горючим и проходить ремонт на своей территории.
Визит Моди, как ожидают, будет отмечен новой сделкой в военнотехнической сфере. Индийцам будут переданы 22 дрона MQ-9B,
предназначенных для морской разведки. Цена сделки – 2 млрд долл.
Вместе с тем при Трампе в отношениях двух стран возникли трения,
которых при прежней администрации не было. Как отмечает AFP, Моди
сделал одним из главных лозунгов своего правительства призыв «Сделай в
Индии». Иностранных инвесторов призывают создавать предприятия в
Индии с тем, чтобы впоследствии экспортировать продукцию за рубеж.
Такой курс противоречит «протекционистским инстинктам Трампа».
Моди раскритиковал «местнические и протекционистские подходы» в
речи, произнесенной вскоре после инаугурации Трампа. Это было расценено
как критика мантры «Америка прежде всего», которую повторяет хозяин
Белого дома.
Кроме того, индийцы обеспокоены намерением Вашингтона
пересмотреть порядок выдачи краткосрочных виз H-1B. По этим визам
тысячи индийских инженеров-программистов приезжают в США и работают
там. Это помогает им знакомиться с новейшими технологиями в
американской IT-отрасли. Визы выгодны и американским нанимателям,
поскольку индийцам платят меньше, чем своим.
При Обаме на такую практику смотрели сквозь пальцы, но при Трампе
заговорили об отмене таких виз.
В беседе с «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев отметил, что
«двусторонние связи между США и Индией в политической и военной
области развиваются успешно. В экономике США, правда, уступили первое
место по инвестициям и объему торговли с Индией. По торговле Китай
вышел на первое место. А по инвестициям – Маврикий. Но Маврикий – это
офшорная зона, как раньше Кипр был для России».
Огромную роль играет индийская диаспора в США. К 4 млн подошло
количество американских граждан индийского происхождения. Это элита.
Индийская диаспора – одна из самых зажиточных диаспор в США. Две трети
взрослых представителей этой диаспоры имеют высшее образование. У них
хорошие позиции в медицине, журналистике, информационных технологиях.
«Эта диаспора очень активно поддерживает контакты с Индией. Сейчас
в Индии очень трудно найти представителя индийской элиты, у которого не
было бы близкого друга или родственника – гражданина США. А учитывая
характер отношений между США и Россией, этот фактор работает в Индии
против России», – сказал эксперт.
Но на глобальном уровне отношения Индии и США отнюдь не
безмятежны. Индия – член БРИКС, вступила в ШОС. Индия –
категорический противник однополярного мира. Это разделяет Индию и
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США. Второй момент разногласий то, что США ни одну страну не видят
равным партнером. А Индия не желает быть на положении младшего брата.
«Что касается региональных конфликтов, Индия вернулась к политике
балансирования и лавирования, привычной ей в рамках движения
неприсоединения. Например, на Ближнем Востоке она лавирует между
Ираном, Саудовской Аравией, США и Израилем. По Украине – то же самое.
Они просто молчат, и все. Когда Обама посетил Индию в 2015 году,
американцы пытались заставить какое-либо официальное лицо в Дели
сделать антироссийское заявление по Украине. Не удалось. С другой
стороны, нам не удается получить индийское заявление о том, что они нас
полностью поддерживают по Крыму», – заключил Лунев.
Моди и Трамп будут обсуждать и проблему терроризма. Как утверждает
индийский обозреватель Арши Агарвал, гость попытается изменить
отношение главы Белого дома к Пакистану. Моди на разных форумах
пытался добиться осуждения террористических группировок, базирующихся
в Пакистане.
Раньше США оставались глухими к таким призывам. Но настроение в
США меняется. Впервые члены двух партий в Палате представителей
Конгресса США выдвинули законопроект, где говорится, что Пакистан не
сумел эффективно бороться с терроризмом. Поэтому авторы билля
предлагают лишить Исламабад статуса важного союзника – не члена НАТО.
Это означает, что он потеряет приоритет на быстрое получение разрешения
на поставки американского оружия и другие привилегии.
Трамп непредсказуем. Во всяком в случае, в Дели с интересом ждут
исхода переговоров в Вашингтоне, констатирует индийский комментатор.
Визит Моди в США
Законодатели США требуют от Трампа надавить на Моди в сфере
торговли, поскольку многие сектора здесь неоправданно защищены.
US lawmakers urge Trump to press Modi on trade, say many sectors in
India ‗unjustifiably protected‘
The Hindustan Times. Jun 25, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/uslawmakers-urge-trump-to-press-modi-on-trade-says-many-indian-sectors-unjustifiablyprotected/story-xQCQ4FafU57NFoS7TRoOuJ.html

Narendra Modi has arrived in the US for his first bilateral meeting with US
President Donald Trump, as the two leaders are set to hold discussions on a set of
―strategically important‖ issues.
Leading US congressmen have called on President Donald Trump to press
Prime Minister Narendra Modi to remove barriers to US trade and investment
when they meet for the first time on Monday.
The lawmakers, from the Republican and Democratic parties, said in a letter
to Trump that high-level engagement with India had failed to eliminate major trade
and investment barriers and had not deterred India from imposing new ones.
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―Many sectors of the Indian economy remain highly and unjustifiably
protected, and India continues to be a difficult place for American companies to do
business,‖ they wrote, noting that a 2017 World Bank report ranked India 130th
out of 190 countries for ease of doing business.
Narendra Modi a ‗true friend‘, will discuss with him key issues at White
House: Donald Trump
Modi and Trump in social media race, and White House is counting
The lawmakers - Republican House Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Kevin Brady and Ranking Member Richard Neal, and Republican Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch and Ranking Member Ron Wyden - said the
bilateral economic relationship ―severely underperforms‖ as a result of India‘s
failure to enact market-based reforms.
They said the barriers covered multiple sectors and included high tariffs,
inadequate protection of intellectual property rights, and inconsistent and nontransparent licensing and regulatory practices.
Among US goods affected were solar and information technology products,
telecommunications equipment and biotechnology products, they said.
The lawmakers also pointed to limitations on foreign participation in
professional services, restrictive foreign equity caps for financial, retail, and other
major services sectors and barriers to digital trade and Internet services.
Trump administration clears sale of drones to India ahead of Modi visit
Ahead of Modi visit, US sees no threat to Pakistan from arms deal with India
Modi is due to meet with about 20 leading US CEOs in Washington on
Sunday before his first meeting with Trump on Monday at the White House, when
he will seek to revitalise ties that have appeared to drift, in spite of the priority they
were afforded under former President Barack Obama.
While progress is expected in defense trade and cooperation, Trump, who
campaigned on an ―America First‖ platform has been irritated by the growing US
trade deficit with India and has called for reform of the H-1B visa system that has
benefited Indian tech firms.
Other signs of friction have included Trump accusing New Delhi of
negotiating unscrupulously at the Paris climate talks to walk away with billions in
aid.
Indian officials reject suggestions that Modi‘s ―Make in India‖ platform is
protectionist and complain about the US regulatory process for generic
pharmaceuticals and rules on fruit exports to the United States.
They stress the future importance of the huge Indian market to US firms and
major growth in areas such as aviation which will offer significant opportunities
for US manufacturers.
Визит Моди в США
Эксперты считают, что покупка Индией морских дронов у США –
обезопасить морские граница от Китая.
US sees no threat to Pakistan from arms deal with India
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The Nation. June 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/24-Jun-2017/us-sees-no-threat-topakistan-from-arms-deal-with-india

With the United States expected to authorize India's purchase of naval drones,
a senior White House official cautioned on Friday that any U.S. military transfer to
India would not represent a threat to its rival neighbor Pakistan.
The official spoke to reporters in advance of U.S. President Donald Trump's
first meeting with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday, a White
House visit that will include one-on-one talks and a working dinner.
Securing agreement on the purchase of 22 unarmed drones, worth more than
$2 billion, is seen in New Delhi as a key test of defense ties that flourished under
former President Barack Obama but have drifted under Trump, who has courted
Asian rival China as he seeks Beijing's help to contain North Korea's nuclear
program.
The U.S.-based company that makes the drones, General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems Inc, said on Friday that the U.S. government had approved
the sale of a naval variant of the Predator drone to India.
The senior White House official said any arms transfer would take into
account the regional situation.
"We want to avoid a situation that escalates the tension" between India and
Pakistan, the official said. India and Pakistan should engage in direct talks and seek
a normalization of ties, the official said.
"Some of the defense systems we're talking about we don't believe impact
Pakistan," the official added.
The Indian navy wants the surveillance drones, variants of the Predator
drones, to keep watch over the Indian Ocean. The deal would be the first such
purchase by a country that is not a member of North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
India, a big buyer of U.S. arms that was recently named by Washington as a
major defense ally, wants to protect its 7,500- km (4,700-mile) coastline as Beijing
expands its maritime trade routes and Chinese submarines increasingly lurk in
regional waters.
But sources tracking the discussions say the U.S. State Department has been
concerned about the potential destabilizing impact of introducing high-tech drones
into South Asia, where tensions are simmering between India and Pakistan,
particularly over Kashmir, which is divided between them.
Such a sale of sensitive military hardware must be authorized by the State
Department before being sent to Congress for review. The drone deal would still
require approval by Congress. The State Department declined comment ahead of
any notification.
Defense cooperation, the U.S. trade deficit with India, counter-terrorism
efforts and regional tensions are expected to be discussed between the two leaders.
Modi's two-day visit to Washington begins on Sunday. Trump met Chinese
President Xi Jinping in April and has also had face time with the leaders of nations
including Japan, Britain and Vietnam since taking office in January, prompting
anxiety in New Delhi that India is no longer a priority in Washington.
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Other strains have emerged in U.S.-India relations, with the United States
vexed by a growing bilateral trade deficit and Trump accusing New Delhi of
negotiating unscrupulously at the Paris climate talks to walk away with billions in
aid.
U.S. officials expect a relatively low-key visit by Modi, without the fanfare of
some of his previous trips to the United States, and one geared to giving the Indian
leader the chance to get to know Trump personally and to show that he is doing so.
India and the United States will also discuss the sale of U.S. fighter jets
during Modi's trip, in what could be the biggest deal since they began deepening
defense ties more than a decade ago.
Визит Моди в США.
США убеждают Пакистан, что военные поставки Индии не создают
угрозу Пакистану
India arms deal poses no threat to Pakistan: US
The Nation. 25.06.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/25-Jun-2017/india-arms-dealposes-no-threat-to-pakistan-us

Washington - With the United States expected to authorise India's purchase
of naval drones, a senior White House official cautioned on Friday that any US
military transfer to India would not represent a threat to its neighbour Pakistan.
The official spoke to reporters in advance of US President Donald Trump's
first meeting with PM Narendra Modi, a White House visit that will include oneon-one talks and a working dinner.
Securing agreement on the purchase of 22 unarmed drones, worth more than
$2 billion, is seen in New Delhi as a key test of defence ties that flourished under
former President Barack Obama but have drifted under US President Trump, who
has courted Asian rival China as he seeks Beijing's help to contain North Korea's
nuclear programme.
The US-based company that makes the drones, General Atomics Aeronautical
Systems Inc, said that the US government had approved the sale of a naval variant
of the Predator drone to India.
The senior White House official said any arms transfer would take into
account the regional situation. "We want to avoid a situation that escalates the
tension" between India and Pakistan, the official said. India and Pakistan should
engage in direct talks and seek a normalisation of ties, the official said.
"Some of the defence systems we're talking about we don't believe impact
Pakistan," the official added.
PM Modi's two-day visit to Washington begins on Sunday.
Asserting that the US' ties with India and Pakistan were not a 'zero-sum
game', the White House official said that the Trump administration's priorities and
the nature of relationship with India and Pakistan were different.
"We seek to have an effective partnership with each country. With India,
we're building that strategic partnership. We see India's role and influence
growing. We like to encourage that trend. So, we're looking for ways to cooperate
on our mutual interests," the official told reporters.
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"With Pakistan, we seek to have a productive partnership working together.
But frankly, the priorities are different, and the nature of the relationships is
different. So, I think that we would like to move forward with both countries. We
realise that the pace and scope of that relationship is going to be different in each
case," the official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity said in response to a
question on concerns in Pakistan with regard to increasing ties with India.
"I want to make the point here that US relationships with India and Pakistan
really stand on their own merits and terms. We don't see a zero-sum relationship
when it comes to the US relationship with Pakistan and the US relationship with
India. We're certainly eager to deepen the strategic partnership with India," he said.
"We see this as the US and India have mutual security interests that they want
to advance, and we believe that the defence sales that are being discussed will help
advance those," the official said.
Визит Моди в США.
Замминистра МИД Индии Jaishankar встретился с Тиллерсоном
Foreign secretary Jaishankar meets US secretary of state Rex Tillerson
The Times of India. Jun 24, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/foreignsecretary-jaishankar-meets-us-secretary-of-state-rex-tillerson/articleshow/59295330.cms

•Jaishankar also met other senior officials at the state department.
•PM Modi's US visit would begin on June 25.
•The PM will meet US President Donald Trump on June 26.
WASHINGTON: Prime Minister Narendra Modi's Washington visit would
strengthen the Indo-US relationship and help advance the common interest in
fighting terrorism and promoting economic growth, secretary of state Rex Tillerson
has told foreign secretary S Jaishankar here.
Secretary Tillerson met with foreign secretary Jaishankar on Friday to discuss
the US-India relationship and the agenda for Prime Minister Modi's meetings at the
White House on June 26, a State Department spokesman said told PTI.
"The secretary noted the Prime Minister's visit will strengthen ties between
the United States and India and advance our common interest in fighting terrorism,
promoting economic growth and prosperity, and expanding security cooperation in
the Indo-Pacific region," the spokesperson said.
The two agreed that the two countries have a deep and growing strategic
partnership and hope to work more closely on regional and global issues, the
official said in response to a question.
Jaishankar also met other senior officials at the state department.
Jaishankar, a former Indian ambassador to the US, has been playing a leading
role in shaping the India-US relationship under the Modi government.
Modi's US visit would begin on June 25.
Modi will be meeting President Donald Trump for the first time on June 26 in
Washington.
Ahead of his visit, Modi on Friday said he looked forward to the opportunity
of having an in-depth exchange of views.
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"My USA visit is aimed at deepening ties between our nations. Strong IndiaUSA ties benefit our nations & the world," he tweeted.
In a statement posted on the Facebook, Modi said his two-day visit to
Washington from June 25 was at the invitation of Trump.
"President Trump and I have spoken on telephone prior to this. Our
conversations have touched upon our common intent to take forward our
productive all round engagement for the mutual benefit of our people," he said.
"I look forward to this opportunity to have an in-depth exchange of views on
further consolidating the robust and wide ranging partnership between India and
the United States," the Prime Minister said.
He noted that India's partnership with the US is multi-layered and diverse,
supported by not just governments but all the stakeholders on both sides.
"I look forward to building a forward-looking vision for our partnership with
the new administration in the United States under President Trump," he added.
Apart from official meetings with Trump and his cabinet colleagues, Modi
will be meeting some prominent American CEOs.
Like in the past, he will also be interacting with the Indian diaspora.
Get latest news & live updates on the go on your
Индия просит США не предоставлять военную помощь Пакистану
India flags U.S. military aid to Pakistan
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-flags-us-military-aid-topakistan/article19127691.ece?homepage=true

23.06.2017.

Agenda set for Prime Minister Modi‘s first meeting with President Donald
Trump later this week
Setting the agenda of Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s first meeting with U.S.
President Donald Trump later this week, India on Thursday raised the issue of
continued American military assistance to Pakistan and sought an end to crossborder terrorism. Speaking at the weekly press briefing, Official Spokesperson
Gopal Baglay pointed out that Pakistan diverts U.S. military aid to target India,
even as India‘s Permanent Representative Syed Akbaruddin told the U.N. Security
Council to deal with the ―adversary‖ that provides ―safe haven‖ to terrorists who
target Afghanistan.
―U.S. officials are aware of our view which essentially is that the military aid
(to Pakistan) is diverted for use against us. Relationship between Pakistan and the
U.S. is a relationship between two sovereign countries but we have conveyed our
concerns regarding military assistance to Pakistan,‖ said the Official Spokesperson
of MEA Gopal Baglay who also explained that problems with Pakistan remain a
bilateral issue without the possibility of a third-party intervention.
Earlier, Syed Akbaruddin in a statement at the U.N. Security Council hinted
at Pakistan and called for urgent action to stop the current wave of violence in
Afghanistan. ―Clearly, the international community is dealing in Afghanistan with
an adversary who is not averse to flagrantly violating international humanitarian
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and human rights law… where are these anti-government elements getting their
weapons, explosives, training and funding from? Where do they find safe havens
and sanctuaries? How is it that these elements have stood up against one of the
biggest collective military efforts,‖ said Mr. Akbaruddin.
The strongly worded statement went on to point out that the UNSC has often
failed to condemn terror incidents in Afghanistan,which was echoed subsequently
by Afghan officials.
PTI adds:
U.S. drones for India
The U.S. has cleared the sale of 22 drones to India, government sources said
on Thursday, a deal being termed as a ―game changer‖ ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi‘s visit here for his meeting with President Donald Trump. The deal
is estimated at about $3 billion.
Накануне визита Моди в США Индия стремится закупить морские
дроны у Америки (и другое оружие)
India eyes breakthrough on purchase of US surveillance drones ahead of
Modi trip
Dawn. 22.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341074/india-eyes-breakthrough-onpurchase-of-us-surveillance-drones-ahead-of-modi-trip

India is pushing for US approval of its request to buy a naval variant of the
Predator drone, officials said, as Prime Minister Narendra Modi tries to revitalise
relations with Washington when he meets President Donald Trump for the first
time.
Securing agreement on the purchase of 22 unarmed drones is seen in New
Delhi as a key test of defence ties that flourished under former President Barack
Obama but have drifted under Trump, who has courted Asian rival China as he
seeks Beijing's help to contain North Korea's nuclear programme.
Modi's two-day visit to Washington begins on Sunday. Trump met Chinese
President Xi Jinping in April and has also had face-time with the leaders of nations
including Japan, Britain and Vietnam since taking office in January, prompting
anxiety in New Delhi that India is no longer a priority in Washington.
If the Indian navy gets the unarmed surveillance drones it wants to keep
watch over the Indian Ocean it would be the first such purchase by a country that is
not a member of the Nato alliance.
―We are trying to move it to the top of the agenda as a deliverable, this is
something that can happen before all the other items,‖ said one official tracking the
progress of the drone discussions in the run-up to the visit.
India, a big buyer of US arms recently named by Washington as a major
defence ally, wants to protect its 7,500 km coastline as Beijing expands its
maritime trade routes and Chinese submarines increasingly lurk in regional waters.
But sources tracking the discussions say the US State Department has been
concerned about the potential destabilising impact of introducing high-tech drones
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into South Asia, where tensions are simmering between India and Pakistan,
particularly over Kashmir, which is divided between them.
Other strains have emerged, with the United States vexed by a growing
bilateral trade deficit and Trump accusing New Delhi of negotiating
unscrupulously at the Paris climate talks to walk away with billions in aid.
US officials expect a relatively low-key visit by Modi, without the fanfare of
some of his previous trips to the United States, and one geared to giving the Indian
leader the chance to get to know Trump personally and to show that he is doing so.
Modi is also not expected to press hard on a US visa programme the Trump
administration is reviewing to reduce the flow of skilled foreign workers and save
jobs for Americans, seeing limited gains from raising a sensitive issue, they said.
Indian Trade Secretary Ria Teaotia told reporters this week the H-1B visa
programme, under which Indian IT firms send large numbers of professionals to
the United States, would be one of the one issues on the table during Modi's visit.
Falling of the radar
There is a palpable fear in New Delhi that the new US president's lack of
focus on India, and limited appointment of South Asia focused advisers, has
resulted in India falling off the radar in Washington,‖ Eurasia Group's Shailesh
Kumar and Sasha Riser-Kositsky said in a note.
Defence deals, however, are one area where the two countries could make
progress because of bipartisan support, an Indian official involved in the
preparations for the visit said.
The two sides have stepped up efforts in recent weeks to get inter-agency
clearance for the sale of the Guardian drone, made by California-based General
Atomics.
India has raised the issue of the drones with the Pentagon three times since
June 2016, officials said. US Senators John Cornyn and Mark Warner wrote in
March to Defense Secretary James Mattis and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
saying the Guardian deal, estimated at more than $2 billion, would advance US
national security interests and protect US jobs.
An industry official involved in promoting India-US business ties said the
drone sale enjoyed support from the White House and Congress, and was now
awaiting clearance from the State Department.
While the Guardian drones that India is pushing for are unarmed, the Indian
military had originally asked for missile-firing Predator Avenger aircraft, a request
turned down by the Obama administration.
Sources say there is some concern in the State Department that if India were
to get the surveillance drones New Delhi would renew its push to acquire armed
drones, which its military has eyed ever since they were deployed by US forces
against militants in Pakistan.
US export laws typically prohibit the transfer of such arms to a country unless
it is fighting alongside US forces.
Fighter jets
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India and the United States will also discuss the sale of US fighter jets during
Modi's trip, in what could be the biggest deal since they began deepening defence
ties more than a decade ago.
On Monday, Lockheed Martin announced an agreement with India's Tata
Advanced Systems to produce F-16 planes in India, provided it won a contract to
equip the Indian Air Force with hundreds of new aircraft.
Lockheed has offered to shift its ageing F-16 production line from Fort
Worth, Texas as part of Modi's ―Make-in-India‖ drive while it ramps up
production of the high-end F-35 aircraft at home.
Since Trump's election on an ―American First‖ platform, US and Indian
officials have sought to play down any contradiction between his stated desire to
protect American jobs and Modi's ―Make in India‖ policy, arguing, for example,
that deals in which components made in the United States are shipped to India for
assembly benefit workers in both countries.
Налажена грузовая авиалиния между Индией и Афганистаном
Afghanistan-India Air Corridor opens with first cargo flight
Dawn. 20.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340490/afghanistan-india-air-corridoropens-with-first-cargo-flight

An aircraft packed with 60 tons of Afghan plants with medicinal uses marked
the opening of the first air cargo corridor between Afghanistan and India on
Monday.
The cargo, worth about $5 million dollars, was the first in what officials from
the two countries hope will be many flights allowing Afghan and Indian companies
to bypass Pakistan, which strictly limits the shipment of goods by land between
India and Afghanistan and is often involved in border disputes with them.
―Our aim is to change Afghanistan to an exporter country,‖ Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani said at a ceremony marking the inaugural flight.
―As long as we are not an exporter country, then poverty and instability will
not be eliminated.‖
The cargo service aims to improve landlocked Afghanistan's links to markets
abroad and boost the growth prospects of its agricultural and carpet industries
while it battles a deadly Taliban insurgency, Indian officials have said.
―We will continue to assist you in various ways as this corridor expands and
grows into a network of cargo flights as per demand of the market,‖ India's
ambassador to Afghanistan, Manpreet Vohra, told Ghani.
―There are bound to be some teething problems in any major initiatives such
as this but my embassy and my government is committed to working together with
your team to resolve all issues that may pop up from time to time.‖
Afghanistan depends on Karachi port for its foreign trade. It is allowed to
send a limited amount of goods overland through Pakistan into India, but imports
from India are not allowed along this route.
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Border crossings are often closed as Afghan and Pakistani forces clash over
the disputed border, and Afghan farmers have complained of fruit and other
produce rotting without other options for shipping.
Next week, a second flight to India is scheduled to depart from the southern
city of Kandahar, carrying 40 tons of dried fruit.
БРИКС. Индия выступает за большее взаимодействие в рамках БРИКС
India pitches for greater engagement with BRICS nations
The Hindu. June 19, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-pitches-forgreater-engagement-with-brics-nations/article19102736.ece?homepage=true

Seen in this June 19, 2017 group photo are (from left): Aloysio Nunes Ferreira, Sergey Lavrov, Wang Yi,
Maite Nkoana-Mashabane and General Vijay Kumar Singh, Foreign Ministers of Brazil, Russia, China, South
Africa and India respectively, before the opening of the BRICS Foreign Ministers meeting in Beijing.

V.K. Singh says all the 5 nations have reached significant understanding
on security and counter-terrorism issues.
India on Monday pitched for a greater engagement with BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa) nations, which have steadily expanded their
agenda from financial matters to security and counter-terrorism issues facing the
international community.
Addressing the BRICS Foreign Ministers meeting here, Minister of State for
External Affairs General V.K. Singh said BRICS countries have reached
significant understanding on security and counter-terrorism issues.
‗Steady expansion‘
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―Besides cooperating on financial issues, the BRICS agenda has witnessed
steady expansion,‖ he said.
―BRICS joint working group mechanism has concluded in May 2017,‖ Gen.
Singh said, adding the National Security Advisors (NSAs) of BRICS countries are
due to meet next month ahead of this year‘s summit of the bloc to be held in
China‘s Xiamen city in September.
―In Delhi meeting last year they [NSAs] had reached significant
understanding on security and counter-terrorism matters,‖ Gen. Singh, who
represented External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj at the meeting, said.
Ms. Swaraj could not attend the meeting due to health issues.
Gen. Singh, who held a bilateral meeting with Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi on Sunday, said India attached great importance to BRICS and ―[we]
continue to work closely with all our partners with mutual trust, respect and
transparency to further enhance our bonds.‖
―Prime Minister Narendra Modi had laid special emphasis on people-topeople exchanges in the BRICS process,‖ he said.
BRICS in global arena
―I reiterate India attaches its utmost importance to its engagement with
BRICS. Our Prime Minimiser had repeatedly underscored the importance of
BRICS in the international arena and stressed the importance of intra-BRICS
cooperation,‖ Singh said.
Besides Mr. Wang and Gen. Singh, Sergey Lavrov of Russia, Maite NkoanaMashabane of South Africa and Aloysio Nunes Ferreira of Brazil attended the
BRICS Foreign Ministers meeting which is expected to finalise the agenda for the
Xiamen summit.
In his meeting with Gen. Singh on Sunday, Mr. Wang said China and India
were both major countries with great influence and that they should boost
cooperation in the BRICS, the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) and all
other multilateral frameworks to make contribution to peace and stability in the
region and the world at large, state-run Xinhua news agency reported.
Talking to other BRICS Foreign Ministers, he called for closer cooperation
among the BRICS countries.
In the bilateral meeting with Ms. Mashabane, Mr. Wang said BRICS
countries, faced with increasing uncertainties in the international situation, should
unite more closely and play a leading role in building a community of shared
future for the mankind.
China stands ready to step up coordination with South Africa to strengthen the
Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) as well as the BRICS mechanism,
continuously expand the strategic cooperation between the two countries, and
safeguard the common interests of the two nations and all other developing
countries, he has said.
During his meeting with Mr. Lavrov, Mr. Wang said China was willing to
deepen coordination with Russia to enhance strategic trust, boost economic and
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financial cooperation, increase cultural and people-to-people exchanges and
strengthen the cooperation mechanism among BRICS countries.
Индия планирует и дальше развивать иранский порт Чабахар
India's plan to develop Iran's Chabahar port faces US headwinds
Dawn. 12.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1339056/indias-plan-to-develop-iranschabahar-port-faces-us-headwinds

Western manufacturers are shying away from supplying equipment for an
Iranian port that India is developing for fear the United States (US) may reimpose
sanctions on Tehran, Indian officials say, dealing a blow to New Delhi's strategic
ambitions in the region.
Lying on the Gulf of Oman along the approaches to the Straits of Hormuz, the
port of Chabahar is central to India's hopes to crack open a transport corridor to
Central Asia and Afghanistan that bypasses arch-rival Pakistan.
India committed $500 million to speed development of the port after
sanctions on Iran were lifted following a deal struck between major powers and
Tehran to curb its nuclear programme in 2015.
But the state-owned Indian firm that is developing Chabahar is yet to award a
single tender for supplying equipment such as cranes and forklifts, according to
two government sources tracking India's biggest overseas infrastructure push.
US President Donald Trump denounced the nuclear agreement on the
campaign trail, and since taking office in January has accused Iran of being a threat
to countries across the Middle East.
Swiss engineering group Liebherr and Finland's Konecranes and Cargotec
have told India Ports Global Pvt Ltd, which is developing the deep water port, they
were unable to take part in the bids as their banks were not ready to facilitate
transactions involving Iran due to the uncertainty over US policy, the two officials
said in separate conversations with Reuters.
These firms dominate the market for customised equipment to develop jetties
and container terminals. One official said the first tender was floated in September,
but attracted few bidders because of the fear of renewed sanctions. That fear has
intensified since January.
―Now the situation is that we are running after suppliers,‖ one official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of matter.
A Konecranes spokeswoman declined to comment beyond confirming the
company was not involved in the project. Cargotec and Liebherr did not respond to
requests for comment.
Some tenders have been floated three times since September because they
failed to attract bidders. A Chinese firm, ZPMC, has since come forward to supply
some equipment, the same Indian official said.
Threat of sanctions
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Trump has called the agreement between Iran and six major world powers
restricting Tehran's nuclear programme in exchange for lifting of sanctions ―the
worst deal ever negotiated‖.
Last month his administration extended relief on Washington's broadest and
most punitive sanctions, while carrying out a wider policy review on how to deal
with Iran.
Uncertainty over US policy is already causing long delays in contracts that
Iran has sought with international firms to develop its oil fields and buy planes for
its ageing airlines.
The lifting of United Nations and European Union sanctions in 2016 partly
reconnected Iran with the international financial system crucial to trade.
But large international bankers with exposure to the United States remain
unwilling to facilitate Iranian deals for fear of running afoul of narrower, unilateral
US sanctions that remain outside the nuclear deal and uncertainty over whether
wider sanctions relief will continue.
India's ambassador to Iran said the process of procuring equipment for the
Chabahar port was under way and that some of the customised cranes needed take
up to 20 months to build. The banking situation was slowly improving, he added.
―Tenders are re-floated for a variety of reasons including technical
specifications not being met, etc. Banking channels, in recent months, have in fact
somewhat eased,‖ Saurabh Kumar said in an emailed response to Reuters from
Tehran.
―If some companies do not participate, it really is their business,‖ he added.
India has been pushing for the development of Chabahar port for more than a
decade as a hub for its trade links to the resource-rich countries of central Asia and
Afghanistan.
Access to those countries is currently complicated by India's fraught
relationship with Pakistan.
Bureaucratic delays, difficult negotiations with Iran and the risk of incurring
Washington's displeasure during the financial embargo in Tehran had meant there
was little progress on the port until now.
But, prodded in part by China's development of Gwadar port, which lies
barely 100 km from Chabahar on the Pakistani coast, Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's government has unveiled massive investment plans centred
around the Iranian port, offering to help build railways, roads and fertiliser plants
that could eventually amount to $15 billion.
So far, even an initial credit line of $150 million that India wants to extend to
Iran for development of Chabahar has remained a non-starter as Tehran has not
been able to do its part of work.
―They have not sought the loan from us because they haven't awarded the
tenders, either because of lack of participation or banking problems,‖ said the
second government official.
Ambassador Kumar said the Iran had indicated it would be sending proposals
shortly to tap the credit line.
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Meena Singh Roy, who heads the West Asia centre at the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses, a New Delhi think-tank, said increasing tension
between Washington and Tehran would have an impact on the port project.
―The Chabahar Project has strategic significance for India,‖ she said.
―However ... nothing much seems to be moving due to new uncertainties in
the region.‖
Путин ничего не обещал Наваз Шарифу, т.е. быть посредником по
Кашмиру, - уверены в Дели
Putin made no offer to Nawaz Sharif to play mediator: India, Russia
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
Jun
16,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-russia-reject-pakistan-claims-of-vladimir-putinsoffer-to-mediate/articleshow/59164756.cms

Pakistan foreign office had welcomed reports of Russia's offer to mediate
between New Delhi and Islamabad.
Russia rubbished any such report on Putin's offer of mediation
India too has issued a strong denial to the Pakistan media's 'offer of
mediation' reports
According to Pak media reports, Putin made the offer on the sidelines of the
SCO summit in Astana.
NEW DELHI: India and Russia have together denied that Russian President
Vladimir Putin had suggested to Pakistan PM Nawaz Sharif that he could mediate
between India and Pakistan.
Responding to questions, ministry of external affairs spokesperson Gopal
Baglay said, "No offer of mediation between India and Pakistan was made by
Russia to India.
It is my understanding that Russia is very well aware of India's consistent
position to address all outstanding issues with Pakistan bilaterally in an
environment free of terrorism and violence."
It started with a report in the Pakistan media, which was followed by the
Pakistan foreign office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria officially welcoming the
Russian "offer" of mediation.
According to them, this was part of the conversation between Nawaz Sharif
and Putin in Astana, on the sidelines of the SCO summit.
On Thursday, however, the Russian embassy in India denied there was any
such move.
According to Russian officials here, "According to our information, this
aspect was not discussed at the meeting in Astana and no statement in this regard
was ever made by President Putin." Pakistan attempted to put this out as a sign that
Russia was changing its stance vis-a-vis this region, particularly being more
sensitive towards Pakistan.
It has not been an easy summer for Pakistan. First Nawaz Sharif travelled to
Riyadh to be the first South Asian leader to meet US President Donald Trump.
However, Trump refused to meet him. In Astana, Sharif suffered the ignominy of
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not getting a bilateral with Pakistan's chief benefactor, Chinese President Xi
Jinping.
In fact, Sharif 's "non-meeting" with Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been
the most important so far. Pakistan has been pushing both India and all its other
interlocutors to get New Delhi to restart the bilateral dialogue. India has so far
refused.
Прочные отношения Индии с Россией не могут быть разбавлены, утверждает Путин

Индия и политика нераспространения
India and the politics of nonproliferation
Saima
Aman
Sial.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1434750/india-politics-nonproliferation/

June

14th,

2017.

With the upcoming plenary of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) this June,
India‘s contentious bid for NSG is making headlines again. Whereas New Delhi
sees Beijing as the sole stumbling block in its ambition to be part of the group, this
portrayal is far from reality on the ground. Several countries have reservations
about India‘s entry upon consideration of all they have already lost by waiving
nuclear trade with it without any reciprocal nonproliferation commitment. The
important question is this: if the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) is the
cornerstone of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime (NNPR) and the Non-Nuclear
Weapon States (NNWS) have been fulfilling their end of the bargain in the NNPT,
why are states outside the NPT being selectively rewarded for behaviour, which
cannot be objectively judged as ‗good nonproliferation record‘? The waiver given
to India in 2008 by the NSG gives credibility to this argument. India did not
tangibly fulfill any of the nonproliferation obligations that it paid lip service to
while signing the Indo-US nuclear deal, yet received a subsequent waiver for
export of nuclear goods and related sensitive technologies.
From a normative perspective, the NSG proves to be a weak link in the
nonproliferation regime since priority is given to commercial interests and
geopolitics, rather than to non-proliferation criteria. This is one of the critical
reasons why the group that governs the dual-use and sensitive nuclear technologies
is kept as a voluntary arrangement. Its participating governments decide, based on
consensus but in accordance with their national regulations and states‘ interest, on
the export policy of nuclear material and related dual-use items. This national
interest typically champions commercial gains instead of nonproliferation norms.
Consider the case of India. What grounds substantiate its alleged ‗good‘
nonproliferation record, except for geopolitics and a market for global nuclear
suppliers? This selective application of rules is the chief hurdle in the way of
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standardisation of a nonproliferation norm; the second obstacle is the nonuniformity of rights and obligations among nuclear possessor and non-possessor
states. If the states that propagate the rule-based nonproliferation system interpret
and reinterpret rules to suit their commercial interests, they no longer possess the
moral high ground to preach nonproliferation to others.
So where is India‘s NSG bid now? After doing everything in its power, the
United States has failed to force all members of NSG to recommit to the old
commitment-free bargain. At the Vienna plenary in November 2016, 12 NSG
participating governments called for a criteria-based approach. These included
China, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Italy, Ireland, Switzerland, Austria, New
Zealand, Belgium, Brazil and Russia.
China‘s latest statement from the foreign ministry before the next NSG
plenary states that India‘s application for membership is ―a new issue under new
circumstances and it is more complicated than previously imagined‖. Although
China is not rejecting India‘s admission outright, it is seeking a two-step approach,
stipulating that the NSG members should decide upon a set of principles for the
admission of non-NPT states into the NSG as a first step, followed by discussion in
view of country-specific application.
The geopolitics between China and India provide a broader context to where
this may be heading. Thus far, India has employed all possible tactics to prevent
China from standing in the way of consensus, but Beijing has stood its ground.
Beijing‘s position is complicated by India‘s Indo-Pacific strategy through which it
patrols the South China Sea, a territory that China considers its primary area of
interest. What is also taken into account is India‘s hostile attitude towards China‘s
One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative, the latest evidence of which was New
Delhi‘s boycott of the recent OBOR summit in China this May. This summit was
even attended by the US, a country that earlier showed reluctance over this project.
Nonetheless, Beijing is aware of the geopolitical game being played out
against it. With India in the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the
exports to India by MTCR member states are aiding the development of India‘s
nuclear capable missiles programmes as well as its military satellite programme. In
addition, the export of missile systems by India to East Asia would further
complicate China‘s perceived threat. The contradicting geopolitical agendas of
India and China foreshadow ugly order in Asia and this may lead to competitive
security dynamics being pursued.
As far as the NSG is concerned, hypothetically, if an exception were to be
made for India again, it may well be the last nail in the ‗global nonproliferation
norms‘ coffin, as NNWS of NPT are already disgruntled by a lack of compliance
with nuclear disarmament.
США недовольны стремлением Индии развивать иранский порт Чабахар
India‘s Chabahar plan faces U.S. hurdle
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The Hindu. 10.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/indias-chabahar-plan-faces-ushurdle/article18956635.ece

Western manufacturers are shying away from supplying equipment for an
Iranian port that India is developing for fear the United States may reimpose
sanctions on Tehran, Indian officials say, dealing a blow to New Delhi‘s strategic
ambitions in the region.
Lying on the Gulf of Oman along the approaches to the Straits of Hormuz, the
port of Chabahar is central to India‘s hopes to crack open a transport corridor to
Central Asia and Afghanistan that bypasses arch-rival Pakistan.
India committed $500 million to speed development of the port after
sanctions on Iran were lifted following a deal struck between major powers and
Tehran to curb its nuclear programme in 2015.
But the state-owned Indian firm that is developing Chabahar is yet to award a
single tender for supplying equipment such as cranes and forklifts, according to
two government sources tracking India‘s biggest overseas infrastructure push.
U.S. President Donald Trump denounced the nuclear agreement on the
campaign trail, and since taking office in January has accused Iran of being a threat
to countries across the West Asian region.
Swiss engineering group Liebherr and Finland‘s Konecranes and Cargotec
have told India Ports Global Pvt Ltd., which is developing the deep water port,
they were unable to take part in the bids as their banks were not ready to facilitate
transactions involving Iran due to the uncertainty over U.S. policy, the two
officials said in separate conversations with Reuters.
Fear of sanctions
These firms dominate the market for customised equipment to develop jetties
and container terminals. One official said the first tender was floated in September,
but attracted few bidders because of the fear of renewed sanctions. That fear has
intensified since January.
―Now the situation is that we are running after suppliers,‖ one official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.
A Konecranes spokeswoman declined to comment beyond confirming the
company was not involved in the project.
Cargotec and Liebherr did not respond to requests for comment.
Some tenders have been floated three times since September because they
failed to attract bidders. A Chinese firm, ZPMC, has since come forward to supply
some equipment, the same Indian official said.
Mr. Trump has called the agreement between Iran and six major world
powers restricting Tehran‘s nuclear programme in exchange for lifting of sanctions
―the worst deal ever negotiated.‖
Намерение Индии развивать иранский порт Чабахар не понравилось
США.
India's plan to develop Iran's Chabahar port faces US headwinds
Dawn. 12.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1339056/indias-plan-to-develop-iranschabahar-port-faces-us-headwinds
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Western manufacturers are shying away from supplying equipment for an
Iranian port that India is developing for fear the United States (US) may reimpose
sanctions on Tehran, Indian officials say, dealing a blow to New Delhi's strategic
ambitions in the region.
Lying on the Gulf of Oman along the approaches to the Straits of Hormuz, the
port of Chabahar is central to India's hopes to crack open a transport corridor to
Central Asia and Afghanistan that bypasses arch-rival Pakistan.
India committed $500 million to speed development of the port after
sanctions on Iran were lifted following a deal struck between major powers and
Tehran to curb its nuclear programme in 2015.
But the state-owned Indian firm that is developing Chabahar is yet to award a
single tender for supplying equipment such as cranes and forklifts, according to
two government sources tracking India's biggest overseas infrastructure push.
US President Donald Trump denounced the nuclear agreement on the
campaign trail, and since taking office in January has accused Iran of being a threat
to countries across the Middle East.
Swiss engineering group Liebherr and Finland's Konecranes and Cargotec
have told India Ports Global Pvt Ltd, which is developing the deep water port, they
were unable to take part in the bids as their banks were not ready to facilitate
transactions involving Iran due to the uncertainty over US policy, the two officials
said in separate conversations with Reuters.
These firms dominate the market for customised equipment to develop jetties
and container terminals. One official said the first tender was floated in September,
but attracted few bidders because of the fear of renewed sanctions. That fear has
intensified since January.
―Now the situation is that we are running after suppliers,‖ one official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of matter.
A Konecranes spokeswoman declined to comment beyond confirming the
company was not involved in the project. Cargotec and Liebherr did not respond to
requests for comment.
Some tenders have been floated three times since September because they
failed to attract bidders. A Chinese firm, ZPMC, has since come forward to supply
some equipment, the same Indian official said.
Threat of sanctions
Trump has called the agreement between Iran and six major world powers
restricting Tehran's nuclear programme in exchange for lifting of sanctions ―the
worst deal ever negotiated‖.
Last month his administration extended relief on Washington's broadest and
most punitive sanctions, while carrying out a wider policy review on how to deal
with Iran.
Uncertainty over US policy is already causing long delays in contracts that
Iran has sought with international firms to develop its oil fields and buy planes for
its ageing airlines.
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The lifting of United Nations and European Union sanctions in 2016 partly
reconnected Iran with the international financial system crucial to trade.
But large international bankers with exposure to the United States remain
unwilling to facilitate Iranian deals for fear of running afoul of narrower, unilateral
US sanctions that remain outside the nuclear deal and uncertainty over whether
wider sanctions relief will continue.
India's ambassador to Iran said the process of procuring equipment for the
Chabahar port was under way and that some of the customised cranes needed take
up to 20 months to build. The banking situation was slowly improving, he added.
―Tenders are re-floated for a variety of reasons including technical
specifications not being met, etc. Banking channels, in recent months, have in fact
somewhat eased,‖ Saurabh Kumar said in an emailed response to Reuters from
Tehran.
―If some companies do not participate, it really is their business,‖ he added.
India has been pushing for the development of Chabahar port for more than a
decade as a hub for its trade links to the resource-rich countries of central Asia and
Afghanistan.
Access to those countries is currently complicated by India's fraught
relationship with Pakistan.
Bureaucratic delays, difficult negotiations with Iran and the risk of incurring
Washington's displeasure during the financial embargo in Tehran had meant there
was little progress on the port until now.
But, prodded in part by China's development of Gwadar port, which lies
barely 100 km from Chabahar on the Pakistani coast, Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's government has unveiled massive investment plans centred
around the Iranian port, offering to help build railways, roads and fertiliser plants
that could eventually amount to $15 billion.
So far, even an initial credit line of $150 million that India wants to extend to
Iran for development of Chabahar has remained a non-starter as Tehran has not
been able to do its part of work.
―They have not sought the loan from us because they haven't awarded the
tenders, either because of lack of participation or banking problems,‖ said the
second government official.
Ambassador Kumar said the Iran had indicated it would be sending proposals
shortly to tap the credit line.
Meena Singh Roy, who heads the West Asia centre at the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses, a New Delhi think-tank, said increasing tension
between Washington and Tehran would have an impact on the port project.
―The Chabahar Project has strategic significance for India,‖ she said.
―However ... nothing much seems to be moving due to new uncertainties in
the region.‖
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Путин и Моди обсудили рост двусторонней торговли на Петербургском
форуме
Putin, Modi talk up trade at Russia‘s economic showcase
Dawn, June 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1336775/putin-modi-talk-up-trade-atrussias-economic-showcase

SAINT PETERSBURG: Russian President Vladimir Putin and Indian premier
Narendra Modi looked to bolster declining trade Thursday, as the defiant Russian
strongman sought to burnish a fragile recovery at the Kremlin‘s economic
showcase despite tensions with the West.
Among the deals Modi and Putin oversaw on the third leg of the Indian
leader‘s four-nation tour of Europe was the inking of an agreement for Moscow to
build two more reactors at a nuclear plant in southern India.
Modi is the guest of honour at this year‘s three-day Saint Petersburg
Economic Forum — Russia‘s answer to Davos — that Putin wants to use to push
the idea that Russia has turned the page on a brutal recession caused by low oil
prices and sanctions over Ukraine.
Speaking to journalists as the showcase kicked off, the combative Kremlin
strongman insisted that measures against Moscow, including economic sanctions,
had ended up having ―zero effect‖.
Putin said he hoped ―Russophobia‖ in the West would ―not last for too long,
not forever, if only because the understanding has to come that it is
counterproductive and harms everyone.‖
He again struck out at allegations the Russian state was behind hacking
attacks targeting elections in the West after accusations he meddled in the last
year‘s US vote but did hold out the possibility that ―patriotically minded‖ hackers
might have been involved.
―If they are patriotically minded, they start making their own contribution
which they deem right in the fight against those who demean Russia,‖ he said.
―Theoretically this is possible. But we are not involved at the state level.‖
For the Kremlin, India represents the sort of major emerging market it wants
to do more business with as it looks to insulate itself against geopolitical shocks
with the unpredictable Donald Trump in the White House.
―Russian-Indian economic cooperation is once again heading in the direction
of growth and it is in our shared interests to strengthen this positive tendency,‖
Putin said at a joint press conference with Modi.
Russia and India enjoyed a decades-long alliance forged during the Cold War,
when the Soviet Union was New Delhi‘s largest trading partner, diplomatic ally
and main arms supplier, providing everything from tanks to aircraft.
But the relationship became unmoored following the collapse of the USSR, as
India underwent an economic transformation and increasingly sought to build trade
ties with Western nations.
While India is occupying pole position at the forum, other visiting
international leaders include UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres and Austrian
Chancellor Christian Kern.
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Bosses from Chevron, Exxon and Boeing are among 144 US firms at the
event, the best attendance in years after Washington previously warned business
leaders against attending due to political tensions.
Визит Моди в Питер
Opportunities in every sector, sky is the limit in India: PM Modi at
SPIEF
Times of India. Jun 2, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/opportunities-in-every-sector-sky-is-the-limit-in-india-pm-modi-atspief/articleshow/58963585.cms

•PM Modi invited Russian investments in infrastructure, defence and
manufacturing sectors
•He said India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world, as
certified by global rating agencies
•This was due to numerous "transformative reforms" which have boosted ease
of doing business in India, he said
NEW DELHI: "Political will, political stability and clear vision has set the
tone for transformative reforms, making India one of the most sought-after markets
in the world," said Prime Minister Narendra Modi at St Petersburg International
Economic Forum (SPIEF) on Friday.
Inviting companies to invest more in India, PM Modi said all international
credit rating agencies have conferred the title of third most favourable country for
foreign investment on India. This, he said, was because of the numerous reforms
introduced in the country over the last few years.
"The eyes of the world are on Asia and there is renewed interest in India.
We're a fast growing economy - this is a sentiment leading global agencies are
reflecting. In the last three years, there have been substantial reforms, guided by
the principle of 'Minimum Government, Maximum Governance'," he said.
Held from June 1-3, the SPIEF is attended by thousands of business leaders
from across the globe. This is the first time India has been invited to the forum as a
guest nation.
Addressing the plenary session, PM Modi highlighted the landmark Goods
and Services Tax (GST) which will considerably boost ease of doing business in
India.
"GST will be implemented from July 1 and there will be a uniform system of
taxation. This will benefit not only Indian industry but also foreign companies
looking to invest in the country," he said.
The Prime Minister said that India is a land of opportunities waiting to be
explored and its 125 crore-strong population is an invaluable human resource that
requires to be tapped. Rapid urbanisation creates room for infrastructure
development and waste management, where foreign investment is essential.
"In India, sky is the limit. There are opportunities in several sectors. I see
immense opportunities in manufacturing healthcare equipment, defence sector,
services sector," he said.
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PM Modi also highlighted the advancement made in the field of aerospace by
India, with a special mention for Isro's Mars Orbiter Mission.
"We managed to go to Mars at a cost significantly less than what it takes to
produce a Hollywood movie," he joked, drawing applause and cheers from the
audience of business heads.
Визит Нарендра Моди в Питер
Россия поставит Индии комплексы С-400

Путин встретился с Моди в Питере
Putin hosts Modi at Russia's economic showcase
The Nation. 1.06.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/01-Jun-2017/putin-hosts-modiat-russia-s-economic-showcase

SAINT PETERSBURG: Russian President Vladimir Putin hosts Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday on the sidelines of the Kremlin‘s annual
economic forum, as Moscow looks to burnish a fragile recovery despite tensions
with the West.
Modi and Putin will meet on the third leg of the Indian leader‘s four-nation
tour of Europe with the pair looking to bolster declining trade between the once
key partners.
Modi is the guest of honour at this year‘s three-day Saint Petersburg
Economic Forum – Russia‘s answer to Davos – that Putin will use to push the idea
that Russia has turned the page on a brutal recession caused by low oil prices and
sanctions over Ukraine.
―The message that you will get from government officials and probably
President Putin is that Russia has adjusted to life with sanctions, to life with lower
oil prices, and is now on the path to recovery,‖ analyst Chris Weafer from Macro
Advisory told AFP.
For the Kremlin, India represents the sort of major emerging markets it wants
to do more business with as it looks to insulate itself against geopolitical shocks
with the unpredictable Donald Trump in the White House.
―It is very clear that there will be a very strong statement that Russia is
looking to diversify its political relations, is not looking to have one best friend,‖
Weafer said.
―Rather than praising China or being critical of Europe, they will try to say
‗We are going to be diversified, we are going to be open‘.‖
Russia and India enjoyed a 70-year alliance forged during the Cold War, when the
Soviet Union was New Delhi‘s largest trading partner, diplomatic ally and main
arms supplier, providing everything from tanks to aircraft.
But the relationship became unmoored following the collapse of the USSR, as
India underwent an economic transformation and increasingly sought to build trade
ties with Western nations.
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That process has accelerated in recent years as New Delhi has orbited closer
to Washington, and Russia has fostered relationships with India‘s chief regional
rivals Pakistan and China.
Modi and Putin are expected to oversee a number of deals and discuss a
framework agreement for Moscow to supply more reactors to a nuclear plant in
southern India as the country seeks to reduce its reliance on highly polluting coal.
A revival of two-way trade, which slumped to below $8 billion in 2015
despite an ambitious bilateral target of $30 billion by 2030, will be a key priority
during Modi‘s visit, after he made visits to Spain and Germany and ahead of a trip
to France.
While India will occupy pole position at the forum, other visiting international
leaders will include UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres and Austrian
Chancellor Christian Kern.
Bosses from US giants Chevron, Exxon and Boeing will be among 144
American firms at the event, the best attendance in years after Washington
previously warned business leaders against attending due to political tensions.
While Russia will talk up its recovery, the situation remains precarious and
attention will also focus on talk of much-needed reforms to modernise its creaking
economy.
Analysts warned that with Putin likely to bid for another term as president at
elections next year there are unlikely to be any radical changes.
―The business climate isn‘t going to improve and the presence of foreigners in
the Russian economy won‘t become more free or competitive,‖ said Andrei
Kolesnikov from the Carnegie Center.
―Only those who manage to strike deals with people at the very top will be
able to get involved.‖
Нарендра Моди в России – переговоры с Путиным.
Narendra Modi in Russia: PM holds talks with Vladimir Putin on wideranging issues
The Indian Express. 1.06.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/modi-in-russia-pmholds-talks-with-putin-on-wide-ranging-issues-4684384/

Putin thanked Modi for visiting the war memorial, saying such places have
special place in Russian people's heart.
Modi mentioned to Putin about his visit to the cemetery this morning where
he paid homage to the victims of the World War II. (Source: ANI)
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin on
Thursday held wide-ranging talks on bilateral, regional and international issues of
mutual interests, including ways to boost energy and trade ties. At the beginning of
their restricted meeting, Modi told Putin he was happy to be able to visit his
hometown as Prime Minister. This is for the first time Indo-Russia summit in
Russia was happening outside Moscow in St Petersburg.
―Normally, international relations see ups and downs but history is witness
Indo-Russia relations have not seen any ups and downs,‖ the prime minister said
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and thanked the Russian president for playing crucial role in getting India
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) membership.
Putin said India will become a full-fledged member of the SCO in a week.
Modi mentioned to Putin about his visit to the cemetery this morning where
he paid homage to the victims of the World War II. ―You are a leader whose
family has given sacrifices. Your brother was martyred,‖ Modi told Putin.
Putin‘s brother was killed 70 years ago in the siege of Leningrad during the
World War II.
He thanked Modi for visiting the war memorial, saying such places have
special place in Russian people‘s heart.
The two sides are expected to sign 12 agreements in wide-ranging sectors,
including in science and technology, railways, cultural exchanges and other
business areas between private parties also, in addition to a ―vision statement‖ that
the two leaders will release.
They are likely to ink a deal to build the last two units of India‘s largest
nuclear power plant in Kudankulam.
Путин о 70 лет отношений Россия-Индия.
Russia and India: 70 years together
Vladimir Putin in TOI Edit Page. Times of India. May 30, 2017.
http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/toi-edit-page/russia-and-india-70-years-together/

This year, we are celebrating the anniversary of a truly historic event. Seventy
years ago – on April 13, 1947 – the governments of the USSR and India
announced their decision to establish official missions in Delhi and Moscow. This
step on our part logically followed up on our course for assisting India on its way
to national liberation and contributed to strengthening its independence.
In the decades that have followed, our bilateral partnership has further
intensified and strengthened, and has never been subject to expediency. Equal and
mutually beneficial relations of the two States have steadily developed. This is
quite natural. Our peoples have always had mutual sympathy and respect for each
other‘s spiritual values and culture.
Today, we can take pride in what we have achieved. With Russia‘s technical
and financial assistance, the pioneers of Indian industrialization came into
existence: metallurgical complexes in Bhilai, Visakhapatnam and Bokaro, the
mining equipment plant in Durgapur, the thermal power station in Neyveli, the
electromechanical enterprise in Korba, antibiotics plants in Rishikesh and the
pharmaceutical plant in Hyderabad.
Soviet and, later on, Russian scientists and academics participated in the
establishment of research and education centers in India. These include the Indian
Institute of Technology in Bombay, research institutes of petroleum industry in
Dehradun and Ahmedabad.
We are proud our specialists helped develop India‘s space program. Thanks to
this fruitful bilateral cooperation, in 1975 India‘s first satellite, Aryabhata, was
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launched, and Indian citizen Rakesh Sharma travelled into space in 1984 as a crew
member of Soyuz T-11.
In August 1971, our countries signed the Treaty of Peace, Friendship and
Cooperation, which set forth the fundamental principles of bilateral relations, such
as respect for the sovereignty and each other‘s interests, good neighborliness, and
peaceful coexistence. In 1993, the Russian Federation and the Republic of India
confirmed the inviolability of these basic principles in the new Treaty of Peace,
Friendship and Cooperation. The Declaration on Strategic Partnership signed in
2000 provides for close coordination of approaches to ensuring international peace
and security and resolving pressing global and regional issues. Annual summits
have become an established practice in the Indian-Russian bilateral relations
allowing us to discuss in a timely manner the efforts taken to accomplish our
objectives and set long-term goals. In early June, we will have another summit
with Prime Minister Narendra Modi in St. Petersburg. He is expected to attend the
St. Petersburg International Economic Forum, in which India will for the first time
participate as a partner country.
The legal framework comprising more than 250 documents is being updated
on a regular basis. Effective work is carried out within intergovernmental
commissions on cooperation in trade and economy, science and technology, as
well as culture and military-technical field. Ministries of foreign affairs, security
council offices and line ministries maintain continuous dialogue. The
interparliamentary and interregional ties, as well as business and humanitarian
contacts are actively developing. Military cooperation is also being enhanced: joint
land and naval exercises are conducted regularly.
Cooperation in peaceful uses of atomic energy is one of the fundamental
components of the relationship between India and Russia. The construction of the
Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant with our assistance is a flagship project in this
field. In 2013, the first nuclear power unit was put into operation. In October 2016,
the second unit was transferred to the Indian side, and construction of the third and
fourth power units began. All of this contributes to the implementation of the plans
to develop nuclear energy in India involving the construction of at least 12 power
units in its territory by 2020. These goals are stipulated in a joint document – the
Strategic Vision for Strengthening India-Russia Cooperation in Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy. We intend to further share best practices in this important industry
with India and contribute to enhancing its energy security.
Collaboration in the traditional energy sector is successfully developing. The
purchase of a block of shares in the Russian company ―Vankorneft‖ made by the
Indian consortium of companies has become the biggest bilateral deal in the oil
industry. The possibilities for the participation of Indian companies in joint
hydrocarbons exploration and production projects in the Russian Arctic shelf are
currently under consideration. There are also good prospects for cooperation in the
solar energy filed, modernization of the existing power plants and construction of
new ones in the territory of India.
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Large-scale projects are carried out in mechanical engineering, chemical and
mining industries, aircraft construction, pharmaceutics and medicine.
One of the priorities is to boost the trade turnover and improve its structure, as well
as stimulate economic activity of our business communities. I am referring to
enhancing industrial cooperation and increasing supplies of high-tech products,
creating a better business and investment environment, and using systems of
payments in national currencies.
The decision to start negotiations on a free trade area agreement between the
Eurasian Economic Union and India adopted in December 2016 is of particular
importance. The possibilities of creating the International North South Transport
Corridor are being explored. All these factors should promote the development of
our bilateral and regional cooperation.
To encourage reciprocal capital inflow, a working group on priority
investment projects was established under the Inter-Governmental Commission on
Trade, Economic, Scientific, Technological and Cultural Cooperation. 19 most
promising projects have already been selected. Russia is committed to long-term
participation in the ―Make in India‖ program initiated by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
Our countries cooperate intensively in the production of multipurpose
weapons and military equipment. Co-production of a unique supersonic cruise
missile ―BrahMos‖ is our special pride. Since 1960, the overall value of contracts
within the framework of military and technical cooperation has amounted to over
USD 65 billion, while the portfolio of orders in 2012-2016 exceeded USD 46
billion.
India and Russia are equal partners in international affairs. Our countries
support the establishment of a multipolar democratic system of international
relations based on strict compliance with the principles of law and resting upon the
UN central role. We are willing to further jointly counter challenges and threats of
the 21st century, promote the unifying agenda and contribute to maintaining global
and regional security.
We effectively interact within BRICS – an association that thanks to our
collective efforts is increasing its weight and influence. This June, India will
become a full member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. It will
considerably enhance the potential of the SCO. India and Russia also work
together within the G20 and other international formats.
I would also like to note that our countries closely coordinate positions on
such complex issues as settling the situation in Syria and ensuring stability in the
Middle East and North Africa region. They significantly contribute to the national
reconciliation process in Afghanistan.
I am convinced that the enormous potential of cooperation between the two
great powers will be further explored for the benefit of the peoples of India and
Russia and the international community in general. We have everything necessary
to achieve this – political will of the sides, economic viability and shared global
priorities. All this is based on the glorious history of the Indian Russian friendship.
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Taking this opportunity, I would like to convey the kindest regards to all the
citizens of friendly India.
Премьер-министр Нарендра Моди о 70 лет отношений Россия-Индия.
PM Modi on seven decades of India-Russia friendship
The Times of India. May 31, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/pm-modi-onseven-decades-of-india-russia-friendship/articleshow/58921638.cms

Article by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the 70th Anniversary of
establishment of diplomatic relations between India and the Russian Federation
published in Russian newspaper Rossiyskaya Gazetta on May 31, 2017
Seven decades ago, on 13 April 1947 to be precise, even before India gained
independence, India and Russia established diplomatic relations with each other. I
convey my warm greetings to the people of Russia and India on the 70th
anniversary of this momentous milestone. which we are celebrating this year. e in
2017.
India-Russia relations have been the one constant in a world that has changed
dramatically since 1947. They have withstood the test of time, and grown from
strength to strength. The resilience of our relationship is based on the fact that it
rests on the principles of equality, trust and mutual benefit. We have adapted our
partnership to the different stages of our national development and to the changing
realities of the international context. We have been together in times good and bad.
Our relations of course go well beyond the last seventy years. They are
steeped in history. They also go well beyond the governments. Afanasei Nikitin
travelled from Tver to India in the 15th century to connect Russia to India. Later,
in the mid-18th century, Indian merchants travelled between India and Russia and
established settlements in Astrakhan. Gerasim Lebedev, who was a pioneer of
Indology and Bengali theatre, visited India around the same period. He was
followed by Ivan Menayev in the mid-19th century, who introduced Sanskrit to the
people of Russia, studied Vedic literature, the edicts of Ashoka the Great, Pali
grammar and Buddhist studies. Scholars like Sergei Oldenburg and Fyodor
Shcherbatskoy continued that tradition during the following decades, translating
and studying many Indian epics and classical texts.
In later years, Rabindranath Tagore's poetry was translated into Russian and
Mahatma Gandhi, the father of our nation, and Leo Tolstoy corresponded with
each other. The immortal works of Nikolai Roerich and his love for India remain a
part of our rich cultural legacy. Russian writers like Dostoevsky, Pushkin and
Chekov influenced Indian thought and drama. Yoga, Indian films, songs and
dances remain an abiding bond between our people.
The Soviet Union helped India build its industrial base. The factories at
Bokaro and Bhilai, the hydroelectric dam at Bhakra-Nangal, and the images of
Wing Commander Rakesh Sharma on board the Soyuz T-11 as the first Indian
cosmonaut, are etched in the minds of every Indian.
In the last seventy years, India has developed a large and diversified industrial
and technological base. We are among the fastest growing large economies of the
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world. The potential for India's accelerated growth has never been greater, nor the
optimism higher. Russia has re-emerged from the events of 1991 as a global power
with international reach and influence. Its economy has been modernized and a
new generation is driving the country forward.
In 2000, India and Russia signed a Declaration on Strategic Partnership. In
2010, we elevated our partnership to the level of a Special and Privileged Strategic
Partnership. These documents are more than just words. They contain an ambitious
blueprint for our cooperation. Our cooperation in the military technical field is a
pillar of great strength in India-Russia relations. Russian equipment and
technology is the mainstay of our defence forces. The symbols of our
contemporary partnership today include Indian investments in Sakhalin 1, and now
the Vankor and Taas-Yuryakh oil fields, the nuclear power plant at Kudankulam
and the Brahmos Joint Venture Project. In the economic field we are moving in the
direction of increasing mutual investments in manufacturing, development of the
International North-South Transport Corridor and creation of a Green Corridor.
India has been an important contributor to the pharmaceutical industry of Russia.
But we cannot and should not be satisfied with our achievements and must
strive to open new vistas. We should fully exploit our mutual complementarities
based on our large markets, resource endowments and industrial and technological
base. We are focusing on increasing our bilateral trade which is considerably
below our potential. We are opening new areas of cooperation in the energy sector,
telecommunications and science and technology. We have set up funds to facilitate
investment in high technologies. We look upon the Arctic as another area of
cooperation with Russia. We wish to expand cooperation between the regions of
Russia and the States of India, and especially with the Russian Far East. We are
working on expanding our trade ties with the Eurasian Economic Union. We are
exploring new areas of cooperation like railways, innovation, IT, diamond trade,
and infrastructure. There are efforts towards greater joint production and
technology transfer from Russia to India. We are working together to enhance
physical connectivity as also intensify contacts between our scientists, universities
and intellectuals, particularly the younger generation. Russian companies are
welcome to join our flagship programmes such as Make in India, Start Up India,
Skill India and Digital India.
The significance of our relations goes beyond the bilateral sphere. This is
natural and has always been so. Our partnership has contributed to global peace
and security. We have supported each other's key interests. We are important
stakeholders in upholding the stability of the international political, security,
economic and financial order. We cooperate closely in forums such as the United
Nations, BRICS, G-20, East Asia Summit, RIC and the IAEA. India looks forward
to becoming a full member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation that became
possible with wholehearted Russian support.
At a time of multiple global challenges
Российско-индийской дружбе уже 70 лет
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Нарендра Моди (премьер-министр Индии). «Российская газета». Федеральный
выпуск №7282 (116). 30 мая 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/pm-modi-onseven-decades-of-india-russia-friendship/articleshow/58921638.cms

Премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди специально для "РГ" по случаю
70-летия установления дипломатических отношений между Москвой и Дели
Cемь десятилетий назад, 13 апреля 1947 года, еще до того, как Индия
обрела независимость, Россия и Индия установили друг с другом
дипломатические отношения. Передаю сердечные поздравления народам
России и Индии по случаю семидесятилетнего юбилея этого знакового
события, которое мы отмечаем в этом году.
В мире, кардинально изменившемся с 1947 года, российско-индийские
отношения отличает постоянство. Они выдержали испытание временем и
стали только крепче. Стабильность наших отношений обусловлена тем, что
они опираются на принципы равенства, доверия и взаимной выгоды. Мы
приспосабливаем наше партнерство к разным этапам национального
развития и к изменяющимся международным реалиям. И в хорошие, и в
тяжелые времена мы были вместе.
Путин рассказал о дружбе с Индией
Безусловно, наши отношения простираются далеко за рамки последних
70 лет. Они уходят глубоко в историю и не ограничиваются контактами на
государственном уровне. В XV в. в путешествие из Твери в Индию
отправился Афанасий Никитин, чтобы установить связи России с Индией.
Вслед за этим позднее, в середине XVIII в., в Россию из Индии приезжали
купцы, основавшие поселение в Астрахани. Герасим Лебедев, один из
основоположников индологии и театра на бенгальском языке, посетил
Индию приблизительно в тот же период. В середине XIX в. примеру
Лебедева последовал Иван Минаев, который познакомил народ России с
санскритом, изучал ведическую литературу, эдикты императора Ашоки,
грамматику языка Пали и учение буддизма. В последующие десятилетия
такие ученые, как Сергей Ольденбург и Федор Щербатской, продолжили эту
традицию, переводя и изучая индийский эпос и классические тексты.
В последующие годы на русский язык была переведена поэзия
Рабиндраната Тагора, в то время как отец нашей нации Махатма Ганди и Лев
Толстой находились в переписке. Бессмертные работы Н. Рериха и его
любовь к Индии остаются частью нашего богатого культурного наследия.
Русские писатели, такие как Ф.М. Достоевский, А.С. Пушкин и А.П. Чехов,
оказали влияние на индийское мировоззрение и драматическое искусство.
Йога, индийские фильмы, песни и танцы по-прежнему неразрывно
связывают наши народы.
Советский Союз помог Индии создать собственную индустриальную
базу. Металлургические заводы в Бокаро и Бхилаи, ГЭС "Бхакра-Нангал", а
также фотоснимки, сделанные с борта космического корабля "Союз Т-11"
первым индийским космонавтом Р. Шармой, навсегда останутся в памяти
каждого индийца.
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За последние семьдесят лет Индия создала мощную многоотраслевую
индустриальную и технологическую базу. Мы входим в число наиболее
быстрорастущих крупных экономик мира. Никогда ранее потенциал для
ускоренного развития Индии не был так внушителен, а оптимизм настолько
высок. После событий 1991 года Россия вновь обрела статус глобальной
державы с международным авторитетом и влиянием. Ее экономика прошла
модернизацию, а новое поколение двигает страну вперед.
Индия упростит доступ на свой рынок российской военной технике
В 2000 году Россия и Индия подписали Декларацию о стратегическом
партнерстве. В 2010 году мы подняли наше сотрудничество до уровня особо
привилегированного стратегического партнерства. Эти документы не просто
слова. В них заключена масштабная концепция нашего сотрудничества.
Взаимодействие в военно-технической сфере мощная опора российскоиндийских отношений. Российское вооружение и техника служат основой
наших Вооруженных сил. В настоящее время символами нашего партнерства
являются индийские инвестиции в проект "Сахалин-1", а теперь и в
Ванкорское и Таас-Юряхское нефтяные месторождения, АЭС "Куданкулам"
и совместное предприятие "БраМос". В сфере экономики мы продвигаемся к
расширению взаимных инвестиций в сферу производства, а также
строительству международного транспортного коридора "Север - Юг" и
созданию "Зеленого коридора". Индия вносит весомый вклад в развитие
российской фармацевтической отрасли.
Партнерство Москвы и Дели вносит вклад в дело глобального мира и
безопасности. Мы поддерживаем фундаментальные интересы друг друга
Однако мы не можем и не должны довольствоваться имеющимися
достижениями. Нам следует стремиться к открытию новых горизонтов,
стараясь в полной мере использовать нашу взаимодополняемость, в основе
которой лежат большая емкость наших рынков, богатые природные ресурсы,
а также развитая промышленно-технологическая база. Особое внимание
уделяется увеличению объемов двусторонней торговли, которая пока
значительно ниже потенциального уровня. Мы открываем новые сферы
сотрудничества в энергетике, телекоммуникациях, в науке и технологиях.
Учреждены фонды содействия инвестициям в высокие технологии.
Рассматриваем Арктику как еще одну область сотрудничества с Россией.
Хотели бы расширить кооперацию между индийскими штатами и
российскими регионами, особенно с российским Дальним Востоком. Идет
работа над углублением торговых связей с Евразийским экономическим
союзом. Мы изучаем перспективные направления сотрудничества, такие как
железные дороги, инновации, информационные технологии, торговля
алмазами и инфраструктура. Прилагаются усилия по расширению
совместного производства и передаче технологий из России в Индию. Мы
сообща работаем над укреплением физической взаимосвязанности наших
стран, а также над наращиванием контактов между учеными, университетами
и интеллигенцией, особенно представителями молодого поколения.
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Приветствуем присоединение российских компаний к таким нашим
флагманским программам, как "Делай в Индии" (MakeinIndia), "Стартап
Индия" (StartUpIndia), "Квалифицированная Индия" (SkillIndia), "Цифровая
Индия" (DigitalIndia).
Значимость наших отношений выходит за пределы двустороннего
формата. Это естественно и так было всегда. Наше партнерство вносит вклад
в дело глобального мира и безопасности. Мы поддерживаем
фундаментальные интересы друг друга. Нам принадлежит важная роль в
обеспечении стабильности международного порядка в сферах политики,
безопасности, экономики и финансов. Мы тесно сотрудничаем в рамках
таких форумов, как ООН, БРИКС, "Группа двадцати", ВАС, РИК и
МАГАТЭ. Индия с нетерпением ожидает получения полноправного членства
в Шанхайской организации сотрудничества, что стало возможным благодаря
всемерной поддержке России.
Дели приветствут присоединение российских компаний к программам
"Делай в Индии", "Стартап Индия", "Квалифицированная Индия",
"Цифровая Индия"
В условиях многочисленных глобальных вызовов наше сотрудничество
становится еще более актуальным. Происходит размывание традиционного
баланса сил в мире. Появляются новые центры влияния и новые движущие
силы развития. Совет Безопасности ООН более не отражает эти меняющиеся
реалии и крайне нуждается в реформировании. Мир мучительно терзают
многочисленные региональные "горячие точки". Их воздействие ощущается
повсюду. Главная угроза цивилизованному обществу исходит от терроризма,
который сегодня стал более смертоносным и организованным, чем когда бы
то ни было. Терроризм бросает вызов нашему образу жизни. Индия и Россия
- естественные партнеры в совместной и решительной борьбе с терроризмом
и в продвижении многополярной системы международных отношений,
основанной на центральной роли ООН и международном праве.
В Индии курс на выстраивание тесных связей с Россией пользуется
поддержкой на основе национального консенсуса всех слоев общества.
Каждое правительство Индии с 1947 года придавало важнейшее значение
развитию близких взаимоотношений с правительством и народом России.
Мое правительство не только привержено продолжению этой политики, но и
поднимает наши отношения на новую высоту.
Россия не передаст Индии военные технологии по FGFA
Никогда не забуду свой первый визит в Россию в 2001 году с премьерминистром А.Б. Ваджпаи. Я был поражен достижениями России, вниманием
к собственной истории и чувством национальной гордости ее народа. С тех
пор я неоднократно посещал Россию и каждый раз ощущал невероятную
доброжелательность к моей стране и народу. Глубоко ценим руководящую
роль и поддержку, которые обеспечивает нашим отношениям президент В.В.
Путин.
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Празднование семидесятилетнего юбилея тесного партнерства дает
возможность вспомнить наши достижения и наметить будущую траекторию
развития двусторонних отношений. В ходе посещения президентом В.В.
Путиным в октябре 2016 года Гоа для участия в 17-м ежегодном
двустороннем саммите мы одобрили "дорожную карту" празднования этого
знаменательного события.
С удовольствием отмечаю, что эта программа успешно реализуется и
торжества активно дополняются новыми элементами.
Я отдаю дань памяти всем известным или безымянным деятелям, кто
упорно работал и вносил вклад в развитие уникальных отношений между
нашими странами. Мы являемся их наследниками и пользуемся плодами их
упорного труда и, главное, их непоколебимой веры в будущее наших связей.
Мы привержены делу дальнейшего наращивания этого наследия для
передачи нашим потомкам прочного и энергичного партнерства, которое
будет способствовать изменению мира к лучшему.
С большим нетерпением ожидаю своей поездки в прекрасный город
Санкт-Петербург, где состоится 18-й ежегодный российско-индийский
саммит и Петербургский международный экономический форум.
Да здравствует российско-индийская дружба!
Моди намерен восстановить уровень отношений с Россией по время
встречи с Путиным
Modi seeks to repair Russia ties on Europe tour
Dawn. 30.05.2017.
ties-on-europe-tour

https://www.dawn.com/news/1336118/modi-seeks-to-repair-russia-

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will seek to repair India's drifting
partnership with Russia when he meets Russian President Vladimir Putin this
week, amid wariness over Moscow's renewed interest in New Delhi's backyard,
analysts say.
The two leaders will look to stem a decline in trade between the once robust
economic partners and resolve tensions over their shifting global alliances when
they meet on Thursday ahead of a summit in Saint Petersburg.
The two countries enjoyed a 70-year alliance forged during the Cold War,
when the Soviet Union was India's largest trading partner, diplomatic ally and
main arms supplier, providing everything from tanks to aircraft.
But the relationship became unmoored following the collapse of the USSR, as
India underwent an economic transformation and increasingly sought to build trade
ties with Western nations.
That process has accelerated in recent years as New Delhi has orbited closer
to Washington, and Russia has fostered relationships with India's chief regional
rivals Pakistan and China, analysts say.
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Russia remains an important partner for India but ―the basis for the
relationship is, however, very weak‖, said Dhruva Jaishankar, foreign policy
fellow with Brookings India.
―People-to-people exchanges are limited, young Indians are less likely to
study Russian, and even areas like energy and information technology, where the
two countries have comparative advantages, are underdeveloped,‖ he said.
The two leaders are expected to discuss a framework agreement for Moscow
to supply more reactors to a nuclear plant in southern India as the country seeks to
reduce its reliance on highly polluting coal.
Russia has supplied two reactors to the plant under a long-delayed agreement,
and has been pushing to supply more.
A revival of two-way trade, which slumped to below $8 billion in 2015
despite an ambitious bilateral target of achieving $30bn by 2030, will be a key
priority during Modi's visit.
Pivot to Pakistan
New Delhi, which is the world's top arms buyer, once relied on Moscow for
its military hardware, but has increasingly turned to the United States, France and
Israel to update its Soviet-era defence equipment in recent years.
Furthermore, Modi is now seeking to manufacture military hardware locally,
asking foreign firms to work with domestic contractors under his ―Make in India‖
campaign, in a bid to reduce reliance on costly imports.
Although Russia is close to finalising a deal to build Kamov military
helicopters in India, its recent pivot towards Pakistan has not gone unnoticed in
New Delhi.
Moscow lifted its embargo on arms supplies to India's arch rival in 2014,
according to Russia's ITAR-TASS news agency, and was holding talks on
supplying Islamabad with combat helicopters.
Moscow also rattled India recently with its decision to support the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor, a project opposed by New Delhi because it runs
through the disputed Himalayan region of Kashmir.
The last few years have seen ―a parting of the ways on many big issues, in
particular on Afghanistan‖, where Moscow is seeking to broker a peace deal with
Taliban insurgents, Jaishankar said.
Moscow ─ which fought a disastrous military campaign in Afghanistan
during the Soviet era ─ has been increasingly flexing its muscles on the world
stage, hosting a regional conference earlier this year that was aimed at facilitating
peace talks between the Taliban and Kabul.
India has been a key supporter of Kabul's government and has poured more
than $2bn into the country since the former Taliban regime ─ which was allied
with Pakistan ─ was toppled in 2001.
But, while New Delhi has traditionally taken a dim view of attempts to
negotiate a peace settlement with the Taliban, it does not see Russia's renewed role
in Afghanistan as hostile, said Brahma Chellaney from the New Delhi-based
Centre for Policy Research.
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―India appreciates that Russia is re-entering Afghanistan as an important
player, and in doing so, not directly working against India's interest,‖ he told AFP.
Modi's four-nation tour of Europe will also include stops in Germany and
Spain to drum up foreign investment, and a face-to-face with newly-elected
President Emmanuel Macron in France.
С кем Индии дружить?
Грета Маутнер. «Новое восточное
neo.org/2017/05/27/s-kem-indii-druzhit/

обозрение».

27.05.2017.

http://ru.journal-

В своей новой статье независимый немецкий журналист Грета Маутнер
отмечает, что сегодня во многих странах мира стали внимательно стали
отслеживать политику и действия Индии, особенно с кем она дружит и
почему, рассчитывая своевременно заручиться дружбой с этим растущим
азиатским исполином.
Отчасти и по этой причине предстоящий в конце мая визит индийского
премьер-министра Моди в Россию, а затем в начале июня в Казахстан для
участия в саммите Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС), уже
сейчас приковывает внимание аналитиков.
Однако, как отмечает автор, Индия высоко ценит свою независимую
внешнюю политику и имеет давние отношения с Россией. Даже сегодня
Россия остается основным поставщиком вооружений в Индию. Несмотря на
сложную геополитическую обстановку сотрудничество РФ и Индии стало
только укрепляться и этому есть простое объяснение. Ухудшение отношений
с Западом — вот, что стало новым толчком в развитии евразийского региона.
Китай и Индия выступили не только за сотрудничество с РФ, но и показали,
что умеют отстаивать собственные интересы.
Как отметило на днях Foreign Policy, правительство Моди, возможно,
предпочло бы сближение между президентом Дональдом Трампом и
российским президентом Владимиром Путиным, так же как американское
сопротивление китайской агрессии было бы весьма желательным для НьюДели. Но оно может пережить и холодные российско-американские
отношения, но при условии, что Вашингтон не потребует, чтобы Индия
прекратила столь тесное сотрудничество с Россией, пишет издание.
Так что с кем дружить Индия выберет сама.
С полным содержанием статьи вы можете ознакомиться здесь.
Who‘s Going to Enjoy Close Ties with India?
Grete Mautner. ―New Eastern Outlook.‖. http://journal-neo.org/2017/05/27/who-is-goingto-enjoy-close-ties-with-india/. 27.05.2017.

According to various researches, China will inevitably become world‘s largest
economy by 2050, followed by India, while the United States will only be able to
rank third. As of now, India‘s population is already surpassing 1.2 billion people,
and the numbers keep growing. It‘s curious that the total population of the
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European Union barely reaches 510 million people, and among its states birth rates
have been on a sliding slope for a long while.
That is precisely why there‘s a growing number of international players that
have been carefully monitoring every step that New Delhi makes in hopes of
establishing close bilateral ties with the rapidly developing Asian giant that can
lead to a possible economic cooperation. For instance, the latest visit of India‘s
Prime Minister Narendra Modi to Russia followed by his trip to Kazakhstan made
to attend the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit has drawn a
massive amount of attention from all sorts of analysts. It is expected that those
steps will not simply give a new momentum to the development of Indian-Russian
relations, but could also revive the project of the North-South International
Transport Corridor that is being negotiated for years to no apparent result. India
views large infrastructure projects as a means of expanding its influence in those
regions of the world where China has already established a firm footing by
advertising its One Belt, One Road initiative, getting European states involved in
an unprecedented level of cooperation with Asian states.
Some voices have recently been saying that India is playing its own game,
pitting the US against Russia in a bid to gain certain advantages at a negotiation
table. Indeed, relations between the United States and India over the last decade
have been evolving into a close strategic partnership, with the US Department of
Defense naming India a major defence partner, once a Defense Technology Trade
Initiative that was designed specifically for New Delhi has been established.
But India famously values its non-alignment in foreign policy, therefore it
enjoys its long-standing relationship with Russia without any limitations. Even
today, Russia remains India‘s primary arms supplier as the US has always been
picky about introducing all sorts of restrictions as far as future use of its arms is
concerned, while Russian arms come with very few strings attached.
In spite of the difficult geopolitical situation, the ties between Russia and
India are only getting stronger and there is a pretty simple explanation one can give
for this phenomenon. Washington‘s crumbling positions in the world have given
the Eurasian region a new impulse for development. Both China and India are
simply unafraid to enjoy close ties with Russia, they are able also capable of
defending their position along with their own interests.
This year marks the 70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic
relations between the most populated country in the world – India and the largest
democratic on the world map – Russia. While India has been signing cooperation
deals with well over twenty countries of the world, back in 2010 both Moscow and
New Delhi agreed that their relations could be defined as ―special and privileged.‖
Both Moscow and Delhi have been particularly interested in developing
various aspects of the bilateral relations. It won‘t be much of a surprise for those
who follow the topic that about 50% of all the military equipment Indian armed
forces are using was produced in Russia. But at the same time most analysts are
ignorant of the fact that Moscow and New Delhi have agreed to carry out a joint
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fight against cybercrime. The total trade turnover between the two countries
amounts to tens of billions of dollars.
At the National New Delhi Research Center has recently stated in one of its
papers, Russia has become India‘s most important strategic partner, followed by
the United States, France, Britain, Germany and Japan. This study showed that for
more than a decade Russia has been providing strong political and diplomatic
support to India, and has played a pivotal role in the strengthening of its defense
potential. However, the report also notes that the economic aspect of the IndoRussian relations is relatively weak, therefore urgent and decisive steps are to be
proposed to improve economic ties so that the partnership between the two
countries remains stable and predictable.
As it‘s been noted by the Foreign Policy recently:
Modi‘s government may have preferred a successful rapprochement between
President Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin, just as American
resistance to Chinese aggression would be most welcome in New Delhi. But it can
live with a chilly US-Russian relationship and a seemingly chummy start to
Trump‘s relationship with Chinese President Xi Jinping — as long as Washington
never demands that India stop working so closely with Russia.
So it‘s safe to say that India is capable of making its own decisions about the
friends it wants to make.
Моди отправляет 29 мая-3 июня в поездку в Германию, Испанию,
Россию, Францию.
Modi to be on four-nation tour from May 29 to June 3
The Hindu. 25.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/modi-to-be-on-fournation-tour-from-may-29-to-june-3/article18573280.ece?homepage=true

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will visit Germany, Spain, Russia and France
between May 29 and June 3.
The External Affairs Ministry has announced that he will hold bilateral talks
with German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Russian President Vladimir Putin,
Spanish Prime MinisterMariano Rajoy and French President Emmanuel Macron.
Ms. Merkel will host Mr. Modi at her official Meseberg Country Retreat.
On May 30, both the leaders will hold the fourth India-Germany
Intergovernment Consultation (IGC). They will later jointly address a business
forum.
Mr. Modi will also be hosted for a courtesy meeting by German President
Frank-Walter Steinmeier.
The Prime Minister will then fly to Spain on May 30 and hold talks with
Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy. He will also call on King Felipe VI.
A round table discussion with leading Spanish business leaders is on the
agenda. He will land in Moscow on June 1, where he will attend the India-Russia
Annual Summit in St. Petersburg with President Vladimir Putin. Following the
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summit, the Prime Minister will participate in the St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum on June 2 as a Guest of Honour.
He will fly to Paris for a two-day visit on June 2.
He will hold bilateral discussions with the newly elected President Macron of
France on strategic issues.
Китай призвал Индию присоединиться к КПЭК
China invites India to join One-Belt-One-Road project
Jawed Naqvi Dawn. May 10, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331943

Chinese Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui recalls that when the Mumbai
attack took place in November 2008 he was China‘s envoy to Pakistan and that he
‗did a lot of mediation at that time‘.
NEW DELHI: Chinese Ambassador Luo Zhaohui has called on India to join
its One-Belt-One-Road project and assured New Delhi that the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would not impinge on anyone‘s sovereign rights.
The Chinese embassy on Monday released the text of Mr Luo‘s remarks made
to an Indian think-tank on Friday.
―Some people in the West misread China and tend to think that the ‗Dragon‘
and the ‗Elephant‘ are inevitable rivals, and that China would not like to see India
developing. This conception is wrong. We hope to see India develop well and we
are more than happy to help India develop to achieve common development,‖ he
said in an address at the United Services Institute.
Despite recent tensions between the two countries, President Xi Jinping and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will have opportunities to meet each other on the
sidelines of summits to be held by the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, G20
and BRICS.
―We need to properly manage differences. As two large neighbours, it is
natural that we have some differences. Even family members may have problems,‖
Mr Luo said.
There was a need to set a long-term vision for China-India relations. ―Here‘s
my suggestion. First, start negotiations on a China-India ‗treaty of good
neighbourliness and friendly cooperation‘.
―Second, restart negotiation on China-India free trade agreement. Third, strive
for an early harvest on the border issue. Fourth, actively explore the feasibility of
aligning China‘s ‗One-Belt-One-Road Initiative‘ (OBOR) and India‘s ‗Act East
Policy‘,‖ he said.
The OBOR and regional connectivity could provide China and India with
fresh opportunities and highlights for the bilateral cooperation. The OBOR is a
major public product China has offered to the world. As close neighbours, China
and India could be natural partners in connectivity and the OBOR.
―Now the GDP of India is roughly that of China in 2004, some 13 years ago.
China leads India by 13 years, mainly because we started reform and opening up
13 years earlier,‖ Mr Luo said.
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He said China and India differed in political systems and China enjoys
stronger policy consistency. ―India‘s political system has its own advantages, but
sometimes may cause fluctuations in its policies or at least in its pace of
development. As soon as China set reform and opening-up as its centre task, the
whole nation is in full sail.‖
India still has reservations over the OBOR, saying that the CPEC passes
through Azad Jammu & Kashmir, raising sovereignty concerns.
―China has no intention to get involved in the sovereignty and territorial
disputes between India and Pakistan. China supports the solution of the disputes
through bilateral negotiations between the two countries. The CPEC is for
promoting economic cooperation and connectivity. It has no connections to or
impact on sovereignty issues,‖ the envoy said.
He recalled that China and India have had successful experience of delinking
sovereignty disputes with bilateral relations even earlier.
―In history, we have had close cooperation along the ancient Silk Road. Why
shouldn‘t we support this kind of cooperation today? In a word, China is sincere in
its intention to cooperate with India on the OBOR, as it is good for both of us.‖
The perception that China was partial to Pakistan over others was erroneous.
―Some Indian media say that China always puts Pakistan first when handling its
relations with South Asia countries. I want to tell you this is not true. Simply put,
we always put China first and we deal with problems based on their own merits.
Take Kashmir issue for example, we supported the relevant UN resolutions before
1990s. Then we supported a settlement through bilateral negotiation in line with
the Simla Agreement. This is an example of China taking care of India‘s concern.‖
On promoting India-Pakistan reconciliation, China hopes that both sides could
live together in peace.
―The development of China, India, Pakistan and the stability of the whole
region call for a stable and friendly environment. Otherwise, how could we open
up and develop? That‘s why we say we are willing to mediate when India and
Pakistan have problems. But the precondition is that both India and Pakistan accept
it. We do this only out of goodwill. We do hope that there is no problem at all.
When the Mumbai terrorist attack on Nov 26, 2008, took place, I was Chinese
Ambassador to Pakistan, and I did a lot of mediation at that time.‖
China strongly opposes terrorism and is ready to work with India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and the international community in fighting the menace.
У Индии есть свои причины бойкотировать китайскую инициативу
«Один пояс — один путь»
The Hindustan Times. 16.05.2017.

Становится все труднее верить аргументам Пекина о том, что его
намерение потратить несколько триллионов долларов по всему миру
является великодушным подарком мировому сообществу.
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Индия стала единственной крупной страной, открыто бойкотировавшей
форум «Один пояс — один путь». Она превратилась в самого решительного
противника китайского инфраструктурного проекта, охватывающего целый
континент. На первый взгляд, причины скептического отношения Нью-Дели
к инициативе «Один пояс — один путь» неочевидны. Но все становится
намного яснее, если смотреть на ситуацию через призму геополитики.
Отношение Индии к проекту «Один пояс — один путь» со временем
менялось. Оно стало более негативным и враждебным, когда дали о себе
знать замыслы Китая на субконтиненте и в районе Индийского океана. Для
начала Индия заявила, что флагманский проект «Одного пояса — одного
пути» под названием Китайско-Пакистанский экономический коридор
пройдет через территорию, которую она считает своей. Но еще важнее
оказалось нежелание Пекина ответить согласием на просьбы Нью-Дели
провести консультации о целях, характере и финансировании инициативы
«Один пояс — один путь». Когда Китай начал один за другим представлять
свои инфраструктурные проекты, зазвучали сигналы тревоги. Строительство
портов и автомобильных дорог силами и на средства КНР вогнало в долги
очень многие страны, и прежде всего, Шри-Ланку. Эти государства страдают
от грабительских процентных ставок, от коррупции в рядах политического
руководства и от попыток влиять на их внешнюю политику, когда их
правительства связаны по рукам и ногам.
Это присутствует далеко не во всех сегментах «Одного пояса — одного
пути», но такие тенденции наиболее ярко проявляются в соседних с Индией
регионах. Если взять в качестве примера пакистанский коридор, то из этого
проекта можно вынести важный урок. Навесив на Пакистан бремя долговых
обязательств, Пекин радостно заманил своего ближайшего союзника в
западню. Схема сухопутных проектов «Одного пояса — одного пути» весьма
показательна. Почти во всех случаях они соединяют зарубежные страны с
Китаем, но очень редко связывают их друг с другом.
Становится все труднее верить аргументам Пекина о том, что его
намерение потратить несколько триллионов долларов по всему миру
является великодушным подарком мировому сообществу. Это не должно
быть неожиданностью ни для кого, и это не самый убедительный аргумент
против «Одного пояса — одного пути». Великие державы довольно часто
действуют на благо всего мира, хотя и исходят из эгоистических
побуждений. В любом случае, Индия никогда не говорила, что будет
действовать в ущерб или станет блокировать китайские проекты в других
странах по той простой причине, что она не подписалась под этой
инициативой. Без ответа остается вопрос о том, почему Пекин столь упорно
настаивает на том, чтобы Индия одобрила инициативу «Один пояс — один
путь», особенно с учетом того, что КНР считает допустимым выступать
против Нью-Дели почти на всех международных форумах, включая Группу
ядерных поставщиков. Как минимум, необходим намного более прозрачный
диалог с Нью-Дели, от которого Поднебесная пока отказывается. Пекинский
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форум должен стать назидательным уроком о том, какую геополитику Китай
нашептывает другим.
КПЭК в индийско-китайских отношениях
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 19.05.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/05/19/kpe-k-v-indijsko-kitajskih-otnosheniyah/

Грандиозный проект Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК), который уже не раз обсуждался в НВО, уверенно перемещается в
центр комплекса проблем, накапливающихся в отношениях между двумя
азиатскими гигантами Китаем и Индией.
Напомним, что речь идѐт о строительстве транспортных
(железнодорожных и автомобильных) маршрутов длиной почти 2500 км,
которые пройдут по территории Пакистана и свяжут западные провинции
КНР с портами на берегу Аравийского моря. Рядом с дорогами будут
возводиться различного рода промышленные объекты.
Единые проекты, в рамках которых строятся транспортные и
промышленные объекты, нередко обозначают термином ―инфраструктурноиндустриальные коридоры‖. Подобные экономические структуры создаются
в той же Индии. Из них наиболее масштабным является ―коридор ДелиМумбаи‖ протяжѐнностью 1500 км.
Такие комплексные проекты являются базой решения проблем
экономического развития тех (подавляющего большинства) стран, которые
не относятся к так называемому ―западному миру‖. В этом плане очевидно,
что для Исламабада намерение КНР выделить 46 млрд долл. на реализацию
КПЭК может стать манной небесной.
Однако предлагая Пакистану данный проект, Китай отнюдь не
занимается благотворительной деятельностью, а решает одну из собственных
ключевых стратегических задач, которая обусловлена необходимостью
получения надѐжного выхода в зону Персидского залива и к восточному
побережью Африки, минуя уязвимый Малаккский пролив.
И хотя в Пекине всячески подчѐркивают исключительно экономические
мотивы КПЭК, представляется несомненным, что начавшееся с весны с. г.
претворение проекта в жизнь ещѐ более укрепит (квази)союзнические
отношения Китая с Пакистаном.
Стратегические мотивы КПЭК сами по себе не могут не провоцировать
в Индии негативных настроений. Они усиливаются тем, что половина
будущего ―коридора‖ пройдѐт по тем административным единицам
Пакистана, которые некогда входили в княжество Кашмир.
В результате нескольких индо-пакистанских войн бывшее княжество
сегодня поделено приблизительно пополам и каждая из сторон претендует на
полное владение его бывшей территорией. В Индии, видимо, полагают, что
будущий ―коридор‖ будет охраняться не только пакистанскими, но и
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китайскими войсками. Последнее сделает совсем призрачной перспективу
гипотетического ―воссоединения‖ Кашмира под индийским контролем.
Поэтому в Нью-Дели холодно относятся к неоднократным обращениям
Исламабада и Пекина с предложением, ―отбросив вражду‖ присоединиться к
реализации КПЭК. Более того, из кругов высшего командования индийской
армии стали раздаваться голоса о ―реальности сценария войны на два
фронта‖.
8 января с. г. с таким заявлением выступил новый командующий
сухопутными силами генерал-лейтенант Бипин Рават, лишь неделей ранее
занявший этот пост в вооружѐнных силах Индии. Что такое ―первый фронт‖,
в пояснениях не нуждается, а под ―вторым фронтом‖ явно подразумевается
так называемая ―Линия фактического контроля‖, ныне разделяющая Индию и
КНР на протяжении свыше 4 тыс. км.
В комментариях индийских СМИ по поводу данного высказывания
обращают на себя два момента. Во-первых, в его мотивации выделяется как
раз начало реализации проекта КПЭК, а также давно ведущиеся работы по
созданию транспортной инфраструктуры в зонах китайского Тибета,
примыкающих к границе с Индией. Упоминается и фактор развития связей
КНР с такими соседними с Индией странами, как Бангладеш, Непал и Бутан.
Во-вторых, в качестве потенциала индийского реагирования на сценарий
―двух фронтов‖ отмечаются (среди прочего) межконтинентальные ракеты с
ядерными боеголовками Agni-V (проходящие сейчас испытания), а также
формирующийся корпус горных стрелков численностью около 100 тыс.
человек.
Тем не менее 5 мая тот же генерал Б. Рават, отметив недостаточность
как располагаемого собственного военного потенциала, так и выделяемых
государством ресурсов на его развитие, указал на необходимость
формирования союзнических связей с такими странами региона, как Иран,
Ирак и Афганистан.
Непосредственным поводом для последнего заявления командующего
сухопутными силам Индии послужил очередной инцидент на ―Линии
прекращения огня‖ (ЛПО) с Пакистаном, случившийся 1 мая как раз на
территории бывшего Кашмира. По утверждению индийской стороны,
пакистанский спецназ, проникнув на 250 метрах за ЛПО, устроил засаду,
убил индийского офицера и изуродовал его труп.
Напомним, что в прошлом году Индия и Пакистан (ядерные державы дефакто) дважды были на грани войны из-за схожих инцидентов в районе ЛПО
на территории бывшего Кашмира. Что вполне вписывается в давно
сложившуюся общую картину террористических актов и перестрелок между
регулярными частями обеих армий, которые происходят здесь в последние
десятилетия по нескольку раз в год.
Такая обстановка в районе ЛПО никак не способствует положительной
реакции Индии на призывы Исламабада и Пекина присоединиться к
реализации КПЭК. Кроме того, согласие на подобные предложения означало
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бы, что Индия де-факто признаѐт в отношениях с Пакистаном сложившуюся
к настоящему времени ситуацию в территориальном вопросе. И,
следовательно, ЛПО придѐтся зафиксировать в качестве международно
признанной границы.
Впрочем, далеко не очевидно, что и Пакистан согласится с таким
решением территориального спора с Индией. Ибо в Исламабаде считают, что
Нью-Дели не принимает во внимание интересы населения индийского штата
Джамму и Кашмир, от 70 до 100% населения которого (по разным округам)
исповедуют ислам.
Всѐ это позволяет сделать вывод о полной бесперспективности попыток
вовлечь Индию в КПЭК, несмотря на очевидные экономические выгоды для
неѐ от участия в этом проекте.
Есть в реальной жизни трудно уловимое ―нечто‖, которое не позволяет
сводить (по крайней мере, полностью) еѐ содержание к проблематике
―хлеба‖. В сфере межгосударственных отношений это ―нечто‖ обозначается
термином ―политические интересы‖, которые тесно переплетены с
―хлебными‖ аспектами функционирования государств, но с ними не
тождественны.
Политика определяет выбор Индией собственного пути решения
проблемы (не менее важной, чем для КНР) укрепления позиций в зоне,
прилегающей к Персидскому заливу.
Важным этапом на этом пути оказался трѐхсторонний саммит с
участием лидеров Индии, Ирана и Афганистана, состоявшийся в мае 2016 г. в
Тегеране. Едва ли не основным его итогом стало выделение Индией кредита
в 500 млн долл. на реконструкцию порта и сопутствующей инфраструктуры в
иранском посѐлке Чабахар.
Обратим внимание на то, что Чабахар расположен на берегу того же
Аравийского моря, куда направляется КПЭК, и всего в 150 км от
пакистанского порта Гвадар, который является конечным пунктом этого
―коридора‖.
Особое удовлетворение проект модернизации Чабахара вызвал в
Афганистане, у которого давние счѐты с ―братским‖ Пакистаном. Наконец-то
Кабул получит возможность, минуя Пакистан, выходить в Индийский океан
через территорию вполне дружественного Ирана и установить связи (с не
менее дружественной) Индией.
В заключение напомним, что КПЭК рассматривается в Китае в качестве
одной из важнейших частей амбициозной концепции возрождения ―Великого
шѐлкового пути‖. Между тем настороженное отношение Нью-Дели к проекту
КПЭК объясняет отсутствие премьер-министра Индии Н. Моди на пекинском
форуме, посвящѐнного теме реализации ВШП.
Китай приглашает Индию участвовать в проекте «Одни пояс – один
путь».
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China invites India to join One-Belt-One-Road project
JAWED NAQVI. Dawn, May 09th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331943/chinainvites-india-to-join-one-belt-one-road-project

NEW DELHI: Chinese Ambassador Luo Zhaohui has called on India to join
its One-Belt-One-Road project and assured New Delhi that the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would not impinge on anyone‘s sovereign rights.
The Chinese embassy on Monday released the text of Mr Luo‘s remarks made
to an Indian think-tank on Friday.
―Some people in the West misread China and tend to think that the ‗Dragon‘
and the ‗Elephant‘ are inevitable rivals, and that China would not like to see India
developing. This conception is wrong. We hope to see India develop well and we
are more than happy to help India develop to achieve common development,‖ he
said in an address at the United Services Institute.
Despite recent tensions between the two countries, President Xi Jinping and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will have opportunities to meet each other on the
sidelines of summits to be held by the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, G20
and BRICS.
―We need to properly manage differences. As two large neighbours, it is
natural that we have some differences. Even family members may have problems,‖
Mr Luo said.
There was a need to set a long-term vision for China-India relations. ―Here‘s
my suggestion. First, start negotiations on a China-India ‗treaty of good
neighbourliness and friendly cooperation‘.
―Second, restart negotiation on China-India free trade agreement. Third, strive
for an early harvest on the border issue. Fourth, actively explore the feasibility of
aligning China‘s ‗One-Belt-One-Road Initiative‘ (OBOR) and India‘s ‗Act East
Policy‘,‖ he said.
The OBOR and regional connectivity could provide China and India with
fresh opportunities and highlights for the bilateral cooperation. The OBOR is a
major public product China has offered to the world. As close neighbours, China
and India could be natural partners in connectivity and the OBOR.
―Now the GDP of India is roughly that of China in 2004, some 13 years ago.
China leads India by 13 years, mainly because we started reform and opening up
13 years earlier,‖ Mr Luo said.
He said China and India differed in political systems and China enjoys
stronger policy consistency. ―India‘s political system has its own advantages, but
sometimes may cause fluctuations in its policies or at least in its pace of
development. As soon as China set reform and opening-up as its centre task, the
whole nation is in full sail.‖
India still has reservations over the OBOR, saying that the CPEC passes
through Azad Jammu & Kashmir, raising sovereignty concerns.
―China has no intention to get involved in the sovereignty and territorial
disputes between India and Pakistan. China supports the solution of the disputes
through bilateral negotiations between the two countries. The CPEC is for
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promoting economic cooperation and connectivity. It has no connections to or
impact on sovereignty issues,‖ the envoy said.
He recalled that China and India have had successful experience of delinking
sovereignty disputes with bilateral relations even earlier.
―In history, we have had close cooperation along the ancient Silk Road. Why
shouldn‘t we support this kind of cooperation today? In a word, China is sincere in
its intention to cooperate with India on the OBOR, as it is good for both of us.‖
The perception that China was partial to Pakistan over others was erroneous.
―Some Indian media say that China always puts Pakistan first when handling its
relations with South Asia countries. I want to tell you this is not true. Simply put,
we always put China first and we deal with problems based on their own merits.
Take Kashmir issue for example, we supported the relevant UN resolutions before
1990s. Then we supported a settlement through bilateral negotiation in line with
the Simla Agreement. This is an example of China taking care of India‘s concern.‖
On promoting India-Pakistan reconciliation, China hopes that both sides could
live together in peace.
―The development of China, India, Pakistan and the stability of the whole
region call for a stable and friendly environment. Otherwise, how could we open
up and develop? That‘s why we say we are willing to mediate when India and
Pakistan have problems. But the precondition is that both India and Pakistan accept
it. We do this only out of goodwill. We do hope that there is no problem at all.
When the Mumbai terrorist attack on Nov 26, 2008, took place, I was Chinese
Ambassador to Pakistan, and I did a lot of mediation at that time.‖
China strongly opposes terrorism and is ready to work with India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and the international community in fighting the menace.
Лидеры южноазиатскиз стран (кроме Пакистана) благодарны Моди за
запуск «спутника Южной Азии».
South Asian leaders pat Modi for gifting satellite to the region
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 6.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/southasian-leaders-pat-modi-for-gifting-satellite-to-the-region/article18393669.ece?homepage=true

PM hosts ‗Mini-SAARC summit‘ via video-conferencing after GSLV launch.
Taking both space diplomacy and India‘s outreach to the neighbours into a
―new orbit‖, Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed a unique joint
videoconference of the leaders of all SAARC countries, apart from Pakistan who
had declined to join the South Asia satellite programme, shortly after the
successful launch of the GSLV GSAT 9.
India launches satellite to help South Asian nations
―The South Asia satellite demonstrates that our collective choices for our
citizens will bring us together for cooperation, not conflict; development, not
destruction; and prosperity, not poverty,‖ Mr. Modi told the leaders on the
videoconference, including Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani, Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, Bhutan PM Tshering Tobgay, Maldives President
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Abdulla Yameen, Nepal Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal Prachanda and Sri
Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena. Ambassadors of all six nations were also
invited to witness the lift-off at ISRO‘s Satish Dhawan Space Centre in
Sriharikota.
The video-conference, which had not been declared prior to the event, was
announced by PM Modi as a ―surprise‖ barely moments after he congratulated
ISRO scientists for the successful launch on twitter.
―The support and presence of these leaders will add even more joy in the
hearts & minds of our region,‖ Mr. Modi said, adding, ―We are a united family of
South Asian countries, united in our pursuit of peace, progress & prosperity of our
region & the entire humankind.
Speaking by turn the other leaders congratulated India for its technological
success as well as Mr. Modi personally for turning his ―vision to reality‖ by seeing
the Rs. 450 crore launch through.
―I am grateful to PM Modi and the people of India for the very special gift to
the South Asian region and compliment the PM and India‘s visionary
‗Neighbourhood first‘ policy,‖ said Maldivian President Yameen. ―The launch of
the South Asia satellite is historic for the world as this is the first time a country
has launched a satellite for the free use of its neighbours,‖ added Bhutan PM
Tobgay, calling it an ―impressive milestone in regional cooperation.‖
Nepal‘s PM particularly noted the satellite‘s role in developing
communications in his country‘s mountainous and remote areas. Both Bangladesh
PM Hasina and Sri Lankan President Sirisena also praised the potential uses of the
GSLV GSAT 9 in meeting developmental needs in the areas of tele-medicine, teleeducation, banking and television KU-band broadcasting opportunities.
Mr. Modi had proposed the plan for the shared satellite as a gift to the
neighbourhood, during the SAARC summit in Kathmandu in 2014. However, after
Pakistan pulled out of the project, it was called the ―South Asia satellite‖ rather
than the SAARC satellite.
Pakistan Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesman Nafees Zakaria said the
country was initially "keen to participate in the project‖, but claimed ―India was
not willing to develop the project on a collaborative basis‖.
Referring to Pakistan‘s refusal to also join India‘s proposal of a SAARC
motor vehicle agreement that had stopped Afghanistan from being linked to it,
Afghan President Ghani said in his address on the videoconference that ―If
cooperation through land is not possible, it is certainly possible through sky and we
are confident that [South Asia] will integrate.‖
The successful launch is seen as a success for both the government‘s declared
objective of working with SAARC countries ―minus Pakistan‖ if it refused to
cooperate, as well as an important step in South Asian connectivity just ahead of
the major Belt and Road forum in China that India is staying out of, but other
South Asian countries have joined.
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―This launch tells us that even the sky is not the limit when it comes to
regional cooperation,‖ PM Modi said as he thanked the leaders for joining him in
the celebration of the GSLV launch.
Визит Эрдогана в Индию. Будут совместно бороться с терроризмом
Modi-Erdogan joint statement: India to strengthen cooperation with
Turkey to combat terrorism
The Indian Express. 1/05/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/india/narendra-modirecep-tayyip-terdogan-joint-statement-india-turkey-terrorism-4635621/

In a joint statement by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Turkey President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan at the Hyderabad House, both the leaders agreed to
strengthen cooperation in combating terrorism. ―President and I decided to work
together to strengthen cooperation, both bilaterally and multilaterally, to effectively
counter this menace,‖ PM Modi said.
The prime minister urged nations across the world to work together to
―disrupt terrorist networks and their financing‖. Without naming Pakistan, PM
Modi added that cross border movement of terrorists must be challenged. ―They
(countries) also need to stand and act against those who create, support, shelter and
spread terrorism,‖ PM Modi said.
Pushing India‘s bid for a seat at the United Nations Security Council, PM
Modi said that it must reflect the world of the 21st century. ―Both of us (Erdogan
and I) recognize the need for the UNSC to reflect the world of the 21st century and
not of the century gone by,‖ he said.
PM Modi also called for stronger business ties between the two countries.
―President and I are clear that strengths of our economies present an enormous
opportunity to expand and deepen our commercial linkages. We need to approach
the entire landscape of business opportunities in a strategic and long-term manner.
Encourage stronger partnership of Turkish companies with our flagship programs
and tap into diverse and unique opportunities inherent in rapidly growing India,‖
he said.
Усиливаются связи США и Индии, - отмечает Арун Джайтли
India-US ties stronger, more matured: Jaitley
The Hindu. 22.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-us-ties-strongermore-matured-jaitley/article18189409.ece?homepage=true

Mr. Jaitley was speaking at a reception hosted by India‘s Ambassador to the
U.S. Navtej Sarna.
The US-India ties had significantly improved over the last few decades,
becoming ―stronger‖ and ―matured‖ defying changes in the governments in both
the countries, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said on Friday.
Mr. Jaitley was speaking at a reception hosted by India‘s Ambassador to the
U.S. Navtej Sarna. He said the Indian government was looking forward to working
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with the Trump Administration to strengthen the various dimensions of the
bilateral ties.
Stressing that India-U.S. relationship had bipartisan support in both the
countries, he said, ―In one sense, it is a bipartisan relationship. I am sure it would
be a great privilege for us to continue with the new administration to strengthen the
various dimensions of this relationship.
Mr. Jaitley on Thursday met U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, the first
cabinet-level interaction between the two countries under the Trump
Administration.
―The U.S.-India relationship over the last few decades has significantly
improved. It is far stronger, far matured. It defied the changes in the government
whether in the U.S. or in India,‖ he said.
―There is a little more optimism this year than I have seen in the last three
years. This seems to be the good news, as far as these meetings are concerned,‖ he
said.
―I met the (U.S.) Commerce Secretary yesterday. I will meet the (U.S.)
Treasury Secretary tomorrow. This would be the first contact at that level between
the new Administration and the Government of India,‖ he said.
During the meeting with Mr. Ross, Mr. Jaitley strongly raised India‘s
concerns over the Trump administration‘s move to tighten H-1B visa regime,
highlighting the key role played by Indian professionals in boosting American
economy.
U.S. President Donald Trump had, earlier this week, signed an executive
order to tighten the rules of the H-1B visa programme to stop its ―abuse‖ and
ensure that the visas are given to the ―most-skilled or highest paid‖ petitioners, a
decision that would impact India‘s $150 billion IT industry.
Mr. Jaitley outlined the significant contributions that skilled Indian
professionals had made to the U.S. economy and expressed hope that the U.S.
administration will take this aspect into consideration while taking any decisions.
Mr. Jaitley to attend IMF meetings
Mr. Jaitley, leading an Indian delegation, arrived here on April 20 to attend
the annual Spring meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank.
In addition to his meetings and presentations, Mr. Jaitley is also scheduled to
attend meetings of other multilateral forums including that of the G-20 finance
ministers.
Speaking about India‘s growth story, he said, ―In the last three years even in
the midst of slowdown across the world, India has been able to grow in the range
of seven to eight per cent. That is the rate of growth that we have fairly maintained.
Our all other economic parameters seems to be fairly well under control.‖
―The significant part of our economy today is, that there is perhaps for the
first time, a huge amount of popular support as far as economic reforms are
concerned,‖ he said.
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―India has become one of the most open economies of the world. Most of our
sectors are open for international investment. And we have been attracting one of
the largest investments that any country has been attracting in the world. And it is
combination of this investment which is coming into India, coupled with higher
public spending, even as the private sector spending was a little low, that has kept
the Indian growth process going,‖ he said.
He said the environment for doing business had considerably smoothened.
―India has learned from its past experiences. And this itself has helped in cleaning
up the entire process. We have now undertaken a very ambitious reform of
cleaning up the system of political funding in India, something which had been
eluding Indian democracy for quite sometime,‖ he said.
Помощник президента США по национальной безопасности
МакМастер, заверил в военной поддержке Индии, обсудил с Моди ситуацию
в Афганистане
US national security adviser discusses Afghanistan in India
Dawn. 19.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327754/us-national-security-adviserdiscusses-afghanistan-in-india

President Donald Trump's national security adviser discussed the situation in
Afghanistan with India's prime minister on Tuesday, nearly a week after the US
military dropped a massive non-nuclear bomb in the country that it said killed 95
militants.
HR McMaster's meeting with Prime Minister Narendra Modi marked the first
visit by a Trump administration official to India, a key ally in Asia.
The US Embassy said that the two also discussed ways to increase defence
and counter-terrorism cooperation, and McMaster assured Modi of India's status as
a major defence partner in the global fight against terrorism.
Indian TV stations broadcast images of McMaster and Modi, each flanked by
officials, sitting together at Modi's home in the Indian capital.
McMaster also held two-hour-long talks with his Indian counterpart, Ajit
Doval.
The talks with Indian officials also focused on the security situation in the
region and Trump's Afghan strategy.
New Delhi wants Washington to pressure Pakistan to stop its support for
Taliban militants and act against them.
McMaster's visit to New Delhi was a part of regional consultations that
included stops in Kabul and Islamabad.
Китайские компании хотя инвестировать в Индии, но мешает политика
More Chinese companies investing in India but political thaws, barriers
remain
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Despite an increase, Sino-Indian investments are far from a smooth sail.
India‘s attempts to gain market access in China for its information technology,
agricultural and pharmaceutical industries have hit a wall for over a decade.
India‘s attempts to gain market access in China for its information
technology, agricultural and pharmaceutical industries have hit a wall for over a
decade.(AFP File Photo)
China has emerged as one of the fastest-growing sources of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) into India – it was the 17th largest in 2016, up from the 28th rank
in 2014 and 35th in 2011, according to India‘s official ranking of FDI inflows.
In 2011, total Chinese investment in India was $102 million. Last year, a
record $1 billion of Chinese FDI reportedly came to India, but official Indian and
Chinese statistics differ on cumulative figures. The Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion (DIPP) last year estimated that total FDI from China between April
2000 and December 2016 was $1.6 billion. Indian industry analysts and media
reports have estimated the figure to be over $2 billion.

―Actual Chinese investment in India is at least three times higher than the
official Indian figure,‘‘ Santosh Pai, partner at Gurgaon-based Link Legal India
Law Services, which provides legal services to members of the China Council for
the Promotion of International Trade, told IndiaSpend.
Indian statistics capture direct investments from mainland China, but a
majority of Chinese overseas direct investment, Pai noted, flows through tax
havens such as Hong Kong. Last year, Chinese vice-minister for finance Shi
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Yaobin was quoted saying China has cumulatively invested $4.07 billion in India,
and India has invested $650 million in China.
―China will be one of India‘s top 10 investors shortly,‘‘ Pai said. He recalled
his experience of building a clientele in Beijing in 2010. The Indian firm he
worked for had no clients in China. He would drive up and down Beijing‘s bestknown road, Changan, noting down companies‘ names on buildings along the way.
Later, he would track down those companies online and approach them for
business. In six years, his firm‘s Chinese clientele grew from zero to 120
companies (the firm has since merged with the one he works with now).
Six years ago, investors from the world‘s second-largest economy were hard
to find in India. Today, India‘s largest digital payments company Paytm is 40%owned by Chinese e-commerce firm Alibaba and its affiliates, and Alibaba is
reportedly raising its stake to 62%. China‘s fourth-largest mobile phone company
Xiaomi assembles one phone every second at a new factory in India.
Sixty percent of Chinese FDI is concentrated in the automobile industry.
Several companies‘ regional offices are located in Ahmedabad, although Chinese
companies are gradually moving away from an initial preference for Gujarat
towards Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Haryana. Seven
smartphone companies from China have launched, or plan to launch, factories in
India, according to a February 2017 Chinese media report, Rise and Coexist.
Военные корабли Индии, Пакистана, Китая провели 9 апреля операцию
по освобождению торгового судна (под флагом Тувалу) от захваченных
сомалийских пиратов.
Indian, Chinese, Pakistani warships rescue bulk carrier from pirates in
Gulf of Aden
The Hindustan Times. 10/04/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indianchinese-pakistani-warships-rescue-bulk-carrier-from-pirates-in-gulf-of-aden/storyTY5zchokfLQOwBRtCJJ9LJ.html

Warships from India, China and Pakistan operated jointly in the Gulf of Aden
to rescue a bulk carrier attacked by Somali pirates on Saturday night.
The Tuvalu-flagged bulk carrier (OS 35) was travelling from Kelang in
Malaysia to Aden when it was attacked. Immediately after receiving an SOS from
the vessel, the Indian Navy diverted two one of its warships, INS Mumbai and INS
Tarkash, in the direction of the bulk carrier.
The two warships were part of Indian fleet of four vessels heading for an
overseas deployment.
Chinese, Pakistani and Italian warships in the vicinity also reached the spot.
The Chinese navy sent a team of 18 men to sanitise the 178-metre merchant vessel,
with the Indian Navy providing the communication link and air cover for the
operation with its helicopters.
The Chinese navy‘s Yulin guided missile frigate took part in the operation.
The merchant ship was rendered safe due to the joint efforts of the navies
involved in the operation, said Indian Navy spokesperson Captain DK Sharma.
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There was a lull in the Gulf of Aden for some time but now the pirates seem to be
active again in those waters.
Китай преувеличивает свою роль в борьбе с пиратами в Аденском
заливе, забывая о роли Индии.
China takes credit for rescuing ship in Gulf of Aden, silent on Indian
Navy‘s role
Sutirtho Patranobis. Hindustan Times. 10.04.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/china-takes-credit-for-rescuing-ship-in-gulf-of-aden-silent-on-indian-navy-s-role/storySeiSNf4d3JGRhMVv7R9QVM.html

China on Monday blanked out the Indian Navy‘s role in rescuing a ship
belonging to the island nation of Tuvalu in the Gulf of Aden on Sunday, saying it
was an operation carried out by the People‘s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy.
Sharing sketchy details about the operation, the ministry of foreign affairs
(MFA) said the Chinese navy operating in the region received a call about a ship
hijack, set off immediately, and rescued the ship and the personnel aboard after an
operation that lasted for a few hours. But there was no mention about the role of
the Indian navy in the entire operation.
Warships from India, China and Pakistan operated jointly in the Gulf of Aden
to rescue a merchant vessel attacked by Somali pirates on Saturday night.
The blanking out of Indian navy‘s role comes at a time when the two
countries are locked in a war of words on the visit of Tibetan leader 14th Dalai
Lama to Arunachal Pradesh, a state that China says is part of south Tibet.
When specifically asked about the Indian Navy‘s role in the operation, MFA
spokesperson Hua Chunying said she didn‘t have more details to share.
―I have already given whatever I have learnt to you. The Chinese convoy
received a report from the UKMTO (United Kingdom Marine Trade Operation)
and conducted the rescue operation. Without regard to details, I point you to the
defence ministry,‖ she said.
If Indian Navy helicopters provided cover, Hua didn‘t mention it, choosing
instead only to say the operation was carried out under the cover of ―our‖
helicopters.
―The Chinese side is always positive towards international cooperation. This
position is very clear,‖ Hua said.
She added the rescue operation ―demonstrated the effectiveness of the
Chinese naval forces‖.
Several Indian media outlets carried the report on the joint operations carried
out by the India and Chinese navies.
But a report by the official news agency, Xinhua, early on Monday had no
mention of the Indian navy‘s role.
―The convoy fleet sent by the PLA Navy Tuvaluan ship hijacked by pirates in
the Gulf of Aden on Sunday local time,‖ the Xinhua report said.
It added: ―The navy said in a statement that its 25th convoy fleet, which was
conducting the escort mission in the Gulf of Aden and waters off Somali at the
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time, received report of the hijack of the ship OS35 at around 5 pm Saturday. The
fleet‘s vessel Yulin set out for the area immediately.‖
The Xinhua report went on to add that after reconnaissance and having
contacted with the ship‘s crew, rescue operation started early Sunday morning.
―A group of 16 members from the navy‘s special force boarded OS35 and
rescued the 19 crew members. All the 19 crew members were under the protection
of the Chinese navy, and soldiers carried out a thorough search of the ship to clear
possible security threat,‖ it added.
Spokesperson Hua said the Chinese navy received a message at 5pm on April
8 from the UKMTO and responded with alacrity.
The Tuvalu-flagged bulk carrier (OS 35) was travelling from Kelang in
Malaysia to the Yemeni port city of Aden when it was hijacked by the pirates, the
latest in a string of attacks after several years of silence.
Hua repeated the government report at the regular briefing of the ministry,
avoiding the mention of a joint operation.
Индия и Бангладеш развивают отношения (22 Соглашения подписаны,
кредит в размере 4.5 млрд. долл.).
India, Bangladesh sign 22 pacts in key sectors, Teesta issue unresolved
The Indian Express. 8.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/narendra-modisheikh-hasina-india-bangladesh-key-pacts-credit-line-teesta-issue-road-rail-lines-4604774/

India also announced a $4.5 billion credit line to Bangladesh for projects in
priority sector and an additional $500 million for defence procurement.
India and Bangladesh signed 22 pacts in various key sectors on Saturday after
Sheikh Hasina and Narendra Modi held delegation-level talks in the morning. The
22 pacts were signed on a wide range of bilateral relations including energy,
defence cooperation and infrastructure. However, the contentious and muchdelayed Teesta water-sharing issue remained unresolved.
―I firmly believe that it is only my government and your excellency, Sheikh
Hasina, your government that can and will find an early solution to Teesta water
sharing,‖ PM Modi said at the press briefing. The statement came in the presence
of West Bengal chief minister Mamata Banerjee who has some reservations on the
issue regarding water for the farmers of the state.
India also announced a $4.5 billion credit line to Bangladesh for projects in
priority sector and an additional $500 million for defence procurement. During the
bilateral talks, the two leaders explored ways to strengthen partnership in key
strategic areas of defence, security, trade and energy.
The two leaders jointly inaugurated, via video conference, a bus service that
will run between Kolkata, Khulna and Dhaka, a new passenger train service from
Khulna to Kolkata through Petrapole from the Indian side and Benapole from the
Bangladesh side and a new rail link between Radhikapur and Birol for running
goods trains. India will also finance diesel oil pipeline from Numaligarh-Parbatipur
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wherein Indian companies will enter into a long-term agreement for supply of
high-speed diesel.
In his statement to the media, PM Modi thanked PM Hasina for honouring the
Indian soldiers who laid down their lives in the Bangladeshi Liberation War. ―Your
decision to honour Indian soldiers who laid down their lives in the liberation war
of 1971 has deeply touched the people of India,‖ he said.
In return, Sheikh Hasina also thanked the Indian administration for renaming
an important road in New Delhi after ‗Bangabandhu‘ Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the
founding father of Bangladesh. She called for cooperation in the South Asian
region and talked about better border connectivity between India and Bangladesh.
―Regional cooperation is very, very important for development in south
Asia,‖ PM Hasina said. ―We both want to make our borders free from criminal
activity… We decided to take our bilateral relations to new high. PM Modi and I
agree greater connectivity is important for the region,‖ she added.
Россия – Индия: торговые отношения.
Russia - a forgotten trade partner?
Arun S. The Hindu. 10.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/russia-aforgotten-trade-partner/article17898013.ece?homepage=true

India‘s 2015 goods exports to Russia were worth just $1.6 billion, compared
with $40.3 billion to the U.S.
This year, the world‘s largest democracy, India, and the biggest country by
area, Russia, are celebrating the 70th anniversary of establishment of diplomatic
relations between them. Russia continues to be among India‘s major politicodiplomatic and defence partner nations. While India has inked separate strategic
partnership pacts with more than two dozen countries, the Indian and Russian
governments in December 2010 elevated their bilateral ‗Strategic Partnership‘ to
what they termed a ―Special and Privileged Strategic Partnership.‖
The New Delhi-based think tank ‗Foundation for National Security Research‘,
which did a comparative assessment of India‘s strategic partnerships — meaning,
‗political-diplomatic, defence and economic cooperation‘ (during the 10-year
period prior to November 2011), had said, ―Russia emerges as the most important
strategic partner of India (followed by the U.S., France, the U.K., Germany and
Japan in that order).‖ The November 2011 report had found that Russia had
provided strong political and diplomatic support to India and helped enormously in
building India‘s defence capability. However, it warned that the ―economic content
of the (India-Russia) partnership is extremely weak,‖ and recommended that
―urgent and vigorous steps need to be taken to improve economic relations if this
(India-Russia) partnership is to be sustained and made durable.‖
New Delhi and Moscow are renewing efforts to bolster their seven-decade-old
relationship regardless of the perception of India‘s increasing closeness to the U.S.,
Russia‘s growing friendship with China and even with Pakistan especially in the
context of defence and strategic partnership, as well as criticism that India and
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Russia are neglecting the glory of their past ties due to their preoccupation with
other parts of the world. In June this year, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
slated to take part as the Chief Guest in the St. Petersburg International Economic
Forum — also known as the ‗Russian Davos‘ after the World Economic Forum,
which is an international organisation whose flagship annual meeting is held in
Davos, Switzerland.
Watershed events
Until 1990-91, India and Russia — the main constituent of (the erstwhile)
Soviet Union — had enjoyed robust trade ties. In 1990, the Soviet Union was
India‘s top goods exports destination with shipments to the tune of $2.9 billion,
according to data from the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) software. In
the list of nations from where India imported goods, Soviet Union figured seventh
in value terms with $922 million. Then in 1991, two watershed moments happened
— economic liberalisation was introduced in India, and the Soviet Union was
dissolved. In the following two-and-a-half decades, Russia remained India‘s strong
politico-diplomatic and defence partner like the erstwhile Soviet Union used to be.
However, since 1990-91, India‘s trade underwent further diversification and Russia
is now not anywhere near the top in the list of India‘s trade partners. WITS data
showed that in 2015, India exported goods worth $1.6 billion to Russia, but had
shipped more items in value terms to 37 other countries. In 2015, India‘s imports
from Russia were valued at $4.5 billion, but had imported goods worth more than
that from 23 other nations.
This slippage in trade is a huge demotion for Russia, considering that the
erstwhile Soviet Union was among India‘s leading trade partners. Worse still,
India‘s goods exports in 2015 to Russia were worth just $1.6 billion as against
$40.3 billion during that year to the U.S. — which was India‘s leading export
destination. Also, in 2015, India‘s goods imports from Russia were worth only
$4.5 billion as against $61.6 billion from China — which was India‘s leading
source of imports that year.
If one takes into account India‘s GDP of about $2 trillion and Russia‘s GDP
of $1.3 trillion, it becomes clear that their bilateral trade and investment ties are far
below potential. Pointing out that India-Russia trade in 2015-16 amounted to about
$6.7 billion, a concept note by the New Delhi-based think-tank Research and
Information System for developing countries (RIS) said while Russia comprised
just 1% of India‘s total trade, India accounts for a minuscule 1.2% of Russia‘s
overall trade.
‗Expedite negotiations‘
Stating that both the countries have set a target to raise bilateral trade to $30
billion by 2025 and increase bilateral investment from $10 billion to $15 billion,
the RIS suggested that expediting the conclusion of negotiations of the proposed
India-Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) Free Trade Agreement would provide
opportunities to India and Russia for regional cooperation and development as well
as concessional trade and investment in the region. Members of the EEU include
Russia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The September 2016
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meeting of the India-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission on Trade, Economic,
Scientific, Technological and Cultural Cooperation had identified expeditious
implementation of the International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC)
project as well as the launch of the ‗Green Corridor‘ project for Customs
facilitation (by easing Customs norms) as what would be major steps towards
better connectivity and trade facilitation. According to the RIS, the INSTC — a
multi-modal transportation route connecting the Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf to
the Caspian sea through Iran and onward to Northern Europe through St.
Petersburg in Russia — will enhance trade and investment linkages between these
regions.
Referring to reports of Russia and China proposing to bring the EEU closer to
China‘s One-Belt-One-Road (OBOR) initiative (a massive project to develop
infrastructure in more than 60 countries, primarily in Asia and Europe), Ashok
Sajjanhar, former ambassador of India to Kazakhstan, while addressing a recent
RIS event, said India should study the impact of this development in the context of
the proposed India-EEU FTA. Citing reports of the EEU being supportive of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (or CPEC — the so-called ‗flagship‘ project of
OBOR), Mr. Sajjanhar said India should look into its impact as well. Incidentally,
India has strategic concerns regarding the OBOR as the CPEC is expected to cover
areas including Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir. Mr. Sajjanhar said India should also
carry out an assessment of U.S.-Iran ties and its impact on INSTC as part of a
study on the strategic relevance of INSTC. Gulshan Sachdeva, professor,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, said instead of focusing only on the geo-political
dimension of OBOR and CPEC, India should consider if it could gain from such
mega infrastructure projects from a developmental perspective.
India-Russia trade ties have been below-potential and lopsided (in favour of
Russia) as it is primarily a buyer-seller relationship and not one based on
collaborations through investments, according to Pranav Kumar, Head (trade and
international policy), Confederation of Indian Industry. Besides, if the emphasis
continues to be on sectors such as defence, hydrocarbons and nuclear power, it
would result in Russia gaining more, he added. Therefore, he said, to ensure a
balance, sectors such as IT/ITeS, pharmaceuticals and healthcare — where India
has considerable strength — should also be encouraged, apart from seeking
Russian investments in India in areas including defence manufacturing to push the
‗Make In India‘ programme and in infrastructure and space technology to take
forward the Smart City and Digital India initiatives respectively.
What would also help in boosting bilateral ties is trading in local currencies,
setting up pipelines for direct gas delivery from Russia to India as well as
operationalisation of the proposed $1-billion fund through India's National
Investment & Infrastructure Fund and the Russian Direct Investment Fund for
investment in infrastructure and technology projects.
Россия. Индия полностью взяла под свой контроль 1-й энергоблок
станции «Куданкулам».
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India, Russia seal deal on Kudankulam Unit 1
The
Hindu.
7.04.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-russia-seal-deal-onkudankulam-unit-1/article17855676.ece?homepage=true

New Delhi formally takes over its full operational control
India has taken over full operational control of Unit 1 of the Kudankulam
Nuclear Power Plant (KKNPP).
On Wednesday, India signed a joint statement with Russia on the final
takeover of the unit, formally marking the full transition.
The agreement was signed between representatives of Nuclear Power
Corporation of India Ltd. and the ASE Group of Companies, a subsidiary of
ROSATOM State Atomic Energy Corporation of Russia.
With the deal, the Russian and the Indian sides have confirmed fulfilment of
all warranty terms and obligations of the contractor (ASE Group of Companies) for
the construction of Unit 1, Rosatom said in a statement on Thursday.
―The warranty period run showed reliable and safe operation of Unit 1. Thus,
the Indian side confirms that ASE Group of Companies, which is a general
contractor, has fulfilled all its tasks in full and accurately,‖ said Andrei Lebedev,
vice-president of ASE for projects in South Asia.
The commercial operation and the warranty period of Unit 1 started in
December 2014. The warranty is typically for one year, which ended in December
2015.
However, the final takeover agreement was delayed to ensure the reliability of
the plant and equipment as this is the first of a series of six reactors.
Technical issues
Unit 1 had encountered technical issues and was shut down briefly after it
commenced power generation.
On March 30, 2017, the joint protocol on provisional acceptance of Unit 2 of
the plant was signed, which marked the start of its commercial operation.
Далай-лама готов следовать идее «Один Китай».
Ready to follow ‗One China‘ policy: Dalai Lama
The Hindu. 10.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ready-to-follow-onechina-policy-dalai-lama/article17895221.ece?homepage=true

Atrocities in Tibet ‗similar to actions of dictator Pol Pot‘
In his sharpest comments yet, the Dalai Lama compared China‘s actions in
Tibet to the regime of Cambodian dictator Pol Pot, who was held responsible for
the death of more than a million Cambodians in the 1970s.
Speaking at the Tawang Monastery, where he arrived on Friday, the Tibetan
leader and spiritual guru said that despite atrocities in Tibet ―similar to Pol Pot‘s in
Cambodia‖, he had decided to ―forgive China‖ and was even willing to follow the
―One China‖ policy. ―Tibet has had very good relations with China for thousands
of years. I have no issues with the ―One China‖ policy ensuring economic benefit
to Tibet provided we have the right to preserve our culture and language,‖ he said
at the monastery.
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Chinese concern
In the run-up to his visit, the Chinese government issued several direct threats
to India. In a statement on Friday, issued even as the Dalai Lama drove to Tawang,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said it had ―lodged representations with the Indian
Ambassador to China in Beijing, and the relevant official of the Indian Foreign
Ministry in New Delhi‖ against the Dalai Lama‘s visit to Arunachal Pradesh,
which it says is ―damaging‖ India-China ties.
The Dalai Lama also accused China of spreading wrong information about his
trip to Arunachal Pradesh, saying it is normal for Beijing to give ―political colour‖
to his spiritual visits. The Dalai Lama also slammed China for making a bid to
name his successor. ―The Chinese people were being fed wrong information [by
China] about me,‖ he said.
―The Chinese people have every right to know the reality, but totalitarianism
had done a great damage,‖ he observed, after addressing devotees at the monastery.
―I wish Chinese officials accompanied me on my visits,‖ he added.
Китай крайне недоволен, что Индия приняла Далай-ламу в Аруначал
Прадеш
China denounces India hosting Dalai Lama in disputed region of
Arunachal Pradesh
The News. 5.04.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/196677-China-denounces-Indiahosting-Dalai-Lama-in-disputed-region-of-Arunachal-Pradesh

BEIJING: China said Wednesday that India's decision to host Tibetan
spiritual leader the Dalai Lama on a contested stretch of land on the India-China
border would cause serious damage to relations between the two countries.
Plans for the Dalai Lama to kick off on Wednesday a week-long trip to
Arunchal Pradesh, an eastern Himalayan region administered by New Delhi, but
claimed by China as "southern Tibet", has raised hackles in Beijing, which labels
the monk a dangerous separatist.
"China expresses firm opposition to this and will lodge stern representations
with the Indian side," Chinese foreign ministry spokeswomen Hua Chunying told a
regular briefing in the Chinese capital.
By ignoring China's concerns and persisting in arranging the trip, India had
"severely damaged China's interests and China-India relations", she said.
"We demand that India immediately cease using the Dalai Lama's mistaken
behavior to damage China's interests," Hua added.
"It will not bring any benefit to India. China will take necessary measures to
firmly safeguard its territorial sovereignty and legitimate rights."
Далай-лама заявил, что Индия никогда не использовала его против
Китая.
Delhi never used me against Beijing: Dalai Lama
The Hindu. 6.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/delhi-never-used-me-againstbeijing-says-dalai-lama/article17834489.ece?homepage=true
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The Dalai Lama also urged China to give Tibet meaningful ―self-rule‖ and
―autonomy.‖
Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, on Wednesday emphatically said
India had never used him against China.
The Dalai Lama also urged China to give Tibet meaningful ―self-rule‖ and
―autonomy.‖
―I am a messenger of the ancient Indian thought and I talk about ahimsa,
peace, harmony and secular ethics wherever I go,‖ he said.
―India has never used me against China. I am a messenger of the ancient
Indian thought and I talk about ahimsa, peace, harmony and secular ethics
wherever I go,‖ he said talking to reporters here on the second day of his weeklong visit to the remote northeastern state.
His remarks also came against the backdrop of criticism by the Chinese state
media that India is using the Dalai Lama as a diplomatic leverage to challenge
China‘s ―bottom line―.
Unfazed by Beijing‘s objections to his visit to Arunachal Pradesh, the Dalai
said, ―Many Chinese love India but there are some narrow minded politicians as I
have mentioned, they consider me as a demon.‖
Articulating the Tibetan stand, the Dalai said, ―We are not seeking
independence. we are willing to remain within the People‘s Republic of China.‖
―I always admire the spirit of the European Union.
‗Common interests is important‘
Individual nations‘ sovereignty is important but that‘s not so important. What
is important is the common interests.
―So for material development to remain with the People‘s Republic of China
is in our interest. So, the Chinese government also should feel ok. At the same time
the Chinese government should give us meaningful self—role/autonomy,‖ he said.
The Dalai thanked Indian government for letting him visit the frontier state.
He spoke fondly of Arunachal Pradesh and said he had a special connection
with the state as it served as his point of entry when he arrived in India in 1959.
―I would like to thank the government of India. I have been in this country
since 1959. India has taken great care of me. I am their longest staying guest. I am
thankful to them.
―When I got freedom, when I first reached India, I entered through
Arunanchal Pradesh. I have an emotional connect with the state. It is a special
place for me.‖
He gave a discourse at Buddha Park here this morning.
The spriritual leader had arrived here last evening from Guwahati
accompanied by state Chief Minister Pema Khandu.
Tomorrow, he would impart teachings at Dirang and confer the
‗Avalokiteshvara Permission‘ at Thupsung Dhargyeling Monastery in the morning.
From April 8 to 10, the Dalai will deliver discourses in Tawang. Owing to the
rescheduled visit, he would not be able to go to Itanagar.
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―I am a Buddhist. The entire Himalayan range had been traditionally
following Buddhist dharma and modern physics is based on Buddhist philosophy.‖
Об индийско-китайских отношениях в начале 2017 г.: то же, что и
раньше
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 21.03.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/03/21/ob-indijsko-kitajskih-otnosheniyah-v-nachale-2017-g-to-zhe-chto-i-ran-she/

Тема состояния и развития различных аспектов отношений между двумя
азиатскими гигантами Индией и Китаем приобретает возрастающую
значимость в плане оценки эволюции мировой политической игры. Отметим
сразу, что события начавшегося 2017 г. не привнесли в эти отношения
сколько-нибудь заметного позитива.
В ходе разного уровня двусторонних официальных встреч неизменно
демонстрируется взаимное благорасположение, которое сопровождается
подобающей в таких случаях публичной риторикой. Что, однако, не может
скрыть умножающихся проблем во всех сферах межгосударственных
отношений.
Например, краткое сообщение агентства ―Синьхуа‖ об очередном
―стратегическом диалоге‖ на уровне вице-министров иностранных дел,
состоявшемся 22 февраля с. г., содержит такие малоинформативные фразы,
как: ―Стороны согласились укреплять координацию в международных и
региональных делах, а также должным образом рассматривать имеющиеся
расхождения‖.
Между тем, из официального текста регулярной пресс-конференции
представителя МИД КНР, проведенной неделей ранее, следовало, что на
предстоящей встрече индийская сторона собиралась поднимать (среди
прочего) такие крайне важные для неѐ вопросы, как перспективы вступления
в так называемый ―Комитет 1267‖ и ―Группу ядерных поставщиков‖.
Указанный ―Комитет‖, образованный СБ ООН рядом постановлений
(одним из которых является резолюция №1267 от 1999 г.), призван
наблюдать за соблюдением санкционного режима в отношении ―ДАИШ‖ и
―Аль-Каиды‖. Для Индии членство в этом комитете имеет особое значение в
связи с проблематикой терроризма, инициируемого с территории Пакистана.
Последний, однако, является китайским союзником де-факто, что
объясняет сдержанность позиции КНР в данном вопросе.
Что касается созданной в 1975 г. ГЯП, то она контролирует
международный переток расщепляющихся материалов и ядерных
технологий, стремясь, в частности, блокировать их попадание в страны, не
подписавшие Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Среди которых
находится также Индия, взявшая курс на резкое увеличение в национальном
энергобалансе доли ядерной энергетики, что повышает для неѐ значимость
членства в ГЯП.
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Аргументация сдержанной позиции КНР в этом втором вопросе внешне
выглядит безупречно: необходимо сначала выработать согласованную
позицию нынешних членов ГЯП относительно всех неподписантов ДНЯО, а
уже затем обратиться конкретно к случаю Индии.
Скорее всего, в ходе встречи 22 февраля обе стороны в очередной раз
сказали и услышали в ответ то, что говорят и слушают годами. С этим,
вероятно, связан общий характер упомянутого выше сообщения агентства
―Синьхуа‖.
В обеих странах пристально наблюдают за различными аспектами
военного строительства соседа и, в частности, за изменениями расходов на
оборону. Оборонный бюджет Индии возрос в 2016 г. почти на 10% по
сравнению с 2015 г., на что обратила внимание китайская Global Times.
Однако он всѐ равно втрое уступает китайским военным расходам
(которые на 2017 г. запланированы в объѐме около 150 млрд долл.), что
приблизительно соответствует соотношению ВВП Индии и Китая. Следует,
впрочем, иметь в виду, что главным геополитическим оппонентом КНР
являются США и китайское военное строительство нацелено прежде всего на
обеспечение противостояния с ведущей мировой державой.
В Дели с настороженностью относятся к грандиозному проекту создания
Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора. КПЭК пройдѐт по всей
территории Пакистана, включая земли бывшего княжества Кашмир, на
владение которыми претендует Индия.
В НВО уже обсуждалось негативное отношение индийского руководства
к недавнему приглашению принять участие в реализации указанного проекта,
сделанное в конце 2016 г. генерал-лейтенантом пакистанской армии А.
Риазом.
В начале февраля с. г. министр планирования Пакистана Ахсан Икбал
почти буквально повторил слова А. Риаза о том, что ―вместо создания
препятствий Индии следовало бы присоединиться‖ к этому проекту. В
середине февраля представитель МИД Пакистана заявил о ―признаках
саботажа‖ со стороны Индии начавшихся работ в неспокойной провинции
Белуджистан.
Наконец, в начале марта китайское интернет-издание Global Times,
напомнив о ―нейтральной‖ позиции КНР в вопросе о принадлежности земель
бывшего Кашмира, также отметило ―контрпродуктивность возражений НьюДели против КПЭК‖.
Однако никаких позитивных изменений в индийской позиции
относительно данного проекта не наблюдается сейчас и, уверенно можно
утверждать, не появится в будущем.
Уже в текущем году негативным образом вновь напомнил о себе фактор,
связанный с пребыванием на территории Индии лидера мирового буддизма
Далай-ламы XIV, которого в КНР отказываются признавать в таком качестве,
называя его не иначе как ―лидером тибетских сепаратистов‖ и ―волком в
овечьей шкуре‖.
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Поводом для очередного резкого заявления представителя МИД
КНР послужила на этот раз информация в индийских СМИ о
планировавшейся на начало марта ―миссионерской поездке‖ Далай-ламы в
северо-восточный штат Аруначал-Прадеш, на территорию которого
претендует Китай, где он называется Южным Тибетом.
Пожалуй, единственной сферой китайско-индийских отношений, в
которой (при желании) можно усмотреть некий позитив, является
двусторонняя торговля. Еѐ общий объѐм в последние два года находится на
солидном уровне в 70 млрд долл. Для Индии это составляет около 10%
общего объѐма внешней торговли и Китай занимает первую строчку в списке
еѐ торговых партнѐров (хотя ему на пятки наступают США). В то же время
вклад Индии в китайской торговле с внешним миром не превышает 2%
(США – 18%).
В торговле с КНР основной проблемой Индии (как, впрочем, и всех
других партнѐров Китая) является огромное отрицательное сальдо, которое к
тому же год от года растѐт (в основном за счѐт снижения объѐма индийского
экспорта). Если в 2015 г. дефицит в торговле Индии с КНР равнялся 45 млрд
долл,
то
в
2016
г.
–
48
млрд
долл.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/foreign-trade/indias-tradedeficit-with-china-climbs-to-46-56-billion/articleshow/56522187.cms). То есть
отрицательное для Индии сальдо составляет около двух третей общего
объема еѐ торговли с Китаем.
Обращает на себя внимание позитивный настрой китайских публикаций
при обсуждении этой проблемы, в которых не только проводится анализ
причин, но и даются (аккуратно сформулированные) советы по выправлению
сложившейся ситуации.
Со стороны Китая вообще отмечается стремление к выстраиванию
конструктивных отношений с Индией, но, естественно, не в ущерб
собственным стратегическим интересам и, в частности, (квази)союзу с
Пакистаном. В ―борьбе за Индию‖ с Вашингтоном Пекин явно не хочет
сдавать позиции без борьбы.
Не вызывает сомнения искренность мотивов приглашения Дели к
участию в том же КПЭК, а также в реализации более широкой концепции
―Возрождения Великого шѐлкового пути‖. Предлагается тесная кооперация в
крайне актуальных для обеих стран сферах защиты окружающей среды и
оптимальной эксплуатации водных ресурсов пограничных рек.
Однако за 70 лет, прошедших с момента образования КНР и
независимой Индии, в двусторонних отношениях уже накопился изрядный
потенциал скрытого и явного недоверия. И, как выше отмечалось,
мероприятия по его снижению пока, к сожалению, не выходят за рамки
политкорректной риторики, звучащей в ходе различного уровня
официальных контактов.
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Всѐ это не добавляет оптимизма в оценках состояния и характера
развития отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами, а следовательно, и
мировой политической игры в целом.
Военно-техническое сотрудничество Индии и Израиля. Часть 1
Ивашин В.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33430. 21 марта, 2017.

Сотрудничество Индии и Израиля в военно-технической сфере началось
в 1992 году после установления дипломатических отношений между двумя
государствами.
В настоящее время, по данным Стокгольмского института
исследований проблем мира (SIPRI), Израиль является третьим, после РФ и
США, поставщиком вооружений для Индии – 7,2% от общего объема
военных закупок (доля РФ – 68%, США – 14%). Для Израиля Индия является
крупнейшим покупателем вооружений – 41% от всего объема экспорта
израильской военной продукции*.
Согласно оценкам аналитического портала The Diplomat, общая сумма
сделок в оборонной области между Индией и Израилем превышает 1
миллиард долларов ежегодно**. Однако проверить данное утверждение не
представляется возможным, так как ни Индия, ни Израиль не раскрывают
полностью масштабы и специфику военно-технического сотрудничества.
Так, например, 6 марта 2017 года газета Hindustan Times в статье
посвященной предстоящему визиту в Израиль премьер-министра Индии
Нарендры Моди, упомянула, что Иерусалим «был партнером в создании
индийского ядерного арсенала». Однако каких-либо подтверждений этому
заявлению в открытых источниках не найдено.
Модернизация боевой техники
Одним из направлений сотрудничества Индии и Израиля является
модернизация
состоящей
на
вооружении
индийских
ВС
советской/российской боевой техники. Израильские компании получили
возможность изучить особенности конструкций и технологий создания
этих видов вооружений, разработать и предложить проекты по их
модернизации. Стоимость подобных услуг при этом была вполне
приемлемой для индийской стороны. Со своей стороны, для израильских
компаний был ценен опыт наработок технологий модернизации образцов
советских/российских вооружений, которые сегодня они предлагают другим
странам. Например, в Индии, по данным индийских экспертов,
насчитывается около 2,5 тысяч танков Т-72. Всего же было произведено
порядка 30 тысяч танков Т-72, многие из которых и сегодня продолжают
состоять на вооружении армий ряда государств мира.
Что касается танкового парка Индии, то в 2015 году израильская
компания Elop-Elbit заключила контракт на оснащение 1000 индийских Т-72
ночными прицелами TIFCS (Thermal Imager Fire Control System), которые
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позволяют обнаруживать цели на дальности до трех тысяч метров. Стоявшие
до этого приборы позволяли видеть всего на триста метров.
На международной выставке вооружений Defexpo India 2016,
проходившей в марте прошлого года в Гоа, израильская компания Nimda
предложила свои услуги по модернизации танков Ajeya – индийской версии
российского Т-72М1. Израильские специалисты сообщили о готовности
оснастить индийский Т-72 двигателем в 1000 л.с. вместо используемого
сейчас (780 л.с.). Новый двигатель предлагался с автоматической коробкой
передач, встроенной системой фильтрации воздуха и системой охлаждения
для экстремальных ситуаций.
Однако российская сторона предупредила, что Т-72 производится в
Индии по российской лицензии и использование «чужих» компонентов
чревато негативными последствиями в эксплуатации боевой машины. Россия
предложила модернизировать индийские Т-72 и Т-90 собственным, более
мощным двигателем, усовершенствованной ходовой частью, улучшенным
вооружением и датчиками, а также сделать защиту танков более
эффективной.
Аналогичные столкновения интересов были и ранее. В 1990-е годы, как
отмечают индийские военные аналитики, Индия планировала заключить с
Израилем контракт на модернизацию МиГ-21. Однако резкие заявления
представителей АНПК «МиГ» по поводу несанкционированных доработок на
их изделиях, во многом способствовали заключению контракта на
модернизацию МиГ-21 ВВС Индии с Россией, а не с израильскими фирмами.
Однако Индия все же закупила один из компонентов авионики в
Израиле. 125 из более чем 260 МиГов различных модификаций, состоящих
на вооружении ВВС Индии были модернизированы и получили обозначение
МиГ-21 UPG (upgraded). На них были установлены системы управления
выбросом помех CMDS израильской фирмы TAAS.
Индийские военные эксперты сообщают и о плодотворном
сотрудничестве индийской Bharat Electronics Limited с Israel Aerospace
Industries в проекте модернизации ЗСУ-23-4 «Шилка».
Состоящий на вооружении индийской армии парк советских 130-мм
гаубиц М-46 был модернизирован специалистами израильской компанией
Soltam Systems.
БПЛА
В 1996 году Индия закупила в Израиле 32 разведывательных
беспилотных аппаратов Searcher Mark I производства Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI). Позднее – к 2000 году были закуплены БПЛА большего
радиуса действия и грузоподъемности — Searcher Mark II, а с 2001 года —
Heron-1. Эти разведывательные БПЛА поступили на вооружение
Сухопутных войск Индии, ВВС и ВМС. В 2006 году Индия создала свою
первую морскую разведывательную эскадрилью (342-я эскадрилья),
состоящую из 8 Searcher Mark II и 4 Heron-1. К концу 2012 года в составе
ВМС Индии было уже 3 эскадрильи разведывательных беспилотников (342-
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я, 343-я и 344-я). По данным индийских источников, на данный момент
Индия располагает более чем 100 БПЛА Searcher Mark II и от 50 до 60 Heron1.
Сообщалось, что на вооружении Индии находится порядка 40
разведывательно-ударных БПЛА Harpy, производства Israel Aerospace
Industries. Особенностью этого БПЛА является то, что при обнаружении цели
аппарат «превращается» в самонаводящийся самолет-снаряд. По
неподтвержденным данным, Индия с 2011 года может располагать и
ударным БПЛА IAI Harop, созданного с учѐтом опыта эксплуатации
предыдущего проекта ударного беспилотника IAI Harpy.
В 2015 году стало известно, что Индия намерена в ближайшие 10 лет
принять на вооружение более 200 способных нести управляемое оружие
БПЛА. В ноябре 2016 Индия подписала с Израилем контракт, стоимостью
400 млн долларов, о закупке 10 ударных беспилотников IAI Heron TP. Эти
аппараты Индия получит через три года.
Стрелковое оружие
В 2002 году Индия подписала с Израилем контракт, стоимостью 20 млн
долларов на поставку 3070 автоматов TAR-21 Tavor.
В 2005 Израиль продает Индии 130 снайперских винтовок Galat‘z (Galil
7,62) и 450 тысяч патронов к ним за 1,4 млн долларов.
Согласно сообщениям индийских военных экспертов, на вооружении
различных подразделений сил специального назначения Индии находятся
также mini- и micro UZI и легкие пулеметы Negev (кал. 5,56).
——————————————
*эти данные из отчета SIPRI за 2016 год публикует индийская The Economic
Times*/http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/russia—still—indias—largest—defence—
partner/articleshow/57290157.cms/
**The
Diplomat
/http://thediplomat.com/2016/02/revealed-india-close-to-signing-3-billiondefense-deal-with-israel//

(См. далее раздел «Индийские силы…».
Индия – Россия. Соглашение о поставках в Индию российских
запчастей к Су-30
Long-term supply pact for Sukhoi jets inked
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 18.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/long-termsupply-pact-for-sukhoi-jets-inked/article17523088.ece?homepage=true

Agreement expected to address India‘s concerns with respect to Russianorigin military equipment
In a move to address a long-lasting concern of India with respect to Russianorigin military equipment, the two countries on Friday signed two long-term
supply agreements for the Sukhoi fighter aircraft fleet of the Indian Air Force
(IAF) to address issues of life-cycle support and maintenance.
The deals were signed between Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) from
India and the United Aircraft Corporation and United Engine Corporations of
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Russia at the first India-Russia Military Industrial Conference in the national
capital.
―Since most of our defence platforms and weapon systems are of Russianorigin, their maintenance and life-cycle support is extremely important for us from
the point of view of our defence preparedness,‖ Defence Minister Arun Jaitley said
after inaugurating the conference. Observing that India has the third largest armed
forces in the world, Mr. Jaitley said, ―We are also one of the largest importers of
defence equipment and this definitely is not a label we are happy with.‖
This agreement covers about 57,000 spares and components related to the Su30 aircraft, a defence official said.
Direct agreement
The deal follows a Russian legislation permitting its companies to enter into
direct agreement with foreign companies for long-term support agreements.
Currently, procurement of spares is a long and cumbersome process as India
cannot deal directly with the Original Equipment Manufacturers but designated
intermediaries like Rosoboronexport. Officials said they were exploring the
possibility of Russian OEMs allowing licence manufacture of the spares locally by
Indian vendors.
India has contracted 272 Su-30 fighter jets from Russia in various batches and
has so far inducted over 230 jets. However, their serviceability rate has been an
issue of constant concern with availability rates dropping below 50% at one point
and has improved to over 60% over the last couple of years.
Об индийско-китайских отношениях в начале 2017 г.: то же, что и
раньше
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/03/21/ob-indijsko-kitajskih-otnosheniyah-v-nachale-2017-g-to-zhechto-i-ran-she/ 21.03.2017
Тема состояния и развития различных аспектов отношений между двумя
азиатскими гигантами Индией и Китаем приобретает возрастающую
значимость в плане оценки эволюции мировой политической игры. Отметим
сразу, что события начавшегося 2017 г. не привнесли в эти отношения
сколько-нибудь заметного позитива.
В ходе разного уровня двусторонних официальных встреч неизменно
демонстрируется взаимное благорасположение, которое сопровождается
подобающей в таких случаях публичной риторикой. Что, однако, не может
скрыть умножающихся проблем во всех сферах межгосударственных
отношений.
Например, краткое сообщение агентства ―Синьхуа‖ об очередном
―стратегическом диалоге‖ на уровне вице-министров иностранных дел,
состоявшемся 22 февраля с. г., содержит такие малоинформативные фразы,
как: ―Стороны согласились укреплять координацию в международных и
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региональных делах, а также должным образом рассматривать имеющиеся
расхождения‖.
Между тем, из официального текста регулярной пресс-конференции
представителя МИД КНР, проведенной неделей ранее, следовало, что на
предстоящей встрече индийская сторона собиралась поднимать (среди
прочего) такие крайне важные для неѐ вопросы, как перспективы вступления
в так называемый ―Комитет 1267‖ и ―Группу ядерных поставщиков‖.
Указанный ―Комитет‖, образованный СБ ООН рядом постановлений
(одним из которых является резолюция №1267 от 1999 г.), призван
наблюдать за соблюдением санкционного режима в отношении ―ДАИШ‖ и
―Аль-Каиды‖. Для Индии членство в этом комитете имеет особое значение в
связи с проблематикой терроризма, инициируемого с территории Пакистана.
Последний, однако, является китайским союзником де-факто, что
объясняет сдержанность позиции КНР в данном вопросе.
Что касается созданной в 1975 г. ГЯП, то она контролирует
международный переток расщепляющихся материалов и ядерных
технологий, стремясь, в частности, блокировать их попадание в страны, не
подписавшие Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Среди которых
находится также Индия, взявшая курс на резкое увеличение в национальном
энергобалансе доли ядерной энергетики, что повышает для неѐ значимость
членства в ГЯП.
Аргументация сдержанной позиции КНР в этом втором вопросе внешне
выглядит безупречно: необходимо сначала выработать согласованную
позицию нынешних членов ГЯП относительно всех неподписантов ДНЯО, а
уже затем обратиться конкретно к случаю Индии.
Скорее всего, в ходе встречи 22 февраля обе стороны в очередной раз
сказали и услышали в ответ то, что говорят и слушают годами. С этим,
вероятно, связан общий характер упомянутого выше сообщения агентства
―Синьхуа‖.
В обеих странах пристально наблюдают за различными аспектами
военного строительства соседа и, в частности, за изменениями расходов на
оборону. Оборонный бюджет Индии возрос в 2016 г. почти на 10% по
сравнению с 2015 г., на что обратила внимание китайская Global Times.
Однако он всѐ равно втрое уступает китайским военным расходам
(которые на 2017 г. запланированы в объѐме около 150 млрд долл.), что
приблизительно соответствует соотношению ВВП Индии и Китая. Следует,
впрочем, иметь в виду, что главным геополитическим оппонентом КНР
являются США и китайское военное строительство нацелено прежде всего на
обеспечение противостояния с ведущей мировой державой.
В Дели с настороженностью относятся к грандиозному проекту создания
Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора. КПЭК пройдѐт по всей
территории Пакистана, включая земли бывшего княжества Кашмир, на
владение которыми претендует Индия.
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В НВО уже обсуждалось негативное отношение индийского руководства
к недавнему приглашению принять участие в реализации указанного проекта,
сделанное в конце 2016 г. генерал-лейтенантом пакистанской армии А.
Риазом.
В начале февраля с. г. министр планирования Пакистана Ахсан Икбал
почти буквально повторил слова А. Риаза о том, что ―вместо создания
препятствий Индии следовало бы присоединиться‖ к этому проекту. В
середине февраля представитель МИД Пакистана заявил о ―признаках
саботажа‖ со стороны Индии начавшихся работ в неспокойной провинции
Белуджистан.
Наконец, в начале марта китайское интернет-издание Global Times,
напомнив о ―нейтральной‖ позиции КНР в вопросе о принадлежности земель
бывшего Кашмира, также отметило ―контрпродуктивность возражений НьюДели против КПЭК‖.
Однако никаких позитивных изменений в индийской позиции
относительно данного проекта не наблюдается сейчас и, уверенно можно
утверждать, не появится в будущем.
Уже в текущем году негативным образом вновь напомнил о себе фактор,
связанный с пребыванием на территории Индии лидера мирового буддизма
Далай-ламы XIV, которого в КНР отказываются признавать в таком качестве,
называя его не иначе как ―лидером тибетских сепаратистов‖ и ―волком в
овечьей шкуре‖.
Поводом для очередного резкого заявления представителя МИД
КНР послужила на этот раз информация в индийских СМИ о
планировавшейся на начало марта ―миссионерской поездке‖ Далай-ламы в
северо-восточный штат Аруначал-Прадеш, на территорию которого
претендует Китай, где он называется Южным Тибетом.
Пожалуй, единственной сферой китайско-индийских отношений, в
которой (при желании) можно усмотреть некий позитив, является
двусторонняя торговля. Еѐ общий объѐм в последние два года находится на
солидном уровне в 70 млрд долл. Для Индии это составляет около 10%
общего объѐма внешней торговли и Китай занимает первую строчку в списке
еѐ торговых партнѐров (хотя ему на пятки наступают США). В то же время
вклад Индии в китайской торговле с внешним миром не превышает 2%
(США – 18%).
В торговле с КНР основной проблемой Индии (как, впрочем, и всех
других партнѐров Китая) является огромное отрицательное сальдо, которое к
тому же год от года растѐт (в основном за счѐт снижения объѐма индийского
экспорта). Если в 2015 г. дефицит в торговле Индии с КНР равнялся 45 млрд
долл, то в 2016 г. – 48 млрд долл. То есть отрицательное для Индии сальдо
составляет около двух третей общего объема еѐ торговли с Китаем.
Обращает на себя внимание позитивный настрой китайских публикаций
при обсуждении этой проблемы, в которых не только проводится анализ
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причин, но и даются (аккуратно сформулированные) советы по выправлению
сложившейся ситуации.
Со стороны Китая вообще отмечается стремление к выстраиванию
конструктивных отношений с Индией, но, естественно, не в ущерб
собственным стратегическим интересам и, в частности, (квази)союзу с
Пакистаном. В ―борьбе за Индию‖ с Вашингтоном Пекин явно не хочет
сдавать позиции без борьбы.
Не вызывает сомнения искренность мотивов приглашения Дели к
участию в том же КПЭК, а также в реализации более широкой концепции
―Возрождения Великого шѐлкового пути‖. Предлагается тесная кооперация в
крайне актуальных для обеих стран сферах защиты окружающей среды и
оптимальной эксплуатации водных ресурсов пограничных рек.
Однако за 70 лет, прошедших с момента образования КНР и
независимой Индии, в двусторонних отношениях уже накопился изрядный
потенциал скрытого и явного недоверия. И, как выше отмечалось,
мероприятия по его снижению пока, к сожалению, не выходят за рамки
политкорректной риторики, звучащей в ходе различного уровня
официальных контактов.
Всѐ это не добавляет оптимизма в оценках состояния и характера
развития отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами, а следовательно, и
мировой политической игры в целом.
Индия – Китай. Победа Моди на выборах (в марте 2017 г.) может
способствовать урегулированию пограничного вопроса с Китаем (в Аруначал
Прадеш).
Modi‘s poll victories give Beijing chance to solve border dispute with
New Delhi: Chinese media
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http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/modi-s-poll-victories-give-beijing-chance-to-solveborder-dispute-chinese-media/story-tBNt89MT7WmFxlpZ7vggWP.html

The ruling-BJP‘s victory in the recent assembly polls throws up an
opportunity for China to resolve the festering border question by engaging more
closely with an increasingly powerful and hard-line government in New Delhi,
Chinese state media said on Thursday.
Commenting on Prime Minister Narendra Modi-led BJP‘s ―sweeping victory‖
in electorally crucial Uttar Pradesh, nationalistic tabloid, Global Times, said it has
increased his chance to win in the 2019 general election.
The opinion piece said that so far no ―silver lining‖ has yet emerged on the
border dispute with Modi taking strong positions on foreign policy.
But the consolidation of power could give Modi the power to take decisive
steps, the article indicated.
This is not the first time that Chinese state media has said that the border
dispute (в Аруначал Прадеш – С.К.) could be resolved with India under Modi,
especially in the lead-up to his win at the centre in 2014.
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Since then, the expectations had tapered.
The latest assembly polls wins by BJP seemed to have brought the enthusiasm
back.
―Take the border disputes between Beijing and New Delhi. No silver lining
has yet emerged and Modi demonstrated his firm stance over the issue by
celebrating Diwali, India‘s biggest holiday, with soldiers at the Sino-Indian
border,‖ it said.
―But while seeming inflexible on the surface, hard-liners also have powerful
strength in coming to an agreement with others once they make up their mind,
given their executive ability and high efficiency,‖ writer Ai Jun wrote.
Ai added: ―That said, we can still be optimistic in resolving our divergences,
including border disputes, with New Delhi during Modi‘s term as long as both
sides are willing. For China, it is also an opportunity to give more consideration
over how to make breakthroughs in Beijing-New Delhi relations with a hard-line
Indian government.‖
―Modi‘s hard-line attitude is embodied in both his domestic policies, such as
the ban on high-value currency notes, and in his diplomatic logic,‖ it said.
The newspaper said that Modi has changed India‘s previous ―attitude of
trying never to offend anyone‖ and started to take clear stands in controversial
issues among other nations.
India‘s effort is now to maximise its own interests, the article said.
―He (Modi) enhanced New Delhi‘s ties with China and Moscow and applied
to be a member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. Yet he also upgraded
defence collaboration with the US and Japan, articulated his support for the US
rebalance to the Asia-Pacific strategy and Washington‘s stance on the South China
Sea issue,‖ it said.
Индия - Китай: напряженность в отношениях сохраняется
Каменев Сергей Наумович. Сетевой
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Заявление министра иностранных дел Китая Ван И, сделанное им на
пресс-конференции после завершения 5-й сессии Всекитайского собрания
народных представителей, о необходимости подумать над расширением
состава БРИКС, повергло в шоковое состояние руководство Индии.
Естественно, за этим стоит стремление Пекина не просто упрочить свое
влияние в этой международной организации, но и снизить таким путем роль
Индии. А это, наряду с предыдущими выпадами китайской стороны в
отношении Дели, однозначно может привести к дальнейшему нагнетанию
напряженности в индийско-китайских отношениях.
Не исключено, что Китай ожидает отсутствие негативной реакции на
потенциальное расширение БРИКС со стороны Москвы. Об этом
свидетельствует высказанное тогда же китайским министром мнение, что
«китайско-российские отношения в настоящий момент переживают лучший
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момент в своей истории и прошли испытание временем»; по его словам, «эти
отношения никак не подвержены влиянию внешних факторов». Скорее всего
под этим подразумевается невозможность со стороны Индии повлиять на
позицию России по вопросам российско-китайских отношений.
По мнению ряда зарубежных экспертов, вполне вероятно, что Пекин
намерен предложить ввести в состав БРИКС Пакистан. Реакцию Индии на
такое предложение легко предположить – она будет крайне негативной.
В рамках БРИКС это уже не первое столкновение двух ведущих
азиатских держав. В октябре 2016 г. во время саммита БРИКС в Гоа Китай
твердо настаивал на том, чтобы из заключительной Резолюции по итогам
работы встречи в верхах были убраны такие жесткие формулировки Индии в
отношении Пакистана как «государства - спонсора терроризма»; надо
отметить, что к позиции Китая присоединились и Россия, и Бразилия. В
конечном итоге, в тексте Резолюции осталась общая формулировка о
необходимости борьбы с международным терроризмом.
А еще раньше, в июне 2016 г., на заседании Группы ядерных
поставщиков в Сеуле Китай выступил резко против того, чтобы
удовлетворить заявку Индии принять ее в эту Группу и не учитывать при
этом стремление Пакистана также стать участником этой организации; более
того, при окончательном голосовании 12 государств поддержали точку
зрения Пекина. Причем голосовали «против» Индии не только «близкие
друзья» Пакистана вроде Китая и Турции, но и такие страны, которые не
заподозришь в чрезмерной симпатии к Пакистану ни невозможно отнести в
антипатии к Индии – это Австрия, Бельгия, Бразилия, Италия, Мексика,
Новая Зеландия, Россия.
Значительные военные расходы Индии в последние годы (Табл. 1)
обусловлены, как нам представляется, отнюдь не вооруженными
столкновениями со своим основным оппонентом – Пакистаном на Линии
контроля в Кашмире; по нашему мнению, это связано в первую очередь с
желанием максимально противостоять растущему военно-политическому и
экономическому влиянию Китая в Азии.
Таблица 1

Военные расходы ряда стран мира в 2015 г.,*
Место в
списке

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Страна

США
Китай
Саудовская Аравия
Россия
Великобритания
Индия
Франция
Япония
Германия
Южная Корея

Расходы,
млрд. долл.

Доля в мировых
военных расходах, %

Отношение военных
расходов к ВВП, %

596
215
87.2
66.4
55.5
51.3
50.9
40.9
39.4
36.4

36.0
13.0
5.2
4.0
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.4
2.4
2.2

3.3
1.9
13.7
5.4
2.0
2.3
2.1
1.0
1.2
2.6

1920
* Составлено по: Sam Perlo-Freeman, Aude Fleurant, Pieter Wezeman and Siemon Wezeman. Trends in World
Military Expenditure, 2015. // SIPRI Fact Sheet, April 2016, http://books.sipri.org/files/FS/SIPRIFS1604.pdf

К тому же в памяти индийского руководства, возможно, свежи еще
воспоминания о неприятных последствиях военного конфликта с Китаем в
1962 г., результатом которого стала китайская оккупация 38 тыс. км
индийской территории (а это практически территория Швейцарии) в северозападной части Гималаев на границе с Китаем штатов Джамму и Кашмир, а
также Химачал Прадеш (т.н. «западный сектор»).
Индия крайне настороженно относится к сооружению на территории
Пакистана Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК),
соединяющего г. Кашгар (Синьцзян-Уйгурский автономный район Китая) с
пакистанским глубоководным портом Гвадар на берегу Аравийского моря.
КПЭК проходит через всю территорию Пакистана с севера на юг и
представляет
собой
комплекс
инфраструктурных
транспортноэнергетических объектов со всей сопутствующей периферией, общим объем
китайских инвестиций превысит 54 млрд. долл. Повышенное внимание Дели
к этому проекту объясняется в первую очередь тем, что он реализуется в том
числе и на спорной территории пакистанского Кашмира, что вызывает
особое неприятие индийской стороны. Дели считает это своей территорией,
которую оккупировал Пакистан.
Однако Дели обеспокоен не столько экономическим проникновением Китая
через Пакистан на побережье Аравийского моря путем вложения миллиардов
долларов в развитие порта и непосредственно самого города Гвадар
(предполагается, что полная модернизация порта, построенного в 2007 г. с
помощью Китая, завершится к 2030 г.), сколько возможностью превращения
его в перспективе в военно-морскую базу ВМФ Китая на Тихом океане.
Поскольку препятствовать этому процессу Индия не в состоянии, индийское
руководство избрало иной путь для расширения своего влияния в зоне
Оманского залива и Аравийского моря – расширение торговоэкономического сотрудничества с Ираном, в частности, вложение
финансовых средств в развитие иранского порта Чабахар (расположен
примерно в 70-ти км от пакистанского порта Гвадар). В ходе визита
индийского министра нефти и газа Дхармендра Прадхана в Иран в апреле
2016 г. последний пообещал вложить не менее 150 млн. долл. в
модернизацию иранского порта. Здесь одновременно налицо и
прагматический интерес со стороны Дели к инвестициям в портовую
инфраструктуру Ирана: в условиях отказа Индии от участия в сооружении
газопровода «Мир» из Ирана в Пакистан (с планировавшимся продолжением
его в Индию) индийская сторона намерена получать газ из Ирана и в
сжиженном виде переправлять его по морю в штат Гуджарат, полагая в
перспективе построить для этих целей глубоководный газопровод.
Однако нужно заметить, что сложные политические отношения Индии и
Китая отнюдь не мешают их тесному торговому сотрудничеству. В
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частности, в последние годы Китай вышел на первое место по размеру
товарооборота с Индией, который достиг в 2015 г. 72 млрд. долл. (при этом,
из этой суммы китайский экспорт в Индию составил 63 млрд. долл.), по
сравнению, например, с объемом внешней торговли с одним из ведущих
торговых индийских партнеров - Саудовской Аравией - 37 млрд. долл. Для
сравнения укажем, что в 2012 г., например, товарооборот Индии с Китаем
был равен 65 млрд. долл., в то время как с Саудовской Аравией этот
показатель превышал 70 млрд. долл.
Представляется, что в ближайшей перспективе Китай останется
ведущим торговым партнером Индии, даже несмотря на сохраняющуюся
напряженность в их политических отношениях.
США и Япония используют Индию, чтобы противостоять Китаю
US, Japan using India to contain China: Chinese media
The Times of India. 13.03.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/us-japan-usingindia-to-contain-us-chinese-media/articleshow/57609047.cms

- The editorial said both US and Japan are using India to counter China
- All these seem to be strategic opportunities for India, but these are mere
traps, the editorial said
- If India changed perspective, it will discover more opportunities, it said
- A file photo of the embattled South China SeaA file photo of the embattled
South China Sea
BEIJING: India should not fall into the "trap" of the US and Japan who are
trying to use it to contain China, state-run Global Times said, underlining that such
a move may make New Delhi face more risks.
"Washington hopes to use New Delhi to contain China in the Indian Ocean.
Tokyo wishes to counter-balance China in the Pacific Ocean with the help of New
Delhi," an editorial in the Global Times said.
"All these seem to be strategic opportunities for India, but they are actually
nothing more than traps. Once India falls into them, the country will become a
pawn for the US and Japan and will lose numerous opportunities while facing more
risks," it said.
"As a nation which sees itself as a major power, if India relies on external forces
for its security, it will become more self-abased. The best path for India's
development is to be more open to its neighbours and join regional development
programmes such as the Belt and Road (Silk Road) initiative," it said.
The Asia-Pacific security pattern seems to have entered a phase of uncertainty
as the US seems to be increasing its military presence in the region though
President Donald Trump's strategy for the region is yet to be made clear, it said.
"Nevertheless, it won't stop China's rise. Both China and India have the
potential to play bigger roles in Asia-Pacific security," it said.
Referring to reports that external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj and US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in their phone conversations have agreed to
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intensify defence and security cooperation, the editorial said that India seems to be
wary about "enlarging gap" with China.
"In addition, with the enlarging gap in its competition with China, New Delhi
seems to be increasingly wary of Beijing's development. With Chinese railways,
ports and hydroelectric projects extending to India's periphery, the country is
haunted by its self-surmised "China's besiegement," it said.
"Mutual trust between China and India is not only about how they perceive
each other, but more about how they view themselves. Only when a country
becomes more confident in its development and strength, and more active in
providing the periphery with more opportunities, would it have broader strategic
horizons," it said.
Quite a few projects that China is involved in right now, including a number
of initiatives in the Indian Ocean, are what a major power is obliged to do in order
to integrate into economic globalisation, it said, adding they are based on mutual
benefit.
"If India changes its perspective, it will discover more opportunities rather
than threats," it said.
Индийцы полагают, что при Трампе Индии будет хуже вести бизнес с
США.
‗U.S under Trump will be a difficult partner for India to work with‘
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
11.03.2017.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/us-under-trump-will-be-a-difficult-partner-for-indiato-work-with/article17448975.ece?homepage=true

Big numbers: India is the ninth biggest trading partner of the U.S. and had a
trade surplus of about $26 billion with the U.S. in goods trade alone last year.
New trade policy signals confrontation with India
The new U.S. trade policy unveiled by Donald Trump administration earlier
this month could turn India‘s commercial ties with its second-biggest trading
partner more contentious, according to an international trade expert and a U.S
official.
―U.S will be a difficult partner to work with, particularly at the World Trade
Organisation (WTO),‖ said Moushami P. Joshi, international trade lawyer with
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, a leading Washington law firm. The Trump
administration‘s drive to reduce American trade deficit will bring India into sharp
focus, she said in an interview. India is the 9th biggest trading partner of the U.S
and India had a trade surplus of about $26 billion with the U.S, in goods trade
alone last year. The numbers on trade in services for last year would be available
this month. ―The Obama White House never once mentioned trade deficit with
India as a matter of concern. In fact, the discussions always were about the success
in growing trade. That cannot be the case from now on,‖ a U.S. administration
official who spoke on condition of anonymity told The Hindu.The official,
however, saw a silver lining in the potentially tough posturing that the new
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administration would take. ―The new environment would give Prime Minister
Modi the argument for more reforms. So, this might actually do some good.‖
―In 2016, voters in both major parties called for a fundamental change in
direction of U.S. trade policy. … because they did not all see clear benefits from
international trade agreements. President Trump has called for a new approach, and
the Trump Administration will deliver on that promise,‖ the President‘s National
Trade Policy Agenda for 2017 said. It reiterates Mr. Trump‘s campaign with its
four-point agenda — ―defending national sovereignty over trade policy, strict
enforcement of U.S. trade laws, using leverage to open foreign markets and
negotiating new and better trade deals.‖
―..this is for the first time that we have it all spelt out in a document, clearly
going against all traditional U.S positions on trade,‖ said Ms. Joshi. She said the
document that mentioned India dozens of times has direct implications for New
Delhi. ―The emphasis on opening [the] market for U.S agriculture products and
intellectual property are of particular significance for India,‖ she said.
―The push for agriculture directly affects India. We are in dispute at the WTO
with the U.S. on poultry. India does not allow poultry imports from the U.S and it
lost the case at WTO at two stages. Now, the U.S, is seeking punitive measures
against India.. We can expect they will go full speed to force open the Indian
market to U.S. poultry, under the Trump administration,‖ said Ms. Joshi. There
will be a push for dairy products and beef too, as the document is a signal to the
farming community in the U.S. that the Trump administration would stand by it,
said Ms. Joshi.
‗U.S. won‘t quit WTO‘
The document rejected multi-lateralism as the favoured trade route for the
U.S. but this is more in the context of FTAs such as NAFTA and TPP, which the
U.S. has already withdrawn from. As for WTO, the Trump administration will use
it more aggressively to push its trade agenda, Ms. Joshi said. The emphasis on
sovereignty essentially means the U.S. would not abide by WTO decisions that are
not in its favour, according to Ms. Joshi. ―Not that this is something new. The U.S.
has a very a poor record of enforcing WTO decisions that are against it anyway.
This administration is saying it upfront. Already, developing countries are forced
to go all the way to the final arbitration at WTO trade disputes, and even after that,
the U.S. does not comply,‖ she said.
This new stridency will impact India directly, she said. ―For instance, India
has filed a case against the U.S for subsidising its solar panel manufacturing in
certain U.S. states after we lost the case on solar panels brought by the U.S. .. India
cannot expect a resolution on the solar panel case against the U.S. any time soon.‖
India is also challenging certain provisions of the U.S. H-1B visa programme as
discriminatory against Indian companies and workers. ―Expect no solution for
years,‖ she said.
U.S is not going withdraw or walk away, according to Ms. Joshi. ―That is not
what the U.S is saying. To the contrary, WTO has been great for the U.S. ..What
they are saying is that we will not enforce WTO rulings that are against our
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domestic law. It will not withdraw, as there are so many negotiations at WTO in
which it has a stake, such as e-ecommerce, environmental goods and trade in
services.‖
India target of new U.S trade investigation
Meanwhile, India is among the target countries in a new investigation
launched by the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC). The investigation
initiated by the Obama-appointed U.S. Trade Representative, seeks to study the
―regulatory and policy measures in important markets abroad that may impede
digital trade,‖ ITC said last month. ―What they will be looking at is whether Indian
policies prevent U.S. companies from servicing clients in India or selling digital
products to India. Requirements such as localisation of servers, restrictions on data
transfer across boundaries. Any big technology company will have a stake in this,‖
Ms. Joshi said. ―If the ITC comes up with a conclusion, it will likely lead to a new
WTO complaint against India.‖
Индия хочет стать Постоянным членом Совета безопасности ООН и
отказаться от права вето на 15 лет.
No change in India‘s stance on UNSC veto: Syed Akbaruddin
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 10.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/nochange-in-indias-stance-on-unsc-veto-syed-akbaruddin/article17437687.ece?homepage=true

Will accept no-veto rule for first 15 years
India is ready to accept a United Nations (UN) permanent Security Council
seat without using a veto for the first 15 years, the MEA confirmed here on
Thursday.
Answering questions on the stand taken by India‘s Ambassador to the UN on
Wednesday where he addressed the General Assembly‘s Inter Governmental
Negotiations on behalf of Brazil, Germany, India and Japan (called the G-4), MEA
spokesperson Gopal Baglay said there had been ―no change in the government‘s
position‖ on securing veto power at the UNSC, but India did not wish to ―impede‖
the process.
In his submission Ambassador Syed Akbaruddin had said that India and other
G-4 countries were ready to accept a moratorium on using the veto.
―While the new permanent members would as a principle have the same
responsibilities and obligations as current permanent members they shall not
exercise the veto until a decision on the matter has been taken during a review
[expected after 15 years],‖ Mr. Akbaruddin said. ―The Indian Ambassador‘s
statement merely stresses that the matter of veto need not be made into something
to protract urgently needed reforms of the Security Council,‖ added Mr. Baglay.
According to officials, India is hopeful that the Chairpersons of the InterGovernmental Negotiations (IGN) will now put out a text recording every
country‘s views to take the reforms to the next step.
Showing flexibility
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―This is one way of keeping the process going, and to show some flexibility
on our part,‖ explained Chinmaya Garekhan, former Indian Ambassador to the
UN.
However, Mr. Garekhan said that he doubted India could uphold the
moratorium if there were any resolutions at the UNSC that affected India directly.
Индия размещает дроны из США на Линии контроля
India ‗deploys US-made drones‘ at LoC
The Express Tribune, March 9th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1350189/indiadeploys-us-made-drones-loc/

Spy craft with night-vision cameras deployed in Poonch, Rajouri sectors
ISLAMABAD: India has deployed US-manufactured drones along the Line
of Control (LoC) in the disputed Himalayan state of Kashmir region against
Pakistan in a development strategic and defence experts warn will destabilise the
region.
Although India is keeping mum on the deployment, sources in Pakistan
disclosed that the surveillance drones with night-vision cameras have been
deployed in Poonch and Rajouri sectors along the LoC.
India violates ceasefire along LoC
―The data centre of these drones has been established in Srinagar for
monitoring and dissemination of information to deployed troops,‖ sources added.
What is significant about the deployment is that it will not only add to the
already tense relationship between Pakistan and India but also complicate ties
between Islamabad and Washington.
Pakistan is upset over the development due to the fact that the United States
has refused to supply similar drones to Islamabad despite repeated requests.
―It is a matter of grave concern,‖ said former ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi.
He said Washington and New Delhi had signed a strategic partnership pact during
President Barack Obama‘s term and India has possibly acquired the US drones
under that agreement.
He suggested that the Pakistan government raise the issue with the US but at
the same time take appropriate measures to pre-empt any negative fallout of the
deployment of drones along the LoC.
India has been using surveillance drones supplied by Israel.
In July 2016, Pakistan shot down an Indian ‗spy drone‘ near the LoC in a sign
of the decades-old tension between the nuclear-armed neighbours. ―The spy drone
was being used for aerial photography,‖ the military‘s media wing said at the time.
But India‘s access to US-manufactured unmanned aerial vehicles is a real
worry for Pakistan.
Defence analysts caution that supply of armed drones to India can further
speed up an arms race in the region and also push the two hostile neighbours closer
to a military conflict.
Pakistan apprehensive of US-India defence deal
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In recent years, the Indian military establishment has been actively pursuing
programs to conduct swift and limited attacks against Pakistan, and acquiring
armed drones is a part of New Delhi‘s defence strategy.
For Lt Gen (retd) Talat Masood, who once headed the Pakistan Ordnance
Factories that supply arms and ammunition to the military, deployment of drones
would significantly increase the risk of war between Pakistan and India.
―The drones, which can reach anywhere in Pakistan, obviously can heighten
tensions and increase the risk of a conflagration,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
The development came at a time when tension between Pakistan and India is
running at an all-time high. The two states were close to a limited war when India
claimed that its special forces had conducted ‗surgical strikes‘ in Azad Kashmir in
the wake of a deadly attack on its military base in Uri in September last year.
Pakistan dismissed the claim as baseless and said India just staged a farcical
drama to divert global attention from a popular uprising in Occupied Kashmir.
The United States has dislodged Russia as the top arms supplier to India. New
Delhi is also on the cusp of sealing a US nuclear reactor deal worth billions of
dollars.
In return, Washington has given New Delhi access to high-end military
technology, such as a new system to launch planes off aircraft carriers, and leaned
on other countries to back India‘s membership in the Missile Technology Control
Regime, which cleared the way for the sale of the unarmed Predator.
India‘s military has also asked for the armed version of the Predator to help
target alleged militant camps in Pakistan but US export control laws prohibit such
a transfer.
In September, the US reportedly backed India‘s membership in the Missile
Technology Control Regime, a prerequisite for buying the drones, followed by a
letter from the Indian air force to the San Diego-based General Atomics, conveying
its willingness to purchase the Avenger.
The Avengers can fly for 18 hours, carry 3,500 pounds of munitions and
reach an altitude of 50,000 feet which will surpass Pakistan‘s more limited in range
and payload drone series. India‘s request for 22 Predator Guardian drones was
made in June, 2016.
Китай высказал предложение расширить БРИКС, включив в него еще
ряд стран (предложение – Пакистан, Шри Ланка, Мексика, т.е. страны,
поддерживающие Китай).
На встрече зам. министра Индии . The Times of India. 9.03.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/china-wants-brics-plus-to-include-friendlycountries-plan-might-hurt-indias-interests/articleshow/57542116.cms
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Индийская пресса о развитии отношений Индии с Израилем
Чернин В. (Велвл). 8 марта, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33163.

Hindustan Times, одна из самых крупных и авторитетных англоязычных
индийских газет (она издается с 1924 года, ее постоянная читательская
аудитория, по данным за 2008 год, составляла 6,6 миллионов человек. По
этому показателю она уступает в Индии только газете The Times of India),
опубликовала в понедельник 6 марта пространную редакционную статью,
посвященную назначенному на конец текущего года официальному визиту
премьер-министра Индии Нарендры Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль.
Редакторы газеты назвали этот визит историческим событием. По их словам,
предстоящая поездка Нарендры Дамодардаса Моди в Израиль это
уникальное событие частности потому, что до сих пор ни один премьерминистр Индии не посещал Государства Израиль, находясь в этой
должности.
Помимо этого, в упомянутой редакционной статье было особо отмечено
то, что, по мнению ее авторов, наблюдаются признаки приближающейся и
очень существенной перемены в политике Индии по отношению к арабоизраильскому конфликту. По словам редакторов газеты, «индийцы впервые
перестанут ставить дефис между Израилем и Палестиной» и как бы то ни
было увязывать свои отношения с Государством Израиль с отношениями с
Палестинской национальной ндминистрацией (ПНА).
«Такое решение больше подойдет взглядам Моди, согласно которым
внешняя политика Индии должна отражать возрастающее значение Индии в
мире и строго соответствовать ее национальным интересам и меньше
внимания уделять символическим действиям и идеологиям», — было сказано
в статье. Иными словами – применительно к арабо-израильскому конфликту
Индия должна исходить из своих интересов, сближающих ее с еврейским
государством, и не оглядываться на идеологические доктрины «борьбы
против израильской оккупации», которые не имеют к Индии никакого
отношения.
Далее авторы статьи описали «колоссальные перемены», которые
произошли в отношениях между двумя государствами с 1992 года, когда
между ними были установлены дипломатические отношения на уровне
посольств. Особо было отмечено, что Израиль является одним из трех
крупнейших поставщиков оружия индийской армии и основным источником
помощи в разработке индийской программы борьбы с террором. Обращает на
себя внимание тот факт, что Hindustan Times подчеркнула, что именно
Израиль является партнером «в разработке ядерного арсенала Индии», и что
«достаточно одного этого факта, чтобы понять, что Индия полагается на
Израиль со стратегической точки зрения более, чем на всякое другое
государство мира». В этом контексте уместно напомнить о том, что
израильские СМИ практически никогда не затрагивают вопросов, связанных
с ядерными разработками, осуществляемыми израильскими учеными и
специалистами в военной сфере. Соответственно и информация о
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сотрудничестве с Индией в сфере ядерных вооружений израильтянами
публично никак не обсуждалась.
Редакторы Hindustan Times добавили, что если бы Индия продолжала
идти по пути «дипломатической отстраненности» от Израиля, то, по их
мнению, «в этом не было бы никакой практической логики, и потому
поэтому визит Моди в Израиль – это возможность привести в соответствии
политическую и дипломатическую реальности». Имелось в виду, что на
протяжении длительного времени Индия развивала связи с Израилем в
различных сферах, но при этом старалась их не демонстрировать. В этом
смысле предстоящий визит премьер-министра Нарендры Дамодардаса Моди
в Израиль и его широкое обсуждение в индийских СМИ действительно
представляют собой едва ли не радикальную перемену тенденции.
Что же касается таких все еще раздающихся в Индии доводов против
укрепления связей с Израилем или хотя бы против их демонстрации, как
опасение по поводу того, «что скажут арабские государства», то авторы
редакционной статьи в Hindustan Times утверждают, что до сих пор арабские
государства не сказали ничего по этому поводу, несмотря на
продолжающееся уже не один год явное сближение Индии с Израилем.
Напротив, связи Индии с арабскими государствами только улучшились
именно в последние годы, несмотря на то, что параллельно с этим
Государство Израиль стало основным партнером Индии во многих сферах.
Тем не менее, индийская газета сочла необходимым присовокупить, что
«Индия не отступает от признания палестинского государства, а
соответственно и от своей веры в то, что решение (арабо-израильского
конфликта – В.Ч.) конфликта на основе принципа двух государства остается
актуальным». Вместе с тем, по мнению авторов, нет никакой логики в том,
чтобы ставить укрепляющиеся отношения Индии с Израилем в зависимость
от «гуманитарных обязательств Индии по отношению к палестинцам». Сама
по себе эта формулировка ставит ПНА на неизмеримо более низкий в
уровень в шкале приоритетов индийской политики. Палестинцы для
индийцев это не партнеры, пусть даже мелкие, а просто получатели некой
«гуманитарной» поддержки, которые ничего не могут предложить в замен.
Помимо этого, по мнению авторы редакционной статьи открыто
написали, что, по их мнению, «есть основания опасаться, что палестинское
национальное движение все в больше степени опирается на исламских
экстремистов», к которым Индия относится отрицательно. Последний пункт
имеет особое значение для Индии, которая собственно и ядерный потенциал
создала в качестве оружия сдерживания против мусульманского Пакистана.
Несомненно, соответствующим образом воспринимает его и большая часть
индийского общества, особенно сторонники премьер-министра Нарендры
Дамодардаса Моди, который, как известно, возглавляет националистическую
индуистскую партию «Бхаратия джаната парти», одним из пунктов
программы которой является противостояние мусульманской угрозе.
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Визит Моди в Израиль – пора поставить точки над i
On his visit to Israel, it‘s time Modi separates the diplomatic hyphen
The Hindustan Times. 6.03.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/editorials/on-his-visitto-israel-it-s-time-modi-separates-the-diplomatic-hyphen/storyzeZOd2V7YK622UGFMigXvL.html

The original secular Palestinian nationalism has increasingly being supplanted
by an Islamic identity that New Delhi finds unpalatable.(PTI)
The wheels are in motion for Prime Minister Narendra Modi to make a state
visit to Israel sometime later this year. Whatever the outcome of the visit, the very
act of visiting Israel will be historic. No serving Indian prime minister has ever
visited Israel. There are also increasing signals that Modi will break the traditional
diplomatic hyphen New Delhi has maintained between Israel and Palestine and
will not include a stopover in Palestine in his itinerary. Such a decision would fit in
with Modi‘s general attitude that Indian foreign policy should reflect the rising
global profile of India, adhere strictly to the national interest and be less concerned
about ideological and symbolic actions.
More fundamental is that such a trip would reflect the sea-change that has
taken place between India and Israel since the former normalised diplomatic
relations in 1992. Israel is now one of the three largest suppliers of arms and
weapons to India, a major source of assistance in the country‘s counterterrorism
programmes and, uniquely in the world, a partner in the development of India‘s
nuclear arsenal. The last fact alone would indicate Israel has become strategically
more trusted by India than any other country in the world.
That New Delhi should have continued to follow a path of diplomatic distance
and security promiscuity with Israel has not made any sense for several years now.
Modi‘s visit will hopefully bring diplomacy into alignment with political reality.
The arguments against such an act have proven demonstrably false. No Arab or
West Asian government has diluted its relationship with India. Quite the opposite:
New Delhi‘s relations with many such countries have never been more intimate.
There remains, however, a strong humanitarian and weaker strategic reason
for India to retain its support for Palestine. There can be no walking back from
India‘s recognition of the Palestinian state and, accordingly, its belief in a two-state
solution to that problem. But given the depth and breadth of India‘s relationship
with Israel versus the residual and largely humanitarian one it has with Palestine,
binding one strand to the other makes little sense. India, after all, makes exactly the
same argument when it tries to get other countries to drop the hyphen between
itself, the emerging power, and Pakistan, the failing rogue state. There is an
additional problem that the original secular Palestinian nationalism has
increasingly being supplanted by an Islamic identity that New Delhi finds
unpalatable. The coming Modi visit will be seen as radical. In truth it will be
realistic, introducing policy changes that should have been carried out many years
ago.
Китай заявил, что визит Далай-ламы в Индию разрушит их отношения
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China says Dalai Lama border visit will damage ties with India
Dawn, March 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318364/china-says-dalai-lama-border-visitwill-damage-ties-with-india

BEIJING: China is warning of ―severe damage‖ to relations with India and
increased regional instability if exiled Tibetan leader the Dalai Lama proceeds with
a visit to a disputed area along their still-unsettled border.
Beijing has expressed its concerns to New Delhi on numerous occasions and
urged India to ―avoid offering a state for the Dalai Lama to carry out anti-China
separatist activities,‖ Foreign Ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said at a daily
briefing on Friday.
―The invitation to the Dalai Lama by the Indian side to the contested area
between China and India will inflict severe damage on the China-India relationship
and peace and stability in the China-India border area,‖ Geng said.
The highest figure in Tibetan Buddhism was to visit Arunachal Pradesh in
coming weeks. China claims the partly ethnically Tibetan Himalayan state as its
own territory and the frontier between the two nuclear-armed Asian giants remains
tense more than 50 years after they fought a brief but bloody border war high in the
peaks.
Китай – Индия. Индия и Китай находятся на пике решения
пограничных вопросов.
India and China on the cusp of a final border settlement: ex-Chinese
negotiator
Atul
Aneja.
The
Hindu.
3.03.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/concession-on-tawang-can-resolve-indiachinaborder-row-dai-bingguo/article17400393.ece?homepage=true

In this January 17, 2012 file photo, Dai Bingguo (right) is seen with then
National Security Adviser Shivshankar Menon in New Delhi. "China and India are
now standing in front of the gate towards a final settlement of their boundary
question. Now, the Indian side holds the key to the gate," Mr. Dai said.
This can be triggered by an agreement along the eastern sector that
includes Tawang: Dai Bingguo
Indian and Chinese negotiators have moved close to the final settlement of
their disputed boundary, which can now be triggered by an agreement along the
eastern sector that includes Tawang, says a veteran Chinese diplomat.
Dai Bingguo, a former State Councilor and China‘s Special Representative
for the boundary talks with India that began in 2003, has asserted in an interview
with a Beijing-based publication that a final settlement of the boundary question
between China and India is within grasp.
"It is safe to say that after more than 30 years of negotiations, China and India
are now standing in front of the gate towards a final settlement of their boundary
question. The gate is a framework solution based on meaningful and mutually
accepted adjustments. Now, the Indian side holds the key to the gate," Mr. Dai told
the China-India Dialogue magazine.
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The former official stressed that the ―major reason the boundary question
persists is that China‘s reasonable requests have not been met.‖ He signaled that
China was likely to reciprocate in the western sector, which includes the disputed
Aksai Chin, if India demonstrated flexibility along the eastern boundary.
―If the Indian side takes care of China‘s concerns in the eastern sector of their
border, the Chinese side will respond accordingly and address India‘s concerns
elsewhere. In this way, both countries can shake off the nagging chains left by
colonialists and better work together to promote common development, achieve
respective rejuvenation and herald the arrival of the Asian Century,‖ Mr. Dai
observed. He stressed that China has managed to settle boundary questions and
develop friendship with 12 neighbouring countries, including Russia and Vietnam.
Referring specifically to Tawang, Mr. Dai underscored that the "disputed
territory in the eastern sector of the China-India boundary, including Tawang, is
inalienable from China's Tibet in terms of cultural background and administrative
jurisdiction.‖ He asserted that China "was not a signatory of the Simla Accord of
June 3, 1914," which established the McMahon line in the eastern sector. "From
the perspective of international law, the Simla Accord, as well as the ‗McMahon
Line‘ which it created, are not only unfair and illegitimate, but also illegal and
invalid,‖ he observed.
Mr. Dai highlighted that an Agreement on the Political Parameters and
Guiding Principles for the Settlement of the India-China Boundary Question,
which was signed in 2005 has been ―fundamental‖ in advancing the boundary
talks. He said that this agreement pinpointed that the two countries should make
―meaningful and mutually acceptable adjustments to their respective positions on
the boundary question in order to reach a package settlement‖. ―To this end, the
key is to implement ‗meaningful and mutually acceptable adjustments‘,‖ he
observed.
'Biggest dispute'
The former official pointed out that out of the disputes along the eastern,
middle and western sectors of the China-India boundary, the ―biggest dispute
involves the eastern section."
Mr. Dai praised India for pursuing an ―independent foreign policy,‖ anchored
to principle of maintaining its ―strategic autonomy.‖
―As Indians claim, their country insists on 'strategic autonomy' and is clear
about what it considers as acceptable foreign policy. I think this strategy is the
result of the common wisdom of generations of forward-thinking Indian politicians
and a policy that optimally serves India‘s fundamental interests for long-term
development.‖
Mr. Dai was confident that the era of a multi-polar world had materialised,
entailing that interaction among the big powers that included China and India
would determine "whether the international landscape can evolve in a peaceful
manner.""
'India not our rival'
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The former official insisted that China was not opposed to India‘s rise, and
did not subscribe to the view that Sino-Indian rivalry was unavoidable. "China will
neither see India as its rival nor contain India‘s development. He added:
"Responsible Indian politicians should not treat China as a competitor or target of
containment. In the eyes of China, even if there are some competitions between
China and India, they are supposed to be healthy competitions that will eventually
help both countries develop and progress, instead of political and strategic
competitions and zero-sum games."
Mr. Dai highlighted that the Chinese are ―delighted‖ that see the evolution of
India‘s "sound relationship"" with other countries, including the United States,
Russia, Japan and Europe.
Warns against Dalai visit
Meanwhile, China on Friday warned India against allowing the Dalai Lama to
visit Arunachal Pradesh, saying it would cause ―serious damage‖ to the bilateral
ties and peace in the disputed border region.
―China is gravely concerned over information that India has granted
permission to the Dalai to visit Arunachal Pradesh,‖ Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman Geng Shuang told the media here.
China claims Arunachal Pradesh as part of Tibet and routinely objects to any
visits by top leaders, officials and diplomats to the area.
China had also aired similar concerns in October last year, when India granted
permission to the Tibetan spiritual leader to visit Arunachal Pradesh at the
invitation of the State government. The visit is expected to take place this year.
―China is strongly opposed to the Dalai visiting disputed areas,‖ Mr. Geng
said.
―China‘s position on the eastern section of China-India border dispute is
consistent and clear. The Dalai clique has long been engaging in anti-China
separatist activities and its record on the border question is not that good,‖ he said.
Mr. Geng said China expressed its concern to India through formal channels.
‗Serious issue‘
―India is fully aware of the seriousness of the Dalai issue and the sensitivity of
China-India border question,‖ he said.
―Under such a background if India invites the Dalai to visit to the mentioned
territory, it will cause serious damage to peace and stability of border region and
China-India relations,‖ he said.
―We have expressed concerns to the Indian side, urged India to stick to its
political commitments and abide by important consensus the two sides have
reached on the boundary question, refrain from actions that might complicate the
issue, not provide a platform to the Dalai clique and protect the sound and stable
development of the Sino-India relations,‖ he said.
Китай – Индия. Индия предоставит возможность пребывания Далайламе на спорной территории («восточный сектор», Аруначал Прадеш).
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India to host Dalai Lama in disputed territory, defying China
The Express Tribune. 3.03.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1345026/india-host-dalailama-disputed-territory-defying-china/

The Tibetan spiritual leader will make a religious trip to Arunachal Pradesh
in April
NEW DELHI: Indian federal government representatives will meet the Dalai
Lama when he visits a sensitive border region controlled by India but claimed by
China, officials said, despite a warning from Beijing that it would damage ties.
India says the Tibetan spiritual leader will make a religious trip to Arunachal
Pradesh next month, and as a secular democracy, it would not stop him from
travelling to any part of the country.
China claims the state in the eastern Himalayas as ―South Tibet‖, and has
denounced foreign and even Indian leaders‘ visits to the region as attempts to
bolster New Delhi‘s territorial claims.
China criticises US over Obama meeting with Dalai Lama
A trip by the Dalai Lama, whom the Chinese regard as a dangerous separatist,
would ratchet up tensions at a time when New Delhi is at odds with China on
strategic and security issues and unnerved by Beijing‘s growing ties with arch-rival
Pakistan.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s administration is raising its public
engagement with the Tibetan leader, a change from earlier governments‘
reluctance to anger Beijing by sharing a public platform with him.
―It‘s a behavioural change you are seeing. India is more assertive,‖ junior
home minister Kiren Rijiju said in an interview.
Rijiju, who is from Arunachal and is Modi‘s point man on Tibetan issues, said
he would meet the Dalai Lama, who is visiting the Buddhist Tawang monastery
after an eight-year interval.
―He is going there as a religious leader, there is no reason to stop him. His
devotees are demanding he should come, what harm can he do? He is a lama.‖
The Chinese Foreign Ministry said on Friday the Dalai Lama‘s trip would
cause serious damage to India-China ties, and warned New Delhi not to provide
him a platform for anti-China activities.
―The Dalai clique has for a long time carried out anti-China separatist
activities and on the issue of the China-India border has a history of disgraceful
performances,‖ spokesman Geng Shuang told a daily news briefing.
China investing nearby
Visits of the Dalai Lama are initiated months, if not years in advance, and
approval for the April 4-13 trip predates recent disagreements between the
neighbours.
But the decision to go ahead at a time of strained relations signals Modi‘s
readiness to use diplomatic tools at a time when China‘s economic and political
clout across South Asia is growing.
No such thing as a ‗Muslim terrorist‘: Dalai Lama
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China is helping to fund CPEC, a new trade corridor across Pakistan and has
also invested in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, raising fears of strategic encirclement.
Last month a Taiwanese parliamentary delegation visited Delhi, angering
Beijing, which regards Taiwan as an integral part of China.
In December, President Pranab Mukherjee hosted the Dalai Lama at his
official residence with other Nobel Prize winners, the first public meeting with an
Indian head of state in 60 years.
Some officials said India‘s approach to the Tibetan issue remained cautious,
reflecting a gradual evolution in policy rather than a sudden shift, and Modi
appears reluctant to go too far for fear of upsetting its large northern neighbour.
India‘s foreign secretary, Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, was in Beijing last week
on a visit that analysts said was aimed at stabilising relations between the world‘s
most populous countries. (For graphic on India-China border, click
tmsnrt.rs/2mhBcGD)
Tangible shift
That said Modi‘s desire to pursue a more assertive foreign policy since his
election in 2014 was quickly felt in contacts with China.
At one bilateral meeting early in his tenure, Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj
asked her Chinese counterpart whether Beijing had a ―one India‖ policy, according
to a source familiar with India-China talks, a pointed reference to Beijing‘s
demand that countries recognise its ―one China‖ policy.
Dalai Lama warns of growing divide among Tibetans
―One India‖ would imply that China recognises India‘s claims to Kashmir,
contested by Pakistan, as well as border regions like Arunachal Pradesh.
India‘s hosting of the Dalai Lama since he fled to India in 1959 after a failed
uprising against Chinese rule has long irritated Beijing. But government ministers
often shied away from regular public meetings with the Buddhist monk.
―These meetings were happening before. Now it is public,‖ Lobsang Sangay,
head of the Tibetan government-in-exile based in the Indian town of Dharamsala,
said in an interview.
―I notice a tangible shift. With all the Chinese investments in all the
neighbouring countries, that has generated debate within India,‖ he said.
The chief minister of Arunachal Pradesh, a member of Modi‘s Bharatiya
Janata Party, met the Dalai Lama in New Delhi in October and officially invited
him to visit the state.
On the Dalai Lama‘s last visit in 2009, the state‘s chief minister met him. This
time he will be joined by federal minister Rijiju, a move the Chinese may see as
giving the trip an official imprimatur.
New Delhi has been hurt by China‘s refusal to let it join the Nuclear Suppliers
Group, the global cartel that controls nuclear commerce.
США–Индия. Убийство
обеспокоены безопасностью

индийца
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Indian techie killed in Kansas: Wife raises security concerns for Indians
in US
The Hindustan Times. 1/03/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indiantechie-killed-in-kansas-wife-raises-security-concerns-for-indians-in-us/storyPi64q8rjiMHqstzvdZDO7N.html

Sunayana Dumala, the wife of killed engineer Srinivas Kuchibhotla has paid
glowing tributes to her husband in a poignant Facebook post but has also raised
hard questions about the security of Indian immigrants in the US.
Kuchibhotla, 32, was shot dead at a Kansas bar last week in an apparent hate
attack. One of his colleagues at work Alok Madasani, also an Indian, and an
American citizen, who tried to stop the shooter, were injured in the incident.
―Many times, these issues are talked about for a few weeks and people tend to
forget about them afterward, but the fight must go on towards eradicating hatred
from the minds of people. So what is the (US) government going to do to stop hate
crime?‖ Sunayana wrote on Tuesday, barely a few hours after Kuchibhotla was
cremated in his home town.
―Lastly, to answer the question that is in every immigrant‘s mind, Do we
belong here? Is this the same country we dreamed of and is it still secure to raise
our families and children here?‖
Her posers came a few hours before US President Donald Trump broke his
silence on the Kansas shooting to condemn ―hate and evil in all its forms‖.
Sunayana had asked a similar question during a press briefing in the US
before returning home for the funeral.
―I will now ask (the) same question — on what basis we decide a person is
good or bad, and of course, it‘s not based on the colour of your skin. So what
decides that?‖ she said in her post, apparently referring to the alleged shooter
Adam Purinton‘s claim later that he had shot dead two people from Iran.
A US Navy veteran, Purinton, 51, has been charged with manslaughter.
―…All of this, because of one person, who did not think of the impact his
deed would have on the victim‘s family,‖ she said before describing her reaction
when police visited their home to inform her about the shooting.
―I asked them (police) repeatedly, ―Are you sure?‖, ―Are you telling the
truth?‖, ―Did you see the man you are talking about?‖, ―Can you show me a picture
to identify?‖, ―Is the man that you are talking about 6‘ 2‘‘?‖ They were just
nodding their heads saying yes.‖
She described her first ―meeting‖ with Kuchibhotla at a now-defunct social
networking, Orkut, their brewing romance that culminated in their marriage ―after
6 years of close friendship‖.
Расширение военного сотрудничества между Израилем и Индией
Чернин В. (Велвл). http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32870. 25 февраля, 2017.

В минувший четверг на интернет-сайте индийской газеты India today
было сообщено о том, что правительство Индии достигло договоренности с
Израилем о сделке на 2,5 миллиардов долларов США, в рамках которой
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Индия приобретет у израильского военно-промышленного концерна «Таасия
авирит» ракетные системы класса «земля – воздух» среднего радиуса
действия MR-SAM. Со ссылкой на неких неназванных высокопоставленных
представителей индийского правительства было сообщено также, что
премьер-министр Нарендра Дамодардас Моди лично согласовал условия этой
гигантской сделки «для того, чтобы защитить небо Индии от самолетов и
беспилотников ее врагов». Эта информация нашла довольно широкое
отражение в израильских СМИ.
Упомянутые ракетные системы начали разрабатываться в 2009 году,
причем работы велись одновременно как в Израиле, так и на территории
Индии. Система MR-SAM способна поражать воздушные цели на дистанции
50-70 км.
Упомянутая сделка включает в себя приобретение 40 единиц пусковых
установок и 200 ракет. Сообщается, что индийская армия намерена
мобилизовать и задействовать для обслуживания и эксплуатации этих
ракетных систем 5 полков. Поставки ракетных систем MR-SAM индийской
армии начнутся через 72 месяца с момента подписания договора, и они будут
готовы к развертыванию на местности в 2023 году.
Помимо этого, в израильских СМИ было сообщено со ссылкой на
индийские источники, что военно-промышленные концерны Израиля и
Индии совместно разрабатывают сейчас ракеты дальнего радиуса действия
класса «земля-воздух» LR-SAM. Эти ракеты будут устанавливаться на
боевых кораблях.
Как сами по себе факты соглашения о поставке израильских ракетных
систем индийской армии и совместных израильско-индийских военных
разработок, так и то, что о них было официально сообщено, являются
отражением продолжающегося на протяжении ряда лет процесса сближения
между двумя странами и изменения позиции Индии в отношении арабоизраильского конфликта.
В этом контексте уместно напомнить о том, что в ноябре прошлого года
президент Израиля Реувен Ривлин посетил Индию по приглашению своего
индийского коллеги Пранаба Кунара Мукерджи. За год до этого президент
Индии впервые в истории посетил Израиль. В ходе своего визита он
выступил на специальном пленарном заседании Кнессета. «Связи между
нашими народами существуют еще с древности, с тех пор как евреи
высадились на нашем западном побережье более двух тысяч лет назад, —
сказал тогда индийский президент, — Еврейский народ был и всегда будет
неотъемлемой частью нашего общества (современное еврейское население
Индии составляет, согласно оценкам, всего 5 тысяч человек, из которых
более половины проживают в Мумбае. Помимо этого, в штатах Трипура и
Мизорам на востоке Индии проживают несколько тысяч представителей
народностей мизо и куки, перешедших в иудаизм. Численность
репатриантов из Индии и их потомков в Израиле превышает, согласно
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оценкам, 100 тысяч – В.Ч. ). Индийский народ всегда ценил израильское
новаторство в сферах сельского хозяйства, науки и инженерии».
Посол Израиля в Индии Даниэль Кармон сказал тогда в беседе с
журналистами, что визит индийского президента в Израиль «является
проявлением отношений, которые вышли на поверхность. Отношения между
Индией и Израилем очень особенные, и они развиваются и укрепляются с
1992 года (…) В прошлом внешняя политика Индии основывалась на
предположении, что хорошие отношения с арабскими государствами якобы
противоречат укреплению связей с Израилем. Было умалчивание,
скрытность, избегание публичности в отношении этих связей. И конечно, не
говорили о военных связях».
В 1992 году Индия установила полные дипломатические отношения с
Израилем (до этого Израиль был представлен в Индии только консулом в
городе Бомбее — нынешнем Мумбае), где сосредоточена большая часть
евреев Индии. Однако пока у власти в Индии оставалась партия Индийский
национальный конгресс, отношения между двумя странами по-прежнему
были довольно прохладными. В 1998 году, когда националистическая
индуистская партия «Бхаратия джаната парти» («Индийская народная
партия») впервые пришла к власти, ее ставший премьер-министром лидер
Атал Бихари Ваджапаи считался одним из самых больших зарубежных
друзей Израиля. В сентябре 2003 года тогдашний израильский премьерминистр Ариэль Шарон совершил официальный визит в Индию.
Даниэль Кармон добавил в упомянутом выше выступлении перед
журналистами, что принципиальные перемены в индийско-израильских
отношения произошли, тем не менее, только после того, как в 2014 году
премьер-министром Индии был избран Наренда Дамодардас Моди,
нынешний лидер «Бхаратия джаната парти». Следует пояснить то, что посол
не счел тогда нужным разъяснять детально: «Бхаратия джаната парти»,
придерживающаяся идеологии индустского национализма, рассматривает
еврейское государство в качестве своего союзника в борьбе против
исламской угрозы. Этим в первую очередь и объясняются радикальные
перемены в сторону улучшения отношений Индии с Израилем – и, в
частности, расширение двустороннего сотрудничества в военной сфере,
которые произошли после прихода этой партии к власти в Индии.
Израиль и Индия развивают военные связи
India, Israel to develop missile for Army
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 24.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-israelto-develop-missile-for-army/article17356342.ece?homepage=true

17,000-crore deal approved by Cabinet panel ahead of Modi‘s visit to Tel
Aviv likely in June
Ahead of the first visit of an Indian Prime Minister to Israel later this year,
India has approved a deal to develop jointly a medium range surface-to-air missile
(MR-SAM) system for the Army in a 17,000-crore deal.
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This is the latest in a series of other variants of SAM systems for the Navy
and the Air Force being jointly developed with Israeli help under deals estimated at
billions of dollars.
Joint development
The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS), headed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, which met on Wednesday, gave the go-ahead for the deal to be
executed by the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI). A source said Mr. Modi is likely to visit Israel in
June, and preparations were currently under way in both countries.
The deal is for five regiments of the missile, which consists of 40 units and
200 missiles. It has a range of 50-70 km.
―The system will be based on the older Barak system of Israel, which is in use
in India. It is being changed as per requirements,‖ a defence source said on
Thursday.
The systems will be manufactured in India and would have an 80%
indigenous content.
The DRDO would play a crucial role in developing the target homing system.
Deliveries would begin in 2023, a source said.
The two countries are also in an advanced stage of negotiations for the
purchase of two more long-range Phalcon Airborne Warning And Control System
(AWACS). The CCS had approved the deal for additional AWACS last year
expected at a cost of 7,500 crore.
Russian partnership
India currently operates three Phalcon AWACS Israeli radars mounted on
Russian IL-76 transport aircraft, under a $1-billion tripartite deal with Russia,
signed in 2003.
Russian officials said at the recent Aero India that India had already ordered
two IL-76 aircraft to be converted to AWACS. Officials said they were hopeful of
a deal during Mr. Modi‘s visit, and added that discussions were under way for
additional long-range drones. India and Israel have stepped up their defence
relations since Mr. Modi came to power.
Сложные индийско-китайские отношения.
Дефицит доверия между Пакистаном и Индией проистекает от
расширения связей Пакистана с Китаем
Trust deficit with India stems from misgivings over China-Pakistan ties:
Experts
Sutirtho Patranobis. Hindustan Times. 23.02.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/trust-deficit-with-india-stems-from-misgivings-over-china-pakistan-relations-say-chineseexperts/story-j9F5L67AXkKx4oyfyaNIGJ.html

Official news agency Xinhua quoted foreign ministry spokesperson Geng
Shuang as saying that the disputes between China and India ―are not bilateral but
multilateral‖.
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Sino-Indian relations continue to suffer from a trust deficit partly due to New
Delhi‘s misgivings over strategic and military ties between Beijing and Islamabad,
Chinese experts have said, hinting that the two neighbours were unlikely to resolve
their bilateral disputes anytime soon.
Official news agency Xinhua quoted foreign ministry spokesperson Geng
Shuang as saying that the disputes between China and India ―are not bilateral but
multilateral‖. This, in other words, could mean that China is likely to continue
blocking India‘s entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), prevent Pakistanbased Masood Azhar from being designated as a terrorist at the UN, and keep
building the contentious China-Pakistan Economic Corridor – which passes
through Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir.
Foreign secretary S Jaishankar on Wednesday concluded his two-day Beijing
visit with a marathon strategic talk with executive vice-foreign minister Zhang
Yesui. More than five hours of exchanges later, the conclusion seemed fairly
mundane – officials shared their respective concerns and unease over issues, tried
to place emphasis on rare meeting points, and vowed to continue bilateral
engagements at various levels.
Read: Masood Azhar ban: Burden of proof not on us, India tells China
―Of course, we have problems… like the trust deficit, the media war. India‘s
opposition to the one belt-one road project is also not positive. I firmly believe it is
beneficial to both sides,‖ Wang Dehua, an advisor to the China Association of
South China, told HT.
Wang said apart from the festering border question, India and China also
differ on the definition of terrorism. The observation was a reference to the
existing bilateral differences over Jaish-e-Mohammed founder Azhar.
―India always wants to portray Pakistan as a ‗supporter of terrorism‘ before
the international community, which makes it easier for the country to link counterterrorism to the Sino-Pakistani relationship and blame China‘s support to Pakistan
over some issues,‖ Lin Minwang, South Asian expert at Fudan University‘s
Institute of International Studies, told the state-controlled Global Times. India does
not understand the significance of Sino-Pakistani friendship, Lin added.
Read: Need dialogue to reduce strategic misunderstandings with India, says
China
Stating that the definition of terrorism could differ from entity to entity, Wang
said, ―Remember how Palestinian leader (Yasser) Arafat once said that the US was
a terrorist state? We should also recall that there was violence in Tibet in the past.‖
China firmly opposes the Dalai Lama, an India-based Tibetan leader who is
considered a separatist by Beijing.
Speaking on the NSG issue, Wang said the problem lay with India, not China.
After all, it was India‘s reluctance to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty that has
caused the stalemate, he added.
According to the Global Times, China is not the only stumbling block on
India‘s road to NSG membership. ―India blames China for blocking it from the
NSG, but many other members – including Brazil, Austria, New Zealand, Ireland
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and Turkey – are also opposed to India‘s bid because India has not signed the
NPT,‖ it said.
Wang said New Delhi‘s invitation to three MPs from Taiwan, which Beijing
regards as a breakaway region, has raised suspicions that India was trying to tinker
with the country‘s ―one-China policy‖.
Lin claimed that trade was also a problem between the two sides. ―India‘s
trade deficit with China is increasing because many Chinese products – such as
small household appliances – meet the needs of the Indian market.‖
However, the expert called on India to understand the ―dynamic‖ nature of
free trade. ―China also suffered from huge trade deficits with other countries at the
beginning of its reforms,‖ he said.
Стратегические переговоры Индии с Китаем – почти дружеские (в
Пекине)
Strategic talks with India held in friendly atmosphere, says China
Sutirtho Patranobis. Hindustan Times. 23/02/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/strategic-talks-with-india-held-in-friendly-atmosphere-says-china/storyvvVEy2PHxtj0Yq9gjPiYNM.html

Chinese experts said that ―mistrust‖ between India and China will not allow
the differences between the two countries to be settled easily. (PTI)
China on Thursday played down the differences that marked the strategic
dialogue with India and insisted the talks were held in an ―overall friendly‖
atmosphere.
Foreign secretary S Jaishankar on Wednesday concluded his two-day Beijing
visit with a marathon strategic talk with executive vice-foreign minister Zhang
Yesui. Earlier, he met foreign minister, Wang Yi and China‘s top diplomat, state
councilor, Yang Jiechi.
Speaking to the Indian media after the meetings, Jaishankar said it was made
clear to the Chinese officials that overwhelming evidence – and support – had been
gathered against Pakistan-based terrorist Masood Azhar, for proscribing him in the
United Nations.
Chinese experts said that ―mistrust‖ between India and China will not allow
the differences between the two countries to be settled easily.
However, foreign ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang said: ―The dialogue
reached the goals as expected and is of positive significance for bilateral
relations.‖
―Both sides agreed to maintain the momentum of bilateral relations in the
spirit of agreement of two leaders, work out a good programme for 2017 at various
levels, advance practical cooperation, strengthen coordination and cooperation on
regional and international issues,‖ he said when asked to comment about the
meeting on Thursday,.
―In friendly atmosphere, the two sides had an in-depth and comprehensive
exchange of views on bilateral relations, international situation and other issues of
mutual interest. The two sides reached extensive consensus and shared the view
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that with similar national conditions, stage of development, China and India have
extensive converging interests and huge potential for cooperation,‖ Geng said.
―The overall impression is, this dialogue was held in a friendly atmosphere.
The two sides had an in-depth and comprehensive exchange of views and reached
extensive agreement,‖ he said.
Geng‘s comments came hours after India dismissed China‘s contention that it
has not furnished enough evidence against Azhar, with Jaishankar telling senior
Chinese officials that the burden of proof is not on New Delhi.
China‘s efforts to block moves to sanction Azhar at the UN, despite its
―principled‖ stand on counter-terrorism, was a political decision, he said on
Wednesday.
Jaishankar also reiterated India‘s concerns on the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) that passes through PoK, making it clear that it was a
―sovereignty‖ issue and the reason why New Delhi will not be part of the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), a massive inter-continental connectivity project floated by
President Xi Jinping.
On the Azhar issue, Jaishankar made it clear to Chinese officials that the
burden of proof is not on India.
The international community is convinced of Azhar‘s culpability and it was
the US, UK and France which had moved the latest proposal at the UN Security
Council to get the Jaish-e-Mohammad chief proscribed, he added.
Впервые пройдет стратегический диалог Индия – Китай в Пекине 22
февраля 2017 г.
India-China talks: Masood Azhar‘s UN ban, NSG row among 5 things on
agenda
Jayanth Jacob. Hindustan Times, Feb 21, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indiachina-talks-masood-azhar-s-un-ban-nsg-membership-row-among-5-things-to-watch-out-for-duringforeign-secy-jaishankar-s-visit/story-t6QtUvJDp9I1Rr4uztSF6L.html

Foreign secretary S Jaishankar will be in Beijing on February 22 for the first
India-China strategic dialogue, a new mechanism set in place last year for greater
engagement between the two sides.
The visit comes within weeks of China again blocking efforts to get Jaish-eMohammed chief Masood Azhar banned by the UN. India‘s NSG bid, which
Beijing has opposed, is another sticking point.
Five things to know about the foreign secretary‘s visit:
1) The India-China strategic dialogue is the latest effort to address the
differences that hamper ties between the two Asian giants. China is India‘s biggest
neighbour. Frequent bilateral exchanges and high-level meetings are expected to
offer a better understanding between the two sides on issues varying from border
incursions to trade imbalance.
Read: Beijing says no ‗solid evidence‘ against Azhar
2) India is upset with China for again putting a technical hold on a proposal to
get Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar on a UN list of
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designated terrorists. India blames Azhar for masterminding last year‘s attacks on
the Pathankot airbase and an Indian Army camp in Uri that left 19 soldiers dead.
Pakistan‘s all-weather ally China says it needs more proof against Azhar,
whose inclusion on the list would cripple his ability to organise militant strikes.
China says it shares India‘s concerns over terrorism but it has chosen to go with
Pakistan when acting against militant groups is concerned.
Read: China nears military parity with West; India watchful
3) Over the last year, the nuclear suppliers group has emerged as another
point of discord between the two countries. China has blocked India‘s efforts to
join the 48-member club that controls global trade in nuclear technology. China is
calling for a criteria-based approach for the inclusion of countries such as India
which have not signed the non-proliferation treaty. Pakistan, too, has applied for an
NSG membership. Like India, Pakistan is not part of the NPT regime and China is
trying to yoke New Delhi‘s entry with that of Islamabad.
4) China is India‘s biggest trading partner outside the European Union. The
bilateral trade is worth more than $70 billion, heavily tilted in favour of China.
Chinese investment in India grew by 7.5 % in 2016 to $1.06 billion but political
differences are holding back a big economic push. Trade and economy will top
Jaishankar‘s discussions with Chinese officials.
5) China is hosting BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)
summit this year. Regional and international issues will come up during
Jaishankar‘s talks with Chinese side.
Военное сотрудничество России и Индии
Take lead in jet project: Russia
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 17.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Take-leadin-jet-project-Russia/article17316389.ece?homepage=true

Countries have a pact to jointly produce new design
The fifth generation fighter aircraft to be developed jointly by India and
Russia will be an entirely new machine based on the Russian fifth generation jet
which is already flying, a senior Russian industry official has said. The two
countries are negotiating the contract.
This year, India and Russia are likely to conclude several big-ticket deals
worth billions of dollars. They include the S-400 long range air defence systems,
Kamov-226T utility helicopters and additional Mi-17 helicopters.
―This is an entirely new project [FGFA] for building a new aircraft. We have
designs and plans … but we cannot commit ourselves unless we see a willingness
to continue [from India],‖ said Victor N. Kladov, Director of International
Cooperation and Regional Policy of Rostec, Russian state corporation. He was
speaking to a select group of journalists at Aero India on Thursday.
On the delay in concluding the contract, Mr. Kladov observed that there were
some deliberations within the Indian government on the project. ―The ball is on the
Indian side... we are waiting,‖ he said.
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S-400 contract
Mr. Kladov had on Wednesday held discussions with Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar, during which FGFA figured prominently.
In 2010, India and Russia signed a preliminary design agreement to jointly
produce the FGFA for use by both the countries, after which each had invested
$295 million for preliminary design. But despite several rounds of discussions, the
two countries have so far failed to reach a contract.
On the S-400 Triumf, Mr. Kladovv observed that negotiating a contract took
―no less than a year,‖ as there were thousands of documentations to be discussed.
―We made our initial request to India. In March, they invited us for negotiations…
We are hopeful of signing the contract this year… or in the first half of next year,‖
he said.
В Индии в военной «Аэро Индия 2017» активно участвуют США.
Indian aero fete showcases US strategic ties
Dawn. February 14th,
showcases-us-strategic-ties

2017.

http://www.dawn.com/news/1314670/indian-aero-fete-

NEW DELHI: A high-level US delegation, replete with an array of military
platforms and personnel, will participate in the Aero India 2017 exhibition which
opens in Bangalore on Tuesday, and of particular interest will be cooperation that
appears to be looking at navigation in South China Sea and Maoist rebels in India‘s
heartland.
―US participation in Aero India provides industry and the military services
opportunities to strengthen military-to-military relations and invigorate defence
cooperation as we work together to safeguard against global instability, protects
freedom of navigation in the air and sea, and combat terrorism and violent
extremism,‖ the embassy said.
The term violent extremism appears to be similar to left-wing extremism that
India uses to separate a clutch of secular insurgents holding forth across the
country from Muslim extremists.
―This robust public and private participation from the United States in Aero
India demonstrates the importance we place on advancing our Major Defence
Partnership with India,‖ the embassy said.
US assets this year include F-16C Fighting Falcons, a P-8A Poseidon
maritime patrol and reconnaissance aircraft and a C-130J Super Hercules transport.
A Pacific Air Forces F-16 demonstration team will showcase the capability of one
of the US Air Force‘s leading fighters and a combined India-US parachute
demonstration is also planned.
Over 20 US companies are participating in fete, 17 with exhibits in the US
Partnership Pavilion with three companies recently entering the Indian market and
five new to the show, the statement said. A senior US navy officer recently told
Indian journalists in New Delhi that the United States was helping India track
Chinese submarines in the Arabian Sea.
The US government delegation includes MaryKay Carlson, Chargé d‘Affaires
of the US Mission to India; Beth McCormick, Director for the Defence
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Technology Security Administration; Heidi H. Grant, Deputy Under Secretary of
the Air Force and others.
Индия и США провели переговоры по строительству завода по сборке F16 в Индии (во время выставки «Аэро-Индия 2017» в Бангалоре).
India and US in talks on F-16 jet factory
The News. 17.02.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/186818-India-and-US-in-talkson-F-16-jet-factory

BENGALURU: U.S. defence company Lockheed Martin said on Thursday
that talks were taking place between the United States and the Indian government
over its offer of setting up a factory to produce F-16 fighter planes in India.
Lockheed is pushing ahead with its proposal to transfer the F-16 production
line to India to supply the Indian air force, but it understands that U.S. President
Donald Trump's administration may want to take a fresh look at such plans.
"The conversation at this point has progressed between governments,"
Randall L Howard, Lockheed's head of F-16 business development, told reporters
at an air show in the southern Indian city of Bengaluru.
"We have had very strong support up to this point from the U.S. government.
We are deferring any concerns over to the two governments as discussions have
progressed to the point where requirements need to be more fully articulated,"
Howard said, adding that Lockheed Martin is fully supportive of those discussions.
Trump's criticism of U.S. auto and drug companies moving manufacturing
overseas and then selling goods back to the United States has raised concern over
Lockheed's plans, though in this case the factory would supply the Indian military
rather than export to the United States.
India's defence ministry issued a request last year asking foreign
manufacturers if they were willing to produce a single-engine combat plane in
India in collaboration with a local partner as part of the government's drive to build
a domestic industrial base and reduce imports.
Sweden's Saab is the other contender, offering to make its Gripen fighter in
India.
India's air force desperately needs new planes to replace its ageing fleet of
Soviet-origin fighters.
Россия и Индия вновь вернулись к идее совместного строительства
вертолета в первую очередь в Индии (Ка-226), из 200 штук 140 – в Индии
India, Russia seek to revive stalled helicopter venture
The Nation. 15.02.2107. http://nation.com.pk/international/15-Feb-2017/india-russia-seekto-revive-stalled-helicopter-venture

BENGALURU: India and Russia are nearing a joint venture to make light
helicopters in India, reviving a plan announced by Russian President Vladimir
Putin in 2015.
Delhi needs to replace hundreds of ageing utility helicopters deployed along
its Himalayan border with China as well as in the disputed Kashmir region.
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This means an initial order of 200 Kamov-226 helicopters, of which 140 will
be built in India as part of Prime Minister Narendra Modi's drive to build a
domestic defence industrial base and cut imports, is expected to be increased.
And final documents relating to the $1 billion Kamov deal involving Russian
Helicopters, Rosoboronexport and India's state-run Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL)
has been submitted to Putin, HAL's chief T. Suvarna Raju, told reporters on
Wednesday.
While India has sealed deals with the United States for 22 Apache attack and
15 heavy lift Chinook helicopters at total cost of about $2.5 billion, plans to buy
Russian helicopters and fifth generation fighter aircraft have been dogged by
problems.
"There are issues between parties, but these are being tackled," Sergey
Goreslavsky, deputy director general of Rosoboronexport, said at India's biggest
air show in the southern city of Bengaluru.
A team will assess the Indian manufacturing facilities over the next few
months. "We are keeping our fingers crossed about launching production this
year," an executive at Russian Helicopters said.
The executive, who did not want to be named, said the joint venture will be
modelled along the lines of Brahmos, the India-Russia entity producing supersonic
missiles, which which military analysts say are among the deadliest in their class.
Russia was long the main supplier of military equipment to India, but Delhi
has turned to France, Israel and increasingly the United States for supply of
hardware in recent years.
US aerospace and defence firms Lockheed Martin and Boeing have both
offered to set up production lines in India to make combat planes.
Шведский СААБ предлагает построить в Индии завод по производству
однодвигательных легких истребителей
Swedish defence giant offers to build high-tech jet production factory in
India
Dawn. 13.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314179/swedish-defence-giant-offers-tobuild-high-tech-jet-production-factory-in-india

Swedish defence giant Saab has offered to build a state-of-the-art fighter jet
factory in India should it seal a lucrative deal to supply hundreds of military jets to
New Delhi.
Saab and its US competitor Lockheed Martin have emerged as the
frontrunners to supply around 250 single-engine combat planes to India's air force
which wants to revamp its Soviet-era military hardware.
The Saab proposal would see ―the world's most modern‖ military aircraft
factory roll out the Gripen E fighter not just for India but the global market.
Know more: India offers to buy 200 foreign combat jets — if they're made in
India
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―It is an unrivalled offer that will set new standards in aeronautical
engineering excellence for decades to come, should India procure Gripen,‖ Saab
India chairman Jan Widerstrom said in a statement Friday.
The offer comes just days after Lockheed Martin indicated its plan to set up a
production line in India for its iconic F-16 combat aircraft was subject to approval
from the new administration under Donald Trump.
Saab's proposal also comes amid a push by Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
reduce India's reliance on expensive defence imports while it seeks to bolster its
military in the face of China's growing clout in the region.
Modi's government has raised the limit on foreign investment in the defence
sector and encouraged tie-ups between foreign and local companies under a 'Make
in India' campaign.
Saab said its proposal met the objectives of the world's largest defence
importer.
―Saab is offering an industrial facility that will be the centre-of-gravity for the
Made-in-India Gripen,‖ said Widerstrom.
Last year India signed a contract to buy 36 Rafale twin-engine fighter jets for
$8.8 billion after major delays and obstacles over the cost and assembly of the
planes in India.
Экс-президент Афганистана Карзай предлагает объединить усилия
Индии, России, Ирана для улучшения климата в Южной Азии («а Пакистану
нужно покончить с терроризмом»).
Join with Russia, China and Iran for South Asian Strategic Arc: Karzai
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 10.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Joinwith-Russia-China-and-Iran-for-South-Asian-Strategic-ArcKarzai/article17282572.ece?homepage=true

Karzai said that that the US must persuade Pakistan to end its ―policy of safe
havens to terrorist groups‖.
Calling for a stronger role for India in regional peace given ―confusing‖
signals from the United States, Afghanistan‘s former President Hamid Karzai says
there is a need for a ―Strategic Arc‖ in South Asia. Speaking at The Hindu‘s first
―The Huddle‖ conclave in Bengaluru, Mr. Karzai drew out the contours of the arc
for security in the region, which would run from Iran to Russia and China, calling
India the ―lynchpin‖ of South Asia.
―The United States, at the present juncture, is sending out signals of
confusion, arbitrariness, even distress,‖ warned Mr. Karzai, in his keynote address,
entitled ―Strategic Arc for South Asia: Why we need it‖. ―But it (US) is still the
world‘s single most powerful country, capable of more destruction than any other
power, should it be led that way in its anxiety,‖ he added. However answering
questions from the Chairman of Kasturi and sons N. Ram, he hoped that there
would be an opportunity for the US to reverse its policy on Afghanistan under the
new US President Donald Trump, particularly with better US-Russia ties.
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Calling for a revision in the US‘s Pakistan policy, Mr. Karzai said that that the
US must persuade Pakistan to end its ―policy of safe havens to terrorist groups‖.
―I love the people of Pakistan, but its military supports terrorists& extremists
across the border from us. The US must stop this,‖ he said. Mr. Karzai‘s words
come a day after the commander for U.S. and international forces in Afghanistan
General John Nicholson called for a ―holistic review‖ of US relations with
Pakistan at a Senate committee meeting in Washington, indicating a tougher
strategy with Islamabad.
Mr. Karzai‘s words are also significant as they signal a shift from the UScentric security structure for Afghanistan, where America has led anti-terror and
peacekeeping efforts in Afghanistan since it defeated the Taliban regime in 2001,
and denote a move towards Russia and China, which have not been major players
in Afghanistan since the 1980s.
―Russia and China are not in South Asia. But they are our immediate
neighbours. Their actions impact us, and ours them. If we are able to incorporate
them in a virtuous arc, if we throw our weight behind resolving any bilateral
hurdles within this arc that distort relationships, then we may be well on our way to
taking meaningful steps forward.‖
In particular, Mr. Karzai said that India must consider joining the China One
Belt One Road (OBOR) project, which if combined with India‘s Afghanistan-Iran
trilateral project for the Chabahar port to link them, would be what he called a
―win-win‖ situation for all. India has resisted calls from Beijing to connect about
10,000 kms of highways across Asia and Europe so far, objecting to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor that runs through Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. ―With
Pakistan blocking India‘s access to Afghanistan and Central Asia, OBOR and
Chabahar projects are the only alternative for India,‖ Mr. Karzai concluded.
США – Индия. Что означает для Индии высказывание Трампа
«Америка на первом месте»?
What ‗America First‘ means for India
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE
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http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/What-%E2%80%98America-First%E2%80%99-means-forIndia/article17205287.ece.

India is not on top of the mind for U.S. President Donald Trump. As he opens
multiple battlefronts, domestically and internationally, the onus is on India to
catch the attention of the new administration
―We… are issuing a new decree to be heard… in every foreign capital…
From this day forward, it‘s going to be only America first, America first,‖ said
Donald Trump, moments after taking oath as the 45th President of the United
States. Since then several world capitals have heard various renditions of this
decree, resulting in a more uncertain world. What does this decree mean for New
Delhi?
Many policymakers and observers in Washington DC see India-U.S. relations
as a case of American generosity. By extension, a section of the U.S. establishment
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has always argued for extracting more in return from India. Nudging the new
President to continue with the non-reciprocal approach towards India, strategic
expert Ashley Tellis wrote recently: ―The current U.S. commitment to the rise of
Indian power sans symmetric reciprocity… was anchored in the presumption that
helping India expand in power and prosperity served the highest geopolitical
interests of the United States in Asia and globally — namely, maintaining a
balance of power that advantaged the liberal democracies. Accordingly, it justified
acts of extraordinary U.S. generosity toward India, even if specific policies
emanating from New Delhi did not always dovetail with Washington‘s
preferences.‖
Slogans to policies
Mr. Trump‘s personality has two parts — the transactional and the
ideological. The transactional Mr. Trump believes that all international relations
are based on give and take, that there is something to be gained or lost from each
individual interaction with a global partner. There is no larger moral goal to be
pursued, such as promotion of democracy, free market or human rights, slogans
that explained, justified or even disguised American involvement with the world
for several decades now. The ideological Mr. Trump sees the world as one in
which Islam is threatening the existence of the Judeo-Christian civilisation. So
there are alliances to be built and wars to be fought to secure the survival of the
U.S. and Israel, of Christianity and Judaism, which he believes are threatened by
Islamist terror. The choreography of the inauguration and the measures he has
taken as President all indicate that such slogans that defined his campaign will turn
into policies. No measure is too extreme in pursuing that objective of countering
Islamism, as demonstrated by the attempted ban on citizens of seven Muslimmajority countries.
Mr. Trump would be open to dealing with India with an ideological frame of
reference and a pragmatic, transactional one, simultaneously. The question then
arises, on what terms and on what issues? Some tentative suggestions can be made
on what India must be mindful of.
Points of friction
At the ideological level, the defeat of Islamism could be a common ground
between Mr. Trump and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who too has both
ideological and pragmatic streaks. But a likely point of ideological friction could
be the Modi government‘s continuing crackdown on U.S.-based Christian charities
operating in India. Evangelical groups have far higher influence in the current
White House than in the previous one. Dealing with Mr. Trump‘s transactional
mode could pose another set of challenges. Both Mr. Modi and Mr. Trump have
pivoted their politics on a hybrid of religious identity and the promise of economic
betterment, defined more precisely as job creation. But they could be competing
for the same thing here. The growth of bilateral cooperation in recent decades has
involved a movement of U.S. jobs to India, and of Indian workers to the U.S.
―Your Prime Minister is a nice man,‖ Mr. Trump told Indian Ambassador to
the U.S. Navtej Sarna recently. High-ranking Indian officials, including National
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Security Adviser Ajit Doval and Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, have established
contact with senior officials of the new administration. However, at present India is
not on top of the mind for the new administration. As Mr. Trump opens multiple
battlefronts domestically and internationally, the onus would be more on India to
catch the attention of the new administration. Or perhaps, to stay low-key for a
while, as bilateral cooperation continues on autopilot in numerous areas such as
cyber security, intelligence sharing, space, disease control, maritime surveillance,
agriculture, education and climate change.
Pressure on H-1B
On the temporary movement of Indian workers to the U.S. under the H-1B
programme, the Trump administration has been clear that it will end its ―misuse‖.
The business model of Indian IT giants such as Infosys, TCS and Wipro is based
on their ability to locate a crucial part of their workforce in the U.S. who in turn
support the operation of jobs carried out in India. In recent years, partly in response
to the political resistance to offshoring of services in the U.S., these companies
have increasingly hired Americans in their local workforce. So a crackdown on H1B visas may not necessarily affect such companies, which will be able to function
by hiring Americans in America to support the bulk of the operations that are in
India. But anti-H-1B campaigners have changed their focus, to the business model,
and away from the guest workers. ―It does not serve any purpose to add restrictions
on workers coming to the U.S. as long there is a system that allows work to be
taken out of the country,‖ says Sarah Blackwell, a Florida-based attorney who has
been at the forefront of the campaign. ―We are, therefore, asking for changes that
will not allow these companies to relocate the jobs.‖
Meanwhile, the Trump administration will be willing to carry forward the
ongoing cooperation between the two countries in defence. The Obama
administration has all but cleared the sale of 22 Guardian unarmed drones to be
used for maritime domain awareness, and the new administration is likely to
complete the process. The Trump administration is also willing to go a step further
and favourably look at India‘s pending request for Avenger armed drones. After
being designated a major defence partner by the Obama administration, India‘s
requests for high technology are now considered with a ‗presumption of approval‘
as opposed to ‗presumption of denial‘. But each request is individually vetted and
the decision is largely a political one.
What will Mr. Trump want in return? Indian policy-makers, who remember
Barack Obama‘s warming up to China in the initial years, would be happy to see
some American pressure on Beijing. But Mr. Trump might want India to openly
partner with, or even be frontline in tackling, China, according to one view.
During his recent visit to Delhi, Admiral Harry Harris, the U.S. Pacific
Command (USPACOM) chief, reiterated a long pending demand that India sign
the COMCASA (Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement) that
would enhance joint surveillance of Chinese vessels. But Mr. Trump may put
pressure on other Asian partners first viz. his China policy, according to Sameer
Lalwani, Deputy Director, South Asia, at the Stimson Center. ―If the Trump
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administration pressures regional powers to do more to counter China, it will most
likely start with its allies like Japan, Korea, and Australia, which have the most at
stake and proximate capabilities. That said, the asymmetric generosity of U.S.
technology access and diplomatic support with little immediate return is unlikely to
persist. An administration committed to its transactional rhetoric will likely
demand more from the relationship with India.‖
Demand for troops
The previous Defence Secretary, Ashton Carter, had immense patience and
was sympathetic towards India‘s constraints in confronting China. The new
Defence Secretary, James Mattis, who made very favourable statements about
India during his confirmation hearing, could be more demanding. Moreover, it is
unclear how his Pakistan strategy will shape up. He and National Security Adviser
Michael Flynn are both Afghanistan-Pakistan veterans. India‘s consistent demand
that the U.S. bring more pressure on Pakistan to take action against terrorist groups
could be met with another demand from the Trump team — for Indian boots on the
ground in Afghanistan. By ratcheting up tensions with Iran, the Trump
administration has limited its latitude to pursue an Afghan policy less dependent on
Pakistan. India‘s reticence in sending its soldiers to fight wars elsewhere has
remained a U.S. grouse. In an effort to move closer to the U.S., the Vajpayee
government had considered sending troops to Iraq in 2003, but aborted the move
after domestic opposition. The Trump White House may be less understanding
about India‘s domestic sentiment.
It is also not clear whether the Trump team will be pro-active on India‘s bid
for membership in the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG). It is not impossible, but it
is also not likely. It is a different matter that America does not command that kind
of power today.
But many watchers of India-U.S relations think that the pragmatism of Mr.
Trump and Mr. Modi will prevail over their ideological streaks and will make them
good partners. ―Mr. Modi‘s Make in India approach and Mr. Trump‘s Buy
American, Hire American can go together,‖ a former State Department official
who dealt with India points out.
Трамп обхаживает Дели
Владимир
Скосырев.
26/7_6912_trump.html
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На фоне американо-индийского сближения Россия поставила оружие
Пакистану
Одним из первых зарубежных лидеров, с которыми президент США
Дональд Трамп провел беседу по телефону, стал премьер Индии Нарендра
Моди. Хозяин Белого дома обещал ему расширить двусторонние
экономические и военные связи. В то же время индийцы опасаются, что
новая американская администрация ограничит импорт программного
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обеспечения в страну и затруднит получение рабочих виз индийским
компьютерщикам.
Индийско-американские связи развивались интенсивно и при Бараке
Обаме. С тех пор как Моди пришел к власти в 2014 году, он четыре раза
побывал в США. Трамп решил продолжать эту линию. По его словам, Индия
– настоящий друг и партнер Америки в решении мировых проблем. Помимо
экономики и обороны лидеры обсудили положение с безопасностью в
Южной и Центральной Азии. Было заявлено, что они будут стоять плечом к
плечу против терроризма.
Как передает CNN, за последнее десятилетие торговля между двумя
странами выросла в пять раз и превысила 100 млрд долл. Но на горизонте
обозначились и разногласия. Трамп, обещавший вернуть рабочие места в
Америку,
возможно, положит конец
выдаче виз
H-1B для
высококвалифицированных иностранных специалистов. А из Индии, причем
при поддержке крупных IT-компаний, в Америку едут по этим визам много
молодых специалистов. Критики этой практики за океаном утверждают, что
она позволяет американским фирмам нанимать более дешевую рабочую силу
за счет «сыновей и дочерей земли».
Особенно встревожил индийские компании призыв Трампа в
инаугурационной речи: «Покупайте американское, нанимайте американцев».
Как пишет газета Economic Times, главные производители IT в Индии
больше всего обеспокоены изменением американской позиции по
аутсорсингу. Ранее американские конгрессмены вновь выдвинули на
рассмотрение билль, ограничивающий предоставление виз H-1B. Плата за
них резко повышена.
Аналогичный шаг предприняло и американское Министерство труда.
Оно на прошлой неделе подало судебный иск против Oracle, гигантской
фирмы, выпускающей софт. Компанию обвиняют в том, что при найме на
работу она подвергает дискриминации белых, испаноязычных и
афроамериканцев, отдавая предпочтение «азиатским индийцам».
Эксперты опасаются, что новые штрафы могут быть наложены на
крупные американские компании, которые зависят от работников таких
индийских IT-гигантов, как Infosys. Индийская индустрия аутсорсинга была
мешком для битья для американских законодателей в течение десятилетий.
Но при Трампе последствия гонений на нее в США могут быть куда
серьезнее.
В беседе с «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев отметил, что
индийско-американские отношения развиваются не без проблем, но
позитивно. В политической области США еще в период президентства Билла
Клинтона сделали ставку на Индию, рассматривая ее как ключевое звено в
окружении Китая. Правда, экономические связи несколько ослабли. Еще
пять–семь лет назад американцы были главным экономическим партнером
Индии. Но сейчас они по объему торговли стали уступать Китаю.
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Эксперт напомнил, что в Конгрессе состоялись слушания по поводу
аутсорсинга. «Якобы индийцы отбивают работу у американцев. Об этом уже
лет 10 говорят. Учитывая курс Трампа насчет рабочих мест, нажим на Индию
будет более сильный. Это, конечно, Индию в восторг не приведет. За 2016
год индийцы экспортировали программного обеспечения на 108 млрд долл.
Америка – основной покупатель. Знание английского языка и разница во
времени между США и Индией дают также преимущество индийским коллцентрам, обслуживающим американцев», – сказал Лунев.
Что касается терроризма, то Индия и США уже лет 15 взаимодействуют
в этой области. Тут можно вспомнить забавный эпизод. После 11 сентября
2001 года американцы обратились к Индии с просьбой передать всю
информацию о террористических организациях региона. Ответ Индии был
такой: «Всю информацию о террористах в Пакистане, Афганистане и
пакистанском Кашмире мы вам уже передали. Ничего нового у нас нет».
Еще при Обаме укрепились военно-технические связи с США.
Американцы пытаются этот рынок отвоевать у России. При Обаме было
подписано соглашение о военной логистике, которое давало возможность
американским военным кораблям и самолетам заправляться и
ремонтироваться на территории Индии. В ответ Россия стала развивать
военно-политические связи с Пакистаном. Министр обороны Сергей Шойгу
съездил в Пакистан, и Россия предоставила Исламабаду небольшое
количество вооружения. «Это вызвало большой шум в Индии. Любопытно:
критика была направлена не против нас, а против кабинета Моди. Оппозиция
утверждала, что Моди потерял Россию», – подчеркнул эксперт.
Но дальнейшему сближению с США мешает полное расхождение двух
стран по глобальным вопросам. Индия категорически против гегемонии
США. Здесь она близка к России и Китаю. Курс на независимость – это
краеугольный камень внешней политики Индии. А американцы никого не
видят в качестве равного партнера. Поэтому отношения двух держав могут
улучшаться только до определенного предела, заключил Лунев.
Россия и Индия намерены совместно бороться с терроризмом
India, Russia agree on joint action plan to counter terrorism
The Statesman. February 1, 2017. http://www.thestatesman.com/world/india-russia-agreeon-joint-action-plan-to-counter-terrorism-1485886419.html

India and Russia on Tuesday (31.01.2017) agreed to have a joint action plan
to counter the global scourge of terrorism, the External Affairs Ministry said.
The decision was taken at a high-level meeting here where the Indian side
was led by Secretary (East) in the External Affairs Ministry, Preeti Saran, while the
Russian delegation was led by Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg V. Syromolotov.
"Both sides agreed to a joint action plan which seeks to focus on enhancing
capacity building, frequent expert-level meetings, sharing of insights, exchange of
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best practices in countering radicalisation and curbing terrorism," said the External
Affairs Ministry statement.
It said both sides shared views and assessment on the threats posed by the
scourge of terrorism, including state-sponsored cross-border terrorism - an oblique
reference to Pakistan - faced by India, the statement said.
"They also shared concerns regarding the emergence of Af-Pak region as the
epicentre of terrorism. They discussed successful experiences in curbing terrorism
and countering radicalisation," it said.
According to the statement, India and Russia agreed that the UNSC 1267
Sanctions List processes for blacklisting various terrorist individuals and entities
must be stringently complied with.
Last year, China blocked the move to have sanctions imposed against
Pakistan-based terrorist Masood Azhar, chief of the Jaish-e-Mohammed and one of
the three terrorists freed in exchange of passengers of a hijacked Indian Airlines
plane in 1999.
"Prospects for deepening engagement on counter-terrorism under the UN,
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), and SCO (Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation) mechanisms were also emphasised," the statement said.
Двусторонние отношения Индии с Ираном (торговля)
Bilateral trade hit by banks‘ reluctance to transact with Iran
Arun S. The Hindu. 29.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/Bilateraltrade-hit-by-banks‘-reluctance-to-transact-with-Iran/article17109297.ece?homepage=true

India‘s trade with Iran is yet to be fully normalised even a year after the
lifting of international sanctions on Tehran.
Indian exporters are complaining of difficulties faced by them due to some
Indian nationalised banks refusing to deal with Iran-related transactions, according
to the apex body for exporters in the country, the Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO).
This is despite the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in a notification in May
2016, specifying that payment or remittance or reimbursement can be made from
or to Iran in any freely convertible currency for imports from Iran and exports to
that country.
According to Ajay Sahai, director general and chief executive officer, FIEO:
―We have been given to understand that a few banks have already started dealing
in Iran for negotiation of documents invoiced in freely convertible currency (other
than U.S. dollar).‖
Mr. Sahai added that, ―However, some of the nationalized banks have not yet
started the same, which has caused concern and inconvenience to the exporters
particularly as the balance in rupee account with the UCO Bank is fast depleting
consequent on the decision to make payment to Iran in freely convertible currency
for import of oil.‖
UCO Bank
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Previously, following the sanctions on Iran over its nuclear activities, both the
nations had agreed in 2012 that 45% of India‘s oil import payments to Iran would
be paid in rupees and deposited in UCO Bank as that bank hardly had an exposure
to U.S. or European Union.
In turn, Iran was to utilise that amount to pay for its imports from India. It is
learnt that the balance in the rupee account may not be sufficient to cover three
months of India‘s exports to Iran.
A senior official in a public sector bank, however, said on condition of
anonymity that there have been no problems regarding Iran-related transactions in
currencies other than the U.S. dollar. Exporters and importers have been advised to
carry out their transactions in currencies such as the Euro wherever possible, the
official said, adding that banks still have apprehensions that the U.S. regulators
could take arbitrary decisions on Iran-related transactions.
India-Iran trade
India‘s trade with Iran in FY‘16 was $9 billion, of which $6.3 billion were
imports from Iran (of which $4.5 billion was the oil import bill), while India‘s
exports were worth only $2.7 billion.
Of the $5.4 billion worth imports from Iran in April-October FY‘17, oil
imports were $4.5 billion. India‘s exports to Iran during April-October FY‘17 were
$1.4 billion. The trade between these two countries were worth $16.2 billion in
2011-12 (India‘s exports of $2.4 billion and imports from Iran worth $13.8
billion).
To boost India-Iran trade, FIEO had in December 2016 asked the RBI to soon
allow Iranian banks such as Persia International Bank, Parsian Bank, Bank
Pasargad, Bank Mellat and Saman Bank to open branches in India.
Индия делает геополитический форум Raisina Dialogue традицией
Нина Лебедева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 29.01.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/29/indiya-delaet-geopoliticheskij-forum-raisina-dialogue-traditsiej/

17-19 января с.г. в Нью-Дели вновь прошла крупная международная
конференция «Раисина диалог» (Raisina Dialogue). Судя по всему, за
короткий период она не только стала традиционной, но и сумела войти в
число важнейших встреч мирового календаря по международным
проблемам. Начало традиции было положено в марте 2016 г., когда на холме
Раисина в квартале комплекса зданий для правительственных учреждений в
индийской
столице,
спроектированного
знаменитым
английским
архитектором Э. Лютьеном, состоялся первый подобный форум. Он был
организован МИД и Observer Research Foundation Индии и задуман по
типу патронируемой лондонским
Международным
институтом
стратегических исследований (IISI) площадки Шангри-Ла в Сингапуре.
К сожалению, это событие слабо освещалось в СМИ. Между тем, на
встрече были представлены члены индийских высших властных структур,
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ключевые партнѐры по региону, представители Европы, Азии и США,
ученые, адмиралы – всего около 120 иностранных делегатов из 40 стран.
Состав участников, место проведения этого амбициозного форума и
насыщенная программа под девизом «Азиатское сотрудничество»
(Asian Connеctivity) свидетельствовали о серьезности намерений Дели
укреплять связи с сообществом планеты посредством публичной дипломатии
и разработать объединяющую идею по глобальным и региональным
проблемам. Это может и должно позволить Индии развивать и укреплять
позиции регионального лидера, страны, идущей к статусу глобальной
державы.
Главный вопрос на Raisina dialogue – 2016 был сфокусирован на том,
каким образом должно выстраиваться сотрудничество в Азии — на основе
широких открытых консультаций или путѐм более единоличных решений.
Это очень важно при отсутствии согласованной архитектуры безопасности
континента в условиях усиления напряженности в индо-океанском регионе,
которая, безусловно, тревожит и Индию и другие прибрежные страны.
Причин этого несколько.
Первая – неуклонное активное продвижение Китая в Индийский океан
(ИО) за счет внедрения субмарин, включая атомных, строительства в рамках
стратегии «нити жемчуга» военной базы в Джибути и создания пунктов
опоры в Пакистане, Мьянме, на Шри-Ланке, Сейшелах и др.,
перепрофилирования кораблей китайского отряда по борьбе с пиратами у
берегов Сомали на более наступательные по своему характеру, появления в
2015 г. первой китайской платформы, скопированной с американских
плавучих десантных платформ (MLP) и плавучих баз снабжения (AFSB), что
делает китайские ВМС менее зависимыми от сухопутных баз. Наконец, шаги
по реализации проекта Морского шелкового пути, который подспудно может
нести стратегические компоненты.
Вторая – милитаризация региона в силу появления все большего числа
военных флотов внерегиональных государств и не только в связи с борьбой с
пиратством, а и с усилением разнообразных интересов к данной зоне
(Великобритании, Японии, ФРГ, Республики Корея, ЕС, РФ и др.).
Третья – тревожная ситуация в Южно-Китайском море, на стыке
Индийского и Тихого океанов. Здесь разворачивается военное
противостояние ВМС США + АСЕАН, с одной стороны, и Китая — с другой,
которое может обостриться в виду заявлений президента США Д.Трампа по
Тайваню, осуждения им и некоторыми членами его администрации действий
Китая в ЮКМ и жестких ответов на это Пекина.
Четвертая – отсутствие структуры морской безопасности в индоокеанской зоне, хотя, несомненно, обозначился тренд к обсуждению данной
проблемы в стенах Общерегиональной ассоциации сотрудничества стран
Индийского океана (ИОРА), Морского симпозиума Индийского океана,
Галльского диалога по морской безопасности и др., где Индия заняла
наиболее активные позиции с целью стабилизации ситуации.
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Так, ещѐ в декабре 2014 г. знаковым стало выступление на Галльском
диалоге (Шри-Ланка) в присутствии 100 делегатов 36 стран представителя
Индии — помощника по национальной безопасности Аджита Доваля. Он
транслировал факт, что Индия в течение 5 000 лет была
государством status quoist, не имела и не имеет каких-либо намерений
господствовать в ИО. Республика всегда придерживалась принципа свободы
судоходства в регионе. Его месседж был направлен не только против
стратегического внедрения Китая в ИО. Он ратовал за укрепление
регионального сотрудничества, чтобы дать ответ и таким вызовам, как
незаконные передвижения наркотиков, людей и ОМУ. А. Доваль напомнил о
том, что прибрежные страны обрели потенциал обороноспособности и
сформировали несколько региональных структур по созданию морского
порядка, поднял вопрос, а не пора ли вывести из Аденского залива
посланные для борьбы с пиратами военные корабли внерегиональных стран
и вернуть их на свои базы?
Это был пробный шар в стремлении Индии найти поддержку в регионе и
мире, повысить еѐ роль в качестве организатора и провайдера в обеспечении
региональной морской безопасности. А достичь этих целей было не так
просто в условиях существующего военно-морского тандема Индия – США в
ИО и настороженности ряда стран в связи с ее амбициозной программой
военно-морского строительства. Завоюет ли Индия поддержку при таком
неоднозначном раскладе их позиций, интересов и возможностей? Вместе с
тем они признают, что у Индии есть преимущества: опыт борьбы с
терроризмом, пиратством, нетрадиционными угрозами, создания структур
сотрудничества по морской безопасности, растущие экономика и флот,
международный вес и т.п.
Нынешняя встреча под девизом «Новая норма: многосторонние подходы
и многополярность» (The New Normal: Multilaterism with Multipolarity)
гораздо шире и по составу гостей – свыше 250 из 65 стран, и по тематике
дискуссий, которые вышли за рамки проблем азиатского региона и ИО.
Обсуждали фундаментальные изменения в глобальной системе МО, которые
произошли в 2016 г., проблемы создания эффективной архитектуры
безопасности, борьбы с кибератаками, многостороннего сотрудничества,
экономической интеграции, экологии, роли женщин в обществе и др. Одной
из топовых тем выступлений стало воздействие прихода в Белый дом Д.
Трампа на проблемы мира и безопасности, перспективы отношений США с
Китаем, Россией, Европой, будущее НАТО, глобализации и ТТП и др.
Среди спикеров на Диалоге были министры иностранных дел Индии,
Непала, министр иностранных дел и содружества Великобритании Б.
Джонсон, экс-премьеры Канады С. Харпер, Австралии К. Радд, экс-президент
Афганистана Х. Карзай, дипломатические советники президентов Франции,
Японии, Бангладеш, известные адмиралы, ученые, общественные деятели.
РФ представили Председатель Комитета по образованию и науке Госдумы
РФ В. Никонов и Исполнительный директор НКИ БРИКС Г. Толорая.
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Нарисовав в инаугурационной речи на «Раисина диалог – 2017»
широкую палитру направлений и перспектив внешней политики Индии и
напомнив об индийском проекте SAGAR – «безопасность и развитие для
всех», который особенно актуален в нынешний период войн, конфликтов и
соперничества амбиций, премьер-министр Н. Моди подчеркнул
необходимость объединения усилий всех государств на пути к более
стабильному миру и выразил глубокую веру в то, что форум «Раисина
диалог» займет достойное место наряду с ведущими конференциями по
безопасности в Мюнхене и Шангли-Ла, которые приобрели глобальное
звучание.
Какой будет следующая война Индии с Китаем
What the next India-China war might look like
Sushil
Aaron.
Hindustan
Times.
Jan
28,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/what-the-next-india-china-war-might-look-like/story8bxe30ZFAvJMDZ6Qd8T4UP.html

India‘s military might was on view during its Republic Day parade on January
26. Much of the focus of its armed forces is on China even though they are more
regularly engaged in dealing with Pakistan in Jammu and Kashmir. China looms
large in the minds of India‘s planners – owing to its large military budget, its
modernisation plans and the aggressive posturing in the South China Sea – but
there is not enough public discussion as to what a future India-China war might
look like.
This gap has been impressively addressed in a paper by Iskander Rehman for
the Naval War College Review titled ‗A Himalayan Challenge: India‘s
Conventional Deterrent and the Role of Special Operations Forces along the SinoIndian Border‘. Rehman, senior fellow at Pell Center for International Relations
and Public Policy at Salve Regina University, draws on extensive source material
and interviews with figures in Indian intelligence, military and special forces to
capture how Indian and Chinese strategists think about a border war, the way they
are organising their resources and the constraints they face. The paper essentially
tries to assess if ―India‘s operational concepts are sufficiently tailored to…the
evolving Chinese challenge‖.
Read | After 1962 war, CIA feared China could attack India through Nepal,
Myanmar
To begin with, Rehman outlines four factors that will shape India-China
conflict. First, the territorial defence postures of both countries. India maintains its
large body of troops relatively close to the border while China stations a limited
number in its interior in Tibet. Second is the climate and the difficult terrain.
―Areas along the Indian side are not amenable to mechanised warfare, except
certain parts of Ladakh and Sikkim.‖ The high elevation of Tibet gives China some
―commanding advantages‖ for surveillance, artillery operations and acclimatisation
of troops to high altitudes. High altitude and extreme cold affect ―almost every
element of military equipment‖; they complicate air campaigns and battle plans.
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Third, is the infrastructure disparity between the two sides. The People‘s
Liberation Army has rapid access to the Line of Actual Control (LAC) thanks to
the terrain and highways and high-speed railway networks it has built whereas
Indian troops ―often have to trek several hours, if not days, to attain certain areas.‖
Fourth, there are very different command structures on both sides – India has
several regional army and air force commands, China has one unified western
theatre command.
Planners on both sides believe that the next India-China conflict will be
―limited in scope and short in duration, rather than a protracted, large-scale, forceon-force campaign‖, because of the nuclear overhang and the prospect of a third
party intervention if it prolongs. This has a bearing on the kind of war they prepare
for. Chinese writings since the 1990s have emphasised ―transtheater mobility‖,
rapid massing of strength, ―gaining initiative from striking first‖ and ―fighting a
quick battle to force a quick solution‖.
Read | India trying to convince China that our rise won‘t harm its ascent:
Jaishankar
In the event of a conflict with India, conventional forces will be rushed in
from the interior and these will be accompanied by air, electronic and cyber
operations. The PLA‘s air force (PLAAF) and artillery will conduct ―standoff
strikes‖ to disrupt and delay the arrival of Indian forces coming from the
lowlands.‖ PLA‘s Special Operations Forces (SOFs) will be deployed to attack
vital targets ―to create favourable conditions for main force units.‖ Rehman writes
that India has been following ―with a certain degree of trepidation‖, the rapid
development of China‘s airborne assault capabilities via the PLAAF‘s 15th
Airborne Corps, numbering over 35,000 troops and headquartered at Xiaogan,
from where it is expected ―to reach any part of China within ten hours.‖
Responding to this, India is building on its advantage in conventional troops
numbers augmenting its force structure with new battalions of scouts, adding air,
missile and surveillance assets, raising a new Mountain Strike Corps and
improving its road and rail infrastructure in the border regions. Beyond these
material indicators Rehman argues that the most significant change ―has occurred
in the intellectual domain as Indian defence planners have adopted much more
vigorous, tactically offensive approach to territorial defence.‖ Raising a Strike
Corps was a way of moving away from deterrence by denial to deterrence by
punishment; to a form of ―offensive defence‖, a ―cross-border riposte strategy‖. As
an army colonel told Rehman ―once the Chinese seize a position, it may be very
difficult to dislodge them. Rather than expend much blood and treasure attempting
to storm impregnable positions, we should pursue a strategy of horizontal
escalation and capture territory elsewhere.‖ In line with this, Ladakh and northern
Sikkim are good locations for a mechanised riposte where India‘s forces would
―sweep down from…mountain plains to conduct pincer movements behind
Chinese formations, with the hope of breaking troop concentration.‖ India‘s air and
missile power would aid these mechanised incursions into Tibet, as part of a wider
theatre strategy.
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Rehman argues, however, that notwithstanding this India‘s approach to
conventional deterrence has certain limitations. ―While Indian planners have
moved toward adopting a more-offensive form of area denial, they continue to
rely, for the most part, on conventional forces that could be overcome or
circumvented in the event of a fast-moving, localised, and limited border
confrontation launched from higher elevations.‖ This leads to several problems.
India is reliant on dispersed, poorly equipped paramilitary forces like the IndoTibetan Border Police (ITBP) as ―its first line of defence in many of the forward
areas most vulnerable to Chinese aggression.‖ The nature of the topography is such
that conventional troops, which are substantially stationed in lower altitudes, are
―relatively static‖ – moving them from lowlands is challenging, and while they
wind up mountain roads and valleys during conflict they are vulnerable to artillery,
missile or air strikes.
Read | India‘s tanks at LAC could affect investments: Chinese media
These weaknesses can be addressed, in Rehman‘s view, by a greater
complementarity between conventional forces and Special Operations Forces that
can ―play a critical role behind enemy lines, conducting sabotage, reconnaissance,
and direct-action operations.‖ SOF‘s can be used to strike airbases, reconnaissance
assets and disrupt build-up of PLA forces. SOFs are also useful to counter ―gray
zone aggression‖ described by Michael Mazarr as ―sequences of gradual steps to
secure strategic leverage‖, which would include Pakistan‘s covert action and
China‘s use of infrastructural development to cement territorial claims. In view of
their utility, Rehman‘s surveys in some detail India‘s SOFs, their composition,
mandates, operational challenges and deficiencies, which will no doubt be pored
over by planners (and adversaries).
Some aspects of Rehman‘s diagnosis need immediate attention though. Road
and rail projects in border areas continue to be delayed. ―As of May 2016, only
twenty-one of sixty-one border road projects designated strategic had been
completed.‖ Twenty eight strategic railway lines were sanctioned in 2010, ―six
years later none have been finalized.‖ Chronic shortfalls in essential equipment
continue, including parachutes, night vision devices, high-altitude clothing and
even aluminium, belt-attachable water bottles. SOFs have expanded too rapidly ―in
size and in ad hoc manner, without the benefit of careful, deliberate planning‖ –
and in numerous cases battalions have had to operate with inferior equipment
sourced from infantry. There is not enough training capacity to cope with expanded
forces. Attrition levels are high; most special forces units have an officer shortfall
of 25-30%.
―Perhaps the greatest set of challenges lies in the organizational domain‖,
writes Rehman. Like other analysts, he calls for restructuring around a Joint
Special Operations Command (JSOC) to harmonise the large number of SOFs,
address inter-service rivalry and bring about greater strategic and doctrinal clarity.
Rehman‘s paper is a remarkable piece of scholarship that serves India‘s
defence establishment well. One cannot help but wonder reading it why such an
important work on India-China conflict happens to be the product of a western
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institution rather than an Indian one. There are certainly some outstanding
international relations scholars in India, who happen to be productive in spite of
the prohibitive climate they operate in. It is worth considering the conditions
needed for producing valuable academic work. A paper like Rehman‘s has a
gestation period (requiring institutional support for scholars to pursue time-taking
endeavours), it needs financial support, to create congenial conditions for research
and to travel for fieldwork and interviews, and it needs access to establishment
figures. Indian scholars based in India can rarely count on these; they are more
likely to be underpaid and undervalued by the establishment.
Most importantly, a paper like this needs a strategic and intellectual
ecosystem that values critical voices and contrarian thinking. Politicians must
know that such rigorous scrutiny serves the public good – and that fine academic
work is a product of the habits of thought that are nurtured in institutions,
principally universities. If universities are instead turned into receptacles of
conformity then India will not have the expertise that great powers need. It will
also not establish institutions that will have the credibility and influence to define
the debate abroad. Right now a paper originating in a western institution is
initiating a conversation on India-China conflict. There is, by contrast, no piece of
Indian work on American democracy that shapes the debate in the US on the age of
Trump.
Расширение сотрудничества Индии с ОАЭ
India, UAE sign strategic partnership pact
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/India-UAE-sign-strategic-partnershippact/article17094122.ece?homepage=true

26.01.2017.

Apart from this, agreements on defence industries, maritime transport,
cybersecurity, shipping and transport were also signed.
India on Wednesday sealed 14 agreements, including a comprehensive
strategic partnership, with the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
The summit-level talks, however, fell short of clinching a major investment
agreement for India, though the visiting Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan said the UAE would further intensify ties with India.
The Agreement on Comprehensive Strategic Partnership came four days after
both sides held the first ever strategic dialogue. Soon after his arrival in Delhi on
Tuesday, the Crown Prince had described the strategic agreement as a testimony to
the age-old ties between the two sides.
―I believe that the UAE, with its unique development experience and Islamic
and Arab background, and India, with its inimitable and successful development
experience and its unique model of coexistence, can work together to push for
peace and stability in Asia and the Middle East. This makes me even more
optimistic about the future of our relationship,‖ Sheikh bin Zayed said in his
official statement.
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Apart from the strategic partnership, agreements on defence industries,
maritime transport, cybersecurity, shipping and transport were also signed.
Talks still on
Prime Minister Narendra Modi urged the UAE to partner India in stabilising
South Asia and fight security challenges. He welcomed greater investment from
the country for India‘s infrastructure sector. However, a major agreement on
engaging the massive investment fund of the UAE for India‘s infrastructure sector
remained unattained. MEA officials had stated on Tuesday that they expected the
agreement to be finalised during the talks. ―UAE also has the largest sovereign
wealth fund that we are looking for investments. There is an agreement that they
will invest nearly $75 billion in India over the next couple of years. During the
visit we are hoping that an MoU will be signed between their investment fund and
NIIF (National Infrastructure Investment Fund) that we have created on our side
which is at an advanced stage of discussions,‖ Secretary in charge of economic
relations in the MEA, Amar Sinha, had announced on Tuesday.
However, an official source said talks were still on. ―We hope to conclude the
deal at an early date,‖ he told The Hindu. Sources said the UAE needed more time
to study the documents on the structure and management of NIIF. Sheikh bin
Zayed, who will be the chief guest at the Republic Day celebrations, visited the
Lodhi Garden where he planted a sapling as a symbol of friendship with India.
―UAE considers its relationship with India a priority and views India as a linchpin
of stability and security in the Asian continent,‖ Sheih bin Zayed said on a social
media platform. The Gulf state will also showcase its growing military clout at the
Republic Day parade, where a marching contingent of its armed forces will
participate in a show of solidarity with India.
Трамп позвонил Моди раньше, чем связался с Москвой, Пекином,
Токио
Donald Trump calls PM Modi as the US president struggles to get footing
Chidanand
Rajghatta.
The
Times
of
India.
25.01.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/donald-trump-to-phone-pm-modi-as-the-us-presidentstruggles-to-get-footing/articleshow/56765388.cms

•The fact that Trump chose to call New Delhi ahead of Moscow, Beijing,
Tokyo points to non-controversial yet weighty nature of US ties with India
•Modi was among the first leaders to phone Trump to congratulate him after
his election victory
WASHINGTON: US
President Donald
Trump
phoned
Prime
Minister Narendra Modion Tuesday night (India time) in what is the first contact at
the highest level after the former assumed office+, the call ostensibly aimed at
ensuring continuity, and possibly enhancement, of close ties+ between the two
countries.
The Trump White House chose to call India— Trump's fifth to world leaders
— after the new President had conversations with leaders of Washington's two
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immediate neighbours, Canada and Mexico, on Saturday, and with leaders of Israel
and Egypt on Sunday.
The fact that Trump chose to call New Delhi ahead of Moscow, Beijing,
Tokyo or any of the European capitals points to the non-controversial yet weighty
nature of US ties with India, which have been based on a bipartisan consensus in
both countries+
British Prime Minister Theresa May will be the first world leader to visit
Washington to meet President Trump+ on Friday, attesting to the United States'
close ties with its mother country.
Modi was among the first leaders to phone Trump to congratulate
him+ after his election victory, which some observers saw as replicating the Indian
leader's nationalist surge to power in New Delhi.
Even during his campaign, Trump identified India as one of the countries he
would have a special relationship with when he chose a charity event organised by
the Republican Hindu Coalition for the Kashmiri Pandit terror victims and the
Bangladeshi Hindu victims in Edison on October 15 to signal what some saw as an
India tilt.
"Under a Trump Administration, we are going to become even better friends,
in fact I would take the term better out and we would be best friends+ ," Trump
told a largely Hindu-American gathering in Edison, New Jersey, adding, "We are
going to have a phenomenal future together," and praising Modi as a very energetic
leader he looked forward to working with.
Trump on Monday also named Indian-American Ajit Pai as chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission+ , attesting to the continued strides
America's best-educated ethnic group is making in the country.
A Virginia Republican who was born in Buffalo, New York, and grew up in
Kansas, Pai has bipartisan support and was originally nominated to the FCC by
Obama before Trump elevated him to its chairmanship.
Calling it a "deeply humbling honour," Pai on taking office on Tuesday
tweeted "From broadband to broadcast, I believe in a 21st-century version of
Jefferson's 2nd Inaugural: we are all Republicans, we are all Democrats."
Pai is the third prominent Indian-American to make the cut in the new
administration after Nikki Haley, who has been confirmed as US ambassador to
the UN+ , and Seema Verma, who has been appointed to lead Medicare and
Medicaid+ . US Attorney Preet Bharara retains his post.
The India outreach came even as the fledgling Trump administration
struggled to get a sound footing in Washington DC, its inexperience showing
clearly as its spokespersons tangled with the mostly-liberal media.
On Monday, Presidential spokesman Sean Spicer was ridiculed after he told
the White House Press briefing "Our intention is never to lie" but "sometimes we
candisagree with the facts+ ."
The charitable explanation is he misspoke when he meant "disagree on the
facts," but such is the contentious and tetchy relationship that has developed
between new administration and the press, mainly on account of Trump's
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propensity to be economical with truth and loose with facts, that every day brings
new wrangles.
Trump himself has continued to spout drivel in meetings even after taking
office, telling one meeting with business leaders on Monday that he was a "very
big person" on the environment who has "received awards" on the subject (a claim
that was promptly shown as fiction), and in another meeting with Congressional
leaders claiming that he would have won the popular vote (which he lost by three
million) but for some three million to five million unauthorized immigrants who
voted for Hillary Clinton.
Voting officials and watchdogs across the country have said there is simply
no evidence to back Trump's claim, and the liberal media has pointed out — much
to the Trump camp's discomfiture — that his electoral college win was built on a
narrow margin of 80,000 votes in three toss-up states.
Trump aides have alleged that there is a concerned effort by the liberal elites
to discredit Trump's remarkable victory and delegitimize his administration right at
the outset.
Россия поможет Индии создать скоростные ж/д магистрали до 200 км в
час.
With Russia‘s help, India to increase train speed to 200 kmph
The Hindu. 22.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/With-Russia‘s-helpIndia-to-increase-train-speed-to-200-kmph/article17077775.ece?homepage=true

Currently, the fastest train in the country is Gatimaan Express with a top
speed of 160 km per hour
The Russian Railways is helping India‘s national transporter increase the
speed of its passenger trains up to 200 km per hour.
The Russian Railways is at present collaborating with the Indian Railways on
a 575-km stretch between Nagpur and Secunderabad and submitted a preliminary
report last week.
To reach the desired speed limit, Russian Railways has proposed several
technical and technological solutions, including reconstruction of railway
alignment as well as treating the earth bed where there are speed restrictions.
New passenger cars
Since Indian Railways doesn‘t have coaches that can move with a speed of
200 km per hour, a new type of passenger cars needs to be approved as well.
It has, however, expressed concern over ―a number of large bridges with
speed limits‖ on this particular stretch and has recommended a detailed survey of
all these structures on the basis of which measures for reconstruction/repair will be
taken up.
It has also been pointed out that railroad switches, which enable trains to shift
from one track to another, at stations on this stretch are not suitable for a speed of
200 km per hour and a different type of switch has been recommended.
Digital tech network
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A digital technological communication network for the entire section, instead
of the existing radio communication, was also proposed.
A high-speed rail network will also require safety measures for pedestrians
and motor vehicles at rail crossings.
Keeping this in mind, overpasses, anti-collision and anti-ram barriers as well
as automatic alarm systems have been suggested.
A protective fencing along the length of the rail track was mooted in order to
prevent accidents with people and animals on the track.
The Russian Railways also suggested noise shields for tracks near residential
areas.
A protocol for this project was signed between the railway ministries of the
two countries in October last year.
50:50 cost sharing
The high-speed project will be jointly financed and the cost will be split
equally between the two countries.
Currently, the fastest train in India is Gatimaan Express with top speed of 160
km per hour.
Индия - Китай
Индия утверждает, что КПЭК проходит по ее территории (имея ввиду
пакистанскую территорию Гилгит-Балтистан)
China defends CPEC; India claims it passes through its territory
Dawn. 19.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309370/china-defends-cpec-india-claimsit-passes-through-its-territory

NEW DELHI: China defended on Wednesday the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) as a project meant for regional peace and development after
Indian prime minister hinted that it violated India‘s territorial sovereignty, even
though he did not name it in his speech.
Speaking at the inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue on Tuesday,
Narendra Modi had said: ―Respect for sovereignty is important for regional
connectivity to improve.‖
He said that it was not unusual for two large neighbouring powers (like India
and China) to have some differences. ―In the management of our relationship, and
for peace and progress in the region, both our countries need to show sensitivity
and respect for each other‘s core concerns and interests,‖ he added.
When asked to respond to Mr Modi‘s remarks at a media briefing, Hua
Chunying, the spokesperson for China‘s foreign ministry, said: ―Regarding CPEC,
this is a project that is devised for long-term development and cooperation in
various fields... It is for regional peace and development.‖
The India Today quoted her as saying that the project ―targets no third
country and it will not affect China‘s position on Kashmir‖.
The unambiguous Chinese foreign ministry statement, however, did not stop
Indian Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar from bringing up the same subject on the
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second day of the Raisina Dialogue and claiming that CPEC passed through its
territory.
―CPEC passes through a territory that we see as our territory. Surely people
will understand what Indian reaction is. There needs to be some reflection and I am
sorry to say that we have not seen signs of that,‖ he said.
China and Pakistan have fast-tracked the construction work of the CPEC, a
large part of which passes through Azad Kashmir, to which India lays claim in its
ongoing dispute with Pakistan. Once completed CPEC will provide all-weather
energy route for China from the Gulf. Reports said that India‘s concerns had
increased in recent weeks with reports of China-Pakistan naval cooperation in
Gwadar port of Balochistan, which would serve as the entry point to CPEC.
Mr Jaishankar said that China‘s rise as a major ―dynamic‖ factor in the Asian
affairs served to remind that differences with China had not gone away. ―With
China, the overall broadening of ties, especially in business and people-to-people
contacts, has been overshadowed by differences on certain political issues,‖ he
said.
―But it is important for the two countries not to lose sight of the strategic
nature of their engagement or falter in their conviction that their rise can be
mutually supportive.‖
Reports said that the foreign secretary‘s comments about CPEC and ―political
issues‖ were significant as both India and China had dealt with the differences over
the last several months. India is unhappy over China‘s stance at the Nuclear
Suppliers Group where its membership bid was scuttled last year.
China‘s territorial assertion over Asia received a jolt in July 2016 when the
Permanent Court of Arbitration gave an adverse verdict on the South China Sea
issue.
Mr Jaishankar was quoted as saying that India‘s position on South China Sea
was in sync with the international community‘s position.
Индия-Россия
Россия поддерживает точечные удары против Пакистана: Индии не
стоит пренебрегать старыми друзьями
Сунил Раман (Sunil Raman). Russia supports surgical strikes against Pakistan: India
mustn't
neglect
old
friends.
Firstpost,
Великобритания.
4.10.2016.
http://www.firstpost.com/india/russia-supports-surgical-strikes-against-pakistan-india-must-notneglect-old-friends-3033038.html

На фоне новостей о высадке российских солдат в Пакистане для
проведения первых совместных военных учений прозвучали благоприятные
для Индии известия о том, что посол Москвы в Нью-Дели заявил о полной
поддержке России тех точечных ударов, которые Индия нанесла в четверг, 29
сентября, вдоль линии контроля в Кашмире.
В своем интервью CNN-News18 посол России в Индии Александр
Кадакин отметил, что Российская Федерация была единственной страной,
которая прямолинейно заявила, что террористы пришли из Пакистана.
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Должно быть, индийской стороне было чрезвычайно приятно слышать, как
российский посол прямо заявил, что Индия является пострадавшей стороной
и что она имеет полное право предпринимать ответные действия. «Самые
грубые нарушения прав человека происходят тогда, когда террористы
атакуют военные объекты и атакуют мирных граждан в Индии. Мы
поддерживаем эти точечные удары. Каждая страна имеет право защищаться»,
— подчеркнул он.
Заверив Индию в том, что ей не нужно волноваться о совместных
российско-пакистанских военных учениях, он отметил, что эти учения
проходили не в «оккупированном Пакистаном индийском штате Джамму и
Кашмир».
Далее российский посол отметил, что «Индии не стоит беспокоиться
совместных учениях России и Пакистана, потому что темой этих учений
стала борьба с терроризмом. Это в интересах Индии, если мы научим
пакистанскую армию не использовать свои ресурсы для проведения
террористических атак против Индии. И эти учения не проводились на
каких-либо проблемных или спорных территориях, таких как
оккупированный Пакистаном индийский штат Джамму и Кашмир».
Новости о готовящихся совместных российско-пакистанских учениях
вызвали тревогу в Индии: многие опасались, что принять такое решение
Москву заставило сближение Нью-Дели с Вашингтоном. Однако Россия в
течение нескольких недель пыталась опровергнуть предположения о своем
сближении с Исламабадом. Россия назвала Пакистан местом сосредоточения
террористических
группировок
и
рассеяла
беспокойство
внешнеполитических кругов Нью-Дели, когда российский посол сообщил,
что совместные военные учения не будут проводиться в «оккупированном
Пакистаном индийском штате Джамму и Кашмир».
Московское издание «Правда» опубликовало статью, где говорится, что
эти учения не являются «показателем дружеских отношений», но они
представляют собой первые военные учения, проводимые совместно с
Пакистаном. Прежде Россия воздерживалась от военно-политических
контактов с Пакистаном, в основном из-за дружеских отношений с Индией в
военно-политической сфере и непримиримых разногласий между Индией и
Пакистаном, как сказал Сергей Лунев, профессор Департамента
международных отношений Московского государственного института
международных отношений.
Подтверждение приверженности дружеским отношениям с Индией,
прозвучавшее со стороны России, и ее категоричная позиция в отношении
Пакистана и его готовности поддерживать террористов должны послужить
поводом для проведения встречи премьер-министра Нарендры Моди
(Narendra Modi) и президента России Владимира Путина, когда он посетит
Индию через несколько недель. На полях саммита стран БРИКС в Гоа Моди
и Путин проведут российско-индийский саммит. Премьер-министр Индии,
который много раз встречался с президентом США Бараком Обамой,
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встречался с Путиным всего дважды, если не считать международные
конференции.
Укрепление отношений между Индией и США, на первый взгляд,
отодвинуло старого партнера Индии, Россию, на второй план. Решение
укрепить связи с США до уровня стратегического партнерства и планы по
подписанию логистического соглашения с Вашингтоном естественно
вызвали тревогу в Москве.
Моди воспользуется своей встречей с Путиным в Гоа в октябре, чтобы
обсудить будущее отношений между двумя странами.
Россия остается главным партнером Индии в военно-технической сфере:
на долю России приходится примерно 40% индийского импорта оружия.
Кроме того, ожидается, что реализация проекта по строительству АЭС
Куданкулам пройдет гладко. В сентябре в Нью-Дели прошло заседание
Межправительственной Российско-Индийской комиссии по торговому,
экономическому, техническому и культурному сотрудничеству, на котором
рассматривался статус текущих двусторонних проектов и вопрос о
расширении стратегического сотрудничества в областях торговли,
энергетики, космических технологий и новейших технологий.
В конце заседания этой комиссии ее участники договорились о создании
рабочей группы, которая будет способствовать сотрудничеству в
энергетической сфере и взаимодействию в фармацевтической области в
рамках российской программы «Фарма-2020».
Во время визита министра внутренних дел Индии Раджнатха Сингха
(Rajnath Singh) в Россию в сентябре страны должны были подписать
соглашения, обязывающие Москву предоставлять Индии разведданные для
борьбы с терроризмом и обеспечения безопасности в киберпространстве.
Подписание этого соглашения, отложенное из-за нападения в Ури, должно
расширить рамки сотрудничества в этой ключевой области.
В следующем году исполнится 70 лет с момента установления
дипломатических отношений между Россией и Индией. Поскольку Индия
продолжает укреплять отношения с США, ей не стоит забывать о своем
старом друге. Правительство Моди должно укрепить отношения с Россией и
всерьез отнестись к предложению о создании форума Россия-Индия-Китай,
которое выдвигает Россия.
Нельзя игнорировать старых и верных союзников в процессе построения
новых отношений с США.
Индийско-российские отношения: теплые, но с прохладцей
Rajesh Singh. INDIA-RUSSIA BILATERAL: WARM, A BIT COLD TOO. The Pioneer.
29.09.2016. http://www.dailypioneer.com/columnists/edit/india-russia-bilateral-warm-a-bit-cold-too.html

По всему миру устанавливаются новые взаимосвязи, которые казались
невозможными всего несколько лет назад. Поэтому Индии не нужно
тревожиться по поводу укрепления российско-пакистанских отношений. Но
она, конечно, должна быть начеку.
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В конце 1955 года первый секретарь ЦК КПСС Никита Хрущев посетил
Индию, где был восторженно принят индийцами во главе с премьерминистром Джавахарлалом Неру. Он также заехал в Шринагар, где якобы
решительно заявил, что индийцам стоит только позвать в случае
возникновения угрозы в Кашмире со стороны внешних сил, и Советский
Союз услышит и придет на помощь. Правда это или нет, но ясно одно:
Хрущев действительно занял позицию по кашмирскому вопросу, которая
глубоко импонировала Нью-Дели.
Шестьдесят один год спустя русские подошли еще ближе на
«расстояние слышимости». Несколько дней назад они прибыли в Пакистан,
где впервые в истории проводятся совместные военные учения с
пакистанской армией. Сомнительно то, что они не расслышали или во всяком
случае не почувствовали голос беспокойства Индии происходящими
событиями. Изначально они всерьез намеревались провести учения на
территории Кашмира, оккупированной Пакистаном, которые были заявлены
как «совместные антитеррористические учения», и информация о которых
была опубликована на интернет-сайте российского официального
информагентства ТАСС. После терактов в Ури агентство ТАСС удалило
информацию с сайта, и Россия выступила с заявлением: «Единственным
местом проведения учений является Черат. Любые сообщения о том, что
учения проходят в военной школе горной подготовки в Ратту, являются
ошибочными и злонамеренными».
Подобным разъяснением здесь никого не удалось обмануть. ТАСС
публикует материалы, предоставляемые правящей партией, и трудно
представить, чтобы в таком чувствительном вопросе мог быть допущен столь
грубый промах. Теракт в Ури, к которому явно причастен Пакистан, мог
вынудить Москву отказаться от проведения учений на территории Кашмира,
оккупированной Пакистаном, но тем не менее совместные учения состоялись
в другом месте.
Можно резонно предположить, что если бы теракты не произошли в
Ури, то совместные российско-пакистанские учения состоялись бы на
территории оккупированного Пакистаном Кашмира. И без событий в Ури
позиция Индии по кашмирскому вопросу известна российской стороне,
которая официально поддерживает Нью-Дели. Если это так, то почему
Россия вообще обдумывала возможность проведения учений на спорных
территориях? В самом деле, с учетом напряженности между Индией и
Пакистаном Москве следовало бы более чутко реагировать на озабоченности
Индии и воздержаться от такого взаимодействия на территории Пакистана.
Позиция России претерпела значительные изменения не только с 1955
года, но и с 2010 года, когда Владимир Путин, в то время занимавший пост
премьер-министра, объявил, что его страна выступает против развития
стратегического и военного сотрудничества с Пакистаном, поскольку оно
может повлиять на отношения с Индией, своим «всепогодным другом».
Всего лишь пять лет спустя Россия и Пакистан подписали рубежное военное
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соглашение на поставку Пакистану четырех транспортно-боевых вертолетов
Ми-35М. За этим последовали визит главкома сухопутных сил Пакистана
Рахиля Шарифа в Россию и поездка министра обороны России Сергея Шойгу
в Пакистан. Подписание соглашения означало снятие российского эмбарго на
поставку Пакистану продукции военного назначения.
С учетом истории долгого и плодотворного сотрудничества Нью-Дели и
Москвы реакция с нашей стороны была приглушенной. Индийский
истеблишмент был вполне удовлетворен тем, что Москва осудила теракт в
Ури и упомянула «территорию Пакистана» в официальном комментарии,
опубликованном в России после инцидента. В то время как со стороны
индийцев проявлять чрезмерную нервозность было бы глупо, нельзя
игнорировать растущее сотрудничество России с Пакистаном как фактор,
слабо влияющий на российско-индийские отношения. Индии следует выйти
из своей «комфортной зоны», осознать предзнаменования и не поддаваться
заблуждениям апологетов России, будто Москва никогда не переступит
красную черту. Дружеские времена в духе песен из фильмов с Раджем
Капуром «Господин 420» или «Бродяга» ушли в прошлое. Реальная
политика, а не сентиментальные соображения определяют интересы стран и
их образ действий.
При этом нет нужды писать некрологи российско-индийским
отношениям. Строившееся долгие годы оборонное сотрудничество имеет
глубокие корни не только в плане широкого ассортимента имеющейся у
Индии военной техники или сотрудничества в сфере мирного атома. Страны
Запада, представленные в Совете Безопасности ООН в качестве постоянных
членов, только сейчас начали поддерживать Индию. Россия делала этого в
течение десятилетий. Вместо того чтобы рассматривать растущие российскопакистанские связи с обидой, Нью-Дели должен рассматривать их в
контексте факторов меняющейся расстановки глобальных сил, при этом
всегда оставаясь начеку.
Что это за факторы? Первый, и, возможно, самый важный — в
Пакистане возникло пространство, которое может быть занято Россией.
США пусть и крохотными шагами, но все же отдаляются от Пакистана,
который некогда окрестили своим главным «союзником вне НАТО». С
годами США осознали, что Исламабад и его генералы двурушничают в
сотрудничестве с американцами, несмотря на полученные огромные суммы
из американской казны. Конгрессмен Тэд По, один из инициаторов недавнего
законопроекта о признании Пакистана страной-спонсором терроризма,
заметил, что США платили Пакистану деньги за предательство, хотя он
предавал бы их и бесплатно!
Вопреки общему впечатлению, Вашингтон год за годом сокращает
денежную помощь Пакистану. Согласно данным исследовательской службы
Конгресса, общий объем помощи на цели обеспечения безопасности упал с
1,28 миллиарда долларов в 2011 году до 320 миллионов в 2016 году, а
экономическая помощь снизилась с 1,19 миллиардов в 2011 году до 420
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миллионов. Совсем недавно США заморозили передачу 300 миллионов
долларов военной помощи. Россия полагает, что с «уходом» США у нее есть
возможность заполнить образовавшийся вакуум. Пакистан получает военное
оборудование, которое становится все труднее приобрести у США, а Россия
обретает стратегическую точку опоры в регионе.
Второй фактор — потепление российско-китайских отношений. После
распада СССР Россия осознала, что можно эффективнее противостоять
США, укрепляя связи с другой нарождающейся державой. Этот тандем
замечен в подходах к отношениям с Ираном, Сирией и многими странами
Ближнего Востока. Россия также рассматривает партнерство с Китаем в свете
попыток Запада расширить присутствие НАТО вплоть до ее границ. А если
Китай в команде, то может ли Пакистан отставать?
Третий фактор — диверсификация Индией источников военных
поставок. Она уже не рассматривает Москву в качестве единственного адреса
своих запросов, а поддерживает энергичные отношения с США, Израилем и
Францией, уже выходящие за рамки чисто оборонного сотрудничества.
России, которая долгое время была для Индии крупнейшим поставщиком
продукции оборонного назначения, теперь приходится соперничать с
наступающими ей на пятки США. И действительно, за три года вплоть до
2014 года почти 40% потраченных Индией денежных средств на оборонные
закупки шли к американцам, тогда как Россия довольствовалась только 30%.
Это подтолкнуло Россию к поискам других рынков, и пакистанский рынок
ничем не хуже остальных.
Будет ли Трамп другом Индии? Неясно!
Daddy of dealmakers in, but will he really be India‘s friend?
Indrani
Bagchi.
Times
of
India.
Jan
21,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/daddy-of-dealmakers-in-but-will-he-really-be-indiasfriend/articleshow/56696708.cms

США помогают Индии следить за китайскими подлодками
US helping India track Chinese submarines
Dawn, January 20th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309495/us-helping-india-trackchinese-submarines

NEW DELHI: India and the United States are working together to track
Chinese submarines in the Arabian Sea zone, India‘s Business Standard newspaper
said on Thursday.
India does not approve of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) that
will service the Gwadar port, which sits strategically between the Arabian Sea and
the Persian Gulf.
The Standard said Admiral Harris admitted for the first time that the two
navies are jointly tracking Chinese naval movements in the Indian Ocean.
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To build up India‘s capability to track submarines, Washington had cleared
the sale of Boeing P-8I Poseidon multi-mission maritime aircraft — ―the world‘s
most fearsome submarine hunters‖.
―We work closely with India to improve India‘s capability to do that kind of
Surveillance … I don‘t want to say too much, but there is sharing of information
regarding Chinese maritime movements in the Indian Ocean‖, admitted the
admiral, who refers to Chinese submarines in these waters as ―clearly an issue‖.
Anti-submarine operations are extensively practiced in the Malabar trilateral
exercise on the Arabian Sea, which the US, Indian and Japanese navies conduct
every year, the paper said.
―That helps us hone our ability to do physical tracking of submarines and
ships, and the likes‖, Admiral Harris told a group of journalists on the sidelines of
an international conference in Delhi he attended.
The United States Pacific Command (USPACOM) chief said: ―There is
probably nothing that could prevent China from sailing an aircraft carrier into the
Indian Ocean today.‖
China‘s growing strength and aggression are clearly driving the US and
Indian navies together, the Standard said in a news analysis.
The US officer admitted for the first time, according to the paper, that the two
navies are jointly tracking Chinese naval movements in the Indian Ocean. ―To
build up Indian capability to track submarines, Washington had cleared the sale of
Boeing P-8I Poseidon multi-mission maritime aircraft — the world‘s most
fearsome submarine hunters.‖
The four-star admiral who, from his headquarters in Hawaii, heads the
military component of America‘s ―rebalance to Asia‖, dismissed China‘s lone
aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, as far less capable than an American carrier,
according to the Standard. He said even the Indian Navy, which operates INS
Vikramaditya, is more capable and experienced than the Chinese at carrier deck
aviation.
Индия расширяет присутствие своих подводных лодок в ответ на
увеличение присутствия Китая
India steps up submarine induction as Chinese presence grows in region
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 21.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/India-stepsup-submarine-induction-as-Chinese-presence-grows-inregion/article17072251.ece?homepage=true

The Indian Navy expects to induct two Scorpene diesel-electric submarines
into service this year and launch a third submarine into water even as officials
acknowledged the growing Chinese maritime presence in the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR).
The first of the Scorpenes, Kalvari, is expected to finish sea trials by May and
is on track to be inducted before the monsoon. The second
submarine Khanderi was launched into sea in Mumbai last week.
―Khanderi will begin sea trials in March and the target is to complete them by
December. The aim is to commission the second submarine this year,‖ Rear
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Admiral (RAdm) Mohit Gupta, Assistant chief of Naval Staff - Submarines said on
Friday.
Monsoon gap
The commissioning of the Khanderi would be dependent on the monsoon as
trials cannot be conducted during the three to five month period. In addition,
RAdm Gupta said the third Scorpene submarine ‗Vela‘ will be launched into water
this year after the monsoons. He said the Vela has already been ‗booted up‘, which
means all the sections have been assembled.
India has contracted six Scorpene submarines from DCNS of France to be
built locally with technology transfer. The Navy intends to induct all six by 2020.
Separately officials said the P-8I long range maritime patrol aircraft, procured
from the U.S., has been a major force multiplier and the Navy has been keeping
track of Chinese ―sub-surface movement‖, which has increased in the name of antipiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden.
―At least one Chinese submarine has been continuously deployed in the
Indian Ocean while others are in movement to replace it,‖ defence sources said.
However sources said there has been no confrontation of any sort.
―They just pass through and it is meant as a statement of their capability and
reach. Each one is accessing the other‘s strengths as of now,‖ sources added.
Early this week Admiral Harry Harris, Chief of U.S. Pacific Command said
there has been ―sharing of information regarding Chinese maritime movement in
the IOR‖ between India and the U.S.
Индия считает, что КПЭК проходит по ее территории
China defends CPEC; India claims it passes through its territory
Dawn, January 19th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309370/china-defends-cpecindia-claims-it-passes-through-its-territory

NEW DELHI: China defended on Wednesday the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) as a project meant for regional peace and development after
Indian prime minister hinted that it violated India‘s territorial sovereignty, even
though he did not name it in his speech.
Speaking at the inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue on Tuesday,
Narendra Modi had said: ―Respect for sovereignty is important for regional
connectivity to improve.‖
He said that it was not unusual for two large neighbouring powers (like India
and China) to have some differences. ―In the management of our relationship, and
for peace and progress in the region, both our countries need to show sensitivity
and respect for each other‘s core concerns and interests,‖ he added.
When asked to respond to Mr Modi‘s remarks at a media briefing, Hua
Chunying, the spokesperson for China‘s foreign ministry, said: ―Regarding CPEC,
this is a project that is devised for long-term development and cooperation in
various fields... It is for regional peace and development.‖
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The India Today quoted her as saying that the project ―targets no third
country and it will not affect China‘s position on Kashmir‖.
The unambiguous Chinese foreign ministry statement, however, did not stop
Indian Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar from bringing up the same subject on the
second day of the Raisina Dialogue and claiming that CPEC passed through its
territory.
―CPEC passes through a territory that we see as our territory. Surely people
will understand what Indian reaction is. There needs to be some reflection and I am
sorry to say that we have not seen signs of that,‖ he said.
China and Pakistan have fast-tracked the construction work of the CPEC, a
large part of which passes through Azad Kashmir, to which India lays claim in its
ongoing dispute with Pakistan. Once completed CPEC will provide all-weather
energy route for China from the Gulf. Reports said that India‘s concerns had
increased in recent weeks with reports of China-Pakistan naval cooperation in
Gwadar port of Balochistan, which would serve as the entry point to CPEC.
Mr Jaishankar said that China‘s rise as a major ―dynamic‖ factor in the Asian
affairs served to remind that differences with China had not gone away. ―With
China, the overall broadening of ties, especially in business and people-to-people
contacts, has been overshadowed by differences on certain political issues,‖ he
said.
―But it is important for the two countries not to lose sight of the strategic
nature of their engagement or falter in their conviction that their rise can be
mutually supportive.‖
Reports said that the foreign secretary‘s comments about CPEC and ―political
issues‖ were significant as both India and China had dealt with the differences over
the last several months. India is unhappy over China‘s stance at the Nuclear
Suppliers Group where its membership bid was scuttled last year.
China‘s territorial assertion over Asia received a jolt in July 2016 when the
Permanent Court of Arbitration gave an adverse verdict on the South China Sea
issue.
Mr Jaishankar was quoted as saying that India‘s position on South China Sea
was in sync with the international community‘s position.
Индия стала членом Европейской организации
исследованиям.
India becomes Associate member of CERN

по

ядерным

R. Prasad. The Hindu. 18.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/India-becomesAssociate-member-of-CERN/article17050579.ece?homepage=true

India became an Associate member of CERN on Monday with the Indian
government completing its internal approval procedures in respect of the
agreement it had signed with CERN on November 21, 2016.
On November 21, 2016, Sekhar Basu, Chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission and Secretary of the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) and
Fabiola Gianotti CERN Director General signed an Agreement to admit India to
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CERN as an Associate member. But India had to ―notify CERN of its final
approval for the Agreement to enter into force‖ and become an Associate member,
which it did on Monday.
―As an Associate member India will have full access to all data generated at
CERN. As there are many experiments in CERN, there will be plenty of
information available. When we were not an Associate member, India could data
only from those experiments where we were participating,‖ Dr. Basu told The
Hindu.
―As an Associate member, India can participate in all experiments. We may
have to pay additional charges for participating in the experiments. We can choose
the experiments where India wants to participate,‖ he added.
There are other benefits of becoming an Associate member. Whenever any
CERN facilities get upgraded and go through maintenance, it will provide
opportunities for Indian industries to participate. ―Indian industry will be entitled
to bid for CERN contracts, which will allow it to work in areas of advanced
technology. So the ―Make in India‖ will get a boost due to CERN,‖ he said. ―India
will definitely be more competitive than others.‖
Since Indian scientists will become eligible for staff appointments, it will
enhance the participation of young scientists and engineers in operation and
maintenance of various CERN projects. ―Indian scientists and engineers working
in CERN will learn how to operate and maintain the facilities. So when they return
it will be useful for India,‖ Dr. Basu said.
India has to pay about Rs. 40 crore a year as an Associate member. According
to him, it is a small fee compared to the huge scientific and commercial benefits
that India will stand to gain.
India has been actively involved in CERN‘s scientific activities for over 50
years. ―Indian physicists, engineers and technicians have made substantial
contributions to the construction of the LHC accelerator and to the ALICE and
CMS experiments, as well as to accelerator R&D projects,‖ said Dr. Gianotti in a
CERN release.
In 1991, India and CERN signed a Cooperation Agreement, setting priorities
for scientific and technical cooperation. India and CERN have signed several other
protocols since then. But India‘s involvement in CERN began in the 1960s with
researchers from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai participating
in experiments at CERN. In the 1990s scientists from Raja Ramanna Centre for
Advanced Technology, Indore too got involved in CERN experiment. Researchers
from TIFR, Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology and other institutes
built components for an accelerator (LEP) and detectors (L3, WA93 and WA89).
India was granted Observer status to the CERN Council in 2002.
The CERN convention was signed in 1953 by the 12 founding state.
Currently, CERN has 22 member states. Besides India, Turkey, Pakistan, Ukraine
are Associate members and Serbia and Cyprus are associate members in the prestage to membership.
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Министр иностранных дел Непала встретился с министром финансов и
госминистром Индии – по поводу демонетизации
Nepal Foreign Minister raises demonetisation issue with Jaitley, V K
Singh
The Hindu. 18.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Nepal-Foreign-Ministerraises-demonetisation-issue-with-Jaitley-V-K-Singh/article17050658.ece?homepage=true

Nepalese Foreign Minister Prakash Sharan Mahat on Tuesday held talks with
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and Minister of State for External Affairs V K Singh
during which key bilateral issues including impact of demonetisation on India‘s aid
to the Himalayan nation were discussed.
Though officials maintained that there were ―political discussions‖ between
the two sides without divulging details, it is understood that the Nepalese Minister
talked about the impact of India‘s demonetisation on Nepal.
Nepalese envoy Deep Kumar Upadhyay last week had said that people in
Nepal were facing a lot of hardship due to the demonetisation decision as highvalue India currency notes were in large circulation in that country.
He said he has already raised the issue with the Indian government.
Indian currency is widely accepted in Nepal. Assuring that the issue will be
resolved soon, the Indian government had set up a task force to facilitate exchange
of currency notes in Nepal.
Mr. Mahat is here to attend the Raisina Dialogue, India‘s flagship geopolitical conference, which will cover subjects like Connectivity, Evolving Politics
of Asia-Pacific, Combating State and Non-State Actors, Countering Violent
Extremism Online and the Nuclear Conundrum.
Индия препятствует вмешательству Всемирного банка в проблему
Договора о водоразделе Инда.
India resisting World Bank‘s move on IWT
Waqar Ahmed. The News. 16.01.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/179493-Indiaresisting-World-Banks-move-on-IWT

On January 5, 2017, Indian officials told a World Bank representative in New
Delhi that a neutral expert should help resolve the dispute with Pakistan over the
Kishanganga and Ratle Hydropower projects, which violate the 1960 Indus Waters
Treaty (IWT) between the two countries. The World Bank representative, Ian H
Solomon, met the Indian delegation led by Gopal Baglay, Joint Secretary in the
Ministry of External Affairs. The Indian team made a detailed a presentation on the
two projects claiming that neither project violated the IWT. According to a report
in the Indian media, ―The Indian side had described the objections raised by
Pakistan as technical, and therefore they would be best resolved by a neutral
expert.‖
It should be noted that after India had rejected Pakistan‘s assertions on the
two projects, Islamabad had gone to the World Bank in this regard.
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On the other hand, Pakistan‘s ambassador to the US recently said that
―Islamabad had requested the World Bank to play the role of an administrator in
terms of legal and technical objections raised by Pakistan on Kishanganga and
Ratle Hydropower projects while India was seeking for the appointment of a
neutral expert.‖ He said Pakistan believed a neutral expert would have a limited
mandate and would tend to focus only on technical aspects whereas legal aspects
would not be considered by him.
The Kishanganga Hydroelectric Project on the River Neelum, called
Kishanganga River by India, is located near the Line of Control in the IndianOccupied Kashmir (IOK). The project seeks diversion of River Neelum, which is
reserved for Pakistan‘s Neelum-Jhelum Hydroelectric Project, work on which
started in 1989 and is about to be completed.
The Kishanganga and Ratle projects are on the western rivers whose ―nonconsumptive use‖ is allowed to New Delhi under the Indus Waters Treaty. The
three western rivers in the Indus Basin are Indus, Jhelum and Chenab.
While these two projects may be run-of-the-river hydropower projects yet
there is danger that India could hold back its waters. Pakistan‘s main objection,
therefore, is about the height of the gates of the two projects which are inordinately
high.
It is feared that diversion of water by the Kishanganga will reduce the water
flow at the Neelum-Jhelum project and its generation capacity by 20pc. Also, it
will have adverse effects on ecology of the area, especially fauna and flora, due to
diversion of water from its original course.
Earlier, the Baglihar Hydroelectric Plant was commissioned by India in 2008.
During the dam‘s initial filling, India violated the clauses of the Indus Waters
Treaty by not filling the dam in stipulated time-frame and by not ensuring requisite
inflow at the Marala Headworks of Pakistan.
The reduction of inflow at Marla led to the closure of Marala-Ravi Link
(MRL) Canal, which resulted in non-availability of irrigation water for paddy
crops in Marala Command Canals area covering over 10,000,000 acres of land. It
also resulted in the reduced filling of Mangla Dam due to excessive drawing of
water from it to cover the deficiency of waters at the Marala Headworks.
Consequently, the reduced filling of the Mangla Dam resulted in an acute shortage
of water for Rabi (autumn/ winter) crops in Pakistan.
In the context of current events, Pakistan wants India to be conscious of its
international obligations with regard to the Indus Waters Treaty. No pause by the
World Bank as announced by it is desirable; the important international arbitrator
should get fully involved in resolving the dispute around the Kishanganga and
Ratle projects as they cannot be sorted out bilaterally by the two countries.
Thus, the importance of a clear, well-executed arbitration strategy by the bank
remains and not any kind of pause in the process is required. The Bank‘s role on
the Indus Waters Treaty would provide sustainability and leverage against any kind
of adventurism by New Delhi.
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Россия стремится расширить свои экономические связи с Индией –
выставка в Гуджарате с делегацией Рогозина
Russian deputy PM Dimitri Rogozin and PM Modi to meet on the
sidelines of Vibrant Gujarat summit
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ОТНОШЕНИЯ ПАКИСТАН1 - ИНДИЯ1
Индия прибегает к «водному террору» в своем стремлении нанести
ответный удар по Пакистану
India resorts to 'water terrorism' in attempt to strike back at Pakistan
The Express Tribune. Sunday, 31 Dec 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1596644/9india-resorts-water-terrorism-attempt-strike-back-pakistan/

The Government of India has decided to move ahead with its controversial
decision to start work on a project that aims to store water from a disputed river in
Kathua district of India Occupied Kashmir (IOK).
Pakistan has opposed the Indian project, and the use of ‗water terrorism‘ as a
tactic to target the country.
In a blatant disregard of the legitimate rights enjoyed by Pakistan under
the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT), the Central Water Commission (CWC) in India
has finalised a detailed report on the project titled ‗Ujh‘, according to sources.
The government has said that the proposal aims to harness water that was
flowing untapped across the border. The project report has been submitted to the
puppet regime in IOK for evaluation so that construction can begin as soon as
possible.
Indus Water Treaty: Farmers say Indian policies leaving Pakistan high and
dry
The project will store around 0.65 million acre feet (MAF) of water from
Ujh (a tributary of Ravi) to irrigate 30,000 hectares and produce over 200
megawatts of power.
New Delhi decided to take another look at the implementation of IWT
after India‘s Prime Minister Narendra Modi decided to do so following the attack
on an Indian army camp at Uri in 2016, which was blamed on Pakistan.
Islamabad has vehemently denied these claims.
An inter-ministerial task force that includes Nripendra Mishra, principal
secretary to PM Modi, and National Security Adviser Ajit Doval, was formed to
examine the IWT with Pakistan.
Controversial dams: Pakistan asks World Bank to set up arbitration court
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It took the CWC in India 16 years to complete the process of compiling a
detailed project report on the matter after getting a formal nod to do so in 2001,
following a political prompt from the current government.
The task force was set up after India decided it will explore all options for
utilising ‗maximum waters‘ of the Indus system that it was legally granted under
the treaty.
This article originally appeared on The Times of India website

Палестинский посол - на сцене с международным террористом
Интернет-сайт http://vybory.org.ua/?id=550772 30.12.2017.

Индийское правительство направило в ПА ноту протеста в связи с тем
фактом, что палестинский посол в Пакистане Валид Абу Али выступил с
речью на митинге и был сфотографирован на сцене с лидером
террористической организации "Лашкаре-Тайба" Мухаммадом Хафизом
Саидом. Саид является вдохновителем и архитектором серии терактов в
Мумбаи в 2008 году, в результате которых в целом погибли 160 человек,
участником серии терактов в этом же городе двумя годами ранее, когда
погибли более 200 человек, и обстрела индийского парламента, жертвами
которого стали 14 человек.
Демонстрация, на которой он выступал вместе с послом ПА, состоялась
в городе Равалпинди, провинция Пенджаб. Ее организатор – "Дифа эПакистан" (Совет защиты Пакистана) – призвал правительство страны
собрать исламскую конференцию "для защиты Иерусалима от Израиля". В
Индии фотографии палестинского посла, выступающего на одной сцене с
разыскиваемым террористом, предсказуемо породили волну негодования.
Индийцы называют это "пощечиной", так как на недавнем саммите
Генассамблеи ООН они проголосовали против признания Дональдом
Трампом Иерусалима израильской столицей. В министерстве иностранных
дел Индии заявили, что очень серьезно относятся к этому вопросу и
обсуждают его с послом ПА в Нью-Дели.
Посол Палестины в Пакистане Walid Abu Ali в обнимку с лидером
террористической организации Jamaatud Dawa (JuD) - Hafiz Saeed.
Palestine recalls envoy for sharing stage with Hafiz Saeed
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AMBASSADOR ISLAMABAD: Palestine has recalled its envoy to Pakistan
after India objected to his appearance in a public meeting on Al Quds along with
Jamaatud Dawa (JuD) chief Hafiz Saeed.
A statement by the Palestinian foreign ministry said: ―The minister of
foreign affairs and expatriates under the direct instructions of the president of the
state of Palestine has decided to recall the Palestinian ambassador to Pakistan
immediately.‖
It said that the envoy‘s participation ―in a mass rally in solidarity with
Jerusalem… in the presence of individuals accused of supporting terrorism is an
unintended mistake, but not justified‖.
Ambassador Walid Abu Ali had on Friday attended the gathering in Rawalpindi‘s Liaquat Bagh under the banner of Difa-i-Pakistan Council, a grouping of
dozens of jihadi parties, in support of the Palestinian cause. JuD, which is the
leading party in the alliance, had hosted the ‗Tahaffuz-i-Baitul Muqddas‘ rally.
Besides speaking on Al Quds, leaders at the rally had lashed out at India for
its oppressive actions to subdue the uprising in the occupied valley.
Decision follows India‘s objection to ambassador‘s participation in rally;
Pakistan reaffirms support for Palestinian cause
―We consider it our prime responsibility to liberate Kashmir from India. We
will free Kashmir in fulfillment of (Mohammad Ali) Jinnah‘s dream,‖ Hafiz Saeed
had said on that occasion.
The Palestinian envoy had been active after President Donald Trump
decided to recognise Jerusalem as the capital of Israel coordinating with political
and religious parties‘ reaction in Pakistan over the American move. A few weeks
back, he had visited Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa, who had told him that
Pakistan viewed Kashmir and Palestinian disputes similarly and both issues had
―public, moral and political‖ support of the people of the country.
Palestinian envoy‘s pictures with Hafiz Saeed, which were carried by the
media, were noticed in New Delhi. The Indian government summoned the
Palestinian ambassador in New Delhi to the ministry of external affairs to receive
the demarche over Mr Ali‘s participation in the rally.
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―Government of India has strongly conveyed to the Palestinian side that the
Palestinian ambassador‘s…association with terrorist Hafiz Saeed, who is
proscribed by the United Nations, at an event in Rawalpindi on 29.12.2017, is
unacceptable. The concerns were conveyed both in New Delhi to the Palestinian
ambassador and in Ramallah to the minister of foreign affairs and expatriates, state
of Palestine,‖ the Indian ministry said in a statement.
As per the Indian statement, the Palestinian envoy assured that Palestinian
Authority stood with India ―in the war against terrorism, and will not engage with
those who commit acts of terror against India‖. More importantly, the Indian
government was shortly communicated that Abu Ali was being recalled.
India was among the countries that voted in favour of a UN resolution that
effectively rejected Mr Trump‘s move and asked member states not to establish
diplomatic missions in Jerusalem.
When contacted by Dawn, Ambassador Ali said he would not comment on
the decision.
Pakistan reaction
Meanwhile, the Foreign Office said that Pakistan‘s unambiguous and
steadfast support for the Palestinian cause was well known.
In response to media queries about the Palestinian ambassador‘s
participation in the public meeting, the FO spokesperson said that Pakistan had
always supported the two-state solution, with East Jerusalem, the capital of the
Palestinian State. Pakistan‘s unequivocal position was demonstrated in the
rejection of the US decision to recognise Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
Since then a number of rallies and meetings have been held in Pakistan, the
official was quoted as saying in a press release.
He pointed out that Ambassador Ali had attended many of these meetings.
The public meeting held on Friday was yet another demonstration of Pakistan‘s
strong sentiments in support of the Palestinian cause. The rally was attended by
thousands of people from all walks of life. More than 50 speakers addressed the
rally, including Hafiz Saeed. Contrary to the impression being created, the UN
proscription does not place any restrictions on the freedom of expression.
―The people and government of Pakistan respect the Palestinian
ambassador‘s active participation in events organised to express solidarity with the
people of Palestine,‖ the spokesman said.
Индия вновь подняла вопрос о нарушении Пакистаном Договора о
разделе вод р. Инд от 1960 г.
Govt moves to tap share of Indus to strike back at Pakistan
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The govt decided to re-look at the implementation of the Indus Treaty after
PM Modi decided to do so following the attack by Pak-backed terrorists on the
Army camp at Uri in 2016
An inter-ministerial task force with Nripendra Mishra, principal secretary to
the PM, and NSA Ajit Doval was formed to examine the IWT with Pakistan.
NEW DELHI: In keeping with its decision to review utilisation of Indus
waters as part of its signalling that Pakistan cannot expect past voluntary
concessions to continue as long as it exports terror to India, the government has
moved further on a project to store water in Jammu and Kashmir's Kathua district.
Looking to fast-track utilisation of India's rights under the Indus Waters
Treaty (IWT), the Central Water Commission (CWC) has finalised a detailed
report on Ujh multi-purpose project and the government made it clear the proposal
aims to harness water that was flowing untapped across the border. The project
report has been submitted to the J&K government for evaluation so that
construction may begin at an early date.
The project, which is to come up in Kathua district, will store around 0.65
million acre feet (MAF) of water from Ujh (a tributary of Ravi) to irrigate 30,000
hectares and produce over 200 MW of power.
The government decided to take a relook at the implementation of the Indus
treaty after PM Narendra Modi decided to do so following the attack by Pakistanbacked terrorists on the Army camp at Uri in 2016. An inter-ministerial task
force with Nripendra Mishra, principal secretary to the PM, and national security
adviser Ajit Doval was formed to examine the IWT with Pakistan.
The Ujh project is a step towards India's utilisation of waters of the Indus
and its tributaries in keeping with its rights under the treaty.
Under the IWT, signed with Pakistan in 1960, waters of Ravi are allocated to
India. It, however, took the CWC 16 years to complete the process of detailed
project report (DPR) after getting a formal nod to do so in 2001, following a
political prompt from the current government. The task force was set up after India
decided it will explore all options for utilising the maximum waters of the Indus
system that is legally given to it under the treaty.
Китай хочет помирить Индию и Пакистан
China hopes Pakistan, India will jointly work for peace
Daily Times, December 28th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/168797/china-hopespakistan-india-will-jointly-work-peace/

BEIJING: China Wednesday hoped that Pakistan and India would continue
to make efforts to handle outstanding issues through dialogue and consultation and
work together to safeguard peace and stability in South Asia.
―As a common neighbor and friend of Pakistan and India, China hopes that
Pakistan and India will continue to calmly and properly handle relevant issues
through dialogue and consultation and work together to safeguard peace and
stability in South Asia,‖ Spokesperson of Chinese Foreign Ministry, Hua Chunying
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said while responding to a question regarding the ceasefire violations committed
by India on the Line of Control (LoC), during her regular briefing held here. When
her attention was drawn towards Pakistan‘s demand to India for allowing United
Nations Military Observers for India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) to play its
mandated role as per UN Security Council (UNSC), she said, ―We have noticed the
report.‖ India is not extending support to the UN observer group, which has the
mandate to monitor the ceasefire violations at the LoC and Working Boundary in
accordance with the UN Security Council resolutions.
Meanwhile, China on Wednesday defended its offer extending its ambitious
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to Afghanistan, stating that the project
is not directed against any third party.
At the first trilateral meeting of Foreign Ministers of China, Pakistan and
Afghanistan, China offered to extend CPEC to Afghanistan as the three sides
pledged to step-up counter terrorism cooperation.
Besides Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, his counterparts from Pakistan
and Afghanistan Khawaja Muhammad Asif and Salahuddin Rabbani respectively
attended the meeting.
When asked about reports that China‘s plans to extend the CPEC to
Afghanistan sparked concerns in India, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Hua Chunying said the project extension is not directed at any third country. She
said the project serves the common interests of the three counties.
―This cooperation is not directed at any country and any party. The dialogue
and cooperation should not be influenced or disturbed by any country,‖ she said.
―We stressed many times, CPEC is not directed at any third party and we hope it
can bring benefits for third country,‖ Hua said, apparently referring to India‘s
concerns.
―It is an economic cooperation programme and it should not be politicised
and has nothing to do with territorial dispute,‖ she said, adding that the project will
bring the benefit to the third party and the whole region. ―Afghanistan is a common
neighbour of China and Pakistan. They have strong desire to develop economy and
improve livelihood. They are willing to integrate into the regional connectivity
process and willing to integrate into CPEC,‖ she said.
The three sides have agreed to promote connectivity under Belt and Road
Initiative framework and follow the principle of starting from easy and smaller
projects step by step to identify cooperation projects for common development, she
said.
During the trilateral meeting, a consensus has been reached on eight point
plan to bring peace between Afghanistan and Pakistan. The consensus included a
security mechanism to enhance counter-terrorism cooperation to fight all forms of
terrorist organisations and terrorists, she added.
She said Afghanistan and Pakistan will promote the exchanges between their
clerics and avoid the spread of religious extremism. Under the trilateral framework
of the dialogue, the countries should follow the principle of mutual benefit and
equal consultation, she said.
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She said the three sides have agreed to stay committed to the four goals –
support Afghanistan‘s peaceful reconstruction and reconciliation peace process,
help Afghanistan and Pakistan to improve and develop ties, promote joint security
of the region, promote regional connectivity, and BRI.
The three sides reaffirmed their commitment to an Afghan- led and Afghanowned Afghan peace process. Afghanistan and Pakistan have agreed to align their
development strategies to BRI and actively explore the trilateral cooperation under
it.
China and Pakistan have also agreed to provide assistance to Afghanistan in
areas such as public health, human resources, and agriculture, Hua added.
В Кашмире борьба пошла по принципу "око за око"
Владимир Скосырев. Независимая газета. 27.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/201712-27/1_7145_india.html

Дели отправил сигнал Исламабаду. Его смысл – если пакистанцы
атакуют индийских солдат, на это последует ответ. Доказательством
послужило проникновение примерно 10 индийских солдат за линию
контроля в пакистанский Кашмир и нападение на патруль. Три пакистанца
были убиты. Такова реакция индийцев на то, что в субботу под огнем
противника погибли майор и три солдата индийской армии. Обострению
обстановки способствует активизация в спорном районе ячеек «Исламского
государства» (ИГ) и «Аль-Каиды» (запрещены в России).
Данные об инциденте, опубликованные индийской и пакистанской
сторонами, естественно, разнятся. Пакистанское агентство Dawn News,
ссылаясь на разведслужбу, сообщило, что Индия совершила ничем не
спровоцированное нарушение соглашения о прекращении огня.
(В районе Кашмира нет международно признанной границы, а есть
линия контроля между двумя странами, установленная после войны. – «НГ».)
В результате три пакистанских солдата были убиты, а один ранен.
Индийский телеканал NDTV дает другую версию. Индийские
коммандос пересекли вечером линию контроля и убили четырех
пакистанских солдат. Эта атака последовала за убийством в субботу четырех
индийских военнослужащих, включая майора, отрядом пакистанских
пограничников.
Это была локальная тактическая операция, санкцию на которую дал
бригадный генерал. Мишенью стал пакистанский патруль. Сначала около
него был взорван фугас. Кто-то из патрульных был убит. Воспользовавшись
их замешательством, маленькое подразделение индийского спецназа
проникло примерно на 300 м за линию контроля и застрелило остальных
членов патруля.
Операция, длившаяся 45 минут, была ограниченной и преследовала
конкретную цель. Она состояла в том, чтобы послать другой стороне ясный
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месседж: если пакистанские солдаты атакуют индийских солдат, последует
ответ.
По существу, индийцы адекватно отреагировали на проникновение в
субботу группы пакистанских пограничников на 400 м в индийский Кашмир
и нападение на индийский патруль.
Как бы то ни было, инцидент свидетельствует о том, что участники
многолетнего противостояния в Кашмире начинают действовать по
библейскому принципу «око за око, зуб за зуб».
Напряжение усугубляет то, что в подконтрольных Индии и Пакистану
частях Кашмира, а также других районах Индии активизировались ячейки
«Аль-Каиды» и ИГ. Как пишет газета Hindu, они передают через социальные
сети пропагандистские материалы, в которых угрожают Индии
террористическими атаками. Известно, что ИГ и «Аль-Каида» –
конкурирующие группировки. Но на медиаплатформе секретного канала
Telegram ИГ призвало членов «Аль-Каиды» присоединиться к ним.
В Индии давно пытается укорениться организация «Аль-Каида» на
Индийском субконтиненте». Старший офицер индийской службы
безопасности сказал, что эти группировки спонсируются из Пакистана.
В беседе с «НГ» Татьяна Шаумян, руководитель Центра индийских
исследований Института востоковедения РАН, отметила, что «у таких
группировок, как ИГ, нет больших перспектив в Индии. Конечно, 13% ее
населения – мусульмане. Это меньшинство. Иногда оно проявляет
враждебность к власти. С другой стороны, это не пришельцы, а коренные
жители. Они давно адаптировались. Они индийцы. Думаю, поддержки у
мусульман ИГ не получит».
Касаясь последних вооруженных столкновений в Кашмире, эксперт
сказала, что «они показывают, насколько хрупок там мир, насколько сильна
взаимная неприязнь. Широкомасштабный конфликт невыгоден ни той, ни
другой стороне. И вряд ли до этого дойдет. Но то, что такие инциденты
накаляют страсти, – это факт».
Индийский шпион получит свидание с женой и матерью (может быть
приговорен к смертной казни за шпионаж)
Jadhav to meet wife, mother today
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Kulbhushan Jadhav.

ISLAMABAD: The mother and wife of the Indian spy, who is on death row,
are scheduled to arrive today (Monday) after Pakistan allowed Kulbhushan Jadhav
to meet his family members, a move New Delhi said might augur well for the
bilateral ties.
The exact arrival of Jadhav‘s mother and wife was not shared by India with
the Pakistani authorities till Sunday evening, although it was confirmed that they
would be arriving on Monday by a chartered plane and returning the same day.
The much-talked about meeting would be held at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs where elaborate and extraordinary security arrangements have been put in
place.
India can be allowed consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav: Khawaja Asif
Local and international media have been invited at the Foreign Office to
cover the arrival of Jadhav‘s mother and wife. They have also been given
permission for the live coverage.
However, according to Foreign Office officials, the Indian government has
barred the visiting family members from interacting with local or international
media outlets in Pakistan.
The officials said Pakistan was even willing to issue visas to Indian
journalists wishing to cover the meeting between the Indian naval officer-turnedRAW agent with his wife and mother.
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However, neither had India shown any interest in the interaction of the
visiting women with the media nor willingness to allow the Indian media to travel
to Islamabad to cover the event.
A senior Foreign Office official insisted that Pakistan had nothing to hide
and hence allowed local and international media outlets to cover the meeting
between the Indian spy and his family members.
Pakistan permitted the convicted Indian spy to meet his family members
―purely on humanitarian grounds and in line with the Islamic traditions‖.
Pakistan issues visa to Kulbhushan Jadhav‘s family
The wife and mother of Jadhav would also be accompanied by India‘s
Deputy High Commissioner JP Singh. The meeting could last from 15 minute to
one hour, said the Foreign Office official.
Indian High Commissioner Ajay Bisaria hoped that the meeting of Jadhav
with his wife and mother would take place in a cordial atmosphere.
He told a private news channel that India was satisfied over the
arrangements made by Pakistan for the meeting.
Terming Pakistan‘s decision to allow the meeting positive, the high
commissioner hoped that the step would augur well for the future engagements
between the two neighbours.
Jadhav was arrested in March 2016 by Pakistani security forces from
Balochistan. A few days later, the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) released
his recorded statement in which he confessed to working for RAW to foment
violence in Pakistan, Balochistan in particular.
In April this year, he was given death sentence by a military tribunal on
charges of espionage and his involvement in subversive and terrorist activities. His
mercy petition is still pending before the army chief.
India, disputing Pakistan‘s claim that Jadhav was a spy, went to the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) that stayed his execution till its final verdict.
Pakistan, however, contested the Indian claims before the ICJ in a recent
reply submited before The Hague-based court.
Islamabad presents the Jadhav‘s case as a living proof of RAW‘s
involvement in terrorist activities in Pakistan.
Я - индиец, но не разделяю политику Моди в отношении Пакистана
Modi Ji, thank you for ending my has-been status
Mani Shankar Aiyar (former Congress MP, Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha). Dawn,
December 22nd, 2017.

Spokespersons for the Bharatiya Janata Party have been asserting on TV
screens that I should have taken the government‘s permission before hosting an old
Pakistani friend of mine to dinner. Why should I seek anyone‘s permission to host
a dinner party — even if that friend is a Pakistani?
Why cannot I invite friends and colleagues to talk about Pakistan with a
distinguished Pakistani? Why must I toe Modi‘s line on Pakistan? What gives the
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government a monopoly of national opinion on our neighbour? Does anyone who
does not believe that the Prime Minister is the nation‘s sole fount of wisdom
become liable to the charge of treachery? Do I not have a right to privacy? Do my
guests not have such a right?
The BJP responds that this was not just some dinner party, it amounted to
sleeping with the enemy. Indeed, the Prime Minister has darkly hinted that I was
hiring a contract killer (―supari‖) to get him. Invoking a fake Facebook post, he
slyly let slip that the dinner was a ―secret‖ conclave to hatch a ―conspiracy‖ with
the Pakistanis to make — horror of horrors — a Gujarati Muslim the chief minister
of Gujarat.
Is India becoming a police state?
Utter rubbish, total balderdash, but a nasty move to establish a salience
between Pakistan and Indian Muslims to polarise a crucial election.
Well, I don‘t consider Muslims or Pakistanis my enemies, especially a
Pakistani Muslim like Khurshid Kasuri, who I have known since we were 20-yearold undergraduates at the same Cambridge college some 56 years ago. It was a
friendship that was renewed when the founder-President of the BJP, and then
Janata Party Foreign Minister of India, Atal Behari Vajpayee, chose me to be the
first-ever Consul General of India in Karachi (1978-82).
Did he choose me to go to Karachi to spew at the Pakistanis? Atal Behari-ji
would invariably take his seat in the House whenever I rose to speak on Pakistan.
For unlike the present incumbent, he was not paranoid about Pakistan. A true
democrat, he was interested in understanding other perspectives on that country.
I flew to Islamabad in Dec 1978 from the home of our ambassador in Abu
Dhabi, Hamid Ansari, a brilliant diplomat and an engaging companion with whom
I had served a little earlier in Brussels. He was among my closest friends in the
Foreign Service and I appointed him chairman of the Oil Diplomacy Committee
when I was Petroleum Minister. Destiny had kissed him on the brow to rise for 10
long years (2007-2017) to the second-highest constitutional position in our land:
Vice President and Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.
Invaluable in his penetrating insights into the Pak psyche, he has guided me
over the years through the maze of Pakistan‘s domestic politics. He introduced me
to his wife‘s relatives in Karachi. Hamid Ansari was second only to Doctor-sahib
(former prime minister Dr Manmohan Singh) among the distinguished guests at
my dinner.
The morning after I reached Islamabad to be briefed by my Ambassador
before taking up my new assignment, I heard the Ambassador speaking on the
phone to Khurshid Kasuri. I slipped him a note on which I had scribbled that
Khurshid was an old friend of mine. He passed on the phone to me, and I could
hear the joy in Khurshid‘s voice as he welcomed me to Pakistan, insisting that I
proceed to Karachi only after visiting Lahore.
A tempting invitation
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That was a tempting invitation as I was born in Lahore. I agreed, subject to
Khurshid driving me straight from the airport to my old home at 44, Lakshmi
Mansions.
Khurshid agreed and my Ambassador indulgently let me take that circuitous
route to my new posting.
That Ambassador, Katyayani Shankar Bajpai, was no soft-heart like me. He
has always had a hard, tough understanding of Pakistan, untouched by any of the
starry-eyed romanticism that tinges my view of that country. He was at the time in
almost daily touch with Barrister Khurshid Kasuri, monitoring developments in the
then ongoing Lahore High Court trial of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto.
Now nearly 90 years old, Ambassador K. Shankar Bajpai was another of my
valued guests.
On my landing in Lahore, Khurshid Kasuri picked me up and drove me
straight to the apartment where my family had lived till Partition, now taken over
by a medical doctor who had been a student in London while Khurshid and I were
cutting our academic teeth in Cambridge.
I have since been several times to Lakshmi Mansions (does Modi know it is
still called that even seven decades after Partition?), taking my wife and children
with me so often that the old chowkidar lets me in even when Dr Malik is not at
home.
Most touching of all was when I visited Pakistan as India‘s Petroleum
Minister to initiate talks on the Iran-Pakistan-India gas pipeline. The Residents
Welfare Association of Lakshmi Mansions (including writer Sa‘adat Hassan
Manto‘s family) organised a welcome reception for me and Dr Malik asked me to
send him a blow-up of my parents‘ photograph so that he could, in respectful
tribute to their memory, hang it on the walls of their first marital home. Is this the
enemy?
In 2003, then president Pervez Musharraf appointed Khurshid Kasuri as his
Foreign Minister. Kasuri immediately embarked on the most determined exercise
in India-Pakistan history to resolve the Kashmir issue.
The parameters for that bold initiative were set by Pervez Musharraf and
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. Between them, they agreed that there would be
no exchange of territory or people, but an attempt to ―render the LoC irrelevant‖ to
the ordinary lives of ordinary Kashmiris on either side of the Line of Control.
The task of negotiating the deal was entrusted on the back-channel to a
Pakistani civil servant, Tariq Aziz, and Ambassador Sati Lambah of India (yes,
Sati too was my guest at the Kasuri dinner). Sati was not only my Islamabad
counterpart through all the three years I served in Karachi, he went on to head the
Pakistan division at headquarters, returned to Islamabad both as Deputy High
Commissioner and High Commissioner, and climaxed his high-flying life in
diplomacy as the longest-ever serving PM‘s Special Envoy: nine uninterrupted
years as Doctor sahib‘s most trusted aide on Pakistan. No one knows Pakistan
better than Sati Lambah.
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The kick-off point for the Musharraf-Manmohan dialogue was Atal Behari
Vajpayee‘s Jan 2004 visit to Islamabad, accompanied by his Foreign Minister,
Yashwant Sinha (who had also accepted my invitation but could not attend because
he was detained by the Maharashtra police in Akola).
On the Pakistan side, it was Kasuri who supervised and guided the backchannel conversations that brought more progress than ever before on the vexed
question of Kashmir. It would have been concluded but for Musharraf‘s domestic
fracas with the judiciary that finally ended his regime.

Sohail Mahmood (left), Pakistan‘s High Commissioner in India, and
Khurshid Mahmud Kasuri, the former foreign minister, were among the invitees to
a dinner hosted by Mani Shankar Aiyar. The Indian prime minister described the
dinner as a plot to undermine his party‘s prospects in the Gujarat elections.
Whenever the dialogue is resumed, the four-point formula will surely
constitute the point of departure.
On the Indian side, Dr Manmohan Singh‘s Foreign Minister at the
commencement of the back-channel talks was Natwar Singh. So I invited him too,
bearing particularly in mind that not only had he been my boss in Islamabad for
most of my term in Pakistan, but also because of his immortal comment to the
Pakistan press on the ghastly Moradabad riots after Eid in 1980: ―I feel humiliated
as an Indian and diminished as a human being.‖
As former foreign minister, Salman Khurshid had gone with Atal-ji to
Geneva in the mid-90s to give a fitting reply to Pakistan‘s canards in the Human
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Rights sub-commission, I invited him too. Alas, he mixed up the dates and turned
up only the next day. But the other Salman — Salman Haider — former foreign
secretary and architect of the 1997 ―Composite Dialogue‖ between India and
Pakistan that has persisted over 20 turbulent years (its name, but not its essence,
changed by the BJP, as is their wont) came, listened, spoke and heartily ate.
Present too were former High Commissioners Sharat Sabharwal and T.C.A.
Raghavan. Raghavan‘s masterpiece, The People Next Door, published a few
months ago, has quickly become the defining narrative of what Raghavan calls in
his subtitle, The Curious History, of our relations with Pakistan.
We also had two former heads of the Pakistan division: Chinmaya
Gharekhan, who headed the division when I was in Karachi, and then went on to
become principal foreign policy adviser in the Prime Minister‘s Office to two
prime ministers, Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi, before winding up his career as
the longest-ever serving representative of India to the UN.
He was later Dr Manmohan Singh‘s special envoy for West Asia. He is a
frequent contributor on foreign policy to several journals, including The Indian
Express and The Hindu.
Gharekhan, a conspirator? Gharekhan, a subversive? Modi-ji, why not check
with him? Know what? Notwithstanding his name, Gharekhan is not a Muslim, his
surname is a title bestowed centuries ago on his family. Indeed, he is a fellowGujarati! Khem chhe?
The other head of division present was M.K. Bhadrakumar, former deputy
high commissioner to Pakistan. No one in India, absolutely no one, is engaged as
deeply as he is with Central Asia, West Asia and our neighbourhood and views all
foreign policy in the perspective of great power geopolitics and geo-strategies.
After retirement, he has emerged as the most prolific writer on foreign
policy in Indian journalism. Far from stooping to low conspiracy, Bhadrakumar‘s
published view is that the talk at the Kasuri dinner amounted to little more than
―airy nothings‖.
We had two professional journalists of long standing: Prem Shankar Jha,
former editor of The Hindustan Times, and Rahul Khushwant Singh, former editor
of The Khaleej Times, Dubai, and former resident editor of The Indian Express,
Chandigarh — blameless except for being stained by association with me since our
school days!
Besides, we were graced by the participation of an outstanding defence
analyst, Col Ajai Shukla (retd), a soldier and intellectual who understands defence
matters better than anyone else in the public realm.
I rounded off my list of invitees with none other and none less than the
former army chief, General Deepak Kapoor. I wanted him in so that Kasuri would
not get away without first hearing an authoritative armed forces voice. This is the
highly-distinguished, highly-decorated officer whose patriotism has been
impugned by a prime minister as having attended a ―secret‖ conclave in my home
to take out a ―supari‖ on Narendra-bhai Modi.
Even my acerbic tongue cannot find the right word to condemn this outrage.
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And, oh yes, of course, there was the newly-appointed Pakistan High
Commissioner, learning the ropes, more silent than the Silent Valley, deferring to
his former boss, Khurshid Kasuri.
Nothing to hide
We had nothing to hide. We had come together to brief Khurshid on Indian
perspectives on Pakistan because Kasuri is arguably the best friend India has in influential political circles in that country.
We also wanted to hear him, as an articulate, well-informed and Indiafriendly interlocutor. He has, of course, been out of office for the best part of a
decade and is unlikely to make it again. So the discussion was informal and
certainly not ―official‖. All of us, without exception, were ―has-beens‖.
There was absolutely nothing ―secret‖ or ―secretive‖ about the get-together.
Indeed, the place was crawling with Modi‘s intelligence agents. Khurshid Kasuri is
related to the Rampur family.
The dates of the wedding in their family had been determined without
reference to the election in Gujarat. My invitations had gone out a month earlier
and reminders had been issued both by email and mobile phones. Doubtless, both
were tapped.
We talked and dined convivially for about three hours, my wife proving to
our Pakistani guests that Indian nihari and biryani are quite as good as in Pakistan!
Some BJP spokesman misunderstood and claimed we had sat and conspired till
3am. There was no conspiracy. There was no mention of Gujarat. We were just
talking Pakistan with a Pakistani guest and friend.
It is shameful that baseless allegations have been flung from public
platforms by no less a personage than the present prime minister. How, in a
democracy, can the right of any citizen to express views contrary to those of the
government be questioned as Modi and his cohort are doing? Are we not drifting
towards becoming a police state?
I know Modi hates me. But my party so distrusts me that I was perhaps the
only Congressman of 25 years standing who was not sent to Gujarat for the
campaign. Yet, Modi‘s invective was reserved for me as if the battle for Gujarat
was between him and me.
Towards the end of my Rajya Sabha term, I asked him a question on the
floor of the upper house. He brushed off my enquiry, adding, quite gratuitously,
that I would soon be joining the ranks of the ―bhule-bisre‖ — the forgotten and the
destitute. That indeed would have been my fate — except for Narendra-bhai Modi.
He has given me more publicity than I could have garnered for myself in three
lives. Thank you, Prime Minister.—Courtesy NDTV.com
Пакистан пока не намерен казнить индийского шпиона Ядхава
No immediate execution for Kulbhushan Jadhav, says Pakistan
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ISLAMABAD: Asserting that detained Indian national Kulbhushan
Jadhav was under no immediate threat of execution, Pakistan on Thursday said he
will meet his mother and wife at the office of the ministry of foreign affairs.
"Pakistan is ready to permit media interaction with the wife and mother of
Commander Jadhav. We await Indian decision in this regard," said foreign office
spokesman Muhammad Faisal at his weekly media briefing.
Asked whether Jadhav's meeting with his family was arranged due to his
possible immediate execution, the spokesperson said, "Let me assure you that the
Commander is under no threat of immediate execution and his mercy petitions are
still pending. The decision to allow him to meet his family members was taken in
the light of Islamic traditions and based on purely humanitarian grounds."
During the press briefing, the spokesperson also rejected the accusations
against Pakistan in US National Security Strategy 2017.
Индия недовольна сооружением ГЭС на р.Инд на территориях, якобы
оккупированных Пакистаном в 1947 г.
India issued demarches to Pakistan, China on dams in PoK, says
government
The Indian Express. 20.12.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-issueddemarches-to-pakistan-china-on-dams-in-pok-says-government-4991603/

V K Singh asserted that China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which
is being projected as a flagship project of OBOR initiative, passes through parts of
Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir which has been in illegal occupation of
Pakistan since 1947.
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Minister of State for External Affairs Gen VK Singh.
India has issued demarches to both Pakistan and China conveying its
position on construction of dams on the Indus river in Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir
(PoK) by the Pakistani government with assistance committed to these projects by
China, the government said on Wednesday.
Replying to a written question in the Lok Sabha, Minister of State for
External Affairs V K Singh said India has a clear and consistent position that these
territories are illegally occupied by Pakistan and that any collaborative activity
there is in violation of India‘s sovereignty and territorial integrity.
―Accordingly, we have made demarches to both Pakistan and China
conveying the position. The government continues to maintain this position,‖
Singh said.
Replying to a separate question on China‘s ‗One Belt One Road‘ (OBOR)
initiative, Singh said the government has clearly articulated its firm belief that
connectivity initiatives must be ―based on universally recognised international
norms, good governance, rule of law…and must be pursued in a manner that
respects sovereignty and territorial integrity‖.
He also asserted that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which
is being projected as a flagship project of OBOR initiative, passes through parts of
the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir which has been in illegal occupation of
Pakistan since 1947.
―The government has conveyed to the Chinese side, including at the highest
level, its concerns about China‘s activities in PoK and asked them to cease these
activities,‖ the minister added.
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India has also strongly conveyed its position at multilateral and international
fora where issues related to OBOR/CPEC have been raised.
Recently, Russia asked India to find a way out to join OBOR without
compromising on its position.
Responding to yet another question, Singh said in view of the significance of
the Sino-India relationship, both sides are working towards utilising their bilateral
dialogue mechanisms to promote mutually beneficial cooperation, and enhancing
communication at all levels in order to build greater trust and understanding.
He also said that both India and China agree that the progress in bilateral
relations should be guided by the consensus reached between their leaders, and that
at a time of global uncertainty, India-China relations are a factor of stability and
the two countries, in their relationship, must not allow differences to become
disputes.
Индия недовольна сооружением ГЭС на р.Инд на территориях, якобы
оккупированных Пакистаном в 1947 г. (мнение Пакистана)
India issues démarches to Pakistan, China on construction of dams
The Express Tribune. December 21, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1589339/1-indiaissues-demarches-pakistan-china-construction-dams/

India has issued démarches to Pakistan and China conveying that the
construction of dams under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) on the
Indus River in Kashmir is ‗illegal‘.
According to the Indian government, ―these territories are illegally occupied
by Pakistan,‖ Indian Express reported.
Replying to a written question in the Lok Sabha, Minister of State for
External Affairs V K Singh said India has a clear and consistent position that
collaborative activity in Kashmir is in violation of India‘s sovereignty and
territorial integrity.
China lavishes aid on Gwadar raising suspicions in US, India
―Accordingly, we have made demarches to both Pakistan and China
conveying the position. The government of India continues to maintain this
position,‖ Singh said.
Replying to a separate question on China‘s ‗One Belt One Road‘ (OBOR)
initiative, Singh stated the BJP government has clearly articulated its firm belief
that connectivity initiatives must be ―based on universally recognised international
norms, good governance, rule of law and must be pursued in a manner that respects
sovereignty and territorial integrity.‖
―The government has conveyed to the Chinese side, including at the highest
level, its concerns about China‘s activities in PoK and asked them to cease these
activities,‖ the minister added.
India has also strongly conveyed its position at multilateral and international
fora where issues related to OBOR, CPEC have been raised.
Pakistan, China to treat all investors equally
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He also said that both India and China agree that the progress in bilateral
relations should be guided by the consensus reached between their leaders and that
at a time of global uncertainty, India-China relations are a factor of stability and
the two countries, in their relationship, must not allow differences to become
disputes.
Индия значительно сократила выдачу виз пакистанцам
India has drastically cut visas for Pakistanis
Dawn, December 21st,
drastically-cut-visas-for-pakistanis

2017.

https://www.dawn.com/news/1377918/india-has-

NEW DELHI: India said on Wednesday it cut visas to Pakistan drastically
this year, issuing 18,000 fewer visas than in 2016, while Pakistan‘s mission said it
issued at least 6,000 more visas than before.
The Hindu quoted Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju as telling
parliament on Tuesday that 34,445 visas for Pakistanis were issued in 2017,
against 52,525 in 2016.
The reduced figures came despite several exceptional medical visas granted
by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj after requests made to her on twitter.
The Pakistan High Commission officials told The Hindu that 45,519 Indians
were issued visas by Pakistan till November this year, including 17,844 issued to
Hindu, Sikh and Bohra pilgrims, and 573 business visas as compared to 39,321 in
2016.
There‘s been a sharp increase in number of visas for Bangladeshis
There was, however, a surge in the number of Indian visas for Bangladeshis.
As many as 1.28 million visas were given to Bangladeshis this year in comparison
to 0.93m visas issued in 2016, Mr Rijiju said in reply to a written question.
The last time such a low number of visas were issued was in 2011 when
48,640 visas for Pakistanis were issued. In 2014 and 2015, India granted 172,536
visas to Pakistanis. The numbers in 2012-13 when the United Progressive Alliance
was in power stood at 132,590.
An official explained there was a difference in number of visas issued and
those who actually visited the country, as some postponed their visit or did not
visit at all, The Hindu said.
The home ministry‘s annual report said that 104,720 Pakistanis visited India
in 2016. It said the decline came despite an agreement in 2012, when India and
Pakistan had sealed a new visa agreement to promote people-to-people contacts.
However, in August 2016, the ministry had put in place an electronic visa
clearance process for Pakistani citizens.
The government did not say why the visas for Pakistanis were cut.
В Кашмире Индия и Пакистан соревнуются в освоении водных
ресурсов Гималаев (ГЭС) – 2 проекта по разные стороны от LoC
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In Kashmir, Pakistan and India race to tap Himalayas
The Nation. December 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Dec-2017/in-kashmir-pakistanand-india-race-to-tap-himalayas

MUZAFFARABAD - Several hundred metres underground, thousands of
labourers grind away day and night on a mammoth hydroelectric project in
contested Kashmir , where India and Pakistan are racing to tap the subcontinent's
diminishing freshwater supplies.
The arch rivals have been building duelling power plants along the banks of
the turquoise Neelum River for years.
The two projects, located on opposite sides of the Line of Control are now
close to completion, fuelling tensions between the neighbours
with Pakistan particularly worried their downstream project will be deprived of
much-needed water by India .
The Himalayan region of Kashmir is at the heart of a 70-year conflict
between the nuclear-armed foes, with both sides laying claim to the conflict-riven
territory.
The rivalry on the Neelum is underlined by both countries' unquenchable
need for freshwater, as their surging populations and developing economies
continue to stress already diminished waters tables.
This situation represents a serious challenge to Pakistan 's food security and
long-term growth, its central bank recently warned in a report.
The geography of the wider region only exacerbates the problem. The Indus
River - into which the waters of the Neelum ultimately flow - is one of the longest
on the continent, cutting through ultra-sensitive borders in the region.
It rises in Tibet, crosses Kashmir and waters 65 percent of Pakistan 's
territory, including the vast, fertile plains of Punjab province - the country's bread
basket - before flowing into the Indian Ocean.
The Indus Water Treaty, painfully ratified in 1960 under the auspices of the
World Bank, theoretically regulates water allocation between the countries and is
considered a rare diplomatic success story amid a bitter history.
It provides India with access to three eastern rivers (the Beas, Ravi and
Sutlej) and Pakistan with three in the west (the Indus, Chenab and Jhelum), while
setting the conditions for water usage.
As a tributary of the Jhelum River, the Neelum theoretically falls
into Pakistan 's sphere, which launched the Neelum-Jhelum power plant project a
quarter of a century ago to counter the legal, but competing Kishanganga project in
Indian-held Kashmir .
At the confluence of the Neelum and Jhelum, the gigantic underground
cathedral of concrete and steel is near completion - the four generators are in place,
waiting for the transformers and the network to be connected.
More than 6,000 Pakistani and Chinese workers busy themselves in the 28
kilometres of underground tunnels or in the power station itself, buried under 400
metres of rock in the heart of the Himalayas .
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After completion, the dam is expected to churn out 969 MW of electricity by
mid-2018.
"It is a fantastic feeling to see the outcome of such a historic project,"
enthused Arif Shah, an engineer working on the site for eight years. "We hope to
finish our hydroelectric plant before the Indians," he smiles, while acknowledging
that the real pressure comes from Islamabad, which has promised to end the
debilitating power cuts nationwide ahead of the 2018 elections.
On the Indian side, the Kishanganga power station is also in its final phase,
but has delayed its late 2017 completion date, according to an official, in part
because of ongoing unrest in the Kashmir valley.
Pakistan has filed cases at the World Bank against India and the Neelum
dam, which it says will unfairly restrict the amount of water headed downstream.
According to the plant's director Nayyar Aluddin, the production of
electricity could shrink by 10-13 percent because of the Indian project.
But the hydroelectric projects on the Neelum River are only one of several
points of friction between the two countries as the Indus Treaty faces increasingly
pressing disputes.
Beyond the technical bickering, Islamabad is especially afraid
of India cutting into its precious water supplies during strategic agricultural
seasons that are key to feeding the country's 207 million residents.
The possibility of hitting Pakistan 's food supply is regularly amped up by
both Indian and Pakistani media, stretching perennially taut relations.
India 's Prime Minister Narendra Modi hinted at such reprisals following an
attack in Indian-held Kashmir blamed on Pakistani insurgents in September 2016.
"Blood and water can't flow together," he said.
However, a blockade of any significant magnitude is not really technically
feasible, while neither party has seriously sought to challenge the Treaty of the
Indus.
"The disputes over the barrages are mostly symptoms of poor bilateral
relationships," said Gareth Price, a researcher at Chatham House.
The problem is that the rival countries conceive water as a zero-sum game if one taps the resource, it means they are lost to the other.
But Islamabad must do its part, wrote Neil Buhne, UN coordinator
in Pakistan , in an op-ed calling for the country to diversify "its water resources"
while reigning in inefficiencies that wastes water.
Пакистан вмешивался в выборы в Пакистане, - мнение Моди
Islamabad is trying to fix Gujarat polls, says Modi
Mahesh Langa. The Hindu. 11.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/elections/gujarat2017/why-does-pak-army-ex-dg-want-ahmed-patel-as-gujarat-cm-asksmodi/article21385192.ece?homepage=true

Pakistani officials met ex-PM Manmohan Singh, Mani Shankar Aiyar, says
PM.
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On yet another day of vitriolic campaigning for the Assembly polls
in Gujarat, Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday suggested that Pakistan was
trying to influence the outcome of the elections.
Mr. Modi accused his predecessor Dr. Manmohan Singh of meeting
Pakistani officials at a ―secret‖ meeting at Congress leader Mani Shankar
Aiyar‘s residence a day before the latter‘s controversial remark, terming the Prime
Minister ‗neech‘ [a lowly person].‖ ―There were media reports about a meeting at
Mani Shankar Aiyar‘s house in which Pakistan‘s High Commissioner, Pakistan‘s
former Foreign Minister, India‘s former Vice-President and former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh were present,‖ Mr. Modi said at an election rally at Palanpur in
north Gujarat, scheduled to vote in the second phase on December 14.
Baseless, says Congress
Terming the allegations of its senior leaders‘ meeting with Pakistani officials
as baseless, the Congress said Mr. Modi‘s charges were prompted by his worry
about the BJP‘s impending defeat in Gujarat.
―Holding the country‘s topmost post, Modiji is making baseless allegations.
Modiji is worried, dejected, angry. Such a statement has no truth or fact, and is
based on lies. Such behaviour is unbecoming of a Prime Minister,‖ Congress
spokesperson Randeep Surjewala told reporters in New Delhi.
Mr. Surjewala said if Mr. Modi planned to contest the elections on Pakistanrelated issues, then he should also tell the people of Gujarat why he ―trusted the
Pakistani spy agency ISI and offered it entry to Pathankot Airforce Base...‖
He also questioned the Prime Minister‘s ―unplanned‖ Pakistan visit to attend
the wedding of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s granddaughter, soon after
―Pakistan-sponsored terrorist attacks at Gurdaspur and Udhampur‖.
In his speech, Mr. Modi claimed that the meeting at Mr. Aiyar‘s house
continued for almost three hours and next day, Mr Aiyer called the Prime Minister
―neech‖.
Hints at link
―On one hand, Pakistan Army‘s former DG is interfering in Gujarat‘s
election, on the other, Pakistani people are holding a secret meeting at Mani
Shankar Aiyar‘s house and immediately after the meeting, people of Gujarat,
backward communities, poor people and Modi were insulted. Don‘t you think such
events raise doubts here,‖ he said, suggesting that the Congress leader‘s statement
came after his meeting with Pakistan envoy and others.
Mr Modi also raised questions about the alleged appeal by former director
general (DG) of the Pakistan Army Sardar Arshad Rafiq for making senior
Congress leader Ahmed Patel the chief minister of Gujarat.
Congress veteran Ahmed Patel, however, dismissed the PM‘s allegation and
said he had PM abdicated the politics of development to win the Assembly polls in
Gujarat.
―It‘s a foregone conclusion that he has abdicated the politics of development
in both action and words. But does it befit the stature of the Prime Minister to rely
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on canards, rumours & lies just for an election? This is very sad,‖ Mr Patel
tweeted.
In a concerted move, soon after the PM‘s election speech, BJP President
Amit Shah told the media in Gandhinagar that the former vice-president Hamid
Ansari had been present at the alleged meeting with Pakistani officials. Mr Shah
also alleged that the opposition party did not inform the External Affairs Ministry
of the meeting.
Моди обвинил Пакистан во вмешательстве в выборы в Гуджарате, мнение Пакистана
Modi accuses Pakistan of interfering in Gujarat polls
The Nation. December 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/11-Dec-2017/modi-accusespakistan-of-interfering-in-gujarat-polls

Says Pak army‘s ex-director-general Arshad Rafique supporting Ahmed
Patel as Gujarat chief minister is a ‗matter of concern‘
Gandhinagar - Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi , on Sunday, said a
Pakistani Army official has supported Rajya Sabha MP Ahmed Patel as the Gujarat
chief minister. ―Does Pakistan want to make Ahmed Patel Gujarat CM?‖ he asked.
Addressing election meetings at Palanpur, Banaskantha district, that
borders Pakistan , and then at Sanand in Ahmedabad district, Modi referred to
some media reports stating that former Pakistani Army‘s director-general Sardar
Arshad Rafique had appealed to make Patel as Gujarat CM.
Modi said that a three-hour-long meeting was held at former diplomat Mani
Shankar Aiyar‘s residence in which ―former Indian Vice-President (Hamid) Ansari
Saheb, ex-PM Dr Manmohan Singh, the Pakistani high commissioner to India and
an ex-Pakistani foreign minister were present. The next day, Aiyar called me neech
aadmi.‖
Asking the Congress to explain what ―transpired at the secret meeting‖, the
Indian PM said there could be something fishy about it - daal mein kaala hai ya
nahin? ―Why did you hold a closed-door meeting just before Gujarat polls? If it
was so important, why did not you invite Indian officials also to attend it, or
reported it back to the Government of India. You must explain it.‖
He said Arshad Rafique supporting Ahmed Patel as Gujarat chief minister is
a ‗matter of concern‘. ―It‘s a matter of India‘s sovereignty and self-respect.‖
"(On one side) Pakistan Army's former director general is interfering in
Gujarat's election, on the other side, Pakistan 's people are holding a meeting at
Mani Shankar Aiyar's house," he alleged.
"And, after that meeting, people of Gujarat, backward communities, poor
people and Modi were insulted. Don't you think such events raise
doubts?" Modi asked. He said the Congress should inform the people of the
country what exactly it was up to.
Last week, posters had mysteriously appeared in Surat, appealing the people
to make Ahmed Patel the state‘s Wazir-e-Alam, which were later removed. The
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posters had the pictures of Congress Vice-President Rahul Gandhi and Ahmed
Patel. Patel had denied having ever been interested in Gujarat chief ministership.
Interestingly, the Urdu word Wazir-e-Ala (not Wazir-a-Alam) is used for a chief
minister; the word Wazir-a-Azam is translated as the prime minister.
Also, unclaimed posters emerged late on Saturday on Sarkhej-Gandhinagar
Highway in Ahmedabad, near the Gujarat BJP‘s media centre, condemning J&K
activist Salman Nizami with a slogan ―Afzal ka yaar, Desh ka Gaddar‖ (A friend of
Afzal (Guru) is a traitor of the country).
After Modi raked up the issue that the J&K ―separatist‖ Salman Nizami, an
alleged supporter of hanged militant Afzal Guru and critic of Indian army, was
campaigning for the Congress in Gujarat, party spokesman Rajeev Shukla, had, on
Saturday, denied that the activist was a Congressman.
After Palanpur, Modi travelled to Sanand, where he continued to slam the
Congress.
"Could anyone have imagined that a small village like Sanand would reach
such great levels of development?" Modi asked at the beginning of his
speech. Modi said that Congress governments of the past only developed the
Ankleshwar-Vapi "golden corridor". "We also developed Sanand, Viramgam and
other areas too. This area is now a hub of automobile industry, " Modi said while
adding that companies like Tata Nano. Maruti Suzuki, Ford, Bharat Forge now
have their factories in the region.
Slamming Congress over corruption and caste politics, Modi said, "Those
who had made corruption their habit cannot help the country. I took the state to
new economic height but these Congress leaders used caste politics to break
Gujarat," the Indian prime minister said.
Hard selling his development model, Modi said, "We were known for being
entrepreneurs and businessmen but there was no manufacturing industries here.
After we came to power, we are now a manufacturing hub. We are also a hub of
engineering services."
"Gujarat was nowhere in agriculture as most of the time there were droughts.
Before I came to power, there was an agricultural growth rate of one percent. We
took it to at least 10 percent each year. Through Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sampada
Yojna (PMKSY), we helped Gujarati farmers to gain more money by selling
byproducts," Modi said.
Urging Congress set its own house in order before attacking
him, Modi remarked that Congress has been wiped out of most of the state. "Even
if you use a microscope... you cannot see them," he remarked.
At a rally in Panchamahal's Kalol, Modi said that development is the only
agenda for his party, while blaming Congress for indulging in "divide and rule"
politics. "Congress is back to their old tricks. A generational shift has not brought
in a new political culture for the party," Modi said.
Мэр Лондона приехал в Пакистан из Индии и принес новости о мире.
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Mayor of London brings peace tidings from India to Pakistan
Intikhab Hanif. Dawn, December 7th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375089/mayor-oflondon-brings-peace-tidings-from-india-to-pakistan

Mayor of London Sadiq Khan entering Pakistan from India through the Wagah border crossing on Wednesday.—APP

LAHORE: Mayor of London Sadiq Khan arrived in Lahore via the Wagah
border on an official visit on Wednesday, with the message that many Indians
wanted good relations with Pakistan.
This is the first time a mayor of London has visited Lahore. Mr Khan is on a
six-day mission to India and Pakistan to strengthen cultural and economic ties with
the British capital. He had earlier stayed in India for three days where he met
politicians and other important personages in Mumbai, Delhi and Amritsar.
Accompanied by a delegation of investors and officials, London‘s mayor
was received warmly at the Wagah border by Mayor of Lahore retired Col
Mubashar Javed and senior officials of the Punjab government.
Earlier in the day, while visiting the Golden Temple at Amritsar in India, Mr
Khan called on the British government on Wednesday to make a formal apology
for the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre in which nearly 400 people were shot dead
by British Indian army soldiers. He called the massacre one of the most horrific
events in Indian history. ―It is wrong that successive British governments have
fallen short of delivering a formal apology to the families of those who were
killed,‖ he said.
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Mr Khan later called on Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif at the latter‘s Model
Town residence and attended a luncheon there. British High Commissioner
Thomas Drew was also present on the occasion. The delegation included London‘s
Deputy Mayor for Business Rajesh Agrawal, Turkish Consul General Serder Deniz
and US Consul General Elizabeth Kennedy.
Calls for UK apology over Jallianwala Bagh massacre
Prior to Mr Khan‘s arrival in the city, CM Sharif had tweeted: ―We welcome
Mayor Sadiq Khan from the historic city of London to the historic city of Lahore.‖
Mr Khan had a one-on-one meeting with the chief minister and later visited the
Badshahi Mosque and the Lahore Fort, before attending a dialogue at Alhamra.
According to a spokesperson for the Punjab government, Mr Sharif said that
Pakistan accorded great importance to its relations with the UK. A large number of
Pakistanis were settled in London, playing an important role in enhancing bilateral
relations between the two countries, he said, adding that promoting cordial
relations between the UK and Punjab was the need of the hour.
The chief minister was quoted as saying that Pakistan had achieved great
success in its war on terrorism, and would win it by introducing various socioeconomic reforms. The government, in collaboration with the Department for
International Development of the UK, had already introduced far-reaching reforms
in education, healthcare and skills development sectors. ―We appreciate the
cooperation of British people,‖ he said.
Earlier while meeting CM Sharif, the delegation of British investors had
expressed interest in investing in projects under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). The chief minister said that the CPEC had opened new avenues
of foreign investment in Pakistan and British investors should fully avail the
opportunity.
Mr Khan said that the cities of London and Lahore enjoyed good relations
and expressed the desire to enhance cooperation and investment with Lahore in
various sectors.
Speaking at a dinner reception given by the mayor of Lahore, Mr Khan said
he was impressed by the hospitality of the people of Lahore. He was happy to note
that Pakistan and its society were progressing. ―I am happy to know that Pakistan‘s
economy is growing,‖ he said, while thanking the mayor for according him a warm
welcome. ―I found Lahore as I had heard of it. It is the heart of Pakistan and is
certainly the hub of Pakistani culture,‖ he said.
Lahore‘s mayor thanked Mr Khan for visiting and shared that he wished to
strengthen social and cultural ties with London.
Gifts were exchanged — owner of Peshawar Zalmi Javaid Afridi presented
Mr Khan Shahid Afridi‘s cricket bat, cap and shirt. Mr Khan was scheduled to
leave for Islamabad after the reception, and to later visit Karachi.
Не планируется встреча лидеров Индии и Пакистана на саммите ШОС
в Сочи 1 декабря 2017 г.
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No meeting planned with India during SCO summit: Pakistan
The Hindu. 30.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/no-meetingplanned-with-india-during-sco-summit-pakistan/article21235310.ece?homepage=true

External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj will represent India at the two-day
summit.
Pakistan on Thursday said there will be no meeting with India on the
sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit in Russia.
Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is currently in the Russian
city of Sochi for the SCO Head of Governments meeting and Foreign Office (FO)
spokesman Mohammad Faisal was asked at regular briefing about any meeting
between the leaders of the two countries.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj will represent India at the two-day
summit.
―There is no planned meeting on the sidelines of the Summit,‖ Mr. Faisal
said.
To a question about the decision on India‘s request to let the mother of
convicted Indian death row prisoner Kulbhushan Jadhav in Pakistan meet him, Mr.
Faisal said it was still being ―considered‖.
He also said that Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua on Wednesday went to
the Anti-Terrorist Court (ATC) hearing of 2008 Mumbai attack case and ―informed
the court that the decision of the court to convey the names of the Indian witnesses
required for testifying in this case was being considered by the Interior Ministry‖.
He said Pakistan continues to stress the need for a meaningful dialogue for
confidence building, avoidance of arms race and promotion of strategic stability in
South Asia and Pakistan‘s proposal for a Strategic Restraint Regime for South Asia
remains on the table.
He expressed concern over the latest launch of the cruise missile by India
and said it was part of the ongoing build-up and induction of sophisticated
weaponry and delivery systems by India.
India recently test fired the Brahmos supersonic cruise missile for the first
time from the Indian Air Force‘s frontline Sukhoi-30 MKI combat jet, significantly
bolstering the country‘s aerial prowess.
Доклад «Атлантического совета» исключает возможность ядерной
войны в Южной Азии
Report rules out Pakistan-India nuclear war
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
November
27th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373101/report-rules-out-pakistan-india-nuclear-war

2017.

WASHINGTON: South Asian experts reject the nuclear pessimism in
Western capitals about their region, noting that the West‘s nuclear ―sky is falling‖
in South Asia argument does not hold when seen in proper context.
This is the conclusion of a report by a prestigious Washington think-tank,
the Atlantic Council, which also rules out the possibility of a nuclear war between
India and Pakistan.
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The council based these findings on a series of seminars it held recently in
New Delhi, Islamabad and Beijing, noting that South Asian experts who
participated in these meetings were more optimistic than the ―nuclear sky is
falling‖ arguments often aired in the mass media, and policy conferences in
general.
The experts argued that China, India and Pakistan, despite being enmeshed
in a complex rivalry, ―are stakeholders in the existing international order, and are
committed to an open economic order and multilateral institutionalism‖.
The experts also noted that all three countries were embedded in a global
order that‘s vastly different from either the pre-World War I era or the ―first
nuclear age‖ that was manifested during the Cold War.
―The nuclear ‗sky is falling‘ argument is simply not supported by the
evidence, at least when evidence is embedded in its proper context,‖ the experts
maintain.
The report, however, warned that the greatest threat to stability in the region
―comes not from the development of large, sophisticated and diversified nuclear
arsenals, but from the continued stability of the institutions guarding them‖.
The experts highlighted the consequences of ―aggressive nationalism‖ in
China and India, and the potential for the ―the first three decades of the post-Cold
War era‖ to become merely ―a temporary hiatus in their onward nuclear journey‖,
which could lead to ―truly horrendous‖ consequences that would prove true the
―worst-case assumptions of the nuclear pessimists‖.
The report noted that until recently, the threat of a nuclear war was thought
most likely in South Asia, where India and Pakistan are involved in a festering
low-intensity conflict fostered by deep conflicts about identity and territory.
The report underlined two specific dangers: Pakistan deploying tactical
nuclear weapons in a conventional war with India, and India‘s investments in
ballistic missile defences (BMD) and multiple re-entry vehicle (MRV) technology,
which gives New Delhi a first-strike option against Pakistan.
The report noted that China, India and Pakistan also share a common
institutional legacy of civilian dominated nuclear decision-making structures, in
which the military is only one partner, and a relatively junior one, among a host of
others.
―All three factors — the structural, the normative, and the institutional —
dampen both countries‘ drives toward trigger-ready, destabilising, operational
nuclear postures that lean toward splendid first-strike options,‖ it added.
The report noted that ―Pakistan has developed tactical nuclear weapons,
although it does not appear to have operationalised tactical nuclear warfare‖.
On a positive note, the report added, neither India nor Pakistan was
conducting nuclear tests to develop or improve designs for nuclear warheads. The
same holds for China.
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Шехбаз Шариф написал письмо Главному министру индийского штата
Панджаб насчет совместной борьбы со смогом.
Shahbaz Sharif writes to India in wake of smog issue
The News. 22/11/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/247113-shahbaz-sharifwrites-to-india-in-wake-of-smog-issue

LAHORE: The smog, that has taken over Pakistan‘s Lahore and India‘s
New Delhi, has heightened health concerns in the two countries.
Levels of harmful particulates called PM 2.5 that are small enough to enter
respiratory system and join the blood stream, have crossed the safe limit 30 times
more than the allowed limit.
In the prevailing condition where official data for air control is absent,
Governor of Punjab Shahbaz Sharif recently wrote a letter to Chief Minister of
Indian Punjab Capt. (R) Amarinder Singh inviting him to ―enter a regional
cooperation arrangement to tackle the issue of smog as well as environmental
pollution‖.
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In the letter, he talked about the persistent and growing problem of smog and
its adverse effects on public health, agriculture and traffic accidents.
Reply from the other side of border is awaited as increase in number of
deaths continue in both the Punjabs.
Пакистан намерен обсудить с Индией КПЭК, но Индия уходит от
обсуждения этого, и других вопросов.
Ready to discuss CPEC with India: FO
The Express Tribune. November 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1560671/1-readydiscuss-cpec-india-fo/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday indicated it could talk to India directly
on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) but the prospects for such
parleys are bleak, given New Delhi‘s unwillingness to resume dialogue on all
outstanding issues.
―Pakistan continues to hold the position that only through uninterrupted,
uninterruptible, and meaningful and result-oriented dialogue will all outstanding
disputes with India, including the Jammu and Kashmir dispute, be resolved,‖ said
the Foreign Office spokesperson.
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―At the moment, India is not willing to hold any dialogue, therefore, I don‘t
see any prospects of what you have mentioned,‖ Mohammad Faisal said when
asked to comment on the possibility of Pakistan holding direct talks with India on
CPEC.
Recently, a senior Chinese official told visiting Pakistani journalists in
Beijing that the country was trying to convince India to join the multibillion-dollar
project.
Islamabad calls for action against anti-Pakistan slogans on London buses
India has publicly opposed the project under the pretext that it is passing
through the disputed region of Jammu and Kashmir. Both Pakistan and China
dismissed New Delhi‘s claim and insisted that the project would not only benefit
the two countries but the entire region.
Pakistan has also expressed concern that India, through its intelligence
agencies, is trying to undermine the project.
Indian missile test
The spokesperson said India had not given any advance notification of its
recent cruise missile test.
He then explained that India was not required to as the bilateral agreement
on pre-notification of missile tests only covers ballistic missiles and not cruise
missiles.
Nevertheless, the spokesperson voiced Pakistan‘s concerns, saying
developments like these endanger the strategic stability in South Asia.
―This underscores the need for Pakistan and India to engage in meaningful
discussions on further measures for confidence-building, avoidance of arms race
and promotion of strategic stability in South Asia, among other issues.‖
Pakistan slams India for playing politics over medical visas
―Pakistan stands ready for such talks with India. Our proposal for a strategic
restraint regime for South Asia is still on the table.‖
Faisal said the international community should also take note of the reports
that India had been exercising ―strategic restraint‖ on its missile development prior
to getting Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) membership.
―This speaks of the Indian duplicity in paying lip service to the objective of
non-proliferation, while secretly pursuing a conventional and strategic arms
buildup. Massively increased Indian defence budget and intensified buildup of
arms by the Indian Army is spurring an arms race in the region, which is counterproductive.‖
Anti-Pakistan propaganda
The spokesperson said Pakistan appreciates the prompt steps taken by UK
Government on the display of anti-Pakistan propaganda on London Cabs, which
are a violation of the UN Charter.
―Pakistan also believes that it will also take action against the display of
anti-Pakistan slogans which are now affixed to London buses. Our High
Commission in London has already taken this up with the [British] Foreign and
Commonwealth Office and the relevant authorities.‖
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Индийские СМИ пишут, что Пакистан готов к переговорам с Индией.
Pakistan says committed to peace, offers to resume talks with India
The Hindu. 17.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-sayscommitted-to-peace-offers-to-resume-talks-with-india/article20492048.ece?homepage=true

Pakistan's remarks come days after media reports said the United States was
quietly nudging Pakistan and India to re-engage as the Trump administration seeks
to defuse tensions between the nuclear-armed neighbours.
Says ―India‘s claims of surgical strikes‖ and ―unprecedented escalation
on LoC and Working Boundary‖ are threats.
Pakistan has offered to resume dialogue with India on Kashmir, Siachen, Sir
Creek and other pending issues and was awaiting a response, Foreign Office
spokesperson Mohammad Faisal said on Thursday.
The border between Pakistan and India has been the scene of bloody clashes
between the armies of the two countries in the recent years. The current year has
been the worst in terms of ceasefire violations as well as civilian casualties.
―Pakistan is committed to its policy of peaceful neighbourhood but India‘s
posture including its claims of surgical strikes and unprecedented escalation on
Line of Control and Working Boundary are threats to peace,‖ Mr. Faisal said at the
weekly press briefing here. ―As responsible member of the international
community, Pakistan believes in peace but at the same time our armed forces are
fully prepared and competent to defend the country against all threats,‖ he was
quoted as saying by Radio Pakistan.
Mr. Faisal‘s remarks came days after media reports said the United States
was quietly nudging Pakistan and India to re-engage as the Trump administration
seeks to defuse tensions between the nuclear-armed neighbours.
Dip in ties
The relations between India and Pakistan nosedived after the January 2,
2016, terror attack on the Pathankot air base in which seven security personnel
were killed.
The terrorist attack on an Army station in Uri, the surgical strikes carried out
by the Indian Army on terror infrastructures in PoK and the regular violation of
ceasefire by Pakistani forces have further deteriorated bilateral ties.
The statement of Pakistani leadership eulogising Hizbul Mujahideen militant
Burhan Wani after his killing in Jammu and Kashmir in July 2016 further soured
the relations between the neighbouring countries.
The spokesman also expressed concern over recent cruise missile tests
conducted by India, complaining that Pakistan should have been informed prior to
the tests. He termed them a potential threat to peace in the region.
Пакистанская армия нарушает Соглашение о недопущении стрельбы на
LoC
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Pakistan Army violates ceasefire, targets areas along LoC
The Hindu. 15.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pakistan-army-violatesceasefire-targets-areas-along-loc/article20449170.ece?homepage=true

An Indian border post near fencing on the Line of Control in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir.

Pakistani troops on Wednesday opened fire and shelled areas along the Line
of Control (LoC) in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir, drawing heavy
retaliation from the Indian Army.
The firing is still on, a defence spokesman said.
―Pakistan Army initiated unprovoked and indiscriminate firing of small
arms, automatics and mortars from 0815 hours in Poonch sector along the Line of
Control,‖ the spokesman said.
The Indian Army is retaliating strongly and effectively.
On November 2, Pakistan Rangers fired at a BSF patrol in Samba sector
resulting in death of Border Security Froce (BSF) constable Tapan Mondal.
США прессуют и Индию, и Пакистан, призывая к переговорам
US pressing India, Pakistan for dialogue: Report
The Times of India. Nov 13, 2017, https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/uspressing-india-pakistan-for-dialogue-report/articleshow/61626352.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
America's objective to normalise ties between the two South Asian rivals is
part of its efforts to have a more focused approach on the Afghan endgame.
US secretary of state Rex Tillerson took up the issue with the leadership of
both Pakistan and India during his recent visit to the two countries
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ISLAMABAD: The US is quietly nudging Pakistan and India to re-engage
as the Trump administration seeks to defuse tensions between the nuclear-armed
neighbours, according to a media report on Monday.
America's objective to normalise ties between the two South Asian rivals is
part of its efforts to have a more focused approach on the Afghan endgame.
US secretary of state Rex Tillerson took up the issue with the leadership of
both Pakistan and India during his recent visit to the two countries, the Express
Tribune quoting government officials and diplomatic sources as saying.
"Behind the scenes, efforts appear to have started paying dividends since
Tillerson's visit, as there has been a noticeable reduction in violence along the Line
of Control (LoC) in the disputed Kashmir region," the paper said.
The border between the two nations has been the scene of bloody clashes
between the armies of Pakistan and India for the last couple of years. The current
year has been the worst in terms of ceasefire violations as well as civilian
casualties.
Officials with the knowledge of the backdoor manoeuvres confirmed to the
paper that the Trump administration wanted to see a lowering of tensions between
the two neighbours.
A senior official, who requested not to be identified because he was not
authorised to speak to the media, said Tillerson had informed Pakistan that the
Trump administration was willing to encourage a rapprochement between
Islamabad and New Delhi.
The surprise decision by Pakistan to allow a meeting between convicted
Indian national Kulbhushan Jadhav and his wife was also being linked to the quiet
efforts by the US. Pakistan, however, publically insisted that the offer was made
purely on the humanitarian grounds.
The former Indian Navy officer was sentenced to death after a Field Court
Martial on charges of espionage and involvement in terrorist activities.
Officials are reluctant to link Pakistan's decision on Jadhav as well as the
brief lull in LoC clashes to the US intervention.
They said it was too early to draw any such conclusions as the Trump
Administration was still struggling to come up with a workable roadmap for
Afghanistan and South Asia.
The official, nevertheless, made it clear that continued tensions between
Pakistan and India would certainly undermine US efforts to bring some semblance
of peace in Afghanistan.
Historically, Islamabad has not been averse to third-party intervention, but
India has publically opposed such approaches.
The official said the Pakistani side had urged the US to use its influence over
India for the resumption of dialogue after a number of terror attacks in India.
It is, however, not clear if the two sides would resume the full spectrum of
talks, considering the timing.
Since Pakistan is also just a few months away from parliamentary elections,
it is highly unlikely that structured dialogue would be restored. However, political
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leaders and officials may interact with each other as a result of US efforts in order
to arrest any further slide in ties between Pakistan and India, the report said.
Индия выдвигает условия для возобновления
Пакистаном
India reiterates conditions for talks with Pakistan

переговоров

с

Dawn, November 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369572/india-reiteratesconditions-for-talks-with-pakistan

NEW DELHI: India said on Thursday that there had to be a conducive
environment and an atmosphere free of terror for talks to resume with Pakistan.
According to Press Trust of India, the remarks by External Affairs Ministry
spokesperson Raveesh Kumar came in response to a question regarding reports
from Pakistan on the possibility of resumption of stalled Indo-Pak talks.
―Our stand remains the same. We have always maintained that for the talks
to go ahead there should be a conducive environment and atmosphere. And that
environment has to be created which is free of terrorism and free of terrorists
getting support from Pakistan,‖ he asserted.
India and Pakistan had announced resumption of talks under the
comprehensive bilateral dialogue format during External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj‘s visit to Islamabad in December 2015. However, PTI said, the dialogue hit
a roadblock after the Pathankot terror strike by a Pakistan-based terror outfit in
2016.
On a question about Saarc, Mr Kumar said it was ―one country‖ that needed
to create conditions where such talks would have meaning and would be
successful.
Возобновлено автобусное сообщение между Пакистаном и Индией в
Кашмире
Bus service between two halves of Kashmir resumes after 4-month
hiatus
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551403/3-busservice-two-halves-kashmir-resumes-4-month-hiatus/

MUZAFFARABAD: A bus service between two halves of the Himalayan
state of Kashmir resumed on Monday after a hiatus of four months – much to the
joy of divided families.
The bus service between Rawalakot, in Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK),
and Poonch, in Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK), was suspended due to skirmishes
between Pakistani and Indian border guards on the Line of Control (LoC).
―The Rawalakot-Poonch cross-LoC bus service resumed on Monday,‖
Colonel (retd) Shahid, the travel and trade facilitation officer (TTFO), confirmed
to The Express Tribune.
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Почему хороша и важна торговля Пакистана с Индией?
Why trade with India isn‘t such a bad deal
Jazib Nelson (writer is a researcher and works in the development sector of Gilgit) . The
Express Tribune, November 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1550786/2-trade-india-isntbad-deal/

ISLAMABAD: Tomatoes brought India-Pakistan trade back to the limelight.
In some markets of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, tomatoes were being sold at well
over Rs200 per kg.
Despite this massive increase in price of the perishable commodity, Pakistan
has decided not to import tomatoes from India due to strained bilateral ties.
Usually a supply-demand gap of any vegetable in Pakistan is plugged through
import from India.
While popular sentiments may be biased against any import from India, we
need to ask ourselves whether trade with India can be worthwhile or not? For that
matter, we must set aside our security-minded viewpoint of the economy. So let‘s
talk economics of India-Pakistan trade.
APTMA hails terms of revised export package
Recent trends in Indo-Pak trade
Despite presence of significant trade potential, Indo-Pak trade remains
hostage to repeated politicisation on both sides of the border. Both economies have
pursued an open trade policy regime with the rest of the world but that openness
isn‘t reflected when it comes to bilateral trade. Recent chill in the political situation
between the two countries has dented prospects for further improvement in
bilateral trade. Trade volumes have been decreasing over the last three years.
However, Indo-Pak trade has come a long way since the turn of the century.
Official trade volumes have increased from a mere $309.8 million in 2003 to
almost $2 billion by 2016. Trade through third countries like UAE, Singapore, &
Iran or illegal channels is estimated to be around $2 billion. Bilateral trade has
mostly favored India. Pakistan‘s trade balance with India has worsened to $1.3
billion in 2016 from $142 million in 2003.
This may not be hard to digest since Pakistan‘s trade deficit has increased
with almost each of its trading partners because of overall sub-par export
performance.
Pakistan‘s deteriorating trade balance has also accorded an economic
dimension to trade restrictions with India. There are fears among some Pakistani
industries that more trade liberalisation with India may hurt their businesses as
India is increasingly becoming a trading giant.
Let‘s see an example of the cotton industry which is one of the major
industries in Pakistan. On the request of cotton spinning industry, the federal
government has increased regulatory duty on import of cotton yarn from India in
order to protect the local spinning millers. Similarly, other industries are also
concerned that better trade relations with India may result in Indian products
flooding local Pakistani markets and hence wiping off profit margins.
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Despite these concerns, which may seem valid in some business quarters of
Pakistan, our economy can actually benefit from trade with India. There are some
serious advantages in place for Pakistani economy.
Benefits to Pakistani economy
One may be quick to conclude that if we pursue more trade liberalisation
with India, Pakistan‘s trade balance with India may worsen still more. This can be
true since Pakistan doesn‘t export many items which Indian economy imports. Our
exports mainly rely on two items which are cotton and rice in which Indian
economy has a comparative advantage over us.
On the other hand, Indian economy exports a lot of items which Pakistan
imports. Pakistan can import items like tea, sugar, petroleum products, cotton not
carded or combed, cyclic hydrocarbons, insecticides, new rubber types, electrical
generating sets, electrical apparatus for telephony, motor vehicles, and parts of
motor vehicles from India. As of 2016, Pakistan spends almost $6.5 billion on
import of these products. The fact that India exports $21 billion worth of these
items to the world clearly shows the opportunity available for Indian exports of
these items to Pakistan.
If Pakistan imports these products from India instead of other countries, it
can save itself a good deal of transport costs. Apart from China, Pakistan‘s top
import partners include countries like European Union, United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia, and United States. Transporting products from these countries cost
more than it would if we imported them from India. Transport cost to import one
container of goods for Pakistan has increased to more than $1000 during the last
few years. Goods from India enter through border on trucks or train which is very
cheap. So while our trade deficit with India may increase, our overall trade deficit
can reduce due to cheap imports from India.
Export package termed short-term solution
Even Pakistan can increase its exports of products like cement, woven
fabrics of silk, wheat, dates, medicaments, polyesters, leather, surgical instruments,
and articles of jewelry. India imports $5 billion worth of these products. If Pakistan
can tap into the Indian market of these products, it can be a boon for our export
performance.
For bilateral trade to flourish, both India and Pakistan should scale down
barriers to trade. India operates a very discriminatory trade policy with Pakistan as
compare to Pakistan‘s. India‘s score in trade restrictiveness index developed by the
World Bank is higher than Pakistan‘s. India should, in particular, reduce stringent
non-tariff barriers for Pakistani exports.
More than its economic benefits for the two neighboring countries, trade can
be the ultimate guarantor of peace.
Пакистан предлагает Индии совместно бороться со смогом – защита
окружающей среды в Панджабе
Smoggy relations
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Dawn, November 3rd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1368032/smoggy-relations

THE noxious smog engulfing large parts of upper Punjab is yet another
reminder that Pakistan and India have much to talk about beyond geopolitics.
According to many reports, the smog is coming from the burning of
agricultural waste in Indian Punjab, and satellite imagery actually shows the
widespread prevalence of the farm fires.
There is little to nothing that the provincial authorities here can do to reduce
the intensity of the smog, although much can be done to mitigate its impact, such
as issuing alerts and raising awareness about steps that citizens can take to protect
themselves from its harmful effects.
In addition, the capacity of public-sector hospitals to deal with smog-related
respiratory ailments can also be increased.
But when it comes to actually dealing with the causes, Pakistan needs a
channel of communication open with the Indian government, preferably at the
provincial level, to raise the matter formally.
It is not clear whether the practice of burning agricultural waste is new and
why smog of this kind has not been seen in the longer-term past.
Last year it was there, but the usual smog that has engulfed Punjab‘s cities
comes later in the year, and has been linked by a couple of studies to chemical
pollutants produced from coal-fired power plants across the border.
Problems such as pollution, climate change and water flows know no
boundaries, and both countries are facing a rising arc of challenges from these with
each passing year.
Whatever may be the sentiments on either side, at some point both India and
Pakistan will have to talk to each other about these issues, or they will suffer the
consequences together.
Given the huge impact that these challenges have on the lives of the masses
on both sides of the border, a pragmatic approach is becoming increasingly urgent.
Clarity of mind is needed on both sides before the smog in the air, and in
their relationship, can be cleared in a more permanent way.
Пакистан против продажи США дронов Индии (на 2 млрд. долл.)
Pakistan opposes US-India drone deal
The Nation. October 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/28-Oct-2017/pakistanopposes-us-india-drone-deal
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Friday said it opposes $2 billion armed drones
deal between the United States and India as it could endanger peace.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria, while addressing a weekly
news briefing here, said that Pakistan had consistently maintained that preserving
regional stability should be the fundamental consideration in any international
arms transfer.
―Extra-regional powers should be mindful of such actions, which can
undermine strategic stability in South Asia. Use of armed drones can lower the
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threshold for conflict, since it can encourage military misadventures, especially in
the backdrop of irresponsible discourse about limited military operations below the
strategic threshold,‖ he added.
The spokesperson said any transfer of armed drones should also be closely
examined in the context of the guidelines of the multilateral export control
regimes, including the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), which places
certain limitations on such transfers.
―Even if such transfers are below the prescribed thresholds, they definitely
violate the spirit of the control regimes, which are aimed at controlling the
proliferation of destabilising weapon systems, which can threaten regional peace
and stability,‖ he said.
Zakaria said that Pakistan hoped that the members of the MTCR and other
export control regimes ―fully understand their responsibility in not letting any
country‘s membership of such groupings constitute a carte blanche for
proliferation of destabilising weapon systems.‖
He said that access to nuclear technology for peaceful uses was the right of
every state.
―However, this right has to be exercised under appropriate safeguards in
accordance with the established non-proliferation standards. Any deviation from
established international standards will undermine the objective of nonproliferation by opening up possibilities for diversion of technology intended for
peaceful uses to military purposes,‖ Zakaria said.
The members of the European Union (EU), which proclaim strong
commitment to non-proliferation norms, should carefully examine the implications
of nuclear cooperation without appropriate safeguards, he maintained.
―Many recent independent studies have pointed out the shortcomings of the
country-specific NSG [Nuclear Suppliers Group] exemption of 2008, which
allows India to maintain three parallel streams of its nuclear programme,‖ he
remarked.
Zakaria said the minimum requirement for any nuclear cooperation
agreement should be placement of all civilian nuclear facilities under safeguards,
without exception.
Moreover, he said that the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
safeguards should be permanent without any provision for their temporary
application or the use of safeguarded nuclear materials in unsafeguarded facilities.
―The international community should also insist on a stronger commitment
on nuclear non-testing,‖ Zakaria added.
He said that any agreement, which did not address those issues, would be
detrimental to the objectives of non-proliferation and strategic stability in South
Asia and would also undermine the credibility of the multilateral global nonproliferation regimes.
To a question about the US strategy in Afghanistan and India‘s support for
the new policy, Zakaria said ―this is their bilateral matter.‖
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On US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson‘s recent visit to Pakistan , Zakaria
said, Pakistan raised the issue of Indian involvement in terrorism in Pakistan , and
also mentioned the subversive activities carried out by the Research and Analysis
Wing (RAW) using terrorists based in Afghanistan.
―We also raised the issue of ceasefire violations by the Indian forces along
the Line of Control (LoC) and Working Boundary and that it endangers peace in
the region and beyond. We also highlighted the plight of Kashmiris in occupied
Kashmir. The US side admitted that Pakistan had two troubled borders and South
Asia strategy would address these issues,‖ he said.
The spokesperson said India was sponsoring terrorism in Pakistan using the
Afghanistan soil.
―It has been proven that India is involved in perpetrating terrorism and terror
financing in Pakistan and also nurturing Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and the
Jamaatul Ahrar. India is using Afghan soil,‖ he said.
Zakaria said whatever transpired during Secretary Tillerson‘s visit
to Pakistan was already in the public domain.
To a question, he said that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
was an economic development project, which will benefit not just Pakistan and
China but also the people of the entire region, including the people of the Central
Asian states.
―As far as Indo-US coziness is concerned, it should not be based on agenda
of containing China or threatening Pakistan . We are concerned with the role US is
giving to India in the region. It will only aggravate the situation and endanger the
peace and stability in this part of the world,‖ he said.
The spokesperson said Pakistan was concerned over Indian belligerence in
the region.
Zakaria said Pakistan‘s foreign policy direction was very clear.
The spokesperson said Pakistan had no aggressive designs against any
country and it believed in shared regional prosperity by exploiting the full potential
of this region.
To a question, Zakaria said Pakistan had always raised its concerns
regarding the presence of large swathes of ungoverned spaces inside Afghanistan.
Asked about the US move against Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) on Iran nuclear deal, he said the JCPOA presented a good model for
mutually agreed and negotiated settlement of issues at the international level.
Zakaria said US Defence Secretary James Mattis‘ visit – expected in
December - was not yet scheduled.
Asked to comment on Indian army chief Bipin Rawat‘s allegation that
terrorist training camps existed in Pakistan , he said the biggest terrorist camps
actively working were the ones of Indian occupation forces in the occupied
Kashmir, which India would have to do away with.
Responding to a question, he said that the Unesco must be looking into the
aspect of India extricating itself of such monuments and historical facts as the Taj
Mahal, built by the Muslims.
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Earlier, in his opening statement, Zakaria said Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi led Pakistan‘s delegation to Istanbul for 9th D-8 Summit.
The members, he said, reaffirmed their resolve to fight against all threats,
particularly, terrorism, extremism and sectarianism.
He said October 27 was observed by Kashmiris and the world over as ―black
day‖.
In solidarity with Kashmiris, Pakistanis at home and abroad also observed
―black day‖.
Индо-американские связи – угроза безопасности и КПЭК в Пакистане
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. October 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Oct2017/indo-us-nexus-a-threat-to-pak-security-cpec

Islamabad - The deepening Indo-US nexus is posing new challenges to
Pakistan‘s national security and a threat to the multi-billion dollars China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) project which Beijing and Islamabad consider as a
game-changer.
India is opening up its market to the US in lieu of high tech weaponry which
Pakistan says would adversely affect the strategic balance in the region and the
most serious concern to Islamabad is the threat of fourth and fifth generation
warfare that is ‗non-kinetic‘ warfare from India aiming at destabilizing Pakistan.
It was out of these challenges that Pakistan armed forces had taken the
responsibility of securing the CPEC project.
The CPEC has pushed New Delhi and Washington to come closer and that is
why the US is also now speaking the language of India about the multi-billion
dollars project.
Analysts see the recent statement of US Secretary of Defence James Mattis
about the CPEC project, which essentially aims at the uplifting economic plight of
the people of various regions, in connecting with the changing scenario in the
region.
The analysts viewing the CPEC project of strategic nature concede that India
and the US believe that Pakistan has crossed the red line, therefore, it should be
destabilized and isolated. What is that red line which they think Pakistan had
crossed by contributing to the China-funded CPEC?
Background discussions with defence and security experts revealed that the
US wanted to contain growing influence of China, but Pakistan by giving China
access to Arabian Sea through its deep-sea Gwadar port has annoyed not only the
US but also India and that is why both are trying to forge a strategic partnership.
Leading defence analyst Lt-Genl (retd) Talat Masood agreed that as a
consequence of the CPEC, there are new challenges to Pakistan‘s national security.
He viewed the Indo-US closeness as the main challenge, and hoped that Pakistan
was taking appropriate measures to balance the situation.
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He was of the view that India‘s unabated attempts to destabilize Pakistan
through dissident elements in Balochistan and Sindh as part of its fourth generation
warfare strategy is a serious threat to Pakistan‘s national security.
Gen Masood said that since Pakistan has been successfully countering
India‘s conventional warfare strategy, India has come up with the fourth generation
warfare strategy, going beyond the conventional or kinetic warfare.
Pakistan and China on their parts are also taking appropriate steps to address
new challenges to Pakistan‘s national security in the wake of the CPEC. Some
analysts believed that in view of the new scenario, when India has joined hands
with the US against Pakistan and China, Pakistan needs to revisit its diplomacy.
Renowned defence analysts Senator Lt-Gen (retd) Abdul Qayyum also
called for reinvigorated diplomacy by Pakistan to address the new challenges. He
supported Pakistan‘s engagement with the US as a positive development.
He also called for deepening of Pakistan‘s diplomatic relations with China,
Russia, and D-8 member countries to balance out the situation. He also called for
highlighting human rights violations in the Indian occupied Kashmir.
Gen Qayyum was clear about India‘s design in Pakistan and its attempts
against the CPEC. ―The arrest of a senior officer of the Indian intelligence agency
RAW from Balochistan is an undeniable proof of India‘s unabated attempts in
destabilizing Pakistan‖, Senator Qayyum said.
Посол Пакистана в Индии встретился с Сушмой Сварадж
Pakistan envoy to New Delhi meets Indian FM Sushma Swaraj: report
Dawn. October 21, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365282/pakistan-envoy-to-newdelhi-meets-indian-fm-sushma-swaraj-report

In the first high-level contact between the two countries in months, the
newly-appointed Pakistan High Commissioner to India Sohail Mahmood met
Indian Minister for External Affairs Sushma Swaraj earlier this week, the Times of
India reported.
Issues concerning cross-border terrorism, including the Mumbai and
Pathankot attacks, came under discussion during the meeting, TOIquoted official
sources as saying.
Swaraj pressed on the Pakistani envoy to review stance on Indian spy
Kulbhushan Jadhav whose death sentence has been challenged by India in the
International Court of Justice (ICJ).
The Indian government wants all charges against Jadhav to be dropped and
him to be sent back to India for any progress in bilateral relations between the two
neighbours, the report said.
Mahmood is also expected to meet Ajit Doval, National Security Adviser to
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Indian Foreign Secretary
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar.
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Days after the meeting, on the occasion of Diwali, Swaraj announced
medical visas for deserving Pakistanis whose applications had been pending with
India.
Pakistan's Foreign Office has yet to confirm or deny reports of the meeting.
Mahmood took charge as the Pakistani High Commissioner to India in
August this year, after Abdul Basit retired from the position.
Relations between the two nuclear nations have been bitter for over a year
now, with both trading barbs at the recent UN General Assembly meeting.
Sushma Swaraj recently termed Pakistan "the export factory of terror"while
Pakistan's Permanent Representative to UN Maleeha Lodhi called India
the "mother of terrorism in South Asia" during sessions of the United Nations
General Assembly.
Индия с опаской и непониманием относится к изменениям в политике
США по отношению к Пакистану (к дружбе)
India wary as uncertainty mars Trump‘s Pak policy
The Nation. October 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/15-Oct-2017/india-wary-asuncertainty-mars-trump-s-pak-policy

US President Donald Trump‘s tweet that he is starting to develop a much
better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders, even thanking Islamabad for
cooperation on many fronts, has flummoxed many in India, coming as it does
shortly after the US seemed to have put Pakistan on notice while announcing its
new Afghanistan policy.
«Starting to develop a much better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders.
I want to thank them for their cooperation on many fronts.»
The Trump tweet is being seen as an acknowledgement by the US of
Pakistan‘s help in securing the release of a US-Canadian family from the Haqqani
network.
While it may not be a policy statement, Trump‘s comments again
underscore Pakistan‘s strategic significance for the US in stabilising the
region, Times of India quoting officials said on Sunday.
It‘s difficult for India to dismiss it is a stray, throwaway remark as it follows
similar comments by US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson recently after his
meeting with Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif.
Describing the US-Pakistan ties as extraordinarily important regionally,
Tillerson had said that Pakistan was critical to the long-term stability of the region.
In making that remark, Tillerson seemed to echo Russian President Vladimir
Putin‘s special envoy for Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, who had
described Pakistan as a key regional player while warning the US against
putting Islamabad under pressure. Kabulov made that remark shortly after Trump
accused Pakistan of ―housing the very terrorists that we are fighting‖.
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These developments have in a way also exposed the limitations of India‘s
campaign to isolate Pakistan internationally which saw the government recently
describing the hostile neighbour as ‗terroristan‘ at the UNGA last month.
The US flip-flop though, according to officials, is unlikely to
see India reverse its policy of no talks with Pakistan until the latter takes some
tangible action on terrorism. They recalled how India managed to namecheck Pakistan based, India-specific terror groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed in the BRICS Declaration this year with help
from Moscow. China had last year blocked the same attempt by India.
Ata Hasnain, a Lieutenant General (r) with Indian Army, however,
acknowledges Pakistan‘s
strategic
significance
for
the US, saying
that Islamabad was actually never put on notice by the US as a matter of policy
even though Defence Secretary Jim Mattis did allude to the need to make more
effort towards getting Pakistan to cooperate.
Pakistan‘s geostrategic location, says Hasnain, lends it to attract the attention
of all major powers, particularly due to access to the Heart of Asia, reverse access
to the Indian Ocean, the commonality of a border with Afghanistan and the
existence of the core centre of Islam.
―While China may be an all-weather supporter of Pakistan, both Russia and
the US look towards purely interest-based relationships. Both are aware of the
nuisance potential of Pakistan and in many ways, both are also supporting it to
balance Chinese influence,‖ says Hasnain, adding that terror is of equal concern to
US and Russia which is why they are pursuing a policy of accommodation with
Pakistan.
―There is nothing permanent in this policy which is flexible and can reverse
on the basis of other competing interests,‖ he added.
Почему в Нью-Дели не хотят видеть перспектив экономического пояса
Шѐлкового пути
Вильям Энгдаль. «Новое восточное обозрение». 10.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/10/pochemu-v-n-yu-deli-ne-hodyat-videt-perspektiv-e-konomicheskogopoyasa-shyolkovogo-puti/

Как отмечает в своей новой статье доктор политических наук
Принстонского университета и постоянный обозреватель НВО Вильям
Энгдаль, для большинства игроков на международной арене вызывает
удивление нежелание премьер-министра Индии присутствовать на большом
саммите, посвященном перспективам развития крупного международного
инфраструктурного проекта, который известен нам сегодня как «Новый
шелковый путь».
Этот факт указывает на то, что данная инициатива Пекина не приведет
к существенному снижению напряженности на международной арене, что
является главной целью создания крупных инфраструктурных проектов.
Индия считает, что развитие Китайско-пакистанского экономического
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коридора является чуть ли не подготовкой Пекина к военному вторжению на
индийские земли.
Автор отмечает, что для Пакистана данный проект играет особую роль,
поскольку он подразумевает не только строительство новых железных дорог
и портов на пакистанской земле, но и масштабную электрификацию
Пакистана. Однако данная программа затрагивает регионы Кашмира,
который по давней задумке Лондона остается оспариваемой территорией
между Пакистаном и Индией, что вызывает страшное возмущение НьюДели.
Пекин целенаправленно голосовал в прошлом году за вступление
Пакистана и Индии в Шанхайскую организацию сотрудничества в надежде,
что в рамках данной организации два соседа смогут разрешить свои споры.
Однако Нью-Дели предпочитает рассматривать любые факты улучшения
экономической ситуации в районе Кашмира как угрозу своим национальным
интересам, что приводит лишь к общему усилению напряженности в регионе.
The Transforming China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
F. William Engdahl. ―New Eastern Outlook.‖ 10.10.2017 https://journal-neo.org/2017/10/10/thetransforming-china-pakistan-economic-corridor/

In May, 2017 the Prime Minister of India refused to participate in the
founding meeting in Beijing of the ambitious Belt-Road Initiative (BRI), the
network of high-speed rail and deep water port linkages across the Eurasia land
mass. The official reason given was that China had gone ahead with her neighbor
state and long-term ally, Pakistan, to begin construction of a China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) without first consulting India. To read the statement
of Modi and the Indian government it would seem CPEC was tantamount to a
China declaration of intent to invade India. It is worthwhile to look at what the
China-Pakistan project actually entails.
In 2015 Chinese President Xi Jinping announced a bilateral agreement with
the government of Pakistan to construct a network originating from Kashgar in
China‘s Xinjiang Province in the far northwest of the country that borders
Mongolia, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan, Tajikistan and of course, Pakistan. The
3200 kilometers of the CPEC go finally through Pakistan via several infrastructure
arteries to Gwadar inBalochistan Province on the Arabian Sea near the border to
Iran.
As part of the overall BRI project, CPEC is a strategic corridor—one of six
main corridors at present—of China‘s grand infrastructure enterprise, an enterprise
on a scale never undertaken by any nation until now. Across Pakistan a grid of
electric power plants, highways and new ports is being built. A sum of $18 billion
investment mainly in coal plants in Pakistan, $10 billion in construction of new
modern highways and the rest in port and rail construction was mentioned
originally when President Xi Jinping first announced the CPEC in 2015. A new
Chinese-built modern deep-water port at Gwadar on the Arabian Sea is a keystone
of the project. Since initially proposed, the CPEC has grown now to an estimated
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$62 billion in scope, a huge infrastructure investment for one of the poorest
economies in Asia.
A closer look into the various projects of CPEC reveals the most
comprehensive investments in Pakistan‘s turbulent history since Lord Mountbatten
in 1947 carved the British India into two states—predominately Muslim Pakistan
and dominantly Hindu India—as the last Viceroy of India, then promptly retired,
leaving behind a calculated tinderbox of geopolitical tensions and conflict.
Energy in center
The major component of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is dealing
with the severe electric power shortfalls across Pakistan. The CPEC calls for
creation of 17 priority energy projects. One such project is Sahiwal Coal Power
Plant, a$1.7 billion state of the art supercritical coal-fired power project–highefficiency low-emissions. The plant is environmentally compliant with high
thermal efficiency to ensure low fuel consumption, also known as ―clean coal.‖It
began electricity generation in July with a total capacity of 1,320 megawatts
(MW), from two units of 660MW each. It was constructed by China‘s state-owned
Huaneng Shandong and the Shandong Ruyi Science and Technology Group and
was finished six months ahead of schedule.
The two Sahiwal power units in Punjab province have already reduced
Pakistan‘s power deficit by 25%, a major economic boost to the nation‘s
economic capacity.
The CPEC design is to complete a total of over 12,134 MWor megawatts of
electricity-generating capacity by 2019, a major boon to Pakistan‘s economy. At
present the total electric generation capacity of all Pakistan is 20,000 MW
according to Pakistan‘s Secretary Water and Power, Mohammad YounisDagha,
meaning that in less than two years the Pakistani economy will add more than 60%
of new electric generation. This is no minor improvement, it is a qualitative
leap forward.
The new plants will be a mix of low-emission coal plants and mainly
hydroelectric plants, with an added small contribution from solar and wind
generation. Most of the new electric generation capacity will be in Pakistan‘s
Sindh Province which bordersBalochistan province to the west, Punjab province to
the north, the Indian states of Gujarat and Rajasthan to the east, and the Arabian
Sea to the south. Sindh, which will get 5,580 MW of new power plants, is where
Karachi, Pakistan‘s largest city and financial hub is situated.Sindh is location of a
large portion of Pakistan‘s industry and contains two commercial seaports–Port
Bin Qasim and the Karachi Port.
For the rest of the CPEC energy grid up-build, Punjab will get 2,940 MW,
Balochistan will be given 1,620 MW, Azad Jammu and Kashmir will be given
1,124 MW and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will be given 870 MW.
Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan
In Azad Jammu and Kashmir, commonly referred to asAzad Kashmir, a
new hydroelectric power station, the Neelum-Jhelum hydro power plant, a ―run-ofthe-river‖ power plant,will divert water from the Neelum River to a power station
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on the Jhelum River. The power station will add a significant 968 MW of electric
power. The power station part is 96% complete as of this writing and due to begin
operation in January 2018. It‘s been funded by a combination of the Neelum
Jhelum Hydropower Company, by taxes, bond offerings, and secured loans from a
consortium of Chinese banks and from banks from the Middle East. Construction
was awarded by the Pakistani government to a Chinese consortium CGGC-CMEC
(Gezhouba Group and China National Machinery Import and Export Corporation)
for both the power station and a later dam with ―pondage‖ storage reservoir. When
completed it will add much needed electric power to the region as well as water
storage and land irrigation for agriculture.
Azad Kashmir together with the continguousGilgit-Baltistan is referred to by
the UN and other international bodies as ―Pakistan-administered Kashmir.‖ The
British deliberately left Kashmir borders undefined as a convenient raw sore,
keeping friction between India and Pakistan. De facto since decades, Pakistanadministered Kashmir including Gilgit-Baltistan is part of Pakistan. However, this
dispute and the fact that China‘s China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, of geographic
necessity, flows through Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is the formal reason
Modi‘s India decided to stay out of the China Belt Road Initiative, much to India‘s
future economic loss to be sure.
The enormous hydroelectric power potentials of the beautiful mountainous
Gilgit-Baltistan, a region given limited self-governing autonomy by Pakistan in
2009, is impressive. With a population of 1,800,000, it is home to five of the
fourteen independent mountains over 8,000 metres (26,247 ft) above sea level.
In September 2009, four years before official announcement of the China
New Economic Silk Road as it was initially called, Pakistan signed an agreement
with the People‘s Republic of China for construction of a 7,000-megawatt dam at
Bunji in Gilgit-Baltistan. With growing water supply problems across Pakistan, the
once-isolated Gilgit-Baltistan is becoming strategic for the future of Pakistan and
for South, West and Central Asia as a trade, water and oil corridor Between
Pakistan‘s Gwadar Port and China‘s Xinjiang.
Clearly one reason Beijing voted to accept both Pakistan and India as full
members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization last year was anticipation that
collectively within the SCO China, India and Pakistan could peacefully resolve the
dispute over Kashmir in the context of mutually beneficial economic infrastructure
development from the BRI.
In June, 2017, China informed the Pakistan government thatconstruction of
the DiamirBhasha Dam in Gilgit-Baltistan would be a part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor. In 2006 the Asian Development Bank (ADB) had committed
to finance the dam but after ten years of stalling, finally backed out under pressure,
stating, after a decade, that it was in ―disputed territory,‖ something that clearly
reflected the hidden hand of Washington sabotage.
The $14 billion dam when complete will produce 4500 megawatts of
electricity through environmentally clean hydropower generation, and store an
extra 8 500 000 acre feet (10.5 km3) of water for the country for irrigation and
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drinking, and extend the life of Tarbela Dam located downstream by35 years. This
willprotect Punjab and Sindh downstream from the high flooding of the River
Indus.
Rails, Highways, Ports
For China, today dependent on the vulnerable Straits of Malacca for 80% of
its oil imports from Africa and the Middle East, construction of a major oil pipeline
from Gwadar port on the Arabian Sea. This year construction of a Gwadar-Kashgar
oil pipeline that will carry one million barrel per day (1MMBD) Middle Eastern oil
to China, will allow China to shift around 17 percent of its oil import away from
the Malacca Strait. The new pipeline is due to complete by 2021. In 2015 the
Chinese Overseas Port Holding Company (COPHC) took over operation of the
Gwadar Port in a lease for 43 years, and Gwadar Port became a formal link
between the overland and the maritime sections of China‘s Belt and Road
Initiative.
Ongoing expansion of the port under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
project is estimated at $1.6 billion. It will link northern Pakistan and western China
to the deep water seaport. Gwadar will also have a floating liquefied natural gas
facility as part of a $2.5 billion Gwadar-Nawabshah segment of the Iran–Pakistan
gas pipeline project. Gwadar is only 120 miles from the Iranian border.
Construction began in June 2016 on the Gwadar Special Economic Zone, which is
being built adjacent to the port. The Chinese government is financing much of the
port construction via zero interest loans whereby Pakistan must only repay
principal.
Estimates are that the Gwadar oil pipeline to Kashgar in Xinjiang China will
cut the shipping cost and transit time to half of the current circuitous 12,000 km
sea route. It also avoids the geopolitically risky Malacca Strait. China is also
building a major oil refinery at the Gwadar port, giving easy access for doing
business with Middle East, Africa and Europe with much shorter time
and distance.
Since the Obama Administration proclaimed its foolish ―Asia Pivot‖ military
redeployment to encircle China in the South China Sea and beyond, China has
prioritized its alternatives for energy and military security in event of a future
confrontation with Washington, something not at all inconceivable these days. In
his 2017 reconfirmation Senate testimony September 27, Chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General Joseph Dunford declared, ―I think China probably poses
the greatest threat to our nation by about 2025.‖ Since Washington declared its
Asia Pivot in 2010 as official military doctrine to contain China, China definitely
sees the US as China‘s ―greatest threat.‖ I can‘t say I blame them given all the
mischief the US has been making to isolate China over the past seven years.
A recent study by Beijing‘s Chongyang Institute for Financial Studies of
Renmin University remarks that the building up of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor will not only be a ―huge driving force for the development of China and
Pakistan, but also in its stimulation of coordinated economic development by
closely linking up Central Asian, South Asian, North African and Gulf countries
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and regions with the economic, trade and infrastructure connectivity and energy
cooperation.‖
The BRI and the CPEC prime corridor of the BRI is not about making easier
a Chinese invasion of India as some Indian and Washington think tanks claim. It is
about intelligent building up the economic space, not bombing it down as Dunford,
Defense Secretary Mad Man, sorry, Mad Dog Mattis, and others in Washington
advocate.
Индия грозит разрушить ядерные объекты Пакистана
Pakistan warns India against targeting its N-installations
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362001/pakistanwarns-india-against-targeting-its-n-installations

WASHINGTON: Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammad Asif warned on
Thursday that if India launched a surgical strike on the country‘s nuclear
installations, nobody should expect restraint from Pakistan either.
Indian Air Force chief B.S. Dhanoa said on Wednesday that if India needed
to carry out a surgical strike, his aircraft could target Pakistan‘s nuclear
installations and destroy them.
The foreign minister addressed the Indian air chief‘s remarks at a talk at the
US Institute of Peace in Washington on Thursday, urging Indian leaders not to
contemplate such actions as those could have dire consequences.
―Yesterday, the Indian air chief said we will hit, through another surgical
strike, Pakistan‘s nuclear installations. If that happens, nobody should expect
restraint from us. That‘s the most diplomatic language I can use,‖ said Mr Asif.
The foreign minister, who is in Washington on a three-day official visit, met
US National Security Adviser Gen H.R. McMaster on Thursday, a day after
he held wide-ranging talks with US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. While both
US and Pakistani sides have described the Asif-Tillerson talks as ―positive‖ and
―useful‖, Mr Asif indicated that his meeting with Gen McMaster was not as
friendly as the earlier meeting.
―I will not be extravagant, yesterday‘s meeting went very well, today‘s
meeting with Gen McMaster in the morning, I would be a bit cautious about it. But
it was good. It was good. It wasn‘t bad,‖ said the foreign minister when asked if his
trip to Washington was going well.
Talks with Tillerson
The shared interest in a secure, prosperous and democratic Pakistan was one
of the key issues discussed in a frank conversation between Mr Tillerson and Mr
Asif, says the US State Department.
The two top diplomats met at the State Department in Washington on
Wednesday for talks aimed at halting a rapid deterioration in bilateral ties.
Don't blame Pakistan, Haqqanis were your 'darlings' at one time: Asif tells
US
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―They talked about the importance of partnering together to establish peace
and prosperity in the region. They talked about their mutual commitment to
advancing a multifaceted relationship between the United States and Pakistan
based on our shared interest in a secure, prosperous, and democratic Pakistan,‖ said
State Department spokesperson Heather Nauert when asked what was discussed in
the meeting.
―The foreign minister and the secretary talked about the president‘s South
Asia strategy that was announced back in August. They also exchanged ideas about
how our countries can work together to help stabilise Afghanistan,‖ she added.
Although their relations were already tense, the tensions worsened after US
President Donald Trump‘s Aug 21 policy speech in which he warned Pakistan to
eradicate alleged terrorist safe havens from its soil or be ready for the
consequences.
Later, senior US officials told various media outlets that the United States
could stop providing economic and military assistance to Pakistan, degrade its
status of a major non-Nato ally and place Pakistani officials with alleged ties to
terrorists on a terrorist-watch list.
At the State Department briefing, a journalist pointed out that when the new
US strategy was unveiled, the language about US-Pakistani ties was much harsher
than what Secretary Tillerson used in his remarks after the meeting. ―Was none of
(the punitive actions underlined by US officials) discussed with the Pakistani
foreign minister?‖ the journalist asked.
―We typically don‘t provide the fulsome types of readouts, we don‘t do a
play-by-play, a blow-by-blow of everything that happens in our private diplomatic
conversations,‖ the spokesperson responded.
―What I just read to you, that‘s what I can provide to you from the meeting. I
know our conversations with the Pakistani government continue to be frank,‖ she
added.
Another journalist reminded Ms Nauert that in response to a question at this
stakeout on Wednesday, Secretary Tillerson had expressed concerns about the
future of government of Pakistan. ―What did he mean by that?‖
Ms Nauert said she did not get the chance to ask the secretary about those
remarks and that‘s why she did not know what he meant.
Responding to a question about US-Pakistan relations at his stakeout,
Secretary Tillerson had said: ―We have concerns about the future of Pakistan‘s
government too, in terms of them — we want their government to be stable. We
want it to be peaceful. And many of the same issues they‘re struggling with inside
of Pakistan are our issues.‖
Нежелание Индии направлять войска в Афганистан связаны с
отрицательным отношением к этому со стороны Пакистана, - подчеркнул
Маттис
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No Indian troops in Afghanistan because of Pak. considerations, says
US
The Hindu. 5.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/no-indian-troops-inafghanistan-because-of-pak-considerations-says-us/article19800789.ece?homepage=true

Mattis insisted that an open border trade between India and Pakistan would
help in bringing regional stability.
US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis has said that India‘s decision not to send
its troops to Afghanistan was in view of Pakistan‘s considerations as this would
bring in new complexities in the region.
Mr. Mattis praised India‘s contributions to the war-torn country before
lawmakers at House Armed Services Committee, saying New Delhi has adopted a
holistic approach in its assistance towards Afghanistan.
―It is really a very holistic approach that India is taking. You‘ll notice I left
off (Indian) boots (soldiers) on the ground because of the complexity that would
bring to Pakistan,‖ Mr. Mattis said in response to a question from Congressman
Doug Lamborn during the Congressional hearing on South Asia.
―We‘re trying to make this an inclusive strategy and we don‘t want them to
get a sense that they‘re vulnerable to any Indian Army people from their western
flank, that‘s not necessary,‖ Mr. Mattis said.
Open border trade between India, Pakistan
The defence secretary insisted that an open border trade between India and
Pakistan would help in bringing regional stability.
―If there‘s any way for Pakistan and India to open their border to trade at
great economic advantage to both of the countries, it would be a big help across the
region,‖ he said.
Stability can follow economics as much as stability enables economics, he
added. He hoped that they will eventually see that happen.
―I believe India wants that to happen, but it‘s very hard to do that if your
concern is that you open the border to one thing, and you get something else,‖ Mr.
Mattis said in an oblique reference to cross-border infilteration.
Responding to a series of questions on the Indian role in Afghanistan, Mr.
Mattis said, ‖ New Delhi has been generous over many years with Afghanistan.
Because of its very generous funding over the years, India has achieved a degree of
affection from the Afghan people as a result. They intend to continue this effort
and broaden it. Furthermore, they are providing training for Afghan military
officers and NCOs at their schools.‖
Rehabilitation of Soviet-era equipment
India, he said, is willing to do rehabilitation of Soviet-era equipment until
they are replaced with American. That will take years, he noted.
Furthermore, India has been providing and will continue to provide training
for Afghan Army doctors and medics in the field so that the Afghan Army is able
to take casualties and better sustain themselves thing, he said.
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Mattis said there are many areas where India and the US are natural partners
for each other. The two countries, he said, are deepening and broadening the
military-to-military relationship.
―But it is not an exclusive strategy, exclusive of anyone. Any nation that
wants to be part of the counter-terror effort and this stability effort in South Asia,
can sign up,‖ he said seeking to allay Pakistan‘s concern of being excluded.
It‘s open to any nation that wants to move against terrorism and remove this
threat to all civilised nations.
Referring to his talks with the Indian leadership, Mr. Mattis said US does not
need to convince Indians that it doesn‘t have nefarious designs on the Indo-Pacific
area.
Индия отклонила 4 варианта решения проблемы водораздела р.Инд,
предложенных Всемирным банком
India rejects all 4 options presented by WB on dams issue
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. September 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26Sep-2017/india-rejects-all-4-options-presented-by-wb-on-dams-issue

ISLAMABAD - A Parliamentary Committee was yesterday informed that
India has rejected all the four options, presented by World Bank, for the resolution
of issue pertaining to construction of Dams, by New Delhi, on the western rivers in
the violation of Indus Basin treaty.
In view of the options floated by the World Bank and Indian reaction to
those, it seems that both forums, Neutral Experts and Court of Arbitrations, would
be formed where Neutral Experts would consider differences (matter specific to the
projects) and the court disputes(the matters of general applicability) said Indus
Water Commissioner, Mirza Asif Baig, while briefing the Senate Standing
Committee on Water Resources here.
The meeting, chaired by Senator Yaqoob Khan Nasir, recommended the
government to not allow India to construct spillways below dead level of the dams
on the western rivers.
Indus Water Commissioner, Mirza Asif Baig, briefed the meeting about the
violation of India of the treaty, the steps taken by Pakistan to stop the Indian
designs and recent Secretary level talks held in Washington under the auspices of
the World Bank.
He said that under the Indus treaty India is allowed to construct dams on the
western rivers but after the consultation with Pakistan.
Indian design of new dams, on the western rivers, are in complete violation
of the India treaty, he added.
Senator Taj Haider said that there is trust deficit in the relationship between
India and Pakistan and ,therefore, India cannot be granted the permission of
constructing spillways below the dead level as it can be used against the country.
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In a briefing it was informed that Pakistan has dispute on the design aspects
of Kishenganga Hydroelectric Plant (KHEP) and Ratle Hydroelectric Plant
(RHEP).
After India failed to remove Pakistan reservations about KHEP and RHEP, it
was decided that at Pakistan would take the matters to the third forum for
resolution i.e Neutral Expert (NE) or Court of Arbitration(COA).
Subsequently, following the procedure in the treaty, Pakistan invoked the
disputes under Article IX of the treaty in February 2016.
Pakistan submitted its Request for Arbitration (RfA) to India on August 19
2016 but India wanted to go to NE while Pakistan wanted to go to CoA.
India has approached the World Bank for the appointment of NE in October
2016.
However, apparently on India‘s request an opportunity was provided to both
the countries to resolve the issue amicably.
Pause intended to resolve the matter related to the decision of the issue but it
was not achieved as the parties didn‘t agree on the mode of resolution.
Meanwhile, taking advantage of the pause India completed the construction
of KHEP and announced in July that it would carry out initial filling of reservoir.
After Pakistan‘s protest, the Bank took the matter with India and India has
agreed to Secretary level talks. In the first Secretary level talks held in Washington
on July 31 and August 1, for RHEP Pakistan side stated that such alternative
designs were possible that would not cause any reduction in power and energy and
would be sound and economical.
During the second round of talks held in Washington on Sept 14-15, on the
alternative design of KHEP and RHEP India made a general observation that
Pakistan ignores soundness of the design and economy while making objections.
On the issue of Pondage India stuck to its earlier position that the upper limit
of the pondage is to be worked out by load fluctuations.
In response Pakistan noted that the design should be carried out considering
first the Treaty‘s limitations concerning, minimum freeboard, pondage of only
sufficient magnitude to meet fluctuations of load,spillways providing no control
over the water stored in the reservoir (Ungated spillway).
It was evident from Indian stance on the pondage and intake that it would
not be possible to achieve resolution on the technical matter, as India didn‘t show
any flexibility in modifying its designs, the Commissioner said.
Regarding KHEP,India didn‘t want to discuss this matter and held the view
that as the project stood completed it need not be discussed. As Pakistan insisted
having Indian evaluation on the alternative designs India summarily provided its
observation and said that it was not possible to modify the designs.
On proposal of ungated bay on the right side of the dam Indian side said that
geology was weak and constructing a spillway would endanger the safety of the
dam.
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On the proposal of construction in front of spillways and intake Indian side
said that it would require constructing coffer-dam again and putting the facility out
of function.
He had no appreciation of the concern of Pakistan that the project‘s was
achieved without addressing Pakistan objections to the design.
In the first round of Secretary level talks the Bank had presented eight
options to the parties for consideration as mode of resolution. After the resolution
of the technical matters failed the bank presented four shortlisted options to the
parties under article IX(2) of the treaty,which specifies that the Commission has
the discretion of adopting resolution of differences by NE or disputes by CoA or
by any other way agreed upon by the commission;.
Options presented by the Bank includes:
1. Expert Panel to be decided by the parties along with ToR
2. Merge NE into CoA with a person who qualifies to be NE
3. Make both forums and divide the work between them(NE considers
difference CoA considers disputes or division of projects)
4. Make both forums and stagger the sequence(drawing of lots)
India in its initial response stated that the treaty specifies only NE and CoA
as resolution forums and any other way required meeting of the Commission at a
proper place.
Pakistan evaluated the option and except for the option of Panel of Experts
accepted the options with the following priority.
Pakistan prioritised option
1. Merge NE into CoA with a person who qualifies to be NE
2. Make both forum and divide the work between them (NE considers
differences CoA considers disputes or division of projects)
3. Make both forums and stagger the sequence(Drawing of lots)
Bank has once again asked Indian response and India has rejected all the
four options as non-treaty complaint and asked for the appointment of NE for
resolution of the differences.
On this Pakistan asked the Bank that since all options presented by the Bank
have been rejected by India, Pakistan also asks for empanelment of the Court of
Arbitration for resolution of the disputes.
The Bank announced that it will discharge its responsibility according to the
treaty provisions without delay and that the bank would continue consultations
with the parties.
Baig said that Pakistan should accept the option with the condition that the
court decided first the matter of general applicability and NE later.
On the basis of the decision of the court, decide the matter specific to the
projects.
«Индия и США должны уничтожить ядерный арсенал Пакистана», заявил экс-сенатор Larry Pressler
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India, US should go for pre-emptive strikes, destroy Pak's N-assets: ExUS senator.
Vaibhav
Purandare.
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of
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Sep
26,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-us-should-go-for-pre-emptive-strikes-destroypaks-n-assets-ex-us-senator/articleshow/60834852.cms
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Ex-US Senator Larry Pressler said that Donald Trump may turn out to be
the best US president yet for India.
 He called the denial of a US visa to Modi when the latter was Gujarat CM
―a stain‖ on the US.
 ―US must declare Pakistan a terrorist state, cut off all aid and must not treat
India and Pakistan as equals," he said.
MUMBAI: Suggesting that both India and the US conduct pre-emptive
strikes inside Pakistan to destroy its nuclear sites (where weapons have either
already been stored or are being made), former US Senator Larry Pressler told TOI
on Monday that Donald Trump may turn out to be the best American president yet
for India as he had recently put Pakistan on notice for harbouring terrorists.
But for this to happen, Trump would have to get around the Pentagon, which
always encouraged Pakistan, he said. Such encouragement emboldened Pakistan to
attack India as "the mother of terrorism" and "predator" at the UN general
assembly session on Sunday, he added. Trump's description of the Pentagon as "a
swamp" was a good sign, he noted, hoping the US president would drain it soon
(as he'd promised).
A three-term Senator and twice a member of the House of Representatives,
Pressler (75) authored the famous Pressler Amendment which in 1990 blocked US
military aid to Pakistan when the then US President George H W Bush could not
certify Pakistan was not developing nukes.
As the delivery of close to 30 F-16 aircraft to Islamabad was barred,
Pressler, then a Republican and head of the Senate's arms control subcommittee,
became something of a hero in India and, in his own words, "a devil in Pakistan."
His new book, Neighbours in Arms, engagingly tells the story of the amendment
and of the US foreign policy that enabled Pakistan to develop nuclear weapons and
casts a severe spotlight on the culture of lobbying in Washington and the grip of
the military-industrial state ("the Octopus") inside the US.
Pressler has long distanced himself from the Republican Party — he
contested Senate polls as an Independent in 2014 and backed Hillary Clinton in the
2016 Presidential polls — but despite differences with Trump, he feels the
president is not doing half as badly as US media suggests.
Trump's warning to Pakistan on its sheltering and export of terror, linking of
US aid to "action on terror" and his request to India to "help us more with
Afghanistan" signalled a recasting of relations.
The ex-Senator hopes Trump will act on the notice.
"US must declare Pakistan a terrorist state, cut off all aid and must not treat
India and Pakistan as equals. India is a democracy, Pakistan isn't. And Pakistan and
especially the ISI have lied to us for decades," he said.
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He called the denial of a US visa to Modi when the latter was Gujarat CM "a
stain" on the US. He was critical of India, however, for allegedly handing out
millions to lobbyists in Washington. "Pakistan started this lobbying. India doesn't
need to do it," he said. He said Pakistan couldn't have developed nuclear weapons
if US had stopped aid.
First destroy Pakistan itself and build old Undivided India after expelling
MullahsMuhammad The Butcher
Having worked closely with many US presidents, he felt Ronald Reagan had
been very receptive to his ideas on nuclear non-proliferation and his views on
Pakistan's duplicity but had been hemmed in by "Octopus" mandarins. And Bill
Clinton had, on his 2001 trip to India (Pressler was part of that delegation), given
the impression that he loved the country and its people but had, in reality, repealed
the Pressler Amendment and encouraged military supplies to India's hostile
neighbour.
Pressler was criticised when, in the 1990s, he had expressed concerns about
an "Islamic bomb." He said he stood vindicated today and that the growth of ISIS
and similar groups led him to fear that fundamentalist organisations - and not
individual states - may create a "Caliphate."
Россия направит спецпредставителя по Афганистана Кабулова в
Индию в октябре с.г.
Russia to send its Afghanistan special envoy to India
Suhasini Haidar, Kallol Bhattacherjee. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/russia-tosend-its-afghanistan-special-envoy-to-india/article19753370.ece?homepage=true
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Zamir Kabulov.

Amid Delhi‘s concerns over its ties with Pak. and its new position on talks
with Taliban
Close on the heels of the visit of U.S. Defence Secretary James Mattis,
Russia is sending President Putin‘s special representative for Afghanistan Zamir
Kabulov to Delhi in October, senior Russian officials confirmed to The Hindu.
Mr. Kabulov‘s visit, where he is also expected to discuss Moscow‘s new
position on talks with the Taliban, will come amidst growing concerns in India
over Russia‘s ties with Pakistan.
―Russia is not supplying arms to the Taliban, but we think it is necessary to
talk to those in the Taliban willing to give up violence, and we hope India will join
in the effort,‖ a senior Russian diplomat said, adding that in their assessment the
―Taliban cannot be defeated militarily by the government in Kabul.‖
The tough predictions come in sharp contrast to the U.S.‘ new Afghanistan
policy that will see at least 3,000 more troops sent to fight in Afghanistan and
offers India an increased role in development projects while pushing Pakistan to
act against terrorist ―safe havens‖.
Dead-end policy
Moscow has already criticised the U.S. plan as a ―dead-end policy‖ and
warned against ―putting pressure‖ on Pakistan. Another sign of the growing shift in
Russian policy came on Monday as Russian and Pakistani special forces began
military exercises in the Mineralnye Vody region. The exercises will be a precursor
to a visit by Pakistan‘s Army Chief General Bajwa to Moscow in October.
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―Regular high-level exchanges between the two sides in the past few years
have set the stage for translating political goodwill into a substantial partnership in
particular, in the field of defence,‖ Pakistan‘s Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Nafees Zakaria said on Friday while announcing General Bajwa‘s visit.
Mr. Kabulov would also talk about the ―Moscow format‖ for talks on
Afghanistan, which was started last year with only Russia, China and Pakistan, and
then expanded to include Afghanistan, Iran and India. However, after the U.S.
rejected an invitation to join, the talks have been shelved ―temporarily‖ according
to officials, as the Ghani government now wants all such processes to be held in
Kabul and led by the Afghan government.
Russian officials told The Hindu that they are already in discussions
with India about the possibility of security cooperation for Afghanistan, including
facilitating an ongoing proposal to refurbish Soviet-era planes and repair Russian
Mi-25 helicopters donated by India, along with talks on providing spare parts and
ammunition to Afghan forces, but conceded that the talks had not yet been
concluded. Some of the Russian hesitation may be a result of Afghanistan‘s new
resolve to transition completely from its Russian military hardware to U.S. aircraft
and Western army models, with about 200 airplanes expected to be delivered by
the U.S. by 2023.
―Afghanistan is free to choose what it needs for its defence requirements,‖
said the official, ― But we think our hardware is cheaper, and we are a much closer
neighbour, able to deliver more quickly.‖
Индия приводит факты о пытках
свидетельствующие против Пакистана
India counters Pakistani narrative
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War of images: Indian diplomat Paulomi Tripathi shows the photo of a tortured Indian soldier to
counter the use of a wrong image by the Pakistani envoy at the UN.

Official displays photo of soldier tortured and murdered in Kashmir
India on Monday fielded a junior diplomat at its permanent mission at the
United Nations to rebut Pakistan‘s Permanent Representative Maleeha Lodhi‘s
allegations, raised on Saturday evening. Ms. Lodhi had accused India of terrorism
and human rights violations in Jammu and Kashmir and held out a picture in
support of her arguments that turned out to be from Gaza.
―The Permanent Representative (PR) of Pakistan misled this Assembly by
displaying this picture to spread falsehoods about India. A fake picture to push a
completely false narrative,‖ Indian diplomat Paulomi Tripathi told the UNGA, in
response.
Ms. Tripathi said the Pakistan PR ―yet again sought to divert attention from
Pakistan‘s role as the hub of global terrorism‖. ―She did so by callously holding up
a picture of an injured girl.‖
The photograph was of Rawya Abu Jom‘a, a girl from Palestine. ―The
picture was taken on July 22, 2014 by an American photographer Heidi Levine.
This photograph was published by New York Times on 24 March 2015 under the
caption ‗Conflict, Courage and Healing in Gaza‘,‖ the Indian official said.
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Ms. Tripathi then went on to show a photograph that she said ―reflects the
real picture of pain inflicted by the nefarious designs of Pakistan on India‖ — of
Lt. Umar Faiyaz, an Indian soldier, who was kidnapped and murdered in Kashmir.
Война слов между Индией и Пакистаном на 72-й Сессии Генассамблеи
ООН
War of words at UN is not the answer
Dawn, September 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359816/war-of-words-atun-is-not-the-answer

An unnecessary and excessive attack by Indian Foreign Minister Sushma
Swaraj against Pakistan at the UN General Assembly has drawn strong criticism
from Pakistan. Ms Swaraj‘s bizarre taunt and allegation marked a rhetorical
escalation in India‘s seemingly renewed quest to try and put pressure on Pakistan
regionally and globally.
Almost certainly, the escalation is linked to US President Donald
Trump‘s so-called South Asia strategy, which casts Pakistan as a spoiler of
regional peace and improbably suggests that a greater role for India in Afghanistan
may help stabilise that country. The Indian foreign minister‘s Trumpian rhetoric
indicates that India is in no mood to engage in dialogue with Pakistan and will
continue to try and deflect the world‘s attention from the oppression of the
Kashmiri people in India-held Kashmir.
Nevertheless, Ms Swaraj‘s diatribe could have been met by a more measured
response than the one given by Pakistan‘s Permanent Representative to the UN
Maleeha Lodhi, especially considering the thoughtful and principled position that
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi took on India and the Kashmir dispute
during his own speech at the UNGA earlier.
While technically, the right of response was in the UN, perhaps a more
appropriate reply could have come from the Foreign Office or foreign minister.
The role of the UN permanent representative is to determinedly keep the attention
of the UN and the world on the issues that Pakistan wants to highlight.
A sober and categorical response to Ms Swaraj‘s speech would have kept the
focus on India‘s atrocities in IHK and the need for the world to do more to help the
suffering of the Kashmiri people. Instead, an opportunity has been lost and the
outside world will likely see the squabbling as yet another instance of how
Pakistan and India prefer to trade insults rather than address common problems.
Indeed, for Pakistan, foreign policy and national security challenges are
multiplying. If not handled carefully, an economic downturn could combine with a
foreign policy crisis, leaving Pakistan acutely vulnerable to US-led international
pressure.
Perhaps the greatest disservice to the oppressed people of IHK is for
Pakistan to try and highlight their plight without improving its own credibility in
matters of militancy in the eyes of the global community. It is far too easy for the
outside world to disregard Pakistan‘s principled and rightful objections to India‘s
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approach to IHK and the overall Kashmir dispute because Pakistan is widely
perceived to be unacceptably tolerant of certain kinds of non-state actors.
The stealthy mainstreaming of banned groups is the latest example of
misguided policy. A war of words with India may please nationalist sentiment, but
it may also cause further damage to Pakistan‘s legitimate interests.
«Индийская армия проведет вторую «хирургическую операцию»
против Пакистана, если потребуется», - заявил Глава Армии Индии генерал
Бипин Рават
Army chief Bipin Rawat warns Pakistan: Second surgical strike if it is
required
The Indian Express. 26.09.2017.
―Surgical strikes were a message that we wanted to communicate, and I
think they understand that,‖ General Rawat said.
Stating that the surgical strikes in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) last
year were meant to send a message to Pakistan, Army chief General Bipin Rawat
on Monday warned that similar strikes can occur again if the neighbouring country
―does not behave‖.
―Surgical strikes were a message that we wanted to communicate, and I
think they understand that,‖ General Rawat said after releasing the book India‘s
Most Fearless: True Stories of Modern Military Heroes by Shiv Aroor and Rahul
Singh. ―If required, and if the adversary does not behave, then we have to continue
with these kind of activities.‖
―But there are also other ways of doing these things and (they may) not take
the same form,‖ he said.
Responding to the threat of increasing infiltration along the Line of Control,
General Rawat said, ―They (militants) would keep coming, and we would keep
receiving them and bury them.‖
He said that following the surgical strikes, ―we are now more capable of
taking decisions keeping our national interests in mind‖. Observing that the
country was ―poor in recording history‖, he hoped that some day personal accounts
of bravery of soldiers would also find their way into school textbooks.
On September 29 last year, India had conducted surgical strikes on terror
launch pads across the LoC to avenge the terrorist attack on Uri military base
which had led to the death of 19 soldiers.
Сейчас отношения между Индией и Пакистаном находятся на самом
низком уровне
Lowest ebb in Indo-Pak ties: who is to blame?
Kamran
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Tribune.
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ISLAMABAD: Between 2004 and 2007, there was so much warmth
between Pakistan and India that the nuclear-tipped neighbours used to exchange
notes before their prime ministers addressed the annual UN General Assembly
sessions in New York.
The exercise was part of a broader understanding between the two sides not
to use public forums for diplomacy or blame game. The whole idea behind the
move was to ensure positive atmospherics to deal with the thorny issues
bedevilling their ties since the countries‘ independence.
That approach had allowed Pakistan and India to have an uninterrupted
dialogue process through both official and backchannels.
The sustained engagement enabled the neighbours to produce a draft
agreement that was designed to resolve the longstanding Kashmir dispute once and
for all. An accord on Siachen and Sir Creek was also believed to be ready. Cultural
exchanges and people-to-people contacts were more frequent – thanks to a liberal
visa policy followed by the two countries.
Politicians react to Trump‘s remarks against Pakistan over Afghan policy
The process, however, could not move forward because of a political crisis
triggered by then president Gen (retd) Pervez Musharraf‘s attempt to
unceremoniously remove the chief justice.
And then the November 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks dealt a fatal blow to
years of efforts to normalise ties between the two countries.
If the 2004-07 period was the best in terms of bilateral engagement in the
past three decades, the current phase, arguably, is the worst, according to analysts
and former diplomats.
The growing hostilities between Pakistan and India have been on display in
the ongoing session of the UN General Assembly where their representatives have
departed from diplomatic niceties and launched scathing criticism against each
other.
―The tone and tenor of Pakistan and India would have been totally different
had they been talking to each other,‖ said former foreign minister Khurshid
Mahmood Kasuri, who spearheaded Pakistan‘s push to seek rapprochement with
India during the Musharraf regime.
After being under the scanner for some time over not going tough on India,
the PML-N government finally used the global forum to initiate a frontal attack,
accusing New Delhi of resorting to state terrorism and subversive activities in
Pakistan.
Pakistan has widespread support in Occupied Kashmir, admits ex-Indian
general
Unlike his predecessor Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
explicitly pointed a finger at India for being behind terrorist attacks in Pakistan. He
also forcefully raised the Kashmir issue, urging the UN to initiate investigations
against India for crimes in the disputed Himalayan region.
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His address drew a strong reaction from Indian External Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj, who addressed the UNGA session since Prime Minister Narendra
Modi skipped the annual gathering.
Sushma claimed that while India produced engineers and doctors and had
earned a name for itself in the field of information technology and other areas,
Pakistan was only good at ‗producing terrorists‘.
Exercising the right of reply, Pakistan‘s Permanent Representative at the UN
Maleeha Lodhi branded India as ‗mother of terrorism‘ in South Asia.
Kasuri blamed India for the current impasse. He said Pakistan had no other
option but to raise such issues on international forums when India shut the doors
on dialogue.
New Delhi not following democratic norms: Syed Ali Geelani
He said Prime Minister Abbasi had not abused India or used words that
could be characterised as below the belt.
Kasuri found Sushma‘s diatribe unwarranted, insisting he had never seen
any Indian leader using such language against Pakistan in the past.
―I am very upset to see all this. I had been working tirelessly as foreign
minister to improve ties between the two countries,‖ said Kasuri, who confirmed in
his recent book that Pakistan and India were close to a deal on Kashmir during
Musharraf‘s rule.
The bitter exchanges at the UN also led to heated arguments on social media
between Pakistani and Indian citizens. Both sides showered praise on their
leaderships for putting up a good show, while mocking each other.
―Undoubtedly, we are passing through one of the worst phases of
relationship between Pakistan and India,‖ commented defence analyst Lt Gen
(retd) Talat Masood.
Ceasefire violation: Pakistan summons India‘s deputy high commissioner
―The kind of language the two sides are using against each other is nothing
but madness,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
He listed the US administration‘s recent policy shift as one of the main
reasons behind the nasty downturn in relations.
According to Masood, in the past the US had always nudged India to stay
engaged with Pakistan. But since Donald Trump‘s dramatic ascent to the White
House, the US has clearly abandoned that policy. ―This has emboldened India,‖ he
pointed out.
For Kasuri, the Modi government‘s ‗coercive diplomacy‘ has failed as
Pakistan could not be cowed down by such an approach. ―Sooner or later, India
will have to revisit its current policy,‖ he stressed.
Индия угрожает Пакистану ограниченной войной
India threatening to impose limited war: Pakistan
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. September 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Sep2017/india-threatening-to-impose-limited-war-pakistan
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Islamabad contacts Washington, other big powers, Indian diplomat
summoned over LoC violation
ISLAMABAD - India is threatening to impose a limited war on Pakistan as
it continues to violate the Line of Control (LoC) and the Working Boundary (WB),
Islamabad has told important world capitals.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Islamabad had
contacted Washington, Beijing, Moscow, and London amid the unprovoked Indian
firing, targeting the civilians along the LoC and the WB.
―We have urged them to ask India to give up defiance. India is threatening a
limited war which could be dangerous for the regional peace. We have asked the
important countries to stop India or the things could get out of hands,‖ said an
official at the ministry who has been engaged in the talks.
Another official said that Beijing had assured support to Pakistan at the
regional and international level.
On Sunday, the foreign ministry summoned a senior Indian diplomat to
protest against the LoC firing. ―The Acting Director General South Asia
summoned the acting Indian Deputy High Commissioner, and condemned the
unprovoked ceasefire violations by the Indian occupation forces in Kotli/Nikial
sub-sector on 22 September 2017, resulting in the death of 22 years old girl,
Tashiba, a resident of village Balakot, and injuries to 2 others, including a female,‖
said a foreign ministry statement.
Despite calls for restraint, it said, ―India continues to indulge in ceasefire
violations. In 2017 to date, Indian forces have carried out 873 ceasefire violations
along the LoC and the WB, resulting in the death of 39 innocent civilians and
injuries to 144, as compared to 382 ceasefire violations in 2016.‖
It added: ―The deliberate targeting of civilians is indeed deplorable and
contrary to human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian laws.‖
The Acting Director-General urged the Indian side to respect the 2003
ceasefire arrangement; investigate this and other incidents of ceasefire violations;
instruct the Indian forces to respect the ceasefire, in letter and spirit and maintain
peace on the LoC.
He urged that the Indian side should permit UN observers to play the
mandated role as per the UN Security Council resolutions.
Earlier in the day, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said that
ceasefire violations by India across the LoC at Kotli sector resulted in the killing of
a 22-year-old girl, identified as Tashiba, and injuries to two other civilians.
He said ‗such acts of belligerence‘ while the United Nations General
Assembly session was underway ―contradicts India‘s own statements and violates
UN Charter and relevant humanitarian laws.‖
―We condemn in strongest terms India‘s deliberate targeting of innocent
civilians. Our heart goes out to families of bereaved and those injured,‖ Zakaria
said, adding such acts by India posed a grave threat to regional peace and security.
There were reports that Pakistan was lobbying in the United Nations to get
India declared a terrorist state. Pakistan, the reports said, planned to move a
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resolution in the UN Security Council after approval from Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi. Islamabad was in contact with the permanent members of the UN
Security Council to get the resolution passed, officials said.
Over the weekend, Pakistani permanent representative to the UN Maleeha
Lodhi rejected India‘s sweeping allegations about Pakistan‘s involvement in
terrorist acts and accused India of sponsoring terror.
Responding to Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj‘s speech at
the United Nations General Assembly, she said: ―India has considerable
experience in the state sponsorship of terrorism in our region.‖ Sushma Swaraj had
earlier speech called Pakistan ―the pre-eminent export factory for terror.‖
Former ambassador Fauzia Nasreen said that India had never responded
positively to Pakistan‘s efforts for peace talks. She said continuous violation by
India along the LoC and the WB proved that India was not sincere in talks and
rather wanted to threaten the regional peace.
International affairs expert Dr Rasheed Ahmed Khan said that the Indian
firing along the LoC was a source of concern for all the peace lovers across the
world. ―India is responsible for all this mess. The world must take notice of the
situation and stop India,‖ he added.
Khan said that India blamed Pakistan for supporting terrorism but was itself
involved in state-sponsored terrorism in the region. ―To add to this, they are
threatening a war through the continuous firing along the LoC,‖ he said.
Meanwhile, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif met his counterparts from
Azerbaijan and Saint Kitts and Nevis on the sidelines of the United Nations
General Assembly, a foreign ministry statement said on Sunday.
The two leaders, it said, also discussed important regional and multilateral
matters of mutual interest and expressed their desire for deepening cooperation in
various fields of bilateral relations, including at the United Nations and other
multilateral fora.
Asif reaffirmed Pakistan‘s support to the people of Saint Kitts and Nevis and
the larger region and offered to assist in the global efforts for helping and
rehabilitating the hurricane victims.
Separately, Salil Shetty, Secretary General of Amnesty International also
called on the foreign minister in New York to seek Pakistan‘s support in
addressing the grave situation of Rohingyas in Myanmar and Rohingya refugees in
neighboring countries.
Asif apprised Shetty of Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts, including the provision of
humanitarian assistance and constructive engagement with regional partners to
address the plight of the Rohingya people.
―The foreign minister emphasized on the need to eliminate the root causes of
the situation and moving beyond addressing the symptoms alone,‖ said the foreign
ministry statement.
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«Индия – мать терроризма», - заявила представитель Пакистана в ООН
Малиха Лодхи
India mother of terrorism in South Asia, Lodhi tells UN
Dawn. September 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359732/india-mother-ofterrorism-in-south-asia-lodhi-tells-un

Pakistan's Permanent Representative at the United Nations Maleeha Lodhi
said that India is the mother of terrorism in South Asia, reported the state-run radio
service on Sunday.
In her response to the allegations of terrorism levelled against Pakistan by
India's External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj in her address at the UN General
Assembly session in New York, Lodhi said India is using terrorism as a state
policy.
Earlier, Sushma Swaraj in her address accused Islamabad of terrorism. In her
diatribe she said, "Pakistan is recognised only as the pre-eminent export factory for
terror." Relations between India and Pakistan have been tense in recent times,
mainly over Kashmir. India accuses Islamabad of training, arming and infiltrating
militants into Kashmir, a claim that Pakistan has denied repeatedly.
"Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadav has confessed of committing terrorism in
Pakistan," Ambassador Lodhi was quoted as saying.
Lodhi also rejected the Indian stance on Kashmir, saying that Kashmir is not
a part of India but the state has illegally been occupied by the country. She termed
India 's refusal to implement the UN resolutions on Kashmir dispute a deception
and aggression. The so-called largest democracy is the largest
"hypocrisy", DawnNews quoted her as saying.
India has been levelling allegations against Pakistan to divert international
attention from the brutalities of Indian forces in held Kashmir, she said. The crimes
against humanity in held Kashmir should be investigated.
She also urged the the international community to stop India from ceasefire
violations on the Line of Control. Pakistan wants resolution of all outstanding
issues through talks, she said, adding that India will have to give up the policy of
terrorism.
As a pre-condition for a fruitful dialogue, she said that India will have to
shun the policy of terrorism and supporting terrorism in Pakistan.
The Ambassador also charged Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
said that the Indian premier himself was involved in killing of Muslims in Gujrat.
Hands of several leaders of the ruling party in India are stained with blood of
innocent people, she added.
Even minorities in India are not safe, she remarked.
«Пакистан опять отверг наши предложения по переговорам», – заявила
мининдел Сушма Сварадж на Генассамблеи ООН.
Pakistan has repeatedly rejected India‘s offer for talks: Sushma tells
U.N.
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―We have produced scholars, doctors, engineers. What have you produced?
You have produced jihadis. Doctors save people from death; jihadis send them to
death‖
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has always sought dialogue and peace but
Pakistan has turned its back on the offer, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj
told the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) on September 23. Mr. Modi,
―from the moment he took his oath of office, offered the hand of peace and
friendship,‖ to Pakistan, the Minister said. Pakistan must answer why it spurned
this offer, the Minister said.
―We are completely engaged in fighting poverty; alas, our neighbour
Pakistan seems only engaged in fighting us,‖ she said, adding that Mr. Modi has
radically changed the approach to poverty alleviation in India. The Minister said
demonetisation was ―a courageous decision to challenge one of the by-products of
corruption‖, and as a result, black money has ―disappeared from circulation‖.
Her 22-minute speech delivered in Hindi sought to contrast India‘s progress
that is helping the world deal with a multitude of challenges with Pakistan, which
she said has become nothing more than a country that exports terrorism. ―Why is it
that today India is a recognised IT superpower in the world, and Pakistan is
recognised only as the pre-eminent export factory for terror?‖ she asked.
―We are eliminating poverty by investing in the poor,‖ Ms. Swaraj said of
Mr. Modi‘s approach, which she said was a departure from the ―traditional
method‖ of ―incremental levels of aid and hand-holding‖.
―…Our Prime Minister Narendra Modi has chosen the more radical route,
through economic empowerment. The poor are not helpless; we have merely
denied them opportunity,‖ Ms. Swaraj said, emphasising that the complete
eradication of poverty is the most important priority of the present government.
The Minister said the Modi government has undertaken a slew measures to
this end, and went on to underscore three of them — the Jandhan Yojana for
financial inclusion, the Mudra Yojana for soft loans for micro entrepreneurs, and
the Ujjwala scheme for providing cooking gas for the poor. She said alongside
these measures, the government was also undertaking market reforms such as GST.
Ms. Swaraj countered Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi who
had earlier in the week accused India of human rights violations in Jammu and
Kashmir. The Minister said Pakistan PM‘s reference to U.N resolutions on
Kashmir have been long overtaken by events and India and Pakistan have mutually
agreed to resolve all issues bilaterally, in the Shimla Agreement and the Lahore
Declaration. She said Pakistan has allowed the joint decision in 2015 to have a
"Comprehensive Bilateral Dialogue‖, which was proposed by the then Pakistan
PM Nawaz Sharif. ―Pakistan is responsible for the aborting that peace process,‖
she said.
The Minister said Pakistan must introspect the reasons for its problems and
spend on the welfare of its citizens. ―We have produced scholars, doctors,
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engineers. What have you produced? You have produced jihadis. Doctors save
people from death; jihadis send them to death. If Pakistan had spent on its
development what it has spent on developing terror, both Pakistan and the world
would be safer and better-off today,‖ Ms. Swaraj said.
Presenting India as a partner in the international community‘s attempt to
deal with climate change, security challengers and developmental goals, the
Minister said the U.N. must no longer delay the adaptation of a commonly agreed
definition of terrorism. ―U.N. has not been able to agree upon a definition of
terrorism. If we cannot agree to define our enemy, how can we fight together? If
we continue to differentiate between good terrorists and bad terrorists, how can we
fight together?‖ she said, reiterating a long-standing Indian demand.
Речь Minister of External Affairs of India Smt. Sushma Swaraj на 72
Сессии Генассамблеи ООН (23 сентября 2017 г.)
Mr President
Let me begin by offering my heartiest congratulations on your election as President of the
72nd United Nations General Assembly. For those of us fortunate to represent our nations as
Foreign Minister this is a particularly happy event: one of us has this honour.
Mr President
2: India welcomes your efforts to place people at the heart of international diplomacy as
you shape policy and lend direction to world affairs from your august chair. I thank you for the
theme you have chosen: 'Focusing on people: Striving for peace and a decent life on a
sustainable planet'. People, peace, decency, sustenance and focus define a noble objective.
Mr President
3: The United Nations was established for the welfare, security, harmony, rights and
economic progress of the people of our world. India fully supports your efforts in this great
mission.
4: I had spoken before this Assembly last year as well. It is a year that has seen much
change both in this Assembly ^d iii the world it. represents. We have a new Secretary General at
the United Nations. He is determined to prepare and strengthen the United Nations to meet the
challenges of the 21 century. We welcome his efforts, and see in him a leader who can give
practical shape to a vision.
Mr President
5: Our contemporary world is trapped in a deluge of troubles of which, surely, the most
dangerous is the relentless rise of violence, Terrorism, and the ideas that engineer this evil, are
spreading at the pace of a conflagration. Climate change stares us in the face, and threatens us
with its dimension. There is a growing question mark over maritime security. For a mix of
reasons, provocative and inflammatory, people are leaving the psychological, cultural and
economic comfort of their traditional home space to seek refuge on distant shores causing global
anxiety. A large part of the globe's population is still tortured by hunger and poverty. The young
are beginning to lose hope as they confront unemployment. Women, victims of historic
discrimination, are demanding what they must get: gender empowerment. Nuclear proliferation
is back in the zone of dangerous headlines. Cyber security has become a source of deep
insecurity.
6: In 2015, we set ourselves a target of 2030 to find solutions to many challenges on this
Agenda. Two of these years have already passed. Surely it is already time to ask how much has
happened. If complacency defmes the next 13 years then we are in danger of losing control. We
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need a sense of urgency as well as unshakeable fortitude to take decisions that can avert
catastrophe.
7; I am pleased that India has displayed the courage and leadership to take tough
decisions which have launched the interlinked process of sustamable development. The complete
eradication of poverty is the most important priority of the present government. Mr President,
There are two ways of addressing the curse of poverty. The traditional method is through
incremental levels of aid and hand-holding. But our Prime Mmister Narendra Modi has chosen
the more radical route, through economic empowerment. The poOr are not helpless: we have
merely demed them opportunity. We are eliminating poverty by investing in the poor. We are
turning them from job-seekers into job-providers.
8: All our economic programmes have a principal purpose, die empowerment of the poor;
Jan Dhan, Mudra, Ujjwala, Skill India, Digital India, Clean India, Start-Up India, Stand-Up
India. To describe them all would take up more time than 1have at my disposal, and I shall
therefore dwell on only three core programmes.
9: The Jan Dhan plan must surely count as the world's largest financial inclusion scheme.
At least 300 mUlion Indians who had never crossed the doors of a bank today have bank
accounts; this is equivalent to the population of the United States of America. This was,
understandably, not easy to complete in three years, but our banks, achieved this visionary goal
set by our Prime Minister. While some remain to be included, the target has been set - every
Indian family will have a bank account.
10; Mudra yojana has enabled government to fund the unfunded. Those who had never
dreamt that bank credit was within their options, today, through Mudra, are getting soft loans
without coUateral to begin micro businesses. 1 am particularly delighted to inform you that over
70 per cent of these loans have gone to women. Unemployment spreads despair. Through Skill
India, Start-Up India and Stand-Up India poor and middle class youth are being trained to match
their honed talent with bank credit and become selfemployed or small-scale entrepreneurs.
11: Ujjwala is a signature scheme of our government. Free gas cylinders are being
provided to the poor so that women do not have to suffer the dangerous consequences of woodfired kitchens. Uniquely, gender emancipation is at the creative core of this programme.
12: Demonetisation was a courageous decision to challenge one of the by products of
corruption, the "black money" that disappeared from circulation. Today, India has passed the
Goods and Services Tax legislation, through which there is one-tax across the country, without
the untidy and punishing system of multiple taxes under differing categories in different parts of
the country. Our "Save the girl, Educate the girl" campaign is reducing gender inequality. Our
Clean India programme is generating what can only be described as a revolutionary change in
social attitudes and habits.
13: I would like to note, at t±iis point, that nations with rising capabilities will be able to
generate such change, but the developed world inust become an active partner in helping those
vulnerable countries which are still mired in stagnant poverty reach SDG horizon within 2030.
That is why the principle of Global Partnership was included in SDGs. I am happy to report that
India has started, this year, the India-UN Development Partnership Fund.
Mr President
14: We are completely engaged in fighting poverty; alas, our neighbour Pakistan seems
only engaged in fighting us. On Thursday, from this dais, Pakistan's Prime Minister Shahid
Khakan Abbasi wasted rather too much of his speech in making accusations against us. He
accused India of Statesponsored terrorism, and of violating human rights. Those listening had
only one observation: "Look who's talking!" A country that has been the world's greatest
exporter of havoc, death and inhumanity became a champion of hjqDocrisy by preaching about
humanity from this podium.
15: Pakistan's Prime Minister claimed that his nation's founder Mohammad Ali Jinnah
had bequeathed a foreign policy based on peace and friendship. I would like to remind him that
while it remains open to question whether Jinnah Sahab actually advocated such principles, what
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is beyond doubt is that India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi has, from the moment he took his
oath of office, offered the hand of peace, and friendship. Pakistan's Prime Minister must answer
why his nation spurned this offer.
16: Prime Minister Abbasi has recalled old resolutions that have been long overtaken by
events. But his memory has conveniently failed him where it matters. He has forgotten that under
the Shimla Agreement and the Lahore Declaration India and Pakistan resolved that they would
settle all outstanding issues bilaterally. The reality is tiiat Pakistan's politicians remember
everything, manipulate memory into a convenience. They are masters at "forgetting" facts that
destroy their version.
17: Pakistan's current Prime Minister spoke of a "Comprehensive Dialogue" between our
two countries. I would like to remind him that on 9 December 2015, when I was in Islamabad for
the Heart of Asia conference, a decision was made by his leader Mian Nawaz Sharif, then still
Prime Minister, that dialogue between us should be renewed and named it a "Comprehensive
Bilateral Dialogue". The word "bilateral" was used consciously to remove any confusion or
doubt about the fact that the proposed talks would be between our two nations and only between
our two nations, without any third-party present. And he must answer why that proposal
withered, because Pakistan is responsible for the aborting that peace process.
18: I would like today to tell Pakistan's politicians just this much, that perhaps the wisest
thing they could do is to look within. India and Pakistan became free within hours of each other.
Why is it that today India is a recognised IT superpower in the world, and Pakistan is recognised
only as the pre-eihinent export factory for terror?
19: India has risen despite being the principal destination of Pakistan s nefarious export
of terrorism. There have been many governments under many parties during 70 years of Indian
freedom, for we have been a sustained democracy. Every government has done its bit for India's
development. We have marched ahead, consistently, without pause, in Education, Health and
across the range of human welfare. We established scientific and technical institutions which are
the pride of the world. But what has Pakistan offered to the world and indeed to its own people
apart from terrorism? We produced scholars, doctors, engineers. What have you produced? You
have produced terrorists. Doctors save people from death; terrorists send them to death. If
Pakistan had spent on its development what it has spent on developing terror, both Pakistan and
the world would be safer and better-off today.
Mr. President
20: Terrorism is at the veiy top of problems for which the United Nations is searching for
solutions. We have been the oldest victims of this terrible and even traumatic terrorism. When
we began articulating about this menace, many of the world's big powers.dismissed this as a law
and order issue. Now they know better. The question is: what do we do about it?
21: We must all introspect and ask ourselves whether our talk is anywhere close to the
action we take. We all condemn this evil, and piously resolve to fight it in all our declaratory
statements. The truth is that these have become rituals. The fact is that when we are required to
fight and destroy this enemy, the self-interest of some leads them, towards duplicity. .
22: This has been going on for years. Although India proposed a Comprehensive
Convention on International Terrorism (CCIT) as early as in 1996, yet two decades later the
United Nations has not been able to agree upon a definition of terrorism. If we cannot agree to
define our enemy, how can we fight together? If we continue to differentiate between good
terrorists and bad terrorists, how can we fight together? If even the United Nations Security
Council cannot agree on the listing of terrorists, how can we fight together?
Mr President 23:
Through you, with utmost sinceriiyi I would like to request this august assembly to stop
seeing tdiis evil with self-defeating and indeed meaningless nuance. Evil is evil. Let us accept
that terrorism is an existentialist danger to humankind. There is absolutely no justification for
this barbaric violence. Let us display our new commitment by reaching agreement on the
Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism this year itself..
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Mr President 24:
I had- identified climate change as one of the significant dangers to our existence. India
has already said that it is deeply committed to the Paris Accord. This is not because we are afraid
of any power, influenced by friend or foe, or tempted by some imagined greed. This is an
outcome of a philosophy that is at least 5000 years old. Our Prime Minister has, on his personal
initiatiye, launched the International Solar Alliance as witness to our abiding commitment to a
cause.
25: When we talk of. world peace, we mean peace not only among,human beings but also
peace with nature. We understand that human nature is sometimes inimical to nature, but we
would like to amend human nature when it tends in the. wrong, directions. When we infHc:t our
greed upon nature, nature sometimes explodes. We .must learn to Uve with the imperatives,
cycles and creative urges of nature; in that lies, our own salvation.
26: We have just witnessed hurricanes, earthquakes, rains that inundate, storms which
terrify. This is not a mere coincidence. Nature sent,its warning to the world even before the
world's leadership gathered in New York at the United Nations through Harvey. Once our
gathering began an earthquake struck Mexico and a hurricane landed in Domimca. We must
understand this requires more serious action than talk. The developed world must listen more
carefully than others, because it has more capacities than others. It must help the less fortunate
through technology transfer and Green Climate Financing - thatisthe only way to save future
generations.
Mr President
27: We are discussing turbulence and change across the world, but the one organisation
created to address world affairs is beset by its own problems. It seems to believe that it can
afford not to change from the precepts and perceptions that determined its birth. On 18
September, there was a meeting here on UN reform. 1participated. 1witnessed an evident desire
for change, to do. something. But 1do want to remind you that at the 2005 World Summit there
was a consensus that the early reform of the Security Council is an essential element of our
overall effort to reform the United . Nations.
28: Efforts at text-based negotiations on the reform and expansion of the Security Council
were initiated in the last session and more than 160 nations had expressed support for this effort.
If we are serious, then the least we can do is produce one text that can be the basis for
negotiation. I hope that under your enlightened leadership, Mr President, this will become a
priority. If that happens it will be a significant achievement.
29: We also have highi expectations from the new Secretary General of the United
Nations. If he wants to reform the peace and security architecture, he will also need to address
reforms related to peacekeeping that have been urged for long. Without improvements in UN
Peacekeeping this goal can't be achieved.
Mr President
30: There is no shortage of issues; there is even less shortage of problems which should
be recognised from this podium. But time is not always on the side of those who would like to
raise issues and problems in the interests of a better, more peaceful and progressive future. The
issues you have chosen are relevant to the UN Charter as well as to the ancient traditions of my
land.
Mr President
31: My country's culture and thought has been shaped by a history and philosophy that
believes in peace as humankind's only rational and practical objective. We truly believe that the
world is one family and we hope that every member of this family deserves that elixir of life,
happiness. Let me end by reciting a verse that is a synthesis of thought: May all be happy; May
all be healthy; May all see what is good; May aU be free from suffering. Thank you, Mr.
President.
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Министр иностранных дел Пакистана «оценил» выступление Индии на
72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Pak, Russian FMs discuss Afghan peace
The Nation. September 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Sep-2017/pak-russianfms-discuss-afghan-peace
ASIF, SUSHMA EXCHANGE PLEASANTRIES

Monitoring Desk adds: Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Friday said he
exchanged pleasantries with his Indian counterpart Sushma Swaraj and inquired
about her health, reported PTI.
Asif told a group of Pakistani journalists at a news conference that they
exchanged pleasantries at a diplomatic reception here. Swaraj, according to Asif,
said she is doing fine now. The Indian external affairs minister last year underwent
a kidney transplant surgery at the AIIMS in New Delhi.
However, Indian External Affairs Ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar
did not respond to questions over the exchange of pleasantries between the two
leaders.
Meanwhile, India has responded angrily to a speech by Pakistan's prime
minister to the UN general assembly, with an envoy calling the country
"Terroristan", reported BBC on Frida.
In his speech PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi accused India of "war crimes" in
the disputed Kashmir region and of "exporting terror" to Pakistan.
India addresses the UN on Saturday, but used a right of reply to respond.
Exercising the right of reply, Eenam Gambhir, India's first secretary to the
UN, said it was "extraordinary that the state which protected Osama Bin Laden and
sheltered Mullah Omar should have the gumption to play the victim".
"Pakistan is now Terroristan with a flourishing industry producing and
exporting global terrorism," the envoy said. She also accused Pakistan of
"avaricious efforts to covet the territories of its neighbours".
Перестрелка на пакистано-индийской границе
Олег Прошкин. «24news.com.ua». Сентябрь 22, 2017. http://24news.com.ua/42179perestrelka-na-pakistano-indijskoj-granice/

Армия Пакистана сообщила о шестерых погибших и 26 пострадавших
в результате обстрела приграничной территории провинции Пенджаб
индийскими войсками.
Согласно пресс-релизу армейской пресс-службы, неспровоцированный
обстрел в районе сектора Чарва в округе Сиялкот произошел накануне. По
версии Исламабада, индийские пограничники использовали минометы для
обстрела пакистанской территории.
«Пакистанские рейнджеры Пенджаба ответили соответствующим
образом по индийским постам, обстреливающим мирное население», —
говорится в заявлении.
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Индия обругала в ООН Пакистан - «Террористаном».
India slams 'Terroristan' at UN: 10 points
TIMES OF INDIA. Sep 22, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-slamsterroristan-at-un-10-points/articleshow/60789827.cms
HIGHLIGHTS

India on Friday responded to Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi's debut speech at the United Nations, wherein he mentioned Kashmir a
total of 17 times and India 14 times among other things, in his speech.
Here are 10 points from India's response:
India on Friday responded to Pakistan PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi's debut
speech at the UN. (ANI Photo)
*It is extraordinary that the state which protected Osama Bin Laden and
sheltered Mullah Omar should have the gumption to play the victim
*By now, all Pakistan's neighbours are painfully familiar with these tactics
to create a narrative based on distortions, deception and deceit. This august
Assembly and the world beyond know that efforts at creating alternative facts do
not change reality
*In its short history, Pakistan has become a geography synonymous
with terror. The quest for a land of pure has actually produced "the land of pure
terror".
*Pakistan is now 'Terroristan', with a flourishing industry producing and
exporting global terrorism.
*Its current state can be gauged from the fact that Hafiz Mohammed Saeed,
a leader of the UN designated terrorist organization Lashkar-i-Taiba, is now sought
to be legitimized as a leader of a political party
*This is a country whose counter terrorism policy is to mainstream and
upstream terrorists by either providing safe havens to global terror leaders in its
military town, or protecting them with political careers
*In so far as India is concerned, Pakistan must understand that the State of
Jammu and Kashmir is and will always remain an integral part of India.


That's How You Find Cheap Flightstripsinsider.com

If You Don‘t Want To Be Robbed - Everyone Should Have On..TrackR
Bravo
*Having diverted billions of dollars in international military and
development aid towards creating a dangerous infrastructure of terror on its own
territory, Pakistan is now speaking of the high cost of its terror industry. The
polluter, in this case, is paying the price.


INDIABRICS nations at UN reaffirm commitment to fighting terrorism
INDIAHave failed to serve people, will resign: TDP MP Diwakar
Reddy
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*Even as terrorists thrive in Pakistan and roam its streets with impunity, we
have heard it lecture about the protection of human rights in India. The world does
not need lessons on democracy and human rights from a country who own
situation is charitably described as a failed state
*Terroristan is in fact a territory whose contribution to the globalisation of
terror is unparalleled.
Аббаси заявил, что Индия – государство спонсирующее терроризм в
Пакистане. Выступление премьер-министра в ООН на 72 Генассамблеи
At UN, Premier Abbasi calls for end to 'India-sponsored terror' in
Pakistan
The Express Tribune. September 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1513023/pakistannot-prepared-anyones-scapegoat-pm-abbasi-un/

In his maiden address to the UN General Assembly, Premier Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi renewed Pakistan‘s offer for dialogue with India on all thorny issues,
especially over the Himalayan region of Kashmir.
However, he added that such a dialogue was possible only if New Delhi
called off its overt and covert campaign of arming and bankrolling agents of
terrorism and chaos in Pakistan.
―Pakistan remains open to resuming a comprehensive dialogue with India to
address all outstanding issues, especially Kashmir, and discuss measures to
maintain peace and security,‖ he told his audience of global leaders.
―This dialogue must be accompanied by an end to India‘s campaign of
subversion and state-sponsored terrorism against Pakistan, including from across
our western border,‖ he said in his wide-ranging address in which he spoke on an
array of issues, including the Middle East situation, UN reforms, climate change,
and Pakistan‘s economic stability and consolidation of democracy.
Abbasi called for expeditious steps towards the implementation of UN
Security Council resolutions on Kashmir with the appointment of a special envoy
to promote a just and peaceful settlement of the festering dispute that has led to
heightened tensions between India and Pakistan.
―The international community must act decisively to prevent the situation
from a dangerous escalation,‖ he told the General Assembly, while voicing
concern over unabated persecution of unarmed Kashmiris struggling for their right
to self-determination.
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s attire at the UN meetings states a lot
The prime minister said India had responded with massive and indiscriminate
force to suppress the Kashmiris, shooting indiscriminately at children, women and
youth. Hundreds of innocent Kashmiris had been killed or injured, he added.
―Shotgun pellets have blinded and maimed thousands of Kashmiris, including
children. These and other brutalities clearly constitute war crimes and violate the
Geneva conventions.‖
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Today the Kashmiri people are waging a heroic and popular struggle to rid
themselves of India‘s oppressive rule, he added.
He urged the international community to call on India to a.) halt pellet gun
attacks and other violence against demonstrators; b.) stop the use of rape as an
instrument of state policy; c.) end media blackouts; d.) rescind its draconian
emergency laws; and f.) free all Kashmiri political leaders.
President Trump changes tack in meeting with Abbasi
The premier told the assembly of world leaders that India frequently violated
the ceasefire along the Line of Control in Kashmir to divert the world‘s attention
from its brutalities.
Despite over 600 violations since January this year Pakistan has acted with
restraint, he said. ―But if India does venture across the LoC, or acts upon its
doctrine of ‗limited‘ war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and matching
response,‖ he warned.
―The international community must act decisively to prevent the situation
from a dangerous escalation,‖ the prime minister said. ―The Kashmir dispute
should be resolved justly, peacefully and expeditiously.‖
―As India is unwilling to resume the peace process with Pakistan, we call on
the Security Council to fulfill its obligation to secure the implementation of its own
resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir.‖
―To this end, the UN secretary general should appoint a special envoy on
Kashmir. His mandate should flow from the longstanding but unimplemented
resolutions of the Security Council.‖
US-Pakistan relationship not defined by Afghanistan: PM Abbasi
Spelling out Pakistan‘s stance in clear terms, Prime Minister Abbasi said his
country was not prepared to fight the Afghan war on its soil.
―Nor can we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the
suffering of the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan, and other regional countries.‖
Pakistan, he said, had suffered and sacrificed much due to its role in the
global counter-terrorism campaign. ―It is especially galling for Pakistan to be
blamed for the military or political stalemate in Afghanistan,‖ he said.
―We are not prepared to be anyone‘s scapegoat. Taliban ‗safe havens‘ are
located not in Pakistan but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban
in Afghanistan.‖
He said cross-border attacks did occur, but those were mostly conducted by
anti-Pakistan terrorists from the ―safe havens‖ across the border.
―To end all cross-border attacks we ask the Afghan government and the
coalition to support and complement Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts to strengthen
border controls and monitor all movement across it.‖
Prime Minister Abbasi said, ‖No one desires peace in Afghanistan more than
Pakistan.‖ However, after 16 years of war in Afghanistan, it was clear that peace
would not be restored by the continuing resort to military force.
―Neither Kabul and the coalition, nor the Afghan Taliban, can impose a
military solution on each other.‖
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Premier Abbasi said Pakistan believed urgent and realistic goals in
Afghanistan should include concerted action to eliminate the presence in
Afghanistan of Da‘ish, al Qaeda and their affiliates, including the TTP and
Jamaatul Ahrar, which was recently declared a terrorist organisation by the
Security Council.
He also suggested promotion of negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan
Taliban – in the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format –
to evolve a peaceful settlement in Afghanistan.
The two steps, he added, offered the most realistic prospect of restoring peace
and stability in Afghanistan and the region.
Аббаси заявил, что ракеты малого радиуса действия (ядерные заряды)
предназначены для отражения удара «короткой войны» от Индии.
Pakistan's short-range nuclear weapons to counter India's 'Cold Start'
doctrine: Abbasi
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
21,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistans-short-range-nuclear-weapons-tocounter-indias-cold-start-doctrine-abbasi/articleshow/60773682.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


PM Abbasi asserted that Pakistan's nuclear arsenals were safe and secure.
 Abbasi claimed that extremists can't gain control of Pakistan's nuclear
weapons.
 He also said that Pakistan knew how to handle nuclear waste.
NEW YORK: Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said on
Wednesday his country has developed short-range nuclear weapons to counter the
'Cold Start' doctrine adopted by the Indian Army.
Abbasi was also assertive of Pakistan's nuclear arsenals being safe and
secure.
"We have a very robust and secure command-and-control system over our
strategic nuclear assets. Time has proved that it's a process that is very secure. It's a
process that has complete civilian oversight through the NCA," Abbasi said in
response to a question at the Council on Foreign Relations, a top American thinktank.
The Nuclear Command Authority (NCA) of Pakistan is the authority
responsible for command, control and operational decisions regarding the country's
nuclear arsenals.
India's 'Cold Start' doctrine: All you need to know
"As far as tactical nuclear weapons (are concerned), we do not have any
fielded tactical nuclear weapons. We have developed short-range nuclear weapons
as a counter to the 'Cold Start' doctrine that India has developed+ . Again,
those are in the same command-and-control authority that controls the other
strategic weapons," he said.
Moderator David Sanger said Pakistan has the fastest growing nuclear
arsenal in the world.
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"There's no nuclear arsenal in the world that is growing faster. And there's
no nuclear arsenal in the world, other than North Korea's, that tends to worry
American more, because they worry about the safety of the arsenal. They worry
about the command and control of the arsenal," Sanger said.
Abbasi said that the command-and-control systems they have in place are as
secure as anybody else's in the world.
"The last 20 years are testament to that," Abbasi said in response to another
question.
"So let there be no doubt that any extremist element or somebody like that
can gain control of fissile material or a nuclear weapon. There is just no possibility
of that. And it's time-tested, and it's a very secure system that has been put in
place," he said.
"Pakistan is a responsible global citizen, and we've shown a responsibility on
the ground with this huge war on terror that we've been fighting for the last 15
years," Abbasi said.
The Pakistan premier sought to dispel the notion surrounding the country's
alleged inability to handle its nuclear programmes properly.
"We do have nuclear capability. There's no doubt about that. And we know
how to handle nuclear waste. We had a nuclear program in the early '60s, one of
the first countries in Asia to have a nuclear program. So if we've managed it for
over 50-odd years, I think we can continue to manage it," he said.
Индия требует расследовать ядерную помощь Северной Корее со
стороны Пакистана
India seeks probe into nuclear proliferation links between Pakistan,
North Korea
The Hindu. 19.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-seeks-probeinto-nuclear-proliferation-links-between-pakistan-northkorea/article19713804.ece?homepage=true

India on Monday sought investigations into North Korea‘s nuclear
proliferation linkages and asked to hold accountable those responsible for it, in a
veiled reference to Pakistan.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj‘s remarks came days after North
Korea fired another mid-range ballistic missile over Japan on Friday.
It follows North Korea‘s sixth and most powerful nuclear test on September
3, which was in direct defiance of United Nations sanctions and other international
pressure.
―External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj deplored North Korea‘s recent
actions and stated that its proliferation linkages must be explored and those
involved must be held accountable,‖ the ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar
told reporters at a news conference here.
Ms. Swaraj‘s assertion in this regard came during her trilateral meeting with
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and her Japanese counterpart Taro Kono on
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Monday on the sidelines of the ongoing United Nations General Assembly session
here.
Responding to questions, Mr. Kumar did not specify the country, but said
the hints were enough to determine that. ―I think I am giving you enough material
to try to figure out what we are talking about,‖ he said.
―We have very clearly mentioned that we not only deplore DPRK‘s recent
actions but also stated that its proliferation linkages must be explored and those
involved be held accountable,‖ Mr. Kumar said.
In addition to proliferation, the three leaders discussed the issue of maritime
security and connectivity.
―Three broad issues were discussed — maritime security connectivity and
proliferation. We have spelled out what these heads mean on security the ministers
emphasised the need to ensure freedom of navigation respect for international law
and peaceful resolution of disputes,‖ he said.
―On connectivity, there was discussion on how to base them on universally
recognised international norms prudent financing and respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity,‖ Mr. Kumar said.
The first trilateral ministerial meeting between the three countries was held
in 2015. Senior official level meeting has been taking place since 2011.
Новый посол Индии в Пакистане
India appoints Bisaria new HC to Pakistan
Daily Times. 18-Sep-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/18-Sep-17/india-appointsbisaria-new-hc-to-pakistan

NEW DELHI: India has appointed Ajay Bisaria the new high commissioner
to Pakistan to replace Ambassador Gautam Bambawale.
Current high commissioner to Pakistan Gautam Bambawale has been
appointed the ambassador to China and India‘s ambassador to Poland Ajay Bisaria
will be the next high commissioner to Pakistan, Indian newspapers reported.
The reshuffle was necessitated by appointment of India‘s ambassador to
China Vijay Gokhale as Secretary (Economic Relations) in the MEA. Gokhale
played the lead role in defusing the Doklam crisis with Beijing and is now being
tipped as India‘s next foreign secretary in case government doesn‘t give another
extension to S Jaishankar in January.
Bambawale and Bisaria are widely acknowledged as MEA‘s best and both
have in the past handled several sensitive postings. A 1984 batch IFS officer,
Bambawale has served as joint secretary of East Asia Division where he handled
both China and Japan. He, in fact, was one of the longest serving joint secretaries
there with his tenure lasting from 2009 to 2014.
Gokhale was reported to have played a major role in the Doklam crisis
pertaining to the border standoff between India and China.
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During Bambawale‘s tenure, Pakistan and India‘s relations witnessed several
lows and ups, with the most notable scenario being the Pakistan forces getting hold
of Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav.
Переговоры по водам р.Инд закончились в Вашингтоне без результата
(2 индийских энергопроекта).
Indian obduracy wrecks latest water talks
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. September 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/17Sep-2017/indian-obduracy-wrecks-latest-water-talks

Pakistan asks World Bank to empanel court of arbitration
ISLAMABAD - India remained obdurate as the second round of high-level
talks with Pakistan, under the supervision of the World Bank, on controversial
Kishanganga and Ratle hydroelectric power projects ended without any result in
Washington.
In the latest round of discussions, India not only refused to accept any of the
amendments proposed by Pakistan but also refused to agree to any of the dispute
settlement options proposed by the World Bank.
While acknowledging the Bank‘s continued efforts, Pakistan has now
requested the World Bank to fulfil its duties under the Indus Waters Treaty by
empanelling the Court of Arbitration.
The delegations of Pakistan and India met at the World Bank Headquarters
in Washington on September 14-15 to discuss the way forward in disputes
pursuant to the Indus Waters Treaty, 1960, concerning India‘s plans to build
Kishenganga and Ratle power plants. The secretary-level talks failed to resolve the
impasse on the choice of forum for settlement of the disputes.
According to a handout issued by the World Bank on Saturday, an
agreement could not be reached at the conclusion of the meetings between the
Pakistani and Indian delegations.
Both countries and the World Bank appreciated the discussions and
reconfirmed their commitment to the preservation of the treaty. The World Bank
will continue to work with both countries to resolve the issues in an amicable
manner and in line with the treaty provisions. The World Bank remains committed
to acting in good faith and with complete impartiality and transparency in fulfilling
its responsibilities under the treaty while continuing to assist the countries, the
handout said.
The Pakistani delegation was led by Secretary Water Resources Division
Arif Ahmed Khan along with Secretary of Water and Power Yousuf Naseem
Khokhar. The Indian delegation was led by Union Water Resources Secretary
Amarjit Singh.
In 2016, Pakistan asked the World Bank to restart the process of arbitration
in its water dispute with India. Pakistan had argued that only arbitration can save
the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT), 1960, which has successfully resolved water
disputes between Pakistan and India for more than half a century.
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Subsequently, on October 4, 2016, India made a request for appointment of
Neutral Expert to adjudicate the same disputes.
The World Bank initially agreed to setting up both fora but later ‗paused‘
both processes for establishment of the Court of Arbitration and appointment of the
Neutral Expert for the reason that two forums carry the potential for conflicting
rulings.
In an effort to resolve the impasse, the World Bank then invited the
secretaries for ministries of Water Resources of both countries to consultations for
resolution of the impasse. In the first round of consultations held in Washington
DC on July 31-August 1, 2017, Pakistan proposed amendments to Indian designs
that would make the project Treaty compliant. India agreed to studying those
designs and the parties decided to meet again in September 2017.
The current dispute concerns two hydroelectric plants — Kishanganga
(330MWs) and Ratle (850 MWs) — that India is building in Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir on the rivers whose waters were given to Pakistan under the IWT.
Pakistan has serious reservation over the designs of both projects and believes that
these projects would concede India to impede the water flow to the country.
The proposed Kishenganga hydroelectric project is located in Occupied
Jammu and Kashmir on River Neelum. The design envisages the construction of
180.5 metre long and 35.48-metre high concrete dam. The full pondage capacity is
18.35 MCM (0.0061MAF). The detailed information about the run-of-river project
was received from India on June 25, 2006. Pakistan raised objections under the
provisions of IWT 1960 and sent them to India in August 2006. Mainly, Pakistan
has objections on pondage, sediment outlet, type of spillway and placement of
power intakes.
Similarly, Ratle hydropower project is located on the main Chenab River
about 55kms upstream of 900MW Baglihar hydropower project. It has the installed
capacity of 850MW. It has a concrete gravity dam with the height of 111m, gross
capacity of the reservoir is 78.71 mm3 (million cubic metres) or 64000-acre-feet.
The capacity of the operating pool (pondage) is 23.86 mm3 or 19300-acre-feet. It
has an orifice spillway with five gates of 10.75 m (width) and 14.2 m (height); the
spillway crest has an elevation of 985.0 m amsl with storage above spillway crest
of 61.2 mm3 or 50000-acre-feet.
The design of the project was received from India on August 29, 2012, and
Pakistan has communicated its objection on November 26, 2012. Pakistan has
objected to the design of the Ratle project as it believes the Indian design of the
project would reduce Chenab flows by 40 percent at Head Marala.
Всемирный банк считает, что надо сохранить договоренности по
Договору по Инду.
Indo-Pak talks to safeguard benefits of Indus Waters Treaty, says
World Bank
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, September 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1358049/indopak-talks-to-safeguard-benefits-of-indus-waters-treaty-says-world-bank
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WASHINGTON: As Pakistan and India concluded their two-day water
talks here on Friday, the World Bank, which is mediating the talks, said the
meetings were part of a process to safeguard benefits of the 57-year-old Indus
Waters Treaty.
The World Bank hosted the two latest rounds at its headquarters in
Washington on July 31-Aug 1 and Sept 14-15. Concluded in 1960 with the World
Bank‘s support, the Indus Waters Treaty recognises the bank as a mediator. It is
also acclaimed as one of the most successful international agreements for
peacefully resolving previous water disputes between India and Pakistan.
―These meetings are a continuation of a discussion on how to safeguard the
treaty for the benefit of the people in both countries,‖ said World Bank
spokesperson Elena Karaban when asked for comments.
The dispute is over the construction of two hydroelectric plants on
tributaries of the Jhelum and Chenab rivers
She also said that the Sept 14-15 meetings in Washington focused on ―the
technical issues of the treaty‖ and the bank will provide more information about
the talks when available.
In a previous statement, the bank praised ―the spirit of goodwill and
cooperation‖ that both India and Pakistan demonstrated in the last meeting and
hoped that they would maintain this spirit to peacefully settle the current dispute as
well.
The Indian Express newspaper reported on Friday that New Delhi dropped
its earlier objections to holding water talks with Pakistan to participate ―in a Bankbrokered dialogue‖ and this decision ―surprised all sides‖.
Bimal Patel, a member of India‘s National Security Advisory Board (NSAB)
and Law Commission, told the newspaper that he ―doesn‘t know what the
government‘s intention is, but it is uncalled for to participate in such meetings to
perpetuate a third party role‖.
The disagreement
The dispute is over the construction of two hydroelectric plants on the
Kishanganga (330MW) and Ratle (850MW) tributaries of the Jhelum and Chenab
rivers.
Pakistan believes the construction violates the Indus Waters Treaty, which
gives Islamabad unrestricted use of the waters of the two western rivers in the
Indus system.
India, however, argues that the treaty also allows other ―uses‖, including the
construction of hydro-electric plants.
India interprets the permission for ―other uses‖, as meaning that it can not
only construct the Kishanganga and Ratle dams, but also several other projects.
Pakistan disagrees with the Indian interpretation and has asked the World
Bank to set up a Court of Arbitration; saying that India is not fulfilling its
obligations as an upper riparian state.
India opposes the proposed Court of Arbitration and has instead asked the
World Bank to appoint a neutral expert to look into the matter.
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Union Water Resources Secretary Amarjit Singh is leading a multidisciplinary delegation at the talks, which includes representatives from the
Ministry of External Affairs, Power, India‘s Indus Water Commissioner and
Central Water Commission.
Secretary Water Resources Division Arif Ahmed Khan is leading the
Pakistani delegation, which includes Secretary of Water and Power Yousuf
Naseem Khokhar, High Commissioner of Indus Waters Treaty Mirza Asif Baig
and Joint Secretary of Water Syed Mehar Ali Shah.
After the last round, which concluded on Aug 1, the two delegations
returned to their respective capitals for consultations on the proposals that each had
brought with them.
In the second round, they focused on the responses they brought with them
and are likely to do more consultations with their political leadership before
making any commitment, official sources said.
The Indian Express pointed out that Deepak Mittal, a senior official the
Indian Ministry for External Affairs, also participated in the Washington talks.
―His participation in this second round is being seen by all sides as a signal that the
Modi government is softening its position on Pakistan,‖ the newspaper added.
Переговоры с Индией по Договору о водоразделе р.Инд.
Pakistan's water talks with India under way in Washington
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
September
15th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1357757/pakistans-water-talks-with-india-under-way-inwashington

2017.

WASHINGTON: Pakistan and India concluded the first day of their two-day
talks on Thursday on a long-standing water dispute — maintaining a spirit of
goodwill demonstrated in the last round.
The talks are held at the World Bank headquarters, as the 1960 Indus Waters
Treaty for the distribution of water between the two neighbouring states recognises
the bank as an arbiter.
An Indian official told reporters in New Delhi on Thursday that Union
Water Resources Secretary Amarjit Singh is leading a multi-disciplinary delegation
at the talks, which includes representatives from the ministry of external affairs,
power, India‘s Indus Water Commissioner and Central Water Commission.
The second round of talks on Ratle and Kishanganga hydroelectric projects
―are focusing on technical issues,‖ the official added.
Second round of dialogue is focused on Ratle and Kishanganga
hydroelectric projects
Secretary Water Resources Division Arif Ahmed Khan is leading the Pakistani delegation, which includes Secretary of Water and Power Yousuf Naseem
Khokhar, High Commissioner of Indus Waters Treaty Mirza Asif Baig and Joint
Secretary of Water Syed Mehar Ali Shah.
After the last round, which concluded on Aug 1, the two delegations
returned to their respective capitals for consultations on the proposals that each had
brought with them.
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In the second round, they will focus on the responses and may seek more
consultations with their political leadership before making any commitment,
official sources said.
―This will be a long process and we should not expect an early result,‖ said a
technical expert who has worked on India-Pakistan water disputes in the past. ―But
this is already an improvement, as in the past they often returned home after restating their official positions.‖
In a statement issued after the last round, the World Bank too appreciated
this ―spirit of goodwill and cooperation‖ demonstrated during the talks and
announced that the two teams had agreed to meet again in September for the
second round.
The World Bank observed that the Indus Water Treaty allows India to
construct hydroelectric power facilities on tributaries of the Jhelum and Chenab
rivers but with certain restrictions. Pakistan contends that the designs of two
hydropower projects located in Jammu and Kashmir violate the treaty and
approached the World Bank for mediation.
In August, the World Bank also issued a factsheet, which India interpreted
as an endorsement of its position on building hydroelectric facilities on the shared
rivers.
Pakistan rejected the Indian interpretation, but agreed to continue the talks.
Pakistan first approached the World Bank last year, raising concerns over the
designs of Ratle (850MW) and Kishanganga (330MW) hydroelectricity projects.
It demanded that the World Bank, which is the mediator between the two
countries under the 57-year-old treaty, set up a court of arbitration to look into its
concerns.
India rejected the Pakistani proposal and asked for the appointment of a
neutral expert to look at the issues, contending the concerns Pakistan raised were
―technical‖ ones.
Consequently, the World Bank initiated two simultaneous processes in
November 2016 — for appointing neutral expert and establishment of court of
arbitration — to review. The simultaneous processes, however, were halted after
India‘s objection.
The World Bank then held separate talks with both India and Pakistan to
find a way out. The current talks are part of the same process.
Войну на 2 фронта Индия «не потянет», - заявил Глава Армии Индии.
Two-front war with Pakistan and China cannot be ruled out: Indian
army chief
Dawn. September 06, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355997/two-front-war-with-pakistanand-china-cannot-be-ruled-out-indian-army-chief

A two-front war with Pakistan and China cannot be ruled out, Indian Chief
of Army Staff General Bipin Rawat said, dismissing the "myth that democracies or
nuclear armed" neighbours do not go to war, India Today reported on Wednesday.
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Addressing a seminar in New Delhi, Rawat also claimed that differences
between India and Pakistan could not be reconciled.
The Indian army chief spoke briefly about his country's military strategy in
case of future engagement of Indian troops with China, India Today reported.
According to the daily, Rawat reiterated that the recurrence of
situations such as the recent standoff between Indian and Chinese troops over the
Doklam Plateau could not be ruled out.
He alleged that China was flexing its muscles and would continue to
incrementally take away territory from India. India, thus, has to be prepared, he
said.
The army chief said that if Indian troops were engaged with China on the
northern border of the country, there was a possibility Pakistan would try to "take
advantage of the situation".
"War is very much in the realm of reality," the Indian army chief was quoted
as saying. "We have to be prepared for conflict on the northern and western
borders."
Rawat said that ruling out the possibility of war will prevent the country
from preparing for such a situation in regards to budgetary allocation and
modernisation of forces.
"Militaries alone do not go to war, nations go to war [and] we have to
prepare ourselves accordingly," India Today quoted the army chief as saying.
Тиллерсон заявил, что Индия тоже несет ответственность
нестабильность в Пакистане (по поводу поддержки террористов)
Tillerson urges India to seek rapprochement with Pakistan

за

Dawn, August 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353568/tillerson-urges-india-toseek-rapprochement-with-pakistan

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, while underlining the
measures the Trump administration can take to prevent Pakistan from allegedly
supporting the Afghan Taliban, has also reminded India of the need to ―take some
steps of rapprochement‖ for improving ties with Pakistan.
At his Tuesday afternoon news briefing, Mr Tillerson also asked India to
remove the reasons that create unstable elements inside the country.
―There are areas where perhaps even India can take some steps of
rapprochement on issues with Pakistan to improve the stability within Pakistan and
remove some of the reasons why they deal with these unstable elements inside
their own country,‖ he said.
Such a veiled and meek reference to the issues that divide the two neighbours
cannot persuade India to resume talks with Pakistan nor can it convince New Delhi
to do some soul-searching, as Mr Tillerson suggested. But it does indicate a
realisation in Washington that India does bear some responsibility for tensions in a
region where President Donald Trump sees the possibility of a nuclear conflict, as
he mentioned in his Monday night speech.
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Indicates that New Delhi does bear some responsibility for instability in
Pakistan
The secretary also did not explain why he thought India would be interested
in improving stability within Pakistan, particularly when Washington endorses
New Delhi‘s position that all disputes between the neighbours should be resolved
in bilateral talks, without any mediation. And he reiterated this position at the
briefing as well, saying: ―India and Pakistan, they have their own issues that they
have to continue to work through.‖ Then he added his advice to India to help
stabilise Pakistan.
Mr Tillerson said that during months-long discussion on the new South Asia
strategy, US policymakers also discussed the measures they could take to persuade
Pakistan to stop its alleged support to the Afghan Taliban. These include ending or
reducing US aid and military assistance to Pakistan and rescinding Pakistan‘s
status as a non-Nato partner.
The secretary said the United States came to this conclusion because ―we
have witnessed terrorist organisations being given safe haven inside of Pakistan to
plan and carry out attacks against US servicemen‖.
―Don‘t you fear that too much pressure on Pakistan may destabilise Islamabad
and strengthen the Taliban?‖ asked a journalist.
―That is a concern, and that‘s why I made the comments I just made, that I
think it‘s important that Pakistan begin to think about its ability to contain these
groups as well,‖ Mr Tillerson replied.
He acknowledged that the US alone was not going to change this dynamic
with Pakistan. Other regional players with strong interest in Pakistan, such as
China, should join this effort, he added.
―There are many areas in which we believe we should be having very
productive dialogue that serves both of our interests and regional interest as well,‖
Mr Tillerson said. ―(But ultimately,) Pakistan has to decide what is in Pakistan‘s
best long-term interest from a security standpoint for themselves and for their
people.‖
The top US diplomat claimed that if Pakistan continued ―to allow Taliban and
other such organisations to grow and maintain their presence inside the country‖,
they would become a threat to ―their stability and the survival of their government
in the years ahead‖.
Mr Tillerson said that Pakistan was important for the United States because
Washington wanted to engage the Taliban in peace talks whenever the conditions
permitted that.
―It, again, is why Pakistan is very important in this discussion as well.
Pakistan can facilitate much of that discussion,‖ he said.
The secretary said the United States had launched a global effort to deal with
North Korea and wanted to use the same approach with Pakistan. ―We have to
enlarge the circle of interest and bring others into the effort as well, and that‘s what
we‘ll be doing with Pakistan as well.‖
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Могут ли быть отношения между Индией и Пакистаном нормальными?
Can Pakistan-India ties be normal?
Riaz Mohammad Khan (former foreign secretary). Dawn, August 14th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1351386/can-pakistan-india-ties-be-normal

AS people in Pakistan and India celebrate the 70th anniversary of their
independence, they should spare a moment for introspection. The story of their
relations is largely a history of conflict, war and acrimony. The traumatic
circumstances of their independence still live in memory as does, paradoxically,
the resonance of shared culture and centuries of common experience. There have
been periods of calm and relative ease and transactions of important consequence
such as the treaty on sharing of waters. Can they develop normal relations?
Personally, I have never served in India and my interaction with my Indian
counterparts was limited to a somewhat tension-free period from February 2005 to
April 2008. We had differences but managed them, maintaining diplomatic
courtesy. We were able to negotiate the Delhi Declaration of April 2005 which
affirmed that acts of terrorism would not be allowed to ―impede the peace
process‖. We prevented disruption of the process after the Mumbai train blasts in
July 2006. The November 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks, however, froze the
dialogue. Surely, many of my colleagues engaged with India in less salubrious
circumstances.
Leaders in both capitals should not forget that they are nursing tensions
under a nuclear overhang.
Arguably, Kashmir lies at the heart of the conflict between the two countries.
It impacted Pakistan‘s security perceptions and policies, and aggravated mutual
suspicion and distrust from the very first day of the independence. Yet this dispute
is essentially political, hence resolvable. Historically, Pakistan‘s position is based
on UN resolutions which have no intractable ideological underpinnings. Among
the several bilateral efforts to address the dispute, the last and the most sustained
discussions were carried out through a backchannel (2005-06) under president
Musharraf and prime minister Manmohan Singh. Importantly, the two sides tried to
evolve a text for an interim agreement towards a settlement of this longstanding
dispute. Considerable progress was achieved. Leaders of the All Parties Hurriyat
Conference were generally consulted except for Syed Ali Geelani who had ab
initio rejected the process.
The idea was simple: to work out an understanding that protected the essential
interests of the two countries and ensured optimum freedom for the Kashmiris to
be masters of their own affairs in their sub-regions. If the 2007 judicial crisis in
Pakistan had not intervened and the effort had proceeded normally for another
couple of years, it could have reached a positive dénouement.
Sound proposals are on the table for the other two, albeit minor, disputes,
Siachen and Sir Creek. As far back as in 1987, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi had
agreed in principle to disengagement from Siachen. The Indian Army leadership
now rejects it. To preserve the fragile ecosystem of the Himalayas and the
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Karakorams, it is important that this large glacier be saved from the stress caused
by constant military activity and burning of energy.
I remember saying to my Indian interlocutors that even if we know that there
are rocks of gold underneath, the ice of the glacier is more valuable and worthy of
preservation through joint monitoring. Similarly, the shallow waters of Sir Creek
(area approx 75 square kilometres) can be turned into a jointly managed sanctuary
or nature park. These theatres of conflict can be turned into cooperative arenas,
setting a new example of international collaboration.
All this now sounds like so much wishful thinking. Relations between the two
countries have hit a low point. When a handful of militants attacked the Pathankot
and Uri military bases, the Modi government stalled all dialogue with Pakistan,
blaming Pakistan-inspired terrorism for the attacks. New Delhi conveniently
ignores its own brutal repression of the stone-throwing Kashmiri youth uprising,
which began last year in a continuation of three generations of Kashmiri rejection
of the Indian control in the Valley.
Buoyed by a Hindu nationalist wave and stirrings of a resurgent India, Prime
Minister Modi and BJP hardliners think they can isolate Pakistan and insist on a
dialogue on their terms only. Pakistan can also hold back. It has its own challenges
to address and can wait for Delhi to adopt a reasonable course. However, leaders in
both capitals should not forget that they are nursing tensions under a nuclear
overhang. And the threat is growing.
South Asia changed when both Pakistan and India demonstratively crossed
the nuclear threshold in May 1998. The two countries are now obliged to maintain
a responsible deterrence which first and foremost depends on a modicum of
confidence building. Institutional measures and dialogue are indispensible to
addressing crises to avert catastrophe. Dialogue opens up new avenues of
cooperation; its absence is risky. In addition to multi-layered communication,
periodic highest-level contacts are invaluable in the interest of peace. A nuclear
exchange should simply remain unthinkable.
It is incumbent on the two countries to abandon dangerous doctrines such as
the Cold Start and Pakistan‘s riposte with miniaturisation of nuclear weapons.
Ideas contingent on an autopilot escalation from a terrorist attack to a blitzkrieg to
use of nuclear weapons defy sanity. Diplomacy and crisis management must
interject every point of this trajectory. The two countries had sensibly embraced
the concept of minimum credible deterrence and that sufficed as the central
principle of their defence. In a situation of spiralling tension, the media is a wild
card. It should desist from fuelling fires. Much too much is at stake.
Global power balance is in a flux with the rise of China and the reassertion of
Russia. US primacy feels challenged. India aspires to great power status. This may
be so, but these tectonic shifts are not necessarily heading towards a confrontation.
The Middle East offers lessons to other regions. In this changing scenario, Pakistan
retains importance, strength, relationships and options, regionally and globally.
The two countries are not locked into perennial hostility. Regardless of how
we interpret the two-nation theory, I am among those who cannot accept Pakistan
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as a mere antithesis of India. Pakistan has its distinct persona, its unique history
and its positive aspirations. Looking at Pakistan and India in this 70th year of their
independence, I see ‗two sacred rivers‘ sharing the same source and moving in
opposite directions; yet they belong to the same subcontinent and will continue to
flow forever.
70 лет независимости и соперничества Индии и Пакистана: как живет
когда-то единая британская колония
Deutsche
Welle.
14.08.2017.
(Через
https://news.tut.by/world/555745.html?utm_campaign=newsfeed&utm_medium=novoteka&utm_source=rss-news)

беларусский

сайт

В день семидесятилетия независимости Индии и Пакистана обе
страны все еще остаются непримиримыми соперниками. Как происходил
раздел Британской Индии?
«С ударом часов в полночь, когда весь мир спит, Индия пробуждается
для жизни и свободы. Душа нации, которую долго подавляли, наконец-то
сможет себя проявить», — с такими высокопарными словами Джавахарлал
Неру провозгласил независимость Индии в ночь с 14 на 15 августа 1947 года.
Эти слова могут быть уместны для политиков, которые на протяжении
десятилетий боролись на независимость. Но независимость и процесс
разделения бывшей британской колонии на Индию и Пакистан принесли
немало страданий жителям новых государств. От 7 до 8 миллионов человек
лишились своей родины в Индии и бежали в Пакистан во время царившего
хаоса. Примерно столько же мигрировали в обратном направлении. В ходе
развязанного религиозными фанатиками насилия погибли сотни тысяч
человек.
Махатма
Ганди,
ключевая
фигура
индийского
движения
за независимость, считал, что мечта всей его жизни о единой независимой
Индии разрушена. Он всегда выступал за общие, межконфессиональные
и ненасильственные действия против колонизаторов. Бывшая Британская
Индия прошла затяжной путь от неограниченной автократии колониального
правительства к парламентской системе. Изначально этот процесс ни в коем
случае не был рассчитан на появление двух государств. И все же при
движении за независимость возникла тень соперничества и недоверия между
мусульманским меньшинством и индуистским большинством.
Начало движения за независимость
Индийский национализм впервые возник в организованной форме
в 1885 году в Бомбее, нынешнем Мумбаи, в виде Индийского национального
конгресса (ИНК). Бомбей стал политической родиной для Ганди и Неру,
который позднее стал премьер-министром Индии.
54 из 73 представителей ИНК в 1885 году были индуистами и лишь
двое — мусульманами. Это показательное неравенство, в том числе,
объясняет, почему мусульманские политики в процессе борьбы
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за независимую Индию прежде всего беспокоились о правах их единоверцев.
Для защиты прав мусульманского меньшинства от диктата индуистского
большинства в 1906 году была создана Мусульманская лига.
В 1940 году на заседании Лиги впервые прозвучало требование
прописать в новой индийской конституции право самоуправления
территориям, населенным мусульманами. Пресса называла это событие
«пакистанской резолюцией», хотя на встрече пока еще не поднимался вопрос
создания мусульманами собственного государства.
В ходе выборов в 1946 году Мусульманская лига, которую возглавил
Мухаммад Али Джинна, утвердилась в качестве почти равноценной
Индийскому национальному конгрессу политической силе. Вместе с этим
началось движение в сторону самостоятельного государства для индийских
мусульман.
Вторая мировая война и конец Британской Индии
Стратегические нужды и экономическая нагрузка Второй мировой
войны привели Лондон к осознанию неизбежности предоставления
независимости Индии. После окончания войны новое лейбористское
правительство Великобритании во главе с Клементом Эттли усиленно
взялось за реализацию этого процесса. Однако переговоры между
представителями Лондона, ИНК и Мусульманской лиги о создании единого
государства так и не привели к прогрессу.
Одновременно произошло несколько крупных религиозно-этнических
столкновений. В одном из них, 16 августа 1946 года в Калькутте,
погибли тысячи человек. А в начале 1947 года правительство провинции
Пенджаб ушло в отставку на фоне конфликтов между индуистами,
мусульманами и сикхами. Новому и одновременно последнему британскому
наместнику Луису Маунтбеттену стало ясно, что дальше сохранять иллюзию
единого индийского государства невозможно. Это мнение утвердилось
и в ИНК, несмотря на сопротивление Ганди и Неру.
План Маунтбеттена
Так называемый план Маунтбеттена был одобрен в начале июня 1947
года руководствами Мусульманской лиги, ИНК, сикхов и Великобритании.
Он был воплощен в жизнь уже через 10 недель. Основным принципом этого
плана было самоопределение каждого региона большинством местного
населения, которое должно было само решать, в какую именно страну
в итоге оно войдет. В итоге «смешанные» провинции Пенджаб и Бенгалия
были разделены и принадлежат сегодня частично Индии, Пакистану
и Бангладеш (бывшему Восточному Пакистану).
Регионам, где большинство населения исповедовало одну религию,
было проще. Так, провинции Синд, Белуджистан и другие территории
на северо-западе Британской Индии ожидаемо проголосовали за вхождение
в Пакистан. А большинство индийских княжеств беспрепятственно
присоединились к Индии. Основатель Пакистана Джинна заявлял: «Наша
цель — мир внутри и за пределами страны. Мы хотим жить мирно
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и в искренней дружбе с нашими соседями». Однако позднее эта концепция
трагически разбилась о реальность.
Нерешенный вопрос Кашмира
Область Кашмир и по сей день остается яблоком раздора между Индией
и Пакистаном. Это произошло потому, что большинство населения там
исповедовало ислам, а правитель-индуист хотел сохранить независимость
княжества.
В итоге население выступило против автократичного правления,
а в Кашмир позднее вторглись пакистанские вооруженные формирования.
Князь бежал в Дели и предложил Индии вступление Кашмира в ее состав
в обмен на военную поддержку. Маунтбеттен, который еще короткое время
оставался генерал-губернатором Индии, выразил согласие на такой сценарий,
но потребовал позже провести в Кашмире референдум, чтобы население
могло само решить вопрос вхождения в Индию или Пакистан. Плебисцит так
и не состоялся.
Итогом стала необъявленная война между регулярными войсками
Индии и Пакистана в Кашмире. При посредничестве ООН в 1949 году было
заключено перемирие. Линия разграничения и стала фактической границей,
которую, однако, обе стороны не признают до сегодняшнего дня.
Впоследствии Кашмир стал причиной сразу нескольких индопакистанских войн. А один из наиболее кровопролитных конфликтов между
Индией
и Пакистаном
произошел
в ходе
борьбы
Бангладеш
за независимость.
В качестве негативных последствий раздела Британской Индии
эксперты также называют рост террористической активности в регионе
и гонку вооружений Индии и Пакистана.
Избежать ядерной войны между Индией и Пакистаном
Pak-India nuclear war — avoided
Pervez Hoodbhoy (writer teaches physics in Lahore and Islamabad). Dawn. August 12,
2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351091/pak-india-nuclear-war-avoided

PAKISTAN and India celebrate their 70th anniversaries next week. Shall they
be around for their 100th one too? It depends on how long their luck holds out, and
if they can stop their mad rush to increase the chances of disaster.
What‘s new? Two weeks ago, a terrifying report published in the Indian
Express should have scared sensible people into asking hard questions. But no one
paid much attention to it — jaded publics on both sides would rather tune in to the
hottest political intrigue or celebrity gossip than waste time on something that
didn‘t actually happen.
Here‘s what was reported: on June 24, 1999, at the height of the Kargil war,
an Indian Air Force Jaguar flying close to the Line of Control locked its targeting
laser onto a possible base set up by Pakistani infiltrators. The second Jaguar flying
close behind was supposed to bomb this chosen target. In fact, the Indian pilot had
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unknowingly crossed a few miles into Pakistani territory and in his cross hairs was
a forward base of the Pakistan Army at Gulteri.
The Indian pilot‘s mistake could have activated Pakistan‘s war plans and
triggered its nuclear assets.
An Indian air commodore, who was airborne at the same time, recognised that
the first pilot had erred. It being a violation of combat rules to fly over the
Pakistani side, he denied permission to fire. The bomb was subsequently retargeted
to a point on the Indian side of the LoC.
The reported incident does not appear fabricated. First, it was revealed 18
years after the event and so there is no immediate gain. Second, the source was
knowledgeable — he is retired Air Marshal Vinod Patney, who was then the head
of India‘s Western Command and directly responsible for air operations in the
Kargil war. Third, it does not favour either country, and, in fact, points to a mistake
on the Indian side.
Imagine for a moment that permission had been granted. The course of
history would have totally changed because, unknown to the Indian pilots, at that
very moment prime minister Nawaz Sharif and COAS Gen Pervez Musharraf were
addressing troops amassed at Gulteri base. The laser-guided bomb, if released,
would have eliminated Pakistan‘s top leadership.
And then what? Would GHQ have waited for an explanation or accepted an
apology for this horrible mistake? Or would Pakistan‘s war plans have been
triggered and nukes operationalised? This would take only a matter of minutes or
hours.
Seeing Pakistani nuclear weapons being prepared, what would the Indians
have done? Would the IAF have targeted Pakistan‘s airbases and missile sites?
Action and reaction. Fear fuelling misjudgement until nuclear blasts and fireballs
destroy cities in both countries. Millions killed and more injured.
South Asia got hugely lucky that day. But as India rushes to put nuclear
weapons on submarines — and Pakistan tries to follow suit — a whole new set of
dangers has arisen. The chance of a missile being wrongly launched is greater for
submarines than for aircraft or other land-based systems.
Here‘s why. Submarines try to hide and adversaries try to find them. All
submarines forces face this problem of antisubmarine warfare but, in the IndiaPakistan case, an undersea competition is highly destabilising because Pakistan‘s
fleet is fairly vulnerable. Its three Agosta-90B type diesel electric submarines
(eight Chinese ones are on order) are fairly noisy and trackable. Of the three, only
one is actually likely to be on patrol at a given moment because the others would
be refuelling or under repair. The submarine on patrol may in time be armed with
nuclear-tipped cruise missiles.
While Indian capability to locate and destroy a diesel-powered submarine is
unknown, this will improve with time. India already claims to have tracked the
ocean trajectory of a Chinese nuclear submarine that recently docked in Karachi.
Pakistan‘s nervousness will drive it to build more nuclear-armed submarines,
maybe even nuclear-propelled ones. Safety margins will shrink further.
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To give an example: up to this point, Pakistan and India both claim that for
safety reasons their nuclear warheads are kept in disassembled form with key parts
kept at different physical locations. This builds in a time delay, making
unauthorised use or an accident less likely. In a crisis the National Command
Authority (or its Indian equivalent) would give the order to assemble a weapon.
But with a submarine, all missiles must be fully ready for use before the ship
leaves port.
There‘s an added danger — communicating with a submarine prowling the
ocean‘s depth is hard since radio waves cannot travel long distances through
saltwater. Typically, a deeply submerged vessel can only receive simple coded
messages, not audio or video. Still worse: there can be only one-way
communication — from vessel to base is impossible unless it surfaces and risks
detection. Since a technical fault or enemy action can disrupt communications, the
submarine commander has to be given the codes and authority to arm and launch
nuclear missiles without seeking permission.
So here is a hypothetical question: suppose a Pakistani submarine is, or
believes it is, under attack from some surface ship, another submarine, or aircraft.
Given the impossibility of communicating with ground-based authorities, would
the commander launch — or not launch — the submarine‘s nuclear missiles? Of
course, the attacker cannot know whether a normal sub is in its cross hairs or,
instead, a nuclear-armed one.
This is not completely fictitious. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, a Soviet
submarine found itself surrounded by American ships that began using underwater
explosive depth charges to force it to surface. The Soviet submarine could not call
Moscow for instructions without rising to the surface. The American ships did not
know the Soviet submarine was armed with nuclear torpedoes.
Finding itself under attack, and believing that war had broken out, the
submarine captain wanted to launch a nuclear torpedo to drive away the American
ships by targeting a nearby American aircraft carrier. Other members of his crew
did not agree. Eventually, the submarine decided to surface. Had the submarine
captain had his way, a nuclear war could have started.
Will South Asia always stay lucky, as in Kargil? Don‘t count on it.
Индия – уход Наваз Шарифа повредит диалогу ‗Пакистан-Индия‘
Nawaz Sharif ouster: A blow to India-Pakistan dialogue process
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
29.07.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/blow-to-dialogueprocess/article19380375.ece?homepage=true
India must brace for a spell of instability in Pakistan.
Diplomats and experts on Friday said theresignation of Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif was a setback to the process of dialogue with India and the internal
democracy of Pakistan. Speaking to The Hindu former diplomats said that India
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would have to be ready for a spell of instability in Pakistan following the sudden
changes.
―Out of all the prime ministers of Pakistan since 1947, Nawaz Sharif is the
only one who has held the largest number of meetings - nearly 15 to 20 - with
Indian prime ministers, mostly in third countries. It is another matter that he has
not travelled to India very often, but he did travel once during Rajiv Gandhi‘s
funeral in 1991 and then during the swearing-in ceremony of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in 2014. His departure amounts to the removal of a partner in
dialogue with a country which has been India‘s main concern,‖ said Satinder K.
Lambah, former Special Envoy of the Prime Minister of India for Afghanistan and
Pakistan. Mr. Lambah expressed concern over the possible instability in Pakistan
over the next few months.
―This is a major setback to the process of democracy in Pakistan. It is
unfortunate that not a single Prime Minister in Pakistan‘s history has completed a
full term and that has been proved with the resignation of Nawaz Sharif,‖ said
TCA Raghavan, former Indian High Commissioner to Pakistan.
India-Pakistan ties are at present stuck over the disturbances in Kashmir and
cross-border terrorism from Pakistan targeting India. Pakistan on the other hand
has been accusing India of fomenting trouble in the restive province of
Balochistan. Diplomats and experts said the biggest loss, however, would be
internal to Pakistan where a pro-peace lobby was emerging.
Experts said that it is unlikely however, that Mr. Sharif‘s exit will have any
impact on the Kulbhushan Jadhav case or the Kashmir issue. ―As of now there is
very little bilateral contact so there is unlikely to be any major impact on critical
bilateral issues,‖ Mr. Lambah said. Pakistan is likely to go for an election early
next year when a new prime minister will be elected. The next prime minister
likely to be elected shortly will have a brief stint.
―A lot in India-Pakistan ties will depend on how the transition to the next
caretaker prime minister will be undertaken,‖ said strategic affairs commentator
Uday Bhaskar, who pointed out the irony that Mr. Sharif began his political career
as a creature of the military establishment.
―He emerged as the favourite of the military headquarters in Rawalpindi, but
finally had to fight them during the Pervez Musharraf era starting in 1999,‖ Mr.
Bhaskar said.
Сравнение военных и экономических показателей Индии и Пакистана во
время Каргильского конфликта (экономика – на июнь 2017 г.).
The Times of India. 26.-7.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/how-indiasarmed-forces-and-economy-compare-with-paks/articleshow/59768365.cms

Пакистан и Индия – торговля в рамках СААРК
Trading with neighbours
BR, 26.07.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/26/361394/trading-with-neighbours/
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Currently, a high level delegation of the private sector is visiting Bhutan,
representing Pakistan in the forth coming 70th executive committee meeting of
SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Across the globe, Federal
Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan led a Pakistani trade delegation to
Senegal on July 20-21.

As part of TDAP‘s goals, it seems Pakistan is working towards
geographically spreading out its exports. However, exploring Pakistan‘s trade
potential with a continent thousands of miles away (read ―Exercises in Futility‖
published on 25 June, 2017) makes little sense while SAFTA is underutilized.
Since the signing of WTO, trade globally has moved towards increased
volumes within regional trading blocs. North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Latin America‘s
Southern Common Market (Mercosur) are some examples of successful trading
blocs. Compared to them, SAFTA is hardly used at all by its member countries.
It is widely recognized that SAFTA is underutilized because the two main
economies of SAARC, Pakistan and India, are too deeply at odds with one another
to promote trade within the region. Given the size of India‘s 1 billion people
market, if trade was to be liberalized between the two countries, Pakistan stands to
gain more than India.
Keeping India-Pakistan bilateral trade aside, within SAFTA most countries
trade with India rather than Pakistan. Within SAFTA, trade with India comprises
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of 15 percent of total international trade of all SAARC countries (excluding
Pakistan). The corresponding figure for Pakistan is 2 percent.

This makes sense since Bangladesh, Bhutan, and Nepal share borders with
India. However, while Pakistan does not have even a toehold share of international
trade with Bhutan, Maldives, and Nepal, India has $755 million trade with
Afghanistan.
Pakistan‘s trade should be directly related to the economic size of its partner
countries and inversely related to the distance between them. Yet, trade delegations
explore the potential benefits of partnering with ECOWAS while SAFTA
continues to amble ignored in the background like it has been doing so since its
formation.
Even if trade with India is considered unfeasible due to ground realities, there
is no reason to ignore trade potential with other member countries of SAFTA. For
example, Sri Lanka‘s trade with India is 12 times more than Sri Lanka‘s trade with
Pakistan, despite the Pakistan-Sri Lanka FTA. Similarly, while India-Maldives
bilateral trade was at nearly $300 million in 2016, with Pakistan it was at $6
million. Comparing the four regional trading blocs, a certain degree of inertia can
be observed. Within Mercosur, ASEAN, NAFTA and SAFTA, there has been no
increase in intensity of international trade within member states over the last
decade.
While for NAFTA it means that Mexico, Canada and America‘s international
trade is deeply linked, for Pakistan it implies that strong political and strategic
policymaking is required to change the status quo that has prevailed for decades.
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Китайские специалисты об обострении ситуации на пакистаноиндийской границе
Казанин М.В. 23 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36569

По данным СМИ КНР, подразделения 17-ой горно-стрелковой дивизии
33-й армии Сухопутных войск ВС Индии перешли государственную границу
с КНР, которая отделяет индийский штат Сикким и китайский Автономный
район Тибет в районе уезда Ядун. Китайские военные сначала пытались
наличными силами подразделений пограничной охраны сдержать индийских
визави, однако их возможностей оказалось недостаточно. В ответ на
незаконный переход границы, 53-я горно-стрелковая бригада СВ НОАК
провела учения с боевой стрельбой на одном из горных полигонов и по их
завершению выполнила передислокацию в направлении уезда Ядун.
Одновременно с рассмотренными событиями ВС Индии нарастили
количество провокационных обстрелов пограничных постов (уничтожено 3)
и населенных пунктов, расположенных на территории штата Кашмир,
находящейся под контролем ВС Пакистана. По данным пакистанских
военных, с начала 2017 года артиллерийские подразделения СВ Индии 594
раза обстреливали гражданские объекты в надежде спровоцировать
официальный Исламабад на ответные шаги и начало полномасштабного
пограничного конфликта. По данным китайских источников, с начала июля
2017 г. ВС Индии перебросили на подконтрольную территорию штата
Кашмир 21 000 в/с.
В ответ на обстрелы пакистанские военные наносят прицельные
артиллерийские удары по пограничным постам и пунктам наблюдения ВС
Индии. Кроме того, командование ВС Пакистана активно использует
снайперов, которые за последние несколько дней уничтожили более 10
индийских военнослужащих.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, ВС Пакистана не обладают
численным преимуществом над ВС Индии, однако в этой части страны
расположены артиллерийские подразделения с устаревшими модификациями
САУ, РСЗО и буксируемой артиллерии, тогда как самая современная техника
сосредоточена в районах прилегающих к границе с КНР. Пакистанские
военные внимательно наблюдают за переброской первой партии (21 орудие)
гаубиц М777А2 американского производства в направлении штата Сикким,
которые официальный Нью-Дели приобрел в рамках реализации плана по
модернизации своих горно-стрелковых подразделений.
Вполне вероятно, что индийские военные не решаются на более
серьезные шаги – броски танковых подразделений на ключевые высоты и
захват транспортных узлов и населенных пунктов, поскольку в 2017 г. ВС
Пакистана пополнили свои арсеналы 3000 противотанковых управляемых
ракет (ПТУР) второго поколения «Хунцзянь-8».
По данным из открытых источников, предприятия известной китайской
оружейной корпорации НОРИНКО выпускают несколько типов боеприпасов
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к «Хунцзянь-8» которые позволяют поражать тяжелую и легкую
бронетехнику, а также укрепленные объекты на дальности 3000 м.
Следует отметить, что указанные ПТУР оснащены оптической и
полуактивной инфракрасной системами наведения, а управление снарядом
после пуска осуществляется по проводам, что обеспечивает поражение цели
даже в условиях активного применения экипажами танков средств активной
защиты. Стоимость одного выстрела варьируется от 20 до 30 тыс.юаней.
Примечательно, что еще в 2014 г официальный Исламабад отказывался
приобретать эту партию ПТУР, мотивируя свою позицию высокой
стоимостью вооружения китайского производства. Очевидно, что
оперативная закупка ПТУР китайского производства свидетельствует о том,
что оборонно-промышленный комплекс Пакистана пока не способен
выпускать подобное вооружение с должным качеством и в необходимом
количестве.
Конечно, ВС Пакистана могут приобретать ПТУР первого поколения
«Хунцзянь-73», которые предприятия ОПК КНР выпускают как для нужд
национальных военных учебных заведений, так и по заказам представителей
ВС стран третьего мира, у которых нет достаточно денег на массовые
закупки более современных противотанковых средств.
Вполне вероятно, что китайские производители ВВТ могут предложить
пакистанским военным небольшую партию самых современных ПТУР
четвертого поколения «Хунцзянь-12», которые по своему внешнему виду
напоминают американские FGM-148 Javelin и обладают повышенным
огневым могуществом по сравнению с боеприпасами третьего поколения
«Хунцзянь-9, 10», которые приняты на вооружение мотострелковых
подразделений и соединений армейской авиации СВ НОАК.
Кроме того, ВС Пакистана вполне могут заинтересоваться легкими
буксируемыми гаубицами АН-4 калибра 155 мм. китайского производства,
которые по своим тактико-техническим характеристикам близки к
упомянутым выше американским М777А2, однако остается открытым вопрос
о грузовом автомобиле, который позволит уверенно перемещать данное
орудие, с необходимым боекомплектом и военнослужащими расчета (от 5 до
9 человек) в условиях высокогорья.
Как сообщают китайские источники, индийские военные одновременно
с регулярными обстрелами пытаются спровоцировать Исламабад через
подрыв внутренней безопасности в пакистанской части штата Кашмир. Так,
Управление военной разведки (УВР) Пакистана в период с 15 по 17 июля
2017 г. провело несколько специальных мероприятий по выявлению каналов
незаконной
поставки
вооружения
проиндийским
сепаратистам,
действующим в указанном регионе.
В результате рейдов были обнаружены тайники с пистолетами,
автоматами (более 100 шт), легкими и тяжелыми (зенитными) пулеметами,
ручными противотанковыми гранатометами и большое количество
боеприпасов к ним, а также взрывчатые вещества для изготовления
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самодельных взрывных устройств и последующего их применения против
пакистанских силовиков. По словам офицеров УВР Пакистана
обнаруженного количества оружия было достаточно для экипировки
мотострелкового полка, что однако не позволит реализовать возможности
более 10 000 проиндийских сепаратистов, находящихся на территории
Пакистана.
Подводя итог, представляется возможным согласиться с оценками
китайских политологов и военных аналитиков в том, что Индия в очередной
пытается перекроить карту региона. К сдерживающим Нью-Дели от
полномасштабной вооруженной конфронтации факторам относятся:
– недостаточное количество современных образцов ВВТ;
– недостаточная боеготовность подразделений ВВС, которые должны
оказывать поддержку горным стрелкам. В этой связи официальному
Исламабаду необходимо более активно проводить перевооружение
собственных ВС при содействии ОПК КНР, а кроме того усиливать
возможности специальных служб, противодействующих внутренним угрозам
национальной безопасности.
Пакистанская армия убила 5 индийцев в ответной перестрелке
Pakistan Army kills 5 Indian soldiers in retaliatory fire
The Express Tribune. July 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1461749/pak-army-kills5-indian-soldiers-destroys-posts-response-ceasefire-violations/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Army on Wednesday killed five Indian soldiers in
retaliatory fire after three people, including a Pakistani serviceman, were martyred
in an unprovoked ceasefire violation by Indian troops along the Line of Control.
The development came as Pakistan summoned India‘s deputy high
commissioner to lodge a formal protest over the previous day‘s ceasefire violation
by Indian forces, which resulted in the death of two civilians and left six others
wounded.
―Indian [troops carried out] unprovoked firing along the LoC in the Nezapir,
Sabzkot and Kayani Sectors, targeting Pakistan Army posts and innocent civilian
population. A soldier embraced shahadat (martyrdom) and two [others were]
critically injured. Two civilians embraced shahadat and five [others] were
wounded,‖ read a statement issued by Inter-Services Public Relations.
Pakistan Army aggressively responded on Indian posts. Response destroyed
Indian posts firing on Pakistani posts and civilians. Five Indian soldiers were killed
and many were injured. Indian guns silent due to effective engagement,‖ the
military‘s media wing added.
―Unprovoked cease fire violations shall always be responded strongly,
aggressively and effectively by Pakistan Army,‖ it quoted ISPR Director General
Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor as saying.
Meanwhile, a Foreign Office statement said the Director General (SA &
SAARC) summoned the Indian deputy high commissioner and condemned the
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unprovoked ceasefire violations by Indian occupation forces in Baroh and Tandar
sectors on 18 July 2017. The firing martyred two civilians – a woman in Baroh
Sector and a man in Tandar Sector – and wounded six others.
The statement said the deliberate targeting of civilians was indeed deplorable
and contrary to human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian
laws.
The DG SA & SAARC urged the Indian side to respect the 2003 ceasefire
arrangement, investigate this and other incidents of ceasefire violations, instruct
the Indian forces to respect the ceasefire in letter and spirit, and maintain peace
along the LoC. He urged the Indian side to permit UNMOGIP to play its mandated
role as per the UN Security Council resolutions.
Indian envoy summoned over ceasefire violations
Tensions between the two countries have continued to rise as Pakistan‘s
Director General Military Operations (DGMO) in recent hotline contact with his
Indian counterpart warned that hostilities could explode into major military
standoff. He recorded a strong protest over Indian troops‘ action targeting the
Pakistani Army vehicle travelling along the Neelum River. The vehicle fell into the
river after came under attack and as a result of which four Pakistani soldiers lost
their lives.
Meanwhile, a nine-member delegation of Representatives of All Parties
Hurriyat Conference called on the Foreign Affairs Adviser, Sartaj Aziz on
Wednesday.
The adviser noted that Jammu and Kashmir remains the core dispute between
India and Pakistan, and its resolution was imperative for bringing peace to South
Asia. He underscored that the valiant people of Indian occupied Jammu and
Kashmir were waging a heroic and just struggle against Indian occupation.
―Pakistan pays rich tribute to Kashmiris for their unmatched sacrifices and
unparalleled resilience.‖
The adviser reaffirmed that people and the government of Pakistan stand
behind Kashmiris in extending political, diplomatic and moral support to their just
struggle. Pakistan continues to pursue its principled position on Jammu and
Kashmir and extends its steadfast support to the Kashmiris in their just struggle, as
Kashmir cause remains close to the hearts of every Pakistani, he added.
The adviser underlined that the international community has rejected Indian
attempts to equate the indigenous self-determination movement of Kashmiris with
terrorism. In this regard, he mentioned the outcome document of the OIC Summit
in Istanbul last year, and the Resolution adopted at the CFM, which was held in
Abidjan last week. He also noted that Kashmiri Diaspora abroad, and members of
the Civil Society in various countries have been holding events to highlight Indian
atrocities in IOK.
The Kashmiri delegation briefed the adviser on the grave human rights
situation in IOK, and expressed concern over the policy of genocide being pursued
by Indian forces.
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The delegation underscored that the indigenous movement of Kashmiris for
their right to self-determination has entered an important phase since the
martyrdom of Burhan Muzaffar Wani on July 8, 2016.
Пакистан приветствует посредничество Китая для урегулирования индопакистанских отношений
Islamabad welcomes Beijing role for Pak-India peace
Shafqat Ali. The Nation. 14.07.2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/14-Jul2017/islamabad-welcomes-beijing-role-for-pak-india-peace

FO says Pakistan considering Indian request for visa to Jadhav‘s mother
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Thursday said that it welcomed China‘s offer to
defuse Pak-India tension.
Addressing a weekly news briefing here, Foreign Office Spokesperson Nafees
Zakaria said that India‘s belligerent attitude was a threat to regional peace and
security.
―Regarding Chinese spokesperson‘s statement [to play a role for Pak-India
peace], we share international community‘s growing concern over the deteriorating
situation on the Line of Control (LoC) due to Indian belligerent posturing, to divert
international attention from its atrocities in Kashmir,‖ he said.
Zakaria said that Pakistan believed in resolving all issues through dialogue.
―The United Nations secretary general, US president, Chinese leadership and
others have expressed concern and offered to play role in lessening the tension and
resolving the core issue of Kashmir, which we have welcomed,‖ he added.
The spokesperson however, did not comment on reports that at the request of
Pakistani government, China could send its military in occupied Kashmir as India
did in the case of Sikkim sector on behalf of Bhutan.
Zakaria said India had for long tried to taint the indigenous Kashmiri
movement for self-determination in held Kashmir by equating it with terrorism,
which the international community out rightly rejects.
―Their lies about infiltration and external support to indigenous movement for
self-determination in held Kashmir stood exposed when 3,000 mass graves were
discovered in 2009 by a non-governmental organisation,‖ he maintained.
Zakaria said that Kashmir was an internationally-recognised dispute.
―There are unimplemented resolutions on the agenda of the UN Security
Council for the last seven decades. Dream of peace and stability of 1.5 billion
people in the region will remain elusive without its just resolution in accordance
with the UN Security Council resolutions. Pakistan has consistently maintained
that the dispute can be resolved only through realisation of the right of self
determination through a fair, free and transparent plebiscite under the auspices of
the UN in accordance with the UNSC resolutions,‖ he contended.
Zakaria said that the use of human shields as was done in held Kashmir had
no place in the civilised world.
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Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, he said, had
written to the UNSG, president of the UNGA and the Human Rights Commission
in this regard.
―As Indian atrocities in Kashmir continue to intensify, it‘s time that the
international community take concrete measures immediately to stop the bloodshed
of innocent Kashmiris,‖ he said.
Asked about Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj‘s claim that
Pakistan had not responded regarding the issuance of visa to the mother of
convicted Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav, he said, the request by India was being
considered in Pakistan.
―Jhadav is a serving Indian naval officer and involved in multiple acts of
espionage, subversive activities, terrorism and terrorism financing in Pakistan. He
has been sentenced to death and investigations still continue based on the
information that he continues to provide of his accomplices and networks operating
in Pakistan,‖ he added.
Zakaria said that it was highly regrettable that India had placed restrictions on
visas for patients who were suffering from serious and terminal illnesses.
―Asking for a letter from the foreign affairs adviser is against the diplomatic
norms. Such a requirement has not been prescribed for any other country. We are
making suitable alternative arrangements, both within Pakistan as well as in
friendly countries,‖ he said.
Zakaria condemned killing of innocent civilians by India.
―We sympathise with the bereaved families and the injured. Indian agencies
have a track record of staging false flag operations. Chattisingpora massacre of 38
innocent Sikhs in March 2000 is one of the cases in point,‖ he said.
In the context of Amarnath attack, Zakaria said that the Kashmiri leadership
in occupied Kashmir had condemned the killings.
―On social media, a number of Indians have highlighted that last time when
Yatris [pilgrims] were attacked was in August 2000, then too, the Bharatiya Janata
Party was in government,‖ he said.
Questioned on Samjhuta Express terrorist attack, Zakaria said that it was
reprehensible that there had been no progress on the incident in which 42
Pakistanis lost their lives.
―India needs to focus more on bringing the perpetrators of this act of terrorism
to justice instead of indulging in spurious allegations. Despite assurances at the
highest political level India has not shared information,‖ he remarked.
To a question, Zakaria said that the Indian position on trying to make the
Indus Waters Treaty dysfunctional or ineffective was known.
―We urge India to honour its international legal commitment, including the
Indus Waters Treaty,‖ he added.
Asked if the 2003 ceasefire agreement was dead due to India‘s continuous
violations, Zakaria said India was continuously engaged in ceasefire violations on
the LoC and the Working Boundary but Pakistan was against escalating tension.
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―It is paradoxical and farcical that India on the one hand alleges infiltration as
an excuse for its ceasefire violations and at the same time prohibits UN observers‘
access,‖ he said.
Zakaria said that the 44th Session of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC), held in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, also strongly condemned state terrorism in
occupied Kashmir and called upon India to immediately stop the bloodshed of
innocent Kashmiris.
He said that the 56-member Council of the Foreign Ministers (CFM)
recognised Kashmir as the core issue between Pakistan and India and underscored
that its resolution was the key to ensuring lasting peace and security in the region.
On Afghan President Ashraf Ghani‘s threat to Taliban that they should accept
peace process or be ready to be included in the international list of globallydesignated terrorist, he said that Pakistan believed that there was no military
solution to the conflict in Afghanistan.
―The focus should be on a politically-negotiated settlement under an Afghanowned and Afghan-led peace process. We believe the focus should be on exploring
political incentives that can attract Taliban to negotiations. In the same spirit,
Pakistan has welcomed the peace deal with Hizb-e-Islami and we believe that this
can serve as a model,‖ Zakaria added.
To a question about the two officials of Pakistan Consulate in Jalalabad who
went missing while travelling from Jalalabad to Peshawar, he said: ―The matter
was immediately taken up with the Afghan government and since then efforts are
being made for the safe return of the missing officials. In the meanwhile, we have
seen reports that two more Pakistani nationals are missing in Afghanistan. Pakistan
Embassy in Kabul has taken up the matter with Afghan Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.‖
Regarding Colonel Habib Zahir (retired) who went missing in Nepal, Zakaria
said: ―We are constantly in touch with Nepal. I mentioned earlier that we have also
sent official communication to the Indian High Commission in this context. The
investigations are ongoing.‖
А Индия отвергает посредничество Китая, и считает возможным только
двусторонние переговоры
India rejects China's offer, says talks with Pakistan only possible in
bilateral framework
Dawn. 14.07.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345089/india-rejects-chinas-offer-saystalks-with-pakistan-only-possible-in-bilateral-framework

Comment comes a day after China's offer to, "play a constructive role to
improve relations between Pakistan, India."
India's Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) spokesperson Gopal Baglay has
made it clear that India is, "ready to have a dialogue with Pakistan ... but in a
bilateral framework," ANI reported on Thursday.
Baglay made the remarks in response to China's offer to "play a constructive
role to improve the relations between Pakistan and India," which came on
Wednesday.
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According to ANI, Baglay said, "Our stand is absolutely clear as far as I recall
on the remarks, which motioned that Kashmir issue is central to peace and
stability. All of us know that the heart of the matter is cross-border terrorism
perpetrated on India, including Jammu and Kashmir."
"We are ready to have a dialogue with Pakistan, among other issues, but in a
bilateral framework. So the [India's] position of addressing all issues with Pakistan,
including the Jammu and Kashmir issue, in a bilateral framework has not
changed."
Earlier, on Wednesday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang
had said, "Both Pakistan and India are important countries in South Asia. The
conflict between the two countries along the line of control in Kashmir is neither
conducive to their own stability and development nor regional peace and
tranquillity."
"China hopes relevant parties to do more to help with regional peace and
stability and refrain from escalating the tension. China stands ready to play a
constructive role to improve the relations between Pakistan and India," Shuang had
said in a press conference.
The remarks from both sides come amid rising border tension between India
and China. Indian and Chinese troops are reportedly facing off on a section of land
high in the Himalayas near what is known as the tri-junction, where Tibet, India,
and Bhutan meet.
China has alleged that the Indian troops are on its soil, but both Bhutan and
India say the area in question is Bhutanese territory.
India, which has a military presence in Bhutan, says its troops approached a
Chinese army unit that entered the Doklam area of the Himalayan nation on June
16 and tried to build a road.
On June 27, China had accused Indian border guards of crossing into its
territory from the state of Sikkim on India's northeastern border with Tibet,
complicating an already difficult relationship.
At the time Shuang had said that Indian guards ―obstructed normal activities‖
by Chinese forces on the border and called on India to withdraw immediately.
Индия не может сдержать инвестиции в Пакистане
India fails to stave off investment in Pakistan
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454116/india-fails-stave-off-investment-pakistan/

10,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The first thing you notice when you tune in to Indian news
channels is that they are unanimous in bashing Pakistan. Barring a few exceptions,
almost all major news networks lean into this proclivity to depict Pakistan as only
good for one thing – terrorism – and therefore part of the ‗axis of evil‘.
The media in the neighboring country has been following a certain template
since the right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader Narendra Modi became
the prime minister. The aim of Modi‘s government policy is to isolate Pakistan
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globally because it believes the country is responsible for cross-border terrorism as
well as uprising in the disputed Kashmir region.
The larger objective, however, of this aggressive approach is to dissuade
Pakistan from taking the potential benefits of China‘s massive investment,
observers believe.
Also the aim of this negative portrayal of Pakistan is to discourage foreign
investors from investing in the country as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) has generated interests among investors from the world over.
India‘s policy of isolating Pakistan may have found space in its media, but in
reality it is not getting traction in the world that they would have expected from all
of this effort, as official documents, The Express Tribune was given access to,
showed that about a dozen companies from a single European country alone have
recently decided to venture into Pakistan.
In April, a delegation of the Association of French Entrepreneurs, known as
MEDEF, visited Pakistan to explore the possibilities of investment in sectors such
as automobile, oil and gas, energy, water management, engineering and
microfinance.
MEDEF International acts as a Private Sector Liaison Office for the French
Development Agency (AFD), World Bank, the EBRD, the ADP, the IDB and other
development banks and international organisations, facilitating access to bilateral
and multilateral financing for its members.
A 22-member delegation of the MEDEF that included senior executives of
leading French companies after visiting Islamabad expressed their interests in
investing in various sectors.
The minutes of the meeting and discussions held between the French
delegation and Pakistani interlocutors revealed that at least nine top companies
decided to do business in the country.
In the fields of automobiles, French manufacture Renault, that had been
facing problems with Gandhara Motors, is now contemplating to build its own
manufacturing facility at the Port Qasim.
Indian Deputy High Commissioner summoned again
Renault is a multinational automobile manufacturer that was established in
1899 and known for producing a range of cars and vans.
Crédit Agricole, one of the largest French banks, has upgraded Pakistan‘s
Rish Model by two levels that would result in lowering the cost of doing business
in Pakistan.
―It has also approved, in principle, a financing loan for an LNG floating
terminal at Karachi. The bank‘s subsidiary, Crédit Agricole Grameen, also intends
to undertake microfinancing projects for Small and Medium Enterprises in
Pakistan,‖ reveal the minutes of the meeting.
Suez Group, a world leader in water and waste management, is keen to enter
into an agreement with the government of Sindh for improved water supply to
Karachi.
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Pakistan‘s ambassador in Paris handed over details of the two projects,
received from the Sindh Board of Investment for the supply of water and
management of waste in Karachi for consideration and possible investment by the
company.
Similarly, the French global energy player, Engie, was awaiting response
from the Pakistani side for the supply of LNG through a government-togovernment contract. The draft agreement, received from the Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Resources for the supply of LNG, has already been
forwarded to the mission in Paris for further transmission to the French side.
The French Institute of Petroleum and Energy had trained Pakistani students
in petroleum in the 1960s. It has expressed willingness to re-establish its
cooperative links with Pakistan.
Axen, a petrochemicals and natural gas company, has expressed willingness
to expand its presence in Pakistan in view of the burgeoning oil and gas market in
the country.
A leading French airport engineering and design company, ADP Ingénierie,
which is already associated with the new Islamabad airport, has showed interest in
Gwadar, DI Khan and Muzaffarabad airport projects.
Meteo France International is keen on concluding a MoU with the
Metrological Department for cooperation in the field of metrology.
Also, the French Agency for Development has approved a financing
amounting to $100 million to reform the sustainable energy sector in Pakistan.
The agency is also in the process of formulating its new five-year strategy for
Pakistan, which would be aimed at further enhancing its engagements, including
water management and urbanisation.
A senior foreign ministry official, who is familiar with the development,
claimed that the interests of multinational companies showed that India‘s policy of
isolating Pakistan had failed.
Speaking on the condition of anonymity, the official said: ―Even the allies of
India are not toeing its line on Pakistan.‖
Не предвидится никаких переговоров между Пакистаном и Индией по
водоразделу р.Инд.
No Pak-India water talks in sight
The Nation. July 05, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Jul-2017/no-pak-india-watertalks-in-sight

LAHORE - Water talks between Pakistan and India could not be held even
after two months of announced date of April 11.
The official sources say that New Delhi is as usual using delaying tactics and
reluctant to address Pakistan‘s concern on the controversial hydel projects it is
building on Western rivers in Occupied Kashmir.
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―We are ready to hold talks with India under World Bank and US. But we will
not withdraw our case against Ratle and Kishanganga projects,‖ said an official of
the water ministry.
He added India has so far not replied to Pakistan‘s call for inspection of Pakul
Dal and other dams it is constructing in held area. The official said that Islamabad
did not get any date so far for talks.
India had decided to return to the negotiating table with Pakistan over its
disputed hydropower projects in April, following the intervention of the US and
the World Bank.
Water and Power Minister Khawaja Mohammad Asif had announced in
March that the two nations would hold three-day secretary-level talks on the
Kishanganga and Ratle hydropower projects, under the aegis of the World Bank, in
Washington from April 11.
Speaking on the sidelines of the two-day talks between Indus water
commissioners from both sides, the minister had welcomed the Indian decision to
resume negotiations under the 1960 Indus Waters Treaty on the proposed Pakul
Dal, Miyar and Lower Kalnai hydropower projects, disputed by Pakistan.
―The US has intervened at the highest level to help both countries resolve the
issue. There will be secretary-level talks on the Ratle and Kishanganga
hydropower projects in Washington on April 11, 12 and 13,‖ he had announced in
the press conference.
Индийский шпион Kulbhushan Jadhav обратился с просьбой к Главе
Армии отменить ему смертную казнь.
Indian spy Jadhav appeals to COAS to 'spare his life'; army releases new
video confession
Convicted Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav, who is currently on death row, has
appealed to Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen Qamar Bajwa for mercy.
"Commander Kulbushan Sudhir Jadhav, the serving Indian Naval Officer who
has been sentenced to death on charges of espionage, sabotage and terrorism, has
made a mercy petition to the Chief of Army Staff," the army's media wing said in a
press release issued Thursday.
"In his plea, Commander Jadhav has admitted his involvement in espionage,
terrorist and subversive activities in Pakistan and expressed remorse at the resultant
loss of many precious innocent lives and extensive damage to property due to his
actions.
"Seeking forgiveness for his actions, he has requested the Chief of Army Staff
to spare his life on compassionate grounds," the Army said.
Commander Jadhav has reportedly exhausted an appeal to the Military
Appellate Court, it emerged from the press release. If his appeal for clemency is
rejected by Gen Bajwa, he will have recourse to appeal to President Mamnoon
Hussain.
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A new confessional video, released by Inter-Services Public Relations along
with the news of Jadhav's petition, purports to detail the crimes Jadhav has sought
absolution from.
In the video, Jadhav can be heard saying that Indian spy agency Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW) sponsored various terrorist activities in Pakistan in order to
disrupt economic activities linked to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) and foment socio-political disturbance and strife in Balochistan and
Karachi.
Explore: Read Jadhav's full confessional statement here
'RAW-sponsored terrorism'
Jadhav, in his "confession", has said that one Anil Kumar "on behalf of
RAW" sponsored terrorist activities in Pakistan. These included encouraging
sectarian violence targeting Hazara and Shia citizens, particularly those travelling
between Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan on pilgrimage.
The purpose of sponsoring various attacks in the region was so that
"instability or some kind of fear is set into the mindsets of the people of Pakistan",
Jadhav said, saying that the high-profile assassination of Superintendent Police
Chaudhry Aslam was an example of the kind of disturbance India wanted to create.
According to Jadhav, RAW also 'directly sponsored' the targeting of Frontier
Works Organisation workers in Balochistan and sponsored Improvised Explosive
Device (IED) attacks carried out by "Baloch sub-nationals" within Quetta, Turbat
and various other cities of Balochistan.
The spy said that "various financing which subsequently happened for the
Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and various other Afghan anti-Pakistani terrorist
groups led to the attack by TTP on one of the Mehran Naval Bases in which a lot
of damage was cost to the Pakistani Navy."
Other attacks that Jadhav said were "funded and directly supported by Anil
Kumar" included a "sort of radar installation attack, the Sui pipeline gas attack,
then attacks on civilian bus stations where some, I suppose, Pakistani nationals
were being targeted by sub-nationals and murdered and massacred" in order to
cause disruptions in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
"He wanted it [the attacks] to be raised to the next level so that complete
disruption and complete stoppage of the CPEC between Gwadar and China is
achieved," Jadhav added.
A 'military-style' attack on the Pakistani consulate in Zahidan was also
planned by RAW officials along with Baloch insurgents, Jadhav confessed.
"The aim was to either attack it with a grenade or some kind of RocketPropelled Grenade or IED attack or then try to harm the consul-general or some
kind of vicious attack on the Pakistani consulate in Zahidan," he said.
Additionally, he said, RAW had sponsored the creation of a new website for
the Baloch movement in addition to handling an existing website "which was
luring people from within Pakistan for various activities to be carried out in the
future."
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Funding for these activities took place through hawala and hundi operations,
Jadhav said, with finances moved from Delhi and Mumbai via Dubai into Pakistan.
Jadhav's trial
Jadhav had previously been tried by a Field General Court Martial under
Section 59 of the PAA and Section 3 of the official Secret Act of 1923 and
sentenced to death.
Read more: Pakistan sentences Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav to death
Jadhav had confessed before a magistrate and court that he was tasked by
RAW to plan, coordinate and organise espionage and sabotage activities seeking to
destabilise and wage war against Pakistan through impeding the efforts of law
enforcement agencies for the restoration of peace in Balochistan and Karachi, the
ISPR had said earlier.
Jadhav's first confession
Jadhav's first confessional statement was aired by former ISPR head Lt Gen
Asim Bajwa, in which the spy admitted to involvement in terror activities in
Balochistan and Karachi.
Terming the Indian spy's arrest a 'big achievement', Bajwa said at the time
that Jadhav was directly handled by the RAW chief, the Indian National Security
Adviser and the RAW joint secretary.
"His goal was to disrupt development of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), with Gwadar port as a special target," Bajwa had said, adding,
"This is nothing short of state-sponsored terrorism... There can be no clearer
evidence of Indian interference in Pakistan."
"If an intelligence or an armed forces officer of this rank is arrested in another
country, it is a big achievement," Bajwa had said, before going on to play a video
of Jadhav confessing to Indian intelligence agency Research and Analysis Wing
(RAW) involvement in Balochistan separatist activities in Pakistan.
Case goes to ICJ
A 10-member bench of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the United
Nations' top court, is hearing an urgent bid by India to stop Pakistan from
executing Jadhav.
The ICJ in a hearing of the case on May 18 restrained Pakistan from
executing Jadhav and rejected India's request to delay proceedings in Jadhav's case
until December.
India was also ordered to submit a response by September 13 regarding the
case.
Rejecting Pakistan's argument that the court did not have jurisdiction in the
matter, the court reasoned it could hear the case because it involved, on the face of
it, an alleged violation of one of the clauses of the Vienna Convention, which both
Pakistan and India ascribe to and whose interpretation falls under its purview.
"[Meanwhile] Pakistan should take all measures to ensure that Mr Jadhav is
not executed till the final decision of this court," the court said at the time.
The court also said Pakistan should inform it of all measures taken in
implementation of the order.
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Пакистанцы у
Авиабаза Патханкот – обнаружены огромные «дыры» в системе
безопасности (нападение боевиков в январе 2016 г.).
IAF inquiry into Pathankot attack finds serious lapses
The
Hindu.
20.06.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/iaf-inquiry-intopathankot-attack-finds-serious-lapses/article19109874.ece?homepage=true

No comprehensive security plan despite being on high alert
A Court of Inquiry (CoI) by the Indian Air Force (IAF) into the terror attack
on the Pathankot Air Force Station last year has found serious lapses in the air
base‘s security as well as its handling of the incident. The then Commander of the
Air Force Station J.S. Dhamoon, who has been named in the inquiry, has taken
Pre-mature Retirement (PMR) on his own accord.
The IAF inquiry, conducted by Air Vice-Marshal Amit Dev, found lapses in
the base‘s security. The report noted that had the terrorists been pinned down by
IAF Garud commandos, the lives of the five Defence Security Corps personnel
could have been saved.
Six heavily armed terrorists from Pakistan attacked the Pathankot Air Force
station in the early hours of January 2, 2016. The ensuing encounter lasted five
days and claimed the lives of seven security personnel.
The inquiry is also learnt to have observed that despite having prior
intelligence of the attack, a comprehensive plan was not put in place. There was
failure to even detect the ropes used to scale the perimeter wall and the personal
clothing item and food left behind by terrorists despite the base being on high alert.
It also pointed out that the standard operating procedures to secure installations had
been violated — guard posts were not properly maintained and flood lights and
other systems were not functioning properly.
The report also faulted the Garud Commandos for their failure in handling the
situation and said that they were ill-prepared for the task. As a result, it has now
been decided to deploy them in counter-insurgency operations in Jammu and
Kashmir to gain experience.
―The Garuds are a competent force but they need to battle-hardened. Based on
the inquiry report, the government has decided to deploy them in J&K for battle
inoculation,‖ defence sources said.
IAF sources said the CoI is still underway and the report will have to go
through several levels before it is accepted.
Министр МВД Индии представил фото границы Испания-Марокко по
аналогии с «Индия-Пакистан»
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Home Ministry report features photograph of Spain-Morocco border as
India-Pak border
Vijaita Singh. The Hindu. 15/06/2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/homeministry-report-show-spain-morocco-border-as-india-pak-border-probeordered/article19049677.ece?homepage=true

Home Minister Rajnath Singh has ordered probe into the gaffe

Home Minister Rajnath Singh ordered an enquiry on Wednesday to probe
how a photograph of Spain-Morocco border made way to the Home Ministry‘s
annual report to showcase the floodlights installed along the India-Pakistan border.
Home Secretary Rajiv Mehrishi said, ―we are enquiring into the matter and
will issue an apology if there is merit in it.‖ The goof-up was first reported by
altnews.in, an alternative news website.
The annual report, a compilation of all the projects undertaken by the Home
Ministry in the past one year was tabled during the Budget session of Parliament in
April.
The photograph of the Spain-Morocco border is published on page 40 of the
report under the head ―State-wise detail of floodlighting along India-Pakistan
border.‖ It says that floodlights have been sanctioned for 2043.76 km along the
Pakistan border, of which 1943.76 km was completed and only 100 km remained.
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As per altnews.in, ―Spain and Morocco have a sea between them but there are
Spanish conclaves on the north coast of Africa that have a fenced and floodlit
border with Morocco. The picture was taken in 2006 by a Spanish photographer,
Javier Moyano.‖
Моди и Наваз Шариф встретились на саммите ШОС.
Modi, Nawaz Sharif meet at SCO summit
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 9.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/narendramodi-meets-nawaz-sharif-at-sco-summit/article18872114.ece

India and Pakistan will be inducted as full members at the summit.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday and his Pakistani counterpart
Nawaz Sharif met in Astana, capital city of Kazakhstan, ahead of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit.
Mr. Modi and Mr. Sharif were attending a welcome banquet to the small
grouping that comprises China, Russia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan.
Modi to meet Xi to repair bilateral ties
India and Pakistan are to be inducted as full members of the SCO at the
summit.
Sources said the two Prime Ministers exchanged pleasantries at the function,
but no bilateral meeting was expected.
"Since it was the first occasion when the two leaders came across each other
after Mr. Sharif's operation, Mr. Modi enquired about his health. He also enquired
about Mr. Sharif's mother and family," an official source present there, said.
Наваз Шариф и Моди обменялись любезностями на ШОС в Астане 9
июня
Sharif, Modi exchange pleasantries in Astana
Dawn, June 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338389/sharif-modi-exchangepleasantries-in-astana

ASTANA: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif exchanged pleasantries with his
Indian counterpart Narendra Modi at a reception here on Thursday night.
Official sources said that Mr Modi and Mr Sharif greeted each other when
they were in the leaders‘ lounge for the reception at the Astana Opera organised to
welcome the guests participating in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
summit.
Since it was the first occasion when the two leaders came across each other
after Mr Sharif‘s heart surgery, Mr Modi inquired about his health, the sources
said, adding the Indian leader also inquired about Mr Sharif‘s mother and family.
Both leaders are in Astana to participate in the SCO summit which will induct
Pakistan and India as its full members.
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Earlier, Mr Sharif spoke to presidents of Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, Shavkat
Mirziyoyev and Nursultan Nazarbayev, respectively, and discussed with them
issues of mutual interest.
Пакистан и Индия могут улучшить отношения после вступления в ШОС
Pak, India likely to improve bilateral relations after joining SCO
Parvez Jabri. Jun 1st, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/01/351777/pak-indialikely-to-improve-bilateral-relations-after-joining-sco/

BEIJING: China Thursday hoped that Pakistan and India, after becoming the
full members of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) during upcoming
Astana Summit, would strictly follow the idea of good neighborliness and improve
their bilateral relations by upholding the Shanghai spirit.
"We hope, Pakistan and India will strictly follow the charter of SCO and the
idea of good neighborliness, uphold the Shanghai spirit to improve their relations
and inject new impetus to the development of SCO," Spokesperson of Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hua Chunying said during her regular press briefing
here.
She said both Pakistan and India would complete process of becoming full
members of the SCO making it the world's most populous and largest regional
cooperative organization, which would bring unprecedented development capacity
and cooperation potential.
"Now, the SCO will complete the first membership expansion since its
establishment and it will become a regional organization with largest coverage and
involving the biggest population," she said while responding to question asked by
the APP correspondent.
About the completion of membership process, she informed that in the SCO
Summit held at Ufa, Russia, the member countries of the SCO had launched the
process to accept membership of Pakistan and India.
"Now, the members of the SCO are accelerating the legal process on
implementation of a memorandum of understanding in this regard and everything
is going smoothly," she added.
Hua Chunying hoped that India and Pakistan would be full members at
Astana Summit to be held this month, adding, "We also expect the Astana Summit
will fulfill the admission procedures of the two countries."
The SCO summit is likely to be held this month in Astana, Kazakhstan when
welcoming its seventh and eighth member nations would be a key item on the
agenda.
This year marks the 15th anniversary of the signing of the SCO Charter and
the 10th anniversary of the signing of the treaty on long-term good-neighborliness,
friendship and cooperation by SCO members.
China will take over the SCO rotating presidency after the Astana summit.
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Китай считает, что после вступления Пакистана и Индии в ШОС они
должны улучшить свои отношения
China says India, Pakistan should mend ties after joining Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation
The Hindustan Times. 1.06.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/indiapakistan-should-mend-ties-after-joining-shanghai-cooperation-organisation-china/storync5fsNdDetFXHWNKHLZqcO.html

Members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation are worried that the
hostility between India and Pakistan could affect the bloc.
China said on Thursday India and Pakistan should improve their ties and
―uphold‖ the spirit of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) after
becoming its members later this month.
India and Pakistan are slated to become members of the SCO, a regional
security bloc led by Beijing, at the group‘s summit in Astana in Kazakhstan later
this month. This is the first time since its launch in 2001 it will expand its
membership.
A flag-raising ceremony is scheduled to take place at the SCO headquarters in
Beijing on June 15 to mark the new admissions.
The group‘s current members are China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.
Until now, Afghanistan, India, Iran, Mongolia and Pakistan were observers
while Belarus, Turkey and Sri Lanka were dialogue partners.
―Hope India and Pakistan strictly follow the charter of the SCO and the idea
of good neighbourliness, uphold the SCO spirit, improve their relations and inject
new impetus to the development of the SCO,‖ Hua Chunying, spokesperson of the
ministry of foreign affairs (MFA) said on Thursday at the regular ministry briefing.
India to formally become SCO member in a week: Russian prez Putin in
meeting with PM Modi
India, Pak hostility shadows SCO summit, both sides mum on a possible
meeting
Hua was referring to the unease among the original member countries about
the inclusion of the two because of the state of ties between India and Pakistan.
Observers here feel that after the inclusion of the two countries, the SCO
could face a rocky diplomatic path ahead, given New Delhi and Islamabad‘s
hostilities over issues such as Kashmir, terrorism and the path to peace in
Afghanistan.
―The hostility between the two states is unlikely to be dispelled in the short
time. Together with their complicated relations with China and Russia, analysts
believe their admission may have negative effects on the SCO, bringing more
internal conflicts and lowering the level of mutual political trust and the efficiency
of multilateral cooperation,‖ Sun Zhuangzhi, secretary-general of CASS‘s
SCO Research Centre, had written in the state media last year.
There are positives as well.
―The scope of the group will be expanded from China, Russia, and Central
Asian countries to South Asia, covering over 60% of Eurasia. In addition, more
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opportunities will be brought to the SCO,‖ Sun wrote. It was at the SCO summit in
Ufa in Russia in 2015 that the founding members launched the process to accept
the membership of India and Pakistan.
―The member states of the SCO are accelerating the procedures with the two
countries and everything is going very well,‖ Hua said.
―We hope India and Pakistan (will join) as full members at the Astana
summit. We also expect the Astana summit will complete the admission
procedures for the two countries,‖ Hua said.
―Now the member states of the SCO are accelerating the legal processes.
Everything is going on smoothly. Now, the SCO will complete the first
membership expansion since its establishment. It will become a regional
organisation with largest coverage involving the biggest population (in the world),‖
she said.
Министр внутренних дел Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan уверен, что хорошие
отношения Индии и Пакистана способствовали бы процветанию
Cordial Pakistan-India ties to herald prosperity: Nisar
The Express Tribune. May 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1423120/friendly-tiespakistan-india-imperative-nisar/

ISLAMABAD: Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan has said that
every effort by Islamabad has proved futile due to lack of trust and stubbornness
on the part of New Delhi.
―The dream of progress and prosperity of people of the two countries and
development and peace in the region cannot be achieved till relations of Pakistan
and India are free of mutual animosity and distrust,‖ Nisar said on Tuesday.
The interior minister was talking to Pakistani High Commissioner-designate
to India Sohail Mahmood, who called on him in Islamabad. According to an
official statement, matters pertaining to Pakistan-India relations and regional
situation came under discussion during the meeting.
Interior Minister Nisar said cordial relations between Pakistan and India were
a cornerstone for development and prosperity of people of both the countries.
―Resolution of long-standing issues between the two countries is essential for
sustainable and lasting peace in the region,‖ he added.
Islamabad keen on taking forward Pak-India relations through dialogue: Basit
Expressing hope that Mehmood would utilise all his capacity to fulfill his
responsibilities and protect interest of Pakistan, he said the responsibility entrusted
to him as a high commissioner was a challenge.
The interior minister also attended a ceremony at headquarters of the National
Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) for soft launch of its mega centre
in Lahore and executive passport offices (EPOs) in Sargodha and Faisalabad.
Speaking on the occasion, Nisar said NADRA has decided to utilise the
infrastructure and human resource of the Pakistan Post throughout the country in a
bid to expand its existing network to manifold
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―As a pilot project, 10 post offices have been selected where NADRA
facilities such as renewal and modification of the Computerised National Identity
Cards (CNICs) would be available within a month and a half,‖ he said.
Nisar orders PTA to ensure ‗sacred‘ institutions not being maligned on social
media
Nisar said within a year or so NADRA service centres would be increased to
1,500 from the existing 557 centres in collaboration with post offices. Initially, the
post offices would offer facilities of renewal and modification of the CNICs only.
Nine NADRA mega centres, which remain open beyond routine office hours,
and 12 executive passport offices, which are one-window passport facilities for
those who are willing to pay some extra money, would be functional by September
in all four provinces.
The minister said these mega centres would soon be functioning round the
clock, while the extra charges for special treatment at executive passport offices
would be phased out. Nisar also announced that each district of the country would
have a passport office by August-September this year.
―When we took over in 2013, there were only 88 passport offices across the
country. We have established 84 new centres and another 16 are in process. Every
district will have a passport office by August,‖ he said.
No more CNICs will be blocked now: Nisar
Nisar said 30,000 passports and around 0.2 million CNICs had been cancelled
by the incumbent government since they were suspicious and many of them had
been obtained by foreigners.
―These measures will help the cause of national security,‖ Nisar said, adding
that passports and CNICs had been up for sale during the previous governments
due to which many foreigners also obtained the Pakistan identity cards. To a
question, Nisar said 160,000 CNICs had been unblocked.
He said NADRA had changed its policy vis-à-vis suspicious ID cards. From
now on, the authority would serve a notice upon holder of a suspicious ID card but
would not block or cancel it before an inquiry.
Индийские возражения об участии в сооружении КПЭК являются
ерундой, - считает президент Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Masood Khan
India‘s objections on CPEC are fake, says AJK president
The Express Tribune, May 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421841/indiasobjections-cpec-fake-says-ajk-president/

MIRPUR: President Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Masood Khan
dismissed India‘s objections to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as
fake and disingenuous.
The AJK president debunked India‘s objections to CPEC while addressing a
one-day international seminar on ‗Belt and Road Initiative: CPEC and regional
integration‘ organised by The Institute of International and Cultural Affairs late
Saturday.
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Masood questioned, ‗‘Having occupied one part of Jammu and Kashmir
territory, now it [India] stakes claim of ‗sovereignty‘ to Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad
Kashmir, under what law?‘‘
‗India won‘t allow IoK to be part of CPEC‘
He said the territory does not belong to India.
―Is India worried because it has moved its 700,000 troops to the Indian
Occupied Kashmir to maintain its illegal occupation in Jammu and Kashmir? Or is
it concerned that the people of Gilgit-Baltistan, Azad Kashmir and Pakistan will
become prosperous? Or does its anxiety stem from the fear that Kashmir will be
internationalised?‖ he asked the nuclear armed neighbour.
Masood said there was no easy way to assuage India‘s concerns over the
territories. India was not a stakeholder in Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Kashmir; it
never was, it was known in the region as an occupier and denier of the right to selfdetermination of the people of Jammu and Kashmir, he told the audience of the
seminar.
China downplays UN report claiming CPEC may ignite Pak-India tensions
―The Belt and Road Initiative is an undertaking with no precedent, its scale is
massive, the BRI is the most ambitious global development plan in history,‖ he
said.
The AJK president said the ‗Belt‘ comprised a series of land corridors linking
China with Europe through Central Asia and the Middle East, while the ‗Road‘
was a maritime route linking China‘s ports to Africa, and though the
Mediterranean to Europe.
КПЭК создаст еще больше сложностей в отношениях Индии и
Пакистана, - доклад ООН
CPEC may create more India-Pakistan tension: UN report
Dawn. May 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335064/cpec-may-create-more-indiapakistan-tension-un-report

ISLAMABAD: The India-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir is a matter of
concern, according to a United Nations (UN) report, claiming that the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) might create geopolitical tensions with India
and ignite political instability.
The report released by the UN‘s Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (Escap) on Tuesday feared that Afghanistan‘s political instability
could limit the potential benefits of transit corridors to population centres near
Kabul or Kandahar.
The report, ‗The Belt and Road Initiative and the Role of Escap' was prepared
at China‘s request and covers the six economic corridors spanning Asia, Europe
and Africa under the umbrella of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
CPEC holds the promise of closer trade, investment and energy cooperation
between the two countries, as it creates alternative maritime trade routes for China
and its trading partners, it said. According to the report, CPEC could serve as the
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―driver for trade and economic integration‖ between China, Pakistan, Iran, India,
Afghanistan and the Central Asian states.
Incensed India
India did not send an official delegation to attend the ―Belt and Road Forum‖
(OBOR) in Beijing after the Chinese Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui called on
India to join.
Instead, India criticised China's global initiative, warning of an ―unsustainable
debt burden‖ for countries involved.
India is incensed that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor ─ one of the key
Belt and Road projects ─ passes through Kashmir and Pakistan.
―No country can accept a project that ignores its core concerns on sovereignty
and territorial integrity,‖ Indian foreign ministry spokesman Gopal Baglay said.
He also warned of the danger of debt. One of the criticisms of the Silk Road
plan is that host countries may struggle to pay back loans for huge infrastructure
projects being carried out and funded by Chinese companies and banks.
―Connectivity initiatives must follow principles of financial responsibility to
avoid projects that would create an unsustainable debt burden for communities,‖
Baglay said.
'Shared prosperity'
On the other hand, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif insisted that the CPEC and
OBOR initiatives were all about shared prosperity, beginning a new era for
humanity and progress in poor regions.
―Work has already begun across Asia and Africa on infrastructure, industrial
cooperation and new platforms of technology. Financial flows have found their
way to some of the least developed parts of the world. These outcomes are knitting
nations and regions into economic networks and inclusive neighbourhoods that
transcend borders,‖ he said while addressing the second session of the Leaders
Roundtable at the two-day Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation.
He added that the core of the OBOR initiative was connectivity and long-term
development, especially in developing countries.
Similarly, China‘s regional governments are falling over each other to curry
favour with President Xi Jinping, jostling for roles in his New Silk Road plan to
boost economic and cultural links through Asia to Europe.
One says it wants to send its young people to be Silk Road ―super
connectors‖, while a second is pitching to become a new home for foreign
consulates. Another wants to build a folk museum to commemorate Beijing‘s
overseas push.
While official plans published in 2015 only list 18 provinces as areas key to
the plan, over 30 of China‘s territories now say they have an OBOR strategy.
Сложности отношений Индии и Пакистана фоне китайского «Один
пояс-один путь».
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India should prepare for a two-front military deterrent capability, and reach
out to Japan and South Korea to strengthen its position in Asia
When Pakistan National Security Advisor Nasir Janjua met his Indian
counterpart Ajit Doval in Bangkok on December 6, 2015, he was told that no less
than 79 Pakistani nationals were languishing in Indian jails on terrorism related
charges.
Doval told Janjua that there were documented records, including valid
passports, to prove they were Pakistanis.
While Janjua tried to fob off the charges as irrelevant to the discussion, one of
the delegates in the meeting asked him to show one Indian incarcerated in
Pakistani jail on terrorism-related charges.
At that time, Gen (Retd) Janjua had no answers.
Three months later, former Indian Navy officer Kulbhushan Jadhav was
picked up ostensibly from Balochistan on charges of abetting terrorism and spying.
He was sentenced to death by a Pakistan military court on April 10, 2017,
suggesting the Rawalpindi GHQ will go to any lengths to spite India.
The sentence now stands stayed by International Court of Justice (ICJ), thanks
to deft moves by the Modi government.
On April 26, 2017, the Pakistan military released confession of arrested
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) spokesperson Ehsanullah Ehsan saying that his
organisation was being funded by ―Kafir‖ RAW — the Indian external intelligence
agency — for carrying out terror operations in Pakistan.
While India may mock at the ham-handedness of Pakistan Army in extracting
so-called confessions from both Jadhav and Ehsan, within a span of 15 months of
the Janjua meeting, New Delhi had been placed at parity with Islamabad for
sponsoring terrorism in the neighbouring country.
India may cry foul over coercion of Jadhav till kingdom comes, but it is our
word against Pakistani army‘s for the rest of the world.
Simultaneously, with the Jadhav card, the Pakistan army scuttled Prime
Minister Narendra Modi‘s December 25, 2015 peace initiative by orchestrating the
Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorist strike at Pathankot airbase on January 2, 2016, and
followed it by pushing in as many infiltrators as possible into the Kashmir Valley.
Capitalising on the public anger over the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen
militant Burhan Wani last July 8 in a police encounter, the deep state of Pakistan
achieved a remarkable objective of orchestrating a hate-Kashmiri campaign in
hinterland India, where even the India supporters in the Valley were tarnished by
the same brush and subjected to ridicule.
Forgotten were the 88,951 Kashmiri voters who had the remarkable courage
to vote in the April 9, 2017 Srinagar Lok Sabha election amidst all mayhem and
affirmed their faith in Indian democratic process.
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As if this was not enough, Pakistan has now virtually become a client state of
China by joining the one belt, one road (OBOR) initiative amidst much fanfare this
month. The $62 billion economic corridor goes through northern areas and
occupied-Kashmir to Gwadar in Balochistan.
Three years after he assumed office, Prime Minister Narendra Modi today
faces a daunting challenge to national security from Pakistan through terrorism and
internal subversion, and from China, which is choking New Delhi through
encirclement diplomacy or OBOR in South Asia.
To be fair to PM Modi, he made huge efforts to reach out to both President Xi
Jinping and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, but both moves were shot down by
powerful army leaderships in those countries.
Be it the Peoples Liberation Army or Pakistan Army, any peace initiative
from perceived adversary India will be scuttled by military stand-offs like the 2014
Chumar or the 2016 Uri attacks.
The security challenge to Modi government is getting severe as its newfound
ally US is being ruled by a temperamental President, who is now being
investigated on charges of blocking an FBI inquiry into his former NSA leaking
secrets to India‘s old ally Russia.
Despite Indian overtures at the highest level, its tried and tested ally Russia is
now playing the piano to Chinese tunes.
The situation may appear tight for India but those who recommended to New
Delhi to participate in OBOR initiative to appease China must not forget the
February 22, 1994 Parliament resolution of getting Occupied Kashmir vacated
from Pakistan. Signing on OBOR with CPEC running through PoK would have
been political suicide for Modi government.
While India must now prepare for a two-front military deterrent capability,
given the umbilical relationship of Pakistan and China, the new challenges also
gives New Delhi an opportunity to come out on its own.
The global high table has no free lunches and to believe that Indian rise would
be largely benign and uncontested is a fallacy.
India should push for stronger engagement with China and even Pakistan, but
such a move should be dictated by long term national interest, not weakness.
Time has come for PM Modi to engage the politicians in Kashmir linked with
Indian democratic processes to find lasting peace in Valley as well as empower
those whose aspirations lie with India like Lt Ummer Fayaz.
On a global front, India needs to look beyond its immediate neighbours and
diplomatically engage countries like Japan, Korea and economic power houses of
West Asia. If the Modi government can bring peace and connectivity to NorthEast, then the southern silk road, linking South East Asia to Moreh in Manipur,
could be an answer to China OBOR.
Пока что жизнь индийского шпиона Ядава (Джадхава) вне опасности.
Kulbhushan Jadhav safe till final ICJ order, hints envoy
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NEW DELHI: Even as Pakistani high commissioner Abdul Basit reiterated
Sunday that Pakistan's domestic laws+ will take precedence over International
Court of Justice's (ICJ) final judgement in the Kulbhushan Jadhav+ case, he said
Islamabad will abide by the court's ruling last week staying the Indian national's
death sentence.
This is effectively the first assurance from Pakistan that Jadhav's life is safe
for the time being even as Islamabad approaches ICJ+ for a review of its ruling.
Talking to TOI, Basit said Islamabad was committed to international laws and
its multilateral obligations and that it would abide by the ruling which stayed the
execution of Jadhav until it passed its final judgment.
"That is only in the context of provisional order that only stays execution and
it has no bearing whatsoever on the merit of the case," said Basit to TOI, adding
that the court had not said anything conclusive about consular access and that all
such issues would be decided in the final judgement.
Basit said that there was no doubt that Pakistan would round up the legal case
against Jadhav as per its own domestic laws.
Суд ООН призвал Пакистан приостановить исполнение смертного
приговора
Известия. 18.05.2017. https://izvestia.ru/news/710084

Казнь ожидает индийца, отставного военного Кулбушана Судхира Ядава
Межуднародный суд ООН постановил, что Пакистан обязан
гарантировать, что смертный приговор отставному индийскому военному
Кулбушану Судхиру Ядаву по делу о шпионаже не будет исполнен, пока не
вынесено финальное решение суда по делу.
«Пакистан должен принять все возможные меры, чтобы гарантировать,
что Ядав не будет казнен до окончания разбирательств», — сообщил
председательствующий судья Ронни Абрахам, передает «РИА Новости».
Военный трибунал приговорил индийца к смерти по обвинению в
шпионаже, также его обвинили в террористической активности.
Индия обратилась в Международный суд ООН (требует отмены
смертного приговора индийскому шпиону)
http://rtr.md/novosti/v-mire/indiya-obratilas-v-mezhdunarodnyj-sud-oon. 10.05.2017.

Индия обратилась в Международный суд ООН, чтобы предотвратить
казнь бывшего индийского военного, признанного пакистанским военным
судом виновным в шпионаже.
Как следует из пресс-релиза суда, обнародованного во вторник вечером,
Индия в понедельник, 8 мая, инициировала разбирательство против
Пакистана, обвинив соседнее государство в «грубейшем нарушении Венской
конвенции о консульских сношениях» в деле отставного индийского
военного Кулбушана Судхира Ядава, приговоренного 10 апреля к смертной
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казни по обвинению в шпионаже. Индия требует немедленной приостановки
исполнения смертного приговора, просит суд повлиять на Пакистан с целью
его аннулирования по пакистанским законам. Если же это невозможно, то
Индия просит объявить решение пакистанского суда «незаконным как
нарушающее международное право» и способствовать немедленному
освобождению Ядава.
В сообщении Международного суда не говорится о принятых в связи с
обращением Индии мерах, но индийская пресса сообщает, что председатель
суда Ронни Абрахам направил премьер-министру Пакистана распоряжение
«действовать таким образом, чтобы дать возможность суду реализовать
любое решение, которое он примет по индийской заявке», что, по данным
индийской стороны, означает приостановку действия смертного приговора.
Армия Пакистана 10 апреля сообщила, что военный трибунал
приговорил к смертной казни отставного индийского военного Кулбушана
Судхира Ядава по обвинению в шпионаже. Исламабад заявляет, что Ядав
работал на внешнюю разведку Индии, в Нью-Дели заявляют, что Ядав не
имеет никаких связей с правительством Индии после досрочного ухода со
службы в ВМС.
Пакистан ранее дал понять, что приговор не будет исполнен
«немедленно». В МИД страны поясняли, что у Ядава есть возможность в
течение 60 дней после вынесения приговора оспорить его в апелляционной
инстанции, и даже после этого у него останется возможность просить о
помиловании командующего армией и президента Пакистана.
Индийские власти не дают возможность принимать пакистанское TV на
территории индийского Кашмира.
Indian ban on Pakistani TV channels in held Kashmir hits too close to
home for some
GOWHAR GEELANI. Dawn. 9.05.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331843/indianban-on-pakistani-tv-channels-in-held-kashmir-hits-too-close-to-home-for-some

The state government in Indian-held Jammu and Kashmir has initiated action
against 34 television channels beamed from Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, reckoning
that these channels have the ―potential to encourage violence and can disturb law
and order situation in Kashmir‖.
The latest Indian government order to act against transmission of these
channels, which include news, entertainment, food and cuisine, religion and sports
channels, has come nearly two weeks after the government imposed an
unprecedented ban on 22 social networking sites in Indian-held Kashmir Valley on
April 26.
New Delhi often blames Islamabad for fomenting trouble in Indian-held
Kashmir, but Pakistan denies its involvement and describes the ―freedom struggle‖
of the people of Kashmir as ―indigenous‖.
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In a letter written by principal secretary home Mr. R K Goyal addressed to all
deputy commissioners, the state‘s home department has sought a compliance report
on the matter by Monday.
The channels whose transmission is to be banned, according to the letter,
include Noor TV, Karbala TV, Hum TV, ARY Zindagi, Geo News, Geo Tez,
Express News, ARY News, ARY Zauq, ARY Masala, ARY Musik, ARY News
Asia, ARY Digital Asia, ARY QTV, A TV, Abb Tak News, Waseb TV, 92 News,
Duniya News, Samna News, Peace TV English, Peace TV Urdu, Madni Channel,
Hadi TV, Paigam, Hidayat, Saudi Al-Sunnah, Al-Nabawiyah, Saudi Al-Quran, AlKarim, Sehar, Ahli-biat TV and Message TV.
Jammu and Kashmir government‘s home department intends to stop what it
describes as ―unauthorised broadcast‖ of all the above channels which are available
in held Kashmir via cable networks.
Predictably, the proposed ban has irked many Kashmiris, especially women
and elderly people, who regularly watch entertainment and religious channels for
variety of reasons.
Many entertainment, food and cuisine and sports channels beamed from
Pakistan are a huge hit in most Kashmiri homes.
People, especially working women and housewives, spend substantial time in
watching Pakistani television serials while some stay glued to the TV screen for
learning modern recipes of Pakistani delicacies.
Some elderly people who can‘t perform Haj due to physical frailties or
financial stress often spend their time while watching channels like Saudi AlQuran, Madni, Noor TV and Hadi TV just to see pictures of Mecca and Masjid-eNabvi for spiritual solace.
For Nausheen, a young Kashmiri working woman, the proposed ban on
Pakistani channels is uncalled-for and against the very spirit and idea of
globalisation.
―No one should have the right to deny facilities available for infotainment,
sports or devotion available on television. The government ban is anti-globalisation
and essentially undemocratic and authoritarian,‖ Nausheen tells Dawn.
The new government order has surprised many Kashmiri women who keenly
watch news, entertainment, dramas and recipe making programmes on various
Pakistani television channels via cable.
Another Kashmiri woman argues that many would-be-brides were learning
new recipes on Pakistani television, but the government is unfortunately choking
this space too.
Mohammad Athar Mir, a class XI student from downtown Srinagar, is a huge
cricket fan. After school and tuition, he often watches Pakistani sports and news
channels to keep himself abreast with the latest developments regarding his
favourite team, Pakistan.
―I do not care a lot about the news channels, but the government‘s proposed
ban on sports and entertainment channels is imprudent and silly,‖ Athar Mir tells
Dawn.
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He says that his father, a businessman, has been deprived of an agency for he
remains an ardent news follower.
―Usually my father spends his evenings by watching Geo News. The ban has
upset him emotionally,‖ he says.
'Cultural aggression'
Irfan Ahmad, a key Kashimir watcher, argues that the ban ―only exposes the
deceptive sound bite of India‘s attorney general at the UN, saying that India is a
secular state equidistant from a particular religion.‖
―Well, see the government has targeted a particular religion by the new
proposal. The ban further delegitimizes Indian control in Kashmir,‖ Ahmad adds.
Gowhar Yasin, a teacher by profession, describes the ban on social
networking sites and Pakistani channels as India‘s ―cultural aggression‖ in
Kashmir.
Yasin says that it was no secret that the people in Kashmir love to watch
Pakistani news and infotainment channels. His sisters and cousins, he says, love to
learn new recipes by watching food and cuisine channels (ARY Zauq and Hum
TV) while he himself remains a sports buff.
―The decision to ban Pakistani Islamic, cultural and sports channels is direct
interference in our affairs and cultural aggression aimed at detaching us from our
roots. It is a form of violence by the state to choke us as a people and to award
collective punishment for our political aspiration,‖ he tells Dawn.
The ban has evoked strong criticism on social media too.
Many Kashmiris using social media through proxy applications have reacted
sharply to the ban on Pakistani and Saudi television channels.
Khurram Parvez, coordinator of the Jammu and Kashmir Coalition of Civil
Society (JKCCS) took to Facebook and Twitter to express his outrage on the
proposed government ban.
―Banning Islamic, Pakistani cultural and sports channels and all social
networking sites in Kashmir, only exhibits that the pretence of democracy has to be
suspended for the militarised occupation to survive,‖ Parvez wrote.
On May 5, journalist Aarti Tikoo Singh wrote in Times of India that ―Saudi
clerics and Pakistani news anchors are being beamed direct to Kashmiri homes,
and are stoking the fires of ‗azadi‘.‖
―Over 50 Saudi and Pakistani channels, including Zakir Naik‘s banned Peace
TV preaching Salafist Islam, and others indulging in anti-India propaganda are
running without necessary clearance via private cable networks in Kashmir,‖ she
wrote without substantiating her argument.
Televangelist Zakir Naik seldom speaks on the Kashmir dispute in his
sermons on comparative religion and talks on Islam while the Saudi channels
mostly air recitation of Holy Quran and Azan from the holy cities of Madina and
Mecca.
Many in Kashmir are asking ―how can recitation of Holy Quran stoke
passions in Kashmir as far as the 70-year old political struggle for freedom from
Indian rule is concerned?‖
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Internet blocked numerous times
The state home department‘s directive came after the New Delhi government
asked the state government to take immediate steps to stop the ―unauthorised
broadcast of the Pakistani and Saudi Arabian channels‖ in the Indian-controlled
Himalayan region.
In this connection, the Indian federal minister Venkaih Naidu had spoken to
Jammu and Kashmir‘s chief secretary to seek action.
Earlier on April 26, the state government‘s home department had ordered
internet service providers (ISPs) to block 22 social networking sites to ―counter
rumours‖ and ―prevent loss of life‖ during ongoing escalating waves of civilian
protests against Indian rule in the disputed Himalayan region.
From 2012 to 2016, according to a report by the Software Freedom Law
Center, the internet has been blocked in Kashmir at least 31 times.
Ban on the internet is something that the people in Indian-held Kashmir
Valley are quite familiar with.
Interestingly, it is for the first time that any government in Indian-held
Kashmir has placed a ban on popular applications and social networking sites,
including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube (upload), WhatsApp, Skype, WeChat, QQ,
Google+, Viber, Snapchat, Snapfish, Telegram, Reditt, Baidu and Pinterest, etc.
The ban order, signed by the principal secretary in the state‘s Home
Department, argued that social media networking sites were being used by ―antinational and subversive elements‖ for ―vitiating peace and tranquillity‖ in Jammu
and Kashmir, an argument which has been rubbished by the opposition National
Conference (NC) as well as all the prominent political groups seeking
independence from Indian rule.
This unusually harsh ban on social media has made different people react in
different ways.
Notwithstanding a government imposed ban, some people could still access
the banned applications and social sites using the incumbent service provider
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited‘s (BSNL) broadband connections in various parts
of Kashmir.
Some tech-savvy young people found alternative communication tools to stay
connected even without internet connections. They are using Virtual Private
Networks (VPN) and platforms such as Signal and Instagram to defy the social
media ban.
'Disconnected'
In the absence of social media, the valley‘s well-known photojournalist Javed
Dar feels ―disconnected from friends and colleagues‖. Besides, Dar opines, the ban
has hampered his professional work too.
For an upcoming book release function to be held in Srinagar, Dar says, he
could not send invites to many of his colleagues and friends with whom he often
remains in touch via social media.
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―Normally, I‘d have created an event reminder and invited many people
through Facebook or Twitter. The ban on social media has played a spoilsport,‖ he
tells BBC.
Dr. Qazi Haroon, a Srinagar-based medico who works with the state‘s health
department, says that many health awareness campaigns that were being regularly
run by his department via social media have come to a ―grinding halt‖ due to the
ban.
―Owing to the social media ban, many of our vital health campaigns
beneficial to general public that we were running on social media spaces stand
hampered. Now, we have no alternative medium to promote awareness
programmes related to immunisation, mother and child care, neonatal care, etc,‖
Dr. Qazi contends.
Besides medicos, journalists, scholars and students, many IT professionals
and entrepreneurs are also baffled by the ban.
Sabiya Yaseen, a young engineering (B.Tech) student, says that the ban on
social media and 4G/3G mobile internet has not only constricted space for
communication with her friends and classmates, it has also delayed vital
information about study material and examination dates.
―I could not access our college website on my mobile phone in the absence of
high speed internet to know the date of a remaining paper. We would normally
distribute such information on WhatsApp or via Facebook. The delay in
information meant that I got little time to prepare. The ban isn‘t helping anyone,‖
Sabiya tells BBC.
'Collective punishment'
For young development practitioners like Suhail Masoodi, the challenge that
the ban has thrown can be turned into an opportunity to produce knowledge and
quality work.
―…If there is a 6 month (long) ban, my target would be two papers and field
work for my book. Good literature has been produced inside jails. Pull up your
socks, folks!‖ said Dr. Masoodi‘s last status update on Facebook minutes before
the ban on social media.
Though most are suffering, some are employing innovative methods while
others are using humour and satire to stay in good stead.
However, on Kashmir‘s dicey political turf strong reactions are pouring in.
Commenting on the ban on social media, the Srinagar-based chairman of a
faction of the All Parties Hurriyat Conference, Mirwaiz Umar Farooq says that
―such measures by the autocratic state are aimed at maintaining the status quo in
and on disputed Jammu and Kashmir to avoid resolution of the political problem
that is the root cause of the strife.‖
―Repeated bans on means of communication in this day and age, in the hope
of restoring so-called peace and normalcy in the Kashmir Valley is ridiculous to
say the least,‖ the Mirwaiz tells BBC.
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Defending the internet gag, a government representative says that the move is
aimed at restoring normalcy and stopping unverified information from spreading
further to create chaos.
―It (the ban) is a temporary decision to stop rumours and restore law and order
to prevent further loss of life. It is also being done to stop the provocative video
war from both sides,‖ leader of the PDP‘s youth wing Waheed Ur Rehman Parra
tells BBC.
But the opposition National Conference (NC) isn‘t buying the state
government‘s restoring ―peace and normalcy‖ argument.
Imran Nabi Dar, NC‘s provincial spokesperson, calls the ban ―archaic‖ and
accuses the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and People‘s Democratic Party (PDP)
coalition government of meting out ―collective punishment to the people of
Kashmir for expressing their political expression and raising voice against human
rights excesses‖.
―The irony is that the state government has invoked an archaic British-era law
to silence the people of the Kashmir Valley in 2017,‖ Dar tells BBC on the phone.
The internet is often suspended or restricted in Kashmir to quell civilian
protests and anti-India demonstrations, which sometimes turn violent when
government forces clash with civilian protesters.
The latest cycle of agitation began when held-Kashmir witnessed the lowest
voter turnout during the last five decades in the just-concluded by-election in
Srinagar parliamentary constituency. It resulted in the killing of 10 civilians in
firing by the Indian government forces on protesters.
Afterwards, many purported videos showing excesses of Indian armed forces
in Kashmir were circulated on social media, including the video of one civilian
Farooq Dar of central Kashmir‘s Budgam district who was tied to a bonnet of an
Army jeep and used as a human shield.
Свыше 250 известных пакистанцев и индийцев подписали воззвание к
миру между двумя странами.
Over 250 prominent Indians, Pakistanis sign powerful message for peace
THE EXPRESS TRIBUNE. 8.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1404320/250prominent-indians-pakistanis-sign-powerful-message-peace/

Over 250 prominent Indians, Pakistanis sign powerful message for peace
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Pervez Hoodhbhoy, Mahesh Batt, Kamla Bhasin and Asma Jahangir
Almost 250 prominent Pakistanis and Indians have come together to seek
peace between the two neighbouring countries.
In a resolution, they call upon ―both governments and their security
establishments to take all steps possible towards improving relations.‖
The statement was initiated on May 5 and since then nearly 250 thoughtleaders, journalists, lawyers, activists, filmmakers, physicians and students have
endorsed the privately-shared statement.
Islamabad keen on taking forward Pak-India relations through dialogue: Basit
The signatories recognise the interruption of dialogue between countries due
to ―jingoistic statements to militant attacks‖. However, they now call upon
governments of both countries to engage in ‗uninterrupted‘ dialogue.
―The traditional response to such disruptions only strengthens those who want
continued tensions between our two countries,‖ the statement read.
Calling for a peaceful subcontinent, the following are some of the demands
made in the resolution.
1. Develop an institutionalised framework to ensure that continuous and
uninterrupted talks between India and Pakistan take place regularly no matter what.
Make dialogue un-interrupted and un-interruptible.
2. Ensure that political leaders, diplomats and civil servants from both
countries conduct talks on the side-lines of all international and multilateral
forums.
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3. Recognise that the Kashmir dispute above all concerns the lives and
aspirations of the Kashmiri people, and work to resolve it through uninterrupted
dialogue between all concerned parties.
4. Implement the 2003 ceasefire agreement between India and Pakistan.
5. Renounce all forms of proxy wars, state-sponsored terrorism, human rights
violations, cross-border terrorism, and subversive activities against each other
including through non-state actors or support of separatist movements in each
other‘s state.
6. Support and encourage all forms of people to people contact, and remove
visa restrictions and discrimination faced by citizens of both countries. This must
be further taken forward to allow visa-free travel between India and Pakistan.
7. Increase trade and economic linkages and cultural exchanges between India
and Pakistan.
The signatories also asked media houses to ―prevent the growing
militarisation of debate‖. They further asked for a stop to the propagation of hate
speech aimed at the other country.
While signatories on both sides know that this statement won‘t affect policy
between both the countries, they hope it will ―serve as a pebble thrown in a pond
that will have a ripple effect.‖
From Pakistan, prominent names included, Kishwar Naheed (poet), Asma
Jahangir (advocate Supreme Court), Afrasiyab Khattak (ex-Senator), Raza Rumi
(Editor Daily Times), Dr Pervez Hoodhboy (physicist/teacher), Karamat Ali
(Executive Director PILER), Dr. Ayesha Jalal (Writer/Professor of History), Dr.
Ayesha Siddiqa (scholar), Beena Sarwar (journalist), Bushra Gohar (politician,
activist), Anis Haroon (activist), Jibran Nasir (activist), Adil Najam (academician),
Asma Shirazi (TV anchor), Air Vice Martial Shehzad Chaudhry, Taimur Rahman
(Assistant Professor LUMS) and Nasim Zehra (journalist/TV anchor).
India willing to build ties with Pakistan in a terror-free environment:
Mukherjee
From India, the prominent signatories included Mani Shankar Aiyar (writer,
former parliamentarian), Mahesh Bhatt (film producer), Prem Shankar Jha
(journalist, columnist), Seema Mustafa (journalist), Kamla Bhasin (activist),
Kavita Krishnan (Secretary All India Progressive Women‘s Association),
Anuradha Bhasin (Co-chair Pakistan India People‘s Forum for Peace and
Democracy), Admiral L. Ramdas (former Chief of Naval Staff) and Gen. Tej Kaul
(Executive President of India Pakistan Soldiers Initiative for Peace (IPSI).
The resolution‘s full text can be read here.
ООН не получала никаких жалоб от Индии по поводу нападения на
индийских солдат на LoC и их обезглавливании
UN has no complaint from India about troops killing on LoC: spokesman
The Express Tribune. 4.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1400322/un-no-complaintindia-troops-killing-loc-spokesman/
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UNITED NATIONS: India has filed no complaint with the United Nations
about its allegations that Pakistani troops on May 1 killed two of its soldiers
patrolling the Line of Control (LoC) before mutilating their bodies, a UN
spokesman said on Tuesday.
―We checked with our colleagues with UNMOGIP [UN Military Observer
Group in India and Pakistan]. We have not received any alleged ceasefire
violations reports from the Indian authorities related to the latest incident that we
saw yesterday [Monday],‖ spokesman Stephane Dujarric said in reply to a question
about clashes between the two South Asian neighbours along the de facto border
which divides Kashmir between Pakistan and India.
India will retaliate to soldiers‘ mutilation at time and place of choosing:
Indian vice-COAS
On Monday, the Pakistan Army rubbished the allegations of mutilating Indian
soldiers‘ bodies, saying it would never disrespect a soldier‘s body.
UNMOGIP, deployed in January 1949, supervises the ceasefire between the
two arch-rivals in the State of Jammu and Kashmir.
It is pertinent to mentioned here that Islamabad allows UN observers to
monitor the LoC but New Delhi does not.
Indian Army to build smart fence along LoC
At the same time, the spokesman denied a correspondent‘s suggestion that the
UN chief was not paying due attention to the deteriorating situation in Indian-hold
Kashmir.
―The Secretary-General [António Guterres] is paying attention to this issue,‖
the spokesman remarked.
―We continue to reiterate the need for the parties [Pakistan and India] to find a
peaceful solution through engagement and dialogue,‖ he added.
Исламабад отверг обвинения Дели в убийстве индийских военных
«Карельские новости». 1.05.2017. http://kareliyanews.ru/islamabad-otverg-obvineniyadeli-v-ubijstve-indijskix-voennyx/

Официальный представитель МИД Пакистана Нафис Закария отверг
заявление армии Индии, что пакистанские военные убили двоих индийских
служащих на линии контроля в Кашмире.
Ранее в понедельник армия Индии обвинила пакистанскую армию в том,
что она якобы «осуществила неспровоцированный ракетный и минометный
обстрел двух передовых постов на линии контроля». Кроме того,
пакистанские военные якобы «изувечили» тела двоих погибших индийских
служащих.
«Пакистан не нарушал режим прекращения огня на линии контроля,
как заявила Индия. Индийские обвинения, что индийские солдаты были
изувечены (пакистанскими военными), также ложны. Пакистанская армия —
высокопрофессиональная
военная
сила
и никогда
не надругается
над солдатом», — говорится в заявлении Закарии.
Термин «изувечены» в таких инцидентах армия Индии применяет
для случаев, если тело погибшего было обезглавлено. Армия Индии в своем
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заявлении заявляла, что ответит на произошедшее «соответствующим
образом».
В ноябре прошлого года, когда, предположительно, боевики убили трех
индийских солдат, обезглавив одного из них, армия Индии ответила тем, что
провела массированный обстрел контролируемой Пакистаном территории
вдоль линии контроля. Тогда сообщалось о нескольких погибших.
В штате Джамму и Кашмир активно действуют сепаратисты,
выступающие за независимость или присоединение к Пакистану. При этом в
Кашмире между Индией и Пакистаном нет официальных границ — армии
двух государств разделяет линия контроля. Нью-Дели обвиняет пакистанские
власти в поддержке вооруженных сепаратистов, Исламабад эти обвинения
отрицает, заявляя, что жители Кашмира самостоятельно борются за свои
права.
Пакистан отвергает обвинения Индии в изувечении двух инд. солдат на
LoC
Pak Army rubbishes India's claim of mutilating soldiers' bodies along
LoC
The Express Tribune. May 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398385/army-rubbishesindias-claims-mutilating-soldiers-bodies-along-loc/

Pakistan Army is a highly professional force and shall never disrespect a
soldier even Indian, says ISPR.
The Pakistan Army on Monday rubbished the allegations of mutilating Indian
soldiers‘ bodies, saying it would never disrespect a soldier‘s body.
―Pakistan Army did not commit any ceasefire violation on the Line of Control
or a BAT [Border Action Team] action in the Buttal sector (Indian Krishna Ghatti
Sector) as alleged by India,‖ the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) said on
Monday.
―Indian blame of mutilating Indian soldiers‘ bodies are also false.
Pakistan Army is a highly professional force and shall never disrespect a soldier
even Indian,‖ it maintained in a statement.
Earlier today, Indian army claimed that Pakistani forces killed two Indian
soldiers and mutilated their bodies along the Line of Control, Hindustan Times
report.
Indian firing along LoC injures two civilians
It said the Pakistani troops opened fire on Indian posts in the Krishna Ghati
sector of Poonch district, and members of Border Action Team (BAT) attacked a
patrolling party.
COAS visits Pak-Afghan border
Meanwhile, Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa said the writ of the state
had largely been restored and Pakistan is progressing towards enduring peace and
stability.
Gen Qamar spent a day with troops deployed along the Pak-Afghan border in
Khyber Agency wherein he was briefed about operational preparedness and
improved border security measures, the ISPR said.
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He was also briefed on the employment of newly raised Frontier Corps
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa wings, the statement added.
Woman critically injured in Indian ‗unprovoked‘ firing along LoC
The COAS appreciated effective border security arrangements which have
enhanced control on cross border terrorist movement. He also hailed exceptionally
high morale of the troops and their undaunted determination to eliminate terrorism.
Talking to the soldiers, Gen Qamar said the nation supports the Army due to
the innumerable sacrifices made for the defence and security of the motherland.
Earlier, upon arrival, COAS was received by Commander Peshawar Corps
Lieutenant General Nazir Ahmed Butt and IGFC K-P.
Встреча Наваз Шарифа с Советником по национальной безопасности
США – только диалог с Индией основа мира
Dialogue with India only option for peace
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. April 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Apr2017/dialogue-with-india-only-option-for-peace

PM tells US envoy Pakistan welcomes Trump offer for help on Kashmir,
McMaster says new admin committed to strong ties with Islamabad
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Monday told the United States that dialogue with
India was the only option for regional peace.
In a meeting with the US National Security Adviser Lt General H R
McMaster here, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said that Pakistan was convinced
that all issues with India could be resolved through talks.
Sharif reiterated his firm conviction on sustained dialogue and meaningful
engagement ―as the only way forward to resolve all outstanding issues between
India and Pakistan including the Kashmir dispute,‖ said a statement released by the
PM‘s office after the meeting.
Pakistan-India relations have been far from normal in the recent months.
In July a Kashmiri freedom fighter – Burhan Wani - was killed by the Indian
forces.
This was followed by protests in held Kashmir and use of power by India to
crush the demonstrators – dozens were killed.
In September, 19 Indian soldiers were killed in an attack in Uri, held Kashmir.
India blamed Pakistan for supporting the attackers.
Pakistan rejected the claim.
Afterwards, there were skirmishes on the Line of Control (LoC) and the
Working Boundary as India showed aggression.
The tension is yet to cool down.
PM Sharif told General McMaster that Pakistan welcomed US President
Donald Trump‘s willingness to help Pakistan and India resolve their differences
particularly on Kashmir.
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He said that Pakistan was looking forward to forging a strong and mutuallybeneficial partnership with the US to promote peace and security in the region and
beyond.
Sharif reaffirmed his commitment to a peaceful neighbourhood and apprised
the US National Security Advisor of the steps taken by Pakistan to reach out to
both India and Afghanistan.
He conveyed Pakistan‘s readiness to work with the international community
to explore ways in which the Afghan crisis can be resolved.
The prime minister also said that across-the-board consensus was achieved by
his government to combat extremism and terrorism.
He said that structural reforms in the economy had laid the foundation of a
moderate, progressive and democratic Islamic republic that was ready to do
business with the United States and the world at large.
General McMaster assured the prime minister that the new administration was
committed to strengthening bilateral relations and working with Pakistan, to
achieve peace and stability in Afghanistan and in the wider south Asian region.
Effective Afghan border management key to peace: Aziz
Later, General McMaster met Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign
Affairs Sartaj Aziz.
The adviser was assisted by the Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi, National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua
and senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
During the meeting, Aziz noted that Pakistan and the US had been close
friends over decades and that a continued strong partnership between the two
countries remained critical to promoting and sustaining peace and stability in the
wider region.
He gave a briefing on the policies being pursued by the government that
resulted in improved security environment and economic turnaround in Pakistan,
the foreign ministry said in a post-meeting statement.
On terrorism, the adviser noted that impressive gains had been made in
eliminating terrorists and that Pakistan remained determined to continue this fight
as part of the National Action Plan (NAP) until the scourge of terrorism was
completely eliminated from its soil.
He said that the government was determined to maintain the existing
momentum on both the security and economic fronts to lead the people of Pakistan
towards a prosperous and secure future.
Conveying Pakistan‘s concerns over the deteriorating security situation in
Afghanistan, the adviser reaffirmed Pakistan‘s commitment to work with the
international community to support efforts for peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan.
The adviser also highlighted the importance of effective border management
as part of the actions required to achieve sustainable peace in the region.
The Pakistan side also shared its perspective on the plight of Kashmiris in
occupied Kashmir and the status of relations with India.
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The adviser apprised the visiting delegation of the steps taken by Pakistan to
reach out to both India and Afghanistan.
General McMaster acknowledged Pakistan‘s sacrifices in combating
extremism and terrorism, said the statement.
He renewed the commitment of the new administration to work closely with
Pakistan in strengthening mutually-beneficial relations and towards the shared
objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and the region.
General McMaster was assisted in the meeting by US Ambassador to Pakistan
David Hale, Acting US Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan
Laurel Miller, Senior Director for South Asia Lisa Curtis and Director Pakistan Jay
Wise in the National Security Council.
The US embassy, in its statement, said General McMaster departed Pakistan
after productive meetings with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Chief of Army Staff
General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Special Advisor to the Prime Minister on National
Security and Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi and National Security Adviser Nasser Khan
Janjua.
General McMaster expressed appreciation for Pakistan‘s democratic and
economic development, and stressed the need to confront terrorism in all its forms,
said the embassy.
―The two sides discussed a range of bilateral and regional issues. This was
General McMaster‘s first visit to Pakistan in his role as national security advisor.
The visit was a part of regional consultations that included a stop in Kabul,‖ the
statement added.
the international community to support efforts for peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan.
The adviser also highlighted the importance of effective border management
as part of the actions required to achieve sustainable peace in the region.
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Security and Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi and National Security Adviser Nasser Khan
Janjua.
General McMaster expressed appreciation for Pakistan‘s democratic and
economic development, and stressed the need to confront terrorism in all its forms,
said the embassy.
―The two sides discussed a range of bilateral and regional issues. This was
General McMaster‘s first visit to Pakistan in his role as national security advisor.
The visit was a part of regional consultations that included a stop in Kabul,‖ the
statement added.
Несмотря на сложности отношений Индии и Пакистана в связи с
приговором Ядаву, встреча Наваз Шарифа и Моди может состояться (члены
ШОС давят на них).
Despite Jadhav‘s sentence: Nawaz-Modi meeting very much on cards
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1385474/despite-jadhavs-sentence-nawaz-modi-meeting-muchcards/

Officials say influential SCO countries are pushing India, Pakistan to
reengage
ISLAMABAD: Given the current hostile environment, very few would bet in
favour of any engagement between Pakistan and India. But the chequered history
of the South Asian rivals‘ relationship shows that they can spring surprises when
odds are against them.
Few had predicted that India‘s then prime minister Atal Behari Vajpayee
would travel to Lahore by bus merely months after the two countries conducted titfor-tat nuclear tests in 1998.
In 2001, the two countries were on the brink of a war after an attack on
India‘s parliament. But just seven months later, the Agra summit took place and
Vajpayee sat down with Pervez Musharraf, whom the former had accused of
sabotaging the Lahore declaration through the Kargil adventure.
PM Nawaz urges nation to unite in condemning Mashal Khan‘s lynching
Fast forward to 2017, relations between Pakistan and India are once again at
their worst. The last thing the two sides needed was controversy over Indian Navy
officer turned RAW agent Kulbhushan Jadhav, who was sentenced to death for not
only espionage but also being behind a series of terrorist attacks in Pakistan.
His conviction has drawn condemnation from across the border with India
calling the death sentence ‗premeditated murder.‘ In India, there was even talk of
severing diplomatic relations with Pakistan.
But as has been the case in the past, the two nuclear-tipped neighbors may
bring yet another surprise, as Foreign Office officials and diplomatic sources do
not rule out the possibility of a meeting between the prime ministers of the two
countries in June.
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The two leaders would be gathering in Astana, Kazakhstan for the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit. The forthcoming summit of SCO, which
comprises countries such as Russia, China and Central Asian States, would
formally admit Pakistan and India as full members.
Diplomatic sources told The Express Tribune that influential countries in the
SCO are pushing Pakistan and India to re-engage in order to ensure that the next
summit is held in a conducive environment.
In fact, Pakistan and India were admitted to the SCO on condition that they
would work together to improve their bilateral ties as well as promote interest of
the organisation. That was one of the main reasons that both Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif and his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi met in Ufa, Russia at the
sidelines of SCO summit in 2015.
―That‘s very much possible,‖ replied a senior Pakistani official when asked
the possibility of a meeting between Nawaz and Modi at the margins of SCO
summit in Astana. The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said
Pakistan had never shied away from the dialogue process. It is India, which has
always been looking for excuses one way or the other to refuse talks, the official
added.
He made it clear that Pakistan did not want that the issue of India spy to
undermine the overall bilateral engagement process with India. ―Kulbhushan is just
one element. The main point is that involvement of Indian state in sponsoring
terrorism in Pakistan has been established.‖ Yet, the government‘s policy of
reaching out to its neighbors has not changed, the official stressed.
While presenting the detailed charge sheet as well as timeline of proceedings
against Kulbhushan, at a news conference in Islamabad last Friday, Prime
Minister‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz called for ‗more active
diplomacy‘ to arrest the slide in bilateral ties between Pakistan and India. His
statement is seen as clear indication that Pakistan is still looking forward to resume
the dialogue process.
Pakistan appreciates China‘s support in fight against terrorism: PM Nawaz
―It is in Pakistan‘s interest to seek rapprochement with India,‖ remarked
defence analyst Lt Gen (retd) Talat Masood. He said Pakistan must continue to
seek dialogue with its estranged neighbour despite current hiccups.
Overall domestic environment in India may not be in favour of talks with
Pakistan, but there are voices now getting traction across the border that New
Delhi will eventually have to talk to Islamabad whether on the issue of current
unrest in Kashmir or the Kulbhushan‘s case.
On the spy controversy, India has already approached Pakistan. The recent
meeting between Indian High Commissioner Gautam Bumbwale and Foreign
Secretary Tehmina Janjua took place at the former‘s request.
Индия пригласит Пакистан на семинар по СААРК (нсмотря на ситуацию
с Ядавом)
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India to invite Pakistan to Saarc seminar
Dawn. 15.04.2017.
saarc-seminar

https://www.dawn.com/news/1327109/india-to-invite-pakistan-to-

NEW DELHI: Despite a bitter row over the death sentence awarded to former
navy commander Kulbhushan Jadhav, India has cleared a proposal to host a
disaster management seminar in Gandhinagar for officials from Pakistan and
other member countries of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation,
the Indian Express said on Friday.
The seminar is likely to be held in May.
―We have finalised the Saarc training plan, and Pakistan will be invited. But it
is up to Islamabad to decide whether it wants to send their representative or not,‖
the paper said, quoting a home ministry official.
The Saarc Disaster Management Centre (SDMC), which was being run from
Delhi since last year, was shifted to the Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management
(GIDM) in January after Pakistan said it had ‗no objection‘ to the move. Other
Saarc nations — Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka
— had already given their nod, officials said.
According to the home ministry‘s proposal, the GIDM will hold a module on
‗application of space technology and managing risks‘ and ‗programme on shortrange regional early warning system‘.
Индия затруднит выдачу виз пакистанцам, если не решится вопрос о
смертной казни Ядаву.
Kulbhushan Jadhav death sentence: New Delhi says go slow on visas for
Pak nationals
Shubhajit
Roy.
The
Indian
Express.
14.04.2017.
http://indianexpress.com/article/india/new-delhi-responds-to-jadhav-death-sentence-go-slow-onvisas-for-pakistan-nationals-4612383/

Kulbhushan Jadhav death sentence: Earlier on Thursday, the government said
it has no knowledge of Jadhav‘s location in Pakistan or his health condition, and
would once again seek consular access.
New Delhi is quietly moving ahead with curbs on visas for Pakistani nationals
visiting India, with artists, singers and actors likely to be the first group to be
singled out for maximum visibility and impact, South Block sources have told The
Indian Express. This is, possibly, the first retaliatory step from India in the wake of
the death sentence handed out to former navy officer Kulbhushan Jadhav by a
secret Pakistani military court on charges of spying. India has maintained that
Jadhav is an ―innocent Indian kidnapped by Pakistan‖.
READ: Pakistan‘s dossier on Karachi network has little evidence to link
Kulbhushan Jadhav to terror
While the initial idea was to block all visas for Pakistani nationals, sources
said, it was decided to ―test‖ the waters by first targeting a ―high visibility‖ group.
Sources said that although there have been no explicit instructions given to the
Indian High Commission in Islamabad, a ―go-slow mode‖ is being activated.
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Officials said the government is toying with the idea of placing a blanket ban,
too. But sources acknowledged that this would be difficult to implement as there
are many categories requiring humanitarian intervention, including patients and
students.
New Delhi and Islamabad are still at loggerheads over the issue of diplomatic
visas over the last six months. After diplomats from both sides were withdrawn last
year, at least 10 diplomatic visas — for diplomats and diplomatic staff — are
pending.
―The present situation, after Jadhav‘s sentencing, is going to get worse. The
missions will have to work with depleted strength for some more months now, it
seems,‖ said sources. Diplomats from the two missions met about three months
ago, when the last tranche of visas for officials and diplomats was cleared.
South Block sources said the government is exploring various diplomatic and
non-diplomatic options ―to corner Pakistan on the issue.‖ ―We are exploring soft as
well as hard options,‖ said a source.
New Delhi will gauge the response from Islamabad, even as it explores
diplomatic and legal options to save Jadhav from the gallows in Pakistan, said
sources.
However, Pakistan appears to have hardened its stance on the issue with its
Army chief Qamar Javed Bajwa telling Corps Commanders at the Rawalpindi
GHQ Thursday that ―no compromise shall be made on such anti-State acts‖, while
referring to Jadhav‘s case.
Earlier on Thursday, the government said it has no knowledge of Jadhav‘s
location in Pakistan or his health condition, and would once again seek consular
access. ―We are making all efforts to get him back but we can‘t reveal the steps
that will be taken to achieve it,‖ said Gopal Baglay, official spokesperson, Ministry
of External Affairs. ―We are in touch with Pakistan through our High Commission
on this immensely important issue.‖
Pakistan has, so far, turned down 13 requests for consular access to Jadhav,
who has been in custody since March last year.
―All our requests for consular access have been denied. The so-called legal
process done by Pakistan was opaque,‖ said Baglay.
Pointing out that on one occasion, Pakistan had said that it would provide
consular access provided India investigate the charges against Jadhav, he said,
―That itself is a proof that they didn‘t have enough evidence. Such a request is also
against the established norms of seeking consular access.‖
Торговля Пакистана с Индией в 2016/17 г.
Pak exports to India grow despite border tensions
The Times of India. 14/04/2017/ http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/pak-exports-to-india-grow-despite-border-tensions/articleshow/58176354.cms
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ISLAMABAD: Despite mounting tension along the border, the trade between
Pakistan and India has remained intact since the beginning of the current fiscal
year, a media report said on Friday.
A report by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) revealed that Pakistan grew its
exports to India during the first eight months of 2016-17 while curtailing imports
by 23 per cent, Dawn online reported.
The trade balance, however, remained in favour of India.
The two countries have long been locked in a bitter rivalry. But worsening
political relations seem to have little impact on bilateral trade relations, according
to trade analysts.
After growing by 14 per cent, exports from Pakistan to India amounted to
$286 million in the July-February period. Imports from India fell 23 per cent to
$958.3 million from $1,244 million recorded a year ago, the SBP report said.
One reason for Pakistan's improved exports to India is high cement demand in
the neighbouring country.
This has offset the negative impact of a decline in Pakistan's cement exports
to Afghanistan and South Africa, reports Dawn online.
The SBP said cement exports continued their downward trend, with the
largest share in the year-on-year decline in the first half of 2016-17 originating
from two markets - South Africa and Afghanistan.
"A slight consolation was continued strong demand for Pakistani cement from
India. This partially offset the declines witnessed in the two other major markets,"
the SBP report said.
Meanwhile in the first eight months of the current fiscal year, Pakistan
recorded a trade deficit of $672 million with India.
The deficit was $993 million in the same period of the last fiscal year.
Only silver lining and possibly positive trend in relationship between two
rivals.
Imports from India in 2015-16 were worth over four times the exports from
Pakistan, a five-year high.
Pakistan imported goods worth $1.8 billion in 2015-16 compared to the
exports of just $400 million, the SBP report added.
Пакистан готов к переговорам с Индией по терроризму.
Pakistan ready for talks with India on terrorism: Foreign Office
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
April
7th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1325394/pakistan-ready-for-talks-with-india-on-terrorism-foreignoffice

ISLAMABAD: The Foreign Office said on Thursday that Pakistan was ready
for dialogue with India on terrorism and would like to discuss Indian role in
subversive activities in Pakistani territory.
―India wants to speak of terrorism! We also insist on speaking of terrorism …
We need to address Indian-sponsored terrorism in Pakistan,‖ FO spokesman
Nafees Zakaria said at the weekly media briefing. He was commenting on the
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Indian reaction to a statement by US Ambassador to UN Nikki Haley in which she
had indicated US interest in mediating between India and Pakistan to prevent the
tensions between the South Asian rivals from escalating.
The spokesman recalled that Kulbhushan Jadhav‘s activities and many other
similar instances were irrefutable proof of Indian involvement in Pakistan.
New Delhi had sharply reacted to Amb Haley‘s statement, saying dialogue
with Pakistan had to be bilateral and could take place in an ―environment free of
terror and violence‖. The strong response from New Delhi forced the State
Department to revert to its traditional position that Pakistan and India needed to
talk directly to each other.
Kabul‘s reservations over border fencing dismissed
―India as usual reacted negatively to the US offer,‖ the spokesman said,
adding that Amb Haley‘s remarks showed that the international community was
taking note of the deteriorating situation in occupied Kashmir.
The spokesman said India would not be allowed to hide behind the bogey of
terrorism. India by playing the terrorism mantra, he said, ―tries to hide the
atrocities in IOK and (is) afraid of being exposed on account of crimes against
humanity committed by the Indian occupation forces in IOK‖.
Mr Zakaria also welcomed another mediation offer from Iran.
The spokesman dismissed Afghan reservations over fencing of border by
Pakistan.
―All the work related to the border management is being done on our side of
the border. Border management measures are being undertaken to tackle terrorists
coming from across the border as well as to protect Pakistani citizens,‖ Mr Zakaria
said.
The army had recently announced that it had begun partial fencing of the
border to prevent unauthorised cross-border movement.
Afghan Foreign Ministry spokesman Ahmed Shakib Mostaghani had warned
Pakistan against what he described as ―unilateral actions by the Pakistani side
along the Durand Line‖ and hinted at a military response.
A similar feud over construction of a border gate at Torkham last year had led
to military exchanges between the two in which both sides suffered casualties.
Afghanistan‘s opposition to border management is rooted in its refusal to
accept the Durand Line as an international border between the two countries.
Assertion by an Afghan member of parliament last week that the Durand Line
should be accepted as border kicked up a political storm in Afghanistan.
Commenting on recent contacts between Pakistan and Afghanistan in the
aftermath of the understanding reached in London, Mr Zakaria said the bilateral
contacts have been useful. ―There is a growing understanding between both the
countries to work together to tackle the common threat of terrorism,‖ he
maintained.
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The FO continued its defence of the Saudi-led Islamic Military Alliance to
Fight Terrorism (IMAFT) and Pakistan‘s participation in it.
―Pakistan‘s endeavour would be that IMAFT serves to bring Muslim
countries together in the fight against terrorism. Both Iran and Saudi Arabia are
brotherly Muslim countries,‖ the spokesman said in response to a question about
the concerns expressed by Iranian envoy about retired Gen Raheel Sharif being
allowed to lead it.
―It is focused on combating terrorism by promoting solidarity and cooperation
among the Muslim countries. It is neither for, nor against any country. The TORs
of IMAFT are yet to be developed,‖ he added.
In a belated reaction to reports that India could be moving away from its
stated policy of No-First Use (NFU) of nuclear weapons towards pre-emptive
strikes, the spokesman termed it risky.
―It goes without saying that the talk about pre-emption in a nuclearised South
Asia is highly irresponsible and dangerous and will not help the cause of
promoting strategic restraint and stability in the region,‖ he said.
He said it had always been Pakistani position that Indian NFU doctrine was
―nothing more than an empty political statement‖.
Тупик в отношениях Пакистана и Индии
Pakistan-India impasse
Yasir
Masood.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1374393/pakistan-india-impasse/
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Despite dangling and dilly-dallying epochs between the two neigbouring
nuclear giants, Pakistan and India must bury the chronic contentions which have
been decaying their relations for such a long time. History witnessed that despite
Herculean struggles while attaining independence in 1947, Pakistan slipped away
from the clutches of the British crown as a determinant country.
Rolling through turns and turmoils, now it is a breathing reality to India and
to the rest of the world that Pakistan is a non-collapsible state, and thus cannot be
failed, frailed or fractured by the external flirtations of the black-eyed states.
Packed with natural resources and human capital, Pakistan is likely aiming to
invigorate its dream of becoming an ‗Asian tiger‘.
Undoubtedly, at present, relations are at stalemate because our neigbouring
geographical giant is in the hands of small-hearted hardliners and hegemonic rightwinged, anti-minorities, anti-Muslim, and anti-Pakistan — the BJP.
Astoundingly, sincere efforts were made by a true statesman like Atal Behari
Vajpayee — India‘s former prime minister from the BJP — who wrote musings in
the quest of better Pakistan-India relations at the dawn of this millennium. Nawaz
Sharif, then prime minister, also resolutely reciprocated. However, hate mongers
on both sides tuned up relations back to the old symphonies.
India needs to stop the wild goose chase while holding hostile, historic
sentiments against Pakistan for today‘s synchronised and moving relations. Lately,
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Islamabad has gone extra miles to call for repeated dialogues which are no less
than an embarrassment now. Meanwhile, India is blatantly abjuring the adherence
of the Simla Agreement and of the composite dialogues: that it will bilaterally
establish peace by finding quick fixes to the issues. For sanity to prevail, truth has
to be given a nod to extricate from the current tailspin between both countries.
Pakistan has a je dure to consider Indian occupied Kashmir (IoK) incumbent to
move forward with the peace process, whereas India winks at the Kashmir issue,
and instead tags terrorism as the real cause of halt in the dialogue process.
Indian-occupied Kashmir — a bleeding thorn — remains unresolved which
surely holds both atomic powers in a ticklish situation for decades. First things
first, India must stop taking the mince out of Kashmiris, Pakistan did not start the
recent uprising in Kashmir and cannot stop it either. In the current insurgency,
about 30,000 Kashmiris have been injured, maimed or bruised in the statesponsored terrorism.
The more New Delhi grinds down the suppressed Kashmiris, the more azadi
(freedom) slogans will zap against Indian defiance. Similar thoughts were
presented by the renowned Indian historian Rajmohan Gandhi — grandson of
Mahatma Gandhi — in The Economic Times last year in September: a de facto
plebiscite already seems to have taken place there. Kashmiris appear to have voted
with untiring throats, with eyes destroyed or deformed by pellets, and with bodies
willing to fall to the ground for what the heart desires. And the vote seems to be for
azadi.
Yashwant Sinha, a former Indian foreign minister from the BJP, also believes
that ―Kashmiris have lost their fear of India.‖ Subduing IoK from the peace talks
will not be a workable solution both for Pakistan and India. Indian-occupied
Kashmir must be accepted as a political problem by India in the first place,
otherwise the South Asian gridlock would remain in a criss-cross.
India must remember that terrorism is an external conspiracy and not the
cause of standstill between both countries. In the 1970s, original sin was
committed by India when terrorism was first entrenched to ignite the separatist
movements against Pakistan. Even today this monster is being fed by India to
destabilise Balochistan and the rest of Pakistan, while supporting extremist
organisations like the Tehreek-e-Taliban-Pakistan (TTP), etc. India should realise
that no other state in the world like Pakistan is undergoing the test and trials
against the horrible and horrendous acts of terrorism. In fact, the Pakistani nation
has epitomised that the callousness of extremists can only be curbed by standing
against them with undying wills and valour. Undoubtedly, these triumphs of
uprooting terrorism/extremism on the part of Pakistan have already been widely
acknowledged by the entire globe but India.
Islamabad does not shy away from talking about terrorism with New Delhi,
but compromise on eroding IoK and other core issues drag the current state at sixes
and sevens. Pakistan has garnered untold lessons from its mistakes of Islamic
extremism and buried the concept of ‗strategic depth‘ to anchor peace in the
region. Unfortunately, extremism and jingoism are frequently reflected in the
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Indian civil society, the media, military and political parties, etc. which are indeed
undermining dangers for a secular India ahead. Albeit, Afghanistan could have
become a bridge of peace between both countries but India‘s proxy with the former
against Pakistan can turn the whole region into a terrible turmoil.
Despite the prevailing grumpy situation between Pakistan and India,
constructive cooperation in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the
Bangladesh–China–India–Myanmar Economic Corridor (BCIM-EC) can carry the
seeds of immense potential to change their fortunes. Economic trajectory of CPEC
can certainly knit together South Asia, Central Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and
Europe. Afghanistan and Iran are also dreaming to partake in CPEC and more
interestingly the quiet rise of Bangladesh and Nepal will likely get a boost from
this game changer project, too.
Historic opportunities are on offer for both countries, as economic transition
is taking place from the west to the east. It is high time to rid from hysteric world
of Pak-India hostility as tri-Star economic chain of Pakistan, India, and China, can
surely stoke tangible prosperity to South Asia and beyond. Regional guild must
harbour some sanity; India has been opposing Saarc which surely breeds more
antagonism in the region.
For peace to make inroads between Pakistan and India, back-channel
diplomacy must be restored. Finally, the media, think tanks, and people-centric
dialogues combined with reciprocal utilisation of prudence and political acumen
can lead to a peaceful and welcome settlement of issues between Pakistan and
India.
Трамп может подключиться к индо-пакистанскому мирному процессу
(Индии это не нравится), - об этом заявила представитель США в ООН.
Trump may get involved in India-Pakistan peace process, Nikki Haley
hints
The Times of India. 4.04.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/trump-may-getinvolved-in-india-pakistan-peace-process-haley/articleshow/58001768.cms

UNITED NATIONS: The US said on Monday that it would try and "find its
place" in efforts to de-escalate Indo-Pak tensions and not wait till "something
happens", indicating that President Donald Trump could play a role in such
endeavours.
"It's absolutely right that this administration is concerned about the
relationship between India and Pakistan and very much wants to see how we deescalate any sort of conflict going forward," US ambassador to the UN Nikki
Haley told reporters here, signalling an apparent change in the US stance of not
engaging in Indo-Pak disputes.
Haley, a senior Indian-American member of the Trump cabinet, said she
expects that the administration is going to be in talks and try and "find its place to
be a part of that (de-escalating tensions)".
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"We don't think, we should wait till something happens," she said while
addressing a press conference after assuming the role of President of the Security
Council for the month of April.
She made the remarks when asked if the US can make any efforts to get India
and Pakistan together for peace talks as tensions between the two South Asian
neighbours over Kashmir have risen.
"We very much think that we should be proactive in the way that we are
seeing tensions rise and conflicts start to bubble up and so we want to see if we can
be a part of that," Haley said.
"So I think that will be something that you will see members of the National
Security Council participate in but also wouldn't be surprised if the President
participates in that as well," she said.
The remarks are the first time that Haley, as a member of the Trump cabinet,
has addressed tensions between India and Pakistan.
The previous administration under President Barack Obama had maintained
that Kashmir was a bilateral issue between the two South Asian neighbours.
Former state department spokesman John Kirby had said that the issue of
Kashmir was for the two nations to work out and the US had no role to play in it.
The US had also said it was for India and Pakistan to determine the pace,
scope and character of talks on the Kashmir issue.
Trump can jump and pump wherever in the world. If things don't move
forward the way we like...screw him too.
India has strongly maintained that Kashmir was a bilateral issue with Pakistan
and has ruled out any third party mediation, including either by the UN or the US.
Pakistan, on the other hand, constantly raises the Kashmir issue at various UN
fora and was ready to have interlocutors from both the world body as well as from
Washington to resolve the issue.
Индия пытается изолировать Пакистан (в т.ч. Резолюция ООН 1267).
Китай помогает Пакистану
Isolating Pakistan
Mohsin Raza Malik. The Nation. March 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/22-Mar2017/isolating-pakistan

China, an ‗all-weather‘ ally of Pakistan, recently foiled a cunningly-designed
Indian diplomatic move at the United Nations Security Council‘s 1267 Sanctions
Committee. This Indian move was primarily aimed at building pressure on
Pakistan vis-à-vis cross-border terrorism after getting the names of a number of
Pakistan-based ‗individuals and entities‘ included in the so-called 1267 sanctions
regime. This is not the first Indian diplomatic assault on Pakistan. In fact, India has
proactively launched a concerted diplomatic onslaught against Pakistan to isolate
the latter internationally. For this purpose, India is actively endeavouring to tarnish
the positive image of Pakistan in the world through its ‗negative branding‘.
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Testifying before the Senate Armed Service Committee two weeks ago, the
Commander of US Central Command (Centcom) General Joseph Votel said that
India‘s policy of ‗diplomatic isolation‘ of Pakistan was a hindrance to improve ties
between the two countries. While addressing a large public rally in Indian state of
Kerala last year, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi publically vowed to
spearhead a global campaign to isolate Pakistan in the world. In fact, India had
already launched its multi-faceted diplomatic initiatives against Pakistan. After last
year‘s Uri attack, it just intensified its diplomatic maneuvering internationally to
achieve this very objective which has somehow become the cornerstone of its
foreign policy. For this single purpose, it is extensively employing the primary
tools of conventional and non-conventional diplomacy in the world. Moreover, it is
also readily exploiting all the potential multilateral forums, ranging from the UN to
BRICS, SAARC, HoA-IP etc., ignoring altogether the things like diplomatic
niceties, etiquette and protocols.
In the face of balance of power between India and Pakistan vis-à-vis the
nuclear as well as conventional military strength, India has somehow evolved a
hostile diplomatic strategy to harm its arch foe- Pakistan. Aimed at isolating
Pakistan in the world, this diplomatic strategy essentially comprises three major
elements or components. First of all, this three-prong strategy observably includes
a proactive diplomatic propaganda against Pakistan regarding ‗exporting‘ terrorism
to other countries in the region, especially India and Afghanistan.
While addressing the Joint Meeting of the US Congress in Washington last
year, Indian PM Modi pointed his finger at Pakistan for ―harbouring, supporting
and sponsoring terrorists‖.
He also urged the US to ―deepen security cooperation‖ with India to isolate
Pakistan. Similarly, Indian Home Minister Rajnath Singh also spoke against
Pakistan at the SAARC conference in Islamabad in August last year. He talked of
isolating those ―who provide support, encouragement, sanctuary, safe haven or any
assistance to terrorism and terrorists‖.
Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj hurled similar allegations
against Pakistan while addressing the 71st session of UNGA in New York in
September last year. She accused Pakistan of ―nurturing, peddling and exporting‖
terrorism.
Pakistan bashing also continued at the BRICS Summit 2016. At this summit,
Indian PM Modi called Pakistan ―mothership‘ of terrorism after declaring that
―terrorism has become its favourite child‖.
Pakistan was also, directly and indirectly, targeted and criticised during the
Sixth Ministerial Conference of Heart of Asia- Istanbul Process (HoA-IP) in India.
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani openly accused Pakistan of launching an
‗undeclared war‘ on Afghanistan by covertly supporting various terror networks.
Similarly, Indian PM Modi also called for taking strict measures ―against those
who support, shelter and finance terrorists‖.
―Silence and inaction against terrorism in Afghanistan and our region will
only embolden terrorists and their masters‖, he maintained. And finally, India‘s
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latest move at the UNSC‘s 1267 Sanctions Committee simply indicates how
desperate and persistent India is in achieving the primary goal of its foreign policy.
The second component of India‘s current hostile diplomatic strategy against
Pakistan relates to its international relations. At present, India is enjoying cordial
relations with a large number of sovereign states across the world. So India is
extensively utilising these bilateral ties to advance it primary foreign policy goal of
isolating Pakistan.
For this particular purpose, it has also fostered strategic and economic
cooperation with a number of independent countries in the world.
India‘s ‗strategic partnership‘ with Afghanistan speaks volumes about this.
So are the rapidly-growing US-India strategic and defense ties.
The nature of current India-Iran bond also substantiates this fact.
Similarly, somehow isolating Pakistan regionally, India has succeeded in
uniting the other SAARC countries under its umbrella after actively mobilising the
BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiatives for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation) forum.
For the last few years, India has also been keenly trying to substantially
improve its bilateral ties with the important Arab states.
The third important component of India‘s Anti-Pakistan diplomatic
maneuverings involves excessive exploitation of certain so-called nationalist-cumseparatist movements in Pakistan, especially in the province of Baluchistan.
India is trying to portray Pakistan as a country which is harshly suppressing
the just nationalist movements on its soil through brutally employing its security
apparatus.
It is also projecting and supporting various self-exiled so-called Baloch
nationalist leaders.
Apparently, India is desirous of undermining Pakistan‘s credentials to
condemn and criticise atrocities committed by Indian security forces in the
disputed state of J&K.
Presently China is the only significant country in the world which is actively
countering India‘s current diplomatic onslaught against Pakistan.
It has long been proactively protecting the paramount interests of Pakistan at
the formal international forums, including the UN, as it has just thwarted India‘s
cunning move against Pakistan at the UNSC‘s 1267 Sanctions Committee.
It is also safeguarding the national interests of Pakistan regarding the
proposed admission of new members to Nuclear Supplier Group.
Similarly, forcefully rejecting India‘s uncalled for malicious propaganda
against Pakistan at the last BRICS Summit, China stood by its ‗time-tested‘ ally
and asked the world community to acknowledge Pakistan‘s ―great sacrifices‖.
Though India has not significantly achieved in its nefarious diplomatic
objectives against Pakistan so far, yet it has to some extent succeeded in isolating
Pakistan in the region.
Afghanistan and Iran, once the friendly countries with Pakistan, are now
closer to India than Pakistan.
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Except Pakistan, all SAARC countries have become satellites of India in the
region.
This is the reason as soon as India refused to attend the scheduled 19th
SAARC Summit at Islamabad last year, the four other important SAARC
countries- Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka- instantly pulled out of
this Summit.
Through its aggressive diplomatic propaganda against Pakistan, India has also
succeeded in persuading the US, the super power in the unipolar world, to jump on
its Anti-Pakistan bandwagon.
Therefore, now the US is not supporting the stance of Pakistan vis-à-vis
various crucial issues at the multilateral forums like the UNSC, NSG etc.
The US has declined to subsidize the sale of eight F-16 fighter jets to
Pakistan.
Last year, the US also suspended the $300 million tranche of its finical
assistance for Pakistan military from the Coalition Support Fund (CSF).
Moreover, the US government also recently imposed sanctions on seven
Pakistan entities for their alleged association with Pakistan‘s missile programme
by adding them to Export Administration Regulation (EAR) list.
President Donald Trump is being widely dubbed as Islamophobic and antiPakistan.
He may easily fall prey to hostile anti-Pakistan lobbyists and Indian
propagandists in the Unites states.
Similarly, the broader US strategic interests in the South Asian region may
also compel President Trump to further strengthen its bilateral ties with India.
Certainly, a hostile US-India strategic bond in our region will badly damage
Pakistan‘s interests.
Presently many European countries are also being attacked by the Middle
East-based terrorist outfits.
Theses terror attacks have given rise to strong anti-terrorism and anti-Islam
sentiments in the Europe.
Therefore, at this critical juncture, the terror-related Indian propaganda
against Pakistan would severely tarnish the very image of Pakistan in the West.
Besides adversely affecting Pakistan‘s trade ties with the EU countries, it
would also cause extreme hardship to millions of overseas Pakistanis there.
India‘s current diplomatic maneuvering against Pakistan would also harm
Pakistan‘s ‗Kashmir cause‘ by undermining its very position and capacity to
internationally demand a just settlement of this longstanding dispute.
If Pakistan is internationally portrayed as a country which victimises the
nationalists inside its own territory, it would no longer in a position to condemn
and highlight the brutalities committed by India security forces in the held valley.
Similarly, the negative branding of Pakistan would also impair its capacity to
play any positive or constructive role in the Afghan affairs to bring durable peace
in Afghanistan.
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At the moment, Pakistan direly needs to evolve a comprehensive diplomatic
strategy to proactively counter India‘s aggressive diplomatic onslaught against it.
И Трамп, и Моди беспокоят существующий миропорядок
The US contagion – from Trump to Modi
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1360063/us-contagion-trump-modi/
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There are many similarities — but also some differences — between Donald
Trump‘s unexpected victory in the United States presidential election on
November 8 and the lop-sided triumph of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the
elections in the populous state of Uttar Pradesh (UP). UP with 220 million people
is India‘s largest state; possibly also its poorest. It also has a large Muslim minority
estimated at 20 per cent of the population. Until the 2014 elections that the BJP
won and put Narendra Modi in power, it was also home to the Congress party. For
the last decade or so the state has been under the control of a regional party with no
national presence. This was becoming the trend in national politics which the BJP
has been able to reverse.
The BJP‘s election campaign was led by Narendra Modi, the Indian prime
minister. There is no doubt that Modi drew a number of lessons from the Trump
phenomenon. The most important of these is that the people all across the world
feel extremely unsettled by what is happening to them and to the environments in
which they live. What is generally referred to as the process of globalisation
resulted in sharp improvements in worker productivity which, in turn, quickened
the pace of economic growth. It also produced income inequalities. Perceptions
about the causes of inequality were different between the people in developed
countries and emerging nations. Those who were left behind in the West — in the
United States and in Europe — blamed their situation on job losses caused by
international trade. Those who lived in poor countries blamed the governments for
not helping them. Since those who feel deprived constitute a significant proportion
of the voting population — about 30 per cent in the United States and 60 per cent
in India — their grievances need to be addressed by the people they elect.
There is a growing belief that only strong leaders can orchestrate and
implement the needed change. The World Values Survey found that between the
mid-1990s and the early part of this decade, 25 of 30 countries that responded to its
survey in both time periods saw a significant increase in the number of people and
their proportion in the population who agreed that having a strong leader who does
not have to bother with the constraints imposed by legislatures. Parliament or
elections would be good for their country.
According to Ruchir Sharma, the chief global strategist at Morgan Stanley
Investment Management, ―In India, support for this proposition spiked to 70 per
cent from 44 per cent, the highest level after Ukraine. India also ranked near the
bottom in popular support for private enterprise, alongside former Communist bloc
nations like Russia and Ukraine.‖ But what should the strong leaders do in case
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they are handed the reins of power? Citizens in developed and developing
countries gave different answers to this question.
In the United States, the Trump supporter wanted the country pulled out of
multilateral trade arrangements such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
and the North America Free Trade Area. Both were seen as cutting into America‘s
sovereignty. By raising the slogan of ―America First,‖ Donald Trump gave a clear
signal that his administration had little interest in working within multi-country
frameworks. Narendra Modi read his country‘s mood differently and in responding
to it, he made a 180 degrees turn in his policy preferences. He had won the 2014
election by promising ―minimum government, maximum governance.‖ The private
sector was to be given a lot of space and the government and its regulatory systems
would be streamlined so that there was little interference. He talked about bringing
foreign capital in the form of investments by large multinational enterprises by
giving them tax incentives. Alleviating poverty and reducing income inequality
were not high on the agenda. That has all changed. Once again quoting from the
Sharma article, now Modi talks ―only of helping the poor, providing loan waivers
to farmers, giving out free cylinders of gas and cleansing the system of corruption
and the streets of filth.‖
Trump, on the other hand, has shown little interest in helping the poor. While
the disadvantaged put him in power, his inclination is to help the rich gain even
more. The approach to the health system that took shape during the Obama
presidency is to put in place that will help the poor and punish the poor.
Both Trump and Modi are nationalists, interested in advancing their own
citizenry and not concerned about the world that begins at their borders. It is of no
interest to them that what they do at home could alienate their neighbours. Trump
has already disturbed the Mexicans; Modi has adopted a highly aggressive
approach towards Pakistan, India‘s long-estranged neighbour. Like Trump, Modi
seems not be interested in forging regional associations. He, too, believes in ―India
First.‖
Both Trump and Modi are disturbing the established political and economic
orders. Given the size of these two countries the public policy approaches adopted
will have global consequences.
После выборов в 5-ти штатах Индии позиция Моди относительно
Пакистана может смягчиться.
After state polls, Modi softens up on talks with Pakistan
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
20th,
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ISLAMABAD: New Delhi appears to be ready to re-engage with Islamabad
after months of tensions between the two nuclear-armed neighbours as the second
Indian official delegation arrived in Pakistan on Sunday in less than 10 days.
Following the recent visit of Indian parliamentarians including members from
the ruling Bharatia Janata Party (BJP) and opposition Congress, to attend a meeting
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of Asian Parliamentary Association, a 10-member Indian delegation is in Pakistan
for talks on water issues.
The flurry of visits suggests that India seems to be revisiting its hardline
policy on Pakistan after Indian Prime Minister Narendara Modi‘s BJP further
strengthened its grip on power following the ruling party‘s massive win in recent
state elections including in UP.
The meeting of Indus waters commissioners scheduled to begin today
(Monday) will be the first formal engagement since relationship between the two
countries nosedived in September last year after the attack on Indian military base
in Uri.
Does this apparent policy shift lead to structured dialogue between the two
countries?
Officials in Pakistan are cautious over the development. A senior Foreign
Office official while speaking on condition of anonymity told The Express Tribune
that Pakistan must not read too much into these recent moves by India.
―India may be willing to send its delegation for Indus waters commissioners
meeting, but it remains to be seen if this will lead to further normalisation,‖ added
the official.
Pakistan believes that India is not doing any favour by sending its delegation
for the talks on water issues, which many analysts believe, if not handled properly
could lead to further escalation in tensions.
India under the 1960 Indus Water Treaty is bound to hold such meetings with
Pakistan, another official pointed out.
But the current meeting of Indus Water Commissioners is significant in the
sense that Indian Prime Minister Narendara Modi threatened to revoke the water
accord with Pakistan.
Analysts believe that Modi might have used the water card for domestic
audience and since elections were over in India, therefore he has now decided to
reopen the channel of communications with Pakistan.
Since September last year, Modi government followed a more aggressive
policy towards Pakistan. The main aim of that approach was to isolate Pakistan
diplomatically by blaming it for sponsoring terrorism in India.
That approach might have achieved partial success when India persuaded
smaller countries in the region to boycott South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) summit scheduled to be held in Islamabad in November last
year.
But, overall Modi‘s policy on Pakistan finds little traction as regional powers
such as Russia and China have refused to toe India‘s line.
Recently, top US commander also questioned India‘s policy saying Modi
government‘s efforts to isolate Pakistan diplomatically was troubling.
The statement by CENTCOM chief General Joseph Votel suggested that the
Trump administration will likely persuade India to review its tough policy on
Pakistan. US is concerned that increased tensions between Pakistan and India
could be detrimental for the mission Afghanistan.
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Since Pentagon suggested troops surge in Afghanistan, the role of Pakistan
has once again become critical for the US to ensure elusive peace in the war-torn
country.
These factors could be the reason that India is now willing to revive some
contacts with Pakistan, commented Dr Ishtiaq Ahmed, who is closely following
such regional developments.
However, Dr Ishtiaq was skeptical if the recent moves could lead to more
meaningful engagement between the two countries.
The reason, he pointed out, is the timing. He said Pakistan would be in
election mode within few months and in this situation Indian government is
unlikely to restore structured dialogue process.
In a recent interview to a private TV channel, Pakistan‘s High Commissioner
to New Delhi Abdul Basit was also not optimistic about the resumption of
structured dialogue between the two countries.
Индия прочувственно отнеслась к проблемам воды в Пакистане
(остановлены гидроработы на сооружении ГЭС 120MW Miyar).
India takes Pak water woes seriously
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. March 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Mar2017/india-takes-pak-water-woes-seriously

Withdraws design of Miyar project, Pledges to consider objections over two
other hydropower projects
Islamabad - After Pakistan‘s objection, India has withdrawn the design of
120MW Miyar hydropower project, located across Miyar Nalla in Indian Occupied
Kashmir.
A communiqué issued here said that during two-day meeting of the
Permanent Indus Commission (PIC) discussions were held on India‘s proposed
Miyar, Lower Kalnai and Pakal Dul hydropower projects as well as on matters
pertaining to exchange of data and conducting tours and meetings of the PIC.
The 113th Meeting of PIC was held on March 20-21 after a gap of almost two
years – last such meeting took place in May 2015 in New Delhi. Water experts
from both the countries opened first round of talks here on Monday. The Indian
Indus Water Commissioner PK Saxena and Pakistan‘s Indus Water Commissioner
Mirza Asif Baig led their respective teams.
The long pause occurred after Pakistan‘s Indus Waters Commissioner
announced the failure of the talks after protracted discussions at commission level
in 111th meeting of PIC in Jan-Feb 2015 on the design aspects of Kishanganga and
Ratle hydroelectric plants that India is constructing on Kishanganga/ Neelum River
(a tributary of Jhelum River) and Chenab River respectively.
Permanent Indus Commission has discussed three ongoing hydroelectric
projects on Chenab in held Kashmir including Pakal Dul project (1,000MW),
Miyar (120MW) and Lower Kalnai hydropower project (48MW).
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According the communiqué India has withdrawn its design of Miyar project,
as Pakistan had made objections on it in the previous meetings of the commission.
The hydroelectric project is located at Miyar Nalla, a right-bank main tributary of
River Chenab.
An official source told The Nation that the project has been under discussion
between the two states since 108th PIC meeting.
Pakistan had raised objection on the freeboard of the project as it wanted it to
be 1m, and India had agreed to this demand in 111th Meeting of the PIC, the
official said.
On the pondage, Pakistan has estimated pondage of the project at 0.28 million
m3. According the Pakistan stand the subsequent DSL is at 2842.91 Masl which is
5.68m higher than India‘s DSL i.e. 2837.23 masl.
Besides this, Pakistan has proposed a surface gated free-overflow spillway
design. In addition, Pakistan has also highlighted an anomaly in India‘s spillway
design that it can pass the design flood of 832 m3/S with water level 4m below the
DSL.
On intake of the project, Pakistan has proposed to adopt a surface intake
instead of submerged intake. Surface intake is more treaty compliant and
preferable to prevent the coarse sediment ingress into the power tunnel, the official
said.
In the discussions on the other two projects, Indian side agreed to reconsider
Pakistan‘s observations and to respond to those in the next meeting of the
Commission.
Pakistan‘s prior objections related to pondage and freeboard of Lower Kalnai
and freeboard and spillway of Pakal Dul Hydropower projects.
The communiqué further said that Indian side also agreed to tour of inspection
for Pakistan‘s Indus Commission which is expected to be arranged before August
2017.
During the first day of PIC meeting Pakistan side demanded the Indian
commission allow visit to the sites of three controversial hydropower projects
located in Occupied Kashmir, but the Indian side declined the demand, saying that
the condition in the hydroelectric project area was not conducive for the visits, a
source said. However, during second day of the talks they showed their readiness
to arrange a visit after the snow melting.
Pakistan side demanded India to provide the outflows from Baglihar and Salal
dams (on Chenab river) during flood season to issue flood early warnings. Indian
side agreed to consider Pakistan‘s request and it is expected that India would start
providing the required data starting from the coming flood season.
An official source told The Nation that the project has been under discussion
between the two states since 108th PIC meeting.
Pakistan had raised objection on the freeboard of the project as it wanted it to
be 1m, and India had agreed to this demand in 111th Meeting of the PIC, the
official said.
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On the pondage, Pakistan has estimated pondage of the project at 0.28 million
m3. According the Pakistan stand the subsequent DSL is at 2842.91 Masl which is
5.68m higher than India‘s DSL i.e. 2837.23 masl.
Besides this, Pakistan has proposed a surface gated free-overflow spillway
design. In addition, Pakistan has also highlighted an anomaly in India‘s spillway
design that it can pass the design flood of 832 m3/S with water level 4m below the
DSL.
On intake of the project, Pakistan has proposed to adopt a surface intake
instead of submerged intake. Surface intake is more treaty compliant and
preferable to prevent the coarse sediment ingress into the power tunnel, the official
said.
In the discussions on the other two projects, Indian side agreed to reconsider
Pakistan‘s observations and to respond to those in the next meeting of the
Commission.
Pakistan‘s prior objections related to pondage and freeboard of Lower Kalnai
and freeboard and spillway of Pakal Dul Hydropower projects.
The communiqué further said that Indian side also agreed to tour of inspection
for Pakistan‘s Indus Commission which is expected to be arranged before August
2017.
During the first day of PIC meeting Pakistan side demanded the Indian
commission allow visit to the sites of three controversial hydropower projects
located in Occupied Kashmir, but the Indian side declined the demand, saying that
the condition in the hydroelectric project area was not conducive for the visits, a
source said. However, during second day of the talks they showed their readiness
to arrange a visit after the snow melting.
Pakistan side demanded India to provide the outflows from Baglihar and Salal
dams (on Chenab river) during flood season to issue flood early warnings. Indian
side agreed to consider Pakistan‘s request and it is expected that India would start
providing the required data starting from the coming flood season.
В проблему водораздела р.Инд вмешались США и ВБ – Индия
решилась вернуться к переговорам о сооружении ГЭС Kishanganga и Ratle
hydropower projects в апреле 2017 г.
High-level ‗water talks‘ with India from next month
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, March 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1321807/highlevel-water-talks-with-india-from-next-month

ISLAMABAD: The Indian delegation led by India‘s Indus Water
Commissioner P.K. Saxena (left) holds talks with his Pakistani counterpart Mirza
Asif Baig on Monday on water disputes between the two countries.
ISLAMABAD: India has decided to return to the negotiating table with
Pakistan over its disputed hydropower projects in April, following the intervention
of the US and the World Bank.
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Water and Power Minister Khawaja Mohammad Asif said on Monday that the
two nations would hold three-day secretary-level talks on the Kishanganga and
Ratle hydropower projects, under the aegis of the World Bank, in Washington
from April 11.
Speaking on the sidelines of the two-day talks between Indus water
commissioners from both sides, the minister, who also holds the portfolio for
defence, welcomed the Indian decision to resume negotiations under the 1960
Indus Waters Treaty on the proposed Pakul Dal, Miyar and Lower Kalnai
hydropower projects, disputed by Pakistan.
―The US has intervened at the highest level to help both countries resolve the
issue. There will be secretary-level talks on the Ratle and Kishanganga
hydropower projects in Washington on April 11, 12 and 13,‖ he said at a press
conference.
Khawaja Asif says US, World Bank helped bring India to the table;
admits Kishanganga will affect power generation at Neelum-Jhelum
―We are happy that India has finally agreed to resume talks at the commission
level. We welcome this decision and the visit of the Indian delegation,‖ he added.
The 10-member Indian delegation currently in Islamabad is led by Indian
Indus Water Commissioner P.K. Saxena.
Khawaja Asif said Pakistan would be in a position to protect its rights on
Ratle hydroelectric project, adding that the country‘s stance had not been negated
at any level. He refused to speculate whether or not the water talks could ultimately
lead to the resumption of composite dialogue.
―We want that India should share the design of the three proposed projects,
and if they hurt Pakistan‘s interests, then objections will be raised at the
appropriate forum; this is our right. Since the treaty was signed, 116 project
inspection visits have been undertaken,‖ he said.
Pakistan has been protesting over the design and construction of the two
projects — the 330MW Kishanganga hydroelectric project and the 850MW Ratle
hydroelectric project in India-held Jammu and Kashmir. Islamabad has been
demanding international arbitration through the World Bank — the so-called
guarantor of the 1960 treaty.
The minister said Pakistan had decided to seek international arbitration
following the failure of secretary-level talks on Ratle on July 14-15 in New Delhi.
Pakistan, he said, had objection over the project design. The minister claimed
that the World Bank-sponsored International Court of Arbitration had given its
verdict in Pakistan‘s favour over the Kishanganga project and Islamabad was now
demanding that it be implemented.
A former water and power secretary, however, disagreed. He was of the
opinion that Islamabad‘s main objection over the diversion of the river waters by
India was not entertained by the International Court of Arbitration because
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authorities could not establish through evidence its water uses from the Line of
Control to Muzaffarabad.
The minister, however, conceded that Kishanganga would affect the
generation capacity of the 969MW Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower plant, which is
located downstream of the proposed Indian project, by about 10pc.
The minister said the two-day talks on 1,000MW Pakul Dal, 120MW Miyar
and 48MW Lower Kalnai projects would be led from the Pakistani side by Mirza
Asif Beg, Pakistan‘s Indus Water Commissioner.
He said India had not shared the design of these projects with Pakistan, as
required under the treaty, adding that Islamabad had serious reservations over these
projects and believed they would give India the capacity to impede water flows to
Pakistan.
He said Pakistan always believed the accord was one of the few international
treaties capable of resolving serious disputes over water reservoirs through
peaceful means and sanctity of the treaty and resolutions of dispute though this was
in the interest of the two nations.
In July 2016, a high-level delegation headed by the water and power secretary
had visited New Delhi to discuss these projects, but India‘s inflexible attitude
resulted in their failure to reach a conclusion. After this, Pakistan decided to
approach the Permanent Court of Arbitration against India.
Last September, Pakistan approached the World Bank when Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi threatened to revoke the 56-year-old treaty following the
Uri attack.
Under the treaty, the World Bank has an important role in establishment of
the Court of Arbitration.
Переговоры по Договору о разделе вод р.Инд начались.
Pak-India water talks resume today
The News. 20.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/193429-Pak-India-water-talksresume-today

Indian delegation reaches Islamabad; Pakistan says it will continue making
efforts for resolution of issues according to Indus Waters Treaty; expects other
side will reciprocate the goodwill
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Sunday said it believed that continuation of
purposeful talks with sincere efforts from both sides would lead to resolution of the
matters at the Permanent Indus Commission level in accordance with the
provisions of the Indus Waters Treaty which was a symbol of peaceful
management of trans-boundary resources.
The press statement was issued in connection with the 113th Meeting of
Permanent Indus Commission, which begins today (Monday).
It said Pakistan would continue making efforts for resolution of the matters
according to the Indus Waters Treaty provisions and ―expects that our goodwill
will be reciprocated by the Indian side‖.
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The official statement appreciated India‘s decision to resume the regular talks
and welcomed the Indian delegation to Islamabad.
The two-day meeting is taking place after almost two years, with the last
round held in May 2015. The long pause occurred after Pakistan‘s Indus Waters
Commissioner announced the failure of the talks after protracted discussions at
commission level in 111th meeting of PIC in Jan-Feb 2015 on the design aspects
of Kishanganga and Ratle hydroelectric plants that India is constructing on
Kishanganga/ Neelum River (a tributary of Jhelum River) and Chenab River
respectively.
Though India had offered to continue discussing the matters at the
commission level, Pakistan could not afford delay in the resolution process as
construction of the two projects was in progress.
After a two-day meeting between the secretary water and power and the
Indian secretary for water resources in New Delhi on July last year, the two
disputed matters have been referred for third party resolution through the World
Bank. Pakistan has been pursuing the matter of regular meetings of the Permanent
Indus Commission with India to bring the other remaining issues under discussion.
Despite various media statements causing speculations, Pakistan showed
restraint and kept on making efforts for resumption of commission level talks.
The agenda of the two-day talks includes discussions on the design aspects of
Pakal Dul, Lower Kalnai and Miyar hydroelectric plants, flood data supply by
India and the tour programme of inspection and meetings by Pakistan and India to
the sites of their interest in the Indus Basin, the statement concluded.
Our correspondent adds from Lahore: Earlier, a 10-member delegation of
Indian Indus Waters Commission led by PK Saxena arrived through the Wagah
border to take part in the meeting. Later, the delegation members and their host left
for federal capital soon after their arrival on Sunday.
During the talks, both sides will also discuss arrangements regarding
communication of advance information of water flow during the coming flood
season.
Moreover, Pakistan will put forward a proposal of deploying a monitoring
mechanism to assess the adverse affects of climate change on the water flows of
Indus rivers system during the meeting.
As per the fourth point of agenda of the 113th meeting of Permanent Indus
Waters Commission, Pakistan has communicated to India that discussion would be
held on the monitoring of the parameters relevant to the climate change for the
Indus system‘s rivers.
―As climate change would influence the flow of the rivers, so it cannot be
excluded from the treaty framework,‖ said a senior official of Pakistan‘s Indus
Waters Commission.
―Furthermore, Paragraph 29 of Annexure G of Indus Waters Treaty mentions
the international conventions and customary international law. Under these, the
environment and climate change cannot be excluded,‖ he added.
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Индийская актриса Kalki Koechlin считает, что Индия и Пакистан совсем
разные.
India and Pakistan remarkably different countries: Kalki Koechlin
The Express Tribune. 18.03.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1304146/india-pakistanremarkably-different-countries-kalki-koechlin/

Bollywood actor Kalki Koechlin says India and Pakistan are remarkably different countries.

The Dev D actor, who collaborated with acclaimed Pakistani filmmaker
Sabiha Sumar on Azmaish, opened up about her experience of travelling across the
two countries in connection with the documentary.
―Usually, we see the two countries through the prism of conflict. Or cricket,
which is also conflict. With Azmaish, we try to understand India-Pakistan from a
different perspective. It arises from the need to know this person across the border,
without the media or the politics playing a role. It‘s about what the common man
on the street has to say,‖ Kalki told Indian Express.
Speaking about the differences between Indian and Pakistan, she said, ―I
realised that despite the obvious similarities in culture and language, India and
Pakistan are vastly different nations. Both have glaring issues and need to look
inward, rather than point fingers at each other. The project made us wonder if we
are looking for a religious identity in India now, and what that did to Pakistan.‖
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The actor said the time was ripe for greater cultural exchanges between the
two nations. ―More than ever now, the two countries need to continue cultural
exchanges and promote debate,‖ she said.
On her interactions with people in connection with the documentary, the Dev
D actor said, ―I met some girls in Pakistan who told me about their secret ambition
of wanting to act when they grow up but how society wouldn‘t permit. We met
some feudal landlords in Pakistan, and one of them was very open to conversation
despite the fact that we criticised his lot.‖
Kalki was all praise for award-winning filmmaker Sabiha, ―She was very
brave, and travelled to areas in Pakistan where she was the only woman, and
debated with religious figures.‖
―She is way more experienced than I am. She is a very sensitive person, and
that‘s where we connect the most. She fears that India is moving towards
extremism, and I try and tell her that we are too diverse for one person to rule the
discourse,‖ the actor added.
Индия резко против образования 5-й провинции в Пакистане – ГилгитБалтистан
‗No rethink on Gilgit-Baltistan‘
The Hindu. 17.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/no-rethink-on-gilgitbaltistan/article17489001.ece?homepage=true

Delhi rejects Pak. move to integrate province, rebuffs comments on
Assemanand
Taking strong exception to Pakistan‘s plans to turn Gilgit-Baltistan region
into a province, India on Thursday asserted that the entire State of Jammu and
Kashmir, including Gilgit-Baltistan constitutes its sovereign territory.
―The position of the government regarding Jammu and Kashmir is well
known. The entire State of Jammu and Kashmir acceded to India in 1947. It has
been, is and will always be an integral part of India. A part of Jammu and Kashmir
has been under illegal occupation of Pakistan. Any unilateral step by Pakistan to
alter the status of that part will have no basis in law and will be completely
unacceptable,‖ said the MEA pokesperson.
The response from the MEA followed reports from Pakistan that a committee
has suggested integration of Gilgit-Baltistan into the federal structure of Pakistan.
The recommendation is unique as despite being part of Pakistan since the first
India-Pakistan war of 1947, Gilgit-Baltistan is the only geographical unit which
has so far not sent members to the Pakistan National Assembly. Gilgit-Baltistan is
significant for Pakistan as it hosts a part of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
On Wednesday, addressing a security conference in the capital, Jammu and
Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti spoke favourably about the CPEC which
passes through Gilgit-Baltistan. ―China and Pakistan have economic corridor. Why
can‘t we be partners to the corridor? Pakistan wants us to be part of the CPEC. We
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should join,‖ Ms Mufti had said. However, the MEA reiterated its opposition to the
CPEC .
Asked about Pakistan having expressed concern over acquittal of
Assemanand in the Ajmer Sharif blast case, Mr. Baglay said India completely
rejects Pakistan's ―efforts and intention to meddle‖ in the country's internal affairs,
including in the Indian judicial process. ―We also reject the ulterior link which is
sought to be established by Pakistan with any other matter under the purview of
Indian courts. .‖
Индия строит гидроэлектростанцию в своем оккупированном Кашмире
Troubled waters: India fast-tracks hydro projects in held Kashmir
Dawn. Mar 16, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320850/troubled-waters-india-fasttracks-hydro-projects-in-held-kashmir

Excavators are used to dig earth at the dam site of Kishanganga power project in Gurez, 160 km (99 miles) north of Srinagar.

India has fast-tracked hydropower projects worth $15 billion in India-held
Kashmir in recent months, three federal and state officials said, ignoring warnings
from Islamabad that power stations on rivers flowing into Pakistan will disrupt
water supplies.
The swift approval of projects that had languished for years came after Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi suggested last year that sharing the waterways
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could be conditional on Pakistan clamping down on anti-India militants that New
Delhi says it shelters.
Pakistan has opposed some of these projects before, saying they violate a
World Bank-mediated treaty on the sharing of the Indus river and its tributaries
upon which 80pc of its irrigated agriculture depends.
The schemes, the largest of which is the 1,856-megawatt (MW) Sawalkote
plant, will take years to complete, but their approval could prove a flashpoint
between the nuclear-armed neighbors at a time when relations are at a low ebb.
"I say the way you look at these projects, it is not purely a hydro project.
Broaden it to a strategic water management, border management problem, and then
you put in money," said Pradeep Kumar Pujari, a top ranking official in India's
power ministry.
Pakistan denies any involvement in the 28-year armed insurgency in held
Kashmir and has repeatedly urged New Delhi to hold talks to decide the future of
the region.
Foreign ministry spokesman Nafees Zakaria said he would confer with the
Ministry of Water and Power on the proposed Indian projects, saying it was a
technical matter.
He noted, however, that India would be attending a regular meeting of the
Indus Commission later this month in Lahore, even though the broader peace
dialogue was on hold.
"It seems that finally India has realised the importance of this mechanism
under the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT) for resolving water disputes related to the
Indus water and its tributaries."
Triple power
Six hydro projects in India-held Kashmir either cleared viability tests or the
more advanced environment and forest expert approvals in the last three months,
two officials in India's Water Resources Ministry and the Central Electricity
Authority said separately.
Together these projects on the Chenab river, a tributary of the Indus, would
triple hydropower generation in Jammu and Kashmir from the current level of
3,000MW, the biggest jump in decades, added the officials, declining to be named
because the approvals had not yet been made public.
"We have developed barely one-sixth of the hydropower capacity potential in
the state in the last 50 years," the senior official at the Indian Water Resources
Ministry said.
"Then one fine morning, you see we cleared six to seven projects in three
months; it definitely raises concern in Pakistan."
Pakistan's water supply is dwindling because of climate change, outdated
farming techniques and a fast-growing population.
A 2011 report by the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations said New
Delhi could use these projects as a way to control Pakistan's supplies from the
Indus, seen as its jugular vein.
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"The cumulative effect of these projects could give India the ability to store
enough water to limit the supply to Pakistan at crucial moments in the growing
season," it said.
India says the projects are "run-of-the-river" schemes that use the river's flow
and elevation to generate electricity rather than large reservoirs, and do not
contravene the treaty.
Environmental groups have questioned whether the government has followed
proper procedures in fast-tracking projects located in a highly seismic area.
'Blood and water'
Modi told a meeting of government officials on the Indus treaty last year that
"blood and water cannot flow together", soon after India blamed Pakistan-based
militants for a deadly attack on its troops in held Kashmir.
Modi's message was two-fold, Indian foreign ministry spokesman Gopal
Baglay said. Terrorism had to stop and India must fully utilise the economic
potential available to it within the Indus treaty.
The projects that have won technical approvals in recent months are
Sawalkote, Kwar, Pakal Dul, Bursar and Kirthai I and II.
Most of the projects have been held up for at least a decade awaiting multiple
clearances. Sawalkote, which was cleared by a government-constituted
environment committee in January, was first given techno-economic approval in
1991.
It is now up for forest clearance from the state authorities, after which the
Indian government will finalize financing and begin construction.
Some projects like Pakal Dul were stuck in litigation, but that has been
resolved, India-held Kashmir's Power Minister Nirmal Singh told Reuters in
Srinagar. "Things are now in a position of take-off," he said.
In January, India's senior federal officials made a presentation on energy
security to Modi in which they proposed interest subsidies and long-term loans for
hydro projects above 100MW, according to the document seen by Reuters.
But Himanshu Thakkar, coordinator of South Asia Network on Dams, Rivers
& People, said some projects had been cleared without impact assessment studies
and public consultation.
"It's on one river, the Chenab, where you are doing so many projects. This is a
very vulnerable region. It's landslide-prone, it's flash flood-prone, earthquakeprone," Thakkar said.
«КПЭК нарушает суверенитет Индии»
'China-Pakistan Economic Corridor challenge to India's sovereignty'
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
16.03.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-pakistan-economic-corridor-challenge-to-indiassovereignty/articleshow/57659727.cms

•India has criticised the Chinese-funded CPEC, which links China‘s Muslim
dominated Xinjiang province to the Gwadar deep-sea port in Pakistan
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•The project passes through Gilgit-Baltistan in PoK, which New Delhi
considers its own territory.
•The defence ministry also reiterated India‘s support for freedom of
navigation and overflight based on international laws in the contentious South
China Sea.
NEW DELHI: India has expressed strong opposition to the $46 billion ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor+ (CPEC) project, which is the key to Beijing's
ambitious 'One-Belt, One-Road' initiative, even as it slammed Islamabad for not
taking concrete steps to stop crossborder terrorism.
"The CPEC passing through Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir challenges Indian
sovereignty," said the Union defence ministry in its annual report submitted to
Parliament on Wednesday.
In the past too, India has criticised the Chinese-funded CPEC, which links
China's Muslim dominated Xinjiang province to the Gwadar deep-sea port+ in
Pakistan, because it passes through Gilgit-Baltistan in PoK, which New Delhi
considers its own territory.
During the G-20 summit at Hangzhou in September last year, PM Narendra
Modi had expressed India's concerns over the CPEC in his bilateral meeting with
Chinese President Xi Jinping, holding that the two countries needed to be
"sensitive" to each other's strategic interests.
Taking note of China's significant restructuring of its People's Liberation
Army to boost its offensive military capabilities, the defence ministry also
reiterated India's support for freedom of navigation and overflight, and
unimpeached commerce, based on international laws in the contentious South
China Sea.
New Delhi has taken to criticising Beijing's strongarm tactics in the South
China Sea+ , even as it slowly but steadily builds military ties with countries like
Vietnam, Malaysia and others locked in territorial disputes with China in the
region.
"India undertakes various activities, including cooperation in the oil and gas
sector, with littoral states of South China Sea (Vietnam, for instance)...India
believes that states should resolve disputes through peaceful means....," said the
MoD.
Turning to Pakistan, the MoD said: "Although the (Pakistani) military has
made efforts to improve the security situation in the country, it has avoided taking
action against jihadi and terror outfits that target Pakistan's neighbours."
"Support to such groups persists despite ongoing efforts by the international
community, including India, to list the head of the terrorist group Jaish-eMuhammed, Masood Azhar, as an international terrorist," it added.
"Such outfits continued to be encouraged to infiltrate into India under the
cover of massive cross-LoC and cross-border firing in J&K and other areas
throughout the year.
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China's hegemonic policy has to be challenged. Pakistan is selling land it does
not have rights upon. POK issue has remained meaningless at the UN for far too
long and with cross border terrorism inc... Read More
Pakistan-based terrorists attacked military bases in India, triggering an
appropriate response by the Indian armed forces (the September 29 surgical strikes
against terror launch pads in PoK)," it added.
As for the internal security situation in J&K, especially in the aftermath of the
killing of Hizbul Mujahideen leader Burhan Wani in July last year, the MoD said it
is currently tense but under control. "Relentless counter-terrorist operations by the
Army, along with other security forces, in the hinterland have thwarted the plans of
Pakistan to give a fillip to the proxy war being waged against India," it said.
«Пакистан – фабрика терроризма», - заявил представитель Индии в
Комиссии ООН по правам человека
Pakistan becoming world‘s terrorism factory: India at UNHRC
The Indian Express. 16/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/india/pakistan-aterrorism-factory-has-illegaly-occupied-portion-of-jk-india-at-un/

It's (Pakistan) continued support for terror groups in J&K is main challenge to
protecting human rights of our citizens in the state, said India.
―We ask Pakistan to stop inciting and supporting violence and terrorism in
any part of India and refrain from meddling in our internal affairs in any manner,‖
the official said.
Calling Pakistan a terrorism factory, India on Wednesday lashed out at the
neighbouring country saying its terror policies have alienated its own people
through continued mistreatment of minorities. In the United Nation, India accused
Pakistan of spreading terrorism and illegally occupying some territories in
Kashmir.
Exercising its right to reply during a UN Human Rights Council session in
Geneva, the Indian Representative said Pakistan must rein in its ―compulsive
hostility‖ towards India. ―We ask Pakistan to stop inciting and supporting violence
and terrorism in any part of India and refrain from meddling in our internal affairs
in any manner,‖ the official said.
India Slams Pakistan At UNHRC, Calls It A Terrorism Factory
Once again Pakistan‘s delegation has chosen to misuse the Council to make
fallacious references about internal matters pertaining to Jammu and Kashmir, the
diplomat said.
Emphasising that terrorism is the grossest violation of human rights and
should be so acknowledged by any impartial and objective observer, the Indian
side said a part of the territories of Jammu and Kashmir remain under the forcible
and illegal occupation of Pakistan. ―We also demand that Pakistan must fulfil its
obligation to vacate illegal occupation of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK),‖ the
diplomat said.
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―It is unfortunate that in recent times the people of PoK have become victims
of sectarian conflict, terrorism and extreme economic hardship because of
Pakistan‘s occupation and discriminatory policies,‖ the Indian side said.
―The Indian state of J&K is part of a pluralistic and secular democracy, where
an independent judiciary, an active media and a vibrant civil society guarantee
freedoms. In contrast, Pakistan-occupied Kashmir is administered by a ‗deep state‘
and has become a hub for the global export of terror,‖ the diplomat said.
The Indian side asserted that India does not accept attempts by Pakistan to
denigrate the democratic choice that has been regularly exercised by the people of
J&K over the last six decades since our independence. ―Pakistan‘s continued
support for terror groups operating in J&K is the main challenge to protecting the
human rights of our citizens in the State. Pakistan‘s selective approach in tackling
terror groups operating outside Pakistan and within, despite the numerous solemn
promises made underscores the continuing unwillingness to acknowledge the
truth,‖ the Indian Representative said.
The Indian side said apart from becoming ―world‘s terrorism factory‖,
Pakistan has alienated its own people through continued mistreatment of Hindus,
Christians, Shias, Ahmadiyas and other minorities.
―In this Council, Pakistan has referred to situation of minorities in India.
Minorities in India have been Prime Ministers, Presidents, Vice-Presidents, senior
Cabinet Ministers, senior civil servants, cricket team captains, Bollywood
superstars-can the minorities of Pakistan claim even a shadow of this? All they
have are blasphemy laws and relentless abuse and violation of their human rights,‖
the Indian side said.
КПЭК и Кашмирская проблема
CPEC and Kashmir issue
Fahad Shah. Dawn, March 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320621/cpec-andkashmir-issue

While the relationship between Pakistan and China is strengthening
continuously, there is an underlying debate on how the two countries‘ increasing
cooperation will have an impact on the Kashmir dispute. Observers raise the
question whether the success of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
can be useful in initiating a dialogue process for the resolution of this decades-old
dispute between Pakistan and India.
From a political economy perspective, such a mega project could have a
negative impact if there is no peace in the region. But, if dealt smartly, it can go a
long way in resolving not only the Kashmir issue but also other disputes in the
region. However, this will largely depend on how India reacts to events unfolding
in its next-door neighbours.
Examine: Chinese naval ships at Gwadar port call for a rethink of India's
regional policy
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The CPEC passes through Gilgit-Baltistan, a region which India claims is part
of their territory. The economic corridor is connected to the Karakoram Highway,
the world-class 1,300km highway at an elevation of 4,693 metres which is also
called the ‗eighth wonder of the world‘. Comprising a number of development
projects, the $46 billion worth CPEC connects Pakistan and China through
networks of roads and railways.
The chief minister of held Kashmir has suggested building a corridor
between South Asia and Central Asia with Kashmir as its nucleus
It is the reason that India opposes the CPEC project, claiming that it passes
through a disputed region.
Majority of mainstream political parties and pro-freedom groups in India-held
Kashmir have so far not found a connection between the CPEC and the Kashmir
dispute. Mehbooba Mufti, the chief minister of India-held Kashmir, has recently
suggested building of a corridor — similar to the CPEC — between South Asia
and Central Asia with Kashmir as its nucleus. She points out that ―taking
advantage of its geographical location, Jammu and Kashmir could become a
nucleus towards forging a new economic alliance in the region‖.
Talking about economic dynamics that could influence political issues has
usually not been the forte of Kashmiri politicians. But perhaps the rise of China
and the use of a territory which is considered by India as part of the disputed one
have made politicians in the occupied valley pay attention to new developments in
the region.
The prominent pro-freedom leader of Hurriyat Conference, Mirwaiz Umar
Farooq, believes that Kashmir can become a gateway to Central Asia. In a recent
interview, he said that in terms of larger economic activity everybody wanted to be
part of the CPEC.
He finds the mega project as an opportunity for the region to become part of
the ancient Silk Route, even before the resolution of the Kashmir issue. ―Kashmir
can be a gateway for India as well. I am sure India will also want to be a part of the
CPEC. Coming year is going to be very interesting as economic and political
equations are going to be changed…‖
However, no one is giving any blueprint for such a plan, especially when
India is continuously opposing the CPEC. India is also not happy over holding of
elections in Gilgit-Baltistan by Pakistan, claiming that it is against the disputed
nature of the region.
Though China has always supported Pakistan over the Kashmir dispute, it
wants Pakistan and India to resolve this issue through dialogue.
Mostly people in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan believe that
if India joins the CPEC it will benefit both countries, especially people in the
occupied valley.
Yasin Malik of the Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front was the first to oppose
any change in the status of Gilgit-Baltistan. He has written a letter to Prime
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Minister Nawaz Sharif, reminding him that any change in the status of the region
would lead India to consolidate its hold on the held Kashmir.
In a reply, PM Sharif told Mr Malik that his concerns and suggestions were
valuable and they were being examined with care. ―I would like to make it
unambiguously clear that Pakistan is fully aware of the sensitivities attached to
Gilgit-Baltistan with regard to Jammu and Kashmir dispute,‖ he had said in the
reply to Mr Malik.
Some observers in occupied Kashmir are of the opinion that making Kashmir
an entry point to the CPEC may only benefit India. But at the same time they
believe that inclusion of India in the mega project can pave the way for resolution
of its dispute with Pakistan.
If India decides to join the CPEC or even find a way to connect the occupied
valley with the economic corridor, the politics of the region would take a new turn.
This would lead to increasing engagement between the two sides and help connect
people through economic interests.
The observers are of the view that such a decision would prove to be a gamechanger for the region. It would reduce political tension in South Asia and initiate a
new chapter of economic development in the region.
Индия приостанавливает приграничную торговлю с Пакистаном

Из Пекина: Вхождение Индии и Пакистана в ШОС улучшит
региональную стабильность
India, Pak‘s SCO entry will boost regional stability: Global Times
The Hindu. 15.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-paks-sco-entrywill-boost-regional-stability-global-times/article17465628.ece?homepage=true

The entry of India and Pakistan into China-led Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) may help boost anti-terrorism cooperation between the two
countries and provide a platform to resolve their differences, the official Global
Times has said.
Report says this may help boost bilateral cooperation in areas such as
infrastructure and anti-terrorism efforts.
The entry of India and Pakistan into China-led Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) may help boost anti-terrorism cooperation between the two
countries and provide a platform to resolve their differences, the official media said
on Wednesday.
India and Pakistan are expected to be admitted into the six-member SCO
during its next summit to be held at Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan, in June this
year.
―In a bid to become members of the SCO, India and Pakistan, which have a
long-time rivalry concerning the issues of anti-terrorism and Kashmir, will need to
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sign a number of documents and pledge to perform in accordance with the SCO
laws, including the SCO Member States Agreement on Border Defence
Cooperation that was signed in 2015,‖ an article in the state-run Global Times said.
―The entry of the two nations into the SCO may help boost cooperation
between India and Pakistan in areas such as infrastructure and anti-terrorism
efforts,‖ the article said.
Preventing a conflict, if needed
As per the framework of the SCO, a third party could step in to prevent an
outbreak of conflict between the two countries, it said.
―Though New Delhi may try to seek fairly flexible multilateral agreements
with the SCO countries, both India and Pakistan will have to adhere to the
principle and basic framework under the SCO to strengthen security and antiterrorism cooperation,‖ it said.
―The hostility between India and Pakistan is unlikely to be dispelled in a short
time, but the SCO is likely to provide a fresh platform for the two nations to
gradually resolve disputes,‖ it said.
―Additionally, a third party could step in to mediate the situation within the
SCO framework to prevent an outbreak of conflicts between Pakistan and India,‖ it
said.
Counter-terror issues
The SCO, which is headquartered in Beijing, focuses mostly on security
related issues like counter-terrorism cooperation in Central Asia.
It comprises China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan as full members. Afghanistan, Belarus, India, Iran, Mongolia and
Pakistan have observer status.
Its 2015 summit in Ufa, Russia, the SCO formally adopted a resolution which
started the procedures to admit India and Pakistan into the grouping.
―The entry of the two nations into the SCO is likely to contribute to the
stability and security of the region, thus boosting economic growth and speeding
up regional economic integration,‖ it said.
The admission of India and Pakistan into the SCO may accelerate the South
Asia‘s highway network construction, it said.
CPEC
―Improving Pakistan‘s transportation infrastructure is a major aspect of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and hopefully the entry of Pakistan
and India into the SCO will bring new momentum to the development of the
CPEC,‖ it said.
―Pakistan‘s entry will also likely offer convenience for attracting new
partnerships into the CPEC,‖ it said.
Китай хочет, чтобы Индия и Пакистан улучшили отношения путем
диалога (в рамках ШОС)
China hopes India, Pakistan will improve ties through dialogue
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China looks forward to early accession of Pakistan and India as full members
of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
BEIJING: China on Tuesday expressed hope that Pakistan and India will
overcome their differences through a renewed dialogue process that stalled last
year following increasing unrest in Indian-held Kashmir and Uri attacks.
―Both India and Pakistan are China‘s important neighbours and important
countries in South Asia. China hopes that India and Pakistan can enhance mutual
trust and improve relations through more dialogues. This is conducive to not only
the two countries themselves but also to regional prosperity and development,‖
said Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying during a press briefing
in Beijing.
Alarming arms race among Pakistan, India and China
The spokesperson added that China also looks forward to the early accession
of Pakistan and India to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) as full
members so they could work with other members for the security, stability,
development and prosperity of the region.
―The memorandum on the obligations for India and Pakistan to obtain
membership in the SCO was signed at the SCO Tashkent Summit in 2016.
Currently, all sides are going through relevant legal procedures in accordance with
the memorandum,‖ the spokesperson said while responding to a question.
Relations between Pakistan and Indian worsened in September 2016, when
militants attacked an army base in the held valley of Kashmir and killed 18 Indian
soldiers, a raid New Delhi blamed on Islamabad.
Pakistan had denied involvement, but the diplomatic fallout and India‘s
efforts to isolate Pakistan internationally continued, though failed.
Есть возможности для улучшения индийско-пакистанских отношений.
An opportunity for Pak-India ties
Dawn, March 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320109/an-opportunity-for-pakindia-ties

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has led the BJP to an unexpected sweep
of state elections in Uttar Pradesh, a vast, bellwether electoral battleground.
Having defeated regional rivals and now set up the party for consolidation in
the upper house of the Indian parliament, Mr Modi has reaffirmed his general
election victory of 2014 and established the BJP as India‘s pre-eminent political
party. What does this mean for Pakistan?
First, Mr Modi and his ultranationalist party resorted to familiar Pakistanbashing in the run-up to the election. That must stop. Time and again, when faced
with tough electoral battles, Mr Modi and his allies have sought an edge by
deploying harsh rhetoric against Pakistan.
In the UP campaign, Mr Modi went so far as to suggest that Pakistan was
responsible for a deadly train crash in the state last November that killed 148
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people. It may just be a domestic campaign tactic, but it causes ripples across the
border and further complicates the bilateral relationship.
Second, with a resounding electoral victory, Mr Modi now has an opportunity
to pivot and put behind him the recent anti-Pakistan acrimony. Indeed, the
leaderships in both India and Pakistan have an opportunity in the months ahead
that may not appear again for several years.
In Pakistan, the civilian and military leadership has renewed their
commitment to combating terrorism and extremism in all their manifestations, and
the extension of Operation Raddul Fasaad to Punjab takes the country one step
closer to fulfilling that pledge. Moreover, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his
government have consistently offered talks without preconditions to India. Most
recently, during his visit to Turkey last month, Mr Sharif once again emphasised
that Pakistan wants good neighbourly relations with India.
Last year, bookended by the Pathankot and Uri attacks, Mr Modi turned his
back on his own recognition that dialogue with Pakistan is the only way ahead. It is
time Mr Modi and his government returned to the path of dialogue that had so
publicly been embraced in late 2015.
Finally, there is an age-old reality that both countries must confront: political
will is needed if a meaningful breakthrough is to be achieved. Neither side has
demonstrated the necessary will.
When Mr Modi re-engaged Pakistan, the possibility of spoilers attempting to
prevent or disrupt bilateral dialogue was real. But political will crumpled in India
after the Pathankot attack. And while Mr Sharif has manoeuvred a crackdown
against the LeT/JuD leadership, he has been unable to deliver any meaningful
progress on the Mumbai attacks-related trials or the Pathankot investigation.
Pakistan and India have a shared past and a common destiny. But to realise
that destiny, the leaderships in both countries will need to demonstrate sustained
statesmanship.
Американский генерал считает, что индийская изоляция Пакистана
мешает урегулированию их отношений и может привести к ядерному
конфликту.
Pak-India conventional conflict could escalate into nuclear exchange: US
General
The
News.
10.03.2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/191416-Pak-Indiaconventional-conflict-could-escalate-into-nuclear-exchange-US-General

WASHINGTON: General Joseph Votel, Commander of the United States
Central Command (Centcom) has said that India‘s policy to ―diplomatically
isolate‖ Pakistan hinders any prospects for improved relations between the two
countries.
In his statement before the Senate Armed Services Committee, General
Joseph said, ―India‘s public policy to ―diplomatically isolate‖ Pakistan hinders any
prospects for improved relations.‖ ―This is especially troubling as a significant
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conventional conflict between Pakistan and India could escalate into a nuclear
exchange,‖ he warned.
The commander added that Pakistan‘s increased focus on its eastern border
with India detracts from its efforts to secure the western border with Afghanistan
from incursion by Taliban and al-Qaeda fighters.
He said we have seen some promising coordination between Pakistan and
Afghanistan militaries aimed at addressing instability in the border region.
The Pakistan military in particular continues to conduct counter-terrorism and
counter-insurgency operations in the FATA and facilitate, via ground and air lines
of communication, the sustainment of coalition operations in Afghanistan.
Пакистан озабочен массированными закупками оружия Индией
India‘s massive build-up of arms major concern for Pakistan: FO
Daily Times. 10.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/10-Mar-17/indias-massivebuild-up-of-arms-major-concern-for-pakistan-fo

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday said India's massive arms build-up and
testing of inter-continental ballistic missiles was a source of concern for the region,
however, Pakistan would not indulge in the arms race.
During the weekly press briefing, Foreign Office Spokesman Nafees Zakaria
said Pakistan would maintain minimum deterrence capability to safeguard its
national security. He also said that the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) considering
membership of India should keep this in mind that it had become one of the largest
buyers of weapons.
"India's massive arms buying spree, making it one of the top arms importers
in the world, was driven by its desire for regional hegemony and global power
status. Pakistan, on the other hand, had been compelled to acquire and maintain a
deterrent capability to ensure its national security."
He claimed that Pakistan never wanted to engage in any kind of arms race,
nuclear or conventional. "We have long maintained that the two countries need to
engage in a meaningful dialogue for mutual restraint measures and conflict
resolution for lasting peace and stability in South Asia."
The international community had a role to play in prodding India to positively
respond to Pakistan's proposal for a Strategic Restraint Regime in South Asia, he
said.
Several international reports and independent observers had drawn attention
to the rapid expansion in India's capability to produce fissile material for military
use, which had been made possible by the 2008 NSG waiver granted to India
without appropriate non-proliferation safeguards and the subsequent nuclear deals
struck with different countries.
Nafees Zakaria said violation of ceasefire along the Line of Control (LoC)
was also a source of concern for Pakistan. He said that India tried to deflect world's
attention from atrocities being perpetrated by its forces in Held Kashmir by
keeping the LoC issue hot. Pakistan condemned repeated instances of 'unprovoked'
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firing by Indian troops across the LoC and slammed the targeting of civilian
population. Pakistani authorities had recorded their protest by repeatedly raising
the issue of ceasefire violations with Indian officials, the FO spokesman added.
India had violated the ceasefire agreement more than 1,400 times since 2013,
Zakaria said. "India violated the ceasefire 400 times in 2016 alone," he added.
To a question, the spokesman said the acquittal of a Hindu radical, accused of
masterminding the deadly 2007 Samjhota Express bombing, in a separate case was
"regrettable".
An Indian court on Wednesday handed down a rare 'guilty' verdict to three
Hindu extremists over the 2007 bombing of the Ajmer Sharif Dargah, but cleared
Swami Aseemanand, the alleged mastermind of the attack.
Naba Kumar Sarkar, better known by his nickname Swami Aseemanand, the
alleged ringleader behind the religiously motivated attack, was among seven Hindu
extremists acquitted after prosecutors failed to prove their guilt. Aseemanand
remains in prison pending trial over his role in two separate bomb attacks, one on a
mosque and another on the Samjhota Express, that together killed nearly 75
people.
Индия использует афганскую землю для дестабилизации ситуации в
Пакистане
India using Afghan soil to destabilise Pakistan: Kh Asif
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/07Mar-2017/india-using-afghan-soil-to-destabilise-pakistan-kh-asif

ISLAMABAD - Defence Minister Khwaja Asif Monday said in the National
Assembly that India was using Afghanistan‘s soil to destabilise Pakistan.
―The decision to close the border with Afghanistan is a matter of national
security. Pakistan will not allow using Afghanistan soil against its people,‖ said the
minister while responding to concerns raised by opposition lawmakers about the
closure of the Afghan border and alleged profiling of Pakhtuns in Lahore and other
parts of the country.
Opposition Leader in NA Syed Khursheed Shah, considering it an important
matter for Pakistan, demanded calling a joint session of parliament to debate the
matter in length.
Requesting the opposition side not to equate Afghan border with other
matters, Asif said it was imperative to close the border with Afghanistan due to the
current situation. ―Pakistan has closed the border as the killers of our sons are
taking refuge and hiding in Afghanistan.‖
The minister thrice asked the opposition MNAs not to politicise the issue of
national security only for point-scoring.
Asif said that there was a need for proper border management with
Afghanistan. ―There is 200 crossing points at the border with Afghanistan and nine
are much active,‖ he said.
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Pakistan and Afghanistan can jointly eliminate the menace of terrorism.
―There should be no point scoring on this matter, as it is our right to close the
border,‖ he said.
Terrorists have no religion, no province and no specific area as they are only
against the country‘s integrity by their nefarious design, he added.
The minister was of the view that India has outsourced the task of committing
terrorism in Pakistan to those sitting in Afghanistan. ―There is no need to equate
East Pakistan and other borders issues with the recent closing of Afghanistan
border,‖ he said.
Asif said that Pakistan has hosted 3.5 million Afghan refugees in the past. He
underlined that peace in both the countries was inter-linked.
While talking about the PSL final in Lahore, he said the cricket match was a
message for terrorists. ―Arranging a final match in Lahore was being dubbed as
madness,‖ he said while alluding to the apprehensions of PTI‘s Imran Khan.
The opposition leader said there was a need to immediately summon a joint
session of parliament to debate the concerns raised by the defence minister. ―There
was a need for an in-camera session to discuss this matter,‖ he added.
While talking about the PSL final, he said: ―We are all patriotic people. It
needs to ascertain who has promoted terrorism,‖ he said and added that there was a
need of unity to deal with the menace of terrorism.
Taking part in the debate, PTI‘s Shah Mehmood Qureshi said the PTI has
supported the government at different stages. ―We have always supported the
government on national issues,‖ he said. ―Why Pakhtuns are having the feeling of
discrimination. It needs to be addressed,‖ he said adding that there was also a need
of proper border management. He further said that the circular debt was further
mounting.
Earlier, opposition lawmakers raised the issue of ethnic profiling of Pakhtuns
in different parts of the country, especially in the Punjab. Ghulam Sarwar of the
PTI, on a point of order, criticised the government for closing the border with
Afghanistan. ―Why racial profiling was carried out against Pakhtun,‖ he
questioned.
Jamaat-e-Islami‘s Tariq Ullah, on point of order, criticised the arrests of
Pakhtuns from different parts of the country, especially in Lahore. Ghulam Ahmed
Bilour of the ANP, Maulana Jamaluddin, Abdul Qahar and others also raised
concerns over racial profiling of Pashtuns. Rajab Baloch from treasury benches
dispelled the impression of racial profiling of Pashtuns. ―Due to certain
circumstances, checking was carried out in different areas to only ascertain Afghan
nationals,‖ he said.
MQM lawmakers, at the fag end of the proceeding, staged a walkout against
the alleged extra-judicial killing of their workers.
В двусторонних переговорах по Договору о разделе р.Инд (март 20-21
2017) Индия намерена обойтись без Всемирного банка
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India wants to bypass WB in water talks
The News. 18/03/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/193057-India-wants-to-bypassWB-in-water-talks

LAHORE: India insists on discussing Pakistan‘s objection to Khishanganga
and Ratle hydropower projects at the platform of Permanent Indus Waters
Commission, bypassing ongoing World Bank-driven dispute resolution
mechanism, it is learnt here on Friday.
―I may like to renew my request to discuss your objections on design of
Kishenganga and Ratle Hydroelectric projects to make an attempt for an amicable
solution of the issues connected with the design of these projects,‖ stated PK
Saxena, Indian Commissioner for Indus Waters while communicating agenda of
the upcoming meeting in a letter addressed to his Pakistani counterpart, Mirza Asif
Baig, confirming participation of his delegation in the 113th meeting of PIWC
scheduled for March 20-21 in Islamabad.
Hence, Saxena added, "I propose discussion on the Pakistan‘s objections on
Kishenganga, Ratle, Miyar, Lower Kalnai and Pakal Dul Hydroelectric projects in
the forthcoming meeting." However, Pakistan while corresponding to India did not
include discussion on Kishenganga and Ratle Hydroelectric projects in the agenda
and wanted to pursue its case lodged with the World Bank over constitution of
Court of Arbitration. Instead, Pakistan stressed holding concluding discussion on
the Pakistan‘s objections on Miyar, Lower Kalnai and Pakal Dul Hydroelectrict
plants in the 113th meeting of PIWC.
Both sides nevertheless agreed on discussing arrangements regarding
communication of advance information of flood flows during the flood season
2017. Pakistan also wants to discuss programme of tours of inspection, including
programme for visit of India Commissioner for Indus Waters and his two advisers
or assistants to Pakistan.
Ten-member delegation each of both Pakistan and India, headed by Mirza
Asif Baig and PK Saxena respectively, will participate in the meeting. The coming
meeting of the Commission was overdue and could not be held last year. In his
letter to Indian counterpart, Pakistan‘s Commissioner for Indus Waters had said:
"As you know, Pakistan‘s commissioner wrote to his Indian counterpart, it is
mandatory for the Commission to meet at least once a year and also when
requested by either Commissioner under the provisions of Indus Waters Treaty.
The last meeting of the Commission was held in New Dehli from 30th to 31st
May, 2015. This too was a short meeting and dealt with only finalization of the
Annual Report and record of 111th meeting of the Commission. In any case, if the
Commission does not hold a meeting before 31st March, 2017, it shall be violating
the mandatory provisions of the Treaty and I am sure you do not want it to be so."
Индия четко заявила, что на встрече в Лахоре будет обсуждать только
Договор о водах Инда, и никаких политических вопросов
Water meet doesn't amount to talks revival, says India
The Nation. March 04, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/04-Mar-2017/water-meetdoesn-t-amount-to-talks-revival-says-india
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New Delhi - India downplayed on Friday its participation in an upcoming
meeting in Pakistan to discuss sharing of Indus river water, saying it does not
amount to resumption of government-level Pak-India talks, which have been
stalled for many months.
Senior Indian government officials insisted the Permanent Indus Commission,
which will meet in Lahore later this month, deals with technical matters concerning
implementation of the Indus Water Treaty and not with any political aspect,
reported Press Trust of India (PTI).
India's participation comes nearly six months after New Delhi decided to
suspend talks on the pact in the wake of the terror strikes.
Noting that the commission has met 112 times since 1960, they said the
Indian representative to the commission has accepted an invitation by his Pakistani
counterpart for the meeting. No date has been set for the meeting.
"Mutually convenient dates and mutually agreeable agenda are worked out
directly by the commissioners themselves and the government has no role in this
regard," said a senior Indian government official. "The commission is not
concerned with political aspects," he said, adding that "there is no shift" in the
government's stance.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi had held a meeting in September to
review the treaty. After the meeting, officials had announced that the government
has decided to suspend further talks and increase the utilisation of rivers flowing
through Jammu and Kashmir to fully exercise India's rights under the pact.
The last meeting of the commission was held in May 2015. The commission,
which has officials from both the countries as its members, was set up under the
57-year-old treaty to discuss and resolve issues relating to its implementation. The
commission is a body entrusted with everyday implementation of the IWT, which
mandates it to meet at least once every year, alternately in India and Pakistan.
Индия готова участвовать в переговорах по поводу Договора об Инде – в
Лахоре
India likely to attend Indus Water Treaty dispute talks in Lahore:
Report
The Indian Express. 3.03.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-acceptspakistans-invitation-to-resolve-indus-water-treaty-dispute-4552046/

The Permanent Indus Commission is a bilateral commission of officials from
India and Pakistan, created to implement and manage goals of the Indus Waters
Treaty.
Taking a step forward, India has announced that it will participate in the
meeting of Permanent Indus Commission after Pakistan forwarded the invitation to
India to resolve the Indus Water Treaty (IWT) dispute, news agency ANI reported
quoting sources. The meeting is scheduled to be held in Lahore this month. The
Permanent Indus Commission is a bilateral commission of officials from India and
Pakistan, created to implement and manage goals of the Indus Waters Treaty. The
agreement covers six rivers – the three eastern rivers of Ravi, Beas, Sutlej and their
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tributaries and the three western rivers of Indus, Jhelum, Chenab and their
tributaries.
The current dispute revolves around the Kishenganga (330 megawatts) and
Ratle (850 megawatts) hydroelectric plants. India is building the plants on the
Kishanganga and Chenab rivers, which Pakistan claims violates the treaty.
Pakistan has strongly established that it will not accept any changes to the
IWT after India had said that it is ready to engage in further consultations with
Islamabad on the matter of resolving current differences over the Kishenganga and
Ralte projects. Islamabad accused India of buying time to complete its two
disputed water projects and then insisting that since the project was already
complete, it could not be modified.
Tensions heightened after Prime Minister Narendra Modi in February
threatened to block the flow of water into Pakistan. The World Bank had earlier
asked both the countries to consider alternative ways to resolve their disagreements
over the Indus Water Treaty dispute.
Last month, Pakistan accused India of not fulfilling its responsibilities under
the Indus Waters Treaty as it voiced concerns over India‘s construction of new
dams. Pakistan Prime Minister‘s Advisor on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, in his
written reply submitted in the National Assembly, said Pakistan has expressed
concerns over construction of new dams by India along the Indus river system.
The treaty which was signed in 1960 gives India control over the three rivers
of the Indus basin, the Beas, the Ravi and the Sutlej while Pakistan has the three
western rivers, the Indus, the Chenab and the Jhelum.
Критика Наваз Шарифа за слабое противостояние с Индией по вопросу
терроризма (открытие индийского консульства в Афганистане направлено на
борьбу с Пакистаном).
Zardari flays PM for not speaking against Indian terrorism
Daily Times. 1.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Mar-17/zardari-flays-pmfor-not-speaking-against-indian-terrorism

Former president says Nawaz needs to know role of Afghanistan-based
Indian consulates in anti-Pakistan activities
HUB: Former president Asif Zardari on Tuesday said India is involved in
sabotaging peace in Pakistan.
"Everyone knows that India is involved in anti-Pakistan activities in
Afghanistan, but the government has no realization of this issue. We do not
understand foreign policy of Mian Sahib. Government which cannot appoint
foreign minister for four years how can it would be successful to present and get
accepted Pakistan's point of view before world powers.
He expressed these views while talking to reporters after condoling over the
murder of Levies Risaldar Bashir Bizenjo.
"Mian Sahib must know India has established its consulates in our neighbour
[Afghanistan] for what purpose and what India was doing there."
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He said the government needs to take all federating units into confidence
regarding census.
Zardari said, "Reservations and apprehension of nationalist parties of
Balochistan should be removed. Our party would emerge victorious during coming
elections in all the provinces."
He was accorded a warm welcome by Chief of Bizenjo tribe Abdul Majeed
Bizenjo at Bizenjo House. A luncheon was also hosted which was attended by
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfaraz Bugti, PML-N Senator Shahbaz Durrani,
Muhammad Ali Rind and Fateh Muhammad Buledi.
He said it is his non-political visit as he has old relation with the Bizenjo
family and he has arrived Bizenjo House for condolence.
Zardari said people need employment, education, health and basic facilities.
"We during our period gave package for removing sense of deprivation of
people of Balochistan. After departure of our government Balochistan stands
where we had left it. Those coming to power after us too not steps for welfare of
people. Balochistan has scores of problems."
"Mian Sahib has a narrow thinking on all issues. By taking a tough decision
on holding of PSL final in Lahore, he only wants a public show to demonstrate that
there is peace in Lahore," Zardari said.
To a question, Zardari denied inclusion of PML-N's Irfanullah Marwat in the
PPP, saying that the Karachi-based politician has good relations with PPP but he
has not so far joined the party.
Zardari said "Twitter brigade" is behind the propaganda about Marwat.
Speaking on the occasion, MPA Abdul Quddus Bizenjo said Balochistan has
been custodian of historic traditions and as Zardari is also chief of a Baloch tribe
his visit as a tribal chief is of great importance. He said Zardari would return from
here with love of people. He said, "Our grandfather Adam Abdul Karim Bizenjo
has been associated with PPP and our closeness with PPP is not hidden to anyone."
«Индия способствует разгулу терроризма в Пакистане», - заявил Глава
Армии Баджва.
India fanning terror in Pakistan: COAS
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. February 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Feb2017/india-fanning-terror-in-pakistan-coas

Islamabad - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa Tuesday said
that Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan and the region is a ‗no
secret‘.
―We are fully aware of Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan
and the region,‖ General Bajwa said during his visit to troops at Mattewala,
Munaawar Sector on Line of Control (LoC).
He said that Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadev is one such evidence of these
efforts and his case will be taken to the logical conclusion.
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Chief of Army Staff said that Indian ceasefire violations on one side is an
effort to divert world‘s attention from atrocities against innocent Kashmiris and on
the other side it is an attempt to dilute Pakistan‘s response against terrorism and
militancy.
According to ISPR, Army Chief while appreciating operational readiness of
the troops directed that unprovoked Indian ceasefire violations be responded
effectively.
He said the targeting of civilians along LoC is deliberate and highly
reprehensible.
―We will continue our solidarity with people of Indian Occupied Kashmir
who are struggling for their right of self determination‖, ISPR quoted the army
chief as telling the troops.
He said that Pakistan Army will do its duty to protect people of Pakistan and
Azad Kashmir against all forms of Indian aggression.
Army Chief said Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan and the
region has been fully exposed.
Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadev is one such evidence of these efforts and his
case will be taken to the logical conclusion.
Yadav, who was arrested last year in March, is an Indian spy, who confessed
his country‘s involvement in destabilising Pakistan by supporting the Baloch
separatist insurgency.
COAS said that Pakistan Army will do its duty to protect people of Pakistan
and Azad Kashmir against all forms of Indian aggression.
Indian security forces have committed hundreds of ceasefire violations along
the LoC and Working Boundary in 2016 in which 19 civilians were martyred while
80 others were injured.
This strategy continues even in 2017 as three Pakistan Army soldiers were
martyred in unprovoked firing along the Loc last week.
Earlier on arrival at LOC, the Army Chief was received by Commander
Rawalpindi Corps Lt Gen Nadeem Raza.
JuA website being operated from India
A major breakthrough was made in the investigation of Lahore blast and it
was revealed that the website of terrorist organisation Jamaat-ul-Ahrar is being
operated from within India.
According to a news report by NNI news agency, the IP address of the
terrorist outfit that carried out a number of horrific attacks in the country, including
a suicide blast in Lahore last week and Tuesday‘s attack on a Charsadda court, was
traced to the Chennai city of India.
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar claimed responsibility of Lahore blast while uploading the
photograph of the suicide bomber on its social media account.
Earlier, the security forces had arrested Anwar-ul Haq, a facilitator of the
suicide bomber who attacked a protest rally in Punjab‘s capital in which two top
police officers were also martyred. His two brothers Khalilullah and Hameedullah
were also arrested upon identification.
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Индия и Пакистан продлили пакт о случайных запусках ядерных ракет
Pakistan, India extend pact on cutting risk of N-related mishaps
The Nation. February 21, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Feb2017/pakistan-india-extend-pact-on-cutting-risk-of-n-related-mishaps
NEW DELHI - India and Pakistan on Monday extended their bilateral pact,
dealing with reducing the risk of nuclear weapon-related accidents, for a period of
five years, reported PTI.
Announcing the decision, the Indian External Affairs Ministry said, "In
accordance with Article 8 of the agreement between the Republic of India and the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan on Reducing the Risk of Accidents Relating to
Nuclear Weapons, both countries have agreed to extend the agreement for a further
period of five years. The existing validity was up to February 20, 2017."
According to the pact, which was inked in 2007, both India and Pakistan shall
notify each other immediately in the event of an accident relating to nuclear
weapons, under their respective jurisdiction or control, which could create the risk
of a radioactive fallout, with adverse consequences for both sides or create the risk
of an outbreak of a nuclear war between the two countries.
The parties may hold consultations, as mutually agreed upon, to review the
implementation of the provisions of this agreement as well as to consider possible
amendments aimed at furthering the objectives of this agreement, as per the pact.
Индия использовала Афганистан как орудие против Пакистана, заявил бывший министр обороны США.
India used Afghanistan against Pakistan, Hagel admitted in 2011
The
News.
19.02.2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/187425-India-usedAfghanistan-against-Pakistan-Hagel-admitted-in-2011

WASHINGTON: India was using Afghanistan against Pakistan, said Chuck
Hagel, former US defence secretary, in a released video during a debate on
Afghanistan at the Cameron University in Oklahoma in 2011.
The video of Chuck Hagel‘s talk was not released earlier. Now this video has
been released by Washington Free Beacon Website.
In the video Chuck Hagel said India has been using Afghanistan as a second
front against Pakistan. According to him India has over the years financed
problems for Pakistan on that side of the border and you can carry that into many
dimensions. He said India has always used Afghanistan for its own war. He said
India is creating problems against Pakistan from Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, the Indian Embassy in Washington has decried Hagel‘s
statement. An Indian embassy spokesperson told the Washington Free Beacon that
Hagel‘s statement was not grounded in reality. Such comments attributed to
Senator Hagel who has been a long standing friend of India and a prominent votary
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of close India-US relations are contrary to the reality of India‘s unbounded
dedication to the welfare of the Afghan people, the spokesperson said.
India‘s commitment to a peaceful stable and prosperous Afghanistan is
unwavering and this is reflected in our significant assistance to Afghanistan in
developing its economy, infrastructure and institutional capacities.
The spokesperson seeking to dispel the notion that India may have sponsored
terrorism, added that India‘s development assistance has been deeply appreciated
by the people and the government of Afghanistan and by our friends around the
world including the United States and that We (India) do not view our engagement
with Afghanistan as a zero sum game.
It is worth mentioning here that former US president Barack Obama had
nominated Chuck Hagel for the post of defence secretary while replacing Leon
Panetta in 2013. Chuck Hagel served as US defence secretary from 27th February
2013 to 17th February 2015. He resigned from the post after failure of his policies
especially policy about Afghanistan.
«Пакистан – самое опасное государство в мире», - считает один из
сотрудников ЦРУ (а Индия полностью поддерживает).
Pakistan most dangerous country for world: Former CIA official
Times of India. 16.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistanmost-dangerous-country-for-world-former-cia-official/articleshow/57185685.cms

•The "failure" of Pakistan will have implications for world, a former CIA
station chief in Islamabad Kevin Hulbert has warned
•With failing economy, rampant terrorism, growing nuclear arsenal, the 6th
largest population, and one of the highest birthrates in the world, Pak is of grave
concern, He said
WASHINGTON: Pakistan is probably the "most dangerous country" for the
world, a former CIA official has said, citing the potential dangers emanating from
its failing economy, rampant terrorism and one of the fastest growing nuclear
arsenal.
Kevin Hulbert, a former CIA station chief in Islamabad, warned that the
"failure" of Pakistan would have implications for the world.
Pakistan is like the bank that is "too big to fail", or "too big to allow to fail"
more appropriately, because allowing the bank to fail could have catastrophic
impacts on the greater economy, Hulbert wrote in the Cipher Brief - a website for
the intelligence community.
"We have big problems in Afghanistan+ with its population of 33 million
people, but Pakistan has about 182 million inhabitants, over five times the size of
Afghanistan," he said.
"With a failing economy, rampant terrorism, the fastest growing nuclear
arsenal, the sixth largest population, and one of the highest birthrates in the world,
Pakistan is of grave concern," Hulbert said.
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"In the end, while Pakistan is not the most dangerous country in the world, it
probably is the most dangerous country for the world. There seem few levers to
pull in Pakistan today, but if we pursue a strategy of containment or
disengagement, things will only get worse," he said.
The US and the IMF have given billions of dollars in financial assistance
because the specter of Pakistan collapsing presents US President with more
nightmare scenarios than probably any other country in the world, he said.
"So, we keep throwing money at it, trying to steer them towards good
behavior, and with only limited success. But, we must keep trying," he added.
In Afghanistan, Hulbert said the only real mission today is to stop the country
from falling to the Taliban and to prevent Afghanistan from becoming a safe haven
for terrorists who might plan attacks against the West.
"Meanwhile, if we stay, the death toll for the US continues as the casualties
dribble in," he said.
Милитаризация Индийского океана – угроза миру, - заявил Сартадж
Азиз
‗Militarisation of Indian Ocean threat to peace‘
The
Express
Tribune,
February
12th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1324266/militarisation-indian-ocean-threat-peace/

2017.

Indian Ocean faces many nontraditional security challenges and threats, says
Sartaj Aziz
KARACHI: Maritime security challenges in the Indian Ocean have grown
and are affected by ‗key variables‘ such as militarisation, involvement of major
and extra-regional powers, and non-traditional security threats due to the presence
of several conflict zones in the region, the prime minister‘s top foreign policy aide
said on Saturday.
―The militarisation of the Indian Ocean region, proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, increased missile capabilities and power projections by foreign
militaries are a threat to peace in the Indian Ocean region. And this trend is likely
to intensify in the coming years,‖ said Sartaj Aziz.
―And to add to this complex scenario, today, the Indian Ocean faces many
non-traditional security challenges and threats, including piracy, illegal fishing,
human trafficking, drug smuggling, trafficking of weapons, maritime pollution and
climate change.‖
India building ‗secret nuclear city‘
Pakistan formally kicked off the fourth Aman-17 exercise at the Pakistan
Navy Dockyard on Friday. Thirty-six countries are participating in the exercise –
nine of them are participating with their assets, including ships, aircraft, and
special operating forces with Russia participating for the first time.
The nuclearisation of the Indian Ocean has also led to further instability in the
region, Aziz said. As the flagship of one belt one road, the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) will gain importance over time, he said.
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Aziz said Pakistan was the third largest Indian Ocean littoral country and as a
matter of policy it continued to pursue the goals of realising the economic potential
of the region. ―At the same time, we are aware of our national interests and every
effort would be made to strengthen our capacity to ensure that we remain ready to
meet the emerging maritime security challenges,‖ he said, stressing that to remain
oblivious of the developments taking place in the Indian Ocean Region was not an
option.
―These developments have a direct impact on our security and prosperity. We
have to maintain significant naval presence to keep our sea lanes open and defend
our interests whether on land or on the sea.‖
Addressing participants from 36 countries attending the multinational exercise
in Karachi, Aziz highlighted the presence of regional players in the Indian Ocean,
interests of regional and extra-regional coalition powers and complexity of
challenges it has posed. Trade could only flourish in the region if sea routes in the
Indian Ocean were made secure.
He underscored the importance of regular dialogue between stakeholders on
security and safety. Pakistan, he said, has already been playing an important role in
maritime security of the area.
The Indian Ocean region, he said, was important both economically and
politically.
―We are part of the Coalition Maritime Campaign Plan and Pakistan was the
first country to join Task Force-150 aimed at eradicating terrorism and human,
arms and drug trafficking alongside other nations,‖ he said.
―Marine environment is also an essential component of global life support
system and investing in marine eco-systems can help us improve ocean
management,‖ Aziz stressed. He also assured unstinted support of the government
for the development of the maritime sector.
The National Centre for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR) invited eminent
scholars from Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the
UK, and the US to deliberate on the topic ―Strategic Outlook in The Indian Ocean
Region 2030 and Beyond – Evolving Challenges and Strategies‖.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah earlier, in his
opening remarks, welcomed all guests and participants and highlighted the
significant role being played by Pakistan Navy in sustenance of peace and stability
in the Indian Ocean region.
Kashmir issue
Sartaj Aziz, speaking earlier in the day, said India was trying to single out
Pakistan in international community.
―Its attitude is aggressive towards Pakistan,‖ he said adding that it was India
not, Pakistan which restored indiscriminate firing along the Line of Control. ―We
just responded in the same tune,‖ he said.
He reiterated that India was trying to single out Pakistan in the international
community and distract attention from Kashmir by levelling serious allegations.
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―The movement in Kashmir is indigenous and Pakistan will take up their issue at
various forums including the United Nations.‖
In response to a question regarding the arrest of Hafiz Saeed, he said the
Jamaatud Dawa chief had been arrested under the National Action Plan by the
interior ministry.
He accused India of interfering in Pakistan‘s internal issues adding that
Kulbhushan Yadav‘s arrest was a proof of it.
Talking about Trump‘s travel ban, he said the State Department had already
clarified that it does extend to Pakistan.
Partition was not just due to religion: Ayesha Jalal
Pakistan will be following and taking forward Jinnah‘s legacy for maintaining
international relations with every state in the world. ―If you see, the world
dynamics changes in about 20 years, from after WWI, in 1920; that has been the
pattern of development. Not everybody might anticipate, but foreign policy makers
need to analyze it.‖
―We are currently living in a multipolar world, but essentially there are
countries looking towards, ‗inward policy‘, from Brexit, to Trump coming to
power in the USA, we see long term developments, which might not be easy.‖
He said that with the West closing down itself to refugees, East plans to open
itself up likewise China in these emerging times.
Индия проиграет, если будет и дальше нарушать Договор о разделе вод
Инда
India to lose if it breaches water treaty: minister
Sehrish
Wasif.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
9th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1321187/india-lose-breaches-water-treaty-minister/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Urging the Modi government to stop politicising the water
issue with Pakistan, Minister of State for Information, Broadcasting and National
Heritage Marriyum Aurangzeb said on Wednesday that India will be a net loser if
it violated the treaty.
Speaking at a national consultation on ‗Pakistan‘s Water Challenges‘, she said
that the government was formulating a comprehensive strategy to deal with
challenges facing the Indus Waters Treaty.
Dar says World Bank move jeopardises Pakistan‘s water rights
―India itself will suffer if it violates the Indus Water Treaty … Instead of
politicising the issue, it must adopt a policy of dialogue,‖ she said.
The treaty was brokered by the World Bank in 1960, which survived three
wars and many bouts of tensions between the two neighbors. It governs the
distribution of water from six rivers between Pakistan and India.
The treaty‘s fate is uncertain ever since Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
threatened to ‗review‘ it in the wake of simmering tensions between the two
countries.
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Pakistan, however, is adamant that India cannot unilaterally revoke the water
accord.
Recently, the head of WB visited both Pakistan and India to ensure that the
situation did not deteriorate.
The minister of state said that the government believed in reaching out to its
neighbors, including India. ―We want amicable solution to all problems with
India,‖ she said, adding that despite Indian belligerence, Pakistan was showing
restraint and acting in a responsible manner.
Pakistan will not accept external pressure on Indus Waters Treaty: Asif
Aurangzeb pointed out that both countries‘ economic progress was linked
with the treaty.
She said that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif believed in politics of consultation
and reconciliation. ―Therefore, he will consult with all political parties on water
issues,‖ she said.
After 17 years, she said, the government had decided to carry out census this
year because it was crucial for assessing population and devising strategies to
overcome challenges.
Пакистанские военные поддерживают террористические группировки
против Индии (мнение индийской стороны).
Pakistan military supports terror groups against India: report
The Hindu. 7.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pakistan-militarysupports-terror-groups-against-India-report/article17212573.ece?homepage=true

As per the report titled ‗A New US Approach to Pakistan: Enforcing Aid
Conditions without Cutting Ties‘ which will be released here on Friday.
Pakistan‘s military continues to support terrorist groups that attack India to
keep it ―off balance‖ and draws international mediation into dispute over Kashmir,
according to a report by a group of eminent South Asian experts from 10 major
American think tanks.
As per the report titled ‗A New US Approach to Pakistan: Enforcing Aid
Conditions without Cutting Ties‘ which will be released here on Friday, Pakistan‘s
military has often disrupted nascent peace efforts pursued by Indian and Pakistani
civilian rulers, most notably in 1999 during the Kargil war.
―Pakistani military leaders continue to support terrorist groups that attack
India in an effort to keep it off balance and to draw international mediation into the
dispute with India over Kashmir,‖ said the report.
―Pakistan‘s use of terrorist groups as part of its security and foreign policy is a
function of its obsession with India, which it perceives as an existential threat.
From an outside perspective, Pakistan‘s paranoia regarding India is unfounded,‖ it
said.
The report said while India may be unwilling to renegotiate Kashmir‘s
territorial status, numerous Indian leaders have tried to reach a modus vivendi with
Pakistan.
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Pakistan never changed its policy of supporting certain militant groups that
fight Afghan and coalition forces, making it impossible for the US to achieve its
objective of keeping Afghanistan from reverting to a safe haven for international
terrorism, it said.
―Pakistan‘s seemingly unconstrained expansion of its nuclear arsenal,
particularly the development of tactical nuclear weapons and extended-range
missile systems, also remains a cause for concern, especially with regard to India,‖
said the report co-authored by Lisa Curtis from The Heritage Foundation and
Husain Haqqani, the former Pakistan Ambassador to the US, who is now with The
Hudson Institute.
Among other members of the report are Col (retd.) John Gill, Professor from
National Defense University; Anish Goel, from New America; Bruce Riedel from
Brookings Institution; David S Sedney, Center for Strategic and International
Studies; and Marvin Weinbaum from, Middle East Institute.
The US clearly recognises that Pakistan‘s support for the Afghan Taliban, the
Haqqani network and other terrorist groups is not the sole reason for Afghanistan‘s
security challenges.
However, the other problems become insurmountable when the principal
insurgent groups enjoy safe havens in Pakistan, the report said.
Pakistan‘s tolerance for terror groups also undermines the country itself,
corroding its stability and civilian governance and damaging its investment
climate, as well as inflicting death and injury on thousands of its own innocent
citizens, it said.
Пакистан надеется возобновить переговоры с Индией после выборов в
штатах
Pakistan hopes to resume talks with India after state elections
Dawn. February 6th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313043/pakistan-hopes-toresume-talks-with-india-after-state-elections

ISLAMABAD: Planning and Development Minister Ahsan Iqbal hopes that
there will be a better environment to pursue peace talks with India after the state
assembly elections in the neighbouring country.
Talking to Voice of America, he said that by March these state elections
would be over and there would be a better environment to pursue peace talks with
India.
In reply to a question, he said: ―I think we should be mature enough to think
beyond that; India and Pakistan have to live together, we cannot change our
geography, and we must think in terms of peace.‖
Mr Iqbal said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif wanted peace in the region and
Pakistan had actively pursued peace with Afghanistan and India because ―our
development depends on peace in the region‖.
Answering a question, he said: ―In our elections India is no issue, nobody
speaks about India, nobody does any India-bashing, but somehow we feel that the
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electoral dynamics in India are still quite sensitive to Pakistan-bashing. So
whenever you have an electoral process in India, the government takes a certain
hawkish position towards Pakistan.‖
Terming India‘s reaction to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project
‗knee-jerk‘, the minister said New Delhi needed to look at CPEC as an opportunity
to enhance regional cooperation.
―If you are doing trade through CPEC you can reach out to any destination in
China from this area. So we are very hopeful and we continue to work to normalise
our relations with India,‖ Mr Iqbal said.
Если бы лидеры Пакистана и Индии знали, что все 70 лет будут жить в
условиях войны – не раз бы подумали, стоит ли разделять страну?!
Challenges India and Pakistan need to confront
Rustam Shah Mohmand. The Express Tribune, February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1315298/challenges-india-pakistan-need-confront/

3rd,

2017.

India and Pakistan have not been able to live in peaceful coexistence since
partition of the sub-continent. Perhaps if the founders of the new country had
realised that separation would lead to a perpetual,eternal and costly stand-off
between the two countries at the expense of the teeming millions of impoverished
masses ,they would have had second thoughts on the option of parting ways.
But nearly 70 years into partition the two nuclear-armed neighbours have
hardly shown any inclination to combat the problems of poverty, environmental
degradation, and gross social inequalities that they jointly face .
For one fifth of humanity (population of India and Pakistan) issues like multidimensional poverty, illiteracy, disease and lack of access to basic facilities like
sanitation, clean water, drainage, unemployment assume greater importance than
issues that are supposed to divide the two countries like Kashmir, Siachin, etc .
More than 440 million people in India live below poverty line — ie, on less
than $1.5 a day
In absolute terms more than 42 per cent of India‘s population earns less than
78 pence a day. More than 24 per cent Pakistanis share the same fate.
A United Nations report on global poverty reveals 53.7 per cent Indians and
49 per cent Pakistanis suffer from multi-dimensional poverty — a term that
incorporates such other factors as schooling, child mortality, nutrition, access to
electricity, toilets, drinking water and hygienic living conditions.
Pakistan adopted a new poverty line last year according to which 60 million
Pakistanis live below poverty line.
Geography would dictate a common approach, based on respect for each
other‘s rightful share of water in the distribution of water from rivers which
emanate from Indian territory and flow through Pakistan .Water sharing is a matter
for life and death for both countries. Pakistan is on its way to becoming a water
stressed country very soon .The forecasts are alarming .India faces a somewhat
similar prospect.
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According to the Indus Waters Treaty of 1960 — brokered by the World
Bank — India was granted exclusive rights over the three eastern rivers — the
Sutlej, the Beas and the Ravi — and their tributaries before the point where the
rivers enter Pakistan while Pakistan won the rights over the waters of the Western
rivers — the Indus, the Jhelum and the Chenab and their tributaries. Pakistan‘s
share of the total Indus system is over 80 per cent which makes India a beneficiary
of less than 20 per cent.
But controversies over construction of storage reservoirs upstream continue to
sour relations. As water quantity dwindles and the demand — largely because of
population growth — increases the water sharing would pose many problems.
Perhaps this would emerge as an explosive issue that could lead to a conflict or war
between the two countries.
As the Himalayan glaciers begin to melt and global warming takes hold, with
alarming consequences for both countries, the issue of climate change would
assume crucial relevance because soil erosion, prolonged droughts, drying up of
aquifers — all would severely impact lives of humans and livestock.
The issue is not only a fairer distribution of water. It goes much beyond that
objective. The two countries are mandated by fate and destiny to collaborate and
coordinate efforts — at all levels to deal with the menace of ecological looming
disasters. Because nature has so shaped the environment — the physical terrain,
the rivers, the mountains that only joint, well-coordinated endeavours could
contribute to the objective of protecting the environment and avoiding a
precipitous collapse of the fragile eco-balance that looms on the horizon.
The key issues that both countries face and are imminent: loss of biodiversity,
high population density, limited access to potable water urbanisation, prevalence of
water-borne diseases, weak urban infrastructure, water pollution that also gravely
affects fish industry, industrial soil degradation, deforestation, etc.
These are issues that would seriously undermine the myriad government
initiatives in the sectors of education, health, agriculture, fishing, industry and
economy.
For obvious reasons and because of physical connectivity these menaces
could only be addressed by undertaking collective efforts with a view to saving
lives and safeguarding the natural treasures of water, forests and trying to restore
— to the extent possible, the ecological balance that is under assault .
By a joint strategy that excludes considerations of hegemony, control or
monopoly, the two countries can achieve the full potential of their enormous
resources. The Indus river basin has a potential of producing 34,000 megawatts of
electricity. India has already been able to generate more than 11,000 mw of
electricity through projects on utilisation of the Indus river potential. Many more
projects are in the pipeline. But these projects could be designed in consultation
with Pakistan in a spirit of understanding and accommodation that takes into
account the legitimate interests of the people of the two countries.
That can only happen when there is an environment conducive to mutual
trust.
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As relations remain sour and hostility drives the policies and perceptions of
both countries, there is no hope for a future that would bring economic prosperity
and help save the environment from the imminent danger of destruction of the eco
system.
When so much is at stake is it prudent or rational to continue on a belligerent
path that promotes more hatred and breeds more acrimony? Only because the issue
of Kashmir remains unresolved .While the issue of Kashmir must be addressed and
resolved, is it fair to bind the destinies of 1.4 billion people with the question of
autonomy for 12 million?
Islamabad must understand that a country of the size of India would never
agree to the changing of the borders. Musharraf conceded this in his four-point
formula. That leaves us with the only other option of helping the Kashmiris to seek
greater autonomy within the existing international frontiers.
Presumably India would not be averse to such a solution.
Any alteration in the boundaries would create a chain reaction with
potentially catastrophic implications for India and the whole region. Pakistan must
factor this reality into its calculations while trying to champion the cause of
Kashmiris.
For millions of the poor, destitute people of the sub-continent the issues of
economic survival, of education, of drinking water, of electricity, of jobs, of
healthcare and housing are more pressing, more real than ―more autonomy‖ for
Kashmir, although the issue of autonomy can not be relegated to the background.
The status quo in Kashmir is no longer an option.
Исламабад хочет избежать санкций со стороны Трампа (арест
организатора теракта в Мумбаи в ноябре 2008 г.)
Владимир
Скосырев.
01/1_6917_islamabad.html

НГ.

1.02.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-02-

Правительство Пакистана, не выдержав нажима Вашингтона, посадило
под домашний арест Хафиза Саида, идеолога теракта в Мумбаи в 2008 году.
Дели давно требовал суда над основателем группы исламистских боевиков, а
США назначили вознаграждение в 10 млн долл. за его арест. Но Саид
продолжал призывать к джихаду против Индии. Положение изменилось с
приходом к власти Дональда Трампа, чей представитель сказал, что
ограничения на въезд в США могут распространиться и на Пакистан.
Ссылаясь на пакистанского чиновника, Reuters передало, что, поместив
Саида под домашний арест, Пакистан думал прежде всего о том, как бы не
попасть в число стран, чьи граждане значатся в списке, препятствующем
въезду в США.
Страх стал фактором, заставившим пакистанские власти ограничить
свободу фанатика, на котором лежит немалая доля ответственности за
трагедию в Мумбаи.
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Индия требовала его наказания с тех пор, как 10 боевиков из Пакистана
переправились в город на лодке и убили 166 человек. Они творили расправу
над беззащитными людьми несколько дней. Расстреливали пассажиров на
вокзале, в двух гостиницах и еврейском центре. Нападение поставило
Пакистан и Индию, страны, обладающие ядерным оружием, на грань войны.
Саид основал воинственную группировку LeT, что можно перевести с
урду как «ополчение чистых». Главной целью считается освобождение
Кашмира от Индии. Организация создала несколько тренировочных лагерей
в той части Кашмира, которую контролирует Пакистан. Она устраивала
теракты не только в Индии, но и в самом Пакистане. Организация признана
ООН террористической. Запрещена в США, ЕС, Британии, Пакистане,
Индии, России. Чтобы избежать преследований, сменила вывеску, назвала
себя благотворительной.
В беседе с «НГ» заместитель директора Института востоковедения РАН
Вячеслав Белокреницкий отметил, что задержание Хафиза Саида – «это
результат давления Индии. Очевидно, пакистанское руководство
рассчитывает также получить какую-то выгоду в своих отношениях с США.
У Пакистана сейчас очень большая озабоченность, какую линию будет
проводить новая американская администрация в отношении Пакистана и
всего региона».
Индийцы давно требовали привлечь Саида к ответу. Хотя он не
возглавляет боевую группировку, а как бы идеологически патронирует ее.
Есть и еще одна организация в Пакистане, которая, как считают в Дели,
устраивает теракты против Индии. Исламабад ее не преследует.
По словам эксперта, индийцы давно пытались убедить мир, что
Пакистан потворствует терроризму. Поскольку Вашингтон оказывает
прессинг на мусульманские страны, Исламабад пытается вывести из-под него
Пакистан. Тем не менее обстановка на индийско-пакистанской границе
остается напряженной. Вчера сообщалось о перестрелке. Возможно, помещая
Хафиза Саида под домашний арест, то есть применяя довольно мягкую меру,
пакистанские власти хотят прощупать общественное мнение. Они могут
потом сказать американцам: «Мы-то готовы преследовать этого деятеля, но
общественность не поддерживает такие шаги».
Помимо Саида под домашний арест полиция посадила и четырех его
единомышленников. Как и ожидалось, сторонники исламистской
организации устроили демонстрацию протеста, перекрыв автомобильное
движение на одной из центральных улиц Лахора.
На момент выхода этого номера в свет официальной реакции Дели на
задержание идеолога террора не поступало. Однако индийская газета
Hindustan Times напоминает, что LeT – это рука межведомственной разведки
Пакистана. И потому ситуация в Южной Азии не улучшится, пока
пакистанское правительство не предпримет решительных мер против
террористических группировок.
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Предполагаемый организатор терактов в Индии взят под домашний
арест в Пакистане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/3983553. 30.01.2017.

МОСКВА, 30 января. /ТАСС/. Власти Пакистана поместили под
домашний арест Хафиза Сайеда, предполагаемого организатора терактов в
Мумбаи в 2008 году, жертвами которых стали 166 человек.
Об этом сообщило агентство Reuters со ссылкой на представителя
организации "Джамаат уд-Даава", главой которой является Сайед и которая
считается политическим крылом террористической группировки "Лашкар-эТайба" ("Легион правоверных").
"Большая группа полицейских прибыла в штаб-квартиру "Джаммат удДава" и заявила, что Хафиз будет помещен по домашний арест", - приводит
агентство слова другого представителя группировки Надима Авана.
Тот факт, что Сайед находился на свободе в Пакистане, вызвал протесты
со стороны Индии. Индийские власти требуют от Пакистана пресечь
деятельность террористических групп, организующих теракты на индийской
территории.
26 ноября 2008 года четыре мобильных группы террористов, прибывшие
из Пакистана и вооруженные автоматами, совершили серию нападений в
Мумбаи. Они обстреляли людей у вокзала и кафе, напали на полицейский
участок, больницу и еврейский культурный центр, захватили заложников в
двух гостиницах. Боевики оказывали сопротивление до 28 ноября, когда
последние из них были уничтожены силами безопасности. В результате
терактов погибли 166 человек, были ликвидированы девять террористов.
Организатор теракта в Мумбаи в ноябре 2018 г. арестован (написала
индийская пресса)
Hafiz Saeed placed under house arrest in Lahore
Mubashir
Zaidi.
The
Hindu.
31.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Hafiz-Saeed-placed-under-house-arrest-inLahore/article17118871.ece?homepage=true

Police raided the office of the Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD) in Lahore on Monday
and put its leader Hafiz Saeed and four of his associates under preventive detention
at their residence for an indefinite period.
The outfit and its charity arm, Falah-i-Insaaniyat, have been put on the
terrorist watch list, though an expected ban was not announced.
A notification was issued by the Interior Ministry on the action against Hafiz
Saeed.
U.S. threatened sanctions
The crackdown came after reports in Pakistani newspapers claimed that the
U.S. had threatened sanctions if Pakistan did not ban the JuD. Hours before the
action, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar confirmed the reports at a press
conference in Islamabad. ―We have been deliberating on the fate of the JuD for
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quite sometime now. It will be decided in the next 24 hours,‖ he had told the
media.
Meanwhile, the JuD had replaced its flags with Pakistani ones at its centres in
Punjab province. Tehrik-i-Azadi-i Kashmir replaced JuD on the signboards.
The U.N. and the U.S. have already declared JuD a terrorist organisation but
Pakistan had stalled action after the JuD got a reprieve from the Punjab High
Court.
India has long been accusing the JuD and Hafiz Saeed of launching terror
attacks in Mumbai.
Организатор теракта в Мумбаи в ноябре 2008 г. арестован (написала
пакистанская пресса)
Hafiz Saeed placed under house arrest
Rana Tanveer, Arsalan Altaf. The Express Tribune, January 31st,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1312057/policy-statement-hafiz-saeed-placed-house-arrest/

2017.

ISLAMABAD / LAHORE: The government on Monday placed Jamaatud
Dawa (JuD) chief Hafiz Saeed and his four aides under detention [house arrest] for
their activities to ‗harm peace and security‘.
The action came after Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan said that the
government was taking steps to fulfil its international obligations regarding JuD.
JuD chief Hafiz Saeed put under house arrest
The groups – the Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation (FIF) and JuD –have been
placed on the watch list and put on the second schedule under Section 11-EEE(1)
of the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997, the interior ministry said in an order.
Hafiz Saeed and his aides have been detained for three months. Saeed was
detained at his residence, 116-E, in Johar Town.
Sources in the police told The Express Tribune that they took Hafiz Saeed
into custody from Markaz Al-Qadsia, the headquarters of Jamaat-ud-Dawa, and
took him to his residence at Johar Town after declaring it a sub-jail, adding the rest
were detained in Muridke (two) and one each in Faisalabad and Multan.
A handout issued by the Punjab government said: ―In the light of Section 11EEE(1) of the ATA, the Punjab government has taken organisational office-bearers
of the aforementioned organisations playing an active role including Hafiz
Muhammad Saeed (Lahore), Abdullah Ubaid (Faisalabad), Zafar Iqbal (Markaz
Tayyaba Muridke), Abdul Rehman Abid (Markaz Tayyaba Muridke) and Kashif
Niazi of Multan into protective custody.‖
The interior ministry in its order stated that the Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation
and the Jamaat-ud-Dawa had been taking steps causing harm to peace and security,
and involved in activities that violate UNSC Resolution 1267.
Under Section 11-EEE(1) of the ATA, the federal government, after putting a
proscribed person in the fourth schedule, can detain him for a period of 12 months
by extending this period from time to time.
The superintendent of police (civil lines division) conveyed the detention
orders to Hafiz Saeed and put him under detention. A heavy contingent of police
was also present at the headquarters of the JuD.
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Later, activists of Jamaatud Dawa held a protest demonstration outside the
Lahore Press Club and demanded the release of their leader. Chanting slogans
against the government, they accused it of toeing the policies of the US to detain
him.
They blocked the road for vehicular traffic and said they would start a protest
demonstration if Hafiz Saeed and other FIF and JuD leaders were not released.
Meanwhile, Hafiz Saeed said that his detention orders had come from
Washington and not from Islamabad.
―The struggle being waged by the JuD and Kashmiris is the same,‖ the JuD
chief told a press conference before his arrest.
He said his arrest would spark a new vigour in the Kashmir liberation
movement, urging Pakistanis to stand for the Kashmir cause. The JuD chief also
vowed to observer February 5 as the Kashmir solidarity day ―with full force‖.
Legal action against JeM, JuD impossible due to state involvement: Rana
Sanaullah
Earlier, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan hinted at taking steps
against Jamaatud Dawa (JuD). ―The organisation has been under observation since
2010-11. Since it has also been listed by the UN Security Council [Sanctions
Committee], we are bound to take some steps and we are taking those steps to
fulfil our obligations,‖ the minister said while talking to the media after
inaugurating a passport office in Islamabad.
Talking about recent disappearances of some bloggers, the minister said the
incumbent government was strongly opposed to the idea of enforced
disappearances.
―In no way does this government own this policy,‖ the minister said, adding
all bloggers had reached their homes now.
Nisar said he had sent police officers to the home of Salman Haider after he
returned from his three-week disappearance to enquire after him. The minister said
that Haider‘s family has refused to lodge a complaint or give a statement to the
police.
About the Dawn leaks inquiry, he said the interior ministry would receive the
inquiry report in a few days and would submit it to the government.
Commenting on US President Donald Trump‘s recent order to ban citizens of
seven Muslim countries from entering the US, the minister said such a step would
only benefit terrorists.
―This step will not harm terrorists, but will only affect those who are afflicted
with terrorism,‖ Nisar said while stressing international unity against terrorism.
―Muslims have suffered the most from terrorism but [unfortunately they] have
also received most of the blame for terror. More than a billion Muslims cannot be
blamed for the actions of a few who have negated the teaching of Islam,‖ Nisar
said, emphasising the need for not linking terrorism with any religion.
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Прогнозные оценки американской исследовательской организации
«Стратфор» по Южной Азии (Пакистан – Индия) и Афганистану на 2017 г.
Баранов В.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32213. 27 января, 2017.

В конце 2016 г. известная американская частная аналитикоисследовательская организация «Стратфор» (Stratfor – сокращение от
английского Strategic Forecasting – «Стратегическое прогнозирование»), в
состав которой входят отставные офицеры ЦРУ и других специальных
ведомств и структур США, а также действующие аналитики по
стратегическому прогнозированию развития ситуации и международных
отношений по различным странам и регионам мира, как всегда опубликовала
в открытом доступе серию ежегодных прогнозов на 2017 г. по регионам
Евразии, Европы, Южной Азии, Ближнего Востока и Северной Африки и др.
На наш взгляд, для российского экспертного сообщества и для читателей,
интересующихся прогнозами и анализом развития международных
отношений и ситуации в странах Ближнего и Среднего Востока представляет
большой научно-практический интерес прогноз «Стратфор» по региону
Южная Азия, прежде всего по Пакистану и Афганистану, а также развития
индийско–пакистанских отношений в 2017 г. Ниже приводится сокращенный
перевод с английского языка этого прогноза с последующими
комментариями автора данной статьи.
1. Индия и Пакистан: сниженный риск эскалации напряженности
В августе 2017 г. будет отмечаться 70-я годовщина независимости
Индии и Пакистана, поэтому в настоящее время в каждой из этих стран на
националистические настроения находятся на подъеме. Этот всплеск
национализма, не говоря уже о непрекращающихся трансграничных атаках
боевиков вглубь территории Кашмира (имеется ввиду индийский штат
Джамму и Кашмир – авт.) будет заставлять правительства по обе стороны
индийско-пакистанской границы находится в состоянии повышенной боевой
тревоги. И даже несмотря на то, что самая последняя эволюция индийской
военной доктрины (имеется в виду нанесение точечных «хирургических»
ударов по местам базирования исламистских террористических группировок,
действующих с территории Пакистана – авт.), которая является более
тактической и точечной, чем ее предшественница, будет сдерживать атаки
исламистов и минимизировать риск эскалации [тлеющей напряженности и
состояния латентного конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном] – эта
доктрина не снимет полностью возможность такой эскалации.
Именно в этом контексте в 2017 г. будет формироваться индийско –
пакистанское соперничество. Сезон общенациональных выборов в Индии
подстегнет антипакистанскую риторику, которая только вдохновит Пакистан
на продолжение ответа на нарастающие трансграничные обстрелы
пакистанской территории индийским войсками (В целом, следует отметить,
что напряженность [между Индией и Пакистаном] с 2014 г., года когда
премьер-министр Нарендра Моди пришел к власти и когда НАТО вывело
большую часть своих войск из Афганистана, возросла, давая возможность
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Пакистану переключить свое внимание с пакистано-афганской границы на
его границу с Индией.)
Но в Пакистане также состоятся общенациональные выборы,
намеченные на 2018 г., и в этом году (2017 – авт.) премьер-министр
Пакистана Наваз Шариф начнет свою собственную предвыборную кампанию
за его переизбрание на беспрецедентный для Пакистана четвертый срок.
Критика со стороны оппозиции, что он слишком слабо реагирует на Индию,
подвигнет его занять более жесткую позицию.
2. Действия боевиков как средство достижения цели
В 2017 г. террористические действия боевиков в Южной Азии будут
использоваться как средство для достижения политических целей. Индия
продолжит работу совместно с Афганистаном по строительству порта
Чабахар в Иране (Chabahar Port), все более раздражая этим Пакистан,
который считает, что Нью–Дели также предоставляет помощь сепаратистам в
[пакистанском] Белуджистане. Эта помощь, как подозревает Пакистан, сама
по себе является подрывом Китайско–пакистанского экономического
коридора (China –Pakistan Economic Corridor), центральной темой обещания в
ходе предвыборной кампании Шарифа о снижении нехватки природного газа
в Пакистане. Соответственно, Исламабад будет сопротивляться призывам
арестовать членов афганского движения «Талибан», которые живут в
Белуджистане, используя их в качестве рычагов воздействия на Вашингтон и
Кабул с целью снова включить Пакистан в переговоры с афганским
«Талибаном» (имеются в виду переговоры США с представителями т.н.
«умеренной» фракции афганского движения «Талибан», которые
периодически идут в разных городах мира, в основном в столице Катара –
Дохе – автора.)
3. Пакистанское правительство остается непреклонным
В основе динамики развития ситуации в регионе лежит то
обстоятельство, насколько большую силу влияния на политику страны
имеют пакистанские военные, и, в особенности, армия Пакистана. Она уже
правила практически в течение половины срока за всю 69-летнюю историю
страны. Пока еще слишком рано говорить, что генерал Камар Баджва (Qamar
Bajva), недавно назначенный главнокомандующий пакистанской армии,
изменит баланс силы между гражданскими и военными в Пакистане. Но ясно
то, что угрозы со стороны Индии – реальные или воображаемые –
подтолкнет армию к поддержанию статус–кво, даже в свете двух вех,
недавно прошедших ею на пути к гражданскому правлению: завершения
пятилетнего срока пребывания у власти избранного демократическим путем
президента страны в 2013 г., а также лишение полномочий
главнокомандующего армией Пакистана после окончания одного срока его
пребывания в должности в 2015 г.
В любом случае, пакистанское правительство останется непреклонным в
том, что касается его роли в афганском конфликте – что представляет собой,
надо сказать, то обстоятельство, что Пакистан будет препятствовать
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переговорам (имеется в виду переговоры с афганским «Талибаном» - авт.),
если вообще он позволит им возобновиться, если он почувствует, что его
оттирают Афганистан или США. Но то, что еще стоит на пути разрешения
[афганского конфликта], это разделение на фракции внутри афганского
«Талибана» — проявившееся наиболее заметно в этом (2016 г. – авт.) году со
стороны его «фракции Дохи» (т.е. т.н. «умеренных талибов, которые
периодически возобновляют в столице Катара – Дохе переговоры с США по
мирному урегулированию афганского кризиса – авт.). Эта фракция начала
озвучивать призывы к афганскому «Талибану» в целом к переходу от
партизанской повстанческой войны к полноценному политическому
движению – т.е. разделения на фракции, которое станет наиболее очевидным
в 2017 г. Нестабильность [ в Афганистане] будет тормозить прогресс на пути
к реализации транснациональных энергетических проектов, таких, как проект
ТАПИ (газопровод Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия – авт.),
который подчеркивает роль Афганистана как энергетического моста,
связывающего насыщенную энергоресурсами Центральную Азию и
испытывающей нехватку энергии Южной Азией.
На наш взгляд, такой прогноз аналитиков «Стратфора» вполне
корректен и заслуживает внимания российского экспертного сообщества,
занимающегося проблемам Пакистана, Афганистана и индийскопакистанских отношений. Но если анализировать его более пристально, то
возникает ощущение, что аналитики «Стратфора», давая общий прогноз
состояния индийско-пакистанских отношений в 2017 г. не совсем правы,
когда говорят о том, что конфликтный потенциал между этими двумя
региональными антагонистами не вырастет в открытый вооруженный
конфликт. На наш взгляд, такая опасность существует в свете того, что 2017
г. – как раз год выборов в Индии и предвыборный год в Пакистане и в свете
усиления националистических настроений, которые присутствуют в обеих
странах, любая вооруженная активность с обеих сторон на пакистаноиндийской границе может спровоцировать новый вооруженный конфликт
пониженной интенсивности, т.е. т.н. «гибридная война», которая ведется
обеими сторонами друг против друга в латентной форме в течение уже
продолжительного времени (стычки на границе, обстрелы с обеих сторон
военнослужащих, а также особенно новый «хирургический» точечный удар
индийских войск по базам террористических группировок, ведущих
террористическую войну против Индии в индийском штате Джамму и
Кашмир может, в обстановке ужесточения позиции гражданских в
отношении Индии и нажима со стороны военных Пакистана на
правительство Наваза Шарифа с целью «дать адекватный ответ» Индии,
привести к открытому вооруженному конфликту между Индией и
Пакистаном на манер т.н. «вооруженного противостояния» в 2001-2002 г.
Что касается позиции Пакистана по отношению к переговорам с
«фракцией Дохи» афганского движения «Талибан», то на наш взгляд,
Исламабад, скорее всего, не будет тормозить эти переговоры, в случае, если
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они возобновятся, а постарается любыми путями принять в них участие,
договорившись, прежде всего, с администрацией вновь избранного
президента США Дональда Трампа, которая может оказать давление на
Афганистан, с целью подключения Пакистана к этому переговорному
процессу, при этом США будут исходить из стремления президента
Д.Трампа, которое он озвучил еще в ходе предвыборной кампании в США и
повторил в общем виде в своей инаугурационной речи 20 января с.г. о
максимальном невмешательстве американских войск в региональные
конфликты и «защите своих собственных границ вместо чужих». Таким
образом, и здесь аналитики «Стратфора» могут дать не совсем корректный
прогноз.
В целом, данный прогноз «Стратфора» по Южной Азии и Афганистану
представляет несомненный интерес для российского экспертного
сообщества.
При написании данной статьи автор использовал следующие материалы:
Stratfor 2017 Annual Forecast: South Asia/ Dec 27, 2016
https://www.stratfor.com/forecast/2017-annual-forecast-south-asia/south-asia

Воды Инда, которые текут в Пакистан и теряются, будут направлены
в наш Панджаб, - заявил Моди на предвыборном митинге в Панджабе
Indus waters that flow into Pakistan as waste will be brought to Punjab:
Modi
The
Hindu.
28.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/elections/punjab2017/Indus-waters-that-flow-into-Pakistan-as-waste-will-be-brought-to-PunjabModi/article17103627.ece?homepage=true
At an election rally in Jalandhar, he accuses the Congress of following
political opportunism to further its gains.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday launched a scathing attack on the
Congress, accusing it of following political opportunism to further its gains. The
party was a ―thing of the past‖ which the people of Punjab must not trust, he said.
The Congress is a ―sinking ship‖ and people should not board it as it would
not help them reach anywhere, he said at an election rally here.
Mr. Modi referred to the politically sensitive issue of the Sutlej Yamuna
Canal, saying Punjab had the right to use water for irrigation. Waters from the
Indus river that flow into Pakistan as waste would be brought to Punjab.
(Haryana and Punjab are locked in a bitter legal and emotional battle over the
issue for the past several years).
With Rahul Gandhi raking up the issue of drug menace in the State at a rally
in Majitha, Mr. Modi hit back at him, saying, ―Some people are taking politics to a
new low by tarnishing the image of the youth of Punjab.‖ The pride of Punjabis
was tarnished by such statements and the Assembly polls in the State were the best
way to reply to such remarks.
''The Congress is like water and changes it shape to suit its political needs. It
is a strange party. It tied up with the Left in West Bengal to survive in that State.
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Whatever they [Left] gave [as seats], it accepted...In Uttar Pradesh, it attacked the
Samajwadi Party in its yatras. Then it went for a pact...It saw an opportunity after a
feud in the SP...,‖ Modi said.
Dubbing ―political opportunism‖ as the ―forte‖ of the Congress, he said the
country was witnessing the results of ―politics of destruction‖ the country had seen
in the last 70 years. ―Now, we have started politics of development.‖.
Referring to demonetisation, he claimed that he had been facing ―atrocities‖
for the past three months. ―Modi hun. Zulm ke samne jhukta nahin [I am Modi. I
do not bow before atrocities],‖ he said.
''My drive against corruption is an apolitical affair aimed at ridding the
country of black money.But people who have amassed illegal wealth in the past 70
years are worried and are attacking me as they are still unable to digest the
decision,‖ he said.
Договор о разделе вод Инда.
Наваз Шариф оказывает давление на Всемирный банк быть арбитром в
суде.
Indus Waters Treaty: Nawaz presses WB chief for arbitration court
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
27th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308175/indus-waters-treaty-nawaz-presses-wb-chief-arbitrationcourt/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday reminded the World Bank again to
effectively play its role of arbitrator in implementation of the Indus Waters Treaty
(IWT) and to establish a court of arbitration for immediate settlement of a water
dispute between Islamabad and New Delhi.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif took the issue of a pause in process of
appointment of the court of arbitration chairman by WB with the lender‘s CEO,
who is visiting Pakistan, on Wednesday.
Pakistan hopes WB aware of its role as guarantor of Indus Waters Treaty
The premier hoped ―World Bank will play a lead role in resolution of disputes
through establishment of a Court of Arbitration,‖ while talking to WB CEO
Kristalina I Georgieva, suggesting that Pakistan is sticking to its original plan of
seeking appointment of the court of arbitration chairman instead of adopting any
other avenue, as suggested by the lender.
The WB CEO is visiting Pakistan at a time when the lender‘s deadline to
resolve the water dispute bilaterally is going to end.
Last month, WB had announced a pause in separate processes initiated by
India and Pakistan under IWT, requesting both countries to consider alternative
ways to resolve their disagreements.
At that time, WB said it has temporarily halted the appointment of a neutral
expert, as requested by India, and the court of arbitration chairman as requested by
Pakistan, to resolve issues regarding two hydroelectric power plants under
construction by India along the Indus rivers system. Both processes initiated by the
respective countries were advancing at the same time, creating a risk of
contradictory outcomes that could potentially endanger the treaty, it added.
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WB had hoped that the two countries would come to an agreement by the end
of January.
A Prime Minister‘s Office handout stated that the premier discussed the
resolution of dispute arisen between India and Pakistan regarding construction of
hydroelectric plants and water reservoirs on the western rivers by India in violation
of IWT, of which WB is a signatory.
WB understood the significance of IWT and was cognisant of the bank‘s role
being co-signatory to the treaty, Georgieva said.
During the discourse, Power Minister Khawaja Asif conveyed that as per the
government‘s policy, Pakistan desires good relations with all its neighbours and
wanted the resolution of IWT within its scope.
Pakistan again requested the bank to consider financing of the $14 billion
Diamer-Bhasha dam, which WB is reluctant to finance due to objections raised by
India. He conveyed the importance of the dam and requested the bank to provide
assistance for its development as it will help reduce the country‘s energy shortage
and fulfill its agriculture needs, a finance ministry handout said.
World Bank declares pause to protect Indus Waters Treaty
It added that the WB CEO assured the Pakistani leaders of their positive
consideration for Pakistan‘s development needs and higher financial allocations.
Premier Nawaz emphasised that the government was focused on development
of hydropower projects including mega dams all along the Indus cascade and small
and medium dams in Balochistan to meet energy demands. In this regard DiamerBasha dam is a project of national importance as it will considerably change the
energy mix, produce affordable electricity and store water, he said.
Pakistan and China have recently decided to make Indus Basin development
part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor to thwart Indian designs of hurting
Pakistan‘s economy by blocking the flow of water.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar shared with the WB delegation details of the
improved economic environment in the country and measures being taken by the
government to consolidate the gains made in the last three years. He said that all
macro-economic indicators project that Pakistan was on a rising growth trajectory.
Georgieva said that keeping in view the momentum in growth and economic
progress in Pakistan, the World Bank would continue to assist Pakistan with
consideration of a bigger financial package. She appreciated the Tarbela extension
project and said WB will continue to look forward to working with Pakistan on
similar projects.
She added that Pakistan has made great progress in energy, infrastructure and
overall economic stability. ‗There is a sea of positive change in Pakistan as
compared to 2011 when I last visited,‖ Georgieva said.
Прав-во согласится на показ индийских фильмов в Пакистане
Govt likely to allow screening of Indian films
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Adnan
Lodhi.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
25th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1306099/entertainment-govt-likely-allow-screening-indian-filmssoon/

LAHORE: Cinemas in Pakistan will again start screening Indian movies
nearly four months after imposing a ban on films from across the border over
military tensions.
Sources in the federal information ministry told The Express Tribune on
Tuesday that the PM‘s Secretariat is likely to allow the release of Indian movies in
the country and hopefully a notification in this regard will be issued soon.
Pakistani cinema owners all set to lift self-imposed ban on Indian films
Two Indian movies ‗Raees‘ and ‗Kaabil‘ are likely to be screened in cinemas
this week.
The suspension of Indian screenings came after Bollywood producers banned
Pakistani artists in Indian films. Financial considerations also motivated the lifting
of the ban as cinema owners made losses.
Cinema owners were lobbying Nawaz Sharif to lift the ban and last week the
prime minister constituted a committee in which all stakeholders were given
representations.
The committee under the supervision of Minister of State for Information,
Broadcasting and National Heritage Marriyum Aurangzeb and Irfan Siddiqui had
forwarded its recommendations to the PM‘s Secretariat after holding negotiations
with all stakeholders.
According to the recommendations, it was advised that the old policy that was
in place before the screening of Indian films was suspended in the country should
be maintained.
According to the sources, during its third meeting held on Tuesday, the
committee finalised its recommendations and sent a summary to the PM‘s
Secretariat.
Film Exhibitors Association Chairman Zoraiz Lashari confirmed the
development to The Express Tribune.
Pakistani cinema owners delay lifting ban on Indian films following Quetta
attack
―According to the recommendations, the federal information ministry will
issue the NOC for the import of Indian films while provincial censor boards will
review them,‖ adding, ―There will be no change in the criteria for the release of
Indian films.‖
Meanwhile, anticipating the lifting of the ban, a private TV channel has
already purchased Indian movies ‗Raees‘ and ‗Kaabil‘ after paying advance money
to Indian distributors.
Индия планирует расположить на границе с Пакистаном (Раджастан,
Панджаб) 460 танков Т-90, которые закупит у России (всего 900 танков на
сумму в 2 млрд. долл.).
India gears up to position hundreds of tanks along border with Pakistan
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The Express Tribune. 23.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303434/indiagears-position-hundreds-tanks-along-border-pakistan/
India is planning to deploy over 460 main battle tanks (MBTs) along the
border with Pakistan.
The deployment will significantly boost India‘s already sizeable tank
presence at the frontier. The Indian Army plans to position the recently ordered T90 tanks along India‘s border with Pakistan, senior defence functionaries told IHS
Jane 360.
Pakistan Army rubbishes India‘s claim of ‗surgical strikes‘ along LoC
The tanks, which will be imported from Russia at a cost of $2 billion, will
join 900 or so T-90S Bhishma tanks presently deployed in India‘s Rajasthan and
Punjab states. The purchase has yet to be green-lighted by the Defense Acquisition
Council.
Analysts posit the significant surge in tank deployment at the border could be
a manifestation of India readying to activate its Cold Start doctrine. The strategy is
premised on India‘s conventional forces executing holding attacks before
international intervention or nuclear retaliation from Pakistan.
India offers to buy 200 foreign combat jets, if they‘re ‗made-in-India‘
In an interview with India Today, Indian Army chief General Bipin Rawat
categorically stated that the ―doctrine existed for conventional military operations.‖
General Rawat also said that India would not ‗shy away from conducting more
surgical strikes if needed‘. In an interview to NDTV, the newly-appointed army
chief said that the ‗surgical strikes‘ were meant to deliver a message to Pakistan.
Пакистан вернул индийского солдата, который в 2016 г. пересек LoC.
Pakistan returns Indian soldier Chandu Babulal Chavan who crossed
LoC last year
The Hindustan Times. 22/01/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/pakistanreturns-indian-soldier-who-crossed-loc-last-year-says-committed-to-ensuring-peace/storytRunT1nwlr4pAkgz6rwrDM.html

Pakistan sent back on Saturday an Indian soldier who crossed the Line of
Control last year, adding that he had been ―convinced to return to his own country‖
on humanitarian grounds.
Chandu Babulal Chavan had crossed over in September last year as tensions
rose following a cross-border raid that India said it carried out against militants.
―Despite Indian belligerence, Pakistan believes in peaceful neighbourhood
and rejects all actions aimed at undermining regional peace and security,‖ a release
by Pakistan‘s ministry of foreign affairs said.
Family of Indian soldier who crossed LoC thanks defence ministry
Soldier inadvertently crossed LoC, Pak has been informed: Indian Army
source
An Indian Army official had earlier said such incidents of people including
civilians crossing the frontier by mistake have happened in the past from both sides
and those who strayed are returned.
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―As a gesture of goodwill and in continuation of our efforts to maintain peace
and tranquillity along LOC and WB, Sepoy Chandu Babulal Chohan has been
convinced to return to his own country... on humanitarian grounds,‖ Pakistan‘s
Inter-Services Public Relations said in a press release.
Chavan was handed over to Indian authorities at the Wagah border at 2.30pm.
A defence official said the 22-year-old soldier from 37 Rashtriya Rifles had
inadvertently crossed the de-factor border in Kashmir hours after India‘s surgical
strikes on terrorist bases across the LoC. Chavan belongs to Borvihir village in
Dhule district of Maharashtra.
No war: India wants to lower tensions with Pak, grow economy, boost
diplomacy
Pakistan releases 218 more Indian fishermen from jail as ‗goodwill gesture‘
The Pakistan Army had earlier informed its Indian counterpart that it is not
aware of Chavan‘s whereabouts. Under a bilateral arrangement, soldiers who
inadvertently cross the LoC are handed over to their side.
Chavan‘s family has been under stress since the news of his disappearance
broke on September 29 last year — his grandmother died of a heart attack two days
later. Chavan‘s parents died when he was two years old and his grandmother
Lilabai took care of her two grandsons.
Договор о разделе вод Инда.
Пакистан попросил Индию и Всемирный банк информировать его обо
всех гидропроектах на западных реках
Pakistan asks India, World Bank to inform it of all future hydel projects
Dawn, January 20th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309561/pakistan-asks-indiaworld-bank-to-inform-it-of-all-future-hydel-projects

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has asked the World Bank and India to inform
Islamabad of all the dams and hydropower projects proposed to be built by New
Delhi on the western rivers, and not just the two projects under dispute currently,
so that the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT) could be followed smoothly in future, an
inter-ministerial meeting presided over by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar was told on
Thursday.
Ministers and other representatives of the ministries of water and power,
foreign affairs and law and justice, the Attorney General‘s Office and civil and
military experts attended the meeting.
Pakistan‘s executive director in the World Bank, Nasir Mehmood Khosa,
attended the meeting as a special invitee and the water and power secretary briefed
all those present on the ongoing dispute with India.
Editorial: Water wars
The meeting observed that the president of the World Bank had drawn up the
lots for appointment of umpires for a court of arbitration before it had put on hold
the process about two months ago.
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―This meant that the World Bank was convinced and had accepted Pakistan‘s
position,‖ said Attorney General Ashtar Ausaf.
Pakistan‘s stance was that not only the two schemes under dispute at the
moment — the Kishanganga and Ratle projects — but technical and other details
of all the upcoming projects should be shared with the World Bank and Pakistan,
along with their designs and locations, so that Islamabad could examine them in a
manner that they did not create problems every now and then and the treaty could
function smoothly, said Mr Ausaf.
The meeting also asked a taskforce led by the attorney general to formulate a
strategy for future handling of the disputed projects.
Mr Ausaf said the chief executive officer of the bank, Kristalina I. Georgieva,
who is second only in hierarchy to its president, would arrive on Jan 26 for
deliberations on the subject. He said the senior official was inducted into the World
Bank group on Jan 2 and her visit to Pakistan would be her first trip outside
Washington, which meant that the bank was attaching great importance to
Islamabad‘s case.
At the same time, Mr Ausaf said, it was decided that the bank must be
reminded that it had a critical role to play and that it should honour its
responsibilities under the treaty.
An official statement about the meeting said Pakistan viewed the treaty as a
useful and time-tested mechanism for sharing water with India and that Islamabad
had always abided by it.
The finance minister said it was in the interest of both countries that they
continue to implement the terms of the treaty. In this spirit, Pakistan would
continue to fulfil its obligations under the IWT.
The contrasting stances of Pakistan and India were deliberated in detail at the
meeting.
The water and power secretary informed the meeting of the plans for beefing
up of the Indus Water Commission.
Mr Khosa briefed the meeting on the role of the World Bank and presented an
update on the interaction with the bank‘s management. He said that as a guarantor
of the treaty, the bank appeared to be cognisant of its role.
Договор о разделе вод Инда. Индию просят приостановить работы по
гидропроектам Kishanganga and Ratle hydro projects.
India asked to stop work on Kishanganga and Ratle projects
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn.
January
21st,
2017.
http://www.dawn.com/news/1309767/india-asked-to-stop-work-on-kishanganga-and-ratleprojects

ISLAMABAD: A rare joint sitting of the two committees of the National
Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution seeking immediate suspension of
work on two disputed projects by India and constitution of an arbitration court to
resolve the ongoing water dispute between the two countries.
The resolution adopted by the committee on foreign affairs, water and power,
called upon the World Bank to constitute a court of arbitration to adjudicate on
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issues raised by Pakistan against India‘s ongoing construction of Kishanganga and
Ratle hydro projects.
Under the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT), it is the responsibility of the World
Bank to play its role without further delay.
Editorial: Water wars
Until the World Bank constitutes the court of arbitration, it must persuade
India to put an immediate halt to ongoing construction of the Ratle dam till the
issue is resolved, read the joint resolution adopted unanimously by both the
government and opposition members of the committees.
Two NA committees urge World Bank to form court of arbitration
The construction of dams on the western rivers by India has brought the two
countries at loggerheads and Pakistan has engaged the World Bank, a facilitator of
the IWT, to stop India from going ahead with the construction so that the treaty
could be followed smoothly in future.
The committees were briefed on the agenda — Indian threat on the Indus
Waters Treaty and to chart out a course of action for Pakistan. The meeting was
co-chaired by Awais Ahmad Khan Leghari and Muhammad Arshad Khan Leghari,
MNAs and chairmen of the committees.
Ahmer Bilal Soofi, a special invitee and expert on international treaties,
informed the committees that India couldn‘t scrap the IWT unilaterally. ―Scrapping
of the treaty unilaterally will be a violation.‖
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s announcement of scrapping the IWT
would also pose a serious threat to peace in the region, he added.
To scrape the treaty, Mr Soofi said there would be a need for negotiating
another treaty. It was also a part of the international treaty to maintain a minimum
level of water in rivers, he said.
Briefing the committees, Foreign Secretary Aizaz Chaudhry said all options
were available with Pakistan in case India violated the IWT. He accused the Indian
premier of playing politics over the issue.
―We will not let India violate the treaty,‖ Mr Chaudhry said, adding that
Pakistan had already engaged the World Bank to look into the issue as guarantor.
―We have already requested the World Bank to appoint chairman of the arbitration
court‖, he said.
The secretary said Islamabad would defend its right at any cost. New Delhi,
he added, was using delaying tactics while ―we want to resolve the issue at the
earliest‖.
Pakistan has serious reservations over an Indian move to construct 45 to 60
dams on the western rivers, the foreign secretary said.
Water and Power Secretary Younus Dagha said Pakistan was challenging the
construction of Kishanganga and Ratle projects in the court of international
arbitration. However, he added, India had not as yet started work on Ratle project.
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Mr Dagha said Pakistan would construct Basha dam with indigenous
resources. In the fiscal year 2017-18 PSDP funds would be allocated for
construction of the dam.
A former foreign minister and leader of the Tehrik-i-Insaf, Shah Mehmood
Qureshi, had said the water dispute with India had reached such alarming
proportions that it could even dwarf the Kashmir issue. ―We are ready to support
the government on this matter,‖ he said. He suggested the government evolve a
clear roadmap, assuring the ruling party of the PTI‘s support.
On the other hand, Mehmood Khan Achakzai said Pakistan had committed a
mistake in handing over the control of three rivers to India. As a result of this, he
said, Pakistan was now on the defensive. He ruled out any cooperation with India
on any issue.
In reply to a question, he advised members to restrict themselves to the
agenda and refrain from discussing internal disputes over water as the present
discussion was about IWT.
Договор о разделе вод Инда. Водная война
Water wars.
Dawn September 28th, 2016. http://www.dawn.com/news/1286534/water-wars

A day after urging a joint India-Pakistan war against poverty, unemployment,
illiteracy and infant mortality, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi executed his latest
about-turn by implicitly threatening to use water as a weapon against Pakistan — this in a
region where great swathes of humanity eke out a subsistence living and are wholly
dependent on agriculture and the agrarian chain for their livelihoods.
By suspending the biannual Indus water commissioners‘ meeting, ordering that
India expedite its hydro projects on the three western Indus system rivers designated for
the exclusive use of Pakistan under the 1960 Indus Waters Treaty and menacingly
suggesting that ―blood and water cannot flow together‖, Mr Modi seems once again to be
pandering to his domestic need to appear tough on Pakistan, while in reality making the
region less secure through his actions.
The IWT has survived five and a half decades and three wars between India and
Pakistan. The treaty‘s durability, the two countries‘ willingness to abide by its terms and
the acceptance of international arbitration time and again are successes that no leader,
Indian or Pakistani, should ever tamper with, let alone jeopardise.
Indeed, until the obnoxious and thoroughly illegal demand to unilaterally scrap the
treaty was made recently in certain extremist quarters in India, the IWT was the obvious
framework within which the next generation of climatic and water issues ought to have
been addressed to the mutual benefit of India and Pakistan.
The reckless gamble by Mr Modi to use novel means to ostensibly put pressure on
Pakistan has now introduced new uncertainties, and surely suspicions, in a region that is
already water-stressed and that could be facing traumatic water-scarcity problems in the
decades ahead. In trying to alarm Pakistan into taking action against militants as India
desires, Mr Modi has unthinkingly accelerated what could become another, equally
intractable dispute between the two countries.
For Pakistan, the reaction by policymakers should be a cautious and sensible one.
As experts — international, Pakistani and Indian — have already explained, India has
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neither the means to immediately and artificially reduce water flows to Pakistan, nor can
it do so in the medium term without causing great damage to its own agrarian economy.
A panicked, emotional response by Pakistani officials would only worsen the
situation.
What Pakistan must do, however, is assemble a powerful team of water experts,
skilled international arbiters and experienced World Bank interlocutors to ensure that it
can quickly and emphatically respond to Indian manoeuvres.
The experience of the Kishanganga and Baglihar arbitrations suggests that poor
policies, indecisive leadership and weak external representation have had a discernible
impact on Pakistan‘s ability to press for its maximum rights under the IWT.
If Mr Modi does want to wage a joint fight against poverty, Pakistan should
welcome it. If he wants to threaten this country‘s water resources, Pakistan should be
prepared to defend itself legally and diplomatically.

Моди исключает переговоры с Пакистаном
Modi rules out talks with Pakistan
The Nation. January 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Jan-2017/modi-rules-outtalks-with-pakistan

NEW DELHI - Pakistan has to come forward and shun support to terrorism
for ensuring productive talks, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi said on
Tuesday, stressing that India alone cannot walk the path of peace.
Speaking at Raisina Dialogue in Delhi where he outlined India‘s foreign
policy, Modi took a strategic stand on China, considered Pakistan‘s all-weather
ally, and said ties between the two Asian giants have immense economic
opportunities. ―It is not unnatural for two large neighbouring countries to have
differences,‖ he said.
Modi said India had never shied away from shouldering the responsibility for
international peace, but accused Pakistan of failing in its fight against terrorism.
―Our strong belief in delinking terrorism from religion and rejecting artificial
distinction between good and bad terror are a global talking point now,‖ Modi said.
―Those in our neighbourhood who support violence, perpetrate hatred and
export terror stand isolated and ignored,‖ he said.
Modi outlined his vision for peace with South Asian countries. He mentioned
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Nepal and Maldives, among others, in the
same breath, but left out Pakistan.
―My vision for our neighbourhood led me to invite leaders of all SAARC
neighbours, including Pakistan, for my swearing-in,‖ he continued.
Growing military ambitions in the Asia-Pacific are creating security risks,
Modi said in a coded message to China to exercise strategic restraint.
Although couched in diplomatic language and not mentioning China by name,
Modi's remarks in a keynote foreign policy speech aligned New Delhi with US
President-elect Donald Trump's intent to curb Beijing's regional clout.
"Rising ambition and rivalries are generally visible stress points," Modi told
an audience of politicians and top military brass from 65 nations at a security
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conference in New Delhi. "The steady increase in military power, resources and
wealth in the Asia-Pacific has raised the stakes of security."
Although many of the guests in New Delhi were former, rather than current
prime ministers, they did include the top US naval commander in the Pacific,
Admiral Harry Harris.
Modi, elected on a nationalist platform in 2014, called for a rules-based
security architecture in the Asia-Pacific that is "open, transparent, balanced and
inclusive, and promote(s) dialogue and predictable behaviour rooted in
international norms and respect for sovereignty."
That reflects not only India's concerns about the South China Sea, but fears
that Beijing is threading a "string of pearls" in the Indian Ocean theatre by building
strategic ports in countries like Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Djibouti on the eastern
coast of Africa.
India has maritime interests in all directions that are "strategic and
significant", said Modi, whose country is the world's fourth-largest oil importer
and juts southward from the Eurasian landmass into the strategic shipping lane
running from the Middle East to the rising economies of the Asia-Pacific.
"Primary responsibility for security in the Indian Ocean rests with those who
live in this region," he said. "Respecting freedom of navigation and adhering to
international norms are essential for peace and growth in the larger and interlinked
marine geography of the Indo-Pacific."
Моди заявил, что Пакистан должен прекратить терроризм против Индии
Modi says Pak. ‗must walk away from terror‘ for talks to continue
The Hindu. 18/01/2017/ http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Modi-says-Pak.-‗mustwalk-away-from-terror‘-for-talks-to-continue/article17050881.ece?homepage=true

India alone cannot walk the path of peace and Pakistan ‗must walk away from
terror‘ if it wants bilateral dialogue to resume, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said
on Tuesday.
Referring to ties with China, the Prime Minister said it was not unnatural for
two large neighbouring powers to have some differences but both sides should
show sensitivity and respect for each other‘s core concerns and interests.
Mr. Modi was speaking at the inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue, a
geo-political conference which is being attended by top foreign and security
experts.
On ties with Pakistan
―My vision for our neighbourhood puts premium on peaceful and harmonious
ties with entire South Asia. That vision had led me to invite leaders of all SAARC
nations, including Pakistan, for my swearing in. For this vision, I had also travelled
to Lahore. But, India alone cannot walk the path of peace. It also has to be
Pakistan‘s journey to make. Pakistan must walk away from terror if it wants to
walk towards dialogue with India,‖ he said.
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In a veiled reference to Pakistan, he said those ―in our neighbourhood who
support violence, perpetrate hatred, and export terror stand isolated and ignored.‖
In his address, the Prime Minister gave a list of India‘s foreign policy
priorities, security interests in the Indian Ocean and bilateral engagement with
neighbouring countries, Gulf nations and major powers, including the U.S., China
and Russia.
‗Not unnatural for two large neighbouring powers to have differences‘
On ties with China, he said, ―I see the rise of India and China as an
unprecedented economic opportunity for our two countries, and for the whole
world. At the same time, it is not unnatural for two large neighbouring powers to
have some differences. In the management of our relationship, and for the peace
and progress in the region, both our countries need to show sensitivity and respect
for each other‘s core concerns and interests.‖
Министр обороны Пакистана предостерег Индию от точечных ударов
(иначе ответит на эти удары)
Defence minister issues warning to New Delhi
The Express Tribune, January 17th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1297432/defenceminister-issues-warning-new-delhi/

ISLAMABAD: Defence Minister Khawaja Asif on Monday reiterated that
Pakistan armed forces would respond with full force if India tried to carry out
surgical strikes inside Pakistan.
Responding to questions raised by Senator Sehar Kamran on the simmering
tensions between India and Pakistan and ceasefire violations of the Indian forces
along the Line of Control (LoC) and Working Boundary (WB), the minister said,
―If India dared to carry out surgical strikes inside Pakistan, a befitting response
would be meted out‖.
India ‗incomplete‘ without Sindh: LK Advani
He said India had also claimed to carry out surgical strikes in recent past but
this claim was baseless and false.
He said Kashmir‘s indigenous freedom struggle, India‘s internal political
compulsion and avoiding composite dialogue were three major reasons behind
Indian unprovoked firing along LoC and WB.
Asif said India was making failed attempts to link Kashmir‘s indigenous
freedom movement with cross-border infiltration and terrorism. This Indian
campaign had already failed at the diplomatic front, he added.
The minister said India had levelled such baseless allegations against Pakistan
in 1988. However, he said Pakistan would continue political, diplomatic and moral
support to Kashmiris in their just struggle for right to self-determination.
Asif said India was also afraid of Pakistan‘s success in the fight against
terrorism.
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―Pakistan‘s success had been recognised by the international community,‖ he
said, adding that the armed forces have successfully rooted out terrorists and all
their safe sanctuaries in North Waziristan.
Briefing the Senate, Asif said that India carried out 330 ceasefire violations—
290 along the Line of Control and 40 on the Working Boundary.
The minister further said that 45 civilians were killed whereas 138 others
were injured in these violations.
He said the frequency of the violations had reduced after December.
―The violations were effectively responded to by our armed forces,‖ he said,
adding that the government reported the violations to United Nations Military
Observer Group (UNMOG) and apprised the UN for investigations.
Pakistan, India may scale down diplomatic ties
He said the ministry of foreign affairs also raised the issue at the diplomatic
and bilateral levels.
Earlier, speaking on the motion, Kamran said since assuming office, Indian
premier Narendra Modi adopted an aggressive policy against Pakistan.
Lt Gen (Retd) Abdul Qayyum said India wanted to divert the world‘s
attention from its internal situation.
The upper house strongly condemned Modi‘s statements against Pakistan and
unanimously adopted a resolution to send a strong message of national integrity to
India.
Missing activists
Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani said recent statements on the missing persons
issued by the US State Department and the British government were
‗inappropriate‘
―I understand the statements of the State Department and the British
government about missing activists in Pakistan were extremely inappropriate,‖ he
observed in the house.
―It is our internal affair and we are facing and looking into it. These
governments have no right to comment on our internal affairs,‖ he added.
The chairman took exception to the double standards of these governments,
saying both of these governments remained silent on gross human rights violations
in Indian Occupied Kashmir and Palestine.
―These countries remain silent to the missing activists (cases) in Indian
Occupied Kashmir and extra-judicial killings of innocent persons in Kashmir and
Palestine,‖ he added.
Rabbani also said that the issue of missing activists was the country‘s issue.
―We shall deal with it and would not allow any external government to meddle into
our affairs.‖
135 пакистанских рыбаков задержаны в водах Индии.
135 Pakistani fishermen detained in India
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15th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295285/constitutional-petition-135-pakistani-fishermen-detainedindia/

ISLAMABAD: At least 135 Pakistani fishermen are currently detained in
Indian jails, the Foreign Office said its report to the Supreme Court.
The report was shared with the top court in compliance with an October 2016
decree, requesting the Foreign Office for a fresh report cataloguing the number of
fishermen, who are languishing in Indian jails.
The top court is adjudicating a constitutional petition filed by the Pakistan
Fisherfolk Forum (PFF) and the Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and
Research (PILER), through their counsel Advocate Raheel Kamran Sheikh
regarding the repatriation of detained Pakistani fishermen.
At least 19 dead as boat capsizes in India
The petitioners contended that pollution was gradually lowering water levels
and with the entry of bigger companies and foreign fishing vessels, fishermen had
to venture into deeper water for a better catch.
The petitioner requested that steps should be taken to obtain information
about the presence of Pakistani fishermen in Indian jails, details of charges against
the prisoners, and court judgments on the sentences handed down to them.
The petitioners had made the federation through Secretary Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Secretary Ministry of Interior, the High Commission of Pakistan
in India through High Commissioner and Pakistan Maritime Security Agency
through its director general as respondents.
The Foreign Office in its one page reply stated that according to the
information provided by the Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi, at present
135 fishermen are currently detained in India. A copy of the report is available
with The Express Tribune.
―Out of these 135 fishermen, 98 are awaiting consular access, two prisoners
are awaiting their repatriation to Pakistan and 35 are awaiting their national status
to be confirmed.‖
The FO also pointed out that in 2015, 121 fishermen were released from
Indian jails and nine fishermen were released in 2016.
Giving details about the steps for the release of Pakistani fishermen in India,
the Foreign Office said that whenever an arrest of a fisherman is brought to their
notice, they immediately request the Ministry of External Affairs in India for
consular access to collect information on the fishermen and establish their
Pakistani citizenship. The antecedents collected are then sent to the interior
ministry for confirmation.
Once the national status of a detained fisherman is confirmed, it said, the
Pakistani High Commission makes a formal request to the government of India for
his early repatriation. ―When a prisoner is released, our mission completes
documentation to ensure his early repatriation to Pakistan‖, says the reply.
Civil society, PFF raise voice for rights of Pakistani fishermen
Meanwhile, Raheel Kamran Sheikh, counsel for the petitioners, has expressed
wonder over the Foreign Office‘s reply. The counsel while talking to The Express
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Tribune claims that there is a difference between the interior ministry and Foreign
Office data.
―The numbers of prisoners are understated. Prisoners released from Indian
prisons have informed the Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum that many people are still
languishing in Indian prisons whose names are not available in the list compiled by
the Pakistan High Commission in India.‖ Raheel also stated that the report does not
specify the names of the prisoners, since when they have been detained and what
legal assistance has been provided to them so far.
At the last date of hearing in October 2016, Deputy Attorney General Sajid
Ilyas Bhatti told the court that there are different forums, resolving the issue of
Pakistani fishermen detained in Indian jails and Indian fishermen detained in
Pakistani jails.
The bench first seemed reluctant to take up the matter but the counsel argued
that the fishermen were poor and the state could not give up its responsibility
regarding the enforcement of their fundamental rights. He also referred to the
government‘s reply, two years back, where it had stated that no swift progress was
being made regarding the release of fishermen owing to a deadlock in the
composite dialogue between the two states. Upon this, the bench asked the FO to
submit a report on the matter.
Глава Армии Индии Bipin Rawat заявил, что «если потребуется, то мы
ответим Пакистану адекватно».
We reserve right to retaliate on Pak. actions: Army chief
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 14.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Wereserve-right-to-retaliate-on-Pak.-actions-Army-chief/article17037886.ece?homepage=true

Army chief Bipin Rawat on Friday said India awaited Pakistan‘s response on
maintaining peace in Jammu and Kashmir but cautioned that in case ―they act
wrongly, we reserve the right to retaliate.‖
Blaming Pakistan for disturbing the secular fabric of the country through
continued proxy war, Gen. Rawat said the Army was willing to go the extra mile to
ensure safety of people and their properties. ―We should see that Jammu &
Kashmir reverses to pre-1989 with everyone there living in harmony,‖ he observed
at his first media interaction.
To ensure peace and tranquillity on the border, Gen. Rawat said, ―We are
making this offer of peace to the adversary.‖
If Pakistan reciprocates in the same manner and accepts it, then the ―necessity
to conduct surgical strikes should not arise,‖ he said.
―But if the offer of peace and tranquillity is not reciprocated in an appropriate
manner… then this method of execution of operations (surgical strikes) will
continue,‖ Gen Rawat cautioned.
Terming social media a ―two-sided weapon‖ which sometimes had a
―detrimental effect,‖ Gen. Rawat observed, ―We prefer that they (personnel)
communicate directly rather than through the social media.‖
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He strongly defended the sahayak system in the army saying that it was an
important and was a personal system between the officer and jawan.
On comments by Eastern Army Commander Lt. Gen. Praveen Bakshi that
there was a conspiracy to prevent him from becoming Army chief, Gen. Rawat
said if he [Lt. Gen. Bakshi] puts forward his concerns they would be looked into.
―We have reached out to each other...If there is anything that needs to be
investigated, if it is brought to my notice, we will look into it,‖ Gen. Rawat stated.
He added: ―Lt. Gen. Bakshi has been supportive of me and I will be supportive of
him.‖
Addressing officers of the Eastern Command in Kolkata on December 31, Lt.
Gen. Bakshi had said there ―has been a malicious campaign to smear my name‖ to
prevent him from becoming the Army Chief. ―I am not going to resign because I
want to get to the bottom of this and who is behind it,‖ he said. An audio recording
of his speech was made public by a private TV channel.
Kashmir situation
Blaming Pakistan for disturbing disputing the secular fabric of the country
through continued proxy war, Gen. Rawat said the Army was willing to go the
extra mile ―beyond their mandate‖ to ensure safety of people and their properties.
―We should see that Jammu & Kashmir reverses to pre-1989 with everyone
there living in harmony,‖ he observed.
To ensure peace and tranquillity on the border, Gen. Rawat said, ―We are
making this offer of peace to the adversary.‖ If Pakistan reciprocates in the same
manner and accepts it, then the ―necessity to conduct surgical strikes should not
arise,‖ he said.
―But if the offer of peace and tranquillity is not reciprocated in an appropriate
manner… then this method of execution of operations (surgical strikes) will
continue,‖ Gen Rawat cautioned.
On the much talked of ―cold start‖ doctrine, he said the Army is mandated to
preserve territorial integrity and not all tasks under it can be defensive. As future
wars will be short and intense they [the forces] have to act fast. ―You can term it
whatever way you want,‖ he stated without calling it a ―cold start‖.
Пакистанский генерал приглашает Индию в совместный с Китаем
проект
Владимир
Терехов.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/13/pakistanskij-general-priglashaet-indiyu-v-sovmestny-j-s-kitaem-proekt/.
13.01.2017.

21 декабря с.г. руководитель Южного командования пакистанской
армии генерал-лейтенант Аамир Риаз выступил с призывом к Индии
присоединиться к реализации грандиозного проекта по созданию Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК).
Данное приглашение стало частью взаимной примиренческой риторики
последних дней, инициированной премьер-министром Пакистана Навазом
Шарифом, которая призвана разрядить напряжѐнность в отношениях между
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двумя ядерными державами, в завершающемся году уже дважды
оказывавшихся на грани войны. Впрочем, стороны и сегодня расходятся в
вопросе о том, кто должен ―создать здоровую атмосферу для переговоров‖.
Напомним, что проект создания упомянутого выше ―коридора‖, который
через пакистанскую территорию свяжет западные провинции КНР с портом
Гвадар на берегу Аравийского моря, стал основным итогом прошедшего в
апреле 2015 г. визита в Пакистан китайского лидера Си Цзиньпина. В
подписанном тогда двустороннем соглашении говорилось о готовности
Китая выделить гигантскую сумму в 46 млрд долл. на строительство
транспортных маршрутов и сопутствующих промышленных объектов на
территории Пакистана.
Отметим, что КПЭК будет иметь исключительное значение для КНР,
позволяя решить одну из важнейших стратегических проблем обеспечения
гарантированного выхода в акваторию Индийского океана, а следовательно,
к восточному побережью Африки и зоне Персидского залива. Сегодня
указанный проект приобретает особую значимость в условиях, когда
практически исчезла перспектива решения этой проблемы через территорию
Мьянмы, на что была нацелена политика КНР в регионе в течение 20 лет,
начиная с 1990 г.
К месту представляется отметить, что нередкое привязывание
указанного вполне конкретного проекта (с понятным целеполаганием
стратегического плана) к аморфной и декларативной концепции
―Возрождения великого шѐлкового пути‖ является скорее продуктом
политологических фантазий. Без разрешения фундаментальных проблем в
отношениях между ведущими участниками новой геополитической игры
данная концепция и далее будет описываться ―политфантазийным‖, а не
более конкретным ―бизнес-проектным‖ языком.
Именно традиционный характер проблем в треугольнике ―Китай-ИндияПакистан‖ (перспектива разрешения которых сегодня почти не
просматривается) предопределил отрицательный ответ Индии на инициативу
генерала А. Риаза ―отбросить вражду с Пакистаном и воспользоваться
выгодами от будущего КПЭК‖.
Легко сказать. А как быть с тем фактом, что Индия претендует на
владение как раз той территорией, по которой ―коридор‖ и будет проходить
(на что указывается в ответе официального представителя индийского
МИД)?
Территориальная (то есть вполне традиционная) проблема является
главной причиной опасной напряжѐнности в пакистано-индийских
отношениях. Пресловутые ―террористы‖, базирующиеся на территории
Пакистана, представляют собой скорее внешнее проявление этой
фундаментальной проблемы, а также (весьма вероятно) инструмент борьбы с
региональным оппонентом. Следует оговориться, что слово-маркѐр
―террористы‖ в ходу и в самом Пакистане, когда речь заходит, например, о
племенах, проживающих в приграничной с Афганистаном полосе,
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доставлявших немало головной боли ещѐ администрации ―Британской
Индии‖, поскольку отказывались признавать произвольно нарисованные ею
―границы‖.
То же слово упоминается генералом А. Риазом в обсуждаемом
обращении к Индии. Таким образом он определил одну из непростых
проблем КПЭК, связанную с многолетней нестабильностью в пакистанском
Белуджистане, по территории которого пройдѐт значительная часть
транспортных маршрутов. На территории же Белуджистана находится их
конечный пункт, то есть порт Гвадар.
В связи с инициативой пакистанского генерала крайне важным
представляется ещѐ раз отметить, что КПЭК является (в основном) проектом
Китая, в отношениях с которым у Индии также накопилась масса самых
разнообразных (и тоже традиционных) проблем. Наряду с огромным
(отрицательным для Индии) дисбалансом в двусторонней торговле
присутствуют та же территориальная проблема и борьба за влияние на
соседние малые страны (Непал, Мьянму).
На поверхности территориальных споров находится вопрос о
принадлежности индийского штата Аруначал-Прадеш, при упоминании
которого в КНР не забывают прибавить ―так называемый‖ и сообщить, что
соответствующая территория ―на самом деле‖ называется ―Южный Тибет‖.
Впрочем, по мнению многих экспертов, в скрытой форме
территориальная проблема в китайско-индийских отношениях носит гораздо
более обширный характер и затрагивает вопрос о статусе всего Тибета.
А как быть с ―укрывающимся на территории Индии лидером тибетских
сепаратистов‖ и по совместительству нынешним Далай-ламой? Насколько
серьѐзно в Пекине относятся к порождаемой им проблеме недавно
почувствовала на себе Монголия, руководство которой после показательной
порки, вероятно, молит сейчас Будду, чтобы этим всѐ и ограничилось.
В отношении Индии такого Пекин себе, конечно, не позволяет. Но после
встречи Далай-ламы с индийским президентом П.К. Мукерджи,
состоявшейся 11 декабря (то есть спустя три недели после злосчастной
поездки первого в Монголию), китайский официоз Global Times отметил, что
имеющийся у Индии финансово-экономический потенциал не позволяет ей
наступать на больные мозоли КНР путѐм оказания экстренной помощи УланБатору.
Наконец, есть повод коснуться относительно частного вопроса. Почему
обсуждаемая здесь инициатива исходила от МО Пакистана, а не от
―профильных‖ министерств (например, МИД) или, принимая во внимание еѐ
масштаб, того же премьер-министра или даже президента?
В данном факте в очередной раз отразилась (отмечавшаяся ранее в НВО)
специфика государственного устройства Пакистана, в котором центральную
роль играет армия. Указанная специфика, в свою очередь, объясняется
особенностями как внутреннего, так и внешнего по отношению к Пакистану
плана.
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В обращении к руководству Индии генерал А. Риаз произнѐс хорошие
слова, но нынешние дела в Южной Азии, увы, сильнее слов.
Новый Глава Армии Индии намерен и дальше максимально
противостоять в отношении Пакистана (доктрина «Холодный Старт»)
Has India‘s army revived its ‗Cold Start‘ doctrine?
Dawn, January 13th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308168/has-indias-army-revivedits-cold-start-doctrine

NEW DELHI: Recent remarks by India‘s new army chief General Bipin
Rawat have raised questions if the country has revived its controversial ‗Cold
Start‘ doctrine for any future standoff with Pakistan, leading analysts wrote in The
Hindu on Thursday.
Gen Rawat had told India Today last week that the doctrine — instituted after
a terrorist attack on Indian parliament in December 2001 — still existed.
―The Cold Start doctrine exists for conventional military operations. Whether
we have to conduct conventional operations for such strikes is a decision wellthought through, involving the government and the Cabinet Committee on
Security,‖ he said in the interview.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had, in the combined commanders‘ conference
in 2015, said that future conflicts would become shorter, and wars would become
rare. Did Gen Rawat have any strategy for short, intense wars?
―In our case, we prepare for short, intense conflicts, and at the same time have
to be prepared for wars becoming long-drawn. Based on that, we have a welldefined strategy. What the PM said is right; wars will be intense and short because
there‘ll always be international pressure in wars between two nations. We have to
be aware of that; whatever action we take, therefore, has to be quick; forces have to
be ready and have to achieve success.‖
In their analysis, Walter C. Ladwig III, lecturer in international relations at the
Department of War Studies, King‘s College, London, and Vipin Narang, an
associate professor of political science at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, said the reference to ‗Cold Start‘ raised vital questions. What did Gen
Rawat mean by the phrase and was he ―authorised to speak on the matter by the
government?‖
Many defence analysts presumed the army had abandoned this limited war
concept altogether, or narrowly focussed on streamlining mobilisation while still
maintaining the fundamental Strike Corps organisation and doctrinal concept, the
analysts said.
―Either Gen Rawat has dispensed with 15 years of semantic gymnastics and
simply referred to these ―proactive strategy options‖ by their more common
nomenclature, Cold Start, or, the Indian Army has been quietly reorganising its
limited war concept along more aggressive, and offensive, lines with little fanfare.‖
The Hindu‘s analysis said the government should clarify Gen Rawat‘s
statements. ―Ambiguity surrounding Cold Start, which incurred real diplomatic and
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security costs for India without delivering deterrence benefits, did not advance the
country‘s interests when it was first announced, and such uncertainty is unhelpful
today.‖
Генсек ООН предлагает стать «честным посредником» между Индией и
Пакистаном
UN chief offers to broker India-Pakistan peace
The Express Tribune, January 8th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1287963/easingtensions-un-chief-offers-broker-india-pakistan-peace/

Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi presents a dossier to Antonio Guterres at the UN
headquarters. PHOTO: INP
UNITED NATIONS: UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Saturday
offered to play the role of ‗an honest broker‘ between Pakistan and India to ease
tensions between the two South Asian neighbours.
Guterres, who assumed charge last week, made the offer after Pakistan‘s
Ambassador to the UN Maleeha Lodhi briefed him on the Kashmir issue,
highlighting the positioning of Indian special forces in Occupied Kashmir‘s
Kupwara and Rajauri districts along the Line of Control and the Working
Boundary, indicating another escalatory move.
Ambassador Lodhi told the UN chief that the new Indian deployments in
recent weeks appeared to be ‗ominous‘.
India ‗spoiled environment at Heart of Asia conference‘
She handed over to Guterres a dossier on India‘s interference and terrorism in
Pakistan. It was a follow-up to the three dossiers submitted last October and
contains additional information and proof of Research and Analysis Wing
(RAW)‘s interference in Pakistan and involvement in terrorism, particularly in
Balochistan, Fata, and Karachi.
According to sources, Ambassador Lodhi told Guterres that Pakistan had
shown immense restraint in the face of India‘s war-mongering and exercised
caution in responding to unprovoked Indian cross-border shelling over the past few
months, despite the dangerous situation building up on many fronts.
Most Pakistanis in favour of dialogue with India, reveals survey
At the same time she warned that Pakistan had the capability to ‗respond
appropriately‘ and would not tolerate any threat to its territorial integrity. The
Pakistani envoy hoped that the United Nations and the international community
would, in the interest of maintaining peace and security, urge India to understand
the dangers and futility of any military misadventure.
Guterres, who served as the high commissioner for refugees for 10 years
before his appointment as the world body‘s chief, appreciated Pakistan‘s role in
hosting millions of Afghan refugees for such a long period of time.
He paid tributes to the professionalism of Pakistani peacekeepers serving in
the UN missions around the globe. Pakistan is among the top troop contributors to
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UN peacekeeping operations, with over 9,000 troops and police personnel
deployed at the world‘s hot spots.
The secretary-general also appreciated Pakistan‘s effective counter-terrorism
measures that have broken the back of terrorists.
Пакистан призывает Всемирный банк возобновить посредничество в
Договоре о разделе вод Инда.
Islamabad urges World Bank to restart arbitration
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, January 9th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307291/islamabadurges-world-bank-to-restart-arbitration

WASHINGTON: Pakistan has asked the World Bank to restart the process of
arbitration in its water dispute with India despite New Delhi‘s objections.
In its communications with the bank, Pakistan argued that only arbitration can
save the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT), which has successfully resolved water
disputes between India and Pakistan for more than half a century.
That‘s why Pakistan wants the bank to restart arbitration, even if India
disagrees with the suggestion, as ―much precious time has already been lost‖.
Examine: Assessing India's water threat
Pakistan first asked for arbitration on Aug 19, 2016.
Last month, the World Bank paused the arbitration process, asking India and
Pakistan to decide by the end of this month how they want this dispute resolved.
The bank said it was doing so to protect the treaty.
The 1960 IWT gives Pakistan the right to demand the formation of the court
of arbitration 60 days after submitting a formal request. That deadline expired on
Oct 29, 2016.
The current dispute concerns two hydroelectric plants — Kishanganga and
Ratle — that India is building on the rivers whose waters were given to Pakistan
under the IWT.
The treaty recognises the World Bank as a guarantor and arbitrator and gives
both India and Pakistan the right to seek arbitration if they fail to resolve a dispute
bilaterally.
On Thursday, a World Bank representative, Ian H. Solomon, visited India to
hold discussion on the dispute. Indian officials told Mr Solomon that Pakistan‘s
request for setting up a court of arbitration was not acceptable to New Delhi.
Instead, they urged the bank to appoint a neutral expert.
Pakistan demands a court of arbitration because it believes the dispute
involves both legal and technical issues and while a neutral expert can consider the
technical aspects, only a court can deal with legal problems.
Pakistan has also completed the formality of directly inviting India to appoint
three umpires.
India‘s refusal gives Pakistan the right to demand the drawing of lots for the
appointment of these umpires, as provided for in the IWT.
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Refusal by one party to participate in the drawing of lots authorises the other
to request the president of the World Bank to nominate a person to draw lots. The
requesting party, however, is required to provide the World Bank with a copy of its
submission to enable the bank‘s president to fulfil his responsibilities. Pakistan has
completed these formalities.
Pakistan also has conveyed its willingness to accept the three appointing
authorities identified in the treaty for nominating members of the court of
arbitration. These are the secretary general of the United Nations, the rector of the
Imperial College of S and T, London and the Lord Chief Justice of England.
Pakistan told the bank that after a series of negotiations with India, it
concluded that the disputes could not be resolved by bilateral negotiations.
And that‘s why it decided to institute arbitration proceedings.
Inconclusive talks
In March 2016, Pakistan asked India to settle the dispute amicably and named
four negotiators for the talks.
India responded on April 28, accepting Pakistan‘s offer of negotiation and
named four of its own negotiators.
The negotiators met in New Delhi on July 14-15, 2016 and presented their
respective arguments but there were no significant changes in positions on either
side. No compromise was reached on any of the disputes. This was followed by
more meetings but all remained inconclusive.
Pakistan told the World Bank that it could not verify the precise status of
construction because, until the July 14-15 meeting, India had refused to permit its
representatives to visit the sites of the projects despite repeated requests.
Pakistan also shared with the bank the concern that despite its objections,
India has continued to build the two plants.
Отказ Индии от Договора о водоразделе Инда – катастрофа для
Пакистана
Water Wars
Syed
Ali
Zafar.
The
Express
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1286695/water-wars/
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While the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT) 1960 has survived three major wars and
numerous conflicts between India and Pakistan, the last year saw tensions escalate
to a point where a ―water war‖ now seems inevitable — a water war which upper
riparian India, who controls the flow of all five rivers into Pakistan, began playing
long ago.
Recently, India has, in contravention of the international legal principle of
pacta sunt servanda, threatened to revoke the IWT. This is in addition to the fact
that India, in violation of the IWT, has been expanding its hydroelectric power
project and dam constructions at an alarming rate, creating security and water risks
for Pakistan.
India‘s threat can have catastrophic effects for Pakistan. The Pakistan Council
of Research in Water Resources has stated that Pakistan may run dry by 2025
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unless immediate action is taken. No doubt, Pakistan has to put its own house in
order but India too needs to be aware that ultimately if Pakistan‘s 191 million
people are faced with famine, Pakistan will deem India‘s aggression to be an act of
war, thereby posing serious security concerns for India. Cutting off Pakistan‘s river
flows would also entail major flooding across parts of India-Occupied Kashmir and
Indian Punjab.
Furthermore, if India decides to unilaterally contract itself out of the IWT, and
cut off Pakistan‘s water, it sets a dangerous precedent for itself in light of its status
as lower riparian to upper riparian China. The Brahmaputra flows into the Indian
state of Assam, and any coercive measures taken by India against Pakistan,
through blocking off water, could be replicated by China in its water-dealings with
India.
The fact remains that India has always tried to control Pakistan‘s sovereignty
by using the threat of water, often even using it as a weapon of coercion. A Shiv
Sina leader is reported to have said: ―The plans India has in store for Pakistan will
make them forget what happened centuries ago in Karbala.‖ Similar threats have
recently been made by Prime Minister Modi: ―Now every drop of this water will
be stopped…Water that belongs to India cannot be allowed to go to Pakistan..‖ The
first attempt at this was made during Partition when Lord Radcliffe altered the
original boundaries of Punjab, thereby allotting the head works of Madhupore and
Firozpur to India. Soon after Partition, on April 1, 1948, India dropped the gates of
the canals carrying water to Pakistan, designed to affect thousands of acres of
Pakistani land from north to south Punjab and trigger a state of famine. It was not
until 1960, through the mediation of the World Bank, that the two countries were
able to reach agreement to settle their water disputes through the IWT. I believe the
IWT was born out of necessity for both nations and is one of the best examples in
modern diplomacy of win-win for both parties.
India, on its part, has utilised its ―exclusive rights‖ over the Eastern Rivers to
the fullest. In fact, it has built/intends to build 24 hydropower projects: 17 on the
Chenab and seven on the Jhelum.
Meanwhile, apart from building the Mangla and Tarbela Dams, Pakistan has
been unable to build any storage facility of this magnitude. Kalabagh Dam, which
is ready for construction, is lying un-built only because of certain vested interests
within Pakistan who oppose its construction. Resultantly, Pakistan, while suffering
the worst water shortages, lets more than 38 MAF of river water go to waste into
the sea.
The current worldview is that water is a global asset, which no country can be
allowed to waste and its persistent wastage by Pakistan is viewed with
astonishment. India has devised a strategy to use this to its advantage and is
pushing the idea of Treaty II, thereby building a case that since the surplus waters
of the Indus are being wasted by Pakistan, India should be entitled to store this
water on the Upper Indus, Jhelum and Chenab to fulfill its needs.
Pakistan, in response, is still unable to present a defence to this claim by
asserting categorically that it is building the Kalabagh Dam. Instead, one finds
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constant statements from successive provincial governments in K-P, Sindh and
even Balochistan asserting that Kalabagh Dam shall not be built. Even successive
federal governments have been issuing contradictory statements.
India has capitalised on this infighting between the Federal and Provincial
Governments and, as a counter-strategy, has in fact fuelled the controversy by
supporting the anti-Kalabagh Dam lobby within Pakistan.
Many anti-Kalabagh Dam conferences have been held outside Pakistan,
particularly in Washington, DC in 2002, and have been openly supported by India.
In fact, the theme of the International Sindhi Conference held on November 9,
2002, in Washington, DC, was that if Kalabagh Dam is built then Sindh should
secede from Pakistan; the speakers at the forefront were Indian Sindhis.
While the growth of Pakistan‘s agriculture sector, its ability to meet energy
demands and the capacity to feed its rapidly increasing population are all factors
which are entirely dependent on the use of Pakistan‘s water resources, scholarship
in the area of water law in Pakistan remains virtually non-existent. Therefore, the
object and purpose of the IWT is often misconstrued. Similarly, when arbitration
awards, such as the Kishenganga award, are announced, there is little
understanding of what we have gained and ceded.
Stemming from this vacuum, Pakistan has not been able to effectively lobby
against India‘s use of water as a weapon. The fact is that India‘s threats of
violating an international agreement warrant consequences, but again Pakistan‘s
Government has not done any homework on this.
While India has a clear strategy to continue its threats, and to lobby
internationally that Pakistan‘s water needs come second to India‘s, we continue to
be incapacitated by our own lack of vision and political will. The chaos
surrounding Kalabagh Dam compels this writer to state that unfortunate is a
country whose leaders can see but do not have the foresight.
While we call upon the Supreme Court to do something about Panama Leaks
(with some folks even going so far as to claim that the Court should appoint NAB
Chairman), continue to raise hue and cry about matters like Panama Leaks, our
most crucial problems remain unresolved. Perhaps the Government of Punjab
should petition the Supreme Court, under Article 184(1) of the Constitution, to
have the Kalabagh Dam dispute between the provincial governments resolved once
and for all. Such a petition can even be treated as a matter of enforcement of
fundamental rights.
Mahathir once rightly said that Pakistan is blessed with something greater
than wealth of oil and gold — its geographical location. CPEC being one example.
But this will be of no avail if we cannot utilise this greatest resource of all —
water. Wallace Stegner aptly stated: ―Water is the true wealth in a dry land‖. The
question is for how long will we neglect our wealth to our detriment?
Договор о разделе вод Инда.
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Индия настаивает на привлечении нейтральных экспертов Всемирного
банка для решения проблемы вод Инда (по Договору 1960 г.) – сооружение
двух знергообъектов
India insists on neutral expert in talks with WB
The Nation. January 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Jan-2017/india-insists-onneutral-expert-in-talks-with-wb

NEW DELHI - India on Thursday asked the World Bank to allow a neutral
expert to look into a dispute with Pakistan over sharing of river waters under the
1960 Indus Water Treaty as well plans by India to construct two hydel power
projects.
India‘s position was conveyed at a meeting in New Delhi between World
Bank representative Ian H Solomon and senior officials of external affairs and
water resources ministries.
Solomon was in New Delhi as part of the World Bank‘s efforts to break a
deadlock between the two neighbours on the Kishenganga and Ratle projects that
India plans to proceed with in Occupied Jammu and Kashmir.
In the meeting, the Indian delegation led by joint secretary in charge of Iran,
Pakistan and Afghanistan in the foreign ministry, Gopal Baglay, gave a
presentation on the two projects and said that a neutral expert look into the issues
as objections raised by Pakistan on technical issues.
Solomon‘s visit comes after India made its strong objections known after the
World Bank decided to set up a Court of Arbitration (CoA) to settle the disputes
following Pakistan raising its opposition to India‘s plans to construct two hydel
power projects as well as agreed to appoint a neutral expert as sought by India. The
World Bank had then said that it would stop the two parallel processes as it tries to
sort out the issue. Under the IWT, signed by India and Pakistan in 1960, the World
Bank has a specific role of dispute resolution between the two countries.
The differences between India and Pakistan under the treaty concern the
Kishenganga (330 megawatts) and Ratle (850 megawatts) hydroelectric power
plants. The power plants are being built by India on the Kishenganga and Chenab
rivers, respectively.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi directed the government to step up the
exploitation of India‘s share of water in the Indus Water Treaty, and called off
India‘s participation in meetings of Indus water commissioners on 27 September.
Additionally, it was then decided that the meetings of Indus water
commissioners, meant to iron out disputes, would be held ―only in an atmosphere
free of terror‖.
The sharing of water from the Indus is governed by the Indus Water Treaty.
Signed by India and Pakistan in 1960, it lays down the framework for sharing the
waters from the Beas, Ravi, Sutlej, Indus, Chenab and Jhelum rivers.
Индия против действия Всемирного банка решить проблему Договора о
разделе вод Инда
India resists World Bank move to resolve Indus Water Treaty dispute
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Indian govt official says objections raised by Pakistan 'technical' and would
be best resolved by neutral expert.
India has asked the World Bank not to rush in to resolve a dispute with
Pakistan over the Kishanganga and Ratle hydropower projects.
Indian officials told a World Bank representative in New Delhi on January 5
that any differences over the projects can be resolved bilaterally or through a
neutral expert.
Pakistan has objected to the projects – being built by India in Jammu and
Kashmir – on the grounds that they violate the 1960 Indus Waters Treaty (IWT)
between the two countries.
After India rejected the charge, Pakistan has gone to the World Bank – the
designated IWT mediator.
Islamabad has also asked the United States (US) government to intervene, and
has added the component of water security to the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) agreement.
Of the rivers in the Indus basin, the Indus and the Sutlej start in China and
flow through India before reaching Pakistan. The other four rivers – Jhelum,
Chenab, Ravi and Beas – start in India and flow to Pakistan.
The Kishanganga project is on a tributary of the Jhelum, while the Ratle
project is on the Chenab.
The State Department in Washington has already said it wants India and
Pakistan to resolve all outstanding issues bilaterally, a route favoured by India.
As the dispute flared up, the World Bank had recently suspended all
proceedings – the setting up of a court of arbitration or the appointment of a neutral
expert.
On January 5, World Bank representative Ian H Solomon met officials of
India‘s External Affairs and Water Resources ministries in New Delhi in an effort
to break the deadlock.
The Indian delegation, led by Gopal Baglay, Joint secretary in the Ministry of
External Affairs, made a detailed a presentation on the two projects to support their
argument that neither project violated the IWT.
After the meeting, a government official told journalists that the Indian side
had described the objections raised by Pakistan as "technical", and therefore they
would be best resolved by a neutral expert.
Pakistan has dismissed this suggestion earlier, and is seeking a full court of
arbitration.
The World Bank had agreed to a court of arbitration and then to the
appointment of a neutral expert, leading to objections by both countries.
That was when both processes were suspended.
Explore: World Bank pauses dam arbitration to 'protect Indus Waters Treaty'
At the January 5 meeting, Solomon did not raise any question on the designs
of the two projects, according to the Press Trust of India news agency.
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Instead, he explored ways to resolve the dispute.
With nothing decided, the World Bank official is going from New Delhi to
Islamabad to continue this effort.
The official added that India is fully conscious of its international obligations
and is ready to engage in further consultations to resolve the differences regarding
the two projects.
Under the IWT, India is allowed only non-consumptive use of water from the
three western rivers in the Indus basin – Indus, Jhelum and Chenab.
The Kishanganga and Ratle projects are on the western rivers.
They are run-of-the-river hydropower projects that do not hold back any
water, though Pakistan‘s objection is about the height of the gates in the dams from
which water is allowed to flow downstream.
The three eastern rivers – Ravi, Beas and Sutlej – are reserved for the use of
India.
Meanwhile, in Pakistan
The Pakistani government approached the World Bank last September, saying
the design of the Kishanganga project was not in line with the criteria laid down
under IWT, and sought the appointment of a court of arbitration.
Since the Kishanganga project has been going on for years, the "inordinate"
delay by Islamabad to approach the World Bank would give India more time to
complete its projects, Jamait Ali Shah, former Indus Water Commissioner on
behalf of the Pakistani government, told thethirdpole.net.
However, Pakistan‘s Finance Minister Ishaq Dar wrote to the World Bank on
December 23, stressing that it was not withdrawing its request to set up a court of
arbitration.
This was followed by a call from the outgoing US Secretary of State John
Kerry to Dar, saying that the US would like to see an amicable solution to the
transboundary water row.
Karachi-based newspaper Dawn quoted diplomatic observers in Washington
to say, "… seriousness of this dispute, particularly the fear that it may harm the
treaty, forced Mr. Kerry to make this call."
For a while now Pakistan has also wanted to bring China into the picture.
At the sixth meeting of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) of the CPEC
which was held in Beijing on December 29, a special group on water storage was
formed to pre-empt any "severe water crisis" impacting economic and food
security of Pakistan, an official statement said.
After a Chinese delegation visits Pakistan later this month, the JCC – the
highest policy-making forum of the CPEC – may consider including the DiamerBhasha dam into the CPEC agreement.
Planned at an estimated cost of around USD 15 billion, if Pakistan succeeds in
getting the dam financed under CPEC, planning and development minister Ahsan
Iqbal would consider it a "landmark achievement".
Both the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank have refused to lend
money to Pakistan for this hydropower project.
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Pakistani experts react
Leading lawyer and former federal law minister, Ahmer Bilal Soofi termed
the inclusion of water security into CPEC essentially a "political choice for
Pakistan and China" though the issue does not "squarely fall within the otherwise
commercial mandate of CPEC".
Speaking to thethirdpole.net, Soofi said Pakistan and China need to exchange
notes on a "contradicting state practice of India as an upper riparian to Pakistan and
a lower riparian to China, that will help both the states to confront India."
He further added that Pakistan should raise its voice at an international level
that "India‘s building of reservoir and fully utilising the water storage capacity
under the treaty poses a serious threat to Pakistan in particular backdrop of India‘s
present posturing as it improves India‘s capability to manipulate water flows into
Pakistan."
This was echoed by former commissioner Shah who said the international
community should be duly briefed about the ―dilution of the violation of the
provisions of the treaty‖ by India.
At the same time, he said both countries should continue to work closely and
quietly to resolve the grievances and find a middle ground.
The recent stance by India where it ―lobbied aggressively and influenced‖ the
World Bank, he feared, had further undermined the already ―fragile‖ treaty.
"The WB needs to take the right action – which is to act as arbitrator in this
matter, as it has done before," pointed out water expert Simi Kamal.
The reason why the IWT, 74 pages long with 12 articles and 8 annexures and
has no expiry date, has worked so far, she said was partly because the Bank acted
as a third party.
"The Bank needs to maintain this role and not back off now, when its
arbitration role is most required in the face of a belligerent Indian government."
Kamal further said the solution lay not in the pause by the Bank "or for hawks
to call for dismantling the treaty", but for both governments to act responsibly and
for the Bank to play its role in "containing adventurism by either government – in
this matter the Indian government".
Shah also felt when Pakistan plans to proceed with such cases, it never does
its homework thoroughly and therefore always appears the weaker party.
The same was endorsed by noted economist Kaiser Bengali when he told
thethirdpole.net that he found ―the intellectually deficient and politically inane
manner in which Pakistan has been pursuing the matter‖, criminal.
Bengali had little confidence in the Pakistan IWT team.
He said, ―It has no strategy on dealing with water issues with India. Pakistan‘s
chief negotiator for more than a decade and a half had limited intellectual capacity
to lead on such a strategically life and death issue," he said.
He said Pakistan keeps harping on the "spirit" of the agreement.
"Four decades after a treaty is signed, what matters is the letter of the print,
not the spirit of the time when the document was signed."
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Bengali believed India was not violating the letter of the agreement. "India
has been building power plants on western rivers, but not diverting any water."
Nor, he said, were Pakistan‘s contentions on the design "substantive enough
to warrant a full scale confrontation".
He also observed, like Shah, that differences can and should be resolved in a
more "low key" manner.
He feared that since India was not violating the treaty per se, if Pakistan does
take the latter to court, it will meet the same fate as the Baglihar Dam case of 2007.
Indian stand
While Indian officials maintain that they are sticking to the IWT, the
government has hardened its stand in recent months after attacks on Indian Army
camps in Kashmir by suspected militants.
Read: South Kashmir's role in anti-India struggle.
New Delhi had earlier said it was setting up a task force to examine what
projects it could undertake in the three western rivers of the Indus basin under the
ambit of the IWT.
In the last week of 2016, the government announced that the task force would
be headed by Nripendra Mishra, principal secretary to Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
This article originally appeared on The Third Pole and has been reproduced
with permission.
Почти 70% пакистанцев хотят улучшения отношений с Индией – опрос
службы Гэллопа
Most Pakistanis in favour of dialogue with India, reveals survey
Tashkeel
Ahmed
Farooqui.
The
Express
Tribune.
5.01.2017
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1285482/pakistanis-favour-dialogue-india-reveals-survey/

According to Gallup Pakistan, 68% people favoured dialogue, 31% opposed
the idea and 1% chose not to respond.
Almost two-third Pakistanis believe talks with India will significantly
decrease tensions between the two South Asian neighbours, a Gallup Pakistan
survey has revealed (См.: http://gallup.com.pk/nearly-23rd-pakistanis-68-favour-talksbetween-india-and-pakistan-and-believe-they-will-decrease-tension-between-the-two-countriesand-also-establish-peace-in-indian-held-kashmir/)/

The Gilani Research Foundation Survey questioned participants countrywide
if they were in favour or against the talks between the two nuclear-armed arch
rivals to decrease the growing tension and establish peace in Kashmir.
―In response, 68% people favoured a dialogue between the two countries;
31% opposed the idea and 1% chose not to respond,‖ the organisation said.
Pakistan releases dozens of Indian fishermen
Gilani Research Foundation is a not-for-profit public service project to
provide social science research to students, academia, policymakers and citizens
concerned in Pakistan and across the globe.
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Relations between Islamabad and New Delhi have plummeted since a deadly
attack on a military base in Indian-occupied-Kashmir in September 2016, which
India blamed on Pakistan-based militant group Jaish-e-Mohammed. There have
since been repeated outbreaks of cross-border firing, with both sides reporting
deaths and injuries.
Kashmir has been divided between the two south Asian neighbours since the
end of British colonial rule in 1947. Both claim the Himalayan territory in full and
have fought two wars over the mountainous region.
Кибервойна между Пакистаном и Индией активизируется
India, Pakistan cyber war intensifies
The News. 4/01/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/176619-India-Pakistan-cyberwar-intensifies

NEW DELHI: Indian hackers claimed to have hacked Islamabad, Peshawar,
Multan International and Karachi airport
The hack comes just days after Pakistani hackers, identifying themselves as
'Alone Injector', posted offensive content on NSG's official homepage. As most
were preparing to celebrate New Year, hackers from India and Pakistan were busy
firing shots across the online border in the ongoing cyber war between the two
countries.
Indian hackers allegedly infected three Pakistan airport websites with
ransomware claiming that this was to avenge hacking of the official website of the
elite National Security Guard (NSG) by their counterpart in Pakistan.
Indian hackers on Monday night claimed to have hacked Islamabad,
Peshawar, Multan International and Karachi airport website. Not only they have
hacked and brought the website down, but have also injected it with ransomware
malware which restricts the owners use of their website. Indian hackers locked the
access to the websites and are demanding bitcoins (virtual money) in exchange for
unlocking it. However, an Indian hacker told Mail Today that last time the money
they got from Pakistan to unlock their computer was donated to needy kids but this
time, they will not share the key to unlock the sites.
The move came just a day after Pakistani hackers, identifying themselves as
'Alone Injector', posted the offensive content on NSG's official homepage. The
website belonging to the 'black cat' commandos is maintained from the NSG
headquarters and gives out basic information about the force, its origin and
operations.
The matter has been brought to the notice of the National Informatics Centre,
and remedial action is in process. Retaliating immediately, Indian hackers have
launched a massive attack on crucial Pakistan establishment and warned both
Pakistan hackers and the government against attacking India further.
This hacking group in past had infected the Pakistan government systems,
taken control over hundreds of computers and locked its complete data, making it
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inaccessible - using a malicious programme. The hacking group also leaked details
of Pakistan army officers and banking details.
However, there was no confirmation by any security agency about it as the
hackers from both the countries are not officially. This fighting started last week
after Pakistan cyber attackers hacked
Thiruvananthapuram airport's website, a group of cyber experts from Kerala the 'Mallu Cyber Soldiers' - decided to respond in kind: by hacking the website of a
Pakistani airport. The hacker obtained the login information for the website of the
Sialkot International Airport in Pakistan's Punjab province. They changed the
password and shared the new login details with the public. Experts believe the
hacking of airport websites can be used to get out crucial information about flights,
which can have serious consequences.
Moreover, leaking of details about the individual airports - from logistics to
facilities - is also dangerous. Experts believe that intelligence-gathering process
has increased as hackers are not only defacing the sites but are silently spying on
critical networks. 'Indian hackers have only replied after observing malicious
intention of Pakistani hackers.
'Techies across the border targeted Indian sites result of which NSG's website
was hacked. Such fights are common but now the intensity of attacks have
increased many fold as hackers from both the countries are targeting crucial
websites,' said Kislay Choudhary, a cyber crime expert.

ВНУТРЕННЯЯ ПОЛИТИКА - ИНДИЯ1
Нижняя палата Парламента Индии отвергла
разрешающий немедленный развод (тройной «талак»)
India lower house approves bill banning instant divorce

законопроект,

Dawn. December 29, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379400/india-lower-houseapproves-bill-banning-instant-divorce

India's lower house of parliament on Thursday approved a bill making the
practice of instant divorce illegal and punishable with up to three years
imprisonment for offending husbands.
The bill came months after India's Supreme Court ruled that the Muslim
practice that allows men to instantly divorce their wives was unconstitutional.
Several opposition parties criticised Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
government for not discussing the legislation with them before introducing it in
Parliament on Thursday. The approved bill will now go to the upper house of
parliament, where it needs approval before it becomes law.
More than 20 Muslim countries, including Pakistan and Bangladesh, have
banned the practice. But in India, the practice has continued with the protection of
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laws that allow Muslim, Christian and Hindu communities to follow religious law
in matters like marriage, divorce, inheritance and adoption.
While most Hindu personal laws have been overhauled and codified over the
years, Muslim laws have been left to religious authorities and left largely
untouched.
Women's rights activist Zakia Soman said it was a much needed law for
Muslim women, who have suffered legal discrimination with Hindu and Christian
women enjoying protection under separate laws.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/triple-talaq-bill-what-its-criticssay/articleshow/62292061.cms
Most of the 170 million Muslims in India are Sunnis governed by Muslim
Personal Law for family matters and disputes. Those laws include allowing men to
divorce their wives by simply uttering the Arabic word ―talaq‖ or divorce, three
times and not necessarily consecutively, but at any time, and by any medium,
including telephone, text message or social media post.
Kamal Farooqi, a leader representing the All India Muslim Personal Board, a
top grouping of Islamic organisations, said the organisation was opposed to the
practice of instant divorce but argued against the government or courts interfering
in religious laws.
He said the board was in favour of leaving the divorce issue to the Muslim
community to tackle. But several progressive Muslim activists decried the board's
position.
Индия не допустит вмешательства Китая в свои внутренние дела
(плато Доклам)
No interference allowed: India on Chinese criticism of projects near
LAC (эта аббревиатура – Line of Actual Control)
The Hindustan Times. Dec 21, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/no-interference-allowed-india-on-chinese-criticism-of-projects-nearlac/story-B1kvZIlPTcJ0Lp8BqhTOcP.html
VK Singh said that India and China agreed that maintenance of peace and
tranquillity in the border areas is an important prerequisite for sustained growth
of bilateral relations
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Militaries of both the countries recently witnessed a stand-off at the Doklam that lasted for more than two
months.(AFP File Photo)

The government does not allow ―any interference‖ with its right to undertake
improvement of infrastructure within the Indian territory, Union minister VK
Singh said on Thursday, dismissing Chinese criticism on India undertaking
construction projects near the LAC.
In a written reply to queries in the Rajya Sabha, the minister also said that
India and China reviewed the situation in all sectors of the border during the 10th
round of talks on boundry issues last month.
The two sides agreed that maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the border
areas is an important prerequisite for sustained growth of bilateral relations, he
said.
Militaries of both the countries recently witnessed a stand-off at the Doklam
that lasted for more than two months.
The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has also approved the construction of
a standalone road project from Marsimik La to Hot Spring. Marsimik La in Ladakh
is about 20 km from the northwest tip of Pangong lake.
In August, China warned that such a development would only worsen the
then stand-off in Doklam.
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Singh, Minister of State in the External Affairs Ministry, said the
spokesperson of the Chinese Foreign Ministry made statements critical of
construction of such infrastructure by Indian near the Line of Actual Control
(LAC).
―The government gives careful and specific attention to the improvement of
infrastructure for the development of border areas in order to facilitate economic
development of these areas as also meet India‘s strategic and security
requirements,‖ Singh said.
The minister said that government does not allow ―any interference‖ with
the right to undertake such improvement within the Indian territory and keeps a
constant watch on all developments having a bearing on India‘s security and takes
all necessary measures to safeguard it.
Singh noted that the tenth round of the Working Mechanism for
Consultation and Coordination on India-China Border Affairs (WMCC) was held
in Beijing. The two delegations comprised diplomatic and military officials from
each side.
―The talks were held in a constructive and forward- looking manner. Both
sides reviewed the situation in all sectors of India-China border and agreed that
maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the border areas is an important
prerequisite for sustained growth of bilateral relations,‖ Singh said.
WMCC was established in 2012 as institutional mechanism for consultation
and coordination for the maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the India-China
border areas.
Индусы в штате Джамму и Кашмире – 28% из 3.56 млн. человек (по
переписи 2011 г.).
Hindus not a minority in J-K, welfare schemes only for ‗needy‘: State
govt to SC
Hindustan Times. Dec 18, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/hindus-nota-minority-in-j-k-welfare-schemes-only-for-needy-state-govt-tells-sc/storyNpM0oV6mB2u60FYCZqnRHI.html

Jammu and Kashmir is the lone Muslim-majority state in India. According
to the 2011 Census, Hindus account for 28.43% of the state‘s population at 3.56
million.
Jammu and Kashmir does not acknowledge Hindus as a ―minority‖ in the
state as it goes by the Centre‘s national list of minorities, according to an affidavit
filed by the PDP-BJP coalition government in the Supreme Court last week.
The state government told the top court that benefits of Central schemes
would only be extended to ―meritorious‖ and ―needy‖ members of those
communities that are notified by the Centre, suggesting that members of the Hindu
committee would not be eligible.
The J&K affidavit referred to a Central government notification of 1993 that
lists Muslims as a minority. The other minority groups, as per the document, are
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Sikhs, Christians, Buddhists and Zoroastrians. In 2014, the Jain community was
added to this list.
―The benefits flowing out of the scheme prepared by the Central government
are targeted to the needy and meritorious beneficiaries of the minority community
as notified by the Centre for Jammu and Kashmir, Mizoram, Nagaland,
Meghalaya, Punjab and Lakshwadeep,‖ the affidavit said.
In case the notified minority is the majority in a state, the benefits are to be
earmarked to other notified minorities for the purpose of fixing physical and
financial targets, the affidavit added.
The state government was responding to a petition in the top court that asked
for Hindus to be declared a minority community in Jammu and Kashmir and seven
other states.
J&K is the lone Muslim-majority state in India, where 79.8% of the 1.2
billion people are Hindus. According to the 2011 Census, the state has over 8.5
million Muslims, which is 68.31% of its total population of 12.5 million. Hindus
account for 28.43% of the population at 3.56 million.
The state government said that the national commission for minorities act
extends to the whole of India, except J&K. Therefore, the government said, it was
not bound to identify minorities within the state. The affidavit said the law does not
govern how Central government schemes should be implemented.
The petition, filed by Jammu-based advocate Ankur Sharma, also pleads for
setting up of a minorities commission in the state in accordance with the top
court‘s 15-year-old directive.
The state government said it will ―consider and examine‖ the ―need and
feasibility‖ of establishing a state minorities commission. It would be done ―at the
relevant time‖ and ―as and when need arises‖ based on ―critical study of social
backwardness of minorities spread across various regions of the state‖.
After Sharma‘s public interest litigation, the Central government in March
constituted a committee headed by the secretary of the minority affairs ministry to
examine issues related to minorities in Jammu and Kashmir. The Supreme Court
will hear the case again next January.
Выборы в Гуджарате и Химачал Прадеш
The Hindu. 18.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com
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Результаты выборов – одобрение политики Моди
Poll results approval of Modi government‘s policies, says Rajnath Singh
The Hindu. 18.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/elections/gujarat-himachal-pradeshelection-results-poll-results-approval-of-modi-governments-policies-says-rajnathsingh/article21830749.ece?homepage=true

Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh arrives at the Parliament House and
said he was happy with the election results trends.
He asserted that the BJP will form government in both states with big
majority.
With poll trends favouring the BJP in both Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh, Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Monday said the results were an
approval of the Modi government‘s policies.
He asserted that the BJP will form government in both states with big
majority.
―We will get majority in both the states and form government,‖ he told
reporters.
Asked if the results were an approval of the Modi government‘s policies, the
former party president said, ―Of course. It is an approval of the government.‖
His party colleague Prakash Javadekar echoed him.
―Development is the mantra of today‘s polity. And therefore people are with
Modiji,‖ said the Union HRD minister.
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Рахул Ганди – шестой лидер Конгресса в линастии Неру-Ганди
Rahul Gandhi extends family grip on India's Congress party
The Express Tribune. December 16, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1585568/3-indiasrahul-gandhi-takes-president-congress-party/

NEW DELHI: India‘s Rahul Gandhi took over Saturday as president of the
main opposition Congress, becoming the sixth member of the Nehru-Gandhi
dynasty to head the party that has ruled the country for much of its independent
history.
Fireworks erupted over the party headquarters in New Delhi drowning out
the voice of his mother Sonia Gandhi as she handed over the reins of power to her
47-year-old son.
Rahul, wearing a long flowing white kurta, smiled and waved from the dais
adorned with posters of his late grandmother and father, former prime ministers
Indira and Rajiv Gandhi.
Slogans of ―long live Rahul‖ were shouted as hundreds of supporters danced
to drum beats and burst firecrackers.
Gandhi was elected unopposed to take over from his mother who has been at
the helm since 1998 following the assassination of her husband Rajiv. She helped
the Congress win the general elections in 2004 and 2009.
Five things to know about India‘s Nehru-Gandhi dynasty
But the party was swept out of office by Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s
right wing Bharatiya Janata Party in 2014 and is now in a fight to win back support
before a national election which must be held by 2019.
Rahul has been party vice-president since 2013 and led its campaign for the
2014 election.
He was strongly criticised for what was Congress‘ worst-ever showing as it
lost power to Modi.
Since then, the party has lost polls in many states to the BJP, exposing Rahul
to further criticism.
On Saturday Sonia was handed a memento by former prime minister
Manmohan Singh as a token of appreciation for her ―astute leadership‖ over the
years.
В Индии налицо индуистский национализм (процветает RSS)
Indian or Hindu?
A.G. Noorani. Dawn. December 16, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1376803/indianor-hindu

THE Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh chief Mohan Bhagwat‘s speech on Oct
27 revealed far more openly than before a clear policy to denationalise India‘s
Muslims, and the RSS‘s age-old technique of deception.
He arrogantly asked: ―Whose country is Germany? It is a country of
Germans, Britain is a country of Britishers, America is a country of Americans,
and in the same way, Hindustan is a country of Hindus.‖
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This is where the deceit comes in. Aware that the candour gave the game
away, he explained: ―It does not mean that Hindustan is not the country of other
people. The term ‗Hindu‘ covers all those who are the sons of Bharat Mata,
descendants of Indian ancestors and who live in accordance with the Indian
culture.‖
In the RSS idiom, culture means a rejection of India‘s secular ethos.
That is the catch. In the idiom of the RSS and its mentor V.D. Savarkar,
‗culture‘ means acceptance of Hindu culture and religion, and rejection of India‘s
secular composite culture. That explains why the BJP did not give the party‘s
ticket to a single Muslim to contest the recent UP elections. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi handpicked one Yogi Adityanath as chief minister. On Nov 11, he
declared that Modi and he would establish ‗Ram Rajya‘ by 2022. Establishment of
a Ram temple on the demolished Babri Masjid will signify that ‗achievement‘. It is
worth watching how he proposes to ‗celebrate‘ that crime, a quarter century later
on Dec 6, 2017.
As with Hitler‘s Mein Kampf, the writings of the RSS‘s chiefs and
ideological mentors have been neglected. In 1939, its chief M.S. Golwalkar wrote
in We, or Our Nationhood Defined ―Ever since that evil day, when Muslims first
landed in Hindustan, right up to the present moment, the Hindu nation has been
gallantly fighting on to shake off the despoilers.‖
Referring to secular nationalism, he asserted that ―effort was made to put the
race on the wrong track‖ by propagating ―territorial nationalism‖ ie. everyone born
in India belongs to the Indian nation. He asserted: ―In Hindustan, religion is an allabsorbing entity. Based as it is on the unshakable foundations of a sound
philosophy of life (as indeed religion ought to be), it has become eternally woven
into the life of the race, and forms, as it were, its very soul. With us, every action in
life, individual, social or political, is a command of religion.‖
Every nation ―does profess and maintain a national religion and culture, these
being necessary to complete the nation ideal‖.
What of the non-Hindus? ―The foreign races in Hindustan must either adopt
the Hindu culture and language, must learn to respect and hold in reverence Hindu
religion, must entertain no idea but those of the glorification of the Hindu race and
culture, ie, of the Hindu nation and must lose their separate existence to merge in
the Hindu race, or may stay in the country, wholly subordinated to the Hindu
nation, claiming nothing, deserving no privileges far less any preferential treatment
— not even citizen‘s rights.‖
The theme was amplified in his later book A Bunch of Thoughts. It is in
perfect conformity with Savarkar‘s essay Hindutva. All consistently rejected
‗territorial nationalism‘. They stuck to ‗cultural nationalism‘ which has figured in
the BJP‘s election manifestos. The RSS leads its political front, the BJP.
Golwalkar was asked: ―Is it a fact that the Sangh plans to capture power?‖, he
replied: ―We have kept before ourselves the ideal of Bhagwan Shri Krishna who
held a big empire under his thumb but refused to become an emperor himself.‖
Mohan Bhagwat follows the same line.
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The RSS aspires to mould society‘s outlook, lay down the line for its
governance, second party officials to run its political wing, the BJP and provide the
muscle during elections. The BJP cannot function without RSS cadres. And, the
RSS rejects Indian nationalism. Its credo is Hindu nationalism.
In 2014, Modi, a lifelong RSS campaigner became India‘s prime minister
with results that are there for all to see.
Last month, The New York Times published a report from Varanasi which
said: ―Over the last two decades, luxury brands have eyed India‘s fast-moving
economy, booming middle class and youthful population, already among the
world‘s largest, hoping they had discovered their next big market. But it wasn‘t to
be. … Since the Bharatiya Janata Party formed a national government in 2014, the
Indian fashion industry has been pressed to aggressively promote traditional attire
and bypass Western styles. The effort aligns with the party‘s broader political
programme: to project multi-faith India, a country of more than 1.3 billion, as a
Hindu nation. And with Narendra Modi, the party‘s strongman of Hindu
nationalism, as prime minister, fears that the country would head into a phase of
aggressive nationalism have largely come true‖ … and in many walks of national
life, as the RSS ordains.
Published in Dawn, December 16th, 2017
Выборы в Гуджарате
Gujarat elections Live: Arun Jaitley votes, appeals to people to continue
the ‗vikas yatra‘
The Hindustan Times. Dec 14, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/assembly-elections/livegujarat-elections-2017-final-phase-of-polling-today-pm-modi-and-amit-shah-to-vote/storytFMV23KOB2w9c2nMify6KJ.html

The final phase of Gujarat elections has 851 candidates contesting for the 93
assembly seats. About 2.3 crore voters are expected to exercise their franchise
today. Here are the live updates
The second and final phase of Gujarat elections began on Thursday,
with polling held in 93 assembly constituencies across 14 districts in northern and
central region of the state.
BJP president Amit Shah, finance minister Arun Jaitley, and Patidar leader
Hardik Patel were among the political heavyweights who voted on
Thursday. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's mother Heeraben also cast her vote in
Gandhinagar.
About 851 candidates are contesting in Banaskantha, Patan, Sabarkantha,
Mehsana, Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad, Aravalli, Mahisagar, Panchmahal, Dahod,
Kheda, Anand, Vadodara and Chhota Udepur districts.
Counting of votes will be held on December 18.
Манмохан Сингх – главный оппозиционер в Индии
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The strongest Opposition voice in the country: Why ‗silent‘ Manmohan
Singh worries the BJP
Liz Mathew. The Indian Express. 12.12.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/beyondthe-news/the-strongest-opposition-voice-in-the-county-why-silent-manmohan-singh-worries-thebjp-4979388/

On Monday, Singh shocked the BJP with an unusually combative response
to the PM‘s accusation of the Congress conspiring with Pakistan. He strongly
criticised Modi for the "falsehood and canards being spread to score political
points" and sought nothing less than an apology from him.
Former PM Manmohan Singh‘s attack triggered a series of reactions from
the BJP including senior ministers like Union Ministers Arun Jaitley and Ravi
Shankar Prasad. (source: AP)
It‘s an irony that the man who was ridiculed for his silence, the man who
was accused of being weak has now become the Opposition‘s strongest voice
against Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The `Accidental Prime Minister‘ has
proved the power of his silence by speaking out aggressively – in his own carefully
chosen words – against the policies of the BJP government.
Each time Dr Manmohan Singh has spoken, the BJP appears rattled.
Everyone from the PM and Finance Minister downwards has come out to counter
him. The BJP and its top leaders ridiculed him at every opportunity they got during
his tenure as prime minister – they called him the weakest PM, ham-handed, a
puppet and disparaged him as ―nikamma‖. However, in May 2015, when Prime
Minister Modi invited him for a discussion on the economy and foreign policy,
Singh earned the respect of BJP watchers as well as its cadre. Modi was considered
a complete contrast to Manmohan Singh. Modi is seen as a strong and articulate
leader, qualities Singh has yet to display. But today, Singh stands tall — as he
predicted, history is already kinder to him than the media was during his tenure.
On Monday, Singh shocked the BJP with an unusually combative response
to the PM‘s accusation of the Congress conspiring with Pakistan in the Gujarat
elections at dinner organised by Mani Shankar Aiyar. He strongly criticised Modi
for the ―falsehood and canards being spread to score political points‖ and sought
nothing less than an apology from him.
The strongly-worded statement was political too. ―Fearing imminent defeat
in Gujarat, desperation of Prime Minister to hurl every abuse and latch on to every
straw is palpable,‖ his statement said. These words surprised even his party
colleagues. Sources in the Congress said that when the PM first made the
allegation, Singh was reluctant to go public and left it to the party to react.
However, with the BJP mounting attack on him, Singh changed his mind and
broke his silence.
Singh‘s attack triggered a series of reactions from the BJP including senior
ministers like Union Ministers Arun Jaitley and Ravi Shankar Prasad. Former
Army Chief Deepak Kapoor who attended the dinner clarified to The Indian
Express that it was just a private dinner and conversation concerned only Indo-Pak
relations. However, Jaitley described it as a ―misadventure.‖ He then invoked
Sharm-el-Sheikh, alleging that Singh had indulged in a ―similar misadventure‖ in
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2009 when he allowed a joint statement after a bilateral meeting between him and
his Pakistan counterpart Yousuf Raza Gilani, to mention Balochistan in it.
Yesterday, Manmohan Singh‘s statement seemed to have achieved its
objective. More of those who attended the meeting came out to clarify that it was a
usual track-II diplomatic meeting. Many in the BJP admitted privately that the PM
should not have made such an allegation about a meeting which was attended by
former diplomats and a former Army Chief.
Singh has rarely made public interventions in the last three years since the
BJP came to power but whenever he has spoken, it has weighed too heavily for the
BJP to ignore. In November 2016, Dr Singh termed Modi‘s demonetization as
―monumental disaster‖. He, uncharacteristically, lashed out at the government and
its decision, calling it ―organised loot and legalized plunder‖ adding that the ‗50days‘ were like a torture that could have a disastrous effect on the poor and the
deprived. He said the decision could lead to GDP declining by two percentage
points, which he said would be ―an underestimate and not an overestimate.‖
Immediately, Jaitley countered. However, instead of speaking as Finance
Minister, Jaitley reacted politically and reminded Singh of the loot under his
regime in the 2G scam, the CWG scam and the irregularities in allocation of coal
blocks. He asserted: ―An anti-black money drive is (an) ethical drive, a moral step.
And what is morally and ethically correct has to be politically correct.‖ But the
damage was done. Singh‘s reputation as an economist made his words credible.
Modi took Singh‘s attack seriously. He criticised him for his ―silence‖ on
scams during his tenure and referred to him as someone adept at bathing with a
raincoat on. Modi said: ―There is not a single black mark against him despite all
the corruption. Only Doctor Saab knows how to bathe with a raincoat in the
bathroom.‖ (Bathroom me raincoat pehen kar nahana…Yeh kala to doctor sahab hi
jante hain, aur koi nahin janta).
Singh‘s intervention during the passage of the GST bill in the Rajya Sabha,
earned him the respect of the Treasury benches. While the Congress wanted to
make the passage of the bill tougher for the BJP in the Upper House where it had
the numbers to stall it, Singh intervened and asked his party not to seek changes in
them to ―maintain consensus and federal agreement.‖
The same Singh came down heavily on the ruling party over the
implementation of GST. Addressing a gathering of businesspersons and traders in
Ahmedabad last month, he said the policy has broken the back of small businesses
in the country. ―When undertaking the endeavour of one nation one tax if PM
Modi had taken inspiration from the resolve of the great Sardar Patel, the outcome
would have been different,‖ he said.
He ridiculed BJP‘s ambitious bullet train project too, dubbing it as ―an
exercise in vanity.‖ Reiterating his criticism of the note ban, he said it was a ―half
baked crusade against black money.‖
It was evident that no one in the Opposition can hurt the ruling party as
much as Singh can. Many, including a section in the BJP, believe that Singh was
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right in his criticism of demonetisation. That‘s why BJP is always worried when
Dr Manmohan Singh gets angry.
Соня Ганди не уходит окончательно из политики
Sonia talks retirement; she is not quitting politics, says Cong
The Times of India. Dec 16, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/sonia-talksretirement-she-is-not-quitting-politics-says-cong/articleshow/62090930.cms

NEW DELHI: Hours before Rahul Gandhi takes over as Congress president,
a casual remark from outgoing chief Sonia Gandhi about her retirement set off a
political scramble, forcing the party to clarify that she was only leaving as the
organisational head.
Asked about her role after the political succession in Congress is clinched
formally on Saturday, Sonia said, "My role now is to retire."
The remark, reported widely in the media, set off speculation about what the
Congress president could have meant. With many interpreting it to mean that Sonia
might disengage herself from Congress affairs after Saturday, when Rahul takes
over the organisational reins from her, AICC spokesman Randeep Surjewala fired
a tweet to tamp down the excitement. "I would sincerely request friends in the
media to not rely upon innuendos. Sonia Gandhi has retired as president of Indian
National Congress and not from politics. Her blessings, wisdom and innate
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commitment to Congress ideology shall always be our guiding light," he said.

However, speculation mounted that Priyanka Gandhi may contest from
Rae Bareli+ in 2019 if Sonia vacates the seat. Sonia's remark appeared to convey
several messages to multiple audiences. It was seen by many as a clear bid to give
a free hand to Rahul, and an emphatic signal that the buck would stop with the
new, young supremo.
Perception of dual centres of power would obviously cramp the incumbent's
freedom and the outgoing president would have known this from her experience of
the last couple of years when her bid to redirect party leaders to Rahul did not end
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the queues at her residence. Many times, Rahul's decisions were seen as open to
review.
Her remark may have given a jolt to members of the old guard who have
been used to Sonia's style of functioning for around two decades but do not have
the same acceptability with the Gandhi scion. While Rahul has repeatedly sought
to impress that he would bank on experience and youth alike, ruling out the fear of
a purge, the discomfort among older leaders at the Centre and in states remains
palpable.
As the baton changes hands in a ceremony at the AICC headquarters on
Saturday, Sonia would still be heading two key positions — chairperson of the
parliamentary party and the head of the opposition bloc, UPA. It is to be seen if
Sonia also quits the two positions in the coming weeks. While Rahul, for all
practical purposes, has been presiding over meetings of the party's parliamentary
wing for over two years since Sonia took a backseat in party affairs, there will be
suspense over who helms the anti-BJP grouping comprising opposition veterans
decades senior to him in age and experience.
While Sonia has shepherded the "secular" bloc since the days Atal Bihari
Vajpayee was Prime Minister, Rahul has so far not networked with political
partners who have repeatedly expressed their preference for working with Sonia.
Rahul's leadership of UPA would also make him the natural leader of the
opposition for the 2019 Lok Sabha elections.
Рахул Ганди – президент ИНК
Rahul Gandhi era begins for Congress
Sobhana K. Nair. The Hindu. 12.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/rahulgandhi-is-president-of-congress/article21390722.ece?homepage=true

Elected unopposed, he will formally take over on December 16.
Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi was elected unopposed as president
of the Indian National Congress here on Monday.
Briefing reporters, the party‘s central election authority chief Mullappally
Ramachandran said Mr. Gandhi will formally take over on December 16.
―Since the withdrawal of date/time is over and as there is only one candidate
(Rahul), as per Article XVII (d) of the Constitution of Indian National Congress, I
hereby declare Shri Rahul Gandhi elected as president of the Indian National
Congress,‖ Mr. Ramachandran said.
At the party headquarters, 24 Akbar Road, slogans such as ―Agla pradhan
mantri kaisa ho, Rahul Gandhi jaisa ho,‖(Who would be our next PM, Rahul
Gandhi!) and crackers rent the air as Mr. Ramachandran made the announcement.
Supporters gathered in huge numbers waving Congress flags.
He is the 16th president of the Congress since Independence and sixth from
the Nehru-Gandhi clan to take over the party reins. Mr. Gandhi has been vicepresident of the party since 2013.
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Among other senior politicians, Prime Minister Narendra Modi also
congratulated him. ―I congratulate Rahulji on his election as Congress President
my best wishes for a fruitful tenure,‖ he tweeted.
BJP rattled, says Azad
Congress general secretary Ghulam Nabi Azad said even before taking over,
Mr. Gandhi had rattled the BJP.
―After three decades, we have a Congress president in the mid-40s. Of
course his father took over at a younger age. In the last four-years, Rahul Gandhi
has worked hard and we can see the results today. He is leading the Congress
campaign alone in Gujarat and the BJP is countering him with their 80 Cabinet
Ministers, 12-15 Chief Ministers, and State Ministers,‖ Mr. Azad said.
The incumbent president Sonia Gandhi is expected to hold a designated role
as an overall guide and mentor of party. According to sources, a new post of a
party patron may be constituted to accommodate her. There is no clarity yet on
whether she will resign from the post of parliamentary party chief or not.
Congress expects Rahul to halt party‘s slide
The new Congress president has to live up to the expectations of his
colleagues who hope that he would arrest the slide in the party‘s electoral fortunes.
―In 2014, we were in a weak spot. We have been on a path of recovery since then.
Despite a measly 44 MPs, under the leadership of Rahul Gandhi we have forced
the government to roll back anti-poor measures in GST and the Land Acquisition
Bill,‖ Congress MP Gaurav Gogoi said.
There is also a wide expectation that he will empower the average Congress
worker.
A close confidant of Mr. Gandhi, K. Raju who heads the Congress SC
department told The Hindu that he will ensure that every Congress worker has a
role to play.
―He will instill a new sense of power and pride in the grassroots workers. He
will bring in a mechanism that will ensure that every worker gets to participate in
the decision-making process,‖ Mr. Raju said.
Monday‘s announcement has to be ratified by the Congress plenary session.
The plenary will also elect the new Congress Working Committee.
The highest decision-making body of the party is expected to see a few
changes. Mr. Gandhi is likely to bring in some new faces. The plenary session may
be held in mid-January either in Delhi or Karnataka.
Конгресс объявил о новой Программе выбора Президента партии ИНК.
Congress announces schedule for election of new president
The Hindu. 20.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/congress-announcesschedule-for-party-president-poll/article20569302.ece?homepage=true

The poll notification will be issued on December 1, nomination will be on
December 4, voting of votes on December 16 and counting on December 19.
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The Congress on Monday announced the schedule for the election of a new
president.
The schedule, finalised at a meeting of the Congress Working Committee
(CWC), says the poll notification will be issued on December 1, nomination will
be on December 4, voting on December 16 and counting of votes on December 19.
Crackers went off at the Congress headquarters as soon as Randeep
Surjewala, communication in charge of the All India Congress Committee (AICC)
made the announcement after the meeting, which was chaired by party president
Sonia Gandhi at her 10 Janpath residence.
The party‘s central election authority notified the schedule.
The meeting was attended by top party leaders, including former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh and party general secretaries.
Party vice president Rahul Gandhi is expected to be the only candidate in the
fray, party sources said.
The party‘s organisational election has to be completed before December 31.
The Election Commission has given the party the last extension for completing the
internal poll process by the end of this year.
Коррупция в Индии – 45% индийцев давали взятки в прошлом году, проведен Обзор
45% Indians paid bribe in past one year: Survey
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Nearly 37% of the respondents felt corruption had increased,14% said it
had gone down, 45% felt the situation was same as before
 71% respondents in West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh claimed graft had
gone up in their states
 Survey was conducted by corruption watchdog Transparency International
NEW DELH: A survey across 11 states in India by corruption
watchdog Transparency International saw 45% of the respondents claim they paid
a bribe at least once in the past year to get work done. The share was 43% in a
similar survey last year.
Nearly 37% of the 34,696 respondents felt corruption had increased, while
14% said it had gone down. Around 45% felt the situation was the same as before.
West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh fared the worst vis-a-vis the perception on
corruption, with 71% of the respondents interviewed there claiming graft had gone
up in their states. In Maharashtra, only 18% felt corruption had increased, though
64% said it was status quo.
Delhi had mixed reviews, with 33% saying corruption had gone up and 38%
claiming it was the same. However, Delhi also had the distinction of having the
maximum number of people vouching for a reduction in corruption: 28%. The only
other state that had a high number of respondents claiming a reduction in
corruption, 21%, was Uttar Pradesh .
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Most of the corruption encountered seemed to be at the local level, said
Pankaj Kumar of Transparency International India, which conducted the survey in
association with LocalCircles. "A related national poll showed that 84% of the
bribery transactions relate to local level bodies and wings of the local government,
that is, municipality, police, tax, power, property registration, tenders etc," said
Kumar.
According to Transparency International, only 9% said most of the bribes
paid were to central government departments: PF, income tax, service tax, railways
etc. "Two per cent said it was paid to the private sector and 5% said it was paid to
other parties like for school admissions, NGOs, courts etc.," added Kumar.
Indicating the huge battle of perception faced by states, 51% said their
government did not take any steps in the last one year to reduce corruption. The
survey, which came out on UN's 'Anti-Corruption Day', also noted that nine state
are without a Lokayukta.
Загрязнение окружающей среды в Дели
Delhi pollution live: EPCA removes four-fold hike in parking fee, lifts
ban on entry of trucks
Hindustan Times. Nov 16, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/delhipollution-live-air-quality-improves-but-still-very-poor-ngt-to-hear-plea-on-odd-eventoday/story-LVj2wWIBmDHcNYNfUSgjoO.html

The NGT will hear the Kejriwal government‘s review plea on the odd-even
plan, which exempt women drivers. Here are the live updates:
Delhi‘s air quality improved slightly but remained ‗very poor‘ on Thursday
morning even as the Environment Pollution Control Authority (EPCA) lifted the
ban on entry of trucks and construction works in the capital. The four-fold hike in
parking fees was also lifted.
However, weather experts say the slight respite from toxic air would only
last four to five days and Delhi may be set for another spike in pollution levels
soon.
Later today, the NGT will hear the Delhi government‘s review petition
seeking implementation of the traffic rationing odd-even plan with exemptions for
women and two wheelers.
Here are the live updates:
10.20am: Environment Pollution Control Authority (EPCA) issues direction
removing ban on entry of trucks, construction works in Delhi, fourfold hike in
parking fees also withdrawn.
10.15am: Environment Pollution Control Authority issues direction
removing ban on entry of trucks, construction works in Delhi, four-time hike in
parking fees also withdrawn, ANI News reported.
9.35am: The MeT department has predicted ‗shallow fog‘ for the day ahead.
However, skies will remain clear for the next three days. There is no prediction of
rains, the Met department said.
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9.15am: The minimum temperature on Thursday morning was recorded at
15° Celsius. The maximum temperature is expected to be 28.2° Celsius.
9am: Weatherman said Delhi will witness ‗very poor‘ air for some time
now.
8.45am: The Air Quality Index (AQI) in the Capital was recorded at 310 by
System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting And Research at 8.30am.
8.20am: The Centre said on Wednesday it was advancing the rollout of
Bharat Stage (BS)-VI fuels by two years to fight rising pollution in Delhi. BS-III
and BS-IV cars and two-wheelers can run on BS-VI fuels. But any emission gains
will only be marginal in a city whose pollution woes are often compared to a ―gas
chamber‖.
Delhi air quality shows improvement, Met dept says it will be a foggy Thursday
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Загрязнение воздуха в Дели достигло критической точки
Delhi air pollution: What are its harmful effects on health, and how to
cope with it
The Hindustan Times. Nov 08, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/fitness/delhi-airpollution-what-are-its-harmful-effects-on-health-and-how-to-cope-with-it/storyKy1d61nVsqrDFKIyEmDzwO.html

The air pollution in Delhi can cause several ailments, ranging from
premature birth to a decrease in lung immunity. We get an expert to recommend
measures to prevent complications.
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A dense blanket of fog envelops Anand Vihar in Delhi.(HT Photo )

In the wake of the Indian Medical Association (IMA) declaring a ―public
health emergency‖ in Delhi due to hazardous pollution levels, experts have warned
people to avoid outdoor physical activities like cycling and jogging.
Delhi woke up to a blanket of smog on Tuesday with air quality touching
hazardous levels. The air quality index was very severe with high particulate
matter at a 2.5 level at many places.
Air pollution poses a major health risk and can cause stroke, heart disease,
lung cancer, and chronic and acute respiratory diseases. According to the WHO,
92% of the world‘s population lives in areas where the air quality is below the
WHO standards. About 88% of premature deaths occur in the low- and middleincome countries, where air pollution is escalating at an alarming rate.
Dr Vikas Maurya, senior consultant & head of department from Fortis
Hospital, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi, talks about air pollution and how we can
protect ourselves from its harmful effects.
Smog can lead to wheezing and shortness of breath. (Shutterstock)
What are the harmful effects of smog?
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* It can lead to the onset of allergies or aggravate existing allergies and
decrease lung immunity.
* It might be instrumental in causing premature birth.
* It can decrease lung function across age groups.
* It might aggravate pre-existing lung and cardiac functions along with
uncontrollable or chronic coughing, wheezing and shortness of breath.
«БДП – наш главный враг», - партия Шив Сены заявляет…
Shiv Sena says BJP ‗principal enemy‘, seen substantial change in Rahul
Gandhi
The Hindustan Times. Oct 31, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/shivsena-says-bjp-principal-enemy-seen-substantial-change-in-rahul-gandhi/storyGgCeLU6nIKFauIjB6bNxNI.html

Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut said there has been substantial change in
Congress vice president Rahul Gandhi since 2014, and people like to listen to him
now.
Without mincing words, Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut on Tuesday termed the
BJP his party‘s ―principal enemy‖ and said the Sena was part of the Maharashtra
government ―just for the sake of it‖.
His remarks came on the eve of the Devendra Fadnavis govenment‘s third
anniversary.
Raut also praised Rahul Gandhi, saying there has been substantial change in
him over the last three years.
―The BJP owns the government. We are (in the government) just for the
sake of it. Instead of hitting out at the Congress and NCP, the BJP targets the Sena.
They (the BJP) are thus our principal enemy,‖ Raut told reporters in Nashik.
On Gandhi, the Rajya Sabha MP said, ―A leader is one who is accepted by
people. There is a substantial change in Rahul Gandhi since 2014. People like to
listen to him now.‖
Raut said the Uddhav Thackeray-led party has begun preparations for the
Lok Sabha and assembly polls of 2019 and it was ready to fight elections whether
or not there is an alliance with the BJP.
To a question on the Sena‘s stand on encroachment by hawkers on
Mumbai‘s streets, Raut said Bal Thackeray, the late Sena chief, was the first to
raise the issue.
―Balasaheb was the first person to speak on this issue. Today, unless the
chief minister provides police protection to corporation employees, the civic body
cannot remove encroachments,‖ he said.
Asked about former Congress leader Narayan Rane -- who started his career
with the Shiv Sena before a bitter parting of ways -- joining the state cabinet, Raut
said he had been hearing rumours of cabinet expansion for long, and he would
comment on it only when it happens.
Earlier on Tuesday, chief minister Devendra Fadnavis said a cabinet
reshuffle will take place before the winter session of the state legislature, and Rane,
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who quit the Congress recently to form his own outfit, will be inducted into the
cabinet.
Загрязнение окружающей среды в Индии – 2.5 млн. человек умерли от
этого.
Study: World pollution deadlier than wars, disasters, hunger
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
20,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/study-world-pollution-deadlierthan-wars-disasters-hunger/articleshow/61149195.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
Environmental pollution is killing more people every year than all war and
violence in the world.
One out of every six premature deaths in the world in 2015 — about 9
million — could be attributed to disease from toxic exposure.
The greatest numbers of deaths linked to pollution in 2015 were in India
with 2.5 million, and China with 1.8 million.
Study: World pollution deadlier than wars, disasters, hunger
NEW DELHI: Environmental pollution — from filthy air to contaminated
water — is killing more people every year than all war and violence in the world.
More than smoking, hunger or natural disasters. More than AIDS, tuberculosis and
malaria combined.
One out of every six premature deaths in the world in 2015 — about 9
million — could be attributed to disease from toxic exposure, according to a major
study released on Thursday in The Lancet medical journal. The financial cost from
pollution-related death, sickness and welfare is equally massive, the report says,
costing some $4.6 trillion in annual losses — or about 6.2 percent of the global
economy.
"There's been a lot of study of pollution, but it's never received the resources
or level of attention as, say, AIDS or climate change," said epidemiologist Philip
Landrigan, dean of global health at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai,
New York, and the lead author on the report.
The report marks the first attempt to pull together data on disease and death
caused by all forms of pollution combined.
"Pollution is a massive problem that people aren't seeing because they're
looking at scattered bits of it," Landrigan said.
The study found pollution was linked to around nine million deaths in 2015.
Dirty air - caused by everything from transport and industry to indoor fires was the biggest contributor linked to 6.5 million deaths, it said.
The next biggest was polluted water that spread gastrointestinal diseases and
parasitic infections and killed 1.8 million people.
Why India needs to worry about its air pollution
The greatest numbers of deaths linked to pollution in that year were in India
with 2.5 million, and China with 1.8 million.
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Several other countries such Bangladesh, Pakistan, North Korea, South
Sudan and Haiti also see nearly a fifth of their premature deaths caused by
pollution.
Areas like Sub-Saharan Africa have yet to even set up air pollution
monitoring systems. Soil pollution has received scant attention. And there are still
plenty of potential toxins still being ignored, with less than half of the 5,000 new
chemicals widely dispersed throughout the environment since 1950 having been
tested for safety or toxicity.
To reach its figures, the study's authors used methods outlined by the US
Environmental Protection Agency for assessing field data from soil tests, as well as
with air and water pollution data from the Global Burden of Disease, an ongoing
study run by institutions including the World Health Organization and the Institute
for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington.
Even the conservative estimate of 9 million pollution-related deaths is oneand-a-half times higher than the number of people killed by smoking, three times
the number killed by AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria combined, more than six
times the number killed in road accidents, and 15 times the number killed in war or
other forms of violence, according to GBD tallies.
It is most often the world's poorest who suffer. The vast majority of
pollution-related deaths — 92 percent — occur in low- or middle-income
developing countries, where policy makers are chiefly concerned with developing
their economies, lifting people out of poverty and building basic infrastructure, the
study found. Environmental regulations in those countries tend to be weaker, and
industries lean on outdated technologies and dirtier fuels.
In wealthier countries where overall pollution is not as rampant, it is still the
poorest communities that are more often exposed, the report says.
"What people don't realize is that pollution does damage to economies.
People who are sick or dead cannot contribute to the economy. They need to be
looked after," said Richard Fuller, head of the global toxic watchdog Pure Earth
and one of the 47 scientists, policy makers and public health experts who
contributed to the 51-page report.
"There is this myth that finance ministers still live by, that you have to let
industry pollute or else you won't develop, he said. "It just isn't true."
The report cites EPA research showing that the US has gained some $30 in
benefits for every dollar spent on controlling air pollution since 1970, when
Congress enacted the Clean Air Act, one of the world's most ambitious
environmental laws. Removing lead from gasoline has earned the US economy
another $6 trillion cumulatively since 1980, according to studies by the US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
Some experts cautioned, however, that the report's economic message was
murky. Reducing the pollution quantified in the report might impact production,
and so would not likely translate into gains equal to the $4.6 trillion in economic
losses.
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The report "highlights the social and economic justice of this issue," said
Marc Jeuland, associate professor with the Sanford School of Public Policy and the
Duke Global Health Institute at Duke University, who was not involved in the
study.
Without more concrete evidence for how specific policies might lead to
economic gains, "policy makers will often find it difficult to take action, and this
report thus only goes part way in making the case for action," he said.
Jeuland also noted that, while the report counts mortality by each pollutant,
there are possible overlaps — for example, someone exposed to both air pollution
and water contamination — and actions to address one pollutant may not reduce
mortality.
"People should be careful not to extrapolate from the US numbers on net
(economic) benefits, because the net effects of pollution control will not be
equivalent across locations," he said.
The study's conclusions on the economic cost of pollution measure lost
productivity and health care costs, while also considering studies measuring
people's "willingness to pay" to reduce the probability of dying. While these types
of studies yield estimates at best, they are used by many governments and
economists trying to understand how societies value individual lives.
While there has never been an international declaration on pollution, the
topic is gaining traction.
The World Bank in April declared that reducing pollution, in all forms,
would now be a global priority. And in December, the United Nations will host its
first-ever conference on the topic of pollution.
"The relationship between pollution and poverty is very clear," said Ernesto
Sanchez-Triana, lead environmental specialist at the World Bank. "And controlling
pollution would help us address many other problems, from climate change to
malnutrition. The linkages can't be ignored."
Проблема Тадж Махал будет рассмотрена в прав-ве Уттар Прадеш в
2018 г.
Taj Mahal finds place in U.P. government‘s 2018 calendar
The Hindu. 18.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/taj-mahalfinds-place-of-pride-in-up-govts-2018-calendar/article19880792.ece?homepage=true

Acid rain reacted with the marble of the Taj Mahal, defacing the wonderful
structure
The 17th century architectural marvel is included in the month of July in the
calendar brought out by the State information department.
The Taj Mahal, which has been in the crosshairs of controversy, has finally
found a place of pride in the 2018 calender brought out by the Uttar Pradesh
government.
The 17th century architectural marvel is included in the month of July in the
calendar brought out by the State information department. Also finding a place in
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the calendar is the Gorakhnath Temple in Gorakhpur. The Gorakhnath Mutt is
represented by Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath.
Apart from carrying images of important heritage and tourist spots of the
state, the calender mentions the popular BJP slogan of ‗sabka saath, sabka vikas —
UP government ka satat prayas.‘ The pictures of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and the CM also feature in the calender prominently.
Taj Mahal has recently been in the crosshairs of controversy with BJP MLA
Sangeet Som questioning the monument‘s place in India‘s heritage, stressing that
history would be re-written to erase Mughal emperors from it. Mr. Som‘s
comments came soon after the Yogi Adityanath government reportedly omitted the
Taj Mahal from an official tourism booklet.
Taj Mahal built with blood, sweat of Indians: Adityanath
―Many people are pained to see that the Taj Mahal was removed from the
list of places (tourist destinations). What type of history?‖ Mr. Som recently posed
in a statement.
The BJP had distanced itself from the comment saying it was Mr. Som‘s
personal view and the party had nothing to do with it.
Following media reports, the State government had issued a press release
stating, ―Tourism projects worth ₹ 370 crore are proposed, under which schemes
worth ₹ 156 crore for development of parks and various facilities are meant for the
Taj Mahal and its surrounding areas in Agra.‖
The CM also stated that ―It is immaterial as to who and how Taj Mahal was
built...it was made by the saputs (sons) of Bharat Mata through their khoon and
pasina...it is famous the world over for its architecture...is a historical monument
and its protection and further development for tourism is the responsibility of the
government.‖
Another stab at Taj Mahal‘s heritage
He also said that he will visit the historical monument and the Taj city of
Agra on October 26 to review the tourism schemes there.
Prayagraj Triveni Sangam (Allahabad), Ram ki Paudi (Ayodhya), Barsane ki
Holi (Mathura), Gurudwara Nanakmattha Saheb (Pilibhit), Devgarh Jain temple
(Lalitpur), Sarnath Stupa (Varanasi), Rani Jhansi ka Kila (Jhansi), Sri Krishna
Janmsthan temple (Mathura), Vindhyachal trikon darshan (Mirzapur) and Kanshi
Vishwanath temple (Varanasi) also find a place in the calendar.
Тадж Махал был построен на крови (индийцев), - считает Главный
министр Уттар Прадеш Адитьянатх
Taj Mahal built with blood, sweat of Indians: Adityanath
Omar
Rashid.
The
Hindu.
18.10.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/adityanath-to-visit-agra-says-it-doesnt-matter-whobuilt-taj/article19875964.ece?homepage=true

Chief Minister also said State govt. was responsible for monument‘s
conservation.
A day after BJP legislator Sangeet Som sparked off a furore by terming the
Taj Mahal a ―blot‖ on Indian culture, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
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Adityanath on Tuesday referred to the architectural value of the monument and
said his government was responsible for its conservation.
Speaking to reporters in Gorakhpur, Mr. Adityanath said: ―There is no need
for us to go into the depth of why the Taj Mahal was built, who built
[commissioned] it and for what purpose... What‘s important is that Taj Mahal was
built from the blood and sweat of Indian labourers and that of the
sons (sapooton) of Bharat Mata.‖
BJP MLA from Sardhana and an accused in the 2013 Muzaffarnagar riots
case, Mr. Som said on Monday that the Taj was built by ―tyrants‖ who worked to
destroy the Hindus of U.P. and the country.
Agra visit
Mr. Adityanath is scheduled to visit Agra on October 26 as part of his plan
to promote important sites of tourism. Apart from reviewing development work in
Agra, the Chief Minister could also visit the Taj.
The government said ₹ 156 crore had been set aside for the development of
the Taj Mahal and the areas near it.
Though in June this year, Mr. Adityanath had remarked that the Taj was not
a fit representative of Indian culture, he told mediapersons on Tuesday that the
monument was world-renowned for its architecture and as an archaeological site.
The U.P. government would carry out its ―responsibility‖ in the
―conservation‖ of the Taj and its ―promotion‖ from the view of tourism and ensure
facilities to and security of tourists visiting the monument, he said.
Boost to tourism
The State government said it had allotted ₹ 370 crore for a tourism
development scheme in Agra, of which ₹ 156 crore were set aside for the
development of the Taj Mahal and areas near it. The World Bank will assist the
government in this scheme.
Under the scheme, ₹ 22.91 crore would be spent on the restoration of Agra‘s
Kachpura and Mehtab Bagh areas and ₹ 3 crore for the construction of a sewage
treatment plant in Kachpura. Another ₹ 22 crore would be spent for the restoration
of the Shahjahan Park and walk-way between the Agra Fort and the Taj Mahal,
while ₹ 107.49 crore has been allocated for the construction of a visitors‘ centre
and revamp of traffic arrangements on the western entrance to the Taj, a
government spokesperson said.
In a clarification issued after the controversial exclusion of the Taj from a
tourism promotion brochure, the State government said the proposal to develop
areas around the Taj was sent to the Centre for approval. ―The scheme is expected
to receive approval in the next three months,‖ a government spokesperson said.
Apart from the Taj and Agra, the government is also creating master plans
for other important sites. Mr. Adityanath said he would also go to Varanasi,
Chitrakoot and Ayodhya, where he is scheduled to participate in grand Diwali
celebrations on October 19. The historically and archeologically-rich Kalinjar Fort
in Banda, Chunar Fort in Mirzapur and Jhansi Fort would also be promoted.
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Mr. Adityanath said promoting sites of tourism could ensure a 10-fold
increase in tourism.
Если Тадж Махал построили предатели, то и Red Fort тоже, - политики
говорят Нарендре Моди.
If Taj Mahal is built by traitors, so is Red Fort, politician tells Modi
Dawn, October 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364315/if-taj-mahal-is-builtby-traitors-so-is-red-fort-politician-tells-modi

NEW DELHI: In a stinging response to recent remarks questioning the Taj
Mahal‘s place in history by India‘s ruling party legislator, a leading politician on
Monday asked if Prime Minister Narendra Modi would stop hosting foreign
dignitaries at the state capital‘s iconic Hyderabad House, because that, too, was
built by ―traitors‖.
Earlier, the rightwing Hindu government in Uttar Pradesh removed the Taj
Mahal from its official list of tourist destinations for which the state is famous,
according to a Times of India report.
The move followed comments from Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath who said the 17th century marvel in Agra did not represent Indian
ethos and was built by ―traitors‖.
Responding to the controversial remarks, Lok Sabha member Asaduddin
Owaisi, tweeted: ―Traitors also built Red Fort will Modi stop hoisting Tiranga?
Can Modi and Yogi tell domestic and foreign tourist not to visit Taj Mahal?‖
The All India Majlis-i-Ittehadul Muslimeen chief, in a series of tweets, also
said that the Hyderabad House in Delhi — the state capital‘s venue for hosting
foreign dignitaries — was built by a ―traitor‖. ―Even Hyderabad House in Delhi
was built by traitor will Modi stop hosting Foreign Dignitaries?‖ he asked on
Twitter.
The ruling Bharatiya Janata Party leader‘s remarks about the Taj being a
―blot on Indian culture‖ have sparked shock and rage online.
Тадж Махал требует бережного к себе обращения
The Taj Mahal losing a number of battles, needs loving care
Poulomi Banerjee Hindustan Times. Oct 15, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/wah-taj-why-the-heritage-monument-needs-all-our-loving-care/storyoEHHionQ3z6dSTtSwZj6ON.html

The Taj Mahal, one of the world‘s most iconic monuments, has been in the
eye of a political storm. Here‘s why it needs constant attention: it has seen a drop
in tourists and must be protected from pollution and the ravages of time
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Tourists at the Taj Mahal, a UNESCO world heritage site. One of the most popular tourist draws in the
country, India is often identified as the ‗land of the Taj‘. (Burhaan Kinu/HT PHOTO)

Under the late afternoon sun of an October day, the Taj Mahal rose dazzling
and regal, both the subject of awe for the many visitors gazing at its beauty, and a
pristine backdrop to the colourful human saga around it. Time has left its sullying
touch on the monument‘s white marble façade. The dome especially looks
somewhat soiled, as if marked by the muddy palm prints of centuries.
―It is a monument that evokes emotions. I have seen women cry when they
see it,‖ says Indian Association of Tour Operators (IATO) northern region
chairman, Sunil C Gupta. The impact must have been more powerful in the past
when, as Gruffudd Owen, a 25-year-old journalist from London pointed out,
photographs of the monument were less easily available, and people didn‘t know
what to expect.
“It is a monument that evokes emotions. I have seen women cry when they
see it,” says Indian Association of Tour Operators (IATO) northern region
chairman, Sunil C Gupta
The 17th century monument, built by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan as the
resting place of his beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal, has been in the eye of a political
storm recently, after it was reported that it had not been included in the Uttar
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Pradesh (UP) government‘s list of ‗tourist attractions in the state. Earlier, the Taj –
a UNESCO World Heritage Site – was excluded from the list of heritage sites that
were to benefit from the UP state budget. The state government later clarified that
the list of tourist draws referred only to the new projects being promoted by the
government and also released a statement saying that the monument and its
surrounding areas was also part of a tourism project proposal prepared in
consultation with the World Bank. After the recent controversy, chief minister
Yogi Adityanath has made a statement to say that the Taj is a part of our heritage
and the state is serious about its preservation.
Protecting The Taj
The Taj is protected by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), which,
along with the Agra Development Authority, jointly levies an entrance fee to the
monument. But it is the ASI that carries out the conservation work. HT made
repeated attempts to get a response from the ASI, but officials did not respond.
―The money that the Taj earns goes to the consolidated fund of the government and
only a fraction of it is allocated for the upkeep of the building,‖ says
conservationist and one of the founder members of the Indian National Trust for
Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), AGK Menon. ―The welfare of the Taj
requires a broader civic and multi-layered administrative engagement and merely
allocating the ASI some funds for its maintenance cannot suffice as discharge of
governance responsibilities.‖
Heritage management specialist and representative in India of the World
Monuments Fund, Amita Baig, agrees. ―The monument does not exist in isolation
of the city and there needs to be a political commitment to invest in Agra in a
comprehensive and holistic manner,‖ she says. ―The city is poorly developed and
there is little thought given to improved public spaces, roads or even adequate
sewage and sanitation much of which will make the city more habitable for its
citizens and also an improved environment for the Taj.‖
Much can be done to improve the Taj complex itself, she says, giving the
example of ―the restoration of the central concourse. Highly polluted water, either
ground water or from the river bed, feeds the water channels. To me this is perhaps
the most critical aspect as water contamination does impact the sandstone and can
be easily addressed,‖ says Baig. She adds, ―Much more cutting edge research is
needed to understand the changes being wrought in the monument by climate
change, increased tourism and not least the impact of the drying riverbed, water
contamination etc. Equally micro studies undertaken by scholars or universities
could easily provide a more informed basis on which to plan the conservation.‖
TAJ EARNS MORE, GETS LESS
Rs 2388.83 lakh was the revenue from entry tickets and other paid services
at the Taj in 2015-16, whereas it was Rs 830.74 lakh in 2016-17 (up to June 2016)
Rs 366.60 lakh was the amount spent on the conservation, preservation,
maintenance and environmental development of the Taj in 2015-16. The amount
was Rs 24.71 lakh in 2016-17 ( till June 2016)
DIP IN VISITORS
6.07 MILLION the footfall at the Taj in 2014 which dropped to 4.63 million in 2015
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Source: Ministry of Tourism. Problems Of Pollution

One of the primary challenges facing the Taj, and one often talked and
written about is pollution and its effects on the marble monument. While the 500metre green belt ordered by the Supreme Court in 1996 has proven to be effective
as a filter around the monument, says Baig, ―and other measures such as the
diversion of highways, reduction of traffic in the immediate vicinity have also
helped,‖ other sources of pollution from the city still exists, she says. ―There are
both local and distant sources of pollution. The local sources include automobile
fumes and dust, while the distant source is the Mathura oil refinery,‖ says Menon.
The authorities have also introduced shoe covers for visitors to control pollution by
dust and only battery-operated vehicles are allowed in the immediate vicinity of
the monument.
The monument‘s façade is cleaned with a fullers earth pack that removes
surface grime and pollutants, but though it seems to be yielding results – the parts
of the monument that have been recently cleaned appear much whiter than the
dome which is yet to receive the treatment – the process is time-consuming, and
while underway, takes away from much of the beauty of the monument.

The scaffolding for maintenance work at the entrance to the Taj. Many believe that the scaffolding put up
around the monument earlier resulted in the dip in tourists since it obstructed the view of the monument and spoilt
photographs. (Burhaan Kinu/HT PHOTO)

Executive director of the IATO, Gour Kanjilal, blames the obstructed view
of the Taj from the scaffolding (erected for conservation work around the
monument) for the recent drop in tourists (see figures on the right). ―For many
people a visit to the Taj is a once-in-a-lifetime experience and the scaffolding not
only obstructs the view of the monument, but also spoils the photographs that
tourists take at the site as a keepsake,‖ he says.
Even Prince William and his wife Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge, had their
Taj moment photo-bombed last year by the scaffolding around the minarets. It
affected business for Sharief, who earns a living by photographing tourists at the
Taj – creating a dent of almost 25 per cent, according to his more vocal friend and
Agra resident Zulfikar. At the moment, conservation work is on only at the
entrance to the Taj, but work on the dome is said to be scheduled for next year.
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What Tourists Want
It is not, however, the only reason for tourist dissatisfaction. ―We don‘t have
proper roads. We do not have a tourist-friendly atmosphere,‖ rues Rajiv Tiwari,
convener of the Agra Tourist Welfare Chamber. Sunil C Gupta agrees, ―As you
move into the Taj Mahal, the first bottleneck is the entrance itself. There are not
enough X-ray machines at the gates. Often the queue of visitors is a mile long.
Visitors are given water bottles and shoe covers. But there are not enough
wastebins for the discarded items. The toilets in and around the Taj are often not
maintained.‖
The immediate vicinity of the Taj has been beautified, with cobbled streets,
filigreed stone columns covering the lights and an old world-looking façade to the
shops. But just a few steps away is the chaos and congestion of the city.

View of the Taj Mahal, Agra, from the East, circa 1858, taken by John Murray. This is arguably
the first photograph to be taken of the Taj Mahal. (Alkazi Collection of Photography)

Over it all hangs the shrill cacophony of people trying to make a living off
the tourists – shops, guides, photographers soliciting business, touts promising the
best deals, autorickshaws looking for passengers. ―It‘s a minor complaint, but all
these people coming up to you... It can be intense,‖ admits Owen. The locals have
a name for it – lapka or to pounce on someone.
Then there is the Yamuna – once upon a time Shah Jahan‘s barge would sail
down the river, carrying the emperor to the tomb of his beloved queen. Today it is
little more than a shrunken canal. ―If the authorities could just do something to
increase the flow of water in the river and introduce boat rides, it would boost
tourism,‖ says Govind Gupta, who runs a restaurant near the monument.
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Beauty must have its admirers. But as daylight fades and the security begins
the process of herding visitors out of the Taj, and closing the gates for the night,
one can almost hear the monument stretching its aching muscles and sighing in
relief – like an artist‘s muse, who after holding a pose all day, is finally free to let
go.
Лидер RSS считает, что единство ЯИндии может быть только на базе
национализма
India can unite only in the spirit of nationalism, says RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat
Snigdhendu
Bhattacharya.
The
Hindustan
Times
(Kolkata).
4.10.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-can-unite-only-in-the-spirit-of-nationalismsays-rss-chief-mohan-bhagwat/story-lV9WiDffSKg5XACaW1mEwL.html

The Hindutva leader also said he will keep opposing the recommendations
of the Sachar Committee as long as Muslims in India refuse to accept that they
were all Hindus before being converted.
People who follow diverse practices across India can be united only by the
spirit of nationalism, Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) chief Mohan Bhagwat
said in Kolkata on Tuesday.
―What unites the diverse languages, practices and ideas of India? It‘s the
notion of Bharat Mata,‖ Bhagwat claimed during an event held to mark the role of
Sister Nivedita – a Scots-Irish social worker – in spreading the spirit of nationalism
across India. ―All diverse languages and practices should coexist, but under the
unifying idea of Bharat Mata. All diversities must be subservient to nationalism.‖
The RSS chief also said he will keep opposing the recommendations of the
Sachar Committee as long as Muslims in India refuse to accept that they were all
Hindus before being converted. He also wanted the minority community to accept
the idea of Akhand Bharat.
Mukul Roy wants to meet RSS chief, likely to revive outfit to cosy up to
BJP
―Bharat, Hindutva and spiritualism are inseparable. Bharat will exist as long
as there is dharma and spiritualism,‖ Bhagwat said, adding that everybody –
including Muslims and Christians – can live in peace in India as long as they
behave like ―children of Bharat Mata‖.
The Hindutva leader described Sister Nivedita, an ardent follower of Swami
Vivekananda, as the epitome of Indian nationalism. ―If she, a foreigner, could feel
at one with Bharat, why can‘t we? We need to learn how to love the nation from
her,‖ he said.
Bhagwat also referred to litterateur Rabindranath Tagore in his call for unity
under the Hindu nationalist banner. ―Rabindranath told the British that their hope
of dividing Hindus and Muslims through clashes will fail because the two
communities will find a way to stay united. And that way will definitely be the
Hindu way,‖ he said.
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Bhagwat was in the West Bengal capital for attending an event held by the
Sister Nivedita Trust to commemorate her 150th birth anniversary.
Тадж Махал исчез из туристических проспектов в Уттар Прадеш
Controversy erupts over absence of Taj Mahal from UP tourism booklet
The Times of India. Oct 3, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/controversyerupts-over-absence-of-taj-mahal-from-up-tourism-booklet/articleshow/60917672.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Controversy erupted over absence of Taj Mahal from an Uttar Pradesh
government booklet about ongoing and future tourism projects.
 The opposition began pouring criticism on the Yogi government, describing
it as ―communal‖.
 State tourism minister Bahuguna Joshi, asserted there was no attempt to
ignore Taj Mahal as a tourist destination.
LUCKNOW: A war of words broke out on Monday over the absence of Taj
Mahalfrom an Uttar Pradesh government booklet about ongoing and future tourism
projects.
After the opposition's fusillade describing the Yogi government as
"communal", the state tourism ministry issued a press release detailing a slew of
projects it had initiated for the Taj Mahal and surrounding areas.
"The government, with the help of the World Bank, has proposed projects
worth Rs 370 crore, of which projects worth Rs 156 crore are meant for
development of the Taj Mahal and Taj Mahal region," the UP information
department release said.
"Proposals for these projects have been prepared in consultation with the
World Bank under the pro-poor tourism scheme. These have been sent to the
Centre and are expected to be cleared in the next three months," it added. The
booklet was not meant to be a promotional brochure about the state's tourist
attractions, but meant to highlight the UP government's ongoing and future plans in
the tourism sector. It was brought out on the completion of six months of the Yogi
government.
Controversy erupted after the booklet, "Uttar Pradesh Paryatan: Apar
Sambhavnayen (Uttar Pradesh Tourism: Its High Potential)", was released last
week by tourism minister Rita Bahuguna Joshi.
The booklet, which has a photograph of the famous Ganga aarti in Varanasi,
speaks about work done and development projects for Varanasi, Mathura,
Ayodhya, Gorakhpur, Devipatan, Naimisharanya, Allahabad, Chitrakoot,
Kushinagar, Bundelkhand, Mirzapur and Sonbhadra.
Since the booklet was released three months after CM Yogi Aditya
Nath said at a rally in Darbhanga in Bihar that "foreign dignitaries visiting the
country used to be gifted replicas of Taj Mahal, which did not reflect Indian
culture", the opposition began pouring criticism on the Yogi government.
CPM member Brinda Karat said, "I believe that for people all over the
world, one of the major spots for tourists is the Taj Mahal. It also supports the
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economy of UP. This is truly made in India. Therefore, people will only laugh at
him and his complete ignorance of history and importance of preserving the beauty
of Taj Mahal."
Taj Mahal missing from UP tourism booklet because yogi government in UP
have placed cows in the UP tourism booklet instead. What''s wrong with the people
who making all the fuss about it? This is all... Read Moreankit jain
SP member Naresh Agrawal said, "Across the world, India is known for the
Taj Mahal. But the BJPgovernment in UP wants to give the state a new identity...
The UP government now seems determined to give the state an identity that suits
the communal forces." UP Congress chief Raj Babbarsaid, "This is total disrespect
to the Taj Mahal (sic), the face of Indian tourism on the global platform. Such a
move speaks of the mentality of the UP government. It shows that development
and sentiments are secondary to religion."
Bahuguna Joshi, asserting there was no attempt to ignore Taj Mahal as a
tourist destination, said, "How can anyone in the tourism sector ignore the Taj
Mahal, one of the big tourist attractions in the country?" Joshi said the government
was committed towards the development of Taj and tourist sites associated with it.
"Taj Mahal and Agra are among the priorities of the central and state
governments," she said.
«Нетерпимость и безработица – основные проблемы Индии», - считает
Рахул Ганди.
Intolerance, unemployment key issues facing India: Rahul Gandhi
The Times of India. Sep 19, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/intoleranceunemployment-key-issues-facing-india-rahul-gandhi/articleshow/60743553.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Rahul held a a series of meetings, including a roundtable with eminent
Indian/South Asia experts hosted by the Center for American Progress
 Participants at these meetings overwhelmingly agreed with Rahul Gandhi
that the "central challenge" in front of India was jobs and intolerance
WASHINGTON: Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi has said that
intolerance and unemployment are the key issues that pose a serious challenge to
India's national security and development.
Rahul Gandhi, who is in the US on a two-week-long tour, held a a series of
meetings, including a roundtable with eminent Indian/South Asia experts hosted by
the Center for American Progress (CAP), a Democratic-leaning think tank.
Prominent among the attendees were CAP head Neera Tandon, the former
US Ambassador to India, Richard Verma, and Hillary Clinton's top campaign
adviser John Podesta.
Lisa Curtis, who heads the South Asia division at the National Security
Council of the White House held discussions with Rahul Gandhi over a breakfast
meeting during which the Trump administration official sought his views on the
US-India relationship and the recently announced Afghanistan and South Asia
policy of US President Donald Trump, according to the participants of the meeting.
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US Chamber of Commerce president and CEO Thomas J Donohue met
Rahul and other senior Congress leaders at an event hosted by US India Business
Council (USIBC).
During the meeting, Rahul Gandhi expressed concern over the inability of
the government to create jobs in India, which he felt was leading the country
towards a dangerous situation.
The Congress vice-president also had an off-the-record interaction with the
editorial board of The Washington Post, wherein he shared his anguish over the
rising intolerance globally, particularly in India.
Later in the evening, Gandhi had another closed-door meeting co-hosted by
Republican strategist Puneet Ahluwalia and American Foreign Policy Institute.
"I would say, he did not seem to be somebody who did not understand the
issue. He has an understanding of the issue. He came across as more of a grassroots
understanding leader. Everybody when they left they were pretty much very
positive with the interaction," Ahluwalia said.
Rahul Gandhi is also believed to have met the Virginia Governor Terry
McAuliffe.
Participants at these meetings overwhelmingly agreed with Rahul Gandhi
that the "central challenge" in front of India was jobs and intolerance.
"(People) said he is exactly opposite than what we were told. They said, he
is logical, he thinks well, and he understands the issue," Sam Pitroda, who has been
accompanying Rahul Gandhi to all of his meetings, said.
He alleged that full time staff hired by Rahul Gandhi's opponents have been
creating negative image about him.
Pitroda said Gandhi believes in decentralisation.
The real decision have to be made at the district level.
Rahul Gandhi is scheduled to address students of the Princeton University in
New Jersey. Indian National Overseas Congress would host a reception for him in
New York on Wednesday.

Список правительства Индии
Full list of Union Cabinet and Council of Ministers
The Hindu. 3.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/union-council-of-ministers-and-theirportfolios/article19614564.ece?homepage=true

Here is the new list of the Union Council of Ministers after the reshuffling
of Union Cabinet on September 3, 2017.
The key changes made during the third reshuffle of Union Council of
Ministers include elevating Nirmala Sitharaman to Cabinet rank and giving
her the key Defence Portfolio; Suresh Prabhu being shifted from Railways to
Commerce and Industry; Piyush Goyal being given the Cabinet rank with
Railways as his portfolio.
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There are five form of bureaucrats in the newly inducted Ministers of State
and three of them holding independent charge.
Prime Minister and Cabinet Ministers
Narendra Modi

Prime Minister and also in-charge of: Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions;
Department of Atomic Energy; Department of Space; and All important policy
issues; and All other portfolios not allocated to any Minister.

Rajnath Singh

Home

Sushma Swaraj

External Affairs

Arun Jaitley

Finance and Corporate Affairs.

Nitin Jairam Gadkari

Road Transport and Highways; Shipping; and Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation.

Suresh Prabhu

Commerce and Industry.

D.V. Sadananda Gowda

Statistics and Programme Implementation.

Uma Bharati

Drinking Water and Sanitation.

Ramvilas Paswan

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution.

Maneka Sanjay Gandhi

Women and Child Development

Ananthkumar

Chemicals and Fertilizers; and Parliamentary Affairs

Ravi Shankar Prasad

Law and Justice; and Electronics and Information Technology

Jagat Prakash Nadda

Health and Family Welfare

Ashok Gajapathi Raju
Pusapati

Civil Aviation

Anant Geete

Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises.

Harsimrat Kaur Badal

Food Processing Industries

Narendra Singh Tomar

Rural Development; Panchayati Raj; and Mines.

Chaudhary Birender Singh

Steel.

Jual Oram

Tribal Affairs

Radha Mohan Singh

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Thaawar Chand Gehlot

Social Justice and Empowerment.

Smriti Zubin Irani

Textiles; and Information and Broadcasting.

Dr. Harsh Vardhan

Science and Technology; Earth Sciences; and Environment, Forest and Climate
Change.

Prakash Javadekar

Human Resource Development

Dharmendra Pradhan

Petroleum and Natural Gas; and Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.
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Piyush Goyal

Railways; and Coal.

Nirmala Sitharaman

Defence

Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi

Minority Affairs.

Minister of State (Independent Charge)
Rao Inderjit Singh

Planning; and Chemicals and Fertilizers.

Santosh Kumar Gangwar

Labour and Employment.

Shripad Yesso Naik

Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH).

Giriraj Singh

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises.

Dr. Jitendra Singh

Development of North Eastern Region; Prime Minister‘s Office; Personnel, Public
Grievances and Pensions; Department of Atomic Energy; and Department of Space.

Dr. Mahesh Sharma

Culture; and Environment, Forest and Climate Change.

Manoj Sinha

Communications; and Railways.

Col. Rajyavardhan Singh
Rathore

Youth Affairs and Sports; and Information and Broadcasting.

Raj Kumar Singh

Power; and New and Renewable Energy

Hardeep Singh Puri

Housing and Urban Affairs.

Alphons Kannanthanam

Tourism; and Electronics and Information Technology.

Ministers of State
Shiv Pratap Shukla

Finance.

Vijay Goel

Parliamentary Affairs; and Statistics and Programme Implementation.

Ashwini Kumar Chaubey

Health and Family Welfare.

Virender Kumar

Women and Child Development; and Minority Affairs

Anantkumar Hegde

Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.

Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Dr. Satya Pal Singh

Human Resource Development; and Water Resources, River Development and
Ganga Rejuvenation.

General(Retd.) V.K. Singh

External Affairs.

Santosh Kumar Gangwar

Finance

Faggan Singh Kulaste

Health and Family Welfare

S.S. Ahluwalia

Drinking Water and Sanitation.

Ramdas Athawale

Social Justice and Empowerment.

Ram Kripal Yadav

Rural Development.

Haribhai Parthbhai

Mines; and Coal.
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Chaudhary
Giriraj Singh

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

Hansraj Gangaram Ahir

Home Affairs.

Ramesh Chandappa
Jigajinagi

Drinking Water and Sanitation

Rajen Gohain

Railways.

Parshottam Rupala

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare; and Panchayati Raj.

M.J. Akbar

External Affairs.

Upendra Kushwaha

Human Resource Development.

Radhakrishnan P.

Finance; and Shipping.

Kiren Rijiju

Home Affairs

Krishan Pal

Social Justice and Empowerment.

Jasvantsinh Sumanbhai
Bhabhor

Tribal Affairs.

Vishnu Deo Sai

Steel

Sudarshan Bhagat

Tribal Affairs.

Y.S. Chowdary

Science and Technology; and Earth Sciences

Jayant Sinha

Civil Aviation.

Babul Supriyo

Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises.

Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti

Food Processing Industries.

Vijay Sampla

Social Justice and Empowerment.

Arjun Ram Meghwal

Parliamentary Affairs; and Water Resources, River Development and Ganga
Rejuvenation.

Ajay Tamta

Textiles

Krishna Raj

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Mansukh L. Mandaviya

Road Transport and Highways; Shipping; and Chemicals and Fertilizers.

Anupriya Patel

Health and Family Welfare

C.R. Chaudhary

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution; and Commerce and Industry.

P.P. Chaudhary

Law and Justice; and Corporate Affairs.

Subhash Ramrao Bhamre

Defence.

Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии.
Capital is back? The fall and rise of the rich in India
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Rishabh Kumar (Assistant Professor of Economics at California State University). The
Hindu. 12.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/capital-is-back-the-fall-and-rise-ofthe-rich-in-india/article19660896.ece?homepage=true

Concentration of wealth in India maybe returning to pre-independence
levels
To understand the levels and structures of inequality in India, it is necessary
to put the rich at the centre of its macro-history.
In Europe and the United States of America (USA) on the eve World War I,
wealth held by a fraction of the richest percentile dominated over national income.
This wealth fell dramatically over the course of the Great Depression and two
World Wars, only to emerge again in the late 1970s. It is this long-run evolution
that is at the centre of Thomas Piketty‘s book Capital in the 21st Century.
Much like the developed world, wealth concentration in India seems to have
followed a U shape, now recognised as the inverted Kuznets curve. To be sure,
India has for centuries housed the richest and poorest people on the planet. My
recent research (Kumar, 2017 Capital and the Hindu Rate of Growth) asks a
question along these lines: Is the state of wealth inequality today a continuation or
a sharp break from India‘s past?
The decline
In 1937, the Nizam of Hyderabad graced the cover of Time magazine as the
wealthiest person in the world. His land, precious metals, and other assets were
equivalent to almost 30% of India‘s national income. He was by every definition of
the word, ―Super Rich.‖
Joining him at the top of India‘s wealth distribution were other ancestral
royalty from India‘s princely states and a handful of business houses. The
establishment of independent India along with its newly drafted Constitution
created a new paradox — it guaranteed private property but also made tremendous
promises of democratisation. It was on these lines that a large-scale dismantling of
incumbent and established wealth occurred over the next three decades. It began
with the annexation of private (princely) land during the formation of the Indian
union.
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Over time, as India‘s tryst with socialist planning proceeded, much of old
wealth was confiscated, taxed progressively and nationalised. In development
economics, this period (1950-1980) is often referred to as ―The Hindu Rate of
Growth.‖ For example in 1966, the top 0.1% in India owned the equivalent of 16%
of GDP; i.e. almost two months worth of output. By 1986, this wealth was worth
less than 5% of national income.
Had India achieved superb equality? We cannot pretend to answer this
affirmatively because the Hindu Rate of Growth was an embarrassment relative to
what was happening in East Asia. But much like Europe and the USA, a
combination of progressive taxation with anti-capital policies broke up the existing
rentier class. Private property was also turned into national wealth — not always
efficient but the pace and level of the decline amongst the rich was staggering. The
term ―Tata-Birla‖ resonates with the Indian imagination because these (and one or
two others) corporate houses were the few that made the journey intact.
Resurgence and metamorphoses
While the speed of the decline owes much to Indira Gandhi, her successor
Rajiv planted the seeds needed to rebuild private wealth. By 1986, inheritance
taxation was abolished, other direct taxes diluted and private industry began to
flourish again. Eventually nationalisation was reversed with sales of public assets
and the globalising market became India‘s friend. The pace of stock market
capitalisation since 1989 easily surpassed India‘s outstanding GDP growth.
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Although existing data does not allow a systematic analysis, a collection of stylised
trends makes it seem like the super-rich are back again.
The Forbes Rich List published annually showed that by 1996 the richest
two persons in India held wealth equal to 1% of GDP. It took thousands of estates
to make this figure in 1980. In 2007, exactly seven decades after the Nizam,
Mukesh Ambani made the global list as the world‘s wealthiest person.
At this juncture, India‘s billionaires club was worth almost 20% of national
income. All this points to the possibility that India too has a U-shaped evolution of
wealth concentration, indeed these trends were matched by income inequality
according to work by Mr. Piketty and Abhijit Banerjee.
The resurgence of the rich was accompanied by a metamorphoses — much
of top wealth is still inherited, but instead of hereditary royalty it is now
‗corporatised‘ primogeniture. Unlike the poor investments made by incumbent
aristocrats, inherited assets continue to grow. The families dominate private assets,
due to closely held equity. But they are also joined by other smart investors and
self-made businessmen. Rankings today change frequently based on entries and
exits. These fluctuations are in the nature of wealth at the top. Old wealth has made
way for the new and even newer wealth keeps emerging. Will national income be
dwarfed again?
БДП и Моди раскалывают индийское общество, - считает Рахул Ганди.
BJP, Modi are dividing society: Rahul Gandhi
The Nation. 8.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/bjp-modiare-dividing-society-rahul-gandhi/article19643736.ece?homepage=true

Congress vice president Rahul Gandhi on Friday alleged that the BJP and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi were busy dividing society in their quest to retain
power. Only the Congress ideology could take on the BJP and the RSS, he said at a
party rally.
Mr. Gandhi also took potshots at the Modi-led government on
demonetisation and described the exercise as a total flop. ―Entire India knows that
it turned the black money of India‘s ‗thieves‘ to white,‖ the Congress leader said.
―First they said demonetisation would result in checking terror. Then they
said demonetisation would check black money. The reality is that everyone in
India knows that 90 per cent of black money is in real estate, gold,‖ he said.
―We don‘t know the reason why Modi was after the cash of farmers, poor
labourers and housewives,‖ he said.
Mr. Gandhi also took a dig at RBI, saying it took almost a year to announce
that 99 per cent of the scrapped currency had been returned to the coffers. ―We had
asked in Parliament about the amount of black money unearthed in the
demonetisation exercise. It took RBI a year to say that 99 per cent of old money
came back in the coffers,‖ the Congress leader said.
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He blamed the government for GDP reaching ―a low of 4.5 per cent.‖ ―Who
will own responsibility for this? The prime minister is responsible for this,‖ Mr.
Gandhi said.
According to Mr. Gandhi, anger was building up with the BJP and Modi
engaged in dividing society. ―In Haryana they pit Jat vs non Jat and in Maharashtra
they create a Maratha vs non Maratha divide. Their only goal is that BJP and RSS
should be in power,‖ Gandhi alleged.
―They speak of fight against corruption but they ‗purchase‘ people
(legislators) in Goa and Manipur and also try to purchase people in Gujarat.‖ Only
the Congress ideology, he added, could take on the BJP and RSS.
―They (BJP and RSS) will fight one or two elections. After that it will be the
Congress which will be in power.‖ The Congress leader also criticised the prime
minister over his promises of providing jobs to youth.
―Modi had said he would give jobs to two crore youth every year after
becoming the prime minister. Two years ago, we were told that just one lakh youth
had got jobs and last last year the figure was zero,‖ Mr. Gandhi claimed.
―Their minister informed that the unemployment figure is at the lowest... in
the last several years,‖ he said.
Commenting on GST, Gandhi said the Modi government was claiming
credit but it was the Congress which initiated it. ―There should have been one slab,
as against five now. Also, GST should have been capped at 18 per cent, against 28
per cent now in the highest slab,‖ he added.
Туризм в Гоа – запрет министра по туризму штата на выход в море в
алкогольном состоянии.
Goa Tourism Minister wants curbs on tourists venturing into sea
Prakash Kamat. The Hindu. 8.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/goatourism-minister-wants-curbs-on-tourists-venturing-into-sea/article19643795.ece?homepage=true

Goa Tourism Minister Manohar Ajgaonkar on Friday expressed deep
concern over the recent drowning cases along Goa's coast and reiterated his desire
to put in place a law to ban venturing into sea at night and in intoxicated
conditions.
Talking to presspersons here on Friday, he recalled that only two days back
he had seriously said that a law was required to ban beach-goers from venturing
into the sea after sunset.
Two students from the Ahmedabad-based Mudra Institute of
Communication drowned after they ventured into the sea at the Candolim beach at
3 am on Thursday. Terming the drowning incident as ―unfortunate‖, Mr.
Ajgaonkar also asked how students were allowed to go to the beach at night and
venture into the sea.
"The teachers are expected to be the guardians accompanying students on
such tours. It is to be probed as to how they were out late on the beach and
permitted to venture into the sea. The teachers should be questioned in this regard,"
Mr. Ajgaonkar said.
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"I have taken up the matter of the recent drowning cases seriously and also
discussed with Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar that we need to come out with a
law to prohibit people from venturing into the sea at night and in an intoxicated
condition," Mr. Ajgaonkar said.
Anuja Susan of Chennai and Gurram Chenchu Sai of Andhra Pradesh, who
were a part of a group of 47 students, who were part of a group of students on a
study tour of Goa along with faculty.
Meanwhile, a high level meeting with all concerned agencies is expected to
be convened next week, to work out immediate and long term measures to prevent
such incidents from occurring, Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar said speaking to
presspersons on the sidelines of a function in the city on Friday.
Наводнение в Индии в 2017 г. было сильнейшим за последние 10 лет.
This year‘s floods worst in a decade
Subodh Varma. The Times of India. Sep 6, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/thisyears-floods-worst-in-a-decade/articleshow/60384123.cms

HIGHLIGHTS


The immediate issue will be preventing the spread of diseases
 Records show this year‘s monsoon floods were the worst since 2007, when
4.1 crore people were affected
NEW DELHI: As the monsoon prepares to recede, India faces a mammoth
recovery task from the worst floods in a decade.
Over 3.4 crore people across 280 districts have been affected by floods that
left more than 1,000 dead. Very preliminary estimates indicate that over 3 lakh
hectares of crops, mainly paddy, have been destroyed. Over 8 lakh homes, mostly
kachcha units have been damaged or destroyed. An estimated 16,000 schools too
have suffered damage.
The vast network of state-run health centres in far-flung rural areas has also
suffered extensive damage although concrete numbers are not available.
Records show this year's monsoon floods were the worst since 2007, when
4.1 crore people were affected. The past few days have brought some respite as
most rivers in UP, Bihar and West Bengal are now flowing at normal levels and
rainfall too has been scattered or isolated, although it continues in Assam and
adjoining states.
Flood waters are reportedly receding across the affected swathe but lakhs of
people continue to receive food and other essentials from relief camps and
community kitchens set up by state governments.
The immediate issue will be preventing the spread of diseases, especially
waterborne ones such as diarrhoea, and mosquito-borne ones like dengue, malaria
and encephalitis, warn experts. Subsequently, the onerous task of recovery faces
the affected people who are mostly dependent on agriculture. The flooding was
mainly in UP, Bihar, north Bengal, Odisha and Assam.
Although most of these states received normal or even slightly below par
rainfall this monsoon season, rivers flowing down from the Himalayas were in
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spate because of heavy rains in the mountains and upper catchment areas. Excess
rains caused unprecedented flooding in Gujarat, Rajasthan and parts of western
Maharashtra, including Mumbai.
IMD officials say that nearly all flood-prone areas in the country have
experienced flooding at some point this season. The same rivers —
Brahmaputra and Ganga with their numerous tributaries — which inundated the
northern and eastern plains caused flooding in downstream Bangladesh, affecting
80 lakh people in 32 districts.
Meanwhile, upstream catchment areas falling in Nepal experienced some of
the worst floods with 17 lakh people impacted in 35 districts of the country. Over
140 people have perished in the floods and an estimated $8.8 billion worth of crops
destroyed, mainly in the terai districts of Nepal. While Pakistan has not been as
extensively affected, 136 persons have lost their lives in heavy rains and floods in
Sindh and Balochistan. The death toll in these devastating floods across the
subcontinent has crossed 1,200 and the population affected is 4.5 crore, according
to UN agencies, making 2017 monsoon floods one of the most destructive in recent
years.
Каждый день 400 человек погибали в ДТП в Индии в 2016 г.
Road accidents claimed nearly 400 lives every day in India in 2016
Moushumi
Das
Gupta.
Hindustan
Times.
Sep
06,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/road-accidents-claimed-nearly-400-lives-every-dayin-india-in-2016/story-7DlmtdnvMYLLZVGxXKOaJN.html

New Delhi and Chennai reported maximum number of road accidents while
Uttar Pradesh had most deaths due to overspeeding and talking on mobile phone,
according to transport ministry‘s research wing report.
India witnessed 17 deaths and 55 road accidents every hour in 2016, one of
the highest in the world, according to the latest report released by the Union road
transport and highways ministry.
The report compiled by the ministry‘s Transport Research Wing said road
accidents killed 150,785 people across India in 2016 — a 3.3% jump from 2015
when 146,000 lakh road fatalities were reported — indicating Indian roads
continue to be one of the deadliest in the world.
The number of road accidents, however, declined from 501,000 lakh in 2015
to 480,652 lakh in 2016.
―This reflects an alarming trend that while the number of accidents has gone
down, their severity has increased resulting in many more deaths. One of the main
reasons for the high number of fatalities is over-speeding by drivers,‖ said a senior
road ministry official.
MAIN REASONS BEHIND ROAD ACCIDENTS AND FATALITIES




Overspeeding and talking on mobile phone are the two main reasons behind the
road accidents and deaths, according to road transport ministry‘s research wing
Overspeeding accounted for 66% of road accidents and 61% deaths
Talking on mobile phone caused 4,976 road accidents and 2,138 deaths
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Top 13 states, including Uttar Pradesh (19,320), Tamil Nadu (17,218) and
Maharashtra (12,935) account for nearly 84% road accident deaths in India last
year
Two-wheelers involved in maximum accidents. Of the 52,500 two-wheeler riders
killed in road accidents, 19.3 % were without helmets

According to a World Bank estimate, road accidents cost India about 3% of
its gross domestic product every year.
Almost half or 46.3% of the road fatalities victim in 2016 were in the agegroup of 18-35 years. The maximum number of road accidents — 1.9 lakh —
occurred on two-lane roads.
At 1,591, Delhi topped the list of million plus cities that reported the highest
number of road accident deaths in 2016 while Chennai had the highest number of
road accidents at 7,486.
Uttar Pradesh recorded the highest number of road accident deaths in 2016 at
19,320 followed by Tamil Nadu at 17,218 and Maharashtra at 12,935.
Road sector experts say one of the primary reasons behind such a high
number of road accidents in India is the fact that the increase in road length has
failed to keep pace with the number of registered motor vehicles.
While vehicle registration has gone up by 10% during 2005-2015, road
length during the same period increased only 3.75%. This has resulted in
congestion on roads leading to a spike in accidents, experts said.
The spiralling road accident numbers bring to the fore the urgency to
expedite the passage of the of the motor vehicle amendment bill that lawmakers
have put on hold for the last several years. The amendments, proposed in 2010, is
yet to see the light of the day.
Once approved, it will pave the way for a host of reforms including
imposing hefty penalties for traffic violations. The bill was referred to a
parliamentary panel for review during the monsoon session.
The report shows overspeeding and talking on mobile phone while driving
were two of the main factors that caused the maximum number of road accident
and deaths.
Overspeeding accounted for the highest share of 66% accidents and 61%
deaths and talking on mobile phone caused 4976 road accidents and 2138 deaths.
At 33.8% two-wheelers accounted for the highest share in the total number
of road accidents followed by cars, jeeps, and taxis at 23.6%.
Of the 52,500 two-wheeler riders killed in road accidents, 19.3% were not
wearing helmets at the time of the accident.
Изменения в Кабинете министров Индии.
India's PM Modi reshuffles cabinet as economy slips
Dawn. 4.09.2017.
cabinet-as-economy-slips

https://www.dawn.com/news/1355577/indias-pm-modi-reshuffles-
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India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday reshuffled some of his key
minister's portfolios to refurbish his government's image, which has been dented by
falling economic indicators.
Modi named Suresh Prabhu as the new commerce and industry minister and
Piyush Goyal the railways minister. Dharmendra Pradhan was promoted as oil and
gas minister. Modi dropped half a dozen ministers for failing performance.
A big surprise was 58-year-old Nirmala Sitharaman's appointment as the
country's defence minister, an elevation from the post of junior commerce minister.
She is replacing Arun Jaitley in the new cabinet.
India's economic growth rate has fallen four quarters in a row to 5.7 per cent
in April-June, down from 7.9 per cent in the same quarter last year. Exports have
stagnated for the past three years.
―It's not easy going as far as the economy is concerned. There is a slump in
the economic growth rate and industry and the farmers' unrest over fall in
incomes,‖ said Neerja Chowdhury, a political analyst.
Modi had promised 10 million new jobs every year when he came to power
in 2014. According to government statistics, job creation for 2015 and 2016 stood
at 155,000 and 200,310, respectively.
Chowdhury said that although he faces a challenging time, opposition parties
are too weak to pose a serious threat to him in next national elections in 2019.
Opposition parties blamed Modi's shock decision in November to withdraw
from circulation the country's highest-value currency bill and a nationwide tax
overhaul launched two months ago as reasons for the economic downturn.
Though Modi said he was targeting tax evasion and corruption among the
rich, the demonetisation caused chaos across the country's cash-dependent
economy.
Raghuram Rajan, former governor of the Reserve Bank of India, said taking
87 percent of the country's currency out of circulation created be a tremendous
impact on anyone who used cash.
―It is probably fair to say that demonetisation has had the largest impact on
the people who transact informally, of which many might be very poor,‖ he said in
an interview with The Times of India.
Новый министр обороны Индии – женщина (Nirmala Sitharaman).
Modi appoints India´s first female defence minister
The News. 4.09.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/227703-Modi-appoints-Indiasfirst-female-defence-minister

New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi named a female legislator as
India´s new defence minister Sunday, the first time a woman has been appointed to
the key portfolio overseeing border tensions with China and Pakistan.
Nirmala Sitharaman´s appointment in a cabinet reshuffle will ease the
burden on Arun Jaitley, who had been juggling finance and defence throughout a
months-long impasse with China over a strategic Himalayan plateau.
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Modi also dropped Suresh Prabhu as railways minister, less than a week
after he offered to resign following a train accident in August that killed 10.
Nine junior ministers were sworn in and four promoted to the cabinet in the
reshuffle, the third shake-up since Modi was elected in 2014.
"I congratulate all those who have taken oath today. Their experience and
wisdom will add immense value to the Council of Ministers," Modi said after the
swearing-in ceremony at the presidential palace.
Sitharaman, a junior minister who oversaw the commerce and trade
portfolio, joins five other women in India´s cabinet. The prestigious foreign affairs
portfolio is also held by a woman, Sushma Swaraj.
"Imagine, the cabinet committee on security having two women and
decisions on security-related matters being taken at par with men by the women,"
Sitharaman told Indian broadcaster News18.
"There is a big message to all the countries that look up to India or look at
India, saying ´What is happening to women in India?´"
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi also acted as defence minister on two
occasions between the mid-1970s and early 1980s. She was assassinated in 1984.
Sitharaman´s appointment comes just days after India and China agreed to
end a months-long military stand-off at a strategically important disputed area in
the Himalayas.
New Delhi said both sides agreed to withdraw troops from an area near the
Indian border that is claimed by both China and India´s ally Bhutan.
Her appointment will allow Jaitley to focus on his finance portfolio at a time
when India´s economic growth has slowed to its weakest pace in three years.
Piyush Goyal, the former energy minister, was promoted to cabinet after
being assigned the railways portfolio, overseeing 1.3 million employees.
Modi has made overhauling India´s creaking railway network a key priority,
and speculation was rife that Prabhu would be replaced following a series of
accidents.
Prabhu offered his resignation in late August after an accident earlier in the
month killed 10. A similar disaster in December claimed 146 lives.
He will assume Sitharaman´s former portfolios at commerce and trade as a
junior minister.
The reshuffle has been cast as Modi laying the groundwork before national
elections in 2019, where he is widely tipped to defeat a diminished opposition.
His nationally ruling party also governs 18 of India´s 29 states, either
directly or in alliance with regional parties.
Nirmala Sitharaman назначена министром обороны НЕ потому, что она
– женщина.
Nirmala Sitharaman‘s appointment not about gender: Former military
chiefs
The Hindustan Times. Sep 05, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/nirmala-sitharaman-sappointment-not-about-gender-former-military-chiefs/story-jUWoa7FMIMxMdoLXLOFFWP.html
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Defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman, the surprise pick of Sunday‘s
reshuffle of the union council of ministers, has her task cut out and her
appointment should not be seen through the prism of gender, senior serving and
retired officers said. The 58-year-old Sitharaman is the first woman to be the fulltime defence minister of the country after Indira Gandhi held the portfolio 35 years
ago when she was also the prime minister.
―I don‘t think it should be seen as a move to empower women. That‘s good
but not an end in itself. The ultimate goal is to empower the armed forces,‖ said
former IAF chief Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha during whose term the government
ended a rigid gender-based combat exclusion policy in the air force two years ago.
Sitharaman‘s appointment comes at a time when India‘s first female pilots
are preparing to fly warplanes after they complete the last leg of their training later
this month.
Raha said a key test for Sitharaman would be to introduce accountability for
all stake holders.
―When you talk about defence acquisition or defence finance wings, they are
important stakeholders but have no accountability. She will have to ensure
decisions are outcome based and not process based,‖ Raha said.
The main challenges that the new minister will face include modernising the
military, ushering in big-ticket reforms, managing volatile borders and arranging
funds for big buys.
―Weapon buys can‘t be seen as just commercial transactions. We can‘t lose
sight of what is good for the country strategically… Women by nature are very
determined and if she can work with the same efficiency as she did in her previous
ministry, things will change in the defence ministry,‖ Raha said.
But what about the criticism that a key portfolio has been given to a
relatively less experienced person?
Former northern army commander Lieutenant General DS Hooda doesn‘t
agree. He said most of Sitharman‘s predecessors also did not have ―too much of
experience ―in dealing with defence. ―In that sense, it‘s not a negative. She‘s quite
articulate, sincere and has a reputation for being competent. Also, it‘s about a
person‘s calibre and not their gender,‖ Hooda said. Sitharaman‘s promotion
complements the reputation she built as a tough negotiator in the commerce
ministry.
Former navy chief Admiral Arun Prakash said he would rate her
performance on two factors: how much time she devotes her portfolio and if she is
able to create a synergy between the military and the bureaucracy.
―This is a 24X7 job and hardly any of her predecessors have devoted
sufficient time due to political preoccupation. It will require her full attention,‖
Prakash said.
She will be responsible for carrying out the modernisation of one of the
world‘s largest armies before parliamentary elections in 2019. The government is
pushing to build fighter planes, submarines and helicopters in the country.
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The minister will also be tasked with ushering in military reforms, including
creation of a chief of defence staff as principal military adviser to the government,
restructuring the Defence Research and Development Organisation and set up
special operations, space and cyber commands to fight future wars.
―Gender is no issue. We are only concerned about sharpening the military‘s
capability swiftly,‖ said a senior army officer.
Бангалор затоплен в муссон
Heavy rain continues in Bengaluru
The Hindu. 2.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/heavy-rain-continues-inbengaluru/article19608041.ece?homepage=true

A flooded street at at Koramangala 4th Block in Bengaluru on Saturday.

Anugraha Layout, HSR Layout and Koramangala 4th Block were flooded.
Heavy rain lashed across Bengaluru for the second consecutive day on
Saturday with south and east Bengaluru getting more then 65 mm of rain.
After the overnight rains, parts of Bengaluru including Anugraha Layout,
HSR Layout and Koramangala 4th Block were flooded early morning on Saturday.
Residents of HSR Layout said there was a chance that Somasundarpalya
lake would breach its bank.
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"Yesterday we got it cleaned. Again today we had another sleepless night
watching the water level rise outside our homes," said Ramesh Reddy, a resident of
Koramangala 4th Block Water had rushed into homes in the area the previous night
as well.
The Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) control room received
30 complaints from areas including Marathahalli, HSR Layout, Koramangala,
Bannerghata Road and ISRO Layout (Near Yelachenahalli).
На борьбу с наводнениями в муссон в Индии будет реализован проект в
87 млрд. долл.
Наводнение в Бихаре – 350 человек погибли 12 млн. стали бездомными.
Bihar floods: When home is a highway
Amarnath Tewary. The Hindu. 26.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/whenhome-is-a-highway/article19562305.ece?homepage=true

Floods in Bihar have claimed over 350 lives and rendered more than 12
million people homeless. Amarnath Tewary travels from Patna to Muzaffarpur,
criss-crossing through Sitamarhi, to report on what it is to live on embankments
and highways
The whirring sound of moving rotor blades of the helicopter in the sky alerts
everyone in the colony on the Buddha Nagara Radha embankment in Mushahari
block of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar. This is a colony only five days old.
Marooned by floodwaters from all sides, breached at two places, the 10-feet-wide
embankment has become a new colony of flood-hit victims — a ragtag cluster of
hastily erected bamboo shanties and tarpaulin tents precariously perched even as
the swirling waters of the Burhi Gandak greedily nibble away stretches of earth.
With arms aloft and eyes looking up to the sky and ears adjusting to the sound
of the helicopter blades, the new settlers hope for something to fall from above —
sign of some helping hand from the State government. But the helicopter soon
becomes a blip. Hope is quickly displaced with despair. ―It‘s our fate that this
government too has become insensitive… it just triggers hope but delivers nothing,
not even in the time of crisis,‖ Sudha Devi, sitting under a tatty awning, says.
Life on an embankment
Stretched over 10 km from Dumri to Buddha Nagara Radha to Rajwara, the
embankment is the lifeline for the flood-hit villagers, mostly poor and daily-wage
agricultural labourers. The devastating floods having snatched away almost
everything, they took refuge here clutching their meagre belongings. Some
managed to rescue their cows, buffaloes and goats, now tied to a bamboo keel by
the side of their shanties. Blank wooden cots, torn plastic mats, a few utensils and
earthen stoves make up the rest of their possessions. Land is scarce and the first
one to reach gets the right to erect a tent. Latecomers frantically vie for vacant
spots. ―We waited till we lost everything… now life is on loan,‖ says Dinesh
Thakur, an agricultural labourer.
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More than 50,000 people have taken shelter on this embankment built in
1954. ―If this had not been here, imagine our fate,‖ says Subodh Kumar Suman, a
primary school teacher of Roshanpur Chakki. His village and school are under
water but he has been helping fellow victims settle down on this embankment.
Suman offers us a ride on his motorcycle from one breached place of the
embankment to another. At both the breached places — Rajwara and Rohua —
villagers are scrambling to get on the motor boats run by two different teams of the
National Disaster Response Force to cross the river. It is a stampede-like situation
but there is little one can do to bring order. An NDRF man helming a motor boat
appears helpless as he ferries more people beyond the prescribed capacity of eight.
―Yes, it‘s a risk of life but what are our options?‖ he says.
There is no sign of government or non-government relief reaching out to
those taking shelter on Buddha Nagara Radha embankment. The electricity in the
entire area has snapped and no official has bothered to visit. Their meagre food
ration has run out. The survivors talk about how they eat snails, fish and rats…
anything they can lay their hands on, and drink the floodwaters, use mobile phones
as torches and wait for days for help to reach them from somewhere. ―No one
comes here… who‘ll come to this death trap surrounded by floodwaters on all
sides with the bund breached at two places?‖ says Lal Babu Rai of Manika Chand
village, which shares boundaries with the embankment.
Tents on National Highway-77 in Sitamarhi district provide temporary
relief. Ranjeet Kumar | Photo Credit: Ranjeet Kumar
At several places on the embankment the flood-hit new settlers crowd around
us mistaking us for government officials. ―The government has not given us the
black tarpaulin sheets to cover our heads which people of other flood-affected
areas have got… what to talk of food or anything else! We‘re left at the mercy of
the elements,‖ says Ram Pravesh Kumar. His father Sivan Bhagat is ill and had
taken to the only cot the family has. ―Life for us here is hell…worse than hell,‖
Bhagat says in a hushed broken tone. He has been suffering from diarrhoea for the
past two days.
The squalid, filth-ridden narrow pathway on the embankment is marked by
open defecation and a fetid stench filling the air. Stray dogs scuttle through the
crowded settlement while men and women lounge listlessly under the plasticcovered shanties seeking shade from the oppressive heat and humidity. The
swollen floodwaters furiously lap against the walls of the embankment. The
dwellers complain of snakebites and swarms of insects who have also made their
home here. Diseases like diarrhoea and viral fever have gradually started surfacing.
The other challenge is arranging fodder for the cattle. Cows, buffaloes and
goats can be seen munching, almost mechanically, without fodder in their mouth.
―They are starving… earlier we waded through the floodwaters to get something
for them to eat but now everything is submerged,‖ says Janak Sahni, adding, ―it‘s a
battle to save either our life or our cattle.‖
The government records put animal deaths in the State at 192; compensation
of ₹ 30,000 for the loss of every milch cow and buffalo and ₹ 3,000 for a goat has
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been announced. ―It‘s all bakwas (nonsense)… when they cannot reach us, how do
they know our cattle have died? The government officials make money in the name
of relief and compensation to flood victims,‖ complains Thakur.
The flood in Muzaffarpur has left the villagers marooned in misery. Even the
relatively well-off could be seen queuing for relief food packets distributed by a
social organisation named Sant Nirankari Charitable Foundation at Rohua.
―Nobody is sure how long the flood will take to recede... we had never seen
anything this big before,‖ says Mahendra Manjhi while taking a packet
of chhura (beaten rice) and gur (jaggery). His family will have to make do with this
and a few packets of Parle-G biscuits for the night; tomorrow is another day.
Politics of tokenism
The floods in Bihar have rendered 12.6 million people homeless in 21
districts with recorded deaths of over 370 people till August 24. The State
government claims to have evacuated over 7,76,000 people. It has also been
running 1,385 relief camps and 2,569 community kitchens. Overall, over 4,21,000
people have taken shelter in 1,385 relief camps and around 4,23,000 people are
eating in those community kitchens. Altogether 28 teams of NDRF with 118 motor
boats, 16 teams of the State Disaster Response Force with 92 boats, and seven
teams of the Army with 70 boats and two helicopters have been pressed into
service for relief and rescue operations in the flood-affected areas. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is scheduled to make an aerial visit of the flood-hit areas of north
Bihar on Saturday and hold meetings with Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, who has
regularly been making aerial surveys of the marooned districts and inspecting relief
distribution operations. Opposition parties, Rashtriya Janata Dal and Congress,
have demanded that the Central government declare Bihar floods a ―national
calamity‖.
The tragedy behind this recurring narrative is best explained by flood expert
Dinesh Mishra, convenor of Barh Mukti Abhiyan, an NGO challenging top-down
flood control policymaking: ―Unlike the British, our elected governments do not
keep records of movement of rivers… they just believe in raising embankments,
levees, roads and highways to stop flood and, above all, nobody is held
accountable for the floods.‖ Today, floods in Bihar ironically mean ―distribution of
food packets, compensation, aerial surveys by leaders, and misuse of government
funds in the name of raising heights and plug-ins of embankments, highways and
roads‖, he says. But what is the solution? ―We‘re so centrally surrounded by rivers
that we cannot escape floods, but we can minimise destruction to life and cattle,‖
says Mishra. Veteran RTI activist Mahendra Yadav, who has been working for the
welfare of victims of the 2008 floods in Madhepura, Saharsa and Supaul, says,
―Nobody cares for the flood victims except providing them the customary 1.5 kg
packet of chhura-gur and setting up these unhygienic relief camps‖. He rues that
―forget the government, even NGOs distributes relief materials to places where
they can reach conveniently‖.
Highway to despair
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This looks true as we travel on National Highway-57, which connects
Muzaffarpur to Purnea. Hundreds of thousands of flood-hit people have taken
shelter near Darbhanga on both sides of the highway under black tarpaulin-covered
tent houses. Here, they‘re not as unlucky as those living on the Budha Nagara
Radha embankment in Muzaffarpur. ―Someone had come to distribute this black
polythene to us,‖ says Garbu Ram, who along with his family of eight members
took shelter here after torrents of floodwater gushed into his village Kumarpatti, 15
km from Darbhanga town. Until a fortnight ago Ram had a thatched house, three
goats, a cow and ₹ 4,000 in hand, but today he is penniless, living with his family
under a temporary canopy of black tarpaulin. Most of the areas in DarbhangaMadhubani districts are flooded this year. Like Ram, over 50 other families of his
village too have made NH-57 their home for the past 10 days.
Just inches away from the speeding trucks, lorries, luxury coaches, vans, cars
and SUVs passing on the highway, the flood-affected families live in constant
danger of being crushed. Their buffaloes, cows and goats loitering around are at
greater risk. ―At night it becomes dark and the speeding vehicle‘s light blinds us
momentarily… our cots shake as they whizz past,‖ says Ram Bhajan Sahu, who,
along with his family of 12, has taken shelter on NH-57. ―All the time we hold
them tightly to our chests,‖ he says of the children in his family.
Pointing towards their submerged thatched houses in the nearby Shobhan
village, the NH-57 ‗residents‘ say that only three things have been on the rise in
the last 10 days: ―our hunger and debt and the floodwaters‖. Most of them are
daily-wage agricultural labourers who make 50-60 rupees a day, but ever since the
floods, they have been unable to find any work.
A week ago, Manoj Mallick and Ramesh Kumar saw a helicopter dropping
food packets at some distance on the highway but before they could reach there,
the food was claimed by some passengers on a bus. ―The government declares that
relief camps have been set up for people like us but can you direct me to any of
those camps nearby… those camps in faraway villages have basically been usurped
and controlled by upper-caste, well-off people,‖ says one, adding, ―They sell the
relief stuffs to ration shops and we buy them from there, paying money borrowed
from well-off people on heavy interest.‖
On National Highway-77, which connects Vaishali to Sitamarhi, the flood-hit
families are living in rows under black tarpaulin sheets near Basaitpur bridge of
Runni Saidpur block, badly affected by the swirling waters of the Bagmati and
Lakhandayee rivers this year. There is just one handpump half a km away for
drinking water. ―About 500 families have taken shelter on the highway but no one
has come to take notice… if it persists for a few more days, we‘ll die of hunger one
by one,‖ says Sanjay Ram. His newborn baby is sleeping just few inches away
inside the tent from the speeding tyres of vehicles on the highway. A child aged
nine met with an accident a few days ago with a speeding bus but survived
miraculously. As a precaution, the highway dwellers have put cement boulders,
bricks, banana stems and logs outside their dwellings to keep the speeding vehicles
at bay.
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The condition of Sanjay Ram‘s neighbours on the highway, Shambhu Manjhi
and Ramesh Manjhi, are quite similar. They have been surviving on a handful of
chhura-gur and snails and fish caught from the floodwaters. In 2004, there was a
similar flood that hit Sitamarhi. At that time, the highway was in a poor,
dilapidated condition. But the restoration work on this stretch in the intervening
years has now helped those fleeing the floodwaters. ―At least here we can hide our
head and wait for someone to come with a packet of chhura and gur,‖ says Ram.
He and other families also fear the dark for another reason: antisocial elements are
on the prowl.
As darkness falls, silence descends on NH-77. Suddenly, a van materialises
laden with khichdi (a mash of rice and lentil). The highway dwellers quickly
surround it, but the van suddenly picks up speed and vanishes into the darkness.
―Life has been a cruel joke for us,‖ says Sanjay Ram as another hungry night
beckons and they all trudge back to the tarpaulin tents they call home.
Традиция «Талак» (развод при крике этого слова 3 раза) признана
Верховным судом Индии недопустимой (неконституционной).
Triple talaq verdict: BJP looks set to reap electoral gains as Congress
goes on damage-control mode
The Hindustan Times. Aug 22, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/tripletalaq-verdict-bjp-looks-set-to-reap-electoral-gains-as-congress-goes-on-damage-controlmode/story-LJkLwMyfJHeYvzILMmH5yH.html

The striking down of instant triple talaq by the Supreme Court is likely to
benefit the ruling BJP in the coming assembly elections in Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh
The Supreme Court‘s striking down of instant triple talaq could help the
ruling BJP further consolidate its base among Muslims ahead of assembly polls in
several states.
The Supreme Court judgment on Tuesday, striking down the Islamic divorce
practice of instant triple talaq, comes as a shot in the arm for the BJP-led NDA
government ahead of assembly elections in Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh in
November.
The BJP is likely to showcase the verdict as a vindication of its stand against
triple talaq as a practice that violates the principles of gender justice and equality.
While development, or the lack of it in opposition-ruled states, has been the BJP‘s
central plank in elections, political adversaries have accused it of stoking Hindutva
sentiments.
The party‘s stand on triple talaq is likely to appeal to the liberal intelligentsia
within the Muslim community as also to the right-wing elements who have berated
the Congress for allegedly indulging in ―minority appeasement‖.
―It‘s the victory of Muslim women‘s right to equality....I thank Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and the BJP government for putting forth Muslim
women‘s side in the court prudently and judiciously,‖ party president Amit Shah
tweeted shortly after the court verdict.
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The BJP‘s ideological mentor, the RSS said the day of the judgment should be
celebrated as ―Islam saved from orthodoxy‖.
In October, the NDA government had opposed the practice in court,
triggering a political debate that resonated in the ensuing Uttar Pradesh assembly
elections.
While the ruling party maintained that its stand on triple talaq has nothing to
do with religion, the sub-text was unmistakable.
After the Uttar Pradesh elections, BJP leaders claimed that a large number of
Muslim women, who were aggrieved by triple talaq, voted for the party.
SC declares triple talaq unconstitutional: Read the full verdict here
Triple Talaq verdict: What exactly is instant divorce practice banned by
court?
UP chief minister Yogi Adityanath, a firebrand Hindutva proponent, said
recently that the ―silence‖ (of opposition leaders) on triple talaq reminded him of
Draupadi‘s ―cheer haran‖ (disrobing) in the epic, Mahabharata.
Professor Badri Nayaran of the GB Pant Social Science Institute, Allahabad,
said the SC verdict would ―benefit‖ the BJP electorally.
―The BJP had got its benefit in the UP elections. It‘s a big issue in the Muslim
community and could affect their voting pattern. The BJP will certainly gain from
it,‖ he told HT.
Since the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, the Congress has been guarded in its
reaction to issues concerning the minority community. Senior Congress leaders
were of the view that their political rivals were successful in projecting the
Congress as a pro-minority group that cost it the dearly in several state elections.
The thinking in the party was betrayed by the aggressive showcasing of vice
president Rahul Gandhi‘s visits to temples in the social media. Opposition party
strategists have been at their wit‘s end to counter the BJP‘s electoral narrative,
dominated by a blend of soft Hindutva and development.
―During the Congress regime (in Gujarat), there were riots every six months.
Our government talks about 6.5 crore Gujaratis. We work for everyone‘s interest:
appeasement for none, justice for all. We are not in the politics of appeasement,‖
Gujarat chief minister Vijay Rupani told Hindustan Times on Monday.
He was responding to a query whether the shadow of post-Godhra riots on
Gujarat elections could finally be receding after 15 years. The CM gave clear hints
of the BJP‘s plan to nail the opposition party of the issue of minority appeasement.
This is a historic day for Muslim women: Shayara Bano after triple talaq
verdict
India says no to instant triple talaq: Here‘s what 5 other countries have done
In Congress-ruled Himachal Pradesh, corruption charges against chief
minister Virbhadra Singh and a dismal law and order situation in the state—
highlighted by the rape-murder of a minor student on the outskirts of Shimla
recently—have given a big handle to the BJP to beat the ruling Congress with.
The issue of triple talaq is now likely to feed into the prevailing narrative of
the opposition party. The BJP‘s youth wing, the Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha,
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has started a monthly event to have a dialogue on social issues. ―We start with a
debate on triple talaq,‖ said BJYM chief Poonam Mahajan.
The Congress, that had earlier cautioned against politicising the issue,
welcomed the apex court verdict on Tuesday.
―It is a constructive, progressive decision that must be welcomed by all right
thinkers,‖ said party spokesman Manish Tewari. The principal opposition party has
maintained that if a religious practice is contrary to modern times, effort should be
made to ―eliminate it with their (the community‘s) consent‖.
With the BJP running away with the electorally potent issue, the Congress
seems to be on a damage-control mode, especially after the party faced many
questions over senior leader Kapil Sibal representing in court the All India Muslim
Personal Law Board which had defended triple talaq as a matter of faith.
The grand old party will, however, need to do much more to establish its
progressive credentials that had taken a hit following the Rajiv Gandhi
government‘s decision to dilute the Supreme Court judgment in the Shah Banu
case.
В Индии происходит 400 тыс. ДТП в год, гибнет 150 тыс. человек, 30%
водительских прав - фальшивка
4 lakh road accidents a year: Gadkari tells Lok Sabha
The Hindu. 28.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/4-lakh-road-accidents-ayear-gadkari-tells-lok-sabha/article19369792.ece?homepage=true

1.5 lakh die in 4 lakh accidents every year; 30% of licences in circulation
bogus
A whopping four lakh road accidents take place in the country in which 1.5
lakh people die every year, the Lok Sabha was informed today.
Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari said a four per cent
increase in the number of accidents has been witnessed in last three years while the
growth of auto mobile sector in the country is 22 per cent per year.
―Four lakh accidents take place every year in the country in which 1.5 lakh
people lost their lives,‖ he said during Question Hour.
Gadkari also said there are around 30 per cent bogus driving licences in
circulation in the country.
He said efforts have been made to make the road travel safe so that the
number of deaths in the accidents come down to half.
Gadkari said that for the first time, the ministry has conducted a survey of
bridges in the country. As on July 21, bridges inventory and condition survey of
1.62 lakh bridges including 1,26,233 culverts has been carried out and a total 147
bridges have been found under distress condition.
He said 33 bridges are in very dilapidated conditions while around 50 bridges
are above 100 years old and 1,628 bridges are more than 50 years old.
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Concerned executive agencies have already been asked to undertake repairs,
rehabilitation and reconstruction of all such bridges after detailed condition survey,
he said.

Метро в Дели увеличивает свою протяженность
Delhi metro starts trial run between Shakurpur and Mayapuri
Mehak Joshi. The Hindustan Times. 23.06.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/delhinews/delhi-metro-starts-trial-run-between-shakurpur-and-mayapuri/storynjwrxxyaUCXPSKsUR3P4GI.html

This section has one interchange station at Rajouri Garden with Line 3/4
(Dwarka Sector 21 – Noida City Centre / Vaishali). Since both the stations are
elevated, it will be connected through a foot over bridge and it will have
travelators.
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This section has one interchange station at Rajouri Garden with Line 3/4
(Dwarka Sector 21 – Noida City Centre / Vaishali). Since both the stations are
elevated, it will be connected through a foot over bridge and it will have
travelators.(Saumya Khandelwal/HT PHOTO)
The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) started the trial run on the 6.5 km
stretch between Shakurpur and Mayapuri elevated section of the upcoming 59 kmlong Majlis Park-Shiv Vihar corridor.
However, it will take at least six months to start the line for commercial
operations as new trains and signaling system needs rigorous testing.
The line is also important as Delhi Metro‘s new UTO (Unattended Train
Operations) enabled trains will operate on this corridor. The new trains, with high
levels of automation, will now undergo rigorous trials between these stations to
ensure that they are ready for smooth operations after the commissioning of the
corridor. Initially, train operators will run the trains, but gradually, driverless
operations (on the UTO mode) will be possible.
―During these trials, the interface of the Metro train will be checked to ensure
that there is no physical infringement with civil infrastructure during the movement
of the train on the track and also testing of various subsystems of coaches shall be
done,‖ a DMRC official said.
Officials said new signaling technology known as Communication Based
Train Control (CBTC) will be implemented on this corridor and will undergo
rigorous testing in stages. The response of the train at different speeds, braking of
the train and the interconnection with the Operations Control Centre (OCC) will
also be monitored during the trials.
This section has one interchange station at Rajouri Garden with Line 3/4
(Dwarka Sector 21 – Noida City Centre / Vaishali). Since both the stations are
elevated, it will be connected through a foot over bridge and it will have
travelators.
The construction of this section caused heavy traffic at various points on the
ring road which had to be managed. Besides construction challenges, land
acquisition at Mayapuri and Punjabi Bagh also posed a bottleneck during
construction. Major utility diversions also had to be carried out between Shakurpur
to Mayapuri, like relocation of a box drain near Mayapuri.
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The metro alignment on this section crosses beneath two existing metro lines
at Punjabi Bagh and Rajouri Garden. The steel span at Punjabi Bagh is also
crossing over the PWD underpass.
This also passes above two major Jhuggi clusters.
In 2012, DMRC requested Delhi Urban Shelter Improvement (DUSIB) for
rehabilitation of these Jhuggis but it were handed over to DMRC after DUSIB had
relocated all the Jhuggis by mid 2016.
Штат Керала намерен оспорить в суде индуистский запрет на убийство
коров
The Nation. May 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/29-May-2017/indian-state-tochallenge-modi-s-cow-slaughter-ban

Indian state to challenge Modi's cow slaughter ban
NEW DELHI - A southern Indian state announced Sunday it would go to the
Supreme Court to challenge a federal ban on the sale of cows for slaughter,
stepping up a showdown with Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Cows are considered sacred by Hindus and the Hindu nationalist leader has
pushed for greater protection of the animals since taking power in 2014.
On Friday the federal environment ministry issued a nationwide order
banning the sale and purchase of cattle from markets for slaughter.
"We are finalising our legal response and will file a plea in the Supreme Court
next week," Kerala state's Agriculture Minister VS Sunil Kumar told AFP.
The slaughter of cows, and the possession or consumption of beef, is already
banned in most Indian states, with some imposing up to life imprisonment for
infringements. Cases of slaughtering cows have triggered communal violence.
But Kerala and a handful of other states - despite having Hindu majorities allow the slaughter and the consumption of beef. The federal order covers trade in
bulls, bullocks, cows, buffaloes, calves and camels. The national government said
it aimed to regulate the industry and ensure the welfare of animals, which often
suffer cruelty in markets. But Kumar said Modi's government was fulfilling the
agenda of Hindu groups, which demand a nationwide ban on cow slaughter.
"It is unconstitutional and since the Modi government cannot ban cow
slaughter, it is taking refuge behind animal cruelty to fulfil its right-wing Hindu
agenda," he said.
Beef is a popular food in the coastal state, which is ruled by a left-wing
government, like several states in eastern India.
On Saturday left-wing activists organised "beef fests" across Kerala to protest
against the ban as state chief minister Pinarayi Vijayan wrote a protest note to
Modi.
Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party pledged to impose a countrywide ban on the
slaughter of cows ahead of the 2014 national elections. But the federal government
has failed to persuade opposition parties to back such a law, leaving radical Hindu
groups furious over the government's failure to protect the animal.
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At least a dozen people, mostly Muslims, have been killed by Hindu mobs
over rumours that they were eating beef, slaughtering cows or smuggling them.
Выступления мусульман (женщин) Индии против «три талак» (развод на
3 хлопка).
PM Modi on triple talaq: Enlightened Muslims will lead fight
Anand
Mishra.
The
Indian
Express.
30.04.2017.
http://indianexpress.com/article/india/dont-allow-issue-to-be-politicised-enlightened-muslimswill-lead-fight-against-triple-talaq-says-pm-narendra-modi-4633739/

PM Modi urged the Muslim community to refrain from politicising the triple
talaq issue.
AMID THE nationwide debate over triple talaq, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday urged Muslims not to view the issue through a ―political lens‖,
and expressed hope that ―enlightened members from within the community‖ would
lead efforts to end the practice. Addressing a function to mark Basava Jayanti, in
honour of Kannada philosopher Basaveshwara, Modi said: ―Teen talaq ko lekar
aaj yeh ek bahut badi behes chal rahi hai. Bharat ke mahan parampara ko dekhte
hue, mere bheetar ek aasha ka sanchaar ho raha hai… ki is desh me samaj ke
bheetar se hi taqatwar log nikalte hain, jo paramparon ko todte hain, nasht karte
hain, aadhunik vyavasthaon ko viksit karte hain… Musalman samaj mein se bhi
aise prabuddh log paida honge, aage aayenge, aur Muslim betiyon ko, unke saath
jo gujar rahi hai, jo beet rahi hai, unke khilaf wo khud ladai ladenge, aur kabhi na
kabhi raasta nikalenge.‖
(―There is a debate about triple talaq. Looking at the great traditions of our
nation, a hope is rising within me… that powerful people will emerge from within
the community who will break the traditions, demolish them and develop a modern
system… Enlightened people from within the Muslim community will emerge and
come forward to fight against all that Muslim daughters have to undergo… They
will find a way out.‖)
―Aur Hindustan ke hi prabuddh Musalman niklenge jo duniya ke Musalmanon
ko raasta dikhane ki taaqat rakhte hain. Is dharti ki yeh taaqat hain… Ye Bharat ki
mitti ki taqat hai ki teen talaq ke sankat se gujar rahi hamari maataon, behenon ko
bachane ke liye usi samaj se log aayenge,‖ he said.
(―India‘s enlightened Muslims will show the way to the rest of the community
across the world. This is the strength of the soil of India… that people from within
the community will come out to save our mothers and sisters who have to suffer
triple talaq.‖)
―Aur main Musalman samaj ke logon se bhi aagrah karunga ki is masle ko
rajniti ke daayre me mat jaane dijiye. Aap aage aaiye, samasya ka samdahan
kijiye (I appeal to the Muslim community not to let the issue slip into the realm of
politics. Come out and find a solution),‖ he said.
While his government‘s stand against triple talaq has been criticised by
prominent Muslim bodies, Modi sought to draw a parallel with Raja Ram Mohan
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Roy‘s fight against social evils. ―Society criticised him when he talked of widow
re-marriage. But he remained firm… and got it done,‖ he said.
―People should get homes and access to power without discrimination.
Farmers should get fertilisers and insurance benefits without any distinction. That
is the meaning of our government‘s message of ‗sabka saath, sabka vikas‘,‖ said
Modi. He also released a digital volume of Basaveshwara‘s works, titled Vachan,
in 23 languages. Modi later walked up to the audience to meet the family of
Kannada scholar and rationalist M M Kalburgi, who was killed in Karnataka last
year.
Региональные партии должны объединиться, чтобы бороться с БДП, считает Главный министр штата Западная Бенгалия
Regional parties must unite to fight BJP: West Bengal CM Mamata
Banerjee
The Indian Express. 22/04/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/cities/kolkata/regionalparties-must-unite-to-fight-bjp-west-bengal-cm-mamata-banerjee-4622979/

Mamata asked BJP and Sangh Parivar outfits to shun the ―divide and rule
politics‖ and respect all religion.
BACK FROM her three-day trip to Odisha, Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Friday said it was the ―need of the hour‖ for all regional parties to
come together and stand united against the BJP. Setting her sight of national
politics, Mamata said that her party would ―fly the flag of Trinamool Congress
throughout the country‖ and contest the 2019 Lok Sabha polls from Punjab.
Slamming the BJP-led NDA government at the Centre for ―putting Trinamool
MPs in jails with the help of CBI‖, the TMC chief said the people of the country
would put an end to this ―jail ka khel‖. She was speaking after being elected as the
Trinamool chairperson for six years at the party‘s organisational polls held at
Netaji Indoor Stadium in Kolkata.
―It is the need of the hour for all parties to come together. We want the unity
of all regional parties. I appeal to them to be together. Be united. Our party must
unite the people of the country and our strategy is to unite all regional parties
against the BJP. They are trying to destroy the federal structure of the country,‖
she said.
On her plans for Punjab, Mamata said: ―Workers from our Punjab unit have
come here. I want to tell them keep up the good work because we will contest Lok
Sabha polls from there. I will visit the Golden Temple someday. We will also do
well in next Assembly elections in Tripura. In the days to come, our workers will
reach out to the people in every block of the country…‖
―We will support regional parties. Somewhere we will contest along with
them and somewhere alone. The All-India Trinamool Congress will fly its flags
throughout the country for the interest of the people, for the interest of unity and
for the interest of all religions,‖ she added.
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This comes a day after Mamata met Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik in
Bhubaneshwar.
Accusing the Centre of pursuing ―vendetta politics‖, Mamata alleged the
government was using CBI to put Trinamool MPs and ministers in jail in chit fund
scams. ―BJP is attacking us because we are vocal about certain issues like
demonetisation. Our party works to protect the interest of the people and that‘s
why they are attacking us. They are using agencies like CBI to destroy us and put
our MPs and ministers in jails, so that there will be no Trinamool government in
Bengal. How many will they put in jail? One day, the people of the country will
put an end to their jail ka khel.‖
Mamata claimed the situation prevailing in the country was more severe than
what it was during Emergency. ―They have put our MP, Sudip Bandyopadhyay, in
jail. He has been there for months without a fair trial. This is (even) dangerous than
Emergency. Our minister Madan Mitra was in jail for two years. What was his
fault? They put him in jail just because he was seen with someone in a meeting.
But we are not afraid. One day Sudipda will come out of jail as a hero,‖ she said.
The CM went on to ask the 12 Trinamool leaders, who have been booked by
the CBI in the Narada sting case, to be strong. ―They (leaders) had fought and
that‘s why cases have been lodged against them. But they can never prove that they
are guilty. Be brave and be strong, there is no need to be afraid,‖ she told the
accused leaders.
Mamata asked BJP and Sangh Parivar outfits to shun the ―divide and rule
politics‖ and respect all religion. ―Recently, a fatwa was issued against me and
now, someone said he will not allow me to visit Jagannath Temple in Puri. There
cannot be zabardasti on what I will eat and where I will go… we do not believe in
such politics. They are deciding who is a Hindu and who is not. They are deciding
everything. This is against our Constitution. This is not the culture of the country.
We must respect each other. We never disrespect others and that is our culture,‖
she said.
Warning her party workers against the ―negative campaign‖ against
Trinamool in the social media, the CM asked them to stay alert and check the entry
of outsiders in Bengal. ―Some sister organisations of BJP are indulging in a
negative campaign against us in the social media and spreading misinformation.
They are getting funds from outside to play this dirty politics. Counter them in the
social media. Unless we dethrone BJP from power in Delhi, our struggle against
them will continue. We have to fight against this conspiracy,‖ Mamata said.
―I am also getting reports that RSS, Bajrang Dal and other similar outfits are
sending their cadres from states like Gujarat, Maharasthra, Bihar, Jharkhand and
others to our state to create unrest. We have to keep vigil. Be alert and identify the
outsiders from other states and inform the local police stations. We will not tolerate
this politics of revenge,‖ she added.
Criticising the display of arms during the recent Ram Navami rallies in the
state, Mamata said: ―Does religion mean carrying arms? I have never seen such
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rallies in the state. In the name of Ram, they are doing it. There is a limit. I will not
allow this display of arms in the name of Ram.‖
ИГИЛ угрожает взрывами в Мумбаи – штат Махараштра в опасности
High alert in Maharashtra as intelligence inputs warn about ISIS attack
on Mumbai
The Times of India. 6/04/2017/ http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/high-alertin-maharashtra-as-intel-inputs-warn-about-is-attack-on-mumbai/articleshow/58038401.cms

•Mumbai police claimed to have received an intel input about IS men trying to
enter Mumbai via sea
•A source said that 9 suspects from Assam may target Mumbai
•However, Mumbai police officials refused to reveal the source of the intel
MUMBAI: A high alert has been sounded in the state after the police claimed
to have received an intelligence input about Islamic State members trying to enter
Mumbai via sea. A source said that nine suspects, who hail from Assam, are likely
to target Mumbai.
While coast guard officials denied sending any such information, Mumbai
police officials refused to reveal the source of the intel. Officials said the alert was
routine. Police officials, including those from the crime branch, are checking
lodges and budget hotels. "Officials have been asked to conduct late-night
nakabandis," said the source.
In November 2008, ten LeT militants entered Mumbai through sea and killed
166 people while injuring dozens. Nine of them were killed by police while the
lone survivor, Ajmal Kasab, was caught, convicted and later hanged to death.
Рассматриваются вопросы защиты коров в индийской традиции
Cow protectionism was spirit behind freedom movement: Minister
The Hindu. 6.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/cow-protectionism-wasspirit-behind-freedom-movement-minister/article17831763.ece?homepage=true

Cow protectionism was the spirit behind India‘s freedom movement,
Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said today as she defended Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath‘s decision to shut illegal slaughter houses.
Ms. Sitharaman was replying to a debate in the Lok Sabha on a bill on
footwears during which members from Congress and Trinamool Congress raised
the issue of availability of raw hide and skin for the leather industry in the wake of
ban on cow slaughter in UP and other parts of the country.
The bill to declare the Footwear Design and Development Institute (FDDI) an
institution of national importance was later passed by the House with voice vote.
―Over the centuries there had been leather taning industry... that has not
obstructed cow protectionism,‖ Ms. Sitharaman said.
She said before the opposition criticises the UP government, they should
realise that it was the ―legitimate duty‖ that the Chief Minister was undertaking.
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The minister said the Congress party should acknowledge that cow protection
was the spirit behind the freedom movement.
―The Chief Minister is doing what is the spirit behind the freedom movement.
We should not exaggerate a situation,‖ she said.
Mr. Adityanath, after taking over as the Chief Minister last month, had
banned illegal slaughter houses in the state of Uttar Pradesh.
Footwear Bill
Talking about the footwear bill, Ms. Sitharaman said there are 7 FDDIs in the
country and 5 more are coming up.
The total number of campuses will be restricted to 12 as of now as ―we do not
want to proliferate the number of campuses‖, the Commerce and Industry Minister
said.
The bill seeks to make FDDI an institution of national importance for the
promotion and development of quality and excellence in education, research and
training in all disciplines relating to footwear and leather products design.
Replying to opposition charge of high cost of admission, Ms. Sitharaman said
students passing out from these institutes have been placed in ―very good jobs‖ and
the rate of recruitment was also high.
―The course is self-financed, capital expenditure is not recovered from the
students. Since job opportunity is there, cost has not deterred students to come and
join,‖ she said, adding even as the fees was expensive but people eager as it
provided employment right away.
Ms. Sitharaman said these institutes impart modern skill, provides trained
manpower and updated technology to capture global market as the demanded is
now towards branded leather goods.
Reservations
She assuaged member concerns over admission of women in the institutes
saying everyone is being given equal opportunity and there will be enough
representation of the fairer sex.
Ms. Sitharaman also said that the prevailing rules for reservation of SC, ST
and OBCs would be followed even in these institutes.
Discussions
Participating in the discussion, Mohammed Salim (CPI-M) mentioned about
the death of a person in Rajasthan allegedly by cow vigilantes, provoking protests
from the BJP members.
―These people are taking our country backwards,‖ he said, in an apparent
reference to cow vigilantes.
He said the adverse impact on leather industry would affect the livelihood of
many people.
In an indirect reference to the incidents of cow vigilantism, Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury (Cong) said some bigots in some areas are trying to indulge in
―competitive fundamentalism‖.
Further, he remarked that leather industry cannot be run by vegetarianism.
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Mr. Chowdhury demanded that leather-related industrial development board
should also be set up.
Referring to ban on cow slaughter in different parts of the country, Trinamool
Congress leader Saugata Roy wondered where the raw hide and skin would come
for the leather industry.
Mr. Roy also said that there are no major Indian brands in the global leather
industry and demanded that Kolhapuri name should be patented.
RJD member Jaiprakash Narayan Yadav said ―flames of hatred‖ should not
be allowed to spread in the country and emphasised that people who are left behind
should be brought into the mainstream.
Mr. Yadav as well as Kaushalendra Kumar (JD-U) urged the government to
set up a campus of the FDDI in Bihar.
M.K. Raghavan (Congress), Anju Bala (BJP) and Rahul Shewale also spoke.
Отношения между мусульманами и индуистами в Индии
Only 33% of Hindus count a Muslim as a close friend: Survey
The Times of India. 5.04.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/only-33-ofhindus-count-a-muslim-as-a-close-friend-survey/articleshow/58018664.cms

•13% Hindus think of Muslims are "highly patriotic"
•Only 33% Hindus count a Muslim as a close friend
•74% Muslims have a close friend among Hindus
NEW DELHI: As many as 91% Hindus have a close friend from among their
own community but only 33% Hindus count a Muslim as a close friend. While
74% Muslims have a close friend among Hindus, 95% of them have a close friend
within the community.
If the figures point to "walls of religion" in cultivating relationships, they also
reinforce the belief that community identities continue to hold sway over people in
deciding who they trust.
A Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) study to probe
"society and politics between elections" has found that maximum number of
Hindus and Muslims have noted people from their own religion as close friends.
The study also highlights what it calls "isolation of Muslims" across four states of
Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka and Odisha where the survey was carried out.
While only 13% Hindus think of Muslims as "highly patriotic", the figure is
slightly better at 20% Hindus favouring Christians in the similar category and the
percentage is 47% for Sikhs.
At least 77% Muslims consider their own community as "highly patriotic" but
just 26% Christians see Muslims in the same light on this sensitive scale and the
number is much lower at 11% among Sikhs. Interestingly, only 66% Sikhs
consider Hindus to be "highly patriotic".
The data also reports a high level of "majoritarian" attitudes. People were
categorised as "liberal" and "majoritarian" on the basis of response to queries should the government punish those who don't respect the cow; don't say 'bharat
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mata ki jai' at public functions; eat beef or cow meat; do not stand up for national
anthem; or engage in religious conversions? Nearly 72% were found to possess
"majoritarian" attitudes while 17% have "weak liberal" attitude and merely 6%
with "liberal" attitude.
Радикальный индуист Yogi Adityanath (не любит мусульман) назначен
главным министром самого населенного штата Индии Уттар Прадеш (200
млн. чел.)
Hindu 'radical' nominated chief minister of India's most populous state
Dawn. 21.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1321292/hindu-radical-nominated-chiefminister-of-indias-most-populous-state
(The Hindustan Times. 18.03.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/assemblyelections/live-updates-bjp-to-announce-new-uttar-pradesh-cm-today-keshav-prasad-mauryameets-amit-shah-in-delhi/story-JqF03pygkVk77zuv5ZrteL.html)

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on Saturday named Hindu radical Yogi
Adityanath as the new chief minister of Uttar Pradesh, reported the Hindustan
Times.
Adityanath is known for his hardline Hindutva ideology and making antiMuslim statements. He is popular among his supporters for his fiery speeches
against minorities.
The chief minister-designate also runs an extremist organisation, Hindu Yuva
Vahini, which has been accused of instigating communal tension, said The Hindu.
He describes himself as a "religious missionary and social worker" on his Lok
Sabha profile.
During the recent elections in the highly-polarised state, he had stirred
controversy by making claims of discrimination against Hindus and stoked antiMuslim sentiments.
He had alleged discrimination in the supply of power to Hindu and Muslim
festivals and also in the allocation of land for graveyards and crematoriums.
Adityanath has also been accused of spearheading a forced conversion
initiative, called Ghar Wapsi, which targeted Muslims and Christians.
During the recent deterioration of relations between India and Pakistan, he
passed statements against Bollywood actors who supported the continuation of
cultural ties between the two countries.
"Shah Rukh Khan should remember that if people would boycott his films, he
would also have to wander in the streets like a normal Muslim … These people are
speaking in the language of terrorists. I think there is no difference between the
language of Shah Rukh Khan and Hafiz Saeed," he was quoted as saying.
The chief minister-designate will be sworn in on Sunday, according to Indian
media.
The BJP won a three-fourths majority in the 403-member Uttar Pradesh
Legislative Assembly and is returning to power after 14 years.
Uttar Pradesh is the most populous state of India, with a population of more
than 200 million. Muslims form around 19pc of the population.
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И Трамп, и Моди беспокоят существующий миропорядок
The US contagion – from Trump to Modi
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There are many similarities — but also some differences — between Donald
Trump‘s unexpected victory in the United States presidential election on
November 8 and the lop-sided triumph of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the
elections in the populous state of Uttar Pradesh (UP). UP with 220 million people
is India‘s largest state; possibly also its poorest. It also has a large Muslim minority
estimated at 20 per cent of the population. Until the 2014 elections that the BJP
won and put Narendra Modi in power, it was also home to the Congress party. For
the last decade or so the state has been under the control of a regional party with no
national presence. This was becoming the trend in national politics which the BJP
has been able to reverse.
The BJP‘s election campaign was led by Narendra Modi, the Indian prime
minister. There is no doubt that Modi drew a number of lessons from the Trump
phenomenon. The most important of these is that the people all across the world
feel extremely unsettled by what is happening to them and to the environments in
which they live. What is generally referred to as the process of globalisation
resulted in sharp improvements in worker productivity which, in turn, quickened
the pace of economic growth. It also produced income inequalities. Perceptions
about the causes of inequality were different between the people in developed
countries and emerging nations. Those who were left behind in the West — in the
United States and in Europe — blamed their situation on job losses caused by
international trade. Those who lived in poor countries blamed the governments for
not helping them. Since those who feel deprived constitute a significant proportion
of the voting population — about 30 per cent in the United States and 60 per cent
in India — their grievances need to be addressed by the people they elect.
There is a growing belief that only strong leaders can orchestrate and
implement the needed change. The World Values Survey found that between the
mid-1990s and the early part of this decade, 25 of 30 countries that responded to its
survey in both time periods saw a significant increase in the number of people and
their proportion in the population who agreed that having a strong leader who does
not have to bother with the constraints imposed by legislatures. Parliament or
elections would be good for their country.
According to Ruchir Sharma, the chief global strategist at Morgan Stanley
Investment Management, ―In India, support for this proposition spiked to 70 per
cent from 44 per cent, the highest level after Ukraine. India also ranked near the
bottom in popular support for private enterprise, alongside former Communist bloc
nations like Russia and Ukraine.‖ But what should the strong leaders do in case
they are handed the reins of power? Citizens in developed and developing
countries gave different answers to this question.
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In the United States, the Trump supporter wanted the country pulled out of
multilateral trade arrangements such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
and the North America Free Trade Area. Both were seen as cutting into America‘s
sovereignty. By raising the slogan of ―America First,‖ Donald Trump gave a clear
signal that his administration had little interest in working within multi-country
frameworks. Narendra Modi read his country‘s mood differently and in responding
to it, he made a 180 degrees turn in his policy preferences. He had won the 2014
election by promising ―minimum government, maximum governance.‖ The private
sector was to be given a lot of space and the government and its regulatory systems
would be streamlined so that there was little interference. He talked about bringing
foreign capital in the form of investments by large multinational enterprises by
giving them tax incentives. Alleviating poverty and reducing income inequality
were not high on the agenda. That has all changed. Once again quoting from the
Sharma article, now Modi talks ―only of helping the poor, providing loan waivers
to farmers, giving out free cylinders of gas and cleansing the system of corruption
and the streets of filth.‖
Trump, on the other hand, has shown little interest in helping the poor. While
the disadvantaged put him in power, his inclination is to help the rich gain even
more. The approach to the health system that took shape during the Obama
presidency is to put in place that will help the poor and punish the poor.
Both Trump and Modi are nationalists, interested in advancing their own
citizenry and not concerned about the world that begins at their borders. It is of no
interest to them that what they do at home could alienate their neighbours. Trump
has already disturbed the Mexicans; Modi has adopted a highly aggressive
approach towards Pakistan, India‘s long-estranged neighbour. Like Trump, Modi
seems not be interested in forging regional associations. He, too, believes in ―India
First.‖
Both Trump and Modi are disturbing the established political and economic
orders. Given the size of these two countries the public policy approaches adopted
will have global consequences.
Лишь 9% сельского населения Индии пользуются компьютером, показал выборочный Обзор (городское – 30%).
On computing ability, rural India is lost in the woods
Suvojit Bagchi. The Hindu. 15.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/data/on-computingability-rural-india-is-lost-in-the-woods/article17463258.ece?homepage=true

Just 8.8% of population can use PCs, smartphones: study
The ability to use computers remains low in the country, in spite of campaigns
for digitalisation, an analysis of National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) data
reveals.
An estimated 8.8% of the rural population has computing ability. In urban
areas, the figure is nearly four times higher, at 30.2%. These findings emerge from
an analysis by Md. Zakaria Siddiqui, a scholar of Applied Economics from
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Australian National University and Sabir Ahamed of Pratichi Trust in Kolkata, of
NSSO data of 2014.
Computing ability was defined as an user‘s ability to operate a desktop,
laptop, palmtop, notebook, smartphone and tablets.
The study, supported by the Australian Research Council, claimed that
‗computing ability‘ is not linked to digital infrastructure or internet penetration.
―It is about use of gadgets,‖ Dr. Siddiqui said. ―But if any one of the gadgets
— especially a smartphone — is taken out, then the measure of computing ability
will go further down.‖ The data was collated from the NSS 71st round of 2014.
Kerala on top
Among the major States, Kerala has the highest computing ability at 32.3% in
rural areas, while Chhattisgarh has the lowest, 2.9%. In the urban areas, Kerala is
in second position, after Delhi. Tamil Nadu and Punjab are in the middle of the
table.
Computing ability, measured from NSS data on Social Consumption and
Education, was found to be the lowest in the tribal population.
The researchers said village or urban blocks were identified to ensure
representation of all districts, and for each of these, only eight households (in some
cases a varying number) were chosen for the final survey.
The extraction and transfer of raw data from the NSSO into spreadsheets is
ongoing, and the researchers would give their findings at a workshop in April.
Scholars from research institutes like the Centre for Study of Regional
Development [CSRD] of Jawaharlal Nehru University, IIM-Calcutta, International
Institute of Population Sciences [IIPS] are expected to participate, said Amirul
Alam, workshop coordinator.
Cooking fuel gap
Data on access to gas, electricity or kerosene for clean cooking indicate a
wide gap between rural and urban consumption. While 14.9% of rural population
has access to clean cooking, the figure goes up to 76.4% in urban areas.
Арун Джайтли стал еще и министром обороны.
Arun Jaitley assumes additional charge of Defence Ministry
The Indian Express. 14/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/india/arun-jaitleyassumes-additional-charge-of-defence-ministry-4568506/

Arun Jaitley was in-charge of Defence Ministry between May 26 to November
9 in 2014, before Parrikar was brought in from Goa.
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on Tuesday took additional charge of the
Defence Ministry, a dual position he had held for around six months in 2014.
Jaitley was given the charge of the Defence Ministry yesterday after Manohar
Parrikar stepped down from the position to go back to Goa to become its Chief
Minister.
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Jaitley, one of the senior most ministers in the Modi cabinet, was in-charge of
Defence Ministry between May 26 to November 9 in 2014, before Parrikar was
brought in from Goa.
Governor Called Manohar Parrikar Without Following Norms: Goa
Congress MLA Vishwajith Rane
Parrikar‘s tenure as Defence Minister saw clearance of a raft of arms deals
besides simplification of the acquisition process. He had also pushed for a number
of stalled acquisition projects.
A Rashtrapati Bhawan communique had yesterday said that as advised by the
Prime Minister, the President has directed that Jaitley shall be assigned the charge
of the Defence Ministry in addition to his existing portfolios.
It is not clear for how long Jaitley will keep the two key portfolios.
The deals finalised during Parrikar‘s tenure included purchase of 21 Apache
attack helicopters and 15 Chinook heavy-lift choppers from American aviation
giant Boeing and the US government.
Last year, the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) headed by Parrikar had
approved the much delayed purchase of 145 Ultra Light Howitzers worth about Rs
5,000 crore from the US and also bulk production of 18 Dhanush artillery guns, the
first acquisition of such a weapon system by the army in three decades since the
Bofors scandal.
In March last year, Parrikar had come out with a new defence procurement
policy with an aim to ensure transparency in defence deals, fast-track acquisition
process and indigenisation of defence procurement.
In September last year, India had inked a Euro 7.87 billion (approx Rs 59,000
crore) deal with France for purchasing 36 Rafale fighter jets capable of carrying
nuclear weapons and equipped with latest missiles.
It was under Parrikar, known for taking a hard line on the issue of countering
cross-border terrorism, that the army had launched the surgical strike in PoK in
September last year.
On Sunday, the Goa BJP had passed a resolution requesting the central
leadership to make Parrikar the Chief Minister. BJP‘s prospective allies had also
made Parrikar‘s return a pre-condition for their support.
Parrikar, an IIT (Bombay) alumni, had said some time ago he had still not
―settled‖ in the national capital as he can never be a ―Delhi politician‖, indicating
his fondness for Goa.
Министр обороны Паррикар станет Главным министром штата Гоа.
Manohar Parrikar to swear-in as Goa Chief minister tomorrow at 5 pm
The Indian Express. 13/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/elections/goa-assemblyelections-2017/manohar-parrikar-swearing-in-ceremony-bjp-goa-time-place-congress-4567550/

With Goa Governor Mridula Sinha clearing the decks for Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar to form government in the state, the BJP on Monday
revealed that his swearing-in ceremony will take place on March 14 at 5 pm.
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Parrikar will resign from his position as MoD before swearing-in as Goa Chief
Minister for the second time. He, however, will have to prove his strength in the
assembly within fifteen days.
Sunday saw the BJP outmaneuver the Congress despite winning just 13 seats
in the sate. The party managed to stitch together an alliance with estranged ally
MGP and the newly formed GFP. They also got support from two independents.
This took its total to 21 — past the halway mark in the 40-seat Goa Aseembly. The
Congress is the single largest party with 17 seats.
Senior Congress leaders cried foul as they accused the BJP of ―stealing the
elections‖. Former union minister P Chidambaram claimed the BJP has no right to
form the government. ―A party that comes second has no right to form the
Government. BJP stealing elections in Goa and Manipur,‖ he tweeted. Congress
observer in Goa, Digvijaya Singh also claimed that ―money power‖ won in Goa.
Apologising to the people of Goa, he added that the party‘s struggle against
―communal forces‖ will continue. ―Money Power has won over People‘s Power. I
apologise to the People of Goa as we couldn‘t muster the support to form the Govt.
But our struggle against Communal Forces and Money Power Politics in Goa shall
continue,‖ he wrote on Twitter.
Моди пообещал создать «Новую Индию» к 2022 г.
Modi promises 'New India' by 2022 as BJP guns for two more states
Dawn. 13.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320062/modi-promises-new-india-by2022-as-bjp-guns-for-two-more-states

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi's party expects national elections in
2019 to deliver a bigger mandate than it did in 2014, its leaders said on Sunday,
buoyed by a thumping victory in the country's most politically important state.
As well as winning Uttar Pradesh with the biggest majority for any party
since 1977, Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is moving closer to forming
governments in at least two more of the five states that went to polls recently.
BJP President Amit Shah said, "In coming days, BJP's winning ways will be
seen in other states too. We will get a much bigger mandate in 2019 under Modi."
The state victories are being seen as an endorsement of Modi's high-risk
decision last November to scrap high-value banknotes, an anti-corruption measure
that was unpopular which which many economists said would hamper growth.
The wins vindicated his decision to turn the campaign into a referendum on
his own performance since coming to power more than two-and-a-half years ago.
With expectations rising high, his biggest challenge now will be to create millions
of jobs for the country's surging population.
"We may get things wrong, but we won't do anything with wrong intentions,"
Modi said in a speech at the BJP headquarters in New Delhi, broadcast live on
Sunday evening.
Modi said 2022, the 75th anniversary of independence, would be marked by a
"New India".
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"We have got five years ... for 1.25 billion of my countrymen to take India
forward," he said, urging Indians to unite as his supporters chanted "Modi! Modi!".
"The election results have strengthened the resolve to fulfill the dreams of the
India of 2022."
Federal Defence Minister Manohar Parikar will resign soon to lead the state
government of Goa, BJP leaders told a news conference.
Many investors hope the BJP will embark on a round of new reforms to boost
growth and fight endemic corruption.
The BJP won the biggest government mandate in three decades in 2014 and
the prospect of a tighter grip on power is not something Modi's critics relish.
They say his surging popularity and the lack of a strong opposition could
further embolden hardline Hindu factions close to his party, and isolate Muslims
and other minorities.
Моди отмечает свой триумф после выборов в 5-ти штатах.
Modi's one-man show triumphs again in India's battleground state
Dawn. 12.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320052/modis-one-man-show-triumphsagain-in-indias-battleground-state

Sensing his party's drive for votes in India's most politically prized state had
stalled, Prime Minister Narendra Modi cleared his schedule and thrust himself into
the heart of the battle.
"Our election campaign has hit a roadblock," Modi told campaign managers
and two federal ministers in Delhi last month, a week before the sixth of seven
phases of voting was to begin in the northern state of Uttar Pradesh.
"I don't want to feel that I could have pushed myself a little more," Modi was
quoted as saying by a close aide who attended the meeting.
For three full days the leader of the world's largest democracy camped out in
the holy city of Varanasi, his parliamentary constituency, walking the ancient
streets and stopping at Hindu temples to seek blessings, despite warnings from
aides about his security and the risk to his reputation had his party come up short.
On Saturday the gamble paid off: Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) scored
a thumping victory in Uttar Pradesh, home to one in six Indians, winning the
biggest majority in the state for any party since 1977.
The triumph vindicates Modi's decision to turn the campaign into a
referendum on his own performance after his shock decision last November to
abolish high-denomination banknotes, a move he framed as a fight for the poor
against the corrupt rich.
"We were always nervous that overexposing the prime minister in the final
stages of the election could make us look desperate," said Keshav Prasad Maurya,
the BJP's state leader in Uttar Pradesh.
As it turned out, Modi's victory confounded even the most bullish voter
surveys. The BJP won 312 of the 403 seats in the state assembly and, with 39.7 per
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cent of the vote, almost matched its showing in Uttar Pradesh in the 2014 general
election, when it claimed the biggest parliamentary majority in three decades.
"Modi's magic has destroyed the opposition and silenced sceptics in the
party," Maurya told Reuters on Saturday, as the scale of the victory became clear.
Two-term Modi
The win clears a path to victory for Modi at a 2019 general election, and gives
him a free hand to consolidate his grip over a state that sends the highest number of
federal lawmakers to parliament.
That has raised hopes among investors that the BJP will embark on a round of
new reforms to boost growth in Asia's third-largest economy, and try to tackle the
corruption and red tape that has long undermined India's potential.
Economists now expect Modi to launch initiatives aimed at flushing out illgotten gains from real estate, gold and campaign finance.
But they caution that his biggest task remains transforming India's economy
into one that creates enough jobs for an emerging generation that is desperate to
give up life on the farm for a more prosperous future.
"Jobs is the biggest risk," said Rajiv Kumar, an economist at the Delhi-based
Centre for Policy Research. "That's where he has to focus very hard and it could
mean reforms as radical as demonetisation."
Modi's BJP now heads the government in states where more than half of
Indians live, while the Congress party, which has ruled India for most of the 70
years since independence, leads in regions covering less than 8pc of the
population.
Success will increase the pressure on Modi to provide for an increasingly
aspirational nation of 1.3 billion people, half of whom are aged 25 or under.
"He has to do a very delicate tightrope walk between being reformist and
populist," said Nilanjan Mukhopadhyay, a journalist and biographer of Modi. "The
problem in India is that people think reforms are pro-rich."
Communal tone
Modi relied on his own charisma to clinch crucial votes in poor and agrarian
Uttar Pradesh, but his campaign manager Amit Shah also takes credit for fielding
the right candidates in a region where many people vote along caste and religious
lines.
Critics accuse Shah and Modi of "social engineering" and of switching to a
more communally divisive tone to fire up their Hindu base as voting, staggered
over the course of a month, progressed.
Shah vowed to construct a Hindu temple on a razed mosque site and ban the
slaughter of cows, worshipped by millions of Hindus.
On the campaign trail, too, Modi played up religious divisions by asking why
the state government ensured there were no power cuts in the Muslim holy month
of Ramadan but not during the Hindu festival of Diwali.
Still, the BJP likely collected minority votes, including Muslim women whom
he courted by questioning an Islamic practice that allows men to divorce their
wives with three simple words.
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"The results prove that Muslims and backward caste groups voted for the
BJP," said R.K. Mishra, a political analyst in Lucknow, the state capital of Uttar
Pradesh.
Партия Моди победила в Уттар Прадеш (самый крупный штат Индии – 220
млн. человек).

Modi's party wins India's biggest state to strengthen grip on power
Dawn.
11.03.2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1319811/modis-party-wins-indiasbiggest-state-to-strengthen-grip-on-power

Narendra Modi's party won a landslide in India's most populous state on
Saturday in a massive vote of confidence for the prime minister halfway into his
first term.
Modi's Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party claimed victory in four states
including Uttar Pradesh in the north, which is home to 220 million people and seen
as a key indicator of national politics.
The BJP was leading in 310 seats out of the total 403 constituencies in Uttar
Pradesh, way above the 202 seats it needs to form a government on its own, the
Election Commission of India website showed.
The BJP had been expected to perform well in UP, but few experts had
predicted the apparent scale of the victory in elections viewed as a test of Modi's
popularity after a controversial ban on high-value banknotes.
Party leader Amit Shah said the BJP would also form governments in the
smaller states of Goa, Uttarakhand and Manipur, calling it a ―historic mandate‖ for
the party.
―These results will set Indian politics in a new direction,‖ he said at a press
conference at the party's New Delhi headquarters.
―Caste, dynastic politics and polarisation have lost and the people have
accepted the politics of performance.‖
In a tweet, Modi said he was overjoyed by the ―unprecedented support from
all sections of society‖ and congratulated party workers.
―Huge support from the youth is gladdening,‖ he said.
The result will ultimately strengthen the BJP's hand in parliament's upper
house, where the lack of a majority has hampered its reform agenda.
Modi's dominance has been largely unchallenged since he won the first
overall majority in three decades in the 2014 general election on a pledge to wipe
out corruption and kickstart the economy.
He already looks well-placed for re-election in 2019 over the centre-left
Congress Party, which the BJP ousted from power in 2014.
Congress won in just one state, Punjab, where it fended off a challenge from
the fledgling Aam Aadmi Party.
The AAP is an anti-corruption party led by Delhi's Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal which some surveys had tipped to win the northern state.
In UP, Congress ran in an alliance with the locally ruling Samajwadi Party,
but they were trailing in a distant second according to the incomplete vote count.
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The BJP was also leading the count in the smaller states of Uttarakhand, Goa
and Manipur, according to the election commission, which will announce the final
results later on Saturday.
'Rapid development'
Celebrations broke out at BJP's headquarters in state capital Lucknow where
euphoric supporters danced to drum beats and distributed sweets.
―The state should now witness rapid development. Corruption and nepotism
in governance would also come down,‖ one supporter, Viti Kumar, a housewife,
told AFP.
The major cash shortages that followed November's shock ban on high
denomination bank notes appear to have done little damage to his standing.
Supporters of BJP hold a cutout of Modi as they celebrate elections results. AFP
Upbeat scenes also unfolded at the BJP's national headquarters in Delhi where
men and women waved giant flags bearing the party's lotus symbol and chanted
―Modi, Modi‖.
Uttar Pradesh has been ruled since 2012 by the socialist Samajwadi Party
whose leader and current Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav went into an alliance for
the election with Congress.
Yadav tried to tap into the pain from Modi's cash ban, campaigning alongside
Congress' frontman Rahul Gandhi.
―The Samajwadi Party wholeheartedly accepts the verdict of the people of
Uttar Pradesh. I congratulate BJP for winning the vote of the people,‖ Samajwadi
Party spokesman Ghanshyam Tiwari told reporters in Lucknow.
The BJP fared poorly in the last UP state elections, winning only 47 out of
403 assembly seats, but it clinched 73 out of 80 parliamentary constituencies in
2014 with Modi standing in the holy city of Varanasi.
The BJP's win in Uttar Pradesh will have significant implications for the
make-up of the Rajya Sabha -- the upper house of parliament.
The Rajya Sabha is based on parties' strength in the state assemblies, with the
biggest states supplying the largest number of MPs.
Госминистр МВД Индии потребовал убрать из Раджья Сабха
законопроект, объявляющий Пакистан «государство-террорист».
We can‘t declare Pakistan a terror state: Centre
The Hindu. March 11, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/we-cant-declarepakistan-a-terror-state-centre/article17444416.ece

The government told Rajya Sabha on Friday that declaring Pakistan a
―terror state‖ could have ―diplomatic as well as other far-reaching
consequences.‖
Independent Member of Parliament Rajeev Chandrasekhar, who is also the
Vice-Chairman of the BJP‘s Kerala unit, had moved ‗The Declaration of Countries
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as Sponsor of Terrorism Bill, 2016‘ to create a legal, economic and travel sanctions
regime for citizens of countries which promote terror.
The Bill came up for discussion on February 3, the end of the first half of the
Budget session and then it came up for discussion again on Friday.
The Hindu had reported on February 21 that Centre was set to oppose the Bill
as it would jeopardise international relations under the Geneva Convention.
On Friday, Minister of State for Home Hansraj Gangaram Ahir told Rajya
Sabha, ―The government has taken many steps to deal with terror. The existing
laws already have sufficient provisions for dealing with citizens of a terrorist
country. To declare a country as a terrorist state can have diplomatic as well as
other far-reaching consequences. Before doing so a detailed study is required.
Therefore I request Mr. Chandrasekhar to withdraw the bill.‖
MP finds support
Mr. Chandrasekhar then withdrew the Bill, which was, however, supported by
many other members.
Nominated member and noted lawyer K.T.S. Tulsi said, ―I am not opposed to
the Bill but I have my doubts. We need to examine the practical utility of declaring
Pakistan a terror state.‖ Congress member Abhishek Manu Singhvi suggested some
changes in the Bill, saying some actionable points should be included.
Результаты выборов для БДП и Конгресса
Elections results 2017: Fight now moves to Goa, Manipur
The Indian Express. 12.03.2017. http://indianexpress.com/elections/election-results-2017live-updates-bjp-congress-uttar-pradesh-punjab-goa-manipur-uttarakhand-pm-modi-amit-shahamarinder-singh-manohar-parrikar-4566428/

The assembly elections results in five states saw the BJP comfortably
majority in Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand and the Congress in Punjab. Manipur
and Goa delivered fractured verdicts, but the Congress is likely to stake claim to
form government in the two states. The BJP parliamentary board is expected to
meet today evening to pick its chief minister candidates. The Congress leadership
will also go into a huddle and adopt a strategy on how to deal with the hurdles in
Manipur and Goa.
БДП Моди впереди на выборах в штатах
Indian PM Modi's party ahead in state polls
Dawn. 11/03/2017/ https://www.dawn.com/news/1319803/indian-pm-modis-party-aheadin-state-polls

Bharatiya Janata Party supporters raise cutouts of Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as they celebrate winning seats in the state of Uttar Pradesh in
Lucknow, India, Saturday.— AP
India's governing Hindu nationalist party is heading for major victories in key
state legislature elections that are seen as a referendum on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's nearly three-year-old rule.
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The Election Commission says Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party is leading in
293 out of 403 seats in the Uttar Pradesh state legislature. Nearly one-third of votes
have been counted so far.
The party is also heading for an impressive victory in Uttarakhand state,
leading the race in 54 out of 70 seats.
Supporters of India's BJP celebrate elections results outside the party
headquarters in New Delhi on March 11.— AFP
The main opposition Congress party is heading for a consolation victory in
Punjab state, where it is leading in 69 of 117 seats. It is fighting a close battle with
the BJP in Goa and Manipur states.
The results are expected later Saturday.
Home to 220 million people, Uttar Pradesh is the biggest electoral prize in the
world's largest democracy and the likely huge win for BJP will consolidate Modi's
grip on national politics two years before general elections.
The result in Uttar Pradesh would strengthen Modi's hand in parliament's
upper house where his lack of a majority has stalled his reform agenda.
Examine: Modi‘s rise a defeat for freedom in India
The alliance between the ruling regional Samajwadi Party and the Congress
party was trailing in a distant second with leads in 67 seats in the country's most
populous state.
Since winning the first overall majority in three decades in the 2014 general
election, Modi's dominance has been largely unchallenged and he already looks
well-placed for re-election in 2019.
―The poor have given a decisive verdict that Modi is our leader and is
working for our welfare... women, youth and even minorities have voted for us,‖
said Ravi Shankar Prasad, a senior BJP leader and the law minister.
―It is an extraordinary win for the party,‖ he said.
Even the major cash shortages which followed November's shock ban on high
denomination bank notes appears to have done little damage to his standing,
particularly with Congress in disarray.
Examine: Will demonetisation take Modi down?
Celebrations broke out at BJP's headquarters in state capital Lucknow where
euphoric supporters danced to drum beats and distributed sweets.
―The state should now witness rapid development. Corruption and nepotism
in governance would also come down,‖ one supporter, Viti Kumar, a housewife,
told AFP.
Upbeat scenes also unfolded at BJP's national headquarters in Delhi where
men and women waved giant flags bearing the party's lotus symbol and chanted
―Modi, Modi‖.
The multi-phase elections, which began in February, ended on Wednesday
after which exit polls — that have proved unreliable in the past — were allowed to
be published.
Nearly all predicted BJP to be ahead in Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Goa.
Congress set to seal Punjab
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The only crumb of comfort for Congress — which has led India for most of
the post-independence period — was in Punjab where initial counting has given it
an edge.
Uttar Pradesh has been ruled since 2012 by the socialist Samajwadi Party
whose leader and current Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav went into an alliance for
the election with Congress.
Yadav has been trying to tap into the pain from Modi's cash ban, campaigning
alongside Congress' frontman Rahul Gandhi.
―The Samajwadi Party wholeheartedly accepts the verdict of the people of
Uttar Pradesh. I congratulate BJP for winning the vote of the people,‖ Samajwadi
Party spokesman Ghanshyam Tiwari told reporters in Lucknow.
The BJP fared poorly in the last UP elections, winning only 47 out of 403
assembly seats, but it clinched 73 out of 80 parliamentary constituencies in 2014
with Modi standing in the holy city of Varanasi.
A BJP win in Uttar Pradesh would have significant implications for the makeup of the Rajya Sabha — the upper house of parliament.
Several of Modi's key reforms such as a nationwide sales tax have stalled in
the chamber due to his lack of a BJP majority.
Its make-up is based on parties' strength in the state assemblies, with the
biggest states supplying the largest number of MPs.
Выборы в штатах в 2017 г.
ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 2017 RESULTS
The Indian Express. 11/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/elections/


UTTAR PRADESH(403/403)

PARTIES

LEADS

WON

BJP

164
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38
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BSP

16

8
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3

3
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0

0



PUNJAB (117/117)

PARTIES
CONG

LEADS

WON

46

31
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AAP

9

12

SAD

12

2

BJP

2

1
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1
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6
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6

10
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9

0
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0

3



UTTARAKHAND(70/71)

PARTIES



GOA (34/40)

PARTIES



MANIPUR (46/60)

PARTIES
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Сложное положение религиозных меньшинств в Индии (мусульмане,
Religious minorities in India
Nazia
Jabeen.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1344267/religious-minorities-india/

March

3rd,

2017.

All human beings are ordained to exhibit their religions in such a manner not
to hurt anyone. Though religion is a private matter of an individual but to give
respect to all religions should be central to one‘s belief. All religions of the world
confer the right to all individuals to choose a religion and practise it within the
ambit of principles and rules prescribed by that religion. Islam the greatest religion
gives freedom to opt and follow the religion declaring, ―There is no compulsion in
the religion‖.
Speaking categorically, the question is not of a matter of principle or rule
when we talk of the religion of a majority and minority. In practice, the privileges
enjoyed by the majority are not the same for the minority. Here comes the
intervention of an intolerant state or people that believes only in the law of
majority decrying the rights of minority and all regulations went into pieces and
ego of majority outdoes the minority.
There are numerous examples of intolerance exposed by a religion to the
other but nothing can touch the grave reality practised by Hindus in India. India
declares itself a secular state, biggest democracy of the world and a plural society
where everyone is free to adopt a religion and demonstrate it and even to propagate
it for the knowledge of other people but in contrast to this legal aspect, all
minorities in India are facing existential threat and they are not allowed to practise
the fundamental tenets of their religions.
We need not to search any examples as Muslims in India have been very
much victimised before 1947 and after 1947. The very idea of a separate homeland
of our Muslim leaders originated from the discriminatory attitude of Hindu leaders
towards Muslims. If I am not wrong to say that the inherent flaw of Hinduism lies
in its caste system that prohibits its followers to be tolerant to low castes. Four
castes created by Hindu god Krishna is fundamental part of Hinduism. What to
speak of treatment given to other religions by Hindus when Hinduism divides its
followers on the basis of caste system — touchable and untouchables.
In India, Hindus constitute 80 percent of its total population. The second
majority in India is Muslim with an estimated population of 172.2 million. Other
minorities are Christians, Sikhs and Jains and they are 27.8m, 20.8m and 4.5m,
respectively. Though the violation of human rights in India is as old as its existence
on the face of earth, the victory of the BJP in May 2014 has posed a severe menace
to minorities through violence, discriminatory attitudes, forced conversions and
harassment.
Whereas the logical report, ―Constitutional and Legal Challenges faced by
Religious Minorities in India 2017‖ illustrates well how minorities are being
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denied their religious rights despite the freedom given to them under the Indian
constitution. It also elaborates the lacunas in the Indian constitution that give way
to hate crimes, social boycotts, assaults and forced conversion due to ill-defined
laws and inefficient criminal justice system and a lack of jurisprudential
consistency. The violation of religious rights is also the result of non-compliance
with international standards of freedom of religion or belief, including Article 18
of the UN Declaration of Human Rights and article 18 of the International
Covenant on civil and political rights.
Besides this, there are many vague descriptions in the Indian Constitution
assimilating various religions like Sikhism, Buddhism, and Jainism and making
laws vague in practice. For example, the Indian Constitution does not define,
―minority‖ nor its anti-conversion laws explicitly ban conversion and due to
implicit laws, minorities have to consult courts for decisions in case of any
controversy and conflict with other group and the verdict depends on courts‘ will.
Thus the asymmetrical religious and social life in India has made minorities
more vulnerable and insecure to the environmental intimidation where people are
afraid of practising religious rites too. For Instance, cow meat is not only a source
of nutrition but its slaughter is a religious rite of Muslims. In Hinduism, cows are
given protection from slaughter under article 48 of the Indian Constitution. How
ridiculous it is that animals are given protection under the Indian Constitution but
minorities are not entitled to live as free human beings. In case of some protection
given to minorities under the constitution, the law is not followed as much strictly
as in the case of safeguards provided to cows. It is sheer absurd and contrary to
international conventions on human rights.
What is important to end this discriminatory attitude is only to place humanity
at a higher place above animals. If animals are given due safeguard what hinders to
observe human rights. Is it ego or thirst to inflict one‘s belief upon others? These
radical views do not only prevail in daily routine but the political success of a
leader is directly connected to it.
In short, the voices of protection of religious minorities in India cannot be
silenced as the international community is much aware of this true face of India
through social and electronic media. India needs to think over this issue seriously.
All religious minorities in India should be given due recognition and dignity under
the constitution and India should come up to the international standards for the
safeguard of religious minorities, especially anti conversion laws to be in
conformity with international norms. For this, the international community,
including America, should force India to grant freedom to all religious minorities
according to International Law.
По Рейтингу Благополучия городов мира Мумбаи на 21-м месте,
опередив Вашингтон, Москву, Торонто.
City Wealth Index: Mumbai ahead of Washington, Moscow, Toronto
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•City Wealth Index ranks Mumbai at 21 and Delhi at 35.
•The report has mapped super-rich population of 125 cities across 89
countries.
•The ultrahigh net worth individuals affect investment and lifestyle decisions.
MUMBAI: Mumbai ranks 21st in the 'City Wealth Index' ahead of Toronto,
Washington DC and Moscow, according to the Knight Frank Wealth Report 2017
released on Wednesday. Delhi at 35 is ahead of Bangkok, Seattle and Jakarta.
The report tracks the growing super-rich population in 125 cities across 89
countries and provides perspective on the issues that are influencing ultrahigh net
worth individuals (UHNWI) investment and lifestyle decisions. This year's survey
results are based on responses from almost 900 of the world's leading private
bankers and wealth advisors. UHNWIs are those with net assets worth over $ 30
million (roughly Rs 200 crore).
The number of UHNWIs in India has increased by 290% during the last
decade. India houses 2% of the world's millionaires (13.6 million) and 5% of
world's billionaires (2,024).
In India, Mumbai leads the race with 1340 UHNWIs followed by Delhi (680),
Kolkata (280) and Hyderabad (260) UHNWIs. Indian cities that saw a rise in
UHNWIs compared to 2015 include Pune (18%), Hyderabad and Bangalore (both
at 15%) and Mumbai (12%).
Out of 40 global cities, Mumbai ranks 11 in the 'future wealth' category ahead
of Chicago, Sydney, Paris, Seoul and Dubai.
"Substantial proportion of wealthy Indians is likely to invest in residential
property in the next two years - 40% within country and 25% overseas," it said.
Knight Frank India's chief economist & national director - research Samantak
Das said, "In terms of real estate sector investment, the wealthy Indians have
expressed their top priority in the office segment and logistics also sees a three-fold
rise. Even though the residential market in India is reeling under pressure, 40% of
wealthy Indians are likely to invest in residential property in India in the next two
years while 25% are keen for overseas avenues."
UHNWIs in India prefer countries like Singapore, UK, UAE, USA and Hong
Kong for owning a home. However
Мусульманское население Индии растет опережающими темпами
As Muslim population in India rises, their rights decrease, says professor
The Express Tribune, February 11th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322958/pushedwall-muslim-population-india-rises-rights-decrease-says-professor/

Prof Thomas Blom Hansen delivers lecture on how Muslims became India‘s
poorest community
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KARACHI: While the population ratio of Muslims in India has increased,
they have become increasingly marginalised in terms of rights and opportunities,
said Stanford University professor Thomas Blom Hansen.
He gave a one-hour lecture, titled ‗The India that does not shine; how
Muslims became India‘s poorest community‘, at the Tariq Rafi lecture hall of
Habib University Thursday evening. He detailed how Muslims, the second-largest
religious group in terms of population, became the most marginalised group after
Independence. The lecture was part of a series by two professors of Stanford
University.
Quoting startling facts and figures in his presentation to depict the situation of
Muslims in India, Hansen shared that India‘s Muslims, once the second largest
religious population in South Asia comprising 30% of the Subcontinent‘s
population, has now become a severely disadvantaged minority standing at 14%,
which is excluded from the government and the formal economy.
BJP leader blames Muslims for India population rise
Other than that, he said, Muslims were also frozen in the political frame of the
1940s and 1950s, continuously portrayed as an internal threat. He added that in
today‘s era, Muslims are poorer, less educated and more isolated than they were 50
years ago.
He mentioned how the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has always encouraged
hatred against Muslims. He shared one of the slogans the current Prime Minister of
India, Narendra Modi, promoted in 2002, which says ‗Hum do hamaray do, voh
panch, un kay pachees‘ implying that Hindus insist on having two children while
Muslims continue to multiply their population by having five children, which then
results in 25 grandchildren. Such slogans routinely orchestrated by BJP and
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) were to encourage Hindu families to have
more children to counter the alleged Muslim demographic pattern in India.
Sharing demographic statistics, Hansen shared that Muslims in 1951
constituted 9.93% population of India while in 2011 it was 14.2% with a total 172
million people. Muslims, as compared to Hindus, in India have higher birth rates
because of higher survival rate of girl child, lower infant mortality rate and slightly
higher average longevity, he said.
―The Sachar Committee‘s report presented in 2006 mentioned that 18%
population of India will be Muslim by 2050, which is 300 million approximately,‖
he said.
The professor, who has researched on issues faced by Muslims in India,
pointed towards the social stagnation faced by the people. ―Thirty-three per cent of
all [the] Muslims are [living] below poverty line while 20% in general only
[complete] matriculation,‖ he said. ―Muslim women are the least educated group in
India but luckily [their numbers are] increasing.‖
Muslims are not a direct part in the economy of the country because they are
manual workers, artisans, small farmers and traders, he claimed. ―Mostly, Muslims
are employed by other Muslims [and] not by the state,‖ shared Hansen, adding that
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70% works in the informal sector and only 1.5% to 2% is able to make it to the
higher bureaucracy and army.
Will take 220 years for India‘s Muslim population to equal Hindu numbers
Quoting the recommendations presented by the Sachar Committee‘s report, he
said that rights should be provided to the biggest minority by creating quotas for
Muslims in education and public sector to curb the biggest problems of India.
Answering a question, he said that the key challenge that India faces is to
integrate Muslims into the formal economy and to implement strong and antidiscrimination policies. ―Hundreds of Muslims have gone to court to fight for their
rights but nothing has been considered,‖ he said, answering a query. He added that
despite the fact that the problem is huge, there is no awareness in India about the
problems and how Muslims being suppressed on such a large scale.
В Индии в 2016 г. произошло больше всего в мире взрывов бомб - 406
India tops global bombing list with 406 blasts in 2016
The Express Tribune. 16.02.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327424/india-tops-globalbombing-lists-406-blasts-2016/

India has topped the global blasts list with some 406 bombings taking place
in the country, Daily Mail reported on Wednesday.
The country witnessed more blasts last year than war-torn Iraq, Afghanistan
and Syria did.
According to a report by National Bomb Data Centre (NBDC), there were
406 bomb incidents including IED blasts and ordnance explosive blasts.
After India, Iraq came second with some 221 bombings taking place. The
report has not mentioned the number of casualties that resulted due to the
bombings.
In January alone: ‗Over 2,300 people died in different emergencies‘
Pakistan only witnessed 161 explosions during the year 2016, a number far
less than its arch-rival India, followed by Afghanistan‘s 132 bombings.
Some 92 bombings were witnessed in Turkey, 71 in Thailand, 63 in South
Africa, 56 in Syria, Egypt 42 and 29 in Bangladesh among others.
The report further said out of the staggering number of 406 bombings, 337
were of IED nature whole others were triggered by grenades and ammunition
shells.
Burhan Wani was an icon, says ex-RAW chief
March 2016 was the most violent month for India with 42 bombings recorded,
while
April
that
year
followed
with
36
bombings.
The report also analysed the volatile situation in Indian-occupied Kashmir that
worsened after freedom fighter Burhan Wani‘s murder in the valley. It said the
area saw 121 per cent increase in bombings last year.
―While 14 IED bombing incidents were reported in J&K in 2015, the numbers
went up to 31 last year. J&K saw an increase in blast incidents and causalities
particularly after the death of Burhan Wani,‘ the report said.
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Как появился «День Республики в Индии 26 января?
(Была принята в 1950 г. Конституция Индии)

Has Lahore forgotten why January 26 was chosen as India's Republic
Day?
Haroon Khalid. Dawn. 4.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1312490/has-lahoreforgotten-why-january-26-was-chosen-as-indias-republic-day

The Ferozepur road, one of Lahore‘s arterial thoroughfares, evokes a lot of
nostalgia. Starting from the Walled City, connecting several small ancient hamlets
on the way, including Ichra, Mozang, Amar Sadhu and Kasur, it leads to Ferozepur
in India. Or so it did.
Somewhere along its path, a boundary fence has been constructed. Two of the
largest armies in the world, armed to their teeth, stand guard on either side of this
fence.
The cities of Lahore and Ferozepur were linked by an ancient bond that
several ravages of history – Mongol and Afghan invasions, and British colonialism
– could not cut. But this bond was finally ripped apart in 1947 when the two new
nation states of India and Pakistan were formed. The Ferozepur road now forlornly
runs through Lahore, hastily abandoning its destination at the first sight of armed
soldiers, betraying the traveller.
Old Lahore
Located on this road, facing a modern multi-storey building, is the Gulab
Devi hospital, which sprawls over an area of 40 acres, an indulgent expanse of
space in an increasingly congested city.
For a young citizen, who has only known Pakistan, this name is likely to stand
out. After Partition, this name would have been lost, just like the others, when the
multi-religious Lahore of the past, with its several temples, gurdwaras, churches,
mosques and dargahs, made way for a homogenous city.
Old names, guilty by association with what was seen as an ―impure‖ past
were hurriedly jettisoned to keep afloat a new nationalist project. Gulab Devi
survived because the hospital is run by a Trust, and one of its conditions is that the
hospital‘s name cannot be changed.
Constructed in 1934, and inaugurated by M.K. Gandhi, the hospital is named
after the mother of Lala Lajpat Rai, the prominent Indian National Congress leader
and freedom fighter.
Gulab Devi had died in Lahore due to tuberculosis. Lala Lajpat Rai formed
the trust in 1927, and intended to build a hospital in his mother‘s memory.
Unfortunately the following year, before he could see his dream come true, he died
due to a blow to his head at the Lahore Railway Station where he was a leading a
procession to protest against the Simon Commission.
The protest against the Simon Commission and the death of Lala Lajpat Rai
prompted the Indian National Congress to form a commission to propose
constitutional reforms for India.
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The Nehru Report of 1928, written by Motilal Nehru, the president of
Congress at that time, was a step towards the Congress‘s demand for self-rule, or
Purna Swaraj, from the British. The report demanded self-government under
dominion status within the empire.
The Nehru Report was made possible because of Gandhi‘s non-cooperation
movement, which was launched in 1920 after his return from South Africa. As part
of this movement, Lala Lajpat Rai founded the National College in Lahore to cater
to the youth who were now boycotting British colonial institutes.
The road to self-rule
Located a few streets away from the office of the superintendent of police
where freedom fighter Bhagat Singh and his comrades assassinated assistant
superintendent of police John P Saunders to avenge the death of Lala Lajpat Rai, is
the Bradlaugh Hall.
The red brick building is a beautiful amalgamation of colonial and indigenous
architectural traditions, but is locked and has fallen into disrepair. This building
used to house the National College that Lala Lajpat Rai set up. It is here that
Bhagat Singh and his friends received their initial doses of nationalism. During
Bhagat Singh‘s trial in Lahore, his parents used to receive visitors and
sympathisers outside this hall.
Even though Bhagat Singh had parted ways with the Indian National
Congress after being disillusioned by what he perceived to be their passive
nationalism, the impact of his revolutionary fervour resonated with the younger
cadre of the Congress.
Jawaharlal Nehru had been appointed president of the Congress to take over
from his father, Motilal Nehru, at the annual session of the Congress in Lahore in
December 1929. Riding through the streets of the Lahore on a white horse,
Jawaharlal Nehru, who had turned 40 just the previous month, arrived at the
historic Congress session to proclaim ―purna swaraj‘ or complete independence,
rejecting his father‘s proposal for a new dominion status constitution for India.
The All India Home Rule League and the All India Muslim League too had
favoured a dominion status, but leaders like Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Aurobindo and
Bipin Chandra Pal argued for a complete separation from British rule. Jawaharlal
Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose agreed with them.
It was in this session in 1929 at Lahore that the Congress voted for complete
independence as against a dominion status for India and passed a resolution fixing
the last Sunday of January 1930 – which happened to be January 26 – as the
Complete Independence Day.
On the midnight of December 31, 1929, on the eastern bank of the river Ravi,
in the shadow of the Badshahi Masjid, Gurdwara Dera Sahib and the Lahore Fort,
Jawaharlal Nehru raised the ―swaraj‖ flag that was later adopted as the national
flag of India. After Partition and Independence on August 15, 1947, Jawaharlal
Nehru saw to it that India‘s new constitution took effect on January 26, 1950, thus
ensuring that it would not remain just a date in history.
Revisiting history
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Not very far from where the Congress session took place, on the other end of
the Ravi Road, is Iqbal Park, earlier known as Minto Park. At the centre of this
historical park is a tall minaret, Minar-i-Pakistan. It commemorates the Lahore
Resolution – that demanded provincial autonomy – which the Muslim League
adopted here on March 23, 1940.
Gradually, after the creation of Pakistan, the resolution was appropriated as a
demand for Pakistan, and was renamed Pakistan Resolution. Every year on March
23, the country celebrates Pakistan Day.
Every day, thousands of visitors descend upon Minar-i-Pakistan, paying
homage to the founders of the country. In popular political discourse, politicians
refer to the events of March 23 as a momentous moment in the history of Pakistan.
Accolades are showered on Lahore, which is seen as the home of the movement
that brought about Pakistan.
Perhaps consciously, or out of ignorance, Nehru‘s declaration of
independence, Lala Lajpat Rai‘s protest against the Simon Commission, and
Bhagat Singh‘s sacrifice have now been forgotten in a city where these freedom
fighters were warmly received once.
As India last week celebrated its Republic Day on January 26, the streets of
Lahore carried on their business unaware of the role they once played in this
shared history.
Религиозные меньшинства в Индии находятся под угрозой
Minorities under threat in India: Hizbul, LeT
Peerzada
Ashiq.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Minorities-under-threat-in-India-HizbulLeT/article17094308.ece?homepage=true.

26.01.2017.

Hizbul‘s PoK-based supremo Salahuddin accused the United Nations and the
U.S. of bias.
Militant outfits Hizbul Mujahideen and Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) on Wednesday
alleged that minorities were ―under threat‖ in India and sought the attention of the
world powers.
―India is inflicting brutalities against minorities. Since 1947, thousands of
Muslims have been butchered and not a single culprit was booked or punished,‖
alleged Hizbul‘s PoK-based supremo Syed Salahuddin, as he called for a complete
shutdown in Jammu and Kashmir on Republic Day.
Salahuddin accused the United Nations and the U.S. of bias. ―The world
powers intervene only when their interests are at stake. They wasted no time in
resolving issues like East Timor, Scotland and South Sudan, but remain mute
spectators on Kashmir,‖ said Salahuddin. The Hizbul chief asked Pakistan ―to
extend military support to accomplish its long-cherished goal.‖
In a statement, LeT chief Mehmood Shah appealed to the people to observe
January 26 as ―black day‖ as India‘s claims of being a republic had fallen flat after
Hindutva forces made life hell for the minorities.
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Индия в опасной зоне по уровню коррупции (считают индийские СМИ)
India in red zone on transparency list
The Hindu. 26.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/India-in-red-zone-ontransparency-list/article17094505.ece?homepage=true

The annual index of Transparency International issued on Wednesday for
2016 placed India with Brazil and China in the 40th position.
A major international index of corruption and transparency has placed India
on the watch list for its inability to curb mega corruption scandals and petty
bribery. The annual index of Transparency International issued on Wednesday for
2016 placed India with Brazil and China in the 40th position. India‘s condition
showed growth with inequality, it said.
―India‘s ongoing poor performance with a score of 40 reiterates the state‘s
inability to effectively deal with petty corruption and large-scale corruption
scandals,‖ said Transparency International. The impact of corruption on poverty,
illiteracy and policy brutality showed that not only was the economy growing but
so was inequality.
India‘s current ranking, putting it in the high corruption zone, has drawn
critical observations from transparency campaigners. Nikhil Dey of People‘s
Campaign for Right to Information said the government of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had not done enough on the issue of Lokpal and whistleblower
protection.
―A lot of scams in the previous government were unearthed with the help of
the right to information that the government itself allowed. But the present
government has done nothing to boost the anti-corruption structure. The
demonetisation process is the latest indicator of the lack of transparency in the
system, where even the Reserve Bank of India is not able to spell out the exact
details of the operation,‖ Mr. Dey said. ―Growth with inequality is disastrous on its
own. But in the case of India, such a growth also legitimises corruption,‖ he
warned.
South Asia had performed poorly. Bangladesh at 27th and Nepal at 29th
positions were slotted in the highly corrupt section. Pakistan, at 32, also came in
the red zone. Afghanistan ranked 15th was in the ―highly corrupt‖ list with South
Sudan, North Korea and Libya.
The organisation recognised China‘s recent anti-corruption campaign under
President Xi Jinping which had been targeting ‗tigers and flies‘ and slotted it
alongside India. China‘s latest score was an improvement of three points. India,
though it improved two ranks, remained in the same red-zone of corruption.
Катастрофа поезда Jagdalpur-Bhubaneswar, 36 погибли, 50 ранены (сошел
с рельсов)
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The Hindustan Times. 22/01/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/jagdalpurbhubaneswar-express-derailment-six-deadliest-train-accidents-in-past-5-years/storyAPp2BO9DZBSfyt9bez1hFO.html

At least 32 people were killed and over 50 injured after seven coaches and the
engine of Jagdalpur-Bhubaneswar Express derailed in Vizianagaram district of
Andhra Pradesh on Saturday.
The incident took place around 11pm when the train was on its way to
Bhubaneswar in Odisha from Jagdalpur in Chhattisgarh.
―Seven coaches and the engine of the 18448 Jagdalpur-Bhubaneswar Express
derailed near Kuneru station. Besides the engine, the luggage van, two general
coaches, two sleeper coaches, one AC three tier coach and an AC two tier coach
derailed,‖ chief PRO of East Coast Railway JP Mishra said.
Here are the six deadliest train accidents in India in the last five years:
■ Nov 20, 2016: As many as 142 people were killed and more than 200
injured when 14 coaches of the Indore-Patna Express train derailed in Kanpur
Dehat district of Uttar Pradesh.
■ March 20, 2015: At least thirty-eight people died and more than 150
injured when the Dehradun-Varanasi Janata Express derailed near Bachhrawan in
Uttar Pradesh
■ May 26, 2014: Twenty-two people lost their lives when the Gorakhdham
Express came on the same track as a freight train and rammed into it near
Khalilabad station in Sant Kabir Nagar district in Uttar Pradesh. Over 50 were
injured.
■ May 4, 2014: At least 20 people were killed and about 100 injured when
the Diva Junction-Sawantwadi passenger train derailed between Nagothane and
Roha stations in Maharashtra‘s Raigad district.
■ December 28, 2013: Twenty six people were killed in the BangaloreNanded Express train in Anantpur district of Andhra Pradesh after a fire broke out
in an AC 3-tier coach. 54 passengers were expected to be on board in the B1 coach
completely gutted in the fire.
■ June 30, 2012: Thirty-five passengers were burnt to death and at least 25
injured when a coach of the New Delhi-Chennai Tamil Nadu Express caught fire
near Nellore in Andhra Pradesh.
A parliamentary standing committee report, presented in October 2016, said
between 2003 to 2015, a total of 239 accidents have happened on the network of
the Indian Railways and 208 of these – or 80% of all accidents – have happened
because of derailments.
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К 2032 году Индия отодвинет экономику США на третье место
ЕЛЕНА
ПУСТОВОЙТОВА.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
28.12.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/12/28/k-2032-godu-indija-otodvinet-ekonomiku-usa-na-trete-mesto45338.html

Делать прогнозы в конце года не легче, чем в любое другое время, но
традиция – упрямая вещь. И лондонский Центр исследования экономики и
бизнеса (Centre for Economics and Business Research) подсчитал, что Индия «в
будущем году перепрыгнет (leapfrog) Великобританию и Францию и станет
пятой экономикой мира». Затем, если верить британским экономистам, к
2027 году Индия обойдѐт Германию и Японию и займѐт третье место среди
сильнейших экономик мира. А к 2032 году Китай по всем показателям
уверенно оттеснит США с первого места на второе. И главным конкурентом
Поднебесной во второй половине XXI века будет не Америка, а Индия,
которой Центр исследования экономики и бизнеса обещает лидерство
«навек».
К 2032 году из десятки крупнейших экономик мира выпадут Канада и
Италия, их заменят две азиатские страны – Индонезия и Южная Корея.
Россию британцы не замечают вовсе, полагая, что к тому времени еѐ
экономика провалится с нынешнего 11-го места в мире до 17-го места и не
сможет конкурировать даже с последними странами первой десятки.
Немало, конечно, в этом прогнозе гаданий на кофейной гуще. Так,
индийское издание The Statesman, опираясь в своих выводах на известный в
бизнес-кругах источник Grant Thornton‘s Report 2017, пишет, что «оптимизм
индийских бизнесменов упал до самого низкого за последние четыре года
уровня». В одну ночь распоряжением премьер-министра Нарендры Моди
были выведены из обращения банкноты номиналом в 500 и 1000 рупий.
Наутро оказалось, что 85 процентов наличности огромной страны надо
срочно обменять на новые банкноты номиналом в 500 и 2000 рупий. Чем бы
ни объяснял эту шоковую операцию премьер Моди – борьбой с «серыми
зарплатами», уклонением от налогов или коррупцией, – она сбила с ног
малый бизнес, спрос населения упал. И хотя Индия остаѐтся, по убеждению
Grant Thornton India, «одним из немногих светлых пятен в глобальной
экономике», рост индийской экономики замедлился к середине 2017 года с 7
до 5,7 процента ВВП и только в конце года поднялся до 6,3.
Между тем намерение Китая стать глобальным лидером, давно не
вызывает сомнений. Китайская China Daily обозначает примерно те же сроки
достижения глобального торгового превосходства, что и лондонский Центр
исследования экономики и бизнеса: «Китай поставил целью превратиться в
глобального лидера международной торговли к 2035 году посредством
реформ
и
тонкой
настройки
структуры
торговли,
включая
совершенствование качества товаров и услуг, потребляемых на внутреннем
рынке, и совершенствование качества двусторонних инвестиций».
Главным резервом роста влияния Китая не только в Азии, но и в Европе
стали страны «Одного пояса – одного пути»; сюда будут направляться
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торговые потоки, сюда будут притягиваться крупные инвестиции китайских
компаний.
Американские претензии на закрепление роли глобальной супердержавы
посредством силы всѐ больше уступают таким же претензиям, но
посредством «взаимной выгоды и многостороннему протоколу о свободной
торговле». Россия уже сейчас вместе с Китаем отвязывает торговлю нефтью
на Шанхайской фьючерсной бирже от доллара и переводит еѐ на юань. В
декабре итоговая проверка системы торгов, основанная на юане, была
завершена. Учитывая, что Китай – крупнейший в мире покупатель нефти,
обороты биржи будут высоки, считаетNew Eastern Outlook. «Контроль
нефтяными фьючерсами до настоящего времени был плотно охраняемой
вотчиной банков в Нью-Йорке и Лондоне. Появление Шанхая как главного,
основанного на юане, центра нефтяных фьючерсов может значительно
ослабить доминирование доллара в торговле нефтью», – пишет это издание.
Ещѐ одним ударом по доллару стало объявление Министерства
финансов России о выставлении на торги гособлигаций на сумму 1 миллиард
долларов, номинированных в… юанях. Речь идѐт о первом предложении для
проверки рынка (примерно 6 миллиардов юаней). Продажа была
организована Газпромбанком России, Банком Китая и крупнейшим
китайским государственным банком «Промышленный и коммерческий банк
Китая». Как говорится, лиха беда начало…
Обкладывая Россию санкциями, Запад создаѐт дополнительные условия
для согласованных действий России и Китая на уровне не только
двусторонних отношений, но и мировой экономики. А в Индии с
удовольствием воспринимают британские прогнозы на 2032 год и не прочь
согласиться с ними. Что же касается лондонских прогнозистов, то, обещая
Индии «прыжок лягушки» (leapfrog) длиной в пятнадцать лет, а затем
«вечное» опережение Америки, они просчитывают для себя последствия
конкуренции Индии и Китая, понимая, что в перспективе Запад Китаю – уже
не конкурент.
Индия взяла большие кредиты (дополнительно) – 7.8 млрд. долл, что
повысит бюджетный дефицит до 3.5% в 2017/18 г.
India faces fiscal deficit target miss after extra borrowing
Dawn, December 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379208/india-faces-fiscaldeficit-target-miss-after-extra-borrowing

NEW DELHI: India will borrow an additional 500 billion rupees ($7.79bn)
this fiscal year, a higher-than-expected figure that could lead to it breaching its
fiscal deficit target for the first time in four years and hit the bond and equities
markets.
The announcement by the finance ministry on Wednesday comes weeks
after Moody‘s Investors Service upgraded India‘s sovereign credit rating for the
first time in nearly 14 years, in a boost for Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s
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government. It had vowed to maintain fiscal discipline without compromising
growth.
But analysts said the additional borrowing was a ―negative‖ that could raise
the fiscal deficit to 3.5 per cent of gross domestic product, against Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley‘s stated target of 3.2pc.
India is having to raise the extra funds as the federal government has already
spent over $200bn in eight months to October, about 60pc of the budgeted
spending, while revenue collections were just 48pc of the target.
The government‘s tax collection plunged after the launch of the national
Goods and Services Tax (GST) in July that complicated tax filings for business and
hit the economy.
АзБР полагает, что рост ВВИ Индии в 2017/18 г. составит 6.7 %, а не
7.3%
ADB lowers India's GDP forecast for FY-18 to 6.7%
Times of India. 13.12.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/adb-lowers-indias-gdp-forecast-for-fy-18-to-6-7/articleshow/62047821.cms

NEW DELHI: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Wednesday lowered
India's GDP (Gross Domestic Product) forecast for the current fiscal by 0.3 per
cent to 6.7 per cent, attributing it to tepid growth in the first half, demonetisation
and transitory challenges of tax sector reforms.
It has also revised downward the GDP outlook for next fiscal beginning
from March 2018 to 7.3 per cent from 7.4 per cent mainly due to rising global
crude oil prices and soft growth in private sector investment.
"Owing to tepid growth in the first half of 2017-18, the lingering effects of
demonetisation in November 2016, transitory challenges of a new tax system, and
some risks to agriculture stemming from a spotty monsoon in 2017, the economy is
now expected to grow by 6.7 per cent, slower than the 7 per cent forecast in the
(September) Update," ADB said in a supplement to its Asian Development
Outlook (ADO) today.
India, the largest economy South Asia, rebounded to 6.3 per cent growth in
the second quarter ended in September for this fiscal from 5.7 per cent in first
quarter, reversing 5 consecutive quarters of deceleration.
However, ADO supplement expects growth to pick up in remaining two
quarters of 2017-18 as the government is implementing measures to ease
compliance with the new Goods and Services Tax (GST) as well as bank
recapitalisation.
Владимир Путин договорился, что «Газпром» построит трубу из Ирана
в Индию
Артур
Топорков,
Виталий
Петлевой.
«Ведомости».
1.11.2017.
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2017/11/02/740288-gazprom-trubu-irana-indiyu
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«Роснефть» во время визита Путина в Иран договорилась о
разработке месторождений с перспективой добычи 55 млн т

Наравне с Китаем Индия считается одним из самых перспективных
рынков газа. В 2016 г. потребление газа здесь составило 50,1 млрд куб. м при
собственной добыче около 27,6 млрд куб. м (данные BP). По прогнозу
Международного энергетического агентства, к 2025 г. потребление газа в
стране может превысить 100 млрд куб. м, из которых около 60 млрд куб. м
будет приходиться на импорт.
Пока Индия импортирует только сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), и у
российских компаний доли на рынке страны почти нет. В 2012 г. «Газпром»
договорился поставлять СПГ индийской GAIL. Соглашение предусматривает
поставку до 2,5 млн т газа в год начиная с 2018–2019 гг. Но позже GAIL
попросила пересмотреть цену – договориться о ней пока не удалось.
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Последние статданные по экономическому росту свидетельствуют, что
экономика Индии действительно больна (Economic & Political weekly)
State of Wilful Denial
Economic & Political weekly. Vol. 52, Issue No.
http://www.epw.in/journal/2017/49/editorials/state-wilful-denial.html
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GDP growth rate of 6.3% is the slowest second quarter growth rate since
2012–13.
The latest national income data released by the Central Statistics Office once
again reinforces the view that the Indian economy is ailing. The second quarter of
2017–18 (July–September 2017) registered gross domestic product (GDP) growth
of 6.3% over the same quarter of 2016–17. The government claims that this
indicates a turnaround. The argument put forth by the government and parroted by
the business press is the following: since January–March 2016, when GDP growth
was 9.1%, the growth rate of every successive quarter has been lower than the
preceding quarter, but the July–September 2017 quarter was higher than its
preceding quarter. This, they say, is an indication that the slowing growth rate
trend has been arrested. Unfortunately, this is incorrect. Growth rates of a quarter
will make better sense if they are compared with corresponding quarters of
previous years, since economic growth follows a certain seasonality. Looking at it
this way, July–September 2017 has been the slowest second quarter yet recorded in
the new series of National Accounts Statistics(NAS) data (base year 2011–12), that
is, the slowest since 2012–13. The health of the Indian economy has worsened, and
the government‘s farcical narrative of a turnaround shows that it chooses to remain
in a state of wilful denial.
In the new series of NAS, the economy tends to grow at a higher rate during
the second quarter, usually higher by 1 percentage point compared to the other
quarters. The only exceptions to this were the last quarter of 2015–16 and the first
quarter of 2016–17, which were higher than the second quarters of their respective
years. Going by this general tendency, it is very likely that the annual growth rate
of the current year will be no more than 6.3%. Since 2012–13, the annual growth
rate has never been higher than the second quarter‘s growth rate. It is, therefore,
reasonable to expect that annual growth for this year will be 6.3% at most, which is
much lower than 7.1% in 2016–17 as per the advance estimates, and 8% in 2015–
16 as per provisional estimates.
Incidentally, if we look at the financial year in halves, the first half (April–
September) in the new series tends to record GDP growth rates that are 1
percentage point higher than the second half. Only 2015–16 was an exception.
Again, the 6% growth recorded in the first half of this financial year is the lowest
ever reported in the new series (that is, since 2012–13). According to this trend, the
economy is likely to register annual growth of 6% or lesser still during the current
financial year, which is far lower than recent years.
A similar line of argumentation was put forth by the government, using data
for gross value added (GVA) at basic prices. The manufacturing sector, we are
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told, has rebounded, registering growth of 7% in the second quarter of 2017–18
compared to 1.2% in the first quarter. But the sector‘s growth is lower compared to
7.7% recorded during the second quarter of the last financial year. The Index of
Industrial Production too showed that manufacturing grew at 2.2% in the second
quarter against 5.5% recorded a year ago. Here again, contrary to government
claims, the manufacturing sector is not undergoing a turnaround.
Further, the growth rate of 5.7% of GVA of financial, real estate and
professional services, and of 1.7% for the agricultural sector have been the lowest
recorded by these sectors in second quarters in the new series. These three sectors
together accounted for nearly 55% of total GVA. While the growth of GVA
originating from mining, electricity and trade, hotel and communication sectors
showed an improvement in the second quarter compared to the corresponding
quarter of the previous year, construction and public administration showed a
decline. Thus, there is no evidence of a broad-based revival of growth. There is, on
the contrary, ample evidence of a weakening economy.
The investment climate has not improved either. Investment, that is, gross
fixed capital formation (GFCF), has grown faster at 4.7% in the latest quarter, up
from the 3% recorded the same quarter in the previous year. This is unremarkable
in the face of the steady decline over the years, where GFCF as percentage of GDP
has fallen from 35.6% in the second quarter of 2011–12 to 28.8% in the second
quarter of 2017–18.
Even as the slowdown in India‘s GDP growth first became visible in growth
figures in the second quarter of 2016–17, it was exacerbated by demonetisation
announced in the third quarter of 2016–17, and the goods and services tax that
came into effect on 1 July 2017. Growth data indicates that these two major policy
interventions disrupted economic activity, particularly acutely in the informal
sector, and has worsened the conditions for economic growth. That all is not well
in the economy is obvious. It is up to the government to look back at its arbitrary
policy changes and the deleterious effects these have had on the economy. The
government cannot wish away the economic slowdown by denying facts and
misleading the public. Surely, acknowledging the problem is the first step to
ensuring a recovery.
Рост ВВП Индии в 2018 г. в 7.5% назвал финансовый институт Морган
Стэнли
India's GDP growth to rise to 7.5% in 2018: Morgan Stanley
The Times of India. Dec 8, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/indias-gdp-growth-to-rise-to-7-5-in-2018-morgan-stanley/articleshow/61976981.cms

NEW DELHI: The Indian economy is expected to witness cyclical growth
recovery, with real GDP growth likely to accelerate from 6.4 per cent this year to
7.5 per cent in 2018 and further to 7.7 per cent in 2019, says a report.
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According to global financial services major Morgan Stanley, corporate
return expectations and balance sheet fundamentals are improving, and a
strengthening financial system should be able to meet investment credit demand.
"This sets the stage for a fully fledged recovery in 2018, and we expect real
GDP growth to accelerate from 6.4 per cent in 2017 to 7.5 per cent in 2018 and
further to 7.7 per cent in 2019," Morgan Stanley said in a research note.
The global brokerage is confident about prospects for a recovery in private
capital spending as demand conditions are improving post demonetisation and
GST implementation.
Besides, both consumption and exports are picking up and this in turn should
lead to an improvement in corporate revenues.
"...plan to recapitalise the state-owned banks would remove the potential tail
risk of the banking system posing a drag on growth, improve the headroom for
growth and boost investors' and domestic corporate sentiment," Morgan Stanley
said, adding "this should help to cement the growth acceleration and capex
recovery that we were expecting".
There seems to be some connection between BJP and thisparty stanley how
can give a report of indian growth,Dr Manmohan singh does not agree
On prices, the report said the cyclical growth recovery and normalising food
prices should drive a pick-up in headline inflation.
"Against the backdrop of better macro outlook, we expect the RBI to hike in
the second half of fiscal 2019," it noted. The Reserve Bank of India in its fifth bimonthly review for the current fiscal on December 6, kept repo rate unchanged at 6
per cent and reverse repo at 5.75 per cent.
Индия достигнет «электричество для всех» в начале 2020 г.
India to achieve ‗electricity for all‘ by early 2020s: IEA
The Hindu. 7.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/india-to-achieve-electricityfor-all-by-early-2020s-iea/article21291173.ece?homepage=true

A whopping 239 million people remained without electricity access in 2016,
according to the report.
‗Since 2011, 40 million have gained access to power each year‘
Half a billion people have gained access to electricity in India since 2000,
almost doubling the country‘s electrification rate, according to the World Energy
Access report released on Wednesday by the International Energy Agency (IEA).
This ―remarkable‖ growth puts India on course to achieving access to electricity
for all in the early 2020s, the report added.
―The number of people without access to electricity fell to 1.1 billion in
2016 from 1.7 billion in 2000,‖ the report said. ―It is on track to decline to 674
million by 2030, with India reaching universal access well before then. Since 2012,
more than 100 million people per year have gained electricity access, an
acceleration from the rate of 62 million people per year seen between 2000 and
2012.‖
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Driving force
―Our analysis in the World Energy Outlook confirms that India is emerging
as a major driving force in global energy trends, with all modern fuels and
technologies playing a part,‖ said Tim Gould, head of division, World Energy
Outlook, IEA, said, highlighting the key findings. ―Half a billion people have
gained access to electricity in India since 2000, almost doubling the country‘s
electrification rate,‖ the report said. ―This remarkable growth puts India on course
to achieving access to electricity for all in the early 2020s – a colossal
achievement.‖
―The pace has accelerated in recent years, with an additional 40 million
people gaining access each year since 2011,‖ the report added. ―Nearly all those
who gained access since 2000 have done so as a result of new connections to the
grid, which has been the main focus of government measures.‖ Coal has fuelled
about 75% of the new electricity access since 2000, with renewable sources
accounting for around 20%, according to the report. However, 239 million people
remained without electricity access in 2016, about a quarter of the worldwide total.
The report added that India is expected to reach universal electricity access in the
early-2020s. ―Progress has also been made on clean cooking, although 830 million
people in India still lack access,‖ the report said.
―There are clear indications however that government policy efforts
targeting LPG have begun to take hold. The share of the population relying
primarily on biomass for cooking fell to 59% in 2015 from 66% in 2011. By 2030,
the promotion of LPG and improved biomass cookstoves by the government
means that more than 300 million people gain access to clean cooking facilities,
but still more than one-in-three people remain without.‖
Агентство Fitch предсказывает рост экономики Индии в 2018 г. – 6.7%
Fitch cuts India's FY18 GDP growth forecast to 6.7%
NEW DELHI: Days after India's economy showed signs of recovery, Fitch
Ratings today cut the country's GDP growth forecast for the current fiscal to 6.7
per cent from the earlier projected 6.9 per cent, saying the rebound was weaker
than expected.
It also cut GDP growth forecast for 2018-19 fiscal year to 7.3 per cent from
7.4 per cent predicted in its September Global Economic Outlook (GEO).
Fitch, however, expects GDP growth to pick up in the next two years on
back of gradual implementation of the structural reform agenda and higher real
disposable income.
"The Indian economy picked up in 3Q17 (July-September), with GDP
growing by 6.3 per cent year-on-year, up from 5.7 per cent in 2Q17.
"However, the rebound was weaker than we expected, and we have reduced
our growth forecast for the fiscal year to end- March 2018 (FY18) to 6.7 per cent
from 6.9 per cent in the September GEO," Fitch said in its latest GEO.
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The US-based ratings agency said growth has "repeatedly disappointed" in
recent quarters, partly because of one-off factors including the demonetisation
programme of November 2016 and disruptions related to the implementation of the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) in July 2017.
Reversing a five-quarter slide in GDP growth, Indian economy bounced
back from a three-year low to expand by 6.3 per cent in July-September as
manufacturing revved up and businesses adjusted to the new GST tax regime.
The GDP growth in the second quarter of 2017-18 compares to 5.7 per cent
in April-June, the lowest growth rate since the Narendra Modi government took
office, and 7.5 per cent in the September quarter of the previous fiscal.
Stating that it expects GDP growth to pick up in the next two years, Fitch
said gradual implementation of the structural reform agenda is expected to
contribute to higher growth, as will higher real disposable income.
"Recent moves by the government should help support the growth outlook
and enhance business confidence," it said.
The two-year bank recapitalisation plan of Rs 2.1 lakh crore, or 1.4 per cent
of GDP, is likely to help address the capital shortages that have hindered the banks'
lending capacity.
Also, the Rs 6.9 lakh crore, or 4.5 per cent of GDP, road construction plan
may encourage the investment growth outlook.
Inflation still running at low levels on muted food prices and rupee
appreciating quite sharply against the US dollar since the beginning of this year
give headroom for the RBI to keep interest rates quite low in order to help lift the
economy, Fitch added.
It said pick-up in global growth has been better than expected and went on to
project 3.2 per cent expansion this year and 3.3 per cent next year.
China's slowdown is likely to be only modest, while the stabilisation in
commodity prices is helping emerging markets outside China to continue to
recover from the sharp downturn in 2015, it said.
China's economy is likely to slow in 2018, but the slowdown is expected to
be relatively modest with growth easing to 6.4 per cent from 6.8 per cent this year.
Манмохан Сингх просит Моди уделить больше внимания возрождению
экономики – а при Конгрессе много было сделано
Former PM Manmohan Singh asks Modi to outline a revival plan for
economy
Himansshu
Bhatt.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
3,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/former-pm-manmohan-singh-asks-modi-to-outline-arevival-plan-for-economy/articleshow/61898930.cms

SURAT: "I wish the Prime Minister had found a more dignified way to
impress crowds for people's votes than resort to statements that denigrate our
country,"
said
ex-PM Manmohan
Singh,
here
to
campaign
for Congress candidates.
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"Sustained revival of growth can only happen if private investment
increases. I hope the PM would take a hard look at the reality on ground and
identify critical constraints depressing investor sentiment. He must outline a plan
for the future and not talk only of the past," Singh said.
Addressing reporters here on Saturday, Singh said the PM keeps saying that
the Congress did nothing for 70 years. "The life expectancy of an Indian was 31
years when the country attained Independence and now it is 71. How come Indians
are living 40 more years?" he asked
18 per cent per cent in 1947 and now it is 76 per cent. India, which didn't
have enough food to eat then, now exports grains. India, which was known as a
slow growing economy, has now become one of the fastest developing countries.
"These achievements are not only because of Congress, but due to all others
who had contributed to build the country," he said.
Singh questioned Prime Minister Modi's claim of making India a developed
economy. "At present India's per capita income is $5,000. Greece, considered a
low ranked developed economy, has per capita income of $25,000. How could we
achieve that in five years? For achieving this, we need to have a growth rate of 35
per cent per year."
Singh added, "GDP was 7.8 per cent in 10 years of UPA regime whereas
Modi government brought it down to 7.3 per cent in the first three years.
Although GDP growth in the second quarter of the current fiscal has gone up to 6.3
per cent, it's too early to say if this reverses a declining trend."
"If this government reaches growth rate of 8 per cent in 2018-19, still the
overall growth rate of 7.2 per cent would be lower than UPA regime's 8 per cent
growth rate," Singh said.
Ключевая ставка Резервного банка остается неизменной – 6%, даже с
учетом низкого уровня инфляции
RBI may not change repo rate citing inflation worries: Icra
The Hindu. 3.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/rbi-may-hold-rateson-dec-5-citing-inflation-worries-icra/article21253398.ece?homepage=true

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), which will be meeting next week,
is likely to keep repo rate unchanged at 6% on inflation concerns, says a study. The
retail inflation or consumer price index based- inflation inched up to a sevenmonth high of 3.58% in October from 3.28% in September.
The central bank will announce the policy review on December 6 after two
days of MPC meeting beginning December 5.
Rating agency Icra said although the CPI inflation for October is lower than
the range of 4.2% to 4.6% for the second half of FY18 that the MPC had forecast
in its previous review, and the recent revision in GST rates would ease price
pressures, certain inflation risks persist.
―With the CPI inflation likely to track a rising trend over the second half and
print at around 4.5% in March 2018, we expect an extended pause amid non-
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unanimous voting by the MPC in the December policy review,‖ Icra managing
director and chief executive Naresh Takkar said.
The agency said based on the expected gradual rise in currency with the
public and continued working capital-led uptick in credit off-take, liquidity
situation is likely to be close to neutral by mid-December 2017, with sporadic
deficits anticipated around the next advance tax payment dates.
The Reserve Bank is likely to reiterate its stance of bringing systemic
liquidity closer to neutrality on December 6, and primarily use overnight and term
repos under the LAF to manage liquidity in the near term, he said.
Additional open market operations also seem unlikely, given the
cancellation of the OMO sale scheduled for November 23, he noted.
With GVA growth estimated by the Central Statistics Office at 5.8% in the
first half of FY18, a downward bias is likely to be placed on the MPC‘s baseline
forecast for growth of gross value added at basic prices of 6.7% for FY18.
The pace of economic expansion would have to improve sharply to 7.6% in
the second half of FY 2018 to be in line with the MPC‘s baseline growth forecast
of 6.7% for the current fiscal, which seems unlikely despite a favourable base
effect, it said.
The agency said a broad-based investment recovery is yet to set in, given the
challenges faced by the corporate sector, and fiscal concerns at the central and state
government level.
Moderate capacity utilisation, high leverage levels, and availability of
brownfield distressed assets in some sectors, are likely to constrain fresh corporate
investment for a few quarters, the report said.
Uncertainty regarding the buoyancy of indirect tax collections post-GST,
and the continued fiscal consolidation forecast by the rolling targets, may limit the
fiscal space available with the government to augment infrastructure investment in
the near term, it added.
Рост экономики Индии неустойчив
Fragile momentum: India's economic growth
The
Hindu.
2.12.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/fragilemomentum/article21244424.ece?homepage=true

The economic slowdown has been reversed, but the task of sustaining the
trend remains
Turning around a large ship is never easy. So it must give policymakers a
measure of satisfaction that the slowdown seen during the last fiscal year and in the
first quarter has been reversed. Data released on Thursday show that economic
growth as measured by the gross domestic product rebounded to 6.3% in the three
months through September, from a three-year low of 5.7% in the preceding
quarter. The reversal in direction apart, what is equally noteworthy is that this
revival was coterminous with the nationwide roll-out of the goods and services tax
from July 1.
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Interestingly, it was manufacturing that was in the vanguard of the rebound,
with gross value added for the sector recovering smartly from the first quarter‘s
anaemic 1.2% growth to post a healthy 7% expansion. While the GVA data for the
sector appear, on the face of it, to be significantly at variance from the Index of
Industrial Production data that had been reported for the last quarter, the Central
Statistics Office made it clear that the second-quarter IIP manufacturing growth
figure of 2.2% was indeed factored in and used as a proxy for the approximately
one-fifth of manufacturing GVA contributed by the ―quasi-corporate and
unorganised segment‖. A lion‘s share, or more than 70%, of economic activity in
the sector was measured using growth among private listed corporate entities,
based on the numbers reported by them.
Sustaining and building on this reversal of momentum may be more
challenging in the coming months, given other economic data that are a cause for
concern and some external headwinds. Specifically, agriculture remains in a slump,
and this in a ‗normal‘ monsoon year — GVA growth in the sector, which includes
forestry and fishing, slowed to 1.7%, from 2.3% in the first quarter, and was
considerably weaker than the 4.1% pace posted in the year-earlier period.
Agriculture is a significant contributor to rural incomes and consumption
demand, and the impact of a protracted agricultural slowdown on the larger
economy cannot be overstated. Worryingly, the foodgrain output in the kharif
season contracted by 2.8%, compared with a 10.7% expansion in the year-earlier
period. This could portend a resurgence of inflationary pressures on food prices
that would limit the room for growth-supportive monetary action by the Reserve
Bank of India. Consumption spending by households also remains in a stubborn
rut: the second-quarter growth at 6.5% was a tad slower than the 6.6% seen in
April-June; it was 7.9% a year earlier. With global oil prices having risen
appreciably, and the fiscal headroom for more pump priming by the government
having narrowed drastically — the fiscal deficit at the end of October has already
hit 96.1% of the budget estimate for 2017-18 — the coming quarters could well
test the real mettle of the economic recovery.
Индия нацелена на 7-8% роста ВВП, - заявил Арун Джайтли.
India has standardised itself for 7-8% growth: Arun Jaitley
Times of India. Nov 30, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-has-standardised-itself-for-7-8-growth-arun-jaitley/articleshow/61862730.cms

NEW DELHI: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on Thursday said India has
standardised itself for a 7-8 per cent growth rate on the back of improving
macroeconomic fundamentals.
"India has standardised itself ordinarily for a growth rate between 7 to 8 per
cent. If it slows down, it is more towards 7 and if it paces up it is more towards 8
per cent growth. It's already close to $2.5 trillion economy in terms of GDP," he
said while delivering a lecture here.
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Observing that country has moved away from old era of double digit
inflation, he said, "our statutorily fixed target is 4 per cent. We have been able to
keep our current account deficit under control, and over the last few years India has
had exemplary performance in terms of being able to bring down its fiscal deficit,"
he said.
The net effect of all these is that India is getting closer to a situation where
the country can spend what it earns, and borrows relatively less, he said.
"One of the great challenges which remained in India and that directly
impinges on the creation of the world class infrastructure is that India was largely a
tax non-complaint society," he said.
Noting that the funding requirement for infrastructure in the country is huge,
he said, the sector needs investment of Rs 50 lakh crore over the next five years.
India has spent Rs 60 lakh crore in infrastructure during 2007-17.
In recent time, the government has increased infrastructure spending, he
said, adding the Budget 2017-18 made allocation of Rs 3.96 lakh crore for
infrastructure sector.
Рост ВВП, с/х, промышленности Индии в 3 четверти финансового года
- высокий
GDP growth rebounds to 6.3% in September quarter
The Hindu. 30.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/growth-reboundsto-63-in-september-quarter/article21225392.ece?homepage=true

Recovers from 5.7% in last quarter; Infrastructure output grew 4.7% in
October from a year ago, driven by higher refinery production.
Reversing five quarters of slowing GDP growth, the Indian economy
expanded by 6.3% in July-September on the back of a pick-up in manufacturing.
The gross domestic product (GDP) growth had hit a three- year low of 5.7%
in the first quarter of 2017-18. It was 7.5% in the September quarter of 2016-17.
According to the Central Statistics Office (CSO) data, the economic
activities that registered growth of over 6% in the second quarter are
manufacturing, electricity, gas, water supply, other utility services and trade,
hotels, transport and communication, and services related to broadcasting.
GDP growth marks reversal of declining trend: Jaitley
The agriculture, forestry and fishing sector is estimated to have grown by
1.7%.
Infrastructure output grows 4.7%
Eight core sectors grew at a slower pace of 4.7% in October, chiefly due to
subdued performance of cement, steel and refinery segments.
The eight infrastructure sectors — coal, crude oil, natural gas, refinery
products, fertilisers, steel, cement and electricity — had clocked a growth of 7.1%
in October 2016.
Meanwhile, the Industry Ministry has revised downwards September growth
print of these eight sectors to 4.7% from the earlier estimate of 5.2%.
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Official data released this evening showed that cement production contracted
by 2.7% as against an expansion of 6.2% in October 2016.
GDP data: It‘s still early days to predict an upward trend, says Chidambaram
Output growth in the steel segment too slowed to 8.4% in the last month
compared to 17.4% in the year- ago period.
Similarly, there was slowdown in refinery output, whose growth was 7.5%
in October 2017. This compares with 12.6% expansion in the same month in 2016.
Electricity generation, too, was slower on an annual basis.
Meanwhile, the coal segment has shown significant improvement as it
expanded by 3.90%. It witnessed a decline of 1.9% in the year-ago period.
The fertiliser sector grew by 3% as against 0.7% last year.
Crude oil production and natural gas output have shown improvement, too.
Cumulatively, the growth in the eight core sectors slowed down to 3.5% as
against 5.6% in the comparable period of the last fiscal.
The eight core industries constitute 40.27% of weight of items in the index
of industrial production (IIP).
Индия завершила снижение экономического роста, но рост все равно не
такой, как считают индийцы (оценки Пакистана)
Indian economic growth set to end five-quarter slide
Dawn, November 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373486/indian-economicgrowth-set-to-end-five-quarter-slide

BENGALURU: Indian economic growth likely rebounded in the JulySeptember quarter from the slowest growth in three years, with demand picking up
modestly as the effects from a shock ban on high-value currency notes eased, a
Reuters poll showed.
If that‘s correct, the data will be the latest evidence of a broad-based global
economic upturn across Asia and most of the world that has many major central
banks poised to move away from ultra-easy monetary policy.
India was the world‘s fastest-growing major economy in 2016. But alreadyslowing growth was made weaker by the surprise cash clampdown late in 2016 by
Modi government.
In July, the government introduced a goods and services tax that made
sweeping changes to the way businesses across Asia‘s third largest economy
charge taxes, delivering another blow to the economy.
But the Reuters poll of 52 economists over the past week showed gross
domestic product growth likely rose to 6.4 per cent from a year ago in the JulySeptember quarter, from 5.7pc in the previous period.
If the data, due to be released on 1200 GMT on Nov 30, matches
expectations, it will break a five-quarter slowing trend and mark the best rate this
calendar year.
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Налоговая реформа в Индии – 17 налогов сведены в один: Goods and
Services Tax.
India‘s tax reform success
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
November
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373052/indias-tax-reform-success

27th,

2017.

Earlier this year, India replaced a complicated system of 17 tax categories
that companies had to navigate with one simplified tax: a single Goods and
Services Tax.
Инфляция будет и дальше расти (сейчас – 3.58%, в октябре 2017 г.)
Inflation will rise further, says RBI
The Hindu. 21.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/inflation-will-rise-furthersays-rbi/article20602662.ece?homepage=true

‗Farm loan waiver, pay hikes to impact‘
Retail inflation, which has gone up by more than 200 basis points since June,
is expected to rise further in the remaining part of the financial year, M.D. Patra,
executive director, Reserve Bank of India, said in an October 27 speech, the details
of which were put out by the central bank on Monday.
―In the MPC‘s [monetary policy committee] assessment, inflation will likely
rise from current levels in the rest of the year, with farm loan waivers and the
implementation of pay and allowance revisions by States a la the Centre, posing
upside risks,‖ Mr. Patra said in his speech on the first anniversary of formation of
the monetary policy committee. Consumer price based inflation accelerated to
3.58% in October, its fastest pace in seven months.
First anniversary
The October monetary policy of the RBI marks the first year of the monetary
policy committee from October 2016, when a six-member committee began
deciding on interest rates — a departure from the earlier practice of the RBI
governor taking the final call.
―The monetary policy statement of October 2017 was framed in quite a
dramatic setting,‖ Mr. Patra said. ―Even as growth broadened globally, it slowed to
below 6% for the second quarter in a row in India in April-June. At this rate, India
was still among the fastest-growing large economies of the world, but the blow
from the growth print was significant enough to set off a chorus of alarm,‖ he said.
The MPC had decided to hold the repo rate at 6% while maintaining the neutral
stance.
Mr. Patra said the committtee regarded the first estimates of kharif
production (lower than last year‘s level and this year‘s target) and the GST roll-out
as early, but transitory, setbacks.
He said it believed that agricultural activity would improve hereon and
termed business optimism expressed by firms on prospects for the OctoberDecember quarter as reassuring. ―Relative to its August assessment, the MPC
lowered its growth forecast by 60 basis points which, in a rough and ready sense,
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measures the net lagged impact of shocks such as demonetisation and the GST,‖ he
added.
Пока Моди находится у власти, Индия будет развиваться быстрыми
темпами
With Modi in the driver‘s seat, India‘s economy is set to speed ahead
Mukesh Aghi (president, US-India Strategic Partnership Forum (USISPF). The Times of India.
Nov 21, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/with-modi-in-the-driver-s-seat-india-s-economyis-set-to-speed-ahead/story-vsHc1VXFQzO7ABaEoqCghK.html

The Moody‘s upgrade of the Indian economy raises the confidence level of
US business leaders who are looking to invest globally. Modi has proven that he
can think big and act on it. The next step is to get the bureaucracy on board with
Modi‘s push for reforms
International commentators have asked the government of India to make
major economic reforms for years. We said it would be like The Field of Dreams:
If you make major reforms, international money will pour in. But the problem for
politicians is that reform in the short term can be political suicide — and that‘s
precisely why very little gets done in any country absent a crisis. You implement a
controversial regulation or take a difficult vote, but you lose the next election
because of it.
This political truth hamstrings politicians from all factions around the globe.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi appears to be the exception. He has had the courage
to take major risks — such as demonetisation to reduce corruption and digitise
payments, along with the Good and Services Tax (GST), which will streamline
India‘s patchwork tax system and make it easier to do business between states.
And he‘s now being rewarded: Moody‘s has upgraded India‘s government
bond rating for the first time in 14 years, citing demonetization and the Good and
Services Tax as significant contributors to the ratings change.
At first glance, the benefits of an improved rating are obvious. The upgrade
will reduce borrowing costs for the government and Indian corporations, freeing up
additional capital for investment. The Indian stock market is already experiencing
an increase in anticipation of higher earnings.
More important, the Moody‘s upgrade raises the confidence level of US
business leaders who are looking to invest globally and shows that Modi possesses
a genuine intention to enact additional reforms.
The other gem in the Moody‘s upgrade is its forecast of a bounce in India‘s
GDP growth from 6.7% in FY 2017 to 7.5% in FY 2018 ―… with similarly robust
levels of growth from FY 2019 onward,‖ noting that in the longer-term India‘s
―growth potential is significantly higher than most other [similarly rated]
sovereigns.‖ This is what gets the attention of international investors: A big market
that is growing faster than its competitors with a reform-minded prime minister in
control.
Moody‘s spells out the key to additional upgrades. You guessed it, more
reform: ―The rating could face upward pressure if there were to be a material
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strengthening in fiscal metrics, combined with a strong and durable recovery of the
investment cycle, probably supported by significant economic and institutional
reforms.‖
Modi has proved that he can think big and act on it. His headline-grabbing
initiatives point to India‘s future: Make in India is a nod to the need to employ
India‘s burgeoning youth; Skill India recognises that its youth will do much better
if they have the education and training to fill manufacturing jobs; and Digital India
recognises that connectivity is paramount in a country that has already taken the
Internet by storm with its $150 billion IT services industry.
The next step is to get the bureaucracy on board with the prime minister‘s
push for reforms. In March, the US trade representative published its 2017
National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers for US exports. The
report spends roughly as much ink on India as it does on Russia and China,
outlining over 30 issues that US companies face in India. Some of these issues
arise out of the desire to protect local stakeholders.
The report finds that ―India maintains very high tariff peaks on a number of
other goods … India has also raised tariffs on specified telecommunication
equipment (from nil to 7.5 or 10%) and on electronic-readers (from nil to 7.5%).
… India also increased its duties on medical equipment and devices to a 7.5%
basic customs duty, 12.5% additional duty, and a 4% special additional duty.‖
Increasing tariffs might protect local manufacturers, but Indian consumers pay the
price. Of course, the revenue-generating barriers are harder to eliminate than nonrevenue ones. But plenty of tweaks can be made. One example is duplicative incountry safety testing requirements for electronic and ICT products that have
already been certified by internationally accredited labs.
This is the type of low hanging fruit that can be solved overnight by the
NDA government. If the prime minister can tackle enormous obstacles like the
GST, he can certainly solve minor policy roadblocks.
And when he does, he‘ll be rewarded once again with higher ratings, more
investment, and additional economic growth. After all, the Moody‘s report drives
home a point that our chairman John Chambers has made for years: If you‘re not
investing in India right now, you may ―miss the bus.‖ The prime minister is in the
driver‘s seat, safety-belt fastened, with the keys in the ignition. We look forward to
the ride.
International commentators have asked the government of India to make
major economic reforms for years. We said it would be like The Field of Dreams:
If you make major reforms, international money will pour in. But the problem for
politicians is that reform in the short term can be political suicide — and that‘s
precisely why very little gets done in any country absent a crisis. You implement a
controversial regulation or take a difficult vote, but you lose the next election
because of it.
This political truth hamstrings politicians from all factions around the globe.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi appears to be the exception. He has had the courage
to take major risks — such as demonetisation to reduce corruption and digitise
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payments, along with the Good and Services Tax (GST), which will streamline
India‘s patchwork tax system and make it easier to do business between states.
And he‘s now being rewarded: Moody‘s has upgraded India‘s government
bond rating for the first time in 14 years, citing demonetization and the Good and
Services Tax as significant contributors to the ratings change.
Demonetisation may have pushed digitisation but cash encourages economic
activity
For economic stability, let‘s have more Rahul Dravid, and less Virender
Sehwag
At first glance, the benefits of an improved rating are obvious. The upgrade
will reduce borrowing costs for the government and Indian corporations, freeing up
additional capital for investment. The Indian stock market is already experiencing
an increase in anticipation of higher earnings.
More important, the Moody‘s upgrade raises the confidence level of US
business leaders who are looking to invest globally and shows that Modi possesses
a genuine intention to enact additional reforms.
The other gem in the Moody‘s upgrade is its forecast of a bounce in India‘s
GDP growth from 6.7% in FY 2017 to 7.5% in FY 2018 ―… with similarly robust
levels of growth from FY 2019 onward,‖ noting that in the longer-term India‘s
―growth potential is significantly higher than most other [similarly rated]
sovereigns.‖ This is what gets the attention of international investors: A big market
that is growing faster than its competitors with a reform-minded prime minister in
control.
Moody‘s spells out the key to additional upgrades. You guessed it, more
reform: ―The rating could face upward pressure if there were to be a material
strengthening in fiscal metrics, combined with a strong and durable recovery of the
investment cycle, probably supported by significant economic and institutional
reforms.‖
Modi has proved that he can think big and act on it. His headline-grabbing
initiatives point to India‘s future: Make in India is a nod to the need to employ
India‘s burgeoning youth; Skill India recognises that its youth will do much better
if they have the education and training to fill manufacturing jobs; and Digital India
recognises that connectivity is paramount in a country that has already taken the
Internet by storm with its $150 billion IT services industry.
The next step is to get the bureaucracy on board with the prime minister‘s
push for reforms. In March, the US trade representative published its 2017
National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers for US exports. The
report spends roughly as much ink on India as it does on Russia and China,
outlining over 30 issues that US companies face in India. Some of these issues
arise out of the desire to protect local stakeholders.
The report finds that ―India maintains very high tariff peaks on a number of
other goods … India has also raised tariffs on specified telecommunication
equipment (from nil to 7.5 or 10%) and on electronic-readers (from nil to 7.5%).
… India also increased its duties on medical equipment and devices to a 7.5%
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basic customs duty, 12.5% additional duty, and a 4% special additional duty.‖
Increasing tariffs might protect local manufacturers, but Indian consumers pay the
price. Of course, the revenue-generating barriers are harder to eliminate than nonrevenue ones. But plenty of tweaks can be made. One example is duplicative incountry safety testing requirements for electronic and ICT products that have
already been certified by internationally accredited labs.
This is the type of low hanging fruit that can be solved overnight by the
NDA government. If the prime minister can tackle enormous obstacles like the
GST, he can certainly solve minor policy roadblocks.
And when he does, he‘ll be rewarded once again with higher ratings, more
investment, and additional economic growth. After all, the Moody‘s report drives
home a point that our chairman John Chambers has made for years: If you‘re not
investing in India right now, you may ―miss the bus.‖ The prime minister is in the
driver‘s seat, safety-belt fastened, with the keys in the ignition. We look forward to
the ride.
Сложная ситуация в промышленности и внешней торговле Индии
It‘s the real economy
Puja Mehra. Daily Times. 21.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/its-thereal-economy/article20604315.ece?homepage=true

Corrective steps are needed to recover momentum in industrial growth
Feel-good news about the economy, the rating upgrade from Moody‘s and,
prior to that, the jump in India‘s position in the World Bank‘s Ease of Doing
Business index, has dominated the headlines. The improvements reflect the
increased attractiveness of India to investors and deserve applause. Although it
seems out of sync with the reality on the ground, the international recognition
doesn‘t hurt.
As seen from abroad
The ratings by Moody‘s are based on its assessment of the trajectory of
governments‘ abilities to service their debt over time. The higher rating for India
signals a lower risk grade for the government‘s debt and can lower the cost of
raising it. Other borrowings benchmarked to the government‘s also stand to
benefit. The significance of the upgrade is also in its timing. In 2015, Moody‘s had
changed the outlook for India from ‗stable‘ to ‗positive‘, while keeping the rating
unchanged. That outlook would have been difficult to defend at the upcoming
review a few weeks down the line, had the rating upgrade not materialised. India
could have been pushed back into the ‗stable‘ outlook grade.
The likelihood of revisions by other rating agencies such as Standard &
Poor‘s has increased, but those upgrades will not be automatic. To bag them, the
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government will have to preserve its fiscal
rectitude and encourage States to shun populism and adventurism.
Not so optimistic
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As far as the growth on the ground is concerned, the performance of the
economy in the first half of the current financial year will be known next week.
The release of growth estimates for the second quarter, ending September 30, is
due at the end of this month. Exports data and the quick estimates, the Index of
Industrial Production (IIP), for April through September are out. The bellwether
indicator for non-agricultural production, investment and consumption in the
economy does not present a pretty picture.
News on the industrial output is bad. The growth rate weakened to 2.5%; it
was 5.8% a year ago. On the manufacturing front, the news gets worse. The growth
rate was 1.9%, pale when compared to 6.1% a year ago. It‘s the same story with
infrastructure and construction: the growth rate, 2%, is feeble compared to 4.9% in
the first half of last year.
Consumer and investor sentiments haven‘t got any better. Capital goods and
consumer durables output was lower in the first half of the year than that in the
same period last year, as production contracted. The only source of comfort have
been consumer non-durables, the output of which grew to 7.4%, although at a
slower pace than the 10-plus% growth a year ago.
So, the IIP indicates that the industrial sector is on extremely shaky ground.
Festive and post-harvest season spending was expected to boost demand, but
September remained a weak month. The hope now is that October, data for which
are not out yet, will turn out to be better. The investment climate remains soured.
The conditions do not seem conducive for job creation.
The industrial performance this year so far is so tepid that it is weaker than it
had been in 2012-13, the worst year growth-wise under the United Progressive
Alliance (UPA) government. The GDP had grown at its slowest pace, 5.5%, that
year in its 10-year tenure. The annual IIP growth had been 3.3%. It was 2.5% in
the first six months of this year. Growth in every single major segment of the IIP
— manufacturing, capital goods, consumer durables and infrastructure and
construction — this year so far is weaker than it was in 2012-13. If corrective steps
are not taken, at the current rate of loss in industrial growth momentum, this year
may turn out to be worse than the UPA government‘s policy paralysis phase.
The IIP‘s coverage by design is limited to the organised sector. The
disruption in the unorganised sector will be measured separately and become
known only later. Just how much of a drag the industrial sector was on the
economy‘s overall growth remains to be seen. Other segments of the economy,
agriculture and services particularly, are expected to outpace it.
On the export front
Exports had been showing encouraging signs of recovery, with double-digit
growth. August and September were good months. But October notched up a small
decline, so more data points are needed before it can be concluded that a
sustainable recovery is under way. The decline is sharper in the employmentintensive sectors of leather, gems, jewellery, handicrafts, readymade apparel and
carpets.
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Exporters blame the break in the trend on a liquidity crunch owing to the
infirmities in the goods and services tax (GST) system. They complain that their
refund claims were not released for four months. Smaller firms with limited access
to working capital have taken a body blow.
The growth crisis is of the NDA government‘s own making. If
demonetisation led to demand destruction, the GST rollout has had disastrous
effects on the supply side. The twin shocks have compounded the problems of
industry, big and small, that was already struggling with a slowdown. It‘s time the
real economy starts dominating the government‘s agenda.
Обратная миграция в сельскую местность Индии из-за смога в городах
Reverse migration? Pollution in India's cities draws residents back to
rural life
The Express Tribune. November 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1563044/3reverse-migration-pollution-indias-cities-draws-residents-back-rural-life/

MUMBAI: Namita Singh‘s young daughter suffered from bronchitis when
the family lived in the northern Indian city of Lucknow, where fumes from clogged
traffic and a smoky haze every winter outweighed the charms of its Mughal
architecture and famed cuisine.
When her husband was transferred to the town of Dehradun, in the foothills
of the Himalayas, her daughter recovered in the clean mountain air. So when her
husband‘s job took him to Delhi a couple of years later, the choice was clear:
Singh and her daughter remained in Dehradun, while he moved to the capital.
As a toxic smog enveloped Delhi and northern parts of India, forcing
emergency measures, Singh said she was relieved not to be living there. ―I cannot
think of living in Delhi, with the pollution so bad,‖ said Singh, whose husband
visits every two weeks. ―My daughter is so much better here in the cleaner air. We
cannot think of moving back to that pollution,‖ she told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation.
Heroin worth millions being smuggled to India seized at Wagah Station
Pollution levels climbed to 12 times above the recommended limit this week
in New Delhi. Officials said they knew what was needed to control the haze, but
nothing would be done, at least this year.
City pollution has triggered a reverse migration trend in India – from the city
to the countryside. While it is a mere trickle compared to the inexorable rural to
urban flow, some high-profile moves have made the news in recent years, such as
the departure of Costa Rica‘s ambassador to southern India because Delhi‘s air had
made her sick.
At least 2.5 million people in India died early because of pollution in 2015,
more than any other country in the world, according to a study by the Lancet
Commission on Pollution and Health. In New Delhi – now the most polluted city
in the world, according to the Brookings Institute – illegal crop burning in areas
near the capital, as well as vehicle exhaust and construction dust are blamed for the
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smog that descends in cooler weather every year. The city, home to more than 20
million people, has become a ―gas chamber‖, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal said.
‗Hardship‘ posting
As sales of face masks rose and chatter about air purifiers filled internet chat
rooms, others took more concrete action: they moved to smaller cities on the coast
or the mountains. The pollution did not even spare Delhi‘s elite diplomatic corps.
In a blog post gone viral, Mariela Cruz Alvarez, the Costa Rican
ambassador, said she had developed a serious respiratory infection, and had moved
to Karnataka in the south to recover. ―India has become a threat to my health and
the health of my friends and colleagues,‖ Alvarez wrote.
Local newspapers said several embassies have cut down on non-essential
staff in Delhi, and moved some positions to neighbouring countries like Singapore.
Delhi may soon be considered a ‗hardship‘ posting because of the high levels of
pollution, some missions said.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s Smart Cities Mission aims to modernise
100 cities by 2020 with high-speed internet, uninterrupted power and water supply,
efficient public transport and living standards comparable to Europe. But such
efforts must include a long-term plan to control pollution, said Anumita Roy
Chowdhury, executive director at research and advocacy group, Centre for Science
and Environment.
―Air pollution is a huge issue, but it is a myth that only big cities are
polluted; pollution levels are rising in smaller cities, too. So where can you run
away to?‖ she said. ―Our template for urbanisation needs changing.‖
India assures medical visa to another Pakistani national
Tens of thousands of people living in rural areas migrate to the cities every
day, seeking better economic opportunities. Many end up in slums and informal
settlements, and are particularly vulnerable to the pollution. Some of those who
can are heading in the opposite direction.
A popular anchor on a leading financial television network stepped down
four years ago, and said he was moving to the mountain state of Uttarakhand for a
cleaner, quieter life. Even those who have recently moved to the cities are taking
stock of their decisions.
Vinod Kumar, who moved from a village in southern Tamil Nadu to
Chennai city to be a driver, said he planned to return to his village and take up
organic farming on the family land. ―It‘s only now that I realise how lucky we
were in the village to have clean air and clean water, and not be ill from pollution
all the time,‖ he said.
Агентство «Мооди» повысило рейтинг Индии в инвестиционном
климате (впервые за 14 лет), а также отметило стабильность экономики
Moody‘s backs Narendra Modi‘s policies, lifts India‘s rating after 14
years
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Moody‘s Investors Services upgraded India‘s sovereign rating for the first
time in nearly 14 years on Friday, saying the country was poised for fast growth
because of wide-ranging economic and institutional reforms by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi‘s government.
The US-based agency lifted ratings on India‘s sovereign bonds to Baa2 from
its lowest investment grade of Baa3, and also changed the outlook for the country‘s
rating to stable from positive.
Sovereign credit ratings are a barometer of a country‘s credit profile and
regulatory climate. A favourable rating helps governments and companies raise
capital in glob al financial markets. Also, institutional investors rely on ratings for
an indication of a country‘s socio-political environment before making investment
decisions.
The rating upgrade is seen as an endorsement of a range of bold economic
decision made by Prime Minister Modi, including the rollout of a landmark Goods
and Services Tax that forged India into a unified market. It comes just weeks after
the World Bank moved India up 30 places in its annual ease of doing business
rankings.
The good news will help the ruling BJP-led government tackle the narrative
around the economy, which is growing at its slowest in three years, as it heads into
a series of elections over the coming months. All markets including stocks, bonds
and rupee rallied on the upgrade.
―We believe that it is a belated recognition of all the positive steps which
have been taken in India in the last few years, which has contributed to
strengthening of Indian economy,‖ finance minister Arun Jaitley told a press
conference.
―Many who had doubts about India‘s reform process would now seriously
introspect on their position.‖
Shortly after the announcement, Modi led a chorus of ministers and
policymakers who tweeted their reaction to the upgrade.
―Moody‘s believes that the @narendramodi government‘s reforms will
improve business climate, enhance productivity, stimulate foreign and domestic
investment, and ultimately foster strong and sustainable growth,‖ Modi tweeted.
Moody‘s downgraded China in May, followed by Standard and Poor‘s
(S&P) which also cut the Asian giant‘s sovereign rating.
Arun Jaitley on Moody‘s rating: Those who doubt reforms should introspect
after upgrade
Stocks build on Moody‘s India upgrade, Sensex up 236 points
But Moody‘s warned that India‘s rating could be downgraded if the
management of government finances slipped.
―The rating could also face downward pressure if the health of the banking
system deteriorated significantly or external vulnerability increased sharply,‖ it
said.
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The other two key global rating agencies—Standard and Poor‘s and Fitch
Ratings—have assigned India the lowest investment grade rating with stable
outlook.
―The decision to upgrade the ratings is underpinned by Moody‘s expectation
that continued progress on economic and institutional reforms will, over time,
enhance India‘s high growth potential…,‖ Moody‘s said about India, hoping to see
a gradual decline in government debts over the medium term.
―In the meantime, while India‘s high debt burden remains a constraint on the
country‘s credit profile, Moody‘s believes that the reforms put in place have
reduced the risk of a sharp increase in debt, even in potential downside scenarios.‖
Credit Suisse in a statement said the rating upgrade for India is positive for
bonds, especially for near term sentiment which has been weak.
―But it might not translate into large inflows with most foreign investors
already actively investing in India and bond market inflows limited by quotas,‖ it
added.
Among other things, Moody‘s acknowledged improvements to the monetary
policy framework; measures to address the overhang of non-performing loans
(NPLs) in the banking system; and measures such as demonetisation, the Aadhaar
system of biometric accounts and targeted delivery of benefits through the Direct
Benefit Transfer (DBT) system.
―Other important measures which have yet to reach fruition include planned
land and labor market reforms, which rely to a great extent on cooperation with
and between the States,‖ it said.
However the rating agency maintained that most of these measures will take
time for their impact to be seen, and some, such as the GST and demonetisation,
had undermined growth in the near term.
Moody‘s expects real GDP growth to moderate to 6.7% in the fiscal year
ending in March 2018.
―However, as disruption fades… real GDP growth will rise to 7.5% in 201819, with similarly robust levels of growth from 2019-20 onward,‖ it said.
―Longer term, India‘s growth potential is significantly higher than most
other Baa-rated sovereigns.‖
Инфляция в Индии повысилась до 3.58% (из-за роста цен на
продовольственные товары)
Food prices spur CPI inflation to 3.58%
The Hindu. 13.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/retail-inflationrises-to-7-month-high-of-358-in-october/article20382197.ece?homepage=true

The rate of price rise in the vegetable segment almost doubled to 7.47% as
against 3.92% in September.
Acceleration in Oct. retail price gains also driven by fuel and light
segment as crude oil climbs globally
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Retail inflation accelerated to 3.58% in October on the back of rising food
and fuel prices, according to official data released by the Ministry of Statistics and
Programme Implementation on Monday.
Inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was 3.28% in
September and as low as 1.46% in June. The food and beverages component of
CPI saw a growth of 2.26% in October, the fastest pace since March, and up from
1.76% in September. This was mainly driven by a sharp uptick in vegetable prices.
Inflation in the fuel and light segment came in at 6.36%, up from 5.56% in
September.
―The food influence is seasonal, but global crude prices are firming up and
that will have a longer term adverse impact on Indian inflation,‖ said D.K.
Srivastava, chief policy advisor at EY India. ―The RBI will remain conservative
and I don‘t think there is any possibility of a rate reduction.‖
Within the food segment, vegetable inflation quickened rapidly to 7.47% in
October, from 3.92% in September. Price changes in almost all other key food
segments — fruits, oils and fats, spices, pulses, and sugar and confectionery —
hovered around the same levels as in September. Inflation in the milk and milk
products category quickened to 4.30% in October from 3.87% in the previous
month.
―Retail inflation has moved up in October on expected lines and is likely to
breach the 4% mark in the coming months,‖ Rishi Shah, Senior Economist at
Deloitte India, wrote in a note. ―Important to remember that the RBI now looks at
an inflation target range of 4% plus/minus 2%. It seems that pay revision in the
public sector and a change in the tax regime has had some effect on prices while
there has been some increase in vegetable prices due to erratic rains affecting
supply.‖
―Increasing inflation prints, rising crude oil prices coupled with uncertainty
on account of U.S. central bank‘s policy are likely to result in the RBI keeping
rates unchangedin the upcoming policy meeting in December,‖ Mr. Shah added.
In October, the RBI‘s Monetary Policy Committee had said that retail
inflation was broadly moving along expected lines and projected that the rate
would quicken to 4.2% to 4.6% over the following six months.
Oil prices are currently at about $64 a barrel, far higher than the average
$50-55 a barrel seen over the last 18 months or so.
Core inflation, which excludes food and fuel inflation, eased marginally to
4.55% in October, from 4.60% in the previous month, breaking a three-month
quickening streak.
Inflation in the other major categories of the CPI remained stable. The rate
of growth of prices in the clothing and footwear category speeded up a tad to
4.76% in October, from 4.63% in September. Inflation in the housing sector
accelerated to 6.68%, from 6.10% in the preceding month.
Индия – главный потребитель нефти в мире (головная боль для Моди)
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Oil turns from Modi‘s blessing to India‘s burden
Debjit
Chakraborty,
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Sundria.
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https://www.dawn.com/news/1369909/oil-turns-from-modis-blessing-to-indias-burden

2017.

Narendra Modi‘s first term as leader of the world‘s fastest-growing oil
market coincided with the biggest price crash in a generation. Crude‘s rebound into
a bull market is set to test the Indian prime minister as he gears up for re-election
in 2019.
While low prices helped shrink deficits as Modi cut subsidies after taking
the reins of Asia‘s third-largest economy in 2014, a 33 per cent jump in global
benchmark crude since June has lifted oil close to $65 a barrel. If it hits and stays
at that level in the year through March, inflation could rise by 30 basis points and a
key measure of growth may weaken by 15 basis points, the central bank estimates.
That threat is ill-timed for Modi. His government‘s grappling with weaker
economic growth that‘s forecast to slow to a four-year low in the wake of an
unprecedented cash ban and the chaotic roll out of a goods and services tax. How
he tackles oil‘s surge will determine the credibility of criticism that he got lucky
with low crude prices, a refrain he‘s rebutted. Data due Monday will probably
show inflation quickened to a seven-month high in October.
―For a net oil importer like India, a sustained rise in crude oil prices would
have adverse macroeconomic implications,‖ Sonal Varma, chief India economist at
Nomura Holdings, said in a report last week. ―Higher oil prices are tantamount to
negative terms-of-trade shock that weakens growth, pushes up inflation and
deteriorates the twin deficits.‖
Oil‘s jump is expected to push the yield on India‘s 10-year government bond
to a 2017 high of 7pc from 6.93pc on Thursday. Consumer prices rose 3.4pc in
October from a year earlier, according to the median estimate of 13 economists,
quickening from September‘s 3.28pc pace.
That means the Reserve Bank of India will have less room to lower interest
rates and spur flagging growth.
When Modi was sworn in as prime minister in May 2014, after promising in
his campaign to introduce market-friendly policies and boost economic growth,
global benchmark Brent crude was trading at more than $100 a barrel. The very
next month, crude began a descent that dragged it down all the way to below $30
in early 2016 amid concern over a global glut and surging US shale production.
That collapse helped Modi during the first two years of his five-year term,
giving him the leeway to cut subsidies on diesel and cooking gas, a move that may
have been politically unpopular if oil weren‘t so low. Now, oil‘s rising as Opec and
allies including Russia curb output to clear the global oversupply, while the Indian
rupee is weakening against the dollar. Both are risks for Sankaran Naren, chief
investment officer at ICICI Prudential Asset Management Co., the country‘s
largest money manager.
As crude rallied, the government last month moved to cut taxes on gasoline
and diesel. The decision was triggered by a public outcry and is estimated to cause
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a 130 billion-rupee loss to government revenue in the current fiscal year.
Meanwhile, the economic slowdown has re-energised Modi‘s political opposition.
Резервный банк Индии заявил, что Индия не намерена следовать
исламской банковской системе (без процентов).
Not to pursue Islamic banking in India, says RBI
The Times of India. Nov 12, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/not-to-pursue-islamic-banking-in-india-says-rbi/articleshow/61614253.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
Replying to an RTI query, the RBI said the decision was taken after
considering "the wider and equal opportunities" available to all citizens to access
banking and financial services.
Islamic or Sharia banking is a finance system based on the principles of not
charging interest, which is prohibited under Islam.
NEW DELHI: In a major move, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
decided not to pursue a proposal for introduction of Islamic banking in the country.
Replying to an RTI query, the central bank said the decision was taken after
considering "the wider and equal opportunities" available to all citizens to access
banking and financial services.
Islamic or Sharia banking is a finance system based on the principles of not
charging interest, which is prohibited under Islam.
The issue of introduction of Islamic banking in India was examined by the
RBI and the government of India, it said.
"Taking into account, the wider and equal opportunities available to all
citizens to access banking and financial services, it has been decided not to pursue
the proposal further," the central bank said in its reply to the RTI application filed
by this PTI correspondent.
The RBI was asked to provide details of steps being taken for the
introduction of Islamic or 'interest-free' banking in India.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had on August 28, 2014 launched Jan Dhan
Yojana, a national mission to bring about comprehensive financial inclusion of all
the households in the country.
In late 2008, a committee on Financial Sector Reforms, headed by former
RBI governor Raghuram Rajan, had stressed on the need for a closer look at the
issue of interest-free banking in the country.
"Certain faiths prohibit the use of financial instruments that pay interest. The
non-availability of interest-free banking products results in some Indians, including
those in the economically disadvantaged strata of society, not being able to access
banking products and services due to reasons of faith," the committee had said.
Later, on the instruction of the central government, an inter-departmental
group (IDG) set up in the RBI examined the legal, technical and regulatory issues
for introducing interest free banking in India and has submitted its report to the
government.
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The RBI had in February last year sent a copy of the IDG report to the
finance ministry and recommended an "Islamic window" in conventional banks for
gradual introduction of Sharia-compliant banking.
All those muslims who don''t want interest from the bank can send me their
interest money...please follow Quran.
"In our considered opinion, given the complexities of Islamic finance and
various regulatory and supervisory challenges involved in the matter and also due
to the fact that Indian banks have no experience in this field, Islamic banking may
be introduced in India in a gradual manner.
"Initially, a few simple products which are similar to conventional banking
products may be considered for introduction through Islamic window of the
conventional banks after necessary notification by the government," it had said in a
letter to the ministry.
Снижение налога на целый ряд товаров в рамках унификации GST
GST Council meet: lower tax rates on 213 items, eating out to get
cheaper
Sharad
Raghavan.
The
Hindu,
11.11.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/gst-council-meet-lower-tax-rates-on-213-items-5eating-out-to-get-cheaper/article20104609.ece?homepage=true

Detergent, marble floorings, toiletries are among items shifted to the 18%
tax bracket from 28%; six items go from 5% to zero tax
The Goods and Services Tax Council on Friday sharply reduced to just 50
the number of items in the highest tax rate of 28%. At its 23rd meeting in
Guwahati, chaired by Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, the Council also
staggered the return filing process, reduced the tax rates on restaurants and
expanded the Composition Scheme for small firms.
Tax experts termed the Council‘s decisions — virtually upending the
original GST structure — as a bold decision ahead of the Gujarat elections. The
decisions are expected to win over businesses struggling to cope with the transition
to the new indirect tax system.
The Council decided to reduce the tax rate on 178 of current 228 items from
28% to 18%, with effect from November 15. Items with tax rates reduced to nil
from 5% include guar meal, sweet potatoes, and dried or frozen fish.
―All restaurants will be taxed at 5%, except those in hotels with a tariff of
7,500 or more, which will be taxed at 18% with input tax credit (ITC). Outdoor
catering will be taxed at 18% with ITC,‖ Mr. Jaitley said.
GST: What is set to become cheaper
The items in the 28% slab that have got cheaper include wires, cables,
insulated plugs, furniture, bedding, mattresses, suitcases, detergents, shampoo,
perfumes, lamps, wrist watches, and slabs of marble and granite. Items that have
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seen their tax rate reduced to nil from 5% include guar meal, sweet potatoes, and
dried or frozen fish.
Mr. Jaitley said the Council discussed several important items and was
presented an analysis of the revenue collected during the first three months of GST
implementation.
―Today, there are 228 items of goods that are in the 28% slab,‖ Mr. Jaitley
said speaking to reporter after the meeting. ―The fitment committee, following the
last meeting, looked at rationalising these and gave suggestions.‖
―Items on which cess is currently being applied, such as luxury, sin, and
some white goods, will continue to be taxed at 28%,‖ Mr Jaitley added. ―Two
items have been reduced from 28% to 12%.‖
―The consumer products industry welcomes this change,‖ Aashish Kasad,
Partner and Consumer Products & Retail Sector Tax Leader, EY India said. ―
These revisions are expected to reduce prices and increase consumption and
thereby bring growth.‖
Full text of recommendations for GST rate changes made after 23rd GST
council meeting
―The Indian cement industry finds itself retained in the 28% GST bracket,
along with luxury items such as washing machines and air conditioners,‖ S.
Chouksey, president, Cement Manufacturers‘ Association said in a note. ―This is a
disappointment for the entire industry as cement is integral to the government‘s
key schemes such as Housing for All, Swachh Bharat and building of other
infrastructure projects that are fundamental for building an India for the future.‖
―All the members of the Council felt that the restaurants have not passed on
the benefit of input tax credits (ITC) to the customers,‖ Mr Jaitley said. ―So, there
was an additional burden on the customers, while the restaurants benefited from
the ITC.‖ ―The Council has decided that restaurants will not get the benefit of
ITC,‖ Mr. Jaitley added.
The GST Council decided to ease the return filing process for both small and
larger businesses. ―The filing of the form 3B will continue till March 31,‖ Revenue
Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said. ―And we will further ease this form for those
businesses who file returns but have no tax liability. We have found that there are
30-40% of such businesses.‖
Ставки налогов на ряд товаров в рамках унификации GST - снижение
GST: What is set to become cheaper
The Hindu. 11.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/gst-what-productswill-become-cheaper/article20104650.ece?homepage=true

Out of 228 items in the 28% tax bracket, 178 have been put into the lower
tax category of 18%, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley announced at a press briefing
after the GST Council meet in Guwahati on Friday.
For restaurants, tax rate will be 5% uniform for all AC or non-AC
restaurants.
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Restaurants in starred-hotels will charge 18% tax with input tax credit, those
in lower category hotels to charge 5 pc GST without ITC, says Mr. Jaitley.
Here's the list of various products that have become cheaper:
Rates slashed from 28% to 18%
 Wire, cables, insulated conductors, electrical insulators, electrical plugs,
switches, sockets, fuses, relays, electrical connectors
 Electrical boards, panels, consoles, cabinets etc for electric control or
distribution
 Particle/fibre boards and ply wood. Article of wood, wooden frame, paving
block
 Furniture, mattress, bedding and similar furnishing
 Trunk, suitcase, vanity cases, brief cases, travelling bags and other hand
bags, cases
 Detergents, washing and cleaning preparations
 Liquid or cream for washing the skin
 Shampoos; Hair cream, Hair dyes (natural, herbal or synthetic) and similar
other goods; henna powder or paste, not mixed with any other ingredient;
 Pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations, personal deodorants, bath
preparations, perfumery, cosmetic or toilet preparations, room deodorisers
 Perfumes and toilet waters
 Beauty or make-up preparations
 Fans, pumps, compressors
 Lamp and light fitting
 Primary cell and primary batteries
 Sanitary ware and parts thereof of all kind
 Articles of plastic, floor covering, baths, shower, sinks, washbasins, seats,
sanitary ware of plastic
 Slabs of marbles and granite
 Goods of marble and granite such as tiles
 Ceramic tiles of all kinds
 Miscellaneous articles such as vacuum flasks, lighters,
 Wrist watches, clocks, watch movement, watch cases, straps, parts
 Article of apparel & clothing accessories of leather, guts, furskin, artificial
fur and other articles such as saddlery and harness for any animal
 Articles of cutlery, stoves, cookers and similar non electric domestic
appliances
 Razor and razor blades
 Multi-functional printers, cartridges
 Office or desk equipment
 Door, windows and frames of aluminium.
 Articles of plaster such as board, sheet,
 Articles of cement or concrete or stone and artificial stone,
 Articles of asphalt or slate,
 Articles of mica
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Ceramic flooring blocks, pipes, conduit, pipe fitting
Wall paper and wall covering
Glass of all kinds and articles thereof such as mirror, safety glass, sheets,
glassware
Electrical, electronic weighing machinery
Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing charge
Fork lifts, lifting and handling equipment,
Bull dozers, excavators, loaders, road rollers,
Earth moving and levelling machinery,
Escalators
Cooling towers, pressure vessels, reactors
Crankshaft for sewing machine, tailor‘s dummies, bearing housings, gears
and gearing; ball or roller screws; gaskets
Electrical apparatus for radio and television broadcasting
Sound recording or reproducing apparatus
Signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for transports
Physical exercise equipment, festival and carnival equipment, swings,
shooting galleries, roundabouts, gymnastic and athletic equipment
All musical instruments and their parts
Artificial flowers, foliage and artificial fruits
Explosive, anti-knocking preparation, fireworks
Cocoa butter, fat, oil powder,
Extract, essence ad concentrates of coffee, miscellaneous food preparations
Chocolates, Chewing gum / bubble gum
Malt extract and food preparations of flour, groats, meal, starch or malt
extract
Waffles and wafers coated with chocolate or containing chocolate
Rubber tubes and miscellaneous articles of rubber
Goggles, binoculars, telescope,
Cinematographic cameras and projectors, image projector,
Microscope, specified laboratory equipment, specified scientific equipment
such as for meteorology, hydrology, oceanography, geology
Solvent, thinners, hydraulic fluids, anti-freezing preparation
28% to 12%
Wet grinders consisting of stone as grinder
Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles
Rates slashed from 18% to 12%
Condensed milk
Refined sugar and sugar cubes
Pasta
Curry paste, mayonnaise and salad dressings, mixed condiments and mixed
seasoning
Diabetic food
Medicinal grade oxygen
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Printing ink
Hand bags and shopping bags of jute and cotton
Hats (knitted or crocheted)
Parts of specified agricultural, horticultural, forestry, harvesting or threshing
machinery
Specified parts of sewing machine
Spectacles frames
Furniture wholly made of bamboo or cane
18% to 5%
Puffed rice chikki, peanut chikki, sesame chikki, revdi, tilrevdi, khaza,
kazuali, groundnut sweets gatta, kuliya
Flour of potatoes put up in unit container bearing a brand name
Chutney powder
Fly ash
Sulphur recovered in refining of crude
Fly ash aggregate with 90% or more fly ash content
12% to 5%
Desiccated coconut
iNarrow woven fabric including cotton newar [with no refund of unutilised
input tax credit]
Idli, dosa batter
Finished leather, chamois and composition leather
Coir cordage and ropes, jute twine, coir products
Fishing net and fishing hooks
Worn clothing
Fly ash brick
5% to nil
Guar meal
iHop cone (other than grounded, powdered or in pellet form)
Certain dried vegetables such as sweet potatoes, maniac
Unworked coconut shell
Fish frozen or dried (not put up in unit container bearing a brand name)
Khandsari sugar
Ассоциация отелей и ресторанов приветствует изменения в GST
Hotels, restaurants apex body welcomes GST rate change

The Times of India. 11.11.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/hotels-restaurants-apex-body-welcomes-gst-rate-change/articleshow/61598012.cms

NEW DELHI: The Federation of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India
(FHRAI) on Friday said GST Council's decision to cut tax rate for restaurants to 5
per cent without input tax credit will help restaurants across India rationalise
tariffs.
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Welcoming the move by the council, the apex industry body said it had
sought bringing down GST rate on restaurants to 12 per cent with input tax credit
or at 5 per cent without input tax credit.
"We are extremely thankful to the government for making these much
required changes in the GST regime. This will help restaurants across India
rationalise tariffs," FHRAI President Garish Oberoi said in a statement.
The government today decided to fix the Goods and Services Tax (GST) rate
at 5 per cent for all restaurants and not give them input tax credit. It also decided
that restaurants in starred-hotels will charge 18 pc tax with input tax credit, those in
lower category hotels to charge 5 pc GST without ITC.
Commenting on the development, Deloitte India said in a statement that a
uniform tax rate of 12 per cent doing away with tax rate distinction between AC
and non AC restaurants is welcome, but the critical issue of input tax credit
eligibility cannot be ignored.
EY India said that the GST rate changes announced today is one more
positive step in this direction towards streamlining the rates, reducing complexity
and increasing compliance.
"We welcome the reduction in GST slab from very high 18 per cent to 5 per
cent for an AC restaurant without any distiction on their conditioning. This is
certainly historic. The very concept of Input Tax Credit (ITC) is central to GST
which is to prevent cascading of taxes," NRAI Vice President Rahul Singh said.
Китай вновь предлагает Индии «убрать возражения против КПЭК»
China urges India to join Belt and Road Initiative
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/china-urgesindia-to-join-belt-and-road-initiative/article20005542.ece?homepage=true

Shed objection to CPEC, says China
China on Wednesday counselled India to shed its objections to the China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and take advantage of the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), which had already drawn wide international support.
―You and your colleagues have asked this question before and it shows that
India is quite wavering on the issue of the Belt and Road Initiative,‖ said Chinese
foreign ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying.
Ms. Hua was responding to a question on remarks by the Russian
ambassador to India backing a dialogue between New Delhi and Beijing on the
BRI.
―I think you must be very clear (that) since the BRI was proposed by
President Xi Jinping, progress has been made smoothly with strong outcomes.‖
India was among a handful of countries that had skipped attendance in
Beijing of the Belt and Road Forum in May, objecting to the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), which passed through Kashmir.
Referring specifically to CPEC, Ms. Hua, in a veiled reference to India, said
the project did not target ―third countries‖ or prejudice China‘s position on
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territorial disputes. ―We also said many times that the CPEC corridor is an
economic cooperation. It is not targeted at any third country and does not involve
territorial disputes‖.
―We hope that countries and parties with shared vision will work with us to
allow practical cooperation to bring more benefits to our peoples.‖ Signalling
China‘s openness to India‘s participation, Ms. Hua said: ―We remain quite open
and inclusive to cooperation involving the BRI.‖
Демонетизация. «Грубейшая ошибка нашего времени», - считает актер
Prakash Raj
Demonetisation: Prakash Raj seeks apology for ‗biggest blunder of our
time‘
Prakash Raj. The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/demonetisationprakash-raj-seeks-apology-for-biggest-blunder-of-our-time/article20004596.ece?homepage=true

―While the rich found ways to convert their black money into shiny new
notes, this disruptive impact made millions suffer helplessly and the unorganised
sector workers went for spin. Would you mind saying sorry?‖
Actor Prakash Raj on November 8 penned a note demanding an apology
from the authorities for the ―disruptive impact‖ of the demonetisation exercise.
The 52-year-old national award-winning actor took to Twitter to question
the intent behind the move of the government on November 8, 2016, which
rendered 86% of the currency in circulation illegal.
Once again titled as ―To Whomsoever It May Concern‖, Mr. Raj‘s post read,
―While the rich found ways to convert their black money into shiny new notes, this
disruptive impact made millions suffer helplessly and the unorganised sector
workers went for spin. Would you mind saying sorry for the biggest blunder of our
time?‖
Демонетизация – левые партии считают, что демонетизация позволила
«черные» деньги перевести в «белые».
One year of demonetisation: Left parties stage protest in Delhi
The
Nation.
8.11.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/one-year-ofdemonetisation-left-parties-stage-protest-in-delhi/article20005142.ece?homepage=true

Say demonetisation has helped hoarders change black money int white
As Union Ministers panned out on Wednesday to extol the virtues of
demonetisation on the first anniversary of its implemenration, six Left parties
staged a demonstration in the capital, lashing out at the government for celebrating
the ―death and misery‖ of the people.
Addressing the protesters, CPI(M) leader Brinda Karat said the Modi
government has been manufacturing lies.
―Exactly what are they celebrating today? They are celebrating the misery
and joblessness of India. They are celebrating the loss of lives of people, who died
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while standing in queues and those who continue to die with no jobs,‖ Ms. Karat
said.
Even the Reserve Bank of India statistics prove that the exercise helped in
changing black money to white, she said.
―The Modi government has created two records in the world. One, it made
people stand in queues and many people lost their lives; Second, though Modi tried
to tell the people and the world that by demonetisation he would stop black money,
in reality he has helped hoarders change black money into white,‖ she added.
The Left parties took out a march from Mandi House, the cultural hub of
Delhi to the RBI office. They were stopped near the RBI building.
CPI stand
CPI leader D. Raja questioned the ―achievements‖ of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) and demonetisation.
―Demonetisation followed by GST has led to economic disaster. Millions of
people are going through hardships. Where is the black money that they unearthed
in the country or from abroad? There is no straightforward answer still from the
government or RBI. The government should accept it is a failure,‖ he said. ―They
announced the celebrations only when we announced our protests.‖
Демонетизация – большой кошмар (похлеще либерализации 90-х
годов)
Demonetisation: the great reset, a year later
S. Gurumurthy. The Hindu. 9.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/the-greatreset-a-year-later/article20005359.ece?homepage=true

Demonetisation was a fundamental corrective to the economy much like
liberalisation of the 1990s
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s flagship economic agenda of
demonetisation, that stunned the nation as a financial Pokhran, has been caught in
the political crossfire between Mr. Modi and the Opposition from the word ‗go‘.
When millions (a word that was hyped by the media) were standing in queues
before banks and there was hardship caused to diverse people, the Opposition
thought that Mr. Modi had found himself in a tornado that would sweep him away.
They began a massive campaign against demonetisation and Mr. Modi. With the
media feeding the Opposition with news of near financial anarchy, and in turn the
Opposition feeding the news hungry media by shutting down the winter session of
Parliament, and the two together creating the ecosystem in which the Supreme
Court justifiably said there could be ―riots‖, the opponents of Mr. Modi concluded
that his end was very near.
The political angle
But facing the biggest challenge of his political life, Mr. Modi went to the
people, telling them that the measure was directed at corruption and black money
— the terminology which the masses easily understood — and asked them to bear
with him for 50 days. Crores of Indians stunned the media, the Opposition and
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even the world by patiently standing in queues for days and giving him total
support. They endorsed demonetisation by voting for the Bharatiya Janata Party,
giving it unprecedented victories in local body elections in Chandigarh, Mumbai,
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Odisha and even in the Assembly polls in Uttar
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Goa and Manipur. But the hostile political build-up turned
the demonetisation debate into a street fight, with both the BJP and the Opposition
appealing to the masses in the language they easily understood; the Opposition
using hardship to incite people‘s anger against demonetisation and the BJP
appealing for their support terming it as a war on black money. The hardship
versus black money focus reduced the discourse on demonetisation — a
multidimensional venture — to just a single point; a war on black money, which
won the BJP the people‘s support.
Ceasing to be economic
The reductionism diminished the debate to a sole test of the quantum of
demonetised notes returned to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). But the
demonetisation project formed a much larger landscape. Its fundamental aims were
many. It terminated the asset price-led, spurious jobless growth and averted a crisis
in the making. The rise in the share of high denomination notes (HDNs,
₹ 1,000/₹ 500) in the total currency from 47% in 2004 to 78% (2004-10) fuelled
unprecedented asset price rise — gold, stock and land prices rose by 10 times in
the six years over the previous five years (1999-2004). The high GDP growth
(8.5%) in six years (2004-10) was largely led by private consumption powered by
the financial and real estate sectors — both driven by cash. The rise in private
consumption (60%) in these six years over the previous five years was directly
sourced in the rise of 69% in finance and real estate in that period. Thus, the high
growth (8.5%) between 2004 and 2010 was fake, yielding only 2.7 million jobs as
against 60 million jobs which the moderate growth of 5.4% between 1999 and
2004 had produced.
Here is an example of how the asset price-led growth had hurt real growth.
Liases Foras indices of housing affordability and prices (both equal at 100 in
January 2005) peaked in March 2014, with the index of price curving steeply to
529 and affordability slowing at 173. This huge affordability gap, of almost three
times, was due to cash driving up land prices and secondary housing market that
constituted two-thirds of housing buys. With a 95% shortage in affordable housing,
this wide gap virtually killed real housing growth since 2011.
Demonetisation is an effort to reverse this dangerous trend. Had this
intervention not taken place, by 2021, HDNs could have touched as high as ₹ 3640 lakh crore, which would have dynamited the real economy through asset price
inflation — much like subprime lending did in the U.S. before the 2008 crisis.
Multidimensional correction
Had the government aligned demonetisation with the Income Declaration
Scheme, 2016, it would have fetched a minimum of ₹ 2-3 lakh crore as tax upfront.
By unintelligently separating them, it is now chasing demonetisation depositors for
tax. Yet, the black money agenda of demonetisation is no failure, though ill-
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executed. Black money of ₹ 45,000 crore has been uncovered and ₹ 2.9 lakh crore
of cash deposits are under tax probe. Against this whopping ₹ 3.35 lakh crore,
yields in previous disclosure schemes have been minuscule. Following
demonetisation, there are 56 lakh more assessees, advance tax receipts have gone
up by 42% and self-assessment tax risen by 34%. It has also led to an attack on
benami assets. Even as intelligence agencies note a 50% drop in hawala-related
calls post demonetisation, nearly 2.24 lakh shell companies that have been used for
hawala have been uncovered; 35,000 have been found laundering ₹ 17,000 crore;
one of them, ₹ 2,484 crore.
Demonetisation means much more. The currency to GDP ratio is down from
13% to 9%, post-demonetisation. Household financial savings have risen and
savings in currency form crashed. Interest rates are down, with the RBI cutting
rates by 25 basis points, and banks by 96 basis points. According to a study, digital
payments have accelerated by 93% between January and June 2017. Without
demonetisation, it would have just grown by just 21% — by a fourth of it.
Demonetisation has forced the extra cash floating around into term and time
deposits, which have risen by ₹ 17 lakh crore. A huge formalisation of the informal
economy, which generates half the nation‘s GDP and 128 million jobs or 10 times
the jobs in the formal sector, is under way. Demonetisation is an effort to bring
about a fundamental shift in the economy.
The future and a caveat
That GDP growth would slacken for a year is implicit. But it was not as bad
as when Paul A. Volcker, as U.S. Fed chief, applied Milton Friedman‘s monetary
theory and contracted bank credit, a kind of demonetisation for the U.S. That led to
the U.S.‘s GDP, far from rising, turning minus 3% in 1982, though it later vaulted
to 6% in 1983 and 8% in 1984. But despite the fact that demonetisation would
slow the GDP, the government, under attack by economists and the Opposition
alike, was in denial mode. Now, the RBI expects growth to improve in the second
half of (calendar year) 2017. The rise of the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) by
4.5% in August 2017 over August 2016 and 8 core sector IIP (this consists of eight
core industries data) for September by 5.2% seem to signal high growth ahead,
though the intervention of the goods and services tax may delay it for a while.
A caveat at the end. Demonetisation has robbed the informal sector of nonformal credit; the formal credit assured to them through the Micro Units
Development and Refinance Agency (MUDRA) formula has not been fulfilled as
yet. MUDRA was premised on the assumption that banks cannot reach credit to the
informal sector and need last-mile private credit intermediaries, which the RBI
opposes. The government must convince the RBI on the need for MUDRA as
conceived. Subject to this, demonetisation, in sum, is a fundamental corrective to
the economy much like liberalisation was in 1990s. Sadly, this vital aspect is
missing in the current discourse.
S. Gurumurthy, a chartered accountant, is visiting faculty at IIT Bombay,
Distinguished Research Professor, Legal Anthropology, SASTRA University, and
also Editor, Thuglak Tamil magazine
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Демонетизация. Год после – БДП и оппозиция плачутся друг другу в
жилетку
One year since demonetisation: BJP, Opposition tear into each other
The
Hindu.
9.11.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/one-year-sincedemonetisation-bjp-opposition-tear-into-each-other/article20005723.ece?homepage=true

One celebrates demonetisation anniversary as anti-black money day; the
other calls it black day
The first anniversary of the Union government‘s demonetisation of high
value currency saw the BJP and the Opposition go head to head on whether the
move was a ―decisive battle‖ against black money as described by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi or a ―tragedy‖ as characterised by Congress vice-president Rahul
Gandhi.
The BJP celebrated the day as Anti-Black Money Day, a blow against
corruption, while the Opposition said it was a plain ―black day,‖ the anniversary of
an erroneous economic measure.
Prime Minister Modi led the charge on behalf of his government to celebrate
the demonetisation exercise. More than a dozen Union Ministers fanned out across
the country to hold pressers putting their point across. Party leaders, including BJP
president Amit Shah, took part in signature campaigns urging the government to
end black money and corruption.
‗A battle won‘
In a series of tweets, the Prime Minister thanked the people for supporting
the measures taken by the government against corruption and black money. ―125
crore Indians fought a decisive battle and won,‖ tweeted the Prime Minister. ―I
bow to the people of India for steadfastly supporting the several measures taken by
the government to eradicate black money and corruption.‖
He posted a film enumerating the benefits that had accrued in terms of
transparency in financial matters on his twitter timeline, as well as a questionnaire
on his personal app, the Namo app, for feedback from the general public on the
impact of demonetisation and the government‘s efforts to ―uproot black money.‖
Shah attacks Rahul
Mr. Shah attacked Mr. Gandhi for terming demonetisation a ―tragedy‖ in an
article for the business daily Financial Times of London.
He accused him of ―manufacturing tragedies‖ and the Congress of being the
―biggest source of fake news in India.‖ ―Unable to digest the popularity of Shri
Narendra Modi, Congress‘s dirty tricks department is in hyper active mode. But
125 crore Indians know these carriers of fake news and have time and again
rejected their fake news and fake tears,‖ he said from Gujarat.
The article was not the only blow Mr. Gandhi struck against the government
on demonetisation and its impact on the economy. In a series of tweets he said,
―Demonetisation is a tragedy. We stand with millions of honest Indians, whose
lives and livelihoods were destroyed by PM‘s thoughtless act.‖
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The Congress, which described the note ban as the ―biggest scam‖ and ―the
largest government-abetted money laundering scheme,‖ had asked all its State
units to organise protests.
The Congress was joined in its opposition by the BJP‘s bickering ally, the
Shiv Sena, which conducted the piacular rites of the decision to demonetise.
The six Left parties jointly held a protest in Delhi, lashing out at the
government. ―Exactly what are they celebrating today? They are celebrating
misery and joblessness in India. They are celebrating the death of people who were
forced to stand interminably in queues and others who continue to die with no
jobs,‖ said CPI(M) leader Brinda Karat at the rally.
The parties that were the first to protest the move to demonetise last year, the
Trinamool Congress, turned display pictures of all its social media accounts black.
A scam, says Mamata
West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee termed demonetisation a
―scam‖ in a hard-hitting Facebook post. ―Demonetisation was not to combat black
money. It was only to convert black money into white money for vested interests
of the political party in power,‖ she wrote. ―In a practical sense, it yielded a big,
big zero.‖
Демонетизация. Центральное бюро расследований Индии изучает
случаи жалоб на демонетизацию.
A year since demonetisation, CBI on the trail of 77 note ban cases
The Nation. 9.11.2017.
Cases relate to fraudulent exchange of notes at banks, post offices, railways
and insurance companies; agency says illegal tender of around ₹ 396 crore
recovered
The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has registered 77 cases related to
―corruption and malpractice‖ since November 8, 2016 when the government
scrapped the old notes of ₹ 500 and ₹ 1,000. The CBI said Aadhar card numbers
of children were misused to deposit old currency notes in banks.
―Several cooperative banks in Maharashtra and Gujarat‖ were found to be
involved in illegal exchange of notes, the agency said.
Some individuals had got hold of new currency notes within days of the old
notes being scrapped. ―Since there were restrictions on individuals in terms of
withdrawal of new currency, investigation is on to find out how they could come in
possession of such amounts,‖ a CBI statement said.
The agency said it had also registered seven preliminary enquiries into the
alleged corruption cases. Illegal tender around ₹ 396 crore had been recovered so
far.
The CBI said it received 92 complaints from the general public which
reported such illegal exchange in various organisations. ―Some private individuals
(26) and 21 public servants ( mainly from post office and the banking sector) were
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nabbed with huge amounts of new currency,‘‘ CBI spokesperson Abhishek Dayal
said.
Mr. Dayal said the cases related to fraudulent exchange of demonetised
notes at commercial banks, co-operative banks, post offices, railways and
insurance company.
The CBI claimed that it was ensured that every information related to such
violations should be entertained and examined and, if required, cases registered.
―Several shell companies were identified during the course of investigations.
Concerned law enforcement agencies have been informed of these shell companies
for action on their part,‖ the statement said.
At places, new currency notes received in normal sale/transactions had been
replaced by some officials with old currency notes to deposit with banks on behalf
of these organisations. ―Forgery of documents to open new accounts, deposit
money and then transfer this money to other accounts was found in a number of
banks.‖
CBI Director Alok Kumar Verma had asked the agency‘s officers to give top
priority to demonetisation related cases, Mr. Dayal said. The teams investigating
the cases had been instructed to complete the investigations within the set time
frame.
"At post offices, manipulation and even destruction of records was resorted
to, to facilitate deposit of old currency notes,‖ the CBI said.
The fraudulent exchange of old currency notes took place mainly at
commercial and cooperative banks (59 cases), post offices (18), Railways (5) and
insurance firm (one case).
Демонетизация. Год после демонетизации черный рынок в Индии
процветает
A year after cash ban, India's black money market is thriving
Dawn. November 08, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369198/a-year-after-cash-banindias-black-money-market-is-thriving

When India declared most bank notes unuseable a year ago in an effort to
flush out tax cheats, one steel manufacturer was so spooked he resolved to do
business by the book in future.
But 12 months on from the shock move, the industrialist says he has gone
back to cash under the table at the insistence of his buyers — undermining
government claims that the bold scheme has cleaned up India's graft-ridden
economy.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's decision last November to withdraw India's
high-value rupee bills was intended to root out a culture of tax evasion so
widespread it had become the norm.
His Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had won the 2014 election on a promise to
root out corruption, which had led to popular disillusionment with the previous
government.
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But the move wrought havoc on businesses in Asia's third-largest economy,
causing growth to slump to levels not seen since Modi was elected.
Now, as businesses from streetside stalls to wholesalers rekindle their love
affair with cash, Modi is coming under pressure to explain whether the most
controversial policy of his tenure was worth the economic pain.
The steel producer, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said his efforts to
keep business above board backfired when his buyers insisted on paying cash —
and keeping their payments off the books.
"They said, 'we have cash at home, and if you want to be paid, we can pay
you in cash immediately, but we cannot arrange a bank payment'," he told AFP.
'How business is done'
The government had hoped the surprise move, which meant high-value notes
could not be spent and instead had to be banked, would encourage a switch to
traceable digital payments in a country where just three percent had been paying
taxes.
Modi personally championed credit and debit cards in the aftermath of
demonetisation, beaming down from billboards encouraging Indians to embark on
a digital revolution.
But sales from plastic have declined 13 percent from highs in December
2016, when new cash notes remained scarce.
Mobile banking figures for August, the latest data available, showed $16
billion in transactions —a 20 percent drop compared with November.
Sanjay Moria, a tea vendor in central Delhi, said at least half his income in
the weeks after demonetisation came through a popular payment app, but since
then, digital sales had plunged.
"I'll take any form of payment, but people are mostly back to paying in
cash," he said, as office workers sipped hot spiced tea from small paper cups.
Many poorer Indians, reliant on cash, were left scrambling to buy basic
necessities as their meagre savings evaporated in an instant.
"Was it worth it? Certainly not," said Sunil Sinha, principal economist at
India Ratings & Research.
"It brought huge pain and disruption. People lost lives, lost their
livelihoods."
Authorities also expected that a portion of non-tax payers would fail to bank
their unuseable cash for fear of exposure.
But in August the Reserve Bank of India announced that 99 percent of the
devalued bills had been returned, undermining Modi's claim that stashes of black
money would be uncovered.
Now traders say they are operating much as they did before the ban, with
cash once again king, as fears of being stung by the taxman have faded.
"We're in a wait and watch phase before we decide if we should increase the
cash portion (of the business) or not. It depends how closely the government
monitors this," said a dry fruit importer in a traditional market in Delhi's old
quarter.
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"Everyone does this. This is how business is done in India."
Демонетизация. Ни одна страна в мире не уничтожает расчеты в
наличных деньгах, чтобы перейти к цифровым расчетам, как это сделала
Индия в ноябре 2016 г.
Cash is back: A year after demonetisation was announced, digital
transactions drop
Roshan
Kishore.
The
Hindustan
Times.
Nov
08,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/cash-is-back-a-year-after-demonetisation-wasannounced-digital-transactions-drop/story-y6dY6O8R7RoFj666KtaZmN.html

After demonetisation, the spike in digital payments was caused by artificial
constraints, and does not seem to have had a lasting impact on Indian citizens.
Immediately after demonetisation, digital payments saw a sharp spike even
as ATM withdrawals declined.
Soon after demonetisation was announced in November last year, it was
projected as part of a broader push towards a cashless economy. Several ministers
and government officials claimed that this would nudge Indians to rely on noncash or digital transactions.
In the weeks and months following demonetisation, digital payments
(including mobile wallets and mobile banking, credit/debit card transactions, and
UPI) saw a sharp spike even as ATM withdrawals declined.
But much of this seems to have driven purely because of cash shortage. As
remonetisation picked up pace this year, digital payments fell even as ATM
withdrawals rose.
The ratio of digital payments to narrow money (which include the most
liquid bank deposits available on demand, apart from currency) has fallen back to
pre-demonetisation levels. Comparative ratios of ATM withdrawals have almost
reached pre-demonetisation levels.
A year into demonetisation, big data taxman‘s new weapon in fight against
black money
Demonetisation: A year on, hawala operators limp back to business
Ad data show, there is very little evidence to suggest any behavioural change
because of demonetisation. The spike in digital payments and the decline in ATM
withdrawals were both caused by artificial constraints, and do not seem to have
had a lasting impact on Indian citizens.
Other kinds of electronic payments, such as NEFT/IMPS did not register
much change in the post-demonetisation period either.
What about infrastructure for digital payments? The year-on-year growth in
the number of point-of-sale (PoS) terminals (till August 2017) shows a sharp
increase compared to the previous years as does the number of credit cards in the
country.
However, compared to other large economies, India continues to be a
laggard in terms of digital infrastructure. Data from Bank of International
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Settlements (BIS) showed that as of 2015, the density of PoS terminals and ATMs
is significantly lower in India.
The picture remains largely the same even after demonetisation. Despite a
near doubling of POS terminals after demonetisation, India is still ranked last
among major economies in terms of the number of POS terminals per million
people.
One reason for the shortage of digital infrastructure is overall poverty. Per
capita incomes of all the other countries shown in the chart are higher than that of
India, and the data shows a strong correlation between cashless infrastructure and
per-capita incomes.
But that does not mean that technological or policy changes are doomed to
fail. The use of mobile payments in Kenya is a case in point, showing how
technological change and the right policy moves can lead to a faster adoption of
cashless payments, and boost financial inclusion efforts.
It‘s Arun Jaitley versus Manmohan Singh in the great Indian demonetisation
debate
A to Z of demonetisation: From ATMs to zero balance accounts
The density of ATMs also seems to play a role in driving cashless payments
-- when ATMs are easy to reach; the tendency to withdraw large volumes of cash
tends to be lower, research shows. It‘s noteworthy that growth in the number of
ATMs over the past year has been muted in India, and this perhaps has slowed the
transition to a cashless economy.
Economies that have reduced the use of cash have all adopted one of these
methods: reliance on economic growth, or a boost to digital infrastructure (along
with technological innovations).
No country has demonetised 86% of its currency in circulation to boost
digital payments as India did last year.
Демонетизация – что это было (минусы и плюсы)?
A to Z of demonetisation: From ATMs to zero balance accounts
The Hindustan Times. Nov 08, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/a-to-zof-demonetisation-from-atms-to-zero-balance-accounts/story-uScfbXievtXRB0fokP5zCK.html

Where were you when Prime Minister Narendra Modi on November 8 last
year abolished Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes? Had you heard of ‗demonetisation‘
before his speech? How many hours did you spend standing in ATM and bank
queues?
To remind you of those demonetisation days, here is a recap of the terms that
gained currency in the wake of the note ban.
A for ATMs: The machine before which Indians lined up and prayed for
cash. ATMs had to be recalibrated to handle new Rs 500 and Rs 2,000 notes, but
that took time. The country has about 2.2 lakh ATMs and a quarter of these were
running dry till February. But there was jugaad at the ATM too: you could hire an
errand boy to queue up for you.
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B for black money: Prime Minister Modi mentioned ‗black money‘ 17
times in his 40-minute demonetisation speechon November 8 and called it a
―festering‖ sore. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) told a parliamentary panel
that it had ―no information‖ on how much black money was extinguished as a
result of demonetisation. In August, it reportedthat 99% of the demonetised Rs
500 and Rs 1,000 notes returned to the banking system. The BJP insists
demonetisation worked and is celebrating November 8 as ‗anti-black money day‘.
C for cashless villages: Badjhiri in Madhya Pradesh, Lanura in Jammu &
Kashmir and Ibrahimpur in Telangana were among villages declared ―cashless‖ in
their financial transactions. Except they weren‘t cashless: Poor training, people not
having smart phones or bad connectivity were among reasons the
villages returned to their old ways. Shops in Ibrahimpur, south India‘s first
cashless village, have returned to cash because banks charge Rs 1,400 monthly
for using swipe machines.
D for digital transactions: An analysis of Modi‘s speeches found that
between November 8 and November 27, the stated objective for demonetisation
swung from eliminating black money to making the economy digital or cashless.
Digital transactions gained momentumafter demonetisation, as the government
actively promotes cashless transactions to reach its target of 25 billion digital
transactions in 2017-18, according to RBI data.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi campaigns for the BJP in Varanasi on March
4, 2017 in the UP elections. The BJP‘s victory in UP helped Modi‘s image after his
demonetisation decision. (Arun Sharma/HT Photo)
E for elections: If the Uttar Pradesh elections were a referendum on
demonetisation, then voters seem to have given Modi a seal of approval. The BJP‘s
electoral victory three months after demonetisation gave him political capital and
the chance to launch sensitive reforms like the Goods and Services Tax.
F for fake currency: Demonetisation also aimed to scuttle counterfeiters,
but recovery and seizure of fake Indian currency notes in 2017 have dropped from
the levels recorded in 2016 and 2015. The face value of counterfeit Indian currency
seized across India between November 2016 and November 6, 2017, totalled Rs 16
crore, less than one-third of the Rs 51.3 crore seized in 2016. In 2015, this figure
was Rs 44.2 crore, says this report. But a point to note is that none of the fake
currency notes caught post-demonetisation were of high quality.
G for GDP: The Indian economy slowed to a three-year low of 5.7% in the
April-June quarter this year, signalling that businesses were still hurting from
demonetisation. Finance minister Arun Jaitley conceded that deceleration was ―a
matter of concern‖ but said the slowdown was also due to global factors.
Government data showed gross domestic product grew 7.1% in the full financial
year 2016-17, slower than 7.9% recorded the previous year.
H for history of demonetisation: Modi‘s demonetisation has been called
historic, but it wasn‘t unprecedented. According to RBI, Rs 1,000 and Rs 10,000
notes were scrapped in 1946. In January 1978, Morarji Desai had banned all
currency denominations above Rs 100: Rs 1,000, Rs 5,000 and Rs 10,000. For both
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prime ministers, it was the menace of black money that had compelled the
government to scrap currency. The difference: 39 years ago, it was rare for the
common man to possess high-value notes.
I for income tax: IT returns filed in the current fiscal year saw an increase
of 25%, according to the Central Board of Direct Taxes. Substantial rise was also
seen in direct tax collections during the same time period, with advance tax
collections of personal income tax growing by 41%. The growth in tax collection
was attributed to demonetisation and Operation Clean Money launched earlier this
year.
J for jokes: Cash was in short supply, but jokes were not. Modi, Mahatma
Gandhi and Bollywood stars become the butt of jokes. Sonam Gupta started as a
pre-demonetisation trend on Rs 10 notes but peaked during demonetisation. Images
of demonetised Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes with ‗Sonam Gupta Bewafa Hai‘ started
trending on social media. Who is Sonam Gupta though? Was she really faithless
to someone? That‘s a mystery but a real Sonal Gupta wasn‘t amused at her
husband‘s jokes.
K for Keynes: ―Those who say that demonetisation will be in the interests
of the country in the long run should be reminded of what John Keynes once said,
‗In the long run all of us are dead.‘‖ That was former prime minister Manmohan
Singh quoting John Maynard Keynes, the British economist who believed that
governments should play a major role in economic management. Singh‘s speech in
Parliament brought him back into the limelight as an influential critic of the
government‘s policies.
L for layoffs: Demonetisation was followed by layoffs across industries and
the crisis in some cases was attributed directly to the November 8 decision. The
Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy estimatedthat demonetisation was linked
to 1.5 million job losses from January to April 2017. Startups struggled with
hirings, reported Forbes, and the big guns of IT industry, including Infosys, Wipro
and Cognizant, laid off employees.
M for mitron: Modi began his November 8 speech with ‗my dear citizens‘.
He didn‘t say ‗mitron‘ (friends), but still that word spawned countless social media
memes in the days after demonetisation. A Delhi pub offered 200% discount on
drinks every time Modi said ―mitron‖ in his New Year‘s eve speech. The pub
saved money: Modi didn‘t say mitron in his December 31 speech to the nation.
N for new notes: In a bid to remonetise, new Rs 2000 and Rs 500 currency
notes were introduced. The bright magenta Rs 2000 note was panned for its
design, while a rumour spread that it came with an embedded chip. Reports of
fake Rs 2000 notes circulating or ATMs dispensing ‗Children Bank of India‘
notes raised concerns over whether demonetisation could effectively tackle
counterfeit currency.
O for opposition: Opposition parties severely criticised the government for
demonetisation. Rahul Gandhi called the decision a ―Modi-made disaster‖, Arvind
Kejriwal dubbed it the ―the biggest scam‖ in independent India and Mamata
Banerjee called it ―biggest disaster‖. Former prime minister Manmohan Singh,
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known for his reticence, broke his silence to say that ―monumental
mismanagement‖ around demonetisation would cause a GDP decline of 2%.
P for PAN: Tighter surveillance and a crackdown on black money led to
a three-fold increasein PAN (permanent account number) registrations, an 18%
rise in income tax returns as well as a significant increase in the number of
properties seized by the tax department to 475.
Nand Lal, a 78-year-old retired soldier, cries after missing his spot in a State
Bank of India queue in Gurgaon on December 13, 2016. (Parveen Kumar/ HT
Photo)
Q for queues: Years down the line, demonetisation will be remembered for
the serpentine queues in front of banks and ATMs. A viral image taken by HT
photojournalist Parveen Kumar of a 78-year old retired soldier crying after he
missed his spot in the queue became emblematic of the hardships faced by
people. People took time off work to stand in lines, while reports of people
collapsing while waiting in queues came in from different parts of the country.
R for Raghuram Rajan: Former RBI governor Raghuram Rajan indicated
in September--a year after exiting office--that he did not favour
demonetisation as he felt the short-term economic costs would outweigh any
longer-term benefits from it. He rejected speculation that preparations for the move
got underway many months before Prime Minister Modi made the surprise
announcement. Rajan described the decelerationin GDP as ―the cost of
demonetisation upfront.‖
S for Supreme Court: While the issue of demonetisation played out in
political corridors, it was also being discussed in the Supreme Court. ―You cannot
be allowed to deprive a person of his money‖, the court told the government in
July 2017 while hearing petitions against demonetisation. On November 3,
the court said all individual cases against demonetisation would be heard by a
constitution bench that is to be set up for reviewing the validity and other aspects
of demonetisation.
T for tax net: Finance minister Arun Jaitley defended demonetisationin
August, saying it was not only to curb black money but also to confiscate illicit
cash and bring people holding it into formal channels and tax them. ―The real
object of demonetisation was formalisation, attack on black money, less cash
currency, bigger tax base, digitisation, a blow to terrorism,‖ Jaitley said.
U for Urjit Patel: RBI governor Urjit Patel appeared before a
parliamentary panel to answer questions on demonetisation and cashless
transactions. Many Opposition leaders questioned the RBI‘s autonomy and
wondered if the decision to withdraw the old Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes was
independently taken by the central bank. Patel maintains that in the long term,
demonetisation will benefit the country.
V for ‗v-shaped‘ recovery: Urjit Patel said in February this year that
India‘s economy would make a ―sharp V‖ recovery after demonetisation. ―Almost
everyone agrees that the impact is going to be a sharp ‗V‘, that we would have a
downgrade of growth for a short period of time,‖ he said in a TV interview.
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―However, the remonetisation has happened at a fast pace and that was part of the
plan.‖
W for weddings: A couple in Surat spent just Rs 500 on their wedding. The
couple‘s families decided not to have a grand wedding and served the guests ‗chai
and paani‘. Many people complained that because of the cash ban it was tough for
them to plan weddings. About two weeks after demonetisation, the RBI said
people could withdraw Rs 2.5 lakh for weddings.
A water stall outside a bank as people queue up to withdraw cash in Thane.
(Praful Gangurde/HT File Photo)
X for Xerox: Three months after demonetisation, Uttar Pradesh Police
received complaints over photocopies of the new Rs 2,000 note. ―The (fake) note
looked like a Xerox copy of the original note,‖ the complainants said. The National
Investigation Agency also recovered fake Rs 2000 notes. The agency said three
fake notes they recovered were of ―high quality‖, but most others were just
―scanned copies‖.
Y for Yo-Yo: As the government tried to deal with the impact of
demonetisation, it frequently changed rules on depositing old notes and
withdrawing money. By November 17, rules for cash exchange had changed four
times, withdrawal limits had changed thrice, and rules for the usage of old notes
had changed thrice. By December 8, rules for cash exchange had changed 6 times,
withdrawal limits had changed 5 times, and rules for the usage of old notes had
changed 7 times. Track how the rules changed with this interactive.
Z for zero balance accounts: Deposits in Jan Dhan, or zero balance,
accounts surged immediately after demonetisation. There was talk that people
laundered their wealth using these accounts. The trend reversed within five weeks
and total deposits started coming down, notes this report.
Демонетизация – год назад, 8 ноября 2016 г. Нарендра Моди объявил
купюры в 500 и 1000 рупий вне закона (обменять их в сжатые сроки или
положить на счет).
Demonetisation: a year later
The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/specials/demonetisation-a-yearlater/article20002321.ece?homepage=true
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The never-ending wait: Patiently waiting crowds overflowed the makeshift barricades and
extended far down a Bhiwandi street last year.

On November 8, 2016, Prime Minister Narendra Modi declared ₹ 500 and
₹ 1,000 notes illegal, and gave citizens a limited time in which to deposit or
exchange ‗demonetised‘ notes.
The Hindu reported extensively on the effects of the move last year. Nearly
everyone faced inconvenience; businesses, especially small enterprises that dealt in
cash, took big hits. For many of those seriously affected, life was further
complicated by the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax. A year after the
initial announcement, we take a look at how the two initiatives have throttled
business. Neha Nalawade reports.
Демонетизация – прошел год после изъятия банкнот
Discordant notes: a year after demonetisation
Puja Mehra. The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/discordantnotes/article19999299.ece?homepage=true

A year after demonetisation, its effects have still not been quantified
The National Democratic Alliance government is celebrating November 8,
the anniversary of demonetisation, as Anti-Black Money Day. Cabinet Ministers
will disperse to State capitals where they will elaborate on demonetisation‘s
numerous putative successes. The Prime Minister may be in Gujarat, which goes to
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polls next month. All day there is bound to be much speech-making. Evidence and
analysis that tax officials have compiled is likely to be taken on board to add
substance to political rhetoric. The bandobast details, released to the media in
advance, suggest that the planning has been meticulous.
In the days after more than 80% of the cash in circulation was removed via
demonetisation a year ago, chiefly in the quest to stifle the black economy, the
discourse turned so extreme and divisive, the goals were sought to be shifted so
fast, that getting a fix on demonetisation became tough. So the anniversary is a
good occasion to revisit the question: has the note-ban proved to be an effective
policy tool to attack the black economy and control corruption? The flow of
information recently from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) makes some analysis
possible.
A few good clues
Both former RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan and Deputy Governor R.
Gandhi have, following their departures from the central bank, made a few things
clear. One, the central bank‘s recommendation to the government was that
demonetisation would prove to be a weak weapon in the war on black money, and
that superior policy alternatives were available for achieving the objective. Second,
the government pressed ahead with demonetisation, overruling this expert advice.
It appears the government was in fact out of its depth on the subject. The
results from its counting of the returned notes show that the RBI did have a point.
With 99% of the demonetised ₹ 500 and ₹ 1,000 notes back in the banking system,
little of the stock of the black money in the country was evidently extinguished.
Which means it was successfully converted into other forms, thereby delaying, if
not altogether escaping, detection.
Now, the tax authorities say that they are on the trail of the bank deposits
made after November 8, 2016, and are investigating suspicious accounts.
The amounts under investigation so far, however, constitute a drop in the
ocean. Yes, demonetisation delivered leads, but establishing criminal evasion and
ensuring that the corrupt are punished is a monumental effort. Plus, the tax
department‘s past record of proving evasion is unlikely to be giving offenders
nightmares. The faulty system is skewed in their favour. Procedures are timeconsuming; there are limitations of administrative and judicial capacity, handicaps
the government seems to be grossly underestimating. It could well be years before
any serious large-scale clean-up is accomplished, representing at best a promise of
a deferred payback from demonetisation.
Another challenge is that of measurement. Although the chief goal of
demonetisation was to place a check on black money, the central theme of the
Prime Minister‘s policy agenda, the government has no official estimate of the size
of the black economy. Unofficial estimates range from a third of the white
economy to as much as the country‘s GDP. Without an official estimate, it is
impossible to meaningfully evaluate by how much demonetisation successfully
down-sized the black economy, if at all.
Some contradictions
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The agenda itself is fraught with contradictions. For weeks now, the rules
requiring purchase of gold and diamonds (for ₹ 2 lakh or less) to be linked to PAN
(Permanent Account Number) are in suspension. Conversion of black money into
gold and diamonds has gone on unencumbered. The window opened when the
rules were taken down for a technical reason — they had to be reworded. No one
knows how long this window will remain open.
A year after demonetisation was announced, the questions seem to
outnumber the answers. Electorally, voters may judge the policy in terms of intent
rather than outcomes. Economists may quibble over the undue costs owing to the
debilitating impact on the momentum of economic growth, even as damage to the
vulnerable informal sectors remains unmeasured. The government‘s spokespersons
may extol the shrinking cash economy and growing digitisation. But an assessment
of demonetisation on Anti-Black Money Day can be complete only if its
deliverables on the state of corruption and the corrupt are established.
Missing from the jumble of successes, data and analyses to be exhibited
today will be conclusive proof of reduced corruption with evidence-backed
answers to questions like: Are fewer bribes being paid and demanded than a year
ago? Is corruption down? Are Indians evading less tax post-demonetisation? It
would seem India is all set to celebrate what has probably not — can possibly not
— actually be measured.
Год после демонетизации
A year after demonetisation: This is what the retired soldier who
became face of cash woes has to say
Gulam
Jeelani.
The
Hindustan
Times.
Nov
08,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/face-of-india-s-demonetisation-woes-says-nobodycared-earlier-now-everyone-takes-care-of-me/story-zZWsy2pS7O55uCGqYvOK0I.html

Tears trickled down his wrinkled face as he feared retuning home without
money for the third day from the long queues outside his bank branch in Gurgaon
last December.
The Hindustan Times photograph of retired soldier Nand Lal crying and
begging bank officials to let him withdraw his pension became the face of the
people‘s struggle during the cash crunch after the government‘s shock recall of
500- and 1,000-rupee notes in November.
A year on, the 79-year-old widower is a happy man.
―Notebandi se kis ko fayda hua mujhe pata nahi. Par pehle mujhe koi
poochta nahi tha, ab sab poochte hain. Bankwale bhi (I do not know who all
benefited from the demonetisation drive. Nobody cared for me before. Now
everyone takes care. Even bank officials),‖ Lal said.
Withdrawing money is easier now. The bank officials treat him with special
care when he visits the New Colony branch of State Bank of India (SBI), usually
on the fifth or sixth day of the month for his pension.
Lal lives alone in a dingy, rented room in Gurgaon‘s Bhim Nagar, a few
blocks from a property he once owned.
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He gets a monthly pension of Rs 19,700 in addition to Rs 8,000 his
Faridabad-based daughter, Manju, sends. He pays the domestic help Rs 15,000 and
Rs 4,000 for the room.
―Earlier they gave me Rs 2,000 notes. Now I get lower denominations as
well,‖ he said.
During his monthly trip this Monday afternoon, bank guard Ram Yadav
ushered Lal to a bench in the waiting area for clients. House help Kalawati, who
now accompanies Lal to the bank, went to the teller to update the passbook.
The process lasted not more than 10 minutes. Lal had to get up once for the
thumb impression on the receipt and pocket his money.
Yadav and Kalawati helped him get onto a cycle-rickshaw to his room, a
kilometre away.
―Everyone knows him here. We make sure he faces no problem,‖ Yadav
said, after the war veteran wished him goodbye with folded hands.
Nobody knew him on December 14 last year when he was begging bank
officials for ―some cash‖ to pay his domestic help and buy provisions. A
photograph capturing his ordeal was published in Hindustan Times that day and
Lal became a social media sensation.
Inside his room, not much has changed but it‘s tidier now. His belongings —
a bed, a trunk, a plastic chair, a bucket, an ashtray, water bottles and two portraits
of gods Shiva and Ganesh — occupy the measly space.
Lal shifted to Gurgaon from Pakistan during Partition and his wife died
about three decades ago. He served in the army and fought the 1971 India-Pakistan
war.
He had his own house till it was sold 15 years ago when his daughter got
married.
―His daughter wants to take care of him and asking him to stay with her. But
he doesn‘t want to leave this place,‖ Kalawati said.
«Конгресс» считает, что Налог GST должен быть кардинально
пересмотрен
GST needs a major overhaul: Congress
The Hindu, 6.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/gst-needs-a-majoroverhaul-cong/article19993643.ece?homepage=true

Party to press for key changes in the new tax regime at a meeting on
November 10 in Guwahati
Ahead of the GST Council meet on November 10 in Guwahati, the Congress
said on Monday that the newly-adopted tax regime needs a ―major overhaul to get
out of the current mess.‖
Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Badal and Karnataka Agriculture
Minister Krishna Byre Gowda, both of whom represent Congress-ruled States in
the GST Council, told a press conference that they would press for key changes at
the Guwahati meeting to ease the situation, especially for small and medium
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businesses. Puducherry Agriculture Minister Kamala Kannan too was present at
the press conference.
―Right now, a tax payer is required to file 37 returns a month and if he has
business in every State then he has to file 1332 returns a year,‖said Mr. Badal. The
Congress would press for simplification of the procedure.
Mr. Gowda claimed it was because of Congress pressure in the GST Council
that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) with an annual turnover of ₹ 1.5 crore
had been allowed to file returns quarterly instead of monthly. ―We are trying to see
if this ceiling could be increased for slightly bigger businesses. Our leadership has
also asked to look beyond quarterly filing, but right now three month filing is fine
as States need revenue,‖ said Mr. Gowda.
Severe hardships
The Karnataka Minister said though they had raised questions about IT
preparedness of the online tax filing system before the July 1 rollout, the
government gave the impression that the system was fully geared to handle GST.
However, he said, lakhs of traders were facing severe hardship in terms of working
capital shortage as their input tax credits were stalled.
The Punjab Finance Minister pointed out that even though GST was
prevalent in 160 countries across the world, India‘s tax slab of 28 per cent was the
highest. ―I am from Punjab and can give you an example of a product in our State.
Almost all sewing machines that are made in Punjab attract a 12 per cent GST. But
the rate for its spare parts is 18 per cent and the crank shaft that really runs the
machine is taxed at 28 per cent,‖ he said.
Changing narrative
The Congress claimed the Centre was now changing the narrative and was
becoming open to suggestions because of the Gujarat elections where GST is a
major plank for the Opposition to target the BJP. ―From a position that not a
comma will be changed, there is a change in attitude,‖ said Mr. Badal.
Демонетизация негативно сказалась и на сельском хозяйстве.
In rural markets, demonetisation has left its mark
It isn‘t just in business losses the residues of demonetisation are to be seen.
In the months following November 2016, it wasn‘t just cash that was sucked
out of the market. Consumer demand collapsed and traders found no takers for
their products. And even a year later, the lingering effects of demonetisation
continue to show on balance sheets.
In Hassan, the number of trips made by one transport company, taking stock
from Bengaluru to Hassan, fell from 30 a month to single digits after the
withdrawal of high denomination notes. ―Things have improved, but they are still
not to the extent they were before demonetisation. I used to employ six people
before, but now I have reduced the number to four to cut my losses,‖ said Krishna,
the owner.
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Babu, a transport worker, now gets ₹ 300 as wage daily, down from ₹ 500,
as the volume of parcels has reduced.
Nearby, Mohan Singh‘s paper business continues to see a dip in business,
with a fall in sales of nearly 20%. ―I was hoping that things would improve at least
a year after demonetisation. But it has not been the case. Printing units purchase
papers depending on the work they get. As their business has come down, so has
the sale of papers,‖ he said.
Meanwhile, the jaggery units concentrated around Alemane in Shivamogga
district are yet to recover from the losses they suffered from having to shut down
the industry for nearly 45 days. ―We could not pay daily wages to our workers, and
coupled with that, merchants stopped purchasing jaggery. This saw a slump in
price from which we have not yet recovered,‖ said Lakshmiprasad K., who runs a
unit at Seegebagi village.
This time last year, the price of jaggery was ₹ 4,500 a quintal. After
demonetisation, for over four months the price crashed to ₹ 3,200. Since August,
there has been a recovery, but the current price — ₹ 4,100 a quintal — remains
significantly less than the average.
Dealing with cheques
It isn‘t just in business losses the residues of demonetisation are to be seen.
Above the din of hectic auctions at the silk cocoon market at Ramanagaram
comes a droll announcement asking farmers not to accept cheques or any form of
payment other than cash. In a small room of sericulture officials above, farmers
and traders are engaged in a loud argument, while over ₹ 12 lakh in cheques are
cleared in a file — a reminder of the turbulent phase when cash was sucked out of
the auctioning system after demonetisation was announced.
―We allowed payment by cheques till the end of February, but many farmers
ended up receiving forged or invalid cheques. We have cleared around ₹ 3 lakh by
threatening to blacklist traders, but the enticement of quick money is seeing many
continue to offer cheques to gullible farmers,‖ said G.M. Munshi Basayya, Deputy
Director of Sericulture.
The hope now is that the bounteous monsoons will wash away the slump in
rural markets. ―There is optimism because of the good monsoon, and we hope rural
spending will increase. This will definitely reflect in the growth in the coming
quarter,‖ said a member of the State-Level Bankers‘ Committee.
Going cashless
In the months following demonetisation, the lack of cash forced many
sectors to look for cashless means of business.
Thousands of fishermen in the coastal region have slowly adapted to
payments through cheques and NEFT transfer. Those operating trawling boats,
which go for fishing for days, have started paying in cheques (nearly ₹ 5.5 lakh a
trip for diesel), while wages for crew members are paid online. ―Paying by cheque
has become a norm among trawl boat operators,‖ said an official from the
Department of Fisheries.
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However, the transition has not been easy. Trawling boat operator Chandra
Suvarna said cashless transactions come with the problem of delay in cheque
clearance, which then affects the working capital for immediate trips.
The unorganised beedi sector is on the verge of going into cashless mode.
With cash payments becoming staggered, agents (who collect beedis from those
rolling them at home) have been telling industry stakeholders, primarily operating
in rural areas, to open bank accounts. But the opposition is evident. ―How can you
expect all of us to have bank accounts and operate them?‖ asked Kokila from
Kalai, rather blithely.
Jan Dhan deposits down
A month after demonetisation, newly created Jan Dhan accounts were flush
with cash, registering a nearly ₹ 1,500-crore increase in deposits in the 99 lakh plus
accounts created under the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana.
In the subsequent months, as the norms on cash withdrawal became more
relaxed, money started to flow out. As on Monday, just around ₹ 2,243 crore
remained in the more than 1.1 crore bank accounts, down from over ₹ 3,096 crore
deposited two weeks after demonetisation.
In the same period, nearly 20 lakh Rupay Cards were issued. State-Level
Bankers‘ Committee members said while the withdrawal trend is to be studied,
farmers taking out money for agricultural needs could be a reason for declining
deposits.
Экономическая политика Моди - удар по малому бизнесу
Modi‘s big economic changes have hit India‘s small businesses
Vidhi Doshi. Dawn. October 23, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365486/modis-bigeconomic-changes-have-hit-indias-small-businesses

THE sweets usually fly off the shelves during the Hindu festival of Diwali,
but this year, only a handful of passers-by stopped by. Idle employees waited
around to take down orders while the neatly piled towers of shimmering
confections waited for a customer.
Famed in Delhi‘s Chandni Chowk market, Kanwarji Bhagirathmal is one of
many small businesses in Delhi where sales have slowed. ―This time last year,
there was a rush of people standing in front of the shop,‖ said Rachit Gupta, who
runs the sweet shop. ―People who were spending 1,000 [Indian] rupees ($15) last
year are spending 600-700 now ($9-$11).‖
In the past year, India‘s economic performance has fallen short of
expectations. The shock of major economic changes has caused panic and
confusion, leaving some small businesses like Gupta‘s with slower sales than in
past years. ―If food is something people are willing to forgo, then I‘m not sure
what‘s happening to others,‖ he said.
The downturn is especially bitter because of the promises Prime Minister
Narendra Modi made when he came to power in 2014. Chiding his predecessor
Manmohan Singh, an Oxford-educated economist who oversaw the economic
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liberalisation of India in the 1990s, Modi presented himself as a financial genius
who presided over the state of Gujarat throughout years of boom.
ADVERTISEMENT
He spoke of his own rise from a streetside tea seller as a personal economic
miracle, promising jobs for the young and a new focus on manufacturing to take on
neighbouring China.
His promises have gone unfulfilled. Growth slumped to a three-year low
from April to June, just 5.7pc. Job creation has stagnated, leaving millions without
work
But Modi‘s promises have gone unfulfilled. Growth slumped to a three-year
low from April to June, just 5.7 per cent. Job creation has stagnated, leaving
millions without work.
In November 2016, Modi made a surprise announcement declaring 86pc of
India‘s cash defunct, saying the process of replacing the country‘s paper money,
also known as demonetisation, would do away with untaxed stacks of ―black
money‖. Just afterward, the queues outside Gupta‘s shop vanished entirely. ―I
didn‘t see people coming for days,‖ he said.
In July, a new goods and services tax was introduced, but there has been
confusion over its implementation. The tax replaced varied state taxes and
consolidates India‘s economy into a single market for the first time, and it resulted
in a price hike for items and services.
Gupta, like many traders in Chandni Chowk, still doesn‘t know how much
tax to charge. He said even his accountant didn‘t know. ―If the people at the top
don‘t know what‘s happening,‖ he said, ―then how will people lower down the
ladder know what to do?‖
―Everything was fine‖ until Modi‘s economic changes kicked in, said
Jayshree Sengupta, a senior fellow at the Observer Research Foundation. She said
demonetisation hurt India‘s vast informal sector, which dealt primarily in cash, and
was unmonitored and untaxed by the government. ―Suddenly they lost cash flow,
they had to wind up micro businesses and go back to their villages,‖ she said.
―They haven‘t come back.‖
For small and medium firms, Sengupta said, the tax overhaul created a huge
amount of paperwork. ―Many people are not computer literate, they don‘t know
how to do online filing,‖ she said. ―People are not selling in fear of having to do all
this work.‖
Sengupta said that Modi‘s weakness was an unwillingness to take advice
from trained economists. ―He doesn‘t consult,‖ she said.
Modi‘s government has made efforts to lessen the negative effects of his
overhaul on small businesses: a defunct economic advisory council was
reconstituted, and the goods and services tax was lowered on some items including
dried mango and yarn. In a speech in early October, Modi dismissed his critics.
―Do you think this is the first time that GDP growth rate has hit 5.7pc?‖ he
asked, addressing an audience from the Institute of Company Secretaries. ―There
are some people who enjoy spreading pessimism. It helps them sleep better.‖
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Surjit Bhalla, a part-time member of Modi‘s economic advisory council, said
it is too early to draw conclusions about how small businesses have weathered
Modi‘s changes.
From Gupta‘s perspective, people are not spending because the economic
slump has disturbed them at a spiritual level. ―There has been no mental peace this
past year,‖ he said. ―People are not calm in their minds.‖
Kanwarji‘s, named after Gupta‘s great-great-great grandfather, Lala Kanwar
Sain, has stood in the same spot since the mid 19th century. To the residents of
Chandni Chowk, the establishment is a landmark in one of the busiest markets in
Delhi. Sweets of all shapes and sizes, some covered with a thin silver foil, some
studded with almonds and pistachios, surround Gupta‘s staff.
Passers-by eye the stacks of sausage-shaped gulab jamuns soaked in sugar,
Gupta‘s specialty, as suppliers push past them, carrying boxes of ingredients on
their heads. But as the festive season of Diwali approaches, Kanwarji‘s is
struggling to cope with the drop in sales. ―In the seven years since I‘ve started
running this place, I‘ve never had a year so bad,‖ Gupta said.
A few doors down, a man who sells Indian wedding suits says sales have
dropped to below half of last year‘s. Across the street, an electric lights market is
set up for Diwali, with blinking multicolored wires strung up for show. But no one
is buying.
―It‘s a very confused market,‖ said Vatsal Narula, 23, who was watching
over his father‘s lights shop. The new tax regime has hiked up the cost of their
products. ―They‘re introducing everything too fast. They hadn‘t even completed
one thing properly, and they already started moving on to the next.‖
Как демонетизация и GST повлияли на экономику Индии? Разные
мнения.
The great Indian disagreement on demonetisation, GST: Why
economists are split
Rajesh
Mahapatra.
Hindustan
Times.
Oct
22,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/columns/the-great-indian-disagreement-over-demonetisationgst-why-economists-are-split/story-OZsCaRXkUVdLM6yxKbs2tJ.html

It would be more than naïve to believe that interpretations about the
economy – given what they are in India at the moment – can escape the taint of
politics. This disagreement or quarrel is over interpretation rather than fact.
Over the past few weeks, a ferocious disagreement has raged between
several Indian economists. The heart of the matter concerns the impacts
of demonetisation and the goods and services tax (GST) on India‘s broader
economy. Let me be clear that I use the word disagreement rather than debate
advisedly.
Surjit Bhalla, now a member of the prime minister‘s economic advisory
council, set the ball rolling by claiming that growth rates in rural wages suggested
that demonetisation might not have slowed the economy, as much as is it is being
made out to be. Instead, he argued that the Reserve Bank of India‘s reluctance to
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soften interest rates was perhaps the bigger culprit. And lastly, the Central
Statistical Organisation might have just ended up underestimating India‘s GDP
when it reported a 5.7% expansion through the April-June quarter.
There‘s no shortcut to growth: Indian economy‘s revival will need more than
temporary stitches
Slowing economy, shrinking jobs: India has a ‗missing middle‘ problem
Bhalla‘s observations were undoubtedly aimed at correcting the grim picture
that former finance minister Yashwant Sinha had been painting as the current
status of the Indian economy. Soon enough, Himanshu, a professor at Jawaharlal
Nehru University, chimed in with a detailed explanation on how real rural wages
had indeed been declining for both agricultural and non-agricultural labour since
2014, and that Bhalla was cherry-picking his data. Former chief statistician Pronab
Sen – advisor of many years to the Planning Commission – took up the baton from
Himanshu by asserting that demonetisation might have actually slowed the
economy more than even what the Central Statistical Organisation estimates had
thus far indicated. Sen, moreover, was unconvinced that interest rates could have
any role in the current slowdown.
Interestingly enough, all sides of the Bhalla-Himanshu-Sen quarrel also
honestly acknowledge that the data on the Indian economy at their disposal is
flawed and incomplete. Nonetheless, they can still claim as economists that even as
their assessments widely diverge, they are talking about related facts and
connected data sets. But does this then become an actual debate over economic
facts or a disagreement over interpreting iffy data?
While it is only fair that one should argue that confusion over the meaning
of economic data should prompt the Indian government to fix our statistical system
– which suffers from serious deficiencies of quality and the way it is structured –
there emerges an equally compelling question. Can you actually keep the politics
out of an economic understanding that is full of factual uncertainties, flawed data
points and troubling inconsistencies with statistical information?
What‘s ailing Indian economy and how to fix it? Proper diagnosis a must
before any booster dose
India‘s most intriguing political puzzle: Who took demonetisation decision?
In an earlier article of mine this March, I pointed out that methodological
deficiencies in our data collection system can often lead to a range of misleading
conclusions about the economy. When this NDA government first put out its
estimates of GDP growth for the demonetisation quarter, they confidently asserted
that the economy grew 7% despite the disruption caused by the decision to scrap
high-value notes. That number was later revised downward, but not before those
concerned used it to the hilt in defence of demonetisation and perhaps even fed a
complacency about arresting the slide of the economy.
Bhalla-Himanshu-Sen will and can correctly assert that they are economists,
not politicians. They can also rightfully claim that they are skilled in the arts and
principles of economics as a rigorous academic field rather than in the smoke and
mirror games of political subterfuge. However, it would be more than naïve to
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believe that interpretations about the economy – given what they are in India at the
moment – can escape the taint of politics. And here is where my main point lies:
given that this disagreement or quarrel is over interpretation rather than fact, the
true story over the Indian economy is more likely going to be made more visible
and intense in the streets rather than revealed with any clarity by expert
economists. The 2008 financial meltdown had very few prescient voices before the
fatal denouement made everyone wise, almost overnight.
«Моди должен признать, что демонетизация была ошибкой», - считает
актер Камал Хаасан.
Modi should admit to demonetisation ‗mistake‘, says Kamal
Actor
Kamal
Haasan.
The
Hindu.
18.10.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/kamal-haasan-apologises-for-backingdemonetisation/article19881186.ece?homepage=true

Actor tenders open apology ―for his haste‖ in lauding the note ban move.
Actor Kamal Haasan has apologised for ―hastily‖ supporting demonetisation
and said Prime Minister Narendra Modi should accept his ―mistake‖.
Mr. Haasan said he was ―duty-bound to openly apologise for his haste‖ in
lauding the note ban move, announced by the Prime Minister on November 8,
2016.
Writing in his column in Tamil weekly Ananda Vikatan, which hit the stands
on October 18, the actor said, ―If the Prime Minister admitted the mistake...
without being obstinate, another salaam (salute) from me is waiting for him.‖ He,
however, did not make it clear what aspects he wanted Mr. Modi to admit as the
―mistake‖ — the demonetisation decision per se or the implementation part of it.
―Correcting the mistake... and importantly admitting it is the hallmark of
great leaders. Mr. Gandhi (the Mahatma) was able to do it. It is possible even
today, let us wait and see,‖ he said. Mr. Haasan said he never hesitated in tendering
an apology if he made a mistake.
After Mr. Modi announced demonetisation, Mr. Haasan said, ―I expressed
my view on Twitter, saying this has to be lauded transcending party lines‖.
In his article on October 18, the actor said he had then felt that besides
extending full support to the decision, since it is one of the ways to eradicate black
money, people should also bear minor inconveniences caused by it. The actor said
he faced strong criticism from many of his friends, some of whom had ―economic
education‖, for supporting the note ban.
He also writes that days after his tweet, he felt demonetisation was a good
idea but implemented in a faulty manner. Criticism from some economic experts
had gained momentum by then. ―I thought that some schemes, though brought with
good intention, will fail in implementation,‖ he writes. ―My suspicion gets stronger
when weak answers come from the government to loud voices like the idea (of
demonetisation) itself was a deceit,‖ he adds.
The actor, who has been unrelenting in his attack on the AIADMK
government, had so far not openly targeted the central government or the BJP.
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Стагнация в индийской экономике
Sleepless in Modi‘s economy
Latha
Jishnu.
Dawn,
October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1364054/sleepless-in-modis-economy

16th,

2017.

The writer is a journalist based in New Delhi.
WHO is sleeping well in India in these days of economic gloom and the
terrifying spectre of joblessness that is spreading across the country? It‘s an
intriguing line of inquiry sparked by Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s astounding
response to worries articulated in public by elder members of his Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) as well as economists and commercial organisations.
―There are some people who sleep well only after they spread a feeling of
pessimism. We need to recognise such people,‖ he declared at a national meeting
of company secretaries. He dismissed the doomsayers as just a ‗handful of people‘
who were painting a negative image of the economy based on the slowdown
experienced during just one financial quarter. As the prime minister put it, the fuss
over a decline in growth to 5.7 per cent in the last financial quarter was
unwarranted since it had fallen to much lower levels below that during the previous
Congress rule. Modi is right about that. But his response is revealing of the way he
and the BJP regime deal with criticism even within the party.
Firstly, it uses fudged facts — the decline in the growth has been consistent
over six quarters — and neatly sidesteps inconvenient truths (such as the lowering
of growth rates by everyone from the IMF to the Reserve Bank of India). However
serious the issue, the doctrine of denial and deflection relies on ad hominem
attacks and uses the abrasive language of the hustings to demolish critics. Above
all, the rhetoric is dangerously delusional and sinks to ludicrous levels as when the
BJP party chief claims the dip in growth rate is due to ‗technical reasons‘ without
explaining what these could be.
As growth rates dip and industries fold up, unemployment remains a
terrifying prospect for young India.
The hard truth is that India has slipped badly. From being the poster boy of
the big economies in 2015 when it was the world‘s fastest-growing big economy
India is turning into a laggard, problem child whose fundamental deficiencies are
coming into the spotlight. These deficiencies have been made worse by the
economic disruption caused by the chaotic demonetisation exercise last November
and the near standstill resulting from the GST, a poorly planned and implemented
national tax system. If one needed a strong pointer to the consequences one has to
look no further than the industrial hub of Surat in Modi‘s home state Gujarat where
entrepreneurs are pulling the shutters on industry and putting their money into
speculative finance.
While the government is now stirring itself to sort out the GST mess it
continues to pretend that all is well with economy. The growth rate of 5.7pc in the
second quarter of the 2017 financial year is not a bad thing as Modi claims, but as
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Yashwant Sinha, a former BJP finance minister, reminded Modi uncomfortably in
a recent newspaper article, the current figures of growth are all based on statistical
fudge by changing the methodology for calculating the GDP. If the earlier method
was used, the actual growth rate in the last quarter would be a mere 3.7pc!
Sinha‘s article encapsulates what economists have been pointing out over
the past year. ―Private investment,‖ he says, ―has shrunk as never before in two
decades, industrial production has all but collapsed, agriculture is in distress,
construction industry, a big employer of the work force, is in the doldrums, exports
have dwindled, sector after sector of the economy is in distress.…‖
So who is sleeping well in India? Clearly, nobody except the fat cats of
business who are close to the ruling regime and whose businesses flourish under
official protection. For the rest, it appears to be a nightmare from which there is no
escape.
Admittedly, there are deep structure problems in the economy which have
resulted in the economic mess. But what is also undeniable is that Modi‘s
capricious economic policies, such as the pointless demonetisation exercise,
coupled with his government‘s inability to implement the long planned GST — it
has been in the making for 16 years — have come as severe blows to the economy
and the hopes of a demographically young country. Joblessness is looming large
over India keeping awake millions of desperate young people who are finding jobs
disappearing at an alarming rate. In industry after industry, from banking to capital
goods, in premium sectors such as IT, the job losses are of staggering proportions.
For the young who naively but genuinely believed that Modi would indeed
create 10 million jobs every year as he promised in his 2014 election campaign, the
awakening has been specially bitter. India‘s demographic bulge means that least
12m young people are added to the workforce every year but the government‘s
record on job creation has been dismal so far and has touched a six-year low. The
experts offer no hope of the nightmare ending soon. CIEL HR, a top staffing
services firm, says the current scale of the current disruption in white-collar jobs
has not happened in the past whereas Teamlease, the country‘s biggest recruitment
firm, warns the nightmare is not about to end anytime soon. It forecasts a further
30pc to 40pc reduction of jobs in the manufacturing sector.
And the distress is widespread, encompassing agriculture and service, too.
For much of this year, farmers have been kept awake by policies that are positively
inimical to their well-being, forcing them to agitate continuously, regardless of the
bullets and indifference they have met with.
So while economists, industry experts and government official slug it over
the figures of economic decline and job losses, academics, parents of the young
and society in general are losing sleep over the fallout: the strains on the social
fabric of India which has been rent by Hindutva politics. As violent young men,
presumably of no fixed occupation, roam the streets looking for soft targets to vent
their rage, cattle traders of the minority community and the untouchables of Hindu
society have already seen their livelihood disappear in the name of religion. The
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official crackdown on abattoirs has had a serious impact on the economy with
export of leather goods, an important foreign exchange earner, taking a beating.
If anyone is sleeping well in India, it appears to be the government.
МВФ считает, что экономический рост Индии замедлился в ноябре
2016 г. из-за демонетизации и введения «Налога на товары и услуги».
IMF favours three structural reforms in India
The Times of India. Oct 14, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/imf-favours-three-structural-reforms-in-india/articleshow/61077171.cms

WASHINGTON: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has suggested a
three-pronged approach for structural reformation in India that includes addressing
the corporate and banking sector weaknesses, continued fiscal consolidation
through revenue measure, and improving the efficiency of labour and product
markets.
Deputy Director Asia Pacific Department of IMF, Kenneth Kang, said the
favourable outlook for Asia was an important opportunity for India to push
forward with difficult reforms.
"As such, there should be three policy priorities in the area of structural
reforms," Kang, Deputy Director Asia pacific Department IMF told reporters at a
news conference here.
"First priority is to address the corporate and banking sector weaknesses, by
accelerating the resolution of non-performing loans, rebuilding the capital buffers
for the public sector banks, and enhancing banks' debt recovery mechanisms," he
said.
Secondly, Kang said, India should continue with the fiscal consolidation
through revenue measures, as well as further reductions in subsidies.
"And lastly, it's to maintain the strong momentum for structural reforms in
addressing the infrastructure gaps, improving the efficiency of labour and product
markets as well as furthering agricultural reforms," said Kang.
Responding to a question on labour market reforms, Kang suggested
reforming the market regulations in order to create a more favorable environment
for investment and employment.
"There is a need to reduce the number of labour laws which currently
number around 250 across the central and the state level," said Kang.
He said India should also focus on closing the gender gap which may help a
great deal in boosting the employment opportunities for women in India.
"Improvements in infrastructure can be one important way to facilitate the
entry of women into the labour force. But in addition, there is a need to
strengthening the implementation of specific gender regulations, as well as to
invest more in gender specific training and education," Kang said.
According to IMF's Regional Economic Outlook, India's growth slowed in
recent quarters due to the temporary disruptions from the currency exchange
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initiative 6-- demonetisation -- that took place in November 2016, and the recent
roll-out of the Goods and Services Tax (GST).
The report, however, went on to say that the growth in 2017 was revised
downward to reflect the recent slowdown, but is expected to accelerate in the
medium term as these temporary disruptions fade.
Новый Экономический консультативный совет при премьер-министре
Моди обсудил ситуацию в экономике – период 2010-2013 был назван
«безработным ростом».
There‘s no shortcut to growth: Indian economy‘s revival will need more
than temporary stitches
Rajesh
Mahapatra.
The
Hindustan
Times.
Oct
15,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/columns/there-s-no-shortcut-to-growth-pm-s-advisory-councilknows-indian-economy-is-facing-serious-constraints/story-xcH11cKeTqSAfDXS9nsncO.html

An analysis of latest Labour Bureau points to an absolute decline in formal
employment between 2013 and 2016, for the first time in many decades

Bibek Debroy, chairman, Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister with members Ratan
P Watal, Rathin Roy, Surjit Bhalla and Ashima Goyal (PTI Photo)

This past week, Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s newly appointed Economic
Advisory Council held its first meeting to discuss ways to revive economic growth
and accelerate creation of new jobs. Going by news reports, the Council appears to
be in no hurry to recommend quick fixes. It has refrained from responding to
demands for fiscal stimulus or cuts in interest rates. Instead, it has chosen to look
deeper into issues in key sectors and explore solutions in consultation with
agencies and authorities administering those sectors.
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This is a good start for the Council. As this column has argued earlier,
the problems confronting the Indian economy at this point are largely structural,
not cyclical. There are no easy answers or quick solutions. It will be prudent to
think through what needs to be done and how. Moreover, if the objective is also to
create and sustain jobs that the country needs, it is important to ask why
employment generation lost pace even through the years when the economy grew
rather fast.
Labour Bureau data point to a steady deceleration in employment growth
through 2001 to 2010, stagnation in the following three years and a contraction in
jobs since 2013. To be sure, there are issues with the data, especially on account of
its coverage being limited to the formal sector and smaller sample sizes. Still, a
comparison of the data over time throws up some interesting trends.
What‘s ailing Indian economy and how to fix it? Proper diagnosis a must
before any booster dose
India at 70: The idea of progress cannot be taken for granted, or assumed
In the early years of the millennium, employment growth was driven by
rapid expansion in sectors such as construction, food and food products, basic
metals, machinery and equipment, IT outsourcing and financial and
communication (mobile phone) services. These sectors also drove the broader
economy that posted the best growth in the period between 2003 and 2008. But the
pace of employment generation even in these sectors also slowed because of a
secular increase in mechanisation and automation. Some of these sectors tend to
employ fewer incremental labour as their scale grows.
As a result, when a financial crisis hit the world economy in 2008 and these
sunshine sectors, some of which were riding on the back of global demand, began
to slow down, new employment opportunities shrunk. The Indian economy was
growing, but was not creating jobs. The years from 2010 to 2013, came to be
known as a period of jobless growth.
Slowing economy, shrinking jobs: India has a ‗missing middle‘ problem
Where are the jobs? Being in denial over unemployment woes won‘t help
Modi govt
India had responded to the 2008 crisis with significant fiscal stimulus
through across-the-board tax concessions and increased social spending. Those
measures did help businesses keep their bottom lines healthy and the GDP bounce
back to high growth in 2010-11, but as is evident now the impact was temporary.
The structural weaknesses, in fact, worsened in the following years. In
an articledisaggregating the performance of manufacturing sector over the past five
years, I had pointed out how nearly half a dozen sectors had slipped into a
contraction mode. They have been hit by multiple factors, from finance crunch to
cheaper imports.
In other words, the best performing sectors during the boom years have
come to be worst performing now. The resulting loss or lack of jobs has not been
offset by new jobs in sectors or economic activities that might be getting reckoned
as top performers in recent years.
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The implication of this is corroborated by a recent analysis of the Labour
Bureau data by Vinod Abraham, who teaches economics at Thiruvananthapurambased Centre for Development Studies. Abraham estimates an absolute decline in
formal employment between 2013-16, perhaps for the first time in the history of
independent India.
The point that I am trying to make is that the Indian economy faces some
serious constraints to grow at an accelerated pace. The prime minister‘s advisory
council is aware of this and is willing not to give into short term temptations , but
that isn‘t going to be enough. Others in the government will have to be sensitised.
Политика Моди в экономике направлена на расширение среднего
класса.
Modi‘s policies expanding middle class, pushing Indian economy:
Jaitley
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu,
14.10.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/modis-policies-expanding-middle-class-pushingindian-economy-jaitley/article19862475.ece?homepage=true

―We are moving up in the in the ease of doing business,‖ he tells American
investors and industry leaders.
The Narendra Modi government‘s focus on economy is expanding India‘s
middle class and aspirations of the poor, and it is set to grow consistently for the
next two decades, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley told a gathering of American
business leaders and investors.
Mr. Jaitley, who addressed similar gatherings in New York and Boston
before arriving in the U.S capital, concluded his one-week tour with the speech at
an event organized by the U.S-India Strategic Partnership Forum (USISPF) — a
recently formed body of American companies — on Friday evening. He returns to
India on Saturday.
‗One of the most open economies‘
―India has one of the most open economies in the world now. We are
moving up in the in the ease of doing business ranking every year. Permissions that
used to take years are now routine, and you don‘t have to lobby for them,‖ the
Minister said, adding that the insolvency and bankruptcy codes have also made
quitting a business easier. Mr. Jaitley said new laws have also changed the
equation between creditors and debtors in India, and wilful defaulters were easily
taken to task now. ―But we also realize that opening the door is not sufficient. We
have to create a welcoming atmosphere and that is what the government is doing,‖
he said.
―India has a middle class that is 300-400 million people strong, and has an
emerging aspirational class. The economic roadmap laid out by the government
will only expand this, making India an attractive investment destination for at least
two decades,‖ the Minister said. He said the government‘s emphasis on
infrastructure and financial inclusion was giving the economy a push. The positive
turn in global economic conditions would also help India, he said. ―..now that the
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growth is returning back to the world, the future holds an important direction as far
as India is concerned. The sheer size of the country and economy would offer huge
opportunity for investment in India in the next few years," he said, adding that the
government has taken ―a series of courageous steps which ultimately culminated in
demonetisation of high-value currency,‖ to eliminate the shadowy economy in the
county.
Mukesh Aghi, president of USISPF, the Minister‘s visit boosted the
confidence of American companies further. ―US companies and investors are very
much aware of the reforms the Indian government is making in order to expand the
economy,‖ he said.
Рост неравенства в распределении доходов в Индии
Monstrous Indian Income Inequality
Economic & Political Weekly. Vol. 52, Issue No. 40, 07 Oct,
http://www.epw.in/journal/2017/40/editorials/monstrous-indian-income-inequality.html

2017.

There is a dire need to rise above the empirical level in explaining income
inequality.
The monstrous inequalities of capitalism in India have been plain for all to
see, but now, the celebrated author of Capital in the Twenty-first Century, Thomas
Piketty, and his colleague Lucas Chancel at the World Inequality Lab, Paris School
of Economics, have provided the numbers, at least as far as incomes are concerned.
Their working paper ―Indian Income Inequality, 1922–2014‖ is provocatively
subtitled ―From British Raj to Billionaire Raj?‖—arousing Indian academic
economists from their stupor on such matters, and goading journalists to think
aloud.
According to the Chancel–Piketty paper, India has emerged as the country
that has recorded the highest increase in the share of the top 1% in national income
over the past three decades, from 6.2% in 1982–83 to 21.7% in 2013–14. Indeed,
the latter figure is the highest level recorded since the establishment of income tax
in 1922, overtaking the British Raj‘s record of the share of the top 1% in national
income, which was 20.7% in 1939–40.
There are other striking aspects of India‘s appallingly unequal growth
process that need to be highlighted. While incomes of the bottom 50% of the adult
population (above 20 years) over the period 1980–2014 grew at 89%, and that of
the middle 40% (individuals above the median income and below the top 10%
earners) by 93%, those of the top 10%, the top 1%, the top 0.1%, the top 0.01%,
and the top 0.001% grew at 394%, 750%, 1,138%, 1,834% and 2,726%,
respectively. Indeed, India has recorded what could be the highest gap between the
growth of incomes of the top 1% (a growth rate of 750%) and the growth rate of
incomes of the full adult population (187%). And, while the incomes of the bottom
50% grew in China over the period 1980–2014 by 312%, those of the bottom 50%
in India grew by only 89%. Further, while the growth rate of incomes of the middle
40% over the same period in China was 615%, the corresponding figure for India
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was just 93%. Indeed, the growth of incomes at the very top of the income
distribution in India (that of the top 0.001%) was 2,726%; the corresponding figure
for China was lower, 2,546%.
Both China and India have recorded appallingly unequal growth over the last
three decades, but in China, even though it is not a democracy in the sense of
permitting free expression of public opinion, its growth process over the period
1980–2014 has been relatively much less unequal than India‘s. The bottom 90% of
its population captured 56% of the national income growth compared to what
India‘s bottom 90% did, a mere 34%. Indeed, in India, the middle 40% seems to
have benefited the least (as compared to China, France, and the United States)
from the total national income growth over this period. It is not India‘s middle
class (the middle 40%), but merely the top 10% of the population (80 million adult
individuals in 2014)—―Shining India‖—that has inordinately benefited from the
growth of national income over the last three decades (it captured 66% of that
growth).
The Chancel–Piketty paper is striking in the sense of putting numbers to the
well-known fact that India has been ―shining‖ by-and-large only for the rich. The
paper, however, does not quite rise above the empirical level in explaining income
inequality. Data never really speaks for itself; a theory is necessary to make sense
of it. Moreover, in this case, the data is largely derived from tax declarations,
which, as one suspects, are often falsified. And in the case of the very rich who
control corporations, the distinction between their income as individuals and the
income of the enterprises they control is, at least in part, artificial. For instance,
much of their consumption expenses, and the personal ones at that, are passed off
as company expenses. What the eminent economist D R Gadgil wrote in 1949, that
―tax evasion by the rich may … have to be taken as a chronic feature of the Indian
economic situation‖ (Pacific Affairs, June 1949, p 122), is applicable to the whole
period, 1922–2014, under consideration. In this light, the Chancel–Piketty
estimates of income inequality may be considered the lower bound of the
prevailing inequality.
As regards the top 10%, and especially the top 1%, much of their income
probably comes from profits from business, dividends and interest from stocks and
bonds, rent from land and buildings, and salaries and bonuses deriving from
management control in business enterprises, the latter more like property income
rather than income from work. Moreover, over the last three decades, it is likely
that real wages have been lowered relative to labour productivity, thus increasing
the share of property incomes over incomes from work in value added. And, even
within property incomes, the eschewing of antitrust action to reduce monopoly
power has concentrated profits in the hands of the big oligopolies to the relative
detriment of small businesses.
Of course, the access of big business to undervalued assets of the public
sector, of mineral and forest resources, of land, and of the allocation of the
spectrum for telecom should not be forgotten. The larger picture over here is of a
financial aristocracy lording over a process of corporate-led jobless growth. As
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eminent macroeconomist Amit Bhaduri puts it, the basic recipe of such growth,
very simply, is that if 10 persons, each producing two units, are displaced from the
petty-commodity production economy and five find employment in the corporate
sector with a labour productivity of eight units, employment and livelihood
possibilities have halved, but output has been doubled. Of course, to incentivise
such corporate investment, natural resources, including land, are transferred to the
corporate business enterprises cheap. And the corporate business houses return the
favour through handsome donations to the political parties that have enabled them
to acquire the undervalued assets. In the process, contesting elections become
prohibitively expensive for persons or parties that do not have access to such
donations. Corporate-led jobless growth and corporate-led democracy then rule the
roost (―On Democracy, Corporations and Inequality,‖EPW, 26 March 2016).
That income inequality has attained and even exceeded levels prevailing
during the British Raj is the tragedy of an India ruled by a bourgeoisie that has
been the product of the long degenerative process of colonialism spanning the last
quarter of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th, when the country
witnessed a decline in real per capita income and millions were the victims of manmade famines even as the moneybags thrived. The brutality of colonialism and the
perniciousness of its ideology of racial superiority, then; the cruelty of semifascism and the harmful effects of its ideology of Hindutva, an Indian variant of
Nazism, now. Hindutva, besides inculcating a demonic drive towards cultural
orthodoxy, is also firmly on the extreme right of the political spectrum, and the
force wielding it, the Sangh Parivar, has been employing methods that are a mix of
electoral politics and illegal violence. Moreover, this political force is bent upon
smashing what it perceives to be any threat to the model of appallingly unequal
growth whose income-inequality ―results‖ the Chancel–Piketty paper has now laid
bare.
Замедление темпов роста временное, - считает Всемирный банк
India‘s economic slowdown temporary, GST will have positive impact:
World Bank
The Hindustan Times. Oct 06, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-seconomic-slowdown-an-aberration-gst-will-have-positive-impact-world-bank/storyiT8ZXexaS0oXPaIC4mbWiP.html

World Bank President Jim Yong Kim also said that the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) is going to have a hugely positive impact on the Indian economy.
India‘s GDP grew 5.7 per cent on a year-on-year basis during the AprilJune period (Q1). During the previous quarter (January-March) the GDP had
grown by 6.1 per cent.
The recent slowdown in India‘s economic growth is an ―aberration‖ mainly
due to the temporary disruptions in preparation for the GST, the World Bank said
today, pointing out that it will get corrected in the coming months.
World Bank President Jim Yong Kim also said that the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) is going to have a hugely positive impact on the Indian economy.
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―There‘s been a deceleration in the first quarter, but we think that‘s mostly
due to temporary disruptions in preparation for the GST, which by the way is going
to have a hugely positive impact on the economy,‖ Kim told a group of reporters
during a conference call ahead of the annual meeting of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank here.
Finance minister Arun Jaitley would be leading the Indian delegation to the
annual meeting next week.
Kim was responding to questions on slowdown in India‘s growth in the first
quarter, which the Opposition and several economists have attributed to
demonetisation and the GST.
India‘s GDP grew 5.7 per cent on a year-on-year basis during the April-June
period (Q1). During the previous quarter (January-March) the GDP had grown by
6.1 per cent.
The GDP growth rate for the same quarter last year was 7.9 per cent.
Responding to questions, the World Bank president insisted that this
slowdown is temporary.
―We think that the recent slowdown is an aberration which will correct in the
coming months, and the GDP growth will stabilise during the year. We‘ve been
watching carefully, as Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi has really worked on
improving the business environment, and so, we think all of those efforts will pay
off as well,‖ Kim said.
Next week, both the World Bank and the IMF are expected to come out with
their new GDP figures and growth projections for India and the rest of the world.
―Let me just say, as I said from the beginning. I‘m not sure that I could say
that any country in the world is investing enough in their human beings. I think
there‘s no country in the world that can‘t improve its healthcare system. There‘s no
country in the world that can‘t improve its educational system,‖ Kim said.
Modi hits back at critics over economic slowdown, says won‘t jeopardise
India‘s future
RBI lowers growth forecast to 6.7%, holds repo rate citing risk to inflation
Ahead of the annual meeting, Kim said after years of disappointing growth,
the global economy has begun to accelerate, and trade is picking up as well, but
investment remains weak.
―We are concerned that downside risks such as a rise in protectionism,
policy uncertainty, or possible financial market turbulence could derail this fragile
recovery,‖ he said.
―Countries need to continue to advance their reform agenda, they need to
invest in people. They need to build resilience against overlapping challenges,
including the effects of climate change, natural disasters, as well as conflict, forced
displacement, famine and disease.‖
Responding to a question on India and human capital, Kim said Prime
Minister Modi has made a huge commitment to sanitation issues, and ‗Swachh
Bharat‘ is one of the ―most effective programmes‖ anywhere.
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―I know that Prime Minister Modi himself personally is very committed to
improving opportunities for all of India. But, India has a lot of challenges. We look
at some of the educational outcomes, we‘ve looked at some of the health outcomes,
and India has room to improve, like most other countries,‖ he said.
―Our job is to take the political will and commitment that Prime Minister
Modi has clearly demonstrated and has communicated to everyone, and then bring
to India the most effective intervention that will, as quickly as possible, improve
the stock of human capital,‖ Kim said.
That‘s the message for every country in the world, he said.
―The Bank stands ready, with lots of new insights on how to improve health
outcomes and improve education outcomes to help every country in the world with
financing, with technical knowledge, and with direct support around
implementation that will lead to a situation where we can talk about an emerging
equality of opportunity, which has got to be the central focus of all this work,‖ he
said.
Kim said investing in people drives economic growth. But far too many
leaders undervalue the contribution of human capital which one builds through
effective investments in people through health care, quality education, jobs and
skills.
―Human capital is the key to reducing poverty and to reducing inequality,‖
he said.
This year, the Bank is producing a new report in a series on ‗The Changing
Wealth of Nations‘.
For the first time, it has added human capital to its wealth analysis, in
addition to produced capital, things like machinery and buildings, natural capital,
energy, forests, agricultural lands, and net foreign assets, he said.
Явные успехи экономики Индии, - отмечает член БДП
For the moment, there is good reason to remain optimistic about the
economy
NK Singh (member of the BJP and a former Rajya Sabha MP). The Hindustan Times.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/for-the-moment-there-is-good-reason-to-remainoptimistic-about-the-economy/story-33qcYK9mpc2m6rstiLKpZN.html

India is considered the safe haven in the emerging market universe. What
has underpinned that transformation are the conscious policy choices made by the
government
In the long run we are all dead. This cannot justify short-term myopia to
impair long-run vision. Four years ago, India‘s macroeconomic vulnerabilities
came to the fore, and the country had the ignominy of being reserved for the mostvulnerable emerging markets at the time.
But four short years later, India is widely considered the safe haven in the
emerging market universe. But what has underpinned that transformation has been
conscious policy choices made by this government.
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The Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation averaged 9.5% between 2007 and
2013. But in the tenure of this government, CPI inflation has averaged less than
half of that. Food inflation is the unsung hero averaging 4.5% in this government‘s
tenure despite successive droughts in 2014 and 2015. This will broadly remain so
despite slightly deficient monsoon.This is no doubt, the outcome of dramatically
improved food supply management, from de-bottlenecking supply chains,
improving storage and warehousing, chipping away at the Agriculture Produce
Marketing Committee‘s, being proactive about imports, and not overreacting on
minimum support prices.This has been complemented by formally adopting an
inflation target, and setting up a Monetary Policy framework (MPC) – to deliver a
21st century monetary framework. Household inflationary expectations have begun
to come down, consumer purchasing power has increased, and exchange rate
expectations have become anchored.
When the economy had an average growth rate of 8.3% between the years
2003-04 and 2011-12, the average corporate savings rate stood at a meagre 7.4%
which significantly increased to 11.8 % of GDP.
Gross capital formation as a proportion of GDP seems to be within the range
that is required to achieve a growth rate of 7.5-8%. Currently at 31.9% in both
2014-15 and 2015-16, it is indeed below the 34.6% figure during 2003-04 and
2011-12. This might be worrying. However one should remember too that in the
year 2003-04, the economy had achieved a growth rate of 8.1% with a GCF at just
26.1%. There is no mechanical relationship — technology and productivity have a
significant role. Arvind Panagariya , former NITI head, highlighted this in a recent
article. Natural resources and licences on the other hand are being allocated
through transparent auctions specially for coal and spectrum.
Demonetisation will benefit country in long run, says RSS
Digital payment bound to pick up with new technology: Jaitley
Despite two large obligations – the Fourteenth Finance Commission that
significantly increased the devolution to states and the 7th Pay Commission – the
Centre has consistently brought its fiscal deficit down. Notwithstanding fiscal
consolidation, the central public investment has been protected as best as possible.
Orthodox monetary and fiscal management — in conjunction with lower oil
prices — has meant that India‘s current account deficit has narrowed dramatically
from 4.8% of GDP in 2012-13 to 0.7% of GDP in 2016-17. The impact of recent
rupee depreciation and inward portfolio flows will benefit exports and mitigate any
significant deterioration in the current account.Unsurprisingly, net foreign direct
investment (FDI) which used to average $20 bn a year before this government took
office has almost doubled to $35 billion a year. Additionally, foreign portfolio
flows have surged into India‘s debt market reflecting enhanced macroeconomic
stability. The opening of corporate bonds to foreigners and the introduction of
Masala Bonds has also broadened with global capital markets.
Successful legislative enactment given unquestioned parliamentary majority
in the Lower House and floor management skills has enabled the enactment of
some far-reaching legislation. These include the bankruptcy law languishing for
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long following the recommendations of the Financial Sector Legislative Reforms
Commission .This law should enable resolution of stressed assets and secure better
reallocation of capital as well as boost private investment. The goods and services
tax (GST), entailing far-reaching constitutional amendments finally unifies India
into a common market.The impact of GST on allocative efficiency and reduction in
transaction costs cannot be overstated. These reforms along with Aadhar, Jan Dhan
and Mobile JAM will significantly boost total factor productivity. On the GST, the
finance minister has repeatedly recognised the need to enlarge its ambit as well as
reduce the rates and simplify procedures. However its enactment itself was a pathbreaking achievement. Jaitley cannot now become the victim of his own success.
Every success no doubt alters the goalpost. We now seek not only a GST but an
instant flawless GST!
Arun Jaitley discusses ways to revive economic growth
Modi achieving India‘s economic integration: BJP chief Amit Shah
The Fiscal Council is the first example of genuine federal partnership. This
augurs well for the future. The remaining structural reforms on factors of
production like land and labour need the active concert with the states. The
innovative path of the fiscal council on other such federal-related issues could be a
new path ahead.
Game changing structural reforms disrupts status quo, upsets vested interests
but enables a fresh start after overcoming transitional problems. The reforms of the
early 1990s showed up in higher growth in the mid-1990s. The reforms of the late
1990s showed up in higher growth in the mid 2000s. So let us step back, think of
the bigger picture, and not lose sight of secular trends. The unfinished agenda and
implementation concerns remain challenging and problematic. Pessimism leads to
despondency but optimism can augur a better future.
«Демонетизация была самоубийством», - считает бывший союзный
министр
Demonetisation was a suicide, all arguments in its favour have
collapsed: Arun Shourie
The Hindustan Times. Oct 04, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/suicidetoo-is-a-bold-step-arun-shourie-says-on-demonetisation/storyDwVTeoZqNMxCx4LuLYUh6K.html

The former Union minister said those running the government do not seek
any advice or hear the facts.
Arun Shourie describes the Narendra Modi government as a ―government of
two-and-a-half persons.
Slamming the Narendra Modi government over sliding economic growth
and increasing job losses, former Union minister Arun Shourie has likened
demonetisation with suicide, saying the latter is too ―a bold step‖.
He also called the Narendra Modi government as ―government of two-and-ahalf persons‖.
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―This is a government by ‗ilhaam‘ (revelation). The Prime Minister has the
‗ilhaam‘ one night that demonetisation should be done and he does it. In any case it
was a bold step. I have to remind you suicide too is a bold step,‖ Shourie said in an
interview to NDTV when asked why in his view, the government went in for
demonetisation.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced demonetisation of Rs 500 and Rs
1,000 currency notes on November 8 last year.
―Which argument (offered by the government in defence of demonetisation)
today survives? Black money? All of it turned white. Terrorism? Terrorists are still
coming into India. At the end they have nothing to say,‖ he added.
Shourie also took a dig at BJP President Amit Shah who has said that current
slowdown is ―due to technical reasons‖, terming him ―that famous economist?‖
and underscoring that official figures cannot be brushed under the carpet.
He also said those running the government do not seek any advice or hear
the facts.
―This is a government of two-and-a-half persons, that is, Narendra Modi,
Amit Shah and one in-house lawyer. They don‘t have the expertise and they have
surrounded themselves by persons who don‘t have the expertise.
―They are now in a sealed echo-chamber. They don‘t hear what is
happening. The distress the RBI has documented of small and medium enterprise.
These poor fellows had been clamouring and shouting. Nobody heard them,‖ he
added.
He said that persons like Yashwant Sinha, P Chidambaram and several other
economists have been ―talking about facts‖.
―And those facts emerge from official reports such as The Economic Survey,
the RBI surveys, the SBI‘s report etc. Is it a fact or not that GDP has collapsed to
3.7 per cent according to the old series? Is it a fact or not that index of industrial
production has gone down from about 9 per cent in 2015-16 to about 1.7 per cent
in April to July? Is it not a matter of concern?‖ Shourie said.
However, he said, despite all the red signals, there was little hope of a course
change as ―it all flows from the nature of the government‖ and the Modi
government has a ―sense of hustings‖.
―Their core competence is event management. They are so self-satisfied with
it. They are just briefing each other, not listening to others... They are concerned
about 300-feet statute, bullet trains etc,‖ he said.
On BJP and government functionaries calling former Union minister
Yashwant Sinha a ―frustrated‖ person after he lashed out at the government,
Shourie said it was ―their standard operating procedure‖.
―Whenever they are confronted with inconvenient facts, they try to bury it in
avalanche of abuse. I have aconstructive suggestion for them. They should publish
a list of persons in advance who they think are frustrated,‖ he said.
He said that the government‘s policies must have predictability, stability and
credibility -- all of which is totally absent now -- so that investors and industry are
sure of what they can expect from the government and not taken by surprise by out
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of the blue announcements followed by policy flip flops as has happened under the
present regime, be it demonetisation or GST implementation.
Цены на бензин и солярку будут снижены – в результате снижения
акциза на 2 рупии
Excise duty on petrol, diesel cut by ₹ 2 per litre
The Hindu. 4.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/excise-duty-onpetrol-diesel-cut-by-2-per-litre/article19791455.ece?homepage=true

The government on Tuesday slashed the excise duty on petrol and diesel by
Rs.2 per litre, effective from October 4, in an effort to infuse some festive cheer in
a slowing economy and dispel the RBI‘s worries about inflationary pressures that
are holding back interest rate cuts.
―This decision has been taken to cushion the impact of rising international
prices of crude petroleum oil and petrol and diesel on retail sale prices of petrol
and diesel as well as to protect the interest of common man,‖ the Finance Ministry
said in a statement, days after senior ministers repeatedly defended the Centre‘s
high tax levies on petroleum products.
Both Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley had reiterated several times in recent weeks that the government was not
considering a cut in the excise duties in the face of rising fuel prices.
The Finance Minister has also dared Opposition-ruled States to slash Statelevel taxes on petroleum products and forego their share of the exchequer‘s
revenue from excise levies.
According to official data, the retail selling prices (RSP) of petrol and diesel
in Delhi rose to Rs.70.88 per litre and Rs.59.14 per litre respectively, on October 3,
2017. These prices were ₹ 63.13 and ₹ 53.47, respectively, three months ago.
―This rise in the prices of petrol and diesel is also reflected in WPI inflation,
which has increased to 3.24% for the month of August 2017, as compared to
1.88% for the month of July 2017,‖ the government statement added. ―This also
prompted the Government to act swiftly in this regard.‖
The exchequer stands to lose about ₹ 13,000 crore during the remaining part
of this financial year on account of the two rupee cut in excise duty .
―There would be an impact on revenue, but there would also be a beneficial
impact on inflation because petroleum is an input in transport,‖ D.K. Srivastava,
Chief Policy Advisor at EY India told The Hindu. ―This will help the monetary
authority (RBI) to reduce the repo rate in the future.‖
МВФ считает, что правительство преуменьшает негативный эффект от
демонетизации
India‘s economic growth may slow down, says IMF
The Hindu. 9.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/indias-economicgrowth-may-slow-down-says-imf/article18415334.ece

Government may understate demonetisation effect
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The International Monetary Fund‘s regional outlook for May has projected a
slowdown in India due to a cash crunch caused by demonetisation even as
economic growth is expected to remain robust in the Asia and Pacific region
compared to the levels projected in the last forecast in October.
The National Accounts Statistics may understate the economic impact of the
cash crunch, at least in the near-term, according to the report.
―The recent growth momentum in the largest economies in the region
remains particularly strong, reflecting policy stimulus in China and Japan, which in
turn is benefitting other economies in Asia,‖ The IMF‘s May 2017 Regional
Economic Outlook for Asia and the Pacific said. ―More broadly across the region,
forward-looking indicators such as the Purchasing Managers‘ Index suggest
continued strength in activity into early 2017.
Currency initiative
―Growth is revised downward in India due to temporary effects from the
currency exchange initiative and in Korea owing to political uncertainty,‖ it stated.
It added that an analysis by IMF‘s staff suggests that, compared to the
October 2016 forecasts, cash shortages are likely to slow growth in the financial
year 2016-17 by about 4/5ths of a percentage point and financial year 2017-18
growth by about half a percentage point.
―It is likely, however, that National Accounts Statistics, at least in the nearterm, may understate the economic impact of the cash crunch,‖ the report stated.
―Specifically, the impact on the informal economy and cash-based sectors,
which are relatively large and have been affected the most by the cash crunch, is
likely to be understated because these sectors are either not covered in the official
statistics or are proxied by the formal sector activity indicators.‖
Тревоги в области макроэкономики Индии.
The Macroeconomic Malaise
Economic & Political Weekly. Vol. 52, Issue No. 39,
http://www.epw.in/journal/2017/39/editorials/macroeconomic-malaise.html
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The Modi government has little to show after three years of grand
announcements.
Forty months after coming to power, the Narendra Modi government has
had to acknowledge that the Indian economy is in a state of despair as is evident
from the recent and belated constitution of an Economic Advisory Council (EAC)
to the Prime Minister. The government is now left with one full union budget for
all practical purposes. It has to face elections in 10 states comprising 1,214 Vidhan
Sabha seats that overlap with 129 Lok Sabha constituencies before the general
elections in 2019. Understandably, there is a sense of urgency for the government
has woefully little to show for all the grand announcements and propaganda it has
deployed in its term so far.
Months after this government assumed power in May 2014, international
crude oil prices reduced drastically. This helped reduce inflation, a politically
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explosive issue in the high-pitched election campaign, for which the government
was quick to take credit. Since then oil prices have remained subdued, and the
government has gained higher revenue during this period by increasing duties on
petroleum products. The price of the Indian basket of crude oil has now been rising
marginally, although it is not expected to reach anywhere near its former peaks.
Furthermore, agricultural output benefited from relatively favourable monsoons.
The food and beverage index of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rural–urban
combined, averaged around 6.5% in 2014–15, and 5.1% in 2016–17, but there was
price rise (pulses around May–June 2015, for instance), notably in July 2016 and
January 2017. However, these favourable conditions were not built upon.
Gross domestic product (GDP) growth during the April–June quarter (Q1) of
2014–15 over the previous year was 7.5%; in Q1 of 2017–18 it was 5.7%. The
Index of Industrial Production (IIP) was about 5% in 2014–15, but declined to
about 3.3% in 2015–16 and improved marginally to around 4.6% in 2016–17.
Investment has not been forthcoming, with gross fixed capital formation growing
at rates below those seen during 2007–09, which were years following the global
financial recession. Domestic savings have been declining, led by the household
sector that made up over 70% of total domestic savings in 2005–06 (or 23.5% as a
proportion of GDP). This reduced to 60% in 2015–16 (or 19.2% as a proportion of
GDP), lower than what it was in 2007–08, both as a proportion of total domestic
savings and as a proportion of GDP.
The conditions of demand have not been conducive for investment. Exports
fell continuously between Q4 of 2014–15 and Q4 of 2015–16. The share of exports
in GDP in the latest quarter is a 14-year low, according to one report. Domestic
demand has also been subdued. Available employment statistics also corroborate
the dismal state of affairs. The high-growth years in the mid-2000s did not create
sufficient employment in non-agricultural sectors to compensate for the reduction
in agricultural employment and the trend of women leaving the labour force.
Employment creation overall was below 1% per annum between 2004–05 and
2011–12, according to the National Sample Survey Office. This has worsened after
2012–13, marked by absolute declines in employment, especially in the
unorganised sector. Sectors like construction, information technology and business
process outsourcing that were earlier absorbing labour, have fared poorly over the
last three years. Manufacturing employment has stagnated.
Despite these worrying macroeconomic indicators, total expenditure by the
union government that was 15.8% as a proportion of GDP in 2009–10 reduced to
13.9% in 2013–14, and is estimated to be 12.7% in 2017–18. With inadequate
public expenditure and employment creation, little was done to improve demand
conditions. The government instead executed demonetisation, which only
worsened the conditions for the most vulnerable sections of the economy. It has
failed to address the non-performing assets (NPAs) problem. The gross nonperforming advances as a percentage of total advances grew from 4% in March
2014 to 9.5% this year. And now with the chaotic roll-out of the goods and
services tax (GST), growth can only be expected to worsen. The government is
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staring at a situation where its fiscal deficit considerations will have to be set aside.
The new Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya) is a
continuation of programmes announced over the last decade for rural
electrification. This is essentially belated public expenditure, coming days after
Arun Jaitley‘s suggestion of a fiscal stimulus.
During its three years in office, the government indulged itself by
reorganising departments and ministries, and changing budgeting heads. The
thinking behind most of these decisions was unclear and if anything, made reading
budget and policy changes more difficult. The Planning Commission was replaced
with the Niti Aayog, ending well-established conventions of planned public
expenditure. The Niti Aayog‘s recommendations are often not open to public
scrutiny. The government hid behind the confusion created by revisions in
National Accounts Statistics in early 2015 that came in for severe criticism;
subsequently the IIP was revised in May 2017.
The government has not delivered on the reforms it promised, has misused
state power for political mileage with demonetisation to the detriment of the
economy, has failed to increase public investment, and has not addressed the NPAs
problem. Clearly, the appointment of an EAC is just a pretence to appear decisive
while the government continues to believe in its own grand announcements.
Индия в поисках альтернатив /китайскому/ ОПОП («Один пояс – один
путь»).
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 29.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/29/indiya-v-poiskah-al-ternativ-opop/

Как известно, Индия является основным конкурентом Китая в Азии. В
последнее время это наиболее отчетливо проявляется в отношении Индии к
китайской инициативе «Один пояс – один путь» (ОПОП). Понимая важность
международных транспортных коридоров для экономического развития и
поддержания стабильности в мире, Индия, тем не менее, отвергла
приглашение КНР присоединиться к ОПОП. Она намерена создать
собственную международную транспортную систему, свободную от
китайского влияния.
Есть мнение, что такая задача для Индии непосильна. Китай уже
вложил и продолжает вкладывать в ОПОП огромные деньги. Только в мае
2017 г., на международном форуме ОПОП в Пекине, председатель КНР Си
Цзиньпин заявил, что проект получит госфинансирование в размере $124
млрд. Помимо непосредственной финансовой помощи проекту, китайское
правительство активно стимулирует предпринимателей Поднебесной
вкладывать в ОПОП свои средства.
Индия пока что сильно уступает Китаю в экономическом развитии.
Индийский ВВП меньше китайского примерно в 5 раз. Тем не менее Индия –
одна из крупнейших и быстроразвивающихся экономик Азии. Кроме того,
создавать альтернативу ОПОП она будет не одна, а совместно с различными
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партнерами. В ряде проектов Индии может помочь Япония, которая также
заинтересована в развитии торговли с другими странами без участия Китая.
Следует напомнить, что Япония тоже отказалась участвовать в упомянутом
выше майском форуме ОПОП, несмотря на настойчивые приглашения
китайской стороны.
Одной из важных целей ОПОП является Африка. Как и Евразию,
Черный континент планируется покрыть сетью железных и автомобильных
дорог, сообщающихся с портами на восточном и западном побережье. Это
значительно усилит морское сообщение не только между Азией и Африкой,
но и между Азией и обеими Америками, сделав Африку перевалочным
пунктом.
Китай уже давно сотрудничает с африканскими странами, быстро и
стабильно наращивая в них свое влияние. О масштабах китайской
экономической экспансии говорит тот факт, что КНР работает не только с
каждым государством по отдельности, но и с сообществом африканских
стран в целом. В конце 2015 г. в столице ЮАР Йоханнесбурге прошел Форум
сотрудничества Китай-Африка, на котором китайская сторона пообещала
вложить в социально-экономическое развитие Африки $60 млрд. и
осуществить ряд инфраструктурных проектов в рамках Плана действий на
2016-2018 гг.
В начале 2017 г. министр иностранных дел КНР Ван И совершил
масштабное африканское турне, во время которого заручился поддержкой
проекта ОПОП лидеров Замбии, Конго, Маврикия, Мадагаскара, Нигерии и
Танзании. Ряд других стран Африки также пообещал ОПОП свою
поддержку.
В какой-то мере освоение Африки для Китая может быть даже важнее,
чем евразийские проекты. Неслучайно первая китайская зарубежная военная
база, работа которой официально стартовала 1 августа 2017 г., была открыта
в Джибути. Черный континент обладает большими запасами различных
ресурсов и является обширным рынком сбыта различных товаров. При этом
африканские государства из-за слабого экономического развития и
политической нестабильности нуждаются в помощи иностранных партнеров.
Африка – обширное поле деятельности для богатых стран, готовых
делать большие инвестиции. Поэтому мощнейшие государства мира сейчас
соперничают, стараясь успеть максимально расширить там свои сферы
влияния.
Решив создать альтернативу ОПОП, Индия и Япония также избрали
основным направлением Африку. Совместный индийско-японский проект
получил название «Азиатско-Африканский коридор роста». Идея этого
проекта известна с конца 2016 г. «Коридор» должен способствовать
экономической интеграции стран Восточной, Юго-Восточной и Южной
Азии, а также стран Африки и Океании. Основная роль в проекте отводится
морскому сообщению. По словам индийского премьер-министра Нарендры
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Моди и его японского коллеги Синдзо Абэ, главная цель «Коридора» –
создание свободного, открытого Индо-Тихоокеанского пространства.
Сложно сказать, сумеет ли индийско-японский «Коридор» потеснить
ОПОП. Индия ближе к Африке и имеет с ней давние торговые отношения.
Япония, в свою очередь, обладает большими финансовыми возможностями и
развитыми технологиями. Тем не менее, Китай уже давно приобрел огромное
влияние на Африканском континенте и приступил к реализации своих
инфраструктурных проектов, в то время как «Азиатско-Африканский
коридор роста» пока находится лишь в стадии обсуждения.
Гораздо больше на альтернативу ОПОП похож другой проект, в
котором участвует Индия – международный транспортный коридор (МТК)
«Север-Юг». Россия, Индия и Иран подписали договор о создании МТК в
2000 г. (позднее к ним присоединился Азербайджан), но только в последние
годы он стал набирать силу благодаря совместным усилиям стран по
развитию инфраструктуры. «Север-Юг» призван связать Индию со странами
Балтийского моря через Иран, Азербайджан и Россию. Доставка грузов по
такому маршруту заметно быстрее, чем традиционные морские перевозки
через Суэцкий канал. Путь включает в себя морские, автомобильные и
железнодорожные участки. Также как и ОПОП, МТК состоит не из одного
маршрута, а из нескольких ветвей, имеющих общее направление. От
иранского порта Бендер-Аббас, в который грузы будут приходить по
Аравийскому морю из крупнейшего индийского порта Мумбаи, они могут
далее следовать по суше через Азербайджан, Казахстан, Туркменистан или
через Каспийское море. Предусмотрены также ответвления в Армению и
Грузию. Самыми предпочтительными с точки зрения соотношения
стоимости и скорости считаются железнодорожные перевозки (это также
объединяет «Север-Юг» с ОПОП). Иран и Азербайджан сейчас активно ведут
строительство новых железных дорог, которые свяжут их железнодорожные
сети с российской. После этого МТК «Север-Юг» вступит в полную силу.
Однако полноценно работать и приносить доход МТК начнет еще
раньше, поскольку железнодорожные перевозки можно временно заменить
автомобильными.
В августе 2016 г. перспективы проекта «Север-Юг» обсуждались на
встрече президентов России, Азербайджана и Ирана. В результате стороны
заявили, что будут всячески развивать транспортно-коммуникационную
инфраструктуру для увеличения грузоперевозок.
В сентябре 2016 г. была осуществлена пробная доставка груза по
маршруту Мумбаи-Калужская область. В ней участвовали транспортные
компании из России, Индии, Ирана и Азербайджана. Все участники признали
высокую скорость и относительно небольшую стоимость транспортировки
грузов таким путем.
В октябре 2016 г. президент РФ Владимир Путин посетил Индию, и
МТК «Север-Юг» также был среди важнейших вопросов, которые
российский лидер обсудил с индийским руководством. Было заявлено, что
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Россия и Индия придают большое значение реализации проекта МТК,
который может стать ключевым фактором экономической интеграции в
регионе.
В сентябре 2017 г. СМИ сообщили о скором начале регулярных
грузоперевозок по МТК «Север-Юг». Все страны-участницы проекта
работают сейчас над упрощением таможенных процедур, благодаря чему
доставка грузов будет осуществляться еще быстрее.
Таким образом, МТК «Север-Юг» гораздо ближе к реализации, чем
«Азиатско-Африканский коридор роста». Если Индия намерена
конкурировать с китайским ОПОП, то для нее разумнее уделить основное
внимание именно этому проекту и развитию отношений с Россией, Ираном и
их партнерами. Вероятно, индийское руководство это понимает, поскольку
стабильно укрепляет экономические отношения с этими странами. Особое
значение отношениям Индии, России и Ирана, а также проекту «Север-Юг»
придают переговоры о создании зоны свободной торговли (ЗСТ), которые
Индия и Иран ведут с Евразийским экономическим союзом, куда входят
Россия, Белоруссия, Армения, Киргизия и Казахстан. Возможно, если эти
переговоры увенчаются успехом, такая ЗСТ, подкрепленная работающим в
полную мощь МТК «Север-Юг», сможет на равных вести дела с ОПОП, и ни
один ее участник не будет чувствовать себя подвластным «мягкой силе»
Китая.
https://ru.journal-neo.org/2017/09/29/indiya-v-poiskah-al-ternativ-opop/

Расширение экономических отношений Индии с Южной Кореей.
India, S.Korea to upgrade pact to boost trade and investment
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India wants its English and yoga teachers to get opportunities to provide
services in S.Korea
Even as the India-South Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA) will soon be
expanded to boost bilateral trade and investment, New Delhi has conveyed to
Seoul about concerns over low utilisation of the FTA by India due to the
'complicated' provisions in the pact as well as South Korea's regulations.
According to official sources, in the recently held bilateral talks in Seoul,
India referred to the difficulties being faced by its English teachers in getting
permission to teach that language in South Korea. Though going by the FTA,
Indian English language teachers should be getting opportunities to teach in
primary and secondary schools in South Korea, this is not being implemented
effectively in practice. The reason being that according to the ‗English Program in
Korea‘ (EPIK), those eligible to teach English in South Korea must ―be a citizen of
a country where English is the primary language.‖ The EPIK specifies that ―EPIK
teachers must be citizens of one of the following countries: Australia, Canada,
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Ireland, New Zealand, U.K, U.S, or South Africa.‖ In the recent talks, India has
asked South Korea to include it (India) in the EPIK country-list by pointing out
that South Africa was in the list though that country has eleven official languages
including Afrikaans, and English was just only one of them. Also, though India is
keen on sending its Yoga teachers to South Korea for short-term work, Seoul has
stated that their services may not be needed as much, because many Koreans are
now learning Yoga from India and returning to teach the same in South Korea.
On the goods side, India is keen that the norms are eased to upgrade the FTA
in a way that Indian goods get greater market access in South Korea. Since the
implementation of the FTA in 2010, India‘s trade deficit with South Korea has
increased from around $5 billion in that year to over $8 billion at present. In order
to ensure greater market access in South Korea for Indian products including farm
goods, India is seeking a process whereby both the countries can agree on certain
institutions or accredited bodies whose export inspection and phytosanitary
certification of plants and plant products are accepted by both the sides. According
to an official statement, India and South Korea have agreed to "endeavour to
finalise the FTA upgrading negotiations at the earliest, within 2018." (ENDS).
Отказ от импорта помидор из Индии – хорошее решение министерства,
- считает ТПП Лахора
Not importing tomatoes from India ‗good decision‘
The Express Tribune, September 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1516169/notimporting-tomatoes-india-good-decision/

LAHORE: The Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) hailed
the announcement made by Minister for National Food Security and Research
Sikandar Hayat Khan Bosan of not importing tomatoes from India, saying that the
move would help local farmers and save foreign exchange for Pakistan.
Currently, Pakistan is faced with a shortage of tomatoes in the domestic
market. While imports from India fill the gap each year, the move to bar containers
from entering the country from across the border have created a bigger demandsupply gap. Local vendors are currently waiting for Sindh‘s produce to reach the
market.
India is the mother of terrorism in South Asia, Pakistan tells world leaders
However, the decision, which has led to a massive surge in tomato prices in
the domestic market with per-kilo rates hovering around Rs200 in Karachi‘s urban
areas, was, deemed the ―right one‖ by LCCI President Abdul Basit who said that
the country has the resources to feed the population.
―Therefore, local growers should be facilitated to the maximum and their
issues should be resolved on a priority basis,‖ Basit said in a statement issued on
Monday. ―The government needs to increase the cropped area to avoid any crisislike situation.
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―We cannot afford to stay where we are today in terms of cropped area and
per hectare yield because we are already running short of per capita food
availability.‖
The LCCI said that though almost 43% labour force is dependent upon
agriculture, the yield gap in the four major crops of Pakistan is three times
compared to the best producers in the world such as China and Egypt.
―Low yield has contributed to poverty in rural areas besides forcing the
country to import agriculture produce to feed its population.‖
India hatching conspiracy against CPEC, development in Pakistan: Qadir
Baloch
The LCCI president argued that the fact that China produces two times more
cotton and wheat per hectare and Egypt produces around three times more rice and
sugarcane per hectare than Pakistan does should be an eye-opener.
―Large-scale introduction of hybrid seeds and mechanised farming, high
efficiency irrigation systems such as drip irrigation and reduction in wastage of
crop through introduction of privately owned storage facilities and cold storage
facilities are recommended to improve the yield,‖ the LCCI president added.
Referring to the changing dynamic, Basit said this was the age of bio
technology and Pakistan has tremendous potential to emerge as a leader in this
field. However, the government, private sector and researchers would have to work
together to achieve this goal, he added.
He lamented that owing to insufficient utilisation of biotechnology, Pakistan
is losing out.
―There are 400 research institutions in the country but their performance is
not up to the mark,‖ the LCCI office-bearers concluded.
Премьер распорядился создать Экономический консультативный совет
во главе с Бибек Диброй
Prime Minister constitutes Economic Advisory Council headed by
Bibek Debroy
Times of India. Sep 25, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/prime-minister-constitutes-economic-advisory-council-headed-by-bibekdebroy/articleshow/60829566.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday constituted an Economic
Advisory Council to the Prime Minister
 Bibek Debroy has been appointed as the chairman of the council
 The council will analyse issues of macroeconomic importance and advise
the Prime Minister on them
NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday constituted an
Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister (EAC-PM). The five-member
council consists of economists of high repute and eminence. Dr. Bibek Debroy, a
member of the Niti Aayog has been appointed as the Chairman of the council.
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The other members include Dr. Surjit Bhalla, Dr. Rathin Roy and Dr.
Ashima Goyal, who will be working as part time members of the council. Ratan
Watal, the Principal Advisor to Niti Aayog will be the secretary of the Council.
The EAC-PM is an independent body which provides advice on economic
issues to the government, specifically to the Prime Minister.
"The five-member council consists of economists of high repute and
eminence," said an official statement.
Terms of reference of the EAC would be to "analyse any issue, economic or
otherwise, referred to it by the prime minister and advising him thereon," the
statement said.
It will also "address issues of macroeconomic importance" and present its
views to the prime minister, it said, adding "This could be either suo-motu or on
reference from the prime minister or anyone else."
It's terms of reference also includes attending to "any other task as may be
desired by the prime minister from time to time," the statement said.
Почему Арун Джайтли не может контролировать цены на топливо?
Why Arun Jaitley is unable to cut petrol, diesel prices
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HIGHLIGHTS


With the country's finances in a bit of a straitjacket, the revenues earned
from petroleum products continue to give the government some breathing
space
 Revenues from excise duties on petroleum products rose from 0.7 per cent of
GDP in 2013-14 to 1.6 per cent of GDP in 2016-17
NEW DELHI: In the last one week or so, the government has actively turned
its focus towards reviving the country's economy. On Thursday, news agency
Reuters quoted government officials to report that the Centre is planning to spend
up to Rs 50,000 crore to arrest the 'economic slowdown'. This report came a day
after Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said that the government is considering
additional measures to bolster the economy.
Jaitley also ruled out any cut in excise duty on petrol and diesel to cushion
the spike in rates saying that the government needs revenue to support public
spending without which growth will suffer. "You should remember that the
government needs revenue to run. How will you build highways?," he said. "The
government has increased public spending on infrastructure... Whatever (GDP)
growth is there, it is fueled by public spending and FDI. If public spending is
slashed, it will mean cutting down expenditure on social sector scheme," he said.
With the government admitting the need of a booster shot to the economy,
revenues from the petroleum sector is indeed a lifeline for the government. Let us
see how:
How stressed is the economy?
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It is now well circulated that the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) growth rate
slowed down to a three year-low of 5.7 per cent in the April-June quarter.
However, that is just the tip of the iceberg. On Thursday, the verified Twitter
handle of Ministry of Finance quoted Arun Jaitley conceding that private
investment has taken a hit.
Earlier in the month, former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh had pointed
this out saying, "Private sector investment has collapsed and the economy is
running on just one engine of public spending".
The stress on the exchequer has been accentuated by some more factors. In
August, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) transferred only Rs 30,659 crore -- less
than half the amount of Rs 65,876 crore it transferred to last year -- as dividend
implying lesser non-tax revenues for the year. Analysts said that the major reason
behind this was the additional expenses incurred by RBI in printing of new notes
after demonetisation.
The government faced yet another jolt when traders claimed Rs 65,000 crore
an input credit in lieu of the GST (Goods and Services Tax) returns filed by them
for the month of July. The amount is almost 68.50 per cent of the Rs 95,000 crore
that the government had earned from the first filing of GST.
Meanwhile, the Current Account Deficit (CAD) has also reached a four
year- high of 2.4 per cent of the GDP. CAD refers to the trade deficit when a
country's import exceeds its exports.
Where does fuel price fit in the equation?
With the country's finances in a bit of a straitjacket, the revenues earned
from petroleum products continue to give the government some breathing space.
Earlier this month, the petrol and diesel prices hit a three year- high despite the
global crude oil prices halving during the period. The current government has
earned a windfall from excise duty on fuel in the last three years. According to data
published by the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas, in fiscal year 2013, the
total share of excise duty collection from petrol and diesel stood at 26 per cent,
helping the government earn a revenue of Rs 1,76,535 crore. This share jumped to
54 per cent in just three years, greatly increasing the revenue to Rs 2,84,142 crore
in fiscal year 2016.
Amit Malviya, the IT Cell head of the ruling BJP (Bharatiya Janta Party)
recently tweeted, quoting Ministry of Petroleum figures to show that the state
governments earn more than the central government from petro product revenues.
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Every time you buy petroleum products, you contribute to nation building..
The increase in prices is transitory and will ease.
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However, government data shows that the central government has indeed
received the lion's share of this revenue and the gap between earnings of the central
and state exchequer has widened in the last three years.
A further proof of the cushion that petroleum products provided to the
government is the fact that revenues from excise duties rose from 0.7 per cent of
GDP in 2013-14 to 1.6 per cent of GDP in 2016-17.
Given the economic situation explained above, it is only natural that the
finance minister is in no mood to let go the profits earned from petro products.
That's How You Find Cheap Flightstripsinsider.com
Revenues from fuel is undoubtedly providing spine to the economy but the
government is taking other measures as well. On Thursday, a couple of another
tweets by the Ministry of Finance, quoting Arun Jaitley suggested that the
government is hoping to make fortune from divestments.
Манмохан Сингх уверен, что деноминация и «Общий налог на услуги»
сдерживают рост ВВП
Note ban, GST have adversely affected India‘s GDP growth:
Manmohan Singh
The Hindustan Times. Sep 18, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/businessnews/note-ban-gst-have-adversely-affected-india-s-gdp-growth-manmohan-singh/storyPgQ1IMWIZtZo4DhzHEJHML.html

The former prime minister said both demonetisation and GST have impacted
the informal sector, which accounts for 90% of employment.
Both demonetisation and GST have affected India‘s gross domestic product
(GDP) growth adversely, former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said on
Monday.
―Both demonetisation and GST have had some impact on GDP,‖ Manmohan
Singh, who has earlier said the Indian economy has been running on only ―one
engine‖ of public spending, told CNBC-TV18 channel.
―Both would affect the informal sector, the small scale sector that are
responsible for 40% of GDP... 90% of employment is in the informal sector.
―So when 86% of currency is withdrawn from circulation, plus GST, which
was put in practice in haste.. lot of glitches are now coming up, it was bound to
affect GDP growth adversely,‖ he said.
Former Reserve Bank of India Governor Raghuram Rajan estimated earlier
this month that the country‘s GDP had taken a hit of between 1% to 2% due to
demonetisation, which translated to a sum of around Rs 2 lakh crore.
Нарендра Моди открыл грандиозный энергопроект (дамба Сардар
Саровар).
Modi inaugurates controversial dam project in his home state
Dawn, September 18th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1358331/modi-inauguratescontroversial-dam-project-in-his-home-state
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MUMBAI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated India‘s biggest dam
on Sunday, ignoring warnings from environment groups that hundreds of
thousands of people will lose their livelihoods.
The controversial Sardar Sarovar Dam on the River Narmada in the
country‘s western state of Gujarat that will provide power and water to three big
states was dedicated to the people of India by Narendra Modi.
The project has been beset by controversies since the laying of the
foundation stone by Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru in 1961. The construction of
the project began in 1987.
The dam is the second biggest dam in the world after the Grand Coulee Dam
in the United States.
Ahead of the inauguration Modi said in a tweet, ―This project will benefit
lakhs of farmers and help fulfil people‘s aspirations.‖
The dam is expected to provide water to 9,000 villages and the power
generated from the dam would be shared among three states — Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Gujarat.
The Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA), led by social activist Medha Patkar,
has been protesting against the project, raising several environmental concerns.
Construction on the dam had been suspended in 1996 following a stay by the
Supreme Court which allowed work to resume, four years later, but with
conditions.
Patkar and her supporters started the protest against the inauguration of the
dam on Saturday and the opening of its gates which would raise the level of water
and risk displacing several villages.
―Today is a very sad day for India, and for one of our biggest peoples‘
movements and struggle — the Narmada Bacchao Andolan,‖ Ravi Chellam,
executive director at Greenpeace India said in a statement.
―The Sardar Sarovar Project ... signals ruin not development for tens of
thousands of unsuspecting, hapless and poor farmers,‖ Chellam added.
Валютные запасы Индии впервые превысили 400 млрд. долл.
India's forex reserve hits $400bn for first time
The Times of India. Sep 16, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/indias-forex-reserve-hits-400bn-for-first-time/articleshow/60706147.cms

MUMBAI: India's forex reserves crossed the $400-billion mark for the first
time on Friday. The latest $100 billion has been added to the reserves in three and
a half years after they crossed the $300-billion level on April 2014. At current
level, the reserves are enough to fund more than a year of imports.
In nominal terms, foreign exchange reserves have increased by $6.6 billion
during the first quarter. The reserves have risen by $30 billion since Urjit Patel
took charge as RBI governor in September 2016. An increase in these reserves
provides the RBI with ammunition to tackle volatility in the forex market. The
forex reserves are built up by the central bank by purchasing dollars from banks.
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According to the RBI data, the reserves — which comprise foreign currency
assets (FCAs), gold and special drawing rights with the International Monetary
Fund — stood at $400.7 as on September 8. The highest contribution to the
reserves has been from foreign portfolio investors. During the April-September
quarter, foreign direct investment surged by $7.2 billion in the reporting period
from $3.9 billion in the same period last year. Foreign institutional investment
flows increased by $11.9 billion in the first quarter from $1.2 billion in the same
period last year.
The central bank's buildup of reserves comes ahead of the US Federal
Reserve exiting its stimulus — a move which is expected to result in funds moving
back into US dollar assets. Accretion to reserves are expected to slow down with a
widening of the current account deficit (CAD) and rising crude oil prices. Foreign
institutional investors have pulled out $810 million from the equity market in
September on the back of $1.7 billion in August.
Рост ВВП в 2017/18 г. в Индии ожидается в 7.1%
India FY18 GDP growth likely at 7.1 pc: Nomura
The Hundu. SEPTEMBER 13, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/indiafy18-gdp-growth-likely-at-71-pc-nomura/article19675773.ece?homepage=true

India‘s GDP growth is expected to be around 7.1 % this fiscal following a
likely pick up in industrial production as firms resort to ‗restocking‘ post GST
especially ahead of festive season, says a Nomura report.
According to the Japanese financial services major, post-GST restocking is
likely to drive a faster pace of industrial output growth in the coming quarters.
Before the implementation of Goods and Services Tax (GST), destocking
was triggered largely owing to a steep fall in demand from consumers as they
delayed purchases. Post GST implementation, restocking might pick up in
anticipation of rising demand conditions.
Nomura further said the ongoing remonetisation will have a positive impact
on the cash-intensive services sectors and this in turn will help to augur growth
numbers.
―On the growth front, we expect industrial production to gradually pick up
as firms focus on restocking after GST and especially ahead of the festive season;
hence we think the recovery will likely continue to be led by consumption,‖
Nomura said.
―Overall, we expect GDP growth of 7.1 % year-on- year and GVA growth of
6.7 % in 2017—18 (year ending March 2018),‖ it said.
According to Central Statistics Office (CSO) data, the index of industrial
production (IIP) during July slipped to 1.2 % on account of poor manufacturing
show, while retail inflation rose to a 5—month high of 3.36 % in August due to
costlier vegetables and fruits.
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―Overall, the industrial production data suggest that the industrial growth
recovery is still uneven with weak investment demand, but also currently
depressed due to GST effects―, the report said.
Regarding inflation data, it said that while demand-side price pressures
remain contained, supply side and statistical factors like food prices, GST and
HRA are driving inflation higher.
Почему упали темпы роста ВВП Индии?
Why India‘s GDP growth is falling?
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What happened?
As per the estimates released by the Central Statistics Office on August 31,
India‘s economy, as measured by the gross domestic product (GDP), grew by 5.7%
in the first quarter of 2017-18, compared with 7.9% in the same quarter a year ago.
This is the slowest pace of GDP growth recorded since the NDA came to power in
May 2014. India grew by a strong 9.1% in the quarter from January 2016 to March
2016. The growth recorded in the subsequent quarters was 7.9%, 7.5%, 7% and
6.1%. So this is the fifth quarter in a row that the growth has slipped, with the pace
of decline picking up momentum in the last two quarters. The gross value-added
(GVA) in the economy grew at 5.6% between April and June, the same pace as the
previous quarter, but sharply lower than the 7.6% growth in the first quarter of the
last year.
Is this surprising?
Most economists didn‘t expect a sharp uptick from the tepid 6.1% mark
recorded in the January-March quarter this year, yet few anticipated a decline to
5.7%. The government has sought to divorce the growth trend from the impact of
its decision to demonetise ₹ 500 and ₹ 1,000 currency notes last November, but
economists believe the lingering effects continue to jolt sentiment. Growth, the
government has argued, had begun to slow even before the move to suck out 86%
of the currency notes in circulation. With the currency levels reverting close to the
pre-demonetisation ‗normal,‘ the bigger disruptive force affecting the latest GDP
growth numbers was the introduction of the Goods and Service Tax (GST) from
July 1. Businesses nationwide whittled down production in the April-June quarter
and focussed on off-loading the existing stock, thanks to the uncertainty about how
the new indirect tax regime will treat earlier tax credits on inputs.
This also impacted GVA numbers, as a lot of the inventory that was offloaded had already been accounted for in the value of production in the earlier
periods. Moreover, while firms saw a healthy growth in sales, their margins were
dented by a spurt in commodity prices spiking input costs. Lastly, wholesale price
inflation turned negative at this time last year, so growth numbers appeared higher
as a result of their statistical impact, which is no longer the case, the government
has argued.
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Which sectors are hit?
The manufacturing sector, as a sub-set of industry, led the growth tumble,
expanding by just 1.2% in the quarter, compared with 5.3% in the previous quarter
and 10.7% a year ago. This was the worst quarter for Indian manufacturing in five
years. Overall industrial output also collapsed to 1.6% growth from 7.4% a year
ago and 3.1% in the previous quarter.
The construction sector that has been the bulwark of job creation grew by
just 2% (in GVA terms) as it grapples with the headwinds of a new regulatory
regime (RERA), the GST and leveraged balance sheets of developers. Mining
GVA shrank by 0.7%, compared with a 0.9% dip last year.
The services sector offered some semblance of stability, growing at 8.7%
compared with 9% in the same quarter last year, but a deeper look suggests this
was driven by a rise in trade-related GVA to 11.1% (from 8.9%). This is proof of
sorts that the destocking in manufacturing was reflected in higher volumes (often
discount-driven) in the trade segment. Agriculture GVA dipped from 2.5% in the
first quarter of last year to 2.3%, though crop output increased healthily. Low
prices for crops apart, it appears that other agriculture-related activities, such as
animal husbandry, have dragged down the sector‘s overall growth.
What lies in store?
The Statistics Office hopes that growth will rebound in the current quarter,
―subject to how efficiently companies adapt themselves to the GST.‖ The new
NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman Rajiv Kumar said growth would return to 7%-7.5%
between July and September. Analysts are reworking their growth hopes for the
full year — rating agency Crisil has curbed it from 7.4% to 7%. Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley has admitted that the latest growth print poses a challenge for the
economy and the government needs to work harder in the coming quarters to
spruce up growth. Watch out for policy actions to spur investment and job creation.
Индия и Китай создали рабочую группу для выработки экспортной
политики (снизить торговый дефицит для Индии в двусторонней торговле).
India, China to set up working groups to promote exports
The Times of India. 11.09.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-china-to-set-up-working-groups-to-promote-exports/articleshow/60438059.cms

NEW DELHI: India and China have agreed to set up industry specific
working groups for increasing exports with a view to bridge trade deficit with
Beijing, Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu said on Saturday.
"Concerned about growing trade deficit with China, we agreed to set up
industry specific working groups, to promote more exports from India," Prabhu
said in a tweet.
Concerned about growing trade deficit with China,we agreed to set up
industry specific working groups,to promote more exports from India
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He is in Manila, the Philippines to attend the fifth East Asia Summit (EAS)
Economic Ministers' Meeting. The minister would also participate in the trade
ministers' meeting of 16 RCEP member countries.
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is a mega trade pact
among 16 countries which aims to cover goods, services, investments, economic
and technical cooperation, competition and intellectual property rights.
At the sidelines of EAS meet, the minister met his Chinese
counterpart Zhong Shan to discuss ways to promote bilateral trade between the
countries.
Prabhu, who recently took charge of the ministry, also met Japanese
Minister of economy, trade and industry Hiroshige Seko and Korean Trade
Minister Hyun Chong KIM.
India's trade deficit with China narrowed marginally to $51.08 billion in
2016-17 from $52.69 billion in 2015- 16.
India wants greater market access in China for its goods and services like IT
and pharma products. The country has also insisted upon China to increase
investments.
Запущен проект строительства скоростного поезда в Гуджарате с
помощью Японии
India ready to kick-start first bullet train project
Dawn. September 10, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356814/india-ready-to-kick-start-firstbullet-train-project

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his Japanese counterpart Shinzo
Abe will break ground on India's first bullet train project on Thursday in western
Gujarat state, as the country seeks faster travel for millions.
Modi has pledged to invest billions of dollars to modernise India's creaking
railway system, with the bullet train one of his key election promises ahead of his
landslide victory in 2014.
The leaders will lay the foundation stone of the high-speed rail network
between Ahmedabad and India's financial hub of Mumbai on September 14, a
statement by the Gujarat government said Saturday.
Japan is a pioneer in high-speed rail networks, and its Shinkansen bullet
train is among the fastest in the world.
Japan will provide 85 percent of the total project cost of $19 billion in soft
loans.
The train will reduce the travel time between the two cities from eight to
three-3.5 hours, and is expected to complete by December 2023. It will have a
capacity of 750 passengers.
India's traditional railway network is the world's fourth largest by distance
and remains the vast country's main form of travel, with 22 million passengers
commuting daily.
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But passengers have to often endure chronic delays in journeys on the
British-era network, where only a few trains hit 100 miles per hour, and which has
been hit by series of deadly crashes in past years.
Modi recently replaced his railway minister after a series of derailments,
including one last month which killed at least 23 passengers in the northern Uttar
Pradesh state.
In November, 146 people died in a similar disaster in Uttar Pradesh.
Abe's two-day visit to Ahmedabad comes ahead of Modi's 67th birthday on
Sunday. Modi has a history of 'birthday diplomacy' in his home state, hosting
Chinese President Xi Jinping in Gujarat on his birthday in 2014.
The two leaders are expected to sign several agreements during the visit and
inaugurate a Japanese industrial park in the state that already hosts Honda and
Suzuki auto plants.
Индия хочет все больше китайских инвестиций (несмотря на сложные
отношения)
India seeks more Chinese investments
Chinese FDI in India between April 2000 and June 2017 was worth $1.67
bn, or 0.49% of the total.
Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu meets counterpart in move to
address bilateral trade deficit
In a bid to reduce the huge bilateral trade deficit with China, which, in the
last fiscal, was a whopping $51 billion, the Centre has now sought greater
investments from Chinese firms including in India‘s export-focused Special
Economic Zones (SEZ).
In a meeting with his Chinese counterpart Zhong Shan on Saturday the
sidelines of the ongoing ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting (and related
meetings) in Manila, Indian commerce minister Suresh Prabhu called for greater
Chinese investments in India and ―offered facilitating measures including in
SEZs‖.
Mr. Prabhu‘s immediate predecessor Nirmala Sitharaman had informed
Rajya Sabha in July 2014 that ―trade deficit can be reduced to sustainable levels
through more exports from India to China, as well as by China‘s investing in
building manufacturing capacities in India.‖
The aim, official sources said, was to then increase shipments from such
manufacturing facilities in India to China by catering to specific demand in that
country.
However, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from China in India between
April 2000 and June 2017 was worth only $1.67 billion — or a minuscule 0.49%
of the total FDI inflows of $342 billion during that period.
The meeting between Mr. Prabhu and Mr. Zhong Shan follows an official
statement on August 28 on a bilateral agreement regarding an ―expeditious
disengagement of border personnel at the face-off site at Doklam.‖ The Hindu had
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reported on August 24 that China had agreed to send a high-level official team led
by Mr. Zhong Shan by December-end to New Delhi to address the issue of trade
imbalance with India.
Economic group meeting
Mr. Prabhu and Mr. Zhong Shan have agreed on holding a (bilateral) Joint
Economic Group (JEG) Meeting soon. Instructions have been given to the
concerned officials of both the countries to do the ground work prior to the JEG
meeting, Mr. Prabhu said in a tweet. In this regard, both ministers ―agreed to set up
product/sector specific Joint Working Groups to promote exports and bilateral
trade.‖
In September 2014, during the India visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping,
the Joint Statement had stated that the Chinese side announced the establishment of
two industrial parks in India, one in Gujarat and another in Maharashtra.
According to that statement,
―The Chinese side would also endeavour to realise an investment of $20
billion in India in the next five years in various industrial and infrastructure
development projects. India welcomes Chinese enterprises to participate in its
manufacturing and infrastructure projects.‖
The Centre had informed Rajya Sabha in November 2016 that to invite
Chinese investment in India, an MoU was inked between India and China in June
2014 on ‗Cooperation on Industrial Parks in India‘ with a view to provide a
platform for cluster-type development of the enterprises of both countries.
MoUs signed
In this regard, subsequently, MoUs were signed by Indian State Government
Agencies and Chinese investors. These include the MoU between Maharashtra
government and BeiqiFoton Motors, China for Auto Industrial Park in Pune, the
MoU between Industrial Extension Bureau (iNDEXTb), Gujarat government and
China Development Bank Corporation for supporting the setting up of Industrial
Parks in Gujarat, as well as the MoU between iNDEXTb and China Small and
Medium Enterprises (Chengdu) Investment Limited to set-up multi-purpose
Chinese Industrial Park in Gujarat.
Besides, there is an MoU between HSIIDC (Haryana Government) and
Dalian Wanda Group to develop an integrated Entertainment Park-cum-Industrial
township in Haryana as well as an MoU between HSIIDC and China Fortune Land
Development to set up an Industrial Park in Haryana.The Indian government‘s
investment promotion and facilitation wing ‗Invest India‘ is also facilitating
Chinese investments in India, the Centre said.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии достигло уровня,
какого не было после 1922 г.
Income inequality in India at its highest level since 1922, says Lucas
Chancel
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The Hindu. 9.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/interview/income-inequality-inindia-at-its-highest-level-since-1922/article19645881.ece?homepage=true

The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s, before dropping to 6% in the early 1980s and rising to 22% today, says
renowned economist Lucas Chancel
According to a research paper by renowned economistsThomas Pikettyand
Lucas Chancel, income inequality in India is at its highest level since 1922, the
year the Income Tax Act was passed. In December, they will release the first
‗World Inequality Report‘ where they will compare India‘s inequality trajectory
with other emerging, industrialised and low-income countries and suggest ways to
tackle global and national inequality. In an e-mail interview,Lucas
Chancel discusses the findings of the paper titled ‗Indian income inequality, 19222014: From British Raj to Billionaire Raj?‘ Excerpts:
Can you summarise key findings of the paper?
According to our benchmark estimates, the share of national income
accruing to the top 1% income earners is now at its highest level since the creation
of the Indian Income Tax [Act] in 1922. The top 1% of earners captured less than
21% of total income in the late 1930s, before dropping to 6% in the early 1980s
and rising to 22% today. Over the 1951-1980 period, the bottom 50% group
captured 28% of total growth and incomes of this group grew faster than the
average, while the top 0.1% incomes decreased. Over the 1980-2014 period, the
situation was reversed; the top 0.1% of earners captured a higher share of total
growth than the bottom 50% (12% versus 11%), while the top 1% received a
higher share of total growth than the middle 40% (29% vs. 23%). These findings
suggest that much can be done to promote more inclusive growth in India.
You have said the income inequality has been at the highest level?
Since the 1980s, India did not only open-up and liberalise its economy, it did
it in a way that was very favourable to top income earners and capital owners.
Top tax rates which were very high in the 1970s (up to 98%) decreased to
30% in the 1980s. Wages set by governments in government enterprises were
liberalised after privatisations and the dispersion increased.
It is also likely that privatisations principally benefited richest income
groups, those who already had capital, rather than the majority of the population
which didn‘t access equity.
On the other hand, growth at the bottom of the distribution was notably
lower than average growth rates since the 1980s.
Is this finding unique for India?
To better understand the rise in Indian inequality, let‘s look at other
emerging countries. China also liberalised and opened up after 1978, and in doing
so, experienced a sharp income growth as well as a sharp rise in inequality. This
rise, however, halted in the 2000s. Today, inequality is currently at lower level
there than in India (top 1% income share at 14% versus 22% in India, according to
our estimates).
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In Russia, the move from a communist to a market economy was extremely
brutal, in a few years, Russia moved from extreme equality to extreme inequality.
Today Russia has similar level of inequality as in India. Interested readers can go
to our open-access website, WID.world to check all this data by themselves!
Our data shows that there are different strategies to transit from a highly
regulated economy to a liberalised one. In the arrays of possible pathways, India
pursued a very unequal way but could probably have chosen another path.
There have been counter arguments to your thesis?
Some commentators argue that without extreme growth at the very top of the
distribution, there wouldn‘t have been high growth in India. There is, in fact, little
evidence supporting this claim. The top 0.1% captured more total income growth
as the bottom 50% since 1980. Would all income growth have disappeared if the
situation had been reversed? We can also doubt this. The highest growth period in
Western Europe, after the second world war, was also a period of equitable
redistribution of the fruits of growth. Europe grew as a market economy but it was
not a market society. It had institutions, rules, norms limiting the power of capital
accumulation and of income concentration.
What do these findings mean for India?
There are many options and we do not claim to put an end to debates but
rather to trigger them. As written above, more tax progressivity is a very handy
tool to limit rising income inequality at the top. Now looking at the other end of the
social, ladder, government investments in transportation, health and free, quality
education are indeed crucial to raise bottom 50% incomes. Land ownership
concentration is also an issue in India, where agriculture remains a key sector and
where land reform has been only partial.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии растет
India has gone from British Raj to Billionaire Raj: Report
The Times of India. Sep 6, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-has-gone-from-british-raj-to-billionaire-raj-report/articleshow/60383805.cms
HIGHLIGHTS




The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s in India
It dropped to 6% in early 80s
Now, it is 22%, highest since 1922, when the income tax law was conceived
Income inequality is shown to have fallen to the least in the 1970s and the

1980s
NEW DELHI: Inequality in India may be at its highest level since 1922,
when the country's income tax law was conceived, with 22% income accruing to
the top 1% income earners, a new paper released by economists Thomas
Piketty and Lucas Chancel showed.
"The top 1% of earners captured less than 21% of total income in the late
1930s, before dropping to 6% in early 1980s and rising to 22% today," said the
paper titled 'Indian income inequality, 1922-2014: From British Raj to Billionaire
Raj?', a revised version of which was released on Tuesday.
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Incidentally, the 1970s and the 1980s, when income inequality is shown to
have fallen to the least was the period when India's GDP and per capita income
growth rates fell to one of the lowest levels. The trend in India is in line with the
experience of other major economies.
The paper shows that between 1980 and 2014, income of top 0.1% income
earners in France and China rose six times faster than the income of bottom 50%.
In India, the growth rate of top 1% was 13 times higher, while it was nearly
77 times higher in the US.
The latest paper from Picketty and Chancel is expected to trigger debate
about the state of inequality in India and whether benefits of higher growth have
spread to all classes.
The two economists recognise the global nature of income inequality but
state that: "India's dynamics are striking: It is the country with the highest gap
between the growth of the top 1% and growth of the full population."
The paper added that the top 0.1% income earners represented less than 8
lakh individuals in 2013-14, which is less than the population of Gurgaon. "It is a
sharp contrast with the 389 million individuals that made up the bottom half of the
adult population in late 2013."
Economists say that income distribution data for India is very difficult to
find. A study done by Delhi-based NCAER dates to 2004-05. "Income tax data is
not applicable (for measuring income inequality) in a country like India,"
said Bibek Debroy, member of NITI Aayog, a government think tank.
"The national sample survey (NSS) data indicated that in 2004-05 inequality
in India increased sharply. The NSS measures consumption and underestimates the
degree of inequality," said Pronab Sen, former chief statistician of India. "If you
could measure income distribution, which very few do, it is much worse."
Sen said, India's fast economic growth had helped in reducing absolute
poverty. "But relative inequality has worsened."
Based on their calculations, Piketty and Chancel have concluded that there
was a moderate rise of the middle class during 1980-2014, when the economy was
liberalised and income growth rates picked up.
"'Shining India' corresponds to the top 10% of the population (approximately
80 million adult individuals in 2014) rather than the middle 40%. Relatively
speaking, the shining decades for the middle 40% group corresponded to the 19511980 period, when this group captured a much higher share of total growth (49%)
than it did over the past 40 years," they said.
Неравенство в распределении доходов в Индии см.:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/income-inequality. 5 сент. 2017 г.
США-Индия: увеличение товарооборота (а с Китаем у США – намного
больше)
India, U.S. eye states to boost trade ties
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Arun S. The Hindu. 1.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/india-us-eye-states-toboost-trade-ties/article19595741.ece?homepage=true

USIBC plans ‗state engagement task force‘ to help align business interests
with those of the provinces
India and the U.S. are working on establishing a state-level engagement
mechanism to widen and deepen bilateral trade and investment ties. Towards this
objective, the U.S.-India Business Council (USIBC), will unveil within a fortnight
a ‗State Engagement Task force‘ (SET) to ensure American and Indian companies
align their interests with the priorities of the State governments of both the
countries.
The move comes as India and the U.S. are set to carry out a comprehensive
review of bilateral trade ties. In that exercise, priority sectors will be defence and
energy. While the focus in defence would include Lockheed Martin‘s proposal to
make F-16 fighter jets in India and the proposed sale of General Atomics
Aeronautical Systems Inc. or GA-ASI‘s ‗Guardian Remotely Piloted Aircraft‘ to
India, energy ties would cover exports of U.S. natural gas, transfer of U.S.
technology on oil and gas refining, as well as the conclusion of pacts between
Nuclear Power Corp. and Westinghouse Electric for six nuclear reactors in India
and related project financing. Other priority areas would be smart cities (including
Ajmer, Allahabad and Visakhapatnam), regional airport development in India
through public private partnership, e-commerce , digital payments and medical
devices.
On SET, USIBC acting president Khush Choksy told The Hindu nominations
had been sought from USIBC members. As part of the proposed SET, preliminary
discussions had been held on skill development and entrepreneurship promotion in
Nagaland, he said, adding that there had also been talks on infrastructure
development and job-creating activities in eastern/north-eastern India. Similar
discussions would soon be held with the U.S. State governments to identify their
priorities.
China way ahead
According to the American Enterprise Institute, China was the ‗top import
country‘ for 23 U.S. States in 2016, followed by Canada (14). India was neither a
‗top import country‘ nor a ‗top export country‘ for any U.S. State.
Industry inputs for four separate engagement channels — the comprehensive
review of trade ties, forthcoming trade policy forum and the bilateral ‗commercial
dialogue‘ as well as the Global Entrepreneurship Summit in November — would
be provided during the Global Entrepreneurship Conclave (GEC) being organised
by the USIBC next month. Top government officials from India and the U.S. are
likely to participate in the GEC, Mr. Choksy said.
Issues like the U.S. concern over its trade deficit and India‘s worries on U.S.
visa ‗curbs‘ would fall into a proper context once the two countries explore ways
to solve the ‗larger puzzle‘ of increasing bilateral goods and services trade to $500
billion, from $115 billion in 2016, Mr. Choksy said.
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―The USIBC wants a win-win outcome for businesses on both the sides. We
are supportive of free movement of goods and services.‖
ВВП Индии падал еще до демонетизации!
India‘s GDP growth rate had started to drop even before
demonetisation
The Hindustan Times. 2/09/2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/editorials/india-s-gdpgrowth-rate-had-started-to-drop-even-before-demonetisation/storyefWglIkZOKkm2IDFqBKQVL.html

The real danger for India is that the Modi government, with a number of
state elections looming and a national election that must be held by early 2019,
may decide to slide back into populism
The June quarter GDP figures have surprised many by registering 5.7 %, the
lowest growth rate since Prime Minister Narendra Modi was elected. The
continuing fall in industrial production, down to just over one per cent growth, was
largely to blame(AFP)
Is there a limit to how much reform an economy can take? The June quarter
GDP figures have surprised many by registering 5.7%, the lowest growth rate since
Prime Minister Narendra Modi was elected. The continuing fall in industrial
production, down to just over 1% growth, was largely to blame. Critics have been
quick to blame demonetisation and the introduction of the goods and service tax.
The new bankruptcy code and the cleaning up of the real estate sector are also
darkening the horizon. There can be no doubt all that of these have had a role to
play, but it is also true India‘s GDP growth rate had started to droop even before
demonetisation. As is normally the case, there are multiple reasons for what afflicts
the economy. But slowing down on reforms is not the solution.
It should not be forgotten that one of the key drivers of growth before 200809, exports is now a shadow of what it once was. The banking sector crisis and
corporate debt problem were legacies of the past government. The Modi
government‘s decision to go ahead with major structural reforms despite these
conditions was commendable. It is important to get a sense of what the
combination of these reforms will do the economy. Demonetisation, GST and real
estate reforms will massively reduce the cash based informal sector of the Indian
economy — as much as half the country‘s GDP. The end result of this will be a
greater formalisation of the economy which will mean better productivity, better
quality jobs and higher tax revenue — all of which in time will serve the Indian
economy for decades to come. But the disruption of the informal sector as well as
the teething problems regarding GST will inevitably bring about short-term pain to
the economy in the form of job losses, fall in demand and contraction of industrial
activity.
Congress blames low GDP growth on Modi‘s ‗reckless‘ demonetisation
move
The real danger for India is that the Modi government, with a number of
state elections looming and a national election that must be held by early 2019,
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may decide to slide back into populism. As it is, the ruling party‘s political
narrative of being untainted by corruption and the nemesis of crony capitalism has
made it reluctant to use government funding to resolve the bad loan problem
among the banks — one reason this continues to fester and a contributor to the
country‘s industrial recession.
There is some silver lining in the latest round of economic statistics. There is
some evidence of corporations improving their financial conditions and signs of a
real estate revival. The government‘s real focus should be ironing out the creases
that are evident in the reforms it has carried out, pushing forward its ambitious
mass digital and financial inclusion plans, and sorting out the many regulatory
problems that continue to make India such a difficult place to do business. There is
a temporary trade-off between growth today and greater growth tomorrow.
Прогноз ВВП Индии – от 5.7% до 7.2%
Мнение зарубежного экономиста о росте ВВП Индии – менее 6%
весной-летом 2017 г.
Meet the economist (Hugo Erken) who predicted India GDP growth at
5.7% in Q1
Alekh
Archana,
Livemint.
The
Hindustan
Times.
1/09/2017/
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/the-economist-who-predicted-india-gdp-growthat-5-7-in-q1/story-Ya69qi0ZN9iFw1RufTtEXM.html

Rabobank‘s Hugo Erken said GST will impact India GDP growth rate in Q2
as well, but predicted a rapid pick-up in economic growth to near 8% in Q3.
Hugo Erken works as a senior economist at RaboResearch Global Economics
& Markets. He is a country analyst for the US, Canada, Mexico, India and a
number of other South Asian countries.
Hugo Erken, senior economist at Rabobank‘s RaboResearch Global
Economics and Markets, is credited for rightly predicting that first quarter gross
domestic product (GDP) growth in India will decelerate to 5.7%. Netherlandsbased Erken‘s forecast was the most accurate in Bloomberg and Reuters surveys,
where the median forecast for GDP was 6.5% and 6.6% respectively.
In a telephone interview after the release of official growth numbers on
Thursday, Erken said sluggish private investment, as a result of the lasting impact
of demonetisation, was expected to impact growth.
He said that while the rollout of the goods and services tax (GST) is expected
to weigh on second quarter GDP growth, on a medium- to long-term basis, the
Indian economy has the potential to reach a higher growth rate. Various reforms
undertaken by Prime Minister Narendra Modi are the main reason for his
optimism.
Edited excerpts of the interview:
You rightly predicted Q1 GDP to decelerate to 5.7%. What was the basis
of this prediction?
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At Rabobank, we use NiGEM, an econometric world trade model, for our
economic forecasts. Partly the sluggish consumption in private sector was expected
due to lasting impact of demonetisation. This was visible in the previous quarter as
well. Another factor that we looked at growth of bank loans, which was negative
and decreasing. Part of this was because of build-up of stressed assets. In our
forecasts we also take into account the impact of GST, which will probably weigh
on growth in the July-September quarter.
What are your thoughts on demonetisation?
I think it is little bit too early to say if the exercise was useful. We still have to
see what will eventually happen with tax collection and revenues. Personally, I
think it was a bold decision, but in the end it will be beneficial to India because of
continuing formalisation of the economy.
In the short-term, it is disruptive and as the GDP numbers show, India is
paying a price for it. However, in the medium-term we are still confident that India
GDP growth will pick up quite rapidly to somewhere near 8% towards the
October-December quarter. We are quite bullish on India in the medium- to longerterm.
GDP data is bad news, and govt may not be able to arrest economy slide just
yet
5.7% GDP growth in Q1 matter of concern, says Arun Jaitley
What is the basis for your optimism?
We think that the reforms undertaken by the Modi administration so far are
will generate a positive impact on growth. Also, by the end of year, transitory and
negative impact of GST, as well as demonetisation, will peter out. The central bank
(Reserve Bank of India) has also taken steps to clean (up) bad loans. We think this
will improve the health of the banking sector, especially public banks, and help aid
private investment.
What is your GDP forecast for Q2?
We believe GST will continue to weigh on Q2 GDP as seen from the July
purchasing managers‘ index, which fell sharply. Our Q2 GDP forecast is
somewhere near 5.9-6%.
Несмотря на заверения РБИ, негативные последствия демонетизации
еще впереди.
Despite RBI‘s figures, the last word on demonetisation is still to be
written
R
Jagannathan.
The
Hindustan
Times.
2/09/2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/despite-rbi-s-figures-the-last-word-on-demonetisationis-still-to-be-written/story-MQ9dvBabltEU6TMlQ0EdDM.html

If the deposits finally returning to the RBI exceed Rs 15.44 lakh crore, it
would be an embarrassment to both the government and the RBI, for it would
mean that there is a loss of control on money with the public
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When political parties find their gambits failing, they try and spin it into
something else. And the normal thing to do is to change the goalposts and claim
that their real intentions were something else.
On Wednesday, when the Reserve Bank of India reported that 99% of the
demonetised Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes was back with banks and currency chests,
leaving only a presumed Rs 16,000 crore of ―black‖ or forgotten money outside the
system, the government put out a statement saying, in effect, ―Hey, that was our
very intent. We wanted the money lounging as undeclared currency or black
money to come into the system, and we achieved that.‖
Not in those precise words, obviously, but close. Here‘s what the finance
ministry said when the RBI put out the demonetisation numbers in its balancesheet for 2016-17: ―The government had expected all the SBNs (specified bank
notes) to come back to the banking system to become effectively usable currency.
The fact that the bulk of SBNs have come back … shows that the banking system
and the RBI were able to effectively respond to the challenge of collecting such a
large number of SBNs in a limited time.‖
It then went on to note how a ―significant portion of SBNs deposited could
possibly be representing unexplained/black money. Accordingly, ‗Operation Clean
Money‘ was launched on January 31, 2017. Scrutiny of about 18 lakh accounts,
prima facie, did not appear to be in line with their tax profile.‖ And so on and so
forth, which the taxman will now chase for tax dues through investigations,
seizures, raids, et al.
The first part of the statement, that ―the government had expected all the
SBNs (specified bank notes) to come back to the banking system‖ does not accord
with what was being discussed both in the media and in policy-making circles in
early November, in the first fortnight after demonetisation. Rather, the expectation
was that a lot of the money won‘t come in, and, to this extent, the RBI‘s liabilities
will be extinguished once the deadline ended. After that, the government could
legitimately claim that so many lakh crore of black money had been trapped
outside the system and was now mere paper. The money would now belong to the
country, including the poor.
Demonetisation: Inconvenience to insecurity, the narrative is changing
Demonetisation revisited: Best of HT articles you must read again
Discussions in the media and blogs focused on whether money that did not
come in could be declared as RBI profit and given to government as dividend, not
that large amounts would not come in. Some economists were, in fact, writing
about how the government should distribute this bonanza. Economist Swaminathan
Aiyar wrote: ―If Rs 3 lakh crore of notes remain unencashed at December-end, this
implies a corresponding fall in the RBI‘s liabilities, giving it a huge windfall. But
Modi can demand — and the RBI Governor will surely agree — to hand over
almost all the Rs 3 lakh crore to the government as a special dividend. What will
Modi do with this windfall? He can transfer a whopping Rs 10,000 into each of
250 million Jan Dhan accounts that have been opened since he came to power.
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This will absorb Rs 2.5 lakh crore, leaving Rs 50,000 crore for other purposes like
infrastructure.‖
But far from having a fiscal windfall, the government actually got a drastic
cut in dividend from the RBI, which had to foot the demonetisation bills, including
printing millions of new notes. Its dividends to the government more than halved
from Rs 65,896 crore in 2015-16 to Rs 30,659 crore last year, which means the
government lost revenues of Rs 35,237 crore, mostly due to the cost of running its
demonetisation project.
As against this cost, if the RBI now says that barely Rs 16,000 crore didn‘t
come back, the sheer operational cost of demonetisation was a net loser, not to
speak of the GDP loss, the jobs loss and other collateral damage.
But there‘s more cause for worry.
Рахул Ганди заявил, что демонетизация принесла огромные убытки
экономике страны.
Недостатки проведения демонетизации были предсказуемы, - заявил
Арун Джайтли
Fallout of demonetisation on predicted lines, says Jaitley
The
Hindu.
31.08.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/fallout-ofdemonetisation-on-predicted-lines-says-jaitley/article19592548.ece?homepage=true

―It‘s nobody‘s case that black money has been completely eliminated after
demonetisation,‖ he said.
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on Thursday said the fallout of demonetisation
was on predicted lines and the economy will benefit in medium and long term.
A day after the Reserve Bank said that almost all of the demonetised currency
came back into the system, Jaitley said the fact that money got deposited in banks
does not mean that all of it is legitimate money.
―It‘s nobody‘s case that black money has been completely eliminated after
demonetisation,‖ he said.
He said demonetisation, coupled with GST, will give a ―significant boost‖ to
direct tax revenues as many people have come under the tax net.
Although an overwhelming amount of money was deposited in banks it is not
a concern for the government as it is good for the economy that more money has
come into the formal system.
―The fallout of demonetisation is on predicted lines ...the fact that money got
deposited in banks doesn‘t make it legitimate money,‖ he said, adding the country
was ready for demonetisation even though there was political resistance.
The RBI on Wednesday said about 99 per cent of 15.44 lakh crore
demonetised currency came back into the system.
On the Goods and Services Tax (GST), Jaitley said its inflationary impact has
been avoided and there is a scope of convergence of tax rates going forward.
The minister also said that consolidation of PSU banks is on cards as the
country needs ―fewer but stronger banks‖.
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On bad loans, he said that resolution will take time.
―You can‘t have a surgical solution to it‖, he said, adding that if private sector
cannot pay back its debts then someone else should be allowed to take over.
The RBI has already recommended banks to initiate insolvency proceedings
against 12 large defaulters.
Не было целью демонетизации конфискация денег!, - заявил Арун
Джайтли
Objective of demonetisation was not confiscation of money, says Arun
Jaitley
The
Hindu.
30.08.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/objective-ofdemonetisation-was-not-confiscation-of-money-says-arunjaitley/article19588738.ece?homepage=true

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said that confiscation of money wasn‘t the
objective of the Centre‘s demonetisation exercise and those who never acted
against black money while in power were trying to create a confusion that the
success of note-ban hinges on the amount of money that stays out of the system.
Reacting to the Reserve Bank of India‘s annual report, as per which 99% of
the Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes worth Rs 15.44 lakh crore whose legal tender nature
was scrapped had returned to banks, the finance minister asserted that the
government had met its principal objectives of reducing the reliance on cash in the
economy, expanding the tax base and pushing digitization.
―We have more taxpayers both on direct and indirect tax, as reflected in the
27% rise in personal income tax returns filed and the GST collections in its first
month — a larger tax base, more digitization, lesser cash, integration of the
informal economy with the formal economy, which was also the principal
objective of demonetisation,‖ he said.
While the volume of cash in the Indian economy that was 'pre-dominantly
cash-based before demonetisation' has come down by 17%, the finance and
defence minister said that the impact of the note-ban on terror activity can be
clearly seen in strife-torn States such as Chhattisgarh and Jammu and Kashmir
where a large number of stone throwers, who were paid in cash, are no longer
active.
―As far as detection of fake currency is concerned, it is the first time the RBI
has scrutinised each and every note to determine fake currency… Some have
commented that that the only objective of demonetisation was to keep money out
of the system. It‘s unfortunate that those who never acted against black money,
even when they were in power, were perhaps not clear about the objective of
demonetisation and tried to confuse it as how much money stayed out,‖ Mr Jaitley
said, stressing that this was not about ‗confiscation of money.‘
―That people have been compelled to deposit even black money into banks is
itself a good evidence of [its success],‖ the Finance Minister said, before pointing
out that the high growth in income tax returns and the robust GST inflows indicate
that more and more people now prefer to undertake ‗white money‘ transactions.
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―With RBI disclosing the numbers of returned notes today and the measure
having been successfully implemented, the debate should be over,‖ said Economic
Affairs Secretary Subhash Garg, calling for a conclusion of note-ban linked
arguments as the "short-term negative impacts on economic activity have played
out fully and long-term positives will continue to strengthen fundamentals".
In a statement, the Finance ministry said that demonetisation had been
"immensely beneficial to the Indian economy and people" and argued that
expectations of some people about "a very large shock to economic growth on
account of demonetisation have been belied".
―India has continued to be on path of one of the strongest growths in the
world. The two big measures of demonetisation and introduction of GST were
humongous measures which had changed the structural and ethical foundations of
the Indian economy. Government has been able to manage the transition
extremely, effectively and with the least pain,‖ the ministry said.
После демонетизации практически все деньги вернулись в банки
Only 1.2% of ₹ 1,000 notes not returned to banks: RBI report
The
Hindu.
30.08.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/only-12-ofdemonetised-1000-notes-did-not-return-rbi/article19587973.ece?homepage=true

There were 6,326 million pieces of 1,000 in circulation as on March-end
2016.
Only 89 million ₹ 1,000 banknotes were never returned after the
demonetisation exercise, data released in the Reserve Bank of India‘s annual report
showed.
There were 6,326 million pieces of ₹ 1,000 in circulation as on March-end
2016. In 2016-2017, another 925 million pieces were supplied in the system by the
printing presses. This effectively means only 1.2% of the ₹ 1,000 notes were not
returned to banks.
In November last, the government decided to withdraw ₹ 1,000 and ₹ 500 to
''curb black money''.
There were 3,285 million pieces of ₹ 2000 in the system as on March 2017.
This constituted 50.2%, in terms of value, of total currency in circulation.
Shame on RBI for recommending demonetisation: Chidambaram
The number of ₹ 500 that were not returned could not be deduced from the
data. But 7,260 million pieces of ₹ 500 were printed by the Bharatiya Reserve
Bank Note Mudran Private Limited and Security Printing and Minting Corporation
of India Limited (SPMCIL).
The RBI has detected 2,56,324 pieces of ₹ 1000 and 638 pieces of ₹ 2000 as
counterfeit. This is very small proportion of total notes, 0.0035% and 1.94%
respectively.
Demonetisation a case of organised loot and legalised plunder, says
Manmohan
The data further shows that 3,17, 567 pieces of old ₹ 500 were detected as
counterfeit notes, while only 199 conterfeit pieces of the new ₹ 500 were detected.
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Первый блок атомной станции Куданкулам стал лишь сейчас
вырабатывать электроэнергию в сеть Индии.
Kudankulam first reactor synchronised with Southern Grid
P. Sudhakar. The Hindu. Having successfully completed the scheduled second fuel
outage recently, KKNPP's first reactor was synchronised with the Southern Grid at
6.37 am on Tuesday.
After achieving 800 MWe power generation capability within the next 48
hours, the reactor will be stopped for mandatory tests. On getting the Atomic
Energy Regulatory Board's nod, power generation in the reactor will be increased
to its maximum capacity of 1,000 MWe.
The first reactor was generating 300 MWe when it was synchronised with the
grid.
Рост ВВП в апреле-июне 2017 г. был 6.6% (а в январе-марте – 6.1% из-за
демонетизации).
India‘s June quarter GDP to see modest recovery at 6.6%: Nomura
The Hindu, 22.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/indias-june-quartergdp-to-see-modest-recovery-at-66-nomura/article19538867.ece?homepage=true

According to Nomura, both urban and rural consumption indicators bounced
back in July.
India is expected to see a modest recovery in GDP growth at 6.6% for the
April—June quarter as compared to 6.1 per cent in January—March, which was
affected by demonetisation, says a Nomura report. Economic activity in the
country, which had lost some momentum in the run up to the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) rollout, has started to recover, according to Nomura.
The report said while consumption and services growth indicators (especially
transportation) bounced back in July, industry, investment and external sector data
remain weak, or have slowed down marginally. However, a growth recovery is
expected by year-end, aided by remonetisation and improved financial conditions.
―Given the impact of the GST and in line with our indicators, we expect only
a modest recovery in GDP growth to 6.6% year-on-year in Q2 (April—June)
compared to 6.1% in January—March, which was affected by demonetisation.
However, in the second half of 2017, we expect growth to accelerate sharply to
7.4%,‖ it said in a research note.
According to Nomura, both urban and rural consumption indicators bounced
back in July. While, diesel consumption and consumer credit also picked up,
confirming that underlying consumption demand is robust. On the monetary policy
front, Nomura said the Reserve Bank of India is expected to maintain the status
quo on interest rates.
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The Reserve Bank in its policy review meet this month has lowered its key
lending rate by 0.25%, a move which is likely to translate into lower interest rates
for home, auto and other loans as also boost economic activity.
Резервный банк Индии перестал печатать банкноты в 2000 рупий, а стал
печатать в 200 и 500 рупий.
RBI stops printing Rs 2000 notes, focus turns to Rs 200 notes
Gopika
Gopakumar.
The
Hindustan
Times.
26/07/2017/
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/rbi-stops-printing-rs-2000-notes-focus-turns-tonew-rs-200-notes/story-kijiPYAtTj1i6hsFjhvWaK.html

The new batches of 500-rupee notes are expected to ease the shortage of
2,000-rupee notes in circulation that is being reported in certain parts of the
country. The RBI‘s Mysore press has started printing the new 200-rupee bills,
which are likely to come into circulation next month.
About 3.7 billion 2,000-rupee notes amounting to Rs 7.4 trillion have been
printed.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) stopped printing 2,000-rupee notes about
five months ago, stepping up instead the production of smaller bills, including a
new Rs 200, people familiar with the matter said on Tuesday.
The central bank is also unlikely to print more 2000-rupee notes in the current
financial year, they said on condition of anonymity.
The government brought in the 2000-rupee note to quickly tide over a cash
crunch from demonetisation, but fewer lower-value currency in circulation meant
people struggled to change the big denomination bill.
The RBI‘s focus now on printing small bills is aimed at bridging that gap.
RBI accepted govt‘s demonetisation proposal because of fake notes menace
New 2,000, 500 rupee notes seized in fake currency haul: Home ministry to
Lok Sabha
About 3.7 billion 2,000-rupee notes amounting to Rs 7.4 trillion have been
printed, said one of the people cited above. That more than compensates for the 6.3
billion 1,000-rupee bills withdrawn from November 8.
―Most of the printing that‘s being done, about 90% is only 500-rupee notes.
Nearly 14 billion pieces of new 500-rupee notes have been printed so far,‖ one of
the people cited above said.
That is also close to the 15.7 billion of old 500-rupee notes (amounting to
Rs7.85 trillion) withdrawn from circulation after November 8.
Not all the new notes printed so far have been released into circulation by the
central bank.
RBI data shows that currency in circulation stood at Rs 15.22 trillion as on 14
July, eight months after demonetisation. This is about 86% of the Rs 17.7 trillion
that was in circulation on November 4.
Separately, the RBI‘s Mysore press has also started printing the new 200rupee bills, which are likely to come into circulation next month, according to a
second person.
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―Initially, around a billion 200-rupee notes are expected to hit the market,‖
this person added.
The central bank did not respond to an email seeking comment.
I-T dept probing 30k cases where ITRs revised after demonetisation: CBDT
Finance minister Arun Jaitley introduces Banking Regulation Bill
The new batches of 500-rupee notes are expected to ease the shortage of
2,000-rupee notes in circulation that is being reported in certain parts of the
country.
―The cash crunch which existed till two months ago has now eased with RBI
increasing supply of 500-rupee notes over the last 40 days,‖ said Neeraj Vyas,
deputy managing director, State Bank of India (SBI).
―But we have also seen a sharp drop in the supply of 2,000-rupee notes during
this period.‖
A July 19 report from SBI‘s economic research wing showed that cash on
hand with banks is high at 5.4% of currency in circulation compared with 3.8%
pre-demonetisation. This shows that there is excess cash lying in ATMs or bank
branches, most of which could mostly be 2,000-rupee notes, concluded the report.
―Although we haven‘t seen any drop in supply of 2,000-rupee notes, we
expect it to be moved out of ATMs once 200-rupee notes hit the market,‖ said
Radha Rama Dorai, country head, ATM and allied services, at ATM service
provider FIS.
В Индии рассматривают возможность слияния финансового года с
календарным.
Centre mulls changing FY, says Jaitley
The Hindu. 22.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/centre-mullschanging-fy-says-jaitley/article19326433.ece?homepage=true

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, in an answer to the Lok Sabha, said that his
Ministry had received the report from the committee tasked with examining the
feasibility of changing the financial year to coincide with the calendar year.
At the moment, the financial year in India is from April to March.
―The matter of changing the financial year is under consideration of the
Government,‖ Mr. Jaitley said in reply to a question posed by BJP MP Pankaj
Chaudhary. ―It has been examined recently by a committee constituted by the
Government under the chairmanship of Dr. Shankar Acharya. The report of the
Committee has been received.‖
Индия впервые запустила смешанный поезд – солнечные батареи +
дизель
India launches world‘s first solar-powered train
Shazma Khan. BR. 20.07.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/18/359874/indialaunches-worlds-first-solar-powered-train/
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Moving towards technological advancement, Indian Railways launched first
ever solar-powered train in Delhi.
Inaugurated on July 14, the 1600 HP solar-powered DEMU (diesel electrical
multiple unit) train was launched from the Safdarjung railway station in Delhi. The
train runs from Sarai Rohilla in Delhi to Farukh Nagar in Haryana. This initiative
marks India to be the first one globally to introduce solar panels as grid in
railways.
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In line with Indian Railways ‗Solar Mission‘ for decreasing dependency on
fossil fuels, the train consists of 16 solar panels that are fitted in six coaches each
of which generating 300 Watt peak (Wp). It is said that the solar-powered trains
would be able to power the entire electrical appliances present in the train.
Built under ‗Make in India‘ initiative, the price of these solar panels is up to
Rs54 lakh. Along with a power back-up, the train can run on battery at the
minimum of 72 hours, informed The Economic Times.
The solar-powered DEMU trains being a part of his plans, Indian Railway
Minister Suresh Prabhu declared last year that railways would be able to produce
1000 MW of solar energy in the upcoming five years. During the inauguration
ceremony, Prabhu expressed, ―Indian Railways is committed to promote clean and
renewable energy.‖
According to Ravindra Gupta, Member (Rolling Stock), Railway Board, solar
power would be initially introduced in urban trains and later on in long-distance
trains. In the upcoming days, the railways plan to launch approximately 50 more
similar trains.
Gupta believes that once the project is completely executed, the Indian
Railways would be able to conserve almost Rs700 crore annually. Not only that,
the solar panels would also contribute to deduct almost 239 tons of carbon dioxide
emissions per train annually and 1350 tons in the next 25 years, reports Indian
Express.
Индия может увеличить свою экономику (ВВП) за 15 лет до 8 трлн.
долл., - считает некий индийский политик
India‘s GDP could rise to about $8 trillion over next 15 years, says
Arvind Panagariya
The Hindu. 19.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/indias-gdp-couldrise-to-about-8-trillion-over-next-15-yrs-says-arvindpanagariya/article19302026.ece?homepage=true

―Today, the Indian economy is among the major economies, the fastest
growing economy, it has now left China behind," the NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman
says
India‘s gross domestic product (GDP) could rise to about $8 trillion over the
next 15 years if the country registers an economic growth of 8% annually and
come very close to eliminating abject poverty entirely, NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman
Arvind Panagariya has said here.
He said with that level of economic growth, living standards and amenities
that are taken for granted in the west will become accessible to a very large part of
the population in India in the coming 15 years.
―Today, the Indian economy is among the major economies, the fastest
growing economy, it has now left China behind. It grew in real dollars in the last
15 years ending 2016-17 (at) about 9%,‖ Mr. Panagariya said.
―Once we correct for the exchange rate (changes), in real dollars India‘s
growth rate in the last 15 years has been about 9%,‖ he said at an interactive multi-
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stakeholder panel hosted by India‘s Permanent Mission to the U.N., the NITI
Aayog and think-tank Research and Information System for Developing Countries
on July 17.
He added that if one were to ―make a very conservative assumption that over
the coming 15 years, India would grow 8%, (the country‘s) GDP would rise from
2.3 trillion dollars today to close to about $8 trillion,‖ with an average income of
over $5,000.
―At that level of income it is not simply that we will be very close to
eliminating abject poverty entirely but a large part of the population will be very
prosperous,‖ he said, at the event titled ‗Transforming India: Eradicating Poverty,
Promoting Prosperity.‘
'Economy on a much stable path'
Participating in the panel along with Mr. Panagariya were Columbia
University Professor and eminent economist Jagdish Bhagwati, India‘s former
Permanent Representative to the U.N. and Chairperson of think-tank Research and
Information System for Developing Countries (RIS) Hardeep Singh Puri, Chief
Statistician of India T.C.A. Anant and renowned actor Anupam Kher.
―I really think that as you go forward, there is a major transformation waiting
to happen in the lives of about 1.3 billion - 1.5 billion people by 2030. That will
mean that much greater prosperity for the entire world,‖ he said.
Mr. Panagariya noted that ―unfortunately‖ from 2004 to 2014, reforms in the
country came to a standstill.
―Mistakes particularly during 2009 to 2014 actually ended up denting very
badly India‘s growth process with the growth rate declining from about 8.3% to
about 6% during 2012-13 and 2013-14,‖ he added.
Mr. Panagariya added that currently the Indian economy is on a much more
stable path.
There are some of the ―legacy issues‖ such as the non- performing assets of
the banks and they are being tackled by the government, he said adding that
inflation is down to below 2% and the government has systematically cut the fiscal
deficits.
Listing the ―big-item and big ticket reforms‖ such as the Goods and Services
Tax, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Act and the Aadhar Act implemented by the
government, Mr. Panagariya said the benefits of those reforms are just beginning
to happen.
He termed the Goods and Services Tax as a very hard fought reform that
required not only a constitutional amendment but several legislations and approval
of all 29 States of India.
On the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Mr. Panagariya said India
itself has had a major influence on the 17 ambitious global goals and ―most of the
SDGs mirror India‘s own national policies,‖ including the Food Security Act,
housing for all, Clean India campaign, National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme, programme for the girl child.
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Mr. Panagariya further said that it is ―remarkable‖ that huge leadership for the
SDGs is coming from the States in India and from the Chief Ministers.
―The kind of leadership that has been provided in China by the city mayors is
effectively now being provided by the State Chief Ministers in India,‖ he said.
Focus on women and girls
Addressing the session, Mr. Puri said China has already lifted hundreds of
millions of people out of poverty and India too has done quite well recently.
―But for the SDGs to succeed, India has to succeed. If India does not succeed
in successfully implementing the SDGs, I am afraid the overall picture for the
SDGs is not going to be a good one,‖ Mr. Puri said, adding that it is extremely
important that India has taken the task of implementing and achieving the SDGs
―frontally and in a comprehensive way.‖
He, however, added that progress on education cannot be achieved without
the focus on women and girls.
―Gender equality and empowerment of women and girls is an imperative for
the SDGs and also an imperative for India,‖ Mr. Puri said.
Mr. Kher said India is making changes and progress across sectors and ―if we
don‘t see news channels and if we don‘t read newspapers, I discover that today we
are really doing amazing things.‖
As individuals and citizens of the country, we need to know our responsibility
towards the country.
He pointed out that through movies such as the recent Akshay Kumar-starrer
‗Toilet: Ek Prem Katha‘ that talks about the problem of open defecation in
villages, films are contributing in spreading awareness about crucial issues central
to achieving the SDGs.
Низкий уровень инфляции в Индии
Wholesale inflation falls sharply to 0.90% in June, food prices ease
The Times of India. 15.07.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/wholesale-inflation-falls-sharply-to-0-90-in-june-food-pricesease/articleshow/59594367.cms

NEW DELHI: Wholesale inflation fell to 0.90 per cent in June -- the lowest in
at least eight months -- as prices of food articles, including vegetables, declined.
Inflation based on the wholesale price index (WPI) was 2.17 per cent in May 2017
and (-)0.09 per cent in June 2016.
The slowdown in wholesale inflation comes against the backdrop of retail
inflation easing to a record low of 1.54 per cent in June. The WPI figure is at the
lowest level in at least eight months -- since the availability of data for the new
2011-12 base year series.
The government data released today showed that prices of food articles
contracted by 3.47 per cent in June on a yearly basis. Vegetable inflation stood at ()21.16 per cent.
Potato saw a maximum deflation of 47.32 per cent, followed by pulses at
25.47 per cent. For onion, deflation was 9.47 per cent in June. The rate of price
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increase was 1.93 per cent in cereals while that of protein-rich items like egg, meat
and fish was 1.92 per cent in June.
Fuel and power segment saw some cooling of inflation at 5.28 per cent, from
11.69 per cent in May. Manufactured product inflation read 2.27 per cent.
Soon after retail inflation hit a record low, Chief Economic Advisor Arvind
Subramanian had said there had been a "paradigm shift" in inflation trajectory and
that has been "missed by all".
His comments were seen as an apparent reference to the decision of the
Monetary Policy Committee, chaired by RBI Governor Urjit Patel, which has kept
the key policy rate unchanged so far this year citing pricing pressures.
Besides, industrial production data showed that the growth in factory output
slumped to 1.7 per cent in May, from 8 per cent a year ago.
WPI inflation is calculated on the basis of 2011-12 as the base year. It was
revised in May from 2004-05 with an aim to reflect the macroeconomic picture
more accurately.
The index basket of the new series has a total of 697 items, including 117 for
primary articles, 16 for fuel and power and 564 for manufactured products.
The final print of April WPI inflation remained unchanged at 3.85 per cent.
Индия выполняет Программу стабилизации численности населения
India intensifies population stability programme
Vidya Krishnan. The Hindu. 12.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaintensifies-population-stability-programme/article19260125.ece?homepage=true

On World Population Day, the government committed to expanding the reach
of modern contraceptives by 2020 at the International Family Planning Summit in
London on Tuesday.
The Health Ministry launched a campaign focussing on population
stabilisation in 146 high fertility districts across seven States in India. The summit
brings together 37 governments, 16 companies and 11 civil society organisations,
to accelerate progress on rights-based family planning programmes.
―Mission Parivar Vikas will focus on 146 high fertility districts in seven
States with high TFR. Under this, specific targeted initiatives shall be taken for
population stabilisation through better services delivery,‖ said J.P. Nadda, Health
Minister at a function organised by Jansankhya Sthirita Kosh.
India has over 9.2 million married and sexually active adolescents (ages 1519) of whom 26% have an unmet need for contraception. Anupriya Patel, Minister
of State for Health said population dynamics have a significant influence on
sustainable development.
―The changes in population growth rates and age structures are closely linked
to national and global developmental challenges and their solutions. She further
stated that the issue of population stabilisation is so gigantic in its proportion that
the government alone cannot address the issue and thus the collective involvement
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of NGOs, private sector and corporate sector shall play a pivotal role,‖ Ms. Patel
said.
Changing needs
The Minister added that the Indian government will be conducting half yearly
review of the programme to gauge whether the programme is moving in the right
direction. ―We have enhanced the basket of contraceptive choices to meet the
changing needs of people and have taken steps to ensure quality assured services
and commodities are delivered to the last-mile consumers in both rural and urban
areas.‖
At the Family Planning Summit, C.K. Mishra, Health Secretary announced
that India will focus on FP2020 goals to drive access, choice and quality of Family
Planning (FP) services and increase the modern contraceptive usage from 53.1% to
54.3% and ensure that 74% of the demand for modern contraceptives is satisfied
by 2020.
Allocation for family planning alone in the reproductive, maternal, newborn,
child and adolescent health (RMNCH+A) budget is expected to exceed $2 billion
by 2020. The governments and partners pledged commitments of least $2.5 billion
by 2020, with the majority of the funding ($1.5 billion) committed by countries in
Asia and Africa.
Рост населения Индии и миграционные процессы внутри страны.
The great Indian migration
Diego Palacios (UNFPA Country Representative (India) and Country Director (Bhutan).
The Hindu. JULY 11, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-great-indianmigration/article19252961.ece?homepage=true

The socio-economic aspects of north-south migration need to be analysed
Despite the decline in total fertility rates (TFR) countrywide, 12 States
continue to have TFR above 2.1 children per woman, known as replacement-level
fertility. However, when the TFR declines, the drop does not stop at 2.1, as seen in
Kerala (1.6), Tamil Nadu (1.7) and Karnataka (1.8). This leads to faster changes in
the population structure characterised by a reduction in the proportion of young
people and an increase in the proportion of the elderly.
When all the States in India are clustered in terms of fertility levels, one sees a
predominantly youthful north and a maturing south and west. This demographic
divergence between States and regions is important from the policy perspective
and forward-looking development planning.
Most of the current and future demographic potential is locked in the northern
States, and largely located in Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and
Uttar Pradesh. As per population projections, these five States will account for
more than 55% of population growth in India till 2030. Those who are under 15
years of age today will become India‘s working population in the coming decades,
and almost every second person in this age group resides in these five States.
Migration-friendly planning
The proportion of the elderly started increasing in the southern States several
years ago. Now, the phenomenon has extended to the western, extreme northern
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and eastern States. In the coming decades, they will require a young workforce to
keep institutions functioning efficiently, and also to take care of the elderly. This
need is likely to be met by people from the youthful north, with many moving to
the ageing States. Already, the migration trend is evident, with established flows of
young people from these States to other parts. The divergent demographic
transition in the high-low TFR States will add further impetus to this movement in
the coming decades.
The socio-economic implications of young people heading south, leaving the
children and elderly behind, need to be analysed. The challenges of moving into
new communities that speak different languages and have different cultures need to
be understood and addressed. Along with the migrants, the issues of the locals
must also be appreciated.
There is a need to gain deeper understanding of migration flows, so that
estimations and projections can be made regarding changing need for housing and
infrastructure, health care and utilities, education and skills. States need to work
together to provide portability of identity proof and entitlements, as well as build
support systems for families left behind.
India urgently needs to take cognisance of the divergent demographic
transition trends. Timely strategic action can develop human capacities to cater to
future needs and build rights-based policies that work for migrants as well as
locals. All adding up to help optimise development, employment and collaboration
across States in the country.
«Индия станет экономической основой для глобального роста», считают эксперты Гарвардского университета
India to be base to economic pole of global growth: Study
The Times of India. 7.07.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-to-be-base-to-economic-pole-of-global-growth-study/articleshow/59468996.cms

•A Harvard University study has said, India will be the base to the economic
pole of global growth
•This projection has been made for the next decade
•The study has also said that India will remain ahead of China
NEW YORK: India will be the base to the economic pole of global growth
over the coming decade, remaining ahead of China, according to a Harvard
University research.
The study also warns of a continued slowdown in global growth over the
coming decade. India and Uganda top the list of the fastest growing economies to
2025, at 7.7 per cent annually.
"The economic pole of global growth has moved over the past few years from
China to neighbouring India, where it is likely to stay over the coming decade,"
new growth projections presented by researchers at Center for International
Development at Harvard University (CID) said.
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Growth in emerging markets is predicted to continue to outpace that of
advanced economies, though not uniformly. The projections are optimistic about
new growth hubs in East Africa and new segments of Southeast Asia, led by
Indonesia and Vietnam.
Researchers attribute India's rapid growth prospects to the fact that it is
particularly well positioned to continue diversifying into new areas, given the
capabilities accumulated to date."India has made inroads in diversifying its export
base to include more complex sectors, such as chemicals, vehicles, and certain
electronics," it said. The new data reveals a decline in China's exports. China's
economic complexity ranking also falls four spots for the first time since the global
financial crisis.
"China's rapid growth rate over the past decade has narrowed the gap between
its complexity and its income, which researchers suggest is the harbinger of slower
growth," the research said. The growth projections still have China growing above
the world average, though at 4.4 per cent annually for the coming decade, the
slowdown relative to the current growth trend is significant, it added.
The growth projections are based on measures of each country's economic
complexity, which captures the diversity and sophistication of the productive
capabilities embedded in its exports and the ease with which it could further
diversify by expanding those capabilities.
"The major oil economies are experiencing the pitfalls of their reliance on one
resource. India, Indonesia, and Vietnam have accumulated new capabilities that
allow for more diverse and more complex production that predicts faster growth in
the coming years," said Ricardo Hausmann, director of CID, professor at the
Harvard Kennedy School (HKS), and the lead researcher of The Atlas of Economic
Complexity.
Uganda joins three other East African countries in the top 10 fastest growing
countries, though a significant fraction of that growth is due to rapid population
growth. On a per capita basis, Uganda is the only East African country that
remains in the top 10 in the growth projections, though at 4.5 per cent annually its
prospects are more modest.
Индийцы недоверчиво относятся к введению «Goods & Service Tax».
While people have reservations India launches national tax
Dawn. 3.07.2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1342559/while-people-have-reservationsindia-launches-national-tax

India on Saturday launched its biggest ever fiscal reform with the government
promising a stronger, less corrupt economy while businesses are nervous about the
new tax.
The goods and services tax (GST) replaces more than a dozen levies imposed
nationally and by the 29 states.
It aims to transform the nation of 1.3 billion people and its $2 trillion
economy into a single market.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi held a special midnight session of parliament
to launch GST which he called ―a good and simple tax.‖
―With GST, the dream of one India, great India, will come true,‖ the prime
minister said.
―GST is a simple, transparent system which prevents generation of black
money and curbs corruption,‖ said Modi who jolted the country last year by
withdrawing more than 85 per cent of India's bank notes from circulation in a
clampdown on under-the-table dealings.
―The system gives opportunity to honesty and people who do honest
business.‖ But the prime minister, who has put huge efforts into the economy as he
targets re-election in 2019, acknowledged that it would have teething problems.
Jammu and Kashmir state has refused to sign onto the one tax regime. And
GST has sparked protests by traders, while the main opposition Congress Party
boycotted the launch ceremony.
Tax rules confound
Businesses are nervous about the imposition of GST, which sets out four
different rates of between five and 28pc instead of the one originally envisioned.
The GST rule book runs to more than 200 pages and last-minute changes
were still being made late Friday.
Textile traders and other sectors went on strike ahead of the launch and many
businesses say they are unclear about what to charge.
The Bhartiya Udyog Vyapar Mandal, a national traders association that
claims 60 million members, called a one-day strike Friday to protest the GST.
Many are worried because while returns have to be filed by computer, they do
not have or do not understand computers.
―Since August last year we have put forward our demands on GST but the
government has never responded,‖ national secretary general Vijay Prakash Jain
told AFP.
―We told the government, either fix this, or we will strike.‖ Most economists
agree the reform — first proposed in 2006 — is long overdue, but warn the initial
shock to the economy is likely to drag, rather than stoke growth, as businesses
adjust.
Credit Suisse managing director Neelkanth Mishra warned that ―the next few
months will be a period of uncertainty in which no company would want to invest,
that slows down the investment cycle and acts as a drag on the economy.‖
Rating agency ICRA said that while GST would lead to an increase in
compliance in some sectors, it would also reduce the competitiveness of the
informal businesses who are expected to lose out to the formal and organised
players.
―Although it is still far from perfect, we realise how much better it is than the
myriad taxes we've been subjected to over the last several decades,‖ said Pratik
Jain, Partner and Leader Indirect Tax, PwC India.
―The old India was economically fragmented. The new India will create one
tax, one market for one nation,‖ Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said.
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Что такое «Налог на товары и услуги?
GST launched: All you need to know about India‘s biggest tax reform
The Hindustan Times. Jul 01, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/gstlaunched-all-you-need-to-know-about-india-s-biggest-tax-reform/story9mYillRlTDDfztqsuNL6bP.html

What is GST?
Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a value-added tax at each stage of the
supply of goods and services precisely on the amount of value addition achieved. It
seeks to eliminate inefficiencies in the tax system that result in ‗tax on tax‘, known
as cascading of taxes. GST is a destination-based tax on consumption, as per which
the state‘s share of taxes on inter-state commerce goes to the one that is home to
the final consumer, rather than to the exporting state. GST has two equal
components of central and state GST.
What is input tax credit?
To make sure that tax is levied only on the amount of value addition at each
stage of the supply chain, credit for the taxes paid at the previous stage is granted.
For example, a garment manufacturer gets credit for the taxes paid on the materials
purchased while computing the final indirect tax liability on his product that is
collected from the consumer. Similarly, a service provider, say, a telecom
company, gets credits for the taxes paid on the goods and services used in his
business.
Who is liable to pay GST?
Businesses and traders with annual sales above Rs20 lakh are liable to pay
GST. The threshold for paying GST is Rs10 lakh in the case of northeastern and
special category states. GST is applicable on inter-state trade irrespective of this
threshold.
Read more
GST, India‘s biggest tax reform, launched at midnight; PM Modi says ‗Good
and Simple Tax‘ will help poor
Transparency to tax burden: 10 ways in which GST will impact people,
businesses
What are the existing taxes subsumed into GST?
Taxes on production such as central excise duty and additional excise duty,
import duties such as additional customs duty known as countervailing duty and
special additional customs duty, service tax, central cesses and surcharges, state
taxes like value-added tax (VAT), central sales tax on inter-state trade of goods,
luxury tax, entertainment tax except those levied by local bodies, taxes on
advertisements, taxes on betting and gambling and state cesses and surcharges on
supply of goods and services are subsumed into GST. Basic customs duty, which
includes the tariff barrier on imports, is not part of GST.
What are the benefits of GST?
GST brings transparency on the taxes levied on the supply of goods and
services. At present, when an item is purchased, the common man sees only the
state taxes on the product label, not the various embedded tax components. GST
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will improve the ease of doing business as entry barriers along state borders will be
dismantled. The new indirect tax system is expected to improve tax compliance,
boost revenue receipts of central and state governments and accelerate GDP
growth rate by an estimated 1.5-2 percentage points. Elimination of cascading of
taxes will result in reduced tax burden on many items.
What are the products not part of GST?
Crude oil, diesel, petrol, natural gas and jet fuel are temporarily kept out of
GST. The GST Council, the federal indirect tax body of state finance ministers
chaired by the Union finance minister, will decide when to bring these items into
GST. Liquor is kept out of GST as a constitutional provision and hence it would
require an amendment to Constitution if it is to be brought into GST net.
What is integrated GST or IGST?
IGST is the tax on inter-state supply of goods and services with central and
state GST components.
How are imports treated?
Imports are treated as inter-state supplies and will attract IGST. Exports do
not attract any tax. Taxes paid on raw materials and services used in export of
goods and services are refunded to the business.
Read more
Traders apprehensive about GST, taxation dept gears up to implement new
law
GST a disruptive change, tribute to India‘s democracy: President Pranab
Mukherjee
What is the anti-profiteering mechanism?
To prevent the possibility of prices going up and to make sure that the
reduced tax burden on products and services are passed on to consumers, the
government has introduced an anti-profiteering clause in the GST law. The antipro teering authority to be set up will act on complaints of profiteering and direct a
profiteering supplier to cut price return the benefit of reduced tax burden to the
buyer with 18% interest, or recover such amount if the buyer cannot be identified
or doesn‘t make a claim. A profiteering business could lose its GST registration,
too.
How are decisions taken at the GST Council?
No decision can be taken in the Council without the concurrence of both the
Union and the state governments. Decisions will be taken by a 75% majority of the
weighted votes of members present and voting. The Union government‘s vote has
a weightage of one-third of the votes cast, while all states together will have a
weightage of two-thirds of the votes cast.
Экономическая политика Моди критикуется индийским журналом «The
Economist»
Modi savaged by The Economist
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In the week that Narendra Modi is travelling to the US, The Economist has
carried a negative cover story which will not please India‘s prime minister. The
weekly magazine‘s view is important because it is a conservative, businessfriendly publication seen by world leaders as being authoritative on the subject of
the economy. It is also seen as not being quick to judgment and that makes its view
on Modi particularly damaging.
I think the cover was a little unfair and too tough on Modi and on India, but
perhaps mine is the view of someone who comes from a culture where symbolism
is important. The cover features Modi riding a tiger made of paper and is headlined
―Modi‘s India: The illusion of reform‖. The accusations in it are many.
The most devastating is that the magazine is convinced Modi does not have
the capacity to be a reformer. The magazine feels the record shows that Modi is
―not so good at working systematically to sort out the underlying problems holding
the economy back.‖ Instead ―his reputation as a friend to business rests on his
vigorous efforts to help firms out of fixes — finding land for a particular factory,
say, or expediting the construction of a power station.‖
As evidence, it says that the ideas that he is currently working with in the
fourth year of his administration, such as the Goods and Services Tax, are mostly
the product of previous administrations and not his own. The magazine concedes
that Modi is energetic, but occupied by ―launching glitzy initiatives on everything
from manufacturing to toilet construction.‖ He is bold but directionless.
Demonetisation was ―brave‖ but not ―sound policy‖ and ―a lack of planning
and unclear objectives mean the exercise has damaged the economy‖. The
magazine fears ―more erratic decision-making as the government aims to prove it
is ‗doing something‘.‖
The lack of concentrated focus and strategy has meant that India‘s economy is
currently growing at a slower pace than it was three years ago. The advantages
India has of low oil prices and a young population are being lost as ―Modi, in
short, is squandering a golden opportunity.‖
Going over the record, there are not many linings of silver in the dark cloud.
The Economist has decided it has found an answer to the question of whether Modi
was ―a Hindu zealot disguised as an economic reformer, or the other way around‖.
It believes that he is ―more a chauvinist than an economist‖. As evidence it writes
that the government has ―created havoc in the booming beef-export business‖.
The language used after this is particularly strong and will upset many in
government and its supporters. ―Under Modi,‖ The Economist writes ―debate about
public policy, and especially communal relations, has atrophied. Hindu nationalist
thugs intimidate those who chide the government for straying from India‘s secular
tradition, or who advocate a less repressive approach to protests in Kashmir‖.
This has happened in an atmosphere where Modi ―himself has become the
object of a sycophantic personality cult‖. There are other judgments on intolerance
that readers who have followed the recent controversies will not find surprising.
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The magazine‘s report will delight those who oppose Modi and this
government, and they will see their views vindicated by a neutral and informed
observer. However, The Economist‘s judgment should concern all Indians, whether
or not they support Modi. If it is true that we are in moment in time when the few
economic advantages we hold are being lost, our focus must be on that rather than
on finger-pointing.
And it would be helpful if the government were to acknowledge its
shortcomings, if not its failures, on some of these issues.
Unfortunately, I do not see that happening as we enter the last two years of
Modi‘s first term in office.
Валютные резервы Индии повысились до 382 млрд. долл.

Инфляция – 3%
CPI inflation slows to lowest since 2012
The Hindu. 12.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/cpi-inflation-slowsto-lowest-since-2012/article18967421.ece?homepage=true

Index of Industrial Production expands 3.1% in April, output slows from
3.75% pace in March
Retail inflation in May, at 2.18%, eased to its lowest level since the Centre
began measuring it on a nationwide basis in 2012, driven in large part by cooling
food prices, according to a latest government release. Separate data showed
industrial output expanded by 3.1% in April.
Inflation measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was even slower than
the 2.99% seen in April, the previous record low. Within the index, food and
beverages category witnessed a contraction of 0.2% in May, compared with a
growth of 1.3% in April.
Pharma sector
Growth in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) was spurred by the
manufacturing sector within which the tobacco and the pharmaceuticals sectors
grew the fastest.
―Even though the Reserve Bank of India has revised its estimates of inflation
downwards for the first half of the year, these numbers are clearly going further
down,‖ said D.K. Srivastava, chief policy advisor, EY India.
―It reflects the crisis the farmers are facing because food prices have crashed
as a result of bumper crops. This does provide stronger grounds for the RBI to
revise its interest rates downwards in its next review,‖ he said.
Inflation in the fuel and light segment in May stood at 5.5%, compared with
6.1% in April.
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Inflation in the clothing and footwear segment eased marginally to 4.4% from
4.6% over the same period. The housing segment saw inflation remaining at the
same rate of 4.8%.
―Food prices could turn around in June due to the farmer agitation in parts of
the country,‖ said Care Ratings.
―There is an upside risk to inflation on account of three major factors: the
increase in the house rent component in CPI, the implementation of GST, and the
announcement of large farm loan waivers and higher deficits of states.
―The RBI is expected to maintain status quo until September 2017 as the
inflation for next couple of months is dependent upon turnaround of monsoon,
increase in the house rent allowances, implementation of GST and farm loan
waivers,‖ Care Ratings added. ―We expect only a 25 basis points (bps) cut in
October 2017.‖
―Going forward, CPI is expected to be sub-2% for the next two months before
moving up but will stay below 4% till November,‖ State Bank of India said in a
report. ―For FY‘18, CPI inflation average could thus be 3.5% with a significant
downward bias.‖
Industrial production
The manufacturing sector grew 2.6% in April compared with 2.7% in March,
while growth in the mining sector slowed drastically to 4.2%. Electricity output
grew 5.4% in April, slower than March‘s 6.2%.
The consumer durables segment saw a drastic contraction of 6% in April,
from a growth of 13.8% in the same month of the previous year. The capital goods
segment also witnessed a contraction of 1.3%, compared with a growth of 8.1% in
April 2016.
―The performance has been mixed in April with negative growth rates in
capital goods and consumer durables which are the focal points for future growth,‖
Care Ratings added.
Индия расширяет рынки для экспорта своей с/х продукции
‗India to find markets to boost agri exports‘
The Hindu. 12.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/india-to-find-marketsto-boost-agri-exports/article18966824.ece?homepage=true

Commerce Secretary Rita Teaotia said on Monday that while India has
emerged as the seventh largest exporter of agri-products globally, opportunities in
newer markets have to be searched for further growth.
Ms. Teaotia said Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export
Development Authority (APEDA) of the Ministry of Commerce in association
with the concerned line Ministries is addressing issues relating to market access.
She said it is important to maintain traceability and accountability in value
addition chain.
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Goods exports during 2016-17 stood at $276.28 billion, out of which agri
exports comprised of $33.38 billion representing 12.08% of the total exports, an
official statement said.
Exports of food products monitored by APEDA during 2016-17 stood at
$16.28 billion representing 48.77% of agri exports from the country. Vietnam,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, USA, Iran, Iraq and Nepal are the major destinations for
export of food products from India.
Ms. Teaotia also asked organic goods exporters to certify their products as it
helps boost competitiveness in the global markets.
Рост индийской экономики ниже – около 7.1% (а может 6.7%)
India‘s annual growth slows to 7.1pc after controversial note ban
Dawn, June 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1336580/indias-annual-growth-slowsto-71pc-after-controversial-note-ban

NEW DELHI: India‘s growth slowed to 7.1 per cent last year, according to
official data released on Wednesday, weaker than analysts expected but still the
fastest rate of growth of any major economy.
GDP growth for the 12 months ended March 31 was well below a revised
figure of eight per cent for the previous year, and follows the government‘s shock
move last November to ban most of the currency in circulation.
―This is a sharper deterioration than what I expected,‖ Ashutosh Datar,
economist at IIFL Institutional Equities, told AFP.
―The fourth quarter (6.1pc) is a bit weaker than what I expected.‖
However the country of 1.25 billion is still reporting faster growth than rival
China, at 6.7pc in 2016.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has defended his move to remove all 500
(around $7.50) and 1,000 rupee notes from circulation as a necessary strike against
corruption.
The government argues it will boost revenues by dissuading people from
using cash, which makes it easier to avoid tax.
The move hit cash-dependent sectors like real estate, jewellery and
agriculture, and triggered massive lines outside banks in the weeks afterwards as
authorities struggled to print replacement notes fast enough.
India‘s chief statistician, however, rebuffed claims that the slowdown in
growth was a result of the note ban.
―The argument that the number has turned out low or it is a consequences of
the policy, those are statements I would be much more cautious about making,‖
India‘s chief statistician TCA Anant told reporters.
―The economy is growing reasonably well... these are relatively high growth
rates,‖ he added.
While the full impact of the note ban is still not known, analysts had expected
a pick-up in the fourth quarter as consumers who had held back in the weeks after
the cash ban stepped up spending.
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―[The fourth quarter] clearly shows that demonetisation has had an impact on
the overall growth for the economy,‖ Sunil Sinha, principal economist at Fitch
India told AFP.
―Now that cash is by and large back in place, that confidence is back with
consumers that they no longer have to stand in queues and that cash will be
available when they need it,‖ he added.
Рост ВВП в январе-марте 2017 г. был 6.1% (из-за демонетизации).
GDP growth slows to 6.1% in Jan-March: Indian economy finally bares
its demonetisation scars
The Hindustan Times. 1.06.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/gdpgrowth-slows-to-6-1-in-jan-march-indian-economy-finally-bares-its-demonetisation-scars/storyFrSaWcT17v3FdysjtuPdWO.html

India‘s economic growth slowed to 6.1% in the fourth quarter ending March
2017, compared with 7.1% in the previous quarter.
Demonetisation pulled down India GDP growth rate to 6.1% in Q4 2016-17
from 7% in the preceding quarter.
Finally, the impact of demonetisation is visible in the gross domestic product
(GDP) numbers. Gross value-added (GVA) growth at constant prices fell to a mere
5.6% in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2017 (FY17), clearly showing the scars of
demonetisation on the economy.
That‘s not all. The headline growth number conceals more than it reveals. If
we leave out the ―public administration, defence and other services‖ component of
GVA, comprising mainly government expenditure, then growth slumps to an even
lower 4.1% in the fourth quarter. Clearly, the impact of the pay hike to government
personnel has bailed out the economy. And if we leave out ―public administration,
defence and other services‖ as well as agriculture, on the grounds that agricultural
growth is chiefly due to the rain gods‘ generosity, then growth in the rest of the
economy at constant prices plummets to a piffling 3.8% for the fourth quarter.
UN lowers India GDP growth forecast for 2017 to 7.3%, cautions on bad
loans
Indeed, if we do a similar exercise for the fourth quarter of the previous year,
or FY16, leaving out government spending and agriculture, we find that GVA
growth at constant prices in the rest of the economy at that time was 10.7%. The
full impact of demonetisation may therefore be gauged in the fall of growth in this
part of the economy from 10.7% to 3.8%.
Chart 1 shows which sectors contributed how much to GVA growth during
the fourth quarter of FY17. Notice the contribution of ―public administration,
defence and other services‖ was more than a third. The data on government final
consumption expenditure (GFCE) from the expenditure-side numbers also shows
that GFCE increased by as much as 31.9% in the fourth quarter of FY17, compared
to the year-ago quarter.
Modi government: The next two years
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The numbers show that GVA in the construction sector contracted from a year
ago in the fourth quarter of FY17. This is very significant, as the construction
sector is one of the biggest sources of jobs for the masses.
The terrible state of the banks is reflected in the poor contribution of the
―financial, real estate and professional services‖ component of GVA.
What do the GVA numbers for the full year 2016-17 show? GVA growth at
constant prices was 6.6%. But if we take out ―public administration, defence and
other services‖, then growth in the rest of the economy was 5.96% for the full year
2016-17, compared to 8.08% in the previous year.
India growth slows to 7.1% in 2016-17 as demonetisation hits consumption
Fiscal deficit at 3.51% of GDP during 2016-17, demonetisation boosts tax
receipts
What was it that drove GDP growth in FY17? Chart 2 has the details. As is
rather obvious, consumption powered growth during the year, with private
consumption contributing two-thirds. Government consumption expenditure was a
strong contributor. For the fourth quarter, gross fixed capital formation was lower
than a year ago, indicating the lack of investment demand.
What are the implications of these numbers? The very low growth in the
fourth quarter indicates that the slowdown is likely to persist in the current quarter
as well. The equity markets, sorely in need of a reality check, could use these
numbers to book some profits. Gaurav Kapur, chief economist at IndusInd Bank
Ltd, points out that the bond markets will derive some cheer, particularly as the
Reserve Bank of India may well be forced to rethink its hawkish posture in the
light of slower growth. The prospect of near-term disruption because of the
adoption of the goods and services tax will also weigh on growth.
Арун Джайтли о 3-х годах пребывания Моди у власти с точки зрения
развития экономики
Arun Jaitley on three years of Modi government: ‗Restored credibility of
economy‘
The Ibdian Express. 1/06/2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/arun-jaitley-threeyears-of-modi-government-4683921/

Arun Jaitley on three years of Modi govt: Saying that India was
the global radar three years ago, Arun Jaitley claimed the Modi
inherited corruption and indecision.
Arun Jaitley on three years of Modi govt: Saying that India was
the global radar three years ago, Arun Jaitley claimed the Modi
inherited corruption and indecision. (file photo)
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Ban on cattle sale has nothing to do with state laws: Arun Jaitley
Look at existing levy before seeking GST rate cut: Arun Jaitley


Strategic partnership to help attract FDI in defence: Arun Jaitley
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A day after the government said the GDP growth had slowed down to just
above six per cent in the January-March quarter, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley,
speaking on three years of the Modi government, said reforms introduced in the
last three years helped in restoring the credibility of the economy.
Saying that India was nowhere on the global radar three years ago, Jaitley
claimed the Modi government inherited a ―weak‖ economy.
―Last three years were challenging for the entire world on economic front.
Three years ago, there was slowdown in policy reform and structural changes in
India. The system we inherited was weak in terms of credibility mainly due to
corruption and indecisiveness,‖ he said.
Jaitley said the reforms introduced by the government has made it possible to
curb corruption. ―In the last three years, we have restored the credibility of the
economy,‖ he said.
Reforms also ensured that India became the biggest recipient of FDI, he
added.
On the slowdown in the GDP growth, Jaitley said: ―There are several factors
which affect GDP. Even before demonetisation, there was some slowdown. I do
believe, that in the current global situation, a 7 to 8% growth which is at the
moment an Indian normal, is a reasonable growth. I don‘t see any adverse impact
of the GST.‖
Speaking on India‘s exports, Jaitley cited the slowdown in global trade,
―protectionism‖ and ―geo-political uncertainties‖
―Trade has decreased across the world and this has impacted exports,‖ Jaitley
said.
On demonetisation, he said it helped quash the parallel economy in the
country. ―We set a new normal after demonetisation. It is no longer safe to deal in
cash. We have shown decisiveness in policy making. Earlier, there was a parallel,
shadow economy heavily depending on cash. We have ended that. There is now a
greater focus on digitisation. The tax payers‘ base has increased, post our reforms
against black money,‖ he said.
The finance minister also charged the Opposition for spreading ―propaganda‖
on employment figures.
―First there were allegations about lack of big bang reforms. Now the new
allegation is about jobless growth. People need some issues for propaganda. Jobs
don‘t get created outside economic sector. If growth increases, jobs will also
grow,‖ he said.
When asked about Pakistan targetting Indian forward posts across the LoC,
Jaitley said: ―In the past few days our armed forces have been dominating the LoC.
Our efforts to reach out to Pakistan has been thwarted by them with responses such
as Pathankot or Uri. So our overtures for peace have been successfully avoided by
Pakistan.‖
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Рост ВВП Индии в 2017/18 г. составит 7.2%, - считает Всемирный банк в
своем докладе по Индии.
Всемирный банк считает, что демонетизация понизила рост ВВП до
6.8% в 2016/17 г.
World Bank: India growth slowed to 6.8% in 2016-17 on note ban, to
rebound to 7.2% this year on reforms
Mahua
Venkatesh.
Hindustan
Times.
30.05.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/world-bank-india-growth-slowed-to-6-8-in2016-17-on-note-ban-to-rebound-to-7-2-this-year-on-reforms/storyLrK6JBsWzJPvsNYqmBEQrL.html

World Bank says the demonetisation drive impacted the poor and the
vulnerable the most
Warning that demonetisation may have slowed economic growth sharply in
2016-17, the World Bank on Monday projected India to expand by 7.2% in this
financial year as the country reaps the benefits of reforms such as the Goods and
Services Tax scheduled to be rolled out from July.
In its India Development Update report, World Bank said India‘s GDP growth
may have slowed to 6.8% in 2016-17, from 7.9% in the previous year, as
November‘s note ban decision slowed activity in cash-dependent sectors.
The demonetisation drive that weeded out Rs 15.44 lakh crore of high
denominated currency notes impacted the poor and the vulnerable the most, it said.
But economic growth was expected to pick up to 7.2% in 2017-18, and
accelerate to 7.7% by 2019-20, riding on strong fundamentals along with
implementation of reforms.
GST impact on economy: Five things to watch out for
Six months of demonetisation: Economy hurt, bruised but is the pain over?
―Despite renewed weakness in private investment and limited lift from
external demand, India was poised to continue growing robustly in FY17 until
demonetization dented growth, albeit moderately, causing cash immediate crunch
and affecting activity in cash-reliant sectors,‖ the report said.
―India remains the fastest growing economy and its growth fundamentals
remain sound…Implementation of GST (goods and services tax) will make it even
stronger,‖ said Junaid Ahmad, World Bank Country Director in India.
However, continued uncertainties in the global environment including rising
global protectionism and a renewed slowdown in the Chinese economy besides
weak private investment and a high level of bad assets with the Indian banks
continue to remain challenges to the economy.
Валютные запасы Индии составляют 372 млрд. долл.
Forex reserves hit all time high of $372.7 bln
The Hindu. 6.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/markets/forex-reserves-hit-alltime-high-of-3727-bln/article18393306.ece?homepage=true
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Moving from bad to worse, the rupee on Tuesday fell by 19 paise to hit a new
all-time low of 58.35 against the US dollar in early trade on the Interbank Foreign
Exchange.
Sustained inflows main cause, import cover of 11-12 months
The country‘s foreign exchange reserves touched al-time high of $372.7
billion, according to latest data released by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), on the
back on sustained inflows.
According to RBI, total reserves increased by $1.59 billion during the week
ended April 28 mainly due to rise in foreign currency assets which rose by $1.57
billion. According to economists, this level of reserves can cover 11-12 months of
imports.
While gold reserves stayed steady, the special drawing rights with the
International Monetary Fund increased by $8.5 million to $1.460 billion, and the
reserve position with the Fund rose by $15.8 million to $2.35 billion, according to
the central bank.
Foreign investors have pumped in $7.7 billion in debt and $6.3 billion in
equities since the beginning of the year.
Following the inflows of both debt and equity, the rupee has appreciated
around 6% against the dollar in 2017, and has become one of the best performing
currencies in Asia.
The central bank has been intervening in the foreign exchange market but the
quantum of intervention is limited, dealers said, as such a move could stroke
inflation since there is already a liquidity surplus in the system to the tune of ₹ 4
lakh crore. Earlier this year, RBI has changed its monetary policy stance from
accomodative to neutral due to inflation concerns.
The equity markets have also at all-time high levels following positive
investors sentiment as the Sensex hit 30,000 last week and the Nifty hit fresh all
time high on Thursday when it touched 9359.9 points.
The last all time high was achieved when foreign exchange reserves was at
371.99 billion, on the week to September 30, 2016.
Reserves plunged during the currency crisis three and half years back when it
touched around $ 274 billion in August 2013.
Рассматривается вопрос об изменении финансового года и совпадении
его с календарным (январь-декабрь).
If Centre decides to change fiscal year, states will follow: Andhra
Pradesh CM
The Indian Express. 4.05.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/business/if-centre-decidesto-change-fiscal-year-states-will-follow-andhra-pradesh-cm-4639634/

A day after Madhya Pradesh announced its decision to shift to JanuaryDecember financial year, Andhra Pradesh has expressed willingness to effect a
similar change if the Centre announces a decision in this regard. Andhra Pradesh
Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu on Wednesday said that the Centre should
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initiate the process of creating a uniform financial year running from January to
December and then the states should follow.
―Nowadays, we are celebrating too many years. Every state is having their
own new year, sometimes calendar year, sometimes academic year, sometimes
financial year. These are all variant (but) if you bring uniformity that is good
(January-December is good). With the calendar year, you are going to
synchronise,‖ said Naidu, the leader of the Telugu Desam Party, which is an ally of
the BJP.
―If the Government of India brings uniformity, that will be better, everybody
will follow. Once Government of India takes a decision, then all others (states and
companies) will follow,‖ Naidu said after a meeting with the Union finance
minister Arun Jaitley. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had supported the idea of
shifting to a January-December financial year at the Niti Aayog‘s Governing
Council meeting held in New Delhi last month.
The Madhya Pradesh government on Tuesday announced that it would shift
the financial year from April-March to January-December, and will present the
next annual Budget in the Assembly in January 2018. The decision was taken at a
Cabinet meeting chaired by Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan. Madhya
Pradesh became the first state to shift the financial year to January-December.
In view of the state‘s new financial year, Chouhan directed all ministries and
departments to prepare a quarterly, half-yearly and annual road map of works to be
done with fixed deadlines in order to conclude the current financial year by
December.
A committee headed by former chief economic advisor Shankar Acharya was
last year tasked to study the desirability and feasibility of shifting the financial year
to start from January 1 from the current practice of starting from April 1. The
committee report, which was submitted to the government last December, has not
been made public. Earlier, the Niti Aayog in a discussion paper studied the need
for changing India‘s financial year and suggested various options for effecting such
a change in a smooth manner, as it would require various amendments in existing
laws.
Грязные деньги (770 млрд. долл.) поступили в Индию в 2005-2014 гг.
Black money worth $ 770 billion entered India in 2005-2014: Report
The Indian Express. 4.05.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/business/economy/770billion-dollar-black-money-entered-india-in-2005-2014-report4638717/

The report said total illicit financial outflow was three per cent (about USD
165 billion) of India's total trade of USD 5500.744 billion between 2005-2014.
An estimated US$ 770 billion in black money entered India during 20052014, US-based think tank Global Financial Integrity (GFI) has said in its latest
report. Nearly US$ 165 billion in illicit money exited the country during the same
period, the global financial watchdog said. During 2014 alone, about US$ 101
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billion black money entered the country while US$ 23 billion exited, the report
added.
―Illicit financial flows (IFFs) from developing and emerging economies kept
pace at nearly US$ one trillion in 2014,‖ it said.
Titled ‗Illicit Financial Flows to and from Developing Countries: 2005-2014‘,
the report is the first global study to place equal emphasis on illicit outflows and
inflows. The report said total illicit financial outflow was three per cent (about US$
165 billion) of India‘s total trade of US$ 5500.744 billion between 2005-2014.
Governments should establish public registries of verified beneficial
ownership information on all legal entities to check black money, it suggested.
―All banks should know the true beneficial owner(s) of any account in their
financial institution,‖ the report said.
Сельскохозяйственные доходы не будут облагаться налогом
Agricultural income won‘t be taxed, assures Jaitley
The Hindu. April 26, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/agricultural-incomewont-be-taxed-assures-jaitley/article18215643.ece?homepage=true

Union Finance, Defence and Corporate Affairs Minister Arun Jaitley has
categorically dismissed any prospect of the government bringing agricultural
income into the income tax net, a day after the Centre‘s think tank NITI Aayog
mooted the idea.
―I have read the paragraph in NITI Ayog Report entitled ‗Income tax on
agriculture income‘. To obviate any confusion on the subject, I categorically state
that the Central Government has no plan to impose any tax on agriculture income,‖
Mr. Jaitley said in a statement.
―As per the Constitutional Allocation of Powers, the Central Government has
no jurisdiction to impose tax on agricultural income,‖ he added.
Mr. Jaitley‘s swift clarification to the NITI Aayog proposal is being seen as
an attempt to nip in the bud any potential controversy on a sensitive issue
pertaining to farmers and rural India.
The NITI Aayog as part of its three year action plan for the country, had
recommended a review of the tax exemption on agricultural income. The proposal
was circulated during Sunday‘s meeting of the Governing Council of the think tank
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and includes all Chief Ministers.
The Aayog has reasoned that non-agricultural entities sometimes use the
blanket relief to evade taxes.
―On the personal income tax side exemption should go... also tax rural sector,
including agriculture income above certain threshold,‖ said Aayog member Bibek
Debroy on Tuesday, pointing out two-thirds of the 225 million households in India
are in rural India, which is effectively out of the purview of all personal income
taxation.
―All agricultural income is currently exempted from income tax regardless of
its size. While the provision is meant to protect farmers, non-agricultural entities
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sometimes use it to evade taxes by declaring agriculture as the source of their
income,‖ an Aayog official had said on Tuesday, terming it a loophole in the war
against black money.
Арун Джайтли считает, что рост ВВП в 2016/17 г. был 7.1%, а в 2017/18
г. будет 7.5%.
India‘s GDP to grow at 7.5% in 2017-18, says FM Arun Jaitley
The Hindustan Times. 23.04.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/india-sgdp-to-grow-at-7-5-in-2017-18-says-fm-arun-jaitley/story6LAlwGKpVTBv1W2DgMVnUN.html

Indian economy will grow at a clip of 7.5 per cent this fiscal, up from 7.1 per
cent in the previous year, and remains resilient with low inflation, fiscal prudence
and low deficit, finance minister Arun Jaitley has said.
Participating in G-20 finance ministers‘ and central bank governors‘ meeting,
he said emerging economies have become increasingly important in driving global
growth, accounting for more than 75 per cent of global expansion.
Among emerging economies, ―India has been a major driver of global
economic growth with an expected growth of 7.5 per cent for 2017-18 against 7.1
per cent in 2016-17‖, an official statement quoted him as saying.
India‘s growth, he said, remains resilient with low inflation, fiscal prudence
and low current account deficit (CAD), talking about robust structural reform
measures.
Addressing the meeting on Friday, Jaitley said India is on course to introduce
the goods and services tax (GST) from July this year.
GST, he said, will eliminate the multiplicity of taxes and make India a single
common market.
As per IMF projections, India‘s medium-term growth is poised to go above 8
per cent, Jaitley said.
Seeing signs that impact of demonetisation in India has abated, says IMF
India-US ties stronger, looking forward to working with Trump govt: Jaitley
About demonetisation, the finance minister said the move will push the Indian
economy to a less-cash trajectory, increase tax compliance and reduce threats from
counterfeit currency, which acts as a source of terror funding.
―These and many more multi-faceted reforms are expected to ensure India can
withstand volatility of the global economy as well as ensure an upward growth
trajectory,‖ he asserted.
Jaitley is on an official tour to the US to attend the spring meetings of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank and other associated
interactions.
He is accompanied by RBI governor Urjit Patel, economic affairs secretary
Shaktikanta Das and chief economic adviser Arvind Subramanian.
Separately participating in the Development Committee Restricted Lunch
Session on the theme of ‗Inequality‘, Jaitley said rich nations still have a big
responsibility and obligation to use their resources to support multilateralism. Also,
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they need to make institutions like the World Bank strong to be able to fund
policies and programmes for growth and development of poorer nations.
India, according to Jaitley, has significantly stepped up investment in
electricity, roads, financial access and housing for the poor and the government has
taken a number of steps to ensure inclusive growth.
It is using technological innovations in a big way for better targeting of
government services, he said.
АЗС в 8 штатах не будут работать по воскресеньям с 14 мая
Petrol pumps in eight states to be shut on Sundays from May 14
The Times of India. 19.04.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/petrol-pumps-in-eight-states-to-be-shut-on-sundays-from-may14/articleshow/58250573.cms

•Beginning May 14, fuel outlets in eight states & UTs will remain shut every
Sunday
•The states/UTs are TN, Kerala, Karnataka, Puducherry, Andhra, Telangana,
Maharashtra and Haryana
•It was during a recent episode of ‗Mann ki Baat‘ that the PM issued a call to
conserve oil to save the environment
CHENNAI: Beginning May 14, fuel outlets in eight states will be shut every
Sunday+ following Prime Minister Narendra Modi's call to conserve oil, a fuel
pump owners' body said here today.
"We had planned to shut our outlets on Sundays a few years back. But oil
marketing companies had then requested us to reconsider our decision. Now we
have decided to shut the outlets on Sundays," said Suresh Kumar, an executive
committee member of the consortium of Indian petroleum dealers.
He said the association's decision was made in view of the Prime Minister's
call during his recent 'Mann ki baat' programme to conserve oil to save the
environment. Kumar, also the vice-president of Tamil Nadu Petroleum Dealers
Association, said nearly 20,000 outlets in Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka,
Puducherry, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Maharashtra and Haryana would be shut
for 24 hours on Sundays, starting May 14.
"In Tamil Nadu, we expect a business loss of Rs 150 crore if we do not
operate on a Sunday. But we have been seeing a decline in sales on Sundays by
upto 40 per cent," he said. Asked if the association's decision was supported by the
OMCs, he said, "We will communicate our decision to them shortly."
Kumar said the fuel outlets which normally have about 15 staff each would
have one staff member on the holidays to provide fuel if there was an emergency
situation.On the issue of OMCs hiking the margins+ to petroleum outlets, he said
the association was discussing it and would soon make an announcement in this
regard. "That struggle is going on. We are meeting our association members
shortly. We will announce our decision soon," he said.
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Снижение темпов роста Индии вследствие демонетизации
Demonetisation effect: IMF trims India‘s growth forecast to 7.2% for
2017
The Hindustan Times. 19.04.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/imftrims-india-s-growth-forecast-to-7-2-for-2017-on-demonetisation-impact/storyEQglu96EI9kHwiX8LUICPM.html

The IMF on Tuesday trimmed India‘s annual growth forecast by 0.4
percentage points to 7.2% for 2017, citing the impact of demonetisation.
―In India, the growth forecast for 2017 has been trimmed by 0.4 percentage
point to 7.2%, primarily because of the temporary negative consumption shock
induced by cash shortages and payment disruptions from the recent currency
exchange initiative,‖ the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said in its latest
annual World Economic Outlook (WEO).
The World Economic Outlook was released here before the start of the annual
Spring Meeting of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
―Medium-term growth prospects are favourable, with growth forecast to rise
to about eight% over the medium term due to the implementation of key reforms,
loosening of supply-side bottlenecks, and appropriate fiscal and monetary
policies,‖ the IMF report said.
The Indian government in February had pegged GDP growth at a higher-thanexpected 7.1% for the current fiscal despite the note ban.
However, analysts had raised concerns over the figure, saying it had not taken
into account the full impact of demonetisation.
According to the IMF report, India‘s economy has grown at a strong pace in
recent years owing to the implementation of critical structural reforms, favourable
terms of trade, and lower external vulnerabilities.
―Beyond the immediate challenge of replacing currency in circulation
following the November 2016 currency exchange initiative, policy actions should
focus on reducing labour and product market rigidities to ease firm entry and exit,
expand the manufacturing base, and gainfully employ the abundant pool of
labour,‖ it said.
Policy actions should also consolidate the disinflation underway since the
collapse in commodity prices through agricultural sector reforms and infrastructure
enhancements to ease supply bottlenecks, the report said.
Policy actions should also boost financial stability through full recognition of
non-performing loans and raising public sector banks‘ capital buffers and secure
the public finances through continued reduction of poorly targeted subsidies and
structural tax reforms, including implementation of the recently approved
nationwide goods and services tax, it said.
According to the report, growth in China is projected at 6.6% in 2017,
slowing to 6.2% in 2018.
Read more
‗We support the measures‘: IMF backs govt‘s demonetisation move
Demonetisation will have positive impact on Indian economy, says World
Bank CEO
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The upward revision to near-term growth -- the 2017 forecast -- is 0.4
percentage point higher than in the October 2016 WEO and the 2018 forecast is 0.2
percentage point higher.
It reflects the stronger-than-expected momentum in 2016 and the anticipation
of continued policy support in the form of strong credit growth and reliance on
public investment to achieve growth targets, the report said.
―The medium-term outlook, however, continues to be clouded by increasing
resource mis-allocation and growing,‖ said the report, according to which the
global economic activity is picking up with a long awaited cyclical recovery in
investment, manufacturing, and trade.
World growth is expected to rise from 3.1% in 2016 to 3.5% in 2017 and
3.6% in 2018, slightly above the October, 2016, WEO forecast.
Stronger activity and expectations of more robust global demand, coupled
with agreed restrictions on oil supply, have helped commodity prices recover from
their troughs in early 2016, it said.
The IMF said a faster-than-expected pace of interest rate hikes in the US
could tighten financial conditions elsewhere, with potential further US dollar
appreciation straining emerging market economies with exchange rate pegs to the
dollar or with material balance sheet mismatches.
―More generally, a reversal in market sentiment and confidence could tighten
financial conditions and exacerbate existing vulnerabilities in a number of
emerging market economies, including China -- which faces the daunting
challenge of reducing its reliance on credit growth,‖ it said.
According to the report, economic activity gained some momentum in the
second half of 2016, especially in advanced economies.
Read more
Post-demonetisation, IMF says growth slowing, UN disagrees
No demonetisation impact on India‘s GDP growth? Too good to be true
| Opinion
Growth picked up in the United States as firms grew more confident about
future demand, and inventories started contributing positively to growth after five
quarters of drag, it said.
Growth also remained solid in the United Kingdom, where spending proved
resilient in the aftermath of the June 2016 referendum in favour of leaving the
European Union, the report said.
Activity surprised on the upside in Japan thanks to strong net exports, as well
as in euro area countries, such as Germany and Spain, as a result of strong
domestic demand, the report said.
Economic performance across emerging market and developing economies
has remained mixed, it said.
―Whereas China‘s growth remained strong, reflecting continued policy
support, activity has slowed in India because of the impact of the currency
exchange initiative, as well as in Brazil, which has been mired in a deep recession.
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―Activity remained weak in fuel and non-fuel commodity exporters more
generally, while geopolitical factors held back growth in parts of the Middle East
and Turkey,‖ the IMF said.
Всемирный банк полагает, что рост Индии в 2016 г. был 6.8%, а в 2017 г.
будет 7.2%.
India will grow at 7.2% this year: World Bank
The Times of India. 18.04.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-will-grow-at-7-2-this-year-world-bank/articleshow/58214269.cms

•.A World Bank report said that the Indian economy is expected to grow from
6.8% in 2016 to 7.2% by 2017.
•It said growth is expected to further gather momentum by 2019.
•The report also confirms that South Asia remains the fastest-growing region
in the world.
It said growth is expected to gather momentum by 2019 when the economy is
expected to expand by 7.7%.
NEW DELHI: India's economic growth is expected to pick up speed from
6.8% in 2016 to 7.2% by 2017 after a modest setback due to weaker than expected
investments and effects of withdrawal of large denomination bank notes, a World
Bank report said on Sunday.
It said growth is expected to further gather momentum by 2019 when the
Indian economy is expected to expand by 7.7%. Several multilateral agencies have
raised India's growth prospects as the impact of demonetisation has waned.
"Timely and smooth implementation of the GST could prove to a significant
benefit to economic activity However, India faces the challenge of further
accelerating the responsiveness of poverty reduction to growth," the report said.
It also said possible protectionism in advanced economies should not deter
export-oriented growth in South Asia, including India, a region that could benefit
from the backlash against globalisation.
The report also confirms that South Asia remains the fastest-growing region
in the world, gradually widening its lead relative to East Asia. Regional GDP
growth is expected to rise from 6.7% in 2016 to 6.8% in 2017, and 7.1% in 2018.
It claims that global integration has been good for economic development and
poverty reduction, but finds that the region would be resilient to higher trade
barriers in advanced economies.
The report says that the region would even stand to gain if selective
protectionism resulted in trade diversion from established suppliers. South Asian
economies also stand to gain from the recovery in advanced economies, which are
their largest export markets.
"Simulations on the impact of hypothetical new trade barriers show that South
Asia is not only resilient to a potential rise in protectionism but could possibly
even gain from it in some circumstances," said Annette Dixon, the World Bank
South Asia Region vice-president.
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"Advanced economies are recovering and could see faster growth that will
likely increase demand for South Asian products. The region should seize this
opportunity to diversify its exports and enhance its supply response. This could
create a substantial number of jobs for new entrants to the labour force."
Повысились цены на бензин и солярку
Petrol price hiked by Rs.1.39 per litre, diesel up by Rs.1.04
The Hindu. 16.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/petrol-price-hiked-by139-per-litre-diesel-up-by-104/article18070785.ece?homepage=true

The price of petrol was on Sunday night hiked by ₹ 1.39 per litre and diesel
by ₹ 1.04 a litre in sync with firming international rates.
The hike comes the on back of a ₹ 4.85 per litre reduction in rates of petrol
and ₹ 3.41 a litre in diesel effected from April 1.
Indian Oil Corp. (IOC), the nation‘s largest fuel retailer, said price of petrol is
being increased by ₹ 1.39 per litre, excluding State levies, and that of diesel by
₹ 1.04 (excluding state levies) with effect from Sunday midnight.
Actual increase in price will be more after taking into account local VAT.
Petrol in Delhi currently costs Rs.66.29 a litre while a litre of diesel is priced at
Rs.55.61.
―The current level of international product prices of petrol and diesel and
INR-USD exchange rate warrant increase in selling price of petrol and diesel, the
impact of which is being passed on to the consumers with this price revision,‖ IOC
said in a statement.
The movement of prices in the international oil market and INR-USD
exchange rate shall continue to be monitored closely and developing trends of the
market will be reflected in future price changes, it said.
IOC also said it intends to shortly start daily changes in price of petrol and
diesel on pilot basis, in Udaipur, Jamshedpur, Pondicherry, Chandigarh and Vizag.
Наличность все больше в ходу, а электронный способ обращения денег
сокращается
Use of cash gains as digital modes slump
Manojit
Saha.
The
Hindu.
April
11,
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/use-of-cash-gains-as-digital-modesslump/article17929512.ece?homepage=true

2017.
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ATM use may reach pre note ban level.
Cash withdrawals from automated teller machines (ATMs) has further
increased in February to ₹ 1.93 lakh crore from ₹ 1.52 lakh crore in January, data
from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) showed, and is on track to reach the predemonetisation levels.
Following the withdrawal of high value currency notes from November 9,
2016, withdrawals from ATMs almost halved in that month as compared with
October and further dipped in December. At the same time, use of debit cards on
point-of-sale terminals more than doubled to ₹ 58,031 crore in December from the
October levels.
However, with the remonetisation process well underway, use of debit cards
at point-of-sale terminals have also come down in February, while cash withdrawal
is going up, RBI data shows.
―What we are seeing on the ground is that with the cash situation having
eased up a bit, [and] I am not saying it has completely eased up, transaction
volumes have once again come back,‖ said Navroze Dastur, MD, NCR India.
Close to half of the country‘s 2.2 lakh ATMs are from NCR.
―People are again going back to cash,‖ he said. ―Withdrawals for cash have
increased and we will see them getting back to more or less [the levels in the] pre
demonetisation period.‖
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Total cash and currency circulation in the system was ₹ 13.32 lakh crore as on
March 31, which is 76% of the ₹ 17.97 lakh crore that was in circulation before
November 8.
Digital modes of payment such as prepaid payments instruments (including
mobile wallets) and mobile banking, which also gained momentum post note ban
as transaction values surged, also declined in January and further fell in February,
RBI data showed.
Возможности дальнейшего обмена купюр в 500 и 1000 рупий будут
возможны для всех, а не только для нерезидентов, - решил Верховный суд
Индии
Relaxation of demonetised notes exchange to be open to all: SC
The Indian Express. 12.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/any-relaxation-ofdemonetised-notes-exchange-to-be-open-to-all-supreme-court-4609906/

The court aid this even as the Central government maintained that it has taken
a conscious decision not to extend the deadline except in the case of NRIs and
security personnel posted in far-flung areas.
The Supreme Court on Tuesday said that any extension of time for depositing
demonetised currency notes of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 would be available to all and
not be individual-centric.
Hearing a batch of petitions against the government decision not to extend the
deadline, a bench of Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar, Justice D.Y.
Chandrachud and Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul told the petitioners that if there
would be a window for exchanging the scrapped currency notes, then it would be
available to all of them.
The court said this even as the Central government maintained that it has
taken a conscious decision not to extend the deadline except in the case of NRIs
and security personnel posted in far-flung areas.
Addressing the court, Attorney General Mukul Rohatgi said that the
government has given the reasons for arriving at the decision not to extend
December 30 deadline till March 31 except in some cases.
However he said that if the court decides to grant a window, then it would be
available to all.
The top court, in the last hearing of the matter on March 21, had asked the
government why it did not exercise the legal option of letting people deposit the
demonetised currency beyond December 30.
In response, the government said that it was not legally bound to extend the
deadline or open a window for exchanging the defunct currency notes. The court
adjourned the hearing of the matter and said that it would be taken up for hearing
when court opens after its summer vacations.
Индия пытается улучшить качество подсчета ВВП.
India not fixing GDP politically; need to upgrade data quality: Arvind
Subramanian
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The Indian Express. 10.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/business/economy/indianot-fixing-gdp-politically-need-to-upgrade-data-quality-arvind-subramanian-4604349/

The CEA's statement assumes significance as experts and economists have
raised doubts on India's 2016-17 growth forecast of 7.1 per cent despite the impact
of demonetisation in the third quarter of the financial year.
Dispelling doubts regarding India‘s GDP data, Chief Economic Adviser
Arvind Subramanian on Friday said that India is not politically fixing its economic
numbers like China, but needs to upgrade the quality of data.
―I do believe very firmly that India is not China, we are not politically fixing
the numbers by any means, but that being said, I do think that we need to make
sure that the quality, the technology, the data collection etc are updated so that we
can dispel convincingly that people should have confidence in the kind of
measurements we make on GDP and across the board, employment,
infrastructure…,‖ Subramanian said Friday at the launch of book titled ‗Poverty
and Income Distribution in India‘.
The CEA‘s statement assumes significance as experts and economists have
raised doubts on India‘s 2016-17 growth forecast of 7.1 per cent despite the impact
of demonetisation in the third quarter of the financial year.
According to the Central Statistics Office (CSO), India‘s economy expanded
by 7 per cent in the third quarter of last financial year, belying fears that note ban
would have severely impacted economic activity.
The Central Statistics Office (CSO) had also retained the growth projection
for 2016-17 at 7.1 per cent.
The Chief Economic Adviser said: ―There is something to lament the fact that
our data collection, measurement etc are not what country like India‘s status and
aspiration should have and we are to blame for this.‖ He also stressed that all
estimates should come out with an error estimate.
Noting that the last poverty measure was done in 2011-12 and the next one is
going to be probably come out in early 2019, the CEA said, ―So there is going is to
be lag of 6-8 years, when we will know what is happening to poverty.‖
Subramanian also said that the government is considering annual survey on
urban employment soon.
В Индии только 1% населения платит налоги
India‘s tax troubles
Economic & Business, April 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1325931/indias-taxtroubles

According to government data, only 1pc of India‘s total population, or fewer
than 13m people, paid taxes on their earnings in 2013.
13.7 трлн. рупий – уклонение от прямого налогообложения за последние
3 года (выявило Центральное бюро прямых налогов)
1.37 lakh crore tax evasion, says CBDT
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The Hindu. 8.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/137-lakh-crore-taxevasion-found-central-board-of-direct-taxes/article17875434.ece?homepage=true

CBDT claims phenomenal success in fighting black money
Law enforcement agencies have detected 1.37 lakh crore worth of tax
evasion, launched criminal prosecution in 2,814 cases, and have arrested 3,893
people in the last three years, according to a statement by the Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT).
―Concerted and coordinated actions of law enforcement agencies under the
Department of Revenue have achieved phenomenal success in fighting the menace
of black money during the last three years,‖ the CBDT statement said. ―The period
has witnessed unprecedented enforcement actions in direct and indirect taxes.‖
According to the CBDT, it has conducted 23,064 searches or surveys, of
which 17,525 were conducted on account of income tax, 2,509 for customs, 1,913
for central excise, and 1,120 for service tax.
Intensified action
―Simultaneously, criminal prosecutions were launched in 2,814 cases (Income
Tax - 1966, Customs 526, Central Excise - 293, Service Tax - 29) and 3,893
persons were placed under arrest (Customs - 3,782, Central Excise - 47, Service
Tax - 64),‖ the CBDT said.
The Enforcement Directorate also intensified its anti-money laundering
actions, registering 519 cases, conducting 396 searches, making arrests in 79 cases,
and attaching properties worth ₹ 14,933 crore.
Benami transactions
Over 245 benami transactions were identified under the benami prohibition
law and properties worth ₹ 55 crore have been provisionally attached across 124
cases. ―Relevant laws and rules have been streamlined and tightened, plugging the
loopholes and strengthening the penal provisions. Effective steps were taken to
track and curb cash transactions through various means,‖ the statement added.
Рост экономики Индии в 2017/18 г. составит 7.4%, - считает АзБР
India‘s GDP growth rate to touch 7.4 per cent in 2017-18: ADB
The Indian Express. 6/04/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/business/economy/indiasgdp-growth-rate-to-touch-7-4-per-cent-in-2017-18-adb/

India recorded a growth rate of 7.1 per cent during 2016-17
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Thursday said that India‘s growth
rate will improve to 7.4 per cent during 2017-18 and go up further to 7.6 per cent
in the next fiscal, remaining ahead of China.
―The impact of the demonetisation of high-value banknotes is dissipating as
the replacement banknotes enter circulation. Stronger consumption and fiscal
reforms are also expected to improve business confidence and investment
prospects in the country,‖ said the Asian Development Outlook, ADB‘s flagship
economic publication.
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India recorded a growth rate of 7.1 per cent during 2016-17, notwithstanding
the fears that demonetisation of high-value currency notes of Rs 500/1,000 in
November last year would adversely impact the economic growth.
―In India, the sub-region‘s largest economy, growth is expected to pick up to
7.4 per cent in fiscal year (2017-18) and 7.6 per cent in 2018-19, following the 7.1
per cent registered last FY,‖ it said.
With regard to China, the report said, the overall output is expected to slow to
6.5 per cent in 2017 and 6.2 per cent in 2018, down from 2016‘s 6.7 per cent.
Efforts of the Chinese government to maintain financial and fiscal stability
would continue to be a modest drag on growth going forward, it said, adding the
continued structural reform would help in maintain growth in the government‘s
target range.
Over the last few years, India has taken a host of economic reforms initiative,
including the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and liberalisation of the FDI regime,
with a view to improve business climate and promote growth. The GST is expected
to roll out from July.
The report further said that South Asia would remain the fastest growing of
all subregions, with growth reaching 7 per cent in 2017 and 7.2 per cent in 2018.
Commenting on the future prospects, it said that in two-thirds of economies in
developing Asia, the growth is being supported by higher external demand,
rebounding global commodity prices, and domestic reforms, making the region the
largest single contributor to global growth at 60 per cent.
Рост ВВП Индии в 2016/17 г. был 6.6%
India to grow at 7.7% in 2018 in face of newer global challenges: Jaitley
The Hindustan Times. 1/04/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/india-togrow-at-7-7-in-2018-in-the-face-of-newer-global-challenges-fm-jaitley/story3FCy58hYsEGBcXEKYMFJpJ.html

Finance minister Arun Jaitley predicted an optimistic growth rate for India‘s
economy in the next two years despite the fact a precarious global financial
condition.
Union finance minister Arun Jaitley at the 13th GST Council meeting at
Vigyan Bhawan in New Delhi on March 31, 2017. The government is optimistic of
sticking to a July rollout of the Goods and Services tax, a major tax reform.
India‘s economic growth is expected to pick up in the coming years following
a raft of reforms such as demonetisation and the rollout of the Goods and Services
Tax, although developing countries face global challenges of trade restrictions,
finance minister Arun Jaitley said on Saturday.
Addressing the second annual meeting of the New Development Bank (NDB)
in Delhi, Jaitley said a possible shift towards inward-looking policies and
protectionism and a sharper than expected tightening in global financial conditions,
the crisis in Europe and increased geopolitical tensions, posed a challenge to the
emerging economies.
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Citing the projections of International Monetary Fund, Jaitley said India‘s
GDP growth in 2016 would be 6.6%, while the same would be 7.2% and 7.7% in
2017 and 2018 respectively. The IMF projections for 2017 and 2018 corresponds
with India‘s financial years (April-March) 2017-18 and 2018-19.
Лишь 9% сельского населения Индии пользуются компьютером, показал выборочный Обзор (городское – 30%).
On computing ability, rural India is lost in the woods
Suvojit Bagchi. The Hindu. 15.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/data/on-computingability-rural-india-is-lost-in-the-woods/article17463258.ece?homepage=true

Just 8.8% of population can use PCs, smartphones: study
The ability to use computers remains low in the country, in spite of campaigns
for digitalisation, an analysis of National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) data
reveals.
An estimated 8.8% of the rural population has computing ability. In urban
areas, the figure is nearly four times higher, at 30.2%. These findings emerge from
an analysis by Md. Zakaria Siddiqui, a scholar of Applied Economics from
Australian National University and Sabir Ahamed of Pratichi Trust in Kolkata, of
NSSO data of 2014.
Computing ability was defined as an user‘s ability to operate a desktop,
laptop, palmtop, notebook, smartphone and tablets.
The study, supported by the Australian Research Council, claimed that
‗computing ability‘ is not linked to digital infrastructure or internet penetration.
―It is about use of gadgets,‖ Dr. Siddiqui said. ―But if any one of the gadgets
— especially a smartphone — is taken out, then the measure of computing ability
will go further down.‖ The data was collated from the NSS 71st round of 2014.
Kerala on top
Among the major States, Kerala has the highest computing ability at 32.3% in
rural areas, while Chhattisgarh has the lowest, 2.9%. In the urban areas, Kerala is
in second position, after Delhi. Tamil Nadu and Punjab are in the middle of the
table.
Computing ability, measured from NSS data on Social Consumption and
Education, was found to be the lowest in the tribal population.
The researchers said village or urban blocks were identified to ensure
representation of all districts, and for each of these, only eight households (in some
cases a varying number) were chosen for the final survey.
The extraction and transfer of raw data from the NSSO into spreadsheets is
ongoing, and the researchers would give their findings at a workshop in April.
Scholars from research institutes like the Centre for Study of Regional
Development [CSRD] of Jawaharlal Nehru University, IIM-Calcutta, International
Institute of Population Sciences [IIPS] are expected to participate, said Amirul
Alam, workshop coordinator.
Cooking fuel gap
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Data on access to gas, electricity or kerosene for clean cooking indicate a
wide gap between rural and urban consumption. While 14.9% of rural population
has access to clean cooking, the figure goes up to 76.4% in urban areas.
Экспорт иранских углеводородов в Индию
Ласкарис Ф.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33283. 14 марта, 2017.

Опубликованные в начале этой недели данные по экспорту нефти из
Ирана в Индию свидетельствуют: последний вырос в феврале почти на 17%
по сравнению с январем текущего года.
Это означает, что Иран потеснил Ирак с места второго по величине
нефтяного поставщика в Индию, то есть, вернул себе то самое место, которое
занимал до введения против Исламской Республики западных санкций,
призванных остановить иранскую ядерную программу.
Крупнейшим поставщиком нефти в Индию по-прежнему является
Саудовская Аравия. Вместе с тем, данные по движению танкеров и
рыночные сводки, информация по торгам на сырьевых биржах, отчеты
аналитиков энергетического сектора, таких источников, как например,
Thomson Reuters, свидетельствуют: в пересчете, ежесуточные поставки
иранской нефти в Индию достигли 647 тысяч баррелей, то есть, выросли на
16.7% по сравнению с январем, что показывает рост почти в три раза, по
сравнению с данными за февраль прошлого года.
Как известно, страны члены ОПЕК решили сократить объемы продаж
нефти на 1,2 миллиона баррелей в сутки, начиная с 1-го января 2017 года, с
тем чтобы попытаться стабилизировать мировые цены на энергоносители.
Данное решение по определенным соображениям, в основном, связанными, с
итак существовавшим недобором квот, не относилось к Ирану, Ливии и
Нигерии.
За одиннадцать месяцев текущего финансового года, то есть, за период с
апреля 2016 г. и по февраль 2017 г. иранские поставки нефти в Индию
колебались в районе 599 тысяч баррелей в сутки, тогда как в прошлом году,
они составляли всего 192 с половиной тысячи баррелей.
Почти все ведущие индийские компании, перерабатывающие нефть, как
частные, так и государственные, включая Reliance Industries – владельца и
оператора крупнейшего НПЗ в мире, расположенного в Джамнагаре, штат
Гуджарат, и перерабатывающего 668 тысяч баррелей нефти в сутки, перешли
на иранскую нефть, впрочем, многие работали с ней и раньше, до введения
санкций.
Показатели нефтяного экспорта в Индию из Саудовской Аравии и Ирака
за этот же период сократились пропорционально росту иранских поставок,
примерно в три раза.
Следует также обратить внимание на рост экспорта нефти из Нигерии. В
феврале Индия приобретала в среднем по 527 400 баррелей нигерийской
нефти в сутки, прирост в сравнении с январем составил 94%. В результате,
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Нигерия заняла место четвертого нефтяного экспортера в Индию, обойдя по
этому показателю Венесуэлу.
Аналитики связывают сокращение венесуэльского нефтяного экспорта
на индийском направлении с намерениями правительства Н.Мадуро
использовать нефтяные депозиты под обеспечение новых кредитов, о
получении которых ведутся переговоры с Россией и Китаем.
На фоне роста нефтяных поставок в Индию, в частности, и общего
увеличения экспорта иранских углеводородов, экономика Исламской
Республики демонстрирует неплохие показатели. Помощник председателя
Центрального банка Ирана Биман Курбани заявил в понедельник, 13 марта
что рост экономики за девять месяцев, с 20 марта по 20 декабря
2016
г. составил 11.6%. Подавляющее большинство в этом значении играют
выросшие доходы от продажи нефти. Без них показатель составил бы всего
1.9%.
Отраслевые показатели по словам Б.Курбани таковы: сельское хозяйство
– рост на 4.2%, нефтяной сектор – 65.6%, промышленное производство в
горнодобывающей и горно-обогатительный отрасли – 0.3%, добыча угля и
полезных рудных ископаемых – 0.2%, собственно промышленное
производство – 5,8%, строительный сектор – 17.1%, сектор услуг – 2.4%.
Частью иранской экономики, не учитываемой по понятным
соображениям в подобной статистике, но, тем не менее, важной и значимой,
в том числе, и с точки зрения валютных поступлений, является военнопромышленный сектор. К числу его буквально вчерашних достижений
относится и официальная презентация Ираном новой модели основного
боевого танка «Карар», являющегося усовершенствованной моделью
выпускаемого по лицензии в Иране танка Т-72. Новая машина получила
башню нового образца и комплект динамической защиты иранского
производства, созданные по мотивам российского Т-90 и имеет неплохие
экспортные перспективы, сумей иранцы наладить ее стабильное серийное
производство.
Демонетизация точно ударила по темпам роста Индии (ведь есть
экстраполяция после ноября)
Unusual times, usual ways
Arun Kumar (retired professor of economics, Jawaharlal Nehru University). The Indian
Express. 9/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/unusual-times-usual-waysdemonetisation-gdp-growth-economy-employment-4560881/

Methods to use GDP estimates cannot account for the shock caused by
demonetisation.
The latest official data on GDP growth has shown that the economy grew at 7
per cent in the quarter ending December 2016. It belies the argument that the
economy was hit hard by demonetisation. But this data is not surprising given that
the budget for 2017-2018 assumed that the economy will grow at 11.75 per cent.
The government has also not changed the assumption of an 11 per cent growth rate
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for the current year (2016-17) in the budget. So, the budget assumed that
demonetisation had no impact on the economy. The budget figures were provided
by the CSO. It was unlikely that the organisation would provide drastically
different figures for the GDP estimate.
A GDP figure of less than 7 per cent would have implied that the budget
figures for both 2016-17 and 2017-18 are wrong. That would have meant that all
the budgetary calculations are incorrect and created turmoil in the economy.
Admitting lower growth would have adversely impacted the stock markets, the
international sentiment about India and the business environment in general. The
data just released shows that investment has taken a hit of about 3 per cent. More
bad news would have made the post-demonetisation recovery even more difficult.
The growth projected by the OECD is almost the same as the official figure.
The IMF had earlier said that demonetisation will have a marginal impact and
suggested that the recovery would be fast. But it needs to be remembered that
neither the IMF, nor the OECD collect independent data; they rely on figures
provided by the Government of India.
Predicting GDP growth is no mean task. Data has to be generated from a
number of sectors and sub-sectors. Each sub-sector has its own method for
collecting data and calculating the growth rate. The methodology is time-tested
and, therefore, not questioned by analysts. Moreover, the actual data comes after a
time lag which means that only estimates can be made and these are periodically
revised. But is it right to apply the methodology that is used in normal times when
the economy has experienced a big shock? Surveys by manufacturers, business
associations and others indicate that over the last four months, employment,
production and investment have been hit hard in several sectors.
The Indian economy is heterogeneous; that makes estimating growth difficult.
The unorganised sector produces 45 per cent of the output and employs 94 per cent
of the work force. Agriculture is its largest component in terms of employment.
Data from the non-agriculture unorganised sector is not available for making
predictions. This component was the hardest hit. How then were estimates drawn
for this sector?
The document Methodology For Estimating Quarterly GDP says, ―The
production approach used for compiling the QGVA estimates is broadly on the
benchmark-indicator method‖. The document adds, ―A key indicator or a set of
key indicators for which data in volume or quantity terms is available on quarterly
basis are used to the value of output/value added estimates of the previous year‖; it
says, ―In general terms, quarterly estimates of Gross Value Added (GVA) are
extrapolations of annual series of GVA.‖ All these point to the use of the
―benchmark-indicator‖ and extrapolation of ―the value of output/value added
estimates of the previous year‖. But when the economy is severely affected, can
the benchmark indicators be the same as earlier years and how can the projection
from the previous year be valid? Can even projection from before November 2016
be valid post-demonetisation?
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It is well-known that the unorganised sector works largely on cash and was
severely dented by demonetisation. The organised sector was less impacted. Thus,
the proportion of the activity in the organised and unorganised sectors changed
dramatically due to demonetisation. The government‘s press note announcing the
growth figures says, ―GVA from quasi corporate and unorganised segment has
been estimated using IIP (Index of Industrial Production) of manufacturing‖. The
IIP reflects the growth of the organised sector. Can it help estimate the unorganised
sector production in the changed circumstances?
It is stated that this index is the key indicator for calculating unorganised
manufacturing sector activity. A similar methodology was adopted in other subsectors of the economy. But in the post-demonetisation regime when the growth of
the organised and unorganised sectors diverged dramatically, the method is not
useful in calculating the unorganised sector‘s contribution to the GDP. A subsector that is clearly declining is taken to be growing at the same rate as the
organised sector.
The press note adds, ―IIP from manufacturing sector registered a growth rate
of (-) 0.5 per cent during April-December 2016-17‖. Intriguingly, in spite of this, it
is said that the manufacturing sector grew at 7.7 per cent. Once the organised
sector‘s growth is overstated and an incorrect indicator is used for estimating the
unorganised sector growth, the economy can be shown to be growing at 7 per cent.
But, is it?
Some argue that the undeclared output in the organised sector, used to
generate black incomes, has now been declared. If this is correct, the methodology
for estimating the unorganised sector‘s contribution becomes even more flawed.
Some argue that there was extra consumption with old notes in November. But the
reports in that month described lack of footfalls in shops and malls and decline in
wholesale trade and truck movements.
There is an urgent need for the government to explain the use of the
unchanged methodology in the drastically changed circumstances post-November
2016. Yes, the CSO cannot change the method on its own, but in unusual times
should unusual steps not be taken? Should a rider not be put on the data? The head
of the statistical department has been arguing that the impact of demonetisation on
the economy will have to be studied over time and a lot more data is needed.
However, should the government put out figures which they feel cannot be
calculated at present and, therefore, are premature? The point is the economy (and
the budget) is not governed by official data but by what is happening on the
ground.
Индийские мигранты едут – больше всего в ОАЭ (3.5 млн.), затем
Пакистан и США (по 2 млн.).
Влияние демонетизации на рост ВВП
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Demonetisation and the GDP: knock-out punch or mild tap?
The CSO has been consistent with its methods, allowing little room for
suspicion of window dressing.
Did demonetisation deal a knock-out punch to the Indian economy? Or was it
just a mild tap from which it is already recovering?
This debate should have been settled with the latest second advance estimates
from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) which peg FY17 GDP growth at 7.1%.
But commentators who believe that the economy has suffered a debilitating blow
from the note ban are not willing to rest their case here. They have flagged a long
list of issues with these GDP numbers, apart from hinting that the numbers are
fudged.
However, this is taking the criticism a little too far. A closer analysis of the
CSO‘s estimates suggests that, contrary to perception, they do factor in the impact
of the note ban. And while India‘s GDP estimation method could certainly do with
improvements, the CSO has been both transparent and consistent with its methods,
allowing little room for suspicions of window-dressing.
Why so high?
First, the sceptics ask, how did the GDP growth for FY17 turn out to be so
high? The 7.1% number is unchanged from the CSO‘s initial estimates and is also
well above the 6.5%-6.8% growth estimated by most private forecasters. Is the
CSO implying that vacuuming up 86% of cash in circulation had no impact on the
economy?
Well, that is a wrong reading of the numbers. To gauge the actual level of
economic activity, Gross Value Added (GVA) is the more pertinent number than
GDP. The GVA measures the value of output created by different segments of the
economy. Indirect taxes (minus subsidies) are added to it, to arrive at the GDP.
The GVA for FY17, as per CSO data, does show a dent from demonetisation.
At 6.7%, it has registered a sharp decline of 110 basis points from 7.8% (revised
estimate) for FY16.
While GVA growth is pretty close to private forecasts, what lifted the GDP is
the strong 12.3% surge in indirect taxes that the CSO estimates for this fiscal. This
is a plausible number, given that the Centre‘s indirect tax collections already
surged by 25% in April-December 2016, powered by higher excise duty on fuel
and service tax.
There is no obfuscation here, because assessing the GVA and adding back net
taxes is the global prescription for GDP estimation by the output method.
Too mild?
So the CSO does admit that economic activity has been impacted by the note
ban. But isn‘t it estimating too mild an impact, with the Q3 GVA growth at 6.6%,
against 7% last year?
Commentators cite some key indicators to ‗prove‘ that economic activity
shrank in the note ban months. For instance, two-wheeler sales collapsed by 22%
year-on-year in December, banks reported anaemic loan growth at 5%, cement
despatches fell by 9% and realtors saw a 40% dip in home sales.
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But given that the economy is made up of literally hundreds of products and
sectors, it is well within the realm of possibility that the economy did well even
while these indicators slowed. For instance, for the same December month, steel
output grew by 15%, power generation surged by 6% and refinery output expanded
6.4%. If bank credit slumped, companies doubled their borrowings from the bond
market.
Also, CSO estimates do show that some sectors of the economy took it on the
chin in the demonetisation quarter. Manufacturing saw its GVA growth slide from
12.8% in Q3 2015 to 8.3% in Q3 2016. Finance, real estate and services saw
growth collapse from 10.4% to 3.1%. Construction weakened from 3.2% to 2.7%.
But making up for these was the 6% rebound in agriculture (2.2% shrinkage
last year), 6.8% increase in electricity, gas and water supply and a bumper 11.9%
hike in ‗public administration, defence and other services‘ which lifted the GVA.
Agricultural output bounced back due to a good monsoon after consecutive
drought years. Electricity generation was up on better coal availability. ‗Public
administration‘ reflects higher government payouts on salaries and pensions after
the Seventh Pay Commission.
December quarter results from listed companies also provide independent
confirmation that the big picture wasn‘t much dented by the note ban. A Business
Line analysis of over 1,700 listed companies showed that they just reported their
best quarterly performance in three years, with sales growing over 9% and profits
expanding 20%.
Commentary from listed firms suggests that urban discretionary purchases
bounced back quickly as consumers switched to digital payments. Commodity
industries, helped by global price rebound, did very well this quarter. In some
sectors, business shifted from the unorganised to organised players due to digital
payments.
Analysts also suspect that, in some cases, companies mopped up demonetised
notes from their distribution channels and pumped them with inventory instead.
(This would show up as ‗sales‘ in the company‘s books and as ‗output‘ in GDP
estimates).
As the cash situation normalises, these one-offs should get ironed out,
moderating GVA growth for the March quarter. But this doesn‘t imply that the Q3
GDP numbers are suspect.
Informal left out?
A third criticism of the CSO estimate is that it fails to capture the performance
of the informal economy, which clearly bore the brunt of the note ban.
This criticism is partly valid.
Over 40-45% of the Indian economy is informal and hardly any data points
relating to it are available at a quarterly frequency. Therefore, what the CSO does
to arrive at its quick estimates of the GDP is to take the available data from the
organised sector and extrapolate it to infer informal activity. Thus, the GVA for
agriculture is guesstimated based on kharif and rabi crop prospects. The GVA for
services is inferred from sales tax collections, deposits and credit, telephone
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connections and so on. Manufacturing GVA uses the index of industrial production
and listed company filings.
Owing to such guesswork, it is quite likely that the quarterly GVA estimate,
which mainly uses data from the formal sector, painted a rosier picture of growth
than the ground reality. But then, if the CSO — with its access to multiple data
sources — has no way to estimate the quarterly performance of the informal sector,
neither does anyone else.
As long as the CSO consistently follows the same method for measuring the
informal sector and publicly discloses it, this is the only estimate we have to gauge
economic activity. Both the methodology for estimating informal sector
performance and GDP revisions are well-documented and disclosed on the
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation website.
More accurate estimates of what really transpired in the Indian economy postdemonetisation will be available when the CSO publishes its first revised GDP
estimates, with more ground-level data, in January 2018.
Until then, critics must follow Keynes‘s tenet — when facts change, it is best
to change your mind.
Рост экономики Индии может быть 7.1% в 2016-17 г., - считает
агентство «Фитч».
Economy to grow 7.1% this year: Fitch
The Hindu. 7.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/economy-to-grow-71in-fy17-dec-qtr-gdp-surprising-fitch/article17421947.ece?homepage=true

Fitch expects Indian GDP to grow by 7.1 per cent for 2016-17, before picking
up to 7.7 per cent in both 2017-18 and 2018-19.
Global rating agency Fitch today said Indian economy will grow by 7.1 per
cent in the current fiscal before stepping up to 7.7 per cent in the next two financial
years.
The U.S.-based agency, however, termed the 7 per cent GDP growth for the
October—December quarter as ―surprising‖, a tad lower than 7.4 per cent in the
previous quarter.
―This number looks somewhat surprising, as real activity data released since
demonetisation pointed to weak consumption and services activity because these
transactions are cash-intensive. By contrast, official data suggest that private
consumption was strong in the fourth quarter of 2016 (though services output
growth moderated quite substantially),‖ Fitch said.
Fitch expects Indian GDP to grow by 7.1 per cent for 2016—17, before
picking up to 7.7 per cent in both 2017—18 and 2018—19.
It said the December quarter GDP number suggests that economic activity
was ―hardly hit‖ by the cash crunch after the government‘s move to remove 86 per
cent of currency in circulation overnight.
On this discrepancy, Fitch said it could be the inability of official data to
capture the negative effects of the demonetisation on the informal sector.
However, the formal sector remained surprisingly robust.
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―This raises the possibility that these initial estimates of the growth impact of
demonetisation could well be underestimated, with the possibility of revisions to
official GDP data later on,‖ it said.
―Gradual implementation of the structural reform agenda is expected to
contribute to higher growth, as will higher real disposable income, supported by an
almost 24 per cent hike in civil servants‘ wages at the state level,‖ Fitch said.
Fitch projection of growth for this fiscal is in line with the estimates of CSO
and global think-tank OECD.
The rating agency said it expects the policy interest rate to stay at its current
level of 6.25 per cent.
ЦСБ Индии считает, что рост будет в размере 7.1%, несмотря на
демонетизацию.
GDP growth pegged at 7.1%, belying demonetisation drag
The Hindu. 28.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/gdp-growth-peggedat-71-belying-demonetisation-drag/article17382966.ece?homepage=true

Improved estimate in net indirect taxes helped maintain GDP, says CSO.
The Central Statistics Office (CSO) has kept its January estimate for growth
in gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016-17 unchanged at 7.1%, signalling that
independent economic forecasters may have overstated the drag on the economy
from the November withdrawal of high-value currency notes.
The CSO, which released its second advance estimates of economic growth
on Tuesday, also provided GDP and Gross Value Added (GVA) figures for the
third quarter, which showed GDP growth slowing to 7%, from 7.3% in the second
quarter of the financial year.
‗A pleasant surprise‘
―The GDP numbers are definitely a surprise, but a pleasant surprise,‖ said
Madan Sabnavis, Chief Economist at Care Ratings. ―Since the CSO has not revised
downward the annual estimate, we can expect that there should not be further
changes on account of demonetisation. The numbers are vindication that
demonetisation didn‘t have a major impact on the economy. They have looked at
all the numbers at their disposal and have come out with their estimate.‖
The official figures peg GVA growth for the full year at 6.7% as against the
7% projected in the first advance estimates. For Q3, the GVA growth rate is
estimated at 6.6%, down from the 7.1% reported in Q2. The CSO also revised
downward the GVA growth rates for the first two quarters to 6.9% in Q1 and 6.7%
in Q2, from the 7.3% and 7.1% reported earlier.
―The reason why GDP has maintained is because the reduction in GVA has
been compensated for by an improved estimate in net indirect taxes,‖ Chief
Statistician of India TCA Anant said at a press conference.
The Election Commission had barred CSO from releasing State-specific data
on economic growth projections, in view of the ongoing Assembly elections.
The Commission gave a clearance to the release of only national level data.
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Commenting on the latest data, Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das
said the GDP numbers negated the ―negative speculation on demonetisation.‖
―There was an overestimation about the impact of demonetisation by some,‖ he
said.
―The revised estimates of subsidies are now available and they show a much
tighter compression than was provided for in the Budget Estimates,‖ Mr. Anant
said. ―Subsidies show a negative growth and indirect tax collections showed
positive growth, so GDP growth has remained the same.‖

Sectoral growth
The second advance estimates show the agriculture sector faring better than
estimated in January with growth at 4.4%, compared with the first advance
estimates which had predicted a growth of 4.1% for the sector. Similarly, mining
and quarrying is now expected to expand at 1.3% in 2016-17, instead of the
January prediction of a contraction of 1.8%.
The second advance estimates peg manufacturing growth for the full year at
7.7% compared with 7.4% predicted by the first advance estimates.
―The advance estimates of agricultural growth now show a higher growth
than they had shown earlier,‖ Mr. Anant said.
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МВФ считает, рост экономики Индии в 2016/17 г. составил 6.7%
India's GDP can slow to 6.6% post note ban, touch 8% in few years: IMF
The Times of India. 22/02/2017/ http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indias-gdp-can-slowto-6-6-post-note-ban-touch-8-in-few-years-imf/articleshow/57296201.cms

WASHINGTON: India's growth is projected to slow to 6.6 per cent in 201617 fiscal due to the strains that have emerged in the economy as a result of
"temporary disruptions" caused by demonetisation, the IMF said today.
In its annual report, however, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said
demonetisation would have only short term impact on the economy and it would
bounce back to its expected growth of more than eight per cent in the next few
years.
The post-November 8, 2016 cash shortages and payment disruptions caused
by the currency exchange initiative have undermined consumption and business
activity, posing a new challenge to sustaining the growth momentum, the IMF said
in its annual country report on India.
"Growth is projected to slow to 6.6 per cent in FY2016/17, then rebound to
7.2 per cent in FY2017/18, due to temporary disruptions, primarily to private
consumption, caused by cash shortages," it said.
India's economy grew at 7.6 per cent in 2015-16.
Tailwinds from a favorable monsoon, low oil prices and continued progress in
resolving supply-side bottlenecks, as well as robust consumer confidence, will
support near-term growth as cash shortages ease, the IMF said.
The investment recovery is expected to remain modest and uneven across
sectors, as deleveraging takes place and industrial capacity utilization picks up, the
report said.
In their report, the IMF Directors supported the Indian efforts to clamp down
on illicit financial flows, but noted "the strains that have emerged" from the
currency exchange initiative.
"They called for action to quickly restore the availability of cash to avoid
further payment disruptions and encouraged prudent monitoring of the potential
side-effects of the initiative on financial stability and growth," the report said.
Noting India's strong economic performance of the past few years, the IMF
executive directors commended New Delhi for its strong policy actions, including
continued fiscal consolidation and an anti-inflationary monetary policy, which
have underpinned macroeconomic stability.
As such, the IMF recommended continued vigilance to potential domestic and
external shocks and urged the authorities to further advance economic and
structural reforms to address supply bottlenecks, raise potential output, create jobs,
and ensure inclusive growth.
The IMF feels that on the external side, despite the reduced imbalances and
strengthened reserve buffers, the impact from global financial market volatility
could be disruptive, including from US monetary policy normalization or weakerthan-expected global growth.
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«Экономика Индии – яркое пятно в этом мире», - считает глава миссии
МВФ по Индии Пол Кашин.
Indian economy remains a bright spot in global landscape
The Times of India. 23.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/indian-economy-remains-a-bright-spot-in-global-landscape/articleshow/57306263.cms

WASHINGTON: The Indian economy is growing strongly and remains a
bright spot in the global landscape despite temporary setback due to
demonetisation, a senior IMF official has said.
In its annual country report on India, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
on Wednesday said growth is expected at 6.6 per cent in this fiscal year and at 7.2
per cent in the following year.
"The Indian economy is growing strongly and remains a bright spot in the
global landscape," the IMF mission chief for India, Paul Cashin said.
Cashin said the halving of global oil prices that began in late 2014 boosted
economic activity in India, further improved the external current account and fiscal
positions, and helped lower inflation.
In addition, continued fiscal consolidation, by reducing government deficits
and debt accumulation, and an anti-inflationary monetary policy stance have
helped cement macroeconomic stability, he added.
Noting that the government has made significant progress on important
economic reforms, which will support strong and sustainable growth going
forward, Cashin said the upcoming implementation of the goods and services tax
(GST) will help raise India's medium-term growth to above 8 per cent.
GST will enhance the efficiency of production and movement of goods and
services across Indian states, he said.
However, there is little scope for complacency.
"A key concern for us is the health of the banking system, which is still
dealing with a large amount of bad loans, and also heightened corporate
vulnerabilities in several key sectors of the economy," he said.
Responding to a question on demonetisation, he said the strong shortage of
cash has disrupted economic activities.
However, he said the Indian Government appears to have that taken measures
to alleviate payment disruptions, such as temporarily allowing use of old banknotes
for purchases of fuel and agricultural inputs, have helped mitigate the negative
impact.
"So we expect the slowdown to be limited and relatively short-lived and the
financial system to come through unscathed. Of course, potential loan repayment
risks should be monitored carefully, particularly given an already elevated level of
non-performing loans," Cashin said.
Демонетизация.
История и предпосылки для реформы
Из Википедии. https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Денежная_реформа_в_Индии_2016_года
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Выведение из оборота крупных купюр использовалось индийскими
властями и ранее. В январе 1946 года были изъяты из обращения купюры
1000 и 10 000 рупий, впоследствии в 1954 были выпущены купюры нового
образца номиналами 1000, 5000 и 10 000. В 1978 правительство, под
предлогом борьбы с фальшивомонетчиками и теневым оборотом, вновь
изъяло из обращения крупные купюры номиналами 1000, 5000 и 10
000 рупий[1].
По состоянию на конец октября 2016 года наличная денежная масса в
обращении в Индии составляла примерно 17,77 трлн рупий (около 260 млрд
USD), из них банкноты номиналом 500 и 1000 рупий составляли около 85 %
стоимости и около 25 % от количества банкнот в обращении[2].
После официального объявления о начале реформы, сделанного
премьер-министром Моди, состоялась телевизионная пресс-конференция, на
которой управляющий Резервного банка Индии Урджит Патель и
секретарь Министерства финансов по экономике Шактиканта Дас сообщили
о причинах, побудивших правительство провести реформу. В частности, они
связали рост количества купюр номиналом в 500 и 1000 рупий с
деятельностью фальшивомонетчиков и сообщили, что доходы от
распространения фальшивых денег использовались для финансирования
террористов. Реформа, по словам участников пресс-конференции,
проводится чтобы изъять фальшивые купюры и лишить террористов
финансирования[3].
Помимо этого, в экономике Индии теневой сектор на конец 2016 года
составлял по некоторым оценкам около 30 трлн рупий(около 450 млрд USD)
или до 20% от ВВП Индии[4]. Теневой оборот средств, в значительной мере
являвшийся наличным, рассматривался правительством как основной
источник уклонения от налогов, и реформа стала попыткой вывести эти
средства в «белый» оборот для последующего обложения налогами[5].
Порядок и правила обмена
Порядок и процедура реформы были первоначально объявлены премьерминистром Моди в его телеобращении, позже детальный порядок и
последующие
изменения
сообщались Резервным
банком
Индии и
[6][7]
Министерством финансов :
Очередь к банкомату за купюрами номиналом 100 рупий вечером 8
ноября 2016 года в Ховрахе
 Оборот купюр номиналом 500 рупий (примерно 7,5 USD) и 1000 рупий
(примерно 15 USD) происходил до 8 ноября 2016 года включительно,
начиная с 9 ноября 2016 года купюры становились недействительными
и подлежали обмену или зачислению на счета в банках или на почте[4].
 Обмен недействительных купюр на действительные или зачисление их
на счѐта в банках может производиться до 30 декабря 2016 года.
 с 10 ноября 2016 года был установлен лимит на снятие наличных с
банковских счетов в 10 000 рупий (150 USD) в день или 20 000 рупий
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(300 USD) в неделю. 14 ноября дневной лимит был отмненѐн, а
суточный пересмотрен и увеличен до 24 000 рупий (360 USD)[6][7].
Для мелких расходов банкам разрешалось обменивать старые купюры
до 4000 рупий на одного человека, при условии предъявления
удостоверения личности и письменной заявки на обмен. 14 ноября
лимит был увеличен до 4500 рупий[6][7].
Для всех банкоматов вводилось ограничение на снятие наличных в
2000 рупий в день. 14 ноября лимит был пересмотрен для банкоматов,
использующих новые купюры в 500 и 1000 рупий и составил 2500
рупий (37 долларов)[6][7].
В виде исключения купюры в 500 и 1000 рупий разрешались к приѐму
на автозаправочных станциях, в государственных медицинских
учреждениях, при продаже ж/д и авиа- билетов, в государственных
молочных и диетических магазинах до 11 ноября 2016 года[4].
Предельный срок приѐма старых купюр в этих учреждениях был
увеличен дважды, первый раз до 14 ноября, второй раз до 24 ноября.
В случае обмена более 250 000 рупий (примерно 3 700 USD)
необходимо предъявить налоговую декларацию, где обмениваемые
суммы задекларированы, либо заплатить с обмениваемых сумм
налоги[8].

Демонетизация.
Правительство не намерено больше пускать в обращение купюры в 1000
рупий
No plan to introduce new Rs 1,000 note: Economic Affairs Secretary
Shaktikanta Das
The Times of India. Feb 22, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/no-plan-tointroduce-new-rs-1000-note-economic-affairs-secretary-shaktikantadas/articleshow/57286303.cms

NEW DELHI: There are no plans to introduce new Rs 1,000 notes, said
Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das today, putting an end to speculation
on the issue.
"No plans to introduce Rs 1000 notes. Focus is on production and supply of
Rs 500 and lower denomination notes," tweeted Das today after some media
outlets quoted "senior government officials" yesterday saying quite the opposite.
Das also addressed the issue of the ongoing cash shortage at ATMs, still,
more than two months after the introduction of new Rs 500 and Rs 2,000 notes.
"Complaints of cash (being) out in ATMs (are) being addressed. Request
everyone to draw the cash they actually require. Overdrawal by some deprives
others," Das tweeted.
Earlier this week, it was reported that the supply of currency to ATMs has
risen 80-85% from pre-note ban levels, but the fear of not having enough liquid
cash is driving people to hoard it.
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"The moment there are Rs 500 notes at an ATM, people tend to queue up and
keep the cash with them even if they don't need it. I believe this fear among the
general public will take another few weeks to ebb and make things absolutely
normal," said Anand Garollu, India services general manager, NCR Corporation,
which makes and manages cash dispensers.
While the overall weekly withdrawal limit of Rs 24,000 on savings accounts
remains, the daily curb on cash from ATMs has been lifted. That's one of the
reasons ATMs are emptying out rapidly, experts said.
"If an ATM was receiving 120 customers daily before, now it hovers around
130 to 140, still around 10% more," Garollu said.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции в 2016 календарном году выросли на
18% и достигли 46.4 млрд. долл.
FDI inflows into India jump 18% to record $46.4 bn in 2016 despite
global fall
The Hindustan Times. 18/02/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/fdiinflows-into-india-jump-18-to-record-46-4-bn-in-2016-despite-global-fall/story46rFyAzqBeOo4SUgQHIe1M.html

Foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows into India in 2016 calendar year
jumped 18% to a record $46.4 billion, at a time global FDI inflows fell.
Data released by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP)
showed FDI inflows in 2016 were strongest in October with $6.2 billion inflows
followed by $5.1 billion in September.
Global flows of FDI fell 13% in 2016 to an estimated $1.52 trillion as global
economic growth remained weak and world trade volumes posted anemic gains,
according to the latest UNCTAD Global Investment Trends Monitor.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции в апреле-декабре 2016 г. составили
35.8 млрд. долл.
With $36 billion in nine months, FDI may deliver a record
The Times of India. 18.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/with-36-billion-in-nine-months-fdi-may-deliver-a-record/articleshow/57217397.cms

Демонетизация: прошло 100 дней.
Demonetisation 100 days: PM‘s move economic disaster or political
masterstroke?
Roshan Kishore. The Hindustan Times. 16/02/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/demonetisation-100-days-pm-modi-s-note-ban-an-economic-disaster-or-a-politicalmasterstroke/story-GDRqF6gkH0Nky5GCxvmYeO.html

Speaking in a public rally in Goa, a few days after announcing demonetisation
on 8 November, 2016, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had asked for 50 days from
the people of India for note-ban related hardships to end
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It has been 100 days since Modi announced the scrapping of 86% of India‘s
currency in circulation. With a large number of ATMs still running dry, there
seems to be no end to people‘s difficulties even now. Despite government‘s claims
of remonetisation being complete, latest data (till 20 January, 2017) shows that
currency with public is still 40% less than what it was a year ago .
An even more important question is, how successful has demonetisation been
in achieving its stated objective?
Purging black money
It was argued by the supporters of demonetisation that a large amount of
money in circulation would not come back to the system, as holders of illicit
wealth would be wary of prosecution by tax authorities.
More than a month after the completion of deadline for depositing old notes
with banks, the RBI claims that it is still counting the money which has been
returned. Unless final figures are released there would not be any clarity on the
amount of money which has been flushed down the pit or found to be counterfeit
currency.
However, a part of finance minister Arun Jaitley‘s budget speech suggests
that hopes of unearthing a significant amount of black money might not
materialise. Calculations based on Jaitley‘s budget speech show that Rs 10.38
trillion, almost two-thirds of the value of demonetised currency, had come back in
deposits which were more than Rs 2 lakh. Out of this, Rs 4.89 trillion has come in
deposits of Rs 80 lakh or more. It is likely that those who have made such high
value deposits are confident of dealing with tax department‘s queries, which
diminishes hopes of a windfall in unearthing of black money. On the other hand,
government‘s reply to a parliament question suggests that only Rs 19.5 crore has
been seized in fake currency since the demonetisation decision.
Collateral damage
There is a broad based consensus on the fact that liquidity squeeze after
demonetisation would have an adverse effect on economic activity. India‘s GDP
growth is expected to come down by 20 basis points in 2016-17 from 2015-16
according to first advanced estimates released by central statistical organisation.
Industry is expected to suffer the biggest setbackin terms of growth rate in this
financial year.
Read | Demonetisation impact: IIP contracts to 4-month low of 0.4% in Dec
Data on rural wages, which is released by the RBI, shows that nonagricultural wages have done much worse in comparison to agricultural wages in
the months of November and December. RBI‘s quarterly consumer confidence
survey, carried in six metropolitan cities, shows that negative perception about
employment was at its highest level in December quarter since Modi government
assumed office in 2014. These statistics suggest that demonetisation‘s recessionary
impact might have been more severe in the non-farm economy.
Prima facie, it appears that demonetisation has failed to achieve its stated
objectives of purging black money and fake currency from the Indian economy and
would inflict significant costs – even if transient in nature – on the Indian
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economy. None of this seems to be bothering PM Modi though, who claimed in a
UP rally that BJP‘s victory in all polls after note ban shows that the poor are
overwhelmingly supporting this policy.
There is nothing surprising about the fact that 100 days after note ban, people
are more concerned about results of ongoing polls than exact count of notes which
have returned to the RBI.
Новые купюры достоинством в 50 и 100 рупий запускаются в оборот в
Индии
New Rs. 100 and Rs. 50 notes also in the pipeline
Shaktikanta
Das.
The
Hindu.
13.02.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/New-Rs.-100-and-Rs.-50-notes-also-in-thepipeline/article16442093.ece

Will be infused in the system while slowly phasing out the old series
The Centre on Thursday said it would also replace the smaller denomination
currency notes of Rs.50 and Rs.100, incorporating new features and design.
Secretary, Economic Affairs, Shaktikanta Das, said the new currency notes
will be gradually infused in the system while slowly phasing out the old series.
New Rs. 1,000 denomination notes, with enhanced security, will be in circulation
soon, he said.
―The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is going to monitor the release of the
Rs.2,000 notes, and in due course, (and) within a few months, the Rs. 1,000 note
will be reintroduced into the market with completely new dimensions, new design
and new colour from the old one,‖ Mr. Das said at the Economic Editors
Conference.
Handling convenience
―The RBI had initially said that looking at the way inflation is progressing, it
should introduce Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 10,000 notes,‖ Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
said at the conference.
―But the government did not agree . The reason we decided on Rs. 500 and
Rs. 2, 000 is because of the handling convenience, and once all the money is in the
banking system, then there won‘t be any incentive to again convert it to black.‖
The Finance Minister also promised that nobody would face any questions or
harassment for small deposits made in banks.
‗Indian tradition‘
―There has been an Indian tradition to keep small amounts of cash at home for
exigencies and emergencies,‖ Mr. Jaitley added.
―They can exchange that and deposit it in their accounts and the revenue
department is not going to take notice of these small depositors. It‘s only those
with large amounts of undisclosed money who will have to face the consequences
under the tax laws.‖
The Reserve Bank of India has issued an instruction to banks to ensure that no
ATM dispense Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 500 denomination bank notes. ATM counters will
re-start functioning from Friday and will dispense only Rs. 50 and Rs. 100 notes.
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Индия должна присоединиться к КПЭК, а не быть в оппозиции к нему, считает министр планирования и развития Пакистана Ahsan Iqbal
India should join CPEC instead of opposing it, says Pakistan minister
The Times of India. Feb 4, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-shouldjoin-cpec-instead-of-opposing-it-says-pakistan-minister/articleshow/56967265.cms

•India should look at the opportunities of increasing regional cooperations
through CPEC, Pakistan minister said
•He said Pakistan hopes to resume talks with India after state assembly
elections
WASHINGTON: Instead of opposing China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), India should join it and look at different opportunities, Pakistan minister
of planning and development Ahsan Iqbal said.
Responding to a question at the US Institute of Peace, an American thinktank, Iqbal alleged that India's reaction to $46 billion CPEC is "a knee jerk"
reaction.
India, he said, needs to look at opportunities of increasing regional
cooperation, as it would provide India the shortest land route+ to do trade with
most of China.
"What you also have to see, that in China, they have now developed extensive
road and rail links with West China," the minister said.
"If you are even doing trade through CPEC, you can reach out to any
destination in China from this area. So, we are very hopeful and we continue to
work to normalize our relations with India," the minister added.
The minister also rued the fact that Pakistan-bashing is still a poll issue in
India.
"We are hoping that by March, these state elections will be over and maybe
then there will be a better environment to pursue peace talks with India," the
minister said.
Новые банкноты достоинством в 500 и 2000 рупий. И 20, 50, 100
рупий.
The Hindu. 4/02/2017/ http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/Security-features-ofthe-new-Rs.-2000-and-Rs.-500-notes/article16442104.ece
RBI to issue new Rs. 20, 50 notes. 4.02.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/RBI-to-issue-new-Rs.-20-50notes/article16759457.ece
New Rs. 100 and Rs. 50 notes also in the pipeline. 4.02.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/New-Rs.-100-and-Rs.-50-notes-also-in-thepipeline/article16442093.ece

Бюджет 2017-18. Пакистанская оценка Бюджета Индии.
A people-friendly Indian budget
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INDIAN Finance Minister Arun Jaitley‘s union budget, presented to Parliament last Wednesday, saw a change not just in the date of the presentation, but also
the way benefits were doled out to the target audience.
From Feb 28, it has now been shifted to the first date of the penultimate
month of the fiscal.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi took the nation by surprise on November 8,
2016, when he announced an abrupt demonetisation of the domestic currency by
withdrawing Rs500 and Rs1,000 notes from circulation. This caused havoc in the
markets and ordinary folk had to stand in long queues for days to access cash from
ATMs and banks.
The move was initiated to tackle the growing menace of black money, but
many hoarders of cash had much earlier switched to other currencies in global
markets. The worst affected by the demonetisation were ordinary people and the
poor who were large users of Rs500 notes. The well-off had plastic money and
were comfortable with online transactions and did not need the Rs500 and Rs1,000
notes.
Jaitley believes that demonetisation was a bold and decisive measure, which
would expand GDP and lead to higher tax revenues. According to him, the pace of
remonetisation has gained currency.
The situation has eased now and accessing cash is no more a problem.
Fortunately for the government, the budget was not overshadowed by the
demonetisation and the ruling party showered a lot of presents on ordinary folk,
who accepted the withdrawal of the two most used currencies.
Jaitley‘s budget was heavily tilted towards the lower-middle-class and the
poor, both in cities and villages. There were no major concessions to big industry
or to the well-off. But for the poor and the less affluent, there were a host of offers.
Jaitley raised subsidies on food to almost Rs1.5tr for 2017-18, up significantly
from the current fiscal. Spending earmarked for the rural, agriculture and other
related sectors rose by nearly 25pc to Rs1.9tr for the next fiscal.
The minister also allocated Rs490bn to health, Rs480bn to rural jobs scheme
and Rs190bn to rural roads. Indian Railways, which is the most popular form of
transportation for the poor and the lower middleclass will see the government
pump in a hefty Rs1.3tr.
The minister also focused more on other transportation segments. In fact, of
the nearly Rs4tr allocated for infrastructure development, more than half (Rs2.4tr)
goes to the transport sector in 2017-18. The government will invest Rs640bn in
building national highways across the country.
Similarly, about 3,500km of railway lines will be commissioned during the
year. A dedicated railway safety fund of Rs1tr will be developed over the next five
years.
The minister allotted nearly Rs50bn to ensure 100pc electrification in rural
areas within the next 12-14 months.
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THE budget has expectedly won applause from businesses, both large and
small ones. Large business houses, which usually never criticise a finance minister,
were enthusiastic with the budget.
According to Naushad Forbes, president, Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII), the budget unleashes multiple instruments to revive demand and encourage
investments, while also prioritising the needs of vulnerable sections of society.
The CII‘s director-general, Chandrajit Banerjee, noted: ―The budget builds
positive sentiments among Indian industry and overseas investors that the
government would remain on the path of fiscal prudence while taking all possible
measures to boost growth.‖
Sunil Kanoria, the president of Assocham, said while reduction of corporate
tax for the small and medium enterprises with turnover less than Rs500m was a
welcome move, India Inc was expecting it for large firms as well.
And Anand Mahindra, the chairman of Mahindra Group, was ‗elated‘ by the
reforms in political funding, the merging of the rail budget with the regular one,
the abolition of the Foreign Investment Promotion Board and the removal of
plan/non-plan labels.
This was perhaps the first time that a budget had the courage to tackle
political funding. Jaitley proposed a ceiling of Rs2,000 on cash donations by
individuals to political parties. They could of course take larger amounts from
donors, but only through cheques or digital funding.
The government would also amend the law to enable political parties to come
out with electoral bonds. ―A donor can purchase bonds from authorised banks
against cheque and digital payments,‖ remarked the minister. ―They shall be
redeemable only in the designated account of a registered political party. And, they
will be redeemable within the prescribed time limit from the issuance of bonds.
Political parties will also have to file their returns within a stipulated time
limit. Obviously, most political parties – including the Congress – backed the
move by the government ‗to clean political funding‘.
The finance minister, however, had to deviate from his earlier fiscal
consolidation roadmap by raising the fiscal deficit for 2017-18 to 3.2pc of GDP
from the target set earlier of reducing it to 3pc.
Richard Rekhy, CEO, KPMG India, notes that with a 3.5pc expansion in total
outlay, the budget aimed at sending a clear indication that India is pacing itself for
stronger growth and sustained development.
―With a fiscal deficit of 3.2pc, the budget has managed to find a balance
between fiscal management and public expenditure to a considerable extent,‖ he
adds.
Despite the reforms in many areas, the government continues to raise its
spending on defence. Jaitley allocated nearly Rs2.75tr for the defence sector, a
nearly 10pc increase over the previous year‘s allocation. Interestingly, the increase
does not include the huge outlay for pensions to ex-servicemen and women.
The government has allocated Rs865bn for buying new arms and equipment.
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Бюджет 2017-18. Кто заработал, а кто проиграл на изменении налоговых
ставок.
Budget 2017 decoded: Who gained and who lost in Jaitley‘s tax proposals
The Hindustan Times. 3.02.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/budget2017-decoded-who-gained-and-who-lost-in-jaitley-s-tax-proposals-table/storyXG6LIGEiax9rZ6eVhLryOK.html

Budget 2017-18 may not have met the high expectations, especially in the
backdrop of demonetisation, but it did bring some relief for everyone. The
government has reduced the personal income tax rate for those in the tax slab of Rs
2.5 lakh to Rs 5 lakh to 5% from 10% earlier, which translates into a saving of Rs
12,500 (without including cess) for everyone.
For those earning up to Rs 5 lakh, the savings are a lot more. The reduction in
the first tax slab along with a rebate of Rs 2,500 for income up to Rs 3.5 lakh
means that if your annual income is Rs 3 lakh, you don‘t pay any taxes.
Even those who earn up to Rs 4.5 lakh a year don‘t pay taxes if you factor in
the section 80C deduction of Rs 1.5 lakh and the rebate. But for the rich there is
some pain in the form of a surcharge. This budget levied a surcharge of 10% for
those with incomes of Rs 50 lakh-Rs 1 crore. Those above Rs 1 crore already pay a
surcharge of 15%. This table tells you how much extra you pay or save. This is for
individuals below 60 years of age and the calculation includes a cess of 3%.
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Бюджет 2017/18. Увеличение занятости сельского населения
Rural employment scheme gets highest-ever funding
The Hindu. 3.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Rural-employmentscheme-gets-highest-ever-funding/article17130927.ece?homepage=true

FM allocates 48,000 crore for MGNREGA; says it will be brought under
digital scrutiny
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGNREGS), once described by Prime Minister Narendra Modi as a ―living
monument of the UPA‘s failure,‖ got its highest ever allocation — ₹ 48,000 crore
— since its inception over a decade ago.
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, however, indicated that the funds dispensed
would come under increased digital scrutiny. ―The initiative to geo-tag all
MGNREGA assets and put them in the public domain has established greater
transparency. We are also using space technology in a big way to plan MGNREGA
works,‖ he said.
Last June, the Rural Development Ministry had signed an agreement with the
National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), ISRO, Hyderabad, for geo-tagging
assets. This involves the use of ‗Bhuvan‘, a web-based application developed by
ISRO that gives a three-dimensional map of the globe. Geo-tagging can help track
the location and development status of, say, a pond or a bridge, funded by
MGNREGA and located in any of India‘s 6 lakh villages. The geo-tagging
exercise, according to an ISRO press statement, is a three-part programme and will
eventually allow citizens to report on the state of a project and be made available to
village panchayats.
‗An eyewash‘
MGNREGA, enacted in 2005, is a UPA initiative to enhance livelihood
security of the rural people by guaranteeing 100 days of wages in a financial year
for adults willing to take up unskilled manual work. Around 30 lakh assets are
created annually across the country under the rural job scheme, which includes
water harvesting, drought relief and flood control as preferred activities. The geotagging initiative follows Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s directive to check
leakages and effectively map the terrain for future developmental works.
Aruna Roy of the Mazdoor Kisan Sangathan dismissed the budgetary raise as
eyewash as it downplayed the huge arrears. ―…The increase is a mere 1%, of
₹ 500 crore, as two supplementary allocations during the course of the year made
the total budget of 2016-17 ₹ 47,500 crore,‖ she said in a statement. ―At present,
54% of the wage payments continue to be delayed and, as a result, ₹ 231 crores in
compensation to workers also remains due.‖
Drinking water scheme
In a bid to ensure safe drinking water to over 28,000 arsenic and fluoride
affected habitations in the next four years, the government will start a sub-mission
of the National Rural Drinking Water Programme.
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In this year‘s budget, the allocation for the Rural Development Ministry has
also been increased by more than 10 per cent to ₹ 1,07,758 crore from ₹ 97,760
crore.
Бюджет 2017/18. Демонетизация будет негативно сказываться на
экономике Индии не только в 2017/18, но и в 2918/19 г., - заявил бывший
министр финансов Чидамбарам.
The Hindu. 3.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Govt.-wasted-opportunityto-push-through-bold-reforms-Chidambaram/article17142704.ece?homepage=true

Govt. wasted opportunity to push through bold reforms: Chidambaram
He said the spill-over effect of note ban decision would be felt in the next
fiscal as well as in 2018-19.
Dubbing the Union Budget as a ―damp squib‖, former Finance Minister P
Chidambaram on Thursday said the government has wasted an opportunity to push
through bold reforms, revive growth and devise strategies for job creation.
He, however, complimented Finance Minister Arun Jaitley for being
moderate and not doing anything ―reckless and disruptive‖ after demonetisation
and welcomed some of the positives like putting a limit on cash transactions,
cleansing political funding and some other proposals in the budget.
―Our conclusion on reading all the budget documents was that the elaborate
exercise has turned out to be a damp squib. It is a wasted opportunity... Altogether,
I am disappointed that the government has not used the opportunity to push
through bold reforms, revive aggregate demand and growth, and devise new
strategies for job creation,‖ he told reporters.
Mr. Chidambaram said the government has done nothing in the budget by
way of new strategy or policy measures to revive investment and growth, which
was badly affected after demonetisation.
He said there are, however, a few positives, which ―we are happy with. The
most important positive is that the government seems chastened after the debacle
of demonetisation and has not done anything reckless or disruptive.‖
―I compliment the finance minister for adopting a tone of moderation. It is
obvious that demonetisation and its inevitable consequences have demoralised the
government. They have retreated from reforms and have no answers to the severe
challenges faced by the economy,‖ he said.
Striking a cautious note, he said the spill-over effect of note ban decision
would be felt in the next fiscal as well as in 2018-19.
―It is now widely accepted that growth rate of the Indian GDP has taken a hit.
It will be worse. This period of lower growth will extend to 2017-18 and 2018-19,‖
he said.
Mr. Chidambaram noted that there is nothing in the budget that points to
measures to revive flagging growth or reviving investment and the country will
pay a ―heavy price‖ in terms of poor demand, lower sales, fewer jobs and closures
of MSMEs.
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Making a case for cut in indirect taxes to help boost growth, the former
finance minister said this cut would have given relief to millions of people.
He said the indirect taxes like excise duty could have been reduced claiming
there is still eight months time for rolling out of GST which he felt was not
possible before October 1.
He also made a case for early introduction of Direct Tax Code, saying, ―It is
imperative that that the Draft Direct Taxes code be updated and enacted.‖
Mr. Chidambaram attacked Mr. Jaitley for giving an average relief of only Rs
5,000 to tax payers in personal income tax and termed it as ―mere tokenism―.
―We welcome this relief. But, it‘s small mercy for a person who stood in
queue for weeks to withdraw small amounts of money. The tax cuts announced are
at best tokenism. He has given 1.98 crore tax payers a relief of, on average Rs 5000
per tax payer,‖ he said.
Mr. Chidambaram accused the government of cheating the farming
community as they along with farm workers, labourers, self employed and those in
the MSME sector were ―hardest hit by demonetisation‖ and expected some sops
for them.
Economic Survey 2016-17. Возврат к реализму.
Economic Survey: Return to realism.
Mihir
S
Sharma.
Business
Standard.
http://www.businessstandard.com/budget/article/economic-survey-return-to-realism-117020100045_1.html

Demonetisation bites: 2016-17 GDP growth pegged at 6.5-6.75%
The Economic Survey for 2016-17, released on Tuesday, provided a
refreshingly realistic assessment of the many challenges facing the Indian
economy in the coming years. It outlined these challenges, including possible
global economic turbulence and the after-effects of demonetisation, before
discussing policies that could revive investment and restore growth. Launching
India to a high-growth trajectory would take ―shifts in the underlying vision‖, the
Survey said.
The estimates of growth in gross domestic product (GDP) were sobering. The
Survey noted that first-half growth in the current financial year, at 7.2 per cent, was
―on the weaker side‖ of last year‘s Economic Survey estimates; and that full yeargrowth would likely dip below seven per cent due to economic activity being
adversely affected by demonetisation. The Survey projected a dip of ―between 1/4
and 1/2 percentage points relative to the baseline of about seven per cent‖,
suggesting likely growth between 6.5 per cent and 6.75 per cent in 2016-17. For
2017-18, the Survey projected growth of 6.75-7.5 per cent.
The Survey went on to claim that growth could reach 8-10 per cent in the
medium run through the implementation of reforms, including follow-ups on
demonetisation and the Goods and Services Tax (GST).
The follow-up actions on demonetisation it recommended included a swift
end to currency rationing. The Survey pointed out that the demand for cash must
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come from consumers, and not be managed by the state. ―Digitalisation is not a
panacea, nor is cash all bad,‖ the Survey said, adding that the transition to the
digital economy must be gradual and inclusive, and the costs borne by the
government and not the private sector. To reap the full benefits of demonetisation,
the Survey insisted that GST be more broad-based, by including land-related
taxation. It also said that tax administration would now have to become more
accountable and less discretionary — and argued for a reduction in taxes across the
board.
A K Bhattacharya: Bold Survey, sombre message
However, elsewhere the Survey warned against further fiscal activism, noting
India ―stands out for the size of the deficits it has run over the past decade‖. India‘s
experience ―has reaffirmed the need for rules to contain fiscal deficits‖, the Survey
added, insisting the basic tenets of the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget
Management Act of 2003 remain valid.
Problems are brewing in particular at the state level, where the consolidated
deficit rose from 2.5 per cent of GDP to 3.6 per cent in just one year. The Survey
argued that market-based discipline should be introduced to state finances. More
controversially, it suggested that India should consider returning to a system where
states received resources partly on the basis of their own fiscal performance — the
fiscal framework preferred by the Thirteenth Finance Commission, but overturned
by the Fourteenth.
One economic India: Transition to regime complicated, says Economic
Survey
The GDP growth numbers it quoted were sobering because, the Economic
Survey argued, of the sharp decline in fixed investment. The Survey admitted that,
in spite of years of attempting to fix the ―twin balance sheet problem‖ of indebted
corporations and overstretched banks, a solution still appeared distant. The Survey
also pointed out this was ―the second time in a decade‖ that PSU banks were
suffering a bad loan crisis, which highlighted the continuing need for fundamental
reforms.
A decentralised approach — allowing and empowering banks to take
decisions on stressed loans — appeared to not be working. The Survey said that the
time was therefore ripe to look at a ―public sector asset rehabilitation agency‖ that
could take decisions that were proving politically intractable otherwise. The
agency, the Survey said, would have to be independent, take decisions on a
commercial rather than a political basis. Even then, ―establishing the market price
of distressed loans is difficult and would prove time-consuming‖
Don't mimic advanced world: Economic Survey
On the question of welfare delivery, the Survey took on the contested
question of a Universal Basic Income or UBI. It said that the time was ripe for
―serious discussion‖ of the UBI, and calculated that if middle-class subsidies such
as subsidies for LPG and aviation fuel and personal income-tax exemptions were
abolished, then it could pay for a UBI of Rs 3,240 a year to all Indian women.
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Recognising the fiscal implications of adding a UBI on top of existing welfare
schemes, the Survey suggested any pilot of the idea offer UBI ―as a choice to
beneficiaries of existing programmes‖ to see what Indian citizens prefer. It warned,
however, that working out how the fiscal burden of any UBI would be shared
between the Centre and the states could be as complex as the longrunning GST negotiations.
Demonetisation takes you down … so it will be recovery from this year: CEA
Overall, the Survey warned that unless shifts in the vision of development
were articulated and embraced, the Indian economy would lose the chance to move
to a high-growth trajectory. The time available for this shift was not infinite. The
Survey calculated that additional GDP growth due to demographic factors would
peak in the 2011-20 period and decline thereafter. The Survey‘s basic argument
was that, if India is to take advantage of its demographic dividend, and recover
from demonetisation, it must move more swiftly.

Read our full coverage on Economic Survey
Economic Survey 2016-17. Рост ВВП Индии в 2016/17 г. составил 6.7%
Modi pegs GDP growth at 6.75%-7.5% in FY18: Economic Survey
The Statesman. 31.01.2017. http://www.thestatesman.com/business/modi-pegs-gdpgrowth-at-6-75-7-5-in-fy18-economic-survey-1485863591.html

India's economy is set to expand at least 6.75 per cent this year, still making it
among the fastest growing nations globally, even though the recent demonetization
poses a risk to total output, the Economic Survey said on Tuesday.
The document, tabled in parliament, is a precursor to the Union Budget and
details the economic achievements of the government in the past year. It is read out
by President Pranab Mukherjee and authored by Chief Economic Adviser Arvind
Subramanian.
``There was robust economic stability in the last one year,'' Subramanian told
reporters. ``India weathered the foreign currency redemption and successfully
waded through volatility caused by the US Presidential elections and by the
demonetization.''
In a shock move in early November, Prime Minister Narendra Modi removed
the legal tender status of the 1,000 rupee and 500 rupee notes in a bid to curtail
illicit cash in the economy. The surprise move sucked out 86 per cent of the $360
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billion currency float and derailed economic demand from across the economy as
citizens focussed on curtailing discretionary spending.
Modi ordered all such notes to be deposited back into the banking system and
placed strict limits on cash withdrawals from banks. He popularised digital
payments that can be tracked. Demand has since then made a comeback and cash
restrictions eased on some types of accounts. The economic impact of
demonetization is yet to be calculated although estimates range from a loss of
between 0.25-2 per cent of GDP.
The survey said the economy's remonetization would benefit the government
and the Reserve Bank of India in the longer term as the unreturned cash would be
extinguished from the liability side of the balance sheet. Overall, the document
accepted that the sudden removal of cash caused job losses in the farm sector and
the short-term benefits of liquidity withdrawal remained uncertain.
Subramanian emphasised the government had embarked on a process of
steady fiscal consolidation as robust macro parameters such as record foreign
exchange reserves and a falling current account deficit helped shore up the
economic balance sheet.
The survey also highlighted two risks to India's economic ascendancy -- rising
global crude oil prices and the increase in global trade tensions between opposing
economic blocks. India imports nearly 70 per cent of its fuel needs and that bill is
the largest import item on the budget. Global prices of crude oil have nearly
doubled to $53 barrel in the past one year. Should crude oil go even higher, it
could cap the RBI's ability to cut interest rates, the survey warned.
The document also flagged a cautionary note by indicating that expectations
of a windfall in tax revenues due to the planned introduction of the Goods And
Service Tax should be kept to bare minimum. The GST Tax is India's most
ambitious reform and is likely to come into effect from September.
The survey floated a balloon on providing universal basic income for all
citizens but fell short of recommending its introduction immediately. The
document said its roll out would be challenging but the basic economic survival
would ensure that the excluded poor would be benefitted immensely. It pegged the
cost at between 4-5 per cent of GDP.
The Economic Survey spent considerable time on bad loans plaguing the
banking sector. 13 banks with 40 per cent of loans outstanding were ``severely
stressed'' and it nudged the RBI to use its excess cash to recapitalise PSU banks. In
fact, the document suggested that any windfall gain from the note ban should be
used to recast assets in such banks by the RBI which is ``exceptionally highly
capitalised.''
The report suggested the government set up a bad bank to hasten the
resolution of non performing assets so that their drag on GDP expansion and credit
growth is removed.
Highlights of Economic Survey for 2016-17
MACROECONOMY
* See FY18 GDP growth in the range of 6.75-7.50%
* FY17 industrial growth seen 5.2% vs 7.4% FY16
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* Rise in oil prices a risk to FY18 GDP growth forecast
* Rise in global trade tensions risk to FY18 growth
* Outlook for FY18 GST collections must be cautious
* Need to seriously consider universal basic income idea
* Universal basic income cost seen at 4-5% of GDP
* Demonetisation to have short-term costs, long-term gain
* Demonetisation led to job losses, fall in farm income
* RBI balance sheet to shrink post note exchange deadline
* Fall in real estate prices post note ban is desirable
* Lower interest rates in FY18 to boost economy
* Rise in oil prices may reduce scope for monetary easing
* Govt-backed bad bank to hasten NPA resolution
* 13 banks with 40% of India loans "severely stressed"
* Need decisive NPA resolution to avoid drag on growth
* RBI currently "exceptionally highly capitalised"
* Recommend labour, tax reforms for leather, apparel sector

Бюджет 2017/18 г.
Бюджетная речь министра финансов Аруна Джайтли (полный текст есть
в «Библиография по Индии»)
Union Budget 2017-18: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley's full speech.
The Hindu. 1.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Union-Budget-2017-18Finance-Minister-Arun-Jaitleys-full-speech/article17127409.ece?homepage=true.

Бюджет 2017/18 г. Основные положения Бюджета Индии на 2017/18 г.
Highlights of Union Budget 2017-18
The Hindu. 1.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Highlights-of-UnionBudget-2017-18/article17127298.ece?homepage=true

The Budget broadly focussed on 10 themes viz. farming sector, rural
population, the youth, the poor to name a few.
The 2017 Union Budget, presented by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on
Wednesday, was broadly focused on 10 themes — the farming sector, the rural
population, the youth, the poor and underprivileged health care, infrastructure, the
financial sector for stronger institutions, speedy accountability, public services,
prudent fiscal management and tax administration for the honest.
Following are the highlights of Mr. Jaitley's Budget speech:
Demonetisation
1. Demonetisation is expected to have a transient impact on the economy.
2. It will have a great impact on the economy and lives of people .
3. Demonetisation is a bold and decisive measure that will lead to higher GDP
growth.
4. The effects of demonetisation will not spillover to the next fiscal.
Agriculture sector
1. Sowing farmers should feel secure against natural calamities.
2. A sum of Rs. 10 lakh crore is allocated as credit to farmers, with 60 days
interest waiver.
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3. NABARD fund will be increased to Rs. 40,000 crore.
4. Government will set up mini labs in Krishi Vigyan Kendras for soil testing.
5. A dedicated micro irrigation fund will be set up for NABARD with Rs 5,000
crore initial corpus.
6. Irrigation corpus increased from Rs 20,000 crore to Rs 40,000 crore.
7. Dairy processing infrastructure fund wlll be initially created with a corpus of
Rs. 2000 crore.
8. Issuance of soil cards has gained momentum.
9. A model law on contract farming will be prepared and shared with the
States.
Rural population
1. The government targets to bring 1 crore households out of poverty by 2019.
2. During 2017-18, five lakh farm ponds will be be taken up under the
MGNREGA.
3. Over Rs 3 lakh crore will be spent for rural India. MGNREGA to double
farmers' income.
4. Will take steps to ensure participation of women in MGNREGA up to 55%.
5. Space technology will be used in a big way to ensure MGNREGA works.
6. The government proposes to complete 1 crore houses for those without
homes.
7. Will allocate Rs. 19,000 crore for Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana in
2017-18.
8. The country well on way to achieve 100% rural electrification by March
2018.
9. Swachh Bharat mission has made tremendous progress; sanitation coverage
has gone up from 42% in Oct 13 to 60% now.
For youth
1. Will introduce a system of measuring annual learning outcomes and come
out with an innovation fund for secondary education.
2. Focus will be on 3,479 educationally-backward blocks.
3. Colleges will be identified based on accreditation.
4. Skill India mission was launched to maximise potential. Will set up 100
India International centres across the country.
5. Courses on foreign languages will be introduced.
6. Will take steps to create 5000 PG seats per annum.
For the poor and underprivilege health care
1. Rs. 500 crore allocated for Mahila Shakthi Kendras.
2. Under a nationwide scheme for pregnant women, Rs. 6000 will be
transferred to each person.
3. A sum of Rs. 1,84,632 crore allocated for women and children.
4. Affordable housing will be given infrastructure status.
5. Owing to surplus liquidity, banks have started reducing lending rates for
housing.
6. Elimination of tuberculosis by 2025 targeted.
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7. Health sub centres, numbering 1.5 lakh, willl be transformed into health
wellness centres.
8. Two AIIMS will be set up in Jharkhand and Gujarat.
9. Will undertake structural transformation of the regulator framework for
medical education.
10.Allocation for Scheduled Castes is Rs. 52,393 crore
11.Aadhaar-based smartcards will be issued to senior citizens to monitor health.
Infrastructure and railways
1. A total allocation of Rs. 39,61,354 crore has been made for infrastructure.
2. Total allocation for Railways is Rs. 1,31,000 crore.
3. No service charge on tickets booked through IRCTC.
4. Raksha coach with a corpus of Rs. 1 lakh crore for five years (for passenger
safety).
5. Unmanned level crossings will be eliminated by 2020.
6. 3,500 km of railway lines to be commissioned this year up from 2,800 km
last year.
7. SMS-based ''clean my coach service'' is put in place.
8. Coach mitra facility will be introduced to register all coach related
complaints.
9. By 2019 all trains will have bio-toilets.
10.Five-hundred stations will be made differently-abled friendly.
11.Railways to partner with logistics players for front-end and back-end
solutions for select commodities.
12.Railways will offer competitive ticket booking facility.
13.Rs. 64,000 crore allocated for highways.
14.High speed Internet to be allocated to 1,50,000 gram panchayats.
15.New Metro rail policy will be announced with new modes of financing.
Energy sector
1. A strategic policy for crude reserves will be set up.
2. Rs. 1.26,000 crore received as energy production based investments.
3. Trade infra export scheme will be launched 2017-18.
Financial sector
1. FDI policy reforms - more than 90% of FDI inflows are now automated.
2. Shares of Railway PSE like IRCTC will be listed on stock exchanges.
3. Bill on resolution of financial firms will be introduced in this session of
Parliament.
4. Foreign Investment Promotion Board will be abolished.
5. Revised mechanism to ensure time-bound listing of CPSEs.
6. Computer emergency response team for financial sector will be formed.
7. Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana lending target fixed at Rs 2.44 lakh crore for
2017-18.
8. Digital India - BHIM app will unleash mobile phone revolution. The
government will introduce two schemes to promote BHIM App - referral
bonus for the users and cash back for the traders.
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9. Negotiable Instruments Act might be amended.
10.DBT to LPG consumers , Chandigarh is kerosene-free, 84 government
schemes are on the DBT platform.
11.Head post office as the central office for rendering passport service.
12.Easy online booking system for Army and other defence personnel.
13.For big-time offences - including economic offenders fleeing India, the
government will introduce legislative change or introduce law to confiscate
the assets of these people within the country.
Fiscal situation
1. Total expenditure is Rs. 21, 47,000 crore.
2. Plan, non-plan expenditure to be abolished; focus will be on capital
expenditure, which will be 25.4 %.
3. Rs. 3,000 crore under the Department of Economic Affairs for
implementing the Budget announcements.
4. Expenditure for science and technology is Rs. 37,435 crore.
5. Total resources transferred to States and Union Territories is Rs 4.11 lakh
crore.
6. Recommended 3% fiscal deficit for three years with a deviation of 0.5% of
the GDP.
7. Revenue deficit is 1.9 %
8. Fiscal deficit of 2017-18 pegged at 3.2% of the GDP. Will remain
committed to achieving 3% in the next year.
Funding of political parties
1. The maximum amount of cash donation for a political party will be Rs.
2,000 from any one source.
2. Political parties will be entitled to receive donations by cheque or digital
mode from donors.
3. An amendment is being proposed to the RBI Act to enable issuance of
electoral bonds .A donor can purchase these bonds from banks or post
offices through cheque or digital transactions. They can be redeemed only
by registered political parties.
Defence sector
The defence sector gets an allocation of Rs. 2.74,114 crore.
Tax proposals
1. India‘s tax to GDP ratio is not favourable.
2. Out of 13.14 lakh registered companies, only 5.97 lakh firms have filed
returns for 2016-17.
3. Proportion of direct tax to indirect tax is not optimal.
4. Individuals numbering 1.95 crore showed an income between Rs. 2.5 lakh to
Rs. 5 lakh.
5. Out of 76 lakh individual assessees declaring income more than Rs. 5 lakh,
56 lakh are salaried.
6. Only 1.72 lakh people showed income of more than Rs. 50 lakh a year.
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7. Between November 8 to December 30, deposits ranging from Rs. 2 lakh and
Rs. 80 lakh were made in 1.09 crore accounts.
8. Net tax revenue of 2013-14 was Rs. 11.38 lakh crore.
9. Out of 76 lakh individual assessees declaring income more than Rs 5 lakh,
56 lakh are salaried.
10.1.95 crore individuals showed income between Rs. 2.5 lakh to Rs. 5 lakh.
11.Rate of growth of advance tax in Personal I-T is 34.8% in the last three
quarters of this financial year.
12.Holding period for long term capital gain lowered to two years
13.Proposal to have a carry-forward of MAT for 15 years.
14.Capital gains tax to be exempted for persons holding land from which land
was pooled for creation of the state capital of Andhra Pradesh.
15.Under the corporate tax, in order to make MSME companies more viable,
there is a proposal to reduce tax for small companies with a turnover of up to
Rs 50 crore to 25%. About 67 lakh companies fall in this category. Ninetysix % of companies to get this benefit.
16.The government proposes to reduce basic customs duty for LNG to 2.5%
from 5%.
17.The Income Tax Act to be amended to ensure that no transaction above Rs
3 lakh is permitted in cash.
18.The limit of cash donation by charitable trusts is reduced to Rs 2,000 from
Rs 10,000.
19.Net revenue loss in direct tax could be Rs. 20,000 crore.
Personal income tax
1. Existing rate of tax for individuals between Rs. 2.5- Rs 5 lakh is reduced to
5% from 10%.
2. All other categories of tax payers in subsequent brackets will get a benefit of
Rs 12,500.
3. Simple one page return for people with an annual income of Rs. 5 lakh other
than business income.
4. People filing I-T returns for the first time will not come under any
government scrutiny.
5. Ten % surcharge on individual income above Rs. 50 lakh and up to Rs 1
crore to make up for Rs 15,000 crore loss due to cut in personal I-T rate. 15
surcharge on individual income above Rs. 1 crore to remain.
Income

Tax rate

Individual tax payers
Up to Rs 2,50,000

No tax

Rs 2,50,001 to Rs 5,00,000

5%

Rs 5,00,001 – 10,00,000

20%
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More than Rs 10,00,000

30%

Senior citizens who are 60 years old and above but less than 80 years
Up to Rs 3,00,000

No tax

Rs 3,00,001 to Rs 5,00,000

10%

Rs 5,00,001 to Rs 10,00,000

20%

More than Rs 10,00,000

30%

Senior Citizens who are 80 years old and above
Up to Rs 5,00,000

No tax

Rs 5,00,001 to Rs 10,00,000

20%

More than Rs 10,00,000

30%

(Surcharge of 10 per cent on income of all individuals above Rs 50 lakh and less than Rs 1
crore and surcharge of 15 per cent on income above Rs 1 crore).

Бюджет Индии на 2017-18. Основные положения.
Union Budget 2017: Highlights
The Times of India. 1.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/union-budget2017-highlights/articleshow/56905903.cms
1. India stands out as a bright spot amid world economic gloom .
2. Our focus will be on energising youth to reap benefits of growth and employment.
3. IMF estimates world GDP will grow by 3.4 per cent in 2017 .
4. Oil prices, rising dollar and volatile commodity prices seen as risks to Indian economy.
5. India is seen as engine of global growth, have witnessed historic reform in last one year.
6. Demonetisation is a bold and decisive measure, for many decades tax evasion was a way
of life for many.
7. Note ban is expected to have only a transient impact on economy .
8. I am reminded of what our father of the nation Mahatma Gandhi said: "A right cause
never fails".
9. The pace of remonetisation has picked up.
10. Effects of demonetisation not expected to spill over to next year.
11. Budget preponement to February 1 will give sufficient time to departments to
implement government schemes.
12. Our Budget agenda is - transform, energise and clean India - TEC India.
13. Our approach in preparing the Budget is to spend more on rural areas, infrastructure
and poverty alleviation with fiscal prudence .
14. Agriculture sector is expected to grow at 4.6%, agriculture expenditure targeted at Rs
10 lakh crore.
15. 36% increase in FDI flow; forex reserves at $361 billion in January, which is enough to
cover 12 months needs.
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16. Allocation under MNREGA increased to 48,000 crore from Rs 38,500 crore. This is
highest ever allocation
17. Total allocation for rural, agricultural and allied sectors for 2017-18 is Rs 187223
crore, which is 24% higher than last year .
18. One crore houses for poor by 2019.
19. Safe drinking water to cover 28,000 arsenic and Fluoride-affected habitations in the
next four years.
20. 133-km road per day constructed under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana as against
73-km in 2011-14 .
21. For senior citizens, Aadhar cards giving their health condition will be introduced .
22. Two new All India Institute of Medical Sciences(AIIMS) to be set up in Jharkhand and
Gujarat .
23. 3500km railway lines to be put up.
24. Service charge on rail tickets booked through IRCTC to be withdrawn.
25. Rail safety fund with corpus of Rs 100,000 crore will be created over a period of five
years.
26. 500 rail stations to be made differently abled-friendly by providing lifts and escalators .
27. A new metro rail policy will be announced, this will open up new jobs for our youth.
28. Foreign investment promotion board (FIPB) to be abolished .
29. Allocation for infrastructure stands at a record Rs 3,96,135 crore .
30. Government to set up strategic crude oil reserves in Odisha and Rajasthan.
31. 1.25 crore people have already adopted Bhim App for digital payments .
32. Aadhaar Pay- an app for merchants- to be launched' 20 lakh aadhaar-based POS by
September 2017 .
33. Government is considering introduction of new law to confiscate assets of offenders
who escape the country.
34. Defence expenditure excluding pension at Rs 2.74 lakh crore .
35. Fiscal deficit for 2017-18 pegged at 3.2 percent of GDP .
36. Fiscal deficit target for next three years pegged at 3 percent.
37. India's tax-to GDP ratio is very low. We are largely a tax non compliance society,
when too many people evade taxes burden falls on those who are honest.
38. Out of 3.7 crore who filed tax returns in 2015-16, only 24 lakh persons showed income
above Rs 10 lakh.
39. Of 76 lakh individuals who reported income of over Rs 5 lakh, 56 lakh are salaried.
40. Small firms with turnover up to Rs 50 crore to pay 25% tax now, instead of 30%.
41. Black money SIT has suggested no cash transaction above Rs 3 lakh. The government
has accepted this recommendation .
42. Maximum cash donation any party can receive will be Rs 2000 from one source.
43. Political parties will be entitled to receive donations by cheques or digital modes .
44. An amendment being proposed to RBI Act to enable the issuance of electoral bonds for
political funding.
45. Jaitley reduces income tax rate from 10% to 5% for tax slab of Rs 250,000 to Rs
500,000 .
46. Surcharge of 10% for those whose annual income is Rs 50 lakh to 1 crore
47. 15% surcharge on incomes above Rs 1 crore to continue.
48. Food subsidy estimated at Rs 1.45 trillion in 2017/18 versus Rs 1.35 trillion revised
estimate for 2016/17
49. Fuel subsidy seen at Rs 250 billion in 2017/18 versus Rs 275 billion revised estimate
for 2016/17
50. Fertiliser subsidy seen unchanged in 2017/18 at Rs 700 billion
51. Budget allocation to health seen at Rs 489 billion in 2017/18 versus revised estimate of
Rs 399 billion in 2016/17
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Бюджет Индии на 2017-18. Военные расходы Индии на 2017-18 г.
Union Budget 2017: Military modernization a far cry as defence gets only
6% hike
The Times of India. 1/02/2017/ http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/union-budget-2017-military-modernization-a-far-cry-as-defence-gets-only-6hike/articleshow/56918363.cms

Бюджет 2017-18. Индия увеличила военные расходы на 10% (до 2 740
млрд. рупий = 40.3 млрд. долл.).
India hikes defence budget by 10pc to INR 2.74 trillion
Daily Times. 2/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/02-Feb-17/india-hikes-defencebudget-by-10pc-to-inr-274-trillion

NEW DELHI: India on Wednesday announced a more than 10 percent
increase in the country's defence budget for the upcoming fiscal year, The Times of
India reported.
India's defence budget was increased to 2.74 trillion Indian rupees (INR) excluding pensions - compared to previous fiscal year's budget of INR 2.49tr.
The allocation is about 12.78pc of total government expenditure, which is
INR 21.47tr.
This is the second consecutive increase of over 10pc in the defence budget,
ToI said, adding that analysts said the increase would be necessary to deal with
inflation and the ongoing modernisation drive in military hardware.
However, without the pension component, the increase in the budget amounts
to approximately 5.8pc over the previous fiscal year. The portion of the budget
allocated for capital acquisition for the upcoming fiscal year is just over INR 0.86tr
as compared to the previous year's amount of INR 0.78tr. Approximately half the
funds were returned, according to the Economic Times, signifying some difficulty
in spending the allocated funds.
Addressing parliament, Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley called his fourth
budget one for the poor.
Yet, while vowing prudent fiscal management, he also raised his 2017-18
federal deficit target to 3.2pc of the gross domestic product (GDP) to cover his
spending promises.
India will also ramp up spending on rural areas, infrastructure and fighting
poverty, Jaitley said, as he unveiled the annual budget, adding the impact on
growth from the government's cash crackdown would wear off soon.
Jaitley called India "an engine of global growth" but highlighted risks to its
outlook from likely United States interest rate hikes, rising oil prices and signs that
globalisation is in retreat. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi's surprise decision
last November to scrap high-value banknotes worth 86pc of India's cash in
circulation has hit consumer demand, disrupted supply chains and hurt capital
investments. The worst of the cash crunch is now over, however, and Jaitley said
he expected it would not spill over into the fiscal year starting on April 1. A private
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manufacturing survey on Wednesday showed business was slowly returning to
normal. Still, the Finance Ministry forecasts that growth could dip to as low as
6.5pc in the current fiscal year to March, before picking up slightly in the coming
fiscal year to between 6.75 and 7.5pc. That is below the target rate of 8pc or more
that Modi needs to create enough jobs for the 1 million young Indians who enter
the workforce in India each month. Half of the population in the nation of 1.3
billion is below the age of 25.
Бюджет 2017/18 г. Статьи о бюджете в индийской прессе. 1.02.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/topic/Union_Budget/
http://www.thehindu.com/topic/Budget_2017/
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http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Personal-income-tax-proposals-in-theBudget/article17127400.ece?homepage=true
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http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Budget-2017-revamps-political-funding-inIndia/article17128219.ece?homepage=true
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http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Health-Budget-A-moderate-rise-with-no-boldinitiative/article17128506.ece?homepage=true
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http://www.thehindu.com/business/budget/Modi-lauds-Jaitley-for-presenting-a-‗futuristic‘Budget/article17127642.ece?homepage=true

Budget 2017: Is the common man happy with Jaitley‘s tax relief? http://www.hindustantimes.com/videos/india-news/budget-2017-is-the-common-man-happy-with-jaitleys-tax-deduction/video-4mQtWWSOE2w5XdDVha75WN.html

Budget 2017: Jaitley bets on rural, infra spending to beat demonetisation
blues - http://www.hindustantimes.com/union-budget/budget-2017-arun-jaitley-bets-big-on-rural-infraspending-to-beat-demonetisation-blues/story-XOhH1UHRypRqrMdomqriPO.html

Budget: Fiscal deficit to be contained at 3.2% in 2017-18 fiscal year, says
Jaitley - http://www.hindustantimes.com/union-budget/budget-fiscal-deficit-to-be-contained-at-3-2-in2017-18-fiscal-year-says-jaitley/story-Xw9qKZqjiwpz4fl36DOjeP.html

Budget 2017 debunks government‘s demonetisation windfall claims http://www.hindustantimes.com/union-budget/budget-2017-debunks-government-s-demonetisationwindfall-claims/story-qHeC8VYAyE56DsxIcHCwuI.html

Budget

2017:
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goes

in

for

a

degree

of

populism

-

http://www.hindustantimes.com/union-budget/budget-2017-jaitley-goes-in-for-a-degree-ofpopulism/story-SnwYuQKbsmrsI0wqiuSGNP.html

Budget 2017. Finance minister Arun Jaitley has banned all cash transactions
exceeding Rs 3 lakh from April 1. 2.02.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/unionbudget/budget-2017-ban-on-cash-transactions-above-rs-3-lakh-to-bolster-dream-of-less-cashsociety/story-1XuvHhaEVY62Hkkqud1p8K.html

Budget 2017: Are you richer or poorer? (Проблемы бюджета!).

2.02.2017.

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/budget-2017-are-you-richer-orpoorer/articleshow/56927644.cms

Budget 2017: Auto industry optimistic of robust growth (Неоднознчный
бюджет для автоиндустрии). 2.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/budget-2017-auto-industry-optimistic-of-robust-growth/articleshow/56930729.cms
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ЦСБ пересмотрело рост ВВП в 2015/16 г. с 7.6% до 7.9%
CSO revises GDP growth for 2015-16 upwards to 7.9%
The Hindu. 31.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/CSO-revises-GDPgrowth-for-2015-16-upwards-to-7.9/article17123781.ece?homepage=true

Government has marginally revised upwards GDP growth for 2015-16 to 7.9
per cent from the earlier estimate of 7.6 per cent after factoring in latest data on
agriculture and industrial production.
―Real GDP or GDP at constant (2011-12) prices for 2015-16 and 2014-15
stands at Rs. 113.58 lakh crore and Rs. 105.23 lakh crore, respectively, showing
growth of 7.9 per cent during 2015-16 and 7.2 per cent during 2014-15,‖ stated the
Central Statistics Office (CSO) while releasing the revised data today.
However, the figure for 2014-15 has remained unchanged at 7.2 per cent in
the second revision of the national accounts for the fiscal.
The estimates of GDP and other aggregates for 2012-13 to 2014-15 have also
undergone revision due to use of latest available data on agricultural production
and industrial production.
Last year, CSO had estimated GDP growth rate for 2015-16 and 2014-15 at
7.6 per cent and 7.2 per cent, respectively.
CSO said the Gross Value Added (GVA) at constant (2011-12) basic prices
grew at 7.8 per cent in 2015-16 as against 6.9 per cent in 2014-15.
As per the revised numbers, growth in real GVA in 2015-16 has been higher
than that of 2014-15, mainly due to stronger growth in agriculture, forestry and
fishing (0.8 per cent), manufacturing (10.6 per cent), trade, repair, hotels and
restaurants (11.6 per cent), transport, storage, communication and services related
to broadcasting (9.1 per cent) and real estate, ownership of dwelling and
professional services (12.6 per cent).
In 2015-16, at constant prices, the growth of primary (agriculture, forestry,
fishing and mining and quarrying), secondary (manufacturing, electricity, gas,
water supply and other utility services and construction) and tertiary (services)
sectors has been pegged at 2.6 per cent, 7.8 per cent and 9.8 per cent as against a
growth of 1.8 per cent, 6.1 per cent and 9.5 per cent, respectively, in the previous
year.
Per capita net national income at current prices is estimated at Rs. 86,513 and
Rs. 94,178, respectively, for 2014-15 and 2015-16.
Per capita PFCE (private final consumption expenditure) at current prices is
estimated at Rs. 57,402 and Rs. 61,571 for 2014-15 and 2015-16, respectively.
Манмохан Сингх считает, что экономика Индии не в лучшей форме
Indian economy not in good shape: Manmohan Singh
The Times of India. Jan 30, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/economicsurvey/indian-economy-not-in-good-shape-manmohan-singh/articleshow/56877585.cms
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Обзор экономики Индии. Основные параметры 2016/17 г.
Economic Survey pegs GDP growth at 6.75 to 7.5% in 2017-18
The Times of India. 31.01.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/economicsurvey/economic-survey-pegs-gdp-growth-at-6-75-to-7-5-in-2017-18/articleshow/56889859.cms

NEW DELHI: India's economy should grow between 6.75 percent and 7.5
percent in the financial year beginning on April 1, said the Economic Survey for
2016-17, tabled in the Parliament by finance minister Arun Jaitley on Monday.
The Economic Survey, which sets the scene for finance minister Arun
Jaitley's fourth annual budget+ on Wednesday, also said the implementation of
wage hikes and muted tax receipts would put pressure on the fiscal deficit in 201718.
The survey was prepared by the finance ministry's chief economic adviser
Arvind Subramanian.
The Survey's GDP growth figure for the current fiscal is lower than 7.1 per
cent the Central Statistics Office had forecast earlier this month.
The Survey lists some of the challenges that might impede India's progress.
These include ambivalence about property rights and the private sector,
deficiencies in state capacity, especially in delivering essential services and
inefficient redistribution.
Here are the highlights of the report:
Growth
1. 2017-18 GDP growth seen between 6.75 and 7.5 percent year on year
2. GDP growth rate at constant market prices for the current year 2016/17 is
placed at 7.1 percent
Monetary policy
1. Sharp rise in prices in 2017/18 may cap monetary easing headroom
2. Market interest rates seen lower in 2017/18 due to demonetisation
Fiscal deficit
Implementation of wage hike, muted tax receipts to put pressure on fiscal
deficit in 2017/18
Demonetisation
Remonetisation will ensure that the cash squeeze is eliminated by April 2017
Universal basic income
1. Universal basic income (UBI) proposal a powerful idea, but not ready for
implementation
2. UBI an alternative to plethora of state subsidies for poverty alleviation
3. UBI would cost between 4 and 5 percent of GDP.
Бюджет 2017. «Мой бюджет приведет Индию к процветанию» (хотя
рост ВВП пока что сократился на 0.5% из-за демонетизации) – Все о
бюджете
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My next budget will focus on higher spending to boost economy: Jaitley
The Hindustan Times. Jan 31. 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/union-budget-2017.
Arun Jaitley said that India aspired to become a developed economy from a
developing economy and that a 7- 7.5% GDP growth did not satisfy its
requirements.(PTI)
Finance minister Arun Jaitley on Saturday said infrastructure investment
needs a boost and that his next budget in February would focus on encouraging
more public as well as private spending to boost economic growth.
Speaking at ET Now awards, he said India aspires to become a developed
economy from a developing economy and a 7- 7.5% GDP growth does not satisfy
its requirements.
―Therefore spending more and now‖ is the focus, he said adding infrastructure
spending ―certainly needs a booster.‖
The finance minister said there is a long-term potential of more resources
getting into the system and that is going to be the top priority.
―Therefore, the areas where we were lacking, whether in terms of
encouraging investment of the private sector and so on, I think these are going to
be the areas where budget should concentrate on,‖ he said.
The government is likely to advance the date of budget presentation for 201718 to February 1 next year as against the usual date of February 28.
On the impact of demonetisation on the economy, Jaitley admitted that
―altering this normal is extremely disruptive‖ but ―in the long run you will have a
higher GDP, a higher revenue and probably far cleaner economy and far cleaner
public life.‖
He further said it was ―a courageous decision to withdraw 86 per cent of the
paper currency, replace it and then say that replacement will now be substantially
and significantly in digital.‖
Regretting that a small section of people was trying to take advantage of the
situation, Jaitley said, ―This Indian normal where recovery of taxes is terrorism and
non-payment is a way of life...has to change. With this new normal that is being
created, if we succeed in doing, India would be a happier place.‖
Торговля Индии с Ираном
Bilateral trade hit by banks‘ reluctance to transact with Iran
Arun S. The Hindu. 29.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/Bilateraltrade-hit-by-banks‘-reluctance-to-transact-with-Iran/article17109297.ece?homepage=true

India‘s trade with Iran is yet to be fully normalised even a year after the
lifting of international sanctions on Tehran.
Indian exporters are complaining of difficulties faced by them due to some
Indian nationalised banks refusing to deal with Iran-related transactions, according
to the apex body for exporters in the country, the Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO).
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This is despite the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in a notification in May
2016, specifying that payment or remittance or reimbursement can be made from
or to Iran in any freely convertible currency for imports from Iran and exports to
that country.
According to Ajay Sahai, director general and chief executive officer, FIEO:
―We have been given to understand that a few banks have already started dealing
in Iran for negotiation of documents invoiced in freely convertible currency (other
than U.S. dollar).‖
Mr. Sahai added that, ―However, some of the nationalized banks have not yet
started the same, which has caused concern and inconvenience to the exporters
particularly as the balance in rupee account with the UCO Bank is fast depleting
consequent on the decision to make payment to Iran in freely convertible currency
for import of oil.‖
UCO Bank
Previously, following the sanctions on Iran over its nuclear activities, both the
nations had agreed in 2012 that 45% of India‘s oil import payments to Iran would
be paid in rupees and deposited in UCO Bank as that bank hardly had an exposure
to U.S. or European Union.
In turn, Iran was to utilise that amount to pay for its imports from India. It is
learnt that the balance in the rupee account may not be sufficient to cover three
months of India‘s exports to Iran.
A senior official in a public sector bank, however, said on condition of
anonymity that there have been no problems regarding Iran-related transactions in
currencies other than the U.S. dollar. Exporters and importers have been advised to
carry out their transactions in currencies such as the Euro wherever possible, the
official said, adding that banks still have apprehensions that the U.S. regulators
could take arbitrary decisions on Iran-related transactions.
India-Iran trade
India‘s trade with Iran in FY‘16 was $9 billion, of which $6.3 billion were
imports from Iran (of which $4.5 billion was the oil import bill), while India‘s
exports were worth only $2.7 billion.
Of the $5.4 billion worth imports from Iran in April-October FY‘17, oil
imports were $4.5 billion. India‘s exports to Iran during April-October FY‘17 were
$1.4 billion. The trade between these two countries were worth $16.2 billion in
2011-12 (India‘s exports of $2.4 billion and imports from Iran worth $13.8
billion).
To boost India-Iran trade, FIEO had in December 2016 asked the RBI to soon
allow Iranian banks such as Persia International Bank, Parsian Bank, Bank
Pasargad, Bank Mellat and Saman Bank to open branches in India.
Бюджет на 2017 г.
9 позиций, которые должны быть в бюджете
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1 февраля 2017 г. министр финансов представит бюджет на 2017 г. – что
ждут индийцы от бюджета?

Демонетизация. Этот «хирургический удар» будет дорого стоить
Резервному банку Индии (падение его авторитета в стране).
Demonetisation: This ‗surgical strike‘ has cost the RBI its credibility
Abhishek Singhvi (MP, national spokesperson, Congress and former additional solicitor
general
of
India).
The
Hindustan
Times.
Jan
24,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/this-surgical-strike-has-cost-the-rbi-itscredibility/story-7HV6pyP6UkLYBHwesHOdMM.html

Despite shorter bank queues, the demons of demonetisation will continue to
haunt India for a very long time. This decision by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on an otherwise calm November evening is without parallel — legally, as well as
in implementation and impact.
Section 26 of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, lays down the
fundamental principle that every bank note shall be legal tender guaranteed by the
central government. The only exception is sub-section (2) that empowers the
central board of the RBI (not the Centre) to recommend that certain notes shall
cease to be legal tender.
Read | Tradition vs selfishness: The black, white and other colours of money
Information in the public domain, especially the RBI governor‘s deposition
before the parliamentary committee of finance, shows that the reverse transpired.
The Centre ―advised‖ the RBI on November 7 that it consider withdrawal of Rs
500/1000 currency notes (the governor now admits that the government initiated
the move). Within 24 hours, the RBI board acted as per its perceived ―boss‘s‖
direction: It ―recommended‖ to the government the withdrawal of 86% of India‘s
currency.
On the same day the Cabinet ―accepted‖ and notified the withdrawal of
currency. No one received a Cabinet agenda and attendees learnt of the subject
they were approving on the spot.
The RBI admits that prior to November 7 there was no discussion or
consideration. The RBI governor accepts that no minutes were kept of the board
meeting. The reason given defies logic and adds insult to injury by citing secrecy.
Why could minutes not be kept to be seen after November 8? Does keeping of
minutes affect secrecy? Obviously not. What it achieves is that it obviates postfacto accountability. This political and bureaucratic wizardry of 24 hours is no less
than legal subterfuge and a breach of a statutory legal promise to the people of
India.
Read | Demonetisation rips apart textiles from farm to loom, leaves 25 million
tottered
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The very identity, autonomy and future of the premier regulator of India with
an unequalled global stature (the RBI) has been irreparably prejudiced and
irreversibly jeopardised. The very concept of a statutory central bank is that of an
independent regulator of monetary policy notwithstanding pressures from the
executive. Even though, unlike the Election Commission of India and the CAG, the
RBI is a non-constitutional body, Section 3 of the RBI Act mandates that it shall
―be constituted for the purposes of taking over the management of the currency
from the central government‖.
Former governors, including YV Reddy and Bimal Jalan, have used the
language of studied moderation in warning against this loss of RBI autonomy. All
economists of note globally, not associated with any political party, have severely
criticised it. There is the visible absence of a steady guiding hand of the current
RBI governor from the steering wheel. If such a mammoth operation with such
enormous consequences can spring from such uncertain premises, reckless
decision-making and the most unprecedentedly wayward post- November 8
implementation, then India has much to worry about.
Read | Shiv Sena mouthpiece taunts PM Modi on Bal Thackeray‘s birth
anniversary
Not one of the stated objectives — black money depletion, corruption
reduction and instant digitisation — are remotely near realisation. The governor is
unable to tell the nation the amount of old currency received. Hence the goalposts
have been changed to say that a non-existent army of IT officials will adjudicate on
crores of returned currency to give quasi-judicial findings of how much is
illegal/tainted or not.
All such orders will be appealed under a minimum three-rung statutory
procedure for decades. So much for destroying black money. One time destruction
of a huge stock of money has no effect on its flow, in future, since it does not plug
the mechanism that produces black income. Demands for illegal cash payments,
whether as black money or bribe money, will start yet again, as money flows back
into the system.
Singing paeans to a Digitising India are facetious. No one — not the poor
farmer or the daily wager — was warned that he needs to get a smartphone to
upload an app to pay for seeds or receive his daily wages. Any logical and wellgoverned system would have done a blitzkrieg of digitisation for two years before
the big bang demonetisation. The NDA, instead, chose to put the cart before the
horse. The image of an urban elite with multiple credit/debit cards and
smartphones mocks the spirit of the common Indian. A call to resoluteness in a
bleak economy is only political glibness, not responsible leadership.
Read | Demonetisation: RBI says doesn‘t know exact number of scrapped
notes
Empirical reports confirm the worst. Micro-small scale industries suffered
35% job losses and 50% dip in revenue in the first month after November 8; the
All India Manufacturers‘ Organisation predicts a 60% drop in employment and
55% loss in revenue over the next quarter; automobile sales in December fell the
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most in 16 years; GDP growth in the first quarter slowed to 7.1% from 7.5% from
that a year ago; the IMF downgraded India to about 6.5% (while increasing
China‘s ratings). Crisil lowered its GDP forecast for 2016-17 to 6.8% from 7.8%
earlier, suggesting an erosion of Rs 1.5 trillion this fiscal. Less money in hand has
reduced sales in the informal sector by 30%-40% as also in FMCG segment.
More than 100 deaths in a month are themselves enough to rest the case
against this firman.
Демонетизация. Глава Резервного банка Индии Urjit Patel заверил, что
ситуация с наличностью улучшиться в ближайшее время.
Demonetisation: Cash situation to normalise soon, Urjit Patel tells PAC
Hindustan
Times.
22.01.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/businessnews/demonetisation-cash-situation-to-normalise-soon-urjit-patel-stells-pac/storyj4DAmIJRoFmPlyr2fiLrKI.html

Reserve Bank India governor Urjit Patel is learnt to have informed the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC) that the cash situation will ‗normalise, soon. Urijit
Patel was answering questions about the demonetisation drive and subsequent cash
crunch that engulfed India.
However, there are some problems in remote rural areas and members were
assured that the situation would improve in the next couple of weeks.
Reserve Bank India also informed the PAC that it is working on a mechanism
to bring down transaction cost on online payments post demonetisation even as
cash flow position in urban as well as rural areas have improved significantly.
Patel is believed to have informed the Committee that they are talking to service
providers and banks to bring the transaction cost.
RBI Governor Urjit Patel along with Deputy Governor R Gandhi and other
senior functionaries appeared before PAC for oral evidence on ‗Review of
Monetary Policy‘.
Members asked a host of questions from the RBI Governor, who has been
given 15 days time to respond to the queries.
To questions on impact of demonetisation on growth, Patel said there may be
impact in the short run, but in mid and long term the move is beneficial for the
economy.
Sources said that Urjit Patel was also asked whether there is any apprehension
about the government interfering with the central bank‘s functioning. This comes
after a letter written by RBI employees alleging interference by finance ministry.
Later talking to reporters, PAC Chairman K V Thomas said the Committee
will meet again on February 10 to discuss the issues with Finance Ministry
officials. He further said that the RBI Governor could be called again if required
after February 10.
Responding to queries by members, RBI said the discussion to demonetise old
high value currency between the government and the central bank started in
January 2016.
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During the nearly four-hour meeting, the panel asked questions regarding
significant surge in deposits in several cooperative banks and asked RBI to look
into the issue.
The legal tender character of old series of Rs 500/1000 notes was cancelled
by the government effective midnight of November 8 on the recommendations of
the Central Board of RBI.
The Board meeting was attended by Governor Patel, two Deputy Governors
(R Gandhi and S S Mundra), and five Directors of RBI - Nachiket Mor, Bharat N
Doshi, Sudhir Mankad, Shaktikanta Das and Anjuly Chib Duggal.
Sources said another director N S Vishwanathan (Deputy Governor) did not
attend the meeting as he stayed back in Mumbai for ―strategic reasons‖ to brief the
bankers first hand immediately after the decision on demonetisation was taken.
Демонетизация. Индийцы должны «благодарить» USAID за недавний
денежный кризис
Вильям Энгдаль. «Новое восточное обозрение». 21.01.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/21/indijtsy-dolzhny-blagodarit-usaid-za-nedavnij-denezhny-j-krizis/

Как указывает в своей новой статье доктор политических наук
Принстонского университета и постоянный обозреватель НВО Вильям
Энгдаль, решение премьер-министра Индии Нарендры Моди перевести
страну, где почти 97% сделок совершалось с использованием наличных
средств, на электронный расчет, стало самой настоящей шоковой терапией
для индийцев.
После того, как индийское правительство объявило о выведении
крупных купюр из обращения, индийцам было предложено перейти на
безналичные способы расчетов, хотя больше половины жителей страны
никогда не имели банковских счетов.
Автор отмечает, что исследователям удалось установить, что за данным
решением стояла организация USAID, которая известна фактами
вмешательства в политику других государств.
Западные воротилы давно подумывают о том, чтобы вывести крупные
купюры (как доллары, так и евро) из обращения, чтобы окончательно лишить
население западных стран каких-либо прав и свобод. А потому Вашингтону
понадобилась страна, которая будет играть роль «лабораторной крысы» в
масштабном эксперименте по лишению населения наличных средств.
Автор указывает, что тот факт, что Запад не постеснялся выбрать для
этого эксперимента самую густонаселенную страну мира, лишний раз
подчеркивает «гуманные взгляды» западных политиков.
The Sinister Agenda Behind the Washington War On Cash
F. William Engdahl.

It‘s kinda sneaking up on us like an East Texas copperhead pit viper. It began
to get some wide attention in 2016, with prominent economists and financial media
suddenly talking about the wonderful benefits of a ―cashless society.‖ Then the
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government of Narenda Modi completely surprised his citizens by suddenly
announcing withdrawal of larger denomination currency notes from circulation,
forcing Indians to put their cash into banks or lose it. Now, everywhere we turn, it
seems, someone is arguing the Nirvana benefits of a cashless, ―digital‖ money
world. It reminds me in an eerie way of a statement attributed to then US Secretary
of State, Henry Kissinger in the 1970‘s. He reportedly stated, ―If you control oil,
you control entire nations; if you control food, you control the people; if you
control money, you control the entire world.‖ Consider the following in this regard.
Modi and a USAID ‗Catalyst‘
On November 8, 2016 in a surprise televised address, Indian Prime Minister
Narenda Modi announced that, within a deadline of days, all Indian currency notes
of 500 and 1,000 Rupees must be put in a bank account and exchanged for smaller
denomination notes. At today‘s exchange rate 1,000 Rs is roughly equal to $15.
This would perhaps be equivalent to the US Treasury outlawing all cash notes
larger than a $10 bill.
Overnight, Modi‘s government de facto outlawed an estimated 86 percent of
all cash in circulation by value. People had 50 days to hand in the notes or they
become worthless. Yet the government, despite stating it would issue new, more
secure 500Rs and 1000Rs bills, had nowhere near the equivalent value of new
notes ready for replacement. They say it may take up to a year to print enough,
which means confiscation, de facto. Faked opinion polls with slanted questions
done only via smart phone apps of which only 17% of the population has access,
claimed that ―90% of Indians approve‖ the demonetization.
Yet it‘s far worse. India is an underdeveloped country, the largest in the world
in population terms with more than 1.3 billion people. By demanding Indians turn
in all 500Rs and 1,000Rs bills to banks, Modi is forcing major change in how
Indians control their money in a country high on the corruption scale where few
trust government let alone private banks, and prefer to deal strictly in cash or hoard
gold for value. Nearly half the population, some 600 million Indians, do not hold a
bank account and half of those, some 300 million Indians, lack a government
identification, necessary to open an account.
When he presented his shock announcement, Modi pitched it in terms of
going after India‘s black economy. Soon he shifted gears and was praising the
benefits of a ―cash-less society‖ to enable Indians to enter the digital age,
appealing to younger Indians, savvy in smart phones and digital networks, to
convince the older of the benefits of online banking and consuming. The drastic
demonetization declaration was planned by Modi and five other inner-circle
ministers in complete secrecy. Not even the banks were told before. The question
is what is behind, or rather who is behind this drastic form of monetary shock
therapy?
Beyond Cash
The answer is as sinister as it is suggestive of a larger global agenda by what I
call in one of my books the Wall Street ―Gods of Money.‖ The Modi cash-less
India operation is a project of the US National Security Council, US State
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Department and Office of the President administered through its US Agency for
International Development (USAID). Little surprise, then, that the US State
Department spokesman, Mark Toner in a December 1, 2016 press briefing praised
the Modi demonetization move stating, ―…this was, we believe, an important and
necessary step to crack down on illegal actions…a necessary one to address the
corruption.‖
Keep in mind that USAID today has little to do with aiding poorer countries.
By law it must follow the foreign policy agenda of the President‘s National
Security Council and State Department. It‘s widely known as a conduit for CIA
money to execute their dirty agendas abroad in places such as Georgia. Notably,
the present head of the USAID, Gayle Smith, came to head USAID from her post
as Senior Director at the US National Security Council.
German economist and blogger, Norbert Haering, in an extensive, welldocumented investigation into the background of the bizarre Modi move to a cashless India, found not only USAID as the key financial source of the project. He
also uncovered a snake-pit of organizational vipers being funded by USAID to
design and implement the India shock therapy.
USAID negotiated a co-operation with the Modi Indian Ministry of Finance.
In October, 2016 in a press release USAID announced it had created and funded
something it named Project Catalyst. The title of their report was, ―Catalyst:
Inclusive Cashless Payment Partnership.‖ Its stated goal it said was to bring about
a ―quantum leap‖ in cashless payment in India.
They certainly did that. Maybe two quantum leaps and some.
If we dig a bit deeper we find that in January, 2016, USAID presented the
Indian Finance Ministry a report titled, Beyond Cash: Why India loves cash and
why that matters for financial inclusion. Financial ―inclusion‖ for them means
getting all Indians into the digital banking system where their every payment can
be electronically tracked and given to the tax authorities or to whomever the
government sees fit.
Astonishingly, the report, prepared for USAID by something called the
Global Innovation Exchange, admitted that ―97% of retail transactions in India are
conducted in cash or check; Few consumers use digital payments. Only 11% used
debit cards for payments last year. Only 6% of Indian merchants accept digital
payments…Only 29 percent of bank accounts in India have been used in the last
three months.‖ The US and Indian governments knew very well what shock they
were detonating in India.
The Global Innovation Exchange includes such dubious member
organizations as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, a major donor to the Modi
war on cash initiative of USAID. It also includes USAID itself, several UN
agencies including UNICEF, UNDP, UNHCR. And it includes the US Department
of Commerce and a spooky Maclean, Virginia military contractor called MITRE
Corporation whose chairman is former CIA Director, James Rodney Schlesinger, a
close associate of Henry Kissinger.
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The USAID Project Catalyst in partnership with the Indian Finance Ministry
was done, according to the USAID press statement, with a sinister-sounding
organization called CashlessCatalyst.org. Among the 35 members of
CashlessCatalyst.org are USAID, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, VISA,
MasterCard, Omidyar Network of eBay billionaire founder Pierre Omidyar, the
World Economic Forum-center of the globalization annual Alpine meetings.
War on Cash
However, a most interesting member of the USAID Project Catalyst together
with the Indian Ministry of Finance is something called Better Than Cash Alliance.
In point of fact the US-government-finance Project Catalyst grew out of a longer
cooperation between USAID, the Washington-based Better Than Cash Alliance
and the Indian Ministry of Finance. It appers to be the core public driver pushing
the agenda of the global ―war on cash.‖
India and the reckless (or corrupt) Modi government implementing the
USAID-Better Than Cash Alliance agenda is clearly serving as a guinea pig in a
mass social experiment about how to push the cash war in other countries. The
Better Than Cash Alliance is described by the UNCDF, which is its Secretariat, as
―a US $38 million global alliance of governments, private sector and development
organizations committed to accelerating the shift from cash to electronic
payments.‖
The Better Than Cash Alliance website announces that the alliance, created in
2012, is a ―partnership of governments, companies, and international organizations
that accelerates the transition from cash to digital payments in order to reduce
poverty and drive inclusive growth.‖ It‘s housed at the UN Capital Development
Fund (UNCDF) in New York whose major donors, in turn, surprise, surprise, are
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and MasterCard Foundation. Among the
Better Than Cash Alliance‘s 50 members are, in addition to the Gates Foundation,
Citi Foundation (Citigroup), Ford Foundation, MasterCard, Omidyar Network,
United States Agency for International Development, and Visa Inc.
Recently the European Central Bank, which has held negative interest rates
for more than a year, allegedly to stimulate growth in the Eurozone amid the longduration banking and economic crisis of almost nine years, announced that it will
stop printing the €500 note. They claim it‘s connected with money laundering and
terror financing, though it ominously echoes the Modi India war on cash. Former
US Treasury Secretary Larry Summers, whose shady role in the 1990‘s rape of
Russia through his Harvard cronies has been documented elsewhere, is calling for
eliminating the US $100 bill. These are first steps to future bolder moves to the
desired Cash-less society of Gates, Citigroup, Visa et al.
US Dual Standard: Follow the money…
The move to a purely digital money system would be Big Brother on steroids.
It would allow the relevant governments to monitor our every money move with a
digital trail, to confiscate deposits in what now are legal bank ―bail-ins‖ as was
done in Cyprus in 2013. If central banks move interest rates into negative,
something the Bank of Japan and ECB in Frankfurt are already doing, citizens
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have no choice than to spend the bank money or lose. It is hailed as a way to end
tax avoidance but it is far, far more sinister.
As Norbert Haering notes, ―the status of the dollar as the world‘s currency of
reference and the dominance of US companies in international finance provide the
US government with tremendous power over all participants in the formal noncash financial system. It can make everybody conform to American law rather than
to their local or international rules.‖ He adds, referring to the recent US
Government demand that Germany‘s largest bank, Deutsche Bank pay an
astonishing and unprecedented $14 billion fine, ―Every internationally active bank
can be blackmailed by the US government into following their orders, since
revoking their license to do business in the US or in dollar basically amounts to
shutting them down.‖
We should add to this ―benevolent concern‖ of the US Government to
stimulate a War on Cash in India and elsewhere the fact that while Washington has
been the most aggressive demanding that banks in other countries enact measures
for full disclosure of details of Swiss or Panama or other ―offshore‖ secret account
holders or US nationals holding money in foreign banks, the USA itself has
scrupulously avoided demanding the same of its domestic banks. The result, as
Bloomberg noted following the suspiciously-timed Panama Papers offshore
―leaks‖ of May, 2016, is that the United States is rapidly becoming the world‘s
leading tax and secrecy haven for rich foreigners.
Perversely enough, in 2010 the US passed a law, the Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act, or FACTA, that requires financial firms to disclose foreign
accounts held by US citizens and report them to the US IRS tax office or the
foreign banks face steep penalties. The EU signed on to the intrusive FACTA
despite strong resistance. Then, using FACTA as the model, the Paris-based OECD
drafted an even tougher version of FACTA in 2014 to allegedly go after tax
avoiders. To date 97 countries have agreed to the tough OECD bank disclosure
rules. Very few have refused. The refusers include Bahrain, Nauru, Vanuatu—
and…the United States.
World‘s Biggest Tax Haven
You don‘t have to be a rocket scientist, a financial wizard or a Meyer Lansky
to see a pattern. Washington forces disclosure of secret bank accounts of its
citizens or companies abroad, while at the same time lifting control or disclosure
inside the United States of private banking accounts. No surprise that such
experienced private bankers as London‘s Rothschild & Co. have opened offices in
Reno Nevada a stone‘s throw from Harrah‘s and other casinos, and according to
Bloomberg, is doing a booming business moving the fortunes of wealthy foreign
clients out of offshore havens such as Bermuda, or Switzerland which are subject
to the new OECD international disclosure requirements, into Rothschild-run trusts
in Nevada, which are exempt from those disclosure rules.
Rothschild & Co. Director, Andrew Penney noted that as a result, the United
States today, ―is effectively the biggest tax haven in the world.‖ Today Nevada,
Meyer Lansky‘s money laundering project of the 1930‘s with established legalized
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gambling, is becoming the ―new Switzerland.‖ Wyoming and South Dakota are
close on the heels.
One area where America‘s institutions are still world class is in devising
complex instruments of financial control, asset theft and cyber warfare. The US
War on Cash, combined with the US Treasury and IRS war on offshore banking is
their latest model. As Washington‘s War on Terror had a sinister, hidden agenda,
so too does Washington‘s War on Cash. It‘s something to be avoided at all costs if
we human beings are to retain any vestige of sovereignty or autonomy. It will be
interesting to see how vigorously Casino mogul Trump moves to close the US tax
haven status. What do you bet he doesn‘t?
Главный министр индийского штата Джамму и Кашмир Mehbooba Mufti
хочет такой же коридор (как КПЭК) для торговли с Центральной Азией
Mehbooba sees Kashmir as hub for Central Asia trade
Dawn, January 18th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309188/mehbooba-sees-kashmiras-hub-for-central-asia-trade

NEW DELHI: Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti has
pitched for creating a trade corridor between South Asia and Central Asia
involving both India-held Kashmir and Azad Kashmir as its ―nucleus‖, reports said
on Tuesday.
They said that Ms Mufti proposed the idea on the lines of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor.
Speaking in the disputed state‘s Legislative Council, she said such a corridor
between the two emerging economic hotspots would help forge a new regional
cooperation, energy transformation, trade and transit.
The subcontinent was historically linked to Central Asia through Kashmir and
―taking advantage of its geographical location, Jammu and Kashmir could become
a nucleus towards forging a new economic alliance in the region‖, Ms Mufti was
quoted as saying while winding up the discussion on the Motion of Thanks on
Governor‘s Address.
―The oil and gas resources of Central Asia are the nearest and most
economical answers to South Asian energy needs and J&K can help foster energy
cooperation in the region,‖ she said.
―This will create favourable conditions for Jammu and Kashmir to play its
natural role of connecting the two emerging economic zones and lift itself out of
political and economic fragility.‖
She said: ―Such an arrangement will supplement the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor through this part of Kashmir.‖
The trans-Kashmir corridor, with diverse sub-corridors, Ms Mufti said, ―was
symbolic of relative peace, prosperity, cross-cultural and ideological fertilisation
and human security until late 1940s‖.
India‘s overland connections with its northern neighbourhood got ruptured
due to partition in 1947, she said.
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―However, the current reopening of traditional trans-Jammu and Kashmir and
trans-[Azad Kashmir] routes is strongly felt in view of the transforming geoeconomic and geo-political scenarios at the regional and global levels.‖
She said that not only the Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakot
Roads that have already been opened for movement of people and goods, all the
traditional road links including Suchetgarh-Sialkot road, Kargil-Skardu road,
Bandipora-Gurez-Gilgit road and Nowshera-Mirpur road can be and should be
opened for free movement of people and goods in the region.
Бензин стоит 71 рупию за 1 литр, солярка – 59 рупий.
Petrol price up by 42 paise, diesel by Rs. 1.03
The Hindu. 16.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Petrol-price-up-by-42paise-diesel-by-Rs.-1.03/article17042458.ece?homepage=true

The price of petrol was hiked by 42 paise a litre on Sunday night, the fourth
increase in six weeks. The price of diesel was raised by 1.03 a litre, the second hike
in a fortnight.
The increase in rates, effective from midnight on Sunday, excludes State
levies. Hence the actual hike will be higher, the oil companies announced.
After including VAT, the hike in Delhi comes to 53 paise for petrol and
₹ 1.20 a litre for diesel.
Petrol in the national capital will cost ₹ 71.13 a litre as against ₹ 70.60
currently. Similarly, a litre of diesel will be priced at ₹ 59.02 as opposed to ₹ 57.82
currently.
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited and
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited revise rates on first and 16th of every
month based on average international price in the previous fortnight.
Курс индийской рупии1
5 ноября 2015 г.
6 января 2016 г.
1 июля 2016 г.
1 декабря 2016 г.
15 января 2017 г.
1 сентября 2017 г.

65.65
66.92
67.5
68.6
68.26
64

The Times of India. 6.11.2015.
The Times of India. 7.01.2016.
The Times of India. 1.07.2016.
The Times of India. 1.12.2016.
The Hindu. 15.01.2017.
The Hindu. 1.09.2017.
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Промышленность Индии выросла на 5.7% в ноябре 2016 г. (несмотря на
демонетизацию); инфляция низкая.
Industrial output rises to 5.7 per cent despite demonetisation
The Times of India. 13.01.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/industrial-outputrises-to-5-7-per-cent-despite-demonetisation/articleshow/56508354.cms

Уровень безработицы в Индии растет (но в процентах – падает), - анализ
МОТ
More people to be jobless in India: ILO
The Hindu. 14.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/More-people-to-bejobless-in-India-ILO/article17036623.ece?homepage=true

The number of unemployed people in India is expected to rise by 1 lakh in
2017 and another 2 lakh in 2018, according to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO).
The ILO predicted that the number of jobless will increase from 17.7 million
in 2016 to 18 million by 2018 even though the country‘s unemployment rate is
expected to go down from 3.5 per cent to 3.4 per cent in 2017.
Globally, the ILO reckons that the number of jobless people will increase by
3.4 million in 2017, in its report on World Employment and Social Outlook for
2017 released late Thursday, with projections based on econometric modelling
carried out in November 2016. The global unemployment rate is expected to rise
modestly from 5.7 to 5.8 per cent in 2017 as the pace of labour force growth
outstrips job creation.
―Economic growth continues to disappoint and underperform – both in terms
of levels and the degree of inclusion. This paints a worrisome picture for the global
economy and its ability to generate enough jobs, let alone quality jobs,‖ said ILO
Director General Guy Ryder.
Vulnerable forms of employment, which include contributing family workers
and own account workers, are expected to stay above 42 per cent of total
employment. About 1.4 billion people are likely to be engaged in such
employment in 2017, with the number rising by 11 million per year, with Southern
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa being the most affected.
―In fact, almost one in two workers in emerging countries are in vulnerable
forms of employment, rising to more than four in five workers in developing
countries,‖ said Steven Tobin, ILO senior economist and lead author of the report.
The report has clubbed India in the category of emerging nations.
Less than $3 per day
The number of workers earning less than $3.10 per day is even expected to
increase by more than 5 million over the next two years in developing countries.
Global uncertainty and the lack of decent jobs are, among other factors,
underpinning social unrest and migration in many parts of the world.
―A co-ordinated effort to provide fiscal stimulus and an increase in public
investment that takes into account each country‘s fiscal space, would provide an
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immediate jump-start to the global economy and reduce global unemployment in
2018 by close to 2 million compared to our baseline forecasts,‖ the ILO said.
Asia-Pacific region
Asia Pacific region, with nearly 60 per cent of the global workforce, saw net
employment rise by over 20 million (or 1.1 per cent) in 2016, and a similar
expansion is anticipated in 2017. ―Southern Asia has created most of the new
employment, with employment expanding by 13.4 million in 2016, underpinned by
population-driven labour force growth. The majority of this new employment was
created in India.‖
―Manufacturing growth has underpinned India‘s recent economic
performance, which may help buffer demand for the region‘s commodity
exporters,‖ the report said.
―Entering 2017, working poverty is projected to continue to decline in AsiaPacific, in both rate and absolute numbers, while vulnerable employment numbers
look set to rise, despite decreases in the vulnerable employment rate, largely as a
result of population growth.‖
Правительство намерено выдать пособие по безработице в 5000 рупий
Budget 2017: Government likely to consider dole for jobless poor
Suchetana
Ray.
The
Hindustan
Times.
12/01/2017/
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/budget-2017-government-likely-to-considerdole-for-jobless-poor/story-7Cth4K11BCx7zMNl24mXoL.html

The government could consider in this year‘s Budget a targeted cash dole of
Rs 5,000 a year for each jobless person from the poorest sections of society.
But to implement the scheme the government will have to dig into funds for a
host of subsidies such as food, health and fuel.
The unemployment benefit is planned as a substitute for the universal basic
income (UBI), which some countries are considering but India doesn‘t have funds
to go ahead with.
―We don‘t have the money to introduce UBI. Even if we consider UBI at the
value of the poverty line and that would mean 12.5% of the GDP. It‘s not
possible,‖ a top government official said.
The UBI is a form of social security in which residents of a country will
regularly receive a sum of money from the government or public institutions.
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It wasn‘t clear how funds would be generated. But if any of the current
subsidies are done away with to pay the jobless, it could trigger political and public
outrage.
The Niti Aayog, the government‘s think tank which replaced the planning
commission, is working on the monthly social security scheme for the unemployed
from poor families, especially those below the poverty line. The stipend works out
to a little above Rs 416 a month.
States such as Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab and Chhattisgarh
have similar schemes for the jobless, but it will be a first by the Centre.
Apart from funds, the exercise could face stumbling blocks because of
inadequate data on India‘s unemployed.
In a workforce of 480 million as on 2015, more than 85% are in the informal
sector, making it difficult to calculate the exact number of people without jobs.
Economists and social security experts were divided on the scheme.
―India is a growing economy, so deficit financing can be adopted where the
money for a scheme like this can be financed through borrowing. It all depends on
the spending priority,‖ economist Ajit Ranade said.
The economic survey of 2016 pegged India‘s subsidy bill at below 2% of the
GDP for 2015-16. This was largely on account of falling global crude prices. This
bill was 4.2% the previous fiscal. But this does not include the spending on
education, healthcare, mid-day meals and the public distribution system.
―The rational has to be clear. Which are the subsidies that can be replaced?
Fertiliser subsidy is a production subsidy and cannot be removed as it is not a
consumer subsidy,‖ explained Pronab Sen, former chief statistician of India.
Development economists such as Jean Dreze have argued against direct cash
transfers, pointing to inadequacies in the banking system. Others warn of ―leakage‖
of money dispensed for the jobless.
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Sources said the 2017 economic survey could reflect a strong pitch for UBI.
No country has adopted the UBI. Finland will start an experiment with 2,000
citizens, while Switzerland voted against it last June. Madhya Pradesh conducted a
small experiment in 2011, but never implemented.
Демонетизация. Ограничение хождения наличных денег приведет к
росту личных расходов на медицину на 10-15%
Note ban leads to 15% dip in healthcare spends
Rupali
Mukherjee.
Times
of
India.
20.01.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/note-ban-leads-to-15dip-inhealthcare-spends/articleshow/56674227.cms

MUMBAI: Demonetisation led to a drop of 10-15% in healthcare spend, with
patients deferring elective surgical and medical procedure, while overall, the
impact was more pronounced in small towns.
While retail sales of drugs witnessed a slight dip, the diagnostic services
suffered a drop of around 15%. Private hospitals in major cities like Delhi and
Mumbai were not impacted, as cashless payment channels including credit/debit
cards/ e-banking and electronic payment platforms emerged, with no significant
reduction being reported from their out-patient department.
Initially retail sales of prescription drugs had experienced a boost as older
notes were still legal tender at pharmacies till November 24, but weeks later, the
adverse effect of demonetisation led to a dip in the retail market.
In a sudden move, the government announced that existing currency notes of
denominations Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 will cease to be legal tender from November
8, 2016.
Over 70% of the country's healthcare spend is out of pocket, so the liquidity
crisis certainly had an impact, industry experts say, adding the impact was more
pronounced in November, while the situation was creeping back to normalcy over
the following weeks.
Dr Ram Narain executive director, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital
said, "Our hospital has not seen any impact of demonetisation on our out-patient
department. There has been no drop in surgeries, and all surgeries over the last
month have been undertaken as planned. While this had certainly caused some
inconvenience to patients initially, we helped them cope with the situation to
ensure convenience of patients and their families during the transition".
Overall for the home healthcare industry the demonetisation impact will be
transitory depending on the service offerings of individual enterprises, Vishal Bali
co-founder & chairman, Medwell Ventures said. "At Nightingales, in the chronic
diseases care, part of our business continues to see growth. However, in elective
procedures like physiotherapy, we do see consumers delaying their treatment. For
the annual care plan subscribers in November and December, we have offered a
quarterly pay option which eases their immediate outflow of expenses".
Dr Narendra Trivedi, CEO Apollo Hospitals Navi Mumbai, says the hospital
has not seen any significant drop in surgeries and in some cases, patients have
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rescheduled their dates of the surgery. "In cases of emergency procedures, in
patients interests, we had started accepting payments by cheque, net banking, debit,
credit cards and also enabled payments from Android and iOS phones".
МВФ отмечает понижение экономического роста после демонетизации
Demonetisation has hit India‘s growth: IMF
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
17.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/Demonetisation-has-hit-India‘s-growthIMF/article17045995.ece?homepage=true

Fund sees growth slowing to 6.6% this year from 7.6%
The Naredra Modi government‘s demonetisation move could dampen India‘s
growth by one percentage point in the current fiscal year and 0.4 percentage point
next year, compared to its earlier projections, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) said. The IMF now expects India to record a growth of 6.6 percent for the
current year, and 7.2 percent next year. Earlier, IMF had projected 7.6 percent this
year and next year.
According to the IMF World Economic Outlook (WEO) update released on
Monday, there is marginal upward shift in prospects for the U.S and China until
2018, but India, Brazil, and Mexico are among the large economies that have their
projections revised downwards.
―In India, the growth forecast for the current (2016–17) and next fiscal year
were trimmed by one percentage point and 0.4 percentage point, respectively,
primarily due to the temporary negative consumption shock induced by cash
shortages and payment disruptions associated with the recent currency note
withdrawal and exchange initiative,‖ the report said.
Other Asian countries such as Thailand and Indonesia also will face
headwinds in the medium term, while stimulus policies expected and already
underway in the U.S and China will hold the world economy from further
slowdown, the report said. ‖Global growth for 2016 is now estimated at 3.1
percent, in line with the October 2016 forecast,‖ the report said.
The recent election of Donald Trump could have a positive impact on the U.S
economy, the report suggests, but it adds the extent of this could not be gauged
immediately. ―Markets have noted that the White House and Congress are in the
hands of the same party for the first time in six years, and that change points to
lower tax rates and possibly higher infrastructure and defense spending,‖ said the
report.
According to the IMF, the revised estimate for India‘s growth in 2016 is 6.6
percent as against 7.6 percent in 2015. In earlier estimates, IMF had expected India
to sustain its 2015 growth rate in 2016 too. For next year, the IMF has projected a
growth rate of 7.2 percent as against its previous forecast of 7.6 percent. In 2018,
Indian economy should be growing at 7.7 percent, as estimated earlier.
For China, the growth forecast for 2017 has revised upwards, to 6.5 percent,
0.3 percentage point above the October forecast. In 2018, China‘s growth rate is
projected to be 6 percent against India‘s 7.7 percent.
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Maurice Obstfeld, Economic Counselor and IMF Research Department
Director, said China remains a major driver of world growth. ―Our China growth
upgrade for 2017 is a key factor underpinning the coming year‘s expected faster
global recovery. This change reflects an expectation of continuing policy support;
but a sharp or disruptive slowdown in the future remains a risk given continuing
rapid credit expansion, impaired corporate debts, and persistent government
support for inefficient state-owned firms,‖ he said.
Нехватка наличности в Индии – итоги демонетизации
Cash-starved India assesses its pain
Ravindra Kumar. Business & Finance weekly, January
http://www.dawn.com/news/1308656/cash-starved-india-assesses-its-pain

16th,

2017.

On Nov 8, Mr Modi had sought 50 days — until 31 Dec — for things to
become normal after an estimated 86pc of currency notes were abruptly withdrawn
from circulation. But the calculations of his government have proved as accurate as
the Prime Minister‘s count of 53 days as 50.
On Jan 1, Indians were exactly where they had been for days after the
November announcement – in queues outside banks and at automated teller
machines to withdraw their own money for use in an economy that is still largely
cash-driven in terms of the everyday transactions that make up life. There are
limits to the cash they can withdraw — Rs4,500 ($66) a day from ATMs or
Rs24,000 ($354) in all every week from their accounts — and there seems little
hope of respite in the foreseeable future.
The distress is so acute in India‘s villages — where some two-thirds of people
live — that India‘s Central Bank was forced to issue instructions that 40pc of cash
supplies be sent to rural areas.
Characterised by policy flip-flops and shoddy implementation, the decision to
withdraw old notes and to replace them initially with new 2,000 notes — for which
no one seemed to have change — and later with Rs500 notes in a new series was
said to have several objectives.
Mr Modi had said these were to snuff out black money, detect fake notes and
paralyse underground groups sitting on large piles of extorted money. Later, spin
doctors put it out that it was all part of government‘s plan to make India a digital,
cashless economy.
By themselves, the objectives were unexceptional, even laudable. But as is
always the case with pious intention, there is more to the story.
Black money has two faces — the first worn when tax has either not been
paid or underpaid on honestly earned income, and the other which is the fruit of
crime, extortion or corruption and is spawned by the first.
Paying tax is part of a social contract whereby the citizen agrees to give to
government a portion of earnings in order to secure services that include
infrastructure, defence and, most important, social security. Sadly in India, this has
largely been a contract neither party — citizen or state — has honoured.
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Who breached the contract first is a moot question, as indeed whether the two
parties worked in tandem to do so. Less than four cent Indians pay income tax and
farmers, even the richest of them, pay no tax. The result is that governments — at
the federal and provincial levels — have performed pathetically in terms of
meeting social obligations.
Things are so bad that in order to meet two of its most basic commitments —
public sanitation and education — the state levies a tax surcharge on citizens.
Seventy years after independence, a majority of Indians have no social security to
speak of.
The other face of black money — fruit of crime and corruption — is a
necessary component of the social fabric. Bribes are sought — and paid — to
navigate the cumbersome processes of an opaque bureaucracy, to secure
government contracts, to avail undeserved tax sops and to overcome the intrusions
of the policeman, the taxman and the alderman. It is not without reason that most
politicians and many bureaucrats are considered corrupt.
The cash for paying these bribes comes from under-invoicing exports (and
sales), over-invoicing imports (and purchases) and evading local taxes through the
device of what is called a ‗kutcha‘ (handwritten and loose-leaf) invoice.
The fact that most of the ‗old‘ cash in circulation has been deposited into bank
accounts would suggest that very little of it was ‗black‘ and thus debunks Mr
Modi‘s primary hypothesis. The truth though is that almost every one with
unexplained cash on hand on 8 November has found a way to bring it into the
system.
Money changers — formal and informal — in Delhi‘s Chandni Chowk,
Kolkata‘s Bara Bazar, Singapore‘s Lucky Plaza and Bangkok‘s Sukhumvit Road
were happily accepting old Indian notes at a 70 to 75pc discount until the last week
of December. The cash changed overseas found its way into India through porous
land borders with Nepal and Bhutan and was deposited into bank accounts of
friends, relatives but mostly of low-income strangers who offered the service at a
charge.
Of course, all deposits above a threshold limit will be scrutinised by the
taxman but clearly many Indians think this is a procedure they will ‗manage‘
(another Indian-English word with myriad connotations) because taxmen are
believed, for the most part, to be notoriously manageable.
The irony of Mr Modi‘s anti-corruption measure though is that it gave birth to
a new class of the corrupt — bank officers and tellers, petrol pump operators,
railway counter clerks, school and municipal body cashiers (until December, old
notes were accepted for fuel, train tickets, school fees and local body taxes) —
who had the power to change old into new notes.
But cash isn‘t all bad. It can‘t be because after all it is an instrument of the
state. A majority of Indians prefer to receive wages and make payments in cash.
They find it convenient and reliable, while plastic and digital transactions are
deemed suspicious. Digital security in India is suspect; just six weeks before the
demonetisation, an estimated 3.2m ATM cards were hacked.
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While India scores fairly high on the World Bank‘s index of infrastructure —
ahead of Greece, Saudi Arabia and Thailand — the benefits do not percolate to the
country‘s interiors where power supply is erratic and internet connectivity spotty.
In essence, the government‘s hope of a digital India is far-fetched in at least the
medium term.
With most of the cash that was in circulation before Nov 8 now deposited in
banks, many believe it is only a matter of time before it re-enters the system and
does all the things — good and bad — that it once did. If that happens, Mr Modi‘s
venture would have failed.
Two consequences though will be inevitable. One, the taxman will have
become even more powerful. Two, someone will have to pay for putting people to
such misery. Mr Modi must hope it is not he who does.
—This is a series of columns on global affairs written by top editors from
members of the Asia News Network and published in newspapers across the
region. The writer is the editor of The Statesman, India
Демонетизация в Индии негативно отразилась на экономику Непала
India‘s note ban has hit Nepal hard, says envoy
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
14.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/India‘s-note-ban-has-hit-Nepal-hard-saysenvoy/article17038024.ece?homepage=true

India‘s demonetisation has triggered a serious financial crisis in Nepal. Not
just the government but the people are also facing hardships, said Nepal‘s envoy.
Speaking to The Hindu on Friday, Ambassador Deep Kumar Upadhyay said
the government is facing a severe shortfall of its annual stock of Indian currency,
due to the lack of supplies from the Reserve Bank of India.
―We have asked for a special arrangement for our standard supply of Indian
currency and have received assurances, but frankly we are worried because of
growing public resentment over the currency situation which has hit a large
number of people,‖ said the envoy.
Mr. Upadhyay said citizens living in the far-flung mountain region of Himal
have nowhere to go with the Indian currency that they traditionally held as savings
for difficult times.
―I am receiving phone calls from distant mountain areas and people are
seeking explanation about the demonetisation. They are asking India to give them
an opportunity to deposit old Indian notes,‖ said Mr. Upadhyay.
He informed that the Nepal Rashtra Bank has asked the Reserve Bank of
India to make some Nepal-specific rules to help the people hit by the note ban.
The envoy said Nepalis treated high-value Indian currencies as the standard
currency for saving, and the sudden disappearance of the 500 and 1,000 rupee
notes had caused hardships. Mr. Upadhyay said India had not taken adequate steps
to tackle the fallout of demonetisation.
―It is already late because any remedial measure by India will require at least
three weeks to help the people and the government of Nepal, but still, they should
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try to address the concerns as it is affecting a very large part of Nepal as well as the
government,‖ he said.
The envoy said Nepal‘s difficulties with demonetisation in India is far more
extensive than other countries some of whom have complained because of the
difficulties posed on their diplomatic missions.
Всемирный банк понизил темпы роста ВВП Индии в 2016/17 г. до 7% (в
т.ч. в результате демонетизации)
World Bank cuts India‘s FY17 growth forecast to 7%
The Hindu. 12.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/World-Bank-cutsIndia‘s-FY17-growth-forecast-to-7/article17023882.ece?homepage=true

Four reforms, including the passage of the GST Bill, can help the economy to
rebound, it says
NEW DELHI: The World Bank has lowered its growth forecast for India to 7
per cent from 7.6 per cent in 2016-17, citing a slowdown in consumption and
manufacturing due to demonetisation and an ongoing decline in private investment
and credit constraints due to impaired bank balance sheets.
The World Bank‘s Global Economic Prospects January 2017 report added
that the Indian economy is subsequently set to recover its growth momentum, with
growth rising to 7.6 per cent in FY18 and further strengthening to 7.8 per cent in
FY20.
―Unexpected ‗demonetization‘— the phasing out of large-denomination
currency notes which were subsequently replaced with new ones—weighed on
growth in the third quarter of FY2017,‖ the report added. ―Weak industrial
production and manufacturing and services purchasing managers‘ indexes (PMI),
further suggest a set back to activity in the fourth quarter of FY2017.‖
This was further accentuated by other economic factors, the report added,
leading to a slump in the entire year‘s growth rate.
―A retrenchment of private investment, reflecting excess capacity, corporate
deleveraging, and credit constraints due to impaired commercial banks‘ balance
sheets, also had an adverse effect on activity,‖ according to the report. ―For the
whole of FY2017, growth is expected to decelerate to a still robust 7.0 per cent.‖
The report, however, noted that four key reforms in India in 2016 could help
growth rebound.
These, it said, were the passage of the bankruptcy and insolvency code, the
liberalisation of FDI norms across sectors, the passage of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) Amendment Bill, and the agreement between the government and the
Reserve Bank of India on a monetary policy framework that includes setting up a
monetary policy committee and agreeing on a flexible inflation target.
―Various reform initiatives are expected to unlock domestic supply
bottlenecks and raise productivity,‖ according to the report. ―Infrastructure
spending should improve the business climate and attract investment in the nearterm. The ‗Make in India‘ campaign may support India‘s manufacturing sector,
backed by domestic demand and further regulatory reforms.‖
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―Moderate inflation and a civil service pay hike should support real incomes
and consumption, assisted by bumper harvests after favorable monsoon rains. A
benefit of ‗demonetization‘ in the medium term may be liquidity expansion in the
banking system, helping to lower lending rates and lift economic activity.‖
Demonetisation could still cause major problems in the short term, slowing
reforms and affecting smaller economies dependant on the Indian economy,
according to the World Bank.
―In the short-term, ‗demonetization‘ could continue to disrupt business and
household economic activities, weighing on growth,‖ according to the report.
―Further, the challenges encountered in phasing out large currency notes and
replacing them with new ones may pose risks to the pace of other economic
reforms (e.g., Goods and Services Tax, labor, and land reforms).‖
The report added that the demonetisation effect on trade and remittance
channels could also affect growth rates in smaller economies such as Nepal and
Bhutan.
Худшее от демонетизации еще впереди, - заявил Манмохан Сингх.
Worst of note ban impact yet to come: Manmohan
The Hindu. 12.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Worst-of-note-banimpact-yet-to-come-Manmohan/article17024637.ece?homepage=true

Warning that the worst of the demonetisation impact is yet to come, the
former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Wednesday described the note ban as
a ―disaster‖, and dismissed as ―hollow‖ Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
―propaganda‖ that things had started looking up.
Pointing out that the 7.6 per cent growth rate reported a few months ago was
already down to 7 per cent, with some rating agencies predicting it would plummet
further to 6.3 per cent, he said this belied Mr. Modi‘s boast of a rise in national
income.
Dr. Singh‘s comments, delivered at a Congress national convention on
demonetisation, comes amid fears of a GDP decline. He said the consequences of a
steep fall in GDP ―can be readily imagined‖ and it would hit employment,
agriculture and the services sector.
The former Finance Minister P. Chidambaram criticised Mr. Modi for
pressuring society to go cashless.
Casting doubts on whether Mr. Modi had consulted other BJP leaders or RBI
officials before deciding on demonetisation, he said available records obtained
through an RTI application did not mention any Cabinet meeting on the issue.
―Where is it? There is no record of a Cabinet meeting on November 8.
Ministers were kept prisoners till the PM announced the demonetisation decision,‖
he said.
Mr. Chidambaram expressed surprise that the Finance Secretary, the Banking
Secretary and the Chief Economic Adviser had not uttered a word in public on
demonetisaton in the past two months.
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―This was the decision of one person clearly (of a man) who says I am the
Fuehrer, I am the Leader,‖ he said.
Referring to a RBI note submitted to the Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Finance in which the central bank said the government had written to it, asking
it to consider demonetisation on November 7, a day before the PM‘s
announcement, he said: ―In the past, there have been differences between the
government and the RBI but the RBI has never been treated as a chhota (small)
department of the government.‖
Disputing the BJP‘s claims on India‘s economic growth via GDP, Mr.
Chidambaram said that that apart from Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, ―no one in
the world says the GDP will not be hit‖. He also said that the many caches of new
currency that have been seized in different parts of the country are evidence that
demonetisation has not ended corruption.
Демонетизация разрушает индийскую экономику, - заявил Рахул Ганди
Demonetisation has ruined the economy, says Rahul
Smita
Gupta.
The
Hindu.
12.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Demonetisation-has-ruined-the-economy-saysRahul/article17024948.ece?homepage=true

―BJP‘s aim is to rule by instilling fear in people‖
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―Daro Mat‖ (do not fear) was a combative Rahul Gandhi‘s rallying cry to the
Congress rank and file on Wednesday, ahead of the Assembly elections in five key
States, even as he lit into Prime Minister Narendra Modi, accusing him of
destroying the economy through demonetisation while frightening and intimidating
not just the people — but also the media.
―This is a fight between two philosophies. This fight is thousands of years
old,‖ he said, adding, ―The Congress‘s philosophy says, do not fear. The other
philosophy says instil fear and scare them…Look at the BJP: its aim is to scare the
people — fear terrorism, Maoism, demonetisation. In two-three months, they have
spread this fear.‖
Addressing a packed Talkatora Stadium here, he said the Congress would
unseat the BJP in the general election of 2019. He asked the party workers to tell
people that if they had been rendered jobless, they were still guaranteed 100 days
of work under the MGNREGA and that no one could take away their land without
paying the market price for it, as the Modi government was trying to do. Former
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh cautioned the people that the worst was yet to
come in the wake of demonetisation, which he termed a ―disaster.‖ He dismissed
as ―hollow‖ Mr. Modi‘s claim that things had started looking up.
Mr. Gandhi‘s speeches, delivered in a mix of Hindi and English, were sharp
in tone. But he sought to set himself apart from the abrasive style of BJP leaders by
stressing he did not hate the BJP or the RSS, only its ideology that the Congress
would eventually defeat.
And if the Congress vice-president has often been the butt of Mr. Modi‘s
ridicule, he paid him back in the same coin, mimicking his tone, especially his
fondness for starting his speeches with «Mitron» (friends). He also lampooned the
PM, using a song from an Amitabh Bachchan starrer, Namak Halaal, to say Aapka
toh lagta hai bas yahi sapna, ram ram japna garibo kaa maal apna [It seems your
only dream is to take away money from poor while chanting the name of Ram]‖.
The day-long national convention, attended by close to 6,000 of the party‘s
top leaders — including all those who had been actively engaged in organising
protests across the country on the issue of demonetisation — was significant for
another reason: the absence of Congress president Sonia Gandhi.
It underscored the fact that Mr. Gandhi, who made the inaugural remarks as
well as the concluding speech, was already the party‘s president, though an official
announcement is awaited. It also comes on the heels of several party meetings over
the last two months — including that of the Congress Working Committee and the
Congress Parliamentary Party — over which Mr. Gandhi has presided.
Владельцы бензоколонок в Индии не хотят принимать кредитные карты
в качестве оплаты за бензин.
Petrol pumps defer decision to not accept card payments till Jan 13
Suchetana Ray. Hindustan Times. 9.01.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/petrol-pumps-threaten-to-stop-debit-credit-card-payments-from-monday/storyaAcrLiGxAwRmSdMpGnI1PM.html
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Banks decided to defer charging fuel retailers a transaction fee till January 13,
after petrol pumps across the nation threatened to stop accepting credit and debit
cards from Monday in protest against a levy of 1% on card payments.
The banks didn‘t reverse their decision to charge the fee, also known as the
merchant discount rate, but postponed it after the government intervened on
Sunday.
In a letter to the finance and petroleum ministries, the All India Petroleum
Dealers Association (AIPDA) said: ―HDFC and other banks have informed us that
they will charge 1% on all credit card transactions and 0.25% to 1% on all debit
card transactions from January 9.‖
The letter says the banks‘ decision is based on a Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
circular on December 16 last year. The RBI circular apparently does not mention
recovering these charges from customers.
―The same will be debited to petroleum dealers‘ account and net transaction
value will be credited to our account ... This will lead to financial losses for the
dealers,‖ AIPDA president Ajay Bansal wrote.
There are about 56,200 petrol pumps in India, including those of private
companies such as RIL and Essar.
Read | Banks-petrol pumps‘ battle over transaction fees may hit Modi‘s
cashless India dream
A source in the petroleum ministry said they were aware of the issue.
―We are trying to negotiate with the banks so that they postpone levying the
transaction fee. On Monday, all parties can discuss and resolve the issue,‖ the
source said.
The petroleum dealers‘ threat could put paid to government‘s push for plastic
money after it recalled 500- and 1,000-rupee notes in November, wiping out 86%
of the cash in circulation.
The cash crunch from the demonetisation drive triggered long queues at banks
and ATMs. The latest decision of petrol pumps would mount more pressure on the
government to dispense banknotes.
Before the shock recall of two high-value notes, customers paid a transaction
fee along with a surcharge for buying fuel with debit or credit cards.
But for promoting cashless payments, customers were exempted from paying
these charges at petrol pumps. The banks bore the burden.
―We were not given any date for discontinuing this by the government. The
unsaid understanding was that these levies would start after the first week of
January,‖ said a banker, who didn‘t wish to be named.
Not all banks have decided to charge the transaction fee. Several banks have
apparently assured the government they will wait for its decision before charging
fuel retailers the fee.
State-run oil companies such as Indian Oil, Hindustan Petroleum and Bharat
Petroleum that operate petrol pumps have asked banks for more time.
―This issue can be resolved through discussions. But for that, banks have to
defer the decision for a few days,‖ a source said.
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After the notes ban, state-run petrol pumps have offered a cash-back on card
transactions, a promotion for which they are bearing the cost. That was done to
promote cashless payments.
Sources said the companies want clarity from the government about the enddate of this promotional offer.
Экономика Индии медленно растет
The slowing economy
The
Hindu.
9.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/The-slowingeconomy/article17009391.ece?homepage=true

That India‘s economic momentum has slowed down is now beyond doubt.
Advance GDP estimates and gross value added (GVA) for the current fiscal year
from the Central Statistics Office clearly reveal the extent of the slowdown. While
GDP growth is now pegged at 7.1 per cent, compared with a 7.6 per cent pace in
2015-16, GVA is forecast to expand at 7 per cent this year, easing from the 7.2 per
cent posted 12 months earlier. And as the Chief Statistician emphasised, these
projections were based solely on data from the first seven months through October
and do not factor in the impact from the withdrawal of high-value banknotes and
the consequent cash crunch. A closer look at the sectoral GVA projections throws
into relief the areas of concern: Mining and quarrying is estimated to shrink 1.8 per
cent this year after expanding 7.4 per cent a year earlier, while electricity, gas,
water supply and other utility services — collectively an indicator of broader
economic activity — is slowing to 6.5 per cent from 6.6 per cent. More
worryingly, the seven-month numbers establish that two key engines of the
economy, manufacturing and services, are losing momentum faster than was
anticipated, and this could spell trouble for the coming quarters. This is especially
so when seen in the backdrop of demonetisation and what the Reserve Bank of
India referred to as the ―short-run disruptions in economic activity in cashintensive sectors such as retail trade, hotels & restaurants and transportation, and in
the unorganised sector‖ and ―aggregate demand compression associated with
adverse wealth effects‖.
There is a silver lining in the CSO data, though. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
in April projected that growth could accelerate this year to 8 per cent to 8.5 per
cent subject to a ‗normal‘ monsoon. The improvement in rainfall has manifested
both in the CSO‘s projection for the ‗agriculture, forestry and fishing‘ sector,
which is estimated to expand 4.1 per cent this fiscal compared with the previous
period‘s 1.2 per cent, and in rabi sowing data from the Ministry of Agriculture.
Preliminary reports from the States show the total area sown under the rabi crop as
on January 6 stood at 602.75 lakh ha, up 6.5 per cent from last year. If farmers
countrywide can tide over the acute cash shortage resulting from demonetisation
and ensure that the sowing translates to strong growth in output, we could see rural
consumption provide some cushioning from the slowdown. Nonetheless, in the
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Union budget due next month, the Centre will have to work in a substantial fiscal
fillip to help rekindle economic momentum.
Темпы роста ВВП упадут в 2016/17 г. с 7.6% до 7.1%.
GDP to fall to 3-yr low of 7.1%, data predicts slowing economy
Suchetana Ray and Sunny Sen. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/govtforecasts-economy-losing-momentum-gdp-could-be-lowest-in-3-years/storycKkCZpjJuWzSZyXWPQ0cRJ.html/

The government on Friday predicted that the Indian economy will grow at
7.1% in 2016-17 lower than the 7.6% growth clocked in the previous fiscal. The
slump is mainly due to slowdown in manufacturing, mining and construction
sectors.
What is worrying is that at 7.1%, India‘s growth is lowest in three years, and
also the forecast does not fully account for disruption caused by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi‘s demonetisation drive.
Though the economic affairs secretary refuted any such apprehensions and
said: ―Data on demonetisation are purely based on impressions and are anecdotal.
In fact, most states show a growth in VAT collections in Nov 2016.‖
Releasing the data compiled by the Central Statistics Office (CSO), Chief
Statistician T C A Anant said the figures for November were available and
examined but ―it was felt in view of the policy of denotification of notes there is a
high degree of volatility in these figures and conscious decision was taken not
make projection using the November figure‖.
Agriculture, forestry and fishing are expected to expand by 4.1% in 2016-17
from 1.2%.
While manufacturing is expected to slow to 7.4% and construction activities
to 2.9%. Mining and quarrying are also likely to slump by 1.8% after recording a
growth of 7.4% in 2015-16.
―When the entire global economy is slowing India cannot be an outlier. But
given the conditions, the Indian economy is still a bright spot,‖ said Shaktikanta
Das, the economic affairs secretary.
Friday‘s GDP estimate is a vital input for finance minister Arun Jaitley‘s
budget on February1. Until last year, the government‘s statisticians would wait for
GDP data for the quarter through December before putting out full-year estimates.
But the announcement of the GDP estimates had to be made early keeping in mind
the advanced budget in 2017.
―Because of the advanced data, CSO has incomplete data from November. So
the finance ministry will have to make a guess as far as GDP numbers are
concerned,‖ said former chief statistician, Pronab Sen.
The CSO will release the revised data on February 28.
―These numbers are likely to be revised down when the second estimate is
released in end February. However, momentum is expected to stabilize into
FY17/18 to 7.6%, on easing cash shortage, lower borrowing costs, pent-up demand
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and higher public capex spending,‖ Singaporean multinational banking and
financial services corporation, DBS, wrote in a report on Friday.
Доход на душу населения в 2016/17 г. достигнет 103007 рупий (по
сравнению с 93293 рупий в 2015/16 г. – 1518 долл. и 1392 долл.)
Indians‘ per capita income may rise by 10.4%, cross Rs 1 lakh in FY2017
The Hindustan Times. 7.01.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/indiansper-capita-income-may-rise-by-10-4-cross-rs-1-lakh-in-fy2017/storyKbfxDijsJeWnwaOKgyygVN.html

India‘s per capita income, a gauge for measuring living standard, is estimated
to cross Rs 1 lakh in 2016-17, up from Rs 93,293 in the previous fiscal.
As per the ‗First Advance Estimates of National Income, 2016-17‘ released
by the Central Statistics Office (CSO), the per capita net national income during
2016-17 is ―estimated to be Rs 103,007‖ at current prices.
This is 10.4% higher than Rs 93,293 during 2015-16.
―The per capita income in real terms (at 2011-12 prices) during 2016-17 is
likely to attain a level of Rs 81,805 as compared to Rs 77,435 for the year 201516,‖ the estimates said.
At constant prices, the growth rate in per capita income is estimated at 5.6%
during 2016-17, as against 6.2% in the previous year.
The Central Statistics Office said India‘s GDP is expected to slowdown to
7.1% during 2016-17 from 7.6% in the previous fiscal mainly due to slump in
manufacturing, mining and construction activities.
The CSO did not figure in the impact of demonetisation, effected on
November 9 and the estimates are based on sectoral data available till October.
The CSO projections on national income are in line with the Reserve Bank‘s
estimates, which too had lowered the GDP growth prospects to 7.1%.
Импорт хлопка из Индии может нанести ущерб пакистанской экономики
– считают пакистанские очистители хлопка (530 тыс. т - импорт хлопка из
Индии).
Ginners fear Indian cotton imports will imperil Pakistan‘s economy
Owais
Qarni.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
7th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1286874/ginners-fear-indian-cotton-imports-will-imperil-pakistanseconomy/

MULTAN: The cotton ginning industry has fiercely opposed duty-free
import of Indian cotton, saying it will have destructive effects on Pakistan‘s
economy.
Speaking at a press conference on Friday, Pakistan Cotton Ginners
Association (PCGA) Senior Vice Chairman Suhail Mehmood Haral, Ginners
Group Chairman Haji Muhammad Akram and former PCGA chairman Shehzad
Ali Khan revealed that more than 2 million bales of cotton were lying unsold in
ginning factories, which textile millers were reluctant to purchase.
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Pakistan suspends cotton imports from India
Another 700,000 bales are expected next month. They saw no justification for
lifting an undeclared ban on cotton import from India at the cost of Pakistan‘s
farmers, arguing fibre import via land or sea was not in the interest of national
economy.
They underlined the need for continuing the restrictions on cotton imports
through the Wagah border crossing and Karachi seaport.
Farmers have also aired concern over the removal of curbs from cotton import
from India, which would imperil the domestic industry.
They demanded that the government ensure crop purchase at reasonable
prices from the country‘s growers. They were expecting a bumper crop this year,
but feared that imports from India would hit the local growers hard.
They decried that the government did not fix the support price for cotton,
leaving them at the mercy of textile millers, who would buy the fibre at their
desired rates.
Ginners Group Chairman Haji Muhammad Akram asked the government to
slap a complete ban on cotton imports from India via Wagah border.
If such imports continued without any curbs, he believed, they would harm
cotton production in the country in the next season.
Last year, cotton harvest had dropped 30% and if appropriate measures were
not taken, the situation could deteriorate further and affect local output.
Pakistan expects cotton production to hit 11.39m bales
Former PCGA chairman Shehzad Ali Khan disclosed that 530,000 bales of
cotton had so far been imported from India through the Wagah crossing.
Players of the ginning industry, however, praised efforts of Federal Minister
of National Food Security and Research Sikandar Hayat Khan Bosan, who was
endeavouring to bring down the cost of cotton production.
He was of the view that the production cost was higher than the prices farmers
were receiving for their harvest. The high cost was one of the reasons behind the
decline in cotton production, he added.
Демонетизация – «липа» в Раджастане; в деревнях нет Интернета для
проведения безналичных расчетов.
'Cashless village' in Rajasthan, only on paper
Kshitiz
Gaur.
The
Times
of
India.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ajmer/cashless-village-in-rajasthan-only-onpaper/articleshow/56365851.cms

6/01/2017/

•The village has installed five PoS machines and banking apps have been
downloaded on smart phones
•But the village does not have much internet connectivity
•With no change in the requirement of cash, most villagers stand in bank
queues to withdraw money
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Демонетизация – благо для экономики Индии, - заявил нобелевский
лауреат Мухаммад Юнус
Cashless economy is a boon, says Nobel laureate Muhammad Yunus
Sumit
Bhattacharjee.
The
Hindu.
6.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Cashless-economy-is-a-boon-says-Nobel-laureateMuhammad-Yunus/article16994985.ece?homepage=true.

Demonetisation has brought the rural and unorganised sectors into the
banking fold, says Muhammad Yunus
Nobel laureate says demonetistaion kills black money and has increased
liquidity of the country
Cashless economy is a boon, Muhammad Yunus, founder of Grameen Bank
and winner of Nobel Peace Prize in 2006, has said.
Talking to The Hindu on the sidelines of an international symposium
organised by Andhra University here on Thursday, he said demonetisation had to
come some day. ―What is needed is to add incentives to the cashless model to
make it successful. Most important, demonetisation has brought the rural and
unorganised sectors into the banking fold.‖
The Nobel laureate added: ―Demonetisation kills black money and has
increased liquidity.‖
Micro-credit was a social business. It was all about trust between the banker
and the customer, he said.
Prof. Yunus was awarded the Nobel for successfully taking micro-credit and
micro-finance to the doorstep of poor rural women in Bangladesh. ―The concept of
micro-credit is built on mutual trust between the banker and the beneficiary. We do
not have the thought of collecting any documents or things as collateral security or
guarantors. And despite that, we have a repayment rate of 99.5 per cent,‖ he said.
Grameen Bank that was founded in 1976 to take banking to the doorsteps of rural
women, had a customer base of over 90 lakh today, he said.
(Его идеи многократно подвергались критике, кредиты выдавались на
развитие с/х, а реально тратились на свадьбы, похороны и т.п.; см.:
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Юнус,_Мухаммад)

Проблемы индийского бизнеса в 2016 г.
India‘s troubled tycoons
ANAND KUMAR. Business & Finance weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1305740/indias-troubled-tycoons

January

2nd,

2017.

FOR many Indian businesses, corporate magnates, startups and banks, 2016
was a rather dismal year. It was a time when they had to face major challenges on
the economic front, tackle rivals in court cases or in boardrooms, take on
investigators for alleged economic offences, or even shutdown their businesses.
Corporate bosses were accused of serious economic offences, jailed, or
escaped from India. Many startups, who received generous funding from
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international firms, had to shut down operations, and both public and private sector
banks faced enormous challenges.
For most of these businesses, 2016 was a year when they confronted
formidable challenges that either destroyed their firms or eliminated their profits
and capital. While these events may not have affected the public much,
shareholders in these firms had to pay a heavy price.
Liquor baron Vijay Mallya, who had expanded dramatically over the past few
years, diversifying into civil aviation and other sectors, had to leave the country
after the government was forced to launch serious probes into his operations.
The business magnate, who was also a member of parliament, left the country
just days before government investigative agencies decided to arrest him. The
politically well-connected Mallya is in the UK, from where he continues to mock
the government.
However, his business empire is in ruins; he owes banks (mostly nationalised
ones) about Rs90bn and his once high profile airline is grounded, with lenders
battling over for possession of grounded aircraft. The Indian government is trying
to get him extradited from the UK, but it is unlikely that it will succeed soon.
Another business tycoon who has been in trouble in recent years is Subrata
Roy, the controversial founder of the Sahara group. Roy, who has been in Delhi‘s
Tihar jail since 2014, finally managed to get a temporary bail after the death of his
mother. He has got the bail extended a few times and is expected to get back into
jail in February.
The boom in the digital segment has in recent years seen the emergence of
new firms that have been offering solutions to millions of consumers in several
segments. Quite a few of the firms have turned successful, but many more have
become bankrupt, despite getting huge funding from abroad.
Estimates are that more than 200 startups have had to shut down operations
because of lack of business or funding in 2016. Of course, it is not going to prevent
the emergence of new startups over the coming years, as young entrepreneurs try
to enter new areas.
PepperTap, a grocery delivery firm, which aimed to beat BigBasket, one of
the most successful companies in the sector, had to shut down in 2016, just two
years after it began operations. Surprisingly, the company had last year raised more
than $50m from major investors.
A majority of the startups that had to shut down operations had been
established just a year or two earlier. According to analysts, less than a fifth of the
startups have survived because of the intense competition in the sector.
SURPRISINGLY, despite these setbacks, overall shareholders did not suffer
hefty losses. The Sensex, the key index on the Bombay Stock Exchange, saw sharp
movements — fluctuating between a low of 22,500 and a high of 29,000 — and
ended the year with virtually no changes.
The dramatic changes on the economic front — including the demonetisation
of Rs500 and Rs1,000 currency notes — led to wild fluctuations on the stock
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markets. Foreign institutional investors (FIIs) have been selling shares over the
past few months, but insurance companies and mutual funds have entered the
market in a big way, preventing key indices from declining sharply.
Many mutual funds have done exceedingly well, ensuring attractive returns to
investors. The funds‘ asset base has also jumped sharply by Rs4tr (28pc) and
estimates are that the total asset base may top Rs20tr in 2017.
Assets under management (AUM) of the mutual fund sector has risen sharply
by more than Rs10tr from a low of Rs6.11tr in 2011. Retail investors have given a
big push to the mutual fund sector, investing large sums in 2016.
Mutual funds have also invested huge sums in the stock markets — net
investments of about Rs400bn — overtaking foreign portfolio investors who
injected less than Rs300bn during the year.
But everything was not hunky-dory in the financial sector. Banks, for
instance, continued to battle the enormous challenges confronting them. Punjab
National Bank, a leading public sector lender, reported the highest loss in India‘s
banking history. Its losses added up to a whopping Rs53.67bn for the March
quarter last year.
Another nationalised bank, Indian Overseas Bank, saw a fifth of its advances
turn bad; it reported the highest gross non-performing assets (NPAs) of more than
20pc, the highest by an Indian lender in nearly 15 years.
The Reserve Bank of India, the country‘s central bank, has urged all banks to
clean up their balance sheets by setting aside their bad loans. Under political
pressure, many nationalised banks have been lending recklessly over the past few
years to unworthy businesses, which has resulted in these hefty losses.
Even private banks have suffered. Yes Bank, an aggressive and overambitious private lender, had to scrap its qualified institutional placement worth
$1bn in September, a day after launching the scheme as questions were raised
about the transparency of the lender.
The Securities and Exchange Board of India initiated a probe as to whether
the bank had violated disclosure rules.
The demonetisation of Rs500 and Rs1,000 notes has caused a lot of problems
for banks, most of who do not have cash in their ATMs. In many Indian cities, long
queues can be seen outside the ATMs; even after spending an hour or two,
customers end up getting a mere Rs2,000 from their machines.

ПРОБЛЕМА - КАШМИР1
Нарушение Линии контроля с пакистанской стороны значительно
выросли в 2017 г., - считает Индия.
Infiltration via LoC touches 4-year high: Home Ministry
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http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/infiltration-via-loc-touches-4-year-high-homeministry/article22289470.ece?homepage=true

Fencing along the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir. File | Photo Credit: V.V. Krishnan

Over 230% increase in ceasefire violations in 2017
Over 300 infiltrations were reported from the Line of Control (LoC)
in Jammu and Kashmir in 2017, which was a four-year-high, according to figures
available with the Home Ministry.
An official said this explained the over 230% increase in ceasefire violations
along the LoC this year compared to 2016.
―Till four years ago, the ceasefire violations along LoC stood at 153; this
year it has increased to 820 (till December 15); last year it was 228. The increase
also explains the 310 infiltration attempts from Pakistan,‖ a senior Home Ministry
official said. Another official said there had been no let-up in the infiltration
attempts even after the September 29, 2016 cross-LoC raid publicised by the
government.
Asked to explain the rise in incidents along the LoC, MoS for Home Kiren
Rijiju told The Hindu, ―The increase suggests that Pakistan is frustrated and
desperate. It is trying hard to help militants cross over to India.‖
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As per the data available with the Army, which is deployed along the LoC,
at least 33 infiltration bids were foiled this year. The 740-km LoC is under the
operational control of the Army and the 192-km International Boundary (IB) in
Jammu is manned by the Border Security Force (BSF).
In 2014, when the NDA government came to power, the maximum crossborder firing took place along the densely populated border areas in Jammu region
along the IB.
―In 2014, cross-border firing at IB stood at 430 and this year it came down
to 110. We are seeing a reverse in the pattern as Pakistan has become desperate to
push in terrorists through LoC. Any violence along the IB attracts international
scrutiny as it is a settled boundary,‖ said the official.
The year also saw the record number of terrorists being killed in J&K even
as the number of terror related incidents-335, were at a four-year-high.
On Wednesday, Minister of State for Home, Hansraj Gangaram Ahir said
the incidents of stone-pelting against security forces in J&K had come down from
2,808 in 2016 to 1,198 till November this year. He said an adequate number of
Central Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) personnel were deployed in J&K to assist
the State government in maintaining public order.
Earlier government had informed the Lok Sabha that after the ―surgical
strikes‖ last year, there were 341 terror incidents in J&K from November 1, 2016,
to October 31, 2017 in comparison to 311 such incidents in the corresponding
period the previous year.
Кашмирские сепаратисты злобствуют
Kashmir separatists cry foul
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Peerzada Ashiq. The Hindu. 24.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/otherstates/kashmir-separatists-cry-foul/article22271553.ece?homepage=true

Accuse Delhi of trying to intimidate them into talks with Special
Representative
Separatists in Kashmir on Sunday accused New Delhi of trying to
―intimidate them into holding talks with its envoy‖, and condemned the move of
the National Investigation Agency (NIA) to summon Tehreek-e-Hurriyat chairman
Syed Ali Shah Geelani‘s son for the fourth time.
―Summoning of [Geelani‘s son] Syed Naseem Geelani to Delhi [by the NIA]
is an act of vengeance and harassment. Forcing one into talks by bullying is
ridiculous,‖ said a joint statement of the All Parties Hurriyat Conference (APHC)
chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq and Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF)
chief Yasin Malik.
‗New Delhi using NIA‘
They alleged New Delhi was ―using‖ the NIA and the Enforcement
Directorate ―time and again to humiliate leaders and their family members.‖
―The arresting of dozens [of separatists] under frivolous charges and putting
them in Tihar jail is actually a ploy of the Indian rulers to force us into submission
and bully us to sit for talks with its envoy [Dineshwar Sharma],‖ they said.
Mr. Geelani‘s son Naseem, who works as an Assistant Professor in the
Faculty of Forestry in Sher-i-Kashmir University of Agriculture, Science and
Technology (SKUAST), has been asked to present himself before the NIA in New
Delhi at 11 a.m. on December 26.
The NIA is investigating alleged use of foreign funds to fan separatism in
Kashmir.
Mr. Sharma has visited the State several times and held talks with various
sections in the Valley and Jammu. The Hurriyat leadership has stayed away from
dialogue with him.
Индусы в штате Джамму и Кашмире – 28% из 3.56 млн. человек (по
переписи 2011 г.).
Hindus not a minority in J-K, welfare schemes only for ‗needy‘: State
govt to SC
Hindustan Times. Dec 18, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/hindus-nota-minority-in-j-k-welfare-schemes-only-for-needy-state-govt-tells-sc/storyNpM0oV6mB2u60FYCZqnRHI.html

Jammu and Kashmir is the lone Muslim-majority state in India. According
to the 2011 Census, Hindus account for 28.43% of the state‘s population at 3.56
million.
Jammu and Kashmir does not acknowledge Hindus as a ―minority‖ in the
state as it goes by the Centre‘s national list of minorities, according to an affidavit
filed by the PDP-BJP coalition government in the Supreme Court last week.
The state government told the top court that benefits of Central schemes
would only be extended to ―meritorious‖ and ―needy‖ members of those
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communities that are notified by the Centre, suggesting that members of the Hindu
committee would not be eligible.
The J&K affidavit referred to a Central government notification of 1993 that
lists Muslims as a minority. The other minority groups, as per the document, are
Sikhs, Christians, Buddhists and Zoroastrians. In 2014, the Jain community was
added to this list.
―The benefits flowing out of the scheme prepared by the Central government
are targeted to the needy and meritorious beneficiaries of the minority community
as notified by the Centre for Jammu and Kashmir, Mizoram, Nagaland,
Meghalaya, Punjab and Lakshwadeep,‖ the affidavit said.
In case the notified minority is the majority in a state, the benefits are to be
earmarked to other notified minorities for the purpose of fixing physical and
financial targets, the affidavit added.
The state government was responding to a petition in the top court that asked
for Hindus to be declared a minority community in Jammu and Kashmir and seven
other states.
J&K is the lone Muslim-majority state in India, where 79.8% of the 1.2
billion people are Hindus. According to the 2011 Census, the state has over 8.5
million Muslims, which is 68.31% of its total population of 12.5 million. Hindus
account for 28.43% of the population at 3.56 million.
The state government said that the national commission for minorities act
extends to the whole of India, except J&K. Therefore, the government said, it was
not bound to identify minorities within the state. The affidavit said the law does not
govern how Central government schemes should be implemented.
The petition, filed by Jammu-based advocate Ankur Sharma, also pleads for
setting up of a minorities commission in the state in accordance with the top
court‘s 15-year-old directive.
The state government said it will ―consider and examine‖ the ―need and
feasibility‖ of establishing a state minorities commission. It would be done ―at the
relevant time‖ and ―as and when need arises‖ based on ―critical study of social
backwardness of minorities spread across various regions of the state‖.
After Sharma‘s public interest litigation, the Central government in March
constituted a committee headed by the secretary of the minority affairs ministry to
examine issues related to minorities in Jammu and Kashmir. The Supreme Court
will hear the case again next January.
Сооружение ГЭС Ниилум-Джелум в Кашмире
India and Pakistan‘s water rivalry in Himalayan Kashmir
The Hindustan Times. 18.12.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/india-news/photosindia-and-pakistan-s-water-rivalry-in-himalayan-kashmir/photo-eWxr9vSJgraliUY8JzWbTJ.html
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Почему Глава Армии увязывает ситуацию в Палестине с Кашмиром?
Why linking Kashmir to Palestine is a smart move
Miranda
Husain.
Daily
Times,
December
https://dailytimes.com.pk/158900/linking-kashmir-palestine-smart-move/

14th

2017.

The Army chief played a strategic hand when he linked Palestine to
Kashmir. That it came in the wake of reports of the US warning Islamabad to ―play
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safe‖ in the aftermath of Trump Town‘s Jerusalem shuffle – sent a strong signal to
Washington as to who has the upper hand in the bilateral relationship.
Ever since Donald Trump assumed the US presidency he has asked Pakistan
to do more, more, more to secure Washington‘s exit from Afghanistan. This policy
has centred on telling this country in no uncertain terms that it must flush out
particular safe-havens on this side of the border. And our security establishment
has responded in (un)kind by telling the Americans that it has no intention of
playing by the US rulebook. At least, not when this threatens the core national
interest: Kashmir.
The US appears to have received the memo. For just last month did
Congress vote to have Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) removed from the list of militant
groups that Pakistan must act against if it is to receive full military reimbursement
for its contribution to fighting the war on terror. Bearing in mind that Washington
has proscribed the group‘s chief – Hafiz Saeed – a global terrorist complete with a
$10 million bounty on his head, for his reported role in the Mumbai attacks.
Nevertheless, political pundits remain divided as to just how much of a
victory this may or may not be for the Pakistani military establishment. For many,
it represents the best of a bad deal. Meaning that the US had its hands tied given
how its overriding priority is still – for all intents and purposes – withdrawing from
Afghanistan.
Veteran journalist and Afghanistan expert Ahmed Rashid admits this was an
unusual move. ―They [the US] must be hoping to give us a free pass if we crack
down on Haqqani,‖ he said, while speaking to Daily Times over the phone. Rashid
firmly believes that the US is sick and tired of being bogged down in Afghanistan.
Indeed, he points out that Trump never wanted to maintain a military presence in
that country. ―It took him eight months to make the decision to commit troops to
Afghanistan. This was a decision that he should have made in the first month of his
presidency. But he wanted out of Afghanistan. It was his military that convinced
him to stay put.‖
Later that week, the Pakistani courts decided that there was insufficient
evidence to keep LeT chief Hafiz Saeed indefinitely detained and thereby ordered
his release. Inevitably, much of US media were up in figurative arms. And it was
Pakistan that was in the line of their ire. ―Now that the Pakistani courts have set
Saeed free – the Americans are probably more scared than anything else,‖ notes
Rashid. Indeed, they have made much noise about the need to re-arrest him.
Yet for many, this is just another case of the US playing to the cheap seats; a
veritable bid at face-saving posturing. Meaning that it has no other choice. Not
now that Pakistan is firmly calling the shots.
Those who have had ties at one time or another with the deep state – either
as observers or else firmly in the thick of things – believe that such American
admonishments are nothing but hot air. Not dissimilar, in fact, to when the Reagan
administration, back in 1981, was under pressure to keep in place sanctions on
Pakistan, on the grounds that the latter had the technology to go nuclear. Despite
all the public sabre-rattling, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, when the
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crunch came, hesitated not in voting to release $100.6 million in military and
economic assistance for this country. In short, a viable Pakistan was crucial to the
US core national interest of driving out the Soviets from Afghanistan.
Fast-forward to today and the LeT question – and it seems that Pakistan‘s
military establishment secured a significant win. For it represents a narrative gamechanger. Meaning tacit American understanding that Kashmir must be delinked
from the general discourse about cross-border terrorism towards our western side.
For never has Pakistan‘s security apparatus accepted the altered prism through
which the West chose to view the Kashmir issue in the immediate post-9/11
environment; whereby talk of a disputed territory became intrinsically linked to
terrorism in the global imagination. Whether or not this apparent triumph in terms
of a shift in public consciousness will be good for the rest of the country remains to
be seen. But thus far those who are responsible for defending Pakistan‘s national
borders are pretty chuffed. For it underscores a paradigm shift in the balance of
power in the bilateral relationship. Meaning that the US likely took seriously
Islamabad‘s ultimatum, which may or may not have gone something like this: take
Kashmir off the table or else keep your cash and flush out the Haqqani Network
yourself.
But to be sure, this was a pragmatic response. For Kashmir is not an
ideological war; it is not being waged over religion but water. After all, Pakistan‘s
main river headlocks fall in Indian-held territory. In other words, our entire agrieconomy is entirely dependent upon New Delhi. Similarly, the Palestine issue has
nothing to do with notions of a holy war – and everything to do with systematic
ethnic cleansing and colonisation by an occupying military power. Yet here, the
security apparatus has admitted that it is easier to sell Kashmir as a religious war;
the only objective of which is to liberate the entire region from Hindu India as
opposed getting into the ins-and-outs of water security. Just as the Israelis have
sold to the world the image of the Palestinians as terrorists, when all they are doing
is resisting illegal land grabs that have been going on for the last half a century.
Yet it hasn‘t always been this way. Indeed, just a few years after the birth of
Pakistan, the UN deployed a Special Representative for India and Pakistan to settle
Kashmir once and for all. And thus came the (Sir Owen) Dixon plan that aimed to
equally carve up the area with the Chenab River acting as a natural boundary
between the two sides. According to some, Pakistan considered this to be such a
brilliant plan – with neither losing face in terms of lost sovereignty – that it was
even favourable to surrendering the notion of a UN plebiscite. Back then, it was
the Indians that were said to have refused to play ball. Thus today many in
Pakistan‘s military establishment suggest that they would rather go war over
Kashmir than give it up to India – because either way it will be death for Pakistan.
Nevertheless, while New Delhi has legitimate concerns over the recent move
by the US Congress – it will not drastically impact bilateral ties in the long-term.
As Ahmed Rashid notes: ―India is rather enamoured with its relationship with the
US. It has spent a long time building this up from the time when George W Bush
announced New Delhi as the strategic partner for the 21st century. It has seen out
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two Obama terms and thus far one Trump term.‖ Thus the world‘s largest
democracy isn‘t going anywhere. There is also the not so small matter of regional
rivalry with China. Thus ―this is something that India has to live with‖.
Today, the Americans need Pakistan‘s help it meet its objectives in
Afghanistan. Or that is at least the way that conventional wisdom sees it. However,
it is still up for debate as to whether or not the US actually wants out anytime soon.
Meaning it will not surrender to Chinese regional hegemony without putting up a
fight. And with direct NATO backing and indirect support from the Islamic
Military Alliance – that battle could well be a bloody one. And it has just
effectively reinserted itself in the Middle East. Thus by linking the fate of Palestine
to that of Kashmir Gen Bajwa has succeeded in putting Trump Town on the back
foot. While also throwing in a bit of emotional blackmail aimed at the Muslim
world. For now that several countries in the region have suggested that Palestine
will no longer be the primary Arab cause – Pakistan had neatly stepped in and
promised to spearhead the issue of the right to Palestinian statehood. For just as
there is no such thing as a free lunch – there is likely no such thing as a cost-free
freedom struggle.
«Индия использует химическое оружие в оккупированном Кашмире».
Indian forces using 'chemical weapons' in held Kashmir: AJK president
Mohammad
Imran.
Dawn.
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2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375745/indian-forces-using-chemical-weapons-in-held-kashmirajk-president

Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) President Sardar Masood Khan on Sunday
claimed that Indian security forces are using "chemical weapons" against civilians
in India-held Kashmir (IHK).
The AJK president, delivering a speech in Islamabad to mark International
Human Rights Day, said that there have been a number of deaths due to the use of
chemical weapons in IHK.
Earlier this year, the Foreign Office also tried to draw attention towards the
use of chemical munitions against civilians in IHK. It was the first time that such a
serious allegation had been levelled by Pakistan against India.
A series of international treaties, specifically the Chemical Weapons
Convention, prohibits the use of chemical weapons not only in international armed
conflicts but also non-international armed conflicts rather in all circumstances.
Sardar Khan also claimed that attempts are being made to change the
population ratio in Kashmir.
Earlier this week, the AJK president had claimed that the demographics in
IHK are being manipulated with an ulterior motive to harm Kashmiris‘ freedom
struggle.
In addition to the violation of the rights of Kashmiris in IHK, Khan said that
crimes against humanity are also being committed there.
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"The international community has not played its role in solving the Kashmir
dispute," he said, adding that during his recent trip to Brussels and Washington he
emphasised the need for a solution to the Kashmir dispute.
Khan said that in order to find the solution, Pakistan must remain strong.
Принятие ООН Резолюции по Кашмиру 4.12 2017 г. – о праве наций на
самоопределение при иностранной оккупации
Diplomatic triumph for Pakistan
Malik Muhammad Ashraf. The Nation. December 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec2017/diplomatic-triumph-for-pakistan

The third committee of the UN General Assembly on December 4, 2017,
unanimously adopted Pakistan sponsored Resolution regarding the right of selfdetermination for the people facing foreign occupation, notwithstanding intense
lobbying by India against its passage. The resolution expresses firm opposition of
the UN General Assembly to acts of foreign military intervention, aggression, and
occupation since these have resulted in the suppression of the right of the people to
self-determination and other human rights in certain parts of the world. It further
calls on the occupying states to immediately cease their military intervention and
occupation of foreign countries and territories, as well as acts of repression,
discrimination, exploitation, and mistreatment. That is what India is doing in the
occupied Kashmir.
The passage of the resolution is surely a diplomatic triumph for Pakistan and
justifies the nomenclature of Indian Held Kashmir to the area under Indian control
kept through use of brutal force and blatant violation of human rights. It represents
India‘s isolation on the issue as it also covers the occupation of Jammu and
Kashmir by India though IHK has not been explicitly mentioned in it. The Indian
held Kashmir is an occupied territory because it is not part of India but a disputed
territory whose future is to be determined through a referendum under the auspices
of the UN as per its resolutions on the subject.
The Indian stance about Kashmir being its integral part was unequivocally
rejected by the UN through its resolutions 91 and 122 when she had a resolution
passed by the constituent assembly of IHK for the accession of the territory to
India. These resolutions repudiating the Indian stance said that the question of
accession of Kashmir to either of the dominions could not be settled by any
arrangement other than referendum held under the auspices of the UN, which has
never been held.
India is maintaining its hold on the territory through the presence of more
than seven hundred thousand personnel of the security forces who enjoy a license
to indulge in blatant violation of human rights, rape, torture and even killing the
protesting Kashmiris with impunity under cover of Armed Forces Security
Protection Act (AFSPA).
Human Rights organizations within India and international organizations
like Amnesty International (AI) have been regularly monitoring the situation in
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occupied Kashmir since 1989 when the people of Kashmir launched an armed
struggle for independence from the India and making their reports public.
According to these reports, Indian security forces in Kashmir have killed nearly 94
thousand Kashmiris during the last 26 years, raped more than ten thousand women
and killed more than seven thousand persons while in custody. The latest report of
the AI gave a hair-raising review of how the Indian Armed Forces have let loose a
reign of terror against the people of Kashmir with impunity under the protection of
AFSPA, particularly section 7 of the Act, which grants immunity to members of
the security forces from prosecution for human rights violations. The report hurls a
scathing criticism at the Act for having created an ambiance of impunity for Indian
security forces in Indian Occupied Kashmir and enabling them to commit human
rights violations without any fear of being tried.
The reign of terror and oppression let loose in IHK in the backdrop of the
murder of Burhan Wani, and the ensuing uprising is yet another ranting testimony
of Indian disregard for human rights and inhumane behavior. Since the start of the
protests, 7700 Kashmiris have partially lost their eye sights because of use of pellet
guns and hundreds of them have been killed. The blood-letting goes on unabated.
And to cover up what its security forces were doing in the occupied Kashmir, India
was relentlessly campaigning to isolate Pakistan and continuously violating the
ceasefire line along the LOC and the working boundary, the highest in ten years.
The brutality unleashed by the Indian security forces, especially the use of pellet
guns will go into the annals of history as the worst form of torture against
humanity.
India was trying to obfuscate facts in attempting to pass on its crimes against
humanity as counter-terrorism efforts and unfortunately among the takers of this
version are the countries which very much-regarded resistance by the Kashmiris as
a freedom struggle before 9/11. The countries like the US and its Western allies
who never tire of professing their credentials as upholders of human rights, human
liberties and the right to self-determination, are showing criminal indifference to
what is happening in the Indian Held Kashmir. They have put blinkers on their
eyes and stuffed their ears to block the vibes emanating from the oppressed people
of Kashmir who are fighting for their right to self-determination for the last 70
years. They are looking at the events in IHK through the prism of their changed
strategic and commercial interests in the backdrop of 9/11 and the war against
terrorism.
The non-resolution of Kashmir dispute is a grave threat to peace and
stability in South Asia and the world at large. Kashmir undoubtedly is a nuclear
flashpoint. Its resolution in line with the UN resolution was imperative to avoid
chances of possible strategic miscalculation. The UN and the world community
have an abiding obligation towards the people of Kashmir to facilitate the exercise
of their right of self-determination as enshrined in the UN resolutions.
India also needs to realize that its war-like stance towards its neighbours,
especially Pakistan and the illegal occupation of Kashmir is ultimately going to
harm her interests and security. Its economic progress and security are inextricably
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linked to peace and stability in the region. It is better advised to honour its
commitments regarding the implementation of the UN resolutions. That is the only
way peace and security could be ensured in the region on a permanent basis to the
benefit of all the countries. The sooner this realization sinks in the minds of the
Indian leadership, the better.
The
non-resolution
of
Kashmir
dispute
is
a grave threat to peace and stability in South Asia and the world at large. Kashmir
undoubtedly is a nuclear flashpoint.
Скоростное шоссе строится в Азад Кашмире в рамках КПЭК
AJK prime minister talks on benefits of expressway under CPEC
The Express Tribune, December 1st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1573403/2-ajkprime-minister-talks-benefits-expressway-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: The Mansehra-Muzaffarabad-Mangla Expressway under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will bring economic revolution in the
state, said Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Prime Minister Raja Farooq Haider
Khan on Thursday.
Talking to Radio Pakistan, he said that this is a four-lane expressway with
interchanges at Kohalla, Rarra and Lohar Galli near the capital city that would be
completed at an estimated cost of Rs400 million.
China trying to convince India CPEC is for prosperity
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He believed that the road will prove a milestone in the promotion of tourism
and trade and economic activities in the state. Khan revealed that about Rs24
billion development budget has been spent on people‘s welfare projects with
special focus on communication sector to boost tourism and provide better
travelling facilities.
The government has provided about Rs2 billion for construction of
community bunkers at Line of Control, said the minister. The compensation to the
victims of Indian firing has also been enhanced by the federal government, he
added.
CPEC projects set to enter next stage of execution
―The AJK and federal government will soon ink an agreement regarding the
Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project.‖
Responding to a question, he said lady health workers have been regularised
while problems of police and other low paid employees would be addressed soon.
Rs1.5 billion have been provided by the Punjab government to the students as
scholarship and interest-free loans to the unemployed youth.
Индийская журналистка побывала в Азад Кашмире – взгляд на LoC из
Пакистана
Being a journalist 'behind enemy lines'
Rashed Rahman. Dawn, 24.11.2017. https://herald.dawn.com/news/1153915/being-a-journalistbehind-enemy-lines
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An Indian soldier standing guard at the Line of Control dividing Kashmir | Reuters

Pakistan and India have firmly established themselves, 70 years after their
independence, as the terrible Siamese twins joined at the hip but unable to live
civilly with each other. Into this swamp, insert a journalist from India posted to
Pakistan by The Hindu, one of India‘s most prestigious and respected daily English
newspapers, to report on Pakistan.
This is what befell Meena Menon, who admits at the outset that before her
appointment she was not exactly steeped or well-versed in Pakistan‘s affairs, apart
from a brief visit to Karachi some years ago as part of a Mumbai Press Club
delegation. Considering this initial confession, Menon has done an extraordinarily
detailed and in-depth job of documenting her experiences during her relatively
brief stint as an Indian reporter in Pakistan.
She arrived in Islamabad with her husband in 2013, but was asked to leave
in 2014, a mere nine months after landing in the city. The reasons for her expulsion
lie in the convoluted red tape and bureaucratic hassles of obtaining and renewing
her visa. In any case, hers was a one city visa, confining her to Islamabad and
forcing her to rely on secondary sources, witness accounts and research to cover
the rest of the country. If the book under review is any guide, she did a tremendous
job in spite of these limitations.
Menon begins her account by delineating the minutiae of her arrival, setting
down and getting to know her way around Islamabad and establishing contacts
with the people she had to meet or deal with in her everyday existence in
Pakistan‘s federal capital. If the reader is patient with what may appear to be too
much of such detail, and perseveres on, they will be rewarded with a wealth of
reportage, commentary, narrative and analysis of most, if not all, the important
issues afflicting Pakistan internally. They will also find plenty of useful
information on Pakistan‘s relationship with its bigger neighbour and long-standing
adversary, India.
A mere listing of the topics Menon covers would not do justice to this
voluminous work, but detailed discussion of the issues she deals with would be far
beyond the space available for this review. Nevertheless, we can indicate in précis
the most important subjects the book covers.
Menon informs us that the ‗border‘ between Pakistan and India does not
begin at Wagah but along the lines that demarcate Muslim and Hindu communities
living in her native Mumbai, made especially prominent after the communal riots
that her city experienced in 1992-93 in the wake of Babri Masjid‘s demolition.
The ‗othering‘ she describes witnessing there includes the referencing of
segregated Muslim areas of Mumbai as ‗Pakistan‘. To her credit, Menon‘s views
are not coloured by such hate-filled prejudices in her native land, and she betrays a
remarkably open and enlightened mind in wrestling with the difficult and sensitive
task of being a journalist ‗behind enemy lines‘.
The range of her concerns is breathtaking, starting from the situation of
religious minorities in Pakistan in general and of Pakistani Hindus in particular
(since their living conditions are of special interest to her audience back home) and
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moving on to terrorism, the nationalist insurgency in Balochistan, the fraught state
of press freedom in Pakistan, Partition and its lingering tragic legacy and, last but
not least, Pakistan and India‘s bloody, unending minuet over Kashmir and other
issues rooted in a history of which both countries remain prisoners. Pakistani
society‘s treatment of women, dissidents and critical voices does not escape her
penetrating gaze. Not only has Menon established the keenness of her observatory
powers in her book, she has also proved the depth of her research before
committing her findings to paper (the numerous references to her sources is
sufficient proof of this).
Tortuous and tricky as the terrain of reporting on Pakistan for an Indian
journalist is, Menon‘s book provides a model of how to conduct such a restrictive
and fraught task with impeccable professionalism and objectivity. We in the press
in Pakistan could do worse than learning a lesson or two from this intrepid wielder
of the pen.
Postscript
A note of clarification: While I was the editor of the Lahore-based English
newspaper Daily Times, Ayaz Amir‘s columns were not being published there, as
Menon wrongly notes. She also wrongly explains the reasons for my leaving the
newspaper in 2016. I did not leave merely because I published the writings of two
columnists whose views were disliked by the military. Although that was one of
the issues underlying my departure, there was a broader conflict of policy with the
establishment in which, regretfully, the newspaper‘s management did not support
me.
Вопрос независимости Кашмира — британская бомба замедленного
действия
Сит Феррис. «Новое восточное обозрение». 20.11.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/11/20/vopros-nezavisimosti-kashmira-britanskaya-bomba-zamedlennogodejstviya/

Как отмечает в своей новой статье постоянный обозреватель НВО Сит
Феррис, когда опытные дипломаты сталкиваются с проблемой, в которой все
стороны не только равно заинтересованы, но и в равной мере правы в своих
притязаниях, видавшие виды стражи дипломатических сношений
предпочитают смотреть в другую сторону.
В этом есть определенная мудрость. Поскольку пока весь мир
обсуждал попытки Каталонии получить независимость, никто даже не
задумался упомянуть Кашмир, который имеет все те же амбиции.
Территория Кашмира оспаривается тремя государствами, которые обладают
весьма внушительными военными возможностями: Китаем, Пакистаном и
Индией.
Первый владел частью этих земель в стародавние времена и считает
себя полноправным правопреемником, поскольку не признает заключенных
британцами договоренностей о переделе различных регионов мира.
Пакистан имеет общую культуру и историю с жителями Кашмира.
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В то время как Индия имеет договоренность о формальном
присоединении
данной
территории,
подписанную
по
совету
Лондона махараджей Хари Сингхом в 1947 году.
Спор трех одинаково правых вооруженных до зубов людей сам по себе
ни к чему хорошему привести не может. Но тут перед тремя державами
встает вопрос о независимости Кашмира, которую ни одна из них позволить
не может. Индия пытается решить вопрос проверенным британцами
способом — предлагая представителям Кашмира высокие кресла и денежное
довольствие. Однако на сколько можно решить проблему Кашмира
подобными методами — вопрос достаточно сложный.
Автор уверен, что данный регион заслуживает самого пристального
внимания международной общественности, поскольку этот небольшой
клочок земли вдали от человеческих глаз может не просто привести к
военному конфликту из-за небольшой провокации, но и стать причиной
самого настоящего регионального противостояния, которое вполне может
закончиться применением оружия судного дня.
С полной версией статьи вы можете ознакомиться здесь.
Kashmir – The Independence Movement Much More Dangerous Than
Catalonia‘s
Seth Ferris. 20.11.2017. https://journal-neo.org/2017/11/20/kashmir-the-independencemovement-much-more-dangerous-than-catalonia-s/

At the moment everyone is pitching in on the situation in Catalonia as the real
story. Having held a referendum on independence, in defiance of the Spanish
constitution, the Catalan regional parliament must have expected Madrid to defend that
constitution by not recognising the result, re-imposing direct rule to prevent it being
enacted and jailing people who advocated doing so. So much can be said in retrospect for
self-determination, and so-called European values, as all that is but a moot point by now.
However unsavoury these measures, it is the Spanish government‘s claimed
Constitutional Duty to take them, as was the case in Georgia in 2008. But of course the
Central government is spurring separatist sentiment all over Europe and beyond, in
countries where such votes can be legally held and then respected with greater ease. We
can expect a number of other regions which identify themselves as separate, whether
ethnically, politically or historically, to regard the Catalans as martyrs and go down the
same path.
Catalonia as a convenient distraction
However Catalonia is also a convenient distraction. Another ―occupied region‖ is
demanding independence – Kashmir . If Catalan independence is becoming a hornet‘s
nest of problems, these pale into insignificance beside those of Kashmir. This conflict has
all the potential to surpass the US-North Korea standoff as a potential disaster you don‘t
want to think about.
Kashmir has been used for years as a means of retaining the regional balance to
prevent those problems. But that is precisely why there is now a push to independence.
Trapped between regional enemies and great power rivals, it has nothing to lose by trying
to go it alone. The only questions are who will decide to support it, whether Kashmir
wants that support or not – and what harm its nuclear-armed neighbours will do to each
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other, and the rest of the world, because the locals in this remote region are sick and tired
of all of them.
Too many truths to be true
Kashmir is the one place on a political map with lines across it. It is claimed by
both India and Pakistan, which have fought at least two wars over the territory. India
administers a plurality of it and Pakistan most of the rest, but both countries claim the
whole of it. If either abandoned these claims this would have a knock-on effect on their
other territorial claims, so they never will.
That is bad enough for the locals. However China is also part of the mix, as it
controls two Kashmiri regions as a result of the 1962 Sino-Indian War. Neither India nor
Pakistan recognise the Chinese claim to these regions, as once again doing so would
affect their own claims elsewhere. But China is preventing either from exercising their
claimed rights at the expense of the other, and not losing, rather than winning, has always
been the point of the India-Pakistan conflict.
When India became independent Jammu and Kashmir was one of the hundreds of
small, independent ―princely states‖ in the Indian subcontinent which were protected by,
but not actually owned by, the British. The British had no authority to incorporate them
into either India or Pakistan. Each was given the option of joining either country, or
remaining independent, after British protection was unilaterally removed in 1947.
But this right was given to the rulers of these states, not the people. Most citizens
of Jammu and Kashmir were Muslim, but its maharaja was the Hindu Hari Singh, long
trained and supported by the highest levels of the British establishment. He sought to
retain his state‘s independence by manouvering between the two, but this merely raised
suspicions on both sides that he was going to join the other eventually.
While the maharaja was busy convincing the new state of Pakistan not to invade,
an irregular Muslim force, certainly supported and probably organised by Pakistan,
entered from Afghanistan to try and prevent him by force from joining India. The British
would not supply troops, so the only way Hari Singh could retain his authority was to ask
India for help. On Britain‘s suggestion, he legitimised this move by agreeing to join
India, thus making the Indian troops his own.
India therefore claims that the whole of Jammu and Kashmir is part of India
because its ruler signed an Instrument of Accession saying so, like dozens of other local
princes did. This is true. Pakistan claims the territory because the Indian Independence
Act gave all the Muslim majority areas to Pakistan, which is also true, even though
Jammu and Kashmir was not covered by that act.
China has always maintained that the portion it controls is an integral part of
China ―stolen‖ by the princely state, as China never agreed the boundaries the British set
for that state. In itself, that is also true. But if this claim is accepted it invalidates both the
Instrument of Accession and the Indian Independence Act, and if these are invalid, have
either India or Pakistan a legal right to even exist?
Kashmiris caught in the middle argue that their country has been ruled by
foreigners for 500 years, having previously been their own. The maharajas of the princely
state were just as alien to them as Delhi is now, a fact Pakistan continues to exploit. So as
you would expect from people who feel they have had no political voice for centuries,
local opposition long took the form of a disparate, disjointed but enduring armed
resistance, particularly in the Kashmir Valley, the most disputed part of the area.
But some armed groups wanted independence, some wanted unification with
Pakistan and others wanted the people to decide when the foreigners had been expelled.
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Already on a hiding to nothing trying to take on India, China and the Pakistanis who
wouldn‘t countenance independence, these splits ensured that most of these groups were
eventually suppressed by Indian troops. However this has created an opportunity for
civilian groups, more likely to gain international support, to take the lead. These are now
arguing, quite sensibly, that Kashmir should be independent simply because enough is
enough, and the only way to end the cycle of violence is to invalidate everyone‘s claims
by kicking them all out.
China doesn‘t want trouble in Kashmir when it is moving ahead, nor to give up
territory when it is claiming it elsewhere, such as the South China Sea. India and Pakistan
won‘t render the authority which created their states meaningless. Every side has some
legitimacy in its position, and unfortunately, enough of that to attract the support of
greater powers who have long sought to control the whole subcontinent.
It was no coincidence that China took its part of Kashmir during the Cuban
Missile Crisis, in a war whose dates exactly corresponded to the dates of that crisis. Only
when others were distracted could it do what it wanted, as no one wants any side in this
dispute to win over another. An independent Kashmir would be everyone‘s friend
because it is everyone else‘s enemy, and the independence campaign could release
intolerable pressures internationally, let alone locally.
Change is staying the same
It is in this context that we should view the most recent developments in Kashmir.
After all these years, India is now promising a ―sustained dialogue‖ with the Kashmiris.
This means two things. Firstly, India will not just send troops in and then refuse to listen
to the people the armed groups claim to represent. Secondly, India has no intention of
granting Kashmir independence. That would mean no further dialogue was necessary, so
places at the table and bribery to remain in India are being offered as the alternative.
Furthermore, this dialogue is being offered to ―understand the legitimate
aspirations of Kashmiri people‖. India knows perfectly well that Kashmiris ultimately
want respect, whether that is obtained through union with Pakistan, which would grant
them the same rights other Muslims were granted, or greater or full independence. The
question is what India regards as a ―legitimate aspiration‖, and who it regards as
―Kashmiri people‖.
It is an old trick to dismiss an aspiration you don‘t like as illegitimate because you
say it comes from terrorists, not the people. Northern Irish republicans, who are utterly
opposed to terrorism, and unconnected with it, still want to be ruled from Dublin like the
terrorists do, but as long as this view is associated with terrorists it is not a ―legitimate
aspiration‖. India has not stated who it will be negotiating with either, giving it the right
to pick and choose who is ―representative‖, as happens in the Middle East where
―Palestinian‖ and ―PLO‖ are differentiated to great effect.
At the same time, India has been ordered by its own Human Rights Commission to
investigate a number of mass graves near the administrative boundary with Pakistan . On
the face of it, this is a positive move. But India was ordered to do this by the European
Parliament in 2008, on pain of sanctions, and did nothing. The same Human Rights
Commission then gave the same instruction in 2011, but nothing was done then either.
India‘s excuse has always been that such an investigation would create a ―law and
order‖ problem in Kashmir. However it also maintains that any mass graves must contain
the bodies of locals who were being armed and trained in Pakistan to fight for the armed
groups. Kashmiris in general are sympathetic to the political aims of the armed groups
but do not join them, so if this is true, investigation of the graves will change nothing. If
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it is not, and the bodies are those of disappeared civilians, that would be a threat to law
and order.
But the fact that India has been order to do this also serves Delhi‘s purposes. It
reinforces its claims to the region by recognising the Indian government as the competent
authority to carry it out – the Pakistani government has not, as yet, been asked to
investigate mass graves in its part of Kashmir, if they exist. This is ultimately more
important to India than what the graves contain. Even if there were clear evidence that
these were civilians slain by Indian troops without good reason, the international
community would treat this as a domestic crime rather than that committed by a foreign
army of occupation, which is why such a situation developed in the first place.
Give my head peace
The ongoing conflict in Kashmir suits too many people to ever be resolved. China
only claims the part of it it controls, so it is unlikely to intervene further as its claim to
this part on historic grounds would then be undermined. Nor will the collapse of
Pakistan, much more likely than India‘s because it is no longer useful, resolve anything
as this would increase direct foreign support for the independence movement, now it was
no longer associated with one ―occupier‖ or the other.
As mentioned in previous articles, Pakistan is there to stop India getting too high
and mighty and India is allowed to develop with strings attached. Both countries know
the purpose they serve. They are no more functionally independent than a Kashmiri state
carved out of them would ever be. Catalonia may not affect the international order, but
Kashmir inevitably will.
Supporting Pakistan means supporting its claim to Kashmir; this is obliged to
include a clause about ―letting the Kashmiri people ultimately decide‖ because the
Pakistani claim rests on the religious orientation of the majority of those people, rather
than the actions of their old Maharaja. But Kashmir‘s claim to independence is likewise
largely based on the locals‘ religious difference to Indians, and the fact this was once
recognised as the basis for separating from India.
Actual independence would weaken Pakistan considerably because it would mean
that being an Indian subcontinent Muslim no longer meant you should be Pakistani. This
would have ramifications throughout the Muslim world, which is publicly struggling with
whether you support fellow Muslims for the sake of it, or particular nations even if they
oppose fellow Muslims.
India itself is highly multi-ethnic, and each group has some sort of grudge to bear.
The Sri Lankan government claims to have defeated the Tamil Tigers, but this has given
the local Tamils greater kinship with their brethren in India. The historic DMK, which
long governed Tamil Nadu, initially pressed for a separate South Indian state, and largely
because of this secession is now as illegal in India as it is in Spain. The great powers
would rub their hands in glee at an Indian civil war, as they would be able to support both
sides simultaneously, given their positions for and against India in different arenas, and
obtain greater control of both regardless of the outcome.
Don‘t look, and don‘t leap either
Independence inevitably creates new political realities anywhere. If one place can
achieve it, others think themselves similarly qualified. They also routinely think that the
principle is worth sacrificing everything for, including the security of all the countries
around them.
Faced with a problem like Kashmir wanting independence, many diplomats would
simply give up and find easier ones to look at. But that isn‘t an option either. In a conflict
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where everyone is right and everyone is wrong, perpetual frozen hostility is the only way
of maintaining peace. This means making continual efforts to get all parties to sign up to
that, and if anyone fails to make the effort, then their rivals will gain at their expense, by
proxy.
During the Cold War there was much discussion about which side would be forced
to go nuclear first in the event of any war. In Kashmir nuclear war is as much a danger as
it was then, not because conventional forces would run out but because the issues people
are fighting about are so difficult to resolve that simply destroying the place may be the
only realistic way of doing that. In the present frozen conflict, no one has to look for
answers, only recognise the questions. If any player jumps on the bandwagon of
Kashmiri independence answers will have to be found – and no one has seen one in the
last seventy years, when they have had breathing space to do so.

Индия дала отпор в ходе перестрелки
пограничниками
India rebuts Pak. charge on firing along LoC

с

пакистанскими

The Hindu. 19.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-rebuts-pakcharge-on-firing-along-loc/article20552511.ece?homepage=true

Army soldiers patrolling on the Line of Control in Poonch. | Photo Credit: PTI

Says retaliatory firing was carried out in response to unprovoked and
repeated cease fire violations
The Director General of Military Operations spoke to his Pakistani
counterpart on Saturday during an unscheduled phone call at 5 p.m. The call was
initiated at the request of his Pakistan counterpart, the Army said.
Heavy firing
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―Pakistan Army DGMO alleged that Indian security forces had resorted to
unprovoked firing and targeted civilians along the Line of Control opposite Poonch
sector,‖ the Army said in a statement.
―Indian Army DGMO emphatically stated that retaliatory firing by Indian
troops has only been carried out in response to unprovoked and repeated cease fire
violations initiated by Pakistan troops along the Line of Control,‖ it said.
DGMO Lt. Gen. AK Bhat told his Pakistan counterpart that ―there appeared
to be a disconnect between the intent at the Pak GHQ which reiterates its desire for
peace and the actions of Pak troops along the Line of Control, who resort to heavy
firing without provocation.‖
Gen. Bhat ―exhorted Pak DGMO to resolve this existent credibility gap to
ensure that peace and tranquility is maintained along the Line of Control,‖ the
Army statement said.
The Army claimed that the DGMO had ―further clarified that Indian Army
always maintains impeccable standards of professionalism and does not target
civilians in any manner‖.
Punitive measures
The DGMO said while the Army would continue efforts to maintain peace
and tranquility along the border, ―Indian Army troops will continue to take all
retaliatory measures and retain the right to punitively respond to any provocative
acts of aggression from Pakistan side‖.
Глава Армии Баджва доложил обстановку на LoC
Ready to respond to threats on eastern border: COAS
The Express Tribune. 18.11.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1561214/1-always-readyrespond-threats-loc-eastern-border-coas/

Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa has said that Pakistan Army is
always ready to respond to any threats across the country‘s eastern border with
India, including the Line of Control (LoC).
―There cannot be any let up for our preparedness for response against
perpetual threat on our eastern border including LoC and Line of Actual Contact
(LAC),‖ the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) quoted the army as saying in a
statement on Friday.
The COAS made these remarks on his visit to Headquarters Rawalpindi
Corps, where he was given a comprehensive briefing on the prevalent situation
along the LoC and operational preparedness of the formations.
Elderly woman martyred in Indian cross-border fire
The statement came in the wake of increasing ceasefire violations from the
Indian side.
Indian occupation forces violated the ceasefire in Chirikot and Nezapir
sectors earlier in the day, martyring two civilians, and injuring five others,
including two women.
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In this year alone, over 1,300 ceasefire violations have taken place along the
LoC and the Working Boundary, according to a Pakistan Foreign Office tally. This
has led to at least 52 civilians being killed and over 170 others injured.
Last week, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had approved funds to
develop community protection bunkers for the safety of civilian population along
the LoC.
Indian envoy summoned
The Director General (SA & SAARC) Dr Mohammad Faisal summoned the
Indian deputy high commissioner JP Singh and condemned the unprovoked
ceasefire violations.
―The deliberate targeting of civilians is indeed deplorable and contrary to
human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian laws,‖ the Foreign
Office said in a statement. ―The ceasefire violations by India are a threat to
regional peace and security and may lead to a strategic miscalculation.‖
Пакистан имеет достаточно сил, чтобы не дать Индии захватить Азад
Кашмир
Pakistan not weak to allow India to take Azad Kashmir: Farooq
Abdullah
The Nation. November 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Nov-2017/pakistan-not-weakto-allow-india-to-take-azad-kashmir-farooq-abdullah

SRINAGAR: After his Azad Kashmir belongs to Pakistan " remark last
week, National Conference chief Farooq Abdullah today made another statement
saying Pakistan was "not weak and not wearing bangles to allow India to
take Azad Kashmir under its occupation", reported The Economic Times.
Addressing party workers in Uri area of Indian Occupied Kashmir's
Baramulla district, the former chief minister said, "How long shall we keep saying
that (AjK) is our part? It (AjK) is not their father's share. That (AjK)
is Pakistan and this (Jammu and Kashmir) is India ."
He said 70 years have "passed but they (India) could not get AJK".
"Today, India claim it is our part. So take AJK, we are also saying please
take it (from Pakistan). We will also see. They (Pakistan) are not weak and are not
wearing bangles. They too have atom bomb. Before we think about war, we should
think how we will live as humans," Abdullah said.
The Indian Lok Sabha member from Srinagar had raked up controversy last
week when he said that Azad Kashmir belongs to Pakistan and it won't change
even if the two countries fight wars against each other.
"I tell them in plain terms not only the people of India , but also to the world
that the part Jammu and Kashmir which is with Pakistan (AJK) belongs
to Pakistan and this side to India . This won't change," he had said.
His comments drew the ire of the BJP and a case was also filed against him
in Bihar.
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"A case has been filed against me. That too by a Muslim. May God protect
him. Look at his situation, he does not know Kashmir. He does not know our
situation. Pakistan drop a bomb, common people and soldiers die in Kashmir and
when a bomb is dropped from here, our people and soldiers also die in Azad
Kashmir . Till when would this storm continue? Till when would the blood of
innocents continue to flow", he told his party workers.
He said he hoped a day would come when people would move freely across
the Line of Control (LoC).
"A day will come when you will cross the Line of Control (LoC) in such a
manner as if going from one house to another. Have belief on this that such a day
will come and without that, there would be no peace in this country," he said.
Reacting to Abdullah 's statement, Indian Congress spokesperson R P N
Singh said in Delhi that Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India and
will always remain so.
"Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India and we do not any
certificate from any person on this," he said.
The NC president also said the time had come to start "reversing all central
laws that were extended to the state after 1953 in continuation of the spirit of the
state's unique political arrangement with the rest of the country".
He said the "erosion of the state's autonomy is the genesis of the political
problem in Jammu and Kashmir and created a sense of disenchantment and
disillusionment among people".
"The restoration of autonomy to Jammu and Kashmir is non-negotiable," he
asserted.
The former chief minister sought to remind Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi of his Independence Day speech where he underlined the need to embrace
the people of Kashmir.
Пакистанская армия нарушает Соглашение о недопущении стрельбы на LoC
Pakistan Army violates ceasefire, targets areas along LoC
The Hindu. 15.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pakistan-army-violatesceasefire-targets-areas-along-loc/article20449170.ece?homepage=true
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An Indian border post near fencing on the Line of Control in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir.

Pakistani troops on Wednesday opened fire and shelled areas along the Line
of Control (LoC) in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir, drawing heavy
retaliation from the Indian Army.
The firing is still on, a defence spokesman said.
―Pakistan Army initiated unprovoked and indiscriminate firing of small
arms, automatics and mortars from 0815 hours in Poonch sector along the Line of
Control,‖ the spokesman said.
The Indian Army is retaliating strongly and effectively.
On November 2, Pakistan Rangers fired at a BSF patrol in Samba sector
resulting in death of Border Security Froce (BSF) constable Tapan Mondal.
ОИС полностью поддерживает кашмирцев в их борьбе в индийской
части Кашмира
OIC fully supports legitimate Kashmiri Struggle in IHK: SG OIC
The Nation. November 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Nov-2017/oic-fully-supportslegitimate-kashmiri-struggle-in-ihk-sg-oic

ISLAMABAD:Dr Yousaf Bin Ahmed Al-Othaimeen, the OIC Secretary
General, reiterated OIC‘s full support to the people of Kashmir in their legitimate
struggle for the fundamental right to self-determination.
He said this at a seminar and Photo Exhibition on Kashmir jointly organized
Thursday at the OIC Secretariat in Jeddah in collaboration with the Pakistan
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Consulate. The Secretary General called on the Indian Government to stop using
force against the Kashmiri people.
According to a report received from APP scribe here from Jeddah, in his
welcoming remarks, Consul General Shehryar Akbar Khan said that the event was
organized to mark the illegal entry of Indian forces into occupied Jammu and
Kashmir in 1947. He urged the international community to support the people of
Kashmir in their legitimate struggle against Indian occupation.
Syed Faiz Naqashbandi, True Representative of Kashmiri People, briefed the
audience about prevailing situation and continued human rights violations in the
Indian Occupied Kashmir. He called on international community and the OIC in
particular to play its role so that Kashmiri people can exercise their inherent right
to self-determination.
In his concluding remarks, Khan Hasham bin Saddique, Ambassador of
Pakistan to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia thanked the OIC and Saudi Arabia for
supporting the cause of the people of Kashmir.
He highlighted the plight of the people of Kashmir under Indian occupation
and urged the international community to persuade India to end human rights
violations. He said that the Government of Pakistan will continue to extend all
moral, political and diplomatic support to the Kashmiri people in their historic
struggle.
Members of the Kashmir Committee Jeddah presented a resolution,
calling OIC to redouble its efforts to resolve the Kashmir issue.
The photo exhibition and seminar on Indian occupied Kashmir at
the OIC Secretariat has become an annual feature for the past five years.
The event was well attended by high level OIC officials including
Ambassador Abdullah Al-Alim, OIC‘s Secretary General‘s Special Representative
on Jammu and Kashmir, Saudi officials, members of Diplomatic Corps, local
dignitaries and representatives of Pakistan community.
The Consulate also organized other events to commemorate Kashmir Black
Day this year. A meeting of Kashmir Committee Jeddah Chapter was also held at
the Pakistan Consulate General on October 25. Another event is the gathering of
members of the community, local Saudis and media at the residence of Consul
General on November 9.
Индия не хочет решения кашмирской проблемы
Empty words?
Wasim
Khalid.
Dawn,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369471/empty-words

November

10th,

2017.

FORMER spymaster Dineshwar Sharma is currently on a five-day visit to
India-held Jammu and Kashmir after being appointed by the Indian government as
interlocutor for talks with all the ‗stakeholders‘ there. According to Sharma, all
―legitimate aspirations‖ of the stakeholders will be addressed.
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It took the pro-Hindutva BJP government more than three years to realise
the futility of using force to suppress the freedom movement in India-held
Kashmir. Until now, the government has mostly relied on a muscular policy to
tackle the groundswell for azadi among the Kashmiris. The right-wing regime has
given unbridled authority to security forces against rebels, pro-freedom ‗protesters‘
and people‘s resistance on the ground.
It has also taken extreme steps against resistance leaders like Syed Ali Shah
Geelani, Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, and Yasin Malik. Many of their aides and workers
have been arrested on terrorism charges, such as receiving secret funds from
Pakistan to foment unrest in Kashmir.
The dialogue offer in Kashmir is a ruse.
Military operations in Kashmir gained pace after the killing last year of
popular militant commander of the Hizbul Mujahideen, Burhan Wani. Since last
July, more than 250 people, including 150 rebels, have been killed by the forces.
More than 15,000 have been injured. Lead-coated metal pellets have left over 400
young boys and girls in Kashmir partially or completely blind. However, these
draconian measures have failed either to deter the protests or stem the flow of
youngsters into the rebel ranks. It is against this backdrop that New Delhi has
appointed Sharma as an interlocutor. The appointment of a point man is not only a
tacit acceptance of the failure of its policy in Kashmir, it is also an indication that
New Delhi is feeling cornered on the Kashmir dispute.
However, the Joint Resistance Leadership of Geelani, Mirwaiz and Malik
has ruled out talks with the interlocutor, terming the initiative a joke. Sharma‘s
assertion, JRL said, that he is coming to the valley to ―restore peace‖ rather than
address the dispute or talk about its resolution in keeping with the overwhelming
majority sentiment of the Kashmiris, limits the scope of any engagement with him
and makes it an exercise in futility.
The biggest supporters of a peace initiative on Kashmir are the forces itself.
In an interview, Director General of Police S.P. Vaid warned that another trigger
could spark another large-scale uprising and the forces ―can‘t do much in such
cases‖. Policymakers in New Delhi are also aware that Kashmir is a powder keg.
For any initiative to be meaningful, New Delhi will have to swallow its ego
and talk to the Kashmiri leadership that represents the sentiments of a majority of
the people, as well as to Pakistan. Interlocutors have always been used as crisis
managers to ward off international criticism. Since 1953, New Delhi has deputed
interlocutors 11 times for talks in Kashmir to douse the fires of revolt.
Pro-freedom leaders will never engage in talks without Pakistan being on
board. New Delhi must realise that any meaningful initiative on Kashmir without
Pakistan is unlikely to succeed. For the man on the street, the dialogue offer is
nothing but a ruse, no more likely to have an outcome than the last time. On that
occasion, the report prepared by the three-member team of interlocutors who met
people in all three regions after the 2010 uprising never saw the light of the day.
Even talks for the sake of talks need some atmospherics. New Delhi needs to
first take some confidence-building measures in Kashmir. It needs to set political
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prisoners free and end military repression and the hounding of pro-freedom
protesters and leaders. It needs to first listen to the people without conditions.
Nothing of that sort is forthcoming. Sharma‘s authority has been already
been belittled by senior BJP leaders such as Minister of State Jitendra Singh Rana,
who stated that there is no issue in Kashmir and Sharma will talk about
development. Sharma himself reduced the importance of his mission by stating
radicalisation is a bigger challenge in Kashmir. Indian Army Chief Bipin Rawat
has made it clear the military operations will continue with full vigour.
Kashmir observers here believe that the interlocutor has been appointed to
supplement the ongoing security operations by calming down the volatile situation
rather than address the larger political question. Their premise holds substance
since the talks offer is a home ministry initiative, unlike previously when prime
ministers would directly back such initiatives.
For the moment, it seems that the appointment of an interlocutor with a
narrow mandate is to only address the ‗law and order issue‘. If that is the case, it
will further discredit Indian-sponsored dialogue processes and even further
delegitimise pro-India Kashmiri politicians seeking a solution within the Indian
constitution.
Индия особо выделяет мнение премьера Аббаси о невозможности
создания независимого Кашмира
‗No support for an independent Kashmir‘
Vidya Ram. The Hindu. 6.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/nosupport-for-an-independent-kashmir/article19993308.ece?homepage=true

Pak. PM Abbasi rejects ‗independence‘ as a solution to resolve the issue
There is no support for an independent Kashmir on the ground in either part
of Kashmir, or within the Kashmiri diaspora, Pakistan‘s Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi insisted, as he rejected the concept of an independent Kashmir as a
solution at an event at the London School of Economics this weekend.
―This is something floated often but has no basis in reality,‖ he told students
gathered at the Future of Pakistan Conference at the LSE, adding that the solution
lay in determination by the people of Kashmir.
As long as the issue of Kashmir remained unresolved, relations with India
would remain ―tense‖ and progress could only be made on a secondary level, he
said. ―We are always open to talks — talks at any level and we believe that talks
are the way forward and only talks will resolve the situation… war is not an option
there.‖
―(Both) countries have nuclear weapons… India has developed a new
doctrine that has added a new dimension… talks are the only way forward,‖ he
said.
However with elections round the corner in the next couple of years in both
countries, any expectation of a ―great initiative‖ to take the situation forward was
―misplaced‖ he said.
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During his speech and question and answer session with students, Mr.
Abbasi sought to play down the significance for Pakistan of the U.S. new Afghan
policy, insisting that Pakistan had had strong relations with the U.S., Afghanistan,
and China over the past 70 years and that its relationship with the U.S. shouldn‘t be
seen entirely through the prism of Afghanistan.
He also rejected the notion of Pakistani safe havens for terror, insisting there
were sanctuaries in Afghanistan for attacks in the opposite direction. ―Many
believe terror emanates from Pakistan — that‘s a narrative that is totally wrong,‖
he insisted. ―Pakistan is a country fighting terror for the world... today we have to
get rid of this menace and we are committed to fighting that menace.‖
Возобновлено автобусное сообщение между Пакистаном и Индией в
Кашмире
Bus service between two halves of Kashmir resumes after 4-month
hiatus
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551403/3-busservice-two-halves-kashmir-resumes-4-month-hiatus/

MUZAFFARABAD: A bus service between two halves of the Himalayan
state of Kashmir resumed on Monday after a hiatus of four months – much to the
joy of divided families.
The bus service between Rawalakot, in Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK),
and Poonch, in Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK), was suspended due to skirmishes
between Pakistani and Indian border guards on the Line of Control (LoC).
―The Rawalakot-Poonch cross-LoC bus service resumed on Monday,‖
Colonel (retd) Shahid, the travel and trade facilitation officer (TTFO), confirmed
to The Express Tribune.
Остановите стрельбу по гражданским в Кашмире, - требует Индия (а
сама стреляет, утверждают пакистанцы)
Stop deliberate civilian killings, India told
The Nation. October 31, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/31-Oct-2017/stop-deliberate-civiliankillings-india-told
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ISLAMABAD - Pakistan protested the deliberate targeting of civilians along
the Line of Control (LoC) and Working Boundary (WB) during the Pakistani and
Indian armies' special hotline contact on Monday, the Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) said in a statement.
"Indian troops are deliberately targeting innocent civilians, including
children," the Pakistan's director-general of military operations (DGMO) MajorGeneral Sahir Shamshad Mirza told his Indian counterpart Lt Gen AK Bhatt,
according to the statement. "Such deliberate actions are a serious concern and a
violation of the 2003 ceasefire agreement."
According to ISPR, when the Indian side alleged that Pakistan had targeted
Indian civilians along the LoC, Pakistan "clarified that the country considers
people living across LoC as brethren."
"Pakistan Army, as a professional force, has never done this," the ISPR
statement added.
The heavily militarised LoC has recently been witnessing
sporadic skirmishes and artillery duels. On Oct 24, two women were killed and
five men were wounded when Indian troops opened fire in Leepa valley in Azad
Jammu and Kashmir. On the same day, Adeeba Kosar, a 12-year-old girl ? who
had been injured in an incident of firing by Indian troops on Oct 18 along with
seven others ? succumbed to her injuries.
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The Oct 18 incident was described as the "heaviest incident of shelling" by
Indian troops across LoC. Women and children were among those injured on that
day.
According to Indian media, during Monday's hotline contact, the Indian
army warned of continued retaliation to "acts of aggression", while alleging that
Pakistan is supporting terrorism.
Times of India quoted India 's DGMO, Lt Gen Bhatt, as saying that the
country would "continue to retaliate (against) 'provocative acts of aggression'."
"Pakistan Army‘s support (for) terrorism is unacceptable," The Statesman
quoted the DGMO as saying.
Hotline contact was established two days after Pakistan Army said it had
shot down an Indian ‗spy drone‘ along the LoC.
Tensions between the two countries have continued to flare amid unrelenting
ceasefire violations at the heavily-militarised de facto border.
The situation along the LoC is tense these days due to repeated ceasefire
violations by India . In 2017 to date, 1,140 truce violations have taken place along
the LoC and WB, killing at least 45 civilians and injuring 192 others, according to
the ISPR.
Kashmir has been divided between India and Pakistan since the end of
British colonial rule in 1947, but both claim the territory in full. The neighbours
regularly exchange fire across the border despite signing a ceasefire in 2003.
Tensions reached dangerous levels following a militant attack on an Indian military
base in September 2016, with each side blaming the other for cross-border raids.
There have since been continued outbreaks of firing across the heavily militarised
frontier, with both sides reporting deaths and injuries including to civilians. New
Delhi repeatedly accuses Pakistan of initiating firing to help insurgents cross into
Indian-administered Kashmir to attack its forces. Islamabad says it only provides
diplomatic support to the Kashmiri struggle for self-determination.
МИД Пакистана просит Индию допустить наблюдателей ООН на
границу Кашмира (на LoC).
FO wants UN observers to monitor LoC violations
Dawn, October 26th, 2017.
observers-to-monitor-loc-violations

https://www.dawn.com/news/1366307/fo-wants-un-

ISLAMABAD: The Foreign Office on Wednesday asked India to allow UN
military observers to monitor the ceasefire violations along the Line of Control
(LoC).
Indian Deputy High Commissioner J.P. Singh, who had been summoned to
the FO to receive protest over the latest incidents of ceasefire violations in the
Leepa-Kayani sector in which two civilians lost their lives, was told that ―Indian
side should permit the United Nations Military Observer Group in India and
Pakistan (Unmogip) to play its mandated role as per the UN Security Council
resolutions‖.
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Frequent ceasefire violations along the LoC and the Working Boundary have
left the 2003 ceasefire agreement in tatters. There has been a sharp increase in
ceasefire violations by India over the past few years.
The UN Security Council‘s Resolution 307 of 1971 mandated Unmogip to
monitor and report ceasefire violations by India and Pakistan.
While Pakistan has continued to cooperate with Unmogip, India has
questioned the mandate of the group and restricted its functioning. India had in
2014 got office premises vacated from the observers. Moreover, the activities of
the observers have been limited.
India claims that Unmogip has outlived its utility and become irrelevant after
the Simla Agreement and the consequent establishment of the Line of Control
(LoC).
Mr Singh was told that deliberate targeting of civilians was deplorable and
contrary to human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian laws.
Concerns that ceasefire violations by India were a threat to regional peace and
security and could lead to a strategic miscalculation were also conveyed to the
Indian diplomat.
В Кашмире убит гражданский на территории Пакистана, 5 получили
ранение от выстрелов с индийской территории
Civilian martyred, five others injured as India violates ceasefire
The Express Tribune. October 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531305/childamong-two-civilians-injured-indian-firing-along-loc/

A civilian was martyred and five others were injured as Indian forces
violated ceasefire along the Line of Control (LoC) on Saturday, the Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR) said.
Civilian population was targeted along the Nikiyal sector, according to the
military‘s media wing.
The violation came two days after the heads of P5 states were briefed by
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua as well as the DGMO Maj Gen Sahir Shamshad
Mirza in Islamabad on the surge in violations from the Indian side.
Pakistan briefs veto-wielding nations on truce violations by India
The deceased was identified as 8-year-old Saad while the injured included
Quratul Ain,15, Humayun, 14, Mohaiul Islam, 10, Aiqa Ramzan, 6, and Sikandar
Hussain, 45.
The injured were shifted to hospital where their condition is said to be
stable.
According to the Foreign Office, Indian ceasefire violations in populated
areas has led to the martyrdom of at least 46 civilians as well serious injuries to
160 in this year alone.
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Индийский аналитик убежден, что только переговоры по Кашмиру
могут решить эту проблему
Only dialogue can solve Kashmir: ex-RAW chief
Vidya Ram. The Hindu. 7.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/onlydialogue-can-solve-kashmir-ex-raw-chief/article19820726.ece?homepage=true

India has created a mess in the last 15 months, says Dulat
India has created a ―mess‖ in Kashmir in the past 15 months, India‘s former
Intelligence chief said during a debate with a former Pakistani head of intelligence
in London on Friday night, urging the need for ―imagination‖ and dialogue going
forward.
―Its high time we started talking,‖ said Amarjit Singh Dulat, former
Research and Analysis Wing head, who spoke at a packed event held by the
London School of Economics‘ South Asia Forum, on the ability of intelligence
agencies to do good — seen as a rare occasion when top figures from both services
had come together at a public venue.
―Heavy handedness has never worked in Kashmir…actually it doesn‘t work
anywhere as we‘ve seen recently in Spain,‖ Mr. Dulat said at the start of the
debate.
Futility of force
―I think if there is one message that comes out of Kashmir, not today, not
yesterday or the day before but as far back as one can remember…you can achieve
a lot through love and compassion but you can never achieve it by force. That is
the mistake we have created in the last 15 months,‖ Mr Dulat said. ―Kashmir is
part of India, an integral part of India and its not going anywhere but we need to
deal with Kashmir in a more civilized manner.‖
However, while there was ―anger‖ and ―even disgust‖ against India in
Kashmir, there was ―no love lost for Pakistan,‖ he added. ―They realize there is
nothing to be gained from Pakistan…Pakistan is only a convenient fall back
position for Kashmiris,‖ he said.
The former R&AW chief said while India had borne the ―brunt of terrorism
for a long time‖ there was no way but to talk. ―I would say in the case of Pakistan
we need to make this one exception and talk along with them….Kashmir needs to
be discussed and discussed upfront, not only between us but between Delhi and
Srinagar.‖
Opening the debate Ehsan-ul-Haq, the former director general of Pakistan‘s
Inter Services Intelligence said the situation in Kashmir, which had remained the
oldest unresolved international dispute and the core issue in India-Pakistan
relation, had taken a ‖turn for the worse‖ since last July.
He said security forces had tackled protest with singular ―ruthlessness‖ and
flagged the ―shocking and indiscriminate‖ use of pellet guns.
―The Kashmir dispute cannot be wished away…if left unresolved it will
keep returning as a crisis with increased intensity,‖ he said adding that there were
no problems between the two countries that couldn‘t be resolved ―through
dialogue.‖
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―We must now structure a détente that reduces tensions and move
meaningfully towards dispute resolution,‖ he said, though warned that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and his ―extremist allies‖ were using harsh rhetoric
against Pakistan to electoral and political advantage. ―This does bode well for the
future.‖
Mr. Dulat concurred that dialogue was the only way forward, and India‘s
strategy of not engaging ―makes no sense at all…because if you look at the worst
days…even the coldest days of the cold war the KGB and CIA never stopped
talking, Kennedy and Khrushchev never stopped talking…many believe that
because of their letter writing it saved the world from a possible world war.‖
He said there been instances in the past where Indian and Pakistani
intelligence agencies had cooperated which had produced more than the ―desired
results‖ ―We need imagination. Let us think ahead -not just of the immediate crisis
that faces us -let us think ahead with compassion.‖
While ul-Haq declined to confirm that secret meetings had taken place in the
summer of 2003, with his Indian counterpart at the time CD Sahay - reported in the
Indian media but never confirmed officially - he agreed on the need for intelligence
agencies to keep channels of communication open no matter what happened at the
political level. ―That becomes the last resort sometimes for preventing and
preempting crises,‖ he said. Dulat credited these talks with bringing about the 2003
ceasefire, and noted that a tip off from India had succeeded in saving the life of
General Musharraf in 2003.
Пакистан попросил США обратить внимание на нарушения прав
человека в Кашмире, а не на то, что КПЭК проходит по пакистанскому
Кашмиру
US asked to focus on HR abuses in Kashmir, not CPEC
SHAFQAT
ALI.
The
Nation.
October
08,
2017.
http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Oct-2017/us-asked-to-focus-on-hr-abuses-inkashmir-not-cpec
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Saturday asked the United States and the world
to focus on human right violations in held Kashmir instead of finding faults with
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which would benefit the ―region
and beyond‖.
Reacting to the US Defence Secretary, James Mattis‘, statement on the
multi-billion-dollar the CPEC, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said
that the CPEC was a ―development and connectivity project for the betterment of
the people in the region and beyond.‖
Earlier, Mattis supported India‘s claim and said his country believed the
CPEC passed through disputed territory.
He was referring to the $56 billion CPEC passing through the northern areas,
which India argues are part of the disputed Kashmir territory.
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The US defence secretary told the Senate Armed Services Committee: ―The
One Belt, One Road also goes through the disputed territory, and I think that in
itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a dictate.‖
Furious over Mattis‘ assertion on the CPEC, Nafees Zakaria said the
international community should focus on human rights violations and heinous
crimes committed by Indian occupation forces in held Kashmir.
―As for the Kashmir dispute, efforts need to be made to implement the UN
Security Council resolutions on Kashmir, that call for a UN-supervised plebiscite
to enable Kashmiris to exercise their right to self determination,‖ he said in a
statement issued here.
On October 5, Zakaria had accused India of trying to sabotage the CPEC
project.
He said convicted Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav, working for the Research
and Analysis Wing (RAW), was on a mission to create instability in Pakistan and
disrupt the CPEC.
Chairman of Parliamentary Committee on CPEC Senator Mushahid Hussain
Syed said Mattis‘ statement contradicted with Washington‘s policy.
―The defence secretary‘s stance on One Belt, One Road has contradictions.
It has no facts,‖ he said.
The lawmaker said the US itself had supported the project at a forum in
Beijing this year.
Syed said the US opposition to One Belt, One Road was a ―historic
mistake‖.
―The statement comes when they [the Trump administration] are
[themselves] enhancing trade ties with China,‖ he added.
CPEC expert Major General Zahir Shah (retd) said the multi-billion-dollar
project was aimed at bringing prosperity in the region and was not designed against
any country.
―There is no reason to oppose a project, which will only improve economy
and facilitate people. India is trying to close all doors, which benefit Pakistan,‖ he
said.
Shah said the CPEC was a reality and a proof of Pak-China friendship.
―China is investing so much money here. The US and the whole world
should appreciate this project. There is no reason for criticism [on CPEC],‖ he
added.
Agencies add: China has rejected the objections raised by the US over the
CPEC saying that its One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative was backed by the
UN. ―We have repeatedly reiterated that CPEC is an economic cooperation
initiative that is not directed against third parties and has nothing to do with
territorial sovereignty disputes and does not affect China‘s principled stance on the
Kashmir issue,‖ the Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement.
It added that over 70 countries and international organisations which had
signed cooperation agreements with China on OBOR, including the UN General
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Assembly and the UN Security Council, have incorporated it in their important
resolutions.
―Over 130 countries and more than 70 international organisations sent
representatives to attend the international cooperation summit – ‗Belt and Road
Forum‘, organised by China in Beijing in May and spoke highly of the initiative,‖
it noted.
―This fully explains that the OBOR initiative is in line with the trend of the
times and conforms to the rules of development and is in line with the interests of
the people of all countries and has a broad and bright prospect for development.‖
―There is no reason to oppose a project, which will only improve economy
and facilitate people. India is trying to close all doors, which benefit Pakistan,‖ he
said.
Shah said the CPEC was a reality and a proof of Pak-China friendship.
―China is investing so much money here. The US and the whole world
should appreciate this project. There is no reason for criticism [on CPEC],‖ he
added.
Agencies add: China has rejected the objections raised by the US over the
CPEC saying that its One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative was backed by the
UN. ―We have repeatedly reiterated that CPEC is an economic cooperation
initiative that is not directed against third parties and has nothing to do with
territorial sovereignty disputes and does not affect China‘s principled stance on the
Kashmir issue,‖ the Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement.
It added that over 70 countries and international organisations which had
signed cooperation agreements with China on OBOR, including the UN General
Assembly and the UN Security Council, have incorporated it in their important
resolutions.
―Over 130 countries and more than 70 international organisations sent
representatives to attend the international cooperation summit – ‗Belt and Road
Forum‘, organised by China in Beijing in May and spoke highly of the initiative,‖
it noted.
―This fully explains that the OBOR initiative is in line with the trend of the
times and conforms to the rules of development and is in line with the interests of
the people of all countries and has a broad and bright prospect for development.‖
Индия о потерях в Кашмире за 27 лет.
41,000 deaths in 27 years: The anatomy of Kashmir militancy in
numbers
Jayanth Jacob and Aurangzeb Naqshbandi. Hindustan Times. Sep 25, 2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/the-anatomy-of-kashmir-militancy-innumbers/story-UncrzPTGhN22Uf1HHe64JJ.html

Militancy in Kashmir has constantly derailed ties between India and
Pakistan. HT looked at the latest available government data to anyalse the deaths
and patterns of violence in Kashmir in the past 27 years.
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Militancy in Jammu and Kashmir has claimed a total of 41,000 lives in the
past 27 years which means an average of 4 deaths per day in the state or 1519
casualties every year, according to the latest available government data.
The casualties include 14,000 civilians, 5,000 security personnel and 22,000
militants between 1990 and March 2017. In all, there have been 69,820 militancyrelated incidents during the period; that‘s like the state witnessing 2586 militancy
incidents every year, for which India blames cross border terror from Pakistan.
Addressing the UN general assembly on Saturday, external affairs
minister Sushma Swaraj called Pakistan a ―pre-eminent exporter of terror‖. Last
week, Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in his address had accused
India of supporting terrorism and human rights violations in Kashmir. Swaraj had
hit back, saying while India was giving the world top-notch doctors and engineers
Pakistan was producing terrorists.
Militancy in Kashmir has constantly derailed ties between India and
Pakistan. HT looked at the latest available government data to anyalse the deaths
and patterns of violence in Kashmir in the past 27 years.
Read more: Kashmir‘s disturbing new reality
Although not on the same scale as in the 1990s or early 2000s, militancyrelated incidents have been increasing after 2014. From 2014 to March this year,
there have been 795 militancy-related incidents in which 397 militants were killed
while 64 civilians and 178 security personnel lost their lives. Compared to 222
incidents in 2014, there were 322 incidents in 2016. In 2014, 28 civilians and 47
security personnel and 110 militants were killed in these incidents. In 2016, these
numbers were 15, 82 and 150.
Strategic affairs expert Commodore C Uday Bhaskar warns that a fertile
ecosystem is now fueling militancy.
―The elimination of Burhan Wani has increased the sense of alienation
among a section of Kashmiri youth. This has created a fertile ecosystem for the
anti-India sentiment and ideology to gain strength. Concurrently the inability of the
ruling alliance in Srinagar to provide a credible and empathetic political
intervention is palpable,‖ Uday Bhaskar told HT.
As per the data, 2001 has been the most volatile year and saw the killing of
highest number of militants and security forces. While 2020 militants were gunned
down, 536 security personnel 996 civilians were also killed in the year that
registered the highest number of 4522 militancy related incidents as well.
But in terms of civilian casualties, 2002 has been the worst with 1008
deaths. Besides 1707 militants, 453 security personnel were also killed that year.
Militancy had reached its peak during the previous BJP-led NDA
government when Atal Bihari Vajpayee was the Prime Minister. From 1999 to
2003, 7820 militants, 2055 security personnel and 4519 civilians were killed in
Jammu and Kashmir.
The National Conference was then in power in the state with Farooq
Abdullah as the chief minister.
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Post 1990, the second most tumultuous phase in the state was between 1993
and 1997 when 6522 militants were eliminated while 4910 civilians and 1012
security personnel lost their lives.
Militancy witnessed a steady decline from 2004 onwards till 2014 with a
sharp decrease in the number of killings.
In 2013, there were only 170 militancy-related incidents in the strife-torn
state in which 67 militants, 15 civilians and 53 security personnel were killed.
Let‘s Talk About Kashmir: Number of homegrown militants swells after
Burhan Wani‘s death
95 Kashmiri youth turned to militancy in the last one year: J-K police
―The statistics are cause for deep concern and merit objective review and
appropriate redress.... I am skeptical. When was the last time the legislature in
Delhi or Srinagar had a meaningful discussion on Kashmir issue?‖ asked Bhaskar
From 2004 to 2014, the Congress-led UPA government was in power at the
Centre while the Peoples‘ Democratic Party-Congress alliance ruled Jammu and
Kashmir from 2002 to 2008.
In 2008, the National Conference and the Congress formed a coalition
government and chief minister Omar Abdullah remained at the helm till 2014.
This is the period which Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi mentioned
during his interaction at the
Gandhi said he worked behind the scenes with the then Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh for nine years to normalise situation in Kashmir but the good
work was undone by the BJP when it came to power in 2014.
From 2004, he along with Singh, P Chidambaram and Jairam Ramesh
silently worked to ensure that peace returned to Jammu and Kashmir, the 47-yearold Congress leader said.
―When we started, terrorism was rampant in Kashmir. When we finished
there was peace. By 2013, we had basically broken the back of terror,‖ he told the
students. The Manmohan Singh government served two consecutive terms before
the BJP demolished the Congress in 2014.
In the 2014 assembly elections, the PDP emerged as the largest party with
28 seats, most of which were from the Muslim-majority Valley, while the BJP
swept the Hindu-dominated Jammu region with 25 seats. The NC got 15, the
Congress 12 and the others seven in the 87-member House. In March 2015, the
PDP joined the hands with the BJP to form a coalition government in the state.
На 72-й Генассамблее Пакистан заявил, что Кашмир не принадлежит
Индии, а надо провести референдум о самоопределении.
Kashmir is not India‘s integral part: Pakistan
Iftikhar Ali. Daily Times. 23-Sep-17.
17/kashmir-is-not-indias-integral-part-pakistan

http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/23-Sep-

Pakistan urges Kabul to stop blaming others and eliminate terrorist safe
havens in Afghanistan
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UNITED NATIONS: Pakistan has taken exception to the criticism by an
Indian delegate on Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s UN General Assembly
speech in which the Pakistani leader forcefully urged the world body to fulfil its
promise of self-determination to struggling people of Kashmir.
Exercising his right of reply, Pakistani delegate Tipu Usman said that
premier Abbasi was only reflecting the sentiments and aspirations of the oppressed
people of Indian-held Kashmir living under India‘s brutal occupation.
Usman, a counsellor at the Pakistani Mission to the UN, was reacting to
Indian delegate Eenam Gambhir‘s allegation, accusing Pakistan of indulging in
cross-border terrorism, and his claim that Kashmir was an ―integral part‖ of India.
―The root cause of all ills of South Asia remains the unresolved Kashmir
dispute,‖ the Pakistani delegate told the 193-member Assembly late on Thursday
night.
He pointed out that ten civilians were killed in Pakistan side of Kashmir by
Indian forces shelling from across the Line of Control (LoC) two days ago, which
is ―a sad reminder of Indian intransigence and stubbornness‖.
Usman said Indian National Security Adviser Ajit Doval‘s strategy of
―offensive defence and double squeeze‖ to make India a dominating regional
country would never succeed.
In this regard, the Pakistani delegate said that Kulbhushan Jadhav- ―the
Indian operator of mayhem and terrorism‖ – was caught red-handed in Pakistan.
―The Indian dreams of dominating the region would thus remain just that –
dreams,‖ he added.
Responding to an Afghan delegate, who accused Pakistan of failing to
eliminate terrorist safe havens, Usman urged the Kabul government to stop
blaming others for its problems and work on eliminating its terrorist safe havens
and deal with its ―narco-state‖. Addressing Bangladesh, the Pakistani delegate said
that the issues of 1971 were agreed and settled under a 1974 tripartite agreement.
―We have to move on,‖ he said.
Индия не может ничего предложить для решения Кашмирской
проблемы
No Kashmir policy
A.G. Noorani (author and a lawyer based in Mumbai). Dawn, September 23rd, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359390/no-kashmir-policy

The writer is an INDIAN Kashmir recently suffered the visits of three
delegations, none of which offered even a glimmer of hope. Each showed that it
had nothing to offer the people beyond empty words. None offered a policy.
Home Minister Rajnath Singh spoke of the need for a ‗political solution‘ and
a ‗permanent solution‘. On neither did he indicate even the broad outlines of a
solution but sought refuge in deceptive vagueness. ―Our permanent solution is
based on five ‗C‘s — compassion, communication, coexistence, confidencebuilding and consistency.‖
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The oppressed Kashmiris have received anything but ‗compassion‘ from New
Delhi. The deception was fully exposed upon Singh‘s return from Kashmir, when
it was revealed that he had sanctioned the security forces to ―adopt a more
aggressive policy of hot pursuit‖ against terrorists [read militants] before winter.
He directed the army, paramilitary and police there to virtually double their
operations to stamp out the last remaining militants. Eliminate a majority of them
and secure a ‗permanent solution‘. As if the alienation will vanish even if militancy
is crushed, or that there will be no replacements for the militants who are
‗eliminated‘.
Meanwhile, a time bomb ticks. If not defused in time, it will engulf the Valley
in flames. Article 370 of India‘s constitution is under challenge in the supreme
court. Though denuded of all content as a guarantee of autonomy, it survives as a
symbol of the distinct identity of Kashmir. But another constitutional provision
retains its potency. It is Article 35(A), which was inserted in India‘s constitution
under the Delhi Agreement, 1952, between prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru and
Kashmiris under their prime minister Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah.
Neither the BJP nor the opposition have anything to offer.
It gives constitutional protection to a rule made by the Kashmiri ruler in 1927
defining a ―state subject‖. Article 35(A) protects these rules from constitutional
challenge on the ground that they violate any of the fundamental rights. Article 6
of Kashmir‘s constitution confirms that protection. There are similar curbs on
―ownership and transfer of land‖ elsewhere too, such as Nagaland and Mizoram.
Nehru explained the raison d‘être of the restrictions in a speech in parliament
on July 24, 1952: ―[I]n the Maharaja‘s time, there had been laws there preventing
any outsider, that is, any person from outside Kashmir, from acquiring or holding
land in Kashmir. ... [T]he Maharaja was very much afraid of a large number of
Englishmen coming and settling down there... So although most of their rights
were taken away from the Maharaja under the British-rule, the Maharaja stuck to
this that nobody from outside should acquire land there. And that continues.‖
Hence the houseboats on the Dal and Nigeen lakes.
A BJP sympathiser filed a petition in the supreme court challenging the
validity of Article 35(A). It has united Kashmiris. In Srinagar, Rajnath Singh was
pointedly asked to define the centre‘s stand on it. He called it a non-issue, and gave
a vapid assurance: ―We will not do anything against the sentiments of the people
here.‖ There was no assurance of support to Article 35(A) in the supreme court. A
well-informed daily had reported before the minister‘s visit to Kashmir that the
centre is ―likely to take a divergent opinion from that of the Jammu and Kashmir
government on Article 35(A)‖.
The two non-official delegations, meanwhile, provide a study in contrast. The
Concerned Citizen Group, led by former external affairs minister Yashwant Sinha,
said in its report that there has been an increase in alienation between the youth of
Kashmir and others. ―Even the people who used to talk reasonably earlier were
using the language of the militants and separatists this time.‖ It reported ―all round
opposition to attempts to revoke Article 35(A)‖ as ―people see the attempts to
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change rules for special rights of people of J&K as an existential threat of changing
the Valley‘s demographic profile‖. Demands for azadi have ―neither disappeared
nor become secondary‖.
The Congress delegation led by former prime minister Dr Manmohan Singh
visited Kashmir last week. It is no secret that his liberal stand on Kashmir was
never and is still not shared by his party. The delegation was to ―take stock of the
situation‖. The Congress will not stick its neck out to help Kashmiris on any
significant aspect for fear of losing the support of its vote bank.
Neither the BJP government nor the opposition has any policy on Kashmir.
While all in the opposition are opposed to the centre‘s machinations, there is no
effort to forge a united front on Article 35(A), which poses an existential threat to
Kashmir.
Пакистан просит назначить спецпредставителя ООН по Кашмиру (на
72 Сессии Генассамблеии ООН).
Pakistan urges UN to appoint special envoy on Kashmir
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu.
22.09.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-urges-un-to-appoint-special-envoy-tokashmir/article19733267.ece?homepage=true

Hitting back, India calls Pakistan ‗terroristan‘
Pakistan on Thursday called for the appointment of a special envoy on
Kashmir and accused India of human rights violations in Jammu and Kashmir.
And India reacted strongly to the remarks in a speech by Pakistan Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi at the United Nations, saying it (Pakistan) has
turned out to be ―terroristan.‖
Mr. Abbasi told the UN General Assembly that any military action by India
that violated the Line of Control would invite a matching retaliation by Pakistan.
―…if India does venture across the LoC, or acts upon its doctrine of ―limited‖ war
against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and matching response,‖ Pakistan had
―faced unremitting hostility‖ from India, he said.
Exercising the right to reply at the end of the day as per UN procedures,
Eenam Gambhir, First Secretary in the Permanent Mission of India, contested
Pakistan‘s allegations against India and its claim that it was a victim of terror.
'Geography synonymous with terror'
―In its short history, Pakistan has become a geography synonymous with
terror. The quest for a land of pure has actually produced 'the land of pure terror.'
Pakistan is now ‗Terroristan‘, with a flourishing industry producing and exporting
global terrorism,‖ she said.
A representative of Pakistan responded to India‘s reply, naming National
Security Adviser Ajit Doval for allegedly pursuing a strategy of aggression against
Pakistan.
Mr. Abbasi said India was trying to ―divert the world‘s attention from its
brutalities,‖ by ceasefire violations on the LoC. ―The Kashmir dispute should be
resolved justly, peacefully and expeditiously. As India is unwilling to resume the
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peace process with Pakistan, we call on the Security Council to fulfill its obligation
to secure the implementation of its own resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir,‖ he
said.
―India refuses to implement the unanimous resolutions of the UN Security
Council, which mandate a UN supervised plebiscite to enable the people of Jammu
and Kashmir to freely decide their destiny. …Instead, India has deployed nearly
700,000 troops in occupied Kashmir to suppress the legitimate struggle of the
Kashmiris to exercise their right to self-determination,‖ he said, calling it the ―most
intense foreign military occupation in recent history.‖
'Pakistan was trying to dupe the rest of the world'
Ms. Gamabhir said Pakistan was trying to dupe the rest of the world on the
issue of fighting terrorism. ―Having diverted billions of dollars in international
military and development aid towards creating a dangerous infrastructure of terror
on its own territory, Pakistan is now speaking of the high cost of its terror industry.
The polluter, in this case, is paying the price.‖
"it is in fact a territory whose contribution to the globalisation of terror is
unparalleled. Pakistan can only be counseled to abandon a destructive world view
that has caused grief to the entire world. If it could be persuaded to demonstrate
any commitment to civilization, order, and to peace, it may still find some
acceptance in the comity of nations,‖ she said.
Mr. Abbasi said Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism credentials cannot be
questioned. ―After 9/11, it was Pakistani efforts that enabled the decimation of the
Al-Qaeda. Pakistan‘s military campaigns have succeeded in clearing our tribal
areas of almost all militant groups. We took the war to the terrorists. We have paid
a heavy price. Over 27,000 Pakistanis, including 6,500 military and law
enforcement personnel have been martyred by terrorists. 50,000 Pakistani
nationals, have been injured, including 15,000 army personnel, many of whom
have lost their limbs,‖ he said.
Почему независимый Кашмир не нужен ни Индии, ни Пакистану
Why an independent Kashmir is not good news for both Pakistan and
India
Dr
Ali
Hashim.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
18,
2017.
https://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/57075/why-an-independent-kashmir-is-not-good-news-forboth-pakistan-and-india/

In a previous blog that discussed the implications of President Donald
Trump‘s new Afghanistan strategy, I suggested that Pakistan requires a re-think of
its policies towards the US and Afghanistan.
It further stated that Pakistan should try to normalise relations with India,
since the key to peace on the western border may lie on the eastern border. For this
to happen, it is necessary for Pakistan to carry out an analysis of the continued
validity of its Kashmir policy. This is not required as a concession that needs to be
given to India to achieve peace, but it is necessary due to the ground realities.
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However, before we enter the domain of a rational and fact-based analysis,
we need to check in our emotions at the entrance. As mentioned in my earlier blog,
foreign policy is based on a cold calculus of national interests and not emotional
attachments.
As an example of this fact, please note that over the course of the Afghan
War, both the US and Afghanistan have changed allies. During the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan, the US was fighting the Tajiks, Uzbeks and the
Hazaras, who were aligned with the Soviet Union and mobilised the Pakhtuns and
religious elements with Pakistan‘s help in throwing them out.
Now, they are aligned with the same Tajiks, Uzbeks and Hazaras against the
very same Pakhtuns and religious elements who were their allies earlier.
Furthermore, they have done this under the same slogan of helping the Afghan
people achieve freedom.
Pakistan is currently pushing to improve its diplomatic position and thus
enforce United Nations (UN) resolutions to enable the inhabitants of Jammu and
Kashmir to exercise their rights of self-determination. Inherent in this policy is the
assumption that given a choice, the people of Jammu and Kashmir would want to
either join Pakistan or establish themselves as a separate country that would have
friendly relations with Pakistan.
However, too much has happened since our Kashmir policy was first
formulated and it may be time to test the underlying assumptions of this policy. In
an earlier blog on this subject, I had noted,
―Two major opinion surveys conducted on both sides of the border in
Kashmir over the period 2007-2010 have shown that less than 10% of the Muslim
population of Indian Kashmir would like to join Pakistan. Likewise, Pakistani
Kashmiris do not want to join India.
Therefore, it seems time has moved on and the situation on the ground has
changed since 1947. The Kashmiris in occupied Kashmir are not as keen to join
Pakistan as the Azad Kashmiris are for them to do so.‖
Pakistan also needs to note that if an independent Kashmir were created, it
would base its foreign policy on its own interests – interests that may not be
congruent with those of Pakistan‘s.
Furthermore, there is one more variable to take into account and that is of
the principal waterways that flow through Kashmir – Pakistan‘s critical lifeline.
The Indus Water Treaty between India and Pakistan, brokered by the World
Bank in the early 60s, allotted the three eastern rivers – Sutlej, Bias and Ravi – to
India and the three western rivers to Pakistan. Additionally, India has the right to
use up to 20% of the western rivers for ―non-consumptive use‖.
If we look at the trajectories of the three rivers allocated to Pakistan, we can
observe that the Indus River starts in Tibet, flows through a section of Indian-held
Kashmir, just below the Aksai Chin area, and then enters Pakistan‘s GilgitBaltistan (G-B).
Here, it is fed by the glaciers of the K2 and then flows down through Azad
Kashmir into Pakistan. The river Jhelum originates in Indian-occupied Kashmir
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and enters Jammu and Kashmir. Chenab starts in Indian-held Kashmir and then
enters Pakistan.
Recently, the Indus Water Treaty has come under some strain, as reported by
the Express Tribune. Pakistan has objected to India building the following projects,
the Kishanganga and Ratle hydroelectric plants, on the tributaries of the Jhelum
and Chenab rivers. Secretary level talks held on September 14th and 15th were
inconclusive and Pakistan has now requested the World Bank to fulfil its duties
under the treaty by impanelling the Court of Arbitration.
I remain optimistic that a resolution will be possible since the treaty has
withstood similar strains in the past. Nevertheless, this issue does bring out the fact
that the more reliable water source for Pakistan is the Indus River since it is less
susceptible to diversions.
Still, if Azad Kashmir were to become a part of an independent Kashmir,
then the entire water shed area of the Indus (including the part that is in G-B) and
those of the Jhelum and Chenab would lie outside of Pakistan. At present, major
parts of these areas are within Azad Kashmir and G-B. Pakistan is building key
projects such as the Bhasha dam and the Bunji dam with the help of the Chinese in
G-B. Thus, losing control of all rivers to a third country would be even riskier than
the partial control of the waterways that Pakistan currently has.
We see, therefore, it is no longer in the interest of Pakistan to press for a UN
plebiscite or an independent Kashmir. India has always been unwilling to consider
an independent Kashmir as an option. Hopefully, after three wars, both India and
Pakistan have realised that they cannot gain entire control on Kashmir.
A survey reported in April 2005 stated the following:
―Overwhelming opinion both within Indian-occupied Kashmir and outside
in Indian metropolitan areas that it‘s better to live with ground reality instead of
seeking to redraw borders. A staggering 77% of those polled in five metros –
Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Bangalore and Hyderabad – and 55% of respondents in
Srinagar and Rajouri think the de facto position of the LoC as the effective border
should be made de jure as well. Considering that the poll in Jammu and Kashmir
was restricted to Kashmiri Muslims, that‘s a revealing reflection of the popular
mood.‖
Therefore, a division along the Line of Control (LoC), that is, a
formalisation of the status quo is in the best interest of both India and Pakistan.
This should be the primary thrust of Pakistan‘s policy, not because it is the best
deal that it can get, but since the alternative is not in its interest.
Now, Muslim Kashmiris do want independence essentially to get rid of the
Indian suppression. The Indian government says that their military actions in
Kashmir are a consequence of alleged Pakistani cross-border incursions.
Therefore, if a settlement is reached between India and Pakistan, it would
also drastically reduce the support extremist groups receive in Pakistan. This, in
turn, should lead to a reduction of their activities, which would go a long way in
ending the repression in Indian-occupied Kashmir.
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Furthermore, normalised relations with India would quell Pakistan‘s urgency
to have a pro-Pakistani government in Kabul. Consequently, it would reduce
tensions between Islamabad and Kabul and maybe even contribute to peace in
Afghanistan.
In light of the possible outcome of defusing the Indo-Pak tensions, it is
imperative that political leaders of both countries (with encouragement from the
international community) spend the necessary political capital to come to an
agreement.
«Федеральная власть Индии намерена уважать особый статус штата
Джамму и Кашмир», - заявил министр МВД Индии Раджнатх
Centre will respect J&K‘s special status, says Rajnath
Peerzada Ashiq. The Hindu, 12.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/otherstates/centre-will-respect-jks-special-status-says-rajnath/article19665271.ece?homepage=true

Trees of peace have not dried up, says Home Minister on a visit to the State
As both Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) and National Conference (NC)
raised the issue of J&K‘s special status during meetings with Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh, the latter on Monday said the Centre will not go against
the sentiments of the people on Article 35A, which grants special rights to locals
on property and jobs.
―There are no issues left, which is why such issues are being raised,‖ he told
a conference here.
Article 35A has been challenged through three petitions in the Supreme
Court, which is again hearing them in November.
‗Ready for talks with all‘
Reiterating that the Centre was ―ready to hold talks with anyone,‖ Mr. Singh
said, ―I am inviting everyone willing to help us in resolving the problems of
Kashmir. We have never opposed talks. All stakeholders are welcome.‖
He said the National Investigation Agency, which detained a number of
separatist leaders since June, ―was acting according to the law of the land.‖ ―This
should not deter those who want to talk to the government,‖ he added. Referring to
a ―permanent solution of Kashmir,‖ Mr. Singh said 5 Cs — compassion,
communication, coexistence, confidence-building, and consistency — would be its
basis.
Stating that the situation in Kashmir is ―improving but not completely
normal,‖ the Home Minister said, ―What I have seen during the last two, three days
has convinced me that the trees of peace have not dried up. I can see green buds of
peace on these trees…If I have to come 50 times to bring peace to J&K, I will do
that.‖
Mr. Singh, who met around 55 delegations during this visit, asked the
security agencies to ensure ―no excesses are committed during operations‖ and
―not to treat minors as criminals.‖
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―Minors must be dealt with under the juvenile justice system and not be put
in jails. They must be properly counselled,‖ he said.
In Jammu, the Union Minister visited the BSF campus at Naushera and took
stock of operational preparedness on the Line of Control and International
Boundary.
Mr. Singh said fewer people had been injured during crowd control this
year.
―We introduced the PAVA gun to replace the pellet gun, but I was told it is
not very effective,‖ he said. The Minister asked Pakistan ―to stop infiltrating
terrorists into J&K‖.
He appealed to tourists and tourist organisations to visit Kashmir. ―The
people of Kashmir are ready to welcome you. They want to turn it into heaven
again,‖ he said.
Former Chief Minister and National Conference working president Omar
Abdullah welcomed Mr. Singh‘s stand on Article 35A, while Hurriyat chairman
Syed Ali Shah Geelani called for a ―final settlement.‖
―This is a very important statement from the Union Home Minister. His
assurance will go a long way towards silencing the noises against 35A. The Union
government must now file a counter-affidavit in the Supreme Court to defend 35A.
That is the way to carry this assurance forward,‖ Mr. Abdullah said.
Mr. Geelani called for ―a peaceful resolution to Kashmir through the Indian
Independence Act of 1947.‖
Кашмирская проблема – реальность и миф.
Kashmir talks: reality & myth
Riaz Mohammad Khan (former foreign secretary). Dawn, September 11th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1356915/kashmir-talks-reality-myth?

The writer is a KASHMIR is so deeply emotive that perceptions often mix
reality with myth. This is true of discussions over the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) resolutions, the Tashkent Declaration, the Simla Accords, the
Lahore Summit Declaration and, most of all, of bilateral efforts to address the
dispute.
On YouTube, I saw Prof Christine Fair snap at a Pakistani questioner who
referred to the UNSC resolutions on Kashmir. She averred that Pakistan violated
the UNSC Resolution 47 (1948) calling for a plebiscite by refusing to withdraw
―tribesmen‖ from the territory of the state. This is a half-truth. Pakistan had
expressed reservations to the resolution which led to the formation of the United
Nations Commission for India and Pakistan and finally to Resolution 98 (1952)
allowing Pakistan to deploy up to 6,000 troops and India up to 18,000. Pakistan
accepted the resolution, but India rejected it invoking change of circumstances
because of reports of an incipient Pakistan-US defence treaty.
Half-truths and political spin thus cloud agreements and talks on Kashmir.
Politics was played around Tashkent and Simla. A text on Kashmir, similar to that
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of the Simla Accords, adopted at Lahore was projected as a pathway to a
settlement. The 2005-06 backchannel negotiations drew criticism that Pakistan had
abandoned its principled position. The fact is that Pakistan‘s position, based on the
UNSC resolutions and the Simla Accords, will remain intact until Pakistan accepts
a new international legality affecting Kashmir. Neither the backchannel nor the
earlier inconclusive talks changed this position. This aside, the plebiscite as
conceived in the 1948 UNSC resolution is as academic today as is India‘s claim
based on the controversial accession document.
Kashmiri sacrifices and suffering must not be viewed through the prism of
our security.
The first variant on the 1948 resolution came in the 1950 Owen Dixon plan
for region-wise plebiscites, which was recognition of the demographic and
communal realities in Kashmir. Later, Ayub Khan tried to persuade Nehru to
accept a territorial adjustment; he had the Valley in mind. The Bhutto-Swaran
Singh talks were not about the plebiscite. The Valley is the heart of the dispute. It
represents 55 per cent of the India-held Kashmir population, where the Kashmiri
people have refused to acquiesce to and have constantly agitated for freeing
themselves of Indian occupation. This is the only pressure that India faces pushing
it to look for a settlement. The latest youth uprising across the Valley lends fresh
urgency to our moral response in support of Kashmiri rights and selfdetermination.
Moral principles alone provide justification for Pakistan‘s position on
Kashmir. Discussions sometimes meander into security considerations or the need
to protect water sources, that Kashmir has tied down over half million Indian
troops; and that Pakistan must remove an existential threat by securing control of
rivers which pass through Kashmir. These are false arguments. Kashmiri sacrifices
and suffering must not be viewed through the prism of our security; it will knock
out the moral basis of our position, suggesting that we are not interested in a just
political settlement. The argument negates the fact that nuclear deterrence is an
equaliser which will not be altered even if India doubles its military strength. As
for rivers, maps show that the upper reaches of the Indus and the Chenab lie in
Ladakh and Jammu respectively, the two non-Muslim majority regions which are
unlikely to accede to Pakistan under any scenario.
We may ask: what is Pakistan‘s locus standi to speak with India on behalf of
the Kashmiris for this or that formula? The question has logic, yet history imposes
a responsibility on Pakistan to seek a solution that is consistent with Kashmiri
aspirations. Otherwise all our efforts, declarations and resolutions will make little
sense. Meanwhile, we must do all we can to help attenuate the suffering and
human rights violations of the Kashmiris. Personally, I would say that we should
be supportive if they demand azadi provided we can protect our vital interests
which, in the strictly territorial sense, are linked to Gilgit-Baltistan. So, what are
the realistic options for a way forward?
Do we have a military option, or jihadi recourse, or resort to the United
Nations or to diplomacy? Let us focus on the political and diplomatic options. In
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the UN and other forums, we always make strong references to Kashmir,
particularly on human rights. This must continue more emphatically. However, I
do not recall any proposal for a resolution or initiative received from our UN
missions since 1993 when a resolution was moved and then withdrawn in the
Human Rights Council. For UN matters, the Foreign Office normally defers to the
advice of our permanent representatives who are invariably persons with great
experience and grasp.
India stubbornly rejects third-party or multilateral mediation and accepts no
such modality to address Kashmir. Bilaterally, the 2005-06 backchannel has been
the most sustained effort. I was associated with it. Doubts swirl around that effort,
largely because its deliberations have not become public.
The so-called Four-Point Formula was centred on a provisional arrangement
for self-governance within sub-regions of the erstwhile state of Jammu and
Kashmir. The last draft, received from the Indian interlocutor in March 2007,
included issues yet to be settled. Much of the text was, however, agreed through
exchanges spread over two years, including sections on self-governance, intraregion movement and trade and economic activity. Sub-regions were supposed to
have similar systems with their own administration, security, legislatures, police
and law-enforcement agencies, in other words, optimum autonomy. The Kashmiris
could freely move and trade across sub-regions. Joint mechanism related to
specified issues such as international treaties (the Indus Water Treaty),
connectivity and travel. This section and the demilitarisation provision needed
further work. However, the process, which also envisaged political consultations,
was stymied by the judicial crisis in Pakistan and then the 2008 Mumbai attacks.
The present circumstances offer little hope for picking up the threads. The
Modi government has even tried to scuttle the IHK special status under the Indian
constitution. If ever diplomacy revives for a peace plan, its contours will be no
different than those outlined through the 2005-06 effort. Political realities and
demography impose limits on what diplomacy can achieve.
К 2022 г. Кашмирская проблема будет решена, - считает союзный
министр МВД Раджнатх Сингх (но не сказал «как»).
By 2022, we will find solutions to Kashmir issue and terrorism, says
Rajnath
The Hindustan Times. 19.08.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/by-2022we-will-find-solutions-to-kashmir-issue-and-terrorism-says-rajnath/storyR5T1LMrVBFgdiBkO9HVLIO.html

Union home minister Rajnath Singh asserted on Friday that by 2022, a
solution would be found to the Kashmir problem as also other problems like
terrorism and insurgency in the northeast.
―There are a lot of problems -- terrorism, naxalism, Kashmir problem. Much
is not needed to be said about these problems. But I can assure you this much that
by 2022, we have pledged to create a ‗new India‘... So a solution will be found to
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all these problems before 2022. We want to assure the countrymen on this,‖ he
said.
Rajnath Singh was addressing a programme in Lucknow titled Sankalp se
Siddhi - New India Movement (2017-2022) Naye Bharat kaa nirmaan.
On the occasion, he administered oath to the gathering for making India
‗swachh‘ (clean), poverty-free, corruption- free, terror-free, communalism-free and
casteism-free.
―If people could take (Quit India) pledge in 1942 and get freedom in 1947,
then why is it so that after 70 years of Independence, India is not that self-reliant
which it should had been?
―I would congratulate Prime Minister Narendra Modi for taking a pledge to
create a ‗new India‘ before the country celebrates its 75th year of freedom,‖ he
said.
He said Mahatma Gandhi understood the importance of cleanliness and made
it a campaign but it was Modi who gave it the shape of a mass movement.
―For 85 long years after the first war of Independence in 1857, India
understood the country‘s power and kept on gathering it.
―In 1942, the entire nation stood united when Mahatma Gandhi said ‗British
should Quit India‘ and gave the clarion call of ‗do or die‘. It was the result of this
pledge which bore fruit five years later,‖ Singh said.
He said that if in five years after the launch of the Quit India movement, India
could achieve Independence, ―then why can‘t we make a ‗new India‘ after taking
pledge in 2017 and realising it in 2022?‖
He said the Pandavas also achieved victory in the Mahabharata because of
their pledge and resoluteness.
―This (new India) will be an India where there will be no poverty or illiteracy,
every person will have a house, no one will die of shortage of medicine. On the
global stage, India will emerge as a powerful nation.
Talking about corruption, the home minister said, ―In the first meeting of the
Union Cabinet, we took a pledge to fight corruption. Our pledge was to change
power and system.‖
Referring to GST which was rolled out on July 1, he said, ―Many of our
friends are having problems but after a few months, all will praise GST. We passed
GST with the pledge of ‗one-nation, one-tax.‖
Singh said BJP does not indulge in politics of government formation ―but for
nation building and development.‖
Сенатор МакКейн, будучи в Исламабаде, призвал Пакистан и Индию
вернуться к переговорам по Кашмиру
McCain urges India, Pakistan to hold talks on Kashmir issue
Syed Irfan Raza. Dawn, July 3rd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1342792/mccainurges-india-pakistan-to-hold-talks-on-kashmir-issue
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ISLAMABAD: The visiting US Congressional delegation led by Senator John
McCain on Sunday urged both India and Pakistan to resolve the Kashmir issue
through dialogue and asserted that peace in Afghanistan could not be possible
without Pakistan‘s help.
The delegation met Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz and discussed with
him important bilateral issues, including terrorism, Pakistan‘s relations with India
and Afghanistan and regional peace. Other members of the US delegation were
Lindsey Graham, Sheldon Whitehouse, Elizabeth Warren and David Perdue.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua was also present during the meeting.
After the meeting, Mr McCain, Chairman Senate Armed Services Committee,
while talking to the state-run PTV said that Pakistan had a significant role for
establishment of peace and stability in Afghanistan. ―Peace and stability in
Afghanistan is not possible without Pakistan‘s help.‖
He said: ―Kashmir problem should be resolved in a peaceful way through
negotiations.‖
Peace in Afghanistan is not possible without Islamabad‘s assistance
He said the US wanted an end to violence in India-held Kashmir, adding that
the US would continue its policy on the Kashmir issue because no change had been
made in this regard.
According to the Foreign Office, Senator McCain appreciated the
contributions and sacrifices made by Pakistan in the fight against terrorism. He
said that continued engagement with Pakistan, a close friend and ally of the US,
was important.
The US senators also praised the economic turnaround, as manifested by
investors‘ interest and confidence in Pakistan.
They agreed with the need for the US and Pakistan to forge closer cooperation
in confronting the peace and security challenges in the region and beyond.
Mr Aziz raised concern over the gross human rights violations by Indian
security forces in held Kashmir and international community‘s silence over the
reign of terror unleashed by India on innocent and unarmed Kashmiris.
―Pakistan firmly believes in the legitimacy of the Kashmir cause and the
peaceful struggle of the Kashmiri people to claim the right to self-determination
promised to them by the international community through the UN Security Council
resolutions,‖ he added.
The adviser reiterated the importance of regular high-level contacts and
particularly appreciated Senators McCain, Graham and Whitehouse for their
continued engagement and regular visits to Pakistan to promote understanding and
cooperation between the two countries.
He underscored the significance of the longstanding cooperation between the
two countries and the need to make this partnership diverse and multidimensional.
―Pakistan-US strategic partnership is critical to achieve peace and stability in the
region and beyond,‖ he asserted
Mr Aziz apprised the US delegation comprising prominent senators from both
Democratic and Republican parties about Pakistan‘s success in combating
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terrorism through Operations Zarb-i-Azb and Raddul Fasaad and informed them
that the terrorist networks had been dismantled, their sanctuaries eliminated under
the overarching National Action Plan. ―The dividend of these policies is
empirically verifiable,‖ he added.
The adviser said that Pakistan remained committed to supporting efforts for
lasting peace and stability in Afghanistan and noted that Quadrilateral
Coordination Group process remained a credible and effective vehicle to facilitate
reconciliation and restore peace, stability and economic prosperity in Afghanistan.
―Pakistan look forward to constructive engagement with the United States on
all efforts and initiatives that would lead to a stable and prosperous Afghanistan,‖
he said.
He said Pakistan was also ready to strengthen and deepen its partnership with
the US to counter the new and emerging terrorism threats, including the expanding
footprint of the militant Islamic State group in the region.
Признание Hizbul Mujahideen leader Syed Salahuddin террористом не
означает изменения позиции США по Кашмиру – индийский Кашмир
является неотъемлемой часть штата Джамму и Кашмир
No change in Kashmir policy, says US
Dawn, July 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1342525/no-change-in-kashmirpolicy-says-us

SRINAGAR: Paramilitary personnel stop Kashmiri commuters during a
clampdown on Friday. The Indian authorities imposed restrictions on movement in
parts of the city in a bid to prevent protests.—AFP
WASHINGTON: The US State Department has said that the designation of
Hizbul Mujahideen leader Syed Salahuddin as a global terrorist does not reflect a
change in the US policy on Kashmir.
―Our policy on Kashmir has not changed,‖ said a State Department
spokesperson when asked if the designation indicated a change in the US policy on
Kashmir, which Washington sees as a disputed territory.
On June 26, the State Department declared Salahuddin, whose real name is
Mohammad Yusuf Shah, a ―specially designated global terrorist‖.
American statement describes occupied territory as Indian-administered
Jammu and Kashmir
The designation order claimed that in September, 2016, Salahuddin ―vowed to
block any peaceful resolution to the Kashmir conflict, threatened to train more
Kashmiri suicide bombers, and vowed to turn the Kashmir valley ‗into a graveyard
for Indian forces‘‖.
The order also noted that under Salahuddin‘s tenure as senior Hizbul
Mujahideen leader, the group has claimed responsibility for several attacks,
including the April 2014 explosives attack in ―Indian-administered Jammu and
Kashmir‖, which injured 17 people.
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The State Department also notified the international community that
Salahuddin, ―has committed, or poses a significant risk of committing, acts of
terrorism‖.
The reference to the need for ―a peaceful resolution to the Kashmir conflict‖
and the description of the territory as ―Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir,‖
— although largely ignored in Pakistan — was noted by opposition parties in
India.
―Shocking that US government order on Syed Salahuddin refers to ‗Indian
Administered J&K‘. No protest from Modi government. Complicit sell-out?‖
tweeted Randeep Surjewala, a spokesman for India‘s main opposition party, the
Congress.
―Modiji and BJP drumbeat and preach ‗pseudo nationalism‘ everyday. India
asks — why have you accepted US phrase of ‗Indian administered J&K‘?‖ he said
in his second tweet.
In an earlier statement to Dawn, a State Department spokesperson had said
that Washington saw Kashmir as a dispute that needed to be resolved peacefully.
―The pace, scope, and character of any discussions on Kashmir is for the two
sides to determine, but we support any and all positive steps India and Pakistan can
take to forge closer relations,‖ the spokesperson added.
During the Modi-Trump meeting, the US administration allowed both
Kashmiri and Sikh communities to protest outside the White House.
Diplomatic observers in Washington say that the designation statement and
the US position on Kashmir show that while eager to forge a close relationship
with India, the United States also wants to maintain its ties with Pakistan.
In a briefing to the Indian media about the Modi-Trump meeting, a senior
White House official said that US ties with India were not at the expense of its
relations with Pakistan.
―I want to make a point here that US relationships with India and Pakistan
really stand on their own merits and terms,‖ the official said at a special briefing a
day before Monday‘s White House meeting between the Indian prime minister and
the US president.
―We don‘t see a zero-sum relationship when it comes to the US relationship
with Pakistan and the US relationship with India,‖ the official added.
―While we hope to deepen the relationship with India, we are also interested
in continuing our cooperation with Pakistan.‖
Пакистан разочарован, что в ходе встречи Моди-Трамп не был упомянут
Кашмир
Pakistan ‗disappointed‘ with US-India statement with no mention of
Kashmir
Daily Times, July 1st , 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Jul-17/pakistandisappointed-with-us-india-statement-with-no-mention-of-kashmir
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Friday expressed disappointment over complete
silence in US-India joint statement on the atrocities being committed by Indian
security forces against innocent Kashmiris.
Speaking at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where he was given a
comprehensive review of Pakistan‘s foreign policy priorities in the wake of recent
developments in and around Pakistan and the emerging global and regional
scenario, the prime minister directed the Foreign Ministry to proactively highlight
the serious human rights violations being committed in the Indian Held Kashmir
and the denial of the right of self-determination to Kashmiris.
While reiterating his priority for a peaceful neighbourhood and resolution of
disputes through dialogue, the prime minister directed the foreign ministry that
trade, investment and scientific collaboration be made the strategic pillars of
Pakistan‘s foreign Policy. He underscored the importance of securing peace and
stability in the region through sustained dialogue and the importance Pakistan
attached to its continued partnership with the United States.
He directed Ministry of Foreign Affairs to prepare initiatives on Afghanistan
and also on building economic and trade linkages to promote Pakistan‘s
development.
The prime minister appreciated China‘s role for improving PakistanAfghanistan relations. He also recalled his recent meeting with President Ashraf
Ghani on the sidelines of the SCO Summit and their agreement to evolve a
bilateral and quadrilateral mechanism for controlling cross-border terrorism.
The prime minister emphasized the importance of highlighting the unmatched
contributions and sacrifices made by Pakistan in fighting terrorism and of
projecting Pakistan‘s soft image. He stressed that Pakistan should progressively
end its reliance on foreign assistance and funding by developing and generating its
own resources.
Emphasizing the importance of providing efficient and economical consular
services to the overseas Pakistanis, the prime minister directed the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to ensure that their services were duly provided in a befitting
manner.
Taking note of the virtual suspension of medical visas, especially for those
needing urgent transplants, the prime minister directed urgent steps to provide such
medical facilities across Pakistan at reasonable prices. In this regard, he also
directed that a volunteer roster of medical professionals from amongst overseas
Pakistani doctors be developed to complement the existing human resource in
Pakistan.
Опять срельба на LoC. Пакистан обвиняет индийских пограничников
Indian envoy summoned over LoC firing
Daily Times, June 30th, 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/30-Jun-17/indian-envoysummoned-over-loc-firing
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has strongly protested over the Indian unprovoked
firing and ceasefire violations in Nakyal Sector. The Foreign Office summoned
acting Indian Deputy High Commissioner Raghuram and condemned the
unprovoked ceasefire resulting in martyrdom of one civilian and injuries to four
others.
He was told that deliberate targeting of civilians is indeed deplorable and
contrary to human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian laws.
Pakistan also urged the Indian side to respect the ceasefire arrangement; investigate
this and other incidents of ceasefire violations. The FO said the Director General
(SA&SAARC), Dr Muhammad Faisal, summoned Raghuram and condemned the
unprovoked ceasefire violations by the Indian occupation forces on Wednesday.
Борец за независимость Кашмира (или присоединение к Пакистану)
Сайед Салахуддин (группировка Хизб-ул-Муджахеддин) причислен в США к
«глобальным террористам».
US sanctions Kashmiri leader Syed Salahuddin
Daily Times. 27-Jun-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/27-Jun-17/us-sanctions-kashmirileader-syed-salahuddin

WASHINGTON: The US State Department imposed sanctions Monday on
Syed Salahuddin, the senior leader of the Kashmiri group Hizb-ul-Mujahideen.
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The move means the United States now considers Salahuddin, also known as
Mohammad Yusuf Shah, a ―Specially Designated Global Terrorist,‖ the State
Department said in a statement.
The designation slaps sanctions on ―foreign persons who have committed, or
pose a significant risk of committing, acts of terrorism that threaten the security of
US nationals or the national security, foreign policy, or economy of the United
States,‖ the statement read.
The new sanctions mean American citizens are generally barred from doing
business with Salahuddin, and all his assets subject to United States jurisdiction are
blocked.
Hizb-ul-Mujahideen for decades have been fighting around half a million
Indian troops deployed in the region, calling for independence or a merger with
Pakistan.
The designation was announced just before Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi was due at the White House for his first face-to-face meeting with President
Donald Trump.
Аятолла Хаменеи высказался против притеснения Кашмирцев
индийскими властями (иранская реакция на сближение Индии и Саудовской
Аравии
Support Kashmiris against ‗tyrants‘: Iran‘s Khamenei
The Times of India. Jun 27, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/supportkashmiris-against-tyrants-irans-khamenei/articleshow/59328370.cms

•It could be an attempt to draw Islamic attention on Kashmir and India
•It could be an indirect reference to a growing convergence between Delhi
and Riyadh
NEW DELHI: Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei raised eyebrows on
Monday as he tweeted, "Muslim world should openly support people of Bahrain,
Kashmir+ , Yemen etc and repudiate oppressors and tyrants who attacked people
in Ramadan+ ".
As part of his Eid address, the Ayatollah tried to bring together the global
Islamic community by identifying common enemies — in this case Saudi Arabia
and the Sunni Arabs as well as India. Khamenei also brought up the Palestine issue
as the reason for a full-fledged Islamic jihad against Israel. "Palestine is the first
important issue of the Muslim world. According to Islamic Fiqh (jurisprudence),
when an enemy dominates Muslim lands, jihad is the duty of all, in any form
possible," he said. "Today, the fight against the Zionist regime is obligatory for the
Muslim world. Why do some abandon this job?" he asked.
Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei's attempt to revive the Muslim vs
Jew issue is interesting, because in the Middle East political cauldron, the old Arab
versus Israel battle no longer holds.
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For that matter, the Palestine cause has flagged in recent times, as the Islamic
world has found itself convulsed by revolutions and Islamist groups wreaking
havoc from Iraq and Libya to Afghanistan and beyond.
Iran is part of the big sectarian war currently under way in West Asia, which
explains Khamenei's reference to Yemen and Bahrain — these are territories Iran
would like to bring within its sphere of influence and where it is engaged in a bitter
battle with a Saudi Arabia-led alliance.
Bringing Kashmir into this could mean a number of things.
First, it could be an attempt to draw Islamic attention on Kashmir and India.
Iran has traditionally taken both a neutral and a hostile position against India on the
issue at the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
Second, it could be an indirect reference to a growing convergence between
Delhi and Riyadh, that would be a source of concern to Iran, which has
traditionally enjoyed very close ties with India.
But in the present international context, Delhi and Tehran are fighting over a
gas field, while India's signature projects are going slow in Iran.
Thirdly, while the India-Israel relationship has been growing for a while,
Modi's forthcoming visit to Israel is not going unnoticed in Tehran. Khamenei's
statement comes on the day Modi and Trump are scheduled to meet in
Washington.
Индия снова обвиняет Пакистан в нарушении (стрельба) LoC в
Кашмире.
J-K: Ceasefire violation by Pakistan along LoC in Rajouri, Indian Army
retaliates
Hindustan Times. Jun 25, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/j-k-ceasefireviolation-by-pakistan-along-loc-in-rajouri-indian-army-retaliates/storyvviaxdV5EfTVrqoYK1s9eN.html

Pakistan Army initiated unprovoked and indiscriminate firing of Small arms,
automatics and mortars from 0630 hours in Naushera sector along the Line of
Control (LC).Indian Army retaliating strongly and effectively.
Pakistan violated the ceasefire along the LoC in Rajouri disctrict of Jammu
and Kashmir.
Indian and Pakistani troops traded heavy fire on Sunday along the Line of
Control (LoC) in Jammu and Kashmir‘s Rajouri district after a ceasefire violation,
a defence official said.
The Indian Army retaliated strongly and effectively.
―Pakistan army began indiscriminate firing and shelling on our positions on
the LoC in Naushera sector from 6.30am,‖ defence ministry spokesperson
Lieutenant Colonel Manish Mehta told IANS.
Во время Рамазана в Кашмире погибли в ходе терактов и столкновений
42 человека (27 террористов, 9 полицейских, 6 гражданских)
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. The Times of India. 24.06.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/with-42-deathsbloodiest-ramzan-in-kashmir-in-years/articleshow/59293538.cms

Пакистанские пограничники на LoC взяли с собой камеры для
видеофиксации нарушений, - отмечают индийцы.
Pakistan BAT team carried camera to record cross-LoC attack, possible
mutilation
The Hindustan Times. Jun 24, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/pak-batteam-carried-camera-dagger-to-record-attack-across-loc-possible-mutilation/story1wfatvUWz6GCVWHNzHbpJO.html

One member of the BAT team was shot dead and another injured. Two Indian
soldiers were killed in the attack.
The Pakistani Border Action Team (BAT) made up of special forces men and
terrorists were armed with ‗special daggers‘ and ‗headband cameras‘ to mutilate
and record the attack on the Indian Army patrol party after entering 600 meters
across the LoC in Jammu and Kashmir‘s Poonch district. Indian soldiers, however,
foiled their plan.
The attack left two Indian soldiers dead while one BAT member was killed in
retaliatory action by Indian troops.
Army troops during search and sanitation operations, recovered the body of a
member of the BAT team along LoC in Gulpur sector of Poonch district on .
―The body of the intruder killed in the BAT attempt on 22 June has been
retrieved and handed over to the local police,‖ a senior army officer told PTI.
―Arms, ammunition and other war-like stores including a special dagger and a
headband with a camera, knife, one AK rifle, 3 magazines, 2 grenades besides
dresses and bags was recovered which reflects the barbaric mindset of the Pakistan
Army,‖ he said.
―The resolute action of our soldiers didn‘t let the nefarious plan (of mutilating
bodies and recording it on camera) succeed,‖ officer said.
Giving details, the officer said that a special class of dagger and a knife was
meant to engineer quick mutilation and beheading of jawans killed in the firing
exchanges and it has been foiled by the quick action by Indian soldiers.
The BAT member was wearing headband with camera on his head to record
the action and possible mutilation of jawans, which was prevented by other troops
who shot dead one of them and injured another, he said.
The officer said it is matter of investigation whether the camera was live
connected with Pakistan Army establishments across the border.
―The data and details of the camera will be analysed,‖ he said.
―We are confident that another BAT member has also been killed but his
body was taken back by the other members of the BAT,‖ he said.
Day after Pak ambush, Indian Army recovers body of Pakistani gunman killed
on LoC
Pak releases new video of Jadhav‘s ‗confession‘, India calls it ‗farcical‘
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In the third such attack this year, a team of Pakistani special forces on
Thursday sneaked 600 metres across the Line of Control (LoC) into the Poonch
sector of Jammu and Kashmir.
The Border Action Team (BAT), which generally comprises special forces
personnel of the Pakistan Army and some terrorists, carried out the attack at
around 2 pm on Thursday under heavy cover fire by Pakistani troops from their
posts, he said.
―A Border Action Team of five to seven heavily-armed men, under the cover
of Pakistani firing, entered 600 meters inside the LoC in Gulpur forward area in
Poonch sector around 2 PM yesterday and launched a fierce attack on Indian Army
patrol party with several types of weapons,‖ the official said.
The Pakistani attackers came up to 200 meters near the Indian posts.
During the attack, the Pakistani troops resorted to firing in Gulpur-KarmaraChakan-Da-Bagh area along the LoC.
The armed intruders targeted an area domination patrol of the Indian Army,
triggering a gunfight, the official said.
The Indian troops killed one of the attackers and injured another whose
extrication was facilitated by the cover fire by the Pakistani troops from their posts.
In the firefight, two Indian soldiers were killed. They were 34-year-old Naik
Jadhav Sandip of Aurangabad, Maharashtra and 24-year-old Sepoy Mane Savan
Balku of Kolhapur, Maharashtra.
The Pakistani firing continued till 3.30 PM on Friday even as the Indian posts
retaliated strongly.
In a similar BAT attack on May 1, two Indian soldiers were beheaded in
Krishna Ghati sector in Poonch district. That attack too was carried out under the
cover of shelling by the Pakistani troops.
Prior to that, a BAT attack was carried out in February but there were no
casualties.
Earlier, there have been several BAT attacks in which Indian jawans have
been beheaded or their bodies mutilated.
On October 28 last year, militants attacked a post and killed an Indian Army
soldier and mutilated his body close to the Line of Control (LoC) in the Machil
sector.
In January 2013, Lance Naik Hemraj was killed and his body mutilated by a
BAT. It had also beheaded Lance Naik Sudhakar Singh.
Дели планирует активнее обращаться к Камирцам.
Centre plans to reach out to Kashmiris
Vijaita Singh. The Hindu. 24.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/centreplans-to-reach-out-to-kashmiris/article19136903.ece?homepage=true

The Centre is chalking out a programme to reach out to the Kashmiris,
Minister of State for Home Hansraj Gangaram Ahir said on Friday.
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He told The Hindu that he would likely visit the Amarnath shrine next week,
and the process of opening a dialogue could be started then. He did not identify the
groups with whom the dialogue would be initiated.
―It‘s our wish to go to the Kashmiris and tell them of the development story.
It‘s our responsibility to talk to the people; we are looking for a mechanism...
Soon, we will come up with a concrete plan. The dialogue will be held at different
levels,‖ Mr. Ahir said.
In May, when Home Secretary Rajiv Mehrishi visited Srinagar, he was told
by State officials that the Delhi-based news channels were showing the State in a
negative light, and this helped Pakistan stoke more violence in the Kashmir Valley.
Asked whether action was being taken against news channels, Mr. Ahir said: ―We
haven‘t received any complaint that news channels were vilifying the Kashmiris.
But if we come across any such thing, we will act.‖
He said the lynching of a police officer outside the Jamia Masjid in Srinagar
on Thursday was a sign of desperation among Pakistan-backed groups. ―Pakistan
doesn‘t want Kashmiri children to progress. It attracts foreign investment to its
soil, but doesn‘t want any development to reach Kashmir. The Prime Minister has
sanctioned a ₹ 80,000-crore package for the Kashmiris,‖ he said.
Concurs with CM
He also concurred with Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti‘s statement that
―restraint shouldn‘t be seen as a sign of weakness.‖ ―The opinion of the State
government is not different: we should not fire at our own people. If this [the
situation] persists, we will not adopt a restrained approach,‖ Mr. Ahir said.
Asked whether the communication between the police and the locals had
snapped, Mr. Ahir said: ―Some people are acting at the behest of separatists. There
are Kashmiris who are doing well in professional exams and in other fields.‖
Турция подтвердила свою приверженность позиции Пакистана по
Кашмиру
Turkey reiterates support for Pakistan's stance on Kashmir
The Express Tribune. June 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442189/turkeyreiterates-support-pakistans-stance-kashmir/

Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yaldarim reiterated his support for Pakistan‘s
stance on Kashmir, a statement issued by the Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) said.
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa, who is on an official visit
to Turkey, thanked the premier on Turkish support to Pakistan in various
international fora.
According to the military‘s media wing, both discussed matters related to
regional security and commonality of challenges facing the two brotherly
countries.
Muslim countries can contribute towards global peace: Erdogan
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PM Yaldarim appreciated the positive role that Pakistan plays in the region as
well as in the larger Muslim world.
―Pakistan and Turkey share same stance on many issues and Pakistan
supports Turkey‘s position on Cyprus as well as its efforts against terrorism of all
hue and colour,‖ the army chief said.
Генсек ООН Антониу Гутерреш считает, что личная встреча Шарифа и
Моди поможет решить Кашмирскую проблему
UN chief says meetings with Nawaz, Modi will resolve Kashmir dispute
Masood Haider. Dawn, June 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340851/un-chiefsays-meetings-with-nawaz-modi-will-resolve-kashmir-dispute

UNITED NATIONS: United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres has
suggested meetings with Indian and Pakistani leaders as a means to facilitate
dialogue between the two adversaries over the Kashmir dispute.
At his maiden press conference at the UN headquarters on Tuesday he was
asked: ―Are you involved in bringing about a dialogue between India and Pakistan
to resolve the Kashmir dispute‖? The UN chief responded rhetorically ―Why do
you think I met three times the prime minister of Pakistan and two times the prime
minister of India. For someone accused of doing nothing it is quite a number of
meetings‖.
The spokesman did not allow a follow-up question to the Secretary General.
Mr Guteress has met Pakistan‘s leader Nawaz Sharif three times and the Indian
leader Narendra Modi two times since he took office as the UN chief in January.
ОИС просит Дели прекратить зверства в Кашмире
OIC asks Delhi to end brutalities in held Kashmir
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. June 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/20-Jun2017/oic-asks-delhi-to-end-brutalities-in-held-kashmir

ISLAMABAD - The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on Monday
raised the issue of ―alarming use of violence‖ in Kashmir against the civilians.
In a statement issued here by the foreign ministry, the OIC condemned the
continued and alarming use of violence by the Indian security forces in the Indian
occupied Kashmir (IOK) against the innocent civilians.
OIC Secretary-General Dr Yousef A al-Othaimeen ―expressed his sorrow
over the recent incidents resulting in the death and injury to several Kashmiris.‖
He condemned the continued use of force by the Indian security forces and
called upon India to immediately stop these excessive acts of systematic human
rights violations of the Kashmiri people.
The secretary general noted that the Kashmiris remain victims of the denial of
their inalienable right to self-determination and have been suffering from nonimplementation of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC).
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Othaimeen reiterated the OIC‘s principled position in support of the
Kashmiris for their just struggle for the right of self-determination.
India has also been violating the Line of Control (LoC) and targeting civilian
settlements in Azad Jammu and Kashmir.
The two sides have been summoning each other‘s envoys on the LoC firing.
Ties between Pakistan and India have been tense since last July, when the
Indian forces killed freedom fighter Burhan Wani.
The tension reached dangerous levels in September when 19 Indian soldiers
were killed in Uri in an attack.
India blamed Pakistan of supporting the attackers. Pakistan denied the
allegation.
There have been skirmishes along the LoC since the Uri attack with
causalities and injuries on both sides.
Kashmir, the bone of contention between the two nuclear powers, is divided
between Pakistan and India since 1947 when they gained independence from the
British rule. It is a longstanding issue with the United Nations, which remains
unresolved.
For the last few weeks, Pakistan is considering options to take the Kashmir
issue to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) without violating the bilateral
agreements with India.
The idea received consideration after India got a stay order from the UN court
over convicted spy Kulbhushan Jadhav‘s execution.
Earlier, India‘s External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj claimed that
Pakistan could not take the Kashmir issue to the ICJ under the Shimla Agreement
and the Lahore Declaration.
Under the Simla Agreement of 1972 the two countries had agreed to ―settle
their differences by peaceful means through bilateral negotiations.‖
The 1999 Lahore Declaration reiterated the determination of both countries to
implementing the Simla Agreement in letter and spirit.
Pakistan and India agreed to resolve all the issues including the Kashmir
dispute peacefully.
Раскол среди пропакистанских сепаратистов в Кашмире
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35746. 18 июня, 2017.

Разногласия между Индией и Пакистаном по вопросу Кашмира должны
решаться на двусторонней основе. Об этом заявили 16 июня с.г. в МИД РФ.
«В связи с появившимися в ряде пакистанских СМИ со ссылкой на
официального представителя МИД ИРП сообщениями о готовности России
выступить посредником в урегулировании кашмирского вопроса хотели бы
подчеркнуть, что российская позиция остается принципиальной и
неизменной: разногласия между Исламабадом и Нью-Дели должны решаться
ими на двусторонней основе согласно положениям Симлского соглашения
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1972 года и Лахорской декларации 1999 года», — подчеркнули в
министерстве.
Таким образом, Москва четко дала понять, что ее возможное
посредничество в данном случае будет носить в большей степени чисто
технический характер. Это логично, поскольку тема деликатная, очень
запутанная, а отношения России с Пакистаном и Индией носят характер
стратегический, и подход в данном случае должен быть четко выверенным.
Тем более, что в самом Кашмире также проходят очень интересные события
в связи с расколом среди тех, некогда внешне монолитных, пропакистанских
сил, которые в перспективе вообще могут поставить Исламабад и Дели по
одну сторону баррикад. По крайней мере, в тактическом плане. Речь идет о
произошедшем расколе в одной из главных опор Исламабада в регионе в
виде группировки «Хизбуль Моджахеддин», от которой недавно откололся
со своими бойцами один из главных представителей молодого поколения
полевых командиров Захар Муса.
В общем-то, за годы борьбы пропакистанских сепаратистов против
Индии в Кашмире последовательно возникали и исчезали различные
сепаратистские группы, но только нынешний кризис продемонстрировал, что
в данном случае раскол идет не только по линии борьбы амбиций отдельных
лидеров, которые боролись за право возглавить весь спектр сопротивления и,
соответственно, стать главным адресатам финансовой поддержки со стороны
Исламабада, но и по четко выраженным идеологическим мотивам. Это,
собственно, и вызывает большую озабоченность у американских экспертов,
которые прогнозируют чуть ли не превращение зоны Кашмира в район
будущего ренессанса мирового джихадизма.
Хотя, конечно, в основе конфликта лежит, безусловно, факт борьбы
поколений среди сепаратистов, часть из которых начали активно
эксплуатировать в качестве идеологической основы идеи радикального
джихадизма в рамках борьбы за власть. 12 мая с.г. З.Муса выпустил
аудиозаявление, в котором он подверг остракизму идею присоединения
региона к Пакистану и выступил за создание на территории Кашмира
«независимого исламистского государства, построенного на основах шариата
в его первоначальном толковании». Это государство, по идее З.Мусы,
должно стать плацдармом для строительства исламского халифата на
территориях современного Пакистана и Индии. Еще ранее З.Муса со своими
бойцами (по некоторым оценкам, около двухсот боевиков с 15 полевыми
командирами) официально откололся от «Хизбуль Муджахеддин».
В качестве первого шага предполагается введение на всей территории
Кашмира жесткого шариата с полным отказом от идей любой формы
демократии. Само по себе это уже вызов и Нью-Дели, и Исламабаду,
поскольку, в общем-то, это парламентские республики. При этом З.Муса
пригрозил «отсечением головы» лидерам партий Кашмира, которые входят в
т.н. «Конференцию Хурриет» и выступают «за мирное отделение Кашмира в
результате демократических методов».
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Это заявление вызвало резкую негативную реакцию главы «Хизбуль
Моджахеддин» и патриарха движения Саида Салахуддина, который сейчас
проживает в Пакистане. Он призвал полевых командиров группировки четко
осудить позицию З.Мусы и дистанцироваться от него. 13 мая с.г. З.Муса
официально в ответ объявил о выходе из «Хизбуль Моджахеддин» и
формированию своей собственной группы. При этом он объявил, что новая
группа не аффилирует себя с «Аль-Каидой» (запрещена в России), но будет
использовать террористические методы для строительства независимого
государства на основе шариата. В этом собственно и заключается отличие
молодого поколения командиров во главе с 22-летним З.Мусой от
предыдущего поколения партийных руководителей типа 71-летнего
Я.Салахуддина, которые выступают за отделение Кашмира от Индии с
последующим присоединением к Пакистану.
В этой связи возникает закономерный вопрос: насколько инициатива
«молодняка» перспективна? Сам З.Муса считается в самом Кашмире
(особенно среди молодого поколения) преемником недавно убитого
индийскими правоохранительными органами очень популярного среди
населения Б.Вани. Последний также активно использовал джихадистскую
риторику, но никогда не говорил о своем разрыве с Исламабадом.
В этой связи выпад З.Мусы ставит перед Пакистаном новый вызов.
Примерно такой же, но гораздо меньше по размерам, чем аналогичная
ситуация в «зоне племен» на афгано-пакистанской границе, где известие о
смерти харизматичного лидера движения «Талибан» муллы Омара вызвало в
свое время раскол. Тогда Исламабад столкнулся с ситуацией выхода очень
значительной части лидеров и полевых командиров из-под его монопольного
влияния, что пришлось преодолевать с гигантскими финансовыми и
репутационными издержками, в том числе и путем заключения альянса с
Ираном. Но там ситуацию удалось стабилизировать, а вот в Кашмире
Межведомственная разведка (МР) Пакистана снова оказалась не на высоте.
Раскол в группировке, которой Пакистан оказывал регулярную материальнотехническую поддержку с начала 1990-х годов, стал для пакистанских
спецслужб и руководства «Хизбуль Моджахеддин», проживающего в самом
Пакистане в эмиграции, очень неприятным откровением. И теперь, по оценке
ряда экспертов, пакистанцам придется совместно со нынешним
руководством предпринимать шаги по физической нейтрализации этой
угрозы.
Пока руководство МР четко обозначило перед руководством «Хизбуль
Моджахеддин» текущие задачи: это установление жесткого контроля над
полевыми командирами и отрядами в самом Кашмире с целью определения
масштаба «дезертирства». При этом принято решение об усилении объемов
материально-технической поддержки группировки. При этом ряд экспертов
говорит о том, что основной задачей пакистанских спецслужб в настоящий
момент является локализация группы З.Мусы и отсечение ее от основной
протестной массы в Кашмире. В случае начала серьезного вооруженного
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конфликта в Кашмире с возможной экспансией исламистов и на
пакистанскую территорию Исламабад окажется в очень сложной ситуации,
поскольку у него нет лишних военных частей, которые в настоящее время в
своей основной массе стянуты в «зону племен» и заняты проведением там
масштабных контртеррористических операций.
При этом американцы отмечают, что, в общем-то, сама идея З.Мусы о
создании некого радикального, явно салафитского по сути независимого
государства имеет помимо прочего и серьезные внутрикашмирские
ограничения. Это прежде всего то, что большинство мусульманского
населения региона исповедуют достаточно умеренную ветвь ислама суфизм,
что само по себе ограничивает развитие радикального джихадизма. Глупость
конечно, поскольку толерантность суфитов мы, например, наблюдали во
время двух чеченских контртеррористических кампаний. Ограниченность
инициативы З.Мусы, по нашей оценке, кроется в другом: отсутствие у этой
группы очевидных внешних спонсоров, что резко снизит ее активность и
возможность привлекать новых рекрутов в среднесрочной перспективе. Это
самое основное условие того, что группа будет в самом скором времени
ликвидирована. Причем рассуждения о том, что указанный раскол будет
поощряться индийскими силовиками имеют право на жизнь, но, по сути, эти
игры очень опасны, поскольку идеи Х.Мусы сильно хуже по последствиям,
нежели чем даже у традиционной «Хизбуль Моджахеддин». В этой связи
предположим, что возможные действия индийских спецслужб на этом
направлении, если они и будут, то очень ограничеными по времени и объему.
10 человек убиты на границе в Кашмире
10 killed in violence across Held Kashmir
The Nation. 17.06.2017.
violence-across-held-kashmir

http://nation.com.pk/international/17-Jun-2017/10-killed-in-

SRINAGAR - Separate clashes in Indian-occupied Kashmir killed ten people
— six police officers, two civilians and two suspected rebels — authorities said on
Friday, as violence in the troubled region spikes.
Suspected rebels ambushed a police patrol in the town of Achhabal, killing
six police personnel, including a station house officer (SHO) and four constables.
Police said the attack was apparently in retaliation to killing of a wanted militant
commander, Junaid Mattu, who died fighting Indian forces at a nearby village in
the morning.
Two civilians were also injured during the attack and both of them were being
treated in the district hospital.
The attackers after lobbing a grenade resorted to indiscriminate firing, killing
all the six policemen on board. One report said that the militants also took away
weapons of the slain cops with them after the attack.
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Earlier, soldiers and a police special counter-insurgency force cordoned off
Arwani village on a tip off that armed rebels were hiding in two homes, triggering
a firefight.
As the fighting raged, thousands of people in the village and neighbouring
areas ignored the government security lockdown and marched to Arwani in an
attempt to help the trapped rebels escape. They hurled rocks at the Indian troops
and chanted slogans against Indian rule.
Police said a young man and a teenage boy were killed and at least five others
were wounded in the crossfire between the government forces and rebels.
However, villagers dismissed the police version, saying the casualties occurred
when the Indian forces fired live ammunition, shotgun pellets and tear gas to
disperse the protesters.
Authorities suspended mobile internet services in Kashmir and cellphone
service in some areas of southern Kashmir, fearing activists would mobilise antiIndia protests in the region.
Authorities claimed two suspected rebels were also killed in the shootout, the
officer said.
The unrest spread to neighbouring villages as thousands of residents clashed
with Indian government forces, hurling stones and chanting: ‗We want freedom‘
and ‗Go India, go back‘.
On Thursday, two Indian police officers were killed in two separate shootings
by suspected rebels in Srinagar and in the southern Kulgam area. At the funeral of
one of the slain policemen on Friday, hundreds of people chanted slogans calling
for Kashmir's freedom from Indian rule.
Also on Friday, Indian soldiers fired at a taxi after it ignored orders to halt at a
checkpoint in northern Bandipora, Khan said. Two civilians received bullet injuries
but were reported to be out of danger.
Kashmiri leaders who challenge India's sovereignty over Kashmir called for a
general strike on Saturday (today) to protest the killing of the civilians.
In recent years, Kashmiris, mainly youths, have displayed open solidarity
with anti-India rebels and sought to protect them by engaging troops in street
clashes during military operations against the militants. The anti-India protests and
clashes have persisted despite the Indian army chief warning recently that "tough
action" would be taken against stone throwers during counterinsurgency
operations.
Nuclear-armed rivals India and Pakistan each administer part of Kashmir, but
both claim the Himalayan territory in its entirety. Rebel groups have been fighting
since 1989 for Kashmir's independence or merger with neighboring Pakistan.
Nearly 70,000 people have been killed in the fighting and the ensuing Indian
crackdown.
Anti-India sentiment runs deep among the region's mostly Muslim population
and most people support the rebels' cause against Indian rule. India has accused
Pakistan of arming and training the rebels, which Pakistan denies.
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Rebel groups have largely been suppressed by Indian forces in recent years
and public opposition to Indian rule is now principally expressed through street
protests.
Индия считает, что в Кашмире ежедневно происходит 5 терроратак
Индия не позволит КПЭК пройти по индийской части Кашмира
'India won‘t allow IoK to be part of CPEC'
The Express Tribune, May 27th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420350/india-wontallow-iok-part-cpec/

AJK President Sardar Masood Khan termed Indian objections over CPEC as
fake and disingenuous.
ISLAMABAD: With the multi-billion-dollar China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor continuing to be built, the president of Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK)
has raised questions over Indian concerns over the project.
Addressing a one-day international seminar on the ‗‘ Belt and Road Initiative:
CPEC and regional integration‖, organised by the Institute of International and
Cultural Affairs in Islamabad, AJK President Sardar Masood Khan termed Indian
objections over CPEC as fake and disingenuous.
India ‗must address Kashmir issue to become part of CPEC‘
A recent UN report has stated concerns that the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor may create more tension between India and Pakistan.
The report titled ‗The Belt and Road Initiative and the Role of Escap‘ was
released by the UN‘s Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(Escap) at China‘s request.
The report considers the Pakistan-India dispute over Kashmir as a source of
concern, stating CPEC might create ―geopolitical tensions with India and ignite
further political instability.‖
However, China on Thursday played down a UN report stating concerns that
the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) may create more tension between
Pakistan and India.
Speaking during a regular press conference on May 25, Foreign Ministry
Spokesperson Lu Kang said, ―CPEC is neither targeted at any third party nor
related to territorial disputes.‖
В индийском Кашмире продолжен запрет на социальные сети.
J&K security agencies want ban on social media to continue
Peerzada Ashiq. The Hindu. 24.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/jksecurity-agencies-want-ban-on-social-media-to-continue/article18572951.ece?homepage=true

Claim rumour mongering has come down significantly
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Security agencies are advocating continuation of the ban on the social media
in Kashmir claiming ―it has yielded results on the ground‖, as the one-month
suspension ends on May 26.
Top police sources told The Hindu that there was ―a visible change on the
ground as rumour mongering on the social media sites like WhatsApp and
Facebook has come down significantly‖ since the ban.
Tough challenge
However, the security agencies admit that stone pelting by the locals at the
encounter sites remain ―a major challenge‖. ―The issue of stone pelting is still there
but lifting the ban may aggravate the present situation,‖ said a police officer.
The social media ban, which has been largely circumvented by consumers by
using virtual private network (VPN), according to the security agencies, has ―still
slowed down public mobilisation‖ on the ground.
The police, tracking the videos being uploaded by militant supporters from
across the border, said, ―The challenge to counter the cyber war launched from
across the border remains a tough one.‖
The ongoing student protests are also being taken into account by the security
agencies, which see ―social media as a potent tool to further escalate the student
agitation.‖
―I am not authorised to speak on the issue (social media ban). Only State
home secretary can comment (on the continuation of the ban),‖ Director General of
Police S.P. Vaid told The Hindu.
The government invoked the Indian Telegraph Act 1885 last month to direct
all telecom service providers to block social media sites, including Facebook,
Twitter and WhatsApp along with video sharing site YouTube. The move came in
the wake of growing street protests in the Valley this year.
Генсек ООН отрицает обстрел с индийской стороны машины ООН на
LoC
U.N. rejects Pakistan claim that Indian troops targeted its vehicle near
LoC
The Hindu. 25.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/un-rejects-pakistanclaim-that-indian-troops-targeted-its-vehicle-near-loc/article18575742.ece?homepage=true

"There is no evidence that the UNMOGIP military observers were targeted by
the gunfire," U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres‘ says
The United Nations has dismissed the Pakistan Army‘s claim that its military
observers came under attack from Indian troops near the Line of Control (LoC),
saying there was ―no evidence‖ of them being targeted.
U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres‘ spokesperson Stephane Dujarric
said there was no evidence that an UNMOGIP (United Nations Military Observer
Group in India and Pakistan) vehicle was targeted by the Indian Army along the
LoC near the Khanjar sector.
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―I can say to you that this afternoon in Bhimber District, in Pakistanadministered Kashmir, UNMOGIP military observers accompanied by Pakistani
Army escorts heard gunshots in their vicinity. There is no evidence that the
UNMOGIP military observers were targeted by the gunfire. No U.N. military
observer was injured,‖ he told reporters on Wednesday.
In a statement, the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR), the media wing of
the Pakistan Armed Forces, had said that a vehicle carrying two officers of the
U.N. military observer group came under attack by Indian troops during a visit to
the LoC.
The Pakistan Army had claimed the vehicle was carrying UNMOGIP officers
Major Emmanual of the Philippines and Major Mirko of Croatia.
Asked about the increasing tension between the south Asian neighbours and
whether the U.N. Secretary-General will look into the situation, Mr. Dujarric
reiterated, ―we‘re obviously concerned at the situation in Kashmir, and it‘s an issue
that the Secretary-General is following closely.‖
According to the U.N. Security Council mandate of 1971, UNMOGIP
observes and reports on ceasefire violations along and across the LoC and the
Working Boundary between India and Pakistan in Jammu and Kashmir, as well as
reports developments that could lead to ceasefire violations.
India has maintained that UNMOGIP has outlived its utility and is irrelevant
after the Simla Agreement and the consequent establishment of the LoC.
The observer group is headed by Major Gen Per Lodin of Sweden. It currently
has 38 military observers and 73 civilian personnel.
На LoC Индия обстреляла машину наблюдателей ООН, - считают в
Пакистане
India targets UN observers vehicle at LoC
The Nation. May 25, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/25-May-2017/india-targets-unobservers-vehicle-at-loc

RAWALPINDI - Indian army once again committed ceasefire violation along
the Line of Control, targeting United Nations Military Observers Group in India
and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) vehicle in Khanjar Sector, an Inter Services Public
Relations (ISPR) statement said.
According to the ISPR, the vehicle was carrying UNMOGIP officers Major
Emmanual of Philippines and Major Mirko of Croatia on a visit to LoC with
UNMOGIP blue flag hoisted as per procedure. Both officers remained safe as they
were off the vehicle in near immediate distance and now back at their location, the
statement added.
The ISPR further said that the officials, who were on a visit to LOC, were
targeted despite UNMOGIP blue flag was hoisted on the vehicle as per procedure.
Last week, Pakistan Army had lodged a protest before military observers from
United Nations against 'unprovoked' Indian aggression and firing on civilians from
across the LoC.
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United Nations Military Observers at UNMOGIP were invited to GHQ to
register a protest over "unprovoked ceasefire violations and targeting of civilian
population by Indian Army".
The observers were informed that the Indian Army violated ceasefire
agreement on May 10, 13 and 16, said an earlier statement issued by ISPR.
"Indian Army used small arms, automatic and heavy calibre weapons, heavy
mortars (122 mm) and field artillery in Sabzkot, Baroh, Tandar, Khuiratta, Kot
Koterra and Karela Sectors to target Pakistani villages," they were told.
Incidents of cross-border firing have become a norm since the last months of
2016 as tensions simmer between Pakistan and India over the Kashmir issue.
Exchanges of firing have been reported sporadically since the new year began.
Индия в ответ на якобы расчленѐнку индийского солдата ответила
уничтожением пакистанского блок-поста на LoC.
India hits back, destroys Pakistani posts on LoC
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 23.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/armylaunches-fire-assaults-on-pakistan-posts-along-loc/article18529245.ece

The action was undertaken on May 9 in retaliation to the mutilation of the
bodies of two soldiers by Pakistan a Border Action Team in KG sector on May 1.
The Indian Army has destroyed through massive fire assaults several
Pakistani posts across the Line of Control (LoC) that were aiding in infiltration, the
Army said and released a video of some of the assaults.
"As part of our counter terrorism strategy and to ensure that infiltration is
curbed and initiative remains with us, the Indian Army proactively dominates the
LoC," Major General A.K. Narula, Additional Director General, Public
Information, said on Tuesday.
The Indian Army launching an assault on Pakistan posts along the LoC
Error loading media: File could not be played
The action was undertaken on May 9 in retaliation to the mutilation of the
bodies of two soldiers by Pakistan a Border Action Team (BAT) in KG sector on
May 1. The Army used Anti-Tank Guided Missiles (ATGM), rocket launchers and
recoilless guns, officials said.
''The Pakistani Army has been providing support to armed infiltrators by
engaging our forward troops from their weapon emplacements and pill boxes
closer to the LoC. At times they have not hesitated to target civilians in the
proximity of the LoC," he stated.
―With snow melting, infiltration is likely to rise. Operations like the one at
Naugam in Jammu and Kashmir on May 20-23, where four terrorists were
neutralised on May 21, call for even more proactive Counter Terrorism
operations,‖ he said.
Gen. Narula referred to a recent action by the Army in Naushera sector in
which some Pakistan posts were damaged as part of the counter terror operations.
Pakistan in denial mode
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The Pakistani Army, however, denied the claims made by the Indian
Army."Indian claims of destroying Pakistani posts along LOC in Naushera Sec and
firing by Pakistan Army on civilians across LOC are false," Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor, official spokesperson of Pakistan Armed Forces said in a tweet.
Кашмир снова в огне – мнение бывшего бригадного генерала-аналитика.
Kashmir on fire again
Shaukat Qadir. Daily Times. 21-May-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/21-May17/kashmir-on-fire-again

It took all these years of death, torture, rape and mayhem on the hapless
people of Indian-held Kashmir (IHK) for the world to finally awaken to their
sufferings at the hands of Indian state forces.
Ironically, just as the world seems to have awaken, Pakistan seems to have
lost interest. One cannot but wonder why?
IHK went through numerous transitions. At its inception, IHK had its own
flag, its own Prime Minister [not Chief Minister], and its own judicial system. It
was, in all but reality, an independent state.
In 1965, when Pakistan undertook its ill-advised, ill-planned and disastrous
venture to liberate it, the people of IHK had reconciled to being under Indian rule.
They did not merely refused to support their so-called liberators but even
proactively supported Indian troops.
In 1989, when the indigenous uprising against Indian rule in IHK took
everybody by surprise, it was led by the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front
which, as its name suggests, sought a unified, [Independent] Kashmir. Since a
separatist movement did not suit Pakistan, JKLF was deliberately undermined and
the All Parties Hurriyat Conference came into being.
In an effort to support Indian Kashmiris, Pakistan also helped give their
movement an Islamic hue, which encouraged Muslim freedom fighters to join their
cause. This was destined to be a disastrous move.
Foreign Muslims had no empathy for local people — their cause and
conditions. Many among these fighters merely sought to win support by
‗terrorizing the locals more than Indians‘. And, consequently, alienated themselves
totally.
A few years later, Indian Kashmiris were getting fed up of both countries.
The Kargil misadventure was the final straw. Kashmiris had enthusiastically
rallied to this when it began. But, when it ended as disastrously as it did, the
Kashmiri people finally lost all hope from Pakistani support.
The most recent uprising in IHK is again a separatist movement. What is
more, it‘s one that has deliberately and, as a matter of policy, spurned any
assistance. Consequently, only a few of the fighters possess weapons. Most people
are armed with stones and sticks.
The uprising is led by Kashmiri youth. These are youngsters who hid and saw
their mothers and sisters raped and buried their tortured fathers, uncles, and
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brothers. They are not prepared to be ruled and/or subordinated by either country.
And they won‘t give up. I wrote a couple of years ago that, ‗if we offered support,
the stones and sticks may be turned on us as well‘. Perhaps that answers my initial
question about why Pakistan is not as involved as it should be.
In 1965, when Pakistan undertook its ill-advised, ill-planned and disastrous
venture to liberate Kashmir, the people there had reconciled to being under Indian
rule
Whereas, there is no doubt in sane minds in India, Pakistan, or anywhere else
that, if the Kashmiris have reached this level of determined weapon-less struggle
for liberty, it is because consecutive Indian governments have driven them that far.
There is also little doubt that Pakistan‘s repeated errors have also
disillusioned the freedom fighters of any Pakistani ‗assistance‘.
This has been among my principal reasons for doubting Indian accusations of
fighters penetrating the manned and fenced Line of Control (LoC) from Pakistani
side to execute attacks on Indian troops and posts.
Having some humble experience of this kind of warfare, I am fully conscious
that despite fencing, installing alarms and lights, and manning of the LOC, any
small determined and well-trained group can always infiltrate. The problem in such
ventures invariably is in the extraction stage. That is virtually impossible without
visibility — in the form of air/artillery support, or local support which, given the
current mood, is bound to be in extremely short supply. Even if some sympathy
were, very reluctantly, available, these individuals run the terrible risk of being
locally ostracised. An unacceptable risk.
Consequently, when the Indian state and armed forces accuse Pakistan of
being militantly active in IHK, I find that very difficult to swallow.
However, given our history of mutual mistrust, errors of judgment,
misadventures, and the immediate support from masses that an accusation against
Pakistan can still arouse in India, I can understand that finding another made-toorder scapegoat in Pakistan is always useful, especially with the ‗ever-loyal‘ Indian
media that will buy and sell such an accusation enthusiastically.
But, I must admit being deeply troubled by one odd aspect. For some time
now, it seems that whenever our Prime Minister is at odds with the Army, the LoC
heats up.
This has been particularly visible since the Indian accusation of an attack at
Uri last year, when Gen Raheel Sharif‘s departure was due. This was soon
followed by DAWN Leaks. Again, when DAWN Leaks was back in the headlines
recently, Indian hostility over the LOC peaked.
I am not a ‗conspiracy theorist‘ and, I am the last person to think that there
might be a collusion between the PMs of the two hostile states. Furthermore, I
have repeatedly asserted that of the available choices, in my view, ―our current PM
does my country the least damage‖. But, I am also very sceptical about repeated
coincidences.
Perhaps, it may be a coincidence but perhaps there are some Indian
individuals who, without our PM‘s knowledge, seek to reduce the weight on him
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when he is under pressure. And, very recently, there was the mysterious visit by
Mr. Jindal; and now, the even more mysterious poor defence of our case against
Jadhav before the International Court of Justice.
If, I repeat, if there is an Indian interest in unilaterally ‗assisting‘ the current
government, the billion dollar question is; why?
A puzzle I cannot solve.
Эрдоган желает решения Кашмирской проблемы (курды – спераратисты,
а кашмирцы вовсе не сепаратисты, а борются за свободу)
Erdogan urges Pakistan, India to settle Kashmir dispute once and for all
The Express Tribune. April 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1397672/erdogan-urgespakistan-india-settle-kashmir-dispute/

Turkish president says there is no similarity between the Kurdish insurgents
and the Kashmiri freedom fighters
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has called for Pakistan and India
settling the dispute of Kashmir once and for all through talks, Radio Pakistan
reported on Sunday.
In an interview ahead of his visit to India, he stressed the need for a
negotiated settlement of the long-standing Kashmir issue.
Erdogan said there was no similarity between the Kurdish insurgents and the
Kashmiri freedom fighters.
Turkish president Erdogan calls Netherlands ‗Nazi remnants, fascists‘
Commenting on the issue of membership in the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the
Turkish president said he had always supported both India and Pakistan‘s entry
into the group.
Erdogan‘s statement comes in the wake of a violent month in Indian-occupied
Kashmir during which many Kashmiri youths have been killed by Indian troops.
Social media becomes a battleground in Indian-held Kashmir
At least six civilians were killed in the valley on April 9 when police opened
fire at protesters who stormed polling stations during a by-election for a
parliamentary seat.
State and paramilitary police fired bullets and shotgun pellets as thousands of
protesters shouting slogans against Indian rule charged into voting booths in
Budgam district near Srinagar.
Authorities in the valley this week ordered internet service providers to block
15 social media services for at least one month, saying they were being misused by
―anti-national and anti-social elements‖.
Индия отвергает предложение Эрдагана по Кашмиру
India rejects Erdogan‘s Kashmir suggestion
The Express Tribune. May 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398731/india-rejectserdogans-kashmir-suggestion/

While Pakistan welcomed on Monday Turkey President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan‘s offer to strengthen the dialogue process for resolving the Kashmir issue,
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New Delhi asserted that it was an Indo-Pak bilateral matter, ―essentially due to
cross-border terrorism‖.
Ahead of his arrival in New Delhi, President Erdogan had remarked that India
and Pakistan were both friends of Turkey and he wanted to help strengthen the
dialogue process among the stakeholders for resolving the Kashmir issue.
Erdogan had also called for a multilateral approach to settle the Jammu and
Kashmir dispute while calling for an immediate end to bloodshed in Indian
Occupied Kashmir.
Erdogan urges Pakistan, India to settle Kashmir dispute once and for all
New Delhi‘s virtual rejection of Erdogan‘s suggestion came in the course of
his discussion with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi during which the two
countries held that ―no intent or goal or reason or rationale can validate terrorism‖
and decided to work together to deepen cooperation, both bilaterally and
multilaterally, to effectively counter this menace, the Press Trust of India reported.
Erdogan also assured India of his country‘s full support in the fight against
terrorism as he held ‗extensive‘ discussion on this evolving threat with Modi, who
described it as a ‗shared worry‘.
In response to the question on Erdogan‘s proposal, External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson Gopal Baglay said India‘s position that Kashmir is its integral part is
very sharp and publicly known.
Turkey‘s Erdogan to meet Trump at White House in mid-May
―We conveyed our viewpoint clearly on terrorism and Kashmir [to the
Turkish side]. It was made clear that there cannot be any justification for terrorism,
whatever is the intent. We clearly conveyed that the issue of Kashmir is essentially
an issue of terrorism.‖
Earlier, addressing a joint media event with Erdogan, Modi said countries
across the world needed to ―work as one to disrupt the terrorist networks and their
financing and put a stop to cross-border movement of terrorists‖.
Condemning on the April 24 Naxal attack in Sukma in which 25 CRPF
personnel were killed, Erdogan said, ―Turkey will always be by the side of India in
full solidarity while battling terrorism… And terrorists will be drowned in the
blood they shed.‖
Turkish president Erdogan calls Netherlands ‗Nazi remnants, fascists‘
Asked if there was a difference of opinion on the definition of terrorism as
Modi talked about cross-border terrorists and Erdogan mentioned the Fethullah
Gulen Terrorist Organisation (FETO), Baglay said there was a convergence on
condemning terrorism and an agreement that it was a menace which needed to be
tackled effectively.
The spokesperson also said the Turkish side mentioned the presence of FETO
[in India]. ―Any organisation in India has to work within the parameters of our
laws, rules and regulations,‖ he added, without mentioning if India has assured
action against the group.
For a failed coup in July last year to topple Erdogan, Turkey had blamed the
FETO and said the outfit had infiltrated India.
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Turkey under Erdogan: 10 key developments
Trade
―We will never bow down to terrorism or the propaganda of the terror
outfits,‖ Erdogan, who also invoked Mahatma Gandhi, said. He said terror outfits
will never be able to ―shackle our resolve‖ to combat the menace.
Modi and the Turkish leader had a comprehensive discussion and took stock
of full range of bilateral relations, including political and economic, the external
affairs ministry said.
Referring to changing times where societies face new threats and challenges
every day, Modi said the context and contours of some of the existing and
emerging security challenges globally are ―our common concern‖.
Discussing trade, Erdogan said that Turkey‘s $6.5 billion annual trade volume
with India is ―not enough‖ and should be boosted. ―I think it would be beneficial to
raise it to $10 billion,‖ he said.
Erdogan also said he believed India would take steps to expel the domestic
network of Muslim cleric Fethullah Gulen who Ankara accuses of orchestrating a
failed coup in July. (with additional input from Reuters)
Бравые женщины берут Сринагар штурмом
Girls take Srinagar streets by storm
Peerzada Ashiq. The Hindu. 25.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/otherstates/girls-take-srinagar-streets-by-storm/article18204451.ece?homepage=true

Braving teargas shells, many of them hurled stones and kicked police vehicles
at Lal Chowk
Angry male teenagers and youth in their early twenties throwing stones on the
streets of the Kashmir Valley is commonplace.
But what has taken everyone by surprise is girls, some in their school
uniforms and others donning hijabs, also joining the protesters, hurling rocks and
venting their anger on police vehicles.
Perhaps the first time they took to the streets was last week, when many of
them were at the forefront of the protests. At least one of them was even seriously
injured in the violence.
On Monday, many protested again, bringing the commercial hub, Lal Chowk,
to a standstill.
The girl students belonged to the prestigious Government Women‘s College,
M.A Road, and juniors from the nearby Kothi Bagh Higher Secondary School.
They were seen raising anti-India and pro-azadi slogans.
‗Ambush‘ laid
Later, armed with stones and plastic cones, the girl laid an ‗ambush‘ on three
police vehicles at Exchange Road and threw stones at them.
―Even stun grenades, PAVA shells and tear-smoke shells failed to deter them.
They managed to come out more than eight times despite tear-smoke shelling,‖
said a police officer on the condition of anonymity.
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The police was forced to fire tear-smoke inside the campus to contain the
situation.
The girl students, who clashed for more than three hours, were also seen
stopping a police vehicle and kicking and hitting them with hard objects. A group
of girls even succeeded in chasing away a police patrol.
―People in Kashmir are dying day in and day out. The State is crushing us
from all sides. How can we stay aloof from what is happening? The time has come
for a decisive phase to end the Kashmir problem once and for all,‖ said an angry
Class XII student of the Kohi Bagh Higher Secondary School.
There were dramatic images of women participating in stone throwing in
2010 and 2016, mainly in localities where local youth were picked up by security
forces.
Dramatic acts
However, Monday‘s dramatic acts of the girl students were rare. There were
even daring attempts to jump over the police vehicles.
Former Chief Minister Omar Abdullah posted an image of a volley-ball
carrying girl hitting a police vehicle to make the point about the growing anger in
J&K.
―The reality that is Kashmir -- she has her basketball and a brick in the same
hand while she kicks the truck,‖ tweeted Mr. Abdullah.
Китай утверждает, что сооружение КПЭК не имеет ничего общего с
кашмирской проблемой
China says CPEC has ‗no direct link‘ with Kashmir issue
The Indian Express. 18.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/world/chinasays-cpec-has-no-direct-link-with-kashmir-issue-4617674/
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi asserted that the purpose of the USD 46
billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor was economic.
China on Monday sought to allay India‘s concerns over the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, saying it has ―no direct link‖ with the Kashmir issue and New
Delhi was welcome to participate in the ‗One Belt One Road‘ project. Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi, at press conference on the One belt One Road (OBOR)
summit to be held here from May 14-15, said, ―Although (an) Indian leader will
not be here but India will have a representative‖ at the OBOR summit.
―We welcome (the) Indian representative, members of the Indian business
community and financial community to take part in the discussions at the summit,‖
Wang said. 28 Presidents and Prime Ministers were expected to take part in the
summit, he said. ―OBOR is for common development of all participants. So we
welcome India to take active part in building the OBOR,‖ he said.
Wang asserted that the purpose of the USD 46 billion China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor was economic. ―It is for the purpose of serving economic
cooperation and development,‖ he said. ―It has no direct link with political and
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boundary dispute. Certain sections of the CPEC have raised concern on the Indian
side,‖ Wang said.
These disputes are not the direct result of the economic corridor and economic
activities. China has been providing support to Pakistan in these areas for many
years, Wang said. ―As for the dispute of Kashmir, China‘s position remained
unchanged. Also, CPEC has no relationship with the dispute in certain regions. I
want to reaffirm to the Indian friend if India wants to take part in the OBOR, there
are many channels and ways,‖ the Chinese Foreign Minister said.
China has taken note of India‘s participation in the Bangladesh, China, India,
Myanmar (BCIM) which is part of OBOR, he said. ―We have taken note of India‘s
positive attitude on this,‖ Wang said. India has reservations over OBOR as the
CPEC is part of it and passes through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK).
Организация Исламского Сотрудничества
Пакистана по Кашмиру
OIC backs Pak stance on Kashmir

поддерживает

позицию

SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 11.04.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Apr-2017/oicbacks-pak-stance-on-kashmir

ISLAMABAD - Calling for peaceful solution to Kashmir and Palestine, the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation and Pakistan Monday asked the world to shun
Islamophobia as terrorism had no race or religion.
Addressing a joint news conference here after holding talks, OIC SecretaryGeneral Dr Yousef bin Ahmad Al-Othaimeen and Adviser to PM on Foreign
Affairs Sartaj Aziz said Islam teaches peace and discourages extremism.
Al-Othaimeen said that the OIC supported Pakistan and had the same position
on the issues of Kashmir, Palestine, Islamophobia and plight of Muslim
communities in non-Muslim countries.
―We want resolution of all these issues. Islamophobia has been created by
anti-Islam elements. Islam does not teach terrorism. It teaches love,‖ he added.
Al-Othaimeen said that India should not shy away from talks on Kashmir as
there was no other solution to the decades-old issue.
―There should be a dialogue process for peaceful resolution of the Kashmir
issue,‖ he said.
Al-Othaimeen said that the OIC condemned terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations.
―We need to work together to defeat terrorism. We acknowledge Pakistan‘s
efforts against terrorism,‖ he said.
Al-Othaimeen said that Kashmir had always been on top of the OIC agenda.
―We have been asking India to give us access to occupied Kashmir but they
have declined each time. We want to check the human rights situation in Kashmir
ourselves,‖ he said.
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Last month, Independent Permanent Human Rights Commission of the OIC
urged India to provide access to the IPHRC fact-finding mission for independent
investigation into the allegations of human rights abuses in occupied Kashmir.
They undertook a three-day visit to Islamabad and Azad Jammu and Kashmir
from March 27 to March 29.
The delegation was disallowed to visit occupied Kashmir by India.
Al-Othaimeen said that despite India‘s reluctance to stop human rights
activists and organisations to visit the held Kashmir, pressure should be exerted on
New Delhi to stop brutalities in the occupied territory.
He said that the two sides discussed holding of the upcoming summit of the
OIC on Science and Technology to be presided over by Pakistan president.
Questioned on the conflict in Syria, the OIC secretary-general said that the
issue had two dimensions that were political and humanitarian.
―The thousands of displaced persons should be provided every possible help
to alleviate their sufferings. Political solution should be found for the issue,‖ he
added.
Al-Othaimeen said that an OIC Contact Group on Refugees was expected to
be formed in the next meeting of the OIC Foreign Ministers on the Syria conflict.
He said that the OIC was making efforts to launch a dialogue process with the
European countries on the issues of the Muslims living in the region.
Speaking on the occasion, Sartaj Aziz said that joint efforts were needed to
combat Islamophobia and hatred against the Muslims.
―Pakistan condemns terrorism. Our religion also teaches love. Islam should
not be linked to terrorism. The terrorists have no religion or race,‖ he maintained.
Aziz added: ―We agreed to work together to combat Islamophobia and
formulate joint Islamic action against publication of blasphemous material
including on the social media.‖
Aziz thanked the OIC and the Muslim-majority countries for their consistent
support on the issue of Kashmir.
The adviser said that he had briefed Al-Othaimeen on human rights violation
by Indian forces in occupied Kashmir.
―There was 100 per cent unanimity of views on all issues facing the Ummah
and the way forward,‖ he said.
Aziz said that Pakistan had handed over a dossier on human rights violations
of the minorities living in India.
―Muslims are especially being victimised in India. Hopefully the OIC will
take action,‖ he said.
During the meeting before the media interaction, the two sides also discussed
ways to improve the standing of the Muslim-majority countries across the world.
―Pakistan condemns terrorism. Our religion also teaches love. Islam should
not be linked to terrorism. The terrorists have no religion or race,‖ he maintained.
Aziz added: ―We agreed to work together to combat Islamophobia and
formulate joint Islamic action against publication of blasphemous material
including on the social media.‖
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Aziz thanked the OIC and the Muslim-majority countries for their consistent
support on the issue of Kashmir. The adviser said that he had briefed AlOthaimeen on human rights violation by Indian forces in occupied Kashmir.
―There was 100 per cent unanimity of views on all issues facing the Ummah
and the way forward,‖ he said. Aziz said that Pakistan had handed over a dossier
on human rights violations of the minorities living in India.
―Muslims are especially being victimised in India. Hopefully the OIC will
take action,‖ he said.
During the meeting before the media interaction, the two sides also discussed
ways to improve the standing of the Muslim-majority countries across the world.
ОИС осудила отказ Индии дать ей возможность посетить индийский
Кашмир
OIC decries Indian refusal to allow IHK visit
Daily Times. 11/04/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/11-Apr-17/oic-decries-indianrefusal-to-allow-ihk-visit

ISLAMABAD: The Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC) is in
agreement with Pakistan over the peaceful resolution to the decades-old Kashmir
dispute, Secretary-General of the Muslim bloc Dr Yusuf Ahmad Al-Othaimeen
said on Monday. Addressing a joint press conference alongside Adviser to the
Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Dr Al-Othaimeen said the Kashmir
issue was at the top of the OIC‘s agenda. He said it was unfortunate that India had
denied a request from the OIC‘s Independent Permanent Human Rights
Commission to visit India-held Kashmir in order to assess the situation there. ―But
we should keep the pressure on [the Indian government] every time the occasion
arises,‖ he said, adding that the OIC also desired a peaceful resolution of the
Kashmir issue. Condemning all terrorist acts in Pakistan or in any other country, he
said that terrorism has no race or religion and that Islam is a religion of peace and
co-existence. Regarding the conflict in Syria, the secretary-general believed it has
two dimensions; political and humanitarian. He said the OIC desires a political
solution to the problem and is currently mobilizing support for refugees to alleviate
their suffering. Due to the ongoing war in Syria, some five million people have
taken refuge in different countries. The OIC also wants to initiate a dialogue with
European countries on issues pertaining to Muslims living there as the organization
is in a unique position to play the role of a bridge between Muslim communities
and Western governments.
Посол Пакистана в Индии Abdul Basit выступил по индийскому TV по
Кашмирской проблеме.
Let‘s talk Kashmir first, terror later: Pakistan
The Nation. 19.03.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Mar-2017/let-s-talk-kashmirfirst-terror-later-pakistan

Basit advises India to create conducive environment for addressing core
issues, Calls for punishing Samjhota blast perpetrators
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ISLAMABAD - Pakistan High Commissioner to Delhi Abdul Basit has urged
the Indian government to create a conducive environment by restoring the spirit of
cooperation, thus paving way for settlement of core issues like Jammu and
Kashmir.
―What I underline is that we need an overall conducive environment. When
we are not talking to each other, when we are avoiding each other and when there
is no environment of cooperation, then how you can expect to move forward,‖ he
said in response to queries from the host of India Today TV programme ―India
Conclave 2017‖ telecast on Saturday.
Basit said the two countries needed to decide over the fundamental issues like
Jammu and Kashmir first before moving to other issues like terrorism which also
posed an equal challenge to both the neighbouring countries.
―We need to be sitting across the table to discuss the difficult issues. We
cannot expect progress in vacuum,‖ he opined.
Pakistan‘s envoy further said terrorism was no doubt, a serious challenge to
their countries, but at the end of the day, they had to discuss the other serious
issues which were also of equally importance and impacted the bilateral ties like
the Indian-occupied Kashmir, Siachen and Sir Creek.
He stressed that these were the core issues which required to be dealt
simultaneously.
Basit to another question maintained that terrorism issue could not alone
define the entire gamut of bilateral ties between Pakistan and India. ―By creating
hype around it (terrorism), you cannot wish away other issues like Jammu and
Kashmir,‖ he added.
About Mumbai attack trials, he said both governments were cooperating and
expediting the process and expressed the hope that they would be able to make
progress. He said it was taking time as the crime was committed in India and the
trial was being held in Pakistan.
―Our suggestion to Indian friends would be not to jump the gun. Trial was
under way, both countries were in touch and bilateral cooperation was needed to
bring the perpetrators to justice,‖ he added.
He underlined the need to assist the court to dispense justice and rejected the
presumption that issues like Mumbai attack defined the bilateral ties.
Replying to a question about Hafiz Saeed, Basit said he had been put under
house arrest and asked India to not ―jump the gun‖. He expressed the hope that
India would share evidences in this regard.
The Pakistan high commissioner said India needed to take basic decision over
the bilateral ties whether to be influenced by such kind of acute approaches or to
move ahead. He stressed Indian authorities to overcome the hostilities which
preceded incidents like Mumbai or Samjhota Express. Basit also advised his hosts
to end the blame game as it could lead to nowhere.
About 70,000 innocent lives had been lost in the war against terrorism in
Pakistan, he said and quoted a US senior official who had admitted that Pakistan
was being destabilised through Afghanistan. The TTP leadership had found
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sanctuaries inside Afghanistan and were being provided with funds to carry out
terrorist activities in Pakistan, he added.
Regarding a question to Pathankot attack, Basit said it required restoration of
spirit of cooperation on part of his hosts. He viewed that his neighbouring country
should overcome its prejudices against Pakistan.
Basit categorically stated that democracy in Pakistan was being strengthened
as the country had come a long way on this path and noted that some people found
it difficult to do away with their pathological biases against the country.
He further said that nobody could condone or justify terrorism.
INP adds: Abdul Basit once again asked India to bring perpetrators of the
Samjhota Express bomb blast to justice.
To a question regarding probe into Mumbai attacks case, Abdul Basit said: ―I
would not like to offend anyone here but how much time it has taken for India to
try those perpetrators of the Samjhota Express blast.‖
Meanwhile, a special Indian National Investigation Agency (NIA) court has
summoned 13 Pakistani witnesses for deposing before it in connection with the
2007 Samjhauta Express blast case in which 68 people were killed.
The NIA spokesperson said the Pakistani witnesses are required to attend the
trial court at Panchkula in Haryana from 4 July onwards. The summonses to the
witnesses will be sent through ministry of home affairs and ministry of external
affairs, he said.
According to the laid-down procedure, the summonses will be sent to the
Indian High Commission in Islamabad which will hand over them to the Pakistani
foreign ministry.
The NIA has filed a charge sheet against several people, including Swami
Aseemanand, who recently was acquitted in the Ajmer Dargah blast case.
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The NIA spokesperson said the Pakistani witnesses are required to attend the
trial court at Panchkula in Haryana from 4 July onwards. The summonses to the
witnesses will be sent through ministry of home affairs and ministry of external
affairs, he said.
According to the laid-down procedure, the summonses will be sent to the
Indian High Commission in Islamabad which will hand over them to the Pakistani
foreign ministry.
The NIA has filed a charge sheet against several people, including Swami
Aseemanand, who recently was acquitted in the Ajmer Dargah blast case.
Сооружение КПЭК не изменит позицию Китая по Кашмиру (т.е. через
политический диалог).
CPEC development won't affect stance on Kashmir: China
The News. 18.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/193092-CPEC-developmentwont-affect-stance-on-Kashmir-China

BEIJING: The Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson said during a recent
press conference that the development of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) will not affect China's stance on the issue of Kashmir.
During a press conference, a journalist asked the Chinese Foreign Ministry
Spokesperson to comment on India's objections to Pakistan's plans to declare
Gilgit-Baltistan its fifth province, which is one of the areas where the CPEC will
go through.
"On the Kashmir issue, China's position is consistent and clear-cut. As a
leftover issue from history between India and Pakistan, it needs to be properly
settled through dialogue and consultation between the two sides. The development
of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor does not affect China's position on the
Kashmir issue," she said.
When asked about whether Pakistan and China discussed cooperation on the
production of ballistic missiles, she said that Pakistan and China 'maintain normal
defense exchanges and cooperation in military industry and trade.'
"On the visit of Pakistani Chief of Army Staff Bajwa to China, relevant
readouts have already been released about his meetings with Vice Premier Zhang
Gaoli, Vice Chairman Fan Changlong of the Central Military Commission and
Chief of the Joint Staff Department Fang Fenghui. I do not have any specific
information regarding the question you raised. But I can tell you that China and
Pakistan maintain normal defense exchanges and cooperation in military industry
and trade," she said.
КПЭК и Кашмирская проблема
CPEC and Kashmir issue
Fahad Shah. Dawn, March 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320621/cpec-andkashmir-issue
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While the relationship between Pakistan and China is strengthening
continuously, there is an underlying debate on how the two countries‘ increasing
cooperation will have an impact on the Kashmir dispute. Observers raise the
question whether the success of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
can be useful in initiating a dialogue process for the resolution of this decades-old
dispute between Pakistan and India.
From a political economy perspective, such a mega project could have a
negative impact if there is no peace in the region. But, if dealt smartly, it can go a
long way in resolving not only the Kashmir issue but also other disputes in the
region. However, this will largely depend on how India reacts to events unfolding
in its next-door neighbours.
Examine: Chinese naval ships at Gwadar port call for a rethink of India's
regional policy
The CPEC passes through Gilgit-Baltistan, a region which India claims is part
of their territory. The economic corridor is connected to the Karakoram Highway,
the world-class 1,300km highway at an elevation of 4,693 metres which is also
called the ‗eighth wonder of the world‘. Comprising a number of development
projects, the $46 billion worth CPEC connects Pakistan and China through
networks of roads and railways.
The chief minister of held Kashmir has suggested building a corridor
between South Asia and Central Asia with Kashmir as its nucleus
It is the reason that India opposes the CPEC project, claiming that it passes
through a disputed region.
Majority of mainstream political parties and pro-freedom groups in India-held
Kashmir have so far not found a connection between the CPEC and the Kashmir
dispute. Mehbooba Mufti, the chief minister of India-held Kashmir, has recently
suggested building of a corridor — similar to the CPEC — between South Asia
and Central Asia with Kashmir as its nucleus. She points out that ―taking
advantage of its geographical location, Jammu and Kashmir could become a
nucleus towards forging a new economic alliance in the region‖.
Talking about economic dynamics that could influence political issues has
usually not been the forte of Kashmiri politicians. But perhaps the rise of China
and the use of a territory which is considered by India as part of the disputed one
have made politicians in the occupied valley pay attention to new developments in
the region.
The prominent pro-freedom leader of Hurriyat Conference, Mirwaiz Umar
Farooq, believes that Kashmir can become a gateway to Central Asia. In a recent
interview, he said that in terms of larger economic activity everybody wanted to be
part of the CPEC.
He finds the mega project as an opportunity for the region to become part of
the ancient Silk Route, even before the resolution of the Kashmir issue. ―Kashmir
can be a gateway for India as well. I am sure India will also want to be a part of the
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CPEC. Coming year is going to be very interesting as economic and political
equations are going to be changed…‖
However, no one is giving any blueprint for such a plan, especially when
India is continuously opposing the CPEC. India is also not happy over holding of
elections in Gilgit-Baltistan by Pakistan, claiming that it is against the disputed
nature of the region.
Though China has always supported Pakistan over the Kashmir dispute, it
wants Pakistan and India to resolve this issue through dialogue.
Mostly people in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan believe that
if India joins the CPEC it will benefit both countries, especially people in the
occupied valley.
Yasin Malik of the Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front was the first to oppose
any change in the status of Gilgit-Baltistan. He has written a letter to Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif, reminding him that any change in the status of the region
would lead India to consolidate its hold on the held Kashmir.
In a reply, PM Sharif told Mr Malik that his concerns and suggestions were
valuable and they were being examined with care. ―I would like to make it
unambiguously clear that Pakistan is fully aware of the sensitivities attached to
Gilgit-Baltistan with regard to Jammu and Kashmir dispute,‖ he had said in the
reply to Mr Malik.
Some observers in occupied Kashmir are of the opinion that making Kashmir
an entry point to the CPEC may only benefit India. But at the same time they
believe that inclusion of India in the mega project can pave the way for resolution
of its dispute with Pakistan.
If India decides to join the CPEC or even find a way to connect the occupied
valley with the economic corridor, the politics of the region would take a new turn.
This would lead to increasing engagement between the two sides and help connect
people through economic interests.
The observers are of the view that such a decision would prove to be a gamechanger for the region. It would reduce political tension in South Asia and initiate a
new chapter of economic development in the region.
Китай хочет, чтобы Индия и Пакистан улучшили отношения путем
диалога (в рамках ШОС)
China hopes India, Pakistan will improve ties through dialogue
China looks forward to early accession of Pakistan and India as full members
of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
BEIJING: China on Tuesday expressed hope that Pakistan and India will
overcome their differences through a renewed dialogue process that stalled last
year following increasing unrest in Indian-held Kashmir and Uri attacks.
―Both India and Pakistan are China‘s important neighbours and important
countries in South Asia. China hopes that India and Pakistan can enhance mutual
trust and improve relations through more dialogues. This is conducive to not only
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the two countries themselves but also to regional prosperity and development,‖
said Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying during a press briefing
in Beijing.
Alarming arms race among Pakistan, India and China
The spokesperson added that China also looks forward to the early accession
of Pakistan and India to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) as full
members so they could work with other members for the security, stability,
development and prosperity of the region.
―The memorandum on the obligations for India and Pakistan to obtain
membership in the SCO was signed at the SCO Tashkent Summit in 2016.
Currently, all sides are going through relevant legal procedures in accordance with
the memorandum,‖ the spokesperson said while responding to a question.
Relations between Pakistan and Indian worsened in September 2016, when
militants attacked an army base in the held valley of Kashmir and killed 18 Indian
soldiers, a raid New Delhi blamed on Islamabad.
Pakistan had denied involvement, but the diplomatic fallout and India‘s
efforts to isolate Pakistan internationally continued, though failed.
Генсек ООН Антониу Гутерреш намерен способствовать переговорам
Индии и Пакистана по Кашмиру
UN chief mulling talks with Pakistan, India on Kashmir issue
The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar-2017/un-chief-mullingtalks-with-pakistan-india-on-kashmir-issue

UNITED NATIONS - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres is planning to
hold talks with officials from India and Pakistan on the deteriorating situation in
Kashmir and will see how things can be improved on the ground, his spokesperson
has said.
"He will talk to different officials if it helps move the process along. That's
something that he is looking into," Deputy Spokeman Fahan Haq said while
responding to a question whether Guterres, who took over as UN chief in January,
has come to any conclusion about how to deal with the situation in Kashmir.
"Beyond that, I have nothing new to say about the issue," he added.
Asked if there is a timeline as to when the UN chief will talk to leaders from
the two countries, Farhan Haq said as with any number of long-running situations,
there are ―a lot of complex issues‖ that need to be examined. The UN chief ―will
look into the issue, and certainly, he will try to see what can be done to improve
the situation on the ground,‖ Haq said.
On January 6, the secretary-general offered to play a role of an honest broker
between Pakistan and India amid escalating tensions between the two counties.
The UN chief made the offer during a meeting with Pakistan's UN
Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi, who gave him an extensive briefing on the situation
in Kashmir.
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Over 110 people have been killed while more than 14,000 have sustained
injuries during the uprising which erupted on July 9, a day after Hizbul
Mujahideen commander, Burhan Muzaffar Wani, was martyred by the Indian
occupation troops.
More than 750 people have sustained pellet injuries, with a majority of them
on the verge of losing eyesight partially or completely.
Пакистан выступает за свободное волеизъявление народа Кашмира
(референдум), - заявила представитель Пакистана в ООН Малиха Лодхи.
Pakistan to stand by Kashmir‘s self-determination: Maleeha
Daily Times. 18/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/18-Feb-17/pakistan-to-standby-kashmirs-self-determination-maleeha

NEW YORK: Reaffirming Pakistan's continued support for the Kashmiri
people's UN-pledged right to self-determination, Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi told
a large gathering of Kashmiri and Pakistani community members to step up their
efforts to build a greater understanding about their valiant struggle among
American people.
Presiding over a meeting organized by the Consulate General of Pakistan to
mark Kashmir Solidarity Day, she said the efforts of the Pakistan government and
its Mission to the UN must be complemented by the community members in
spreading the word about the grave situation in Kashmir where Indian occupation
forces are attempting to suppress their popular uprising for freedom. Hundreds of
people have been killed and maimed and since July dozens have been blinded by
the use of pellet guns.
Ambassador Lodhi briefed the audience about the steps taken by Pakistan for
the resolution of Kashmir dispute on the diplomatic front. Prime Minister
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif had recently raised the issue with the new UN
Secretary-General Antonio Guterres when he met him in Davos recently.
The Prime Minister had urged Guterres to take steps to resolve the issue as it
was U.N.'s responsibility to promote peace and stability. He had also highlighted
the issue in his address to the UN General Assembly during his visit to New York
in September when also met the former UN chief Ban Ki-moon.
A dossier on Indian atrocities in Kashmir was also handed over to Ban who
was visibly moved when he looked at the pictures.
On her part, Ambassador Lodhi said she had highlighted human rights
violations in all the forums of the United Nations and had even spoken to the
President of the UN Security Council, which had passed several resolutions
granting the right of self-determination to the people of Kashmir.
She had also meet the High Commissioner for Human Right, Zeid Ra'ad Al
Hussein, to press for Pakistan's demand for the dispatch of a UN mission to
investigate human rights violations in Kashmir. The Pakistan Mission, she said,
was also watchful against sinister attempts from various quarters to reduce the
importance of the issue.
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"Until Kashmir is liberated from Indian occupation, our moral, political and
diplomatic support to the Kashmiri people will continue," Ambassador Lodhi said.
MNA Nafisa Shah told the gathering that there was complete consensus on
Kashmir in Pakistan's parliament and its elected members speak with one voice on
the issue. She read out a resolution adopted by the National Assembly reiterating
its support to the people of Kashmir.
Ms. Shah said the UN Security Council resolutions on Kashmir remained
alive and must be implemeented.
Consul General Raja Ali Ejaz urged the audience make contacts with
American politicians, lawmakers and common citizens and apprise them of the
situation in Kashmir. Such an approach would build up support for the cause of
Kashmir.
Capt (rtd) Shaheen Butt, head of the Kashmir Mission and Rohail Dar,
president of PML-N, USA, called for unity among the ranks of Pakistanis which
will of great help to the cause of Kashmir. Other speakers, including Kashmiri
activist Malik Nadeem Abid, offered a number of suggestion to further strengthen
the case on Kashmir.
A documentary on the grave atrocities committed by Indian security
personnel against the people of Kashmir was screened at the start of the meeting.

Парламент Пакистана сожалеет, что мировое сообщество молчит о
Кашмирской проблеме
NA deplores world silence on Kashmir
Ijaz Kakakhel. Daily Times. 7.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/07-Feb-17/nadeplores-world-silence-on-kashmir

Resolution urges world to take notice of IHK situation * Opp says successive
governments in Pakistan failed to pursue the issue properly and consistently
ISLAMABAD: Legislators in the Lower House of parliament on Monday
passed a unanimous resolution deploring the continuous silence of the international
community on the ongoing rights violations perpetrated by Indian forces in Indianheld Kashmir (IHK).
Condemning the brutalities of occupation forces, the lawmakers expressed
solidarity with the Kashmiri brethren in their just struggle for their right to selfdetermination in line with the United Nations Security Council resolutions.
The opposition claimed that successive government in Pakistan had failed to
raise the Kashmir issue at the international forum properly and consistently. They
said that the Indian government, however, addressed the dispute properly at the
global level and declared it a territorial dispute between the two countries. The
parliamentarians also claimed that former president Pervez Musharraf's policy on
Kashmir had badly damaged the Kashmir cause.
The resolution moved by Minister for Kashmir Affair Barjees Tahir extended
political, moral and diplomatic support to the Kashmiris in their just struggle. The
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resolution rejected the ridiculous Indian claim that Kashmir was an integral part of
India, as the country itself took the issue to the United Nations as a dispute
between the two sovereign states. The resolution condemned the human rights
violations perpetrated by India forces in IHK that resulted in martyrdom of
thousands of Kashmiris. It described the use of pellet guns "to deliberately blind
unarmed Kashmiris" a clear violation of international conventions. It saluted the
valiant Kashmiris for continuing their struggle for their right to self-determination,
as promised by the United Nations.
The resolution called upon the United Nations Security Council to take
concrete steps for implementation of its resolutions for granting right to selfdetermination to the Kashmiris. It called upon the international community to take
notice of the gravity of the situation and urge India to respect human rights and the
right to self-determination. The resolution called upon the United Nations Military
Observer Group in Pakistan and India to fulfil its mandated task.
Taking part in a discussion on the Kashmir issue, the members said that India
"cannot suppress the voice of Kashmiris through the use of brutal force". They said
that the sacrifices of the Kashmiris would not go waste, and "a day will dawn when
Kashmir would be liberated from Indian bondage".
Kashmir Committee Chairman Fazlur Rehman said that peace in South Asia
was linked to settlement of the Kashmir dispute. "The way to peace in the entire
region passes through Kashmir."
On the other hand, Pakistan People's Party (PPP) leader Nafisa Shah said it
was the oldest issue at the UN forum. She suggested that the Kashmiri leadership
should be engaged in talks.
Dr Shireen Mazari said Pakistan could not follow up on the Kashmir issue
properly. Jamshed Dasti said that the premier should have been present in the
House to give full support to the Kashmir cause. Several others parliamentarians
also took part in the debate. Meanwhile, the opposition members walked out of the
House in protest against the attack on PPP leader Shaukat Basra in Punjab.
On the other hand, the National Assembly unanimously passed "The
Companies Bill, 2016". Law Minister Zahid Hamid moved the bill, which provides
for reforming and re-enacting the law relating to companies and allied matters.
Speaking on the bill, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said that it had been
prepared in line with the best international practices. He thanked all the
stakeholders for their cooperation in finalisation of the bill. He said that work was
also underway on the electoral reforms.
He said the final report of the Committee on Electoral Reforms would be
presented in the House during the next session.
The National Assembly also passed "The Criminal Laws (Amendment) Bill,
2016", which paves the way for amending certain laws. It was moved by
Parliamentary Secretary for Finance Rana Muhammad Afzal Khan. The assembly
also passed "The Pakistan Air Force (Amendment) Bill, 2016", allowing
amendments to Pakistan Air Force Act, 1953.
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Индия никогда не сможет убрать с повестки дня Кашмирскую проблему
Kashmir solution
Dawn February 5th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1312744/kashmir-solution

ON this Kashmir Solidarity Day, with the people of India-held Kashmir
continuing to suffer from the latest bout of violence and repression by the Indian
state, some long-standing realities need to be reiterated.
First, India will never be able to bury the Kashmir dispute — not inside IHK
and not in its relationship with Pakistan.
To the proud, defiant and infinitely courageous people of IHK, a message of
solidarity is important: whatever the rulers and policymakers in the region choose
to do or not do, oppressed people everywhere share a common bond — the quest
for dignity, basic rights and self-determination are fundamental to human
existence. The state of India has long been in denial of core human values in IHK,
but its denial cannot go on forever — the rightful and intrinsically just demands of
the people of IHK will ultimately prevail.
Second, India‘s stubborn refusal to engage with Pakistan on the Kashmir
dispute under Prime Minister Narendra Modi is a policy doomed to failure. For
parochial, domestic reasons, Mr Modi may be in denial of the centrality of the
Kashmir dispute to the normalisation of ties between the two countries, but that
cannot undo the legal and moral basis of Pakistan‘s demand for a fair and just
solution to the Kashmir dispute.
The framework of an eventual settlement is readily available and the initiation
of publicly acknowledged or backchannel talks can build on the last pragmatic and
sensible approach to conflict resolution: the four-point agenda of the Pervez
Musharraf era. While the specifics can change, the four-point agenda was based on
the right principles: a phased, progressive, mutually acceptable military deescalation in the disputed region with a simultaneous, coordinated ramping up of a
people-centric governance structure.
If war is not an option — as it can become in a nuclear-armed region — then
the honest pursuit of peace is the only alternative.
Third, there are lessons for Pakistan in its thus far faulty strategy of keeping
the Kashmir dispute alive internally, inside the country, and externally, on the
global stage.
Domestically, the reliance on the religious right and extremist networks to
keep the Kashmir dispute front and centre of the national consciousness has been a
historical mistake. Mainstream politics based on a mainstream acceptance of
human rights and self-determination and rooted in mainstream sections of society
is the only sensible approach.
The more the Kashmir dispute is allowed to become the exclusive remit of
right-wing and violent groups, the more the inherent justness of the Kashmir cause
will be obscured. The external benefits will be clear too if Pakistan can present to
the world a rational and peaceful case and if the powerful human dimension of the
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suffering in IHK is made central to the message of why the Kashmir dispute needs
the outside world‘s attention.
Kashmir Solidarity Day can be the start of a much-needed diplomatic and
strategic rethink.
Пресс-релиз о Дне Кашмира Посольства Пак-на в РФ
Statement of Mr. Sartaj Aziz, Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign
Affairs on the occasion of Kashmir Solidarity Day
Press Release. https://e.mail.ru/message/14863645560000000477/ 4.02.2017.

―The Kashmir Solidarity Day, observed every year on 5 February, has special
significance this year because the recent uprising in Indian occupied Kashmir,
following
the 8
July extra
judicial
killing
of
popular
youth
leader, Burhan Muzaffar Wani, has shaken the conscious of the international
community‖, Mr. Sartaj Aziz said in a statement today.
Kashmiris were subjected to a holocaust in November 1947, Mr. Sartaj Aziz
recalled, when Indian forces killed more than 500,000 defenceless Kashmiri men,
women and children. But Kashmiris continued their struggle for their right of selfdetermination promised to them in 5 different UN Security Council Resolutions
between 1948 and 1954. Since 1990, when this movement again gathered pace,
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over 100,000 Kashmiris have been martyred, and tens of thousands arrested or
maimed.
Throughout this period, Indian authorities armed with inhuman laws, such as
Public Safety Act and AFSPA have tried to muzzle the Kashmiri voice for freedom
and refused to allow the UN Human Rights Commission, other human rights
groups or the international media free access to Indian occupied Kashmir to verify
these massive human rights violation or to report on them.
―But the day of 8 July 2016, marks a turning point in this historic struggle of
the Kashmiri people‖, Mr. Sartaj Aziz said. The brute force unleashed in the next
few days led to the merciless killing of 150 youth, 20,000 were seriously injured
and many hundreds were blinded either completely or partially.
This brutality, which has continued unabated in the past 7 months, has not
however dampened the resolve of Kashmiri youth to secure their right of selfdetermination. Even prominent Indian leaders and a section of the Indian media are
now raising their voice against this brutality. They have testified that Kashmiri
youth are in open revolt against the Indian Government and are no longer afraid of
losing their lives in this struggle for their fundamental rights.
Another important factor, Mr. Sartaj Aziz emphasized, in this ―8 July turning
point‖ is the total rejection of Indian narrative by the international community that
Kashmir is an integral part of India, people of Kashmir are satisfied with the
present arrangement but some disturbances take place because of cross border
terrorism. The whole world now acknowledges that this is an indigenous youth led
movement which has become stronger because of the Indian government‘s
misguided efforts to change the demographic composition of the state and its
insensitivity to the rights of minority communities in India. There have been
debates in the Parliaments of many countries and civil society and human rights
organizations in Europe and North America and specially in UK and Nordic
countries, have been mobilizing public support for their campaigns to force India
to halt the bloodshed in Kashmir and resume the dialogue process with Pakistan
and the Kashmiri leadership to find an acceptable solution to the longstanding
dispute, still on the UN agenda.
India has been desperately trying to divert the attention of the global
community from this blood stained reality of Kashmir, by intensifying cross border
firing along the line of control and pretending to be a major ―victim‖ of cross
border terrorism from Pakistan. In this game of brinkmanship, Mr. Sartaj Aziz
pointed out, the Indian narrative has been totally rejected. It is now widely
acknowledged that Pakistan itself is a much bigger victim of terrorism including
that sponsored by India and that in the past three years, Pakistan has achieved
commendable success in tackling the menace of terrorism and extremism. He
expressed his deep concern over Indian government‘s drive to change the
demography in occupied J&K, which is a blatant violation of UN Resolutions on
Kashmir.
The UN Secretary General, Mr. Sartaj Aziz said in conclusion, has declared
2017 as the year of peace. One major hotspot of violence is the Line of Control
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between Indian occupied Kashmir and Azad Jammu and Kashmir. There is an
urgent need for the international community to take effective steps to stop the
Kashmiri bloodshed by India and resolve the Kashmir dispute by organizing a
referendum in accordance with UN resolutions, to make a final determination if the
Kashmiri people really want to live perpetually under Indian occupation.
«В Кашмире должен быть проведен Референдум», - заявил Министр
планирования Ahsan Iqbal
Referendum must for peace in Kashmir: Ahsan
The Nation. February 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Feb-2017/pakistan-tocontinue-supporting-peaceful-freedom-movement-in-kashmir-ahsan-iqbal

WASHINGTON : Federal Minister for Planning Development and Reforms
Professor Ahsan Iqbal has said that Pakistan will continue supporting peaceful
freedom movement in Kashmir.
He was addressing a seminar in Washington in connection with Kashmir
Solidarity Day organized by Embassy of Pakistan in United States.
The minister said that if a referendum can be held in East Timor and South
Sudan to get people their fundamental rights, there was no justification to not let
the referendum held in Kashmir, where people were subjected to worst kind of
violence.
―If a referendum is not held in Kashmir, people there will be justified to think
that the international community has double standard,‖ Ahsan said, adding that the
countries and powers which have stakes in global peace and security must address
the sufferings of people in Kashmir as they addressed the sufferings of people in
East Timor and South Sudan.
He said that Pakistan in firmly committed to the cause of Kashmiris as
Kashmir is an unfinished agenda of partition.
Ahsan Iqbal said that Pakistan has been extending unwavering support to the
Kashmiri people. "Pakistan will highlight Kashmir cause on all political and
diplomatic forums."
Addressing the seminar, Pakistan's Ambassador to US Jalil Abbas Jilani said
that international community should pressurize India to hold referendum in held
Kashmir.
Jalil Abbas Jilani said that Kashmiri youth have become vibrant to throw
away the yoke of slavery.
He said India cannot suppress freedom movement in Kashmir through the use
of force.
Почему Индия не любит КПЭК? (Здесь
интернационализации кашмирской проблемы)
Think tank explains why India loathes CPEC
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Delhi fears Kashmir‘s internationalisation, China‘s growing presence.
ISLAMABAD: India‘s opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) stems from its fear of internationalisation of the Kashmir dispute and the
growing influence of China in the Indian Ocean, says a new report by one of the
most influential global think tanks.
―There is considerable concern within India that China, which has been
neutral on Kashmir since 1963, can no longer be so now that its economic and
security interests in these territories are growing in stake,‖ says a report by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sipri) — a Sweden-based think
tank.
The report — titled ―Silk Road Economic Belt – considering security
implications and the EU-China cooperation prospects‖ — argues that India does
not want a mediating role for China in these disputes.
It is the first report by any global think tank that has discussed in detail the
Indian concerns on CPEC. The report has also shed light on implications of the
‗One Belt One Road‘ initiative on security dynamics and its compatibility with the
EU interests.
The Sipri report says CPEC has raised political temperatures between India
and Pakistan. ―India strictly opposes CPEC, and while the Economic Belt is not a
harbinger of a new conflict, it has so far intensified historic competition over
influence in South Asia,‖ note authors of the report.
The report argues that there is a factual and conceptual objection to CPEC in
India. The factual objection is that India does not want to internationalise the
Kashmir dispute it has with Pakistan. Chinese activity in the disputed areas
automatically makes it a stakeholder in these disputes.
At the conceptual level, CPEC allows China to gain a toehold in the Indian
Ocean through direct access to the Arabian Sea. There remain concerns that this
might develop a military dimension at some stage, according to the report.
Since territorial compromise from either India or Pakistan is a political
suicide for any of the ruling parties, it remains to be seen whether CPEC will
contribute to a resolution of this dispute or further fan the flames. There is also a
concern in India that China will use Gwadar port to observe Indian naval activity
and possibly even exploit it for an expansion of China‘s own naval presence.
There is also concern in India that while CPEC in the short and medium term
could be an opportunity to generate jobs and growth in Pakistan, over the longer
term its strategic consequences could reshape the regional balance of power in
favour of China and limit India‘s geopolitical reach.
The assertiveness and swiftness of Chinese actions in the South China Sea
have implanted a preoccupation among China‘s critics in India that if China gains a
foothold in the Arabian Sea and, as an extension, in the Indian Ocean through
Gwadar, it might make national interest claims in India‘s maritime sphere too.
―After all, if Gwadar grows to be the immense port China envisions it to become,
China will need to take on a bigger direct or indirect security role,‖ it says.
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The Sipri report noted that unlike in India, CPEC has not raised concerns in
Afghanistan. Afghanistan is open to all regional initiatives that could reactivate its
ailing formal economy, whether that is by way of CPEC or India-led efforts to
connect with the Afghan economy through the Chabahar Port in Iran. Iran has not
opposed CPEC and has expressed strong interest in the Belt and Road Initiative.
However, the report argues that Afghanistan is unlikely to benefit from CPEC
unless Kabul-Islamabad relations improve. For this to happen, Pakistan‘s security
concerns with regard to Afghanistan need to be assuaged. The authors note that
CPEC has the potential to exacerbate three fault lines in South Asian security.
The first is between China and India themselves. The second is between
China-Pakistan on the one side and India on the other. The third is between China
and India and its partners – the US, Japan and, to a lesser degree, Vietnam. The
region of Balochistan is being geopolitically instrumentalised by these various
players, they added.
It says that this is an evidence that CPEC has contributed to political and
security bloc formation, but the bloc rivalry between the US-India and ChinaPakistan exists regardless of CPEC. CPEC has merely strengthened the strategic
Chinese-Pakistani alliance.
China‘s reliance on CPEC means that it needs a stable and amicable Pakistan,
underlines the report. ―The Silk Road Economic Belt initiative may become one of
the cornerstones of Asian economic growth and integration, and eventually of
closer political and security cooperation among states, but the pathway to this
scenario is long and fraught with obstacles,‖ it says.
Очередная перестрелка на LoC в Кашмире
India violates LoC, Pakistan responds
Daily Times. 20.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/20-Jan-17/india-violates-locpakistan-responds
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ISLAMABAD: Indian Security Forces once again violated the ceasefire
agreement and resorted to unprovoked firing. The Pakistan Army responded in a
befitting way. Spokesman of ISPR Major General Asif Ghafoor said in a statement
on Thursday that Indian cease fire violations (CFVs) along the LOC continue.
There have been 5 CFVs during the last 24 hours in Jandrot, Nikyal, Baroh and
Khanjar area, which have been effectively responded to by Pakistan Army troops.
Sources said that due to the effective response of the Pakistan Army many Indian
check posts were damaged.
Главный министр индийского штата Джамму и Кашмир Mehbooba Mufti
хочет такой же коридор (как КПЭК) для торговли с Центральной Азией
Mehbooba sees Kashmir as hub for Central Asia trade
Dawn, January 18th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309188/mehbooba-sees-kashmiras-hub-for-central-asia-trade

NEW DELHI: Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti has
pitched for creating a trade corridor between South Asia and Central Asia
involving both India-held Kashmir and Azad Kashmir as its ―nucleus‖, reports said
on Tuesday.
They said that Ms Mufti proposed the idea on the lines of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor.
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Speaking in the disputed state‘s Legislative Council, she said such a corridor
between the two emerging economic hotspots would help forge a new regional
cooperation, energy transformation, trade and transit.
The subcontinent was historically linked to Central Asia through Kashmir and
―taking advantage of its geographical location, Jammu and Kashmir could become
a nucleus towards forging a new economic alliance in the region‖, Ms Mufti was
quoted as saying while winding up the discussion on the Motion of Thanks on
Governor‘s Address.
―The oil and gas resources of Central Asia are the nearest and most
economical answers to South Asian energy needs and J&K can help foster energy
cooperation in the region,‖ she said.
―This will create favourable conditions for Jammu and Kashmir to play its
natural role of connecting the two emerging economic zones and lift itself out of
political and economic fragility.‖
She said: ―Such an arrangement will supplement the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor through this part of Kashmir.‖
The trans-Kashmir corridor, with diverse sub-corridors, Ms Mufti said, ―was
symbolic of relative peace, prosperity, cross-cultural and ideological fertilisation
and human security until late 1940s‖.
India‘s overland connections with its northern neighbourhood got ruptured
due to partition in 1947, she said.
―However, the current reopening of traditional trans-Jammu and Kashmir and
trans-[Azad Kashmir] routes is strongly felt in view of the transforming geoeconomic and geo-political scenarios at the regional and global levels.‖
She said that not only the Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakot
Roads that have already been opened for movement of people and goods, all the
traditional road links including Suchetgarh-Sialkot road, Kargil-Skardu road,
Bandipora-Gurez-Gilgit road and Nowshera-Mirpur road can be and should be
opened for free movement of people and goods in the region.
Президент «Азад Джамму и Кашмир» попросил Генсек ООН обратить
внимание на Кашмирскую проблему.
AJK president urges UN to play its role for Kashmir dispute
The Nation. January 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/14-Jan-2017/ajk-presidenturges-un-to-play-its-role-for-kashmir-dispute

ISLAMABAD: President of Azad Jammu Kashmir Sardar Masood Ahmad
Khan has urged the United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres to play its
role for the resolution of the Kashmir issue.
According to Radio Pakistan, he demanded the UN human rights commission
to send a fact finding mission to occupied Kashmir to investigate the gross human
rights violations there.
He urged India to withdraw its troops from the Held territory and immediately
stop the use of pellet guns and atrocities against unarmed civilians.
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The AJK president said the freedom movement in Kashmir is indigenous in
nature and cannot be linked with terrorism.
Представитель Пакистана в ООН Maleeha Lodhi передала Генсеку ООН
досье о нарушениях прав человека в индийском Кашмире
The dossier of Indian involvement
Daily Times. 10/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/editorial/10-Jan-17/the-dossier-ofindian-involvement

According to a statement from the Foreign Office, Pakistan‘s permanent
representative to the UN Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi delivered a dossier, along
with a letter from Prime Minister‘s adviser on Foreign Affairs, to UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres on India‘s interference and terrorism in the country,
particularly Balochistan, Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) and
Karachi.Pakistan has asked the United Nations to restrain India from interfering in
Pakistan and from activities aimed at destabilising the country, the Foreign Office
said on Friday. The dossier, which contained additional information and proof of
Indian interference in Pakistan, was a follow up to the three dossiers, which had
been shared with the UN in October 2015. The dossier urged the UN secretary
general and relevant UN bodies to seriously consider the matter in the light of
information shared by Islamabad, and play a role in restraining India from
activities which were in clear violation of international law and posed a threat to
regional and international peace and security.
Since the recent rise in tensions between the nuclear-armed neighbours,
Pakistan had retorted to aggressive diplomacy amid India‘s hostile stance towards
Pakistan. The surprise stopover of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Lahore
at the end of 2015 had given new hope for the revival of peace talks between the
two countries. But the consequent attack in Pathankot as well as in Uri in the latter
of 2016 had spoilt all the efforts, resulting in a rise in tensions to a level that could
have translated into a war. The arrest of Kulbhushan Yadav, an alleged RAW agent
operating in Balochistan, as well as the rise of tensions in Kashmir, had also played
a role in further straining the ties. Following the Uri incident, Indian Prime
Minister had announced to isolate Pakistan as the terrorist state in the region and
took some aggressive steps including talks of revoking the Indus Water Treaty
(IWT). On the other hand, Pakistan reached out to the power capitals in the west to
mount pressure on India to solve the Kashmir issue. Moreover, it was also working
on a dossier of Indian involvement in subversive activities in Pakistan.
Although Pakistan had presented dossiers last year in October as well, the UN
had not taken much notice of the issue. In fact, the outgoing UN Secretary General
Ban Ki-moon had avoided the subject altogether in his farewell address to the
annual gathering of leaders from around the world. Although the new UN Chief
has offered to broker peace between the estranged neighbours, the history does not
favour his words — as has been the case in almost past seven decades where the
UN has been unable to translate words into action. The general reaction of the
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world powers towards the issue shows that it‘s the leaderships of the two countries
that will need to solve all the outstanding issues themselves to achieve peace in the
region. India should realise that the aggressive approach as taken in the matter of
IWT as well as on other issues could result into severing of ties to a level that can
translate into a full-fledged war — an aspect that the poverty-stricken region can
hardly afford. The leaderships of the two countries must be more practical in their
approach towards tackling the pending issues, instead of knee-jerk reactions that
will not benefit anyone.
Пакистан опять стремится интернационализировать кашмирскую
проблему – проведена очередная конференция на уровне премьер-министра
World must pressure India on Kashmir
The Nation. 6.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Jan-2017/world-must-pressureindia-on-kashmir

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Thursday urged world
leaders to tell India ―enough is enough‖ for its intransigent attitude in resolving the
longstanding Kashmir dispute.

The premier vowed to continue moral, political and diplomatic support to the
people of Kashmir in their struggle for the self-determination.
Addressing an international parliamentary seminar on Kashmir here, the
prime minister said that Pakistan will always take steps to keep the world updated
about happenings in Kashmir.
The seminar was attended by over 400 delegates including members of
Parliament and experts from the European Parliament, the United Kingdom,
Canada and North America. It was aimed at providing a platform to highlight the
―humanitarian crisis in Kashmir‖. The two-day seminar will have panel discussions
on the role of the United Nations and major powers regarding the Kashmir dispute.
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Sharif said that the world leaders need to tell India that enough is enough.
Praising Burhan Wani as a vibrant and charismatic leader, Sharif said that Wani‘s
killing had contributed a lot in giving impetus for the freedom movement in
Kashmir. ―Truth can‘t be suppressed by bullets,‖ he added.
Sharif said that the people of Pakistan will not remain silent on Indian
continuous atrocities in Kashmir as it was Pakistan‘s jugular vein. ―Our hearts beat
and sink with our Kashmiri brethren,‖ the prime minister said and saluted the spirit
and determination of the Kashmiri people for their inalienable right to selfdetermination.
He regretted that the Indian aggression on the innocent Kashmiris in the wake
of protests triggered by the killing of Wani. Sharif said that supporting the
Kashmiri struggle for their right to self-determination was the belief of every
Pakistani.
He said that Pakistan will continue to extend moral, political and diplomatic
support to the Kashmiri people in their indigenous struggle and continue to shake
the conscience of the international community.
He said that Pakistan had sent special envoys to important countries to
sensitise them about the situation in Kashmir. He said that he personally raised the
dispute in his address to the UN General Assembly.
Speaking about his four points presented in the UN, Sharif asked the world
community to make all-out efforts for the realisation of the promise it made to the
Kashmiri people seventy years ago.
Sharif said that the UN resolutions should be implemented and the continued
sufferings of Kashmiri people must come to an end now.
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said that the
Kashmir dispute was a stigma on the international conscience. He said that both
Kashmir and Palestine were the two longest unresolved items on the UNSC
agenda.
He pointed out that relentless struggle was ongoing despite the harshest
methodтранs adopted by India. He said that the presence of a large number of
Indian troops in the valley was a clear manifestation of Indian policy to use state
terrorism to suppress the just struggle of Kashmiri people.
Aziz also called upon India to desist from steps that alter the demography of
Kashmir. He said that Pakistan will continue to extend steadfast support to the
Kashmiri people in their just struggle to the right to self-determination.
―The solution of the problem lies only in a fair and transparent plebiscite
under the auspices of the United Nations,‖ he said.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said that the lingering Kashmir
dispute must be solved at the earliest to avert further instability in the whole
region.
In her welcome address, Young Parliamentarians Forum Secretary General
Shaza Fatima Khawaja criticised India for not allowing participants from occupied
Kashmir to attend the seminar.
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ПАКИСТАН – КИТАЙ1
ПОЛИТИКА - КИТАЙ1
Пекин открыл свою первую военную базу за рубежом (в Джибути)
НГ. 28.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/armies/2017-12-28/10_7146_beijing.html

Торжественная церемония, посвященная открытию военной базы
Вооруженных сил Китая в Джибути, состоялась 1 августа 2017 года.
Мероприятие было приурочено к 90-й годовщине образования Народноосвободительной армии Китая. Пекин разместил свою первую зарубежную
военную базу в Джибути, наглядно демонстрируя главное направление
развития своей геополитики.
По информации китайского медиаагентства ECSN на этой базе
одновременно может размещаться до 10 тыс. военнослужащих. Пекин
подчеркивает, что в Джибути создан лишь пункт материально-технического
обеспечения, предназначенный в первую очередь для выполнения
международных гуманитарных миссий, обязательства по которым Китай взял
на себя. Джибути занимает стратегически важную геолокацию: имея здесь
форпост, можно контролировать выход из Красного моря в Индийский океан.
Под наблюдением такой базы оказываются самые напряженные морские
торговые пути, проходящие через Аденский залив и Красное море и
связывающие
тихоокеанский,
индокитайский,
индонезийский
и
австралийский кластеры с такими важными транзитными торговыми
регионами, как Средиземноморье и Черноморье, а через них с европейским
рынком. К примеру, только в июле текущего года общий объем торговли
между Европейским союзом и Китаем составил 35,6 млрд евро.
Из-за выгодного в военном плане географического положения и
политической стабильности Джибути привлекло не только Китай. Ранее
здесь разместили свои базы ВМС США, Франция и Япония. Китай направил
в Джибути группу военных кораблей, которые будут нести службу в этом
регионе на долгосрочной и вместе с тем на ротационной основе. На
возведение этой базы у китайских инженеров ушло менее года, ее
инфраструктура и затраты на строительство остаются тайной за семью
печатями. Очевидно, что кроме гуманитарных задач на нее возлагаются
также военные. Командование Народно-освободительной армии Китая
(НОАК) планирует проведение совместных военных учений с армиями
Джибути и ее соседей по региону. Таким образом, военно-политическое
руководство Поднебесной будет поддерживать военное и военнотехническое сотрудничество со многими странами этого кластера, в числе
которых: Судан, Эфиопия, Эритрея, Сомали, Кения и Танзания. Возможно,
на эту базу будет опираться китайский военный контингент, если Пекин все
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же решится послать его в Сирию, о чем руководство КНР уже заявляло не
раз.
Военное присутствие в регионе Африканского Рога позволит Пекину
не только защищать свои экономические интересы, но и осваивать новые
театры военных действий.
Индия проигрывает Мальдивы Китаю
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 29.12.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/12/29/indiya-proigry-vaet-mal-divy-kitayu/

В конце 2017 г. было подписано соглашение о зоне свободной торговли
(ЗСТ) между Китаем и Мальдивской Республикой (МР) – островным
государством в Индийском океане, недалеко от Шри-Ланки и южного
побережья Индии. Для Индии эта сделка стала неприятной неожиданностью.
Столица МР Мале – единственный город и порт на территории страны.
Как и все порты Индийского океана, Мале входит в зону интересов Китая в
связи с его проектом «Морской Шелковый путь XXI в.» (МШП), который
призван объединить все морские пути сообщения между Азией, Европой и
Африкой и охватывает все южное побережье евразийского континента.
По заявлениям КНР, проект МШП, как и проект «Один пояс – один
путь» (ОПОП), субпроектом которого является МШП, преследуют
исключительно экономические цели, направленные на развитие торговли и
сотрудничества в регионе. Однако некоторые страны относятся к этим
проектам скептически, полагая, что ОПОП и МШП способствуют
чрезмерному усилению политического влияния Китая во всем мире. Среди
противников ОПОП находится главный конкурент Китая в Азии и близкий
сосед Мальдив – Индия.
Кроме опасений глобального китайского доминирования, у Индии есть
и региональные причины с подозрением относиться к ОПОП и МШП. Дело в
том, что в рамках этих проектов Китай активно развивает сотрудничество с
соседями Индии, такими как Бангладеш, Непал, Шри-Ланка, стремясь
превратить их в свои зоны влияния. Мальдивская Республика тоже относится
к этому списку. Также КНР сотрудничает с Пакистаном, который является
давним противником Индии. Китай делает большие инвестиции в
транспортную инфраструктуру и социально-экономическое развитие этих
государств, в том числе Пекин вкладывает деньги в развитие морских портов
тех из них, которые имеют выход к морю.
Особое недовольство индийцев вызывают попытки Китая наладить
военное сотрудничество с этими странами. Официально Китай не стремится
к военному доминированию в зоне МШП, однако в августе 2016 г. была
открыта первая военная база КНР в Джибути, африканской стране на берегу
Баб-эль-Мандебского пролива, стратегически важного участка морского пути
между Европой и Азией. Также корабли китайских ВМС периодически
заходят в порты государств, участвующих в МШП, таких как Шри-Ланка. В
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августе 2017 г. три китайских военных корабля зашли и в порт Мале, что
вызвало весьма негативную реакцию Нью-Дели.
Отношения между КНР и МР стабильно развиваются уже 45 лет. Два
государства активно сотрудничают в экономической сфере. Мальдивы с
энтузиазмом отнеслись к проекту ОПОП и его субпроекту МШП. В 2014 г.
Мальдивы посетил лидер КНР Си Цзиньпин. Во время своего визита он
получил согласие МР участвовать в проекте ОПОП и стать частью МШП. В
том же году взаимный торговый оборот Китая и Мальдив превысил $100
млн, после чего между ними начались переговоры о создании ЗСТ, в которой
были бы сведены к нулю таможенные тарифы на более чем 95% товаров.
Индия, с беспокойством относящаяся к китайской активности в МР,
пристально следила за ходом переговоров, однако заключение китайскомальдивского соглашения о ЗСТ застигло ее врасплох.
По сообщениям индийских СМИ, 29 ноября 2017 г. правительство
действующего президента Мальдив Абдуллы Ямина стремительно
«протащило» закон о ЗСТ через мальдивский парламент с серьезными
нарушениями. Так, сообщается, что в заседании не участвовало минимальное
количество парламентариев (43 из 85), необходимое для принятия закона, и
не было представителей оппозиции: присутствовали только члены
президентской «Прогрессивной Партии Мальдив». Также индийская сторона
утверждает, что на изучение и подписание объемного документа было
потрачено около одного часа. В целом индийские СМИ характеризуют
ситуацию как дипломатический провал своей страны и окончательный уход
Мальдив из-под индийского влияния. Также, по их мнению, ситуация
демонстрирует желание Китая распространить свое влияние в Южной Азии
любой ценой.
7 декабря 2017 г. китайско-мальдивское соглашение о свободной
торговле было подписано президентом МР Абдуллой Ямином и лидером
КНР Си Цзиньпином во время официального визита Абдуллы Ямина в
Пекин.
По словам руководителя КНР, отношения Китая с Мальдивами
успешно развиваются, КНР приветствует активное участие МР в проекте
ОПОП и считает эту страну важным партнером в создании МШП. Также Си
Цзиньпин сообщил, что КНР рассчитывает на дальнейшее сближение и
совместное развитие с Мальдивами.
Абдулла Ямин в ответ заявил, что КНР – важный партнер его страны и
отметил роль ОПОП в развитии многих малых государств. Он выразил
поддержку принципу «одного Китая» и желание дальше развивать с КНР
дружественные отношения и экономическое сотрудничество.
Спустя неделю после подписания договора китайским и мальдивским
лидерами свое мнение официально озвучила Индия. Официальный
представитель индийского МИДа Равиш Кумар заявил, что Индия придает
большое значение своим отношениям с МР и поэтому ожидала от нее
большего внимания к своим опасениям, связанным с ростом экономического
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влияния и военного присутствия КНР в Индийском океане. Он напомнил о
давних исторических и культурных связях Мальдив и Индии, а также
сообщил, что его страна выступает за демократию, развитие и стабильность в
МР. Кроме того, Р. Кумар выразил удивление, связанное с тем, что
Мальдивы так спешно подписали договор с Китаем, несмотря на то, что
Абдулла Ямин во время своего последнего визита в Нью-Дели заявлял, что
МР сперва подпишет такое соглашение с Индией. Также представитель
индийского МИДа выразил надежду, что МР в будущем будет внимательнее
к интересам своего соседа и партнера – Индии. Тем не менее, в заключение
он сообщил, что Индия будет поддерживать развитие отношений между
Мальдивами и Китаем, пока они способствуют миру и стабильности в
регионе.
Следует отметить, что многие эксперты считают ЗСТ с Китаем
необходимостью для экономики Мальдив. Главными источниками дохода
МР являются туризм и рыболовство. До 2013 г. основными импортерами
мальдивской рыбной продукции были страны Евросоюза. Однако в 2013 г.
ЕС лишил Мальдивы торговых преференций, что значительно снизило
доходы этой страны. Сейчас главным импортером рыбной продукции из
Мальдив является Китай, а благодаря ЗСТ МР рассчитывает резко нарастить
свой рыбный экспорт в КНР.
Также следует помнить, что туризм – главный источник дохода
Мальдив – сейчас тоже зависит от отношений этой страны с Китаем.
Большинство туристов, посещающих сейчас Мальдивы, – граждане КНР.
Таким образом, от сотрудничества с Китаем зависят две главные отрасли
мальдивской экономики.
Неудивительно, что Мальдивы стремительно разворачиваются в
сторону КНР, даже несмотря на свои давние связи с Индией. Китай ведет
активную работу по укреплению своего влияния во всех странах региона,
которые идут на сотрудничество потому, что оно сулит реальную выгоду.
Возможно, Индии следует приглядеться к действиям КНР, если она хочет
сохранить свои позиции в Южной Азии.
О некоторых итогах 2017 г. в китайско-индийских отношениях
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 28.12.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/12/28/o-nekotory-h-itogah-2017-g-v-kitajsko-indijskih-otnosheniyah/

Факт переговоров члена Госсовета КНР Ян Цзечи с премьерминистром Индии Нарендрой Моди, прошедших 23 декабря с. г. в Нью-Дели,
подходящий повод для того, чтобы подвести некоторые итоги развития в
2017 г. отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами.
На авторский взгляд, главный итог заключается в том, что руководству
обеих стран удалось удержать в определѐнных рамках конфликт,
разразившийся в конце лета в районе небольшого участка двусторонней
границы на плато Доклам в Гималаях.
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Сегодня можно только гадать о масштабах последствий перерастания
этого конфликта в вооружѐнные действия. Как для двусторонних отношений,
так и для ситуации во всѐм Регионе Индийского и Тихого океанов. При том
что нынешние Индия и Китай далеко не те ―развивающиеся‖ страны начала
60-х годов, когда они впервые оказались в состоянии войны в соседнем
Тибете.
Даже не выходя из формата словесных перебранок между
пограничниками, конфликт на плато Доклам (являющийся, скорее,
следствием, чем причиной возрастающих сложностей в двусторонних
отношениях) едва не привѐл к срыву очередной встречи лидеров странчленов БРИКС.
Детали состоявшихся в индийской столице переговоров между
индийским премьер-министром и высоким китайским гостем не
разглашаются. Не исключено, что их непосредственным поводом стал
инцидент с потерей индийского дрона в районе того же плато Доклам,
случившийся спустя три месяца после исчерпания (вроде бы) самого
конфликта. Обеим сторонам, взявшим курс на предотвращение перехода
двусторонней стратегической игры в формат с нулевой суммой, необходимо
было как-то ―утрясти‖ уже начавший разгораться очередной скандал.
Однако сама игра продолжается, что проявляется, в частности, в
соперничестве Индии и КНР за влияние на такие страны, как Шри-Ланка,
Мьянма, Непал, Пакистан, Афганистан. Комментировавшиеся ранее в НВО
примечательные события, случившиеся в прошедшем году в этих странах,
также вполне могли быть темой переговоров.
С понятной настороженностью в Индии отнеслись к завершению в
декабре 2017 г. затянувшегося процесса передачи Китаю ланкийского порта
Хамбантота на условиях концессии сроком на 99 лет. Для задолжавшей
Китаю 8 млрд долл. Шри-Ланке, эта сделка носила чисто коммерческий
характер. Тем более что по условиям концессии Китай взял на себя
обязательство не использовать Хамбантота в военных целях.
Однако в Индии контролирование Китаем порта на южной
оконечности острова Цейлон (то есть в десятках километрах от важнейшего в
мире морского торгового маршрута) рассматривают в качестве
потенциальной угрозы собственным стратегическим позициям в Индийском
океане.
Очевидным является китайско-индийское соперничество в Мьянме.
Причѐм, если в течение многих десятилетий всестороннее влияние Пекина на
эту страну было неоспоримым, то с приходом в мае 2014 г. в Индии к власти
правоконсервативного правительства Н. Моди активизируется индийская
политика на восточном направлении в целом и, прежде всего, в Мьянме.
Впрочем, позиций Индии и КНР достаточно близки в проблематике
рохинья – религиозно-этнического меньшинства Мьянмы. Ни Пекин, ни
Нью-Дели не заинтересованы в активизации в Южной Азии радикальных
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исламистских движений под предлогом оказания помощи (действительно,
гонимому) меньшинству Мьянмы, исповедующему ислам.
Давнее китайско-индийское ―перетягивание каната‖ в Непале в конце
2017 г. проявилось в скрытой и явной поддержке ―патронируемых‖
политических сил, боровшихся за победу на первых за почти 20 лет
парламентских выборах, которые прошли в два тура (26 ноября и 7 декабря).
Газета Indian Express прокомментировала их итоги в статье под говорящим
заголовком: ―По мере разворота Непала влево, КП Оли будет углублять связи
с Китаем‖. Напомним, что лидер Коммунистической партии КП Оли уже
дважды был премьер-министром страны и, скорее всего, займѐт этот пост
снова.
В целом в Индии настороженно встретили итоги выборов в Непале,
хотя и выражается надежда (как представляется, вполне обоснованная) на то,
что в Катманду оценят выгоды от поддержания связей с Нью-Дели.
Не наблюдается никакого китайско-индийского соперничества в
Пакистане, ибо Индия находится ―вне игры‖, происходящей на территории
северо-западного соседа. По причине того, что обе страны со дня обретения
независимости (то есть с конца 40-х годов прошлого века) находятся в
состоянии вражды, периодически принимающей форму открытых военных
действий. Причѐм Китай всегда в той или иной мере стоял на стороне
Пакистана. Сегодня Пекин вообще играет роль ―патрона‖ Исламабада.
Поэтому Индия выступает в основном в роли наблюдателя за тем, что
происходит в китайско-пакистанских отношениях, в которых, однако,
обозначилась серьѐзная проблема.
Речь идѐт о ―приостановлении‖ финансирования Китаем так
называемого Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора, то есть
проекта, которому обе стороны придают исключительно важное значение.
Вполне
убедительной
выглядит
заявленная
Пекином основная
причина такого шага, обусловленная проблемой обеспечения безопасности
вдоль всего коридора, протяжѐнностью в 2500 км. Другим фактором является
коррупции бюрократического аппарата Пакистана.
Ибо нельзя вкладываться (да ещѐ в заявленных объѐмах на сумму
свыше 50 млрд долл.) в экономические проекты в стране, периодически
подвергающейся внутренним потрясениям. Летом-осенью 2017 г. Пакистан
подошѐл к черте государственной катастрофы из-за резкого обострения
давнего противостояния клерикальных и светских кругов общества.
Что касается двусторонних индо-пакистанских отношений, то в 2017 г.
наблюдалась дальнейшая деградации даже того немногого, что в них есть. В
прошедшем году несколько раз и по разным поводам стороны оказывались в
шаге от очередной войны. Особенно напряжѐнная ситуация сохраняется в
районе ―Линии контроля‖, то есть непризнанной обеими странами
фактической границы, отделяющей индийский штат Джамму и Кашмир от
территории Пакистана.
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В 2017 г. зафиксировано почти 300 различного рода инцидентов (в том
числе с подключением подразделений вооружѐнных сил обеих стран) по
сравнению с 228 происшествиями в 2016 г.
В НВО не раз обсуждалась тема игр вокруг проблемы контроля
территории Афганистана, в которые во всѐ большей мере втягиваются Китай
и Индия, о чѐм свидетельствуют ряд событий и фактов 2017 г. Из них
последним стала, состоявшаяся в начале декабря, церемония завершения
первого этапа работ по модернизации иранского порта Чабахар, который
располагается на берегу Ормузского залива.
Вкладывая в указанный проект порядка 500 млн долл., Индия едва ли
не решающим образом руководствуется соображениями обеспечения
транспортной связи с Афганистаном, которая будет проходить по территории
дружественного Ирана. Эти соображения подтверждаются комментариями в
индийской прессе, посвящѐнными вводу в эксплуатацию первой
очереди порта Чабахар.
Наконец, представляют интерес прогнозные оценки тенденций
развития отношений между КНР и Индией в 2018 г., сделанные китайской
газетой Global Times. Квалифицируя 2017 г. как ―самый худший‖ в истории
двусторонних отношений последних лет, автор этих оценок выражает
надежду на реализацию имеющихся возможностей в целях исправления
ситуации.
Помимо рассмотренных выше источников проблем, которые могут
этому помешать, упоминается ряд других. Например, неприятие Индией
проекта ВШП, отказ КНР поддержать вступление Индии в Группу ядерных
поставщиков, активность на индийской территории Далай-ламы и
―правительства Тибета в изгнании‖, нерешѐнность территориальных
проблем. Ожидаемо негативную реакцию в Китае вызвала и активизация
Индии на Тайване ―без оглядки на мейнленд‖.
Но, на авторский взгляд, переходом ―красной черты‖ может стать
вхождение Индии в нечто похожее на военно-политический союз с
участием США, Японии и Австралии. Тем более если (гипотетическая)
―Четвѐрка‖ будет формализована неким обязывающим документом по типу
НАТО или американо-японского Соглашения о безопасности 1960 г.
Для того чтобы оставалась хоть какая-то надежда на перспективу
позитивного развития китайско-индийских отношений, ситуации в РИТО и в
мире в целом, было бы желательно, чтобы в Индии учитывали понятные
опасения КНР в связи с этим проектом очевидной антикитайской
направленности.
Китай хочет помирить Индию и Пакистан
China hopes Pakistan, India will jointly work for peace
Daily Times, December 28th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/168797/china-hopespakistan-india-will-jointly-work-peace/
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BEIJING: China Wednesday hoped that Pakistan and India would continue
to make efforts to handle outstanding issues through dialogue and consultation and
work together to safeguard peace and stability in South Asia.
―As a common neighbor and friend of Pakistan and India, China hopes that
Pakistan and India will continue to calmly and properly handle relevant issues
through dialogue and consultation and work together to safeguard peace and
stability in South Asia,‖ Spokesperson of Chinese Foreign Ministry, Hua Chunying
said while responding to a question regarding the ceasefire violations committed
by India on the Line of Control (LoC), during her regular briefing held here. When
her attention was drawn towards Pakistan‘s demand to India for allowing United
Nations Military Observers for India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) to play its
mandated role as per UN Security Council (UNSC), she said, ―We have noticed the
report.‖ India is not extending support to the UN observer group, which has the
mandate to monitor the ceasefire violations at the LoC and Working Boundary in
accordance with the UN Security Council resolutions.
Meanwhile, China on Wednesday defended its offer extending its ambitious
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to Afghanistan, stating that the project
is not directed against any third party.
At the first trilateral meeting of Foreign Ministers of China, Pakistan and
Afghanistan, China offered to extend CPEC to Afghanistan as the three sides
pledged to step-up counter terrorism cooperation.
Besides Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, his counterparts from Pakistan
and Afghanistan Khawaja Muhammad Asif and Salahuddin Rabbani respectively
attended the meeting.
When asked about reports that China‘s plans to extend the CPEC to
Afghanistan sparked concerns in India, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Hua Chunying said the project extension is not directed at any third country. She
said the project serves the common interests of the three counties.
―This cooperation is not directed at any country and any party. The dialogue
and cooperation should not be influenced or disturbed by any country,‖ she said.
―We stressed many times, CPEC is not directed at any third party and we hope it
can bring benefits for third country,‖ Hua said, apparently referring to India‘s
concerns.
―It is an economic cooperation programme and it should not be politicised
and has nothing to do with territorial dispute,‖ she said, adding that the project will
bring the benefit to the third party and the whole region. ―Afghanistan is a common
neighbour of China and Pakistan. They have strong desire to develop economy and
improve livelihood. They are willing to integrate into the regional connectivity
process and willing to integrate into CPEC,‖ she said.
The three sides have agreed to promote connectivity under Belt and Road
Initiative framework and follow the principle of starting from easy and smaller
projects step by step to identify cooperation projects for common development, she
said.
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During the trilateral meeting, a consensus has been reached on eight point
plan to bring peace between Afghanistan and Pakistan. The consensus included a
security mechanism to enhance counter-terrorism cooperation to fight all forms of
terrorist organisations and terrorists, she added.
She said Afghanistan and Pakistan will promote the exchanges between their
clerics and avoid the spread of religious extremism. Under the trilateral framework
of the dialogue, the countries should follow the principle of mutual benefit and
equal consultation, she said.
She said the three sides have agreed to stay committed to the four goals –
support Afghanistan‘s peaceful reconstruction and reconciliation peace process,
help Afghanistan and Pakistan to improve and develop ties, promote joint security
of the region, promote regional connectivity, and BRI.
The three sides reaffirmed their commitment to an Afghan- led and Afghanowned Afghan peace process. Afghanistan and Pakistan have agreed to align their
development strategies to BRI and actively explore the trilateral cooperation under
it.
China and Pakistan have also agreed to provide assistance to Afghanistan in
areas such as public health, human resources, and agriculture, Hua added.
Индия не допустит вмешательства Китая в свои внутренние дела
(плато Доклам)
No interference allowed: India on Chinese criticism of projects near
LAC (эта аббревиатура – Line of Actual Control)
The Hindustan Times. Dec 21, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/no-interference-allowed-india-on-chinese-criticism-of-projects-nearlac/story-B1kvZIlPTcJ0Lp8BqhTOcP.html
VK Singh said that India and China agreed that maintenance of peace and
tranquillity in the border areas is an important prerequisite for sustained growth
of bilateral relations
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Militaries of both the countries recently witnessed a stand-off at the Doklam that lasted for more than two
months.(AFP File Photo)

The government does not allow ―any interference‖ with its right to undertake
improvement of infrastructure within the Indian territory, Union minister VK
Singh said on Thursday, dismissing Chinese criticism on India undertaking
construction projects near the LAC.
In a written reply to queries in the Rajya Sabha, the minister also said that
India and China reviewed the situation in all sectors of the border during the 10th
round of talks on boundry issues last month.
The two sides agreed that maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the border
areas is an important prerequisite for sustained growth of bilateral relations, he
said.
Militaries of both the countries recently witnessed a stand-off at the Doklam
that lasted for more than two months.
The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has also approved the construction of
a standalone road project from Marsimik La to Hot Spring. Marsimik La in Ladakh
is about 20 km from the northwest tip of Pangong lake.
In August, China warned that such a development would only worsen the
then stand-off in Doklam.
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Singh, Minister of State in the External Affairs Ministry, said the
spokesperson of the Chinese Foreign Ministry made statements critical of
construction of such infrastructure by Indian near the Line of Actual Control
(LAC).
―The government gives careful and specific attention to the improvement of
infrastructure for the development of border areas in order to facilitate economic
development of these areas as also meet India‘s strategic and security
requirements,‖ Singh said.
The minister said that government does not allow ―any interference‖ with
the right to undertake such improvement within the Indian territory and keeps a
constant watch on all developments having a bearing on India‘s security and takes
all necessary measures to safeguard it.
Singh noted that the tenth round of the Working Mechanism for
Consultation and Coordination on India-China Border Affairs (WMCC) was held
in Beijing. The two delegations comprised diplomatic and military officials from
each side.
―The talks were held in a constructive and forward- looking manner. Both
sides reviewed the situation in all sectors of India-China border and agreed that
maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the border areas is an important
prerequisite for sustained growth of bilateral relations,‖ Singh said.
WMCC was established in 2012 as institutional mechanism for consultation
and coordination for the maintenance of peace and tranquillity in the India-China
border areas.
Китай и Индия делят Гималаи
В.
Скосырев.
21/1_7141_china.html
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Завтра в Дели член Госсовета КНР Ян Цзечи и советник Индии по
национальной
безопасности
Аджит
Джовал
проведут
важные
переговоры. Ведь всего три с небольшим месяца назад едва не вспыхнули
военные столкновения в Гималаях. Граница длиной 3488 км не признана
обеими столицами, вместо нее действует линия фактического контроля. По
мнению эксперта, факт встречи чиновников высокого уровня поможет
разрядке, но уладить разногласия, унаследованные от колониального
прошлого, не удастся.
Переговоры между двумя державами по границе ведутся давно.
Встреча Ян–Джовал – 20-я по счету. Она приобретает особое значение из-за
того, что лишь 28 августа удалось положить конец противостоянию между
индийскими и китайскими пограничниками в высокогорном районе Дока-Ла.
Оно, как передало агентство PTI, длилось 73 дня. По словам индийских
чиновников, в течение 19 раундов предыдущих переговоров удалось
разработать механизм для того, чтобы наладить спокойствие вдоль границы
и положить конец агрессивному поведению пограничных патрулей.
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По индийской версии, «стояние» в Дока-Ла началось 16 июня из-за
того, что китайская армия решила построить дорогу в районе, который
считает своим союзное с Индией государство Бутан. Индийские солдаты
воспрепятствовали строительству дороги. Она имеет стратегическое
значение, так как если бы китайцы пошли в наступление, то могли бы легко
перерезать узкий коридор, связывающий Индию с ее северо-восточными
штатами (так называемую шею цыпленка).
Представитель МИД Китая Хуа Чуньин заявила, что нужно извлечь
уроки из этого инцидента, чтобы избежать подобных конфликтов в будущем.
Вопрос, по словам Хуа, обсуждался и в трехстороннем формате, когда в Дели
встречались министры иностранных дел Китая, Индии и России.
Мохан Гурусвами, почетный сотрудник Института объединенных
военных служб в Дели, говорит, что пограничный спор между Индией и
Китаем касается двух отдаленных друг от друга регионов. Это Аксай-Чин,
практически необитаемый район в горах площадью 37 тыс. кв. км. Он
находится между индийским штатом Джамму и Кашмир и китайским
Синьцзяном. В обоих этих административных округах действуют
сепаратисты. Индийский Кашмир подвергается нападениям исламистов из
Пакистана.
Второй регион, из-за которого ведется спор, – это индийский штат
Аруначал Прадеш площадью более 84 тыс. км и с населением около 1,4 млн.
На большую часть его претендует Китай. Пекин называет его Нижним
Тибетом.
Индия утверждает, что границы были установлены между Британской
Индией и независимыми или полунезависимыми властями Синьцзяна и
Тибета в начале ХХ века. Китай с этим аргументом не согласен.
В беседе с «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев предсказал, что «на
переговорах территориальный вопрос не будет решен. Это однозначно. Тем
не менее индийско-китайские отношения чрезвычайно важны для всего мира.
И наша страна хотела, чтобы индийско-китайские противоречия были
сглажены. Ведь это два стратегических союзника нашей страны».
Но пограничный вопрос крайне запутан. Здесь очень большое число
различных факторов – исторических, геостратегических, психологических…
Серьезных результатов за четверть века переговоров нет.
«Тибет очень важен для Китая. Где родится следующий далай-лама, не
известно. Было заявлено, что он родится там, где рождались раньше далайламы. Но есть район, где раньше родился один из далай-лам – Таванг,
который теперь не контролируется Китаем. Он входит в штат Аруначал
Прадеш, который КНР не признает частью Индии. Китайцы очень боятся, что
новый далай-лама родится в районе, который они не контролируют», – сказал
Лунев.
Эксперт считает, что определенные подвижки в разрешении индийскокитайских споров есть. Например, Китай признал принадлежность Сиккима
(бывшего княжества) Индии. «Что касается столкновений на границе, то их,
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по существу, не было. Собственно, военнослужащие – китайские и
индийские – пихались, как дети на перемене. Поэтому премьер-министр
Индии Нарендра Моди справедливо подчеркнул: за более чем 40 лет на
индийско-китайской границе не раздалось ни одного выстрела», – заключил
Лунев.
Впрочем, переговоры между высокопоставленными чиновниками
затронут не только границу, но и положение в Южной Азии. Как утверждает
японское издание Nikkei, Пекин тут переигрывает Дели. Фактически он
окружает Индию цепью зависимых от Китая государств. Это прежде всего
Пакистан, где порт Гвадар станет китайской военной базой. Другая китайская
военная база в бассейне Индийского океана уже создана. Она находится в
государстве Джибути. Предоставляя инвестиции и займы, Китай втягивает в
свою орбиту Мьянму, Непал, Шри-Ланку.
Дели не располагает такими финансовыми ресурсами, как Пекин. И
поэтому ищет противовес Китаю, сближаясь с США, Японией, Австралией.
Китай – за независимое гос-во Палестина со столицей в Восточном
Иерусалиме
China calls for independent Palestinian state with East Jerusalem as its
capital
Dawn. 15.12.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1376772/china-calls-for-independentpalestinian-state-with-east-jerusalem-as-its-capital

China has officially stated that it supports the establishment of an
independent state of Palestine based on pre-1967 borders with East Jerusalem as its
capital.
"China understands the concerns of Islamic countries on the status of
Jerusalem, supports the resolution of the status of Jerusalem in accordance with the
relevant United Nations resolutions and international consensus," Chinese Foreign
Ministry Spokesperson Lu Kang said.
He made the remarks during his regular press briefing in Beijing while
responding to a question about the adoption of a joint statement by the
Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC) calling on the international community
to recognise East Jerusalem as Palestinian capital.
He said he hoped the negotiations between Palestine and Israel would
resume at an early date so as to promote a comprehensive, just and lasting solution
to the Palestine issue.
United States President Donald Trump's decision to shift US embassy in
Israel to Jerusalem has sparked a strong response from within Palestine as well as
Muslim countries.
The OIC on Wednesday declared East Jerusalem as the capital of the state of
Palestine and invited all countries to recognise the state of Palestine and East
Jerusalem as its capital.
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Китай отрицает слухи о намерении прорыть 1000 км туннель для
отвода вод р.Брахмапутра для орошения китайских земель
China denies building tunnel to divert Brahmaputra water, says ‗hope
India won‘t conduct unfounded speculation‘
The Hindustan Times. Dec 13, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/chinadenies-building-tunnel-to-divert-brahmaputra-water-says-hope-india-won-t-conduct-unfoundedspeculation/story-mJUXS4zrUnMKRiAwDLh3ZP.html

In October, there were reports that China planned to build a 1000km long
tunnel to divert Brahmaputra waters to the arid regions of Xinjiang. Beijing later
said the reports were untrue and false.
Brahmaputra originates in Tibet where it is called Yarlung Tsangpo and is
known as Siang in Arunachal Pradesh before it enters Assam and flows southwards
to the sea through Bangladesh.
China denied on Wednesday plans to construct a tunnel to divert River
Brahmaputra amid reports of highly polluted waters from its tributary Siang
flowing into India.
―I would like to point out that China‘s position on the eastern part of the
China-India border is consistent and clear,‖ foreign ministry spokesperson Lu
Kang said in response to questions about the reports on blackened, muddy waters
with cement and sledge of the Siang river in Arunachal Pradesh.
He refuted reports that it may due to a tunnel being constructed on Chinese
side.
―I have never heard of the project mentioned by the Indian side. It is hoped
that the Indian side will not conduct unfounded speculation and reports,‖ he said in
a written response to a question in this regard.
In October, China had denied reports of plans to build 1000km long tunnel
to divert Brahmaputra waters to the arid regions of Xinjiang, saying the report is
untrue and false.
There is, however, no explanation for the highly polluted waters in Siang
river.
Brahmaputra originates in Tibet where it is called Yarlung Tsangpo and is
known as Siang in Arunachal Pradesh before it enters Assam and flows southwards
to the sea through Bangladesh.
In 2016, China had declared that it would be building a dam on a tributary of
the river, sparking concerns of its potential downstream impact in India.
Arunachal Pradesh State Water Quality Testing Laboratory (SWQTL) in a
recent report said the water of the Siang river, which has turned dark and muddy,
has become unfit for human consumption.
Arunachal Pradesh Chief Minister Pema Khandu had drawn the attention of
the Centre on the river‘s contamination, which he said might have been caused due
to activities on the Chinese side and asked the Government of India to take up the
matter with Beijing.
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Противостояние Китая и Индии в на плато Доклам негативно повлияло
на отношения двух стран, - считает мининдел Китая
Doklam standoff put severe pressure on India-China ties, says Chinese
foreign minister
The Times of India. Dec 12, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/doklamstandoff-put-severe-pressure-on-india-china-ties-says-chinese-foreignminister/articleshow/62041564.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
The Doklam standoff had put "severe pressure" on India-China ties: Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi
Wang's visit to New Delhi is the first by a top Chinese official to India after
the 73-day Doklam standoff
The Doklam standoff ended on August 28 after Chinese troops stopped
building a key road close to India's 'Chicken Neck' corridor
BEIJING: The Doklam standoff had put "severe pressure" on India-China
ties though the issue was resolved through diplomatic means, Chinese foreign
minister Wang Yi told External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj during their
meeting in New Delhi.
The bilateral ties went through a serious test after Indian border troops
"illegally trespassed" into the Chinese territory in June, Wang told Swaraj on
Monday.
The Chinese foreign minister was in New Delhi to attend the Russia-IndiaChina (RIC) Foreign Ministers' meeting.
Although the standoff ended eventually through diplomatic means more than
two months later, lessons must be learned and efforts must be made to avoid such
an incident in the future, said Wang, whose comments were posted on the Chinese
Foreign Ministry website on Tuesday.
"The standoff put the bilateral relations under severe pressure," he said.
Wang said that the India-China relations are at a crucial period and the most
important thing between the two countries is to really cultivate mutual trust.
Leaders from both countries have shared the view that China and India
should regard each other's development as opportunities rather than challenges,
and China and India are partners rather than rivals, thus the two sides should
sincerely implement the consensus reached by the leaders of the two countries,
Wang noted.
While enhancing strategic communication at all levels, restoring dialogue
mechanisms that have been established and deepening pragmatic cooperation in all
fields, both sides should also properly manage differences so as to maintain peace
and tranquility in the border areas, he said.
Wang's visit to New Delhi is the first by a top Chinese official to India after
the 73-day Doklam standoff and after the commencement of the second five-year
term of President Xi Jinping.
The Doklam standoff ended on August 28 after Chinese troops stopped
building a key road close to India's 'Chicken Neck' corridor. India had objected to
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the construction highlighting its security concerns. The road was being built by
China in an area also claimed by Bhutan.
Besides Swaraj, Wang also called on President Ram Nath Kovind and
National Security Advisor Ajit Doval.
In his meeting with Doval, Wang said China and India should make correct
choice in development of relations without politicising and complicating issues left
over by history.
India-China relations are at a crucial moment when both sides need to make
right choice on the future of the bilateral relations, Wang was quoted as saying by
the state-run Xinhua news agency.
Мининдел Индии, Китая, России проведут встречу в Дели
Security, trade to figure in Russia, India, China foreign ministers‘
meeting
The Hindustan Times. Dec 11, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/security-trade-to-figure-in-russia-india-china-foreign-ministers-meeting/story67UdQ5mEECD3F1l6sREdEK.html

Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected in 15th
meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral.
Security issues, including India‘s efforts to counter Pakistan-based terror
groups and the situation in Afghanistan, and regional trade are expected to top the
agenda at a meeting between the foreign ministers of India, China and Russia in
New Delhi on Monday.
The 15th meeting of the Russia-India-China (RIC) trilateral comes a month
after Indian officials met their counterparts from Australia, Japan and the United
States to discuss the revival of the ―Quad‖, an alliance focussed on the Indo-Pacific
region.
It also marks the first visit to New Delhi by a senior Chinese official after a
substantially stronger President Xi Jinping was given a second term by the ruling
Communist Party.
Before the trilateral meeting, external affairs minister Sushma Swaraj will
hold separate meetings with her Russian and Chinese counterparts, Sergei Lavrov
and Wang Yi.
The trilateral meeting was originally scheduled for April but it could not be
held then as China did not confirm its participation, apparently due to its anger
over New Delhi‘s decision to allow the Dalai Lama to visit Arunachal Pradesh,
which is claimed by Beijing.
Since then, India-China relations have been strained by Beijing‘s persistent
efforts to block the designation of Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar at the
UN Security Council and the border stand-off at Doklam that lasted more than two
months.
Indian officials have indicated that the trilateral meeting will focus on
regional security, counter-terror efforts, issues affecting the Asia-Pacific region
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and coordination at regional and multilateral forums. India is also expected to
make a push for named Pakistan-based groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed in the communique to be issued after the meeting.
Given the commitment of the three nations to fight all forms of terrorism,
India is also expected to raise the blocking of Masood Azhar‘s designation by
China, apparently at the behest of its all-weather ally Pakistan.
The Russian foreign ministry has said the discussions are likely to include
the situation in Afghanistan, the Middle East and the Korea peninsula. The fight
against terrorism and drug trafficking and efforts to facilitate the exchange of
information on international security are also likely to figure, Russian officials
said.
The meeting also comes at a time when China and Russia have been moving
closer on a number of global issues, including the situation in Afghanistan, while
there is greater convergence between the foreign policies of India and the US.
The traditionally close ties between New Delhi and Moscow have also
stagnated and been hit by some strain as Russia has moved closer to Pakistan,
including the sale of military hardware and holding of annual war games.
Russia‘s policies on Afghanistan, which have hewn closer to those of China,
have also become a cause of worry for policy planners in New Delhi and Kabul.
Китай и Пакистан провели совместные морские учения в Шанхае
Pakistan, China hold joint navy exercise
The Nation. December 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/10-Dec-2017/pakistan-china-holdjoint-navy-exercise

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Navy Ship SAIF (FFG-253) participated in 5th
PN-PLA(N) Bilateral Exercise held at Shanghai, China .
Upon arrival, the ship was received at sea by Chinese Navy (PLA (N))
Frigate JINGZHOU off port Wusong, Shanghai. An impressive welcoming
ceremony was held in which senior officials of Shanghai Naval Base along with
Defence Attaché and Naval Attaché of Pakistan received the ship. During the stay
in the port, the Commanding Officer PNS SAIF called on senior civil/ military
officials including mayor of Shanghai, Mr Fan Yufei and Commander of Shanghai
Naval Base, Rear Admiral Wang Jianxun. An overwhelming response from
Chinese authorities was received during reception dinner onboard PNS SAIF.
Ambassador of Pakistan to China , Mr. Masood Khalid, co-hosted the event along
with ship‘s commanding officer. A large number of guests representing civil,
diplomatic, military communities in Shanghai attended the dinner.
PN-PLA(N) Bilateral Exercises were instituted in 2014 when Pakistan and
Chinese navies conducted inaugural joint exercise in Pakistani waters of North
Arabian Sea. The second exercise of the series was conducted in East China Sea in
year 2015 whereas both third and fourth exercises were held in beginning and end
of year 2016 in North Arabian Sea. Now the 5th exercise of the series has been
conducted in Chinese waters off Shanghai wherein PNS SAIF and frontline
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warships of PLA(N) along with air and subsurface assets participated to carry
out joint drills and naval maneuvers to develop interoperability between the two
naval forces. Observers from both navies were also exchanged to learn and benefit
from each other‘s professional experience. In addition, marine teams of both PN
and PLA(N) also held joint training and tactical drills.
The present visit of PNS SAIF to China and conduct of 5th PN-PLA(N)
Bilateral Exercise will further strengthen friendly and professional ties between the
two important navies of South-West and Far-East Asia regions. The exercise will
help in developing combined response by PN & PLA (N) in the face of
conventional as well as asymmetric threat to maritime interests of both countries.
Китайские граждане могут подвергнуться атакам в Пакистане
Chinese citizens in Pakistan warned of possible terror attacks
Dawn. December 08, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375350/chinese-citizens-inpakistan-warned-of-possible-terror-attacks

China has warned its citizens in Pakistan to be on alert after receiving
intelligence reports about possible attacks targeting Chinese.
The Chinese Embassy in Islamabad said on its website on Friday that it had
information about a ―series of terror attacks‖ planned against Chinese
organisations and personnel, without giving details. It urged its citizens to stay
inside and avoid crowded places.
Chinese Embassy warns Interior Ministry of possible 'threat' to ambassador
Thousands of Chinese workers are employed in development of about $60
billion worth of infrastructure projects under Beijing's 'Belt and Road' initiative.
The port and road-building projects have come under frequent attacks in
Balochistan.
The government has promised Beijing that it will deploy troops to secure the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Chinese nationals in the country.
Earlier this year, two Chinese nationals who were believed to be Christian
missionaries were abducted from Quetta and killed by the militant Islamic State
group.
Китай заявил о вторжении индийского дрона в китайское воздушное
пространство
China says Indian drone 'invaded' its airspace, crashed
Dawn. December 07, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375127/china-says-indiandrone-invaded-its-airspace-crashed

An Indian drone has ―invaded‖ China's airspace and crashed, China's
defence ministry said on Thursday, months after the neighbours ended one of their
worst border standoffs in decades.
―The Indian move violated China's territorial sovereignty. We strongly
express our dissatisfaction and opposition,‖ deputy director of the army's western
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theatre combat bureau, Zhang Shuili, said in a statement. Zhang did not give
details about when or where the incident happened.
Chinese border troops ―took a professional and responsible attitude‖ and
carried out identification verification of the device, Zhang said.
―We will earnestly fulfil our mission of duty and firmly defend the
sovereignty and security of our country,‖ he added.
The Indian embassy in Beijing declined to comment.
In August, the two nations pulled back their troops to resolve a tense
deadlock over part of a Himalayan plateau claimed by both China and Bhutan, an
ally of India.
The standoff began in mid-June after Chinese troops started building a road
on the remote Doklam plateau. India has an army base nearby and moved soldiers
into the flashpoint zone to halt the work, prompting Beijing to accuse it of
trespassing on Chinese soil.
After both sides withdrew, India's army chief said in September that his
country could not afford to be complacent and must be prepared for war.
―As far as our northern adversary is concerned, flexing of muscles has
started,‖ General Bipin Rawat said at a think tank event in New Delhi, in reference
to China.
―The salami slicing, taking over territory in a very gradual manner... testing
our limits of threshold is something we have to be wary about and remain prepared
for situations which could gradually emerge into conflict,‖ the army chief said.
Rawat said India also has concerns that Pakistan could take advantage of the
tensions.
India and China went to war in 1962 over the state of Arunachal Pradesh.
The latest episode has fed into a broader competition for regional influence
between the two Asian powers. The two emerging economies both have large
populations and a growing middle class.
China has invited India to join President Xi Jinping's new ―Silk Road‖
project to revive ancient trade routes from Asia to Europe and Africa.
But the economic corridor has alarmed India, partly because one of the links
cut through Azad Jammu and Kashmir.
Пакистан – в орбите Китая
Pakistan in the Chinese orbit
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https://tribune.com.pk/story/1575223/6-pakistan-chinese-orbit/
Changes in Pakistan‘s external environment have pushed it towards seeking
a closer alliance with China. This is happening in response to the hardening of
Washington‘s position towards Islamabad in the context of Donald Trump‘s
evolving approach towards Afghanistan. The White House believes that America‘s
position in Afghanistan is due to Pakistan‘s tolerance of extremists who are
operating out of the sanctuaries they have established in the country‘s tribal areas.
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The Trump administration is also developing close relations with India. In late
November, Ivanka Trump, the president‘s daughter, went to India and was hosted
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
In a study prepared for a Washington-based think tank, Shirin Tahir-Kheli
and I concluded that Islamabad should give a clear message to Washington that
while in the past it might have relied heavily on America‘s financial assistance,
that need not be the case any longer. Now, in China, Pakistan has a source for the
needed capital. In the three periods when Washington was deeply engaged with
Pakistan, capital inflows helped the country achieve high rates of economic
growth. But Washington came into the country for its own reasons and left, often
abruptly, when it no longer needed Pakistan.
CPEC: a tale of success that still leaves a lot to be desired
But China has longer-term interests in the geographic space of which
Pakistan is a part. The way China has begun to deal with its neighbourhood is
sometimes referred to as ‗geo-economics‘. This implies the use of economic
instruments to achieve geopolitical goals. Robert Blackwill and Jennifer Harris
explored the concept in their 2016 book War by Other Means: Geoeconomics and
Statecraft, calling China ―the world‘s leading practitioner of geo-economics, but it
has also been perhaps the major factor in returning regional and global power
projection back to an importantly economic (as opposed to political-military)
exercise.‖
Shunned and often scolded by the United States and shunted aside by
Narendra Modi‘s India, Pakistan has moved firmly into the Chinese orbit. This
move will have positive consequences for both Pakistan and China. Given this
dramatic shift in Pakistan‘s external orientation, policymakers in Islamabad should
keep a careful watch on how the Chinese are developing their approach to the
world outside their borders. Three developments are influencing the way Beijing is
looking at the world: reaction of the rise of Donald Trump in the United States, the
consolidation of power in the hands of President Xi Jinping and the adoption by
Beijing of a new economic growth model.
In a tweet followed by a television interview, President Trump called Xi the
―king of China.‖ While the description is exaggerated, it does raise the question as
to how Xi has been vaulted into a Chinese pantheon occupied only by Mao Zedong
and Deng Xiaoping. ‗Xi Jinping Thought‘ is now celebrated as the guide to a ‗new
era‘ for China. The ‗new era‘ is a term used repeatedly by Xi in his long address to
the 19th Congress of the Chinese Communist Party held in October 2017. Xi
planned his rise carefully, using citizenry‘s disgust with pervasive corruption in the
Chinese political and economic systems to consolidate his hold. Pamir Consulting,
a leading advisory firm working on China, provides some indication of the toll the
anti-corruption drive has taken. The campaign led to the prosecution of 278,000
members of the Communist Party, including 440 ministerial or provincial officials,
and 43 Central Committee members. The military was not spared, either. Under the
campaign, 13,000 officers were sacked and more than 50 generals were imprisoned
for corruption. Having thus cleared the decks, Xi brought in his own people. Of the
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25 members of the Politburo, 17 are Xi‘s allies while four of the seven members of
the Standing Committee — the highest policymaking body in the country — are
closely aligned with the president.
Pakistan‘s debt trap is real
Having consolidated his hold over the Chinese system, Xi has begun to
focus on the world at large. Five years ago when he was appointed Secretary
General of the Communist Party and the country‘s president, Xi spoke of China‘s
ambitions to be a regional power. In the long speech given at the 19 th Party
Congress, Xi raised his ambition and presented an agenda for China‘s growth
through 2050 that would turn his nation into a ―modernised strong country that will
dominate technology, finance and security and develop strong connections with the
world.‖ Gideon Rachman, who contributes a widely read column to the Financial
Times, recently wrote about Chinese challenge to the West. This is working on
three fronts: ideological, economic and geopolitical. China‘s political model can be
sold to the rest of the world as an alternative to America‘s promotion of
democracy. In this endeavour, Beijing is being helped by the way Trump is
governing in America. China is also increasingly confident that it can combine
tight political control with continued rapid economic growth and technological
innovation. China is now the leader in many new technologies. It is a leading
presence in a range of fields, including robotics, drones, solar technology and
artificial intelligence.
It is in geopolitics that China will have the greatest impact. While the United
States has the capacity to challenge Beijing in the open seas, it is in land
connectivity that the Chinese will rule supreme. The heavily promoted Belt and
Road Initiative is aimed at developing ―new markets for China across Eurasia —
with infrastructure links across central and south Asia towards Europe and Africa,‖
notes Rachman. ―Twenty Chinese cities are now connected to Europe by direct rail
links and the amount of freight sent this way has quintupled since 2013, as routes
such as Chengdu to Prague and Wuhan to Lyon establish themselves.‖ By placing
itself in the Chinese orbit, Pakistan can take advantage of this evolving system
based on the concept of ‗geo-economics‘.
Китай намерен разместить свой военный флот в Гвадаре – Индия в
шоке
India alarmed by China's plan to deploy warships in Gwadar
The Nation. December 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Dec-2017/india-alarmed-bychina-s-plan-to-deploy-warships-in-gwadar

Premier Li says Beijing to promote key infrastructure projects in Pakistan
New Delhi/Beijing - The proposed deployment of Chinese warships at the
Gwadar port in Pakistan has raised serious concerns in New Delhi, reported
Russian website Sputnik.
Addressing the Indian Navy's annual press conference, Naval Chief Admiral
Sunil Lanba said that Gwadar was meant to be a commercial harbour and that if it
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is to be used by the Chinese PLA (People‘s Liberation Army) for defence purposes
it would be a matter of grave concern for India .
"In future, if PLA Navy ships operate from Gwadar, it will be a matter of
concern, we will have to think of ways to mitigate the challenge," Admiral Lanba
said.
The Gwadar port, 400 nautical miles from India 's western border of Gujarat,
is being developed as part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
China considers Gwadar a major commercial and strategic hub for it to mark
its strong presence in the Indian Ocean region. But for India , it is a matter of
concern, as the presence of Chinese naval vessels in the area would further confirm
its suspicion of a Chinese plot to encircle India militarily.
Apart from Pakistan, India 's other immediate neighbours, Bangladesh and
Myanmar, have already acquired naval vessels from China . China has also
supplied a variety of aircraft and patrol vessels to the Sri Lankan armed forces.
Apart from the Chinese frigates and corvettes it currently possesses, Pakistan is in
the process of acquiring eight submarines from China .
As a countermeasure, India has deployed a large number of patrol vessels
and submarines in the Indian Ocean region. "We are deployed 24x7 in key areas in
the Gulf of Aden to the Strait of Malacca besides the straits of Sunda and
Lumbok," Admiral Lanba claimed.
The Indian Navy chief also confirmed that at any given point in time, there
are several Chinese ships present in the Indian Ocean region, which China claims
are on an anti-piracy mission. "In the month of August, there was a unique
situation, as there were 14 ships in the area," Admiral Lanba added.
As part of its massive strategy to counter China , the Indian Navy plans to
deploy another 34 naval ships in the area in the coming few years. The ships are
currently under construction at different Indian shipyards. However, the speed with
which Chinahas been adding to its naval assets in the region has dwarfed India 's
efforts.
Meanwhile, China is willing to carry out key infrastructure projects and
discuss a free trade zone with Pakistan, said Premier Li Keqiang when meeting
with Pakistani Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in Sochi, Russia.
Li said both countries have maintained well-promoted cooperation in various
fields and made progress in building the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) over the past four years, China Daily reported on Friday.
China would like to promote cooperation in production capacity and discuss
a free trade zone, which can promote balanced trade and strengthen enterprise ties
for both nations, he said.
The premier extended gratitude to his Pakistani counterpart on the security
provided to Chinese companies and citizens in the South Asian neighbour.
He hoped security can be further enhanced to cultivate an inviting
environment for economic cooperation between the two nations.
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Li said China welcomes Pakistan to join the Meeting of the Council of
Heads of Government of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) for the
first time as a member state.
China would like to boost exchanges and coordination in multilateral
mechanism, such as the SCO, and regional affairs, he said.
Abbasi said Pakistan is ready to maintain high-level exchanges and deepen
cooperation in various fields with China . Pakistan will take measures to safeguard
cooperative projects. China , as the rotating SCO chair, will further promote the
organization's development, he said.
Meanwhile, Abbasi and Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan Sapar Isakov agreed
to further enhance cooperation in all areas of mutual interest including trade and
defence, besides stressing on the need for greater cooperation between the
chambers of commerce and Industry of the two countries.
During a meeting, both prime ministers exchanged views on ways to
enhance cooperation in the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
as well as bilaterally.
They expressed satisfaction that all agreements regarding CASA-1000
Project had been signed and the project was now in its implementation stage.
Abbasi underscored that the development of a network of highways and
motorways underway in Pakistan would benefit Kyrgyzstan and other countries of
the region by providing connectivity to Gawadar and other ports of Pakistan.
Китай и Мальдивы подписали Соглашение о торговле
Maldives ‗flouts rules‘, quietly inks trade deal with China
The Times of India. Dec 1, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/maldivesflouts-rules-quietly-inks-trade-deal-with-china/articleshow/61872370.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
The Maldives govt has signed a Free Trade Agreement with Beijing without
taking the country‘s opposition, or even the people, into confidence.
According to the Maldives opposition, the archipelago already owes almost
70% of its debt to China
Maldives remains the only country in the region which PM Narendra Modi
is yet to visit.
NEW DELHI: Setting off fresh concerns over China's growing presence in
the Indian Ocean, the Maldives government+ has signed a Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) with Beijing without taking the country's opposition, or even the people,
into confidence.
According to the Maldives opposition, the archipelago already owes almost
70% of its debt to China. Maldives remains the only country in the region which
PM Narendra Modi is yet to visit.
Despite its stated India First policy formulation, the Abdulla Yameen
government has shown scant regard for India's security-related concerns. "We are
also deeply concerned that further entrenchment of the country into a Chinese debt
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trap will result in additional stress on strategic national assets and increasing
instability in Indian Ocean region," said the main opposition party, MDP's
statement.
'India's silence on Maldivian issue will worsen crisis'
According to the opposition, on November 29, the Speaker of parliament
called for an emergency sitting, to pass the FTA with China. While the
negotiations had been completed in September, Yameen signed the document on
Wednesday.
The agreement was apparently sent to the parliamentary oversight committee
on national security affairs within 3 minutes of submission to the floor. "The
committee vetting the agreement took less than 10 minutes. The committee was
conducted against parliamentary procedures... with deliberations closed off for the
public and to the media... MPs were not given access to the document... The
government allowed for less than 1 hour for the parliamentary process to approve
the 1000+ page document," said the statement.
Китай и Джибути расширяют связи, - в тревогой отмечают индийцы
China, Djibouti to forge ‗strategic‘ ties
The Hindu. 23.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/china-djibouti-toforge-strategic-ties/article20720291.ece?homepage=true

This comes in the backdrop of African nation hosting Beijing‘s overseas
military base
Djibouti, where China has opened its first overseas military base, on
Thursday agreed to establish strategic partnership to strengthen all-round
cooperation with Beijing.
The announcement came as Chinese President Xi Jinping held talks with
Djibouti President Ismail Omar Guelleh at the Great Hall of the People in
downtown Beijing.
Mr. Guelleh is the first head of state of an African country to visit the
country since the ruling Communist Party of China‘s (CPC‘s) Congress in October
endorsed a second five-year term for Mr. Xi.
China is willing to work with Djibouti to speed up the implementation of the
results of the Johannesburg Summit of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation
(FOCAC), jointly forge ahead with Belt and Road construction and fully
strengthen bilateral cooperation in all fields, Mr. Xi said in his talks with Mr.
Guelleh.
―China welcomes Djibouti to participate in the Belt and Road construction
and is ready to advance cooperation on infrastructure projects including railways,
ports, water supply, liquefied natural gas pipeline, as well as building of a free
trade area and cooperation in agriculture,‖ the state- run Xinhua news agency
quoted Xi as saying.
‗Good friend of China‘
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Mr. Guelleh, who is on a three-day state visit to China, said Djibouti is ―a
good friend of China‖ and viewed Beijing as a top-priority and indispensable
partner.
China operationalised its naval logistic base at Djibouti in the Horn of Africa
on August 1. It is the first Chinese base abroad.
Mr. Guellah expressed satisfaction with the development of bilateral ties
over the past three decades and more, and thanked China for its assistance and
support to Djibouti.
The two countries signed deals on economic, technical and agricultural
cooperation after the talk, the report said.
Почему Россия не хочет делать выбор между Китаем и Индией
Forbes. 20.11.2017. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20171120/240794049.html
Дэвид Хатт (David Hutt). Why Russia Won't Choose Sides Between China And India.
Forbes.
16.11.2017.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidhutt/2017/11/16/why-russia-wontchoose-sides-between-china-and-india/#2903bd7d6d7a

Спустя несколько недель после начала военного столкновения между
китайскими и индийскими военными на плато Доклам в июне China Global
Television Network, государственный англоязычный информационный канал,
задал вопрос о том, почему Россия хранит молчание в этом вопросе.
Действительно, Москва не делала почти никаких публичных заявлений
по поводу роста напряженности на границе между этими странами. Однако
точно так же повели себя США и Евросоюз, которые прекрасно понимали,
что, если они встанут на сторону одного из государств, это поставит под удар
второе.
Однако финансируемое Кремлем информационное агентство RT,
которое часто распространяет точку зрения российского государства,
подготовило несколько репортажей об этом конфликте, и большинство
из них оказались довольно сбалансированными в смысле отражения
интересов Китая и Индии.
В августе это противостояние сошло на нет, когда стороны
договорились отвести своих военных. Однако его геополитические
последствия поднимают ряд важных вопросов. Если, как прогнозируют
некоторые аналитики, трения между Китаем и Индией скоро станут новой
нормой, как другим странам нужно будет реагировать на это? Что еще
важнее, как азиатские сверхдержавы, в частности Китай, Индия и Россия,
будут уравновешивать свои сталкивающиеся интересы?
Москва вмешивается?
В апреле, еще до начала противостояния на границе, появились
известия о том, что российское правительство пыталось организовать
в Москве встречу министров обороны Индии и Китая. Однако, по слухам,
Китай отказался отправить на эту встречу своего министра обороны Чан
Ваньцюаня (Chang Wanquan), который в тот момент находился в российской
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столице и принимал участие в международной конференции по вопросам
безопасности.
По мнению некоторых экспертов, так случилось, потому что незадолго
до этого Индия приняла у себя Далай Ламу в индийском штате АруначалПрадеш, который граничит с китайским «автономным» регионом Тибет.
Другие эксперты увидели в этом свидетельство того, что Пекин сомневается
в истинных мотивах Москвы. В июле китайский проправительственный
таблоид Global Times высказал предположение, что Нью-Дели «хочет
проверить, кто для России важнее — Китай или Индия».
Евразия — блеф и тактический козырь Турции
Odatv.com
10.05.2017
Китай встал между Россией и Индией
Global Conflict
19.04.2017
Три гиганта
Чжунго пинлунь юэкань
10.02.2015
Китай и Индия выражают России сдержанную поддержку
The American Conservative

13.03.2014Существует мнение, что Москва хочет видеть более
активную и сильную Индию, чтобы та могла стать противовесом растущей
гегемонии Китая. К примеру, Россия долгое время поддерживала попытки
Индии получить постоянное место в «реформированном» Совбезе ООН. А
в марте Кремль публично поддержал Индию в ее попытке стать членом
Международной организации стран-поставщиков ядерных материалов,
в которую уже входит 48 стран и которая контролирует экспорт ядерного
оборудования и технологий.
Для Индии, которая обладает ядерным потенциалом, вступление в эту
организацию имеет большое значение, поскольку ее враг, Пакистан, тоже
обладает ядерным потенциалом. Более того, атомная энергия является
важным пунктом в экономических отношениях Индии и России. В 2014 году
Москва и Нью-Дели подписали соглашение, согласно которому в Индии
должны быть построены 12 атомных станций, спроектированных
россиянами. Однако Китай с самого начала препятствовал вступлению
Индии в эту организацию. Пекин объясняет свою позицию тем, что Индия
пока не подписала Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия. Китай
достиг поставленной цели, и теперь Индии придется ждать еще один год,
прежде чем она сможет снова подать заявку на вступление в эту
организацию.
Считается, что в июле Россия поддержала успешную попытку Индии
вступить в Шанхайскую организацию сотрудничества — евразийский
политический, экономический и военный блок. Дерек Гроссман (Derek
Grossman), старший аналитик американской корпорации РЭНД, заявил, что
Россия спонсировала Индию, «чтобы в первую очередь сдержать растущее
влияние Китая в этой организации». Согласно его мнению, которое нашло
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отражение в его статье для Diplomat, Россия обеспокоена тем, что
постсоветские государства, такие как Казахстан, Киргизия, Таджикистан
и Узбекистан, постепенно закрепляются на геостратегической орбите Китая.
Некоторые китайские аналитики согласны с его точкой зрения.
«Россия поддерживает вступление Индии в Шанхайскую организацию
сотрудничества ради совместного развития или же ради того, чтобы создать
противовес Китаю?» — написали авторы редакторской колонки Global Times
в июле.
Больше, чем двусторонние отношения
Отношения России и Индии были достаточно прочными начиная
с советской эпохи, и в этом году страны отмечают 70-летие дипломатических
отношений. Однако успехов прошлого может оказаться недостаточно,
как говорится в совместном докладе, недавно опубликованном двумя
аналитическими центрами, Российским советом по международным делам
и индийским Международным фондом Вивекананда. «Если придать новый
импульс отношениям между Москвой и Нью-Дели, это позволит России
диверсифицировать ее политику в Азии. Необходимо, что Россия и Индия
помешали третьим странам оказывать существенное влияние на их
двусторонние отношения», — говорится в докладе.
Очевидно, это должно свидетельствовать об обеспокоенности Москвы
и Нью-Дели в связи с тем, что вторая сторона сближается с противниками.
Россия знает, что Индия хочет сблизиться с США и Евросоюзом. Только
на этой неделе Индия приняла участие в переговорах с Японией, Америкой
и Австралией по вопросу о реформировании «Четырехстороннего диалога
по безопасности» —
соглашения,
направленного
на сдерживание
экспансионистских амбиций Пекина в Южно-Китайском море и Индийском
океане.
Спустя месяц после июньского визита индийского премьер-министра
Нарендры Моди (Narendra Modi) в Москву китайские военные корабли
приняли участие в первых совместных военных учениях с российским
флотом в Балтийском море. Издание Economist сообщило, что Россия
и Китай «хотели отправить сигнал Америке и своим народам: мы
объединились, чтобы противостоять господству Запада, и мы не боимся
демонстрировать нашу силу у границ НАТО». В том же месяце китайский
лидер Си Цзиньпин (Xi Jinping) посетил Москву, где Путин вручил ему орден
святого Андрея Первозванного — высшую государственную награду
в России. С момента прихода к власти Си посещал Москву чаще, чем любую
другую столицу. Более того, Индия также обеспокоена отношениями России
с Пакистаном — давним врагом Индии — которые постепенно укрепляются
с начала 2000-х годов.
Укрепление традиции встреч России, Индии и Китая
Однако делая акцент на направленном против Запада сотрудничестве
с Китаем, Кремль вовсе не хочет показать, что он отворачивается от Индии
и сосредотачивается исключительно на укреплении отношений с Китаем.
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При Путине Россия попыталась бросить вызов однополярному миропорядку
во главе с США, а позже — объединенной Европе во главе с Евросоюзом.
Теперь же Россия, по всей видимости, пытается предотвратить
формирование однополярной Азии и Евразии во главе с Китаем. И,
поддерживая Индию, Москва движется к этой цели. Однако введение
западных санкций против России подтолкнуло ее к сближению с Китаем, еще
больше усложнив ее задачу как посредника между Индией и Китаем.
Хотя многие представители индийского оборонного сообщества
считают, что путь вперед лежит через сближение с Западом, некоторые все
же указывают на необходимость прилагать больше усилий для укрепления
традиции ежегодных трехсторонних встреч представителей России, Индии
и Китая, которые проходили с 2002 года между учеными, бизнесменами
и министрами иностранных дел этих стран. Однако пока эти встречи
не смогли перерасти в регулярные саммиты по вопросам политики
и безопасности. Следующая встреча министров иностранных дел России,
Китая и Индии должна состояться в Нью-Дели уже в декабре.
Возможно, тогда мы сможем больше узнать о том, как Россия видит
свое положение между Индией и Китаем.
Оригинал публикации: Опубликовано 16/11/2017
Переговоры Индии и Китая по граничным вопросам начнутся в конце
декабря 2017 г.
India, China border talks next month
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 10.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiachina-border-talks-next-month/article20054835.ece?homepage=true

Talks come after the 73-day stand-off at Doklam
India and China will hold the 20th round of border talks in the end of
December, the first since the 73 day standoff at Doklam.
―Starting next month the bilateral exchanges will begin. The first one is of
our foreign minister Wang Yi who will attend the India-China-Russia foreign
ministers meeting here… Then our State Counsellor Yang Jiechi he will come to
attend the 20th round of border talks… So these two very important visits by the
two leaders will start a new chapter for our bilateral relations,‖ said Li Bijian,
Minister Counsellor in the Chinese Embassy. He was speaking on the sidelines of a
seminar organised by the Observer Research Foundation on Thursday.
Mr. Yang has been made a member of the Politburo of the Communist Party
and will become the Chinese Vice-Premier in charge of foreign policy next year.
Mr. Li said that when Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President
Xi Jinping met on the sidelines of the BRICS summit in Xiamen after the Doklam
incident in September they reached a consensus to take forward bilateral relations
and these visits were part of the initiative.
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The last round of boundary talks between the two Special Representatives,
National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and Mr. Yang were held in China in April
last year.
The two armies got into a standoff at Doklam on June 16 after Indian
soldiers prevented Chinese from building a road in disputed territory near the
India-Bhutan-China tri-junction and after tough diplomatic negotiations announced
disengagement on August 28. In this backdrop, there are wide spread
apprehensions on the future course of the border talks.
Speaking on the just concluded 19th Chinese Communist Party Congress,
Mr. Li said it was an opportunity for India.
―In the next 30 years the main task of the Chinese Government is
development. In the last five years of Mr. Xi‘s rule 60 million people have been
brought out of poverty. But we still have 40 million below poverty. India also has a
similar task. We can share our experiences in development,‖ he said.
He added that a strong and developing China gives opportunities in trade,
investment and consumption.
Трамп в Китае. Он призвал Китай крепко воздействовать на Северную
Корею и подписали Соглашения на 250 млрд. долл.
Trump urges China's Xi to work 'hard' and fast on N. Korea
Dawn. November 09, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369420/trump-urges-chinasxi-to-work-hard-and-fast-on-n-korea

Donald Trump urged Chinese leader Xi Jinping to work ―hard‖ and act fast
to help resolve the North Korean nuclear crisis, during their meeting in Beijing on
Thursday, warning that ―time is quickly running out‖.
Speaking on the second day of a trip to Beijing marked by pomp and
pageantry, Trump also decried China's ―one-sided and unfair‖ trade surplus with
the United States but told Xi ―I don't blame China‖, as the two countries signed
more than $250 billion in business deals.
Xi hosted Trump at the imposing Great Hall of the People, next to
Tiananmen Square, for the main event of Trump's five-nation tour of Asia.
While the two leaders have recently stepped up the flattery, Trump made
clear to Xi that he expected China to do more to rein in North Korea.
―We must act fast. And hopefully China will act faster and more effectively
on this problem than anyone,‖ Trump said, while thanking Xi for his efforts to
restrict trade with Pyongyang.
―China can fix this problem easily and quickly, and I am calling on China
and your great president to hopefully work on it very hard,‖ the US leader said.
―I know one thing about your president: If he works on it hard, it will
happen. There's no doubt about it.‖
The US administration thinks China's economic leverage over North Korea
is the key to strong-arming Pyongyang into halting its nuclear weapons and missile
programmes.
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Xi, who has repeatedly urged the United States and North Korea to hold
negotiations to resolve the crisis peacefully, told Trump that they should
―strengthen communication and coordination‖ on issues including the Korean
Peninsula.
Trump, who is expected to meet with Russian President Vladimir Putin at an
APEC summit in Vietnam this weekend, also appealed for help from Moscow,
which also has economic ties with North Korea.
―I'm also calling on Russia to help rein in this potentially very tragic
situation,‖ he said. He earlier said he and Xi believed there was a solution to the
nuclear standoff, without elaborating.
Trade
Washington has made no secret of its frustration at China's massive trade
surplus with the United States, but at a signing ceremony for over $250 billion in
US-Chinese business deals, Trump said he did not blame Beijing.
―After all, who can blame a country for being able to take advantage of
another country for the sake of its citizens?‖
However, he pointed the blame at past US administrations ―for allowing this
out-of-control trade deficit to take place and to grow‖.
The Trump administration has aggressively pursued trade remedies in
commercial relations with Beijing — investigating Chinese trade practices on
intellectual property and in aluminium and steel.
'Beautiful welcome'
The trip comes as Trump faces the lowest approval ratings for a US
president in seven decades, and with the one-year anniversary of his election
Wednesday spoiled by big Democrat wins in state and mayoral votes.
Xi, by contrast, cemented his status as the most powerful Chinese leader in a
generation at a Communist Party congress last month, when his name was
inscribed into the constitution.
On Trump's first state visit to China, a military band played the US and
Chinese anthems, ceremonial cannon fire erupted, and the two leaders reviewed a
military honour guard just across from Tiananmen Square — the site of the army's
deadly crackdown on pro-democracy protesters in 1989.
Children waved US and Chinese flags at the two leaders, a day after Xi
treated Trump to a tour of the Forbidden City, capped by an opera performance and
a private dinner.
―Emphasising pomp over substance is the Chinese way. With President
Trump, they think that the state-visit plus treatment will impress him and buy
China some goodwill,‖ Bonnie Glaser, China expert at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies in Washington, told AFP.
Evidently pleased with the first day of his visit, Trump circumvented China's
internet censorship system to post a message to Xi on Twitter, which is banned in
the country.
―Thank you for the beautiful welcome China! Melania and I will never
forget it!‖ he Trump.
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Both leaders say they have struck up a friendship since Trump hosted Xi for
a plush visit at the billionaire's Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida for their first meeting
in April.
―My feeling toward you is an incredibly warm one. As we said there's great
chemistry and I think we're going to do tremendous things for both China and the
United States,‖ Trump told Xi.
Despite the public bonhomie, the two leaders were expected to have had
tough discussions behind closed doors.
―The flattery will not have significant substantive effect,‖ said Sam Crane, a
Chinese history expert at Williams College.
But the pageantry is helpful to Xi's consolidation of power at home, Crane
said.
―Symbolically all of this is being framed in China as Trump coming to pay
homage to the 'core' leader,‖ he said.
'Do not try us'
Before arriving in Beijing, Trump used a speech at the South Korean
parliament to urge China and Russia to act on North Korea.
He later tweeted a warning to North Korea to avoid ―a fatal miscalculation.
Do not underestimate us. And do not try us.‖
Though China has backed the UN sanctions, US officials want Chinese
authorities to clamp down on unauthorised trade along the North Korean border.
But experts doubt China will take the kind of steps that Trump wants, such
as halting crude oil exports to the North.
Beijing fears that squeezing Pyongyang too hard could cause the regime to
collapse.
США. Трамп подписал с Китаем соглашения на $253,4 миллиардов
Московский комсомолец. 9.11.2017. http://www.mk.ru/politics/2017/11/09/trampapodpisal-s-kitaem-soglasheniya-na-2534-milliardov.html

Глава министерства коммерции Китая Чжун Шань заявил, что
приехавший в его страну президент США Дональд Трамп заключил с
Пекином 15 соглашений на общую сумму в 253,4 миллиардов долларов.
Ранее источники китайских СМИ сообщали, что стороны собираются
подписать соглашения в сфере автопрома и энергоресурсов. Предполагается,
что это позволит Китаю начать освоение нефтяных месторождений на
Аляске.
США и Китай подписали Соглашение на 9 млрд. долл.
China rolls out the red carpet to Trumps
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 8.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinarolls-out-the-red-carpet-to-trumps/article20005306.ece?homepage=true

President Xi escorts visiting American leader to the Forbidden City,
business deals worth $9 bn signed
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China on Wednesday rolled out the red carpet for U.S. President Donald
Trump, capped by a visit to the famous Forbidden City and the signing of a slew of
deals in the evening in the Great Hall of the People.
Chinese President Xi Jinping and his wife Peng Liyuan personally escorted
Mr. Trump and First Lady Melania Trump during the visit to the Forbidden City
— a world heritage site with a pristine halo of imperial China. An afternoon tea
inside the City‘s precincts for the foursome was followed by a string of grand
opera performances.
High on optics, the first leg of the visit of the presidential couple in China
offered a glimpse of the ―state visit-plus‖ welcome, which the Chinese officialdom
had promised. Mr. Xi said Mr. Trump‘s visit would yield ―positive and important‖
results, Xinhua reported. The state news agency also noted that this year marks the
45th anniversary of the former U.S. President Richard Nixon‘s ―ice-breaking‖
1972 visit that turned the tide of Sino-U.S. ties.
Immediate focus
Mr. Trump‘s visit has a prominent business dimension, though striking deals
rather than addressing structural impediments to a balanced economic relationship
appears to be his immediate focus.
The CEOs of Boeing, Westinghouse Electric, Goldman Sachs and
Qualcomm, among others, are accompanying the President.
By the evening, deals worth $9 billion had been signed. Chinese state-media
reported that 19 agreements were signed covering bioscience, aviation and smart
manufacturing, in tune with concerns about reducing the massive U.S. trade deficit
with China.
China‘s e-commerce giant JD.com also announced that it would purchase $2
billion worth of American goods. According to U.S. media reports, a Chinese
company has contracted purchase of the 50 U.S. Bell helicopters.
China‘s Vice-Premier Wang Yang, in charge of economic affairs, and
Wilbur Ross, the U.S. Commerce Secretary, oversaw the ceremony. Mr. Wang
described the event as a ―warm-up‖ exercise, promising more ―good things‖ for
Thursday.
Focused on developing ―personal chemistry‖ between the two leaders,
Chinese officials say the programme for Mr. Trump has been carefully structured
so that he can spend maximum time together with his Chinese counterpart.
Analysts say there is a perception in China that ensuring a good personal
rapport between the two leaders would be key to resolving structural impediments.
―China is launching a charm offensive for sure but substantive issues such as trade
and North Korea can come up later,‖ says Beijing-based commentator Einar
Tangen, in a conversation with The Hindu.
Пакистан не оказался в изоляции после принятия Декларации БРИКС
в Сямэень (сентябрь 2017 г.)
Pakistan not facing isolation in wake of BRICS declaration: Asif
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Maqbool Malik. November 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Nov2017/pakistan-not-facing-isolation-in-wake-of-brics-declaration-asif
Says country‘s diplomatic position improved after Trump's speech
ISLAMABAD - Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif said on Tuesday
that Pakistan
was
not facing diplomatic isolation in
the wake of
9th BRICS summit declaration in September.
Asif stated this while winding up the discussion on the admitted
adjournment motion moved by Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Sheikh on
September 22 regarding significance of the BRICS declaration with particular
reference to China‘s view point about Pakistan .
Foreign Minister said that China's stance regarding Pakistan has not changed
and that the situation on the foreign policy front was not as alarming as it was
being portrayed.
He said that Pakistan‘s allies, including Iran, Saudi Arabia and Turkey were
standing by it just as before. "In fact, Pakistan 's diplomatic position has improved
after Trump's speech," he claimed. "There has been no change in China's policy. It
is standing by Pakistan with increased alacrity," Asif maintained.
The foreign minister claimed that the Heart of Asia conference declaration ,
which Pakistan signed in August, had a much stronger stance against terrorist
organisations than the BRICS declaration .
The terrorist organisations named in the BRICS declaration had already been
named in the Heart of Asia conference, he said, adding the declaration was
misquoted following US President Donald Trump's policy statement on South
Asia.
He clarified that Pakistan 's policy regarding banned organisation was in
accordance with the policy of United Nations. A ban was imposed on proscribed
organisations to bar them from collecting hides on Eidul Azha, it was also done in
abidance with the UN policy, the minister said.
―It was being assumed that Pakistan would become internationally isolated
following the US president‘s speech,‖ he said while speaking in Senate.
―On the contrary, diplomatic support for Pakistan grew after that speech,‖ he
added. ―On the diplomatic front, our position is far better than what it was earlier.
We‘re neither diplomatically isolated, nor weak,‖ he added.
Last month, the US president censured Pakistan in his policy speech for
sheltering the Afghan Taliban and other terrorist groups, Pakistan strongly rejected
the allegation.
There was a lighter moment during the Senate session when Asif mentioned
the name of US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani sarcastically noted that ―he [Tillerson] is in
paradise‖, referring to the recently released Paradise Papers which disclosed that
the US official had an offshore firm.
The foreign minister responded that many other close aides of Trump too
were in ―paradise‖. ―Who doesn‘t want to go to paradise?‖ he joked. ―Many
Pakistanis are also there.‖
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The House also continued discussion on the state institutions and their role
in the scheme of trichotomy of power. Those Senators who took part in the
discussion today included Nasreen Jalil, Nehal Hashami, Karim Khawaja,
Professor Sajid Mir, Giyan Chand and Maulana Attaur Rehman.
They all were of the view that political parties should evolve one point
consensus that they would not weaken the parliament.
The House also disposed of an adjournment motion seeking to formulate
national water policy.
The motion which is already under the consideration of the Committee of
the Whole was moved by PPP Senator Sherry Rehman.
Earlier during the Question Hour, the Senate was informed that the
government has taken various steps to eliminate power load-shedding in the
country by 2018.
Minister for Power Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari informed the House during
question hour that due to sincere and hectic efforts of the government, the
generating capacity of electricity is continuously increasing and duration of loadshedding is gradually decreasing in the country.
Responding to a question, the Minister said that the government is taking
several steps to provide gas to remaining areas of Sindh province. At present
twenty-seven out of twenty-nine districts headquarters and 102 out of 121 Taluka
headquarters of Sindh are on gas.
Replying to a question, Minister for Power said that Pakistan has committed
to the execution of the Pak-Iran gas pipeline project. He said the delay in the
execution of the project is due to sanctions on Iran.
Китай намерен построить железную дорогу в Непал, вложить 4 млрд.
долл.
Chinese team in Nepal for talks on rail links
Hindustan Times. Nov 06, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/chineseteam-in-nepal-for-talks-on-rail-links/story-LvSWwntZbziSQGEEWn627N.html

A feasibility study carried out by a Chinese firm in 2016 states three railway
lines will be built between China and Nepal with a total investment of about $4
billion.
A high-level Chinese team arrived in Kathmandu on Monday for talks with
Nepalese authorities on the possibility of extending proposed cross-border railway
links, part of efforts to expand connectivity with Nepal.
A Chinese firm has conducted a feasibility study for cross-border railway
lines that will link Kerung or Gyirong in the Tibet Autonomous Region to
Kathmandu, Pokhara and Lumbini, the birthplace of Lord Buddha near the border
with India.
China‘s efforts to build railway links to Nepal are part of its ambitious Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), a flagship project being pushed by President Xi Jinping.
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―After holding talks, the Nepali and Chinese teams will leave for a field visit
to the border near Keyrung on Tuesday,‖ said a Nepalese official who participated
in the talks.
A vice minister from China‘s National Railway Administration is leading
the 23-member Chinese delegation.
Transport infrastructure at Kerung was recently upgraded by the Chinese in
order to make inroads into South Asia through Nepal under the BRI.
The feasibility study carried out by the Chinese firm in 2016, which was
accessed by Hindustan Times, states that three railway lines will be built between
China and Nepal. The total investment is estimated to be around $4 billion.
Китай хочет стабильности в Афганистане – в первую очередь для
завершения своих энергетических проектов
China seeks stability in Afghanistan to complete its regional soft power
ambitions
Rameen Khan. The Nation. November 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov2017/china-seeks-stability-in-afghanistan-to-complete-its-regional-soft-power-ambitions

In contemporary era China has emerged as a rising dominant power because
of its soft power approach which it has focused upon in many countries and
regions. The recent foreign policy of China is an attempt to portray it as peaceloving, cooperative and responsible power so as to maintain its benign image in the
world. The concept of soft power was given by Joseph Nye in the ‗80s which states
that it is the country‘s ability to persuade others without using coercive
means. China , however, has taken the idea of Nye‘s soft power and implemented
its foreign policy accordingly.
China‘s foreign policy is based upon five principles of peaceful coexistence
which include ‗non intervention‘, respect for sovereignty and boundaries of other
states as well as no-interference in internal affairs of states. However, it is
surprising that China has involved itself in Afghanistan despite of having noninterference policy. This has happened because China sees itself as responsible
actor in the region to provide security guarantee to other states as well. And it must
also be noted that foreign policy transforms according to states interest.
China , therefore, in order to gain its regional influence is trying to expand
its soft power which ranges from cultural to economics. China is trying to maintain
good and friendly relations with states in the region as well as outside the region.
The situation in Afghanistan hasn‘t been stable since many years; the constant
fighting has caused much unrest in the state which China seeks to stabilise in
today‘s arena. The stability is necessary to be bought up in Afghanistan because by
doing so China would also be able to protect its own interests, i.e. it fears that
terrorism which is present in may not spill over in its Xinjiang autonomous region
which is its western province. Another ambition which China is working upon is to
achieve its emerging power status in South Asia therefore it is promoting its soft
power image by increasing its bilateral ties with other states.
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China knows that future of Afghanistan could be made peaceful and stable
by winning the popular support and mixing security with development
therefore China is investing in Afghanistan because a country cannot sustain itself
for much longer depending upon foreign aid. Investment can, however, change a
country and make it prosperous. Afghanistan is a state which is rich in agriculture
sector but irrigation land which it posses is less therefore China can improve the
agriculture sector by building more dams and irrigation system as it promised to
provide assistance for hydro power plant in Kunar which is a violent border region.
Through its OBOR initiative, China seeks to build transport and energy
projects: roads, bridges, gas pipelines, ports, railways, and power plants. This
would also give an advantage to Afghanistan because developing infrastructure
and economy could help build a prosperous state. It is also believed that
if China would
develop
infrastructure
of Afghanistan it
would
enable Afghanistan to build its security forces as well. It has also been observed
that China is
getting
itself
involved
in
peace
talks
between
Afghan Taliban and Afghanistan government.
Chinese leadership believes that it would be able to promote peace and
prosperity
in Afghanistan .
The
investment
which China is
making
in Afghanistan is one step in economically developing a state and it would also
develop its forces. Overall it could be said that the primary goal which China has is
the security of Afghanistan and it also requires the efforts of all regional actors as
well, because it would be beneficial for all states to have a stable and
secure Afghanistan . It must be noted that the stability of Afghanistan would
ultimately bring stability in the region. China by bringing stability
in Afghanistan could achieve a status of dominant power in South Asia.
Китай заявил, что (несмотря ни на что) готов улучшать отношения с
Индией
After blocking ban on Masood Azhar, China says ready to work with
India on bilateral relations.
The Times of India. 3.11.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/after-blockingban-on-masood-azhar-china-says-ready-to-work-with-india-on-bilateralrelations/articleshow/61477667.cms

This come after China, for the fourth time, blocked India, the US and other
nations' bid to list Masood Azhar as a global terrorist.
BEIJING: China on Friday said it was ready to work with India to promote
"constant progress" of bilateral relations, amid fresh strains in ties after Beijing
again blocked Pakistan-based JeM chief Masood Azhar's designation as a global
terrorist by the UN.
China on Thursday, for the fourth time, blocked India, the US and other
nations' bid to list Pathankot terror attack mastermind Azhar as a global terrorist,
saying "there is no consensus" within the members of the sanctions committee.
India reacted sharply to China's move, saying "accommodating with
terrorism" for narrow objectives was both short-sighted and counterproductive.
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China's Assistant Foreign Minister Chen Xiaodong told the media that China
attached great importance to its relations with India.
"India is an important neighbour of China," Chen said, adding China plans to
step up ties with neighbours under the "neighbourhood diplomacy with Chinese
characteristics in the new era" enunciated by President Xi Jinping during the
recently concluded key Congress of the ruling Communist Party of China (CPC).
"We are ready to work with India to promote constant progress of bilateral
relations guided by this diplomacy with Chinese characteristics for the new era,"
Chen said without elaborating.
He said China has been following this concept and vision over the past few
years in its cooperation with the neighbours and deepening mutual political trust
promoting practical cooperation with them.
In the last two years, China has stonewalled efforts by India to declare Azhar
as a global terrorist.
Last year in March, China was the only member in the 15-nation UN organ
to put a hold on India's application with all other 14 members of the Council
supporting New Delhi's bid to place Azhar on the 1267 sanctions list that would
subject him to an assets freeze and travel ban.
After a slap offering a banana is part of China''s cunning policy. India should
reply with a tighter slap by recognising Dalai Lama as true representative of Tibet
and raise its voice in the international fora.
The relations between the two neighbours are also strained by a 73-day
standoff at Dokalam over Chinese army's plans to build a strategic road in the area
also claimed by Bhutan.
Officials here said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi will travel to India
next month to New Delhi to attend the Russia, India, China (RIC) Foreign
Ministers meeting during which he would also hold talks with the Indian
leadership on the bilateral relations during the second term of Xi.
Китай укрепляет союз с Пакистаном в его противостоянии с Индией
Карпов Д.А. 1 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38847

Период относительного спокойствия в двусторонних отношениях
между Пекином и Нью-Дели, который установился после формального
урегулирования приграничного конфликта месячной давности, закончился.
Напомним, что тогда поводом для наращивания сторонами своих военных
контингентов на плато Доклам стало намерение Пекина построить в спорной
приграничной зоне стратегическую автотрассу. Напряжение несколько спало
после отказа китайцев этот проект сейчас реализовывать, но теперь возник
новый повод для обострения.
30 октября Пекин через представителя МИД Хуа Шунянг вновь
подтвердил, что Китай не готов включать главу пропакистанской
военизированной группы «Джейш аль-Мухаммед» Масуда Азхара в список
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«международных террористов» пока, этот вопрос не обсужден на Совете
Безопасности ООН 2 ноября.
Представитель МИД КНР констатировала «недостаток консенсуса» по
этому вопросу в качестве объяснения такого шага. Несмотря на то, что такой
шаг не ведет к прямой конфронтации Пекина с Нью-Дели, но тем не менее
четко сигнализирует о ориентации Китая в нынешнем региональном
пасьянсе. Сложно сказать, как китайская сторона будет официально
отстаивать свою позицию собственно в рамках дискуссий в самом Совете
Безопасности ООН, но даже если Пекин по данному вопросу предпочтет
воздержаться и не будет накладывать вето на возможное решение о внесении
М.аль-Азхара в «черные списки», то это безусловно четко сигнализирует о
нынешней тенденции в региональной политике Китая, который настроен на
укрепление дальнейшего альянса с Пакистаном.
Отметим также, что на последнем по времени саммите стран БРИКС в
начале октября с.г. Пекин, казалось, был согласен на внесение
пропакистанских организаций «Лашкар е-Тайеба» и «Джейш аль-Мухаммед»
в списки «террористических организаций», что дало повод ряду экспертов
говорить о том, что китайская сторона постепенно трансформирует свою
позицию по этому вопросу. В этой связи более оправданной версией является
та, которая говорит о том, что Пекин своей примирительной позицией на
саммите БРИКС преследовал цель прежде всего несколько успокоить
региональное напряжение перед знаковым для нынешнего китайского
руководства съездом КПК.
Теперь позиция Пекина на направлении всяческого укрепление союза с
Исламабадом станет более артикулированной. При этом стало известно, что
Китай по ряду дипломатических и политических контактов с пакистанской
стороной сразу же после саммита БРИКС направил в Исламабад довольно
осмысленные сигналы о то, что прежняя политика Пекина по «признанию
жертвенной роли Пакистана в борьбе с международным терроризмом не
поменялась». Если перевести это на русский язык, то это означает, что Пекин
не собирается менять свою позицию по поддержке Исламабада на внешнем
треке, и прежде всего на индийском и афганском направлении.
Более того, сразу же после исторического съезда КПК, который можно
считать фиксацией победы сторонников Си Цзиньпина, по дипломатическом
каналам пакистанской стороне было подтвержден тезис о том, что
«региональный
альянс
с
Исламабадом
является
для
Пекина
принципиальным». Ряд экспертов при этом убеждены, что рамки такого
регионального союза будут только укрепляться и расширяться.
В данном случае речь идет не только о доведении до ума глобальных
логистических проектов из промышленных районов Китая до пакистанских
морских портов, но и прежде всего коллективное противодействие нынешней
стратегии США, которые делает упор в реализации своих планов по
Афганистану и вообще в регионе Юго-Восточной Азии на укрепления
партнерства с Нью-Дели. И в том числе и прежде всего в Афганистане, где
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Индия должна не только реализовать свыше сотни инфраструктурных
проектов, но и принять участие в тренинге афганских силовиков и поставках
определенных типов вооружения. И тот факт, что Нью-Дели отказался
направлять свои воинские контингенты в Афганистан, как на том сначала
настаивали американцы, кардинально в этой ситуации ничего не меняет.
Основным моментом здесь является общее неприятие Вашингтоном и
Кабулом полнокровного участия Исламабада в формате внутриафганского
урегулирования. И заседание в октябре некой новой переговорной группы в
составе США, Афганистана, КНР и Пакистана в Омане ничего кардинально в
такой политике американцев не поменяло. В этой связи вышеперечисленные
террористические группы в общем находятся в плотной опеке пакистанских
военных и являются наиболее активным инструментов силового и
дестабилизирующего воздействия на индийские цели.
В этой связи отметим, что нынешняя политика Исламабада
предусматривает некое перемирие в опорных точках основного
противостояния с Нью-Дели именно по периметру индийско-пакистанской
зарницы, и особенно в спорных штате Джамму и Кашмир. И дело в данном
случае не в излишнем миролюбии Исламабада. Ему пока элементарно не
хватает военных ресурсов для активных действий сразу на двух
направлениях: афганском и собственно условно индийском.
На границе с Афганистаном и в «зоне племен» пакистанские военные
сейчас ведут по меньшей мере две крупные военные операции по ликвидации
враждебных им проафганских групп талибов, сепаратистов-белуджей, и т.п.
Одновременно идет техническое укрепление границы с Афганистаном на
предмет создания максимальных барьеров по инфильтрации на территорию
Пакистана враждебных террористический групп.
Переброска на индийскую границу дополнительных сил с средств
сейчас для Исламабада проблематично, что и было признано на ряде
последних заседаний Генштаба пакистанской армии. Активизация же какойлибо террористической активности в приграничных с Индией проблемных
районах однозначно потребует концентрации там дополнительных
армейских подразделений.
Но это тактическое перемирие, и безусловно пропакистанские
экстремистские группы остаются пока в глубоком резерве. И Пекин в данном
случае безусловно будет всячески поддерживать своего партнера в лице
Исламабада на этом направлении. Можно говорить в данном случае о
«двойных стандартах», но Пекин и Исламабад действуют ровно в рамках
стратегии и тактики самих Вашингтона и Нью-Дели, которые не стесняются
использовать в своих целях различного рода радикальные группы.
США-Китай. Индия осторожно отмечает мнение Китая – «Никто не
сдержит Китай» (о продаже американского оружия Индии).
No one can ‗contain‘ China: Chinese envoy on US selling arms to India
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The Hindustan Times. Oct 31, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/no-onecan-contain-china-chinese-envoy-on-us-selling-arms-to-india/storywHPeisxuSCDMKFwr5PLunL.html

Political analysts in the west have described the sale of arms to India as a
US move to contain China.
The Chinese envoy to the US said on Monday that no one could ―contain‖
China now, expressing his displeasure over the formation of an ―exclusive club‖ in
the Indo-Pacific region.
Chinese Ambassador to the US Cui Tiankai was responding to questions on
the recent India-centric policy speech by US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and
the decision of the Trump administration to sell to India high-tech military
equipment, including state-of-the-art armed drones, and the Japanese proposal of a
strategic quadrilateral dialogue involving India and Australia.
―I don‘t think that the sales of advanced arms would really serve that
purpose,‖ Cui said.
Political analysts in the west have described the sale of arms to India as a US
move to contain China.
―By the way I don‘t think anybody would be able to contain China,‖ the
Chinese Ambassador asserted in his rare press conference at the Embassy of China
here.
The top diplomat was addressing media ahead of US President Donald
Trump‘s visit to China early next month.
Trump is scheduled to embark on a 10-day visit to China. He would also
visit Japan, South Korea, Vietnam and the Philippines.
Cui said China is ―open to cooperation among the regional countries‖ for
stability and prosperity.
The relationship between China and India ―have been developing quite
steadily over the years‖.
Chinese President Xi Jinping, he said, has always said that Pacific Ocean is
large enough to accommodate that development both of China and the US, and the
Asia-Pacific region is big enough to accommodate the development of China, India
and Japan.
―In this regard I hope all parties will do things conducive to better relations,
better mutual trust,‖ he said.
Without mentioning the recent stand-off between India and China, Cui said
he does not think that ―confrontation‖ is in the interest of either of the two
countries.
―I‘m quite confident that both countries have a clear recognition of what will
serve their respective interests best,‖ he said, responding to a question on India and
the move to have a strategic dialogue involving four countries – India, Japan, US
and Australia.
Any relationship between any two countries in the region, between any
regional country and another country outside of the region should not be a zero
sum game, he said when asked about the strengthening of India US relationship,
which many say is aimed at China.
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―Good relations between China and the US is not at the expense of any other
country. The same should be true for relations between US and India and Japan
and India,‖ he said.
It is not in the interest of these countries if their aim is to sort of ―contain‖
China, the top Chinese diplomat said.
Cui said all the regional countries in the Indo-Pacific have shared interests in
greater stability, peace and better prospects for prosperity.
In order to achieve that regional countries have to work together and have to
promote closer cooperation among them and maybe establish appropriate regional
mechanisms, he said.
As such, China is open to cooperation with all its neighbours so that AsiaPacific will continue to be a peaceful, stable and prosperous region.
―We are following developments in the region very closely and hopefully
other countries will have the same approach as we have,‖ he said, responding to a
question on quadrilateral dialogue between India, Japan, US and Australia.
Cui said he does not think that ―any attempt to form exclusive clubs in the
region following a so-called zero sum approach will help anybody‖.
Китай исследует возможность прорыть 1 тыс. км туннель, чтобы
повернуть воды р.Брахмапутра в Синь Цзянь
China plans 1000-km tunnel to take Brahmaputra water to Xinjiang:
Report
Sutirtho
Patranobis.
Hindustan
Times,
Oct
30,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/china-plans-1-000-km-tunnel-to-carrybrahmaputra-water-from-tibet-to-xinjiang-report/story-QBmxl7rMgmd8UW6pKV7VSL.html

The Chinese scientists have suggested to the government that the
Brahmaputra be drained in southern Tibet, close to the Indian border, and the
water diverted to Xinjiang.
Top scientists backed by the ruling Communist Party of China are working
on a plan to drain the Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra) river near the Indian border
and divert the water through a 1,000-km tunnel, the world‘s longest, to arid
Xinjiang.
The Tsangpo flows into India through Arunachal Pradesh as the Siang
before becoming the Brahmaputra in Assam – the source of life and livelihood for
millions in the country‘s northeast.
The tunnel project, submitted to the government in March, is in the blueprint
stage but could trigger a serious water crisis in India‘s northeast if implemented as
the Tsangpo is an upper riparian river.
Chinese engineers are ―testing techniques‖ that could be used to build the
1,000-km tunnel to carry water from Tibet to the Taklimakan Desert in Xinjiang,
Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post reported, citing experts involved in
the project.
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Even by China‘s standards, the project is massive. The country‘s longest
tunnel is the 85-km Dahuofang water project in Liaoning province, while the
world‘s longest tunnel is the 137-km water supply pipe beneath New York.
The recommendation from the scientists is simple – drain the Tsangpo in
Tibet Autonomous Region and tunnel it to Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,
which lies in the rain-shadow area of the Tibet plateau. The proposed tunnel will
drop from the world‘s highest plateau, its multiple sections connected by
waterfalls.
Wang Menshu, China‘s top tunneling expert, suggested the government
―drain the Yarlung Tsangpo River at Sangri county in southern Tibet, near the
disputed border with India‖, the report said.
Another leading scientist, Wang Wei, who helped draft the tunnel proposal,
told the newspaper more than 100 scientists had formed teams for the nationwide
research effort.
The scientists are aware India and Bangladesh would protest against the
project but are ready to implement it anyway.
―Wang said the project would also prompt protests from India and
Bangladesh, which lay downstream. But compared to other proposals, which
would require the construction of massive dams on the river, the underground
tunnels would leave Tibet‘s natural landscape largely unscathed,‖ the report said.
―It won‘t leave a mark on the surface for other countries or environmental
activists to point their fingers at,‖ Wang said.
India will certainly be worried.
Between the Indus, which originates in the west of the Tibet plateau, and the
Tsangpo-Siang in the east, there are six major rivers flowing from Tibet to India.
These rivers are crucial for India‘s agricultural and industrial needs. As of
2016, China had plans to build 32 dams on the rivers and tributaries, raising
concerns among people in lower riparian states.
Zhang Chuanqing, a researcher at the Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics
in the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Wuhan, Hubei province, is confident the
tunnel project will take off despite the enormous costs, engineering challenges,
environmental impact and protests by neighbours.
No study on the environmental impact has been carried out so far.
But experts are confident and said with the availability of technology in the
years to come and potential benefits, the project will be difficult to resist.
―With new water from Tibet, Xinjiang would boom like California,‖ Zhang
said.
He added China was ―now taking a quiet, step-by-step approach to bring it
to life‖.
A ―rehearsal‖ for the 1000-km tunnel has begun with the building of a tunnel
that will be more than 600 km long in Yunnan province in southwestern China.
Work on this tunnel started in August and it will comprise more than 60 sections,
each wide enough to accommodate two high-speed trains.
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The tunnel in Yunnan will pass through mountains several thousand metres
above sea level in an area plagued by unstable geological conditions.
―Researchers said building the Yunnan tunnel would be a ‗rehearsal‘ of the
new technology, engineering methods and equipment needed for the TibetXinjiang tunnel…,‖ the report said.
The Yunnan project also gives an idea of the enormous costs involved. It
will take eight years to build at an estimated cost of 78 billion yuan ($11.7 billion).
―It will carry more than three billion tonnes of water each year from
northwestern Yunnan to the province‘s dry centre and directly benefit more than
11 million people,‖ according to the provincial government.
Китай отрицает якобы намерения построить 1000 км туннель для
отвода вод р. Брахмапутра в Синь Цзянь.
China denies report of plan to build tunnel to divert Brahmaputra
waters
The Times of India. Oct 31, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/chinadenies-report-of-plan-to-build-tunnel-to-divert-brahmaputra-waters/articleshow/61357558.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
China Foreign Ministry spokesperson trashes Hong Kong-based South China
Morning Post report from yesterday
Report said plans afoot to build 1,000- km long tunnel to divert water from
Brahmaputra to the parched Xinjiang region
India as riparian state has already flagged its concerns to China about dams
being on the Brahmaputra

BEIJING: China today rejected as "false and untrue" a media report that it
was planning to build a 1,000- km long tunnel to divert water from the
Brahmaputra river in Tibet close to Arunachal Pradesh to the parched Xinjiang
region.
Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post yesterday said that Chinese
engineers were testing techniques that could be used to build the tunnel, the world's
longest.
"This is untrue. This is a false report," Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Hua Chunying told a media briefing when asked about the report.
China will continue to attach great importance to cross-border river
cooperation, she said.
According to the report, the proposed tunnel, which would drop down from
the world's highest plateau in multiple sections connected by waterfalls, would
provide water in China's largest administrative division+ , comprising vast swathes
of deserts and dry grasslands.
The water would be diverted from the Yarlung Tsangpo River in southern
Tibet, which turns into the river Brahmaputra once it enters India, to the
Taklamakan desert in Xinjiang, the report had said.
India as riparian state has already flagged its concerns to China+ about
various dams being built by it on the Brahmaputra river, which is known in China
as Yarlung Tsangpo.
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Beijing has been assuring India and Bangladesh that its dams were not
designed to storing water.
Пакистанские студенты учат мандаринский в надежде найти работу.
Международный независимый Телеканал NTD (офис – в Нью-Йорке, основан
китайцем).
19.10.2017.
http://ntdtv.ru/63958-pakistanskie-studenty-uchat-mandarinskij-vnadezhde-najti-rabotu

22-летний Мухаммад Низами осваивает произношение и ударения в
китайском языке. Он студент факультета теологии в одной из религиозных
школ Карачи, столице Пакистана. Муххамад и ещѐ около 5000 местных и
иностранных студентов изучают здесь также арабский, английский и урду.
Но китайский даѐтся ему сложнее всего. [Мухаммад Низами, студент]:
«Мандаринский учить сложно, поскольку мы никогда не сталкивались с
подобным написанием. Произнести и понять этот язык сложно». Мухаммад
надеется, что знание китайкого повысит его перспективы устроиться на
работу. В Пакистане открывается всѐ больше филиалов китайских компаний.
Также сюда на работу приезжают тысячи китайцев. Теперь местные жители
решили составить им конкуренцию.
[Мухаммад Амин, преподаватель китайского языка]: «Многие
китайские компании открывают здесь представительства, и им нужны
переводчики. Вот одна из причин, почему мы открыли в нашей школе курсы
китайского». Директор школы говорит, что среди пакистанских студентов
этот предмет становится всѐ более популярным. Китай строит в Пакистане
сеть дорог и электростанций. В ближайшие десятилетия объѐм китайских
инвестиций в этой сфере может достичь 46 миллиардов долларов. Китай и
Пакистан сохраняют тесные политические и военные связи, которые
подкрепляются, в частности, общей антипатией по отношению к соседней
Индии.
Влияние новой «афганской» стратегии США на военно-техническое
сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 12 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38326

Как известно, военно-политическое руководство США откровенно
определило Пакистан в роли главного пособника террористов и исламистов в
соседнем Афганистане, что обусловило пристальное внимание как
пакистанских, так и китайских обозревателей к визиту министра обороны
США Джеймса Мэттиса в Кабул и Нью-Дели. В некоторых публикациях
китайские специалисты отметили низкую оперативность талибов в связи с
обстрелом аэродрома столицы Афганистана и низкую квалификацию
исполнителей этого неудачного нападения.
В отношении «индийского вектора» предстоящей кампании ВС США в
Афганистане китайские специалисты указывают, что у Белого дома не
получится заставить индийское руководство направить свой вооенный
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контингент или получить сколь-нибудь значимое содействие. Китайские
специалисты отмечают:
– крайне низкую морально-психологическую подготовку индийских
военных, на которых оказывает влияние плачевное состояние техники –
регулярные летные происшествия (по техническим причинам потеряно 30
истребителей Су-30МКИ);
– низкие характеристики систем вооружения индийского производства
(отложено на год принятие нового ПТУР «Наг»);
– крайне низкая надежность боеприпасов. Так в сентябре 2017 г.
индийские военные, используя заряд национального производства к гаубице
М777А2 (пр-во США), спровоцировали разрыв орудия и гибель расчета в
полном составе.
От внимания китайских наблюдателей не укрылся тот факт, что хотя
представители оборонно-промышленного комплекса США и достигли
понимания с индийскими партнерами о поставках истребителя F-16 и
размещения линии по сборке, однако, фактически, ВВС Индии получат 60
самолетов с баз хранения ВВС США. Американские инженеры проведут
комплекс работ по продлению срока летной годности и модернизации
отдельных элементов бортового радиоэлектронного оборудования этих
самолетов.
Очевидно, что американские стратеги ведут слишком сложную военнодипломатическую игру с Нью-Дели, которая лишена всякого здравого
смысла в сравнении с тем как взаимодействуют по военно-политической и
военно-технической линии Пекин и Исламабад.
Как заявил премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси в
интервью представителям национальных и зарубежных СМИ, «Пакистан
больше не полагается на США в вопросе обеспечения обороноспособности,
поскольку официальный Исламабад на протяжении последних 10-15 лет
активно работал над диверсификацией поставок вооружения и военной
техники из разных стран». Ш.Х.Аббаси откровенно заявил, что ВС
Пакистана приняли на вооружение технику как американского, так и
европейского, китайского и даже некоторые образцы российского
производства и намерены расширять сотрудничество с теми поставщиками,
которые желают работать с официальным Исламабадом на условиях
взаимовыгодного и доверительного партнерства.
По данным китайских источников, представители ВМС Пакистана
подписали соглашение о поставке сторожевых кораблей проекта 054А (по
классификации НАТО Jiangkai II), которые помогут сохранить боевой
потенциал в условиях масштабного перевооружения ВМС основного
регионального конкурента – Индии.
Представляется возможным указать некоторые тактико-технические
характеристики СКР проекта 054А:
– длина: 135 м;
– ширина: 16 м;
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– осадка: 4,5 м;
– водоизмещение стандартное: 3500 тонн;
– водоизмещение полное: 4200 (4036) тонн;
– экипаж: 180 в/ч
В отношении силовой установки корабля известно, что она состоит из
четырех дизельных двигателей 16РА6STC разработки французской компании
S.E.M.T Pielstick, которые собирают и обслуживают по лицензии на заводе
китайской компании Shaanxi Diesel Engine Heavy Industry Co.,Ltd в
провинции Шэньси. Эти проверенные временем двигатели передают
крутящий момент через два вала на два винта постоянного шага, что
позволяет кораблю развивать максимальную скорость 30 узлов. На
экономической скорости 18 узлов дальность плавания достигает 4000 миль,
что и позволяет этим сторожевым кораблям уверенно выполнять задачи по
борьбе с пиратами в западной части акватории Индийского океана.
Вооружение корабля представлено следующими системами:
– артиллерийской установкой PJ-26 калибра 76 мм;
– 32 вертикальными пусковыми установками для зенитных
управляемых ракет «Морское красное знамя 16А» (максимальная дальность
перехвата воздушной цели 50 км);
– двумя счетверенными наклонными пусковыми установками
противокорабельных ракет серии «Инцзи» (максимальная дальность пуска
290 км.);
– двумя 11-ти ствольными зенитными пушками «тип 1130» –
формируют рубеж самообороны корабля.
Кроме того, на СКР установлено два пусковых устройства для
постановки дымовых/аэрозольных/электромагнитных помех «тип 87». Для
обнаружения подводных лодок вероятного противника корабль оснащен
подкилевой и буксируемой активно-пассивной гидроакустическими
станциями, которые позволяют уверенно обнаруживать дизельэлектрическую подводную лодку проекта 636 на дальности от 18 до 25 км в
зависимости от гидрологии водного района. Поражение подводных целей
возложено на противолодочные вертолеты Ка-28 или «Чжи-9», на
вооружении которых находятся легкие торпеды китайского/итальянского
производства.
Применение вооружения, обработку данных от радиолокационных
станций и бортовых систем радиоэлектронной борьбы обеспечивает
тактическая боевая информационно-управляющая система ZKJ-4B, которая
скопирована с французской Tavitac.
Как видно из данных приведенных выше, такой корабль способен
выполнять задачи по противовоздушной обороне корабельной ударной
группы, наносить удары по кораблям противника и даже вести обстрел
наземных объектов вероятного противника при помощи артиллерийского
вооружения. По данным специальных служб США, Канады и Австралии в
наклонные пусковые установки рассматриваемого СКР могут быть
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загружены крылатые ракеты СМ-602G, предназначенные для нанесения
ударов по сухопутным объектам противника на дальности до 600 км.
Очевидно, что принятие на вооружение таких СКР позволит
пакистанским военным морякам вывести из состава флота устаревшие
фрегаты класса «Оливер Хазард Перри» (пр-во США) или СКР проекта 21
(пр-во Великобритания), которые уже давно исчерпали свои ресурсы и не
подлежат модернизации.
В случае если официальный Исламабад приобретет такие корабли, то
это будет означать, что пакистанское военно-политическое руководство
получило более привлекательные условия в сравнении с турецкими
кораблестроителями. Известно, что представители ОПК КНР также ведут
активную конкурентную борьбу с голландскими кораблестроителями за заказ
на поставку легких СКР для пакистанского флота.
Также, вполне вероятно, что китайские разработчики в конечном
варианте предложат ВМС Пакистана модернизированную версию
рассмотренного СКР в проекте 054В. На модернизированный СКР
планируется устанавливать орудие калибра 130 мм; в ВПУ размещать ЗУР
«Морское красное знамя 16В» (максимальная дальность пуска 75 км) и
увеличить боекомплект ракет до 128 ед.
Кроме того, Китаю крайне важно поддержать пакистанских партнеров
в свете начавшихся строительных работ по проекту «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» и особо пристального внимания к
этому инфраструктурному объединению двух стран со стороны Пентагона.
По словам Д.Мэттиса, именно китайские инвестиции в экономику
соседнего государства и плотные контакты по линии спецслужб обусловили
сохранение группировки «Талибан» в сопредельном Афганистане. С учетом
вышесказанного, представляется возможным согласиться с оценками
китайских политологов, которые ожидают в ближайшее время
разнонаправленных попыток США осложнить обстановку в Центральной
Азии и Ближнем Востоке, а именно оказать согласованное давление на
Пакистан, КНР и Иран – страны, которые тесно сотрудничают в вопросе
разработки баллистического ракетного вооружения.
Китай провел первые военные учения в Джибути
China conducts first military drills in Djibouti
Dawn, September
military-drills-in-djibouti

27th, 2017.

https://www.dawn.com/news/1360345/china-conducts-first-

BEIJING: China has staged military exercises in Djibouti after opening its
first overseas military base there last month, official media said.
State television CCTV showed armoured vehicles moving on a desert track,
groups of soldiers firing automatic weapons and cannon pointing towards the
horizon.
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Dozens of soldiers have been deployed in temperatures above 40 degrees
Celsius (104 F) ―to reinforce their hardiness in combat and their mastery of
military techniques‖, the report said.
―This is the first time that officers and soldiers stationed in Djibouti have left
their camp to conduct live-fire exercises,‖ Liang Yang, the base commander, told
the broadcaster.
It was unclear when the drills took place. China opened its base in Djibouti
in early August.
О перспективных направлениях военно-технического сотрудничества
КНР и Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 29 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38041

Сотрудничество в области техники ВМС
В свете усиления ВМС Индии пакистанские военные проводят анализ
соотношения возможностей и приходят к выводу о том, что им необходимо
достичь качественного превосходства в технике и одновременно
поддерживать высокий уровень боевой подготовки военнослужащих
надводных, подводных и авиационных подразделений ВМС страны.
Благодаря публикациям в китайских источниках стало известно, что
начальник главного штаба ВМС Пакистана адмирал Мухаммад Закаулла
посетил несколько проектных институтов и судостроительных предприятий,
входящих в состав Китайской промышленной кораблестроительной
корпорации в Даляне, Шанхае и Ухани и убедился, что китайские
конструкторы, инженеры и строители способны построить авианесущий
корабль практически любого водоизмещения.
В ходе переговоров руководитель китайской корпорации подарил
высокопоставленному пакистанскому военному масштабную модель
авианесущего корабля проекта 001А, который, как известно, в настоящее
время находится у причальной стенки судостроительного завода в г.Далянь и
практически готов к началу ходовых испытаний. Вероятно, пакистанские
военные заинтересованы в строительстве авианесущего корабля
водоизмещением около 40000 тонн в КНР поскольку возможностей
собственных верфей недостаточно для выполнения подобной задачи.
Некоторые офицеры ВМС Пакистана отмечают, что им необходим
современный корабль, способный обеспечить полеты авиации, поскольку
ВМС Индии наращивают свои возможности по нанесению удара с моря. По
оценкам пакистанских специалистов, именно «Викрамадитья» будет в
течении продолжительного времени самым боеспособным и мощным
надводным боевым кораблем ВМС Индии.
По оценкам некоторых китайских специалистов, перспективный
пакистанский авианосец позволит выполнять полеты палубным
истребителям (трамплинный взлет) и вертолетам, а также будет оснащен
пусковыми установками противокорабельных ракет С602, которые уже
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приняты на вооружении ВМС Пакистана в составе СКР проекта 022 и
ракетных катеров проекта «Азамат».
Сотрудничество в области авиационной техники
По сообщениям СМИ КНР, в рамках официального мероприятия,
посвященного окончанию двусторонних межвидовых учений ВВС КНР и
Пакистана «Шахиин 6» прошедшего 27 сентября 2017 г. в штабе ВВС
Западного военного округа руководитель учений с китайской стороны
генерал-лейтенант Чжань Хоушунь вручил старшему офицеру пакистанской
авиационной группы масштабную модель истребителя четвертого поколения
национальной разработки «Цзянь-20» (по классификации НАТО «Огненный
зуб»). Известно, что в ходе прошедших учений, пакистанские летчики
выполнили около 500 полетов в трех разных учебных районах ВВС НОАК, а
также получили практику пилотирования истребителей Су-30МКК2, «Цзянь11БС»; истребителей-бомбардировщиков «Цзяньхун-7А». Следует отметить,
что китайские летчики получили возможность кратковременной практики
пилотирования истребителей «Мираж-3» и «Мираж-5» ВВС Пакистана.
В связи с передачей модели истребителя «Цзянь-20», возможности
которого позволяют противостоять большинству боевых самолетов ВВС
Индии представляется возможным указать следующие тактико-технические
характеристики рассматриваемого истребителя:
– длина: 20,3 м;
– размах крыльев: 12,88 м;
– высота: 4,45 м;
– эффективная площадь рассеивания: 0,05 кв.м;
– номинальный вес: 17000 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 37000 кг
– практический потолок: 20000 м;
– максимальная скорость: 2,5 МАХа;
– диапазон перегрузок: от -3 до +9,5 G
– дальность полета без дозаправки: от 4500 до 5500 км;
– радиус боевого патрулирования: от 1500 до 2000 км;
– экипаж: 1 человек.
Вариативность некоторых характеристик обусловлена возможностью
установки двигателей двух моделей – WS-10 или WS-15. Первый из
указанных
турбореактивных
двухконтурных
двигателей
является
нелицензионной копией российского АЛ-31Ф1. По данным китайских
источников, российская сторона за прошедшие 20 с лишним лет поставила
для нужд ВВС НОАК около 1300 двигателей АЛ-31Ф разных модификаций.
Следует отметить, что 19 сентября 2017 г. на производственном
аэродроме в г.Чэнду прошли испытания очередного опытного образца
рассматриваемого истребителя с бортовым номером 2021, на котором, по
оценкам китайских обозревателей, установлены новые двигатели WS-15.
Разработка данных турбореактивных двигателей является одним из
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приоритетов китайской двигателестроительной корпорации, для которой
государство выделило более 50 млрд юаней.
Китайские конструкторы с помощью украинских специалистов
планируют повысить надежность и увеличить ресурс этих силовых
установок. Кроме того, именно при помощи металлургов из Украины
китайские производители сталей и сплавов планируют разработать новые
высокотемпературные сплавы с добавлением вольфрама и рения для
изготовления горячей части турбины реактивных двигателей.
Известно, что КНР является одним из основных поставщиков
вольфрама на мировой рынок. На китайских месторождениях ежегодно
добывают 91500 тонн и только США приобретают ежемесячно около 3000
тонн. В отношении рения известно, что в провинции Шэньси разведано
месторождение данного редкоземельного металла, температура плавления
которого достигает 3000 °C.
В состав вооружения истребителя входят следующие образцы
авиационных средств поражения (АСП), которые можно размещать во
внутренних ракетно-бомбовых отсеках самолета.
Таблица 1
ТТХ АСП «Цзянь-20»

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздух-воздух»
PL-10Е
Характеристика/модель

(разработана на
основе
южноафриканской
A-Darter)

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздухвоздух»
PL-12
(разработана
на основе
американской
AIM-120D и
российской Р77)

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздухвоздух»
PL-15
(разработана
на базе
российской Х31)

Оперенная
планирующая
корректируемая
бомба
LS-6

Длина (м)

3,69

3,85 (3,6)

5,7

3,0

Диаметр (мм)

203

203 (177,8)

330

377

Вес (кг)

220

180 (199)

210

564

Дальность пуска (км)

60

70 (100)

200

65

Скорость полета
(МАХа)

4

4

4

Нет данных

Вес БЧ (кг)

20

20

10

Нет данных

Перегрузка (G)

35

38

Н.д

Нет данных

Инерциальное
+ активное
РЛС

Инерциальное,
активное РЛС
и
инфракрасное
(по образу
цели)

ГЛОНАСС,
«Бэйдоу»

Система наведения

инфракрасное
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Год выпуска

2013

2002

2016

2006

По данным китайских источников, в номенклатуру АСП данного
истребителя входит управляемая ракета класса «воздух-воздух»
сверхбольшой дальности под обозначением PL-21, которая по замыслу
китайских конструкторов позволит истребителю обстреливать самолеты
радиотехнической разведки и управления, воздушные танкеры и
транспортные самолеты противника на дальности более 200 км. Кроме
ракетно-бомбового вооружения рассматриваемый истребитель оснащен
одной авиационной пушкой ГШ-301 российского производства.
Следует отметить, что одновременно с масштабной моделью
указанного боевого самолета пакистанским военным была передана модель
истребителя поколения 3++ под обозначением «Цзянь-10Б». Среди
военнослужащих ВВС Пакистана подготовлено 55 пилотов на данные
истребители, однако официальный Исламабад до сих пор не приобрел эти
самолеты, поскольку Пакистану необходимы более современные боевые
машины, позволяющие эффективно противодействовать ВВС Индии в случае
начала вооруженного конфликта.
С учетом вышесказанного, представляется возможным отметить, что
Исламабад и Пекин планируют сохранять достаточно тесное и эффективное
военно-техническое сотрудничество, на современном этапе которого
основная задача представителей оборонно-промышленного комплекса двух
государств состоит в совместном создании конкурентоспособного
вооружения и военной техники.
Пакистано-китайские отношения на фоне американо-пакистанских
разногласий
Казанин М.В. 14 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37678

Как известно, президент США Дональд Трамп возложил на
руководство Пакистана ответственность за предоставление убежища
террористам и практически сразу после его высказываний Департамент США
по сотрудничеству в области обороны и безопасности заморозил выделение
Исламабаду очередного транша в размере 255 млн долл. США на программу
модернизации ВС Пакистана. Данные финансовые средства должны были
быть направлены на оплату поставки партии ударных вертолетов АН-1Z,
однако в свете новых высказываний американского президента данный
контракт общей стоимостью 6 млр .долл. США может быть легко сорван.
В этой связи необходимо отметить, что Пакистан получил первые
четыре ударных вертолета Ми-35М, которые по своим тактико-техническим
характеристикам не уступят американским боевым машинам, а по некоторым
пунктам даже превосходят их. Китайские специалисты внимательно
наблюдают за процессом освоения российской техники пакистанскими
летчиками. Подобный интерес можно объяснить тем, что китайский ударный
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вертолет Чжи-10 выбыл из тендера, поскольку не отвечает техническим
требованиям.
Необходимо отметить, что китайские оружейники фактически
подарили официальному Исламабаду четыре вертолета, которые прошли
всесторонние проверки и благодаря критическим замечаниям пакистанских
военных китайские технические специалисты внесли коррективы в
некоторые системы вертолета. Единственным проблемным моментом Чжи-10
остается двигатель, однако работы по данному направлению ведутся и
вероятно через два-три года китайские двигателестроители представят новый
мотор для этого вертолета.
Упомянутый дипломатический и финансовый демарши американской
стороны вызывают серьезную обеспокоенность у военно-политического
руководства Пакистана. Официальный Исламабад пристально наблюдает за
переговорами между представителями ОПК США и официальным НьюДели о создании на индийской территории сборочного и ремонтного
предприятия, которое будет обслуживать истребители F-16IN.
Данные истребители по своим тактико-техническим характеристикам
однотипны с последней версией F-16V (Viper), который превосходит
действующие пакистанские F-16 Block 50/52 по таким параметрам как
дальность обнаружения цели, количество одновременно сопровождаемых и
обстреливаемых целей. Кроме того, истребители модификации F-16V
обладают увеличенной дальностью полета.
Конечно пакистанские военные обеспокоены поставками и других
систем вооружения для ВС Индии (ударные вертолеты AH-64D, гаубицы
М777А2), однако серьезные коррективы в боеготовность индийских
подразделений может внести личная халатность военнослужащих и
командиров. Доказательством тому служит происшествие на одном из
полигонов ВС Индии, где военнослужащие предприняли попытку
использовать боеприпасы индийского производства для гаубицы М777А2. В
результате неудачного опыта несколько военнослужащих из состава
орудийного расчета погибли на месте. Американская компания BAE Systems
направила своих специалистов для оценки ситуации, однако по данным
китайских источников, оружейники из США не будут осуществлять
восстановление гаубицы или ее замену, поскольку индийские военные
сознательно применили боеприпас, который не сертифицирован в США.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, Д.Трамп очевидно планирует
использовать дополнительные воинские подразделения для борьбы с
пособниками террористов на территории сопредельного Афганистана.
Именно подобные устремления президента США уже привели к тому, что
официальный Исламабад уже приостановил контакты с американской
стороной по нескольким направлениям.
Одновременно с ростом напряженности в пакистано-американских
отношениях министр иностранных дел Пакистана Хваджа Мухаммад Асиф
совершил свой первый официальный визит в Пекин (8 сентября 2017 г) где
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провел переговоры с руководителем внешнеполитического ведомства КНР
Ван И, на которых до сведения пакистанской стороны было доведено, что
официальный Пекин со своей стороны обеспечит полную поддержку
пакистанским партнерам, а проекты реализуемые в рамках «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» (КПЭК) и расширение порта
Гвадар будут выполнены в срок или даже с опережением графика. Как
указывают китайские обозреватели, Хваджа Мухаммад Асиф в ходе прессконференции отметил, что «кроме КНР нет другого партнера, который бы так
понимал и принимал Пакистан».
По данным китайских источников, 9 сентября 2017 г. эстафету
мероприятий по укреплению пакистано-китайского сотрудничества приняло
посольство КНР в Исламабаде. На территории дипломатического
представительства было проведено крупнейшее мероприятие (около 400
гостей) по «укреплению дружбы», на которое были приглашены
преподаватели и студенты университетов, представители СМИ и сотрудники
аналитических организаций Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что в период с 21 по 24 августа 2017 г. предыдущий
министр иностранных дел Пакистана Темина Джанджуа побывала в Пекине с
трехдневным рабочим визитом, в ходе которого провела рабочие переговоры
с членом Государственного совета КНР Ян Цзечи, министром иностранных
дел КНР Ван И и его помощником Кун Сюанью.
В ходе переговоров с Ян Цзечи пакистанский дипломат сообщила, что
премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси готов продолжать
сотрудничество в рамках проекта «Один пояс, один путь», «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора», а также расширять партнерские
отношения на площадке Шанхайской организации сотрудничества. По
словам Темины Джанджуа, руководство Пакистана поддерживает китайских
партнеров по всем ключевым вопросам повестки дня и готово тесно
сотрудничать с официальным Пекином при решении вопросов регионального
и международного характера.
В рамках встречи Т.Джанджуа с руководителем внешнеполитического
ведомства КНР до сведения пакистанского дипломата было доведено, что
официальный Пекин поддерживает Исламабад в борьбе с террористической
угрозой, будет продолжать реализацию проекта КПЭК и в целом КНР это
«всепогодный стратегический партнер» Пакистана. По информации
китайских источников, в ближайшее время в Исламабаде состоится совет
Министерства иностранных дел, на который вызваны послы Пакистана в
США, РФ, КСА, Катаре, Афганистане, а также высокопоставленные
дипломатические работники Департамента Индии. По результатам данного
мероприятия официальный Исламабад внесет коррективы в свой
внешнеполитический курс.
Как отмечает начальник центра стран АТР Шанхайского НИИ
международных вопросов Чжао Ганьчэн, министр иностранных дел
Пакистана поступил абсолютно правильно – нанес визит сначала в Пекин, а
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уже затем в Москву и Анкару. По мнению китайского специалиста,
Пакистану удалось наладить сотрудничество по некоторым направлениям с
Россией и вполне вероятно, что наибольший успех ожидает именно
предприятия оборонно-промышленного комплекса РФ, которые обладают
необходимым опытом и конкретными наработками, которые однозначно
заинтересуют пакистанских военных. Чжао Ганьчэн отмечает, что торговоэкономическое сотрудничество между Пакистаном и Россией вполне
возможно, однако это может повлиять на реализацию «индийских проектов»
компании «Роснефть» и другие крупные российско-индийские контракты.
Наша внешняя политика будет обращена на Россию и Китай, - заявили
в МИДе Пакистана
New foreign policy to focus on Russia, China
Shafqat Ali. The Nation. September 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/11-Sep2017/new-foreign-policy-to-focus-on-russia-china

ISLAMABAD - New Pakistan foreign policy will focus on enhancing
defence and trade ties with Russia, while retaining the ―all-weather friendship‖
with China, The Nation has learnt.
Highly-placed officials at the foreign ministry said that improving ties with
the United States and removing misunderstandings with Washington was also a
key goal set for the diplomats.
A senior official at the ministry told The Nation that the new policy aimed to
enhance relationship with Muslim-majority nations to form an unofficial bloc.
―Ties with Russia are already improving so we have given it importance.
The objective is to have another power with us, while we enjoy China‘s backing on
international issues,‖ he said.
The official said that relations with Muslim-majority nations were ―below
expectations‖ so it had been decided to give those countries the importance they
deserved.
This month, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif said that Pakistan was
undergoing a ―seismic shift‖ and needed to find the ―correct direction‖ without
delay.
Speaking at a news conference on the conclusion of a three-day envoys‘
conference here, Asif had said Pakistan needed to ―change its direction‖ as quickly
as possible.
―We have no time. Pakistan needs to change its direction swiftly. We are
undergoing a seismic shift,‖ he had said.
The top diplomat‘s comments came after the US President Donald Trump in his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief on August 20th warned Pakistan that Washington would ―no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe
havens for terrorist organisations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with
our effort in Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals
and terrorists.‖
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But later, the US ambassador in Islamabad David Hale met National
Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua to clarify the US position.
He maintained Trump‘s statement had been twisted by the media.
Pakistani envoys in various countries, including the United States, Russia,
China, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Afghanistan, Iran, and India participated in the recent
conference - called to review the foreign policy.
Though, the envoys‘ conference is a regular feature, yet Trump‘s speech and
the mention of some terror outfits - allegedly operating inside Pakistan - at the
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa summit in Xiamen, multiplied its
importance.
China and Russia were the two powers that backed Pakistan after Trump‘s
attack. An encouraged Pakistan hit back at Washington pledging not to
compromise on its sovereignty.
This month Russia completed delivery of four Mi-35M ―Hind E‖ attack
helicopters to Pakistan.
The two countries had agreed to the Mi-35M deal in August 2015 in a move
that was considered a breakthrough between the two countries.
Another official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that contacts with
Russia had been enhanced and Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif would soon meet
his Russian counterpart to discuss ways to bolster ties.
Asif held talks with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi last week and both
sides agreed to support each other on international issues.
―Ties with the Muslim-majority countries need a serious consideration and
the new policy aims to achieving this goal [of improving the trust level]. With
Washington, we want to remove the understandings and carry on the relationship
in the interest of both the countries,‖ he added.
Former ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi said that the Pakistani ambassadors in
important countries would convey the country‘s message in the respective capitals.
―The envoys‘ conference came at a right time. We are facing some
challenges and we need diplomatic efforts to come out of it. Ties with Russia and
the Muslim-majority countries are very important,‖ he said.
Naqvi said Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif was ―timely‖ visiting China and
other countries. ―Before Khawaja Asif‘s visit to US, these meetings will send right
kind of message,‖ he added.
Defence analyst and former major general Ijaz Awan said that Pakistan
should not ignore ties with the US even if Islamabad got ―good signals‖ from
Russia.
―The aim should be to have good relations with all the powers, not only
Russia. Hopefully, the new foreign policy [will] be helpful to achieve these goals,‖
he said.
Meanwhile, on Sunday President Mamnoon Hussain met Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Astana, on the sidelines of the first Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Summit on Science and Technology and expressed
satisfaction over historic and time-tested relations between Pakistan and Turkey.
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During the meeting, the abiding strength and closeness of Pakistan-Turkey
relations was re-emphasised and the determination to transform these cordial ties
into a robust, multi-dimensional partnership was reaffirmed, said a foreign ministry
statement.
The leaders reiterated the strong mutual support and solidarity in the face of
terrorist threat posed to the two countries and reiterated their resolve to defeat the
scourge of terrorism through resolute action, the statement said.
Китай вновь заверил Пакистан в своей полной поддержки после
БРИКС в сент. 2017 г.
China reassures Pakistan after BRICS statement on terrorism
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 9.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/china-reassurespakistan-after-brics-statement-on-terrorism/article19645336.ece?homepage=true

Wang Yi says Islamabad has done its best to counter terror ―with a clear
conscience.‖
After agreeing to list Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) and
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) as international terror groupings during this week‘s BRICS
summit, China on Friday re-assured Pakistan that there was no shift in its policy of
recognising Islamabad‘s role in countering global extremism.
During a press conference with his Pakistani counterpart Khawaja Asif,
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi stressed that Beijing saw Pakistan as a close
ally which was a key part of the solution to defeat international terrorism.
‗Good brother and iron friend‘
Mr. Wang embarked on a post-BRICS balancing act when he praised
Pakistan as Beijing‘s ―good brother and iron friend‖.
―For years, Pakistan has been a victim of terrorism. More importantly,
Pakistan is an important participant in the international cooperation against
terrorism.‖
He added: ―When it comes to the issue of counter-terrorism, Pakistan has
done its best with a clear conscience. In comparison, some countries need to give
Pakistan the full credit that it deserves.‖
‗Friends should not be tested‘
Ahead of his visit, and following the statement at the BRICS summit, Mr.
Asif had told geo-news , in reference to China‘s decision to endorse a ban on the
JeM and LeT during the BRICS summit that ―friends should not be tested [every
time], particularly in the changed scenario.‖
―Instead, we should impose some restrictions on the activities of elements
like LeT and JeM, so that we can show the global community that we have put our
house in order,‖ he observed
Much of the press conference was devoted to the joint role of Beijing,
Islamabad and Kabul, for ensuring durable peace in Afghanistan.
―China‘s crucial role‖
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Mr. Asif said that China had played a crucial role in bringing Pakistan and
Afghanistan together. ―To support that initiative Pakistan has already undertaken
many steps and will pursue those steps for improving relationship with Kabul.‖
The visiting Foreign Minister underscored that Islamabad is working on ―a
substantive and robust engagement with the Kabul… [at the] political level,
security level, military level, intelligence level.‖
Mr. Asif said that he would be meeting his Afghan counterpart on the
sidelines of the upcoming UN General Assembly session in New York.
Escalating engagement with Kabul
The Chinese have escalated their engagement with Kabul, especially after
the collapse of the four-party talks involving the United States, China, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. In June Mr. Wang had visited Kabul and Islamabad to reinforce a
Beijing driven initiative in Afghanistan. During that visit, ―Pakistan and
Afghanistan agreed that they are building up a new mechanism of crisis
management, including information sharing and intelligence cooperation. China
supports these kind of bilateral efforts,‖ said Hu Shisheng, Director of the Institute
of South and Southeast Asian and Oceanian Studies at the China Institutes of
Contemporary International Relations, in a conversation with The Hindu.
At the Friday press conference, the Chinese Foreign Minister said that
Beijing was ―exploring‖ hosting a China-Pakistan-Afghanistan conference later
this year. ―I want to let you know that with the communication between the three
parties, there is initial progress in trilateral cooperation. Before the end of this year
there would be the first China, Pakistan, Afghanistan Foreign Ministers meeting in
China.‖
Mr. Wang said that ―strategic communication, security dialogue and
practical cooperation‖ would be the pillars of the new platform for regional
cooperation.
Referring to the trilateral proposal, Dr. Hu said that, ―The significance is that
with this kind of mechanism, China will do its best to stabilise the bilateral
relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.‖
From China, Mr. Asif will travel to Iran on the second leg of his visit.
Визит Khawaja Muhammad Asif в Китай: обе страны будут стоять
вместе в решении региональных и мировых проблем.
'Pak-China stand together in changing regional, global scenario'
The Nation. September 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Sep-2017/pakistan-chinastand-together-in-changing-regional-global-scenario-chinese-fm

The understanding came during wide-ranging talks between Foreign
Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif and his Chinese counterpart Wang Yi in
Beijing on Friday.
Later, at a joint talk with media, Pakistani Foreign Minister said the two
countries agreed that solution of the Afghan problem has to be fundamentally
political and that there is no military solution to the conflict.
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Referring to the US policy on Afghanistan and South Asia, Khawaja Asif
said peace and stability in Afghanistan remains critical for peace and security of
the region. He said it is our firm view that focus should be on politically-negotiated
settlement of the Afghan conflict.
He said China is playing a constructive role in this regard and together
Pakistan and China can contribute to a political solution of Afghan problem.
The Minister said Pakistan and China have close counter terrorism
cooperation and Pakistan shares Beijing's strong position on three evils of
terrorism, extremism and separatism.
He said Pakistan's comprehensive and all out law-enforcement actions under
Zarb-e-Azb and Raddul Fasaad against all terrorist groups including East Turkistan
Islamic Movement have yielded positive results. He expressed Pakistan's gratitude
to China for unflinching support in counter-terrorist efforts.
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said Pakistan and China stand together in
the changing regional and global scenario.
He said peace in Afghanistan is in the best interest of Pakistan, China and
the entire region.
He said China would cooperate with Pakistan in defence and regional
stability.
He said first trilateral meeting between Pakistan, China and Afghanistan will
be held in China before the end of this year to encompassing strategic
communication, security dialogue and practical cooperation.
Мининдел Khawaja Muhammad Asif срочно поехал в Китай (обсудить
политику Трампа по Пакистану)
Asif travelling to Beijing for talks on Trump plan
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
6,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1499412/islamabad-ready-work-kabul-fields-asif-tells-afghancounterpart/

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif will meet his
Chinese counterpart in Beijing on Friday (tomorrow) for talks on bilateral relations
and regional developments, which will come against the backdrop of the new US
policy for Afghanistan.
According to a statement issued by the Foreign Office on Wednesday, the
minister will leave for Beijing on the first leg of his tour to the regional countries
to garner support for Pakistan in the wake of the US strategy announced by
President Donald Trump last month.
According to the statement, Asif will hold talks with State Councillor for
Foreign Affairs Yang Jiechi and Foreign Minister Wang Yi. The two sides, the
statement added, would review bilateral relations and regional developments,
including the situation in Afghanistan.
Khawaja Asif calls Firdous Ashiq Awan a ‗dumper‘, a year after his Shireen
Mazari ‗tractor trolley‘ remarks
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Earlier, the foreign minister spoke with his Afghan counterpart, Salahuddin
Rabbani, by the telephone and expressed Pakistan‘s readiness to work with
Afghanistan in all fields, including political, economic, trade and transit and
security, for progress and prosperity of both the countries.
Asif reiterated Islamabad‘s support for the Afghan-owned and Afghan-led
peace process to bring about lasting peace in the war-torn country, the Foreign
Office said in another statement. Both sides agreed to remain engaged for building
closer cooperation between the two countries. They also agreed to meet in New
York later this month on the sidelines of United Nations General Assembly.
Putin says Trump is ‗not my bride, and I‘m not his groom‘
President Donald Trump unveiled the US strategy on August 21 that focuses
on winning the Afghan war through troops surge. Another key aspect of the
strategy is to put pressure on Pakistan to break its alleged nexus with the Afghan
Taliban and the Haqqani network.
Pakistan strongly rejected the allegations of harboring any terrorists. The
government also decided to prepare a comprehensive response to the Trump‘s
strategy, including the foreign minister‘s visit to friendly countries to seek their
support.
The government has also summoned envoys posted in key world capitals to
Islamabad for consultations. The three-day envoys meeting will conclude on
Thursday (today). Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will address the final
session.
Meanwhile, Asif, in an interview with a private TV channel, acknowledged
the existence of some internationally banned organistations operating from within
Pakistan and called for imposing restrictions on the activities of those outfits.
US seeks to placate Pakistan anger over Trump‘s diatribe
The minister mentioned the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and the Jaish-eMohammad (JeM) among those banned outfits. ―We should impose some
restrictions on the activities of elements like LeT and JeM, so that we can show the
global community that we have put our house in order,‖ he told the channel.
Commenting on the concerns expressed by BRICS [Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa] summit about the militant groups, he said it should not be
considered as China‘s official stance on that matter. He hailed Beijing‘s role in
ensuring that the BRICS declaration highlighted the name of Tehreek-i-Taliban
Pakistan, which, he said, was based in Afghanistan and carried out terrorist attacks
in Pakistan.
Responding to a question about collection of hides of sacrificial animals, the
minister said the Foreign Ministry had requested the people to avoid donating
hides to the proscribed organisations yet those organisations were able to collect
hides at some isolated places.
He rejected the narrative that the Pakistani soil was being used for terrorism
but stressed: ―We will have to convince the world that Pakistan has nothing to do
with terrorism.‖ He reiterated that Pakistan must put its affairs in order, given that
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the ―entire world is pointing fingers at us‖. The minister added that Pakistan would
face such embarrassment until the country got rid of the militant outfits.
Индия ехидно смотрит как мининдел Пакистана срочно поехал в Китай
после Декларации БРИКС
Pak foreign minister to visit China to discuss 'fallout' of BRICS
declaration
Saibal
Dasgupta.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
7,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/pak-foreign-minister-to-visit-china-to-discussfallout-of-brics-declaration/articleshow/60396904.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


In a first, the BRICS declaration named Pakistan-based terror groups.
 China wants to assess what kind of action it can take to begin implementing
the BRICS declaration.
 Pakistan has rejected the BRICS declaration and is expected to raise it with
China.
BEIJING: Pakistani Foreign Minister Mohammed Asif will be visiting
Beijing on Thursday to discuss the "fallout of the BRICS declaration, which
condemned two Pakistan based terrorist groups known for their bloody attacks on
India."
China wants to assess what kind of action it can take to begin implementing
the BRICS declaration which condemned the Pakistan-based Lashkar-eTaiba and Jaish-e-Muhammad without hurting its $50 billion China Pakistan
Economic Corridor, sources said. Pakistan has rejected the BRICS declaration, and
Asif is expected to complain about its close ally, China, joining hands with other
BRICS countries in taking the decision.
Beijing has been sore with Pakistan because it has not been able to crush the
top leadership of East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM), which is the main
cause of terrorism in China's western Xinjiang region bordering Pakistan. The
BRICS declaration also covered ETIM along with other terror groups, which
include Taliban, ISIS, al-Qaida and its affiliates, and Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan, the Haqqani network, LeT, JeM, Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and
Hizb ut-Tahrir.
"There are many ETIM leaders in Pakistan. They are from Xinjiang but
settled in the tribal areas of Pakistan. China is not happy with the fact that they
continue to operate from Pakistan," Ahmad Bilal Khalil, researcher at the Center
for Strategic and Regional Studies, told TOI.
The presence of ETIM leaders, who are tormenting Pakistan's close ally,
China, contradicts Islamabad's claim that there are no safe heaven for terrorists in
the country.
The two sides (China and Pakistan) will exchange views on bilateral
relations and international and regional issues of mutual interest," Chinese ministry
spokesperson Geng Shuang said.
Analysts said a section of the Pakistani political and military establishments
are also keen on suppressing Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Muhammad. "But they
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find it politically difficult to act against their leaders because they are capable of
using religious fanaticism to marshal support from thousands of supporters."
Китаю не удалось пока увеличить число стран в БРИКС (лишь
пригласить на саммит в Китай 3-4 сент. 2017 г.).
. The Times of India.

Обсуждение афганской проблемы после Трампа с китайским
спецпосланником по Афганистану
After putting off US envoy, Pakistan hosts top Chinese official
Kamran
Yousaf.
THE
EXPRESS
TRIBUNE.
29.08.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1493592/putting-off-us-envoy-pakistan-hosts-top-chinese-official/

ISLAMABAD: In a significant development, Pakistan and China on Monday
joined hands in opposing the new US strategy for Afghanistan and South Asia, as
the two countries — contrary to Trump administration‘s reliance on military
options — called for a political solution to the long-running conflict.
The development came on a day when Acting US Special Representative for
Pakistan and Afghanistan Alice Wells was supposed to be in the town. Her visit
was postponed earlier at Islamabad‘s request. Instead, Chinese Special Envoy on
Afghan Affairs Ambassador Deng Xijun arrived in the capital for crucial
discussions with Pakistani authorities on the implications of Trump‘s Afghan
strategy.
In his new policy announced on August 21, the US president laid more
emphasis on finding a solution through the use of force while also antagonising
Pakistan, a country pivotal to any endgame in Afghanistan, by accusing it of
supporting ―agents of chaos, violence and terrorism‖.
Residents of K-P, FATA protest against new US policy
Against the backdrop of the evolving situation, the visit of a senior Chinese
diplomat has high significance.
Ambassador Xijun held talks with Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua and
discussed regional and international efforts for lasting peace and stability in
Afghanistan, according to a statement issued by the Foreign Office.
The Chinese envoy reaffirmed his country‘s ―continuing and firm support to
Pakistan‘s commitment and efforts for peace and stability in Afghanistan‖ while
emphasising that there was no military solution to the conflict. He also underlined
the need for a politically-negotiated settlement through an Afghan-led and Afghanowned peace process, according to the Foreign Office.
His statement clearly suggested that China, like Pakistan, is not enthused by
the new US plan for Afghanistan.
Even American commentators have been critical of the new plan on the
grounds that the Trump administration is trying to resolve the issue through the use
of force while ignoring regional players such as China, Russia and Iran, which can
play a crucial role in bringing peace to the war-torn country.
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Protesters marching to US consulate disperse after talks with police
Meanwhile, in another sign of China‘s unflinching support to Pakistan, the
Chinese envoy lauded Pakistan‘s contribution and sacrifices in the fight against
terrorism.
In this regard, he said: ―Pakistan‘s efforts towards eliminating the scourge of
terrorism should be fully recognised by the international community.‖
Foreign Secretary Janjua underlined the importance of the Pakistan-China
strategic partnership while emphasising the need for close cooperation and
coordination between the two countries for promoting the shared objective of
peace and stability in the region.
She also expressed satisfaction at the productive deliberations held between
the two sides during her visit to Beijing last week.
They agreed to strengthen cooperation in the ongoing efforts to facilitate
peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan as well as promoting meaningful
engagement between the three neighbouring countries.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif is also expected to go on a tour of regional
countries, including China to garner support in the face of renewed strains in ties
with the US.
Analysts have already warned that Trump‘s new strategy could not only
antagonise Pakistan but also push it further closer to China and Russia.
Although there has been no official confirmation yet, the government is also
planning to convene a conference of envoys posted in key world capitals to seek
their input before formulating a policy on the new US strategy for Afghanistan.
The envoys‘ conference, sources suggested, may take place soon after Eid.
Пакистан и Китай обсуждают афганский кризис в свете «Новой
политики» Трампа по Афганистану
Pakistani, Chinese officials discuss Afghanistan amid tension with US
Daily Times, August 29th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/29-Aug-17/pakistani-chineseofficials-discuss-afghanistan-amid-tension-with-us

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s foreign secretary met China‘s special envoy on
Afghan affairs on Monday, a Foreign Office spokesman said, a day after Islamabad
canceled a scheduled visit by a top US official.
The decision by Pakistan to postpone the visit of Alice Wells, acting assistant
secretary of state for South and Central Asian Affairs, came a week after President
Donald Trump said Islamabad was prolonging the war in Afghanistan.
Trump had accused Pakistan of harboring ―agents of chaos‖ and providing
safe havens for militant groups waging an insurgency against the US-backed
government in Kabul.
Pakistani officials responded by saying the US should not ―scapegoat‖
Pakistan and accused the American military of failing to eliminate militant
sanctuaries inside Afghanistan.
Wells had been due to discuss Trump‘s new Afghan policy during her time in
Islamabad.
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During Monday‘s visit, Chinese envoy Deng Xijun and Pakistan‘s Foreign
Secretary Tehmina Janjua discussed ―efforts for lasting peace and stability in
Afghanistan‖, the Foreign Office said in a statement.
―The Chinese special envoy lauded Pakistan‘s contribution and sacrifices
made in the fight against terrorism ... he said Pakistan‘s efforts toward eliminating
the scourge of terrorism should be fully recognised by the international
community,‖ the Foreign Office said.
Beijing has pledged to spend $57 billion on infrastructure projects in Pakistan
as part of its One Belt, One Road initiative.
China‘s spending in Pakistan has helped revive the country‘s sputtering
economy.
The deepening ties between the two nations have turned Pakistan into a key
cog in China‘s plan to build a modern-day ―Silk Road‖ of land and sea trade routes
linking Asia with Europe and Africa.
Китай – АСЕАН. Новый Шелковый путь сблизит страны АСЕАН с
Китаем
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 28.08.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/08/28/novy-j-shelkovy-j-put-sblizit-strany-asean-s-kitaem/

Как известно, китайский проект «Новый Шелковый путь» (НШП)
подразумевает создание широкой и густой транспортной сети, покрывающей
весь Евразийский континент. Однако чем дальше раскинется эта сеть, тем
мощнее должна быть ее центральная часть, находящаяся в Китае и близких к
нему азиатских странах. Следовательно, одно из важнейших направлений
развития НШП для КНР – это 10 соседних государств-участниц АСЕАН
(Ассоциация стран Юго-Восточной Азии).
Идея наладить железнодорожное сообщение с АСЕАН возникла у Китая
раньше, чем была выдвинута инициатива НШП. Такой шаг стал
целесообразным еще в 2000-х гг., когда между КНР и АСЕАН стали
стремительно развиваться экономические отношения. В 2002 г. была
озвучена идея создания зоны свободной торговли между Китаем и странами
АСЕАН. В 2010 г. было подписано Соглашение о всеобъемлющем
экономическом партнерстве АСЕАН-КНР. С тех пор между сторонами
продолжается поэтапная либерализация торговых отношений, благодаря
чему многократно вырос объем товарооборота, который к 2020 г.
планируется довести до $1 трлн.
Естественно, при таких обстоятельствах у стран возникло желание
улучшить свое транспортное сообщение. Соединить Китай с государствами
АСЕАН, расположенными на Евразийском континенте, должна
разветвленная железная дорога «Куньмин – Сингапур», которая охватит
практически весь Индокитайский полуостров. Городской округ Куньмин –
центр юго-западной китайской провинции Юньнань. Еще в древности он был
точкой пересечения торговых путей между Юго-Восточной Азией (ЮВА),
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Индией и Тибетом, и сохранил свой статус важного транспортного узла до
сих пор. В Куньмине находится один из крупнейших китайских аэропортов
Чаншуй. Кроме того, Куньмин – крупнейший железнодорожный узел
провинции Юньнань, из которого расходятся пути в разные области Китая, а
также во Вьетнам.
Железнодорожная сеть «Куньмин – Сингапур» должна соединить Китай
и страны АСЕАН, расположенные на Индокитайском полуострове. Она
пройдет через Лаос, Вьетнам, Таиланд, Камбоджу, Малайзию и окончится в
Сингапуре. Эти дороги должны стать важнейшей сухопутной транспортной
системой в ЮВА. Весной 2011 г. СМИ сообщили о начале строительства
первого участка, от Куньмина до КПП Мохань на китайско-лаосской
границе. Тогда было заявлено, что целиком дорога «Куньмин – Сингапур»
должна быть сооружена к 2020 г.
В сентябре 2013 г. Китайская железнодорожная корпорация сообщила,
что в КНР построено уже 150 км дороги в Сингапур, и что китайские
строители готовятся к постройке еще 650 км.
В декабре 2016 г. стартовало строительство следующего участка сети
«Куньмин – Сингапур», идущего через Лаос, от КПП Мохань до лаосской
провинции Вьентьян. Начало работ было отмечено торжественной
церемонией, на которой присутствовал лаосский премьер-министр Тонглун
Сисулит и другие высокопоставленные представители лаосского и
китайского правительств. Эта церемония была призвана подчеркнуть
значение проекта для обеих сторон, так как для КНР это важный шаг в
развитии торговых отношений с АСЕАН и возможность развития его югозападных провинций, а для Лаоса это самый крупный инвестиционный
проект, который должен значительно поспособствовать социальноэкономическому развитию всей страны.
Известно, что стоимость этой 400-километровой дороги, которая
потребует строительства многочисленных тоннелей и мостов, составит около
40 млрд юаней, 70% из которых намерена предоставить китайская сторона.
Работа будет вестись по китайским технологиям, и железная дорога будет
соответствовать китайским стандартам, что подчеркивает ее связь с
железнодорожной системой КНР.
Таиланд также сотрудничает с Китаем. В декабре 2016 г. китайский
министр иностранных дел Ван И встретился с главой таиландского МИД
Доном Праматвинаем. Среди различных вопросов двустороннего
сотрудничества они обсудили и проект китайско-таиландской железной
дороги. После встречи Ван И и Дон Праматвинай сообщили прессе, что обе
страны считают этот проект важной частью китайско-таиландского
сотрудничества, очень нужной как для проекта НШП, так и для
экономического развития Королевства Таиланд. Ван И добавил также, что
КНР готова предоставить Таиланду свои новейшие технологии строительства
высокоскоростных железных дорог и что реализация проекта позволит
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Таиланду стать важным транспортным узлом регионального значения и
одним из экономических центров АСЕАН.
Индонезия
также
входит
в
сферу
интересов
китайских
железнодорожников. Несмотря на свое островное положение, страна также
нуждается в развитии железнодорожной системы для лучшей связи своих
внутренних районов с портами, через которые идет ее сообщение с другими
государствами. Основной партнер Индонезии в железнодорожной сфере –
Россия, которой доверено участвовать в реформировании всей
индонезийской железнодорожной системы. Однако и для Китая с его
передовыми технологиями нашлась работа. В январе 2016 г. китайская
компания China Railway Group Limited начала строить высокоскоростную
железную дорогу длиной 140 км от индонезийской столицы Джакарты до
одного из крупнейших городов страны – Бандунга. Завершить работу
планируется к 2018 г. Так как Индонезия является одним из самых развитых
государств АСЕАН, то для Китая сотрудничество с ней представляется
важным шагом для реализации проекта НШП.
При этом Китай развивает железнодорожное сообщение не только с
соседями, но и в пределах своей территории. В конце июля 2017 г.
состоялось первое отправление фирменного пассажирского поезда «Древний
путь из Танской империи в Индию» из Лхасы, столицы Тибетского
автономного района КНР, во второй по величине город Тибета – Шигадзе. По
сообщениям китайских СМИ, поезд должен показать ценность ЦинхайТибетской железной дороги для туристической отрасли и помочь интеграции
Тибета в проект НШП. Включение Тибета в НШП преследует не только
очевидную цель развития этого труднодоступного региона, но и обеспечения
более полной интеграции Тибета в Китай. Это, в свою очередь,
поспособствует ослаблению антикитайских настроений, длящихся в течение
67 лет с момента установления в Тибете власти КНР.
Такой же эффект ожидается от развития железных дорог в СинцзяньУйгурском автономном районе КНР, в котором также периодически
раздаются призывы к отделению от Китая. Благодаря НШП, эти призывы
могут скоро сойти на нет. Главный город автономии Урумчи стал одной из
главных точек НШП. Из этого транспортного узла начинается важная ветвь
НШП – путь из Китая в Европу, пролегающий через Казахстан и Россию. С
развитием этого проекта Синцзянь-Уйгурский автономный район может
ждать невиданный экономический рост. Повышение благосостояния
населения и привязка к китайской инфраструктуре удержат его (и Тибетский
автономный район) в составе КНР надежнее силовых методов и обеспечат
стабильность на долгие годы вперед.
Таким образом, можно заключить, что благодаря своим транспортным
проектам Китай значительно укрепил свое положение во всем регионе.
Новые железные дороги в странах АСЕАН приведут к значительному
развитию международной торговли и быстрому экономическому росту. При
этом их новая инфраструктура и экономика будут крепко связаны с КНР и
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«Новым Шелковым путем», что сделает Китай их главным и самым
влиятельным партнером.
После Заявления Трампа Китай подтвердил свою поддержку Пакистана
After Trump's Afghan policy statement, China reaffirms support to
Pakistan
Naveed Siddiqui. August 23, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353214/after-trumpsafghan-policy-statement-china-reaffirms-support-to-pakistan

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi on Tuesday reaffirmed Beijing's support
to Pakistan during a meeting with Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua hours after
US President Donald Trump lambasted Pakistan for allegedly offering safe haven
to "agents of chaos" in his South Asia policy announcement.
Earlier, as Beijing came to Islamabad's defence in light of Trump's remarks,
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying asserted that Pakistan was
on the front line in the struggle against terrorism and had made "great sacrifices"
and "important contributions" in the fight, according to a Foreign Ministry
handout.
Chunying called on the international community to recognise Pakistan's role
in the fight against terrorism.
During Tuesday's meeting in China, Yi and Janjua agreed that Pakistan and
China would continue cooperating with each other closely in efforts to establish
peace in Afghanistan.
They emphasised the importance of the trilateral Afghanistan-China-Pakistan
foreign ministers' forum, which was established in June when Yi visited Islamabad
on a mission to defuse tensions between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The trilateral forum is apparently meant to sustain Beijing‘s mediation space
in Pak-Afghan disputes.
During their meeting, Janjua and Yi also discussed bilateral relations between
China and Pakistan, regional and global issues and the situation in India-held
Kashmir.
Reiterating Chunying's statement, Yi lauded Pakistan's contributions and
sacrifices in the fight against terrorism, adding that the international community
should fully recognise these efforts.
Janjua highlighted the importance of Pak-China friendship and reaffirmed
Pakistan's support to China on all issues.
The foreign secretary said that the recent visit of Chinese Vice Premier Wang
Yang on the occasion of Pakistan's 70th Independence Day anniversary, during
which he addressed a flag-hoisting ceremony in Islamabad, further solidified the
time-tested friendship between Pakistan and China.
О китайско-пакистанских учениях ВВС «Шахиин 6»
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36956. 8 августа, 2017.
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По сообщениям СМИ КНР, в ночь с 3 на 4 августа 2017 г. на авиабазы
Хэтянь и Иньчуань ВВС НОАК прибыло 19 самолетов ВВС Пакистана для
участия в Шестых ежегодных учениях подразделений истребительной и
разведывательной авиации под обозначением «Шахиин 6» («Орел 6»). Цель
данных учений отработать порядок взаимодействия между летчиками двух
стран в случае начала вооруженного конфликта с третьей стороной.
Очевидно, что даты проведения учений этого года были установлены
заранее и вполне вероятно, что они могут подействовать умиротворяющее на
воинственно настроенное военно-политическое руководство Индии, которое
намеренно идет на обострение ситуации на отдельных участках китайскоиндийской и индийско-пакистанской границы.
Вполне вероятно, что китайские и пакистанские военные не стали
переносить даты учений, поскольку ожидать успокоения официального НьюДели не приходится, особенно с учетом воинственных призывов, звучащих в
индийском парламенте. Для китайских и пакистанских военных
специалистов очевидно, что только сохранение технической готовности и
постоянное повышение квалификации позволит сохранить преимущество в
воздухе над ВВС Индии, а это очень важно в ходе вооруженного конфликта в
горной местности. Важность контроля воздушного пространства была
доказана ВВС Пакистана в военных столкновениях с Индией в 1965 г. когда
пакистанские истребители сбили 54 индийских самолета при этом потеряли
только восемь своих.
Следует отметить, что даты проведения этих учений плавающие, кроме
того, стороны попеременно предоставляют свои авиационные базы и
полигоны для проведения учебных мероприятий. Известно, что в этом году
командование ВВС НОАК приняло решение дислоцировать пакистанских
партнеров на двух базах одновременно, что позволит обеспечить
реалистичность действий в формате «красные против синих».
В этом году ВВС Пакистана направили в КНР смешанный полк
состоящий в основном из одномоторных истребителей JF-17Block I и II, J7PG, Мираж-3АЕ и Мираж-5, для координации действий которых в
воздушном пространстве КНР будет действовать самолет дальнего
радиолокационного обнаружения и управления (ДРЛОиУ) ZDK-003
«Каракорумский орел».
Как отмечает начальник педагогической лаборатории командного
факультета Авиационного университета ВВС НОАК старший полковник Ван
Минчжи, современный воздушный бой невозможен без самолетов ДРЛОиУ,
которые представляют собой воздушные пункты управления. Члены экипажа
таких самолетов обрабатывают информацию и выдают указания эскадрильям
истребительной или бомбардировочной авиации на применение вооружения.
Следует отметить, что ВВС Пакистана пока единственные в мире кто
приобрел и эксплуатирует самолеты ZDK-003, а в перспективе китайские
самолетостроители
и
разработчики
высокопроизводительных
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радиолокационных станций предложат официальному Исламабаду новый
самолет ZDK-006.
В ходе перелетов с аэродромов базирования пакистанские истребители
производили дозаправку в воздухе от самолета-заправщика Ил-78, который
представляет собой модифицированный транспортный Ил-76, с
установленной топливозаправочной аппаратурой украинского производства.
Именно специалисты из Украины оказали неоценимую помощь ВВС
Пакистана в расширении возможностей боевой авиации.
Следует
отметить,
что
тактико-технические
возможности
перечисленных выше истребителей ВВС Пакистана не являются новостью
для китайских летчиков, поскольку JF-17Block I и II, это совместная
китайско-пакистанская разработка, а J-7PG китайские самолетостроители
создавали и модернизировали специально под требования официального
Исламабада в рамках программы «Супер 7». Устаревающие истребители
Мираж-3АЕ и Мираж-5 также хорошо известны китайским летчикам по
учениям предыдущих пяти лет и интересны только для молодых строевых
китайских пилотов, которые впервые принимают участие в данных
мероприятиях.
Как отмечают командиры соединений ВВС НОАК, истребители
французского производства обладают отличной маневренностью на малых
скоростях, позволяют продолжительно совершать активные маневры с
максимальной перегрузкой до 9,4 G, резко набирать скорость до 1,3 МАХа и
при этом органы управления оберегают пилота от чрезмерных нагрузок в
ходе воздушного боя. Известно, что китайские пилоты используют учения
серии «Шахиин» для получения практики пилотирования истребителей типа
«Мираж», поскольку аналогичные китайские машины практически выведены
из эксплуатации в силу исчерпания летного ресурса.
Китайские военные обозреватели признаются, что основной интерес для
представителей
ВВС
НОАК
представляют
тактические
приемы пакистанских летчиков и приемы пилотирования, которые
используют пакистанские коллеги в случаях столкновения с более тяжелыми
двухдвигательными истребителями Су-30МКИ и МиГ-29 ВВС Индии.
По данным китайских источников, летчики истребительной авиации
ВВС Пакистана получают возможность пройти краткосрочные курсы
пилотирования таких истребителей как «Цзянь-10В», «Су-30МКИ», «Цзянь11Б»; истребителей-бомбардировщиков «Цзяньхун-7А».
Использование «Цзянь 10В» в этих учениях обусловлено стремлением
представителей
оборонно-промышленного
комплекса
КНР
продемонстрировать возможности одномоторного истребителя с улучшенной
аэродинамикой, новой радиолокационной станцией с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой, системой радиоэлектронной борьбы и компонентами
кабины пилотов, заимствованными от российского Су-30МКК.
По оценкам китайских обозревателей, в учениях «Шахиин-6» примут
участие новейшие истребители-бомбардировщики «Цзянь-16», которые
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предназначены для замены устаревающих «Цзяньхун-7А». Известно, что
«Цзянь-16» были впервые официально продемонстрированы в рамках
авиационной части парада посвященного 90-летию НОАК. Упомянутое
мероприятие было проведено на территории крупнейшей межвидовой
учебно-тренировочной базы «Чжужихэ» (Автономный район Внутренняя
Монголия).
Подводя итог вышесказанному необходимо добавить, что по
завершению учений «Шахиин-6» летчики ВВС Пакистана примут участие в
совместных с ВВС и ВМС НОАК учениях по отражению массированных
налетов авиации на корабельные группы в нескольких учебных районах в
акватории Восточно-Китайского и Южно-Китайского морей. Это будет
первый случай участия пакистанских летчиков в межвидовых учебных
мероприятиях боевой подготовки.
Продолжается китайско-индийское противостояние на плато Даклам
Владимир
Терехов.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/08/08/prodolzhaetsya-kitajsko-indijskoe-protivostoyanie-na-plato-daklam/.
8.08.2017.

Небольшое, общей площадью в 100 кв. км плато, расположенное в
Гималаях на стыке границ КНР, Индии и Королевства Бутан, уже два месяца
является местом самого опасного противостояния последних лет между
двумя азиатскими гигантами. И пока не отмечается никаких признаков его
разрешения.
Наряду с сохраняющейся напряжѐнностью на Корейском полуострове
этот конфликт оказывается в центре внимания мировых СМИ,
отслеживающих развитие событий в АТР в целом.
Истоки проблемы принадлежности плато Даклам уходят вглубь веков
периода феодальных распрей между отдельными княжествами всего
прилегающего района Тибета и Гималаев. Со второй половины 19 в. самым
активным и решающим образом в эти распри включились администрации
тогдашнего императорского Китая и Британской Индии.
Строго говоря, Индия не является непосредственной стороной
нынешних споров о принадлежности плато, которые сегодня вытекают из
различий в толкованиях соглашений более чем столетней давности,
заключѐнных между императорским Китаем и Бутаном, ―опекавшимся‖ тогда
Британской Индией.
Нынешняя Индия считает себя участницей этих споров вследствие того,
что с 50-х годов прошлого века фактически унаследовала упомянутую
―опеку‖, оформленную соответствующим соглашением. Согласно которому
Республика Индия выступает сегодня защитником интересов Королевства
Бутан на мировой арене, в частности в борьбе с КНР за владение плато
Даклам. В последние годы на его территории ведѐтся дорожное
строительство Китаем и одновременно возводятся некие ―резервные
бункеры‖ Индией.
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Следует отметить, что руководство последней придаѐт важное значение
недопущению китайского контроля над этим небольшим участком
гималайского высокогорья. По той причине, что он расположен близко к
узкому перешейку (шириной всего 25-40 км, обозначаемому поэтому
―куриной шеей‖), по которому осуществляется связь по суше между
основной территорией Индии и еѐ шестью северо-восточными штатами с
населением общей численностью порядка 40 млн человек.
Один из них (Аруначал-Прадеш) площадью порядка 100 тыс. кв. км
также является предметом территориальных претензий со стороны КНР.
6 июня две группы ―строителей‖ на плато Даклам каким–то образом
пересеклись, после чего с обеих сторон к ним присоединились военные,
численность которых с индийской стороны оценивается в 3 тыс. человек.
Пока активность противостоящих пограничников ограничивается
словесной перебранкой, но она уже стала предметом демаршей по линии
дипломатических ведомств, громких официальных заявлений, а также
поводом для резкого оживления СМИ в обеих странах, принимающего
характер информационной войны.
Статьи в газетах и журналах сопровождаются обидными картинками
или, например, фотомонтажом китайского и индийского солдат, что-то
истошно орущих друг другу в лицо. Обложка одного из последних номеров
популярного еженедельника India Today украсилась курицей (каковой, при
некотором воображении, действительно можно представить территорию КНР
на географической карте), которая ―снесла яйцо‖ в виде Пакистана – ныне
ближайшего китайского союзника в Азии.
В Китае эта картинка, однако, привлекла к себе внимание не столько
сомнительного характера образом своей страны, сколько его неполнотой.
Ибо на теле ―курицы‖ не просматривались Тайвань, а также Тибетский
автономный район. А это уже гораздо серьѐзнее, чем мелкое ехидство
иллюстратора, по-своему изобразившего территорию КНР.
В Китае же претензии Индии на роль глобального игрока изображаются
в виде упитанного слонѐнка, в отчаянном прыжке с шестом пытающегося
преодолеть явно непосильную ему планку. При этом он не замечает, что сам
шест, обозначенный словом ―экономика‖, дал трещину.
Эта иллюстрация достаточно точно отображает последние политические
посылы Пекина в адрес Дели, смысл которых сводится к утверждению
бесперспективности курса на конфронтацию с Китаем (ввиду, например, в 45 раз меньшей по объѐму экономики) и, напротив, выгодности
присоединения к китайскому проекту возрождения ―Великого шѐлкового
пути‖. Каковой, впрочем, был отвергнут Индией ―с порога‖ по причинам,
ранее обсуждавшимся в НВО.
Что касается западной прессы, то, как полагают в Китае, в вопросе о
причинах и виновниках конфликта на плато Даклам она в подавляющем
большинстве занимает проиндийскую позицию.
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Неприемлемыми посчитали в Пекине слова министра иностранных дел
Австралии Джули Бишоп (произнесѐнные в ходе еѐ визита 17-18 июля в
Дели) о необходимости мирного разрешения конфликта путѐм переговоров
между Индией и КНР.
Ибо, повторим, в Китае вообще не считают Индию стороной споров о
принадлежности плато Даклам. А потому, как полагают в Пекине,
непременным условием снятия очередного повода для роста напряжѐнности
в двусторонних отношениях следует просто увести индийские войска ―с
нашей территории‖, не ожидая за это выражения какой-либо
признательности.
Видимо, нечто похожее было сказано советнику премьер-министра
Индии по вопросам безопасности Аджиту Довалу в ходе его визита в
китайскую столицу, состоявшемуся в конце июля. Индийский чиновник
самого высокого ранга прибыл в Пекин в связи с проведением
подготовительных мероприятий к предстоящему в сентябре с. г. очередному
саммиту стран-членов БРИКС, который пройдѐт в Китае.
Указанный визит был использован для попыток налаживания с
руководством КНР переговорного процесса по поводу ситуации на плато
Даклам, которые, видимо, завершились ничем. И это плохой сигнал для
перспектив как отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами, так и успеха
проведения упомянутого выше саммита.
Ибо теперь нет гарантий, что премьер-министр Нарендра Моди вообще
появится в Китае, где (в связи с обострением ситуации ―на западной
границе‖) начинают сомневаться в правильности решения поддержать
вступление Индии в другую организацию, каковой является ШОС.
Китай требует от Индии прекратить испытывать его терпение
https://news.mail.ru/politics/30582768/?frommail=1. 4.08.2017.

ПЕКИН, 4 авг — РИА Новости, Анна Раткогло.
Китайские власти в очередной раз призвали Индию прекратить
испытывать терпение Пекина и немедленно вывести с территории плато
Доклам в Тибетском автономном районе своих военнослужащих,
нарушивших более 1,5 месяцев назад государственную границу.
Внешнеполитическое и оборонное ведомства в четверг поздно вечером
выпустили заявления, в которых официальные представители обоих
министерств подчеркнули, что Китай до сих пор придерживался
дипломатического подхода в попытках разрешить возникшее обострение,
но его терпение имеет пределы.
Дипломатия и агрессия
Официальный представитель МИД КНР Гэн Шуан заявил,
что «индийская сторона сейчас постоянно говорит слово ―мир‖,
но мы не только слушаем, мы также смотрим на поступки». По его словам,
Китай проявлял добрую волю и терпение, и еще до начала строительства
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дороги на плато Доклам китайская сторона 18 мая и 8 июня направила Индии
предупреждение о своих намерениях приступить к реализации проекта.
При этом, утверждает китайский дипломат, с индийской стороны
ни по одному каналу не последовало никакой реакции. Вместо этого, по его
словам, 18 июня Нью-Дели отправляет вооруженных военнослужащих
на пересечение границы.
Китай продемонстрировал на параде в честь 90-летия НОАК новейшую
МБР DF-31AG
«Инцидент произошел более месяца назад, но индийская сторона
не только продолжает нелегально находиться на территории Китая, но также
ремонтирует в своем тылу дороги, заготавливает припасы и стягивает
крупную вооруженную группировку, это все делается не ради мира», —
говорится в заявлении Гэн Шуана.
По его словам, Индия не откликается на призывы Китая отозвать своих
военных и разрешить возникшую проблему, а наоборот прибегает
к многочисленным оправданиям и обвинениям Пекина.
«Если индийская сторона действительно ценит мир, она должна
немедленно вывести своих военных», — заявил дипломат.
Он подчеркнул, что Индия проигнорировала существующие механизмы
и каналы связи с Китаем и в отсутствие какой-либо коммуникации направила
на территорию КНР вооруженных военнослужащих, это «безответственно
и безрассудно», и индийская сторона должна нести соответствующую
ответственность.
Терпение не безгранично
Представитель оборонного ведомства Китая Жэнь Гоцян в свою очередь
заявил, что «с момента возникновения инцидента Китай прикладывал
значительные усилия по его разрешению посредством дипломатических
каналов».
«Китайская армия всегда исходила из интересов поддержания
двусторонних отношений с Индией и обеспечения мира в регионе, но добрые
намерения основываются на принципах, а у сдержанности есть предел», —
заявил Жэнь Гоцян.
Китайский авианосец «Ляонин» впервые вошел в воды Гонконга
По его словам, ни одна из стран не должна недооценивать способность
китайской армии при защите мира, как не стоит недооценивать ее решимость
при защите суверенитета своей страны.
«Мы решительно призываем индийскую сторону немедленно вывести
своих военных на свою территорию, как можно скорее разрешить инцидент
и восстановить мир и спокойствие в приграничной зоне двух стран», —
отмечено в заявлении.
Напряженность между Китаем и Индией вокруг ситуации на плато
Доклам, горного участка на схождении границ Китая, Индии и Бутана,
сохраняется с середины июня. Китайские рабочие приступили к прокладке
автомобильной дороги через плато, что вызвало протест Бутана.
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Через несколько дней военнослужащие Индии, с которой у Бутана
дружественные отношения, пересекли государственную границу и после
короткой стычки вытеснили из района Доклам китайских военных.
МИД КНР позже сообщил, что участок, где велось строительство
дороги, вновь находится под контролем китайских военных, при этом
внешнеполитическое и оборонное ведомства КНР многократно призывали
Индию отозвать своих военнослужащих с китайской территории
и не провоцировать эскалацию напряженности.
Председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин, выступая по случаю 90-й
годовщины Народно-освободительной армии
Китая
(НОАК),
заявил,
что Пекин остается сторонником мира и диалога, который не станет
агрессором или завоевателем, однако он никому не позволит отнять у себя
и малого участка территории.
Китай готов работать с новым премьером Пакистана над развитием
отношений.
http://kareliyanews.ru/kitaj-gotov-rabotat-s-novym-premerom-pakistana-nad-razvitiemotnoshenij/. 03.08.2017.

Китай готов работать с новым премьер-министром Пакистана Шахидом
Хаканом Аббаси над продвижением всестороннего стратегического
сотрудничества двух стран, заявил официальный представитель МИД КНР
Гэн Шуан.
«Китай горячо поздравляет господина Аббаси со вступлением
в должность
премьер-министра
Пакистана,
под его
руководством
правительство Пакистана продолжит отстаивать единство страны
и стабильность, а также работать над продвижением экономического
и социального
развития», —
говорится
в заявлении
дипломата,
опубликованном на сайте внешнеполитического ведомства КНР. Гэн Шуан
подчеркнул, что «Китай готов сотрудничать с Пакистаном, чтобы сохранить
тенденцию стремительного развития пакистано-китайских отношений
и совместно
продвигать
строительство
китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора, а также развивать и углублять наше всестороннее
стратегическое партнерство».
Избранный премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси 1 августа
принес присягу президенту страны Мамнуну Хуссейну и официально
вступил в должность. Он был назначен на пост главы правительства
большинством голосов. Аббаси сменил Наваза Шарифа, лидера партии
Пакистанская мусульманская лига (Н), которого на прошлой неделе
Верховный суд отстранил от власти по итогам антикоррупционного
расследования. Как Аббаси заявлял ранее, состав правительства будет
сформирован по итогам консультаций руководства правящей партии.
Аббаси будет занимать пост временно — около полутора месяцев, —
пока в парламент страны в ходе довыборов не изберется преемник Наваза
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Шарифа, его младший брат Шехбаз Шариф. Такая схема передачи власти
была согласована руководством ПМЛ (Н) и одобрена лично опальным
премьером в прошлую субботу. Сам Шехбаз Шариф в настоящее время
является главой правительства провинции Пенджаб. Чтобы иметь
возможность стать премьер-министром, он должен стать депутатом
Национального собрания.
Китай считает, что Индия ведет агрессию в Сиккиме
India admitted to transgression, says China
The Hindu. 26.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-admitted-totransgression-says-china/article19360045.ece?homepage=true

Withdraw, says China Foreign Minister
China‘s Foreign Minister Wang Yi has claimed that the ―Indian
side...admitted‖ to entering Chinese territory, the first time a top leader of the
country has weighed in on the protracted stand-off in the Sikkim area.
Mr. Wang‘s brief comments, made in Bangkok on Monday, were reported on
his Ministry‘s website on Tuesday. But they provided no justification for his claim.
‗Wrongs are clear‘
―The rights and wrongs are very clear,‖ he said, adding that even senior
Indian officials had openly stated that Chinese troops did not enter into the Indian
territory.
However, he did not say which officials had said that or where. He went on to
say: ―In other words, the Indian side admitted to entering the Chinese territory.‖
It was not clear how the reported comments by the unnamed Indian officials
led him to conclude that India was admitting to border transgression. The Foreign
Ministry website quoted Mr. Wang as saying that the ―solution to this problem is
very simple: conscientiously withdraw.‖
China will remain a threat to India, says Vice Chief of Army Staff
It is the first time that such a senior person in the Chinese hierarchy has
commented on the dispute, which has been dominated by shrill rhetoric in the
state-owned media with almost daily commentaries attacking India with
nationalistic warnings.
There was no immediate reaction from the Indian government.
The Chinese media commentaries and the Foreign Ministry spokesmen have
demanded that India withdraw its troops from Doklam in the southernmost part of
Tibet, in an area also claimed by Bhutan.
Chinese and Indian troops have been locked in a face-off in the tri-junction
for more than a month since Indian troops stopped the Chinese Army from
building a road in the area.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj told Parliament last week that both
sides should first pull back their troops for talks to take place, favouring a peaceful
resolution of the stand-off.
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Ms. Swaraj said the ―unilateral‖ Chinese action to change the status quo near
the tri-junction posed a challenge to India‘s security. The issue is expected to be
discussed during the visit of Indian National Security Adviser Ajit Doval to
Beijing for a meeting of the NSAs of the BRICS countries — Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa — on July 27 and 28.
However, continuing its rhetoric, the Global Times, which is part of the
Communist Party‘s publication group, on Tuesday described Mr. Doval as one of
the ―main schemers‖ of the dispute, adding that his visit would not sway Beijing.
At the same time, China Daily, another government newspaper, pressed for
ways to avoid a confrontation, adding that ―it‘s never too late for India to mend its
way.‖
Mr. Doval is expected to discuss the stand-off with his Chinese counterpart
Yang Jiechi. Both officials are also the Special Representatives of their countries
for the boundary talks.
―There are still hopes that the deadlock can be resolved peacefully, which
serves both countries‘ best interests,‖ China Daily said.
Китай расширяет БРИКС в своих интересах (БРИКС не жизнеспособен).
НГ. 20.07.2017. http://www.ng.ru/economics/2017-07-20/1_7033_china.html

Глава МИД КНР Ван И надеется включить в новый БРИКС «друзей
Китая».
Китай выступает за более широкое сотрудничество в формате БРИКС.
Объединение БРИКС+ может включать в себя несколько десятков стран и
состоять из «друзей Китая». В самой Поднебесной список «друзей» пока не
оглашают. В России надеются получить разъяснения о новом формате
БРИКС в сентябре, на очередной встрече лидеров стран-участниц. Пока же
китайцы делают акцент на экономической интеграции по линии Юг–Юг, в
которую РФ явно не вписывается.
Сегодня БРИКС (англ. BRICS – от Brazil, Russia, India, China, South
Africa) объединяет группу из пяти стран: Бразилия, Россия, Индия, Китай,
ЮАР. Сама организация была основана в июне 2006 года, а термин был
введен аналитиком Goldman Sachs Джимом О`Нилом для описания самых
быстрорастущих на тот момент экономик мира.
Сегодня же такое объединение выглядит искусственным и
нежизнеспособным, поскольку Россия, Бразилия и ЮАР высокими темпами
прироста ВВП уже не отличаются. По словам декана факультета
международных отношений университета Цинхуа Янь Сюэтуна, идея группы
БРИКС была изначально обречена на провал. «Страны без какой-либо связи
друг с другом были объединены аналитиком Goldman Sachs, а политическое
руководство этих стран решило построить на этой базе политическое
объединение. Оно было обречено с самого начала, и это видно было по ходу
саммитов: у стран не было общей стратегической цели, кроме увеличения
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своего представительства в международных финансовых институтах», –
рассказывал ученый.
В самом Китае сегодня осторожно высказываются о необходимости
пересмотра концепции БРИКС и предлагают продвигать новую модель
взаимодействия БРИКС+, которая включала бы более широкое число
участников. Так, еще в начале марта член Государственного совета КНР Ян
Цзечи
сообщил,
что
страны
БРИКС
«должны
усиливать
внеправительственные диалоги, расширять рамки выгодного сотрудничества,
а также продвигать формирование открытой модели взаимодействия
БРИКС+». Кроме этого, странам следует создавать более обширную
платформу для сотрудничества по линии Юг–Юг, а также «способствовать
формированию новой ситуации для совместного развития стран с
развивающимися рынками и развивающихся государств».
Многие мировые СМИ приводили высказывания министра иностранных
дел Китая Ван И по поводу концепции БРИКС+. «Китай изучит возможности
БРИКС+, чтобы начать диалог с другими крупными развивающимися
странами», – цитировала его индийская газета Economic Times. «Мы
надеемся наладить широкие партнерские отношения и расширить круг наших
друзей, чтобы превратить его в самую эффективную платформу для
сотрудничества Юг–Юг», – продолжил он, умолчав о том, какие новые
страны могут быть включены в новый союз.
Аналитики полагают, что более подробные контуры нового объединения
КНР может обрисовать в сентябре во время очередной встречи
руководителей стран БРИКС. Однако многие опасаются, что новые планы
экспансии Китая фактически размоют роль других «отцов-основателей»
БРИКС. «После расширения организация потеряет свою направленность и
согласованность в вопросах развития и станет скорее политической
платформой для Китая», – считает профессор Азиатско-Тихоокеанского
центра исследований проблем безопасности Мохан Малик. По мнению
ученого, Пекин может пригласить в союз такие страны, как Пакистан, ШриЛанка и Мексика.
Свое видение путей возможного расширения БРИКС в БРИКС+
представили вчера и эксперты дискуссионного клуба «Валдай». В частности,
по мысли главного экономиста Евразийского банка развития Ярослава
Лисоволика, смысл создания БРИКС+ должен состоять не в росте за счет
«присоединения крупнейших экономик, а в налаживании тесной связи между
различными альянсами с представительством всех основных развивающихся
регионов мира». «Все страны – партнеры БРИКС в своих региональных
интеграционных структурах могут сформировать так называемый круг стран
БРИКС+, открытых для многочисленных и гибких режимов сотрудничества
(не только через либерализацию торговли) на двусторонней или
региональной основе», – предполагает он. К примеру, вслед за РФ к союзу
БРИКС могут присоединиться страны, входящие в Евразийский
экономический союз (Казахстан, Белоруссия, Армения и Киргизия). За
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Бразилией – входящие в торгово-экономический союз MERCOSUR –
Аргентина, Парагвай, Уругвай, Боливия и Венесуэла. За ЮАР могут
последовать страны, входящие в Сообщество развития Юга Африки:
Ботсвана, Лесото, Намибия и Свазиленд. Широко могут быть представлены и
азиатские страны. Всего в такой «круг друзей БРИКС+» может войти 35
стран. «Таким образом, инициатива БРИКС+ ставит задачу создания новой
платформы для укрепления региональных и двусторонних альянсов на
разных континентах, нацеливаясь на объединение региональных
интеграционных блоков, в которых экономики БРИКС играли бы ведущую
роль», – подчеркивает Лисоволик.
«В такой новый союз могли бы войти Мексика, Нигерия, Египет,
Аргентина и Индонезия», – рассуждает руководитель Центра российской
стратегии в Азии Института экономики РАН Георгий Толорая, напомнив, что
изначально выдвинутая Китаем идея предполагала включение в объединение
наиболее значимых и динамично развивающихся экономик мира. «То есть не
по региональному, но по глобальному принципу, – указал экономист. «А
такие страны, как Ботсвана, Лесото, Афганистан, Бутан, скажем честно, не
самые важные политические и экономические игроки в мире, они принесут
намного меньше пользы объединению, чем страны с более стабильной
экономикой», – замечает он. По мнению экономиста, было бы логичным
разделить ближайших партнеров БРИКС на две подгруппы: странынаблюдатели, которые могут принимать участие в саммитах объединения на
постоянной основе, но без права решающего голоса, а также – страныпартнеры по диалогу.
Экономические и финансовые перспективы были основным признаком
для включения стран в список БРИКС. Но сегодня этот условный союз
зависит уже не от темпов роста ВВП, а от воли лидеров стран-участниц,
которые хотели бы занять более видное место в глобальной системе
управления: как политической, так и экономической, рассуждает Толорая.
При этом эксперт исключает, что Китай попытается перетянуть одеяло
лидера на себя. В то же время Китай заинтересован в видимости равноправия
«отцов-основателей» БРИКС в новом объединении, поскольку без этого
многие участники просто разбегутся в процессе переформатирования
БРИКС. И в Китае эту перспективу, вероятно, понимают.
Так или иначе, но пока лишь только Пекин активно продвигает идею
трансформации БРИКС. У других же «отцов-основателей» видение будущего
для БРИКС просто отсутствует. Но является ли этот факт основанием того,
чтобы Пекин уже начал оформлять свое лидерство в расширяющемся
БРИКС? Ответом на этот вопрос может стать публикация агентством
«Синьхуа» интервью профессора международного права Эвандро Менезеса
де Карвалью в университете Фонда Жетулиу Варгаса. Бразильский
профессор в публикации «Синьхуа» прямо настаивает за передачу
руководящей роли в БРИКС именно Пекину. «В условиях замедленных
темпов восстановления мировой экономики укрепление сотрудничества
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между странами БРИКС имеет крайне важное значение. Китай должен играть
руководящую роль в данном механизме, продвигать углубление
взаимодействия в БРИКС», – цитируют китайцы бразильца.
По мнению экспертов «НГ», Китай и так уже стал фактическим лидером
этого условного объединения. «К примеру, в Новом банке развития БРИКС
основная доля – китайская. Да и роль лидера в таком объединении, как
БРИКС, довольно размыта и формальна», – замечает завотделением
востоковедения Высшей школы экономики Алексей Маслов. По мнению
экономиста, продвигаемая Китаем идея БРИКС+ позволит стране расширить
экономическое сотрудничество в первую очередь с теми странами, кто не
присоединился к концепции «Один пояс – один путь». «К примеру, в
БРИКС+ могли бы войти какие-то страны Латинской Америки, Ближнего
Востока и часть азиатских государств», – рассуждает Маслов.
Инициативу Китая можно рассматривать как стремление вдохнуть
новую жизнь в эту структуру, расширив ее состав за счет тех государств,
которые в нем заинтересованы, продолжает доцент Академии народного
хозяйства и госслужбы Сергей Беспалов. «С другой стороны, Китай исходит,
видимо, из того, что чем шире будет становиться БРИКС по своему составу,
тем меньше будет роль государств-учредителей только потому, что они
учредители», – полагает он, подчеркивая, что все будет в итоге зависеть
от того, кто будет включен в состав БРИКС+.
Между тем некоторые эксперты надеются, что продвижение БРИКС+
только укрепит позиции РФ. «Россия давно выступает за налаживание
диалога между региональными объединениями как основы формирования
равноправной и сбалансированной глобальной экономики. И такой диалог
может начаться на площадке БРИКС», – замечает профессор Российского
экономического университета им. Плеханова Мария Валовая. «БРИКС+
расширит для РФ торговые и дипломатические возможности, усилит ее
иммунитет перед санкциями», – соглашается гендиректор компании
«Форум» Роман Паршин. К примеру, Россия имеет все шансы стать
фабрикой оборонных технологий для всего незападного мира, не исключает
директор аналитического департамента компании «Альпари» Александр
Разуваев.
Противостояние в Сиккиме: Индия и Китай
Sikkim standoff: Chinese army warns India not to harbour illusions over
Doklam, says will defend territory at all costs
Sutirtho Patranobis. Hindustan Times. Jul 24, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/sikkim-standoff-chinese-army-warns-india-not-to-harbour-illusions-says-it-will-defendterritory-whatever-the-cost/story-51We6X8d3294lCqzwCxiaO.html

The People‘s Liberation Army said its capability to protect China‘s territory
was ―indomitable‖ and it was ready to step up deployment on the plateau.
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The Chinese military on Monday asked India not to harbour any ―illusions‖
about its resolve to protect China‘s sovereignty, the latest warning to come from
Beijing on the Doklam border standoff that is in its second month.
The People‘s Liberation Army, the world‘s largest armed force, said its
capability to protect China‘s territory was ―indomitable‖ and it was ready to step
up deployment on the plateau, which is close to India‘s northeastern state of
Sikkim.
―The willingness and resolve of China to defend its sovereignty is
indomitable and we will safeguard our sovereignty whatever the cost,‖ defence
ministry spokesman and deputy director-general of information office Col Wu
Qian said in response to a question on the border row on Monday.
The Chinese troops had undertaken emergency response measures and would
step up deployment and drills in the area, he said.
Sikkim standoff: Chinese daily says Sushma lied about support from other
nations, warns India of war
Pentagon urges India, China to reduce tension through direct dialogue
Border guards of the two countries are locked in a standoff since June 16,
with China accusing India of trespass and preventing its soldiers from building a
road.
Bhutan and India maintain that Doklam, or Donglang as the Chinese call it, is
a Bhutanese territory.
The withdrawal of Indian soldiers was a precondition for resolving the
situation, he said. ―India should not leave things to luck and not harbour any
unrealistic illusions,‖ Wu said.
India has said China should withdraw troops from the trijunction for the two
sides to talk. New Delhi also says the road, if built, will have serious security
implications for India.
Donglang was Chinese territory and building a road on its territory was an act
of sovereignty, Wu said.
Differences should not become disputes: India on Doklam standoff with
China
Doklam standoff: India must be ready to give China a real bloody nose |
Opinion
―The crossing of the mutually recognised international border by India is a
serious violation of China‘s territory and runs against international law,‖ he said.
China strongly urged India to withdraw its troops and take concrete measures
to correct ―its errors and put an end to its provocative acts‖ to maintain peace in
border areas.
Wu was speaking at a specially convened briefing to mark the 90the
anniversary of the PLA on August 1.
The anniversary could be the reason for China‘s unusually aggressive and
often provocative statements on the standoff – Beijing wants the armed forces to be
seen as a strong unit working under the Communist Party of China, which holds its
19th congress this year.
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―The history of the PLA of past 90 years has proven our resolve to safeguard
sovereignty and territorial integrity, and our capability and resolve are
indomitable,‖ Wu said.
The PLA has been flexing muscles to coincide with the impasse, conducting
large-scale military exercises, including ―live-fire‖ drills, in Tibet close to the
Indian frontier.
Индия и Китай должны перешагнуть через неприязнь и действовать
сообща, - считает профессор JNU
Why India, China must look beyond Dokalam and work together
Gulshan Sachdeva (professor at the school of international studies, JNU). The Hindustan
Times.
17.07.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/why-india-china-must-lookbeyond-dokalam-and-work-together/story-IpS8CUKrvkfx1SXVHzELAJ.html

With cooperation both India and China can make the 21st century a truly
Asian century. Otherwise, conflicts will offer opportunities for the West to continue
its hegemony for some more decades
The current military stand-off at Dokalam will test effectiveness of changing
foreign policy orientation in both India and China. After years of concentrating
mainly on economic modernisation, China is becoming more assertive in the last
few years. Twenty-five years of relatively high growth has also made India
confident. The strategic consequences of growth are clearly evident with New
Delhi signing close to 30 strategic partnerships and about 15 trade agreements.
As both Prime Minister Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping would like to
be portrayed as strong leaders to their citizens, neither side is likely to back down
from the present standoff in a hurry. The behaviour of both big powers is going to
shape the evolving Asian economic and security architecture. The indications of
conflicting or cooperative Asian architecture as well as role of external players like
the United States, Russia and Europe will also become clearer soon. The relevance
of New Delhi‘s increasing ties with the US is going to be tested before long.
India-China row: Why Modi govt needs political consensus to resolve
standoff
Is China punishing India for its Belt and Road stance while testing Modi and
Trump?
China‘s economy and global trade is five times bigger than India. Due to this
huge asymmetry, Chinese have been quite relaxed about New Delhi. In
comparison, many in India have been more nervous about the rise of China. And
the growing Chinese influence in South, Southeast and Central Asia —regions of
immediate Indian concern — has been watched carefully by New Delhi. In the
meanwhile, with $70 billion bilateral trade, China has become the number one
trading partner of India. With only $10 billion exports going to China, the trade is
hugely tilted in favour of Beijing. So, increasing economic ties have not
necessarily reduced tensions.
For years, New Delhi has believed that China has transferred nuclear and
missile technology to Pakistan, so that India is bottled up in South Asia. With its
‗all weather‘ friend Pakistan further blocking India westwards, Indian access to
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Afghanistan and Central Asia has become difficult. This has provided China a
relatively free space in Eurasia. In addition, Russia‘s growing tensions with Europe
and the US also made Moscow further close to Beijing.
Despite all these complexities, both India and China have managed their
relations reasonably well so far. One of the main sources of tension between India
and China is their shared but disputed border. Since 1993 when an agreement on
the maintenance of peace and tranquillity along the Line of Actual Control (LAC)
was signed, incidents of Chinese troops crossing the border have not gone out of
control. Tone of cooperation at the BRICS gatherings as well as India‘s entry into
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) has been part of this trend.
Indirect Chinese reference during Modi‘s US visit and India‘s decision to
boycott the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) gathering seems to have annoyed
Beijing. Similarly, Chinese objections to India‘s entry into the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) as well as blocking India‘s move to ban JeM chief Masood Azhar in
the United Nations have made New Delhi suspicious of Beijing‘s real intensions.
The nationalistic rhetoric fuelled by media from both sides has created a situation,
in which Dokalam has become more than a ‗normal border incident‘. The entry of
a new actor, Bhutan into this game has made things further complicated and, to
some extent, unpredictable.
Most European powers are not very comfortable with the rise of China. Apart
from some statements on human rights and democracy, however, they are unable
to do much. How to manage China‘s rise was left to the US. The ‗pivot to Asia‘ or
rebalancing initiated by the Obama administration is practically over. The current
policy muddle in Washington will benefit China.
The South China Sea dispute had provided an opportunity for the West to put
pressure on China. An extended India-China standoff would provide another
chance for them to pinprick China without getting involved in a serious manner.
The vice-president of the European parliament Ryszard Czarnecki has asserted that
―Chinese action in the Doklam plateau can be seen as a part of the country‘s recent
tendency to unilaterally change the ground situation in areas that are disputed‖.
The US so far has avoided commenting on the standoff. The joint India-US-Japan
Malabar Exercise was a regular event, though some in the Indian media were
trying to link it with the standoff. The exercise started way back in 1994.
The all-party meeting on the standoff has rightly stressed on diplomatic
engagement. Enhanced engagement and understanding is required not just for
Dokalam but also for broader strategic issues and economic projects. Some serious
issues are involved in projects like the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Still,
there is an ample scope of coordinating the BRI with our initiatives like the
International North South Transport Corridor, Chabahar port, Kaladan MultiModel Transit Transport Project or the newly launched Asia-Africa Growth
Corridor. Beyond geopolitical moves, all these projects offer tremendous
developmental opportunities for citizens in participating countries.
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With cooperation and coordination both India and China can make the 21st
century a truly Asian century. Otherwise conflicting Asian powers will offer
opportunities for the West to continue its hegemony for some more decades.
Китайские уйгуры борются за свои права в «полицейском государстве»
(например, носить бороду)
China's Uighur Muslims struggle under 'police state'
The Express Tribune. July 13, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456880/chinas-uighurmuslims-struggle-police-state/

KASHGAR: Worshippers quietly passed through metal detectors as they
entered the central mosque in China‘s far western city of Kashgar under the stern
gaze of stone-faced police officers.
The increasingly strict curbs imposed on the mostly Muslim Uighur
population have stifled life in the tense Xinjiang region, where beards are partially
banned and no one is allowed to pray in public.
For years, the square outside the mosque in Kashgar was packed with teeming
crowds as worshippers jostled for space to unroll their prayer rugs and celebrate
the end of Ramadan. But no longer. This year, an eerie silence hung over the plaza
outside the imposing prayer hall as devotees gathered to mark the end of a month
of fasting – the lowest turnout in a generation according to residents.
China bans religious names for Muslim babies in Xinjiang
Authorities declined to comment on the numbers. But local businessmen told
AFP the government had used the multiple checkpoints encircling the city to
prevent travellers to Kashgar from joining Eid prayers. ―This is not a good place
for religion,‖ said one trader.
Beijing says the restrictions and heavy police presence seek to control the
spread of separatist movements, but analysts warn that Xinjiang is becoming an
open air prison. China is ―essentially creating a police state of unprecedented
scale,‖ said James Leibold, an expert on Chinese security at Australia‘s La Trobe
University.
The government began ramping up security and religious restrictions in
Xinjiang in 2009, following a series of riots in the regional capital Urumqi that left
around 200 dead. In March, President Xi Jinping ordered security forces to build a
―great wall of steel‖ around the region after Uighurs claiming to belong to a
division of the Islamic State group in Iraq threatened to return home and ―shed
blood like rivers‖.
Over the last year, Beijing has flooded Xinjiang with tens of thousands of
security personnel, placed police stations on nearly every block, and rolled out
tough regulations aimed at ―eliminating extremism‖. Public signs say no one is
permitted to pray in public or grow a beard before the age of 50, while government
employees are forbidden from fasting during Ramadan.
In Tashkurgan, near the Pakistan border, authorities shut a halal restaurant as
‗punishment‘ for refusing to serve food during the holiday, according to a
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shopkeeper working next door. A teacher and a government official told AFP that
schools discourage students from using the traditional Arabic Muslim greeting
―As-Salaam Alaikum‖ [―peace be upon you‖]. ―The government thinks this Islamic
word is equal to separatism,‖ the official said.
The region‘s ubiquitous surveillance cameras are particularly abundant in
places of worship: an empty mosque in the southern city of Yarkand had three of
them pointing directly at the spot where the imam leads prayers. Even more hung
from the wooden rafters like bats. At police stations, officers monitor screens with
direct feeds from mosques as well as other buildings and nearby streets.
In the run-up to Eid in the southwestern desert oasis town of Hotan, police
manned checkpoints with rifles and crude spears made from metal pipes. At one
intersection, men in bulletproof vests stopped traffic for a fleet of dozens of
heavily armoured trucks, personnel carriers with mounted guns and black vans.
The caravans patrolled the city every day during the month of Ramadan, a police
officer said.
Chinese official demoted for not smoking in front of Muslims
At a mosque in the heart of Hotan, Muslims gathering for Friday prayers
passed through a police barricade and showed identity documents at two
checkpoints before entering. Inside, plainclothes men with Communist Party lapel
pins and sunglasses kept a close eye on hundreds of worshippers.
At the front of the mosque, an LED signboard reminded people that ―the
greatest task for Xinjiang‘s masses is harmonising ethnic unity and religion.‖ Such
signs are a common sight throughout Xinjiang, where tensions between Uighurs
and the majority Han ethnic group have led to violent clashes.
Chinese authorities have long linked their crackdown on Uighur Muslims to
international counter-terrorism efforts, arguing that separatists are bent on joining
foreign militants like Al-Qaeda.
Uighurs have been tied to mass stabbings and bombings that left dozens dead
in recent years across the country. Riots and clashes with the government killed
hundreds more. Worries about ‗extremism‘ notwithstanding, many Xinjiang
residents fear the loss of their cultural identity and question whether the
government has gone too far.
―We don‘t want it to become another Pakistan or Afghanistan,‖ a shopkeeper
in Tashkurgan said, fearing violence could spill into China from the nearby
countries. But, he added, ―only a small minority of Muslims are extremists. The
Chinese government can‘t differentiate.‖
Военное присутствие Китая у входа в Красное море (Джибути)
Петр
Искрендеров.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
14.08.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/08/14/voennoe-prisutstvie-kitaja-u-vhoda-v-krasnoe-more44488.html

Обострение геополитической ситуации в мире, увеличение
неопределѐнности в международных отношениях и в особенности ухудшение
российско-американских отношений требуют от Москвы принятия
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нестандартных шагов по укреплению своей безопасности. Особое внимание в
этом плане уделяется созданию и развитию соответствующей
инфраструктуры за пределами границ Российской Федерации, в том числе в
формате военных баз и других подобных объектов.
Такую же стратегию начал активно проводить в жизнь Китай. До
последнего времени Китайская Народная Республика оставалась
единственным постоянным членом Совета Безопасности ООН, не имевшим
постоянного военного объекта в иностранном государстве, на территории
которого отсутствует вооружѐнный конфликт. Теперь Пекин кардинально
меняет положение дел. В первый день августа были официально открыты
база КНР в Республике Джибути на северо-востоке Африки и пункт
материально-технического снабжения военно-морского флота Народноосвободительной армии Китая (НОАК).
В настоящее время на базе, сооружение которой продолжалось около
года, находятся 300 китайских военнослужащих, но еѐ размеры позволяют
разместить гораздо более внушительный воинский контингент.
Официально поставленная перед китайскими военными в Джибути
задача заключается в оказании содействия операциям против пиратов в
районе Сомали. Однако есть основания утверждать, что отказ Пекина от
проводившейся на протяжении нескольких десятилетий, в том числе во
времена кризисов эпохи холодной войны, политики отказа от зарубежных
военных баз имеет более глубокие основания и связан с коренным
пересмотром ключевых военно-политических принципов, включая
приоритетное строительство новейшего военно-морского флота и
активизацию действий в акватории Южно-Китайского моря. Все компоненты
такого пересмотра военной стратегии Китая взаимосвязаны и означают
переход Пекина к обеспечению национальных интересов посредством
выдвижения военной инфраструктуры за национальные и региональные
границы.
Происходящее не укрылось от внимания США. Высокопоставленный
представитель Восточноазиатского центра ЦРУ Майкл Коллинз заявил, что
действия Китая свидетельствуют о том, что эта страна «представляет собой
более серьѐзную угрозу, чем Россия». По его словам, сегодня больше
внимания США должны уделять Китаю. «Сегодня много разговоров о России
как о сопернике, как о стране, которая рассматривает либеральный
международный порядок в качестве чего-то, к чему необязательно
присоединяться», но именно Китай «активным образом пытается подорвать
влияние Соединенных Штатов в различных местах по всему миру» и при
этом «обладает возможностями делать это», цитирует выступление Майкла
Коллинза на форуме по безопасности в городе Аспене (штат Колорадо)
гонконгское издание The Asia Times.
По словам представителя ЦРУ, соперничество между Китаем и США не
ограничивается Азией. Китайско-американское соперничество заметно во
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всѐм мире, свидетельством этого является и открытие военной базы в районе
Африканского рога.
Стратегическая важность китайской базы в Джибути выходит далеко за
рамки решения задачи борьбы с пиратами. Небольшое, но счастливо
избегающее внутренних и внешних конфликтов, к тому же располагающее
современной портовой и аэродромной инфраструктурой государство
Джибути расположено у входа в акваторию Красного моря, на которое (с
учѐтом Суэцкого канала) приходится около 40% всего мирового судоходства.
Кстати, в Джибути уже существуют крупные военные базы США, Франции и
Японии с самыми широкими возможностями и задачами. В этих условиях
планы Пекина подразумевают осуществление контроля морских путей не
только по экономическим, но также политическим и военным соображениям,
говорит Майкл Коллинз.
Ещѐ более драматично, чем представитель американской разведки,
высказывается по поводу политики Китая в военной сфере профессор
Гарвардского университета Грэм Алисон. Он считает, что развитие ситуации
неуклонно движется в направлении полноценной «горячей» войны между
США и Китаем, которая, по его мнению, «предопределена».
Так или иначе, действия Китая, которые отличает последовательность и
продуманность, демонстрируют необходимость пересмотра прежних
подходов к обеспечению национально-государственных интересов. «Мы
видим стремление заявить о себе в военном плане за пределами круга
бывших вассалов и территорий, которых Китай, как он утверждает, был
лишен по "несправедливым договорам"», - отмечает ведущий научный
сотрудник французского Института международных и стратегических
исследований бригадный генерал ВВС Жан-Венсан Бриссе. Он подчѐркивает,
что «формирование базы в Джибути» больше означает защиту «китайских
интересов», чем простую демонстрацию амбиций: «Новая база не только
имеет значение в техническом и операционном плане, но и отражает
стремление Китая представить себя одной из величайших держав».
Укрепление военных позиций Китая базируется на усилении его
финансово-экономического присутствия в различных регионах мира. В той
же Африке только прямые инвестиции Китая подскочили за период с 2003 по
2015 год в 80 (!) раз – с 0,5 млрд до 40 млрд долларов. Пекин рассматривает
Джибути в качестве составной части «Жемчужного ожерелья», или Морского
шѐлкового пути. Этот путь призван соединить Китай с районами
Персидского залива, Красного и Аравийского морей и Средиземноморским
бассейном; важным элементом этой системы коммуникаций является
крупный порт Гвадар в Пакистане, где также находится созданная Китаем
многопрофильная инфраструктура.
Россия в прежние годы, в отличие от Китая, уже располагала военными
объектами за пределами своей территории – военными базами Лурдес на
Кубе и Камрань во Вьетнаме. Потом эти базы были закрыты, и сегодня
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Москва вынуждена запускать обратный процесс практически с нуля. Первым
шагом стала Сирия. Хочется надеяться, не последним.
Джибути, или Один к восьмистам. Первая военно-морская база Китая
за рубежом
Елена
Пустовойтова.
«Фрнд
стратегической
культуры».
16.07.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/07/16/dzhibuti-ili-odin-k-vosmistam-pervaja-voennomorskaja-baza-kitaja-za-rubezhom-44335.html

На Западе никто, особенно в Соединѐнных Штатах, не обращает
внимания на то, что около 800 американских военных баз сетью накинуты на
все страны и континенты. Только в Германии их 172, в Японии – 113, по
соседству в Южной Корее – 83 и далее по миру – в Австралии, Болгарии,
Колумбии, Катаре, Косово, Кении и ещѐ в 80 странах. Но зато как дружно
главные западные СМИ обратили внимание на то, что китайский военный
корабль отправился из военного порта Чжаньцзян в Джибути обустраивать
первую зарубежную военную базу Поднебесной.
Британское агентство Reuters сообщает, что появление китайской
военной базы на Африканском роге уже очень обеспокоило Индию, которая
боится «еще одного жемчужного ожерелья военных союзников Китая, и это
звонок и для Индии, и так же для Бангладеш, Мьянмы, Шри-Ланки».
Военные базы без согласия принимающей стороны на карте не
появляются. Между Пекином и Джибути не первый год ведѐтся
добрососедский диалог «в общих интересах народов обеих сторон», в рамках
которого Поднебесная согласовала строительство военно-морской базы для
обслуживания кораблей военно-морского флота, все дальше заплывающих в
мировой океан. Если говорить языком протокола, база будет обеспечивать
задачу сопровождения, поддержания мира и оказания гуманитарной помощи
в Африке и Западной Азии.
Однако это не весь перечень задач, которые китайская военно-морская
база в Джибути будет решать. Перед ней, конечно же, в первую очередь
будут выдвинуты военные задачи, стоящие перед Китайской Народной
Республикой, включая военную кооперацию и совместные учения. База будет
защищать интересы Китая за рубежом и поддерживать безопасность
международных стратегических морских перевозок.
Как подчеркивает британское издание, «это означает, что возросла
способность Китая обеспечивать глобальный мир, особенно в Африке, где
так много миротворцев ООН и антипиратских патрулей». Это,
действительно, любопытная деталь: передел зон влияния в Африке породил
множество кровавых конфликтов, благоприобретателями которых
традиционно являются Франция, Великобритания и США. Китай в Африке –
новичок. Однако в последние десяток лет он уже освоился на африканском
рынке сбыта своими дешѐвыми товарами и услугами, вытеснив оттуда
Великобританию и значительно ослабив позиции Франции. Однако
африканский экспорт полезных ископаемых и иных ресурсов Чѐрного
континента по-прежнему получают Соединѐнные Штаты.
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В последние годы Китай в борьбе за африканские ресурсы обогнал
Францию и нагоняет США, что и подогревает конфликт интересов, который
определит будущее всего Африканского региона. Не случайно, как только
присутствие Китая обозначилось в Африке, США создали в 2008 году
военное
командование
AFRICOM.
Располагающее
определѐнным
контингентом морской пехоты оно способно было решать любые задачи в
любой африканской стране. А главной работой для AFRICOM стала
подготовка африканских армий в Эфиопии, Судане (Дарфуре), Уганде,
Руанде, Конго, Сейшельских островах, Мали, Нигере, Сенегале, Нигерии,
Либерии, Камеруне, Габоне, Кении, ЮАР, Танзании. Со дня своего рождения
эти армии обязаны были быть союзническими для США. Сюда нужно
добавить частные военные компании (ЧВК) вроде Protection Strategies Inc,
DynCorp International, AECOM, Pacific Architects and Engineers, задача
которых - противодействие угрозе американских интересов со стороны
радикального ислама и, вполне понятно, укреплению влияния Китая в
Африке.
Теперь просто так американцев из Африки не выковырять, но…
Примеры Афганистана, Ирака, Ливии, Сомали, Йемена, Сирии в
сравнении с «политикой Китая в Африке», изложенные в Белой книге КНР,
слишком бьют по глазам лидерам африканских государств. Китай не жалеет
средств, продвигая свои экономические интересы. Он по-крупному
вкладывается не только в строительство промышленных объектов, но и
поднимает инфраструктуру своих партнѐров. И при этом в Пекине не задают
вопросов о соблюдении прав человека, демократизации, экологии, не
пользуются ничем из западного «джентльменского набора». Есть точка
зрения, что и сама «арабская весна» была инспирирована американцами в
связи с усиливающимся соперничеством с Китаем в регионе. Все помнят, что
именно Франция была главным пропагандистом военной операции против
Ливии в марте 2011 года, чтобы получить доступ к разработке нефтегазовых
месторождений Ливии и свободно продвигать на африканский рынок изделия
своего ВПК.
Но что такое на фоне глобального столкновения интересов Поднебесной
и Запада малюсенькое государство в 750 тысяч человек, живущих между
Аденским заливом и пустыней? Ответ напрашивается: на 23 тысячах
квадратных километрах государства Джибути находится четыре – а теперь
пять! – военных баз. База США – крупнейшая в Африке, затем базы Италии,
Японии, Франции и теперь – Китая. Джибути – город-порт у входа в Красное
море – это ворота в Суэцкий канал. Через него идет весь суэцкий транзит и
половина экспорта из Эфиопии. В сочетании со свободной экономической
зоной Джибути представляет большой экономический интерес, но главным
все-таки остаѐтся его способность принимать военные корабли ВМС США
до крейсеров включительно, снабжать их топливом, пресной водой и
продовольствием.
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Американцы первыми поставили свою стражу у «дверей», через которые
за год проплывает около 17000 судов и почти 1 миллиард тонн грузов
(данные 2015 года). Понятно, что китайские соседи им тут не нужны. И если
у Поднебесной сегодня счет баз один к восьмистам – он всѐ-таки в пользу
Пекина. В Джибути при ВВП на душу населения менее 3 тысяч долларов в
год (167-е место в мире) и с половиной населения за чертой бедности у
китайского варианта покорения Африки шансов гораздо больше. И пусть
китайские авианосцы «Ляонин» и достраивающийся на плаву «Шаньдун» не
смогут войти в порт Джибути из-за их размеров, первая военно-морская база
Китая за рубежом – это важная точка отсчѐта в геополитической экспансии
Пекина.
Первый поход отряда кораблей ВМС НОАК на пункт материальнотехнического обеспечения Джибути
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36384. 13 июля, 2017.

Как сообщили СМИ КНР, 11 июня 2017 г в 8 часов 30 минут по
пекинскому времени состоялась церемония провода морской десантной
группы Южного Флота ВМС НОАК из порта Чжаньцзян (основная база ЮФ)
в составе универсального десантно-вертолетоносного корабля дока (ДВКД)
«Цзинганшань» №999 и полупогружного судна «Дунхайдао» №868. Приказ о
начале похода группы к первому зарубежному пункту материальнотехнического обеспечения отдал командующий ВМС НОАК адмирал Шэнь
Цзиньлун.
Следует отметить, что решение об отправке кораблей было принято
после доклада старшего по походу специального сводного отряда ВМС
НОАК контр-адмирала Шэнь Хао о готовности инфраструктуры ПМТО. По
информации китайских источников, корабли отряда совершили заход в порт
Джибути в период с 28 июня по 1 июля 2017 г в рамках официального
визита.
Корабельный аспект похода
В отношении ДВКД «Цзинганшань» известно, что это второй корабль
«проекта 071» (по классификации НАТО «Юйчжао»), который предназначен
для обеспечения морских десантных операций батальона морской пехоты со
штатной бронетехникой. Представляется возможным сообщить некоторые
тактико-технические указанного корабля:
– длина: 210 м;
– ширина: 28 м;
– полное водоизмещение: 19500 тонн;
– экономическая скорость: 18 узлов;
– дальность плавания экономической скоростью 6000 миль;
Следует
отметить,
что
рассматриваемый
ДВКД
оснащен
артиллерийской установкой H/PJ-26 калибра 76-мм и четырьмя
многоствольными зенитными пушками калибра 30 мм. Последние
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необходимы для организации рубежа самообороны корабля от угрозы с моря
и воздуха.
В док-камере корабля можно разместить до 50 единиц бронетехники или
четыре судна на воздушной подушке, которые позволят оперативно
перебросить личный состав подразделения морской пехоты на
необорудованный берег. Известно, что экипаж данного корабля ранее
принимал участие в операциях по борьбе с пиратами в акватории Аденского
залива.
Как известно, в составе корабельной группы, направленной в Джибути
находится первое полупогружное судно ВМС НОАК «Дунхайдао», которое
уже обеспечило передислокацию судов на воздушной подушке типа «Бизон»
на искусственные острова в акватории Южно-Китайского моря. Как
сообщают сотрудники Университета национальной обороны (УНО) КНР,
проектирование и строительство «Дунхайдао» выполнили сотрудники
Huangpu Wenchong Shipbuilding Company, которая входит в состав Китайской
государственной кораблестроительной корпорации. В качестве основы для
«Дунхайдао» был выбран проект контейнеровоза водоизмещением 20000
тонн, а также была использована информация об опыте эксплуатации
мобильных десантных платформ проекта «Монтфорд Поинт» ВМС США.
По данным китайских источников, «Дунхайдао» имеет следующие
тактико-технические характеристики: длина 175 м, ширина грузовой палубы
32,4, максимальное водоизмещение 20000 тонн. Как отмечают сотрудники
УНО КНР, указанное судостроительное предприятие ранее изготовило два
полупогружных судна «Тайанькоу» и «Каншэнкоу» водоизмещением 18000
тонн каждое, однако их технические параметры не удовлетворили
требованиям ВМС НОАК.
Задачи похода
Основная задача похода двух кораблей ВМС НОАК состоит в проверке
возможности дальнего морского похода без дозаправки в иностранных
портах или от универсального транспорта снабжения 26-й корабельной
группы охранения ВМС НОАК, которая в настоящее время находится в
акватории Аденского залива. Также, экипаж «Дунхайдао» должен проявить
навыки и умения в дальнем морском походе в условиях высокой волны.
Следует отметить, что в настоящее время китайские государственные
компании ведут строительство новых портов в Мьянме, Бангладеш, ШриЛанке, Эритрее, Кении, Танзании, Мозамбике, Египте и даже Греции. В
перспективе корабли ВМС НОАК будут иметь право первоочередного
обслуживания в новых портах, поскольку объекты транспортной
инфраструктуры будут находится под контролем китайских управляющих
компаний.
Как сообщают китайские источники, после прихода кораблей в Джибути
батальон морской пехоты отработает вопросы высадки с ДВКД на
необорудованный берег, а благодаря многофункциональному контейнерному
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терминалу Doraleh китайские военные смогут отработать погрузку техники
на полупогружную платформу.
Базовая инфраструктура в Джибути
В отношении терминала Doraleh, который примыкает к территории
китайской ПМТО, известно, что в его строительстве участвовала китайская
компания China Merchants Holdings, которая приобрела 23,5 % акций за 185
млн долл. США. В перспективе данная компания инвестирует 2,5 млрд долл.
США в развитие транспортной инфраструктуры Джибути. Так, на
территории нового терминала будет построена станция опреснения воды для
обслуживания судов, а также китайские специалисты свяжут Doraleh с
системой автомобильных дорог государств Восточной Африки.
Стоимость аренды участка земли площадью 90 акров для ПМТО ВМС
КНР составляет 20 млн долл. США, что в три раза меньше чем для ВС США
(70 млн. долл. США), однако, справедливости ради необходимо отметить,
что площадь военной базы «Кемп Лемонье» составляет 590 акров и на этой
территории кроме 4500 в/с США также дислоцированы ограниченные
воинские контингенты Франции и Японии, которые выплачивают
официальному Джибути по 32 и 30 млн долл. США за право нахождения в
этой восточноафриканской стране.
Известно, что ВМС КНР получили право аренды участка земли под
ПМТО сроком на 10 лет с возможностью продления. Следует отметить, что
на территории китайского ПМТО нет взлетно-посадочной полосы для
военных самолетов, а обустроена только вертолетная площадка. Конечно,
китайские военные и дипломаты со временем достигнут договоренности с
руководством Джибути о расширении территории ПМТО или строительстве
новой авиационной базы, которая позволит военно-транспортным самолетам
ВВС НОАК выполнять полеты в следующие такие страны, как Египет,
Судан, Южный Судан, Чад, Центральная Африканская Республика, ДР
Конго, Уганда, Руанда, Бурунди, Кения, Танзания и Эфиопия без дозаправки
в пунктах прибытия.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, представляется возможным согласиться
с оценками китайских военных обозревателей, что ПМТО ВМС НОАК в
Джибути, который в перспективе будет расширен до полноценной военной
базы необходим военно-политическому руководству КНР для защиты
государственных инвестиций в нефтегазовый сектор Королевства Саудовская
Аравия (26 млрд долл. США), Ирака (16 млрд долл. США)и Южного Судана
(2,6 млрд долл. США).
Китай основал первую военную базу за пределами Китая (в Джибути,
база ВМФ, стратегически важный район Индийского океана)
China sends troops to open first overseas military base
The Express Tribune. July 12, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1456302/china-sendstroops-open-first-overseas-military-base/
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BEIJING, CHINA: Ships carrying Chinese military personnel for Beijing‘s
first overseas military base, in Djibouti in the Horn of Africa, have left China to
begin setting up the facility as China‘s rapidly modernising military hones its
global reach.
Chinese experts warn India against creating a ‗two-front conflict‘
Djibouti‘s position on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean has fueled
worries in India that it would become another of China‘s ―string of pearls‖ of
military alliances and assets ringing India, including Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri
Lanka.
China began construction of a logistics base in strategically located Djibouti
last year that will resupply naval vessels taking part in peacekeeping and
humanitarian missions off the coasts of Yemen and Somalia, in particular.
This will be China‘s first overseas naval base, although Beijing officially
describes it as a logistics facility.
State news agency Xinhua said in a short report late on Tuesday the ships had
departed from Zhanjiang in southern China ―to set up a support base in Djibouti‖.
Navy commander Shen Jinlong ―read an order on constructing the base in
Djibouti‖ but the report did not say when the base might formally begin operations.
Xinhua said the establishment of the base was a decision made by both
countries after ―friendly negotiations, and accords with the common interest of the
people from both sides‖.
―The base will ensure China‘s performance of missions, such as escorting,
peace-keeping and humanitarian aid in Africa and west Asia,‖ it said.
―The base will also be conducive to overseas tasks including military
cooperation, joint exercises, evacuating and protecting overseas Chinese and
emergency rescue, as well as jointly maintaining security of international strategic
seaways,‖ the Xinhua report.
Not military expansionism
The People‘s Liberation Army Daily said in a front-page commentary this
was a landmark move that would increase China‘s ability to ensure global peace,
especially because it has so many United Nations peacekeepers in Africa and is so
involved in anti-piracy patrols.
China would not seek military expansionism or get into arms races no matter
what happened, it said.
China likely to build military base in Pakistan: US
―These promises will not change because of the construction of the overseas
logistics base,‖ it said.
The state-run Global Times said in an editorial on Wednesday there could be
no mistake that this was in fact a military base.
―Certainly this is the People‘s Liberation Army‘s first overseas base and we
will base troops there. It‘s not a commercial resupply point. It makes sense there is
attention on this from foreign public opinion,‖ said the paper, which is published
by the official People‘s Daily, said.
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However, China‘s military development was about protecting its own
security, it said. ―It‘s not about seeking to control the world.‖
Djibouti, which is about the size of Wales, is located at the southern entrance
to the Red Sea on the route to the Suez Canal. The tiny, barren nation sandwiched
between Ethiopia, Eritrea and Somalia also hosts US, Japanese and French bases.
There has been persistent speculation in diplomatic circles that China would
build other such bases, in Pakistan for example, but the government has dismissed
this.
5 причин, по которым Индия недовольна базой ВМФ Китая в Джибути
5 reasons why India needs to worry about China‘s military base in
Djibouti
Hindustan Times. Jul 13, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/china-indjibouti-5-reasons-why-india-needs-to-worry-about-beijing-s-new-military-base/storyicDCQ8FQA1LyAXifXx7F1J.html

Djibouti‘s position on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean has fuelled
worries in India that it would become another of China‘s ―string of pearls‖ of
military alliances and assets ringing India.
A small but strategically located country in the Horn of Africa is the latest
security concern for India. China has picked Djibouti to set up its first overseas
military base and ships carrying troops set sail on Tuesday, Chinese media said.
Beijing says the base will aid in peacekeeping and humanitarian missions but
that is not how India views it.
Five reasons why the latest bid by China to expand its global reach has India
worried:
1. Situated on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean, Djibouti could
become another of China‘s ―string of pearls‖ of military alliances and assets
ringing India, including Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri Lanka.
2. China has stepped up activity in the Indian Ocean, which New Delhi
considers within its sphere of influence, in recent days, citing anti-piracy patrols
and freedom of navigation. The Indian Navy has sighted more than a dozen
Chinese warships, including submarines and intelligence-gathering vessels, during
the last two months, forcing it to tighten surveillance of the strategic waters.
3. The Indian Ocean shipping lanes carry 80% of the world‘s oil and a third of
the global bulk cargo. China is looking to secure its energy and trade transportation
links along the vital shipping route. The Indian Ocean is also emerging as the
playground for countries eyeing a bigger role in world affairs. China is looking to
generate goodwill and influence in the Indian Ocean countries by investing in
projects such ports, roads and railways.
4. Beijing has officially described it as a logistics facility and said China
would not seek military expansionism or get into arms races no matter what
happened but the state-run Global Times said on Wednesday there could be no
mistake that this was, in fact, a military base. ―Certainly this is the People‘s
Liberation Army‘s first overseas base and we will base troops there,‖ it said.
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5. China is looking to expand its presence in the Indian Ocean, and is building
ports and other infrastructure in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Pakistan. The Indian
Ocean figures prominently in President Xi Jinping‘s ambitious One Belt, One
Road initiative to build a new Silk Route. India has kept away from OBOR as its
centrepiece, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, also passes through Pakistanoccupied Kashmir. New Delhi says it challenges its sovereignty by lending
legitimacy to Pakistan‘s claim over PoK.
Россия и Китай впервые проведут маневры на Балтике
НГ. 12.07.2017. http://www.ng.ru/politics/2017-07-12/2_7027_china.html

Россия и Китай начали подготовку к традиционным совместным военноморским маневрам «Морское взаимодействие-2017» (МВ-2017). Первая фаза
учений стартует в конце июля в Балтийском море. А в середине сентября
маневры будут продолжены в Японском и Охотском морях. Вчера в рамках
подготовки к учениям отряд китайских кораблей, идущих на Балтику, провел
стрельбы в Средиземном море. Корабли Балтийского флота, в свою очередь,
приступили к отработке учебно-боевых упражнений.
Как сообщает агентство «Синьхуа», «главная тема учений этого года –
совместные спасательные операции и совместное обеспечение безопасности
экономической деятельности на море». Отмечается, что среди прочих задач
МВ-2017 нацелено на «усиление способностей военных флотов двух стран
противостоять угрозам безопасности на море и повышение уровня
организации и командования совместными действиями боевых кораблей
двух стран». Отряд китайских кораблей в составе ракетного эсминца,
сторожевого корабля и судна снабжения начал свой поход еще 18 июня.
Сейчас отряд отрабатывает учебно-боевые задачи в Средиземном море, а к 20
июля китайские корабли должны прибыть в акваторию главной военноморской базы Балтийского флота – Балтийск, после чего и начнутся маневры.
В них, кстати, будут задействованы китайские палубные вертолеты и
морская пехота.
Такие планы уже вызвали настороженность у некоторых стран НАТО.
Министр обороны Польши Антони Мачеревич обвинил Россию и Китай в
том, что их стратегический союз «угрожает свободному миру». В таком же
стиле высказался министр иностранных дел Литвы Линас Линкявичюс.
Американский журнал Newsweek и ряд европейских изданий оценили учения
МВ-2017 как «вызов НАТО в Балтийском море». В публикациях
утверждается, что учения у «самых дверей Европы» несут в себе
политическое послание президенту США Дональду Трампу и НАТО: «Россия
и Китай поддерживают и защитят друг друга».
Минобороны РФ и военное ведомство КНР, в свою очередь,
подчеркнули, что подобные учения – это обычная практика, маневры
направлены
на
«укрепление
российско-китайских
отношений
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всеобъемлющего стратегического сотрудничества» и не угрожают другим
странам.
Готовность Китая демонстрировать свои Военно-морские силы в
Балтийском море говорит, во-первых, о далеко идущих геополитических
планах КНР, в которых значится и Европа. Во-вторых, реализовывать эти
планы Пекин намерен с участием России. Как известно, военные флоты РФ и
КНР в прежнее время уже проводили множество различных совместных
учений в Средиземном море и на Тихом океане. И вот теперь в этих планах
появились Атлантика и Балтийское море.
В начале июня на саммите Шанхайской организации сотрудничества
министры обороны генерал армии Сергей Шойгу и генерал-полковник Чан
Ваньцюань подписали «дорожную карту» развития сотрудничества в
военной области между двумя странами на 2017–2020 годы. В ней уже
значились учения МВ-2017, а также возможные совместные маневры в
других точках мира. Данное военное сотрудничество закреплено и на
недавней встрече в Москве президентов России Владимира Путина и
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина.
После отработки задач на Балтике военные флоты КНР и РФ продолжат
боевое взаимодействие на Дальнем Востоке. Там, естественно, тоже есть
противники такого взаимодействия. В Охотском море, где в сентябре
пройдет следующий этап учений МВ-2017, у России спор с Японией по
поводу островов Курильской гряды, а Японское море – конфликтная зона,
связанная с ракетными планами Северной Кореи. Тут уже появлялись
американские авианосцы, которые могут при осложнении обстановки
развязать полномасштабный вооруженный конфликт.
Обозреватель Newsweek Том О‘Коннор считает, что Россия и Китай
занимают второе и третье места в списке самых сильных в военном
отношении держав после США: «Россия и Китай не раз объединялись против
инициатив, предлагаемых Западом в ООН, а недавно Россия вмешалась в
политический спор между США и Китаем, возникший в связи с действиями
Северной Кореи». Поэтому, по его мнению, Москва и Пекин свой замысел
учений МВ-2017 и построили так, чтобы отстоять свои интересы перед
НАТО и США и на Западе, и на Дальнем Востоке.
Китай намерен сократить численность своей армии с 2.3 млн. до 1 млн.
человек.
China to downsize army to under a million in biggest troop cut
The Times of India. 12.07.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/china-todownsize-army-to-under-a-million-in-biggest-troop-cut/articleshow/59555813.cms

BEIJING: China will downsize its 2.3 million-strong military, the world's
largest, to under one million in the biggest troop reduction in its history as part of a
restructuring process, an official Chinese daily said.
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The People's Liberation Army (PLA) will increase the numbers of other
services, including navy and missile forces, the PLA Daily, the official newspaper
of the Chinese military, reported.
Jun Zhengping Studio, a Chinese social WeChat account run by the
newspaper published an article yesterday on structural reform in the military,
saying that "the old military structure, where the army accounts for the vast
majority, will be replaced after the reform".
"The reform is based on China's strategic goals and security requirements. In
the past, the PLA focused on ground battle and homeland defence, which will
undergo fundamental changes," the report said.
"This is the first time that active PLA army personnel would be reduced to
below one million," it said.
It added that the number of troops in the PLA Navy, PLA Strategic Support
Force and the PLA Rocket Force will be increased, while the PLA Air Force's
active service personnel will remain the same.
According to the Ministry of Defence data, the PLA Army had about 8.50
lakh combat troops in 2013. No official numbers of the total strength of PLA Army
were released.
Earlier, Chinese President Xi Jinping had announced that the PLA will be cut
by three lakh troops.
"The total PLA personnel was about 2.3 million before the country announced
a cut of 300,000 troops in 2015," state-run Global Times reported.
"This reform will provide other services, including the PLA Rocket Force, Air
Force, Navy and Strategic Support Force (mainly responsible for electronic
warfare and communication), with more resources and inputs, and the PLA will
strengthen its capability to conduct overseas missions," Xu Guangyu, a senior
adviser to the China Arms Control and Disarmament Association, was quoted by
the media report.
The PLA Daily article said that China's overseas interests were spread around
the world and needed to be protected.
"These are beyond the army's current capabilities," Xu said.
The PLA structure should also fit China's international status, Xu said.
Китай отрицает намерение устроить базу своего ВМФ в Гвадаре
Talk of naval base being built in Gwadar ‗pure guesswork‘: China
Daily Times. 30-Jun-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/30-Jun-17/talk-of-naval-basebeing-built-in-gwadar-pure-guesswork-china

Beijing says international community should recognise Pakistan's efforts
against terrorism and step up cooperation in this regard
BEIJING: China said on Thursday that talk the country was building a
military base in Pakistan was pure speculation, after a Pentagon report earlier this
month singled out Pakistan as a possible location for a future Chinese military
base.
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The Pentagon forecast that Beijing would likely build more bases overseas
after establishing a facility in the African nation of Djibouti.
Chinese Defence Ministry spokesperson Wu Qian was asked at a regular
monthly news briefing if China would build a naval base in the Chinese-invested
port city of Gwadar.
―Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖
Wu said, without elaborating.
Djibouti‘s position on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean has fuelled
worries in India that it would become another of China‘s ―string of pearls‖ of
military alliances and assets ringing India, including Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Myanmar and Sri Lanka.
China has repeatedly downplayed expectations it could be about to embark on
a plan to build military bases around the world, even as it ramps up an impressive
military modernisation programme.
On the other hand, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang said
during a press briefing that Pakistan was at the forefront of counter-terrorism and
had made an important contribution to the international campaign against
terrorism.
The spokesperson said the Chinese side maintained that the international
community should step up cooperation against terrorism, and should also fully
recognise Pakistan‘s efforts in this regard.
Regarding counter-terrorism and issues relating to other countries in the
region, Lu Kang said, ―We have noted the relevant reports. I would like to say that
the Chinese government is consistent and clear on counter-terrorism.‖ He said
China opposed all forms of terrorism and linking terrorism with any specific
country, adding, ―We call for international cooperation against terrorism on the
basis of mutual respect.‖ Responding to a question regarding Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi‘s recent meeting with US President Donald Trump in
Washington, he said, ―We have been saying that China welcomes friendly and
cooperative relations among all countries, and hope that such kind of relations will
contribute to peace, stability and prosperity of the region and beyond.‖
―We think it is quite normal for leaders of two countries to talk about issues
of common interest, as long as their interaction is conducive to peace, stability, and
prosperity of Asia.‖
About the discussion and consensus between the US and Indian leaders on the
issue of Afghanistan, the Chinese spokesperson said that the realisation of peace
and stability in Afghanistan at an early date served the common interests of the
entire region.
Китай отрицает намерение создать свои военные базы на территории
Пакистана (так считают в США),
China says Pakistan military base talk pure speculation
The Express Tribune. June 29, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446252/china-sayspakistan-military-base-talk-pure-speculation/
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BEIJING: China said on Thursday that talk the country was building a
military base in Pakistan was pure speculation, after a Pentagon report earlier this
month singled out Pakistan as a possible location for a future Chinese military
base.
The Pentagon forecast that Beijing would likely build more bases overseas
after establishing a facility in the African nation of Djibouti.
Chinese Defence Ministry spokesperson Wu Qian was asked at a regular
monthly news briefing if China would build a naval base in the Chinese-invested
port city of Gwadar.
Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖ Wu
said, without elaborating.
China slams Pentagon report on overseas military bases
Djibouti‘s position on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean has fuelled
worries in India that it would become another of China‘s ―string of pearls‖ of
military alliances and assets ringing India, including Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Myanmar and Sri Lanka.
China has repeatedly downplayed expectations it could be about to embark on
a plan to build military bases around the world, even as it ramps up an impressive
military modernisation programme.
Китай стал посредником между Пакистаном и Афганистаном
Владимир
Скосырев.
27/7_7016_сhina.html

НГ.

27.06.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-06-

Пекин наращивает свое влияние в Центральной и Южной Азии. Глава
МИД КНР Ван И, побывав в Кабуле и Исламабаде, договорился о создании
трехстороннего механизма для разрешения пакистано-афганских разногласий
с участием Китая. Мирный процесс пытались инициировать и США, и
Россия. Но результатов это не дало. Китай рассчитывает, что его дипломатия
поможет успешно продвинуть проект Шелкового пути к Индийскому океану.
Китайское официальное информационное агентство «Синьхуа»
характеризует миссию министра Ван И в двух соседних странах как
челночную дипломатию. Этот термин вошел в широкий оборот в эпоху
президента США Ричарда Никсона и его помощника по национальной
безопасности Генри Киссинджера.
Киссинджер сновал, подобно челноку, между арабскими странами и
Израилем, пытаясь уладить очередной кровавый конфликт. Поскольку
Советский Союз тоже способствовал примирению, разрастание конфликта
удалось предотвратить.
Еще каких-нибудь лет пять назад Пекин следовал заповеди верховного
лидера Дэн Сяопина, завещавшего руководителям страны скрывать ее мощь
и не вмешиваться в международные споры. Но это вчерашний день. Став
второй экономической державой мира, Китай проводит активную
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наступательную политику не только в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском регионе, но
и в Центральной Азии.
Поездка Ван И может служить наглядной иллюстрацией. Проведя
переговоры в Кабуле и Исламабаде, он убедил лидеров двух стран создать
механизм управления кризисом. Он предполагает предотвращение
вооруженных
столкновений
между
двумя
странами,
а
также
террористических
нападений
путем
обмена
информацией
и
разведывательными сведениями, а также с помощью других мер.
Пакистан, Афганистан и Китай также согласились создать механизм
диалога между тремя министрами иностранных дел. Перед отъездом из
Исламабада Ван И подчеркнул, что хотел сыграть роль посредника между
Пакистаном и Афганистаном, а также помочь процессу примирения в
Афганистане.
В беседе с «НГ» директор Центра изучения современного Афганистана
Омар Нессар отметил, что китайцы не впервые пытаются сыграть роль в
Афганистане. В прошлом году состоялись встречи с участием Афганистана,
Пакистана, Таджикистана и Китая. Это было на территории Афганистана и
Таджикистана. То есть формат встреч был другой.
Китайцы в Афганистане заботятся прежде всего о своих экономических
интересах. Но чтобы их обеспечить, нужна безопасность. Поэтому китайцы
стремятся договориться и с партнерами, и с противниками. Они хотят
выработать на региональном уровне единую стратегию разрешения
афганского кризиса.
Китайцы не отказываются от взаимодействия с другими крупными
игроками. Были переговоры с «Талибаном» (террористическая группировка,
запрещенная в РФ) с участием американцев, но провалились. Потом успешно
начались московские переговоры. Но китайцы почувствовали, что они
заморожены, и потому возобновили свою инициативу. Получается, что
Москву вытеснили из афганского мирного процесса, заключил эксперт.
Как писала «НГ» (см. номер от 16.02.17), в Москве в феврале состоялась
встреча представителей Афганистана, Китая, Пакистана, Индии и Ирана. Это
была не первая попытка Москвы активизировать свою дипломатию с целью
положить конец кровопролитию в Афганистане. В конце 2016 года прошли
консультации между РФ, КНР, Пакистаном. Это вызвало недовольство
Кабула и Дели, а США обвинили Россию в поддержке талибов. Учтя эту
критику, МИД РФ созвал конференцию в расширенном формате, привлекая к
ней региональных игроков.
В МИД РФ тогда заявляли, что Москва не закрывает двери и готова
пригласить США к переговорам региональных держав по Афганистану.
Однако антироссийская кампания в США сделала невозможным
конструктивный диалог с ними по этому вопросу.
А ведь, казалось бы, Вашингтон, который держит в Афганистане 8,4
тыс. своих солдат, должен быть заинтересован в договоренности. Причем
администрация президента США Дональда Трампа рассматривает
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возможность отправить в Афганистан еще от 3 до 5 тыс. военнослужащих
только ради того, чтобы предотвратить переход под власть «Талибана»
большей части территории страны. США, как признал министр обороны
Джеймс Мэттис, не побеждают в этой войне.
Кровопролитие в Афганистане, затронувшее и Пакистан, не стало
препятствием для строительства китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора, ведущего из КНР через пакистанскую территорию к Индийскому
океану. Китай вкладывает миллиарды долларов в прокладку шоссе, железных
дорог, создание промышленных зон и объектов энергетики.
Ожидают, что китайские инвестиции в проект составят примерно 60
млрд долл. Для работы в коридоре предполагается привлечь около 20 тыс.
китайских специалистов и рабочих. Но ведь вдоль трассы коридора
действуют террористические группировки. Китайцев нужно охранять. Как
передает Reuters, для этого будет выделена целая дивизия численностью 15
тыс. солдат. Кроме того, будут задействованы местные полицейские
формирования.
В Пекине надеются, что челночная дипломатия министра Ван И
поможет обеспечить безопасность вдоль коридора.
Китай призывает Индию больше торговать с Пакистаном, а не
противостоять ему.
India's expanding trade ties a strategy to counter-balance CPEC:
Chinese daily
Dawn. 27.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341911/indias-expanding-trade-ties-astrategy-to-counter-balance-cpec-chinese-daily

Chinese state-run daily Global Times on Sunday termed India's efforts
towards establishing trade linkages in the region 'geopolitical stubbornness' and
urged New Delhi to develop economic and trade relations with Islamabad instead
of bypassing Pakistan entirely.
A column published by the GT discussed whether India will bypass Pakistan
to develop trade with Afghanistan and other Central Asian countries by means of
recently opened Afghanistan-India Air Corridor and the Chabahar port in Iran, and
warned that these efforts may be a "strategy to counter-balance the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)".
The first cargo flight along the Afghanistan-India Air Corridor was dispatched
earlier this month, carrying $5 million in plants with medicinal uses.
Additionally, India, Iran and Afghanistan signed a transit accord on the
Chabahar port last year, with India saying it would invest up to $500m to develop
the strategic port. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the occasion had said:
"We want to link to the world, but connectivity among ourselves is also a priority."
The Global Times claimed that "All such connectivity efforts have not only
signalled India's desire to more actively participate in regional economic
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development, but have also highlighted the country's stubborn geopolitical
thinking."
Although the new route will boost trade ties between India and Afghanistan,
the column questioned whether an air trade route is "commercially viable and
sustainable for trade exchange", and cautioned India to not bypass Pakistan, which
it said "offers the most efficient and cost-effective land route."
The Global Times claimed that "India has always been pushing back against
the Belt and Road (B&R) initiative", adding that "its intention to create its own
connectivity network appears to be a strategy to counterbalance the CPEC."
It added that the One-Belt, One-Road initiative has "created the opportunity
and platform for cooperation between India and Pakistan".
The column posited that it is better for India to develop economic and trade
ties with Pakistan as "regional connectivity cannot live without the cooperation
between both India and Pakistan.
«Пакистан находится на передовых рубежах по борьбе с терроризмом», утверждает Китай.
Pakistan at forefront of anti-terror fight, says China
The Express Tribune. June 23, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442590/pakistanforefront-anti-terror-fight-says-china/

BEIJING: Terming Pakistan an important country in South Asia, China on
Thursday asked the international community to acknowledge and support the
counter-terrorism efforts made by Pakistan on the basis of respecting its
sovereignty and territorial integrity.
―Pakistan is on the forefront of the global fight against terrorism. It has been
firmly opposing terrorism and has made important sacrifices and contributions to
the fight against terrorism and maintaining regional security and stability,‖ Chinese
Foreign Ministry‘s Spokesperson Gen Shuang said during his weekly press
briefing.
When his attention was drawn about a media report regarding the US
Administration considerations of beginning a policy review of relations towards
Pakistan – mainly because of current security situation in Afghanistan, he said,
―We have noted the relevant reports.‖
Visa policy for Chinese nationals under review
―Pakistan is an important country in South Asia. Peace stability and economic
development in Pakistan serves the interest of regional countries and people,‖ he
added.
Responding to a question about the Chinese foreign minister‘s proposed visits
to Pakistan and Afghanistan, he said, both Pakistan and Afghanistan are China‘s
neighbours and Beijing has friendly relations with the two countries as well as
close high-level exchanges. ―If we have any information regarding the visit, we
will release it in due course of time,‖ he added.
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The spokesperson remarked that China sincerely hopes that Pakistan and
Afghanistan can enhance their communication so as to deepen mutual trust and
improve relations.
China dominates as FDI increases 154% in May
―They should also work together to improve and ensure regional peace and
stability and China would like to play a constructive role towards that end,‖ he
added.
While brushing aside a question that China has offered Pakistan to build a
dam in Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B) and integrate it with the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), he said CPEC is a new cooperation framework for the two
countries to achieve a long-term development.
He said the economic corridor will not only promote common and bilateral
development of the two countries but also contribute the development and
prosperity of the region.
Pak-US cooperation vital for regional peace: FO
―We know that there are some concerns about this corridor but we keep
stressing that this economic corridor is just an economic initiative for cooperation
and it targets no third country and does not connect with any sovereign disputes,‖
he added.
Geng Shuang hoped that the disputes between India and Pakistan will be
resolved properly through consultations and negotiations.
Regarding a question about update two Chinese nationals kidnapped in
Pakistan, he said the Chinese government attaches high importance to this case,
adding that they were still coordinating with the Pakistani side to verify the
situation.
Пакистан ужесточает визовой режим с Китаем (после похищения 2-х
китайцев в Белуджистане)

Китай требует от США уважать суверенитет Пакистана
Respect Pakistan‘s sovereignty: China tells US
The Hindu. 22.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/respect-pakistanssovereignty-china-tells-us/article19126388.ece?homepage=true

China today asked the US to respect Pakistan‘s sovereignty and backed its allweather ally for being on the ―forefront‖ of the fight against terrorism, amid
reports that the Trump administration is exploring tough measures against
Islamabad for harbouring militant groups.
―Pakistan is an important country in South Asia. Peace, stability and
economic development in Pakistan serves the interest of regional countries and
people,‖ Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman, Geng Shuang told the media here.
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He was responding to reports that the US is exploring hardening its approach
toward Pakistan to crackdown on Pakistan-based militants launching attacks in
Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is on the forefront of global fight against terrorism. It has been
firmly opposing terrorism and has made important sacrifice and contribution to
fighting terrorism and maintaining regional security and stability,‖ Geng said.
The foreign ministry spokesman said the international community should
acknowledge that and support the counter terrorism efforts made by Pakistan on
the basis of respecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Pakistan.
US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, said last week, during a Congressional
hearing on the State Department‘s annual budget proposals, that the Trump
administration is beginning an inter-agency policy review of relations with
Pakistan. He further added that the president has asked specific questions about the
level of support, and funding to Islamabad.
Media reports, quoting U.S. officials, said potential Trump administration
responses being discussed include expanding US drone strikes, redirecting or
withholding some aid to Pakistan and perhaps eventually downgrading Pakistan‘s
status as a major non-NATO ally.
Afghanistan has also been strongly critical of Pakistan, accusing it of
harbouring hard-line Taliban factions.
Asked about reports from Pakistan that Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi,
is likely to visit Pakistan and Afghanistan this weekend to defuse tensions between
the two neighbours, Geng said that China will continue to have friendly exchanges
with the two countries but declined to confirm reports about Wang‘s visit.
―Pakistan and Afghanistan are China‘s neighbours. We have friendly relations
with the two counties as well as high-level exchanges. So, if we have any
information we will release in due course,‖ he said.
―China sincerely hope that Pakistan and Afghanistan enhance their
communication to deepen their mutual trust and improve relations. They should
work together to ensure regional peace and stability and China would like to play a
constructive role to that end,‖ he said.
The Pakistan-Afghanistan rift has deepened further after Kabul blamed the
recent terror attack in Kabul‘s diplomatic area on Pakistan.
О визите специального сводного отряда кораблей ВМС НОАК в
Пакистан
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35758. 19 июня, 2017.

Как сообщают СМИ КНР, в период с 10 по 13 июня 2017 г специальный
сводный отряд кораблей ВМС НОАК совершил четырехдневный
дружественный визит в Пакистан. Известно, что в составе отряда находятся:
эсминец с управляемым ракетным оружием (УРО) «Чанчунь» проекта 052С
(по классификации НАТО «Люйян 2»), сторожевой корабль (СКР)
«Цзинчжоу» проекта 054А (по классификации НАТО «Цзянкай 2») и
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универсальный транспорт снабжения (УТС) «Чаоху» проекта 903А (по
классификации НАТО «Фучи»).
В качестве места стоянки была выбрана главная военно-морская база
ВМС Пакистана – Карачи, где китайскую корабельную группу
встречали Командующий подводными силами ВМС Пакистана Калим
Шаукат, Командир 18-ого отряда фрегатов ВМС Пакистана Фуад Амин и
посол КНР в Пакистане Сунь Вэйдун, а также китайские студенты и
работники китайских компаний.
Известно, что старшим по походу назначен заместитель командующего
восточного флота ВМС НОАК – контр-адмирал Шэнь Хао, который
неоднократно руководил дальними морскими походами самого современного
госпитального судна 866 ВМС НОАК в рамках гуманитарных
операций «Миссия гармония 2013 и 2014». Как отмечают китайские
обозреватели, контр-адмирал Шэнь Хао обладает большим опытом
проведения совместных учений и переговорного процесса по налаживанию
взаимодействия.
По данным официального печатного органа НОАК – газеты «Первое
августа» контр-адмирал Шэнь Хао провел переговоры с начальником штаба
ВМС Пакистана адмиралом Мухаммедом Закауллой, заместителем
начальника штаба ВМС Пакистана по работе тыла – контр-адмиралом
Сайдеом Хасаном Назир Шахом, губернатором провинции Синдх, а также
посетил Мавзолей Джинн, институт ВМС Пакистана и объединенный центр
разведки.
После приветственного митинга делегация представителей ВМС
Пакистан поднялась на борт одного из кораблей отряда – эсминец УРО
«Чанчунь», где в кают-компании прошли рабочие переговоры, на которых
пакистанская сторона подтвердила продолжение межгосударственного
взаимодействия по следующим направлениям:
регулярное проведение двусторонних учений;
направление слушателей и офицеров в военные учебные заведения ВМС
НОАК;
содействие в создании системы поддержания безопасности
мореплавания в западной части Индийского океана.
Представляется
возможным
рассмотреть
некоторые
тактикотехнические характеристики указанных китайских боевых кораблей, которые
были направлены по решению Командования ВМС НОАК с проведения
дружественных встреч и совместных учений с ВМС двадцати государств.

Показатель
Длина (м)
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УТС
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–
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–
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4
вертикальных
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–
2
–
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аппарата «Тип 724»
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реактивных
бомбометных
установки
«Тип
003А»
Наличие
+
вертолетной палубы
Завод
Чжунхуа
изготовитель
(Гуанчжоу)
Дата спуска на
2012
воду
Дата принятия
31.01.2013
на вооружение

+

+

Худун
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(Шанхай)
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22.01.2015
12
12.09.20
01.05.2016
13
В
Флагман
Распределение
В
составе составе
Восточного флота
между флотами ВМС
Северного флота
Восточного
ВМС НОАК
флота
Участие
в
операциях по борьбе с
—
—
+
пиратами в акватории
Аденского залива

Очевидно, что «Чанчунь» и «Цзинчжоу» способны выполнять большой
спектр задач, кроме ракетных ударов по наземным целям, поскольку
вертикальные пусковые установки данных боевых кораблей не
предназначены для применения крылатых ракет серий «Инцзи» и «Восточное
море». По данным китайских источников, корабли проектов 052С и
054А послужили основной для разработки более современных кораблей
проектов 052Д (по классификации НАТО «Люйян 3») и 054В.
Последний существует еще только в виде масштабных моделей, однако
уже сейчас известно, что их водоизмещение будет увеличено на 10% по
сравнению с ранним проектом, поскольку на корабле будет размещена
гибридная дизель-электрическая силовая установка, которая позволит
увеличить дальность плавания, снизить акустическую заметность и повысить
уровень комфорта для экипажа. Кроме того, СКР проекта 054В будут
оснащены новой гидроакустической станцией «тип 311», высокоскоростной
цифровой шиной передачи данных H/TJN-906A, тактической боевой
информационно-управляющей системой тип 622А, а также стратегической
корабельной системой спутниковой связи.
Как отмечают китайские военные специалисты, УТС «Чаоху» при
максимальном водоизмещении 23000 тонн, фактически, способен обеспечить
топливом и продуктами питания только один эсминец или СКР, а значит в
одном из портов стоянки на «Чаоху» будут дополнительно загружать
необходимые припасы. Именно недостаточной вместительностью топливных
танков и отсеков для сухих грузов продиктовано появление океанских УТС
проекта 901 с максимальным водоизмещением 45000 тонн.
Следует отметить, что экипажи двух кораблей упомянутой группы ВМС
НОАК впервые принимают участие в дальнем океанском походе и, согласно
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плана дальнего похода, они уже отработали учебно-боевые задачи в западной
части Тихого океана, Бенгальском заливе и при проходе Малаккского
пролива. Известно, что в ходе дружественного визита в Пакистан китайские
военные приняли участие в двусторонних учениях, в ходе которых
отработали несколько задач, характерных для боевой службы кораблей.
Известно, что ВМС Пакистана для участия в рамках учений направили
два фрегата «проекта 21» – Shah Jhan и Khaibar, а также один сторожевой
корабль проекта F22P – Shamsheer. Как сообщают китайские источники,
объединенная китайско-пакистанская корабельная группа отработала:
– совместное маневрирование;
– дозаправку кораблей и передачу груза на ходу;
– поиск и уничтожение подводной лодки вероятного противника;
– защиту от воздушного нападения;
– высадку групп специального назначения для досмотра судна.
В отношении предпоследней задачи известно, что ВМС Пакистана
выделили один разведывательный самолет F-27F из состава 27-й эскадрильи
базовой патрульной авиации ВМС Пакистана (дислоцированы на АвБ
Mehran). Экипаж самолета выполнил три захода на смешанную корабельную
группу с разных направлений, однако во всех случаях расчеты корабельных
систем ПВО своевременно обнаружили «противника» и выполнили
электронные пуски ракет.
Это стало возможным благодаря слаженным действиям экипажей
палубных вертолетов Ка-28, которые также отработали задачу по
обнаружению воздушных целей и предупреждению авиационного
налета, передислокацию с корабля на корабль, полеты парой и другие
задачи.
В период с 15 по 18 июня 2017 г указанная корабельная группа посетила
с дружественным визитом порт Бандар-Аббас Исламской Республики Иран
однако информация о результатах визита практически отсутствует в
открытых источниках. В перспективе китайские корабли проследуют через
Баб-эль-Мандебский пролив и Суэцкий канал для выполнения
дружественных визитов в государства Средиземноморского региона.
(Военно-морское сотрудничество Пакистана и Китая).
Флотилия дальних плаваний ВМС НОАК успешно завершила визит в
Пакистан
«Корабли всех времен и народов». http://www.korabli.eu/blogs/novosti/morskienovosti/flotiliya-dalnih-plavaniy. 14.06.2017.

Гостевая флотилия дальних плаваний ВМС НОАК 13 июня 2017 года в
09:15 по местному времени успешно завершила визит в Пакистан. После
выхода из порта Карачи ВМС КНР и Пакистана провели совместные морские
учения в акватории на севере Аравийского моря. Об этом 14 июня 2017 года
сообщило агентство Синьхуа.
Как сообщается, совместные учения главным образом включали
отработку пополнения запасов на ходу, маневрирования флотилий,
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совместного конвоирования и совместной противовоздушной обороны.
Отработка успешно завершилась после около 5 часов интенсивных
тренировок.
Отмечается, что данные совместные морские учения ВМС Китая и
Пакистана еще больше повысили потенциал взаимодействия кораблей
сторон, углубили взаимодоверие и сотрудничество между ВМС двух стран.
Китайский ВМФ завершил визит в Пакистан
Chinese Navy task group concludes Pakistan visit
The Express Tribune. June 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1435909/chinese-navytask-group-concludes-pakistan-visit/

ISLAMABAD: A four-day port call and training visit of Chinese People‘s
Liberation Army-Navy (PLAN) to Pakistan concluded here on Wednesday. Three
Chinese Navy warships Changchun, Jingzhou and Chaohu were part of this task
group under mission commander Rear Admiral Shen Hao, Deputy Commander
East Sea Fleet.
During stay at Karachi, the officers and men of the visiting ships held
professional discussions and interactions with counterparts from Pakistan Navy on
subjects of mutual interests.
Three Chinese naval ships arrive in Karachi
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah also visited PLAN
ships and was accorded warm welcome upon arrival. The mission commander of
Chinese Navy, Rear Admiral Shen Hao, called on senior officials of Pakistan Navy
and civilian dignitaries.
In tandem, operational training activities, joint interactive sessions, table top
discussions on professional topics and social events were also arranged between
the officers and men of two navies.
At the end of the visit, a Passage Exercise (PASSEX) was conducted in the
North Arabian Sea between Pakistan Navy Flotilla and PLAN task group to
enhance interoperability between the two navies. During the exercise the platforms
of both the navies performed tactical maneuvers and boarding as well as Go Fast
drills. Different serials of Air Defence exercise and Anti-Ship Missile Defence
Exercise were also concluded.
Chinese naval commander appreciates PN for collaborative security in Indian
Ocean
The visit of PLA (Navy) Task Group is expected to further strengthen the
time-tested friendship of China and Pakistan besides enhancing mutual
collaboration and cooperation between the two navies.
Три военных корабля Китая прибыли с визитом в Карачи
Three Chinese naval ships arrive in Karachi
The Express Tribune. June 10, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1432220/three-chinesenaval-ships-arrive-karachi/

KARACHI: Three Chinese naval ships, Chang Chun, Jing Zhou and Chao
Hu, arrived in Karachi on Saturday for a good-will and training visit.
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The convoy is being commanded by Rear Admiral Shen Hao, the deputy
commander of the East Sea Fleet. The visiting People‘s Liberation Army (PLA)
Navy ships were accorded a warm welcome and received by senior officials of the
Pakistan Navy and the Chinese Embassy.
Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah visited the PLA Navy
ships and met Real Admiral Hao.
Chinese naval commander appreciates PN for collaborative security in Indian
Ocean
On Zakaullah‘s arrival on board the Chinese ship, a contingent of the PLA
Navy presented him with a guard of honour.
The Pakistan naval chief interacted with the ship‘s crew and appreciated their
operational competence. The naval chief said Pakistan-China friendship was highly
valued and continuous cooperation between the two countries had proven to be
their source of strength.
The admiral added that the PLA Navy task group‘s visit is expected to
enhance interoperability and maritime collaboration between the two navies.
US lauds professionalism of Pakistan Navy in maritime security
During their stay in Karachi, the officers of the Chinese ships will interact
with their Pakistan Navy counterparts and hold discussions on subjects of mutual
interest.
Operational training activities, joint interactive sessions and social events are
also planned.
At the end of the visit, a passage exercise will be conducted at sea by the
Pakistan Navy Flotilla and the PLA Navy task group to enhance interoperability
between the two navies.
Китай будет иметь военную базу в Пакистане, - считают в США
China most likely to establish military base in Pakistan: Pentagon
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338159/china-mostlikely-to-establish-military-base-in-pakistan-pentagon

WASHINGTON: China will most likely seek to establish a military base in
Pakistan, says a Pentagon report, which also notes that despite its closeness to
Islamabad Beijing tries to maintain good ties with India as well.
In its annual assessment of China‘s military capabilities to Congress, the US
Defence Department warned on Tuesday that China would build more overseas
bases after establishing a facility in the African nation of Djibouti.
The 97-page report — ―Military and security developments involving the
People‘s Republic of China, 2017‖ — makes several references to Pakistan and
highlights the defence cooperation between Islamabad and Beijing.
―China most likely will seek to establish additional military bases in countries
with which it has a longstanding friendly relationship and similar strategic
interests, such as Pakistan, and in which there is a precedent for hosting foreign
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militaries,‖ the report notes. Pakistan hosted a US listening post near Peshawar
from 1959 to 1970 but closed it under Soviet pressure.
But the Pentagon report also says that China‘s overseas military basing may
be constrained by the willingness of countries to support Chinese military presence
in one of their ports.
The report notes that as China‘s regional and international interests grow
more complex, the People‘s Liberation Army (PLA) will also expand its
international engagement, especially in the areas of peacekeeping, counterterrorism
and joint exercises.
Pentagon points out that in August 2016, Chief of China‘s Joint Staff
Department Fang Fenghui participated in the inaugural meeting of the
Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism, a military
counterterrorism pact among Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan. During
a March 2016 visit to Afghanistan Mr Fang said that terrorism posed a threat to
China‘s One Belt, One Road Initiative in the South and Central Asian region.
Underlining close defence ties between China and Pakistan, Pentagon notes
that in May 2016, a nuclear-powered attack submarine made a port call in Karachi,
during a visit by the commander of the Chinese navy. This was China‘s first port
call in South Asia by a nuclear submarine.
―These submarine patrols demonstrate the Chinese navy‘s emerging
capability both to protect China‘s sea line of communications and to increase
China‘s power projection into the Indian Ocean,‖ the report adds.
The report points out that from 2011 to 2015, China was the world‘s fourth
largest arms supplier, with more than $20 billion in sales. Of this, $9bn was to
Asia-Pacific countries, primarily Pakistan. Sub-Saharan Africa was China‘s second
largest regional arms market. ―China‘s ability to remain among the world‘s top five
global arms suppliers hinges largely on continued strong sales to Pakistan and
demand for its armed UAVs.‖
It notes that last year, China signed an agreement with Pakistan for the sale of
eight submarines. The first four will be built in China, with the remaining four in
Pakistan. Other major Asia-Pacific customers of Chinese military equipment
include Bangladesh and Myanmar.
Китай похоже строит военную базу в Пакистане, - мнение США.
China likely to build military base in Pakistan: US
The Express Tribune. 7.06.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1429275/us-says-chinalikely-build-overseas-military-bases-maybe-pakistan/

A Pentagon report released on Tuesday singled out Pakistan as a possible
location for a future Chinese military base, as it forecast that Beijing would likely
build more bases overseas after establishing a facility in the African nation of
Djibouti.
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The prediction came in a 97-page annual report to Congress that saw
advances throughout the Chinese military in 2016, funded by robust defense
spending that the Pentagon estimated exceeded $180 billion.
That is higher than China‘s official defense budget figure of $140.4 billion.
Chinese leaders, the US report said, appeared committed to defense spending hikes
for the ―foreseeable future,‖ even as economic growth slows.
China can‘t ‗buy its way out‘ of global problems: US
The report repeatedly cited China‘s construction of its first overseas naval
base in Djibouti, which is already home to a key US military base and is
strategically located at the southern entrance to the Red Sea on the route to the
Suez Canal. ―China most likely will seek to establish additional military bases in
countries with which it has a longstanding friendly relationship and similar
strategic interests, such as Pakistan,‖ the report said.
Djibouti‘s position on the northwestern edge of the Indian Ocean has fueled
worries in India that it would become another of China‘s ‗string of pearls‘ of
military alliances and assets ringing India, including Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri
Lanka.
The report did not address India‘s potential reaction to a Chinese base in
Pakistan.
China catalyst for Pakistan‘s uplift: Shehbaz
But Pakistan, the US report noted, was already the primary market in the
Asian-Pacific region for Chinese arms exports. That region accounted for $9
billion of the more than $20 billion in Chinese arms exports from 2011 to 2015.
Last year, China signed an agreement with Pakistan for the sale of eight
submarines.
Quantum satellite, cyber hacks
The Pentagon report flagged Chinese military advances, including in space
and at sea. It cited China‘s 2016 launch of the first experimental quantum
communications satellite, acknowledging that it represented a ―notable advance in
cryptography research.‖
China hopes India, Pakistan will improve ties through dialogue
As in past years, the Pentagon renewed its concerns about cyber spying,
saying US government-owned computers were again targeted by China-based
intrusions through 2016. ―These and past intrusions focused on accessing networks
and extracting information,‖ the report said.
―China uses its cyber capabilities to support intelligence collection against US
diplomatic, economic, and defense industrial base sectors.‖
In a section discussing China‘s Navy, the report predicted that China‘s first
domestically designed and produced aircraft carrier would likely reach initial
operating capability in 2020.
Похищенная китайская пара отказалась от услуг безопасности
'Abducted Chinese couple had refused security offer'
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The Nation. June 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Jun-2017/abducted-chinesecouple-had-refused-security-offer-interior-ministry

The Chinese nationals, reportedly abducted and killed by Islamic State
militants, were offered security by the interior ministry but they refused to accept
the offer.
The ministry has also cancelled the visa of a South Korean national who it
had earlier linked to the abduction incident.
Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar was earlier told that the Chinese couple had
gone to Quetta and were engaged in preaching under the garb of learning Urdu
from a Korean national, Juan Won Seo, who is the owner of ARK Info Tech.
It was revealed during the investigation, the ministry said on Friday, that Seo
alias Gilbert came to Pakistan on a business visa but set up an Urdu academy and
was "engaged in illegal activities".
"Police had not only cautioned the Chinese couple about the security situation
but offered them protection but the Chinese individuals had refused the offer," read
the ministry statement issued on Friday.
Security and intelligence agencies were closely looking into the background
of the incident and reviewing photos of the kidnapped pair released on social
media so they could reach some conclusion and it could also be confirmed whether
the Chinese nationals were actually killed or not, the statement said, quoting
ministry sources.
The ministry said earlier this month the Chinese couple Lee Zing Yang, 24,
and Meng Li Si, 26, had been missionaries posing as language teachers, in
violation of visa rules, and that had contributed to their abductions.
China said it would investigate whether the couple had been working as
missionaries in a country which is 98 per cent Muslim.
The kidnapping was a rare crime against Chinese nationals in Pakistan, and
has alarmed the growing Chinese community in the country.
The incident has prompted Pakistan to boost security around Chinese and
other foreigners. Quetta is the capital of Balochistan, a region where China is
investing billions of dollars in infrastructure projects.
Пропавшие в Пакистане граждане КНР могли быть нелегальными
проповедниками
Круглосуточный агрегатор происшествий. http://incident24.com/73223.html. 16 июня
2017.

Китай обеспокоен информацией о том, что похищенные в Пакистане
граждане КНР могли быть вовлечены в нелегальную проповедническую
деятельность вместе с религиозными группами из Южной Кореи, заявил
пресс-секретарь Министерства иностранных дел КНР, передает агентство
«Синьхуа».
"Китайское правительство крайне обеспокоено судьбой двух своих
граждан и продолжает взаимодействовать с властями Пакистана, чтобы
прояснить ситуацию как можно скорее»
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Лу отметил, что Китай будет продолжать расследование инцидента
совместно с пакистанской стороной, а также еще раз подчеркнул, что
Китайское правительство просит граждан КНР, живущих или
путешествующих за рубеж соблюдать местные законы, нормы и правила,
уважать местное таможенное законодательство и серьезно относиться к
потенциальным рискам.
Ранее ИАREGNUM сообщало, что власти КНР выражали беспокойство
по поводу проходившей информации о гибели похищенных граждан Китая,
однако, как выяснилось, эта информация не подтвердилась.
Боевики ИГ объявили об убийстве двух заложников (китайских)
ТАСС. 8 июня, 2017 г. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4324603

Как сообщает Reuters со ссылкой на так называемое информационное
агентство ИГ, убитые - граждане Китая, похищенные в Пакистане 24 мая
МОСКВА, 8 июня. /ТАСС/. Террористическая группировка "Исламское
государство" (ИГ, запрещена в РФ) заявила, что ее боевики убили двух
граждан Китая, похищенных в Пакистане в конце мая. Об этом сообщило
агентство Reuters со ссылкой на так называемое информационное агентство
ИГ.
Два гражданина КНР, работавшие в Пакистане учителями китайского
языка, были похищены 24 мая в городе Кветта. Трое китайцев - мужчина и
две женщины - возвращались пешком домой с рынка в пакистанском городе
Кветта, когда им преградил дорогу автомобиль Toyota с вооруженными
людьми. Террористы силой посадили внутрь мужчину и женщину, однако
третей девушке удалось бежать от похитителей, потому что за нее вступился
прохожий.
К отношениям Китая с ведущими державами АТР (с Индией)
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 24.05.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/05/24/k-otnosheniyam-kitaya-s-vedushhimi-derzhavami-atr/

Несколько фактов и событий последних месяцев, в особенности всѐ, что
сопровождало форум в Пекине на тему ―Один пояс–один путь‖ (в
журналистском варианте ―Великий (Новый) шѐлковый путь‖), подтверждают
тезис о высокой динамике развития политической игры между ведущими
державами АТР.
К негативным фактам следует отнести, прежде всего, отсутствие на
пекинском форуме официальной делегации Индии. И, увы, это вписывается в
общую картину роста настороженности в системе отношений между обоими
азиатскими гигантами.
У каждого из них, естественно, свои объяснения причин скверного
состояния двусторонних отношений. Китайская оценка отражена
иллюстрацией в Global Times, которая рисует весѐлую вечеринку, то есть
упомянутый выше форум в Пекине. На фоне чокающихся участников
выделяется повернувшийся к ним спиной и сидящий за отдельным столом
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одинокий хмурый слон. Отметим, впрочем, что если бы кто-то из участников
вечеринки поинтересовался, почему он пребывает в плохом настроении, слон
наверняка произнѐс бы нечто вполне членораздельное и заслуживающее
внимания.
Как бы то ни было, но спустя всего два дня после окончания пекинского
форума индийские ВМС совместно с коллегами из Сингапура приступили к
масштабным военно-морским учениям в Южно-Китайском море. Где и без
(всѐ более настойчивого) индийского присутствия КНР находится в сложной
ситуации, обусловленной территориальными спорами с соседями, а также
(скорее, косвенным) вмешательством в них США и Японии.
Однако в ходе последней пекинской встречи наблюдалось и кое-что
позитивное, позволившее участникам в целом с оптимизмом оценить еѐ
итоги.
Среди таких позитивных моментов обращает на себя внимание
присутствие на форуме представительной делегации той же Японии, которую
возглавлял генсек правящей Либерально-демократической партии (ЛДП)
Тосихиро Никаи, который передал председателю КНР Си Цзиньпину личное
письмо от премьер-министра Синдзо Абэ.
Этот факт представляется особенно примечательным, если иметь в виду,
что вплоть до последнего времени состояние японо-китайских отношений
смотрелось даже хуже индийско-китайских. Достаточно сказать, что стороны
годами не проводят встреч на высшем уровне (если не считать кратких
контактов на многосторонних форумах, типа G-20). В состоянии длительной
и глубокой заморозки продолжает оставаться проект по созданию
трѐхсторонней (с участием КНР, Японии и Республики Корея) зоны
свободной торговли.
В ходе встречи с Т. Никаи китайский лидер произнѐс слова, которые
давно не звучали в двусторонней риторике. В частности, он напомнил, что в
текущем году исполняется 45 лет с момента установления дипломатических
отношений, а в следующем исполнится 40-я годовщина подписания Договора
о мире и дружбе между КНР и Японией. За это время, взаимодействуя друг с
другом, каждая из двух стран, ―играющих важную роль в обеспечении мира и
стабильности в регионе, добились существенных выгод‖. Сейчас же японокитайские отношения оказываются на этапе, который характеризуется, ―как
положительными моментами, так и серьѐзными вызовами‖.
Обеим странам, как полагает председатель Си, необходимо точно
определить имеющиеся проблемы и ―предпринять эффективные меры‖ с
целью их преодоления.
Пожалуй, наиболее значимыми стали слова китайского лидера о ―Китае
и Японии, как двух ведущих экономиках мира, которые заинтересованы в
развитии экономической глобализации и либерализации торговли‖. Чему
послужил, в частности, форум на тему ВШП.
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Со своей стороны Т. Никаи, поблагодарив за приглашение принять
участие в работе форума, выразил надежду на развитие ―всесторонней
кооперации‖ между КНР и Японией.
Примечательным представляется новое словесное оформление
―проблемы истории‖, которая неизменно присутствует в риторике
руководства КНР, когда речь заходит о перспективах улучшения
политических отношений с Японией. Вместо прежнего требования ―честной
самооценки‖ участия Токио в событиях 80-летней давности председатель Си
предложил высокому японскому гостю образ ―истории-зеркала‖, в которое
полезно вглядываться, чтобы (с учѐтом прежних уроков) строить успешное
будущее.
Появление проблесков в (казалось бы) безнадѐжно тѐмном тоннеле
японо-китайских политических отношений является прямым следствием
серьѐзных подвижек в стратегическом треугольнике ―США-Китай-Япония‖,
обозначившихся после американских президентских выборов.
Выход США из Транстихоокеанского партнѐрства, в целом позитивно
оценивавшегося Японией, могут иметь радикальные последствия для всей
системы американо-японских отношений. И, судя по всему, не только в еѐ
экономической сфере. Кстати, в Пекине не без удовлетворения связывают
фактический коллапс ТТП со стремлением Японии улучшить отношения с
КНР.
Переговоры между США и Японией на тему оформления новых рамок
экономических связей протекают трудно и пока не привели к каким-либо
конкретным результатам. Проблемы последнего времени с американским
бизнесом одного из крупнейших японских промышленно-финансовых
конгломератов Toshiba вписываются в общую картину неблагополучия в
американо-японских
экономических
отношениях.
Обозначившиеся
тенденции принятия Вашингтоном протекционистских мер побуждают не
только Токио, но и Пекин к совместному поиску способов продолжения
глобализации мирохозяйственных связей. Ибо экономики обеих стран
существенным образом ориентированы на импорт производимых товаров и
услуг.
В этом плане примечательным представляется совместное заявление ―о
недопустимости всех форм протекционизма‖, сделанное 5 мая в Йокогаме
представителями КНР, Японии и Южной Корее на министерской встрече
форума ―АСЕАН+3‖.
Не вызывает сомнений, кто авторами заявления подразумевался под
источником угрозы протекционизма. Так, в марте с.г. министерство торговли
США ввело таможенные тарифы на некоторые импортируемые стальные
полуфабрикаты из восьми стран, включая Японию и Южную Корею. Под
предлогом (якобы) государственной поддержки этими странами своих
промышленных компаний.
Новые реалии на мировых рынках, которые создаются экономической
политикой Д. Трампа, подталкивают обе ведущие азиатские державы к
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координации ответных действий. Нельзя, например, исключать попыток
совмещения неким образом японской концепции ―ТТП без США, но с
Китаем‖ с китайской инициативой ВШП.
17 мая с. г. китайский посол в Токио, что называется, открытым текстом
призвал Японию присоединиться к инициативе по возрождению ВШП. Такое
невозможно было себе представить ещѐ несколько месяцев назад.
Хотя, конечно, никаких одномоментных чудес в японо-китайских
отношениях не происходит и разделяющие их проблемы никуда не исчезли.
По-прежнему в Китае будет значимой тема ―угрозы мирной
Конституции Японии‖. Периодически продолжает давать о себе знать и
ситуация вокруг островов Сенкаку/Дяоюйдао. Пока трудно представить,
каким образом стороны могли бы совместить растущую заинтересованность
(каждая свою) в контроле акваторий Восточно-Китайского и ЮжноКитайского морей, а также Индийского океана.
И всѐ же, повторим, проблески наметились, что не может не вызывать
(пока весьма осторожного) оптимизма в оценках перспектив японокитайских отношений.
Эти позитивные сигналы особенно заметны на фоне растущих взаимных
подозрений в отношениях Китая с другим азиатским гигантом Индией.
Посольство КНР в Пакистане сообщило о похищении двух граждан
страны
Информационный сайт «KareliyaNews.ru». http://kareliyanews.ru/posolstvo-knr-vpakistane-soobshhilo-o-poxishhenii-dvux-grazhdan-strany/. 24.05.2017

Посольство Китая в Пакистане подтвердило, что неизвестные похитили
двоих граждан Китая в городе Кветта в провинции Белуджистан, сообщает
Центральное телевидение Китая.
«Два гражданина Китая были похищены неизвестными вооруженными
лицами. После происшествия посольство Китая в Пакистане и консульство в
Карачи запустило экстренный механизм реагирования и находится в тесном
контакте с пакистанскими властями для скорейшего освобождения китайских
граждан», — говорится в сообщении телеканала.
Как ранее сообщали СМИ, злоумышленники, угрожая оружием,
заставили двоих китайских граждан — мужчину и женщину — сесть в
автомобиль, после чего скрылись с места преступления. Еще одной
гражданке КНР удалось избежать похищения. Кроме того, в ходе инцидента
один из похитителей открыл огонь, в результате чего пострадал прохожий.
Инцидент произошел в квартале Джинна, одном из самых престижных
жилых районов на северо-западе города.
2 китайца были похищены в богатом районе в Кветте
2 Chinese nationals kidnapped from Quetta
Syed Ali Shah. Dawn. May 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335130/2-chinese-nationalskidnapped-from-quetta
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Two Chinese nationals, a man and a woman, were kidnapped from the Jinnah
Town area of Quetta, the provincial capital of Balochistan, on Wednesday
afternoon, DawnNews reported.
According to police, unknown abductors had forced the two foreigners into a
vehicle at gunpoint and driven away.
One other woman, also a Chinese national, reportedly escaped the abduction.
A passerby was injured after one of the abductors opened fire at the scene,
DawnNews reported.
Police and Frontier Corps personnel reached the scene of the abduction to
initiate an investigation.
Jinnah Town is one of the affluent residential areas of the city.
On March 17, unidentified gunmen had picked up Balochistan Higher
Education Secretary Abdullah Jan from Quetta's Sabzal Road area when he was on
his way to work.
Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri had taken notice of the kidnapping and
directed the inspector general of police to ensure his immediate recovery.
This is the third such kind of attack on Chinese nationals in the province.
In 2004, three Chinese engineers were killed in a bomb blast in the port city
of Gwadar.
According to sources, the explosion occurred on the Harbour Road at around
8.25am when a van of Chinese Harbour Engineering Company carrying 14 people,
including 11 Chinese engineers and other staff, was on its way to the port site from
the staff residential complex.
A white car, parked at the roadside on the Harbour Road, exploded as soon as
the Chinese company van came near to it. Splinters of the explosive device and the
wreckage of the car hit the van with a bang, which resulted in the killing of three
Chinese engineers on the spot and injuring 11 others.
Later in 2006 three more Chinese engineers were killed when their vehicle
was ambushed by gunmen in the city of Hub.
The six engineers were on their way to their residence after completing the
day‘s work at the Attock Cement Factory.
Their vehicle was ambushed by two gunmen hiding in bushes along the road.
The assailants opened fire with automatic weapons, killing two engineers on the
spot. Two other engineers were injured in the attack.
Police sent the injured engineers and the driver to the Civil Hospital where
they succumbed to their injuries.
Chinese interest in Balochistan has spiked in recent years after the
announcement of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which plans to
connect Pakistani ports to Mainland China. Gwadar has gained particular attention
in the program due to its warm-water, deep-sea port.
Китайские военные корабли появляются в порту Гвадар
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Chinese naval ships at Gwadar port call for a rethink of India's regional
policy
MK Bhadrakumar. Dawn. Nov 28, 2016. https://www.dawn.com/news/1298977/chinesenaval-ships-at-gwadar-port-call-for-a-rethink-of-indias-regional-policy

The transformation of Gwadar port as a base for Chinese Navy ships was long
expected, but when media reports actually appeared on Friday to that effect, it was
startling news for India.
Read more: 'Pak-China naval collaboration gains more importance due to
CPEC'
The reports quoted Pakistani officials saying that China proposes to deploy its
naval ships in coordination with the Pakistan Navy to safeguard Gwadar port,
which is the gateway to the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
India would have had some intelligence tip-off, which probably explains the
mysterious episode on November 14 of an Indian submarine lurking in the vicinity
of Pakistani territorial waters. It was brusquely shooed away by the Pakistan Navy.
Read more: Navy says prevented Indian submarine from entering Pakistani
waters
Of course, the corridor was operationalised a fortnight ago with Chinese ships
docking at Gwadar to carry the first containers brought by a Chinese trade convoy
from Xinjiang for despatch to the world market.
Viewed from many perspectives, the month of November becomes a defining
moment in the geopolitics of our region.
But the strangest bit of news would be that earlier this month, Gwadar also
received Russia‘s Federal Security Services chief Alexander Bogdanov.
It was a hush-hush inspection tour aimed at assessing the efficacy of Russian
ships using the port during their long voyages, to assert Moscow‘s return to the
global stage.
Equally, this is the first visit by a Russian spy chief to Pakistan in over two
decades and it took place just as America elected a new president, Donald Trump.
Maybe the timing is coincidental, but more likely, it is not. The Russian
diplomacy invariably moves in lockstep.
Bogdanov‘s visit was scheduled just a few weeks before the planned trilateral
strategic dialogue between Russia, China and Pakistan, ostensibly regarding the
Afghan situation, in Moscow next month.
Bogdanov reportedly sought a formal Russian-Pakistani collaborative tie-up
over the CPEC.
Moscow wouldn‘t have made such a move without coordinating with China
first.
At a meeting in Moscow with his Chinese counterpart, Russian Defence
Minister Sergei Shoigu was quoted as saying that China-Russia military
cooperation is ―at an all-time high and it will contribute to peace and stability on
the Eurasian continent and beyond.‖
China‘s regional play
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Meanwhile, Chinese regional diplomacy, too, is moving in tandem.
The Chinese Defence Minister Chang Wangquan (who is also vice-chairman
of China‘s Military Commission, which is headed by President Xi Jinping) paid a
three-day visit to Iran last week.
Chang‘s visit held considerable geopolitical significance for the region and he
described his meetings as signifying a turning point in the China-Iran strategic
partnership.
It is useful to recall that during Xi‘s visit to Iran in January, the two countries
had signed a 25-year strategic cooperation agreement that included a call for much
closer defence and intelligence ties.
The Iranian Navy has not hidden its desire to become a major blue water
power (one capable of sustained operations across open oceans) in the Indian
Ocean, and China can help meet that goal by offering intelligence and training in
the short term, and modern vessels and weapons systems down the road.
Several existing Chinese systems would suit Iran‘s need for a flexible navy
capable of operating in both littoral (on shore) and blue waters – such as
destroyers, corvettes, frigates, the much-vaunted Type-022 stealth fast-attack
missile catamarans (described as carrier killers) and submarines.
These cost-effective warships could enable Iran to perform more effective
patrol missions at longer ranges for longer periods of time.
Simply put, there is much background to Iran‘s desire to become part of the
CPEC, which was reportedly conveyed to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif by Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani at their meeting in New York in September on the
sidelines of the UN General Assembly session.
Connecting all these dots, in geopolitical terms, what we are witnessing is a
historic shift in regional alignments, which is bringing together China, Pakistan,
Russia and Iran on the template of the CPEC.
From the Indian perspective, these developments hold profound implications,
especially against the backdrop of the unravelling of the United States‘ pivot
strategy in the Asia-Pacific.
Some hard conclusions need to be made. Difficult decisions lie ahead for the
Indian establishment.
India‘s challenge
Quite obviously, India has been tilting at the CPEC windmills in vain,
fancying its capacity to block the flagship of China‘s One Belt One Road
appearing in its north-western neighbourhood.
As an open, inclusive and international cooperative initiative, the corridor
merits a rethink on India's part.
The point is, China still regards India to be one of the key countries along the
Belt and Road, although the Silk Road initiatives have already stimulated regional
connectivity in the South Asian region, involving Nepal, Myanmar, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka in one way or another.
Two, the rebuff at the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)
summit in Goa in October apart, the growing regional convergence over the CPEC
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once again highlights the futility of India's diplomatic efforts to isolate Pakistan as
a 'state sponsor of terrorism'.
New thinking is needed to bring pressure on Pakistan to jettison what India
calls its sponsorship of terrorist groups.
The foreign policy establishment should explore how membership of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation a six-nation Eurasian bloc led by China and
Russia to promote political, economic and cultural cooperation in the region can be
optimally utilised to (re)engage Pakistan.
If China could effectively utilise this organisation to clear the huge backlog of
Soviet-era regional animosities, India too can create similar synergy between its
regional diplomacy and the bilateral ties with Pakistan.
Three, the manifest China-Pakistan-Russia-Iran regional convergence
highlights the geopolitical realities of the emergent world order.
Put differently, India's fracas with China over membership to the Nuclear
Suppliers Group and efforts to declare Jaish-i-Mohammad chief Masood Azhar a
terrorist have been, in reality, the symptom of a deeper malaise insofar as Indian
strategists are still entrapped in their ―unipolar predicament‖.
Thus, the muscular diplomacy of the Narendra Modi government erred in its
overestimation of India‘s South China Sea leverage. India lacked traditional
influence in that region and it is not even a claimant to the territorial disputes there.
Today, therefore, India's Look East policy is in shambles and a US
retrenchment in Asia threatens to make it archaic.
When Singapore snubs our overture to create new waves in the South China
Sea, a nadir has been reached.
However, India seems to opt for a repackaging of the Look East policy. It is
getting embroiled in China-Japan tensions. Such naivety can turn out to be
dangerous.
The recent developments concerning Gwadar underscore the crucial
importance of addressing the distrust between India and China on the one hand and
India and Pakistan on the other.
Or else, serious contradictions are bound to arise in India‘s relations with a
host of other Asian countries as well – our time-tested friend Russia included.
В Пакистане все больше студентов изучают китайский язык
More students in Pakistan are learning Chinese today than ever before
Umar Bacha. Dawn. May 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1333509/more-studentsin-pakistan-are-learning-chinese-today-than-ever-before

NUML's Chinese language department had 13 students when it started in
1970. This year the programme has 460 pupils.
Visual depictions of Confucius appear in various forms around the world.
A white statue of Chinese philosopher Confucius stands tall in Pakistan's
federal capital. Behind it is the impressive building of the Confucius Institute,
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Islamabad — the rebranded Chinese language department at the National
University of Modern Languages (NUML).
This programme, like several other Confucius Institutes around the globe, was
set up to promote Chinese language and culture. It was founded with support from
the Office of Chinese Language Council International (Hanban), and Beijing
Language and Culture University in April 2005.
NUML's Chinese language department, however, has been around for nearly
half a century. When it was first formed in September 1970, there were only about
13 students who took the course. Over the years, interest in the department has
increased exponentially.
Rasheeda Mustafa, who has been teaching Mandarin at NUML for the past 19
years, says, ―Thousands of students have learnt Mandarin [at NUML] and have
went on to pursue professional roles in different fields.‖
Perhaps to match this increasing demand, the Chinese government had
contributed towards the expansion of the Confucius Institute at NUML back in
2015. "This centre will contribute towards cementing Pak-China relations," Zhang
Daojian, a lecturer at the institute, had told Dawn at that point.
The institute has continued to attract a higher number of students since,
Mustafa says. Enrolment has nearly doubled in recent years. This year, 460
students have been admitted into the programme, 300 in the morning and 160 in
the evening.
Activities at the Confucius Institute go beyond learning Chinese; the
department hosts a number of cultural events including a Chinese Lantern Festival
and 'Monkey year'. In 2010, the institute also launched two Chinese-language radio
stations which broadcast in Islamabad (FM 104.6) and Lahore (FM 95).
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The Confucius Institute Islamabad at NUML.

Daojian says that Pakistani students are very sharp and learn Mandarin in a
short amount of time. ―Mandarin is not difficult for those who want to learn it,‖ he
says.
Speaking of the increasing strength of the classrooms he says, ―The number
of students is increasing with the passage of time because of Chinese job
opportunities… There were two sections of the certification [in the past], now there
are 10.‖
Mustafa says the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a big factor
for this. She says that students can see the tides changing and expect that knowing
Chinese would mean more job opportunities, in Pakistan and in China.
This is reflected in many students‘ responses when asked about their interest
in learning the language. Marya Kamran, a student from Rawalpindi, says that
while she is interested in learning different languages, ―choosing Mandarin is
aimed at starting my own import and export business‖.
Learning Chinese has certainly helped alumni acquire jobs in the past.
Zeeshan Mehmood, alum of NUML‘s Chinese department, says that after finishing
his Chinese language course in 2014, he got employed as a translator in a Chinese
construction company working with Pakistan.
The institute clearly recognises this. A few years ago it started offering a
short-term course focused on ‗Business Chinese‘ language. The curriculum focuses
not only on the language, but also basic etiquettes that students may need when
conducting business in China. The course also has books like ABC Business
Negotiation.
But not all students have aspirations of conducting business in China. Mustafa
says that students are also showing more interest in Chinese because after learning
the language they go to pursue Master of Philosophy (MPhil) degrees in China.
Mahnoor Shermeen, one of the 149 women studying Mandarin at NUML,
hopes of going to China for higher studies.
She adds that after taking Chinese classes, students appear for a standardised
Chinese proficiency test called HSK. The test is administered by the Confucius
Institute Headquarters in Beijing, China. HSK consists of six levels; after passing
four students become eligible to apply for scholarships in China, Shermeen says.
The increased interest in learning Chinese not only means that more students
from around Pakistan are enlisting in NUML, it has also resulted in Confucius
Institutes opening in different parts of the country. Right now there are four
operational institutes. There is one each in Islamabad (NUML), Faisalabad
(Agriculture University), Lahore (Punjab University) and Karachi (University of
Karachi). Another institute is under construction in Gilgit.
Сложности отношений Индии и Пакистана на фоне китайского «Один
пояс-один путь».
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Caught between Pakistan‘s claim on Kashmir and China‘s OBOR, India
must stand on its own | Opinion
Shishir
Gupta.
The
Hindustan
Times.
May
20,
2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/caught-between-pakistan-s-claim-on-kashmir-andchina-s-obor-india-must-stand-on-its-own/story-ZJ8Lq8Nq2bNd19seD7le9M.html

India should prepare for a two-front military deterrent capability, and reach
out to Japan and South Korea to strengthen its position in Asia
When Pakistan National Security Advisor Nasir Janjua met his Indian
counterpart Ajit Doval in Bangkok on December 6, 2015, he was told that no less
than 79 Pakistani nationals were languishing in Indian jails on terrorism related
charges.
Doval told Janjua that there were documented records, including valid
passports, to prove they were Pakistanis.
While Janjua tried to fob off the charges as irrelevant to the discussion, one of
the delegates in the meeting asked him to show one Indian incarcerated in
Pakistani jail on terrorism-related charges.
At that time, Gen (Retd) Janjua had no answers.
Three months later, former Indian Navy officer Kulbhushan Jadhav was
picked up ostensibly from Balochistan on charges of abetting terrorism and spying.
He was sentenced to death by a Pakistan military court on April 10, 2017,
suggesting the Rawalpindi GHQ will go to any lengths to spite India.
The sentence now stands stayed by International Court of Justice (ICJ), thanks
to deft moves by the Modi government.
On April 26, 2017, the Pakistan military released confession of arrested
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) spokesperson Ehsanullah Ehsan saying that his
organisation was being funded by ―Kafir‖ RAW — the Indian external intelligence
agency — for carrying out terror operations in Pakistan.
While India may mock at the ham-handedness of Pakistan Army in extracting
so-called confessions from both Jadhav and Ehsan, within a span of 15 months of
the Janjua meeting, New Delhi had been placed at parity with Islamabad for
sponsoring terrorism in the neighbouring country.
India may cry foul over coercion of Jadhav till kingdom comes, but it is our
word against Pakistani army‘s for the rest of the world.
Simultaneously, with the Jadhav card, the Pakistan army scuttled Prime
Minister Narendra Modi‘s December 25, 2015 peace initiative by orchestrating the
Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorist strike at Pathankot airbase on January 2, 2016, and
followed it by pushing in as many infiltrators as possible into the Kashmir Valley.
Capitalising on the public anger over the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen
militant Burhan Wani last July 8 in a police encounter, the deep state of Pakistan
achieved a remarkable objective of orchestrating a hate-Kashmiri campaign in
hinterland India, where even the India supporters in the Valley were tarnished by
the same brush and subjected to ridicule.
Forgotten were the 88,951 Kashmiri voters who had the remarkable courage
to vote in the April 9, 2017 Srinagar Lok Sabha election amidst all mayhem and
affirmed their faith in Indian democratic process.
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As if this was not enough, Pakistan has now virtually become a client state of
China by joining the one belt, one road (OBOR) initiative amidst much fanfare this
month. The $62 billion economic corridor goes through northern areas and
occupied-Kashmir to Gwadar in Balochistan.
Three years after he assumed office, Prime Minister Narendra Modi today
faces a daunting challenge to national security from Pakistan through terrorism and
internal subversion, and from China, which is choking New Delhi through
encirclement diplomacy or OBOR in South Asia.
To be fair to PM Modi, he made huge efforts to reach out to both President Xi
Jinping and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, but both moves were shot down by
powerful army leaderships in those countries.
Be it the Peoples Liberation Army or Pakistan Army, any peace initiative
from perceived adversary India will be scuttled by military stand-offs like the 2014
Chumar or the 2016 Uri attacks.
The security challenge to Modi government is getting severe as its newfound
ally US is being ruled by a temperamental President, who is now being
investigated on charges of blocking an FBI inquiry into his former NSA leaking
secrets to India‘s old ally Russia.
Despite Indian overtures at the highest level, its tried and tested ally Russia is
now playing the piano to Chinese tunes.
The situation may appear tight for India but those who recommended to New
Delhi to participate in OBOR initiative to appease China must not forget the
February 22, 1994 Parliament resolution of getting Occupied Kashmir vacated
from Pakistan. Signing on OBOR with CPEC running through PoK would have
been political suicide for Modi government.
While India must now prepare for a two-front military deterrent capability,
given the umbilical relationship of Pakistan and China, the new challenges also
gives New Delhi an opportunity to come out on its own.
The global high table has no free lunches and to believe that Indian rise would
be largely benign and uncontested is a fallacy.
India should push for stronger engagement with China and even Pakistan, but
such a move should be dictated by long term national interest, not weakness.
Time has come for PM Modi to engage the politicians in Kashmir linked with
Indian democratic processes to find lasting peace in Valley as well as empower
those whose aspirations lie with India like Lt Ummer Fayaz.
On a global front, India needs to look beyond its immediate neighbours and
diplomatically engage countries like Japan, Korea and economic power houses of
West Asia. If the Modi government can bring peace and connectivity to NorthEast, then the southern silk road, linking South East Asia to Moreh in Manipur,
could be an answer to China OBOR.
«Один пояс, один путь». Основные тезисы речи Си Цзиньпина
17.05.2017.
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Полный текст речи Си Цзиньпина
15 мая в Пекине завершился первый международный экономический
форум «Один пояс, один путь». Данное событие собрало в столице Китая
представителей более 100 стран, среди которых были главы стран и
правительств, в том числе президент России Владимир Путин. Форум был
посвящен озвученной осенью 2013 года инициативе создания
«Экономического пояса Шелкового пути» (ЭПШП) и «Морского Шелкового
пути XXI века» (МШП-XXI), которая впоследствии получила сокращенное
название «Один пояс, один путь». Представляем вашему вниманию
ключевые моменты речи председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина, прозвучавшей на
открытии форума.
Си Цзиньпин начал свое выступление с обращения к истории. Две
тысячи лет назад древний шелковый путь открыл новую страницу в истории
человечества. Дух Великого шелкового пути — это ценнейшее наследие
человеческой цивилизации. Оно содержит в себе такие понятия, как мир и
сотрудничество, открытость и инклюзивность, взаимное обучение, взаимная
выгода и всеобщий выигрыш. Си Цзиньпин не случайно упоминает об этом,
так как концепция «Один пояс, один путь» переняла наследие Великого
шелкового пути, и в ее основе лежат все вышеперечисленные принципы. Си
Цзиньпин подчеркивает, что история — это лучший учитель.
Перейдя к современности, Си Цзиньпин перечисляет положительные
изменения, произошедшие в мире за последнее время, и говорит, что,
несмотря на все это, человечество стоит перед серьезными вызовами, и он
все время об этом размышляет.
С момента оглашения концепции «Один пояс, один путь» (далее «Пояс и
путь) прошло почти 4 года. За это время более 100 государств и
международных организаций выразили поддержку данной программе и стали
принимать участие в строительстве «Пояса и пути».Упоминается то, что в
содержание концепции включены резолюции Генассамблеи и Совбеза ООН.
У Индии есть причины бойкотировать Китай
Hindustan Times. 16.05.2017
«Шелковый путь»: проект ЕС и Китая продвигается
Financial Times. 11.05.2017
«Пояс и путь» не представляет угрозы
Агентство «Синьхуа». 17.05.2017. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170517/239368854.html

В настоящий момент реализация проекта постепенно переходит к
конкретным действиям. Си Цзиньпин представил основные результаты
проделанной за четыре года работы в пяти основных сферах сотрудничества,
так называемых «пяти связующих элементах»: политическая координация,
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взаимосвязь инфраструктур, беспрепятственная торговля, свободное
передвижение капитала и укрепление связей между народами.
В политической сфере уже удалось осуществить согласование с такими
странами, как Россия (сопряжение с ЕАЭС), Казахстан (сопряжение с
казахстанской программой «Светлый путь»), а также с членами АСЕАН,
Турцией (сопряжение с проектом «Центральный коридор»), Монголией
(программа «Путь развития»), Вьетнам (проект «Два коридора, Один круг»),
Великобритания (стратегия «Northern Powerhouse»), Польша (план
«Янтарный путь») и так далее. Также идет работа по согласованию политик с
Лаосом, Камбоджой, Мьянмой и Венгрией. Китай подписал договор о
сотрудничестве с более чем 40 странами и международными организациями,
более чем с 30 странами усиливается сотрудничество в сфере
производственных мощностей.
За четыре года удалось ускорить продвижение таких инфраструктурных
проектов, как высокоскоростная железная дорога в Индонезии, железная
дорога Китай-Лаос, железная дорога Аддис-Абеба (Эфиопия)-Джибути
железная дорога Будапешт(Венгрия)-Берг(Сербия). В настоящий момент
формируются экономические коридоры Китай-Пакистан, Китай-МонголияРоссия,
Новый
евразийский
континентальный
мост
и
целая
инфраструктурная сеть из дорог, портов и трубопроводов.
В упрощении торговли и сфере инвестиций также были достигнуты
заметные результаты. Си Цзиньпин отметил, что время прохождения
таможни для сельскохозяйственной продукции Казахстана и других стран
Центральной Азии сократилось на 90%. С 2014 по 2016 год объем торговли
Китая со странами «вдоль пути» превысил 3 триллиона долларов.
Инвестиции Китая в станы «вдоль пути» превысили 50 миллиардов долларов.
Китайские предприятия построили в более чем 20 странах 56 зон
экономического сотрудничества, а также создали в этих странах 180 тысяч
рабочих мест.
В финансовой сфере Си Цзиньпин уделил внимание так называемой
проблеме «бутылочного горлышка». Для его ликвидации разворачиваются
разнообразные формы финансового сотрудничества. Азиатский банк
инфраструктурных инвестиций уже предоставил кредит для девяти проектов
в рамках «Пояса и пути» на сумму 1,7 миллиарда долларов. Инвестиции
Фонда Шелкового пути достигли 4 миллиардов долларов. Китай и 16 стран
Центральной и Восточной Европы учредили совместный финансовый
холдинг в формате «16+1».
В рамках пятого «связующего элемента» ведется активное
сотрудничество в различных гуманитарных сферах: это наука, образование,
культура, здравоохранение. Си Цзиньпин упомянул, что ежегодно Китай
предоставляет странам «вдоль пути» 10 тысяч правительственных стипендий.
В своей речи Си Цзиньпин постарался представить, каким Китай видит
«Пояс и путь». Во-первых, это путь мира. Другими словами, страны «вдоль
пути» должны уважать суверенные права, территориальную целостность,
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путь развития, социальный строй и важнейшие интересы друг друга. Между
странами должен быть диалог, а не противостояние; партнерские, а не
союзнические отношения.
Во-вторых, это путь процветания. Развитие — это универсальный ключ
к разрешению всех проблем. Для всеобщего развития необходимо, прежде
всего, углубить сотрудничество в сфере развития промышленности. Финансы
же — это современная экономическая «кровь», финансовое обращение
должно проходить беспрепятственно. Взаимосвязанная инфраструктура —
это основа развития сотрудничества.
В-третьих, это путь открытости. Открытость приносит прогресс, а
закрытость приносит отсталость. Поэтому Си Цзиньпин подчеркивает, что
Китай намерен создать открытую платформу сотрудничества, защищать и
развивать открытую мировую экономику, совместно создать благоприятную
для открытого развития среду. При этом торговля — это важнейший
двигатель экономического роста. Поэтому важно защищать системы
многосторонней торговли, способствовать упрощению торговли и
инвестиций. Китай намерен провести открытую, инклюзивную,
сбалансированную, выигрышную для всех экономическую глобализацию.
В-четвертых, это инновационный путь. Поэтому в процессе создания
«Пояса и Пути» будут использоваться такие инновации как цифровая
экономика, искусственный интеллект, нанотехнологии, квантовые
компьютеры и др. Будет реализовываться новая идея «зеленого» развития, к
2030 году планируется достичь задачи всеобщего устойчивого развития.
В-пятых, это культурный путь. Другими словами, между странами
«вдоль пути» будет активно укрепляться межкультурный обмен.
В своей речи Си Цзиньпин обращает особое внимание на мирные
намерения Китая. Говорится о желании Китая на основе пяти принципов
мирного сосуществования развивать дружбу и сотрудничество со странами
«вдоль пути», делиться со всем миром опытом развития, но ни в коем случае
не вмешиваться во внутренние дела другой страны.
Китай увеличит финансовую поддержку строительства «Пояса и пути».
В Фонд Шелкового пути Будет внесено еще 100 миллиардов юаней. Будет
поощряться проведение фондами за рубежом операций в юанях. По
предварительным расчетом, их объем будет равен примерно 300 миллиардам
юаней. Государственный банк развития Китая и Импортно-экспортный банк
Китая предоставили целевые кредиты в юанях в размере 250 и 130
миллиардов юаней соответственно для проектов в рамках «Пояса и пути».
Также Китай осуществляет сотрудничество с Азиатским банком
инфраструктурных инвестиций, Новым банком развития БРИКС и
Всемирным банком. Вместе с этими структурами определены руководящие
принципы финансирования «Пояса и пути». Со многими странами Китай уже
заключил соглашения о деловом сотрудничестве в различных сферах.
Китай стремится усилить инновационное сотрудничество и запустить
план научно-технических инноваций «Пояса и пути». За последующие пять
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лет страна планирует принять у себя для кратковременной научной
деятельности 2500 молодых ученых, подготовить 5000 научно-технических
кадров и руководящего персонала, запустить 50 совместных лабораторий.
В ближайшие три года Китай предоставит странам и международным
организациям, участвующим в создании «Пояса и пути», финансовую
помощь в размере 60 миллиардов юаней и построит еще больше объектов,
которые улучшат жизнь населения. Развивающимся странам «вдоль пути»
будет предоставлена чрезвычайная продовольственная помощь на сумму 2
миллиарда юаней.
В заключение Си Цзиньпин привел китайскую, арабскую и европейскую
пословицы, общий смысл которых гласит, что любое большое дело — это
результат долгого и упорного труда. Строительство «Пояса и пути» — это
тоже великое дело, требующее тщательного исполнения. Он призвал все
страны объединиться и вместе шаг за шагом двигаться к результатам,
которые осчастливят народы всего мира.
Одним поясом едины (саммит в Пекине «Один пояс-один путь»).
Виктор Пироженко. Известия. 16.05.2017. https://izvestia.ru/news/707390

Завершился пекинский Форум высокого уровня по международному
сотрудничеству в рамках китайской инициативы «Экономический пояс
Шелкового пути (ЭПШП) и Морской Шелковый путь XXI века» (коротко —
«Один пояс — один путь»). По охвату проблем и уровню представительства
участников он стал одним из важнейших мировых событий.
Для России участие в пекинском форуме важно как демонстрация
поддержки проекта, который, во-первых, имеет все шансы стать
альтернативой исчерпавшей себя западной версии глобализации, а вовторых, может существенно посодействовать экономическому развитию
нашей страны.
С момента своего выдвижения в 2013 году китайская инициатива
вышла за рамки весьма узких первоначальных целей, получила
значительную поддержку в мире, обросла сопутствующими проектами и
задачами.
Первоначальный замысел «Пояса и пути» состоял, видимо, в
расширении экспортных поставок китайских товаров в Евросоюз и импорте в
Китай энергоносителей, а также промышленного сырья из региона Большого
ближнего Востока и Средней Азии. Вопрос этот к 2013 году, по мере
усиления военного контроля США над морскими путями торговли КНР с
западом Евразии, приобрел для Пекина критический характер.
Поэтому среднеазиатские страны, через которые пролегает кратчайший
путь к нефти Ирана и Персидского залива стали первыми приглашенными к
участию в проекте ЭПШП, а сама инициатива была оглашена Си Цзинпинем
в столице Казахстана — Астане в 2013 году.
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Симптоматично, что подавляющее большинство реализованных и
запланированных проектов в рамках «Пояса и пути» развивают транспортнологистическую и трубопроводную инфраструктуру стран, через которые КНР
прокладывает торговые пути к важнейшим для себя рынкам. Китайская
сторона интенсивно строит и модернизирует железнодорожные и
автомобильные пути, порты, перевалочные базы, трубопроводы.
На сегодняшний день Пекин выделил семь торговых направлений,
которые должны соединить Китай с ЕС, РФ, Большим Ближним Востоком,
Индокитаем, Пакистаном, Индией.
Протекционистские тенденции в политике администрации Трампа стали
для КНР не только новым вызовом, но и придали проекту «Один пояс —
один путь» новый смысл. В январе в Давосе Си Цзинпин позиционировал
китайскую инициативу как новую версию глобализации, а Китай — в
качестве мирового лидера этого процесса.
Масштабные инфраструктурные проекты в странах разной культуры и
политических
традиций
вдоль
«Пояса
и
пути»
потребовали
соответствующего политико-правового оформления, лучшего понимания
культурных традиций и мотивов партнеров, гуманитарного и научнотехнического сотрудничества, подымают экологические вопросы. Так в
рамках китайской инициативы появляются сопутствующие смыслы
международного взаимодействия, имеющие относительно самостоятельное
значение.
Сама инициатива не предусматривает предварительных идеологических
условий для участия в ней и, как сказал председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин в
докладе на форуме, направлена на азиатские, европейские и африканские
страны, а также открыта для всех остальных стран.
Каков, с учетом сказанного, интерес России в этом проекте?
Представляется, что этот интерес выходит далеко за рамки простого
транзита китайских товаров на рынок ЕС по евразийскому сухопутному
коридору.
Обратим внимание, что президент РФ Владимир Путин в докладе на
форуме вел речь о сложении разных интеграционных потенциалов — ЕАЭС,
«Один пояс — один путь», ШОС, Ассоциации государств Юго-Восточной
Азии — как основе для формирования большого евразийского партнерства и
предложил именно при таком подходе рассматривать повестку дня,
продвигаемую КНР. Такое партнерство может стать общей платформой
преобразования Евразии, а ЕАЭС и китайская инициатива будут ее
ведущими составляющими.
Представляется, что в рамках евразийского партнерства больше
возможностей преодолеть ряд разногласий между крупными азиатскими
государствами, и прежде всего между Китаем и Индией. Известно, что
индийское руководство не присутствовало на форуме «Пояса и пути».
В рамках большого евразийского партнерства имеет смысл говорить и о
конкретном экономическом наполнении сопряжения ЕАЭС и «Пояса и
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пути». Очевидно, что такое сопряжение должно посодействовать развитию
транспортно-логистической инфраструктуры России и ЕАЭС в целом, а
также отраслей промышленности, связанных с ее строительством.
Здесь российский интерес — в совместных с китайской стороной
научно-исследовательских и опытно-конструкторских работах и локализации
в России высокотехнологичного производства. Например, локомотивов и
оборудования для высокоскоростных железнодорожных магистралей, где
Китай добился значительных успехов. Однако китайские компании пока к
этому не готовы, и здесь предстоит еще совместная работа.
России инфраструктурные проекты критически важны не только для
экономического развития отдаленных регионов крайнего севера, но и для
связывания огромных пространств всей страны, для экономического роста в
целом. И сопряжение ЕАЭС с китайской инициативой в принципе может
посодействовать этой задаче. В целом китайская инициатива «Один пояс —
один путь» и встречная российская инициатива большого евразийского
партнерства станут, видимо, еще одним направлением стратегического
российско-китайского взаимодействия.
Индия отказалась участвовать в экономическом форуме в Пекине
Известия. 14.05.2017. https://izvestia.ru/news/705578

Нью-Дели заявил протест против китайско-пакистанского коридора на
спорных территориях
Индия бойкотирует форум «Один пояс — один путь», открывшийся в
воскресенье в Пекине, из-за несогласия с проектом Китая и Пакистана о
создании экономического коридора на спорных территориях.
В частности, Индия выразила несогласие с проектом коридора, который
должен пройти по территории Гилгит-Балтистан, которую оспаривают Индия
и Пакистан. Нью-Дели призывает к соблюдению суверенитетов государств,
передает ТАСС.
«Ни одна страна не согласится с проектом, который игнорирует
важнейшие проблемы, касающиеся ее суверенитета и территориальной
целостности», — сообщает МИД Индии.
У Индии есть свои причины бойкотировать китайскую инициативу
«Один пояс — один путь»
The Hindustan Times. 16.05.2017.

Становится все труднее верить аргументам Пекина о том, что его
намерение потратить несколько триллионов долларов по всему миру
является великодушным подарком мировому сообществу.
Индия стала единственной крупной страной, открыто бойкотировавшей
форум «Один пояс — один путь». Она превратилась в самого решительного
противника китайского инфраструктурного проекта, охватывающего целый
континент. На первый взгляд, причины скептического отношения Нью-Дели
к инициативе «Один пояс — один путь» неочевидны. Но все становится
намного яснее, если смотреть на ситуацию через призму геополитики.
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Отношение Индии к проекту «Один пояс — один путь» со временем
менялось. Оно стало более негативным и враждебным, когда дали о себе
знать замыслы Китая на субконтиненте и в районе Индийского океана. Для
начала Индия заявила, что флагманский проект «Одного пояса — одного
пути» под названием Китайско-Пакистанский экономический коридор
пройдет через территорию, которую она считает своей. Но еще важнее
оказалось нежелание Пекина ответить согласием на просьбы Нью-Дели
провести консультации о целях, характере и финансировании инициативы
«Один пояс — один путь». Когда Китай начал один за другим представлять
свои инфраструктурные проекты, зазвучали сигналы тревоги. Строительство
портов и автомобильных дорог силами и на средства КНР вогнало в долги
очень многие страны, и прежде всего, Шри-Ланку. Эти государства страдают
от грабительских процентных ставок, от коррупции в рядах политического
руководства и от попыток влиять на их внешнюю политику, когда их
правительства связаны по рукам и ногам.
Это присутствует далеко не во всех сегментах «Одного пояса — одного
пути», но такие тенденции наиболее ярко проявляются в соседних с Индией
регионах. Если взять в качестве примера пакистанский коридор, то из этого
проекта можно вынести важный урок. Навесив на Пакистан бремя долговых
обязательств, Пекин радостно заманил своего ближайшего союзника в
западню. Схема сухопутных проектов «Одного пояса — одного пути» весьма
показательна. Почти во всех случаях они соединяют зарубежные страны с
Китаем, но очень редко связывают их друг с другом.
Становится все труднее верить аргументам Пекина о том, что его
намерение потратить несколько триллионов долларов по всему миру
является великодушным подарком мировому сообществу. Это не должно
быть неожиданностью ни для кого, и это не самый убедительный аргумент
против «Одного пояса — одного пути». Великие державы довольно часто
действуют на благо всего мира, хотя и исходят из эгоистических
побуждений. В любом случае, Индия никогда не говорила, что будет
действовать в ущерб или станет блокировать китайские проекты в других
странах по той простой причине, что она не подписалась под этой
инициативой. Без ответа остается вопрос о том, почему Пекин столь упорно
настаивает на том, чтобы Индия одобрила инициативу «Один пояс — один
путь», особенно с учетом того, что КНР считает допустимым выступать
против Нью-Дели почти на всех международных форумах, включая Группу
ядерных поставщиков. Как минимум, необходим намного более прозрачный
диалог с Нью-Дели, от которого Поднебесная пока отказывается. Пекинский
форум должен стать назидательным уроком о том, какую геополитику Китай
нашептывает другим.
Китай создает новый мировой экономический порядок
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Индия и Япония проигнорировали саммит Шелкового пути
В работе форума участвуют представители более 100 стран, в том
числе 29 глав государств и правительств.

Председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин пообещал вложить 124 млрд долл. в
строительство портов, дорог и других видов инфраструктуры в мире.
Открывая форум «Один пояс – один путь», он подчеркнул, что Пекин не
стремится к усилению своего влияния, а хочет, чтобы все выиграли от
проекта. Предложения Пекина нашли поддержку у президента РФ
Владимира Путина. Но, как говорят эксперты, модернизация трассы Китай –
Центральная Азия – Европа может снизить значение Транссиба. Кроме того,
роль КНР в бывших советских республиках будет расти, а российская –
падать.
Торговля – это важный инструмент экономического развития, сказал Си,
давая старт саммиту, в котором участвуют лидеры 29 государств. Только в
виде помощи развивающимся странам и международным институтам Китай
намерен предоставить 9 млрд долл. При этом председатель КНР поспешил
заверить дипломатов западных стран, что план Нового шелкового пути – это
вовсе не попытка продвинуть интересы Китая в глобальном плане в ущерб
другим.
«Мы не повторим старый путь, когда враги вели между собой игры за
влияние. Вместо этого мы создадим новую модель сотрудничества и
взаимной выгоды», – сказал он. Словом, идея китайская, но благодаря ей
выиграют все.
Однако Япония и Индия воздержались от участия в форуме, опасаясь,
что под лозунгом развития скрываются геополитические амбиции второй
экономики мира. Как отмечает Би-би-си, руководители США и ряда других
западных стран тоже не прибыли. Они подозревают, что Китай предъявляет
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претензию на глобальное лидерство в тот момент, когда Америка и
Европейский союз заняты своими внутренними проблемами.
Судя по выступлению Путина в Пекине, Москва эти страхи не
разделяет. «Россия видит будущее евразийского партнерства не просто как
налаживание новых связей между государствами и экономиками, оно должно
изменить политический и экономический ландшафт, принести Евразии мир,
стабильность, процветание», – отметил он. На встрече с премьер-министром
КНР Ли Кэцяном Путин сказал, что Россия и Китай не только преодолели
спад в торгово-экономических связях, но и вышли на траекторию роста.
Китай остается самым крупным торговым партнером РФ. По прогнозам
китайского Министерства коммерции, по итогам года товарооборот
увеличится до 80 млрд долл.
Путин заявил, что предстоящий визит Си Цзиньпина в Россию станет
ключевым событием в двусторонних отношениях. «Наше правительство,
администрация президента РФ, канцелярия ЦК КПК готовят целый пакет
хороших документов, в том числе и план действий по реализации наших
стратегических инициатив на ближайшие годы», – отметил он.
Несмотря на рост товарооборота, заявил Путин, Москве и Пекину есть
над чем работать. По его словам, это касается международных проблем, где
Россия и Китай всегда стоят «плечом к плечу» и поддерживают друг друга.
Неудивительно, что пресс-секретарь президента РФ Дмитрий Песков
охарактеризовал встречу двух лидеров как «очень подробную, очень
насыщенную». По его словам, Путин и Си произвели сверку часов по
перечню актуальных вопросов двусторонних отношений и обменялись
мнениями по региональной проблематике. Они, в частности, выразили
обеспокоенность в связи с ракетными испытаниями КНДР
В беседе с «НГ» ведущий научный сотрудник Института Дальнего
Востока РАН Александр Ларин отметил, что безусловным выигрышем для
России стали многие десятки крупных соглашений, долгосрочных
контрактов, совместных проектов, позволяющих привлечь в различные
отрасли экономики китайские инвестиции на миллиарды долларов. Это
перспектива. Пока, правда, объем их в сравнении с другими странами
невелик. По китайским данным, на 2015 год накопленные прямые
инвестиции в РФ составили 14,01 млрд долл.
«Россия самым активным образом участвует в качестве транзитера в
функционировании евразийской магистрали Китай–Казахстан–Европа.
Модернизация этой трассы и ее более интенсивное использование может
дать России помимо увеличения доходов от транзита еще и оживление
движения по внутренним маршрутам, и толчок к развитию прилегающих
территорий», – пояснил эксперт.
Однако для самой России модернизация и более активное использование
трассы Китай – Центральная Азия – Европа наряду с безусловными плюсами
имеет и очевидные минусы. А именно: при этом снизится интерес
перевозчиков к Транссибу как к трансевразийскому коридору, который уже
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сегодня теряет очки в соревновании с этой трассой, поскольку пороками
Транссиба давно уже стали наличие узких мест, малая скорость, завышенные
тарифы, громоздкость процедур оформления грузов.
Частью будущей трассы должна стать скоростная железная дорога
Москва–Казань. Решения насчет нее меняются. Стороны договаривались, кто
что делает и кто что будет получать. Пришли к тому, что подвижной состав
будут делать в России. Но Китай в принципе выставляет жесткие требования.
Должны использоваться его оборудование, его рабочая сила и чтобы ему
принадлежала доля предприятия. Такова ситуация в Мьянме, Пакистане.
Неизвестно, будет ли приносить прибыль дорога Москва–Казань. Но
если она не будет прибыльной, то российское правительство обязуется
покрывать убытки. Еще один минус для России, проистекающий из
строительства Нового шелкового пути, заключается в том, что оно должно
существенно увеличить экономическое и геополитическое влияние КНР в
Центральной Азии, тогда как относительное влияние России при этом
неизбежно будет сокращаться, заключил Ларин.
Как передало агентство АР, формальным предлогом, объясняющим
отсутствие Индии на форуме, стало то, что китайские госкомпании работают
в части Кашмира, контролируемой Пакистаном. Дели считает, что это
фактически подтверждает притязания Пакистана. Но в действительности, как
сказал «НГ» профессор МГИМО Сергей Лунев, противоречия между Индией
и Китаем глубокие, они охватывают многие проблемы.
«В долгосрочном плане Индия рассматривает Китай как своего главного
противника в Азии. Отношения двух стран характеризует полное недоверие
друг к другу. Индийцев тревожат китайско-пакистанское сотрудничество и
влияние Китая в Южной Азии. Курс индийцев в этом плане логичный, –
подчеркнул эксперт. – У Индии и Китая общий подход к глобальным
вопросам. Поэтому они сотрудничают в рамках треугольника Россия–Индия–
Китай и БРИКС. У двух стран полное согласие по Афганистану и
Центральной Азии. А вот в Южной Азии Индия всегда воспринимала себя
как южноазиатского гегемона».
«Новый Шелковый путь» способствует мировой стабильности
Дмитрий
Бокарев.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/05/10/novy-j-shelkovy-j-put-sposobstvuet-mirovoj-stabil-nosti/. 10.05.2017.

Амбициозный китайский проект «Новый Шелковый путь» (НШП) все
больше становится реальностью. Как известно, проект подразумевает
объединение всей Евразии густой сетью транспортных маршрутов для
перевозки людей и товаров. Несмотря на то, что проект известен как
«экономический пояс», его скорее стоит рассматривать как «сеть», поскольку
единого маршрута, соединяющего Европу и Азию, нет: НШП призван
объединить все главные торговые пути континента, связав не только его
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восток с западом, но и север с югом. А в будущем НШП должен пролечь
через все торговые центры не только Евразии, но и Африки.
В проекте будут задействованы все виды транспорта, однако золотой
серединой между слишком медленными морскими и слишком затратными
воздушными перевозками являются грузоперевозки по железным дорогам.
Поэтому морское сообщение между Европой, Азией и Африкой вынесено в
отдельный проект «Морской Шелковый путь XXI века», а в целом НШП
уделяет основное внимание развитию железнодорожной сети.
В августе 2016 г. был отправлен первый грузовой поезд из Китая в
Афганистан. КНР входит в число важнейших торговых партнеров этой
страны. Начинается новый железнодорожный маршрут в китайском городе
Наньтун, проходит через территорию Казахстана и Узбекистана и далее
следует через узбекско-афганский мост Хайратон, известный также как
«Мост Дружбы», построенный советскими специалистами в 1981 г. По
времени путь занимает около двух недель. На открытии китайско-афганской
железной дороги в Наньтуне присутствовали государственные деятели и
крупные предприниматели обоих государств. По словам афганского посла в
КНР Джанана Мусазая, теперь у Китая и Афганистана появилась
возможность существенно нарастить торговлю. Афганистан намерен
экспортировать в КНР мрамор и продукцию сельского хозяйства. Китай же
может поставлять в Афганистан продукцию высокотехнологичных
производств – автомобили, электронику и т.д. Не исключено, что когданибудь эта железная дорога пройдет всю территорию Афганистана и дойдет
до Ирана. Тогда она станет одной из важнейших транспортных артерий,
объединяющих Дальний и Ближний Восток через Центральную Азию.
Однако сейчас у Китая уже есть железнодорожное сообщение с Ираном,
который входит в число его важнейших партнеров как в экономике, так и в
политике. Маршрут длиной 10 тыс. км идет через территории Казахстана,
Узбекистана и Туркмении. Движение по этому пути началось в феврале 2016
г. Прибытие первого китайского состава в столицу Ирана Тегеран отмечалось
как важное событие в истории Нового Шелкового пути.
НШП стремительно расширяется во всех направлениях. Не забыта и
Южная Азия, даже самые труднодоступные ее районы. В ноябре 2016 г.
открылось регулярное железнодорожное сообщение между Китаем и
Непалом. Маршрут в 2,5 тыс. км от китайского г. Ланьчжоу в провинции
Ганьсу до столицы Непала Катманду состав проходит за 10 дней. Как
известно, из-за особенностей своего расположения Непал находится в
частичной изоляции. Полноценное сообщение у него есть с Индией, от
территории КНР он отделен Большим Гималайским хребтом, а с другими
государствами Непал не граничит. Такое положение затрудняет торговлю
Непала с другими странами и ставит его в некоторую зависимость от Индии.
Таким образом, каждый новый маршрут, связывающий Непал с КНР, важен
для этой небольшой страны.
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Особое значение для сообщения между Европой и Юго-Восточной
Азией имеют лежащие между ними страны бывшего СССР. Они словно
делят Евразию пополам, и сухопутное сообщение между ее разными концами
крайне затруднительно без их участия. Особенно это касается России и стран
Средней Азии.
В декабре 2016 г. Узбекистан и Казахстан приняли решение о
совместном строительстве железной дороги Учкудук (Узбекистан) –
Кызылорда (Казахстан). Эта новая железная дорога также свяжет Казахстан и
Узбекистан с Россией, а в будущем она может получить выход на Иран через
Туркмению и Афганистан. Несомненно, Китай заинтересуется в том, чтобы
этот маршрут также стал частью НШП.
В конце марта 2017 г. власти городского уезда Тачэн СиньцзянУйгурского автономного района КНР и руководство ВосточноКазахстанской области Республики Казахстан подписали меморандум о
совместной подготовке строительства железной дороги Тачэн – Аягоз длиной
265 км. Тачэн находится в 17 км от КПП Бакту на китайско-казахской
границе и является конечным пунктом строящейся внутрикитайской
трехсоткилометровой железнодорожной ветки Карамай – Тачэн. Пройдя
через Бакту и продлившись до казахского города Аягоз, она станет третьей
железной дорогой, пересекающей китайско-казахскую границу. В Аягозе
дорога соединится со знаменитой Туркестано-Сибирской железнодорожной
магистралью, а через нее дойдет до Транссибирской магистрали – самой
длинной железной дороги в мире, соединяющей российский Дальний Восток
с Москвой. Таким образом, в сети НШП появится новая, очень длинная и
значительная нить, которая свяжет густую сеть китайских железных дорог с
Центральной Азией и Европой. Появление такого маршрута должно иметь
большое значение для проекта НШП, а также для экономики России и
Казахстана.
В начале 2017 г. уже 17 европейских стран имели прямое
железнодорожное сообщение с КНР, а в апреле к ним присоединилась
Великобритания. 12 апреля 2017 г. состоялась отправка первого грузового
состава из Англии в Китай. Его путь длиной 12 тыс. км начинается в
английском г. Стэнфорд-ле-хоуп и идет через тоннель под проливом ЛаМанш. После этого поезду предстоит пересечь территории семи государств –
Франции, Бельгии, Германии, Польши, Беларуси, России и Казахстана.
Завершится дорога в китайском городе Иу, провинция Чжэцзян. На
преодоление этого маршрута требуется около трех недель. Чтобы добраться
из Великобритании в Китай по морю, требуется вдвое больше времени.
Проект НШП сулит значительный экономический подъем множеству
государств Европы, Азии и Африки. Не исключено, что он может сыграть
гораздо более важную роль. Развитие транспорта и торговли способствуют
улучшению отношений между странами, а подъем уровня жизни приводит к
снижению экстремистских настроений. Кроме того, Пекин намерен активно
обеспечивать
безопасность
своего
детища,
налаживая
военное
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сотрудничество со странами, через которые проходит НШП. Поэтому
особенно важным кажется продвижение НШП в направлении Ближнего
Востока и таких центральноазиатских стран, как Афганистан и Пакистан. Это
богатый различными ресурсами, но нестабильный регион, тревожные
события в котором давно не дают покоя всему миру. Следует напомнить, что
в мае 2014 г. состоялась встреча министров обороны КНР и Ирана, во время
которой подробно обсуждалось сотрудничество двух стран в сфере обороны.
Тогда было заявлено, что «Новый Шелковый путь» должен стать основой для
роста китайско-иранского влияния в регионе, и что две страны объединят
усилия в борьбе с терроризмом, наркоторговлей и другими его проблемами.
Если упомянутая выше железная дорога КНР – Афганистан успешно
продолжит работу и дойдет до Ирана, это может привести к положительным
изменениям в жизни Афганистана, который считается одним из мировых
источников террористической угрозы. Таким образом, НШП способствует не
только экономическому росту, но и укреплению мира в регионах, через
которые он проходит.
Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в области изучения морских ресурсов
и обеспечения безопасности на море
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34669. 10 мая, 2017.

Взаимодействие официальных Пекина и Исламабада на протяжении
нескольких десятилетий в основном было сосредоточено в военнотехнической и военно-политической сферах, однако со временем
пакистанская сторона осознала, что в целях развития собственного
государства необходимо развивать и другие направления. Достаточно
актуальными направлениями сотрудничества между Пакистаном и КНР
являются изучение шельфа в территориальных водах и исключительной
экономической зоне Пакистана, а также обеспечение безопасности на море.
Как указывают китайские обозреватели, Управление по делам на море
(УДМ) КНР и НИИ моря Министерства науки и техники Пакистана тесно
сотрудничают в области разведки полезных ископаемых (нефть и газ) на
шельфе Индийского океана. Кроме того, специалисты двух государств
проводят мониторинг экологической ситуации в исключительной
экономической зоне (ИЭЗ) Пакистана с целью выявления наиболее
пригодных районов для организации предприятий по разведению морской
культуры.
По данным китайских источников, сотрудники 2-ого НИИ УДМ КНР
регулярно приезжают в Пакистан для проведения биохимических
исследований состава воды и донного грунта в 12-ти мильной зоне
Пакистана. Известно сотрудники УДМ КНР неоднократно сталкивались с
проблемами безопасности, как на территории Пакистана, так и в ходе работ в
акватории исключительной экономической зоны. Как отмечают пакистанские
военные специалисты, подводные лодки ВМС Индии неоднократно
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выполняли опасные маневры в непосредственной близости от судов с
научными сотрудниками из Пакистана и КНР.
Следует отметить, что для подготовки пакистанских специалистов во 2ом НИИ УДМ КНР организованы специальные курсы по повышению
квалификации для действующих сотрудников. Для будущих пакистанских
специалистов выделены государственные стипендии в нескольких вузах
КНР, которые ориентированы на подготовку квалифицированных кадров в
области морской биологии, химии, производство и переработку
аквакультуры, а также поиск полезных ископаемых на шельфе морей и
океанов.
Кроме того, квалифицированные кадры необходимы Пакистану для
участия в стратегическом проекте Председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина «Один
пояс, один путь», для реализации которого официальный Пекин готов
выделить около 500 млрд.долл.США.
Обращаясь к вопросу обеспечения безопасности на море, отметим, что
ВМС Пакистана участвуют в ежегодных многосторонних учениях АМАН, в
ходе которых отрабатываются вопросы совместного патрулирования
опасных акваторий, поиск и перехват катеров пиратов, выявление опасных
грузов, спасение экипажей судов терпящих бедствие или подвергшихся
нападению организованных преступных группировок. Известно, что ранее в
указанных учениях принимали участие корабли ВМС США, КНР, РФ,
Австралии, Японии, Великобритании и Шри-Ланки. Кроме учебных
мероприятий надводные корабли ВМС Пакистана участвуют в
международных операциях по борьбе с пиратами в западной части
Индийского океана.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты ВМС Пакистана могут выделять
ограниченное количество надводных кораблей для участия в международных
учениях или миссиях по борьбе с пиратами поскольку вопросы охраны
собственных территориальных вод и исключительной экономической зоны
никто не снимал с повестки дня. С учетом периодического осложнения
отношений между Пакистаном и Индией, военно-политическое руководство
в Исламабаде приняло решение о строительстве серии патрульных катеров и
серии патрульных кораблей для обеспечения безопасности судоходства в
ИЭЗ и территориальных водах государства.
По информации СМИ КНР, 10 декабря 2016 г на Сицзянском
судостроительном предприятии в КНР прошла церемония передачи
Агентству по безопасности на море (АБМ) Пакистана двух скоростных
патрульных катеров водоизмещением 600 тонн каждый известны бортовые
номера PMSS1070 HINGOL PMS 1071 BASOL. Третий корабль серии PNS
1072 был передан пакистанской стороне в апреле 2017 г.
На церемонии присутствовали руководитель АБМ Пакистана,
заместитель руководителя Управления береговой охраны КНР генерал-майор
Ван Хунгуан и вице-президент совета директоров Китайской
кораблестроительной промышленной корпорации (ККПК) Сунь Фэн.
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Известно, что контроль работ на судостроительном предприятии
осуществляют представители пакистанской стороны, для которых открыто
временное рабочее представительство.
Как отмечает руководитель пакистанской группы контроля Неймат
Улла, китайские инженеры и конструкторы предусмотрели возможность
оснащения катеров практически любым оборудованием, которое необходимо
для выполнения задач, возложенных на АБМ Пакистана. Благодаря
модульному принципу конструкции катера могут выполнять тушение
пожаров, оценку уровня загрязнения акватории, обеспечивать спасение и
эвакуацию членов экипажей судов, терпящих бедствие,
По данным китайских источников, данные катера имеют длину 68 м,
ширину 8,7 м, полное водоизмещение достигает 615 тонн. способны
развивать максимальную скорость в 30 узлов, вооружение – одна
автоматическая пушка калибра 30 мм. Следует отметить, что при таких
линейных размерах и водоизмещении на данных катерах вполне возможно
размещать артиллерийскую установку H/PJ-26 калибра 76 мм, что серьезно
повысит огневую мощь катера и дальность поражения надводных целей.
С учетом разработки в КНР новых боеприпасов для данной АУ в
перспективе катер сможет даже поражать и воздушные цели типа вертолет и
БЛА. В кормовой части катера размещается надувная лодка, позволяющая
выполнять перехват легких судов на скорости до 50 узлов.
Как сообщают китайские источники, проектирование указанных
патрульных катеров выполнили специалисты 708-ого НИИ ККПК, которые
накопили большой опыт в создании малотоннажных боевых кораблей для
ВМС иностранных государств. В качестве примера можно привести
успешные контракты на поставку фрегатов серии С28А для ВМС Алжира и
СКР проекта P13N ВМС Бангладеш, СКР Р18N для ВМС Нигерии, а также
патрульных катеров проекта Р48S для ВМС Камеруна
Известно, что Сицзянское судостроительное предприятие входит в
состав ККПК и специализируется на строительстве кораблей и катеров
военного назначения для иностранных заказчиков. Следует отметить, что
патрульные катера столь небольшого водоизмещения совершили
самостоятельный переход к месту постоянного базирования через ЮжноКитайское море и большую часть Индийского океана, что указывает на
высокую мореходность катеров и экономичность силовой установки.
Во время дальнего морского похода катера зашли с дружественным
визитом в один из портов Малайзии, где на их борт поднимался премьерминистр страны Наджиб Раззак, который подтвердил, что руководство
Малайзии намерено приобретать новые патрульные катера в КНР.
После
успешной
передачи
указанных
патрульных
катеров
на судостроительном заводе «Чанчжоу», который входит с состав
судостроительного предприятия «Хуанпу Вэньчун» 29 января 2017 г. было
начато строительство первого корпуса патрульного корабля водоизмещением
1500 тонн в интересах АБМ Пакистана. Известно, что данный патрульный
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корабль будет иметь корпус длиной 95м., оснащен легким вооружением, а в
кормовой части будет сооружена летная палуба для базирования легкого
вертолета.
Второй корпус корабля указанного проекта заложен на два дня раньше –
27 января 2017 г. на судостроительном предприятии в городе Карачи. На
торжественном мероприятии по случаю закладки корабля на национальном
предприятии присутствовали Министр Обороны Пакистана и Руководитель
АБМ Пакистана.
По данным китайских источников, проектирование указанных
патрульных кораблей для АБМ Пакистана выполняют специалисты 702-го
НИИ и НИИ системного проектирования ККПК. Приемо-сдаточные
испытания проводят экипажи Управления береговой охраны КНР по
провинции Гуандун. Оборудование для корабля, строящегося в Карачи будет
поставлять китайская сторона.
С учетом вышесказанного представляет возможным утверждать, что
Пекин и Исламабад достаточно активно развивают сотрудничество в области
обеспечения безопасности на море. Вполне вероятно, что со временем
пакистанские кораблестроители смогут на основе китайских патрульных
катеров и кораблей самостоятельно создать корабль, который будет
наилучшим образом соответствовать требованиям АБМ.
Хорошие отношения США и Китая хороши для Пакистана
Better US-China ties create opportunities for Pakistan
ANWAR IQBAL. Dawn, April 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329965/betterus-china-ties-create-opportunities-for-pakistan

WASHINGTON: A recent improvement in US-China relations can create a
‗comfort zone‘ for Pakistan as Washington views Beijing‘s growing influence in
Afghanistan as a positive development, diplomatic observers say.
―While Pakistan has close and tested friendship with China, it also desires
strong and mutually beneficial ties with the United States,‖ says Aizaz Ahmed
Chaudhary, Pakistan‘s ambassador in Washington. ―Pakistan was a bridge for the
US to China and remains so for common good.‖
Senior US and Pakistani officials met in Washington last week to review their
relations, discussing both ―difficult and less difficult‖ issues, as an observer said.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar led the Pakistani team at these talks. National Security
Adviser Gen H.R. McMaster led the US team.
Speaking at a seminar on US-Pakistan relations at the Harvard Kennedy
School on Thursday, two days after the White House meeting, Ambassador
Chaudhary said that both sides showed a desire to strengthen their ties.
―The recent high-level engagements between the two sides were cordial and
there was a desire on both sides to constructively engage for a broad-based
relationship,‖ he said.
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Islamabad hopes that new US policy for Afghanistan will protect its
interests in the region
Pakistan‘s relations with the United States began to strain in May 2011, when
Americans discovered Osama bin Laden in a compound in Abbottabad, launched a
commando operation and eliminated him without informing Islamabad.
Since then, the United States has regularly accused Pakistan of allowing
terrorists to use its tribal belt to attack targets inside Afghanistan. Pakistan rejects
these charges as incorrect and says that it launched two major military offensives
in the area, eliminating militants‘ sanctuaries and killing hundreds of terrorists.
The United States acknowledges the success of those operations but says that
some elements of the Haqqani Network are still operating from the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas.
Mr Chaudhary, while talking to Dawn, stressed the need to overcome the
disputes as ties between the two nations were too important to be ignored. ―Both
Pakistan and the US have a shared interest to stabilise Afghanistan, defeat the
increasing presence of Daesh, and augment the ongoing cooperation in several
areas, from education to health to energy to IT and commerce and investment,‖ he
said.
Pakistan expressed desire to reboot ties with the US at a time when the Trump
administration is reviewing its policy for the South Asian region. But US sources
say the review process focuses on Afghanistan, not Pakistan or the greater South
Asia. The team making the new Afghan policy is expected to complete the task by
mid-May.
―Since the relationship between the US and Pakistan is security-centred, the
US administration looks at Pakistan from the Afghan perspective,‖ said a diplomat
while explaining why the review also concerned Pakistan.
Pakistan has already conveyed its views on Afghanistan and hopes that the
new policy would also protect its interests in the region: it wants a role in the peace
process and an assurance that India will not be allowed to use the Afghan territory
for stirring troubles in Pakistan.
A former Taliban spokesman, Ehsanullah Ehsan, confirmed Pakistan‘s
concerns in a confessional statement earlier this week, stating how Indian and
Afghan officials had sheltered Pakistani Taliban, who had fled after the launching
of Operation Zarb-i-Azb, and were now encouraging them to attack targets inside
Pakistan.
The US concern, however, revolves around the militancy in Afghanistan as it
wants enough stability in that country to allow a peaceful disengagement. The
Americans also want the set-up they established in Kabul to continue after their
withdrawal.
Washington also notes with concern that their apparent failure to contain the
Afghan insurgency, and continued terrorist attacks inside Pakistan, have
encouraged two other international players — China and Russia — to claim a role
in Afghanistan.
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Diplomatic observers say that US does not want Russia to re-enter Afghanistan after its disastrous withdrawal from there in 1989 and that‘s why it‘s
suspicious of Islamabad‘s growing ties with Moscow. But it is more comfortable
with China, particularly after President Donald Trump‘s April 6-7 meeting with
Chinese President Xi Jinping.
The improved ties have paved the way for China to play a greater role in
bringing peace and stability to Afghanistan and this is where Pakistan also sees an
opportunity for itself.
―We do not consider it a zero-sum game,‖ said Ambassador Chaudhary while
stressing Pakistan‘s desire to maintain close ties with both China and the United
States. ―We played a bridge role in the 70s and we still believe we are a bridge.‖
Китай-Индия. Китай переименовал 6 городов в Аруначал (в отместку за
визит в Тибет Далай-ламы с территории Индии).
China renames six places in Arunachal, says ‗1st batch‘
The Indian Express. 20.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/china-renames-sixplaces-in-arunachal-pradesh-says-1st-batch-relationship-4620060/

The six names on the list are: Wo‘gyainling, Mila Ri, Qoidengarbo Ri,
Mainquka, Bumo La and Namkapub Ri.

The six places span the breadth of the state — Wo‘gyainling in the west, Bumo La in the east and the other
four located in central Arunachal Pradesh. (source: Google Map)

DAYS AFTER reiterating that the Dalai Lama‘s visit to Arunachal Pradesh
would damage India-China relations and registering a protest with the Indian
Ambassador in Beijing, the Chinese government has ―standardised‖ names for six
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areas in the state. While experts said the move was meant to underscore its
territorial sovereignty to India, the Chinese government said it was a legitimate
process as part of a census exercise, and indicated that more could follow.
The announcement of the six names was made by China‘s Ministry of Civil
Affairs on April 14. ―According to relevant regulations on the management of
place names, the department has standardised some place names in China‘s South
Tibet region. We have released the first batch of the place names in South Tibet
(six in total),‖ said the announcement. The six names on the list are: Wo‘gyainling,
Mila Ri, Qoidengarbo Ri, Mainquka, Bumo La and Namkapub Ri. The latitude and
longitude listed with the names show these places as Tawang, Kra Daadi, West
Siang, Siang (where Mechuka or Menchuka is an emerging tourist destination),
Anjaw and Subansiri respectively.
The six places span the breadth of the state — Wo‘gyainling in the west,
Bumo La in the east and the other four located in central Arunachal Pradesh.
Addressing a press briefing on Wednesday, Lu Kang, spokesperson, Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, said the standarisation of names was legitimate.
―China has a coherent and clear standpoint of the border between China and India.
It is proper action to announce those Chinese place names to the public, as it is
according to regulations established by the State Council,‖ Lu said.
Asked if the move was China‘s response to the Dalai Lama‘s visit, Lu said, ―I
can also tell you that the Chinese government is carrying out the second national
census and one of the important tasks is to standardise minority names. In the next
step, relevant departments will further increase the research on the study of Tibetan
names, and we will be able to publish more standard names.‖
According to Lu, the standardisation was necessary since all names used in
―southern Tibet‖ were inherited through word-of-mouth for generations by
minority ethic groups. ―These names reflect and indicate from one aspect, that
China‘s proposal on the sovereignty claim of South Tibet region has a prominent
historical, cultural, administative and jurisdictional basis,‖ Lu said.
Wang Dehua, Director, Institute for South and Central Asia Studies in
Shanghai, maintained that through this move, China wanted to prove its territorial
jurisdiction and was not necessarily a response to the Dalai Lama‘s visit. ―The
changing of names is an ongoing process in China. Just like how Bombay was
changed to Mumbai or Madras was changed to Chennai in India. It just so happens
that the names standardised are in southern Tibet,‖ Wang said. ―India has played
the Tibet card now and it may not work. Soon, India may play the China-Pakistan
card too. But the way forward is cooperation, not confrontation,‖ he said.
Lu had said on Tuesday that the Dalai Lama‘s visit had damaged China-India
relations. ―For some time, due to reasons known to all, the political foundation for
China-India relations has been damaged, casting a shadow over bilateral relations
and the boundary negotiations. What is imperative now is for the Indian side to
take concrete actions to honour its solemn promises on Tibet-related issues,‖ he
had said. He had added that India should never use the 14th Dalai Lama to
―undermine China‘s core interests‖. ―If the situation has to improve, India must
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send a signal to China, like restricting the Dalai Lama‘s activities, and renew
commitments over the border dispute,‖ Wang said.
Китай не одобрил просьбу России провести встречу глав минбороны
России, Индии и Китая
Global Conflict (China). 19.04.2017. http://inosmi.ru/video/20170419/239170141.html

Китай отклонил просьбу России провести с Индией трехстороннюю
встречу на уровне министров обороны в Москве. Источники, близкие к
индийскому и российскому правительствам, сообщили об этом 12 апреля.
Предложенная встреча должна была состояться 25 апреля в российской
столице, за день до московской конференции по международной
безопасности, в которой примут участие как министр обороны Китая Чан
Ваньцюань, так и его индийский коллега Арун Джетли.
«Мы были готовы продолжить эту встречу, несмотря на нашу
озабоченность в связи с тесным сотрудничеством Китая с Пакистаном», —
заявил на условиях анонимности источник в Министерстве обороны Индии.
Согласившаяся на встречу Россия сообщила нам об отказе Китая.
Дипломатические связи между Индией и Китаем ухудшились за последние
три года. Индия выразила свое недовольство по поводу Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК), проходящего через
территорию, на которую претендует Индия.
Пекин также заблокировал попытки Индии стать членом группы
ядерных поставщиков (ГЯП), несмотря на просьбы России. 5 апреля Пекин
бросил гневный упрек в адрес Дели за данное духовному лидеру Тибета
Далай-Ламе разрешение посетить монастырь Таванг в индийском штате
Аруначал-Прадеш. Китай претендует на этот превышающий по площади
Швейцарию штат и называет его Южным Тибетом.
Большинство западных лидеров игнорируют саммит в мае «Новый
шелковый путь» (причина – присутствие лидеров с подмоченной репутацией
по правам челвоека – Путин, лидеры Сердней Азии, Филиппины).
Most major Western leaders to skip China's New Silk Road summit
Dawn. 18.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327740/most-major-western-leaders-toskip-chinas-new-silk-road-summit

Only one leader of a big Western country is attending China's most important
diplomatic event of the year, a summit next month on Chinese President Xi
Jinping's New Silk Road strategy, as China's foreign minister denied it had been
snubbed.
Xi has championed what China formally calls the ―One Belt, One Road‖ or
OBOR initiative to build a new Silk Road linking Asia, Africa and Europe, a
landmark programme to invest billions of dollars in infrastructure projects
including railways, ports and power grids.
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China has dedicated $40 billion to a Silk Road Fund and the idea was the
driving force behind the establishment of the $50 billion China-backed Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).
Diplomatic sources in Beijing said China had hoped for at least some senior
Western leaders to attend the summit, including British Prime Minister Theresa
May, to burnish the plan's international credentials and make it less China-centric.
But a list of attendees announced by Foreign Minister Wang Yi on Tuesday
included only one leader from the Group of Seven (G7) industrialised nations,
Italian Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni, who took over in December after his
predecessor quit following a crushing defeat in a reform referendum.
Wang confirmed the presence of the presidents of Russia and the Philippines
as among 28 leaders coming, along with the Spanish, Greek, Hungarian, Serb and
Polish prime ministers and Swiss and Czech presidents.
―This is a positive, cooperative agreement, and we don't want to politicise it,‖
Wang told reporters when asked if China was upset at the absence of most major
Western leaders.
―This is an economic cooperation forum, an international cooperation
platform that everyone is paying attention to, supports and hopes to participate in,‖
he said, adding representatives of 110 countries would come.
British finance minister Philip Hammond will come as May's representative,
while Germany and France are having elections at the time and will send highlevel representatives, Wang said.
―They have explained to us many times, France has elections in May, as does
Germany about then, so their leaders originally were really willing to attend. This
is not a platitude, it's the real information we got.‖
China is sensitive to any suggestion that what it sees as its benign intentions
do not have a receptive global audience, especially in Western capitals.
China was privately upset in 2015 after most Western leaders rebuffed
invitations to attend a big military parade through Beijing marking 70 years since
the end of World War Two.
Western leaders were unhappy that the guest list that included Russian
President Vladimir Putin and wary of the message China would send with the
show of strength.
Global friend
While China has portrayed the New Silk Road as a genuine effort to share the
bounty of China's economic development and to fund infrastructure gaps, many
Western countries are concerned about a lack of detail and transparency in the
project and are suspicious about China's broader political intents.
Diplomatic sources said the presence of Putin and other leaders from
countries with dubious human rights records, like the Philippines and Central
Asian states, had contributed to a reluctance among Western leaders to attend.
―What Western leader wants to sit on the same stage as Putin?‖ said one
senior Beijing-based Western diplomat who is familiar with the planning for the
summit, speaking on condition of anonymity.
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Still, at a time of uncertainty about the US place in the world following
President Donald Trump's pledges to put America first, China sees an opportunity
to become more of a global leader and has found a receptive audience for its New
Silk Road.
Leaders from countries that would appear to have little, if any, connection to
the plan are coming to the summit, including Chile and Argentina.
―Everyone wants to be China's friend now with Trump in office,‖ said a
senior Asian diplomat in Beijing. While China says the New Silk Road is not
political, it has run into opposition from India due to a section of it in Pakistan,
known as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, where some projects run through
the disputed Kashmir region.
Wang dismissed those concerns, saying the Pakistan project had nothing to do
with the dispute and India was welcome to participate in the New Silk Road.
A senior Indonesian government official said China was aiming for a
―spectacular‖ summit.
―The Chinese are gunning for...global leadership so I think this OBOR
summit is going to be huge,‖ the official said.
Китайские компании хотя инвестировать в Индии, но мешает политика
More Chinese companies investing in India but political thaws, barriers
remain
Reshma
Patil.
The
Hindustan
Times.
10.04.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/more-chinese-companies-investing-in-india-butpolitical-relations-barriers-remain/story-MABF9zw9hBAFqUy6LasFSP.html

Despite an increase, Sino-Indian investments are far from a smooth sail.
India‘s attempts to gain market access in China for its information technology,
agricultural and pharmaceutical industries have hit a wall for over a decade.
India‘s attempts to gain market access in China for its information
technology, agricultural and pharmaceutical industries have hit a wall for over a
decade.(AFP File Photo)
China has emerged as one of the fastest-growing sources of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) into India – it was the 17th largest in 2016, up from the 28th rank
in 2014 and 35th in 2011, according to India‘s official ranking of FDI inflows.
In 2011, total Chinese investment in India was $102 million. Last year, a
record $1 billion of Chinese FDI reportedly came to India, but official Indian and
Chinese statistics differ on cumulative figures. The Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion (DIPP) last year estimated that total FDI from China between April
2000 and December 2016 was $1.6 billion. Indian industry analysts and media
reports have estimated the figure to be over $2 billion.
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―Actual Chinese investment in India is at least three times higher than the
official Indian figure,‘‘ Santosh Pai, partner at Gurgaon-based Link Legal India
Law Services, which provides legal services to members of the China Council for
the Promotion of International Trade, told IndiaSpend.
Indian statistics capture direct investments from mainland China, but a
majority of Chinese overseas direct investment, Pai noted, flows through tax
havens such as Hong Kong. Last year, Chinese vice-minister for finance Shi
Yaobin was quoted saying China has cumulatively invested $4.07 billion in India,
and India has invested $650 million in China.
―China will be one of India‘s top 10 investors shortly,‘‘ Pai said. He recalled
his experience of building a clientele in Beijing in 2010. The Indian firm he
worked for had no clients in China. He would drive up and down Beijing‘s bestknown road, Changan, noting down companies‘ names on buildings along the way.
Later, he would track down those companies online and approach them for
business. In six years, his firm‘s Chinese clientele grew from zero to 120
companies (the firm has since merged with the one he works with now).
Six years ago, investors from the world‘s second-largest economy were hard
to find in India. Today, India‘s largest digital payments company Paytm is 40%owned by Chinese e-commerce firm Alibaba and its affiliates, and Alibaba is
reportedly raising its stake to 62%. China‘s fourth-largest mobile phone company
Xiaomi assembles one phone every second at a new factory in India.
Sixty percent of Chinese FDI is concentrated in the automobile industry.
Several companies‘ regional offices are located in Ahmedabad, although Chinese
companies are gradually moving away from an initial preference for Gujarat
towards Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Haryana. Seven
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smartphone companies from China have launched, or plan to launch, factories in
India, according to a February 2017 Chinese media report, Rise and Coexist.
О китайско-пакистанских военно-политических контактах и
перспективах участия ВС Пакистана в операции против хоуситов в Йемене
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33853. 7 апреля, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, 1 апреля 2017 года стартовали пятидневные
международные учения-соревнования подразделений антитеррора ВС
Пакистана, КНР, Турции, Иордании, Шри-Ланки, Малайзии и
Великобритании. Условное обозначение учений «Pakistan Army Team Spirit»,
в качестве района проведения мероприятий выбрана военная база в
пакистанской части штата Кашмир. В рамках учений команды сил
специального назначения отработают 31 учебно-боевую задачу, выполнят
марш-бросок на 60 км. Китайская команда составлена из военнослужащих
21-й армии Западного Военного Округа НОАК.
Открывал учения новый Начальник штаба (НШ) Сухопутных войск (СВ)
генерал-лейтенант Камар Джавед Бажва, он в ноябре 2016 г. сменил на этом
посту известного в Пакистане генерала Рахила Шарифа, который накопил
огромный опыт в деле повышении боеготовности подразделений и борьбе с
террористическими группировками.
По оценкам китайских аналитиков, выбор Камара Джаведа Бажвы на
место НШ СВ обусловлен следующими причинами:
во-первых, прохождение им стажировки в военных учебных заведения
США и Канады;
во-вторых, выполнение обязанностей начальника военных учебных
заведений;
в-третьих, опыт командования 10-й армией, зона ответственности
которой – штат Кашмир, а также выполнение задач в рамках миротворческих
миссий в Конго;
в-четвертых, что особенно значимо, генерал Камар Дажвед Бажва не
стремится привлекать внимание, обладает навыками переговорщика,
последнее поможет «сглаживать» конфликтные ситуации между военными и
гражданскими руководителями. Подобные ситуации нередки в Пакистане,
поскольку ОПК страны обеспечивает значительную часть бюджета
государства;
в-пятых, в практике внешнеполитической деятельности Пакистана
нередко именно НШ СВ ВС участвует в переговорах на высоком уровне.
Следует отметить, что новый начальник штаба СВ Пакистана совершил
официальный визит в Пекин 16 марта 2017 г., в рамках которого провел
переговоры с членом Постоянного комитета Политбюро ЦК КПК Чжан
Гаоли, заместителем Председателя Центрального Военного Совета (ЦВС)
КНР генерал-полковником Фань Чанлуном, Начальником Объединенного
Оперативного Штаба (ООШ) при ЦВС генерал-полковником Фан
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Фэнхуем, Командующим СВ НОАК генерал-полковником Ли Цзочэном,
заместителем начальника ООШ при ЦВС КНР генерал-лейтенантом Чжао
Юаньмином (до 8 февраля занимал должность заместителя начальника штаба
Ракетных войск НОАК).
Присутствие на переговорах военачальников двух стран представителя
высшего партийного руководства КНР и ближайшего соратника
председателя КНР указывает на то, что руководитель китайского государства
пристально наблюдает за процессом развития китайско-пакистанских
отношений. Кстати, Чжан Гаоли передал поздравительное сообщение от
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпиня пакистанскому генералу по случаю
вступления в должность.
По информации китайских источников, Камар Джавед Бажва довел до
сведения китайских собеседников мнение руководства Пакистана о том, что
Пекин и Исламабад должны укреплять свои дружественные отношения,
наращивать усилия по борьбе с террористической угрозой. Кроме того,
члены пакистанской делегации выразили надежду на расширение военнополитического и военно-технического сотрудничества с Поднебесной в свете
начала работ по строительству «Китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора» (КПЭК).
Также НШ СВ Пакистана подтвердил, что для охраны китайских
специалистов и объектов строящейся инфраструктуры Командование ВС
страны выделит до 15 000 военнослужащих, обучение которых уже проводят
китайские инструкторы.
В свою очередь, китайские собеседники заверили пакистанских гостей в
том, что военно-политическое и военно-техническое сотрудничество двух
стран будет подниматься на новый уровень, и выразили надежду, что
пакистанские военные не допустят нападений со стороны террористов и
исламистов на китайских граждан, ведущих коммерческую деятельность в
Пакистане.
Кроме того, представители китайской стороны довели до сведения
пакистанской делегации планы по реформированию СВ НОАК и увеличению
численности подразделений Морской пехоты ВМС НОАК до 100 тысяч
военнослужащих, что позволит развернуть ограниченный контингент на
территории пакистанского порта Гвадар для его охраны.
Также пакистанская военная делегация провела переговоры с министром
иностранных дел КНР Ван И, в ходе которых руководитель китайского
внешнеполитического
ведомства
подтвердил
заинтересованность
государственного и частного сектора экономики Поднебесной в безопасной
реализации проекта КПЭК.
Однако отметим, что китайские специалисты внимательно наблюдают и
за действиями Исламабада на международной арене. Большой интерес
китайских аналитиков привлекает решение военно-политического
руководства Пакистана о направлении 5000 военнослужащих в Королевство
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Саудовская Аравия (КСА) для подготовки местных военных и совместного
участия в антитеррористической операции в Йемене.
По данным китайских источников, пакистанский военный контингент
будет разделен на две части – первая, численностью 3000 военнослужащих,
будет направлена на саудовско-йеменскую границу для обеспечения
патрулирования и охраны; вторая, численностью 2000 в/с представляет собой
полубригаду инструкторов и специалистов в области проведения армейских
контртеррористических и специальных операций. По оценкам китайских
военных обозревателей, подобная военная помощь, вероятно, позволит
официальному Эр-Рияду переломить ситуацию на «йеменском фронте»,
поскольку именно личные качества и уровень подготовки личного состава
подразделений ВС КСА оставляют желать лучшего.
Кроме того, китайские наблюдатели, находящиеся в Пакистане,
внимательно отслеживают перемещение бронетехники в направлении
морских портов, поскольку официальный Исламабад направит контингент
только со своим вооружением и военной техникой. Вероятно, пакистанские
военные задействуют танки «Тип-85» или «Аль-Халид 1», бронемашины
пехоты М113, многоцелевые боевые бронированные машины «Хамза».
Для поддержки действий своих подразделений в операциях против
хоуситов ВС Пакистана готовы направить реактивные системы залпового
огня «Тип-83» и колесные самоходные артиллерийские установки SH-1
калибра 155 мм. Для повышения эффективности ствольной и реактивной
артиллерии СВ ВС Пакистана могут применять многофункциональные РЛС
артиллерийской разведки RA2, которые позволяют обнаруживать позиции
противника и одновременно сопровождать от 400 до 600 баллистических
целей. По заявлениям китайских специалистов, данная РЛС способна
классифицировать и определять траекторию как мин калибра 82 мм, так
и оперативно-тактических ракет «Боркан 1», которыми хуситы регулярно
наносят удары по территории КСА.
В отношении стрелкового вооружения известно, что военнослужащие
пакистанского контингента будут располагать:
автоматическими винтовками: «тип 56-2» (китайская копия Ак47), «тип 81» (пр-во КНР), М4 (пр-во США), G3A3 (пр-во Германия);
помповыми ружьями «Бенелли М4» (пр-во Италия);
крупнокалиберными снайперскими винтовками «Баррэт М82» (пр-во
США);
зенитными пулеметами «тип 54» (пр-во Пакистан).
Вполне очевидно, что без вмешательства опытных пакистанских
военных Эр-Рияду не принесет успеха даже самая современная военная
техника и вооружение американского производства. По этому поводу принц
Султан бен Халед аль-Фейсал уже «оправдывался» на мероприятиях в
Вашингтоне в октябре 2016 г., где говорил о том, что подразделения
специального назначения ВС КСА нельзя обвинять в отсутствии прогресса,
ведь они обеспечивают высокоточное наведение для ракет и бомб на земле.
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Эти слова являются доказательством неполноценного использования
авиационной техники, а именно, истребителей-бомбардировщиков F-15SA
(специальная модификация для КСА с модернизированной РЛС), которые по
своим возможностям борьбы с наземными целями (оснащены всеми
необходимыми средствами для обнаружения, сопровождения и уничтожения
наземных целей без дополнительной лазерной подсветки) превосходят F-15E
ВВС США.
Подводя
итог,
следует
отметить,
что
руководителем
контртеррористической операции коалиции арабских государств в
Йемене будет бывший НШ СВ ВС Пакистана Рахил Шариф, который после
обстрела посольства КСА в Иране совершил официальные визиты в Тегеран
и Эр-Рияд с целью призвать обе стороны к спокойному и конструктивному
диалогу. Влиятельность Рахила Шарифа обеспечена давними контактами и
регулярной помощью КСА в ходе ближневосточных конфликтов, а также
наличием ядерного оружия в арсеналах ВС Пакистана.
Саммит США – Китай.
The Trump-Xi Summit
DR
AHMAD
RASHID
MALIK.
The
Nation.
http://nation.com.pk/columns/10-Apr-2017/the-trump-xi-summit
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The US President Donald Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping met
for the first time at the Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida on April 6 and 7, to discuss
vital issues mutually facing by the two powerful countries and issues of global
concerns to each other. President Xi said there is ―there are a thousand reasons to
make the China-US relationship work, and no reason to break it.‖ The summit
considered to be pioneer meeting resetting the tone of US-China relations in the
new era.
The event was overshadowed by US Tomahawk missile strikes in Syria. The
US action was the result of the use of chemical attack on rebels by Syrian forces in
the rebel held town of Khan Sheikhoun, which killed over 70 people and wounded
scores of others, most of whom were civilians.
Syrian refugees‘ crisis deepened in Europe over the lack of humanitarian
approach and security concerns of protecting Europe from terrorist activities. But
just one incident could not damage the long course of US-China relations and they
have the capacity to deal with such crisis.
Both the US and China differ on their approach to resolve the internal strife in
Syria. China is not opting for the military solution to the crisis. China condemned
the use of chemicals in war in Syria, but at the same time, China‘s seeks a political
solution and not a military solution, as told by the spokesperson of the Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hua Chunying.
President Xi was not ready to hear about missiles launch by American forces
in Syria. For the Trump‘s presidency, this was the biggest military action abroad
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after his coming into office in January. One has to see how differing approaches
offered by the US and China could work out in Syria.
The North Korean missile crisis was the other issue that drew the attention of
the two leaders at the summit meeting. It looks now that both countries positions
on North Korean missile provocations might face some tough stance from each
other. China and US are differed in their policy responses on North Korea.
The Pyongyang regime has nuclear weapons and it is planning to test the six
nuclear test anytime soon. Days ahead of President Xi‘s meeting with his US
counterpart, the former gave the indication that it would plan action against North
Korea unilaterally if China did not cooperate with America. There are certain
difficulties for the United States to launch a unilateral military preemptive strike on
North Korea.
Emotions and Trump‘s business-military approach in haste is not likely to
achieve the desired results in North Korea. A US strike would not resolve the issue
but further complicate the issue. The purpose of the possible US strike on North
Korea would be to get at its nuclear and missiles program and to change the Kim
Jong-un-regime.
North Korea could react to attack South Korea and Japan, two close US allies
in the Pacific. America is also on its target list. These threats have been long
repeated by Pyongyang. The matter is, therefore, too sensitive and could produce
horrible results. Apart from China, without consultation with leaders sitting in
capitals in South Korea and Japan, any action could complicate the issue. President
Trump‘s announcement has frightened both Seoul and Tokyo too.
A unilateral preemptive approach to the North Korean issue needs to be rethought by President Trump. To address the North Korean issue, the stalled SixParty Talks process must be revived at all costs. It looks that President Trump has
a pretty bad and militarily ill approach toward North Korea but China alone cannot
influence the US possible action on North Korea. Nevertheless, the meticulously
orchestrated Trump-Xi summit could produce fruitful results.
Despite concerns, the relationship between China and the United States has
moved in many directions and expanded mutual ties. China is now the largest
trading partner of the United States. Last year, two-way trade reached US$ 519.6
billion. More investment by Chinese companies in the US creating jobs for the
American could reverse Trump‘s negative impression of China‘s trade with the
United States.
Chinese infrastructural investment could do a lot to set aside President
Trump‘s trade criticism of China. President Xi Jinping called on China and the
United States to bring the two peoples more benefits as the world‘s two biggest
economies develop ties.
Stable Sino-American ties would be in the interest of the Trump presidency.
Both leaders will meet again. The visit by President Trump to China, sometime
later this year, would guarantee the stability of relations between two big powers.
Although the Trump-Xi summit did not achieve a milestone, they have expressed
the desire to continue and the relationship.
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Си Цзиньпин: Китай и США должны усилить военное сотрудничество
Деловая газета «Взгляд». https://vz.ru/news/2017/4/8/865479.html. 8 апреля 2017

Китай и США должны расширить сотрудничество в военной сфере, а
также совершенствовать диалог на всех уровнях, заявил председатель КНР
Си Цзиньпин по итогам встречи с президентом США Дональдом Трампом.
Китайский лидер призвал, в частности, совершенствовать механизм
взаимного оповещения о военных операциях, развивать нормы поведения для
того, чтобы безопасно взаимодействовать как на суше, так и в воздухе и
море, передает РИА «Новости».
«Стороны должны совместно непрерывно усиливать взаимное доверие и
сотрудничество военных», - заявил Си Цзиньпин.
По его словам, безопасность в военной сфере и взаимное доверие
послужат основой для стратегического партнерства двух стран. Пекин и
Вашингтон, по словам лидера КНР, должны поддерживать контакты военных
всех уровней, проводить консультации министерств обороны и вести диалог
по проблемам Азиатско-Тихоокеанского региона.
Заявление Си Цзиньпина было сделано на фоне ракетного удара США
по авиабазе в Сирии. Сообщается, что президент США Дональд Трамп
уведомил главу КНР об американском запуске ракет по Сирии
непосредственно в момент этой атаки во время встречи глав государств.
Как ранее заявил госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон, Си Цзиньпин «с
пониманием» отнесся к удару США.
Трамп давил на Си по торговле и Северной Корее (в ходе саммита)
Trump presses Xi on trade, North Korea
The Times of India. 8.04.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/trump-pressesxi-on-trade-north-korea/articleshow/58077402.cms

PALM BEACH (USA): US President Donald Trump pressed Chinese
President Xi Jinping to do more to curb North Korea's nuclear program and help
reduce the gaping U.S. trade deficit with Beijing in talks on Friday, even as he
toned down the strident anti-China rhetoric of his election campaign.
Trump spoke publicly of progress on a range of issues in his first U.S.-China
summit - as did several of his top aides - but they provided few concrete specifics
other than China's agreement to work together to narrow disagreements and find
common ground for cooperation.
As the two leaders wrapped up a Florida summit overshadowed by U.S.
missile strikes in Syria overnight, Xi joined Trump in stressing the positive mood
of the meetings while papering over deep differences that have caused friction
between the world's two biggest economies.
Trump's aides insisted he had made good on his pledge to raise concerns
about China's trade practices and said there was some headway, with Xi agreeing
to a 100-day plan for trade talks aimed at boosting U.S. exports and reducing
China's trade surplus with the United States.
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Speaking after the two-day summit at Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida,
U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson also said that Xi had agreed to increased
cooperation in reining in North Korea's missile and nuclear programs - though he
did not offer any new formula for cracking Pyongyang's defiant attitude.
Trump had promised during the campaign to stop what he called the theft of
American jobs by China. Many blue-collar workers helped propel him to his
unexpected election victory on Nov. 8 and Trump is under pressure to deliver for
them.
On Friday, the unpredictable Trump not only set a different tone but also
avoided any public lapses in protocol that Chinese officials had feared could
embarrass their leader.
"We have made tremendous progress in our relationship with China," Trump
told reporters as the two delegations met around tables flanked by large U.S. and
Chinese flags. "We will be making additional progress. The relationship developed
by President Xi and myself I think is outstanding.
"And I believe lots of very potentially bad problems will be going away," he
added, without providing details.
Xi also spoke in mostly positive terms.
"We have engaged in deeper understanding, and have built a trust," he said. "I
believe we will keep developing in a stable way to form friendly relations ... For
the peace and stability of the world, we will also fulfill our historical
responsibility."
"Well, I agree with you 100 percent," Trump replied.
China's official Xinhua news agency said Xi had encouraged the United
States to take part in the "One Belt, One Road" plan, Xi's signature foreign policy
imitative aimed at infrastructure development across Asia, Africa and Europe, seen
in some policy circles as a partial answer to the pivot to Asia strategy of Trump's
predecessor Barack Obama.
Xi also hailed military to military exchanges and said China and the United
States should "make good use of the dialogue mechanism to be established
between the two countries' joint staffs of the armed forces", although Xinhua did
not give further details.
But in a sign that rough spots remained, Tillerson afterwards described the
discussions as "very frank and candid."
"President Trump and President Xi agreed to work in concert to expand areas
of cooperation while managing differences based on mutual respect," he said.
After the meeting, Trump took Xi on a walk around the manicured grounds of
his lavish Spanish-style complex. Trump could be seen chatting and gesturing to
Xi, who did the same.
Tillerson said Trump had accepted Xi's invitation to visit China and that they
also agreed to upgrade a U.S.-China dialogue by putting the two presidents at the
head of the forum.
U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said the Chinese had expressed an
interest in reducing China's trade surplus as a way of controlling their own
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inflation. "That's the first time I've heard them say that in a bilateral context," he
said.
Ross declined to say whether the United States was ready to designate China
a currency manipulator, however, referring to an upcoming report in which that
issue would be addressed.
Although Trump during the presidential election campaign had pledged to
label China a currency manipulator on the first day of his administration, he has
refrained from doing so.
The highly anticipated U.S.- China summit was upstaged by U.S. missile
strikes overnight against a Syrian air base from which Trump said a deadly
chemical weapon attack had been launched earlier in the week. It was the first
direct U.S. assault on the Russian-backed government of Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad in six years of civil war.
The swift action in Syria could be interpreted as a signal especially to defiant
nuclear-armed North Korea - and by extension, its ally China - as well as other
countries like Iran and Russia of Trump's willingness to use military force. North
Korea is developing missiles capable of hitting the United States.
Tillerson said Xi agreed with Trump that North Korea's nuclear advances had
reached a "very serious stage."
He said Trump also raised U.S.concerns about China's activities in the South
China Sea. Beijing is building and fortifying islands in pursuit of expansive
territorial claims in the strategic waterway.
Трамп считает огромным успехом переговоры с Си Цзиньпином –
«отношения далеко продвинулись»
Trump hails 'tremendous progress' as Xi summit ends
The Express Tribune. 8.04.2017.
tremendous-progress-xi-summit-ends/

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377994/trump-hails-

US President Donald Trump ditched the bombastic anti-Chinese rhetoric and
hailed ―tremendous progress‖ at the end of a superpower summit with counterpart
Xi Jinping Friday, that was overshadowed by events in Syria.
Trump declared his relationship with Xi as ―outstanding‖ at the end of a highstakes but studiously familiar first meeting between the pair at his Mar-a-Lago
resort in Florida.
―We have made tremendous progress in our relationship with China,‖ Trump
said without getting into specifics. ―I think truly progress has been made.‖
Trump welcomes Egypt‘s Sisi amid questions on rights record
The friendly tone was a far cry from Trump‘s acerbic campaign
denouncements about China‘s ―rape‖ of the US economy and his vow to punish
Beijing with punitive tariffs.
Xi reciprocated Trump‘s warm words, saying the summit had ―uniquely
important significance‖ and thanking Trump for a warm reception.
We ―arrived at many common understandings,‖ Xi added ―the most important
being deepening our friendship and building a kind of trust.‖
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Behind closed doors Trump‘s grandson and granddaughter sang a traditional
Chinese ballad — ―Jasmine Flower‖ — and recited poetry for their honored guests,
according to Chinese state media.
And the Chinese leader has plans to return the American hospitality,
according to the official news agency Xinhua, which reported that Xi invited
Trump to a state visit in China later this year.
The start of the summit came on a night of high drama as Trump not only met
his nearest peer in economic world power for the first time but also launched his
first military strike on a state target.
Although China is not implicated in the Syrian war, Trump will have been
keen to appear resolute and decisive as the rivals size each other up and spar over
trade and North Korea.
Trump informed the Chinese leader personally of the strike and Chinese
officials later warned against a ―further deterioration‖ of the situation in Syria.
The US leader appeared confident when Xi arrived at the Florida venue, even
hazarding a joke about his own reputation as a dealmaker.
―We had a long discussion already. So far, I have gotten nothing. Absolutely
nothing,‖ he said to laughs from the delegation.
―But I can see that, I think long-term, we are going to have a very, very great
relationship and I look very much forward to it.‖
Trump‘s barnstorming presidential campaign last year appeared to set him on
course for conflict with China, which he accused of rigging forex markets and
cheating at trade to steal American jobs.
But he has moderated his tone since his election and he welcomed the 63year-old Chinese leader to Mar-a-Lago‘s ornate dining room with an open agenda
designed to enable the pair build a rapport.
Xi and his wife did not stay at Mar-a-Lago, but at a resort a short drive down
the palm-fringed coast that was watched by marksmen, tactical units and a
coastguard cutter.
The two leaders were joined Thursday evening by US first lady and former
model Melania Trump and Peng Liyuan — a celebrated folk singer whom Trump
hailed as a ―great, great celebrity.‖
Xi had arrived at the meeting with a gift of ―tweetable deliverables,‖ sources
said — peace offerings on Trump‘s signature issues of trade and jobs that were
intended to smooth ties.
At the top of the list, according to a source briefed on Xi‘s plans, was a
package of Chinese investments aimed at creating more than 700,000 American
jobs — the same number China‘s regional rival Japan pledged to Trump during
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe‘s Mar-a-Lago visit in February.
In return, Xi hoped to obtain assurances from Trump on punitive tariffs and
the delay of an American arms sale to Taiwan, at least until after a major
Communist Party meeting later this year.
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Trump‘s position on democratically ruled Taiwan — which China considers a
breakaway province — has been an major irritant since he accepted a protocolbreaking phone call from the Taiwanese president after his election victory.
Trump welcomes Abe with warm White House embrace
The summit stakes, both domestic and international, were high.
If mishandled, disagreements over approaches to North Korea or bilateral trade
could destabilize Northeast Asia or tank the global economy.
On the domestic political front, Xi is preparing for a party congress that could
cement his grip on power for years to come, and needs to show he can deal with
the US leader as an equal.
The Trump White House is worried Pyongyang is just months away from
marrying nuclear and long-range missile technology to put the US West Coast
within striking distance.
The timing of Thursday‘s attack on Syria, during Trump‘s meeting with Xi,
will probably give weight to Washington‘s threats to deal with North Korea‘s
nuclear and missile programs unilaterally if necessary.
Although Beijing has condemned the missile tests, it has hesitated to take
serious action against Pyongyang, fearing that the country‘s collapse would
generate a flood of refugees across its borders and leave the US military on its
doorstep.
«Трамп дал понять Си Цзиньпину, кто в доме хозяин»
Деловая газета «Взгляд». 7.04.2017. https://vz.ru/world/2017/4/7/865398.html

Попытка унизить – или знак уважения? Востоковеды обсуждают, как
именно воспринял Китай тот факт, что сенсационный удар ракетами
«Томогавк» по Сирии США предприняли именно в тот момент, когда лидер
КНР встречался с Дональдом Трампом. В чем они солидарны – это точно не
было случайным совпадением.
«Наш президент сообщил о происходящем китайскому лидеру в тот
момент, когда удары наносились», – заявил журналистам в пятницу
официальный представитель Белого дома, которого цитирует ТАСС. Трамп,
принимающий председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина «на своем поле», за ужином
просто сообщил китайскому гостю, что «предпринимается эта акция», и
пояснил, «что ей предшествовало».
«Трамп дал понять Си Цзиньпину, кто в доме хозяин»
Си оказался первым из мировых лидеров, которого Трамп поставил в
известность о ракетной атаке на сирийскую базу Шайрат – причем сделал это
лично. При этом позиция Пекина известна, и она не менялась. О ней в
пятницу напомнил официальный представитель МИД Китая Хуа Чуньин:
КНР уважает выбор сирийского народа, сделанный в пользу Башара Асада.
Сами американо-китайские переговоры, начатые накануне в поместье
Трампа
«Мар-а-Лаго»
во
Флориде,
президент
США
назвал
«замечательными». Трамп заявил, что встреча с Си Цзиньпином позволила
продвинуть вперед отношения Вашингтона и Пекина.
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С другой стороны, еще в конце марта Трамп анонсировал встречу с
лидером КНР как очень сложную. А накануне прилета Си во Флориду США
озвучили список жестких требований к Китаю – как экономических, так и
политических. В частности, Вашингтон заранее дал понять, что не откажется
от размещения ПРО в Южной Корее, что крайне нервирует Китай.
Атака на Сирию, пришедшаяся на финал ужина Трампа и Си, оказалась
как нельзя кстати.
«Трамп попытался показать, что США сохраняют свои позиции. Вопрос
– специально ли к встрече с Си Цзиньпином приурочен этот удар, или были
какие-либо иные причины. Это важный вопрос, ответ на который хотелось
бы знать», – отметил в беседе с газетой ВЗГЛЯД директор Центра
экономических и социальных исследований Китая, замдиректора Института
Дальнего Востока РАН Андрей Островский.
Трамп специально объявил об атаке именно в период визита Си
Цзиньпина, – считает эксперт Центра анализа стратегий и технологий
Василий Кашин, указывающий на это в публикации портала Defence.Ru.
Президент США «дал понять Си Цзиньпину, кто в доме хозяин, и тем
самым диктовать условия на переговорах», – полагает Островский. Таким
образом, подчеркивает собеседник, новый американский лидер намерен
создать барьер на пути претензий Пекина.
Эксперт сравнивает поведение Трампа с поведением Гарри Трумэна – в
1945 году президент США сообщил Сталину о бомбе, сброшенной на
Хиросиму. Советский же лидер сделал вид, что не понял, о чем идет речь.
Китай, по мнению Кашина, воспримет атаку на Сирию в момент визита Си
как преднамеренное унижение. Китайцы «сделают хорошую мину», а «потом
отомстят».
Такое демонстративное бравирование силой грозит похоронить
наметившееся улучшение отношений с Китаем. Но существует мнение,
согласно которому Трамп ведет более тонкую игру.
Демонстрация уважения и создание безвыходной ситуации
«Трамп показал свое уважение к Китаю, сообщив новость именно
лидеру Китая, а не лидеру какой-либо из своих стран-союзниц», – полагает
профессор факультета мировой экономики и мировой политики НИУ ВШЭ
Алексей Маслов.
«Сообщив новость именно Си Цзиньпину, Трамп показал свое
уважение к Китаю»
Послание, связанное с бомбардировкой Сирии, связано с политикой
Трампа в отношении Азии вообще, а не только по отношению к Ближнему
Востоку, отметил востоковед в беседе с газетой ВЗГЛЯД. Маслов отмечает:
если немного «отмотать назад», то можно обратить внимание, что буквально
неделю назад в интервью газете Financial Times Трамп по сути дела поставил
Китай в безвыходную ситуацию.
«Он сказал буквально следующее: господин Си должен помочь нам с
Северной Кореей, иначе наш ответ будет unilateral – «односторонним», –
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полагает эксперт. – Сначала был намек на то, что Китай должен сильнее
нажать на КНДР. Китай не отреагировал на это более активным образом, как
показалось Трампу», – отмечает Маслов.
Бомбардировкой Сирии американцы показывают, что нечто подобное
может произойти и в регионе Восточной Азии, считает собеседник. «Именно
поэтому Трамп первым сообщил эту новость именно Си Цзиньпину», –
делает вывод он.
С точки зрения собеседника, речь идет сугубо о двусторонних
отношениях Вашингтона и Пекина. В данном случае Трамп вообще не
принимал во внимание позицию Москвы.
Россия вне повестки?
«Представление о том, что Трамп пытается вбить клин между Россией и
Китаем или «притянуть» Китай к США – несколько упрощенный взгляд», –
отмечает Маслов. Для Трампа сегодня российская повестка не очень важна,
или как минимум не первостепенна, полагает собеседник. «Более важна
сугубо китайская повестка», – считает он.
Главный вопрос в отношениях с Китаем, по мнению Маслова, это
разделение зон ответственности в мире. Это касается и военной сферы, и
торговых отношений.
Но, добавляет Маслов, Трамп сделал «несколько несуразных шагов» как
во время предвыборной гонки, так и сразу после выборов. «Тогда он в
основном озвучивал мнение ультраправых китаистов – своих советников.
Они убеждали, что Китай является основной экономической и даже военной
угрозой для США. В результате по сути это возвело непреодолимый барьер
между Трампом и Си Цзиньпином», – поясняет собеседник. Так было в
январе-феврале. Но потом, отмечает Маслов, президент США изменил саму
систему подхода к Китаю.
Два шага навстречу Китаю
Во-первых, китаисты-фундаменталисты были отключены от принятия
экспертных решений, указывает Маслов. В основном связи между китайской
стороной и Трампом идут через зятя Трампа Джареда Кушнера и
вообще семейных связей Трампа, указывает Маслов. По сведениям New York
Times, именно Кушнер (который уже достаточно давно налаживает бизнесконтакты с деловыми кругами Китая) был инициатором встречи Трампа и Си
во Флориде. Зять нового президента рассматривается в Пекине как прагматик
и перспективный партнер.
Во-вторых, Трамп, казалось бы, вынужденно, признал идею «одного
Китая», отмечает Маслов. Ранее, в рамках демонстрации «жесткости» по
отношению к Пекину, Трамп демонстрировал готовность более тесно
сотрудничать с Тайванем. Но состоявшийся в феврале первый телефонный
разговор лидеров КНР и США стал ходом Трампа навстречу Китаю.
«Это был «кивок» в сторону Си Цзиньпина. Но был и показательный
момент: после телефонного разговора в американском и китайском пресскоммюнике имелись расхождения, – отмечает Маслов. – В американском
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коммюнике было сказано: господин Трамп согласился с политикой «одного
Китая» по просьбе Си Цзиньпина. В китайском коммюнике слов «по
просьбе» не было. США показали, что они пошли навстречу Китаю».
Особых плюсов по итогам встречи Трампа и Си ждать не придется –
учитывая реальное состояние отношений Вашингтона и Пекина, считает
Андрей Островский. «По логике вещей они не должны договориться ни о
чем, – предполагает эксперт. – Ни по корейскому вопросу, ни по ЮжноКитайскому, ни по попыткам Трампа ограничить объем экспорта и объем
китайских инвестиций в Америку».
Но, вне зависимости от итогов встречи, Трамп уже продемонстрировал,
«кто в доме хозяин». Впрочем, вряд ли Пекин считает Поднебесную и в
целом восточноазиатский регион частью американского «дома».
Китай-США. Перед встречей с Трампом – козыри у Си Цзиньпина
Владимир Скосырев. «Независимая газета». 6.04.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/201704-06/7_6967_pekin.html

Cегодня начинается встреча лидеров Китая и США во Флориде. Цель Си
Цзиньпина – показать, что он сильный политик, способный противостоять
нажиму и предотвратить кризис в отношениях двух держав. Благодаря этому
его престиж в преддверии съезда КПК возрастет. А Дональд Трамп обещает
вернуть своей стране величие и наказать КНР за то, что она подорвала
промышленность США. Но скандалы вокруг связей с Россией и бесконечные
расследования ослабляют позицию Вашингтона на переговорах.
На пленуме ЦК КПК, прошедшем в октябре прошлого года, Си
Цзиньпин был провозглашен «корнем» Коммунистической партии. Это
звание поставило его в один ряд с основателем КНР Мао Цзэдуном и вождем
экономических реформ Дэн Сяопином. Весь мир убедился, как успешно
генеральный секретарь укрепляет контроль над партией и государством. По
крайней мере открыто ни один деятель партии не решается бросить ему
вызов.
Дональд Трамп, которого оппоненты-демократы и либеральная пресса
обвиняют во всех смертных грехах, не может себя чувствовать столь же
уверенно. Кроме того, ему нужно заверить в полной поддержке старых
союзников в лице Японии, Австралии, Южной Кореи. Ведь они обеспокоены
ростом мощи Китая и полагаются на то, что США не позволят Китаю
наращивать влияние и военное присутствие в регионе.
«Команда Трампа очень нервничает, они наталкиваются на сильное
сопротивление дома в Конгрессе и в форме уличных протестов. Внутренняя
политическая ситуация двух лидеров не одинакова. Си – это «ядро», и Китай
очень стабилен. А Трампу еще предстоит утвердить свой авторитет в США,
ему приходится иметь дело с разделенным обществом». Так оценивает
текущий момент Чжан Хайбинь, профессор Пекинского университета.
Но хотя встречи могут поднять авторитет Си внутри страны, они также
несут с собой значительный риск. Эти два политика расходятся во взглядах
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на многие вопросы. К тому же ни одному китайскому лидеру никогда еще не
приходилось иметь дело с американским президентом, который столь
пренебрежительно относится к языку дипломатии, пишет New York Times.
Заявления Си в значительной мере заранее написаны. Китайцы
привыкли к встречам, которые продуманы, как театральный спектакль.
Председатель КНР, вероятно, будет преуменьшать масштабы споров,
предлагать туманные обещания по торговле и провокациям Северной Кореи,
но это не будет означать серьезных изменений в политике. В то же время он
не хочет показать, что выслушивает лекции или пошел на уступки. Для
китайцев атмосфера переговоров так же важна, как их содержание.
По
темпераменту
Трамп
полная
противоположность
Си.
Непредсказуемый, неофит в дипломатии, он обещал сделать «Америку
первой», остановив подъем Китая и принудив его сесть за стол переговоров.
Он бомбардировал Китай резкой критикой в Twitter. В Китае этот ресурс
недоступен.
Однако заместитель директора Института Азии и Африки МГУ Андрей
Карнеев в беседе с «НГ» сказал, что положение Си отнюдь не такое
несокрушимое, как часто пишут. И трудно сказать, у кого больше козырей в
руках. «Хотя китайская сторона лучше подготовлена к переговорам, у нее
более уязвимое положение. Ведь на носу 19-й съезд КПК. Если усиливается
конфронтация, это Китаю невыгодно. Сейчас для руководства важно, чтобы
можно было сосредоточиться на плавном проведении этого партийного
форума, чтобы все было тихо и гладко».
Первая половина срока пребывания у власти Си Цзиньпина прошла. На
19-м съезде начнется вторая половина. «И непонятно, будет ли Си назначать
своего преемника или не будет. Много вопросов внутриполитических. На
этом фоне он максимально заинтересован в том, чтобы создать видимость
полного взаимодействия с США», – пояснил эксперт.
Слабые места есть у обеих сторон. Многие аналитики указывают на
экономическую силу Китая. С другой стороны, часто недооценивается
хрупкость, присущая китайской политической системе. Она маскируется
внушительными цифрами экономического роста и военных расходов,
заключил Карнеев.
Китай крайне недоволен, что Индия приняла Далай-ламу в Аруначал
Прадеш
China denounces India hosting Dalai Lama in disputed region of
Arunachal Pradesh
The News. 5.04.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/196677-China-denounces-Indiahosting-Dalai-Lama-in-disputed-region-of-Arunachal-Pradesh

BEIJING: China said Wednesday that India's decision to host Tibetan
spiritual leader the Dalai Lama on a contested stretch of land on the India-China
border would cause serious damage to relations between the two countries.
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Plans for the Dalai Lama to kick off on Wednesday a week-long trip to
Arunchal Pradesh, an eastern Himalayan region administered by New Delhi, but
claimed by China as "southern Tibet", has raised hackles in Beijing, which labels
the monk a dangerous separatist.
"China expresses firm opposition to this and will lodge stern representations
with the Indian side," Chinese foreign ministry spokeswomen Hua Chunying told a
regular briefing in the Chinese capital.
By ignoring China's concerns and persisting in arranging the trip, India had
"severely damaged China's interests and China-India relations", she said.
"We demand that India immediately cease using the Dalai Lama's mistaken
behavior to damage China's interests," Hua added.
"It will not bring any benefit to India. China will take necessary measures to
firmly safeguard its territorial sovereignty and legitimate rights."
Далай-лама заявил, что Индия никогда не использовала его против
Китая.
Delhi never used me against Beijing: Dalai Lama
The Hindu. 6.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/delhi-never-used-me-againstbeijing-says-dalai-lama/article17834489.ece?homepage=true

The Dalai Lama also urged China to give Tibet meaningful ―self-rule‖ and
―autonomy.‖
Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, on Wednesday emphatically said
India had never used him against China.
The Dalai Lama also urged China to give Tibet meaningful ―self-rule‖ and
―autonomy.‖
―I am a messenger of the ancient Indian thought and I talk about ahimsa,
peace, harmony and secular ethics wherever I go,‖ he said.
―India has never used me against China. I am a messenger of the ancient
Indian thought and I talk about ahimsa, peace, harmony and secular ethics
wherever I go,‖ he said talking to reporters here on the second day of his weeklong visit to the remote northeastern state.
His remarks also came against the backdrop of criticism by the Chinese state
media that India is using the Dalai Lama as a diplomatic leverage to challenge
China‘s ―bottom line―.
Unfazed by Beijing‘s objections to his visit to Arunachal Pradesh, the Dalai
said, ―Many Chinese love India but there are some narrow minded politicians as I
have mentioned, they consider me as a demon.‖
Articulating the Tibetan stand, the Dalai said, ―We are not seeking
independence. we are willing to remain within the People‘s Republic of China.‖
―I always admire the spirit of the European Union.
‗Common interests is important‘
Individual nations‘ sovereignty is important but that‘s not so important. What
is important is the common interests.
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―So for material development to remain with the People‘s Republic of China
is in our interest. So, the Chinese government also should feel ok. At the same time
the Chinese government should give us meaningful self—role/autonomy,‖ he said.
The Dalai thanked Indian government for letting him visit the frontier state.
He spoke fondly of Arunachal Pradesh and said he had a special connection
with the state as it served as his point of entry when he arrived in India in 1959.
―I would like to thank the government of India. I have been in this country
since 1959. India has taken great care of me. I am their longest staying guest. I am
thankful to them.
―When I got freedom, when I first reached India, I entered through
Arunanchal Pradesh. I have an emotional connect with the state. It is a special
place for me.‖
He gave a discourse at Buddha Park here this morning.
The spriritual leader had arrived here last evening from Guwahati
accompanied by state Chief Minister Pema Khandu.
Tomorrow, he would impart teachings at Dirang and confer the
‗Avalokiteshvara Permission‘ at Thupsung Dhargyeling Monastery in the morning.
From April 8 to 10, the Dalai will deliver discourses in Tawang. Owing to the
rescheduled visit, he would not be able to go to Itanagar.
―I am a Buddhist. The entire Himalayan range had been traditionally
following Buddhist dharma and modern physics is based on Buddhist philosophy.‖
Сближение Китая и Пакистана добавит проблем России
Никита
Коваленко.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/world/2017/3/25/863401.html
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Китай и Пакистан вывели свое партнерство на новый уровень, явно дав
понять это яркими символическими шагами, одним из которых стал первый
совместный военный парад. Это событие в столь далеком, казалось бы,
регионе может стать серьезным вызовом и для России. Дело в том, что
сближение Пекина и Исламабада крайне нервирует одну из самых
дружественных Москве стран – Индию.
В Исламабаде прошли празднования по случаю Дня Пакистана –
национального праздника, отмечающегося 23 марта как дата становления
независимого государства. По традиции в этот день состоялся военный
парад, в котором была важная необычная деталь – впервые в истории в
составе парадных колонн прошли военнослужащие Китая, а также Турции и
Саудовской Аравии.
«России невыгодны эти конфликты, выбор между партнерами, и было
бы неплохо как-то содействовать если не их решению, то хотя бы
замораживанию»
Присутствие китайских военных на параде – не случайность. Пекин и
Исламабад уже долгое время активно развивают двусторонние отношения, а
это стало наглядной демонстрацией миру их тесных связей. «Обе страны
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хотели послать мощный сигнал с помощью войск, марширующих плечом к
плечу», – передает Financial Times слова неназванного дипломата. Президент
Пакистана Мамнун Хусейн назвал участие КНР в параде «историческим
событием».
Старший научный сотрудник Института Дальнего Востока РАН
Василий Кашин заявил газете ВЗГЛЯД: «Они демонстрируют возросший
уровень военных связей, для чего и нужны такие показательные меры. При
этом совместные учения у них уже многие годы ведутся, обмены между
вооруженными силами теснейшие, пакистанский ВПК развивается в целом
на китайских технологиях, так что тут уже все довольно далеко зашло».
Незадолго до этого Пекин и Исламабад договорились о создании
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора, а также о дальнейшем
развитии военного сотрудничества. Экономический коридор – это
инфраструктурный проект на сумму 46 млрд долларов, который включает в
себя строительство железных и автомобильных дорог, а также
трубопроводов. Он соединит пакистанский порт Гвадар, построенный на
деньги КНР и контролируемый китайским бизнесом, с Синьцзян-Уйгурским
автономным районом. Проект должен стать частью продвигаемой Китаем
инициативы «Один пояс, один путь» (объединяет в себе проекты
«Экономического пояса Шелкового пути» и «Морского Шелкового пути»).
Между Пакистаном и Китаем действует соглашение о свободной
торговле, объемы которой активно растут. Пекин оказывает широкую
финансовую помощь Исламабаду. Пакистан является крупнейшим
импортером китайских вооружений и военной техники. Страны также
реализуют ряд совместных проектов, в частности, по созданию истребителя
FC-1 (JF-17 в пакистанском обозначении). КНР активно помогает развитию
пакистанской гражданской ядерной программы, а также сыграла
значительную роль в создании Исламабадом собственного ядерного оружия.
«Некоторые эксперты говорят, что не только США приложили руку к
созданию ядерного оружия в Пакистане, но и Китай в этом поучаствовал», –
заявил газете ВЗГЛЯД полковник запаса Виктор Мураховский, главный
редактор журнала «Арсенал Отечества». Кроме того, Китай активно
обсуждает с Пакистаном возможность открытия на пакистанской территории
своих военных баз.
Василий Кашин отметил: «Экономический коридор позволит китайцам
иметь доступ к побережью Индийского океана в обход Малаккского пролива
и по кратчайшему маршруту экспортировать грузы из западных районов
КНР. В связи с этим впервые встал вопрос о китайском военном присутствии
на территории Пакистана. У них еще в августе 2016 года было заключено
соглашение на уровне начальников генеральных штабов Китая,
Таджикистана, Афганистана и Пакистана о сотрудничестве в сфере борьбы с
терроризмом. В рамках этого соглашения китайцы уже осуществляли
определенные операции на территории Ваханского коридора в Афганистане
и, вероятно, предполагается при необходимости такое же их присутствие на
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севере Пакистана, поскольку это зона, где действуют радикальные группы.
Есть данные, что китайцы намерены на ротационной основе иметь какие-то
военные корабли в пакистанском порту Гвадар».
Сама по себе дружба Китая и Пакистана – не новое явление. Новой
является степень сближения двух стран. Теперь уже можно говорить не
просто о тесных связях между Пекином и Исламабадом, а о завершении
формирования полноценного стратегического китайско-пакистанского
альянса. «Сейчас партнерство Китая и Пакистана выходит на новый
уровень», – подчеркнул Василий Кашин.
«Китай и Пакистан традиционно были в хороших отношениях, и они
всегда имели антииндийскую направленность», – заявил газете ВЗГЛЯД
Александр Лукин, директор Центра исследований Восточной Азии и ШОС
МГИМО (У) МИД России. Виктор Мураховский также отметил: «Связи
(Пекина и Исламабада) обусловлены, прежде всего, тем, что Китай считает
необходимым взаимодействовать с Пакистаном по военной линии в плане
противостояния Индии».
По сути, альянс с Исламабадом способствует закреплению за Пекином
ведущей роли в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском регионе. Кроме того, похолодание
в диалоге Пакистана с США позволило Китаю занять их нишу, значительно
укрепив свое влияние в Центральной Азии. Исламабад также является
посредником для Пекина в диалоге с мусульманскими странами и развитии с
ними экономических отношений. Таким образом, КНР все ближе подходит к
своей цели превратиться в основной азиатский центр силы.
Пакистан имеет для Китая важнейшее политическое, экономическое и
военно-стратегическое значение. Для Исламабада же альянс с Пекином
является огромным экономическим стимулом с учетом значительных
объемов китайских инвестиций в пакистанскую экономику, вооруженные
силы и инфраструктуру. Кроме того, китайцы не только помогают
пакистанцам сдерживать Индию, но и оказывают им серьезную помощь в
борьбе с террористическими группировками.
Формирование китайско-пакистанского стратегического альянса очень
беспокоит Индию. Это подрывает ее влияние в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском
регионе. Кроме того, планируемое открытие Китаем военных баз в
Пакистане фактически замкнет кольцо китайских баз вокруг Индии. В Дели
растут опасения, что укрепление сотрудничества Пекина и Исламабада,
особенно в военной сфере, может вылиться в их агрессию против Индии.
«Индия испытывает сильнейшую обеспокоенность тем, что она считает
попытками Китая ее стратегически окружить. В случае с Пакистаном у
Индии нет особых рычагов для влияния на ситуацию. Но когда китайцы
пытаются подобным же образом расширять свое присутствие в других, менее
крупных странах, приобретать объекты инфраструктуры стратегической,
осуществлять частые визиты судов, то индийская дипломатия пытается этому
мешать и иногда успешно, как, например, в Шри-Ланке», – подчеркнул
Василий Кашин.
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В Вашингтоне также серьезно обеспокоены укреплением ядра Китай –
Пакистан в АТР. Растущая китайская активность в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском
регионе и Центральной Азии на фоне утери влияния на Исламабад заставляет
их делать все большую ставку на Индию. Именно ее они видят в качестве
основного противовеса и сдерживающего фактора КНР. В связи с этим
Вашингтон активно наращивает военное сотрудничество с Дели.
Что же означает выход сотрудничества Китая и Пакистана на новый
уровень для России? «Для нас это создает проблемы – конфликты между
нашими партнерами. Важнейший наш стратегический партнер – Китай,
традиционный партнер – Индия. В последнее время РФ пыталась развивать
отношения и с Пакистаном. Это вызвало в Индии серьезную отрицательную
реакцию. России невыгодны эти конфликты, выбор между партнерами, и
было бы неплохо как-то содействовать если не их решению, то хотя бы
замораживанию», – полагает Александр Лукин.
Отношения Москвы и Пекина в данный момент находятся на очень
высоком уровне, развивается взаимодействие и с Исламабадом. В то же
время Индия также является давним партнером РФ. Такое положение дел
дает Москве возможность не только развивать партнерство со всеми
сторонами, но и способствовать снижению градуса накала между ними в
целях предотвращения возможных конфликтов в регионе. Российскую
инициативу по принятию Индии и Пакистана в ШОС можно считать одним
из шагов на данном направлении. Как подчеркнул Лукин, «возможно,
принятие Индии и Пакистана в ШОС послужит толчком для улучшения
отношений между ними».
Китай-Непал. «Новый Шелковый путь» – новые возможности для
Непала
София Пале. «Новое восточное обозрение». 19.03.2017.
neo.org/2017/03/19/novy-j-shelkovy-j-put-novy-e-vozmozhnosti-dlya-nepala/

http://ru.journal-

Непал – небольшое государство в Гималаях, лежащее между Индией и
Китаем. Эти два азиатских гиганта давно соперничают за влияние в Непале.
До сих пор главным партнером Непала была Индия, однако в последнее
время КНР значительно укрепила здесь свои позиции.
Известно, что Непал – одна из беднейших стран мира. Среди главных
факторов, сдерживающих развитие непальской экономики, – географическая
изоляция. У Непала нет выхода к морю, а большая часть страны находится в
труднопроходимых Гималайских горах. При этом Непал имеет границу
только с двумя государствами – Индией и Китаем. Такой узкий выбор
торговых партнеров слабо способствует развитию торговли. Более того, от
Китая большая часть Непала отделена Большим Гималайским хребтом,
поэтому активное сообщение у страны есть только с Индией. Оттуда в Непал
и поставляются почти все необходимые товары. Также через индийский порт
Калькутта Непал имеет возможность торговать с другими странами, однако
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объемы этой торговли невелики, и доступ Непала к морю целиком зависит от
доброй воли Индии.
Как известно, слишком узкий выбор торговых партнеров негативно
сказывается на экономике любой страны. Чтобы снизить зависимость своей
экономики от Индии, Непал в последние годы развивает отношения с
Китаем. Главная задача – создание китайско-непальских транспортных
маршрутов. При этом, чтобы хоть как-то расширить свой узкий «круг
общения»,
Непал
стремится
сотрудничать
с
международными
организациями.
В марте 2016 г. в Пекине в штаб-квартире Шанхайской организации
сотрудничества (ШОС) состоялось подписание меморандума о присвоении
Непалу статуса партнера по диалогу. На церемонии присутствовал
непальский премьер-министр Кхадга Прасад Шарма Оли. Сотрудничество с
ШОС, в которую входят Индия, Казахстан, Киргизия, Китай, Пакистан,
Россия, Таджикистан и Узбекистан, – это уже важный шаг для расширения
непальских международных отношений.
После подписания Меморандума Кхадга Прасад Шарма Оли
дополнительно встретился с премьер-министром КНР Ли Кэцяном. В
результате Непал и Китай подписали ряд новых документов о
сотрудничестве. Все они в той или иной степени имеют отношение к
развитию непальской экономики и транспортного сообщения с окружающим
миром. Так, КНР решила построить железную дорогу длиной 450 км от г.
Шигадзе в Тибетском автономном округе до г. Кийронг недалеко от
нынешней китайско-непальской границы, которая будет готова к 2020 г. По
китайским железным дорогам Непал сможет перевозить свои товары в
китайский морской порт, через который сможет осуществлять торговлю с
третьими странами. Выбрать подходящий порт непальской стороне еще
предстоит. Также Китай решил оказать финансовую и техническую помощь в
строительстве и развитии нового международного аэропорта в непальском
городе Покхара. Еще одним соглашением Поднебесная обязалась помочь
Непалу в разведке нефтяных и газовых месторождений на его территории. И
наконец, Китай и Непал договорились рассмотреть возможность создания
зоны свободной торговли.
Сближение между Китаем и Непалом происходит не только в сфере
экономики. В конце марта 2016 г. СМИ сообщили о расширении китайсконепальского военного сотрудничества. Представители военных ведомств
двух стран договорились об обмене информацией, совместной борьбе с
последствиями стихийных бедствий и преследовании сторонников отделения
Тибета от КНР.
В июне 2016 г. Китай выделил Непалу обещанный в марте кредит на
строительство аэропорта в Покхаре в размере $216 млн. Работы по
сооружению аэропорта также будет вести китайская компания. Ожидается,
что аэропорт начнет работу в 2020 г. Власти Непала рассчитывают, что
создание нового аэропорта поспособствует росту туристического потока.
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В августе 2016 г. новым главой непальского правительства был избран
Пушпа Камал Дахала, лидер маоистской партии. Пожалуй, это событие также
поспособствовало росту взаимопонимания между Непалом и Китаем.
Если железная дорога, по которой Непал получит выход к морю, будет
готова лишь в 2020 г., то сообщение своих центральных районов с этой
далекой страной Китай уже наладил. В ноябре 2016 г. из г. Ланьчжоу
(провинция Ганьсу) в столицу Непала Катманду отправился первый состав,
открывший регулярное китайско-непальское грузовое сообщение. Общая
длина маршрута превышает 2,5 тыс. км.
Начало китайско-непальского железнодорожного сообщения может
стать новой страницей в истории Непала и значительно снизить его
изоляцию, ведь по китайским железным дорогам скоро можно будет доехать
до любого уголка Евразии, благодаря проекту «Новый Шелковый путь».
В конце февраля 2017 г. в Катманду состоялась 14-я ежегодная
конференция китайско-непальской торгово-промышленной палаты. Главной
темой встречи стала возможность участия Непала в китайской инициативе
«Один пояс – один путь». Выступая на конференции, посол КНР в Непале
Юй Хун сообщила, что ее страна надеется, что Непал поддержит китайские
проекты «Экономический пояс Шелкового пути» и «Морской Шелковый
путь XXI века». По ее словам, Китай и Непал уже готовятся к подписанию
соответствующего Меморандума о взаимопонимании. Также Юй Хун
напомнила, что уже не менее 100 государств проявили интерес к участию в
проекте, а более 40 стран и международных организаций уже к нему
присоединились. В заключение она сказала, что перед китайско-непальскими
отношениями открываются огромные перспективы, и что две страны
значительно укрепят двустороннее взаимодействие, сотрудничая в рамках
проекта «Новый Шелковый путь».
В свою очередь, заместитель премьер-министра Непала Кришна Бахадур
Махара заявил, что его страна также желает развивать экономические
отношения с Китаем. По его словам, непальское правительство в ближайшее
время намерено предпринять шаги, чтобы привлечь больше китайских
инвестиций. Также высказался бывший секретарь правительства Непала
Пурушоттама Оджха. По его словам, участие в инициативе «Один пояс –
один путь» поможет таким труднодоступным и частично изолированным
горным странам, как Непал и Бутан, наладить сообщение не только с КНР, но
и со всем окружающим миром. Еще он подчеркнул важность развития
железнодорожного сообщения между Непалом и Китаем, которое
непременно произойдет в рамках проекта «Новый Шелковый путь».
Возможно, развитие экономического и транспортного сотрудничества с
Китаем позволит непальской экономике освободиться от индийской
зависимости. Однако это не значит, что Непал намерен перестать
сотрудничать с Индией. Получив выход к морю через китайский порт, Непал
ни в коем случае не собирается отказываться от индийского порта Калькутта,
которым пользуется сейчас. Стране необходимы гармоничные отношения с
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обоими соседями, чтобы здоровая конкуренция между ними заставляла их
делать Непалу все более выгодные предложения. Как сказал непальский
посол в Индии на прошедшем в начале марта 2017 г. форуме «Непал и
Индия: экономическое развитие и сотрудничество», положение Непала
между Китаем и Индией несет в себе огромные возможности. Эта маленькая
горная страна может стать мостом между двумя экономическими гигантами
Азии, способствуя развитию всего региона.
Новая ось (союз) – Россия-Китай-Пакистан.
New emerging axis of Russia, China and Pakistan: regional implications
Zainab Aziz. Daily Times. 19.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/blog/18-Mar-17/newemerging-axis-of-russia-china-and-pakistan-regional-implications

The international political structure is at the apex of transformation.
Previously, an improbable combination of Pakistan, Russia and China is now
changing into a powerful realignment either intended to bring a greater bipolarity
in the world affairs or to challenge the hegemonic power of the US in the world.
Strategic dimensions of the geopolitical world change at an astonishing speed,
sometimes without the states knowing the repercussions it brings in the coming
years. The same situation now seems to be taking place between the Cold War
rivals Pakistan and Russia. Russia, being a traditional ally of India, which
reassured India‘s stance on Kashmir everytime, is now showing evident indications
of getting into closer relationships with Pakistan.
Just when the China declined the international tribunal‘s verdict over its claim
on the South China Sea, Russia declared to support China along with holding the
joint naval exercises in the disputed sea. Moreover, Russia is boosting its military
ties with Pakistan by carrying out joint military drills in September 2016 in
Pakistan which were joined by some 200 soldiers of the Russian army. China and
Russia have been a long time strategic partnersmainly because of their ideological
clashes with the United States, which became a common enemy to both the
countries. For this reason, Russia and China try to dwindle the US influence in
their corresponding regions. The ingression of Pakistan in this matrix is sending
out clear signs of fledgeling friendship.
The apparent strategic interest of Russia behind the Russia-Pakistan-China
axis seems to be in Moscow‘s interest in getting more room for the advancement of
its pivotal role than only re-balancing the region. Assessing the current political
environment suggests that Moscow is not only hankering to counter the US
supremacy in the region but also wants to dislodge the China‘s status as the major
countervailing force in the region. This Russian grand strategy is to devise a game
plan involving the conglomeration of passive engagement (Pakistan and Iran),
direct intervention (Syria and Ukraine) and crisis profiteering (Islamic State, South
China Sea, Turkey), as the instruments of increasing influence of Russia in the
Eurasia region.
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As the Moscow manifested many times its interest in strengthening its ties
with Beijing and Islamabad, a theory about the super power triangle of China,
Pakistan and Russia is becoming more discernable. The reason that the ChinaRussia-Pakistan superpower triangle is becoming a reality (along with Russia‘s
status as the chief weapon supplier to India) would not only result in helping these
countries to fight the menace of radicalism and terrorism but also to defy the
United States‘ increasing influence in the region. As a matter of fact, this alliance
of Pakistan, China and Russia appears to be a more intimidating force as all the
three states are nuclear powers. According to the official figures provided by the
SIPRI, around 7,620 nuclear warheads are possessed by the three states combined.
This superpower triangle would possess a prodigious lead in the war against any of
its enemy, be it a US or India.
Contrary to the Americans, who always preach morals to the Eastern allies on
almost everything from religious freedom to the democratic norms, Russia keeps
aside the morality and its perception in the international politics while focusing on
achieving its strategic interests. This became apparent in Russia‘s recent military
drills with Pakistan despite India‘s requests to stop the exercises following the Uri
terror attacks for which Pakistan was blamed.
As India took its traditional ally Russia for granted for a longer period of
time, Moscow observed the growing ties of India with the US patiently. Although
Russia supported the US struggle to get India into the non-proliferation mainstream
through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) waiver and in the nuclear energy
expansion (Haripur nuclear project), the balance started to change apparently when
Russia was hit continuously by the burgeoning India-US relations. Moscow has
been India‘s most reliable friend and the largest defence partner for more than four
decades since the 1971 Indo-Soviet Friendship Treaty was signed in 1971. Though
the Indian army faced difficulties after the disintegration of Soviet Union in terms
of obsolete arsenals, India kept on receiving military equipment from its allweather friend, despite Israel‘s entry into it now.
On the other side, India is likely to get more involved in the US strategic
ambit on various domains, i.e. sophisticated space technology, defence and nuclear
technology. India has moved ahead by transcending the critical juncture of signing
the strategic agreement of Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement
(LEMOA). For China, this agreement means an implicit military alliance of India
and US against China in which India is specifically playing the hedging role. This
situation convinced Moscow to review its time-tested friendship with the India.
In order to avoid international isolation, Pakistan has invited Russia to
participate in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to promote the
expanding interaction within the axis. The Pakistan-Russia Rapprochement and
their common bonding with China, in many ways, reiterates the Liaquat Ali Khan's
time and again repeated the statement of 1949 that "Pakistan cannot afford to wait.
She must take her friends where she finds them." This statement at that time was
intended to appease Moscow when Pakistan was dissatisfied with Washington‘s
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favourable inclinations towards Jawaharlal Nehru. The circumstances seem to have
changed wholly as Pakistan confronts a similar strategic condition now.
Китай – о значении тройственного союза Пакистан-Китай-Россия
Pak-China-Russia nexus ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia: Chinese
experts
Daily Times. 5.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/05-Mar-17/pak-china-russianexus-scenario-changer-for-south-asia-chinese-experts

ISLAMABAD: Terming CPEC a ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia rather
than being just a ‗game-changer‘, Chinese experts on the region inferred emerging
nexus between Pakistan, China and Russia to be a defining development for the
region‘s flourishing future.
They were deliberating at a session on ‗Trump‘s South Asia Policy:
Quadrilateral interaction between Pakistan, China, India and USA and Challenges
to CPEC‘, held at Institute of Policy Studies (IPS).
The session was partaken by a three-member delegation from China Institutes
of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR) – China‘s largest, oldest and
most influential research institutes for international studies, overseen by the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China – which was led by CICIR‘s
Institute of South, Southeast Asian and Oceanic Studies Director Hu Shisheng. The
research faculty of IPS was represented by Lead Coordinator Irfan Shahzad, Senior
Associate Brigadier (r) Said Nazir Mohmand and researchers Fareeha Sarwar and
Waqarunnisa as key discussants.
Shisheng said that he had no doubts that the Chinese dream of CPEC was fast
becoming a reality which had immense potential for all its stakeholders. He added
that transparency as well as expectation management must be induced as an
integral part of all CPEC projects to ensure their smooth progress.
Another Chinese delegate Lin Yiming, in his presentation, referred to decades
of close and cordial relations between China and Pakistan stating that the
relationship, which was always built around deep-rooted trust and mutual respect,
was only expected to get stronger with time, especially with the advent of CPEC.
He believed that China‘s stance and policy over Pakistan was certain to remain
equally amiable in distant future as well.
Du Yanjun, the special assistant to CICIR President, viewed that the emerging
nexus of Pakistan, China and Russia will be yet another important outcome of
CPEC along with many others. She maintained that the Chinese were eagerly
looking ahead for this trilateral collaboration and its possible outgrowths.
IPS Director General Khalid Rahman, who was chairing the session,
concluded the discussion stressing the need for developing business dispute
settlement mechanism among Pakistan and Chinese stakeholders to make it more
transparent and inclusive. He added that a patient and positive attitude was
mandatory from both sides, according to him, if they were to take this unique and
precious relationship to a new level of amity as well as to reap the benefits of this
cordial association mutually.
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It was mutually felt by the discussants from both sides that CPEC should not
be allowed to be used as a political card, instead it should be seen and projected as
a mean of economic growth for both the nations. They also agreed to stay wary of
any possible internal and external factors which might want to impede the venture
for vested interests.
Китай и Пакистан будут производить баллистические ракеты и
современные истребители.
China to co-produce ballistic missiles, aircraft with Pakistan
The Nation. March 18, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Mar-2017/china-to-coproduce-ballistic-missiles-aircraft-with-pakistan

Beijing - Pakistan and China have discussed co-producing ballistic missiles
and advanced military aircraft as the Pakistani army chief made his first visit to
Beijing, Chinese media reported on Friday.
China had provided "authorisation to Pakistan to produce ballistic missiles,
cruise missiles, anti-aircraft missiles, anti-ship missiles and main battle tanks in
Pakistan," the Global Times, a tabloid published by the official People's Daily,
reported, citing Song Zhongping, a former officer of the PLA Second Artillery
Corps.
He said other weapons exchanges would be discussed besides missiles,
including the "mass production of FC-1 Xiaolong, a lightweight and multi-role
combat aircraft developed jointly by the two countries".
China's Foreign Ministry said it was not aware of any missile cooperation
agreement, which was also not mentioned in the Defence Ministry's official
statement of the meetings. Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying said:
"The Chinese military released information on meetings between the Pakistan
Chief of Army Staff with his [Chinese] counterpart. From the news release we
didn't see anything on an agreement on ballistic missiles. What I can tell you is
China and Pakistan maintain normal defence exchanges and relevant cooperation."
On Thursday, Pakistan Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa met top PLA
officials including Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission General Fan
Changlong, General Fang Fenghui, chief of the Joint Staff Department, and Army
Commander General Li Zuocheng.
Unusually for a military chief, he also met Politburo Standing Committee
member Zhang Gaoli, the seventh-ranked leader.
Both sides also discussed "anti-terrorism cooperation at the meeting, vowing
to resolutely strike against terrorist forces including the East Turkestan Islamic
Movement". "Pakistan's military is willing to deepen the cooperation with the
Chinese army and fully support the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination
Mechanism in Counter Terrorism by Afghanistan-China-Pakistan-Tajikistan
Armed Forces," Bajwa said.
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КПЭК. Визит Баджвы в Китай.
СМИ: Китай и Пакистан договорились о создании безопасного
экономического коридора
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4102868. 17.03.2017.

ПЕКИН /Корр. ТАСС, Николай Селищев. По планам, глубоководный
порт Гвадар и китайский Синьцзян должны связать шоссейная и железная
дорога, а также система трубопроводов
ПЕКИН, 17 марта. /Корр. ТАСС Николай Селищев/. Китай и Пакистан
будут содействовать созданию безопасного экономического коридора между
двумя странами. Об этом в пятницу сообщила электронная версия газеты
Global Times.
"Китай и Пакистан должны активизировать сотрудничество в области
национальной обороны и безопасности. Это позволит создать прочную
основу для развития двустороннего экономического коридора", - цитирует
издание заявление вице-премьера Госсовета КНР Чжана Гаоли, сделанное им
по итогам состоявшихся в Пекине переговоров с начальником штаба армии
Пакистана Камаром Джаведом Баджвой.
Вице-премьер отметил, что динамичное развитие китайскопакистанских отношений не только благоприятно отражается на
благосостоянии двух народов, но и оказывает положительное влияние на мир
и стабильность в регионе. Он сообщил о готовности китайской стороны
активизировать взаимодействие на высшем уровне, отметив важность
координации позиций Пекина и Исламабада по вопросам международного и
регионального характера. "Тем самым наши двусторонние связи достигнут
принципиально нового уровня", - подчеркнул Чжан Гаоли.
В свою очередь Баджва отметил, что пакистанские войска будут активно
содействовать поддержанию безопасности на территории двустороннего
экономического коридора.
Пекин и Исламабад планируют создание экономического коридора
протяженностью около 3 тыс. км, который свяжет шоссейной и железной
дорогой, а также системой трубопроводов пакистанский глубоководный порт
Гвадар с китайским Синьцзяном. Такой путь позволит КНР получить
значительно более дешевый и короткий маршрут для транспортировки нефти
и нефтепродуктов из Персидского залива, а также упростить экспорт
китайских товаров на Ближний Восток и в Африку.
Визит в Китай. Баджва благодарит Китай за военную помощь.
Bajwa thanks China for defence support
The Nation. March 17, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Mar-2017/bajwa-thankschina-for-defence-support

ISLAMABAD - China and Pakistan on Thursday resolved to continue and
further increase military cooperation between the two countries, said a statement
issued by the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) here on Thursday.
The three-day visit of the Chief of Army Staff comes after General Qamar
Javed Bajwa had a detailed briefing about Pakistan preparation to secure the multi-
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billion dollars China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Pakistan Army has set
up a special security wing to secure the CPEC.
According to ISPR, General Bajwa thanked the Chinese leadership for their
defence support and cooperation and termed it a source of strength between the
two countries. General Bajwa is expected to hold meetings with China‘s senior
political and military leadership.
He met Executive Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli, Vice Chairman Central Military
Commission General Fan Changlong, Chief of Joint Services Department General
Fang Funghui and General Li Zuocheng Commander People‘s Liberation Army
(PLA).
The Chinese leadership on the occasion also expressed their complete
understanding of the geo-political and security environment of the region.
China‘s leadership appreciated Pakistan‘s fight against terrorism with a
special mention of eliminating Al-Qaeda, Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and the
East Turkmenistan Islamic Movement (ETIM), added the ISPR statement.
China blames ETIM for carrying out attacks in its far western region of
Xinjiang, home to the Muslim Uighur people. China had long urged Islamabad to
weed out what it says are militants from Xinjiang.
China, during the meetings held, also expressed concern over the growing
threat of the militant Islamic State and ETIM in Afghanistan.
They expressed their satisfaction on the security measures taken to safeguard
the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The Chinese vice premier also
lauded the rapid development of ties between the two countries. Both sides also
agreed to maintain high level contacts.
Глава Армии Баджва поехал на 3 дня в Китай – военное сотрудничество
расширяется.
China, Pakistan agree to further increase military cooperation
Dawn. 16.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320868/china-pakistan-agree-to-furtherincrease-military-cooperation

China and Pakistan on Thursday agreed to continue and further increase
military cooperation between the two countries, said a statement released by the
Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR).
The development came during Chief of Army Staff Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s
three-day trip to China.
The army chief thanked the Chinese leadership for their defence support and
cooperation and termed it as a source of strength between the two countries.
General Bajwa is expected to hold meetings with China‘s senior political and
military leadership.
He met Executive Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli, Vice Chairman Central Military
Commission General Fan Changlong, Chief of Joint Services Department General
Fang Funghui and General Li Zuocheng Commander People‘s Liberation Army
(PLA).
The Chinese leadership on the occasion also expressed their complete
understanding of the geo-political and security environment of the region.
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China‘s leadership appreciated Pakistan‘s fight against terrorism with a
special mention of eliminating Al Qaeda, Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and
the East Turkmenistan Islamic Movement (ETIM), added the ISPR statement.
China blames ETIM for carrying out attacks in its far western region of
Xinjiang, home to the Muslim Uighur people. China had long urged Islamabad to
weed out what it says are militants from Xinjiang.
China, during the meetings held, also expressed concern over the growing
threat of the militant Islamic State and ETIM in Afghanistan.
They expressed their satisfaction on the security measures taken to safeguard
the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The Chinese vice premier also
lauded the rapid development of ties between the two countries.
China's Xinhua reported that Zhang called on the two sides countries to
maintain high-level contact and strengthen coordination on international and
regional affairs.
На параде в честь Дня Пакистана 23 марта 2017 будут участвовать
китайские и турецкие войска
Chinese, Turkish troops to participate in Pakistan Day parade: ISPR
The Express Tribune. 13.03.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353881/chinese-turkishtroops-participate-pakistan-day-parade-ispr/

The military‘s media wing on Monday announced that Chinese and Turkish
armies will participate in Pakistan Day parade later this month.
DG ISPR Major General Asif Ghafoor stated that Chinese Army troops will
arrive in Islamabad to participate in Pakistan Day celebrations. A Turkish military
band will also participate in the parade.
The parade is organised by joint staff headquarters in Rawalpindi, which
oversees the three armed forces of Pakistan.
Pakistan in 2015, held its first Pakistan Day parade after a hiatus of seven
years. The display of pageantry aimed at showing the country has the upper hand
in the fight against terrorists as the nation reeled from the worst militant attack in
its history as 142 children were killed in an army-run school in Peshawar.
After 7-year hiatus, nation witnesses Pakistan Day parade
The annual Pakistan Day parade was last held in 2008 before authorities
abandoned it because of fears it could be targeted as militants increased their
attacks on the military.
Pakistan Day commemorates the passing of the Lahore Resolution, when a
separate nation for the Muslims of The British Indian Empire was demanded on
March 23, 1940.
Китай решил в пять раз увеличить численность морпехов
Деловая газета «Взгляд». 13 марта 2017. http://www.vz.ru/news/2017/3/13/861567.html

Численность морпехов в Китае вырастет с 20 тыс. до 100 тыс.
человек, сообщают СМИ.
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Часть из них направят в китайские порты в Джибути на Африканском
роге и в Гвадаре на юго-западе Пакистана, передает РИА «Новости» со
ссылкой на South China Morning Post.
Базу Джибути Китай позиционирует как логистический центр, порт
Гвадар построен на китайские деньги и управляется китайскими компаниями,
ожидается, что его будут использовать военные корабли Китая.
В состав морской пехоты уже переведены две бригады действующих
войск. Число бригад морской пехоты планируется довести до шести.
Численность ВМС Китая, которая сейчас равняется 235 тыс. человек,
вырастет на 15%.
Китайские эксперты полагают, что морпехи расширят зону своей
деятельности. Сейчас морская пехота Китая нацелена на защиту в ВосточноКитайском и Южно-Китайском морях, а также готовится к возможному
конфликту с Тайванем. После расширения в сферу ответственности морпехов
может войти, к примеру, защита интересов Пекина на Корейском
полуострове.
Кроме того, лидер Китая Си Цзиньпин заявил, что нужно «проникнуться
чувством срочности» при внедрении научных открытий и инноваций в
вооруженные силы, передает «Интерфакс».
Напомним, Китай проводит военные реформы уже на протяжении
нескольких лет.
Китай будет производить новые истребители по технологии «Стелс».
China inducts J-20 stealth fighters as part of military revamp
In this November 1, 2016 file photo, China unveils its J-20 stealth fighter on
an air show in Zhuhai, Guangdong Province, China.
Only a few jets likely to have been produced because of engine problems
China has inducted J-20 stealth fighters in its arsenal, marking a solid
incremental step in the transition of its air force to the next level.
Video footage on CCTV Channel 7 on Friday showed the indution of the
fighter jets in the People‘s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF), along with the Y20 transport planes and H-6K bombers, which are already part of the country‘s
military aviation assets.
The Y-20 planes, inducted last year, are essential for force projection as they
can carry heavy loads of personnel and equipment, possibly China‘s Type 99 series
tanks and troop carriers over long distances. The J-20 stealth fighters are designed
to compete with other fifth generation fighter jets, such as the F-22 Raptor of the
United States and the Russian PAK-FA.
However, the South China Morning Post quoted Macau-based military
observer Antony Wong Dong as saying that it is likely that only a small number of
J-20 jets have been produced on account of engine problems.
―Technical and production problem of WS-15 engines, which were in the J20, are not solved,‖ said Mr. Wong. ―The J-20 has not yet entered mass production
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progress, and now just a few limited aircraft are able to serve in the air force,
similar to the Y-20.‖
Navy development
China is also focusing on the development of its Navy, though its offensive
punch is still limited by the presence of only one aircraft carrier, which is mainly
used for training purposes.
Xinhua quoted Wang Huayong, deputy political commissar of the Eastern
Theatre Command, as saying that China‘s increasing Naval power does not pose
any threat. ―Our entire forces are for defence purposes,‖ he observed. ―The aircraft
carrier is still in training and trial stage. The marines remain weak, and the number
and quality of long-distance vessels do not meet expectations.‖
Aircraft carrier
Nevertheless, China‘s indigenous aircraft carrier, which would be the second
in its inventory, is in an advanced stage of construction. The second carrier will
have a displacement of 50,000 tonnes, and will fly J-15 fighters and other aircraft
from its deck, a Defence Ministry spokesperson had earlier said.
In an effort to transition to a more technology intensive military, China will
slash its Army reserves, while increasing reserves for the other services, Sheng
Bin, chief of the National Defence Mobilisation Department of the Central Military
Commission, said on the sidelines of an ongoing parliamentary session.
Активизация сторонников ИГ в Афганистане вызывает тревогу в Китае
Карпов Д.А. 9 марта, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33181

Число жертв в результате произошедшего накануне нападения
террористов группировки «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещена в РФ) на
госпиталь в Кабуле возросло до 49 человек. Об этом сегодня сообщило
«Пажвок Афган Ньюс» на своей странице в сети микроблогов «Твиттер».
По информации агентства, еще 76 человек пострадали. Ранее
сообщалось о 30 погибших. В среду 8 марта группа вооруженных людей,
переодетых в униформу врачей, атаковала госпиталь имени Сардара
Мохаммада Дауд Хана, рассчитанный на 400 коек и расположенный в
дипломатическом квартале афганской столицы в непосредственной близости
от посольства США. Один из нападавших подорвал у въезда в госпиталь
закрепленную на теле взрывчатку, после чего трое террористов проникли на
территорию медицинского центра и открыли огонь по находившимся внутри
людям. Боевики использовали автоматическое оружие и ручные гранаты. Для
отражения атаки был подключен афганский спецназ.
Мы уже сообщали, что нынешняя боевая активность сторонников ИГ в
Афганистане обусловлена исключительно вопросами игнорирования Катара
как полноправного участника процесса внутриафганского урегулирования.
Теракты как против пакистанских и афганских целей, так и недавние
открытые угрозы в адрес КНР свидетельствуют только о том, что Дохе не
нашлось места в новом формате переговорного процесса.
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Старт этому формату дала конференция по афганскому конфликту в
Москве в январе, в которой принимали участие практически все
заинтересованные стороны, кроме США и Катара. Если в случае с
американцами все понятно: их отсутствие объясняется общей политикой
сдерживания Москвы на дипломатическом поле, и интересы Вашингтона в
полной мере озвучивал Кабул, то случае с Дохой все обстоит иначе.
Если грубо, то внешнеполитические коспонсоры не желают видеть
Катар в своих рядах. Отсюда и попытки заявить о себе посредством
проведения резонансных терактов. Новый расширенный формат при этом
включает в себя силы, от которых ранее и Кабул, и Вашингтон отмахивались,
полагая наивно, что им удастся решить проблему достижения
договоренности с талибами самостоятельно, подкупая лидеров одного крыла
и уничтожая с БЛА несогласных.
Эта попытка провалилась, о чем практически откровенно и публично
признались в Пентагоне в конце прошлого года. Отсюда расширение числа
участников, среди которых помимо традиционного Пакистана заметен и
Китай. В этой связи среди отечественных обозревателей уже бытует точка
зрения о том, что китайские войска чуть ли не заместят силы НАТО и прежде
всего американцев в Афганистане, и что де сам Вашингтон видит в этом
варианте чуть ли панацею от своего увязания во внутриафганских делах.
Основным доводом, которые используют для этих чересчур смелых
выводов эти эксперты, является факт совместной полицейской операции
китайских и афганских сил в так называемом Ваханском коридоре в
приграничье с Таджикистаном, Китаем и Пакистаном. Именно через этот
коридор собственно в Китай и обратно идут китайские уйгуры, что уже давно
вызывает озабоченность Пекина. При этом сам трафик через этот коридор не
настолько критичен, за прошлый год по нему прошло от двадцати до
тридцати человек. Но китайцы считают, что по мере разгрома основных сил
ИГ в Ираке и Сирии именно он станет основным маршрутом по
возвращению воюющих там уйгуров (от 200 до 300 человек) обратно в
Синьцзянь-Уйгурский автономный район (СУАР).
В этой связи и проводятся совместные мониторинговые полицейские
операции, которые подразумевают и заход китайских патрулей в ближнее
пограничье на территории Афганистана. Причем с китайской стороны в
данных операциях принимают участие не регулярные силы НОАК, а
китайский аналог нашей Росгвардии в виде Народной вооруженной полиции.
Это сотрудничество началось особенно активно еще в 2015 году с того
момента, когда талибы взяли Кундуз и возникла реальная возможность
дестабилизации ситуации в этом районе, что облегчало бы инфильтрацию
уйгуров в Китай. Подчеркнем, что речь идет об очень локальной
полицейской мониторинговой совместной операции, за которую Пекин в
общем-то прилично платит. Китайцы выделили Афганистану 73 млн
долларов на поддержку сил безопасности, бесплатно обучают афганских
полицейских, поставляют средства связи и бронежилеты. При этом говорить
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о том, что США таким образом «передают» Афганистан КНР было бы
наивной глупостью.
Во-первых, Пекин совершенно не желает на полную силу втягиваться в
латентный афганский конфликт. Ровно по той причине, что это
непродуктивно и дорого. Китайское военное присутствие, кроме физических
и материальных издержек ни к чему не приведет.
Упоминание в данном контексте проекта «Нового шелкового пути» из
КНР через Афганистан к морским портам Пакистана, что может быть
основным мотивом Пекина в связи с якобы существующими планами
расширить свое военное присутствие в Афганистане, потеснив при этом с их
молчаливого согласия американцев, является, на наш взгляд, абсолютно
некорректным.
Пекин готов участвовать в этом проекте только после достижения
стабильности в Афганистане при активном участии в этом процессе своего
основного партнера в регионе в лице Исламабада, но воевать и напрягать
свои резервы ради этого он абсолютно не готов и делать этого не будет.
Во-вторых, что же касается рассуждений о готовности американцев
«подвинуться» и пропустить на афганскую территорию китайские войска, то
это еще большая натяжка. Просто в условиях, когда американцы до предела
сократили свой контингент в стране со 130 до 15 тыс. человек, им просто не
хватает сил для физического прикрытия всех направлений. И если в
высокогорном, безлюдном, очень ограниченном районе это делают китайцы
по согласованию с афганским силовиками, да еще и платят за этой местным
силам безопасности, то почему бы и не согласиться и «закрыть глаза»? Но
это совершенно не означает того, что Вашингтон готов уйти из Афганистана
и, тем более, запустить на эту территорию какую-либо «третью силу».
Китай высказал предложение расширить БРИКС, включив в него еще
ряд стран (предложение – Пакистан, Шри Ланка, Мексика, т.е. страны,
поддерживающие Китай).
На встрече зам. министра Индии . The Times of India. 9.03.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/china-wants-brics-plus-to-include-friendlycountries-plan-might-hurt-indias-interests/articleshow/57542116.cms

Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в области учебно-боевой авиации.
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32782. 21 февраля, 2017.

В целях подготовки летного состава для подразделений ВВС Пакистана
официальные Исламабад и Пекин в начале 80-х гг. прошлого столетия
запустили программу создания реактивного учебно-боевого самолета (УБС),
который позволял бы проводить занятия основного курса для летчиков
истребителей и штурмовиков. Следует отметить, что на тот момент основу
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парка учебной авиации ВВС Пакистана составляли 100 самолетов Т-37
производства американской компании Cessna.
Следует отметить, что китайские и пакистанские самолетостроители, а
также специалисты ВВС в то время уже имели опыт сотрудничества в
области учебно-боевой авиации. Так, в летных училищах ВВС Пакистана на
вооружении стояли УБС FT-5, FT-6, FT-7PG, которые позволяли проводить
занятия как базового, так и профессионального курса подготовки, однако их
небольшое количество и несоответствие современным требованиям пилотов
истребительной авиации не позволяло ориентироваться на данные машины в
дальнейшем.
В результате совместной работы специалистов Хундусского
авиастроительного предприятия (англ. аббревиатура HAIG) и инженеровконструкторов пакистанской компании Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC) в
1996 г. был начат серийный выпуск УБС под обозначением К-8 «Каракорум»
(второе экспортное обозначение L-11）, который в НОАК имеет обозначение
«Цзяолянь-8».
Именно авиационные училища ВВС НОАК первыми получили 100
новых УБС, и они позволили выполнить плавный переход от «парты в
учебном классе» в район учебных полетов и на полигоны с практической
стрельбой. После успешного опыта ВВС командование ВМС НОАК также
приняло решение принять на вооружение 75 УБС «Цзяолянь-8», которые
позволили подготовить летчиков для тяжелых палубных истребителей
«Цзянь-15».
Благодаря публикациям в СМИ КНР, известные следующие тактико-технические
характеристики УБС К-8 «Каракорум»:
– длина: 11,60 м;
– размах крыла: 9,63 м;
– высота: 4,21 м;
– площадь крыла: 17,02 кв. м;
– вес пустого самолета: 2687 кг;
– максимальный вес топлива: 780 кг;
– максимальная боевая нагрузка: 950 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 4330 кг;
– максимальная скорость горизонтального полета: 880 км/ч;
– скорость взлета: 200 км/ч;
– скорость посадки: 165 км/ч;
– скороподъемность 30 м/сек;
– практический потолок: 13 000 м;
– длина пробега при взлете: 410 м;
– длина пробега при посадке: 512 м;
– максимальная дальность полета без подвесного топливного бака: 1400 км;
– максимальная дальность с подвесным топливным баком: 2410 км;
– радиус боевого патрулирования: 600 км;
– максимальная продолжительность полета: 4 часа 25 минут;
– перегрузки: от +7,33 до -3G.

Подобные характеристики стали возможны благодаря реактивному
двигателю AI-25TLK производства украинской компании Мотор Сич либо
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его китайской копии под обозначением WS-11 Следует отметить, что при
изготовлении китайских двигателей были использованы наработки
американских специалистов из компании Honeywell, которая поставила
китайским самолетостроителям несколько двигателей TFE731-2A. Вероятно,
в дальнейшем украинская сторона стала поставлять более современный
двигатель AI-222-25F (в КНР производится под обозначением WS-16) для
комплектования К-8 разных модификаций.
Известны следующие тактико-технические характеристики двигателя WS-11:
– мощность: 1680 кгс;
– расход топлива: 0,58 кг/кгс в час;
– длина: 2860 мм;
– ширина: 868 мм;
– высота: 959.5 мм;
– вес: 350 кг.

Следует отметить, что первоначально УБС К-8 располагал четырьмя
точками внешней подвески, которые размещены под крыльями и позволяют
размещать автоматическую пушку калибра 23 мм в контейнерном
исполнении, неуправляемые реактивные снаряды калибров 57 и 70 мм,
корректируемые и свободнопадающие бомбы весом по 250 кг, или ракеты
класса «воздух-воздух» ближнего радиуса действия «Гром-5» и «Гром-7».
Благодаря проведенной модернизации количество точек подвески было
увеличено до пяти, что позволило применять подвесной топливный бак, это,
в свою очередь, обеспечило увеличение дальности полета до 2410 км.
Известно, что ВВС Пакистана пристально наблюдали за эксплуатацией
«Цзяолянь-8» в учебных подразделениях ВВС и ВМС НОАК на протяжении
восьми лет. Высокая надежность (ресурс фюзеляжа 8000 часов) и
эффективность данного УБС обусловили принятие решения о его
приобретении для учебных подразделений ВВС Пакистана под обозначением
К-8Р (латинская буква Р – обозначает Pakistan). Первая партия самолетов в
количестве 27 единиц была изготовлена на китайском авиастроительном
предприятии в течение 28 месяцев. Всего, по данным китайских
источников, ВВС Пакистана эксплуатируют 67 самолетов К-8Р.
Вторым крупным приобретателем УБС типа К-8 стали ВВС Арабской
Республики Египет. Официальный Каир заключил контракт стоимостью 345
млн долл. США, согласно которого Хундусское авиастроительное
предприятие передало сборочную линию и комплекты для сборки 80 УБС К8Е (версия для ВВС Египта) на территории североафриканского государства.
Для перемещения сборочной линии и всех необходимых компонентов было
использовано более 60 контейнеров. В рамках второго контракта китайские
авиастроители передали египетским партнерам комплектующих для
изготовления 40 УБС указанной модели.
Следует отметить, что официальный Исламабад внимательно
отслеживает перемещение УБС К-8, которые были поставлены за рубеж.
Самым настораживающим моментом является возможность поставки К-8Е из
Египта в Индию. Известно, что египетские дипломаты периодически
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прорабатывают возможность обмена опытом между индийскими и
египетскими пилотами. Кроме того, официальный Каир намерен принять
участие в перспективном тендере на поставку партии УБС для ВВС Индии
именно с К-8Е.
Кроме Пакистана и Египта УБС К-8 были поставлены в следующие
государства: Танзания (6 ед.), Намибия (12 ед.), Гана (12 ед.), Мьянма (50
ед.), Замбия (16 ед.), Шри-Ланка (8 ед., из которых 1 потерян в результате
обстрела), Венесуэла (36 ед. в модификации K-8W), Зимбабве (12 ед./1
потерян в результате авиационного происшествия), Судан (2 ед.) и Боливия
(шесть К-8 в модификации VB).
Стоимость новых УБС в модификации VB достигает 5 млн долл. США
за единицу, тогда как стоимость подержанных самолетов оценивается в 3
млн.долл.США.
С учетом контрактов с Пакистаном и Египтом Хундусское
авиастроительное предприятие поставило в ВВС иностранных государств
341 УБС данной модели в различных модификациях. В зависимости от
модификации УБС в кабине могут быть установлены многофункциональные
жидкокристаллические экраны, а на точках внешней подвески можно
устанавливать оптико-электронные системы разведки и наблюдения для
обнаружения наземных замаскированных объектов.
Благодаря накопленному опыту эксплуатации в различных условиях
китайские авиастроители впоследствии разработали такие известные модели
УБС, как «Цзяолянь-9», «Цзяолянь-10».
Следующая модификация УБС под обозначением L-15 привлекает
внимание специалистов зарубежных ВВС и китайские производители уже
заключили первый контракт на поставки указанных УБС в Замбию.
В целом военно-техническое сотрудничество Пекина и Исламабада в
области военной авиации достаточно эффективное, кроме того, его анализ
показывает способность предприятий ОПК двух государств производить
вполне конкурентоспособную продукцию.
Впервые пройдет стратегический диалог Индия – Китай в Пекине 22
февраля 2017 г.
India-China talks: Masood Azhar‘s UN ban, NSG row among 5 things on
agenda
Jayanth Jacob. Hindustan Times, Feb 21, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indiachina-talks-masood-azhar-s-un-ban-nsg-membership-row-among-5-things-to-watch-out-for-duringforeign-secy-jaishankar-s-visit/story-t6QtUvJDp9I1Rr4uztSF6L.html

Foreign secretary S Jaishankar will be in Beijing on February 22 for the first
India-China strategic dialogue, a new mechanism set in place last year for greater
engagement between the two sides.
The visit comes within weeks of China again blocking efforts to get Jaish-eMohammed chief Masood Azhar banned by the UN. India‘s NSG bid, which
Beijing has opposed, is another sticking point.
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Five things to know about the foreign secretary‘s visit:
1) The India-China strategic dialogue is the latest effort to address the
differences that hamper ties between the two Asian giants. China is India‘s biggest
neighbour. Frequent bilateral exchanges and high-level meetings are expected to
offer a better understanding between the two sides on issues varying from border
incursions to trade imbalance.
Read: Beijing says no ‗solid evidence‘ against Azhar
2) India is upset with China for again putting a technical hold on a proposal to
get Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar on a UN list of
designated terrorists. India blames Azhar for masterminding last year‘s attacks on
the Pathankot airbase and an Indian Army camp in Uri that left 19 soldiers dead.
Pakistan‘s all-weather ally China says it needs more proof against Azhar,
whose inclusion on the list would cripple his ability to organise militant strikes.
China says it shares India‘s concerns over terrorism but it has chosen to go with
Pakistan when acting against militant groups is concerned.
Read: China nears military parity with West; India watchful
3) Over the last year, the nuclear suppliers group has emerged as another
point of discord between the two countries. China has blocked India‘s efforts to
join the 48-member club that controls global trade in nuclear technology. China is
calling for a criteria-based approach for the inclusion of countries such as India
which have not signed the non-proliferation treaty. Pakistan, too, has applied for an
NSG membership. Like India, Pakistan is not part of the NPT regime and China is
trying to yoke New Delhi‘s entry with that of Islamabad.
4) China is India‘s biggest trading partner outside the European Union. The
bilateral trade is worth more than $70 billion, heavily tilted in favour of China.
Chinese investment in India grew by 7.5 % in 2016 to $1.06 billion but political
differences are holding back a big economic push. Trade and economy will top
Jaishankar‘s discussions with Chinese officials.
5) China is hosting BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)
summit this year. Regional and international issues will come up during
Jaishankar‘s talks with Chinese side.
Россия и
сотрудничества

Китай

открывают

новые

горизонты

экономического

Дмитрий Бокарев. 14.02.2017. «Новое восточное обозрение». http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/02/14/rossiya-i-kitaj-otkry-vayut-novy-e-gorizonty-e-konomicheskogosotrudnichestva/

Один из важнейших аспектов экономического сотрудничества между
странами – взаимодействие в сфере транспорта и логистики. Как и положено,
интенсивное развитие экономических связей между Россией и Китаем
сопровождается развитием и интеграцией российской и китайской
транспортных систем. Это способствует как увеличению грузопотока между
двумя странами, так и росту транзитных перевозок.
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Среди главных российско-китайских транспортных проектов стоит
отметить международные транспортные коридоры (МТК) «Приморье-1» и
«Приморье-2», которые дают выход к морю китайским провинциям
Хэйлунцзян и Цзилинь через территорию российского Приморского края.
Это поможет китайской стороне значительно сэкономить время и средства на
грузоперевозках и привлечет китайские инвестиции в российский Дальний
Восток.
Обустройство транспортных коридоров требует значительных
финансовых затрат. Нужно значительно модернизировать и расширить
существующую инфраструктуру – автомобильные и железные дороги,
морские порты. Однако, когда все это будет сделано, доходы от транзита
китайских грузов быстро перекроют все затраты российской стороны. По
прогнозам специалистов, к 2030 г. МТК «Приморье-1» и «Приморье-2» будут
приносить около 100 млрд рублей ($1,7 млрд) в год.
В начале сентября 2016 г. в Приморье состоялся Второй Восточный
экономический форум, в рамках которого была проведена сессия
«Транзитный потенциал Дальнего Востока: от географии к геоэкономике».
На этом мероприятии выступал Хайтао Ли, первый заместитель председателя
Народного правительства провинции Хэйлунцзян (КНР). Он сообщил, что
после начала полноценной работы МТК «Приморье-1» и «Приморье-2» его
провинция намерена нарастить транзит через порты Приморья с нынешних
23 млн тонн до более чем 60 млн тонн в год. Из них 7 млн тонн придется на
более дорогостоящие контейнерные грузы. При этом самый большой годовой
объем контейнерных грузов, прошедших до сих пор через все порты
российского Дальнего Востока, составил пока 1 млн тонн.
Помимо отправки собственных грузов, провинция Хэйлунцзян намерена
наладить через российские порты доставку на свою территорию грузов из
других регионов КНР и других стран АТР. Сейчас уже полным ходом
ведется сооружение необходимой инфраструктуры на китайской территории,
и китайская сторона призывает Россию поспешить со своей частью работы.
Следует отметить, что северо-восточная провинция Хэйлунцзян имеет
особое значение в российско-китайских отношениях, являясь своеобразным
мостом между двумя странами. Этому способствует ее географическое
положение: она находится на дальней окраине КНР и вдается в российскую
территорию. Длина ее границы с Россией превышает 3 500 км. От основной
части Китая ее отделяет большое расстояние и глубоко вдающийся в сушу
Бохайский залив Желтого моря. Это несколько затрудняет сообщение
провинции Хэйлунцзян с центральными регионами КНР. Однако в ее
положении есть и плюсы, поскольку провинция могла бы стать важной
точкой на пересечении путей между Россией, южными регионами КНР,
Южной Кореей, Японией и другими странами АТР. Для этого провинции
Хэйлунцзян нужен выход к морю через такие российские порты, как
Зарубино и Находка. Таким образом, участие Китая в проектах МТК
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«Приморье-1» и «Приморье-2» поможет ему развить свой отдаленный регион
и создать на его территории новый центр международной торговли.
Кроме того, сообщение провинции Хэйлунцзян с морем имеет для Китая
стратегическое значение. Дело в том, что Хэйлунцзян – регион с развитым
сельским хозяйством, который занимает лидирующее место в стране по
сбору зерновых и снабжает своей продукцией другие части КНР. Однако
поставки нередко страдают из-за недостатка транспортных мощностей, в
связи с чем китайские перевозчики не справляются с огромными объемами
грузов. А ведь после завершения сбора урожая в 2016 г. из Хэйлунцзян
предстояло вывезти несколько десятков миллионов тонн зерна, кукурузы,
бобовых и прочей продукции. Кроме того, дополнительную сложность
создает сам маршрут, которым пользовались китайские перевозчики до сих
пор. Чтобы по суше доставить груз в Шанхай, требуется обогнуть Бохайский
залив, что значительно увеличивает длину пути. В связи с этими проблемами
китайские транспортные компании обратились за помощью к ОАО
«Российские железные дороги».
В начале декабря 2016 г. СМИ сообщили о начале работы нового
транзитного маршрута из провинции Хэйлунцзян в юго-восточные регионы
КНР через территорию России. Ожидается, что в первую очередь маршрут
будет использоваться для перевозки сельхозпродукции.
Транзит через Россию значительно снизит стоимость и время доставки
сельхозпродукции в Шанхай, сократив его до двух недель. Маршрут берет
начало в Харбине, крупнейшем городе в Хэйлунцзян, проходит через
пограничный с РФ город Суйфэньхэ до российского порта Восточный в
Приморском крае. Далее груз будет переноситься с поездов на грузовые
корабли и по воде доставляться в Шанхай. Первым пробным китайским
грузом, отправленным таким путем, стали почти 500 тонн соевых бобов.
Возможно, в дальнейшем этот быстрый и экономичный маршрут станет
использоваться китайскими компаниями постоянно, заменив или дополнив
прежние маршруты, целиком проходящие по территории КНР.
Помимо развития инфраструктуры, полноценная работа транспортных
коридоров требует усовершенствования таможенных процедур. В октябре
2016 г. пункты пропуска во Владивостоке стали работать круглые сутки.
Кроме того, была введена система приема транзитных деклараций в
электронном виде. В результате большая часть транзитных грузов проходит
проверку в портах Приморья и отправляется дальше в течение двух суток.
В заключение можно сказать, что успешная реализация проектов
«Приморье-1» и «Приморье-2» важна не только на региональном уровне
российского Приморья и китайской провинции Хэйлунцзян. И даже не на
уровне России и Китая. Как упоминалось выше, в будущем это приведет к
превращению российского и китайского регионов в важный центр
международной торговли в масштабах АТР. Если взглянуть еще шире, это
важный шаг в экономической интеграции стран Евразии, поскольку МТК
«Приморье-1» и «Приморье-2» могут стать точкой соединения Евразийского
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экономического союза, представленного Россией, и «Экономического пояса
Шелкового пути», инициированного Китаем и включающего множество
стран Европы и Азии.
http://ru.journal-neo.org/2017/02/14/rossiya-i-kitaj-otkry-vayut-novy-egorizonty-e-konomicheskogo-sotrudnichestva/
Трамп пытается улучшить отношения с Китаем после звонка на
Тайвань
Trump breaks ice with China‘s Xi in letter seeking ‗constructive‘ ties
The Hindu. 9.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Trump-breaks-ice-withChina‘s-Xi-in-letter-seeking-‗constructive‘-ties/article17266888.ece?homepage=true

Sources in Beijing say China has been nervous about Mr. Xi being left
humiliated in the event a call with Mr. Trump goes wrong and the details are
leaked to the U.S. media.
U.S. President Donald Trump has broken the ice with Chinese President Xi
Jinping in a letter that said he looked forward to working with him to develop
constructive relations, although the pair haven't spoken directly since Mr. Trump
took office.
The letter thanked Mr. Xi for his congratulatory note on Mr. Trump‘s
inauguration and wished the Chinese people a prosperous Lunar New Year of the
Rooster, the White House said in a statement on Wednesday.
―President Trump stated that he looks forward to working with President Xi to
develop a constructive relationship that benefits both the United States and China,‖
it said.
China's Foreign Ministry had no immediate comment on Thursday.
Mr. Trump and Mr. Xi have yet to speak directly since Mr. Trump took office
on Jan. 20, although they did talk soon after Mr. Trump won the U.S. presidential
election in November.
Diplomatic sources in Beijing say China has been nervous about Mr. Xi being
left humiliated in the event a call with Mr. Trump goes wrong and the details are
leaked to the U.S. media.
Last week, U.S. ties with staunch ally Australia became strained after the
Washington Post published details about an acrimonious phone call between Mr.
Trump and Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull.
―That is the last thing China wants,‖ a source familiar with China's thinking
on relations with the United States told Reuters. ―It would be incredibly
embarrassing for President Xi and for Chinese people, who value the concept of
face.‖
A senior non-U.S. Western diplomat said China was likely to be in no rush to
set up such a call.
―These things need to happen in a very controlled environment for China, and
China can't guarantee that with the unpredictable Trump,‖ the diplomat said.
―Trump also seems too distracted with other issues at the moment to give too
much attention to China.‖
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TAIWAN, YUAN IN FOCUS
There are a number of contentious areas where China fears Trump could go
off script, the diplomat said, pointing in particular to the issue of self-ruled Taiwan,
as well as trade.
Mr. Trump upset China in December by taking a phone call from Taiwan
President Tsai Ing-wen. China considers Taiwan a wayward province with no right
to formal diplomatic relations with any other country.
Mr. Trump has also threatened to slap tariffs on Chinese imports, accusing
Beijing of devaluing its yuan currency and stealing U.S. jobs.
In his Senate confirmation hearing, U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said
China should not be allowed access to islands it has built in the disputed South
China Sea. The White House also vowed to defend ―international territories‖ in the
strategic waterway.
China has repeatedly said it has smooth contacts with the Trump team. The
Foreign Ministry in Beijing said last week the two countries were remaining ―in
close touch".
That contact has been led by China's top diplomat, State Councillor Yang
Jiechi, who outranks the Foreign Minister.
Mr. Yang told Michael Flynn, Trump's National Security Advisor, last week
that China hopes it can work with the United States to manage and control disputes
and sensitive problems.
The source familiar with China's thinking said Trump's administration was
―very clear‖ about China's position on Taiwan. Mr. Trump has yet to mention
Taiwan since he took office.
Chinese state media has wondered whether Mr. Trump has a China policy at
all.
On Thursday, the widely read Global Times tabloid, published by the ruling
Communist Party's official People's Daily, noted that Trump had not immediately
confronted China as had been expected because he had realised upsetting Beijing
would backfire badly.
―He has probably realised that real tough action against China would result in
a complex chain reaction, even beyond his control,‖ the paper said in an editorial.
Wang Yiwei, a professor of international relations at Beijing's elite Renmin
University, said the letter suggested the new U.S. administration wanted to signal
the importance it attached to the U.S.-China relationship without risking being
confronted on specific issues.
―Trump has sent many messages that makes the world confused, like on the
South China Sea and 'One China' policy, so if he makes a phone call President Xi
will ask 'what do you mean?'," Wang said. ―He wants to avoid this so he just sends
a letter forthe first step.‖
Почему Китай так заинтересован в развитии связей с Пакистаном?, мнение
Индии
(но
статья
опубликована
в
Dawn
-
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http://www.dawn.com/news/1312472/chinese-pakistani-businesses-build-ties-as-beijingsplurges-on-silk-road)

Amid Beijing's 'Silk Road' splurge, Chinese firms eye Pakistan
The Times of India. 3.02.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/amidbeijings-silk-road-splurge-chinese-firms-eye-pakistan/articleshow/56949344.cms

KARACHI: Chinese companies are in talks to snap up more businesses and
land in Pakistan after sealing two major deals in recent months, a sign of deepening
ties after Beijing vowed to plough $57 billion into a new trade route across the
South Asian nation.
A dozen executives from some of Pakistan's biggest firms told Reuters that
Chinese companies were looking mainly at the cement, steel, energy and textile
sectors, the backbone of Pakistan's $270 billion economy.
Analysts say the interest shows Chinese firms are using Beijing's "One Belt,
One Road" project - a global trade network of which Pakistan is a key part - to help
expand abroad at a time when growth has slowed at home.
A Chinese-led consortium recently took a strategic stake in the Pakistan Stock
Exchange, and Shanghai Electric Power acquired one of Pakistan's biggest energy
producers, K-Electric, for $1.8 billion.
"The Chinese have got deep pockets and they are looking for major
investment in Pakistan," said Muhammad Ali Tabba, chief executive of two
companies in the Yunus Brothers Group cement-to-chemicals conglomerate.
Tabba said Yunus Brothers, partnering with a Chinese company, lost out in
the battle for K-Electric, but the group is eyeing up other joint ventures as part of a
$2 billion expansion plan over the coming years.
Mohammad Zubair, Pakistan's privatisation minister until a few days ago, told
Reuters China's steel giant Baosteel Group is in talks over a 30-year lease for staterun Pakistan Steel Mills. Baosteel did not respond to a request for comment.
The negotiations come as Pakistani business sentiment turns, with companies
betting that Beijing's splurge on road, rail and energy infrastructure under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will boost the economy.
The Chinese charge is in contrast to Western investors, who have largely
avoided Pakistan in recent years despite fewer militant attacks and economic
growth near 5 percent.
It is welcomed by many in Pakistan: foreign direct investment was $1.9
billion in 2015-2016, far below the 2007-2008 peak of $5.4 billion.
At the stock exchange signing ceremony, Sun Weidong, China's ambassador
to Pakistan, said the deal "embodies the ongoing financial integration" between
Chinese and Pakistani markets.
"This will facilitate more financial support for our enterprises," Sun said.
Reservations
CPEC will connect China's Western region with Pakistan's Arabian Sea port
of Gwadar through a network of rail, road and pipeline projects.
That will be funded by loans from China, and much of the business will go to
Chinese enterprises.
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The scale of Chinese corporate interest beyond that is difficult to gauge, but in
Karachi, Pakistan's financial centre, sharply-dressed Chinese appear to outnumber
Westerners in hotels, restaurants and the city's airport.
Rising skyscrapers testify to a construction boom in the city, businesses are
printing Chinese-language brochures and salaries demanded by Pakistanis who
speak Chinese have shot up.
Miftah Ismail, chairman of Pakistan's Board of Investment, said Chinese
companies were interested in investing in the telecoms and auto sectors, with FAW
Group and Foton Motor Group planning to enter Pakistan.
FAW said the Pakistan "project is going through internal approvals", but did
not offer more details. Foton declined to comment.
But not everyone is excited by China's growing role in the Pakistan economy,
including trade unions, who said Chinese companies' alleged mistreatment of local
workers in Africa in the past had alarmed them.
"We have concern and reservations that the Chinese might use the same
methods in Pakistan," said Nasir Mansoor, deputy general secretary of National
Trade Union Federation, Pakistan, the national trade union body.
The Chinese government and Chinese companies have dismissed such
accusations in the past.
And doing business may not be easy for newcomers. Security remains a
concern despite a drop in Islamist militant violence, and in the World Bank's ease
of doing business index, Pakistan ranks 144 out of 190 countries.
Next phase
The Chinese interest comes as Islamabad and Beijing discuss the next phase
of CPEC: how to build Pakistan's industry with the help of Chinese state-owned
industrial giants.
Pakistani officials are drafting plans for special economic zones which would
offer tax breaks and other benefits to Chinese businesses.
But even before zones are established, Chinese investors are scoping out land
deals.
"A lot of companies ... don't care about CPEC. They just want 500 acres of
land to set up shop," said Naheed Memon, head of the Sindh province's Board of
Investment.
Faisal Aftab, manager of private investment firm Oxon Partners, said Oxon
was in talks with two state-run Chinese companies and a wealthy Chinese
businessman to purchase and develop land for high-end residential and commercial
properties.
"They are seeking land in prime markets such as Lahore, Karachi, and
Islamabad," Aftab said.
Chinese will soon annex pakistan. End of pakistan is very near.
Yunus Brothers' Tabba urged Western investors to overcome their "phobia" of
Pakistan.
"If they came here, they would see the momentum, the buzz of growth."
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ЦРУ обнародовало документы, что Китай помогал Пакистану создавать
атомную бомбу
CIA papers reveal China's nuclear free pass to Pakistan
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
28.01.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/cia-papers-reveal-chinas-nuclear-free-pass-topakistan/articleshow/56823259.cms

•Recently declassified CIA files testify to the depth of the Pak-China military
relationship built over decades
•US suspected that China gave Pakistan the design of N-bomb and enriched
uranium
•US notes that China did not ask Pak to open its nuclear installations to IAEA
inspections
NEW DELHI: Recently declassified CIA files+ testify to the depth of the
Pakistan-China military relationship built over decades and also highlights how
Beijing was willing to risk its own nuclear cooperation with US to boost the
nuclear ambitions of 'all weather friend' Pakistan.
In the files, the US notes that China did not ask Pakistan to open its nuclear
installations to IAEA inspections, after inking a nuclear agreement with the latter.
The text of the agreement is pretty anodyne, focusing on non-military nuclear
technology, radio-isotopes, medical research and civilian power technology. By
this, the US notes, China wanted to develop a nuclear export market in Pakistan in
"nonsensitive" areas. This would "reassure" countries like US which were
apprehensive about Pakistan's nuclear designs.
"We cannot rule out the possibility that China may feel it will be easier to
cooperate clandestinely with Pakistan behind the smokescreen of IAEA-safe
guarded cooperation activity in non-sensitive areas."
By 1983-84, it had become alarmingly clear to the US that the China-Pakistan
nuclear cooperation went much deeper. In February 1983, a US congressional
committee was informed by the CIA that the US had proof China and Pakistan
were talking nuclear weapons manufacture. CIA also stated they knew China had
handed over the design of a nuclear bomb tested by China in Lop Nor, which
incidentally was its fourth nuclear test and during which, US believed, a "senior
Pakistani official" was present.
The US suspected China had handed over enriched uranium to Pakistan as
well. Basically it meant that China had not only handed over the design of the
bomb to Pakistan, it had also given the necessary material.
О развитии военно-технического сотрудничества между Китаем и
Пакистаном по линии ВМС
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32117 22 января, 2017.

Как известно, Пекин и Исламабад на протяжении последних 30 лет
активно сотрудничают в вопросах перевооружения ВМС Пакистана, а
именно в секторе «москитных сил». В начале 80-х гг. прошлого столетия на
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кораблестроительных предприятиях Поднебесной было построено несколько
ракетных катеров (РК) проектов 021 и 024, которые были поставлены в
Пакистан, где местные конструкторы попытались на их базе создать
собственные катера под обозначениями «Джалалат-1» и «Джалалат-2».
Основное оружие китайских и пакистанских катеров осталось без изменений
– противокорабельные ракеты (ПКР) С-802 с дозвуковой скоростью полета и
дальность пуска 120 км. На катерах «Джалалат 2» были заменены
автоматические пушки калибра 25 мм на калибр 37 мм.
В рамках второго этапа развития двустороннего военно-технического
сотрудничества для нужд ВМС Пакистана совместными усилиями был
разработан проект малозаметного патрульно-ракетного катера «Азамат».
Первый катер был построен на китайском судостроительном предприятии
«Новый порт» в г.Тяньцзин, а остальные корпуса изготовлены силами
пакистанских специалистов.
Известны некоторые ТТХ патрульно-ракетного катера «Азамат»:
– длина: 60 м;
– водоизмещение стандартное: 350/400 тонн;
– водоизмещение полное: 500/600 тонн.
Вооружение ракетного катера представлено двумя счетверенными
наклонными пусковыми установками для ПКР С-802/802А, автоматической
спаренной пушкой калибра 37 мм и зенитным автоматом «тип 630» калибра
30 мм. Поиск, сопровождение целей и управление огнем возложено на две
радиолокационные станции (РЛС) «тип 352» и «тип 347». Кроме указанных
РЛС на катере установлена система радиотехнической разведки, которая
предупреждает экипаж об облучении РЛС управления огнем вероятного
противника, о лазерном облучении, а также позволяет осуществлять перехват
радиопереговоров между кораблями.
Известно, что при проектировании рассматриваемого РК китайские
оружейники планировали разместить в носовой части артиллерийское орудие
калибра 76 мм, которые повысило бы боевой потенциал катера при
проведении патрульных миссий. Для самообороны катера от торпедных атак
подводных лодок вероятного противника планировалось установить перед
артиллерийским орудием две шестиствольные реактивные бомбометные
установки.
Также китайские проектировщики предусматривали установку более
современных РЛС с АФАР внутри единой мачты, что также снизило бы
радиоэлектронную заметность в случае действия таких летательных
аппаратов базовой патрульной авиации ВМС Индии, как Ил-38, Ту-142, Р-8I
«Посейдон» и Ка-31, которые способны вести сбор информации о наличии
надводных целей в заданном морском районе. Все эти идеи так и остались не
реализованными.
Следует отметить, что в качестве силовой установки использованы
дизельные двигатели китайского производства с максимальной суммарной
мощностью 17 000 кВт, которые передают крутящий момент через четыре
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вала на четыре гребных винта. При максимальной скорости в 30 узлов
дальность хода катера составляет 600 миль, а на экономической скорости в
18 узлов уже 1200 миль, что позволяет использовать данный катер для
патрулирования морской границы государства. Примечательно, что
китайские и пакистанские специалисты приняли решение не использовать
водометные движители, которыми комплектуются современные РК «проекта
022», развивающие максимальную скорость 40–45 узлов. Причина выбора
традиционной схемы для силовой установки достаточно проста: ВМС
Пакистана нужны надежные и простые в эксплуатации РК, которые не
требуют дорогостоящего обслуживания в сухих доках. Согласно тактике
ВМС Пакистана, РК проекта «Азамат» должны действовать под прикрытием
более тяжелых фрегатов проекта F-22P, которые при помощи своих более
мощных РЛС будут выполнять поиск целей, а системы ПВО обеспечивать
эффективную защиту от средств воздушного нападения вероятного
противника.
По информации СМИ КНР, 3 января 2017 г. на кораблестроительном
предприятии в г.Карачи спущен на воду новейший РК малого
водоизмещения пакистанской постройки, оснащенный шестью ПКР С-602
(экспортный вариант «Инцзи-62») с максимальной дальностью пуска 290 км
и боевой частью весом 300 кг. Данные ракеты позволят эффективно бороться
с крупными надводными кораблями вероятного противника. Следует
отметить, что ПКР С-602 входят в состав вооружения ракетных катеров
«проекта 022» и мобильных ПУ береговых ракетных подразделений ВМС
НОАК.
Как сообщают китайские источники, пакистанские оружейники
предпринимают попытки интегрировать крылатые ракеты серии «Бабур» в
пусковые установки новейших РК, что позволит серьезно увеличить
дальность обстрела – до 700 км. Следует отметить, что первые упоминания о
строительстве новых РК проявились в открытом доступе только в ноябре
2016 г., что свидетельствует о высоком уровне секретности разработок,
которые ведутся на предприятии в г.Карачи.
По оценкам китайских специалистов, новейшие катера, равно как и РК
серии «Азамат», будут обеспечивать охрану грузового порта Гвадар,
имеющего стратегическое значение для реализации проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора».
По данным публикаций в специализированном китайском издании
«Наука и техника оборонно-промышленного комплекса», пакистанские
специалисты обладают необходимой квалификацией для изготовления
катеров, кораблей и судов снабжения разных проектов. Так, 19 августа 2016
г. на судостроительном предприятии в г.Карачи был спущен на воду первый
универсальный транспорт снабжения водоизмещением 17 000 тонн, который
позволит надводным кораблям этого азиатского государства серьезно
повысить свои боевые возможности и гарантирует обеспечение дальних
морских и океанских походов.
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Известно, что кроме китайских кораблестроителей и оружейников
интерес к заполнению пустующих ниш в арсенале ВМС Пакистана
проявляют и другие страны – Королевство Таиланд и Турецкая Республика.
В 2014 году тайская судоремонтная компания MARSUN пыталась
составить конкуренцию китайским кораблестроителям в тендере на
поставку РК для ВМС Пакистана со своим катером M39. Известны ТТХ
тайского катера:
– длина: 38 м,
– максимальная скорость: 38 узлов;
– дальность плавания: 1200 миль.
В качестве силовой установки были предложены три дизельных
двигателя с трансмиссиями ZF-7550. Следует отметить, что в качестве
основного вооружения тайская сторона предложила китайские ПКР С-802.
Основным препятствием для контракта стало то, что ВМС Королевства
Таиланд так и не приняли на вооружение разработку своих конструкторов.
Попытки вмешательства в сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана по военноморской тематике предпринимают и представители ОПК Турции. Известно,
что турецкая компания Savunma Teknolojileri Mühendislik ve Ticaret A.Ş.
предлагает официальному Исламабаду проект малозаметного ракетноартиллерийского катера (МРАК) FAC-55, который будет вооружен двумя
артиллерийскими установками калибра 76 мм (вероятно, продукция
компании «Ото Мелара») и двумя счетверенными поднимающимися
пусковыми установками для ПКР. Обнаружение, классификация и
сопровождение надводных целей будет выполнять РЛС SMART-S Mk.2
производства французской компании Thales.
Известно, что турецкие кораблестроители разработали МРАК FAC-55 в
рамках проекта «Скоростного ударного катера ВМС Турции» и в ходе
НИОКР использовали данные о РК проекта «Хамина» ВМС Финляндии. По
информации компании-производителя, максимальная скорость FAC-55
составит 55 узлов, водоизмещение 535 тонн, а корпус перспективного МРАК
будет выполнен с учетом требований по снижению радиолокационной и
тепловой заметности. Самым серьезным недостатком катера будет
отсутствие систем ПВО.
Вполне вероятно, что Пакистан и Турция могут подписать контракт на
поставку подобных МРАК в будущем, поскольку у двух стран уже есть опыт
военно-технического сотрудничества, области которого были серьезно
расширены в ходе выставке ВВТ в г.Карачи, прошедшей в ноябре 2016 г.

ЭКОНОМИКА - КИТАЙ1
Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор и позиция Индии
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Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. http://bsv.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7258

Приход к власти лидеров в Пакистане (2013 г.) и Индии (2014 г.), курс
каждого из которых направлен на ужесточение позиций по Кашмирскому
вопросу, привел к очередному кризису в отношениях между двумя
соседними государствами. В последние годы к этому добавился новый вызов
для Нью-Дели - проект Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК).
В 2013 г. Пекин анонсировал концепцию «Экономического пояса
Шелкового пути» (ШП). Одним из главных его компонентов
провозглашалось создание единой региональной транспортно-логистической
сети. В апреле 2015 г. Исламабад и Пекин подписали пакет документов по
строительству инфраструктурных объектов (в первую очередь сети
шоссейных дорог и линий электропередач). КПЭК является «пилотным»
проектом китайской инициативы на территории иностранного государства. В
качестве северной узловой «точки» КПЭК назван китайский Кашгар в
Синьцзян-Уйгурском автономном районе, а промежуточной, уже на
территории Пакистана – район Гилгит-Балтистана в пакистанской части
Кашмира. Южной «узловой точкой» КПЭК обозначен пакистанский порт
Гвадар на берегу Ормузского пролива. Пекин первоначально инвестировал
46 млрд долл. (в 2016 г. общая сумма возросла до 51 млрд. долл.). Общая
протяженность трека от Кашгара до Гвадара составляет 2 700 км.
Планируется, что КПЭК свяжет Пакистан и Китай нефте и
газопроводами, линиями электропередач и оптико-волоконной связи,
социальными объектами.
Индия на дипломатическом уровне выступает против реализации
КПЭК, усиливая антипакистанскую кампанию на региональных и
международных площадках. Называются несколько причин:
 во-первых, Нью-Дели обвиняет Исламабад и Пекин в «захвате» части
ее территории и прокладке маршрута КПЭК по спорным районам
Кашмира. В январе 2017 г. премьер-министр Индии Н.Моди заявил,
что территориальный суверенитет Индии нарушен. Официальных
обвинений не было предъявлено. Но, выступая тогда на
международной конференции «Раисина диалог», лидер Индии
подчеркивал важность уважения суверенитета для улучшения
региональных связей;
 во-вторых, Индия обращает внимание на постоянное присутствие
китайских
ВМС
в
пакистанском
порту
Гвадар.
Порт,
занимая стратегическое положение между Аравийским морем и
Персидским заливом, предоставляет Пекину кратчайший доступ к
рынкам Ближнего Востока, Африки и Европы.
 в-третьих, Индию беспокоит то, что северное плечо КПЭК (при
благоприятном развитии ситуации в Афганистане) «выводит» и Китай,
и Пакистан на новые торговые, углеводородные и водные рынки
Центральной Азии;
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в-четвертых, Нью-Дели обеспокоен еще и тем, что КПЭК
обслуживает почти исключительно цели экономического развития
Китая, являясь частью тринадцатого пятилетнего плана его социальноэкономического развития, при том, что Пекин поддерживает позицию
Исламабада в Кашмирском споре с Индией.
Следует, впрочем, упомянуть о том, что на протяжении всего периода
реализации КПЭК МИД Китая усилил призывы к обеим странам
урегулировать этот вопрос посредством диалога и консультаций,
подчеркивая, что проблема Кашмира «унаследована» из истории отношений
между Индией и Пакистаном.
Со своей стороны, Индия напоминает Китаю о разногласиях и
нерешенных территориальных спорах.
Но в диалоге с руководством Индии Китай демонстрирует дипломатию
«мягкой силы», приглашая ее присоединиться к инициативе Шелкового пути.
Пекин подчеркивает экономические выгоды для всех стран региона,
указывая, что «беспроблемный» Кашмир имеет потенциал стать воротами
в республики Центральной Азии (ЦА). Перспективный транспортный вектор
ЦА - страны Южной Азии, пролегая через территорию Индии, «делает»
Кашмир транзитно-логистическим центром в регионе.
Помимо территориального «захвата» части Кашмира, особые опасения
у Нью-Дели вызывает милитаризация акватории Ормузского пролива.
Постоянное присутствие ВМС Китая в Гвадаре Индия рассматривает как
потенциальную угрозу поставкам углеводородов морскими танкерами на
свою территорию. Нью-Дели занимает третье место в мире по объемам
потребляемых объемов сырой нефти после США и Китая, импортируя свыше
45 % сырой нефти из стран Персидского залива.
Согласно
информации gulfnews.com в 2016 г. ее потребности выросли на 11 % и
составили 200 млн тонн.
На современном этапе «Кашмирское противостояние» между Индией и
Пакистаном вышло на новый виток обострения, одновременно увеличив
число его участников – Индия, Китай, Пакистан.


КПЭК и занятость
CPEC and labour
Zeenat Hisam. Dawn, December 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379822/cpecand-labour

WORK on the high-profile China-Pakistan Economic Corridor appears to be
in full swing since implementation began in October 2015. While a lot has been
disseminated on the quantum of investments, loans and repayments, and potential
contribution to the country‘s GDP, there is lack of information on a key player —
labour: the workforce that is building, and will be building and running the projects
under CPEC.
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Human labour is mentioned but mostly as ‗employment generation‘ or
‗creation of jobs‘, and hence pushed out of sight in the CPEC narrative. Even the
muted and cautious debate on CPEC as a manifestation of Chinese economic
imperialism focuses on socio-cultural impacts and remains silent on labour.
Questions raised by several scribes in the media have yet to be addressed by CPEC
officials.
According to various estimates, CPEC projects would generate between
400,000 to 700,000 jobs during 2015-2030. Apart from numbers and general
assumptions, there is hardly anything on labour in the discourse on CPEC. One can
view the categories and number of jobs (mostly professional, technical,
administrative, skilled) in advertisements on a local website, and also learn about
efforts towards skilling of the labour force by the Technical Education and
Vocational Training Authority, Punjab.
Challenges to our workforce must be discussed.
Missing is the analysis of the impact of CPEC on prevalent practices and
conditions vis-à-vis labour. How would CPEC, the biggest development assistance
ever received by Pakistan, affect labour? Would such large-scale employment in a
mammoth enterprise dent the aspect of informality of labour? Will trends in
employment laws be affected by the incoming investment? How would labour
respond to CPEC‘s need for higher productivity? Will its projects offer an
opportunity to our unorganised labour to reinvent itself?
On the face of it, the labour that is employed to work on the infrastructure
and energy projects is being regulated under domestic labour laws which suffer
from weak implementation. Several special economic zones coming up under
CPEC are to be regulated under the Special Economic Zones Act, 2012 whose
Article 30 makes all labour laws of Pakistan applicable to SEZs. The construction
phase of the infrastructure and energy projects requires a large number of contract
and subcontracted workers. CPEC‘s official website lists eight infrastructure and
15 energy projects in various phases of completion/implementation. Projectspecific details on the website do not include any information on the workforce.
Four energy projects (three wind farms in Sindh and one coal-based power
plant in Punjab) became operational in 2017. Of the four rail-based mass transit
projects, Lahore‘s Orange Line Train Project is in the construction phase. Since
construction began two years ago, there have been reports of about 100 on-site
deaths and injuries. Causes of fatal accidents include falling from a height,
electrocution, collapsing structures and fire at the makeshift residences of lowtiered workers. In early 2016, Chinese and Pakistani consultants met to discuss the
higher rate of accidents. It was noted that the contractors were not implementing
the health, safety and environment plan. Despite the concern of officials, nothing
changed.
Similar to construction, energy transmission and distribution sector is also
fraught with danger and strong safety measures are required. There has been no
news of work-related accidents for CPEC energy projects because there is no
mechanism for reporting and documenting accidents. In addition, energy projects
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are installed at some distance from settlements, hence away from the public eye,
while the Orange Line is in the city, visible and within the media‘s reach.
The majority of our workforce is poorly educated and unskilled. Employers
and contractors do not ensure safety standards or provide safety training to
workers. There seem to be no plans to improve and extend education. The literacy
rate was stagnant at 58 per cent in 2017 as in the preceding year while gross
enrolment rate declined by 3pc.
CPEC projects are in their early phase of implementation and the SEZs are
in the planning stage. Though trade unions are fewer and weaker, trade union
federations are aplenty, affiliated with international federations and with
representation in many tripartite bodies. It is time they came together to discuss
opportunities and challenges posed by CPEC.
Civil society groups and labour organisations should facilitate workers (as
they did in the case of GSP Plus) to advocate for compliance in CPEC projects,
demand transparency, raise awareness and campaign for universal education and
skill training. CPEC officials should add a labour advisory group in the
institutional framework currently comprising five working groups, and provide
regular briefings on its policies on labour and healthy, safety and environment to
allay public concerns.
Китай намерен заключить с Пакистаном новое Соглашение о свободной
торговле в феврале 2018 г.
China invites Pakistan for FTA-II talks in February
The News. 29.12.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/261992-china-invites-pakistanfor-fta-ii-talks-in-february

ISLAMABAD: China wants no more damage to Pakistan in bilateral trade
which is why the former has offered to re-initiate the stalled talks on Free Trade
Agreement-II in February 2018 and to this effect Islamabad has received an
invitation letter from Beijing for talks.
Chinese trade minister on the sidelines of recently held WTO meeting has
extended assurance to Pakistan team headed by the secretary commerce that China
will soon decide holding FTA-II talks and before arrival of Pakistan‘s delegation in
Islamabad, the ministry had received the invitation from Beijing for talks on FTAII.
―We are all set to shape up the FTA-II by February next year with an aim to
explore market of 1.3 billion population of China and protect our industry exposing
the trade balance to a win-win situation as currently the trade balance of over $10
billion is heavily tilted towards China as the bilateral trade stands at over $14
billion out of which imports from China are at over $12 billion, whereas Pakistan‘s
exports are at just $2 billion,‖ Secretary Commence Younas Dagha told The News.
Younas Dagha said he has planned increasing exports of the country by 13
percent by June 2018 with a strategy to limit the imports to $2.5 billion every
month with expected reasonable FDI and remittances. ―This will not only ensure
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the manageable imports but also help reduce the swelling trade deficit. This will
result in meeting the challenge of current account deficit and anxiety to this effect
has visibly started subsidising,‖ he said.
Coming to the trade with China, he said that both the counties are doing trade
under FTA-I. The bilateral trade with mammoth trade deficit of $10 billion is not
sustainable and to cope with the worsening situation Pakistan needs rectification in
talks to be re-initiated in February for FTA-II. The benefits out of concessions in
tariff lines that Pakistan had managed under FTA-I have eroded when China
extended the same concessions in FTA to Asean countries.
―Now for FTA-II, I have asked the concerned officials to vigorously prepare
for FTA dialogue and prior to formal talks I want at least three video conferences
on technical issues with Chinese counterparts to ensure meaningful talks for FTAII. There are 8,000 tariff lines that will be negotiated with Chinese counterparts and
to shape up the trade deal-II in favour of Pakistan, we will go in talks as per the
studies and models the Commerce Ministry have had exclusively for China,‖ he
said.
The ministry has also made models and conducted studies separately for
Turkey and Thailand before entering into trade agreements. Many sessions have
been held between the two sides on FTA-II but ended in fiasco as Pakistan wanted
one sided trade concessions, but China refused to do.
О некоторых итогах 2017 г. в китайско-индийских отношениях (КПЭК)
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 28.12.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/12/28/o-nekotory-h-itogah-2017-g-v-kitajsko-indijskih-otnosheniyah/

Факт переговоров члена Госсовета КНР Ян Цзечи с премьерминистром Индии Нарендрой Моди, прошедших 23 декабря с. г. в Нью-Дели,
подходящий повод для того, чтобы подвести некоторые итоги развития в
2017 г. отношений между двумя азиатскими гигантами.
Индия выступает в основном в роли наблюдателя за тем, что происходит
в китайско-пакистанских отношениях, в которых, однако, обозначилась
серьѐзная проблема.
Речь идѐт о ―приостановлении‖ финансирования Китаем так
называемого Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора, то есть
проекта, которому обе стороны придают исключительно важное значение.
Вполне убедительной выглядит заявленная Пекином основная причина
такого шага, обусловленная проблемой обеспечения безопасности вдоль
всего коридора, протяжѐнностью в 2500 км. Другим фактором является
коррупции бюрократического аппарата Пакистана.
Ибо нельзя вкладываться (да ещѐ в заявленных объѐмах на сумму свыше
50 млрд долл.) в экономические проекты в стране, периодически
подвергающейся внутренним потрясениям. Летом-осенью 2017 г. Пакистан
подошѐл к черте государственной катастрофы из-за резкого обострения
давнего противостояния клерикальных и светских кругов общества.
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Китай открывает путь Афганистану в КПЭК (Индия крайне
недовольна)
China opens door for Afghanistan‘s participation in CPEC
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 27.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinaopens-door-for-afghanistans-participation-in-cpec/article22281896.ece?homepage=true

From left, Afghanistan Foreign Minister Salahuddin Rabbani, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi
and Pakistani Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif shake hands after a press conference for the 1st ChinaAfghanistan-Pakistan Foreign Ministers' Dialogue held in Beijing, China, on Tuesday.
| Photo
Credit: AP

India has opposed CPEC, which passes through Pakistan occupied
Kashmir (PoK), on grounds that it infringes its sovereignty.
China on Tuesday flagged the possible inclusion of Afghanistan in the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) — a move that is likely to irk India.
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi made the remark of opening the door for
Kabul‘s entry in an expanded CPEC in the backdrop of the first foreign ministers
trilateral dialogue of China, Pakistan and Afghanistan.
India has opposed CPEC, which passes through Pakistan occupied Kashmir
(PoK), on grounds that it infringes its sovereignty.
Speaking to the media in Beijing on Tuesday, Mr. Wang advocated that
Afghanistan could join connectivity initiatives, in view of the urgency of
improving its people‘s lives.
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―So China and Pakistan are willing to look at with Afghanistan, on the basis
of win-win, mutually beneficial principles, using an appropriate means to extend
CPEC to Afghanistan,‖ the Pajhwok Afghan News quoted him as saying.
Pakistan, Afghanistan appeal to Taliban to join peace talks
China has called CPEC a ―flagship project‖ of its Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), aimed at building connectivity along the Eurasian corridor. A joint
statement released at the end of the one day conference said that the three countries
reaffirmed their commitment towards ―advancing connectivity under the Belt and
Road Initiative‖.
Mr. Wang was joined by Afghanistan‘s Foreign Minister Salahuddin
Rabbani, and his Pakistani counterpart Khawaja Muhammad Asif at the
conference.
Pakistan plans American-style surveillance for foreigners
Zhou Rong, an academic with the Renmin University in Beijing told the
state-broadcaster China Global Television Network (CGTN) that ―Afghanistan has
strong enthusiasm towards corridor construction.‖ He added: ―They really hope
that the Pakistan China Economic Corridor can be Pakistan Afghanistan China
Economic Corridor.‖
Analysts say that the proposal for landlocked Afghanistan‘s, access to the
port of Gwadar — the starting point of CPEC — may be intended to balance if not
undermine the trilateral agreement among India, Iran and Afghanistan, which gives
Kabul access to the Iranian port of Chabahar.
The first meeting of the three foreign ministers follows Mr. Wang‘s visit to
Kabul and Islamabad in June. During that visit, ―Pakistan and Afghanistan agreed
that they are building up a new mechanism of crisis management, including
information sharing and intelligence cooperation. China supports these kind of
bilateral efforts,‖ Hu Shisheng, Director of the Institute of South and Southeast
Asian and Oceanian Studies at the China Institutes of Contemporary International
Relations, had earlier told The Hindu.
Referring to the trilateral proposal, Dr. Hu said that, ―The significance is that
with this kind of mechanism, China will do its best to stabilise the bilateral
relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.‖
Observers point out that China‘s de facto mediation between Pakistan and
Afghanistan is being domestically seen as a test case for similar efforts in other
global hotspots. It follows Chinese President Xi Jinping‘s speech at the 19th party
congress where he proposed that China would work towards establishing a global
―community of shared destiny‖.
The joint statement listed establishing ―political mutual trust and
reconciliation, development cooperation and connectivity, security cooperation and
counter-terrorism as three topics of the trilateral cooperation‖.
It signaled that considerable work was still required to concretise
cooperation in the arena of counterterrorism and economy. The three foreign
ministers agreed to ―communicate and consult‖ on defining a Memorandum of
Understanding on Counter-terrorism, it said.
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Роль КПЭК в решении энергетической проблемы в Пакистане
CPEC and Pakistan‘s quest for energy security
Asia Maqsood. Daily Times. 27.12.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/167792/cpecpakistans-quest-energy-security/

Energy reserves have immesne strategic value because energy security
uplifts the country‘s stature in international politics
Sufficient supply of energy is essential to industry, transport, infrastructure,
information technology, agriculture and households. Besides this, economic
growth and a higher standard of living is based on the reliable supply of energy.
Pakistan has been facing an energy crises for last few years.
All aspects of life have been severely affected by a supply shortfall of 8000
MW since May 2011. China‘s proposed investment of approximately 33.45 billion
in the energy sector under CPEC, serves as a ray of hope for Pakistan.
According to Pakistan‘s Water and Power Development Authority
(WAPDA), Pakistan has faced a shortfall of 5000 MW in June 2016 with more
than eight hours of load shedding, especially in rural areas. The current power
demand has reached 21,200 MW (2016) while the production of power was mere
16,548 MW. Now the energy generation capacity has been increased to 22,797
MW while the demand has simultaneously reached 17000 MW. This trend
indicates that the energy requirement of the country will reach up to 45000 MW by
2030.
When the first Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) took place in 2013,
Pakistan expressed its concern to give priority to the energy projects so as to
address the energy crisis. Out of 17 early harvest projects, there were 11 energy
projects.
The year 2017 has witnessed the successful operationalisation of Sahiwal
coal-fired power project which is expected to add 1320 MW of electricity to the
national grid. The Bin Qasim coal-fired plant has jointly been developed by the
Chinese company; Power China and Al Mirqab Capital of Qatar.
The project will utilise state-of-art technology under CPEC to generate 1,360
MW when the second unit will start generation by February next year. The project
was completed (unit-1) in 30 months, becoming a role model for other power
investors.
Pakistan has reserves of renewable resources which need to be utilised
efficiently. In this context CPEC is assuredly assisting Pakistan through its
investment in the energy sector
All along, with the completion of the first phase of the Bin Qasim coal-fired
plant of 660 MW at Karachi on 29 November, 2017, Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi declared that the country will soon overcome the problem of loadshedding.
2017 has witnessed seventy percent completion of two infrastructure
projects; KKH Phase-II (Havelian-Thakot Section) 120 km, Karachi-Lahore
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Motorway (Sukkur-Multan Section)392 km. Work on others is going at a steady
pace while the project which can be considered CPEC‘s backbone; Railway Line
ML-1‘s complete feasibility report has been compiled. An efficient and fast
transportation network is vital for economic development.
There are 21 energy projects which would generate approximately 16,400
MW. It is pertinent to discuss here that the timeframe of their completion will be
dynamic according to the circumstances, but China‘s energy plans for CPEC
ensures full prospects for Pakistan‘s economic development by overcoming the
energy shortage.
The diversification of existing energy resources with the exploration of new
resources under CPEC would be a substantial step toward attaining sustainable
power development.
Once completed, the energy projects under CPEC would also help Pakistan
to get consistent and cost-effective energy supplies which serve as a backbone for
modern economies and military. Hence, energy reserves are considered as strategic
reserves because energy security uplifts the country‘s stature in international
politics, opening up new vistas for foreign direct investment and attracting
international investors. Eventually this would increase country‘s revenue and GDP.
Pakistan has both renewable and indigenous resources which need to be
utilised efficiently. In this context CPEC is assuredly assisting Pakistan through its
investment in the energy sector. It is important to discuss here that according to the
availability of energy through these projects, Pakistan would be in a better position
to pursue its defence and foreign policy.
According to a World Bank Report, Pakistan‘s GDP is 5.2 percent in 2017
and expected to continue to grow at 5.5 percent in the Fiscal Year 2018. Besides
this, political stability and a favourable environment is required for targeted goals.
In a nutshell, the success of all projects would bring transformational changes not
just for Pakistan but for the region as well. This will not only address the growing
energy demands of the industrial sector of Pakistan but will also assist the other
projects along the CPEC routes.
КПЭК вошел во 2-ю фазу строительства – выплата долга возрастет
ежегодно с 3 млрд. до 3.5 млрд. долл.
CPEC enters most crucial phase
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, December
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378743/cpec-enters-most-crucial-phase

25th,

2017.

THE China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is apparently entering a new
phase, touching more critical and sensitive areas of trade, industrialisation and
financial settlement systems than did the first phase, which focused on developing
power projects and road infrastructure.
The broad power policy was already in place when the two countries agreed
to expand around 10,000 megawatts of generation capacity to remove energy
bottlenecks.
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Also related: What does the next phase of CPEC look like?
The Chinese made abundant funds available for investments and Pakistan
offered generous tax concessions and exemptions along with guaranteed revenue
stream for repayments.
The private sector would be playing a greater role, hence the need for
financial mechanisms including the yuan as an alternative to the dollar
While the quantum of investments in the power sector and loans for road
projects currently under implementation is put at $27 billion by the Planning
Commission and $23bn by the Ministry of Finance for varying reasons, rough
estimates suggest that these would add to foreign repayment obligations by $3bn
to 3.5bn per annum over the next few years.
Going forward, the two governments have now formally shaped up the Long
Term Plan (LTP) 2017-30, which sets the general direction for the next 13 years of
engagement.
The private sector would be playing a greater role in bilateral trade and
industrialisation, hence the need for financial mechanisms and arrangements
including the treatment of the yuan — or renminbi (RMB) — as an alternative to
the US dollar.
This could be the most important phase of the CPEC that would determine its
sustainability and depend on the actual planning, clarity and transparency of the
arrangements to avoid mid-course challenges.
Pakistan has to draw wisdom from the experience of its free trade agreement
with China, and preparedness of the private sector and the human resources to
benefit from the special economic zones (SEZs).
That is where the two governments have set up the joint expert group, in
addition to existing sectoral joint working groups, to meet on a monthly basis and
process feasibility studies and address issues that may crop up.
The main task for the expert group is to complete the planning phase of these
SEZs and make sure it enters the implementation phase during 2018 that would, in
the meanwhile, expected to complete the political transition in Pakistan. Therefore,
the upcoming year would generally be a dull year for actual progress on ground.
The Board of Investment and the Planning Commission are engaging with
prominent chambers of commerce and industry in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab,
Islamabad, Sindh, Gilgit-Baltistan (GB), Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK), and the
Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry, among others, for
briefings about upcoming SEZs.
The repeated questions coming from the business community in these
sessions pertained to concerns that the incentive package would be restricted to
Chinese investors.
The government has tried to dispel such impressions. Local businessmen have
also been told that all the nine SEZs — identified so far in all the four provinces
and special areas including AJK, GB and Federally Administered Tribal Areas —
would be initially developed by provincial governments for building infrastructure
in various forms of public-private partnerships.
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This would be followed by setting up industrial units for which the federal
government would offer equal incentives to all. Provincial governments would also
be free to give additional tax incentives to attract local and foreign investors.
The LTP generally covers seven broad areas of cooperation in three phases,
first ending by 2020, second by 2025 and third in 2030.
The areas of cooperation include energy and connectivity (already in the
completion phase except for railway lines), trade and industrial parks, financial
cooperation (the next stage), agricultural development and poverty alleviation,
tourism, peoples livelihood and exchange programmes.
The long-term plan would remain a moving document providing
macroeconomic guidance for implementing the CPEC in the next phase. ―The plan
would be adjusted based on real situation as well as the consensus between the
parties during the course of implementation… New routes, nodes and aspects may
be considered for inclusion in future by mutual agreement,‖ reads the document.
The plan promises to explore the establishment of multi-level cooperation
mechanisms and strengthen policy coordination, including their own financial
reform and opening up besides innovating financial products and financial services
to control financial risks.
This also includes the understanding to establish and improve a cross-border
credit system and financial services, strengthen currency-swap arrangements and
establish a bilateral payment and settlement system.
Pakistan and China have also agreed to set up a bilateral foreign exchange
reserve pool, increase cooperation between central banks and financial regulatory
agencies, and establish a settlement platform for yuan-based cross-border trade.
The countries would also consider expanding the amount of currency swap
and assign the foreign currency to domestic banks through credit-based bids to
support the financing for projects along the CPEC and promote the settlement in
domestic currencies (yuan and rupees) to reduce the demand for a third-party
currency.
The two countries would also promote the free flow of capital in an orderly
manner, and enhance the facilitation in cross-border transfer of legitimate funds
and open up their financial sector to each other.
They agreed to encourage financial institutions of the two countries to support
the financing, including the loans from international consortium of banks, for the
projects along the CPEC and establish and improve a cross-border credit system.
Пакистанское руководство детально рассматривает
использования юаня в торговых отношениях с Китаем
What it means to use yuan in trade with China

возможность

Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, December 25th, 2017
Updated December 25, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1378744/what-it-means-touse-yuan-in-trade-with-china

IT has finally been officially confirmed that Pakistan is considering using
the Chinese currency for bilateral trade.
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At a weekly media briefing on Dec 21, Foreign Office spokesman Dr
Muhammad Faisal said Pakistan and China ―will actively use bilateral currencies
for the settlement of bilateral trade and investment (transactions) under the relevant
arrangements‖.
Explore: Yuan proposal puzzles financial cirlces
In response to a supplementary question, he said, ―The two countries aim to
promote monetary cooperation between the central banks, implement existing
currency-swap arrangements, research to expand the amount of currency and
explore to enrich the use and scope of bilateral currency swap [and] assign the
foreign currency to domestic banks through credit-based bids to support the
financing for projects along the CPEC [China-Pakistan Economic Corridor].‖
This means Pakistani and Chinese banks will, in the course of time, be able
to open import letters of credit in rupees and yuan (also known as renminbi, or
RMB). Moreover, Pakistan will be able to pay for imports from China in yuan
rather than in dollars, and Chinese companies investing in CPEC projects will
bring in yuan-denominated funds here and remit back their profits and dividends
also in yuan instead of dollars or other foreign currencies.
Even non-Chinese companies participating in the CPEC will be able to do
that via their Chinese principal companies, senior bankers explain.
―The dollar may remain the most dominating medium of exchange in the
foreseeable future. But if Islamabad and Beijing can materialise their dream (to
settle bilateral trade and investment transactions in rupees and yuan), we can
reduce our dependence on the greenback gradually over a long time,‖ says the head
of a large local bank.
There is a growing trend towards promoting the use of local currencies to
settle transactions between two or more countries, as countries seem eager to
reduce their overdependence on the US dollar.
As recently as on Dec 11, the central banks of Indonesia, Malaysia and
Thailand introduced a framework to boost direct settlement of transactions in their
local currencies.
And this makes more sense in the case of Pakistan and China under the
CPEC.
Emboldened by its growing global economic clout and out of the necessity
to make the yuan a stronger international medium of exchange, China launched a
pilot project back in July 2009 to use yuan for cross-border settlements.
The scheme was then developed into a full-fledged framework the very next
year, and now hundreds of thousands of Chinese companies transact businesses in
yuan with their partners in Hong Kong and some countries of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations.
Besides, after the yuan attained the status of a global reserve currency — the
third one after the US dollar and the euro — on Nov 30, 2016, China speeded up
efforts for greater use of its own currency for settling transactions with other
nations.
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For Pakistan, the rupee-yuan settlement of trade with China is important
because ―it would reduce our needs for US dollars to a significant extent as our
imports from China are in excess of $10bn‖, explains a central banker.
Initially, even if 25pc of our imports from China are to be financed in yuan,
our dollar requirements would decline by $2.5bn within a year.
But, of course, there‘s many a slip ‗twixt cup and lip. ―The Chinese banking
system is used to handling transactions in yuan and other regional currencies (of
the countries with which direct settlement of transactions are going on), but we are
not,‖ a treasurer of a local bank says.
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) may come up with a framework for this
purpose in some weeks or hardly a few months, but for banks to get used to the
new system will be a challenge, he says. ―An even bigger challenge for bankers
will be to explain it to businessmen how the rupee-yuan settlement of transactions
would work and how their businesses would benefit from it.‖
Bankers recall that there was no big response when the SBP invited bids in
2013 for buying yuan by local banks under a bilateral currency-swap arrangement,
which was initially signed in December 2011.
That swap was worth Rs140bn and 10bn yuan. Many bank treasurers don‘t
exactly remember any activity undertaken so far under this currency-swap
framework.
―But as we are entering 2018, things have changed a lot. The country is
struggling with its external account imbalance and, thanks to CPEC, investment
and trade (read imports) activity is growing rapidly,‖ a local bank treasurer says.
―So, enlarging the scope of the currency swap and utilising it for settling trade and
investment transactions between Pakistan and China can really help in keeping
external-sector problems in check.‖
Now, as we badly need yuan to foot the growing Chinese import bill so that
growth in imports and other foreign-currency obligations does not create an
unmanageable need for US dollars, only enlarging the amount of rupee-yuan swaps
will not be enough.
―What is perhaps more necessary is to sensitise banks and businesses about
it and make sure that when the yuan is auctioned in the interbank market for swap
against the rupee, banks participate in a big way and they actually do this on the
back of corporate-driven demand,‖ a forex dealer at a local bank says.
As a next step, promoting the clearance and settlement of claims of financial
institutions through a cross-border interbank payment system is also a must. And
Pakistan and China have already agreed upon doing this, according to the Foreign
Office spokesman.
Once concrete developments are made in this regard, the free flow of capital
and cross-border transfer of legitimate funds between the two countries would
become easier, reducing the need for more complex centralised international
clearing system in New York and London.
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Возможно ли ведение двусторонней торговли с Китаем в юанях?
Pak-China trade in yuan: Real benefit lies in enhancing export
Salman Abduhu. The Nation. December 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/23-Dec-2017/pak-chinatrade-in-yuan-real-benefit-lies-in-enhancing-export

LAHORE - The business community and the financial experts have
welcomed the Planning and Development Minister Ahsan Iqbal‘s announcement
that government is considering the China‘s proposal to use renminbi (RMB) or
yuan as trading currency in bilateral trade with Pakistan, advising that the real
benefit lies only in enhancing local exports.
They said that use of yuan as trading currency between two countries would
make the move mutually beneficial and go a long way in strengthening economic
ties between the two countries until Pakistan takes serious measures to improve its
exports to China .
Noted economist Dr Salman Shah said the objective of the Currency Swap
Arrangement is to promote bilateral trade and investment between the two
countries in the respective local currencies. Since the CSA is a bilateral financial
transaction, all terms and conditions apply equally to both countries and the pricing
is based on standard market benchmarks which are widely acceptable in the
respective domestic markets. The execution of bilateral CSA was achieved through
series of technical level team discussions between both central banks. He said both
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the governments must disseminate information regarding this imperative
agreement among their respective trade bodies and chambers of commerce and
industry.
Saarc CCI vice president Iftikhar Malik observed that without first fixing
the tradebalance against China , Pakistan would not have much to gain from the
move, so the government will have to adopt a serious approach in improving
exports to China . Chinamust be encouraged to become an increasing large
importer of goods from Pakistan, besides becoming producer of value-added goods
in Pakistan.
Iftikahr Malik said that Pakistan could be a large hub of Chinese investors in
export-oriented industries due to its rich natural resource-base, low cost labour and
geographical advantages. Instead of just considering Pakistan a major source of
cheap raw material, China should consider Pakistan a competitive base for valueaddition while greatly benefiting from easy access to Middle East and European
markets through Gwadar.
Iftikhar Malik, who is also chairman of the United Business Group, the
ruling group of FPCCI for the last four consecutive years, said that the CSA signed
in 2013 is still treading on a vague trajectory with no destination at all. The
governments of Pakistan and China should make special endeavours to uplift the
confidence of importers of both countries on benefits of Currency Swap
Agreement (CSA). He said that smooth trading with China is possible after RMB
payments as first we pay dollars; a commission is paid on exchange through New
York, which will stop if RMB is used.
The leader of Lahore Businessmen Front and noted importer of housewares
from China, Sardar Usman Ghani said that it would reduce Pakistan‘s heavy
dependence on US dollar-dominated trade while the move may also strengthen
Pakistan rupee against the greenback. He said both the economies were visibly
different from each other in terms of structure, size and trade dependency.
He said the case of promoting Pakistan-China trade in local currency has a
real underlying risk of further flooding the local markets with Chinese goods.
Usman Ghani said that China has much to benefit from trade in local
currency. Pakistan can also benefit from the gradual shift taking place in
international financial system, but we should link our strategic economic objectives
with those of China aiming to become an equal trading partner. Rice Exporters
Association chairman Samee Ullah Ch said the government takes decision
unilaterally without considering the other stakeholders like the industrialists.
Reap chairman said the opening of Letters of Credit would be easier since
Bank of China is already operating in Pakistan. However, he expressed the fear
that Chinawould soon exploit the situation in its favour as ultimately, we will have
to arrange a foreign currency yuan instead of the dollar. It will only
benefit China which has absolute domination in bilateral trade .
PIAF chairman Irfan Iqbal Sheikh said that although Pakistan‘s economy is
much smaller than that of China‘s in terms of GDP, trade , reserves etc, yet the
CSA offers a huge potential for Pakistan‘s economy. He urged the government to
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take serious actions to resolve the issues that are impediment to the implementation
of currency swap agreement.
Irfan Iqbal said that in order to get maximum benefits from CSA agreement
between Pakistan and China , there is a need to ensure several measures at the part
of government, policymakers and trade bodies,
Noted economist Dr Ashfaq Hasan said that CSA is a good opportunity for
Pak-China exporters and it could be an opportunity if all the stakeholders including
Ministry of Commerce, Textile Industry, and exporters make appropriate plans by
revisiting their priorities and hurdles hindering to move ahead in this direction.
Афгано-пакистанские отношения и влияние КПЭК
Af-Pak relations and CPEC
Shahid Ilyas (research officer at the Institute of Regional Studies, Islamabad). The
Express Tribune, December 21st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1588950/6-af-pak-relationscpec/

As the traditional proponents of globalisation are slowly and gradually
receding, and with the visible shift of power from the West to the East, the role of
China in Asia and globally is rapidly becoming prominent. Countries in the region
and beyond are increasingly looking to China for guidance and support. As far as
South Asia is concerned, peace and stability is a pre-requisite for China to realise
its development and leadership roles in the region.
In that context, relations between two key states of South Asia, Afghanistan
and Pakistan, is of strategic importance to China. The vision of President Xi for a
well-connected world, via sea, road and railway networks, of which the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is an important component, cannot be fully
realised without fixing the bilateral relationship. In October this year, Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani was reported to have stated in New Delhi that his country
will not allow Pakistan access to Central Asia unless the latter provides it land
access to India through the CPEC projects.
As we speak, relations between the two countries continue to be
characterised by chronic mutual suspicions, with both sides blaming each other for
the existing fragile security situation in the two countries, where terrorist groups
continue to be active. Both sides blame each other for providing safe havens to
these groups. The recent terrorist attack on a university dormitory in Peshawar in
which nine students were killed and many others injured, and the subsequent
statements issued by the government of Pakistan which said that the attack was
handled from Afghanistan, is the latest example of the deplorable state of relations
between the two.
CPEC provides a significant ray of hope to the people of Pakistan, which
will offer them better job opportunities and an environment more conducive to
economic development. These hopes are not unrealistic. However, without an
improved security situation, fears exist that their hopes may be shattered if
investors continue to be scared for the safety of their investment. And as
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Afghanistan and Pakistan have been termed conjoined brothers, security situation
in one country has a direct bearing on security situation in the other.
However, not only Afghanistan and Pakistan, but China, Iran and India
constitute an essential part in this brotherhood. This is so because without all these
actors being in cordial relationship or at least in working relationship, their
respective dreams of economic development may remain just dreams for a long
time to come. Relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan are intimately
connected with their respective relationships with India. Pakistan has legitimate
concerns with regard to the massive diplomatic and development presence of India
in Afghanistan, with the explicit support of the US. Add to that Afghanistan‘s
reliance on Pakistan for access to the sea and to India by land, and its reluctance to
allow a free flow of people and goods between Afghanistan and India, given the
fraught nature of Indo-Pak relations.
This is a complex mix of relationships, in which China has to navigate for its
own national interests with taking into account the interests of other regional
actors. China has in fact an uphill task to fulfill, that is, to help evolve a solution in
this twisted environment in which all the aforementioned actors win.
It is time that China provided its leadership for a grand and candid regional
dialogue in which the concerns of all regional states, including Afghanistan, India,
Pakistan and Iran, are put on the table. Such a dialogue process under the Chinese
leadership can go in parallel with the existing quadrilateral process of which China
is already a part, with Afghanistan, Pakistan and the US. This is needed because
without a dialogue process under the Chinese leadership, every actor in the region
will try to undermine regional projects, such as CPEC. The failure of the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation to integrate the region offers a lot of
lessons for all of us who seek regional connectivity.
China is in an advantageous position as far as facilitation of a dialogue
process between Afghanistan and Pakistan is concerned. It has cordial relations
with both countries. Both look towards China for meeting their objectives of
economic development. Beijing has secured several key projects in the mining
sector in Afghanistan, which remain dormant due to the bad security environment
and the consequent bad economic situation in Afghanistan. These raw materials
have a significant value for industries based in China as well as the ones planned
along the CPEC routes. Moreover, the ambitious goals as set out for CPEC
projects will entail the necessity of peace in Afghanistan and access to its market.
All these aims are at risk without an improved security situation in the Af-Pak
region.
The cooperation which existed in the territories now controlled by
Afghanistan, China and Pakistan in ancient times, when the Silk Road connected
this region and peoples of the region interacted economically, culturally and
socially, needs to be revived. President Xi‘s vision for One Belt One Road, of
which CPEC is an important component, seeks exactly that. But in order for that to
truly materialise, a cordial trilateral relationship is a pre-requisite.
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Долгосрочный план строительства КПЭК – до 2030 г. – докладывает
министр планирования, развития, реформ.
CPEC: the long-term plan
The News. 20/12/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/258413-cpec-the-long-term-plan

Despite political events in the country created by some narrow vested
interests, the 7th Joint Coordination Committee (JCC) meeting on CPEC was
successfully held on November 21, 2017 in Islamabad.
Our Chinese counterparts showed complete resolve and commitment to
successfully complete all CPEC projects in a timely manner. The 7th JCC also
officially approved the Long Term Plan (LTP) of CPEC. It is a standard practice
around the world that a bilateral agreement cannot be made public unless it is
approved by both parties. But unfortunately some cynics in the media tried to
generate unnecessary controversy by publishing an incorrect version of LTP. As
we promised, we have released the LTP for the public and the media.
The development of any country is based on its industrialisation process.
The qualitative difference between the developed and the developing countries is
the difference in their degree of industrialisation. Where developed countries have
now entered a post-industrial age, developing countries are still struggling to
complete their industrialisation process and modernise their economy. The PML-N
has believed in and consistently strived for industrialisation of Pakistan. In light of
this vision, the PML-N government initiated work on CPEC immediately after
coming into power. CPEC has assumed worldwide attention due to its significant
contribution towards removing energy and infrastructure growth bottlenecks from
Pakistan‘s economy. It provides Pakistan a great opportunity to leapfrog to
expedite the processes of industrialisation.
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The LTP provides a conceptual framework for CPEC up to 2030; it also
gives a framework for the industrialisation of Pakistan. To finalise the LTP, the
government of Pakistan consulted provinces, federal ministries and their respective
technical groups. The plan is completely in line with the seven pillars of ‗Pakistan
Vision 2025‘; these pillars are founded on the economic principles of inclusive and
sustainable development. The seven salient feature of the LTP are connectivity,
energy, trade and industrial parks, agricultural development and poverty
alleviation, tourism, cooperation in areas concerning people‘s livelihood and nongovernmental exchanges and financial cooperation. The spirit of the LTP is best
captured in the following statement, ―...CPEC will greatly speed up the
industrialisation and urbanisation process in Pakistan and help it grow into a highly
inclusive, globally competitive and prosperous country capable of providing highquality life to its citizens.‖
I will briefly discuss some of the salient features of CPEC‘s long-term plan
to illustrate its central role in the industrialisation of Pakistan.
Connectivity is the cornerstone of development. It increases the flow of
goods, information and people across regions. That is why an integrated transport
system is central to the LTP. It includes the construction and development of
Kashgar-Islamabad, Peshawar-Islamabad-Karachi, D I Khan-Hakla, SukkurGwadar Port and Dera Ismail Khan-Quetta-Sohrab-Gwadar road infrastructure to
improve inter/intra-connectivity in Pakistan and China. The development of
Gwadar Port city, Gwadar airport and Easy Bay expressway are going to transform
the city of Gwadar into a maritime trade hub and a new smart port city of the
region. It will also lead to the industrialisation of Balochistan.
Information technology is critical for development. In this regard, we have
laid a cross-border optical fibre cable between Pakistan and China, and agreed to
cooperate in promoting technologies of the fourth industrial revolution in Pakistan.
In the energy sector, both countries will enhance cooperation in the fields of
oil and gas, electricity and power grids. The focus is on thermal power,
hydropower, coal gasification and renewable power generation and modernising
power transmission networks. CPEC has already addressed the major energy
bottleneck in Pakistan. Almost over half of the 10,000 MW energy added recently
to the national grid comes from CPEC.
To build the industrial base of the country, new industrial parks/ special
economic zones (SEZs) will be built all over the country. Both countries will
cooperate to improve efficiency in the textile and garment industries, both of which
are the backbone of Pakistan‘s export sector. Engineering-based industries will
also be developed in Pakistan.
No country has successfully industrialised without modernising its
agricultural sector. CPEC will allow us to modernise agriculture through the
introduction of new technologies such as biological breeding, drip irrigation etc.
The emphasis is to improve incomes of small farmers by increasing their
productivity and efficiency.
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Coastal tourism can be a new niche for Pakistan. CPEC will allow us to
build coastal leisure and vacationing centres across the Keti-Bander-Karachi,
Sonmiani-Ormara, Jhal Jhao, Gwadar and Jiwani routes. CPEC is about
cooperation at all levels between both countries, including non-government
organisations and people-to-people interactions. For cross-fertilisation of ideas and
cultures, exchange of students, tourists and academics will be an integral
component of the corridor.
Pakistan and China will be enhancing monetary cooperation between their
central banks. Both countries agree on bilateral currency swap arrangements and
would prefer making payments in RMB and rupees regarding CPEC projects rather
than any third-party currency.
According to the LTP, the implementation of CPEC will take place in three
phases, with clear goals. In the first phase, that is – by 2020 – the major
bottlenecks in Pakistan‘s socio-economic development will be completely
addressed and ―CPEC shall start to boost the economic growth along it for both
countries‖ (LTP document, p 10).
The second phase will be done by 2025, all the infrastructure of CPEC will
be ready and all industrial projects will have been completed. As a result, CPEC
will have a major impact on the livelihoods of people living along the corridor. The
goals of Vision 2025 will be achieved and there will be more balanced regional
economic development.
The third phase of the LTP will mature by 2030. The endogenous
mechanisms for indigenous inclusive and sustainable economic growth will be in
place in Pakistan. As per the LTP: ―CPEC‘s role in stimulating economic growth
in Central Asia and South Asia [will be] brought into holistic play, and South Asia
shall grow into an international economic zone with global influence‖.
Pakistan is a democratic country where provincial governments are not just
autonomous, but are also led by different political parties which are staunch
opponents of each other. The federal government and all provincial governments
are united in making the LTP and CPEC a game-changer for Pakistan.
Pakistan is a country full of promise and potential but due to strategic
mistakes in the past we haven‘t realised our true development potential. The PMLN government is committed to prioritising the economic interests of the country by
engaging in the geo-economics – instead of geo politics – of the region through
CPEC.
CPEC is a major step taken by Pakistan to transform itself as an economic
nation and become hub of trade, commerce and manufacturing in the region.
Without industrialisation we cannot resolve many of our socio-economic problems
and CPEC is our opportunity to become an industrialised country. The
sustainability of this qualitative shift mandates the collective support of all national
stakeholders, including the media, to turn this dream project of Pak-China
friendship into an everlasting joint enterprise for shared destiny and prosperity.
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Объявленный Долгосрочный план сооружения КПЭК вызывает массу
вопросов
CPEC plan lost in frivolous chatter?
Dawn, December 20th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1377656/cpec-plan-lost-infrivolous-chatter

The government has released a summary of the Long Term Plan of CPEC,
and although many of the details are not contained in the document, some
disclosure is still better than none.
The thing to note in the document is the breadth and scope of the corridor
enterprise, which, it is now clear, goes far beyond roads, power plants and transit
trade.
The document provides pointers which say that Pakistan‘s investment
landscape is going to be reshaped to ―encourage Chinese enterprises, private
sectors and private sector funds of other economic entities to make various forms
of direct investment‖.
Aside from investment, the document points towards the creation of large
tourist resorts along the Makran coast, implying a growing number of Chinese
personnel living in Pakistan in the years to come, as well as elaborate financial
interlinkages between China and Pakistan to facilitate investment flow and expand
the role of the yuan in Pakistan‘s external trade — for starters.
The sheer scope of what the document points towards is breathtaking, and
even if a small portion of what is mentioned actually materialises, the project will
indeed be a ‗game changer‘ as the government repeatedly says.
Considering all this, it is imperative that the document be given a close read
by all parties concerned, particularly in business and politics.
It is dismaying to the extreme that as an engagement of this magnitude gets
under way, the entire national conversation is dominated by squabbling amongst
politicians and the heads of various institutions. This is no way to begin a journey
down a ‗game changer‘ of a road.
It is also worth noting that the objections of Ahsan Iqbal, in his previous post
as planning minister, to the Dawn story on the LTP published in May, stand
nullified. The document released on Monday is only a summarised version of the
same, more detailed document that the Dawn story was based on.
Given the magnitude of what is about to begin, the pressures that Pakistani
rulers will face over the years until 2030 — the period that is covered by the plan
— will be enormous, as the presence of Chinese capital and personnel increases.
For the benefits of the enterprise to truly be unlocked for Pakistan, political
sobriety and stability will be essential. If our traditional slash-and-burn style of
politics remains the norm in the years ahead, with political and institutional rivalry
dominating the national discourse as well as the policy environment, it will put
Pakistan at a catastrophic disadvantage throughout the process.
It is unclear how strongly Pakistan‘s interests are represented on the CPEC
negotiating table, but our current way of doing politics needs to end if we wish to
extract maximum benefit from this enterprise for our country.
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Юань может получить в Пакистане статус наравне с долларом - КПЭК
Chinese currency to get same status as the US dollar in Pakistan
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
18,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1587046/1-pakistan-mulls-using-chinese-currency-bilateral-trade/

ISLAMABAD: The Long-Term Plan (LTP) of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) envisages Pakistan giving the Chinese currency a status at par
with that enjoyed by the US dollar, laying the foundation of boosting the financial
bond between the ‗all-weather strategic partners‘.
Planning and Development Minister Ahsan Iqbal and Chinese Ambassador
Yao Jing on Monday launched the plan for 2017-30 that set out the building
conditions of CPEC. The document underlines that governance deficiencies and
uneven regional development in Pakistan are challenges to CPEC‘s
implementation. It also highlights risks from adjustments of foreign policies of the
‗world powers‘ towards this region.
Among the most salient features of the plan are treating renminbi (RMB)
equal to the United States dollar and allowing Chinese investment in agricultural
production.
The decision to use renminbi as the second international currency will lessen
Pakistan‘s reliance on dollar. ―Pakistan shall promote the construction of Gwadar
Port Free Zone and explore RMB offshore financial business in Gwadar Free
Zone,‖ the plan says. Both countries shall strengthen financial cooperation between
their free trade zones and explore the formation of an RMB backflow mechanism,
it adds.
―The use of Chinese currency in place of US dollar will benefit Pakistan,‖
the planning minister told The Express Tribune. He said the RMB could be used in
bilateral trade but not inside Pakistan. ―The use of Chinese currency will reduce
our reliance on the US dollar,‖ Iqbal said. He said China desired that RMB be used
for all financial and commercial transactions between the two countries.
Pakistan has taken a bold step by accepting the Chinese demand, as the
country‘s foreign exchange regime currently allows only the use of dollar for
international trade. The decision, which may take up to three years to implement,
will extend to the RMB all the incentives currently available to the greenback,
according to government officials.
Pakistan rejects use of Chinese currency
The long-term plan states that the two countries should promote monetary
cooperation between their central banks and explore enhancing the scope of
bilateral currency swaps. They will also assign the foreign currency to domestic
banks through credit-based bids to support financing for projects along CPEC and
promote settlements in RMB and rupees to reduce the demand for third-party
currency.
―The two sides will also actively explore use of bilateral currencies for the
settlement of bilateral trade and investment under the relevant arrangements,‖ it
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says. They will encourage clearing and settlement for the financial institutions
from both sides through a Cross-Border Inter-Bank Payment System, promote free
flow of capital in an orderly manner and enhance facilitation of cross-border
transfer of legitimate funds.
Not only that, ―both countries shall …establish and improve a cross-border
credit system and promote financial services such as export credit, project
financing, syndicated loan, trade finance, investment bank, cross-border RMB
business, financial market, assets management, e-bank and financial lease; support
the project financing by RMB loans and establish the evaluation model of power
bill in RMB.‖
Pakistan‘s federal and provincial governments, enterprises and financial
institutions will explore effective ways to conduct RMB financing in Mainland
China, Hong Kong and other offshore RMB centres. Chinese and Pakistani market
players will be supported and encouraged to finance projects related to CPEC in
the international market and Pakistan.
―By no means is the LTP final and perfect, as it can be adjusted according to
the ground realities,‖ said Yao, the new Chinese Ambassador in Islamabad. He
said that the plan demonstrated China‘s long-term commitment to Pakistan‘s
development. The ambassador expressed hope that other neighbouring countries
would get benefit from the Chinese development model that was based on fairness
and mutual respect.
The plan also strikes a note of caution — ―as long as the governments and
people of the two countries treat each other with all sincerity and cooperate
sincerely, they will build the CPEC into an open, inclusive one with economic
prosperity, social stability and security, and the wellbeing of people‖. Both
governments acknowledge that the plan has an ambitious goal and an arduous task.
CPEC could turn into a nightmare if Pakistan keeps tariffs high
The document defines CPEC as ―a growth axis and a development belt
featuring complementary advantages, collaboration, mutual benefits and common
prosperity‖. The long-term cooperation is built around seven pillars that cover
every possible aspect of economic and financial cooperation.
The corridor‘s core and radiation zones present the spatial layout of ―one
belt, three axes and several passages‖. ―The CPEC will greatly speed up the
industrialisation and urbanisation process in Pakistan and help it grow into a highly
inclusive, globally competitive and prosperous country capable of providing highquality life to its citizens.‖
However, it has been cautioned that Pakistan needs to address major
bottlenecks to economic and social development to sustain the economic growth
momentum. ―The energy, infrastructure, administration and governance
deficiencies, besides unbalanced regional economic and social development, and
external sector vulnerabilities need to be monitored to avoid any possible challenge
to CPEC.‖
Timeline of goals
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According to the plan, CPEC should take the initial shape by 2020 and have
its basic construction done by 2025 with the industrial system approximately
complete and major economic functions brought into play in a holistic way. By
2030, the building phase should be accomplished, the endogenous mechanism for
sustainable economic growth in place and CPEC‘s role in stimulating economic
growth in Central and South Asia brought into holistic play. South Asia shall grow
into an international economic zone with global influence.
It says the commercial projects should be operated in a market-oriented way;
quasi-commercial major infrastructure projects may adopt the public-private
partnership mode and non-commercial projects concerning people‘s livelihood
should involve multiple participants and be implemented through fair competition.
The plan lays emphasis on capacity expansion of railway lines and new
projects. In the energy sector, the cooperation will be for the development of oil
and gas resources and establishing refineries and storages along the route will be
considered. Both countries will actively promote river planning and preparatory
work of major projects to accelerate hydro-electric power development.
Sheer size of CPEC portfolio appals IMF
Pakistan‘s industries will be encouraged to move away from assembling
imported parts and components to localised production and Chinese enterprises to
enter the Pakistan market for developing energy-efficient industry.
Both countries will promote industrial capacity cooperation in sectors such
as chemical and pharmaceutical, engineering goods, agro, iron and steel, light
manufacturing and home appliances and construction material.
Agriculture sector
China and Pakistan should give full play to their own comparative
advantages to strengthen agricultural infrastructure construction within the CPEC
coverage, the plan says. It calls for cooperation in biological breeding, production,
processing, storage and transportation; infrastructure construction; disease
prevention and control; water resources utilisation, conservation and protection;
land development and remediation; ICT-enabled agriculture and marketing of
agricultural products. The aim is to promote systematic, large-scale, standardised
and intensified construction of agricultural industry.
China will cooperate for strengthening drip irrigation technology and
improving post-harvest handling, storage and transportation of products.
The plan also says the countries should exploit the tourism resources in
regions along CPEC, especially the border areas.
Юань может заменить доллар в торговле Китая с Пакистаном
Yuan may replace dollar in Pakistan-China trade
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
December
19th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377459/yuan-may-replace-dollar-in-pakistan-china-trade

2017.
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ISLAMABAD: Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal said on
Monday that the government was examining a proposal to replace the US dollar
with the Chinese yuan for trade between China and Pakistan.
He was talking to journalists after the formal launch of Long Term Plan
(LTP) for the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 2017-30 signed by the
two sides on Nov 21.
Newly-appointed Chinese Ambassador Yao Jing and officials of the
provincial governments also attended the launching ceremony.
Asked if the Chinese currency could be allowed for use in Pakistan, Mr
Iqbal said the Pakistani currency would be used within the country, but China
desired that bilateral trade should take place in its currency — known as Renminbi
(RMB) or yuan — and ―we are examining the use of RMB instead of the US dollar
for trade between the two countries‖. He said the use of RMB was not against the
interest of Pakistan, rather it would benefit the country.
CPEC Long Term Plan formally launched
The minister said China had not stopped CPEC-related investment in
Pakistan as claimed by some quarters and all projects were going on with the
process of feasibility studies and their scrutiny as had been the case with the first
phase of investments. All projects already identified and committed by the two
sides were going through the codal formalities and moved into the implementation
phase on completion of these procedures, he explained.
The 26-page LTP document briefly covers seven broad areas of cooperation
where the two sides have to contribute to each other in three phases, first ending
2020, followed by another in 2025 and then completing in 2030. The areas of
cooperation include connectivity, energy, trade and industrial parks, agricultural
development and poverty alleviation, tourism, people‘s livelihood and exchange
programmes and financial cooperation.
Both sides reiterated that the LTP would remain a moving document
providing macroeconomic guidance for implementation of CPEC in the next phase.
―The plan would be adjusted based on real situation as well as the consensus
between the parties during the course of implementation…New routes, nodes and
aspects may be considered for inclusion in future by mutual agreement,‖ reads the
document.
Under the plan, the two countries agreed to explore multi-level cooperation
mechanisms and strengthen policy coordination, including their own financial
reforms and opening up, besides innovating financial products and services to
control financial risks.
The two sides agreed to establish and improve cross-border credit system and
financial services, strengthen currency swap arrangements and establish a bilateral
payment and settlement system.
Значительные инвестиции Китая в порт Гвадар вызывают большую
озабоченность США и Индии.
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China lavishes aid on Gwadar raising suspicions in US, India
The Nation. December 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/19-Dec-2017/china-lavishes-aidon-gwadar-raising-suspicions-in-us-india

GWADAR - China is lavishing vast amounts of aid on a small Pakistani
fishing town to win over locals and build a commercial deep-water port that the
United States (US) and India suspect may also one day serve the Chinese navy.
Beijing has built a school, sent doctors and pledged about $500 million in
grants for an airport, hospital, college and badly-needed water infrastructure
for Gwadar , a dusty town whose harbour juts out into the Arabian Sea,
overlooking some of the world‘s busiest oil and gas shipping lanes.
The grants include $230 million for a new international airport, one of the
largest such disbursements China has made abroad, according to researchers and
Pakistani officials.
The handouts for the Gwadar project are a departure from Beijing‘s usual
approach in other countries. China has traditionally derided Western-style aid in
favour of infrastructure projects for which it normally provides loans through
Chinese state-owned commercial and development banks.
―The concentration of grants is quite striking,‖ said Andrew Small, an author
of a book on China-Pakistan relations and a Washington-based researcher at the
German Marshall Fund think tank.
―China largely doesn‘t do aid or grants, and when it has done them, they
have tended to be modest.‖
Pakistan has welcomed the aid with open hands. However, Beijing‘s unusual
largesse has also fuelled suspicions in the US and India that Gwadar is part of
China‘s future geostrategic plans to challenge US naval dominance.
―It all suggests that Gwadar , for a lot of people in China , is not just a
commercial proposition over the longer term,‖ Small said.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry did not respond to a request for comment.
Beijing and Islamabad see Gwadar as the future jewel in the crown of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship of Beijing‘s Belt and Road
initiative to build a new ―Silk Road‖ of land and maritime trade routes across more
than 60 countries in Asia, Europe and Africa.
The plan is to turn Gwadar into a trans-shipment hub and megaport to be
built alongside special economic zones from which export-focused industries will
ship goods worldwide. A web of energy pipelines, roads and rail links will
connect Gwadar to China‘s western regions.
Port trade is expected to grow from 1.2 million tonnes in 2018 to about 13
million tonnes by 2022, Pakistani officials say. At the harbour, three new cranes
have been installed and dredging will next year deepen the port depth to 20 metres
at five berths.
But the challenges are stark. Gwadar has no access to drinking water, power
blackouts are common and separatist insurgents threaten attacks against Chinese
projects in Gwadar and the rest of Baluchistan, a mineral-rich province that is still
Pakistan‘s poorest region.
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Security is tight, with Chinese and other foreign visitors driven around in
convoys of soldiers and armed police.
Beijing is also trying to overcome the distrust of outsiders evident in
Balochistan, where indigenous Baloch fear an influx of other ethnic groups and
foreigners. Many residents say the pace of change is too slow.
―Local people are not completely satisfied,‖ said Essar Nori, a lawmaker
for Gwadar , adding that the separatists were tapping into that dissatisfaction.
Pakistani officials are urging Gwadar residents to be patient, vowing to
urgently build desalination plants and power stations.
Cautionary tale
China‘s Gwadar project contrasts with similar efforts in Sri Lanka, where
the village of Hambantota was transformed into a port complex – but was saddled
with Chinese debt.
Last week, Sri Lanka formally handed over operations to China on a 99-year
lease in exchange for lighter debt repayments, a move that sparked street protests
over what many Sri Lankans view as an erosion of sovereignty.
The Hambantota port, like Gwadar , is part of a network of harbours Beijing
is developing in Asia and Africa that have spooked India, which fears being
encircled by China‘s growing naval power.
But Pakistani officials say comparisons to Hambantota are unfair because
the Gwadar project has much less debt.
On top of the airport, Chinese handouts in Gwadar include $100 million to
expand a hospital by 250 beds, $130 million towards upgrading water
infrastructure, and $10 million for a technical and vocational college, according to
Pakistani government documents and officials.
―We welcome this assistance as it‘s changing the quality of life of the people
of Gwadarfor the better,‖ said Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, chairman of the
parliamentary committee that oversees CPEC, including Gwadar .
China and Pakistan jointly choose which projects will be developed under
the CPEC mechanism, Mushahid added.
When China suggested a 7,000-metre runway for the new airport, Pakistan
pushed for a 12,000 metre one that could accommodate planes as large as the
Airbus 380 and be used for military purposes, according to Sajjad Baloch, a
director of the GwadarDevelopment Authority.
The scale of Chinese grants is extraordinary, according to Brad Parks,
executive director of AidData, a research lab at the US-based William and Mary
university that collected data on Chinese aid across 140 countries from 2000-2014.
Since 2014, Beijing has pledged over $800 million in grants and
concessional loans for Gwadar , which has less than 100,000 people. In the 15
years before that, China gave about $2.4 billion in concessional loans and grants
during this period across the whole of Pakistan, a nation of 207 million people.
―Gwadar is exceptional even by the standards of China‘s past activities in
Pakistan itself,‖ Parks said.
Hearts and minds
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There are early signs China‘s efforts to win hearts and minds are beginning
to bear fruit in Gwadar .
―Baluchistan is backward and underdeveloped, but we are seeing
development after China‘s arrival,‖ said Salam Dashti, 45, a grocer whose two
children attend the new Chinese-built primary school. But there are major pitfalls
ahead.
Tens of thousands of people living by the port will have to be relocated. For
now, they live in cramped single-story concrete houses corroded by seawater on a
narrow peninsula, where barefoot fishermen offload their catch on newly-paved
roads strewn with rubbish. Many of the fishermen say they fear they will lose their
livelihoods once the port starts operating.
Indigenous residents‘ fear of becoming a minority is inevitable with
Gwadar‘s population expected to jump more than 15-fold in coming decades. On
the edge of town, mansions erected by land speculators are popping up alongside
the sand dunes.
Analysts say China is aware that previous efforts to develop Gwadar port
failed partly due to the security threat posed by Baloch separatists, so Beijing is
trying to counter the insurgents‘ narrative that China wants to exploit Baluchistan.
―That weighs heavily on the minds of the Chinese,‖ Parks added. ―It‘s
almost certainly true that they are trying to safeguard their investments by getting
more local buy-in.‖
Chinese officials, meanwhile, are promoting the infrastructure development
they are funding.
―Every day you can see new changes. It shows the sincerity of Chinese for
development of Gwadar ,‖ Lijian Zhao, the deputy chief of mission at the Chinese
embassy in Islamabad, tweeted last month.
Naval facility
For its investment in Gwadar , China will receive 91 per cent of revenues
until the port is returned to Pakistan in four decades‘ time. The
operator, China Overseas Ports Holding Company, will also be exempt from major
taxes for more than 20 years.
Pakistan‘s maritime affairs minister, Hasil Bizenjo, said the arrival of the
Chinese in the region contrasted with the experience of the past two centuries,
when Russia and Britain, and later the US and the Soviet Union, vied for control of
the warm water ports of the Persian Gulf.
―The Chinese have come very smoothly, they have reached the warm
waters,‖ Bizenjo said. ―What they are investing is less than a peanut for access to
warm waters.‖
When a US Pentagon report in June suggested Gwadar could become a
military base for China , a concern that India has also expressed, Beijing dismissed
the idea.
―Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖
said a Chinese Defence Ministry spokesman, Wu Qian.
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Bizenjo and other Pakistani officials say Beijing has not asked to
use Gwadar for naval purposes. ―This port, they will use it mostly for their
commercial interests, but it depends on the next 20 years where the world goes,‖
Bizenjo said.
КПЭК может превратиться в кошмар, если внешнеторговые тарифы
будут и дальше оставаться высокими
CPEC could turn into a nightmare if Pakistan keeps tariffs high
DR MANZOOR AHMAD. The Express Tribune, December 18th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1586540/2-cpec-turn-nightmare-pakistan-keeps-tariffs-high/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s situation regarding its international trade and
tariff policies is similar to that of Alice in Wonderland.
Should it continue to negotiate new free trade agreements (FTAs) and thus
liberalise or should it keep imposing new regulatory duties, consequently
tightening its import regime further?
At present, it seems to be going in both directions, not knowing which is the
right course.
Pakistan has played on both sides of the fence in the past and its success in a
few cases probably encourages it to stick to that strategy.
For example, in 2006 Pakistan became part of the South Asia Free Trade
Area (Safta). At the same time, it was able to keep the door closed on most of the
Indian imports through land routes on the pretext that becoming part of a free trade
area did not mean that it had granted the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status.
CPEC projects set to enter next stage of execution
While other countries in Safta moved on and integrated their economies and
in the process gained in terms of exports and prosperity, Pakistan continued to
remain aloof. Why is Pakistan not able to move on whereas the rest of the world
has successfully used bilateral and regional free trade agreements for their benefit?
First, as in the domestic economy, Pakistan wants preferential access
without having to negotiate quid pro quo. In other words, it is always on the
lookout for other countries to give it special concessions under a SRO-type
arrangement.
Thus, it considered it a great achievement to have secured from the
European Union (EU) the Generalised Scheme of Preference (GSP) Plus facility
without having to offer any reciprocal market in return.
It did not realise that in this process, it has to accept many humiliating terms
including EU‘s intrusive inspections in various domestic situations including
human rights and labour practices. Since it did not have to offer any market access,
it had no incentive to reform or become more competitive.
Second, even a cursory look at the local press shows that most commentators
would prefer going back to the 20th Century trade regime when import substitution
policies were in vogue.
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Our manufacturers present the infant industry argument and would like to
avoid all competition. For the FBR, it is much easier to collect taxes on imports
than make the rich pay their fair share through income tax.
Third, so far Pakistan has signed all its free trade agreements without having
conducted any serious studies. As soon as imports from the partner country start
flowing in, then blame game starts.
When the FTA was first signed with China in 2006, it was celebrated as a
big step forward for the economy. But even before negotiations could start on the
second phase, there were calls all around for renegotiating the terms agreed in the
first phase.
It is not clear how it would be different with competitive countries such as
Turkey, Thailand and South Korea, with whom we are trying to sign new trade
agreements.
Tariff concessions
What we do not realise is that these economies have liberalised their trade
regimes a long time ago and there is not much they can offer to Pakistan in terms
of tariff concessions. In those countries, average import duties on industrial goods
are no more than 2-3% and constitute less than 5% of their revenues.
In the case of Pakistan, customs duty is at least three times the average in
these countries and constitute over 13% of the import revenue. In fact, taxes on
imports account for almost 40% of total collection.
Without domestic reforms, opening up to these countries will not give
results any different from what happened in the case of China or Malaysia.
How to get out of this dilemma? Obviously, Pakistan cannot keep running in
opposite directions and expect to get anywhere. There is a need for a national
consensus whether we want to remain isolated economically or we want to be more
integrated.
If we prefer isolation, then there is no need for more FTAs. However, if we
want to be more globalised, then we have to first reform trade and tariff policies.
Most countries that have benefitted from the FTAs have first liberalised
unilaterally, thereby preparing their domestic industry for competition and only
then opted for bilateral or regional free trade agreements.
This question is now more important than ever in the past. Through CPEC,
Pakistan can become a hub for transit and trade. However, if it continues to keep
high tariffs, CPEC could turn into a nightmare. It could further flood our markets
with smuggled goods.
CPEC, OBOR game-changer for entire region
There would be calls for more restrictions on transit trade as has been made
in the case of Afghanistan transit trade. Special Economic Zones would never be
successful if the current duty regimes are maintained.
The writer served as Pakistan‘s ambassador to the WTO from 2002 to 2008
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Китай вкладывает значительные средства в Гвадар, чтобы расширить
свое влияние на море
Hoping to extend maritime reach, China lavishes aid in Gwadar
The Nation. December 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/17-Dec-2017/hoping-to-extendmaritime-reach-china-lavishes-aid-in-gwadar

China is lavishing vast amounts of aid on a small Pakistani fishing town to
win over locals and build a commercial deep-water port that the United States and
India suspect may also one day serve the Chinese navy.
Beijing has built a school, sent doctors and pledged about $500 million in
grants for an airport, hospital, college and badly-needed water infrastructure for
Gwadar, a dusty town whose harbor juts out into the Arabian Sea, overlooking
some of the world‘s busiest oil and gas shipping lanes.
The grants include $230 million for a new international airport, one of the
largest such disbursements China has made abroad, according to researchers and
Pakistani officials.
The handouts for the Gwadar project is a departure from Beijing‘s usual
approach in other countries. China has traditionally derided Western-style aid in
favor of infrastructure projects for which it normally provides loans through
Chinese state-owned commercial and development banks.
―The concentration of grants is quite striking,‖ said Andrew Small, an author
of a book on China-Pakistan relations and a Washington-based researcher at the
German Marshall Fund think tank.
―China largely doesn‘t do aid or grants, and when it has done them, they have
tended to be modest.‖
Pakistan has welcomed the aid with open hands. However, Beijing‘s unusual
largesse has also fueled suspicions in the United States and India that Gwadar is
part of China‘s future geostrategic plans to challenge U.S. naval dominance.
―It all suggests that Gwadar , for a lot of people in China , is not just a
commercial proposition over the longer term,‖ Small said.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry did not respond to a request for comment from
Reuters.
Beijing and Islamabad see Gwadar as the future jewel in the crown of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship of Beijing‘s Belt and Road
initiative to build a new ―Silk Road‖ of land and maritime trade routes across more
than 60 countries in Asia, Europe and Africa.
The plan is to turn Gwadar into a trans-shipment hub and megaport to be
built alongside special economic zones from which export-focused industries will
ship goods worldwide. A web of energy pipelines, roads and rail links will connect
Gwadar to China‘s western regions.
Port trade is expected to grow from 1.2 million tonnes in 2018 to about 13
million tonnes by 2022, Pakistani officials say. At the harbor, three new cranes
have been installed and dredging will next year deepen the port depth to 20 meters
at five berths.
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But the challenges are stark. Gwadar has no access to drinking water, power
blackouts are common and separatist insurgents threaten attacks against Chinese
projects in Gwadar and the rest of Baluchistan, a mineral-rich province that is still
Pakistan‘s poorest region.
Security is tight, with Chinese and other foreign visitors driven around in
convoys of soldiers and armed police.
Beijing is also trying to overcome the distrust of outsiders evident in
Baluchistan, where indigenous Baloch fear an influx of other ethnic groups and
foreigners. Many residents say the pace of change is too slow.
―Local people are not completely satisfied,‖ said Essar Nori, a lawmaker for
Gwadar , adding that the separatists were tapping into that dissatisfaction.
Pakistani officials are urging Gwadar residents to be patient, vowing to
urgently build desalination plants and power stations.
CAUTIONARY TALE
China‘s Gwadar project contrasts with similar efforts in Sri Lanka, where the
village of Hambantota was transformed into a port complex - but was saddled with
Chinese debt.
Last week, Sri Lanka formally handed over operations to China on a 99-year
lease in exchange for lighter debt repayments, a move that sparked street protests
over what many Sri Lankans view as an erosion of sovereignty.
The Hambantota port, like Gwadar , is part of a network of harbors Beijing is
developing in Asia and Africa that have spooked India, which fears being encircled
by China‘s growing naval power.
But Pakistani officials say comparisons to Hambantota are unfair because the
Gwadar project has much less debt.
On top of the airport, Chinese handouts in Gwadar include $100 million to
expand a hospital by 250 beds, $130 million towards upgrading water
infrastructure, and $10 million for a technical and vocational college, according to
Pakistani government documents and officials.
―We welcome this assistance as it‘s changing the quality of life of the people
of Gwadar for the better,‖ said Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, chairman of the
parliamentary committee that oversees CPEC, including Gwadar .
China and Pakistan jointly choose which projects will be developed under the
CPEC mechanism, Sayed added.
When China suggested a 7,000 meter runway for the new airport, Pakistan
pushed for a 12,000 meter one that could accommodate planes as large as the
Airbus 380 and be used for military purposes, according to Sajjad Baloch, a
director of the Gwadar Development Authority.
The scale of Chinese grants is extraordinary, according to Brad Parks,
executive director of AidData, a research lab at the U.S.-based William and Mary
university that collected data on Chinese aid across 140 countries from 2000-2014.
Since 2014, Beijing has pledged over $800 million in grants and concessional
loans for Gwadar , which has less than 100,000 people. In the 15 years before that,
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China gave about $2.4 billion in concessional loans and grants during this period
across the whole of Pakistan, a nation of 207 million people.
―Gwadar is exceptional even by the standards of China‘s past activities in
Pakistan itself,‖ Parks said.
HEARTS AND MINDS
There are early signs China‘s efforts to win hearts and minds are beginning to
bear fruit in Gwadar .
―Baluchistan is backward and underdeveloped, but we are seeing
development after China‘s arrival,‖ said Salam Dashti, 45, a grocer whose two
children attend the new Chinese-built primary school.
But there are major pitfalls ahead.
Tens of thousands of people living by the port will have to be relocated.
For now, they live in cramped single-story concrete houses corroded by sea
water on a narrow peninsula, where barefoot fishermen offload their catch on
newly-paved roads strewn with rubbish. Many of the fishermen say they fear
they‘ll lose their livelihoods once the port starts operating.
Indigenous residents‘ fear of becoming a minority is inevitable with Gwadar‘s
population expected to jump more than 15-fold in coming decades. On the edge of
town, mansions erected by land speculators are popping up alongside the sand
dunes.
Analysts say China is aware that previous efforts to develop Gwadar port
failed partly due to the security threat posed by Baloch separatists, so Beijing is
trying to counter the insurgents‘ narrative that China wants to exploit Baluchistan.
―That weighs heavily on the minds of the Chinese,‖ Parks added. ―It‘s almost
certainly true that they are trying to safeguard their investments by getting more
local buy-in.‖
Chinese officials, meanwhile, are promoting the infrastructure development
they are funding.
―Every day you can see new changes. It shows the sincerity of Chinese for
development of Gwadar ,‖ Fijian Zhao, the deputy chief of mission at the Chinese
embassy in Islamabad, tweeted last month.
NAVAL FACILITY
For its investment in Gwadar , China will receive 91 percent of revenues
until the port is returned to Pakistan in four decades‘ time. The operator, China
Overseas Ports Holding Company, will also be exempt from major taxes for more
than 20 years.
Pakistan‘s maritime affairs minister, Hasil Bizenjo, said the arrival of the
Chinese in the region contrasted with the experience of the past two centuries,
when Russia and Britain, and later the United States and the Soviet Union, vied for
control of the warm water ports of the Persian Gulf.
―The Chinese have come very smoothly, they have reached the warm waters,‖
Bizenjo told Reuters. ―What they are investing is less than a peanut for access to
warm waters.‖
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When a U.S. Pentagon report in June suggested Gwadar could become a
military base for China , a concern that India has also expressed, Beijing
dismissed the idea.
―Talk that China is building a military base in Pakistan is pure guesswork,‖
said a Chinese Defence Ministry spokesman, Wu Sian.
Bizenjo and other Pakistani officials say Beijing has not asked to use Gwadar
for naval purposes.
―This port, they will use it mostly for their commercial interests, but it
depends on the next 20 years where the world goes,‖ Bizenjo said.
О некоторых проблемах в реализации проекта
пакистанского экономического коридора» (Безопасность!)

«Китайско-

Казанин М.В. 15 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39937

Как сообщают китайские источники, Департамент дипломатической
безопасности Министерства иностранных дел КНР начиная с середины
ноября 2017 г. регулярно распространяет циркулярные сообщения об угрозе
осуществления террористических актов в отношении граждан КНР и
объектов в Пакистане. Сотрудники дипломатического представительства в
интервью национальным СМИ признают, что текст циркулярных
оповещений составлен так, чтобы не нагнетать панику среди китайских
граждан, проживающих в Пакистане.
Научные сотрудники Шанхайского отделения Академии общественных
наук (АОН) КНР при содействии коллег из Национального научнотехнического университета Пакистана провели 8 декабря 2017 г. специальное
заседание, посвященное вопросам безопасности в Пакистане, на котором до
сведения присутствовавших представителей бизнес-сообщества было
доведено следующее.
По причине внутренней политической нестабильности, представители
правоохранительных органов и специальных служб Пакистана вынуждены
сосредоточить внимание на охране государственных стратегических
объектов в ущерб охраны даже дипломатических представительств. Как
известно, в рамках регионального плана председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина
под обозначением «Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор» для
охраны строящихся объектов и китайских специалистов ведется
формирование и подготовка специального подразделения TF-88 общей
численностью от 10 до 12 тыс. военнослужащих. Достоверно известно, что
вооружение и военная техника для данного подразделения будут поставлены
из КНР.
Китайским
гражданам
рекомендовано
избегать
проведения
мероприятий с участием большого количества людей и как можно реже
покидать места проживания. Государственным и частным китайским
компаниям рекомендовано усилить меры безопасности, усилить ворота и
входные двери, а также усовершенствовать систему видеонаблюдения.
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По данным китайских источников, в настоящее время, на территории
Пакистана находится, по разным данным около 30000 китайских
специалистов, задействованных в реализации отдельных проектов плана
«Китайско-пакистанского экономического корридора».
Достоверно известно, что на территории представительства China
Communications Construction в Исламабаде уже начаты соответствующие
работы, а именно:
– бригада строителей надстроила стену ограждения служебного
городка;
– сотрудники отдела охраны разместили дополнительные секции
проволочных заграждений по периметру жилого сектора;
– частное охранное предприятие, обеспечивающее безопасность
сотрудников указанной компании, увеличило количество и численность
патрулей.
Кроме того, служба охраны китайского предприятия разработала схемы
блокирования жилого района компании China Communications Constructions с
целью сковывания действий террористов и своевременного укрытия
персонала в защищенных помещениях. Также усилена работа по выявлению
наблюдательных постов исламистов на маршрутах передвижения
сотрудников.
Следует отметить, что информация о готовности уйгурских
сепаратистов к проведению террористических актов поступает как от
пакистанских источников, так и по каналам связи посольства КНР в
Пакистане – официальные телефонограммы за подписью посла КНР Яо
Цзина.
Известно, что руководитель дипломатической миссии КНР в
Исламабаде является специалистом высшей квалификации по пакистанской
тематике — работал на разных должностях (третий секретарь, посланник,
советник) в посольстве около 10 лет.
Китайские специалисты в области международных отношений и
вопросов безопасности из Шанхайского отделения АОН КНР отмечают, что
на территории Пакистана ведется подготовка членов движения «Восточный
Туркестан» и в готовности к осуществлению террористических актов (захват
заложников, атаки террористов-смертников с использованием шахидмобилей) находится более 300 уйгур.
По словам пакистанских специалистов, уйгурские сепаратисты
установили связь с сотрудниками индийской военной разведки, которые на
регулярной основе ведут сбор информации о процессе реализации проекта
КПЭК. По оценке специалистов координационного совета по развитию и
безопасности западных районов КНР, индийские военные целенаправленно
готовят диверсии на объектах КПЭК, которые будут выполнять именно
уйгуры. Как отмечают пакистанские военные в ходе вероятных атак боевики
«Восточного Туркестана» могут использовать химические боеприпасы
индийского производства.
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Вполне вероятно, что к этим мероприятиям антикитайской
направленности будут привлечены и другие исламисты, которых
американские спецслужбы достаточно активно вывозят с территории
Сирийской Арабской Республики в Пакистан и Афганистан для поддержания
нестабильности в этой части азиатского региона.
Сотрудники Национального научно-технического университета
Пакистана полагают, что при сохранении высокого уровня террористической
угрозы вырастут и расходы на обеспечение безопасности объектов и
специалистов, а кроме того, вполне очевидно, что допущенные
террористические акты негативно скажутся на темпах реализации проектов
КПЭК. Ожидается, что данный проект будет реализован не ранее 2030 г. в
связи с высокой активностью террористических группировок на территории
Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что наиболее спокойным объектом всего китайского
замысла по превращению Пакистана в транспортную артерию для своей
экономики является порт Гвадар, который китайские строители создавали на
протяжении 14 лет с учетом необходимости размещения значительного по
численности китайского контингента (от 5 до 10 тысяч в/с) подразделений
Морской пехоты ВМС НОАК. Известно, что китайская сторона намерена
продолжить развитие этого объекта транспортной инфраструктуры как за
счет расширения самого порта, так и за счет строительства отдельного
особого экономического района.
В отношении портовой инфраструктуры известно, что планируется
построить терминал для насыпных грузов; сухой док для ремонта торговых
судов; нефтегазовый терминал; метеорологическую станцию. Также,
китайские
подрядчики
планируют
провести
дополнительные
дноуглубительные работы в интересах размещения судов/кораблей с осадкой
более 15 метров. Для функционирования подобной инфраструктуры будет
возведено три электростанции по 300 МВт каждая.
С учетом вышесказанного необходимо добавить, что именно из-за
высокой вероятности совершения террористического акта китайские
строители приостановили работы на одном из участков перспективной
высокоскоростной автомобильной дороги на границе КНР и Пакистана, хотя,
по официальной версии, контролирующие финансовые органы Поднебесной
якобы проводят проверку финансовой дисциплины руководителей
упомянутой выше China Communications Constructions.
Сможет ли Пакистан выплатить долг Китаю за сооружение КПЭК?
Can Pakistan pay CPEC loans?
Saad Khan (writer has experience in Forex G10 spot currency trading with Citigroup ICG
and financial consulting with Royal Bank of Canada.). The Express Tribune, December 14th,
2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583286/6-can-pakistan-pay-cpec-loans/

You are Pakistan. You make textiles. Meanwhile, Country X grows
avocadoes. If you sell Country X textiles worth Rs1,000, but buy avocadoes worth
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Rs1,500, you will have a Rs500 trade deficit. This is not necessarily a bad thing.
Without trade deficits, the world market would not be able to function. Deficits
only become an issue when you sell barely any textiles but still buy a lot of
avocadoes again and again.
Let‘s say a friend of yours sees this chronic deficit problem you have and
lends you some money because they are afraid if you default on all of your
payments then you might get angry. Let‘s call this friend the IMF. You might be a
little upset that the IMF has put you on a list with Afghanistan, Sierra Leone,
Greece and 37 other countries that require these ‗bailouts‘. But at least you never
made a decision as fiscally cancerous as, say Britain did via its inane Brexit.
Your situation is dire, so you swallow your pride and accept the money (a
dozen times since 1988). In return, you are told to start making strides to resolve
your spending habits by hitting a few metrics that they get to assign you. For
example: they do not like the way your currency is overvalued by about 20% via a
managed float regime. A managed float regime (or dirty float) is a complex bit of
high finance jargon which describes a system of economic management where
Ishaq Dar yells at enough people so that, economically, things look good. Reality
only comes knocking post-election cycle when the duct-tape starts peeling.
What could go wrong with someone being lent money? It is not as if the
IMF consists of nation-states that are drowning in debt themselves. It is not as if
the IMF‘s largest contributor by far, the United States, has a Federal Reserve
System chairman who recently expressed an intense anxiety over its $20 trillion
national debt. It is not as if the said nation is now run by a man whose race-baiting
antics bounce wildly around the walls of the White House, sending its staffers into
panic attacks galore. Sad! All this to say that the plug could be pulled on future
loans for a great number of reasons. Who is going to bail you out then?
Enter China. What principle does China adhere to more than ‗love your
neighbour as yourself (apart from India)‘? China likes you. You are like the little
brother that Hong Kong never was. China even agrees to build you a nice corridor.
An economic corridor! That sounds like exactly the kind of thing that makes
money.

But the math on CPEC is grim. About 65% of the early project loans (some
$28 billion) are not on the same terms as those provided by the IMF. They have a
roughly 7% interest rate attached. If you think you may somehow manage paying
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back $28 billion, then I regret to inform you that a little less than $40 billion more
at similar rates are on the way. You are the nation-state equivalent of an overdrawn
credit card and, over the last decade, the Chinese have shown that they are as
skilled at debt-collection as they are at power-plant construction. Monetary
compensation is optional since surrendering small chunks of sovereignty is
payment enough. Just ask Sri Lanka. You may be reminded of sunny days when
the IMF never really bothered you when you could not make payments. They chide
your lack of structural reform and how obvious your tactics to enact superficial
actions are, but they are so used to disappointment that they just ask you to try your
best next time. They point out that at least you did not abandon the eurozone in a
fit of petulant, populist protectionism like, say, Britain did via its ridiculous Brexit.
As we head towards further rupee volatility, we need to have transparent
checks and balances in place that can prevent finance ministers from artificially
propping up the currency by pressuring the State Bank and others.
As another IMF, eurozone, and/or the World Bank bailout looks less likely
than ever before, we need to create some degree of meaningful, long-lasting
economic reform via a series of ambitious but necessary measures. They include
wiping out the obvious corruption in our stock exchanges and corporations to
promote Capital Asset Pricing Model investments, setting ablaze any and all rentseeking subsidies (which would be most of them), and dismantling state-owned
corporations. That would be a start.
As our nation continually accepts high-interest rate commercial loans from
the Chinese, we should create an independent and objective third party that is able
to not only track every aspect of the CPEC deal, but also keep the citizens
informed of its details in layman terms. The government has done a poor job of
promoting the transparency of the process, although they have fought off the
yuan‘s encroach into Gwadar… for now.
The Pakistani economy is not beyond saving — because it never did
anything as foolish as, say Britain did via its mad Brexit. It is not even in dire
straits. But without proper drainage, its worst elements will continue to eat its most
promising ones.
Сложности сооружения КПЭК в Гилгит-Балтистане
Challenges for CPEC in G-B
Masud Ahmed Khan (retired brigadier and currently commissioner of the Afghan
Refugees Organisation, Balochistan). The Express Tribune, December 12th, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581816/6-challenges-cpec-g-b/

Gilgit-Baltistan is bounded in the north by the Wakhan strip in Afghanistan
and the Xinjiang province of China and on the south and southeast by the IndiaOccupied Kashmir and on the west by Chitral in K-P. The location makes G-B
strategically important for Pakistan, China, the US and India. G-B is as important
as it was in 1880s when the Russians occupied Central Asian states and a Russian
officer, Colonel Gromechevsky, visited Hunza and his presence there was taken as
the start of the great game.
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Historically, the Silk Route connected China with Central Asian states and
the Mediterranean Sea and there were several routes used from the second century
to the fifth century AD. The southern route passed through Hunza then to
Hindukush mountains to Afghanistan. In the south, it crossed the Muztag River
and after passing through Shimshal connected Hunza. Another route originated
from Yarkand, followed a tributary of the Tashkurgan River to the town then either
to Wakhan or Khunjrab. It was the Wakhan route that was reached directly from
Gilgit, Chilas or Chitral over high passes. The famous Chinese traveller Fa-Hien
visited this region in 400AD and passed through Darel Valley (Chilas) into Swat.
The state of Hunza also had diplomatic relations with China. Rashkan which is
now part of China was earlier part of the state of Hunza and so was Sarikol in
Pamir on the borders of China and Tajikistan. The rulers of Hunza whenever in
trouble took refuge in China.
The Silk Route is now replaced by the Karakoram highway. It is a dual
carriage all-weather road where border trade with China started in 1967. Since
then, people of G-B are in continuous touch with the Chinese region of Xinjiang
for business activities and today G-B markets are flooded with Chinese goods.
The importance of G-B increased initially with the construction of
Karakoram Highway and now with the start of CPEC would be manifold. CPEC
passes through the highway and covers 600kms in G-B. The project is likely to
bring a lot of changes in G-B in the areas of infrastructure development,
construction of roads and hydropower projects. It would open business
development opportunities for the people of G-B and certainly will be a game
changer for the whole country.
But there are several threats and challenges to CPEC in G-B which cannot
be ignored. Firstly, India will not miss an opportunity to damage CPEC as the
country has a so-called claim on G-B and opposes the project terming it to be
passing through a disputed territory. Recently, a member of Indian Lok Sabha
moved a bill for allotting reserved seats for G-B in the Lok Sabha and the Rajya
Sabha. The IOK assembly already has 24 reserved seats for G-B. The chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee of Pakistan, General Zubair Mahmood, also
recently confirmed that India has established a special cell at a cost of $500 million
to sabotage CPEC. India is trying its level best to exploit the vulnerabilities of G-B
to damage CPEC, as it also wants to keep hegemony in South Asia and hence, does
not want to see a stable and developed Pakistan.
Secondly, G-B‘s geographical proximity with Afghanistan through Wakhan
signifies the importance of CPEC. But this strip can be used as a launching pad for
terrorist activities by hostile elements by using the passes of Hindukush and Pamir.
The possibility of terrorist activities in G-B cannot be ruled out.
Thirdly, the US too has serious concerns on the growing economy of China
and therefore they want to contain China. Recently, the US secretary of defence
termed CPEC disputed as it passes through disputed territory thereby supporting
the so-called Indian claim on G-B. The US is afraid of China controlling Central
Asian, the Middle Eastern, Eurasian states and exploiting their resources. Thus, it
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wants to contain China from becoming the world‘s largest economy and its
influence in the region. In fact, at the US National Defence University, CPEC has
been included as a full-fledged subject for studies.
Fourthly, the hostile elements in the region can exploit the sectarian issue in
G-B as it has a known history of sectarian turbulence and this remains a major
threat, and any odd incident can trigger sectarian clashes.
Fifthly, there are also small sub-nationalist groups in G-B with different
demands though they do not enjoy any significance in the area. Some dissident
groups from abroad are running a campaign to instigate locals against CPEC and
Pakistan. The ambiguous status of G-B is the major issue which is being exploited.
The so-called nationalists are also using the issue of constitutional status of G-B to
pollute the minds of the people. It is very unique that the people of G-B liberated
their land from the Indian Army without any external help and volunteered to join
Pakistan on November 1st 1947. But the people do not have any representation in
Parliament and are demanding to be declared constitutional citizens of Pakistan
with G-B being made the fifth province of the country.
Sixthly, because of CPEC with the passage of time G-B is likely to face
serious environmental issues like air pollution, glacier melting, soil erosion and
waste disposal. This issue needs to be studied in time and plan must be made to
protect the environment. Seventhly, there are rumours that the government is
shifting the Sost dry port to Havelian in K-P. Sost has been a historical centre of
trade activities because of its close proximity to Kilik Mintaka Pass, Misgar and
Chuparsan valley. This move will adversely affect already established local
businesses as thousands of jobs will be lost along with many business activities in
the area. Already the people of G-B consider that they are getting very little from
the project and such measures will add to their grievances.
Considering that CPEC will transform Pakistan‘s economy and enhance
socioeconomic integration of G-B with the rest of the country, it is important to
address these challenges and concerns.
Сооружение КПЭК приведет к значительному росту долга Пакистана
CPEC could develop into Pakistan‘s debt trap
Syed
Hasan
Javed.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1580950/2-cpec-develop-pakistans-debt-trap/

11,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistani economy is going through a ‗Creative
Destruction‘ of sorts. Firms without value addition, global market connectivity and
innovation are dying a ‗peaceful death‘ or re-locating. Unemployment level
remains high. The official data are not credible. There is a lack of implementation
machinery for facilitating Chinese private sector‘s MoUs, deals, contracts and
agreements.
Only big ticket projects by state-owned enterprises are being monitored by
officials. The Board of Investment (BoI) mandarins lack corporate capacity,
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knowledge of global best practices, legal and marketing professionalism and have
only English-speaking and may be some drafting skills.
The private sector has failed to move beyond ‗family businesses‘, better
known by the acronym ‗seth culture‘. The private sector has entrenched domestic
lobbies in the economy, while the public sector confronts institutional tussles and
adopts a solo flight approach. The ruling political class lacks vision, integrity and
leadership, with a culture of nepotism, favouritism, and cronyism in governance.
There is also a lack of collective leadership, consensus, compromise, coexistence and teamwork among the various state organs of power along with a lack
of consistency in public policies. The small intellectual elite has been either
sidelined or has chosen a ‗monastic life‘ disgusted to see the affairs of the state,
ever since the departure of the founding father Quaid-e Azam Muhammad Ali
Jinnah and the first Prime Minister Shaheed Liaquat Ali Khan.
Can CPEC cause Dutch disease?
Pakistan needs to attract Chinese private sector investors by offering
additional incentives. Their investment in small and medium enterprises by way of
joint ventures will bring in 90% of the investment envisaged under industrial zones
or SEZs of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The existing policies are
inadequate with Pakistan unfortunately becoming a captive market for existing
monopoly investors, who blackmail the government, and an import mafia which
remains keen to import anything or everything, in cohort with the concerned state
institutions that destroys domestic economic activity.
An indication of this is visible as to how Pakistan‘s ‗Oil Bonanza Surplus‘ of
$14 billion from 2013-2017 due to falling oil prices, was dissipated on increasing
consumer goods imports which has sent the current account deficit to a historic
high.
Pakistan‘s human resources with nearly two-thirds of the population below
the age of 30 years are its greatest asset. Its strategic geographical location is also a
great advantage, but not the only one. Social capital is yet another with the most
resilient, passionate and determined population. Natural resource endowments are
another plus with eleven minerals included in top ten of the world‘s reserves and
an irrigation system which is the world‘s second largest.
Pakistan boasts of eight climatic zones, 14 vegetation zones and four
topographic zones. The country is blessed with a natural solar belt and a wind
corridor. Almost half of the country sits on Shale gas reserves, which can be
exploited with the availability of affordable technology. The Makran coastline is
richly endowed with ‗Condensed Ice Gas hydrates‘. Now the technology to harness
it has become affordable and available, with the Chinese showing the way. The list
can go on and on.
CPEC worth $62 billion is a flagship project of the Belt and Road Initiative.
Besides energy, infrastructure, transport and Gwadar Port development, the most
important component of CPEC is the development of the industrial zones, nine of
which have been prioritised. These industrial zones also called special economic
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zones (SEZs) will house the thousands of Chinese industries and enterprises which
are planning to relocate to Pakistan.
Since fiscal year 2013-2014, China‘s direct investment in Pakistan has been
at the top among all the foreign countries, for three consecutive years. Chinese
total investment in Pakistan has reached more than $5.4 billion, making it the
largest investment destination in South Asia. The hype on the CPEC is justified as
long as the necessary spade work on the various details of operational, technical,
administrative, fiscal, security and institutional coordination aspects are addressed.
There is a great possibility for a quantum leap in Chinese investment with
the relocation of Chinese industrial enterprises to the proposed ‗Special Economic
Zones‘ all along the routes of CPEC. The success of CPEC investments along with
reforms will transform Pakistan‘s economy like never before.
Pakistanis are used to present others with surprises, whether on cricket
grounds, battlefields or in geostrategic games, but the CPEC has surprised all
Pakistanis. A lot of Pakistan‘s intellectual elite do not know frankly as to how to
react. It is obvious that for a country which has been in ‗Intensive Care Ward‘ of
the international financial institutions (IFIs), struggling with a billion or two of
FDI, to be offered the prospects of inflow of $62 billion (still evolving), is beyond
imagination. Even more difficult to comprehend, is the fact that $20 billion of
Early Harvest Power Projects are already nearing completion. It is apparent that
Pakistan is fast catching up with the ‗Chinese speed of growth‘.
Not only China, but Russia, Central Asia, Afghanistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Europe and Africa are finding the CPEC as an ‗economic bonanza‘ opening up
‗new growth points‘ for wealth generation, in a recession-prone global economy.
No wonder there is growing interest in CPEC.
However, for ensuring the full success of CPEC, there is need for adoption
of an ‗Enabling Policy of Comprehensive Reforms‘, in consultation with the
private sector and ‗Overseas Pakistanis‘ to ignite ‗Chain Reaction‘ for Pakistan‘s
industrial potential. In this respect, Pakistan could emulate the success of China in
mobilising the overseas Chinese.
Sheer size of CPEC portfolio appals IMF
The comprehensive reforms could cover good governance, agriculture,
industry, energy, taxation, SEZs, SMEs, civil service, electoral, land, labour,
administrative structure, higher education, foreign trade, maritime, higher
education, health, environment, social sector and community development, rural
industrialisation, rural credit market and banking coverage.
The resultant consequences of inaction and lethargy to enact policy reforms
have been a low rate of domestic savings, tax collection, FDI and low fixed capital
investment, low factor productivity, poor innovation, low level of exports, poor
innovation, backward vocational and technical skills level, widespread destruction
of the cottage industry and decimation of the SMEs etc. Similarly, there is an
urgent need for micro-level research in universities and think tanks, on the sector
wise impact of CPEC on local industry (terms of trade), environment and society.
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Pakistan also needs to strengthen the professional and institutional capacities
of its private and public sectors in order to fully harness the openness of the
Chinese market by promoting its exports, provide a level playing field to Chinese
investments, promote interoperability with China‘s private sector, benefit from
China‘s outgoing tourism boom by mutual relaxation of visas and develop the full
potential of the border land route.
Those capacities will need to be created, which the ‗Macaulay‘s system of
education‘ has not allowed to be developed in the colonial slave societies. The
most important of these is the capacity to think, research and innovate. There is
also the need for revival of Pakistani social capital, our age old soft power values
and work ethics to enhance the ‗Total Factor Productivity‘, learning from Global
Best Practices and success stories including China.
CPEC is a means to an end which ultimately is the economic take off of
Pakistan. CPEC will become only ‗supply side economics‘ without policy reforms,
and will be unable to trigger the ‗economic take off‘. There is an absence of ‗soft
infrastructure‘, which increases the cost of doing business. It is important that
Pakistan‘s think tanks, research bodies and policy-making institutions begin in
earnest, identifying, conceptualising and drafting a series of ‗policy reform
packages‘ in every sector of society and economy, for submission to the parliament
for priority enactment and executive agencies for speedy implementation.
If it does not, without timely wide-ranging comprehensive policy reforms,
CPEC could develop into a debt trap. Time is of essence to avoid subsequent
anarchy and chaos which can mutate into a ‗colour revolution‘ of sorts. Precious
time has been already lost. There exists now only a narrow time space between
2017-2020 to conceptualise, enact and implement the first phase of policy reforms,
in order to realise the full potential of the economy. Those holding back reforms
are in fact aiding Pakistan‘s return to the IMF with unpredictable consequences.
Once, China‘s Premier Zhou Enlai was asked about his views on the ‗French
Revolution‘. He responded by saying that it was ‗too early to comment‘. Pakistan
is among the best blessed and placed societies in the world. Pakistan only needs to
develop a sound political system through wide-ranging electoral reforms, creating
a filtering mechanism to ensure integrity, merit, rule of law and justice.
London mayor-led delegation shows interest in CPEC
Pakistan has the potential to emulate China‘s success in less than two
decades, if it can adopt wide-ranging policies and reforms under a collective
leadership. The CPEC puts Pakistan at the ‗epicentre‘ of a historic global
transformation. Pakistan, however, needs a reformer, statesman and visionary like
Deng Xiaoping, Lee Kuan Yew or Mahatir Mohammad, to make it happen. The
200 million people of Pakistan must have them.
The writer was Pakistan‘s Ambassador to Germany, Singapore and
Mauritius. He spent a decade in China and is an author of several books. He is
currently the Director of Chinese Studies Centre in National University of Science
and Technology, Islamabad
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Критики КПЭК не победят, - заявил помощник китайского министра в
переговорах с Шехбаз Шарифом.
‗Detractors‘ of CPEC will never succeed: China
Daily Times, December 11th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/156893/detractors-cpecwill-never-succeed-china/

LAHORE/ISLAMABAD: China on Sunday said that some countries were
opposing the multi-billion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project but
they would never succeed in their designs.
―In fact they are losing their own opportunities for progress and
development,‖ Assistant Minister of the International Department of the
Communist Party of China Wang Yajun said during a meeting with Punjab Chief
Minister Shehbaz Sharif.
The visiting dignitary, who is leading a high-level delegation of CPC
officials, said that CPEC is the flagship project of Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
which has led to a new era of construction and development in Pakistan. He said
China will always stand by Pakistan in this journey of progress and prosperity.
Minister Wang Yajun said China esteemed its relationship with Pakistan and
due to CPEC project both countries were cherishing their perpetual friendship
which was flourishing further.
He said the Communist Party of China values its relationship with the
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and added that the relations between the
two parties were be further strengthened with the passage of time.
The visiting minister assured all possible cooperation regarding earliest
completion of the Orange Line Metro Train project in Lahore. He congratulated
Shehbaz Sharif for getting go-ahead from the Supreme Court of Pakistan for
completion of the project. He said that early completion of the project was in
greater interest of the people of the city who will be able to have access to standard
travelling facilities through the project.
Shehbaz Sharif said that ties between the two countries were getting stronger
with each passing day. He said the CPEC had given a new impetus to the
exemplary cooperative relationship between the two countries.
He said due to CPEC, Pakistan was making rapid progress. Although some
elements were upset because of the project but Pakistan and China will confront
such enemies together, he added.
Regarding performance of his government, the chief minister said that the
load shedding had almost come to an end due to completion of energy projects
within the stipulated timeframe. He said the development projects being completed
in the current tenure of the PML-N government had no match in the 70-year
history of Pakistan.
The chief minister said Punjab government had set an international record by
completing energy projects in the shortest possible time. The foundation stone of
1263 MW Punjab Gas Power Plant was laid a couple of days back in Jhang, he
said, and added that the project will also be completed in a record period of time.
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The chief minister said Chinese President Xi Jinping will always be
remembered as a visionary leader in the history of the world for his initiative to
connect dozens of countries under the Belt and Road Initiative. The crackdown
launched by Chinese president against corruption is worth praising.
Separately, the Chinese delegation led by Wang Yajun called on Pakistan
People‘s Party (PPP) Chairman Bilawal Bhutto at Zardari House Islamabad and
discussed issues of mutual interest, including China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
The delegation also included Deputy Director General Zhang Xuyi, Director
Policy Research Office Mr Libin and Deputy Director Hu Xiaodong. Ambassador
Yao Jing was also present on the occasion.
From PPP‘s side, the meeting was attended by Nayyer Hussain Bukhari,
Senator Sherry Rehman, Senator Farhatullah Babar, Senator Saleem Mandviwalla,
Mustafa Nawaz Khokhar and Faisal Karim Kundi.
При строительстве КПЭК китайцам ничто не угрожает (30 тыс.
рабочих и инженеров в Пакистане)
CPEC carries no hidden agenda: Chinese envoy
Anwer Abbas (correspondent for Waqt News). The Nation. December 10, 2017.
http://nation.com.pk/10-Dec-2017/cpec-carries-no-hidden-agenda-chinese-envoy

Lauds govt, Pak Army‘s efforts for security across country
ISLAMABAD - Top Chinese diplomat in Islamabad Yao Jing has said the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor neither carries any hidden agenda nor has it
anything to hide.
Security situation in Pakistan has improved as compared to that it was 10
years ago, Yao Jing said in an exclusive sitting with Waqt News the other day. He
said the CPECwas a mutual project between Beijing and Islamabad that would
benefit the people from south Asian region and the world. He affirmed
the CPEC contained inclusive and special packages and plans.
To a question, the Chinese diplomat said a few individuals and countries
issued controversial statements and expressed their concerns against the CPEC ,
which was their right.
Without naming the United States, India and other anti-CPEC nations,
the envoycontinued by saying, ―I want to say from the core of my heart that neither
anything exists in the CPEC to hide nor is there any hidden agenda in it.‖
Yao said, ―I invite all the countries having concerns against the CPEC to
visit Pakistan, see the project, our close cooperation, sincerity in it and benefits for
the people of this region to have a better understanding of the real motive behind
the corridor.‖ That is how these countries could have better attitudes towards
the CPEC , the envoy said.
Regarding the security situation in Pakistan, the Chinese envoy said,
―Security is the basic condition for economic development.‖
He said 10 years ago he worked at the Chinese mission in Islamabad and
became well aware of the security situation then. ―I have again returned to
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Islamabad as an ambassador and can see improvement in the security situation
here,‖ Yao commented. He appreciated the efforts made by the government and
the armed forces of Pakistan to improve the security situation across the country.
Responding to a question, Yao said over 30,000 Chinese engineers and
labourers were working on various projects in Pakistan. These Chinese citizens
have not expressed any dissatisfaction over security situation, he said.
―The Chinese citizens are satisfied with the security arrangements in Pakistan,‖
Yao said.
Yao expressed the Chinese government‘s gratitude for Pakistani
administration for making the best arrangements for the security
of Chinese individuals and the projects in Pakistan.
The challenges are not only for Pakistan but for the whole region and the
administrations in Beijing and Islamabad are meeting them through a close
cooperation, the ambassador concluded.
Китайские граждане могут подвергнуться атакам в Пакистане
Chinese citizens in Pakistan warned of possible terror attacks
Dawn. December 08, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375350/chinese-citizens-inpakistan-warned-of-possible-terror-attacks

China has warned its citizens in Pakistan to be on alert after receiving
intelligence reports about possible attacks targeting Chinese.
The Chinese Embassy in Islamabad said on its website on Friday that it had
information about a ―series of terror attacks‖ planned against Chinese
organisations and personnel, without giving details. It urged its citizens to stay
inside and avoid crowded places.
Chinese Embassy warns Interior Ministry of possible 'threat' to ambassador
Thousands of Chinese workers are employed in development of about $60
billion worth of infrastructure projects under Beijing's 'Belt and Road' initiative.
The port and road-building projects have come under frequent attacks in
Balochistan.
The government has promised Beijing that it will deploy troops to secure the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Chinese nationals in the country.
Earlier this year, two Chinese nationals who were believed to be Christian
missionaries were abducted from Quetta and killed by the militant Islamic State
group.
Трудности в сооружении КПЭК
CPEC‘s difficulties
Dawn, December 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1374725/cpecs-difficulties

THERE are growing indications that things are not going as well with CPEC
as we are being told. Since the government did not release any meaningful details
following the recent, seventh round of the Joint Cooperation Council — the crucial
forum where the details of the various projects that come under the CPEC umbrella
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are being negotiated between the Pakistani and Chinese sides — news has
managed to trickle out that many of the projects considered central by Pakistan
have suffered setbacks.
CPEC‘s precarious balancing act
The first news related to the Diamer-Bhasha dam project that was the most
recent addition to the bouquet of projects being considered under the plan. That
information emerged during a parliamentary committee hearing in which a former
Wapda chairman said that the Chinese were asking for terms that Pakistan was
unwilling to give in order to finance the mega dam.
The next bit of news came after the meeting itself, when reports trickled out
that the framework agreements for the Peshawar-Karachi railway project, known
as the Main Line 1 project, as well as the Karachi circular railway, could not be
signed during the meeting.
CPEC master plan revealed
For the circular rail, there appeared to be good reasons for the delay, but for
the ML1 project, it was merely stated that cost estimates will take another two to
three months to be finalised.
Now comes a report that three important road projects, brought into the
CPEC framework in the sixth JCC meeting held last December, have also suffered
setbacks.
According to the report, the Chinese have developed new rules for
approving financing for CPEC projects, and each of the latter will have to be
resubmitted through the new procedures before financing can be arranged.
All of these might prove to be temporary difficulties, and the projects
mentioned (except for the Diamer-Bhasha dam which appears to have been
scrapped), could be back on track within months. Or this could be the moment
when CPEC is changing gears, entering a new phase of its construction beyond the
‗early harvest‘ power projects, and the enterprise is growing beyond the ability of
the government to effectively manage.
As CPEC grows, its implementation becomes more complex and unwieldy
given the small number of people involved in drafting the Pakistani position in the
talks. The only antidote to the growing difficulties the government appears to be
running into is greater transparency, which is becoming more urgent with the
passage of time.
КПЭК и ШОС идут рядом рука об руку
CPEC, SCO Side By Side
The Nation. December 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/04-Dec-2017/cpec-sco-side-by-side

CPEC is a project that the entire world has its eyes on. No one can refuse its
importance for Islamabad and Beijing and of its potential to usher in a new era of
prosperity and economic stability in Pakistan. This is not an exaggeration of the
benefits of the project, for different participants who attended SCO conference
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held recently in Russia also discussed CPEC and its potential to change the lives of
millions of people in the region.
Pakistan‘ Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, while addressing the
participants of the conference expressed Islamabad‘s desire to see CPEC‘s
connectivity with SCO‘s corridors. If Pakistan‘s desire of such connectivity
materializes, the long dream of connecting Europe, South Asia, China, and South
East Asia will come true. CPEC and SCO‘s platform, if deliberated upon cleverly
and tackled with adeptness, hold enormous gains for Pakistan. In fact, the whole
region and people living here can enjoy the fruits of such development and
cooperative schemes. The Chinese Premier while referring to One Belt, One Road
project‘s initiative CPEC , mentioned Pakistan and South Asia as massive
economic markets for the SCO as the region has a significant population.
It is true that with the completion of projects like OBOR and CPEC South
Asia and Southeast Asia can rise as the driving engines of global economic growth.
Countries in these two regions complement each other economically; thus there is
an excellent possibility of regional cooperation as well.
While there are some fears among critics of the CPEC project; that Chinese
products will leave local manufacturers devastated, Chinese Ambassador, talking
to Waqt News, opined that China understands that Pakistan will face difficulties in
the trade with China. And to boost up Pakistani business, China is identifying areas
within Chinese markets where Pakistani exports can be adjusted. The next phase of
the scheme will empower Pakistani investors to raise their production capabilities
and to increase their exports to Chinese and other regional markets.
PM, Abbasi in his address stressed upon the need of not politicizing projects
like CPECand OBOR for such projects will prove helpful in taking out people
from abject poverty. Needless to say that development projects like CPEC and
platform like SCO change the fate of the regions long suffering from poverty,
hunger, insecurity. Instead of criticizing, states should consider the broader
benefits attached to such schemes. Pakistan has already taken such an initiative,
where instead of objecting to SCO‘s decision of making India a full member,
Abbasi congratulated India on the achievement. It is time for India to return the
gesture.
Пакистан не разрешил хождение китайского юаня в свободной зоне
порта Гвадар.
CPEC‘s precarious balancing act
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, December 4th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1374316/cpecs-precarious-balancing-act

PAKISTAN has turned down a key Chinese demand to allow the use of
yuan in the Gwadar free trade zone under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) framework.
The rejection came at the senior officials‘ meeting held in Islamabad on Nov
20, according to media reports. But it is not known whether the Chinese authorities
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pressed for the acceptance of this demand the following day at the joint
cooperation committee (JCC), the highest-level decision-making committee of the
two countries.
Despite Pakistan‘s rejection of the Chinese proposal on allowing a limited
use of yuan in the Gwadar free trade zone, what perturbs media persons and
parliamentarians alike is why the government does not clarify such key issues.
Despite Pakistan‘s rejection of the Chinese proposal on allowing limited use
of yuan, what perturbs most is the question of why the government doesn‘t clarify
key issues
―The media has already reported that we‘ve rejected the Chinese demand,‖
said an official of the Ministry of Finance when asked to confirm the status of the
yuan proposal. ―Whatever transpired in the two-day meetings is public. This much
is for now.‖
―But we are in the process of finding ways to keep media informed about all
CPEC developments on a regular basis,‖ said an official of the Ministry of
Planning and Development.
Sources in the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) say that a currency-swap
arrangement made with China towards the end of 2011 become operational back in
May 2013.
Under that agreement, the SBP could purchase yuans from the Peoples Bank
of China (PBC), and the PBC could in turn buy the rupee against the yuan for a
certain period. Both central banks could then lend currencies thus purchased to
their banks through auctions, enabling the banks to use yuan or rupee-denominated
funds to settle their client‘s trade claims.
This currency-swap arrangement is now expected to be renewed, bankers
say. Much depends on the size of the swap limit and also on whether the funds
flowing from the swap facility will be used only for settling Pakistan-China
bilateral trade claims or whether they can also be used for CPEC-related
investment in Gwadar.
The CPEC long-term plan has already been approved, with the deputy
chairman of the Planning Commission, Sartaj Aziz, reconfirming this fact on Nov
29 while talking to a Chinese delegation. This plan also contained a proposal for
the use of yuan in the Gwadar free trade zone.
While Mr Aziz‘s meeting with the Chinese delegation received full media
coverage, no remarks have been attributed to him about the status of the proposal.
If Pakistan has rejected the proposal at the senior officials‘ meeting on Nov
20, and if the matter was not raised again at the joint action committee‘s meeting
held the very next day, Mr Aziz should have informed journalists about it. Hence
an aura of mystery shall remain around this issue until one of the governments
address it in unambiguous, plain words.
According to Mr Aziz, the first phase of the CPEC-related investment is no
less than $30 billion, whereas the total investment commitments have exceeded
$60bn. The break-up of $30bn or $60bn investment pledges in terms of financial
arrangement (debt, investment, swaps, etc) have yet to become public knowledge.
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This makes it difficult for independent economists to analyse the financial
obligations that CPEC will create for Pakistan, already struggling with a
ballooning current account deficit.
Amid this situation, it has become imperative that everything about the
CPEC becomes transparent as secrecy shall only serve to undermine the project‘s
success.
This was, perhaps, the spirit behind all the criticism heard in the Senate last
week. And senators who demanded greater transparency in CPEC-related matters
had some reason to do so. Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil
Bizenjo shocked the senators by revealing that 91pc of the revenues generated
from Gwadar port would go to China while the Gwadar Port Authority would get
only nine per cent. This arrangement would remain in place for the next 40 years.
Media has been stressing this point, lawmakers have been calling for it and
now even business associations are demanding greater transparency.
According to a report published in this newspaper, in a document titled
Agenda for the Economy released on Nov 29, the Pakistan Business Council notes:
―There needs to be greater transparency on how the CPEC will impact the
competitiveness of existing domestic industries and the safeguards that will be
deployed to prevent it from becoming a channel of cheap imports.‖
Last week, Railways Minister Khawaja Saad Rafique reportedly stated
before the Senate standing committee on Railways that China was earlier offering
soft loans for Railways but is now hesitant in so doing and ―is talking about mixed
loans‖.
He was quoted by a local newspaper as having informed the committee that
the railways needed long-term loan with a long grace period at below two per cent
annual interest rate.
―If China is not giving (loans) at certain (interest rate) level and (under)
favourable conditions, Pakistan Railways will not take over $8bn (loans) under the
CPEC agreement,‖ he was quoted as saying.
Очередная китайская делегация прибыла в Пакистан для изучения сфер
вложения капитала
Another Chinese delegation visits, expresses interest
The Express Tribune, December 3rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1574740/2another-chinese-delegation-visits-expresses-interest/

ISLAMABAD: A delegation of Chinese entrepreneurs has expressed its
interest in entering into joint ventures and investing in Pakistan across a variety of
sectors.
Led by Adven Zhu, the managing director at Suzhou China Aviation
Technology Equipment, the delegation visited the Islamabad Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, stated a press release issued on Saturday.
Speaking at the occasion, Adven said that this was his first visit to Pakistan.
―We found the country a potential market for business and investment – it has a big
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consumer market and strategic geographic location,‖ he was quoted as saying in
the release.
CPEC Cultural Caravan to boost connectivity
He said that the Chinese delegation members have expertise and technology
to build high rise buildings and were interested to make contributions in Pakistan.
He said that the private sectors of both countries should develop close cooperation
to exploit all untapped areas of mutual collaboration.
Meanwhile, ICCI President Sheikh Amir Waheed said that the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) has opened new avenues for long-term
cooperation and stressed that private sectors of both countries should enhance
interactions.
He said that many sectors of Pakistan‘s economy including infrastructure
development, high rise buildings, aviation, furniture, hardware, tourism and others
were open for foreign investors.
He said Chinese investors should bring technology and machinery to
Pakistan to set up manufacturing plants. He said by investing in Pakistan, Chinese
investors would be in a better position to enhance exports to South and Central
Asia, Middle East, Europe and many other potential markets.
CPEC business schools group launched
Muhammad Naveed, senior vice president, and Nisar Mirza, vice president
of the ICCI, also spoke at the occasion and hoped that the visit of Chinese business
delegation would lead to the materialisation of good business deals.
О
некоторых
сложных
энергетического сотрудничества

моментах

китайско-пакистанского

Казанин М.В. 3 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39573

По данным СМИ КНР, 19 ноября 2017 г. руководитель Агентства по
развитию гидроэнергетики Пакистана Муззаммил Хусейн сообщил о том, что
пакистанская сторона намерена отказаться от финансовой помощи
официального Пекина в строительстве дамбы «Диамер-Баша», которая
согласно строительной документации будет расположена в верхнем течении
реки Инд – в 315 км. выше по течению от дамбы «Трабела» и в 165 км. ниже
по течению от г. Гилгит и всего лишь в 40 км. от г.Чилас.
Известно, что проект дамбы пересматривают в Министерстве водных
ресурсов Пакистана, в Комиссии по делам реки Инд и Управлении по
наблюдению за состоянием реки Инд. Известно, что китайские строители
уже ведут модернизацию Каракорумского шоссе с учетом необходимости
транспортировки тяжелого строительного оборудования, которое может быть
задействовано на проекте «Диамер-Баша». Мост «Райкот» на упомянутой
автомобильной магистрали после модернизации позволит перевозить
тяжелое строительное оборудование для возведения объектов базовой
инфраструктуры «Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора»
(КПЭК) и электростанций в частности.
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Высота плотины составит 272 м, а площадь водохранилища достигнет
110 кв. км (по другим данным около 200 кв. км), что позволит накапливать
миллион кубических метров воды (т.е. около 15% от ежегодного стока Инда)
для перспективной гидроэлектростанции, которая будет вырабатывать 4500
МегаВатт электроэнергии, что позволит дать свет в 40000 домов в
близлежащих районах. Следует отметить, что официальный Пекин
предложил реализовать проект дамбы и ГЭС «Диамер-Баша» еще в 2008 г.,
однако за прошедшие восемь лет проект не был согласован в
Исполнительном комитете Национального экономического совета
Пакистана.
Необходимо учитывать, что китайские предприниматели располагали
устойчивым «контактом» в лице бывшего премьер-министра Пакистана
Наваза Шарифа, который был отстранен 28 июля 2017 г. от должности по
обвинениям в коррупции. Смена руководителя страны, конечно, негативно
сказывается на отдельных китайско-пакистанских проектах.
Китайские политологи отмечают, что в октябре 2017 г. именно
действующий премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси отдал
распоряжение провести проверку проекта дамбы «Диамер-Баша».
По данным китайских источников, на решения пакистанской стороны
влияют следующие негативные моменты:
Момент первый. Новая дамба будет расположена в непосредственной
близости от спорных с Индией северных территорий, а значит данный объект
гидроэнергетики будет находится в списке приоритетных целей для ВВС
Индии в случае вооруженного конфликта. Именно из-за расположения дамбы
в прилегающем к спорным территориям районе Всемирный банк отказался
софинансировать данный проект, стоимость которого оценивается уже в 14
млрд. долл. США (по другим данным около 12,6 млрд долл. США), хотя на
момент формулирования проекта его стоимость оценивали в 5 млрд долл.
США. Следует отметить, что первоначально ВБ был готов выделить 20% от
стоимости проекта.
Момент второй. Как уже сказано выше, китайские и пакистанские
строители выбрали для размещения дамбы и электростанции достаточно
узкое место в ущелье в верхнем течении реки, что приведет к необходимости
переселения от 28000 до 35000 местных жителей и увеличению
сопутствующих затрат по реализации данного проекта.
Момент третий. Пакистанский регион Гилгит является сейсмически
активным, а в 40 км от г.Чилас регулярно регистрируется активность
вулканической массы, которая может негативно повлиять на безопасность
дамбы и электростанции. Китайским специалистам известно, что в
результате последнего крупного землетрясения в данном регионе погибло
около 75000 человек.
Момент четвертый. В районе будущего строительства находятся
различные
исторические
достопримечательности,
которые
будут
подвергнуты затоплению вследствие радикального подъема уровня воды.
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Момент пятый. В случае разрыва соглашения о софинансировании
проекта, у официального Исламабада могут возникнуть сложности не только
на этапе строительства, но и на этапах закупки силового оборудования и его
установки.
Момент шестой. Пакистанские специалисты, вероятно, рассчитывают
на применение исключительно национальных трудовых ресурсов, поскольку
им известно, что для своевременного выполнения подобного проекта
необходимо около 17000 строителей.
С учетом отсутствия у пакистанских строителей опыта в возведении
подобных сооружений, даже если строительные работы будут начаты в 2018
г., перспективная ГЭС вступит в строй только к 2037 г. В случае выполнения
всего комплекса работ китайским специалистами данный объект
энергетической системы Пакистана будет введен в тестовую эксплуатацию
уже в 2025 г.
Следует отметить, что согласно первоначальным расчетам,
строительные работы должны быть проведены в течение девяти лет и еще
два года необходимо на тестовую эксплуатацию ГЭС.
Момент шестой. Вероятно на решение пакистанской стороны
повлияла информация о том, что руководство Непала планирует отказаться
от совместного с китайской компанией China Gezhouba (Group) Corporation
строительства гидроэлектростанции Budhigandaki (проектная мощность 1200
МегаВатт) стоимостью 2,5 млрд долл. США. По словам китайских экспертов,
вероятно отрицательное решение премьер-министра Непала может быть
спровоцировано давлением из Нью-Дели, поскольку индийское руководство
обеспокоено усилением позиций официального Пекина в регионе, однако
само не торопится организовывать и финансировать инфраструктурные
проекты в сопредельных государствах Юго-восточной Азии. Следует
отметить, что суммарный потенциал гидроэнергетики Непала составляет 42
ГигаВатта электроэнергии.
По данным китайских источников, представители China Gezhouba
(Group) Corporation уже начали очередной этап переговоров с непальской
стороной для сохранения подписанного контракта. Китайские специалисты
рассчитывают сохранить данный контракт.
К положительным моментам строительства дамбы «Диамер-Баша»
представляется возможным отнести:
– создание новых рабочих мест для местных жителей;
– выработку электрической энергии стоимостью 1,5 млрд долл. США в
год;
– поставки воды (стоимость поставок 600 млн долл. США в год) для
орошения полей.
С учетом проеденных расчетов стоимости получаемой электроэнергии
и водных ресурсов полная окупаемость объекта наступит через семь лет
после его запуска в эксплуатацию.
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Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо отметить, что даже если
китайским специалистам удастся урегулировать ситуацию вокруг «ДиамерБаши» им будет необходимо установить «прямую линию» с высшим
политическим руководством Пакистана, поскольку в рамках проекта
«Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор» китайские компании
планируют возвести несколько крупных объектов энергетики суммарной
стоимостью около 40 млрд долл. США, что составляет 2/3 от
запланированного объема инвестиций в КПЭК.
Следует отметить, что к настоящему моменту компания China Power
Construction Group Co., Ltd. в сотрудничестве с катарской Al Mirqab Capital с
мая 2015 г. ведет строительство в пакистанском порту Касим (г.Карачи)
угольной электростанцию мощностью 1320 МегаВатт (два блока по 660
МегаВатт). По завершению строительства к 30 июня 2018 г. данная станция
будет подключена к городской системе электроснабжения через линию 500
кВольт.
Известно, что для выработки электроэнергии и охлаждения второго
контура энергоблоков будут использовать морскую воду. Стоимость проекта
составила 2,085 млрд долл. США, китайская компания инвестировала 51%, а
катарская 49% от указанной суммы. По данным китайских источников,
зарубежные инвесторы получили право на эксплуатацию объекта сроком на
30 лет. Благодаря данной электростанции, четыре миллиона жителей получат
возможность круглосуточного пользования электроэнергией, а, кроме того,
появится возможность реализации проекта по расширению и модернизации
инфраструктуры порта Карачи.
Появились проблемы в отношениях Китая и Пакистана в связи с КПЭК
– мнение индийского эксперта
CPEC has raised fears in Pakistan of another ‗East India Company‘
Vikram Sood (former chief, Research & Analysis Wing). The Hindustan Times.
1.12.2017.
http://www.hindustantimes.com/opinion/cpec-has-raised-fears-in-pakistan-ofanother-east-india-company/story-9grJVbBJJY1ynAxNYT3N5N.html

Islamabad‘s objections to some of the preconditions to Chinese investments
are a sign of chinks in the ‗all weather‘ friendship
The sudden announcement in November that Pakistan had withdrawn its
proposal to include the long-stalled Bhasha-Diamer Dam as part of the Chinesefinanced China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) caused quite a stir in
Pakistan. Both the World Bank and the ADB had refused to fund this project
without a ‗No Objection Certificate‘ from India. Of course, Pakistan would not
approach India for this. Assuming that their all-weather friend would agree to help,
Pakistan approached China in May and Beijing agreed to get this project off the
ground after it had languished for 15 years. There were preconditions about
ownership, maintenance costs and collateral security. Apparently, these were
unacceptable to Pakistan. This perhaps marks the first chink in the CPEC, a far cry
from the euphoria seen two years ago.
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Pakistani leaders were in awe of Chinese President Xi Jinping when he
visited Islamabad on April 20, 2015, and received him with full honours. There
was delirious frenzy about the gifts the beloved leader was bringing. Xi had
described his visit as a ―second home coming,‖ reaffirming that the bilateral
friendship remained higher than the mountains. In addition to this, Xi brought with
him a magnificent deal of the kind Pakistan could not refuse — a $46 billion
proposal for a CPEC fully paid for by the Chinese, a total which was later
increased. It was a mega-project that covered energy and infrastructure projects
and designed to lift Pakistan‘s underperforming economy.
The Chinese investment plan for an economic corridor from Kashgar
through Gilgit-Baltistan to Gwadar promised twice as much FDI that Pakistan had
received since 2008. There was a military-political consensus on the CPEC. In
their euphoria, and with eyes constantly fixed on India, the Pakistani establishment
failed to neither read the fine print nor do their math. They did not factor in that the
billions the Chinese were going to invest was about 20% of Pakistan‘s $270 billion
economy. In addition, by 2030 Pakistan would have to pay back $90 billion and
this would be an additional burden.
The China Development Bank and the National Development Reform
Commission of the Chinese government had prepared the full project. For the
Chinese the project is an important link to their grandiose Belt Road Initiative and
there are at least three major interests for China in the CPEC.
The first is access to Gwadar for obvious geostrategic and economic reasons.
The development of Gwadar and the infrastructure projects of road and rail
linkages across the country are the glamorous aspects of the projects. The second is
establishing a security and communication grid all over Pakistan. A fibre optic link
between Pakistan and China that covers the entire country and reaches Gwadar is
now part of the CPEC. In addition to the security aspects, the Chinese see this is as
a transmission carrier, which would enable the Chinese to popularise their culture.
The corridor has to go through the restive Balochistan and the KhyberPakhtunkhwa provinces. There are security issues and the Pakistan Army has
raised two special security divisions to guard the Chinese labour deployed there
and the equipment all the way from Gwadar to Rawalpindi and Khunjerab.
When the plan speaks of joint efforts against terrorists the Chinese have the
Uyghurs in mind, not just protection of their own enterprises and labour in
Pakistan. The project also includes a system of monitoring and surveillance across
Pakistan. The third is establishing control over Pakistan‘s agriculture for feeding
its impoverished Kashgar district of Xinjiang. Thousands of acres of agricultural
land will be leased out to Chinese companies for agricultural projects. The plan is
to provide assistance for mechanisation and scientific techniques in various aspects
such as livestock breeding, hybrid varieties and precision irrigation.
However, in March, the Nawaz Sharif government informed the Pakistan
National Assembly that Chinese firms were given a number of tax concessions
across the entire CPEC projects as incentive for working in troubled zones. The
Chinese will have industrial parks or special exclusive economic zones that should
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meet specific conditions with a perfect infrastructure for their investment and
projects, with Chinese employees.
The Chinese plan could be to manage a very dependent nation that provides
access to a deep-water port in the Arabian Sea and an opportunity to outflank a
rival in south Asia. Some Pakistani parliamentarians fear that the CPEC could
mark the arrival of another East India Company.
Скоростное шоссе строится в Азад Кашмире в рамках КПЭК
AJK prime minister talks on benefits of expressway under CPEC
The Express Tribune, December 1st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1573403/2-ajkprime-minister-talks-benefits-expressway-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: The Mansehra-Muzaffarabad-Mangla Expressway under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will bring economic revolution in the
state, said Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Prime Minister Raja Farooq Haider
Khan on Thursday.
Talking to Radio Pakistan, he said that this is a four-lane expressway with
interchanges at Kohalla, Rarra and Lohar Galli near the capital city that would be
completed at an estimated cost of Rs400 million.
China trying to convince India CPEC is for prosperity
He believed that the road will prove a milestone in the promotion of tourism
and trade and economic activities in the state. Khan revealed that about Rs24
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billion development budget has been spent on people‘s welfare projects with
special focus on communication sector to boost tourism and provide better
travelling facilities.
The government has provided about Rs2 billion for construction of
community bunkers at Line of Control, said the minister. The compensation to the
victims of Indian firing has also been enhanced by the federal government, he
added.
CPEC projects set to enter next stage of execution
―The AJK and federal government will soon ink an agreement regarding the
Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project.‖
Responding to a question, he said lady health workers have been regularised
while problems of police and other low paid employees would be addressed soon.
Rs1.5 billion have been provided by the Punjab government to the students as
scholarship and interest-free loans to the unemployed youth.
Ирано-пакистанские отношения – влияние на КПЭК
Iran-Pakistan ties: impact on CPEC
Asia Maqsood (Research Associate at Strategic Vision Institute Islamabad). Daily Times,
December 1st 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/150571/iran-pakistan-ties-impact-cpec/

The Afghan Taliban‘s sectarianism was one of the reasons why relations
between the two countries failed to remain cordial
Since the inception of Pakistan, relations between Iran and Pakistan were on
even keels throughout the early decades. The two countries were cooperative from
1947-1979, while the Shah of Iran still reign. Pakistan‘s Balochistan province is
pivotal in relations between the two countries because the Baloch population is
present in both countries. Even in the 1971 war, Pakistan was provided assistance
through the provision of military hardware, intelligence and logistics by Iran along
with Syria and Jordan. Furthermore, Pakistan also played an influential role in
ending the Iran-Iraq war. Unfortunately, relations between the two countries
declined during the 1990‘s.
The Afghan Taliban‘s sectarianism was one of the reasons relations between
the two countries failed to remain cordial. The fact that the Taliban (which was
backed by Pakistan) was targeting Shias in Afghanistan put Pakistan in the
spotlight. The situation deteriorated further when the Taliban killed Iranian
diplomats in northern Afghanistan in 1998. Following this, many prominent Shia
figures were targeted in terrorist attacks. The Iranian consulate was targeted twice
in Peshawar. A senior Iranian diplomat was abducted from the same city in 2009.
It was obvious to Iran that the group behind these attack was being funded by the
Saudis and supported by Pakistan. Pakistan was accused of not providing sufficient
security to Iranian diplomats.
As a result of this, Indo-Iran ties emerged on one side, whereas PakistanSaudi ties emerged on the other. India‘s desire to engage with Iran is fairly
obvious; it would lead to the isolation of Pakistan and decrease Pakistan‘s
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influence in Afghanistan, while increasing India‘s. It is pertinent to discuss
Pakistan‘s two main concerns here. These are growing Indo-Iran ties in
Afghanistan and the development of the Chabahar port.
However, the dramatic turn in Iran-Pakistan relations came in 2016 when
Indian agent Kulbushan Jadhav was arrested in Balochistan and it was claimed by
Pakistan that he attempted to cross into Balochistan through Iran. Following the
arrest of this Indian agent , Iran‘s President visited Pakistan and Lt. Gen Asim
Bajwa shared the text of the former Army Chief of Pakistan General Raheel
Shareef, ―There is one concern that RAW (India‘s intelligence agency) is involved
in Pakistan, especially in Balochistan and sometimes it also uses the soil of our
brother country Iran.‖Furthermore, the killing of Mullah Mansour in 2016 near the
Iran border which the Pakistani military was suspicious about considering that
Mansour has just crossed the border from Iran and was hit by a drone attack.
Another sticking factor is that the Balochistan border is infested with drug
smugglers, Baloch insurgents and pseudo-Taliban militants. These factors have
instigated more mistrust between the two countries.
Talking about recent times, the last two years have witnessed more crossborder fire between Pakistani military and Iranian forces than the entire 68 years of
bilateral relations.
India‘s desire to engage with Iran is fairly obvious; it would lead to
Pakistan‘s isolation and decrease Pakistan‘s influence in Afghanistan, while
increasing India‘s
On Nov 6, 2017 Pakistan‘s Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar
Javed Bajwa visited Iran. Focusing on the regional realities of South Asia, there are
two paramount concerns to be discussed in this visit. First is Pakistan‘s concern
against the India and Iran‘s role in Afghanistan and second is Iran‘s apprehension
on the terrorist attacks on its security forces allegedly from Pakistani soil. Both
countries shave different viewpoints on the Middle East but they have not allowed
this to undermine the bilateral agenda of the visit. In one of his earlier meetings
with Ambassador Honardoost, Gen Bajwa had told him that ―enhanced Pak-Iran
military-to-military cooperation will have positive impact on regional peace and
stability‖ with regards to Pakistan‘s defence diplomacy. The entirety of this visit
secures the trust between the two countries and at least Pakistan is safer from any
effort or threat by Iran to sabotage the huge development of CPEC and Gwadar
Port.
A well-Known historian and Oxford University academic Peter Frankopan
said, ―At the moment, there is a talk of Chabahar and Gwadar complementing each
other, and being peers rather than rivals. This scenario is entirely plausible and
possible. Whether it is likely or not is another question.‖
In nutshell, it is pertinent to focus on the two developments of two
belligerent countries of South Asia (India, Pakistan) have two equations; one is
China-Pakistan with the development of Gwadar Port and China Pakistan
Economic Corridor. Second is the India-Iran with the development of Chabahar
Port and India‘s growing influence of Afghanistan. It could be inferred here that
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Iran is not the sole neighbour who is assisting India to access Afghanistan but US
is relatively playing more active role in uplifting India in this region. Hence on
Pakistan‘s side, the Chinese investment is facing more challenges than India‘s
investment in Chabahar Port. CPEC is an inclusive project and welcomes all states
to be part of the project by investing and open up more opportunities of prosperity
for the whole region. Pakistan‘s Army Chief‘s visit substantially has proven a
catalyst for amending the mistrust between the two countries which eventually
further supported each other‘s development plans. It could also be infer
optimistically that Gwadar could have benefits for Iran and CPEC can provide
more trade opportunities for Iran. Moreover, China‘s investment in Pakistan could
be the pioneer to broader Chinese regional infrastructure investments, including in
Iran. Chinese may make contributions to Chabahar.
Возникают вопросы о возможности отдачи Пакистаном долгов по
кредитам на сооружение КПЭК
Real questions persist about Pakistan‘s ability to repay CPEC loans:
report
Rahima
Sohail.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
30,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572723/1-real-questions-persist-pakistans-ability-repay-cpecloans-report/

A recently published report by The National Bureau of Asian Research
(NBR) takes a look at the implications and obstacles of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor‘s (CPEC) energy projects with the possibility of it exacerbating already
fraught relations between Pakistan and India.
Energy is a big part of CPEC, with many high profile projects relating to it,
including sixteen which are close to completion. PML-N came into power in 2013
with a mandate to fix a far-reaching energy crisis. In his speech to mark the
occasion of CPEC‘s launch in April 2015, ex-Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
declared that the project ―will benefit all provinces and areas in Pakistan, and
transform our country into a regional hub and pivot for commerce and investment.‖
Five more CPEC power projects to get special treatment
Islamabad, thus, has a strong political interest in getting as many energyrelated projects online as possible before the next national election in 2018 given
their recent political struggles, states report‘s author Michael Kugelman, who is the
South Asia senior associate at The Wilson Center.
Of the over $50 billion in promised Chinese investment in CPEC, 60 per
cent is for coal-fired power generation. The project offers ―many potential benefits
for Pakistan, ranging from improved infrastructure to increased employment and,
more broadly, greater access to the global economy‖, says Kugelman. Pakistan is
currently disastrously short of electricity supplies and while CPEC will help
Pakistan generate more power, it will not solve the broader energy crisis that is
rooted in more than supply shortages, states the report.
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―CPEC will not do much to address the fundamental drivers of that crisis—
debt, corruption, a lack of a clear and coordinated energy policy process, and other
factors that have little to do with supply-side considerations‖, claims Kugelman.
The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) not only has to look at the environmental
implications for the region but also the host countries‘ ability to meet their goals
for reducing carbon emissions under the Paris Climate Agreement.
Moreover, the project for China is deeply dependent on ―the precarious and
uncertain security situation in Pakistan‖. Stability in Pakistan‘s security situation
and economic performance is an increasingly critical interest for Beijing. Real
questions also continue to persist about Pakistan‘s ability to repay loans and
whether the country is capable of financing its share of the new energy
investments.
In a recent report by The Express Tribune, it was observed that the central
government‘s debt and liabilities increased to Rs21.4 trillion by June this year,
which were about 68% of the total national output and is considered a dangerous
level.
The report by Kugelman also takes a look at the noticeable split between
public narratives and private sentiments on CPEC in Pakistan. While CPEC is
envisioned as the project to integrate Pakistan into the global economy, officials
and analysts acknowledge the risks of ―placing all of Pakistan‘s economic eggs in
the CPEC basket‖. With heavy investment from China, there is no longer a level
playing field in Pakistan for other interested foreign investors.
It further discusses the impact CPEC will have on the already fraught
relations between Pakistan and India. Beijing is New Delhi‘s biggest strategic
competitor in the region and the project ―generates additional obstacles for Indian
efforts to access markets and natural gas reserves in Central Asia‖. India cannot
currently reach these regions by land because Pakistan denies it transit rights on
Pakistani soil.
India has repeatedly expressed severe reservations on CPEC. Not only is
New Delhi critical of CPEC building projects in Gilgit-Baltistan which is part of
disputed territory, but many policymakers view CPEC as China ‗encircling‘ India
in the South Asian region. There are not only infrastructure development and
energy deals but also some naval and military-related projects.
―That CPEC is taking place on India‘s doorstep and all across Pakistan is
even more unsettling for New Delhi,‖ states Kugelman.
Monitoring CPEC is also a major focus of the US, which has thus far not
been too vocal about the project, states the report. ―CPEC is problematic because it
represents major inroads made by a key strategic competitor in a region where the
United States has been much less present than China.‖
Five CPEC projects face the axe
However, if looked at through an economic lens, the intended outcomes of
the project – energy security, better infrastructure, employment and stability – are
desirable for the US because it aligns with its own interests in Pakistan.
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The report also points out the benefit Iran gains from CPEC energy projects.
The country has long wanted to complete a natural gas pipeline between Pakistan
and Iran. Financial constraints have, however, stopped Pakistan from developing
its portion.
While CPEC faces many obstacles, Pakistan has moved quickly to address
them. It has moved quickly to address concerns about security and offered up a
security force of nearly twenty thousand soldiers to protect CPEC workers, as well
as a separate maritime force to protect Gwadar port. ―The the risks will remain
high though, particularly in Balochistan.‖
However, at the end of it Pakistan emerges as a winner. In time, the
generation of more electricity and harvesting of indigenous resources could end the
country‘s dependence on imported oil and gas from the Middle East.
Индия тратит 500 млн. долл. на срыв КПЭК
India spending $500 million to sabotage CPEC: Gen Zubair
The Express Tribune. 30.11.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1557930/1-indias-rawaiming-undermine-cpec-cjcsc/

Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee (CJCSC) General Zubair
Mehmood Hayat said on Tuesday that India was aiming to sabotage the multibillion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project through its
premier intelligence agency RAW.
―RAW has established a special cell at a cost of $500 million to sabotage the
CPEC,‖ the CJCSC said while addressing a two-day conference in Islamabad.
―India is stoking chaos and anarchy in the region.‖
Claiming that Islamabad will maintain a minimum nuclear deterrence in the
context of current regional situation, General Zubair said New Delhi is also
fanning terrorism in Balochistan.
During his address, the CJCSC stressed the need to resolve the longstanding
Kashmir dispute which, he said, was vital for durable peace in the region.
―Kashmir issue is the harbinger of a nuclear war in the region,‖ he said.
Правительство Белуджистана предлагает пересмотреть кабальные
условия Договора о сдаче в аренду Китаю порта Гвадар (по которому Китай
получит 91% прибыли от порта).
Govt asked to review accord with China on Gwadar
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373106/govt-asked-toreview-accord-with-china-on-gwadar

QUETTA: A former speaker of the Balochistan Assembly has expressed
dismay over terms of the federal government‘s agreement on Gwadar Port with
China and called for a review of the accord.
According to a statement made in the Senate, China is set to get 91 per cent
of the revenue generated from the port while the remaining 9pc will go to the port
— a federally controlled authority — for the next 40 years.
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Former speaker Mohammad Aslam Bhootani said that people had been told
that China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would usher in an era of
prosperity and a better life.
Gwadar was the jewel of CPEC, he said and added that ―its land, deep sea
and everything else belong to the people of Balochistan, who in return will be
getting nothing out of the billion-dollar project‖.
Former Balochistan Assembly speaker expresses dismay over terms of
agreement on port
―The disclosure of [terms of] this agreement has reinforced our
apprehensions and shows this will add to the suffering of the people of the
province and the injustices they have faced,‖ he said.
The former speaker of the provincial legislature urged the federal
government to revisit the CPEC agreement and protect the legitimate rights of the
provinces.
―The international powers who have already expressed their reservations on
CPEC may not be given the opportunity to make Balochistan a battlefield to settle
their score and the only way forward is to make the people of Balochistan the real
stockholders of the project…,‖ he said.
Mr Bhootani added that the Chinese companies should review their
agreement and incorporate Balochistan‘s share in the project as ―the people of
Balochistan love and respect the country‘s friendship with its neighbour‖.
Китай получит 91% от всех доходов порта Гвадар в ближайшие 40 лет.
China to get 91pc Gwadar income, minister tells Senate
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372695/china-to-get-91pc-gwadar-income-minister-tells-senate

ISLAMABAD: The Senate was told on Friday that 91 per cent of the
revenues to be generated from the Gwadar port as part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would go to China, while the Gwadar Port Authority
would get 9pc share in the income for the next 40 years.
This was disclosed by Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil
Bizenjo after senators expressed concern over the secrecy surrounding the CPEC
long-term agreement plan, with many observing that the agreement tilted heavily
in China‘s favour.
The minister said that the agreement was based on a build-operate and
transfer model spread over 40 years. That means that Pakistan will take over the
operation of the port along with the infrastructure to be built on it during the period
to enhance the port‘s cargo-handling capacity.
However, Senator Kalsoom Parveen of the ruling Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) pointed out that the agreement had not been signed on the basis
of equality as had been done with India. She asked Senate Chairperson Raza
Rabbani to convene a meeting of the committee of the whole of council, in which
all relevant departments which signed the pact would be called. Mr Rabbani,
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however, pointed out that there were already two committees on the CPEC,
including a Senate committee and a parliamentary panel. He advised her to take up
the issue at the Senate committee on CPEC.
PPP leader warns defence minister against committing to terms of Saudi-led
coalition without first informing Senate
Senator Sardar Azam Musakhel of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
(PkMAP) lamented that neither of the chairmen of the two committees was from
Balochistan, and alleged that they had given China a ‗concession‘. Senator Mohsin
Aziz of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf stressed that the business community must be
involved in signing such business agreements, a task which, he claimed, should not
be left to bureaucrats with no business savvy.
Senator Javed Abbasi of the PML-N, however, defended the agreement
saying it would greatly benefit Pakistan. He added that the power projects under
the CPEC would alleviate Pakistan‘s severe energy crisis. He pointed out that most
of the power projects would be constructed in Balochistan and Sindh. The project
would bring $56 billion investment into Pakistan, he said, adding that the CPEC
would include infrastructure projects as well as industrial zones that would
generate employment opportunities.
While speaking on a point of order, Senator Farhatullah Babar of the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) warned the defence minister not to commit to the
terms of the Islamic Military Counter Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC) without
bringing it to the notice of the Senate first.
He reminded the government that the defence minister had assured the house
that he would share the terms of reference for participation in the alliance with the
Senate before taking any decision.
He said the military commander of the coalition had been quoted as saying
that the coalition ‗encompassed four key areas of ideology, communications,
counterterrorism financing and military to fight terrorism and to join other
international security and peace keeping efforts‘.
Each of these areas, particularly the one pertaining to ideology, presented
potential pitfalls and challenges with far-reaching consequences for Pakistan, he
said, and demanded clarity on issues involved and stressed the need to lay down all
the facts before parliament.
Senator Rabbani endorsed this demand, and said that then defence minister
Khawaja Asif, now the foreign minister, had assured them that the house would
taken on board before the government became party to any such venture with the
Saudi-led military alliance. The alliance announced in December 2015 has 41
members, and Pakistan was a part of the first 34 countries to join the coalition.
Lawmakers from both sides of the aisle expressed concern over the absence
of senators, which delayed voting on the delimitation bill pending before the
Senate. Some have suggested the possibility of ‗hidden hands‘ in preventing
passage of the bill which would ensure that elections could be held in a timely
manner next year.
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Senator Usman Khan Kakar of the PkMAP was blunt in saying that the
parliamentary system was under threat, and urged senators from various parties to
show up on Monday and pass the bill in order to end the confusion. ―Parliament is
facing a threat from people who had never accepted this system,‖ he said, referring
to the two-week long sit-in at Faizabad.
Azam Musakhel said that the bill was being delayed on purpose on orders of
the ‗hidden powers‘. He added that the bill could not be passed for the third
consecutive time, and every time, members from all parties, including the PML-N,
had stayed mysteriously absent from proceedings.
Senator Rabbani ruled that the Federal Investigation Agency‘s (FIA) report
on the implementation of the Pakistan Electronic Crimes Act 2016 should be
brought in the House, and thereafter be referred to the relevant committee for incamera discussion on it. Further, he directed the government to provide complete
information during the in-camera proceedings. In his ruling, he observed that it
was ―sorry state of affairs‖, that the FIA report did not adhere to the requirements
of the law, and directed the government to formulate the rules for preparing reports
for submission to the House in 30 days, and place the same before the senate
committee on delegated legislation.
The ruling came after a senator asked whether the FIA‘s report could be
brought before an open house, or if it had to be treated as a classified document for
discussion only in in-camera meeting of the IT committee of the senate. The house
will now meet on Monday at 4pm.
Проблемы с КПЭК в Пакистане, возможности хождения юаня в
Пакистане
China‘s road through Pakistan
Khurram
Husain.
Dawn,
November
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372349/chinas-road-through-pakistan

23rd,

2017.

MINISTER Planning Mr Ahsan Iqbal has been busy of late. He has had to
deal with those nuisance protesters blocking the road, then play host to the Chinese
delegation that flew in for the seventh Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meeting
to finalise the Long Term Plan (LTP) for CPEC. Since it has been difficult to get
through to him in the midst of these pressing engagements, I thought I‘d share
some questions I have about that meeting right here in hopes of an answer.
Why are the Chinese interested in making the yuan legal tender in Gwadar?
What purpose does such a step serve, and how are Pakistan‘s interests advanced by
it? If this is about helping make the yuan an international currency, which is a
major policy priority for China, then why only ask for it to be legal tender in
Gwadar? Why not all of Pakistan? Most other efforts to make the yuan a global
currency are focusing on making it into a reserve asset through yuan-denominated
bonds and currency swap arrangements between the central banks of China and
other countries. Pakistan too has such a swap arrangement for many years now.
But reserve asset is one thing, legal tender is a different ball game altogether.
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When did the government of Pakistan first receive this proposal which was
raised and discussed at the JCC meeting concluded on Tuesday? According to
details trickling out from that meeting, it was first raised in the Senior Officials
Meeting held on Monday which was intended to prepare the ground for the higherlevel talks on Tuesday where the important policy decisions were made. Is this
true? Another report, quoting unnamed officials, says that ―Pakistan conveyed its
opposition to the demand a few months ago, but the Chinese side pressed it again‖.
So if they were told ‗no‘ a few months ago, and returned to press the demand
again, might they return a few months later and press harder still? Or is the ‗no‘
they have been given this time final? Has this been raised in any of the previous
JCC meetings?
How hard did the Chinese press the case for this proposal? Again, according
to details trickling out, it appears there was extended debate around the idea. Is this
true? What arguments did they advance for the proposal? Following the meeting,
the secretary planning told reporters that the idea had been turned down, but the
minister planning simply said it was being considered and ―it is only a proposal at
this point‖. So which is it? Turned down or under consideration? Or perhaps
‗turned down for now but to be considered later‘?
The CPEC plan raises far more questions than it answers. It needs to be
made public.
By itself the proposal doesn‘t tell us much, except that whatever plans the
Chinese have for Gwadar are a lot bigger than what we have been told. Thus far,
there are two countries that have officially allowed the yuan to be legal tender:
Angola and Zimbabwe. In the case of Zimbabwe, the decision was aided by the
fact that its own currency had collapsed in 2009, with an inflation rate of 500
billion per cent (yes, five hundred billion). They shifted to the US dollar and the
South African rand as legal tender, then in 2015 allowed the yuan in.
By itself there is nothing inherently wrong with countries discussing and
possibly mulling monetary arrangements whereby their currencies can acquire the
status of legal tender in other countries. But in this case, a few sources of concern
arise. First, it appears the demand is for one city only, which is odd, unless there is
a plan to extend the coverage to the rest of Pakistan soon, in which case it is still
odd to begin with one city, especially one so remote from the centres of economic
activity in the country, for now anyway.
The LTP that was finalised on Tuesday (pending a few issues we are told)
needs to be made public to prevent questions such as these from clouding the
overall positive prospects that CPEC has for Pakistan. What is an important source
of concern is how many other such surprises await us in the future as we go down
this road. Recall that we are only at the very beginning, and the discussions taking
place around the LTP — which is a detailed road map extending to 2030 that
significantly increases the role of Chinese capital and enterprises in Pakistan‘s
economy — are precisely where the future shape of the project is being decided.
Nobody outside a small circle had heard of this proposal to bring the
Chinese currency as legal tender in Pakistan. It is not mentioned in any public
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pronouncement, not on the CPEC website, not in any of the minutes of the JCC
meetings held thus far, not in the LTP finalised in December 2016 at the sixth JCC
and not in the shorter summary of that document circulated to the provinces in
March of 2017. So the question is, what else is being discussed that would take the
whole cooperative framework of CPEC far beyond the roads and power plants that
we are encouraged to imagine when thinking about the project?
There is one fact that is becoming increasingly clear: CPEC involves a
fundamental and profound reshaping of our economy and policy landscape in order
to create the space for Chinese capital and enterprises to acquire stakes and
participate in the economic life of the country. When this newspaper ran details
from the LTP back in May, the minister planning referred to that document as a
―live document‖, meaning it was up for changes. Then, before the JCC meetings
got going, he told us that the LTP under consideration is the same document. The
time to come clean on all this has arrived. Let‘s see the plan, as you promised, Mr
Minister!
Китай готов переименовать КПЭК, если Индия присоединиться к
проекту «Один пояс – один путь» (проложить альтернативный коридор через
Джамму и Кашмир)
China hints it can rename CPEC if India joins OBOR initiative
Saibal
Dasgupta.
The
Times
of
India.
Nov
23,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-shows-interest-in-talking-one-belt-one-roadplan-with-india/articleshow/61771677.cms

Chinese foreign ministry suggested that it was encouraging its ambassador
in India to negotiate with New Delhi over the issue, while ensuring that it did not
upset Pakistan either.
The ambassador had last week said that China ―can change the name of
CPEC‖ & ―create an alternative corridor through J&K, Nathu La pass to deal
with India‘s concerns‖.
BEIJING: The Chinese foreign ministry on Thursday responded to a
statement by its ambassador in India, Luo Zhaohui, who recently said Beijing is
prepared to rename the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to address
India's concerns+ . The ministry neither endorsed nor denied Luo's statement,
suggesting that it was encouraging Luo to negotiate with New Delhi over the issue,
while ensuring that it did not upset Islamabad either.
The ambassador had said during a speech in Delhi last week that China "can
change the name of CPEC" and "create an alternative corridor through Jammu &
Kashmir, Nathu La pass or Nepal to deal with India's concerns".
In return, it was suggested that India join its One Belt One Road (OBOR)
connectivity plan which desperately needs a boost from China's largest neighbour
to its south. Chinese investments in Nepal and Myanmar are meant to pressure
India to join the initiative but India has not responded to these overtures so far.
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The fact that Luo publicly discussed the possibility of renaming CPEC twice
indicates that he was acting on instructions from Beijing and not expressing his
personal views, observers said.
The foreign ministry said on Thursday: "CPEC is an economic cooperation
Initiative that has nothing to do with territorial sovereignty disputes, and does not
affect China's and Pakistan's position on the Kashmir issue."
Experts said that the mention of Pakistan in the statement was significant
because Beijing does not want to hurt sentiments in the country until its envoy in
New Delhi manages to strike a deal. The fact that it is interested in negotiating
with India, sources said, was evident from the foreign ministry not contradicting its
envoy in New Delhi.
New Delhi believes Beijing has sided with Islamabad by including
Pakistan's name in the project, which passes through a portion of Kashmir
described as a part of India.
At the same time, India's refusal to join OBOR is one of the major
hindrances in OBOR's growth. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had made this clear
when India became the first major country not to attend the OBOR forum in
Beijing in May, whereas most western countries including the United States had
sent official delegations.
Ok so first dismantle CPEC in POK, settle border disputes and lastly stop
warning India over Arunachal pradesh. Its None of you business!!
"China is ready to strengthen connectivity with all neighbouring countries
and promote regional economic cooperation and common prosperity," according to
a translation of the ministry's statement which was released in Chinese.
"CPEC is a framework for cooperation focusing on the long-term
development of cooperation in all fields. It is in the interest of both China and
Pakistan. It is also conducive to promoting regional stability and development," it
said.
Китай предоставил Пак-ну заем в 500 млн. долл.
Pakistan borrows another $500m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
23rd,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1565845/2-pakistan-borrows-another-500m-china/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has obtained yet another foreign commercial loan
of $500 million from the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), a
move aimed at stopping official foreign currency reserves from slipping to
dangerous levels.
With the fresh foreign loan that Islamabad contracted on October 11, total
foreign commercial borrowings in the first four months of this fiscal year have
crossed $1 billion, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
The finance ministry had informed parliament in June this year that it would
obtain $1 billion as commercial loans during 2017-18 that will end in June next
year. However, it has already breached the limit with eight months remaining.
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China says Pakistan a priority in neighbourhood diplomacy
So far, Citibank has given $267 million and Credit Suisse AG loaned $255
million. Pakistan had signed a $450-million short-term foreign commercial loan
contract with the Credit Suisse-led consortium in order to boost reserves and pay
off a previous loan of Credit Suisse.
Citibank and ICBC are among half a dozen banks that Pakistan has engaged
as joint lead managers to float Sukuk and Eurobonds. The road shows for the
Sukuk and Eurobond began on Wednesday to raise $2 billion to $3 billion for
propping up official foreign currency reserves.
The ICBC had also given $300 million commercial loan in the last fiscal
year. The loans were obtained to stop the downward slide of the official foreign
currency reserves that currently stand at $13.67 billion. The finance ministry was
trying hard that the reserves do not slip below two-and-a-half-month import bill
cover.
The official foreign currency reserves have depleted by $2.5 billion since
July this year due to a high import bill. The current account deficit during the first
four months of the fiscal year widened to over $5 billion – higher by 122% over
the same period of the previous fiscal year.
During the past four and a half years, the PML-N government has been
subjected to severe criticism for acquiring expensive foreign debt and increasing
the overall debt pile. Pakistan‘s debt sustainability indicators have worsened in the
past one year and its external debt to foreign exchange earnings ratio has further
deteriorated, affecting repayment capacity.
Foreign loans are only productive when these are utilised for asset building
as this provides a source of earnings, according to a study carried out by renowned
economist Dr Kaiser Bengali. His work suggested that with a shift in focus from
project to programme loans, the country‘s infrastructure is completely ignored and
it has started to collapse.
Bengali argued that as long as the rate of return is at least 1% higher than the
cost of borrowing, foreign debt does not create trouble in debt
management. However, most of the fresh borrowings are going to meet budget
financing needs, which adds to the burden on the government.
During July-October period of this fiscal year, Pakistan obtained $2.3 billion
worth of foreign loans, which is equal to 30% of the annual budgetary estimates of
$7.6 billion.
China banks on regional support amid ‗Indian threats‘ to CPEC
During the first four months (July-October) of this fiscal year, Pakistan
obtained new loans amounting to $2.3 billion and overwhelming majority of them
are meant for filling the massive budget deficit gap and building foreign currency
reserves.
The share of foreign commercial banks in total loans stood at 44% or $1.022
billion. China was the largest source that gave $917 million. Beijing gave $500
million as a commercial loan and another $417 million for project financing.
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The Islamic Development Bank was the second largest contributor with
$509 million.
The Asian Development Bank disbursed only $161 million for projects‘
financing in the first four months, which was about 14% official annual estimate of
$1.2 billion. The World Bank released $154 million in July-October period – equal
to 15% of the official annual estimates of $1.03 billion.
Долгосрочный план строительства КПЭК до 2030
CPEC long-term plan to take development journey to 2030
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. November 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/22-Nov2017/cpec-long-term-plan-to-take-development-journey-to-2030

No concrete decision on ML-I, special economic zones, Karachi Circular
Railway, New CPEC phase to ensure technology transfer
ISLAMABAD - The 7th meeting of the Joint Coordination Committee of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project on Tuesday approved long-term plan of
the corridor, however, no concrete decision was reached over the ML-I (railway
track), special economic zones or Karachi Circular Railway.
―LTP was approved by the JCC, which covers the development journey till
2030 and will bring new industrial technology, agriculture development ,
infrastructure and information technology to the country,‖ said Federal Minister for
Planning Development and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal here.
Briefing the media about the decision taken by the 7th JCC, the minister said
after months of efforts finally the LTP was approved.
It was agreed to constitute a Joint Working Group on Agriculture, under the
LTP, which will help Pakistan to modernise its agriculture sector.
Pakistan is facing water shortage and in this regard Chinese expertise will be
acquired to develop drip irrigation system in the country, Ahsan Iqbal added.
Regarding the SEZs, the minister said that China had collected the feasibility
studies of the nine economic zones and they would reply after studying them.
On Monday, during the preliminary meeting of the JCC, it was agreed that
three out of nine SEZs would go to the JCC for approval, however the Chinese had
taken all the nine feasibility studies with them and the final decision in this regard
would be made later.
Regarding ML-I, the minister said that the feasibility study was shared with
the Chinese and agreement on financing would be signed later.
On KCR, it was agreed that a fresh feasibility study would be conducted by
the Chinese, which would be followed by the financing agreement. The earlier
study of the KCR was conducted by Japanese and now the Chinese will conduct
fresh feasibility.
He said the 7th JCC had reviewed the projects approved during the 6th JCC
and agreed upon the operationalisation of those projects.
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It was decided that the projects whose feasibility are not ready will be
further discussed by the JWGs, after the completion of feasibilities, and will be
approved during the 8th JCC meeting.
Similarly, the projects in Gwadar were discussed and it was decided to
accelerate the pace of work on all the projects.
It was decided that Chinese experts would study the feasibility study of the
Gwadar Airport and work would be started during first half of 2018, the minister
informed. He said that China was providing grant for the Gwadar Airport.
The minister said Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi would on
Wednesday (today) inaugurate 19km Gwadar Eastbay Expressway, which also
included four kilometres long bridge over the sea.
Use of Chinese currency
Regarding allowing the use of Chinese currency in Gwadar, the minister said
that no such demand was made, however they were considering making
a plan with the State Bank of Pakistan to allow transactions in Chinese currency
for the import of machinery.
Meanwhile, a press release issued here stated that the 7th meeting of the JCC
of CPEC was held here on Tuesday to review and approve the
various developmentprojects in the mega development project. Ahsan Iqbal and his
Chinese counterpart jointly headed the JCC meeting.
Around 150 high officials from Pakistan and China attended the meeting
along with the chief ministers of all the provinces and the AJK prime minister. The
representatives of private sector also participated in the meeting for the first time.
Addressing the JCC, Iqbal said the 7th JCC in Pakistan was a milestone
towards realising the CPEC and noted that people of Pakistan valued the multifaceted cooperation extended by the government and the people of China to
Pakistan.
He said that the CPEC now entered into the first phase of its completion and
7th JCC was of historic significance to finalise the long-term plan of the project.
―The long-term plan will give new dimensions to bilateral cooperation
between China and Pakistan,‖ Iqbal believed.
He said that the long-term plan would expand the scope of cooperation in
various new areas including cooperation in social sectors along with economic
field.
Along with infrastructure development and upgradation, education and
health sectors would also be targeted for their improvement and upgradation under
the CPEC .
About private sector‘s representation, the minister said that it had been given
to the private sector in the 7th JCC meeting to take on board private sector in that
project, which was a game changer not only for Pakistan but for the entire region.
He announced that both countries would organise exchange of trade and
business delegations at official levels to speed up the pace of the project.
Iqbal underlined the need for expansion in the administrative structure and
scope of cooperation in the CPEC .
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Speaking about Gwadar, gateway of the CPEC , Iqbal said that projects in
Gwadar were of utmost importance for the people of Gwadar and for
national development .
He said that the CPEC‘s energy projects were fast heading towards their
completion.
The establishment of special economic zones would now start after the 7th
JCC, which is the hallmark of this project.
―Cooperation in industrial sector would ensure transfer of technology,
knowledge and skills to Pakistan,‖ he remarked.
Iqbal opined that the CPEC was also helping to promote knowledge-based
economy in Pakistan, which was the need of the hour.
Пакистан против хождения юаня в Свободной экономической зоне
Гвадар – нарушение пакистанского суверенитета
Pakistan rejects use of Chinese currency
The Express Tribune. 21.11.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1564050/2-pakistanrejects-use-chinese-currency/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has turned down China‘s demand to allow its
currency to be used in the Gwadar Free Zone under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor framework, arguing any such move would compromise its ‗economic
sovereignty‘.
Pakistan conveyed its final position on the use of the foreign currency in its
territory to the Chinese authorities during the Senior Officials Meeting (SOM) that
was held on Monday in Islamabad, according to officials who were engaged in
talks.
The SOM was held a day before the 7th meeting of the Joint Cooperation
Committee (JCC) – the highest decision-making body of CPEC.
China offers to help Bangladesh and Myanmar defuse Rohingya crisis
There were also some issues regarding the signing of the Framework
Agreement over the $2 billion Karachi Circular Railways (KCR) project.
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal would take up the issue (KCR) with Vice
Chairman of the National Development and Reform Commission today (Tuesday)
during the JCC meeting.
―If a consensus is achieved on the KCR at the political level, only then will
both the sides sign the Framework Agreement,‖ said the officials.
―China wants to introduce its currency in Pakistan as part of its policy to
internationalise the renminbi (RMB) – the official name of its currency,‖ according
to the Pakistani officials.
The Chinese authorities wanted to avoid currency exchange risks attached
with the use of the US dollar and the Pak rupee.
The Ministry of Finance and the State Bank of Pakistan opposed the Chinese
demand to allow use of RMB.
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However, both the sides agreed that all financial arrangements would be
made under the existing bilateral Currency Swap Arrangement. The current swap
arrangement is going to expire next month and both the countries decided to extend
it, in addition to expanding the current swap limit which is equal to $500 million.
―China wants Pakistan to accept its currency demand and make it part of the
final draft of the Long-Term Plan (2014-2030),‖ said the officials, adding,
―Pakistan has conveyed its opposition to the demand a few months ago but the
Chinese side pressed it again.‖
The final position was conveyed on Monday.
―Pakistan shall promote the construction of the Gwadar Port Free Zone by
drawing on the experience of China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone and other
Pilot Free Trade Zones in China, and explore RMB offshore financial business in
Gwadar Free Zone,‖ according to the original LTP draft that Islamabad sent to
Beijing for vetting in March this year.
The signing of the final draft of the LTP by China and Pakistan on Tuesday
(today) is still subject to settlement of some pending issues.
Beijing also demanded that Islamabad should establish the Customs Special
Supervised Areas along the CPEC route for facilitation of its investments in
Special Economic Zones (SEZs), said the officials.
Pakistan accepted the demand, they added.
The LTP is the most critical element of the China-Pakistan economic
relationship, as it lays the foundation of cooperation in all economic and financial
areas for decades to come.
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal has announced to make the LTP final
document public after the 7th JCC meeting.
China builds world‘s fastest amphibious assault vehicle
However, Pakistani authorities told The Express Tribune that the decision to
make the LTP public would be taken on Tuesday by the political leadership of both
the countries, as there were some sensitivities involved in it.
―Another issue that may hamper the final signing and release of the LTP
document on Tuesday is the eleventh-hour demands put forth by KhyberPakhtunkhwa to add in the LTP,‖ said the officials.
The federal government would prefer to address the K-P concerns to make
the LTP a consensus document, although Chinese were not agreeing to that, said
the officials.
The officials said the $8.2 billion Main Line-I (ML-I) project of Pakistan
Railways was also discussed in detail on Monday.
They said the Pakistani side had some issues on the high cost of the project
and the amount that China will retain as the cost of capital goods and labour. They
said the KCR and the ML-I project were interlinked.
The SOM also discussed Industrial Cooperation. The Pakistani side was led
by Board of Investment Secretary Azher Ali Chaudhry.
The secretary said after the initial work the stage was now set for industrial
cooperation to attain new heights.
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In the initial phase, the Chinese side has shared its experience regarding
planning and developments of SEZs. This phase will focus on the development of
prioritised SEZs and to enhance understanding in other areas of Industrial
Cooperation.
Both the countries also reviewed the energy sector cooperation that makes
72% of the CPEC portfolio.
Power Secretary Younus Naseem Khokar said China did not raise any major
issue and the progress on the ongoing energy projects was very smooth.
He said Pakistan was in the process of adding more energy projects in order
to make the full use of the 17,045 megawatts electricity generation capacity that
both the countries wanted to attain under the CPEC framework.
He said prioritised energy projects would come to around 12,340MW.
Пакистан и Китай договорились углубить двусторонние связи (в т.ч. в
рамках ШОС)
Pakistan, China agree to bolster ties
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/21-Nov2017/pakistan-china-agree-to-bolster-ties

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and China Monday agreed to further augment
cooperation in various multilateral fora including the United Nations and the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
The eighth Round of Strategic Dialogue between Pakistan and China was
held in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs here, said a statement released by the
foreign office.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua led the Pakistani delegation, while the
Chinese side was led by Assistant Foreign Minister of Foreign Affairs for Asian
and Consular Affairs Kong Xuanyou. ―Both sides held comprehensive discussions
on the entire spectrum of bilateral relations between Pakistan and China ,‖ said the
statement.
China is investing close to $57 billion under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor project, which speaks volumes about the two nations‘
friendship. Pakistan had also handed over control of Gwadar Port to China‘s stateowned China Overseas Ports Holding in February 2013.
Gwadar Port - built by Chinese workers and opened in 2007 - is undergoing
a major expansion since. China also supports Pakistan for the membership of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group against India. Both Pakistan and India have applied to be
members of the 48-member NSG that regulates global nuclear commerce. While
the US is backing India for the seat, China supports Pakistan .
Beijing maintains if India, a non-signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
was
given
membership,
then Pakistan too
should
be
taken
on
board. Pakistan claims it has strong credentials and expertise to become member of
the NSG.
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Islamabad emphasises the need for a transparent, objective and nondiscriminatory criteria for the group‘s membership of non-members of the NPT.
The foreign ministry statement said Pakistan and China discussed the Belt
and Road Initiative and specifically, the CPEC, bilateral trade, defence, counterterrorism and culture, education and people-to-people exchanges.
―The two sides also agreed to further strengthen cooperation in all mutuallyrelevant areas for the benefit of the two countries,‖ it added.
The foreign secretary and her Chinese counterpart also exchanged views on
issues including the regional situation in Afghanistan, the US policy in South Asia,
and matters relating to the Korean Peninsula.
Janjua also apprised her counterpart of the dire situation faced by the people
of the Indian Occupied Kashmir and the ongoing human rights violations
committed by India.
She expressed hope that the international community would play its role in
urging India to put an end to blatant human rights violations in held Kashmir. ―The
two sides reiterated the commitment to strengthen and enhance bilateral mutual
cooperation in all fields including political, security and economic issues, and to
further coordinate on issues of regional and international significance,‖ said the
statement.
5 коридоров в рамках «Один пояс – один путь». (КПЭК)
CPEC relevance to Central Asia
DR AHMAD RASHID MALIK. The Nation.
http://nation.com.pk/21-Nov-2017/cpec-relevance-to-central-asia
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CPEC is a grand leap forward by Pakistan‘s trusted friend, China, to
transform the economy of Pakistan. The package of US$ 46 billion has been
increased to now over US$ 63 billion as new projects are keep on including in this
mega project ever since the package was drawn on 20 April 2015 when President
Xi Jinping visited Pakistan.
CPEC is a part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which offers building
of the other five corridors namely; (1) China-Central Asia Corridor, (2) Eurasian
Land Bridge, (3) China-Mongolia-Russia Corridor, (4) Bangladesh-China-IndiaMyanmar (BCIM) Corridor, and the (5) Maritime Silk Road. In all of these five
corridors at least three or more countries are involved. The CPEC, on the other
hand, is an exclusive corridor between Pakistan and China to connect Kashgar with
Gwadar and there is no third party involved.
The CPEC is just not a road but a network of connectivity, industrialization,
trade promotion, energy generation, and much more. Besides road, a railway track
will be drawn between Havelian and Kashger. Work on 820 km optic fibber line is
already underway to link Khunjrab with Rawalpindi, adding a digital component to
CPEC, to be completed by June next year. Bilateral rade has enhanced to US$ 20
billion by now. Around 10,000 megawatt has been added to the national grid.
Three industrial zones have carved out namely: Hattar, Faisalabad, and Dhabeji
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among nine identified so far. China invested over 1.1 billion in Pakistan‘s FDI last
year.
The main purpose of the package is to create a land link between western
China and Pakistan by providing access to the southern port of Gwadar in
Balochistan province. This port was especially designed to cater the needs of China
and Central Asian Republics. Western China and Central Asia are landlocked and
since Central Asian Republics gained independence from the Soviet Union in
1991, we have been offering access to them to the Arabian Sea but nothing has
been materialized so far. Gwadar and CPEC has the potential to streamline the
long cherished dream between Pakistan and Central Asia.
When Pakistan offered sea access to Central Asia in the early 1990s, at that
time, there were only Karachi and Bin Qasim ports and they were over loaded.
Pakistan decided to build Gwadar Port and China finally offered assistance of US$
248 million to construct the port in 2001. The port was quickly completed by 2007
and the Singapore Port Authority (PSA) was given its management rights but it
could not manage the port effectively for one or the other reason and the rights
were then transferred to the China Port Holding Company (CPHC) in February
2013, which quickly built the required allied infrastructure of the port. The port
became operational since November last.
It is believed that Gwadar Port and its allied road infrastructure is a Suez
Canal for China and Central Asia. There is a dire need to advertise the utility of
Gwadar Port for Central Asian Republics in media outlets of Central Asian
Republics highlighting the benefits of trade and connectivity.
Now looking at the geo-strategic situation in the region, the important
question arises that how the Central Asian Republics could be connected with
Gwadar Port when the Afghan irritant is there? It is traditionally thought that all
roads from Pakistan into Central Asia go through Kabul or Wahkhan and as there
is turmoil inside and also relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan are not
normal for the past several decades, how this opportunity of trade and connectivity
would be enjoyed?
First of all it is believed that the Afghan irritant should be resolved.
However, in case of problem and political instability inside Afghanistan, tense
Pak-Afghan ties, instead of linking through Kabul or Wahkhan corridor, CPEC
route provides an alternative solution to link up Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan, and
Tajikistan, which directly border China, as well as Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan,
to the CPEC route. This is even possible during the turmoil period in Afghanistan.
The CPEC route provides a stable alternative option.
Afghanistan demands Wagha transit trade through Pakistan to trade with
India. It is a pre-condition as recently stated by President Ashraf Ghani in case
Afghanistan seeks to join CPEC. Pakistan exercises reservations. Terrorism is
there since 9/11. India wants to sabotage CPEC. Terrorist activities often operate
from inside Afghanistan against Pakistan. Even much more. In case of this
difficulty, CPEC route provides immense opportunities to Central Asian Republics
to expand trade with Pakistan and also go through China and expand their trade.
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Chinese Xinjiang enjoys centuries old cultural traditions and trading links with
Central Asia. The ancient Chinese Silk Road first connects with Central Asia than
rest of the world. Central Asia is thus central to Silk Road.
Since 1991, Pakistan-Central Asian trade has not been substantially
increased. Gwadar port could become a hub-port for the Central Asian Republics.
These Republics could carry out their South Asia and the Gulf trade and transittrade through Pakistan. Unfortunately, in the past quarter century, this trade is
dismal and it has not gone beyond US$ 76 million in spite of lofty announcements
and innumerable pledges committed by top leadership on both sides. CPEC offers
novel solution to address Pakistan-Central Asian trading woes.
With abundance of natural resources such as oil, gas, gold, and other metals,
Central Asian Republics have great potentials to investment in CPEC-related
projects and also to investment in the new industrial zones. CPEC-related
investment are expected to go beyond US$ 150 billion for all projects. Out of 46
industrial zones, 9 zones have been identified and work on three industrial zones is
going to start soon. Almost all Central Asian Republics have shown interest in
joining the CPEC. Looking at vast trade and transit-trade and investment
opportunities and potentials, Central Asian Republics should take the benefits of
the CPEC.
Пакистан отказался использовать китайскую валюту (юань) в
Свободной зоне в Гвадаре
Pakistan rejects use of Chinese currency
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1564050/2-pakistan-rejects-use-chinese-currency/

21,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has turned down China‘s demand to allow its
currency to be used in the Gwadar Free Zone under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor framework, arguing any such move would compromise its ‗economic
sovereignty‘.
Pakistan conveyed its final position on the use of the foreign currency in its
territory to the Chinese authorities during the Senior Officials Meeting (SOM) that
was held on Monday in Islamabad, according to officials who were engaged in
talks.
The SOM was held a day before the 7th meeting of the Joint Cooperation
Committee (JCC) – the highest decision-making body of CPEC.
China offers to help Bangladesh and Myanmar defuse Rohingya crisis
There were also some issues regarding the signing of the Framework
Agreement over the $2 billion Karachi Circular Railways (KCR) project.
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal would take up the issue (KCR) with Vice
Chairman of the National Development and Reform Commission today (Tuesday)
during the JCC meeting.
―If a consensus is achieved on the KCR at the political level, only then will
both the sides sign the Framework Agreement,‖ said the officials.
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―China wants to introduce its currency in Pakistan as part of its policy to
internationalise the renminbi (RMB) – the official name of its currency,‖ according
to the Pakistani officials.
The Chinese authorities wanted to avoid currency exchange risks attached
with the use of the US dollar and the Pak rupee.
The Ministry of Finance and the State Bank of Pakistan opposed the Chinese
demand to allow use of RMB.
However, both the sides agreed that all financial arrangements would be
made under the existing bilateral Currency Swap Arrangement. The current swap
arrangement is going to expire next month and both the countries decided to extend
it, in addition to expanding the current swap limit which is equal to $500 million.
―China wants Pakistan to accept its currency demand and make it part of the
final draft of the Long-Term Plan (2014-2030),‖ said the officials, adding,
―Pakistan has conveyed its opposition to the demand a few months ago but the
Chinese side pressed it again.‖
The final position was conveyed on Monday.
―Pakistan shall promote the construction of the Gwadar Port Free Zone by
drawing on the experience of China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone and other
Pilot Free Trade Zones in China, and explore RMB offshore financial business in
Gwadar Free Zone,‖ according to the original LTP draft that Islamabad sent to
Beijing for vetting in March this year.
The signing of the final draft of the LTP by China and Pakistan on Tuesday
(today) is still subject to settlement of some pending issues.
Beijing also demanded that Islamabad should establish the Customs Special
Supervised Areas along the CPEC route for facilitation of its investments in
Special Economic Zones (SEZs), said the officials.
Pakistan accepted the demand, they added.
The LTP is the most critical element of the China-Pakistan economic
relationship, as it lays the foundation of cooperation in all economic and financial
areas for decades to come.
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal has announced to make the LTP final
document public after the 7th JCC meeting.
China builds world‘s fastest amphibious assault vehicle
However, Pakistani authorities told The Express Tribune that the decision to
make the LTP public would be taken on Tuesday by the political leadership of both
the countries, as there were some sensitivities involved in it.
―Another issue that may hamper the final signing and release of the LTP
document on Tuesday is the eleventh-hour demands put forth by KhyberPakhtunkhwa to add in the LTP,‖ said the officials.
The federal government would prefer to address the K-P concerns to make
the LTP a consensus document, although Chinese were not agreeing to that, said
the officials.
The officials said the $8.2 billion Main Line-I (ML-I) project of Pakistan
Railways was also discussed in detail on Monday.
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They said the Pakistani side had some issues on the high cost of the project
and the amount that China will retain as the cost of capital goods and labour. They
said the KCR and the ML-I project were interlinked.
The SOM also discussed Industrial Cooperation. The Pakistani side was led
by Board of Investment Secretary Azher Ali Chaudhry.
The secretary said after the initial work the stage was now set for industrial
cooperation to attain new heights.
In the initial phase, the Chinese side has shared its experience regarding
planning and developments of SEZs. This phase will focus on the development of
prioritised SEZs and to enhance understanding in other areas of Industrial
Cooperation.
Both the countries also reviewed the energy sector cooperation that makes
72% of the CPEC portfolio.
Power Secretary Younus Naseem Khokar said China did not raise any major
issue and the progress on the ongoing energy projects was very smooth.
He said Pakistan was in the process of adding more energy projects in order
to make the full use of the 17,045 megawatts electricity generation capacity that
both the countries wanted to attain under the CPEC framework.
He said prioritised energy projects would come to around 12,340MW.
Совместный комитет по кооперации по КПЭК должен одобрить 22
проекта на сумму 27 млрд. долл. в рамках КПЭК
China-Pakistan JCC set to approve $27 billion for 22 projects today
Afzal
Bajwa.
Daily
Times,
November
21st
2017.
https://dailytimes.com.pk/144197/china-pakistan-jcc-set-approve-27-billion-22-projects-today/

ISLAMABAD: Ministerial Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) on ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will meet today (Tuesday) to approve an
aggregate amount of $27 billion for 22 mega projects, including special economic
zones and Gwadar International Airport.
A senior official privy to marathon sessions of secretary-level meetings and
convening of five joint working groups at the Planning Commission and Board of
Investment, among others, told Daily Times that rounds of talks on Monday finetuned the projects approved by Pakistani side during the last week cabinet
committee on CPEC with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in the chair.
Gwadar Expressway is also among the couple of dozen CPEC-related projects to
be approved on Tuesday, the official added, requesting not be named. Minister for
Planning Ahsan Iqbal and his Chinese counterpart would co-chair the seventh
round of the JCC.
Earlier, spokesman of the Planning Ministry stated that joint working groups
on Long Term Plan, Industrial Cooperation (special economic zones), Gwadar,
Transport Infrastructure, Energy and Security met to review the progress and
finalise proposals in their respective areas. These proposals would be tabled in the
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Joint Cooperation Committee on November 21 for final acceptance and formal
approval to make those part of the CPEC framework, he added.
As a kick-start before the actual commencement of the JCC, meeting of the
senior officials was jointly chaired by Planning Secretary Shoaib Siddiqui and his
Chinese counterpart. Members to the five JWGs from both sides in addition to
Secretary to Prime Minister Fawad Hassan Fawad, relevant federal secretaries,
Gwadar Development Authority chairman and representatives of the provincial
governments attended the JCC meet on Monday.
The planning secretary reiterated that Pakistan envisages great value to the
commitment of Chinese leadership and the people for bringing huge investment of
$46 billion, which encouraged global investors to take Pakistan as their investment
destination. The economic corridor was entering into the next phase of industrial
cooperation, which would make Pakistan a manufacturing hub and epicentre for
connectivity in the region, he said.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Панджаб?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Punjab to pitch new
SEZs
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371691/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-punjab-topitch-new-sezs

THE Punjab government is ready to pitch at least two under-construction
industrial estates in the province for their inclusion in the list of the 27 priority
special economic zones (SEZs) to be established across the country under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The case for the two industrial estates in Faisalabad and Sheikhupura will be
made at the seventh meeting of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC), scheduled
to be held in Islamabad on Nov 20-21 to review progress on the projects already
under way.
Punjab is said to be the largest beneficiary of the official and private Chinese
investments being made under the CPEC project, especially in the energy and
transport infrastructure.
Mujtaba Paracha, the provincial industries‘ secretary, told this writer that
Punjab has completed comprehensive feasibility reports regarding both the
economic estates to be presented for their inclusion in the CPEC projects.
The development of the Faisalabad industrial estate was at an advanced
stage, he said, and hoped that it would be added to the list of SEZs under the
corridor initiative that will connect China‘s western-most region with the rest of
the world through the Gwadar deep-sea port.
The province has completed comprehensive feasibility reports regarding
both Faisalabad and Sheikhupura estates to be presented in this JCC
The new SEZs will be owned, controlled and operated by the provinces. But
the federal government hasn‘t announced the framework under which these zones
will operate and what kind of benefits will be available to the investors.
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Local businessmen as well foreign companies operating in Pakistan fear that
these zones are being created exclusively for Chinese companies where they will
enjoy extensive tax and labour law exemptions, creating an uneven field for
existing domestic and foreign firms.
The local businesses as well as foreign companies have long been
demanding that the SEZs not exclude them.
The government has not yet come up with any explanation. In fact, the new
apparel park along the Lahore-Islamabad motorway near Sheikhupura is expected
to be exclusively for Chinese investors.
Mr Paracha said the Punjab government also planned to raise the concerns of
the business community from Punjab about their share in the future industrial
cooperation between the two nations, as work on the trade route and SEZs gains
momentum. ―We will convey the sentiments of our businessmen that these
economic zones should not be exclusive to China, and investors from Pakistan as
well as other countries should also be allowed to invest there.‖
In addition to pitching the two industrial estates for inclusion in the SEZ list,
Iftikhar Ali Sahu, Punjab‘s planning and development department secretary, said
projects like the Lahore-Multan motorway and Multan-Sukkur motorway would
also be discussed on the first day of the meeting between officials of the two
neighbouring countries.
The secretary said the projects related to tourism and agriculture will be
taken up at a later stage ―because other sectors are our main priority at the
moment‖.
A provincial agriculture department official confirmed that no project related
to agriculture was on the table at present.
Punjab Industries, Commerce and Investment Minister Sheikh Allauddin
said the province will also pitch Chunian, Vehari and Rahim Yar Khan industrial
estates for inclusion in the CPEC. But he too expected only the industrial estate in
Faisalabad to be included on the list of SEZs at this stage
―The [$1.65 billion] Lahore Orange Line Metro Train project was discussed
at the last JCC meeting in China. The delay in the completion of the project
[because of cases against it pending in the courts] may also be taken up in the next
review,‖ Mr Sahu said.
He explained that the JCC met every six months to review the progress on
the ongoing projects under the trade route initiative as well as to discuss new ones.
―On the first day, Pakistani government officials meet their counterparts and
on the second day the political leadership of both the countries hold discussions,‖
he said.
The six-month review of CPEC projects is a regular feature and it would
continue till 2030.
―We will have four working sessions to discuss in detail the progress on the
projects in seven sectors: infrastructure, energy, transport, Gwadar, banking,
tourism and agriculture,‖ he said.
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―We have outlined long-term plans for 2030, mid-term for 2025 and shortterm (for two to three years). While reviewing the progress made so far, the
meeting will analyse sector-wise development. If there are delays in any project we
try to address the issue on a top priority basis so that it doesn‘t linger on for
another six months,‖ he said.
Punjab Industries, Commerce and Investment Minister Sheikh Allauddin
said the province will also pitch Chunian, Vehari and Rahim Yar Khan industrial
estates for inclusion in the CPEC. But he too expected only the industrial estate in
Faisalabad to be included on the list of SEZs at this stage.
Hassan Khawar, who has done extensive research on the CPEC, told this
writer that the most important thing to be discussed at the next JCC meeting was
the long-term CPEC plan. ―In the previous meetings, the long-term CPEC plan was
neither presented nor discussed. This time it will be signed and discussed by both
parties. After that this document will be available to the public.‖
The long-term plan will actually reveal the direction of future bilateral
cooperation between the two countries in the industrial and agriculture sectors.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Синд?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Sindh makes efforts, and
excuses
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371692/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-sindh-makesefforts-and-excuses

KEEN to make up for the lost time, beat the perception of underperformance
and generate political capital for next year‘s general elections, Sindh‘s team burned
the midnight oil to get ready to claim the province‘s share in the multibillion-dollar
CPEC pie.
It intends to push three new projects in the CPEC fold in the seventh
meeting in Islamabad of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC), the apex
decision-making forum jointly chaired by Pakistan‘s planning minister and vicechairman of National Development and Reform Commission of China.
The PPP-led provincial government has identified the Karachi Circular
Railway (KCR), Dhabeji special economic zone (SEZ) and Keti Bandar as projects
that in its view promise widespread returns to its electorate and will be most
economically rewarding in terms of closing the infrastructure gaps in Sindh.
Insiders say the province is not expecting a breakthrough in all three
projects, but it is hopeful that the KCR — already approved by all pre-JCC forums
— would get the green light during the moot and take off as early as January.
Naeem uz Zafar, chief economist at Sindh‘s planning department, sounded
positive. ―We are all set to pitch in and present a strong case for making the said
projects part of the CPEC deal,‖ he said.
Under the CPEC, 13 projects have so far been located in the southern
province. These include: Matiari-Lahore transmission line, Matiari-Faisalabad
transmission line, Port Qasim power plant, Engro Thar power plant, an open-pit
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mine in block-II of Thar coalfield, upgrade of ML-1, Thar coal block-I and minemouth power plant, Gwadar-Nawabshah LNG terminal and pipeline, KarachiLahore motorway, and Dawood, Jhimpir, Sachal and China-Sunec wind farms.
‗It‘s the easiest for provinces to blame the Centre and cover up their own
incompetence,‘ an official says
However, all of these projects were said to be conceived and developed by
the federal government in collaboration with the Chinese, with minimal input from
the provincial government.
When confronted on the exclusion of Sindh in the planning phase of the
corridor project, a key character in Pakistan‘s CPEC story told this writer last year
that the pressure from the Chinese side to move quickly did not allow the federal
government time to fully integrate the provinces initially.
―Besides, we did not expect quality input because of the limited capacity of
the provinces, particularly the smaller three. Our position was vindicated when we
did try to take them on board and asked them to send project proposals complete
with feasibility reports. It took them months to send half-baked list that required
work to shape up,‖ he said.
―It‘s the easiest for provinces to blame the Centre and cover up their own
incompetence,‖ he argued, banging the table.
Responding to a question about Punjab‘s participation and the perception of
the unfair preferential treatment it gets by the ruling party, a federal minister
dismissed the argument as baseless.
―Who has stopped others to deliver? Yes, [Punjab Chief Minister] Shahbaz
Sharif is a go-getter, but who is forcing Murad Ali Shah, Sanaullah Zehri and
Pervaiz Khattak not to perform?‖ he wondered, referring to chief ministers of
Sindh, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. ―Sharif directly approached the
Chinese with viable projects and earned their support. It is unfair to blame others
for your failings.‖
Muhammad Waseem, chairman of Sindh‘s planning and department board,
believed that unlike Punjab, Sindh has not been able to publicise the progress on
multiple development projects. He was particularly boastful of the work done
ahead of time in Thar coalfield. He was confident and looking forward to the
CPEC meeting.
However, another senior member of the hierarchy in Sindh laughed off the
accusatory tone of Centre, and contested PML-N‘s claim to take credit for the
CPEC.
―It‘s true that the marriage was consummated in the tenure of the current
government, but the affair started five years before it assumed power,‖ commented
a top bureaucrat in Sindh. ―It is an undeniable historical fact that the groundwork
for close economic cooperation between Pakistan and China started and progressed
under the last PPP government.‖
Insiders say the province is not expecting a breakthrough in all three
projects, but it is hopeful that the KCR would get the green light
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An agitated politician asserted that the politics of oppression of smaller
provinces can‘t be brushed aside in Pakistan by calling it a figment of imagination
of disgruntled, misguided elements. ―It‘s like blaming the poor for their
misfortune,‖ he said.
―Decades of deprivation have left their mark. The provincial government has
been trying to deal with the situation, but infusing confidence and building
capacity is a long, arduous process in a province where the situation is as complex
as in Sindh,‖ he said, indirectly accepting flaws in the governance framework.
Sindh‘s planning and development department did develop a long list of
projects it considered crucial for the socio-economic development of the province
and harnessing its potential with China‘s support.
They covered piped water supply to households, the extension of sewage
network, upgrading of irrigation, agriculture modernisation, industrial parks near
farms, transport, and health and education.
Currently, however, the department has prioritised three projects, as
mentioned above. Of them, the Sindh hierarchy expects tangible progress on the
KCR during the Islamabad huddle. The other two, though endorsed in principle by
the federal government and the Chinese, might be deferred till the next
deliberations because of an already heavy agenda for the JCC.
Naheed Memon, chairperson of the Sindh Board of Investment, was not in
agreement. ―We expect the commission would also approve the Dhabeji SEZ to be
developed as a priority project and the framework agreement for the KCR to be
approved to be ready for negotiation and implementation.‖
There was nothing to suggest that the provincial government involved the
private sector or lower tiers of the government in crafting its proposals for the JCC.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Белуджистан? Гвадар?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Nothing beyond Gwadar
for Balochistan
Zahra Anum. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371693/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-nothingbeyond-gwadar-for-balochistan

Much has been said of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor‘s (CPEC) role
in boosting the country‘s economy. While provinces have tried to grasp the
opportunity to use the huge Chinese investment to develop their own industrial
zones and enhance sectoral capacity, Balochistan, apart from Gwadar, has been
slow on the uptake.
With the seventh Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meetings coming up,
the province aims to propose six new projects, according to official information
provided. A look at these shows a rigorous focus on progressing Gwadar‘s
development along with further logistic advancements.
The six projects that the province will present in the JCC are: Financial
assistance from EXIM Bank for Gwadar; Construction of alternate harbour with
allied facilities and establishment of necessary facilities for boat building industry
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on West-bay of Gwadar; Model Fisherman Residential village; Northern bypass
(77 KM); Extension of airport road to New Gwadar International Airport; and
Extension of Jinnah Avenue towards Koh-e-Batil and Northern bypass.
For work on CPEC projects to continue smoothly, the belief that the
initiative is benefiting only a select few areas needs to be combated
Even though Balochistan led the way with 13 projects that were approved in
the sixth JCC meetings in December last year, there has been criticism from
various quarters that the thrust of the development has been focused on Gwadar
leading to unequal growth in the province.
Some officials spoken to were of the opinion that, along with Gwadar, until
and unless the rest of the provincial economy was not integrated within the CPEC
project, sustainable progress would not take place. There were multiple mentions
of Lahore‘s Rapid Mass transit projects as a first step towards this holistic growth.
When pointed out by this writer that the provinces were free to put forth
plans that would bring about this integration, they lamented the fact that projects
related to the socio-economic development of the province were not really of
interest to the Chinese and were, therefore, rejected.
Projects focused on the afore-mentioned socio economic development, and
which were supposed to be presented in the upcoming JCC, were the Quetta Mass
Transit projects, the transportation of water from Pat-Feeder to Quetta project and
the Bostan Special Economic Zone. All of these will now be postponed as the
initial work for their presentation has not been completed.
On an enquiry into the reasons why the initial work had not been completed
an official made a case for the province‘s capacity constraints. He was of the
opinion that the federal government should support the province by providing
technical assistance and bemoaned the federal departments‘ indifference.
When asked, Additional Chief Secretary (Dev), planning and development,
Mr Qamar Masood stated that the government‘s current focus in Balochistan was
on Gwadar and developing communications channels.
Stating his point of view regarding the criticism that all development was
Gwadar-centric with the rest of the province being neglected, he sounded weary,
like a man tired of explaining the same thing multiple times to not very bright
children ―This is a misunderstanding. While port development and connectivity is
the current focus, things are going step by step and development is taking place
side by side.‖
He said where economic expansion was concerned, it was a part of the
CPEC and Balochistan was not going to be left behind; all investors wanted good
labour, water and electricity but providing them was not a six or 10 month long
issue. It would take time.
He referenced the Bostan Special Economic Zone as an example of
simultaneous projects from which the entire province would benefit, stating that
―while it has a lot of issues, consultants are working on the feasibility which will
be completed around March. It is the most feasible project. Projects take different
time frames for completion; this is not about politics but the nature of the project‖.
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Mr Masood also dismissed the case regarding the lack of aid from the
federal government. He vociferously stated that this was ―not true. The federal
government has increased support, look at the figures, it has been very generous.‖
Planning and Development Secretary Asfandyar Kakar, addressing the
Quetta Mass Transit Project said ―My department has taken up the task of hiring a
consultant to complete the groundwork. Now we‘re trying to increase our capacity
and step up our game‖.
Irrespective of everything Mr Kakar went on to say that in his opinion the
CPEC ―will definitely be a game changer if we keep the province‘s interest in the
forefront‖.
Be it capacity constraints or a lack of a proactive approach one thing is
certain, for work on CPEC projects to continue smoothly and for a semblance of
equivalent development to be put forth, the belief that the project is benefitting
only a select few areas needs to be combated.
A major step in this direction would be the approval of projects like the
Quetta mass transit, Quetta water and to an extent the Bostan SEZ; all three of
which have been postponed for another year that too based on their feasibility
studies.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: KP‘s CPEC plans get a
nasty jolt
Mubarak Zeb Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371694/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-kps-cpecplans-get-a-nasty-jolt

Ahead of a high-level meeting, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government has
approached the federal government to jointly push forward to include priority
development projects of the provincial government in the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor framework.
These projects will be discussed in the upcoming Joint Cooperation Council
at Islamabad.
The move came from the provincial government amid fears that Chinese
may drop some of the key priority projects of the KP government as was hinted in
the recent Joint Working Group meeting in which China has backed out from its
earlier stance, especially the understanding reached on the highly trumpeted project
of establishing a special economic zone over 1,000 acres along the M-1 Motorway
in Nowshera near Rashakai.
In the 6th CPEC JCC meeting held in 2016, different sites for the
establishment of SEZs were identified. In KP‘s case, 17 sites were identified for
SEZs. Only two of the 17 sites were referred to the JWG for consideration — SEZ
at Rashakai as priority and Hattar Phase VII industrial zone (alternative).
As per agreement, Rashakai SEZ from KP has been nominated as a priority
SEZ — KP‘s Flagship industrial project at an area of 1000 acre expandable to
2600 acres.
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An official of the KP government said that based on the feedback received
from the experts of National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC),
formerly state planning commission of China, regarding outstanding points,
ground work is also being started at the site. ―We are working on ground-breaking
ceremony of the site‖, the official said, the earlier tentative date was November 17.
There are fears that the Chinese may drop some key priority projects of the
province, as was hinted when China backed out of the Rashakai economic zone
The PTI-led coalition government projected Rashakai industrial estate as one
of the major projects to be on ground ahead of the next general election. But to the
surprise of the KP government, in the CPEC JWG meeting held in Islamabad on
November 9, the NDRC showed keen interest in Hattar industrial zone instead of
Rashakai.
According to a source in KP planning department, Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak was not happy at all with the sudden change in the original plan. A letter is
being sent to Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal who also holds the planning and
development portfolio, to include Rashakai SEZ in the CPEC framework as
envisaged. It was emphasised in the letter that Hattar is the second choice of the
KP province and may be offered in addition to, not in replacement of, Rashakai
SEZ.
―We are certain that the Mr Ahsan Iqbal will appreciate that KP has in place
a sound provincial Industrial Policy, with incentives properly funded by its own
resources, backed by a proper disbursement mechanism. Hence KP is qualified and
equipped to host SEZs‖, the letter said as quoting the chief minister.
Uncertainty also prevails on whether these SEZs will be established as a
joint venture or be purely owned by Chinese companies. One source in the
provincial government said that one of China‘s largest state-owned companies,
China Road and Bridge Corporation, has shown an interest in acquiring 1000 acres
to develop an exclusive zone at Hattar. However, according to the source this
proposal has not received substantive support from the provincial government.
According to a source in KP planning department, Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak was not happy at all with the sudden change in the original plan. A letter
is being sent to the interior minister
―We are not clear about the Chinese government‘s policy because it keeps
changing‖, the source said, adding the only issue is the writing of minutes in the
Chinese language. It was observed on many occasions that the spirit of the
decisions changed when they were translated to English.
KP sees the CPEC framework as a timely and appropriate vehicle for
economic uplift and for sharing the dividends of peace with people in the province.
In this background, the provincial government has offered the federal
government consider SEZ at Hattar instead of one originally envisaged in
Islamabad Capital Territory for inclusion in CPEC framework. It is believed it will
serve needs of Islamabad-Rawalpindi/Western Punjab which is a severely an
under-developed area.
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As per proposed plan, the Hattar SEZ may be connected (for light-medium
traffic) directly with ICT through the proposed Dhorian — Pind Muneem —
Tunnel under Margalla / Shah Allah Ditta — Islamabad D-12. This project may be
clubbed together with Hattar SEZ and included in the CPEC Framework, for the
benefit of the people of ICT as well as remote Hazara, said an official of the
provincial investment board.
For the November 20-21 CPEC 7th JCC meeting KP has sought help of the
federal government to include projects in the framework. These include Rashakai
SEZ, including 225MW CCGT Power Plant and Cargo Terminal linked to ML-1.
It was also proposed to include Hattar SEZ, including 225 MW CCGT Power Plant
and Cargo Terminal linked to ML-1, and Hattar — ICT Link Road in CPEC
framework.
The proposal from the provincial government includes establishment of D I
Khan 225 MW CCGT Power Plant for SEZ. In April 2017, the power plants have
already been presented to the expert group of the energy and power JWG.
KP believes the inclusion of these projects will set an example of national
integration and collaboration for the benefit of all people.
Наступила 2-я фаза строительства КПЭК
CPEC enters the next phase
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371702/cpec-enters-the-next-phase

THE two-day Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meeting of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) sets the stage for the second phase of the
multibillion-dollar cooperation between the two nations.
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It attempts to formalise the future roadmap for industrial and economic
collaboration involving special economic zones along the CPEC stretch in Pakistan
and adopt a Long Term Plan (LTP) 2030.
The main focus of the seventh JCC will remain special economic/industrial
zones even though all the five joint working groups (JWGs) — Gwadar, energy,
transport infrastructure, special economic zones and planning — would meet on
the first day (today) to remove any irritant and suggest the way forward.
The JWGs comprise secretary-level officials of the two countries. The new
projects, mostly small to medium size, will be finalised by these groups for
inclusion in the overall portfolio.
Even though Pakistan had originally lobbied for its financing, it has already
been settled in recent interactions that the $14 billion Diamer-Bhasha Dam would
not be made part of the CPEC because of unacceptable demands from Beijing for
the transfer of its ownership.
The key projects expected to formally become part of the CPEC are $8bn
Main Line-I (the 1,875km railway line from Karachi to Lahore to Peshawar) and
$3.5bn Karachi Circular Railway. The financial appraisal of these new projects has
been completed and their future course of action will be approved.
On the second day, the JCC — led from the Chinese side by vice-chairman
of the National Development and Reforms Commission (NDRC) and from the
Pakistani by Minister for Planning Development and Reform Ahsan Iqbal — will
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meet all the four chief ministers, heads of regional governments and the Federation
of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
Almost all the provincial and regional governments have submitted their
feasibility studies, except Balochistan which has yet to complete the task
The JCC will take recommendations finalised by the JWGs, and formal
agreements would be signed for most of the projects cleared by the sixth JCC
meeting held in Beijing last year.
A cabinet committee on the CPEC presided over by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi has already cleared the proposals for the fresh projects and nine
SEZs that would be offered 15- to 20-year tax holidays in case investment is made
before 2020.
The Board of Investment would sign an overarching agreement with its
Chinese counterpart for all the nine SEZs on behalf of the provinces and regional
governments, ie Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK), Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata) and Gilgit-Baltistan (GB).
Under the road map, the Chinese side would start investing in the SEZs
immediately after JCC‘s clearance to avail benefits of tax exemption.
There is a strong possibility that Chinese institutions and the private sector
will pick a dedicated SEZ or industrial park, most probably Rashakai near
Nowshera owing to its compact feasibility and 100 per cent 1,000-acre land
acquisition, and another at Maqpoondas in GB for its close proximity with Kashgar
in Xinjiang.
There are indications that because of its feasibility study, the availability of
relevant raw material and infrastructure access, the Chinese would offer to develop
the Rashakai SEZ on their own for industrial units relating to fruit, textile and
packaging.
Almost all the provincial and regional governments have submitted their
feasibility studies, except Balochistan which has yet to complete the task.
The initial plan is flexible and is aimed at starting work immediately in those
SEZs and projects which are ready and to chip in others as they get ready.
The special economic or industrial zones also include the Dhabeji economic
zone in Sindh, for which 1,000 acres have been earmarked, whereas the
development of an industrial park on 1,500 acres of Pakistan Steel Mills‘ land at
Port Qasim is awaiting land transfer.
Moreover, the 200-acre Bostan industrial zone in Balochistan, Allama Iqbal
industrial city near Faisalabad, Mohmand marble city in Fata, ICT model industrial
zone in Islamabad and a mix-industry special zone in Mirpur, AJK, are under
process but have yet to take off.
One challenging aspect of the CPEC is the availability of portable water for
Gwadar Port City, for which authorities are running from pillar to post. Against the
requirement of 12 million gallons per day (MGD) for the port city, the authorities
have been able to ensure around 1MGD for now. The supply would be increased to
5MGD with the installation of a desalination plant in six to 10 months.
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As for the Long Term Plan, the draft has already been finalised by the two
sides under which CPEC should take an initial shape by 2020, addressing major
bottlenecks to Pakistan‘s economic and social development, and for the CPEC to
start boosting economic growth for both countries.
―By 2025, the CPEC building shall be basically done, the industrial system
approximately complete, major economic functions brought into play in a holistic
way, the people‘s livelihood along the CPEC significantly improved, regional
development more balanced and all the goals of Vision 2025 achieved,‖ says the
LTP.
The LTP envisions the two countries striving for synchronisation and
reciprocity of economic development.
China‘s key objective is to gain the quality and efficiency improvement of
the textile and clothing industry, expand its size and increase the supply of high
value-added products, and in the process promote the Kashgar Economic and
Technological Development Zone, and Caohu Industrial Park to adopt means like
export processing.
On the Pakistani side, the key objective is to expand cooperation in the
appliance industry, promote Pakistan‘s industries from assembling imported parts
and components to localised production of parts, and encourage various forms of
Chinese enterprises to enter the Pakistani market to improve the development of
energy efficient appliance industry.
It also envisages industrial capacity cooperation in sectors such as
chemicals, engineering, agro, iron and steel and construction materials, and the of
use efficient, energy-saving and environmental friendly processes and equipment
to meet the demands of Pakistan‘s local markets while further expanding into the
international market.

Все проекты КПЭК были рассмотрены на заседании правительства
Govt to establish nine SEZs under CPEC in all federating units
The Nation. November 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Nov-2017/govt-to-establishnine-sezs-under-cpec-in-all-federating-units

The meeting of the Cabinet Committee on China Pakistan Economic
Corridor was held in Islamabad with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in the
chair, reported Radio Pakistan.
The meeting discussed in detail all the CEPC projects in detail including
power and water supply, construction of Gwadar airport, free port, extension of the
port and development of the Special Economic Zones.
Briefing the news persons about the proceedings of the meeting, Special
Assistant and Spokesperson to Prime Minister, Musadik Malik said the Committee
has sought a detailed proposal regarding the import of electricity from Iran to
specifically meet the future needs of Gwadar.
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He said Pakistan is ready to complete the gas pipeline project with Iran if
international sanctions on Iran are lifted.
Special Assistant said China has provided a grant worth over twenty two
billion rupees for construction of Gwadar International Airport and work on the
project will start by mid next year.
He said the government is also strategizing to end the dependence on
rainwater in Gwadar and has sought proposals in this regard to execute long term
project to cope with water needs.
He told media that nine Special Economic Zones would be established
representing all federating units including Gilgit Baltistan and AJK.
The Spokesperson said the government has announced five-year exemption
from custom duty for the parties developing the SEZs and ten year exemption for
the industries which will start functioning before June 2020.
Пакистан намерен обсудить с Индией КПЭК, но Индия уходит от
обсуждения этого, и других вопросов.
Ready to discuss CPEC with India: FO
The Express Tribune. November 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1560671/1-readydiscuss-cpec-india-fo/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday indicated it could talk to India directly
on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) but the prospects for such
parleys are bleak, given New Delhi‘s unwillingness to resume dialogue on all
outstanding issues.
―Pakistan continues to hold the position that only through uninterrupted,
uninterruptible, and meaningful and result-oriented dialogue will all outstanding
disputes with India, including the Jammu and Kashmir dispute, be resolved,‖ said
the Foreign Office spokesperson.
―At the moment, India is not willing to hold any dialogue, therefore, I don‘t
see any prospects of what you have mentioned,‖ Mohammad Faisal said when
asked to comment on the possibility of Pakistan holding direct talks with India on
CPEC.
Recently, a senior Chinese official told visiting Pakistani journalists in
Beijing that the country was trying to convince India to join the multibillion-dollar
project.
Islamabad calls for action against anti-Pakistan slogans on London buses
India has publicly opposed the project under the pretext that it is passing
through the disputed region of Jammu and Kashmir. Both Pakistan and China
dismissed New Delhi‘s claim and insisted that the project would not only benefit
the two countries but the entire region.
Pakistan has also expressed concern that India, through its intelligence
agencies, is trying to undermine the project.
Indian missile test
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The spokesperson said India had not given any advance notification of its
recent cruise missile test.
He then explained that India was not required to as the bilateral agreement
on pre-notification of missile tests only covers ballistic missiles and not cruise
missiles.
Nevertheless, the spokesperson voiced Pakistan‘s concerns, saying
developments like these endanger the strategic stability in South Asia.
―This underscores the need for Pakistan and India to engage in meaningful
discussions on further measures for confidence-building, avoidance of arms race
and promotion of strategic stability in South Asia, among other issues.‖
Pakistan slams India for playing politics over medical visas
―Pakistan stands ready for such talks with India. Our proposal for a strategic
restraint regime for South Asia is still on the table.‖
Faisal said the international community should also take note of the reports
that India had been exercising ―strategic restraint‖ on its missile development prior
to getting Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) membership.
―This speaks of the Indian duplicity in paying lip service to the objective of
non-proliferation, while secretly pursuing a conventional and strategic arms
buildup. Massively increased Indian defence budget and intensified buildup of
arms by the Indian Army is spurring an arms race in the region, which is counterproductive.‖
Anti-Pakistan propaganda
The spokesperson said Pakistan appreciates the prompt steps taken by UK
Government on the display of anti-Pakistan propaganda on London Cabs, which
are a violation of the UN Charter.
―Pakistan also believes that it will also take action against the display of
anti-Pakistan slogans which are now affixed to London buses. Our High
Commission in London has already taken this up with the [British] Foreign and
Commonwealth Office and the relevant authorities.‖
Китай пытается убедить Индию, что КПЭК принесет ей процветание
China trying to convince India CPEC is for prosperity
The Express Tribune. November 16, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559666/1-chinatrying-convince-india-cpec-prosperity/

New Delhi has reservation over the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) project but Beijing is trying to convince it that the multibillion dollar
project is based on economic cooperation and that its main aim is to promote peace
and prosperity in the region.
―The CPEC is neither a way to achieve political aims nor to be used in
regional conflicts. Basic aim of the economic plan is to expand the mutual
relations. China wants to engage other countries in the economic corridor too,‖
said Chinese foreign official Chen Feng.
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Feng was briefing a delegation of the Council of Pakistan Newspaper
Editors (CPNE) that is visiting China. He said China had time and again clarified it
to India that it had no hegemonic designs in the region.
―We rather view CPEC as a way of forming equal relationships with
regional countries and to promote friendship and neighbourhood in the region,‖ he
added.
Washington‘s reservations over CPEC
He said Beijing had been trying to resolve border conflicts with India
through dialogue. Responding to a query about India‘s intruding role in the
neighbouring countries, he said China was also trying to convince it to renounce
this attitude.
Feng clarified that China was not a party in the Kashmir conflict.
―India‘s accusation of Chinese occupation on any part of Kashmir is
baseless. We have denied such claims in the past as well. Kashmir is a bone of
contention between India and Pakistan, peaceful solution of which is the only way
to regional peace and prosperity,‖ he said.
To a question about China‘s blocking a move at the UN to impose ban on
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief Masood Azhar, he said vetoing a resolution
against Azhar after BRICS declaration against terror outfits did not reflect a
contradiction in Chinese policy as BRICS members have not entered into any such
agreement.
Talking about Gwadar which is the terminal point of the CPEC, he said
timeline for completion of the project could not be given but special areas would
be made to upgrade the local peoples‘ standard of living.
CPEC projects enter second phase
He said China had set up a water plant to meet its requirements of clean
water in Gwadar but that plant was right now insufficient to meet requirement of
the locals.
To a question about security and protection of Chinese nationals in Pakistan,
he said Chinese workers and institutions were going to Pakistan and they were
satisfied with the security situation in Pakistan.
―There is always room for improvement which is why Chinese government
remains in contact with Pakistani government and military,‖ he added.
Speaking with reference to Dalai Lama‘s activities in India, the
representative said: ―We have conveyed our reservations on Dalai Lama‘s
activities to India and it has assured us that they are just immigrants but Dalai
Lama and his followers will not be allowed to plan terrorist activities against
China.‖
He said Beijing was in contact with Pakistan regarding peace process in
Afghanistan but the current environment was not suitable for talks.
―A strategy is needed to be planned in this matter. The US needs Pakistan‘s
help in this fight against terrorism; China is satisfied with Pakistan‘s role against
terrorism in East Turkmenistan,‖ he added.
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Исламисты не помешают своим протестным сидением соорудить
КПЭК
Ahsan Iqbal warns sit-in organisers of extreme action
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
16th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1370766/ahsan-iqbal-warns-sit-in-organisers-of-extreme-action

ISLAMABAD: Reaffirming that governments of the four provinces, three
regions and the Centre are united to push forward the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) for development and industrialisation, Minister for Interior and
Planning Ahsan Iqbal on Wednesday said that there were a few people who wanted
‗bodies‘ to create chaos in the country.
He was speaking to journalists after a preparatory session with provincial
and regional governments for a meeting of the CPEC Joint Cooperation Council
(JCC) to be held on Nov 20-21.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, AJK Prime Minister
Raja Farooq Haider Khan, Deputy Speaker of Gilgit-Baltistan Assembly Jafferulla
Khan and KP Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra endorsed his views in their brief talk.
Mr Iqbal said it was ironic that an exceptional situation had been created
three years ago when the CPEC was being launched and the precedent set by a
political party by holding a prolonged sit-in was being followed by others to
exploit religious sentiments, even though no political government could
compromise on the finality of the Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
Minister says CPEC is being pushed forward by all provinces and regional
govts
Mr Iqbal said the love for the Prophet (PBUH) did not demand creating
problems for patients, students and public at large by holding a sit-in on the road
between Rawalpindi and Islamabad and nobody had the power to issue certificates
of belief in Allah and His Prophet (PBUH).
He alleged that there were a couple of people among those participating in
the sit-in who were inciting violence and carrying weapons so that there could be
violence and an emergency-like situation.
Responding to a question, he said people were now demanding action
against the sit-in as it was creating problems for the general public, but because of
those few armed men the government did not want a repeat of the Model Town
tragedy.
―Action can have a cost and hence we request the protesters not to test our
patience. But this cannot go on forever,‖ he warned, adding that the government
wanted to exhaust all options before taking an extreme step. ―There has to be an
end. If the current situation continues, the government will have to take an extreme
step.‖
Mr Iqbal said that senior officials from China and Pakistan would meet on
Nov 20, followed by leadership-level huddle led from the Chinese side by the vice
chairman of the National Development and Reforms Commission and represented
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from Pakistan by all the chief ministers and representatives of the Federation of
Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
He said the first phase of CPEC involving energy and infrastructure was in
advanced stages and the project was entering the next level of industrial
cooperation with involvement of all stakeholders. He said all the participants
would attend the 7th JCC meeting with expressed commitment to completing the
historic initiative as early as possible.
Mr Iqbal said the government had taken on board all political forces, the
private sector and other stakeholders in the CPEC framework to ensure absolute
inclusiveness reaching across the country, tribal region, AJK and Gilgit-Baltistan.
He said details of the Karachi Circular Railway and Main Railway Line
(ML-I) were final and a few issues for their crossings would be settled before the
JCC.
He said that 85 million jobs were expected to be relocated from China to
other countries and the CPEC offered Pakistan an opportunity to grab maximum
share out of it.
He said that establishment of nine economic zones would bring maximum
employment for local youth and the ownership of industrial zones had been given
to the provinces to ensure inclusive development.
CM Khattak said the CPEC was a project of entire Pakistan and it would
benefit all the provinces. He said the meeting was informed that not only the
western route but a number of other projects in the road network were in progress
in KP.
Mr Jhagra said the sphere of economic zones was being expanded to the
tribal region that would be helpful in mainstreaming of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas.
AJK PM Farooq Khan thanked the federal government for including in
CPEC the 280km Mansehra-Muzaffarabad-Mirpur highway project and an
economic zone which would bring economic revolution to the region.
Jaferrullah Khan said four projects proposed by the GB government,
including Chitral-Chakdara road, two hydropower projects and a special economic
zone, had been made part of the next phase of CPEC.
Китай занимает первое место в прямых иностранных инвестициях в
Пакистан
China continues to dominate as FDI jumps 150% in Oct
The Express Tribune, November 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559629/2china-continues-dominate-fdi-jumps-150-oct/

KARACHI: Pakistan received foreign direct investment (FDI) worth $288
million in October 2017, up by a significant 150% compared with inflows of $115
million in the same month of previous year, according to data released by the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Wednesday.
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Of the total FDI in October 2017, $202 million came from China, which has
been dominating in investment flow mainly due to capital injection under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Other countries that made significant investments in October 2017 were the
Netherlands ($27 million), France ($9.5 million) and Singapore ($9 million).
Total FDI in the first four months of fiscal year 2017-18 touched $940
million, up 74% compared with $539 million in the same period of preceding year.
Pakistan stops bid to include Diamer-Bhasha Dam in CPEC
In July-October FY18, Chinese investments in Pakistan jumped to $632
million, up 224% compared with $195 million in the corresponding period of
previous year.
The second highest FDI came from Malaysia which amounted to $107
million in the first four months, up 1,088% compared with just $8 million in the
corresponding period of previous year.
France stood at third position with investment flow of $38 million and the
Netherlands at fourth with $33 million. Hungary brought $28 million, the US and
the UAE injected $27 million and $24 million, respectively.
Sector-wise investment
The power sector received the highest FDI in October 2017 as the country
got $154 million for the sector. The construction sector received $53 million while
the trade sector got $43 million.
So far, in the first four months of FY18, the power sector led the FDI inflow,
which stood at $422 million. Analysts believe this is happening due to investments
going into mega power projects under CPEC.
Overall, the construction sector came at the second place as it received $177
million in the first four months of FY18. Other notable sectors were financial
business ($76 million), communications ($69 million) and oil and gas exploration
($58 million).
India spending $500 million to sabotage CPEC: Gen Zubair
Analysts say while Chinese investment is crucial, other countries including
the US and western European countries have been increasingly shying away since
the financial crisis of 2008, which should be a cause for concern for policymakers
of the country.
Pakistan received $2.41 billion in FDI in the fiscal year ended June 30,
2017, up 5% from $2.3 billion in the previous year. It got $5.4 billion in 2007-08,
which was the highest inflow in the country‘s history, according to the Board of
Investment.
However, the country has been recording low levels of foreign investment
since 2008. Many foreign investors, especially from western countries, have pulled
out due to persistent energy crisis, poor governance and security challenges.
Неудачи КПЭК – проект высоковольтной ЛЭП не состоялся
CPEC Projects Slowdown
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The Nation. November 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Nov-2017/cpec-projectsslowdown

You can‘t go a few days in Pakistan without hearing a government official
or department paying glowing odes to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) and how it will be a ―game changer‖ for the region. While the statement is
undoubtedly true, the government – especially the executive arm of it – has not
always acted as if it believed in the strength of the statement. As a result we have
often seen CPEC related projects suffering from the same problems that befall our
local government initiatives.
The latest project to fall victim to the government‘s operational
mismanagement is the $2 billion 660kV high-voltage direct current (HVDC)
transmission line from Lahore to Matiari. According to reports the Chinese
company has all but stopped working on the project by drastically reducing the
pace of operations due to various problems, including differences with the
government over size of a revolving fund.
For its part, the government has decided not to enter into an agreement over
another HVDC transmission line of 660kV (between Port Qasim and Faisalabad)
with the company till the completion of the first line (between Lahore and Matiari).
It is impossible to overstate the importance of this specific project for
Pakistan. The combined project, stretching from Port Qasim to Lahore will be the
country‘s first project based on direct current (DC). The line will have capacity of
transmitting about 4,000MW of electricity; greatly alleviating the energy crisis
once it comes online.
Yet, issues overs sourcing of spare parts, the governments delay in setting up
a revolving fund for the project, as well as disagreements over the exact amount to
be put in the revolving fund have ground the project to a halt. That is not the end of
the government‘s troubles; four coal-fired power plants in Thar, which were earlier
scheduled to be commissioned in May 2020, are now expected to be operational by
November 2020. The result – according to government estimates is – is incurring
billions in loss, as the power line has become operational but the power plants have
not.
Projects run into delays worldwide and disagreements over specifics are part
of such ventures, but the circular nature of this instance – where the failure of one
key aspect detrimentally affects another, setting off a chain reaction – is something
that is specific to this government. The term ―circular debt‖ is part of our daily
lexicon and perpetually mismanaged infrastructure projects are infamous in every
major city.
Before this delay becomes a permanent cause of failure, the government
needs to act to ensure all energy related projects are working at maximum efficacy.
Детали сооружения КПЭК
The nuances of CPEC
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Yasir Masood (writer is currently working as deputy director media and publications at the Centre
of Excellence-China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. He is a visiting faculty at Quaid-e-Azam University
and National Defence University (NDU), Islamabad)
The Express Tribune, November 12th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1556107/6-the-nuancesof-cpec/

The jumbo-sized component of infrastructural investments made by China in
Pakistan may have dazzled the region and brought an air of optimism into the
country, the global community is asking some probing questions about the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor‘s long-term effect on the debt burden Pakistan is
currently shouldering. CPEC, a component of China‘s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), aims to modernise, secure, and link various transport corridors throughout
Asia and improve supply lines for imports and exports.
It is expected to bring economic benefits to all the states through which it
will pass. Already, CPEC is set to achieve some key milestones in the first phase
— much like the speed of the Chinese bullet train. It has been declared a strategic
corridor of BRI due to its prospects and fast progress. Thirty out of 40 projects of
CPEC costing around $59 billion have been initiated during the Sixth Joint
Coordination Committee (JCC) meetings, based on agreements between the
Planning Commission of Pakistan and the National Development and Reforms
Commission of China. The portfolio of planned projects is expected to exceed
Rs100 billion in the medium-term future.
China‘s emergence as a powerhouse of the global economy, its status as a
nuclear-armed state, and its ever-increasing foreign direct investment around the
world have made many diplomats and bureaucrats wary of its motives. One
important reason for the BRI initiative as that China is in a process of transition
from an exports- and manufacturing- based economy to one driven by domestic
consumption. China itself wishes to create and consolidate an alliance to counter
the hostility of the US to this newly emergent power, which threatens to displace
US hegemony.
Questions have been raised about the transparency of the CPEC project.
Much of the planning behind CPEC projects is done directly between the federal
governments of China and Pakistan, meaning any information disseminated is
usually done through ministerial methods. Facts and figures surrounding the exact
nature of investments, their source, and their desired outcomes are deemed to be
insufficient by some. To address this, China has held various conferences, both
diplomatic and local, in order to inform member states of the BRI about the
specifics of transport projects, as well as to invite additional Asian states to join the
eventual network. Additionally, Chinese delegation-level visits to Pakistan and
vice versa are heavily publicised and the memorandums of understanding clearly
outlined by officials from both countries. Pakistan‘s planning ministry continues to
issue regular handouts about the progress of ongoing projects.
Those skeptical of the eventual outcome of CPEC often point to Pakistan‘s
fragile security situation as a barrier to the project reaching success.
Retrospectively, it can be concluded that many of the indigenous, local threats
Pakistan faces from militancy are often the result of poor material conditions and a
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lack of social mobility — the increased growth potential created by CPEC
addresses this problem via increased opportunities for employment through a
domestic market that will experience a huge growth spurt in induced businesses.
The availability of transport will enable rural areas to prosper, as agricultural
products can be taken to urban markets while cutting out the middlemen.
Additional energy can transform Pakistan from a primarily-agricultural, lowinnovation economy to an industrialised economy. General prosperity should
reduce extremism and separatist tendencies, born out of social and economic
exclusions. Furthermore, the Pakistan Army has already committed a substantial
amount of manpower to manning and securing the corridor.
The CPEC project is of special importance in view of the shifting
configuration of power in the geo-political arena. These days indicators show that
US global power is on a downwards trend, while China is on a rising trend.
In times of such a seismic shift, the CPEC project puts us on the side of the
rising star. Furthermore, it offers us security against the extremely aggressive and
hostile stance being taken by the US and India against Pakistan. Many leading
academics have suggested that this will be an Asian century, where world
leadership passes from Europe-USA to Asia. What will help enormously if we
could somehow ease regional tensions and create peace and harmony among our
neighbouring countries. Countering hostilities created by centuries of divide-andrule strategies, and advanced by current political interests will require both skillful
diplomacy and a creative rewriting of dominant narratives.
Skeptics about CPEC suggest that leakages, thefts, structural imbalances,
and obsolete infrastructure mean that merely adding power to the grid will not
solve Pakistan‘s power problems. However, this does not take into account the
installation of vast new transmission lines that will carry electricity for the entire
longitudinal vertical length of Pakistan as a whole, delivering power to
communities that simply did not possess it before. In addition, the energy projects
in themselves are designed to complement the establishment of Special Economic
Zones (SEZ). This allowed China to experiment with different models, in order
find successful methods to emulate throughout the economy. Careful attention has
been paid to the social dimensions, and social welfare projects are planned for
communities in proximity to CPEC projects, to ensure no one feels left behind.
The debt burden to be carried by Pakistan in relation to CPEC is a concern
for many, especially since developed nations already are turning to more stringent
fiscal conservatism. Pakistan already suffers from a trade deficit, an inability to
maintain substantial foreign reserves amidst falling remittances, and stringent
repayment timelines for its debt obligations to organisations such as the IMF and
the World Bank. It is critical to examine the exact composition of CPEC funding,
which can be broken down into grants from the Chinese government, low-interest
loans from various state-owned Chinese banking institutions, and funding from the
Asian Development Bank. Much of this financial obligation has been negotiated on
favourable terms for Pakistan, with low-interest percentages and repayment
schedules that stretch well beyond 2030, the year CPEC is earmarked to be fully
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active in contributing to the Pakistani economy. Increases in exports,
manufacturing output, and continued repayment by the federal government vis-àvis CPEC will additionally allow global credit rating agencies to reassess
Pakistan‘s credit status in a more positive light. Despite pessimism in the public
press, careful calculations done at the finance ministry and the State Bank show
that the mounting burden of debt is easily sustainable given the growth trajectory
of the economy.
Many remain wary of China‘s geopolitical vision, claiming that such
transport and energy corridors only serve to increase Sino military presence in the
region while also increasing its influence in Pakistan to the point of the latter
becoming a vassal state. Such analysis ignores the mutual respect and
understanding built between the countries over the last few decades. China and
Pakistan already collaborate heavily in fields such as the development and sales of
arms, as well as the provision of employment and cultural exchange. Pakistan
remains one of the first few states to officially recognise the current CCP
administration of China.
There is no reason why mutual trade and cooperation cannot lead to win-win
situation, where both parties gain. The caution raised in this connection are
justified only in the sense that while CPEC offers Pakistan enormous potential
rewards, these can pass us by if we do not take appropriate steps, in terms of
recognising and utilising the opportunities created by it. CPEC offers a historic
opportunity for Pakistan to become the next Asian tiger. Instead of bemoaning our
fate, if we struggle to create a better future, there is no reason why this prophecy
cannot come true.
Пакистан обратился за помощью к Китаю – поделиться опытом
передачи электроэнергии в условиях сокращения ее производства и смога
Pakistan seeks China‘s help to end smog-related power breakdowns
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
8th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369165/pakistan-seeks-chinas-help-to-end-smog-related-powerbreakdowns

ISLAMABAD: Restoring oil-based power generation, Pakistan has sought
Chinese technical help to fight repeated tripping triggered by smog in the
transmission and distribution network.
The most important 500KV and 220KV transmission lines — the backbone
of the national grid — suffered outages at 82 occasions over the last four days
since Friday because of stability issues arising out of smog, closure of plants and
low gas supply, a meeting presided over by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
was informed.
Down the line, distribution companies‘ (Discos) level ―132KV transmission
lines are also faced with the same kind of problems and their number is much
higher‖, the power division of the ministry of energy said.
―There is no loadshedding but we are now facing the challenge of repeated
outages,‖ an official claimed, explaining the revival of oil-based power plants
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ordered by the prime minister had now filled the demand-supply gap that was
caused by an earlier decision to shut down plants on furnace oil and diesel to make
room for LNG-based power generation.
He said the prime minister directed that power plants on hydel, gas, coal and
oil should be used under the economic merit order on the basis of power demand.
The oil-based plants like Hubco, Kapco, Nishat and Nishat Chunia, Liberty, Engro,
Foundation, Lalpir etc which were closed last week have been brought back to
production depending on demand.
An official statement said that the prime minister ―underscored the need for
greater coordination among relevant departments and for advance planning to face
any situation‖.
The meeting was informed by Minister for Power Sardar Awais Ahmed
Khan Leghari that a team of experts had been sent to China for studying the
Beijing model of transmission so that effective measures could be taken in smoghit areas.
It was noted that the recent power outage that affected South Punjab, Upper
Sindh and a few other places of the country was triggered by early advent of smog,
which was unprecedented and was likely to continue due to dry spell.
Lower hydropower generation coupled with non-availability of gas due to
scheduled outage of LNG terminal resulted in reduced generation from LNG-based
power plants but effective measures had been taken to eliminate demand-supply
gap through restoration of required capacity.
Another meeting attended by representatives of all the distribution
companies, NTDC, generation companies, national power control centre (NPCC)
and power division reviewed the latest situation arising due to outages caused by
new weather conditions in some parts of the country.
Presiding over the meeting, Mr Leghari issued directive for taking
immediate measures like installation of anti-smog and anti-fog discs at critical
points to ensure uninterrupted power supply to consumers as there was no shortage
of power generation in the country.
He ordered all chief executives of Discos and NTDC to sit together and
evolve a technically sound solution to the problem and submit the way out to the
government within three weeks for approval and implementation.
КПЭК обеспечит страны ШОС электроэнергией, расширит торговые
связи.
CPEC provides opportunities to SCO members to boost energy export,
trade potential
PARVEZ JABRI. BR. 4.11.2017. https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/04/378925/cpecprovides-opportunities-to-sco-members-to-boost-energy-export-trade-potential/

BEIJING: Pakistan Ambassador to China, Masood Khalid has said that the
development of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) with its linkage with
other similar initiatives under the Belt and Road provides opportunities to the
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member states of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) to boost their energy
export and trade potential by using Pakistan as a transit point.
Speaking at the Belt and Road Innovation and Development Forum held in
Hong Kong, he said, the Belt and Road Initiative has become a key instrument to
regional and international connectivity. Just like the historical Silk Road, it offers
wide avenues of cooperation based on mutual prosperity and cooperation. It is set
to bring together different regions and shrink the distance among civilizations,‖ he
added.
The Ambassador said that Pakistan, with a long coastline, is a key transit
point on the Maritime Silk Road. The CPEC is a 3,000 kilometer network of roads,
railways and pipelines to transport oil and gas from southern Pakistan‘s Gwadar
Port to Kashgar city in Northwest China‘s Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region.
SCO Secretary General Rashid Alimov on the occasion said the
organization, covering 60 percent of the Eurasian continent and nearly half the
global population, has created a huge space for cooperation within Eurasia.
―According to the statistics in 2016, the overall GDP of countries related to
our organization reached $15 trillion, while the overall trade volume reached $5.9
trillion,‖ Alimov said.
―Along with the joining of India and Pakistan, we have become the biggest
comprehensive regional organization.‖ SCO is an inter-governmental organization
founded in Shanghai in 2001, whose member states are India, Kazakhstan, China,
Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
With more opportunities and better connectivity brought by the Belt and
Road, Alimov said SCO will continue to promote international and regional
cooperation, with a focus on mutual respect and mutual interest.
To fulfill that, he said economic cooperation is of great importance;
investment in infrastructure, telecommunications and trade will continue.
Alimov expected to build a logistics hub in the region to connect southern
China, northwestern Europe and the Middle East for cross-border investment, and
SCO will work to improve transportation infrastructure, simplify customs
procedures and provide one-stop solutions for future logistics.
«Долгосрочный план» для сооружения КПЭК
CPEC Long Term Plan
Khurram Husain. Dawn, November 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367767/cpec-longterm-plan

Planning minister Mr Ahsan Iqbal has finally confirmed that the CPEC Long
Term Plan (LTP) is about to be finalised on Nov 21 at the seventh Joint
Cooperation Committee to be held in Islamabad. Some might recall that details
from the LTP in question were published by Dawn in a long detailed report in
May, and the same minister had reacted sharply at the time, saying that the details
are ―factually incorrect‖ and the real plan will be made public once it has been
finalised.
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It looks like that moment is at last arriving, if the minister lives up to his
promise of releasing the full document. If they do what they did earlier in the year,
and produce a shortened, sanitised and general summary of the main LTP, and
release that claiming that it is the original document, we will know that an effort is
being made to conceal the real details of CPEC from the public.
To recap the conversations that took place around the time when the Dawn
story revealed the details of the plan, there were four main areas of focus identified
by the Chinese side and a few from the Pakistanis. The Chinese appeared primarily
interested in agriculture, industrial zones and tourism, along with a digital strategy
to expand fibre optic connectivity and build a submarine cable landing station in
Gwadar to carry some of their digital traffic from the western provinces out via
Pakistan rather than routing it through servers in Europe.
CPEC is about preparing the country to receive massive amounts of Chinese
investments, personnel and culture.
In addition, there was a detailed financial strategy, which called upon the
government of Pakistan to expand the role of the yuan in its economy, turn more to
raising debt from the markets in Hong Kong, and dedicate increasing resources
from its own budget, as well as provincial and local bodies‘ budgets, towards
CPEC-related priorities.
Since then, we have seen something odd happening. Many of the priorities
identified in the LTP have indeed been pursued since, but without any of the
fanfare associated with the inauguration of roads and power plants. For example,
the national food security policy announced in July contained an entire section
dedicated to the creation of CPEC-related agriculture development zones as one
solution to the country‘s future food security issues. Many of the details in that
policy document sound almost identical to the priorities highlighted by the Chinese
in their LTP document, produced by the China Development Bank under the
auspices of the National Development Reform Commission.
In other examples, a recent news item highlighted the fact that a Chinese
company has entered into an MoU with the city of Karachi to build an elevated
road, almost four kilometres long, from Clifton Beach to Hawkesbay. A closer read
of the actual MoU shows that the road is in fact being built to carry traffic to a
Chinese resort to be built in Hawkesbay beach, possibly one of the first of the
many tourist resorts to be built along the coastal strip from Badin to Gwadar
identified in the Dawn report.
There are innumerable examples now. Land acquisition is under way in
various areas around KP to build housing for Chinese personnel who will reside in
the province in the years when CPEC-related investment begins pouring into the
country.
The basic point here is simple: we have all been led to believe that CPEC is
about connectivity, roads and power plants. In reality, it is about much more than
that. It is about preparing the country to receive massive amounts of Chinese
investments, personnel and culture. None of this implies that CPEC is a bad thing,
as some people are ready to conclude without reflection. It is only to imply that the
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real details of what is being negotiated under the CPEC umbrella need to be
publicly known, and efforts to hide these details from the public in a democratic
country like Pakistan, where transparency and debate around issues of national
importance are the norm, are bound to fuel adverse commentary and conspiracy
theorising.
When the minister issued his sharp response to the Dawn story about the
LTP, he was given a clear stage upon which to air his grievances with the story.
When has asked for more time to be allowed to make the details of the LTP, he
was given the time he said he required. But now that he has confirmed that the LTP
is about to be finalised, it must be insisted that the time to deliver on his
commitment has also arrived.
It is worth bearing in mind a couple of tricks that the government could
resort to in order to try and wiggle out of this commitment without appearing to do
so. Early in the year, when it needed provincial government assent for the plan, it
generated a shorter, edited draft of the original LTP and circulated that to the
provincial governments. Later, the government tried to argue that the edited
version is the real one, and the longer, detailed draft was only a ―working
document‖. A few people fell for this gimmick, thinking that somehow there are
multiple drafts of the plan in play. In reality there was only one, and the shorter
one was only a summary meant for public consumption with all vital details
removed. Such gimmickry must not be resorted to this time.
The LTP is one of the most important documents in the arena these days, far
more than the LNG contract that members of the opposition parties are clamouring
for access to. It is bewildering to see the same members of the opposition parties
holding their silence regarding the disclosure of the LTP. How has the silence of
the opposition parties been obtained? Have they seen the LTP to be satisfied that
no further discussion is required? The demands for CPEC transparency are more
consequential for Pakistan‘s long-term prospects, especially for its economy, and
silence does not serve that interest well.
«Кто бы ни был у власти в Пакистане – Китай построит КПЭК», заявил представитель МИД Китая.
Regardless of ruling party: China vows to complete multi-billion dollar
CPEC
Imran Adnan. November 3, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1548392/1-regardlessruling-party-china-vows-complete-multi-billion-dollar-cpec/

BEIJING: China wants Pakistan to seize the opportunity provided by CPEC
and will complete the project irrespective of which party runs the government in
Islamabad, a Chinese foreign ministry official said on Thursday.
―The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a showcase project of
China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative and very critical for economic
development of Pakistan. Being a sincere friend of Pakistan, China wants Pakistan
to seize this opportunity,‖ Chinese Foreign Ministry‘s Deputy Division Director on
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Asian Affairs Liu Pengfei said during a briefing held here for a Pakistani media
delegation.
He underscored that China was closely monitoring all developments in and
outside Pakistan and knew that some elements were raising voice against its
flagship project, CPEC. It was a natural process and China was not afraid of any
such development, but was determined to complete this project because it was
beneficial for both Pakistan and China, besides other partnering countries, he said.
CPEC security: 20 hotels in Karachi to be monitored
The diplomat said Pakistan and China had very friendly relations so it did
not matter which political party formed the government in Pakistan. China would
complete CPEC, which was the first project of its long-term strategic initiative
OBOR, he said.
He highlighted that 19 projects (out of total 50) of $18 billion had already
been initiated. Though China was satisfied with the pace of the CPEC projects, it
wanted to expedite the development to ensure early benefits, he said.
However, he said the infrastructure in Pakistan was not adequate to support
the CPEC projects. Once the infrastructure situation in Pakistan would improve,
China would extend more cooperation and initiate other projects under CPEC.
Liu praised speedy construction of the Sahiwal Coal Power Plant and said
the pace of the project had even surpassed China. He disclosed that China was
planning to begin construction of the Gwadar International Airport and
Expressway this year as all hiccups had been removed and paperwork completed
for the purpose.
Govt to ensure CPEC benefits reach FATA
He underlined that CPEC was a shared endeavour of Pakistani and Chinese
governments. It was the result of joint efforts of the leaderships of both countries
that this mega project was being executed at such a fast pace, he said. He said
Punjab would benefit the most from this project, besides other provinces of
Pakistan.
Replying to a question, he said China had a clear stance that Kashmir was a
complex issue which could only be resolved through dialogue. However, China
would stand by Pakistan in all circumstances, he stressed. Speaking on the
occasion, the Pakistani media delegation‘s leader said people-to -people interaction
would strengthen cultural ties between the two countries.
Район Гилгит-Балтистан играет особую роль в сооружении КПЭК
Gilgit Baltistan has strategic importance in CPEC route
FAIZAN ALI WARRAICH. The Express Tribune. November 02, 2017.
http://nation.com.pk/02-Nov-2017/gilgit-baltistan-has-strategic-importance-in-cpec-route

LAHORE: In the facade of exoticisation of Gilgit Baltistan , people of GB
have become irrelevant and nobody talks about their rights and time is high to open
a discourse on strategic importance of GB with respect to billion dollars project
China Pakistan Economic corridor.
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Speaker said that at a panel discussion organized by Rotaract Club of
Forman Christian College Lahore yesterday on ‗Strategic Importune of Giglit
Baltistan in China Pakistan Economic Corridor‘. A large number of students from
various departments attended the session. The session was moderated by Haidar
Buluk.
On the occasion a mesmerizing musical performance was staged before a
jam packed hall. Number of students hails from Gilgit Baltistan danced on the
folklore tunes.
Zaigham Abbas, an expert on Gilgit Baltistan Affairs said there is mindset in
GB about a social discourse which is much fractured as there is no representation
of GB people in senate and parliament of Pakistan.
―Empowerment and Self-Governance Order 2009 gave more powers to GB
council. HRCP report of 2016 stated that there were 189 suicides in GB. This
needs to be open that out of 50 memorandums of CPEC none of them was about
GB, he said.
There have been a Haqe Malkiyat movement (people‘s rights movement)
and for three days Karakorum highway was closed but no coverer in mainstream
media, he concluded.
Dr Yaqoob Bangesh, Assistant Professor at the Department of History FC
College that it was important to know history of the Gilgit Baltistan in order to
understand the current strategic importance of GB region with respect to CPEC.
―British India created Gilgit Agency in 1877 and it was different from Gigil
Wazarat, Hunza and Nagar independent princely states and tribal areas including
Chilas and rest of Gilgit Baltistan area which we see now.
―There has been confusion between Gilgit Wazarat and Gilgit Agency which
were actually two separate things. Government of Pakistan took it as same things
and there was no clue what was happening in the area right after the partition.
―It was strange that even Major Brown cabled who gained control of GB on
November 1, 1947, cabled that the control of Gilgit is his hands and the whole area
ready to become part of Pakistan. The state of Pakistan sent a representative after
16 days despite assurance and the accession occurred on November 16 1947,‖ he
said.
Professor of Sociology Dr Julie Flowerday said colonial British India did not
resolved the territorial issues of GB as well which later complicated the scenario.
Ammar Ali Jan, assistant professor of sociology Punjab University
that CPEC is part of very big development taking place in region. He said canal
colonies in British India and green revolution in Ayub Khan‘s era needs to be
reexamined as all people got equal opportunity or not.
He said GB has been paying and compromising environmentally
for CPEC and this is like a mirror for the rest of Pakistan and we all have to put
efforts to raise the importance of the Gilgit at global level.
Местный бизнес несет серьезные убытки от сооружения КПЭК
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Local businesses lose big under CPEC
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1367136/local-businesses-lose-big-under-cpec

30th,

2017.

For 30 years, Kamal Amjad Mian‘s family resisted the temptation to invest
heavily in their electricity cable manufacturing business to avoid creating surplus
capacity. Instead, they chose to make regular but smaller investments to keep up
with growing market demand.
But then Nawaz Sharif returned to power in 2013 with a promise to tackle
the nationwide blackouts through massive investments in new power generation
and by upgrading the country‘s rundown transmission network. On top of that,
China also agreed to pour in billions in Pakistan‘s power infrastructure under the
multibillion-dollar China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) initiative.
Both developments offered electricity cable manufacturers an unprecedented
opportunity to grow big fast. It was at that time Mr Amjad‘s family decided to set
up their second plant in Sundar near Lahore. They thought that the new state-ofthe-art plant would help their company win business as new power projects under
the CPEC initiative got under way.
But the dream of growing bigger remains unrealised as Mr Amjad‘s Fast
Cables, like other manufacturers, has yet to reap any benefit from the CPECrelated power projects. The Chinese firms working on power projects prefer to
import equipment from China rather than source from Pakistan.
―We could utilise only 40 per cent of our capacity last financial year because
of lack of demand,‖ Mr Amjad said. ―The government has also given the Chinese a
big advantage instead of giving us a level playing field.
―On the one hand, it has given them relaxation on their imports, but on the
other, it has raised the cost of our raw materials by increasing taxes and placing
regulatory duty on raw materials used by local producers. The total federal and
provincial tax burden on our products has increased to 45pc in the last three years.‖
The government says the Chinese investors were allowed tax relief on their
imports for power projects in order to ensure their timely completion. ―Moreover,
our local industry does not have enough capacity to meet the needs of these
projects,‖ a Pepco official argued.
But a senior executive of another cable manufacturing company rejected this
claim as frivolous. ―If they had any doubt about local suppliers‘ ability to meet
demand the government could have talked to us. The manufacturers could also
invest and increase their capacity if they had enough orders.
―In the worst-case scenario, the government could allow Chinese investors
to meet the shortfall with imports. But keeping us out of the competition is not
going to help the local industry and jobs,‖ he contended, requesting anonymity
because of restrictions from his employer.
Mr Amjad, whose company became the first Pakistani cable manufacturing
facility to have obtained KEMA gold certification from Holland earlier this year
for mid- to low-voltage electricity cables because of their international quality,
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says his company could create another 300 jobs at its second plant if 100pc
capacity was used.
―Because of the underutilisation of capacity, our payback period on new
investment has increased to seven years from four and a half years earlier. Who
would want to invest in these conditions?‖ he asked. ―If the government cannot
withdraw tax exemptions for Chinese companies, it should refund us all taxes it
charges from us to give us an even playing field.‖
Recently, there‘s talk of some Chinese investors venturing into electricity
cable manufacturing in Pakistan. ―That‘ll be a good development. But the
government should ensure that local investors also receive the same treatment as
the Chinese companies. And it should also ensure that they employ local labour
and don‘t import labour as well.
―We certainly require foreign private investment in the industry. But it is the
job of the government that foreign investors don‘t get any advantage over local
investors or new jobs don‘t go to (Chinese) workers. It is time we realised that
exemptions to foreign investors and contractors are hurting domestic industry and
jobs. At present there is no incentive for local businesses to expand or set up new
projects,‖ insisted Mr Amjad.
However, not everyone is unhappy. The steel factories are in an expanding
mode because they are getting orders for CPEC projects. Construction chemical
manufacturers are also glad because the Chinese are using their materials instead
of importing them.
―Our chemicals are widely being used for CPEC power and other projects. A
major reason is that we are cheaper than imported Chinese chemicals and we also
have a network of backup services,‖ said Ahmed Naveed Chaudhry, chief
executive of Sika Pakistan.
But he acknowledged that not every industry is reaping the benefits of the
investments around the China-Pakistan trade route initiative. ―I think the
government should put in place a framework to ensure 100pc utilisation of local
industry. If we want to benefit from the corridor initiative we have to give our
companies their share in the projects.‖
Торговля между Китаем и Пакистаном сейчас 18.9 млрд. долл.;
снятие нетарифных барьеров приведет к ее росту
Non-tariff barriers hinder exports between China and Pakistan
Amir Mustafa. The Business and Finance Weekly, October 30th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1367105/non-tariff-barriers-hinder-exports-between-china-andpakistan

CHINA and Pakistan have redefined regional trade patterns after explicit
bilateral contracts under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). At
present, trade between the two countries stands at $18.9 billion, but it is expected
to rise under the multibillion-dollar initiative.
However, the prevailing non-tariff barriers (NTBs) have restrained the
volume of Pakistan‘s exports to China. Pakistani exporters are facing NTBs in
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safety and quality standards under the sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) agreement,
and technical standards sought under the technical barriers to trade (TBT)
agreement by the World Trade Organisation (WTO).
The TBT and SPS are widely used by WTO member countries because
NTBs for environmental protection, consumer safety, interests, etc have increasing
impacts on regional as well global trade. The members are authorised to implement
these NTBs to protect the health of humans, animals and plants; in fact, all living
organisms.
WTO members maintain trade quality and standards to ensure that
merchandised food is safe for buyers and to prevent the spread of pests or diseases
in living organisms. But strict health and safety regulations are being used
unnecessarily as an excuse for protecting interests of domestic producers or to
maintain comparative advantage in foreign trade.
These SPS and TBT measures may follow several forms, such as requiring
commodities to originate from a disease-free area, inspection of products, specific
treatment or processing of products, setting of allowable maximum levels of
pesticide residues or permitted use of only certain additives in foods.
The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
sets out the necessary rules for quality and standards. The measures should be
initiated and enforced only to the extent necessary to protect lives.
China initiated and enforced 87 cases of technical barriers to trade on
exports from Pakistan in 2016, according to World Trade Organisation
Sanitary (human and animal health) and phytosanitary (plant health)
measures apply to trading commodities. The SPS agreement applies to some
specific areas including protection against risks arising from additives,
contaminants, toxins or disease-causing organisms that protect human life from
plant- or animal-borne diseases, and protection from pests, diseases, or diseasecausing organisms.
The NTBs also control other damages to member countries from the
establishment or spread of pests.
Similar to the SPS agreement, the TBT agreement has been enacted with the
establishment of the WTO on Jan 1, 1995 (Pakistan joined WTO in 1995 and
China in 2001).
The TBT measure includes regulations, testing and certification procedures
of traded goods. For example, a single regulation on food products could establish
a requirement concerning the treatment of fruit to prevent the spread of pests
(relevant to the SPS agreement) and other requirements concerning the quality,
grading and labelling of the same fruit (relevant to the TBT agreement).
TBT technical regulations include product characteristics, their related
processes and production methods. TBT deals with terminology, symbols,
packaging, marking and labelling requirements. Standards are approved by an
official body which is responsible for issues related to these measures.
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The step-by-step process related to TBT that government officials uses starts
from procedures for sampling, testing and inspection; evaluation, verification and
assurance of conformity; registration; and finally approval and certificates.
Types and product in which the TBT agreement applies are specific; for
example, it may relate to a certain permitted level of lead in paint used on toys and
towels, or prohibiting the use of certain additives in foods.
Other measures may be more general in nature, involving, for example, the
establishment of criteria for the labelling of organic agricultural products, or
emission requirements for diesel engines. Conformity assessment procedures are
used to determine whether goods such as toys, electronics, food, and beverages
fulfil the requirements established by relevant technical regulations or standards.
TBT measures could cover large industries, from car safety to energy-saving
devices, and to the shape of food cartons.
In China and Pakistan, both SPS and TBT agreements have common
obligations of non-discrimination for the rest of WTO member countries. The
agreements are related to international as well as domestic quality and standards.
The Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA) and
Pakistan National Accreditation Council are national standardisation bodies
working under the Ministry of Science and Technology. The two bodies formulate,
promulgate, implement and monitor trade related quality and standards. Both
organisations work for standardisation policies and programmes to promote
industrial efficiency and development, as well as consumer safety and health.
These are also the focal points for national, regional and international
organisations such as ISO, International Electrotechnical Commission, etc.
Manufacturers and traders in Pakistan are required to register with the PSQCA to
ensure implementation of quality and standards rules.
In China, the Standardisation Administration of China works under General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of China, that
establishes the centralised system of applications of SPS and TBT queries. These
government institutions develop technical standards to resolve queries through
research and international cooperation with the WTO.
All the WTO members require maintaining an enquiry point to address
queries regarding SPS and TBT. Governments are also required to submit the
notifications in advance for implementation of new regulations.
Quality and standards issues have affected Pakistan exports adversely
several times. Pakistan‘s mango exports face danger of getting banned in the
European Union for five years due to quality issues. Pakistan faced the embargo on
Pakistani mango by the United States. Lately Australia, Germany and Japan have
banned imports of mango from Pakistan due to fruit fly.
Similar to other WTO members, Pakistan also faced SPS and TBT related
sanctions by Belgium (peanut), EU (chickpeas/lentils, red chillies, apricot, mango
and kernels), Sri Lanka (onion), Philippines (citrus fruit), and US and Japan (fruit
fly) during various years under the WTO regime since 1995.
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According to WTO statistics, China initiated and enforced 87 TBT cases on
exports from Pakistan in 2016. The top products that faced TBT cases were
residues and waste from the food industries and prepared animal fodder having 33
cases initiated and enforced, and organic chemicals met 19 cases.
Products of the chemical and allied industries faced 51 cases including 19
organic chemicals. Vehicles, aircraft 14 cases, nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery
and mechanical appliances 23 cases, and live animals and vegetable products faced
4 TBT cases. China initiated and enforced 12 SPS cases including oil seeds and
oleaginous fruits, miscellaneous grains, seeds and fruit, industrial or medicinal
plants straw and fodder.
Although the quality and standard are restricting Pakistan‘s exports for a
period, they can be increased in the long run by adopting such standards. Under the
SPS agreement, to improve animal health care services Pakistan should look into
the possibility of importing disease diagnostic and veterinary and public health
services.
There is a need for promoting the rational use of veterinary medicine by
employing therapeutic drug; counselling, monitoring and modernisation of
slaughterhouses to promote food safety standards for meat exports. These slaughter
houses should have well-equipped meat hygiene laboratories attached to them.
As far as implications of the WTO are concerned, TBT and SPS have
significant impact on Pakistan‘s ability to increase the agro-based exports to China.
In 2015, Pakistan received 17 WTO notifications from other countries under
SPS and TBT agreement. Considering China‘s expertise on SPS and TBT,
cooperation between NTBs-related organisations should be strong enough to
benefit from each other‘s expertise and thus boost bilateral trade in the wake of the
CPEC.
The organisations on NTBs publicise the effective use and enforcement of
standards. Pakistan‘s exports are largely affected by TBT and SPS, because of lack
of technical knowledge and modern requisite infrastructure. Joint trade-related
programmes between China and Pakistan will lessen NTBs and boost export
volume.
КПЭК более важен Китаю, чем Пакистану (считают китайцы, а пишут
индийцы)
CPEC to benefit China more than Pakistan: Report
The Times of India. Oct 29, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/cpecto-benefit-china-more-than-pakistan-report/articleshow/61318206.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
According to the news report, Chinese banks are keenly waiting to get their share
of the pie, holding more than $20 billion for potential financing.
The report said that Islamabad will be left paying interest on loans to Chinese
banks way into the future.
Pakistan's banks will have minimal opportunities for direct financing in CPEC
projects as the private sector at the govt level is not so much involved in the project.
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BEJING: The multibillion-dollar China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), which is part of Chinese President Xi Jinping's 'Belt and Road Initiative',
will benefit China more than Pakistan due to lack of Pakistani input in the project.
The lack of Pakistani input into the CPEC, which the government said would
drive economic growth to a targeted 6% this financial year, adds to concerns that
its benefits might not be as widely distributed as initially thought, the South
Morning China Post reported, adding that it runs the risk that Islamabad will be left
paying interest on loans to Chinese banks way into the future.
According to the news report, Chinese banks are keenly waiting to get their
share of the pie, holding more than $20 billion for potential financing, much of it
has already been filled by the Chinese, with Pakistani lenders getting little look in.
"As of now around US$6 billion to $7 billion worth of projects are likely
going on. Out of that, 10%, or around Rs 50 billion ($470 million), can be local
financing," the South Morning China Post quoted Saad Hashemy, research director
at Karachi brokerage Topline Securities, as saying.
"It seems the lion's share of CPEC financing will come from China itself,"
Bilal Khan, a senior economist at Standard Chartered, said.
The Thar coal mine worth $3.5 billion, which is expected to generate 1.3
gigawatts of electricity, is one of the most expensive energy projects.
China will also spend $5.5 billion for a significant upgrade of Pakistan's rail
system.
Meanwhile, local lenders, both Islamic and conventional, are keen to deploy
funds after parking much of their advances in government securities, holding 82%
of the total 9.26 trillion rupees of local securities, the report said.
Pakistan's banks will have minimal opportunities for direct financing in
CPEC projects as the private sector at the government level is not so much
involved in the project.
When the CPEC was announced few years back, it was anticipated that the
project would mostly be funded with Chinese money as Pakistan was not in a
position to deploy the necessary capital after taking an International Monetary
Fund bailout in 2013.
China Development Bank is providing US$7.9 billion, according to a report
by the state-run China News Service, and Bank of China said it had lent more than
$80 billion as of the end of June.
National leader of the government affair unit of Deloitte Norman Sze has
said that the financing demand for the project has since increased from more than
$40 billion in 2015 to $62 billion this year, and most of the funding so far has
come from Chinese banks.
He added that the finance sector in Pakistan is not very advanced and mature
to participate in the projects, but it would be difficult for them to meet such a huge
financing demand.
However, China has faced criticism for its decision to import goods and
labour for the projects at the expense of the local market.
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Китай и Пакистан продлили китайский контроль нал золото-медным
месторождением Саиндак еще на 5 лет.
Chinese firm to retain control of Saindak until 2022
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
October
27th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366479/chinese-firm-to-retain-control-of-saindak-until-2022

ISLAMABAD: Metallurgical Corporation of China (MCC) and state-owned
Saindak Metals Ltd (SML) signed on Thursday an agreement under which the
Chinese firm will continue operating the Saindak copper-gold project for another
five years on existing terms.
The two companies signed in 2002 a 10-year contract, which was extended
for five years in 2012. The contract was to end on Oct 31. The government has
always kept the terms of the contract confidential.
The deal is believed to provide the provincial government with about 25 per
cent of the net profit along with royalties and duties. The terms of contract are
often criticised by nationalist leaders for being unfavourable to Balochistan. The
lease extension will remain effective until Oct 30, 2022.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi witnessed the agreement-signing
ceremony.
A delegation led by MCC President Zhang Mengxing held a meeting with
the prime minister. Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Khan Zehri,
Charge de Affairs of Chinese Embassy Zhao Lijian and officials of the Petroleum
Division and the Balochistan government attended the meeting.
An official statement quoted the prime minister as appreciating MCC. The
project employs over 2,000 Pakistanis and is also providing free services to the
local villages in Balochistan, he said. Mr Abbasi welcomed Chinese investment in
the country, saying the government has formulated investor-friendly policies that
provide foreign companies with suitable work environment.
In a recent meeting, the federal cabinet had approved five-year extension to
the original contract. The cabinet was told that the project was producing blister
copper from indigenous ore of the Saindak area.
In pursuance of the cabinet‘s decision of May 9, 2001, the project operation
was leased out to MCC — a state-owned entity of China — for 10 years with
effect from Oct 2, 2012. The government‘s Aghaz-e-Haqooq-e-Balochistan
Package (AHBP) envisaged the transfer of the project ownership to the provincial
government after the completion of its lease term.
The lease was extended up to October with the consent of the Balochistan
government and approval of the cabinet through an addendum to the lease contract.
The government of Balochistan had also consented to the continuation of
existing arrangements for the project beyond October and the extension of the
lease contract between SML and MCC.
The cabinet was told that the mineral deposit found in the project area
comprised three ore bodies: east, north and south. The ore deposit in the current
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mine, south ore body, was almost exhausted and other ore bodies needed
development for future operations.
MCC, SML and the federal and provincial governments had reached an
understanding on the development of north ore body (NOB). MCC originally
claimed the NOB development was uneconomical due to depressed metal rates.
Therefore, it demanded a reduction in the royalty and complete waiver of the
project rent. But it agreed to continue working on the existing terms for five years
when the provincial government decided to go for open bidding.
The Ministry of Finance also agreed to the extension of the lease period,
subject to the condition that no financial obligation will be put on the federal
government. A confirmation regarding the observance of the conditions proposed
by the Finance Division had been obtained from SML and MCC and these
conditions were incorporated in the addendum.
The Ministry of Industries and Production has also acquiesced to the
extension of the export processing zone status of the project.
The government of Balochistan holds 35pc shares in the project while the
centre owns 15pc.
The remaining 50pc stakes are held by MCC.
Индия отвергла предложение Главы Армии провести переговоры о
транзитной торговле для Афганистана через переход Вагах
India turns down Pak. offer of talks on transit trade to Afghanistan
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 28.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaturns-down-pak-offer-of-talks-on-transit-trade-toafghanistan/article19941006.ece?homepage=true

Proposal was made by Army chief Qamar Jawad when he met Ghani
India has rejected an offer from Pakistan for talks on transit trade to
Afghanistan, diplomats and officials in New Delhi and Kabul have confirmed
to The Hindu.
According to sources, the offer was made by the Pakistan Chief of Army
Staff General Qamar Javed when he met President Ashraf Ghani on October 1 in
Kabul. During discussions on the renewal of the Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit
Trade Agreement (APTTA), that lapsed in 2015, President Ghani repeated
concerns that trade with India over the Wagah border had been blocked by
Pakistan, despite being agreed to in the APTTA.
―At this, the Pakistani Army Chief offered to talk about the transit trade
issues with Indian officials,‖ said a diplomat privy to the talks, adding that General
Bajwa reportedly said, ―Ask the Indian side to speak to us and we will try and sort
it out.‖
President Ghani is understood to have conveyed the conversation to New
Delhi through the Indian Embassy in Kabul. However, days later, Indian officials
at the SCO Afghanistan-Contact group meeting in Moscow, told the Afghan
delegation that it would not take up the offer for talks.
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―It wasn‘t a real offer, as far as India sees it,‖ an MEA official, who asked
not to be named, told The Hindu, confirming the government decision.
―The APTTA is a bilateral agreement. It is not working because of unilateral
decisions by Pakistan not to honour it. So how can India-Pakistan talks fix that?‖
he said.
Pakistan has consistently refused to allow any Indian goods to travel over
land Afghanistan, insisting that India use the sea-route via Karachi. Exasperated by
Pakistan‘s refusal to allow the truck trade, President Ghani has said repeatedly that
he would cut off Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia and issued a decree last week
cancelling permission for Pakistani trucks to transit through Afghanistan.The
Pakistani gambit on APTTA made little headway as a result, especially as
India and Afghanistan are now working on strengthening alternative routes,
including the air cargo corridor launched in June this year, and the Chabahar sea
route. While the development of Chabahar will take at least another year, India‘s
first major shipment of 1,30,000 tonnes of wheat via Chabahar will be dispatched
on Sunday. Officials The Hindu spoke to said although General Bajwa‘s offer was
only made orally, and not followed up with a direct offer to India, it was
considered significant for a number reasons. To begin with, the offer was made by
the Pakistan Army Chief, considered to have a stronger mandate to implement such
an offer than his civilian counterparts.
U.S. nudge
In addition, the conversation was held in the backdrop of the U.S.‘s newly
announced South Asia Policy for Afghanistan, where the Trump administration has
committed to ensuring greater Indian involvement in development projects in
Afghanistan, while also pushing to ―ease tensions‖ along the India-Pakistan border.
It also had come just as preparations had begun for U.S. Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson to visit Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, a visit he concluded this week.
―Frankly, we hoped that the offer by General Bajwa would be taken up by
the Indian side, or would open a small window for talks, but obviously, it was
India‘s decision to accept or not,‖ a U.S. official involved in the planning of the
Tillerson visit said.
Speaking to journalists in Geneva on Thursday, Mr. Tillerson said he had
told the Pakistani Prime Minister Abbasi and General Bajwa, that his trip was also
to ―talk about how can we lower the tensions on the border with India,‖ in an
indication that the U.S. still hopes to nudge New Delhi and Islamabad to talks.
Афганистан может присоединиться к КПЭК, если получит доступ к
проходу Вагах на границе Пак-на и Индии.
Kabul to join CPEC only if given access to Wagah crossing: Ghani
Dawn, October 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366280/kabul-to-join-cpec-only-ifgiven-access-to-wagah-crossing-ghani

AFGHAN President Ashraf Ghani says his govt can block Pakistan‘s access
to Central Asia.
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KARACHI: Afghan President Ashraf Ghani has said his country will not be
a part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) unless it is given access to
the Wagah crossing on the Pak-India border, DNA India reported on Wednesday.
Addressing a gathering at the Vivekananda International Foundation in New
Delhi, Mr Ghani said that Kabul would block Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia if it
was not given access to India through the CPEC project, according to the DNA
report.
Mr Ghani‘s comment came a week after a meeting between representatives
of Afghanistan, Pakistan, the United States and China in Oman at which the revival
of peace talks with Taliban was discussed.
―Sanctuaries are provided, logistics are provided, training is provided,
ideological base is provided [...] Pakistan has come to a juncture and it needs to
make a choice,‖ DNA quoted Mr Ghani as saying. ―Our reaction will be
determined by its [Pakistan‘s] choices.‖
The Afghan president also welcomed India‘s new role in Afghanistan as
discussed in the new US policy for the region.
He termed the Trump administration‘s new strategy for South Asia a ―game
changer‖ for the region as it ―recommends multidimensional condition-based
approach for the region‖.
Ашраф Гани требует у Пакистана открыть наземный транспортный
коридор в Индию (тогда присоединится к КПЭК)
«Все об Афганистане». 25.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115749.html

КАБУЛ, 25 октября. Президент Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф Гани
заявил, что Афганистан присоединится к Китайско-пакистанскому
экономическому коридору (CPEC) только после того, как Пакистан откроет
для Афганистана наземный транспортный коридор в Индию.
Ссылки по теме
Афганистан ищет в ШОС дополнительную опору
Пакистан увеличил таможенные пошлины на афганские товары

Ашраф Гани заявил об этом в ходе своего визита в Индию. Он также
призвал Пакистан прекратить поддержку террористических организаций,
сообщает афганский телеканал «Толо».
Интересно, что во время выступления в Международном фонде
Вивекананда в Нью-Дели президент Афганистана утверждал, что
Афганистан способен восстановить мир в стране исключительно своими
силами. «Примирение [на территории Афганистана], по нашему мнению,
должно осуществлять афганское правительство. Мы бы хотели от Пакистана
дополнительной поддержки в борьбе с «Талибаном», но вовсе не
руководящей роли в этом процессе», — заявил он.
Афганский президент в своѐм выступлении также подчеркнул, что в
настоящее время Пакистан предоставляет талибам убежища, боеприпасы,
обучение и транспортные пути, но страна стоит на распутье и должна сделать
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выбор, от которого будет зависеть реакция на Пакистан международного
сообщества.
Напомним, что неделю назад Пакистан, США, Китай и Афганистан
провели встречу в Омане, на которой обсуждался процесс примирения в
Афганистане.
Пакистан договаривается с Азербайджаном о подключении к коридору
"Север-Юг" (и КПЭК)
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
23.10.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2854727-Пакистан-договаривается-с-Азербайджаном-оподключении-к-коридору-Север-Юг-/

Баку. Баку и Исламабад ведут переговоры о подключении Пакистана к
проекту транспортного коридора "Север-Юг". Об этом сообщил посол
Пакистана в Азербайджане Саид Хан Мохманд.
По его словам, Исламабад и Баку активно обсуждают транспортные
проекты.
"Даже во время недавнего визита президента Азербайджана Ильхама
Алиева в Пакистан стороны обсудили вопрос о соединении транспортного
коридора "Север-Юг" с пакистанским портом Гвадар, а затем с КитайскоПакистанским экономическим коридором (КПЭК). Потому что это обеспечит
тесный доступ Азербайджана к Китаю. Переговоры по этому вопросу
продолжаются, и мы ведем определенную переписку", - цитирует дипломата
Trend.
Посол отметил, что транспортный коридор "Север-Юг" и КПЭК
предоставляют прекрасные возможности для расширения экономических
связей между странами региона.
"Как только будет готова железная дорога Казвин – Решт - Астара,
являющаяся частью коридора "Север-Юг", мы получим прямое
железнодорожное соединение с Пакистаном, так как он и Иран уже связаны
железной дорогой. После завершения процесса соединения начнется процесс
развития торговли в Азербайджане, Иране и Пакистане", - сказал Мохманд.
Транспортный коридор "Север-Юг" призван соединить Северную
Европу с Юго-Восточной Азией, в том числе объединить железные дороги
Азербайджана, Ирана и России. На первом этапе по коридору планируется
транспортировать пять миллионов тонн грузов в год, а в дальнейшем - более
10 млн тонн грузов.
О роли китайских транспортных компаний в развитии транспортной
системы в Пакистане на примере метрополитена г. Лахор
Казанин М.В. 22 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38560

По сообщениям СМИ КНР, 9 октября 2017 г. во втором по значимости
городе Пакистана — Лахоре (столица провинции Пенджаб) состоялось
открытие оранжевой ветки городского метрополитена, которая связывает
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северную и южную части города и имеет длину 25,58 км. Всего на ветке 26
станций, из которых только две подземные. На торжественном мероприятии
присутствовали губернатор провинции, главный советник правительства
провинции, генеральный консул КНР в провинции Пенджаб, а также
высокопоставленные сотрудники китайских подрядных организаций.
Как отметили китайские представители, метрополитен Лахора повысит
привлекательность города как местных жителей, так и для иностранных
предпринимателей, которые стремятся расширить свое торговоэкономическое присутствие во втором по значимости города Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что проект Лахорского метро был обсужден еще в
ходе первого визита председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина в Пакистан в апреле
2015 г. Руководитель китайского государства подписал межгосударственное
соглашение о строительстве первого в истории Пакистана метро, а с
пакистанской стороны свою подпись поставил бывший премьер-министр
Наваз Шариф.
Известно, что на строительство оранжевой ветки Экспортноимпортный банк КНР выделил 1,6 млрд долл. США. Все геологические
изыскания, проектирование и строительные выполняли геодезические,
строительные и монтажные бригады из состава China Railway Corporation
(государственная корпорация, эксплуатирующая ж/д сеть КНР), China
Railway International Group (специальное юридическое лицо для реализации
зарубежных контрактов), Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive (один из трех
производителей пассажирского подвижного состава в КНР) и China North
Industries Co.,Ltd (также известна как НОРИНКО). По данным китайских
источников, срок выполнения всего комплекса работ составил 27 месяцев.
Примечательно, что кроме трех компаний железнодорожного профиля
в реализации проекта Лахорского метро приняла участие крупнейшая
корпорация оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР – НОРИНКО, которая
предоставила свое строительное оборудование, а также системы
безопасности (видеокамеры, рентгеновские установки, металлодетекторы,
датчики взрывчатых веществ), которыми оборудованы станции метро в
городах КНР. Китайские проектировщики достаточно подробно проработали
вопросы безопасности, поскольку в Пакистане регулярно происходят
террористические акты с большим количеством погибших и раненных.
Вероятно, станции метро станут первыми объектами транспортной
инфраструктуры Пакистана, которые перейдут под охрану новых
подразделений безопасности и антитеррора, которые готовят китайские
военные советники.
Китайские обозреватели полагают, что китайские строители обучат
военнослужащих инженерных подразделений СВ ВС Пакистана
пользованию сложной строительной подземной техники, поскольку местные
военные крайне заинтересованы в создании сети подземных укреплений под
рассматриваемым городом на случай начала вооруженного конфликта с
Индией.
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Очевидно, что все работы, а также оборудование было поставлено
китайским компаниями, которые следуют требованиям национальных
стандартов КНР. Подобный проект позволил китайским подрядчикам
провести обучение небольшой группы пакистанских строителей и
инженеров, однако это только начало долгого процесса по формированию
собственной архитектурно-строительной школы в Пакистане. По словам
руководителей китайских подрядных организаций, для китайских инженеров
и конструкторов важно обкатать некоторые новые технологические решения,
которые в будущем будут использованы при реализации контрактов в
государствах Юго-Восточной Азии и Африки.
В отношении подвижного состава известно, что китайские
вагоностроители использовали специальную нержавеющую сталь для
изготовления вагонов, которая обладает высокой коррозионной стойкостью и
прочностью при эксплуатации в жестком температурном режиме г.Лахор где
температура в летний период может достигать 60 градусов Цельсия.
Китайские инженеры специально разработали высокоэффективные
экономичные кондиционеры для вагонов, а кроме того, практически все
освещение на станциях и подвижном составе изготовлено с использованием
LED диодов.
Известно, что компания Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive поставит только
для оранжевой ветки 27 составов по пять вагонов в каждом. Двигательная
схема составлена следующим образом – три тяговых вагона и два для
торможения. Максимальная скорость вагонов в современной комплектации
составляет 80 км/ч, однако ветка рассчитана на превышение скорости на 1015 км/ч. Следует отметить, что при разработке дизайна вагонов китайские
специалисты учли национальные, культурные и религиозные особенности
местного населения и изобразили на подвижном составе религиозные
достопримечательности Пакистана.
По расчетам китайских специалистов, благодаря вводу в строй только
этой ветки метро, ежедневно более 250 000 человек сможет добираться из
южной части города в северную за 45 минут, тогда как при использовании
автомобильных дорог общего пользования для этого необходимо 2.5 часа. С
точки зрения экономики перевозок, только одна оранжевая ветка принесет в
казну г.Лахор 89 млн долл. США, а местные жители смогут сэкономить на
транспортных расходах 54 млн долл. США.
Как отмечают китайские аналитики, успешная реализация проекта
Лахорского метро продемонстрирует всем критикам стратегического плана
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина «Один пояс, один путь», что китайские
государственные корпорации могут учесть: юридические особенности
функционирования инфраструктурных проектов за рубежом; сложные
климатические условия, которые напрямую обуславливают высокую
сложность работ, а значит их стоимость. На примере метрополитена г. Лахор
видно, что китайская схема развития ключевой инфраструктуры
иностранного государства позволяет предпринимателям из Поднебесной
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получать значительную прибыль даже на начальной стадии проекта и скорее
всего в последствии китайские подрядчики получат доход в процессе
эксплуатации метро.
Вполне вероятно, что в ходе реализации такого крупного
инфраструктурного проекта как «Китайско-пакистанский экономический
коридор»
китайские
подрядчики
построят
системы
легкого
железнодорожного транспорта в других ключевых городах Пакистана и
подключат их к основной железнодорожной ветке, которая свяжет южный
портовый город Гвадар и китайский районный центр Кашэ в Синьцзянуйгурском автономном районе КНР. Протяженность дистанции Гвадар-Кашэ
составит около 1900 км.
В отношении развития железнодорожной сети Пакистана известно, что
китайские строители планируют продолжить несколько веток, которые
позволят связать Исламабад, Карачи, Пешавар, Гвадар и еще несколько
десятков населенных пунктов в Пакистане с расчетом на то, что в
перспективе появится возможность прокладки ж/д пути в Афганистан и
Иран. Стоимость строительства ветки (Лахор — Карачи) составляет 8 млрд
долл. США. Китайские банки выделили указанную сумму на данный проект
в форме кредита по ставке 2% годовых.
Одновременно с формированием железнодорожной сети китайские
телекоммуникационные компании будут устанавливать вышки сотовой связи
(стандарта 4G c возможностью перехода на стандарт 5G), чтобы обеспечить
уверенную
передачу
информации
на
всем
маршруте
движения пассажирского/грузового состава.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
представляется
возможным
согласиться с китайскими специалистами в оценках того, что успешная
реализация пакистанских инфраструктурных проектов позволит китайским
строителям и инженерам получить новый опыт и заработать положительную
репутацию, что очень важно, так как Япония и Южная Корея активно
продвигают свою продукцию и предлагают услуги по строительству
железнодорожной сети на разных континентах.
Китай постепенно перекраивает мир («Один пояс – один путь», порт Гвадар).
Аня Мануэл 20.10.2017. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20171020/240573177.html
Оригинал публикации - Anja Manuel. China Is Quietly Reshaping the World.
«Global». 17.10.2017. https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/10/china-beltand-road/542667/

Потрясающие масштабы китайского инфраструктурного проекта и
его последствия для международного порядка.
До недавнего времени в пакистанском городе Гвадаре с населением 50
тысяч человек можно было увидеть только пыльные дома из шлакобетонных
блоков и рыбаков. Окруженный скалами, пустыней и Аравийским морем
Гвадар был забытым краем земли. Но сегодня он оказался в центре
китайского проекта «Один пояс, один путь» и в результате этого переживает
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огромные преобразования. В Гвадаре настоящий строительный бум: там
появился новый контейнерный порт, построены новые гостиницы, а также
около трех тысяч километров автобанов и скоростных железных дорог,
которые связали его с западными провинциями Китая, не имеющими выхода
к морю. КНР и Пакистан хотят превратить Гвадар во второй Дубаи, доведя
численность его населения до двух миллионов человек.
Китай быстро превращается в самую мощную на планете
коммерческую империю. В качестве сравнения можно рассказать о том, что
План Маршалла предусматривал выделение Европе 800 миллиардов
долларов на восстановление (если рассчитывать эту сумму как долю от
сегодняшнего ВВП). В течение нескольких десятилетий после войны
Соединенные Штаты были самой крупной в мире торговой державой, а также
основным кредитором, предоставляющим займы другим государствам.
Теперь настала очередь Китая. Размах и масштабы инициативы «Один
пояс, один путь» просто ошеломляют. Их оценивают по-разному, но на этот
проект уже потрачено более 300 миллиардов долларов. А в предстоящие
десятилетия Китай планирует израсходовать на него еще один триллион
долларов. По данным ЦРУ, в 2015 году 92 страны назвали Китай своим
крупнейшим партнером в области экспорта или импорта. Соединенные
Штаты своим партнером номер один назвали всего 57 стран. Но больше
всего поражают те темпы, которыми Китай достиг всего этого. В 1980-х и 90х годах эта страна была самым крупным в мире получателем займов от
Всемирного банка и Азиатского банка развития, но в последние годы Китай
выделяет развивающимся странам больше кредитов, чем Всемирный банк.
В отличие от США и Европы, Китай использует помощь, торговлю и
прямые иностранные инвестиции в стратегических целях, завоевывая
благорасположение различных стран мира, усиливая свое политическое
влияние и получая необходимые ему для развития полезные ископаемые.
«Один пояс, один путь» — это самый впечатляющий пример такой
стратегии. Это комплексная инициатива, включающая целую серию уже
начатых и перспективных инфраструктурных проектов. В предстоящие
десятилетия Китай намерен создать разветвленную инфраструктурную сеть в
Азии, а в рамках аналогичных инициатив — и во всем мире.
Финансирование на эти цели будет поступать в основном в виде
займов, а не помощи, и в нем также будут участвовать китайские
государственные предприятия. Это значит, что если, например, Пакистан не
сумеет вернуть долг, Китай может стать собственником значительной части
его угольных шахт, нефтепроводов и электростанций. Тем самым, он обретет
колоссальные рычаги влияния на пакистанское правительство. Надо сказать,
что Китай уже получил права на управление портом Гвадар на 40 лет. «Один
пояс, один путь» — это на сегодня самая масштабная внешнеполитическая
инициатива Китая. Но это не План Маршалла. Пекин делает это не из
альтруизма, не из желания стабилизировать те страны, которым он
предоставляет кредиты. Зачем в таком случае тратить огромные суммы на
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своих соседей? Во-первых, Китай слишком сильно зависит от своего
восточного морского побережья и узкого Малаккского пролива возле
Сингапура, через который он импортирует и экспортирует товары.
Например, через этот пролив проходит более 80% закупаемой им нефти. В
этом смысле строительство торговых путей через Пакистан и Центральную
Азию вполне логично. «Один пояс, один путь» также помогает Китаю
инвестировать свои валютные запасы и дает работу его многочисленным
государственным предприятиям, которые простаивают или работают не в
полную мощность.
Караван на Великом Шелковом Пути
Шѐлковый путь: проект Китая не соответствует реальности
The Epoch Times30.07.2017
Индия создает свой собственный Шелковый путь
Forbes01.07.2017
Новые пути проекта «Один пояс, один путь»
China.com25.06.2017

Данная инициатива также будет иметь положительный побочный
эффект для Пекина. Некоторые официальные лица из китайского
правительства вполне открыто говорят о том, что этот проект является
составной частью соперничества с США. Как минимум, он дает в руки
Китаю рычаги влияния на многочисленные маленькие страны, которые
чувствуют себя обязанными Пекину в экономическом плане.
Что все это означает для «либерального мирового порядка», для
создания и защиты которого Соединенные Штаты за последние 70 лет
приложили так много усилий? Последствия не так уж и плохи.
Если цель такого порядка заключается в обеспечении мира и
процветания, то щедроты Китая в определенном смысле содействуют этому.
Страны, которые торгуют, гораздо реже воюют, причем не только со своими
торговыми партнерами, но и с миром в целом. Таким образом, Китай посвоему помогает отстаивать мир во всем мире. Но даже если в Pax Sinica, или
«мире по-китайски» с его многочисленными маленькими государствамиполучателями китайских инвестиций будет меньше межгосударственных
войн, Соединенным Штатам все равно будет гораздо труднее навязывать
свою волю по многим другим вопросам, начиная с борьбы против
терроризма и кончая введением санкций против стран, враждующих с
Западом.
Что касается процветания, то экономическое воздействие Китая на
страны, получающие его займы, в лучшем случае кажется неоднозначным.
20% из выделяемых Китаем средств поступает в виде традиционной помощи
и действительно помогает экономикам этих стран. Но большая часть его
щедрот идет в виде займов и кредитов, которые не так уж и полезны. Ученые,
изучавшие китайские инвестиции в Африке с 1991 по 2010 год, выяснили,
что помощь Китая мало помогает экономическому развитию, и что дешевый
китайский импорт зачастую вытесняет местные африканские фирмы, тем
самым нанося ущерб занятости на малых предприятиях. Выдавая кредиты,
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Китай обычно требует, чтобы страны-получатели привлекали китайские
компании к строительству дорог и портов. Таким образом, он не пользуется
услугами местных фирм и не готовит местные трудовые ресурсы. Например,
в Пакистане на строительстве экономического коридора работают тысяч
китайцев. Они привозят с собой собственных поваров, у них отдельное
жилье, и они мало общаются с местным населением. На строительстве
автомагистралей и железных дорог работает довольно мало пакистанцев, и
поэтому местные рабочие не совершенствуют свои навыки и умения. Вместе
с тем, Пакистан выделил почти 15 тысяч охранников, которую обеспечивают
безопасность китайцев. Но военная служба — это не та профессия, которая
нужна Пакистану больше всего.
Кроме того, если раньше китайские кредиты выдавались под очень
низкий процент (примерно 2,5%), то постепенно эта ставка повысилась до
5% и более. Таким образом, погашать эти займы и кредиты будет все
труднее. Получатели китайских денег радуются, что могут устранить
нехватку электроэнергии и отремонтировать свои дороги. Однако они отдают
под залог свое будущее. Пожалуй, самая большая угроза, которую Китай
своими действиями создает для либерального мирового порядка, заключается
в том, что в отличие от западной помощи и кредитов, проекты «Одного
пояса, одного пути» зачастую порождают ужасные методы руководства,
создают экологические проблемы и попирают права человека, хотя в этом
плане Китай в последние годы сделал несколько шагов вперед и улучшил
ситуацию.
Китай очень часто вкладывает крупные инвестиции в страны, которые
подвергаются остракизму со стороны внешнего мира в силу того, что ими
руководят диктаторы, что там не соблюдаются права человека и процветает
коррупция. Речь идет о таких государствах как Зимбабве, Северная Корея,
Нигер, Ангола и Бирма. Президент Уганды Йовери Мусевени, которого
никак нельзя назвать блюстителем прав человека, объяснил, что китайские
инвестиции нравятся ему, потому что китайцы «не задают лишних вопросов
и приходят с большими, а не с маленькими деньгами». Конечно, хотя США и
Европа сегодня настаивают на высоких стандартах, предоставляя помощь
зарубежным странам, их компании и правительства тоже очень часто
попирали права человека и экологические нормы, когда в 19-м и 20-м веках
действовали в Индии, Африке и Латинской Америке.
Если говорить о безопасности труда и охране природы, то в этом
отношении показатели Китая при реализации зарубежных проектов просто
ужасны. В некоторых районах после ухода китайских фирм остается
настоящий хаос: шахтеры, не получающие зарплату, уничтоженные леса,
погубленные реки. Однако Китай очень быстро учится на своих ошибках. В
2017 году китайское правительство опубликовало новые, более строгие
указания для инвесторов, работающих за рубежом. Новый китайский банк
инфраструктурных инвестиций (АБИИ) намерен использовать в своей работе
стандарты мирового уровня. А многие китайские компании, включая
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национального нефтяного гиганта CNOOC, очень быстро исправляются и
совершенствуются.
Если Китай продолжит свою геоэкономическую экспансию, это окажет
огромное воздействие на весь мир, причем последствия от такой экспансии
не всегда будут полностью негативными. Поскольку у Запада нет одного
триллиона долларов, чтобы потратить их на развитие инфраструктуры в
зарубежных странах, в процессе новой большой игры ему лучше всего
подключиться к китайскому проекту и оказывать на него свое влияние. Если
инициатива «Один пояс, один путь» увенчается успехом, асфальт станет
более гладким, логистика будет работать лучше и быстрее, а отрезанные от
мировых рынков страны смогут больше торговать. Если вышеупомянутые
ученые правы, то в мире будет меньше межгосударственных войн, хотя
многие маленькие страны будут все больше зависеть от Китая. Во время
визита в США в 2015 и 2017 годах, а также на форуме в Давосе китайский
председатель Си Цзиньпин подчеркивал, что КНР нужна более справедливая
международная система, и что Китай не собирается разрушать мировой
порядок. Призывая Китай к повышению стандартов охраны труда, к
соблюдению прав человека и к защите экологии при осуществлении
проектов, мир должен потребовать от него выполнения своих обещаний.
См. также:
Великий шелковый путь и Большая игра. EurasiaNet. 27.07.2017
«Один пояс, один путь»: полный текст речи Си Цзиньпина. Феникс. 19.05.2017

Рост экономики Китая – 6.8%
China's economic growth edges down in latest quarter
The Hindu. 19.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/chinas-economicgrowth-edges-down-in-latest-quarter/article19881369.ece?homepage=true

China‘s economic growth edged down in the latest quarter but was buoyed
by strength in retail spending and exports.
Government data released Thursday showed the world‘s second-largest
economy grew at a 6.8% annual pace in the three months ending in September,
down from the previous quarter‘s 6.9%.
Economic activity has been unexpectedly strong this year, but forecasters
expect growth to cool as Beijing tightens controls on bank lending to stem a rise in
debt.
Retail sales rose 10.3% in September over a year earlier, down slightly from
the 10.4% rate of the first three quarters.
Trade data reported earlier showed export growth accelerated in September
to 8.1% from August‘s 5.5%.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции выросли в июле-сентябре 2017 г. с
423 млн. до 662 млн. долл. (65% - из Китая).
Foreign direct investment jumped 56pc in July-Sept
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Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, October 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364684/foreigndirect-investment-jumped-56pc-in-july-sept

KARACHI: Foreign direct investment (FDI) increased 56 per cent year-onyear in the first quarter of 2017-18, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported on
Wednesday.
This is in contrast to the overall trend as inflows remained largely poor
during the last four years.
FDI in July-September rose to $662 million from $423m a year ago, an
increase of $238.5m.
The government is under pressure because of rising current account and
trade deficits. The twin deficits are making it difficult for the country to meet
foreign obligations.
The other two important sources of foreign exchange — remittances and
exports — have also shown positive signs with the beginning of 2017-18.
Data shows Chinese investment was $430m, or about 65pc of total FDI
received during the first quarter.
FDI from China was 216pc higher year-on-year in July-September. Pakistan
received just $136m in the same quarter a year ago.
Chinese investment constitutes 65pc of total inflows of $662m
FDI in September was $204.8m. The inflow from China amounted to
$178.7m and was the highest in September. Inflows from only two countries were
in double digits last month. FDI from Kuwait and the Netherlands amounted to
$15m and $14.5m, respectively.
Pakistan relies heavily on Chinese investment for its FDI. Investments from
all other countries amounted to just $232m during the three-month period.
The second-highest FDI came from Malaysia, which invested $111m during
the quarter. Inflows from all other countries were less than $30m.
Inflows from the United Arab Emirates, United States and Hungry were
about $22m each while FDI from France remained $28.5m.
Overall foreign private investment, which includes foreign portfolio
investment, showed a growth of 29.5pc to $583.7m during the quarter. The country
witnessed a net outflow of $78.2m in portfolio investment during the quarter,
which reduced the impact of higher FDI. During the same quarter of last fiscal
year, portfolio investment witnessed an inflow of $27.5m.
The government is struggling to maintain foreign exchange reserves at a
level that provides the import cover for three months. Imports have been increasing
while exports showed slight improvement in July-September. The imbalance led to
a current account deficit of $2.6 billion in the first two months of 2017-18.
Pakistan‘s external financing needs stand at $18bn for the current fiscal year.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar recently said the country can comfortably fulfil
external financing needs, but many independent economists question the claim.
The government is also planning to borrow up to $1bn through sukuk. The
government borrowed heavily from commercial banks in 2016-17. This indicates
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that the trend will not change in the current fiscal year because of a growing need
for dollars to meet foreign obligations.
США и Пакистан – роль КПЭК в их отношениях
Pak-US relations: the CPEC aspect
Dr Qaisar Rashid. Daily Times. 15/10/20127/ https://dailytimes.com.pk/125009/pak-usrelations-the-cpec-aspect/

The US shouldn‘t have criticised the OBOR initiative on which Pakistanis
had already forged a consensus. Such criticism is bound to be counterproductive
Hardly had anyone remembered how to commit a foreign policy blunder
when the US reminded the Asia region of the US ability to do so. The tyranny
enacted by the blunder is that it was meant to touching a raw nerve of both
Pakistan and China.
On October 6, US Defence Secretary James Mattis appeared before the
Senate Armed Services Committee and briefed the legislators on the latest in the
Pak-Afghan region by mentioning two main points. First, the US opposed the One
Belt One Road policy in principle because in a globalised world, there were many
belts and many roads, and no one nation should put itself into a position of
dictating any such policy.
Interestingly, Secretary Mattis was supposed to apprise the US legislators of
the latest updates related to the Pak-Afghan region. However, it is not yet known
what the relationship is between the One Belt One Road policy of China and the
Pak-Afghan region.
The objective of the OBOR initiative — a combination of an overland belt
and a maritime road — is to connect China with Asia, Africa and Europe through
infrastructure developments including constructing highways, railways, pipeline,
ports and power grids. Against this background, Secretary Mattis flayed both road
and sea trade routes of China in the pretext of issuing statement on the Pak-Afghan
region.
It is known that Kashmir is a disputed territory and similarly there are other
disputed territories traversed by the OBOR initiative. Should there be no
development? Should people of underdeveloped areas remain deprived and
impoverished?
Another interesting point is that only the belt part of the OBOR called the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is passing through Pakistan and not
through the Pak-Afghan region. The CPEC is not a recent development to get
stunned and shocked. Instead, the change of mind by the US towards the Asia
region under the leadership of US President Donald Trump is the recent
development.
The point is not that whether or not the US has criticised the CPEC aspect of
the OBOR at the behest of India, the point is that the US has made a deliberate
attempt to strain its relations with both Pakistan and China in one go. The US is
overlooking the fact that the services of Zbigniew Brzezinski are no more
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available, as he passed away in May this year. It was Brzezinski, the polish-born
Professor of International Relations and former National Security Adviser to US
President Jimmy Carter (1977-1981), and helped the US normalise its relations
with the People‘s Republic of China in January in 1979.
In his book, Out of Control: Global Turmoil on the eve of the 21st Century,
published in 1993, Brzezinski predicted that as the technology-induced
acceleration of communication was distancing the contemporary history away from
the past, more likely than Russia, China would assume a leadership role on the
world stage.
Brzezinski also propounded the idea that the US alone could not solve global
problems. Instead, the US should encourage China to share its burden. In April
2017, Brzezinski spoke to a Russian newspaper and said, ―China is considerably
more important than Russia right now, but if American and China cooperate,
Russia has absolutely no choice but to join them. That would be in America‘s
interest, firstly, but it would also be beneficial to Russia in the long run.‖ Today,
after rejected by Europe, Russia has mended its fences with China.
Kevin P. Gallagher writes in his book, The China Triangle: Latin America‘s
China Boom and the Fate of the Washington Consensus, published in 2016, that
China‘s new development banks have arisen from at least two motivations. First,
China has accumulated an enormous store of wealth and savings that it seeks to
diversify by making big investments across the world. Second, China feels slighted
by the West for not being given a greater role in the Bretton Wood institutions such
as World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF). In 2010, the IMF
passed significant reforms that would have given China and other emerging
economies a greater say, but those reforms were stalled in the US Congress. Since
China wasn‘t allowed to enter into existing institutions, it has begun to create its
own. These institutions now have levels of capital at their disposal more than that
of the Western-backed development bank. For instance, the World Bank holds just
over 200 billion dollars in capital and has just over 500 billion dollars in assets,
whereas the China Development Bank (CDB) holds 100 billion dollars in capital,
and has over 1 trillion dollars in assets. Related to OBOR initiative, China‘s
President Xi Jinping has pledged 124 billion dollars. It is expected that the plan
would funnel investment of 502 billion dollars into 62 countries over next five
years.
It is known that Kashmir is a disputed territory and similarly there are other
disputed territories traversed by the OBOR initiative. Should there be no
development? Should people of underdeveloped areas remain deprived and
impoverished? The point is simple: about 62 countries perceive progress and
economic stakes embedded in the OBOR. Is the US ready to invite the ire of these
countries?
Voices were also raised inside Pakistan in favour of the US in order to bring
the Pakistan government under pressure on the CPEC issue. The US shouldn‘t
have criticised the OBOR initiative on which Pakistanis had already forged a
consensus. Such criticism is bound to be counterproductive.
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КПЭК реально даст возможность Пакистану стать главным торговым
партнером для Центральной Азии.
CPEC to help Pakistan emerge as a major trade market for Central
Asia
Parvez Jabri. BR, 14.10.2017. https://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/14/374898/cpec-tohelp-pakistan-emerge-as-a-major-trade-market-for-central-asia/

KARACHI: Completion of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will
help Pakistan emerge as a major trade market for the Central Asian countries, said
Governor of Sindh, Muhammad Zubair.
Addressing a ceremony held at Governor House in coordination with
Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) to mark
International Trade Fair in the metropolis, he said PML(N) government is fully
committed to the project.
―Country‘s absolute commitment to the project is well reflected through
massive improvement in law and order situation providing basis for steady increase
in investments and improved macro economic indicators,‖ he said.
Sindh Governor said the fact that the forthcoming Trade Fair is being
participated by more than 100 foreign companies and 200 belonging to Pakistan
with international stature further substantiates the government claim.
He said present day Pakistan is totally different from what it was in 2013 as
today Pakistan is among top of the countries able to achieve their economic goals
coupled with peace and stability.
Substantiating his statement the Governor said Pakistan Stock Exchange is
included among the most vibrant stock markets while the country itself is often
cited to be among the most happening places.
Muhammad Zubair said global economic situation has led to decline in
exports and increase in exports in many of the countries, however, prudent policies
adopted by PML – N government has helped in maintaining a balance between the
two.
FPCCI President Zubair Tufail said the International Trade to be held in
metropolis from October 26 to 29 will provide ample opportunities to local
companies in clinching fresh markets for their products.
The event was attended by large number of local representatives of different
business communities and economists.
Почему в Нью-Дели не хотят видеть перспектив экономического пояса
Шѐлкового пути (КПЭК)
Вильям Энгдаль. «Новое восточное обозрение». 10.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/10/pochemu-v-n-yu-deli-ne-hodyat-videt-perspektiv-e-konomicheskogopoyasa-shyolkovogo-puti/

Как отмечает в своей новой статье доктор политических наук
Принстонского университета и постоянный обозреватель НВО Вильям
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Энгдаль, для большинства игроков на международной арене вызывает
удивление нежелание премьер-министра Индии присутствовать на большом
саммите, посвященном перспективам развития крупного международного
инфраструктурного проекта, который известен нам сегодня как «Новый
шелковый путь».
Этот факт указывает на то, что данная инициатива Пекина не приведет
к существенному снижению напряженности на международной арене, что
является главной целью создания крупных инфраструктурных проектов.
Индия считает, что развитие Китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора является чуть ли не подготовкой Пекина к военному вторжению на
индийские земли.
Автор отмечает, что для Пакистана данный проект играет особую роль,
поскольку он подразумевает не только строительство новых железных дорог
и портов на пакистанской земле, но и масштабную электрификацию
Пакистана. Однако данная программа затрагивает регионы Кашмира,
который по давней задумке Лондона остается оспариваемой территорией
между Пакистаном и Индией, что вызывает страшное возмущение НьюДели.
Пекин целенаправленно голосовал в прошлом году за вступление
Пакистана и Индии в Шанхайскую организацию сотрудничества в надежде,
что в рамках данной организации два соседа смогут разрешить свои споры.
Однако Нью-Дели предпочитает рассматривать любые факты улучшения
экономической ситуации в районе Кашмира как угрозу своим национальным
интересам, что приводит лишь к общему усилению напряженности в регионе.
The Transforming China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
F. William Engdahl. ―New Eastern Outlook.‖ 10.10.2017 https://journal-neo.org/2017/10/10/thetransforming-china-pakistan-economic-corridor/

In May, 2017 the Prime Minister of India refused to participate in the
founding meeting in Beijing of the ambitious Belt-Road Initiative (BRI), the
network of high-speed rail and deep water port linkages across the Eurasia land
mass. The official reason given was that China had gone ahead with her neighbor
state and long-term ally, Pakistan, to begin construction of a China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) without first consulting India. To read the statement
of Modi and the Indian government it would seem CPEC was tantamount to a
China declaration of intent to invade India. It is worthwhile to look at what the
China-Pakistan project actually entails.
In 2015 Chinese President Xi Jinping announced a bilateral agreement with
the government of Pakistan to construct a network originating from Kashgar in
China‘s Xinjiang Province in the far northwest of the country that borders
Mongolia, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan, Tajikistan and of course, Pakistan. The
3200 kilometers of the CPEC go finally through Pakistan via several infrastructure
arteries to Gwadar inBalochistan Province on the Arabian Sea near the border to
Iran.
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As part of the overall BRI project, CPEC is a strategic corridor—one of six
main corridors at present—of China‘s grand infrastructure enterprise, an enterprise
on a scale never undertaken by any nation until now. Across Pakistan a grid of
electric power plants, highways and new ports is being built. A sum of $18 billion
investment mainly in coal plants in Pakistan, $10 billion in construction of new
modern highways and the rest in port and rail construction was mentioned
originally when President Xi Jinping first announced the CPEC in 2015. A new
Chinese-built modern deep-water port at Gwadar on the Arabian Sea is a keystone
of the project. Since initially proposed, the CPEC has grown now to an estimated
$62 billion in scope, a huge infrastructure investment for one of the poorest
economies in Asia.
A closer look into the various projects of CPEC reveals the most
comprehensive investments in Pakistan‘s turbulent history since Lord Mountbatten
in 1947 carved the British India into two states—predominately Muslim Pakistan
and dominantly Hindu India—as the last Viceroy of India, then promptly retired,
leaving behind a calculated tinderbox of geopolitical tensions and conflict.
Energy in center
The major component of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is dealing
with the severe electric power shortfalls across Pakistan. The CPEC calls for
creation of 17 priority energy projects. One such project is Sahiwal Coal Power
Plant, a$1.7 billion state of the art supercritical coal-fired power project–highefficiency low-emissions. The plant is environmentally compliant with high
thermal efficiency to ensure low fuel consumption, also known as ―clean coal.‖It
began electricity generation in July with a total capacity of 1,320 megawatts
(MW), from two units of 660MW each. It was constructed by China‘s state-owned
Huaneng Shandong and the Shandong Ruyi Science and Technology Group and
was finished six months ahead of schedule.
The two Sahiwal power units in Punjab province have already reduced
Pakistan‘s power deficit by 25%, a major economic boost to the nation‘s
economic capacity.
The CPEC design is to complete a total of over 12,134 MWor megawatts of
electricity-generating capacity by 2019, a major boon to Pakistan‘s economy. At
present the total electric generation capacity of all Pakistan is 20,000 MW
according to Pakistan‘s Secretary Water and Power, Mohammad YounisDagha,
meaning that in less than two years the Pakistani economy will add more than 60%
of new electric generation. This is no minor improvement, it is a qualitative
leap forward.
The new plants will be a mix of low-emission coal plants and mainly
hydroelectric plants, with an added small contribution from solar and wind
generation. Most of the new electric generation capacity will be in Pakistan‘s
Sindh Province which bordersBalochistan province to the west, Punjab province to
the north, the Indian states of Gujarat and Rajasthan to the east, and the Arabian
Sea to the south. Sindh, which will get 5,580 MW of new power plants, is where
Karachi, Pakistan‘s largest city and financial hub is situated.Sindh is location of a
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large portion of Pakistan‘s industry and contains two commercial seaports–Port
Bin Qasim and the Karachi Port.
For the rest of the CPEC energy grid up-build, Punjab will get 2,940 MW,
Balochistan will be given 1,620 MW, Azad Jammu and Kashmir will be given
1,124 MW and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will be given 870 MW.
Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan
In Azad Jammu and Kashmir, commonly referred to asAzad Kashmir, a
new hydroelectric power station, the Neelum-Jhelum hydro power plant, a ―run-ofthe-river‖ power plant,will divert water from the Neelum River to a power station
on the Jhelum River. The power station will add a significant 968 MW of electric
power. The power station part is 96% complete as of this writing and due to begin
operation in January 2018. It‘s been funded by a combination of the Neelum
Jhelum Hydropower Company, by taxes, bond offerings, and secured loans from a
consortium of Chinese banks and from banks from the Middle East. Construction
was awarded by the Pakistani government to a Chinese consortium CGGC-CMEC
(Gezhouba Group and China National Machinery Import and Export Corporation)
for both the power station and a later dam with ―pondage‖ storage reservoir. When
completed it will add much needed electric power to the region as well as water
storage and land irrigation for agriculture.
Azad Kashmir together with the continguousGilgit-Baltistan is referred to by
the UN and other international bodies as ―Pakistan-administered Kashmir.‖ The
British deliberately left Kashmir borders undefined as a convenient raw sore,
keeping friction between India and Pakistan. De facto since decades, Pakistanadministered Kashmir including Gilgit-Baltistan is part of Pakistan. However, this
dispute and the fact that China‘s China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, of geographic
necessity, flows through Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is the formal reason
Modi‘s India decided to stay out of the China Belt Road Initiative, much to India‘s
future economic loss to be sure.
The enormous hydroelectric power potentials of the beautiful mountainous
Gilgit-Baltistan, a region given limited self-governing autonomy by Pakistan in
2009, is impressive. With a population of 1,800,000, it is home to five of the
fourteen independent mountains over 8,000 metres (26,247 ft) above sea level.
In September 2009, four years before official announcement of the China
New Economic Silk Road as it was initially called, Pakistan signed an agreement
with the People‘s Republic of China for construction of a 7,000-megawatt dam at
Bunji in Gilgit-Baltistan. With growing water supply problems across Pakistan, the
once-isolated Gilgit-Baltistan is becoming strategic for the future of Pakistan and
for South, West and Central Asia as a trade, water and oil corridor Between
Pakistan‘s Gwadar Port and China‘s Xinjiang.
Clearly one reason Beijing voted to accept both Pakistan and India as full
members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization last year was anticipation that
collectively within the SCO China, India and Pakistan could peacefully resolve the
dispute over Kashmir in the context of mutually beneficial economic infrastructure
development from the BRI.
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In June, 2017, China informed the Pakistan government thatconstruction of
the DiamirBhasha Dam in Gilgit-Baltistan would be a part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor. In 2006 the Asian Development Bank (ADB) had committed
to finance the dam but after ten years of stalling, finally backed out under pressure,
stating, after a decade, that it was in ―disputed territory,‖ something that clearly
reflected the hidden hand of Washington sabotage.
The $14 billion dam when complete will produce 4500 megawatts of
electricity through environmentally clean hydropower generation, and store an
extra 8 500 000 acre feet (10.5 km3) of water for the country for irrigation and
drinking, and extend the life of Tarbela Dam located downstream by35 years. This
willprotect Punjab and Sindh downstream from the high flooding of the River
Indus.
Rails, Highways, Ports
For China, today dependent on the vulnerable Straits of Malacca for 80% of
its oil imports from Africa and the Middle East, construction of a major oil pipeline
from Gwadar port on the Arabian Sea. This year construction of a Gwadar-Kashgar
oil pipeline that will carry one million barrel per day (1MMBD) Middle Eastern oil
to China, will allow China to shift around 17 percent of its oil import away from
the Malacca Strait. The new pipeline is due to complete by 2021. In 2015 the
Chinese Overseas Port Holding Company (COPHC) took over operation of the
Gwadar Port in a lease for 43 years, and Gwadar Port became a formal link
between the overland and the maritime sections of China‘s Belt and Road
Initiative.
Ongoing expansion of the port under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
project is estimated at $1.6 billion. It will link northern Pakistan and western China
to the deep water seaport. Gwadar will also have a floating liquefied natural gas
facility as part of a $2.5 billion Gwadar-Nawabshah segment of the Iran–Pakistan
gas pipeline project. Gwadar is only 120 miles from the Iranian border.
Construction began in June 2016 on the Gwadar Special Economic Zone, which is
being built adjacent to the port. The Chinese government is financing much of the
port construction via zero interest loans whereby Pakistan must only repay
principal.
Estimates are that the Gwadar oil pipeline to Kashgar in Xinjiang China will
cut the shipping cost and transit time to half of the current circuitous 12,000 km
sea route. It also avoids the geopolitically risky Malacca Strait. China is also
building a major oil refinery at the Gwadar port, giving easy access for doing
business with Middle East, Africa and Europe with much shorter time
and distance.
Since the Obama Administration proclaimed its foolish ―Asia Pivot‖ military
redeployment to encircle China in the South China Sea and beyond, China has
prioritized its alternatives for energy and military security in event of a future
confrontation with Washington, something not at all inconceivable these days. In
his 2017 reconfirmation Senate testimony September 27, Chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General Joseph Dunford declared, ―I think China probably poses
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the greatest threat to our nation by about 2025.‖ Since Washington declared its
Asia Pivot in 2010 as official military doctrine to contain China, China definitely
sees the US as China‘s ―greatest threat.‖ I can‘t say I blame them given all the
mischief the US has been making to isolate China over the past seven years.
A recent study by Beijing‘s Chongyang Institute for Financial Studies of
Renmin University remarks that the building up of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor will not only be a ―huge driving force for the development of China and
Pakistan, but also in its stimulation of coordinated economic development by
closely linking up Central Asian, South Asian, North African and Gulf countries
and regions with the economic, trade and infrastructure connectivity and energy
cooperation.‖
The BRI and the CPEC prime corridor of the BRI is not about making easier
a Chinese invasion of India as some Indian and Washington think tanks claim. It is
about intelligent building up the economic space, not bombing it down as Dunford,
Defense Secretary Mad Man, sorry, Mad Dog Mattis, and others in Washington
advocate.
Китай поможет восстановить круговую железную дорогу в
пакистанском городе Карачи (КПЭК)
https://novostivl.ru/msg/24873.htm. 9.10.2017.
Официальные власти Пакистана намерены возродить заброшенную
круговую железнодорожную ветку при финансовой поддержке КНР
Премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хаган Аббаси совместно с
кабинетом министров приняли это решение на встрече в пятницу. Проект
будет реализован при поддержке Китайско-Пакистанского экономического
коридора. Объем финансирования составит 1,95 миллиард долларов,
сообщает ЕНВ.
Железная дорога открылась в крупнейшем городе страны в 1964-м, но
движение по ней прекратилось в 1999 году. Сегодня идея восстановления
железнодорожной ветки снова становится актуальной.
Отметим, что ранее японское правительство рассматривало вопрос о
предоставлении финансовой поддержки проекту. Японское агентство
международного сотрудничества начало проводить исследование на
железной дороге ещѐ в 2006 году.
Однако источники заявляют, что Пакистан сообщил в конце прошлого
года японской стороне о намерении продолжить работу с Китаем. Такое
решение было принято, поскольку Пекин стремится усилить свое влияние в
регионе. КНР вкладывает значительные средства в Пакистан в рамках своей
экономической инициативы "Один пояс, одна дорога". Деньги в рамках
проекта тратятся, главным образом, на инфраструктуру и улучшение
системы распределения товаров.
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Пакистан попросил США обратить внимание на нарушения прав
человека в Кашмире, а не на то, что КПЭК проходит по пакистанскому
Кашмиру
US asked to focus on HR abuses in Kashmir, not CPEC
SHAFQAT
ALI.
The
Nation.
October
08,
2017.
http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Oct-2017/us-asked-to-focus-on-hr-abuses-inkashmir-not-cpec
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Saturday asked the United States and the world
to focus on human right violations in held Kashmir instead of finding faults with
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which would benefit the ―region
and beyond‖.
Reacting to the US Defence Secretary, James Mattis‘, statement on the
multi-billion-dollar the CPEC, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said
that the CPEC was a ―development and connectivity project for the betterment of
the people in the region and beyond.‖
Earlier, Mattis supported India‘s claim and said his country believed the
CPEC passed through disputed territory.
He was referring to the $56 billion CPEC passing through the northern areas,
which India argues are part of the disputed Kashmir territory.
The US defence secretary told the Senate Armed Services Committee: ―The
One Belt, One Road also goes through the disputed territory, and I think that in
itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a dictate.‖
Furious over Mattis‘ assertion on the CPEC, Nafees Zakaria said the
international community should focus on human rights violations and heinous
crimes committed by Indian occupation forces in held Kashmir.
―As for the Kashmir dispute, efforts need to be made to implement the UN
Security Council resolutions on Kashmir, that call for a UN-supervised plebiscite
to enable Kashmiris to exercise their right to self determination,‖ he said in a
statement issued here.
On October 5, Zakaria had accused India of trying to sabotage the CPEC
project.
He said convicted Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav, working for the Research
and Analysis Wing (RAW), was on a mission to create instability in Pakistan and
disrupt the CPEC.
Chairman of Parliamentary Committee on CPEC Senator Mushahid Hussain
Syed said Mattis‘ statement contradicted with Washington‘s policy.
―The defence secretary‘s stance on One Belt, One Road has contradictions.
It has no facts,‖ he said.
The lawmaker said the US itself had supported the project at a forum in
Beijing this year.
Syed said the US opposition to One Belt, One Road was a ―historic
mistake‖.
―The statement comes when they [the Trump administration] are
[themselves] enhancing trade ties with China,‖ he added.
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CPEC expert Major General Zahir Shah (retd) said the multi-billion-dollar
project was aimed at bringing prosperity in the region and was not designed against
any country.
―There is no reason to oppose a project, which will only improve economy
and facilitate people. India is trying to close all doors, which benefit Pakistan,‖ he
said.
Shah said the CPEC was a reality and a proof of Pak-China friendship.
―China is investing so much money here. The US and the whole world
should appreciate this project. There is no reason for criticism [on CPEC],‖ he
added.
Agencies add: China has rejected the objections raised by the US over the
CPEC saying that its One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative was backed by the
UN. ―We have repeatedly reiterated that CPEC is an economic cooperation
initiative that is not directed against third parties and has nothing to do with
territorial sovereignty disputes and does not affect China‘s principled stance on the
Kashmir issue,‖ the Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement.
It added that over 70 countries and international organisations which had
signed cooperation agreements with China on OBOR, including the UN General
Assembly and the UN Security Council, have incorporated it in their important
resolutions.
―Over 130 countries and more than 70 international organisations sent
representatives to attend the international cooperation summit – ‗Belt and Road
Forum‘, organised by China in Beijing in May and spoke highly of the initiative,‖
it noted.
―This fully explains that the OBOR initiative is in line with the trend of the
times and conforms to the rules of development and is in line with the interests of
the people of all countries and has a broad and bright prospect for development.‖
―There is no reason to oppose a project, which will only improve economy
and facilitate people. India is trying to close all doors, which benefit Pakistan,‖ he
said.
Shah said the CPEC was a reality and a proof of Pak-China friendship.
―China is investing so much money here. The US and the whole world
should appreciate this project. There is no reason for criticism [on CPEC],‖ he
added.
Agencies add: China has rejected the objections raised by the US over the
CPEC saying that its One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative was backed by the
UN. ―We have repeatedly reiterated that CPEC is an economic cooperation
initiative that is not directed against third parties and has nothing to do with
territorial sovereignty disputes and does not affect China‘s principled stance on the
Kashmir issue,‖ the Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement.
It added that over 70 countries and international organisations which had
signed cooperation agreements with China on OBOR, including the UN General
Assembly and the UN Security Council, have incorporated it in their important
resolutions.
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―Over 130 countries and more than 70 international organisations sent
representatives to attend the international cooperation summit – ‗Belt and Road
Forum‘, organised by China in Beijing in May and spoke highly of the initiative,‖
it noted.
―This fully explains that the OBOR initiative is in line with the trend of the
times and conforms to the rules of development and is in line with the interests of
the people of all countries and has a broad and bright prospect for development.‖
США считают, что КПЭК незаконно проходит по спорной территории
Кашмира, которая может принадлежать Индии.
CPEC passes through disputed territory: US
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn October 07, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362283/cpecpasses-through-disputed-territory-us

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration has informed Congress that it
too believes the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) passes through a
disputed territory — originally an India claim aimed at thwarting the development
plan.
The $56 billion CPEC passes through Pakistan‘s northern areas, which India
claims is part of the disputed Jammu and Kashmir territory.
―The One Belt, One Road also goes through disputed territory, and I think
that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a dictate,‖ US
Defence Secretary James Mattis told the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Examine: CPEC and Kashmir issue
Secretary Mattis and Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen Joseph Dunford
appeared before the Senate and House armed services panel earlier this week to
brief US lawmakers on the current situation in the Pak-Afghan region.
Secretary Mattis said the US opposed the One Belt, One Road policy in
principle because in a globalised world, there were many belts and many roads,
and no one nation should put itself into a position of dictating One Belt, One Road.
And it opposed the one going through Pakistan also because it passed through a
disputed territory.
The new US position on CPEC will further strain already tense relations
between the US and Pakistan, which also opposed the greater role Washington has
assigned to India in Afghanistan in a strategy President Trump announced on Aug
21.
―As far as Afghanistan goes, as we try to separate out variables where, in
some areas, we work with China, for example, terrorism — I think there are areas
where we can work — find common ground with China when it comes to
counterterrorism, and we should exercise those areas pretty fully,‖ said the US
defence chief.
―But we should be under no illusions,‖ he warned. ―There are areas where,
also, strategically, we need to confront China where we think it‘s unproductive —
the direction they‘re going in.‖
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Китай с помощью
электростанцию

Siemens

построит

для

Пакистана

СПГ-

Информационное
агентство
«InfoLine».
6.10.2017.
http://advis.ru/php/view_news.php?id=5AB00FF3-27A0-8A44-8C33-CEA2DB2338A9

RusEnergy. 06.10.2017. Немецкий концерн Siemens получил от
Пакистана заказ на поставку оборудования для новой электростанции Jhang,
которая строится в провинции Пенджаб. Необычноcть этой ТЭС состоит в
том, что она будет работать на сжиженном природном газе. Станцию строит
China Machinery Engineering Corporation, будучи подрядчиком в проекте
пакистанской энергетической компании Punjab Thermal Power.
ТЭС располагается в 250 километрах к юго-западу от Лахора и имеет
проектную мощность в 1,3 ГВт, сообщает LNG World News. Поставка
оборудования от Siemens включает две газовые турбины SGT5-8000, одну
паровую турбину SST-5000, два парогенератора, а также контрольные и
вспомогательные системы. Общая стоимость оборудования — 200 млн евро.
Согласно планам Punjab Thermal Power, ТЭС изначально будет запущена с
использованием обычного природного газа. Это произойдет в декабре 2018
года. А в ноябре 2019-го стартует комбинированный цикл с применением
СПГ в качестве топлива для турбин.
США поддерживают позицию Индии по поводу китайского проекта
«Один пояс-один путь».
On OBOR, US backs India, says it crosses 'disputed' territory
The Times of India. 4.10.2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/on-obor-usbacks-india-says-it-crosses-disputed-territory/articleshow/60934571.cms

On OBOR, US backs India, says it crosses 'disputed' territory
HIGHLIGHTS
 US has thrown its weight behind India's opposition to China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
 India skipped China's the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) due to its sovereignty
concerns over CPEC.
WASHINGTON: The Trump administration on Tuesday threw its weight
behind India's opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor(CPEC),
saying it passes through a disputed territory and no country should put itself into a
position of dictating the Belt and Road initiative.
India skipped the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in May this year due to its
sovereignty concerns over the nearly $60 billion CPEC, a flagship project of
China's prestigious One Belt One Road (OBOR), which passes through Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK).
Having returned from his maiden trip to India last week wherein he met his
counterpart Nirmala Sitharaman and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US defence
secretary Jim Mattis today appeared to be a strong opponent of China's ambitious
OBOR initiative+ .
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"In a globalized world, there are many belts and many roads, and no
one nation should put itself into a position of dictating 'one belt, one road+ ',"
Mattis told members of the Senate Armed Services Committee during a
Congressional hearing.
"That said, the "One Belt One Road" also goes through disputed territory,
and I think, that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a
dictate," Mattis said apparently referring to India's position on CPEC.
Mattis was responding to a question from Senator Charles Peters over
OBOR and China's policy in this regard.
"The One Belt One Road strategy seeks to secure China's control over both
the continental and the maritime interest, in their eventual hope of dominating
Eurasia and exploiting natural resources there, things that are certainly at odds with
US policy. So what role do you see China playing in Afghanistan, and particularly
related to their One Belt One Road," Peter had asked.
США поддерживают позицию Индии, что КПЭК не может проходить
по спорным территориям (мнение индийских СМИ).
US backs India‘s stand in China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
The Hindu.

The Trump administration on Tuesday threw its weight behind India‘s
opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), saying it passes
through a disputed territory and no country should put itself into a position of
dictating the Belt and Road initiative.
India skipped the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in May this year due to its
sovereignty concerns over the nearly USD 60 billion CPEC, a flagship project of
China‘s prestigious One Belt One Road (OBOR), which passes through Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK).
Having returned from his maiden trip to India last week wherein he met his
counterpart Nirmala Sitharaman and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US Defence
Secretary Jim Mattis appeared to be a strong opponent of China‘s ambitious
OBOR initiative.
―In a globalised world, there are many belts and many roads, and no one
nation should put itself into a position of dictating ‗one belt, one road‘,‖ Mr. Mattis
told members of the Senate Armed Services Committee during a Congressional
hearing.
―That said, the One Belt One Road also goes through disputed territory, and
I think, that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that sort of a
dictate,‖ Mr. Mattis said apparently referring to India‘s position on CPEC.
Mr. Mattis was responding to a question from Senator Charles Peters over
OBOR and China‘s policy in this regard.
―The One Belt One Road strategy seeks to secure China‘s control over both
the continental and the maritime interest, in their eventual hope of dominating
Eurasia and exploiting natural resources there, things that are certainly at odds with
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US policy. So what role do you see China playing in Afghanistan, and particularly
related to their One Belt One Road,‖ Mr. Peters had asked.
КПЭК принесет немало выгоды России, Китаю, Пакистану,
государствам Центральной Азии, странам Южной Азии
CPEC to bring about socio-economic revolution in region: PU VC
Daily Times, October 1st 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/punjab/01-Oct-17/cpec-to-bringabout-socio-economic-revolution-in-region-pu-vc

LAHORE: Punjab University Vice Chancellor Prof Dr Zaffar Mueen Nasar
Saturday said that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would benefit
entire region, besides positively influencing Pakistan socially, economically and
politically to a great extent.
Talking to a bunch of students at his office led by senior faculty member of
the Institute of Communication Studies (ICS), Dr Waqar Chaudhry, the vice
chancellor said that the CPEC would accrue many economic benefits to China,
Pakistan, Russia, Central Asia and other South Asian countries in terms of trade,
investment and people to people contact. "It is also likely to create a regional
environment whereby South Asian countries would be attracted to seek peace
based on the incentives of CPEC-related economic benefits," he added.
"In this context, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, in support of China,
Russia, Central Asian Republics (CARs) and other South Asian countries, might
get convinced for seeking peace in the region by resolving the disputes confronting
them," he maintained.
"Our region has witnessed a lot of conflict and deprivation in the past. Time
has come to turn a new leaf in the history of the region by bringing peace and
prosperity and addressing the challenges of poverty, unemployment and
underdevelopment," he added.
Throwing light on the declining export volume in Pakistan, he said that the
CPEC project would provide a network of road and railways to link remote
manufacturing facilities to the Karachi and Gwadar seaports.
"The improved connectivity will reduce the cost of transportation and curtail
travel time. Not only will it enhance competitiveness of existing firms but will also
incentivise exports. For instance, Pakistan's northern areas produce vegetables and
fruits, such as apples, apricots and cherries. But due to a lack of good connectivity,
most of this produce could not be exported. The CPEC would link the northern
areas to airports in Peshawar, Rawalpindi, and Lahore. This will give a boost to the
export of agricultural commodities, as most of these products were being
transported by air owing to their perishable nature," he elucidated.
Moreover, the vice chancellor said that CPEC would address Pakistan's
energy crisis as projects worth $35 billion had been envisaged in Pakistan in the
energy sector.
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Prof Dr Zaffar, a leading economist of international fame, said that the
CPEC would enable Pakistan to benefit greatly from ingenuity, innovation and
time-tested expertise of the Chinese industry.
"With the establishment of the economic zones in remote areas, employment
and uplift will come to the downtrodden and undeveloped areas of the country,
which will reduce poverty in these areas," he observed. "Enhancement of
geographical linkages having improved road, rail and air transportation systems
with frequent and free exchange of growth and people to people contact;
improving understanding of each other through academic and cultural linkages as
well as cultural activities; high volume of trade and business is a win-win model,"
he noted.
Развитие телекоммуникаций в рамках КПЭК
Exclusive: The CPEC plan for Pakistan‘s digital future
Qurat ul Ain Siddiqui, Jahanzaib Haque. Dawn, October 1st, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1361176/exclusive-the-cpec-plan-for-pakistans-digital-future

A new, upgraded cross-border fibre optic cable will address multiple
challenges faced by China and Pakistan.
KARACHI: A radical overhaul of Pakistan‘s communications framework
appears to be on the cards — or at least that is what Beijing and Islamabad have
envisioned under their Long Term Plan (LTP) for the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor.
A closer examination of the LTP document obtained in June by
Dawn reveals intentions for a revamped communications framework, which
includes components such as a fibre optic cable connecting Pakistan and China, a
new submarine landing station for internet traffic flow, and digital TV for all.
The roadmap, which was developed from November 2013 to December
2015 by officials and experts from both countries, contains a detailed 21-page
outline specific to communications – a plan envisioned to span up to 15 years,
starting in 2016 and concluding in 2030.
The most critical component is a new, upgraded fibre optic cable network
which spans Pakistan and crosses the border to connect directly with China.
A cross-border venture
As outlined in the master plan, the cross-border fibre optic cable will address
multiple challenges faced by China and Pakistan.
Firstly, it says it will handle the anticipated increase in communication
between the two countries. With ―deepening comprehensive strategic cooperation‖
comes the need to establish fast, reliable connectivity – and perhaps most critically
– communication that is not routed through Europe, the United States or India.
China also has in mind its own increasing international telecommunications
service demands which, if not addressed, may end up exposing ―a huge gap‖ in
China‘s international bandwidth.
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If actualised according to the LTP, the new network will be beneficial to
Pakistan by improving internet penetration and increasing speed, especially in
Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan, regions where internet connectivity has ranged
from poor to non-existent. It should also reduce the cost of internet connections.
Additionally, linking with the rest of the world through China will help
reduce Pakistan‘s dependence on undersea cables that carry the country‘s internet
traffic. In cases where the undersea cables develop a fault — as has occurred in the
past — the document says another route would be in place.
More broadly, the new network would provide landlocked central Asian
states a new, shorter and more cost-effective route for connectivity.
A security concern
The existing fibre optic network through which Pakistan connects to the
world has been developed by a consortium that has Indian companies either as
partners or shareholders.
This is viewed as a security concern e.g. when it comes to surveillance of
communication. As recently as January this year, Director General Special
Communications Organisation (SCO) Maj Gen Amir Azeem Bajwa informed the
National Assembly Standing Committee on Information Technology that some
incoming and outbound internet traffic landed in India before being routed to its
destinations, posing a security risk for Pakistan.
It appears that by routing through China, the state is planning to reduce such
security risks related to India. This would however increase the same risks from
China itself. The Chinese model of internet regulation could potentially also
impact freedom of speech and access to information for Pakistani users.
Through Khunjerab
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The LTP states that the cross-border optical cable will start from China‘s
Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous County and travel 135km to connect to Pakistan. It
will then pass through Khunjerab and travels 125km to the town of Sust in GilgitBaltistan. The cable then further travels 650km to link to Islamabad. From here,
the new cable could link to Pakistan‘s existing network.
The project was inaugurated in May 2016 by then prime minister Nawaz
Sharif. According to the official CPEC site, the cost of the ongoing construction is
an estimated $44 million. As of September 2017, the progress update states that
450km of the total 820km has been laid down and the remaining stretch will be
completed by December 2017.
Connecting to Gwadar
It also appears that connectivity till the capital isn‘t the end goal in the LTP.
The plan also includes carrying out improvements on the 804km long backbone
transmission network from Sukkur to Gwadar.
In the long term, a second route of the cable network is scheduled to be
constructed anew from Sukkur to Gwadar. This second route spanning 370km is
critical to ―forming a loop with the existing optical cables to enhance network
security‖.
From Gwadar to the world
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The LTP also envisions a plan to remedy the danger of internet disruption
due to any accident at Pakistan‘s only submarine cable landing station. Currently,
the undersea fibre optic cables that carry all internet traffic connect to one landing
station located at Karachi. A major accident at the station can result in disruption
of the internet across the entire country.
To address this, a new submarine cable landing station at Gwadar Port is
planned to be built to ―enhance security of the international communications
network in Pakistan‖. According to the plan, the Gwadar station would cover an
area of about 10,000 square metres.
A feasibility study in the short-term will be followed up by construction
from 2021-2030. Chairman of the National Telecommunication Corporation
(NTC) Viqar Rashid Khan said in September last year that work has already started
on the project.
Switch to digital TV
The introduction of terrestrial Digital TV with a network ―covering over
90%‖ of Pakistan‘s population is another key project of the LTP, set to be
complete by 2020. To this end, Chinese enterprises will provide Pakistan with
Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcast (DTMB) technology to enable the switch
to digital TV.
This is an indication of Beijing and Islamabad‘s enthusiasm to bring an
advanced technology like China‘s DTMB that allows broadcasting in standard
definition and high definition to deliver a larger quantity of TV channels at higher
quality.
If the plan is implemented, it will be a major upgrade from terrestrial TV
broadcasting in Pakistan. It will also likely have great impact on the media
industry, changing revenue models and programming. Cable operators who offer
only cheap, low quality connections will also be affected.
According to the LTP, the project is divided into four phases; phase one
covering Islamabad and surrounding areas; phase two covering other major cities,
such as Karachi and Lahore; phase three entails coverage of other densely
populated areas, while the final phase aims to cover all of Pakistan, including
remote areas.
In the LTP, Digital TV is noted to be ―a cultural transmission carrier‖ that
will introduce Chinese culture to Pakistan. It is stated that eight sets of
―programmes‖ have been determined and more will be added as required. The
programmes have not been named.
To this end, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and China‘s
National Development and Reform Commission had signed an MoU on
implementing China‘s DTMB network in Pakistan. PTV and ZTE, a multinational
telecommunications equipment and systems company headquartered in China, also
signed an agreement to carry out pilot projects to implement DTMB in Islamabad
and other areas.
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According to the CPEC website, a pilot project of DTMB has been
completed at a cost of $2 million. The demonstration project is currently ―with
Chinese side‖ and is being processed.
E-government expansion
Connectivity is paired with governance in the master plan, which envisions
the construction of a large-scale national data centre for ―centralised management
of e-government data and safe network operation‖. The facility is slated to be built
in northern Pakistan between 2016 and 2020. It will occupy a total area of 8,000
square metres.
The centre could provide many services and solutions to the government and
other key organisations in terms of hosting important data, managing
communications, providing internet access, assisting in surveillance, implementing
IT applications and delivering online services to citizens. In the long term, the
project entails the construction of backup data centres to be built in other cities.
Additionally, the LTP says a network for e-government will be built to
establish channels from Islamabad to the provincial governments. Public access to
government departments and agencies, including metropolitan departments of
different towns and cities will be increased.
Last year, the National Telecommunication Corporation (NTC) inaugurated
the ‗first ever‘ National Data Centre of Pakistan in Islamabad at an event organised
by Huawei. In March this year, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
Centre of Excellence was inaugurated in Islamabad by Minister for Planning,
Development and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal and Ambassador of China to Pakistan, Sun
Weidong.
Safe living in ‗safe cities‘
The communications plan also focuses on urban security, as network
infrastructure will be used to prevent criminal and terrorist activities, ―through
sophisticated monitoring, smart alert systems and visual command and dispatch‖.
This will involve the installation of surveillance cameras, explosive
detectors and scanners covering major roads, sensitive areas and crowded
localities. The information from these devices will be transmitted in real-time to a
control centre where staff will monitor, record and take action when necessary.
The plan does not identify who will staff the centre, a key concern related to
possible misuse of such technology, and the extent to which China will be involved
in internal security.
Listing Peshawar as a starting point, the project will extend to the major
cities based on its success. The LTP also identifies an added advantage of the
project i.e. assisting in the establishment of a platform to manage public services in
safe cities such as digital city management, road transportation management and
other systems.
In February this year, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak
had called on the home, planning and development, police officials and
representatives of the Chinese company tasked with executing the Peshawar Safe
City project to speed up work on the project. The CM was talking to the vice
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president of the Chinese company. In March, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
government signed multiple agreements with Chinese investment companies in
which Smart and Safe City projects worth $2bn were included.
Aside from Peshawar, other Safe City projects are at various stage of
completion.
Islamabad‘s Safe City project was completed and inaugurated in June last
year, although it was approved in 2009 by the PPP government after an agreement
with China that included a $124 million soft loan under the condition that
equipment would be bought from Chinese companies.
In October last year, Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif said the first phase of
Lahore‘s Safe City Project had been completed. He said this had been
accomplished in collaboration with Chinese company Huawei that was paid Rs12
billion to execute the project.
In May this year, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif said that Safe City
projects were being launched in six big cities of Punjab, aside from the ongoing
Lahore project. He said the projects would be complete by 2018.
In August, the Sindh government announced the launch of a ―video
surveillance project‖ that would become part of Karachi‘s Safe City project.
Costing Rs10 billion, a total of 10,000 high-definition cameras will be installed at
2,000 spots in Karachi.
A plan has also been drawn up to make Quetta and Gwadar safe cities at a
cost of Rs10 billion.
Transformation through training
The LTP states that capacity building and talent cultivation in information
and communication technologies will include training 2,000 professionals, of
whom 200 will go to China, while the rest will be trained at Chinese training
centres in Pakistan.
It is envisioned that the construction of a China-Pakistan Technical Training
Centre will form the training base for the telecommunication/technology industry.
In the long term, the local training centre may be built into a college or university.
In case a training centre cannot be built, the fall-back plan is to have Chinese
communication enterprises and Pakistani universities jointly provide technical
training.
A mechanism will also be established to train Pakistani technicians with
China‘s resources, such as training at Chinese institutions of higher learning and
institutions of communication equipment enterprises. Exchanges will also extend
to top management of Pakistan‘s Ministry of Information Technology and China‘s
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology to share experience and achieve
common development across multiple fields.
CHINA‘S COMMUNICATIONS FOOTPRINT IN PAKISTAN
Information reproduced from the master plan document
 CMPak operating under the brand name Zong, is owned by China Mobile.
It has grown to be the third largest mobile communication operator in
Pakistan.
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Huawei holds the largest share of the communications equipment market
(45%) and cooperates with five major domestic operators. It also has three
training centers in Pakistan.
ZTE Corporation has nine branch offices in Pakistan with more than 220
Chinese staff and over 620 local employees. It has cooperative relations with
85 local subcontractors.

Автомобильная промышленность Пакистана выиграет от сооружения
КПЭК
Auto sector set to make big gains from CPEC
The Express Tribune, September 26th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1516174/autosector-set-make-big-gains-cpec/

LAHORE: The demand for four-wheel vehicles will rise from 0.25 million
to 0.5 million in Pakistan within the next 12 years, according to a report by the
Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority (Smeda).
The report, which was sent to Smeda CEO Sher Ayub, said that the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will bring a lot of opportunities for the auto
sector. This in turn will benefit the transport warehousing and freight forwarding
services by further expanding the auto and logistics sector.
Chinese interested in setting up auto unit in Pakistan
The report said that auto is one of the fastest growing sectors in Pakistan and
Japan is concentrating on collaboration to meet the augmenting demand of fourwheel vehicles in the country.
In this regard, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Director
South Asia Naoyuki Nemoto visited Smeda-Sindh‘s provincial office to explore
new opportunities of assistance.
The report highlighted that with the changing trend of consumerism in the
country, demand for agro-processing products was also increasing rapidly, adding
that the requirements for processed and packaged semi-cooked food items, fruits
and vegetables has also highly increased.
This meant improvement in quality for exploring international markets, the
report mentioned.
China to build automobile city in Gwadar
The findings identified engineering sector particularly auto, logistics and
agro-processing industry as high potential areas for collaboration between Pakistan
and Japan.
Smeda CEO has assured to undertake special initiatives for making the local
SMEs aware of the new joint venture opportunities emerging under CPEC.
КПЭК - ж/д линия и Свободная экономическая зона задерживаются в
строительстве
CPEC railway line, economic zone projects face delay
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Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
22nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1512814/cpec-railway-line-economic-zone-projects-face-delay/

ISLAMABAD: The inability of federal and provincial governments to do
away with their inefficiencies has held back benefits of some of the critical ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects as an $8.2-billion project for
upgrading main railway lines and a scheme for setting up special economic zones
face delay.
The project for improvement of Pakistan Railways‘ existing Main Line (MLI) was planned to be completed in two phases between 2016 and 2020. However,
its preliminary design has not been completed yet, creating hurdles in the way of
coming up with the final cost and financing arrangements.
―The project cost can go up or down as the preliminary design will still take
time,‖ said an official of the Planning Commission.
The matter came up for discussion in a meeting of the CPEC Coordination
Review Committee, chaired by newly appointed Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal.
Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong was present in the meeting.
Chinese Fortune 500 company among bidders for Railways upgrade
―Pakistan Railways told the meeting that the project‘s technical study will be
done by the end of this year,‖ said Iqbal after the meeting.
He revealed that he would take up the issue of financing the rail line with
Chinese authorities during his upcoming visit to Beijing.
The Planning Commission official said in order to overcome the challenges, it
had been decided to split the project into two parts.
Preliminary design of the first phase was almost ready and a new PC-I would
be submitted soon for approval of the Central Development Working Party
(CDWP), he said.
In June last year, the CDWP approved, in principle, the $8.2-billion PC-I of
the project, but it called for first working out its firm cost and financing
arrangements before seeking final go-ahead from the Executive Committee of
National Economic Council. Planning Commission documents showed that the
first part cost would be roughly $3.2 billion.
The ML-I project comes under the CPEC framework. According to an
understanding, 15% of the cost will be borne by Pakistan and 85% will be financed
by relevant Chinese financial institutions. At present, Pakistan Railways handles
less than 4% of the country‘s traffic volume, which the government intends to
increase to at least 20% by 2025.
The project involves upgrading of the railways existing main line from
Karachi to Peshawar having total length of 1,872 km including the 91km LodhranKhanewal section and the 55km Taxila-Havelian section.
Major scope of work will involve upgrading of the existing double and single
tracks over 1,598 km and overhauling of the existing 930km double line.
Economic zones
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Another important feature of CPEC is the setting up of Prioritised Special
Economic Zones, which will serve as a hub of industrial activities and are critical
for job creation.
China, Pakistan to upgrade 1,600kms of railway lines
―A Chinese expert team is coming next month and it is unfortunate that
provincial governments have sought two more months to finalise feasibility studies
for their respective economic zones,‖ said the planning minister. For the past one
year, he said, he had been pushing the provinces to complete work on the
feasibility studies.
Iqbal said the performance of the Board of Investment (BoI), which takes
centre stage in the planning and execution of economic zones, was also not up to
the mark.
―BoI‘s administrative infrastructure is incomplete and I have directed the
authorities to submit a plan within one week,‖ said the minister. ―We need a
modern BoI to work on CPEC industrial zones.‖
The minister noted with satisfaction that Gwadar projects had started moving
forward. According to him, the Gwadar Eastbay Expressway project‘s
groundbreaking will be performed by the prime minister on his return from the
United States. The design of the Gwadar New International Airport has been sent
to China for review and it is expected to be finalised by the end of this year.
Iqbal said during his upcoming visit, dates for a meeting of the 7th CPEC
Joint Cooperation Committee would be finalised in consultation with the Chinese
authorities.
КПЭК. Китай и Пакистан не просто союзники, но друзья, - заявил
посол Китая в Пакистане
China, Pakistan not allies but friends: Weidong
The News. 20/09/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/231182-China-Pakistan-notallies-but-friends-Weidong

ISLAMABAD: Chinese Ambassador Sun Weidong on Tuesday said that
Pakistan and China were not allies but friends adding that the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) was a flagship project of the Belt and Road Initiative
that had entered the stage of an early harvest.
He said this while addressing a national conference on 'Changing Security in
South Asia and Development of CPEC' here. The Islamabad Policy Research
Institute (IPRI) and Hanns Seidel Foundation organised the two-day conference.
"Presently, 19 projects are under construction or have been completed with a
total investment of $19 billion. "The CPEC projects have directly created
thousands of local jobs. Chinese enterprises always lay emphasis on training the
youth talents and actively provide training opportunities," he said.
Ambassador Sun Weidong said CPEC was the best reflection of Silk Road
spirit, featuring peace, cooperation, openness, inclusiveness, mutual learning and
prosperity. The ambassador said CPEC had cross-border consensus from the
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people of both sides because it followed the principles of mutual partnership and
peaceful development.
He explained that CPEC followed a new type of international relations based
on win-win cooperation by forging partnerships of dialogue with no confrontation,
on the basis of friendship rather than alliances. China, he stressed, wanted to
actively promote policy synergies rather than Cold War doctrinal divisions.
Явный прорыв в Соглашении с Китаем по свободной торговле
‗Breakthrough‘ in Sino-Pak FTA talks
Dawn, September 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357937/breakthrough-insino-pak-fta-talks

KARACHI: China agreed to address major concerns of Pakistan about the
preference erosion of its exports and meaningful market access during the latest
round of negotiations over the China-Pakistan Free Trade Agreement (FTA) held
in Beijing on Sept 14-15.
The negotiation hit an impasse in the last few rounds, but the eighth meeting
of the second phase of negotiations over the FTA concluded with a ‗breakthrough‘,
according to a statement issued by the Ministry of Commerce on Friday.
Also read: Pakistan's trade deficit with China swells to $6.2bn
The meeting was co-chaired by Commerce Secretary Mohammad Younus
Dagha and Chinese Vice Minister for Commerce Wang Shouwen.
In the last seven rounds, Pakistan pleaded the case for the restoration of its
preference under the FTA that had been eroded due to subsequent FTAs of China.
Mr Dagha pointed out that the preference on 79 per cent of Pakistan‘s exports to
China had been eroded. Pakistan has also shown concern about not being able to
get meaningful market access during the first phase of the FTA.
Also read: Chinese ‗rigidity‘ rattles Pakistani businesses
Pakistan had been raising this issue with the Chinese side time and again
during the previous rounds without any consensus to address these concerns.
Pakistan shared a list of around 70 high-priority items of its export interest
for immediate market access. The Chinese side agreed to consider the list
favourably. These tariff lines constitute more than 80pc of Pakistan‘s current
exports to China.
Китайские фирмы уже вложили 30 млрд. долл. в КПЭК (энергетика)
Chinese firms have already invested $30b in CPEC projects
The
Express
Tribune,
September
13th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1504768/chinese-firms-already-invested-30b-cpec-projects/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Planning Commission Deputy Chairman Sartaj Aziz said on
Tuesday that the government‘s decisive shift from costly thermal power generation
to energy mix will lead to high sustainable economic growth in the country.
―The government is focusing on producing energy from various sources
including solar, hydro and wind resources as well as LNG and coal-based power
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projects to overcome the ongoing energy crisis in the country,‖ Aziz said while
speaking at the International Conference on Sustainable Energy Technologies.
Investing In CPEC: ICCI wants incentives for start-ups
He said Pakistan had been suffering a multi-dimensional energy crisis for the
past one decade. ―Power shortages coupled with high electricity costs have had a
very negative impact on the economy and on public welfare,‖ he said.
―While inflow of new investments was hampered by the precarious security
situation, production from existing units was seriously affected by electricity and
gas load-shedding. As a result, the growth rate slowed down to an average of 3%
between 2006 and 2013.‖
The deputy chairman said the most important thrust of this effort was the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) energy package, which would add
17,000 megawatts to the existing installed capacity of about 20,000MW.
Of this, about half is in the early harvest projects, which will become
operational before the end of 2018.
Pointing out that most CPEC projects were being built on the public-private
partnership model, he said $30 billion had already been invested by Chinese
companies.
Pak-China relationship attained new heights after CPEC: PM Abbasi
―Pakistan will buy electricity at upfront prices and thus it will not add to its
debt burden,‖ he said, adding several other projects outside of CPEC‘s realm were
being undertaken to add 3,000MW to the system.
He said attention was also being paid to the transmission and distribution
system apart from power generation.
During financial year 2016-17, the National Transmission and Despatch
Company‘s transmission capacity rose 3,000 megavolt-ampere (MVA) and 2,400
MVA on 500 kilovolt (kv) and 220 kv systems respectively.
КПЭК – проблемы, которые видит Китай в ходе его сооружения
Chinese perceptions of CPEC
Ishrat Husain (former governor of the State Bank of Pakistan). Dawn, September 12th,
2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357043/chinese-perceptions-of-cpec

The writer is MOST discussions and analyses with regard to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) have a Pakistan-driven perspective, and
rightly so. After all, we have to safeguard our national interests and ensure
maximum benefits for the country. These discussions and writings have evoked a
lot of interest in China. This article attempts to present a limited cross section of
the views articulated by Chinese scholars, academics, companies engaged in
CPEC, retired officials and other friends of Pakistan.
My past association with China as the region‘s chief economist for the
World Bank as well as visits to China practically every year since then has allowed
me to gather these points of view. This year I also had the privilege of attending
two international conferences on CPEC, one in Beijing in March and the second in
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Shanghai in August and listening to the candid views of the Chinese participants
from various sections of the society. The goodwill that Pakistan enjoys among the
Chinese is perhaps unparalleled and therefore we have to pay heed to their
concerns and suggestions. The gist presented here is a composite sketch of diverse
views.
The Chinese have voiced concerns regarding negative CPEC talk, security
and red tape.
Under its One Belt One Road Initiative announced in 2013, China is
planning to invest more than $1 trillion in 60 countries all over the world to
establish six different corridors. The receptivity in other countries to this proposal
has been anything but enthusiastic; however, some Chinese friends are puzzled by
the sceptical and negative reactions from certain quarters in Pakistan expressed in
the media, particularly on social media. This comes to them as a surprise because
of the long uninterrupted record of strong bilateral relations between the two
countries that were not even affected by changes in political leadership in either
country. CPEC is the first project of its kind to foster economic cooperation on a
massive scale for building large infrastructural projects in Pakistan.
Although realising that there are some external forces hostile to this
initiative, Chinese analysts and participants are concerned about what they see as
the misrepresentation of facts by many Pakistanis. It is not obvious to them as to
what purpose is served by raising doubts and fears about CPEC in the minds of the
Pakistani population. The aspersions being cast on the motives of the Chinese,
such as the analogy with the East India Company or Pakistan becoming a satellite
of China, are very unnerving: external detractors of CPEC pick up these reports
and after bundling them as ‗risks‘ of CPEC to Pakistan, disseminate them widely.
The Chinese argue that the IPPs have been a policy instrument for
investment in Pakistan‘s energy sector for a very long time. When the country was
facing serious energy shortages no one else came to Pakistan‘s rescue and invested
in the sector. Now that China has come forward with a planned investment of $35
billion or 70 per cent of the total CPEC allocation under the same policy, questions
are being raised.
Had it involved extraction of natural resources from Pakistan for the benefit
of the Chinese, this criticism would have been justifiable. On the contrary, the
benefits of this investment would be exclusively appropriated by Pakistan‘s
industries and households that would no longer face load-shedding while the
country would record a 2pc annual rise in GDP growth.
Chinese state-owned companies, designated by the Chinese government
based on their expertise and experience, are executing the projects with loans
provided by government-owned banks on concessional terms both in tenor and
pricing. In several projects, Chinese and Pakistani companies have entered into
joint ventures. The repatriation of profits and debt-servicing in foreign exchange
arising out of these obligations would become possible after an increase in the
volume of exports as a result of the Chinese-Pakistani joint ventures relocating
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their industries to the Gwadar Free Economic Zone and the nine industrial zones to
be established under CPEC.
In the opinion of some, the negative feelings can have unintended adverse
consequences for the personal security of Chinese nationals working on these
projects, particularly in some sensitive areas of Balochistan. Some elements
unhappy with the Pakistani state and government and possibly acting at the behest
of foreign powers hostile to CPEC appear to have created conditions in which the
murders and kidnappings of Chinese nationals that were almost non-existent have
begun to take place. Our interlocutors were grateful for the new division being
raised by the Pakistan Army for protection of the Chinese; but the security risk is
raising premiums for relocation to some of the vulnerable areas.
The other area which bothered CPEC‘s project managers was the red tape
and cumbersome decision-making within the Pakistani government. Too many
agencies are involved in the clearance and approval process, each one taking its
own time. These delays cost them money and disrupt the schedule of activities and
completion time table. Power tariffs, according to them, should be reasonable,
predictable, sustainable, valid for a multi-year period and not subject to frequent
changes. They request that a focal point in the government be established and
empowered to secure all approvals and decisions.
The next point raised was to have a high-level joint coordination committee
to redress the grievances and complaints of the Chinese companies. The existing
joint working groups operate at the government-to-government level but there is no
platform available for the Chinese companies or their Pakistani joint venture
partners to approach. Continuous federal-provincial-local government coordination
is essential to move the projects along till completion. Land acquisition is a
provincial local subject and the process takes too much time.
When questioned about the Pakistani private-sector companies partnering
with them, the Chinese executives told us that the dearth of qualified and
experienced Pakistani entities was an acute problem. Their own cost of production
would be lowered if they were able to deploy Pakistani managers, skilled workers,
equipment operators and labour as part of their deal with the local companies.
These perceptions may be right or misplaced but we have to investigate and
take measures to resolve some of the genuine problems faced by our Chinese
partners.
Уже 19 проектов реализованы в рамках КПЭК (18 млрд. долл.), заявил посол Китая в Пакистане
CPEC enters early stage of harvest: China
The Nation. September 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Sep-2017/cpec-entersearly-stage-of-harvest-china

ISLAMABAD - Chinese Ambassador Sun Weidong has said that Sangam
Club is a new addition to the all-weather Pak-China friendship that would further
consolidate interaction between the peoples of both the states in coming years.
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The ambassador expressed these remarks while addressing the annual
Sangam Club Gala 2017 held at the Chinese Embassy here yesterday.
Special children from Balochistan along with others spellbound the audience
with their marvellous skills.
Chairman Senate Foreign Relations Committee Nuzhat Sadiq, Madam Diana
Bao, the chairperson of Sangam Club, Chairman HEC, Charge d‘ Affairs Chinese
Embassy Mr Zhao Lijian, Director-General PNCA Mr Jamal Shah and others were
also present.
Talking about the CPEC, the ambassador said that as the flagship project of
the Belt and Road Initiative, the CPEC has entered the stage of early harvest.
―Presently, 19 projects are under construction or completed with a total
investment of $18.5 billion. The CPEC projects have directly created nearly 20,000
local jobs. Chinese enterprises always lay emphasis on training the youth talents
and actively provide training opportunities,‖ he added.
He said in 2016, there were nearly 200,000 people visited each other‘s
country.
―As many as 14 pairs of friendly provinces or cities are established. There
are around 18,000 Pakistani students studying in China last year. The number of
Pakistani students enjoying Chinese government scholarships is 5,081, ranking
first in the world,‖ he added.
Sun Weidong said that the Sangam Club since its launching last year, had
arranged trips to China for more than 200 people, including teachers, students,
medical staffs and journalists.
Referring to Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif‘s visit to Beijing, the envoy said
over the years, Pakistan has been a victim of terrorism and an important participant
in international anti-terrorism cooperation.
―The tremendous efforts and national sacrifices made by the Pakistani
government and people for the cause of counter-terrorism are obvious to all, which
should be fully acknowledged by the international community,‖ he said.
―Sangam is not a club. We are one family. The Chinese Embassy is your
second home. Welcome come again and enjoy yourself,‖ the envoy said.
Madame Diana Bao, the brain behind the Sangam Gala, had invited special
students from Balochistan who performed national songs and cultural songs. The
performance of special kids captivated the audience.
Students from Hazara Public School and artistes from PNCA performed
Punjabi dances Bhangra and Luddi. On the occasion, Chinese cultural performers
also fascinated the gathering.
Pakistani delegates who had visited China came all the way from Peshawar,
Quetta, Karachi, Sargodha and Hazara Division for the reunion at the Gala.
Индия и Китай создали рабочую группу для выработки экспортной
политики (снизить торговый дефицит для Индии в двусторонней торговле).
India, China to set up working groups to promote exports
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The Times of India. 11.09.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/india-china-to-set-up-working-groups-to-promote-exports/articleshow/60438059.cms

NEW DELHI: India and China have agreed to set up industry specific
working groups for increasing exports with a view to bridge trade deficit with
Beijing, Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu said on Saturday.
"Concerned about growing trade deficit with China, we agreed to set up
industry specific working groups, to promote more exports from India," Prabhu
said in a tweet.
Concerned about growing trade deficit with China,we agreed to set up
industry specific working groups,to promote more exports from India
He is in Manila, the Philippines to attend the fifth East Asia Summit (EAS)
Economic Ministers' Meeting. The minister would also participate in the trade
ministers' meeting of 16 RCEP member countries.
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is a mega trade pact
among 16 countries which aims to cover goods, services, investments, economic
and technical cooperation, competition and intellectual property rights.
At the sidelines of EAS meet, the minister met his Chinese
counterpart Zhong Shan to discuss ways to promote bilateral trade between the
countries.
Prabhu, who recently took charge of the ministry, also met Japanese
Minister of economy, trade and industry Hiroshige Seko and Korean Trade
Minister Hyun Chong KIM.
India's trade deficit with China narrowed marginally to $51.08 billion in
2016-17 from $52.69 billion in 2015- 16.
India wants greater market access in China for its goods and services like IT
and pharma products. The country has also insisted upon China to increase
investments.
Индия хочет все больше китайских инвестиций
India seeks more Chinese investments
Chinese FDI in India between April 2000 and June 2017 was worth $1.67
bn, or 0.49% of the total.
Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu meets counterpart in move to
address bilateral trade deficit
In a bid to reduce the huge bilateral trade deficit with China, which, in the
last fiscal, was a whopping $51 billion, the Centre has now sought greater
investments from Chinese firms including in India‘s export-focused Special
Economic Zones (SEZ).
In a meeting with his Chinese counterpart Zhong Shan on Saturday the
sidelines of the ongoing ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting (and related
meetings) in Manila, Indian commerce minister Suresh Prabhu called for greater
Chinese investments in India and ―offered facilitating measures including in
SEZs‖.
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Mr. Prabhu‘s immediate predecessor Nirmala Sitharaman had informed
Rajya Sabha in July 2014 that ―trade deficit can be reduced to sustainable levels
through more exports from India to China, as well as by China‘s investing in
building manufacturing capacities in India.‖
The aim, official sources said, was to then increase shipments from such
manufacturing facilities in India to China by catering to specific demand in that
country.
However, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from China in India between
April 2000 and June 2017 was worth only $1.67 billion — or a minuscule 0.49%
of the total FDI inflows of $342 billion during that period.
The meeting between Mr. Prabhu and Mr. Zhong Shan follows an official
statement on August 28 on a bilateral agreement regarding an ―expeditious
disengagement of border personnel at the face-off site at Doklam.‖ The Hindu had
reported on August 24 that China had agreed to send a high-level official team led
by Mr. Zhong Shan by December-end to New Delhi to address the issue of trade
imbalance with India.
Economic group meeting
Mr. Prabhu and Mr. Zhong Shan have agreed on holding a (bilateral) Joint
Economic Group (JEG) Meeting soon. Instructions have been given to the
concerned officials of both the countries to do the ground work prior to the JEG
meeting, Mr. Prabhu said in a tweet. In this regard, both ministers ―agreed to set up
product/sector specific Joint Working Groups to promote exports and bilateral
trade.‖
In September 2014, during the India visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping,
the Joint Statement had stated that the Chinese side announced the establishment of
two industrial parks in India, one in Gujarat and another in Maharashtra.
According to that statement,
―The Chinese side would also endeavour to realise an investment of $20
billion in India in the next five years in various industrial and infrastructure
development projects. India welcomes Chinese enterprises to participate in its
manufacturing and infrastructure projects.‖
The Centre had informed Rajya Sabha in November 2016 that to invite
Chinese investment in India, an MoU was inked between India and China in June
2014 on ‗Cooperation on Industrial Parks in India‘ with a view to provide a
platform for cluster-type development of the enterprises of both countries.
MoUs signed
In this regard, subsequently, MoUs were signed by Indian State Government
Agencies and Chinese investors. These include the MoU between Maharashtra
government and BeiqiFoton Motors, China for Auto Industrial Park in Pune, the
MoU between Industrial Extension Bureau (iNDEXTb), Gujarat government and
China Development Bank Corporation for supporting the setting up of Industrial
Parks in Gujarat, as well as the MoU between iNDEXTb and China Small and
Medium Enterprises (Chengdu) Investment Limited to set-up multi-purpose
Chinese Industrial Park in Gujarat.
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Besides, there is an MoU between HSIIDC (Haryana Government) and
Dalian Wanda Group to develop an integrated Entertainment Park-cum-Industrial
township in Haryana as well as an MoU between HSIIDC and China Fortune Land
Development to set up an Industrial Park in Haryana.The Indian government‘s
investment promotion and facilitation wing ‗Invest India‘ is also facilitating
Chinese investments in India, the Centre said.
Пакистан желает изменений в Соглашении о свободной торговле с
Китаем.
Pakistan seeks changes in free trade agreement with China
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
September
9th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1356432/pakistan-seeks-changes-in-free-trade-agreement-withchina

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan will try to convince Chinese authorities to revise
the existing free trade agreement (FTA) on the less-than-equal reciprocity
principle, Commerce Minister Pervaiz Malik told Dawn on Friday.
The move is aimed at overcoming the trade imbalance that exists between
the two countries.
―We will demand an early-harvest programme in the existing FTA that will
cover 100 items of Pakistan‘s export interest,‖ Mr Malik said.
Negotiation teams briefed the minister about the trade agreements with
China and Thailand. The briefing was part of the preparation ahead of the eighth
round of negotiation on the second phase of the FTA to be held in Beijing on Sept
14-15.
Commerce Secretary Younus Dagha will lead a technical team to represent
Pakistan in the secretary-level talks.
Eighth round of negotiation on the 2nd phase of trade pact to begin next
week
Mr Malik said China signed several bilateral and regional FTAs, which
limited the benefit of preferences to Pakistan. China‘s FTA with the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations countries has also made the preferential treaty for
Pakistan mostly irrelevant. For example, China charges 3.5 per cent duty on the
import of yarn from Pakistan under the FTA while it also charges the same duty on
imports from India without any treaty.
This shows the FTA has become mostly irrelevant for Pakistan. The minister
said his ministry has worked out various proposals that will be presented during
the upcoming round of negotiations.
The minister said Pakistan will urge China to enter into the early-harvest
programme. ―We also raised this issue with Pakistan‘s foreign minister before his
visit to China,‖ he said, adding that the ministry also sought help from the Foreign
Office to make the treaty beneficial.
But another official told Dawn that Pakistan may not sign the second phase
of the FTA as it fears that the move will further increase imports from China.
Authorities in Beijing are unwilling to accept Islamabad‘s demand for the revival
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of the preferential treatment for exportable products under the FTA, the official
added.
As per the original plan, the second phase was supposed to be implemented
from Jan 1, 2014. Both countries started negotiations for the second phase in 2011.
The FTA covers more than 7,000 tariff lines at eight-digit tariff code under the
Harmonised System (HS). Both sides have held seven rounds of negotiation on the
second phase to break the deadlock.
An official statement issued after the meeting said the commerce minister
showed satisfaction over the progress of the FTA negotiations. He directed the
negotiating team to work vigorously to conclude the agreement in the best interest
of Pakistan.
Currently, Pakistan has reduced the duty on 35pc products to zero per cent
while China has reciprocated by reducing the duty on 40pc products of Pakistan‘s
exports to zero per cent. The official said Islamabad was also reviewing the
services agreement with the Chinese authorities.
A commerce ministry report revealed that Pakistan could not utilise the
concessions granted by China under the first phase. It only exported in 253 tariff
lines, where the average export value was $500 or more, which was around 3.3pc
of the total tariff lines (7,550) on which China granted concessions to Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s key exports to China were raw material and intermediate
products, such as cotton yarn, woven fabric, grey fabric etc. Value-added products
were missing despite the fact that some of these products, like garments, were
included in the concessionary regime.
On the FTA with Thailand, the minister said it was still in the early stage.
However, he said interests of local industries will be protected under the proposed
FTA. Thailand demands market access for the auto sector and rice.
Индийские эксперты подчеркивают совместную борьбу Пакистана и
Китая против исламских боевиков вдоль КПЭК.
China, Pakistan to boost anti-terror cooperation along CPEC
The Hindu, 9.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/china-pakistan-to-boost-antiterror-cooperation-along-cpec/article19649407.ece?homepage=true

China and Pakistan have agreed to strengthen anti-terrorism and security
cooperation along a $ 50 billion economic corridor that links the restive regions of
the two countries through a network of rail and road projects.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) connects Xinjiang province
in northwest China with the deep—water Gwadar port on the Arabian Sea in
southwestern Pakistan. It faces challenges from Islamic militants in both the
regions.
The CPEC, a part of Chinese President Xi Jinping‘s Belt and Road (B&R)
initiative, runs through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) and India has raised
objection to the project.
The security cooperation agreement was reached when Meng Jianzhu, head
of the Commission for Political and Legal Affairs of the Communist Party Central
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Committee, met visiting Pakistani Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif and Pakistani
National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua on Friday in Beijing.
Reports have said that Pakistan deployed a 15,000-strong military force to
protect Chinese nationals working on various projects linked to the CPEC. This
includes 9,000 Pakistan Army soldiers and 6,000 para-military forces personnel.
About 71,000 Chinese reported to have visited Pakistan last year.
Mr. Meng praised Pakistan‘s efforts in counter-terrorism and called for
strengthened anti-terrorism and security cooperation in building the ambitious
economic corridor.
―China and Pakistan, as good friends, friendly neighbours and all-weather
strategic cooperative partners, have always firmly supported each other‘s core
interests,‖ Mr. Meng said.
Chinese State Councillor Yang Jiechi met Asif.
―Promoting the all-weather strategic cooperative partnership between China
and Pakistan is an unchanged policy,‖ Mr. Yang said.
He called for advancing the CPEC project and strengthening communication
on issues of regional security.
Mr. Asif said maintaining friendly relations with China is the cornerstone of
Pakistan‘s foreign policy.
Pakistan would take the opportunity provided by the CPEC to boost bilateral
ties, he said.
On Friday, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi praised Pakistan‘s antiterrorism record when he met Mr. Asif.
―Pakistan is a good brother and iron friend of China. No one knows Pakistan
and understands Pakistan better than China,‖ he said.
Управление КПЭК – Аббаси укрепляет свою власть в этой сфере
CPEC management: Premier Abbasi tightens grip on power
THE
EXPRESS
TRIBUNE.
Shahbaz
Rana.
September
8,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1500709/cpec-management-premier-abbasi-tightens-grip-power/

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has set up a Cabinet
Committee on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor for the implementation of the
strategic $55 billion project, completely overhauling the existing institutional
arrangement and bypassing the planning ministry.
The move will further consolidate the premier‘s grip on power. He has
already taken complete control of all cabinet committees dealing with economic
matters.
The new arrangement suggests that every important decision on concerning
the economic and development of the country will have to be initiated or decided
on by the premier himself.
The prime minister will be the chairman of the new committee that will be
empowered to take all decisions on planning and execution of the strategically
important project.
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US anti-Pakistan rhetoric amid realities of CPEC
Notably, the new institutional arrangement does not give a policy role to the
military establishment.
About two years ago, the military establishment had requested setting up a
CPEC authority under the control of a general, but the federal government did not
agree to that proposal.
The federal government also notified the new 11-member Cabinet
Committee on CPEC. The new institutional arrangement has made the Ministry for
Planning and Development‘s role entirely irrelevant.
This is in contrast to the previous arrangement in which the planning
ministry was at the centre of CPEC planning and execution.
Pakistani businessmen back ‗China-dominated‘ global order
Sources said the Ministry of Planning and Development have expressed its
concerns over the new arrangement.
The cabinet division has notified the new cabinet committee, in which
Planning Commission Deputy Chairman Sartaj Aziz is not even a member, even
though he enjoys the status of a federal minister.
The Terms of the Reference of the Cabinet Committee on CPEC suggests
that the planning ministry will not have any role from now onwards in the planning
and execution of CPEC-related projects, which may create a vacuum.
In 2014, Pakistan and China had jointly launched CPEC as part of China‘s
strategic One Belt, One Road initiative. Initially, the cost of CPEC projects of
energy and infrastructure was $46 billion. That number has jumped to $55 billion
after the inclusion of more projects.
What‘s beyond CPEC
Since the conception of CPEC, the planning ministry served as its
secretariat. Now, the cabinet division will play this role, according to a notification
that the government issued a day before the Eidul Azha holidays.
The CPEC committee members are the finance minister, the interior
minister, foreign minister, railways minister, ports and shipping minister, Special
Assistant to the Prime Minister on Economic Affairs Dr Miftah Ismail, Secretary to
the Prime Minister Fawad Hassan Fawad, the Federal Board of Revenue chairman,
and the Secretaries of Planning and Cabinet divisions.
The inclusion of the planning secretary by excluding the deputy chairman of
the planning commission was unexpected.
Saudi Arabia keen to invest in CPEC
The CPEC‘s supreme policymaking body, the Joint Cooperation Committee,
used to be co-chaired by Planning and Development Minister Ahsan Iqbal and the
chairman of China‘s National Development and Reforms Commission (NDRC).
Due to ambiguity on the institutional arrangement in Pakistan under PM
Abbasi, the JCC bi-annual meeting that was due in July has been delayed.
According to the ToRs of the new cabinet body, the CPEC committee will
periodically review the implementation of CPEC projects. The committee will also
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be responsible for the resolution of inter-ministerial issues arising during
implementation of CPEC.
Earlier, the CPEC review committee, based in the planning ministry and
headed by the then planning minister, used to perform this task.
Three more motorways ‗to be made part of CPEC‘
The cabinet committee will also be responsible for the formulation of the
JCC agenda. The new cabinet body will also be responsible for implementation of
Long-term Plan (2017-2030) of CPEC. The planning ministry was handling that
function under the old arrangement.
The new institutional arrangement has also put a question mark on the
existence of two projects — the Centre of Excellence for CPEC worth Rs1.2
billion, and the CPEC Support project worth Rs468 million. Both the projects are
currently stationed in the planning ministry.
Россия тоже хочет присоединиться к КПЭК
Russia‘s CPEC dream is Pakistan‘s dilemma
Dr
Raza
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1498597/russias-cpec-dream-pakistans-dilemma/

6th,

2017.

Pakistan should feel greatly heartened by the Kremlin statement in its favour
after US President Donald Trump announced his new policy on Afghanistan. This
is a testament to the growing bilateral relations between Moscow and Islamabad.
Recently, there have also been reports of growing ties between Russian and the
Afghan Taliban and supply of arms to the latter from the former. This noticeable
policy shift in Moscow regarding Afghanistan and Pakistan may have many
reasons but the most important factor behind this is the Russian desire to somehow
take advantage of CPEC by linking itself to the project
Trump‘s new Afghan strategy is actually a ploy against CPEC, claims
Russian journalist
Russia would not take much time to join the project provided Pakistan and
more importantly China let it join it. The fundamental reason for which Moscow
would love to become, even an auxiliary, part of CPEC is that it is the longcherished desire of Russian rulers to have access to the warm waters of the Arabian
Sea, Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. Since the times of the Russian czar Peter the
Great to the present-day Russian leader, Vladimir Putin, all have wanted to
somehow provide Russia access to warm waters of Asia. Because most of the other
seas surrounding Russia are not navigable. During the Cold War Soviet Russia
could not match the military prowess of the US because, inter alia, the strategic
advantage which the latter has had because of its geography. The US is surrounded
by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans most of which are open for all navigational
purposes. Therefore, access to warm waters of Persia and South Asia has always
been extremely important for the economic and military strength of Russia. But
times have changed irrespective of the agenda of Putin. Today Russia may not get
any real military advantage after having access to the warm waters but it obviously
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would have large-scale positive impact on its economy. Beijing and Islamabad
may not like Russia to gain any military advantage by joining but they would not
mind Moscow getting a proportionate economic advantage.
Arguably Russia could only be part of CPEC if the Central Asian Republics
are also linked to the project. Most of these states have shown their desire to join
CPEC. Through its One Belt, One Road initiative China has massive plans of
reviving the ancient Silk Route. Beijing would be more than willing to
economically link Central and South Asia along with Russia because, in the final
analysis, it would be China that would gain the most from these links.
With advent of Russia: CPEC a ‗scenario-changer‘ for South Asia, say
speakers
Pakistani strategists in order to take military and strategic advantage by
having closer ties with Moscow so as to neutralise India‘s grown relations with
Washington, may want to rope Russia into CPEC. However, Islamabad should
leave the decision of Russia‘s association with CPEC solely to China. The project
was conceived and funded by China; therefore, it is Beijing which should be given
the control over its dynamics and stakeholders. Nevertheless, Islamabad may have
some worries regarding Russia‘s association with CPEC. Of these, the most
important is Putin‘s agenda of making Russia a superpower again. The way Russia
has tried to prevent Ukraine from falling into the lap of the West, its military
alliance Nato and its support to Syrian embattled ruler Bashar al Assad in Syria in
his fight with the anti-regime forces in recent years point towards revivalist efforts
for lost Russian power and status. Against this backdrop Pakistan must be cautious
in facilitating Russia‘s desire to associate with CPEC as it cannot afford to let go
any of the benefits of CPEC. Because for Islamabad the immediate attraction of
Moscow‘s support to Pakistan may estrange Beijing as well as Turkey, a key ally
of Islamabad. Pakistan has to walk a tight rope in this situation.
Рост влияния Китая мало чем ограничивается — разве нам не стоит
беспокоиться по поводу его Нового шелкового пути?
Том Миллер (Tom Miller). The Guardian
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170904/240188642.html

(Великобритания).

4.09.2017.

Программа инвестиций Си Цзиньпина в глобальную инфраструктуру
угрожает Западу не только экономическим господством Китая. Си ведет
серьезную политическую игру.
Ранее в этом году первый прямой товарный поезд из Китая в
Соединенное Королевство прибыл на терминал в Баркинге, на востоке
Лондона, доставив туда контейнеры, нагруженные различными
потребительскими товарами. Этот поезд под названием East Wind («Ветер с
Востока») прошел расстояние в 12 тысяч километров, пересекая границы
восьми стран, за 16 дней, что вдвое меньше того времени, которое
потребовалось бы на доставку этих товаров по морю. Несколько месяцев
спустя этот поезд вернулся в Китай, доставив шотландский виски,
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фармацевтические препараты и товары для детей на гигантские оптовые
рынки города Иу на восточном побережье Китая. В прошлом году в Европу
из Китая прибыло 1 702 товарных поезда — это в два раза больше, чем в 2015
году.
Этот поезд получил свое название благодаря известному высказыванию
Мао Цзедуна. «Либо ветер с востока одолевает ветер с запада, либо ветер с
запада одолевает ветер с востока», — заявил Мао в 1957 году. Спустя 60 лет
нынешние лидеры Китая делают все возможное, чтобы ветер с востока
одолел ветер с запада. Поезда, следующие через всю Евразию, являются
частью их попыток создать Новый шелковый путь, который должен стать
современной инкарнацией древних караванных путей, пересекавших
далекую пустыню и степи Средней Азии. Китайским руководством движет
стремление к экономической мощи и национальной славе. Сооружая и
финансируя автомобильные магистрали, железные дороги и порты, лидеры
Китая в буквальном смысле стремятся к тому, чтобы все дороги вели в
Пекин.
По географическому и экономическому масштабу Новый шелковый
путь намного опережает своего древнего тезку, который представлял собой
сухопутный маршрут, используемый исключительно с целью ведения
торговли. На суше Новый шелковый путь предполагает строительство новой
транспортной
инфраструктуры
и
промышленных
коридоров,
простирающихся через всю Среднюю Азию на Ближний Восток и в Европу.
На море он подразумевает строительство новых портов и создание торговых
маршрутов, ведущих через Южно-Китайское море на юг Тихого океана и
через Индийский океан в Средиземное море. Пекин утверждает, что к его
инициативе готовы присоединиться около 65 стран, однако пока еще нет
окончательного списка.
Эту инициативу активно продвигает президент Китая Си Цзиньпин,
который вот уже пять лет занимается укреплением влияния Китая на
международной арене. Новый шелковый путь стал центральным элементом
его «китайской мечты», о которой он заявил в своем первом публичном
выступлении в качестве главы Коммунистической партии, когда он посетил
Национальный музей Китая на площади Тяньаньмэнь. После осмотра
выставки, которая должна была продемонстрировать, как шесть десятилетий
коммунистического правления привели Китай к процветанию после
«столетия национального унижения», Си поклялся провести «великое
восстановление китайского народа». Это коммунистическая версия
известного «снова сделаем Китай великим».
В октябре лидеры партии встретятся на 19-м партийном съезде, чтобы
решить, кто будет править Китаем следующие пять лет и позже. Уже
известно, что Си сохранит за собой свой пост и что он намеревается еще
больше укрепить свой режим. Под его руководством Китай стал более
мрачным и репрессивным, однако Си может вполне обоснованно заявлять о
том, что его страна стала сильнее, чем прежде, и что ее стали больше уважать
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на международной арене. Наблюдая за ослаблением позиций США при
Дональде Трампе, Си использует экономическую мощь Китая, чтобы
восстановить его исторические позиции в качестве ведущей державы
региона.
Новый
шелковый
путь
является
центральным
звеном
националистического видения Си, и Пекин использует свою экономическую
мощь в стратегических целях. Финансируя и строя транспортную
инфраструктуру, трубопроводы и электросети, Пекин пытается сплести сеть
экономической зависимости и притянуть другие страны еще ближе к себе.
Интересы Китая, несомненно, учитываются в первую очередь, однако лишь
немногие плохо развитые страны чувствуют себя в силах игнорировать его
обещание построить столь необходимую им инфраструктуру. Единственным
исключением является Северная Корея, где экономическое влияние Китая,
крупнейшего торгового партнера этого затворнического государства, в
настоящее время не может соперничать с ядерной угрозой и автаркистскими
амбициями Ким Чен Ына.
Ключевые участки Нового шелкового пути, такие как наземные
грузовые маршруты, ведущие из Китая в Европу, уже построены. По данным
китайского руководства, объем прямых инвестиций в 2015-2016 годах
составил 30 миллиардов долларов, а китайские компании подписали
контракты на строительство на общую сумму в 189 миллиардов долларов
более чем с 60 странами. Тем не менее существует немало сомнений в
безопасности и коммерческой рентабельности пути. По некоторым
сообщениям, властям Пакистана пришлось отправить 14,5 тысячи
сотрудников служб безопасности для охраны 7 тысяч китайских граждан,
работающих над созданием экономического коридора. Угрожающая им
опасность стала очевидной в мае, когда два преподавателя китайского языка
были похищены и убиты вооруженными людьми в городе Кветта —
удаленном, но при этом важном участке коридора.
Грузовые составы, курсирующие между Китаем и Европой, могут
оказаться нерентабельными, несмотря на массу сэкономленного времени в
пути. Страны, которые в прошлом враждовали с Китаем, такие как Индия и
Вьетнам, опасаются стратегических последствий расширения китайской
инфраструктуры. Власти Индии осудили строительство портов в Индийском
океане, особенно в Шри-Ланке и Пакистане, назвав их платформой для
военного экспансионизма — «нитью жемчуга» вокруг шеи Индии. Военное
столкновение с Китаем, которое произошло этим летом у спорной границы в
Гималаях, еще больше усилило подозрения Индии.
Угроза конфликта между азиатскими гигантами омрачила девятый
ежегодный саммит пяти государств БРИКС — Бразилии, России, Индии,
Китая и Южной Африки — который стартует в китайском портовом городе
Сямэнь в воскресенье, 3 сентября. Встреча Си с премьер-министром Индии
Нарендрой Моди (Narendra Modi), возможно, поможет ослабить
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напряженность, однако стратегическое соперничество между этими странами
сохранится.
В других частях Азии инфраструктурная дипломатия Китая уже
приносит свои дивиденды на Филиппинах — чей президент Родриго Дутерте
(Rodrigo Duterte) в конце прошлого года вернулся домой из Пекина с пакетом
инвестиционных и торговых контрактов на сумму в 24 миллиарда долларов,
ранее объявив о разрыве с США — и Малайзии, чей премьер-министр
Наджиб Разак (Najib Razak) назвал себя «истинным другом» Китая, подписав
контракты на сумму в 34 миллиарда долларов. Небольшие государства, такие
как Камбоджа и Таджикистан, тоже во многом зависят от Китая, который
поставляет им важнейшие товары и услуги.
Геополитические вес Китая растет. После окончания Второй мировой
войны господствующей державой в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском регионе были
США, однако дипломатические просчеты Трампа играют на руку Китаю. Его
решение вывести США из Транстихоокеанского партнерства — торгового
союза 12 стран, в который Китай не входит — уменьшило влияние
Вашингтона в регионе. Идея Транстихоокеанского партнерства была
разработана администрацией Обамы для того, чтобы закрепить
экономическое и дипломатическое присутствие США в Азии в ущерб Китаю.
Теперь же Пекин продвигает альтернативную сделку, в которой участвует
Китай, но не США.
Теперь, когда США при президенте Трампе разворачиваются вовнутрь,
нарастивший мощь Китай старается заменить их собой. Ранее в этом году на
одном из форумов в Пекине, посвященных Новому шелковому пути, Си
призвал делегатов отказаться от протекционизма и принять такую версию
глобальной
торговли,
которую
китайская
пропаганда
называет
«Глобализацией 2.0». Большая часть там — это всего лишь громкие слова, но
Си ведет серьезную дипломатическую игру. На том форуме присутствовали
главы 30 государств — это не так много, как хотелось бы Пекину, но вполне
достаточно для того, чтобы Си мог выставить себя настоящим
международным политиком.
Китайское руководство знает, что предстоит еще сделать массу
дипломатической работы, поскольку пока лишь немногие страны готовы
поверить в его дипломатическую мантру о «взаимной выгоде». Проще
говоря, Пекину не доверяют. Однако его расчетливая экономическая
дипломатия является гораздо более смелой, дальновидной и практичной по
сравнению с любыми ее альтернативами. При Трампе у США нет
последовательной азиатской политики, и их перестали воспринимать как
надежного партнера — даже их региональные союзники. Япония до сих пор
остается крупным источником инвестиций в Азии, однако ее экономика в
значительной мере уступает экономике Китая, поэтому она не может
соперничать с ним в качестве инвестора.
С точки зрения Великобритании, демонстрация силы Китая в Азии —
это нечто очень далекое. Если Новый шелковый путь позволит доставлять в
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Великобританию несколько дополнительных контейнеров дешевых
потребительских товаров, это будет замечательно. Однако мы все ощутим
последствия, если экономическая дипломатия Китая окажется эффективной.
Как показало решение издательства Cambridge University Press, принятое им
этим летом, удовлетворить просьбу Пекина об удалении 300 политически
неоднозначных статей, экономический вес порождает политическую силу.
Только возмущение международного сообщества побудило старейшее
издательство в Великобритании отказаться от своего решения. И
экономическое давление на Запад с целью заставить его подчиниться
нелиберальным требованиям Пекина будет только расти.
В Азии и за ее пределами рост мощи Китая создаст массу
экономических возможностей, однако его политические последствия могут
оказаться весьма разрушительными. Мао предсказал, что ветер с востока
рано или поздно одолеет ветер с запада. Если он был прав, то мы все скоро
ощутим силу этого ветра.
КПЭК и сельское хозяйство
CPEC opens avenues for agriculture: FPCCI
Dawn, September 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355466/cpec-opens-avenuesfor-agriculture-fpcci

PESHAWAR: The Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FPCCI) Regional Chairman on Horticulture Exports, Ahmad Jawad has
said that the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) provides Pakistan a
godsend to increase its agriculture exports to China.
China is the world‘s largest importer of agricultural products, and Pakistan
has to grab its due share through revisiting the Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
between the two countries.
In a statement issued on Friday, Mr Jawad said that ―in 2015 China imported
$160 billion worth of agricultural products. However, Pakistan‘s share in these
exports was minuscule - less than half a percentage point - despite having a large
agrarian base and a shared border with China.‖
With a population of 1.3 billion people, China consumes almost $1 trillion
worth of food every year. With increased urbanisation and rising incomes, Chinese
consumption patterns are also changing, and demand for high quality imported
food items is growing at a pace much faster than population growth. Domestic
consumption is expected to grow by another $500 billion in the next 10 years.
According to a FPCCI official, it takes about one acre of arable land to feed
an average US consumer. With the present population, China only has about 0.2
acre per citizen, which is going to be far short of future requirements, considering
the evolving demand.
He also said the world is therefore keenly focusing on China, with
international conglomerates and food giants making long-term China plans. They
expect the country is going to be the biggest growth driver in future.
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Similarly China, the world‘s largest importer of vegetables, gets 50 of these
imports from the US and Brazil. ―In the world of international trade, shorter
distances can provide a strategic advantage through lower transportation costs. But
for perishable items like food, such proximity can translate into yet another edge.
The official also added that during transit over long distances, food items
faced higher risk of spoilage and contamination. Because of this, not only
additional cost is incurred for preservation and packaging but often exporters have
to make use of extra pesticides to increase shelf-life of food. ―Pakistan, being
China‘s neighbour, therefore enjoys a unique advantage and CPEC provides an
unprecedented opportunity to capitalise on that,‖ he said.
Mr Jawad further mentioned that agricultural development is one of the
seven areas of cooperation under CPEC, wherein China is specifically interested to
explore areas like cotton productivity, efficient irrigation and post-harvest
infrastructure along the CPEC route. However, Pakistan‘s agriculture sector
priorities vis-à-vis CPEC would remain unclear.
The government‘s primary role should be to remove tariff and non-tariff
barriers for agricultural trade with China. ―CPEC has set the stage to renegotiate
Pak-China Free Trade Agreement and Ministry of Commerce should demand
better tariffs for its agricultural exports,‖ said Mr Jawad.
Furthermore, he said there was a need to rationalise sanitary and
phytosanitary restrictions, food and safety inspection requirements and standards.
The private sector and agri-entrepreneurs should become the trailblazers and
start exploring viable market opportunities in the Chinese market and forge
partnerships with international firms to get a foothold.
Китай отстаивает свои экономические интересы, а Пакистан (КПЭК)?
Business with China
Dawn, August 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354633/business-with-china

Slowly but surely a crucial realisation is setting in amongst the business
community here that dealing with their Chinese counterparts is not going to be
easy.
The rhetoric coming from the Pakistani government had made the relationship
sound like it was some sort of family affair. But those sections of the business
community who have tried to build commercial ties with their counterparts in
China are finding out that, over there, profits come first and sentiment second.
One thing the business community has noticed is that their Chinese
counterparts prefer dealing with the government rather than building private-sector
partnerships, according to a report published on Monday in this paper that
presented the opinions of a range of Pakistani businesses that have, or are seeking
to build, ties with Chinese enterprises. They have noticed that the Chinese do not
negotiate very much. They lay down their terms, and expect them to be fully met.
This realisation is only the beginning of what the rest of the country needs to
learn about the growing economic relationship with China. The Chinese
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government has provided some diplomatic support to Pakistan at crucial junctures,
even now as relations with post 9/11 US take yet another nosedive. But business is
business, and when it comes to economic cooperation and partnering, all countries
look out first and foremost for their own interests.
The question that needs to be asked with increasing urgency is this: is our
government doing the same when it engages with the growing number of Chinese
delegations landing in the country to build the framework under which Chinese
investment will come pouring into Pakistan?
Ever since the CPEC enterprise got under way, calls have been growing for
more transparency in its execution. By now, there ought to be no further doubts
that the CPEC enterprise goes far beyond roads and power plants, and is, in fact,
about creating the right environment for Chinese investment to acquire large stakes
in Pakistan‘s economy.
This is a positive development undoubtedly, but it is also important to ask
how far the government is going to protect Pakistan‘s economic interests.
There is a need to learn this important lesson from the Chinese government.
Only greater transparency with more information being shared through the online
portals created by the government for disseminating CPEC-related news can
address this concern.
Answers to questions like what sort of dispute-resolution mechanism will
govern the partnerships envisioned under CPEC, and what investments are being
prepared for which areas, will help dispel the growing anxieties.
It would be a sad but necessary end to the euphoria that has greeted the arrival
of CPEC if the government were to learn the same lesson that the business
community is busy learning these days, that in matters of business, brotherly
relations have no role to play.
Китайский бизнес-жесткость пугает пакистанский частный сектор
Chinese ‗rigidity‘ rattles Pakistani businesses
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 28th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354427/chinese-rigidity-rattles-pakistani-businesses

2017.

Pakistani businesses find the Chinese too mechanical and rigid to deal with.
Accustomed to a Western business negotiation and partnership style they
found the predetermined and strictly limited terms of engagement of our Oriental
partners a bit unsettling.
It is not an accident that despite the scope and promise, the private sector‘s
share in projects under the CPEC umbrella is negligible.
Faced with a completely different style of doing business, the private sector
finds it difficult to keep its head above water
Naheed Memon, chairperson of the Sindh Board of Investment, told Dawn
recently that she expected a significant increase in the participation of the private
sector once special economic zones become operational.
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Khizar Hayat Gondal, federal secretary for industries, promised to share
information but nothing was received till filing of this report. Board of Investment
chairman Dr Miftah Ismail, who recently moved his office to Prime Minister
House, was too busy to offer comments.
The representatives of the business class blamed the Chinese for the issue.
―China, though not explicitly hostile to private sector participation in CPEC
projects, implicitly prefers dealing with the government,‖ an executive
commented.
The four-year track record of progress, since signing of the bilateral deal in
July 2013, reflected China‘s seriousness towards CPEC.
So far 59 projects have been identified (17 in energy, 11 Gwadar, eight
infrastructure, two digital, four rail-based transit, six provincial road, port, water,
mining, nine special economic zones, and two related to social development).
Of all, four projects in the energy sector are operational, with Sahiwal coalfired power plant contributing 1,000 megawatts, Sachal wind farm in Jhimpir
50MW, UEP wind farm in Jhimpir 100MW, and HydroChina Dawood wind farm
in Gharo 50MW.
The remaining are at different stages of progress monitored closely, according
to details available on the dedicated government website.
China clearly appeared determined to push through investment in the agreed
projects with or without private companies. It was not ready to wait for private
investors to digest the initiative and neither did it seem to have an appetite for
private sector tantrums.
For the Pakistani business community, therefore, it was a paradoxical
situation. Cognisant of the scale and value of the gigantic investment drive under
CPEC, they understand that they can‘t afford to watch from the sidelines but the
challenges of dealing with Chinese investors look insoluble.
―They are both reluctant and keen to enter into joint ventures with the
Chinese,‖ commented an official at the CPEC directorate in Islamabad.
―The government of Pakistan will have to intervene to pave the way for a
flow of local private capital and expertise in CPEC-related projects. The Chinese
state-owned companies active so far lack the interest and flexibility required to
attract private companies,‖ commented a top government functionary associated
with CPEC.
―Weaned on government support and conditioned by a Westernised business
culture, hopes for Pakistani tycoons to cut deals with Chinese in the immediate
future are dim. The stories circulated by people already in a business relationship
with the Chinese did not help either. The perception of bureaucratic bottlenecks in
China has deepened during the past four years,‖ he added.
Talking about joint ventures with the Chinese, business circles mentioned
Descon, Gatron and Al-Haj Group as leading the trend in power generation,
engineering and the chemical sector. Outside CPEC, the Al-Haj FAW Motors
rolled out its first car from their plant at Port Qasim in Karachi this month.
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CEO of Engro Powergen and Sindh Engro Coal Mining Company
Shamsuddin Sheikh, who is partnering with two Chinese companies — State
Power International Mendong and China Machinery Engineering Corporation —
was perfectly satisfied with the progress and the relationship.
He did express a desire of a longer term relationship with some premium for
experience of working together.
―Yes, business dynamics and the quality of relationship vary with different
overseas partners. We have experience working with Japanese, European and US
companies. For us the learning graph was steep. In the case of the Chinese, with
their narrow focus on the bottom line and separate brief for each project, it is
harder to capitalise on investment in trust between business partners,‖ he
commented.
Another businessman commented, ―When China chose Pakistan for a huge
investment initiative under the ‗One Belt, One Road‘ plan, it generated euphoria in
the business circles. However, just four years later it seems to be giving way to
despair. The inability of private Pakistani companies to match Chinese demands
has frustrated tycoons.‖
The businessmen are said to be approaching the government to mediate
business deals with Chinese investors.
―Diplomatically, China‘s support for Pakistan has been consistent. The sailing
might not prove to be as smooth on the economic front under CPEC,‖ commented
an investment officer.
―Last week China did not mince words and responded strongly in defence of
Pakistan to President Trump‘s harsh remarks. When it comes to economic interest
its attitude is cold and calculating,‖ he said.
Other government officers involved in managing affairs related to economic
cooperation between the two countries endorsed the view. ―In contrast to the
Pakistani stance of bending backward to accommodate the Chinese, their attitude is
cut and dry. They dictate terms that promote their own material interest first and
foremost.‖
Pakistani companies in joint ventures with Chinese reported a lack of warmth
in partners. ―Unlike our business partners of the Middle East, the Far Eastern
regions, Japan, Europe and America, the Chinese are just keen to complete the
project on hand. They don‘t seem to care about capitalising on subsequent business
opportunities unravelled over the course,‖ an executive told Dawn.
CPEC-level cooperation is new. And while some anxiety on either side is
natural, the difficulties are also rooted in political systems. The dynamics of a
centralised monolithic government in China are grossly different from a multiparty democratic set-up here.
Антипакистанская риторика США и успехи КПЭК
US anti-Pakistan rhetoric amid realities of CPEC
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ISLAMABAD: The forces of US President Donald Trump have been
unleashed. He is the guy who is convinced that Pakistan‘s establishment is chockfull of double-agents, Marxists and socialists of every colour – except for the fact
that he has zero evidence.
Even if he has failed to support any conspiracy theory, his comments have
always implied more validity to existing rumours. Every time you listen to Trump,
it seems like the whole system is spinning out of control and Afghan people are
feeling disenfranchised right now solely because of Pakistan.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy doomed to fail, says PM Abbasi
Trump is a disgruntled rock star who is upset by an adverse press attitude
towards him but he himself is responsible for a scarred global image of the United
States – not to mention an Afghan government systematically stripped of its ability
to enforce any law and order.
He is the Kim Kardashian of the White House who wants to break the internet
but instead has been injecting cynicism into the media by making our body politic
think that everything is not nice in Pakistan‘s garden of foreign affairs.
This is a politics of self-projection and the man now sees himself as a saviour
of a lost Afghan war and as a knight who alone understands the complicated
dynamics of US-Pakistan relationship. What he fails to comprehend is that
Pakistan‘s foreign policy is now more tilted towards ‗geo-economics‘ than
conventional ‗geo-politics‘ – thanks to Chinese billion dollar investments.
Geo-economics is now the currency of the 21st century and this is where the
United States‘ future truly hangs in the balance. Its military is dangerously
overstretched and it is no longer considered as a world economic leader due to its
anti-free trade and anti-globalisation policies.
The US perceives the One Belt-One Road (OBOR) initiative to be a direct
manifestation of Beijing‘s foreign policy to assert regional leadership and the fact
that Pakistan has chosen to become an archetype for its OBOR model has alarmed
Washington about these new geopolitical realities.
Trump‘s statement based on myopic view: Iqbal
Though India built the ―Route 606‖ to bypass Pakistan for commercial trade –
with a project to connect it with Afghanistan in the pipeline; the fact remains that
India‘s greater plans to conceptualise the International North-South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) have not succeeded.
So when it comes to the Afghan policy, Trump‘s vision is pinched as he is
encouraging Indians‘ worst impulses on CPEC-related issues and has no strategy
when it comes to Afghanistan‘s dangerous unravelling that may get out of control.
On the other hand, while 9/11 has given Pakistan a bad image, our own
political parties have done a good job of tarnishing themselves. Some noisy
sections of government and opposition machinery have openly supported radical
elements.
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Given this kind of situation, it is hard to imagine a serious conversation as
long as our politicians as well as reps of white-house choose to misrepresent facts.
The hear-nothing crowd didn‘t budge when CIA drone attacks destroyed field
hospitals in FATA and when TTP was slaughtering our security forces in the name
of revenge.
The problem is not that people don‘t know facts – it is that they are fed with a
twisted version of reality 24/7 in order to achieve special political agendas.
The US is mad that Pakistan‘s foreign relations are improving with many
countries despite a propaganda war launched by India and Afghanistan. Trump is
irked that CPEC is becoming a hallmark project of our nation and that our
economy is finally improving.
It is worried that it is quickly losing relevance in the region. There is
something daft about the way Trump constantly drops hints that our establishment
has been double-dealing with terrorists.
Trump is a dark horse that insists on some ill-defined ‗victory‘ in Afghan war.
There is an adage for hard-core Trump supporters who want to make a case out of
his anti-Pakistan speeches: ―Don‘t clap so hard: you will bring your house down!‖
Политика Трампа по Афганистану реально направлена против
сооружения КПЭК, - заявил российский журналист Андрей Корыбко
Trump's new Afghan strategy is actually a ploy against CPEC, claims
Russian journalist
The Express Tribune. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491843/trumps-newafghan-strategy-actually-ploy-cpec-claims-russian-journalist/

Andrew Korybko argues that US' goal is to influence, disrupt and control the
strategic corridor
The recently-unveiled Afghan strategy that President Donald Trump has
announced is a ploy against the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a
Russian political analyst and journalist has claimed.
In an opinion piece for Global Village Space, an online forum, Andrew
Korybko argues that Trump‘s new Afghan strategy is much wider than just
Afghanistan. It ―includes components of a reworked approach to South Asia as a
whole‖.
The US president had earlier this week backtracked from his earlier position
of pulling out of Afghanistan and cleared the way for more American troops on the
ground in the war-torn country. Although Trump didn‘t specify any figure, official
announcements came from the White House that it had been agreed that up to
4,000 more troops would be deployed.
Russia warns Trump against piling up pressure on Pakistan
―The deployment of more soldiers is supposed to be a force-multiplier that‘s
anticipated to provide valuable back-end military assistance to the Afghan National
Army, as Trump made it clear that the entire process from now on must be
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Afghan-led, including the political one,‖ wrote Korybko, who works for Russia‘s
Sputnik news agency.
Trump had also criticised Pakistan saying it was ―harbouring terrorists‖ that
the US was fighting.
The Russian journalist, however, termed the US president‘s rhetoric a means
of putting pressure on Pakistan.
―Trump decided to harshly criticise Pakistan and put pressure on it by using
the old and discredited trope that it‘s a haven for ―terrorists‖ and uncooperative in
fighting against this menace,‖ the journalist wrote.
Korybko argued that more than 60,000 Pakistanis had died during the yearslong war on terrorism and that Operation Zarb-e-Azb, launched by former military
chief Raheel Sharif‘ was ―the first time that a country had ever liberated all of its
lands from ―territorial terrorists‖ of the Daesh type, let alone without any foreign
assistance.‖
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
He added that it was ironic that Trump had requested for more Indian
assistance in Afghanistan considering that Pakistan regularly accuses India of
providing support to the Afghan-based terrorists who carry attacks out on its soil.
―This accusation is also backed up by the confession of arrested Indian
Hybrid War operative Kulbhushan Jhadav,‖ he stated.
The Russian journalist went on to add that Trump‘s Afghan strategy is less
about changing any of the battlefield dynamics there and more about formalising
the US‘ pivot from Pakistan to India.
―What Trump really wants to do is put multi-pronged pressure on Pakistan as
part of the Hybrid War on CPEC through the American-backed strategic
interlinking of its Afghan and Indian neighbours,‖ he concluded. ―With the goal
being to influence, disrupt, and then ultimately control China‘s game-changing
corridor to the Indian Ocean through state and non-state proxy warfare.‖
Andrew Korybko‘s piece originally appeared on Global Village Space.
Соглашение о Свободной торговле с Китаем убыточно для Пакистана
(это привело к падению эффективности производства, снижению занятости).
FTA with China: a loss-making deal for Pakistan
Shahram Haq. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491159/fta-china-lossmaking-deal-pakistan/

This has caused lower productivity in firms, low level of employment
LAHORE: The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between Pakistan and China
has had a significant impact on the amount of trade between the two countries.
This has prompted a shift from higher productivity to lower productivity in firms,
which is far from optimal in the context of Pakistan‘s growth strategy.
The relationship between the two countries has a long history and over the
last few decades this relationship has been accompanied by significant economic
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interactions, which include the 2006 Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between
Pakistan and China as well as the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
‗CPEC changing country‘s destiny‘
According to study conducted by the Lahore School of Economics, Pakistani
tariffs on Chinese goods have negatively affected productivity in those sectors that
have become more vulnerable to Chinese imports. At the same time, there has been
a significant decrease in the value added and value added per worker in those
sectors.
Owing to low tariffs on Chinese imports, a reduction has also been seen in the
number of firms and the level of employment in these sectors.
The researchers also found that lower Chinese tariffs on Pakistani goods have
negatively affected productivity in those sectors that could have potentially
benefited from higher access to the Chinese markets.
As a result, there has been a significant decrease in the value-added in those
sectors as compared to others. The sectors that benefit from lower Chinese tariffs,
have witnessed a significant increase in the level of employment as well as in the
total Pakistani exports to China.
The researchers further said that in the context of results drawn on the impact
of Chinese tariff concessions to Pakistani exports, it is critical that Pakistan gain
the same level of tariff concessions from China as received by the ASEAN
countries.
―Only with equal access will Pakistani manufacturers have a chance to move
out of the cycle of low productivity firms producing and exporting low valueadded goods to China and into higher productivity firms producing and exporting
higher value-added goods to China.‖
The researchers concluded that since there is a very central industrial
cooperation component to CPEC, it is critical that Chinese industrial initiatives
yield the maximum economic benefits for local stakeholders in Pakistan.
Some ways of achieving this can be first, ensuring that CPEC-related
industrial activities must have well-defined local stakeholders who help maximise
the local benefits for firms. This can be achieved by promoting joint ventures
between the Pakistanis and the Chinese, which contain a minimum requirement for
local partner involvement in each project as well as guarantee that each is allocated
a minimum financial share of each project.
The researchers also recommended that the government make pragmatic
decisions such as, which sectors to focus on. The decision should take into account
which sectors can most benefit from greater productivity, which sector can lead to
the greatest increase in value added and which sectors have the greatest potential to
increase exports.
Finally, the researchers recommended that in order to increase productivity,
employment, value added and exports, there has to be a conscious decision by the
policy makers that CPEC-related industrial projects should lead to a move up the
technology ladder by firms.
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This can be achieved by: first, creating firm level incentives for investment in
advanced machinery based on the technological sophistication of output. Second,
placing a minimum local content requirement (ie minimum percentage of locally
sourced inputs) for all goods created in CPEC industrial zones.
CPEC investment pushed from $55b to $62b
Thirdly, by ensuring that Pakistan‘s technology is upgraded through
technology transfers from China by ensuring that a minimum level of technology
transfer takes place over the life of all CPEC initiatives.
Finally, the only way to ensure higher level of firm productivity, higher wages
and a move towards higher value added output is to develop a CPEC-related labour
policy that enables the manufacturing sector to switch from low-skilled to highskilled labour.
КПЭК – ворота на китайский агро-рынок объемом 100 млрд. долл.
CPEC provides avenues to target $100b Chinese agri-market
Imran
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
August
18th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1484291/cpec-provides-avenues-target-100b-chinese-agri-market/

Major Chinese importers to be invited to grow high-value fruits in Pakistan
FAISALABAD: The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a golden
opportunity for overall development of this region and Pakistan should reorganise
its agriculture sector to get a major slice of the $100 billion worth of agriculture
produce imports by China, suggested Muhammad Mehmood, Punjab Agriculture
Secretary.
Speaking at the launch of a study on ―CPEC – Prospects & Challenges for
Agriculture‖, Mehmood pointed out that nearly one-fourth of the world‘s
population was living in China and most of its exports would be routed through
Pakistan after the completion of CPEC. ―Containers full of exportable surplus will
be sent to various international markets, but on their return, these containers will be
empty and we must capitalise on the opportunity to export our surplus agriculture
produce to China,‖ he said.
CPEC opens avenues for agri-exports
Mehmood revealed that per capita income of China was increasing
substantially, bringing a visible change in people‘s lifestyle and food habits there.
―Like other affluent societies, they also prefer rich and costly food and fruits,‖ he
said, adding Pakistan could get maximum benefit of the emerging change.
―We are concentrating on high-value crops and a 10-year programme has
been evolved to develop one lakh acres of land in the Potohar region for planting
grape and other high-value crops.‖
Major Chinese importers will also be invited to utilise this land for growing
high-value fruits in addition to developing the agriculture processing industry on
modern scientific lines.
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―Its trickle-down effect will provide an opportunity to our farmers to upgrade
their technologies and develop agriculture as a profitable business by shunning
centuries-old practices,‖ Mehmood said.
He told the audience that foreign consultants had been engaged to analyse
why Pakistan had not been able to get its due share in Chinese imports despite its
friendly relations and close proximity.
He suggested that Pakistan should renegotiate the bilateral trade agreement
and a meeting was expected in the current or next month. After that, ―we would be
in a position to decide which strategy is suitable for Pakistan to enhance its share in
Chinese imports.‖
Responding to a question about a research project on the China-Pakistan
agricultural technical cooperation, the agriculture secretary insisted that the Punjab
Agriculture Research Board was extending liberal grants to the viable projects
planned by the public and private sectors.
Move away from agriculture, Chinese economist advises
―Initially, Rs259 million had been allocated for this purpose. The funding was
immediately increased to Rs750 million and it would be further enhanced to Rs3
billion in the next three years,‖ he said.
He asked the Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry president to
send the project to the research board where a group of experts would review its
viability and approve the requisite grant.
КПЭК открывает дорогу для с/х пакистанского экспорта в Китай
CPEC opens avenues for agri-exports
Aadil Nakhoda (Assistant Professor of Economics and Research Fellow at CBER, IBA).
The Express Tribune, June 5th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1427500/cpec-opens-avenuesagri-exports/

Non-tariff barriers in importing countries, however, pose a challenge to
exports
KARACHI: The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is expected to
significantly improve economic conditions in Pakistan.
The major projects listed on the CPEC portal, developed by the PakistanChina Institute, include transportation infrastructure, energy production, industrial
cooperation and the Gwadar port city.
However, surprisingly, the potential impact of CPEC on the agricultural
sector is rarely discussed in major economic forums.
Agriculture is backbone of our economy: Jhagra
Recent media reports on CPEC‘s long-term plan, a study by the National
Development and Reform Commission and China Development Bank, emphasise
that the agricultural sector is a major beneficiary of CPEC. Though regarded as a
‗redundant document‘ by government officials, the long-term plan introduces
public discourse on the impact of CPEC on the agricultural sector. CPEC will
provide a vast transportation network that will connect Khunjerab in the north to
Gwadar in the south-west. This will automatically boost the economy of several
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remote rural towns located on the network as the transportation time to urban
centres and markets will shrink considerably.
Furthermore, this network will provide agricultural producers an opportunity
to export not only to China, but also to other countries as CPEC improves
Pakistan‘s trade integration into the global economy.
As rural employment and agro-based industrial output rely heavily on the
agricultural sector, it is essential to determine the impact of CPEC on the sector
and the existing trading patterns of agricultural products.
Agriculture contributes approximately one-fifth to Pakistan‘s gross domestic
product (GDP) at constant base prices of 2005-06. About $3.7 billion was
generated from food products in FY16. The major contributor was rice, which
contributed around $1.8 billion.
Total export receipts from the food product dropped more than 15% between
FY15 and FY16. Exports of basmati rice, which contributed 32% to overall rice
export receipts in FY16, declined more than 31% in the year. However, exports of
other types of rice increased 7%. The textile sector recorded a decline of 5.8% in
export receipts between FY15 and FY16. Receipts from raw cotton, which stood at
$153 million in FY15, fell more than 49% between FY15 and FY16.
Production linkages
Though total export receipts dipped approximately 8.8% between FY15 and
FY16, the agricultural sector reported a greater fall. The total output of the
agricultural sector, in constant prices, dropped between FY15 and FY16. Other
sectors of the economy reported positive growth rates.
Although export receipts for agricultural products are sensitive to price
fluctuations in the world market, it is imperative that the government develops
domestic and international production linkages in order to reduce the volatility in
total exports and the income earned by farmers.
Agricultural products accounted for less than 8% of the global trade in 2015,
but constituted approximately 22% of total exports from Pakistan. Around 43% of
the agricultural products exported globally in 2015 were raw material and 42%
were consumer goods.
On the other hand, around 53% of the agricultural products exported from
Pakistan were consumer products and 29% were raw material.
The agricultural goods produced in Pakistan typically have lower linkages
with the manufacturing sector. The lower percentage of agricultural raw material
exported from Pakistan indicates that the domestic agricultural producers are not
likely to participate in global production linkages.
Unlike manufactured consumer products that may involve substantial value
addition through different stages, agricultural consumer products are likely to be of
low value and be sensitive to fluctuations in global commodity prices. Given that
geographical and climatic constraints may limit diversification of agricultural
products, it is important to determine specific products that will increase the
integration of the agricultural sector into the global economy.
Trade with China
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Approximately 6.5% of agricultural products exported from Pakistan were
destined to China. Agricultural products accounted for 15% of total exports to
China from Pakistan in 2015.
Approximately 56% of agricultural products exported to China were
consumer goods, 29.6% were intermediate goods and 14.7% were raw material. On
the other hand, agricultural products accounted for 6.5% of total imports into
China in 2015. However, 71.2% of agricultural products imported by China were
raw material and 18.1% were consumer goods.
The top three exports of agricultural products to China from Pakistan
constitute less than 2% of China‘s total world import demand of agricultural
products.
Non-tariff barriers
One of the biggest challenges exporters of agricultural products may face are
the non-tariff measures, primarily in the form of sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
and technical barriers to trade (TBT), imposed by destination markets.
Problems riddle agriculture sector, say experts
Importing countries impose such measures to not only increase consumer
awareness of the quality of products imported through proper labelling, marking
and packaging, but also prohibit the imports of products harmful for human
consumption.
Agricultural products typically face higher incidence of SPS and TBT
measures than manufactured products. For instance, exports of rice to China face
several measures such as microbiological criteria of final product, certification and
testing requirements and geographical risk eligibility that can substantially
influence the cost of exporting the agricultural goods.
Without a plan to support the agricultural sector, their exports may further
stagnate.
КПЭК – достоинства и недостатки этого проекта.
CPEC – an opportunity for equitable development
Muhammad Usman Khan, Dr M Amanullah (Dr M Amanullah is chief economist and
Muhammad Usman Khan is an adviser in the Planning and Development Department, Punjab).
The Express Tribune, August 14th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1480834/cpecopportunity-equitable-development/

LAHORE: Our previous article ―Development is much more than just
economic growth‖ concluded that ―Pakistan‘s economic growth is set to improve
through the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)‖.
This boost through CPEC can be instrumental in fostering equitable growth
that can address the issues of development deprivation across the country.
However, one must realise that CPEC is a contingent opportunity – the expected
boon from CPEC will have to be earned as it will not happen on its own.
The national government and more importantly the provincial governments
will have to act proactively and develop clear and targeted policy interventions to
create a multiplier effect on these initial investments of CPEC. One way to view
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the complexity of multi-dimensional development and how well a country is
performing against this multifaceted rubric is to use the lens of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
Pakistan, China to jointly oversee CPEC projects
SDGs spell out the next generation targets for sustainable and equitable
development for nations building upon the success, lessons and failures of the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Pakistan is a signatory to the SDGs and
thus, is required to fulfil its commitments in achieving the extremely challenging
targets.
Given, CPEC comes with a host of opportunities, a strong case can be made
that, if managed well, the gains from CPEC can help Pakistan position itself more
favourably in meeting the intricate and wide spanning goals and targets under the
SDGs.
Direct & indirect transactions under CPEC
CPEC is approximately a 3,000-kilometre network of roads, pipelines and
railways to transport goods from Gwadar port in Pakistan to Kashgar in the
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China.
The $52 billion project intends to rapidly modernise Pakistan‘s infrastructure,
improve energy ecosystem and establish special economic zones.
The project‘s $33 billion worth of energy projects span across renewable
energy, coal and LNG. This will help solve Pakistan‘s existing energy shortfall of
around 4,000MW. The CPEC agreement will help Pakistan improve its
infrastructure (road and rail networks) and as a result help place Pakistan at the
centre of the new Silk route.
For instance, by cutting a corridor directly from Kashgar to Gwadar can result
in accessing $6.5 billion per annum of Chinese spending on shipping of oil from
the Middle East currently done via the Strait of Malacca. Thus, such opportunities
present Pakistan as a major logistic hub on the global map.
Moreover, the agreed CPEC investments have triggered a large amount of
secondary activity such as cross-border investment opportunities, development of
industrial and special economic zones, increased interest from Chinese investors
and industrialists, technology transfer options, flow of Chinese workers and senior
management to Pakistan to oversee their investments.
For example, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa is working on setting up a Chinese city
close to the proposed Special Economic Zone.
CPEC: a game changer but for whom?
To capitalise on these gains, the federal and all the provincial governments
have started to work on developing policy changes and creating a more enabling
environment to attract more investments.
Examples include Long Term Plan (LTP) by the Planning Commission, SEZ
policy package and other similar interventions.
Causal impacts of CPEC
CPEC presents a contingent opportunity with a dividend that can amount to
much or nothing at all depending on how the government responds to these
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developments. CPEC opens a huge window, which if managed well will allow the
government to impact key goals of the SDGs using investments, reforms and
business activity under CPEC.
The indicators of SDGs can be broadly lumped up into four key dimensions
namely; (i) environment; (ii) social; (iii) economic and; (iv) governance.
Environment: CPEC will involve significant investments in infrastructure,
logistics and industry. It is expected to import new technology in the field of
manufacturing, agriculture and logistics.
Newer techniques can be made more compliant with environmental
requirements and improve status of emissions, water usage, water storage, greener
technologies and efficient logistics. The infrastructure could also attract in building
more dams for power generation and systems of better water consumption.
Social: Under CPEC, a large number of Chinese are expected to relocate to
Pakistan. It will increase demand for better education and health facilities,
improved cities infrastructure and better performing urban centres with better
services and systems.
This increased demand is likely to trigger greater private sector investment in
provision of these social sector services, thus generally upgrading the provision of
social services. Moreover, the enhanced economic activity may generate more
fiscal space for the government allowing greater investments in education and
health.
Economic: Investments in energy, road networks, industrial development and
enhanced export capabilities are all likely to generate more opportunities for
productive employment – resulting in high national incomes and greater economic
opportunities for all.
Governance: CPEC will result in creating a demand for reforming certain
laws and regulations and raising the need for stronger monitoring and evaluation of
interventions – these changes are likely to improve the regulatory and governance
structure across the country.
If CPEC ensures stronger monitoring due to concentrated investments, it will
contribute towards increasing the general monitoring and reform capacity in the
country. Digging deeper, one can also map causal impacts of CPEC on the 17
specific SDGs.
The above stated causal impacts will not result naturally, the governments,
both federal and provincial, will have to act smartly to realise these gains.
Readiness of the Punjab government
The government of Punjab has initiated a heavy agenda to capitalise fully on
the CPEC initiatives to support the broader growth agenda of the province as
captured in its Growth Strategy 2014.
The industries sector is ramping up capacity of the province to deal with the
influx of Chinese investment and industrial development proposals and is in the
process of setting up certain industrial and special economic zones. The agriculture
department has also embarked on a series of evidence-based interventions to
develop potential agriculture value chains to respond to CPEC.
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The Planning and Development Department has developed a heavy policy
engagement agenda with the federal government to get approved certain enabling
and channelling policies that will reap benefits from CPEC.
However, the readiness on the social side and services sector is still less and
these sectors will have to start recognising the CPEC environment and develop
their responses to benefit from the CPEC multipliers. This said, the industries and
the agriculture and livestock sectors are going to be the most direct ‗mover and
shakers‘ of the province that can help translate CPEC activity to contribute more in
attaining sustainable development.
Как скажется на КПЭК отставка Наваз Шарифа?
Can CPEC weather Pakistan's political storm?
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 7th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1350124/can-cpec-weather-pakistans-political-storm

2017.

In a highly partisan political environment, China reiterated its neutrality
towards the internal affairs of the country by stating its resolve to abide by ‗a
strategic cooperative partnership with Pakistan‘.
Despite this stance the momentum of the CPEC initiative seems to have been
compromised over the last two months.
Senior officials in Islamabad, who coordinate with the Chinese side for the
CPEC, informed Dawn that the political crisis did hamper the pace of progress,
particularly on projects in the pipeline.
―Yes, the divide blurs the line between civil and military leaders as Generals
vow to secure and support CPEC related project as much, if not more, than civil
political leaders.
―This unity of opinion is not enough. For CPEC to stay on course a conducive
investment environment is absolutely necessary‖, commented a business leader
who wished anonymity.
A statement on the subject mailed to Dawn by the Chinese Embassy reads, ―It
hopes that all parties and sections in Pakistan can prioritise state and national
interests, properly deal with their domestic affairs, maintain unity and stability and
keep focusing on economic and social development.
―The all-weather friendship between China and Pakistan has withstood the
test of time. We believe that the China-Pakistan strategic cooperative partnership
will not be affected by the change in the situation inside Pakistan.
―China stands ready to work with Pakistan to continue jointly building the
Belt and the Road and build a community of a shared future, which serves the
fundamental interests of the two countries and peoples and promotes peace and
development in the region and beyond‖.
Prime Minister Khaqan Abbasi, in his very first speech on the floor of the
house after his election, mentioned his intent to fasten the pace of progress on
CPEC related projects.
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Dr Nadeem Javed, Chief Economist, Planning Commission, admitted the
comparative slow down but insisted that the fortnightly coordination committee on
the CPEC meets regularly.
The said body is attended by related departments and ministries. It tracks and
monitors progress and provides a forum to unwind bureaucratic knots.
―How can anyone deny that happenings of the past two months distracted the
government‘s attention from the economy and compromised its effectiveness? Yes
we could have covered more ground had we been able to handle the situation
better.
―There were exchanges and two-way travelling by relevant ministers and
officials over the past two months but the private sector, particularly in Pakistan,
withdrew into its shell, citing uncertainty‖ he said.
He saw harmony and enthusiasm in state level interaction but was not happy
with the level of interest in the private sector. ―The reluctance of local investors is
hard to digest. Their attitude might change as plans of nine special economic zones
start materialising‖, he said.
―The CPEC is a large package of Chinese investment projects with the
potential to transform Pakistan‘s economy by relieving supply-side constraints to
growth through investment in power generation and transport infrastructure.
―If implemented as planned, the CPEC would lift Pakistan‘s potential GDP
growth significantly and catalyse higher private-sector investments and exports.
―However, security-related issues and Pakistan‘s weak track record of public
project implementation suggests that the pace of execution will be relatively slow.
―Moving forward, continued support for the CPEC project across all branches
of government will be critical to its success and full implementation,‖ said
Moody‘s in a current report on the country.
Some business leaders contacted blamed the tilt in policies that suit Chinese
investors better.
―The policy framework is unfair towards locals. In their enthusiasm
policymakers go the extra mile and roll out the red carpets for foreign investors.
However, if we ask for what is our due they play deaf‖, a business leader retorted.
―PM Abbasi may claim what he wants but hollow words will not in-still
confidence in the private sector.
―The government will need to move decisively towards confidence building
measures to motivate local investors‖, he added.
Торговля Пакистана с Китаем
Trade balance tilts further in Beijing‘s favour
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, August 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349800/tradebalance-tilts-further-in-beijings-favour.

Made-in-China garments now dominate local markets mainly because of their
low prices. A massive influx of Chinese clothing has forced many Pakistani
garment-makers out of business in recent years. Some analysts believe the actual
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value of Chinese imports is notably higher than the official figure of $10.53bn for
2016-17.
KARACHI: China emerged as the largest trade partner of Pakistan in 201617, although exports to Beijing have been declining for the last four years.
Exports to China equalled just 15 per cent of imports from the same country
last year, according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
Chinese products are replacing local goods and becoming a dominant force in
the domestic market, data shows.
Exports to China equalled 15pc of imports from the same country last year
Exports to China shrank to $1.62 billion in 2016-17 from $2.69bn in 2013-14.
Imports from China, in contrast, grew to $10.53bn in 2016-17 from $4.73bn in
2012-13, an increase of 123pc.
Four years ago, Pakistan‘s exports to China were 45pc of imports from the
neighbouring country. The proportion fell to just 15pc in 2016-17.
The government argues that China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)related imports are behind the increase in overall imports.
However, trade data shows imports from Beijing have been increasing each
year as Pakistan consistently failed to grow exports to China. The Ministry of
Commerce never announced any strategy or plan to explore the Chinese market for
Pakistani products.
―Not only are Chinese products replacing Pakistani goods in the domestic
market, but also the Pakistani products like ceiling fans are no longer Pakistani.
Most parts like copper winding are imported from China, but fans are sold as
Pakistani products,‖ said Rashid Aziz, a retailer of ceiling fans.
Local markets have been flooded with smuggled Chinese products, which are
sold openly. Imported and smuggled Chinese goods have complete domination in
the local market, hurting survival prospects of local products like furniture,
wooden goods, tiles, glass items, fans, cotton finished products, iron and steel
products etc.
No official estimates are available as far as the market size of smuggled
Chinese products is concerned. But people in local markets believe the value of
smuggled goods can be higher than that of official imports.
The official figure for imports from China is also disputed by independent
economists. They say Chinese exports to Pakistan are about $5bn higher than the
figure published by Pakistan.
The country faces a trade imbalance of $30.5bn while the current account
deficit reached a record-high of $12bn in 2016-17.
Опасность для строительства КПЭК. Несколько шиитов убиты в
пакистанском Белуджистане.
«Новости планеты». 19.07.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10262-neskolko-shiitovubity-v-pakistanskom-beludzhistane.html
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Четыре шиита были убиты сегодня в юго-западной провинции
Пакистана Белуджистане, в нападении, которое местная полиция назвала
сектантских.
Недавнее насилие в Белуджистане вызвало обеспокоенность по поводу
безопасности проектов в экономическом коридоре Китая в Пакистане
стоимостью 57 млрд. долларов, транспортном и энергетическом канале,
который планируется запустить из западного Китая в южный порт Пакистана
в Гвадаре.
Провинциальный министр внутренних дел Сарфраз Бугти сообщил, что
трое мужчин и женщина из общины Хазара направлялись в южный город
Карачи, когда вооруженные люди на двух мотоциклах атаковали их
автомобиль на шоссе, близко к столице провинции Кветта. «Шииты были
целенаправленны атакованы из-за их веры», добавил Газанфар Али,
начальник полиции города Мастунг, расположенного примерно в 50 км к югу
от Кветты.
Пока ни одна из экстремистких группировок не взяла на себя
ответственность за инцидент. Если подтвердится участие радикальных
исламистов, это убийство станет четвертым таким нападением в последние
недели в Белуджистане, граничащем с Афганистаном и Ираном. Сторонники
пакистанского Талибана и Исламского государства несут ответственность за
четыре нападения, в том числе два, в которых было убито шесть
полицейских.
Исламистские боевики убили тысячи людей в Пакистане с начала 2000-х
годов в их стремлении навязать жесткую версию ислама.
Англия – главный сторонник КПЭК, - заявил посол Великобритании в
Пакистане
UK biggest supporter of CPEC, says envoy
Sharif Khan. The Nation. July 19, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Jul-2017/ukbiggest-supporter-of-cpec-says-envoy

Quetta - British High Commissioner Thomas Drew Tuesday said his country
was the biggest supporter of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which
will not only bring economic prosperity and progress to Pakistan and Balochistan,
but will also bring a revolution in the whole region.
He said British High Commission will provide every possible help to connect
links of British International Team and British Chamber of Commerce with
Balochistan Chamber of Commerce and Industries for investment in various
sectors of the province.
Thomas Drew was welcomed by President of Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Haji Abdul Wadood Achakzai and other members.
The representatives of Chambers of Commerce and Industry briefed the
British high commissioner about vast unexplored opportunities of investment in
the province. They said the Balochistan people attached with commerce and trade
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wanted to strengthen business links between the two countries through joint
ventures.
They also appealed to British high commissioner to pave way for smooth
rapport between Chamber of Commerce and International Trade Team.
Thomas Drew said United Kingdom was the biggest supporter of CPEC.
―It is a welcome move,‖ said Thomas, ―that law and order situation in
Balochistan has substantially improved and people linked to commerce and trade
are looking satisfied.‖
He added there was no condition of English language on visit visa and soon
they would be resuming English language test process after 10 years in
Balochistan.
Drew clarified that there will be no deferments of issuing United Kingdom
visas for those applicants having complete documents and more efforts will be
made to ease the process.
Китай поддерживает почти 7% роста экономики, несмотря на некоторые
страхи о снижении роста.
China's economic growth holds steady despite slowdown fears
The Hindu, 17.07.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/chinas-economicgrowth-holds-steady-despite-slowdown-fears/article19292855.ece?homepage=true

Output rose 6.9 percent in the three months ending in June from a year ago
China‘s economic growth held steady in the latest quarter, boosted by
unexpectedly strong trade and consumer spending, despite fears tighter lending
controls aimed at cooling a surge in debt are weighing on commercial activity.
Output rose 6.9 percent in the three months ending in June from a year ago,
data showed Monday. That was in line with the previous quarter and better than
many forecasts.
Communist leaders are eager to keep growth steady as they head into a ruling
party congress at which President Xi Jinping is due to be reappointed as leader
later this year. But the economy faces headwinds as Beijing clamps down on
lending to rein in a surge in debt that has fueled fears it might harm the financial
system or drag on growth.
Forecasters expect the economy to cool as those controls depress investment,
the biggest component of growth in recent years.
―The economy appears to have ended Q2 on a strong note,‖ said Julian EvansPritchard of Capital Economics in a report.
―This strength seems unlikely to last, however,‖ he wrote. ―The recent
crackdown on financial risks has driven a slowdown in credit growth, which will
weigh on the economy during the second half of this year.‖
The International Monetary Fund has forecast China‘s full-year growth for
2017 to hold steady at last year‘s level of 6.7 per cent. The IMF raised its outlook
twice this year, citing strong government spending. The government‘s growth
target is 6.5 percent ―or higher if possible.‖
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Consumer spending and trade growth both accelerated during the second
quarter, helping to offset softening investment in factories, real estate and other
fixed assets.
Retail sales rose 10.4 per cent in the first half of the year, up 0.1 per cent
points from the first quarter‘s rate, according to the National Bureau of Statistics.
Factory output rose 6.9 per cent in the first half, up 0.1 per cent points from the
first quarter rate and 0.9 percentage points better than the same time last year.
Trade data released earlier showed export growth accelerated in May and
June, at least temporarily averting concern about possible politically dangerous job
losses in trade-related industries that employ millions of people.
Investment rose by 8.6 per cent in the first half of the year, but that was down
from 0.6 per cent from the first quarter‘s expansion. Private sector analysts cite
surging debt as the biggest potential risk to China‘s long-term economic stability.
МВФ считает, что отдача от КПЭК будет постоянно расти – до 4.5 млрд.
долл. к 2024.
CPEC outflows to peak at $4.5bn: IMF
Dawn, July 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345414/cpec-outflows-to-peak-at45bn-imf

KARACHI: In a detailed look at the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) cautions that corridor projects will
generate outflows of as much as $4.5 billion by 2024, while the export benefits of
the projects ―will likely accrue gradually over time‖. Filling the gap in between
could pose a policy challenge.
―These considerations warrant policymakers‘ attention to two priority areas in
order to realise the transformational potential of Pakistan‘s investment programme
while maintaining external stability,‖ the IMF report says.
The first challenge is to ramp up export revenue and build foreign exchange
buffers, which ―will be important to cushion the period of increased BoP
outflows‖. Ramping up exports will require ―improving competitiveness and the
business climate‖ in order to realise the potential benefits from the increased
energy supplies and transport infrastructure that the corridor projects will create.
The second big challenge is bringing ―full cost recovery‖ in power
distribution. ―Routing the increased generation capacity through a loss-making
distribution sector could result in faster accumulation of circular debt and fiscal
costs, as well as undermine long-term financial sustainability of the new energy
projects,‖ the report adds.
The report stops short of advocating a specific path for improving recoveries,
but points towards greater private-sector participation in metering and recoveries
while ―maintaining a strong and enabling regulatory framework‖. The language
could be aimed at the government‘s proposed reforms to the Nepra Act that seek to
parcel out many of the powers the regulator currently enjoys to the federal and
provincial governments and their departments.
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The report also cautions against going too far down the road of granting
incentives to certain categories of investor. It urges the government to ―rationalise
and limit tax incentives and exemptions [and] maintain uniformity of the tax
regime with respect to all investments‖ and ensure that new external commitments
are in line with expected balance of payments trends.
The report notes the positive impact that CPEC projects can have on
Pakistan‘s economy. It says the direct impact of corridor projects on GDP will go
from $2bn in 2017 to $4bn by 2024. By that point in time, the indirect, secondround impacts could commence, which could be ―significant‖ but ―will depend on
many other supportive factors.‖
The report notes that the investments coming under the early-harvest scheme
could close Pakistan‘s power deficit as 8,600MW are envisaged to be
commissioned under CPEC over the next seven to nine years, out of a total
capacity expansion of 24,000MW currently in the investment plan. ―[T]his
expansion will help eliminate Pakistan‘s deficit of about 6GW in 2016 to a surplus
as early as end-2018.‖
Состав импорта Пакистана в рамках КПЭК
Analysing the composition of CPEC-related imports
Aadil Nakhoda (Assistant Professor of Economics and Research Fellow at CBER, IBA).
The Express Tribune, July 10th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454236/analysingcomposition-cpec-related-imports/

KARACHI: With the advent of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), it was expected that there will be a surge in the import of goods into
Pakistan. It is essential to determine the changing composition of the flow into
Pakistan as result of the recent increase in imports.
The data on trade from the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) indicates that
imports were at their highest level ever reported, at $48.5 billion, in the period
between July and May in FY17. The imports into Pakistan increased by more than
20%, while exports declined by more than 3%. The imports between January and
May in 2017 were 30% higher than the imports between January and May in 2016.
CPEC will bring economic stability: Achakzai
The trade deficit in FY17 is expected to surpass $30 billion. This is an
increase of more than 40% over FY16. The inflow of remittances, which has over
the recent years been crucial in reducing the current account deficit, is decreasing.
The negative current account balance is expected to breach $9 billion in FY17,
which is almost 200% more than that reported in FY16.
World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS) classifies the imports not only
according to the basis of different stages of production, such as raw materials,
intermediate goods, consumer goods and capital goods, but also according to the
major sectors of the economy, which are agricultural, industrial and petroleum
goods. The trade data is borrowed from UN COMTRADE and the data spans the
calendar year.
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In 2016, 43% of the goods imported into Pakistan were in the form of raw
materials and intermediate goods, which require further processing before being
sold as finished goods, 31% were consumer goods and 25% were capital goods.
Considering the major sectors, 12% of the total imports into Pakistan were
petroleum goods, 14% were agricultural goods and 74% were industrial goods.
However, the imports of raw materials declined by more than 7% between
2015 and 2016, the imports of intermediate goods declined by more than 1.5%, the
imports of capital goods increased by 30% and the imports of consumer goods
increased by 7%.
Considering the growth of imports at the product-level, the import value of
machinery and mechanical appliances increased by more than 30% between 2015
and 2016 and the import value of vegetable products increased by more than 27%.
Significant increase in import value was reported in capital goods such as steam
and gas-turbines, electric transformers and parts of auxiliary power plants and
other equipment used in power plants. Further, there was a significant increase in
the imports of construction equipment such mechanical shovels, self-propelled
graders and levelers, and bulldozers. On the other hand, vegetable products such as
barley, beans, chickpeas, apples reported significant increase in value between
2015 and 2016.
Pakistan imported $13.7 billion from China in 2016, which amounts to 30%
of its total imports from all trading partners. It is likely that the trading relationship
between Pakistan and China will further expand. It is crucial to understand the
changing composition of the imports into Pakistan from China as well, particularly
as the rapid increase in the imports from China has an important influence on the
trade deficit of Pakistan. Approximately 47% of the imports from China in 2016
were capital goods, 16% were consumer goods, 35% were intermediate goods and
only 1% was raw materials. Furthermore, 98% of the total imports from China
were industrial goods.
On the other hand, 55% of all capital goods imported into Pakistan originated
from China, 15% of consumer goods originated from China, and 34% of
intermediate goods originated from China but only 2% of raw materials originated
from China. Considering the imports at the product-level, 46% of the imports into
China from Pakistan in 2016 were machinery and mechanical appliances, 10%
were base metals, 11% were chemical products and 11% were textile products.
However, the imports from China constituted 61% of all imports of machinery and
mechanical appliances into Pakistan, 18% of all base metals and 14% of all textile
products in 2016.
The import value of capital goods into Pakistan from China increased by 50%
between 2015 and 2016, the import value of raw materials, although negligible
from China, increased by 44% and the import value of consumer goods increased
by 13%. Considering the imports at the product-level, the largest increase was
reported in that of machinery and mechanical appliances at 49%, vegetable
products at 40% and transport equipment and wood articles at 30%.
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The imports of generators, turbines for power plants and their parts and
accessories, as well as iron and steel products from China reported significant
increase between 2015 and 2016. On the other hand, there has been a decline in the
import value from China of machinery used in the agricultural sector as well as in
the textile industry between 2015 and 2016.
Although, the analysis above primarily suggests that CPEC projects have
contributed to the rising import bill, it is also important to stress that the imports of
raw materials and intermediate goods have declined, while the imports of
consumer goods has increased. With limited growth in major export-oriented
industries in Pakistan, this is likely to contribute to the rising import bill as
domestic value addition, which is conversion of raw materials and intermediate
goods into finished goods locally, is being substituted in favor of value addition in
the trading partners, even within the major exported oriented industries. For
instance, the total imports of finished textile products increased by 9% between
2015 and 2016, while exports reported a meagre increase of 2%.
Pakistan, China to jointly oversee CPEC projects
Although, the decline in the imports of raw materials and intermediate goods
may have been driven by lower commodity prices, the recurring lower growth
levels in the agricultural sector and major export-oriented industries is increasing
the difference between imports and exports and consequently the trade deficit. The
burgeoning trade deficit and the lack of investments to improve the productive
capacity raise serious concerns regarding the policies for industrial development in
Pakistan.
Китай планирует запустить железнодорожный сервис в Пакистан
Информационное агентство «РЖД» Партнер.ру. 6.07.2017. http://www.rzdpartner.ru/zhd-transport/news/kitay-planiruet-zapustit-zheleznodorozhnyy-servis-v-pakistan/

По данным агентства ТАСС, новый маршрут из Ланьчжоу (провинция
Ганьсу) в порт Гвадар пройдет через Кашгар (Синьцзян-Уйгурский
автономный район), однако дата его запуска не уточняется.
Как сообщалось ранее, Пекин и Исламабад планируют создание
экономический коридора протяженностью около 3 тыс. км, который свяжет
шоссейной и железной дорогой, а также системой трубопроводов
пакистанский глубоководный порт Гвадар с китайским Синьцзяном. Такой
путь позволит Китаю получить значительно более дешевый и короткий
маршрут для транспортировки нефти и нефтепродуктов из Персидского
залива, а также упростить экспорт китайских товаров на Ближний Восток и в
Африку.
Железнодорожный сервис в Пакистан станет вторым направлением
Китая в Южной Азии. В мае прошлого года Китай начал доставку грузов по
железной дороге и автотранспортом из Ланьчжоу в Катманду (Непал).
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По итогам 2016 года товарооборот между Китаем и Непалом превысил 3
млрд юаней (около 440 млн долларов). Ожидается, что в этом году объем
взаимной торговли составит 10 млрд юаней.
Как выжить пакистанской индустрии, если Китай заполонил
пакистанский рынок?!
Who will protect Pakistan‘s domestic industry when Chinese enter the
market?
Zeeshan Hashim. The Nation. July 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/03-Jul-2017/whowill-protect-pakistan-s-domestic-industry-when-chinese-enter-the-market

I think the prevalent questions in the minds of Pakistani society regarding
CPEC are that what will be the consequences of Chinese entering the domestic
market? Either they will occupy the whole market by monopolising it or they will
compete fairly in the market or they will destroy our domestic manufacturing
industry by pumping lower priced China-made products into the market?
In my opinion basic Economics can be a great help to cater all these questions
and following points seem important in this regard.
Is import good for our society or bad?
The answer to this question depends on our understanding of what does it
mean for a product or service to be good or bad for a society?What are the needed
attributes in a commercial product being sold in a market? Either it is the standard
of living of the Pakistani citizens which matter or the so-called national prestige
which becomes high when we see the products mentioning "made in Pakistan"?
If it is the standard of living which is valued then decrease in the price level
escalates the standard of living of the people because it increases our purchasing
power. For example, I have Rs20 and I need to buy bread for my daily meal. The
price of one slice of bread is Rs5, so I will get four slices by paying Rs20.
Supposedly, the price of one slice decreases to Rs4, what will happen then? In fact,
I will be able to buy five slices. Now we again suppose that the price of a bread
jumps to Rs7. Now, my purchasing power will be decreased and I will get only
three slices of bread. So, the benefit of society is in low priced items. The fewer
consumers will spend, the more they will save which result in more investment. If
a consumer wants to spend all her disposable income, then she will buy more items
(less in basic needs and more in luxuries).
Is foreign investment good or bad?
Foreign investment is always good for an economy. It increases the knowhow in the society by inserting advanced knowledge and technology. Important
thing is that workers learn new things from their repetition of tasks and from the
innovative practices introduced by entrepreneurs or foreign firms. Similarly, when
a foreign firm introduces new ideas and practices in the society, their employees
learn from them, it increases the rate of entrepreneurship because some employees
leave their job and start their own business which they have learned from their
experiences. Ricardo Hausman writes this in the following words:
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―The key to [Progress) is tacit knowledge. To make stuff, you need to know
how to make it, and this knowledge is, to a large extent, latent – not available in
books, but stored in the brains of those who need to use it......new firms are formed
mainly by workers who leave other successful firms, taking the relevant tacit
knowledge with them. The reality is that people learn more by performing and
repeating tasks, better than mere reading books in Academics.‖
Remember that local businessman has more competitive advantage than a
foreign one because he knows more about the local environment. Bangladesh's
textile industry is a beautiful case study in this regard which shows that foreign
investment increases the comparative advantage of the local firms. It increases
total production of the society. It creates more jobs and opens more opportunities
for entrepreneurs which definitely increase the standard of living of the people.
More investments mean the pie of the economy enlarges. The economy is not
a fixed pie. The new entries in the market do not mean that new entrants will
disentitle local firms from their fair shares in the market. When Chinese businesses
will enter the market, they will definitely search the opportunities in which they
have more competitive advantage. While local businesses will search the
opportunity in which they can contribute better than their Chinese competitors. Be
confident that our business community has the potential to do it and foreign
competition will further enhance it.
The important thing to be more concerned about CPEC is not the foreign
competition but the terms and conditions of the deal, and the risk of monopoly if it
is being granted by the state to the Chinese investors. We should keep our focus on
the incentives being provided to them. Either they are coming to join us and
compete with our local firms just like other foreign investors do or they will be
treated differently from Pakistani investors with more privilege? There should be
no special treatment or special incentives to any firm either it is local and foreign.
The monopoly of any kind will destroy our economy, politics and society, and we
will be in big trouble in future. We must be very careful and cautious by asking
critical questions to the government on behalf of our civil society.
Проблемы с сооружением КПЭК
Pakistan faces challenges in building economic corridor with China
The Express Tribune. 30.06.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1445284/pakistan-faceschallenges-building-economic-corridor-china-minister/

DALIAN: Pakistan faces some challenges in steering an ambitious plan to
build an economic corridor with China despite the economic benefits for the
country, Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal said on Wednesday.
China has promised $57 billion in investment in projects along the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor, part of its ambitious Belt and Road plan linking
China with the Middle East and Europe. Chinese President Xi Jinping proposed the
Belt and Road project in 2013, but it is still short on specifics.
‗Pakistan not producing goods China needs‘
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There are a number of challenges which have to be addressed,‖ Iqbal, the
Islamabad lead on the project, told the World Economic Forum in the northeastern
city of Dalian. ―There are actually many gaps that we have to correctly address.
First and foremost is the coordination gap,‖ he said.
Iqbal said he had chaired many ministerial meetings over the past two years to
push through the red-tape and coordinate polices among government ministries, he
said. ―There are also challenges in terms of different regions,‖ he said, adding that
provinces are competing for greater opportunities in the project. The government
has built a mechanism to coordinate with ―internal and external stakeholders‖ in
the scheme, he said without elaborating.
China to invest $50b to develop Indus River Cascade
Pakistan and China aim to build a network of rail, road and energy
infrastructure as part of the Belt and Road initiative. Pakistan has been one of the
most enthusiastic supporters of the initiative, in part because many projects are for
power plants to alleviate the country‘s decade-long energy shortage that sees
frequent blackouts.
Министр: Китайский язык вытесняет в Пакистане английский
НГ. 28.06.2017. http://www.ng.ru/news/585884.html

Популярность китайского языка в Азии растет, это особенно явно
ощущается в Пакистане, где в силу активных культурных и политикоэкономических контактов с КНР он становится самым важным иностранным
языком вместо английского. Об этом в среду заявил на Всемирном
экономическом форуме (ВЭФ) министр реформ, планирования и развития
Пакистана Ахсан Икбал.
"В последнее время китайский становится в нашей стране самым
важным [иностранным] языком, сейчас он пока второй по популярности
(после английского). Все в Пакистане хотят учить китайский. Думаю, по
количеству иностранных студентов, обучающихся в КНР и овладевающих
языком этой страны, мы занимаем первое место", - отметил он, выступая на
тематической сессии "Один пояс - один путь": глобальный контекст".
По словам министра, такая тенденция определяется активизацией
межрегионального взаимодействия с участием Китая в рамках целого ряда
крупных проектов, в том числе "Один пояс - один путь". "Я хотел бы
подчеркнуть, что речь идет об активизации не только экономических, но и
межличностных контактов. Это дает нам новые возможности", - заметил
Ахсан Икбал.
Условия сооружения КПЭК – обязательства Пакистана
Препятствие Индии по отношению к КПЭК может на короткое время
затормозить его реализацию, но совместные действия Китая и Пакистана
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могут преодолеть это сопротивление (Статья в китайской газете Global
Times)
India's opposition can affect CPEC in short run: Chinese media
The Times of India. Jun 27, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/indiasopposition-can-affect-cpec-in-short-run-chinese-media/articleshow/59334755.cms

•China and Pakistan can dispel India's doubt if they are firm about
cooperation, the report said.
•India is protesting against CPEC as it passes through Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir.
•The article also provided rare details about conditions laid down for Chinese
investments in Pak.
BEIJING: The construction of the $50 billion China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor has been affected in the short run due to India's objections, a report in the
state-run Chinese media said.
It added that if Beijing and Islamabad are firm in their cooperation, they can
dispel New Delhi's doubts.
India is protesting against the CPEC as it passes through Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK)
"Some people believe obstruction by India may become a stumbling block to
the development of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)," an article in
the official daily Global Times said.
In fact, India's "rejection" is mainly because the corridor passes through the
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. The corridor's construction may be affected in the
short term, but from a long-term perspective, China and Pakistan can dispel India's
doubt to the maximum degree if they are firm about their cooperation and actively
interact with neighbouring countries, it said.
The article written by a researcher who worked in Pakistan said Chinese
investments there could make profits.
"The return rate of the CPEC for China is generally higher than that in other
countries. Pakistan is required to pay 17 per cent of the investment deposit for
each project," it said, providing rare details about the conditions laid down for
Chinese investments in Pakistan.
"At present, China has invested in 51 projects in the CPEC, with 19 already
complete. Pakistan has announced that the total investment has reached $50 billion.
That number is based on projects that are currently running, and the final number
will exceed it," the article said.
In addition to the CPEC, China has invested in more than 200 projects in
Pakistan. Its investment in the Hualong One Nuclear Power project near Karachi
amounted to $6.5 billion, it said.
The investments mainly focus on energy and infrastructure, which are
urgently needed for Pakistan's economic development.
It also sought to dispel fear about Chinese workers' safety in Pakistan after
two Chinese were killed in Balochistan allegedly by the Islamic State terrorists.
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"Many Chinese have serious concerns about the security environment and
prospects of the CPEC after the recent kidnapping and alleged murder of their
compatriots there," the article said.
"But I found the misgivings were not necessary after carrying out on-the-spot
research at Chinese and local enterprises in Pakistan, and visiting scholars and
research fellows at various universities and think tanks," it said.
Despite the recent tragedy, the overall security situation in Pakistan has
improved, the article said.
"Attacks on Chinese people mainly occurred in Balochistan, where the
security situation has been truly deteriorating," it said.
«Один пояс – один путь» (ОПОП): как китайский проект видится в
Индии?
Нина Лебедева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 26.06.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/06/26/odin-poyas-odin-put-opop-kak-kitajskij-proekt-viditsya-v-indii/

На прошедшем c большой помпой форуме «Один пояс – один путь» в
Пекине в мае 2017 г. отсутствие индийского премьера Н. Моди почти все
мировые СМИ связывали с несогласием Индии с условиями создания
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК), которому
отводится ключевая роль в реализации ОПОП. По оценкам индийской
стороны, он подрывает суверенитет Индии, так как подразумевает
строительство инфраструктуры и совместную деятельность Китая и
Пакистана на спорной территории Гилгит—Балтистан — части Кашмира. Но
проблема не только в этом.
Отношение руководства Индии к китайским амбициозным инициативам
«Экономический пояс шѐлкового пути» и «Морской шѐлковый путь-21»
(ЭПШП и МШП-21) – элементам ОПОП – эволюционировало. При
премьерстве М. Сингха оно было выжидательным, породив, тем не менее,
начало дискуссии среди индийского политического и экспертного
сообщества. Его представители, с одной стороны, выражали опасения, что
Индия может оказаться в стороне и даже в изоляции, если не воспользуется
теми преимуществами, которые содержались в них, особенно в части
улучшения инфраструктуры. С другой стороны, проекты вызывали тревогу в
связи с узаконенным внедрением Китая в зону Индийского океана в случае
их поддержки прибрежными странами.
Пришедший к власти в мае 2014 г. прагматичный и энергичный политик
Н. Моди уловил совпадение индийского видения целей и потребностей
развития морской экономики с концепцией МШП по расширению
разнообразных связей от Индо-Тихоокеанского региона до Восточной
Африки и Средиземноморья в условиях, когда Индия не входит ни в ТТП, ни
в Трансатлантическое торговое и инвестиционное партнѐрство (ТТИП). В
свете этого китайский проект становился весьма привлекательной
альтернативой. И в качестве первого шага он счѐл возможным поддержать
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предложение Си Цзиньпина о создании коридора Китай-Бангладеш-МьянмаИндия для соединения сухопутного ЭПШП с МШП. А в декабре 2014 г.
Индия примкнула к АБИИ.
Но ситуация в индо-океанской зоне менялась, как и индийско-китайские
отношения, особенно в области стратегии. Китай активно расширял сферы
влияния, приступив к строительству первой зарубежной военной базы в
Джибути, шаг за шагом внедряя в регион плавучие платформы-базы и
подводные лодки, заполучил несколько опорных пунктов, которые могут
быстро трансформироваться в военные базы. А в январе 2017 г. впервые
провѐл морские манѐвры в открытых водах Индийского океана, что в
принципе не противоречит законам Мирового океана, но несѐт определѐнный
стратегический смысл.
Эти факторы (а их можно продолжить) не могли не оказать воздействие
на позицию Н. Моди в сторону еѐ ужесточения. Руководители Индии
неоднократно указывали на заострѐнный на собственные интересы
синоцентризм и дипломатию «великой державы» китайского проекта. По их
убеждению, он был принят без обсуждения и консультаций с будущими
участниками. Это, во-первых. Во-вторых, индийцы считали, что Пекин не
принимал во внимание основы общепризнанных институциональных,
регулирующих, юридических, финансовых и др. правил, как и
общекультурных и цивилизационных связей, уже протянутых через
азиатское пространство.
В-третьих, почему-то соседи и другие страны Азии забыли о том, что
Индия является одним из инициаторов и участницей региональных,
стратегически весомых интеграционных проектов. Некоторые из них
принимались задолго до китайских инициатив. Это торгово-транзитный
коридор от модернизируемого ею же Чабахара (Иран) до Афганистана, в
который Индия внесла свою лепту и построила в 2009 г. шоссе ЗаранджДеламар. Это международный мультимодальный коридор «Север – Юг»
(INSTC), инициированный в сентябре 2000 г. Индией, Ираном и Россией.
Позже к нему подключились Турция и республики ЦА, что даѐт возможность
через Персидский залив соединить его с Европой. В 2015 г. были
подтверждены соответствующие транзитные и таможенные соглашения
между участниками проекта. В марте 2016 г. Индия присоединилась к
Ашхабадскому транспортному соглашению 2011 г. Омана, Ирана и ряда
Республик ЦА.
На Индостане – это организация на Андаманском архипелаге морского
центра с сухим доком и судостроительными объектами, а на Шри Ланке – по
созданию нефтяного хаба в Тринкомале и т.д. В целом Индия предполагает
реализовать в ЮА другие проекты на сумму в 5 млрд долл. Были выдвинуты
в 2013-2015 гг. интересные инициативы расширения культурного и
инфраструктурного сотрудничества — «Муссон», «Дорога специй»,
«Хлопковые пути», проект Сагар Мала по созданию портовых сооружений и
морской инфраструктуры. Как оказалось, ей не хватало не столько
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системности, сколько китайской напористости, широкой пропаганды и
рекламы, а главное – значительного финансирования на их реализацию.
Китай не мог не реагировать на критику в свой адрес и вынужден был
пойти на более компромиссные по тону и содержанию сдвиги в его позиции.
Так, была признана необходимость интенсивного диалога с партнѐрами,
изменений в имидже и характере партнѐрства Китая, наличие немалых
рисков, связанных с проблемами религиозно-этнического характера,
терроризма, экстремизма, смены правительства в том или ином государстве
(скажем, в Мьянме или Шри-Ланке), соперничества геополитических
интересов. Всѐ это стало исходить из уст экспертов на конференциях в 2015
г. в Кембридже, Улан-Баторе, в Дели на форумах «Раисина-2016 и 2017» и
др. В китайских СМИ замелькали идеи сопряжения индийских инициатив с
китайскими в общий проект, что не устраивало Дели.
Неслучайно в последние месяцы существования администрации Обамы
Индия начала заметно сближаться с Вашингтоном и поддерживать так или
иначе американский курс на сдерживание Китая. Были подписаны после 12летних переговоров соглашение по военной логистике (ЛЕМОА) и целая
цепочка военно-технических договорѐнностей. В итоге первое — Индия
получила статус «главного партнѐра» в оборонной области, что открывало
дверь к покупке американских военных технологий и оборудования для его
производства, причѐм на уровне стран НАТО и Израиля. Второе – появилась
возможность получения списанного, но действующего авианосца США и
палубных самолѐтов «Супер Хорнет» для него по демпинговым
ценам. Третье — с целью возрождения несколько заглохшей индийскоамериканской «Оборонной инициативы в сфере технологии и торговли»
создаются новые
совместные
рабочие
группы по
самым
высокотехнологичным военно-морским и военно-воздушным системам;
системам разведки, спутникового наблюдения и управления полем боя;
системам
химической
и
биологической
защиты;
специальным
системам. Наконец, в феврале 2017 г. подписано соглашение, согласно
которому в Гуджарате в одном из современных доков будут ремонтироваться
военные корабли 7-ого американского флота.
А чтобы противостоять ОПОП, Н. Моди выдвинул 23 мая 2017 г. план
Азиатско-африканского морского коридора роста (AAGC) при поддержке
Японии, выступая на ежегодном общем собрании Африканского банка
развития (AfDB) в столице Гуджарата в Гандинагаре. Предложение об AAGC
было впервые упомянуто в совместной декларации, опубликованной
премьер-министрами Н. Моди и Синдзо Абэ в ноябре 2016 г. Ныне он
представлен как «отдельная инициатива», вытекающая из консультативного
процесса, который был бы прибыльным и приемлемым для банковского
сектора, в отличие от «модели, финансируемой правительством» проекта
ОПОП. Идея AAGC заключается в том, чтобы позволить странам Азии и
Африки в дальнейшем интегрироваться и коллективно выступать в качестве
глобального конкурентоспособного экономического блока. Вклад Японии в
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проект будет состоять из самых современных технологий и возможностей
для создания качественной инфраструктуры, в то время как Индия будет
использовать свой опыт работы в Африке, а также разрабатывать порты в
рамках программы Сагар Мала. Судя по всему, Дели бросает вызов
господству Пекина в Евразии.
Два энергоблока на АЭС в Карачи успешно строит Китай (КПЭК) и
будут запущены в 2018 г.
Two China-funded nuclear plants to be operational next year
The Nation. June 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jun-2017/two-china-fundednuclear-plants-to-be-operational-next-year

The work on two Karachi nuclear power projects with a cumulative capacity
of 2,200 megawatts is underway, reported Radio Pakistan.
The power plants are being completed under China-Pak Economic Corridor
(CPEC) at a cost of over Rs9 billion.
These power plants are expected to start producing electricity by the end of
next year.
Similarly, work on 1,320-megawatt coal based power plants at port Qasim in
Karachi and 1,320-megawatt coal based power project at Thar is also underway.
Beijing is investing around $50 billion in Pakistan as part of a plan unveiled
in 2015 to link its far-western Xinjiang region to Gwadar port in Balochistan with
a series of infrastructure, power and transport upgrades.
Officials expect a huge uptick in trade between the two nations once Gwadar
is functional and work on motorways is finished allowing goods to cross the
Himalayas to and from China's western Xinjiang province.
Deepening political and military ties between Pakistan and China have helped
closer financial integration, too, with Chinese companies starting to buy Pakistani
firms and land.
ШОС и КПЭК
The SCO and CPEC
Yasir
Masood.
The
Express
Tribune,
June
23rd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442328/the-sco-and-cpec/
The writer works as a literary editor at Pakistan Institute of Development Economics,
Islamabad. He is a post-graduate in international relations from Kingston University, London.
He can be reached at yasirmasoodkhan@gmail.com

Pakistan has indisputably achieved a diplomatic feat with the acquisition of
full-fledged membership in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) this
month. The 17th summit of the SCO at Astana, Kazakhstan, on June 8-9 formally
announced a new security architecture covering approximately 60% of Eurasia,
with extensive implications for the entire world. With India and Pakistan officially
attaining full membership of the organisation, the total population of the SCO
countries will be almost 3.5 billion, which roughly accounts for half of the world,
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and the combined GDP is estimated to be exceeding 25% of the global GDP.
Accordingly, the SCO is destined to become the cornerstone of economics and
politics in Eurasia and a game changer on the global agenda.
Pakistan‘s SCO membership will strengthen its ability to seamlessly sail
through an economic sea change, the result of landmark projects of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Since Pakistan‘s flag has risen at Beijing, the
headquarters of SCO, this may usher in a new era of economic and trade growth
coupled with the success of CPEC. Both SCO and CPEC complement each other.
Russian, Eurasian and Central Asian states are eyeing to partake in CPEC, and in
return for participation in CPEC, Pakistan can tap minerals, gas and oil resources
from these states to satisfy its energy needs. In fact, CPEC was an underlying
reason for Pakistan‘s entrance into the SCO, since infrastructure developments
under CPEC will engender immense opportunities for the SCO member countries.
In particular, landlocked Central Asian states will be privy to the shortest access to
trade and economic routes through CPEC.
Pakistan‘s membership will give it influence in the global arena, and the SCO
will serve as a platform for the expression of the country‘s commitment to peaceful
regional cooperation. At this multilateral forum, other members may also learn
from Pakistan‘s pursuit of the eradication of terrorism and extremism through a
robust anti-terrorism apparatus. Moreover, on the strategic chessboard, this
regional bloc offers two vital prospects for Pakistan‘s foreign policy: first, it will
present a positive and responsible image around the globe, and second, it will
debunk contrived narratives centered on anti-CPEC rhetoric.
Despite the current stalemate between Pakistan and India, meetings between
both counterparts at the SCO can mitigate friction to some extent and leverage of
China and Russia can also thwart India‘s malicious designs of turning SCO into
another Saarc. Pakistan and Afghanistan provide the shortest routes for India to
connect to Central Asia and Eurasia. Myopic strategy towards ―One Belt, One
Road‖ Initiative (OBOR) and CPEC is not in India‘s national interest, since it also
envisages access to Central Asian markets and in exchange may utilise their oil and
gas reservoirs. Pakistan may also enormously profit by becoming a secure transit
route for goods and energy supplies from Central Asia to India and vice versa.
It is an irrefutable truth that the security and stability of a state are a precursor
to sustainable economic and trade development. Thus, the SCO is also a beacon of
hope to resolve the ongoing conundrum in Afghanistan. This might only be
possible if all member states formulate a multilateral approach for peace and
stability whilst relinquishing unilateral interests. Currently, a resurgent Taliban
coupled with strong presence of IS in Afghanistan can wreak havoc upon a
regional and transnational spillover. Nevertheless, positive engagement at the SCO
in partnership with the CPEC transit trade routes can help Afghanistan wriggle out
of its current plight.
To conclude, unity between the SCO and CPEC was memorably articulated
by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif in his speech at the summit. He said, ―China‘s
OBOR initiative has transformed the global economic landscape. In Pakistan, we
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are diligently implementing CPEC. These mega projects will benefit the entire
SCO community.‖
Дефицит по текущим счетам (и внешний долг) реально выше на 4 млрд.
долл., чем объявлено (не учтен импорт по КПЭК)
Current account deficit stands $4b higher than reported
The Express Tribune, June 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442488/currentaccount-deficit-stands-4b-higher-reported/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s publicly reported current account deficit and
external debt and liabilities are understated by about $4 billion as the country has
so far remained unable to record the cost of imports made under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Payments for power and construction machinery and other related goods
imported from China are not made through Pakistan‘s banking channels, which has
led to under-reporting of the external debt and current account deficit, said sources
in the Ministry of Finance.
Global lender warns of risks to Pakistan‘s economic stability
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Thursday reported that the country‘s
current account deficit – the gap between external payments and receipts –
widened to $9 billion or 3.2% of gross domestic product (GDP) from July to May
of the outgoing fiscal year.
However, this figure does not fully reflect the true picture as the central bank
has recorded the trade deficit – gap between exports and imports – at only $22.7
billion. The trade deficit is a key component of the current account gap.
The central bank‘s trade deficit figure was $7.3 billion lower than that
reported by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS). The PBS figure also included
the cost of insurance and freight of imported goods, which, on average, was $1.3
billion.
By excluding the freight and insurance cost, the central bank‘s trade deficit
figure was lower by $6 billion compared to the PBS data.
The central bank put 11-month import bill at $42.5 billion, $6 billion lower
than that reported by the PBS. Similarly, the SBP put exports at $19.8 billion in
July-May FY17 against $18.5 billion reported by the PBS.
Consequently, the current account deficit of $9 billion is under-reported by $4
billion, meaning the gap has widened to $13 billion – the highest-ever in the
country‘s history.
Data regarding import of goods is compiled by both the PBS and SBP. The
PBS compiles data from the Customs authorities that record imports when goods
physically cross the country‘s border. The SBP receives data from commercial
banks when importers make payments against the letters of credit.
Cause of under-reporting
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The main reason behind the understated figures was the exclusion of CPECrelated imports from the central bank database, said sources in the finance
ministry.
They said since Pakistan-based banks were not opening letters of credit for
import of machinery and other goods from China, the central bank could not record
these transactions. Secondly, Chinese banks are directly making payments to
Chinese suppliers of the goods.
―Pakistan‘s external sector has already been in terrible situation and current
developments show things have deteriorated beyond anybody‘s expectations,‖ said
Dr Ashfaque Hasan Khan, former economic adviser, Ministry of Finance.
The impact is not limited to only the current account deficit as external debt
and liabilities also appear to be understated due to the same reasons. CPEC imports
are largely made by taking Chinese loans, except for the equity component,
estimated at around 30%.
For the first nine months of FY17, the central bank had put Pakistan‘s total
external debt and liabilities at $75.7 billion. By taking into account the impact of
CPEC debt, the debt and liabilities have crossed $79 billion. The central bank has
also acknowledged the under-reporting of the current account deficit due to CPEC
imports.
In its second quarterly report, the central bank said ―this difference indicates
that capital equipment imports into the country, FDI and loans from China are not
being fully captured in the BoP (balance of payments) data‖.
Current account deficit widens 178%, stands at $8.93b
―It appears that the bulk of these machinery imports are being financed from
outside the Pakistani banking channel,‖ it said.
The central bank said a large share of this discrepancy could be explained by
the surge in import of power generation machinery, which was being recorded by
the Customs, but was not fully visible in the import financing data available with
the SBP.
The central bank stated that it was already in the process of reconciling these
figures with the federal government. While this would inflate the trade and current
account deficits, it would be netted out through an equal increase in loans and/or
FDI, leaving zero net impact on the country‘s reserves position, said the central
bank.
Китай намерен связать КПЭК с морским коридором (ИндияБангладеш-Бирма)
China to ‗link‘ CPEC with India corridor
The Nation. June 21, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Jun-2017/china-to-link-cpecwith-india-corridor

Beijing - The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will be connected
to a corridor that involves India, Bangladesh and Myanmar through the sea,
Beijing announced on Tuesday in its continuing efforts to bring Asia and Europe
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under President Xi Jinping‘s multi-billion-dollar Belt and Road Initiative (BRI),
reported Hindustan Times.
Part of the plan is to link the South China Sea to the Indian Ocean, according
to the ―Vision for Maritime Cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative‖.
―Ocean cooperation will focus on building the China-Indian Ocean-AfricaMediterranean Sea Blue Economic Passage, by linking the China-Indochina
Peninsula Economic Corridor, running westward from the South China Sea to the
Indian Ocean, and connecting the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and
the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar Economic Corridor (BCIM-EC),‖ said the
document released by official Xinhua news agency.
New Delhi has repeatedly objected to the CPEC because of ―sovereignty
issues‖ as it passes through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. This was the primary
reason why it boycotted the high-profile Belt and Road Forum held in Beijing last
month.Though India is part of BCIM-EC, progress on developing that corridor has
been slow, partly because of New Delhi‘s security concerns.
The document did not share details on how the land corridors, such as CPEC
and BCIM-EC, will be linked to the ocean but it was a clear indication of China‘s
long-term plan.
The idea, the document said, is to synchronise development plans and
promote joint actions by countries along the Maritime Silk Road, setting up the
―all-dimensional, multi-tiered and broad-scoped Blue Partnership‖.
The document was released by China‘s top planning body, the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), and the State Oceanic
Administration.
In 2013, Xi talked building the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road, comprising innumerable infrastructure projects such as ports,
railway networks and roads in several countries.
Four years on, China seems to be fleshing out details of the BRI while going
ahead with projects in India‘s neighbourhood, which New Delhi has serious
concerns about.
The announcement of the plan came a day after Pakistan announced that
China had offered to include a dam project on the Indus river, which India objects
to, a part of the CPEC. The Diamer-Bhasha dam is in the Gilgit-Baltistan region,
part of the erstwhile state of Jammu and Kashmir.
New Delhi is likely to be uneasy with the BCIM-EC being unilaterally
included within the expanding scope of the BRI. China, it seems, isn‘t overtly
bothered about India‘s concerns.
The section of the NDRC document titled ―China in Action‖ lists the projects
being implemented. It includes the flagship Gwadar port in Pakistan and two big
projects in Sri Lanka.
―Progress has been achieved in implementing a series of programmes and
projects, including the Malaysia Malacca Seaside Industrial Park, the Pakistan
Gwadar Port, the port+industrial park+city mode of integrated development of the
Kyaukpyu port in Myanmar, the Colombo Port City and the Phase II Hambantota
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Port Project in Sri Lanka, the railway linking Ethiopia and Djibouti, the railway
between Mombasa and Nairobi in Kenya, and the Piraeus port in Greece,‖ the
document said.
The document is peppered with words such as cooperation and development
but it remains to be seen how much of that translates into reality.
Кампания против КПЭК (которая не соответствует действительности)
Campaign against CPEC
Javid Husain (retired ambassador and the president of the Lahore Council for World
Affairs). The Nation. June 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/20-Jun-2017/campaignagainst-cpec

There is little doubt that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a
landmark event in the history of Pakistan-China friendship rooted in the
convergence of the strategic interests of the two countries.
The CPEC plan involves over 60 billion dollars of Chinese investment in the
various sectors of the Pakistan economy by 2025.
But it may lead to a much higher level of Chinese investment in Pakistan in
the longer time frame work according to the proposals being considered by the two
countries.
CPEC besides providing the much needed resources for accelerating
Pakistan‘s economic growth would also provide to north-western China a shorter
and much more economical route for maritime trade with the rest of the world than
what has been available so far.
Above all, it would strengthen Pakistan-China strategic partnership which
serves the best interests of the two countries.
The importance of this partnership for Pakistan‘s security can hardly be overemphasised considering the enduring threat posed to it by India.
As for China, its trade route to Gwadar through Pakistan would enable it to
bypass attempts by the US and India to block the expansion of China‘s influence
and power in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region.
It would not be surprising, therefore, for India and the US to use all the
resources at their disposal to launch a concerted propaganda campaign to discredit
CPEC in the eyes of the people of Pakistan and among its influential circles.
This is precisely what is happening right now.
Rumour mills are working overtime through media and otherwise to create
all sorts of doubts among the Pakistani people about the real intentions of China
and effects of CPEC on Pakistan.
A ridiculous rumour that is being bandied about is that through CPEC China
would acquire a controlling influence in Pakistan turning it into a Chinese colony.
There couldn‘t be anything more preposterous than this charge which has no
basis in reality.
CPEC has been voluntarily agreed between two sovereign nations and is
designed to serve their best strategic and economic interests.
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Its projects would bring badly needed investment in Pakistan in such sectors
as energy, which has been facing a huge power shortfall, transport,
communications, agriculture and industry.
Many of those making the above mentioned outlandish accusation because of
their well-known Western leanings would have been quite happy to support the
plan if it were US or some other Western country offering to invest on such a vast
scale in Pakistan.
Another charge against CPEC is that the Chinese investment under it is being
obtained at too high a cost.
On the face of it, the charge again appears to be baseless.
It would be reasonable to assume that the government of Pakistan and its
officials took all the relevant factors into account in the negotiating the terms and
conditions of the planned Chinese investment in Pakistan under CPEC.
Nevertheless, some commentators keep on referring to alleged negative
consequences of Chinese investments in Sri Lanka and Venezuela to substantiate
their criticism of CPEC.
The charges of those alleged negative consequences are probably debatable.
If the local authorities mess up their affairs, the blame for it cannot be placed
at the doorstep of the Chinese.
At the same time it is incumbent upon our government to come out with a
detailed exposition of the terms and conditions of the Chinese investments under
the various CPEC projects to satisfy the sceptics amongst us that they are in our
best economic interests.
Transparency should be the order of the day in such matters of national
importance.
The foregoing point also underlines the imperative of efficient management of
our economy by our economic managers.
We need to remember that foreign investment, whether from China or
anywhere else, while welcome, is not a substitute for our own efforts to put our
economy on an even keel and to accelerate our economic growth.
It is primarily our responsibility to raise our national saving and investment
rates to quicken the pace of economic development.
Other things remaining the same, it is the national investment rate which
determines the economic growth rate.
The higher the national investment rate, the higher would be the economy‘s
growth rate.
Right now our national performance both in savings and investment areas is
miserably poor.
Our national saving and investment rates are likely to be about 13% and 15.
8% of GDP respectively in 2016-17 according to the Economic Survey of
Pakistan.
By way of comparison, India‘s national saving and investment rates are over
30% of GDP while China‘s corresponding rates are around 50% of GDP.
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Chinese investment in Pakistan is most welcome on the right terms and
conditions.
But our policy makers must not be oblivious of our own responsibilities in
improving our economic performance.
It would be counterproductive if the promise of Chinese investment leads us
to slacken in the discharge of our own responsibility to promote economic
development in the country.
Besides propagating various accusations against CPEC, India can also be
expected to take steps for increasing external pressure on Pakistan to divert the
attention of our authorities from the massive task of accelerating economic
development and the efficient execution of the various projects under CPEC.
Indo-Afghan coordinated pressure on Pakistan is an obvious indicator of
India‘s evil designs against Pakistan.
Another target of India‘s nefarious intentions would be Pakistan-Iran
friendship which generally has been a source of great support and strength to
Pakistan in critical moments of its history.
Needless to say that we should take all possible steps to preserve and
strengthen our friendship with Iran and to resolve amicably our problems with
Afghanistan so as to promote the peace process in that country and strengthen
Pakistan-Afghanistan cooperation in various fields.
New Delhi would not desist even from sponsoring acts of terrorism in
Pakistan to frustrate the successful execution of CPEC projects as shown by the
arrest of Kulbhushan Jadhav, the Indian spy who was arrested in Balochistan in
March last year on charges of involvement in terrorism and espionage in Pakistan
on behalf of RAW.
In addition, India would not miss any opportunity to destabilise Pakistan
politically both for preventing the successful implementation of CPEC and to
weaken Pakistan for the fulfillment of its hegemonic designs in South Asia.
It is a source of great disappointment that at this critical moment in our
history when we should be united in facing the daunting internal and external
challenges, we give the impression of a house divided because of the short-sighted
and self-serving policies of some of our politicians.
It is high time we focused on the really pressing internal and external issues
facing the country instead of wasting our energies on frivolous matters of little
concern to the security and economic well-being of the nation.
Our politicians especially need to show some maturity in dealing with
national issues.
The daily spectacle of unseemly fights and quarrels among the politicians in
TV talk shows and press conferences to score personal points does not show them
in good light besides having a demoralising effect on the nation as a whole.
Similarly the different institutions of the state need to show circumspection in
their conduct and in offering comments on important issues of national interest.
Our civilian and military leadership must avoid any step, which has the effect
of derailing or weakening the democratic process in the country, as it would
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aggravate political instability and indirectly support the machinations of our arch
enemy, India.
Существует мало сомнений в том, что Китайско-пакистанский экономический
коридор (CPEC) является знаковым событием в истории дружбы Пакистан-Китай,
основанной на сближении стратегических интересов двух стран.
В рамках плана CPEC к 2025 году планируется инвестировать более 60 миллиардов
долларов китайских инвестиций в различные сектора экономики Пакистана.
Но это может привести к значительно более высокому уровню китайских
инвестиций в Пакистане в более длительную временную работу в соответствии с
предложениями, рассматриваемыми двумя странами.
CPEC, помимо предоставления столь необходимых ресурсов для ускорения
экономического роста в Пакистане, также предоставит северо-западному Китаю более
короткий и гораздо более экономичный маршрут для морской торговли с остальным
миром, чем тот, который был до сих пор доступен.
Прежде всего, это укрепило бы стратегическое партнерство Пакистана и Китая,
которое отвечает интересам обеих стран.
Важность этого партнерства для безопасности Пакистана вряд ли может быть
чрезмерно подчеркнута с учетом сохраняющейся угрозы Индии.
Что касается Китая, то его торговый путь в Гвадар через Пакистан позволит ему
обойти попытки США и Индии заблокировать расширение влияния и власти Китая в
Южной Азии и регионе Индийского океана.
Поэтому неудивительно, что Индия и США должны использовать все имеющиеся в
их распоряжении ресурсы для проведения согласованной пропагандистской кампании по
дискредитации CPEC в глазах народа Пакистана и его влиятельных кругов.
Это именно то, что происходит прямо сейчас.
Слуховые мельницы работают сверхурочно через средства массовой информации и
в противном случае создают всевозможные сомнения среди пакистанского народа в
отношении реальных намерений Китая и последствий CPEC для Пакистана.
Нелепо слухи о том, что через CPEC Китай получит контролирующее влияние в
Пакистане, превратив его в китайскую колонию.
Не могло быть ничего более смешного, чем этот заряд, который не имеет оснований
в действительности.
CPEC был добровольно согласован между двумя суверенными странами и призван
служить их лучшим стратегическим и экономическим интересам.
Его проекты приведут к крайне необходимым инвестициям в Пакистан в таких
секторах, как энергетика, которая сталкивается с огромным дефицитом электроэнергии,
транспортом, коммуникациями, сельским хозяйством и промышленностью.
Многие из тех, кто сделал вышеупомянутое чудовищное обвинение из-за своих
известных западных пристрастий, были бы вполне счастливы поддержать этот план, если
бы США или какая-либо другая западная страна предлагала инвестировать в такие
огромные масштабы в Пакистане.
Еще одно обвинение против CPEC заключается в том, что китайские инвестиции под
него получают за слишком высокую стоимость.
На первый взгляд, обвинение снова оказывается необоснованным.
Было бы разумным предположить, что правительство Пакистана и его должностные
лица учитывали все соответствующие факторы при обсуждении условий и планов
запланированных китайских инвестиций в Пакистане в рамках ЦПЭП.
Тем не менее, некоторые комментаторы продолжают ссылаться на предполагаемые
негативные последствия китайских инвестиций в Шри-Ланке и Венесуэле для
обоснования их критики в отношении CPEC.
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Обвинения в предполагаемых негативных последствиях, вероятно, являются
спорными.
Если местные власти испортят свои дела, вина за это не может быть поставлена у
порога китайцев.
В то же время нашему правительству необходимо выступить с подробным
изложением условий китайских инвестиций в рамках различных проектов CPEC, чтобы
удовлетворить скептиков среди нас, что они находятся в наших лучших экономических
интересах.
Прозрачность должна быть порядком дня в таких вопросах, имеющих национальное
значение.
Вышеупомянутый пункт также подчеркивает императив эффективного управления
нашей экономикой нашими экономическими менеджерами.
Мы должны помнить, что иностранные инвестиции, будь то из Китая или где-либо
еще, в то время как приветствуются, не заменяют наших собственных усилий, чтобы
поставить нашу экономику на ровный киль и ускорить наш экономический рост.
В первую очередь наша задача - повысить наши национальные сбережения и
инвестиционные ставки, чтобы ускорить темпы экономического развития.
Остальные вещи остаются неизменными, именно национальный уровень
инвестиций определяет темпы экономического роста.
Чем выше национальный уровень инвестиций, тем выше будет темп роста
экономики.
В настоящее время наши национальные показатели как в области сбережений, так и
в инвестициях являются бедными.
Наши национальные ставки экономии и инвестиций, вероятно, составят около 13%
и 15.
8% ВВП соответственно в 2016-17 годах в соответствии с Обзором экономики
Пакистана.
Для сравнения, национальные сбережения и инвестиции Индии составляют более
30% ВВП, тогда как соответствующие темпы Китая составляют около 50% ВВП.
Китайские инвестиции в Пакистане приветствуются на правильных условиях.
Но наши политики не должны забывать о наших собственных обязанностях в
улучшении наших экономических показателей.
Было бы контрпродуктивно, если обещание китайских инвестиций приведет нас к
ослаблению на диске
Помимо распространения различных обвинений против CPEC, Индии также можно
ожидать принятия мер по усилению внешнего давления на Пакистан, чтобы отвлечь
внимание наших властей от масштабной задачи ускорения экономического развития и
эффективного выполнения различных проектов в рамках CPEC.
Индо-афганское скоординированное давление на Пакистан является очевидным
показателем злобных планов Индии против Пакистана.
Еще одной целью гнусных намерений Индии будет дружба Пакистана и Ирана,
которая, как правило, была источником большой поддержки и силы Пакистану в
критические моменты его истории.
Само собой разумеется, что мы должны предпринять все возможные шаги для
сохранения и укрепления нашей дружбы с Ираном и мирного решения наших проблем с
Афганистаном в целях содействия мирному процессу в этой стране и укрепления
сотрудничества Пакистана и Афганистана в различных областях.
Нью-Дели не прекратил бы даже спонсировать террористические акты в Пакистане,
чтобы сорвать успешное выполнение проектов CPEC, о чем свидетельствует арест
индийского шпиона Кулбхушана Джадхава, который был арестован в Белуджистане в
марте прошлого года по обвинению в причастности к терроризму и шпионажу В
Пакистане от имени RAW.
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Кроме того, Индия не упустит возможности дестабилизировать Пакистан
политически как для предотвращения успешной реализации КПЕК, так и для ослабления
Пакистана для выполнения своих гегемонистских проектов в Южной Азии.
Источником большого разочарования является то, что в этот критический момент
нашей истории, когда мы должны объединиться в решении сложных внутренних и
внешних проблем, мы создаем впечатление о доме, разделенном из-за недальновидной и
корыстной политики некоторых Наших политиков.
Настало время сосредоточиться на действительно актуальных внутренних и
внешних проблемах, стоящих перед страной, вместо того, чтобы тратить нашу энергию на
легкомысленные вопросы, которые мало интересуют безопасность и экономическое
благосостояние нации. Наши политики особенно должны проявлять определенную
зрелость в решении национальных проблем.
Ежедневное зрелище непристойных боев и ссор среди политиков в телевизионных
ток-шоу и пресс-конференциях для оценки личных очков не показывает их в хорошем
свете, кроме того, что оказывает деморализующее влияние на нацию в целом.
Аналогичным образом различные институты государства должны проявлять
осмотрительность в своем поведении и давать комментарии по важным вопросам,
представляющим национальный интерес.
Наше гражданское и военное руководство должно избегать любого шага, который
может привести к срыву или ослаблению демократического процесса в стране, поскольку
это усугубит политическую нестабильность и косвенно поддержит махинации нашего
главного врага Индии.

Дорожная полиция Пакистана не в состоянии патрулировать КПЭК
‗Motorway police have no capacity to patrol all of CPEC‘
Syed
Irfan
Raza.
Dawn,
June
20th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1340634/motorway-police-have-no-capacity-to-patrol-all-of-cpec

ISLAMABAD: The National Highways and Motorway Police (NH&MP) has
expressed its inability to police the length of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) with the existing force and resources at its disposal.
The department revealed that it had insufficient manpower and resources to
do the job during a meeting of National Assembly Standing Committee on
Communication, held at the NH&MP office in Sector G-13, on Monday.
The NH&MP informed the meeting that almost double its existing force
would be required to effectively police the new and under-construction motorways
that were part of CPEC. It was also informed that a demand for additional 10,000
officers had been sent to the federal government for their induction, but nothing
had been done in this regard so far.
NA body wants NH&MP to induct 10,000 new personnel by Dec 2017
―The committee was told that NH&MP has been asked to appoint the required
staff by Dec 2017, as CPEC will be fully operational by next year,‖ Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) MNA Salim Rehman — a member of the committee — told
Dawn after the meeting.
The NH&MP also demanded more resources, an office building and state-ofthe-art equipment to perform their duties on the new roads and CPEC motorways,
the MNA said.
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Officials from the communications ministry said the federal government had
approved the required budget, posts and new inductions for the motorway police,
adding that a new director had been appointed to complete the process of fresh
inductions by December this year.
The officials said the required funds had already been allocated in the recently
passed budget for FY2017-18.
An official statement, issued after the meeting, said that participants also
called for the swift completion of work on CPEC‘s western route.
The committee was told that around 4,000km of new roads had been built
under CPEC and after the completion of the western route, another 2,600km would
be added to the country‘s road network, the statement said.
According to the official statement, committee members directed that new
officers should be inducted and trained by the end of the year.
The committee also took notice of frequent traffic jams on the underconstruction M-9 Hyderabad-Karachi Motorway and directed the Frontier Works
Organisation — the contractor — to provide an alternate route to ensure the
smooth flow of traffic on this busy thoroughfare.
The NH&MP said that it faced hardship and was unable to control traffic on
M-9 due to the mess created there by the construction work. The committee was
informed that more than 50,000 vehicles ply on this road every day.
Meanwhile, a senior NH&MP officer said the department was facing several
problems due to ―mismanagement‖.
He said the existing motorway police force was also performing its duty on
new roads, including the Murree Expressway, Multan-Khanewal motorway,
Faisalabd-Gojra motorway and a few new roads in Balochistan.
In addition, the department has done no work on road safety measures for the
past few years, which has led to a decline in awareness of motorway traffic rules
among motorists.
Китай хочет реализовать гидропроект
Китай намерен включить гидропроект Даймер-Бхаша в КПЭК
China offers inclusion of Diamer-Bhasha in CPEC
The Express Tribune, June 20th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1439896/china-offersinclusion-diamer-bhasha-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly Standing Committee on Planning,
Development and Reform was informed on Monday that China had offered
Pakistan to bring Diamer-Bhasha dam project under the umbrella of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
World Bank, AIIB to give $720m for power and governance projects
―The project with 4,500MW installed capacity has been pending since long
due to the fact that earlier in 2006, the Asian Development Bank committed to
funding the project, however, after 10 years, it declined to provide funds, saying
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the project was located in a disputed territory,‖ Water and Power Development
Authority (Wapda) Chairman Muzammil Hussain told the committee.
He said currently no mega hydel project was included in CPEC, therefore,
governments of Pakistan and China were seriously mulling over including the
Diamer-Bhasha project in CPEC.
Hussain said PC-1 of the project had already been completed and 85% land
acquisition had also been made by the government. However, fund allocation for
the project, which needed around $14.49 billion, was a serious issue. The Wapda
chairman told the committee that other hydel power projects including NeelumJhelum and Tarbela extension would be completed by May 2018, which would
provide an additional 2,500MW of electricity.
Work on the 800MW Mohmand Dam and power project will be initiated by
March 2018.
―This is a multi-purpose project, which will not only provide electricity and
water for irrigation, but will also supply drinking water to Peshawar in addition to
mitigating the danger of floods in Nowshera,‖ he said.
Work on Munda Dam project will also be started by the first quarter of next
year and there was no funding problem for either of the two projects.
The committee was apprised that work on the Dasu project would start by
next month and it would be completed by 2022. This project will help produce
2,500MW.
Earlier, the planning secretary informed the committee that independent
project directors would be appointed for those projects which were approved by
the Executive Committee of National Economic Council (Ecnec).
The committee recommended that the ministry may provide a complete list of
the project directors to the committee for its assessment.
Faisalabad Electricity Supply Company CEO assured the committee that
electrification work in NA-73 under the Sustainable Development Goals and the
community development programme would be completed by the end of July 2017.
Pakistan‘s repayments on CPEC to peak at $5b in 2022: chief economist
The committee told the Ministry of Water and Power to submit its fund
release policy in the next meeting.
The committee was also informed that the issue pertaining to the construction
of a bridge on Indus River to link Kallur Kot with Dera Ismail Khan would be
resolved before the next meeting.
Moreover, PC-I of project has been prepared and sent to the Central
Development Working Party (CDWP) for approval.
Идея создания КПЭК зародилась еще в 1960-е годы
Understanding the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
Zamir Ahmed Awan (professor at the Chinese Studies Centre of Excellence, NUST,
Islamabad, and has worked as a diplomat in the Pakistan Embassy, Beijing (2010-2016). The
Express Tribune, June 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1436563/understanding-chinapakistan-economic-corridor/
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The writer is a As Chinese philosophy decisively asserts, ―you cannot live in a
castle made of glass while your neighbour lives in the stone ages‖. This maxim
offers a stark contrast to the case of the United States, a highly developed state that
faces tremendous migration problems from its neighbours Mexico and Puerto Rico
due to the existence of a glaring development gap in the region. Instead of
increasing aid to these destitute countries, the current US administration is
considering the construction of a ―wall‖ to keep migrants out. There has not been a
conclusive agreement upon which side of the border will bear the financial burden
of this project. On the contrary, in accordance with the Chinese wisdom
aforementioned, the Chinese mega project, One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative,
worth approximately $900 billion, is a regional plan which will enrich the entire
Euro-Asiatic region, including China.
OBOR is a regional connectivity strategy that comprises 65 countries and six
economic corridors and caters to two-thirds of the world‘s population. It aims to
improve infrastructure in these countries and enhance the movement of goods and
people, promoting trade and exchange, generating more economic activities and
employment opportunities for the whole region. This will definitely better the
standard of living for people in this region of the world. The China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) is one of the six economic corridors proposed under
the OBOR initiative. It is the shortest, most convenient and most feasible corridor,
among them all. It is also the flagship project, as both governments attribute high
value to its success, and are striving to make it the prototype for the rest of the
world.
CPEC is not a completely novel idea. It was introduced by the first Chinese
ambassador to Pakistan, General Geng Biao, in the 1960s. Geng was a visionary
diplomat, general, and politician. He proposed the road linkage between China and
Pakistan through Khunjerab. That is how the Karakoram Highway came to
fruition. This highway was a blessing for the people of Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B)
because prior to its construction, locals used to travel by foot or horseback to reach
Punjab and the journey often took a couple of months. With the commencement of
this road, the travel was reduced to less than 24 hours. The topography of G-B
encompasses a very tough terrain, high altitudes (Khunjerab Pass lies at
approximately 4000m above the sea level), solid hard rocks, mountains, and
extreme climate (some of the areas have minus 50 degree Celsius). Thus, the
construction of the Karakoram Highway was a miracle and it is considered the
eighth wonder of the world. Due to budgetary constraints and the lack of modern
technology, however, the quality of the road was rather poor, with many sharp
curves and steep slopes. The average speed of a vehicle could not be more than 40
kilometres per hour. But recently, the highway has been upgraded and a decent
speed of 120 kilometres per hour can be maintained. Nevertheless, some sections
of the Karakoram Highway are still under construction and hopefully, within the
next couple of years, it will turn into a proper motorway.
Advertisement
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Under CPEC, a huge network of highways and motorways are in progress.
The ML1 railway track from Karachi to Peshawar is being upgraded. Some tunnels
and bridges are under construction to maintain the high speed of trains and shorten
distances. A huge dry port linked by railway and motorway is under construction at
Havelian, which will be a logistic hub for CPEC in the future.
Oil and gas pipelines are now in an advanced stage of completion throughout
the country. One of them is an oil and gas pipeline from Gwadar to Nawabshah
constructed by a Chinese company, and another from Karachi to Lahore is under
the initial stages of construction by a Russian company. In the future,
transportation of energy (oil, gas, LNG, etc) will be conveniently transported by
pipelines, instead of with costly trucks that cause pollution. In the next few years,
these pipelines will also be transporting oil and gas from Gwadar to inside China
through Khunjerab, at a fraction of the cost of the sea containers going through
Malacca Strait. Even if China imports only ten per cent of its requirements through
CPEC pipelines, Pakistan will be earning billions of dollars in revenue, and this
makes it a win-win situation for both countries.
Among the 51 projects signed during the visit of Chinese President Xi Jin
Ping, priority was given to power projects that amounted to a total worth of 33
billion. Some of these power projects have been completed and have begun adding
power to the National Grid. However, several of the mega projects will take some
time to complete. Upon completion of these projects, it is expected that Pakistan
will have sufficient power, and there will be no more shortage of power. The next
stage of CPEC is under planning, also referred to as the ―industrialisation‖ phase.
The Chinese industrial sector is saturated and increasing labour cost is forcing
Chinese industries to shift out of China. Pakistan is the best destination for the
Chinese industry. Pakistan is planning industrial parks, special economic zones and
science parks to facilitate the flourishing of the Chinese industry in Pakistan. After
overcoming the power shortage, the shifting of Chinese industries into Pakistan
will be accelerated.
CPEC will directly or indirectly generate around two million jobs. In the
beginning, Chinese workforce will be hired in Pakistan, but gradually within a few
years once Pakistan trains its workforce to the Chinese standard, Pakistanis will
replace the workforce. Chinese industry will increase our productivity, reduce our
imports, and enhance our exports. The economy will grow on an unprecedented
scale. It will also improve the security situation in Pakistan as well as in the whole
region. The aforementioned is possible if we unite and work hard. We need
visionary and sincere leadership to execute this. The common man in Pakistan is
honest, simple, hardworking and willing to devote himself to the cause of a
prosperous nation.
Цена КПЭК – убивают людей (китайцев)
The Price of CPEC
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DR AHMAD RASHID MALIK (Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Strategic
Studies Islamabad). The Nation. June 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/14-Jun-2017/theprice-of-cpec

The CPEC is precious whether it amounts US$ 46 or US$ 62 billion.
It is the largest project between Pakistan and China and the biggest ever
taken in human history between two sovereign States and these sovereign countries
are Pakistan and China.
The sacrifices of Chinese nationals in Pakistan are not a new phenomenon.
In building the word‘s eighth wonder, the Karakoram Highway (KKH), many
brave Chinese workers laid down their lives.
The Yadgar Cemetery located on the Gilgit River, ten miles from Gilgit,
hosts at least, 140 graves of Chinese workers.
Deaths from both sides were even over 5,000 but the work never stopped and
continued till its completion and inauguration in 1986 for public traffic.
The buried are the heroes of the KKH and the real architects of PakistanChina relations.
The length of the KKH is around 1,300 km, which means that at least 4
workers laid down their lives for every kilometer of road construction average.
Even this price was paid for the symbolic and historic friendship between the
two people.
Lofty and un-accessible mountains and harsh weather conditions of the
Himalaya could not prevent them to crave out the KKH.
Both people could complete any miracle.
The CPEC is not a challenge for them.
The CPEC miracle is an easy job.
The price of the CPEC is much more compared to the KKH and both sides
are committed.
They have finances and sturdy will.
Terrorism and threats could not stop them building connectivity from
Kashgar to Gwadar.
This is the vision of President Xi Jinping and he has no doubts about it.
He envisions a global connectivity and the revival of the ancient Silk Road
by staring first from Pakistan to connect Xinjiang with Gwadar.
Both countries are ready to embrace natural and man-made casualties to
complete the dream of connectivity.
The first causality on the CPEC has taken place.
It is highly unfortunate that two Chinese teachers engaged in the teaching of
Mandarin language and themselves learning Urdu language in Quetta have been
abducted on 24 May and on 6 June news broke out that they were killed by IS
affiliates.
The story broke by Amaq news agency, an affiliate of the IS.
The story is yet not confirmed by Pakistani or Chinese authorities.
This looks the same old tactics of the Al-Qaeda and Taliban, kidnaping and
beheading captives in Afghanistan and tribal areas in Pakistan.
The situation is alarming and grave.
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A recent report from the Pentagon also predicts that China will expand its
military reach and it could construct military bases in Pakistan to protect Chinese
nationals.
Pakistan and China do not roll back on CPEC projects and their
commitments and pledges on it.
They could take all possible measures to protect Chinese nationals working
on CPEC projects.
The military launched an operation on caves complex in Mastung in Quetta to
get released these captives by the beginning of June.
At least 25 of terrorists were killed by Pakistan army.
The captives were not Baloch insurgents and separatists.
They are IS affiliates, whose task is to create law and order from Kashgar to
Gwadar to threaten CPEC projects.
Indian and Afghan intelligence agencies are mainly engaged in these activities
as IS has gained strength in Afghanistan to gain a foot-print for its terrorist acts.
India has its increased presence in Afghanistan.
In this region, their target is the CPEC and Xinjiang separation from China.
Pakistan is a strong pillar on China‘s western border to guarantee its stability.
The centrifugal forces launched efforts within Pakistan to target China and its
goals of commitment of the CPEC.
To Beijing-based Global Times, terrorist are trying to get publicity or ransom
for their cause by abducting Chinese nationals on Pakistan‘s soil.
They are trying to establish a foot-print in Balochistan, home to CPEC
projects such as Gwadar Deep Sea Port, Gwadar International Airport and roads
connecting to Kashgar.
Pakistan army is launching the Operation Radul Fasad to target IS terrorists
and their affiliates.
While commenting on the news about the two Chinese nationals‘ abduction in
Quetta, Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson, Hua Chunying, told a news
briefing that the incident would not have any impact on the security of projects
being constructed under the CPEC.
This is the old same resolve when the Karakorum was built.
Both countries are committed to tackle the CPEC terrorist challenges in all
manifestations.
It‘s also time to see if a new connection has been set up between IS and RAW
and NDS for CPEC sabotaging activities.
The Iranian involvement also cannot be ruled out.
A recent report by Renmin University‘s Chongyang Institute for Financial
Studies and Caijing magazine after a two-week field trip to CPEC sites including
Gwadar port and the Bin Qasim coal-fired plant had referred to India‘s so-called
role in trying to destabilize the CPEC.
India‘s support to separatist forces in Balochistan, its diplomatic offensive
against Islamabad and involvement in Chabahar port of Iran are factors that could
impact the development of the CPEC, the report warned.
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The Government and its law enforcement authorities should look into these
threatening developments by the saboteur of CPEC.
Prior to this abduction, a number of incidents took place involving RAW and
NIDS.
Индийский маразм по поводу КПЭК
India‘s CPEC paranoia
Junaid Ashraf. The Nation. June 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/13-Jun2017/india-s-cpec-paranoia

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is the flagship project of China‘s
grand Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
CPEC has received applause globally and is also seen as a foot towards peace
and stability in South Asia, the region that is always on the streamline because of
India and Pakistan rivalry since 1947.
India has come out as the only major opposition to CPEC and it also did not
attend the Belt and Road conference in May.
India‘s hostility towards CPEC also stems from its suspiciousness towards
BRI, as it can lead to more Chinese influence in the region and also in the global
arena.
India worries that through CPEC and BRI, China will intrude on India‘s
power in areas like Bhutan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Maldives, and the East Africa Coast
countries.
Indians are also wary of the fact that China‘s grand strategy with further
strengthen china‘s maritime gains also known as the String of Pearls.
India‘s apprehensions towards CPEC are widely known and they are mainly
worried that Pakistan‘s economy will grow and become more stable, which India
cannot tolerate as India does not wants to see a prosperous Pakistan and they are
also influencing terrorism in Pakistan which is further proved by the capture of
RAW agent Kulbhushan Yadav.
India also points finger at CPEC because it passes through Kashmir and
Gilgit-Baltistan.
However, India sees China‘s initiative as a geopolitical competition and is
using the Kashmir issue as a lame excuse to go up against the project.
Additionally, India is against infrastructure development in Pakistan and also
in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan.
It is against their interest to see the region developing and progressing thus
the opposition.
India‘s anxiety is mainly rooted in a territorial dispute as it maintains that the
corridor will run through Pakistan‘s Kashmir region.
Such an attitude is both unfortunate and petty.
Keeping aside the fact that CPEC is a bilateral matter, the project, if executed
in a clear and lucid manner, and keeping the goals and ambitions of all players in
mind, has the potential to transform the economy of the region.
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The corridor is a small cog in a larger plan which focuses on connectivity.
Not to mention the far encompassing benefits for the entire region.
CPEC provides Pakistan the opportunity to become a central trade and
commercial hub not just for China, but for the Central Asian Republics, Russia,
Afghanistan and Iran as well.
Moreover, it provides China, access to warm waters to spread its trade
volume exponentially.
This does not bode well with policy-makers in India, who have a two point
agenda; to constrain Pakistan by any means possible, and to challenge the rise of
China as the regional leader.
CPEC is not just a project that is limited to Pakistan; it would prove to be a
game changer for the entire region.
It is imperative that all the stakeholders implement the project with
transparency and do not let the project be marred by corruption and other issues.
If India does not want to be part of the project, Pakistan and China should not
keep inviting them in the project as it is already being implemented successfully
without India.
India‘s paranoia is increasing with the efficient and effective implementation
of CPEC.
India‘s attitude towards CPEC and BRI is a hindrance towards the stability
and development of the region and if India does not want to be part of these
projects, at least it should not try to sabotage the flourishing future of the region.
КПЭК – продукция агросферы пойдет в Китай
Eyeing CPEC-related exports
Amjad Mahmood. The Business and Finance Weekly,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1338867/eyeing-cpec-related-exports

June

12th,

2017.

PUNJAB is trying to develop its farm sector in a bid to claim a reasonable
share in more than $111bn per annum farm imports of China.
The provincial government has created a special China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor-related cell in the agriculture department and earmarked specific areas
with budgetary allocations while according priority to projects like promoting
high-value agricultural products along the CPEC route.
―To harness the potential of CPEC, we‘ve have set up a full-fledged CPEC
Unit in the department tasking it with not only identifying potential areas of
partnership with China but also suggesting development along the western route of
CPEC,‖ says a top official involved in planning for the CPEC-related projects.
He says the government has asked the department to work on projects that
may tentatively fetch at least $1bn in agriculture exports to China at the earliest.
He says some planners believe that Punjab‘s share in Chinese agricultural
imports can be easily raised up to $10bn by investing in high-value agriculture on a
sustained basis. The government plans to establish seven agro-economic zones
along the CPEC route.
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The provincial government has created a special CPEC-related cell in the
agriculture department to promote high-value agricultural products along the
CPEC route for exports to China
The Zone-1 comprises Talagang tehsil of Chakwal district, which has been
identified mainly to promote farming of peanuts and grapes along with several
other fruits, vegetables and allied businesses. In the Zone-2, that encompasses
Chakri tehsil of Rawalpindi, olive cultivation will be encouraged.
Citrus and allied businesses will be promoted in Bhalwal tehsil of Sargodha,
whereas grapes farms and allied industry will be developed in Bhakkar.
Mango, citrus, tomato and related businesses will be focused in Multan zone;
guava and strawberry in Lahore, while potato and other vegetables will be
promoted in the Okara zone.
Over 150,000 acres of land will be made cultivable in Chakwal, Attock and
Mianwali districts by investing in small dams and reservoirs for harvesting rain
water.
An official of the on-farm water management directorate says they have been
asked to explore possibilities of water availability in 10km area along both sides of
the CPEC route in the three districts. ―As subsoil water yield in the region is not
promising we are focusing on harvesting rainfall. There are already some mini
dams in the area and a hefty amount of around Rs10bn is likely to be apportioned
for constructing more such reservoirs.‖
To promote corporate farming, contract farming and agro processing, the
CPEC Unit has also identified projects for setting up cold chain and warehouses
etc.
―We‘ve prepared pre-feasibility studies of some value addition projects like
batch dryer, quick freezing process, olive oil extraction and solar dehydration of
vegetables and presented them to participants of the international seminar on
Business Opportunities in Punjab recently held in Lahore,‖ says special secretary,
planning, Dr Ghazanfar.
Referring to the over $25bn per annum imports of soybean (oil and byproducts) into China, he says Punjab has set up a centre of excellence for soybean
while a project is also underway to develop new and better varieties of the crop.
Dr Ghazanfar says the department is working on removing supply chain
bottlenecks as well as introducing and promoting traceable farming and food
certification system to bring the local agro-business at par with international
standards.
The department is also trying to wooing investment from China, in the
agriculture sector by offering partnerships. The potential areas of partnership
include promotion of organic farming; introduction of collective/cooperative
farming; establishment of hi-tech agricultural mechanisation industry; development
of precision and high-value agriculture; development and production of seed and
seed technology (hybrid and open pollinated varieties); manufacturing of pesticides
and fertiliser units, and processing units for value-addition of agriculture products
along the CPEC route.
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At least eight MoUs were signed during the two-day international moot.
Three of these were between government-to-business and five between businessto-business or for joint ventures between local, Chinese and Turkish companies,
says an official of the Punjab Board of Investment.
КПЭК – структура, схема.
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor: An insight
Tariq Mushtaq. Daily Times. 16-Feb-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/16-Feb17/china-pakistan-economic-corridor-an-insight

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is currently under
construction at a cost of $46 billion which is intended to rapidly expand and
upgrade Pakistani infrastructure, as well as deepen and broaden economic links
between Pakistan and the People's Republic of China.

Infrastructure projects under the aegis of CPEC will span the length and
breadth of Pakistan, and will eventually link the Pakistani city of Gwadar in
southwestern to China's northwestern autonomous region of Xinjiang via a vast
network of highways and railways. Proposed infrastructure projects are worth
approximately $11 billion, and will be financed by heavily-subsidized
concessionary loans at an interest rate of 1.6% that will be dispersed to the
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Government of Pakistan by the ―Exim Bank of China‖- ―China Development
Bank‖ and the ―Industrial and Commercial Bank of China‖.
Expected Development:
 The Karakoram Highway between Rawalpindi and the Chinese border
will be completely overhauled.
 As part of infrastructure 1,100 kilometre long motorways will be
constructed between the cities of Karachi and Lahore.
 1350 kilometer long motorway will be constructed which will connect all
major cities and Chinese border with Gawadar. Presently work to link
Gawadar with Quetta by six lane motorway is in progress.
 A separate double carriage network will be constructed between Gawadar
and all major Cities connecting Gawadar with Chinese Border and Afghan
border, which will be only for transportation of containers.
 The Karachi–Peshawar main railway line will also be upgraded with twin
tracks to allow for train travel up to 160 kilometers per hour.
 Pakistan's railway network will also be extended to eventually connect to
China's Southern Xinjiang Railway in Kashgar. This track will be laid
alongside Karakoram Highway for which Chinese engineers have already
started paper work.
 A network of pipelines to transport liquefied natural gas and oil will also be
laid as part of the project, including a $2.5 billion pipeline between Gawadar
and Nawabshah to transport gas from Iran.
 At Gawadar a state of the art international airport will be constructed with
two separate terminals. One for cargo transportation between Gawadar and
China, the second for international flights as a huge number of air
transportation is expected through Gawadar international airport.
Plans for a corridor, stretching from the Chinese border to Pakistan's deep
water ports on the Arabian Sea, dates back to the 1960s and motivated
construction of the Karakoram Highway beginning in 1967. Chinese interest in
Pakistan's deep-water harbour at Gawadar had been rekindled by 2000, and in
2002 China began construction at Gawadar port which is still under completion
because of political instability in Pakistan. Gawadar Port is deepest in the region.
Chabahar port of Iran in approximately 11 meters in depth whereas
Gawadar‘s depth is much more than this.
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EXPECTED FINANCIAL GAINS:
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China daily requires six million barrels of oil. Presently its shipment travels
12000 kilometers. If, its shipped through Gawadar the distance is reduced to
3000 kilometers, saving Chinese 20 billion Dollars per annum and Pakistan
will get 5 billion dollars against this facility.



It is estimated that around 80,000 trucks / Containers per month will travel
toward Gawadar Port from China. Against this facility Pakistan will earn
another handsome amount in billions of dollars.
It is also estimated that around 100,000 trucks / containers will cross
Pakistan to wards Gawadar Port from Central Asian Region and this facility
will add good amount in our national exchequer in shape of dollars.
When such a huge network of roads and pipes will be constructed,
employment in every field will be required, which will help the country for
employing labour, technicians, engineers, management graduates and highly
technical personnel.
With such a huge network of roads, railway and pipelines, number of
business opportunities will be raised. These opportunities include hotels,
pumps, industrial estates, shopping places and much more, which will again
be very helpful for employing people and for contribution in the national
exchequer.







INDIAN UNENTHUSIASTIC ROLE:
India and Afghanistan are working jointly to promote Iranian deep sea port of
Chabahar against Gawadar Port of Pakistan. This is now an open secret that India
is nakedly involved in sponsoring terrorism in Pakistan and to destabilize CPEC
project with the active support of Afghan intelligence NDS. Sources added that
RAW spy Yadev who is a serving officer in Indian Navy shared certain
information during interrogation and such information led to the arrest of a NDS
operator who had been living in Pakistan since long for helping terrorists to
destabilize areas where CPEC project will run and would connect Gwadar Port to
Chinese city of Kashi (Kashgar). These two developments were enough to expose
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intensive work done by intelligence agencies to make China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) a failure.
Meanwhile, India is trying its best to stop Central Asian states to opt Gwadar
Port for their international trade hub as all Central Asia countries are landlocked
and they are using mostly Balkan ports and India is luring Central Asia republics to
use Chabahar Port of Iran that will be fully operational by December 2016.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi held a tour of the Central Asian
Republics (CARs)—Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan in last July and sold the idea of connecting CARs with Chabahar Port
through North South Corridor. This Corridor (route) starts from Kandla port of
India to Chabahar port of Iran via sea and then moves on towards Central Asia
through Iranshar, Zahedan and Mashhad. From Mashhad, it enters to Turkmenistan
and crosses Chardzhor and then enters Uzbekistan at Bokhara. It runs from
Bokhara to Tashkent and enters Kyrgyzstan via Dzhambul. This routes ends at
Almty city of Kazakhstan.
This route will not only be time consuming but also expensive for cargo
handlers of Central Asia. Mr. Modi was not very successful to sell this idea
because North South Corridor is too long and too expensive option for CARs while
Gwadar port of Pakistan is in their proximity (provided peace and security is
ensured in Afghanistan as a bed of thorns lies between Pakistan and Central Asia).
Receiving a lukewarm response from Central Asian states during the visit of
Mr. Modi, India started work on another option for offering a shorter route to
CARs to reach Chabahar port.
Now India has decided to finance a new route that will run in Northern
Afghanistan in the proximity of Central Asian borders. India will release a huge
amount of over 5 billion rupees for new route that will run which is under
consideration, from Heart-Leman-Bala Murghab—Cormach—Maymaneh—
Andkhoy—Karamkal—Shaberghan—Aqchach to Mazar Sharif. It may be
mentioned that every country of Central Asia is already connected with Mazar
Sharif. New road networking will enable Chabahar to connect with other central
Asia states while bypassing Turkmenistan and through Afghanistan, minimizing
journey and cargo cost for Central Asian states of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan to reach Chabahar port for international trade.
Development observers believe that Indian investment for uplifting road
network to connect Chabahar port with Central Asia through a new road
networking looks an attempt to diminish the importance of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) that can be shortest possible route to connect Central
Asian republics with Gawadar Port to enhance Central Asian world trade.
India has already invested over $ 960,000 over Route 606 that is also known
as Delaram–Zaranj Highway inside Afghanistan. The length of this route is over
200km. It connects Delaram (border city of Afghanistan) to Zaranj (Capital of
Nimruz province of Afghanistan). Construction of this project started in 2005 and
road was opened for trade in year 2009.
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Financial interests of India, Iran and Afghanistan are knotted in Chabahar port
while Pakistan‘s interests are connected with CPEC and Gwadar port.
This complex situation narrates the saga of fragile relations of Pakistan with
its two important neighbours, Iran and Afghanistan and of course the mechanism
how India can use both of them against Pakistan anytime it wishes because
economic interests are real foundation of foreign relations in today‘s world.
But, one thing is essential and there, that Gawadar being the deepest port in
the region has an edge over Chabahar, secondly even if CAR doesn‘t attach their
trade from Gawadar, China‘s trade of oil and its commercial trade through
Gawadar makes the project feasible. And, if 50% trade of CAR states is added, the
profits will be sky high and Pakistan will earn good profits. So, there seems no
fear, what so ever the strategy of Indian government towards CPEC, all we require
is, to stand affirm and don‘t let anybody to create any sort of disturbance in our
country. This, I will request to all the parties and all the leaders.
КПЭК – новый план сооружения коридора (февраль 2017).
The Real CPEC Plan
Hasaan Khawar. Daily Times. 28-May-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/28-May17/the-real-cpec-plan
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As Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif stressed the need for a dialogue with
countries outside One Belt One Road to dispel apprehensions about the initiative,
national media in Pakistan revealed a 'long-term CPEC plan', which apparently had
not been shared with the public so far giving rise to a number of unwarranted
concerns and rumors. The critics questioned not only the document but also
speculated about the 'real' objectives of CPEC. Many of these concerns however,
were completely unfounded and have done more damage than good.
The CPEC plan shared by media was an outdated document. The actual plan
that sets the foundation for China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a different
document and has seven areas of cooperation.
There is a need to objectively look at what CPEC is and how it is being
planned. It is true that CPEC goes way beyond infrastructure development. In fact,
the actual CPEC plan aims at forming a "1+4" collaboration pattern with 'CPEC
and its four priorities, namely the Gwadar port, energy, infrastructure construction
and industrial cooperation'. It must be understood that infrastructure development
is just the start of CPEC, paving way for much broader cooperation for economic
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integration and growth, ranging from industrial collaboration to agriculture
development and from tourism to financial integration.
Pakistan is at a transformative moment, where CPEC is expected to usher in a
new era of economic development with a newly developing Belt and Road
alliance. CPEC is likely to provide a powerful stimulus to our national economy.
This however, would need building a national consensus, adequate preparation by
the government and private businesses, anticipating and mitigating risks and
reaping CPEC's benefits beyond the infrastructure.
In 1960, if Lee Kuan Yew, with his tiny city state of Singapore and a
population of merely 2 million poverty-ridden people, had feared the forces of
globalisation, Singapore would still be ranking somewhere in bottom few countries
of the world, if it all it had managed to exist. Instead Lee linked his country's future
to massive forces of globalisation, using foreign direct investment to stimulate
growth. Singapore now has world's highest trade-to-GDP ratio.
On the other hand however, history is marred with stories of failures, where
countries refused to embrace opportunities coming their way or somehow failed to
capitalise on them.
Recent media reports revealing a so-called CPEC plan caused concerns in
many quarters and sprang a rumor factory in action. Pakistan, it seems, is at a
similar crossroad of history. How the country will respond to the changing face of
globalisation and new economic imperatives would define where would it end up a
few decades down the road. CPEC is the litmus test of how we choose our future.
There is therefore a need to separate myths from realities. CPEC is not merely
about 'agriculture', 'surveillance of cities' or 'visa-free entry of Chinese nationals',
as quoted by media. CPEC is about trade, infrastructure investments and increased
Pak-China cooperation in a number of sectors.
The Long-Term Plan Passé
China initially developed a detailed draft document, which was shared and
discussed with Pakistan. From Chinese side, China Development Bank (CDB) was
commissioned to develop this document, sponsored by National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC). This draft plan, a 239-page document dated
December 2015, provided many details on Chinese perspective on CPEC.
Although the plan was quite broad in its scope, it did propose some very specific
details regarding a few sectors.
The New CPEC Plan
More recently however, a 30-page summary plan, dated February 2017,
replaced this initial detailed draft and formed the basis of developing a formal
agreement on CPEC between Pakistan and China. This summary plan was
structured around five chapters. The long-term plan is effective until 2030,
spanning short-term projects that will be completed by 2020; medium-term
projects by 2025; and long-term projects by 2030 or later. The summary plan only
provides broad principles of cooperation, to set the tone for working out the details
in future.
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The plan recognises that economic and social development ties between
China and Pakistan have entered into a new phase in recent years, with both sides
now developing "multiple wheels" to drive their bilateral relations forward.
It states that 'the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, starting from Kashgar in
Xinjiang, China, and reaching Karachi and Gwadar, southern coastal cities in
Pakistan via the Khunjerab Pass and several other nodal areas, constitutes a key
platform and a central task for cementing China-Pakistan economic relations'.
What is CPEC?
CPEC represents a portfolio of projects that are either under progress or will
be undertaken as a result of China-Pakistan cooperation under the landmark
Chinese Belt and Road initiative, deepening China's connectivity with the world.
Presently, the total size of the projects envisaged under CPEC stands at USD 54
billion, upgraded from USD 46 billion. The portfolio primarily includes major road
and other infrastructure projects, establishment of special economic zones and an
improved supply of electricity, besides an ambitious optical fiber cable project. It
is expected that road network developed under CPEC will link China with Gwadar
and other ports and will lead to development along the route and beyond. From
within the China, the northwestern autonomous region of Xinjiang specifically is
expected to immediately benefit from this improved connectivity.

While all these projects have varying timelines, some of the projects are
categorised as 'early harvest' projects under CPEC that are being fast tracked. Five
joint working groups have been formed under Joint Coordination Committee (JCC)
of CPEC to drive their respective areas including: long-term planning, energy,
transportation infrastructure, industrial cooperation and Gwadar port. On Chinese
side, National Development and Reform Commission of China houses the JCC
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secretariat, whereas in Pakistan Ministry of Planning, Development and Reforms
of Pakistan has taken over this role.
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Areas of Cooperation Under CPEC
Key areas of cooperation under CPEC, as provided in the plan are outlined
below to clear the myths around what it entails:
Connectivity forms the cornerstone of CPEC as Pakistan fits the puzzle
perfectly due to its locational advantage, whereby China's traditionally backward
region of Xinjiang can be connected with Gwadar port, thereby improving trade
relations with ASEAN Central Asian and European countries. Any industry where
transportation costs matter, it would make business sense for Chinese to relocate
their industry closer to the port, and presumably in Pakistan, if possible.
Moreover China is looking to deploy its capital in infrastructure investments
around the world and Pakistan with its critical infrastructure needs makes a good
candidate for such investments. It is important that Pakistan's investment in
infrastructure should keep pace with the stipulated growth in economy.
On e-government front, Pakistan has taken up a number of safe cities projects.
Two of the projects, which are already initiated in Lahore and Islamabad, were
won by a large reputable Chinese company through competitive tendering. Other
global companies with similar technical offerings are more expensive and therefore
Chinese involvement has resulted in more competitive tendering. China knows that
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there is an opportunity to deepen this investment as Pakistani government has
shown interest to expand the network of safe cities.

Energy takes the lion's share of the committed CPEC investments, much of
which would be invested in power generation projects. However, CPEC also
encompasses other critical areas such as alternative energy, power grids, etc.
Bringing such areas in the fold of CPEC does not mean that these opportunities
will only be available to Chinese and instead would qualify these for financing
under CPEC, if required.
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Industries and industrial parks is one area, where Pakistan has the greatest
potential to gain but there is a need to proceed with cautious optimism. How does
China see these opportunities unfolding in this area are through following the
private sector. All the industrial and business ambitions highlighted so far are
based on existing Chinese investments. In household appliance sector for instance,
the Haier & Ruba Economic Zone provides a perfect example, which was
established in 2006 and considered a remarkable success. In addition to Haier,
other famous enterprises from the Chinese household appliance industry, like Gree
and Changhong have also invested in Pakistan. These investments have been
successful and Chinese know that there is a potential to deepen these investments.
Moreover, there is no denying that Pakistan, with a population of 200 million
people provides an attractive market, not just for Chinese but for any international
player. Any initial investments are likely to be in industries catering to local
consumer markets to ensure safer returns for investors. Whether Pakistan will be
able to attract Chinese and other international investors to set up industries for
export will to a great extent depend on how well the government attract and
facilitate these investors through providing health investment climate and
appropriate skilled workforce. The concerns about local industry facing tougher
competition are well founded to some extent but in the longer run, such pressures
have been known to beneficial for local industry making it more competitive. This
however, would mean local businessmen gearing up for this new scenario and look
for new opportunities and partnerships to grow and transfer technology rather than
be isolated, inward looking and rely on protectionist policies.
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Agricultural development is a priority area under CPEC and there is a strong
Chinese interest to invest in agricultural inputs production and agriculture
infrastructure. Efficient logistics provide an essential pre-requisite for an effective
participation in global agriculture value chains. Pakistan with its untapped
agriculture potential provides a tremendous opportunity, where targeted
investments can generate healthy returns for both sides. The priority interventions
manifest areas, where Pakistan has long been trying to seek help from international
donors.
Contrary to popular belief, there are no existing demands from Chinese to
'give out thousands of acres of land'. Instead China wants to adopt a cautious
approach in certain areas. That is the reason, why even the initial draft long-term
plan mostly talked about 'demonstration' projects' especially in areas of improved
technological cooperation. Any future interest of China in agriculture would be
contingent upon how Pakistani side responds these demonstration projects.
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Tourism is likely to grow with opening up of national economy. Despite
having numerous World Heritage Sites in the country, international tourism in
Pakistan, unfortunately claims only 0.4% of GDP. Foreign direct investment in
tourism sector is likely to place Pakistan on international tourist circuit.
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Financial cooperation forms an important part of CPEC. Free and
unrestricted flow of capital provides an important pre-requisite for attracting
foreign direct investment. The proposed initiatives stress on reducing the reliance
of both countries on dollars or euros, for bilateral trade as well as to create access
for infrastructure projects in Pakistan to newly created institutions for Belt and
Road like Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank.
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CPEC - The Future
Pakistan is a developing country, which has long faced economic constraints
limiting its growth. China, our next-door neighbor, on the other hand is well on its
way to becoming world's largest economy. Fortunately, the world offers relevant
precedents on what happened to countries in similar situations.
Mexico, a few decades ago, wrestled with the decision to join NAFTA,
anticipating the adverse consequences of opening up to a mammoth economy like
that of USA. History however, provides evidence that within twenty years after
signing of NAFTA, US imports from Mexico grew by 500 percent.
Turkey is another example that signed Customs Union Agreement with EU in
1996, subjecting its industry to far superior European quality standards. The
country ended up gaining immensely from this economic integration. The
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) has shown that openness to global cross-border
flows of goods, services, finance, people, and information promotes faster GDP
growth, accounting for 15 to 25 percent of world GDP growth every year.
Economic isolation has rarely helped any country to grow. Nobody is
expecting Pakistan to open the 'floodgates' and it is up to us how we plan to benefit
from CPEC and the opportunity to integrate within a newly developing massive
trade network. If China has laid out its objectives on how it intends to benefit from
CPEC, it is very well within its legitimate rights. Now it's our turn to stipulate how
we envision our industry and economy to benefit from CPEC.
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The CPEC plan lays out a number of important steps that need to be
undertaken. These include making full use of existing arrangements such as
Bilateral Investment Protection Agreement, Free Trade Agreement, Agreement on
Service Trade in Free Trade Zones, Agreement on Expanding and Deepening
Bilateral Economic and Trade Cooperation, and Framework Agreement on Energy
Cooperation, which need to be re-worked in the light of opportunities offered
under CPEC.
Such association at government-to-government level must be complemented
with business-to-business partnerships and joint ventures between Pakistan and
Chinese enterprises. There is a need to promote more meaningful collaborations,
where Pakistani businesses can provide access to local market, trained workforce,
licensing, existing supply chain, etc. and in return should look for sophisticated
technology, newer capabilities and increased share in the global trade pie.
A private-sector led strategy, with a focus on economic integration with the
Belt and Road network, is what Pakistan needs to stimulate it's economic growth.
Индийские возражения об участии в сооружении КПЭК являются
ерундой, - считает президент Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Masood Khan
India‘s objections on CPEC are fake, says AJK president
The Express Tribune, May 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421841/indiasobjections-cpec-fake-says-ajk-president/

MIRPUR: President Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Masood Khan
dismissed India‘s objections to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as
fake and disingenuous.
The AJK president debunked India‘s objections to CPEC while addressing a
one-day international seminar on ‗Belt and Road Initiative: CPEC and regional
integration‘ organised by The Institute of International and Cultural Affairs late
Saturday.
Masood questioned, ‗‘Having occupied one part of Jammu and Kashmir
territory, now it [India] stakes claim of ‗sovereignty‘ to Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad
Kashmir, under what law?‘‘
‗India won‘t allow IoK to be part of CPEC‘
He said the territory does not belong to India.
―Is India worried because it has moved its 700,000 troops to the Indian
Occupied Kashmir to maintain its illegal occupation in Jammu and Kashmir? Or is
it concerned that the people of Gilgit-Baltistan, Azad Kashmir and Pakistan will
become prosperous? Or does its anxiety stem from the fear that Kashmir will be
internationalised?‖ he asked the nuclear armed neighbour.
Masood said there was no easy way to assuage India‘s concerns over the
territories. India was not a stakeholder in Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Kashmir; it
never was, it was known in the region as an occupier and denier of the right to selfdetermination of the people of Jammu and Kashmir, he told the audience of the
seminar.
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China downplays UN report claiming CPEC may ignite Pak-India tensions
―The Belt and Road Initiative is an undertaking with no precedent, its scale is
massive, the BRI is the most ambitious global development plan in history,‖ he
said.
The AJK president said the ‗Belt‘ comprised a series of land corridors linking
China with Europe through Central Asia and the Middle East, while the ‗Road‘
was a maritime route linking China‘s ports to Africa, and though the
Mediterranean to Europe.
Китайский след (КПЭК) в пакистанском бюджете
Chinese footprint on the Pakistani budget
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 29th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336106/chinese-footprint-on-the-pakistani-budget

2017.

The Nawaz Sharif government‘s last budget is more or less an extension of
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor initiative.
It is an effort by the government to complete the energy and road
development projects before going into the 2018 elections to give something to the
voters in an election-year.
The job of distributing relief and goodies (in the ruling party‘s vote base in
Punjab) has been left for the provincial government without bringing a lot of
pressures on the squeezing federal expenditure.
Ishaq Dar, the finance minister, said in his speech that the federal Public
Sector Development Programme (PSDP) sets aside Rs180 billion — or slightly
less than a fifth of the total outlay that has been spiked by a quarter from the
original PSDP estimates of Rs800bn for the outgoing fiscal to Rs1 trillion for
2017/2018 — for the projects under the Corridor initiative.
But a detailed study of the budget documents clearly indicates that the energy
and road development projects, directly or indirectly linked with the regional
connectivity initiative, will consume a better part of the cash allocated for the
PSDP.
The highest priority has been given to the transport and communication sector
with an allocation of Rs411bn, including Rs320bn for highways. The energy sector
has been assigned the next priority with an allocation of Rs401bn, including an
investment of Rs317bn to be undertaken by Wapda/Pepco/NTDC.
Interestingly, China has also emerged as the single largest lender of money to
Pakistan ever since the two countries decided to undertake the CPEC project a little
more than two years back.
―Accumulation of foreign debt in the midst of ever falling exports is but a
risky strategy…‖
Beijing will provide loans of Rs168.3bn, including Rs1.3bn as grants for the
international airport and a vocational training centre in the port city of Gwadar, to
Islamabad next year. Over 55pc of the Chinese loan, or Rs93.4bn, is meant for the
controversial orange line metro train project in Lahore.
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The amount of Chinese loans booked in next year‘s budget is more than 26pc
greater than the loans (inclusive of a grant component of Rs2bn) of Rs132.8bn
received from China during the present financial year. Originally, the country‘s
finance managers had booked only Rs59.8bn as ‗foreign assistance‘ from China.
Also, it forms a fifth of the entire loans, of Rs837.8bn, the government
intends to raise from foreign sources to support its development and finance
current account deficit that is projected to grow to 2.7pc of the size of the economy
by the end of the present year.
―The Chinese footprint on Pakistan‘s economy is expanding as the CPEC
initiative nears completion. I don‘t consider it a bad thing for the country as long as
the government decides to make public the details of the cost of the deals made
with China‘s government and its firms to trigger a healthy debate, and protect the
interests of the local businesses and investors,‖ a Lahore-based financial analyst
noted.
In spite of spiking the total development outlay for the next year by 24pc to
Rs2.1tr (this includes Rs1.1tr for provincial development programmes), the
government has tried to protect the fiscal side of the budget by controlling its
current expenditure and mopping up additional tax revenue of Rs500bn, up by
13pc, from the revised estimates of Rs3.8tr for the outgoing year.
―It is a revenue-driven budget. The minister has seen an opportunity to further
tax high growth sectors like cement, construction and steel that are catering to
domestic demand, and extended the Super Tax on large corporations for another
year besides incomes from stock market,‖ contended Saad Hashmi, the chief
executive of Topline Securities. ―Additionally, he has tried to bring more pressure
on non-filers.‖
However, analysts warn, any slippages in the tax and non-tax revenues the
government has booked could hit its effort to strike the difficult balance between
its expansionary development spending and fiscal sustainability in the election
year.
―We have seen in the recent past that the government was forced to take
recourse in additional, expensive borrowing from external sources whenever it
missed its revenue targets, resulting in accumulation of more foreign debt,‖ says
the analyst from Lahore.
―Accumulation of foreign debt in the midst of ever falling exports is but a
risky strategy and the way the current account has widened this year to $8.3bn
from $2.5bn last year shows that even rising Chinese investment and lending does
not guarantee external sector stability.‖
Пакистан выделил 1,71 млрд. долл. США на китайско-пакистанский
экономический коридор (КПЭК)
Информационно-аналитическая
газета
«ЕвроСми».
27.05.2017.
http://www.eurosmi.ru/447pakistan_vydelil_171_mlrd_doll_ssha_na_kitaiysko_pakistanskiiy_e
konomicheskiiy_koridor.html
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Пакистан выделил 180 млрд. Рупий (1,71 млрд. Долл. США) для
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора (ЦПЕК) и его проектов в
течение 2017-18 финансового года, который начнется 1 июля.
Министр финансов страны Исхак Дар представил бюджет в размере 4
757 миллиардов рупий в пятницу. В выступлении своем парламенте он
упомянул несколько проектов CPEC. Он сказал Национальному собранию,
что развитие города Гвадар в провинции Белуджистан фундаментально для
развития китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора.
Он обратил внимание на то, что комплексный план реализуется для
сетей дорожных сетей, расширения и модернизации аэропорта, а также
развития района. В 2017-2018 годах предусмотрено осуществление 30
проектов развития Гвадара, включая реализацию генерального плана
Гвадара, Новый Гвадар Международный аэропорт, больницу на 200 коек,
производство электроэнергии мощностью 200 МВт и опреснительную
установку.
Министр обратил внимание на то, что проекты CPEC войдут в третий
год реализации в 2017-2018 годах.
В июле-апреле импорт продукции зафиксирован в размере 37,8 млрд.
долл. США. Это свидетельствует о повышении, если сравнивать с
аналогичным периодом прошлого года.
Доктор Дар сказал, что эта динамика импорта объясняется более чем 40процентным увеличением капитальной техники, промышленного сырья и
нефтепродуктов и увеличением инвестиций в проекты CPEC,
ориентированные на энергетический и инфраструктурный сектор. Все это
хорошо для экономики Пакистана в ближайшем будущем, - сказал Дар.
Оборотные расходы Пакистана в следующем финансовом году будут
приблизительно на 7 процентов выше нежели в уходящем.
Министр обратил внимание, что валютные резервы Пакистана в
настоящее время составляют 16 млрд. рупий, несмотря на больший, чем
ожидалось, торговый дефицит, в основном, за счет увеличения импорта
капитальных товаров.
Индия не позволит КПЭК пройти по индийской части Кашмира
'India won‘t allow IoK to be part of CPEC'
The Express Tribune, May 27th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420350/india-wontallow-iok-part-cpec/

AJK President Sardar Masood Khan termed Indian objections over CPEC as
fake and disingenuous.
ISLAMABAD: With the multi-billion-dollar China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor continuing to be built, the president of Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK)
has raised questions over Indian concerns over the project.
Addressing a one-day international seminar on the ‗‘ Belt and Road Initiative:
CPEC and regional integration‖, organised by the Institute of International and
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Cultural Affairs in Islamabad, AJK President Sardar Masood Khan termed Indian
objections over CPEC as fake and disingenuous.
India ‗must address Kashmir issue to become part of CPEC‘
A recent UN report has stated concerns that the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor may create more tension between India and Pakistan.
The report titled ‗The Belt and Road Initiative and the Role of Escap‘ was
released by the UN‘s Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(Escap) at China‘s request.
The report considers the Pakistan-India dispute over Kashmir as a source of
concern, stating CPEC might create ―geopolitical tensions with India and ignite
further political instability.‖
However, China on Thursday played down a UN report stating concerns that
the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) may create more tension between
Pakistan and India.
Speaking during a regular press conference on May 25, Foreign Ministry
Spokesperson Lu Kang said, ―CPEC is neither targeted at any third party nor
related to territorial disputes.‖
Развенчание мифа о КПЭК (Китай, дескать, вовсе не завоевывает
Пакистан)
Debunking myths on CPEC
Ahsan
Iqbal.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
25th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1418270/debunking-myths-cpec/
Recently, quite a few stories have appeared on the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) in both local and international publications. A lot of traction was
gained by the cynics of CPEC by reporting factually incorrect information.
Consequently, myth spurring on CPEC is on the rise. I am going to take this
opportunity to debunk these myths by stating the facts.
A pointless controversy was created on the Long Term Plan (LTP) by a recent
article featured in a local English-language newspaper. The report published as
‗LTP‘ in that article was an initial draft by the China Development Bank (CDB)
and not a part of the agreed LTP. That article basically cherry-picked information
from different sources to present a distorted picture of the LTP. The fact is that the
government of Pakistan has prepared its own plan after multiple stages of
consultation with provinces, federal ministries and their respective technical
groups. The LTP has been prepared to develop Pakistan in line with the seven
pillars of Vision 2025 which are predicated on the notion of inclusive and
sustainable development. The main pillars of LTP are connectivity, energy,
industries and industrial parks, agricultural development and poverty alleviation,
tourism, cooperation in areas concerning people‘s livelihood and financial
cooperation. It was shared with the Chinese authorities following approval by the
cabinet.
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The Chinese side has given its approval in principle, however, its formal
approval is expected by the end of this month, as our Chinese counterparts were
occupied by the Belt Road Forum. As soon as we get the official approval from the
Chinese side, we will put the LTP on the CPEC website.
One of the biggest myths propagated on CPEC is that Pakistan might become
a colony/province of China. Any historian would tell you that colonialism and
imperialism are legacies of countries of the global north. China has never invaded
any country nor harboured any imperial designs. Cynics point out towards rising
trade deficit with China as a reason to show concern on CPEC. The reality is that
China‘s competitiveness in exports is universal and not idiosyncratic to Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s current trade deficit with China is $6.2 billion. In comparison, India‘s
trade deficit with China stands at $47 billion. The US trade deficit with China is
$347 billion. Based on these trade deficit numbers, is it appropriate to infer that the
US or India are becoming colonies/provinces of China? Certainly not. Similarly, it
is ludicrous to make such claims about the Pakistan-China relationship. Both
countries respect the sovereignty of each other and CPEC is based on the shared
vision of both countries: Vision 2025 and OBOR.
At present, only a few thousand Chinese nationals are living in Pakistan and
making a positive contribution towards our economy, the majority of them fall in
the category of temporary labour migrants who will return back upon completion
of the projects. In contrast, around 8 million Chinese are living in Malaysia,
400,000 in France; 600,000 in Japan; 900,000 in Canada and over 2.5 million are
living in the US. Therefore, to say that Chinese are overtaking Pakistani society is
nothing but a farce. Chinese nationals working in Pakistan are our national guests
as they are helping us to build a developed Pakistan.
Another myth spread on CPEC is that China is dictating terms to Pakistan and
the federal government is not consulting the provinces. The reality is quite the
opposite. China and Pakistan work jointly in making an overall planning for a
unified development of CPEC projects. In this regard, the Long Term Plan,
Transport Monographic Study and respective MoUs guide the policy for CPEC.
All provinces have been consulted and invited to all meetings within Pakistan
and abroad for their recommendations and review of CPEC projects. Earlier this
month, the chief ministers of all four provinces under the leadership of PM Sharif
attended OBOR Summit in China. On 29th December 2016, all CMs participated in
the 6th JCC meeting which was held in Beijing. For institutional arrangement and
development of CPEC, the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) of China along with the Planning, Development & Reform Ministry of
Pakistan have constituted subsidiary working groups of the Joint Cooperation
Committee (JCC) on planning, transport infrastructure, energy, Gwadar and
industry cooperation.
Since the signing of the MoU in July 2013, six meetings of the JCC have been
held. The highest officials of every provincial government are represented in JCC
meetings. It is impossible to hide or misrepresent any information on CPEC from
provinces. Information on ongoing and agreed CPEC projects is available on the
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official website of CPEC. Moreover, the planning ministry is always available to
address any queries regarding CPEC. All the Chinese companies involved in
CPEC projects are nominated by their government. Therefore, there is no question
of favouritism on the part of the government of Pakistan.
Another myth propagated around is that Pakistan is not going to gain any
economic benefits from CPEC and it is tantamount to the 2006 Free Trade
agreement (FTA) with China. First of all, let me explain that an FTA works out on
the basis of demand and supply of market forces. China enjoys a competitive edge
in exports vis-à-vis all other economies of the world, including Pakistan, whereas
CPEC is qualitatively different from an FTA. It provides necessary stimulus to
kickstart the processes of industrialisation in Pakistan. Without sufficient
electricity and adequate infrastructure, it is not possible to carry out
industrialisation.
CPEC brings $35 billion investments in energy projects. Alongside coal,
clean and renewable energy projects are part of the CPEC energy portfolio. The
existing energy policy was made before the CPEC MoU was signed between China
and Pakistan. Prior to CPEC, nobody was interested in making investments in our
energy sector. At that crucial time, China took a lead and demonstrated to the
world that Pakistan is a reliable and secure destination for foreign investments.
Energy investments under CPEC will remove a major bottleneck that is in the way
of realising high economic growth. It will reinforce the main grid structure, power
transmission, distribution network, and improve power supply. Currently, 14
energy projects are in the implementation stage. Through CPEC projects,
10,000MW of electricity will be added to the national grid. Only 16,000MW was
added to the national grid from 1947 to 2013. Moreover, energy projects under
CPEC are not funded by Chinese loans instead they are undertaken in the IPP
mode regulated as per NEPRA tariffs. Average cost of these projects is lower than
the current cost of production of energy.
Under CPEC, new road and rail networks are to be built in all four provinces
to enhance and improve connectivity within Pakistan. In addition to economic
benefits of connectivity, social and regional cohesion will increase within Pakistan
and in the region. Once energy and infrastructure bottlenecks are addressed, it is
estimated that GDP will at least increase by more than 2 per cent from its current
trend.
Similarly, one of the important components of the CPEC framework is
industrial cooperation. Nine industrial zones were included in it with equal
representation of all provinces. The cost of production is steadily increasing for
many industries in China due to increase in wages. It is estimated that 85 million
jobs will be relocated and countries in the Far East, Asia and Africa are competing
for these jobs. Pakistan wants to secure a big share of the relocation of these
industries and jobs. Once relocated, this will create a huge demand for labour in
Pakistan and enormous employment opportunities will be available for Pakistanis.
In the current projects of CPEC, two thirds of the workforce is Pakistani and
only a critical mass of labour force comes from China. This is a great opportunity
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for the Pakistani workforce to learn and update their skills from their Chinese
counterparts. Already a boom in steel, cement and construction industries has
created multiplier effects in the overall economy.
Economic benefits of CPEC are net positive for Pakistan. CPEC is a golden
opportunity for Pakistan to undo the mistakes of the past and we, as a nation,
cannot afford to be complacent about it.
Население Китая 1.29 млрд. человек, а не 1.38 млрд., - считают ученые
США
'China has been overstating its population numbers since 1990,' says US
academic
Shailaja
Neelakantan.
Times
of
India.
May
25,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/china-has-been-overstating-its-populationnumbers-since-1990-says-us-academic/articleshow/58835756.cms

•China is desperately in need of more rather than fewer births to combat a
shrinking and ageing work force, researchers said
•They also called for the removal of population controls in China and for
improved data quality.
NEW DELHI: In the face of a rapidly ageing population and a shrinking work
force, China has been overstating its population number for decades, a US
academic said this week, according to China Banking News.
Beijing's numbers suggest China has 90 million more people than it actually
has, according to data compiled by Yi Fuxian, a University of Wisconsin-Madison
researcher.
"The concealing of a Chinese demographic slump by over-optimistic
government projections is ongoing," said Yi at a conference in China this week.
That means India, not China, is the world's most populous nation. That also
means China is in big trouble because its demography isn't changing rapidly
enough to combat a shrinking working-age population that has been declining
since 2012.
Yi said China has been consistently overstating its number of births for as
long as 26 years, from 1990 to 2016. His research suggested there were 377.6
million new births from 1991 to 2016, less than the official figure of 464.8 million.
If Yi is right, it means China's population at the end of 2016 was 1.29 billion
and not 1.38 billion. That would mean India - with a population of 1.33 billion isn't just ahead of China now, but has been so for years. India's population touched
1.33 billion last year, compared with China's official figure of 1.37 billion in 2015.
Other researchers at this week's conference in China's Peking University
agreed with Yi's numbers, reported the South China Morning Post. They argued
that China is desperately in need of more rather than fewer births. They also called
for the removal of population controls in China and for improved data quality.
"The government has overestimated the birth rate and underestimated the
speed of demographic changes," said Li Jianxin, a demographer at Peking
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University and vocal opponent of China's family planning policy, according to the
South China Morning Post.
Another researcher at the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences said China's
data has been "seriously false" for decades.
"The population data since the adaption of one-child policy has been seriously
false and the family planning report has been overstated by 30 per cent," said the
Shanghai researcher Liang Zhongtang.
"The birth control policy which has last(ed) nearly four decades is not in
accordance with reality. It is imperative that the government should abandon the
family planning system," he added, according to the Post.
КПЭК в долгосрочной перспективе будет «стоить» 300 млрд. долл.
Long-term CPEC to cost a whopping $300b
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. May 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-May2017/long-term-cpec-to-cost-a-whopping-300b

Corridor plan identifies seven pillars for cooperation
ISLAMABAD - The CPEC long-term plan will cost hundreds of billions of
dollars, much more than the $60 billion dollar estimated for the ongoing short-term
plan.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project has been divided into
three phases: short-term plan to be completed by 2020, mid-term plan to be
completed by 2025 and long-term plan to be completed by 2030.
―As per our estimates, the execution of mid-term and long-term plans will
increase the cost of the CPEC above $300 billion,‖ an informed source told The
Nation.
The long-term plan has seven pillars and it is not about a particular project;
rather, it identifies the broader areas for the cooperation between China and
Pakistan till 2030.
The latest version of the long-term plan, detailed out on just 32 pages, has
been forwarded to the Chinese and hopefully they will sign it soon, the source said.
The old version of around 67 pages prepared in 2015 has already been redundant,
the source added.
According the latest version of CPEC‘s long-term plan available with The
Nation, the seven pillars are: connectivity, energy, industries & industrial parks,
agricultural development and poverty alleviation, tourism, cooperation in the areas
concerning people‘s livelihood and financial cooperation have been identified for
future cooperation.
The connectivity pillar includes the construction of an integrated transport
system and information network infrastructure. In the construction of an integrated
transport system, it has been planned to construct and develop Kashgar-Islamabad,
Peshawar-Islamabad-Karachi, Sukkur-Gwadar Port and Dera Ismail Khan and
Quetta-Sohrab Road infrastructure to enhance road safety and service levels.
Capacity expansion of existing railway lines and construction of new projects,
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promoting the modernisation of the railway is also part of the integrated transport
plan.
It has been proposed to build a consolidated distribution transport system,
continuously improve the infrastructure of the port and accelerate the construction
of East Bay Expressway and the new international airport.
In information network infrastructure, it has been proposed that China and
Pakistan will boost information connectivity and promote pragmatic cooperation
through construction and operation of local communication networks and
broadcast and TV networks, besides strengthening information and communication
industries in both countries and synchronous construction of information, road and
railway infrastructures.
In the energy-related fields, it is suggested that China and Pakistan will
strengthen cooperation in the sectors of oil and gas, electricity and power grids. It
is proposed to promote the cooperation in the development of oil and gas resources
and conduct preliminary research on China-Pakistan oil and gas pipeline projects.
The options of establishing oil refineries & storages at Gwadar and along CPEC
route will also be considered. It also includes actively promoting river planning
and preparatory work of major projects to accelerate the hydropower development
process, develop wind and solar energy based on local conditions, and establish
diversified energy supply channels.
It is proposed that China will help Pakistan to promote the quality and
efficiency improvement of the textile and clothing industry, expand the size of the
textile industry, increase the supply of high value-added products, promote the
Kashgar Economic and Technological Development Zone, and Caohu Industrial
Park to adopt the means like export processing to establish a regional cooperation
and development model based on complementary advantages and mutual benefits.
It was also proposed to promote the industrial capacity cooperation in sectors
such as chemicals, engineering, agro, iron & steel and construction materials.
In agricultural development and poverty alleviation, it is proposed in the plan
that China and Pakistan will give full play to their own comparative advantages to
strengthen agricultural infrastructure construction within the CPEC coverage and
play their own roles in agricultural personnel training, technical exchanges and
cooperation. They will cooperate in key construction areas such as biological
breeding, production, processing, storage and transportation, infrastructure
construction, disease prevention and control, water resources development and
utilisation, land development and remediation, ICT-enabled agriculture and
marketing of agricultural products to promote the systematic, large-scale,
standardised and intensified construction of the agricultural industry. They will
promote the transition from traditional agriculture to modern agriculture in the
regions along the CPEC to effectively boost the development of local agricultural
economy and help local people get rid of poverty.
As regards tourism, it is proposed that China and Pakistan will further exploit
the potential advantages of the tourism resources in the regions along the CPEC,
especially the China-Pakistan border areas. They will actively promote
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comprehensive development of coastal tourism as well as northern Pakistan
tourism, expand cross-border tourism and improve the quality of tourism services
to effectively promote the socio-economic development of the two countries, help
the residents along the coastal tourism belt end poverty and promote marine
development. The plan will help exploit the potential advantages of the tourism
resources in the regions along the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, especially
the China-Pakistan border areas, promote the development and construction of
cross-border tourism routes along the railways and highways.
As regards the areas concerning people‘s livelihood and non-governmental
exchanges, it is proposed that China and Pakistan will expand cooperation and
enhance comprehensive service capability of the cities along the CPEC. For this
purpose, international and China‘s new urbanisation concepts will be applied to the
municipal construction of the node cities along the CPEC such as the construction
of the public transport system and water supply and drainage systems.
The scale of training programmes will be expanded in China for Pakistani
government officials, outstanding Pakistani students will be selected from regions
along the CPEC for higher studies in the universities in Xinjiang and cultural
exchanges will be made to increase basic education facilities by implementing
assistance projects for basic education within the CPEC coverage.
In financial cooperation, it is decided that the two countries will explore the
establishment of multi-level cooperation mechanisms and strengthen policy
coordination. They will also strengthen their own financial reforms and opening
up, innovate in their own financial products and financial services, and control
financial risks to create a good financial environment for the CPEC building.
The two countries will continue to sign currency swap agreements, expand the
amount of currency swap under the agreements and enrich the scope of the foreign
currency from currency swap, assign the foreign currency to domestic banks
through credit-based bids to support the financing for projects along the CPEC;
establish a bilateral payment and settlement system to reduce the demand for thirdparty currency, explore the establishment of a bilateral foreign exchange reserve
pool to form an effective mechanism for stabilising the exchange rate, strengthen
the cooperation between the central banks and financial regulatory agencies of the
two countries and promote the establishment of a settlement platform for RMB
cross-border trade and investment and a monitoring and early warning platform for
cross-border cash flow.
The two countries will promote the opening and development of the securities
markets, support the multi-currency direct financing of Pakistan‘s central and local
governments, enterprises and financial institutions in China, strengthen the
cooperation between stock exchanges of the two countries and support the two
countries‘ enterprises and financial institutions in carrying out direct financing for
projects along the CPEC in each other‘s capital markets.
that the two countries will explore the establishment of multi-level
cooperation mechanisms and strengthen policy coordination. They will also
strengthen their own financial reforms and opening up, innovate in their own
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financial products and financial services, and control financial risks to create a
good financial environment for the CPEC building.
The two countries will continue to sign currency swap agreements, expand the
amount of currency swap under the agreements and enrich the scope of the foreign
currency from currency swap, assign the foreign currency to domestic banks
through credit-based bids to support the financing for projects along the CPEC;
establish a bilateral payment and settlement system to reduce the demand for thirdparty currency, explore the establishment of a bilateral foreign exchange reserve
pool to form an effective mechanism for stabilising the exchange rate, strengthen
the cooperation between the central banks and financial regulatory agencies of the
two countries and promote the establishment of a settlement platform for RMB
cross-border trade and investment and a monitoring and early warning platform for
cross-border cash flow.
The two countries will promote the opening and development of the securities
markets, support the multi-currency direct financing of Pakistan‘s central and local
governments, enterprises and financial institutions in China, strengthen the
cooperation between stock exchanges of the two countries and support the two
countries‘ enterprises and financial institutions in carrying out direct financing for
projects along the CPEC in each other‘s capital markets.
Китайские военные корабли появляются в порту Гвадар - КПЭК
Chinese naval ships at Gwadar port call for a rethink of India's regional
policy
MK Bhadrakumar. Dawn. Nov 28, 2016. https://www.dawn.com/news/1298977/chinesenaval-ships-at-gwadar-port-call-for-a-rethink-of-indias-regional-policy

The transformation of Gwadar port as a base for Chinese Navy ships was long
expected, but when media reports actually appeared on Friday to that effect, it was
startling news for India.
Read more: 'Pak-China naval collaboration gains more importance due to
CPEC'
The reports quoted Pakistani officials saying that China proposes to deploy its
naval ships in coordination with the Pakistan Navy to safeguard Gwadar port,
which is the gateway to the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
India would have had some intelligence tip-off, which probably explains the
mysterious episode on November 14 of an Indian submarine lurking in the vicinity
of Pakistani territorial waters. It was brusquely shooed away by the Pakistan Navy.
Read more: Navy says prevented Indian submarine from entering Pakistani
waters
Of course, the corridor was operationalised a fortnight ago with Chinese ships
docking at Gwadar to carry the first containers brought by a Chinese trade convoy
from Xinjiang for despatch to the world market.
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Viewed from many perspectives, the month of November becomes a defining
moment in the geopolitics of our region.
But the strangest bit of news would be that earlier this month, Gwadar also
received Russia‘s Federal Security Services chief Alexander Bogdanov.
It was a hush-hush inspection tour aimed at assessing the efficacy of Russian
ships using the port during their long voyages, to assert Moscow‘s return to the
global stage.
Equally, this is the first visit by a Russian spy chief to Pakistan in over two
decades and it took place just as America elected a new president, Donald Trump.
Maybe the timing is coincidental, but more likely, it is not. The Russian
diplomacy invariably moves in lockstep.
Bogdanov‘s visit was scheduled just a few weeks before the planned trilateral
strategic dialogue between Russia, China and Pakistan, ostensibly regarding the
Afghan situation, in Moscow next month.
Bogdanov reportedly sought a formal Russian-Pakistani collaborative tie-up
over the CPEC.
Moscow wouldn‘t have made such a move without coordinating with China
first.
At a meeting in Moscow with his Chinese counterpart, Russian Defence
Minister Sergei Shoigu was quoted as saying that China-Russia military
cooperation is ―at an all-time high and it will contribute to peace and stability on
the Eurasian continent and beyond.‖
China‘s regional play
Meanwhile, Chinese regional diplomacy, too, is moving in tandem.
The Chinese Defence Minister Chang Wangquan (who is also vice-chairman
of China‘s Military Commission, which is headed by President Xi Jinping) paid a
three-day visit to Iran last week.
Chang‘s visit held considerable geopolitical significance for the region and he
described his meetings as signifying a turning point in the China-Iran strategic
partnership.
It is useful to recall that during Xi‘s visit to Iran in January, the two countries
had signed a 25-year strategic cooperation agreement that included a call for much
closer defence and intelligence ties.
The Iranian Navy has not hidden its desire to become a major blue water
power (one capable of sustained operations across open oceans) in the Indian
Ocean, and China can help meet that goal by offering intelligence and training in
the short term, and modern vessels and weapons systems down the road.
Several existing Chinese systems would suit Iran‘s need for a flexible navy
capable of operating in both littoral (on shore) and blue waters – such as
destroyers, corvettes, frigates, the much-vaunted Type-022 stealth fast-attack
missile catamarans (described as carrier killers) and submarines.
These cost-effective warships could enable Iran to perform more effective
patrol missions at longer ranges for longer periods of time.
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Simply put, there is much background to Iran‘s desire to become part of the
CPEC, which was reportedly conveyed to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif by Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani at their meeting in New York in September on the
sidelines of the UN General Assembly session.
Connecting all these dots, in geopolitical terms, what we are witnessing is a
historic shift in regional alignments, which is bringing together China, Pakistan,
Russia and Iran on the template of the CPEC.
From the Indian perspective, these developments hold profound implications,
especially against the backdrop of the unravelling of the United States‘ pivot
strategy in the Asia-Pacific.
Some hard conclusions need to be made. Difficult decisions lie ahead for the
Indian establishment.
India‘s challenge
Quite obviously, India has been tilting at the CPEC windmills in vain,
fancying its capacity to block the flagship of China‘s One Belt One Road
appearing in its north-western neighbourhood.
As an open, inclusive and international cooperative initiative, the corridor
merits a rethink on India's part.
The point is, China still regards India to be one of the key countries along the
Belt and Road, although the Silk Road initiatives have already stimulated regional
connectivity in the South Asian region, involving Nepal, Myanmar, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka in one way or another.
Two, the rebuff at the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)
summit in Goa in October apart, the growing regional convergence over the CPEC
once again highlights the futility of India's diplomatic efforts to isolate Pakistan as
a 'state sponsor of terrorism'.
New thinking is needed to bring pressure on Pakistan to jettison what India
calls its sponsorship of terrorist groups.
The foreign policy establishment should explore how membership of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation a six-nation Eurasian bloc led by China and
Russia to promote political, economic and cultural cooperation in the region can be
optimally utilised to (re)engage Pakistan.
If China could effectively utilise this organisation to clear the huge backlog of
Soviet-era regional animosities, India too can create similar synergy between its
regional diplomacy and the bilateral ties with Pakistan.
Three, the manifest China-Pakistan-Russia-Iran regional convergence
highlights the geopolitical realities of the emergent world order.
Put differently, India's fracas with China over membership to the Nuclear
Suppliers Group and efforts to declare Jaish-i-Mohammad chief Masood Azhar a
terrorist have been, in reality, the symptom of a deeper malaise insofar as Indian
strategists are still entrapped in their ―unipolar predicament‖.
Thus, the muscular diplomacy of the Narendra Modi government erred in its
overestimation of India‘s South China Sea leverage. India lacked traditional
influence in that region and it is not even a claimant to the territorial disputes there.
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Today, therefore, India's Look East policy is in shambles and a US
retrenchment in Asia threatens to make it archaic.
When Singapore snubs our overture to create new waves in the South China
Sea, a nadir has been reached.
However, India seems to opt for a repackaging of the Look East policy. It is
getting embroiled in China-Japan tensions. Such naivety can turn out to be
dangerous.
The recent developments concerning Gwadar underscore the crucial
importance of addressing the distrust between India and China on the one hand and
India and Pakistan on the other.
Or else, serious contradictions are bound to arise in India‘s relations with a
host of other Asian countries as well – our time-tested friend Russia included.
КПЭК создаст еще больше сложностей в отношениях Индии и
Пакистана, - доклад ООН
CPEC may create more India-Pakistan tension: UN report
Dawn. May 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335064/cpec-may-create-more-indiapakistan-tension-un-report

ISLAMABAD: The India-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir is a matter of
concern, according to a United Nations (UN) report, claiming that the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) might create geopolitical tensions with India
and ignite political instability.
The report released by the UN‘s Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (Escap) on Tuesday feared that Afghanistan‘s political instability
could limit the potential benefits of transit corridors to population centres near
Kabul or Kandahar.
The report, ‗The Belt and Road Initiative and the Role of Escap' was prepared
at China‘s request and covers the six economic corridors spanning Asia, Europe
and Africa under the umbrella of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
CPEC holds the promise of closer trade, investment and energy cooperation
between the two countries, as it creates alternative maritime trade routes for China
and its trading partners, it said. According to the report, CPEC could serve as the
―driver for trade and economic integration‖ between China, Pakistan, Iran, India,
Afghanistan and the Central Asian states.
Incensed India
India did not send an official delegation to attend the ―Belt and Road Forum‖
(OBOR) in Beijing after the Chinese Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui called on
India to join.
Instead, India criticised China's global initiative, warning of an ―unsustainable
debt burden‖ for countries involved.
India is incensed that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor ─ one of the key
Belt and Road projects ─ passes through Kashmir and Pakistan.
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―No country can accept a project that ignores its core concerns on sovereignty
and territorial integrity,‖ Indian foreign ministry spokesman Gopal Baglay said.
He also warned of the danger of debt. One of the criticisms of the Silk Road
plan is that host countries may struggle to pay back loans for huge infrastructure
projects being carried out and funded by Chinese companies and banks.
―Connectivity initiatives must follow principles of financial responsibility to
avoid projects that would create an unsustainable debt burden for communities,‖
Baglay said.
'Shared prosperity'
On the other hand, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif insisted that the CPEC and
OBOR initiatives were all about shared prosperity, beginning a new era for
humanity and progress in poor regions.
―Work has already begun across Asia and Africa on infrastructure, industrial
cooperation and new platforms of technology. Financial flows have found their
way to some of the least developed parts of the world. These outcomes are knitting
nations and regions into economic networks and inclusive neighbourhoods that
transcend borders,‖ he said while addressing the second session of the Leaders
Roundtable at the two-day Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation.
He added that the core of the OBOR initiative was connectivity and long-term
development, especially in developing countries.
Similarly, China‘s regional governments are falling over each other to curry
favour with President Xi Jinping, jostling for roles in his New Silk Road plan to
boost economic and cultural links through Asia to Europe.
One says it wants to send its young people to be Silk Road ―super
connectors‖, while a second is pitching to become a new home for foreign
consulates. Another wants to build a folk museum to commemorate Beijing‘s
overseas push.
While official plans published in 2015 only list 18 provinces as areas key to
the plan, over 30 of China‘s territories now say they have an OBOR strategy.
Посольство КНР в Пакистане сообщило о похищении двух граждан
страны
Информационный сайт «KareliyaNews.ru». http://kareliyanews.ru/posolstvo-knr-vpakistane-soobshhilo-o-poxishhenii-dvux-grazhdan-strany/. 24.05.2017

Посольство Китая в Пакистане подтвердило, что неизвестные похитили
двоих граждан Китая в городе Кветта в провинции Белуджистан, сообщает
Центральное телевидение Китая.
«Два гражданина Китая были похищены неизвестными вооруженными
лицами. После происшествия посольство Китая в Пакистане и консульство в
Карачи запустило экстренный механизм реагирования и находится в тесном
контакте с пакистанскими властями для скорейшего освобождения китайских
граждан», — говорится в сообщении телеканала.
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Как ранее сообщали СМИ, злоумышленники, угрожая оружием,
заставили двоих китайских граждан — мужчину и женщину — сесть в
автомобиль, после чего скрылись с места преступления. Еще одной
гражданке КНР удалось избежать похищения. Кроме того, в ходе инцидента
один из похитителей открыл огонь, в результате чего пострадал прохожий.
Инцидент произошел в квартале Джинна, одном из самых престижных
жилых районов на северо-западе города.
2 китайца были похищены в богатом районе в Кветте – опять КПЭК
2 Chinese nationals kidnapped from Quetta
Syed Ali Shah. Dawn. May 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335130/2-chinese-nationalskidnapped-from-quetta

Two Chinese nationals, a man and a woman, were kidnapped from the Jinnah
Town area of Quetta, the provincial capital of Balochistan, on Wednesday
afternoon, DawnNews reported.
According to police, unknown abductors had forced the two foreigners into a
vehicle at gunpoint and driven away.
One other woman, also a Chinese national, reportedly escaped the abduction.
A passerby was injured after one of the abductors opened fire at the scene,
DawnNews reported.
Police and Frontier Corps personnel reached the scene of the abduction to
initiate an investigation.
Jinnah Town is one of the affluent residential areas of the city.
On March 17, unidentified gunmen had picked up Balochistan Higher
Education Secretary Abdullah Jan from Quetta's Sabzal Road area when he was on
his way to work.
Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri had taken notice of the kidnapping and
directed the inspector general of police to ensure his immediate recovery.
This is the third such kind of attack on Chinese nationals in the province.
In 2004, three Chinese engineers were killed in a bomb blast in the port city
of Gwadar.
According to sources, the explosion occurred on the Harbour Road at around
8.25am when a van of Chinese Harbour Engineering Company carrying 14 people,
including 11 Chinese engineers and other staff, was on its way to the port site from
the staff residential complex.
A white car, parked at the roadside on the Harbour Road, exploded as soon as
the Chinese company van came near to it. Splinters of the explosive device and the
wreckage of the car hit the van with a bang, which resulted in the killing of three
Chinese engineers on the spot and injuring 11 others.
Later in 2006 three more Chinese engineers were killed when their vehicle
was ambushed by gunmen in the city of Hub.
The six engineers were on their way to their residence after completing the
day‘s work at the Attock Cement Factory.
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Their vehicle was ambushed by two gunmen hiding in bushes along the road.
The assailants opened fire with automatic weapons, killing two engineers on the
spot. Two other engineers were injured in the attack.
Police sent the injured engineers and the driver to the Civil Hospital where
they succumbed to their injuries.
Chinese interest in Balochistan has spiked in recent years after the
announcement of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which plans to
connect Pakistani ports to Mainland China. Gwadar has gained particular attention
in the program due to its warm-water, deep-sea port.
Свободная экономическая зона на основе КПЭК – всего 9 зон
CPEC SEZs: myth and reality
Dr Abdur Rehman Cheema. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 22nd, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334589/cpec-sezs-myth-and-reality

Apparently inspired by the ‗miracle of Shenzhen‘, the government of Pakistan
is all set to establish nine special economic zones all across the country.
The nine zones include one located in each of the provinces, one model zone
in the capital territory, Moqpondass in Gilgit-Baltistan, Mohmand Marble City in
FATA, Bhimber Industrial Zone in AJK, Industrial Park on Pakistan Steel Mills
Land at Port Qasim near Karachi under federal government control.
The idea of a special economic zone (SEZ) is to establish a specific area of
land to promote industrial growth by providing special concessions in tax and
economic policies.
However, the idea of SEZs to increase GDP, create jobs, promote trade and
foreign direct investment is easier said than done. Though many have tried, most
SEZs failed to deliver on their promises, including the recent Shanghai Free Trade
Zone — established in 2013 and focused on finance — and SEZs established in the
Maharashtra state of India since 2005.
Like the rest of the world, with few examples of successful industrial clusters,
Pakistan does have its share of successful industrial clusters including Sialkot
surgical goods industry; Gujarat ceramic/pottery Industry; Faisalabad readymade
garments manufacturing industry and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa marble industry.
What can work: How to turn urban areas into engines of economic growth?
Pakistan can learn from the Chinese Shenzhen experience. According to the
Chinese Government report in 2015, Shenzhen is a major financial centre in
southern China with a population of over 18 million. The city is home to the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange as well as the headquarters of numerous high-tech
companies.
Shenzhen has one of the busiest container ports in the world. From a fishing
village, it is now an industrialised, urbanised and modernised city with a GDP of
over $100 billion.
Typically, the success of SEZs relies on many factors, mainly a combination
of tax and tariff incentives, fast and hassle-free custom procedures, links with local
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suppliers, growers and the global market and most importantly, infrastructure in
terms of quality roads, railway and ports.
While it is not clear how much these SEZs will add to the economic growth of
the country, the economy will forgo the much needed revenue as the current tax-toGDP ratio is just at 12.4pc.
A set of policies and business friendly bureaucracy is a prerequisite for the
success of SEZs, among a number of challenges.
First is the governance challenge: how to overcome political influence,
inefficient bureaucracy, coordination failures among different stakeholders and
corruption?
Pakistan‘s economy is ranked 144 out of 190 economies in terms of the ease
of doing business ranking prepared by the World Bank.
However, the real test of these SEZs will be their role in establishing urbanrural linkages to help rural transformation which shall be reflected through
improvement in the quality of the lives of the poor.
To ensure inclusive growth, the SEZs must target sectors where the poor live
and work (eg. agriculture) and use the factors of production that the poor possess.
The efforts of the KP government are commendable in this regard.
It‘s Planning and Development Department has chalked out one such project
entitled ‗Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa-China Sustainable Donkey Development
Programme‘ to attract Chinese investment in the province‘s agriculture sector.
The donkey is a highly valued animal in China whose hide is dear and is used
in medicines. Such a project is an example that has potential to benefit the rural
economy and the people living there.
КПЭК ускорит развитие сельского хозяйства в Пакистане
CPEC to boost agriculture
M
Ziauddin.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1414256/cpec-boost-agriculture/

May

20th,

2017.

Pakistan‘s economy needs to grow at an annual average rate of 10-12 per cent
for at least over a decade for the so-called trickle-down theory to prove its
economic viability. Indeed, this is the kind of growth rate that is required to be
sustained for at least 10 years at a stretch without any break to supposedly make
any perceptible dent in the incidence of poverty in the country.
One way of accomplishing this is to go around the world again with a hat in
hand. This we have been doing since independence, but have done nothing with
most of the dole received so far, other than to create false affluence. More of the
same is not going to make us behave differently.
Our border trade with our immediate neighbours — India, Afghanistan and
Iran — has been held hostage since the very day Pakistan came into being to our
self-destructive geostrategic compulsions. So much so that we have virtually
bottled up the country, shutting down our trade outlets in the east with India, in the
north-west with Afghanistan and the west with Iran while the northern outlet has
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remained too far away until the advent of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) project and in the south we have a small little sea outlet, not enough for
even our own limited export and import activity.
So what do we do now? Continue living with such a depressing scenario and
suffer the imminent consequences or try looking for ways to break the shackles of
the model in practice?
Now let us take a closer look at our comparative advantages:
1) We are an agricultural country;
2) We are a market of about 200 million people; 3) Pakistan is located at the
crossings of trade routes from Casablanca in Africa to Kashgar in west China‘s
Xinjiang Uighur autonomous region and from Thailand in Southeast Asia to
Turkey beyond the Middle East.
These advantages can be exploited to the maximum if we really turn our
attention to agriculture and develop its down and upstream production chain not
only for local consumption but also for export to four corners of the world and the
region from the Hub.
Indeed, the recent media reports quoting CPEC‘s Long-Term Plan(LTP)
prepared by the National Reform Commission (NDRC), the People‘s Republic of
China and China Development Bank (Dec 2015) have revealed that it is the
agriculture sector in Pakistan which is expected to get the immediate boost
following the launch of CPEC.
The plan is said to outline an engagement that runs from one end of the
supply chain all the way to the other. Chinese enterprises will also operate their
own farms, processing facilities for fruits and vegetables and grain. Logistics
companies will operate a large storage and transportation system for agrarian
produce.
The plan purportedly sees its main opportunity as helping the Kashgar
prefecture, a territory within the larger Xinjiang autonomous zone. The
prefecture‘s total output in agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery
amounted to just over $5 billion in 2012.
For the Chinese, this is the main driving force behind investing in Pakistan‘s
agriculture, in addition to the many profitable opportunities that can open up for
the Chinese enterprises. The plan makes some reference to export of agriculture
goods from the ports.
While welcoming this proposed initiative it would not be out of place here to
recall the public apprehension voiced by our farming community and other
stakeholders when it was mooted in 2009 to give thousands of acres of our
agricultural land on lease to Saudi Arabia and Gulf companies for their use to
ensure food security for their own countries.
These apprehensions would be raised again when the details of CPEC‘s
agricultural part are made public. The government would then be obliged to take
all the stakeholders into confidence and reassure them that the project in question
would not be allowed to undermine Pakistan‘s own food security, come what may.
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На «западный маршрут» Пакистан потратит в 2018 г. 44 млрд. рупий
(25% всех своих годовых средств на КПЭК).
Govt sets aside Rs44bn for CPEC‘s western route
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
21,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415176/govt-sets-aside-rs44bn-cpecs-western-route/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The government is learnt to have set aside Rs44 billion, or a
quarter of CPEC funding, for the next fiscal year, giving the western route of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor its first serious push, initiating the construction
of roads in the country‘s underdeveloped areas.
At the same time, CPEC‘s eastern route, which is at an advanced stage of
completion, was also given required financial resources in the Public Sector
Development Programme 2017-18. The next fiscal will be the third year of
execution of CPEC projects.
The allocation and spending patterns of CPEC projects suggest that work on
the eastern route will be completed faster than the western route.
For the new financial year, the government has set aside Rs180 billion for
CPEC projects, including Rs5 billion block allocations, said Minister for Planning
& Development Ahsan Iqbal.
The total cost of CPEC infrastructure projects is estimated at Rs1.08 trillion,
which is about one-third higher than the previous year. So far, Rs231 billion has
been spent on these schemes, mainly on eastern route projects, leaving a balance of
about Rs850 billion that will be spent in the coming years.
Govt aims to expand tax net in new budget
Work on CPEC projects is moving at a steady pace despite financial and
administrative constraints. Next year, the National Highway Authority (NHA) will
get about Rs160 billion for carrying out work on CPEC projects.
Unlike previous years, this time the federal government has set aside
sufficient resources for three main schemes of the western route. For the
construction of Hakla-Yarik-Dera Ismail Khan motorway, the Planning
Commission has proposed Rs38 billion for the next year. The cost of this scheme
is Rs110.2 billion and the ministry had allotted Rs16.4 billion in the outgoing
fiscal year.
Till June this year, an estimated Rs12 billion would have been spent on this
western route project.
CPEC, which will be constructed from 2014 to 2030, talks about integrated
links to China‘s One Road, One Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Route. With
active consultation of Chinese authorities, Pakistan has prepared a plan to construct
two corridors: western alignment and eastern alignment. The last one has been
picked for development in the first phase.
Article 3 of July 2013 Memorandum of Understanding on Long Term Plan of
CPEC explains the rationale behind picking the eastern corridor first.
―Long-term plan should be developed under the principle of scientific
planning, steadily developing, and take the easiest the first,‖ it stated.
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However, after objections raised by political parties having mass appeal in
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan, the federal government decided to start
work on the western route.
Last year, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif performed groundbreaking
ceremonies of western route projects, including a couple of schemes that had been
conceived even before CPEC was announced.
LCCI asks for tax-free budget
The government has also included Basima-Khuzdar road on the western route
in next year‘s PSDP, allocating Rs1.5 billion for its construction. The total cost of
this project is Rs19.2 billion and so far just Rs10 million had been spent on it.
The government has also proposed Rs4.6 billion for the dualisation of YarikMughalkot-Zhob project, also falling on the western route. The total cost of this
scheme is Rs74.5 billion and only Rs850 million has been spent so far.
A major chunk of infrastructure projects will still go to eastern corridor
projects. For the Multan-Sukkur section of the Lahore-Karachi Motorway,
Rs30.2billion has been proposed for the next fiscal year against the remaining
financing requirements of Rs213 billion.
The total cost of this project is Rs298 billion. For Lahore-Abdul Hakeem
section, Rs54.4 billion has been proposed for the next fiscal year against the
outstanding requirements of Rs85.7 billion. The total cost of this project is Rs150.7
billion. Work on both these projects is moving at a faster pace.
For the construction of Thakot-Havelian road on eastern route, the
government proposed Rs25.2 billion against the remaining requirements of
Rs101.8 billion. For land acquisition of this project, the government proposed
allocating Rs800 million.
For the construction of Burhan-Havelian Expressway, the government
proposed Rs3 billion for finishing remaining work. Two new projects, GilgitShandor-Chirtral road with a total cost of Rs22 billion and Mirpur-ManglaMuzafarabad-Mansehra road worth Rs142 billion have also been added under the
CPEC umbrella.
However, the government assigned a token allocation of Rs200 million for
each of the projects.
A seven-year old project, Improvement and Widening of Jaglot-Skardu road
project was also included in the CPEC basket. The total cost of this scheme is
Rs22.1 billion and Rs6 billion have been proposed in the next budget.
The ministry of interior also included a project with a total cost of Rs1.8
billion for providing security to CPEC projects. For an international airport at
Gwadar, Rs1 billion have been proposed against the remaining requirements of
Rs21.2 billion.
The government proposed Rs1.5 billion for building the Eastbay Expressway
project in Gwadar against remaining requirements of Rs14 billion. Land for the
project would be acquired for Rs16 billion, while the government also decided to
include a new project in the PSDP. It allocated Rs3 billion for the next year.
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For preliminary design, drawings, for upgrading the main-line of Pakistan
Railways and setting up a dry port near Havelian, a project with a cost of Rs10.6
billion has been added in the PSDP. An amount of Rs4.2 billion has been proposed
in the next year budget. For construction of 600KV Matiari-Lahore transmission
line, the government proposed two projects to set up convertors at a cost of Rs4
billion.
For next year, Rs600 million have been allocated for these two schemes.
«Один пояс-один путь» и Пакистан (роль Китая в КПЭК).
OBOR Summit and Pakistan
Athar Z Abbasi. The Nation. May 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/20-May2017/obor-summit-and-pakistan

China has recently hosted the One Belt-One Road (OBOR) summit in Beijing
in which participants from various countries attended the summit. China wants to
build a sea and road route network in more than a dozen countries of Asia, Middle
East, Europe and Africa. It is approximately 1 trillion dollars of investment. Mr Xi
Jingping, President of China has said emphatically that countries are open to join,
referring to India. China‘s One Belt-One Road initiative will integrate various
regions for trade. It would boost global trade. CPEC is also a project under the
same vision of the Chinese OBOR initiative. The May 14-15 forum was attended
by 29 heads of state and government, besides delegates from around 130 countries.
Prime Minister Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif represented Pakistan.
Underscoring the importance of OBOR, Mr Sharif stated that OBOR is unfolding
across continents, is fostering inclusion, creating tolerance, and promoting
acceptance of cultural diversity. He categorically said in his speech that CPEC is
an economic undertaking open to all countries in the region. It has no geographical
boundaries. It must not be politicised. The Prime Minister called for building a
peaceful, connected and caring neighbourhood by shunning mutual differences. ―It
is time we transcend our differences, resolve conflicts through dialogue and
diplomacy, and leave a legacy of peace for future generations,‖ he further
reiterated in his speech.
Pakistan and China also signed six accords of cooperation in diverse fields:
The framework of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime
Silk Road initiative and agreements on economic and technical cooperation (1.5
billion RMB for Gwadar Airport, among others and 1.1bn RMB for East Bay
Expressway). The total worth of the accords is about $500 million. The MoUs add
to $57bn already pledged for CPEC. The following deals are among the accords
signed by two countries: Two cooperation agreements worth $333m for an airport
in Gwadar, the site of a deepwater port that is to provide an outlet to the Arabian
Sea from the far western Chinese province of Xinjiang, establishment of the
Havelian dry port in Pakistan, agreement on economic and technical cooperation
($160m) for the East Bay Expressway linking Gwadar to Pakistan‘s highway
network.
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During the meeting of the Prime Minister of Pakistan with the Chinese
President, the chief ministers of four federating units were also with him. This is a
good tradition – the four chief ministers of federating units were also being kept on
board on all major negotiations and other developments of bilateral relations
between two countries. In a way, it also gives them an opportunity to directly
interact with the Chinese leadership with regards to development projects in their
respective development programmes. CPEC is a gigantic project and its fruits will
be shared with all provinces of Pakistan. CPEC itself enhances the beauty of
Pakistan‘s federation as its route passes through all federating units. During his
meeting with his Chinese counterpart, the Prime Minister mulled over industrial
zones under the CPEC project. Under the umbrella of CPEC, China is to develop
industrial zones in various areas of Pakistan. On the sidelines, the Pakistani
leadership discussed the possible assistance of China in building the DiamerBhasha dam.
Projects under China‘s vision of OBOR (One Belt-One Road), there would be
immense infrastructure development in the countries of its routes. Countries in
Asia and Africa would have an opportunity to integrate themselves with the global
economy. It would also help in alleviating poverty in these areas especially in Asia
and Africa by generating new jobs and creating industrial zones for the people of
these areas. It would open new vistas of investments for these countries. The
Minister for Planning, Reform and Development, Ahsan Iqbal has recently pointed
out that CPEC‘s impact on GDP growth would be around 1.5 percent which will
create around 1.5 million additional jobs according to some estimates. We need to
generate employment for our youth and the need to develop various sectors of our
economy and the present government is taking all steps in this regard. The mega
projects launched by this government are transparent and are yielding dividends in
the form of improvement of the quality of life of the general masses. Infrastructure
development is a key indicator of development of a country and this government
has not only provided better communication system by constructing road networks
in various cities but it has also provided the finest internal communication system
for the local commuters in the form of metro bus system. The foreign reserves of
Pakistan and the Stock Exchange have touched unprecedented heights in the recent
history of Pakistan. All this development, prosperity and progress are basically the
vision of Prime Minister, Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif.
It is good that the present government is pursuing its development agenda
domestically and internationally. Materialisation of CPEC and other power
generation projects with China are a manifestation of this government‘s
commitment to development of Pakistan. Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif has
always pursued the policy of peaceful coexistence and that‘s why he is ready to
welcome any country in CPEC. The times are changing rapidly and presently,
politics is driven by economics. This realisation should be the ultimate
consideration of countries living on this part of the world.
China, with its sincerity, has provided the opportunity to the world to
integrate themselves for their development. China‘s vision of regional connectivity
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is for the economic prosperity and well-being of humanity. Hopefully, the
countries situated around China‘s OBOR vision can grab this economic
opportunity and tread the path of global development.
КПЭК даст много экономике Пакистана, особенно в энергетике
'CPEC is practical picture of Pak-China friendship'
The Nation. May 20, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/20-May-2017/cpec-is-practicalpicture-of-pak-china-friendship

Minister for Planning Ahsan Iqbal said on Saturday that several international
investors are eager to invest in the country due to economic policies of the
government.
Addressing National Excellency Awards distribution ceremony organised by
the Young Engineers Council on the Engineers Day, he said policies were not
responsible for failure but political instability had damaged economy in the past.
He said conspiracies against the country had been failed.
The minister said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had approved internship for
20,000 engineers and it was being planned for the next financial year that 100,000
youths would be trained in the field of Information Technology.
―The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a practical picture of PakChina friendship,‖ he said adding that participation of 65 countries in One Belt
One Road (OBOR) Conference was an example of success and 100 more countries
had requested to join the project.
He said that China wanted to make Pakistan an industrial economy, adding
that critics would keep crying while Pakistan would make progress.
He said Pakistani economy was growing speedily and the GDP growth had
been reached at 5.3 per cent this year and it was the highest in last 10 years while it
was 3.7 per cent in 2013.
―Only 16,000 megawatt electricity had been produced in 66 years of the
country‘s history while 10,000 megawatt electricity would be inducted in the
national grid between 2014 and 2018 (four years),‖ he added.
He said the Lahore-Karachi Motorway project would be completed in 2018, a
revolution in Balochistan had been done due to construction of roads and
highways, adding that the distance covered in 24 hours in the past now it could be
covered in just eight hours.
―Roads are the first step to progress and prosperity as they are helpful in
elimination poverty and ignorance,‖ he said.
The minister said Thar Coal project could produce energy for 400 years.
―2000 megawatt electricity will be produced till 2020-2021 from nuclear
power plant which will be able to produce energy round the year,‖ he added.
He said land had been purchased of one billion US dollar for Diamir Bhasha
Dam. ―It is planned that 30,000 to 40,000 megawatt electricity will be produced
from projects at the Indus River with the help of China‖, the minister said.
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He said political stability was important and Pakistan would be among the 25
big economies in 2025 if political stability sustained in the country.
―International financial institutions are now saying that Pakistan will be
included in top 10 economies if speed of progress remains the same,‖ he said.
He stressed the engineers to work hard for the nation and government would
also do its best for welfare of engineers.
КПЭК. 17 рабочих стройки погибли в Пакистане во время обстрела
(округ Гвадар)
http://www.5-tv.ru/news/127497/. 13 мая 2017 г.

Неизвестные на мотоциклах обстреляли строительную площадку в
населенном пункте на юге Пакистана, сообщает телеканал Geo TV, в округе
Гвадар провинции Белуджистан. Район атаки оцеплен полицией. Начата
спецоперация.
Расстрел рабочих вблизи порта Гвадар (на строительстве КПЭК)
Gwadar, Mastung incidents attempt to destabilise country: Kh Asif
The News. 15.05.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/204533-Gwadar-Mastungincidents-attempt-to-destabilise-country-Kh-Asif

SIALKOT: Defence Minister Kh Asif on Sunday said the killing of labourers
near Gwadar, the Mastung blast and other such recent incidents were attempts to
destabilise the country.
These attacks are being carried out to sabotage the development projects like
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. The minister said this while talking to the
media on Sunday.
―If we put all these incidents on a canvas, we will see they intend to hinder
progress,‖ he added. However, the borders will be protected at all costs, he further
added.
КПЭК в индийско-китайских отношениях
Владимир Терехов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 19.05.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/05/19/kpe-k-v-indijsko-kitajskih-otnosheniyah/

Грандиозный проект Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК), который уже не раз обсуждался в НВО, уверенно перемещается в
центр комплекса проблем, накапливающихся в отношениях между двумя
азиатскими гигантами Китаем и Индией.
Напомним, что речь идѐт о строительстве транспортных
(железнодорожных и автомобильных) маршрутов длиной почти 2500 км,
которые пройдут по территории Пакистана и свяжут западные провинции
КНР с портами на берегу Аравийского моря. Рядом с дорогами будут
возводиться различного рода промышленные объекты.
Единые проекты, в рамках которых строятся транспортные и
промышленные объекты, нередко обозначают термином ―инфраструктурно-
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индустриальные коридоры‖. Подобные экономические структуры создаются
в той же Индии. Из них наиболее масштабным является ―коридор ДелиМумбаи‖ протяжѐнностью 1500 км.
Такие комплексные проекты являются базой решения проблем
экономического развития тех (подавляющего большинства) стран, которые
не относятся к так называемому ―западному миру‖. В этом плане очевидно,
что для Исламабада намерение КНР выделить 46 млрд долл. на реализацию
КПЭК может стать манной небесной.
Однако предлагая Пакистану данный проект, Китай отнюдь не
занимается благотворительной деятельностью, а решает одну из собственных
ключевых стратегических задач, которая обусловлена необходимостью
получения надѐжного выхода в зону Персидского залива и к восточному
побережью Африки, минуя уязвимый Малаккский пролив.
И хотя в Пекине всячески подчѐркивают исключительно экономические
мотивы КПЭК, представляется несомненным, что начавшееся с весны с. г.
претворение проекта в жизнь ещѐ более укрепит (квази)союзнические
отношения Китая с Пакистаном.
Стратегические мотивы КПЭК сами по себе не могут не провоцировать
в Индии негативных настроений. Они усиливаются тем, что половина
будущего ―коридора‖ пройдѐт по тем административным единицам
Пакистана, которые некогда входили в княжество Кашмир.
В результате нескольких индо-пакистанских войн бывшее княжество
сегодня поделено приблизительно пополам и каждая из сторон претендует на
полное владение его бывшей территорией. В Индии, видимо, полагают, что
будущий ―коридор‖ будет охраняться не только пакистанскими, но и
китайскими войсками. Последнее сделает совсем призрачной перспективу
гипотетического ―воссоединения‖ Кашмира под индийским контролем.
Поэтому в Нью-Дели холодно относятся к неоднократным обращениям
Исламабада и Пекина с предложением, ―отбросив вражду‖ присоединиться к
реализации КПЭК. Более того, из кругов высшего командования индийской
армии стали раздаваться голоса о ―реальности сценария войны на два
фронта‖.
8 января с. г. с таким заявлением выступил новый командующий
сухопутными силами генерал-лейтенант Бипин Рават, лишь неделей ранее
занявший этот пост в вооружѐнных силах Индии. Что такое ―первый фронт‖,
в пояснениях не нуждается, а под ―вторым фронтом‖ явно подразумевается
так называемая ―Линия фактического контроля‖, ныне разделяющая Индию и
КНР на протяжении свыше 4 тыс. км.
В комментариях индийских СМИ по поводу данного высказывания
обращают на себя два момента. Во-первых, в его мотивации выделяется как
раз начало реализации проекта КПЭК, а также давно ведущиеся работы по
созданию транспортной инфраструктуры в зонах китайского Тибета,
примыкающих к границе с Индией. Упоминается и фактор развития связей
КНР с такими соседними с Индией странами, как Бангладеш, Непал и Бутан.
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Во-вторых, в качестве потенциала индийского реагирования на сценарий
―двух фронтов‖ отмечаются (среди прочего) межконтинентальные ракеты с
ядерными боеголовками Agni-V (проходящие сейчас испытания), а также
формирующийся корпус горных стрелков численностью около 100 тыс.
человек.
Тем не менее 5 мая тот же генерал Б. Рават, отметив недостаточность
как располагаемого собственного военного потенциала, так и выделяемых
государством ресурсов на его развитие, указал на необходимость
формирования союзнических связей с такими странами региона, как Иран,
Ирак и Афганистан.
Непосредственным поводом для последнего заявления командующего
сухопутными силам Индии послужил очередной инцидент на ―Линии
прекращения огня‖ (ЛПО) с Пакистаном, случившийся 1 мая как раз на
территории бывшего Кашмира. По утверждению индийской стороны,
пакистанский спецназ, проникнув на 250 метрах за ЛПО, устроил засаду,
убил индийского офицера и изуродовал его труп.
Напомним, что в прошлом году Индия и Пакистан (ядерные державы дефакто) дважды были на грани войны из-за схожих инцидентов в районе ЛПО
на территории бывшего Кашмира. Что вполне вписывается в давно
сложившуюся общую картину террористических актов и перестрелок между
регулярными частями обеих армий, которые происходят здесь в последние
десятилетия по нескольку раз в год.
Такая обстановка в районе ЛПО никак не способствует положительной
реакции Индии на призывы Исламабада и Пекина присоединиться к
реализации КПЭК. Кроме того, согласие на подобные предложения означало
бы, что Индия де-факто признаѐт в отношениях с Пакистаном сложившуюся
к настоящему времени ситуацию в территориальном вопросе. И,
следовательно, ЛПО придѐтся зафиксировать в качестве международно
признанной границы.
Впрочем, далеко не очевидно, что и Пакистан согласится с таким
решением территориального спора с Индией. Ибо в Исламабаде считают, что
Нью-Дели не принимает во внимание интересы населения индийского штата
Джамму и Кашмир, от 70 до 100% населения которого (по разным округам)
исповедуют ислам.
Всѐ это позволяет сделать вывод о полной бесперспективности попыток
вовлечь Индию в КПЭК, несмотря на очевидные экономические выгоды для
неѐ от участия в этом проекте.
Есть в реальной жизни трудно уловимое ―нечто‖, которое не позволяет
сводить (по крайней мере, полностью) еѐ содержание к проблематике
―хлеба‖. В сфере межгосударственных отношений это ―нечто‖ обозначается
термином ―политические интересы‖, которые тесно переплетены с
―хлебными‖ аспектами функционирования государств, но с ними не
тождественны.
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Политика определяет выбор Индией собственного пути решения
проблемы (не менее важной, чем для КНР) укрепления позиций в зоне,
прилегающей к Персидскому заливу.
Важным этапом на этом пути оказался трѐхсторонний саммит с
участием лидеров Индии, Ирана и Афганистана, состоявшийся в мае 2016 г. в
Тегеране. Едва ли не основным его итогом стало выделение Индией кредита
в 500 млн долл. на реконструкцию порта и сопутствующей инфраструктуры в
иранском посѐлке Чабахар.
Обратим внимание на то, что Чабахар расположен на берегу того же
Аравийского моря, куда направляется КПЭК, и всего в 150 км от
пакистанского порта Гвадар, который является конечным пунктом этого
―коридора‖.
Особое удовлетворение проект модернизации Чабахара вызвал в
Афганистане, у которого давние счѐты с ―братским‖ Пакистаном. Наконец-то
Кабул получит возможность, минуя Пакистан, выходить в Индийский океан
через территорию вполне дружественного Ирана и установить связи (с не
менее дружественной) Индией.
В заключение напомним, что КПЭК рассматривается в Китае в качестве
одной из важнейших частей амбициозной концепции возрождения ―Великого
шѐлкового пути‖. Между тем настороженное отношение Нью-Дели к проекту
КПЭК объясняет отсутствие премьер-министра Индии Н. Моди на пекинском
форуме, посвящѐнного теме реализации ВШП.
Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в гидроэнергетике
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34855. 16 мая, 2017.

В свете проведенного международного форума «Один пояс, один путь»
следует обратить внимание на активизацию сотрудничества между Пекином
и Исламабадом по развитию гидроэнергетики Пакистана. Как известно,
руководство КНР санкционировало реализацию проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» и постоянно увеличивает объем
финансирования в этот региональный инфраструктурный проект. Одним из
основных препятствий к реализации КПЭК является хронический дефицит
электроэнергии в Пакистане (около 8000 мВатт), что не позволяет вести
масштабные строительные работы и эксплуатировать высокоскоростные
железные дороги, которые должны обеспечить доставку грузов с территории
КНР в порт Гвадар и обратно.
Кроме транспортной инфраструктуры перспективные объекты
энергетики
позволят
обеспечить
бесперебойное
электропитание
промышленных объектов. Следует учитывать, что с улучшением обстановки
в энергетике страны вырастет и уровень благосостояния населения.
По оценкам китайских и западных специалистов, суммарная мощность
перспективных ГЭС Пакистана 60 000 мВатт, из которых только 40 000
мВатт будут обеспечивать каскад ГЭС северного Инда. На данный момент
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общая стоимость пакистанских гидроэнергетических проектов составляет
около 50 млрд долл. США, которые предназначены для строительства
нескольких ГЭС на участке реки Инд от Скалду до Гилгит-Балтистан.
Из указанной суммы только 12 млрд долл. США будет выделено на
проект ГЭС «Диамер-Паша». Следует отметить, что пакистанская сторона
планирует в будущем получать около 40 000 мВатт только с каскада ГЭС
«Диамер-Паша», однако столь масштабное строительство повлечет серьезное
изменение гидрологической обстановки на реке, а также будет необходимо
переселить 35 000 местных жителей из зоны подтопления.
По данным из открытых источников следующие перспективные
пакистанские ГЭС будут обладать следующей мощностью: «Диамер-Паша»
(4500 мВатт), «Патан» (2400 мВатт), «Такот» (4000 мВатт), «Бунжи» (7100
мВатт) и «Дасу» (4320 мВатт). Известно, что кроме реки Инд для
строительства ГЭС уже выбраны районы на реках Джелам, Чинаб, Рави и
Сатледж.
Национальное энергетическое управление (НЭУ) КНР будет
контролировать финансирование и строительство указанных пяти ГЭС. По
данным китайских источников, НЭУ КНР во взаимодействии с Агентством
гидроэнергетики Пакистана (АГП) проводят регулярные рабочие
конференции по инженерным вопросам. Известно, что проект ГЭС «ДиамерПаша» практически полностью согласован, поскольку китайским и
пакистанским специалистам удалось провести детальную проработку
геологии места расположения будущей плотины и электростанции.
По данным СМИ КНР, Агентство гидроэнергетики Пакистана и
китайская государственная корпорация China Gezhouba Group Company
(CGCC) подписали 10 марта 2017 г. все необходимые соглашения с
пакистанской стороной о строительстве первой очереди ГЭС «Дасу»
мощностью 2160 мВатт.
По словам руководителя Агентства гидроэнергетики Пакистана (АГП) –
генерал-лейтенанта в отставке Сайеда Музаммила Хусейна, первая очередь
ГЭС «Дасу» будет введена в строй к 2021 г. Стоимость первой очереди
проекта составит 4,2 млрд долл. США и второй очереди 2 млрд долл. США.
В перспективе вполне вероятно строительство третьей очереди ГЭС «Дасу»,
что позволит получать около 5300 мВатт электроэнергии.
Как сообщают СМИ КНР, 30 сентября 2016 г. правительство Пакистана,
руководство штата Джамму и Кашмир подписали соглашение с крупнейшей
китайской государственное корпорацией в области гидроэнергетики China
Three Gorges Corporation (CTGC) контракт стоимостью 1,7 млрд долл. США
на строительство гидроэлектростанции «Карот», которая будет расположена
на реке Джелам на границе районов Котли и Равалпинди в 55 км. к юговостоку от Исламбада.
Известно, что первоначальный проект был разработан специалистами
АГП, однако затем его выкупила Karot Power Company (KPCL) – совместное
предприятие, созданное по соглашению между China Three Gorges South Asia
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Investment (CSAIL) и пакистанской«Associated Technologies (Pvt) Ltd. По
оценкам китайских и западных специалистов, только одна ГЭС «Карот»
позволит трудоустроить 3500 местных жителей – 85% трудоспособного
населения данного региона.
Финансирование проекта осуществляют «Фонд Шелкового пути»,
Народный банк КНР, Банк развития КНР и Экспортно-импортный банк КНР,
которые организовали кредитную линию для китайской CTGC (93%
финансирования) и пакистанской Private Power and Infrastructure Board (7 %
финансирования). Известная китайская China Machinery Engineering
Corporation (CMEC) поставит все необходимое силовое оборудование для
ГЭС «Карот» по контракту с CTGC стоимостью 1,4 млрд долл. США.
В отношении проекта рассматриваемой станции известно, что высота
дамбы составит 96 м, ширина 460 м. Благодаря подобным размерам дамба
позволит аккумулировать 152 млн куб. м воды. Подобный объем воды
приведет к необходимости переселения части местного населения (около 500
семей) на протяжении 27 км вверх по течению реки от места расположения
станции.
В турбинном зале будет установлено четыре гидроагрегата по 183 мВатт
каждый. Подача воды на лопатки турбин будет организована через четыре
тоннеля протяженностью 316 м. В плотине будет создано три водосброса
длинной 447 м. Мощность будущей ГЭС «Карот» составит 720 мВатт.
Фактически данная ГЭС будет самой маломощной из всех запланированных
объектов гидроэнергетики Пакистана.
После запуска в 2021 г. ГЭС будет подключена к национальной
энергетической системе Пакистана через силовую линию на 500 кВольт
протяженностью 5 км. В течение ближайших 30 лет электроэнергию,
полученную на указанной ГЭС, будет реализовывать Национальная
энерготранспортная и распределительная компания Пакистана по цене 7,5
цента за кВт/час. Следует отметить, что данный тариф на электроэнергию
для пакистанских потребителей рассчитан специалистами China International
Watre and Electric Corp (подразделение CTGC) В перспективе на реке Джелам
будет построено еще 5 ГЭС.
Одновременно со строительством ГЭС «Карот» специалисты CTGC
готовы приступить к возведению станции «Кохала», которая также будет
расположена на реке Джелам уже в районе города Муззафарабад.
Соответствующие меморандумы о взаимопонимании между пакистанскими
заказчиками и китайской стороной были подписаны еще в январе 2016 г.
Проектная мощность станции составит 1100 мВатт. Стоимость строительства
составляет 2,4 млрд долл. США. Минимальный срок эксплуатации станции
составляет 30 лет.
Кроме того, еще одна китайская государственная компания SinoHydro
пытается вести строительство дамбы и ГЭС «Гомал Зам» в Южном
Вазиристане, однако эта территория находится под контролем движения
«Талибан» и несколько китайских строителей уже были похищены
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исламистами. На проблемы безопасности китайских проектов неоднократно
указывал председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин в ходе переговоров с премьерминистром Пакистана Навазом Шарифом.
Известно, что уже сейчас в Пакистане китайские военные советники
проводят обучение 10 000 военнослужащих, которые будут обеспечивать
охрану китайских инженеров и строителей, а также объектов
инфраструктуры, создаваемых в рамках «Китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора». Очевидно, что при строительстве такого
большого количества объектов гидроэнергетики пакистанским военным
будет
необходимо
сформировать
дополнительные
подразделения
вооруженной охраны для противодействия исламистам.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, представляется возможным утверждать,
что
количество
электроэнергии,
которое
будут
вырабатывать
запланированные пакистанские ГЭС будет достаточно, как для покрытия
текущих нужд, так и на перспективу. Следует отметить, что Индия,
которая нуждается в электроэнергии, пристально наблюдает за процессом
продвижения китайских энергетических компаний в Пакистане и
государствах Юго-Восточной Азии. Представляется возможным согласиться
с оценками индийских специалистов в том, что Поднебесная формирует
энергетическую и транспортную сеть в азиатском регионе. Очевидно,
что строительство новых ГЭС и транспортной инфраструктуры позволит
расширить китайское присутствие в азиатском регионе и поддержит
экономический рост КНР в целом.
«Один пояс-один путь» принесет процветание в регион, - заявил Шахбаз
Шариф.
OBOR to bring prosperity in region, says Shahbaz
The News. 15.05.2017.
prosperity-in-region-says-Shahbaz

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/204525-OBOR-to-bring-

LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif said the Chinese President
Xi Jinping‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative was historic and it would bring
prosperity in the entire region.
The chief minister said this during his key address to the Belt and Road
Forum in Beijing on Sunday, said a handout received here. The chief minister
addressed the forum without any written speech. The world leaders and heads of
state of different countries appreciated the chief minister‘s address.
The CM said the Belt and Road vision was a harbinger of a new era of
connectivity and integration. He said the Belt and Road was a wonderful platform
to boost cooperation, build future cooperative frameworks and share cooperation
outcomes.
Launched in the backdrop of slow global economic recovery, new threats
posed to economic globalisation, and greater calls for protectionism, President Xi
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Jinping‘s Belt and Road initiative was an innovative and trailblazing concept, he
added.
He said President Xi‘s Belt and Road vision had the potential to bring about
lasting peace, stability and economic integration in the region. Rooted in the idea
of ‗bread and butter‘, it was aimed at winning the battle of hearts and minds by
making the people shareholders in the journey of economic development. It was an
effective recipe to neutralise the scourge of terrorism and extremism by
empowering people, he added.
The incorporation of OBOR in the United Nations Security Council resolution
signals greater global ownership of the project and an affirmation of President Xi
Jinping‘s vision and his visionary leadership, he added.
The chief minister said the Silk Road was not only meant for merchandise and
other commodities trade but would also transmit knowledge, ideas and help bring
different cultures closer. The connectivity of people remains at the heart of creating
a community of nations with a common destiny, he added.
He said President Xi‘s unwavering advocacy of economic globalisation was
based on the sure foundation of connectivity among the people. Making the
process of economic globalisation more inclusive, more sustainable and more
reinvigorated was crucial for fully benefiting from its outcomes.
He said the economic disparity between developing South and developed
North was a glaring reality. The real potential of OBOR lies in bridging the
yawning gap between the North and South through win-win partnerships, he
further added. He said we support President Xi Jinping‘s vision and remain
eternally grateful to President Xi for his historic gift of over $50 billion in the form
of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
Never in Pakistan‘s 70-year-old history has any friendly country given such a
development package even at much smaller scale than this one, the CM said.
Shahbaz said the revival of New Silk Roads, which was at the heart of OBOR,
ushers a new era of hope, and a break of a new dawn. OBOR expands the China
dream to the people living along the Silk Road and seeks their betterment and
overall welfare, he added.
He said OBOR was about shared prosperity, making peace and development
on the basis of interactions among people. The CM said zero tolerance policy had
been adopted for corruption. He said Pak-China relations spread over six decades
and today Pak-China ties were touching new heights due to the CPEC project. He
said we would remain eternally grateful to our close friend China and its leadership
for this wonderful project.
Визит Наваз Шарифа в Китай: КПЭК не имеет границ
CPEC has no boundaries: Nawaz
The News.
boundaries-Nawaz

15.05.2017.

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/204521-CPEC-has-no-

Says it is open to all countries, should not be politicised; time to leave legacy
of peace for future generations; OBOR embraces Asia, Africa and Europe;
President Xi scales up project financing by contributing additional $14.5 bn; Putin
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advises against hostile rhetoric and mutual accusations that only aggravate
conflicts; India wishing to isolate Pakistan isolates itself
BEIJING: Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif on Sunday reminded the
world that the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) had no geographical
boundaries and, therefore, it must not be politicised.
Addressing the One Belt One Road (OBOR) summit at the China National
Convention Centre here, he offered an olive branch to Pakistan‘s adversaries
without naming any and said amid thunder of applause: ―Let me make it very clear
that China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is an economic undertaking open
to all countries in the region. It has no geographical boundaries; it must not be
politicised. In implementing this corridor, we are not striving to merely leverage
geography for economic prosperity; we are also trying to build a peaceful,
connected and caring neighbourhood.
"It is time we transcend our differences, resolve conflicts through dialogue
and diplomacy, and leave a legacy of peace for future generations.‖ More than
1,500 representatives across the world are attending the forum. ―It is with a sense
of pride that I avail myself of thisthat I avail myself of this opportunity to inform
this forum that our infrastructure, energy and industrial projects are moving just as
envisaged. Many will be completed by or even before their timelines.
Unprecedented economic, social and cultural benefits will accrue from the CPEC –
not just for the people of Pakistan, but also for the people of the entire region,‖ he
continued.
―Peace and development go hand in hand and nothing could pave the path for
peace and security more than economic development achieved through regional
collaboration. The One Road One Belt (OBOR) signifies that geo-economics must
take precedence over geo-politics, and that the center of gravity should shift from
conflict to cooperation,‖ he said.
Nawaz Sharif who is co-creator of the CPEC said Pakistan believes that the
most powerful impact of the OBOR will be on the lives of poor and marginalised
people, who would have higher incomes, better education and more health
facilities.
It would help in eradicating poverty and achieving Sustainable Development,
leaving no one behind, he said. In his meticulously choreographed address, Nawaz
said the CPEC was a project owned and nurtured by all citizens of Pakistan.
It is also fully compatible with our own Vision 2025, which invests our
resources in multiple corridors of regional cooperation, including energy, industry,
trade and transportation.
―In pursuance of this vision, we are also bridging the gap between economic
growth and social development by focusing on poverty alleviation, education,
health, and gender mainstreaming. We would tap the full potential of our youth,
who constitute more than 60 per cent of our population,‖ he added.
―What is more, our economy is doing very well. Macroeconomic indicators
are stable; the economic outlook is bright; our growth rate is rising; and the
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Pakistan Stock Exchange is one of the five best performing stock exchanges in the
world.‖
Nawaz Sharif told the world leaders: ―Today, I present to you a rising,
confident and secure Pakistan – a Pakistan that is now increasingly perceived as a
turnaround story, and a winner. It is now an emerging economy, with even greater
capacity to absorb new investments and equities.‖
At the outset, the prime minister said it gave him great pleasure to
congratulate China for hosting this spectacular ―Belt and Road Forum for
International Cooperation‖ and for choosing a very apt theme for this Summit:
―Cooperation for Common Prosperity‖.
―This is a historic event. It will build critical pathways in the years to come
for economic and financial cooperation, business-to-business collaboration, and
people-to-people contacts.
I am here today to celebrate the remarkable success of the seminal initiative
of the ―One Belt, One Road‖, shoulder to shoulder with our close friend and
trusted ally, China, and the other world leaders present here. I pay to President Xi
and the Chinese leadership, my deepest tributes for their dynamic and creative
leadership.
We admire and commend China‘s vision and ingenuity in developing
corridors across regions; in building supportive financial institutions such as the
Silk Road Fund and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank; and above all, in
launching China Railway Express trains that construct a new bridge on the
Eurasian landmass,‖ he said.
He reminded that ―One Belt-One Road‖ was an inter-continental megaproject that integrates infrastructure, energy, trade, telecommunications,
investment and industrial development. Such a broad sweep and scale of
interlocking economic partnerships and investments is unprecedented in history.
―We stand at the cusp of a geo-economic revolution. In fact, this is the dawn
of a truly new era of synergetic intercontinental cooperation.‖ He said the OBOR
embraces three continents - Asia, Africa and Europe. It covers half of the world
population, half of its resources, and 65 countries.
International investors from all over are pouring their resources into it. It
makes win-win partnerships possible for all. It will accelerate economic growth in
developing countries; yield dividends for international investors; and tear down
barriers to trade and commerce.
―Even more importantly, it will help repair and reform global economic
governance.‖
Nawaz said: ―We do not see the OBOR merely as a modern revival of the
ancient Silk Road. Rather, we view it as a conscious and humanistic endeavour to
take humankind to a higher level of prosperity, peace and stability through
connectivity and close contact.‖
He said as the OBOR unfolds across continents, we see it fostering inclusion,
creating tolerance, and promoting acceptance of cultural diversity.
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―We see it as a powerful tool for overcoming terrorism and extremism,‖
Prime Minister Nawaz said. He told the international gathering that the CPEC was
a core project of the OBOR. In fact, it has been rightly called its flagship because it
aims to connect the neighbourhoods of East and West Asia.
The CPEC makes Pakistan both a conduit and destination for cross-regional
investment and trade. Nawaz Sharif said that through a resolute will and sound
planning, as well as the steadfast support of our Chinese friends, we have shaped
an enabling environment for the CPEC to take off. It is producing new
entrepreneurs, creating new jobs and businesses, and attracting international
investment, he added.
Lauding the OBOR initiative, he said: ―I must emphasise that it has gained
wide traction. It negates the logic of polarisation and rejects the encirclement of
any country. It is about connectivity. It is about emancipation. It moves us out of
silos into shared space. The fact is that now OBOR belongs to us all – those who
are participating in it and those who are not as yet.‖
He concluded by saying, ―The OBOR has truly become a global commons.
Let us sustain it with full vigor and robust political will. Let OBOR become a
metaphor for a new, mature, resilient and cooperative world. We all must keep
alive the spirit of ―One Belt One Road.‖
All four chief ministers from Pakistan were also present among the audience
who also profusely clapped for the address by the prime minister.
India skips summit: India skipped the meeting due to its concerns over the
CPEC. However, few Indian scholars attended the opening session of the two-day
summit.
President‘s Xi‘s address:
Earlier, delivering a keynote address in the opening ceremony Chinese
President Xi Jinping called for joint efforts to build the Belt and Road into a road
for peace, prosperity, openness, innovation and civilization.
The Belt and Road Initiative is "a project of the century" that will benefit
people across the world, Xi said.
"Spanning thousands of miles and years, the ancient silk routes embody the
spirit of peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and
mutual benefit," Xi told the audience.
"The Silk Road spirit has become a great heritage of human civilization," he
added. In his speech, Xi announced to scale up financing support for the Belt and
Road Initiative by contributing an additional 100 billion yuan ($14.5 billion) to the
Silk Road Fund.
"The China Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank of China will set
up special lending schemes respectively worth RMB 250 billion equivalents and
RMB 130 billion equivalents to support Belt and Road cooperation on
infrastructure, industrial capacity and financing," Xi said.
The Belt and Road Initiative, put forward by Xi in 2013, aims to boost
interconnection and trade between Asia and the rest of the world.
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A total of 29 foreign heads of state and government leaders are attending the
forum, including Russian President Vladimir Putin and Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
Other delegates include officials, entrepreneurs, financiers and journalists
from over 130 countries, and representatives of key international organizations,
such as UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, World Bank President Jim Yong
Kim, and Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund Christine
Lagarde.
Russian President Vladimir Putin‘s address: Addressing the forum after Xi,
Russian President Vladimir Putin appeared to take aim at the US, which is not
involved in the OBOR initiative.
"Protectionism is becoming the new normal," Putin warned, adding that the
"ideas of openness and free trade are increasingly often being rejected (even) by
those who until very recently expounded them."
The risks of a disrupted global economic and technological space are
becoming increasingly obvious. Protectionism is becoming a common practice that
manifests itself in unilateral illegitimate restrictions, including how technology is
supplied and distributed. The ideas of openness, freedom of trade are often rejected
even by those who supported them so vigorously in the past.‖
He said disparity in socioeconomic development and the crisis the
globalisation model finds itself in are fraught with negative consequences both for
relations between states and for international security.
―Poverty, lack of financial security, and the massive gap in the level of
development between countries and regions all fuel international terrorism,
extremism and illegal migration.
We will not be able to tackle these challenges unless we overcome this
stagnation in global economic development.
Let us not forget about those threats that stem from regional conflicts. Areas
of smouldering disagreements still exist across Eurasia.‖
In order to eliminate those conflicts, first of all, we need to abandon hostile
rhetoric, mutual accusations and rebukes that only aggravate the situation.
Altogether, none of the old approaches to conflict resolution should be used to
solve modern problems. We need fresh and stereotype-free ideas.‖
Визит Наваз Шарифа в Китай - КПЭК
PM tells Chinese president about CPEC efforts
Dawn, May 14th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1333040/pm-tells-chinese-presidentabout-cpec-efforts

BEIJING: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif told Chinese President Xi
Jinping on Saturday that extensive efforts were being made for the
implementation of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project.
―The CPEC is a core component of your visionary initiative of the One-BeltOne-Road project. We sincerely appreciate your commitment and leadership for
the realisation of CPEC projects,‖ he said during a meeting with President Xi on
the sidelines of the Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation.
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The May 14-15 forum is being attended by 29 heads of state and government,
besides delegates from around 130 countries.
Islamabad, Beijing sign deals worth nearly $500 million
Pakistan and China signed six accords of cooperation in diverse fields.
Mr Sharif and his Chinese counterpart Li Keqiang witnessed the signing
ceremony at the Peoples Great Hall of China.
The memorandums of understanding reached countries pertain to: framework
of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road initiative
and agreements on economic and technical cooperation (1.5 billion RMB for
Gwadar Airport, etc and 1.1bn RMB for East Bay Expressway).
The worth of the accords is about $500 million. The MoUs add to $57bn
already pledged for the CPEC.
According to the Prime Minister Sharif‘s office, following deals are among
the accords signed on Saturday:
• Two cooperation agreements worth $333m for an airport in Gwadar, site of
a deepwater port that is to provide an outlet to the Arabian Sea from the far
western Chinese province of Xinjiang.
• Establishment of the Havelian dry port in Pakistan.
• Agreement on economic and technical cooperation ($160m) for the East Bay
Expressway linking Gwadar to Pakistan‘s highway network.
During the meeting with President Xi, the prime minister was accompanied
by Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, Sindh CM Murad Ali Shah, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa CM Pervaiz Khattak and Balochistan CM Sanaulllah Zehri, besides
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Railways Minister
Khawaja Saad Rafiq, Minister of State for Information Technology Anusha
Rehman and Adviser to the PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz.
President Xi was accompanied by a nine-member delegation.
Mr Sharif, who earlier met the Chinese premier, called for accelerating the
implementation of projects in Gwadar and establishment of special economic and
industrial zones.
―The presence of all four provincial chief ministers symbolises the broadbased support in Pakistan for cooperation with China and the CPEC,‖ he said.
Welcoming PM Sharif, President Xi expressed satisfaction over the pace of
growing bilateral ties and resolved to cement the relations by enhancing
cooperation in multiple spheres.
Meanwhile, addressing a Bhasha project conference organised by China‘s
National Energy Administration (NEA), Prime Minister Sharif said that NEA had
been an effec-tive partner in Pakistan‘s fight to cope with the energy crisis.
The premier said that development of the North Indus Cascade is a major
focus of his government, and the construction of Bhasha dam is the single most
important initiative in this regard.‖
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Heads and representatives of power companies of China gave presentations
on their study of the dam project and called for a deeper study on the project owing
to its crucial nature for Pakistan.
Later, the prime minister witnessed the signing of an MoU on the roadmap for
power projects by Water and Power Secretary Yousuf Naseem Khokhar and
Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong.
Besides, Prime Minister Sharif and Turkey‘s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
met on the sidelines of the OBOR Forum and discussed issues of bilateral interests
and matters of regional and international importance.
В ходе саммита «Один пояс – один путь» Пакистан и Китай подписали
новые Соглашения на несколько миллиардов долларов.
Pakistan, China sign new accords worth billions
The News. 14.05.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/204391-Pakistan-China-signnew-accords-worth-billions

BEIJING: Pakistan on Saturday signed billions of rupees worth of new
agreements with China ahead of ―One Belt One Road‖ summit in Beijing being
attended by around 30 heads of state, including Russian President Vladimir Putin
and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, besides delegates from around 130
countries.
The deals came as Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif met Chinese President Xi
Jinping ahead of the May 14-15 OBOR summit.
Nawaz who had hectic engagements here, including separate meetings with
President Xi Jinping, Prime Minister Li Keqiang and chairing ―Bhasha Project
Conference, talked to reporters in intervals.
In his meeting with President Xi, Nawaz said his government was sparing no
effort for active implementation of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
though it had made good progress in execution of energy and infrastructure
projects.
―China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a core component of your visionary
initiative of the ―One Belt-One Road. We sincerely appreciate your commitment
and leadership for the realization of CPEC projects," Nawaz told President Xi at
the presidential office.
The prime minister was accompanied by Punjab Chief Minister Muhammad
Shahbaz
Sharif, Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah, KP Chief Minister
Pervaiz Khattak and Balochistan Chief Minister Sanaullah Zahri.
Federal ministers Ahsan Iqbal, Senator Muhammad Ishaq Dar, Khawaja Saad
Rafiq, state minister Ms. Anusha Rehman and Adviser to the Prime Minister on
Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz also accompanied him.
President Xi Jinping was accompanied by his high level nine-member
delegation.
Earlier, Nawaz met his Chinese counterpart Li Keqiang and emphasised
accelerating the implementation of projects in Gwadar and establishment of special
economic and industrial zones (SEIZs).
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Nawaz said the composition of his delegation represented the strong bonds of
friendship between the two countries.
"The presence of all four provincial chief ministers symbolizes the broadbased support in Pakistan for cooperation with China and the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor," he observed.
He said Pakistan stood with China for promotion of President Xi Jinping's
visionary initiative of OBOR.
He said the Pakistan-China friendship enjoyed popular support in Pakistan
and high-level exchanges were indicative of the fast-growing bilateral relations.
However, he also stressed the need to sustain the momentum with a view to
further strengthening this relationship.
Nawaz congratulated Premier Li on hosting the OBOR forum and said
Pakistan fully supported the visionary project.
He said the composition of his delegation to China, particularly the presence
of four chief ministers, testified to the broad-based Pak-China friendship.
He said Pakistan believed that China's strategic policies in the region were for
peace and prosperity.
He said Pakistan was grateful to China's support for the launch of CPEC. He
said the corridor presented a great opportunity for strengthening regional economy.
President Xi Jinping welcomed Nawaz Sharif and his delegation for attending
the forum and expressed his satisfaction over the pace of growing bilateral ties.
He said the two countries had more potential to strengthen bilateral
cooperation pertaining to implementation of CPEC and other regional connectivity
projects.
Agreements signed: The two countries inked six accords of cooperation in
diverse fields including Framework Agreement on upgradation of Main Line-1 rail
track and establishment of dry port at Havelian.
Nawaz Sharif and Premier Li witnessed the signing ceremony.
The Agreements/Memoranda of Understanding signed between the two
countries are, Framework of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road Initiative, Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation
(1.5 billion RMB for Gwadar Airport etc.), Framework Agreement on
implementation of up-gradation of ML-1 and establishment of Havelian Dry Port
in Pakistan, MoU on implementation of ML-1 and establishment of Havelian Dry
Port in Pakistan, Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation (0.8 billion
RMB for Gwadar Airport),
Конференция по КПЭК состоялась в Исламабаде в NUML
CPEC to benefit 3b people: Sartaj Aziz
The News. 11.05.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/203704-CPEC-to-benefit-3bpeople-Sartaj-Aziz

International conference on CPEC starts at NUML
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The two-day international conference on ‗China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) Corridor of Prosperity Through Education and Business,‘ organised by
Peace & Conflict Study Department of National University of Modern Languages
(NUML) started here at NUML on Wednesday, says a press release.
Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz was the chief guest
at the inaugural session, while Chargé d'affaires Chinese Embassy Zhao Lijan and
Dr. Mujeeb Afzal were the key note speakers of the inaugural session.
NUML Rector Major General (r) Zia Ud Din Najam, Dean Social Sciences
Dr. Sufiana Khatoon Malik, NUML Director General Brig Riaz Ahmed Gondal,
deans, directors, heads of departments and a large number of students also attended
the Conference.
Speaking on the occasion chief guest Sartaj Aziz said that NUML is playing a
role of a bridge between Pakistan and the rest of the world and providing excellent
services of teaching various international languages especially Chinese language.
He said that CPEC project will benefit the population of 3 billion people including
neighbouring and Central Asian States. He further said that CPEC project will
promote peace, harmony and prosperity among all the neighbouring states.
Chief Guest said that eight to ten special economic zones will be set up for
local and international investors to promote business and industrial activities and
special incentive will also be given to the investors to attract them. He said that
road structure and to overcome energy shortage are the main components of this
project which will help to develop human development.
Charge de Affairs of Chinese embassy Zhao Lijan said that China is offering
scholarships for Pakistani students and exchanging think tanks to better understand
each other. He said that there are four Confucius Institutes are working in Pakistan
including NUML, which is the best in the world.
Earlier, NUML Rector Major General Zia Ud Din Najam in his welcome
address said that there are two views about the CPEC one is that project will be
like rivers of honey and milk for Pakistan while the others said it is the project with
huge interest rate and it is not as beneficial as pretended. Rector said that in this
situation it is the responsibility of academicians to develop a catharsis and guide
the nation in right direction. He termed CPEC is an artery of peace.
On first day 8 papers were presented.
Пакистан будет должен платить за КПЭК по 5 млрд. долл. в 2022 г.
CPEC repayments to hit $5bn a year, says PM adviser
Dawn, May 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1332312/cpec-repayments-to-hit5bn-a-year-says-pm-adviser

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s debt and other repayments on China‘s ―Belt and
Road‖ initiative will peak at around $5 billion in 2022, but will be more than offset
by transit fees charged on the new transport corridor, says the Pakistan
government‘s chief economist.
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China has pledged to invest up to $57bn in Pakistan‘s rail, road and energy
infrastructure through its vast modern-day ―Silk Road‖ network of trade routes
linking Asia with Europe and Africa.
Officials expect a huge uptick in trade between the two nations once Gwadar
port is functional and work on motorways is finished allowing goods to cross the
Himalayas to and from China‘s western Xinjiang province.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship ―Belt and Road‖
project, has been credited with helping revive Pakistan‘s sluggish economy, but
investors have raised concerns that Pakistan‘s currency could come under severe
pressure once debt repayments begin and Chinese firms start taking profits home.
Nadeem Javaid, who advises Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s government and
works closely on the CPEC programme, told Reuters that such fears are misplaced
as Islamabad would earn vast fees from charging vehicles moving goods from and
to China.
Javaid said the Gwadar-Xinjiang corridor should be operational from June
next year, and Pakistan expects up to 4 per cent of global trade to pass through it
by 2020.
―The kind of toll tax, rental fees that the Pakistani system will gain is roughly
$6-$8bn a year,‖ Javaid, chief economist at the Planning Ministry, said in an
interview. ―By 2020, I expect we will get this much momentum.‖
He said China has huge incentives to transport oil and other goods bound for
its western regions through Pakistan as the Gwadar-Xinjiang corridor shaves some
15,000 kilometres off other traditional routes.
It doesn‘t take long to imagine the savings on the many millions of litres of
fuel, he said.
Predicting future trade is, of course, an inexact science, as is predicting toll
income, and Pakistan‘s ambitious targets could unravel if its improved security
situation deteriorates.
Chinese officials have urged Pakistan to improve security, and Islamabad now
restricts movement of foreigners to its vast western Baluchistan province that will
host a key transport artery.
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS RISK? Investors, too, are watching Pakistan‘s
ballooning current account deficit, which widened by more than 160pc to $6.1bn in
the nine months to March, largely due to imports of machinery for big CPEC
projects.
Javaid said debt repayments and profit repatriation from CPEC projects will
begin in 2019, totalling about $1.5-$1.9bn, and rising to $3-$3.5bn by the
following year.
―It would be low in the beginning, and in 2022 it will peak at around $5bn —
not more than that,‖ he said, adding the government does not think it likely that
Pakistan will face a balance of payments crisis.
The last such crisis in 2013 saw Islamabad turn to the International Monetary
Fund for help.
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Javaid said the CPEC should boost economic growth, which he expects to hit
5.2pc in 2016-17. Exports should also pick up once CPEC power projects totalling
7,000 megawatts come online and reduce often crippling energy shortages.
Deepening political and military ties between Pakistan and China have helped
closer financial integration, too, with Chinese companies starting to buy Pakistani
firms and land.
Javaid said the two countries have also discussed using a currency swap
agreement between their central banks to create a mechanism to avoid any third
currency in international transactions.
―If some mechanism is going to be finalised on that, it will work as a buffer or
a cushion that‘s going to basically avoid or prevent any kind of default that could
happen in unforeseen circumstances,‖ he said.
But he added: ―It‘s only a contingency arrangement in case something bad
happens.‖
Платежи Пакистана по инвестициям в КПЭК достигнут к 2022 г. 5
млрд. долл. – выплата долга Китаю.
Pakistan's repayments on CPEC to peak at $5b in 2022: chief economist
The Express Tribune. 10.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1406335/pakistansrepayments-cpec-peak-5b-2022-chief-economist/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s debt and other repayments on China‘s ―Belt and
Road‖ initiative will peak at around $5 billion in 2022, but will be more than offset
by transit fees charged on the new transport corridor, says the Pakistan
government‘s chief economist.
China has pledged to invest up to $57 billion in Pakistan‘s rail, road and
energy infrastructure through its vast modern-day ―Silk Road‖ network of trade
routes linking Asia with Europe and Africa.
Officials expect a huge uptick in trade between the two nations once
Pakistan‘s Arabian Sea port of Gwadar is functional and work on motorways is
finished allowing goods to cross the Himalayas to and from China‘s western
Xinjiang province.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship ―Belt and Road‖
project, has been credited with helping revive Pakistan‘s sluggish economy, but
investors have raised concerns that Pakistan‘s currency could come under severe
pressure once debt repayments begin and Chinese firms start taking profits home.
China says Silk Road plan is not tied to presidency
Nadeem Javaid, who advises Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s government and
works closely on the CPEC programme, told Reuters that such fears are misplaced
as Islamabad would earn vast fees from charging vehicles moving goods from and
to China.
Javaid said the Gwadar-Xinjiang corridor should be operational from June
next year, and Pakistan expects up to 4% of global trade to pass through it by 2020.
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―The kind of toll tax, rental fees that the Pakistani system will gain is roughly
$6-$8 billion a year,‖ Javaid, chief economist at the planning ministry, said in an
interview. ―By 2020, I expect we will get this much momentum.‖
He said China has huge incentives to transport oil and other goods bound for
its western regions through Pakistan as the Gwadar-Xinjiang corridor shaves some
9,500 miles (15,000 km) off other traditional routes.
Is CPEC also a game changer for Balochistan?
It doesn‘t take long to imagine the savings on the many millions of litres of
fuel, he said.
Risk to balance of payments?
Investors are watching Pakistan‘s ballooning current account deficit, which
widened by more than 160% to $6.1 billion in the nine months to March, largely
due to imports of machinery for big CPEC projects.
Javaid said debt repayments and profit repatriation from CPEC projects will
begin in 2019, totalling about $1.5-$1.9 billion, and rising to $3-$3.5 billion by the
following year.
―It would be low in the beginning, and in 2022 it will peak at around $5
billion – not more than that,‖ said the chief economist, adding that the government
does not think it likely that Pakistan will face a balance of payments crisis.
The last such crisis in 2013 saw Islamabad turn to the International Monetary
Fund for help.
Early harvest project of CPEC: Wind power plant near completion, but
transmission line not ready
Javaid said the CPEC should boost economic growth, which he expects to hit
5.2% in 2016-17. Exports should also pick up once CPEC power projects totalling
7,000 megawatts come online and reduce the often crippling energy shortages.
Deepening political and military ties between Pakistan and China have helped
closer financial integration, too, with Chinese companies starting to buy Pakistani
firms and land.
Javaid said the two countries have also discussed using a currency swap
agreement between their central banks to create a mechanism to avoid any third
currency in international transactions.
―If some mechanism is going to be finalised on that, it will work as a buffer or
a cushion that‘s going to basically avoid or prevent any kind of default that could
happen in unforeseen circumstances.‖
But he added, ―It‘s only a contingency arrangement in case something bad
happens.‖
Китай приглашает Индию участвовать в проекте «Одни пояс – один
путь».
China invites India to join One-Belt-One-Road project
JAWED NAQVI. Dawn, May 09th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331943/chinainvites-india-to-join-one-belt-one-road-project
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NEW DELHI: Chinese Ambassador Luo Zhaohui has called on India to join
its One-Belt-One-Road project and assured New Delhi that the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would not impinge on anyone‘s sovereign rights.
The Chinese embassy on Monday released the text of Mr Luo‘s remarks made
to an Indian think-tank on Friday.
―Some people in the West misread China and tend to think that the ‗Dragon‘
and the ‗Elephant‘ are inevitable rivals, and that China would not like to see India
developing. This conception is wrong. We hope to see India develop well and we
are more than happy to help India develop to achieve common development,‖ he
said in an address at the United Services Institute.
Despite recent tensions between the two countries, President Xi Jinping and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will have opportunities to meet each other on the
sidelines of summits to be held by the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, G20
and BRICS.
―We need to properly manage differences. As two large neighbours, it is
natural that we have some differences. Even family members may have problems,‖
Mr Luo said.
There was a need to set a long-term vision for China-India relations. ―Here‘s
my suggestion. First, start negotiations on a China-India ‗treaty of good
neighbourliness and friendly cooperation‘.
―Second, restart negotiation on China-India free trade agreement. Third, strive
for an early harvest on the border issue. Fourth, actively explore the feasibility of
aligning China‘s ‗One-Belt-One-Road Initiative‘ (OBOR) and India‘s ‗Act East
Policy‘,‖ he said.
The OBOR and regional connectivity could provide China and India with
fresh opportunities and highlights for the bilateral cooperation. The OBOR is a
major public product China has offered to the world. As close neighbours, China
and India could be natural partners in connectivity and the OBOR.
―Now the GDP of India is roughly that of China in 2004, some 13 years ago.
China leads India by 13 years, mainly because we started reform and opening up
13 years earlier,‖ Mr Luo said.
He said China and India differed in political systems and China enjoys
stronger policy consistency. ―India‘s political system has its own advantages, but
sometimes may cause fluctuations in its policies or at least in its pace of
development. As soon as China set reform and opening-up as its centre task, the
whole nation is in full sail.‖
India still has reservations over the OBOR, saying that the CPEC passes
through Azad Jammu & Kashmir, raising sovereignty concerns.
―China has no intention to get involved in the sovereignty and territorial
disputes between India and Pakistan. China supports the solution of the disputes
through bilateral negotiations between the two countries. The CPEC is for
promoting economic cooperation and connectivity. It has no connections to or
impact on sovereignty issues,‖ the envoy said.
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He recalled that China and India have had successful experience of delinking
sovereignty disputes with bilateral relations even earlier.
―In history, we have had close cooperation along the ancient Silk Road. Why
shouldn‘t we support this kind of cooperation today? In a word, China is sincere in
its intention to cooperate with India on the OBOR, as it is good for both of us.‖
The perception that China was partial to Pakistan over others was erroneous.
―Some Indian media say that China always puts Pakistan first when handling its
relations with South Asia countries. I want to tell you this is not true. Simply put,
we always put China first and we deal with problems based on their own merits.
Take Kashmir issue for example, we supported the relevant UN resolutions before
1990s. Then we supported a settlement through bilateral negotiation in line with
the Simla Agreement. This is an example of China taking care of India‘s concern.‖
On promoting India-Pakistan reconciliation, China hopes that both sides could
live together in peace.
―The development of China, India, Pakistan and the stability of the whole
region call for a stable and friendly environment. Otherwise, how could we open
up and develop? That‘s why we say we are willing to mediate when India and
Pakistan have problems. But the precondition is that both India and Pakistan accept
it. We do this only out of goodwill. We do hope that there is no problem at all.
When the Mumbai terrorist attack on Nov 26, 2008, took place, I was Chinese
Ambassador to Pakistan, and I did a lot of mediation at that time.‖
China strongly opposes terrorism and is ready to work with India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and the international community in fighting the menace.
КПЭК означает устойчивый экономический рост.
Linking CPEC to sustainable national development
ZULFIQAR QAZILBASH. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 8th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1331734/linking-cpec-to-sustainable-national-development

The much improved CPEC-related infrastructure projects will help develop
industrial capabilities that can provide large-scale skilled employment, increase
manpower productivity and raise per capita earnings.
The improved infrastructure will increase trade and cause an economic boom
but, in the absence of enlightened legislation and structural changes in the
economy, most of this will benefit a very narrow and connected business class.
Infrastructure spending alone cannot be relied on to move an economy of 200
million into the middle to high income territory in an inclusive manner. That
requires masterminding a consistent increase in manpower productivity and
orchestrating the transition from an agriculture-led, low value addition, economy to
an industrialised one with higher value addition achieved though enlightened
interventions.
For this systemic societal issues which restrict productivity must be
addressed. These issues consist of education, skills development and healthcare;
enabling policies that improve the ecosystem and encourage private sector
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investment; increasing the size of the formal economy; empowering women
empowerment, etc.
In the absence of enlightened legislation and structural changes in the
economy, most of the developed infrastructure will benefit a very narrow and
connected business class
For national development in key elements the development plan could
include:
Public private partnerships: Improving infrastructure in Punjab and Sindh
makes economic sense if you want to leverage what already exists. However you
can‘t write off the lesser developed areas and the government needs to propose a
plan on how these will catch up.
Private sector participation will guarantee sustainability but our private sector
doesn‘t have the investment capacity or risk appetite to do it alone. The
government needs to play its part to make the investment environment for
industries more attractive than the real estate and stock market.
This includes providing research and development credits and technical
assistance for existing SMEs that want to upgrade.
Inclusive agenda: The best way to ensure security and sustainability of CPEC
projects is by vesting economic interests in local communities. Some of the gains
from the industrial zones and transportation hubs need to flow into local
communities perpetuating inclusivity.
There are now many successful internationally applied partnership models
that involve community participation for infrastructure development which have
reduced labour and other costs.
Brain drain: Pakistan has suffered from brain drain with its best educated
minds being forced to go abroad due to the paucity of opportunities in the country.
It would do well to offer incentives to harvest the crop of many senior,
internationally experienced, expatriates who would be willing to relocate to
Pakistan for the right opportunity.
Taiwan is one of many examples of a country that successfully created a
whole new industrial sector that propelled its economic growth and for which it
primarily depended on its returning expatriates for technical and managerial know
how.
Energy: To reduce the import bill hydro and solar projects must be preferred,
particularly hydroelectric projects that help build water reservoirs to address
increasing water scarcity issues. In ten years‘ time, Pakistan is projected to face
severe water scarcity which has yet to be effectively addressed.
An increasing quota on CPEC transportation should be set for hybrid and
electric vehicles so that the project can be used to reduce dependence on oil which
will otherwise drag on our foreign exchange reserves and hence, the economy.
The present opportunity to bundle CPEC projects with a coordinated national
development plan that provides solutions to Vision 2025, should not be missed.
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Китай согласен переименовать КПЭК, чтобы успокоить Индию
China says ready to rename CPEC to allay Indian concerns
The Nation. May 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/08-May-2017/china-says-readyto-rename-cpec-to-allay-indian-concerns

Beijing says it is open to renaming the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) to allay Indian concerns that the project recognises Pakistan‘s claims on
territory which India claims as its own, reported India media.
―Even we can think about renaming the CPEC,‖ Chinese Ambassador to India
Luo Zhaohui said in an address to the United Services Institution in Delhi.
―China and India have had successful experience of de-linking sovereignty
disputes with bilateral relations before. In history, we have had close cooperation
along the ancient Silk Road,‖ Sputnik news quoted Zhaohui as saying.
―Why shouldn‘t… support this kind of cooperation today. In a word, China is
sincere in its intention to cooperate with India on the One Belt One Road (OBOR),
as it is good for both of us.‖
President Xi Jinping has championed what China formally calls the "One
Belt, One Road" or OBOR, initiative to build a new Silk Road linking Asia, Africa
and Europe, a landmark program to invest billions of dollars in infrastructure
projects including railways, ports and power grids.
A major part of the initiative is the $57-billion China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) of infrastructure and energy projects Beijing announced in 2014.
Last year, Pakistan welcomed the first large shipment of Chinese goods at
Gwadar, where the China Overseas Ports Holding Company Ltd took over
operations in 2013. It plans to eventually handle 300 million to 400 million tons of
cargo a year.
Долги за КПЭК придется отдавать – ежегодно платить по 3.7 млрд. долл.
Transforming imperialism
Raheel
Hassan.
The
Express
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1404041/transforming-imperialism/

Tribune,

8.05.2017.

ISLAMABAD: The $56 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
is a part of China‘s One Belt, One Road vision.
Pakistan sees it as a gateway of prosperity and there is no doubt in that but
there are too many ambiguous policies of this project that people are unaware of.
Pakistan‘s lower house was informed last month that the government issued a
Statutory Regulatory Order giving a series of tax exemptions to Chinese firms as
an incentive for working, in what is considered a highly dangerous decision. These
concessions, extensive tax breaks from customs duty, income tax, sales tax, federal
excise duty and withholding taxes have been granted to Chinese companies for the
whole of the CPEC operation, including road, mass transit and Gwadar port
projects. Although this policy will bring in a lot of Chinese investors, we will not
get any benefits which will heavily affect our economy.
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Bilateral ties: CPEC will help strengthen Pakistan, says CM
The important question to ask is what will be the impact on domestic industry
from the special incentives being given to Chinese investors. What policies have
been made in order to protect our own enterprises and industries? Why doesn‘t the
government think about the survival of our local industries?
Last month the parliamentary committee was informed that only Chinese
industrialists would be allowed to set up their industries in Special Economic
Zones planned along CPEC route. But what will our companies do then, is our role
only to consume the output of these zones? Why can‘t Pakistani industrialists and
investors invest in those zones? Local employment and investment should be the
central objective of CPEC.
Government urged to develop power system under CPEC
The worst mistake is to view CPEC as gift from China or as some sort of selfpaying project, as Pakistan will have to return $90 billion to China inclusive of $34
billion interest over 30 years against loans and investments of $56 billion under
CPEC.
The average annual repayment of CPEC will be $3.7 billion. There is a great
saying, ―control the debt, control everything,‖ after IMF, China is going to do the
same. After controlling the debt China will order us to run or make our policies as
they want. If we see in a bigger picture, this is China‘s soft imperialism.
The government has to make policies that would be in Pakistan‘s national and
people‘s interest in the long run. Why is the government not able to share
comprehensive and up-to-date details on all CPEC-related projects with the public?
Considering public approval itself is the best way for the government to strengthen
its own position. Let CPEC be the way of prosperity for both countries and let
them travel it together. The planning commission should answer all the questions
and make the project transparent and clear from all the objections.
Пакистан и Индия дискутируют в Японии по поводу китайского проекта
«Один пояс-один маршрут» (КПЭК).
Pakistan, India spar over China‘s One Belt One Road initiative
The Express Tribune. 6.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1403061/pakistan-indiafinance-ministers-spar-cpec-obor/

YOKOHAMA: Pakistan and India sparred over China‘s One Belt One Road
(OBOR) project at a panel discussion in Yokohama, Japan on Saturday, with
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar rejecting Delhi‘s objections and reaffirming
unequivocal support for Beijing‘s transnational initiative.
Speaking at the discussion, held during the annual meeting of the Asian
Development Bank, India‘s Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said his country had
―reservations over OBOR due to sovereignty issues.‖ He did not elaborate further
but his remarks came in the backdrop of Delhi‘s opposition to the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, which is part of OBOR.
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In response, Dar stressed the importance of the project for regional
connectivity. ―With due respect to some panelists, we strongly support OBOR. It is
a great initiative to connect the region,‖ he said.
In an otherwise drab discussion on ‗Asia‘s Economic Outlook: Talking Trade‘
– in which ADB President Takehiko Nakao and Indonesia‘s Finance Minister Sri
Mulyani Indrawati also participated – this was the only time a disagreement arose.
Dar, however, reiterated Pakistan‘s position unequivocally.
Pakistan eyes $2.5 billion a year from ADB
Billing intra-regional trade and connectivity essential for sustainable
economic development of Asia and the Pacific, the Pakistani minister said such a
gigantic leap was needed to address economic challenges and persisting issues in a
lasting manner. He added that ADB had a greater role to play in this regard to
achieve ultimate economic goals and objectives.
―The world is now a global village. No region can survive economically in
isolation. Cooperation, coordination and connectivity are badly needed to ensure
economic development in this part of the planet,‖ Dar said.
―CPEC can not only ensure economic cooperation between China, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, India and Iran, but also pave a level playing course for all in terms of
economic dividends,‖ he stressed, adding that regional trade and connectivity
would ensure prosperity and check the menace of poverty.
ADB to provide Pakistan $1.055b for nine projects
Pakistan has achieved macro-economic stability
At a separate round table conference on the theme of ‗Responding to Rising
Inequality‘, Finance Minister Dar said Pakistan, having achieved macro-economic
stability, is now focused on realising higher sustainable growth as part of economic
turnaround.
―Pakistan‘s Vision 2025, which prioritises investment in human capital and
social services, recognises the importance of inclusive and balanced growth, and
shared prosperity to redress geographical and social inequality,‖ he said.
The minister added that the ―ruling democratic dispensation in Pakistan
strongly believes that benefits of growth must be shared by all segments of society,
especially marginalised groups.‖
Китайские инвесторы могут вложить инвестиции в пакистанском «Азад
Кашмире».
Chinese investors express willingness to invest in AJK
Daily Times. 4/05/2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/04-May-17/chinese-investorsexpress-willingness-to-invest-in-ajk

MUZAFFARABAD: The Chinese investors have expressed willingness to
invest in hydel, mineral, tourism and other sectors in Azad Jammu and Kashmir
(AJK).
A delegation of Chinese investors met AJK Prime Minister Raja Farooq
Haider Khan here on Thursday.
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Talking to the delegation, the prime minister said that Chinese investors will
be provided full security and other incentives.
He said that China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) reflects long-lasting
Pak-China friendship and would usher an era of progress and prosperity in the
entire region.
Индия должна быть начеку относительно строительства КПЭК
India must be cautious, the China-Pakistan corridor has a geopolitical
subtext
Hindustan Times. May 03, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/editorials/india-must-becautious-the-china-pakistan-corridor-has-a-geopolitical-subtext/storye7CvI5u2sNdHhmkZEUFPhJ.html

It is extremely difficult for India to accept the underlying Chinese claim that
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, under the Belt-Road Initiative is an
economic project with no geopolitical connotations
Beijing has stepped up its arguments in favour of its Belt-Road Initiative in
the run up to its global conference on the transcontinental infrastructure
programme in mid-May. Chinese officials directly sought to address Indian
concerns about the flagship project of the BRI, the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), arguing it would not affect the territorial status of Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK) — after all, there is already an existing China-built
Karakorum-Kunlun Road going through that region since the 1960s.
Beijing‘s view on Kashmir, they have claimed, has remained unchanged for
decades. The BRI is portrayed as a giant Chinese contribution to global economic
integration that would help boost growth and even help keep a check on extremism
and terror. Beijing‘s representatives have also noted that over 40 countries have
signed up for the BRI and it has received endorsements even at United Nations
forums. The subtext is that India‘s continued resistance is futile and self-defeating.
China-Pak corridor: Scholar says stop project to sort out differences with
India
Beijing gearing up to meddle in Kashmir through CPEC, says Chinese media
New Delhi is right to remain wary. China‘s actions on the ground indicate a
far less benign ambition. The China-Pakistan corridor has increasingly become
about providing funds to the Pakistan military and to Chinese State-owned firms
— to the point Pakistani industry has complained it is receiving no contracts.
In Sri Lanka, China has not only built a number of economically unviable
ports and roads, it has also left Colombo with $8 billion in Chinese debt at onerous
rates of interest.
Beijing‘s use of economic blockades or boycotts against Mongolia recently
and the Philippines and Japan earlier are warnings about what could follow from
signing up for an infrastructure web centred on China. Other Chinese claims are
questionable. Beijing has been tying its Kashmir policy ever closer to the position
taken by Islamabad — consider the stapled visa crisis of 2009, the ban on Indian
generals of the Northern Command visiting China and the unabashed support at the
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UN for terrorist Masood Azhar. A recent oped article by a Chinese academic,
though probably not an official view, merged the BRI with China‘s ―all weather
friendship‖ with Pakistan and argued that, logically, Beijing now had reason to
intervene in the Kashmir dispute.
All of this makes it extremely difficult for India to accept the underlying
Chinese claim that the BRI is an economic project with no geopolitical
connotations. Under the BRI, all roads would lead to Beijing. Inevitably, Chinese
power will flow along the supply chains and logistical paths that it will create and
control.
Китайские инвесторы финансируют 7 энергопроектов в Хайбер
Пахтунхва.
Chinese investors interested in seven K-P power projects
The Express Tribune, May 2nd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398639/chineseinvestors-interested-seven-k-p-power-projects/

K-P Power and Energy Department completes feasibility studies for five mega
projects to generate 1,123MW power
PESHAWAR: The Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) Power and Energy
Department has completed feasibility studies for five mega projects in the province
to generate 1,123 megawatts (MW) of power.
Officials in the department told APP that during the recently held roadshow in
Beijing from April 17-19, the provincial government had presented plans for
building seven hydropower projects with a total capacity of 1,978MW as part of
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Subsequently, Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) had been signed with
different Chinese companies to build these projects.
Chinese investors to bring $150b after CPEC: BoI chief
Among these seven projects, feasibility studies for five projects had been
completed and are ready for execution. The cost-benefit analysis for the remaining
two projects is expected to be completed soon.
The projects are expected to cost $6.92 billion and would be constructed in
Chitral.
Even though the MoUs have been signed, it is yet to be decided what part of
the cost would be borne by the K-P government and how much would the Chinese
companies pay. These details are expected to be finalised when proper agreements
for the projects are signed.
The official claimed that around 900 Chinese companies had participated in
the road show and 82 MoUs had been inked for 86 prepared projects in different
sectors. He added that one Chinese company had agreed to installing solar panels
to power 10,000 schools and 400 hospitals in K-P.
To gain a better understanding of the technicalities, a delegation of Chinese
investors is expected to visit K-P in July this year.
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КПЭК – перспективы общей судьбы
CPEC: sculpting a common destiny
Yasir
Masood.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1399407/cpec-sculpting-common-destiny/

3rd,

2017.

Beyond the known trail of time and space, humans carry an urge to master the
mystery of destiny backed by an untamed desire to achieve power, either for better
or for worse. If power is then shared amongst states to build a community of
commonality, grounded on ―inclusiveness‖, we could speak of a ―community of
shared destiny‖. To this end, China‘s current pursuit of sustained regional and
global influence through extended cooperation is an open secret.
In 2007, the phrase, ―community of common destiny‖ was coined by Hu
Jintao — the former president of China — to strengthen relations with Taiwan.
The same doctrine was then rejuvenated by the incumbent President Xi Jinping in
2013 with the aim of advancing cooperation in international affairs.
Implementation of this novel concept has undoubtedly shaken the Western tactic of
state relations, ie, ―win or lose‖ or ―zero sum game‖ which have been straining the
tied strings of peace among states for far too long.
In ancient times, the ―Silk Route‖ had harmonised diverse cultures,
languages, and aspirations of different countries and people. Countries along this
route were rich in research and knowledge which flourished, transcended and
echoed across the continents. For instance, Ibn Sina‘s The Canon of Medicine was
translated into Latin and then taught in Europe for more than 500 years. Ibn Sina
was born in 980 at Afshana near Bukhara along the same Silk Route.
Bilateral ties: CPEC will help strengthen Pakistan, says CM
This legacy of knowledge sharing, inclusiveness, peace, and cooperation were
ethos of the Chinese history. While holding such practices, China rarely
endeavoured to conquer and colonise the world. History is replete with examples
of powerful nations invading smaller dominions and exploiting their resources with
subordinating strategies to harbour influence by mutiny and pillage.
Down the centuries, while passing through Western imperialism and crude
colonialism, humanity has and still is suffering from the recent onslaught of global
radicalism and extremism, again by the repressive policies of the Western
hegemons under the guise of fabricated and franchised terrorism. It was then post
9/11 that further drove impetus to transitional uncertainties, ideological muddles,
and conceptual reorientation along with the migration of extremist ideologies
beyond boundaries; including maniacal pursuit for economic accentuation,
altogether, resulted in a multi-polar world order for states to redefine their security
and survival in today‘s world. All these raging infernos bred vulnerabilities and
mistrust amongst nation states all over the world.
AJK plans tourism corridor along CPEC
In the face of such global unrest, China‘s ―One Belt, One Road‖ network
under the realm of a community of shared destiny is destined to integrate people
round the world without posing any threats to their security and existence. This
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quintessential initiative is also promoting the cause of ―South-South Cooperation‖
which brings budding opportunities to the developing states to seek economic
independence and rid themselves of the perennial ruling hands of the US, the
World Bank, the IMF and the likes.
Historically, since the 1960s, China has been helping Pakistan by establishing
defence and other industries and now with CPEC, it is estimated that the latter will
become the 16th largest promising economy by 2050. Sino-Pak cooperation will
bring equitable development in the socio-economic sector on a par with other
developed countries.
Conversely, the US has never sincerely tried to empower Pakistan; rather the
former always strayed off the latter at turbulent times. Consequently, Pak-US
functional relations have always stayed under the clouds of mistrust. Nevertheless,
positively, the daunting days of ―do more‖ hefty obligations are now over, because
of knowing and recognising the worth of China‘s longstanding brotherly relations.
Unquestionably, CPEC will be yielding multi-folded benefits not only to
Pakistan but to the entire region, yet it is constantly challenged by the emerging
geo-strategic and geo-political swings at regional and global levels. Hence, both
global and regional players are busy in hatching conspiracies to contradict China‘s
unconscious global influence along with Pakistan‘s rise in South Asia.
The US, which sees China as a global competitor, is trying its sinister
strategies to obfuscate the latter‘s progress, especially in the South China Sea, but
China‘s powerful military muscles are ever ready to defy any external aggression
in the maritime debacles. CPEC will open the corridors of options for China to
consolidate its influence from this route and stay connected to the rest of the world
without relying alone on the Strait of Malacca. It is also estimated that the One
Belt, One Road initiative would establish close land and maritime connections
between 66-plus countries across Asia and Europe.
Pakistan welcomes Britain‘s desire to join CPEC
Similarly, both Indo-US strategic partners are wary of the fact that CPEC is
currently ―going great guns‖ and by the time it is complete the economic trajectory
of Eurasian, Central Asian, South Asian, and Middle Eastern states will be changed
for good. Moreover, of late, both Indo-US strategic partners seem reluctant to
partake in a summit organised by Chinese President Xi Jinping on a ―New Silk
Road‖ which is scheduled in Beijing on May 14-15.
In this day and age, state relations are measured by economic worth and
CPEC is setting an example to the rest of the states to seek speedy growth based on
equity and equality without compromising a state‘s freedom.
Whereas India is bent upon its hegemonic posture and not waking up to the
reality: consider its acrimonious actions against CPEC and attempting to sow
internal discord inside Pakistan‘s territorial boundaries would only exacerbate the
lingering hostilities with its neighbours and may throw the whole region into
disarray. Despite the tantalising regional and global impediments, it is an
opportune time for both China and Pakistan to push harder for accomplishing all
CPEC-related goals and ensuring the creation of a community of common destiny.
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Каракорумское шоссе как один из элементов китайско-пакистанского
экономического сотрудничества
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34450. 1 мая, 2017.

Перемещение людей, грузов мирного и военного назначения в сложных
горных условиях остается актуальным для таких азиатских государств, как
Китайская Народная Республика и Пакистан. Два государства разделяют
самые высокие горные вершины мира, 100 из которых достигают высоты
7000 метров и более.
Как известно, строительство Каракорумской высокогорной автодороги
протяженностью 1224 км велось в период с 18 марта 1966 г. по 18 июня 1978
г. Данная транспортная артерия имеет условное обозначение «Шоссе
китайско-пакистанской дружбы». По «Соглашению о строительстве
китайско-пакистанской автомобильной дороги» автотрасса была поделена на
два участка. Восточный участок протяженность 416 км был проложен от
перевала Кунджераб до города Кашэ в Синьцзян-Уйгурском автономном
районе. В ходе строительства данного участка китайские строители провели
ремонт и модернизацию существовавшей дороги на протяженности 290 км и
построили «с нуля» еще 126 км.
Западный участок дороги протяженностью 616 км был проложен от
упомянутого перевала Кунджераб до города Такот. Для обеспечения работ на
западном участке, их выполняла пакистанская сторона, Пекин передавал
Исламабаду в течение трех лет строительную технику, горюче-смазочные
материалы, одежду и даже обувь для строителей.
По данным китайской стороны на маршруте Каракорумского шоссе
возведено 24 моста, 70 эстакад. Самая высокая точка шоссе находится на
высоте 5425 метров над уровнем моря, а самая низкая на высоте 700 метров
над уровнем моря.
В ходе строительства было использовано более 8000 тонн взрывчатых
веществ, 80000 тонн цемента, перевезено 30 млн куб. м скального грунта. С
китайской стороны в строительных работах было задействовано 22000
рабочих, тогда как с пакистанской только 6000.
В строительство первого этапа Каракорумской высокогорной
автодороги официальный Пекин инвестировал около 270 млн юаней и еще 50
млн юаней было выделено пакистанской стороне в виде беспроцентных
займов.
По данным китайских источников на строительных работах погибло
более 600 человек и еще более 300 получили тяжелые травмы. На территории
КНР даже имеется отдельное место захоронения строителей, погибших при
выполнении этой важной стратегической задачи.
На территории КНР задачи по ремонту и модернизации отдельных
участков выполняют гражданские строительные компании, тогда как в
Пакистане эти задачи возложены на военных строителей. Следует отметить,
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что после мощного землетрясения 2005 г. строителям двух государств
пришлось провести серьезный ремонт дороги, которая в некоторых местах
имеет ширину не более 4 метров. Камнепады, обвалы, промывы полотна
дороги – постоянные явления на Каракорумской высокогорной автодороге.
После анализа загруженности шоссе китайские и пакистанские
специалисты пришли к выводу о необходимости серьезной модернизации
автодороги и 20 февраля 2006 г. между Министерством транспорта КНР и
Министерством портов и морского транспорта Пакистана был подписан
«Меморандум о сотрудничестве при модернизации Каракорумской
автодороги». На церемонии подписания официального документа
присутствовали председатель КНР Ху Цзиньтао и президент Пакистана
Первез Мушарраф.
В августе 2008 г. китайская China Road and Bridge Corporation начала
модернизацию участка дороги от пакистанского города Лакот до
пограничного перехода Кунджераб. Протяженность данного участка
составляет 335 км и благодаря усилиям китайских строителей время поездки
на автомобильном транспорте было сокращено с 14 до 7 часов.
Подобная экономия во времени стала возможной после того, как
китайские специалисты возвели 32 новых моста, отремонтировали и
модернизировали 27 мостов, в некоторых местах расширили проезжую часть
с 10 до 30 метров, а также уложили 815 000 куб м защитных стен.
Максимальная безопасная скорость на данном участке дороги составляет 80
км/ч.
Следует отметить, что строительство этого участка было фактически
профинансировано китайскими кредитно-финансовыми организациями, а
именно Китайский экспортно-импортный банк выделил заем в размере 327
млн долл. США, а другие подрядные организации с китайской стороны
выделили еще 163 млн долл. США. Подобная практика финансирования
пакистанских проектов используется официальным Пекином для
поддержания
деятельности
крупных
национальных
строительных
корпораций, которые выполняют контракты, жизненно необходимые для
развития экономики.
В декабре 2015 г. Правительство Пакистана подписало с китайской
«China Road and Bridge Corporation» контракт стоимостью 1,315
млрд.долл.США на строительство новой ветки шоссе протяженностью 120
км между населенными пунктами Havedian и Thakot. Срок реализации
контракта составляет 42 месяца.
В рамках строительства этого участка дороги китайские специалисты
прорыли два новых тоннеля в районе г. Абботабад, которые позволят
автомобильному транспорту двигаться со скоростью 100 км/ч. Левый
тоннель имеет длину 1724 метра, а правый 1765 метра. В каждом тоннеле по
две полосы движения. Кроме того, данное инженерное сооружение будет
включено в систему дорог г. Абботабад, что позволит улучшить ситуацию с
дорожным движением.
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На строительстве только одного тоннеля задействовано около 1600
рабочих, однако, по словам китайских специалистов, в ходе дальнейшей
реализации проекта количество рабочих мест может быть увеличено до
15 000. В настоящее время выполнено примерно 8% от общего объема
строительных работ, предусмотренных планом строительства второй очереди
шоссе.
После завершения строительства второй очереди Каракорумского шоссе
наибольшую выгоду от транспортной артерии получат примерно 15 млн
жителей Пакистана, а также предприятия, которые будут размещены на
удалении до 50 км от транспортной артерии. Под строительство
сопутствующей инфраструктуры будет использовано около 75000 кв. км
территории Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что кроме помощи Пакистану в строительстве
автомобильных дорог китайская сторона наращивает инвестиции в проект
«Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора». По информации СМИ
КНР, официальный Пекин принял решение об увеличении стоимости проекта
КПЭК до 62 млрд долл. США.
Для сравнения: в первоначальном варианте стоимость проектов КПЭК
оценивалась в 46 млрд долл. США, тогда как в 2016 г. ВВП Пакистана
составил 282,7 млрд долл. США. Дополнительные инвестиции необходимы
для реализации проектов по увеличению объемов выработки электроэнергии,
модернизации автомобильных дорог, прокладки новых участков железных
дорог, а также трубопроводов для перекачки газа.
Вероятно, дополнительные ассигнования с китайской стороны
обоснованы тем, что бюджет Пакистана стремительно расходует
золотовалютные резервы, которые уменьшились до 17,1 млрд долл. США и
при определенном темпе экономических потерь (в 2016 г. еще 18,9 млрд
долл. США) официальный Исламабад уже в конце 2017 г. может обратиться
к Международному валютному Фонду за кредитом. Подобное развитие
событий не входит в планы Поднебесной, поскольку Пекин заинтересован в
обеспечении финансовой, а значит политической независимости Исламабада
от стран Запада, которые попытаются при помощи кредитов скорректировать
линию поведения политического руководства Пакистана.
Посол Китая в Пакистане считает, что Пакистан не производит товары,
нужные Китаю, в это причина отрицательного торгового баланса
'Pakistan not producing goods China needs'
The Express Tribune, April 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1397093/pakistan-notproducing-goods-china-needs/

Envoy describes businessmen‘s reservations about CPEC as speculation
ISLAMABAD: Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong has
emphasised that Pakistan is not producing the goods needed in China, which is a
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reason behind the trade imbalance, but the situation will change when Chinese
companies start producing such products.
―Pakistan can enhance its exports to $35 billion for which serious efforts are
needed,‖ he said while talking to Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FPCCI) President Zubair Tufail and Coordination Committee
Chairman Malik Sohail Hussain.
Road show held in China to lure investors
The ambassador described the reservations expressed by the business
community and others about the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as
speculation, saying time would tell the reality.
He clarified that not a single Chinese company would be allowed to install
used machinery in Pakistan and transfer of technology would be a prerequisite.
―Settling energy crisis in Pakistan is our top priority and we will add 11,000
megawatts of electricity to the national grid as soon as possible through highly
efficient power plants,‖ he said.
2001-2015: Trade deficit with China cost US 3.4m jobs, says American think
tank report
―After overcoming the energy crisis, we will develop infrastructure and in the
last leg initiate the process of industrialisation.‖
Sun emphasised that the security of economic zones must be ensured so that
Chinese experts working in Pakistan could feel safe.
He revealed that visa procedure was being improved for Pakistani
businessmen and the business community should participate in exhibitions and
seminars in China to improve the understanding and trade.
The ambassador was of the view that growing relations between Pakistan and
China were not only mutually beneficial, but they would have a positive
impression in the entire region.
КПЭК неприемлем для Индии, - считает Shivshankar Menon (бывший
советник правительства по национальной безопасности).
China-Pakistan economic corridor unacceptable to India: Shivshankar
Menon
Priyanka
Sahoo.
The
Indian
Express.
22.04.2017.
http://indianexpress.com/article/india/china-pakistan-economic-corridor-unacceptable-to-indiashivshankar-menon-4623185/

THE CHINA-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), as it stands today, is not
acceptable to India, Shivshankar Menon, a former National Security Adviser to the
Government of India, said on Friday. ―The sovereignty aspect of the CPEC, as
proposed now, is unacceptable to us,‖ Menon said during a conference on The Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI): India‘s perspectives on China‘s ambitious plan. The
former diplomat‘s statement comes at a time when China has made a fresh attempt
at inviting India‘s interest in President Xi Jinping‘s pet project, the BRI, of which
CPEC is a part.
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On March 4, Chinese diplomat Fu Ying asked India to reconsider its position
on the BRI keeping in mind the ―larger picture‖. India has been wary of the CPEC
as a part of it passes through Pakistan Occupied Kashmir. ―For India, there is an
added contradiction that the CPEC passes through Indian territory under Pakistani
occupation,‖ Menon said. By making ―long-term financial investment in the
initiative‖, he said, China seems to ―solidify and legitimise that occupation‖,
Menon said at the conference held in Mumbai by the Observer Research
Foundation.
The conference was held to deliberate India‘s position on the BRI ahead of
China‘s first international forum in May. Several economists, diplomats and
mediapersons participated in panel discussions. While Menon acknowledged the
economic benefits of the trans-continental initiative that connects 60 countries in
Asia and Europe, he said that not all projects under the BRI were for economic
justification, including the CPEC.
―Not all projects under the BRI are economically viable, which suggests that
there is geo-strategic motivation involved,‖ he said, adding that most parts of the
BRI passed through some of the ―most insecure‖ regions. Menon, however,
stressed that India would be more willing to join the BRI if it were more
comfortable about the security in the regions concerned and the geopolitical
context within which BRI is proposed.
Китай утверждает, что сооружение КПЭК не имеет ничего общего с
кашмирской проблемой
China says CPEC has ‗no direct link‘ with Kashmir issue
The Indian Express. 18.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/world/chinasays-cpec-has-no-direct-link-with-kashmir-issue-4617674/
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi asserted that the purpose of the USD 46
billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor was economic.
China on Monday sought to allay India‘s concerns over the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, saying it has ―no direct link‖ with the Kashmir issue and New
Delhi was welcome to participate in the ‗One Belt One Road‘ project. Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi, at press conference on the One belt One Road (OBOR)
summit to be held here from May 14-15, said, ―Although (an) Indian leader will
not be here but India will have a representative‖ at the OBOR summit.
―We welcome (the) Indian representative, members of the Indian business
community and financial community to take part in the discussions at the summit,‖
Wang said. 28 Presidents and Prime Ministers were expected to take part in the
summit, he said. ―OBOR is for common development of all participants. So we
welcome India to take active part in building the OBOR,‖ he said.
Wang asserted that the purpose of the USD 46 billion China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor was economic. ―It is for the purpose of serving economic
cooperation and development,‖ he said. ―It has no direct link with political and
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boundary dispute. Certain sections of the CPEC have raised concern on the Indian
side,‖ Wang said.
These disputes are not the direct result of the economic corridor and economic
activities. China has been providing support to Pakistan in these areas for many
years, Wang said. ―As for the dispute of Kashmir, China‘s position remained
unchanged. Also, CPEC has no relationship with the dispute in certain regions. I
want to reaffirm to the Indian friend if India wants to take part in the OBOR, there
are many channels and ways,‖ the Chinese Foreign Minister said.
China has taken note of India‘s participation in the Bangladesh, China, India,
Myanmar (BCIM) which is part of OBOR, he said. ―We have taken note of India‘s
positive attitude on this,‖ Wang said. India has reservations over OBOR as the
CPEC is part of it and passes through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK).
Китай увеличил инвестиции в экономический коридор через Пакистан
«Карельские новости». http://kareliyanews.ru/kitaj-uvelichil-investicii-v-ekonomicheskijkoridor-cherez-pakistan/. 13.04.2017

Китай одобрил выделение дополнительных финансовых ресурсов на
реализацию проекта Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, CPEC), увеличив их общий объем до 62
миллиардов долларов, сообщает издание Express Tribune.
О выделении Китаем дополнительных инвестиций сообщил губернатор
пакистанской провинции Синд Мохаммад Зубаир, территорию этой
провинции также охватывает проект экономического коридора.
«Новые инвестиции были одобрены для проектов в различных секторах,
в том числе (в создание — ред.) промышленных зон… Это (увеличение
объема инвестиций — ред.) хорошая новость. Простые граждане получат
дивиденды с этих инвестиций», — заявил Зубаир, который также является
приближенным премьер-министра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа в вопросах
национальной экономической политики.
Китай вложит в КПЭК еще 7 млрд. долл. – всего 62 млрд. долл.
CPEC investment pushed from $55b to $62b
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1381733/cpec-investment-pushed-55b-62b/

12,

2017.

KARACHI: China has approved additional financing for infrastructure
projects in Pakistan under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), taking
the investment volume to $62 billion from $55 billion, announced Sindh Governor
Mohammad Zubair on Wednesday.
―New investment has been approved for projects in various sectors including
[establishment of] industrial zones,‖ said Zubair while speaking at a conference on
―Infrastructure demand and financing‖ organised by credit rating agencies Pacra
(Pakistan) and Dagong (China).
Chinese Fortune 500 company among bidders for Railways upgrade
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―We are also in talks to place the Karachi Circular Railway under the CPEC
banner,‖ he said.
China has been increasing investment in Pakistan‘s infrastructure and power
projects since it unveiled CPEC programme worth $46 billion in 2015.
The volume of investment was pushed to $55 billion when Federal Minister
of Planning, Development and Reform Ahsan Iqbal, Federal Minister of Railways
Khawaja Saad Rafique and chief ministers of provinces visited China about three
months ago.
This country‘s eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
―This [$62 billion investment] is good news. People will reap dividends of the
investment,‖ remarked Zubair, who is an active member of Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif‘s core economic team.
A major chunk of the multibillion-dollar investment, $34 billion, is going into
electricity production and distribution.
According to Zubair, other countries are keen to become part of CPEC
projects. They may become part of the project by investing in industrial zones, he
said.
Electric cars icing on the CPEC cake
Additionally, CPEC projects also have huge indirect benefits as well.
―Information technology firms from across the globe have arrived in Pakistan as
each and every project under China‘s investment would require IT assistance.‖
Zubair added China had become one of the world‘s economic superpowers by
investing in huge infrastructure projects like highways, railways, power production
and gas pipelines at home.
―We are doing exactly the same thing. CPEC will create massive economic
momentum in Pakistan,‖ he said.
The governor pointed out that Pakistan was not the only country whose
exports had gone down in recent years as China and India had also registered a
significant decline in their exports.
―The uptrend in international fuel oil prices may widen Pakistan‘s current
account deficit,‖ he said.
Zubair announced that the federal government would soon unveil a financing
plan for new projects across Sindh including Karachi, adding the Green Line
public transport project would be completed by the end of the year.
Speaking on the occasion, Ministry of Finance‘s former secretary Dr Waqar
Masood pointed out that besides Chinese government‘s investment in CPEC
projects, the private sector of China was funding different schemes in Pakistan,
which did not fall within the purview of CPEC.
President Mamnoon invites Belarus to join CPEC
The volume of China‘s investment in Pakistan would be significantly higher
than $62 billion if its private sector investment was also counted, he said.
Pakistan Credit Rating Agency (Pacra) Managing Director Adnan Afaq
emphasised that the establishment of power projects would help overcome
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shortage and play a positive role in achieving the required economic growth of 7%
in the next two to three years.
He was of the view that managing such a huge investment of $62 billion or
higher under CPEC would remain a big challenge for Pakistan as it had never done
that before. ―We need to make sure the process [of utilising the finances] remains
transparent,‖ he said.
Dagong Chairman Guan Jianzhong stressed that infrastructure development
would support economic growth in Pakistan over the long run, adding it would
open Islamabad to the world and bring investment.
Other speakers urged the authorities concerned to float infrastructure bonds in
order to attract public investment. The government should play its role of
providing incentives for the proposed bonds to stimulate investment from new
avenues.
Президент Пакистана Мамнун предлагает Беларуси присоединиться к
КПЭК
President Mamnoon invites Belarus to join CPEC
The Express Tribune, April 12th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1381013/presidentmamnoon-invites-belarus-join-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan regards Belarus as an important country and is keen
to further bilateral relations in various sectors to the mutual benefit of both
countries, said Pakistan President Mamnoon Hussain on Tuesday.
Talking to Belarus National Assembly House of Representatives Chairman
Vladimir Andreichenko, Hussain welcomed Belarus to join the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) hoping it would quicken the pace of development in
the region.
This country‘s eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
He appreciated efforts of the political leadership of Belarus to promote
bilateral relations with Pakistan and hoped that the anticipated visit of Pakistan
prime minister to Belarus in August this year would be instrumental in furthering
bilateral ties between the two countries.
He said positive developments on economic and political fronts between the
two countries had provided solid basis to bilateral cooperation, adding that regular
exchange of high-level visits and parliamentary delegations was reflective of
growing partnership between Pakistan and Belarus.
The president underlined that there was scope for mutual cooperation in
agriculture, pharmaceutical, manufacturing of light machinery, oil and gas sectors
between the two countries.
Also speaking on the occasion, Andreichenko said his country was desirous of
enhancing bilateral relations with Pakistan and called for launching joint ventures
in various sectors to the mutual benefits of the two countries.
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He said there was a lot of scope for investment in pharmaceutical sector of
Belarus and invited Pakistani pharmaceutical companies to take advantage of the
opportunities.
Romania wants a slice of CPEC
Both countries should work together for increasing bilateral trade as
envisaged by the leaders of two countries, the Belarus representative added.
National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq, Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs Chairman Sardar Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari and other senior
officials were also present.
Пакистан получил от Китая еще 750 млн. долл. помощи
Pakistan likely to borrow $750m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
8th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377579/repay-eurobond-debt-pakistan-likely-borrow-750m-china/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan may borrow another $750 million as a short-term
foreign commercial loan from China, ironically to pay back the Eurobond debt
incurred during the rule of Gen (retd) Pervez Musharraf, also underscoring that the
country is no more able to retire its debt from own resources.
Due to the relatively low cost of borrowing from foreign commercial banks,
the government is considering taking another commercial loan to return $750
million Eurobond debt, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
Pakistan gets $4.6b in fresh foreign loans
In 2007, the Musharraf government had issued 10-year bonds at a 6.875%
interest rate, maturing on May 24 this year.
Earlier, the Finance Ministry had a plan to issue another sovereign bond
equivalent to $750 million to return the previous debt. The country‘s Foreign
Economic Assistance Plan for fiscal year 2016-17 included a $1 billion sovereign
bond and a $750-million Sukuk bond. In September last year, the government
raised $1 billion by floating Sukuk bond at 5.5% interest rate. It has not yet called
the bids for hiring financial advisors to float another international bond.
The possibility is that the government will get this loan from China, which
could be the third major borrowing from Beijing in the past six months, said
sources. Earlier, Chinese banks gave $1.3 billion to support the balance of
payments situation and providing a cushion to foreign currency reserves.
Compared with borrowing through international bonds, taking loans from the
commercial banks is hassle free, sources said. The government also opted for
short-term foreign commercial bank loans to avoid scrutiny that it had to face after
its second last launch of $500 million Eurobond in September 2015.
The Finance Ministry quietly borrows from foreign commercial banks
without inviting competitive bids, which makes the job easier for officials at QBlock.
The sources said that China was offering these loans at around 3.3% interest
rate, which is far better than even the best rate of 5.5% that Pakistan got against $1
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billion Sukuk bond issued last year. Its previous foreign commercial borrowings
were at around 4.7% interest rate.
CREATIVE COMMONS
However, it‘s a tradeoff between cost and rollover risk. Compared with fiveto ten-year tenures of the bonds, these short-term loans are taken for one year to
one-and-a-half-year period, which increases risks attached with exchange rate
fluctuation.
Pakistan‘s borrowing history
Borrowing from foreign commercial banks is a new phenomenon for Pakistan
in the 21st century, as both the military dictator-led government and PPP did not
use this window, which is considered expensive compared with the loans that
Pakistan has been historically taking from multilateral and bilateral sources.
After assuming power, the PML-N government has borrowed over $3.3
billion from foreign commercial banks. In addition to this, it borrowed $4.5 billion
by issuing dollar-denominated Euro and Sukuk bonds in the past three years.
In three years, Pakistan has taken on $25b in fresh loans
Pakistan has started borrowings to retire past borrowings, suggesting its
inability to pay back the loans from its own resources. Independent economists see
it as a sign of debt trap, which has now increased the cost of debt servicing.
Until late last year, the federal government was boasting about the ―highest
ever‖ official foreign currency reserves maintained by State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP). As the International Monetary Fund programme ended, the reserves, largely
maintained through expensive foreign borrowings, also started sliding.
After reaching a peak of $19.5 billion, the SBP‘s official foreign currency
reserves have now slipped to $16.4 billion again – a result of reduction in exports
and remittances receipts and increase in foreign debt repayments.
The cost of foreign commercial borrowings is also low because the
government has been waiving of all types of taxes on these borrowings. Just last
month, the federal cabinet waived off 15% income tax on profit that foreign
commercial banks were earning on $2.7 billion loans that these financial
institutions extended to Pakistan.
The move to waive off interest rate was aimed at making a claim that the
government obtained these loans at below 5% interest rate in dollar terms. By
including the 15% interest cost, the interest rate could have been above 5%.
The cabinet also gave ex-post facto approval of these loans that the Finance
Ministry had borrowed without its prior approval and also by bypassing the
competitive process.
China‘s loans to Pakistan are growing at a rapid pace than its investment
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. In total, Pakistan obtained $2.1
billion loans from China from September to February 2016-17. Out of that, $1.3
billion were on commercial terms while another $1 billion were for project
financing.
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Китай построит НПЗ в Синде стоимостью 2 млрд. долл. (но это не в
рамках КПЭК)
Chinese firm keen to set up $2b oil refinery in Sindh
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
8,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377833/chinese-firm-keen-set-2b-oil-refinery-sindh/

2017.

KARACHI Pakistan is expected to slash its spending on import of petroleum
products as a Chinese company has shown keen interest in setting up a huge oil
refinery with an investment of $2 billion in Sindh.
―The refinery will have an installed capacity to process 10 million tons crude
oil annually,‖ said a handout from the Sindh government.
China‘s Mingyuan Holdings Group Company Limited Chairman Ji Hong
Shui, who led an 11-member delegation, met Sindh Board of Investment (SBI)
chairperson Naheed Memon and her team at SBI on Friday.
He said refined petroleum products will cater to the domestic market‘s
requirements and be exported from Pakistan as well.
Kuwait wins approval for setting up oil refinery in Balochistan
Memon told The Express Tribune that the Chinese company is very keen to
invest here. Initially, it has expressed interest to acquire 400-500 acres of land in
Sindh to set up the refinery, she added.
―It will submit 1-2 pages‘ brief business model to the SBI in two to four
days,‖ she said.
Most probably, the firm will want to establish the refinery at around Port
Qasim or it may also consider setting it up at Dhabeji, Gharo, Nooriabad, Thatta or
Kotri.
She said the investor also discussed establishing and/or catering companies
for the oil industry in upstream and downstream activities.
―It has inquired for tax incentives, but I have made no commitments,‖ she
said, adding SBI would try its best to facilitate the investor.
Up in arms: Protest over construction of oil refinery
―It was the very first meeting,‖ she said. ―Details about the project are yet to
come up.‖
The firm may consider establishing the refinery at a special economic zone to
acquire tax incentives, she added.
The 1-2 pages‘ brief business model would explain as to how much crude oil
it would import and/or acquire from local exploration companies. It would also
state as to how much refined petroleum products it intends to sell in the local
markets and export markets; how much water, electricity, gas and other utilities it
would require to run the refinery; what will be the actual size of investment; and
how much employment it would need.
Refineries mix cheaper oils with diesel, make billions
She said it was a private holding group company of China. However, it has
nothing to do with China‘s multibillion dollars ($54 billion) investment project in
Pakistan – the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, she added.
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Pakistan is a net oil importing country. It meets 75 per cent need for oil for
transport, electricity production and industrial and commercial use through import
of petroleum products. Remaining need is met through local oil exploration where
refineries play a very important role in catering to the domestic markets‘ needs.
Англия может реально присоединиться к КПЭК
Britain eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
The Express Tribune. 6/04/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1375504/britain-eyeingbecome-key-partner-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: The United Kingdom has expressed its desire to become a
key partner in the multibillion-dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
―Britain is a country of global influence and can be an important partner for
China and Pakistan in the delivery of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor which
has the potential to build closer links between our countries,‖ said UK Minister of
State for International Trade Greg Hands during a business roundtable on the UK
participation in the CPEC on Wednesday.
―We have a clear ambition to increase trade with both China and Pakistan and
UK businesses are well placed to capitalise on the new opportunities in the
region,‖ he added.
Chinese Fortune 500 company among bidders for Railways upgrade
Speaking on the occasion, organised by the Department of International Trade
at Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) London, Pakistan High
Commissioner Syed Ibne Abbas said excellent ties between Pakistan and China are
time tested and exemplary in state relations.
―On CPEC $54 billion investment in four areas namely infrastructure, energy,
Special Economic Zones and Gwadar port would give necessary impetus to
Pakistan‘s economy, thus creating enormous opportunities for the global corporate
enterprises,‖ he added.
Abbas also highlighted the successes which Pakistan has achieved in the
economic front in the recent past which include 5.2% economic growth rate,
achievement of ―emerging market‖ status by international credit rating agencies,
declaration of Pakistan Stock Exchange as one amongst the five best performing
stock exchanges of the world.
Auto Exhibition: Pakistani firms to participate in Dubai
He invited British investors and businesses to explore Pakistan for the
business opportunities on account of its strategic location, resilient economy and
growing consumer market.
Chinese Ambassador to UK Liu Xiaoming said relations between Pakistan
and China are mutually beneficial.
He went on to say that Pakistan‘s geographic position, demographic dividend
and economic potential would continue to give the CPEC a great advantage.
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The China‘s One Belt One Road initiative is open to all and so far more than
100 countries and International organisations have expressed support for this
initiative, he added.
The session came ahead of a larger CPEC conference in May which will be
hosted by the UK government and Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) to show
how the Britain‘s world-leading expertise in areas such as financial and
professional services, and energy and infrastructure can support China and
Pakistan‘s economic vision.
Other participants in the roundtable include experts from City UK, RUSI and
the China Britain Business Council. HSBC, Deloitte and Standard Chartered also
discussed how they and other British firms could support the delivery of CPEC.
«Пакистан сможет достичь 8-10% роста в следующие 30 лет благодаря
КПЭК», - считает китайский профессор
CPEC dividends: ‗Pakistan can attain 8-10pc growth rate over next 30
years‘
The News. 5/04/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/196659-CPEC-dividendsPakistan-can-attain-8-10pc-growth-rate-over-next-30-years

ISLAMABAD: Outlining six major steps for maximising benefits of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), visiting distinguished Chinese Economist
Professor Justin Yifu Lin said that if Pakistan captures the opportunity, its
economic growth could touch the range of 8 to 10 percent for the next 30 years or
more for joining middle income or even higher income group of countries.
―Pakistan possesses a golden opportunity for doing industrialisation in the
context of CPEC but the country will have to align its policies to attract light
machine industry for relocation purposes from China as incentives on papers will
not work. Islamabad will have to ensure comparative advantages and taking care of
reducing the transaction cost for reaping benefits of industrial cooperation under
the CPEC initiatives,‖ the visiting Chinese economist, Justin Yifu Lin, who is
Councilor of State Council and Chairman of Federation of Industries, said here at
the Planning Commission (PC) Auditorium on the special invitation of Minister of
Planning Ahsan Iqbal on Tuesday.
The visiting professor who is author of 24 books and servesthe World Bank as
Chief Economist delivered a lecture titled ―How to deliver dynamic growth by
Pakistan?‖ said that the political stability, continuity and consistency in policies
were required for achieving higher growth momentum. He said Pakistan should
focus on two factors, including import substitution and export diversification for
increasing its benefits.
Pakistan, he said, would have to move from agro based economy to
industrialisation for accelerating economic activities. However, he argued that this
structural transformation would not happen spontaneously, so the government
would have to ensure industrial upgradation for maximising benefits.
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He said that a new industrial policy was required to transform the economy in
order to ensure infrastructure of hardcore and softcore development. Most
developing countries, he said, failed to achieve the desired results despite unveiling
industrial policy because they remained unable to ensure comparative advantages
which lead to misallocation of resources and end up with corruption and rent
seeking.
He outlined six major steps as pre-requisites to ensure industrialisation in the
country and said that the first step would be achieving higher growth trajectory by
transforming the structure of the economy and the second step would be placing
upgrading the infrastructure.
Third required step would be inviting foreign direct investment where there is
comparative advantage and fourth step will be scaling up private innovations.
Under fifth step, he said the industry could be used to overcome barrier to entry,
attracting FDI and establishing industrial clusters. The sixth required step will be
providing tax incentives, direct credits for investment and access to foreign
exchange.
Пакистан приглашает США инвестировать в КПЭК
Pakistan invites US to invest in CPEC projects
The News. 31.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195686-Pakistan-invites-US-toinvest-in-CPEC-projects

WASHINGTON: Pakistan has invited the United States to invest in projects
under China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to achieve its regional peace
objectives and ensure a prosperous and peaceful south Asia.
―A number of western countries have shown their interest in projects under
CPEC and we want the United States to also make investment in the development
schemes,‖ Pakistan‘s Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry said.
In his first public appearance at a US think tank, Aizaz Chaudhry displayed
his strong diplomatic skills and expertly answered some extremely provocative
questions from the Afghan participants at an event at the United States Institute of
Peace (USIP).
He said Pakistan wanted to work with the United States, China and Afghan
government to bring lasting peace in the war-torn country as an unstable
Afghanistan was creating immense problems for Pakistan.
Chaudry said Islamabad attached extreme importance to its ties with
Washington and hoped that relations would improve under the current
administration. He said that perception about Pakistan in Washington needed to
change in accordance with the ground realities as the country had made a lot of
progress on economic and security fronts.
When an Afghan student asked him why Osama Bin Laden and Mulla Omar
were killed in Pakistan and why Pakistan was sending militants who were killing
Afghan nationals, he said, ―We know that you have been fed this which is
unfortunate and that is precisely the point I was making that the systematic
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nurturing of hatred in people of Afghanistan was not a wise investment. It‘s not us
denying you need to come out of this. Who was Osama Bin Laden? How was he
made? What was he doing in Afghanistan and after Tora Bora bombing why did he
come to Pakistan, we don‘t need him. We wanted him dead yesterday and we are
happy that he got killed but we are unhappy the way he got killed. Pakistan should
have been taken into confidence so there are perspective you see the glass from
this side we see from other side. As far as Mulla Omar is concerned, his son and
his brother went to Zabul and exhumed the grave to make sure he never left
Afghanistan and presidential palace fed BBC a wrong news that he died in a
Karachi hospital,‖ said the ambassador.
He said this kind of propaganda was spreading hatred and was not a wise
investment as the reality on the ground was totally different. The ambassador said
Pakistan‘s current leadership had made a commitment with the nation that no
terrorist would be allowed to operate in Pakistan and the country‘s soil would
never be allowed to be used for planning militant activities in any other country.
Another Afghan student said she had been an Afghan refugee in Pakistan and
she was thankful to the US and United Nations for hosting her to which the
ambassador reminded her that she lived on Pakistani soil along with three million
other Afghan refugees who were hosted by the country for 37 years.
―No other country in the world has hosted three million refugees for that long
time,‖ he said adding that Afghan government should now create an environment
conducive for the return of refugees, especially when it had received billions of
dollars in aid from the United States for the purpose.
The ambassador called for a dialogue between various Afghan factions to
resolve the conflict. ―We are waiting for the new US administration to announce
outcome of its review of Afghan policy and based on that we will engage with
US.‖
The ambassador said US was the main player in Afghanistan with huge
investment in peace efforts in the country. He said the idea that Pakistan was
responsible for all Afghan problems was an over simplification of the issue and
there was a need for the two countries to engage more on all levels. He assured that
Pakistan remained committed to any Afghan-owned and Afghan-led reconciliation
process to achieve lasting peace in the country.
The ambassador also informed the audience about the most positive
developments inside Pakistan, including the ongoing successful security operations
against the terrorist remnants and the great economic opportunities borne out of
robust economic reforms.
Пакистан приглашает Бахрейн участвовать в КПЭК
PM invites Bahrain to benefit from CPEC opportunities
The News. 30.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195474-PM-invites-Bahrain-tobenefit-from-CPEC-opportunities

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a corridor of energy, roads, motorways, pipelines,
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rail networks and optic fibre that will have an investment outlay of over $51
billion.
The prime minister was talking to a high-level delegation of prominent
businessmen and investors from Bahrain here at the Prime Minister‘s Office
(PMO) on Wednesday. He told the members of the delegation about CPEC and
said that it is not only a framework of regional connectivity but a game changer for
the region. He said the government as well as business community of Bahrain can
benefit immensely from the opportunities and prospects offered by the corridor.
The prime minister reminded that the economic outlook of Pakistan has
altogether changed in the last three years, which is being acknowledged by
independent financial rating institutions. ―My government after coming into power
started making best efforts to put the economy on the path of sustained long-term
economic growth. In this context, focus remained on public-private partnership in
the development process, improved productivity in agriculture sector, removal of
energy shortage, enhanced industrial competitiveness, better service delivery
system and upgraded human capital formation,‖ he said.
Bahrain‘s Minister for Industries, Commerce and Tourism Zayed R Alzayani
was also present on the occasion. The delegation was led by Khalid Almoayed,
Chairman Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industries (BCCI). While warmly
welcoming the business delegation, Nawaz said Pakistan welcomes the initiative of
establishing the Pakistan-Bahrain Joint Holding Company by Bahraini
businessmen. ―We are confident that it will be successful in increasing bilateral
trade and investment,‖ he said.
The Bahraini businessmen appreciated the prime minister‘s policy of
welcoming foreign investment and said that they are keen to play an active role in
expanding the volume of trade between both countries. The Bahraini delegates
expressed their keen interest to take part in Pakistan's emerging economy and
highlighted their interest in further expanding exports from Pakistan for Gulf
counties.
Nawaz said that Pakistan is open for business. He said there are over 1,000
multinational companies profitably operating in Pakistan. ―They enjoy a level
playing field with the domestic investors and do not face any barriers to entry or
exit. They can expand capital and infrastructure without hindrance,‖ added the
premier. He said the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is protected under law
through the acts of parliament and the law of special economic zones has been
made to meet the global challenges of competitiveness to attract FDI. He said law
allows creating industrial cluster with liberal incentives, infrastructure, investor
facilitation services to enhance productivity and reduce cost of doing business for
economic development and poverty reduction.
He assured the delegation that Pakistan is a land of unlimited opportunities
and offers investment opportunities in various sectors such as energy, agriculture,
food processing, infrastructure, information and communication technology,
textiles, apparel, surgical instruments and leather products. ―I am confident that
investors from Bahrain will benefit from opportunities arising from the economic
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growth of Pakistan leading to further growth of our trade relations,‖ said the
premier.
The BCCI delegation thanked the prime minister for his warm welcome to
Pakistan and expressed hope to further strengthen trade ties with Pakistan. The
Business delegation of Bharian comprised of Khalid Al Zayani, Vice Chairman
BCCI, Sheikh Mohamad Bin Isaac, Senior Member BCCI, Muhammad Sajid,
Executive Board Member BCCI, Muhammad Usman, Chairman Joint Council
BCCI, Ahmed Bin Hindi, Executive Board Member, Ali Ahmed Bufarson,
Member Parliament, Ahmed Al Saloom, Chairman SME Council, Ferial Nas,
Chairwoman of Business Council, Suhair Bokhammas, Member BCCI, and others.
Federal Ministers Senator Ishaq Dar, Khurram Dastagir Khan and other senior
officials were also present during the meeting.
Meanwhile, talking to Zayed R Alzayani, Nawaz invited Bahraini investors to
explore investment opportunities in commercial and tourism sectors of
Pakistan. The prime minister said cooperation between the two countries in
economic field will further strengthen brotherly ties. He said Pakistani diaspora in
Bahrain acts as a human bridge between the two brotherly countries. The Bahraini
minister said he came with a special mandate to expand the scope of economic ties
between the two counties.
КПЭК. Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор и позиция
Индии
Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. Сетевой аналитический журна ИВ РАН «Восточная
аналитика». https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7258. 25.03.2017

Приход к власти лидеров в Пакистане (2013 г.) и Индии (2014 г.), курс
каждого из которых направлен на ужесточение позиций по Кашмирскому
вопросу, привел к очередному кризису в отношениях между двумя
соседними государствами. В последние годы к этому добавился новый вызов
для Нью-Дели - проект Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК).
В 2013 г. Пекин анонсировал концепцию «Экономического пояса
шелкового пути» (ШП). Одним из главных его компонентов
провозглашалось создание единой региональной транспортно-логистической
сети. В апреле 2015 г. Исламабад и Пекин подписали пакет документов по
строительству инфраструктурных объектов (в первую очередь сети
шоссейных дорог и линий электропередач). КПЭК является «пилотным»
проектом китайской инициативы на территории иностранного государства. В
качестве северной узловой «точки» КПЭК назван китайский Кашгар в
Синьцзян-Уйгурском автономном районе, а промежуточной, уже на
территории Пакистана – район Гилгит-Балтистана в пакистанской части
Кашмира. Южной «узловой точкой» КПЭК обозначен пакистанский порт
Гвадар на берегу Ормузского пролива. Пекин первоначально
инвестировал 46 млрд долл. (в 2016 г. общая сумма возросла до 51 млрд.
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долл.). Общая протяженность трека от Кашгара до Гвадара составляет 2 700
км.
Планируется, что КПЭК свяжет Пакистан и Китай нефте и
газопроводами, линиями электропередач и оптико-волоконной связи,
социальными объектами.
Индия на дипломатическом уровне выступает против реализации
КПЭК,
усиливая антипакистанскую кампанию на региональных и
международных площадках. Называются несколько причин:
 во-первых, Нью-Дели обвиняет Исламабад и Пекин в «захвате» части
ее территории и прокладке маршрута КПЭК по спорным районам
Кашмира. В январе 2017 г. премьер-министр Индии Н.Моди заявил,
что территориальный суверенитет Индии нарушен. Официальных
обвинений не было предъявлено. Но, выступая тогда на
международной конференции «Раисина диалог», лидер Индии
подчеркивал важность уважения суверенитета для улучшения
региональных связей;
 во-вторых, Индия обращает внимание на постоянное присутствие
китайских
ВМС
в
пакистанском
порту
Гвадар.
Порт,
занимая стратегическое положение между Аравийским морем и
Персидским заливом, предоставляет Пекину кратчайший доступ к
рынкам Ближнего Востока, Африки и Европы.
 в-третьих, Индию беспокоит то, что северное плечо КПЭК (при
благоприятном развитии ситуации в Афганистане) «выводит» и Китай,
и Пакистан на новые торговые, углеводородные и водные рынки
Центральной Азии;
 в-четвертых, Нью-Дели обеспокоен еще и тем, что КПЭК
обслуживает почти исключительно цели экономического развития
Китая, являясь частью тринадцатого пятилетнего плана его социальноэкономического развития, при том, что Пекин поддерживает позицию
Исламабада в Кашмирском споре с Индией.
Следует, впрочем, упомянуть о том, что на протяжении всего периода
реализации КПЭК МИД Китая усилил призывы к обеим странам
урегулировать этот вопрос посредством диалога и консультаций,
подчеркивая, что проблема Кашмира «унаследована» из истории отношений
между Индией и Пакистаном.
Со своей стороны, Индия напоминает Китаю о разногласиях и
нерешенных территориальных спорах.
Но в диалоге с руководством Индии Китай демонстрирует дипломатию
«мягкой силы», приглашая ее присоединиться к инициативе Шелкового пути.
Пекин подчеркивает экономические выгоды для всех стран региона,
указывая, что «беспроблемный» Кашмир имеет потенциал стать воротами
в республики Центральной Азии (ЦА). Перспективный транспортный вектор
ЦА - страны Южной Азии, пролегая через территорию Индии, «делает»
Кашмир транзитно-логистическим центром в регионе.
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Помимо территориального «захвата» части Кашмира, особые опасения у
Нью-Дели вызывает милитаризация акватории Ормузского пролива.
Постоянное присутствие ВМС Китая в Гвадаре Индия рассматривает как
потенциальную угрозу поставкам углеводородов морскими танкерами на
свою территорию. Нью-Дели занимает третье место в мире по объемам
потребляемых объемов сырой нефти после США и Китая, импортируя свыше
45 % сырой нефти из стран Персидского залива.
Согласно
информации gulfnews.com в 2016 г. ее потребности выросли на 11 % и
составили 200 млн тонн.
На современном этапе «Кашмирское противостояние» между Индией и
Пакистаном вышло на новый виток обострения, одновременно увеличив
число его участников – Индия, Китай, Пакистан.
КПЭК. Китай, Россия, Иран: геополитические коллизии вокруг проекта
«Один пояс, один путь»
http://mixednews.ru/archives/116988. 28.03.2017.

Китайские стратеги владеют искусством использования экономических
пактов для достижения стратегических целей. Яркими примерами,
подтверждающими это, могут служить инициатива «Один пояс, один путь»
(ОПОП) и Азиатский банк инфраструктурных инвестиций (АБИИ). Китай
возлагает надежды на приобретение стратегического первенства в Южноазиатском и Центрально-азиатском регионах благодаря своим «глубоким
карманам». Инфраструктурные инвестиции наделяют его рычагами влияния
в регионе. Однако, Южная и Центральная Азия не испытывают недостатка в
державах, стремящихся к укреплению своего влияния – у России и Ирана
также имеются собственные региональные инвестиционные программы,
планы и партнеры.
Китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор имеет особенно важное
значение для Китая. Получив доступ к пакистанским портам, Китай сможет
расширить охват рынка и привлечь прямые иностранные инвестиции, чтобы
смягчить девальвацию юаня. Снижение курса юаня свидетельствует о том,
что Китай надеется увеличить количество низкооплачиваемых рабочих мест
за рубежом и застраховаться от будущих рисков, связанных с проведением
финансовых реформ. Хотя Китай превратился в крупнейшую банковскую
систему мира, ключевую роль в его экономическом росте на протяжении
последних лет играет внешняя задолженность.
Проект ОПОП служит буфером: финансирование на обратной основе
инфраструктурных проектов за рубежом с целью обеспечить краткосрочную
занятость, создание некоторого роста за рубежом, разгрузка избыточных
производственных мощностей, а также укрепление влияния и расширение
контроля над активами в других странах. Хотя китайско-пакистанский
экономический коридор (КПЭК) на первый взгляд представляется выгодным,
скорее он являет собой попытку Китая приобрести влияние и получить
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доступ к Индийскому океану, создав при этом стимул для некоторых
отраслей промышленности.
Порт Гвадар как жемчужина КПЭК
Пакистанский порт Гвадар является торговым хабом КПЭК на берегу
Индийского океана. Китай провозгласил свой 57-миллиардный план
инвестиционных вложений в этот коридор, конечным пунктом которого
является Гвадар. Порт Гвадар на данный момент не является действующим в
коммерческом отношении, отчасти из-за отсутствия сообщения через
Белуджистан. Другие значительные отрезки проектируемого коридора
проходят через нестабильные регионы, что связано с определенным риском.
И, наконец, острая нехватка воды в Белуджистане затрудняет реализацию
крупномасштабных строительных проектов. Эти препятствия тормозят
завершение создания столь желанного для Китая маршрута импорта
энергоносителей в обход Малаккского пролива.
Повесть о двух портах
Расположенный неподалеку иранский порт Чабахар, в который
вкладывает инвестиции Индия, является геополитическим зеркалом Гвадара.
Оба проекта отражают успехи и ограничения попыток Китая расширить свое
влияние на побережье Индийского океана.
Чабахар является чрезвычайно важным проектом для региональной
энергетической безопасности, который, несмотря на некоторые проблемы,
Индия и Япония полны решимости осуществить. Продуманное
использование Китаем инфраструктурных инвестиций, хотя и является
полезным для пакистанского фондового рынка, не в состоянии в ближайшее
время дать желаемых результатов, из-за ограничений в китайской стратегии
и сложной политической обстановки в регионе, затрудняющей
взаимодействие. Ситуация вокруг развития этих двух портов создает
интересное окно возможностей для России, которая может выступить в
качестве балансирующей силы между Китаем, Индией и Ираном.
Российско-иранские отношения
Российско-иранские отношения часто обсуждаются в связи с взаимными
интересами двух стран на Ближнем Востоке, поскольку как Россия, так и
Иран стремятся ослабить влияние США и играть более важную роль на
территории своей общей периферии. Их партнерство в основном связано с
Каспийским морем. Так, Россия продала иранским компаниям контрольные
пакеты акций двух стратегически важных портов в столице Дагестана
Махачкале и Астрахани, а Иран выступает против роли Азербайджана как
ведущего грузоотправителя на Каспии.
Российско-иранские политические отношения в течение некоторого
времени опережали экономические связи. Даже несмотря на то, что объем
товарооборота в 2016 году вырос на 70-80 процентов, он составил всего 2,2
миллиарда долларов. Россия пытается привлечь иранские инвестиции в свои
мусульманские регионы. Вероятно, в ближайшем будущем можно ожидать
роста деловых контактов, который может позволить России попытаться
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использовать существующие связи между различными этническими и
религиозными общинами в каспийском регионе и Татарстане.
Хотя у Китая имеется значительно более мощный арсенал финансовых и
экономических инструментов для инвестиций в Иран и углубления связей с
этой страной, именно Лукойл стал первой нефтегазовой компанией,
подписавшей договор с Ираном после введения специально разработанного
нефтяного контракта (Iran Petroleum Contract, IPC). Несмотря на попытки
Ирана наладить местное производство оружия с использованием совместных
предприятий или лицензионных продуктов, российская военная
промышленность стремится закрепить свою долю рынка в Иране, прежде чем
китайский экспорт сможет составить ей конкуренцию.
Учитывая все эти факты, Чабахар представляет собой экономический и
политический символ для будущей торговли между Россией, Ираном и
Индией, которая фигурирует в региональном балансе сил. Китай вряд ли
будет обеспокоен, учитывая крошечные объемы этой торговли. Однако,
символы порождают развитие регионального сотрудничества и возможность
появления новых каналов поставок, которые в общем и целом будут идти в
обход желаемых маршрутов, в которые инвестирует Китай.
Границы российских интересов в Пакистане
Несмотря на некоторые шаги по укреплению военных связей с
Пакистаном, включая продажу оружия и совместные учения, экономические
интересы России в Пакистане остаются в лучшем случае амбивалентными,
учитывая ее региональные интересы и вызовы, связанные с
Афганистаном. В 2015 году было подписано соглашение на 2 миллиарда
долларов о прокладке газопровода между Карачи и Лахором, однако
российские деловые круги ограничены в своих возможностях выхода на этот
рынок из-за недостатка знаний, ограниченных областей конкурентных
преимуществ и отсутствия финансирования. Даже в рамках реализации
проекта строительства газопровода ведутся переговоры о снижении
российских толлинговых вознаграждений, поскольку Пакистан воспринимает
угрозу конкуренции с Катаром, как средство давления. Были предприняты
определенные попытки стимулирования инвестиций и торговли между
Пенджабом и Татарстаном, однако они привели к минимальному эффекту
для обеих сторон.
Пакистан публично заявил, что Россия может использовать порт Гвадар
для экспорта. В то же время, Гвадар не является логически обоснованным
транзитным пунктом для российского импорта или экспорта. Теперь
Роснефть владеет портами Вадинар и Гуджарати, после того, как она
приобрела компанию Essar Oil, а транзит российской нефти никогда не
пойдет через Центральную Азию в Пакистан. Россия пытается балансировать
между своим новоявленным интересом к Пакистану и более важными для
Москвы отношениями с Индией. Помимо энергетического сектора, где
доминируют китайские инвестиции, у России нет причин для
экономического взаимодействия с Пакистаном. Пакистан уже потребляет 35
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процентов китайского экспорта вооружений, и пока Россия будет стремиться
закрепить свою долю рынка, Китай прочно займет выгодные позиции.
Главной целью России является улучшение контактов и влияние на Талибан,
поскольку Москва стремится подорвать власть Кабула. Но до тех пор, пока
Таджикистан не вступит в Евразийский экономический союз и не будет
гарантирован транзит через Афганистан и Пакистан в Индию, у России не
будет никаких оснований для более глубокого взаимодействия, кроме
улучшения политических связей в сфере безопасности.
Россия и ОПОП
Учитывая
неопределенную
эффективность
инфраструктурных
инвестиций, китайская инициатива ОПОП мало чем сможет помочь
экономическому росту в транзитных странах без проведения реформ и
ослабления политической напряженности. Пакистан демонстрирует
позитивные признаки.
Тем не менее, политическая напряженность и проблемы безопасности не
позволят осуществление транзита через Афганистан и надолго отрежут
Таджикистан от торговли с Пакистаном. Россия имеет гораздо лучшие
отношения с Тегераном, чем Пекин, и ее политика в Пакистане должна
рассматриваться через призму более широкого взаимодействия с регионом
Индийского океана. Экспансия Китая в Пакистане обострила вражду между
индийским и пакистанским правительствами, создав для России
определенный простор для маневра. Хотя Китай может утверждать, что его
инвестиции являются взаимовыгодными и не выполняют никакой
политической функции, все же существуют региональные победители и
проигравшие.
Мягкие попытки противостоять ОПОП маскируют расчеты Москвы на
то, что каспийский регион станет препятствием для китайской экспансии.
Иран и Россия предпочитают разделить Каспий между собой и действуют
соответствующим образом. Учитывая ничтожную вероятность крупного
сдвига в пакистано-индийских отношениях, который повысил бы надежность
сухопутных торговых маршрутов через Пакистан и Афганистан, Россия
готова использовать свои главные источники существования –
энергоносители и оружие, в качестве политических инструментов для
наращивания регионального влияния, без выделения гигантских финансовых
ресурсов ради проектов сомнительной экономической ценности. Подход
России к китайско-пакистанскому экономическому коридору является
ассиметричным и заключается в использовании целевых секторов для
конкуренции с Китаем там, где она возможна. Чабахар обеспечит важный
канал для этой двойной игры, независимо от новостей из Гвадара.
КПЭК. В Пакистане создан первый аналитический центр строительства
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
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В понедельник в Исламабаде состоялась церемония открытия Центра
исследования
вопросов
строительства
китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора. Это первый официальный аналитический центр
подобного рода.
Министр планирования, развития и реформ Пакистана Ахсан Икбал в
своем выступлении на церемонии отметил, что китайско-пакистанский
экономический коридор касается судьбы и будущего Пакистана,
строительство этого коридора изменило и меняет неблагоприятное
положение страны, испытывающей сложности в привлечении инвестиций,
серьезную нехватку энергоресурсов и транспортной инфраструктуры. Проект
откроет новые возможности экономического и социального развития и
вдохнет в него жизненную силу.
Китайский посол Сунь Вэйдун заявил, что китайско-пакистанский
экономический коридор поможет Пакистану осуществить экономический
подъем, смягчить нехватку энергоресурсов, укрепить взаимосвязь,
преодолеть информационную пропасть и создать еще больше рабочих мест.
Он выразил надежду и веру в то, что данный аналитический центр
удовлетворит потребности развития коридора и поможет предприятиям и
частным лицам из Пакистана извлечь пользу из развития коридора.
Центр исследования вопросов строительства китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора будет находиться в ведомстве Министерства
планирования, развития и реформ Пакистана. Его задача будет состоять в
изучении влияния экономического коридора на социальное и экономическое
развитие Пакистана, оценке торгового и промышленного сотрудничества в
рамках экономического коридора, изучении регионального сотрудничества,
финансового развития, трудоустройства, освоения людских ресурсов, а также
развития городов.
Резолюция ООН упоминает КПЭК как важную составную часть
мирового экономического сотрудничества (в связи с Афганистаном) –
(проходит по территории Азад Кашмир).
CPEC mention in UNSC resolution good news
The News. 20.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/193443-CPEC-mention-inUNSC-resolution-good-news

ISLAMABAD: The mention of China‘s grand ―One Belt, One Road‖ (OBOR)
initiative including the China-Pak Economic Corridor (CPEC) in Friday's adopted
UN Security Council (UNSC) resolution has come as good news for Pakistan.
However, this reference also showed the consensus of the international
community on embracing the concept of Chinese leader Xi Jinping.
The CPEC that also passes through Azad Kashmir has thus received backing
from the highest global forum, which is not obviously disheartening for India that
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keeps bragging about the success of its foreign policy, threatening Pakistan to
isolate it in the world.
The CPEC is classified as closely related to the Belt and Road Initiative. It in
particular is often regarded as the link between China's maritime and overland Silk
Road with the port of Gwadar forming the crux of the CPEC project.
The resolution which extended the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in
Afghanistan (UNAMA) by one year called on countries to strengthen the process
of regional economic cooperation, including measures to facilitate regional
connectivity, trade and transit, including through regional development initiatives
such as the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road
(the Belt and Road) Initiative.
India has strongly opposed the CPEC and protested to China more than once,
but its efforts to block the grand project have always met with abject failure as
Beijing has rejected them vehemently. New Delhi has also told Beijing that while
it was in favour of connectivity projects, the CPEC violated its sovereignty as it
passes through Azad Kashmir.
However, Chinese diplomats have portrayed the reference to the Belt and
Road as a community of shared destiny, both of which are Xi Jinping's pet
initiatives, as a victory of sorts, hailing it as a first for China's diplomacy.
The Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st-century Maritime Silk Road, also
known as The Belt and Road (B&R), OBOR or the Belt and Road Initiative is a
development strategy and framework, proposed by Xi Jinping that focuses on
connectivity and cooperation among countries primarily between China and the
rest of Eurasia, which consists of two main components, the land-based Silk Road
Economic Belt (SREB) and oceangoing Maritime Silk Road (MSR). The strategy
underlines China's push to take a bigger role in global affairs.
It was unveiled in September and October 2013 in announcements revealing
the SREB and MSR, respectively. It was also promoted by Premier Li Keqiang
during the State visit in Asia and Europe.
The coverage area of the initiative is primarily Asia and Europe,
encompassing around 60 countries. Oceania and East Africa are also included.
Anticipated cumulative investment is variously put at $4 trillion or $8 trillion.
OBOR has been contrasted with the two US-centric trading arrangements, the
Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership.
When Xi Jinping had visited Central Asia and Southeast Asia in September
and October 2013, he had raised the initiative of jointly building the Silk Road
Economic Belt and the MSR. Essentially, the 'belt' includes countries situated on
the original Silk Road through Central Asia, West Asia, the Middle East, and
Europe. The initiative calls for the integration of the region into a cohesive
economic area through building infrastructure, increasing cultural exchanges, and
broadening trade.
Apart from this zone, which is largely analogous to the historical Silk Road,
another area that is included in the extension of this 'belt' is South Asia and
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Southeast Asia. Many of the countries that are part of this belt are also members of
the China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).
North, central and south belts are proposed. The North belt goes through
Central Asia, Russia to Europe.
The Central belt goes through Central Asia, West Asia to the Persian Gulf and
the Mediterranean. The South belt starts from China to Southeast Asia, South Asia,
the Indian Ocean. The Chinese One Belt strategy will integrate with Central Asia
through Kazakhstan's Nurly Zhol infrastructure programme.
The MSR is a complementary initiative aimed at investing and fostering
collaboration in Southeast Asia, Oceania, and North Africa, through several
contiguous bodies of water – the South China Sea, the South Pacific Ocean, and
the wider Indian Ocean area.
The Maritime Silk Road initiative was first proposed by Xi Jinping during a
speech to the Indonesian Parliament in October 2013. Like its sister initiative the
Silk Road Economic Belt, most countries in this area have joined the AIIB.
East Africa, including Zanzibar in particular, will form an important part of
the MSR after improvements to local ports and construction of a modern standardgauge rail link between Nairobi and Kampala is completed.
In May 2014, Premier Li Keqiang visited Kenya to sign a cooperation
agreement with the Kenyan government. Under this accord, a railroad line will be
constructed connecting Mombasa to Nairobi. When completed, it will stretch
approximately 2,700 kilometers costing around $250 million.
In September 2015, China's Sinomach signed a strategic, cooperative
memorandum of understanding with General Electric. The memorandum of
understanding set goals to build wind turbines to promote clean energy programs
and to increase the number of energy consumers in sub-Saharan Africa.
The AIIB, first proposed by China in October 2013, is a development bank
dedicated to lending for projects regarding infrastructure. As of 2015, China
announced that over one trillion yuan ($160 billion) of infrastructure projects were
in planning or construction.
КПЭК – заканчивается неэффективность пакистанской экономики
Ending inefficiency in the domestic economy
JAWAID BOKHARI. Business & Finance weekly, March 20th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1321662/ending-inefficiency-in-the-domestic-economy

2017.

As the CPEC investment is turning into a catalyst for shoring up the domestic
economy, policy adjustments are — reluctantly or willingly — being made to spur
Chinese capital spending; though this move is drawing criticism from local
businesses not eligible for the same incentives.
As much of new foreign investments is CPEC-centric, project or industryspecific incentives are being extended to major national projects which form the
core of the current development strategy.
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For example, Chinese companies have been provided 17pc guaranteed return
on equity on power projects. Nepra was forced by the government to hike its
original tariff of 71 paisas per unit to 74 paisas after the Chinese contractor
declined to take up the Matiari-Lahore transmission line project at the rate
determined by the regulator.
Export-oriented industrialisation is giving way to a focus on making the
domestic market more efficient through investments in physical
infrastructure
Similarly, the Cabinet‘s Economic Coordination Committee has approved
incentives for the Lahore Metro Train Project. In short all major CPEC projects are
being offered additional incentives to ensure Chinese participation and investment.
While fiscal incentives are normally industry-specific, exceptions have been
made in the past in individual cases, like Hubco, which was assured guaranteed
electricity purchases by Wapda (or compensation for them) and abnormally high
tariffs. The tariffs were reduced sometimes later due to government pressure.
Earlier multinational companies were offered special fiscal packages to
compensate them for ‗transfer of technology‘ in a critical or important segment of
the economy.
This often led to criticism by local businesses that foreign investors were
patronised at the cost of domestic industry and trade. Some of these incentives
were withdrawn with the domestic industry acquiring enough muscle to have a say
in the corridors of power.
The spectre of the ‗East India Company‘ did haunt the people directly
involved in financing Hubco, similar to public perception about the CPEC now.
They were disturbed by the way successive governments cajoled public
institutions to accept the terms and conditions of Hubco‘s sponsors; but ultimately
the major stakes in the company were bought by a well established local business
house.
Rent-seeking is not a long-term, durable way of sustaining businesses,
especially in this era of new ideas and new technology.
The focus on domestic investment has also impacted the foreign trade policy.
The State Bank of Pakistan has imposed a 100pc cash margin on imports of nonessential items.
The objective is to cut imports and spare foreign exchange earnings and
reserves for import of capital goods — plant, machinery and equipment —
required for building vital infrastructure and overcoming critical energy shortage.
There is also a move to encourage China to invest in import substitution
industries in the CPEC-related economic zones, particularly in manufacturing
products that already have a market in Pakistan.
The possibility of the Chinese manufacturing goods which can be produced at
a cheaper rate in Pakistan — to meet the domestic needs of their population living
closer to Pakistani borders — cannot be ruled out. This will help reduce the
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imbalance in bilateral trade that is unfavourable to the country. Pakistan‘s imports
from China exceded $12bn while exports amounted to a mere $1.67bn.
Not to distort the viability of projects that could be impacted by volatile
interest and exchange rates and to contain the cost of debt servicing, the stability of
the rupee has been a major concern of policymakers while interest rates have been
maintained at a historically low level.
An export-oriented industrialisation is giving way to a focus on investment in
physical infrastructure— normally stimulated by cheap credit and a stable
exchange rate — to make the domestic market more efficient and competitive.
While financial globalisation, fluctuating currency and interest rates and
speculative trading in the capital market have helped shore up falling corporate
profits for the past few decades, they have lost much of their former links with the
real economy and productive pursuit. A buoyant capital market often co-exists
with a stagnant economy.
One thing that is very important is that participation of local companies and
labour in the CPEC projects needs to be maximised and Chinese capital and labour
needs to be minimised, as far as feasible, to contain foreign exchange spending,
foreign debt servicing and repatriation of profits.
With the economy‘s external sector under constant pressure, risks of
mounting foreign dependence have to be a concern for both Chinese and Pakistani
authorities in order to maintain sustainable bilateral economic relations.
Сооружение КПЭК не изменит позицию Китая по Кашмиру (т.е. через
политический диалог).
CPEC development won't affect stance on Kashmir: China
The News. 18.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/193092-CPEC-developmentwont-affect-stance-on-Kashmir-China

BEIJING: The Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson said during a recent
press conference that the development of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) will not affect China's stance on the issue of Kashmir.
During a press conference, a journalist asked the Chinese Foreign Ministry
Spokesperson to comment on India's objections to Pakistan's plans to declare
Gilgit-Baltistan its fifth province, which is one of the areas where the CPEC will
go through.
"On the Kashmir issue, China's position is consistent and clear-cut. As a
leftover issue from history between India and Pakistan, it needs to be properly
settled through dialogue and consultation between the two sides. The development
of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor does not affect China's position on the
Kashmir issue," she said.
When asked about whether Pakistan and China discussed cooperation on the
production of ballistic missiles, she said that Pakistan and China 'maintain normal
defense exchanges and cooperation in military industry and trade.'
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"On the visit of Pakistani Chief of Army Staff Bajwa to China, relevant
readouts have already been released about his meetings with Vice Premier Zhang
Gaoli, Vice Chairman Fan Changlong of the Central Military Commission and
Chief of the Joint Staff Department Fang Fenghui. I do not have any specific
information regarding the question you raised. But I can tell you that China and
Pakistan maintain normal defense exchanges and cooperation in military industry
and trade," she said.
«КПЭК нарушает суверенитет Индии» (считают индийцы)
'China-Pakistan Economic Corridor challenge to India's sovereignty'
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
16.03.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/china-pakistan-economic-corridor-challenge-to-indiassovereignty/articleshow/57659727.cms

•India has criticised the Chinese-funded CPEC, which links China‘s Muslim
dominated Xinjiang province to the Gwadar deep-sea port in Pakistan
•The project passes through Gilgit-Baltistan in PoK, which New Delhi
considers its own territory.
•The defence ministry also reiterated India‘s support for freedom of
navigation and overflight based on international laws in the contentious South
China Sea.
NEW DELHI: India has expressed strong opposition to the $46 billion ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor+ (CPEC) project, which is the key to Beijing's
ambitious 'One-Belt, One-Road' initiative, even as it slammed Islamabad for not
taking concrete steps to stop crossborder terrorism.
"The CPEC passing through Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir challenges Indian
sovereignty," said the Union defence ministry in its annual report submitted to
Parliament on Wednesday.
In the past too, India has criticised the Chinese-funded CPEC, which links
China's Muslim dominated Xinjiang province to the Gwadar deep-sea port+ in
Pakistan, because it passes through Gilgit-Baltistan in PoK, which New Delhi
considers its own territory.
During the G-20 summit at Hangzhou in September last year, PM Narendra
Modi had expressed India's concerns over the CPEC in his bilateral meeting with
Chinese President Xi Jinping, holding that the two countries needed to be
"sensitive" to each other's strategic interests.
Taking note of China's significant restructuring of its People's Liberation
Army to boost its offensive military capabilities, the defence ministry also
reiterated India's support for freedom of navigation and overflight, and
unimpeached commerce, based on international laws in the contentious South
China Sea.
New Delhi has taken to criticising Beijing's strongarm tactics in the South
China Sea+ , even as it slowly but steadily builds military ties with countries like
Vietnam, Malaysia and others locked in territorial disputes with China in the
region.
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"India undertakes various activities, including cooperation in the oil and gas
sector, with littoral states of South China Sea (Vietnam, for instance)...India
believes that states should resolve disputes through peaceful means....," said the
MoD.
Turning to Pakistan, the MoD said: "Although the (Pakistani) military has
made efforts to improve the security situation in the country, it has avoided taking
action against jihadi and terror outfits that target Pakistan's neighbours."
"Support to such groups persists despite ongoing efforts by the international
community, including India, to list the head of the terrorist group Jaish-eMuhammed, Masood Azhar, as an international terrorist," it added.
"Such outfits continued to be encouraged to infiltrate into India under the
cover of massive cross-LoC and cross-border firing in J&K and other areas
throughout the year.
China's hegemonic policy has to be challenged. Pakistan is selling land it does
not have rights upon. POK issue has remained meaningless at the UN for far too
long and with cross border terrorism inc... Read More
Pakistan-based terrorists attacked military bases in India, triggering an
appropriate response by the Indian armed forces (the September 29 surgical strikes
against terror launch pads in PoK)," it added.
As for the internal security situation in J&K, especially in the aftermath of the
killing of Hizbul Mujahideen leader Burhan Wani in July last year, the MoD said it
is currently tense but under control. "Relentless counter-terrorist operations by the
Army, along with other security forces, in the hinterland have thwarted the plans of
Pakistan to give a fillip to the proxy war being waged against India," it said.
Импортзамещение в Пакистане (китайские товары заполонили Пакистан)
Import substitution
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Economic
&
Business,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320017/import-substitution

March
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2017.

With eyes fixed on the bonanza that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
promises to bring, a comprehensive plan has been devised to attract investment,
primarily in import substitution manufacturing in the areas of domestic advantage.
According to the Board of Investment (BoI), consumer items, most of which
are imported from China, stand first in line to be encouraged at the SEZs.
The $12.099bn import from China in 2015-16 shows a big scope for import
substitution as most of the imported products require simple technology.
Electronic appliances, rubber tyres, pharmaceutical items, plastic toys,
tupperware, earphone, bulbs, handbags, stationery — are already being imported
from China in bulk.
The BoI is targeting foreign direct investment of $24bn for the next three
years.
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The plan aims to set up nine Special Economic Zones (SEZs) across the four
provinces and special areas. This is part of a policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue.
The plan aims to set up nine SEZs across four provinces and special
areas as part of an import substitution policy to reduce external vulnerability
and tackle the chronic balance of payments issue
Pakistan spends millions of dollars every year on importing consumer items
like value added food products, personal care, home appliances and other
household items.
The import of selected consumer goods surged from $1.283bn in FY 2013 to
$1.749bn in FY 2015.
In the early 1980s, the import substitution policy was replaced by exportoriented industrialisation which instead created an import-oriented economy.
In this background, the BoI has identified a total of 41 sites in the four
provinces for SEZs to be connected with the CPEC. The list of these zones was
shared with the Chinese authorities.
A senior BoI official said that consultation has been initiated with all
stakeholders, including the provinces, for finalising an import substitution
incentive package for industries in these SEZs, applicable to both local and foreign
investors.
The ministry of industries and production has already identified industrial
sectors and sub-sectors. ―All these are in the draft stage and have not been finalised
as yet‖, the official said, adding ―We have requested the Chinese authorities to
inform of their expectations from the package as well‖.
Under the SEZ Act 2012, the government can offer an income tax holiday for
10 years along with duty exemption on machinery imports.
So far seven SEZs are operational in the four provinces. Products produced in
the SEZs are mostly consumed in the domestic market.
The SEZs listed as priority are Punjab-China Economic Zone, Bostan
Industrial Zone (Balochistan), China Special Economic Zone, Dhabeji, Thatta
(Sindh), Rashakai Economic Zone (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Moqpondass SEZ
(Gilgit-Baltistan), Bhimber Industrial Zone (Azad Jammu and Kashmir) and ICT
Model Industrial Zone (Islamabad).
The official said the government will declare all these zones as SEZs after the
completion of all formalities. Under the law, the government can declare any area
of more than 50 acres as a special economic zone.
According to the BoI official, the government will provide gas, water,
electricity and other facilities in these zones.
The industries to be set up in the SEZs can also export their products
especially to Central Asian States and Middle East. The duty and taxes paid on raw
materials will be refunded in case of export proceeds.
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Реальная стоимость КПЭК для Пакистана
The cost of CPEC
Nasir Jamal. Dawn, EOS, March 12th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320028/thecost-of-cpec

On November 13, 2016, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, then Army Chief
Raheel Sharif and Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong inaugurate trade
activities in Gwadar — White Star file photo
It is hard to miss them: an excavator digging the road near Thokar Niaz Beg
where another new concrete pillar will soon be raised. This structure is being
constructed to support the almost 27-kilometres-long elevated track for the
country‘s first rapid transit train project, the Lahore Orange Line Metro Train. A
front-loader waits nearby to be called to scoop up the rubble and load it on to the
dumper to make room for the workers to fix a steel mould in the ditch for the
concrete pillar.
Pushed by Chinese investment, there is indeed great economic activity in
Pakistan around projects connected with the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). But, as the old adage goes, ‗there ain‘t no such thing as a free lunch.‘
The Lahore Metro Train is one of the several energy and transport
infrastructure projects being built with Chinese money under the CPEC initiative,
the new 3,200km long trade route that would connect Kashgar in China‘s
landlocked northwestern Xinjiang region with the Middle East, Europe and Africa
via Pakistan‘s deep sea port in its southernmost city of Gwadar through a network
of highways, railways and pipelines. The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) government is fast-tracking several of these projects before its five-year term
expires in May 2018.
Civil works on the 1.65-billion-dollar Metro Train project in Lahore, for
example, are moving full steam ahead and the Shahbaz Sharif government hopes to
finish the job long before the elections next year. This is despite a legal challenge
from civil society activists, who obtained a court order in August last year that
halted construction of the track in front of the city‘s 11 heritage sites, including the
historic Shalamar Gardens. Yet the administration doesn‘t seem too worried about
it.
Although money is being pumped in by China on the CPEC project,
much of the opportunity is being exploited by Chinese companies rather than
Pakistani ones. And the financial burdens are still obscured.
The value of the power and infrastructure deals concluded around the trade
corridor has increased from the original 46 billion dollars to an estimated 57 billion
dollars. Costs have swelled with the inclusion of Chinese financing for Pakistan
Railways and transport projects in the provincial capitals of Sindh, KhyberPakhtunkhwa and Balochistan. While Beijing will pay for the larger part of the
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CPEC bill through commercial loans, soft loans, grants and private equity
investment, Islamabad is also required to chip in funds for transport projects.
Almost 28 billion dollars of the proposed investment has been allocated for
‗early harvest‘ projects — 18 billion dollars for power projects and 10 billion
dollars for rail, road and port infrastructure — and the rest of the investment is
expected to materialise by 2030 and beyond. Power plants are being funded
through foreign direct investment by Chinese firms and commercial loans at the
rate of six to seven percent from Chinese banks. The financing for the transport
sector is provided by the Chinese government and the respective state-owned
Chinese banks mostly as concessional loans have been taken at two to 2.4 percent
mark-up.
Ever since President Xi Jinping showed up in Islamabad in April 2015 to sign
the investment deals around the trade route, the corridor project has created huge
expectations about future growth among the common people, businesspersons and
the government. Even multilateral lenders such as the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in September last year described the CPEC initiative as an ―opportunity for
Pakistan to boost investment and growth.‖
According to the IMF: ―The CPEC could go a long way towards alleviating
Pakistan‘s long-standing supply-side bottlenecks and lifting its long-term potential
output… power supply will improve for exports. Transport infrastructure (roads,
rail and port) will allow easier and low-cost access to domestic and overseas
markets, promoting inter-regional and international merchandise trade. Services
trade will also benefit from the increased trade traffic from China ... (and the
initiative) would catalyse private business investment and boost productivity.‖
No wonder then that the Nawaz Sharif government is increasingly betting on
Beijing‘s commitment to pour money into energy and transport projects in
Pakistan. The great hope is that it will reinvigorate Pakistan‘s flagging economy,
boost manufacturing, and create jobs for the millions of young people entering the
job market every year as foreign private and official capital inflows from the West
dry up and exports fall.
But the question is: has Pakistan safeguarded its interests when inking these
deals? Or have we surrendered our autonomy in desperation for funds?
THE COST OF CHINESE INVESTMENT

Little less than two years after the two all-weather friends signed the
investment deals, Chinese officials claim their government and companies have
already spent about $14bn on various power and transport infrastructure projects in
Pakistan. As work on CPEC-related projects makes ‗rapid‘ progress, the focus of
public debates is gradually shifting from ‗Will CPEC projects ever materialise?‘ to
‗What is the price tag that will come attached to the Chinese investments for the
ordinary Pakistani consumers?‘
The government‘s policy of keeping a tight leash on information relating to
the financing of CPEC projects and the manner of their execution isn‘t helping
mitigate public concerns about the direct, indirect and hidden costs of the deals.
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Many fear that the deals made with China are going to impose enormous costs on
the budget and consequently on the people.
In the case of power projects, the government has gone many steps
further to appease Chinese investors. In some instances, it has forced Nepra to
bump up tariff that the regulator had originally determined for the projects
sponsored by the Chinese firms and investors. Take the case of the 660KV
Matiari-Lahore DC (direct current) transmission line — Nepra was forced to
raise the original tariff of 71 paisas per unit that it had determined to 74
paisas after the contractor refused to undertake the project at that price.
―We must pay a very, very heavy price before the Chinese money can help
us,‖ asserts Ijaz A. Mumtaz, former president of the Lahore Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (LCCI). ―Given the poor state of our economy that
stopped producing jobs many years ago, the CPEC initiative was unavoidable [for
boosting growth]. So are its costs for the [national] budget and the ordinary
citizen.‖
These costs are piling up in different ways: expensive credit, hefty tax
incentives for Chinese contractors and investors, higher power tariff and capital
expenditure allowed for the CPEC power projects, preference given to Chinese
enterprises in the award of the contracts, and so on and so forth.
Pakistan Business Council (PBC) chief executive officer Ehsan Malik points
out that the industry and the people are still in the dark regarding the terms of the
deal signed almost two years back. ―We are being told by the government that the
CPEC is a ‗gift horse‘ from China. But who knows? It could turn out to be a
Trojan horse for us. Unless the government ensures transparency in the deals it has
made with the Chinese, the concerns will continue to rise.‖
Mumtaz echoes this viewpoint. He argues that the exact price tag attached
with CPEC deals cannot be calculated unless ―we know how much of the promised
Chinese money is coming as commercial debt, investors‘ equity and soft loans.
The government must ensure transparency about details of deals signed with China
to put public worries to rest.‖
While the exact price tag attached with the Chinese investments will become
known over time as the work on the projects progresses, the costs they are going to
impose on the budget have already started to unfold. On January 6, for example,
the Economic Coordination Council of the Cabinet approved tax exemptions and
reductions estimated at 20 billion rupees on imported machinery and equipment for
the Lahore Metro Train project.
The Council made the decision on the demand of the Shahbaz Sharif
government, which feared the mass transit project‘s final cost would escalate to
1.845 billion dollars without the requested tax benefits. The provincial government
had rested its case on the argument that similar preferential treatment had been
extended to several power, transport and infrastructure projects underway across
the country as part of the Corridor project.
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Indeed, the Metro Train isn‘t the first CPEC-related project to get tax benefits.
Nor will it be the last one to secure tax discounts. ―The ‗hidden‘ costs of the power
and transport infrastructure being developed under the CPEC initiative are building
up,‖ contends Maqsood Ahmed Butt, a Lahore-based businessman ―These are
costs that no one had told us about. Nor had we anticipated them. And as the
euphoria over the multi-billion-dollar power and transport infrastructure
development deals melts down, even the supporters of the ruling party will start
feeling the pinch.‖
TAX HOLIDAY OR HEIST?

Apart from the Lahore metro train project, the government has already
allowed similar, heftier tax concessions to the Chinese firm managing and
developing the deep sea port and a special economic zone in Gwadar for a period
of 40 years and 23 years, respectively. Tax incentives for Chinese contractors
involved in the construction of the Sukkur-Multan section of the Karachi-Peshawar
Motorway and the Thakot-Havelian section of the Karakoram Highway have also
been notified by the Federal Board of Revenue.
In the energy sector, as media reports suggest, the Thar-based power projects
were the first to secure tax benefits. Now the Chinese companies developing
hydropower projects — Karot, Suki Kinari and Kohala hydropower projects — are
also expecting tax waivers. Actually, in the case of power projects, the government
has gone many steps further to appease Chinese investors.
In some instances, it has forced the National Electric Power Regulatory
Authority (Nepra) to bump up the tariff that the regulator had originally
determined for the projects sponsored by the Chinese firms and investors. Take the
case of the 660KV Matiari-Lahore DC (direct current) transmission line, essential
for evacuation of 4,000 megawatt electricity from the new, under-construction
coal-fired plants at Port Qasim to energy load centres in Punjab. Nepra was forced
to raise the original tariff of 71 paisas per unit that it had determined to 74 paisas
after the contractor refused to undertake the project at that price.
In certain cases, Nepra has been approached by the government to
accommodate the contractors‘ request for upward revision of the projects‘ capital
expenditure determined earlier because costs escalated due to ‗unseen‘ factors. In
other cases such as solar power projects, the power sector regulator was
manipulated into announcing a higher up-front tariff for Chinese firms before it
was significantly reduced for other investors.
The government has also agreed to set up a revolving fund equal to 22 percent
of estimated monthly invoicing, backed by sovereign guarantee, to ensure
uninterrupted payment to the Chinese sponsors of the CPEC-related power
projects. It means that if the power purchaser defaults on payments, the
government will pick up the liability and pay 22 percent of the bills of Chinese
power producers up-front. No such concessions and incentives are made available
to the local investors, the industry sources complain.
―We may have surplus electricity once the new power projects being
developed under the Corridor project come online. But we will not be able to
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afford it because the government has offered very high tariffs to the Chinese firms
[based on the high CAPEX costs of the projects],‖ argues Shahid Sattar, a
consultant who was member of the expert panel that drafted Pakistan‘s first private
power policy in the 1990s. ―In Bangladesh, the Chinese firms investing in coal
power have been offered as low a tariff as $0.062 per unit compared with $0.092
per unit in Pakistan. Moreover, Chinese investors are bringing the latest,
environment-friendly technology to Bangladesh while we have allowed them to
[relocate] their old plants in Pakistan,‖ alleges Sattar.
No official estimate of the cost of the tax benefits already granted to the
contractors and sponsors of the CPEC-related project, or under consideration of the
government for the upcoming undertakings, are available. ―In principle, we should
be able to answer your question, but we actually haven‘t calculated the exact
numbers,‖ an FBR official told Dawn Eos. A report carried by Dawn towards the
end of January had nonetheless estimated the total cost of these benefits for the
budget and consumers to be somewhere between 180 billion rupees and 200 billion
rupees.
Much of the new cost build-up in the form of tax incentives is a one-time
occurrence rather than recurring, though. However, the burden of the tax waivers
and reductions on the budget, and consequently on the people, is feared to increase
going forward with an increase in the volume of Chinese investments in the CPECrelated deals, whose size has already spiked to 57 billion dollars owing to the
inclusion of several new projects, and the tax benefits being considered for the 29
planned special industrial zones along the trade route.
These costs are also exclusive of the price that the people will be required to
pay and the budget will have to pick up in the shape of minimum guaranteed return
on equity (RoE) of 17 percent and higher tariffs to the sponsors of the power
projects through their life cycle. Nor do these include the cost of raising and
maintaining the special security force for protecting the route, as well as Chinese
investments and workers. Initially, the government tried in September last year to
recover the security cost from consumers through their monthly power bills during
the entire project life of 25-30 years by allowing one percent increase in the capital
cost of all the upcoming power projects. It was rejected by the Nepra, though.
The proposal, according to a federal government official, still remains on the
table. But for now, the federal government is focused on recovering security costs
from the provinces through deduction of three percent from their share in the
divisible pool under the next National Finance Commission (nfc) award.
(Islamabad is seeking total seven percent deduction from the divisible pool before
its vertical division between the federation and the province.) The proposal, if
agreed and implemented, will certainly hurt the provinces‘ expenditure on their
social sectors going forward at the cost of service delivery to their citizens.
Last but not the least, since all CPEC-related power projects — whether
thermal or hydel — are being set up in the private sector, mostly with Chinese
money as independent power producers (IPPs), they also enjoy a life-time waiver
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on corporate tax payments, similar to the ones established in the 1990s and the
2000s, in spite of guaranteed profits.
―The exemption allowed to IPPs [has been in place] ever since Pakistan
formulated its first private power policy in the early 1990s to attract investment in
power generation. This means that the power company‘s profits will not be taxed,‖
contends a senior executive of one of the projects underway on condition of
anonymity.
Tax incentives being offered to Chinese contractors are also against the
advice of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). In its annual report on the state of the
economy during 2015/2016, the SBP had noted: ―… since tax incentives impose
significant costs on budgets (and are hard to withdraw), focus should be on
regulatory and administrative incentives.‖
In addition to various fiscal incentives given to Chinese investors, the
investment deals signed with China allegedly bind Islamabad to award contracts
for all CPEC projects to Chinese contractors, who may or may not partner with
local firms and may or may not procure material from local manufacturers. The
alleged agreement means that Pakistani companies would not be in a position to
compete with the Chinese contractors for any project or will depend on their sweet
will to sell their products for the projects being implemented here.
OPPORTUNITY COSTS
In December 2015, according to a newspaper report, the government cleared
three infrastructure projects under the CPEC — the 392km Multan-Sukkur section
of the Lahore-Karachi Motorway, the 120km Havelian-Thakot road project and
construction of allied infrastructure in the Mullah Band area of Gwadar — at a
price of 4.4 billion dollars, or one billion dollars more than the original estimate.
The upward revision in the cost of these projects was the ―limitations imposed
under the framework agreement signed with China.‖ The story quotes an unnamed
official of the planning ministry as saying that agreements inked bind the
government to award all CPEC-related projects to Chinese contractors at whatever
price they quote in their bids.
Little wonder then that many businessmen view CPEC investments as a
bigger business opportunity for China than for Pakistan. ―With the contracts for the
Corridor projects being awarded to Chinese contractors and with the chunk of
CPEC investments flowing back to China for equipment, machinery, materials and
even manpower, the multi-billion-dollar initiative appears to be a bigger business
opportunity for China rather than Pakistan,‖ says PBC‘S Malik.
Businesspeople such as Mohammad Ali Tabba, chief executive officer of one
of the country‘s largest business conglomerates Younus Group, consider CPEC a
major opportunity for Pakistan. ―There is little doubt that Pakistan direly needed
massive investment in energy and transport infrastructure projects to cut blackouts,
boost growth and create jobs. China has come to our rescue when everyone else is
shying from coming to Pakistan,‖ he asserts. But, he adds, the government should
offer the same incentives and support to the local investors and firms it is giving to
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the Chinese companies (to provide them are even playing field to allow them to
compete for the CPEC contracts).
Although the IMF viewed the CPEC project as an opportunity for Pakistan, it
also warned about its immediate and long-term impact on the economy, especially
the country‘s fragile balance of payments position. ―During the investment phase,
Pakistan will see a surge in FDI and other external inflows. A concomitant increase
in import of machinery, industrial raw materials and services will likely offset a
significant share of these inflows, such that the current account deficit would
widen, with manageable net inflows into the balance of payments,‖ IMF says in its
final staff review of its 7.6 billion dollar loan in September 2016.
At the same time, the multilateral lender points out, these impacts were
difficult to quantify due to uncertainty and lack of available information. ―...IMF
staff projects CPEC-related capital inflows (FDI and borrowing) to reach about 2.2
percent of the projected GDP and CPEC imports to about 11 percent of the total
projected imports in 2019/2020.
―...As IPPs start operations, profit repatriation by these companies would
begin to rise in the subsequent years… Repayment obligations to CPEC-related
government borrowings, including amortisation and interest payments, are
expected to rise after 2020/2021 due to concessional terms of these loans.
Combined, these CPEC-related outflows could reach about 0.4pc of GDP per year
over the longer term.‖
The Fund was of the view that CPEC had the potential to catalyse higher
private investment and exports, which would help cover the CPEC-related
outflows that are expected over the long term. But it cautioned that ―reaping the
full potential benefits of CPEC will require forceful pro-growth and exportsupporting reforms. These include improvements in business climate and
strengthening security and governance.‖
Comparing CPEC with the other two major trade corridors – Panama and
Suez Canals — a Punjab University economics professor says on condition of
anonymity: ―While the Panama Canal earned 2.5-3 billion dollars a year and Suez
five billion dollars through toll collection, Pakistan should not expect more than 3
billion dollars once the corridor becomes fully operational. This amount will be
nothing compared with what we will be required to pay back to China for its
‗gift‘.‖
―If we really want to take advantage of the CPEC project, we must review the
deals with Chinese investors and contractors, withdraw special incentives given to
them in our desperation to attract investment, support our local businesses and
provide a level playing field to our investors to boost growth and exports in the
long-term,‖ says the professor from Punjab University. ―Otherwise, the CPEC will
prove to be yet another East India Company as pointed out by a MQM senator
many months back. Do we want that?‖
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Пакистан должен будет заплатить за КПЭК 90 млрд. долл. (по займам
и проценты).
Pakistan will be paying China $90b against CPEC-related projects
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
12th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1352995/pakistan-will-paying-china-90b-cpec-related-projects/

KARACHI: Pakistan will end up paying $90 billion to China over a span of
30 years against the loan and investment portfolio worth $50 billion under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), report of a brokerage house estimated.
The estimated return – sum of principal and interest on foreign currency debt
and repayment of profits/dividend on equity investment – shows 40% return on
investment.
The amount increased to $54 billion after the inclusion of more projects in
CPEC such as investments in Pakistan Railways and financing of the Karachi
Circular Railways project. The volume of return would increase accordingly.
Infrastructure and power projects – part of the CPEC portfolio and divided across
time in terms of priority – are expected to be completed by fiscal year 2030.
Topline Securities, in its report, said leading economists have estimated
annual average repayments of $3-4 billion per year post fiscal year 2020.
Close ad X
―Average annual repayment of CPEC will be $3 billion. {However, in
medium term} between fiscal year 2020-25, it will range between $2.0-5.3 billion
with average payment of $3.7 billion,‖ Saad Hashemy, an analyst at the brokerage
house, said in a report titled, ‗Pakistan‘s External Account Concerns and CPEC
Repayment‘.
Another valid concern is over the repayment of CPEC-related projects. This is
because most projects are being funded abroad and Pakistan is not seeing any
significant inflow of foreign exchange.
―It should be noted that project financing for CPEC is being done between
Chinese companies and banks and around 25% of CPEC investment is expected to
come in Pakistan,‖ he said. The report argued the repayment would remain
manageable despite additional burden of debt servicing and repatriate of profits on
equity investment in CPEC. The amount for additional repayment would be
generated from the expected surge in exports, drop in imports and increased inflow
of remittances.
Trade
The brokerage house assumed exports to grow by 4.5% a year till fiscal year
2025, which is higher than the previous decade‘s average of 3%. This is because of
expectation of CPEC-led higher GDP growth in the coming years and positive
impact on local industry.
Imports are expected to grow by 4% in line with last decade‘s average.
Further, remittances are expected to grow within 4-4.5%, which is lower than last
couple of decade‘s average of over 7% as Pakistani diaspora has to a great extent
shifted to official channels of transferring money.
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―We expect current account deficit to remain on average at 1.5% of GDP
between FY20-25 at a range of 1.2%-1.8%,‖ it said. In addition, Arif Habib
Limited estimated, CPEC-related transportation would earn $400-500 million per
annum to Pakistan, which would be sufficient for repayments.
Revised macro estimates
At the same time, Topline Securities said Pakistan‘s current account deficit
(CAD) in the first seven months of current fiscal year 2017 remained much higher
than expectation at $4.7 billion, which is 88% higher than last year.
―The higher CAD was mainly on account of weak exports of $12.3 billion,
which posted a decline of 1.3% while imports of $25.5 billion increased by 9%,‖ it
said. ―Given the large CAD…, we are revising up our CAD forecast to $6.6 billion
(from previous $4.7 billion), which is 2.2% of GDP,‖ it added.
―Given higher CAD, we are revising down our year end forecast of foreign
exchange reserves to $22-23 billion from previous estimate of over $25 billion.
―These are all time high foreign exchange and provide 4-5 months of import cover
(accounting for only reserves with State Bank of Pakistan of $17-18 billion),‖ it
said.
15 тыс. военнослужащих будут охранять КПЭК и китайцев, - заявил
Глава армии Баджва.
COAS vows to meet CPEC projects' security challenges
Baqir Sajjad Syed. Dawn, March 12th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319964/coasvows-to-meet-cpec-projects-security-challenges

ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa on Saturday said that security
forces were ―fully prepared‖ to meet all security challenges to projects of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Chinese nationals living in the
country.
He made these remarks during a visit to the headquarters of the 15,000-man
newly-created Special Security Division (SSD), charged with the ―security of
Chinese on CPEC and non-CPEC projects‖.
Gen Bajwa recalled the ―hostile agenda‖ of forces opposed to the megaconnectivity and infrastructure project, which still faces threats from both regional
and external players.
Receives Peshawar Zalmi at GHQ, dubs foreign players who came to
Lahore ‗national heroes‘
The military had announced the raising of the SSD soon after President Xi
Jinping‘s visit to Islamabad in 2015 for the groundbreaking of CPEC projects. The
division will provide security to Chinese personnel and projects throughout the
country. It has been established in close collaboration with China and the two sides
are also cooperating in the implementation of a multi-layered security plan.
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The SSD consists of nine army battalions (9,229 personnel) and six civil
armed forces wings (4,502 personnel), which have been raised at a cost of over
Rs5 billion.
The Ministry of Planning, Development and Reforms has allocated one per
cent of the total cost of CPEC projects for the running expenditure of the SSD to
provide security for the corridor, project sites and Chinese nationals in the country.
The interior ministry finalised the SSD‘s terms of reference (TOR) in January
and sent them to provinces. The force will be deployed in accordance with Articles
147 and 245 of the Constitution and under the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997.
During the visit, Gen Bajwa was given a detailed briefing on the Integrated
Security Mechanism, run by the SSD.
Speaking on the occasion, he said the army remained committed to ensuring
security for CPEC and the workforce involved. ―He appreciated SSD for their state
of preparedness and arrangements for execution of the assigned mission and
tasks,‖ an ISPR statement said.
Security has been a major concern for the Chinese and they have emphasized
this in their public statements time and again, shrouding their emphasis in phrases
such as ―should create a good environment [for] security‖ and ―look forward to
creating a more secure and sound environment‖.
Apart from security incidents involving the construction of roads, three
attacks on Chinese workers were reported last year.
Peshawar Zalmi
Also on Saturday, members of Peshawar Zalmi — the Pakistan Super League
champions — met Gen Bajwa at the General Headquarters.
―The COAS congratulated [the] team and the management on their
performance and success. He appreciated efforts by PSL, all teams and the
management for bringing back cricket to Pakistan. He made a special mention and
conveyed thanks for foreign players and guests who came to Pakistan,‖ an ISPR
statement said.
Gen Bajwa said Pakistan was a peace-loving country and cricket was the most
favourite game here and a binding force for the nation, hailing the foreign players
who came to Lahore as ―national heroes‖.
Video footage of the meeting released by ISPR showed the army chief
handing out souvenirs to Zalmi players, including Mohammad Hafeez, Umer
Akmal and team owner Javed Afridi.
Following the meeting, several players from the squad — including DJ Malan
and Marlon Samuels — posted messages on social media thanking the army chief
for his gesture.
Под эгидой КПЭК будет построено 19 энергообъектов на сумму в 35
млрд. долл.
Chinese firms to invest $35bn in 19 power projects
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Dawn, March 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319576/chinese-firms-to-invest35bn-in-19-power-projects

ISLAMABAD: Chinese companies will be investing $35 billion in 19 power
projects which will generate 12,134 MW of electricity under the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, said Secretary Water and Power, Mohammad
Younis Dagha on Thursday.
During a presentation to the Public Accounts Committee (PAC), Mr Dagha
said Chinese companies will also be investing in five coal projects in Thar, four
imported coal projects, four wind power projects, three hydro power projects and
one solar power project along with a 660 KV transmission line between Sindh and
Punjab.
The meeting was told that due to the Thar coal projects, Sindh will be able to
contribute 3,960 MW to the national grid, the imported coal project will contribute
4,260 MW, the hydro project will contribute 2,714 MW, the solar project will
contribute 900 MW and the wind power project will add 300 MW to the national
grid.
Sindh will be getting the lion‘s share of this energy at 5,580 MW, Punjab will
be given 2,940 MW, Balochistan will be given 1,620 MW, Azad Jammu and
Kashmir will be given 1,124 MW and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will be given 870
MW.
Members of the committee asked if the existing railway infrastructure will be
able to transport coal for the energy project to which Secretary Planning Division
Yousaf Naseem Khokar said that Chinese companies are also investing in and
providing loans for the up-gradation of railway tracks from Peshawar to Karachi
and that the matter is being discussed between Pakistani and Chinese officials. He
said the updradation of the ML-1 track from Peshawar to Karachi will cost $8.2
billion.
After a query by PAC member Abdul Ghafoor Haideri, Mr Dagha said major
parts of Balochistan will be give relief from power loadshedding by the end of the
year. He said efforts were being made to connect Gawadar with the national grid
and a 300 MW project has also been planned for Gawadar city.
In regards to the overall requirement of electricity, Mr Dagha said: ―At
present we have 20,000 MW of electricity in the system‖. He said that 6,000 MW
will be added to the grid by the end of 2018.
КПЭК уже создал 13 тыс. рабочих мест.
Chinese envoy says CPEC has created 13,000 jobs
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
March
7,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1347998/chinese-envoy-says-cpec-created-13000-jobs/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Projects under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) are moving ahead of schedule and so far these schemes have generated
13,000 local jobs, China‘s Ambassador to Islamabad Sun Weidong told
participants at a forum organised by the Express Media Group on Monday.
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Developments in relation to CPEC were occurring rapidly and both countries
recently made minor adjustments to the priority list by upgrading schemes placed
under ‗actively promoted projects‘, said Ambassador Sun.
Speakers highlighted challenges and opportunities that the $54 billion
investment package brought for Pakistan.
Last month, the Energy Expert Group agreed to upgrade another 660megawatt (MW) Hubco coal-fired power plant to the prioritised list but
downgraded the 1,320MW Rahim Yar Khan power project on its actively
promoted list, which catalogues projects to be completed over the next five years.
The group also upgraded the Oracle power project to the priority list.
CPEC beneficial for all of Pakistan: Chinese envoy
The CPEC was ‗open and inclusive‘ and other countries could benefit, said
Ambassador Sun Weidong while responding to a question about linking Gwadar
port with Iran‘s Chabahar port.
Before the ambassador‘s address, Ports and Shipping Minister Hasil Bizenjo
said that Pakistan had proposed building an 85-kilometre-long road, creating a road
link between Gwadar and Chabahar ports.
―Chabahar port cannot survive without Gwadar and both ports can
complement each other,‖ said Bizenjo. The minister also underscored the need for
prioritising railways projects, which are not progressing at a quicker pace.
―Without a rail connection, CPEC is incomplete‖, said Bizenjo.
The Chinese ambassador said that CPEC had already entered the
implementation phase, and so far 18 under-construction projects generated 13,000
new jobs for local people. Sun said in its last meeting of Joint Cooperation
Committee (JCC) of the CPEC, both countries had agreed upon a new list of
priority projects, medium- and long-term plans. He said this had given a new
impetus to the CPEC implementation.
The ambassador said that many energy projects would become operational
this year and the next year while construction of industrial zones was also set to
begin soon. He said that a medium-term plan would be finalised this year.
However, the ambassador pointed out that action was key to CPEC
construction.
CPEC offers vast opportunities to tap into the Chinese economy
Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal stressed upon the need for early
groundbreaking of the New Gwadar International Airport and Eastbay Expressway
– both projects are critical for making Gwadar port fully operational.
The Chinese authorities have not yet cleared these two projects, although they
are part of the priority list.
Iqbal said that the groundbreaking ceremonies of the Gwadar International
Airport and Eastbay Expressway would take place in a few months – this was also
stated by the minister last year.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s lawmaker Asad Umar highlighted risks to the
CPEC and the implications of the CPEC financial deals on the country‘s economy.
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The repayments of the CPEC loans may expose the country to yet another
balance of payments crisis, if Pakistan did not improve its competitiveness, said
Umar. He said that the loans obtained for CPEC projects were more expensive than
other international loans obtained for various purposes.
Asad Umar said that Pakistan had become extremely uncompetitive in the
world and projects initiated under the CPEC like energy and infrastructure schemes
cannot help improve competiveness. ―The signs of chronic external imbalances
have already started appearing,‖ said Umar.
The CPEC is not solution to all the ills of Pakistan‘s economy, he added.
Local Industry and the CPEC Promise
Umar said that Pakistan‘s businesses have also started feeling that the Chinese
companies that are very competitive might overtake them. The involvement of
Pakistani companies and labour is very less, which has given an impression that
Pakistani companies are not part of the CPEC development, said Umar, who also
heads National Assembly Standing Committee on Industries and Production.
However, the planning minister termed concerns of the business community
―another conspiracy against the CPEC‖.
The Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry president Khalid Iqbal
also expressed concerns about adverse implications of preferential treatment to
Chinese companies on local businesses.
КПЭК. Китай-Пакистан:
современного Шелкового пути

«мягкая

сила»

экономического

пояса

Серенко Ирина Николаевна. ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА. Сетевой аналитический
журнал Института востоковедения РАН. 06.03.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7069

Межгосударственные китайско-пакистанские отношения, имеющие
статус «всепогодного» стратегического партнерства, давно прошли
испытание временем, перешагнув 65-летний юбилей двустороннего
сотрудничества (установлены в 1951 г.). Они и теперь продолжают
оставаться стабильными и дружественными, с каждым годом лишь
наращивая темпы многопланового взаимодействия в политической,
экономической, военной, образовательной, культурной и др. областях.
Важную роль в процессе двусторонней интеграции играет реализуемый
странами китайско-пакистанский экономический коридор (КПЭК, 2015). Он
является составной частью китайской межконтинентальной инициативы по
созданию экономического пояса современного Шелкового пути под
названием «Один пояс, один путь» (2013 г.).
Пакистан благодаря своему выгодному геостратегическому положению
(непосредственное соседство с Китаем, Индией, Ираном, близость к странам
Персидского залива, Западной и Центральной Азии) стал одним из ключевых
акторов в этом глобальном китайском проекте. Неудивительно, что он
пытается извлечь из него максимум возможной для себя пользы. Ведущая
роль КПЭК в достижении устойчивого социально-экономического развития
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страны заложена в национальной стратегии государства «Пакистан 2025:
одна нация – одно видение» (2014 г.), которая предусматривает прорыв
Пакистана в когорту 25-ти крупнейших экономик мира к 2025 г. с
дальнейшим вхождением в десятку ведущих стран с конкурентоспособной
наукоемкой экономикой уже в ближайшей перспективе – к 100-летней
годовщине пакистанской государственности (2047 г.). При этом достижения
и наработанный опыт своих успешных соседей по региону (Китая, Малайзии,
Сингапура, Южной Кореи), сумевших утвердить свои позиции в клубе
лидеров инновационных государств мира за счет развития человеческого
потенциала, а также внедрения научных исследований, открытий и
технологий, берутся пакистанской стороной в качестве примера для
подражания. Практическая реализация столь амбициозных задач требует от
Пакистана, обладающего огромным ресурсом дешевой рабочей силы с
преобладанием
неквалифицированных
работников,
качественной
трансформации
человеческого
капитала
посредством
расширения
образовательных возможностей для населения страны и повышения
квалификационной подготовки специалистов высшего звена. И здесь на
помощь вновь приходит соседний Китай.
Сопряженность интересов Пакистана и КНР в имплементации КПЭК
позволяет странам развивать сотрудничество и в области подготовки
необходимых для этого проекта профессиональных кадров (инженеров,
экономистов, менеджеров и т.д.). Заинтересованность Поднебесной в
создании зоны дружественных стран вдоль экономического пояса Шелкового
пути порождает необходимость использования ею возможностей «мягкой
силы» через распространение здесь китайского языка, культуры,
образования. Стоит отметить, что в 2016 г. в Китае проходили обучение
свыше 440 тыс. студентов из 205 стран мира. При этом почти 49 тыс.
человек из 183 государств получили возможность учиться на бесплатной
основе за счет выделенных им китайской стороной стипендий. Большинство
таких стипендий (61%) были распределены среди выходцев из стран,
расположенных вдоль экономического пояса современного Шелкового пути.
В целом число иностранных студентов из 64 государств, прибывших в Китай
на учебу из этого стратегически важного для Китая ареала, достигало в
прошедшем году почти половины всего иностранного контингента учащихся
(200 тыс. человек). Ежегодно китайское государство выделяет для них до 10
тыс. правительственных стипендий. Число студентов-иностранцев
увеличилось в 2016 г. по сравнению с предыдущим годом на 13,6%.
Можно сказать, что пакистанцы в лице дружественного, экономически
мощного Китая открыли для себя довольно привлекательный сопредельный
«новый Запад» с продвинутыми технологиями и качественным образованием
мирового уровня и, что немаловажно, гораздо более дешевым, чем в США
или Европе, да к тому же без визовых и транспортных проблем. По
официальным данным, в китайских университетах в 2016 г. обучались свыше
15,6 тыс. пакистанских студентов. Из них более 3,7 тыс. пакистанцев учились
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бесплатно на предоставленные китайской стороной государственные или
университетские стипендии. В 2017 г. численность пакистанской
студенческой молодежи в Китае уже превысила 19 тыс. человек. Стоит
отметить, что языком обучения в вузах может быть английский или
китайский в зависимости от преференций самих иностранных студентов.
Новым трендом для пакистанцев становится преподавание китайского
еще в школах. В Пакистане функционирует свыше 200 школ с углубленным
изучением этого языка. Кроме того, Исламабадский университет
современных языков (ИУСЯ) расширяет факультет китайского языка,
востребованность которого в пакистанском обществе заметно возрастает,
особенно среди средних слоев населения, которые финансово не могут
позволить себе продолжить обучение в дорогостоящих западных вузах, и
потому сориентированы на китайские университеты. При ИУСЯ также
функционируют двухгодичные курсы китайского языка, дающие
возможность выпускникам работать переводчиками на совместных китайскопакистанских объектах, в первую очередь КПЭК. Растущая востребованность
китайского языка наблюдается не только на внутристрановом, региональном,
но и на мировом рынке труда. И вряд ли кому-то захочется развязывать
затягивающийся с помощью «мягкой силы» Китая узел экономического
пояса Шелкового пути, ведь страна позиционирует себя как государство,
отстаивающее идеи межцивилизационного диалога, открытости и
взаимовыгодного сотрудничества на общемировом пространстве. Об этом
свидетельствует и намеченный на 14-15 мая 2017 г. саммит Шелкового пути
в Пекине, для участия в котором приглашен и российский президент В.В.
Путин. При этом не стоит забывать, что Китай, являясь второй после
США экономикой мира с объемом военных расходов, уступающих лишь
американским, планирует их увеличение в текущем 2017 г. еще на
7%, что составит 1,3% от ВВП страны. Но это, понятно, исключительно в
оборонительных целях…
Развитие мелкой промышленности под влиянием КПЭК
Local Industry and the CPEC Promise
Hasaan
Khawar.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1343274/local-industry-cpec-promise/

March

2nd,

2017.

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) — a $54 billion portfolio of
energy and infrastructure projects — promises to usher in a new era of economic
development and growth for Pakistan. However, this could only be possible if
Pakistan‘s industry reaps benefits from this enhanced connectivity, creating new
jobs and boosting exports. Industrial cooperation therefore forms the crux of CPEC
and any promised growth in domestic economy hinges on it.
Ironically, industrial cooperation is one area where Pakistan seems least
prepared. While policymakers are overly optimistic on CPEC and its potential
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benefits, local manufacturers, chambers and industry associations appear to be
seriously concerned about their future.
The textile industry, for instance, fears the glut of textile goods from Xinjiang
to create serious competition in future. The local industry already had to rely on
expensive raw material imports in the wake of recent cotton crisis and any
increased demand for raw material from neighboring China is going to further raise
prices and limit availability. Similarly, other industries feel that they are going to
be eaten up by large-scale Chinese enterprises with significant economies of scale.
On environmental front, experts fear that an open-gate policy towards China may
bring in dirty industries to Pakistan, resulting in environmental degradation.
While some of these concerns may be well founded, these industries need to
realise that openness and globalisation has its own perils and sooner or later they
would have to be competitive to withstand any such global threats. But for the
government, it is also equally important to think through its own priorities and
further the national agenda through a well-articulated industrial policy.
China has developed a long-term plan, encapsulating how it views CPEC. The
plan, which seems quite broad and has a positive undertone, is an enabling
document merely laying out the general principles of industrial cooperation. If
approved without specific details, however, this plan is likely to give significant
space to China to pursue its interests.
A closer look at this long-term plan reveals two clear emerging priorities for
the Chinese industry — using Pakistan as the source for cheaper raw material and
deepening Chinese access to Pakistan‘s burgeoning middle class turning into an
attractive consumer market.
China is planning to simulate textile-led growth in the under-developed
province of Xinjiang, where billions of dollars have already been pumped in.
Pakistan can very well be a source of raw material for the textile and garments
industry cluster in Kashgar Economic Zone. Not only the CPEC plan makes a
mention of it but also emphasises the need for Pakistan to focus on producing top
grade cotton yarn to enrich cotton textiles varieties. China has also asked Pakistan
for multiple concessions in this regard, such as reduction of border import taxes by
half as well as cancellation of export restrictions for products produced in Kashgar
and exported via Khunjerab. In return, China is expected to relax import and export
restrictions on Pakistani commodities entering the Kashgar Economic Zone. This
would essentially result in seamless flow of cotton crop and yarn into Kashgar,
turning into finished goods entering Pakistan destined for international markets.
Construction and real estate sector is another area where Pakistan‘s cement and
construction material can be used. Accordingly, the CPEC plan includes replacing
outdated equipment in cement plants in Pakistan, while also focusing on enhancing
Pakistan‘s marble and granite exports feeding into China‘s construction boom.
To target Pakistani consumers, China is looking to scale up its investment in
household appliances sector and under CPEC, a household appliance industrial
park is already being planned with Chinese investment near Lahore to produce
refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners, TVs and other small appliances
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for the Pakistani market. Similarly, China is looking for increasing its exports of
finished construction goods such as ceramic tiles to Pakistan, where Chinese tiles
already claim more than 50% market share.
These priorities are well aligned with China‘s own national interests and are
part and parcel of its industrial policy. For Pakistani side, however, there is a need
to develop a clear understanding of these Chinese priorities amongst policymakers
and to form a view on how to safeguard interests of local industries. For instance,
if Pakistan makes timely investments in increasing cotton productivity and starts
producing enough cotton to cater for local industry as well as for Kashgar textile
cluster, the threat for local industry can very well be turned into an opportunity.
Similarly, if local industries are prepared to get into joint ventures with Chinese
enterprises, this can result in technology transfer and broadening of industrial base.
There is also a need to look at Pakistan‘s own industrial clusters and assess
how they can benefit by CPEC through potentially accessing Chinese markets and
beyond. This should then lead to Pakistan negotiating for preferential access to
Chinese consumer markets, as granted to the ASEAN countries. Furthermore, for
any industries relocating to Pakistan, there should be an effective environmental
safeguards regime in place.
Going forward, the government should adopt a three-pronged strategy for
industrial cooperation, focusing on expansion and upgrading of existing industries;
deepening the industrial base aiming at creating better forward and backward
linkages; and industrial diversification, nurturing new industries leading towards
sophistication of export base. Furthermore, any investment incentives given by
Pakistan should prioritise the movement of high value addition and innovative
industries and employment to Pakistan, rather than blanket incentives. All of this
should then form part of a green industrial policy, promising a sustainable future
for Pakistan.
КПЭК проблемы создает для пакистанской экономики
Senate panel wants Pakistan‘s interests fully protected under CPEC
Syed Irfan Raza. Dawn, March 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1317736/senatepanel-wants-pakistans-interests-fully-protected-under-cpec

ISLAMABAD: The Senate‘s Standing Committee on Planning and Development expressed fears on Tuesday that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) could build or ruin Pakistan and its future if the country‘s interests were
not safeguarded and watched.
The committee urged the government to have everything in black and white
with Chinese to avoid any misunderstanding between the two brotherly countries
in future and form a panel of international and local experts to handle all aspects of
the CPEC in a professional manner.
It observed that the government had so far failed to determine what benefits
Pakistan would get when business and trade activities started on the CPEC.
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―Everything should be very clear from day one so that Pakistan and its people
get maximum benefits from the over $50 billion corridor project,‖ Senate Standing
Committee on Planning and Development Chairman retired Col Syed Tahir
Hussain Mashhadi told Dawn after its meeting.
Advertisement
He said that the government should watch interests of Pakistan in the CPEC
instead of putting everything in the lap of China.
―China is our brother, but business is business,‖ he said.
The chairman said that China was Pakistan‘s brotherly country and thus all
misunderstandings should be addressed. ―Due to misunderstanding and ambiguity
in the CPEC contracts China has moved courts about three different power
projects,‖ he said.
He said the committee had met six times in the past, but the government had
failed to tell the committee about any agreement between Pakistan and China to
protect the interests of Pakistan.
Mr Mashhadi said that all relevant institutions must take the parliamentary
committee on board while awarding CPEC-related contracts so that transparency
and merit could be ensured.
He said that the CPEC should not become a deal like the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation supplies under which huge lorries and tankers supplying
goods to Nato forces in Afghanistan used Pakistan‘s national highways and roads
and ruined them, but the country got nothing in return for the damage they caused.
―Thousands of vehicles will cross the CPEC and there must be an agreement
as to who will bear the roads and highways maintenance cost,‖ the committee‘s
chief said.
―It should also be made very clear as to who would get job opportunities in
CPEC-related projects. Would Pakistani labourers and youth get jobs or mostly
Chinese people would be engaged and get jobs in CPEC-related projects?‖ Mr
Mashhadi asked.
The committee was informed that only Chinese industrialists would be
allowed to set up their industries in the proposed economic zones along the
corridor.
―Then where will be the benefit for Pakistan. Will the Chinese give us some
share in their profit or pay taxes?‖ the chairman asked.
He said the government had failed to apprise the committee whether
Pakistanis would be in the loop or out of it.
The chief of Jamaat-i-Islami, Sirajul Haq, endorsed the point of view of Mr
Mashhadi and expressed similar fears regarding benefits for Pakistan in the CPEC.
The committee also expressed fears of a clash of culture between locals and
Chinese as there would be a Chinatown in every city.
Another important aspect which came to the knowledge of members of the
committee was that China would provide loans and grants for only three to four per
cent of the entire investment in the CPEC.
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―We were informed that Chinese banks will charge us more interest than any
other international bank,‖ he said.
Earlier, the secretary of planning and development informed the committee
that China would set up a power project of 300MW in Gwadar at a cost of $360
million besides constructing the Gwadar International Airport at a cost of $230
million.
Similarly, it would spend $144 million on a fresh water project in Gwadar.
Китай строит автомобильные и химические предприятия в Гвадаре (в
рамках КПЭК)
China to build automobile city in Gwadar
The Express Tribune, February 28th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1341071/gwadarchina-build-automobile-city/

ISLAMABAD: Chinese investors are contemplating to build a chemical and
automobile city in Gwadar under the umbrella of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC).
Gwadar to re-acquire status of winter capital
According to a private news channel, sources linked to CPEC project stated
that the Chinese authorities have already initiated paperwork on said projects,
which reflects their seriousness.
Analysts have advised owners of local automobile industry to start joint
ventures with Chinese as this would help in transfer of technology as well as boost
the local industry. Earlier, China announced to set up a steel factory under CPEC
apart from various other projects.
China is developing the Gwadar port as a strategic and commercial hub under
its ‗One-Belt One-Road‘ initiative that promises shared regional prosperity. CPEC
is one of many arteries of the ‗One-Belt One-Road‘
In 2013, Pakistan handed over the Gwadar port to the Chinese company by
annulling a deal with a Singapore company that could not develop the port after
taking over in 2007. The ECC further approved amendments in the Gwadar Port
Concession Agreement for operating and developing the Gwadar port and free
zone.
Govt finally allocates Rs25b for Gwadar LNG pipeline
On October 31, hundreds of Chinese trucks loaded with goods rolled into the
Sost dry port in Gilgit-Baltistan as a multibillion-dollar project between Pakistan
and China formally became operational.
The corridor is about 3,000-kilometre long consisting of highways, railways
and pipelines that will connect China‘s Xinjiang province to the rest of the world
through Gwadar port.
Ни США, ни Евросоюз ничего не имеют против КПЭК, - заявил Наваз
Шариф
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West not conspiring against CPEC: PM
Salim Bokhari. The Nation. February 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Feb2017/west-not-conspiring-against-cpec-pm

ANKARA - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said he does not see any
indication that the United States and West were engaged in destabilising ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Talking informally to media persons accompanying him on his trip to Turkey
shortly before his return journey home, the prime minister said he however was
aware that there were some regional countries which were not happy with the rapid
development and progress of CPEC.
He said fast-track work on various projects was continuing including on chain
of motorways linking Gwadar with various parts of the country and China as well
the Central Asian Republics.
In addition to this, he said the existing Coastal Highway was being upgraded,
while construction of a four-lane motorway between Quetta and Gwadar was also
underway.
He said infrastructure in Balochistan was getting better by every day, adding
that China is building a huge airport in Gwadar which would be second best of the
country after Karachi's Jinnah International Airport.
Peaceful, prosperous Afghanistan
Commenting on the series of blasts across the country, the prime minster said
Pakistani intelligence had traced back their linkage in Afghanistan, but Pakistan
continued to favour stability of the neighbouring country. A peaceful Afghanistan
is in the interest of Pakistan and the region, he added.
"Afghanistan should realise that Pakistan is its well-wisher" and always
desired its peace and stability besides wanting to contribute for country's
development, he said.
Mentioning several infrastructure projects in Afghanistan being funded by the
Pakistan government, he said work on the four-lane Peshawar to Jalalabad
motorway was 70 percent complete and feasibility work was underway on
Peshawar-Kabul motorway.
"We believe in maintaining good relations with all and we demonstrated this
spirit of goodwill with other states and within the country as well," he said.
Replying to a question, the prime minister said he would not like to touch
upon Afghan leadership's negative intentions. "There has been a series of antiPakistan statements by the top Afghan leader but he would desist from responding
to those in the same tone. We are demonstrating greater level of tolerance."
The PM did not mention the name of PTI leader Imran Khan when he
smilingly said: "We do not use harsh language against our adversaries inside and
outside Pakistan."
When asked why Afghan President Ashraf Ghani was invited to the military
General Headquarters (GHQ), Nawaz Shairf said there was nothing unusual about
it. "There was a presentation session arranged there,‖ he said defusing the bite in
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the question because at the time of Ghani‘s visit Gen Raheel Sharif was the Army
Chief.
Relations with Turkey
The PM said the relation between Pakistan and Turkey was unique because
the leaderships of two brotherly states were committed to the wellbeing of their
people. Turkey was making massive investment in Pakistan and had recently
bought a Pakistani company worth 400 million and was planning to expand it in
near future.
He viewed that Turkish participation in the CPEC along with Central Asian
states would give a boost to the project. He said his visit to Turkey was significant
in strengthening the bilateral and economic prospects.
He said his meeting with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan focused on
several areas including issues related to Syria, Russia and Daesh, while the
leadership of the two states also focused early finalisation of bilateral Free Trade
Agreement.
Politics at home
The prime minister said he wanted everyone to contribute towards the
national progress and development. He mentioned that the government of different
political parties in different provinces was indeed a test of their performance before
the public. He said people in the country had a realisation as to which political
party was in fact taking steps for their welfare.
To a question on fate of military courts, Nawaz said consensus was being
evolved in this regard and decision would be taken in near future.
War on terror
The Premier said there was a relative peace during the past two-and-half year
as compared to the past years which saw unprecedented levels of terrorism and
bloodshed.
The recent spate of terrorist activities would soon be over due to ―our resolve
to combat those responsible for it‖, he emphasised. "We have to remain steadfast
and we would come out successful in our fight against the enemy forces", he said
with conviction.
When asked about the misreporting by media about a tyre blast in Gulberg
area of Lahore, the PM said it was extremely positive that discussions against such
irresponsible reporting had already started within the media as self-accountability
was the best way forward.
Power generation
He informed a questioner that he government has reduce the daily
loadshedding hours from 12 to mere three and with the commissioning of new
energy plants, this menace would be eradicated. Work on several energy projects
was at the advance stage and their commissioning was around the corner, he said.
He said he realises that it was difficult to comprehend the massive activity in
progress at various energy plants. It was in this context that he was planning a
comprehensive briefing to inform the people of Pakistan about the state of affairs
in energy sector.
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Replying to another question, he said that in three ongoing projects at Bhikki,
Baluki and Sahiwal the government had saved Rs100 billion in terms of actual
cost. He added that in the construction of CPEC motorways, Rs350 billion had
been saved.
История показывает – КПЭК может стать путем к процветанию
History shows CPEC could be Pakistan‘s golden ticket to prosperity
Hassan
Sajjad.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
25th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329916/history-shows-cpec-pakistans-golden-ticket-prosperity/

LAHORE: Despite the several concerns that surround China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), the fact remains that the initiative will bring massive
amount of money into the country in the form of loans, grants and investments.
And if this new wealth is managed strategically and honestly, there‘s a high chance
Pakistan can turn its economy around. Other countries have done it before and
there is no reason why Pakistan cannot do it; the only requirements are good
intention, focused policies and a sense of responsibility.
The economic miracle of the following countries after they were devastated
by war can be a source of inspiration and motivation for the movers and shakers of
Pakistan.
Taiwan
At the end of World War II, Taiwan had a weak economy with severe food
and housing shortages. The Chinese Civil War also brought chaos and 1.8 million
refugees to the island – further straining a region already exhausted because of the
war against communism.
No threat to CPEC from US, West: PM
Financial aid and soft credit worth $4 billion in addition to food and military
aid by the US between 1945 and 1965 provided Taiwan with the necessary capital
to restart its economy. Annual flow of $50-55 million until 1955 focused on
agriculture sector to curb food shortages. Later, medium-size private corporations
were encouraged to support manufacturing which eventually enabled Taiwan to
develop its massive textile industry and boost export. A major chunk of the funds
were allocated to public authorities to overhaul the infrastructure – Shihmen Dam
was built and irrigation system was modernised on a huge scale.
As a result, Taiwan today is the 18th-largest economy in the world with GDP
worth $1.6 trillion. With only 1.7% of its population living below the poverty line,
inflation in the country stands at 0.3%. It is ranked highly in terms of freedom of
the press, health care, public education, economic freedom, and human
development. Since 1954, the percentage of population working in agriculture has
reduced from 56% to 1.8%; services sector employs 63% of the people followed
by industrial sector (29%) with unemployment rate as low as 3.7%.
South Korea
The Korean War killed and injured around 1.5 million people and destroyed
properties worth $3.1 billion in South Korea. At the end of the conflict, the country
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had 43% of its industry and 42% of housing demolished and remained one of the
poorest countries in the world for over a decade. In 1960, its gross domestic
product per capita was $79 – lower than that of some sub-Saharan countries. With
almost no natural resources and always suffering from overpopulation in its small
territory, South Korean heavily depended on agriculture but productions were low
due to small scale farming, government‘s restriction on land ownership and lack of
modern equipment.
Aid from United States, under International Cooperation Administration and
United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency, poured $6.2 billion between 1955
and 1969 into the country to boost the economy. Railway system and power plants
were established and enhanced as part of the aid program; millions more were
provided to uplift the healthcare and education sectors taking literacy rate to 90%
from 20%.
Called the Miracle on the Han River, the rapid economic growth following
the Korean War transformed South Korea from a developing country to a
developed country with fourth largest economy in Asia and the 11th largest in the
world – having the GDP of almost $2 trillion.
Are Pakistani cities prepared to handle new traffic CPEC will bring?
Japan
Japan was in ruins after the World War II; a significant proportion of the
Japanese population was wiped out during World War II, including an estimated
210,000 people in the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki alone. At least
40% of national industrial plants and infrastructure were destroyed and
manufacturing dropped to less than 10%. Inflation fluctuated between 60% and
130% per year till 1949 and there were severe food shortages.
Between 1946 and 1952, Washington invested $2.2 billion – or $18 billion in
real 21st-century dollars adjusted for inflation – in Japan‘s reconstruction effort.
The Economic Rehabilitation in Occupied Areas programme was introduced to
bring industrial raw materials and machinery worth $323 million dollar for the
economic revival of Japan. The Government Aid and Relief in Occupied Areas
programme provide Japan with $92.63 million in 1946, $287.33 million in 1947
and $351.40 million in 1948 just for food. The US also led free trade negotiations
to provide production and export advantage to the growing Japanese economy.
Further, with US providing military support to Japan as part of the efforts to
restrict Japanese military growth, the island nation also saved on warfare costs.
As a result, Japan became the second largest economy in the world after the
United States in 1968, experiencing average growth of up to 9% per year between
1955 and 1973. Today, it is world‘s third largest economy with GDP of $4.92
trillion. From being aid-dependent after WWII to fourth largest donor in the world,
Japan has truly made a remarkable economic transition.
Germany
The WWII had left around seven million Germans dead which were roughly
8% of the population. Agricultural production stooped to 35% and around 25% of
Germany‘s pre-Anschluss territory was ceded to Poland and the Soviet Union.
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Many factories and much of the capital stock were destroyed and the little that was
left was not enough to restart the economy.
Six concerns PML-N government must address about CPEC
The Marshall Plan, American aid to reconstruct Western Europe, dedicated
11% of the $13 billion – $120 billion in current dollar value – monetary assistance
to Germany alone. A vast amount was invested in the rebuilding of industry, with
the coal industry alone receiving 40% of these funds. Business procedures were
modernised and best practices were adopted as part of the economic uplift. A new
central bank was created and was given much more authority over monetary policy
while a Federal Cartel Office was also established to prevent the return of German
monopolies and cartels.
Today, Germany is the largest economy in Europe and fourth-largest in the
world. Its service sector contributes around 70% of the total GDP, industry 29.1%,
and agriculture 0.9%. In 2014, it was the third largest exporter in the world with
1.28 trillion in goods and services exported. And of the world‘s 2000 largest
publicly listed companies measured by revenue, 53 are headquartered in Germany
such as Volkswagen, BMW and Siemens.
Пакистанский посол в Китае призывает китайских бизнесменов
вкладывать инвестиции в текстильную промышленность Пакистана
(продукция готовых изделий)
Pakistan invites Chinese entrepreneurs to invest in textile, garments
sector
Parvez Jabri. BR. 21.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/21/337502

BEIJING: Pakistan Ambassador to China, Masood Khalid Tuesday invited
the Chinese companies to take advantage of investment-friendly policies of present
government and come forward to invest in textile and garments sectors in Pakistan.
"The government is focusing for the development of textile and garments
sectors in Pakistan as it is considered to be the backbone of Pakistan's economy,"
he said while addressing the representatives of about 76 Chinese companies at a
road-show of Quaid-e-Azam Apparel Park (QAAP), Sheikhupura, held here.
Welcoming the Chinese businessmen and entrepreneurs, he said, "Your
presence here not only reflects your confidence in the market potential in Pakistan
but also shows friendship with Pakistan and its people."
Giving the details of the project, he said, it is aimed at development of textile
and garment sector in Pakistan, adding, textile sector is one of main segments of
Pakistan?s economy and Pakistan exports bulk of its textile products to China.
Masood Khalid said, the present government has launched various mega
projects for the development of Pakistan, a home of more than 200 million people.
Pakistan and China, partners in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), are executing a large number of projects including energy, roads network,
infrastructure, Gwadar port and new industrial zones along its route, he added.
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The Ambassador apprised audience about Punjab government's development
projects and said these development projects included provision of clean drinking
water, farms to city roads and a knowledge park in Lahore.
He asked the Chinese entrepreneurs to take advantage of enormous
opportunities offered by the government as Pakistan particularly the Punjab
province is emerging as a hub for economic activities.
"It is matter of taking interest and lead to explore the market potential of
Pakistan," he said.
About investment and working climate in Pakistan, he informed that more
than 90,000 Chinese national are already working on different development
projects in Pakistan, adding, the government has taken special measures for their
safety and security.
While drawing the attention of Chinese companies toward the project, he said,
the QAAP being established near Lahore is a big project which requires their
attention.
"We are looking for good contractors for executing this project aimed at
making it a good quality project besides its implementation at par international
standard," he added.
He said, Pakistan's government has offered special incentives for the investors
including the Chinese friends and added, Pakistan has strategic location and is
linked with two big neighbours - China and India while it provides easy access to
Central Asia and Africa.
He said, cheap raw material along with hardworking work force and
managerial teams are available besides profit margins are very good in Pakistan.
"We are working to modernize the development process and all the industries
have been integrated," he added.
The Ambassador said, all the important world financial institutions have
expressed satisfaction over the performance of Pakistan economy and they termed
it as strong and stable.
Project Director, Shahzad Sheikh who arrived here from Pakistan to organize
the road-show, said, the objective of the road-show is to invite the international
contractors to participate in the infrastructure development of QAAP project.
He said, ideally located on Lahore-Islamabad Motorway at the junction of
Sheikhupura, QAAP is connected through a dedicated interchange on M2, with a
network of national highways to create an uninterrupted link to all major cities, sea
ports and dry ports of the country.
A comfortable distance of 40 KM from Lahore, 55 KM from International
airport and just 6 KM from Railways station bring the project site more close to the
international market, he added.
He said, the Apparel Park will have the capacity to create 250,000 new jobs
along with setting up a precedent of empowering skilled women work force.
He said the garments produced by QAAP will be exported to Europe and
Latin America at a huge scale, crowding in Rs 5 billion in country's annual GDP.
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At the end, a questions-answers session was held. The Chinese businessmen
and representatives asked several question from the project director and showed
keen interest in the different aspect of the project.
Пакистан приглашает ОАЭ присоединиться к КПЭК
Envoy invites UAE to invest in CPEC
The Express Tribune, February 15th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327167/envoyinvites-uae-invest-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan would be pleased if the UAE could benefit from the
CPEC project, as it was a win-win situation for all countries in the region, said
Pakistan‘s Ambassador to UAE Moazzam Ahmed Khan.
According to the Pakistani embassy in UAE the ambassador stated this in an
interview. He spoke about how both countries could benefit from the China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a part of China‘s ambitious One Belt, One
Road multi-billion dollar initiative, and also part of Pakistan‘s Vision 2025.
Iran, Saudi Arabia eager to join CPEC
The envoy said that Pakistan and China were working on huge projects on
infrastructure, roads and railway networks. Most importantly, both countries are
also investing in the energy sector.
He described it as an ideal investment opportunity for Emirati investors,
Moazzam noted that the UAE was the second largest Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) trade partner of Pakistan, with a trade surplus of US$5 billion.
Moreover, Pakistani nationals send US$4.5 billion in remittances each year
from the UAE to their home country.
―The UAE is already one of the main investment partners in Pakistan. In fact,
according to some estimates, it is the third largest investor,‖ the ambassador said,
―So there will be huge opportunities coming from this project, for all countries of
the region.‖
Our bets on CPEC may not necessarily pay off
He said in the last few years, UAE companies have invested billions of dollars
in all major sectors, particularly banking, infrastructure and communications.
These sectors, the envoy said, provide ample opportunities for further
investment, as Pakistan‘s fast-expanding economy expects to achieve 5.5% GDP
growth this year.
Пакистан и Китай уточняют энергетические проекты в рамках КПЭК
Pakistan, China revise ‗priority list‘ of CPEC energy projects
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
18th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1330482/cpec-energy-projects-pakistan-china-revise-priority-list/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and China have signed a revised priority list of
energy projects they plan to complete in the next two years under the multibilliondollar corridor programme, making adjustments in light of progress made on these
schemes during the last couple of years.
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The Energy Expert Group agreed to upgrade another 660-megawatt (MW)
Hubco coal-fired power plant to the prioritised list but downgraded the 1,320MW
Rahim Yar Khan Power project to its actively promoted list, which carries projects
that will be completed in the next five years. The parties also upgraded the Oracle
Power project to the priority list.
The Energy Expert Group signed the list in light of an understanding reached
during a Special Meeting for China-Pakistan Energy Projects held in Beijing in
December. Prime Minister‘s Secretary Fawad Hasan Fawad, Secretary Water and
Power Younus Dagha had attended the meeting from Pakistani side.
Now, the list will be placed before the Joint Working Group for endorsement.
After that, it will go to Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) – the highest decision
making body on CPEC issues.
The Chinese Energy Expert Group was in town for the last two weeks to
finalise the revised list, said the officials.
In November 2014, when Pakistan and China singed the Energy Framework
Agreement, the priority-list projects had 10,040MW generation capacities while
the actively promoted list generation capacity comprised of 6,645MW projects.
Priority list
The priority projects are the ones that both sides are keen to complete by
2018, although only about half of the planned generation of 8,810MW projects will
be available by 2018. The reasons for their delays were inter-ministerial disputes
and inclusion of financially unviable projects at the initial stage of CPEC.
Power projects having a cumulative capacity of about 5,000MW under CPEC
would be operational by 2017 and 2018, Planning, Development and Reform
Minister Ahsan Iqbal said last month.
The actively promoted projects are those that were planned to be made
operational by 2022.
The availability of power from the CPEC energy projects is very crucial for
the government to fulfil its promise to end power outages by the end of this year.
However, the government has signed highly Chinese-favoured energy deals in its
endeavour to end load shedding. It has offered up to 34.5% return on equity to the
sponsors of coal-fired power plants-which is unprecedented.
Actively promoted projects
Both sides have agreed to downgrade 1,320MW Rahim Yar Khan coal-fired
power plant to actively promoted projects from priority projects, said the officials
of Ministry of Water and Power. The Rahim Yar Khan project was not financially
viable as there was no transmission line at the project site.
Both sides also agreed to upgrade the 1320MW Oracle local coal power
plants to the priory list. At one stage, the Ministry of Water and Power had warned
the Oracle Company to expedite its work or else it will be deleted from the CPEC
framework.
The 1,320MW Hubco power plant is now added to the priority list. The
project is being built in collaboration with China Power Hub and would get 27.2%
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return on equity. The total project cost is $1.92 billion and the sponsors would
obtain $1.44 billion loan at 6% interest rate.
Hubco was facing problems in execution of the project and it took six months
to get an environment impact assessment clearance certificate from Balochistan
government, said Omer Rasul, Additional Secretary Water and Power.
This happened only after the sponsors of 1320MW Hubco power plant agreed
to give 3% of their share to the provincial government, said Rasul early this week.
However, the official documents showed that this arrangement would not
affect the majority shareholding of Chinese partners. The Chinese sponsors share
will not be less than 51%. It is expected that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will
perform the groundbreaking ceremony of this project within a couple of months.
The government has also extended Letter of Support (LoS) to the Hubco
project for five more months to June this year. The project has not yet achieved the
financial close but the groundwork has started with equity money.
The first 660MW plant of Hubco power will become operational by
December next year while the second plant is expected to be ready by August
2019, according to Ministry of Water and Power officials.
КПЭК – описание.
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor : An insight
Tariq Mushtaq. Daily Times. 16.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/16-Feb17/china-pakistan-economic-corridor-an-insight

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is currently under
construction at a cost of $46 billion which is intended to rapidly expand and
upgrade Pakistani infrastructure, as well as deepen and broaden economic links
between Pakistan and the People's Republic of China.
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Infrastructure projects under the aegis of CPEC will span the length and
breadth of Pakistan, and will eventually link the Pakistani city of Gwadar in
southwestern to China's northwestern autonomous region of Xinjiang via a vast
network of highways and railways. Proposed infrastructure projects are worth
approximately $11 billion, and will be financed by heavily-subsidized
concessionary loans at an interest rate of 1.6% that will be dispersed to the
Government of Pakistan by the ―Exim Bank of China‖- ―China Development
Bank‖ and the ―Industrial and Commercial Bank of China‖.
Expected Development:
 The Karakoram Highway between Rawalpindi and the Chinese border will
be completely overhauled.
 As part of infrastructure 1,100 kilometre long motorways will be constructed
between the cities of Karachi and Lahore.
 1350 kilometer long motorway will be constructed which will connect all
major cities and Chinese border with Gawadar. Presently work to link
Gawadar with Quetta by six lane motorway is in progress.
 A separate double carriage network will be constructed between Gawadar
and all major Cities connecting Gawadar with Chinese Border and Afghan
border, which will be only for transportation of containers.
 The Karachi–Peshawar main railway line will also be upgraded with twin
tracks to allow for train travel up to 160 kilometers per hour.
 Pakistan's railway network will also be extended to eventually connect to
China's Southern Xinjiang Railway in Kashgar. This track will be laid
alongside Karakoram Highway for which Chinese engineers have already
started paper work.
 A network of pipelines to transport liquefied natural gas and oil will also be
laid as part of the project, including a $2.5 billion pipeline between Gawadar
and Nawabshah to transport gas from Iran.
 At Gawadar a state of the art international airport will be constructed with
two separate terminals. One for cargo transportation between Gawadar and
China, the second for international flights as a huge number of air
transportation is expected through Gawadar international airport.
Plans for a corridor, stretching from the Chinese border to Pakistan's deep
water ports on the Arabian Sea, dates back to the 1960s and motivated construction
of the Karakoram Highway beginning in 1967. Chinese interest in Pakistan's deepwater harbour at Gawadar had been rekindled by 2000, and in 2002 China began
construction at Gawadar port which is still under completion because of political
instability in Pakistan. Gawadar Port is deepest in the region. Chabahar port of
Iran in approximately 11 meters in depth whereas Gawadar‘s depth is much more
than this.
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EXPECTED FINANCIAL GAINS:
China daily requires six million barrels of oil. Presently its shipment travels
12000 kilometers. If, its shipped through Gawadar the distance is reduced to
3000 kilometers, saving Chinese 20 billion Dollars per annum and Pakistan
will get 5 billion dollars against this facility.

It is estimated that around 80,000 trucks / Containers per month will travel
toward Gawadar Port from China. Against this facility Pakistan will earn
another handsome amount in billions of dollars.
It is also estimated that around 100,000 trucks / containers will cross
Pakistan to wards Gawadar Port from Central Asian Region and this facility
will add good amount in our national exchequer in shape of dollars.
When such a huge network of roads and pipes will be constructed,
employment in every field will be required, which will help the country for
employing labour, technicians, engineers, management graduates and highly
technical personnel.
With such a huge network of roads, railway and pipelines, number of
business opportunities will be raised. These opportunities include hotels,
pumps, industrial estates, shopping places and much more, which will again
be very helpful for employing people and for contribution in the national
exchequer.

INDIAN UNENTHUSIASTIC ROLE:
India and Afghanistan are working jointly to promote Iranian deep sea port of
Chabahar against Gawadar Port of Pakistan. This is now an open secret that India
is nakedly involved in sponsoring terrorism in Pakistan and to destabilize CPEC
project with the active support of Afghan intelligence NDS. Sources added that
RAW spy Yadev who is a serving officer in Indian Navy shared certain
information during interrogation and such information led to the arrest of a NDS
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operator who had been living in Pakistan since long for helping terrorists to
destabilize areas where CPEC project will run and would connect Gwadar Port to
Chinese city of Kashi (Kashgar). These two developments were enough to expose
intensive work done by intelligence agencies to make China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) a failure.
Meanwhile, India is trying its best to stop Central Asian states to opt Gwadar
Port for their international trade hub as all Central Asia countries are landlocked
and they are using mostly Balkan ports and India is luring Central Asia republics to
use Chabahar Port of Iran that will be fully operational by December 2016.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi held a tour of the Central Asian
Republics (CARs)—Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan in last July and sold the idea of connecting CARs with Chabahar Port
through North South Corridor. This Corridor (route) starts from Kandla port of
India to Chabahar port of Iran via sea and then moves on towards Central Asia
through Iranshar, Zahedan and Mashhad. From Mashhad, it enters to Turkmenistan
and crosses Chardzhor and then enters Uzbekistan at Bokhara. It runs from
Bokhara to Tashkent and enters Kyrgyzstan via Dzhambul. This routes ends at
Almty city of Kazakhstan.
This route will not only be time consuming but also expensive for cargo
handlers of Central Asia. Mr. Modi was not very successful to sell this idea
because North South Corridor is too long and too expensive option for CARs while
Gwadar port of Pakistan is in their proximity (provided peace and security is
ensured in Afghanistan as a bed of thorns lies between Pakistan and Central Asia).
Receiving a lukewarm response from Central Asian states during the visit of
Mr. Modi, India started work on another option for offering a shorter route to
CARs to reach Chabahar port.
Now India has decided to finance a new route that will run in Northern
Afghanistan in the proximity of Central Asian borders. India will release a huge
amount of over 5 billion rupees for new route that will run which is under
consideration, from Heart-Leman-Bala Murghab—Cormach—Maymaneh—
Andkhoy—Karamkal—Shaberghan—Aqchach to Mazar Sharif. It may be
mentioned that every country of Central Asia is already connected with Mazar
Sharif. New road networking will enable Chabahar to connect with other central
Asia states while bypassing Turkmenistan and through Afghanistan, minimizing
journey and cargo cost for Central Asian states of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan to reach Chabahar port for international trade.
Development observers believe that Indian investment for uplifting road
network to connect Chabahar port with Central Asia through a new road
networking looks an attempt to diminish the importance of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) that can be shortest possible route to connect Central
Asian republics with Gawadar Port to enhance Central Asian world trade.
India has already invested over $ 960,000 over Route 606 that is also known
as Delaram–Zaranj Highway inside Afghanistan. The length of this route is over
200km. It connects Delaram (border city of Afghanistan) to Zaranj (Capital of
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Nimruz province of Afghanistan). Construction of this project started in 2005 and
road was opened for trade in year 2009.
Financial interests of India, Iran and Afghanistan are knotted in Chabahar port
while Pakistan‘s interests are connected with CPEC and Gwadar port.
This complex situation narrates the saga of fragile relations of Pakistan with
its two important neighbours, Iran and Afghanistan and of course the mechanism
how India can use both of them against Pakistan anytime it wishes because
economic interests are real foundation of foreign relations in today‘s world.
But, one thing is essential and there, that Gawadar being the deepest port in
the region has an edge over Chabahar, secondly even if CAR doesn‘t attach their
trade from Gawadar, China‘s trade of oil and its commercial trade through
Gawadar makes the project feasible. And, if 50% trade of CAR states is added, the
profits will be sky high and Pakistan will earn good profits. So, there seems no
fear, what so ever the strategy of Indian government towards CPEC, all we require
is, to stand affirm and don‘t let anybody to create any sort of disturbance in our
country. This, I will request to all the parties and all the leaders.
Пакистан предложит странам-членам ЭКО участвовать в сооружении
КПЭК.
CPEC to be extended to ECO member states
Muhammad
Saleh
Zaafir.
The
News.
February
14,
2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/186210-CPEC-to-be-extended-to-ECO-member-states

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan will offer China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) extension to the member countries of the Economic Cooperation
Organisation (ECO) during its 13th summit being hosted in Islamabad. The ECO
viewed as the robust regional organisation taking keen interest in the CPEC since
it could help the member countries for establishing easy connection with the world.
All ten members of the organisation have conveyed their consent to attend it.
Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif who is also retaining the portfolio of the
Foreign Affairs chaired a high echelon meeting at the prime minister house on
Monday and issued guidelines for the summit and its agenda. Pakistan has planned
to convert the CPEC and its close collaboration with the member countries of the
ECO, a gigantic leap for generating economic activities in the region.
The sources in the Prime Minister House told The News that Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif has personal friendly relations with all leaders of the ECO countries.
They have assured the prime minister to attend the summit. The prime minister
personally spoke on phone with leaders of most of the member countries. The
visiting leaders would avail the opportunity to have brief but beneficial bilateral
interaction with prime minister Nawaz Sharif and the host senior officials.
The preparatory meeting at the Prime Minister House reviewed arrangements
for the forthcoming summit. It has been officially stated that senior officials and
ministers of the member countries of ECO will meet from February 26 to 28 in
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Islamabad. The prime minister was briefed on the agenda, likely outcomes, and the
arrangements made for the summit.
The prime minister was briefed that ‗Islamabad Declaration‘ of the summit
will focus on theme `Connectivity for Regional Prosperity' in the meeting. The
briefing further elaborated that the 13th summit of the council is also expected to
decide ECO's vision 2025; including the core principles of development,
sustainability, regional integration and achieving a conducive environment for
people of the region to realise their potential.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will host lunch in honour of the visiting leaders.
The leaders belonging to various groups in the Parliament would also be invited for
the lunch including Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will inaugurate the summit with his theme
explaining address. It has been decided that stringent security would be in place
for the summit and preparatory meetings. Services of the Rangers would be
acquired during the meetings. The Red-Zone of the federal capital would be sealed
during the ECO engagements, the sources said.
The cooperation areas earmarked for the summit consist of trade, transport &
connectivity, energy, tourism, economic growth & productivity, social welfare and
environment. The presidents of Iran, Azerbaijan, president / prime minister of
Kazakhstan, prime minister of Kyrgyzstan, president of Tajikistan, president of
Turkey, president of Turkmenistan and deputy prime minister of Uzbekistan and
Foreign Minister of Afghanistan will represent their countries at ECO summit.
The prime minister directed to ensure all necessary formalities and
arrangements for the visiting delegations. The sources said that international media
has shown great interest in the coverage of the ECO summit and it is likely that
special arrangements would be made for media coverage of the ECO.
Китай поможет Пакистану в использовании воды в условиях индийских
акций.
Потребление воды в Пакистане
Beijing to help Pakistan tackle water crisis for good
Khalid
Mustafa.
The
News.
February
13,
2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/185950-Beijing-to-help-Pakistan-tackle-water-crisis-for-good

Chinese experts mull over how to exploit potential of storing water and
generating power on Indus
ISLAMABAD: In a major development, China has formally decided to
wriggle Pakistan out of water crisis for good. To this effect, Beijing has sent two
batches of experts to Pakistan who are currently meeting the authorities concerned
to discuss how to exploit the potential of storing water and generating hydropower
on the mighty Indus, a senior official of the Ministry of Water and Power told The
News.
―Beijing wants to bail out Pakistan on the front of acquiring water security
under the umbrella of CPEC and to this effect experts from Beijing are in the
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process of holding a series of meetings with the Wapda‘s top mandarins in addition
to visiting the various sides of Indus basin.
They are also studying Wapda‘s 2025 Vision and after that they will make up
their mind on how to exploit the potential of increasing the water storage capacity
and hydro generation of the country.‖
According to Wapda study, the Indus cascade with the drop of 7,030 feet
starting from Shyok hydropower project to Kalabagh Dam has the identified hydro
generation potential of 40,000 MW whereas the Indus basin has the total potential
of hyro generation of 100,000 MW.
Pakistan has multiple sites for hydrogenation along with the 500 kilometers
stretch on Indus cascade.
Shyok hydropower can be built with capacity to generate 690 MW, Skardu
1200 MW, Tungus 2200 MW, Yulbu 2800MW, Bunji 7100MW, Diamer-Basha
4500MW, Dasu 5400 MW, Pattan 2400 MW, Thakot 4000MW, Tarbela and Ghazi
Barotha 6356 MW, and Kalabagh dam if built will produce 3,600MW. The sitting
government also, the official said, decided to increase reliance on generation of
electricity by developing hydropower plants on the Indus and encouraging thermal
power plants based on Thar coal.
The government has taken this decision to increase electricity generation in
future based on indigenous resources.
In the second phase of CPEC, the government will increase focus on
hydrogenation and if viewed the ongoing visit of Chinese experts for exploiting the
hydropower potential on Indus basin, then the significance of the recent visit will
get understood, the official argued. The decision to exploit, he said, full hydel
potential of Indus basin was taken during the sixth meeting of the Joint
Cooperation Committee (JCC) of the CPEC recently held in Beijing. The decision
is being perceived as vital and strategic.
The per capita water availability is dwindling with every passing day in
Pakistan, putting the food security at risk.
The per capita water availability in Pakistan has dwindled by over 406 percent
from 5,260 cubic meters in 1951 to 1,038 cubic meters in 2010, only marginally
above the 1,000 cubic meters per person threshold value under the global criteria.
―If the status quo continues, then by 2020, the water availability in Pakistan
would further plummeted to 877 cubic meters per annum, which will further go
down to an alarmingly level of 575 cubic feet in 2050,‖ Wapda‘s water report says.
The report highlighted that Pakistan‘s storage capacity is just for 30 days,
whereas India has the ability to store water for 120-220 days.
Meanwhile, Egypt has 1,000 days water storage capacity only on River Nile,
America 900 days on River Colorado, Australia 600 and South Africa has the
ability to store water for 500 days on River Orange.
The agriculture productivity in Pakistan in the wake of just 30 days water
storage capacity has also alarmingly tumbled because of the water scarcity and its
contribution towards gross domestic product (GDP) has lowered by 21.8 percent of
GDP.‖
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Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will formally perform the ground-breaking
ceremony of strategically important project Diamer-Bhasha dam in December
2017.
The dam portion at cost of $5 billion of the project will be erected with
indigenous resources under which Rs60 billion each year from PSDP (Public
Sector Development Program) will be arranged till its completion.
The financing plan through indigenous resources had already been approved
by the premier. For this, Wapda will submit the revised PC-I of Diamer-Bhasha
dam with the Planning Commission with separate parts of the projects --- dam and
power houses--- for approval.
The government will ensure interest-free loans or grants for the dam portion.
However, for power houses the government will encourage even Chinese
investment in some parts of the power houses. The power houses will be built on
commercial loans. So far, 95 percent of the land for the project has been attained at
the cost of Rs56 billion.
The remaining portion of the land will also be acquired within 2-4 months.
The land for dam site, however, has been fully acquired.
О пошлинах на китайскую сталь и сооружение КПЭК
Pakistan‘s steely decision to protect its own
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
13th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1324855/looking-locals-pakistans-steely-decision-protect/

2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan‘s decision to slap up to 40% anti-dumping duty on
Chinese steel is a massive development for two reasons – it paves way for growth
of the local industry and, more importantly, signals the country‘s intention that it
will protect the interests of its own even if over $55 billion are coming from the
same geographic location.
The duty, imposed by the National Tariff Commission (NTC) last week, will
be in effect for five years from the date the body commenced its investigations into
the local industry‘s claims that the import of Chinese steel is causing it material
injury. The investigation began in August 2015.
Pakistan Steel Mills shows why state sell-offs are stalled
Chinese supply glut
China has a massive supply of steel and this has turned into an international
trade complexity. Steel producers all over the world often accuse China of
dumping cheaper steel in their markets. They say Chinese enjoy government
subsidies, allowing them to produce the commodity cheaper, rendering other
players uncompetitive.
The country has an installed capacity of producing over 800 million tons of
steel a year and is, by far, the largest steel producer in the world. Its nearest
competitor Japan produces a little over 100 million tons of steel a year. No wonder
other smaller players feel threatened.
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The US, India and many other countries have imposed anti-dumping duties on
different Chinese steel products in 2016 to protect their domestic industries.
But coming back to Pakistan.
Industrial production remained 6.8% in fiscal year 2015-16, which was the
highest in the previous four years. It contributes about 24% to Pakistan‘s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), but its growth has remained subdued in the last decade
mainly due to energy shortages, smuggling and security issues.
With a GDP growth target of 7%, which is enough to cater to increasing
supply of labour, it needs all its sectors to perform.
The CPEC interest
But with the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), stakeholders, as
well as the public, believe that it would be China who will come out as the winner.
Pakistan may add 10,000MW, but its GDP growth would remain hindered if the
energy doesn‘t translate to industrial growth.
With China looking to promote its own industries, shoving Pakistani player
out of competition, it will only be a matter of time before local players are driven
out of business.
Pakistan Steel Mills: Not just staff but CEO and managers also getting free
electricity
The threat may not be as profound for cement players as it is for steel
companies. The two commodities are the drivers of CPEC.
While Pakistan‘s cement players have been adding to their capacity, steel
players had been left behind as Chinese imports continued to outweigh any
investment plans local players had.
But it seems this situation is also going to change. Steel industry officials say
the anti-dumping duty could help increase industrialisation because it will protect
the ―legitimate interests‖ of domestic companies.
―The NTC is taking timely decisions, which is a positive for the local industry
as well as investors. Its decision to slap anti-dumping duty on Chinese Galvanised
Steel products for five years will be a turning point for the local industry,‖ a top
official of the steel industry commented on condition of anonymity.
The duty has been imposed on galvanised steel products, a commodity used in
making automobile parts, construction materials and appliances.
Some industry officials believe the five-year anti-dumping duty could be
extended to 10 years, an ideal scenario that would allow the nascent industry to
grow enough in size to compete against imports.
―Our steel industry has just got a chance to grow in fair competition for a long
period. Cheap Chinese imports rendered our local producers uncompetitive, a
scenario which will soon change,‖ another official of a steel company commented.
Steel production in Pakistan
Pakistan produces is less than 4.5 million tons a year, meeting 64% of the
country‘s total demand of about 7 million. In recent years, a huge demand and
supply gap and record-low international prices have created an extraordinary
demand for Chinese steel imports in the local market.
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Earlier, in January last year, the NTC had also imposed anti-dumping duties
in the range of 8.31% to 19% on imports of cold-rolled coils and sheets from
exporters based in China and Ukraine. The duties were imposed for four months.
The import of both steel scrap and steel products increased by 35.6% and
30.1%, respectively, in fiscal year 2015-16, despite the imposition of anti-dumping
duties on import of cold-rolled coils and sheets from China and Ukraine, according
to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) in its annual report for fiscal year 2015-16.
Pakistan Steel Mills directed to sell inventory to settle debt
The central bank noted that the unprecedented decline in international steel
prices, coupled with the influx of cheap Chinese steel under the free trade
agreement (FTA), squeezed the profit margins of domestic firms.
Currently, internationally steel is being traded at $312.5 per ton. Historically,
steel reached an all-time high of $1,265 in June of 2008 and a record low of $90 in
March 2016, according to TradingEconomics.com, a New York City-based
website that tracks world commodities.
So how long before Pakistan needs to wait before investments pour in from
local players?
International Steels Limited (ISL), one of the largest steel producers in
Pakistan, this month announced that it intends to increase its cold-rolling capacity
by another 400,000 tons, which will take the overall capacity to 1 million tons per
annum (tpa).
The new expansion will allow the company to meet most of the domestic
demand for cold-rolled and galvanised coils. The company‘s confidence in the
local market is growing which is evident from its continuous expansions.
In March 2016, ISL doubled its cold-rolling capacity to 500,000 tpa, which
was further enhanced to 600,000 tpa in October 2016 after minor debottlenecking
at existing rolling lines.
Pakistan‘s steel producers in the formal sector estimate the country loses up to
$300 million every year due to smuggling and import duty theft. This is the prime
reason why not many companies enter into formal steel production.
Пакистан ввел антидемпинговые пошлины на китайский стальной
прокат
Pakistan imposes anti-dumping duty on China‘s steel products
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
9th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1321062/protectionist-measure-pakistan-imposes-anti-dumpingduty-chinas-steel-products/

Galvanised steel coils/sheets of primary and secondary quality under different
headings of Pakistan Customs Tariff (PCT) were under investigation.
KARACHI: International Steel Limited (ISL) said that the National Tariff
Commission (NTC) has decided to impose definitive anti-dumping duties on
galvanised steel coils/sheets for a period of five years with effect from February 8,
2017, according to a company notice sent to the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX).
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The NTC initiated an anti-dumping investigation on August 11, 2015 on the
request of the domestic industry that produces galvanised steel coils/sheets against
its dumping from China into Pakistan.
The industry lodged a complaint that the dumping was causing material injury
to the domestic players.
Galvanised steel coils/sheets of primary and secondary quality under different
headings of Pakistan Customs Tariff (PCT) were under investigation.
Pakistan will be 16th largest economy by 2050: PwC report
The period of investigation of dumping was from July 1, 2014 to June 30,
2015 while the period of investigation of injury was from July 1, 2012 to June 30,
2015, according to the company notice.
The commission established that the domestic industry suffered material
injury on account of increase in volume of dumped imports, price undercutting,
price depression, decline in market share, sales, capacity utilisation, return on
investment and negative effect on cash flow and increase in inventories.
The duty is imposed on Cost and Freight (C&F) value in advance value on
imports of galvanised steel coils/sheets from China on the exporters/producers of
this origin.
However, it would not be levied on imports from other sources (other than
China) and in terms of Section 51(1) (e) of the Act on imports that are to be
used as inputs in products destined solely for exports and are covered under any
scheme exempting customs duty for exports under the Customs Act, 1969.
The dumping margin would be 40.47% for Angang Steel Company Limited,
Anshan City, China and all other producers/exporters from China. The dumping
margin for Hebei Iron and Steel Company Limited, Handan City China would be
31.31%.
The dumping margin for Bengang Steel Plates Co. Ltd, Benxi City, China is
fixed at 9.13% while the margin for Maanshan Iron and Steel Company Limited,
Maanshan City, China would be just 6.09%.
In September last year, the NTC was made operational after remaining
virtually defunct for more than a year when the prime minister appointed its
chairman and four other members, fulfilling longstanding demands of local
industries to address the issues.
The government failed to appoint NTC members, despite the enactment of its
act, making the important body virtually dysfunctional for the past one year.
China to build highway network for improved links with Pakistan
Moreover, the domestic industry continued to suffer due to non-action against
dumping – a practice where low-priced foreign goods make their way into the
domestic market, rending local industries uncompetitive.
Under the new law, the functions of the NTC include advising the federal
government on tariff and other trade measures to provide assistance to and
improving competitiveness of the domestic industry.
Other key functions of the NTC are trade remedies for problems being faced
by domestic producers and exporters, tariff rationalisation and proposals for tariff
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reforms, removal of tariff anomalies and any other matter relating to tariff or trade
measures that the federal government may refer to the commission.
КПЭК – взгляд из Индии
The CPEC: the Indian angle
BR. 7.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/07/336509

Joining CPEC has become the oft repeated foreign policy mantras by
Pakistans civilian leadership. It is another thing that hardly a few know what
exactly it means and how will it pan out from the economic standpoint. A few
weeks ago, Pakistani military leadership joined its civilian peers in handing out
invitations to join the CPEC. Only this time, it came as a surprise because the
invitation was given to none other than Pakistans arch-enemy, India. Also common
to this invitation, however, was the absence of any clear economic understanding
of how and why would India join CPEC.
In May 2016, the Islamabad-based Institute of Strategic Studies published a
book titled CPEC: a game changer, which carried a chapter by former diplomat
Malik Mohammad Ashraf, who wrote on CPEC: analysing the Indian factor.
Ashraf noted that China has also invited India to join the project;
acknowledging Indias historical importance in the trade route. However, India has
been reluctant in responding to this idea. In fact, Indian opposition to this initiative
stems more from the fact that Pakistan would be the biggest beneficiary of the
CPEC in the region and might become an economic success in South Asia, wrote
Ashraf highlighting the Indian meddling in Balochistan and a host of other terrorist
incidents.
These security-tainted sentiments echoed across many corridors back then,
and echo still now. The latest comes from the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI). In its latest report titled The Silk Road Economic Belt,
the institute argues that the CPEC has raised political temperatures between India
and Pakistan.
India strictly opposes CPEC, and while the Belt is not a harbinger of new
conflict, it has so far intensified historic competition over influence in South Asia.
Furthermore, at this stage, the Belt has little potential to help thaw relations
between Pakistan and Afghanistan, but there may be prospects for this over the
medium to long term, the report said.
According to the report, analysts in India have increasingly begun to see
CPEC as a geopolitical ploy and as a security project. This has been partially fed
by assumptions that CPEC is not commercially viable and has strong strategic
drivers.
These assumptions are obviously not well grounded; the recent pace of work
highlighted in BR Researchs columns and recent series of Gwadar interviews, and
changing development paradigms in China (with focus on western China) provide
sufficient economic reasons for existence and maintenance of the CPEC.
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SIPRIs report flags Indias claims that China has never reached out to India in
regard to CPEC by genuinely inviting and engaging it with a defined role. This
brings us back to the question posed at the start of this column: how and why,
economically speaking, should India join the CPEC.
A country can join any trade and investment corridor via three possible ways:
(a) using the port/s if they provide shorter or cheaper access; (b) investing in export
processing and other economic zones to gain various forms of efficiencies; (c)
using the corridor as a transit route.
In this light, the possibility of India joining the CPEC appears limited in at
least the short-to-medium-term. The ports in Gwadar and Karachi or even Keti
Bandar are too far from economic hubs of Indian Punjab. Businesses in Indian
Punjab might as well use ports in the Indian Gujrat, being at shorter distance.
Second, expecting that the powers that be, would allow Indian firms to invest in
export processing and other economic zones as a way of joining the CPEC is no
more than a pipedream.
The only way India can join the CPEC in the medium term is perhaps by way
of the transit route to Afghanistan and Iran; only that the CPEC is envisaged as a
north-south corridor rather than an east-west corridor. However, if SIPRIs report is
any guide, China also anticipates CPEC to bring economic benefits that will
gradually motivate Pakistan to support Afghanistans path to peace and stability.
China seeks for Pakistan to utilize the sway it is believed to hold over the Afghan
Taliban more constructively. After all, China desires a stable and economically
developed neighbourhood that fuels the Chinese economic engine (and CPEC),
rather than impeding it.
Seen in that light, the CPEC may be extended to an east-west corridor as well.
The question is whether Pakistans establishment would want it to happen. Perhaps
yes, if NLC is given the east-west transit trade business. That way there will be a
good business incentive with an inherent provision of security, since it is the NLC
that is managing the business. Besides, if China really wants east-west corridor, it
may eventually have its way, given its iron-friendship with Pakistani military. The
bigger question is whether India would want to join the CPEC, given that it would
imply a de-facto acceptance of what Indias perceives as illegal occupation of
Gilgit-Baltistan region by Pakistan.
Строительство КПЭК идет полным ходом
CPEC projects underway at full speed
The Express Tribune, February 8th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1319757/securityreviewed-cpec-projects-way-full-speed/

Speedy progress is being registered on CPEC project due to measures of the
political and military leadership
LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif has said China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor will prove to be the game changer for Pakistan as China is
making huge investment of $50 billion under the said project. He said CPEC is our
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collective destination and it will benefit the whole nation. He added speedy
progress is being registered on CPEC project due to collective measures of the
political and military leadership.
Criticism of CPEC: People urged to reject propaganda
He said this during a meeting with Special Security Division Commandant
Maj Gen Abid Rafique on Tuesday.
On the occasion, Shehbaz Sharif expressed satisfaction over excellent security
arrangements of the SSD. He said the SSD has taken measures in an effective
manner for the security of the CPEC and praised the efforts of SSD Commandant
Abid Rafique and his team in this regard.
Cpec Issues: Business schools form consortium
He said in order to achieve the joint objective of the CPEC, all stakeholders
had to move forward with mutual coordination.
Meanwhile, Abid Rafique told the chief minister that the security of CPEC
was in safe hands.
Многие страны присоединились к КПЭК (в т.ч. Южная Корея).
South Korea in CPEC
Dr Ahmad Rashid Malik (Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Strategic Studies
Islamabad). The Nation. 7/02/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/columns/07-Feb-2017/south-korea-incpec.

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) offers huge business and
investment opportunities to all countries and global institutions.
Since the project was formally launched in April 2015, it has opened up
multiple businesses in physical infrastructure, transportation, energy, and trade,
and even more.
The best opportunities exist for Pakistan‘s investment partners.
China could motivate Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan to invest in the CPECrelated projects. In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
are traditional and sizeable investors in Pakistan. Both countries are part of the One
Belt One Road (OBOR) and have special ties with Pakistan. They could play a
significant role in CPEC investment. The United Kingdom, Germany, France,
Turkey, Russia, Romania have joined the CPEC. Other investors from Europe such
as Switzerland and Norway should also show interests in CPEC projects.
In East Asia, Japan is an investor in Pakistan, and in the past, it has played a
pivotal role in investment in Pakistan especially in the auto sector in the 1990s.
Since then, unfortunately Japan‘s investments in Pakistan have rather declined.
In the past decade, Japan did not invest for a variety of reasons, which need
to be revived.
As Japan is a leader in investment in Asia, its participation in the CPECrelated business and investment would open many other windows for other
investors. This would also revive traditional strong ties between Pakistan and
Japan and would create a balanced view of Pakistan in East Asia instead of heavily
leaning toward China for investment.
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A diversified investment policy of Pakistan would be more attractive for
investors from East Asia and within the parameters of ―Vision East Asia‘‘ policy
adopted in 2004, but it largely remained inactive.
Pakistan cannot not afford to bypass South Korea in its CPEC vision.
China came much later to construct the Gwadar Port in 2001.
It was the South Korean multinational Daewoo, which offered loan of US$
630 million and constructed Pakistan‘s first limited access motorway between
Lahore and Islamabad (M-2) from 1993-97.
It was a time when no donor, country or a global financial institution, was
interested in that project.
Pakistani economy was facing an economic crunch at that time and largely
depended on donors.
The first PML-N Government faced that hardship.
The motorway contract was signed in 1992.
The length of the project was 339 km.
The construction of the project within five years, when four governments
including two care-take government were changed, wrote history of speedy and
exemplary projects in Pakistan.
Motorway was the largest project built in Pakistan after Tarbela and Mangla
dams in the 1960s.
When the motorway was build in Pakistan, there was no vision of a
motorway existed in South Asia and Central Asia.
The motorway was a shining example of cooperation between Pakistan and
the South Korean private sector.
In fact, CPEC vision was practically laid down by the Lahore-Islamabad
motorway. The rest is an extension. Therefore, South Korea should take high
stakes in CPEC projects especially in the field of motorways construction, tunnels,
bridges, and transportation. The Lowari tunnel is another monument of South
Korean infrastructural development in Pakistan.
At the higher level, Pakistani leadership should invite South Korean
multinational companies to take part in CPEC projects.
South Korea emerged as the second largest source of investment after the
United States in Pakistan in 1994. The country was well competing with Japan at
that time and laying infrastructural in Pakistan.
South Korean role in public transportation was another hallmark for its
business participation in Pakistan, which had transformed Pakistani transportation
culture.
At that point, Chinese investment was non-existent in Pakistan.
South Korea opened up the real door for infrastructural development in
Pakistan.
Its role in Pakistan was commendable in the 1990s.
The sudden change of the government on 12 October 1999 was the main
reason for the South Korean businessmen‘s decline of interest in doing business
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and investment in Pakistan and, for long, they stayed at the bay and watched the
situation.
Since the country was returned to normal democracy in 2008 and the
incumbent government attained many goals such as wiping out terrorism,
improvement of law and order in Karachi, and a number of economic objectives
that were achieved, this has paved the way for South Korean investors to come
back to Pakistan again and participate in its economic turnaround.
An economically stable and politically sound Pakistan could attain many
goals and attractive investors from East Asian countries.
The CPEC is a window of economic operation to lure investors.
The results are in the pipeline and hope the political climate will not be
damaged by any misadventure as happened in the past when the motorway
momentum was built in the 1990s.
The CPEC gives a new breath to Pakistani economy.
Пакистан и Китай обсудили уровень безопасности КПЭК
Pakistan, China discuss CPEC security
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. February 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Feb2017/pakistan-china-discuss-cpec-security

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and China on Monady discussed the security of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, economic development and
bilateral relations, the foreign ministry said.
Chinese State Commissioner for Counter Terrorism and Security Cheng
Guoping called on Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Syed
Tariq Fatemi to exchange views before delegation-level talks. He is on a three-day
visit to Pakistan.
―The PM‘s adviser and the Chinese State Commissioner reviewed all aspects
of the bilateral relationship, with a special focus on security, economic
development and CPEC,‖ said a foreign ministry statement.
Both sides noted that the all-weather friendship between the two countries has
withstood the test of time, notwithstanding changes in the international, regional
and domestic environments.
China intends to invest more than $46 billion in energy and infrastructure
projects in Pakistan till 2017-18 of which $15 billion investment is anticipated in
infrastructure projects only. These include Lahore-Karachi Motorway, expansion
of Karakorum Highway and expanding the capacity of Gwadar Port. In the
transportation sector, the railway line from Karachi to Peshawar would be
modernised and upgraded.
Noting the importance of the mega project for the economic development of
Pakistan, the two sides stressed that timely completion of the CPEC projects would
not only give a boost to Pakistan‘s economy but would also significantly contribute
towards regional connectivity, peace and development, the statement said.
Fatemi said that Pakistan was fully committed to the timely and effective
implementation of all the projects under the CPEC project.
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Fatemi affirmed that friendship with China was the cornerstone of Pakistan‘s
foreign policy. He said that Pakistan supported China on all its core issues, while
firmly opposing any attempt to undermine China‘s sovereignty.
―Pakistan will continue to support China‘s efforts to combat the three evils of
terrorism, extremism and separatism,‖ he said.
Appreciating China‘s forthright position on Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism
strategy and the far-reaching successes achieved by Pakistan, he thanked China for
its support to Pakistan‘s national security and territorial integrity.
The Chinese State Commissioner stated that China attached great importance
to its relations with Pakistan, and supports its sovereignty, independence and
territorial integrity.
He appreciated Pakistan for its consistent support to China on issues of core
interest to it. He also lauded the sacrifices rendered by Pakistan and its security
forces in its fight against terrorism, extremism and separatism, which has also
helped maintain regional peace and stability.
The two sides expressed satisfaction at the continued progress in bilateral
relations in all fields and expressed their resolve to work towards further
solidifying political relations, deepening economic bonds and security cooperation
and closer people-to-people contacts, in order to achieve the common goal of
China-Pakistan ―Community of Shared Destiny‖.
Египет рассматривает возможность присоединения к КПЭК
Egypt interested to join CPEC: NA speaker
The Nation. February 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Feb-2017/egypt-interested-tojoin-cpec-na-speaker

The government of Egypt has expressed its interest to join the multi-billion
dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, reported Radio Pakistan
on Sunday.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said Egyptian Ambassador Sherif
Shaheen called on him in Islamabad and expressed his country‘s interest to become
part of the economic corridor project.
―Egypt's participation in CPEC will assign substantive meanings to the
transcontinental game-changer project by connecting Sino-Pak Economic Corridor
to Africa, Europe and Middle East,‖ the speaker told reporters.
Welcoming Egypt's proposal to join CPEC, Ayaz Sadiq said, ―Egypt's
participation in CPEC will open a new channel of unhindered flow of trade
between Africa and China through a secure and cheaper trade route via Pakistan.‖
Pakistan, he said, is committed to foster regional integration by linking
regional countries into 'One Belt' of trade, prosperity and connectivity. He also
underlined the need for inclusion of other Middle Eastern countries to optimally
realise the benefits of 'corridor of prosperity'.
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Китай готов увеличивать инвестиции в Пакистан в рамках
инициативы "Пояса и пути" – до 57 млрд. долл.
Информационный
сайт
«РЖД
Партнер.ру».
http://www.rzd-partner.ru/zhdtransport/news/kitay-gotov-uvelichivat-investitsii-v-pakistan-v-ramkakh-initsiativy-poyasa-iputi/. 3.02.2017.

Китайские компании готовы увеличивать инвестиции в покупку земли и
развитие бизнеса в Пакистане, сообщает ТАСС.
Как отметили представители руководства ряда крупнейших компаний
Пакистана, китайский бизнес заинтересован прежде всего в проектах в
цементной,
металлургической,
энергетической
и
текстильной
промышленности.
По мнению аналитиков, этот интерес подтверждает, что китайские
компании "подхватили" правительственную инициативу "Один пояс, один
путь" - проект глобальной торговой сети, частью которой будет и Пакистан, с целью расширить операции за рубежом в условиях замедления роста на
внутреннем рынке.
Отправленный на днях в отставку министр приватизации Пакистана
Мохаммад Зубайр сообщил Reuters, что китайская металлургическая
корпорация Baosteel Group ведет переговоры о покупке Pakistan Steel Mills.
Исполнительный директор двух компаний в цементно- химическим
конгломерате Yunus Brothers Group Мухаммед Али Табба заявил, что группа
намерена создать совместные предприятия с рядом китайских компаний в
рамках стратегии по расширению бизнеса стоимостью 2 млрд долларов
США.
Отмечается, что переговоры активизировались на фоне того, что планы
по созданию экономического коридора Китай-Пакистан (China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, CPEC), призванного открыть западным провинциям Китая
выход на экспортные рынки через пакистанский порт Гвадар, становятся
более конкретными и детальными.
Пекин готов инвестировать в проекты строительства трубопроводов,
автомобильных и железных дорог в рамках CPEC 57 млрд долларов.
Индия должна присоединиться к КПЭК, а не быть в оппозиции к нему, считает министр планирования и развития Пакистана Ahsan Iqbal
India should join CPEC instead of opposing it, says Pakistan minister
The Times of India. Feb 4, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-shouldjoin-cpec-instead-of-opposing-it-says-pakistan-minister/articleshow/56967265.cms

•India should look at the opportunities of increasing regional cooperations
through CPEC, Pakistan minister said
•He said Pakistan hopes to resume talks with India after state assembly
elections
WASHINGTON: Instead of opposing China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), India should join it and look at different opportunities, Pakistan minister
of planning and development Ahsan Iqbal said.
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Responding to a question at the US Institute of Peace, an American thinktank, Iqbal alleged that India's reaction to $46 billion CPEC is "a knee jerk"
reaction.
India, he said, needs to look at opportunities of increasing regional
cooperation, as it would provide India the shortest land route+ to do trade with
most of China.
"What you also have to see, that in China, they have now developed extensive
road and rail links with West China," the minister said.
"If you are even doing trade through CPEC, you can reach out to any
destination in China from this area. So, we are very hopeful and we continue to
work to normalize our relations with India," the minister added.
The minister also rued the fact that Pakistan-bashing is still a poll issue in
India.
"We are hoping that by March, these state elections will be over and maybe
then there will be a better environment to pursue peace talks with India," the
minister said.
Почему Индия не любит КПЭК?
Think tank explains why India loathes CPEC
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1315675/think-tank-explains-india-loathes-cpec/

3rd,

2017.

Delhi fears Kashmir‘s internationalisation, China‘s growing presence.
ISLAMABAD: India‘s opposition to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) stems from its fear of internationalisation of the Kashmir dispute and the
growing influence of China in the Indian Ocean, says a new report by one of the
most influential global think tanks.
―There is considerable concern within India that China, which has been
neutral on Kashmir since 1963, can no longer be so now that its economic and
security interests in these territories are growing in stake,‖ says a report by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sipri) — a Sweden-based think
tank.
The report — titled ―Silk Road Economic Belt – considering security
implications and the EU-China cooperation prospects‖ — argues that India does
not want a mediating role for China in these disputes.
It is the first report by any global think tank that has discussed in detail the
Indian concerns on CPEC. The report has also shed light on implications of the
‗One Belt One Road‘ initiative on security dynamics and its compatibility with the
EU interests.
The Sipri report says CPEC has raised political temperatures between India
and Pakistan. ―India strictly opposes CPEC, and while the Economic Belt is not a
harbinger of a new conflict, it has so far intensified historic competition over
influence in South Asia,‖ note authors of the report.
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The report argues that there is a factual and conceptual objection to CPEC in
India. The factual objection is that India does not want to internationalise the
Kashmir dispute it has with Pakistan. Chinese activity in the disputed areas
automatically makes it a stakeholder in these disputes.
At the conceptual level, CPEC allows China to gain a toehold in the Indian
Ocean through direct access to the Arabian Sea. There remain concerns that this
might develop a military dimension at some stage, according to the report.
Since territorial compromise from either India or Pakistan is a political
suicide for any of the ruling parties, it remains to be seen whether CPEC will
contribute to a resolution of this dispute or further fan the flames. There is also a
concern in India that China will use Gwadar port to observe Indian naval activity
and possibly even exploit it for an expansion of China‘s own naval presence.
There is also concern in India that while CPEC in the short and medium term
could be an opportunity to generate jobs and growth in Pakistan, over the longer
term its strategic consequences could reshape the regional balance of power in
favour of China and limit India‘s geopolitical reach.
The assertiveness and swiftness of Chinese actions in the South China Sea
have implanted a preoccupation among China‘s critics in India that if China gains a
foothold in the Arabian Sea and, as an extension, in the Indian Ocean through
Gwadar, it might make national interest claims in India‘s maritime sphere too.
―After all, if Gwadar grows to be the immense port China envisions it to become,
China will need to take on a bigger direct or indirect security role,‖ it says.
The Sipri report noted that unlike in India, CPEC has not raised concerns in
Afghanistan. Afghanistan is open to all regional initiatives that could reactivate its
ailing formal economy, whether that is by way of CPEC or India-led efforts to
connect with the Afghan economy through the Chabahar Port in Iran. Iran has not
opposed CPEC and has expressed strong interest in the Belt and Road Initiative.
However, the report argues that Afghanistan is unlikely to benefit from CPEC
unless Kabul-Islamabad relations improve. For this to happen, Pakistan‘s security
concerns with regard to Afghanistan need to be assuaged. The authors note that
CPEC has the potential to exacerbate three fault lines in South Asian security.
The first is between China and India themselves. The second is between
China-Pakistan on the one side and India on the other. The third is between China
and India and its partners – the US, Japan and, to a lesser degree, Vietnam. The
region of Balochistan is being geopolitically instrumentalised by these various
players, they added.
It says that this is an evidence that CPEC has contributed to political and
security bloc formation, but the bloc rivalry between the US-India and ChinaPakistan exists regardless of CPEC. CPEC has merely strengthened the strategic
Chinese-Pakistani alliance.
China‘s reliance on CPEC means that it needs a stable and amicable Pakistan,
underlines the report. ―The Silk Road Economic Belt initiative may become one of
the cornerstones of Asian economic growth and integration, and eventually of
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closer political and security cooperation among states, but the pathway to this
scenario is long and fraught with obstacles,‖ it says.
Wapda разорвала контракт (4.5 млрд. долл.) с китайской фирмой по
сооружению ГЭС Dasu (4320 МВт).
Wapda cancels Rs5.4bn contracts for Dasu project
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, January 23rd, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1310195/wapdacancels-rs54bn-contracts-for-dasu-project

ISLAMABAD: Even before the formal launch of $4.5 billion Dasu
hydropower project, the Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda) has
terminated two of its key contracts with a Chinese firm, citing ‗fundamental
breaches‘ of the agreement.
Moving swiftly, Wapda has not only encashed the performance guarantees of
the two contracts awarded to China Railway First Group (CRFG) in November
2015 — worth Rs5.4bn — but also ordered the contractor to vacate the project area
immediately, while calling for fresh tenders to make up for lost time.
The World Bank is the major financier of the 4,320MW Dasu project. The
project‘s terminated contracts include the ‗construction of colony and
infrastructure‘ worth Rs4.806bn and ‗resettlement of village Choochang and
construction of Shatial Museum‘ worth Rs572 million.
Chinese firm accuses authority of acting illegally, vows to seek
arbitration
The completion of these two components was considered crucial to the start
of construction work at the main project site.
Also read: Hydropower projects: aiding investment
CRFG project director Fan Lingang told Dawn: ―The termination of the
contract is un-contractual, illegal and fiercely unfair.‖ He claimed it was Wapda‘s
responsibility to complete the land acquisition process and hand over the required
area to the contractor, adding that all Dasu contracts were suffering due to its
default.
In reply to a set of questions sent to Wapda chairman retired Lt Gen
Muzammil Hussain, the authority said it had ―provided the partial possession of the
site to the contractor M/s CRFG in line with the Contract Discussion
Agreement/Conditions of the Contracts‖.
Asked if the World Bank had indicated that it would take any action, such as
loan cancellation or postponement because of project delays, Wapda said: ―There
is no such indication from the World Bank‖.
―We are going to approach the local courts to allow us to approach an
international court of arbitration to protect our rights because Wapda is not willing
to resolve [the issue] amicably,‖ Mr Fan said, adding: ―Arbitration is our right and
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we have to protect ourselves, not only financially but also our reputation and
image.‖
He maintained that his firm would ―complain to the World Bank as well‖. Mr
Fan said the company had mobilised 30 staffers to the project site, but conceded
that practically no work was done because of Wapda‘s inability to settle land
disputes with locals. ―Wapda is the defaulter because it didn‘t provide the land.
The contractor actually had the right to terminate the contract, but it didn‘t.‖
He claimed that the contract had been terminated without prior legal notice
and without being provided the opportunity to rectify any violation, if any, by the
contractor. He said Wapda had blamed the CRFG for subletting the contract to a
Lahore-based blacklisted company in order to terminate the contract, even though
the former was not a legal contract.
The authority, however, defended its decision, saying: ―The contracts were
terminated due to fundamental breaches of the contract by the contractors. In these
circumstances, no legal notice was required to be served on the contractor to
rectify under the conditions of the contracts.‖
Mr Fan explained that ―a cooperation agreement‖ was signed with a local firm
before the bidding took place as ―a matter of comfort‖. This, he said, was cancelled
when it was pointed out by Wapda and the project consultants, long before the
authority terminated the contract.
He called Wapda‘s encashment of securities and refund of the mobilisation
advance a case of fraudulent practice, misrepresentation and use of influence.
In response to CRFG‘s claims, Wapda maintained that it ―issued the notice of
termination and lodged the claim for the encashment of the contractors‘ advance
payment and performance security guarantees to safeguard the mobilisation
advance paid to the contractor and to cater other financial losses to Wapda in
compliance with the requirements of the conditions of contracts‖.
To secure itself legally against financial loss and project delays in the case of
international arbitration, Wapda said it had lodged the claim for encashment of the
contractor‘s advance payment and performance security guarantees since it was the
only tool available to safeguard Wapda and to avoid financial loss.
Fresh bids
Wapda has already initiated procurement for these contracts by inviting fresh
bids through leading newspapers and official websites of Wapda and the Public
Procurement Regulatory Authority, the World Bank and UN Development
Business to avoid delays in project implementation.
―There will be no delay in project completion if the contractor opts for
[international] arbitration,‖ Wapda said, adding: ―Termination will have no adverse
impact on the CPEC framework or China-Pakistan relations.‖
In August last year, the Economic Affairs Division had warned the
government that the World Bank could cancel its $1.1bn loan agreement owing to
inability of the stakeholders — the federal and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa governments
as well as Wapda — to complete land acquisition. The acquisition of about 80,000
kanals of land is a fully funded component of the World Bank.
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Dasu is one of the top-priority hydropower projects of the government under
its 2013 power policy and Vision-2025. The World Bank is providing a $590m
loan, along with a $460m credit limit as partial risk guarantee for external
commercial financing. Separately, Wapda has contracted about Rs144bn from
commercial banks to make available matching financing to meet local expenses.
After the completion of the first stage, the project will generate about 33.5
gigawatt hours per day, translating into Rs335m per day (at Rs10 per kilowatt
hour).
The first phase of the project being executed by Wapda is scheduled for
completion by 2019. The second phase to commission another 2,160MW has an
expected completion date of 2022.
Что дает КПЭК Китаю?
CPEC offers vast opportunities to tap into the Chinese economy
Aadil
Nakhoda.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
23rd,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303768/cpec-offers-vast-opportunities-tap-chinese-economy/

KARACHI: The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is hailed by
almost the entire nation as a ‗game changer‘. Although, the primary purpose of the
project is to serve as a transportation network connecting Western China to
Gwadar, it includes several projects, such as power plants, infrastructure
development, improvement of information technology and communications in
remote areas.
It certainly benefits China as the road and rail networks circumvent the
alternative maritime routes through the South China Sea. It shortens the transit
from China to several Middle Eastern, African and European countries.
China‘s economy ‗integrated‘ with global economy
Although the infrastructural development may have several benefits to the
local economy within Pakistan, the Pakistani policymakers must adopt viable
industrial and trade policies to reap benefits from CPEC in the long-run.
Trade advantage
China exported more than $2.28 trillion and imported more than $1.68 trillion
in 2015. A large percentage of its imports are natural resources. As CPEC is likely
to play an instrumental role in transporting the goods to China from the resource
rich Middle East and Africa, Pakistan must tap into the potential flow of natural
resources for its own industrial usage.
China imported $300 billion worth of mineral products in 2015.
Approximately, 30% of it was from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member
states in the Middle East and from countries in Africa, regions which are likely to
be connected to China through Gwadar.
Additionally, China imported more than $12 billion of organic chemicals,
such as acyclic alcohols and cyclic hydrocarbons, as well as plastics and its articles
from the GCC member states and imported more than $20 billion worth of iron
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and steel, ores (such as iron, copper, manganese and chromium), natural pearls and
copper from Africa.
The Pakistani economy can benefit immensely if a certain proportion of
mineral products and other raw materials and intermediate goods from the Middle
East and Africa are converted to finished products within Pakistan and transported
through the road and rail networks developed under CPEC to China in the form of
finished goods.
This will also help create much needed employment within the country.
CPEC can help expand trading relationships for Pakistani producers across several
countries. China exported more than 14% of the total global value in 2015. It
exported $700 billion more than the exports from the US and $900 billion more
than the exports from Germany.
Several Chinese firms have developed production linkages across the globe.
Such networking may help create additional linkages for Pakistani producers as
well.
Relying on the Chinese support
Chinese goods
As the transportation network under CPEC is completed, it will further the
influx of Chinese goods into Pakistan.
More than 42% of the total global exports from China in 2015 were in
machinery and mechanical appliances, followed by 12% in textiles, 8% in base
metals and 5% in products of chemical or allied industries.
On the other hand, almost a quarter of the total global imports into Pakistan
were in mineral products, followed by 18% in machinery and mechanical
appliances, 13% in products of chemical or allied industries and 9% in base metals.
Under the free trade agreement signed between Pakistan and China in 2007,
imports of Chinese goods into Pakistan have received preferential treatment.
The preferential trade-weighted average tariff rates are significantly lower
than the non-preferential MFN (most-favored nation) rates offered to World Trade
Organization member countries that do not receive preferential treatment on
trading with Pakistan.
For instance, the weighted average preferential tariff rates, calculated using
data from World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS), on the imports of machinery
and mechanical appliances from China are almost half the MFN rates. Similar
concessions are available on the imports of products of chemical or allied
industries, base metals, and articles of stone, plaster and cement.
Trade between countries can also be analysed in terms of their product
classifications, such as capital goods, consumer goods, intermediate goods and raw
materials. Capital goods are used in the production of other goods and services,
while intermediate goods and raw materials need further processing before being
sold as consumer goods.
More specifically, Pakistan imports mainly intermediate goods of base metals
from China. The same can be said for the imports of textile products and of
chemicals and its allied products.
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The conversion of intermediate goods into consumer goods within Pakistan is
likely to boost the local economy. Therefore, the government must ensure that
value addition occurs within Pakistan, even if it is a small percentage, for goods
transported through Pakistan under the CPEC scheme.
A push for value addition within Pakistan will not only lead to employment
generation but also improve export diversification as it may increase the range of
finished goods in the export basket.
Создан специальный дивизион для охраны сооружения объектов КПЭК
Special Security Division established to secure CPEC
The Express Tribune. January 22, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303428/specialsecurity-division-established-secure-cpec/

A Special Security Division has been established to secure the $55 billion
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The division, which comprises nine army battalions and six civil wings
encompassing 13,700 personnel, has been tasked with securing CPEC projects and
protecting Chinese nationals working on the projects.
The Ministry of Interior has also issued a notification in this regard according
to Radio Pakistan. The ministry will subsequently issue deployment orders after
requisition from provinces, an official of the planning division was quoted as
having remarked.
CPEC security division: Retired army personnel to be hired
Earlier it was reported that retired army personnel will be hired to provide
security to the mega project. Further, plans for setting up a special police unit to
provide security to CPEC projects were also under consideration.
CPEC formally started operations in November last year after hundreds of
Chinese trucks laden with goods rolled into the Sost dry port in Gilgit-Baltistan.
CPEC includes around 3,000-kilometre long highways, railways and pipelines
which will connect China‘s Xinjiang province to the rest of the world through
Gwadar port.
Новый шелковый путь
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Индия утверждает, что КПЭК проходит по ее территории (имея ввиду
пакистанскую территорию Гилгит-Балтистан)
China defends CPEC; India claims it passes through its territory
Dawn. 20.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309370/china-defends-cpec-india-claimsit-passes-through-its-territory

NEW DELHI: China defended on Wednesday the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) as a project meant for regional peace and development after
Indian prime minister hinted that it violated India‘s territorial sovereignty, even
though he did not name it in his speech.
Speaking at the inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue on Tuesday,
Narendra Modi had said: ―Respect for sovereignty is important for regional
connectivity to improve.‖
He said that it was not unusual for two large neighbouring powers (like India
and China) to have some differences. ―In the management of our relationship, and
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for peace and progress in the region, both our countries need to show sensitivity
and respect for each other‘s core concerns and interests,‖ he added.
When asked to respond to Mr Modi‘s remarks at a media briefing, Hua
Chunying, the spokesperson for China‘s foreign ministry, said: ―Regarding CPEC,
this is a project that is devised for long-term development and cooperation in
various fields... It is for regional peace and development.‖
The India Today quoted her as saying that the project ―targets no third
country and it will not affect China‘s position on Kashmir‖.
The unambiguous Chinese foreign ministry statement, however, did not stop
Indian Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar from bringing up the same subject on the
second day of the Raisina Dialogue and claiming that CPEC passed through its
territory.
―CPEC passes through a territory that we see as our territory. Surely people
will understand what Indian reaction is. There needs to be some reflection and I am
sorry to say that we have not seen signs of that,‖ he said.
China and Pakistan have fast-tracked the construction work of the CPEC, a
large part of which passes through Azad Kashmir, to which India lays claim in its
ongoing dispute with Pakistan. Once completed CPEC will provide all-weather
energy route for China from the Gulf. Reports said that India‘s concerns had
increased in recent weeks with reports of China-Pakistan naval cooperation in
Gwadar port of Balochistan, which would serve as the entry point to CPEC.
Mr Jaishankar said that China‘s rise as a major ―dynamic‖ factor in the Asian
affairs served to remind that differences with China had not gone away. ―With
China, the overall broadening of ties, especially in business and people-to-people
contacts, has been overshadowed by differences on certain political issues,‖ he
said.
―But it is important for the two countries not to lose sight of the strategic
nature of their engagement or falter in their conviction that their rise can be
mutually supportive.‖
Reports said that the foreign secretary‘s comments about CPEC and ―political
issues‖ were significant as both India and China had dealt with the differences over
the last several months. India is unhappy over China‘s stance at the Nuclear
Suppliers Group where its membership bid was scuttled last year.
China‘s territorial assertion over Asia received a jolt in July 2016 when the
Permanent Court of Arbitration gave an adverse verdict on the South China Sea
issue.
Mr Jaishankar was quoted as saying that India‘s position on South China Sea
was in sync with the international community‘s position.
Published in Dawn, January 19th, 2017
Успешный рост экономики Китая – 6.7% в 2016 г.
China‘s GDP growth beats expectations
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The Hindu. 21.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/China‘s-GDP-growth-beatsexpectations/article17069800.ece?homepage=true

Economy expands 6.8% in Q4, but risks loom from mounting debt as
bank loans climb to a record
China‘s economy grew a faster-than-expected 6.8% in the fourth quarter,
boosted by higher government spending and record bank lending, giving it a
tailwind heading into what is expected to be a turbulent year.
But Beijing‘s decision to prioritize its official growth target could exact a high
price, as policymakers grapple with financial risks created by an explosive growth
in debt.
Rising debt-to-GDP ratio
China‘s debt-to-GDP ratio rose to 277% at the end of 2016 from 254% the
previous year, with an increasing share of new credit being used to pay debt
servicing costs, UBS analysts said in a note. The fourth quarter was the first time in
two years that the world‘s second-largest economy has shown an uptick in
economic growth, but this year it faces further pressure to cool its housing market,
the impact of government efforts at structural reforms, and a potentially testy
relationship with a new U.S. administration.
―We do not expect this [Q4 GDP] rebound to extend far into 2017, when a
slowdown in the property market and steps to address supply shortages in the
commodity sector ought to drag again on demand and output,‖ said Tom Rafferty,
regional China manager for the Economist Intelligence Unit.
The economy expanded 6.7% in 2016, the National Bureau of Statistics said
on Friday, near the middle of the government‘s 6.5-7% growth target but still the
slowest pace in 26 years.
Economists polled by Reuters had expected 6.7% growth for both the fourth
quarter and the full year.
Housing helped prop up growth again in the fourth quarter, with property
investment rising a surprisingly strong 11.1% in December from 5.7% in
November, even as house prices showed signs of cooling in some major cities.
Consumer spending was also strong, with retail sales in December rising at
their fastest pace in a year on stronger sales of cars and cosmetics.
Fixed asset investment grew 8.1%, the slowest pace since 1999, as investment
by private firms slowed again in December on a monthly basis. Private sector fixed
asset investment fell to 4.07% from 4.93% in November, according to Reuters
calculations based on statistics bureau data.
Consumption contributed the bulk of growth last year, but income growth
didn‘t pick up, and a measure of China‘s income inequality rose slightly last year,
the statistics bureau said. Amid signs of stabilization, policy sources told Reuters
that China‘s leaders will lower their economic growth target to around 6.5% this
year, giving them more room to push reforms to contain debt risks.
They will not want to let growth fall too sharply, however, ahead of a key
party meeting in the autumn when a new generation of leaders will be picked.
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―Economic stability is always important but will be an even higher priority
ahead of the 19th Party Congress,‖ said Tim Condon, Singapore-based economist
at ING.
In a sign of the tasks ahead, the People‘s Bank of China unexpectedly cut the
amount banks must keep in reserve on Friday, a measure aimed at easing tight
liquidity ahead of the upcoming Lunar New Year holiday.
―Today‘s move seems to suggest that liquidity conditions are tighter than
authorities‘ expectations, as capital outflows remain strong,‖ said Zhou Hou, senior
emerging markets economist at Commerzbank in Singapore. Capital outflows have
been putting strong downward pressure on the yuan, which lost nearly 7 % last
year, making it the worst performing major Asian currency.
Risks increase
Rapid monetary expansion and expectations of slower economic growth at
home, along with a rising U.S. dollar, also hit the yuan.
―The key risk to the Chinese economy in 2017 and 2018 is the possibility that
faster-than-expected U.S. interest rate increases could intensify Chinese capital
outflows and increase stresses on China‘s financial system,‖ said Bill Adams,
senior economist at U.S.-based PNC Financial Services Group.
China‘s sluggish exports could also come under fresh pressure if U.S.
President-elect Donald Trump follows through on pledges to impose tough
protectionist measures.
‗The biggest unknown‘
―Relations with a Trump administration is the biggest known unknown.
Trump advisers and cabinet-nominees have identified the U.S.-China relationship
as in need of adjustment to support the president-elect‘s objective of a
manufacturing renaissance,‖ said Condon. China‘s central bank could slightly
tighten credit conditions this year to encourage debt-laden companies to
deleverage, but it‘s unlikely to rush to raise interest rates despite an expected pickup in inflation, policy insiders said.
―Looking at the economic forces out there both globally and domestically, I
think that China will face a few headwinds. Externally, mainly from a change in
the climate in the U.S. with regards to China‘s exports...(and) within China I think
we will see a bit of impact from the slowdown in property investment,‖ said Louis
Kuijs, head of Asia Economics at Oxford Economics. — Reuters
Замедление роста экономики Китая до 6.7%
China‘s economy slows down to 6.7% — lowest in 26 years
The Hindu. 20.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/China‘s-economyslows-down-to-6.7-—-lowest-in-26-years/article17066738.ece?homepage=true

Still within the government‘s target range of 6.5% to 7% set for the year.
China‘s economy, the world‘s second largest, grew 6.7% year on year in
2016, the slowest pace of growth in 26 years but still within the government‘s
target range set for the year, official data showed on Friday.
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Growth in the fourth quarter came in at 6.8%, accelerating from the 6.7% rise
registered in the third quarter but still the slowest quarterly growth since the global
financial crisis, figures released by China‘s National Bureau of Statistics said.
The world‘s second largest economy slowed down from 6.9% in 2015.
Its economy size: $9.96 trillion
However, China has revised the 2015 figures on January 9 under which the
size of the world‘s second largest economy was officially stated to be 68.91 trillion
yuan ($9.96 trillion) up 354.6 billion yuan from its preliminary figure.
In Dollar terms however, the figure was less comparitively as yuan continued
to decline sharply since last year trading around 6.90 to US dollar.
The 6.7% was in the range of 6.5 to 7% official target fixed by Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang last year. Chinese President Xi Jinping has directed officials
that the economy should not go down 6.5 %.
Индия считает, что КПЭК проходит по ее территории
China defends CPEC; India claims it passes through its territory
Dawn, January 19th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309370/china-defends-cpecindia-claims-it-passes-through-its-territory

NEW DELHI: China defended on Wednesday the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) as a project meant for regional peace and development after
Indian prime minister hinted that it violated India‘s territorial sovereignty, even
though he did not name it in his speech.
Speaking at the inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue on Tuesday,
Narendra Modi had said: ―Respect for sovereignty is important for regional
connectivity to improve.‖
He said that it was not unusual for two large neighbouring powers (like India
and China) to have some differences. ―In the management of our relationship, and
for peace and progress in the region, both our countries need to show sensitivity
and respect for each other‘s core concerns and interests,‖ he added.
When asked to respond to Mr Modi‘s remarks at a media briefing, Hua
Chunying, the spokesperson for China‘s foreign ministry, said: ―Regarding CPEC,
this is a project that is devised for long-term development and cooperation in
various fields... It is for regional peace and development.‖
The India Today quoted her as saying that the project ―targets no third
country and it will not affect China‘s position on Kashmir‖.
The unambiguous Chinese foreign ministry statement, however, did not stop
Indian Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar from bringing up the same subject on the
second day of the Raisina Dialogue and claiming that CPEC passed through its
territory.
―CPEC passes through a territory that we see as our territory. Surely people
will understand what Indian reaction is. There needs to be some reflection and I am
sorry to say that we have not seen signs of that,‖ he said.
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China and Pakistan have fast-tracked the construction work of the CPEC, a
large part of which passes through Azad Kashmir, to which India lays claim in its
ongoing dispute with Pakistan. Once completed CPEC will provide all-weather
energy route for China from the Gulf. Reports said that India‘s concerns had
increased in recent weeks with reports of China-Pakistan naval cooperation in
Gwadar port of Balochistan, which would serve as the entry point to CPEC.
Mr Jaishankar said that China‘s rise as a major ―dynamic‖ factor in the Asian
affairs served to remind that differences with China had not gone away. ―With
China, the overall broadening of ties, especially in business and people-to-people
contacts, has been overshadowed by differences on certain political issues,‖ he
said.
―But it is important for the two countries not to lose sight of the strategic
nature of their engagement or falter in their conviction that their rise can be
mutually supportive.‖
Reports said that the foreign secretary‘s comments about CPEC and ―political
issues‖ were significant as both India and China had dealt with the differences over
the last several months. India is unhappy over China‘s stance at the Nuclear
Suppliers Group where its membership bid was scuttled last year.
China‘s territorial assertion over Asia received a jolt in July 2016 when the
Permanent Court of Arbitration gave an adverse verdict on the South China Sea
issue.
Mr Jaishankar was quoted as saying that India‘s position on South China Sea
was in sync with the international community‘s position.
Западный маршрут – часть КПЭК, в Хайбер Пахтунхва довольны
Western route now part of CPEC: Khattak
The Express Tribune, January 19th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1299981/westernroute-now-part-cpec-khattak/

Another alternative CPEC route would start from Gilgit, pass through
Shandur and Chitral
PESHAWAR: The western route is now part of the China- Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and everything is on paper, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
chief minister Pervaiz Khattak said on Wednesday.
The chief minister was briefing Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief Imran
Khan and general secretary Jehangir Tareen.
He told both PTI leaders that another alternative CPEC route would start from
Gilgit, pass through Shandur and Chitral and terminate at Chakdara and a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) would soon be signed with Chinese
companies.
According to a handout issued by the chief minister‘s secretariat, various
provincial departments gave presentations to the PTI leaders on projects included
in the CPEC.
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PTI leaders also received another briefing on Fata reforms. ―Fata reforms
must be gradually implemented,‖ Imran Khan said during the briefing. Khattak
said that they favoured FATA‘s merger with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Khan also favoured introducing local government system in Fata in the first
phase. ―The Jirga system and tribal traditions must be kept intact and the local
government system must be introduced in Fata in the first phase,‖ Khan said.
―We have to take good decisions for Fata‘s better future. We have to move
ahead with FATA with a clear vision,‖ Khan said.
Earlier, Khan said that CPEC‘s Western Route would develop tourism and
boost industrial development in the region.
―CPEC will usher in an era of economic development and employment
creation. This route will (eventually) connect our region with Wakhan (in
Afghanistan), Tajikistan and entire Central Asia.‖
Гидропроект Diamer-Bhasha Dam будет частью КПЭК
Diamer-Bhasha Dam will be part of CPEC, says Ahsan Iqbal
Imran Kazmi. BR. 17 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/industries-asectors/334898-diamer-bhasha-dam-will-be-part-of-cpec-says-ahsan-iqbal.html

Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal
Monday said that Diamer-Bhasha Dam would also be part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). He said that 11,000MW of electricity would be added
to the national grid by 2018, 5,000MW under the CPEC and 6,000MW under nonCPEC projects.
The minister said this while briefing the Parliamentary Committee on CPEC
which met under the chairmanship of Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed here at the
Parliament House. He briefed the committee on recently concluded 6th meeting of
the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) in Beijing on December 28-29, 2016,
which was attended by chief ministers of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK), Sindh,
Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan.
During the briefing, Ahsan Iqbal said that they have achieved a total
consensus among the provinces on way forward of the CPEC where the Bhasha
Dam would also be part of the CPEC, adding that 11,000MW of electricity would
be added to the national grid by 2018. He said that this is the biggest energy
investment in the history of Pakistan.
Ahsan Iqbal told the committee that for the first time, Thar Coal, which has a
huge capacity, would be used for electricity generation for the next 400 years. He
added that two transmission lines, Matiari-Lahore and Matiari-Faisalabad, are
being installed which would evacuate electricity from south and will be connected
to the national grid benefiting all parts of the country.
Moreover, there was an agreement on giving priority to the construction of
the western route of the CPEC as well as up-gradation and dualisation of KarachiTorkham railway line at the cost of $8 billion. This would be the biggest railway
modernisation project in the history of Pakistan, he added.
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The minister informed the parliamentary committee that industrial zones
proposed by the provinces as well as Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan have been
accepted and proper feasibility of industrial zones as well as of an additional port
at Ketti Bandar, proposed by the Sindh government, would be carried out. He said
the all four provincial capitals, Lahore, Karachi, Quetta and Peshawar would have
rail-based mass transit system as part of the CPEC. He said that the November 13
Kashgar-Gwadar Caravan that had carried goods from Kashgar to Gwadar had
traveled on the Western route. He said that the establishment of this road link
would slash the travel distance from Quetta to Gwadar from two days to eight
hours.
However, a member of the committee from the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (FATA) Alhaj Shahji Gul Afridi expressed his reservations over the
industrial zones.
Talking to Business Recorder, he said that it was decided in the All Parties
Conference (APC) that an industrial zone would also be established in the FATA,
but this commitment is not being fulfilled. He said there is a dire need of economic
activities for the people of the FATA, who are already on the front line in the war
against terror. He said the people have been facing terrorism for many years. He
said that there is a lot of unemployment in the tribal areas and the government
should create job opportunities by establishing industrial zones there.
The government is neither constructing link roads nor establishing economic
zones in the FATA under the CPEC. We are going to launch a massive protest on
this issue against the government, Gul Afridi added.
In his remarks, Senator Mushahid Hussain welcomed the breakthrough made
at the JCC meeting in Beijing and said that CPEC is already on the road of
consolidation and 2017 would be the year of takeoff for the CPEC as all key
projects in consultation with the provinces are being pursued according to the
specific timeframe, adding that the impediments have been removed in this regard.
The members also underlined the need for exposing and countering any
baseless propaganda against CPEC by forces inimical to the interests of Pakistan
and Pakistan-China strategic partnership.
On the recommendation of some of the members, it was decided that there
would be a comprehensive briefing by the Ministry of Water & Power on the
energy plan till 2020 as well as the construction of transmission lines by the NTDC
for the evacuation of electricity.
2 китайских военных корабля переданы Пакистану для защиты порта
Гвадар
Two Chinese vessels arrive to secure Gwadar port
The Express Tribune. 15.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295572/two-chinesevessels-arrive-secure-gwadar-port/

China has handed over two ships to Pakistan Navy to ensure joint security
along the CPEC sea route.
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After arriving at the Gawadar sea port, the Chinese officials dispensed the
ships over to their Pakistani counterparts at a ceremony at Gwadar Port, Radio
Pakistan reported. Pakistan Navy Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini, received the
ships which have been named after rivers Hingol and Basole.
Meeting at GHQ: China satisfied with CPEC security
The Chinese ships have become part of the Pakistan Navy, and they will be
deployed for the security of the Gwadar port as well as the sea route of CPEC,
Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussain said while speaking at the handing-over
ceremony.
The Chinese government will be providing two more ships to Pakistan Navy,
named named Dasht and Zhob . Work on the ships is underway in China and is
expected to be completed soon.
Mega projects: CPEC to create jobs in G-B
China has so far invested $14 billion in 30 early harvest projects to be
completed under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a flagship project
of the One Belt One Road initiative launched by Chinese President Xi Jinping. Of
the 30 projects, 16 were under construction, a statement quoted Chinese Embassy
Deputy Chief of Mission Zhao Lijian as saying. He said some early harvest
projects would be completed by early 2018 while hydroelectric power projects
would be ready in 2020.
Наваз Шариф ввел в эксплуатацию 3-й энергоблок на атомной станции
Чашма (участвовал и Китай)
PM Nawaz inaugurates Chashma III nuclear power plant
The Express Tribune. December 28, 2016. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1277235/pm-nawazinaugurates-chashma-iii-nuclear-power-plant/

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Wednesday inaugurated Chashma III
nuclear power plant in Mianwali.
The project will add 340 megawatts of electricity to the national power grid. It
is a joint collaboration of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission and China
National Nuclear Corporation and was initiated following the successful
operation of Chashma-I and Chashma-II projects.
Addressing the ceremony, Nawaz said the politics of sit-ins will lead the
country to nowhere and those doing so must refrain from it. ―Have mercy on this
nation, your sit-ins are proving destructive for this country,‖ the premier said in a
thinly veiled reference to Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) protests against
corruption in the wake of Panama Papers leaks.
The premier reiterated that electricity loadshedding will be eliminated as well
as become affordable by 2018 which will also help decline the prices of
commodities.
Loadshedding will be history by 2018: PM Nawaz
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Пакистанский генерал приглашает Индию в совместный с Китаем
проект
Владимир
Терехов.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/13/pakistanskij-general-priglashaet-indiyu-v-sovmestny-j-s-kitaem-proekt/.
13.01.2017.

21 декабря с.г. руководитель Южного командования пакистанской
армии генерал-лейтенант Аамир Риаз выступил с призывом к Индии
присоединиться к реализации грандиозного проекта по созданию Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК).
Данное приглашение стало частью взаимной примиренческой риторики
последних дней, инициированной премьер-министром Пакистана Навазом
Шарифом, которая призвана разрядить напряжѐнность в отношениях между
двумя ядерными державами, в завершающемся году уже дважды
оказывавшихся на грани войны. Впрочем, стороны и сегодня расходятся в
вопросе о том, кто должен ―создать здоровую атмосферу для переговоров‖.
Напомним, что проект создания упомянутого выше ―коридора‖, который
через пакистанскую территорию свяжет западные провинции КНР с портом
Гвадар на берегу Аравийского моря, стал основным итогом прошедшего в
апреле 2015 г. визита в Пакистан китайского лидера Си Цзиньпина. В
подписанном тогда двустороннем соглашении говорилось о готовности
Китая выделить гигантскую сумму в 46 млрд долл. на строительство
транспортных маршрутов и сопутствующих промышленных объектов на
территории Пакистана.
Отметим, что КПЭК будет иметь исключительное значение для КНР,
позволяя решить одну из важнейших стратегических проблем обеспечения
гарантированного выхода в акваторию Индийского океана, а следовательно,
к восточному побережью Африки и зоне Персидского залива. Сегодня
указанный проект приобретает особую значимость в условиях, когда
практически исчезла перспектива решения этой проблемы через территорию
Мьянмы, на что была нацелена политика КНР в регионе в течение 20 лет,
начиная с 1990 г.
К месту представляется отметить, что нередкое привязывание
указанного вполне конкретного проекта (с понятным целеполаганием
стратегического плана) к аморфной и декларативной концепции
―Возрождения великого шѐлкового пути‖ является скорее продуктом
политологических фантазий. Без разрешения фундаментальных проблем в
отношениях между ведущими участниками новой геополитической игры
данная концепция и далее будет описываться ―политфантазийным‖, а не
более конкретным ―бизнес-проектным‖ языком.
Именно традиционный характер проблем в треугольнике ―Китай-ИндияПакистан‖ (перспектива разрешения которых сегодня почти не
просматривается) предопределил отрицательный ответ Индии на инициативу
генерала А. Риаза ―отбросить вражду с Пакистаном и воспользоваться
выгодами от будущего КПЭК‖.
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Легко сказать. А как быть с тем фактом, что Индия претендует на
владение как раз той территорией, по которой ―коридор‖ и будет проходить
(на что указывается в ответе официального представителя индийского
МИД)?
Территориальная (то есть вполне традиционная) проблема является
главной причиной опасной напряжѐнности в пакистано-индийских
отношениях. Пресловутые ―террористы‖, базирующиеся на территории
Пакистана, представляют собой скорее внешнее проявление этой
фундаментальной проблемы, а также (весьма вероятно) инструмент борьбы с
региональным оппонентом. Следует оговориться, что слово-маркѐр
―террористы‖ в ходу и в самом Пакистане, когда речь заходит, например, о
племенах, проживающих в приграничной с Афганистаном полосе,
доставлявших немало головной боли ещѐ администрации ―Британской
Индии‖, поскольку отказывались признавать произвольно нарисованные ею
―границы‖.
То же слово упоминается генералом А. Риазом в обсуждаемом
обращении к Индии. Таким образом он определил одну из непростых
проблем КПЭК, связанную с многолетней нестабильностью в пакистанском
Белуджистане, по территории которого пройдѐт значительная часть
транспортных маршрутов. На территории же Белуджистана находится их
конечный пункт, то есть порт Гвадар.
В связи с инициативой пакистанского генерала крайне важным
представляется ещѐ раз отметить, что КПЭК является (в основном) проектом
Китая, в отношениях с которым у Индии также накопилась масса самых
разнообразных (и тоже традиционных) проблем. Наряду с огромным
(отрицательным для Индии) дисбалансом в двусторонней торговле
присутствуют та же территориальная проблема и борьба за влияние на
соседние малые страны (Непал, Мьянму).
На поверхности территориальных споров находится вопрос о
принадлежности индийского штата Аруначал-Прадеш, при упоминании
которого в КНР не забывают прибавить ―так называемый‖ и сообщить, что
соответствующая территория ―на самом деле‖ называется ―Южный Тибет‖.
Впрочем, по мнению многих экспертов, в скрытой форме
территориальная проблема в китайско-индийских отношениях носит гораздо
более обширный характер и затрагивает вопрос о статусе всего Тибета.
А как быть с ―укрывающимся на территории Индии лидером тибетских
сепаратистов‖ и по совместительству нынешним Далай-ламой? Насколько
серьѐзно в Пекине относятся к порождаемой им проблеме недавно
почувствовала на себе Монголия, руководство которой после показательной
порки, вероятно, молит сейчас Будду, чтобы этим всѐ и ограничилось.
В отношении Индии такого Пекин себе, конечно, не позволяет. Но после
встречи Далай-ламы с индийским президентом П.К. Мукерджи,
состоявшейся 11 декабря (то есть спустя три недели после злосчастной
поездки первого в Монголию), китайский официоз Global Times отметил, что
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имеющийся у Индии финансово-экономический потенциал не позволяет ей
наступать на больные мозоли КНР путѐм оказания экстренной помощи УланБатору.
Наконец, есть повод коснуться относительно частного вопроса. Почему
обсуждаемая здесь инициатива исходила от МО Пакистана, а не от
―профильных‖ министерств (например, МИД) или, принимая во внимание еѐ
масштаб, того же премьер-министра или даже президента?
В данном факте в очередной раз отразилась (отмечавшаяся ранее в НВО)
специфика государственного устройства Пакистана, в котором центральную
роль играет армия. Указанная специфика, в свою очередь, объясняется
особенностями как внутреннего, так и внешнего по отношению к Пакистану
плана.
В обращении к руководству Индии генерал А. Риаз произнѐс хорошие
слова, но нынешние дела в Южной Азии, увы, сильнее слов.
Китай удовлетворен безопасностью на строительстве КПЭК, - встреча
китайского посла с Главой Армии Баджва
China declared satisfaction over CPEC security
Daily Times. 13.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/13-Jan-17/china-declaredsatisfaction-over-cpec-security

RAWALPINDI: Chinese ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong met Chief of
Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Bajwa at General Headquarters on Friday.
The visiting dignitary conveyed China‘s satisfaction on security arrangements
for the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Sun Weidong also acknowledged and lauded Pakistan‘s efforts in fighting
terrorism and extremism.
Other matters of mutual interest including regional security were also
discussed.
Проблемы КПЭК для Пакистана (экология)
Senior economist raises several questions regarding CPEC
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
13th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292975/analysis-senior-economist-raises-several-questionsregarding-cpec/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: As both countries make steady progress on the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Dr Kaiser Bengali, former advisor to
Balochistan chief minister, has raised the issue of socio-economic implications of
the mega investment project.
Dr Bengali, who till recently was heading Balochistan chief minister‘s Policy
Reform Unit, raised 12 questions that, according to him, require satisfactory
answers in order to protect Pakistan‘s economic interests.
The questions encompass socially and politically sensitive topics like
protection of jobs, industries, implications of CPEC on Pakistan‘s balance of
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payments, budgetary positions and benefits Balochistan, Pakistan‘s most
underdeveloped province, would get out of the $55 billion umbrella deal.
CPEC: Business forum says private sector must be taken onboard
In 2013, the Chinese president made the concept of CPEC public for the first
time and subsequently both the countries signed CPEC Framework agreement –
which now covers projects worth $55 billion, in addition to allied benefits like
construction of industrial zones. Last month, the federal government managed to
address most of the concerns of the provincial governments after it made them part
of development process.
The actual benefits from CPEC will depend on how the corridor is planned
and executed, said Dr Bengali. ―As an advisor to former CM Balochistan, I would
often get questions that did not have answers,‖ he added.
Was an assessment conducted?
Dr Bengali has asked whether Pakistan prepared an overall CPEC feasibility
before formally signing the sovereign agreement with China. He also wants an
answer to the question whether CPEC Environment Impact Assessment was
carried out or not.
Dr Bengali said that according to his information Pakistan did not conduct
feasibility and environment impact studies, although China has conducted its own.
However, officials of the Ministry of Planning said that project specific feasibility
and environment studies were done.
The issue of environment has also been raised by the Giglit-Baltistan region,
the gateway of CPEC, as its environment may get affected due to transit traffic that
will pass through its scenic mountainous roads.
Dr Bengali has put forward questions on the shares of Pakistan and
Balochistan in Gwadar port revenues. Dr Bengali is currently member National
Finance Commission on behalf of Balochistan. He said that there was no clarity
whether Gwadar-Khunjerab Highway will be a toll road and if so, what will be the
provincial share in revenues generated by the National Highway Authority?
The planning ministry says revenue will be shared according to the existing
arrangements between the centre and the federation.
Adverse impact of CPEC on local industries
One of the most important questions the economist has raised is about the
positive and adverse impacts of Pakistan becoming a transit route of China on local
industries. According to the existing arrangement, China is bringing goods,
machinery and labour for the construction of CPEC projects. The hope that these
construction activities would generate economic activities is fading away.
However, the planning ministry said that in the 6th Joint Cooperation
Committee meeting both countries agreed to include nine industrial parks in the
CPEC framework, which will promote manufacturing activities.
Tax exemptions offered to CPEC-related projects
Dr Bengali also raised the question about the quantum of tax exemptions to
CPEC-related imports and its impacts on state revenues and the manufacturing
sector. The government has already granted an income tax holiday status to
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Gwadar Port. It has also exempted all types of taxes on two big infrastructure
projects of CPEC.
It has waived off dividend tax on the income of the Chinese financial
institutions. Recently, it has waived off all types of taxes on construction and
income generated by Chinese from the four mass train transit projects being built
in four provincial capitals.
Rough estimates suggest, so far Rs150 billion worth tax exemptions have
been given to CPEC-related projects, according to sources in the Federal Board of
Revenue. These include Rs80 billion exemptions to four mass transit projects.
Dr Bengali has also asked that what will be the medium and long-term
implications of the CPEC arrangement on the country‘s balance of payment
position and impact of foreign exchange inflows in shape of loans, foreign direct
investment and outflows out flows in shape of debt repayment, profit and outward
remittances.
Share of locals
So far, CPEC-related imports have adversely affected the country‘s trade
balance and the federal government is trying to find a way to book these loans as
FDI.
CPEC benefit: MCCI chief believes country can be regional economic power
According to him, another question is; what is the budgetary burden on
Pakistan for protecting Chinese roads and sea convoys. This is a very critical point,
as the federal government is demanding the four provinces to give away 3% of
their divisible pool for security purposes.
Dr Bengali also asked about the jobs for locals in the security units, being
raised for CPEC-related protection, recruited from districts through which the
Gwadar-Khunjerab Highway passes. The planning ministry has said that many
projects have been initiated in Gwadar to make the locals part of the development
activity.
He also wants answers to the question regarding water provision plan for
Gwadar and the plan to ensure that Gwadar does not become a Baloch minority
city.
Волоконно-оптический кабель соединит Пакистан с Китаем в 2017 году
Интернет-сайт «RusCable.Ru». http://www.ruscable.ru/news/2017/01/12/Volokonnoopticheskij_kabely_soedinit_Pakistan_s_K/ 12.01.2017.

В рамках 44-миллиардного Пакистанско-китайского экономического
коридора (CPEC) планируется объединить Пакистан и Китай при помощи
волоконно-оптического кабеля. Проект строительства высокоскоростной
волоконно-оптической кабельной сети между Пакистаном и Китаем
предполагается завершить в 2017 году. Первая часть проекта стартовала в
2016 году в рамках проекта Пакистанско-китайского экономического
коридора. Уже ведутся работы на восьми участках 100-125-километровой
трассы.
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Волоконно-оптический кабель длиной 820 километров будет проложен
от высокогорного национального парка Хунджераб (Khunjerab) до города
Равалпинди (Rawalpindi) в Пакистане. На втором этапе реализации проекта
кабель будет проложен между городами Гвадар (Gwadar) и Карачи (Karachi).
Государственная пакистанская организация специальной связи Special
Communications
Organization
(SCO),
управляемая
Министерством
информационных технологий и находящаяся на содержании Пакистанской
армии, была привлечена к оказанию телекоммуникационных услуг в горной
местности после того, как компания T&T не сумела предоставить
телекоммуникационные средства в труднодоступные пункты. Этой
организации придется противостоять опасным для жизни погодным
условиям и выполнять различные сложные задания. При реализации проекта
кабель нужно будет проложить в одном из самых труднодоступных районах
страны. Физические условия и экстремально низкие температуры являются
основными препятствиями на первом этапе реализации проекта. Из-за
экстремальных погодных явлений в горных хребтах Бабусар (Babusar) и
некоторых районах в Чиллас (Chillas) и Сост (Sost) пришлось применять
специальные средства.
После завершения проекта строительства этой волоконно-оптической
кабельной сети Пакистан получит прямой телекоммуникационный доступ к
Китаю, странам Центральной Азии и оттуда к Европе и к Соединѐнным
Штатам и обратно. В настоящее время Пакистан соединѐн с миром
посредством четырѐх подводных волоконно-оптических кабельных линий, а
остальные пять находятся в процессе строительства и будут введены в
эксплуатацию в ближайшие годы.
Китай просит Россию спасти ключевой транспортный коридор (КПЭК)
«Око планеты». http://oko-planet.su/finances/financesnews/352005-kitay-prosit-rossiyuspasti-klyuchevoy-transportnyy-koridor.html. 9.01.2017.

Недавно в «The Global Times» (Китай) опубликовали статью, в которой
говорилось о том, что Пекин стремится к участию Москвы в проекте
китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора (КПЭК), однако
российское посольство в Исламабаде опровергло эту информацию, пишет
обозреватель Forbes Панос Мурдукутас.
Среди прочего в статье китайского издания отмечалось: "Участие
России в КПЭК, в том числе в использовании порта Гвадар, может дать
толчок китайско-российскому сотрудничеству и стать демонстрационным
проектом инициативы "Один пояс — один путь", которая должна укрепить
будущее мультинациональное сотрудничество".
"И это определѐнно верно", — подчѐркивает обозреватель Forbes.
Крепкая инфраструктура — это предварительное условие для экономической
интеграции соседних стран. Однако, по мнению автора, реальная причина,
почему Пекин стремится привлечь Россию к проекту КПЭК, заключается в
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желании китайских властей использовать Москву, для того чтобы успокоить
Индию, которая претендует на контроль за критически важной частью
КПЭК.
Как отмечается в статье, цель китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора, с точки зрения КНР, заключается в том, чтобы диктовать правила
следующей эры глобализации и помогать функционированию в будущем
экспортных и инвестиционных механизмов Китая. В частности, КПЭК для
Китая — это канал, который связывает Западный Китай с Ближним Востоком
и Африкой. Но проблема заключается в том, что часть коридора проходит
через пакистанские территории, за контроль над которыми продолжают
бороться Нью-Дели и Исламабад. И именно поэтому Пекину нужно
примириться с Индией.
Однако пока Китай мало в этом преуспел. Фактически, пишет
Мурдукутас, китайские власти делали как раз противоположное. Так, они
неоднократно блокировали усилия Нью-Дели по присоединению к Группе
ядерных поставщиков. Кроме того, в "тупиковой ситуации" между Индией и
Пакистаном по поводу Кашмира Пекин открыто встал на сторону
Исламабада.
"Вероятно, Россия может в качестве посредника добиться мирного
соглашения между Индией и Пакистаном и спасти КПЭК. Это стало бы
хорошей новостью для рынков этого региона", — пишет в завершение своей
статьи для Forbes Панос Мурдукутас.
Валютные резервы Китая (3 трлн. долл.) сократились в 2016 г. на 320
млн. долл.
China forex reserves fall by $320 bn in 2016
The News. January 07, 2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/177474-China-forexreserves-fall-by-320-bn-in-2016

BEIJING: China´s foreign exchange reserves fell by $320 billion last year,
Beijing announced Saturday, as authorities sought to support the yuan against a
soaring dollar which is encouraging capital outflows.
The country´s vast foreign exchange reserves, the largest in the world, slipped
to $3.011 trillion at the end of December, the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange (SAFE) said on its website.
In December the forex reserves dropped by $41 billion from the previous
month, SAFE said, which would make it their sixth consecutive monthly decline
according to figures from the central People´s Bank of China.
Reserves had slipped by $46 billion in October and nearly $70 billion in
November, falling to levels last seen more than five years ago.
"The central bank´s efforts to stabilise the yuan are the main reason why the
reserves have fallen," last year, said an official of the State Administration of
Foreign Exchange.
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The yuan is now trading at its lowest level in eight years against the dollar
after dropping about seven percent in the space of a year, as Beijing sells
greenbacks to support its currency.
At the same time, a persistently sluggish domestic economy is encouraging a
flight of funds in search of more remunerative investments abroad.
Aware of the danger, China has tightened its measures to stop the outflow of
capital, in particular by restricting many investments abroad considered doubtful.
Пакистанские производители текстиля опасаются активного внедрения
Китая в этот сектор
Local lobby fears Chinese entrance in textile sector
Shahram
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
8th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1287695/local-lobby-fears-chinese-entrance-textile-sector/

2017.

LAHORE: Pakistan seems to have placed a lot of faith in the ‗gamechanging‘ China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), but the local business
community still has some concerns.
Stakeholders of the country‘s textile sector are anticipating a further decline,
fearing that if Chinese companies started relocating their textile units in different
tax-free industrial zones in Pakistan, they would go out of business.
―Whenever China enters any country it damages the domestic market – it‘s a
fact,‖ said Pakistan Readymade Garments Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (PRGMEA) Senior Vice President Jawad Choudhry while talking to a
group of journalists.
―Our industry is currently facing a declining trend due to the high cost of
doing business and productivity, whereas China plays with price by increasing its
production,‖ he added.
Industry experts believe that if China locates its textile units to Pakistan they
will have an edge over the existing players due to the benefits, such as tax-free
zones, under CPEC. An additional benefit for them would be the energy prices as
they are setting up their own power plants to feed their industries in Pakistan.
―We expect the government to share CPEC cost and benefit ratio with the
local industry so we can plan for our future investments,‖ said PRGMEA Central
Chairman Ijaz Khokhar, adding that CPEC business wing should be established to
safeguard the existing local industries as well as international investors.
Khokhar said that Pakistani government should bind Chinese investors to
establish new industries as a Joint Venture with local stakeholders with 49:51
equity ratios.
―It is not possible for existing local players to relocate their industries in tax
free zones in the current scenario.‖
Анализ возможностей КПЭК – исследование аналитика из США
The economics of CPEC
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ISHRAT HUSAIN (public policy fellow at the Woodrow Wilson Centre, Washington,
D.C.). Dawn, January 3rd, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1305992/the-economics-of-cpec

IN a country where negativity and cynicism reign supreme, critics and
detractors of all kinds are revered, and emotional outbursts and fabricated stories
dominate the air waves and social media, it is difficult to present a dispassionate
analysis of national issues.
Since China announced the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), more
time and energy has been spent in finding faults, poking holes and raising doubts
based on speculation and conjecture. Had this investment been announced in
another developing country, the national reaction would be: how do we plan to
ensure maximisation of benefits to the economy? What are the weaknesses and
deficiencies in the existing set-up we need to overcome? But this type of thinking
is not in our DNA. We are either in a mood for celebration and self-congratulations
or outright condemnation and depiction of exaggerated pitfalls.
There are three types of reservations against CPEC. First, those who believe
that this whole endeavour is designed to benefit Punjab to the neglect of the three
smaller provinces. Fanning parochial and ethnic prejudices, doubts are created
about the narrow impact of these projects. Second, that the country would be
saddled with costly external loans and outflows forcing Pakistan to go for another
bailout. Frightening numbers such as totals of $110 billion are floating around.
Third, some Baloch youth believe that they would become a minority in their own
province. Mistrust and not perceived economic gains underlies such anxiety.
The government has not helped matters as it has not placed all the data and
information about capital structure, detailed sources of financing, project sponsors
etc pertaining to CPEC, in the public domain.
There are three types of reservations against CPEC. How can we address
them?
This article, to allay some of the reservations, proposes that the Planning
Commission and PIDE use the well-established framework of cost-benefit analysis
to evaluate and monitor the net benefits of CPEC projects. Benefits can be of three
kinds: (a) direct, measured by incremental contribution to gross value added in
energy and infrastructure. Assuming energy elasticity of greater than one, a two
per cent growth in energy production and usage would increase GDP by more than
2pc from the current level (b) indirect, measured by the multiplier effect of
activities resulting from the direct demand of goods and services and (c) induced
effects or externalities: eg bringing in roads and electricity may make some
economic activities feasible and reduce outmigration of skilled labour from those
areas. Costs can be of four types: (a) direct costs associated with investment in
electricity generation , transmission and distribution or construction of roads; (b)
indirect costs: large scale investment projects create scarcity premiums and
domestic prices of some goods and services are bid up. These premiums get
reduced when competition sets in; (c) unavoidable incremental costs: in the
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absence of the required amount of domestic supplies of quality and specifications,
imports have to make up the shortfall; and (d) avoidable incremental costs: proper
planning, coordination and active management can substitute high-cost inputs by
low-cost inputs keeping quality intact.
Net benefits are thus estimated as the difference between the discounted flow
of aggregated benefits and the discounted flow of all types of costs over the given
time horizon. This calculation is not straightforward and is beset with many
conceptual, empirical and measurement difficulties. The most problematic area is
the aggregation of easily quantifiable direct benefits or costs with estimated
indirect and induced benefits and costs. The latter are sensitive to the assumptions
on which they are based. Economists, by setting up monitoring experiments,
discover new data that helps in fine-tuning and refining the original estimates. The
outcomes therefore depend upon minimisation of avoidable costs and expansion of
induced benefits thus enlarging the quantum of net benefits.
The avoidable costs phenomenon can be illustrated with the help of two
examples. If the Chinese managers, skilled and technical staff continue to be
deployed throughout the duration of the project, the unit cost of labour after taking
into account the expatriate wage premium, security, housing and mobility expenses
would be relatively much higher compared to a situation where preponderantly
Pakistanis were employed. If the government makes advance plans for these
positions to be transferred to Pakistanis over a staggered period through training,
on the job apprenticeship, attachments and under study assignments supervised by
Chinese trainers, cost savings would be substantial and net benefits much larger.
This requires coordination, target setting, monitoring and outsourcing to vocational
and technical training institutes, private providers and the provincial governments.
Similarly, it is guesstimated that at least 100,000 additional trucks would be
needed to transport construction materials, movement of export-import trade and
increased volume of goods. If investment in the sub sector is not carried out well
ahead of the CPEC projects‘ peak load demand, the prices of trucking would
escalate, putting Pakistani exports at a competitive disadvantage. The cost matrix
of CPEC projects would also move upwards thus increasing the indirect costs.
However, if Pakistani truck manufacturers are provided ballpark figures they can
invest in expansion of existing capacity in tandem with the suppliers of parts and
components. Indirect benefits would increase through creation of new jobs in the
industry and efficiency gains from the economies of scale.
On the benefit side, it must be ensured that the most dynamic and enduring
benefits from CPEC accrue to the people living in the deprived districts of
Balochistan and southern KP. The opening up and integration of these districts
with the unified national market of goods and services would make their fisheries,
mining, livestock, horticulture and other activities economically feasible, creating
incomes and jobs and helping lift them out of poverty. Roads and electricity are
precursors for broad-based development as they minimise post harvest losses,
waste and spoilage of perishable agriculture commodities, reduce the cost of
delivery to market towns, and confer purchasing power in the hands of farmers
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who then use it to buy consumer goods, generating a second round of economic
activities in these districts.
By playing a more active role in maximising the benefits to the people of
deprived districts and containing avoidable costs, the government would be able to
allay a lot of misapprehensions and doubts.
МИД РФ: Россия не ведет с Пакистаном секретных переговоров по
экономическим проектам
«НГ». 29.11.2016. http://www.ng.ru/news/563834.html.

Россия не ведет "секретных переговоров" с Пакистаном об участии в
реализации проектов в рамках пакистано-китайского экономического
коридора. Об этом говорится в распространенном сегодня комментарии МИД
РФ.
"Появившиеся в пакистанских СМИ сообщения о "секретных
переговорах" между Россией и Пакистаном о реализации проектов в рамках
создаваемого
пакистано-китайского
экономического
коридора
не
соответствуют действительности, - отмечается в документе. - Возможность
российского подключения к данной инициативе с Исламабадом не
обсуждается".

ПАКИСТАН – ТУРЦИЯ1
Пакистанская делегация встретилась с руководством Турции на
саммите ОИС
Pakistani delegation meets Turkish leadership
The Nation. December 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Dec-2017/pakistani-delegationmeets-turkish-leadership

Istanbul Mayor Mevlut Uysal held a quick meeting with Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif before the OIC meeting started.
It is pertinent to note here that the mayor held this special meeting with the
chief minister to discuss matters of mutual cooperation and bilateral relations.
More importantly, both leaders strongly condemned US President Donald Trump‘s
recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
The mayor acknowledged the presence of the Pakistani delegation in Turkey
to attend the OIC summit in these words: "Today your presence here in Istanbul
means that we all brothers [Muslim leaders] are united on the issue of Jerusalem",
said the Mayor of Istanbul during his meeting with the CM.‖
Just before the summit started off, Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif along with
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqaan Abbasi exchanged views over the importance of
holding the emergency OIC meeting in which 48 countries are representing the
demands and concerns of the Muslim world.
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They were warmly greeted and welcomed by Turkish President Erdogan.
The chief minister also acknowledged the role of President Erdogan in calling for
this quick OIC meeting for sending a strong message of unity of the Muslim
Ummah when it was most needed. Not to forget, Shahbaz has had successful
meetings with the President Erdogan in the past as well on different occasions.
The Organization of the Islamic Cooperation (#OIC) is holding an
Extraordinary Summit in #Istanbul to discuss the repercussions of United States‘
recognition of #Jerusalem as capital of Israel.
The Pakistani delegation also met Palestinian President Mehmoud Abbas - a
very important and notable quick meet up indeed. Light was shed on the pertinent
Palestine issue. It was reassured that the whole Muslim Ummah is united against
Trump‘s decision and that Pakistan strongly condemns it at all levels.
Pakistan‘s representation at the OIC can be termed praiseworthy. Following
these important meetings of Prime Minister Abbasi and Punjab Chief Minister
Shahbaz, it is paramount to understand that this promotes future communication
when it comes to catering to the problems faced by the Muslim Ummah with unity.
Pakistan‘s representation being praised and acknowledged in Istanbul further
accredits the unique stability of character and the poised leadership that is
representing Pakistan at the extraordinary OIC summit.
Пакистан предложил Азербайджану и Турции создать общий военнопромышленный комплекс
Pakistan offers Azerbaijan, Turkey to create joint mily-industrial
complex
The Nation. December 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Dec-2017/pakistan-offersazerbaijan-turkey-to-create-joint-mily-industrial-complex

Baku to buy training aircraft from Islamabad, Pakistan asked to join BakuTbilisi-Kars railroad
BAKU - Pakistan , Azerbaijan and Turkey can establish a joint militaryindustrial complex, Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif said on Thursday.
The foreign minister made the remarks at a joint press conference with
Azerbaijani Foreign Minister Elmar Mammadyarov and Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu in Baku.
In
his
turn,
Mammadyarov
said
that Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey closely cooperate in the defence industry in
a bilateral format and stressed the need for a tripartite format of cooperation in that
sphere. "We can establish joint ventures for the production of defence products and
develop cooperation in this sphere in a trilateral format," Mammadyarov added.
Meanwhile, Cavusoglu stressed that the sides have the potential to
strengthen cooperation in defence industry. "We do not compete with each other in
this sphere, but complement each other," Cavusoglu said.
Mammadyarov also announced that Azerbaijan will soon sign an agreement
with Pakistan on the acquisition of training aircraft.
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―The occupation of 20 percent of Azerbaijani lands necessitates the
development of the defence sphere,‖ Mammadyarov said at the joint press
conference following the first trilateral meeting with his Turkish and Pakistani
counterparts.
Mammadyarov said Pakistan can use the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railroad to
transport various goods. Mammadyarov said the corresponding agreement was
reached during the tripartite meeting.
The Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway was built on the basis of the AzerbaijaniGeorgian-Turkish interstate agreement. The maximum volume of cargo
transportation along the BTC corridor is projected at the level of 17 million tons
per year. At the initial stage, this indicator will be at the level of 6.5 million tons of
cargo. Also up to one million passengers will be transported.
―This first trilateral meeting is another milestone in our relations. We agreed
to increase the trade turnover. We support each other in international organisations
and also intend to intensify cooperation in the defence sphere,‖ noted the
Azerbaijani minister.
Cavusoglu, for his part, noted that the next meeting of the three countries‘
ministers will be held in Pakistan in 2018. He also confirmed the need for
deepening cooperation in the defence sphere.
―We
intend
to
bring
the
trilateral
relations
of Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey to a higher level,‖ said the Turkish foreign
minister.
Khawaja Asif, for his part, noted that Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey have
great potential for increasing the trade turnover.
Asif said the three countries share a common stance on the issues of
Kashmir, Nagorno-Karabakh and Northern Cyprus. "We decided
that Pakistan , Azerbaijan and Turkey make more extensive use of the trilateral
format,‖ said the foreign minister.
He noted that this meeting focused on the discussion of cooperation in the
defence sphere and increasing trade turnover between the three countries. "Our
cooperation in this area can develop in the trilateral format. There is no direct
airline between Azerbaijan and Pakistan . With this restoration, relationships will
grow stronger,‖ added Asif.
Cavusoglu said Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey are strategic partners. ―The
first trilateral meeting of the Azerbaijani, Turkish and Pakistani foreign ministers
resulted in intensive consultations,‖ he said.
The Baku Declaration adopted following the trilateral meeting will play a
role of roadmap for future cooperation, stressed Mammadyarov.
Mammadyarov went on to say: ―Our cooperation in the defence sphere is
highly intensive. Transport relations are one of the topics of discussion. At the
meeting, we emphasised the importance of restoring air transport on bilateral and
trilateral basis. This creates great opportunities for tourism in the region.‖
Meanwhile, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev on
Thursday received a Pakistani delegation led by Khawaja Asif.
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Следующая встреча глав МИД Азербайджана, Пакистана и Турции
пройдет в Исламабаде
Интернет-сайт
«Москва-Баку.ru»
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/politics/sleduyushchaya_vstrecha_glav_mid_azerbaydzhana_pakistana_i_turtsii_pr
oydet_v_islamabade/ 30.11.2017.

На встрече министров иностранных дел Азербайджана, Пакистана и
Турции в Баку была достигнута договоренность о проведении ежегодных
трехсторонних встреч между государствами-членами в алфавитном порядке.
Как сообщает АПА, это отмечено в Бакинской декларации, принятой
по итогам встречи министров.
Была достигнута договоренность о проведении следующей встречи в
2018 году в Исламабаде.
Турций-Пакистан: военное сотрудничество
Pakistan-Turkey defence cooperation to be enhanced
Dawn. November 25, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1372702/pakistan-turkeydefence-cooperation-to-be-enhanced

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Turkey agreed to enhance bilateral cooperation
in defence field after ministers from both the countries were given a
comprehensive review of cooperation between the two states, particularly the
ongoing defence industry projects.
Federal Minister for Defence Production Rana Tanveer Hussain and
Minister for National Defence of Turkey Nurettin Canikli met in Ankara on Friday
and agreed to increase mutual contact and exchange of visits to realise the full
potential in defence collaboration and identifying new projects.
Expressing satisfaction at the flourishing relationship between Pakistan and
Turkey, the two ministers vowed to further deepen and broaden the cooperation.
They noted that the growing level of bilateral cooperation was consistent with the
vision of the leaders on both sides.
Mr Tanveer told his Turkish counterpart that defence industries of both
countries had significant capacities, capabilities and a closer mutual collaboration
would help them realise their full potential. He hoped that both countries would
explore further possibilities of joint ventures and co-production. ―The brotherly
relations between Pakistan and Turkey are deeply rooted in history,‖ said Mr
Canikli, adding that the brotherhood was reflected in all level of the relationship.
He stressed on the need for collaboration on developing critical technologies to
meet contemporary challenges.
Ambassador of Pakistan in Turkey Muhammad Syrus Sajjad Qazi, the
managing director of the Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works, Rear Admiral
Syed Hasan Nasir Shah, and senior officials of the Turkish defence industries were
also present at the meeting.
Earlier, upon his arrival at the National Defence Ministry, a contingent of the
Turkish Armed Forces presented guard of honour to the visiting minister.
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Турция покупает у России дивизионы С-400
Turkey has completed purchase of Russian missile defense
The Nation. November 12, 2017.
completed-purchase-of-russian-missile-defense

http://nation.com.pk/12-Nov-2017/turkey-has-

Turkey‘s purchase of Russian S-400 surface-to-air missiles has been
completed but Ankara is discussing a further deal with a European consortium to
help it develop its own missile defense system, Defense Minister Nurettin Canikli
said.
The decision by NATO member Turkey to buy the S-400s from Moscow has
been seen by some of its Western allies as a snub to the alliance. The deal has also
raised concern because the weapons cannot be integrated into NATO defenses.
A senior NATO commander told Reuters last week that the alliance would
continue to press Ankara to buy weapons that could work together with NATO
systems, adding that so far no S-400s had been delivered to Turkey .
―It is finished, the S-400 missiles have been bought. The rest is just details
now,‖ Canikli said in televised comments in the Black Sea town of Giresun.
But Turkey was not content with the S-400 deal alone, he added. ―We are
also making preliminary agreements with the EUROSAM consortium to have this
technology to develop, produce and use our own sources for air defense systems,‖
Canikli said, referring to a joint Franco-Italian defense project.
Canikli signed a letter of intent with France and Italy in Brussels on
Wednesday
to
strengthen
cooperation
in
defense
projects
including missile defense, Turkish defense ministry sources said last week.
They said that as a first step, EUROSAM and Turkish companies will look
into a system based on the SAMP-T missile system produced by EUROSAM.
Статья Отношения Турции и Пакистана – есть в разделе «Статьи»
«Мои документы»
"Turkey-Pakistan Relations: Towards Multidimensional Regional
Integration" published by the Journal of Muslim Perspectives. – «Muslim
Perspectives» Volume I, Issue 2, 2016.
Турция и Пакистан будут способствовать миру в Афганистане.
Pakistan, Turkey to work for Afghan peace
The Nation. September 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Sep-2017/pakistanturkey-to-work-for-afghan-peace

ISLAMABAD - Emphasising that lasting peace in Afghanistan was
important for stability in the region, Turkish President Recip Tayyep Erdogan and
Foreign Minister Khwaja Muhammad Asif Tuesday agreed that Pakistan and
Turkey would continue to work together for peace and stability in Afghanistan.
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According to Foreign Office, the foreign minister during a day-long visit to
Ankara, held talks with the Turkish president, Prime Minister Benali Yildirim and
Foreign Minister Mevlvut Cavusoglu on further strengthening of relations between
Pakistan and Turkey and deepening mutual coordination on regional peace,
security and connectivity.
During his call on the Turkish President, Khwaja Asif reaffirmed Pakistan's
strong desire for further strengthening strategic partnership between the two
countries through increased cooperation in political, economic, defence and people
to people ties.
President Erdogan reiterated Turkey's unflinching commitment to broaden
and expand brotherly relations between the two countries. They agreed on
maintaining regular high level exchanges between the two countries and continue
to work together for peace and stability in Afghanistan.
Earlier, Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif also called on Turkish Prime Minister
Benali Yildrim. Discussing bilateral relations, the two leaders expressed
satisfaction at the remarkable progress being made in deepening the strategic
partnership. In this regard, recalling the important work done under the High Level
Strategic Cooperation Council (HLSCC) under the leadership of the two prime
ministers, they resolved to take measures to impart further impetus to this bilateral
strategic forum.
Later in the day, the foreign ministers of the two countries held bilateral
talks covering all areas of mutual cooperation and coordination on peace and
security in the region with particular focus on Afghanistan in the light of recent
developments.
They agreed that there was no military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan and reiterated that Afghanistan's neighbours and regional countries
needed to work together for facilitating a politically negotiated settlement under an
Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process.
During the meetings, the two sides shared concern over human rights
violations in Indian-occupied Kashmir. Khawaja Asif thanked Turkey for its
principled support to the just struggle of the Kashmiri people for their right to selfdetermination.
The Turkish leaders and Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif also expressed deep
concern over the atrocities being committed against Rohingya and while
appreciating Turkish leadership on the issue, they stressed upon the international
community for enhancing humanitarian efforts to alleviate their sufferings.
Турция подтвердила свою приверженность позиции Пакистана по
Кашмиру
Turkey reiterates support for Pakistan's stance on Kashmir
The Express Tribune. June 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442189/turkeyreiterates-support-pakistans-stance-kashmir/
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Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yaldarim reiterated his support for Pakistan‘s
stance on Kashmir, a statement issued by the Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) said.
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa, who is on an official visit
to Turkey, thanked the premier on Turkish support to Pakistan in various
international fora.
According to the military‘s media wing, both discussed matters related to
regional security and commonality of challenges facing the two brotherly
countries.
Muslim countries can contribute towards global peace: Erdogan
PM Yaldarim appreciated the positive role that Pakistan plays in the region as
well as in the larger Muslim world.
―Pakistan and Turkey share same stance on many issues and Pakistan
supports Turkey‘s position on Cyprus as well as its efforts against terrorism of all
hue and colour,‖ the army chief said.
О расширении военно-технического сотрудничества Пакистана с
Республикой Корея и Турецкой Республикой
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35585. 13 июня, 2017.

По информации СМИ КНР, ВС Пакистана получили первую партию
буксируемых гаубиц КН-179 калибра 155 мм. южнокорейского производства.
Известно, что корейская гаубица представляет собой серьезно
модифицированное американское орудие М114А1, которое впервые было
выпущено в США в 1942 г. и было основным орудием полевой артиллерии в
ходе Второй мировой войны и вьетнамской компании ВС США.
Опытно-конструкторские работы были проведены инженерами и
специалистами компании Kia Machine Tool Company в течение трех лет в
период с 1979 по 1982 гг. Корейские специалисты разместили на лафете
ствол длиной 39 калибров, что позволило увеличить дальность стрельбы
стандартным осколочно-фугасным снарядом до 22 км, а активно-реактивным
до 30 км. Следует отметить, что М114А1 имела максимальную дальность
стрельбы 15 км.
При весе 6,89 тонны гаубицу КН-179 можно перевозить на внешней
подвеске тяжелого транспортного вертолета СН-47D или в грузовом отсеке
военно-транспортного самолета С-130. Следует отметить, что данное орудие
предназначено для стрельбы с закрытых позиций, поскольку для борьбы с
бронетехникой на открытой местности необходим бронещит, который в
целях экономии веса конструкторы убрали.
В отношении ствола орудия известно, что он изготавливается из
высокопрочного аллюминиево-стального сплава с дополнительной
температурной закалкой, что обеспечивает высокую надежность и долгий
срок службы. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что поскольку орудие имеет
гладкую внешнюю поверхность, то расчет КН-179 (восемь военнослужащих)
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не должен превышать максимальную скорострельность в 4 выстрела в
минуту, а при продолжительном ведении огня темп стрельбы должен быть
снижен до 2 выстрелов минуту.
Именно превышение темпа стрельбы и последовавший перегрев ствола
на месте стыковки с казенной частью привел к разрыву орудия 3 декабря
2009 г. на приморском испытательном оружейном полигоне Научноисследовательского отдела национальной обороны Республике Корея в
районе г. Пхочхон провинции Кѐнгидо.
В боекомплект гаубицы входят стандартные осколочно-фугасные,
активно-реактивные, кассетные, осветительные и дымовые боеприпасы
американского и европейского производства. Известно, что корейские
оружейники за последние 30 с лишним лет освоили производство данных
боеприпасов и составляют серьезную конкуренцию производителям из США
и ЕС.
По данным китайских источников, компания-производитель выпустила
около 1000 гаубиц КН-179, т.е. данные орудия составляют более половины от
артиллерийских систем, стоящих на вооружении СВ ВС РК. Известно, что
первой буксируемые гаубицы КН-179 для национальных ВС приобрела
Индонезия.
Следует отметить, что гаубица М114А1 уже известна артиллеристам СВ
ВС Пакистана и по этой причине проблем с освоением КН-179 не
предвидится, а кроме того южнокорейские компании на регулярной основе
поставляют Исламабаду боеприпасы разных калибров.
Именно стабильные поставки высококачественных боеприпасов из-за
рубежа позволяют командованию СВ ВС Пакистана закупать более
современные турецкие гаубицы калибра 155 мм под обозначением Panter.
Данное орудие спроектировано специалистами известной турецкой
государственной компании Makina ve Kimya Endustrisi Kurumu (англ.
Mechanical and Chemical Industry Corporation), а серийное производство
налажено на оружейном заводе №1011 в Анкаре.
Известно, что в разработке данного орудия прининали участие
специалисты Singapore Technologies Kinetics, которые впоследствии
заимствовали наработки турецких коллег при создании собственной гаубицы
под обозначением FH-2000.
Представляется возможным указать следующие тактико-технические
характеристики гаубицы Panter:
– вес 18 тонн;
– длина ствола 52 калибра;
– длина гаубицы в походном положении 11 м;
– высота 2,6 м;
– ширина 3,3 м;
– угол возвышения от -3 до +65;
– максимальная скорострельность: 9 выстр/мин;
– рабочая скорострельность: 3 вытср/мин;
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– максимальная продолжительность непрерывного огня не более 30 мин.
Дальность полета снаряда в зависимости от типа боеприпаса
варьируется от 24 до 40 км. Наведение на цель обеспечивает система
управления огнем BAIKS-2000 производства турецкой компании ASELSAN.
Орудие обслуживает расчет из шести военнослужащих, которые
переводят его из походного положения в менее чем за пять минут. При
необходимости расчет может сменить место расположения орудия благодаря
вспомогательному дизельному двигателю с воздушным охлаждением
мощностью 160 л.с производства немецкой компании DEUTZ. Данный
силовой агрегат обеспечивает орудию максимальную скорость движения по
шоссе 20 км/ч.
Кроме того, турецкая Makina ve Kimya Endustrisi Kurumu может
поставить пакистанским военным еще одну свою разработку – легкую
авиадесантную буксируемую гаубицу калибра 105 мм под обозначением
Boran. Известно, что данное орудие полностью отвечает требованиям
командования СВ ВС Турецкой Реcпублики. Для выполнения задач в
современно вооруженном конфликте гаубица Bosan комплектуется системой
управления огнем, инерциальной системой навигации, дульной
радиолокационной станцией и лазерным дальномером производства
ASELSAN.
Максимальная скорострельность орудия достигает 6 выстр/ мин, тогда
как нормальная скорострельность при продолжительном ведении огня
снижена всего лишь до 5 выстр/мин. Максимальная дальность стрельбы
составляет 17 км.
Очевидно, что благодаря подобным контрактам военно-политическое
руководство Пакистана пытается провести модернизации парка ствольной
артиллерии, поскольку основной региональный конкурент – Индия
прикладывает значительные усилия по модернизации собственных
артиллерийских подразделений за счет приобретения сверхлегких
авиадесантных гаубиц М777ER (пр-во США), поступающих на вооружение
горно-стрелковых подразделений. Кроме того, южнокорейские оружейники
поставляют официальному Нью-Дели самоходные артиллерийские установки
К-9 Vajra, которые также известны турецким оружейникам и приняты на
вооружение ВС Турецкой Республики под обозначением К-9 Firtina.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, очевидно, что южнокорейские и
турецкие оружейники вступают в серьезную конкурентную борьбу с
оборонно-промышленным комплексом КНР за пакистанский оружейный
рынок.
Новый контракт турецких судостроителей на поставку надводных
кораблей для ВМС Пакистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34777. 14 мая, 2017.
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На прошедшей в Стамбуле выставке IDEF 2017 крупнейшая
пакистанская судостроительная компания Karachi Shipyard & Engineering
Works Limited (KSEW) подписала с турецкой компанией Savunma
Teknolojileri Mühendislik ve Ticaret (STM) соглашение о намерении
приобрести четыре новых корвета проекта MILGEM Аdа для ВМС
Пакистана.
По
данным
Секретариата
оборонной промышленности МО Турции, твердый контракт на поставку
данных кораблей должен быть подписан между сторонами до 30 июня 2017 г.
В случае реализации этого контракта на счету турецких судостроителей
это будет уже третья сделка с пакистанскими военными после успешных
контрактов на модернизацию дизель-электрических подводных лодок
проекта «Агуста 90В» и строительство универсального транспорта
снабжения ВМС Пакистана.
В отношении корветов проекта MILGEM Ada известно, что они
обладают следующими тактико-техническими характеристиками:
– длина: 99,56 м;
– ширина 14,4;
– осадка 3,89 м;
– водоизмещение: 2300 тонн;
Силовая установка в составе двух дизельных двигателей и одной
газотурбинной установки суммарной мощностью 40 000 л.с. обеспечивает
кораблю максимальную скорость 29 узлов и экономическую скорость 15
узлов. Дальность плавания экономической скоростью составляет 3500 миль,
а автономность достигает 21 сутки.
Количество членов экипажа составляет 93 человека, а также
предусмотрены места для размещения пилотов и техников вертолета,
базируемого на корабле.
Вооружение корабля состоит из:
– артиллерийской установка «Ото Бреда» калибра 76 мм;
– 8 наклонных ПУ для противокорабельных ракет «Гарпун»
– поворотной зенитной ракетной установкой типа RAM
– двух трехтрубных торпедных аппарата калибра 324 мм.
Как отмечают китайские военные обозреватели, во внешнем виде
корвета проекта MILGEM Ada угадывается заимствование турецкими
кораблестроителями корпусной схемы от американских боевых кораблей
ближней морской зоны проекта «Свобода». Следует согласиться с мнением
китайских специалистов, что при заимствовании конструкции корпуса
турецким специалистам не удалось создать корабль с сопоставимыми
скоростными характеристиками. Кроме того, большое количество членов
экипажа для такого корабля указывает на недостаточный уровень
автоматизации процессов управления вооружением и радиоэлектронными
системами.
Состав вооружения корабля не является выдающим и следует указать,
что в области противовоздушной обороны возможности корвета очень
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ограничены, поскольку он оснащен только одной установкой зенитных
ракет RIM-116, а они предназначены только для самообороны корабля. В
современных условиях для надежного противовоздушного прикрытия на
корвет необходимо установить хотя бы одну зенитную пушечную установку
типа Phalanx.
По данным пакистанских специалистов, средняя стоимость одного
корвета составляет 300 млн долл. США, однако стоимость пакистанского
контракта не превысит одного млрд долл. США. Как отмечают китайские
военные обозреватели, при указанной цене за один корабль ВМС Пакистана
вполне могут приобрести в КНР сторожевой корабль проекта 054А в
экспортном исполнении, тогда как западные производители могут
предложить корабли водоизмещением 3000 тонн с более мощным
вооружением.
Кроме того, по оценкам некоторых западных наблюдателей,
официальному Исламабаду стоило внимательно изучить возможности
перспективного легкого фрегата проекта LF-2400, который спроектирован
специалистами турецкой STM и американской Delta Marine. Данный фрегат
будет иметь большую на 9 метров длину чем у MILGEM-Ada, увеличенное
на 50 тонн водоизмещение. Все это позволит разместить на корабле
вертикальные ПУ, а также принимать больше топлива, что увеличит
дальность плавания до 5000 миль.
Пакистанские военные обозреватели полагают, что в ходе переговоров
стороны обсуждали возможную модификацию двух корветов MILGEM-Ada с
целью размещения в корпусе корабля дополнительных 16 вертикальных ПУ
для более мощных зенитных управляемых ракет HISAR-O производства
турецкой компании Roketsan. По словам представителей ОПК Турции
программа создания зенитных ракет и комплексов типа HISAR была начата в
условиях сложных переговоров между Анкарой и Пекином по поставке ЗРС
«Хунци-9».
Турецкие специалисты признаются, что сталкиваются с техническими
проблемами, которые приводят к задержке принятия систем HISAR-A (для
подразделений ПВО) и HISAR-O (для надводных кораблей). По замыслу
инженеров компании Roketsan зенитные управляемые ракеты (ЗУР)
рассматриваемой системы должны поражать воздушные цели (самолеты,
вертолеты, БЛА и крылатые ракеты) на высотах до 25 км. Следует отметить,
что стандартная трехкоординатная поисковая РЛС SMART-S Mk2,
устанавливаемая на рассматриваемые корветы позволяет применять ЗУР
HISAR-O, однако потребуется разместить дополнительную оптикоэлектронную систему управления огнем, а также дополнительные боевые
посты расчета ПВО.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, официальный Исламабад может
приобрести аналогичные турецким MILGEM-Ada китайские легкие корветы
проекта 056 или 056А (по классификации НАТО «Цзяндао»), которые при
водоизмещении 1800 тонн оснащены сопоставимыми системами вооружения.
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Фактически турецко-пакистанский контракт нарушает планы китайских
кораблестроителей на поставку четырех сторожевых кораблей для ВМС
Пакистана.
Снижение стоимости корветов турецкого производства обусловлено
следующими моментом. ВВС Турции приобретут по сниженной стоимости
52 учебно-тренировочных самолета (УТС) начального этапа подготовки MFI395 «Супер Мушшак» производства пакистанской авиастроительной
компании, расположенной на авиабазе «Камра» ВВС Пакистана. Известно,
что данные самолеты созданы на базе УТС MFI-17 Supporter производства
шведской компании SAAB.
Стоимость контракта оценивается в 50 млн долл. США. Вероятно, что
турецкие военные собрали информацию об эксплуатации данных УТС MFI395 в учебных подразделениях ВВС таких государств, как: Королевство
Саудовская Аравия (20 ед.), Катар (10 ед.), Оман (8 ед.) и Нигерия (10 ед).
Новые УТС позволят турецким военным вывести из эксплуатации
устаревшие Т-41 и SF-260.
По данным из открытых источников, УТС «Супер Мушшак» обладают
следующими ТТХ:
– длина: 7,15 м;
– размах крыла: 8,85 м;
– высота: 2,6 м;
– вес пустого самолета: 760 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 1250 кг.
Благодаря шестицилиндровому двигателю IO-540 V4A5 (мощность 260
л.с.) производства американской фирмы Lycoming (г.Уильямспорт,
шт.Пенсильвания) и двухлопастному алюминиевому винту от компании
Hatzell УТС MFI-395 развивает максимальную скорость 363 км/ч и обладает
экономической скоростью 240 км/ч. Дальность полета составляет 814 км,
практический потолок и продолжительность полета достигают 6700 м им 4
часа15 минут соответственно.
Следует отметить, что в КНР практически не выпускают современных
УТС начального этапа подготовки, поскольку усилия китайских
конструкторов сосредоточены на создании УТС и учебно-боевых самолетов с
турбореактивными двигателями.
Подводя итог, представляется возможным утверждать, что военнотехническое сотрудничество между Исламабадом и Анкарой постепенно
расширяется,
что
привлекает
серьезное
внимание
аналитиков,
представителей ОПК и военно-политического руководства КНР.
Эрдоган желает решения Кашмирской проблемы (курды – спераратисты,
а кашмирцы вовсе не сепаратисты, а борются за свободу)
Erdogan urges Pakistan, India to settle Kashmir dispute once and for all
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The Express Tribune. April 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1397672/erdogan-urgespakistan-india-settle-kashmir-dispute/

Turkish president says there is no similarity between the Kurdish insurgents
and the Kashmiri freedom fighters
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has called for Pakistan and India
settling the dispute of Kashmir once and for all through talks, Radio Pakistan
reported on Sunday.
In an interview ahead of his visit to India, he stressed the need for a
negotiated settlement of the long-standing Kashmir issue.
Erdogan said there was no similarity between the Kurdish insurgents and the
Kashmiri freedom fighters.
Turkish president Erdogan calls Netherlands ‗Nazi remnants, fascists‘
Commenting on the issue of membership in the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the
Turkish president said he had always supported both India and Pakistan‘s entry
into the group.
Erdogan‘s statement comes in the wake of a violent month in Indian-occupied
Kashmir during which many Kashmiri youths have been killed by Indian troops.
Social media becomes a battleground in Indian-held Kashmir
At least six civilians were killed in the valley on April 9 when police opened
fire at protesters who stormed polling stations during a by-election for a
parliamentary seat.
State and paramilitary police fired bullets and shotgun pellets as thousands of
protesters shouting slogans against Indian rule charged into voting booths in
Budgam district near Srinagar.
Authorities in the valley this week ordered internet service providers to block
15 social media services for at least one month, saying they were being misused by
―anti-national and anti-social elements‖.
Индия отвергает предложение Эрдагана по Кашмиру
India rejects Erdogan‘s Kashmir suggestion
The Express Tribune. May 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398731/india-rejectserdogans-kashmir-suggestion/

While Pakistan welcomed on Monday Turkey President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan‘s offer to strengthen the dialogue process for resolving the Kashmir issue,
New Delhi asserted that it was an Indo-Pak bilateral matter, ―essentially due to
cross-border terrorism‖.
Ahead of his arrival in New Delhi, President Erdogan had remarked that India
and Pakistan were both friends of Turkey and he wanted to help strengthen the
dialogue process among the stakeholders for resolving the Kashmir issue.
Erdogan had also called for a multilateral approach to settle the Jammu and
Kashmir dispute while calling for an immediate end to bloodshed in Indian
Occupied Kashmir.
Erdogan urges Pakistan, India to settle Kashmir dispute once and for all
New Delhi‘s virtual rejection of Erdogan‘s suggestion came in the course of
his discussion with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi during which the two
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countries held that ―no intent or goal or reason or rationale can validate terrorism‖
and decided to work together to deepen cooperation, both bilaterally and
multilaterally, to effectively counter this menace, the Press Trust of India reported.
Erdogan also assured India of his country‘s full support in the fight against
terrorism as he held ‗extensive‘ discussion on this evolving threat with Modi, who
described it as a ‗shared worry‘.
In response to the question on Erdogan‘s proposal, External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson Gopal Baglay said India‘s position that Kashmir is its integral part is
very sharp and publicly known.
Turkey‘s Erdogan to meet Trump at White House in mid-May
―We conveyed our viewpoint clearly on terrorism and Kashmir [to the
Turkish side]. It was made clear that there cannot be any justification for terrorism,
whatever is the intent. We clearly conveyed that the issue of Kashmir is essentially
an issue of terrorism.‖
Earlier, addressing a joint media event with Erdogan, Modi said countries
across the world needed to ―work as one to disrupt the terrorist networks and their
financing and put a stop to cross-border movement of terrorists‖.
Condemning on the April 24 Naxal attack in Sukma in which 25 CRPF
personnel were killed, Erdogan said, ―Turkey will always be by the side of India in
full solidarity while battling terrorism… And terrorists will be drowned in the
blood they shed.‖
Turkish president Erdogan calls Netherlands ‗Nazi remnants, fascists‘
Asked if there was a difference of opinion on the definition of terrorism as
Modi talked about cross-border terrorists and Erdogan mentioned the Fethullah
Gulen Terrorist Organisation (FETO), Baglay said there was a convergence on
condemning terrorism and an agreement that it was a menace which needed to be
tackled effectively.
The spokesperson also said the Turkish side mentioned the presence of FETO
[in India]. ―Any organisation in India has to work within the parameters of our
laws, rules and regulations,‖ he added, without mentioning if India has assured
action against the group.
For a failed coup in July last year to topple Erdogan, Turkey had blamed the
FETO and said the outfit had infiltrated India.
Turkey under Erdogan: 10 key developments
Trade
―We will never bow down to terrorism or the propaganda of the terror
outfits,‖ Erdogan, who also invoked Mahatma Gandhi, said. He said terror outfits
will never be able to ―shackle our resolve‖ to combat the menace.
Modi and the Turkish leader had a comprehensive discussion and took stock
of full range of bilateral relations, including political and economic, the external
affairs ministry said.
Referring to changing times where societies face new threats and challenges
every day, Modi said the context and contours of some of the existing and
emerging security challenges globally are ―our common concern‖.
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Discussing trade, Erdogan said that Turkey‘s $6.5 billion annual trade volume
with India is ―not enough‖ and should be boosted. ―I think it would be beneficial to
raise it to $10 billion,‖ he said.
Erdogan also said he believed India would take steps to expel the domestic
network of Muslim cleric Fethullah Gulen who Ankara accuses of orchestrating a
failed coup in July. (with additional input from Reuters)
На параде в честь Дня Пакистана 23 марта 2017 будут участвовать
китайские и турецкие войска
Chinese, Turkish troops to participate in Pakistan Day parade: ISPR
The Express Tribune. 13.03.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353881/chinese-turkishtroops-participate-pakistan-day-parade-ispr/

The military‘s media wing on Monday announced that Chinese and Turkish
armies will participate in Pakistan Day parade later this month.
DG ISPR Major General Asif Ghafoor stated that Chinese Army troops will
arrive in Islamabad to participate in Pakistan Day celebrations. A Turkish military
band will also participate in the parade.
The parade is organised by joint staff headquarters in Rawalpindi, which
oversees the three armed forces of Pakistan.
Pakistan in 2015, held its first Pakistan Day parade after a hiatus of seven
years. The display of pageantry aimed at showing the country has the upper hand
in the fight against terrorists as the nation reeled from the worst militant attack in
its history as 142 children were killed in an army-run school in Peshawar.
After 7-year hiatus, nation witnesses Pakistan Day parade
The annual Pakistan Day parade was last held in 2008 before authorities
abandoned it because of fears it could be targeted as militants increased their
attacks on the military.
Pakistan Day commemorates the passing of the Lahore Resolution, when a
separate nation for the Muslims of The British Indian Empire was demanded on
March 23, 1940.
Туцрия – наш друг, - заявил Наваз Шариф
West not conspiring against CPEC: PM
Salim Bokhari. The Nation. February 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Feb2017/west-not-conspiring-against-cpec-pm

ANKARA - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said he does not see any
indication that the United States and West were engaged in destabilising ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Relations with Turkey
The PM said the relation between Pakistan and Turkey was unique because
the leaderships of two brotherly states were committed to the wellbeing of their
people. Turkey was making massive investment in Pakistan and had recently
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bought a Pakistani company worth 400 million and was planning to expand it in
near future.
He viewed that Turkish participation in the CPEC along with Central Asian
states would give a boost to the project. He said his visit to Turkey was significant
in strengthening the bilateral and economic prospects.
He said his meeting with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan focused on
several areas including issues related to Syria, Russia and Daesh, while the
leadership of the two states also focused early finalisation of bilateral Free Trade
Agreement.
Politics at home
The prime minister said he wanted everyone to contribute towards the
national progress and development. He mentioned that the government of different
political parties in different provinces was indeed a test of their performance before
the public. He said people in the country had a realisation as to which political
party was in fact taking steps for their welfare.
To a question on fate of military courts, Nawaz said consensus was being
evolved in this regard and decision would be taken in near future.
War on terror
The Premier said there was a relative peace during the past two-and-half year
as compared to the past years which saw unprecedented levels of terrorism and
bloodshed.
The recent spate of terrorist activities would soon be over due to ―our resolve
to combat those responsible for it‖, he emphasised. "We have to remain steadfast
and we would come out successful in our fight against the enemy forces", he said
with conviction.
When asked about the misreporting by media about a tyre blast in Gulberg
area of Lahore, the PM said it was extremely positive that discussions against such
irresponsible reporting had already started within the media as self-accountability
was the best way forward.
Пакистан и Турция расширят анти-террористическое сотрудничество
Pakistan, Turkey for boost in anti-terror cooperation
Salim Bokhari. The Nation. 24/02/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/24-Feb2017/pakistan-turkey-for-boost-in-anti-terror-cooperation

ANKARA - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his Turkish counterpart Binali
Y?ld?r?m yesterday declared Pak-Turkish relations as historic, expressing their
resolve to strengthen this close cooperation for the benefit of the two peoples.
Addressing a joint press conference, the Turkish prime minister said
Pakistan‘s support to his government and the democracy-loving people of his
country was very well received and appreciated. This gesture of Pakistan‘s
leadership was a solid proof that the two countries were linked with the democratic
values and that no one would be allowed to disrupt people‘s rule.
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Prime Minister Binali Y?ld?r?m thanked his Pakistani counterpart for
extending full support to President Erdogan in his fight against the perpetrators of
July 2016 military coup to dislodge democracy in Turkey.
Turkish Premier Yildirim expressed these sentiments following the fifth
High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council meeting at Cankaya Palace in the
capital here Thursday.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his Turkish counterpart co-chaired the 5th
High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council meeting alongside Yildirim.
The Turkish premier highlighted the nearly 70th anniversary of diplomatic
relations between Turkey and Pakistan, saying both the countries had always
supported each other in good and hard times.
Yildirim said all the people, government and parliament of Pakistan stood by
Turkish people following the failed coup. ―We know Pakistan was showing a
meticulous approach to wipe out this terror group which poses a national security
threat and a threat to the public order in our country as well,‖ he said. He said last
year‘s coup attempt against Turkey‘s democratically-elected government was
planned by the enemies of democracy.
He also offered condolences to Pakistanis over the spate of recent deadly
terror attacks, describing them as the plague of our era. He particularly mentioned
the recent terrorist activities and today‘s Lahore blast.
Sharif thanked Turkey for its hospitality. He said Turkey was like his second
home. ―Our common bonds of faith, culture and history continue to deepen and
nurture this relationship,‖ he said.
―Turkey‘s enemies are Pakistan‘s enemies,‖ Sharif said, adding his country
would continue its efforts against all such elements that were out to harm
democracy in Turkey. He added Pakistan also supports Turkey‘s fight against other
terrorist groups like Tehreek-e-Taliban and Daesh.
As part of his three-day visit, Nawaz Sharif held a dinner meeting with
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on regional and bilateral relations last evening,
during which the two leaders exchanged views on bilateral, international and
regional issues.
Yildirim said he and Sharif had given necessary instructions to their ministers
for signing the free trade agreement between the two countries within 2017.
He noted the sixth Strategic Cooperation Council meeting would be held in
Pakistan in 2018, while President Recep Tayyip Erdogan would also be in the
country next month. The High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council between the
two sides was established during Erdogan‘s visit to Pakistan in 2009.
Following the latest meeting in Ankara, both sides signed agreements and
memoranda of understanding in the fields of hydro carbons, environment, forestry,
news agency cooperation and exchange of financial intelligence and armed forces
personnel.
The council meetings also resulted in six joint working groups in energy,
finance, banking, transport and communications, culture and tourism and education
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fields. A cooperation agreement between Anadolu Agency and Associated Press of
Pakistan (APP) was also signed.
Nawaz and his Turkish counterpart Binali Yildrim said both Pakistan and
Turkey were facing the threat of terrorism and expressed the commitment for close
cooperation to fight threats to the region‘s peace.
The two prime ministers expressed resolve to take strict action against
terrorism and extremism in their countries. Nawaz expressed the confidence that
Turkish leadership would effectively eliminate all threats of terrorism and would
march to peace and prosperity under the guidance of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan.
He said Pakistan was currently facing the challenge of terrorism and
mentioned the recent terror attack at the Sufi shrine which was a symbol of peace.
He said efforts would continue against terrorism in all its forms.
Turkish Prime Minister Yildrim said Turkey was contributing to regional
stability despite being a target to terrorism. He suggested Pakistan and Turkey
should have the highest level of cooperation in counterterrorism.
The Turkish prime minister said Pakistan had a key role in the region and was
making progress in many areas despite confronting a number of challenges. He
said Turkey would continue to step up its cooperation with Pakistan which had a
very bright future.
He said the Turkish nation‘s stance stood mightier than the roaring tanks and
guns and their sacrifice would be remembered. Calling the Turkish prime minister
his brother, Nawaz said they together held a very productive session of the HighLevel Strategic Cooperation Council (HLSCC), with focus on joint commitment to
stronger partnership.
He hoped the agreements and memoranda of understanding signed today
would further contribute to strengthening relations between Pakistan and Turkey.
Nawaz lauded the Turkish leadership for their support on the Kashmir issue
and said Pakistan stood by Turkey on the issue of Cyprus.
He also thanked Turkey for its principled position on strategic stability in
South Asia and said that Pakistan was committed to peaceful neighbourhood,
including having friendly relations with India.
Nawaz stressed the need to intensify joint efforts to combat Islamophobia.
―Pakistan and Turkey were committed to global peace and together we can work
for peace to make the world a better place."
He said the coup attempt was launched by Fethullah Gulen‘s terrorist
organization and termed it a threat to the world peace.
The Turkish prime minister said Turkey was ready to play its share in any
way possible to improve relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan. He said
Turkey wanted Pakistan and Afghanistan to have good neighbourly relations that
would be helpful in counter-terrorism efforts.
Pakistan and Turkey signed 10 accords of cooperation in diverse areas,
including hydrocarbon and solar energy as well as financial intelligence related to
terrorism financing.
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PM Nawaz Sharif and his Turkish counterpart witnessed the signing
ceremony and also inked a joint statement after co-chairing the fifth meeting of
High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council.
Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources Shahid Khaqan Abbasi,
Minister for Commerce Khurram Dastgir, PM's Special Assistant on Foreign
Affairs Tariq Fatemi and senior government officials along with their Turkish
counterparts attended the meeting.
Союз Пакистана, Турции, Китая и России может изменить мир
«Сеть новостных блогов». http://mixednews.ru/archives/115332. 21.02.2017.

Союз Пакистана, Турции, Китая и России может изменить мир.
Пакистану следует взять несколько уроков по управлению страной у Турции.
Эти мысли были высказаны участниками пятьдесят седьмой
конференции на Пакистанском форуме в воскресенье. Тема конференции –
«Влияние попытки военного переворота в Турции на Пакистан».
Среди спикеров были бывший министр юстиции сенатор Сайед
Мохаммед Зафар, бывший государственный министр Каюм Низами, Фаррух
Сохаил Гоинди, бывший советник МВФ Халид Махмуд Салим, профессор
Фарзана Рашид и другие. Участники конференции говорили о социальной и
политической обстановке в Турции и об ее отношениях с Пакистаном.
Сенатор С.М. Зафар заявил, что попытка военного переворота в Турции
никаким образом не повлияет на Пакистан, так как пакистанскому
правительству не удалось справиться с общественными ожиданиями, в то
время как Турции удалось изменить социально-экономическое развитие в
стране. Поэтому в Турции люди относятся с уважением к своему
правительству, и Пакистану следует взять у него несколько уроков
государственного управления. С.М. Зафар предположил, что Пакистан,
Турция, Китай и Россия могли бы объединиться и сотрудничать друг с
другом во всех областях. Он также сказал о том, что все больше людей
выступают за учреждение военных судов в Пакистане.
Фаррух Сохаил Гоинди сказал о том, что в сравнении с пакистанской
турецкая политическая структура очень прочная. Граждане Турции относятся
с уважением к пакистанцам, которые значительно способствовали созданию
своего первого банка в Турции. Турки являются истинными борцами за
независимость своей родины. Развитие современной Турции основывалось
на двух лозунгах: «укрепление экономики» и «больше демократии». В
Турции нет войны между исламом и богохульством. Религиозный терроризм
в Турции появился совсем недавно, добавил Гоинди.
Турция построит солнечную станцию на 100 МВт
Turkish firm to set up 100MW solar plant in Bahawalpur
The Express Tribune, January 27th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308197/dealagreed-turkish-firm-set-100mw-solar-plant-bahawalpur/
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Power station at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park to be completed within six months
LAHORE: To provide cheap electricity to people in Bahawalpur, the Punjab
government has reigned in a Turkish company to set up a 100MW solar power
plant at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park within the stipulated time of six months.
Under the agreement signed on Thursday between Punjab and Zorlu Enerji
Holding, the Turkish firm will provide electricity at a rate of six cents per unit.
Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif was the chief guest at the signing
ceremony held in Model Town, where provincial ministers, Turkish Counsel
General Serdar Deniz and Zorlu Energi Holding‘s representatives were also
present.
While the government has allowed six months for the completion of the
power project, Shehbaz urged the Turkish firm to complete this plant in four
months. The government also handed over the documents of the land to the
company.
The chief minister said Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on his recent
trip to Pakistan had assured him of all-out support to end power outages in the
country. He added that other Turkish companies were ready to establish more
projects in Punjab.
Terming the agreement a ‗welcome step‘, Shehbaz said this project was the
first move towards ending the energy crises, which is the main reason for the
tattered economy of Pakistan.
He criticised the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra) for
keeping rates of electricity on the high end, hoping solar projects would help to
reduce the prices determined by the power regulatory authority.
The CM said that earning profit should never be the priority of any
government institution and rather it should be public service.
Despite long marches and sit-ins, Shehbaz said, the government had already
completed a 100MW solar power project and was working on a 3,600MW gas
power project also.
During his speech, he also bashed leaders of the both the leading political
parties, saying the nation was aware of the smear campaign against the PML-N
government.
―Mr Niazi has done nothing for the people of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa,‖ he said
while referring to Imran Khan. ―He has dedicated all his efforts towards the smear
campaign instead of serving the people under his party‘s rule.‖
Without naming former president Asif Ali Zardari, Shehbaz alleged that
leaders with millions of dollars stashed abroad were busy making false accusations
against the provincial and federal governments.
He appealed to the politicians to do constrictive politics and resolve the
problems of the people of Sindh, Balochistan, K-P and Punjab. ―Time has come
that allegations, lies, hypocrisy and wrong statements should be avoided and work
is actually done for the welfare of the people,‖ Shehbaz said.
He also stressed the need for setting up low-cost energy projects so that
electricity could be provided to the people at cheaper rates. By June, he added,
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1,320MW Sahiwal coal power project will be completed and work on two hydel
projects of 4,000MW and 4,500MW was also under way.
The Zorlu CEO expressed the hope that more similar projects would be
established and promised that every effort would be made to complete this project
before six months. ―Pakistan is our second home and a number of Turk companies
are already working with the Punjab government,‖ he added.
Turk Consul General said the agreement signed between Turk Company and
Punjab government would result in enhancing economic cooperation between the
two countries.
Военные отношения Пакистана и Турции
Pak-Turkey military dialogue starts
The Nation. 26.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jan-2017/pak-turkey-militarydialogue-starts

ISLAMABAD - The two-day 12th round of Pakistan-Turkey high level
military dialogue commenced in the Ministry of Defence on Wednesday.
According to spokesperson of the ministry, Secretary Defence Lt Gen (Retd)
Zamir-ul-Hassan Shah led the Pakistan delegation while Turkish delegation was
led by General Umit DUNDAR, Deputy Chief of Turkish General Staff of
Republic of Turkey, in the talks.
Meanwhile, General Umit DUNDAR, Deputy Chief of Turkish General Staff,
Turkey, called on Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Minister for Defence, in his office
and discussed matters of mutual interest.
He appreciated the time-tested role of Turkey in supporting Pakistan at all
regional and international fora.
The historical and brotherly relations between both the brotherly countries
were discussed and it was appreciated by both the sides.
He expressed Pakistan‘s strong desire to deepen, broaden and strengthen its
partnership with Turkey in all fields including defence cooperation to the optimum
level.
The federal minister for defence lauded the democratic and development
initiatives of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
The Turkish General also expressed his similar sentiments for political and
military leadership of Pakistan for moving ahead in all fields, particularly
promotion of mutual cooperation in defence arena covering defence industries,
training of armed forces personnel in each other‘s country, exchange of visits,
courses and frequent interaction between the armed forces. He also thanked
Turkish General for attending IDEAS-2016 in November at Karachi and
forthcoming Turkish Navy participation in AMAN-17 Exercise.
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ПАКИСТАН – ИРАН1
США поддерживают проект газопровода (по морскому дну) из Ирана в
Пакистан (участвует Россия)
US backs Russian investment in Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583457/2-us-backs-russian-investment-iran-pakistan-gas-pipeline/

ISLAMABAD: The United States supports infrastructure investment by
Russia – an arch rival of America in global politics – in laying an offshore gas
pipeline from Iran as it will give a boost to Pakistan‘s economy and improve
people‘s lives, said US Agency for International Development (USAID) Mission
Director Jerry Bisson.
―We can look at it (Russian plan to build the offshore gas pipeline); any
donor investment in infrastructure either from Russia, China, the World Bank or
the Asian Development Bank and any investment for the benefit of Pakistani
people and economy, we support it,‖ he said while talking to a group of journalists.
―We don‘t have any particular views about where the money comes from;
we support the government of Pakistan in improving lives of the people.‖
Saying that Pakistan was a sovereign country, he emphasised that they
backed the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project – an investment that was critical for
Pakistani people and economy.
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Responding to a question about the change in USAID investment priorities
under the Trump administration, Bisson pointed to US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson‘s trip to Pakistan where he talked about education, health care and
economy.
The US wanted to work together with Pakistan and strengthen people-topeople ties, he said while outlining the support extended to 30 universities in
Pakistan, especially the provision of scholarships.
―We have supported over 18,000 students and it has a huge impact; we want
to continue that support,‖ he remarked.
About the export of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by US companies, Bisson
explained that it depended on the market situation as American gas companies
were looking for buyers around the world because they had surplus LNG.
―If you have good terminals and gas transportation infrastructure from the
port to local markets, I guess they will be willing to sell,‖ he said.
US oil and gas giant ExxonMobil had expressed interest in constructing an
LNG terminal at Port Qasim, but it recently pulled out of the project.
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar following blockade
Power production
Talking about cooperation in civil nuclear technology, Bisson said he was
not aware of such an opportunity, but USAID had focused on renewable wind and
solar energy as the technology was simple and could start electricity generation in
18 months.
―There are large dam projects which could take 10 to 15 years. If we look at
clean solar and wind energy, it is very fast and can easily to attract private-sector
investment,‖ he elaborated.
Bisson called Balochistan and Sindh very rich in renewable energy resources
where USAID had recently been engaged in different projects.
―We have poured $1 billion into the energy sector in the form of grants, not
loans, since 2010 and the production capacity has gone above 3,000 megawatts for
the benefit of 36 million Pakistanis,‖ he said. He highlighted that General Electric
had been injecting $240 million into 126 turbines in Sindh whereas USAID
provided technical assistance to put in place infrastructure for power generation.
He recalled that the US was the first country to recognise Pakistan and it
financed the country‘s first two power projects – Tarbela and Mangla, which were
the largest dams in the world with large-scale manufacturing and engineering
works.
―We are still assisting Pakistan in upgrading some turbines; we have helped
in increasing electricity supply,‖ he said.
When his attention was drawn towards lack of interest by the US in funding
new hydroelectric power projects like Dasu and Diamer Bhasha dams, he argued
that their budget was going down and there were funding limitations.
―We have … much more funding for technical advisory services and are
looking how we can encourage the private sector to invest,‖ he said.
Pakistan, Iran to enhance cooperation in public health sector
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Agriculture
Speaking about cooperation in the field of agriculture, Bisson said USAID
was looking at institutions as to how scientists and farmers could be trained and
was working closely with provincial governments.
―We have a very interesting programme to help small women farmers to
raise goats and improve their stock; the same approach will be adopted for the
dairy sector in order to improve milk yield of cows to help farmers increase their
income,‖ he said.
In an attempt to encourage more lending to enterprises, USAID provides $60
million of seed money to four banks.
―We will provide seed money to banks which will, in turn, increase their
own capital and lend more to small and medium enterprises,‖ Bisson said.
Иран может наладить отношения с Саудовской Аравией
‗Ready‘ to restore relations with KSA: Iran
The Nation. December 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/11-Dec-2017/ready-to-restorerelations-with-ksa-iran

Tehran - In a speech broadcast Sunday, President Hassan Rouhani said
that Iran is ready to restore ties with Saudi Arabia if it stops bombing Yemen and
cuts its alleged ties with Israel.
Saudi Arabia severed diplomatic relations with Iran in January 2016 after
Iranian demonstrators attacked Saudi diplomatic missions in response to the Saudi
execution of a prominent Shiite dissident leader.
Tensions spiked again last month after the Houthis fired a ballistic missile
that was intercepted near Riyadh.
Rouhani said that Iran and Saudi Arabia could have "good relations " if the
Saudis end their "misguided friendship" with Israel and halt the "inhuman
bombardment" of Yemen, where a Saudi-led coalition is battling Iranian-allied
rebels known as Houthis.
Iranian media quoted Rouhani as saying: "If Saudi Arabia, our neighbouring
country, stops bombing Yemen from tomorrow and stand up against Israel and
relies on its own people, we do not see any barriers in front of improving
our relations with them."
"We are not like America that has broken its promises so far in the nuclear
deal. When we sign an agreement, we will remain loyal to it and keep our
promises."
The president went on as saying "we are Muslim and Iranian, and we have a
long and old culture, we are not the one who violates the nuclear agreement. In
case the other side does this, we will have our own options."
At the end of his speech, Rohani concluded that "Palestine has been and will
remain our cause, and the United States and the Zionist regime will not succeed in
their recent conspiracy, and God willing, the Islamic nations will liberate al-Quds
soon."
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Britain's foreign minister Boris Johnson met with Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani on Sunday, wrapping up a "worthwhile" visit in which he pushed for the
release of imprisoned dual nationals.
In a series of meetings over two days, the foreign secretary took flak from
Iranian officials for not doing more to build on the nuclear deal signed with world
powers in 2015.
"Relations between the two countries have not matched the potential
expected in the post-JCPOA (nuclear deal) atmosphere," Rouhani told Johnson,
according to a statement from his office.
There was similar criticism from the powerful parliament speaker, Ali
Larijani, who met with Johnson on Saturday and said other European countries had
put in "much more effort".
"You haven't even solved the banking problems of the Iranian embassy in
London," Larijani said, according to the IRNA news agency.
A key focus of Johnson's visit had been efforts to secure the release of
imprisoned British-Iranian Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe.
Zaghari-Ratcliffe, 39, is already serving a five-year sentence for her part in
mass protests in 2009 -- which she denies -- and was due to face fresh charges in
court on Sunday of "spreading propaganda".
The trial was expected to take place behind closed doors and it was not clear
when any verdict would be announced.
"The foreign secretary discussed the full range of regional and bilateral
issues, including banking matters and our concerns about the consular cases of dual
nationals," a British foreign office spokesperson said.
"It has been a worthwhile visit and we leave with a sense that both sides
want to keep up the momentum to resolve the difficult issues," it added.
The Zaghari-Ratcliffe case has become a top priority for Johnson after he
mistakenly said last month that she had been training journalists in Iran -- a "slip of
the tongue" used by the Iranian authorities to help justify Iran has been frustrated
that the nuclear deal, which lifted sanctions in exchange for curbs to its nuclear
programme, has not produced the expected windfall in trade deals - mainly due to
continuing US sanctions.
Banking restrictions have also complicated long-running efforts to return an
estimated 450 million pounds ($600 million) owed by Britain from a military
contract cancelled due to the 1979 Islamic revolution.
The husband of the jailed British-Iranian, Richard Ratcliffe, has claimed she
is a pawn in Iran 's efforts to extract the historic debt.
Johnson left Iran later Sunday for the United Arab Emirates.
Рост торговли с Ирана Пакистаном на 31%
Pak-Iran trade improving, 31pc rise witnessed last year: Iranian envoy
Daily Times, December 9th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/155552/pak-iran-tradeimproving-31pc-rise-witnessed-last-year-iranian-envoy/
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KARACHI: The Ambassador of Islamic Republic of Iran Mehdi Honardoost
has said that lack of information and know-how about the capabilities of Iran and
Pakistan amongst the business communities of the two neighbouring Islamic
countries was hindering trade but the situation had been improving as Pakistan-Iran
trade volume improved by 31 percent last year.
―Business communities of both countries are totally unaware of each other‘s
capabilities and opportunities, therefore, we have to focus on exchanging
information, trade delegations and other promotional activities between the two
countries, besides improving ties of Karachi Chamber with its peer chamber in
Iran‖, he said while speaking at a meeting during his visit to the Karachi Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (KCCI).
Iranian Consul General in Karachi Ahmad Mohammadi, KCCI President
Muffasar Atta Malik, Senior Vice President Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice
President Rehan Hanif, former president Majyd Aziz and KCCI managing
committee members attended the meeting.
Iranian Ambassador said that both countries had many commonalities and
similarities which could not be found between other countries of the region.
He stated that there was a huge potential of cooperation between the two
powers of the region with good neighbourly ties and history of friendship and
fraternity.
He was of the view that regional problems like terrorism, human trafficking
and narcotics trafficking should be solved by regional countries, which have
common interests and common concerns.
Mehdi Honardoost said that Iran was keen to develop its ties with Pakistan
by focusing on enhancing trade which continues to grow each year, exporting
electricity to Pakistan, implementing Iran-Pakistan Gas Pipeline, signing of free
trade agreement (FTA) and commencement of banking transactions between the
two brotherly countries. ―Your rivals are much faster and active than you so you
also have to take steps accordingly. You have to grab some more portion of the
Iranian market which has a lot of potential for Pakistani goods and services. We
are also ready to share almost everything with our Pakistani brothers and sisters‖,
he added.
He said that Iran was particularly interested in some of the giant projects
with Pakistan including the Iranian-Pakistan Gas Pipeline Project and
commencement of banking operations between the two countries. ―IP Gas Pipeline
project can completely change the face of Pakistan‘s economy as cheaper gas
being supplied under this project can be used as raw material by industries which
would create a lot of job opportunities; whereas, it can also be used for cheaper
power generation‖, he said, adding that delays in FTA and commencement of
banking transactions were impediments to enhanced trade and businesses between
the two countries.
Referring to high-level meetings between political leaders of the two states
and visits of delegations, the ambassador said that increase in exchange of
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delegations indicated that the horizon for enhanced trade ties was ‗bright and
clear‘.
Honardoost opined that China-Pakistan Economic Project (CPEC) was a
multi-functional project which can bring peace and prosperity to the region as all
countries of the region will become part of the project.
Speaking on the occasion, KCCI President Muffasar Atta Malik informed
the Iranian ambassador that Karachi, the economic hub of Pakistan, offers
profitable opportunities and added facilities for investment and joint ventures to
investors from Iran.
He was of the view that relations between Pakistan and Iran have improved
significantly giving way to further enhancement of bilateral trade. He said that
Iran‘s decision regarding opening its commercial bank in Pakistan and the
availability of letter of credit facility with it, were important steps towards
enhancing economic relations.
―The bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Iran are healthy and
based on trade of several commodities. However, collective efforts are needed
from both sides to improve the existing trade volume between the two countries‖,
he added. He said that negotiations on FTA between Pakistan and Iran were
underway as both countries had expressed their willingness to upgrade preferential
trade agreement (PTA) into free trade agreement, for which initial drafts had
already been shared.
Министр из Пакистана присутствовал на церемонии открытия порта
Чабахар после модернизации
Pak minister‘s presence at Chabahar port opening indicates shift in ties
with Iran: Report
The Hindustan Times. 12.12.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/pakminister-s-presence-at-chabahar-port-opening-indicates-shift-in-ties-with-iran-report/storyksSBkeR9M3r7UKS27ibrMJ.html

The $340 million project was constructed by a Revolutionary Guardaffiliated company, Khatam al-Anbia, the largest Iranian contractor of government
construction projects.
The participation of a Pakistani minister at the inauguration of the first phase
of Iran‘s Chabahar port - even though the country is not part of the strategic project
- represents a ―significant shift‖ in the two neighbours‘ ties, a media report said on
Monday.
As Iranian President Hassan Rowhani inaugurated the first phase of the
Chabahar port last week, Pakistan‘s minister for ports and shipping Hasil Khan
Bizenjo was standing next to him.
―This was no coincidence, as Hasil Khan Bizenjo was asked to stand next to
Rowhani in a carefully choreographed move,‖ the Express Tribune reported
regarding the minister‘s presence on the occasion despite the fact that Pakistan is
not part of the project.
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―The objective behind this move was clear - Iran wanted to send a message
that it would not allow India or any other country to use Chabahar against
Pakistan,‖ a senior Iranian diplomat reportedly told the daily on condition of
anonymity.
Such a firsthand account of close cooperation between Pakistan and Iran is
unusual and represents a significant shift in the two neighbours‘ ties, which have
often been marred by a trust deficit and mutual suspicion, the paper commented.
The turnaround is also important when seen alongside Pakistan‘s
participation in the Saudi-led counter-terrorism coalition, it said.
Iran, which is not part of the grouping, considers the initiative an attempt to
further Saudi Arabia‘s agenda in West Asia.
That is one of the reasons that Pakistan has been treading a careful path on
the issue as it has the potential to undermine ties with Iran, the report said.
Pakistan, according to official sources, has assured Iran that Islamabad
would not become part of an initiative that targets Tehran.
Tehran, in return, has pledged that it would not allow any regional country,
including India, to undermine Pakistan‘s interests, the report said.
The Chabahar port opens a new strategic route connecting Iran, India and
Afghanistan, while bypassing Pakistan, and reflects growing convergence of
interests among the three countries.
The port is considered a gateway to golden opportunities for trade by India,
Iran and Afghanistan with central Asian countries besides ramping up trade among
the three countries in the wake of Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi.
The port in Iran‘s Sistan-Balochistan province on the energy-rich nation‘s
southern coast is easily accessible from India‘s western coast and is increasingly
seen as a counter to Pakistan‘s Gwadar, which is being developed with Chinese
investment and is located around 80 kms from Chabahar.
Порт Чабахар и ирано-пакистанские отношения
Chabahar and the region‘s future
Daily Times, December 12th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/157277/chabahar-regionsfuture/

The presence of Pakistan‘s Minister for Maritime Affairs Hasil Bizenjo at
the ceremony where the first phase of Chabahar Port was inaugurated by Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani holds a great deal of significance. It was indeed a clear
message by Iran that it is not ready to undermine its relations with Pakistan, despite
the ongoing collaborations with India.
Iran reportedly requested Pakistan days before the inaugural event to send a
minister-level delegation for the ceremony. The Iranian authorities did not just
send a formal invitation but followed up on it and ensured that Pakistan‘s
representatives attend the ceremony.
Some analysts had feared Pak-Iran ties would be affected in the wake of
Pakistan‘s participation in the Saudi-led military alliance ‗against terror‘, but
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Pakistani officials have reportedly assured Iran that the country would not become
a part of any venture that singles out the western neighbour. Perhaps that is why
Iranian government also felt the need to make it clear that the country is not up to
something that would affect Pak-Iran ties. This move was important because a
hype was created by hawkish elements in Indian media about Iran singling out
Pakistan. But Pakistan‘s participation in the ceremony indicates that both countries
hold no grudges against each other. Iran‘s positive gesture in this regard should be
duly welcomed by Pakistan and we should refrain from becoming a part of any
regional plan to isolate Iran.
Meanwhile, authorities in Pakistan and India should take advantage of this
opportunity and start considering how Chabahar and Gwadar ports can play a
complementary role and enable the two neighbours to move beyond the shadows
of their past and towards a future of economic cooperation.
President Rouhani has already stated that Gwadar and Chabahar Ports will
complement each other. This is precisely how it should be. *
Открытие порта Чабахар – первая фаза.
Inauguration of Chabahar Port
Mehdi Honardoost (ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Iran to Pakistan). The Express
Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1576787/6-inauguration-chabaharport/

Phase I of the development of Chabahar International Port in the presence of
President Rowhani and other high-ranking officials of the Islamic Republic of Iran
and with the participation of a number of officials from regional countries,
including HE Mr Mir Hasal Bizanjo, Honourable Minister for Ports & Maritime of
friendly and brotherly country of Pakistan, and the Chairman of Gwadar Port, was
inaugurated on December 3, 2017 at Chabahar. Holding of the event in this time is
significant in view of some prospects.
First: Inauguration of Phase I of the Chabahar International Port is indicative
of the interest of international investors and businessmen in investment in the
Islamic Republic of Iran as well as symbolic of new scenario after the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action. Despite efforts by the enemies regarding
conversion of economic atmosphere of the Islamic Republic of Iran into the
security related. Fortunately, the recent incident was an example of violation in the
way of their objectives. It proves the hypothesis of handing over the destiny of the
region to the regional nations.
Second: The Chabahar Port does not only belong to the Islamic Republic of
Iran, rather considered as instrument to facilitate trade, development and benefit
for economic convergence of regional governments and nations. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has the honour to present the Chabahar Port to all countries as the
transit door for connecting South Asia with Central Asian and Europe.
Third: Fortunately, development of the Chabahar Port is taking place
simultaneously to the progress of development plans of the Gwadar Port under
CPEC in friendly and brotherly country of Pakistan. These two important events
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show strong resolve of the high-level leadership of two countries of the Islamic
Republic of Iran and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to further development of
the two countries and reminder of their previous decision on further economic
convergence of the two countries through historical, cultural and existing territorial
bonds in the Balochistan region and the Chabahar and Gwadar Ports. It would not
be forgotten that the two ports of Chabahar and Gwadar are complementary to each
other. Each of them as a portion of a big landscape will act in the transit ties of the
region. Every other perspective, except that is completely wrong and will be
considered in line with the objectives of the enemies of two great nations of Iran
and Pakistan.
Fourth: Iran and Pakistan have signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) of Sister Ports for further convergence of the Chabahar and Gwadar ports,
and officials of the two countries have visited the two ports a number of times.
Moreover, the Islamic Republic of Iran, by having faith in need of development of
the Makran coast and Gwadar port, has kept export of electricity to the latter port
on its agenda and considers its duty for the regional development. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has been implementing development programme for the Makran
coast during recent years and simultaneous development of two ports of Chabahar
and Gwadar are significant in this regard. The recent visit of the minister for
maritime affairs of Pakistan, along with the chairman of the Gwadar port, to
Chabahar can be a turning point in boosting cooperation between the two ports of
Chabahar and Gwadar.
This event also shows the new situation in line with the regional approach
for the regional subjects by leaders of regional countries which is beyond the
machinations of interventionist countries, and could be expanded to other areas of
cooperation.
Первая фаза порта Чабахар завершена – порт сегодня открыт для
Индии.
First phase of Chabahar port to be inaugurated today: 10 points
The Times of India. Dec 3, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/first-phase-ofchabahar-port-to-be-inaugurated-today-10-points/articleshow/61899705.cms

The first phase of the Chabahar port is all set to be inaugurated today,
opening up a new strategic transit route between India, Iran and Afghansitan that
will bypass Pakistan. Here's why the Chabahar port is crucial to regional trade and
India's economic ties to its partners in this tripartite project:
1. The first phase of Chabahar port will be inaugurated on Sunday, opening
up a new strategic transit route among Iran, India and Afghanistan, bypassing
Pakistan.
2. The port, located in Iran's southeastern Sistan-Baluchestan province, will
be inaugurated by Iranian President Hassan Rouhani in the presence of
representatives from India, Afghanistan and several other countries of the region.
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3. The first phase of the Chabahar port project is known as the Shahid
Beheshti port.
4. Iran is believed to have asked the Indian government to "manage" or
operate the first phase of the port, until work for the second phase is finalised.
5. The port is likely to ramp up trade among India, Afghanistan and Iran in
the wake of Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi for trade with the two
countries.
6. Ahead of the inauguration, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and
her Iranian counterpart Javed Zarif held a meeting in Tehran on Saturday to review
the implementation of the Chabahar port project, among other issues.
7. The Iranian Foreign Ministry said Zarif had referred to the Shahid
Beheshti Port and said it reinforces mutual and regional cooperation between India
and Iran.
8. "It also shows the importance of the port in the development of the region
and the routes that connect Central Asian states to other countries in the world
through the Sea of Oman and the Indian Ocean," he said, according to the Iranian
Foreign Ministry.
9. Over a month ago, India had sent its first consignment of wheat to
Afghanistan by sea through the Chabahar port in Iran. "The shipment of wheat is a
landmark moment as it will pave the way for operationalisation of the Chabahar
port as an alternate, reliable and robust connectivity for Afghanistan," the ministry
of external affairs (MEA) had said in a statement.
10. Besides the bilateral pact to develop the Chabahar port, for which India
will invest $500 million, a trilateral Agreement on Transport and Transit Corridor
has also been signed by India, Afghanistan and Iran.
Сушма Сварадж открывает сегодня порт Чабахар в Иране
Sushma makes Iran stopover on eve of Chabahar port inaugural
Kallol Bhattacherjee. The Hindu. 3.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/allset-for-chabahar-port-inauguration/article21250188.ece?homepage=true

It opens Afghanistan and Central Asia to Indian commerce.
Indicating continued commitment to build strong bilateral ties, India
and Iranheld talks on Saturday even as preparations got under way for the Sunday
inauguration of the port of Chabahar which will open Afghanistan and Central
Asia to Indian commerce. Saturday‘s talks were held in Tehran where External
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj made an unannounced stopover on her way back
from Sochi, Russia, where the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation‘s Council of
Heads of Governments meeting was held.
―Inauguration of Chabahar port was discussed between the two sides,‖ said a
senior official of the Ministry of External Affairs to a question on what the agenda
of the lunchon meeting between Ms. Swaraj and her Iranian counterpart Javad
Zarif was.
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The inauguration of the first phase of the port, known as the Shahid Beheshti
port, is likely to be attended by President Hassan Rouhani of Iran and Minister of
State for Finance and Shipping R. Ponniah Ayyappan Radhakrishnan.
Representatives from 25 other countries are expected to attend the event, Iranian
media reported.
Even as Ms. Swaraj and Mr Zarif sat for talks, Mr. Rouhani arrived in
Sistan-Balochistan province in southeast Iran on Saturday where he would also
attend connectivity-related events in Zahedan and Zabol. The agreement for the
port was sealed last year during Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit to Tehran.
Iran also wants to develop the hinterland of Chabahar for which it seeks
broader international collaboration.
The Iranian media reported that Mr. Zarif said the port would expand mutual
and regional cooperation and highlighted its significant role in boosting contacts
and cooperation between countries in Central Asia with other countries via the Sea
of Oman and the Indian Ocean.
Laying out India‘s plan for Chabahar, Mr. Radhakrishnan said here the port
would help India reach out to Afghanistan. ―Strategically, Chabahar is very
important both for Iran and India. Development of this port will add to the
connectivity of the two countries and will also help the link with Afghanistan
which is very important to us,‖ he told IRNA, the Iranian state news agency,
declaring that India was looking forward to Mr. Rouhani‘s visit at the earliest.
Mr. Radhakrishnan also announced that during his visit to Chabahar he
would hold trilateral talks with Afghanistan and Iran on firming up the overall
connectivity project to provide Afghanistan an alternative sea route away from
Pakistan.
According to the Iranian assessment, the port will reach the annual discharge
capacity of 1.8 million tons soon. India on October 29 sent the first of several
wheat shipments for Afghanistan through Chabahar. The other shipments are to
follow shortly.
Ирано-пакистанские отношения – влияние на КПЭК
Iran-Pakistan ties: impact on CPEC
Asia Maqsood (Research Associate at Strategic Vision Institute Islamabad). Daily Times,
December 1st 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/150571/iran-pakistan-ties-impact-cpec/

The Afghan Taliban‘s sectarianism was one of the reasons why relations
between the two countries failed to remain cordial
Since the inception of Pakistan, relations between Iran and Pakistan were on
even keels throughout the early decades. The two countries were cooperative from
1947-1979, while the Shah of Iran still reign. Pakistan‘s Balochistan province is
pivotal in relations between the two countries because the Baloch population is
present in both countries. Even in the 1971 war, Pakistan was provided assistance
through the provision of military hardware, intelligence and logistics by Iran along
with Syria and Jordan. Furthermore, Pakistan also played an influential role in
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ending the Iran-Iraq war. Unfortunately, relations between the two countries
declined during the 1990‘s.
The Afghan Taliban‘s sectarianism was one of the reasons relations between
the two countries failed to remain cordial. The fact that the Taliban (which was
backed by Pakistan) was targeting Shias in Afghanistan put Pakistan in the
spotlight. The situation deteriorated further when the Taliban killed Iranian
diplomats in northern Afghanistan in 1998. Following this, many prominent Shia
figures were targeted in terrorist attacks. The Iranian consulate was targeted twice
in Peshawar. A senior Iranian diplomat was abducted from the same city in 2009.
It was obvious to Iran that the group behind these attack was being funded by the
Saudis and supported by Pakistan. Pakistan was accused of not providing sufficient
security to Iranian diplomats.
As a result of this, Indo-Iran ties emerged on one side, whereas PakistanSaudi ties emerged on the other. India‘s desire to engage with Iran is fairly
obvious; it would lead to the isolation of Pakistan and decrease Pakistan‘s
influence in Afghanistan, while increasing India‘s. It is pertinent to discuss
Pakistan‘s two main concerns here. These are growing Indo-Iran ties in
Afghanistan and the development of the Chabahar port.
However, the dramatic turn in Iran-Pakistan relations came in 2016 when
Indian agent Kulbushan Jadhav was arrested in Balochistan and it was claimed by
Pakistan that he attempted to cross into Balochistan through Iran. Following the
arrest of this Indian agent , Iran‘s President visited Pakistan and Lt. Gen Asim
Bajwa shared the text of the former Army Chief of Pakistan General Raheel
Shareef, ―There is one concern that RAW (India‘s intelligence agency) is involved
in Pakistan, especially in Balochistan and sometimes it also uses the soil of our
brother country Iran.‖Furthermore, the killing of Mullah Mansour in 2016 near the
Iran border which the Pakistani military was suspicious about considering that
Mansour has just crossed the border from Iran and was hit by a drone attack.
Another sticking factor is that the Balochistan border is infested with drug
smugglers, Baloch insurgents and pseudo-Taliban militants. These factors have
instigated more mistrust between the two countries.
Talking about recent times, the last two years have witnessed more crossborder fire between Pakistani military and Iranian forces than the entire 68 years of
bilateral relations.
India‘s desire to engage with Iran is fairly obvious; it would lead to
Pakistan‘s isolation and decrease Pakistan‘s influence in Afghanistan, while
increasing India‘s
On Nov 6, 2017 Pakistan‘s Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar
Javed Bajwa visited Iran. Focusing on the regional realities of South Asia, there are
two paramount concerns to be discussed in this visit. First is Pakistan‘s concern
against the India and Iran‘s role in Afghanistan and second is Iran‘s apprehension
on the terrorist attacks on its security forces allegedly from Pakistani soil. Both
countries shave different viewpoints on the Middle East but they have not allowed
this to undermine the bilateral agenda of the visit. In one of his earlier meetings
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with Ambassador Honardoost, Gen Bajwa had told him that ―enhanced Pak-Iran
military-to-military cooperation will have positive impact on regional peace and
stability‖ with regards to Pakistan‘s defence diplomacy. The entirety of this visit
secures the trust between the two countries and at least Pakistan is safer from any
effort or threat by Iran to sabotage the huge development of CPEC and Gwadar
Port.
A well-Known historian and Oxford University academic Peter Frankopan
said, ―At the moment, there is a talk of Chabahar and Gwadar complementing each
other, and being peers rather than rivals. This scenario is entirely plausible and
possible. Whether it is likely or not is another question.‖
In nutshell, it is pertinent to focus on the two developments of two
belligerent countries of South Asia (India, Pakistan) have two equations; one is
China-Pakistan with the development of Gwadar Port and China Pakistan
Economic Corridor. Second is the India-Iran with the development of Chabahar
Port and India‘s growing influence of Afghanistan. It could be inferred here that
Iran is not the sole neighbour who is assisting India to access Afghanistan but US
is relatively playing more active role in uplifting India in this region. Hence on
Pakistan‘s side, the Chinese investment is facing more challenges than India‘s
investment in Chabahar Port. CPEC is an inclusive project and welcomes all states
to be part of the project by investing and open up more opportunities of prosperity
for the whole region. Pakistan‘s Army Chief‘s visit substantially has proven a
catalyst for amending the mistrust between the two countries which eventually
further supported each other‘s development plans. It could also be infer
optimistically that Gwadar could have benefits for Iran and CPEC can provide
more trade opportunities for Iran. Moreover, China‘s investment in Pakistan could
be the pioneer to broader Chinese regional infrastructure investments, including in
Iran. Chinese may make contributions to Chabahar.
Иран и Пакистан расширяют сотрудничество в области образования.
Pakistan, Iran to enhance cooperation in health sector
Ikram
Junaidi.
Dawn,
November
27th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373109/pakistan-iran-to-enhance-cooperation-in-health-sector

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Iran have agreed to enhance cooperation in the
public health sector, including medical education and drug manufacturing. Besides,
both sides stressed the need for vaccination of humans and animals crossing the
borders between the two countries.
According to an official statement released on Sunday, Minister for National
Health Services Saira Afzal Tarar, who has been visiting Iran these days, during
meetings with her Iranian counterpart Dr Seyyed Hassan Qazizadeh Hashmi and
other officials from the health sector, stressed for the cooperation.
She said that family planning, primary public health, pharmaceuticals, polio
eradication, controlling infectious and non-infectious diseases and Iran‘s health
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insurance system and health reform plan are areas in which both countries can
collaborate and benefit from each other‘s experiences.
Tarar holds meetings with Iranian officials in Tehran
The minister also stressed the need for vaccination of humans and animals
crossing borders between the two countries.
Both sides also agreed to enhance cooperation in the public health sector,
including medical education, and follow upon the MoUs signed between the two
countries, when President Hassan Rouhani visited Islamabad in March last year.
APP adds: Earlier on Sunday, Ms Tarar reached Tehran on a three-day
official visit at the invitation of Dr Hashmi.
Among those Ms Tarrar held meeting with also included President of Iran
Health Insurance Organisation Mohebati and President of Iran Food and Drug
Administration Dr Asghari in which possibilities of cooperation between the two
countries in the public health sector came under discussion.
The minister lauded the universal public health coverage of Iran as an
example in the region.
The Iranian health minister expressed his gratitude to the government of
Pakistan on sending condolences and humanitarian assistance for the victims of the
recent earthquake in Karmanshah.
Ms Tarar visited Tehran Heart Centre and Endocrinology and Metabolism
Research Centre in Tehran.
Later, the minister left for Isfahan, where she will hold meeting with
Chancellor of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences and visit Cardio Vascular
Diseases Research Centre and rural and urban health centres.
The minister is accompanied by Dr Asad Hafeez, DG Health, Dr Faisal
Rafiq, Director Technical, Prime Minister National Health Programme, Sher Gul
Khan, Chief Planning Officer, Dr Amir Rafiq Khatak, Coordinator in Social Health
Protection Initiative, Dr Hafiz Uddin Pathan, Zonal Head State Life Insurance
Corporation of Pakistan, Haroon Ibrahim, Deputy General Manager, Green Star
Social Marketing and Dr Zulfiqar Khan, SHO National Professional officer.
Новый политический климат в Иране
Саркисян И.В. 27 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39370

После переизбрания Хасана Роухани на второй срок президентства все
чаще в СМИ стали появляться мнения о том, что его риторика терпит
изменения. Х.Роухани принимал участие в выборах в качестве главного
кандидата реформистов, именно благодаря своей реформистской риторике и
критике консерваторов, ему удалось завоевать доверие избирателей,
уставших от долголетнего правления консерваторов, коррупции в судебной
власти и армии. При его президентстве реформистская фракция «Омид»
(«Надежда») составила большинство в Межлисе. Однако на сегодняшний
день Хасан Роухани не только не выполнил свои предвыборные обещания,
но и все больше приближается к консерваторам.
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Первым крупным показателем этой тенденции стало заявление
президента после разрушительного землетрясения 14-го ноября в провинции
Керманшах. Официальное информационное агентство правительства IRNA
процитировало главу Плановой и бюджетной организации Мохаммада Багера
Ноубахта: «Правительство выделит около 160 миллионов долларов в виде
кредитов и около 75 миллионов долларов в виде субсидий домашним
хозяйствам в провинции Керманшах». Основной урон понесли жилые дома
комплекса Mehr Housing Project, ответственным за который является
строительная компания, аффилированная к Корпусу стражей исламской
революции. Построены они были при президенте Махмуде Ахмадинежаде.
Х.Роухани сказал в своем в заключении от 15-го ноября: «Это указывает на
коррупцию в строительстве жилых зданий под контролем правительства».
Неслучайно, когда Х.Роухани прибыл на место трагедии и выступил с речью,
на словах о КСИР народ освистал президента и поднял шум. Однако,
несмотря на вышеназванные обстоятельства, восстановительные работы в
пострадавших от природного катаклизма районов вновь были переданы под
контроль Корпуса стражей. И это решение принято после того, как в своей
предвыборной кампании Хасан Роухани критиковал КСИР, называя его
«правительством с деньгами и оружием».
Согласно члену Высшего совета по реформистской политике Али
Сафави, многие в Иране объясняют поведение Х.Роухани так, что с
реформистами легко выиграть выборы, а править легко с консерваторами.
«Никто не отрицает, что Х.Роухани близок к консерваторам больше, чем
когда либо, но вопрос в том, является ли это поведение исключением из
правил или носит постоянный характер?», — задается вопросом Али Сафави.
По его мнению, президент находится в таком положении, что ему
необходимо занять именно такую позицию. Существует мнение, что
Х.Роухани заключил неформальное соглашение с Али Лариджани, а
двенадцатый
кабинет
называют
коалицией
Роухани-Лариджани.
Реформистов подталкивают присоединиться к этому союзу, но, по мнению
А.Сафави, Х.Роухани намного умнее, чтобы попасться в эту ловушку.
«На протяжении первого своего срока и во время кампании Х.Роухани
отстаивал свою позицию внутри страны и на международной арене, и не
поддавался никакому давлению, этим он завоевал доверие левых сил.
Поэтому его поведение не должно расцениваться так однозначно», —
утверждает реформистский политик». Он уверяет, что некоторые члены
духовенства уговаривают президента отдалиться от реформистов «ради
своего будущего», но реформисты не позволят внести раздор между ними и
двенадцатым правительством.
Другой реформистский политик Ахмад Хоррам также подтвердил
поворот курса Х.Роухани в сторону правых, но вместе с тем, он считает, что
внешнее и внутреннее давление заставило президента сменить свою
позицию, но с устранением этого давления Хасан Роухани вновь станет тем,
кем он был четыре года назад.
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Существует также еще одна версия о том, что не Хасан Роухани
направил свой взор в сторону консерваторов, а правые выбрали направление
в сторону президента. Как пишет агентство donya-e-eqtesad.com, уже на
протяжении долгого времени консерваторы не обладают прежней силой и
сплоченностью. Махмуд Ахмадинежад разделил консерваторов на разные
группы, чтобы ослабить их власть и усилить государственные органы.
Благодаря этому разладу реформисты смогли одержать победу на выборах
2013 года.
Тем не менее, по мнению сайта, победа не означает, что управление
страной перешло в руки реформистов. Все, что сделал Хасан Роухани – это
уравновесил силы, целью которого являлось создание новой политической
обстановки. Некоторые консерваторы составили ближайшее окружение
Хасана Роухани, как, например, Али Лариджани и близкие к нему люди.
Оказались также политики, которые по своим убеждениям консерваторы, но
при этом симпатизировали президенту, к таким можно причислись
Мохаммада Резу Бахонара и Месбахи Могаддама. Еще одна группа
консерваторов, которая изначально выступала против Х.Роухани, после его
победы на выборах во второй раз, не упускает возможности выразить свое
восхищение президентом. В эту группу входят в основном те, кто занял
какой-либо пост в государственной системе после последних выборов.
На вопрос, сменил ли Хасан Роухани свой курс в сторону правых,
donya-e-eqtesad отвечает, что президент хочет донести всем, если о его
первом кабинете можно сказать, что оно сформировалось в зависимости от
определенных условий, то второе его правительство ни от каких условий не
зависит, и все вернулось на свои места. Добиться баланса сил пытался и Али
Акбар Хашеми-Рафсанджани, который был наставником Х.Роухани.
Последний придерживается этой закономерности и стремится к созданию
политического договора между двумя силами. Но главное то, что сделал
Х.Роухани — это не реконструкция, а модернизация политических течений.
Он не хочет, чтобы они возвращались точно в той форме, какой они были до
М.Ахмадинежада, и должны быть политикой своего времени, должны быть
новыми, считают эксперты сайта.
На фоне нового политического климата в Иране обсуждается
возможность создания третьего потока политической силы, а именно союз
умеренных консерваторов и умеренных реформистов. Дискурс о создании
третьего потока появился еще в первые годы после исламской революции, и
неоднократно предпринимались попытки создать третье крыло политической
элиты, однако реальная возможность объединения умеренных сил появилась
только сейчас, пишет Name news.
По словам реформистского политического активиста Али Таджерниа,
как и в большинстве стран, имеющих даже многопартийную систему, в
Иране так же, политическая борьба протекает между двумя лагерями. В
президентских выборах одерживали победу кандидаты от консерваторов или
реформистов, независимо от того, насколько эти люди действительно
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входили в тот или иной лагерь. Говоря о возможной новой политической
силы, А.Таджерниа отметил, что существование двухпартийной системы или
двух влиятельных сил является наиболее выгодным строем. Выбирая один из
двух политических движений, народ жалуется на неэффективность каждого
из них, в связи с этим существует необходимость сотрудничества двух
течений.
Али Таджерниа считает, что если подобная третья сила в Иране все же
появится, то это будет не политическим, а общественным движением и будет
активно в тех сферах, в которых допустили пробелы и реформисты, и
консерваторы. По его мнению, все, кто за последние годы пытались
действовать от лица некой третьей силы, отправили неправильный сигнал и
лишь обманывали народ.
На сегодняшний день позиция Хасана Роухани свидетельствует о
тенденции слияние умеренных сил. Неслучайно, после избрания Х.Роухани
президентом в 2013 году его называли «темной лошадкой», и долгое время
эксперты не могли дать однозначную оценку его политическим взглядам и
называли его умеренным политиком, несмотря на то, что он был кандидатом
от реформистов.
Возникает вопрос: а кто может возглавить третье коалиционное
течение? Здесь становится актуальным вопрос о договоре РоуханиЛариджани. Не прошло и полугода после последних по времени
президентских выборов 19 мая, как уже в качестве следующего президента в
СМИ рассматривается кандидатура спикера Меджлиса Али Лариджани.
А.Лариджани всегда принадлежал лагерю консерваторов, но не
переставал поддерживать Х.Роухани и его курс. Однако теперь ориентация
А.Лариджани не однозначна. В своем интервью газете Etemad, один из
известных консервативных политиков Мохаммад Реза Бахонар заявил, что
Х.Роухани, А.Лариджани и ряд других политиков не являются реформистами
в общеизвестной форме, но и больше не являются консерваторами. По его
мнению, консерваторы должны признать, что многие из известных фигур,
таких как Али Лариджани или Натег Нури отделились от консервативного
лагеря. Но и реформистами они еще не стали. Напомним выборы в Меджлис
десятого созыва, когда оба крыла попытались записать Али Лариджани в
качестве своего кандидата. В результате он выступил как независимый
кандидат.
Можно ли говорить о формировании умеренного правительства в
Иране станет окончательно известно на одиннадцатых парламентских
выборах.
Возвращаясь к вопросу о сближении Хасана Роухани с консерваторами
и его будущего, то его поведению есть еще одно объяснение. Дело в том, что
проблема следующего верховного лидера (рахбара) все еще актуальна. До
президентских выборов 2017 года в качестве главного кандидата
рассматривался Э.Раиси – главный кандидат от консерваторов и конкурент
Х.Роухани. Однако, после сокрушительного поражения на выборах, говорить
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об Э.Раиси в качестве рахбара не представляется возможным. Ряд аналитиков
на посту следующего рахбара видят Хасана Роухани, как наиболее яркого и
харизматичного политика. Совет экспертов, уполномоченный назначать
верховного лидера, состоит в большинстве из консерваторов. Возможно,
именно целью завоевать доверие Совета экспертов и других консервативных
структур объясняется смена курса Х.Роухани.
На формирование нового политического климата в Иране влияют и
внешние факторы. Хасан Роухани занял пост президента с призывами
наладить диалог с Западом и «открыть» Иран мировому сообществу. Ядерная
сделка (Совместный всеобъемлющий план действий) с международными
посредниками стала свидетельством готовности ИРИ идти на компромиссы.
После избрания Дональда Трампа президентом США из Белого дома вновь
начали звучать угрозы в адрес Тегерана. Подобная позиция американского
руководства заставляет Х.Роухани согласиться с консервативным подходом к
Западу и отложить попытки сближения с США.
Ирано-российские
стратегический союз?

отношения:

взаимовыгодное

партнерство

или

Саркисян И.В. 21 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39208

После визита президента России Владимира Путина в Тегеран, где он
принял участие в трехстороннем саммите Иран-Азербайджан-Россия,
отношения Тегерана и Москвы оказались в центре внимания западных СМИ.
Дело в том, что именно этот союз играет ключевую роль в сирийском
кризисе, который по различным оценкам подходит к концу. Однако,
региональные противники Исламской Республики, такие как Израиль и
Саудовская Аравия, предпринимают новые попытки развязать новый
конфликт в Ливане и продлить войну в Сирии.
14 ноября Третий комитет ООН по социальным, гуманитарным и
культурным вопросам Генеральной Ассамблеи Организации Объединенных
Наций принял резолюцию A/C.3/72/L.41 по Ирану и Сирии о нарушениях
прав человека. Россия не поддержала резолюции и оценила ее как попытку
оказать давление на Тегеран и Дамаск. Резолюция включает себя и Северную
Корею. 83 страны проголосовали ЗА резолюцию, 29 – ПРОТИВ. Среди стран,
не поддержавших резолюцию, оказались все страны Евразийского
экономического союза, Китай, Венесуэла и другие соседи и союзники Ирана.
Резолюция против Сирии была вынесена на голосование Саудовской
Аравией, отношения которой с Ираном и его союзниками находится на грани
нового конфликта. В ходе заседания комитета представитель Ирана не
ответил на вопросы, поднятые в резолюции. Вместо этого иранский
представитель выступил против Канады за то, что страна поддержала
резолюцию, и подверг критике резолюцию как политизированный документ,
указав, что Иран еще не готов расширять свое сотрудничество с ООН.
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Очевидно, что нападки в адрес Ирана связаны не только с ситуацией с
правами человека, но и с ростом влияния Исламской Республики в странах
регионе, в частности в Сирии и Ираке, где ИРИ укрепила позицию
сирийского режима и иракского правительства, которые не устраивают
Запад. Россия, в качестве главного союзника Ирана в Сирии, поддерживает
своего партнера не только на поле боя, но и на дипломатическом уровне.
Как известно, В.Путин и Д.Трамп по итогам встречи на саммите АТЭС
в Дананге выступили с совместным заявлением по Сирии. На прессконференции 14 ноября министр иностранных дел России Сергей Лавров
упоминая данное совместное заявление, отметил, что присутствие России в
Сирии является «законным», и Россия не обязалась вывести союзную
милицию Ирана из Сирии. Глава МИД РФ добавил, что Москва достигла
договоренностей с Соединенными Штатами об увеличении зон снижения
напряженности в Сирии, но не гарантировала, что проиранские силы
(«Хизбалла») покинут Сирию. Вместо этого С.Лавров призвал вывести из
страны американские вооруженные силы, которые находятся на незаконных
основаниях, а проамериканские силы являются главной опасностью для
Сирии.
Слова главы МИД РФ свидетельствуют о том, что США просили
В.Путина повлиять на Иран с целью вывести иранские и проиранские силы
из Сирии. Однако, в свою очередь, президент России В.Путин на встрече со
своим турецким коллегой Р.Т. Эрдоганом в 13 ноября отметил, что
взаимодействие России с Ираном и Турцией принесло ощутимые достижения
в Сирии, обеспечив условия для диалога в этой стране.
О намерении Тегерана и далее развивать двусторонние отношения с
Москвой заявил министр иностранных дел ИРИ Мохаммад Джавад Зариф в
своем послании на ирано-российской конференции, посвященной 515-летию
дипломатических отношений между Ираном и Россией, под названием «Иран
и
Россия:
пять
веков
сотрудничества».
Глава
иранского
внешнеполитического ведомства отметил, что расширение двухсторонних
отношений идет на пользу не только двум странам, но и является ключевым
фактором безопасности, стабильности и развития Центральной Азии и
Ближнего Востока.
Вмешательство России в сирийский конфликт стал определяющим, и в
Иране высоко ценят сотрудничество в данном вопросе. По словам депутата
Меджлиса, члена реформистской фракции «Омид» («Надежда») Джалаль
Мирзаи заявил, что для прекращения деятельности «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России) необходимо сотрудничество России,
Ирана и оси сопротивления. Важно, чтобы Россия поддерживала союз с осью
сопротивления, который носит легитимный характер.
Несмотря на недоверие Ирана к России, обусловленное историей двух
стран, РФ остается главные союзником ИРИ в различных сферах. В
стремлении увеличить свое влияние вне собственных границ Москва
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использует все возможные инструменты. России необходимы союзники не
только в военном, но и экономическом плане.
Согласно иранскому агентству «Энтехаб», одним из важнейших
достижений России в этом отношении является «открытие украинского
фронта и присоединение Крыма», а также военное вмешательство в Сирию.
Но остается вопрос, сможет ли Москва пожинать плоды этих экономических
и политических успехов?
Настойчивое стремление В.Путина сохранить влияние России привело
его к поиску экономических союзников, он пытается конкурировать за
нефтегазовые трубопроводы на Востоке, чтобы доминировать на
европейском рынке и добиться преимущества в значительной части операций
с нефтью и газом в Регионе Курдистана, используя имеющие там конфликты.
После того, как Россия стала главным игроком в сирийском кризисе, она
попыталась распространить свое влияние на государства Персидского залива,
поэтому она заключила миллиардные сделки в обмен на решение сирийского
кризиса с КСА, укрепила военное и торговое сотрудничество с Египтом, и
попыталась установить связи с Ливией.
Иран является той страной, с позицией которого невозможно не
считаться. Имея целый спектр общих интересов, Москва и Тегеран выбрали
путь стратегического партнерства. ИРИ получила более широкие
полномочия после отмены экономических санкций, усилила свое влияние в
регионе путем поддержки хоуситов в Йемене, «Хизбаллы» в Ливане, режима
Башара Асада в Сирии и центральной власти в Ираке. Международные
санкции в отношении политики Тегерана заставили Иран и Россию
сблизиться в экономической, коммерческой, научной и военной областях, а
ядерная программа Ирана была завершена с помощью российских экспертов
и миллиардам расходов Ирана.
На последней по времени встрече президентов Хасана Роухани и
Владимира Путина в Тегеране в рамках трехстороннего саммита ИранРоссия-Азербайджан, Х.Роухани назвал Россию «другом», соседом и
стратегическим партнером Ирана, подчеркнув, что Исламская Республика
полна решимости развивать и укреплять инклюзивные отношения и
сотрудничество с Россией. Владимир Путин назвал Исламскую Республику
стратегическим партнером России и великим соседом.
Основное внимание на этой трехсторонней встрече было уделено
укреплению торгово-экономического сотрудничества в сферах энергетики,
внешней торговли, коммуникаций и вопросам, связанным с торговлей
наркотиками и оружием и электронной преступностью. Между тем,
стратегический характер ирано-российского партнерства определяют такие
вопросы, как раздел Каспийского моря и его ресурсов, американское и
израильское влияние, позиция по вопросу формирования курдского
государства в Ираке, поддержка сирийского режима и сохранение
территориальной целостности Сирии. Однако, по мнению сайта entekhab.ir,
отношения двух стран основаны лишь на общих интересах, а не стратегии.
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Так, например, когда против ИРИ ввели санкции, Россия согласилась на их
исполнения, в обмен на обещание западных стран выступить против
стремлений Украины стать членом НАТО. Сегодня, когда договоренности по
Украине перестали действовать, Россию ничего не сдерживает от поддержки
Ирана и их общих интересов.
Новое направление пакистано-иранских отношений
New direction of Pak-Iran relations
Javid Husain. The Nation. November 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/21-Nov-2017/newdirection-of-pak-iran-relations

Chief of the Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s recent visit to Iran is
a portent of a positive turn of direction in Pakistan-Iran relations. It was the first
visit to Iran by a Pakistani COAS in more than two decades. Pervez Musharraf‘s
visits to Iran in December, 1999 and June, 2000, when I was serving as the
Pakistan ambassador to Iran, were more in his capacity as the Chief Executive
rather than as COAS. The latter visit to attend the ECO summit was not even a
bilateral visit. General Bajwa‘s visit to Tehran took place in the backdrop of the
growing realization by the leaders and policy makers of the two countries that their
security and economic well-being were interlinked. The evolution of the global and
regional security environment is also pushing the two countries closer to each
other. Further, Pakistan and Iran can benefit enormously from mutual cooperation
in economic, commercial, and security fields. Besides bilateral cooperation, the
Economic Cooperation Organization with its headquarters in Tehran offers
attractive opportunities for regional cooperation to Pakistan, Iran, and the other
eight member states of the organization. Thus, COAS‘s visit to Tehran took place
at a propitious time to take advantage of the vast opportunities beckoning the two
countries towards mutually beneficial cooperation in various fields.
There is no denying the fact that Pakistan-Iran relations received a serious
setback in 1990‘s because of the wide and deep-seated policy differences between
them concerning Afghanistan. They virtually fought a proxy war in Afghanistan
with Iran extending support to the Northern Alliance and Pakistan backing the
Taliban. The gulf of mistrust created by the clash of their Afghanistan policies
weakened Pakistan-Iran friendship and cooperation in different fields. The climate
of mutual mistrust and the state of limited cooperation has remained unchanged
despite some feeble attempts now and then to strengthen Pakistan-Iran relations.
The U-turn in its pro-Taliban policy, forced on Pakistan by the US in the aftermath
of 9/11, provided an opportunity to Islamabad and Tehran to overcome the mutual
mistrust and set a new and positive direction for their relationship. However, the
gulf of mistrust was too wide and the American pressure on Pakistan too great to
allow them to take full advantage of that opportunity.
The history of the Pakistan-Iran gas pipeline project is sufficient to drive
home this point. Pakistan is deficient in the domestic supply of natural gas whereas
Iran, which has the second largest gas reserves in the world and is in search of
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markets for its gas, is in a position to meet Pakistan‘s rapidly growing
requirements for the import of gas. The project, therefore, is in the best interests of
both the countries, especially Pakistan which through its implementation can have
easy access to cheap and secure supply of gas. But the American sanctions against
Iran and pressure on Pakistan have prevented Islamabad and Tehran from
completing the project and making it operational. Whereas Iran has laid down the
pipeline almost up to the Pakistan-Iran border, Islamabad so far has failed to fulfill
its responsibilities under the project. As a result, the project, which can give a
boost to Pakistan-Iran friendship besides providing us with the much-needed gas,
remains an unrealized dream. Hopefully, the implementation of the CPEC will
open the way for the successful completion of the Pakistan-Iran gas pipeline
project. Pakistan, in the immediate future, can lay down a gas pipeline linking the
proposed LNG plant at Gwadar with the country‘s main gas pipeline network as
part of CPEC projects underway in the country. Later at an appropriate time, this
pipeline can be quickly extended to link up with the pipeline coming from Iran.
This is just one example of the heavy price that Pakistan has paid and
continues to pay for compliance with the unreasonable US demands. The security
cooperation between Pakistan and Iran has suffered even more because of the
impact of strategic divergence between them. Pakistan, despite some occasional
problems, has remained aligned with the US, at least for some limited purposes,
even in the post-Cold War era in contrast with the intense animosity between the
US and Iran which has been subjected to the most onerous sanctions by
Washington. This factor brought defense cooperation between Pakistan and Iran
virtually to a standstill in a marked departure from the close cooperation between
them in earlier days, especially during the time of the Shah when both Pakistan and
Iran were part of the Western bloc led by the US. In addition, it allowed terrorist
and criminal elements to operate across the Pakistan-Iran border. Iran has
complained from time to time about the terrorist activities in Iran of Jaish al-Adl
which is allegedly based in Pakistani Balochistan. There are reports which claim
that some non-regional and regional intelligence agencies have been funding this
terrorist outfit.
India is fully aware of the importance of Pakistan‘s friendship with Iran for
the former‘s security and economic well-being. In view of its hostile designs
against Pakistan, New Delhi has taken full advantage of the alienation between
Pakistan and Iran to strengthen its political, economic, and security links with Iran
and create misunderstandings between Islamabad and Tehran. India has achieved
considerable success in these efforts to the detriment of Pakistan and Pakistan-Iran
friendship. The arrest of Indian RAW agent Kulbhushan Jadhav, a serving officer
of the Indian navy, on charges of involvement in terrorist activities in
Pakistan, while being based in Iran, is just one example of how India has
exploited the vacuum created by Pakistan-Iran differences to its advantage.
General Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s visit to Tehran shows that Pakistan‘s military
establishment is cognizant of the dangers inherent in the continued alienation
between Pakistan and Iran for Pakistan‘s security and economic well-being. Both
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Iran and Pakistan need to recognize that it is in their enlightened self-interest to
engage in mutually beneficial cooperation in economic, defense, security, and
cultural fields. It is encouraging that as a result of General Bajwa‘s meetings with
the Iranian political and military leadership, the two sides have agreed to cooperate
with each other in combating terrorism and cross-border criminal activities, and in
promoting bilateral defense and security cooperation. It also makes sense for them
to deal with contentious issues such as Afghanistan on the basis of mutual
understanding and accommodation of each other‘s point of view with the aim of
finding common ground on which they can cooperate. National reconciliation and
a freely concluded political settlement among the various Afghan parties,
withdrawal of foreign forces, and non-interference in Afghanistan‘s internal affairs
should be the guiding principles for durable peace and stability in that country.
The visit by the Pakistani COAS was a good beginning to put the
relationship between Pakistan and Iran on a sound footing, especially because of
the critically important role that the military establishment in Pakistan plays in
security and strategically important foreign policy issues such as Afghanistan,
India, and relations with the US. Pakistan‘s political leadership should now build
up on the understandings arrived at during the visit to expand areas of cooperation
so as to cover political, economic, commercial, and cultural fields in addition to
defense and security. We should also involve and integrate Iran in the
implementation of the CPEC projects. The possibility of extending Pakistan-Iran
gas pipeline to China once it becomes operational should be given serious
consideration. Finally, Islamabad should avoid taking sides on disputes between
Iran and Saudi Arabia and instead should try to promote understanding between
them.
О проекте газопровода из Ирана в Индию
Логинов В.Ю. 20 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39200

В ходе визита президента В.В.Путина 1 ноября с.г. в ИРИ между
Минэнерго РФ и Министерством нефти Ирана был подписан меморандум о
поддержке проекта поставок газа из Ирана в Индию. Как пояснил, в
дальнейшем глава Минэнерго России А.Новак речь идет о «реализации
проектов, связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого
ресурса в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по
дну Персидского залива»[i].
В рамках этого проекта будет осуществлено строительство газопровода
длиной 1200 км с учетом отвода (1130 км — без него).
То, что сообщил российский министр, выглядит как настоящая
сенсация! Неужели России удалось найти, наконец, выход из
геополитического тупика, который сопровождает вопрос поставки
энергоресурсов на Индостан вот уже более 20 лет?
Из пресс-релиза «Газпрома» следует, что он подписал четыре
взаимосвязанных меморандума по сотрудничеству с иранскими
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организациями. Два из них с Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией
(NIOC) по реализации проекта строительства газопровода Иран —
Пакистан. — Индия и по разработке концепции создания единой системы
добычи, транспортировки природного газа и газохимии на территории Ирана,
третий с Организацией по развитию и реконструкцией Ирана (IMIDRO) —
по сжижению газа для последующей реализации в третьих странах и
последний, четвертый — рамочный о партнерстве с Министерством нефти
Ирана [ii].
В качестве ресурсной базы газопровода предполагается использовать
газ, получаемый российской госкомпанией от ее участия во 2 и 3 очереди
месторождения «Южный Парс». На первом этапе видимо будет продлен
недавно смонтированный иранский газопровод от Чахбахара до
пакистанского Гвадара, где имеются удобные глубины. Далее по морскому
дну он пройдет до точки отвода в 70 км на шельфе напротив Карачи, где
будет установлена промежуточная платформа с газоперерабатывающим
заводом по производству СПГ. В резервном варианте этот завод будет
построен в самом Гвадаре (это третий протокол «Газпрома» с ИМИДРО).
Одна из ниток подводного СПГ трубопровода будет протянута до Карачи и
состыкована с газопроводом «Север — Юг» (Карачи-Лахор), другая же
пойдет в индийский штат Гуджарат. Конечным пунктом газопровода в
Индии, как упоминают разные источники, станет Порбандар или порт
Вадинар [iii], который оснащен системой подводных и надземных
трубопроводов (этот порт получила «Роснефть» в результате покупки доли
в индийской компании Essar Oil). В случае необходимости расширения
проекта (например, подключение туркменского газа) трубопровод может
быть дополнен еще двумя нитками мощностью по 27,5 млрд куб.м в год
природного газа каждая. В первоначальном варианте мощность трубопровода
составит 31 млрд куб. м в год, а общая стоимость работ оценивается в 7 млрд
долл.
Реализовать такой проект в состоянии только «Газпром», который
имеет соответствующую компетенцию, оборудование для проведения
подводных работ, а также опыт эксплуатации морских трубопроводов. Но
пройдет ли он в морском варианте здесь возникают сомнения в силу того, что
накануне визита 13 октября с.г. заместитель министра энергетики России
Юрий Сентюрин и заместитель министра энергетики Пакистана Сикандар
Султан Раджа подписали соглашение о создании условий по поставкам
российской стороной СПГ на регазификационные терминалы Пакистана. Как
подчеркивается в пресс-релизе Минэнерго, «уполномоченные организации –
ПАО «Газпром» и ГК «Пакистан ЭлЭнДжи Лимитед» — в течение двух
месяцев после вступления соглашения в силу планируют выйти на
подписание долгосрочного договора купли-продажи сжиженного природного
газа»[iv]. Таким образом, принимая во внимание заключенные «Газпромом»
меморандумы в Иране, речь идет о поставках СПГ в Пакистан,
произведенного с использованием иранского газа.
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В пользу этого варианта свидетельствует и интервью министра нефти
Ирана Б.Н.Зангане газете «Та‘адол»[v], данное им после переговоров в
рамках визита В.В.Путина. В частности, он заявил, что основным
препятствием для поставок иранского газа в Пакистан выступает отсутствие
гарантий его оплаты и цена. Дело в том, что Иран вот уже более 2 лет
пытается получить официальные разъяснения Пакистана по срокам сдачи его
участка газопровода «Мир», последний из которых прошел в декабре 2014 г.
Вначале Тегеран слышал оправдания о задержке работ по проекту в связи с
санкциями, затем из-за отсутствия средств. Между тем, Тегеран к 2017 г.
довел
трубопровод
до
пакистанской
границы
и
пригрозил
Исламабаду подачей иска в Международный арбитражный суд в связи
понесенными много миллиардными убытками от исполнения своей части
работ [vi].
Далее Б.Н.Зангане отметил, что третий участник проекта
магистрального газопровода Иран-Пакистан (МГП ИП) нужен не только в
качестве оператора газопровода, но и как агент по распределению газа в
Пакистане. На эту роль, по его словам, претендуют три зарубежные
компании, включая «Газпром».
По сути, Иран приглашает Россию стать посредником для разрешения
тупиковой ситуации с МГП ИП (другое название «Мир»).
Почему Россия активизировала свои усилия в этой области на
пакистанском направлении?
Главной на сегодня причиной является усиление конкурентной
борьбы за пакистанский рынок энергоносителей. Пока правительство этой
страны не приняло окончательного решения относительно перспектив
энергообеспечения страны. Пакистанское правительство идет параллельно
сразу по трем треками (программа СПГ, ТАПИ или «Мир»), пытаясь достичь
наиболее конкурентных цен.
В течение последних 4-х лет правительство Пакистана реализует
программу по сокращению дефицита энергии в стране посредством закупки
импортного СПГ и строительства СПГ – терминалов [vii]. В настоящее время
этот дефицит составляет минимум около 67 млн куб. м/сутки (2 млрд куб.
фт./сутки) природного газа [viii]. В 2015 г. в порту Касим был запущен 1й СПГ — терминал пропускной мощностью 17 млн куб. м/сутки (0,6 млрд
куб. фт./сутки) и в ноябре планируется запустить 2-й терминал, который
увеличит количество импортируемого СПГ до 34 млн куб. м/сутки. Всего
запланировано построить четыре СПГ-терминала, чтобы удовлетворить
растущее потребление природного газа в Пакистане, которое к 2022 г
составит около 30 млн т /год СПГ (41,4 млрд куб. м/год) [ix]. Для
обеспечения потребностей в СПГ Пакистан в феврале 2016 г. подписал
выгодный контракт с Катаром на поставку 3,75 млн т СПГ в год до 2032 г.
При этом цена за СПГ была установлена на уровне 13,37% от стоимости
барреля нефти марки Brent, что позволяет закрыть имеющийся
энергодефицит на 20% . В мае 2017 г. тендер государственной Pakistan LNG
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Ltd. выиграл итальянский производитель нефти и газа Eni, который будет
поставлять в общей сложности 11 млн т СПГ в течение следующих 15 лет
при цене 12,29% от стоимости барреля нефти марки Brent.
Указанный контракт дает Пакистану возможность не только снижать
цену на СПГ других поставщиков («Газпром», Оман и США), но и
получить более выгодные условия покупки газа по трубопроводу
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ). В силу напряженной
обстановки в Афганистане и неуверенности остальных участников работы по
трансафганскому газопроводу ведутся с 2015 г. только главным его
акционером госконцерном «Туркменгаз». Однако по инвестиционному
соглашению 2016 г. Исламабад обязан до конца текущего года инвестировать
3,2 млрд долл. в проектно-изыскательские работы на своей территории [x].
Кроме этого после принятия президентом США Д.Трампом новой стратегии
по Афганистану в августе с.г. на Пакистан оказывается сильное
американское давление в плане прекращения поддержки талибов. В декабре
запланировано проведение заседания управляющего комитета ТАПИ, где
Исламабад будет требовать снижения цены за туркменский газ с учетом
упомянутых скидок по СПГ поставкам [xi].
Третьим треком в энергетической стратегии Пакистана выступает
вышеупомянутый газопровод «Мир». Этот проект в сочетании с заводом по
СПГ «Газпрома» и возможной реализацией российским «Ростехом»
контракта от 2015 г. на строительство газопровода «Север — Юг» (КарачиЛахор) поддерживается КНР. Еще в ходе визита в Исламабад в 2015 г.
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин обещал на 85% финансировать расходы на
строительство пакистанской части этого газопровода. Интерес Китая в
данном случае заключается в энергообеспечении проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» [xii], который предполагает
преобразование Пакистана и вывод западных провинций КНР в порт Гвадар.
Согласно нему в пакистанскую экономику будет инвестировано более 51
млрд долл.
Что касается продления морского трубопровода «Газпромом» до
Индии, то в современных условиях это очень маловероятно. Индия еще в
2008 г. покинула проект под влиянием США. После же выхода Ирана из
режима санкций в 2016 году, она выступила за строительство подводного
газопровода Иран-Оман-Индия, который идет в обход экономической зоны
Пакистана. Окончательный поворот в пользу поставок СПГ она сделала
после визита премьер-министра Нарендра Моди в США в июне с.г.
Подтверждением этого курса Нью-Дели в отношении Тегерана стало
сокращение на 40% импорта иранской нефти летом с.г. и рекомендации
правительства компаниям воздержаться от инвестиций в совместные проекты
на основе иранского газа и в СЭЗ Чахбахар [xiii].
После подписания в ходе визита Д.Трампа в КНР соглашений по
проектам и поставкам сланцевого СПГ, очевидно, что США рассматривают
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страны АТР, как перспективный рынок для сбыта своих углеводородов и не
заинтересованы в конкуренции там с более дешевым трубопроводным газом.
Суммируя вышеизложенное, можно заключить следующее. Газопровод
«Мир» с участием российского «Газпрома» имеет шансы на реализацию.
Однако единственным вариантом его осуществления пока может быть
маршрут Иран-Пакистан-запад КНР, что соответствует китайскому плану
КПЭК. Безусловно, это сопряжено с большим количеством рисков,
вызванных
как
вопросами
безопасности,
так
и
финансовой
несостоятельностью Пакистана, но при наличии гарантий Пекина они могли
бы быть существенно нивелированы. В более глобальном аспекте здесь
можно говорить о сопряжении ЕврАзЭС с китайской инициативой «Один
пояс — один путь», как новой конфигурации евразийского континента. На
эту возможность несколько раз указывал российский президент В.В.Путин, в
том числе на экономическом форуме в Пекине в мае с.г.
[i] ps://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html
[ii] http://www.gazprom.ru/press/news/2017/november/article376847/
[iii] http://www.essarports.com/section_level2.aspx?cont_id=uZJCH0l2iwA=
[iv] https://minenergo.gov.ru/node/9551
[v] http://www.taadolnewspaper.ir/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B1%DA%98%DB%8C-131/110349%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D9%86%D9%82%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%DA%AF%D8%A7%D8
[vi] http://www.bartarinha.ir/fa/news/589120/%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%83%D9%86%D8%B4%D8%B2%D9%86%DA%AF%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%A8%D9%87%D8%AF%D9%8E%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%87%D9%BE%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%86
[vii] https://neftegaz.ru/tech_library/view/4346-SPG-terminal-regazifikatsionnyj
[viii] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1044645/game-changer-pakistan-qatar-sign-16-billion-lng-deal/
[ix] https://neftegaz.ru/news/view/166489-V-noyabre-2017-g-v-Pakistane-vvedut-vekspluatatsiyu-2-y-regazifikatsionnyj-SPG-terminal
[x] http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13960510000437
[xi] https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-importprice/?amp=1
[xii] http://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7258
[xiii] http://indianexpress.com/article/business/business-others/rising-iran-us-tensions-govt-asksindian-firms-to-go-slow-on-chabahar-projects-4590091/

Владимир Путин договорился, что «Газпром» построит трубу из Ирана
в Индию
Артур
Топорков,
Виталий
Петлевой.
«Ведомости».
1.11.2017.
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2017/11/02/740288-gazprom-trubu-irana-indiyu

«Роснефть» во время визита Путина в Иран договорилась о
разработке месторождений с перспективой добычи 55 млн т
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В среду президент России Владимир Путин посетил Иран, где
встретился с президентом страны Хасаном Рухани и президентом
Азербайджана Ильхамом Алиевым. На момент сдачи номера в печать итоги
встречи трех руководителей еще не были подведены, но уже днем стало
понятно, что с экономической точки зрения визит можно считать
состоявшимся. «Роснефть» подписала дорожную карту об инвестициях в
местные месторождения нефти и газа, а «Газпром» выразил готовность
поучаствовать в проекте строительства газовой трубы до Индии. Компании
составили дорожные карты и согласовали меморандумы, договоренности
сулят им высокую прибыль и грозят политическими рисками.
«Газпром» построит трубу в Индию
Россия и Иран готовы подписать меморандум о взаимопонимании, в
соответствии с которым «Газпром» может построить часть газопровода из
Ирана в Индию, сообщил министр энергетики России Александр Новак,
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передает ТАСС. «Это большой, крупный проект <...> будут разрабатываться
месторождения на территории Ирана с участием «Газпрома», будет
строиться соответствующая инфраструктура для поставок газа в Индию», –
рассказал он.
Длина трубопровода – около 1200 км с учетом отвода, часть маршрута
может пройти по дну Персидского залива, сказал министр. Уточнять сумму
инвестиций Новак не стал, сказав лишь, что они, скорее всего, будут «очень
большими». Какие именно месторождения будет разрабатывать «Газпром»,
станет понятно в процессе подготовки документации. Строительство трубы
может начаться уже в 2019 г., в проекте принимают участие индийская и
пакистанская компании, сказал российский министр (см. карту).
Наравне с Китаем Индия считается одним из самых перспективных
рынков газа. В 2016 г. потребление газа здесь составило 50,1 млрд куб. м при
собственной добыче около 27,6 млрд куб. м (данные BP). По прогнозу
Международного энергетического агентства, к 2025 г. потребление газа в
стране может превысить 100 млрд куб. м, из которых около 60 млрд куб. м
будет приходиться на импорт.
Пока Индия импортирует только сжиженный природный газ (СПГ), и у
российских компаний доли на рынке страны почти нет. В 2012 г. «Газпром»
договорился поставлять СПГ индийской GAIL. Соглашение предусматривает
поставку до 2,5 млн т газа в год начиная с 2018–2019 гг. Но позже GAIL
попросила пересмотреть цену – договориться о ней пока не удалось.
Еще в декабре 2014 г. Путин поручил изучить все возможные варианты
выхода на индийский рынок газа. «Предварительный анализ показывает, что
цена трубопроводной транспортировки может быть значительно выше
стоимости поставок СПГ. Так что по большому счету это вопрос
коммерческой целесообразности», – говорил Путин. А в октябре 2016 г.
«Газпром» сообщил, что изучает маршруты поставок трубопроводного газа
из России и других стран в Индию (совместно с Engineers India Ltd.). В
качестве возможных транзитеров рассматривались почти все соседствующие
с Индией страны, сообщал в июне 2017 г. «Интерфакс». Также изучалась
возможность участия в трубопроводном проекте TAPI (Туркменистан –
Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия).
Единственный трубопроводный проект, который подходит под
описание Новака, – IPI (Иран – Пакистан – Индия). Этот проект предполагает
строительство трубопровода длиной 2135 км (1200 км – это иранский
участок), мощностью до 22 млрд куб. м в год с возможностью дальнейшего
увеличения, сообщало индийское правительство. Общая стоимость
строительства оценивалась в $7,5 млрд, а ресурсной базой могут стать
иранские месторождения, расположенные на шельфе Персидского залива. В
начале июня зампред правления «Газпрома» Виталий Маркелов сообщал, что
компания подписала с Ираном меморандумы об участии в освоении четырех
месторождений – Farzad-A, Farzad-B, Kish, North Pars.
«Роснефть» за всех
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Успех во время визита Путина в Иран ждал и «Роснефть». Она вместе с
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) составила дорожную карту проектов в
Иране. Об этом рассказала российская госкомпания. Вскоре стороны могут
подписать несколько обязывающих соглашений об инвестициях в
совместные проекты $30 млрд. Что это за проекты, главный исполнительный
директор «Роснефти» Игорь Сечин не сказал, но после их разработки общая
добыча на месторождениях может составить до 55 млн т в год, передает
«Интерфакс».
Если план удастся, то это увеличит текущую добычу Ирана на четверть
до 271,4 млн т в год (или до 5,5 млн барр. в день). В прошлом году страна
добыла 216,4 млн т нефти, а Россия, для сравнения, – 554,3 млн т, следует из
данных BP. Когда будут реализованы проекты, Сечин не сказал, а
представитель «Роснефти» говорить отказался. По словам Сечина, речь идет
«о целой серии месторождений – нефтяных и газовых», которые будут
реализовываться совместно с иранскими партнерами. Названия
месторождений и запасы Сечин также не уточнил.
Об интересе российских компаний участвовать в иранских проектах
стало известно еще в начале года. В марте иранские коллеги, по словам
Новака, приехали в Россию с презентацией 11 проектов для совместной
отработки. Тогда на встрече присутствовали представители «Газпрома»,
«Газпром нефти», «Роснефти», «Татнефти». Потенциальные сделки Новак
оценивал в $20 млрд, писал «Интерфакс». В июне стало известно, что
«Роснефти» и «Газпрому» Иран одновременно предложил поучаствовать в
Farzad-A, Farzad-B, писало Bloomberg.
Не только «Роснефть» и «Газпром» претендуют на иранские недра.
«Лукойл» продолжительное время вел переговоры с NIOC об освоении двух
месторождений – Мансури и Аб-Теймур. «Это крупнейшие месторождения, в
каждом больше 1 млрд т геологических запасов», – говорил в начале октября
президент «Лукойла» Вагит Алекперов. «Сейчас по Мансури мы подходим к
завершающему этапу, надеемся к I кварталу 2018 г. подписать контракт, по
второму месторождению у нас достаточно активно идет переговорный
процесс», – рассказывал он.
«Роснефти» могут быть интересны поставки нефти из Ирана на
недавно приобретенный индийский НПЗ Essar Oil в Вадинаре, следует из
расшифровки общения Сечина и экс-министра экономики Алексея Улюкаева
за несколько минут до ареста последнего в ноябре 2016 г. «Слушай, нефть
там [на НПЗ Essar] будет иранская?» – спрашивал Улюкаев. «Мы думаем, что
часть – иранская, часть – венесуэльская», – отвечал ему Сечин. У «Роснефти»
также есть контракт с венесуэльской PDVSA на закупку у нее нефти,
«Роснефть» даже заплатила компании авансы, суммарно на $6,5 млрд, $500
млн из которых компания к середине 2017 г. уже компенсировала за счет
поставок нефти.
Высокие риски и заработки
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Политическая ситуация вокруг Ирана не очень стабильная. В середине
октября президент США Дональд Трамп заявил, что Штаты будут готовы
выйти из соглашения по иранскому атому, заключенного два года назад, если
оно не будет изменено с учетом новых требований Белого дома. Трамп
пригрозил возвратом санкций. России не из чего выбирать, нашу страну
выдавливают в регионы с высокими страновыми, политическими или
экономическими рисками, констатирует аналитик «Сбербанк CIB» Валерий
Нестеров. В минувший вторник минфин США уточнил редакцию
секторальных санкций, включил в них новые ограничения для россиян.
Теперь американским гражданам и компаниям запрещено сотрудничать по
нефтяным шельфовым или сланцевым проектам не только в России, но в
любой другой стране, если в таких совместных компаниях участвуют
российские нефтяники более чем на 33%. «Таким образом, россиянам
приходится работать на высокорисковых рынках, таких как Венесуэла,
Иран», – говорит Нестеров. Но в случае успеха и выигрыш будет велик,
считает эксперт.
Москва и Тегеран подписали меморандум по поставкам газа из Ирана в
Индию
«РИА Новости». 2.11.2017. https://ria.ru/economy/20171102/1508076154.html

МОСКВА, 2 ноя — РИА Новости. Минэнерго РФ и министерство
нефти Ирана в среду подписали меморандум о поддержке проекта поставок
газа из Ирана в Индию, сообщил министр энергетики РФ Александр Новак.
Новак отметил хорошие перспективы для сотрудничества России и
Ирана
"То соглашение, тот меморандум, который был вчера подписан, он
направлен в первую очередь на сотрудничество по реализации проектов,
связанных с добычей газа на территории Ирана и поставок этого ресурса
в Индию через исключительную экономическую зону Пакистана по дну
Персидского залива", — сказал Новак в интервью телеканалу "Россия 24".
"Это крупный инфраструктурный проект, который в настоящее время
прорабатывается активно, заключаются меморандумы двусторонние,
и думаю, что он вполне реален для того, чтобы в ближайшее время вошел
в практическую плоскость", — отметил он.
В среду Новак говорил, что "Газпром" планирует добывать газ в Иране
и построить газопровод в Индию протяженностью 1,2 тысячи километров
с отводом. Конкретные месторождения в Иране будут определены в рамках
проработки технико-экономического обоснования проекта.
Иран торгуется с российскими компаниями по месторождениям, заявил
Новак
В июне заместитель председателя правления "Газпрома" Виталий
Маркелов сообщал, что компания подписала с Ираном меморандумы
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о возможности
участия
в разработке
четырех
месторождений
в республике — Farzad-A, Farzad-B, North Pars и Kish.
В середине июня зампред правления "Газпрома" Александр Медведев
говорил, что компания обсуждает поставки газа в Индию. Он отмечал, что
не исключается использование разменных операций с участием Китая
и Ирана. В мае заместитель министра энергетики РФ Юрий Сентюрин
сообщал, что Россия и Индия рассматривают разные варианты поставок
российского газа в страну. В частности, помимо строительства газопровода,
возможны поставки газа по своповым операциям, в том числе с участием
Ирана, а также в виде СПГ из портфеля "Газпрома". Он также отмечал, что
Индия обозначила свой дефицит в газе в объеме до 25 миллиардов
кубометров в год.
Новак: Россия и Иран дорабатывают программу "нефть в обмен на
товары"
В октябре прошлого года "Газпром" и Engineers India подписали
меморандум о взаимопонимании, отражающий заинтересованность сторон
в совместном исследовании маршрутов поставок трубопроводного газа
из России и других стран в Индию.
По итогам состоявшегося в октябре 2013 года саммита Индия и РФ
договорились создать совместную исследовательскую группу для изучения
варианта прямой наземной транспортировки российских углеводородов
в Индию. Эксперты, в частности, говорили о возможности продления
системы магистральных газопроводов "Сила Сибири", по которому будут
осуществляться поставки российского газа в Китай, до Индии.
Израиль готов сотрудничать с Саудовской Аравией против Ирана
Ready to cooperate with Saudi Arabia to face Iran: Israeli military chief
The News. 17.11.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/244782-ready-to-cooperatewith-saudi-arabia-to-face-iran-israeli-military-chief

JERUSALEM: Israel's military chief of staff said in an interview on
Thursday that his country was prepared to cooperate with Saudi Arabia to face
Iran's plans "to control the Middle East."
His comments were the latest sign that behind-the-scenes links between
Israel and Gulf countries may be occurring due to Iran, their shared enemy, even
though they do not have formal diplomatic ties.
"We are ready to exchange experience with the moderate Arab countries and
exchange intelligence information to face Iran," Lieutenant General Gadi Eisenkot
was quoted as saying by Elaph, a news website run by a Saudi businessman.
Asked whether any information had been shared recently with Saudi Arabia,
he said "we are ready to share information if necessary. There are many common
interests between us and them."
Israel's army confirmed the contents of the rare interview with Arabiclanguage media. According to Israel's army, it was the first interview of its kind
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since 2005. Saudi Arabia has long been at loggerheads with Iran but friction has
spiralled recently.
Earlier this month, Lebanese prime minister Saad Hariri announced from
Saudi capital Riyadh that he was quitting, citing Iran's "grip" on his country. The
leader of Hezbollah, the Lebanese group supported by Iran, has accused Saudi
Arabia of pressing Israel to launch attacks against it.
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani made similar allegations this week.
Eisenkot said in the interview that "we have no intention of initiating a conflict
with Hezbollah in Lebanon and reaching a war, but we cannot accept strategic
threats to Israel there. I am very happy with the calm on both sides of the border,
which has lasted 11 years. On the other hand, we see Iranian attempts to escalate."
Gulf Arab countries are also worried about the Islamic republic's support for
Shiite Huthi rebels in Yemen. Eisenkot referred to US President Donald Trump's
attempt to find a path to Israeli-Palestinian peace by drawing in regional countries.
Trump's first trip abroad as president included stops in Saudi Arabia and
Israel. His son-in-law and adviser Jared Kushner has reportedly formed a bond
with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. "With President Donald Trump,
there is a chance for a new international alliance in the region and a major strategic
plan to stop the Iranian threat," Eisenkot said.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has been promoting the idea that
his country's ties with Arab nations are improving, and some experts have said
there are signs that shared concerns over Iran are indeed nudging them closer.
Netanyahu has described relations with the Arab world as the "best ever",
though without providing any details. Leaders of Arab countries have not publicly
made similar comments, however that does not necessarily mean they dispute
Netanyahu's claim. They face sensitivities within their own countries, where the
Jewish state is often viewed with intense hostility. Only two Arab countries -Egypt and Jordan -- have peace treaties with Israel.
«США хотят отделить Иран и Пакистан друг от друга», - считает посол
Ирана в Пакистане
US wants to divide Pakistan, Iran: Envoy
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Nov-2017/uswants-to-divide-pakistan-iran-envoy

Mehdi Honardoost says Afghan issue very complicated, Up to Islamabad to
quit Saudi military alliance or not
ISLAMABAD - Iranian Ambassador to Pakistan Mehdi Honardoost has said
that the United States wants to divide Pakistan and Iran .
In an exclusive interview with The Nation here, the envoy said there was a
huge potential of cooperation between the two powers of the region, ―with good
neighbourly ties and whole history of friendship and fraternity.‖
He said Iran and Pakistan were determined to boost the relationship, which
was ―completely opposite to the Western apparatus, creators of division among
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Muslim societies, which unfortunately has been evident in recent years. The
Muslim societies have been under fire of division, which exactly being pursued by
foreign elements.‖
Honardoost said Afghan issue was very important as well as complicated.
―Afghanistan is since long victim of terrorism, and international powers of
trans-region by their secret and open support to the terrorist groups, for their
interests have been furthering their designs. Afghan problem has no military
solution and peace and durable stability could be achieved in that country through
dialogue and discussions,‖ he added.
Honardoost said through cooperation Pakistan and Iran could help resolve
the Afghanistan issue.
―Iran and Pakistan as two important neighbours of Afghanistan and through
the support of central government in Kabul can find a solution,‖ he maintained.
Honardoost said presence of foreign countries and specifically the US was
not the only factor, which was disturbing security and stability in the chaos-ridden
Afghanistan.
―Regional problems like terrorism, human trafficking and narcotics
trafficking should be solved by the regional countries, which have common
perception, common interests and common concerns,‖ he remarked.
Undoubtedly, the envoy said, Iran and Pakistan had an effective role in
bringing of peace and stability in Afghanistan.
―In this regard, recently first meeting of the officials of the foreign ministries
of Iran and Pakistan was held regarding Afghanistan and hopefully by continuation
of discussions, result-oriented steps could be taken,‖ he said.
On the Saudi Arabia-led military alliance, Honardoost said: ―Basically it [the
coalition] does not have necessary ingredients of an alliance. From the very
beginning of its inception there have been a number of ambiguities about they have
persisted so far. Saudi authorities have announced that objective of that alliance
been fight against terrorism. While Iran , Iraq and Syria —- the main victims of
terrorism are not part of that alliance.‖
The envoy said oppressed people of Yemen, ―who have been target of severe
attacks and bombardment for the past two and half years, and are defenseless and
part of Islamic world are also nowhere to be seen.‖
Honardoost said Iran on the basis of non-inference in the internal affairs of
other countries, considers presence or non-presence of Pakistan in this alliance as
the discretion of Pakistan .
―So on that basis, remaining or not remaining in Saudi alliance depends
on Pakistan . But the alliance is contrary to its motto of fighting terrorism,‖ he
contended.
About the misunderstandings between Pakistan and Iran , Honardoost said
that it was natural that two big countries with a long border might confront
problems.
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―For example, the movement of terrorist groups in the border areas has
created problems, and we will witness significant decrease in such incidents
through future cooperation between the two countries,‖ he added.
Commenting on the recent visit of army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa
to Iran , Honardoost said: ―As ambassador of Iran to Pakistan , I am very much
optimistic about the future of the ties. Definitely visit of [the] chief of army staff
to Iran will have significant impact on strengthening and boosting of friendly and
brotherly ties between Iran and Pakistan .‖
He said there were various areas of cooperation between Iran and Pakistan ,
and during the recent visit subjects of mutual interest were discussed.
―Security and border cooperation, enhancing of the level of trade ties and
achieving the target of $5 billion of business volume, export of more electricity
to Pakistan , implementation of Iran-Pakistan Gas Pipeline, were the subjects
discussed during the visit,‖ he elaborated.
Asked why the implementation of the gas pipeline project between Pakistan
and Iran was delayed, Honardoost said Iran had fulfilled its commitments
regarding construction of gas pipeline in the Iranian section and was ready to start
export of gas to Pakistan at the earliest in case of implementation of the
commitments by Pakistan .
He said no energy source could be replacement of the Iran-Pakistan gas
pipeline for growing gas requirements of Pakistan .
―Especially in view of implementation of [the] CPEC [China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor] project, Iranian gas will not only fulfil the gas requirements
of Pakistan in the coming years rather its transit to China can also be considered,‖
Honardoost explained.
Questioned, if Pakistan and Iran can jointly fight against terrorism,
the envoy said both the neighbours had good experiences of fighting terror and can
join hands to eliminate the menace.
The Iranian ambassador said, ―Pakistan by launching of two important
operations by the names of Zarb-e-Azb and Raddul Fasaad has taken
unprecedented steps towards fight against terrorism. Iran has also shown that it has
high potential in fighting against terrorism. At the moment issue of presence of
ISIS [Islamic State of Iraq and Syria] and other terrorists in the border areas is a
serious threat for the two countries and there is possibility of reaching of an
agreement by the two countries to jointly fighting against terrorism.‖
«Держитесь подальше от Ирана», - требуют США от Пакистана
Don‘t get ‗too close‘ to Iran, US asks Pak
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Nov2017/don-t-get-too-close-to-iran-us-asks-pak.

Islamabad says ties with Tehran not designed against any country
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ISLAMABAD - The United States has asked Pakistan to avoid getting ―too
close‖ to Iranas Washington and Islamabad struggle to build the confidence level,
The Nation has learnt.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Washington was
not happy with the growing ties between Pakistan and Iran and had asked
Islamabad to ―stay within limits‖.
―The recent positive contacts between Pakistan and Iran have not been
welcomed by the US . They believe we [Pakistan] should stay away from Iran as
much as possible. They have conveyed their message in this regard too,‖ said an
official, who remains in contact with Washington.
He added: ―The US has made it clear it cannot support Pakistan to
have close ties with Iran when Tehran was defiant not to cooperate with
Washington.‖
This month army chief Qamar Javed Bajwa visited Iran and had positive
meetings with the civil and military leaders.
During Bajwa‘s visit, the two sides heaped praise on each other despite
differences on regional issues – mainly Afghanistan.
General Bajwa met President Hassan Rouhani, Foreign Minister Javad Zarif
and the Chief of Staff of Iran‘s armed forces Major General Mohammad Hossein
Bagheri.
Days before the army chief‘s visit, Pakistan and Iran had agreed to work
together for peace in Afghanistan and the regional stability.
The two countries had held informal consultations on regional situation
including Afghanistan.
The agreement on cooperation between Pakistan and Iran comes after
the US pressed Pakistan to accept President Donald Trump‘s new Afghanistan
policy – with a greater role for India.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, who visited Pakistan last month, had
made it clear to Pakistan‘s civil and military leadership that his country would not
change its Afghan policy on Islamabad‘s demand.
President Trump had earlier threatened that military and other aid to the
nuclear-armed ally was at stake if Pakistan did not clamp down on extremists.
Recently, Iran said the US supported dictatorship against democracy.
In a statement, the Iranian embassy here had said: ―From the very first days
of the Islamic revolution, the United States adopted a hostile, interventionist and
destabilising approach towards Iran‘s newly-established government with the aim
of overthrowing it.‖
After the Pak-Iran consultations, the foreign ministry had said: ―Pakistan
and Iran held first round of informal consultations in Islamabad at the level of
director generals of the ministries of Foreign Affairs on regional situation
especially the efforts of peace and stability in Afghanistan. In the consultations
Pakistani delegation was led by Director-General (Afghanistan) Mansoor Ahmad
Khan in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, while the Iranian side was led by
Director-General Rasoul Eslami of the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who
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visited Islamabad for these consultations. The two directors-general reaffirmed
commitment and support of Pakistan and Iran to the efforts of Afghanistan and
international community for achieving lasting peace, stability and progress in
Afghanistan, which is important for regional stability.‖
The statement added the two sides agreed there was no military solution to
the prolonged Afghan conflict and emphasised the need of a credible political
process owned and led by Afghanistan for an internal settlement.
The two countries also discussed the ways for deepening regional economic
cooperation and enhancing connectivity.
This was the first round of bilateral consultations with Iran on regional peace
and security with focus on the situation in Afghanistan.
Another official at the foreign ministry said Pakistan had told the US that
Pak-Iran ties were meant for bilateral cooperation and not designed against any
country.
―It has been our [Pakistan‘s] consistent policy to improve ties with the other
countries especially the neighbours. Pak-Iran ties do not threaten any other
country,‖ he told The Nation citing interaction with the IS counterparts.
Former ambassador Abida Hussain Pak-Iran ties were in the interest of both
the countries as ―we have to live together [as neighbours].‖
She said General Bajwa‘s visit to Iran and his positive meetings with Iranian
leaders were encouraging for the region.
Abida Hussain said Pak-Iran agreement on the Afghan conflict would help
achieve stability in the region.
―Pakistan should capitalise on the opportunity and should satisfy its
growing energy appetite with Iran‘s help,‖ she added.
Defence analyst and former brigadier Harris Nawaz said Pakistan
and Iran must strengthen their bilateral ties for progress and regional stability.
―Both Pakistan and Iran are key players of the region and if they join hands,
they can help regional stability. Other countries cannot dictate us on our bilateral
relations,‖ he said. Brigadier Nawaz said that Pakistan and Iran should forget the
previous misunderstandings and open a new chapter of friendship.

Пакистан и Иран заинтересованы в развитии двусторонних отношений
Pakistan, Iran keen to rebuild relationship, says NA body chief
Dawn, November 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369589/pakistan-iran-keento-rebuild-relationship-says-na-body-chief

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Iran are keen to rebuild their relationship
plagued by mistrust and are eyeing cooperation for peace in Afghanistan and
stronger economic ties between them.
―Pakistan and Iran are determined to take positive steps to deepen mutual
understanding, increasing cooperation and scaling up bilateral relations,‖ National
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Assembly's Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs chairman Makhdum Khusro
Bakhtyar said while talking to Dawn on Thursday.
Many believe Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s recent visit to Tehran
could reset the relationship. The rethink on both sides about the relationship has
been driven by the regional developments.
―Both countries are consulting on regional peace and security with a focus
on Afghanistan in keeping with their strong commitment to peace, stability and
progress in Afghanistan,‖ Mr Bakhtyar said.
Pakistan and Iran have in the past coordinated on Afghanistan through the
Pakistan-Iran-Afghanistan trilateral process, but not much could be achieved due to
multiple factors, particularly Iran-US rivalry that limited the space for cooperation
with Tehran.
The NA body‘s chief is, however, optimistic that latest attempt at renewing
the relationship would be fruitful. In this regard, he points towards the efforts being
made to improve border management as a concrete manifestation of the ―forward
looking approach‖ being pursued.
A statement issued at the conclusion of Gen Bajwa‘s trip by the InterServices Public Relations said that steps for ―establishment of hotline
communication between the field commanders along Pak-Iran border, fencing by
Iran on their side of the border, coordinated border patrolling, intelligence sharing
and more frequent interactions were agreed to‖.
Mr Bakhtyar noted that Pakistan was keen to reinforce economic
cooperation and enhance connectivity between the two countries.
Speaking about the relationship with the US, he recalled that it was strategic
and longstanding, but had been conducted in a transactional manner. His word of
advice for Trump administration was that differences with Pakistan should not be
turned into disputes. He also proposed resumption of bilateral strategic dialogue
for a multifaceted engagement.
He cautioned US policymakers against becoming hostage of their own
strategic construct of giving India the role of security provider in the region.
Pushing this approach, he warned, could lead to ―a strategic accident‖. ―The US
should seek the truth in its Afghanistan strategy,‖ he said, insisting that the
international community had failed to deliver peace to Afghanistan.
О трехсторонней встрече лидеров Ирана, России и Азербайджана в
Тегеране
Саркисян И.В. 7 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38929

За прошедшую неделю Тегеран превратился в центр дипломатических
визитов. Вначале недели в Иран совершил визит генеральный директор
МАГАТЭ Юкия Амано. А 1-го ноября в иранской столице состоялась
трехсторонняя встреча лидеров Ирана, России и Азербайджана.
Первый трехсторонний саммит Ирана, Азербайджана и России
состоялся в августе 2016 года в Баку. В рамках саммита президенты
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согласились с тем, что координация по региональным и международным
вопросам и усилия по укреплению экономического и торгового
сотрудничества между этими странами должны нести продолжительный
характер. Это третий официальный визит президента России Владимира
Путина в Иран за 17 лет президентства: первый – в 2007 г. для участия в
саммите прикаспийских государств, второй – 2015 г. в рамках саммита стран
экспортеров газа. В Иране высоко оценивают визиты В.Путина, так как он
стал первым президентом, посетившим ИРИ с начала установления
дипломатических отношений. Ранее, с 1943 года ни один лидер СССР и РФ
не посещал Иран.
Отношения между Ираном и Азербайджаном обусловлены их
географическим положением и взаимными интересами, несмотря на целый
ряд разногласий и противоречий. Президенты обсудили все основные сферы
сотрудничества и взаимные проекты. На встрече с Ильхамом Алиевым
президент Исламской Республики Иран описал отношения между Тегераном
и Баку, особенно в последние годы, как развивающиеся, и подчеркнул
исторические связи и общие религиозные интересы обеих стран, сказав:
«Попыток развивать связи между двумя странами никогда не будет
достаточно, когда речь идет об уровне истории интересов двух стран».
Иранский президент выразил удовлетворение тем, что сегодня, помимо
двусторонних отношений между Тегераном и Баку, отношения между
Ираном, Россией и Азербайджаном также представляют интерес для
руководства трех стран, а Тегеран и Баку стали образцом многосторонних и
региональных отношений, передает пресс-служба президента ИРИ. Указывая
на то, что президенты Ирана и Азербайджана встречались десять раз за
последние годы, Х.Роухани сказал: «Это признак решимости должностных
лиц двух стран развивать, укреплять и углублять инклюзивные и партнерские
отношения».
Говоря об использовании потенциала двух стран, он сказал, что
развитие экономических отношений зависит от хороших банковских связей.
Инвестиционное и торговое сотрудничество между Ираном и
Азербайджаном в различных областях, включая строительство в
Азербайджане фармацевтического и автомобильного заводов, иранский
президент оценил как положительное, добавив: «Исламская Республика Иран
готова сотрудничать с Азербайджаном в других отраслях промышленности и
сельского хозяйства, а также экстратерриториального земледелия, обмена
энергией в виде нефти и газа, исследование и добыча нефти в Каспийском
море».
Говоря о транзитной и транспортной сфере, президенты обсудили и
строительство железной дороги Решт-Астара. «Строительство этой железной
дороги в качестве совместного проекта между Ираном и Азербайджаном
является важным шагом в развитии транзитных отношений между двумя
странами в коридоре Север-Юг», — продолжил президент, — «Эта
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транзитная линия может использоваться для транспортировки товаров из
Оманского моря и Персидского залива на Кавказ и Восточную Европу».
Х.Роухани предложил осуществлять торгово-экономические обмены
через центральные банки в национальной валюте.
Президенты обсудили и вопрос региональной безопасности, ситуацию
в Сирии и Йемене, и отметили, что Иран и Азербайджан должны
содействовать проведению консультаций в различных политических,
региональных и международных областях.
Итоги двухсторонней встречи Хасан Роухани с Ильхамом Алиевым
были предсказуемы. Риторика двух соседей не меняется уже на протяжении
долгих лет. Отметим лишь, что в официальных сообщениях СМИ ИРИ
отсутствуют упоминания о заявлениях иранского президента о карабахском
конфликте, который является главной проблемой азербайджанской внешней
политики.
Больше всего в Иране ожидали визит российского президента. На
сегодняшний день Иран и Россия сотрудничают в основных сферах
внутренней и внешней политики. В связи с этим, позиция Москвы для Ирана
имеет особое значение. На двухсторонней встрече президенты назвали
двусторонние, региональные и международные отношения Тегерана и
Москвы позитивными и развитыми и подчеркнули развитие всесторонних
связей и консультаций в различных секторах.
Х.Роухани назвал Россию «другом», соседом и стратегическим
партнером Ирана, подчеркнув, что Исламская Республика полна решимости
развивать и укреплять отношения и сотрудничество с Россией, добавив:
«Хорошие соглашения между двумя странами в различных секторах, в том
числе в энергетике, мирных ядерных технологий и транспорта и транзита,
должны быть дополнительно активизированы на этапе осуществления».
Иранский президент подчеркнул важность развития ирано-российских
торгово-экономических отношений, заявив: «Тегеран приветствует активное
участие российских инвесторов и частного сектора в крупных
инфраструктурных проектах, в том числе в промышленности, энергетике,
строительстве и развитии железных дорог коридора Север-Юг».
Из-за агрессивной политики Запада по отношению к Тегерану, перед
Ираном встала проблема интегрирования в различные региональные союзы.
Евразийское экономическое сотрудничество, под эгидой России, является
для Тегерана хорошей возможностью осуществлять торговые операция со
странами-членами ЕАЭС на особых условиях, установленных специально
для ИРИ.
Ирано-российское сотрудничество по борьбе с терроризмом успешно
осуществляется в Сирии. Странам удалось изменить ход войны в Сирии в
пользу Дамаска и усадить конфликтующие стороны за стол переговоров в
Казахстане. Х.Роухани подчеркнул важность этого сотрудничества, особенно
на заключительных этапах войны. Слова иранского президента звучат в
качестве призыва на фоне сведений о том, что Россия намерена частично
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вывести свои войска и технику из Сирии, что может оттянуть завершение
войны на неопределенное время. И хотя официальные источники не
подтверждают эту информацию, опасения в ИРИ все еще существуют.
Касаясь процесса переговоров в Астане, президент Ирана подчеркнул
важность
многостороннего,
регионального
и
международного
сотрудничества между Ираном и Россией в решении проблем и кризисов,
заявив: «Исламская Республика Иран считает, что нестабильность в регионе
наносит ущерб всем странам, и будет поддерживать развитие стабильности и
безопасности в регионе. В контексте этого сотрудничества сегодня станет
ясно всему миру, что безопасность и мир Сирии должны быть
консолидированы посредством политических решений».
Со своей стороны Владимир Путин назвал Исламскую Республику
стратегическим партнером России и великим соседом, и высоко оценил
приглашение Ирана на трехсторонний саммит Иран-Россия-Азербайджан и
сказал: «У нас много общих интересов для развития наших отношений и
сотрудничества».
В.Путин подтвердил приверженность России ядерному соглашению и
назвал неприемлемым любое одностороннее изменение Совместного
всеобъемлющего плана действий.
После окончания трехсторонней встречи президенты выступили на
совместной пресс-конференции. Основными тезисами на переговорах стали
следующие пункты:
— саммит президентов Ирана, России и Азербайджана основан на дружбе,
— президенты приняли решение – связать иранский порт Бандар Аббас с
Хельсинки
-Каспийское море должно стать морем мира и развития
-три страны сделали важный шаг для установления связи с Евразийским
экономическим союзом
-на саммите в Тегеране президенты подчеркнули использование национальной
валюты в двусторонней и трехсторонней торговле.
-следующий трехсторонний саммит пройдет в Москве.

Владимир Путин встретился также с верховным лидером ИРИ
аятоллой Али Хаменеи. Это первая встреча на высшем уровне лидеров двух
стран после победы Дональда Трампа на президентских выборах в США.
Верховный лидер призвал использовать выгоду последних лет от «хорошего
опыта» сотрудничества в регионе в региональных вопросах и двусторонних
отношениях для укрепления и развития связей.
Аятолла А.Хаменеи предупредил В.Путина о бдительности в
отношении действий и намерений США. С одной стороны, это связано с
обеспокоенностью Ирана по поводу соглашения между Соединенными
Штатами и Россией по сирийскому конфликту, которое может нанести
серьезный ущерб интересам Ирана в Сирии и Ираке, а с другой — отражает
готовность Ирана к худшему сценарию.
Верховный лидер также подтвердил намерение иранской стороны
укреплять сотрудничество в области энергетики, инвестиций на уровне
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микроэкономики и торговли, которые могут стать ключом к политическому
устремлению и основам долгосрочного сотрудничества.
Как передают различные иранские СМИ, помимо указанных вопросов,
стороны обсудили роль Ирана и России в Афганистане, политико-военные
кризисы в Йемене, Ираке, кризис в отношениях между Ираном и Саудовской
Аравией, сотрудничество между Тегераном и Москвой в области энергетики
и цен на нефть.
Встреча президентов трех стран состоялась на фоне введения новых
санкций США в отношении Ирана, России и Северной Кореи. Ситуацию на
Ближнем Востоке еще более накалил референдум о независимости в
Иракском Курдистане и обострение отношений стран Персидского залива с
Катаром. Азербайджан также после долгих лет выстраивания отношений с
Европой и Западом столкнулся с кризисом в этом вопросе из-за серии
коррупционных разоблачений. В связи с этим, Баку также намерен решить
свои проблемы в экономике и безопасности с помощью России.
Учитывая вышесказанное, иранские источники считают, что поводом
для очередного трехстороннего саммита стали ограничения, наложенные
Вашингтоном и общие взгляды лидеров трех стран по отношению к США.
Три страны обладают большим потенциалом, благодаря своему
географическому положению и внешним факторам, сближающим их. Каждая
из стран стремится не допустить внерегионального вмешательства в свою
политику. По мнению аналитиков khabaronline.ir, страны должны развивать
и укреплять связи во всех сферах, как нефтегазовая отрасль, транзитные
каналы, торговля, электросети, скорейшее строительство железной дороги
через Азербайджан и Россию и в эксплуатации коридора Север-Юг из
Бандар-Аббаса и Мумбаи в Хельсинки. В этой связи представляется
возможным скорейшее проведение трехсторонних встреч на уровне
соответствующих министерств трех стран и введения в действие новых
соглашений.
Важно также, что эти страны продолжают сталкиваться с различиями в
подходах,
неудовлетворенностью
двусторонним
сотрудничеством,
опасениями и сомнениями отношениях друг к другу. Учитывая потребности
общего интереса, они предпочитают сотрудничать и расширять двусторонние
и трансграничные отношения, и очевидно, что они должны быть более
реалистичными в отношении масштабов осуществления соглашений,
поскольку неспособность выполнить достигнутые соглашения приведет к
увеличению недоверия и сомнений среди лидеров и народов трех стран.
Индия рвется в Иран через порт Чабахар и далее в Афганистан
India cracks open Iran sea route to Afghanistan
The Nation. November 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Nov-2017/india-cracks-openiran-sea-route-to-afghanistan
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India is in talks with Iran to begin interim operations at a port in
southeast Iran , officials say, proceeding cautiously on developing the facility at a
time when the Trump administration has laid an aggressive new approach toward
Tehran.
India has committed $500 million to the Chabahar port that it is building as a
way to bypass rival Pakistan and crack open a trade and transport route to
landlocked Afghanistan , as well as the resource-rich countries of central Asia.
New Delhi plans to send seven shipments of wheat to Afghanistan through
Chabahar by the end of January. A first shipment arrived last week from India‘s
western Kandla port, after years of political wrangling with Pakistan, government
officials in New Delhi and Kabul said. The wheat will be trucked from Chabahar to
western Afghanistan .
India is expanding its economic diplomacy in Afghanistan , seeing itself as a
regional power. But Pakistan says India is trying to use Afghanistan as a base to
destabilise Pakistan, and has long blocked India from conducting bilateral trade
with Afghanistanusing its territory as transit.
The shipments are meant to demonstrate the route‘s viability, officials said,
and the plan is to broaden the cargo flow before the port is fully operational by the
end of next year.
―Things are moving quite well and as planned,‖ Saurabh Kumar, Indian
ambassador to Iran , said in an email.
So far, the United States, keen for India to do more to help
stabilise Afghanistanthrough economic and security assistance, has held off public
criticism of renewed Indian efforts to develop the Iranian corridor.
India‘s ties with Iran came up during U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson‘s
talks in New Delhi last month, and the top U.S. diplomat said America would not
stand in the way of projects that help the Iranian people.
But he warned that the administration would crack down on financial
benefits accruing to the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, the country‘s most powerful
security entity, blamed for fuelling regional proxy wars.
India has framed its involvement in Chabahar‘s development as primarily
about establishing a gateway to Afghanistan , more than Iran itself, Indian officials
and a Western diplomatic source said.
Washington has not intervened directly in the port‘s development, but,
previously, Indiadrastically cut back its oil imports from Iran , one of its main
suppliers, in the face of international sanctions on Tehran for its suspected nuclear
programme.
―In general, I get the impression that conservative analysts in (Washington)
DC have accepted the fact that India will maintain some form of relationship
with Iran ,‖ said Jeff Smith, a south Asia expert at The Heritage Foundation in
Washington.
―They recognize that for India , Iran is more about a transport corridor to
Afghanistan; that it has no interest in advancing Iran‘s agenda in the Middle East;
and that whatever space India evacuates there will be filled by China.‖
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An Indian government source said India Global Ports Ltd (IGPL), a
company set up by the government to lead the Chabahar project, had held talks
with Iranian authorities to begin interim operations.
In August, IGPL applied for permission to establish a company to run the
port, the source said. The plan is for IGPL to build two new terminals, one for
container vessels and one for multipurpose ships.
After some delay, IGPL awarded contracts last month for port construction
equipment such as cranes, the source said. Iran , meanwhile, had completed the
construction of a jetty.
―We are moving slowly, but there is movement on the port development
despite U.S.-Iran relations deteriorating,‖ said Meena Singh Roy, an expert on
India-Iran ties at the government-funded Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses.
Порт Чабахар – без Пакистана трудно решить афганскую проблему,
включая торговлю через порт Чабахар
Chabahar: Without Pakistan, there is no stability or growth in
landlocked Afghanistan and Af-Indo relations
Santosh
Arora.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
6,
2017.
https://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/59814/chabahar-without-pakistan-there-is-no-stability-orgrowth-in-landlocked-afghanistan-and-af-indo-relations/

We can bypass neither our history nor our geography – we have to live and
deal with the consequences of both. Europe has a bitter history of war and
dissensions among its member countries, with France and Germany, for instance,
having had a long history of animosity and distrust. They fought many battles
against each other, but by learning from their history and accepting their
geography, they decided to come together for the common good of their people.
Today, South Asia resembles this pre-World War II era, with historical
animosities defining the political wisdom of South Asian states. The distrust is so
deep that countries are diverting their resources in an effort to undermine each
other rather than spending to uplift their densely populated territories.
The opening of the Chabahar Port in Iran is touted more as a political victory
than as an economic ease for India and Afghanistan. It has been projected as an
attempt to redefine the geopolitics of the region.
On the face of it, the port is an alternative trade route for India and
Afghanistan that moves further into Central Asia as well. It is billed as the
beginning of a new era for the Indo-Afghan relationship; while in some quarters it
is also projected as a solution to the problems plaguing the landlocked nation.
But the truth cannot remain veiled under a myth.
The opening of the Iranian port will undoubtedly reduce the dependency of
Kabul on Islamabad for trade. But is it an alternative to the road route? Or can it be
an alternative to land routes?
This brings us to the crucial point of addressing the political problem
plaguing both Af-Pak and Indo-Pak relations – the need to realise that geo-
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economics and geopolitics are interlinked. The proponents of Chabahar should thus
also start advocating for political solutions.
On one hand, if the US thinks that by pushing India deep into Afghanistan it
can ‗fix‘ Pakistan, then there is cause to be suspicious of the real intentions of the
western world. On the other hand, if New Delhi thinks Chabahar can rival the
Gwadar port and thereby can challenge China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative, then it is nurturing an excessively narrow vision. By blindly aligning
itself with the interests of the US, New Delhi will make a mistake. The South
Asian democracy cannot afford to suffer from hubris at this point in time.
If India feels that Chabahar liberates it from the responsibility of seeking
friendly relations with its Western neighbour, then it is denying itself a role in
history. It is denying the subcontinent an opportunity to live in peace.
It is a stark truth. As long as India and Pakistan remain on unfriendly terms,
there is no hope for stability or growth in the landlocked Afghanistan.
In its blind urge to be seen countering Beijing through an alliance with the
US, New Delhi should not stop pursuing a political solution to the regional
problem affecting the Indian subcontinent. Similarly, Pakistan cannot deny its role
in creating uncertainty in the subcontinent – it is now old enough and stable
enough to go beyond the old India-centric narrative.
Pakistan cannot rule out the benefit of free trade through the Wagah border,
which is why it needs to liberate itself from the thought of New Delhi being an
existential threat to it. It should also understand that it cannot put all its eggs in
China‘s basket. If the proximity with Beijing brings an enduring assurance, the
normalisation of the relationship with its eastern neighbour will bring the much
needed stability that the Islamic Republic yearns for.
Pakistan has stressed that it does not regard trade between India and
Afghanistan through Iran‘s Chabahar Port as an alliance against it. India will make
a mistake if it thinks that Iran‘s economic corridor can be used to corner China or
Pakistan.
The irony is that Chabahar does not give India much to manoeuvre vis-a-vis
Pakistan. The port‘s functionality depends on the goodwill of Iran. Tehran has not
only nurtured a good relationship with China and Afghanistan, it also promotes
friendly relations with Islamabad and values its role in Afghanistan for peace and
long-term stability. Though Washington might be aligning with New Delhi, the
fact remains that New Delhi remains isolated in South Asia. Its obsession to
undermine Pakistan and China has ultimately created greater instability in the
region.
The bottom line is that New Delhi has to stabilise its relationship with
Pakistan, as ultimately this is the only way out for Afghanistan.
Пакистан будет развивать военные и иные связи с Ираном – визит
Баджвы
Pakistan determined to expand ties with Iran: Bajwa
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ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa said on Monday that
Pakistan was determined to expand its ties with Iran in all spheres and hoped that
the two neighbours could collaborate for regional peace and security.
Talking to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, Gen Bajwa, according to
Iranian media reports, said that Islamabad wanted expansion of its military and
defence cooperation with Tehran, besides promoting historical and economic
relations and cooperation in other areas.
The army chief was presented guard of honour at General Staff HQ.— ISPR
Meanwhile, the ISPR in a late-night statement said: ―Leaders of both sides
agreed to stay engaged for enhanced bilateral cooperation while jointly working to
assist in bringing positive developments in other issues concerning the region.‖
Gen Bajwa is in Tehran on a three-day visit, the first by a Pakistani army
chief in over two decades. The trip is being followed with keen interest in both
countries.
COAS emphasises dialogue for resolution of bilateral disputes
The army chief recalled the steps taken by Pakistan for improving security
along the Pak-Iran border including the deployment of additional troops. The two
countries share over 900km-long border, which is infested with criminal gangs,
militants and drug traffickers.
―COAS termed Pak-Iran border as border of peace and friendship and
emphasised its better security management so as to deny its exploitation by the
terrorists being the common enemy,‖ the ISPR said, adding that ―both sides agreed
to further the proposals for its formalisation‖.
Speaking about the disputes between the two countries, Gen Bajwa called
for their resolution through dialogue.
The general‘s visit started with a ceremony during which he received a guard
of honour from Iranian military.
The ceremony was followed by delegation-level talks between the two sides
during which bilateral and regional issues were discussed. Both sides also
deliberated on the possibility of cooperation, especially in the context of emerging
threats to regional security.
―They stressed the need for expanding defence and security relations in
solving common issues, especially in identifying and countering factors that cause
the spread of terrorism along the borders between Iran and Pakistan,‖ an Iranian
newswire reported.
The ISPR said the discussions covered ―Afghan situation, growing threat of
ISIS in the region and Pak-Iran border security‖.
Gen Bajwa and his host Chief of General Staff for Iranian Armed Forces
General Mohammad Bagheri underscored the need for greater defence and security
cooperation.
The army chief recalled the defence cooperation in the past and said that
similar collaboration in future had ―great mutually benefiting potential‖.
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Gen Bajwa later met Iranian Foreign Minister Javed Zarif.
―The meeting between Zarif and General Bajwa was focused on political,
economic and security issues, including maintenance of border security, fight
against drug trafficking, terrorism and extremism,‖ Iranian official newswire IRNA
reported.
Mr Zarif reiterated Iran‘s desire to meet Pakistan‘s energy needs through gas
and electricity exports.
Пакистан и Иран договорились не допускать пересечение границы
террористами (Баджва 3 дня в Иране).
Pakistan, Iran agree to deny exploitation of border by terrorists
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551572/3pakistan-iran-agree-deny-exploitation-border-terrorists/

To improve all mechanism to avoid cross-border terror activities, Pakistan
and Iran have agreed to deny exploitation of their borders by terrorists, a statement
issued by the military‘s media wing said.
The development came during the meeting of army chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa with Iranian civil-military leadership in Tehran on Monday.
―The Pak-Iran border is the border of peace and friendship,‖ Gen Qamar was
cited by the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director General Maj-Gen
Asif Ghafoor as saying.
The chief of army staff (COAS), who is on a three-day official visit to Iran,
held meetings with President Hassan Rowhani and Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif at the Presidential Palace.
Gen Qamar also met Chief of General Staff (CGS) Maj-Gen Muhammad
Bagheri at General Staff Headquarters where he was presented guard of honour.
The COAS laid floral wreath at Martyrs Monument.
―Pakistan and Iran are two brotherly neighbors with shared history, culture
and religion, Gen Qamar said, adding that both armies also have history of defence
collaboration and cooperation which has great mutually benefiting potential for its
enhancement.
Iranian leadership thanked the army chief for his visit and acknowledged
Pakistan‘s sacrifices and achievements in war against terror, contributions towards
regional peace and the important positive role that Islamabad is playing in this
regard.
Баджва прибыл в Иран впервые за 20 лет – Пакистан беспокоит
растущее влияние Индии в Иране
Army chief in Tehran, to meet Khamenei
Dawn, November 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1368649/army-chief-in-tehranto-meet-khamenei
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ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa reached Tehran on
Sunday on a three-day official visit, the first by a Pakistani army chief in over two
decades.
His arrival in Tehran was announced by military spokesman Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor through a tweet. No formal statement was, however, issued revealing the
caution with which the two sides are dealing with the visit that is seen by many as
a major development in bilateral relations.
―COAS arrived Tehran, Iran on official visit. Scheduled to meet Iranian
civilian and military leadership,‖ the ISPR director general tweeted.
It is expected that besides his meetings with top Iranian leadership, the army
chief would also meet Iran‘s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei.
The visit is expected to narrow the trust deficit between the two neighbours
that profess to have ‗brotherly relations‘, but have for long been on the opposite
sides of the regional alignment and global politics. Their geo-political differences
have manifested themselves in lack of cooperation on security issues between the
two neighbours.
Key concern in Islamabad vis-à-vis Tehran is the growing Indian influence
in Iran, which has predominantly been on the economic and trade side. There have
been suspicions about India using Iranian soil for espionage in Pakistan. Tehran,
meanwhile, is worried about presence of terrorist groups along the Pak-Iran border
that have been targeting Iranian border forces.
Islamabad further has reservations about Tehran‘s involvement in disputes in
Arab world. Iran on the other hand suspiciously looks at Pakistan‘s close ties with
Arab monarchies.
Gen Bajwa has since the early days of his tenure worked on improving
relations with Tehran. In this regard, he met Iranian envoy to Pakistan Mehdi
Honardoost several times over the past few months – at least three of which were
made public. His approach towards Iran was driven by his understanding that
―enhanced Pak-Iran military-to-military cooperation will have positive impact on
regional peace and stability‖.
The move for improvement in ties has been necessitated by evolving
regional situation particularly the emergence of the militant Islamic State group as
a major security threat and US plans for an open-ended stay in Afghanistan, which
both sides see as detrimental for their interests in the region.
Director General Noor Institute of Strategic Studies Tehran Dr Sadollah
Zarei, speaking at Islamabad Policy Institute, said: ―Trump‘s new policy for the
region has made it all more important for the two neighbours to cooperate.‖
Iran was one of the few countries to voice support for Pakistan after the
latter was severely criticised by President Trump while unveiling Washington‘s
new policy for the region. Later Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif toured Tehran as
part of his visit to regional countries for consultations on Trump‘s policy.
Dr Zarei said there was a strong desire in Tehran for better relations with
Pakistan.
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Earlier visits by Gen Raheel Sharif (2016) and Gen Pervez Musharraf (2000)
were not official visits by the army chief. Gen Raheel had accompanied the then
prime minister Nawaz Sharif on a trip to Tehran for attempted mediation between
Saudi Arabia and Iran, whereas Gen Musharraf went there as the country‘s chief
executive for participation in ECO Summit.
Analysts believe the start of a military dialogue between Pakistan and Iran
would grant credibility to Pakistan‘s policy of neutrality in the Middle East/Gulf
even if they aren‘t immediately able to make major strides towards better relations.
Визит президента России в Иран: взгляд из Тегерана
Месамед В.И. 3 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38888

Визит президента России В.Путина в Тегеран 1 ноября 2017 г. в рамках
трехстороннего саммита с участием лидеров РФ, ИРИ и Азербайджанской
Республики закономерно находится в последние дни в центре внимания как
международных, так и иранских СМИ. Вот заголовки нескольких ведущих
тегеранских газет, отразившие наиболее значимые итоги встреч и бесед
российского президента с духовным лидером Ирана аятоллой Али Хаменеи и
президентом страны Хасаном Роухани, состоявшихся в двустороннем
формате: «Кейхан» — «Хаменеи – Надо наказать США за бандитизм. Путин:
Мы должны вместе быть готовы к тому, что санкции США будут лишь
увеличиваться».
«Ресалат» — «Мы можем изолировать США и
нейтрализовать влияние санкций».
На визит российского лидера в Иран откликнулись все иранские СМИ.
Информационное агентство «Фарс» накануне визита в Тегеран сообщило,
что Путин второй раз посещает Иран за время пребывания Х.Роухани на
президентском посту. Первый раз он побывал здесь и встретился с Х.Роухани
в 2015 г., после 8-летнего перерыва, принят участие в саммите глав
государств –экспортеров газа. Тогда он первым делом встретился с духовным
лидером Ирана аятоллой Али Хаменеи, «возвестив тем самым о начале
нового этапа российско-иранских отношений». «Фарс», транслирующее
точку зрения иранских консерваторов, отмечает, что прошедшие два года
действительно стали периодом роста и углубления двустороннего диалога,
который обрел стратегический характер. Общие усилия в Сирии по выходу
из кризиса, продолжило агентство, привели к тому, что обе страны стали
ближайшими региональными партнерами. «Нынешний визит В.Путина в
Тегеран подтвердит дружбу двух стран, позволит и далее решать общие
задачи без вмешательства «внешних сил»». А популярное в Иране
информационное агентство ИСНА накануне визита опубликовало интервью с
заместителем главы МИД по связям со странами Азии, Океании и СНГ
Ибрагимом Рахимпуром. Он расценивает визит В.Путина в Тегеран как
своего рода послание США о том, что страны региона намерены расширять и
укреплять отношения между собой, и «не обращать серьезного внимания на
то, что говорят об этом в США».
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В день визита интернет-портал «Мехр» процитировал слова духовного
лидера Ирана аятоллы Али Хаменеи, сказавшего на встрече с российским
президентом, что у двух стран накоплен опыт сотрудничества на сирийской
территории, который показал, что Тегеран и Москва могут реализовывать
совместные цели при «тяжелых условиях». А.Хаменеи положительно
отреагировал на предложение российского президента о перманентном
расширении сотрудничества во всех возможных сферах. По его словам,
потенциал сотрудничества явно превышает нынешние показатели.
Аналитический сайт «Тасним», излагая информацию о встрече Али
Хаменеи с В.Путиным, обратил особое внимание на пассаж аятоллы о том,
что совместное противостояние России и Ирана с террористами ―Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России), которые пользуются
покровительством «некоторых зарубежных стран», имеет серьезные
результаты, наполнено большим значением, и оно сделало Россию важным
участником процессов, проходящих в регионе Западной Азии.
Как пишут иранские СМИ, аятолла одобрительно оценил слова
российского президента о том, что необходимо неукоснительно соблюдать
СВПД, который является документом коллективной ответственности,
добавив при этом, что американцы продолжают действовать по бандитски по
отношению к нему, тогда как договор требует умного и вдумчивого
отношения.
Информагентство «Фарс» с удовлетворением отмечает, что на встрече
аятоллы Али Хаменеи и В.Путина в очередной раз выяснилось, что оба
лидера едины в том, что все региональные проблемы должны решаться без
участия внерегиональных игроков. Как сказал аятолла, «Америка пытается
вмешиваться во все, что происходит в регионе и мире, действуя руками
своих сателлитов». Он осудил «кровавые действия саудитов, их ежедневные
преступления в Йемене».
Как несомненно важную тему в плане противостояния санкционным
мерам США, угрожающим как Ирану, так и России, расценили иранские
СМИ новые предложения сотрудничества в этой сфере, в частности,
инициативы духовного лидера ИРИ изъять доллар из международных
торговых расчетов, заменив его национальной валютой. Тем самым, считает
А.Хаменеи, «мы добьемся как нейтрализации действия санкций, так и
увеличения изоляции США». Охарактеризовав В.Путина как крепкого
руководителя и человека дела, А.Хаменеи сказал, что именно поэтому с
Россией можно делать обсуждать и реализовывать большие проекты. Как
логическое продолжение таких заявлений, написал сайт информагентства
«Фарс», религиозный лидер страны одобрительно отозвался о нескольких
предложениях российского президента в сфере расширения многостороннего
сотрудничества на региональном уровне. СМИ цитируют и слова В.Путина
на этой встрече, сказавшего: « Мы считаем Иран стратегическим партнером
и великим соседом, и используем любую возможность для всестороннего
расширения и укрепления наших отношений». В подтверждение этих
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слов он сказал, что лишь за последнее время экспорт иранской
сельскохозяйственной продукции в Россию вырос в 7 раз, но это еще не
предел. Иранские СМИ выделяют ту часть высказываний российского
президента при встрече с духовным лидером Ирана, где он говорил об общих
усилиях в сфере безопасности, отметив, что совместной сотрудничество в
этой области на сирийском направлении уже привело к хорошим
результатам, и нужно продолжать борьбу с терроризмом, не забывая между
тем и возможность политического решения сирийских проблем. При этом
официальное иранское информагентство ИРНА особо отмечает, что
российский лидер характеризует позицию аятоллы А.Хаменеи в сирийском
вопросе как эффективную и мудрую, вновь акцентируя внимание на том, что
нет необходимости в привлечении к этой проблеме внерегиональных
игроков. Президент России выразил полную поддержку идее
территориальной целостности и сохранению правительства действующего
президента Б.Асада, назвав это приоритетом внешней политики России.
В.Путин отметил полную поддержу России как одного из подписантов СВПД
этому договору, выразив позицию своей страны в неприемлемости какихлибо односторонних изменений текста договора и заявив, что в этом его
страна усматривает неуважение основам мирового правопорядка. Он
поддержал и позицию Ирана, связанную с тем, что ядерную программу
Ирана не стоит увязывать с другими проблемами, например,
оборонительными.
Такая же проблематика обсуждалась и на встрече российского
президента
с
главой
исполнительной
власти
ИРИ
президентом Х.Роухани. Х.Роухани охарактеризовал Россию как друга,
соседа и стратегического партнера Ирана, отметив, что их сотрудничество
«насущно до полного разгрома террористов в Сирии». Оба президента
отметили плодотворность политического процесса на сирийском
направлении,
конструктивно
оценив
продвижение
межсирийских
переговоров в столице Казахстана – Астане. По их мнению, сотрудничество
Ирана и России на сирийском направлении способствует минимизации
кризисных явлений в ближневосточном регионе. Интернет-портал
«Мехр» процитировал слова иранского президента о том, что у его страны
есть твердое убеждение в необходимости развития сотрудничества во всех
возможных сферах с Россией. Он особо отметил такие области как
энергетика, мирное использование атома, транспорт и транзитные перевозки.
Иран, по его словам, приветствует российские инвестиции в национальную
экономику и частный сектор для реализации важных инфраструктурных
проектов, таких как Север-Юг, строительство железнодорожных магистралей
и др. В.Путин, в свою очередь, выразил мнение о том, что у России, как он
видит, нет никаких ограничений на продвижение диалога с Ираном.
Как написало информагентство ILNA, значительная часть беседы двух
президентов
была
посвящена
проблемам
реализации
венских
договоренностей. Х.Роухани отметил такую особенность СВПД как его
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коллективность, что диктует необходимость верности принятым
обязательствам со стороны всех участников. В.Путин выделил особенность
этого документа как способствующего укреплению глобальной
безопасности. При этом, как процитировала его консервативная газета
«Ресалат», президент России указал на неприятие соглашения «некоторыми
странами», что неприемлемо. «Мы считаем, что неприемлемо как
одностороннее саботирование СВПД, так рассмотрение его вместе с
оборонительными и ракетными программами». Он также поддержал точку
зрения Ирана о том, что главной инстанцией, способной выносить мнение о
верности подписантов СВПД своим обязательствам является Международное
Агентство по атомной энергии (МАГАТЭ). Российский президент
солидаризировался с мнением своего иранского коллеги по международной
проблематике, где, как подытоживает агентство ИСНА, у стран сложилось
полное совпадение мнений.
Таким образом, однодневный визит президента РФ В.Путина в Иран
продемонстрировал отсутствие расхождений во взглядах двух стран на все
узловые проблемы международной повестки.
Индия поставит пшеницу в Афганистан через порт Чабахар
India ships wheat to Afghanistan via Chabahar
Kallol Bhattacherjee. The Hindu. 30.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaships-wheat-to-afghanistan-via-chabahar/article19945498.ece?homepage=true
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New route being used for first time to send consignment
Days after hosting U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, India on Sunday
began shipment of wheat to Afghanistan through the Iranian port of Chabahar.
A press release from the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) noted that the
consignment would be the first to use the new route via Chabahar to access
Afghanistan, even as India plans similar transfers in the coming months.
A landmark
―The shipment of wheat is a landmark moment as it will pave the way for
operationalisation of the Chabahar port as an alternative, reliable and robust
connectivity for Afghanistan. It will open up new opportunities for trade and transit
from and to Afghanistan and enhance trade and commerce between the three
countries (India, Iran and Afghanistan) and the wider region,‖ said the MEA
statement.
The consignment was flagged off by External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj and her Afghan counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani through a joint video
conference.
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The statement said Sunday‘s transfer was part of India‘s commitment to
send 1.1 million tonnes of wheat to Afghanistan on grant basis.
It pledged that Kabul will receive the entire amount in six different
instalments over the coming months. The move is significant as it indicates India
remains firm in delivering on its regional commitment through partnership with
Iran, despite Tehran‘s ongoing tension with the United States.
Modi tweets
Marking the occasion, Prime Minister Narendra Modi took to social media
and said, ―I congratulate Afghanistan and Iran on Indian wheat shipment being
flagged off from Kandla to Afghanistan through Chabahar.‖ During Mr.
Tillerson‘s October 24-25 visit, he noted India‘s close cooperation with Iran on the
use of Chabahar and said that despite bilateral problems with Tehran, the United
States had nothing against ―legitimate business‖ with Iran.
He also supported India‘s development assistance to Afghanistan. President
Ashraf Ghani, who was in the capital at the same time, had urged Pakistan to allow
transit of goods from India through its territory.
However, the use of Chabahar for wheat transhipment indicates the firming
up of an alternative route to extend necessary support to Afghanistan, in the
absence of overland transit rights by Pakistan.
The move also indicates that Chahbahar that India has been developing for
some years, will soon be fully operational. India had earlier sent goods through the
Iranian port of Bandar Abbas in 2003 as Pakistan had not eased land access to
Afghanistan.
―The two foreign ministers welcomed the fact that this is the first shipment
that would be going to Afghanistan through the Chabahar port after Trilateral
Agreement on Establishment of International Transport and Transit Corridor was
signed during the visit of the Prime Minister of India to Iran in May 2016,‖ the
MEA said.
During the video conference, Ms Swaraj reiterated India‘s continued support
to reconstruction, capacity-building and socio-economic development of
Afghanistan, including under the framework of the New Development Partnership
that she had jointly announced with Mr Rabbani last month during the meeting of
India-Afghanistan Strategic Partnership Council.
Афганистан начал вести транзитную торговлю с Индией через порт
Чабахар
India starts trade route to Afghanistan via Iran
Dawn. October 29, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367055/india-starts-trade-routeto-afghanistan-via-iran

India on Sunday shipped its first consignment of wheat to Afghanistan by
sea through Iran's strategic Chahbahar Port, launching a trade route bypassing
longtime rival Pakistan.
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The shipment, an Indian gift for Afghanistan, was sent from the western
seaport of Kandla. It will be taken by trucks to Afghanistan from the Iranian port.
The new trade route follows an air freight corridor introduced between India
and Afghanistan in June last year to provide greater access for Afghan goods to the
Indian market.
In his new Afghanistan strategy unveiled in August, United States President
Donald Trump asked India to do more to help Afghanistan's development.
Pakistan currently does not allow India to transport through its territory to
Afghanistan because of hostility in their ties.
Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj said on Sunday that the
shipment marked the convergence among India, Afghanistan, and Iran to spur an
unhindered flow of commerce and trade throughout the region.
―I believe that this is the starting point of our journey to realize the full
spectrum of connectivity from culture to commerce, from traditions to technology,
from investments to Information Technology, from services to strategy and from
people to politics,‖ Swaraj said.
India, Afghanistan, and Iran last year decided to jointly establish a trade
route for land-locked Central Asian countries. India committed up to $500 million
for the development of the Chahabar Port along with associated roads and rail
lines.
Иран намерен и дальше производить ракеты, которые необходимы для
его безопасности, и это не нарушает договоренности о ядерной программе
Rouhani says Iran will continue to produce missiles
BR. 29.10.2017. https://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/29/377547/rouhani-says-iran-willcontinue-to-produce-missiles/

DUBAI: Iran will continue to produce missiles for its defence and does not
consider that a violation of international accords, President Hassan Rouhani said
on Sunday in a speech broadcast on state television.
Rouhani spoke days after the U.S. House of Representatives voted for new
sanctions on Iran‘s ballistic missile programme, part of an effort to clamp down on
Tehran without immediately moving to undermine an international nuclear
agreement .
―We have built, are building and will continue to build missiles, and this
violates no international agreements,‖ Rouhani said in a speech in parliament.
―We will produce any weapons of any kind that we need and stockpile it and
use it at anytime to defend ourselves,‖ Rouhani said.
The United States has already imposed unilateral sanctions on Iran, saying
its missile tests violate a U.N. resolution, which calls on Tehran not to undertake
activities related to missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons.
Iran denies seeking nuclear weapons and says it has no plans to build
nuclear-capable missiles.
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Rouhani also criticised the United States over President Donald Trump‘s
refusal earlier this month to formally certify that Tehran is complying with the
2015 accord on Iran‘s nuclear programme, even though international inspectors say
it is.
―You are disregarding past negotiations and agreements approved by the
U.N. Security council and expect others to negotiate with you?‖ Rouhani said.
―Because of the behaviour it has adopted, America should forget any future
talks and agreement with other countries,‖ Rouhani added, referring to unnamed
countries in East Asia, an apparent reference to North Korea.
U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said on Saturday that he could not
imagine the United States ever accepting a nuclear North Korea, and stressed
during a week-long trip to Asia that diplomacy was America‘s preferred course.
Индия и Иран – развитие порта Чабахар, урегулированы индийские
платежи с Иарнов
Oil payment, other issues with Iran resolved: Arun Jaitley
The Times of India. Oct 15, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/indiabusiness/oil-payment-other-issues-with-iran-resolved-arun-jaitley/articleshow/61088656.cms

WASHINGTON: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has said that most of the
pending issues with Iran particularly relating to the oil payment have been
resolved.
Jaitley, who is here on a week-long visit to the US to attend the annual
meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, made the
remarks after a meeting with his Iranian counterpart Masoud Karbasian.
"There were several pending issues with Iran particularly relating to the oil
payment. Most of them have been resolved," he told reporters yesterday.
India is Iran's second biggest oil buyer after China and was among a few
which had continued to import crude despite Western sanctions against Tehran.
Jaitley said India has a very stable relationship with Iran.
"It's very strategic for us, because the Chabahar port is not only going to
service Iran, but also going to service Afghanistan," he said.
India and Iran had in 2003 agreed to develop strategic Chabahar port,
located in the Sistan-Balochistan province in the energy-rich Persian Gulf nation's
southern coast. The port is easily accessed from India's western coast, bypassing
Pakistan.
An agreements on the Chabahar port was inked by the two sides in May
2016 after detailed discussions between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani.
As per the pact, India is to equip and operate two berths in Chabahar Port
Phase-I with capital investment of $85.21 million and annual revenue expenditure
of $22.95 million on a 10-year lease.
Ownership of equipment will be transferred to Iranian side on completion of
the 10-year period or for an extended period, based on mutual agreement.
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The development of the port will help Indian companies enhance
engagement in Iran and gain access to Afghanistan & Central Asia. In the long run
Chahabar will also serve as the point of origin for the proposed Iran-Oman-India
pipeline.
According to Economic Affairs Secretary Subhash Chandra Garg, the
Iranian minister did not raise the issue of US President Donald Trump's new Iran
policy during his meeting with Jaitley.
"We discussed more on Chabahar port, the trilateral agreement and
expediting that kind of work," Garg said.
Иран поставит в Пакистан 100 мВт электроэнергии
Cabinet body okays import of 100MW from Iran
Dawn, October 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1363476/cabinet-body-okaysimport-of-100mw-from-iran

ISLAMABAD: During a meeting presided over by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi, the Cabinet Committee on Energy decided on Thursday to import
additional electricity from Iran, and directed the power ministry to take up the
matter on a priority basis.
The meeting was told by the Ministry of Power that the government of Iran
was interested in increasing the export of electricity to Pakistan by 100 megawatts
(MW).
The neighbouring country is currently providing 100MW of electricity for
which the supply contract is renewed annually.
The meeting was informed that for the supply of additional 100MW, new
transmission lines and grid stations would have to be put in place. The extra power
would be used for meeting the immediate needs of Makran division, particularly
Gwadar‘s port and its industrial area.
The committee approved the proposal and directed the ministry to
immediately make arrangements for the purchase of additional electricity from Iran
and to complete the spadework as quickly as possible.
The prime minister also instructed the power minister to expedite installation
of transmission lines for connecting the Makran division to the national grid on a
priority basis.
The power ministry also told the meeting that as per the latest projections,
Pakistan would have surplus electricity in the year 2017-18.
The supply position would be strengthened further by the addition of new
capacity from Thar coal scheme as well as the upcoming hydel projects.
The meeting also reviewed progress made so far on installation of
transmission lines for Port Qasim, coal-fired power plants, the Neelum-Jhelum
project, hydel power projects, and the Tarbela IV and Golen Gol hydel projects.
Вряд ли есть какой-то прогресс в ирано-пакистанских отношениях.
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Hardly any progress in bilateral relations with Iran
Mubarak Zeb Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, October 9th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362588/hardly-any-progress-in-bilateral-relations-with-iran

Pakistan and Iran have decided to strike a deal on trade despite slow or no
progress regarding the implementation of a payment mechanism and the IranPakistan pipeline project.
Both sides have decided to finalise the proposed free trade agreement (FTA)
before November 2017.
The trade negotiating committee of the two countries has already held two
rounds of discussions on the FTA and is scheduled to meet by November to put the
final touches to the agreement. It is projected that the agreement will increase
2016‘s $300 million bilateral trade to $5 billion by 2021.
The non-availability of a payment mechanism casts a shadow on the viability
of the much-awaited trade agreement
―We have almost finalised the draft of FTA,‖ a trade officer of the
commerce ministry said, adding that the next meeting is expected to reach an
understanding on the remaining issues.
The non-availability of a payment mechanism casts a shadow on the
viability of the much-awaited agreement.
In April 2017, SBP‘s deputy governor visited Iran and signed a banking
payment agreement. Under this agreement, the central banks of the two countries
will have to authorise banks for undertaking trade transactions.
On the Pakistani side, the SBP has already issued a circular in this regard but
not a single bank so far has showed interest in opening a branch in Iran; the
plausible reason being a fear of US sanctions on the country. Not a single bank has
applied so far to the SBP to open its branch in Iran, an official source in the central
bank said.
The Iran-Pakistan PTA was signed on March 4, 2004. The agreement came
into force on Sept 1, 2006 and has been operational since then.
Under the existing PTA, Pakistan utilised concessions on 17 tariff lines out
of 334 tariff lines in 2016. Due to this poor utilisation, Pakistan has provided a
wish list of 153 tariff lines to Iran and requested deepening the margin of
preferences (MoP) on 22 items which are already in the PTA.
To reciprocate, Iranian also provided a wish list of 80 items seeking a MoP
from Pakistan.
Looking at Pakistan‘s exports to Iran, rice has the highest trade potential. In
2009, rice exports comprised 80 per cent of Pakistan‘s total exports to the country.
But in 2016, these exports fell substantially owing to international sanctions.
Iran‘s rice imports from the world are $517m, 97pc of which are coming
from India, since India circumvented the sanctions by using a barter trade model.
Other products with a high trade potential are medical instruments, cotton
fabric and woven fabric of cotton. Iran imports these products from other countries
while Pakistan‘s exports of these products are non-existent.
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There is also discrepancy in the bilateral trade data of the two countries. The
data compiled by Pakistan showed exports worth $36m and imports of $284m.
Contrary to this, the data compiled by Iranian customs showed Pakistani export in
the range of $300m-$350m while imports worth $600m-$700m from Iran.
The only justification that came from the ministry of commerce was that it
could be on account of indirect trade via Dubai, smuggling, unregistered trade
from border areas via a land route.
Currently, hundi and hawala are the most popular mode of payment used for
trade between the two countries.
Until the regular banking channel is established for mode of payment, the
target to increase trade to $5bn in the next four years will remain only on paper, a
senior officer of the commerce ministry said. ―If there is no payment mechanism,
then there is no importance of such an agreement.
Both sides under the strategic plan agreed to try to open two more crossing
points on the Pak-Iran border, preferably by the end of 2016. Two potential
crossing points are at Gabd (Pakistan)–Reemdan (Iran) and Mand (Pakistan)–
Pishin (Iran).
No tangible progress was seen on this account as well. Both sides also
agreed to ensure international standard border compliance for trucks i.e. standard
shield, tent, seal and fuel tanks; along with exchange of customs related
information and electronic trade data sharing.
An official of the energy division said that no progress was seen on the
issues of the Iran Pakistan Pipeline project. He listed several bottlenecks including
a disagreement on price.
However, there has also been no commitment on the part of the government
to seriously negotiate the issue, apparently due to the imposition of American
sanctions.
Another issue is the huge investment on the LNG terminal at Port Qasim to
meet the growing energy demand through import of the fuel from Qatar. ―You
cannot rule out the Qatar factor in delay of finalisation of the pipeline project with
Iran‖, the official said.
О выходе США из соглашения по иранской ядерной программе
Щегловин Ю.Б. 7 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38214

США не могут позволить Ирану получить ядерное оружие. С такими
словами американский президент Дональд Трамп обратился к
военачальникам во время встречи в Белом доме. Глава государства считает,
что Тегеран не придерживается духа соглашения о мирном характере его
ядерной программы. «Иранский режим поддерживает терроризм,
распространяет насилие, кровопролитие и хаос по всему Ближнему Востоку.
Поэтому мы должны положить конец продолжающейся агрессии Ирана и его
ядерным амбициям», — подчеркнул Д.Трамп. Президент не стал отвечать на
вопрос, какое решение он принял по вопросу выхода из соглашения по
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иранской ядерной программе (ИЯП), но пообещал, что это станет известно
уже очень скоро, передает ТАСС. Президент США Дональд Трамп
собирается на следующей неделе объявить об аннулировании Совместного
всеобъемлющего плана действий (СВПД) по иранской ядерной программе.
Об этом сообщила в четверг газета «Вашингтон пост» со ссылкой на свои
источники. По их сведениям, американский лидер во время выступления
расскажет, почему СВПД не отвечает национальным интересам
Соединенных Штатов. Он также собирается заручиться поддержкой
Конгресса США в этом вопросе. В этой связи необходимы некоторые
уточнения.
1. Вашингтон безусловно выходит из сделки по ИЯП. При этом Д.Трамп,
скорее всего, не будет объявлять о выходе из нее официально или
аннулировать, по выражению «Вашингтон пост». Дело в том, что все
последние по времени доклады МАГАТЭ в отношении соблюдения
Тегераном условий сделки по ИЯП не дают никаких официальных
предлогов для Белого дома сделать это именно в такой категоричной
форме. В этой ситуации будет использован предлог «продолжающейся
угрозы со стороны Ирана интересам национальной безопасности». Он
позволяет вообще не объяснять никому, чем собственно иранцы
угрожают этой «безопасности». При этом условия ресертификации
(условно — повторного аудита соблюдения иранцами условий сделки
по ИЯП) Госдепартаментом США истекают 15 октября. В этой связи с
наибольшей долей вероятности американский президент по совету
своих советников прибегнет к следующей обходной схеме. Он
посоветует Госдепартаменту США не проводить процедуру
ресертификации в установленный для этого крайний срок. Тем самым
он автоматически подвешивает сделку по ИЯП, что запускает
механизм принятия решений Конгрессом США в течение 60 дней по
ужесточению санкций (или же их смягчению, что вообще нереально).
При этом все эти шаги не считаются с точки зрения международного
права выходом из сделки, она формально продолжает действовать, но
фактически американцы безусловно ее блокируют и вводят новое
ужесточение санкций против Ирана.
2. Таким образом, если реально оценивать ситуацию, то сделке по ИЯП в
ее прежнем качестве остается жить не более десяти дней, и президент
Д.Трамп основную тяжесть решения по этому вопросу переваливает на
Конгресс, где по этому вопросу однозначно возбудятся демократы. Не
выходя официально из режима сделки американцы вводят свой
индивидуальный режим санкций в отношении Ирана. И в этой связи
крайне интересна позиция основных международных игроков в
лице ЕС, России, КНР и Индии на такое решение в Вашингтоне.
Эта казуистическая система «не мытьем, так катаньем» добиться своего
в общем-то американцам присуща была всегда, и долгие подготовительные
разговоры в Вашингтоне о необходимости выхода из сделки по ИЯП в
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принципе основных международных игроков к такому сценарию внутренние
подготовили. Про Москву и Пекин в данном случае говорить излишне, они
безусловно останутся в стороне от американских инициатив и будут
оппонировать такому решению. Дело в том, что в отличие от прежнего
эпизода с наложением санкций на Иран, на сегодняшний день у США нет
основного преимущества — отсутствует соответствующая резолюция Совета
Безопасности ООН, и ее точно не будет в новой редакции в среднесрочной
перспективе. Это кардинальное отличие предыдущей санкционной истории в
отношении Ирана от нынешнего положения дел, что безусловно сильно
ослабляет позицию Вашингтона. Индию, которая на фоне сделки по ИЯП,
начала активную экспансию на иранский рынок, такой вариант
безусловно обескураживает. Официально сделка продолжает существовать,
но неофициально индийский бизнес рискует напороться на штрафы со
стороны США в случае продолжения деловых контактов с иранскими
структурами. Зная нынешний состав Конгресса, большая часть которого
свято верит в то, что США по прежнему впереди планеты всей, можно
сделать оправданный вывод о том, что пакет американских санкций в
отношении Тегерана будет предельно жестким. Но в данном случае есть все
основания полагать, что индийцы по-прежнему будут осваивать иранский
рынок, и американцы закроют на это глаза. Прежде всего потому, что
возбуждать сейчас какие-то шумные скандалы и штрафы в отношении
серьезных структур индийского бизнеса Вашингтону сейчас просто не с
руки. Индия, по оценке Белого дома, является ключевым компонентом их
новой стратегии по Афганистану. Нью-Дели в этой ситуации может
чувствовать себя относительно свободно в рамках своего экономического
сотрудничества с Ираном. В противном случае при приминении
американских штрафных санкций афганская стратегия Вашингтона может
треснуть в силу полного саботажа со стороны Нью-Дели и его
автоматического крена в сторону Москвы. Про Пекин в данном случае
говорить излишне, у США просто нет реальных возможностей повлиять на
политику Китая просто в силу запредельной взаимосвязанности
американской и китайской экономик. Затевать торговую войну с Пекином
Д.Трампу сейчас невыгодно, несмотря на всю его соответствующую
риторику. Некоторые американские эксперты в этой связи на полном серьезе
замечают, что импичмент президента сейчас напрямую зависит от его
действий именно на китайском направлении. Но основной вопрос в данном
случае — это позиция ЕС. Напомним, глава дипломатии ЕС Федерика
Могерини неоднократно подчеркивала, что СВПД принадлежит не США, а
мировому сообществу. Она заверила, что Тегеран выполняет все условия
сделки. Это безусловно артикуляция солидарной позиции, по крайней мере,
основных стран ЕС, но одно дело продекларировать, а другое дело
подкреплять такие заявления делами. В этой связи рискнем предположить,
что западноевропейский бизнес будет игнорировать все возможные
негативные риски со стороны США только в случае, если Берлин и Париж
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четко гарантируют свою протекцию. А это уже вопрос политической воли
европейских лидеров. В любом случае для России такой сценарий
очередного примера мало продуманной политики США предельно выгоден.
Он дает в руки Москвы солидный пропагандистский козырь; еще плотнее
закрепляет Тегеран в рамках сложившегося сейчас регионального альянса, в
том числе и в рамках предстоящих дискуссий в отношении будущего
политического устройства Сирии, а также автоматически вызывает очень
серьезное напряжение по линии ЕС-США. Бывший вице-президент США
Джозеф Байден сообщил, что возможный выход Вашингтона из
международного соглашения по иранской ядерной программе в итоге
приведет к изоляции США, а не Ирана. Об этом он сказал недавно во время
своего выступления в вашингтонском Центре стратегических и
международных исследований. Он напомнил, что соглашение с Ираном
касается всех стран большой «шестерки» — России, Великобритании, Китая,
США, Франции и Германии.«Единоличный выход из этой сделки не
приведет к изоляции Ирана, он приведет к изоляции США», — цитирует
бывшего вице-президента ТАСС. Поправим Дж.Байдена. В данном случае
речь о самоизоляции, если не считать Израиля и Саудовской Аравии. Причем
последняя явно нервничает после военного успеха России в Сирии, что
ставит под жирный вопрос вообще присутствие саудовцев там. И второе. Это
будет моментом истины с точки зрения устойчивости системы атлантической
солидарности, которую нынешняя администрация США постоянно
подвергает испытаниям на прочность.
О некоторых аспектах нефтегазового сотрудничества России с Ираном
Логинов В.Ю. 3 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38128

Как известно, в настоящее время Россия и Исламская Республика Иран
входят в пятерку ведущих нефтедобывающих стран мира. По разным
оценкам, доля доходов от продажи нефти в ВВП этих стран составляет 10 и
20%
соответственно.
С
учетом
большого
места,
которое
занимает нефтегазовый сектор в их экономике, вполне оправданным
выглядит стремление к сотрудничеству двух государств в этой сфере. В
геополитическом контексте этому сближению способствуют совместная
борьба против «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России) в Сирии,
а также санкции Запада, которые введены в 2014 году против РФ и могут с
новой силой быть возобновлены усилиями Д.Трампа в отношении Ирана.
Дело в том, что и Россия, и Иран (по факту) ограничены в возможностях
привлечения западных капиталов к разработке своих месторождений.
3 октября с.г. с визитом в Москву пребывает министр нефти Ирана
Бижан Зангане. Формальным предлогом этого приезда объявлено проведение
переговоров с нефтяной компанией «Лукойл» по контрактам разработки
нефтяных месторождений «Мансури» и «Аб-Теймур» в провинции Хузестан
на юго-западе Ирана[i]. Глава российской нефтяной компании Вагит
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Алекперов накануне заявил, что в период между 2018 и 2027 гг. компания
планирует увеличить объемы добычи до 100 млн тонн в год благодаря
проектам, которые ей предстоит реализовывать за пределами России. Это
потребует соответствующего объема инвестиций в пределах 8-8,5 млрд
долларов[ii].
Напомним, что протоколы о взаимопонимании с Национальной
нефтяной компанией Ирана (NIOC) были подписаны «Лукойлом» более года
назад и касались также месторождения «Сардаре Джангал» в центральной
части ИРИ. Помимо этого NIOC имеет такие же меморандумы с
«Зарубежнефтью» по месторождениям «Абан», «Пайдаре Гарб», с
«Татнефтью» — «Дехлоран», «Газпром нефтью» — «Чашмее Хош»,
«Шангуле». 5 июня с.г. в рамках СПЭФ рамочное соглашение на разработку
месторождения «Фарзад-Б» (Farzad-B) подписал «Газпром».
Ни одна из российских компаний, как частных, так и государственных,
пока не подписала действующего контракта на добычу в Иране. Проблема
здесь заключалась в том, что иранское правительство более 3-х лет
вырабатывало модель нового нефтяного контракт Ирана (IPC). Только год
назад он был с замечаниями одобрен Меджлисом. IPC представляет из себя
гибридную модель стандартного контракт выкупа (buy-back) и соглашения о
разделе продукции (СРП). Этот контракт содержит положения, сходные с
СРП, которое подразумевает комплексную разведку, разработку и добычу на
долговременной основе (до 25 лет) в рамках СП с иранским партнером. При
этом на малых месторождениях доля иранского участника будет больше 50%
и, наоборот, при разработке больших месторождений он становится
миноритарным акционером. В новый тип контракта включены условия по
использованию современных технологий, направленных на увеличение
отдачи нефтяного пласта[iii].
Сразу же по утверждению модели IPC осенью прошлого года
Миннефти ИРИ провело серию его презентаций, в том числе и для
представителей 35 российских нефтегазовых компаний[iv]. По итогам
отбора, министерство утвердило заявки на участие в тендерах 9 иранских и
39 иностранных компаний. В октябре 2016 г. национальная нефтяная
компания подписала с 6 зарубежными компаниями первые соглашения о
конфиденциальности («Тоталь» Франция; «Петромина» Индонезия;
«Лукойл» и «Зарубежнефть» Россия; OMV Австрия; «Винтершелл»
Германия)[v]. Летом с.г. на основании подписанных NIOC протоколов с 28
зарубежными партнерами от них стали поступать первые коммерческие
предложения. По словам иранского министра нефти, на некоторые
месторождения поступили заявки сразу от 3-х претендентов. Так
конкурентами «Лукойл» выступила индонезийская «Петромина», а
консорциуму
«Газпром
нефть»
с
иранской
PEDEC
(МАТН)
противостояли Национальная нефтегазовая компания Таиланда (PTTEP)
и норвежская DNO.[vi].
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Первыми контракт по модели IPC в июле с.г. с NIOC подписали в
составе
консорциума
французская
компания
«Тоталь»
(50,1%),
китайская CNPC (30%) и иранская Petropars (19,9%). По условиям сделки
участники должны инвестировать 4,8 млрд долларов в разработку одного из
участков 11 фазы газоконденсатного месторождения «Южный Парс».
В своем интервью в августе с.г. Биджан Зангане, сообщил о
заключении в текущем году еще 10 контрактов IPC с зарубежными
партнерами. Приоритетными для отрасли были названа разработка
следующих 6 месторождений: «Южный Парс», «Азар», «Сохреаб»,
«Мансури», «Аб-Теймур» и «Азадеган». По его словам, иранская
нефтегазовая промышленность нуждается в 130 млрд долларов инвестиций,
без учета использование новых технологий для увеличения коэффициента
отдачи нефтяных месторождений[vii].
Отметим, что в условия недостатка финансов иранское руководство попрежнему концентрирует свои усилия на увеличении нефтедобычи на
совместных (трансграничных) с третьими странами (Ираком, Катаром,
КСА) месторождениях.
Какие же контракты могут быть подписаны в ходе пребывания
Б.Зангане в Москве? По сообщению газеты «Эктесаде Донья», в начале
сентября в Министерство нефти ИРИ были переданы предложения от
«Лукойла» и «Газпром нефти»[viii]. Последняя компания доложила о
результатах изучения месторождений «Чашмее Хош», «Шангуле» рядом с
городами Дехлоран и Мехран на границе с Ираком, на основании
заключенного в декабре протокола[ix].
Кроме большой вероятности подписания указанных контрактов в
области добычи на переговорах с иранским министром может быть
утвержден и, наконец, заработает контракт «нефть в обмен на товары». Его
внутригосударственные согласования идут с марта[x], а первоначальный
вариант появился еще в 2013 г., когда Иран был под международными
санкциями. Наверняка в переговорах будет участвовать такие гиганты, как
«Газпром» и «Роснефть». Последняя недавно приобрела индийский НПЗ и
будет выплачивать его долги Ирану. Кроме этого эту госкомпанию
интересуют своповые сделки с нефтью и газом Ирана, а также опыт его
банков и компаний по обходу западных санкций[xi].
Дополнительную интригу результатам переговоров Бижана Зангане
придает также, то обстоятельство, что сразу же вслед за ним 5 октября с
историческим визитом в Москву прибывает король Саудовской Аравии
Салман.
[i]http://www.fardanews.com/fa/news/728393/%D8%A7%D9%87%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%81%D8%AF%DB%8C%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B1-%D8%B2%D9%86%DA%AF%D9%86%D9%87%D8%A8%D8%A7-%D8%B1%D8%A6%DB%8C%D8%B3%D9%84%D9%88%DA%A9%E2%80%8C%D8%A7%D9%88%DB%8C%D9%84%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D9%85%D8%B3%DA%A9%D9%88
[ii] http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170927/240376352.html
[iii]http://www.eghtesadonline.com/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B1%DA%98%DB%8C-9/153454-%D8%B4%D8%B4-
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%D9%82%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%AC%D8%AF%DB%8C%D8%AF-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%B6%D8%A7-%D9%85%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D9%88%D9%86%D8%AF
[iv] ИРНА от 18.11.2016
[v] ИСНА от 2.10.17
[vi] http://donya-e-eqtesad.com/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%AA-%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%86-62/3253474%D8%AA%DA%A9%D9%84%DB%8C%D9%81-%DA%A9%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%85%DB%8C%D8%A7%D8%AF%DB%8C%D9%86-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%DB%8C%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A2%D8%AE%D8%B1%D8%B3%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B4%D9%86-%D9%85%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D9%88%D8%AF
[vii] http://www.dw.com/fa-ir/%D9%88%D8%B2%DB%8C%D8%B1%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%A7%D8%B2%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%B6%D8%A7%DB%8C-%DB%B1%DB%B0%D9%82%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%AC%D8%AF%DB%8C%D8%AF-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%DB%8C%D8%AE%D8%A8%D8%B1-%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AF/a-40275391
[viii] http://donya-e-eqtesad.com/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%AA-%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%86-62/3255433%D8%B7%D8%B1%D8%AD-%DA%AF%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%BE%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88%DA%A9-%D8%A7%D9%88%DB%8C%D9%84%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D9%88%D8%B3%D8%B9%D9%87%D9%85%DB%8C%D8%A7%D8%AF%DB%8C%D9%86-%D9%86%D9%81%D8%AA%DB%8C%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%86
[ix] http://danakhabar.com/fa/news/1224069
[x] http://www.interfax.ru/business/555975
[xi] https://www.peykeiran.com/Content.aspx?ID=126607

Афганистан просит Индию ускорить реконструкцию порта Чабахар.
Другие связи с Индией
Afghanistan asks India to speed up development of Chabahar port
Dawn. September 12, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357004/afghanistan-asksindia-to-speed-up-development-of-chabahar-port

Afghanistan's foreign minister asked India on Monday to expedite
development of a strategic port in Iran to bolster a trade route for land-locked
Central Asian countries that would bypass Pakistan.
The port would allow India to transport goods to Afghanistan by sea.
Pakistan currently does not allow India to transport through its territory to
Afghanistan.
Last year, India committed up to $500 million for the development of the
Chabahar port along with associated roads and rail lines.
Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj responded that India would
speed up the port development and begin supplying wheat to Afghanistan within
weeks through Chabahar.
In his new Afghanistan strategy unveiled last month, United States President
Donald Trump asked India to do more to help Afghanistan's development.
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Afghan Foreign Minister Salahuddin Rabbani also asked India to expand an
air freight corridor introduced between the two countries in June to provide greater
access for Afghan goods to the Indian market.
Swaraj, who hosted Rabbani in New Delhi, told reporters that India and
Afghanistan jointly agreed to embark on a ―new development partnership‖ in
keeping with Afghanistan's priorities.
She said more than 100 new development projects would be implemented
jointly.
She said India will assist in a drinking water supply project for Kabul, lowcost housing for returning refugees, a water supply network for Charikar city, and a
polyclinic in Mazar-e-Sharif.
India will also help Afghanistan build human resource capacities and skills,
especially in education, health, agriculture, energy, administration and resource
management, Swaraj said.
The Afghan foreign minister said the two countries reaffirmed their resolve
to strengthen their security and defence cooperation, but did not give any details.
India already has donated three multi-role Mi-35 helicopters to Afghanistan,
and trains Afghan security forces and police personnel.
О новой стратегии США в отношении Ирана
Щегловин Ю.Б. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37636/ 12 сентября, 2017/

Президент США Дональд Трамп обдумывает предложенную ему
стратегию более агрессивных действий против Ирана, в том числе против
политики Тегерана в Ираке и Сирии. Об этом сообщило агентство Рейтер со
ссылкой на источники в Белом доме. «Это можно назвать масштабной
стратегией против ряда вредных шагов со стороны Ирана: его финансовая
политика, поддержка террора, дестабилизация региона, особенно Сирии,
Ирака и Йемена», — приводит агентство слова источника. Помимо прочего,
предлагается агрессивнее реагировать на влияние Ирана на события в
Бахрейне, где шиитское большинство противостоит правящей суннитской
династии. Согласно новой стратегии, США должны резче отвечать и на
провокации иранских катеров против американских ВМС в Персидском
заливе. Вашингтон должен тщательнее следить за пресечением иранских
поставок оружия для йеменских хоуситов и палестинских группировок в
секторе Газа и на Синае, предполагает новая стратегия. Подразумевается и
введение новых экономических санкций против Исламской Республики, если
та нарушит условия ядерной сделки 2015 года. План предполагает усиление
давления на Тегеран, чтобы справиться с его ракетно-ядерной программой,
ослабить поддержку шиитских ополченцев и противодействовать
киберпреступности. По данным Рейтер, с инициативой выступили министр
обороны США Джеймс Мэттис, госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон,
помощник президента по национальной безопасности Герберт Макмастер и
другие влиятельные должностные лица. Проект был представлен главе
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государства в минувшую пятницу. Отмечается, что инициатива не
предполагает эскалации конфликта в Сирии — на этом фронте приоритетом
для США остается борьба с запрещенной в России террористической
группировкой «Исламское государство» (ИГ). Один из собеседников
агентства, занимавший ранее высокий пост в администрации США, признал,
что шиитское ополчение и бойцы движения «Хизбалла» были «очень
полезны» при разгроме ИГ в Сирии. Если мы внимательно проанализируем
основные параметры этой новой стратегии, то мы не увидим в ней ничего
нового. Боле того, мы рискнем ее назвать в большей степени «выпуском
пара», так как в ней нет ничего конкретного и действительно новаторского.
Примерно ровно так, как это обстоит дело с «новой стратегией» на
афганском направлении. Как в общем-то это имеет место и в общей
стратегии США на ближневосточном направлении. Если брать совсем грубо,
то «новая политика» есть практически полное повторение старой
«республиканской» политики, основополагателем которой можно смело
назвать Дж.Буша-мл. Она подразумевает опору на старых союзников в
регионе (КСА, АРЕ и Израиль) с наращиванием и активным использованием
военной составляющей. Отличием нынешней стратегии Д.Трампа от
Дж.Буша-младшего заключается только в одном, но очень важном
компоненте. Это гораздо более осторожное отношение к вводу войск в тот
или иной регион, что обусловлено принципиальным изменением как в
нынешнем раскладе мировых центров силы, так и внутренним отторжением
подавляющей части американского общества и политической элиты
возможности крупномасштабного использования войск за рубежом на фоне
малоубедительных подобных экспериментов в Афганистане и Ираке. Но в
остальном принципы, на которые опирается такие «новые» стратегии,
остаются прежними. Если совсем схематично, то это упование на силовой
компонент решения кризисных ситуаций.
Что же касается Ирана, то отметим несколько моментов, которые
делают фактически нереальным какое-то более агрессивное поведение
Вашингтона в среднесрочной перспективе.
1. Мы уже говорили, что нынешняя администрация отличается крайней
степенью политической инфантильности, что выражается в том, что
при принятии решений совершенно не учитываются весь комплекс
внешнеполитических факторов. В случае с Ираном обратим внимание
на политику прежней администрации, которая очень четко понимала,
что крайне сложно и главное малопродуктивно накладывать эмбарго
одновременно на таких серьезных региональных игроков, как Россия и
Иран. В этой связи и состоялась в том числе сделка по иранской
ядерной программе (ИЯП), что помимо автоматического усиления
действий Тегерана на активизацию своих внешнеполитических и
экономических контактов с Западом, еще и давала «отдушину»
европейским компаниям, которые были недовольны сворачиванием
под нажимом солидарной позиции Вашингтона и Брюсселя
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экономических контактов с Россией. Нынешняя администрация США в
силу абсолютного коммерческого подхода к выстраиванию своей
внешней политики помноженную на дремучее представление о
нынешнем мироустройстве многих престарелых конгрессменов и
сенаторов этот момент абсолютно не учитывает. Да и еще пытается
затеять на этом фоне торговую войну с КНР. Как следствие, Вашингтон
уже напоролся на очень серьезную фронду в отношении своих
первоначальных попыток ревизии условий ИЯП со стороны
практически всех основных международных игроков, начиная с
Брюсселя и заканчивая МАГАТЭ. Этот факт несколько отрезвил
Вашингтон, и в данном контексте какие-либо резкие движения в
отношении этого соглашения со стороны американцев фактически
исключены. Отсюда попытки США воздействовать на ситуацию путем
нанесения неких ограничивающих уколов в рамках реагирования на
развитие ракетной программы ИРИ, что ничего не меняет по сути. Но
опять же и здесь возможности американцев сколотить какой-то
серьезный международный блок (а Вашингтон при всех
администрациях очень не любит действовать в одиночку и всегда
пытается сколотить какую-либо пусть формальную, но коалицию)
крайне ограниченны. Ровно по той причине, что те мероприятия,
которые сейчас предпринимает Тегеран в рамках своей ракетой
программы, не подпадают в своем большинстве под ограничения,
которые были наложены в свое время Совбезом ООН.
2. Разговоры про более агрессивное реагирование на иранское влияние в
Ираке, Сирии и Йемене вообще являются в большей степени только
разговорами. Прежде всего по причине крайней ограниченности
возможностей США каким-либо силовым образом влиять на этот
процесс. В тех же Сирии и Ираке агрессивно воздействовать на ту же
проиранскую шиитскую милицию, которые собственно и являются
главным компонентом распространения иранского влияния в этих
странах, просто невозможно. Ситуация в Ираке и Сирии для
американцев такова, что перспектива каких-либо агрессивных
действий с их стороны фактически исключена: они жестко
лимитированы в этом ключе недостатком явных точек опоры «на
земле» в общенациональном масштабе. То же самое справедливо и по
отношению к ситуации в Йемене, полномасштабный вход в который
чреват ввязыванием в еще один долгоиграющий и трудно
предсказуемый локальный конфликт. Таким образом, вся
«агрессивность» Вашингтона на иранском направлении в настоящее
время ограничена лишь исключительно вопросами дипломатического и
экономического давления, которые имеют свой лимит в рамках
наличия китайских, российских и европейских экономических
интересов на иранском рынке.
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Визит мининдел Пак-на в Иран. «Решение проблемы Афганистана не
может быть военным».
Diplomatic contacts: Iran agrees Afghan conflict has no military
solution
The Express Tribune. 12.09.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503501/pakistan-iranjoin-hands-peace-afghanistan/

Islamabad on Monday won Tehran‘s support for its diplomatic initiative
seeking regional consensus on the Afghan endgame in the wake of the new US
strategy announced by President Donald Trump last month.
The development came at the end of a daylong visit by Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif to Iran‘s capital where he held formal talks with his Iranian
counterpart Javad Zarif.
Asif, who was accompanied by Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua and
National Security Adviser Lt Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua, also called on
President Hassan Rowhani.
Trump lays down Afghan strategy, lambasts Pakistan for ‗harbouring
terrorists‘
The delegation travelled to Iran as part of Pakistan‘s efforts to offset the
possible negative fallout of the new US plan – to increase troops in the war-torn
country – by reaching out to regional countries.
Pakistan has already won the crucial backing of its initiative from China,
which also agreed that the Afghan conflict could only be resolved through political
process.
Asif is due to visit Turkey on Tuesday and will also meet his Russian
counterpart on the sidelines of UN General Assembly session in New York later
this month.
In Tehran, Asif exchanged views with Zarif about efforts for peace and
stability in Afghanistan, particularly in the context of latest developments there.
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
They agreed that there was no military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan and a politically negotiated settlement was imperative for lasting
peace in Afghanistan, said an official handout issued by the Foreign Office.
―They underscored that the regional countries [which] have vital stakes in
stability in Afghanistan should play a more proactive role in the peace efforts,‖ it
added.
Asif said pursuing the policy of peaceful neighbourhood, Pakistan was
committed to further strengthen relations with Iran and to work closely for
promoting peace, security and development in the region.
In this regard, he expressed satisfaction over increasing engagement between
Pakistan and Iran while emphasising the need to focus on promoting trade,
economic cooperation and connectivity.
Before leaving for Tehran, Asif told the Iran‘s state news agency IRNA that
his visit was part of efforts to evolve a regional consensus on Afghanistan. The top
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Pakistani diplomat insisted that US reliance on use of force had already failed in
Afghanistan.
Asif leaves for Tehran today
―In Pakistan, we do believe that there can be no military solution to
Afghanistan problem. It has to be political solution… a political solution is always
a long-lasting one but military solutions will collapse soon,‖ Asif said.
According to the Foreign Office, the Iranian FM reaffirmed Iran‘s
commitment to deepening relations with Pakistan in diverse fields including trade,
investment, connectivity as well as border management.
Both ministers shared deep concern over human rights violations in the
Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK), the Foreign Office said. The two ministers also
expressed deep concern over atrocities being committed against Rohingyas and
agreed on the need for urgent humanitarian efforts to alleviate their suffering.
Афганистан просит Индию ускорить реконструкцию порта Чабахар
Afghanistan seeks early completion of Chabahar port
The
Express
Tribune.
September
12,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503861/afghanistan-seeks-early-completion-chabahar-port/

2017.

Afghanistan has asked India to expedite work on the strategic port of
Chabahar in Iran to help improve trade route for the landlocked country, enabling
it have access to global markets.
Currently, Afghanistan relies on Pakistan for trade but Islamabad does not
allow New Delhi to transport through its territory.
Last year, India had committed up to $500 million for Chabahar‘s
development along with associated roads and rail lines.
According to the Associated Press, India‘s foreign minister Sushma Swaraj
told Afghanistan that New Delhi would speed up the port‘s development and begin
supplying wheat within weeks through Chabahar.
Interestingly, the move comes at a time when US President Donald Trump,
in his new Afghanistan strategy, had asked New Delhi to do more to help Kabul‘s
development.
Afghanistan‘s plans to fly shipments to India bypassing Pakistan go awry
Swaraj‘s counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani had also asked India to expand an
air freight corridor introduced between the two countries in June so that greater
access could be given to Afghan goods for the Indian market.
Swaraj, who hosted her counterpart in New Delhi, told reporters that India
and Afghanistan jointly agreed to start a ―new development partnership‖ in
keeping with Afghanistan‘s priorities.
The Indian external affair‘s minister said more than a 100 new development
projects would be implemented jointly. She said India will also assist in initiating a
drinking water supply project for Kabul, low-cost housing for returning refugees, a
water supply network for Charikar city, and a polyclinic in Mazar-e-Sharif.
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Swaraj also revealed that India will also help Afghanistan build human
resource capacities and skills, especially in education, health, agriculture, energy,
administration and resource management sectors.
New US strategy for Afghanistan
During the meeting, Rabbani said the two countries reiterated their resolve
to strengthen their security and defence cooperation, but did not elaborate.
Для завершения проекта газопровода из Ирана в Пакистан привлекут
третью сторону
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». http://www.angi.ru/news/2853203-Длязавершения-проекта-газопровода-из-Ирана-в-Пакистан-привлекут-третью-сторону/
7.09.2017.
http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/164675-Opyat-v-tupike.-Dlya-zaversheniya-stroitelstvagazoprovoda-Iran-Pakistan-neobhodimo-privlechenie-3y-storony

Тегеран. Проект газопровода из Ирана в Пакистан осуществляется с
большой задержкой, но, в конечном итоге, он будет реализован. Об этом
заявил министра нефти Ирана Бижан Намдар Зангане.
«В целом, я думаю, что иранский газ в конечном итоге будет
экспортирован в Пакистан, но, учитывая опыт, накопленный за эти годы, я
думаю, что для решения этой проблемы необходимо привлечение третьей
стороны помимо Ирана и Пакистана», - цитирует министра Iran.ru.
Он добавил, что третья компания должна построить пакистанский
участок трубопровода IP (Иран-Пакистан) и облегчить нашу озабоченность
по поводу платежей. Министр рассказал, что ряд международных
нефтегазовых компаний проявляли заинтересованность в проекте, но ни одна
фирма для реализации этого плана еще не выбрана.
Газовый проект столкнулся с неоднократными задержками, поскольку
еще в 1990-х годах было задумано подключить гигантское газовое
месторождение «Южной Парс» к Пакистану, который страдает от нехватки
газа. Иран завершил свою сторону трубопровода и ждет, когда Пакистан
сделает то же самое.
«Пакистанцы говорят, что у них нет денег на строительство
трубопровода на своей территории, и есть опасения, что если трубопровод
даже будет построен, и газ будет экспортироваться, они, возможно, не смогут
оплатить этот газ», - отметил Зангане.
Индия начнѐт экспорт продукции в Афганистан через порт Чабахар
«Все об Афганистане». 12.08.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/113189.html

КАБУЛ, 12 августа. В течение ближайших двух недель Индия начнѐт
экспортировать свои товары в Афганистан через торговый порт Чабахар,
расположенный в Иране.
120 тонн афганских фруктов ожидают отправки в Индию
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Как
заявляет
Сакина
Ашрафи,
замдиректора
департамента
экономических вопросов иранской провинции Систан и Белуджистан, 5,7
тыс. контейнеров будут отправлены в афганскую провинцию Нимроз в
течение двух месяцев. Пока запланирована отправка через Чабахар 35 тыс.
контейнеров грузов, передаѐт афганский телеканал «1-ТВ».
Напомним, что соглашение о трѐхстороннем использовании торгового
порта Чабахар было встречено афганскими бизнесменами с энтузиазмом,
поскольку позволило бы открыть новый торговый маршрут, не проходящий
через проблемную территорию Пакистана. Однако афганские бизнесмены
пока не могут использовать этот маршрут. Недавно министр транспорта
Индии Нитин Гадкари заявил, что для ввода порта Чабахар в полноценное
трѐхстороннее использование потребуется от 12 до 18 месяцев.
Напомним также, что афганские фрукты и бахчевые, которые
планировалось отправить в Индию через недавно открытый воздушный
коридор, задержаны в аэропорту и портятся.
Россия и Иран: сближение в условиях западных санкций неизбежно
ВАЛЕНТИН КАТАСОНОВ. «Фонд стратегической культуры». 11.08.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/08/11/rossia-iran-sblizhenie-v-usloviah-zapadnyh-sankcijneizbezhno-44475.html

Россия и Иран – соседи. Однако товарооборот между странами невелик.
Отчасти это объясняется похожестью экономик: Россия и Иран являются
странами с ярко выраженной нефтяной ориентацией экспорта. В Иране
экспорт нефти даѐт 80% от общего объѐма экспортных поступлений и 5060% государственных доходов. В России соответствующие показатели не
намного меньше. Это, конечно, снижает возможности развития торгового
оборота между двумя странами. Взаимная торговля в отдельные годы едва
поднималась выше планки в 1 млрд. долл.
Таблица 1.
Торговля России с Ираном (млрд долл. США)
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Экспорт
3,36
3,28
1,90
1,17
1,33
1,00
1,88
Импорт
0,27
0,35
0, 43
0,43
0,36
0,24
0,30
Оборот
3,60
3,63
2,33
1,60
1,69
1,24
2,18
Источник: ITC Trade Map.
И это притом, что численность населения в России превышает 140 млн.
человек, а в Иране – около 80 млн.
Экономические отношения несколько оживились, когда началось снятие
экономических санкций в отношении Ирана после достижения в 2015 году
договорѐнностей по иранской ядерной программе. В 2016 году объѐм
российско-иранского товарооборота увеличился по сравнению с
предыдущим годом на 70,1% и составил 2,18 млрд. долл. И тем не менее по
итогам прошлого года доля Ирана во внешнеторговом обороте России
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составила лишь 0,4%, доля России во внешнеторговом обороте Ирана – 4,2%.
Надо сказать, что статистика взаимной торговли обеих стран существенно
занижает реальные объемы экспорта и импорта. Для снижения рисков
санкционного характера значительная часть двухсторонней торговли
осуществляется через третьи страны. Сделки оформляются на Кипре, в
Швейцарии, Объединѐнных Арабских Эмиратах, Сингапуре, Гонконге.
Реальный
товарооборот российско-иранской
торговли
экспертами
оценивается в 4-5 млрд. долл.
Санкции – импульс развития российско-иранских отношений
Подписание 2 августа президентом США закона об экономических
санкциях должно стать новым дополнительным импульсом для развития
торгово-экономических отношений наших стран. Примечательно, что
указанный закон определяет вопросы экономических санкций сразу против
трѐх государств – Российской Федерации, Ирана и КНДР. Не знаю,
насколько Россия готова сближаться с КНДР, но для сближения с Ираном
есть все предпосылки. Определѐнная подготовительная работа проведена.
Эксперты утверждают, что в короткие сроки торговлю между нашими
странами можно довести до уровня 10 млрд. долл. в год.
На чѐм может строиться развитие российско-иранских торговоэкономических отношений? Торговля между Россией и Ираном была и
остаѐтся несбалансированной: российский экспорт в Иран в несколько раз
превышает импорт России из этой страны. В то же время у России есть
некоторые товары, представляющие интерес для Ирана. Это оборудование
для атомных электростанций, иное энергетическое оборудование,
железнодорожный подвижной состав, суда, автомобили, чѐрные металлы,
древесина и изделия из неѐ и т. д. Очень заинтересован Иран в закупках
российских самолѐтов, оружия и военной техники.
За счѐт чего Иран может оплачивать покупку больших партий
российских товаров, если торговля остаѐтся несбалансированной? Нефть и
нефтепродукты Ирана России не нужны, а со свободно конвертируемыми
валютами у Ирана сегодня большие трудности. Особенно учитывая, что
Запад после недолгого размораживания экономических отношений с Ираном
опять стал восстанавливать санкции. В частности, был приостановлен
процесс разморозки иранских валютных резервов, на что рассчитывал
Тегеран, начав в 2015-2016 гг. переговоры с Россией о масштабной
программе сотрудничества.
Согласно последним данным Международного валютного фонда (на май
2017 года), международные резервы Ирана составили 115 млрд. долл.
Вашингтон в течение буквально нескольких месяцев проводил
«дозированную разморозку» (были разблокированы резервы в объѐме
нескольких миллиардов долларов), но сегодня «холодильник» санкций опять
включѐн на полную мощность. Кстати, печальный опыт Ирана, утратившего
контроль над международными резервами, – серьезное предупреждение
российским денежным властям, которые по крайней мере 2/3
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международных резервов России размещают в тех странах и в тех
финансовых
инструментах,
которые
прямо
или
опосредованно
контролируются Вашингтоном.
Торгово-экономические отношения Москвы и Тегерана надо развивать,
имея в виду, что у Ирана имеется активное сальдо в торговле на
национальные валюты с рядом стран, куда он поставлял и продолжает
поставлять свою нефть. Это Китай, Индия, Южная Корея, Япония, Турция.
Продажа чѐрного золота в эти страны осуществляется за юани, рупии, доны,
иены, лиры. Покупка в долларах США и евро исключается, так как сделки в
таких валютах сразу же попадают в поле зрения тех организаций, которые
обязаны контролировать исполнение экономических санкций.
Судя по некоторым оценкам, особенно большое количество
национальной валюты накоплено на счетах иранских экспортеров чѐрного
золота в китайских банках. Часть из них используется Ираном для закупок
китайских товаров, но остаются значительные свободные суммы в юанях,
которые не могут быть конвертированы в доллары или евро. Такие денежные
остатки могли бы быть использованы для закупок Ираном российских
товаров. Однако для этого нужны соответствующие договорѐнности между
Россией, Ираном и Китаем (или иной третьей страной, у которой имеются
счета иранских экспортѐров в местной валюте).
О проекте совместного российско-иранского банка
Начиная с 2014 года Россия и Иран ведут переговоры о создании
совместного банка, который мог бы обслуживать взаимные торговоэкономические связи в национальных валютах – российских рублях и
иранских риалах. У Ирана в этой области имеется опыт: Тегераном были
созданы совместные банки с Венесуэлой и Египтом. Судя по той
информации, которая попадает в СМИ, можно предположить, что сторонами
обсуждается концепция банка как клирингового центра, в котором бы
участвовали не только Россия и Иран, но также страны, с которыми Иран
имеет активное сальдо торговли. Прежде всего, это Китай, Индия, Турция.
Официальная позиция Китая и других заинтересованных третьих стран по
поводу подобного клирингового банка пока не известна. Обычно Пекин в
подобных ситуациях проявляет повышенную осторожность. Впрочем, если
Трамп реализует свои неоднократно делавшиеся заявления о введении
санкций против Пекина, тогда вопрос о создании многостороннего
клирингового банка будет решѐн положительно почти автоматически.
Недавно Трамп заявил, что может ввести санкции против Пекина за то, что
тот продолжает торговать с КНДР.
«Экономика сопротивления» Ирана
Думаю, что даже если к проекту совместного банка не присоединятся
Китай или иные ведущие партнеры Ирана, он всѐ-таки будет создан как
двухстороннийклиринговый центр, который будет работать с рублями и
риалами.
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Эксперты, следящие за экономикой Ирана, знают, что, несмотря на
непрерывные (начиная с 1979 года) санкции, эта страна продолжает
развиваться. Резкое ужесточение санкций в 2012 году (прежде всего, запрет
на поставку нефти в Европу) подтолкнуло Иран к радикальным реформам,
направленным на диверсификацию экономики, отход от ориентации на
экспорт нефти и нефтепродуктов. Вскоре после этого в стране был принят
план под названием «Экономика сопротивления», который, по сути,
представляет собой план мобилизационной экономики. Сам термин появился
еще в 2007 году как альтернатива действовавшей модели под названием
«Экономика воздержания».
Новую модель всячески поддерживает верховный лидер Ирана
аятолла Али
Хаменеи.
Модель
предусматривает
проведение
импортозамещения, индустриализации, повышение в экспорте готовых
изделий. Имеются и позитивные изменения в структуре иранской экономики.
Динамично
растѐт
чѐрная
металлургия,
глубокая
переработка
углеводородного сырья (химия), машиностроение. В машиностроении
особенно выделяется автомобильная промышленность. В стране работают
автомобильные предприятия, включая Iran Khodro Industrial (IKCO), Pars
Khodro, Saipa, Kerman Khodro, Bahman Autos и Kish Khodro. Пока их нельзя
ещѐ назвать чисто национальными заводами – в их капитале участвуют
европейские (преимущественно французские) автогиганты; к тому же
достаточно велика доля импортных комплектующих в производстве
автомобилей. Однако правительство ставит задачу повышения локализации
иранского автопрома (переход на комплектующие местного производства).
Эксперты обращают внимание на то, что модель «Экономика
сопротивления» имеет много схожего с моделью, формировавшейся в СССР
в 1930-е годы в ходе социалистической индустриализации. Многие
государственные и общественные деятели проявляют большой интерес к
экономической истории СССР и его опыту сосуществования с Западом во
время торговой и кредитной блокады, холодной войны.
В последние несколько лет в Иране наметился процесс увеличения
удельного веса несырьевых товаров в экспорте Ирана. Примечательно, что
наряду с термином «Экономика сопротивления» популярным в Иране стал
лозунг «Сделано в Иране». Если в России будет провозглашѐн лозунг
«Сделано в России» и начнѐтся его практическая реализация, торговые
обороты между нашими странами смогут вырасти как минимум на порядок,
снизив уязвимость обеих стран перед западными санкциями.
Россия как торговый партнѐр и торговый посредник Ирана
Есть ещѐ один достаточно хорошо проработанный проект взаимного
сотрудничества, который следует запустить в кратчайшие сроки. Речь идѐт о
достигнутой в начале 2014 г. между Тегераном и Москвой договорѐнности о
том, что Россия готова выступать в роли торгового посредника для продажи
иранской нефти объѐмом около 500 млн. баррелей в сутки.
Предусматривался еѐ реэкспорт и закупка на полученную валюту
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необходимых Тегерану товаров, в первую очередь зерна, некоторых видов
техники и стройматериалов. Соглашение не было подписано, поскольку у
Тегерана в 2015 году возникла надежда, что эмбарго на экспорт чѐрного
золота будет с Ирана снято. Однако, судя по всему, оно, наоборот, будет
восстановлено в полном объѐме.
Нынешние санкции Вашингтона пока не предусматривают жѐсткой
блокировки экспорта нефти Россией, поэтому следует довести
подготовленное соглашение до подписания и начать его практическую
реализацию. Нельзя, впрочем, исключать, что Вашингтон со временем
попытается заблокировать и российский экспорт нефти; тогда придѐтся
искать другие обходные пути. Обе страны имеют богатый опыт жизни в
условиях санкций, и этот опыт приобретает сейчас особую ценность. О
вековом опыте жизни России в условиях экономических санкций я уже
писал. Об иранском опыте преодоления санкционного давления – в
следующей статье.
Порт Чабахар может быть открыт в 2018 г., - заявил министр
транспорта Индии
Chabahar port may be opened next year: Indian minister
Dawn, August 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349871/chabahar-port-may-beopened-next-year-indian-minister

NEW DELHI: The Indian government is hopeful that the strategic Chabahar
port in Iran will be operational by 2018, Union minister Nitin Gadkari has said.
India‘s minister for transport, highways and shipping was in Tehran on
Saturday in connection with the inauguration of President Hassan Rouhani‘s
second term in office.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had earlier congratulated Rouhani on his reelection as the president of Iran and affirmed India‘s commitment to strengthen the
―special relations‖ between the two countries.
―India and Iran have been historically sharing special ties... We are keen on
developing Chabahar port and are hopeful of starting operations in 12 to 18
months,‖ Gadkari said.
Chabahar port, located in the Sistan-Baluchestan province on the energy-rich
Persian Gulf nation‘s southern coast, can be easily accessed from India‘s west
coast, bypassing Pakistan.
Gadkari‘s visit has assumed significance as India has accelerated work at the
Chabahar port and finalised some tenders for installation of key equipment there.
―Civil construction work has started there. We have finalised tenders worth
Rs3.8 billion for equipment out of Rs6bn and once the port becomes operational it
will become a growth engine,‖ the minister said.
Gadkari said he was also hopeful of certain approvals from the Iranian
government for expediting work and added that once Chabahar became operational
trade and business between the two countries would see a boost.
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For greater trade and investment flow with Iran and neighbouring countries,
the Indian cabinet last year approved proposals for development of Chabahar port,
including a $150 million credit from Exim Bank.
According to the MoU signed by the two countries in May last year, India is
to equip and operate two berths in Chabahar Port Phase-I with capital investment
of $85.21m and annual revenue expenditure of $22.95m on a 10-year lease.
Ownership of equipment would be transferred to Iranian side on completion
of 10 years or for an extended period, based on mutual agreement.
As per the accord, operations of two berths are to commence within a period
of 18 months after the signing of the contract.
Besides the pact to develop the port, for which India will invest $500m, a
trilateral Agreement on Transport and Transit Corridor has also been signed by
India, Afghanistan and Iran.
Пакистан и Иран должны срочно принять новую визовую политику
Pakistan, Iran asked to adopt swift visa policy
The Express Tribune, July 21st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1462726/pakistan-iranasked-adopt-swift-visa-policy/

MULTAN: Multan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) President
Khawaja Jalaluddin Roomi urged strong cooperation between Pakistan and Iran to
ensure a better future for the entire region.
―Being the largest Muslim countries in the region, the onus of ensuring
regional prosperity lies with Iran and Pakistan,‖ he said while talking to journalists
on Thursday, adding that adopting a swift business visa policy should be the first
step in achieving these ambitions.
Linking peace and security in Pakistan to that of Iran and vice versa, Roomi
said that Iran should not and does not desire instability in Pakistan.
Free Trade Agreement : Discussions being held to enhance exports (Business
– brief)
Emphasising strong cultural and historical ties between the two states, Roomi
highlighted interaction between the respective business communities as the
stepping stone towards stronger bilateral trade and economic cooperation.
Roomi said the Iranian government should facilitate Pakistani exporters rather
than restricting their movements and visits, adding that connecting banking sectors
of the two countries would serve to expand bilateral trade as well.
Iran hints at joining Pakistan-Russia-China alliance
He further said that the volume of bilateral trade between Pakistan and Iran
does not reflect its true potential, adding that chambers of commerce in the two
countries would have to focus on expansion of trade by holding single country
exhibitions and sending trade delegations to the respective countries.
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Первое заседание пакистано-иранской Комиссии по пограничным
вопросам 17-18 июля 2017 г.
First Session of Pakistan-Iran Higher Border Commission held in Tehran
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan is attached for
information. PR. No.247/2017. 19.07.2017

The first session of the Pakistan-Iran Higher Border Commission was held in
Tehran on 17-18 July 2017. Pakistan delegation to the meeting was led by Mr.
Mansoor Ahmad Khan, Director General (Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey), Ministry
of Foreign Affairs while the Iranian delegation was led by Mr. Hossein Azar
Panahi, Director General, International Legal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The two sides held constructive discussions for effective implementation of
existing border mechanisms within the framework of Agreement for
Administration of Pakistan-Iran border of 1960. They agreed to strengthen
coordination and cooperation to effectively address the challenges posed by
miscreants including drug smugglers, human trafficking and criminal networks.
They also agreed on the need to prevent border violations. Pakistan and Iran share
917 km long border.
Pakistan delegation to the talks also included IGFC Southern Command
Major Gen. Sardar Tariq Aman and other senior civilian and security officials.
Иранская фирма реализует проект ветряной электростанции мощностью
50 МВт в Синде.
Iranian firm gets go-ahead for 50MW wind project in Sindh
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
4th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1449649/iranian-firm-gets-go-ahead-50mw-wind-project-sindh/

KARACHI: Since the US eased 37-year old economic sanctions on Iran,
Pakistan has been looking to normalise trade ties with its neighbour.
The two bordering countries signed an agreement in April 2017 to open
commercial bank branches to conduct trade through formal channels. Pakistan has
been importing power from Iran for a long time, and in the latest move an Iranian
company has been granted a power generation licence for its 10-year old proposed
49.5-megawatt wind power project in Sindh.
Early harvest project of CPEC: Wind power plant near completion, but
transmission line not ready
The power regulator, National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Nepra),
announced on Monday that it has granted a power generation licence to Iran-Pak
Wind Power (Pvt) Limited (IPWPPL) for a 20-year period from the day it starts
commercial operations.
―The project will achieve [commercial production] by June 30, 2019,‖ Nepra
said.
According to IPWPPL‘s application for the grant of the generation licence,
the cost of the project is estimated at $1.8 million, it was learnt.
The main sponsor of the IPWPPL project includes SUNIR (Iran Power &
Water Equipment and Services Export Company) of Iran whereas the minority
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sponsors include the Planet Group and the Tufail Group of Pakistan, the authority
reported. ―SUNIR is an Iranian group company, constituted of 24 independent
companies involved in manufacturing of a wide range of different equipment and a
rich experience of engineering services and consultancy in water and electricity
industries.
―Since its establishment in 1994, SUNIR has successfully performed a wide
range of activities in more than 18 countries,‖ stated the documents.
SUNIR first expressed interest to set up the wind power project in in Pakistan
in 2006. Later, it made huge efforts and spent time to acquire the required piece of
land in the wind corridor of Sindh.
The project also qualifies for carbon credits. ―Projects coming into operation
up to the year 2020 can qualify for the carbon credits,‖ it said. IPWPPL is setting
up an approximately 50-megawatts wind power project in the Jhimpir wind
corridor of district Thatta.
Wind power capacities
Nepra said that the Alternative Energy Development Board has identified two
wind corridors (of Jhimpir and Gharo) in the province of Sindh. The estimated
potential for these two corridors is more than 50,000 megawatts.
Pakistan, China revise ‗priority list‘ of CPEC energy projects
At the moment, around 13 projects with a cumulative installed capacity of
around 650MW have been installed and commissioned whereas another 25
projects including IPWPPL, with cumulative capacity of around 1400MW, are in
various stages of implementation.
Аятолла Хаменеи высказался против притеснения Кашмирцев
индийскими властями (иранская реакция на сближение Индии и Саудовской
Аравии
Support Kashmiris against ‗tyrants‘: Iran‘s Khamenei
The Times of India. Jun 27, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/supportkashmiris-against-tyrants-irans-khamenei/articleshow/59328370.cms

•It could be an attempt to draw Islamic attention on Kashmir and India
•It could be an indirect reference to a growing convergence between Delhi
and Riyadh
NEW DELHI: Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei raised eyebrows on
Monday as he tweeted, "Muslim world should openly support people of Bahrain,
Kashmir+ , Yemen etc and repudiate oppressors and tyrants who attacked people
in Ramadan+ ".
As part of his Eid address, the Ayatollah tried to bring together the global
Islamic community by identifying common enemies — in this case Saudi Arabia
and the Sunni Arabs as well as India. Khamenei also brought up the Palestine issue
as the reason for a full-fledged Islamic jihad against Israel. "Palestine is the first
important issue of the Muslim world. According to Islamic Fiqh (jurisprudence),
when an enemy dominates Muslim lands, jihad is the duty of all, in any form
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possible," he said. "Today, the fight against the Zionist regime is obligatory for the
Muslim world. Why do some abandon this job?" he asked.
Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei's attempt to revive the Muslim vs
Jew issue is interesting, because in the Middle East political cauldron, the old Arab
versus Israel battle no longer holds.
For that matter, the Palestine cause has flagged in recent times, as the Islamic
world has found itself convulsed by revolutions and Islamist groups wreaking
havoc from Iraq and Libya to Afghanistan and beyond.
Iran is part of the big sectarian war currently under way in West Asia, which
explains Khamenei's reference to Yemen and Bahrain — these are territories Iran
would like to bring within its sphere of influence and where it is engaged in a bitter
battle with a Saudi Arabia-led alliance.
Bringing Kashmir into this could mean a number of things.
First, it could be an attempt to draw Islamic attention on Kashmir and India.
Iran has traditionally taken both a neutral and a hostile position against India on the
issue at the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
Second, it could be an indirect reference to a growing convergence between
Delhi and Riyadh, that would be a source of concern to Iran, which has
traditionally enjoyed very close ties with India.
But in the present international context, Delhi and Tehran are fighting over a
gas field, while India's signature projects are going slow in Iran.
Thirdly, while the India-Israel relationship has been growing for a while,
Modi's forthcoming visit to Israel is not going unnoticed in Tehran. Khamenei's
statement comes on the day Modi and Trump are scheduled to meet in
Washington.
Индия планирует и дальше развивать иранский порт Чабахар
India's plan to develop Iran's Chabahar port faces US headwinds
Dawn. 12.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1339056/indias-plan-to-develop-iranschabahar-port-faces-us-headwinds

Western manufacturers are shying away from supplying equipment for an
Iranian port that India is developing for fear the United States (US) may reimpose
sanctions on Tehran, Indian officials say, dealing a blow to New Delhi's strategic
ambitions in the region.
Lying on the Gulf of Oman along the approaches to the Straits of Hormuz, the
port of Chabahar is central to India's hopes to crack open a transport corridor to
Central Asia and Afghanistan that bypasses arch-rival Pakistan.
India committed $500 million to speed development of the port after
sanctions on Iran were lifted following a deal struck between major powers and
Tehran to curb its nuclear programme in 2015.
But the state-owned Indian firm that is developing Chabahar is yet to award a
single tender for supplying equipment such as cranes and forklifts, according to
two government sources tracking India's biggest overseas infrastructure push.
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US President Donald Trump denounced the nuclear agreement on the
campaign trail, and since taking office in January has accused Iran of being a threat
to countries across the Middle East.
Swiss engineering group Liebherr and Finland's Konecranes and Cargotec
have told India Ports Global Pvt Ltd, which is developing the deep water port, they
were unable to take part in the bids as their banks were not ready to facilitate
transactions involving Iran due to the uncertainty over US policy, the two officials
said in separate conversations with Reuters.
These firms dominate the market for customised equipment to develop jetties
and container terminals. One official said the first tender was floated in September,
but attracted few bidders because of the fear of renewed sanctions. That fear has
intensified since January.
―Now the situation is that we are running after suppliers,‖ one official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of matter.
A Konecranes spokeswoman declined to comment beyond confirming the
company was not involved in the project. Cargotec and Liebherr did not respond to
requests for comment.
Some tenders have been floated three times since September because they
failed to attract bidders. A Chinese firm, ZPMC, has since come forward to supply
some equipment, the same Indian official said.
Threat of sanctions
Trump has called the agreement between Iran and six major world powers
restricting Tehran's nuclear programme in exchange for lifting of sanctions ―the
worst deal ever negotiated‖.
Last month his administration extended relief on Washington's broadest and
most punitive sanctions, while carrying out a wider policy review on how to deal
with Iran.
Uncertainty over US policy is already causing long delays in contracts that
Iran has sought with international firms to develop its oil fields and buy planes for
its ageing airlines.
The lifting of United Nations and European Union sanctions in 2016 partly
reconnected Iran with the international financial system crucial to trade.
But large international bankers with exposure to the United States remain
unwilling to facilitate Iranian deals for fear of running afoul of narrower, unilateral
US sanctions that remain outside the nuclear deal and uncertainty over whether
wider sanctions relief will continue.
India's ambassador to Iran said the process of procuring equipment for the
Chabahar port was under way and that some of the customised cranes needed take
up to 20 months to build. The banking situation was slowly improving, he added.
―Tenders are re-floated for a variety of reasons including technical
specifications not being met, etc. Banking channels, in recent months, have in fact
somewhat eased,‖ Saurabh Kumar said in an emailed response to Reuters from
Tehran.
―If some companies do not participate, it really is their business,‖ he added.
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India has been pushing for the development of Chabahar port for more than a
decade as a hub for its trade links to the resource-rich countries of central Asia and
Afghanistan.
Access to those countries is currently complicated by India's fraught
relationship with Pakistan.
Bureaucratic delays, difficult negotiations with Iran and the risk of incurring
Washington's displeasure during the financial embargo in Tehran had meant there
was little progress on the port until now.
But, prodded in part by China's development of Gwadar port, which lies
barely 100 km from Chabahar on the Pakistani coast, Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's government has unveiled massive investment plans centred
around the Iranian port, offering to help build railways, roads and fertiliser plants
that could eventually amount to $15 billion.
So far, even an initial credit line of $150 million that India wants to extend to
Iran for development of Chabahar has remained a non-starter as Tehran has not
been able to do its part of work.
―They have not sought the loan from us because they haven't awarded the
tenders, either because of lack of participation or banking problems,‖ said the
second government official.
Ambassador Kumar said the Iran had indicated it would be sending proposals
shortly to tap the credit line.
Meena Singh Roy, who heads the West Asia centre at the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses, a New Delhi think-tank, said increasing tension
between Washington and Tehran would have an impact on the port project.
―The Chabahar Project has strategic significance for India,‖ she said.
―However ... nothing much seems to be moving due to new uncertainties in
the region.‖
Напряженность в ирано-пакистанских
истребитель сбил иранский шпион-дрон
JF-17 shoots down Iran‘s spy drone

отношениях:

пакистанский

The Nation. June 21, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Jun-2017/jf-17-shoots-downiran-s-spy-drone

QUETTA - Pakistan Air Force Tuesday shot down an Iranian spy drone
flying in Panjgur airspace.
The incident is first of its kind in the history of two Islamic countries, which
share a 900-km-long porous border.
Wajahat Khan, a journalist and security expert, tweeted: ―Confirmed: Iranian
spy drone shot down by PAF JF-17 over Panjgur, Balochistan, 45Km inside Pak
territory. Unprecedented. New front opening?‖
The drone‘s downing was reported amid an emergency flag meeting between
Pakistani and Iranian officials following the unprovoked firing of several mortar
shells into Pakistani territory over the weekend.
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On Sunday, Iranian border forces fired several shells near Prom, an area of
Panjgur. No casualty was reported though. On May 27, a mortar shell fired from
Iranian side in Panjgur district had killed one person. On May 21, at least five
mortar shells were fired into Taftan from across the border.
Pakistan has accused Iranians of violating its territorial integrity and lodged
protests several times in the last few years.
The two countries had in 2014 decided to boost intelligence coordination to
wipe out terrorists from the border region.
Pakistan, as part of its counter-terrorism efforts, has recently stepped up
border management in an attempt to better check cross-border movements of
suspected terrorists.
Work on Rs20 million Pakistan Gate in Taftan along the Pak-Iran border was
completed in 2016. This border crossing point is the oldest trade route to Iran and
Europe and thousands of foreigners and locals travelling to Europe and Iran by
road each year use this crossing point.
Приграничные столкновения Ирана и Пакистана –стрельба.
Border politics
Sikander
Ahmed
Shah.
Dawn,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1336248/border-politics

May
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IRAN is claiming that 10 of its border guards were killed by long-range guns
from across the border in Balochistan on April 26. The attacks, according to Iran,
were perpetrated by Jaish al-Adl, an extremist Iranian Sunni militant group active
in the Iranian border province of Sistan-Baluchestan. Iran alleges that JA has bases
in the border regions of Balochistan.
JA has claimed responsibility for several similar attacks in recent history,
which have adversely affected relations between the two Muslim neighbours. This
time, however, the rebuke from Iranian state officials has been much stronger,
alarmingly taking the form of threats of possible armed retaliation. The Iranian
border police voiced its opinion first, stating that ―the Pakistani government bears
the ultimate responsibility for the attack‖. This was followed by a statement from
the official spokesman for the foreign ministry of Iran, Bahram Qassemi, who
contended that ―the Pakistani government should be held accountable for the
presence and operation of these vicious groups on its soil‖.
The most serious warning, however, came later, a couple of weeks after the
attack, when the Iranian armed forces‘ chief of staff, Maj-Gen Mohammad Baqeri,
issued a stern ultimatum to Pakistan that if these attacks, which were, according to
him, being carried out with the support of the US and Saudi Arabia, were to
continue, and Pakistan did not act by tightening its control over its own borders,
then Iran would target terrorist safe havens across the border in order to protect
itself.
To protest this, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was quick to summon the
Iranian ambassador; it also expressed its disappointment by officially emphasising
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that such statements by Iranian officials were ―against the spirit of brotherly
relations‖. All this unease prompted Javad Zarif, the Iranian foreign minister, to
visit Islamabad and, with diplomacy ostensibly prevailing, both countries agreed
— yet again — to enhance border cooperation. One of Zarif‘s advisers
accompanying him informally hinted that Baqeri‘s statement was mere military
rhetoric targeted at a purely local audience. This seems accurate considering that
only the supreme leader of Iran or the Iranian president, with the consent of the
former, can initiate any foreign military action and neither of the two has indicated
any desire to use force against Pakistan even when national fervour and politicking
are high in Iran because of national elections.
Pakistan has made it unequivocally clear that any cross-border attack or
movement of Iranian border forces into Pakistan would be a violation of
international law. This is an accurate rendition of international law under which
armed reprisals by Iran against non-state actors residing in Pakistan would infringe
on Article 2(4) of the UN Charter because, without the consent of Pakistan, these
attacks would undermine Pakistan‘s territorial sovereignty.
Any cross-border attack by Iran into Pakistan would be a violation of
international law.
This long-established rule on the use of force has been clearly reiterated by
the International Court of Justice on multiple occasions, which has held that a state
targeting militant groups residing in another state would only qualify as a
legitimate exercise of the right of self-defence by the former under Article 51 of
the UN Charter when attacks conducted by such militant groups can be directly
attributed to the state in which they are present. This would only be the case if the
militia groups in question were de facto organs of the state, under its direct
command and control. In other words, state sponsorship — and not state inactivity
— would give rise to a right to respond, and Pakistan in no way controls the dayto-day operations of JA.
But the fact that Iran cannot use armed force in Pakistan without the latter‘s
consent does not mean that Pakistan, by not taking sufficient measures in
preventing attacks on Iran from its soil, is not guilty of failing to comply with its
state responsibilities as well as disregarding its obligations under international law.
Pakistan‘s consistent failure to act, if proven, would eventually establish an
international wrongful act as outlined under the International Law Commission‘s
Draft Articles on State Responsibility (DASR), which reflect customary
international law obligations. In such a scenario, Iran would be in a position to
claim reparations for injuries which could include an acknowledgement of the
breach, an expression of regret, a formal apology or even compensation. Under
international law, however, armed reprisals cannot classify as a form of reparation
and by themselves are a serious breach of the DASR.
Relations between Iran and Pakistan, while not necessarily bad, are tenuous.
Geopolitics and some recent regional developments have made diplomacy between
the two states quite complicated. Today, opposing pressures and competing
interests are driving ties between these two powerful neighbours. JA‘s alleged
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bases in Pakistan, Iran‘s warm relations with India, the targeting of Shia minorities
in Pakistan by terrorist outfits, Kulbhushan Jadhav‘s entering Pakistan through Iran
and Pakistan‘s acceptance of the lead role in the Islamic Military Alliance which
excludes Shia-controlled Iran, Iraq and Syria have all negatively affected
diplomatic relations between the two neighbours. Conversely, however, the desire
to improve bilateral trade including through the sale of Iranian petroleum imports
and Iran‘s desire to become a partner in the CPEC project have had a positive
impact on ties.
While in a larger context, long-term diplomatic ties between Iran and Pakistan
are subject to many influences, currently Pakistan should extend an olive branch by
being as vigilant as possible in securing its border with Iran. However, Iran with all
its military might and strong domestic writ has been unable to neutralise JA in
Sistan-Baluchestan, where the conflict seems to simmer and demands an internal
solution achieved through political means. Without Iran addressing the root causes
giving rise to this ethno-political conflict domestically, it cannot justifiably expect
that Pakistan, with its limited policing capacity, would be able to swiftly rein in
and neutralise overseas factions of JA that Iran claims operate within the restive
and porous border regions of Balochistan.
Пакистанец убит иранскими пограничниками из миномета
Pakistani man killed as Iranian border guards fire mortar shell into
Balochistan
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https://tribune.com.pk/story/1420698/pakistani-man-killed-iranian-border-guards-fire-mortarshell-balochistan/

QUETTA: A civilian was killed on Saturday as Iranian border guards fired
mortar shells into Pakistani territory in Panjgur area of Balochistan.
The deceased identified as Karim Jan was travelling in his vehicle near the
border when it was hit by a mortar shell fired by Iranian forces, Levies forces told
The Express Tribune. The vehicle was completely destroyed in the attack.
Iran warns will hit militant ‗safe havens‘ inside Pakistan
The incident comea a month after at least 11 Iranian guards were killed and
two others injured in an ambush near the town of Mirjaveh in Sistan and
Balochistan. The Jaish-ul-Adl terrorist group claimed responsibility for the assault
in a statement. Iran claimed the assailants escaped into Pakistani territory
immediately after the attack. Reacting to the incident, President Hassan Rowhani
issued a strong public statement urging Pakistan not to allow its territory to be used
by such groups against Iran. Pakistan strongly condemned the attack but made it
clear that the incident happened on the Iranian side of the border.
Nine mortar rounds fired by Iran
Following the stand-off, the two countries decided to revive the hotline nexus
for better coordination between their border security forces and set up ‗operational
committees‘ as part of efforts to ensure better border management.
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Сложные отношения Ирана и Пакистана
Iran should not be ruled out in China‘s blossoming ties with Pakistan
Khurram Sajjad The Nation. May 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/24-May-2017/iranshould-not-be-ruled-out-in-china-s-blossoming-ties-with-pakistan

The United States and Iran seem to be having a frigid relation for long. The
success of Iran‘s Nuclear Diplomacy by P5+1 Group rekindled the importance of
international Law which is usually violated by the states owing to its limited
juridical outreach and lack of an executive authority.
Pakistan and Iran hold fragile relationship towards each other. Apparently, it
is due to Pakistan‘s inclination towards Saudi Arabia. But undeniably, Iran has its
own vested interests in the region. The two countries share commonality of
religion, history, and culture; Iran was the first country to recognize Pakistan after
its independence. Shah Pahelvi had reportedly proposed the idea of a confederation
of Iran and Pakistan with a single army in the past. Likewise, both states became
members of US-led organization, CENTO. However, Iran left the group to start its
politico-economic alliance with India after crisis of 1971 in Pakistan.
Unfortunately, Pakistan‘s relationship with all its neighbouring countries is
strained except for China. Unlocking Central Asian States including Afghanistan
for trade remains to be a real challenge for Pakistan. With the fast depletion of
natural resources in the Arab world and other countries, the significance of the
CARs is gradually soaring to. Mighty powers are being tempted to make all-out
effort to unlock the land-locked energy-rich states. Likewise, Pakistan bears
significance of its situation closer to them.
Iran is blessed with large swathes of land and abundant natural resources. Iran
is located at the most important place which connect Pakistan with Turkey, which
is considered to be a European state. Around 70% of Iran‘s population is literate.
Thus, Iran has survived under the dark clouds by keeping the sanctity of its
sovereignty intact in spite of foreign conspiracies.
Moreover, the relationship between Iran and the US continues to remain tense
due to the emerging global scenario of railway freight by China - interconnectivity
of the world by means of railway instead of seaway - Iran is giving space to China
to transport its goods to the Europe by rail. After all, the rail journey is cheaper
than sending freight by air. The converging points of the US and Iran would come
about after the successful actualization of Chinese rail-road network. Since, China
would need an access to penetrate the southern region of Europe via Iran by
railway from Pakistan.
Further, President Xi Jinping will soon host 28 world leaders and
representatives from another 70 countries to sell his hugely ambitious signature
project. The plan is to build a vast network of new trade routes across the globe,
multiple high-speed rail networks to penetrate Europe, massive ports across Asia
and Africa and a series of free-trade zones. Resultantly, it will cement Chinese
influence, closer to home, in the Pacific, in countries like East Timor, Fiji and
Papua New Guinea. The new trade routes will bring more business and big
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international companies in China and Pakistan by virtue of its opening of southern
China and Chongqing to the world.
In addition, China is going to spend up to a trillion dollars on infrastructure
projects and hopes to bind more than 65 countries and two thirds of the world's
population to its economy. Economists have ascribed the economic investment to a
modern day Marshall Plan — which helped the US cement its status as one of the
superpowers after World War II. According to modern estimates, the US only
spent about $130 billion on the Marshall Plan, while China is hoping to spend
much more. China's aim is to lift trade by $2.5 trillion in a decade by flooding
world markets with cheap, high-quality Chinese goods. Hence, it is said that
‗China is empire-building on a scale the world has not seen before‘.
In fact, it is an attempt by the Chinese to secure global dominance at a time
when the United States is stepping back, and on the domestic front to keep growth
and wealth strong for decades to come. China may be less interested in bringing
about rapprochement between Pakistan and Afghanistan, but would rather be more
interested in maintaining robust bilateral relationship with Afghanistan. Iran is an
option for China to ensure its access to the southern region of Europe. For this,
Afghanistan may be ruled out. Pakistan‘s rail-road may be used to connect Iran‘s
rail-road for transporting freight in future.
Pakistan should strengthen its relationship with Iran. The complexities
between both the states should be addressed by dual ends. Iran would need to have
a shortest possible pipeline route for gas exports not only to Pakistan but China as
well. For it Pakistan is the viable option. This shows the salvation of both states
lies in mutual understanding and resolution of all reservations. After all, making
route via Afghanistan would not be on the cards for Iran under the prevailing
situation of undeveloped infrastructure and acute sense of insecurity.
Moreover, Pakistan should explore the most subversive depth of
consciousness of the global players. Let us not forget this saying of great
philosopher Spinoza: ―Every conscious virtue is an effort to conceal a secret vice.‖
Пакистан готов играть роль посредника в отношениях Ирана и
Саудовской Аравии
Pakistan ready to play mediator's role between Saudi Arabia, Iran: FO
The Nation. May 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/24-May-2017/pakistan-ready-toplay-mediator-s-role-between-saudi-arabia-iran-fo

According to Radio Pakistan, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria
says the main objective of Islamic Coalition Force is to eliminate terrorism and
take actions against militant organizations.
Talking to a private news channel, he said Term of References of Islamic
Coalition Force will be formed by the coalition partners through consultation.
The spokesperson said the ongoing discussions on media regarding the
coalition force are based on mere speculations.
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To a question, he said Pakistan is ready to help defuse tension between Saudi
Arabia and Iran.
The spokesperson said Pakistan has great importance in the region and
rendered supreme sacrifices in the war against terrorism.
He said the world leaders have also acknowledged Pakistan's contributions
and sacrifices against terrorism.
Пакистан развивает связи с Саудовской Аравией вовсе не за счет Ирана
Pakistan struggles to win over Iran
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. May 22, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/22-May2017/pakistan-struggles-to-win-over-iran

Saudi ties not at Iran‘s cost, Islamabad tells Tehran
ISLAMABAD - With a visible tilt towards Saudi Arabia, Pakistan is missing
the magic to woo over Iran as Tehran and Riyadh wrestle for leadership of the
Muslim word.
On Sunday, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif arrived in Riyadh to join world
leaders, including United States President Donald Trump, at the US-Arab-Islamic
Summit in Riyadh.
The premier will however, not hold bilateral meetings with world leaders on
the sidelines.
The summit is being participated by leaders of the Islamic world as well as
secretary generals of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Arab League
and the Gulf Cooperation Council.
In addition to King Salman bin Abdul Aziz and US President Donald Trump,
55 heads of state and governments from Muslim-majority countries are attending
the summit to discuss how to overcome the menace of terrorism and extremism.
A senior official at the foreign ministry told The Nation, that Pakistan‘s
participation in the Saudi Arabia Summit did not mean Pakistan was supporting
Riyadh against Tehran.
―If Iran also holds such a meeting, we will be definitely attending it. We
cannot have relations with one country at the cost of the other. It is a fact that we
are struggling to win over Iran these days but we will be able to do that in the
coming weeks,‖ he said.
PM Sharif is expected to send Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan to
Iran in the next few weeks to settle the differences.
The interior minister himself said last day that he would visit Iran after
Ramazan and all the matters ―will be addressed amicably.‖
Khan said that Pakistan and Iran enjoyed close relations and Pakistan would
make sure the ties were not affected.
Over the weekend, PM Sharif congratulated Hassan Rouhani on his reelection as the Iranian president.
He said that relations between the two nations were rooted in shared bonds of
history, culture, traditions and faith.
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Pakistan and Iran are making efforts to restore normalcy after the recent
exchange of harsh statements.
This month, Iran threatened to strike inside Pakistan against the alleged
militants.
Pakistan later told Iran that harsh statements could damage the friendly ties
between the two neighbours.
Amid the tension, Iranian Interior Minister Rahmani Fazli told his Pakistani
counterpart that Tehran suspected smuggling of narcotics and illegal crossing into
Iran by Afghan nationals from the Pakistani border.
The Iranian minister invited Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan to visit Iran to discuss
the bilateral issues.
Another official at the foreign ministry said, apart from the interior minister‘s
visit to Tehran, diplomatic efforts were being made to cool down the atmosphere
with the neighbour.
―We have been trying and will continue to try to convince them that relations
with Saudi Arabia are not at Iran‘s cost. We equally value ties with Iran as a
neighbour and a Muslim country. We cannot change our neighours and so need to
have good relations with them,‖ he added.
The official said that the Iranian side was in an aggressive mood after former
army chief Raheel Sharif took over the command of a Saudi-led military alliance
aimed at eliminating terrorism.
Iran believes the ―Muslim Nato‖ – as it is being dubbed – is essentially a
Sunni-alliance targeting the Shias.
Former ambassador Mushtaq Ahmed Mehar said that Saudi Arabia was trying
to unite like-minded Muslim countries aiming to resolve regional issues.
―It is an important initiative by Saudi Arabia. The participation of the US
president is important. Saudi Arabia is set to take the lead role in the region.
Pakistan is not against Iran and is committed to having good ties with them,‖ he
said.
International relations expert Dr Rasheed Ahmed Khan said Pakistan had
always been an important member of the Muslim world and was an ally of the US.
He said that Iran had reservations against the anti-terror alliance as members
were predominantly Sunni-majority countries and Tehran feared this could be used
against Iran and other Shia-majority countries.
―The US is active again in the Middle Eastern politics. They have special
interest in oil-rich countries. Under this alliance, Saudi Arabia has become an
important regional country,‖ he said.
Иран выпустил 5 мин по территории Белуджистана
Iran fires 5 mortar shells into Pakistan
Mohammad
Zafar.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415696/iran-fires-5-mortar-shells-pakistan/

22,

2017.
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QUETTA: At least five mortar shells were fired into Taftan, Balochistan
from the Iranian border on Sunday.
No casualties were reported. All the mortar shells landed in a barren land far
away from the population.
Confirming the incident, Taftan Assistant Commissioner Zafar Kubdani said,
―Five mortar shells were fired from the Iranian side between pillars 104 and 106.
Luckily, no casualties occurred.‖
Nine mortar rounds fired by Iran
Levies personnel visited the site where the shells had landed and despatched a
report to the Chagai deputy commissioner.
Pakistan and Iran share a 900-kilometre-long porous border. Both the two
countries had decided in 2014 to boost intelligence coordination to wipe out
terrorists from the border region.
The Pakistan Gate at Taftan in Chagai district was completed in 2016.
Iran hands over 35 deportees to Pakistan
The ties between the two neighbouring countries came under pressure after 10
Iranian border guards were killed in Mirjaveh, Sistan-Baluchistan province by a
militant group Jaish al-Adl.
Iranian police had said its guards were killed by long-range guns and had
called on Islamabad to take responsibility for the attack.
To diffuse the tension between the two neighbours, Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan had met Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif on May 3
in Islamabad for talks.
Both sides had agreed to strengthen coordination and security along the
border.
Иран предупредил Пакистан, что нанесет удары по военным базам
боевиков на территории Пакистана
Iran warns will target militant 'safe havens' inside Pakistan
The Nation, 8/05/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/international/08-May-2017/iran-warns-willtarget-militant-safe-havens-inside-pakistan

The head of the Iranian armed forces warned Islamabad on Monday that
Tehran would hit bases inside Pakistan if the government does not confront Sunni
militants who carry out cross-border attacks.
Ten Iranian border guards were killed by militants last month. Iran said Jaish
al Adl, a Sunni militant group, had shot the guards withп long-range guns, fired
from inside Pakistan.
The border area has long been plagued by unrest from both drug smuggling
gangs and separatist militants.
"We cannot accept the continuation of this situation," Major General
Mohammad Baqeri, the head of the Iranian armed forces was quoted as saying by
state news agency IRNA.
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"We expect the Pakistani officials to control the borders, arrest the terrorists
and shut down their bases."
"If the terrorist attacks continue, we will hit their safe havens and cells,
wherever they are," he said.
Iran's Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif visited Pakistan last week and
asked Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to improve the border security. Pakistan
assured Iran it would deploy additional troops along its border.
In 2014 Iran warned it would send troops to Pakistan to retrieve five Iranian
border guards kidnapped by Jaish al Adl. Pakistan said at the time that such action
would be violation of the international law and warned Iranian forces not to cross
the border.
Iran refrained from sending the troops when a local Sunni cleric stepped in
and resolved the situation.
Four of the guards were released a few months later, but one was killed by the
militants.
Jaish al Adl is a Sunni militant group that has carried out several attacks
against Iranian security forces with the aim of highlighting what they say is
discrimination against minority Sunni Muslims in Iran, where the majority are
Shi'ites.
The group claimed responsibility for attacks that killed eight border guards in
April 2015 and 14 border guards in October 2013.
Пакистано-иранская торговля
Pak-Iran trade
BR. May 5th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/05/347089/pak-iran-trade/

Talk about a hefty target! In his meeting with Iranian Foreign Minister Javad
Zarif earlier this week, PM Nawaz Sharif underlined the need to achieve bilateral
trade of $5 billion between the two countries. Let‘s put that number into
perspective: as per SBP data, Pak-Iran trade is just $31 million as of FY16, or
$0.03 billion!
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The statement may well have been diplomatic eyewash, but it warrants a look
into Pak-Iran trade. Now that banking channels are opening up and some trade
between the neighbours has resumed, particularly in rice (See yesterday‘s column
on rice exports), this is an opportunity to improve our ever-increasing current
account deficit.
Prior to the sanctions, Pakistan had always maintained a trade deficit with
Iran. Oil was our primary import from Iran, accounting for around 80 percent of
total Iranian imports. From our end, rice (mostly Basmati) made up 80 percent of
exports to Iran. This was in FY10. Then the sanctions happened.
In November 2011, then-President Barrack Obama signed an executive order
authorizing ‗the imposition of certain sanctions with respect to the provision of
goods, services, technology, or support for Iran‘s energy and petrochemical
sectors.‘ Since then, Iran‘s exports to the world dropped massively, as they did
with Pakistan, and vice versa. Then at the onset of FY13, another executive order
authorized additional sanctions on Iran. From then onwards, Pak-Iran trade has
been negligible.
Now that trade is resuming, Pakistan can reap some benefits of that lost trade.
Firstly, purchasing oil from Iran as compared to Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states
will be relatively cheaper due to geographical proximity and lower freight costs, so
that‘s a plus. Secondly, barring competition from India, Basmati exports to Iran are
picking up and earning much-needed forex. Recall that Basmati is considered a
premium, high-end rice and is more expensive, thereby earning more dollars.
That being said, Basmati rice is not without its problems – a high cost of
doing business, lack of research and development into new varieties, low yields,
water shortages, etc. Moreover, there is a dire need for product diversification.
Simply put, without oil, Iran is of no significance to Pakistan; without Basmati
rice, Pakistan is of no significance to Iran. Currently, a Pak-Iran FTA is in the
works, slated to be finalised by end 2017.
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Hopefully, the entire emphasis of the document will not be on just these two
products, and some roadmap will be formulated to at least come close to the $5
billion target.
Сотрудничество Ирана и Пакистана в банковской сфере
Opening of Pak-Iran banking channel to boost bilateral trade by 100pc
Parvez Jabri. BR. May 4th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/04/347003/openingof-pak-iran-banking-channel-to-boost-bilateral-trade-by-100pc/

ISLAMABAD: Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(FPCCI) Thursday said opening of the banking channel with Iran would boost
bilateral trade by one hundred percent within one year.
President of FPCCI Zubair Tufail hoped that State Bank of Pakistan would
select some local banks within days to facilitate trade with Iran.
Talking to Iranian ambassador Mahdi Honar Doust, he said, "We are pinning
high hopes to the second round of Free Trade Agreement (FTA) talks with Iran
scheduled in July".
He said despite many commonalities, the volume of bilateral trade is
unsatisfactory but resumption of the banking channels will boost trade to five
billion dollars per annum as desired by the Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif while
meeting Iranian foreign minister.
Zubair Tufail said business can bring people of the two countries together and
that Iran can become a major exporter of petroleum products to Pakistan.
The FPCCI president said Pakistan can import quality pharmaceuticals and
steel from Iran while export rice, meat, mutton, fruits and vegetables while chances
of barter trade can also be explored.
A delegation of FPCCI will visit Tehran soon to explore business
opportunities and that both the governments should take steps to make business
easy, he said.
Zubair Tufail also called for improved air links as many Pakistani
businessmen go to Iran through Dubai.
At the occasion, Iranian ambassador Mahdi Honar Doust said that trade
between Iran and Afghanistan was three times greater than Pak-Iran trade while
now it is double that Pak-Iran bilateral trade.
"We want to improve trade relations and a monthly meeting will be held
between representatives of FPCCI and the embassy officials to find ways and
means to improve the trade and overcome hurdles", he added.
Пакистан и Иран договорились снизить уровень напряженности на
границе, расширить связи…
Pakistan, Iran agree to revive border hotline
The Nation. May 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/04-May-2017/pakistan-iranagree-to-revive-border-hotline
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Nawaz determined to achieve $5 billion trade target with Tehran, General
Bajwa vows to reduce friction in bilateral ties
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and Iran on Wednesday agreed in principle to
revive hotline between the border security forces of the two countries in order to
resolve all issues on the border.
Both sides made the commitment during a meeting of Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan with the Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif, said a statement issued by the Ministry of Interior.
The foreign minister, who also held detailed meetings with Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa, was leading a 12member high-powered Iranian delegation.
Prime Minister Nawaz expressed his resolve that both Iran and Pakistan
would achieve the set target of taking the bilateral trade to $5 billion in the shortest
possible time.
The prime minister further stressed the need for more interaction between the
two brotherly Islamic states at all levels for the mutual benefit of the peoples of
Iran and Pakistan.
The Iranian foreign minister thanked the prime minister and the Government
of Pakistan for continued efforts for strengthening bilateral relations and enhancing
interaction in all areas including trade and economic cooperation as well as border
and security issues.
He also conveyed the desire of the Iranian leadership and the government for
continued efforts for growth in bilateral ties.
The prime minister expressed satisfaction at the increasing high-level
exchanges between the two countries to strengthen bilateral cooperation in diverse
fields.
Nawaz hoped the two sides would continue to expand economic interaction
for promoting mutually-beneficial cooperation in the areas of trade, investment,
energy and connectivity.
The issues of peace and stability in the region also came under discussion
during the meeting.
On the tragic incident that took place in the Iranian province of Sistan
involving martyrdom of 11 Iranian border security guards on 26th April 2017, the
prime minister conveyed Pakistan‘s condolences to the government and people of
Iran.
Meanwhile, Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa reiterated
Pakistan‘s commitment to having lasting relations with Iran as well as its efforts to
reduce friction among the brotherly Muslim countries.
According to the ISPR, the army chief stated this, while talking to Javad Zarif
who called on him at the General Headquarters (GHQ) Rawalpindi.
The ISPR said issues relating to bilateral interest and regional security came
under discussion during the meeting.
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―Pakistan was committed to having lasting relations with Iran and will keep
up its efforts to reduce friction among the brotherly Muslim countries,‖ the army
chief was quoted as saying by ISPR.
The ISPR further said both sides agreed on improving bilateral broader
coordination to deny any space to the terrorists as tremendous bilateral cooperation
potential was identified in various fields.
Iranian foreign minister appreciated the efforts of Pakistan and its army
against terrorism.
During their meeting, Interior Minister Ch Nisar and Iranian Foreign Minister
Zarif also reaffirmed their commitment not to let their borders and their lands get
used by anyone against each other.
The visit of the Iranian foreign minister to Pakistan was in the wake of the
killing of 10 Iranian security guards along the border with Pakistan. Iran has
alleged that the militants from Pakistani side carried out the attack.
Both sides reaffirmed their commitment to work closely for promoting mutual
cooperation in the areas including effective border management, curbing drug
trafficking and checking illegal cross-border movement.
They expressed their pledge to work in these areas through better
coordination, greater intelligence sharing and frequent interactions at the political,
military, and security levels, as well as at the level of various ministries.
To remove irritants and overcome issues of mutual concerns in the areas of
border management, illegal human and drug trafficking, the two leaders decided
that operational committees at various levels would be constituted for
identification of areas of cooperation, addressing mutual concerns and suggesting
way forward for further enhancing bilateral cooperation between the two countries.
The committees will specially focus on border management, information and
intelligence sharing and curbing illegal human and drug trafficking.
The two sides were unanimous in their views that they are willing to go an
extra mile for furthering Pakistan-Iran cooperation especially in areas of mutual
interest and concern.
At the outset of the meeting, the two leaders, while reciprocating warm
sentiments of the people of the two countries observed that being the immediate
neighbours sharing strong cultural, religious and historical ties, Pakistan and Iran
have no other option but to work hand-in-hand to overcome existing challenges at
individual, regional as well as international levels vis-à-vis the issues confronting
the Ummah.
The interior minister observed that visit of the Iranian foreign minister along
with high-ranking officials would provide momentum to the existing bilateral
relations and promoting multifaceted cooperation, on the one hand, and would find
a way forward for the solution to the irritants affecting bilateral relations between
the neighbours.
―Your visit will send a strong message to those who wanted to undermine
Pakistan-Iran relations and always look for an opportunity to create mistrust
between the two friendly countries,‖ Nisar observed.
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He said Pakistan and Iran were tied together in strong bonds of common faith,
history and culture. The two countries not only share geographical boundaries but
also face common issues and problems, the interior minister said.
We must join hands to overcome our mutual issues, securing peace and
stability for the region and more importantly for the security and economic
prosperity of our people, Nisar said.
The Iranian minister also extended invitation to Nisar to visit Iran observing
that such high-level visits especially that of the interior minister would add
momentum to the efforts aimed at further cementing Pakistan-Iran bilateral
relations.
While reciprocating warm sentiments of the people of the two countries
observed that being the immediate neighbours sharing strong cultural, religious and
historical ties, Pakistan and Iran have no other option but to work hand-in-hand to
overcome existing challenges at individual, regional as well as international levels
vis-à-vis the issues confronting the Ummah.
The interior minister observed that visit of the Iranian foreign minister along
with high-ranking officials would provide momentum to the existing bilateral
relations and promoting multifaceted cooperation, on the one hand, and would find
a way forward for the solution to the irritants affecting bilateral relations between
the neighbours.
―Your visit will send a strong message to those who wanted to undermine
Pakistan-Iran relations and always look for an opportunity to create mistrust
between the two friendly countries,‖ Nisar observed.
He said Pakistan and Iran were tied together in strong bonds of common faith,
history and culture. The two countries not only share geographical boundaries but
also face common issues and problems, the interior minister said.
We must join hands to overcome our mutual issues, securing peace and
stability for the region and more importantly for the security and economic
prosperity of our people, Nisar said. The Iranian minister also extended invitation
to Nisar to visit Iran observing that such high-level visits especially that of the
interior minister would add momentum to the efforts aimed at further cementing
Pakistan-Iran bilateral relations.
Иран предлагает Индии реализовать первую фазу модернизации порта
Чабахар.
Iran offers India to run phase one of Chabahar Port
Dipanjan
Roy
Chaudhury.
The
Times
of
India.
29/04/2017/
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/international-business/iran-offers-india-to-runphase-one-of-chabahar-port/articleshow/58428531.cms

NEW DELHI: India's presence in the strategically located Iranian port of
Chabahar — Delhi's primary gateway to landlocked Afghanistan — is all set to get
a big boost.
Tehran has recently proposed to Delhi to manage phase one of the port built
by Iran even as the two sides are still negotiating terms and conditions of Delhi's
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role in expanding phase two of the port where the Modi government wants to
invest Rs 150 crore, or $235 million. ET has learnt that Tehran has offered Delhi
management rights for two years for phase one of the port and such rights could be
renewed by another decade.
But port management proposal is not just only development regarding
Chabahar Port, there will be hectic activities with a trilateral meeting being
planned between Iran-India-Afghanistan on operation of Chabahar Port in May.
Last year, the three sides had signed an agreement for operation of Chabahar Port.
Besides, a summit to attract investments for the Special Economic Zone in the
port complex will be held mid-May in Iran. Delhi-Kabul-Tehran could also hold
trilateral consultations on the future of Afghanistan soon with Indian foreign
secretary S Jaishankar planning to visit Tehran in the future close on the heels on
series of consultations organised by Moscow on dealing with the Afghan situation
and use of Mother of All Bombs by the USA against the ISIS. The visit of the US
NSA to India also provided India an opportunity to understand Washington's plan
for the landlocked country.
Incidentally these meetings in Iran are expected to occur ahead of the
presidential polls where the incumbent Rouhani is seeking re-election.
India's allotment of $235 million for phase two of Chabahar is divided into
two parts — $150 million Line of Credit (LoC) from the EXIM Bank for
development of port complex and $85 million — allotted later following contract
between the two sides for supply of equipment to develop two berths in the port
complex.
A Special Purpose Vehicle has been created by the Indian shipping ministry
for development of phase two of the port. On the Iranian side, Ports and
Management Organisation is the nodal authority for implementing the project.
India has been given the rights to operate two berths and few terminals in this
phase two of the port.
Иран и Пакистан стремятся увеличить объем двусторонней торговли до
5 млрд. долл.
‗Efforts under way to boost Pak-Iran trade volume to $5bn‘
SALEEM
SHAHID.
Dawn,
April
28th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1329647/efforts-under-way-to-boost-pak-iran-trade-volume-to-5bn

QUETTA: The Consul General of Iran in Quetta, Agha Mohammad Rafai,
said on Thursday that efforts were under way to enhance trade volume between
Iran and Pakistan up to $5 billion annually.
Speaking to businessmen and traders at the office of the Pak-Iran Joint
Chambers of Commerce here on Thursday, he said that for the transaction of
money, work was in progress for setting up a joint banking system to boost trade
activities between the two brotherly countries.
PIJCC President Haji Wali Muhammad, President of Quetta Small Traders
and Chambers of Commerce and Industry Malik Nadeem Ahmed Kasi,
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businessmen Nasim-ur-Rehman Mullahkhel, Haji Jumma Khan, Rafu Gul and a
large number of other traders were present on the occasion.
The Iranian Consul General said that in the first phase, branches of a joint
banking system would be set up in Tehran and Karachi to help the businessmen of
the two countries.
―All hurdles in getting visas would be removed on a priority basis,‖ Mr Rafai
pledged.
He said that Pakistan and Iran had a 900-km-long border and the two
countries wanted to keep the entire border area completely peaceful and both were
taking joint steps for restoring peace and increasing trade volume between the two
countries.
―Establishing a joint economic committee of the two countries and appointing
Safron Minister General retired Abdul Qadir Baloch was proof of joint efforts to
boost trade between the two countries,‖ he said.
The Iranian envoy said that the two countries planned to increase the trade
volume up to $5 billion in the next five years.
―It is my desire to take steps to provide maximum facilities to the business
communities of the two countries and especially resolve problems of traders of
border areas,‖ Mr Rafai said.
He said that two more border points would be opened with Pakistan as had
been decided in the last joint border commission meeting held in Chahbahar and in
this connection the custom and other officials concerned of Pakistan and Iran were
working and all arrangements would soon be completed in this regard.
Пакистан обхаживает Иран, чтобы тот присоединился к Саудовской
коалиции по Сирии.
Pakistan cajoles Iran to join Saudi alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1391723/quiet-diplomacy-pakistan-cajoles-iran-join-saudi-alliance/

ISLAMABAD: Although it has the potential to derail Pakistan‘s relationship
with its key Muslim neighbor and have far-reaching strategic and domestic
implications, the country‘s civil and military authorities decided to join the Saudiled military alliance with the hope that it may foster unity in the Islamic world.
Towards this end, Pakistan has launched a diplomatic initiative to convince
Iran to join the 41-nation coalition and bring about a rapprochement between
Tehran and Riyadh. The Express Tribune has learnt through credible sources that
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had given a special task to Attorney General Ashtar
Ausaf.
Ausaf, who is considered a close confidant of the prime minister, last month
travelled to Riyadh where he held a series of meetings including with Saudi Crown
Prince to discuss the issue. More significantly, the attorney general is also
scheduled to travel to Tehran in coming days as part of quiet diplomacy to ensure
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that Pakistan‘s relations with Iran are not affected by the decision on the Saudi
alliance.
―We are trying to facilitate some kind of rapprochement between Iran and
Saudi Arabia,‖ said an official familiar with the development. He conceded,
however, that bringing the Middle Eastern rivals on the same page ―is a daunting
task indeed.‖
Even so, he said Pakistan would continue to strive for unity among Muslim
countries, particularly between Iran and Saudi Arabia. The official, who requested
not to be quoted on the record since he was not authorised to speak to the media,
added that tension free ties between Iran and Saudi Arabia would make Pakistan‘s
job a lot easier.
When former army chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif accepted Saudi
Arabia‘s offer to head the military alliance, he did so on the condition that other
Muslim countries, including Iran, Syria and Iraq, would be invited to join it. Before
the government formally granted him a no-objection certificate (NOC) on Friday,
the biggest concern Pakistani decision-makers had was that the allowing the former
army chief to lead the alliance would antagonise Iran and would harm bilateral ties.
That was the reason that both civil and military authorities went out of the
way to placate Iran‘s apprehensions. In a matter of six weeks, current army chief
Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa twice met Iran‘s Ambassador Mehdi Honardoost to
discuss the subject. In fact, the day Gen (retd) Raheel was issued the NOC, the
Iranian envoy was in the General Headquarters in Rawalpindi where Gen Qamar
categorically assured him that the move would not affect Pakistan‘s ties with Iran
at any cost.
Although Iran has shown reluctance, after Pakistan‘s concerted efforts it has
indicated that it may soften its stance provided the alliance‘s real object is in fact to
fight terrorist groups. Tehran is wary of the Saudi initiative on the grounds that it
would eventually be used by the Kingdom to further its own ‗sectarian‘ agenda in
the Middle East. Both countries have accused each other of backing certain proxies
in Yemen, Syria and Iraq.
Despite its decision to join the alliance, Islamabad does not want to be seen as
taking sides. Sources said Pakistan made it clear to Saudi Arabia that it would pull
out of the alliance if it turned out to be a sectarian front.
At the same time Pakistan informed Iran that presence of Gen (retd) Raheel in
the alliance should be seen positively.
―It is good for both Pakistan and Iran as long as Gen (retd) Raheel is part of
the alliance,‖ the official said. He insisted that the former army chief would not
support any initiative that could hurt Pakistan‘s strategic interests, including ties
with Iran, in any way.
However, Gen (retd) Raheel would be facing a real challenge to maintain that
delicate balance as a senior Saudi official recently told Wall Street Journal that the
military alliance could also take action against groups such as Houthis in Yemen.
Saudi Arabia considers the Houthis as terrorists while Iran disputes that
characterisation.
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Observers are also skeptical of Pakistan‘s efforts making any tangible impact
since the real purpose of the Saudi initiative is far from clear.
―The contours of the so-called alliance are not very clear,‖ commented senior
analyst Zahid Hussain. ―If there is a standing army, what will be the objective of
that? If it is meant to fight terrorism then they don‘t need a standing army,‖ he
argued.
A senior government official, however, insisted that staying out of the
military alliance would have damaged Pakistan‘s interests more. He also strongly
defended the decision to allow Gen (retd) Raheel to head it.
Пакистан и Иран работают над тем, чтобы заделать трещину в
Саудовском альянсе по Сирии
Pakistan, Iran work to heal Saudi alliance rift
The Express Tribune. April 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1388580/pakistan-iranwork-heal-saudi-alliance-rift/

ISLAMABAD: Iran‘s Ambassador Mehdi Honardoost on Wednesday met
army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa for the second time in over a month in an
apparent effort by the two sides to iron out differences on Pakistan‘s move to allow
the former army chief to head the Saudi-led counter-terrorism alliance.
Although, a handout issued by the military‘s media wing did not explicitly
mention the controversy surrounding the Islamic Military Alliance against
Terrorism, officials familiar with the GHQ meeting confirmed that the issue was
the main agenda item.
―Evolving regional security matrix and other issues of mutual interest were
discussed, including measures against common threat of terrorism,‖ said InterServices Public Relations (ISPR) in a statement.
It quoted the army chief as telling the Iranian envoy that ―Pakistan greatly
values historic Pak-Iran relationship and the same shall continue based on mutual
trust and respect for each other‘s interests.‖
Govt to allow Raheel Sharif to lead Saudi-led alliance
This was the second visit of Iran‘s Ambassador to the GHQ. He previously
met the army chief on March 4 just days before the government confirmed that
former army chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif would soon join the Saudi-led
alliance as its head.
Iran has expressed concerns over the development raising fears that this may
strain ties with Pakistan.
The 41-national alliance was announced in 2015 by Saudi Arabia with an
apparent aim to fight growing threat of terrorism. Countries such as Iran, Iraq and
Syria are not part of the grouping; something that critics believe can deepen
sectarian divisions in the Muslim world.
Pakistan has all along insisted that its participation in the alliance is not
against any country including Iran.
PTI submits resolution against Saudi alliance in NA
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Gen Raheel is also in favour of inclusion of Iran into the fold in order to
dispel the alliance‘s sectarian outlook.
The terms of reference of the alliance that some dubbed ―Muslim NATO‖
have not yet been finalized. The defence ministers of the participating countries are
expected to meet soon in Riyadh to approve the alliance‘s mandate and its scope.
Иранские военные корабли прибыли в Карачи с визитом «доброй воли».
Iranian ships arrive on training, goodwill visit
Dawn, April 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1325784/iranian-ships-arrive-ontraining-goodwill-visit

KARACHI: Two ships of the Iranian Navy, Naghdi and Tonb, arrived here on
Saturday on a goodwill and training visit.
The visit is aimed at strengthening mutual collaboration and enhancing
interoperability between the two navies through tabletop discussions and exercise
at sea.
During their stay in Karachi, the officers and men of the ship will hold
professional discussion and interaction with their counterparts in the Pakistan Navy
on the subjects of mutual interest.
Operational training and sports activities have also been planned.
At the end of the visit, ‗passage exercise‘ will be conducted at sea to enhance
interoperability between the two navies.
The visit is expected to help promote peace and security in the region and
enhance maritime collaboration between the two countries.
The ships were accorded a warm welcome at an impressive ceremony and
were received by Pakistan Navy officials and Iranian diplomats.
Иран обеспокоен, что Рахил Шариф назначен главой коалиции
(Саудовской) по борьбе в Сирии
Iran concerned over Raheel's appointment as head of Saudi-led military
alliance: envoy
Dawn. 5.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1324597/iran-concerned-over-raheelsappointment-as-head-of-saudi-led-military-alliance-envoy

Iran has expressed its reservations regarding the appointment of the former
army chief, retired Gen Raheel Sharif, as head of the Saudi-led 39-nation Islamic
military alliance, saying it is not 'satisfied' with the coalition.
"We are concerned about this issue... that it may impact the unity of Islamic
countries," Iran's Ambassador to Pakistan Mehdi Honardoost said.
Iran's state-run IRNA news agency quoted Honardoost as saying that Pakistan
had contacted Iranian officials before issuing the no-objection certificate (NOC) to
Gen Sharif to lead the Saudi alliance.
"But that does not indicate that Iran is satisfied with this decision or it has
accepted the same," the envoy said.
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The ambassador said Iran had conveyed its concerns to the Pakistani
government.
He said Tehran had informed Islamabad that Iran would not become part of
such a military alliance, adding that neither had Iran been extended an offer to join
a coalition of this sort.
He proposed that all important Islamic countries come together to form a
"coalition of peace" in order to resolve their issues "rather [than] forming a
controversial military alliance".
Gen Sharif is likely to assume command of the anti-terrorism alliance, being
dubbed the ‗Muslim Nato‘, in April.
The government had issued an NOC for Sharif to join the alliance after an
understanding was reached between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia on the matter,
retired Maj Gen Ijaz Awan, a defence analyst and close associate of the former
army chief, had told Dawn.
Explore: Raheel Sharif's appointment as chief of 39-nation military alliance
'approved': defence minister
A controversial appointment
The appointment of Gen Sharif as the leader of the 39-country military
alliance sparked debate over how the move will impact Pakistan's foreign policy,
and whether it was fully sanctioned by parliament.
Pakistan had initially found itself in the crosshairs of Middle Eastern politics
as Saudi Arabia named it as part of its newly formed military alliance of Muslim
countries meant to combat terrorism, without first getting its consent.
However, after initial ambiguity, the government had confirmed its
participation in the alliance, but had said that the scope of its participation would
be defined after Riyadh shared the details of the coalition it was assembling.
Gen Sharif last March accompanied the prime minister to Raadal Shamaal,
the first military exercises of the alliance in which Pakistani troops also
participated.
The coalition was envisaged to serve as a platform for security cooperation,
including provision of training, equipment and troops, and involvement of
religious scholars for dealing with extremism.
The Saudi government had surprised many countries by announcing that it
had forged a coalition for coordinating and supporting military operations against
terrorism in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Egypt and Afghanistan.
Iran, Saudi Arabia's archrival for influence in the Arab world, was absent
from the states named as participants, as proxy conflicts between the two regional
powers rage from Syria to Yemen.
Иран озабочен назначением Рахил Шарифа руководителем Саудовской
коалиции в войне в Сирии
Iran concerned over Raheel's appointment as head of Saudi-led military
alliance: envoy
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Dawn. 4.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1324597/iran-concerned-over-raheelsappointment-as-head-of-saudi-led-military-alliance-envoy

Iran has expressed its reservations regarding the appointment of the former
army chief, retired Gen Raheel Sharif, as head of the Saudi-led 39-nation Islamic
military alliance, saying it is not 'satisfied' with the coalition.
Iran's state-run IRNA news agency quoted Ambassador to Pakistan Mehdi
Honardoost as saying that Pakistan had contacted Iranian officials before issuing
the no-objection certificate (NOC) to Gen Sharif to lead the Saudi alliance.
"But that does not indicate that Iran is satisfied with this decision or it has
accepted the same," the envoy said.
Honardoost said Tehran had informed Islamabad that Iran would not become
part of such a military alliance, adding that neither had Iran been extended an offer
to join a coalition of this sort.
He proposed that all important Islamic countries come together to form a
"coalition of peace" in order to resolve their issues "rather [than] forming a
controversial military alliance".
Gen Sharif is likely to assume command of the anti-terrorism alliance, being
dubbed the ‗Muslim Nato‘, in April.
The government had issued an NOC for Sharif to join the alliance after an
understanding was reached between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia on the matter,
retired Maj Gen Ijaz Awan, a defence analyst and close associate of the former
army chief, had told Dawn.
A controversial appointment
The appointment of Gen Sharif as the leader of the 39-country military
alliance sparked debate over how the move will impact Pakistan's foreign policy,
and whether it was fully sanctioned by parliament.
Pakistan had initially found itself in the crosshairs of Middle Eastern politics
as Saudi Arabia named it as part of its newly formed military alliance of Muslim
countries meant to combat terrorism, without first getting its consent.
However, after initial ambiguity, the government had confirmed its
participation in the alliance, but had said that the scope of its participation would
be defined after Riyadh shared the details of the coalition it was assembling.
The coalition was envisaged to serve as a platform for security cooperation,
including provision of training, equipment and troops, and involvement of
religious scholars for dealing with extremism.
The Saudi government had surprised many countries by announcing that it
had forged a coalition for coordinating and supporting military operations against
terrorism in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Egypt and Afghanistan.
Iran, Saudi Arabia's archrival for influence in the Arab world, was absent
from the states named as participants, as proxy conflicts between the two regional
powers rage from Syria to Yemen.
К итогам визита президента ИРИ Х.Роухани в Москву
Месамед В.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33648. 30 марта, 2017.
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Утром 29 марта президент ИРИ Хасан Роухани завершил свой
двухдневный визит в Москву, встретившись там как с президентом РФ
Владимиром Путиным, так и премьер-министром Дмитрием Медведевым.
Его визит широко освещался как иранскими , так и зарубежными СМИ
как важное событие в мировой политике. СМИ Ирана, однако, не могли
участвовать в освещении пребывания президента в полном объеме, потому
что значительная часть газет в эти дни не выходят в связи с
продолжающимся празднованием Нового 1396 г. по иранскому солнечному
календарю.
Однако государственные информационные агентства, Гостелерадио,
другие ресурсы создали многоцветную картину этого события. Подробно
информировало об этом, например, Государственное радио Ирана,
посвятили визиту много выпусков, многочисленные интернет-ресурсы,
официальные информационные агентства. В день отлета главы
исполнительной власти Ирана из российской столицы в интервью
Всеиранскому выпуску новостей, имеющему в стране самую большую
аудиторию, Х.Роухани, подводя итоги своих встреч в Москве, сказал, что у
двух стран громадные резервы сотрудничества, их реализация безусловна, и
ныне взаимодействие двух стран вступило в качественно новую фазу.
Сопровождавший президента глава иранского Центрального банка
Валиолла Сейф сказал в интервью иранскому радио и ТВ, что у него были
плодотворные контакты со своими российскими коллегами по поводу
использования национальных валют – реала и рубля – в банковских
операциях уже в самое ближайшее время. Он отметил важность того, что обе
стороны внедряют совместное использование банковских карт своих стран,
адаптируя их друг к другу. Все принимаемые нами меры, добавил В.Сейф,
помогут создать оптимальный режим в продвижении финансового
взаимодействия двух стран. При этом комментатор иранского радио
добавляет, что Россия находится сейчас не в лучшем экономическом
состоянии, пребывая под различными санкциями, в том числе со стороны ЕС,
с которым Иран намеревается плотно сотрудничать. «Ситуация в
отношениях России с ведущими странами Европы просто критическая из-за
российского конфликта с Украиной и аннексией полуострова Крым».
СМИ ИРИ в выпусках новостей отмечают и тот факт, что поездка
Х.Роухани в Москву совпала в протестной активностью во многих городах
России, в том числе – столице, где демонстранты недовольны политикой
российского руководства и лично президента В.Путина. Это, однако, не
помешало иранской делегации на высшем уровне плодотворно поработать в
российской столице. Сопровождавший президента в поездке глава иранского
МИДа Мохаммад Джавад Зариф не раз отмечал в ее ходе, что визит прошел
крайне успешно, контакты и взаимодействие двух сторон имеют хорошие
перспективы, особенно в военной сфере, в свете участия России и Ирана в
военной операции в Сирии.
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Комментируя визит, многие СМИ в Европе между тем отмечают, что
Россия не намерена в ближайшее время покинуть сирийскую территорию.
«Россия уже воспользовалась иранскими военными базами и, как видно, она
там не гость, а партнер по оружию». Этот факт, пишет немецкая газета
Handelsblatt, вызывает большое беспокойство в США и Израиле. Россия,
продолжает газета, предпочитает оставаться там, куда она вошла. « Пример
Афганистана не типичен и как раз подтверждает правило». Сирия, считает
аналитик Handelsblatt, является для обеих стран полем для отработки
совместных действий, ведущих к отработанному военному партнерству. Но
военное партнерство – лишь часть диверсифицированного сотрудничества,
которое привлекательно для каждой из сторон. Однако оно несомненно
важно для Ирана и побуждает его развивать сотрудничество в самых
разнообразных сферах, закрытых по тем или иным причинам для Запада.
Создается определенная база, создающая ирано-российскому сотрудничеству
долголетнюю перспективу.
Иранские СМИ обратили внимание на количество подписанных в ходе
визита документов. Они разноплановые и охватывают те отрасли, где Россия
и Иран могут самым продуктивным образом взаимодействовать. Иранское
государственное информагентство ИРНА перечислило такие документы как
Меморандум о взаимопонимании между российской Атомной корпорацией и
Организацией по атомной энергии ИРИ в сфере транспортировки ядерных
материалов, такой же Меморандум по сотрудничеству между
российским «Газпромом» и Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией.
Как важные достижения отмечаются и подписание соглашений о безвизовых
групповых туристических поездках. граждан двух стран, о сотрудничестве в
области связи и информационных технологий между Министерством связи и
массовых коммуникаций РФ и Министерством связи и информационных
технологий Ирана, о сотрудничестве в области поставок электроэнергии,
стратегическом сотрудничестве по электрификации железных дорог и др.
Иранские СМИ подробно проинформировали о деталях поездки своего
президента в Москву, а агентство Farsnews процитировало слова президента
России В.Путина, сказавшего, что Иран является испытанным
соседом и стабильным партнером. По словам российского президента, обе
страны работают эффективно практически по всем направлениям и более
пяти веков поддерживают дипломатические отношения, которыми очень
дорожат.
Эту же мысль развивает и западная пресса. Так, американская The
Washington Post написала, что визит иранского президента Х.Роухани в
Москву, будучи первой зарубежной поездкой в новом 1396 г., является
показателем важности диалога двух стран. А французское международное
радио RFI отметило тот факт, что помимо встреч лидеров двух стран, поездка
и проведенные сторонами диалога переговоры имели и прагматический вес,
сопровождаясь подписанием целого пакета документов все ширящегося
сотрудничества двух стран, охватывающегося разнообразные сферы, в том
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числе экономику и политику. Западные СМИ отметили и тот факт, что
несмотря на то, что обе страны поддерживают необходимость продолжения
функционирования режима президента Б.Асада в Сирии, Россия и Иран
расходятся в оценке того, как должна закончиться гражданская война в этой
стране. СМИ отмечают и тот факт, что в то время когда ИРИ пытается с
опорой на ливанскую «Хизбаллу» усилить в сирийском противостоянии
позиции и других шиитских военизированных формирований исламского
толка из Ирака, Афганистана и Пакистана, Россия нацелена в основном на
сохранении сирийских государственных структур, в том числе и в военной
области. Россия, по существу, конкурирует с Ираном на сирийском театре
военных действий, пытаясь стать там главным игроком. Москва, разумеется,
стремится к тому, чтобы сотрудничество на сирийском направлении не
нанесло ущерба ее интересам.
Как отмечают западные СМИ, подытоживая достигнутое в ходе визита
иранского президента в Москву, непредсказуемое поведение нового
президента США Д.Трампа понуждает Москву более активно, чем прежде,
стремиться к сотрудничеству и взаимопониманию со странами Ближнего
Востока – Ираном, Израилем, странами Персидского залива.
Интенсификацией своего сотрудничества с Ираном Москва
пытается стимулировать Вашингтон к снятию введенным США
односторонних антироссийских санкций. Именно для этого, пишут СМИ,
Россия укрепляет свое сотрудничество с Ираном и на региональном уровне в
таких сферах как сотрудничество в борьбе с терроризмом и в области мирной
атомной энергетики. Иранская служба радио ВВС называет президента
Х.Роухани особым гостем Кремля. Как говорится в комментарии,
стратегическое сотрудничество двух стран не только в области экономики,
оно выше этого и испытывается в кровавейшем конфликте современности на
сирийской земле.
Иран разрешил России использовать свои военные базы (от случая к
случаю) для военных ударов по Сирии
Russia can use its mly bases, says Iran
The News. 29.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195115-Russia-can-use-its-mlybases-says-Iran

TEHRAN: Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif told Reuters on
Tuesday that Russia could use Iranian military bases to launch air strikes against
militants in Syria on a "case by case basis".
Russia and Iran are both key allies of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and
have played decisive roles in the past 18 months to turn the tide of the Syrian
conflict in his favour.
Russian jets used an air base in Iran to launch attacks against militant targets
in Syria last summer, the first time a foreign power had used an Iranian base since
World War Two.
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The deployment ended abruptly however after some Iranian lawmakers called
the move a breach of Iran‘s constitution which forbids foreign military bases, and
the Iranian defence minister chided Moscow for publicising the arrangement.
"Russia doesn‘t have a military base in Iran, we have good cooperation, and
on a case by case basis, when it is necessary for Russians fighting terrorism to use
Iranian facilities, we will make a decision," said Zarif.
Zarif is part of an Iranian delegation headed by President Hassan Rouhani,
which arrived in Moscow on Monday. Zarif said that regional issues, including
Syria, would be discussed at a meeting in the Kremlin with Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
Визит Роухани в Москву
Rouhani to visit Putin in Moscow as Iran and Russia move closer
ERIN
CUNNINGHAM.
Dawn,
March
27th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1323018/rouhani-to-visit-putin-in-moscow-as-iran-and-russiamove-closer

ISTANBUL: As US influence wanes across the Middle East, Iran and Russia
have joined forces to expand their power in the region, strengthening political and
diplomatic ties and stepping up joint military operations in Syria.
In a sign of the closer relations, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani is slated to
travel on Monday (today) to Moscow to meet Russian President Vladimir Putin. It
is expected to be Rouhani‘s last major trip before he faces re-election in May.
Together the two countries have fought Syrian rebels, sidelined the United
States from regional diplomacy and embraced each other as bulwarks against the
West.
In a meeting on Tuesday, Putin and Rouhani are scheduled officially to
discuss projects in areas such as energy, infrastructure and technology. Unofficially, however, the talks are likely to be dominated by their tacit alliance in the
Middle East.
―The visit shows the importance that Russia has in Iranian foreign policy. For
Russia, Iran is one of their most important political allies,‖ said Mohsen Milani,
executive director of the Center for Strategic and Diplomatic Studies at the
University of South Florida.
Iran is ―playing a key role in Putin‘s longer-term strategy to become a major
player in the Middle East‖, said Milani, who is also the author of The Making of
Iran‘s Islamic Revolution: From Monarchy to Islamic Republic.
But Iran and Russia, which compete with each other in global energy markets
and have publicly sparred over stalled weapons deals, were never traditional allies.
For decades they have been wary of the other‘s intentions, and leaders on both
sides remain cautious of the growing ties.
Still, the level and scale of the cooperation — including Russia‘s use of an
Iranian air base for Syrian operations last fall — has been unprecedented, analysts
say. The partnership has been driven by the two countries‘ shared goals in Syria,
where a rebellion has threatened Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, an ally of both
Iran and Russia.
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―Since the Russians got more heavily involved in Syria, the relationship
between Moscow and Tehran has entered a new phase,‖ said Ellie Geranmayeh, a
senior policy fellow at the European Council on Foreign Relations.
When Syria‘s revolt began in 2011, the country was host to Russia‘s only
military base in the Middle East. And for Iran, Syria provided a stable land
corridor through which to send arms and cash to the Lebanese Hezbollah.
As the Obama administration weighed intervention to support Syria‘s rebels,
Iran and Russia stepped up with weapons and manpower to back the regime.
Russia provided air cover for Iranian military advisers and proxy forces on the
ground. The coordination ended up defeating the rebels in Aleppo — empowering
Iran and Russia, along with Turkey, to set up parallel peace talks that cut out the
United States.
―If you look at Syria and the way that Syria has evolved, it has become the
crucible of cooperation between Tehran and Moscow,‖ said Geranmayeh, whose
work focuses on Iranian foreign policy, ―and pushed their political links to a new
level of military cooperation‖.
Various power factions in Iran had long pushed for closer relations with
Russia, Geranmayeh said. But Rouhani‘s moderate government insisted on a more
balanced foreign policy, eventually securing a nuclear deal under which UN and
other sanctions were lifted.
But that outreach to the West has not proved as fruitful as expected, and
Rouhani is under fire at home for failing to deliver economic progress.
Ahead of the election in Iran, ―Rouhani is trying to solidify his position and
demonstrate that while he has been willing to negotiate with the West and the
United States, he is equally willing to solidify Iran‘s relationship with Russia,‖
Milani said.
Beyond the potential ramifications at home, Iran is also worried that Putin
will normalise ties with what appears to be a more Russia-friendly Trump
administration. On Iran, President Donald Trump has taken a much more hawkish
stance than his predecessor, putting the Tehran government ―on notice‖ within the
first two weeks of his presidency.
―There‘s a big concern in Tehran that Moscow will use it as a bargaining chip
for better relations with Washington,‖ said Maxim A. Suchkov, the Moscow-based
editor of Russia-Mideast coverage at Al-Monitor, an online news portal focused on
the region.
This is an issue on which ―Rouhani may need if not solid guarantees then at
least some confidence‖ that Putin will not undercut Iran, Suchkov said.
There are similar worries among Iranian leaders over Russia‘s relationship
with Israel, which has carried out strikes on Hezbollah targets and Iranian ground
forces in Syria.
Rouhani will want to persuade Putin to refrain from aiding Israel to counter
Iran ―or share sensitive intelligence information‖ that could hurt Iranian positions
in Syria, Suchkov said.
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But Geranmayeh said that while the Israel factor limits Iran-Russia relations,
it is unlikely Moscow would ―even entertain the notion of marginalising Iran in
Syria, especially when they are proving to be quite an effective partner on the
ground‖.
―Russia legitimately sees itself as a global player, and sees Iran as an
important regional player to consider,‖ she said. ―Iran won‘t necessarily override
other important regional players like Israel.‖
Some in the Trump administration believe that ―it would be possible for the
US to get much tougher on Iran and also maintain a good relationship with Russia
in Syria,‖ said Milani, at the University of South Florida.
―You would have to be exceptionally talented with some sort of divine
protection to pull off that kind of diplomatic coup d‘etat,‖ he said.
Not only is their cooperation effective on the ground, ―but the relationship
between Iran and Russia is much more comprehensive than the future of Assad or
the future of Syria,‖ Milani said.
Американские эксперты о российско-иранских отношениях
Щегловин Ю.Б. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33620. 29 марта, 2017.

Американские эксперты отреагировали на российско-иранские
переговоры на высшем уровне оперативно. Суть первых комментариев в
данном случае сводится к следующему. Российско-иранское сотрудничество
будет безусловно развиваться по нарастающей в силу прежде всего опасений
Тегерана по вопросу нынешней внешнеполитической концепции США в
отношении сдерживания иранской экспансии на Ближнем и Среднем Востоке
с использованием саудовского фактора. Последние пока публичные
инициативы президента Д.Трампа о пересмотре соглашения по иранской
ядерной программе (ИЯП) самым серьезным образом насторожили Тегеран,
и практически все соглашения в экономической сфере с Россией необходимо
рассматривать с этой точки зрения. В связи с непредсказуемостью
американской политики иранском руководстве безусловно оставляют в
качестве дополнительного козыря свой стратегический альянс с Россией,
который окончательно оформился на фоне совместных действий на
сирийском направлении. От себя добавим, что и на афганском. В данном
контексте Россия не является для Ирана приоритетным экономическим
партнером, пожалуй, за исключением двух главных программ — мирного
атома и сотрудничества в области ВТС. Необходимость модернизации
иранской экономики, в которой основное внимание уделяется нефтегазовой
отрасли, диктует необходимость для Тегерана укреплять свои отношения с
более технологически продвинутыми в этой сфере западными странами и
Китаем. Вход российских компаний на иранский рынок надо рассматривать
прежде всего в рамках не только диверсификации в процессе выбора
внешнеэкономических партнеров, но прежде всего подкрепления за счет
экономики политического стратегического союза. Тегеран при этом сильно
волнует перспектива реализации сценария уступок Москвы Вашингтону за
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счет Ирана в обмен на начало какого-либо процесса достижения
компромисса по украинской ситуации и ослабление экономического эмбарго.
Мы уже сообщали, что такой «обмен» является основой практически всех
аналитических трудов американских экспертов, что явно высосано из пальца.
Какой-то диалог между Москвой и Вашингтоном может носить только
локальный характер по конкретным вопросам, и это, прежде всего, конечно,
сирийский конфликт. На украинском направлении американцы наоборот не
заинтересованы в каком-то прогрессе, поскольку нынешняя ситуация
полностью отвечает их глобальным интересам стимулирования постоянного
очага напряженности на российских границах и сохранения повода для
продолжения режима санкций. Надо также учитывать и тот момент, что в
Белом доме почему-то убеждены, что главной целью Москвы в Сирии
является выход в конечном счете на серьезные переговоры с Вашингтоном.
Опять допускается очень большая натяжка, поскольку разговаривать имеет
смысл только с теми, кто реально определяет ситуации в Сирии и имеет вес.
США, благодаря политике Б.Обамы, утеряли фактически опору «на
земле» (не считая сирийских курдов в очень локальном районе боевых
действий), и это сильно снижает привлекательность США с точки зрения
серьезных переговорщиков именно на сирийском направлении. Тем более,
что последние по времени действия американцев в отношении
игнорирования требований
турецкого президента Р.Т.Эрдогана о
нивелирование курдского фактора в Сирии, объективно подталкивают
Анкару в сторону, как минимум, интенсификации двусторонних контактов с
Москвой по вопросу выхода из сирийского кризиса. Глобальных обменов в
большой политике не существует в принципе, и американцам это надо
понимать. Но в любом случае Тегеран конечно считает, что альянс с
Москвой безальтернативен. Приход Д.Трампа к власти сделал союз Ирана с
Россией как никогда актуальным. При этом сами американские эксперты,
согласно утечкам из администрации президента США, очень уверенно
говорят о том, что первоначальные планы Д.Трампа о пересмотре условий
сделки по ИЯП фактически тихо заблокированы. Как минимум, до
проведения в Иране президентских выборов. И это в общем-то выглядит
абсолютно логичным, поскольку мы уже сообщали ранее, что держать под
санкциями два таких тяжеловеса как Иран и Россия фактически нереально.
Плюс американцы упорно не говорят о негативной реакции европейского
бизнеса на возможный пересмотр сделки по ИЯП. А она существует, и в
данном случае любые шаги в этом направлении со стороны Вашингтона
угрожают вбить еще один гвоздь в крышку гроба атлантической
солидарности, поскольку по вопросу Ирана в отличие от России
существует консенсус между европейскими властями и бизнес-сообществом.
В этой связи в Белом доме принято решение заморозить шаги по пересмотру
условий соглашения по ИЯП, а реагировать исключительно на «запрещенные
Совбезом ООН» испытания иранских баллистических ракет различных
модификаций. Но это будет в основном символическая реакция в виде
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дополнительных персональных санкций. Иранцы эти правила игры приняли
и также вводят ответные санкции против тех лиц и компаний США, которые
изначально либо не имеют бизнес-интересов в Иране, либо эти интересы
имеют крайне лимитированный характер. Одновременно США будут
продолжать давление на Иран на других участках приложения их интересов.
Это прежде всего Йемен, в котором усиливается иранское влияние. В этом
контексте Пентагон уже фактически добился от Д.Трампа разрешения на
снятие введенных прежней администрацией санкций на поставки Саудовской
Аравии некоторых видов оружия (в том числе тактических ракет) и данных
спутниковой разведки, а также расширение рамок обмена разведывательной
информацией. Речь снова идет о данных спутниковой разведки и
навигации. Кроме того, Эр-Рияд имеет в Йемене серьезные проблемы с
логистикой, в связи с чем во время недавних американо-саудовских
переговоров в Вашингтоне эта тема стояла отдельным пунктом. Вторым
направлением сдерживания иранской экспансии является полная поддержка
США усилий Израиля в отношении минимизации боевого потенциала
главного союзника Ирана в Ливане организации «Хизбалла». Американские
эксперты говорят даже о том, что Вашингтон поддержит любые, даже «самые
радикальные шаги» на этом направлении. Под этим туманным определением
полагается считать организация нового израильского вторжения в Ливан.
В любом случае в США полагают, что союз Тегерана и Москвы будет в
краткосрочном периоде времени только укрепляться по всем направлениям
без учета любых смягчающих антииранскую риторику действий нынешней
администрации США.
Иран и Пакистан проведут совместные военные учения на море.
Iran, Pakistan to hold joint naval drills
The News. 18.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/193051-Iran-Pakistan-to-holdjoint-naval-drills

TEHRAN: The warships of Iran and Pakistan Navies will hold joint exercises
near southern Iranian waters, reports foreign media.
According to Iran‘s First Naval Zone Commander Admiral Hossein Azad, the
Pakistani flotilla comprising warships Tippu Sultan and PNS Jurrat and a chopper
on Wednesday left the southern Iranian port city of Bandar Abbas for the east of
the Hormuz Strait where the drills will be held. The Iran Navy‘s Jamaran
Destroyer and a missile-launching frigate and a helicopter would join the Pakistani
fleet, he said, adding that some 800 personnel from both countries would
participate in the drills. The Pakistani flotilla berthed at Bandar Abbas on Sunday
and was officially received by Iranian officers.
Speaking at the welcoming ceremony, Admiral Azad said the visit was in line
with efforts to boost security cooperation between Tehran and Islamabad. The
Pakistani fleet commander said the visit carried a message of peace and brotherly
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relations between Iran and Pakistan and sought to strengthen naval relations
between the two nations.
Рост экономики Ирана.
Экспорт иранских углеводородов в Индию
Ласкарис Ф.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33283. 14 марта, 2017.

Опубликованные в начале этой недели данные по экспорту нефти из
Ирана в Индию свидетельствуют: последний вырос в феврале почти на 17%
по сравнению с январем текущего года.
Это означает, что Иран потеснил Ирак с места второго по величине
нефтяного поставщика в Индию, то есть, вернул себе то самое место, которое
занимал до введения против Исламской Республики западных санкций,
призванных остановить иранскую ядерную программу.
Крупнейшим поставщиком нефти в Индию по-прежнему является
Саудовская Аравия. Вместе с тем, данные по движению танкеров и
рыночные сводки, информация по торгам на сырьевых биржах, отчеты
аналитиков энергетического сектора, таких источников, как например,
Thomson Reuters, свидетельствуют: в пересчете, ежесуточные поставки
иранской нефти в Индию достигли 647 тысяч баррелей, то есть, выросли на
16.7% по сравнению с январем, что показывает рост почти в три раза, по
сравнению с данными за февраль прошлого года.
Как известно, страны члены ОПЕК решили сократить объемы продаж
нефти на 1,2 миллиона баррелей в сутки, начиная с 1-го января 2017 года, с
тем чтобы попытаться стабилизировать мировые цены на энергоносители.
Данное решение по определенным соображениям, в основном, связанными, с
итак существовавшим недобором квот, не относилось к Ирану, Ливии и
Нигерии.
За одиннадцать месяцев текущего финансового года, то есть, за период с
апреля 2016 г. и по февраль 2017 г. иранские поставки нефти в Индию
колебались в районе 599 тысяч баррелей в сутки, тогда как в прошлом году,
они составляли всего 192 с половиной тысячи баррелей.
Почти все ведущие индийские компании, перерабатывающие нефть, как
частные, так и государственные, включая Reliance Industries – владельца и
оператора крупнейшего НПЗ в мире, расположенного в Джамнагаре, штат
Гуджарат, и перерабатывающего 668 тысяч баррелей нефти в сутки, перешли
на иранскую нефть, впрочем, многие работали с ней и раньше, до введения
санкций.
Показатели нефтяного экспорта в Индию из Саудовской Аравии и Ирака
за этот же период сократились пропорционально росту иранских поставок,
примерно в три раза.
Следует также обратить внимание на рост экспорта нефти из Нигерии. В
феврале Индия приобретала в среднем по 527 400 баррелей нигерийской
нефти в сутки, прирост в сравнении с январем составил 94%. В результате,
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Нигерия заняла место четвертого нефтяного экспортера в Индию, обойдя по
этому показателю Венесуэлу.
Аналитики связывают сокращение венесуэльского нефтяного экспорта
на индийском направлении с намерениями правительства Н.Мадуро
использовать нефтяные депозиты под обеспечение новых кредитов, о
получении которых ведутся переговоры с Россией и Китаем.
На фоне роста нефтяных поставок в Индию, в частности, и общего
увеличения экспорта иранских углеводородов, экономика Исламской
Республики демонстрирует неплохие показатели. Помощник председателя
Центрального банка Ирана Биман Курбани заявил в понедельник, 13 марта
что рост экономики за девять месяцев, с 20 марта по 20 декабря
2016
г. составил 11.6%. Подавляющее большинство в этом значении играют
выросшие доходы от продажи нефти. Без них показатель составил бы всего
1.9%.
Отраслевые показатели по словам Б.Курбани таковы: сельское хозяйство
– рост на 4.2%, нефтяной сектор – 65.6%, промышленное производство в
горнодобывающей и горно-обогатительный отрасли – 0.3%, добыча угля и
полезных рудных ископаемых – 0.2%, собственно промышленное
производство – 5,8%, строительный сектор – 17.1%, сектор услуг – 2.4%.
Частью иранской экономики, не учитываемой по понятным
соображениям в подобной статистике, но, тем не менее, важной и значимой,
в том числе, и с точки зрения валютных поступлений, является военнопромышленный сектор. К числу его буквально вчерашних достижений
относится и официальная презентация Ираном новой модели основного
боевого танка «Карар», являющегося усовершенствованной моделью
выпускаемого по лицензии в Иране танка Т-72. Новая машина получила
башню нового образца и комплект динамической защиты иранского
производства, созданные по мотивам российского Т-90 и имеет неплохие
экспортные перспективы, сумей иранцы наладить ее стабильное серийное
производство.
Военное сотрудничество Ирана с Пакистаном – приграничный
терроризм
Stronger Pak-Iran defence ties to serve regional peace: Bajwa
Dawn, March 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318523/stronger-pak-iran-defenceties-to-serve-regional-peace-bajwa

ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa said on Saturday that
stronger Pak-Iran defence ties would serve regional peace and stability.
Talking to Iranian Ambassador Mehdi Honardoost, the army chief said:
―Enhanced Pak-Iran military-to-military cooperation will have positive impact on
regional peace and stability.‖
According to the Inter-Services Public Relations, the two discussed issues
related to regional security and matters of mutual interest during the meeting.
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―Pakistan Army greatly values historical relationship between the two
brotherly countries which can never be compromised at any cost,‖ Gen Bajwa
assured the envoy.
Pakistan and Iran have minimal defence ties because of deep-rooted mistrust
resulting from their divergent alignment in regional and international politics. The
relationship has been further complicated by the presence of groups on the
Pakistani side of the border that carry out terrorist activities on the Iranian side.
The two neighbours have struggled to come up with a mechanism to effectively
deal with the issue.
Last month Defence Minister Khawaja Asif excused himself from visiting
Iran for defence talks and the government had to send Adviser on Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz in his place along with Defence Secretary retired Lt Gen Zameerul
Hassan Shah. Mr Aziz‘s talks in Tehran were dominated by the border issue and it
was agreed that meetings of the Border Security Commission would be convened
to discuss measures for dealing with terrorists.
The 20th joint border commission meeting concluded on the evening of Feb
27 in the Iranian port city of Chahbahar. Islamabad and Tehran decided to set up
three more immigration offices at the border between the two countries. They also
decided to establish more markets at the border to generate economic activity for
people living on both sides of the border.
Mr Honardoost appreciated the Pakistan government‘s resolve and military‘s
Operation Raddul Fasaad for elimination of terrorism. The Pakistan Army, he
noted, was contributing to regional peace and security.
Earlier this week, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani, in a bilateral meeting on the sidelines of the Economic Cooperation
Organisation‘s summit, had reaffirmed their ―mutual desire to strengthen bilateral
relations‖.
Россия и Иран: продолжение экономического диалога. Часть 1
Касаев Э.О. 1 марта, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32970

Как автор информировал ранее, на 21 февраля с.г. был запланирован
официальный визит первого заместителя председателя правительства России
И.И.Шувалова в Иран, который и состоялся.
В ходе прошедших переговоров, в частности, обсуждались возможности
подготовки временного соглашения о создании зоны свободной торговли
между Исламской Республикой и Евразийским экономическим союзом
(ЕАЭС), а также заключения с Ираном преференциального торгового
соглашения.
В ходе рабочего визита И.И.Шувалов провел переговоры с министром
промышленности, шахт и торговли Ирана М.Р.Нематзаде и министром связи
и информационных технологий Ирана М.Ваэзи.
Стороны отметили, что отношения между двумя странами вышли на
беспрецедентно высокий уровень, приобрели интенсивный и насыщенный
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характер, что позволяет успешно взаимодействовать по широкому кругу
вопросов как на двусторонней основе, так и в многостороннем формате.
Обсуждались возможности подготовки временного соглашения о
создании зоны свободной торговли между Ираном и ЕАЭС, а также
заключения преференциального торгового соглашения с Исламской
Республикой.
С российской стороны в переговорах приняли участие министр
энергетики А.В.Новак и член Коллегии по торговле Евразийской
экономической комиссии В.О.Никишина.
«Одна из задач, которую поставили руководители наших стран, – это
либерализация торговых отношений, в том числе рассмотрение зоны
свободной торговли. Сегодня это очень подробно обсуждалось: все плюсы и
минусы; этапность; перечень товарных позиций; ставки, которые действуют
в Иране и в России на импорт соответствующей продукции. Работа в этом
направлении продолжается. Она связана не только с взаимоотношениями
Ирана и России, потому что в рамках Евразийского экономического союза
все страны, входящие в него, должны принять данное решение»[i], –
проинформировал по итогам встречи А.В.Новак.
Также состоялась встреча И.И.Шувалова с первым вице-президентом
Исламской Республики Э.Джахангири.
По итогам встречи российский чиновник заявил, что Россия
удовлетворена высоким уровнем конструктивного диалога и партнерским
характером взаимодействия между двумя государствами.
Он также отметил, что Россия и Иран активно сотрудничают по многим
направлениям в рамках двусторонних отношений и многосторонних
форматов, в частности в Организации Объединенных Наций (ООН) и
Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС).
«Наше сотрудничество разворачивается, оно становится более
наполненным, всеобъемлющим»[ii], – подчеркнул И.И.Шувалов.
По его словам, цель визита российской делегации состоит прежде всего
в том, чтобы обсудить подготовку к встрече президентов двух стран.
Как сообщил первый вице-премьер, в марте с.г. ожидается визит
президента Ирана Х.Роухани в Москву. К этому времени, отметил
И.И.Шувалов, соглашение о создании зоны свободной торговли между ЕАЭС
и Ираном «должно быть финализировано»[iii].
В свою очередь, Э.Джахангири заявил, что взаимодействие и
координация с Россией имеют первостепенное значение для Исламской
Республики.
Ссылаясь на предстоящий вскоре визит Х.Роухани в Россию, иранский
вице-президент выразил надежду на то, что будут подписаны важные
соглашения.
«Двусторонние отношения между двумя странами находятся на
восходящем тренде, и я надеюсь, что Ваш (И.И.Шувалова – Э.К.) визит
внесет свой вклад в развитие отношений. Совместная комиссия по
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экономическому сотрудничеству Ирана и России должна устранить
препятствия на пути расширения отношений, а также предложить решения
для
устранения
препятствий»[iv],
–
подчеркнул
иранский
высокопоставленный чиновник.
Подчеркнув, что Россия и Исламская Республика имеют хорошие
политические связи, И.И.Шувалов призвал к совместным усилиям, чтобы
иметь такой же уровень отношений в области экономики и торговли[v].
В последнее время было подписано много двусторонних документов и
соглашений, которые формируют основу для развития торговоэкономического партнерства, в том числе соглашение о взаимной защите
капитальных вложений, инвестиций, упрощение визового режима и
множество других.
Энергетика представляется одним из наиболее перспективных
направлений развития российско-иранского хозяйственного сотрудничества.
В рамках своего визита А.В.Новак провел рабочую встречу с министром
нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане, на которой стороны обсудили вопросы участия
российских компаний в проектах по освоению иранских месторождений, а
также ситуацию на мировом рынке нефти[vi].
В ходе переговоров, помимо прочего, обсуждалась весьма интересная
сделка: Иран заключит с Россией контракт на поставку 100 тыс. баррелей
нефти в сутки в течение 15 дней, то есть, всего 1,5 млн баррелей. При этом
Россия оплатит купленное сырье наполовину деньгами, а наполовину
товарами и техническими, инженерными услугами.
Как заявил Б.Н.Зангане, он был готов подписать соглашение
практически сразу, но у А.В.Новака не хватило времени, ему уже нужно
было отправляться в аэропорт[vii].
Тем не менее в рамках переговоров по сделке министры смогли
обсудить возможность заключения своповых (обменных) контрактов «нефть
в обмен на товары».
«Мы стараемся это сделать ускоренными темпами, сейчас обсуждаются
условия поставок»[viii], – заявил А.В.Новак, уточнив, что эту работу
планируется завершить в ближайшие недели.
[i]Новак: Россия и Иран готовят новые крупные контракты // Вести. Экономика, 22.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://www.vestifinance.ru/articles/81765
[ii]Рабочий визит Игоря Шувалова в Исламскую Республику Иран // Официальный сайт
Правительства России, 21.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://government.ru/news/26530/
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В Части 1 приведена общая информация о февральском официальном
визите в Иран высокопоставленной российской делегации во главе с первым
заместителем председателя правительства России И.И.Шуваловым;
сказано о некоторых итогах рабочей встречи министр энергетики России
А.В.Новака с министром нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане.
Напомним, об экономическом сотрудничестве в формате «нефть в обмен
на товары» Россия и Иран договорились в 2014 году. Предполагалось, что на
средства, полученные от продажи «черного золота», Исламская Республика
будет покупать у нашего государства то, что требуется.
«Нам это выгодно с точки зрения развития торгово-экономических
отношений с Ираном, с тем, чтобы иметь источники для закупки российских
товаров, оборудования и услуг»[i], – уточнил министр энергетики России
А.В.Новак.
Уполномоченной российским правительством организацией является
«Промсырьеимпорт». Именно она может закупать нефть у Ирана, если
окончательная договоренность об этом будет достигнута.
Стоит отметить, что нефтяные свопы весьма выгодны Ирану, поскольку
позволят
ему
оптимизировать поставки
«черного
золота»
на
перерабатывающие заводы, расположенные в северной части государства.
Дело в том, что большая часть месторождений сконцентрирована на юге
страны, и доставка нефти на север представляет определенную сложность.
Еще одной темой встречи А.В.Новака и министра нефти Ирана
Б.Н.Зангане стали будущие контракты иранской стороны с российскими
компаниями на добычу нефти. По словам министра нефти Ирана, переговоры
с российскими нефтедобытчиками находятся в продвинутой стадии, и скоро
соглашения будут заключены. В данный момент Тегеран ждет от компаний
технические и финансовые параметры сделок.
На данный момент активный интерес к иранским месторождениям
проявляют «Газпром», «Зарубежнефть», «Татнефть», «Лукойл». Они уже
заключили с Ираном предварительные соглашения, однако приходится ждать
официального ввода в действие нового типа нефтяного контракта,
разработанного Исламской Республикой для иностранных компаний.
Это обстоятельство мешает проведению ранее запланированных
тендеров на право зарубежным компаниям вести деятельность на различных
месторождениях Ирана.
Например, в середине февраля с.г. должен был пройти аукцион на 52
месторождения, из которых 29 – нефтяные и 23 – газовые. Среди 29
компаний, допущенных к участию в аукционе, фигурируют «Газпром» и
«Лукойл».
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Как недавно заявил исполнительный директор National Iranian Oil
Company А.Кардор, в ближайшее время «Лукойл» получит в разработку
иранские нефтяные месторождения «Аб-Теймур» и «Мансури»[ii] – крупные
месторождения, верхние пласты которых уже находятся в эксплуатации.
Российская компания займется этими проектами, как только будут
подписаны соответствующие соглашения. Помимо договора с «Лукойлом»,
Тегеран планирует заключить еще несколько контрактов.
В частности, по словам А.Кардора, датская компания Maersk начнет
разработку нефтенасыщенного слоя на месторождении «Южный Парс»,
немецкая Wintershall – расширение четырех месторождений на западе
страны, а французская Total будет работать на 11-й фазе «Южного
Парса»[iii].
Между тем еще в начале зимы вице-президент «Лукойла» Л.А.Федун
заявил, что компания хочет вести деятельность на иранском рынке на новых
условиях. Предприятие не собирается оставаться в роли поставщика
сервисных услуг, она хочет получать свою часть нефти с разрабатываемого
месторождения.
«Лукойл» рассчитывает на новый тип иранского нефтяного контракта,
который, как ожидается, будет включать в себя элементы production, sharing
и buyback.
«Для нас чрезвычайно важно, чтобы была возможность распоряжаться
какой-то своей частью нефти, чтобы мы могли поставить ее себе на баланс.
Чисто сервисную работу мы выполнять не будем. Мы обсуждаем с ними,
пока они должны решить внутри себя. Пока переговоры идут внутри»[iv], –
подчеркнул Л.А.Федун.
Позднее президент «Лукойла» В.Ю.Алекперов, отвечая на вопрос, когда
компания может выйти на подписание контрактов по месторождениям в
Иране, в кулуарах Давосского форума заявил следующее: «Мы уже два года
ждем. Надеюсь, что весной (2017 года – Э.К.) будет – в преддверии выборов
(речь идет о президентских выборах в Исламской Республике, которые
запланированы на 19 мая с.г. – Э.К.), или сразу после выборов»[v].
По его словам, только после принятия соответствующего
законодательства можно будет говорить о каких-то сроках.
«Мы достаточно далеко продвинулись (в переговорах с иранской
стороной – Э.К.). Нам сейчас необходима законодательная основа для
принятия уже окончательных параметров по контракту»[vi], – добавил
В.Ю.Алекперов.
При этом российская компания намерена вложить в различные проекты
на территории Исламской Республики миллиарды долларов.
Еще в начале прошлого года компания подписала контракт на
проведение нефтеразведки на гигантском месторождении нефти «ДаштеАбадан», расположенном в провинции Хузестан в северо-западной части
Персидского залива.
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Причем, по информации доверительного источника в National Iranian Oil
Company, работа в рамках реализации проекта уже началась.
Следует отметить, область Даште-Абадан была обнаружена в 2003 году
и считается крупнейшим открытием иранских геологов за последние 12 лет.
Геологические запасы месторождения оцениваются в 25 млрд баррелей или
4,1 млрд т нефти.
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В Части 1 приведена общая информация о февральском официальном
визите в Иран высокопоставленной российской делегации во главе с первым
заместителем председателя правительства России И.И.Шуваловым;
сказано о некоторых итогах рабочей встречи министр энергетики России
А.В.Новака с министром нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане.
В Части 2 подробно рассмотрены перспективы взаимодействия
российской нефтяной компании «Лукойл» с иранской стороной.
20 февраля с.г., за день до визита первого заместителя председателя
правительства России И.И.Шувалова в Тегеран, министр энергетики России
А.В.Новак провел в иранском портовом городе Бендер-Аббас встречу с
министром энергетики Исламской Республики Х.Читчияном. Главы
энергетических ведомств обсудили текущее состояние и перспективы
двустороннего сотрудничества в области электроэнергетики.
Стороны отметили, что начало реализации проекта тепловой
электростанции (ТЭС) «Сирик» положительно повлияет на развитие
российско-иранских торгово-экономических связей и будет способствовать
укреплению взаимодействия в сфере энергетики.
«Отношения между Россией и Ираном отличает большая степень
взаимного доверия и понимания. Это позволяет успешно взаимодействовать
по широкому кругу вопросов двусторонней и региональной повестки дня»[i],
–подчеркнул А.В.Новак, который в этот день принял участие в
торжественной церемонии открытия строительной площадки ТЭС «Сирик».
Напомним, договоренность о реализации проекта была достигнута
главами двух государств по итогам переговоров в ноябре 2015 года
в Тегеране.
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«Высокий уровень договоренностей подчеркивает значение проекта для
развития традиционно дружественных отношений России и Ирана»[ii], –
заявил А.В.Новак.
Проект ТЭС «Сирик» будет состоять из 4 энергоблоков общей
мощностью 1400 МВт. Финансирование строительства ТЭС «Сирик» будет
осуществляться в рамках предоставляемого Ирану российского экспортного
государственного кредита на сумму 1,2 млрд евро. Проект представляется
уникальным как в части климатического исполнения технологических
систем, так и с точки зрения высокого коэффициента полезного действия
(КПД более 44%).
Строится ТЭС «Сирик» в провинции Хормозган на юге Ирана, в 130 км
от расположенного на берегу Персидского залива портового города БендерАббас. Завершить возведение всех зданий и монтаж агрегатов планируется
через 4 года и 7 месяцев. В 2018 году начнется строительство главного
корпуса станции, на 2020 год запланирован пуск первого энергоблока, на
2021 год – четвертого. Гарантийный период эксплуатации объекта
завершится в 2022 году.
«Без преувеличения могу сказать, что строительство ТЭС «Сирик»
имеет ключевое значение для российско-иранских торгово-экономических
связей, олицетворяет их новый вектор развития, направленный на
увеличение портфеля совместных проектов»[iii], – подчеркнул министр
энергетики России.
Стоит особо отметить, что ТЭС будет возводиться в основном силами
российских
специалистов
из
государственной
компании
«Технопромэкспорт», которая ранее подписала контракт на строительство
ТЭС «Сирик» с Иранской холдинговой компанией по выработке
электроэнергии на паровых ТЭС.
Примечательно, что сделку поддерживают правительства обеих стран –
для реализации проекта Россия предоставит Ирану пятилетний
государственный экспортный кредит.
По мнению А.В.Новака, ТЭС «Сирик» имеет ключевое значение для
развития иранской энергетики, для развития промышленности, особенно в
южной части Ирана, где будет строиться большое количество предприятий,
нефтегазохимических предприятий[iv].
Со своей стороны, Иран в ближайшей перспективе может начать
поставки в Россию турбины для теплоэлектростанций, строящихся в Крыму.
«Мы находимся на завершающей стадии переговоров с Ираном. И
рассчитываем, что к концу года, если американцы и европейцы не
придумают какие-либо новые санкции, мы эти турбины установим»[v], – 20
февраля с.г. заявил генеральный директор государственной корпорации
«Ростех» С.В.Чемезов, находившись в это время на международной выставке
вооружений и военной техники «IDEX 2017» в Абу-Даби (ОАЭ).
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Потребность в контактах с иранской стороной возникла из-за того, что
антироссийские санкции мешают западным компаниям в числе прочего
поставлять турбины в Крым.
Ранее С.В.Чемезов заявлял, что подрядчик строительства, входящая в
государственную корпорацию компания «Технопромэкспорт», не успевает в
срок, в 2017 году, ввести первые блоки ТЭС в Крыму. При этом он отметил,
что компания ведет переговоры по закупкам генерирующего оборудования
для ТЭС[vi].
Напомним, в Крыму сейчас возводятся 2 газовые теплоэлектростанции –
в Севастополе и Симферополе. Мощность каждой составит 470 МВт, что
полностью покроет потребность региона в электроэнергии. У обеих ТЭС
будет по два энергоблока. Причем первые два агрегата мощностью по 235
МВт на каждой из крымских электростанций планировалось запустить к 1
сентября с.г., оставшиеся – в марте 2018 года.
А.В.Новак обозначил широкий спектр перспективных направлений
развития российско-иранского торгово-экономического сотрудничества, в
частности, в сфере энергетики.
«В целом у нас большой спектр и большое количество проектов. В
декабре (2016 года – Э.К.) состоялось заседание межправительственной
российско-иранской комиссии по развитию торгово-экономического
сотрудничества. Во время заседания была подписана дорожная карта между
министерствами промышленности России и Ирана. В эту дорожную карту
вошло
80
проектов,
которые
мы
будем
вести
в
рамках
межправкомиссии»[vii], – напомнил министр энергетики.
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В Части 1 приведена общая информация о февральском официальном
визите в Иран высокопоставленной российской делегации во главе с первым
заместителем председателя правительства России И.И.Шуваловым;
сказано о некоторых итогах рабочей встречи министр энергетики России
А.В.Новака с министром нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане.
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В Части 2 подробно рассмотрены перспективы взаимодействия
российской нефтяной компании «Лукойл» с иранской стороной.
В Части 3 оценены итоги переговоров А.В.Новака с министром
энергетики Исламской Республики Х.Читчияном; отмечены некоторые
взаимовыгодные проекты в электроэнергетической сфере.
Российские компании «Интер РАО» и «Силовые машины» выражают
заинтересованность в том, чтобы участвовать в модернизации
гидроэлектростанций и теплоэлектростанций Ирана, в частности это
тепловой электростанции «Рамин», которая была построена еще советскими
специалистами в 1980-е годы. Модернизация с применением новых
материалов и повышением мощности – одно из направлений сотрудничества.
По информации заместителя министра энергетики Ирана А.Даеми, на
основании соглашения, подписанного между Исламской Республикой и
Россией, «Интер РАО» будет повышать эффективность на электростанции
«Рамин», расположенной в провинции Хузестан, с нынешних 36% до 50–
55%[i].
По заявлению А.В.Новака, Россия готова иметь большую долю в
строительстве электростанций при условии, что такого рода контракты будут
в большом масштабе.
Он подчеркнул, что Иран планирует масштабное строительство
электростанций, и Россия может получить значительную долю в
строительстве таких объектов. Глава ведомства добавил: Исламская
Республика планирует построить огромное количество энергетических
объектов по причине того, что она прогнозирует высокие темпы
экономического роста в размере 8% в год.
«Я думаю, что Иран не будет сосредотачиваться на одном подрядчике
(имеются в виду российские предприятия – Э.К.). Они будут
диверсифицировать, они будут проводить тендеры»[ii], – совершенно
справедливо заметил министр энергетики России.
В перспективе ожидается начало реализации проекта по электрификации
большого железнодорожного участка «Гамсар – Инче-Бурун», где будет
работать компания «Российские железные дороги».
Планируется также создание общего энергомоста между Россией и
Ираном. Причем обсуждается два направления соединения энергосистем
России и Ирана. Одно направление через Азербайджан – Россия –
Азербайджан – Иран. И второе направление – Россия – Грузия – Армения –
Иран. Для того чтобы окончательно принять решение об объединении
энергосистем, необходимо тщательное технико-экономическое обоснование.
«Сейчас мы создали две рабочие группы, они отрабатывают технические
условия соединения энергосистем. В целом считаю, что эффект может быть,
и эффект положительный для стран, участвующих в этом процессе, потому
что есть разные пиковые потребности в энергии у разных стран. В Иране,
например, пиковое потребление летом, а зимой энергии потребляется
меньше, в России, наоборот, потребление пиковое потребление идет зимой,
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когда низкие температуры. Поэтому в этой части можно получить синергию
с точки зрения эффективного расположения мощностей и передачи лишней
энергии, когда она, допустим, не требуется»[iii], – пояснил А.В.Новак.
Говоря о сотрудничестве в нефтегазовой отрасли, российский министр
отметил заинтересованность российского бизнеса в участии в добычных и
разведочных проектах: «У наших компаний есть интерес к конкретным
месторождениям. Потенциал сделок в этом направлении может достигать 20
млрд долларов, в том числе по реализации технологий и оборудования, по
созданию совместных предприятий. Будем ждать от наших компаний
конкретных договоренностей. Наши партнеры презентовали нам новый
иранский нефтяной контракт. Мы договорились, что в конце марта в Москве
такая презентация пройдет и для российских компаний»[iv].
Министр добавил: «Где-то вырабатывается соглашение об основных
условиях, где-то изучается информация, но мы думаем, что в ближайшее
время получим информацию от иранских партнеров по основным условиям
иранского нефтяного контракта окончательно. Договорились, что 27 марта
иранская делегация должна прибыть для того, чтобы презентовать иранский
нефтяной контракт, это сильно ускорит процесс»[v].
В свою очередь, министр связи и коммуникаций Ирана М.Ваэзи, что
работа над условиями новых иранских нефтяных контрактов завершена
на 90%.
А.В.Новак напомнил, что российские компании (как и советские
предприятия)
всегда
участвовали
в
разработке
месторождений,
расположенных на иранской территории. Здесь достаточно большой
потенциал, в том числе по реализации технологий и оборудования, а также
по созданию совместных предприятий.
Комментируя реализацию соглашения в формате ОПЕК+ о сокращении
добычи нефти[vi], министр отметил следующее: «В целом, мы позитивно
оцениваем ситуацию, видим сокращение дисбаланса между спросом и
предложением. Цены стабилизировались, рынок стал менее волатильным,
наблюдается возврат инвестиций в отрасль. Как мы и договорились в декабре
прошлого года, всем странам нужно продолжать исполнять соглашение на
100%»[vii].
[i]Russia, Iran begin construction of power plant in Bandar Abbas // Iran Daily, 20.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://www.iran-daily.com/News/188048.html
[ii]Energy Minister: Russia Eyeing to Help Iran Build Power Plants // FARS News Agency,
21.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
URL: http://en.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13951203000755
[iii]Новак: Россия и Иран готовят новые крупные контракты // Вести. Экономика,
22.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://www.vestifinance.ru/articles/81765
[iv]Там же.
[v]Иран презентует в России нефтяной контракт 27 марта // РИА Новости/Прайм, 22.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: https://ria.ru/economy/20170222/1488565471.html
[vi]См. подробнее: Касаев Э.О. Размышление по итогам заседания профильных министров
государств ОПЕК и не-ОПЕК. Часть 1 // Институт Ближнего Востока. Интернет-ресурс,
13.12.2016. URL: http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31313 ; Касаев Э.О. Размышление по итогам заседания
профильных министров государств ОПЕК и не-ОПЕК. Часть 2 // Институт Ближнего Востока.
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Интернет-ресурс, 14.12.2016. URL: http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31320 ; Касаев Э.О. Размышление по
итогам заседания профильных министров государств ОПЕК и не-ОПЕК. Часть 3 // Институт
Ближнего Востока. Интернет-ресурс, 15.12.2016.
URL: http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31347 ; Касаев Э.О. Размышление по итогам заседания
профильных министров государств ОПЕК и не-ОПЕК. Часть 4 // Институт Ближнего Востока.
Интернет-ресурс, 16.12.2016. URL: http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31370
[vii]Александр Новак рассказал об итогах рабочей поездки в Иран // Официальный сайт
Министерства энергетики России, 22.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
URL: http://minenergo.gov.ru/node/7267

Россия и Иран: продолжение экономического диалога. Часть 5
Касаев Э.О. 5 марта, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33055

В Части 1 приведена общая информация о февральском официальном
визите в Иран высокопоставленной российской делегации во главе с первым
заместителем председателя правительства России И.И.Шуваловым;
сказано о некоторых итогах рабочей встречи министр энергетики России
А.В.Новака с министром нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане.
В Части 2 подробно рассмотрены перспективы взаимодействия
российской нефтяной компании «Лукойл» с иранской стороной.
В Части 3 оценены итоги переговоров А.В.Новака с министром
энергетики Исламской Республики Х.Читчияном; отмечены некоторые
взаимовыгодные проекты в электроэнергетической сфере.
В
Части
4
продолжена
характеристика
двустороннего
сотрудничества в электроэнергетическом и нефтегазовом секторе.
В заключительной части рассмотрены российско-иранские связи в
авиационной промышленности и банковском секторе; приведены важные
выводы.
В ближайшее время Иран планирует приобрести российские
самолеты. Кроме того, наше государство заинтересовано в производстве
деталей и оборудования для российских самолетов в Исламской Республике.
Россия предложила Ирану наладить совместное производство регионального
самолета «Ил-114»[i].
«Поставки того или иного оборудования, это лишь часть нашего плана
по сотрудничеству. Нам подтвердили, что Иран заинтересован в ближайшее
время приобрести 12 самолетов Sukhoi Superjet 100. Мы предложили нашим
иранским партнерам наладить совместное производство турбовинтового
самолета Ил-114, модернизированного и наши компании сейчас работают с
иранскими партнерами для того, чтобы выработать конкретные предложения
и решения»[ii], – подчеркнул А.В.Новак.
Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ-100) – российский ближнемагистральный
пассажирский лайнер, рассчитан на перевозку до 98 пассажиров на
расстояние до примерно 4,4 тыс. км. Производство SSJ-100 ведет АО
«Гражданские самолеты Сухого».
Ил-114, предназначенный для региональных перевозок, был разработан
конструкторским бюро Ильюшина в 1980-х годах. Самолет строили в
Ташкенте, всего было выпущено около 20 машин, большинство уже
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выведено из эксплуатации. В этом году по поручению президента России
«Объединенная
авиастроительная
корпорация»
начала
программу
модернизации Ил-114.
Разработчиком Ил-114-300 выступает ОАО «Ил», головным
изготовителем – АО «РСК МИГ», на заводах которого будет осуществляться
производство агрегатов и финальная сборка самолетов. Первый серийный
самолет Ил-114-300 будет произведен в 2020–2021 годах, всего до 2029 года
планируется выпустить около 100 машин[iii].
Обозреватель иранского делового издания Financial Tribune С.Джалили
опубликовал любопытную заметку, в которой отмечено, что японская
компания Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation приостановила выполнение плана о
продаже самолетов иранскому авиаперевозчику Aseman Airlines на фоне
озабоченности по поводу американской политики в отношении Исламской
Республики при президенте США Д.Трампе.
Компания Aseman Airlines имеет третий по величине флот в Иране после
Iran Air и Mahan. Авиакомпания также ведет переговоры с канадской
компанией Bombardier, российской «Сухой» и бразильской Embraer по
приобретению региональных самолетов.
«В последнее время японская компания в своем заявлении призвала к
приостановке переговоров до тех пор, пока политика правительства США не
станет более ясной. Японцы проявляют осторожность в связи с этим,
учитывая их тесные связи с Соединенными Штатами»[iv], – заявил
заместитель руководителя по планированию и расширению воздушного
флота Aseman Airlines М.Горджи.
Заместитель министра дорог и городского развития А.Фахрие-Кашан
намекнул в июле с.г., что Иран рассматривает вопрос о сделке на сумму 500
млн долларов на приобретение 25 японских пассажирских самолетов
Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ). По его информации, большинство самолетов
должны были быть проданы компании Aseman Airlines[v].
«Мы решили рассмотреть этот тип самолета в качестве замены
самолетов Fokker 100s, используемых Aseman. Хотя сроки поставки были
отложены, переговоры продолжаются на серьезном уровне»[vi], –
подчеркнул М.Горджи.
Стоит отметить, что первый полет авиалайнера MRJ был проведен в
ноябре 2015 года, но их серийное производство откладывалось уже 5 раз, и
теперь запуск в серию планируется начать в 2020 году.
Иранский Bank Melli и «Мир Бизнес Банк» России выразили
полную готовность поддержать предпринимателей двух стран. Это
заявление было сделано в ходе встречи с участием управляющего директора
Bank Melli М.Хоссейнзаде и заместителя главы Центрального банка России
Д.Г.Скобелкина.
М.Хоссейнзаде подчеркнул, что «Мир Бизнес Банк» играет
значительную роль в формировании сотрудничества между банковскими
системами обоих государств. По его словам, российскому предприятию
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удалось
обеспечить
услугами[vii].

предпринимателей

хорошими

банковскими

***
В заключение целесообразно сделать важные выводы.
Первое. Экономический диалог России и Ирана имеет хорошие
перспективы в скором будущем увенчаться целым пакетом двусторонних
соглашений и контрактов в различных отраслях промышленности. Недавний
официальный визит высокопоставленных российских должностных лиц в
Исламскую Республику серьезно упрочил межгосударственные связи
Второе. Топливно-энергетический сектор является одной из наиболее
перспективных сфер российско-иранского партнерства. При позитивном
исходе
активного
переговорного
процесса
нефтегазовый
и
электроэнергетических сектор обоих государств могут получить серьезные
дивиденды.
Третье. Сделки в авиационной промышленности также значатся на
повестке дня кооперации Москвы и Тегерана. Добротные российские
самолеты смогут оказаться вполне конкурентоспособными на иранском
рынке, где представлены и на который планируют выйти в перспективе
многие известные компании из различных уголков планеты.
Четвертое. Сделки в банковском бизнесе также не стоит сбрасывать со
счетов. Эффективное взаимодействие России и Ирана в части оказания
качественных и своевременных финансовых услуг сослужит хорошую
службу обеим сторонам.
Пятое. В течение года следует ожидать интенсификации российскоиранского торгового и инвестиционного диалога, поскольку на кону –
реализация многих весьма выгодных сделок. Визит Х.Роухани в Россию
придаст еще больший импульс развитию плодотворного хозяйственного
сотрудничества Москвы и Тегерана.
Шестое. Итоги предстоящих в мае с.г. президентских выборов в
Исламской
Республике
не
скажутся
негативно
на
уровне
межгосударственных деловых контактов, поскольку российско-иранское
экономическое партнерство на современном этапе имеет весьма прочный
фундамент, на котором усилиями чиновников и предпринимателей обеих
стран возводятся толстые стены будущей прибыли.
[i]Russia eyes $20 billion in potential energy deals with Iran // Islamic Republic News Agency,
23.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://www.irna.ir/en/News/82442202/
[ii]Лоскутова А.«Суперджет» летит в Иран // Interfax-Russia.ru, 22.02.2017. Интернетресурс.URL: http://www.interfax-russia.ru/Moscow/view.asp?id=810477&p=1
[iii]Там же.
[iv]Jalili S. Japan Planemaker Holds Off Iran Plans Amid Trump Uncertainty // Financial Tribune,
21.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс.
URL:
https://financialtribune.com/articles/economy-domesticeconomy/60043/japan-planemaker-holds-off-iran-plans-amid-trump-uncertainty
[v]Ibid.
[vi]Ibid.
[vii]Iranian, Russian banks to back economic activists // Mehr News Agency, 20.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс.
URL:
http://en.mehrnews.com/news/123709/Iranian-Russian-banks-to-backeconomic-activists
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Россия – Иран: стратегическое партнерство или стратегия отношений?
Сажин Владимир Игоревич. 22.02.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7000

Председатель меджлиса Ирана Али Лариджани заявил, что Тегеран
стремится к созданию стратегического альянса с Москвой в
ближневосточном регионе. Он отметил, что у Ирана и России «нет
разногласий» по ключевым вопросам ближневосточной повестки. Так ли это?
Каковы перспективы российско-иранского стратегического партнерства?
Понятие «стратегическое партнерство» или «стратегический альянс»
широко употребляется в дипломатической практике и в журналистике для
подчеркивания особых отношений высокого уровня между двумя или
несколькими государствами. Часто исключительно в пропагандистских
целях.
Политологи выделили основные признаки, определяющие суть
стратегического партнерства. Их насчитывается более десятка. Но, пожалуй,
важнейшими из них являются следующие: высокая степень доверия;
абсолютная
сопротивляемость
любым
конъюнктурным
влияниям,
проистекающим как изнутри стран-партнеров (например, при смене
руководства), так и извне; наличие правовой базы партнерства, где
юридически закреплено содержание сотрудничества и механизмы его
реализации; общие ценности, лежащие в основе политической системы
партнеров.
Если
исходить
из
перечисленных
характерных
признаков
стратегического партнерства, а также откровенно и без пропагандистского
задора, вызванного нынешней ситуацией вокруг России и Ирана, говорить о
состоянии российско-иранских отношений в настоящее время, то, к
сожалению, характеризовать их как стратегические было бы явным
преувеличением.
В значительной степени виной тому отсутствие доверия. Аналитики
выделяют здесь несколько фактов, которые не позволяют говорить о полном
доверии между Ираном и Россией. Они, имея глубокие исторические корни,
выплескиваются в современность, начиная от Гюлистанского (1813 г.) и
Туркманчайского (1828 г.) мирных договоров, которые закрепили результаты
побед России над Персией, и до современных - скандала с ЗРК С-300,
историей с иранской базой ВВС Хамадан и расхождениями во взглядах по
Сирии.
Да, Россия и Иран стоят по одну сторону баррикад в сирийском
конфликте, поддерживая нынешние государственные институты в Сирии. В
тактическом плане позиции Москвы и Тегерана совпадают, однако в
стратегическом видении будущего Сирии единства нет. Так, Россия хочет
видеть Сирию как светское государство с равенством всех конфессий и
этнических групп. Иран же настроен на содействие сирийцам в
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формировании такой государственной структуры, которая сохранила бы
преимущество алавитов и других религиозных меньшинств перед
суннитским большинством. Это позволит Ирану укрепить свои военнополитические позиции, как в Сирии, так и на всем Ближнем Востоке путем
создания «шиитской дуги» от Ирана через Ирак, Сирию до Ливана.
Такие иранские планы могут быть реализованы только при сохранении
власти Б. Асада, который остается стратегическим союзником Ирана
(официально единственным). Как следствие, - будущее нынешнего
президента Сирии по-разному видится из Москвы и Тегерана. В частности,
Иран жестко настаивает на сохранении Б. Асада, как главы государства.
Россия же ставит во главу угла принцип сохранения сирийской
государственности, не исключая при этом и возможности компромисса,
который мог бы привести к формированию коалиционного правительства из
сторонников Б. Асада и сирийской оппозиции, готовой к диалогу. Причем
для Москвы важно не то, какой президент возглавит Сирию, а то, какие
отношения с Россией будет строить этот президент и какие интересы России
будут обеспечены и гарантированы.
Как отмечает российский исследователь Николай Кожанов, российскоиранский «брак по расчету» позволяет сглаживать острые углы, однако не
решает проблему, а только откладывает то время, когда вопрос опять будет
поставлен ребром.
Поэтому даже в таком важном для Москвы и Тегерана «сирийском
вопросе» было бы преувеличением оперировать такими терминами как
«стратегическое партнерство».
Известный российский политолог – востоковед Алексей Малашенко
замечает, что призыв к ирано-российскому стратегическому союзу исходит
не из Москвы, а из Тегерана. Ирану, по мнению ученого, на сегодняшний
день такой союз, безусловно, выгоден: это усиливает его позицию на
Ближнем Востоке и в Сирии. При этом г-н Малашенко подчеркивает, что
России к этому союзу с шиитской ИРИ нужно относиться с большой
осторожностью, потому что это может ослабить позиции России на Ближнем
Востоке среди других мусульманских стран.
А некоторые из этих стран планируют создание вкупе с США и
Израилем антииранского военно-политического блока. Это чрезвычайно
беспокоит Тегеран. В связи с этим некоторые эксперты полагают, что
заявления Али Лариджани были реакцией на планы по формированию
подобного регионального альянса против Тегерана. Эти заявления
мотивированы, в том числе и желанием втянуть Россию в обостряющееся
американо-иранское противостояние.
Таким образом, было бы некорректным идентифицировать даже
хорошие, многосторонние и перспективные плодотворные отношения России
и Ирана как стратегическое партнерство. Да и совпадение взглядов по
некоторым международным проблемам или периодическое согласование
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действий на определенных направлениях внешней политики двух государств
еще не является в полной мере стратегическим альянсом.
Возможно, наиболее точно характер российско-иранского партнерства
определил Нематолла Язди, последний посол Ирана в СССР и первый его
посол в России: «Тегеран и Москва не могут быть стратегическими
союзниками, но они должны иметь стратегию развития своих отношений».
О российско-иранских отношениях на фоне сирийского конфликта
Щегловин Ю.Б. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32791. 21 февраля, 2017.

Спикер иранского Меджлиса (однопалатного парламента) Али
Лариджани опроверг слухи о якобы имеющихся разногласиях между
Тегераном и Москвой в подходах к сирийскому урегулированию. «Между
нами нет противоречий ни тактического, ни стратегического характера. У нас
общие оценки относительно ситуации в Сирии и ее будущего», — заявил он
20 февраля в интервью телеканалу «Аль-Маядин». По словам А.Лариджани,
между Ираном и Россией «достигнуто политическое согласие по Сирии».
Кроме того, оба государства тесно взаимодействуют в борьбе с
террористическими группировками в САР. Оценивая состояние российскоиранских отношений, спикер Меджлиса подчеркнул, что «Иран и Россия
двигаются к стратегическому союзу в регионе». Отметим, что прозвучало это
заявление из уст доверенного человека аятоллы А.Хаменеи и сторонника как
раз «жесткой линии» в политической иранской элите. Это заявление, в
общем-то, положило конец всем появившимся в последнее время
спекуляциям и рассуждениях различного уровня политологов и экспертов о
«глубоких расхождениях» между Москвой и Тегераном по вопросу
сирийского конфликта. В качестве доказательства приводились совершенно
различные доводы, начиная оттого, что «иранские военные не координируют
с российским командованием свои действия» или «запрещают российским
самолетам использовать базы ВВС на территории Ирана», и заканчивая более
глобальными и структурными вещами. К последним относятся два основных
посыла. Целесообразность восстановления отношений с США диктует на
фоне жесткой антииранской риторики нынешней администрации США
«необходимость» корректирования отношений с Тегераном. Почему одно
вытекает из другого — непонятно. Более того, разговоры и риторика
американцев о необходимости введения новых санкций и пересмотра
соглашения по иранской ядерной программе (ИЯП), безусловно, являются
очень надежной гарантией того, что в глобальном смысле российскоиранские отношения будут прочными. Белый дом взял четкий курс на
восстановление в прежнем формате (как минимум) отношений с Саудовской
Аравией в рамках стратегического регионального партнерства. В этой
ситуации у Тегерана просто нет иного выхода, как поддерживать прежний
уровень взаимодействия с Москвой, более того — укреплять его. Особенно
по двум приоритетным областям своей политики национальной безопасности
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— атомной энергетике и модернизации вооруженных сил. Альтернативы
Москве в данных областях практически нет. То есть, если США идут на
стратегический альянс с КСА, то ИРИ сделает тот же самый маневр по
отношению к России. Это очевидно, и говорить в этой связи «о
разногласиях» даже гипотетически нельзя. Если иметь в виду под
последними недостаток координации или излишнюю «самостоятельность»»
тех или иных отдельных командиров на местах в той же Сирии, то тогда
такие же (если не хуже) разногласия имеют американцы в Ираке или
Афганистане в рамках своего взаимодействия с местными силовиками. В
данном случае очень важно различать условно «бытовые проблемы» и
«стратегические разногласия». Тегеран через заявление А.Лариджани очень
четко поставил все точки на I.
И в данном случае американцы своей политически инфантильной
антииранской риторикой (умнее было бы молча делать то, что задумано, но
надо попугать строптивых европейцев перспективой закрытия для их
компаний иранского рынка) играют на руку Москве. Опять же рискнем
выглядеть циничными, но с точки зрения геополитических интересов
возвращение Ирана под санкционный режим был бы Москве крайне
выгодно. По ряду причин, среди которых отметим две — держать две страны
такого калибра с перспективой торговой войны с КНР американцам будет не
под силу. Это вызовет серьезные трения Вашингтона и Брюсселя, и
одновременно укрепит еще в большей степени российско-иранский альянс; и
такой сценарий, безусловно, вновь позитивно повлияет на динамику цен на
углеводороды, причем плюсы от этого самым серьезным образом перевесят
минусы от срыва ряда контрактов по причине дефицита у Ирана валюты.
Второй тезис, который очень охотно разыгрывают на Западе и часть
отечественных политологов. Причем последние со ссылкой «на источники в
Кремле», что сразу же ставит под сомнение достоверность этой информации,
что Москва и Тегеран кардинально расходятся по вопросу
дальнейшей тактики в Сирии и вообще — Москва выступает за
миролюбивый
план
урегулирования, а
иранцы жестко
упирают
исключительно на решение конфликта военным путем. Это в корне не так.
Не надо думать, что в Тегеране сидят недальновидные горлопаны-фанатики.
Вообще надо меньше внимания обращать на гротескные заявления иранских
силовиков и «ястребов», и не сильно волноваться по поводу их намерений
испепелить кого-то в прах. В такого рода вещах важен анализ возможностей
и поступков контрагентов. И если их проанализировать внимательно и «без
сердца», то становятся понятными две вещи — возможностей когото «испепелить» у Ирана нет и в долгосрочной перспективе не предвидится,
и иранская элита без всяких делений на «ястребов» и «умеренных» видит
свою задачу на сегодня в возвращении в мировую финансовую элиту и свою
инкорпорацию в новые реалии бизнес-сотрудничества с западными странами
с прицелом на модернизацию основных сфер своей экономики. Что же
касается сирийского направления, то в Тегеране, безусловно, отдают себе
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отчет в том, что Россия в данном случае единственная гарантия
политической живучести нынешнего режима, и что в стране, где 70%
населения являются суннитами, шиитам не светит урегулировать конфликт
исключительно военными средствами. Как и в Ираке, кстати. При этом с
военной точки зрения у Москвы и Тегерана, бесспорно, общая задача по
искоренению и серьезной дефрагментации двух основных исламистских сил
– «Исламского государства» (ИГ) и «Джебхат ан-Нусры»/ «Тахрир аш-Шам»
(обе организации запрещены в России). И совсем недавно официально эту
точку зрения поддержала и Анкара, что ставит под серьезное сомнение
утверждения тех же политологов о том, что Иран, якобы, категорически
против участия Турции в вопросах сирийского урегулирования. Это опять не
так. Политика — это искусство возможного, и если ты не можешь кого-то
победить, то договаривайся. Что мы сейчас и наблюдаем на примере Астаны.
Россия и Иран: экономический диалог на сцене и за кулисами. Часть 1
Касаев Э.О. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32681. 16 февраля, 2017.

Поступила информация о том, что Исламская Республика подписала
соглашения с тремя зарубежными компаниями для изучения развития
нефтяного месторождения «Шангуле» на западе Ирана.
Для справки: нефтяное месторождение «Шангуле», открытое в 1999
году, расположено в 80 км к северо-западу от города Дехлоран, северозападнее Дизфуля. По некоторым оценкам, запасы нефти на этом
месторождении составляют более 2 млрд баррелей.
Как заявил менеджер по развитию проекта «Шангуле» А.Аббаси Лорки,
National Iranian Oil Company (Национальная иранская нефтяная компания) на
данный момент подписала соглашение с российским «Газпромом» (точнее с
«Газпром нефтью» – Э.К.), норвежской компанией DNO и таиландской PTT
Exploration and Production Public Company (PTTEPP) на проведение
исследований относительно разработки месторождения «Шангуле».
При этом он отметил, что трем названным компаниям были даны шесть
месяцев, чтобы представить свои предложения по разработке
месторождения[i].
А.Аббаси Лорки подтвердил, что нефтяное месторождение будет
запущено после завершения двух фаз.
Месторождение будет разрабатываться в два этапа. За первые 3 года
будут пробурены 6 скважин с ежесуточной добычей 15 тыс. баррелей, на
втором этапе (еще 3 года) – еще 13 скважин с ежесуточной добычей еще 35
тыс. баррелей.
«Две фазы, таким образом, составят 19 скважин, которые будут
пробурены в течение около 80 месяцев и с добычей 50 тыс. баррелей в
сутки»[ii], – добавил он.
Напомним, в декабре 2016 года компания «Газпром нефть» и National
Iranian Oil Company подписали меморандум о взаимопонимании по
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месторождениям «Чешмех-хош» и «Шангуле». В случае договоренности
сторон может быть подписан контракт на разработку и добычу.
Стоит подчеркнуть, что «Газпром нефть» уже пыталась приступить к
разработке «Шангуле» и «Азара» в 2009 году, тогда компания подписала с
National Iranian Oil Company меморандум о взаимопонимании, учитывающий
возможность сотрудничества компаний на этих иранских месторождениях.
Однако процесс затянулся из-за санкций, которые в 2006 году наложил Совет
Безопасности ООН из-за иранской ядерной программы.
В 2011 году Иран раскритиковал «Газпром нефть» за затягивание
процесса разработки месторождения «Азар», а затем исключил компанию из
проекта.
Теперь же в преддверии весны наметилось серьезное потепление в
российско-иранских экономических отношениях.
Так, 5 российских высокопоставленных делегаций посетят Исламскую
Республику до конца текущего иранского календарного года (до 20 марта
2017 года) в соответствии с различными программами о расширении
двустороннего экономического и промышленного сотрудничества.
12 февраля с.г. иранский посол в России М.Санаи заявил, что министр
энергетики России А.В.Новак совершит визит в Тегеран, чтобы провести
переговоры с министром нефти Исламской Республики Б.Н.Зангане и рядом
других чиновников.
По информации иранского дипломата, вице-премьер России
Д.О.Рогозин во главе делегации посетит Тегеран и проведет переговоры по
расширению обмена технологиями и военно-технического сотрудничества с
вице-президентом Ирана по науке и технике С.Саттари и министром
обороны Х.Дехканом.
Первый заместитель председателя правительства России И.И.Шувалов
посетит Тегеран для оценки путей развития торгово-экономических связей и
расширения сотрудничества между Ираном и Евразийским экономическим
союзом. Визит А.В.Новака и главы Евразийской экономической комиссии по
торговле В.О.Никишиной произойдет в тот же период.
В то же время в середине февраля с.г. начнется строительство четырех
новых энергоблоков тепловой электростанции в Иране. Объект, способный
генерировать 1400 мегаватт электроэнергии будет построен в Бандар-Аббасе
в рамках соглашения, достигнутого между президентами двух стран и с
помощью финансирования из России, в размере более 1 млрд долларов.
20–22 февраля с.г. в комплексе тегеранской башни Милад пройдет
бизнес-конференция Ирана и России с участием представителей частного
сектора обоих государств[iii].
Примечательно, что после вышеприведенного заявления иранского
посла Д.О.Рогозин отменил визит в Иран.
По
информации
газеты
«Коммерсантъ»,
сославшейся
на
правительственные источники, в Исламскую Республику планировали
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полететь несколько высокопоставленных российских чиновников, включая
И.И.Шувалова и А.В.Новака.
Самолет с делегацией должен был вылететь в Тегеран утром 13 февраля
с.г. Однако, как рассказали собеседники газеты, Д.О.Рогозин отменил визит,
объяснив это «техническими причинами»[iv].
Ранее, как пишет газета, грядущий визит российских чиновников
анонсировал посол Ирана в России М.Санаи. Его заявление появилось на
сайте иранских информационных агентств Mehr (см. выше) и IRNA.
Сообщалось, что Д.О.Рогозин должен был возглавить российскую делегацию
на переговорах по расширению сотрудничества России и Ирана в области
развития технологий и обороны.
Источники издания рассказали, что поводом для отмены визита стало
оглашение иранской стороной информации о предстоящем визите
Д.О.Рогозина, хотя тот изначально просил соблюсти конфиденциальность.
Как рассказали собеседники, помимо заседания комитета по науке и
технологиям стороны рассчитывали обсудить «достаточно деликатные
темы». В частности, «предстоял сложный разговор о причинах ориентации
иранских партнеров на закупку самолетов у западных стран»: «Мы
оказываем Тегерану колоссальную поддержку, а они берут технику у тех, кто
их же унижает санкциями»[v].
Издание напоминает, что иранская авиакомпания Iran Air в начале
декабря минувшего года подписала с американской корпорацией Boeing
контракт на поставку 80 самолетов. Есть контракт и с европейской
компанией Airbus, подразумевающий поставку Ирану 100 воздушных судов.
При этом сотрудничество с Россией куда скромнее. В 2016 году
«Гражданские самолеты Сухого» (ГСС) подписали с одной из иранских
авиакомпаний «меморандум о взаимопонимании» по поставкам самолетов
регионального значения Sukhoi Superjet 100. Однако документ сугубо
рамочный и не носит обязывающего характера[vi].
В свою очередь, ответ самого Д.О.Рогозина на вопрос, касающийся
отмены запланированного визита в Иран, был весьма лаконичным: «Я не
комментирую, чего я буду прессу комментировать»[vii].
Выступая на форуме «Сделано в России», И.И.Шувалов заявил
следующее: «В первую очередь нам нужно сосредоточиться на рынках,
которые для нас благоприятны. Сейчас это Китай, Вьетнам, Иран. Нужно
сделать все для того, чтобы эти лаборатории (по сертификации российской
экспортной продукции – прим. ТАСС) проводили свою работу, нужно делать
все, чтобы эту продукцию продвигать»[viii].
По информации представителя И.И.Шувалова, первый вице-премьер
России совершит визит в Иран 21 февраля с.г.
В рамках визита будет проведен ряд встреч с министром связи и
информационных технологий М.Ваэзи, а также с министром
промышленности, рудников и торговли М.Нематзаде.
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В ходе переговоров с иранскими чиновниками будут обсуждаться
временные соглашения по формированию зоны свободной торговли между
Евразийским экономическим союзом (ЕАЭС) и Исламской Республикой[ix].
Посол России в Иране Л.С.Джагарян отметил значительный прогресс,
достигнутый в области торгово-экономического сотрудничества. По его
информации, объемы двустороннего товарооборота (по предварительным
данным) составляют без малого 2 млрд долларов.
В декабре 2016 года в Тегеране состоялся первый российско-иранский
бизнес-форум, в котором участвовали сотни предпринимателей с российской
и иранской стороны.
Мероприятие было организовано в рамках проведения 13-го заседания
Постоянной российско-иранской комиссии по торгово-экономическому
сотрудничеству, в ходе которого был подписан целый ряд важных
двусторонних соглашений.
Среди них российский дипломат выделил достижение окончательных
договоренностей о начале работ по сооружению четырех энергоблоков ТЭС в
провинции Хормозган.
«Надеемся, что необходимые финансовые средства в рамках
экспортного кредита, предоставляемого Российской Федерацией Исламской
Республике Иран (1,2 млрд евро), будут выделены в течение нескольких
ближайших месяцев. Аналогичная ситуация в сфере реализации соглашения
по
предоставлению
Россией
кредита
на
электрификацию
железнодорожного участка Гармсар – Инче Бурун (1 млрд евро). Все
финансовые формальности практически улажены, остались лишь некоторые
технические моменты»[x], – заявил Л.С.Джагарян.
Он также напомнил, что в ходе заседания межправкомиссии была
подписана «дорожная карта» по сотрудничеству между Министерством
промышленности и торговли России и Министерством промышленности,
рудников и торговли Ирана, которая закладывает основу для сотрудничества
двух стран в области промышленности на несколько лет вперед.
Для справки: 13-е заседание межправительственной комиссии состоялось в декабре
2016 года под сопредседательством А.В.Новака и министра связи и информационных
технологий Ирана М.Ваэзи.
В пленарном заседании межправительственной комиссии приняли участие
представители российских и иранских компаний, представители Министерства
экономического развития России, Министерства промышленности и торговли России,
Министерства транспорта России, Министерства здравоохранения России,
Министерства образования и науки России, Министерства России по делам Северного
Кавказа, Банка России, Совета Федерации Федерального Собрания России, губернаторы
регионов, компаний. Также в работе межправительственной комиссии участвовали
руководители Российско-Иранского Делового совета и Ирано-Российской торговой
палаты.
[i]Russia given 6 months to finish study on Changuleh Oilfield // Mehr News Agency,
14.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
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12.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
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[v]Там же.
[vi]Там же.
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ТАСС, 14.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
URL: http://tass.ru/politika/4021891
[viii]Шувалов: необходимо развивать экспорт в Иран, Вьетнам и Китай, а не только в
ЕС // ТАСС, 15.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
URL: http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4024413
[ix]Выяснилось, для чего Шувалов едет в Иран // Федеральное бизнес-агентство
«Экономика сегодня», 14.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс.
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[x]Леван Джагарян: РФ не планирует поставлять С-400 в Иран // ТАСС, 08.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://tass.ru/opinions/interviews/4006400

Россия и Иран: экономический диалог на сцене и за кулисами. Часть 2
Касаев Э.О. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32703. 17 февраля, 2017.

В Части 1 описано нынешнее состояние хозяйственных связей между
Исламской Республикой и нашим государством; приведена любопытная
информация относительно визитов российских высокопоставленных
делегаций в Иран; содержатся заявления посла России в Иране.
В заключительной части описаны итоги 13-го заседания двусторонней
межправкомиссии; отмечены совместные политические успехи Москвы и
Тегерана на сирийском треке; сделан главный вывод.
Напомним, по итогам 13-го заседания Постоянной Российско-Иранской
комиссии по торгово-экономическому сотрудничеству был подписан ряд
соглашений
в
области
торговли,
промышленности,
энергетики,
стандартизации, банковского сотрудничества и финансового партнерства.
Министр энергетики России А.В.Новак назвал «прорывом» во
взаимоотношениях двух стран подписание дорожной карты по реализации
российско-иранских проектов сотрудничества в области торговли и
промышленности на 2016–2020 годы.
«В рамках дорожной карты было согласовано более 70 проектов.
Знаковым событиям стало подписание двух межправительственных
соглашений по экспортным кредитам общей суммой 2,2 млрд евро.
Актуальной задачей остается развитие торговли между Россией и Ираном в
национальных валютах. За прошедший год товарооборот между нашими
странами вырос на 80% к уровню 2015 года и составил свыше 1,6 млрд
долларов. Необходимо нарастить объем товарооборота между странами до
целевого показателя 10 млрд долларов. Серьезным импульсом к развитию
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двусторонней торговли может стать возврат к нормальному осуществлению
взаимных межбанковских расчетов – по итогам этого года объем платежей
практически утроился»[i], – отметил А.В.Новак.
В свою очередь, министр связи и информационных технологий Ирана
М.Ваэзи подчеркнул значимость двухсторонних отношений с Россией для
Исламской Республики и рассказал о перспективах развития сотрудничества
между странами в отдельных отраслях: «В частности, в ближайшее время
планируется обсудить с российскими партнерами новые нефтегазовые
контракты, а общий объем соглашений в области нефти и газа между Россией
и Ираном может превысить 10 млрд долларов. Переговоры относительно
предоставления Исламской Республики кредитной линии со стороны России
также проводятся очень успешно. Развивается сотрудничество в
транспортное сфере, сельском хозяйстве».
Заместитель министра энергетики России К.В.Молодцов отметил
высокую готовность компаний «Зарубежнефть», «Татнефть», «Газпром
нефть» к реализации проектов на территории Ирана, а также
заинтересованность компании «Роснефть» в реализации подписанных ранее
соглашений и формировании окончательных условий для работы в
Исламской Республике.
Чиновник также назвал успешной деятельность компании «Лукойл» по
геологоразведке в акватории Персидского залива и осуществлению текущих
трейдинговых операций с иранской нефтью[ii].
«Существующие транспортно-логистические маршруты, которые
проходят между севером и югом в рамках экономического пояса ―Великого
шелкового пути‖ являются основой для дальнейшего развития
межгосударственного и межрегионального сотрудничества. По поручению
президента России разрабатывается концепция морских портов Каспийского
бассейна, которая позволит максимально эффективно использовать
инфраструктуру для развития транспортно-логистических потоков между
Россией и Ираном странами, а также для поставки энергоресурсов
(правильнее – энергоносителей – Э.К.), продовольствия и других видов
продукции в Индию, Китай и европейские страны»[iii], – рассказал министр
России по делам Северного Кавказа Л.В.Кузнецов.
В свою очередь, заместитель министра промышленности и торговли
России Г.В.Каламанов сообщил о перспективах развития сотрудничества
двух стран в сфере промышленности.
«Основные направления, зафиксированные в дорожной карте, –
машиностроение и вагоностроение. В 2016 году уже начались поставки в
Иран продукции «Объединенной вагоностроительной корпорации» и
«Уралвагонзавода». В ближайшие годы мы можем выйти на поставки
порядка 5 тыс. вагонов различных типов.
Важное
направление
двустороннего
сотрудничества
–
вертолетостроение и авиастроение. Сегодня вместе с иранскими партнерами
мы обсуждаем возможность поставки и производства вертолетов «Ансат» и
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«Ка-226», а также проводим демонстрацию ближнемагистрального самолета
Sukhoi Superjet 100.
В ближайшие 5 лет наиболее важными точками роста станут поставки в
Иран бурового и насосного оборудования»[iv], – отметил Г.В.Каламанов.
В рамках визита в Иран А.В.Новак принял участие в РоссийскоИранском бизнес-форуме, а также провел ряд встреч с министрами Ирана.
В ходе встречи с министром нефти Ирана Б.Н.Зангане стороны
обсудили текущую ситуацию на глобальном рынке «черного золота» и
перспективы партнерства в области совместной разработки и
геологоразведки месторождений на иранской территории. По окончании
встречи был подписан меморандум о взаимопонимании между компанией
«Газпром нефть» и Национальной иранской нефтяной компанией по
месторождениям «Чехмеш-Хош» и «Шангуле».
Ключевыми темами встречи с министром промышленности, рудников и
торговли Ирана М.Нематзаде стало сотрудничество в сфере поставок
строительных материалов, лекарств, медицинского оборудования из Ирана в
Россию, взаимодействие в нефтехимической отрасли. Иранский министр
выразил готовность к созданию совместного предприятия по производству
вертолетов на территории Исламской Республики.
А.В.Новак рассказал о заинтересованности российской стороны в
продвижении на рынке Ирана российских автопроизводителей в лице
следующих
предприятий:
«АВТОВАЗ»,
«КАМАЗ»,
«Группа
ГАЗ», «Соллерс».
«Мы рассматриваем вопрос о создании в Иране совместного
предприятия с локализацией производства грузовой и легковой
автотехники»[v], – добавил министр энергетики России.
В ходе рабочей поездки А.В.Новак также провел переговоры с
министром энергетики Ирана Х.Читчианом.
По итогам встречи было подписано соглашение между Государственной
компанией «Технопромэкспорт» и Холдинговой компанией по производству
тепловой энергии Ирана о строительстве 4 блоков по 350 МВт ТЭС
«Хормозган» в окрестностях города Бандар Аббас. Средства на
строительство станции будут выделены из российского бюджета в виде
межгосударственного кредита в течение 5 лет.
Стоит отметить, что в сентябре прошлого года с участием генерального
директора Государственной корпорации по атомной энергии «Росатом»
С.В.Кириенко состоялась церемония «закладки первого камня»
строительства 2-го и 3-го блоков АЭС «Бушер».
Наряду с двусторонними экономическими успехами (см. Часть 1) посол
России в Иране Л.С.Джагарян отметил и совместные политические
достижения Москвы и Тегерана: «В 2016 году мы добились значительных
достижений в политической сфере. Во многом благодаря совместным
усилиям наших стран удалось добиться значительного прогресса в
урегулировании сирийского кризиса. В этом контексте хотел бы отметить
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ряд договоренностей, выработанных как в двустороннем, так и в
трехстороннем (с участием Турции) форматах».
Интенсивный двусторонний диалог в 2016 году продолжался на
различных уровнях и в различных сферах.
«Надеемся на то, что в следующем году мы не только не потеряем, но и
еще больше активизируем имеющую место позитивную динамику в
российско-иранском взаимодействии. Хотел бы выразить уверенность, что
благодаря нашим совместным усилиям, а также подключению Турции и
других стран региона, европейских партнеров, новой администрации
США удастся достичь коренного перелома в сирийской ситуации, а именно
полного разгрома террористических группировок ―Исламское государство‖
(запрещена в России) и ―Джебхат Фатх аш-Шам‖ (бывшая ―Джебхат анНусра‖, запрещена в России), прекращения боевых действий и установления
подлинных мира и стабильности в Сирии путем политического
урегулирования», – проинформировал российский посол.
Стоит заметить, что Сирия потеряла контроль практически над всеми
нефтегазовыми месторождениями страны, поскольку контроль над ними был
установлен террористическими организациями.
Для справки: под Пальмирой в провинции Хомс сирийские военные,
которых поддерживали отряды ополчения и авиации, восстановили
контроль над газовым месторождением «Хиян». Об этом на днях сообщил
источник, приближенный к сирийскому ополчению «Соколы пустыни».
Отмечается, что в ходе операции уничтожены десятки боевиков, а
также бронетехника террористической организации «Исламское
государство». В результате боевой операции, террористы группами
отступили непосредственно к Пальмире.
Также турецкий премьер-министр Б.Йылдырым сообщил, что большая
часть города Эль-Баб на севере Сирии контролируется сирийской
оппозиции, которую поддерживают вооруженные силы Турции.
Ранее правительственные войска Сирии начали наступление на
Пальмиру, достигнув на различных участках боевых действий определенных
успехов. Однако остается риск того, что основной контрудар на Пальмиру
вновь отведет чья-то всесильная рука. Причем застопорить наступление
может как Турция, так и оппозиция и сам сирийский генштаб, которые
действуют сообразно со своей логикой, которая довольно часто не
вписывается в логику здравого смысла.
По информации Л.С.Джагаряна, интерес российского бизнеса к Ирану в
2016 году значительно усилился. В Исламскую Республику приезжают с
коммерческими целями представители различных российских компаний.
Интерес у них вызывает, прежде всего, топливно-энергетический комплекс
Ирана.
В настоящее время в стране активно работают «Лукойл», «Газпром
нефть» и «Зарубежнефть» (все имеют в Тегеране свои представительства).
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Взаимодействие между Россией и Ираном осуществляется во многих
областях, в том числе в сфере военно-технического сотрудничества. В
настоящее время между оборонными ведомствами двух стран ведутся
переговоры на различных уровнях по многим проектам, которые
представляют интерес для Исламской Республики.
«Не секрет, что российская пилотажная группа ―Русские витязи‖
(истребители Су-27) в ноябре прошлого года приняла участие в авиавыставке
Iran Air Show 2016, которая состоялась на острове Киш. Присутствовавшие
там министр обороны ИРИ Х.Дехган и ряд чиновников военнопромышленного комплекса Ирана на деле смогли ознакомиться с
возможностями российских боевых самолетов. Х.Дехган также посетил
статическую выставку истребителей Су-27»[vi], – сообщил российский
дипломат.
По его информации, в прошлом году Россия полностью завершила
выполнение своих обязательств по поставкам в Иран ЗРК С-300.
Периодически появляющиеся информационные вбросы относительно
возможных поставок комплексов С-400 не соответствуют действительности.
***
Таким образом, нынешний уровень торгово-экономических отношений
России и Ирана внушает оптимизм по поводу дальнейших перспектив
развития хозяйственного партнерства двух государств. Наиболее
востребованными областями взаимодействия останутся топливноэнергетический
комплекс,
военно-техническое
сотрудничество,
промышленность.
[i]Состоялся рабочий визит Александра Новака в Иран // Официальный сайт Министерства
энергетики России, 13.12.2016. Интернет-ресурс.
URL: http://minenergo.gov.ru/node/6734
[ii]Там же.
[iii]Там же.
[iv]Там же.
[v]Там же.
[vi]Леван Джагарян: РФ не планирует поставлять С-400 в Иран // ТАСС, 08.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://tass.ru/opinions/interviews/4006400

О положение афганских беженцев в Иране (и Пакистане)
Саркисян И.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32627. 14 февраля, 2017.

12 февраля президент Афганистана Ашраф Гани обратился к властям
соседних Ирана и Пакистана. В своем заявление афганский президент
предупредил, что если тенденция высылки афганских беженцев из этих двух
стран продолжится, то Кабул прекратит торговые отношения с Тегераном и
Исламабадом.
Из-за отсутствия безопасности в результате гражданской войны в
Афганистане, бедности, безработицы, экономической нестабильности,
отсутствия образования и т.д. за последние десятилетия миллионы афганцев
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стали беженцами в Иране, Пакистане и других странах. На прошлой неделе
Иран и Пакистан вернули на родину около 900 афганских беженцев.
Официальные лица двух стран называют причиной выселения нелегальное
проживание и отсутствие вида на жительство в ИРИ и Пакистане, передает
агентство ILNA.
Тем не менее, по словам заместителя министра по делам беженцев
Афганистана Абдула Самада Хами, в соответствии с соглашением между
ИРИ, Афганистаном и Пакистаном, проживание афганских беженцев в Иране
и Пакистане может продлиться до 2017 года. В соответствии с новой
стратегией, Иран и Пакистан намерены избежать принудительных высылок
афганцев в 2017 году, сообщает mashreghnews.ir.
Различные организации по защите прав беженцев неоднократно
обращались к правительству Афганистана с требованием обеспечить рабочие
и места и надлежащие условия для проживания граждан, чтобы те не были
вынуждены покидать свою страну.
По данным Верховного комиссара Организации Объединенных Наций
по делам беженцев (УВКБ), в Иране проживает 950 000 зарегистрированных
афганских граждан. Однако по данным Министерства внутренних дел Ирана,
общее число афганцев в стране составляет около 3 миллионов человек.
Положение афганских беженцев в Иране не раз становилось предметом
исследований международных правозащитных организаций, как, например,
Human Rights Watch. В прошлом году Human Rights Watch опубликовал
доклад, в котором говорится, что политика правительства ИРИ по
отношению к беженцам и иммигрантам полностью нарушает его правовые
обязательства по защите данного слоя населения. Согласно этому отчету,
афганцев поспешно высылают из страны, не дав им времени и возможности
получить статус беженца и попросить убежища. Отчет, под названием
«Незваные гости: афганские беженцы и нарушение прав иммигрантов со
стороны властей Ирана», показывает систему высылки и арестов афганцев.
«Несмотря на свои правовые обязательства, власти Ирана ставят ряд
ограничений для получения убежища и статуса для афганцев. Иран также
нарушает свои обязательства, установленные Конвенцией о статусе беженцев
1951 года», — говорится в докладе.
Human Rights Watch отмечает факты насилия, бесчеловечные и
антисанитарные условия содержания в тюрьмах, афганских беженцев
поселяют в приграничных лагерях, принуждают к труду, насильно разделяют
членов семьи друг от друга. HRW выразила беспокойство по поводу
эксплуатации детского труда, а также опасность миграции детей без
опекунов и родителей.
Профессор Тегеранского университета Садег Зибакалам уже давно
занимается изучением социального и культурного положения афганцев в
Иране. В одном из интервью он отметил, что отношение иранцев к афганцам
оставляет желать лучшего, и сказал, что согласно некоторым нормам
международного права, отношение к афганским беженцам неприемлемо и
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необоснованно. «В нашей стране многие ответственные лица и органы не
несут ответственности за положение дел афганских беженцев, в то время как
в Европе создаются лучшие условия для беженцев. Когда беженца
принимают в другой стране, на него смотрят как на гражданина этой страны,
но в Иране такого отношения к афганцам нет».
Существует для афганцев и ряд правовых и юридических сложностей.
Даже если беженец проживет в ИРИ 20 лет, его могут отвезти на границу и
отправить к себе на родину. «Если афганцы женятся с иранцами, государство
может официально не признать их ребенка, в то время как в европейских
странах спустя 2-3 года беженцы могут получить гражданство, паспорт и
даже участвовать в выборах», — отмечает С. Зибакалам.
Правительство Ирана также объявило 15 провинций страны
«запретными зонами» для проживания афганцев. Это провинции Восточный
Азербайджан, Западный Азербайджан, Ардебиль, Зенджан, Курдистан,
Керманшах, Илам, Лорестан, Чехармаль и Бахтиари, Кохгилуйе и БойерАхмад, Гилян, Мазандаран, Систан и Белуджистан, Хормозган и Хамадан.
Еще в 12 провинциях запрещено их проживание в отдельных районах, как в
Исфахане, Бушере, Южном Хорасане, Хорасан-е Разави, Хузестане, Семнане,
Фарсе, Казвине, Кермане, Гулистане, Маркази и Йезде. В настоящий момент
они проживают в основном в трех провинциях – Тегеран, Альборз и Кум.[1]
Многие афганцы, не имея статуса беженца или вида на жительство,
получают лишь временные визы, которые периодически нужно продлевать.
В ноябре 2012 года правительство Ирана приняло решение выслать всех
нелегальных жителей до конца 2015 года. Так, около 300 000 мигрантов,
которым не удалось продлить визу до 2013 года, было депортировано из
страны.
Несмотря на то, что по законодательству ИРИ афганцы имеют право
быть принятыми на работу, им все равно отказывают, либо платят меньше,
чем остальным иранцам. Однако, проблемы с трудоустройством, связаны не
только с их национальной принадлежностью. В Иране в целом существует
проблема нехватки рабочих мест. Этот вопрос находится на повестке дня
правительства президента Хасана Роухани. Кроме того, в Иран переселились
наиболее бедные граждане Афганистана, которые проживали в глухих селах,
не имели возможность получить образование, что усложняет принятие их на
работу. Существуют и ограничения при заключении браков. Афганцам очень
сложно определить детей в школу, и т.д.
30 января прошлого года во время встречи с афганскими беженцами
генеральный консул Афганистана в Мешхеде Сейед Нурулла Раги заявил,
что если афганцы, проживающие в Мешхеде, уже на протяжении нескольких
поколений не получили свидетельство о рождении и паспорт, то их
национальная идентичность находится под угрозой. На этой встречи афганцы
просили упростить систему выдачи удостоверений личности. Многие из этих
беженцев перебрались в Иран десятки лет назад и в Афганистане уже не
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имеют никаких родственников, которые могли бы помочь с оформлением
документов заочно в качестве их представителей.
Другой вопрос, который был поднят на встрече — проблема выдачи
свидетельства о рождении для тех, кто родились в Иране и не имеют никаких
документов в афганских архивах. Ежедневно с подобными проблемами
только в афганское консульство в Мешхеде обращаются около 800 человек.
В одном из выпусков программы «Ватандар» на иранском ТВ,
начальник иммиграционной полиции Моджид Самади сообщил, что МВД
ИРИ на сегодняшний день занимается вопросом выдачи паспортов или
миграционных карт, в том числе и электронных, которые будут иметь
международное признание, по которым данные лица смогут посещать не
только Афганистан, но и третьи страны. Он также отметил, что семейное
положение (брак с гражданами ИРИ) больше не является обязательным
условием для регистрации афганских беженцев. Что касается продления
регистрации, то, по словам М.Самади, обычно, если не бывает никаких
проблем, то документ продлевается безо всяких сложностей. В процессе
разработки находится и механизм разрешения на домашнее хозяйство, что
также связано с рядом законодательных препятствий. Например, при выдаче
лицензий существуют различия для семейных и одиноких лиц.
Негативное и недружественное отношение к афганцам в ИРИ и среди
местного населения. Это приводит к частым стычкам между иранцами и
афганцами. Подвергаются насилию и издевательствам афганские дети и
подростки. Однако, зачастую подобные действия не считаются
преступлением, и даже средства массовой информацию стараются не
упоминать о насилии по отношению к афганским беженцам. Описание
подобных случаев можно найти на форумах, в социальных сетях.
Отсутствие соответствующих документов и статуса беженцев влечет за
собой лишение льгот и помощи международных организаций, как
вышеназванная комиссия ООН по делам беженцев и т.д.
Тяжелые условия проживания беженцев в ИРИ не единственное, в чем
обвиняют иранские власти. Та же Human Rights Watch в своем недавнем
докладе обвинили иранское руководство в отправке афганских беженцев на
войну в Сирию под угрозой депортации. В докладе приведены рассказы
афганцев, которые сообщают, что их заставляли отправиться в Сирию и
воевать на стороне правительственных войск.
Подобные сообщения поступали и ранее. Газета Guardian в прошлом
году провела собственное расследование, и якобы выяснила, что вербовка
афганцев проводилась не только в самом Иране, но и в Афганистане с
помощью посольства ИРИ в Кабуле.
То, что в Сирии воюет определенное число афганцев, давно не секрет.
Однако, говорить о принудительной отправке однозначно сложно. Как было
сказано выше, официальные и неофициальные афганские беженцы в ИРИ
проживают за чертой бедности. В связи с этим важно подчеркнуть, что
иранское правительство не просто отправляет афганцев на войну, но
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оплачивает их военную службу. Об этом пишет и сама Guardian. Мужчины,
не имеющие работы, как в Афганистане, так и в Иране, соглашаются на
предложение иранской стороны заработать и помочь своим семьям. Таким
образом, практикуется наемная служба, как во многих западных странах. Что
касается отправки несовершеннолетних, то их принимают на службу лишь по
письменному согласию родителей.
Существует и идеологическая основа отправки афганцев в Сирию. Иран
вербует афганцев-шиитов. Сирийский режим, опирается на алавитов,
которых ИРИ официально признала частью шиитского направления в
исламе, и оказывает поддержку с самого начала кризиса. Верховный лидер
ИРИ аятолла Али Хаменеи является духовным лидером – марджа-е таклид
(источник подражания) — для многих шиитов во всем мире. На
сегодняшний день ИРИ создает себе образ защитника шиитского мира, о чем
заявляет в своих речах сам А.Хаменеи. Неудивительно, что призыв Ирана
оказать поддержку сирийской армии и защитить шиитские святыни от
уничтожения суннитскими радикалами, получил отклик среди шиитов
других стран, в том числе и Афганистана.
Возвращаясь к заявлению афганского президента, отметим, что в случае
заморозки торговых отношений с Ираном, потеряет не столько ИРИ, сколько
сам Афганистан, ведь после того, как Тегеран получил возможность
свободно торговать со всеми странами, афганский рынок не представляет
собой острой необходимости для Ирана.
Власти Афганистана не желают наплыва своих граждан на родину, т.к.
страна не имеет возможности обеспечить их необходимыми жизненно
важными условиями, в то время как Иран тратит огромные средства для
борьбы только лишь с наркотрафиком именно из Афганистана посредством
тех же беженцев, что вызывает недовольство среди граждан ИРИ.
1. Пребывание иракских граждан в Кермане, Систане и Белуджистане, Хорасане и Южном
Хорасане также запрещено.

Товарооборот между Ираном и Пакистаном за девять месяцев вырос
на 35 %
Российское информационное агентство «IRAN.ru». 15 февраля 2017. 15 февраля
2017.
http://www.iran.ru/news/economics/104601/Tovarooborot_mezhdu_Iranom_i_Pakistanom_za_d
evyat_mesyacev_vyros_na_35

Товарооборот между Ираном и Пакистаном за девять месяцев текущего
1395 иранского календарного года, в период с 20 марта по 20 декабря 2016
года, увеличился на 35 % по сравнению с соответствующим периодом
предыдущего года, сообщает IRNA.
По словам посла Ирана в Пакистане Мехди Хонардуста, в стоимостном
выражении, торговый оборот между двумя соседними странами составил
$805 млн.
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"За этот период Иран экспортировал товаров на сумму около $ 573 млн.,
включая, но не ограничиваясь пропаном и бутаном, деготь, производные
нефти и газа и орехи в соседнюю страну", - заявил Хонардуст.
Иран подписал соглашение на разработку месторождения Чангуле с
"Газпромом"
Российское информационное агентство «IRAN.ru». 15 февраля 2017.
http://www.iran.ru/news/economics/104590/Iran_podpisal_soglashenie_na_razrabotku_mestoroz
hdeniya_Changule_s_Gazpromom

Высокопоставленный представитель энергетического сектора Ирана
заявил, что Исламская Республика подписала соглашения с российским
"Газпромом" и норвежской DNO для изучения развития нефтяного
месторождения Чангуле на западе Ирана, сообщает Fars News.
"Национальная иранская нефтяная компания (NIOC) на данный момент
подписала соглашение с российским "Газпромом", норвежской DNO и
таиландской PTTEPP на проведение исследований относительно разработки
нефтяного месторождения Чангуле в Западном Иране", - заявил менеджер по
развитию проекта Чангуле Али Аббаси Лорки во вторник.
Он отметил, что этим трем компаниям были даны шесть месяцев, чтобы
представить свои предложения по разработке этого месторождения. Аббаси
Лорки подтвердил, что нефтяное месторождение будет запущено после
завершения двух фаз. "Две фазы, таким образом, составят 19 скважин,
которые будут пробурены в течение около 80 месяцев и с добычей 50 000
баррелей нефти", - добавил он.
Нефтяное месторождение Чангуле, открытое в 1999 году, но до сих пор
не подвергалось разработке. Оно расположено в 80 километрах к северозападу от города Дехлоран, северо-западнее Дезфуля. По оценкам, запасы
нефти на этом месторождении составляют более 2 млрд. баррелей.
Товарооборот между Ираном и Россией увеличился на 80 процентов и
составил более $ 2 млрд. в 2016 году.
Российское
информационное
агентство
«IRAN.ru».
http://www.iran.ru/news/economics/104561/Tovarooborot_mezhdu_Iranom_i_Rossiey_uvelichil
sya_na_80_procentov_i_sostavil_bolee_2_mlrd_v_2016_godu. 13 февраля 2017.

Взаимный товарооборот между Ираном и Россией увеличился на 80
процентов и составил более $ 2 млрд. в 2016 году, заявил руководитель
Второго азиатского департамента МИД России Замир Кабулов в интервью
ТАСС, сообщает Tehran Times.
"Демонтаж антииранских санкций открыл новые перспективы для
развития сотрудничества между нашими двумя странами, особенно в
торгово-экономической и финансовой областях. Одной из наших общих
важных задач является создание условий для ускоренного роста
двусторонней торговли и инвестиций связей. За прошедший год, мы вместе
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добились значительного прогресса в таких важных областях, как упрощение
визового режима, поощрение и защита инвестиций, продвижение и
расширение ассортимента поставок товаров, в том числе снижение
импортных тарифов и установление таможенного "зеленого коридора", что
позволяет упростить процедуры взаимных поставок товаров", - рассказал
Кабулов.
В официальных сообщениях МИД подчеркивается, что иранский
фрукты и овощи уже продаются на российском рынке в течение длительного
времени. В настоящее время Министерство сельского хозяйства работает с
иранскими партнерами по расширению круга взаимных поставок
сельскохозяйственной продукции.
"В последнее
время
были
утверждены
ряд
иранских
компаний, заинтересованных в продаже мяса и молочных продуктов, яиц,
птицы и морепродуктов в Россию", - уточнил Кабулов. По его словам,
российские компании также получают аналогичные лицензии от иранских
властей.
Подчеркивая, что создание зоны свободной торговли между Ираном и
Евразийским экономическим союзом (EAEU) может дать серьезный импульс
развитию двусторонних экономических связей, он добавил, что "ведутся
переговоры о параметрах такого соглашения". На уровне Евразийской
экономической комиссии уже было решено снизить импортные пошлины на
ряд сельскохозяйственных товаров из Ирана, в том числе на фисташки,
финики и изюм, уточнил российский чиновник.
В Евразийский экономический союз входят Россия, Беларусь, Казахстан,
Армения и Кыргызстан.
Иран решил увеличить подачу электроэнергии в Пакистан с 130 Мет до
3000 МВт.
Iran ready to increase electricity supply to Pakistan
SHEHARYAR
ALI.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1323005/iran-ready-increase-electricity-supply-pakistan/

11th,

2017.

KARACHI: Iran is ready to increase electricity supply to Pakistan from the
existing 130 megawatts to 3,000 megawatts, said Iranian Consul General Ahmad
Mohammadi.
He was speaking at the Iranian Consulate General on Thursday at an event
held to mark the 38th anniversary of the Iranian revolution. Sindh Chief Minister
Murad Ali Shah, who was the chief guest, and his predecessor, Qaim Ali Shah,
were also present.
According to Mohammadi, the Iran gas pipeline is the cheapest, most secure
and profitable source of energy for Pakistan. It is a turning point for ties between
the two countries and both are determined to complete it at the earliest, he said.
Business and economic ties between Pakistan and Iran had been hampered
over the past many years by international sanctions on Tehran over its nuclear
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programme. In January 2016, most of the curbs were removed, which triggered
extensive efforts by both sides to revive economic ties.
However, the new US administration, led by President Donald Trump,
slapped fresh sanctions on Iran last week after Tehran conducted a ballistic rocket
test.
Mohammadi said that the expansion of ties with neighbouring countries is one
of the priorities of Iran‘s foreign policy and Pakistan, being a Muslim neighbouring
country, has a very special place in the foreign policy of Iran.
Iran desires prosperity, security and stability of Pakistan and believes that it
will also be beneficial for Iran, he said.
Iranian President Hasan Rouhani also signed an agreement with Pakistan last
year for the expansion of cooperation in trade and energy.
Mohammadi announced that an exhibition of Iranian products is going to be
held from February 24 to 27 in Karachi and a solo exhibition of Pakistan products
will be organised in Tehran in April.
Talking about the relations of Iran with the province of Sindh in particular,
Mohammadi said that the ties are excellent.
He said that due to Sindh‘s pivotal role in Pakistan‘s economy, culture and
politics, it also enjoys a special place in foreign relations between Iran and
Pakistan.
Mohammadi said that it was with full cooperation of the Sindh government
that Iran constructed four hospitals in Badin, Khairpur, Nawabshah and Thatta and
three high schools in Badin, Khairpur and Larkana.
Talking about his own country, Mohammadi said that despite economic
sanctions, Iran has managed to come this far and has remained the most stable,
peaceful country in the entire Middle Eastern region.
Speaking on the occasion, CM Murad Ali Shah recalled that Iran was the first
country that recognised Pakistan as an independent state.
―I totally agree that Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline is an important project,‖ he
said. ―It will bring cheapest energy to Pakistan and it is an honour for our party that
it was former president Asif Ali Zardari who conceived this project.‖
Россия НЕ согласна с Трампом, что Иран – террористическое
государство номер 1.
Russia says it disagrees with Trump's assessment of Iran as ―number one
terrorist state‖
The Nation. 7.02.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/07-Feb-2017/russia-says-itdisagrees-with-trump-s-assessment-of-iran-as-number-one-terrorist-state

The Kremlin said on Monday it did not agree with US President Donald
Trump's assessment of Iran as "the number one terrorist state" and wanted to
deepen what it described as already good ties with Tehran.
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The Kremlin was responding to comments Trump made to Fox News in an
interview aired at the weekend in which he complained that Iran had "total
disregard" for the United States.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said in a conference call with reporters
that Moscow saw things differently.
"Russia has friendly partner-like relations with Iran, we cooperate on a wide
range of issues, value our trade ties, and hope to develop them further," said
Peskov.
Trump and Putin say they want to try to rebuild US-Russia ties, that were
badly damaged by Moscow's 2014 annexation of Crimea and by Western sanctions
imposed on Russia in response.
Peskov said there was no reason for policy differences over Iran to hinder
such a rapprochement.
"It's no secret for anyone that Moscow and Washington hold diametrically
opposed views on many international issues," said Peskov. "That should not be an
obstacle when it comes to forging normal communication and pragmatic mutuallybeneficial relations between Russia and the United States."
Separately, Russia criticized the Trump administration's move on Friday to
impose sanctions on Iran after a recent ballistic missile test, saying the test did not
violate existing agreements.
"We are sorry that things are working out in this way," Sergei Ryabkov,
Russia's deputy foreign minister, was quoted as saying of the new sanctions by the
RIA news agency on Monday.
Ракетно-ядерная активность Ирана
Сажин Владимир Игоревич. «ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА - сетевой аналитический
журнал Института востоковедения РАН». 6.02.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=6785

Два события, связанные с Ираном, вызвали мощный резонанс в мире.
Первое –начало испытаний нового поколения центрифуг IR-8 в рамках
научно-исследовательских работ по обогащению урана в соответствии с
ядерной программой Ирана. Второе –испытание баллистической ракеты.
Эти два события произошли практически одновременно в конце января.
Причем на фоне вступления в должность нового президента США Дональда
Трампа, начала формирования его администрации и, соответственно,
официальной американской политической доктрины. Напомним, что ещѐ в
период предвыборной кампании г-н Трамп выступал с антииранскими
заявлениями, называя, в частности, ядерную сделку с Ираном «ужасной» и
«позором для США» (имеется в виду Совместный всеобъемлющий план
действий (СВПД), принятый постоянными членами Совета Безопасности
ООН плюс Германией и Ираном в июле 2015 года).
В настоящее время взгляды президента США в отношении ИРИ не
изменились. В конце января, начале февраля президент Трамп заявлял: «Иран
был официально предупрежден в связи с испытанием баллистической
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ракеты. Им следовало быть благодарными за ту ужасную сделку, которую
США заключили с ними!» Здесь, правда, надо уточнить, что заключили ее не
только США, а шесть полномочных представителей мирового сообщества. И
эта «сделка» была одобрена и юридически закреплена Резолюцией СБ ООН
2231 от 20 июля 2015 года.
Так, нарушал ли международные законы и соглашения Тегеран, работая
над центрифугой IR-8 и проводя испытания ракет?
Сначала о центрифугах, которые производят обогащение урана. В СВПД
четко записано: «Иран будет продолжать проводить научноисследовательские и опытно-конструкторские работы (НИОКР) в области
обогащения таким образом, чтобы это не приводило к накоплению
обогащенного урана. В течение 10 лет в соответствии с планом Ирана по
проведению работ в области обогащения урана, НИОКР в Иране, связанные с
обогащением урана, будут проводиться только с центрифугами IR-4, IR-5,
IR-6 и IR-8». Далее в документе отмечается, что Иран может проводить
испытания IR-8 только на отдельных экземплярах без связки их в каскады. И
только в 2024 году Ирану разрешено начать испытания каскада, но не более
чем из 30 центрифуг. Кстати, промышленный каскад включает, как правило,
164 центрифуги. Так что ИРИ далеко до промышленного использования
центрифуг новых поколений. (Цифры в марках центрифуг означают
поколения).
Кроме того, как отмечают специалисты–ядерщики, производительность,
эффективность и надежность иранских центрифуг последних поколений не
идет ни в какое сравнение с российскими, французскими или другими
западными центрифугами даже более ранних поколений. Дело в том, что
иранцы довольно произвольно проводят «поколенческую» классификацию
своих изделий, исходя из пиаровских соображений, а не на основе
принципиальных качественных отличий новых центрифуг от центрифуг
предыдущих серий.
Таким образом, можно с уверенностью констатировать, что Иран
осуществляет свои ядерные НИОКР точно в соответствии с СВПД и
Резолюцией 2231. При этом обеспокоенность, проявленная некоторыми СМИ
и политологами в связи активизацией ядерной деятельности ИРИ, явно
преувеличена.
Теперь о ракетах и их испытаниях, которые вызвали бурю недовольства
у оппонентов ИРИ. 29 января Иран провел испытания баллистической ракеты
средней дальности. Напомним, это класс ракет, имеющих дальность полета
от 1 до 5,5 тыс. км.
США, обвинив ИРИ в нарушении СВПД и Резолюции 2231, выразили
своѐ возмущение и расширили список санкций в отношении ИРИ, в который
вошли 13 физических лиц и 12 компаний, связанных или с иранской
ракетной программой, или с Корпусом стражей исламской революции
(КСИР). Однако, объективно говоря, нарушений со стороны Ирана не было.
Известно, что СВПД вообще не содержит упоминаний о запрете на ракетные
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испытания, а в Резолюции 2231 содержится только и исключительно призыв
к Ирану воздерживаться от ракетных пусков с использованием
соответствующих технологий, которые позволяли бы применить этот
носитель для доставки ядерного боеприпаса.
Поэтому Вашингтону пришлось идти на попятную, но не в плане
отмены санкций, а в интерпретации обвинений. Так, представитель Белого
дома Шон Спайсер заявил, что ракетное испытание Ирана не является
прямым нарушением ядерного соглашения. Вместе с тем, по его словам, «нет
сомнений, что произведенный запуск нарушает дух соглашения». Ну вот, за
нарушение духа и вводятся новые санкции.
Но с другой стороны, хотя проведенные Ираном ракетные испытания
формально не являлись нарушением каких-либо международных
юридических норм, всѐ же, если смотреть на ситуацию с моральнополитической точки зрения, то Тегеран можно пожурить за пренебрежение
советами ООН.
К тому же, как утверждают военные специалисты, использование
баллистических ракет средней дальности и тем более межконтинентальных
ракет (над которыми также работают иранские специалисты) эффективно
только в ядерном боевом снаряжении. Слишком дорого они стоят, чтобы
запускать их с обычными взрывчатыми веществами, что нерентабельно как с
военной, так и с финансовой точек зрения.
В этом плане, конечно, ракетная программа Ирана способна вызывать
опасения, возможно, в перспективе – за гранью действия СВПД. Ведь ракеты
большой дальности и ядерное оружие – это две стороны медали: они
невозможны друг без друга.
А сегодня не следует забывать, что иранская ракетная программа (так же
как и ядерная) находится под эгидой КСИР. А эта структура, в целом,
выступает в оппозиции к нынешнему курсу президента Хасана Роухани.
Многие оппозиционеры выступают против ядерных договоренностей
Тегерана с международным сообществом, утверждая, что Иран заплатил
слишком большую цену, заключая это соглашение. Противники Роухани
считают, что эта сделка, в частности, нанесла серьезный ущерб развитию
ядерной программы страны. И вполне возможно, как бы провоцируя
президента Трампа, КСИР испытание ракет приурочил как раз к моменту,
когда новая администрация США стала выступать с резкими заявлениями
против Ирана и его ракетной программы.
Примечательно, зарубежные противники СВПД в отличие от иранских
«единомышленников», уверены, что ядерная сделка оставила для Ирана
огромные возможности для создания ядерного оружия в будущем. Они
согласны лишь на полный демонтаж ядерной инфраструктуры ИРИ и отказ
этой страны вообще от ядерной программы.
В этой ситуации наиболее опасным было бы сопряжение усилий
противников СВПД с двух противоположных сторон, что может привести к
отказу ИРИ от выполнения требований СВПД. А это чревато
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катастрофическими последствиями как для Ирана, так и для режима
нераспространения ядерного оружия в целом.
Словом, есть значительные и довольно опасные силы, которые
настроенные негативно в отношении ядерной сделки с Тегераном, как в
самом Иране, так и в США, Израиле, Саудовской Аравии. Идет жесткая и
временами жестокая пропагандистская, идеологическая и политическая
борьба, как в Иране, так и вокруг него. И эта борьба будет обострятся по
мере приближения президентских выборов в ИРИ, назначенных на май 2017
года.
Итак, можно подвести итоги. Ни ядерные работы с центрифугами IR-8,
ни испытания баллистических ракет средней дальности, осуществляемые
Ираном, юридически не нарушают международные обязательства этой
страны, но, как говорится, неприятный привкус остается.
Иран, по мнению министра обороны США, - главный спонсор
терроризма
Iran 'biggest state sponsor of terrorism': Mattis
The Express Tribune. 4.02.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1316853/iran-biggest-statesponsor-terrorism-mattis/

US Defense Secretary James Mattis said Saturday that Iran was the world‘s
biggest state sponsor of terrorism, as President Donald Trump slapped fresh
sanctions on the country‘s weapons procurement network.
―As far as Iran goes, this is the single biggest state sponsor of terrorism in the
world,‖ Mattis said at a press conference in Tokyo, but added that the US had no
plans to increase troop numbers in the Middle East in response.
Iran calls US remarks on missile test ‗repetitive, baseless and provocative‘
―It does no good to ignore it. It does no good to dismiss it and at the same
time I don‘t see any need to increase the number of forces we have in the Middle
East at this time,‖ he said. ―We always have the capability to do so but right now I
don‘t think it‘s necessary.‖
US officials said that the new sanctions, announced on Friday, were in
response to Iran‘s ballistic missile test this week and its support for Huthi rebels in
Yemen, who recently targeted a Saudi warship.
Trump White House puts Iran on notice over ballistic missile test
The new sanctions do not yet mean that the US has abandoned commitments
it made under an earlier deal to lift measures aimed at Iran‘s nuclear programme,
officials said.
But Trump has made no secret of his contempt for that accord, which his
predecessor Barack Obama approved in July 2015, and officials said Friday‘s
measures would not be the last against the country.
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Пакистан призывает Иран организовать паромное сообщение между
портами Гвадар и Чабахар
Информационный
портал
«Корабли
всех
времѐн
и
народов».
http://www.korabli.eu/blogs/novosti/morskie-novosti/pakistan-prizyvaet-iran. 3.02.2017.

Пакистанский министр портов и морского судоходства Мир Хасил Хан
Бизенджо подчеркнул, что его страна отдает приоритет активизации
сотрудничества с Ираном в транспортном секторе, и сказал, что
предпринимаются усилия по запуску паромного сообщения между
пакистанским портом Гвадар, Карачи и иранским портом Чабахар. Об этом
02 февраля 2017 года сообщило агентство Iran.ru.
«Если Иран хочет создать совместное предприятие или запустить свои
собственные услуги в сфере паромного сообщения между Карачи, Гвадаром
и Чабахаром, мы готовы к этому», - сказал Бизенджо в среду, 1 февраля.
Министр подчеркнул необходимость увязки портов Гвадар и Чабахар
так как оба порта могут помочь друг другу в транспортировке товаров.
«Иран и Пакистан договорились о том, что Чабахар и Гвадар не
являются конкурирующими портами, но они будут дополнять друг друга,
когда будет завершено их строительство», - сообщил журналистам
председатель постоянного комитета пакистанского Национального Собрания
Сардар Аваис Ахмад Хан Легари.
Иран недоволен темпами строительства газопровода МИР между
Ираном и Пакистаном. Сильно
Интернет-сайт «Neftegaz,RU». http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/157718-Iran-nedovolentempami-stroitelstva-gazoprovoda-MIR-mezhdu-Iranom-i-Pakistanom.-Silno. 30 января 2017 г.

Иран может отменить соглашение с Пакистаном по прокладке
магистрального газопровода (МГП) Мир.
Об этом 29 января 2017 г поведал журналистам глава Национальной
иранской газовой компании (NIGC) Х. Араrи (Hamid Reza Araki).
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Газовый проект стоимостью 7 млрд долл США был задуман в 1990 х гг,
чтобы поставлять газ с иранского гигантского месторождение Южный Парс в
Индию через Пакистан.
Запасы месторождения составляют около 28 трлн м3 газа.
Недовольный темпами строительства пакистанского участка МГП МИР
Иран назвал 3 возможных сценария развития:
- сохранение нынешней ситуации;
- поиски путей для реализации МГП МИР;
- аннулирование проекта.
Иран подписал соглашение с Пакистаном о строительстве экспортного
МГП Мир в период президентства М. Ахмадинежад
Пропускная мощность МГП - 22 млн м3/сутки газа.
Протяженность - 700 км.
Ранее Иран предлагал Пакистану кредит в размере 500 млн долл США,
чтобы начать строительство пакистанского участка МГП Мир, но из-за
антиядерных санкций Запада и наступивших финансовых проблем денег не
дал.
Согласно первоначальным договоренностям, по этому МГП в течение 25
лет иранский газ должен был доставляться в Пакистан и Индию по
договорным ценам.
Предполагалось, что строительство МГП Мир, начавшееся в 2002 г,
будет завершено до 2015 г.
Проект стартовал трудно, США были откровенно против, недовольная
ходом строительства индийская сторона вышла из проекта в 2009 г.
В январе 2013 г Индия и Туркмения договорились начать проработку
для скорейшей реализации проекта строительства МГП ТуркменистанАфганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ).
И уже в начале 2013 г президенты Ирана и Пакистана срочно
реаанимировали проект, назвав в 2014 г сроком реализации, но в конце 2013
г Иран отказался продолжать проект.
В 2014 г ОМАН решил стать посредником Ирана и Пакистана, но в
проекте в поставок иранского СПГ в Пакистан , для которого еще нужно
было построить построить СПГ -терминал в Гвадаре.
В декабре 2014 г Пакистан сообщил о желании достроить МГП МИР, но
даже не начал строительство, мотивируя это тем, что Иран не завершил
проект МГП IGAT7 - иранский участок газопровода от месторождения
Южный Парс до границы с Пакистаном.
Иран уже построил свою часть МГП МИР еще в 2011-2012 гг. Ирану
осталось достроить участок МГП протяженностью около 180 км.
В 2014 г, выступая на Национальной Ассамблее Пакистана, министр
нефти Ш. Аббаси разъяснял то, что одним из условий реализации МГП Мир
должно быть снятие всех санкций с Ирана.
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Основные санкции Запада были сняты в январе 2016 г, но некоторые 1сторонние санкции США в отношении Ирана, в том числе запрет на сделки с
Ираном с использованием долларов США, по-прежнему остаются.
В 2015 г китайцы было подрядились построить участок МГП от порта
Гвадар в западной части Пакистана до г Навабшах в провинции Синд на юге,
а пакистанцам осталось бы достроить 50 -км участок МГП от границы с
Ираном до порта, но сделка сорвалась.
Другим условием является требование Пакистана снизить цену на
иранский газ.
Пакистан утверждает, что предполагаемая цена на газ из Туркменистана,
который в будущем пойдет по МГП ТАПИ, меньше, чем цена Ирана на газ,
который будет поставляться по МГП Мир.
Вероятность реализации МГП ТАПИ существенно ниже, чем МГП Мир,
потому что трасса МГП ТАПИ должна быть проложена по территории
Афганистана, куда уже давно заглядываются боевики ИГИЛ, да и талибы там
не успокоились.
Тем не менее, функцию раздражителя этот МГП ТАПИ выполняет
успешно.
Иран передумал строить газопровод в Пакистан
Николай Вязов. «Новости Украины». 28.01.2017. http://24news.com.ua/28847-iranperedumal-stroit-gazoprovod-v-pakistan/

Иран может отменить сделку с Пакистаном по прокладке газопровода
из-за затянувшегося строительства, сказал глава Национальной газовой
компании Хамид Реза Араги, передает в субботу агентство Mehr.
По его словам, на столе переговоров три сценария: сохранение
нынешней ситуации; поиски пути для реализации газопровода ИранПакистан, который называется «Мир»; и, наконец, аннулирование сделки.
Иран подписал соглашение с Пакистаном в период президентства
Махмуда Ахмадинежада на экспорт 22 миллионов кубических метров газа в
сутки.
Тегеран даже предложил Исламабаду кредит в 500 миллионов долларов
(треть стоимости трубопровода), чтобы начать строительство трубопровода
на территории Пакистана, но потом заявил о невозможности его выделения
из-за финансовых проблем в связи с санкциями Запада против Ирана.
Иран хочет присоединиться к союзу Россия-Пакистан=Китай
Iran hints at joining Pakistan-Russia-China alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
28th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1309224/pakistan-russia-china-iran-hints-joining-tri-nation-alliance/

Head of Iranian parliament‘s panel on national security says four countries
should cooperate for regional peace
ISLAMABAD: The world, particularly Asia, has been undergoing a great
transformation in recent years with the emergence of new alliances. Last month,
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Pakistan, Russia and China‘s unprecedented trilateral meeting in Moscow on
Afghanistan made headlines.
Now, Iran has expressed its willingness to join hands with Pakistan, China
and Russia seeking a greater role for regional peace and stability particularly in
Afghanistan.
India expresses disappointment over Pakistan-Russia military cooperation
Alaeddin Boroujerdi, the head of Iran Parliament‘s committee on national
security and foreign policy, who was on a three-day visit to Islamabad, hinted at a
news conference here on Friday the formation of four-nation alliance against the
backdrop of regional and international developments.
Boroujerdi held wide-ranging talks with Pakistani authorities including Prime
Minister‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, National Security Adviser Lt
Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua, told reporters that new alliances would be formed
in the wake of victory of Donald Trump in the recent US presidential elections.
Given the changing situation, Pakistan, Russia, China and Iran should
cooperate with each other for regional peace and stability, he added.
There were reports that Pakistan, China and Russia might invite Iran to join
their discussions seeking a political solution to the long running unrest in
Afghanistan.
When asked to comment on Pakistan‘s stance seeking Afghan-led and
Afghan-owned peace process, the senior Iranian politician while emphasising the
need for ‗intra-Afghan dialogue‘ insisted that no one should impose decision from
outside.
He acknowledged both Pakistan and Iran could play an important role in
helping Afghanistan dealing with the problem of militancy.
Pakistan, Russia and China warn of increased Islamic State threat in
Afghanistan
When asked whether Iran would join Saudi-led coalition formed last year to
fight terrorism, Boroujerdi claimed the Saudi initiative was only meant to kill
innocent people in Yemen. ―Therefore, no one would like to be part of such a
coalition,‖ he said
To another question about the arrest of Indian RAW agent Kulbhushan
Yadav, the Iranian leader said the intelligence agencies of the two countries were
in contact with each other over the issue. However, he added that Iran had not yet
shared with Pakistan its investigations about the controversy.
Declaring Iran‘s Chahbaha port and Pakistan‘s Gwadar as sister ports,
Boroujerdi pointed out that Iran was willing to join the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) as according to him that this would benefit Islamabad and
Tehran.
Отношения России и Ирана выходят на новый уровень
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 2.01.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/02/otnosheniya-rossii-i-irana-vy-hodyat-na-novy-j-uroven/
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Как известно, Российская Федерация и Исламская Республика Иран
входят в число самых влиятельных участников мирового рынка
углеводородов. Сотрудничество между такими гигантами способно повлиять
на всю мировую экономику и открывает перед двумя странами огромные
возможности.
В Иране сосредоточено примерно 18% мировых запасов нефти и 9%
газа. За период действия международных санкций, наложенных на Иран в
связи с его ядерной программой, его добыча и экспорт нефти упали почти
вдвое. Сейчас, когда большая часть санкций снята, страна стремительно
наверстывает упущенное.
Следует напомнить, что 30 ноября 2016 г. в Вене состоялось заседание
Организации стран-экспортеров нефти (ОПЕК), в результате которого Иран
стал единственной страной, которой было разрешено увеличивать добычу
нефти. Иран добился этого, используя как аргумент ущерб, нанесенный
санкциями.
Чтобы поскорее восстановить нефтяную промышленность в прежнем
объеме и вернуть свое место на международном рынке, Ирану требуется
помощь иностранных партнеров. Иранская нефтяная отрасль нуждается в
иностранных инвестициях. Для этого руководство страны приняло ряд мер,
чтобы сделать свою нефтегазовую отрасль более привлекательной для
иностранных компаний. Так, летом 2016 г. в Иране была утверждена новая
форма контрактов по нефти с иностранными компаниями. В соответствии с
ней иностранные компании будут допускаться до разведки месторождений,
добычи и обработки энергоносителей. Иранские власти надеются, что новые
возможности для иностранных инвесторов обеспечат стране большой приток
инвестиций и вернут в страну все компании, которые были вынуждены
прекратить свою деятельность в ИРИ после введения санкций. По подсчетам
экспертов, для восстановления пострадавшей от санкций нефтяной
промышленности, Ирану нужны инвестиции в размерах $200 млрд. Еще
одним нововведением стала возможность создания совместных предприятий
Национальной иранской нефтяной компании с иностранными компаниями.
Множество компаний, как из Азии, так и с Запада, уже проявили интерес
к сотрудничеству. Так, в ноябре 2016 г. Ираном было подписано соглашение
на $4,8 млрд с французской компанией Total, которая будет заниматься
разработкой Южного Парнаса – самого крупного месторождения в ИРИ. К
концу 2016 г. допуска к иранским нефти и газу добивались уже 50
иностранных компаний, подавших заявления на участие в тендере по
упомянутым выше контрактам новой формы, который должен пройти в
феврале 2017 г.
Однако особое отношение встречают страны, поддерживавшие Иран во
время действия санкций. Это в первую очередь Китай и Россия. Даже в
самый сложный период, несмотря на давление западных стран, КНР
продолжала в больших объемах покупать иранскую нефть, а РФ — помогать
ИРИ осваивать мирный атом.
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О взаимном интересе России и Ирана к сотрудничеству в нефтегазовой
сфере известно уже давно. Желание начать сотрудничество с ИРИ до конца
2016 г. высказывали российские компании «Газпром», «Газпром нефть»,
«Зарубежнефть», «Лукойл», «Татнефть». Следует напомнить, что «Газпром
нефть», «Лукойл» и «Татнефть» уже работали в ИРИ до того, как несколько
лет назад на страну было усилено санкционное давление. Немалый интерес
для компаний из РФ представляет иранская Особая экономическая зона
«Лаван», в которой работают многочисленные нефтеперерабатывающие
предприятия.
12 декабря 2016 г. в Тегеране между РФ и ИРИ был подписан
меморандум о сотрудничестве в нефтяной и энергетической сфере. Страны
намерены совместно заниматься разведкой и разработкой месторождений (в
том числе и морских), доставкой продукции, производством техники для
нефтедобывающей отрасли. Также в документе оговорены условия своповых
операций. При подписании документа присутствовали замминистра
энергетики РФ Кирилл Молодцов и его иранский коллега Амир Хосейн
Замани-Ния. Последний вскоре заявил, что надеется на развитие отношений
России и Ирана, которые, по его мнению, обладают большим потенциалом.
Позднее сделал заявление и сам министр нефти ИРИ Бижан Зангане. По его
словам, он ожидает большого вклада в изучение иранских месторождений от
российских специалистов. Также он отметил, что восхищается разумной
позицией РФ на нефтяном рынке.
На
следующий
день,
13
декабря,
состоялось
заседание
межправительственной комиссии по экономическому сотрудничеству РФ и
ИРИ с участием министра энергетики РФ Александра Новака и иранского
министра связи Махмуда Ваэзи. Обсуждалось расширение сотрудничества
России и Ирана в таких областях, как промышленность, сельское хозяйство,
энергетика, образование и даже освоение космоса. В тот день СМИ
сообщили о заключении договора между российской компанией «Газпром
нефть» и Иранской национальной нефтяной компанией о совместной
разработке иранских месторождений Чангуле и Чешмехуш.
После этого Б. Зангане сообщил, что поддерживает активность
российских компаний на рынке своей страны. В свою очередь А. Новак
заявил, что Иран является добрым соседом и важным партнером России.
Тогда же, 13 декабря, в Тегеране прошел бизнес-форум «Россия-Иран».
Все эти события показывают, что между Россией и Ираном развиваются
тесные и выгодные партнерские отношения. При этом дальнейшие
перспективы их развития также велики. Несмотря на то, что достигнуто уже
немало, российско-иранское сотрудничество со временем может перейти на
еще более высокий качественный уровень. Так, с декабря 2015 г. две страны
готовятся приступить к переговорам о создании зоны свободной торговли
(ЗСТ) между Ираном и Евразийским экономическим союзом, в котором
ведущую роль играет Россия. При этом даже без ЗСТ российско-иранский
товарооборот увеличился в 2016 г. почти на 80%.
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30 ноября 2016 г. состоялось заседание совета Евразийской
экономической комиссии, на котором представители всех государств Союза
одобрили начало этих переговоров на Высшем евразийском экономическом
совете 26 декабря 2016 г.
За таким мощным ростом экономического сотрудничества неминуемо
последует политическое и стратегическое взаимодействие. Россия и Иран
давно сотрудничают в сфере борьбы с терроризмом на Ближнем Востоке.
При этом уже обсуждаются перспективы вступления Ирана в ОДКБ.
Несомненно, объединив свои силы, Россия и Иран могут оказать большое
влияние на всю мировую политику.

ПАКИСТАН – АФГАНИСТАН1
Россия заявляет о стремительном наращивании численности боевиков
ДАИШ в непосредственной близости от китайского «Нового Шелкового
пути»
Интернет-сайт «MixedNews». 29.12.2017. http://mixednews.ru/archives/127683

Высокопоставленный российский дипломат Замир Кабулов заявил в
прошедшие выходные, что Москва готова сесть за стол переговоров с
Вашингтоном, чтобы обсудить возможное сотрудничество в Афганистане.
Это заявление прозвучало неожиданно на фоне многочисленных
предположений и спекуляций о том, что действия Соединенных Штатов
способствуют дестабилизации региона.
Так, в своем репортаже о заявлениях российского дипломата в субботу,
турецкая консервативная ежедневная газета Yeni Safak напомнила об
октябрьском интервью бывшего президента Афганистана Хамида Карзая
российскому каналу RT, в ходе которого Карзай выступил с осуждением
действий США, фактически обвинив Америку в наращивании сил ДАИШ в
стране.
«С тех пор как боевики ДАИШ (арабская аббревиатура,
соответствующая ИГИЛ) начали проникать в Афганистан и укреплять свои
позиции, Соединенные Штаты так и не предприняли никаких действий
против них», – заявил Карзай.
«Каждый день, на протяжении уже более двух лет, местные
старейшины, правительственные чиновники, средства массовой информации
и другие сообщают, что вертолеты без опознавательных знаков, причем речь
идет об иностранных вертолетах, регулярно прибывают и оказывают помощь
экстремистам в самых разных уголках страны», – добавил он.
Специальный представитель Президента Российской Федерации по
Афганистану Кабулов заявил в своем комментарии в выходные, что общая
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численность боевиков ДАИШ в Афганистане на сегодняшний день выросла
до 10 тысяч человек.
Канадская некоммерческая организация Global Research в июле
написала в своем докладе, что усилия Вашингтона по дестабилизации
региона распространились на Пакистан – ключевой элемент китайской
инициативы «Один пояс, один путь». Этот информационный источник
заявляет, что разрушение жизненно важных коммуникаций Китая – это
непосредственная цель политического руководства Соединенных Штатов,
цитируя многочисленные документы, опубликованные американскими
аналитическими центрами.
Исследование группы ученых из Института стратегических
исследований Военного колледжа Армии США еще в 2006 году привело
авторов к выводу о том, что «реалисты в нашей внешней политике, ссылаясь
на историю и политологию, утверждают, что Китай неизбежно рано или
поздно бросит вызов американскому превосходству, и это лишь вопрос
времени, когда отношения между Соединенными Штатами и Китаем
приобретут антагонистический характер, а возможно, станут еще хуже.
В докладе Global Research говорится, что Соединенные Штаты
стремятся разжечь насильственную борьбу за независимость в пакистанской
провинции Белуджистан, где расположен порт Гвадар, важнейший узловой
пункт китайской инициативы «Один пояс, один путь». Кроме того,
Вашингтон хотел бы объединить сепаратистские и прочие экстремистские
группировки с остатками боевиков ДАИШ, чтобы продемонстрировать, что у
них нет ничего общего с Соединенными Штатами.
Ранее США многократно пытались использовать различные местные
группировки для создания политической нестабильности и эскалации
насилия. Так, например, боевики, похитившие и убившие двух китайских
учителей в Белуджистане, были, по всей вероятности, членами местных
группировок, которые Соединенные Штаты поддерживают уже много лет, и
чья роль в дестабилизации Пакистана все больше осознается в последнее
время как местной, так и международной общественностью.
Возлагая всю вину на «исламское государство», то есть ДАИШ,
Америка тем самым отделяет себя в общественном сознании от той волны
насилия, которую она разжигает по всему региону.
О причинах активизации террористов в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. 28 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=40290

Террористическая группировка «Исламское государство» (ИГ,
запрещена в РФ) взяла на себя ответственность за теракт, произошедший в
четверг 28 декабря в столице Афганистана, Кабуле. Об этом сообщило
агентство Франс Пресс.
По уточненным данным, два взрыва произошли в западной части
города вблизи здания местного информационного агентства. В результате
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теракта по меньшей мере погибли 40 человек, пострадали более 30. За день
до этого не менее 14 военнослужащих получили ранения в результате
взрыва, произошедшего на юге Афганистана. Об этом сообщил телеканал
«Толо ньюс» со ссылкой на местных чиновников. По его сведениям,
заминированный автомобиль взлетел на воздух около полицейской зоны в
городе Лашкаргах (административный центр провинции Гильменд). По
словам представителя губернатора провинции Омара Звака, взрыв произошел
около 14:40 по местному времени (13:10 мск), в то время когда солдаты
покидали военную базу, чтобы начать военную операцию, передает
телеканал.
Террористическая группировка «Исламское государство» взяла на себя
ответственность за взрыв, прогремевший в понедельник в столице
Афганистана. Об этом сообщило агентство Рейтер. 25 декабря боевиксмертник привел взрывное устройство в действие у входа в здание
Национального директората безопасности (афганской разведывательной
службы). По данным МВД республики, не менее пяти человек погибли, двое
получили ранения. 18 декабря тот же самый злосчастный директорат
атаковала целая группа боевиков из 6 человек. При этом обратим внимание,
что никаких выводов из произошедшего местные спецслужбы не сделали.
Видимо полагая, что «снаряд в одну воронку два раза не падает». Это
хорошая иллюстрация к степени профессионализма афганских спецслужб,
которые, по оценке американцев, должны играть одну из основных ролей в
рамках реализации их новой концепции действий в Афганистане.
Все эти «ответки» происходят на фоне активизации американских
беспилотников в зоне действия местных сторонников ИГ. 26 декабря ВВС
США уничтожили по меньшей мере 15 боевиков ИГ в ходе спецоперации на
востоке Афганистана. По имеющимся данным, террористы были
уничтожены в результате ударов беспилотных летательных аппаратов в уезде
Ачин провинции Нангархар. Отмечается, что среди мирных жителей
пострадавших нет. Ранее об уничтожении 11 боевиков ИГ в провинции
Нангархар в результате удара афганских ВВС сообщил телеканал «Толо
ньюс». Также отмечалось, что в результате удара уничтожены схроны с
оружием и боеприпасами террористов. Другими словами, мы наблюдаем
обмен ударами между местными сторонниками ИГ, американцами и
афганскими силовиками. При этом безусловно в указанных актах принимают
участие и деньги наркоторговцев из Гильменад, которые очень недовольны
тем, что уничтожаются из склады и лаборатории.
Но данный аспект оперативной ситуации надо рассматривать более
глубоко. Прежде всего в рамках недавно завершившихся под эгидой Пекина
встречи пакистанских и афганских официальных лиц в рамках
урегулирования афганского кризиса. Мы уже сообщали, что это означает
кардинальный поворот в тактике США по прекращению попыток
игнорировать КНР и Пакистан в рамках достижения стабильности в
Афганистане. Американские аналитики на всех уровнях говорят об этом
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прямо, оценивая диалог в таком формате как ключевой элемент недавно
обновленной стратегией Вашингтона в отношении Афганистана, а также
преодоления давних политических тупиков в политическом процессе.
Американские эксперты оценивают усилия Пекина пока осторожно, но
с определенным оптимизмом. В основе их рассуждений лежат примерно
следующие выводы. Вакуум силы в Афганистане делает его приграничные к
КНР округа критически важным аспектом для китайской безопасности в
западной части Синьцзяна и для реализации его инициативы по вопросу
«Нового шелкового пути» через территорию Афганистана. В этой связи
китайские военные активизировали свое присутствие в регионе, о чем
свидетельствуют усилия Китая по укреплению потенциала Таджикистана и
Пакистана по защите своих границ с Афганистаном.
Надежный и стабильный Афганистан является ключом к растущему
инвестиционному
присутствию
Китая,
учитывая
информационнопропагандистскую деятельность Пекина в области реализации по
инвестированию в проекты строительства новой инфраструктуры в Южной
Азии и на Ближнем Востоке. Китай рассматривает проблемы безопасности
Афганистана, как препятствие для создания единой региональной
логистической системы. Теоретически дружественные отношения Пекина с
Исламабадом и Кабулом, его сдержанные связи с талибами и его
экономические рычаги дают китайскому правительству серьезный импульс
для участия в разрешении афганского конфликта. В этой связи Пекин был
признан Вашингтоном необходимым звеном для заполнения вакуума
внешних политических центров силы, которые американцы и нынешнее
руководство в Кабуле сознательно ранее создали своими руками,
дистанцировав Исламабад от участия в решении этого кризиса. Такая
позиция Пекина, тем не менее, пока развивается, по оценке американских
аналитиков, очень медленно и ограничена в основном пока только
соответствующей риторикой. Тем не менее, роль Китая в Афганистане
может стать еще одним испытательным полигоном для утверждения КНР в
качестве новой региональной силы. То есть, американцы пока не верят в
конечной успех своей новой идеи, но делают на этом направлении ясные
шаги. И все это очень не нравится Катару, которого по-прежнему
дистанцируют от любого участия в переговорных форматах в отношении
новой политической архитектуры Афганистана. И не только его самого, но и
подконтрольные ему отряды бывших талибов в том же Нангархаре и
Гильменде, которые сейчас называют афганским «Исламским государством».
И это игнорирование наряду с активизацией переговорного процесса с
китайцами и пакистанцами безусловно катарцев очень нервирует, что и
определяет нынешнюю активизацию террористической активности
сторонников ИГ в отношении прежде всего государственных и военных
объектов в Афганистане.
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Обзор гуманитарных потребностей Афганистана в 2018 году
Вартанян А.М. 28 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=40279

По оценкам Управления ООН по координации гуманитарных вопросов
(УКГВ), Афганистан в следующем году продолжит оставаться одной из
наиболее сложных гуманитарных точек.
Вооруженный конфликт является главным источником гуманитарного
кризиса в Афганистане. В опубликованном в августе текущего года
специальном докладе ООН по стратегическому обзору работы Миссии
содействия ООН в Афганистане стране вновь возвращѐн статус
«действующего
вооруженного
конфликта»
вместо
прежнего
«постконфликтного» статуса. Такое решение ООН обусловлено резким
обострением вооруженного противостояния, вызванного небывалой
активизацией в последнее время террористов различных мастей — от
«Талибана» до «Аль-Каиды и «Исламского государства» (запрещены в
России). Только за летний период (июнь-август) в среднем в Афганистане
было зафиксировано 80 эпизодов вооруженных столкновений в день, что
является рекордным показателем за последние шесть лет. Число
вооружѐнных
нападений
на
гражданскую
инфраструктуру
и
административные центры также возросло с 2 300 в 2008 году до 12 900 в
2017. Использование самодельных взрывных устройств в этом году выросло
на 20%, а интенсивность авиаударов — на 110%. В текущем году «Талибану»
удалось захватить 16 крупных районных административных центров, не
считая более мелких поселений. Результатом активизации вооружѐнных
столкновений стало увеличение в среднем на 20-30% числа пострадавших и
раненых в ходе вооружѐнных столкновений. Число новых внутренне
перемещѐнных лиц в 2017 году достигло уже 360 000 человек, а их общее
количество превышает 1 млн человек. К этому следует прибавить новую
волну репатриантов из Пакистана, Ирана, а также европейских стран. В
текущем году их число составило 546 000 человек.
Длительный вооруженный конфликт в Афганистане, не утихающий
более четырѐх десятилетий, предопределил возникновение здесь одной из
самых комплексных и сложных гуманитарных ситуаций. В то же время, как
считают эксперты, существует целый ряд других факторов социального
характера, подстѐгивающих дальнейшую деградацию гуманитарной
ситуации и рост гуманитарных потребностей. На следующий год, по
прогнозам ООН, 3.3 млн афганцев будут нуждаться в первоочередном
гуманитарном содействии. По сравнению с другими схожими конфликтными
точками, общая доля потенциальных бенефициаров невелика (менее 10% из
34-миллионного населения Афганистана). Однако условия работы
гуманитарных организаций и местный контекст весьма проблематичны. По
более скрупулѐзной оценке международных организаций 8.7 млн афганцев
имеют хронические потребности в получении долгосрочного и регулярного
содействия. Стоит также учесть, что 14 млн афганцев, то есть примерно 40%
населения, проживает в зонах с «повышенной угрозой вооружѐнных
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конфликтов». Из них 1.9 млн человек живут непосредственно в зоне
конфликта.
Гуманитарный вызов признается различными международными
экспертами одним из самых серьезных, наряду с политическим кризисом,
социально-экономическими проблемами, правочеловеческой составляющей
и проблемами в сфере безопасности в целом. Несмотря на улучшение
основных макроэкономических показателей в нынешнем году, быстрый рост
населения и его урбанизация привели к образованию значительной доли
городской неработающей молодѐжи. Эта молодѐжь является потенциальным
объектом воздействия идей радикального ислама и втягивания в
террористическую деятельность. Неудовлетворительные социальные
индикаторы, такие как высокий уровень безработицы, недостаточный доступ
к начальному образованию и медицинским услугам, — все это ведѐт к
ухудшению гуманитарной ситуации и наращиванию гуманитарных усилий.
Примечательно в этом контексте, что согласно выводам оценочной миссии
ООН по классификации уровня продовольственной безопасности в 2017
году, главным катализатором голода и потребности в продовольствии в
стране является не вооруженный конфликт либо воздействие природных
катаклизм, а социальные факторы: высокий уровень безработицы (в 38%
случаях), снижение уровня дохода населения (в 18% случаев), потеря
главного кормильца ( в 17% случаев), эпидемии инфекционных болезней
животных (в 14% случаев), рост продовольственных цен (в 13% случаев).
Соответственно, предлагаемый пакет ответных мер — инвестиции в
образование, обеспечение занятости, рост производства животноводческого
сектора, долгосрочные инвестиции в аграрное развитие. Все эти меры лежат
далеко за мандатом чисто гуманитарных организаций и интервенций. Таким
образом, гуманитарный вектор работы ООН в Афганистане, с учетом
специфики, часто синхронизируется и иногда даже тесно переплетается с
усилиями в области развития.
В рамках гуманитарного кластера на следующий год в рамках ООН
запланированы интервенции по 7 приоритетным трекам.
Первый трек — поддержка образования в чрезвычайных ситуациях.
Потребности здесь большие — около 3.5 млн детей (75% из них — девочки)
не посещают школу, дефицит учителей — 40 тысяч; около 1000 школ в
стране разрушены или временно заняты беженцами. Из-за притока
полумиллиона репатриантов (300 тысяч из них — дети школьного возврата)
из Ирана и Пакистана в этом году государственные школы на юге и востоке
страны оказались переполнены. В рамах усилий ООН в 2018 году в секторе
образования планируется оказать содействие 400 тысячам наиболее
нуждающихся.
Второй трек — временное размещение и раздача палаток внутренним
переселенцам и репатриантам. Охват ООН в 2018 году — 900 тысяч человек.
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Потребности по-прежнему значительные. Согласно опросам, 44%
внутренне перемещѐнных лиц проживают в разрушенных или
полуразрушенных жилищах и нуждаются в палатках.
Третий трек — продовольственная безопасность и сельское хозяйство
— один из ключевых в гуманитарном кластере. Здесь гуманитарные
потребности самые актуальные и масштабные. Ситуация в 2017 году заметно
осложнилась вследствие интенсивных климатических катаклизм: под
воздействием наводнений, засух и эпидемий инфекционных болезней, а
также масштабных нашествий саранчи, в текущем году уровень аграрного
производства один из самых низких за последние 5 лет с дефицитом
производства зерна в объеме 1.4 млн тонн. В 2018 году предполагаемый
охват бенефициаров составит 1.9 млн остро нуждающихся в продовольствии
и 6.7 млн испытывающих хроническую потребность в продовольственном
содействии. В первой категории высокого риска почти 1.3 млн человек в
следующем году будут нуждаться в продовольственной помощи из-за
вооруженного
конфликта.
Наибольшая
доля
нуждающихся
в
продовольственном обеспечении предсказуемо фиксируется среди внутренне
переселенных лиц и репатриантов — 84% и 87% соответственно.
Четвѐртый трек — здравоохранение. Самый масштабный по охвату в
2018 году: 1.6 млн человек испытывают острую потребность в содействии в
этом кластере, и ещѐ 4 млн человек — хроническую. Длительность
афганского конфликта крайне негативно отражается на основных
медицинских показателях, которые одни из самых худших в мире, в том
числе высокая детская смертность (70 на 1000 новорождѐнных), низкий охват
прививками и недоступность специализированных медицинских услуг и
специального питания для 70% населения. Треть населения Афганистана,
почти 10 млн человек, имеют ограниченный доступ или вообще не имеют
доступа к базовым медицинским услугам. Наиболее ограниченный доступ к
медицине у репатриантов из Ирана и Пакистана.
Пятый трек — питание. В этом секторе, несмотря на колоссальные
усилия правительства и партнеров, результаты пока оставляют желать
лучшего. В фокусе усилий в следующем году две социально уязвимые
группы — дети младше пяти лет (1.6 млн) и беременные женщины и
кормящие матери (450 тысяч человек). Обе группы нуждаются в регулярном
и адресном содействии. Общий же охват хронически нуждающихся в
помощи в области питания составит в 2018 году 3 млн человек.
Шестой трек — защита гражданского населения. Это, пожалуй, одно из
наиболее слабых звеньев. Афганистан является сегодня по статистике чуть
ли не самой опасной страной для работы гуманитарного персонала, а условия
для жизни гражданского населения здесь еще более опасные. Только за 9
месяцев 2017 года было убито 2640 мирных жителей и ранено 5379. Главные
риски — минные ловушки, сексуальное насилие в отношении женщин и
детей, гендерное неравенство, незаконная эксплуатация детей (детский труд,
рабство и пр.), плохо функционирующая законодательная и судебная
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система. В 2018 году в приоритетном списке получателей срочной
помощи — 1.5 млн человек, ещѐ 2.5 млн человек испытывают хроническую
потребность в содействии.
Седьмой трек — доступ к питьевой воде, санитарным и гигиеническим
средствам. Здесь ситуация также хронически плохая, требующая
долгосрочных решений. Сегодня Афганистан демонстрирует одни из худших
показателей в мире: 68% населения лишены доступа к санитарным
средствам, а 45%. — доступа к чистой питьевой воде. Последнее особенно
актуально для внутренне переселѐнных лиц и репатриантов, временные
пункты размещения которых не располагают доступом к соответствующей
инфраструктуре и питьевой воде. Это создаѐт высокие риски в плане
эпидемии инфекционных заболеваний.
Как представляется, опубликованная в декабре ООН оценка
гуманитарных потребностей Афганистана на 2018 год является тревожным
сигналом для политической элиты страны. Помимо ухудшения собственно
гуманитарных показателей, тревогу вызывает факт явной военизации и новой
эскалации вооруженного конфликта, что влечѐт серьѐзные структурные
риски в политической сфере и подрывает ранее предпринимаемые усилия по
стабилизации экономической ситуации, несмотря на достигнутые в
последнее время успешные макроэкономические показатели. Разумеется,
факт изменения в этом контексте статуса Афганистана с постконфликтного
на активный конфликт создаѐт прежде негативный психологический эффект
(хотя, со статистикой, разумеется не поспоришь) будет иметь далекоидущие
последствия. Очевидно также, что успех усилий ООН на гуманитарном треке
в 2018 году будет ещѐ и зависеть от ключевой на этом этапе социальной
составляющей, и прежде всего от эффектности социальной политики
афганских властей в отношении внутренне переселѐнных лиц (почти 1 млн с
середины 2016 года) и репатриантов из Ирана и Пакистана (более
полумиллиона только в этом году).
Индия собирается поставить в Афганистан очередную партию
российских вертолѐтов
«Все об Афганистане». 26.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117561.html

КАБУЛ, 25 декабря. Индия собирается поставить в Афганистан партию
российских штурмовых вертолѐтов модели Ми-35, сообщили прессе на
условиях анонимности представители индийских властей.
Ссылки по теме
Глава афганской армии обсудит с индийскими властями вопросы поставки
российских вертолѐтов
Ханиф Атмар: Кабул не намерен отказываться от военно-технического
сотрудничества с РФ

Согласно отчѐтам, запрос на поставку российской авиатехники
поступил от правительства ИРА – перспектива поставки обсуждалась
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афганским советником по вопросам национальной безопасности Мохаммад
Ханифом Атмаром в ходе октябрьского визита в Дели.
Ожидается, что для нужд афганских военно-воздушных сил будет
приобретена
подержанная
авиатехника,
причѐм
закупки
будут
осуществляться не у России – предполагается, что Индия приобретѐт
авиатехнику в одной из стран Восточной Европы, в частности, в Сербии или
Украине.
Как ранее сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», в 2015 – 2016 годах Индия
поставляла в ИРА небольшие партии вертолѐтов модели Ми-25, но на
данный момент эти воздушные суда нуждаются в ремонте.
Несмотря на то, что США, продолжающие финансировать поставки
авиатехники для афганских ВВС, не заинтересованы в приобретении
российских винтокрылых машин и прилагают усилия для того, чтобы
заменить их воздушными судами собственного и бразильского производства,
спрос на вертолѐты модели «Ми» в Афганистане по-прежнему сохраняется.
Афганский посол в Индии Шайда Мохаммад Абдали сообщил, что
приобретение вертолѐтов необходимо его стране до окончательного перехода
на американские воздушные суда, отмечает газета ―The Hindu‖. Тем не менее,
планы поставок российской авиатехники свидетельствуют о том, что на
переукомплектацию лѐтного парка ВВС ИРА ещѐ потребуется время.
Напомним, что в прошедшем месяце перспективы дальнейшего
использования российских вертолѐтов послужили поводом для оживлѐнной
дискуссии в афганских политических кругах.
В частности, действующий министр обороны ИРА Тарик Шах Бахрами
объявил о том, что в связи с переходом на авиатехнику производства стран
НАТО Кабул больше не нуждается в российских вертолѐтах. Тем не менее,
впоследствии Ханиф Атмар выразил противоположное мнение, подчеркнув,
что для Афганистана целесообразно «сохранять двойную систему» и
использовать российские воздушные суда наряду с американскими.
Минобороны ИРА не согласилось с оценками российской стороны о
численности боевиков ИГ в Афганистане
«Все об Афганистане». 26.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117567.html

КАБУЛ, 26 декабря. Спецпредставитель президента России по
Афганистану Замир Кабулов переоценивает масштаб присутствия
группировки «Исламское государство» в ИРА, уверены служащие
афганского военного ведомства.
Внимание сотрудников Минобороны привлекли слова российского
дипломата о том, что численность запрещѐнной в России экстремистской
группировки в Афганистане к настоящему времени уже превысила 10 тысяч
боевиков.
В понедельник начальник генштаба Афганской национальной армии
генерал Мохаммад Шариф Яфтали, выступая перед депутатами парламента,
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объявил о том, что данная оценка не соответствует действительности,
передаѐт телеканал «Толо».
«Мы подтверждаем присутствие до 2 тысяч боевиков «Исламского
государства» в Афганистане», – заявил Яфтали парламентариям, выразив
мнение, что Замир Кабулов склонен преувеличивать факты.
Ссылки по теме
Россия ждѐт от НАТО более активных действий по борьбе с терроризмом и наркоугрозой в
Афганистане
ФСБ: «Исламское государство» намерено перебазироваться в Афганистан

Аналогичное заявление также сделал официальный представитель
Минобороны ИРА Давлат Вазири. В общении с прессой он, тем не менее,
предположил, что ранее слова дипломата были близки к истине, но благодаря
активным операциям против ИГ ситуация изменилась в лучшую сторону,
сообщает «Радио Озоди».
«Вначале, возможно, их было около 6 – 7 тысяч, – уточнил пресссекретарь. – Из этого количества одна тысяча была убита, другие ранены
либо задержаны. То, что сказал Замир Кабулов, – не что иное, как его
личное заявление».
Тем не менее, Яфтали и Вазири не сошлись во мнении касательно
численности группировки на территории страны – пресс-секретарь
Минобороны выразил мнение, что на данный момент присутствие ИГ в
республике исчисляется сотнями, а не тысячами.
Как уже сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», в настоящее время Россия
обеспокоена угрозой присутствия «Исламского государства» на территории
ИРА. В настоящее время группировка расширяет свою деятельность на
севере страны. По некоторым данным, ИГ также осуществляет переброску
боевиков в Афганистан из Сирии и Ирака, рассчитывая передислоцировать
свои главные базы.
Ранее представители МИД России уже подвергали критике политику
НАТО в Афганистане за недостаточные усилия по борьбе с угрозами
терроризма и наркотрафика, и сообщали, что будут ждать результатов
крупной операции по борьбе с «Исламским государством», готовящейся на
севере страны.
Министр внутренних дел Афганистана обеспокоен коррупцией в рядах
полиции
«Все об Афганистане». 25.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117556.html

КАБУЛ, 25 декабря. Накануне министр внутренних дел Афганистана
Ваис
Ахмад
Бармак
выразил
обеспокоенность
в
связи
с
несанкционированной деятельностью служащих полиции страны.
В ходе встречи с депутатами Мешрано Джирги, верхней палаты
афганского парламента, глава МВД отметил, что только в Кабуле около 400
полицейских фактически находятся в подчинении влиятельных лиц и
неподконтрольны своему ведомству.
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Бармак также обратил внимание на то, что серьѐзную проблему
представляет нелегальный оборот служебных транспортных средств и
оружия, зачастую поступающих в распоряжение преступных групп.
«Недавно кабульской полицией была арестована банда, причастная к
похищениям, грабежам и другим преступлениям, – сообщил министр,
упомянув о том, что в состав группы входили двое сотрудников МВД. –
Группировка использовала полицейский автомобиль, а также удостоверения
и служебное оружие».
Ссылки по теме
Ашраф Гани: Министерство внутренних дел Афганистана нуждается в
реформировании
В Афганистане растѐт число атак смертников с использованием служебных
автомобилей

По данным афганского МВД, за прошедшие несколько лет около 700
служебных автомобилей полиции были переданы представителям других
отраслей власти под различными предлогами.
Как ранее сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», осенью текущего года
министерство обороны страны также выражало обеспокоенность в связи с
ростом числа атак смертников с использованием служебных автомобилей.
Эксперты отмечают, что транспортные средства попадают в распоряжение
боевиков не только по итогам боевых столкновений, но и в результате сделок
с коррупционерами из военных кругов.
Министр предупредил о том, что проблема уже успела привлечь
внимание Специального генерального инспектора США по восстановлению
Афганистана (SIGAR) – американское ведомство уже предупреждало
афганскую сторону о прекращении международной помощи в том случае,
если нелегально присвоенный транспорт и оружие не будут возвращены в
правоохранительные структуры.
Ваис Ахмад Бармак, официально занявший пост министра внутренних
дел в начале месяца, рассказал о планах реформирования ведомства и
пресечения коррупционных правонарушений. Глава МВД сообщил, что
после получения одобрения со стороны правительства министерство ожидает
реструктуризация, по итогам которой в ведомстве будет введена более
жѐсткая дисциплина, направленная против возможных злоупотреблений,
передаѐт информагентство «Пажвок».
Об афгано-пакистано-китайских переговорах
Карпов Д.А. 26 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=40238

Власти Афганистана и Пакистана в ближайшее время создадут пять
совместных рабочих групп для нормализации двусторонних отношений. Об
этом заявил журналистам во вторник глава МИД Китая Ван И, комментируя
итоги переговоров делегаций Кабула и Исламабада в Пекине. «В ходе
переговоров в Пекине пакистанская сторона представила Афганистану
важный
план
по
нормализации
двусторонних
отношений,
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предусматривающий меры по усилению солидарности двух государств, —
сообщил Ван И на совместной пресс-конференции с министрами
иностранных дел Афганистана и Пакистана Салахуддином Раббани и
Хаваджей Мухаммадом Асифом.
Ожидается, что в соответствии с этой программой будут созданы пять
двусторонних рабочих групп по развитию сотрудничества между
Афганистаном и Пакистаном в области политики, экономики, национальной
обороны, разведки и решения проблемы беженцев». По словам Ван И,
Афганистан и Пакистан договорились «с максимальной оперативностью»
улучшить двусторонние
контакты,
приступить к
строительству
добрососедских отношений ради обоюдной выгоды. «Представители обоих
государств на переговорах заняли единую позицию, выразив решимость не
допустить, чтобы какая бы то ни было сила [группировка] обосновалась на
их территории, нанося ущерб противоположной стороне. Кабул и Исламабад
выразили готовность путем всеобъемлющего диалога урегулировать
обоюдные проблемы, устранить существующие двусторонние разногласия»,
— добавил китайский дипломат.
26 декабря в китайской столице прошла первая встреча глав МИД в
формате «Афганистан — Пакистан — Китай», главные задачи которой —
укрепление
взаимного
доверия
и
усиление
взаимопонимания,
стимулирование регионального развития и борьба с терроризмом.
Мероприятие прошло по инициативе китайской стороны, которая в ходе
июньского визита Ван И в Исламабад предложила создать трехсторонний
механизм для активизации сотрудничества между КНР, Афганистаном и
Пакистаном. Дипломат также напомнил, на основе подобного консенсуса
возможно сопряжение национальных правительственных инициатив
Афганистана и Пакистана с китайскими проектами «Один пояс, один путь».
Что из всего этого следует?
1. Вашингтон дал решительную отмашку Кабулу на начало нового
процесса консультаций о достижении консенсуса в рамках
внутриафганского урегулирования. Напомним, что ранее мы уже
сообщали, что, по утечкам из Пентагона, такое решение было принято
в администрации Белого дома еще осенью с.г. практически
одновременно с опубликованием национальной стратегии США по
Афганистану. Тема активизации контактов с Исламабадом, и что, более
опасно для российских интересов, с Пекином, в администрации и
военном ведомстве США не афишировалось. Более того, в самой
концепции роль Пакистана в афганском урегулировании оценивалась
очень скептически с резкими обвинениями Исламабада в фактической
поддержке террористов из «Талибана».
2. Вне бумаг все обстояло наоборот, и собственно военные из Пентагона
в неофициальных беседах неоднократно подчеркивали, что без
«контактов с пакистанцами, как бы этого и не хотелось бы, добиться
какого-то прогресса в Афганистане не получится». При этом отметим,
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что такие консультации первоначально планировалось запустить
только в январе будущего года. И не только с пакистанцами. Такой
неофициальный диалог уже идет и с катарцами, которые стоят за
созданием в южных районах Афганистана местного «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России). Атаки против талибов и
сторонников ИГ, которые активизировали афганские силовики при
поддержке американской авиации и беспилотников в последний месяц,
в данном случае надо рассматривать как «дополнительный довод в
этих переговорах», и не более того. При этом отметим, что успехи на
этом
поприще
Кабулом
и
Вашингтонам
сознательно
преувеличиваются. Кстати, «неизвестные вертолеты», которые по
данным МИД России, постоянно перебрасывают вооружение и грузы
якобы в отряды «Талибана» и ИГ, в данном случае надо рассматривать
как часть программы умиротворения «соглашателей» из числа
местных полевых командиров. Таким образом американцы пытаются
создать лояльную себе базу из числа примирившихся с Кабулом
талибов. Их до последнего времени возглавлял бывший руководитель
военного крыла талибов Кайюм, которого афганское правительство
собственно и полагает главным партнером на переговорах. Из-за этой
темы во многом собственно в свое время произошло резкое
расхождение между Кабулом и Исламабадом. Американцы сейчас
стараются эту ситуацию исправить.
3. Этот тренд полностью расходится с прежней тактикой американцев,
которая была взята на вооружение еще во времена последнего этапа
президенства Б.Обамы. Она заключалась в формировании политики на
афганском направлении, исходя из тезиса о фрагментации и
ослаблении боевого потенциала талибов на фоне начала междоусобной
борьбы в руководстве движения в связи с известиями о смерти
харизматичного лидера муллы Омара. И соответственного ослабления
влияния пакистанских военных на «Талибан». Кабул сумел убедить
Вашингтон в том, что эта ситуация является идеальной для
выстраивания самостоятельной от Исламабада линии поведения по
началу переговоров с умеренной частью талибов. Таким образом,
планировалось отсечь от процесса внутриафганского урегулирования
Москву, Исламабад, Пекин и Доху, что и было сделано, и что не
принесло никакого прогресса. Более того, такая практика привела к
созданию в Афганистане мощного враждебного Кабулу и Вашингтону
альянса, который включал упомянутые страны плюс Тегеран. Начало
консультаций с пакистанцами и китайцами означает, что такая тактика
признана ошибочной. Интересно, что такие переговоры согласно
концепции Вашингтона надо было начинать только после
максимального ослабления противника. Поверить в то, что за
неполный месяц удалось сделать то, что не получилось за предыдущие
десять, наивно.
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4. Тенденция в рамках попыток США развалить этот альянс за счет
сепаратных переговоров с китайцами и пакистанцами безусловно
настораживает. Вместе с тем, мы не стали бы рассматривать эти
переговоры как свершившейся факт прорыва в этом сложном процессе.
Это пока только констатация того, что силовым методом и одиночку
вопрос урегулирования решить не получается. Очень сомневаемся, что
афганское руководство сможет сформулировать действительно
серьезные и заманчивые предложения для пакистанцев, поскольку они
должны включать в себя два очень важных и неприемлемых ни для
Кабула, ни для Вашингтона пункта: а) вывод иностранных войск (или
по крайней мере серьезное снижение их численности) из Афганистана,
что противоречит нынешнему тренду наращивания группировки войск
США и их союзников по НАТО; б) резко минимизировать присутствие
Индии в Афганистане, что предусматривалось концепцией
Вашингтона. Отказаться от реализации двух этих пунктов США пока
не под силу.
Министры МИД Пакистана, Афганистана, Китая готовы сотрудничать
для достижения мира?
Trio urges Taliban to join peace talks
Daily Times, December 27th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/168072/trio-urges-talibanjoin-peace-talks/

Pakistan, Afghanistan, China agree that a broad-based Afghan-led and
Afghan-owned peace process is most viable solution to end violence
BEIJING: The foreign ministers of Pakistan and Afghanistan appealed to
Taliban militants to join peace talks following a meeting Tuesday organised by
China to mend strained relations between the two governments.In a joint statement,
the three governments called for a ‗broad-based and inclusive peace and
reconciliation process‘ following near-daily Taliban attacks in areas across
Afghanistan. The three governments said they ‗call on the Afghan Taliban to join
the peace process at an early date‘.
Afghanistan and Pakistan are at odds over American and Afghan accusations
that Islamabad is harboring some of the fiercest factions of the Taliban, which was
overthrown as the Afghan government in 2001 by a US invasion. Those include
the Haqqani group, which the US government has declared a terrorist organisation.
―Pakistan and Afghanistan agreed to improve their relations as soon as possible,‖
said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi. ―The two sides unanimously expressed
the point that they will not allow any party or force to use their territories to engage
in the activities that would undermine the security of the other side.‖
Wang Yi said the three parties had reached complete consensus in fighting
terrorism, adding that China would also ‗fully leverage‘ Xinjiang as a base for
economic cooperation with the bordering countries.
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―We agreed to cooperate in fighting terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations and without any distinctions of any sort,‖ said Afghan foreign
minister Salahuddin Rabbani after the meeting.
Afghanistan will continue its ‗resolute fight against ETIM and their support
groups and networks, and overall counterterrorism cooperation‘, he added.
The three sides reaffirmed their commitment to improving their relations,
deepening mutually beneficial cooperation, advancing connectivity under the Belt
and Road Initiative and fighting terrorism in all its forms and manifestations
without any distinction, according to joint statement issued after the meeting.
The three foreign ministers agreed to jointly work together on mutual trust
building and reconciliation, development cooperation and connectivity, security
cooperation and counter-terrorism as three topics of the trilateral cooperation.
The three sides reaffirmed that a broad-based and inclusive peace and
reconciliation process, which is ‗Afghan-led, Afghan-owned‘ and fully supported
regionally and internationally, is the most viable solution to end the violence in
Afghanistan.
The three sides agreed to conduct win-win trilateral economic cooperation,
with an incremental approach, starting from the easier initiatives to the more
difficult ones. The three sides agreed to continue economic development
cooperation in areas of mutual interest and expressed willingness to strengthen
people-to-people contacts. The three sides reiterated their firm resolves to fight the
menace of terrorism. They expressed their strong determination not to allow any
country, organisation or individual to use their respective territories for terrorist
activities against any other countries. The three sides agreed to strengthen counterterrorism coordination and cooperation in an effort to combat all terrorist
organisations and individuals without any discrimination.
The three sides agreed to further communicate and consult on developing of
the memorandum of understanding on counter-terrorism cooperation. The talks
reflected Beijing‘s efforts to expand its political and diplomatic role in the region.
Chinese leaders also are uneasy about the potential for militant activity in
Afghanistan and elsewhere in Central Asia to spill across the border into China‘s
Muslim northwest. At the meeting, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif expressed hope
for progress on proposals to improve trade and cooperation in securing their border
areas. ―Pakistan emphasized the importance of border management, the return of
Afghan refugees and intelligence sharing for effective counterterrorism
cooperation,‖ he said. China and Pakistan agreed to look at adding Afghanistan to
the economic corridor of dozens of projects including railways and highways being
developed by the two governments in Pakistan. ―China and Pakistan are willing to
discuss with Afghanistan, under the principle of mutual benefit and win-win, the
possibility of extending the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor to Afghanistan,‖
said Wang, the Chinese foreign minister. Khawaja Asif said his country and China
were ‗iron brothers‘. ―The successful implementation of CPEC (China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor) projects will serve as a model for enhancing connectivity and
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cooperation through similar projects with neighbouring countries, including
Afghanistan, Iran and with central and west Asia,‖ he said.
Штаб-квартира Талибан в Катаре не нужна Афганистану, - заявил
министр обороны Афганистана
Taliban office in Qatar is useless to us: Afghan defense minister
The Nation. December 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/24-Dec-2017/taliban-office-inqatar-is-useless-to-us-afghan-defense-minister

Kabul: Afghan defense minister Tariq
Shah
Bahrami
stated
that
the Taliban office in Qatar has not produced any results since its opening in
October 2013.
―The Afghan government did not expect anything positive from the office
and it has not produced anything of note,‖ media reported.
―We had previously extended a hand of friendship to the Taliban and we had
spoken with those who wanted stability and accepted the Afghan constitution,‖ he
went on to say. ―We did not, however, turn to those who sought to prolong the
crisis and waste time,‖ he added.
On Afghanistan‘s ties with Iran, Bahrami remarked that he received an
invitation from his Iranian counterpart to visit the neighbouring country. ―I did not,
however, travel there. One must understand the sensitive relationship between
Kabul and Tehran. The whole world must understand that it is a strategic partner to
Afghanistan,‖ he stressed.
―Iran is a neighbouring country and some form of trade exchange must exist
between them,‖ added the minister , while saying that he is awaiting the reply
of AfghanPresident Ashraf Ghani on whether there was any interest in travelling to
Iran.
Commenting on reports that Tehran had delivered weapons to the
Iranian Taliban , he said that Afghan intelligence is working on gathering evidence
to verify the claims.
―We will not jump to conclusions. We will not allow any country to
intervene in our affairs,‖ he emphasized.
In addition, he noted that the Farah region near the Iranian border was once a
tourist destination, but it is now witnessing fighting.
Furthermore, he noted that Qataris frequent the area on hunting missions.
They are there with the approval of the Afghan government, explained Bahrami.
He cited a government law that says that anyone there for the purpose of
hunting must commit to developing the area. The Qataris have indeed developed
the region and set up farms there, he revealed.
Addressing military ties between Afghanistan and Pakistan, he said that no
progress has been achieved, in this regard.
On his participation in the recent Riyadh-hosted meeting for the Islamic
countries‘ military alliance against terrorism, he commented that it was one of the
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―most successful‖ conferences and it will serve Islam, Muslims and humanity as a
whole.
―We should focus on revealing the true ugly face of terrorists and reveal to
the world the true tolerant image of Islam,‖ stressed Bahrami.
Commenting on his meeting in Riyadh with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman, he said that he demonstrated his complete support to
the Afghan government.
He explained that any Saudi support will take place through the government
without any preconditions.
―For our part, we stressed that Afghanistan was on the forefront of the battle
against terrorism and we are sincere in our fight,‖ he stated.
Неожиданный визит вице-президента Майка Пенса в Афганистан
In surprise visit to Kabul, Pence warns Pakistan against offering safe
havens to terrorists
Dawn. December 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1378179/in-surprise-visit-tokabul-pence-warns-pakistan-against-offering-safe-havens-to-terrorists

US Vice President Mike Pence speaks to Gen. Nick Nicholson, commander of US forces in
Afghanistan, in a hangar at Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan. ─ AP
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United States Vice President Mike Pence on Thursday arrived in
Afghanistan on a surprise visit during which he met with Afghan leaders in Kabul
and addressed US troops at the Bagram airfield, becoming the most senior Trump
administration official to visit the men and women fighting America's longest-ever
war.
Addressing 15,000 US personnel at Bagram Airfield, Pence warned Pakistan
against offering safe havens to terrorists.
He reiterated word for word President Donald Trump's warning that Pakistan
must stop offering cross-border safe havens to Taliban factions and armed militant
groups fighting US troops and their Afghan allies.
―Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with the United States, and
Pakistan has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals and terrorists," Penec
said.
―President Trump has put Pakistan on notice,‖ Pence added.
Taliban on the run
As he thanked the US troops for their service, the vice president told them
that they have put the Taliban on the run.
―The American people deserve to know that with the courage of everyone
gathered here, we're making real progress in this fight for freedom in Afghanistan,‖
Pence told the troops.
―We've dramatically increased American air strikes. And together with our
Afghan partners, we've put the Taliban on the defensive,‖ he said, also pointing at
efforts to target the drug trafficking networks that help fund the Taliban.
―All across this country we've won new victories against the terrorists, no
matter what they call themselves or where they try to hide.‖
Pence's visit comes four months after Trump unveiled a new strategy for
Afghanistan, which he told the troops was ―already bearing fruit.‖
―We've been on a long road together‖ he said. ―We've both sacrificed
much.‖ But, he added: ―We are here to see this through.‖
―And never doubt that your mission ─ your mission here in Afghanistan ─ is
vital to the safety and security of the American people,‖ Pence said.
The superpower's vexed campaign against Al Qaeda and the Taliban ─ born
from the rubble of the 9/11 attacks on New York and Washington, receives everless public attention in the United States these days.
With typical certitude, the 45th commander-in-chief promised a nation
―weary of war without victory‖ a more ruthless campaign, and one without
Obama-era exit deadlines or niceties.
Pence's visit was designed to shift the spotlight back on personnel and their
mission, however briefly, before Americans turn their focus to turkey lunches,
festive cheer and contentious domestic politics.
But the trip comes as Afghan security forces struggle to beat back the
Taliban, which has been on the offensive since the withdrawal of US-led NATO
combat troops at the end of 2014 and maintains control over swathes of the
country.
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And the fact that Pence's visit took place in secrecy and under cover of
winter darkness is a stark reminder of the difficult security situation even around
Kabul and even after a war effort worth more than half a trillion dollars.
Later asked by reporters whether the US would consider raising its military
presence in the country, Pence demurred.
―That will be a decision for the commander in chief in the days ahead, but
again this is... not just personnel,‖ he said.
―You know, I said today that bureaucrats don't win wars, soldiers do. And
one of the things that you have seen in President Trump, as commander in chief, is
he has empowered our battlefield commanders to make real-time decisions,‖ he
continued, citing successes against the militant Islamic State group in Iraq and
Syria.
His visit from Bagram to central Kabul, where he met President Ashraf
Ghani and Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah ─ both of whom the United States
is counting on to help rebuild this war-shattered country ─ was in doubt until the
last moment, when a White House official said he countermanded a decision that
the weather was not clear enough to travel.
Even then, Pence's helicopter flight took place in near total darkness, moving
low and fast and with a heavy phalanx of secret service and special forces.
The White House official said the decision was made ―out of respect. To
meet with Ghani and Abdullah.‖ The Trump administration, like Barack Obama's
before, has put enormous hope in Ghani, who is seen by the White House as more
competent and less corrupt than his predecessor Hamid Karzai.
But his three-year-old ―national unity‖ government appears to be faltering
and parliamentary elections have been repeatedly postponed.
Pence had been expected to visit Egypt and Israel this week, a trip that was
delayed amid a crunch vote on tax cuts and deadly protests at Trump's decision to
recognize Jerusalem as Israel's capital.
Афгано-пакистанские отношения и влияние КПЭК
Af-Pak relations and CPEC
Shahid Ilyas (research officer at the Institute of Regional Studies, Islamabad). The
Express Tribune, December 21st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1588950/6-af-pak-relationscpec/

As the traditional proponents of globalisation are slowly and gradually
receding, and with the visible shift of power from the West to the East, the role of
China in Asia and globally is rapidly becoming prominent. Countries in the region
and beyond are increasingly looking to China for guidance and support. As far as
South Asia is concerned, peace and stability is a pre-requisite for China to realise
its development and leadership roles in the region.
In that context, relations between two key states of South Asia, Afghanistan
and Pakistan, is of strategic importance to China. The vision of President Xi for a
well-connected world, via sea, road and railway networks, of which the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is an important component, cannot be fully
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realised without fixing the bilateral relationship. In October this year, Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani was reported to have stated in New Delhi that his country
will not allow Pakistan access to Central Asia unless the latter provides it land
access to India through the CPEC projects.
As we speak, relations between the two countries continue to be
characterised by chronic mutual suspicions, with both sides blaming each other for
the existing fragile security situation in the two countries, where terrorist groups
continue to be active. Both sides blame each other for providing safe havens to
these groups. The recent terrorist attack on a university dormitory in Peshawar in
which nine students were killed and many others injured, and the subsequent
statements issued by the government of Pakistan which said that the attack was
handled from Afghanistan, is the latest example of the deplorable state of relations
between the two.
CPEC provides a significant ray of hope to the people of Pakistan, which
will offer them better job opportunities and an environment more conducive to
economic development. These hopes are not unrealistic. However, without an
improved security situation, fears exist that their hopes may be shattered if
investors continue to be scared for the safety of their investment. And as
Afghanistan and Pakistan have been termed conjoined brothers, security situation
in one country has a direct bearing on security situation in the other.
However, not only Afghanistan and Pakistan, but China, Iran and India
constitute an essential part in this brotherhood. This is so because without all these
actors being in cordial relationship or at least in working relationship, their
respective dreams of economic development may remain just dreams for a long
time to come. Relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan are intimately
connected with their respective relationships with India. Pakistan has legitimate
concerns with regard to the massive diplomatic and development presence of India
in Afghanistan, with the explicit support of the US. Add to that Afghanistan‘s
reliance on Pakistan for access to the sea and to India by land, and its reluctance to
allow a free flow of people and goods between Afghanistan and India, given the
fraught nature of Indo-Pak relations.
This is a complex mix of relationships, in which China has to navigate for its
own national interests with taking into account the interests of other regional
actors. China has in fact an uphill task to fulfill, that is, to help evolve a solution in
this twisted environment in which all the aforementioned actors win.
It is time that China provided its leadership for a grand and candid regional
dialogue in which the concerns of all regional states, including Afghanistan, India,
Pakistan and Iran, are put on the table. Such a dialogue process under the Chinese
leadership can go in parallel with the existing quadrilateral process of which China
is already a part, with Afghanistan, Pakistan and the US. This is needed because
without a dialogue process under the Chinese leadership, every actor in the region
will try to undermine regional projects, such as CPEC. The failure of the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation to integrate the region offers a lot of
lessons for all of us who seek regional connectivity.
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China is in an advantageous position as far as facilitation of a dialogue
process between Afghanistan and Pakistan is concerned. It has cordial relations
with both countries. Both look towards China for meeting their objectives of
economic development. Beijing has secured several key projects in the mining
sector in Afghanistan, which remain dormant due to the bad security environment
and the consequent bad economic situation in Afghanistan. These raw materials
have a significant value for industries based in China as well as the ones planned
along the CPEC routes. Moreover, the ambitious goals as set out for CPEC
projects will entail the necessity of peace in Afghanistan and access to its market.
All these aims are at risk without an improved security situation in the Af-Pak
region.
The cooperation which existed in the territories now controlled by
Afghanistan, China and Pakistan in ancient times, when the Silk Road connected
this region and peoples of the region interacted economically, culturally and
socially, needs to be revived. President Xi‘s vision for One Belt One Road, of
which CPEC is an important component, seeks exactly that. But in order for that to
truly materialise, a cordial trilateral relationship is a pre-requisite.
Генконсул в Пешаваре считает, что порт Чабахар не повлияет на
афгано-пак. отношения и торговлю.
Tribal people‘s consent must for KP-Fata merger: Afghan envoy
Dawn, December 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1377946/tribal-peoplesconsent-must-for-kp-fata-merger-afghan-envoy

PESHAWAR: A senior Afghan diplomat on Wednesday cautiously
responded to a question over the proposed merger of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and suggested that tribal people‘s consent
be sought before taking a decision on the matter.
―Our government has no reservations over the merger, but the opinion of the
people of the area is paramount before taking such a major decision,‖ said
Peshawar-based Afghan consul general Mohammad Moeen Marastial at a news
conference at the press club on Wednesday.
When a reporter sought the Afghan government‘s stance on the proposed
Fata-KP merger, Mr Marastial said the opinion of the people should be taken into
consideration before taking major decisions, though Kabul had no reservations
over the merger.
The Afghan diplomat‘s statement appears to support the stance of the Jamiat
Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl, which also calls for obtaining the consent of the tribal people
before the merger. Like the JUI-F, the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP)
also has serious apprehensions over the merger plan.
Marastial says Chabahar port will not affect Afghanistan‘s trade with
Pakistan
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Giving a statement in the National Assembly last Friday, PkMAP chief
Mehmood Khan Achakzai had warned that it was a ―sensitive issue‖ and
Afghanistan could raise objections to any move to change the status of Fata.
Mr Marastial said that Iran‘s Chabahar port would not affect his country‘s
trade with Pakistan, adding that Chabahar would facilitate trade among Iran,
Afghanistan and Central Asian states, while the Karachi port would cater to
commercial requirements of Pakistan and Afghanistan.
―Chabahar port will have no effect on bilateral trade between Afghanistan
and Pakistan,‖ he said, adding that cordial relations between Pakistan and
Afghanistan could bridge ties among regional countries. The first phase of the
Chabahar port was inaugurated early this month and it will serve as an alternative
trade route to landlocked Afghanistan.
The educationist-turned-diplomat Moeen Marastial recently took charge in
Peshawar. He replaced Abdul Waheed Poyan who has been posed as consul
general in Karachi. Before his assignment in Peshawar, he was associate professor
in Kabul University.
Mr Marastial was of the view that Kabul and Islamabad should improve
relations and cooperation in different fields, including trade, education, culture and
transport, instead of dragging their feet on political issues.
―Economic, trade and cultural ties can pave the way for resolving political
issues between the two neighbours,‖ he said, adding that both countries should first
improve trade and cultural relations. He said the consulate had very limited
objectives and he wanted to strengthen relations with Pakistan in different sectors,
including education, transport and culture.
―I will try my best not to involve the Peshawar consulate in political
disputes,‖ he said and added that soon after taking charge he held a meeting with
academicians and traders. He said that Islamia College University had increased
reserved seats for Afghan students from nine to 15. Similarly, on his request, he
said, the KP government had simplified admission process for refugees in schools
and colleges. He called for greater cooperation and exchange of delegations
between Pakistani and Afghan universities.
In reply to a question, the consul general said that Pakistan and Afghanistan
were suffering due to prevailing lawlessness and, therefore, they should make joint
efforts to bring about a lasting peace.
He said that other powers, including America, China, Iran and India, were
protecting their own interests in the region and Pakistan and Afghanistan should
also safeguard their mutual interests.
Mr Marastial categorically stated that Afghanistan would not allow any
group or country to use its soil against any country, including Pakistan.
Дональд Трамп ждѐт от Пакистана более заметных усилий по борьбе с
терроризмом
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«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117423.html. 19.12.2017
КАБУЛ, 19 декабря. Необходимым условием сотрудничества между США и
Пакистаном является активное участие Исламабада в борьбе с терроризмом,
заявил накануне американский президент Дональд Трамп.
Как сообщается в пресс-релизе Белого дома, заявление было сделано
главой государства в ходе выступления, посвящѐнного новой американской
стратегии по национальной безопасности. В своѐм выступлении президент
напомнил об изменениях, коснувшихся политики Вашингтона на
пакистанском направлении.
«Мы дали понять Пакистану, что, хотя мы и желаем продолжения
партнѐрства, мы должны увидеть решительные меры против
террористических группировок, действующих на их территории», –
отметил Трамп.
Ссылки по теме
Речь Дональда Трампа о новой афганской стратегии вызвала возмущение
Исламабада
Глава Пентагона призвал Исламабад удвоить усилия по борьбе с терроризмом

Американский лидер напомнил о том, что ежегодно его страна
выплачивает Пакистану значительные суммы, и выразил надежду на то, что
эти средства будут эффективно использованы для достижения поставленных
целей по борьбе с терроризмом.
Начиная с 2002 года, Пакистан получил от США помощь в размере 33
миллиардов долларов, но в последние годы суммы, выделяемые
американской стороной, резко сократились. В августе текущего года
американская сторона объявила о том, что отложит предоставление
Пакистану военной помощи в размере 255 миллионов долларов до тех пор,
пока Исламабад не примет решительных мер по борьбе с группировками,
представляющими угрозу для безопасности Афганистана.
Как уже сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», оказание давления на Пакистан в
целях более эффективной борьбы с терроризмом в регионе стало важной
составляющей новой стратегии США, но к настоящему времени усилия на
данном направлении вызвали протесты Исламабада.
Пакистанские политические деятели, прежде всего министр
иностранных дел Хаваджа Асиф, неоднократно подвергали критике политику
Вашингтона, обвиняя США в стремлении привлечь их страну к участию в
опосредованных войнах и в то же время возложить на Исламабад
ответственность за ошибки НАТО в Афганистане.
Ещѐ одной важной составляющей региональной стратегии США стало
расширение полномочий своих войск на афганской территории,
позволяющее более активно участвовать в проведении боевых операций. В
своѐм заявлении Трамп оценил результаты данных изменений как
продуктивные.
«В Афганистане наши войска больше не ограничивают искусственно
введѐнные сроки, и мы больше не объявляем врагу о своих планах, – напомнил
президент. – Это уже приносит свои плоды на поле боя».
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Как свидетельствует заявление американского лидера, несмотря на то,
что новая стратегия послужила причиной трения в отношениях с
Пакистаном, достижения в рамках новой стратегии побуждают Вашингтон к
продолжению давления на Исламабад в целях более эффективной борьбы с
террористической угрозой в регионе.
ФСБ: «Исламское
Афганистан

государство»

намерено

перебазироваться

в

«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117414.html. 19.12.2017

МОСКВА, 19 декабря. После поражения в Сирии и Ираке запрещѐнная
в России группировка «Исламское государство» пытается перебазироваться
на афганскую территорию, сообщил в недавнем выступлении директор ФСБ
Александр Бортников.
В ходе недавнего заседания Совета руководителей органов
безопасности и специальных служб СНГ Бортников отметил, что
перемещение группировки в Центральную Азию представляет угрозу для
безопасности региона.
«Основным центром сосредоточения бандитов становится
Афганистан, где уже имеются позиции так называемого «Исламского
государства» и откуда боевики имеют возможность просачиваться
на территорию стран СНГ», – сообщил глава ФСБ.
Ссылки по теме
Афганские спецслужбы задержали граждан Таджикистана, предположительно
связанных с ИГ
МВД Афганистана расследует переброску боевиков «Исламского государства» на
север страны

По словам Бортникова, к настоящему времени спецслужбы стран СНГ
уже выполнили ряд задач по противодействию террористам – в частности,
были перекрыты 11 каналов переброски рекрутов, собиравшихся примкнуть
к рядам ИГ, предотвращены теракты в России и ряде стран Центральной
Азии, а также нападения на дипломатические представительства стран СНГ,
сообщает МИА «Россия сегодня».
Напомним, что в последние месяцы участились сообщения о
повышении активности «Исламского государства» в северных афганских
провинциях, прежде всего Джаузджане, где были замечены иностранные
приверженцы группировки, участвующие в вербовке боевиков.
Как ранее отмечал «Афганистан.Ру», источники из знакомых с
ситуацией кругов отмечают, что в числе иностранных экстремистов
присутствуют граждане стран Центральной Азии – Пакистана, Узбекистана и
Таджикистана – а также выходцы из Чечни, Франции, Алжира и других
арабских стран.
На данный момент руководство миссии НАТО «Решительная
поддержка» демонстрирует недоверие к информации о том, что отряды ИГ
прибывают в Афганистан из Ирака и Сирии, но присутствие в рядах
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группировки выходцев из арабских стран говорит в пользу достоверности
этих сведений.
Российская сторона уже выражала обеспокоенность в связи с
повышением активности террористов в северной части Афганистана и
призывала НАТО принять более решительные меры по борьбе с данной
угрозой.
В настоящее время миссия «Решительная поддержка» готовится к
проведению крупной операции по борьбе с «Исламским государством» в
провинциях Фарьяб и Джаузджан совместно с афганскими стражами
порядка, но сообщений о начале зачистки в прессу пока не поступало.
США вытесняют Россию с оружейного рынка Афганистана
Карпов Д.А. 16 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39960

«Американцы стали настаивать, чтобы 50 тысяч автоматов
Калашникова с боеприпасами, которые были переданы в дар афганским
силам безопасности, были сняты с вооружения и взамен Афганистан
закупил американские винтовки и автоматы», — сообщил министр
иностранных дел РФ С.Лавров. «Помимо вопросов о том, куда эти 50 тысяч
автоматов денутся, и мы такой вопрос уже афганцам задали, возникает и
другой — чем объясняется такое желание подорвать способность афганской
армии пользоваться тем вооружением, к которому она привыкла, и навязать
то, к которому еще надо привыкать», — продолжил Лавров. Министр
напомнил, что США ранее потребовали от Афганистана отказаться от
российских
вертолетов,
хорошо
знакомых
армии
страны
и
зарекомендовавших себя в полевых условиях, и заменить их на
американские. «Нет на это (о причинах действия США — прим. ТАСС)
ответа, кроме того, что американцы пытаются нам чинить препятствия
просто из любви к искусству», — считает Лавров. Есть ответ. Американцы не
стараются чинить препятствия, а просто тупо выжимают конкурента по
торговле оружием в лице России из Афганистана. И делают они это вне
зависимости от целесообразности и эффективности. При этом видимо
учитывается, что если США несут основные финансовые и человеческие
издержки в Афганистане, то и все дивиденды от операции по массовому
перевооружению афганского силового блока в рамках его предполагаемой
модернизации должен получать Вашингтон и его союзники по НАТО.
Обычный бизнес-подход к вопросу, который сейчас превалирует в
американском подходе к вопросам внешней политики в принципе. Другой
вопрос в том, что одним махом убрать Россию с афганского оружейного
рынка просто не получится. Тем более, что афганцы традиционно воюют уже
более двадцати лет именно советским оружием, и те же вертолеты и АК по
сравнению с американскими аналогами, если не сильно лучше (насчет АК в
данном случае можно спорить), то уж точно дешевле. И это собственно
показали заявления и самих афганских чиновников в рамках последней по
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времени конференции ШОС. Их заявления о несомненном продолжении
сотрудничества с Москвой в области ВТС звучали ярким диссонансом с
недавними декларациями о полном одномоментном отказе от российского
оружия со стороны президента и министра обороны Афганистана. То же
самое подтвердил и министр иностранных дел РФ С.Лавров. Россия активно
помогает оснащать вооружениями армию и силы безопасности Афганистана
для борьбы с угрозами наркопреступности и терроризма, с которыми не
смогли справиться США. Об этом заявил в пятницу министр иностранных
дел России Сергей Лавров, выступая в Совете Федерации в рамках
«правительственного часа». «Если говорить о том, кто же внутри
Афганистана будет эту проблему решать, безусловно, это афганские силы
безопасности и Вооруженные силы Афганистана, — сказал он. — Мы
активно помогаем оснащать их нужным им вооружением». В любом случае
переход армии с одного типа вооружения на другой — это процесс не одного
дня и даже года. Особенно, если в отдельных случаях, таких, как оснащение
стрелковым оружием афганской армии взамен АК. Это планируется делать за
счет афганской казны, а не американских кредитов, кстати, априори
невозвратных. В этих случаях модернизация афганской армии будет идти
очень медленно просто в силу недостатка финансовых средств у Кабула.
Но в данном случае мы уже говорили и продолжаем утверждать, что вся
новая стратегия США в Афганистане, которая в принципе пытается
копировать российские модели решения локального конфликта на примере
Сирии, по большому счету нацелена не на реальную победу над талибами, а
на освоение выделенных на модернизацию афганской армии сил и средств. И
освоить их необходимо в ближайшие два года, и ровно по этой причине
американцы стараются занять все возможные и невозможные ниши. И
готовность афганских партнеров их в этом поддержать, объясняется их
кровной заинтересованностью в разделе выделяемых средств. И более ничем.
Это надо просто понимать, и не путать «котлет и мух». То есть бизнес в
области ВТС и реальную борьбу с талибами. Отметим, что идущие сейчас с
подачи афганских силовиков через различные информационные ресурсы
реляции о местных победах и ликвидациях целых групп талибов, надо
рассматривать прежде всего как попытку выдать желаемое за
действительное. Или вернее — подыграть в данном случае американцам.
Рискнем предположить, что в течение месяца развернуть ситуацию и
перехватить стратегическую инициативу на поле боя без внятных изменений
в рамках усиления боевого потенциала афганских силовиков просто
невозможно. И лишним доказательством этого является резкое обострение
ситуации на севере Афганистана, куда ранее пуштуны-талибы старались
лишний раз не заходить. Около пяти тысяч семей покинули свои дома,
спасаясь от боевиков радикального движения «Талибан», которые четвертый
день подряд осуществляют нападения на мирных жителей в районе
Сангчарак провинции Сари-Пуль на севере Афганистана. Об этом сообщило
в пятницу агентство Синьхуа со ссылкой на представителя местных властей
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Мухаммада Нур Рахмани. «Около пяти тысяч семей покинули свои дома в
поисках более безопасного места в связи с тем, что нападения боевиков
движения «Талибан» на долину Табар продолжаются в течение четырех
последних дней», — приводит агентство его слова. По данным Синьхуа,
Рахмани также отметил, что в результате атак погибли 18 человек, и выразил
опасения, что, если правительство не направит в район подкрепление,
боевики могут занять его. Другими словами, все победные реляции Кабула
или пиаровские заявления Вашингтона ситуацию в Афганистане в один
момент не изменят. Тем более, что американцы в настоящее время должны
столкнуться совершенно с иным по своему влиянию и значению уровнем
вызовом. Он кардинально отличается от предыдущей практики борьбы
американцев в Афганистане. Мы имеем ввиду фактическую смычку между
местными наркобаронами и талибами, что делает это две могущественные
силы фактически солидарным противником американцев в Афганистане.
Ранее США во многом пассивно вели себя по отношению к наркоторговцам
и производителям ровно по той причине, что не хотели получить как раз
такого консолидированного противника и стремились своей примиренческой
позицией дистанцировать наркокартели от талибов. Теперь это не получиться
просто в силу того, что теперь это фактически одно и то же. По крайней
мере, степень вовлеченности талибов в процесс производства наркотиков, их
транспортировки и продажи на сегодняшний день запредельная и является
основой статьей их финансирования.
Парламентарии Пакистана и Афганистана выступают за тесные
двусторонние отношения
Pakistani, Afghan parliamentarians call for stronger bilateral ties
Dawn, December 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1377124/pakistani-afghanparliamentarians-call-for-stronger-bilateral-ties

KARACHI: Parliamentarians from Pakistan and Afghanistan have stressed
the need for stronger ties between the two countries to ensure regional security.
Abdul Rauf Ibrahimi, the speaker of Wolesi Jirga or the lower house of
Afghan parliament, met a Pakistani delegation in Kabul on Saturday and discussed
ways to improve relations between the two countries and stability in Afghanistan.
According to a report posted on Afghanistan‘s ToloNews television channel‘s
website, the Pakistani delegation stressed the need for strengthened ties between
Kabul and Islamabad.
―Problems and challenges have to be led by our people, and we strongly
believe that for a stable Pakistan, for a prosperous Pakistan, we need to see a stable
and prosperous Afghanistan. This is the concern of people at home,‖ said MNA
Shazia Marri.
The Wolesi Jirga‘s speaker said Afghanistan was a victim of terrorism in the
region. He criticised Pakistan for the lack of sincere cooperation in anti-terror
efforts, the TV channel said.
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―The required cooperation which was provided by the Pakistan nation and
Pakistan government to Afghanistan during jihad, was not provided after the
victory of mujahedeen,‖ Speaker Ibrahimi said.
One member of the Pakistani delegation reacted to Mr Ibrahimi‘s remarks,
and said: ―No country suffered like Pakistan. We used to have more than 2,500
bombings in Pakistan and we have launched the biggest operation against terrorism
and extremism in Pakistan which is like no other country. We are getting out of it
and our relations on that front are improving.‖
The channel did not name the Pakistani parliamentarian concerned.
The visit of the Pakistani delegation to Kabul comes as Islamabad is to host a
meeting of lawmakers from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, China and Russia to
discuss the war on terror.
Mr Ibrahimi was invited by the Pakistani delegation to attend the meeting
next week in Islamabad.
Also, Geo News reported that parliamentarians from the two countries as well
as defence and foreign affairs experts attended a meeting of the Pak-Afghan Joint
Action Committee in Kabul on Saturday.
It said that the meeting welcomed the military cooperation between the two
countries and urged the two sides to immediately start talks for mutual trade.
В переговорах Пакистана и Афганистана наметился небольшой
прогресс
Pakistan reports rare progress in tense ties with Afghanistan
The Nation. December 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Dec-2017/pakistan-reports-rareprogress-in-tense-ties-with-afghanistan

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and Afghanistan have agreed for the first time to
place ―liaison officers‖ at each other‘s military headquarters for better security
coordination, and Islamabad is awaiting a formal response from Kabul to its
proposal for opening a wide-ranging bilateral dialogue.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Mohammad Faisal, at his weekly news
conference in Islamabad on Thursday, discussed the rare progress in a relationship
traditionally plagued by suspicion and mistrust, reported Voice of America (VOA).
He revealed the proposal entitled ―Afghanistan Pakistan Action Plan for
Solidarity‖ - or APAPS - was shared with Afghan officials on November 25. The
document offers a comprehensive plan for ―constructive and meaningful‖
engagement between the two countries through working groups in areas of politics,
economy, military, intelligence sharing and refugee issues, explained the
spokesman.
―A formal reply from the government of Afghanistan in this context is
awaited,‖ said Faisal. He added that the proposal was floated in early October
following a meeting between Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa and Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani in Kabul.
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While the Afghan government has not yet publicly discussed the Pakistani
proposal, Faisal welcomed Ghani‘s recently published comment in which the
Afghan leader acknowledged receiving the document and indicating it could
provide a basis for bilateral dialogue.
The spokesman also credited Bajwa‘s visit for groundbreaking talks between
top military commanders of the two countries hosted by Pakistan on November 30.
―During that meeting the two sides agreed to place liaison officers at each
other‘s army headquarters and also establish ground coordination centres, or
GCCs,‖ Faisal added.
The spokesman also said Islamabad has not yet decided whether to extend
the stay of more than 3 million Afghans in Pakistan , including documented
refugees and illegal economic migrants.
―The validity of the current proof of residence cards is due to expire on
December 31, 2017. The government is contemplating all options to extend the
validity of the cards or not. So far, no decision has been made,‖ he said.
Pakistan blames the refugee population for serving as havens for members of
the Afghan Taliban and anti-state militants within the country. Foreign Ministry
officials say that without repatriating the displaced families to Afghanistan and
strengthening border controls on the Afghan side, terrorist infiltration will keep
causing mutual tension.
Афганские женщины-военнослужашие проходят военную подготовку
на военной базе в Ченнаи (Мадрасе)
Afghan women officers train with Indian Army in Chennai.
The Hindustan Times. Dec 14, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/india-news/photosafghan-women-officers-train-with-indian-army-in-chennai/photo-WLRrK40MydAQ8DS7SmH5JP.html
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A 20-day military training programme has 20 Afghan women cadets serving
in combat roles, training alongside Indian counterparts at the Officers Training
Academy in Chennai. This crash-course covers major features of one year's
training and will last till December 23.
США ведут военные действия только в Афганистане и не намерены
«переходить» в соседние страны
Pakistan off-limits to US forces: Centcom official
The Express Tribune. December 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1583474/1pakistan-off-limits-us-forces-centcom-official/

WASHINGTON: US troops in Afghanistan are targeting enemies inside
Afghanistan and they do not have the authority to conduct any operations in
neighbouring Pakistan, Brigadier General Lance Bunch, the director of the Future
Operations at Headquarters Resolute Support in Kabul, has said.
Briefing the American press through a video conference from Afghanistan
on Tuesday, he said the State Department has been engaged ―heavily‖ with
Pakistan and India to find common ground for cooperation in the future with
regards to Afghanistan.
―We are only doing targeting inside of Afghanistan, inside of the combined
joint operation areas in Afghanistan. And we are not, we don‘t have the authorities
nor are we conducting operations in Pakistan,‖ Bunch said, when asked
specifically if the US has the authority to conduct strikes in Pakistan.
Pak-US military alliance ‗crucial to counter terror‘
Responding to another question as to what the US forces were doing to
disrupt the flow of militants into Pakistan, Bunch said that the US troops were
looking for any opportunity to target the enemies of Afghanistan wherever they
find them. After the air interdiction campaign, the US troops are now able to go
after the Taliban‘s support structure, he added.
The US Central Command (Centcom) official said that earlier the American
troops could only target essentially in defence or in close proximity to Afghan
forces, but now under the new authorities, the American troops were able to target
militant networks and not just individual fighters.
He said that the role of Pakistan or India in the future of Afghanistan would
be determined by the government of Afghanistan. However, he added, the State
Department was heavily engaged with both of those nations as ―we look to find
common ground in the future‖.
US won‘t pay Pakistan military reimbursements this year: Pentagon
Giving an overview of the situation on the ground in the wake of the new US
strategy in the region, Brigadier General Bunch said that Afghanistan was the
single largest collection of violent extremist organisations in the world for the US
troops.
Militants from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (Isis) were reported to be
present in Nangarhar, Kunar and as per the assessment their numbers may be in
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thousands, he said. Taliban militants, he added, had pockets around the entire
country.
―What I can tell you is that the new strategy highlights that this is a new war.
And that the gloves are off, if you will, and that we‘ve got now these authorities
we need to be able to go and target the Taliban network,‖ he added.
―So now we‘re able to go after their [Taliban] weapons cache sites, their
revenue generation, their C2 nodes. All the areas where they thought they were
safe and they are no longer so.‖
Also, Pakistan‘s Ambassador in Washington Aizaz Chaudhry and US
lawmakers Senator Tom Cotton and Congressman Mark Meadows have agreed
that a broad-based partnership between Pakistan and the United States is vital to
achieving common bilateral and regional objectives.
Pakistan prepares ‗toughest diplomatic policy‘ for US
The two sides held meetings on the Capitol Hill on Wednesday during which
Ambassador Chaudhry briefed the US lawmakers on Pakistan‘s successes in the
fight against terrorism and efforts for economic stability.
As part of his outreach to the US Congress, Ambassador Chaudhry met
Senator Tom Cotton and Congressman Mark Meadows and updated them on the
latest developments in the sphere of bilateral relations.
Republican Senator Tom Cotton from Arkansas is a member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee and also serves on the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, while Republican Congressman Mark Meadows from North Carolina
is chair of the Freedom Caucus.
During the meetings, the ambassador briefed the US legislators about
Pakistan‘s successes in the fight against terrorism and the government‘s efforts for
economic stabilisation. He added that Pakistan shared the US aspiration for peace
in Afghanistan.
―Pakistan‘s domestic and security gains are at risk from continued instability
in Afghanistan,‖ said the ambassador. He reiterated Pakistan‘s position on the need
for a comprehensive political process to achieve lasting peace in Afghanistan.
Senator Cotton and Congressman Meadows appreciated the ambassador‘s
briefings. They agreed that continued cooperation between Pakistan and the United
States was essential to achieving their common objectives in the region.
Афганские военнослужащие-женщины проходят подготовку в Индии
Afghan women officers train at Indian military academy
The Nation. December 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Dec-2017/afghan-women-officers-trainat-indian-military-academy
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NEW DELHI: From shooting an AK-47 to dealing with computer-simulated
sieges, 20 Afghan women officers are being put through their paces at
a military training academyin India.
They are the first Afghan women to attend the academy in the
south Indian city of Chennai, which has been training men from the country‘s
military for several years.
The women receive weapons training and learn tactics and logistical and
navigational skills at the academy , the only military training establishment in India
for both men and women.
This week they were taught how to use an AK-47 and given classroom
training in ambush situations.
The three-week crash course ends on December 24 and is reported to be a
pilot for a full training scheme being planned for next year as part of the Afghan
National Army‘s efforts to recruit more women.
Afghanistan has said it wants women to make up 10 percent of the armed
forces, an ambitious goal given the current figure is barely three per cent. As well
as the dangers of fighting in their war-plagued homeland, those who sign up say
they face criticism for their choice.
Niloofar Rahmani was hailed as a role model for Afghan women after
becoming the first female fixed-wing pilot in the Afghan air force. But last year
she sought asylum in the US saying she had received death threats from insurgents
and faced contempt from some of her colleagues.
Under the Taliban‘s 1996-2001 regime, girls were banned from education
and women were not allowed outside unless wearing a burqa and accompanied by
a man.
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More than 15 years after the fall of the regime gender equality remains a
distant dream, in spite of official promises.
Новый посол США в Афганистане приступил к исполнению
служебных обязанностей
«Все об Афганистане». 12.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117251.html

КАБУЛ, 12 декабря. Во вторник в президентском дворце Арг в Кабуле
состоялась торжественная церемония по вручению верительных грамот главе
государства новым американским послом.
Дипломатическое представительство США в Кабуле возглавил Джон
Басс, в прошлом занимавший аналогичные должности в Турции (с 2012 по
2017 годы) и Грузии (с 2009 по 2012 гг.). За время своей карьеры Басс
проходил службу в посольствах Ирака, Италии, Бельгии и Республике Чад, а
также в различных структурах Госдепартамента внутри страны.
Джон Басс сменил на посту дипломата Хьюго Лоренса, занимавший
должность полномочного представителя посольства США в Афганистане с
декабря 2016 года по ноябрь нынешнего.
«Для меня было честью представить сегодня верительные грамоты
президенту <Ашрафу> Гани, – заявил в сегодняшнем выступлении
новоиспечѐнный посол. – Я рассчитываю на сотрудничество с афганским
правительством и народом Афганистана по созиданию мирного,
безопасного и благоприятного будущего».
Напомним, что за несколько месяцев до вступления Басса в должность
посла в Афганистане президент США Дональд Трамп представил свою
новую региональную стратегию, предполагающей более активную
деятельность страны на афганском направлении, в частности, расширение
полномочий ВС НАТО по проведению боевых операций и оказанию
давления на Пакистан в целях повышения эффективности борьбы с
терроризмом.
Как передаѐт телеканал «Толо» со ссылкой на официальное заявление
американского посольства, в должности посла в Афганистане дипломат
будет осуществлять контроль над деятельностью по экономическому и
политическому содействию правительству страны, утверждения власти
закона и противодействия коррупции.
Основным
приоритетами
грядущей
деятельности
главы
представительства в том же заявлении названы усилия по восстановлению
мира и стабильности в стране в рамках нового политического курса США.
Лавров заявил – Россия выступает за диалог с талибами в Афганистане
Russia favours dialogue with the Taliban: Lavrov
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
12.12.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/russia-favours-dialogue-with-the-talibanlavrov/article21434509.ece?homepage=true
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Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov speaks during a press conference with Chinese Foregin
Minister Wang Yi and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj following a trilateral meeting in New
Delhi on December 11, 2017. | Photo Credit: AFP

An inclusive political dialogue for peace in Afghanistan should include the
Taliban and other regional countries, said Moscow‘s Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov here on Monday . He said Russia had in the past contacted the militant
group to sit down for negotiations. Addressing a gathering at a think-tank event, he
said the American strategy of defeating extremism and terrorism in Afghanistan
was not viable as the military method of the last 15 years had not reduced violence
in the country.
―You cannot resolve the situation without having everybody on board and
around the table. The government of Afghanistan, the Taliban, and those who can
influence the situation, including neighbours who feel the bad influence of what is
going on in Afghanistan should find a political solution,‖ said Mr. Lavrov urging
for a broad-based discussion covering all sides from the region and Central Asia.
Russia had been boosting its presence in Af-Pak in the last few years
and The Hindu had reported about Moscow‘s diplomacy with the stakeholders in
the region but Monday‘s statement from Mr. Lavrov was a major public moment
when Russia indicated its support for political dialogue with the Taliban.
He also slammed reported U.S. allegations that Russia had been open to
unconditional talks with the Taliban and had been helping the group with arms.
―Never ever was there any proof or fact that Russia supported the Taliban or
armed the Taliban as alluded by some American officials. We have contacted the
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Taliban only for two reasons, when our citizens or citizens of our allies got into
harm‘s way and we had to extract them and the second was to persuade the Taliban
to sit down and negotiate. But we always reserve and say they must join
negotiation provided they renounce violence and severe their links with terrorist
organisations and respect the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan,‖
said Mr .Lavrov in an interaction at the Vivekananda International Centre.
He also pointed out that the fight against terrorism and extremism in
Afghanistan cannot be separated from the issue of drug trade which funds violence
in the country and the region. ―The recent American strategy on Afghanistan which
emphasises force will not work just as the huge army of NATO over the last 15
years did not curb violence nor reduce drug production. It is accepted that it feeds
terrorist activities directly,‖ said Mr. Lavrov urging for an end to double standards
in fighting drug trade.
Афганский официоз высказывает желание наладить отношения с
Пакистаном
Afghan officials show desire for warmth in ties with Pakistan
Arifa Noor. Dawn, December 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375910/afghanofficials-show-desire-for-warmth-in-ties-with-pakistan

THE temperatures in Kabul may have dropped to below zero but its official
residents are trying hard to bring some warmth in their relationship with Pakistan.
Indeed, since the visit of Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa to
Kabul earlier this year, Afghan government‘s representatives seem to be in a mood
for reconciliation.
Happy to meet Pakistani journalists, officials are welcoming and generous in
their opening remarks in what appears to be a besieged city at first glance. Thick
walls, barbed wire and security guards in bulletproof vests are ubiquitous.
Embassies, hotels, government buildings are hidden behind thick walls and
armoured vehicles are a common sight. Security guards outside imposing buildings
are usually protected by bulletproof vests and the security processes are not as
lackadaisical as in Pakistan.
Also read: Afghanistan, Pakistan have common enemies: envoy
But past the security checks, a warm welcome awaits the visitors. From
appreciation for Pakistani hospitality for Afghans since the Soviet invasion to the
present; to assertions about the geographical and cultural links between the two
countries, the officials strike all the right notes.
A dinner hosted by the foreign minister Salahuddin Rabbani is a case in
point. Having invited over the visiting Pakistani journalists, the gracious minister
provided dinner as well as a frank and candid discussion lasting nearly three hours.
He spoke warmly of his youth spent in Pakistan, answered the barrage of questions
in his faultless Urdu and among the wide variety of dishes on his dinner table was
Biryani — in case his guests preferred it to the Kabuli pulao.
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Even Abdullah Abdullah, the chief executive, took time out for a lengthy
discussion.
However, this geniality doesn‘t last too long — on either side of the border.
Once the conversations move beyond officialese, the grievances come pouring out.
It‘s not long before Afghan officials‘ talk of inseparable brothers and shared
history is replaced by references to violence, sanctuaries, Haqqanis and broken
promises. Pakistan Foreign Office officials, on the other hand, speak of the harsh
rhetoric of Afghan leaders and diplomats and how Kabul is now forwarding the
Indian agenda.
The recent breakthrough resulting from the visit of Gen Bajwa to Kabul in
October is not without lack of clarity over what was agreed upon.
Perhaps the most public of the promises made by the general in Kabul was
that of the fatwa by Pakistani ulema declaring an attack in Afghanistan un-Islamic.
It was agreed upon mutually and as a result, most Afghan officials await it
anxiously. ―It should come by January hopefully,‖ said one official who spoke on
the condition of anonymity. One Afghan official said that it was supposed to be
finalised within a month.
There is little news in Pakistan of the progress made on the issue in the
media — however, government officials say that the matter is moving forward at a
reasonable pace.
However, what Kabul is not happy about is transit trade and the mutually
verifiable operations it claims Islamabad agreed to. The mutually verifiable
operations, according to what officials explain, appear to be operations to
determine or identify the location and presence of militants, which Kabul would
prefer be carried out with Afghan, American, Chinese and Pakistani officials on
both sides of the border. Afghan officials claim that Pakistan has backtracked from
this promise.
Ask the Foreign Office officials and they argue that Islamabad only agreed
to intelligence sharing — Pakistan will act upon information provided by Kabul to
the extent of even taking Afghan officials to inspect the area once it has been
cleared.
Islamabad also claims that the agreement with Kabul during the COAS‘s
visit included the following points: ―Securing the border, the return of the refugees,
elimination of safe havens and a stop to attacks from Afghanistan on Pakistani
soil,‖ says an FO official. ―On the day that the Afghans were visiting there was an
attack in Peshawar and we have proof that the handlers were based in Afghanistan.
We handed the evidence over to the Afghan DGMO.‖
Transit trade, too, is another sticking point. Every Afghan brings it up as —
leaving unsaid that they see it as a sign of Islamabad‘s lack of cooperation. But for
Islamabad, this is not an issue to be discussed with Afghanistan but a bilateral issue
between Islamabad and New Delhi.
The claim that ―The chief of army staff agreed that trucks should go to Attari
[instead of only Wagah], ‖ is countered by the Foreign Office in Islamabad which
points out that the distance from Wagah to Attari is an issue covered by Indo-Pak
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bilateral relations and commerce. ―And India refuses to talk about anything but
terrorism.‖
Short-term official memory on each side it seems is at odds with what the
other remembers. The result is a war of words about who promised what and who
didn‘t deliver in private while officially waxing lyrical about shared geographies
and histories.
However, there is no doubt that beyond the lengthy list of expectations and
promises which range from ending sanctuaries to trade to refugees, Pak-Afghan
relations will in the end be determined largely by the levels of violence in
Afghanistan. As one official in Kabul put it, ―We don‘t even expect Pakistan to
bring the Taliban to the table; just an end to the help for the Afghan Taliban
carrying out attacks.‖
This focus on attacks is easier to understand given the security situation in
Kabul.
It‘s hard to escape conversations about security in the Afghan capital.
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, which had hosted the journalists from Pakistan, had
recently returned to the Afghan capital because along with all the other diplomatic
staff from Germany, it had left the city after the bombing in May, halting all its
activities. The German embassy premises is now an empty shell of a building,
glimpses of which we caught while being driven around the city in armoured cars
and a police convoy.
Any excursions beyond the hotel were allowed only with this elaborate
security cover, which included blocking all traffic movement nearby so that the
destination was reached quickly. Such precautions may ensure safety but are
exhausting for the ordinary citizens of Kabul. As a host pointed out, ―Keep in mind
that there are perhaps a 100 such convoys going around Kabul all day long,
blocking traffic, to ensure swift movement as well as security.‖
As a result, no one even bats an eyelid at the announcement that someone or
the other is late because he or she is ―stuck in traffic‖.
Senior diplomats even don bulletproof vests before getting into cars.
No wonder then that all other issues remain secondary. The state of affairs
within the unity government and relations between president Ashraf Ghani and
Abdullah Abdullah; parliamentary elections which were supposed to have taken
place three years ago; presidential elections scheduled for next year among the
uncertainty that they will be held; corruption and governance; even the presence of
Daesh, the Arabic acronym for the militant Islamic State group, – as with any
country and society, Afghanistan too has its share of issues, but they all pale in
comparison with the focus on the militant attacks.
And unfortunately, where violence is concerned, for Kabul and for the rest
of the international community, Pakistan is in the dock. And this is a trial that is
not going to end soon.
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Афганистан и Пакистан имеют общих врагов (каких?) и должны
действовать сообща, - заявил посол Афганистана в Пак-не
Afghanistan, Pakistan have common enemies: envoy
Dawn, December 10th, 2017.
pakistan-have-common-enemies-envoy

https://www.dawn.com/news/1375714/afghanistan-

TAXILA: Afghan Ambassador to Pakistan Dr Omer Zakhilwal has said he
foresees better days for Pakistan-Afghanistan relations and that the current
misgivings and grievances are short-lived and will soon end.
Talking to newsmen after visiting the Taxila Museum, the Afghan diplomat
said that ups and downs in relations did not reflect wishes of the people of the two
countries, adding that ties were sure to improve in the coming days.
He was of the view that Pakistan and Afghanistan were facing the same
challenges and enemies and both were victims of terrorism and they needed to
work together for peace in the region.
He said things were moving in the right direction on the diplomatic front,
adding that he was hopeful of better relations between the two countries in the
coming days.
He said that people-to-people contacts and relations between the two nations
could not be destroyed by anybody and stressed that tribal, linguistic, religious and
historic relations would re-emerge and create a strong bond.
He was of the view that better relations were crucial for both countries and
students studying on Pakistani scholarships would serve as agents of change.
Россия ждѐт от НАТО более активных действий по борьбе с
терроризмом и наркоугрозой в Афганистане
«Все об Афганистане». 6.12.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117125.html

МОСКВА, 6 декабря. Россия ожидает от НАТО более активных
действий по борьбе с террористической и наркотической угрозой в
Афганистане, заявила пресс-секретарь МИД РФ Мария Захарова.
Ссылки по теме
США готовят крупную операцию против «Исламского государства» на севере
Афганистана
НАТО продолжает антинаркотические операции в провинции Гельманд

На сегодняшнем брифинге официальный представитель российского
внешнеполитического ведомства выразила обеспокоенность в связи с
расширением
присутствия
группировки
«Исламское
государство»
(запрещена в РФ), а также беспрецедентным ростом наркопроизводства на
территории ИРА.
Мария Захарова подчеркнула, что укрепление ИГ в северной части
Афганистана, на территории провинций, граничащих со странами
Центральной Азии, представляет прямую угрозу для национальных
интересов России.
Ситуацию с подпольным афганским наркопроизводством пресссекретарь охарактеризовала как «крайне тревожную», напомнив об
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увеличении опиумных плантаций и объѐма производства наркотических
веществ.
Комментируя
начало
операций
НАТО
по
ликвидации
нарколабораторий в южной провинции Гельманд, Захарова назвала
результаты первой подобной спецоперации «довольно скромными»,
сообщает официальный сайт МИД России.
«По мнению экспертов, эта операция не приведет к существенному
уменьшению наркопроизводства, поскольку уничтоженные фабрики могут
быть восстановлены в очень короткие сроки», – отметила пресс-секретарь.
Как ранее сообщал «Афганистан.Ру», недавний доклад Управления
ООН по наркотикам и преступности (УНП ООН) засвидетельствовал, что за
год объѐм нелегального производства опиума в ИРА увеличился на 87%, до 9
тысяч тонн, а совокупная площадь опиумных плантаций возросла на 63%.
Со ссылкой на тот же доклад УНП ООН Мария Захарова подчеркнула,
что подпольное наркопроизводство ведѐтся в 24 из 34 провинций
Афганистана, и было бы неправильной тактикой сосредоточивать проведение
антинаркотических операций на территории только одной из них.
Пресс-секретарь подчеркнула, что в настоящее время Россия
продолжает следить за развитием ситуации в Афганистане и ожидает от
НАТО результатов заявленной операции против «Исламского государства»
на севере страны, а также более масштабных действий по борьбе с афганским
наркопроизводством – не только в Гельманде, но и в других провинциях.
Афганские проблемы для Пакистана – беженцы, наркотики, оружие…
The Afghan problem
Moonis Ahmar (Meritorious Professor of International Relations at the University of
Karachi). Daily Times, December 7th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/154076/the-afghanproblem/

For decades, Pakistan provided shelter and humanitarian assistance to
millions of Afghan refugees but paid a heavy price of its gesture in the form of
drugs, weapons and fanning sectarian violence
It is rightly said that the absence of peace and stability in Afghanistan
negatively impacts on the regions of Central, West and South Asia. The recent
attack at the agricultural training institute in Peshawar which killed 9 people and
injured many is also blamed on the Afghans. The culture of drugs, weapons and
sectarian violence in Pakistan is also perceived to have their roots in Afghanistan.
The complicated nature of the Afghan problem has four major dimensions.
First, since July 1973 when monarchy was overthrown and Afghanistan was
declared a republic till today, there is no lull in terms of instability and violence in
that war torn country. Civil war in Afghanistan, which got an impetus after the
Soviet military withdrawal in February 1989 not only destroyed Afghan society but
also failed its state organs. Second, the emergence of war lords and their
involvement in unleashing the reign of violence and terror further fragmented the
Afghan society. Third, religious extremist groups in the form of Taliban
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transformed Afghanistan as a hub of Al-Qaeda led terrorism which ultimately
prompted the US led attack and occupation over that country. Finally, with the
Afghan problem, the Pashtun factor in the form of marginalisation of their hold
over power and the emergence of Tajik-Uzbek led northern alliance is also a stark
reality.
Non-Pashtuns in Afghanistan blame majority of the Pashtuns of being part
of the problem rather than part of their solution because of their ultra-religious
conservative way of life and their drive to transform Afghanistan as a country
strictly conforming to the Wahabi sect of Islam. That unlike Tajiks, Uzbeks and
Hazaras, who are relatively liberal and religiously tolerant, Pashtuns are deeply
engrossed in what is termed as ‗religious nationalism‘ and their aggressive posture
deepens a sense of insecurity among non-Pashtuns.
There is no other country in this world which has faced intervention and
occupation by three world powers like Afghanistan. It means there is something
seriously wrong with that country as it has not been able to settle down as a stable
state and society since its formation in 1747
Furthermore, the permeation of the culture of corruption, nepotism, drugs,
weapons and bad governance tend to transform Afghanistan as a failing state.
Efforts made since 9/11 by the Western donors to put Afghanistan on the road to
democracy failed to yield positive results because socio-economic backwardness,
which is the root cause of intolerance, violence and terrorism couldn‘t be
eradicated. Billions of dollars of aid to Afghanistan for development,
modernisation and improving the country‘s justice, educational, security and
governance system failed because of corruption and inefficiency. That is the reason
why despite 16 years of U.S/Western involvement in Afghanistan the country is
not stable and peaceful and around 45 percent of its territory is controlled by the
Pashtun led Taliban groups. Donald Trump, who before assuming presidency was
in favour of pulling American forces from Afghanistan, has changed his mind by
not only maintaining US military involvement but also raising its level.
The Afghan problem thus remains complicated and existential and is a major
threat to peace in the region because the local stakeholders failed to recognise the
need to resolve their issues through a process of dialogue. It is not only the ethnic
predicament of Afghanistan which is compounding its problem but failure of the
Afghan leadership to settle things on their own instead of providing space to
external players in sustaining their involvement is also true.
For how long Afghanistan would remain chaotic and how domestic players,
regardless of their political, ethnic and sectarian divide can unleash the process of
peace depends on the will and determination of Afghans to put their own house in
order. Putting the house in order would mean tolerance, moderation, acceptability
of others who are different, zero tolerance for violence, corruption and nepotism. If
Afghans unite, regardless of cleavages, foreign interference would end. Space to
external players in Afghanistan is only provided by Afghans because of their
failure to put their own house in order. Is it not true that a house divided cannot
stand?
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The history of modern Afghanistan since 1747 when Ahmed Shah Abdali
united fragmented tribes in that territory and established the foundations of modern
Afghanistan till today reflect tribal feuds and the weak nature of central authority.
The Afghan problem has wide implications, On the one hand, the Afghan
society remains violent resulting into periodic acts of terrorism launched by suicide
bombers and on the other hand, the neighbours of Afghanistan like Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, Iran and Pakistan are also affected. It is because of the Afghan
problem since centuries that Afghanistan experienced intervention and occupation
of British, Soviets and Americans. There is no other country in this world which
faced intervention and occupation by the three world powers than Afghanistan. It
means there is something seriously wrong with that country as it has not been able
to settle down as a stable state and society since its formation in 1747. The
existential Afghan problem has also sustained its social and economic
backwardness; violent tribal culture with the suppression of its women population.
Proliferation of weapons and drugs along with the loss of the writ of state only
deepens the Afghan problem.
How the Afghan problem can be effectively dealt with and is there a hope to
transform Afghanistan as a stable, peaceful and tolerant country? There is no quick
fix solution to deal with the Afghan problem but the efforts to counter religious
extremism, violence and terrorism along with the issues of corruption, nepotism,
war lordism and bad governance must be in the right direction. Again, it is the
responsibility of Afghan leadership, whether belonging to the government,
opposition or other groups to ensure the rule of law, justice system, good
governance and pro people social and human development. Once the people of
Afghanistan are involved in the process of genuine development, the menace of
violence, extremism and terrorism will go away.
As things stand today, Afghanistan like Pakistan is at the crossroads. The
two neighbours have to live together instead of blaming each other of cross border
terrorism. Official talks to mend fences with Kabul are launched by Pakistan at the
highest level but only Islamabad cannot ensure positive results from such
deliberations unless there is reciprocity from Kabul. When the Afghan government
keeps on blaming Pakistan of patronising Taliban and other groups hostile to the
pro-American Kabul regime, one cannot expect smooth sailing in relations
between the two erstwhile neighbors. Nevertheless, as long as the process of PakAfghan reconciliation is not reaching a logical conclusion, one cannot expect any
qualitative change in their age-old bitter relations.
For decades Pakistan provided shelter and humanitarian assistance to millions of
Afghan refugees but paid a heavy price of its gesture in the form of drugs, weapons
and fanning sectarian violence. For many in Pakistan, it is a sheer ungrateful on the
part of Afghans not to acknowledge help and assistance when their country was
occupied by the Soviets or when civil war had caused enormous destruction.
Afghan problem has not only hurt Afghans but also Pakistan because of sustained
instability and violence in that war torn country. In its essence, the deepening of
Afghan problem will accentuate Pakistan‘s predicament.
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Борьба с наркотической угрозой из Афганистана и интересы России
Карпов Д.А. 4 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39609

Россия призывает НАТО озаботиться поиском совместных подходов по
борьбе с наркотической угрозой из Афганистана. Об этом заявил в
понедельник министр иностранных дел РФ Сергей Лавров, выступая на
международной конференции «Парламентарии против наркотиков». По его
словам, афганская наркоэпидемия все отчетливее приобретает повальный
характер. «В текущем году наркоиндустрия в Афганистане достигла
очередного производственного максимума, — пояснил глава МИД РФ. —
Посевные площади опийного мака за год выросли на 63% и составляют
нынче 328 тысяч гектаров, это абсолютный рекорд. В целом производство
опиатов в стране возросло в нынешнем году на 87% и достигло 9 тысяч тонн
в опиумном эквиваленте». «Масштаб этой трагедии требует нового уровня
международной сплоченности, — подчеркнул Лавров. — Призываем
представителей НАТО озаботиться поиском совместных подходов к
изгнанию наркобизнеса и подпитывающегося от него терроризма с
афганской земли».
Отметим сразу, что «изгнать» не получится, даже если для этого все
сплотятся. Для этого надо физически уничтожить порядка 70 процентов
афганского населения. Эти призывы «к сплоченности» продолжаются
практически с самого начала входа американцев и стран НАТО в
Афганистан, и большим успехом не увенчались. Не увенчаются они и сейчас,
поскольку никто из натовцев или американцев сотрудничать с Москвой на
этом направлении не станет. Вместе с тем, мы уже сообщали и повторим
сейчас, что ситуация в Афганистане за эти десять лет принципиальным
образом изменилась. Произошло фактическое сращивание движения
«Талибан» с наркодельцами, что резко увеличило доходы движения и его
политическую живучесть.
В прошлом, по большей части, талибы старались не участвовать в
непосредственной процедуре выращивания мака, они облагали налогом
крестьян, которые это делали, и наркоторговцев, которые покупали у них
сырые для производства героина. Теперь же талибы стараются поставить под
свой контроль всю цепочку наркотрафика: от выращивания мака,
производства героина и даже самого процесса контрабанды. С этой целью
они за последние годы создали в контролируемых районах более 500
лабораторий.
Это обстоятельство позволило талибам не только резко повысить
жалование рядовым бойцам, но и привлечь на свою сторону огромное
количество ранее безработных крестьян, которые получили стабильный
заработок. Это же обстоятельство позволило талибам и серьезно улучшить
материально-техническое снабжение своих отрядов, в том числе и за счет
покупки на «черном рынке» современных средств связи, приборов ночного
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видения, оптических прицелов. То есть вопрос наркотрафика и
боеготовности талибов теперь связаны крепким узлом. Это не позволяет
США более маневрировать между двумя этими центрами силами в
Афганистане. Ранее их пассивность в отношении наркоторговцев в
Афганистане объяснялось очень просто: в случае применения к ним реально
репрессивных мер, они бы могли войти в альянс с талибами и тем самым
резко увеличить их боевой потенциал.
В этой связи американцы долгое время пытались сохранять фактически
нейтралитет в отношении наркобаронов, и те соответственно — не нападали
на американцев. Что в итоге? В итоге выходит, что эта стратегия США была
изначально ошибочной. Они не просчитывали того факта, что талибы
поглотят местных наркоторговцев и рассчитывали на то, что последние
являются самостоятельной силой. Снова прокол на страноведческом фронте,
и теперь американцы волей-неволей будут воевать против единой
оппозиционной силы. Если они ополчаться на наркоторговцев, они
автоматически входят в столкновение с талибами.
И наооборот. Ровно по этой причине американцы сейчас
сконцентрировали свою основную активность в провинции Гильменд, на
территории которой выращивается 40 процентов всего афганского опия. 3
декабря силы безопасности Афганистана ликвидировали пять боевиков
радикального движения «Талибан», в том числе одного из главарей талибов
муллу Насира. Об этом сообщил в воскресенье один из командующих армией
в южном регионе Афганистана генерал Вали Мохаммад Ахмадзай. «Силы
безопасности ликвидировали муллу Насира с четырьмя его вооруженными
людьми», — цитирует его китайское агентство Синьхуа. По мнению
генерала, уничтожение муллы Насира должно нанести серьезный удар по
моральному духу боевиков радикального движения, что позволит одержать
над ними победу в провинции Гильменд. Сомневаемся, поскольку «свято
место пусто не бывает».
Так что американцам предстоит очень серьезное противостояние, в
котором они не смогут более действовать по принципу: «разделяй и
властвуй». И поэтому совершенно непонятно, почему Россия должна
принимать в этом участие и тем самым автоматически портить свои
отношения с талибами. Пусть этот «крест» американцы несут
самостоятельно, таская для нас «каштаны из огня» и неся основную нагрузку
в рамках военного противостояния с теперь уже спаянным фронтом в лице
талибов и наркоторговцев.
Сразу же отметаем обвинения в том, что мы недооцениваем угрозу
афганского опия для национальной безопасности России. Оцениваем, и очень
высоко. Вопрос в данном случае не в том, чтобы «бороться» или «не
бороться» с этим злом. Вопрос — в выборе алгоритма такой борьбы. И, по
нашей оценке, наиболее оптимальным в данном случае является
выстраивание защитных дополнительных барьеров по линии борьбы с
наркотрафиком, начиная от Таджикистана и по всей цепочки его транзита в
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Россию. Влезать в сам Афганистан просто бесполезно. Также бесполезно, как
и призывать американцев к сотрудничеству в рамках совместной борьбы с
наркобизнесом. Никакой помощи американцам в этом оказывать не надо,
пусть борются с подавляющим населением Афганистан в одиночку со всеми
соответствующими репутационными и материальными потерями. Именно
«абсолютным большинством населения», поскольку ровно в такой
пропорции надо оценивать степень вовлеченности населения страны в этот
бизнес. Исходя из этих предпосылок, и необходимо выстраивать политику на
афганском направлении в рамках борьбы с наркотрафиком. Сплоченность с
Пакистаном и Ираном, а также центральнозиатскими партнерами России —
сколько угодно и во всех существующих форматах, с США и их западными
союзниками — ни в коей мере. Афганистан — один из немногих участков,
где США критически завязли, и где Россия имеет все варианты оказания
негативного влияния на все их усилия по стабилизации ситуации в этой
стране. Надо этим пользоваться в полной мере.
США покажут Центральной Азии готовность защитить ее от ИГ
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/117033.html

об

Афганистане».

3.12.2017.

Военное руководство США сообщило о намерении провести на севере
Афганистана операцию против боевиков «Исламского государства» (ИГ,
запрещено в РФ), к которой планируется привлечь местные силы
безопасности. Военная кампания, как полагают в экспертной среде,
объяснима стремлением Соединенных Штатов продемонстрировать
республикам Центральной Азии свою готовность защищать их от
джихадистской угрозы.
О плане Пентагона накануне сообщил командующий ВС США и НАТО
в Афганистане генерал Джон Николсон. В соответствии с этими
намерениями, операции будут проходить в приграничных с Туркменистаном
провинциях Фарьяб и Джаузджан. В настоящее время местные жители
действительно обеспокоены ростом активности боевиков ИГ, среди которых
замечены иностранные вербовщики и инструкторы. Николсон, тем не менее,
уверен, что попытки ИГ укрепить свои позиции в Исламской Республике
вряд ли увенчаются успехом, потому что боевики самопровозглашенного
«халифата» несут в боях значительные потери. «Мы в значительной мере
отрезали их от внешних каналов финансирования и поддержки, и они
испытывают трудности с заменой своих лидеров», – добавил генерал,
выступая по спутниковой связи перед журналистами.
Выступая на 7-й министерской конференции «Сердце Азии —
Стамбульский процесс» в Баку, президент Афганистана Ашраф Гани
сообщил, что силы безопасности его страны уже освободили от ИГ девять
провинций страны. «Мы провели 1500 наземных операций, использовали
авиацию, и в последнее время девять провинций освобождены от боевиков
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ИГ, мы не дали им укрепится там, и в настоящее время они в виде
разрозненных групп прячутся в горных местностях», — уточнил Гани. При
этом, по словам афганского лидера, военная ситуация в Исламской
Республике в последние месяцы заметно ухудшилась. «Талибан», ранее
взявший под контроль значительную территорию в сельских районах, уже
ведет наступление на крупные города. Впрочем, по мнению Гани, у талибов
нет будущего. «Они потерпят поражение», — сказал президент. Он добавил,
что большой угрозой в контексте афганского кризиса остается фактор
транснациональности террористических элементов. «Позавчера (речь Гани
состоялась 1 декабря – «Афганистан.Ру») мы арестовали шестерых чеченцев,
участвовавших в составе таких группировок, – сообщил президент. –
Считаем, что страны, чьи граждане участвуют в данных группировках,
должны быть внимательными к этим вопросам и осознавать свою
ответственность».
Поддержка Пакистана остается также одной из проблем, с которой
намерены покончить США в рамках своей антитеррористической кампании.
Николсон заявил, что в ближайшее время на Исламабад будет оказано
сильнейшее давление. Также он не подтвердил данные о переброске в
Афганистан боевиков ИГ из Ирака и Сирии. По его словам,
преимущественно в рядах группировки в Исламской Республике сражаются
приверженцы «Исламского движения Узбекистана», а также бывшие члены
пакистанского «Талибана».
По официальным данным Пентагона, в 2017 году американские
самолеты сбросили 3,5 тысячи бомб против талибов, боевиков «Аль-Каиды»
(запрещена в РФ) и элементов ИГ – против 1 377 бомб в 2016 году. В
ближайшее время, сообщил Николсон, к своей работе в Афганистане
приступит тысяча военных советников из США.
«Точная численность боевиков ИГ на севере Афганистана неизвестна, –
отметил в разговоре с «Афганистан.Ру» эксперт Центра изучения
современного Афганистана (ЦИСА) Андрей Серенко. – Судя по
отрывочным данным, она может составлять от 800 до 2 тыс. человек. В
основном боевики ИГ сосредоточены в провинциях Джаузджан, Сари-Пуль,
Фарьяб, Кундуз и Бадахшан. Пока они представляют сугубо местную,
локальную угрозу».
Эксперт считает, что решение США провести операцию против ИГ в
северных провинциях Афганистана обусловлено несколькими целями. «Вопервых, необходимостью яркой и ощутимой военной победы над хорошо
забрендированным противником, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» Андрей
Серенко. – Во-вторых, демонстрацией республикам Центральной Азии
готовности американцев обеспечить им защиту от боевиков хорошо
раскрученного террористического бренда». По мнению эксперта, еще одной
причиной проведения операции на севере может быть необходимость
корректировки имиджа западной коалиции в афганском общественном
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мнении, в котором в последнее время, как отмечает Серенко, популярны
истории о поддержке американцами структур ИГ.
Впрочем, есть предположение, что США преследуют в северных
провинциях свои цели. «Скорее всего, американцы там будут решать какието свои задачи под прикрытием борьбы с ИГ, — заявил в разговоре с
«Афганистан.Ру» заведующий Центром научно-аналитической информации
Института востоковедения РА Николай Плотников. – ИГ в Афганистане –
это не то ИГ, что на Ближнем Востоке. Официальный Кабул сообщает, что
идут столкновения талибов с игиловцами, но точно никто не знает, что там за
отряды и против кого они борются. Скорее всего, в реальности будет идти
борьба за контроль над маршрутами, в том числе, возможно, и на северной
границе Афганистана. Американцы обычно навевают много тумана.
Истинное положение дел с ИГ они знают, но им невыгодно об этом говорить,
иначе им по-другому придется обосновывать свое присутствие. В целом,
даже по завышенным оценкам, данные о численности ИГ – это 3,5-4 тыс.
человек. В основном, они базируются в провинции Фарьяб. Какие
группировки сейчас на севере – для меня лично очень большой вопрос».
Оценки китайских специалистов действий ВВС США под
обозначением «Операция Зазубренный Нож» в Исламской Республике
Афганистан.
Казанин М.В. 2 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39550

По данным СМИ США, 19 ноября 2017 г. ВВС США начали
очередную операцию по ликвидации сети лабораторий и заводов по
производству героина на территории Исламской Республик Афганистан
(ИРА). По словам пресс-секретаря МО США – подполковника Майкла
Эндрюса, истребители, штурмовики и стратегические бомбардировщики
нанесли первую серию ударов по 10 объектам в провинциях Гильменд и
Хост.
Так, в результате применения корректируемых боеприпасов было
уничтожено три завода по производству героина в районе Каджаки, четыре
объекта по производству наркотиков в районе Мусса Кала и еще один завод
разрушен в районе Сангин. Кроме того, американские военные нанесли
бомбовый удар по командным пунктам движения «Талибан» в провинции
Гильменд, что подтверждает информацию китайских источников, о том, что
ВС США сосредоточат усилия, вновь прибывающих подразделений, на
данной провинции Афганистана.
По оценкам китайских специалистов, Пентагон уже довел численность
своих подразделений в ИРА до 14000 в/с и в ближайшее время
передислоцирует еще 3000 солдат и офицеров. Аналитики из Поднебесной
отмечают, что Пентагон и Белый дом хотят использовать в борьбе с
исламистами и террористами в Афганистане подразделения ВС Индии,
однако премьер-министр Нарендра Моди вряд ли пойдет на такой шаг,
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поскольку это может привести к волне социальных протестов и как следствие
его отставке.
Как сообщил командующий группировкой ВС США в Афганистане
генерал Джон Николсон, для выполнения задач «Операции Зазубренный
Нож» были выделены следующие авиационные подразделения ВВС США:
– 95-ая истребительная эскадрилья из состава 325-ого истребительного
крыла.
Данное
подразделение
укомплектовано
малозаметными
истребителями F-22A Raptor;
– 40-е экспедиционная бомбардировочная эскадрилья, на вооружении
которой находятся стратегические бомбардировщики B-52H Stratofortress;
– 555-я экспедиционная истребительная эскадрилья, укомплектованная
истребителями F-16.
Следует отметить, что истребители F-22A Raptor и стратегические
бомбардировщики
B-52H
Stratofortress
были
заблаговременно
передислоцированы с авиационных баз в Великобритании и о.Диего-Гарсия
на АвБ «Аль-Дафра» (ОАЭ) и «Аль-Удейд» (Катар) соответственно, что
позволило пилотам совершать только ночные полеты. Подобный подход к
организации боевой работы авиации указывает на то, что американские
военные решили лишний раз подстраховаться на случай применения
талибами зенитных средств. Единственным исключением из указанных
подразделений ВВС США является 555-я эскадрилья, дислоцированная
практически на постоянной основе на АвБ «Баграм» в Афганистане.
Кроме того, с упомянутой выше авиабазы в ОАЭ действовали
самолеты-заправщики КС-10 Extender и KC-135 Stratotanker из состава 908-й
экспедиционной топливозаправочной эскадрильи, входящей в состав 380-й
экспедиционной оперативной группы (ЭОГ), также дислоцированной на
«Аль-Дафре».
Данные воздушные танкеры выполняли дозаправку
истребителей F-22A в трех точках маршрута – одна над акваторией
Индийского океана и две в воздушном пространстве Пакистана.
Представляется возможным описать маршрут полетов истребителей и
самолетов-заправщиков. После взлета с АвБ «Аль-Дафры» пилоты F-22A
выполняли полет строго на восток на дальность 500 км, затем совершали
поворот на север и входили в воздушное пространство Пакистана на
значительном удалении от пакистано-иранской границы.
По расчетам китайских специалистов, расстояние от точки поворота до
района бомбометания составило 1102 км, т.е. суммарное расстояние от АвБ
«Аль-Дафра» до целей в Афганистане составило 1602 км, а значит общая
дальность полета американских истребителей составила чуть боле 3200 км.
С учетом этих данных и подтвержденных данных специальных служб
КНР о реальном радиусе боевого патрулирования F-22A, который составляет
738 км из которых 558 км самолет выполняет на дозвуковой скорости, а
оставшиеся 180 км на сверхзвуковой (1,72 МАХа) представляется
возможным утверждать, что американские пилоты были вынуждены
осуществлять не менее четырех дозаправок при выполнении задачи.
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Следует учитывать, что в «Операции Зазубренный Нож» бомбовая
нагрузка малозаметных истребителей пятого поколения ВВС США
сформирована исключительно из малокалиберных авиационных средств
поражения (АСП) – GBU-39 и GBU-53/B, которые можно размещать во
внутренних бомбовых отсеках истребителя, что положительно сказывается
на аэродинамике, радиолокационной заметности и не приводит к повышению
расхода топлива.
По данным американских специалистов, указанные боеприпасы можно
применять только с F-22A и истребителей-бомбардировщиков F-15E, тогда
как истребители F-35 смогут использовать данные АСП после модернизации
программного и аппаратного обеспечения не ранее 2022 г.
Для
сравнения
китайские
специалисты
приводят
возможности истребителя-бомбардировщика F-15C, который больше
подходит для борьбы с наземными и тем более стационарными целями. Так
при выполнении типовых задач по контролю превосходства в воздухе/
обеспечению воздушной поддержки/активной обороны воздушного
района/высотного перехвата, радиус действия рассматриваемого самолета
составляет 725/185/1230/1455 км соответственно. Следует отметить, что
истребители-бомбардировщики F-15C позволяют применять как указанные
АСП типа SDB, так и свободнопадающие авиабомбы весом 2000 фунтов
(1816 кг).
По расчетам китайских специалистов, для того, чтобы американский F22A
смогли
выполнить
перехват
российских
стратегических
бомбардировщиков Ту-22М3 или Ту-95МС на подлете к Сирии на них
необходимо установить от 2 до 4 подвесных топливных баков (ПТБ),
которые негативно повлияют на «малозаметность». По данным китайских
источников, первый в истории оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР
истребитель 4-ого поколения «Цзянь-20» ВВС НОАК при установке четырех
ПТБ способен выполнить перелет на дальность 6800 км и будет обладать
радиусом боевого патрулирования 2500 км.
Со слов офицеров Центрального командования ВВС США известно,
что, применение малозаметных истребителей пятого поколения в операции
против объектов афганских наркосиндикатов обусловлено необходимостью
«снизить случайные потери среди мирного населения». В связи с этим
необходимо отметить, что стратегические бомбардировщики В-52Н
применяли авиационные бомбы весом 2000 фунтов каждая и представляется
возможным сделать согласиться с оценками китайских аналитиков в том, что
ВВС США оказались не способны «довести F-22A до ума» – до способности
удерживать превосходство в воздухе при встрече с российскими Су-35С.
Следует отметить, что в составе упомянутой выше 380-й ЭОГ ВВС
США также находятся самолеты радиолокационного дозора и наблюдения E3 Sentry, которые позволили координировать действия эскадрилий с разными
типами летательных аппаратов. Кроме того, дополнительную разведку
обстановки во время нанесения ударов по объектам «Талибана»
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осуществляли беспилотные летательные аппараты стратегической радиотехнической разведки RQ-4 Global Hawk, которые также входят в состав 380й ЭОГ.
Кроме ВВС США в «Операции Зазубренный Нож» приняли участие
легкие турбовинтовые штурмовики А-29 «Супер Тукано» авиационных
подразделений Национальных сил обороны и безопасности Афганистана.
Следует отметить, что «на долю» афганских пилотов досталось всего две
цели в провинции Хост. Также небольшую лепту в общее дело внесли
подразделения Корпуса морской пехоты ВМС США, располагающие
высокомобильными реактивными системами залпового огня типа HIMARS.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо отметить, что
производство героина в Афганистане выросло с 5300 тонн в 2016 г. до 9900
тонн в текущем году и только четыре процента от этого объема достигает
территории США. По оценкам американских специалистов, на территории
ИРА действует от 400 до 500 лаборатории по изготовлению героина и опия,
что не только указывает на осведомленность американских специалистов, но
и позволяет осознать всю серьезность наркотической угрозы для
безопасности РФ.
Американские эксперты о ситуации в Афганистане - наркотики
Карпов Д.А. 1 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39497

По оценкам экспертов американского аналитического агентства
«Стратфор» ситуацию в Афганистане в настоящее время необходимо
квалифицировать как «тупиковую». Это фактически недавно признал
командующий войсками США в стране, генерал Джон Николсон.
При этом американские аналитики не разделяют уверенности генерала
о том, что новая американская стратегия и наращивание военного
контингента приведет в конечном счете к успеху, и позволит национальным
вооруженным силам организовать широкомасштабные наступательные
операции на позиции талибов. Тем более, что генерал отводит на этот этап
умиротворения талибов всего два года.
Одновременно американцы отмечают, что за последнее время талибы
резко укрепили свое влияние в стране. Такое положение дел сложилось
прежде всего в силу ошибочной стратегии американских военных за
последние два года. Эта стратегия подразумевала, что на фоне вывода сил
НАТО из Афганистана необходимо вывести афганские войска из
проблемных сельских зон страны и ликвидировать блок-посты на основных
трассах, что и было сделано по всей стране в начале 2016 года.
По оценке американских генералов, которые в данном случае проявили
чудеса оперативной выучки, это обстоятельство позволит высвободить силы
для организации нескольких решающих наступательных операций. Сразу
оговоримся, что эта стратегия полностью провалилась, как полагают
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эксперты, прежде всего в силу слабого материально-технического снабжения
афганской армии и дефицита квалифицированных командных кадров.
Эта стратегия привела к установлению контроля талибов над
обширными сельскими районами, особенно в таких стратегически важных
провинциях, как Гильменд и Кандагар. Контроль движения «Талибан» «над
деревней» позволил им воспользоваться рядом преимуществ. Благодаря
большому количеству территорий, находящихся под их эффективным
контролем, талибы значительно расширили свою базу вербовки новых
бойцов. Сокращение численности афганских сил в сельской местности
позволило «Талибану» оптимизировать логистику переброски своих сил на
приоритетные направления. И даже совершать рейды в традиционно ранее
враждебные им этнически регионы на севере страны.
При этом поправим американских аналитиков, такое положение дел
стало возможно в большей степени благодаря ужасающему уровню
коррупции в этом регионе и резкому падению уровня доверия местного
населения к представителям исполнительной власти. Талибы также сумели за
это время силового вакуума фактически блокировать все основные
транспортные артерии в стране. Кульминацией этого процесса стало
фактическое блокирование талибами в прошлом году главной
автомагистрали страны — «шоссе номер один» или кольцевой дороги.
Помимо этого, контроль над сельской местностью позволил
значительно укрепить вопросы своей финансовой состоятельности. Контроль
над большими территориями автоматически означает расширение налоговой
базы, поскольку талибы получили контроль над большим количеством
деревень.
Однако, что еще более принципиально, усиление влияния талибов в
афганской сельской местности позволило им расширить доступ к своему
основному источнику доходов в виде опия. По подсчетам военных США,
более 60 процентов финансирования движения «Талибан» обеспечивается за
счет торговли наркотиками. За последние два года движение установило
полный контроль над 10 из 14 районов в провинции Гильменд, на долю
которой приходится около 40 процентов производства опия в Афганистане.
Неудивительно, что урожай опия в Афганистане продолжает расти. По
данным Управления Организации Объединенных Наций по наркотикам и
преступности, производство опия почти удвоилось с 4800 метрических тонн
в 2016 году до 9000 метрических тонн в этом году. Одновременно талибы
модернизировали свою присутствие в этом процессе. В прошлом, по большей
части, они старались не участвовать в непосредственной процедуре
выращивания мака, они облагали налогом крестьян, которые это делали, и
наркоторговцев, которые покупали у них сырье для производства героина.
Теперь же талибы стараются поставить под свой контроль всю цепочку
производства наркотика: от выращивания мака, производства героина и даже
самого процесса контрабанды. С этой целью они за последние годы создали в
контролируемых районах более 500 лабораторий. Произошло фактическое
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сращивание талибов с наркодельцами, что резко увеличило доходы движения
и его политическую живучесть. Это обстоятельство позволило не только
резко повысить жалование рядовым бойцам, но и привлечь на свою сторону
огромное количество ранее безработных крестьян, которые получили
стабильный заработок. Это же обстоятельство позволило талибам и серьезно
улучшить материально-техническое снабжение своих отрядов, в том числе и
за счет покупки на «черном рынке» современных средств связи, приборов
ночного видения, оптических прицелов. По свидетельству американских
военных, на сегодняшний день отряды талибов лучше экипированы, чем
собственно сами афганские силовики.
Укрепив свою базу в сельской местности, талибы теперь стремятся
поднять уровень влияния в городах. С этой целью талибы совершили
многочисленные нападения на ключевые провинциальные центры, особенно
в Северном Афганистане, в том числе и на Кундуз. Американские эксперты в
этой связи полагают, что эта тенденция будет господствовать в тактике
талибов на среднесрочную перспективу. Американцы пока сосредоточились
на воздушных ударах (число боевых самолетов увеличивается вдвое), в том
числе и по заводам по производству наркотиков. Тем самым
предпринимаются попытки подорвать базу финансирования талибов. Но, как
говорят эксперты, толку пока от этого мало, поскольку такие заводы
восстанавливаются за один день. Это, кстати, еще один пример «удачной
тактики» американцев в прошлом, которые категорически не хотели воевать
с наркодельцами, мотивируя это стремлением сосредоточишь свои усилия
исключительно на талибах.
Общий тренд действий Пентагона — подготовка широкомасштабной
наступательной операции к середине 2018 года с целью выдавливания
талибов из сельских районов в ключевых областях страны, прежде всего в
Гильменде и Кандагаре. То есть переломить патовую ситуацию и захватить
стратегическую инициативу. Сначала нанесение тяжелых потерь талибам, и
только после этого планируется выходить на переговоры с ними и
пакистанцами. При этом в Вашингтоне исходят из того, что любой прогресс
на поле боя не исключает конечного варианта выхода на соглашение с
талибами о разделе власти. Без этого условия установить какой-то
стабильный мир в Афганистане нереально.
О перспективах новой стратегии США по Афганистану
Карпов Д.А. 25 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39327

Ситуация в Афганистане до сих пор характеризуется как боевая ничья,
несмотря на новую военно-политическую стратегию США, уже три месяца
реализуемую в Южной Азии. Это признал в четверг в интервью
телекомпании Эн-би-си командующий войсками США в Афганистане
генерал Джон Николсон. «Мы все еще находимся в патовой ситуации», —
заявил американский военачальник. Его оценка идет вразрез с
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высказываниями президента США Дональда Трампа, который утверждал в
тот же день, что американские войска добились за последние месяцы
радикальных перемен в ходе операции в Афганистане. «Вы переломили ее за
последние 3-4 месяца <…>», — сказал Трамп по видеосвязи американским
военнослужащим, которые дислоцированы за рубежом, комментируя
ситуацию в Афганистане. В связи с этим хозяин Белого дома заверил, что
руководство в Кабуле открыто говорит о таких переменах к лучшему в ходе
борьбы с боевиками в Афганистане. О том, что американская операция в
Афганистане находится «в мертвой точке», Николсон говорил и в феврале на
слушаниях в комитете по делам Вооруженных сил Сената Конгресса США.
Афганская военная кампания была начата Вашингтоном 16 лет тому назад и
обошлась на сегодня в 680 млрд долларов США и 2,35 тыс. убитых. Мы
привели это сообщение ровно для того, чтобы еще раз продемонстрировать,
что слова и заявления Д.Трампа зачастую не имеют ничего общего с
действительностью. Более того, чиновники администрации и Пентагона не
стесняются их опровергать публично, что конечно выставляет хозяина
Белого дома в глупом виде. Но сейчас собственно еще раз о самой «новой
стратегии США» по Афганистану и ее перспективах. Дж.Николсон в своем
заявлении также выразил мнение, что новая стратегия позволит США в
конечном счете добиться преимущества над боевиками в Афганистане.
«Нынешние перемены в политике [США в Афганистане] развернули вспять
тот упадок, в котором мы находились с 2011 года», — убежден генерал. На
его взгляд, в последние годы США в Афганистане фактически «донесли до
противника, что потеряли волю к победе». «А теперь с новой политикой
<…> мы одержим победу», — считает командующий. Это совсем не так,
поскольку не видно никаких признаков военного прогресса, кроме как очень
сомнительных с точки зрения правдоподобности реляций афганских военных
о ликвидированных то там, то здесь каких-то групп боевиков. Во-первых, это
невозможно никоим образом подтвердить из альтернативных источников.
Во-вторых, даже приводимые ангажированными афганскими военными
данные говорят о каких-то единичных потерях среди талибов, что
совершенно в малой степени влияет на общую ситуацию в стране. За это
время не было объявлено ни об одном разгроме крупного формирования
талибов и установлении плотного правительственного контроля над какойлибо провинцией или уездом, которые находятся в списке «сомнительных»
территорий. То есть таких, которые по признанию самих американцев,
находятся под полным или частичным контролем талибов. А таковых по
официальной статистике не менее 40 процентов. Наращивание воинского
контингента в этой связи не дает американцам никакой площадки для
маневра, они в большинстве случаев просто физически подменяют собой
ненадежные гарнизоны собственно афганской армии и выступают в большей
степени статистами и сдерживающим фактором. Но никак не наступающим,
что собственно более логично, если неоходимо запустить переговорный
процесс на нужных условиях на фоне обязательного максимального военного
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ослабления противника. Как это делается, например, российскими войсками
в той же Сирии. Из всего этого следует, что роль армии в данном случае
именно сдерживающая и необходимая в рамках обеспечения баланса сил для
начала глобального переговорного процесса. Это собственно подтверждает
сам Дж.Николсон. Он пояснил, что имеет в виду «урегулирование путем
переговоров» положения в Афганистане, «понижающее уровни насилия и
защищающее родину», то есть Соединенные Штаты. «<…> Мы создали все
условия для того, чтобы победить», — убежден Дж.Николсон. Или вернее —
почетно капитулировать, поскольку из нынешней стратегии США не
вырисовывается вариантов никаких компромиссных решений. Отсутствует
база для начала переговоров — предварительные позиции сторон (имеется
ввиду Пакистан и Иран, с одной стороны, и США — с другой) диаметрально
противоположны, что делает невозможным сам факт их начала в
продуктивном ключе. Исламабад настаивает на выводе всех иностранных
войск из Афганистана, что неприемлемо для США, который это
демонстрирует в том числе и наращиванием своих военных и контингентов
стран НАТО. Если речь идет о переговорах, то совершенно непонятна в этом
контексте роль Госдепартамента. Ссылки президента США на то, что
американские дипломаты ищут новые форматы переговоров с реанимацией
формата «6 плюс 1» не находят подтверждения на практике. Более того,
основных партнеров по этому формату в лице РФ, Ирана, Пакистана и КНР
от этого процесса продолжают дистанцировать. То есть именно переговоры
провозглашаются «краеугольным камнем» новой стратегии, но при этом не
делается ровно ничего, чтобы эти переговоры начать или создать базу для
этого. Точечные бомбардировки в данном случае неправильный и
бесполезный алгоритм действий. Более того, Вашингтон делает все
возможное, чтобы эти переговоры не начались никогда в принципе. Какой-то
чиновник в Госдепартаменте США (не сомневаемся, что не без материальной
«подсказки» со стороны индийских лоббистов) решил, что активизация
усилий по более активному инкорпорированию Нью-Дели в афганское досье
с точки зрения военного и политического аспекта заставит Исламабад пойти
на уступки. Попытки пакистанцев довести до американцев через саудовские
каналы мысль о том, что это тупиковый путь развития с точки зрения начал
реально эффективного переговорного процесса, ни к чему не привели. И вот
закономерный ответ Исламабада. Пакистанские власти на днях отменили
домашний арест для одного из организаторов атаки в Мумбаи в 2008 году
Хафиза Саида под предлогом «отсутствия доказательств его причастности к
этому преступлению». Это не только символический жест, но и еще очень
ясный сигнал о том, что печально известная организация «Лашкар е-Тойба»
выходит из забвения и снова в строю. Рискнем предположить, что эта
«карманная» группа пакистанских военных в самом скором времени начнет
заявлять о себе свойственными ей способами именно на своем приоритетном
«индийском направлении». Естественно это означает, что в Исламабаде не
видят прогресса на пути своего присутствия в переговорных форматах по
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внутриафганскому урегулированию, которые предлагаются американцами
при сознательном их осложнении, и начинают кампанию «асимметричных
ответов» на индийском направлении в том числе.
Военная делегация Афганистана прибыла в Пакистан на переговоры
Afghan military delegation due in Pakistan for talks
Tahir
Khan.
Daily
Times,
November
21st
https://dailytimes.com.pk/144108/afghan-military-delegation-due-pakistan-talks/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Afghan military says its delegation is scheduled to visit
Pakistan in a couple of days for talks on the recent ―rocket fire into Afghanistan‖
from the Pakistani side of the border.
Afghan officials claim that hundreds of Pakistani rockets landed in border
areas in eastern Kunar province in recent days, forcing some people to move to
other places.
The talks will be held at a time when the Pakistan Army says that terrorist
attacks from the Afghan side of the border have increased in recent weeks.
Afghan Chief of General Staff Mohammad Sharif Yaftali said in Kabul on
Monday that Pakistan‘s rocket fire had been stopped. He said Afghanistan was
trying to find out diplomatic solution to all problems with Pakistan.
―There had been no border violation over the past 24 hours. Talks and
diplomatic contacts to solve the problem are underway,‖ he said in reported
comments in Kabul.
BBC Pashto quoted Afghan Army Chief General Yaftali as saying that a
two-start level delegation of the military officials would visit Pakistan in a couple
of days for talks on the issue.
―We had serious discussions on the issue and the problem will be solved.
Resolute Support Mission Commander General John Nicholson is also aware of
it,‖ he said.
Gen Nicholson was also quoted as saying in Kabul on Monday that he would
address to Pakistan concerns if they had on cross-border attacks.
Pakistan denied artillery shelling into Afghanistan and said the army ―does
not fire unless it is attacked‖.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Dr Mohammad Faisal said that Afghan areas,
which were out of the control of the Afghan government, were used for attacks on
Pakistan, and the security forces only target the same areas.
―Armed groups have sanctuaries in these ungoverned areas, which are used
for attacks on our posts. We have been demanding that these areas should be
brought under control,‖ he said.
He said the Afghan forces should take action against the safe heavens to stop
attacks on Pakistan. ―We deny all claims. The Pakistan Army does not fire on
anyone unless they are fired upon,‖ the spokesman told BBC Pashto on Monday.
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He referred to a recent report by the Special Inspector General for
Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR), which says that over 43 percent areas in
Afghanistan are out the control of the Afghan government.
On November 13, Pakistan‘s military said that two security personnel were
martyred in terrorists‘ firing from the Afghan side of the border. An army
statement said terrorists fired from across the border on Pakistani border post in
Bajaur tribal region.
It was the fourth terrorist attack on Pakistani border posts from the Afghan
side of the border in two months. On November 9, a Pakistani soldier was
martyred in terrorists‘ firing from the Afghan side of the border, according to the
army. Another soldier was martyred in terrorists‘ firing in the same area on
October 4. On September 23, the officer commanding Lieutenant Arsalan Alam of
a post in Khyber tribal region was martyred as a result of firing by terrorists.
The banned Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar had
claimed responsibility for the attacks.
Pakistani security officials say the Pakistani Taliban, who have fled to
Afghanistan as a result of military operations, operate from the Afghan border
regions and routinely carry out attacks on Pakistani border posts.
Pakistan and Afghanistan have nearly 2,600-kilometre-long border, mostly
porous, and now the Pakistan Army is fencing the border to stop the cross-border
movement of the militants. Pakistan has been urging Afghanistan to take measures
to secure the border on their side.
Shortly after terrorists from the Afghan side took the lives of two Pakistani
soldiers, including a captain on November 13, the Pakistanis military spokesman
urged Afghan officials to take steps for security of the border to stop such attacks.
―Two more martyrs today. This is the price Pakistan is paying for security
vacuum on Afghan side of the border. Pakistan has done its part; cleared all areas,
fencing, new posts, enhanced presence along border and establishing of crossing
points,‖ army spokesman Major General Asif Ghafoor had stated on Twitter.
Гани отрицает высказывания о намерении Кабула дестабилизировать
Пакистан
Kabul taking steps to cut peace deal with Pakistan: Ghani
The Express Tribune. November 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1562984/1-kabultaking-steps-cut-peace-deal-pakistan-ghani/

Afghanistan‘s president has said that his administration has taken ―necessary
steps‖ to reach a peace deal with Pakistan, according to Khamaa Press.
Ashraf Ghani was speaking to local residents and elders of southern Zabul
province. He also sought to quash the ―impression‖ that Kabul wanted to
destabilise Pakistan.
He said neither his government nor the Afghan nation wanted to destabilise
Pakistan. ―Afghanistan will not allow its soil to be used by anyone to harm
Pakistan,‖ he added.
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Afghan President Ashraf Ghani to visit Pakistan in ‗near future‘
President Ghani also dismissed as baseless the perception that his
administration‘s strategy regarding peace and reconciliation were not clear.
He was apparently referring to his previous remarks where he insisted that
talks with Pakistan were important before peace dialogue with insurgent groups in
Afghanistan.
Afghan officials have long criticised Pakistan for allegedly sheltering the
Taliban and the Haqqani network on its soil – a charge Islamabad has vehemently
denied.
Производство наркотиков в Афганистане всегда будет высоким
Afghan opium production at all time high
Daily Times. 19.11.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/142615/afghan-opium-production-time-high/

A report by the United Nation‘s Office on Drug Crime (UNODC) has found
that the area used to cultivate opium in Afghanistan has increased by 63 percent
since 2016. Back then, 201,000 hectares of land were being used towards this end.
Today, this stands at 328,000. Poppies are now grown in 24 out of 34 provinces in
that country. And it is estimated that 9,000 tonnes of opium will be produced in
Afghanistan in 2017, with an estimated value of $1.4 billion.
There is no easy fix to this problem. Opium makes up half of Afghanistan‘s
agricultural output. Numerous parties are involved in its cultivation, including the
Afghan Taliban. The latter, it is estimated, ‗earned‘ $3 billion dollars in revenue
from the opium trade in 2016. Efforts to curb the cultivation of poppies have failed
abysmally. Only 750 hectares of poppies could be cleared in 2017; though this was
an improvement on the 355 hectares cleared the previous year.
Of course, it goes without saying that rises in opium production pose a threat
to the entire international community. Afghanistan produces some 80 percent of
the world‘s opium. This is then chemically processed into heroin before travelling
onwards; sometimes reaching as far afield as North America. Most of the heroin in
Canada reportedly comes from Afghanistan, too. However, before heroin reaches
the developed world, it typically passes through either Iran or Pakistan. Opiate
addiction is a major problem in both these countries and the implications of a rise
in the drug trade doesn‘t bode well for either.
The emergence of ISIS in Afghanistan is likely to make matters worse.
Suffering many reversals of fortune in the Middle East, the terrorist network has
been deprived of its biggest source of income – black market oil. It is therefore
highly likely that the group will now turn to the immensely profitable Afghan drug
trade to make up for these financial losses.
Both heroin and ISIS represent major threats to the stability of Pakistan and
Iran; not to mention Russia, yet another destination for Afghanistan‘s opium. Joint
military actions and intelligence targeting both ISIS and Afghan heroin production
as well as distribution networks could help here. However a reduction in the opiate
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supply lines will not impact demand at home. What is needed there is effective
drug education programmes combined with more efforts to rehabilitate addicts. *
Надо ли России участвовать в усилиях США в попытках договорится с
талибами
Карпов Д.А. 18 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39155

Талибы в Афганистане по-прежнему отказываются сесть за стол
переговоров с правительством страны. Это подчеркнул в обнародованном в
пятницу докладе исполняющий обязанности генерального инспектора
Пентагона Гленн Файн.
«В афганском мирном процессе практически нет движения, — указал
он. — Движение «Талибан» продолжает отклонять приглашения вступить в
переговоры о мире. Госдепартамент США пытается убедить «Талибан» сесть
за стол переговоров. По словам официальных лиц Госдепартамента, они
прилагают усилия провести встречу по Афганистану в формате группы «6 +
1», чтобы скоординировать шаги, необходимые для запуска мирного
процесса в этой стране». «Группа включает США, Пакистан, Китай, Россию,
Индию, Иран и Афганистан», — пояснил Файн.
По его словам, в конце сентября в Афганистане «в боях участвовали от
25 тыс. до 35 тыс. боевиков движения «Талибан»» и правительство
полностью контролировало лишь «57% районов страны». Военная операция
США в Афганистане, начатая в 2001 году, обошлась уже «в 679,8 млрд
долларов». «В одобренном Конгрессом США бюджете Минобороны США на
2018 финансовый год (начался 1 октября — прим. ТАСС) на военные
операции выделено еще 64,6 млрд долларов, в том числе 45,9 млрд долларов
— на Афганистан», — заметил он. Отметим «примирительные» нотки в
докладе представителя Пентагона в отношении реанимации формата «6+1».
Естественно, рроссийская дипломатия тут же ухватится за эту возможность
поучаствовать в неком переговорном формате, активно используя тезис:
«лучше говорить, чем воевать». А если не делать ни то, ни другое? Особенно
на фоне блокирования США эксплуатации российского вертолетного парка в
Афганистане и постоянных выпадов со стороны афганского президента
А.Гани в отношении поставок талибам оружия из России.
Поэтому не совсем понятно, зачем России надо помогать США и их
союзникам по НАТО искать пути выхода из афганской патовой ситуации. С
таким подходом к решению этой проблемы американцы воевали там 16 лет и
еще столько же будут воевать. А вернее — имитировать эту войну и радостно
осваивать выделенные Конгрессом очень немалые суммы. Вообще сам факт
выделения такой суммы однозначно свидетельствует только о том, что о
реальном мирном процессе в Афганистане до следующего финансового года
можно спокойно забыть: выделенные деньги надо обязательно освоить.
Основным аргументом российских сторонников диалога с
американцами по афганскому досье является тезис о «растущей опасности
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экспансии исламистского «джихадизма» в среднеазиатский регион». Но, вопервых, никто не может привести ни одного внятного факта проявления
такой экспансии. Напряженность на границе Туркмении с Афганистаном
годичной давности смело отнесем к возникшим проблемам пересечения
границы со стороны туркмен, которые традиционно проживают в
Афганистане. Но это точно не талибы, которые хотят таким образом
экспортировать «исламскую революцию» в Туркменистан.
Еще один грозный агент исламистов в лице Исламского движения
Узбекистана (ИДУ) не имеет сейчас реального боевого потенциала для
осуществления каких-то серьезных акций.
Исламская партия возрождения Таджикистана находится на перепутье,
и ее эмиссары в основном воюют на стороне ИГ в Сирии. Хотя конечно
потенциально именно эта группа наиболее опасна в свете возможной
дестабилизации ситуации в самом Таджикистане. Но причем в данном
контексте Афганистан? Это чисто внутритаджикские внутриклановые дела.
Кроме того, талибы через пакистанцев и иранцев, а иногда и в прямом
режиме неоднократно четко указывали на то, что они держат устойчивый
нейтралитет в отношении осуществления любых экспансий в регион
Центтральной Азии.
Мы далеки от того, чтобы безоговорочно верить всем обещаниям, но
объективно внутриполитическая ситуация в Афганистане и самом
«Талибане» предельно далека от сценария начала какой-то массированной
исламистской экспансии в центральноазиатский регион. Прежде всего
потому, что это не нужно ни талибам, ни Исламабаду, ни Ирану. Особенно в
рамках того, что эти страны объективно рассматривают вероятности
использования активизации двустороннего сотрудничества в Москвой в
качестве демонстрации противовеса именно Вашингтону. Другими словами,
пока в Афганистане идет внутриусобная «драка», говорить о каких-то
серьезных неприятностях в центральноазиатском регионе с афганского угла
не приходится. Сторонам внутриафганского конфликта и их зарубежным
спонсорам просто элементарно не до этого.
Таким образом, цинично заметим, что чем дольше идет война талибов с
Кабулом и американцами, тем больше спокойствия в Центральной Азии мы
будем наблюдать. Кто не согласен и будет возмущаться, пусть предоставит
факты реального вмешательства талибов в дела центральноазиатского
региона или подготовки широкомасштабного наступления с афганской
территории. Подчеркнем — не рассуждения и демонстрацию гипотетических
вариантов развития событий, а именно факты.
Наркопоток, который называется отечественными экспертами как одна
из принципиальных угроз национальной безопасности (и это безусловно так),
не имеет никакого отношения к теме исключительно талибов. Это
повседневная жизнь афганского декханина, и она будет таковой, пока не
изменится структура народного хозяйства Афганистана. И вопросы
перспектив диалога с американцами тут не причем. Вообще, поскольку
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американцы с наркотиками в Афганистане борются в последнюю очередь и
по остаточному принципу.
Таким образом, нет ни одного внятного аргумента для того, чтобы
участвовать в усилиях США в их попытках договориться с талибами.
Поскольку такой сценарий достижения стабильности в стране потенциально
высвободит силы «непримиримых» для совершения всяких «пакостей» в
Центральной Азии, ослабит нынешний тренд на укрепление отношений с
Пакистаном в области ВТС, нарушит самым серьезным образом
сложившийся ирано-пакистанский альянс в противовес оси КабулВашингтон-Нью-Дели.
Если российская дипломатия боится, что с такой позицией
«выжидания» Москва не успеет вскочить на ступеньку уходящего поезда
внутриафганского урегулирования, то успокоим ее. Нет никаких оснований
для того, чтобы американцы и талибы договорились бы. С нашей помощью
или без оной. Талибы изначально обозначили, что говорить будут только с
Вашингтоном, без участия афганского правительства, которое они считают
марионеточным. «Талибан» также подчеркнул, что мира в Афганистане не
будет без вывода всех иностранных войск из страны и гарантий того, что
представители движения войдут в правительство национального единства.
Именно эти два условия (дистанцирование Кабула и вывод войск) является
неопределимым препятствием для любых форматов серьезного диалога
между ними.
Комиссар ООН по делам беженцев надеется на ускоренное
возвращение в Афганистан беженцев с территории Пакистана
UNHCR expects ‗modest‘ return of Afghan refugees in 2018
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
17th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371038/unhcr-expects-modest-return-of-afghan-refugees-in-2018

ISLAMABAD: The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) says that the pace of return of Afghan refugees back home is expected
to remain modest in 2018.
However, the UNHCR cannot reduce the impact that the general elections in
Pakistan next year may have on Afghan refugees.
The ‗refugee affected and hosting areas (RAHA) programme, a key element
of the ‗solutions strategy for Afghan refugees‘ (SSAR), will continue to support
host communities and promote peaceful coexistence. The SSAR is a multi-year
regional framework that seeks solutions for Afghan refugees living in a protracted
situation. It offers a comprehensive and integrated framework for joint
interventions aimed at facilitating voluntary repatriation and sustainable
reintegration, while at the same time providing assistance to host communities and
countries.
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Pakistan hosts more than 1.3 million registered Afghan refugees, with the
number of refugees returning from the country declined from some 370,000 in
2016 to around 50,000 in the first three quarters of 2017.
In Pakistan, the UNHCR expects to disengage from its protection cluster
responsibilities in relation to Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa by 2018, after building the
capacity of the authorities.
The UN refugee agency says that the protracted Afghan refugee situations in
Iran and Pakistan require long-term solutions, with a focus on the creation of
conditions conducive to voluntary repatriation to Afghanistan and support for
refugee-hosting communities.
The UNHCR has launched ‗Appeal 2018-2019‘ which lays out the financial
resources that will be required for the agency‘s programme to protect and improve
the lives of 68 million people of concern. The appeal presents the proposed
budgets for the 2018-2019 - $7.508 billion, and $7.352 billion for 2018 and 2019,
respectively.
UNHCR says in mid-2017, a delegation of 160 Afghan refugees travelled
from Pakistan to Afghanistan to advocate for measures to be taken to ensure return
is sustainable, including in relation to land, employment, shelter, health and
education. In 2018, data from the UNHCR‘s protection-based monitoring in
Afghanistan will continue to help address protection issues in the country, support
the transition between humanitarian assistance and development work, and inform
government-led reintegration activities.
The Asia and the Pacific region, in 2018, accounts for the majority of
UNHCR‘s global budget for statelessness, largely due to the situation in Myanmar.
However, the refugee programme remains the most important aspect of UNHCR‘s
work, amounting to $329 million, or 67 per cent of the region‘s funding
requirements.
Афганистан почти ничего не делает, чтобы стабилизировать ситуацию
в регионе, - заявил Глава армии американцам
Afghanistan not ‗doing enough‘ for peace in region, Pakistan tells US
Daily Times, November 17th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/141225/afghanistan-notenough-peace-region-pakistan-tells-us/

* COAS tells CENTCOM chief Pakistan has done its best in fight against
terrorism despite constraints and will continue efforts for the sake of better future
of its people
ISLAMABAD: Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
told a US commander on Thursday that Pakistan had done its best for peace in the
region but the same was not being reciprocated by Afghanistan.
―Peace in Afghanistan is more important for Pakistan than any other
country,‖ he was quoted as saying by the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR).
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United States Central Command (US CENTCOM) Commander General
Joseph L Votel had called on Gen Bajwa at the General Headquarters in
Rawalpindi.
The statement came a day after Pakistan‘s civil and military leadership
condemned the recent attacks on the Pakistan Army checkpost in Bajaur Agency
and on police officials in Quetta, and expressed deep concern over the ‗now
increasingly exposed‘ activities of hostile intelligence agencies to destabilise the
country.
Two servicemen, among them a captain, were martyred and up to 10
terrorists killed in a cross-border attack from Afghanistan on the Pakistan Army
checkposts in Bajaur earlier this week.
Similarly, acting Superintendent of Police Muhammad Ilyas along with his
wife, son and grandson were shot dead in the Nawa Killi area in Quetta on
Wednesday.
Pakistan, the army chief said, had done its best despite constraints and shall
continue efforts for the sake of its future, in line with aspirations of the Pakistani
people.
―However, the same was not being reciprocated as evident from the
continued attacks from across the border,‖ the statement added. Discussion
between the two commanders focused on regional security situation, Afghanistan,
Pak-Afghan border management and Pakistan‘s positive contributions towards
peace and stability in the region.
The CENTCOM commander appreciated and acknowledged the Pakistan
Army‘s contributions and Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the war on terror.
Pakistani officials have repeatedly said that the Taliban, who fled a series of
military operations in the tribal regions, found safe havens in northern, eastern and
northeastern Afghanistan.
Афганистан будет получать доход от ТАПИ $1 млрд в год
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
http://www.angi.ru/news/2855504Афганистан-будет-получать-от-ТАПИ-1-млрд-в-год/. 15.11.2017.

Ашхабад. Газопровод Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан - Индия
(ТАПИ) будет давать в бюджет Афганистана 1 млрд долларов в год. Об этом
заявил вице-премьер, глава МИД Туркмении Рашид Мередов в Ашхабаде.
Выступая на 7-й конференции регионального экономического
сотрудничества по Афганистану (RECCAVII), Мередов подчеркнул, что,
согласно предварительным оценкам, ТАПИ, в дополнение к налаживанию
прямых газовых поставок в Афганистан, также обеспечит ежегодный доход
на сумму около 1 млрд долларов США в качестве транзитных платежей.
Газопровод позволит афганской стороне создать 12 тыс. новых рабочих
мест, привел слова главы туркменского внешнеполитического ведомства
«Прайм».
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Мередов подчеркнул, что Туркменистан наращивает строительство
своего собственного отрезка ТАПИ и тесно работает с афганской стороной
для завершения всех технических вопросов, касающихся прохождения
газопровода через территорию Афганистана.
Строительство газопровода ТАПИ началось в декабре 2015 года,
завершить его намечено в декабре 2019-го. Общая протяженность
газопровода составляет 1814 км, мощность - 30 млрд природного газа в год.
Как считают эксперты, реализация проекта ТАПИ позволит Туркменистану
диверсифицировать свой газовый экспорт, стабилизировать ситуацию в
Афганистане, а Пакистану и Индии - покрыть растущую потребность в
топливных ресурсах.
Почему Кабул и Вашингтон дистанцируют Россию от участия в
урегулировании афганского конфликта
Карпов Д.А. 15 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39094

Россия играет важную роль в развитии Центральной Азии, в Кабуле ей
также благодарны за усилия в противостоянии общим угрозам — терроризму
и трансграничной преступности. Об этом заявил в среду вице-президент
Афганистана Сарвар Даниш, выступая на VII региональной конференции
экономического сотрудничества по Афганистану (RECCA — Regional
Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan). «Россия как наш сильный
партнер играет важную роль в региональном развитии», — сказал он. Он
также заявил, что правительство Афганистана открыто для контактов с
талибами по урегулированию конфликта. Вице-президент Афганистана
подчеркнул, что Кабул при этом намерен последовательно бороться с
террористическими
группировками.
«Мы
боремся
со
всеми
террористическими группами, не делая различия между ними и не делим их
на «хороших» и «плохих». И мы рассчитываем, что и другие страны будут
руководствоваться теми же принципами».
Сарвар Даниш в частности отметил, что это касается недопустимости
поддержки террористов, оказания им какой-либо помощи и вступления с
ними в переговоры. Если расшифровать последний тезис, то в сухом остатке
стоит стремление Кабула жестко контролировать любые переговоры с
талибами по вопросу достижения компромисса и замыкать их на себя.
Упоминание России в данном аспекте некоторые экспертами было расценено
как некая трансформация позиции Кабула в отношении российского участия
в переговорных форматах по вопросу выхода из афганской тупика. Рискнем
высказать мнение, что это совершенно не так, и Кабул с подачи Вашингтона
по-прежнему будет дистанцироваться от всякого участия Москвы в этом
процессе, на что указывает ряд фактов.
1. Кабул по прежнему активно спекулирует на тезисе «вмешательства»
российских спецслужб в афганское досье и якобы имеющих место поставках
вооружения талибам. Об этом, в частности, во время приватной беседы с
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наследным принцем ОАЭ Мухаммедом бен Заедом в Абу-Даби на прошлой
неделе заявил президент Афганистана А.Гани, которого вообще надо
полагать главным антироссийским антагонистом в нынешнем афганском
руководстве.
Афганский президент во время этой своей беседы неоднократно
обвинял российские спецслужбы (особенно военную разведку) в контактах с
талибами и передачи им крупных партий оружия. Причем такая поддержка,
по его оценке, в последнее время только усилилась. И делается это,
оказывается, в рамках попыток Москвы «навредить США и странам Залива»
именно на афганском направлении. Причем недавние опровержения
руководства Пентагона по этому поводу на рассуждения президента
Афганистана не влияют ни в коей мере.
Интересно, что А.Гани ни одним словом не упомянул в этом контексте
Иран, который собственно и является основным поставщиком оружия
талибам, и также тренирует их в лагерях КСИР на иранской территории. Эти
лагеря располагаются в городках Герман и Захеран недалеко от Тегерана.
Этот факт в Кабуле хорошо известен, и в январе сего года А.Гани даже
направлял в Иран своего начальника разведки Массума Станекзая для
встречи и обсуждения этого вопроса с командующим КСИР М.Джафари и
руководством иранской внешней разведки, которая кстати, курирует
вопрос контактов с афганскими шиитами-хазарейцами, а не с
талибами, последние находятся в зоне ответственности именно КСИР.
Помимо собственно контактов с пропакистанской фракцией талибов,
представители КСИР ведут и активные консультации с бывшим главой
военного крыла талибов Закиром Кайюмом, который первоначально был
лоялен А.Гани. А ведь именно этот момент, который иллюстрировал, по его
оценке, распад и фрагментацию талибов, афганский президент использовал в
свое время в рамках убеждения Вашингтона в необходимости
дистанцирования Исламабада от переговорного процесса в рамках
внутриафганского диалога, на что неискушенные американские военные и
политики клюнули и соответственно загнали ситуацию в тупик. Да еще и
создали таким образом мощный и враждебный себе альянс на афганском
направлении в лице оси Пакистан-Иран. Теперь ставка на З.Кайюма не
срабатывает, в том числе и благодаря щедрым финансовым пожертвованиям
со стороны Тегарана.
Внешняя разведка Ирана собственно
занимается вопросами
тренировки и экипировки ополчения исключительно хазарейцев в Герате и
Бамиане, а ее связь с талибами ограничивается при этом лишь операциями по
передаче им оружия из арсеналов хазарейцев по просьбам КСИР.
Дальнейшую отправку хазарейских ополченцев в Сирию также курирует
КСИР. Насколько нам известно, все попытки Кабула убедить Тегеран
прекратить поддержку талибов в союзе с исламабадом окончились тогда
неудачей. И это хорошо видно по нынешней динамике развития оперативной
обстановки в Афганистане.
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Отказ Кабула от стратегического альянса с Москвой в рамках поиска
компромиссов
обуславливается
простым
фактом.
А
именно
многомиллиардной программой «подготовки национальных кадров» и
модернизации афганского силового блока, которая запущена сейчас США и
их союзниками по НАТО, и которая дает огромное поле для маневра
афганскому президенту и его окружению (о собственно американских
военных также забывать в этой связи не стоит) в рамках «распила»
значительной части выделяемых на это средств.
Отказ Кабула от использования российской вертолетной техники в
этом контексте выглядит очень логично. Отказ Афганистана от российских
вертолетов ударит по боеспособности афганских вооруженных сил, заявил
недавно в эфире телеканала «Россия 24» директор Федеральной службы по
военно-техническому сотрудничеству (ФСВТС) Дмитрий Шугаев. «Это
противоречит логике. Наши машины — основа ВВС Афганистана. Это
лучшие машины, приспособленные к их рельефу местности и так далее. В
конце концов, афганские летчики и даже американские летчики отзываются о
машине исключительно позитивно», — сказал он. «Сегодня взять и
вычеркнуть этот парк — это просто нанесение ущерба собственным
вооруженным силам», — добавил Д.Шугаев. Возьмем на себя смелость
поправить уважаемого российского чиновника. Это не противоречит логике.
Просто это совершенно иная логика принятия решений, и она далека от
интересов национальной обороноспособности. Но, к сожалению, именно
такая логика будет определять принятие решений нынешним афганским
руководством на среднесрочную перспективу. Это надо просто принимать
как аксиому и не питать излишних иллюзий.
С расширением порта Чабахар Афганистан не будет зависеть от
Пакистана, - считает премьер Абдулла Абдулла
With Chabahar, Afghanistan is no longer dependent on Pakistan:
Abdullah
―Afghanistan used to rely only on one transit road, which was through
Karachi. That is not the case anymore,‖ says Afghan Chief Executive Abdullah
Abdullah.
Afghanistan would no longer depend on Pakistan for transit trade with the
opening of the strategic Chabahar Port, a top Afghan leader has said.
Chabahar Port, located in the Sistan-Balochistan province on the energy-rich
Persian Gulf nation‘s southern coast, lies outside the Persian Gulf and is easily
accessed from India‘s western coast, bypassing Pakistan.
The port is likely to ramp up trade between India, Afghanistan and Iran in
the wake of Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi for trade with the two
countries.
India has been closely working with Afghanistan to create alternate and
reliable access routes, bypassing Pakistan.
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―Afghanistan used to rely only on one transit road, which was through
Karachi. That is not the case anymore. [Now] its [also] through Chabahar,‖ Afghan
Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah said.
As per the agreement signed between India and Iran in May last year, India
is to equip and operate two berths in Chabahar Port Phase-I with capital investment
of $85.21 million and annual revenue expenditure of $22.95 million on a ten-year
lease.
Afghanistan in the near future would also have trade transit route through
Central Asia that would connect the country with Europe.
―There are one or two agreements that we will be signing with neighbouring
countries, including Uzbekistan, hopefully in a few days which will help transit,‖
he said in response to a question at the Centre for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), a top American think-tank.
Welcoming the new South Asia policy of U.S. President Donald Trump, Mr.
Abdullah said he is today more hopeful than before that Afghanistan will succeed
and will overcome the challenges that are ahead of it.
He said the aim is that those forces which are fighting against the
government of Afghanistan and the people of Afghanistan will be persuaded to
come to the negotiating table.
Mr. Abdullah argued that it is important for the countries in the region to
realise that terrorism is a common enemy for all of them.
If there is one lesson in the past two decades, it is that these terrorist groups
have not served and will not serve the real interest of any country or state, he said.
―At the end of the day they have their own interests which is in destruction
and terror and violence,‖ he added.
Mr. Abdullah said majority of the people of Afghanistan are keen to see a
peaceful process.
Acknowledging that there are challenges ahead of them, he said there are
still groups who believe that they can win through methods of terror and violence.
―They receive support and they have sanctuaries. That remains to be a big
challenge for us,‖ Mr. Abdullah said.
―But I have no doubt in my mind that there will be conditions and
circumstances that more and more groups will be convinced that they need to join
the peaceful process rather to continue an endless war,‖ he said.
Аграрный
сектор
наркопроизводству

Афганистана

в

поисках

альтернативы

Вартанян А.М. 14 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39058

С начала американской военной кампании в Афганистане в 2001 году и
свержения режима талибов шел поиск оптимальной стратегии по замещению
опийного мака альтернативными сельскохозяйственными культурами. Тем
не менее, несмотря на предпринимаемые попытки со стороны афганского
правительства при содействии международной коалиции, достичь ощутимых
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результатов на этом направлении пока не удается. Несмотря на
первоначальные оптимистичные признаки некоторого сокращения
масштабов опийного производства, оно затем вновь пошло по нарастающему
вектору.
На
сегодня
Афганистан
по-прежнему
является
ведущим
производителем опиума в мире, обеспечивая более 90% мировых поставок
опиума для производства героина. При этом, c 2015 года производство
опиума вновь начало расти прогрессирующими темпами и в 2017 году может
установить новый исторический рекорд. В частности, по данным афганским
правительственных источников, в текущем году производство опиума может
достичь 10 000 тонн, что будет вдвое выше показателей 2016 года (4700
тонн) и в 3 раза выше, чем в 2015 году (3200 тонн). При этом, официальный
Кабул также подтверждает увеличение посевных площадей под опиум с 201
000 гектаров в прошлом году до 340 000 гектаров в нынешнем.
Данная тенденция фактически перечеркивает все усилия афганского
правительства по восстановлению аграрного сектора, повышению его
эффективности
и
рентабельности
и,
соответственно,
росту
привлекательности для потенциальных внешних и внутренних инвесторов, в
том числе из частного сектора. Это, в свою очередь, подрывает усилия по
долгосрочному развитию страны, созданию стабильных источников доходов
и занятости для фермеров, без которых сложно противостоять
маргинализации населения и его вовлечения в антиправительственную
террористическую деятельность под флагами «Аль-Каиды», «Талибана» и
«Исламского государства» (запрещены в России). Более того, по мере
установления все более прочного контроля «Талибана» над производством и
экспортом наркотиков, растет его финансовая независимость от властей, что
еще более отдаляет возможности для вовлечения талибов в процесс
общенационального примирения. Что касается других исламистских
террористических группировок, в частности «Исламского государства», то
они пока только набирают обороты и будут в дальнейшем более активно и
регулярно использовать наркоторговлю как источник финансовых
поступлений.
Таким образом, в обозримой перспективе роль наркопроизводства,
несмотря на его нелегальный статус, будет только расти, замещая любые
альтернативные сценарии развития аграрного сектора. По данным
Управления ООН по борьбе с наркотиками и преступностью (УНП),
производство опиума в 2016 году уже составляло 16% от ВВП страны,
включая 2/3 от общего вклада аграрного сектора в ВВП.
В то же время официальный Кабул и заодно международная коалиция
во главе с США продолжают декларировать задачу замещения наркопосевов
альтернативными культурами и разрабатывают в этом контексте различные
программы. Согласно статистике, с 2001 года США израсходовали несколько
миллиардов долларов для переориентирования аграрного сектора с
наркопроизводства на альтернативные варианты, однако больших успехов
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так и не добились. Указываются различные причины – слабость и
коррумпированность государственных структур, включая таможню,
судебные органы и полицию; успешная политика «Талибана» по завоеванию
новых территорий и земель, используемых под посевы опиума и пр.
Главный, однако, мотивирующий афганских фермеров фактор – очевидная
финансовая выгода и прибыль, многократно превышающая доходы от
производства любой альтернативной культуры. Производство 1 килограмма
героина генерирует прибыль в 45 тысяч долларов США при конечном сбыте
потребителям в Европе, поэтому «Талибан» сам имеет высокую
материальную заинтересованность и стремление и далее контролировать весь
процесс на всех его стадиях, собирая с местных фермеров и наркодилеров
«налоги» и обеспечивая протекцию в поставках продукции на внешние
рынки. На сегодня, по данным экспертов, до 60% всего бюджета «Талибана»
финансирует производство и продажа наркотиков. При этом, в последние
годы наметилась очевидная тенденция обработки и производства героина
либо полуфабрикатов непосредственно в стране: как минимум 50% опиясырца сегодня обрабатывается на месте, что повышает эффективность и
продуктивность поставок, позволяя их быстро наращивать при
необходимости.
С учетом вышесказанного, одним из действенных факторов замещения
опиума альтернативной культурой мог бы стать упор на дорогие,
рентабельные аграрные культуры, прибыль от которых могла бы отчасти
компенсировать потери от наркопроизводства. Шансы имеются неплохие с
учетом того, что прибыль самих фермеров от производства опиума-сырца, не
подвергнутого переработке, относительно невелика и составляет 160-200
долларов за 1 килограмм. В частности, одной из таких культур мог бы быть
шафран, являющийся одной из самых дорогих специй в мире стоимостью
1500 долларов США за 1 килограмм. Афганское правительство начало в 2017
году проводить адресную политику по созданию гигантских плантаций
шафрана, надеясь на его привлекательность для фермеров в качестве
альтернативы опийному маку. На состоявшейся в Кабуле в ноябре с.г.
национальной конференции по шафрану было констатировано, что на
сегодня 3,5 тысячи гектаров земель в стране выделено под культивацию
шафрана, которая благодаря в том числе внедрению передовых китайских
технологий достигла в 2017 году ежегодного производства объемом в 8
тонн. Китай проявляет высокий интерес к инвестированию в производство
шафрана в Афганистане для последующего его экспорта на китайский рынок.
Другой альтернативой опийному маку может стать лоббируемое
британским частным предпринимателем массовое производство граната.
Выдвинутая британской благотворительной организацией в 2007 году
инициатива «Культивируем ради мира» (Plant for Peace) направлена на
поддержку малых фермерских хозяйств, обучая их технологиям
выращивания граната в качестве альтернативы опийному маку. Для
поддержания устойчивого спроса на это производство, британские
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предприниматели перерабатывают гранаты в пудру, которая затем
использовалась в качестве добавки в производство фруктовых йогуртов,
производившихся и продававшихся в Великобритании. Проект оказался
достаточно успешным и получил финансовую поддержку доноров, включая
правительства США и Великобритании. В итоге за 10 лет реализации удалось
посадить почти 2 млн гранатовых деревьев и переобучить более 22 тысяч
фермеров, которые в рамках проекта перешли с культивирования опия на
производство гранатов. Впоследствии проект был диверсифицирован и
ориентирован на производство других рентабельных культур – орехов и
абрикосов. По оценкам международных экспертов, прибыль афганских
фермеров с посевной площади размером 4 тысячи квадратных метров в
результате выращивания гранатов может достигать 2 тысяч долларов, в то
время как культивирование опийного мака будет приносить лишь 1300
долларов США с аналогичной площади. На перспективу ставится более
стратегическая задача – увеличить культивацию гранатов в Афганистане и
расширить площади под эти цели до 3.5-4.5 миллионов гектаров, обеспечивая
посадку 3.5 миллионов деревьев ежегодно.
Тем не менее, предлагаемые выше инициативы по замещению
опийного мака альтернативными культурами так и не стали массовыми и не
смогли вытеснить опий. Главная причина видится в отсутствии устойчивого
массового спроса на альтернативную продукцию, которая чтобы стать
рентабельной и конкурентоспособной опийному маку, должна быть
дорогостоящей. Население одной из беднейших стран мира просто не может
в обозримой перспективе сформировать устойчивый спрос на такую
продукцию и, соответственно, финансовых стимуляторов у местных
фермеров не имеется. Для выхода этой продукции на региональные и
международные рынки нужны устойчивые и функционирующие
продовольственные цепочки, системы логистики и хранения, а также
грамотные пиар кампании по продвижению своего экспорта. В афганских
реалиях, с учетом продолжающегося конфликта, насилия и террористических
угроз, риски очень высоки и ни один солидный внешний инвестор не готов к
масштабным финансированиям таких проектов. Внутри же страны – будь то
правительство либо частный сектор – такой инвестиционный потенциал пока
отсутствует. Помимо всего прочего – очень серьезная конкуренция со
стороны поддерживаемых «Талибаном» финансовыми и военными
средствами фермеров, ориентированных на опий. В отличие от производства
других аграрных культур, в опийном бизнесе не нужно бороться за рынки
сбыта и искать каналы и пути поставок – наркодилеры, как правило,
покупают опиум прямо с полей и оплачивают его производства авансом, на
год вперед, инвестируя таким образом заранее в производственные
мощности и потенциал местных фермеров.
Думается, быстрого решения афганской проблемы производства
наркотиков не предвидится. Более того, в последние годы раскручивается
негативный тренд последующего наращивания производства, лоббируемого
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«Талибаном» и другими террористическими группировками, действующими
в Афганистане. В глобальном масштабе, преобладающая часть
потребляемого в Западной Европе и США героина производится на основе
афганского опиума, все чаще внутри самого Афганистана. Лишь военнополитическое решение афганской проблемы с централизацией и
концентрацией всей полноты власти у официального Кабула с последующим
поэтапным переходом от опийных посевов к альтернативным рентабельным
опциям, способно будет в корне переломить ситуацию. Пока же о реальной
альтернативе опийному производству в Афганистане говорить не
приходится.
Потеря афганского неба: почему Кабул отказался от российских
вертолетов
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/116426.html

об

Афганистане».

14.11.2017.

В России считают отказ властей Афганистана от парка российских
вертолетов большой ошибкой, которая может привести к ухудшению
боеспособности афганской армии. В частности, директор Федеральной
службы по военно-техническому сотрудничеству (ФСВТС) Дмитрий
Шугаев заявил российскому телевидению, что решение Кабула
противоречит логике. В российской и западной экспертной среде считают
такое развитие событий предсказуемым, но содержащим политическую
подоплеку.
«Наши машины — основа Военно-воздушных сил (ВВС) Афганистана,
– заявил, комментируя последние заявления Кабула Шугаев. – Это лучшие
машины, приспособленные к их рельефу местности и так далее. В конце
концов, афганские летчики и даже американские летчики отзываются о
машине исключительно позитивно». Глава ФСВТС заявил, что подобные
меры – это «нанесение ущерба собственным вооруженным силам».
То, что отказ афганского руководства от российских вертолетов не
состыкуется с задачами по стабилизации кризиса в Исламской Республике,
ранее заявил и постпред РФ при НАТО Александр Грушко. «Не секрет, что
Пентагон закупал наши вертолеты для передачи афганским военным, –
заявил российский дипломат. – Поэтому у профессионалов, конечно,
анонсированные планы перехода на другие системы вооружений не могут не
вызывать вопросов как с точки зрения влияния, которое это будет иметь на
эффективность вооруженных сил, так и самих трудностей такого перехода».
Напомним, что амбициозные планы по замене вертолетного парка
анонсировал и. о. министра обороны Афганистана Тарик Шах Бахрами.
«Раньше мы покупали вертолеты у России и получали оборудование для
ремонта. Сейчас мы получаем вертолеты производства стран НАТО, мы
больше не нуждаемся в российских вертолетах», – заметил военачальник,
добавив, что на время перехода с российских вертолетов на натовские
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Кабулу нужна некоторая помощь. «Мы нуждаемся в обеспечении
качественного обслуживания, – заявил Бахрами. – Сейчас это обслуживание
проводится через некоторые другие страны».
Вероятно, в подобном развитии событий видна логика, учитывая то,
что Кабул не может игнорировать своих западных партнеров, которые давно
(со времен администрации Барака Обамы) упрекают российскую сторону за
излишнюю лояльность к талибам. Не исключено, что Москва надеялась на
то, что США смягчат свою риторику с приходом к власти Дональда Трампа.
Однако 45-й президент США никак не повлиял на ситуацию с критикой в
адрес РФ на афганском направлении.
«В решении афганской стороны отказаться от закупок российских
вертолетов нет ничего неожиданного, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» эксперт
Центра изучения современного Афганистана Андрей Серенко. –
Американские военные достаточно давно объявили о намерении добиться
снятия вертолетов российского производства с вооружения Афганской
национальной армии (АНА). Вопрос был только в сроках выполнения этого
плана. Если бы не появление новой стратегии Дональда Трампа в отношении
Афганистана, то у России оставался шанс для коммерчески выгодных
поставок своих вертолетов Кабулу — просто потому, что имеющихся у АНА
вертолетов и самолетов не хватало для проведения боевых операций против
талибов и боевиков «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в РФ –
«Афганистан.Ру»)».
Впрочем после первых попыток реализовать афганскую стратегию
Трампа, которая с конца августа сопровождалось резким увеличением числа
воздушных ударов США и НАТО по экстремистским группировкам в
Афганистане, ситуация принципиально изменилась, отмечает эксперт.
«Американские ВВС компенсировали своей активностью нехватку
вертолетов у афганских силовиков, – заметил Серенко. – Соответственно, у
Кабула отпала необходимость в продолжении сотрудничества с РФ по
вертолетному проекту. Судя по всему, активная военная, в том числе
воздушная, поддержка со стороны США и НАТО афганским силовикам
будет оказываться, как минимум, до 2020 года. За это время Вашингтон и его
партнеры по альянсу вполне могут полностью реформировать афганские
ВВС, как технически (заменив полностью технику российского
производства), так и кадрово (переобучить афганских летчиков для
пилотирования нероссийских вертолетов)».
В связи с этим афганское военное ведомство сегодня может легко
заявить об отказе от партнерства с Москвой по «вертолетному пакету». «Не
думаю, что тема неких невнятных связей России и «Талибана» сыграла в
этой грустной для российского ВПК истории заметную роль, – считает
Серенко. – Полагаю, американским спецслужбам неплохо известен реальный
статус контактов между русскими и талибами. Вряд ли он вызывает в
Вашингтоне серьезные переживания, но зато довольно успешно
использовался в качестве одного из пропагандистских сюжетов в
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информационной войне с Кремлем. Думаю, российской стороне надо как
можно скорее осознать факт потери афганского рынка для продукции
собственного ВПК. Нужно искать ему замену и, например, вести более
активную «продюсерскую» работу в Исламабаде. Пакистан, судя по
сообщениям СМИ, сейчас возвращает США ранее поставленные
американские вертолеты. Замену им Исламабад планирует искать в Китае и
Турции. Россия вполне могла бы предложить пакистанцам достойную
вертолетную альтернативу. Ну и, конечно, заработать на этом неплохие
деньги».
В западной экспертной среде объясняют решение афганского
руководства полностью отказаться от российских вертолетов результатом
западных санкций и охлаждения, которое сохраняется в российскоамериканских отношениях. «Политика явно играет определяющую роль, –
признает в разговоре с «Афганистан.Ру» заместитель директора и научный
сотрудник программы «Россия и Евразия» Центра стратегических и
международных исследований в Вашингтоне Джеффри Манкофф,
консультировавший Госдепартамент по вопросу российско-американских
отношений. – Из-за санкций, которые были введены в связи с российским
вмешательством на Украине, США больше не могут предоставлять запчасти
(их надо приобретать у санкционированных российских фирм) афганским
ВВС. Кроме того, ухудшение отношений между Россией и США означает,
что Америка сейчас больше заинтересована в сокращении зависимости
Афганистана от России, чем несколько лет назад, когда администрация
Обамы работала вместе с Москвой, чтобы обеспечивать дополнительные
поставки российских вертолетов через специальный фонд. Конгресс
ненавидел эту сделку. Теперь же нет никакой политической выгоды для
закупки российского оборудования, даже без санкций».
Российские аналитики, тем не менее, отмечают, что в Афганистане есть
большое
количество
невосстановленных
вертолетов
советского
производства. «Фактически это лишение своего собственного авиационного
парка, – пояснил «Афганистан.Ру» военный эксперт, замдиректора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. – Поставки американских
вертолетов будут носить ограниченный характер. Их эксплуатация требует
больших финансовых средств плюс обучения личного состава, создания
специальных центров по их обслуживанию. Это на самом деле создает
настолько серьезные проблемы, что я думаю, скоро те люди, которые
принимают подобного рода решения, осознают глубину своих ошибок.
Какой смысл заменять оружие, которое и так хорошо работает, к которому
привыкли обращаться и которое умеют обслуживать, Причем, заменять на то,
которое, возможно, не приспособлено к работе в подобных условиях. Это
высшая мера некомпетентности. Думаю, что такое решение является
чрезвычайно политически мотивированным. Скорее всего, афганскому
руководству придется вернуться к теме использования российских
вертолетов».
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В Пакистане при нападении на пост убито два военнослужащих
(террористы проникли в Пакистан из Афганистана)

«Новости планеты». 13.11.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11215-vpakistane-pri-napadenii-na-post-ubito-dva-voennosluzhaschih.html
Боевики, проникшие на территорию Пакистана из Афганистана, убили
армейского офицера и солдата, заявили пакистанские военные в
понедельник.
Представители пакистанской армии утверждают, что четыре
пакистанских солдата были ранены в результате нападения на военный пост
в северо-западном районе Баджаур. Также сообщается, что до 10 нападавших
были убиты ответным огнем. По словам военных, отсутствие афганского
центрального правительства способствует таким атакам.
Пакистан и Афганистан имеют границу в 2500 км. Соседи, оба из
которых являются важными союзниками США, обвиняют друг друга в
укрывательстве исламских боевиков и их две армии обмениваются огнем в
периоды напряженности в последние годы.
Нападение произошло через неделю после того, как неизвестные
боевики застрелили пакистанского дипломата возле его резиденции в
восточном афганском городе Джалалабад.
Новая концепция США по Афганистану и интересы России
Карпов Д.А. 10 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38997

Исполняющий обязанности помощника госсекретаря по Южной и
Центральной Азии и спецпредставителя США по Афганистану и Пакистану
Элис Уэллс заявила, что победа над движением «Талибан» является
единственным способом разгромить террористическую организацию
«Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещена в России). «Поскольку ИГ в
Афганистане — это в действительности бывший пакистанский «Талибан», то
единственный путь для победы над ИГ — победить «Талибан», разрешить
эту центральную проблему», — отмечает Э.Уэллс.
Ранее президент США Дональд Трамп обратился в Конгресс США с
просьбой об увеличении оборонного бюджета страны на 2018 год в связи с
ситуацией в Афганистане. При этом напомним, что совсем недавно Д.Трамп
был вынужден по требованию иорданского короля Абдаллы отозвать
Э.Уэллс с поста посла США в Аммане «в силу ее некорректных
высказываний в отношении иорданских реалий». Это в общем-то немудрено,
поскольку американский дипломат демонстрирует «глубокое знание»
восточной проблематики, и в том числе афганской. Но в нынешнем Госдепе
это вполне проходит, и она даже получила повышение.
В этой связи можно конечно предположить, что она своими
заявлениями просто отрабатывает тему увеличения военных расходов, на что
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собственно и уповает Пентагон и остальные американские силовики в рамках
проталкивания своей «новой концепции по Афганистану», а так все понимает
и осознает.
Но сомневаемся в этом. Отметим, что в своем заявлении Э.Уэллс
открестилась от того, что Россия де поставляет оружие талибам.
Действительно, это уже не нужно. Это нужно было, чтобы «попугать»
сенаторов США во время выделения дополнительных ассигнований на
афганское направление. Теперь афганская концепция принята, деньги
выделены и необходимость в таких «пугалках» отпала. При этом все-таки
специально для Э.Уэллс отметим, что пакистанские талибы — это совсем не
афганское ИГ. Афганские сторонники ИГ — это только часть талибов на
границе с Пакистаном и частично на юге, которые находятся сейчас в
плотной финансовой опеке со стороны Катара, который таким образом
просто хочет показать всем участникам процесса внутриафганского
урегулирования, что его не надо сбрасывать со счетов и искусственно
дистанцировать от переговорных форматов по этой теме.
Так что, победив «Талибан», автоматически победить ИГ не
получиться: у них разные внешние спонсоры. И их отношения на афганской
площадке далеки от идеала. Если еще проще, то пакистанские талибы воюют
с тамошними сторонниками ИГ.
Но катарская тема поддержки афганских сторонников ИГ сейчас в
Госдепе не актуальна. Власти Катара добились позитивных результатов в
деле борьбы с терроризмом. К такому выводу Госдепартамент пришел по
итогам первого раунда профильного американо-катарского диалога, который
завершился в среду 9 ноября в Вашингтоне. «Представители обеих стран
проанализировали позитивные результаты, которых добился Катар» в рамках
выполнения условий двустороннего меморандума о взаимопонимании в
вопросах борьбы с финансированием терроризма, который госсекретарь
США Рекс Тиллерсон подписал в июле в Дохе, сообщила пресс-служба
Госдепартамента. В документе «изложены взаимные обязательства по
содействию обмена информацией, ликвидации денежных потоков,
направленных
на
финансирование
терроризма,
и
усиление
контртеррористической деятельности». «Во время встречи обе стороны
подтвердили прогресс, достигнутый в деле выполнения условий
меморандума и приняли на себя обязательства расширять наше
контртеррористическое партнерство, — заключили в Госдепартаменте. —
Стороны обсудили региональные террористические угрозы, финансирование
борьбы с терроризмом, вопросы, связанные с благотворительными
организациями, обменом информацией и авиационной безопасностью».
Это заявление снимает с повестки дня какое-то реальное
противодействие со стороны США афганским сторонникам ИГ. Но
собственно никто наносить «решительное военное поражение» талибам
(часть из них, кстати, вполне лояльны Кабулу: что с ними делать по
Э.Уэллс?) в Пентагоне или НАТО не собирается. Просто потому, что это
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физически невозможно. По крайней мере, с той долей присутствия и военной
активности «на земле» со стороны американских военных и их союзников по
НАТО, которую они сейчас демонстрируют. И вообще деньги выделялись на
Афганистан совсем не для того, чтобы кого-то там громить. Для этого надо
напрягаться, нести потери и вспоминать уроки по оперативно-штабному
планированию. Но не для этого придумывалась и теперь реализуется новая
концепция.
Основной упор в ней делается на усилении учебно-тренировочной
миссии НАТО «Решительная поддержка» (Resolute Support)». То есть ровно
на том компоненте, который показал свою полную неэффективность за
последние десять лет, но который позволяет практически бесконтрольно и
без особого риска «пилить» выделяемые финансы. Чем собственно в
основном сейчас американцы и займутся в Афганистане. И не только они.
Уверены, что в этой деятельности примут самое активное участие и
силовики из руководства афганских спецслужб и армии. Ведь они это
заслужили, обеспечивая в самый критический момент принятия Конгрессом
США решения об увеличении объемов финансирования афганской авантюры
поступление в ЦРУ и Пентагон «заслуживающих доверия» оперативных
данных о поставках оружия со стороны Москвы талибам. В общем все
понятно, но довольно примитивно и без каких-то особых изысков.
В этой связи обратим внимание на риторику МИД РФ. Москва
нацелена на сотрудничество по урегулированию ситуации в Афганистане со
всеми заинтересованными сторонами, но в НАТО не готовы восстанавливать
такое взаимодействие с Россией. Об этом заявил постоянный представитель
РФ при НАТО Александр Грушко в интервью газете «Известия»,
опубликованном в среду. По его словам, российская сторона постоянно
ставит вопросы, связанные с ситуацией в Афганистане, на площадке Совета
Россия — НАТО (СРН). «Парадокс в следующем: заявляя на словах, что
нельзя допустить превращения Афганистана в безопасную гавань для
террористических организаций, включая ИГ, а также перетока
террористической угрозы за пределы этой страны — а такие риски реально
существуют — натовцы оборвали все практическое сотрудничество с нами, и
не собираются его в ближайшее время его возобновлять», — подчеркнул
постпред. Его можно понять, он должен как-то отрабатывать свой хлеб на
этой «мертвой» с точки зрения дипломатии «поляне».
Правильнее, конечно, было в этой связи вообще заморозить работу
нашей миссии при НАТО, поскольку никакой работы там нет и не
предвидится. И не только потому, что это экономия бюджетных денег. Еще и
потому, что американцам такое сотрудничество по Афганистану сейчас не
нужно в силу приведенных выше аргументов. Как, рискнем предположить,
такое сотрудничество не нужно сейчас и Москве. В общем-то, когда оно
существовало, Россия больших дивидендов от него не получала, за
исключением поставки десятка двух вертолетов и их ремонта. В том числе и
по вопросу наркоугрозы с афганского направления, которая за время
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пребывания американцев в Афганистане только возросла. Так что этот довод
в пользу возобновления сотрудничества не работает.
Не существует и какой-либо вероятности «перетока теругрозы из
Афганистана в республики Средней Азии». По крайней мере, пока там идет
активная гражданская война, и все силы, которые такие «перетоки» могут
теоретически организовать, заняты выяснением отношений между собой. Но
дело даже не в этом. В нынешней борьбе Исламабад, Иран и подконтрольные
им талибы заинтересованы в хороших отношениях с Москвой, а эта самая
лучшая гарантия от этих «перетоков». Таким образом, Москве объективно
выгодно не сотрудничество с Западом, а как можно большее
пролонгирование по времени их бестолкового пребывание в Афганистане,
что само по себе делает выход из афганского кризиса нереальным.
Афганистан заявил об отказе от российских вертолетов
Сергей Гурьянов. «Взгляд». 9 ноября 2017. https://vz.ru/news/2017/11/9/894558.html

Афганистану больше не нужны российские вертолеты, так как военные
этой страны перешли на вертолеты производства стран НАТО, заявил и. о.
министра обороны Афганистана Тарик Шах Бахрами.
Он напомнил, что раньше Афганистан закупал у России как вертолеты,
так и оборудование для их ремонта. «Сейчас мы получаем вертолеты
производства стран НАТО, мы больше не нуждаемся в российских
вертолетах», – передает его слова ТАСС.
Между тем еще в марте глава «Вертолетов России» Андрей Богинский
заявлял, что обсуждается возможность новых поставок российских
вертолетов в Афганистан.
Перед этим в том же месяце в Москве советник президента Афганистана
по национальной безопасности Мохаммад Ханифа Атмар сообщал о
прогрессе в переговорах о поставках вертолетов.
В то же время командующий Центральным командованием США
Джозеф Вотел заявлял о разработке плана по замене парка Ми-17 в
Афганистане на собственную технику. Чуть ранее Пентагон официально
отказался от закупок Ми-17 в пользу UH-60A Black Hawk фирмы Sikorsky.
«Афганистан не самостоятельно принимает решения касательно
вооружения, поэтому отказ от российских вертолетов можно считать
извращенными антироссийскими санкциями со стороны США», – заявил
газете ВЗГЛЯД Руслан Пухов, директор Центра анализа стратегий и
технологий (АСТ). По его словам, «нужно понимать, что Афганистан тратит
на вооружение не свое финансирование, а деньги американских
налогоплательщиков. Когда в Белом доме был Барак Обама, У России и
США были более теплые отношения, Америка хотела «бросить кость» в
сторону России. Сейчас эта ситуация резко поменялась, и американцы не
готовы поддерживать нашу оборонную промышленность, поэтому выбрали
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стратегию на наше иссушение. Это можно расценивать как извращенный вид
санкций».
Пухов добавил, что потребность Афганистана в вертолетах велика. В
масштабе в 10 лет сумма, которая будет потрачена на поставку вертолетов,
может превысить миллиард долларов. Иначе говоря, данную сумму можно
оценивать как возможную недополученную прибыль российской
вертолетной отрасли.
Россия еще в 2014 году выполнила свои обязательства по поставке в
Афганистан Ми-17В5. Эксперты при этом неоднократно отмечали, что
Пентагону выгоднее поставки в Афганистан российских вертолетов, чем
американского Black Hawk, а сами военные США отмечали «невероятные
возможности» Ми-17. Более того, у Афганистана имеются пилоты,
специально подготовленные для управления Ми-17.
В связи с поставками вертолетов в Афганистан на Рособоронэкспорт
долгое время по просьбе Пентагона не накладывали санкции.
НАТО собирается увеличить присутствие в Афганистане до 16 тысяч
военных
«Все об Афганистане». 7.11.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/116157.html

КАБУЛ, 7 ноября. НАТО собирается увеличить присутствие в
Афганистане, расширив контингент миссии «Решительная поддержка» до 16
тысяч
военных,
сообщил
во
вторник
генеральный
секретарь
Североатлантического Альянса Йенс Столтенберг.
Заявление было сделано на пресс-конференции накануне двухдневной
встречи министров обороны стран НАТО в Брюсселе. В соответствии с
программой мероприятия афганскому вопросу будет посвящѐн второй день
заседания.
В своѐм выступлении Столтенберг упомянул о том, что на данный
момент в составе миссии «Решительная поддержка» проходят службу около
13 тысяч военных из 39 государств, но в ближайшее время контингент
ожидают пополнения.
«США уже увеличивают свой вклад в рамках своей новой стратегии
по Южной Азии, – отметил генеральный секретарь. – Многие другие члены
НАТО и партнѐры также направят дополнительные войска в ближайшие
месяцы, чтобы поддержать усилия Афганистана по борьбе с
международным терроризмом и содействию миру и примирению».
Ссылки по теме
Главы военных ведомств стран НАТО обсудят вопросы афганского
урегулирования в Брюсселе
Нападение на здание телеканала в Кабуле привело к гибели и ранениям
более 20 человек
Стоит отметить, что в день выступления Столтенберга на территории
афганской столицы произошла атака, в ходе которой боевики атаковали офис
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телеканала «Шамшад-ТВ». Нападение привело к гибели 2 человек и
ранениям ещѐ около 20, ответственность за атаку взяла на себя запрещѐнная
в России группировка «Исламское государство».
Комментируя недавний случай нападения на гражданский объект, Йенс
Столтенберг осудил атаку боевиков, охарактеризовав еѐ как одну из
«жестоких и безжалостных атак», произошедших на протяжении последних
недель в Афганистане.
При этом генеральный секретарь высоко оценил деятельность
афганских сил, похвалив их за храбрость и самоотверженность в борьбе с
противниками, а также отметил, что население республики «по-прежнему
демонстрирует несгибаемость и надежду на мир», сообщает пресс-служба
НАТО.
Дональд Трамп запросил у Конгресса США 1,2 млрд. долларов на
стратегию в Афганистане
«Все об Афганистане». 08.11.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/116179.html

КАБУЛ, 8 ноября. Президент США Дональд Трамп запросил у
Конгресса 1,2 млрд. долларов на стратегию в Афганистане.
Ссылки по теме
США обещают сохранять присутствие в Афганистане до присоединения
талибов к мирному процессу
Дональд Трамп: Вывод войск из Афганистана ведѐт к эскалации
террористической угрозы

Как отмечает американская пресса, запрашиваемые средства пойдут на
увеличение численности войск США в Афганистане.
Напомним, что в августе этого года Трамп обнародовал новую
стратегию на афганском направлении, в рамках которой предполагается
направить в страну еще 3,5 тысячи американских военнослужащих.
Недавно госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон заявил, что США
намерены сохранять присутствие в Афганистане до тех пор, пока движение
«Талибан» не присоединится к процессу примирения.
Дмитрий Медведев пригласил Абдуллу Абдуллу на встречу глав
правительств ШОС
«Все об Афганистане». 5.11.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/116085.html

КАБУЛ, 5 ноября. Премьер-министр России Дмитрий Медведев
пригласил главу исполнительной власти Афганистана Абдуллу Абдуллу
принять участие в заседании Совета глав правительств Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (ШОС). Ожидается, что встреча пройдет в
России 30 ноября — 1 декабря.
Посол РФ в Афганистане Александр Мантыцкий передал приглашение
российского премьер-министра в ходе встречи с Абдуллой Абдуллой в
Кабуле.
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Кроме того, Мантыцкий напомнил о стипендиях, выделенных на
обучение афганских студентов в России, и заверил, что его страна готова к
сотрудничеству с Афганистаном в различных областях.
Глава исполнительной власти ИРА принял приглашение российской
стороны на заседание глав правительств ШОС и подчеркнул расширение
сотрудничества между Кабулом и Москвой.
Он также отметил важность совместной борьбы с терроризмом и
добавил, что терроризм является общим врагом для обеих стран.
США пообещали Пакистану, что роль Индии в Афганистане будет
ограничена
Chessboard Afghanistan: India role is limited, US assures Pakistan
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Nov2017/chessboard-afghanistan-india-role-is-limited-us-assures-pakistan

Chessboard Afghanistan, Asif says US policy damaging Afghan peace
process, Says blame game needs to end, Ambassador Hale urges talks for defusing
Pak-India tension
ISLAMABAD - Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammed Asif on Monday
said that the United States has assured India‘s role in Afghanistan was ―limited‖.
The foreign minister, while speaking to journalists here, said Washington
had conveyed to Pakistan that India‘s role was merely economic and nothing
beyond that.
The minister earlier addressed the fourth Round of US-Pakistan Bilateral
Dialogue here titled: ―Convergence amid divergence: Identifying pathways to
cooperation in a challenging environment‖.
Asif said the US should share timely intelligence with Pakistan on the
movement of terrorists and ―Pakistan will itself take action.‖
He said Pakistan , being a sovereign nation, could not allow other militaries
to operate inside the country.
Addressing the US-Pakistan Bilateral Dialogue, US Ambassador
to Pakistan David Hale confirmed that India‘s role in Afghanistan was restricted
only to economic assistance.
Hale said the US administration had asked Pakistan to take ―decisive action‖
against terrorists on its soil.
―US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has conveyed to the Pakistani
leadership that the Pak-US relations are at a crucial juncture,‖ he said.
The ambassador stressed that Pakistan and India should resolve their issues
through talks.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson during his recent visit had offered to
mediate on the longstanding Kashmir issue. Pakistan had welcomed the offer and
said it was India who was running away from talks of mediation offers.
About US mediation offer, Foreign Office spokesperson Dr Mohammed
Faisal said: ―The US has repeatedly stated in both private and public interactions
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that it wants to see de-escalation between Pakistan and India . We have welcomed
these statements by the US officials since Pakistan has also been making consistent
efforts to reach out to India with a view to lowering the temperatures.‖
Last month, US Acting Secretary of State for South Asia and Central Asian
Affairs Alice Wells said her country had specific expectations from Pakistan to
―help create conditions‖ that would help ―bring Taliban to the negotiating table‖.
Her comments came after US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson - who
visited Pakistanlast month – said the US was not demanding anything
from Pakistan .
―We are asking you to do this; we are not demanding anything. You are a
sovereign country. You‘ll decide what you want to do, but understand this is what
we think is necessary. And if you don‘t want to do that, don‘t feel you can do it,
we‘ll adjust our tactics and our strategies to achieve the same objective a different
way.‖
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi later said Pakistan being a sovereign
country could not accept the idea of joint operation with the US against the
militants inside Pakistan .
Khawaja Asif said Pakistan welcomed mediation by the US in easing its ties
with Indiaas Pakistan had always opted for comprehensive dialogue for a peaceful
neighbourhood.
―We are naturally concerned about India‘s role in Afghanistan. The US has
told us the role is limited ,‖ he maintained.
Asif emphasised the need for elimination of the terrorists‘ safe havens in
Afghanistan, adding the US Afghan policy could damage the reconciliation process
in the country.
The minister said Afghanistan‘s economy and structure had been hampered
and damaged by the war and there were multiple pressure groups, which wanted
war for their personal benefits.
He said Pakistan‘s effective counter-terrorism efforts had dismantled the
terrorist networks.
The foreign minister said with self defence and self-interest ―as our first
priority we are fully committed to protecting the sovereignty of our
motherland. We will also not allow our soil to be used against any other country.‖
The foreign minister said Pakistan had also reached out to other regional
countries and regional fora like the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (Saarc) in its efforts for peace in Afghanistan.
Asif said intelligence sharing was imperative to improve border management
with Afghanistan.
He said Pakistan had suggested that the Afghan refugees in Pakistan needed
to be repatriated but the US side objected saying Kabul was ―too unstable.‖
Asif said the refugees were not Pakistan‘s problem.
―We told the US they can invest in the replacement of these refugees to their
home country,‖ he added.
The minister said the Pak-US ties needed to be worked on.
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―The blame game needs to end. Only this way our two countries can move
forward and improve ties,‖ he said.
Meanwhile on Monday, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif met Leonid
Eduardovich Slutsky, the Chairman of the State Duma Committee for International
Affairs of the Russian Federation here.
―Views were exchanged on bilateral cooperation in political, economic and
parliamentary spheres. It was agreed to step up efforts for greater cooperation in
the field of energy. The issues of regional security and stability were also
discussed,‖ said a foreign ministry statement.
The foreign minister, it said, appreciated the sustained parliamentary
diplomacy between Pakistan and Russia in the last few years, which had
complemented the efforts of enhancing the wide-ranging bilateral relations.
―They also agreed to continue high-level interaction in different fields to
further deepen the bilateral ties,‖ the statement said.
It added: ―Pakistan and Russia enjoy close and cordial relations. Both
countries share a common desire to forge a long-term and multidimensional
partnership in diverse fields.‖
Meanwhile on Monday, Pakistan said it remained committed to combating
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.
Responding to a question about the recent meeting of Financial Action Task
Force in Argentina, Foreign Office spokesperson Dr Mohammed Faisal said that
the body appreciated the continued progress made by Pakistan in implementing its
standards.
He said any insinuations made to the contrary ―are only a reflection of a
politically-motivated strategy to malign Pakistan .‖
The spokesperson pointed out that list of countries of concern to the task
force was available on its website and it did not include Pakistan .
Порт Чабахар – без Пакистана трудно решить афганскую проблему,
включая торговлю через порт Чабахар
Chabahar: Without Pakistan, there is no stability or growth in
landlocked Afghanistan and Af-Indo relations
Santosh
Arora.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
6,
2017.
https://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/59814/chabahar-without-pakistan-there-is-no-stability-orgrowth-in-landlocked-afghanistan-and-af-indo-relations/

We can bypass neither our history nor our geography – we have to live and
deal with the consequences of both. Europe has a bitter history of war and
dissensions among its member countries, with France and Germany, for instance,
having had a long history of animosity and distrust. They fought many battles
against each other, but by learning from their history and accepting their
geography, they decided to come together for the common good of their people.
Today, South Asia resembles this pre-World War II era, with historical
animosities defining the political wisdom of South Asian states. The distrust is so
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deep that countries are diverting their resources in an effort to undermine each
other rather than spending to uplift their densely populated territories.
The opening of the Chabahar Port in Iran is touted more as a political victory
than as an economic ease for India and Afghanistan. It has been projected as an
attempt to redefine the geopolitics of the region.
On the face of it, the port is an alternative trade route for India and
Afghanistan that moves further into Central Asia as well. It is billed as the
beginning of a new era for the Indo-Afghan relationship; while in some quarters it
is also projected as a solution to the problems plaguing the landlocked nation.
But the truth cannot remain veiled under a myth.
The opening of the Iranian port will undoubtedly reduce the dependency of
Kabul on Islamabad for trade. But is it an alternative to the road route? Or can it be
an alternative to land routes?
This brings us to the crucial point of addressing the political problem
plaguing both Af-Pak and Indo-Pak relations – the need to realise that geoeconomics and geopolitics are interlinked. The proponents of Chabahar should thus
also start advocating for political solutions.
On one hand, if the US thinks that by pushing India deep into Afghanistan it
can ‗fix‘ Pakistan, then there is cause to be suspicious of the real intentions of the
western world. On the other hand, if New Delhi thinks Chabahar can rival the
Gwadar port and thereby can challenge China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative, then it is nurturing an excessively narrow vision. By blindly aligning
itself with the interests of the US, New Delhi will make a mistake. The South
Asian democracy cannot afford to suffer from hubris at this point in time.
If India feels that Chabahar liberates it from the responsibility of seeking
friendly relations with its Western neighbour, then it is denying itself a role in
history. It is denying the subcontinent an opportunity to live in peace.
It is a stark truth. As long as India and Pakistan remain on unfriendly terms,
there is no hope for stability or growth in the landlocked Afghanistan.
In its blind urge to be seen countering Beijing through an alliance with the
US, New Delhi should not stop pursuing a political solution to the regional
problem affecting the Indian subcontinent. Similarly, Pakistan cannot deny its role
in creating uncertainty in the subcontinent – it is now old enough and stable
enough to go beyond the old India-centric narrative.
Pakistan cannot rule out the benefit of free trade through the Wagah border,
which is why it needs to liberate itself from the thought of New Delhi being an
existential threat to it. It should also understand that it cannot put all its eggs in
China‘s basket. If the proximity with Beijing brings an enduring assurance, the
normalisation of the relationship with its eastern neighbour will bring the much
needed stability that the Islamic Republic yearns for.
Pakistan has stressed that it does not regard trade between India and
Afghanistan through Iran‘s Chabahar Port as an alliance against it. India will make
a mistake if it thinks that Iran‘s economic corridor can be used to corner China or
Pakistan.
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The irony is that Chabahar does not give India much to manoeuvre vis-a-vis
Pakistan. The port‘s functionality depends on the goodwill of Iran. Tehran has not
only nurtured a good relationship with China and Afghanistan, it also promotes
friendly relations with Islamabad and values its role in Afghanistan for peace and
long-term stability. Though Washington might be aligning with New Delhi, the
fact remains that New Delhi remains isolated in South Asia. Its obsession to
undermine Pakistan and China has ultimately created greater instability in the
region.
The bottom line is that New Delhi has to stabilise its relationship with
Pakistan, as ultimately this is the only way out for Afghanistan.
Китай хочет стабильности в Афганистане – в первую очередь для
завершения своих энергетических проектов
China seeks stability in Afghanistan to complete its regional soft power
ambitions
Rameen Khan. The Nation. November 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov2017/china-seeks-stability-in-afghanistan-to-complete-its-regional-soft-power-ambitions

In contemporary era China has emerged as a rising dominant power because
of its soft power approach which it has focused upon in many countries and
regions. The recent foreign policy of China is an attempt to portray it as peaceloving, cooperative and responsible power so as to maintain its benign image in the
world. The concept of soft power was given by Joseph Nye in the ‗80s which states
that it is the country‘s ability to persuade others without using coercive
means. China , however, has taken the idea of Nye‘s soft power and implemented
its foreign policy accordingly.
China‘s foreign policy is based upon five principles of peaceful coexistence
which include ‗non intervention‘, respect for sovereignty and boundaries of other
states as well as no-interference in internal affairs of states. However, it is
surprising that China has involved itself in Afghanistan despite of having noninterference policy. This has happened because China sees itself as responsible
actor in the region to provide security guarantee to other states as well. And it must
also be noted that foreign policy transforms according to states interest.
China , therefore, in order to gain its regional influence is trying to expand
its soft power which ranges from cultural to economics. China is trying to maintain
good and friendly relations with states in the region as well as outside the region.
The situation in Afghanistan hasn‘t been stable since many years; the constant
fighting has caused much unrest in the state which China seeks to stabilise in
today‘s arena. The stability is necessary to be bought up in Afghanistan because by
doing so China would also be able to protect its own interests, i.e. it fears that
terrorism which is present in may not spill over in its Xinjiang autonomous region
which is its western province. Another ambition which China is working upon is to
achieve its emerging power status in South Asia therefore it is promoting its soft
power image by increasing its bilateral ties with other states.
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China knows that future of Afghanistan could be made peaceful and stable
by winning the popular support and mixing security with development
therefore China is investing in Afghanistan because a country cannot sustain itself
for much longer depending upon foreign aid. Investment can, however, change a
country and make it prosperous. Afghanistan is a state which is rich in agriculture
sector but irrigation land which it posses is less therefore China can improve the
agriculture sector by building more dams and irrigation system as it promised to
provide assistance for hydro power plant in Kunar which is a violent border region.
Through its OBOR initiative, China seeks to build transport and energy
projects: roads, bridges, gas pipelines, ports, railways, and power plants. This
would also give an advantage to Afghanistan because developing infrastructure
and economy could help build a prosperous state. It is also believed that
if China would
develop
infrastructure
of Afghanistan it
would
enable Afghanistan to build its security forces as well. It has also been observed
that China is
getting
itself
involved
in
peace
talks
between
Afghan Taliban and Afghanistan government.
Chinese leadership believes that it would be able to promote peace and
prosperity
in Afghanistan .
The
investment
which China is
making
in Afghanistan is one step in economically developing a state and it would also
develop its forces. Overall it could be said that the primary goal which China has is
the security of Afghanistan and it also requires the efforts of all regional actors as
well, because it would be beneficial for all states to have a stable and
secure Afghanistan . It must be noted that the stability of Afghanistan would
ultimately bring stability in the region. China by bringing stability
in Afghanistan could achieve a status of dominant power in South Asia.
Пакистано-афганские проблемы – это не просто проблемы двусторонних
отношений
Pakistan‘s Afghan problem
Dr Hasan Askari Rizvi. The Express Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1550078/6-pakistans-afghan-problem/

November

5th,

2017.

The issues and problems between Pakistan and Afghanistan cannot be
simply described as bilateral interaction. This relationship has become so complex
over the years that it now touches all the major aspects of Pakistan‘s foreign policy
and external and internal security. The political and security fallout of the internal
strife in Afghanistan impacts not only Pakistan but it also causes problems for
several countries in the neighbourhood and beyond. Some countries use this issue
to pursue their regional agendas or use it to, among other things, for Pakistan
bashing.
This does not mean that Afghanistan has cultivated political, economic and
diplomatic clout of global dimensions. Afghanistan is far from it. The long-drawn
internal strife dating back to the early 1980s and American involvement in
Afghanistan that manifested differently in the 1980s and in the post-September
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2001 period have impacted regional and global politics negatively. All this has
made the management of the Afghanistan problem difficult for Pakistan.
Pakistan cannot view the Afghan problem merely as a bilateral issue because
the foreign policy and security choices that Afghanistan makes, including its policy
towards Pakistan, are shaped by the internal power politics in Kabul as well as by
the influence that the US and India exercise over Afghanistan‘s foreign and
security policy. The increased interest of China, Russia, Iran and the states of
Central Asia has also to be taken into account. As the issues of terrorism, stability
and peace cannot be settled exclusively at the bilateral Pak-Afghan level, the
Afghan problem should be viewed as a bilateral-cum-multilateral issue.
The US does not want to talk about its role in creating Islamic militancy in
the Pak-Afghan region in the 1980s to oust the military of the former Soviet Union
from Afghanistan. Currently, the US plans to maintain its limited military presence
in Afghanistan for an indefinite period and demands that Pakistan should serve the
counterterrorism agenda as set out by Washington. The US now judges Pakistan‘s
counterterrorism efforts on the basis of their relevance to achieving American
agenda of subduing the Afghan Taliban and their allies. It hardly pays any
attention to what bothers Pakistan in Afghanistan‘s troubled situation and its
difficulties in taking military action against the Afghan Taliban that come to
Pakistan because they overlap with about three million registered and unregistered
Afghan refugees and local Pashtun population. Similarly, the US neither joins with
Pakistan nor encourages Afghanistan to do so in Pakistan‘s efforts to strengthen
security on the Pak-Afghan border so as to curtail unauthorised two-way
movement of people and fighters across this border. The US and Afghanistan
manifest similar indifference towards the permanent presence of Pakistani Taliban
and their Pakistani allies in three Afghan provinces adjacent to the Pak-Afghan
border.
Pakistan, the US and Afghanistan need to evolve a shared approach to deal
with terrorism in and around Afghanistan through a regular dialogue that equally
accommodates their security concerns. Public denunciation of Pakistan by the US
or American public statements on the time frame for Pakistan to take action against
the terrorist elements identified by the US are not going to be helpful.
The strident US disposition towards Pakistan has encouraged the Kabul
government to display a similarly negative attitude towards the country and it
treats Pakistan as the sole culprit for the inability of the Kabul government and
American troops based in Afghanistan to eliminate the Afghan Taliban. India also
is encouraging Afghanistan to adopt a tough policy towards Pakistan. The Afghan
president talked recently about the need of establishing a criterion to judge how far
Pakistan is taking action against the Afghan Taliban rather than working together
with Islamabad to deal with all kinds of terrorists in both countries.
Now, China and Russia are endeavouring hard to seek a regional solution to
the Afghan problem at the bilateral and multilateral level by taking other states of
the region in confidence. Though these efforts have not produced any significant
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result, Chinese and Russian interest in seeking an amicable solution of the Afghan
problem is evoking much interest in Pakistan and elsewhere in the region.
As different states are manifesting deep interest in Afghanistan and playing
their ‗games‘ with reference to the Afghan imbroglio, Pakistan will have to
strengthen its multilateral diplomacy with a focus on winning the confidence of as
many states as possible that are directly involved in the Afghan problem. Time has
come to go beyond the oft-repeated statement that Pakistan has made massive
sacrifices in the war on terrorism and that it has suffered more financial losses than
what it received as economic assistance and loans.
Instead of blowing Pakistan‘s own trumpet on Afghanistan, its policymakers
should pay more attention to the imperatives of global politics. They need to make
a strong attempt to address the complaints of other states about Pakistan‘s
Afghanistan policy, even if these complaints are based on faulty information. This
must be coupled with a cogent and convincing presentation of Pakistan‘s concerns
about the situation in Afghanistan, especially the issue of two-way unauthorised
cross-border movement between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Another issue that
needs to be explained to the international community is that New Delhi‘s
belligerent approach towards Islamabad complicates Pakistan‘s security problems,
and slows down its efforts to manage the tribal areas and the border with
Afghanistan.
Instead of issuing polemical statements to counter American, Afghan and
Indian assertions on internal strife and terrorism in Afghanistan, Pakistan needs a
new multilateral diplomacy that takes into account the complexity of the Afghan
problem and the varied interest of different states with an unambiguous view of
what is possible on long- and short-term bases.
Замедление торговли Пак-на с Афганистаном из-за новых
пакистанских правил проезда через переход Торхам (в 2016 г. – 1.5 млрд.
долл.).
New rules hinder trade with Afghanistan at Torkham
Shahabullah
Yousafzai.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
4th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1549362/2-new-rules-hinder-trade-afghanistan-torkham/

2017.

PESHAWAR: New rules framed by Pakistan for trade with Afghanistan and
tough documentary requirements for traders have slowed down decades-old
commerce between the neighbouring countries, say traders who are at the receiving
end in uneasy political ties between the two sides.
Now, it is mandatory for the traders at Torkham border to produce their
National Tax Number, import permission, the certificate of contract between
buyers and sellers, payment receipts, grading certificate, certificate from the
chamber of commerce and health certificate in case of animals.
Tillerson visit a talking point at GHQ huddle
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As a result of prolonged frosty ties, not a single truck entered into the
Khyber Agency through Torkham border for two days in October from the other
side of the border.
According to statistics compiled by the Afghanistan-Pakistan Joint Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, goods trade between the two countries dropped $1
billion year-on-year to $1.5 billion in 2016, importer Ahmed Wali Zazai said
while talking to The Express Tribune at the border.
―Owing to tense relations and frequent border closures (to cope with security
threats), the bilateral trade volume, which was worth $3 billion a couple of years
ago, has fallen to just $500 million in early months of 2017,‖ he said. ―It will
receive a further jolt if India and Iran step up trade ties with Afghanistan.‖
Customs Clearing Agents Association President Hayatullah Shinwari
decried that the government enforced new rules and regulations only at the
Torkham border crossing, which hampered a smooth flow of goods trade. The
rules were not applicable to the Chaman border.
The Customs Department at Torkham has issued a notification, asking
importers and exporters to produce proper documents for shipments being received
from and sent across the border.
―Since then thousands of shipments have been stranded on both sides; the
government should implement a uniform policy for trade with Afghanistan to
avoid hurdles,‖ Shinwari said.
―How is it possible for an Afghan farmer, who have just harvested a potato
or tomato crop in Nangarhar province, to sell the produce in Khyber Agency when
the Customs has made it mandatory to produce export documents before trade,‖
asked another clearing agent Nishad Khan Shinwari.
Foreign office condemns Kabul suicide bombing
He urged the federal government to look into the matter and announce
favourable policies for friendly trade ties with Afghanistan.
All trade and transport associations have demanded that the central
government, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa governor and other relevant authorities consult
the stakeholders about the new rules and regulations in order to stave off further
slowdown in trade at the border.
To counter the influence of Iran and India, they suggested that Pakistan
government should further facilitate and streamline trade with Afghanistan. If the
government continued to create hurdles, they feared, Pakistan would lose a market
that it had dominated for decades through facilitation measures and giving shelter
to millions of Afghan refugees.
SIGAR: Под контролем или влиянием афганского правительства
находятся 56,8% территории Афганистана
«Все об Афганистане». 1.11.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115996.html
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КАБУЛ, 1 ноября. В настоящее время под контролем или влиянием
афганского правительства находится около 56,8% от общего числа уездов
страны, сообщается в недавно опубликованном отчѐте Специального
генерального инспектора США по восстановлению Афганистана (SIGAR).
Ссылки по теме
SIGAR: Средства, выделенные США на поддержку афганского
правительства, не оправдали себя
По данным ежеквартального исследования, указанный коэффициент
был зафиксирован в конце августа 2017 года. По сравнению с предыдущим
полугодием доля контроля над территорией со стороны официальных
властей сократилась на 1%, а с аналогичным периодом предшествующего
года – более чем на 6%.
При этом силы вооружѐнной оппозиции, согласно отчѐту, обладают
контролем или влиянием над 13,3% территории – данный коэффициент
увеличился более чем на 2% за полгода и примерно на 5% за год.
SIGAR приступил к мониторингу уровня контроля над территорией
различных уездов Афганистана в конце 2015 года, и к настоящему времени
доля уездов, находящихся под контролем и влиянием афганских властей,
достигла самого низкого уровня.
Из 407 уездов страны под контролем или влиянием правительства по
данным на август 2017 года находился 231, а сил вооружѐнной оппозиции –
54. По-прежнему значительной остаѐтся доля спорных территорий – в случае
с 122 уездами составителям отчѐта не представилось возможным определить
преобладающую сторону. В число афганских провинций с наибольшим
числом подконтрольных боевикам уездов вошли Урузган и Гельманд на юге
страны, а также Кундуз на севере.
Напомним, что именно в конце августа президент США Дональд Трамп
представил населению и мировому сообществу новую стратегию на
афганском направлении, предполагающее расширение полномочий
американских войск в Афганистане, в том числе в плане проведения боевых
операций.
В настоящее время силы США продолжают проведение зачисток
против «Талибана» и «Исламского государства» (группировки, запрещѐнные
в России), прежде всего на юге и востоке Афганистана, но результативность
проведения этих операций обозревателям ещѐ только предстоит оценить.
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43% территории Афганистана находятся под контролем талибов
Taliban increases influence, territory in Afghanistan: US watchdog
The Express Tribune. November 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1546662/3-talibanincreases-influence-territory-afghanistan-us-watchdog-2/

WASHINGTON: The Taliban has increased the amount of territory it has
influence over or controls in Afghanistan in the past six months, a US watchdog
agency reported on Tuesday, as the militant group has stepped up attacks in recent
weeks.
As of August, 13 per cent of the 407 districts in Afghanistan were under
Taliban control or influence, compared with 11 per cent in February, according to a
report from the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, or
SIGAR. That means an additional 700,000 people now live in districts where the
Taliban has at least some influence.
Taliban claim responsibility for journalist gunned down in Swabi
The updated figures are a sign of the deteriorating security situation in the
war-torn country, even as the United States has committed several thousand more
troops. The gains being made by the Taliban and a spate of recent attacks
underscore worries about Afghan security forces‘ ability to deal with a relentless
insurgency that they have struggled to contain since most foreign troops left at the
end of 2014.
In total, about 43 per cent of Afghanistan‘s districts are either under Taliban
control or being contested, three percent higher than six months ago, SIGAR said.
US forces in Afghanistan also withheld certain data on the Afghan National
Defense and Security Forces, the report said, including ―casualties, personnel
strength, attrition, and the operational readiness of equipment.‖
―In a significant development this quarter, US Forces-Afghanistan (USFORA) classified or otherwise restricted information SIGAR has until now publicly
reported,‖ the report said. Afghanistan‘s worsening security situation was
highlighted on Tuesday when a suicide bomber in the capital killed as many as
eight people. Islamic State claimed responsibility for the attack.
Afghan Taliban in bid for ceasefire with IS
The increase in the campaign of US air strikes in recent months is part of a
new strategy aimed at reversing Taliban gains and forcing the insurgents to seek
peace talks with the Afghan government. The SIGAR report, citing the United
Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, also said there had been a 52 per cent
increase in civilian casualties from coalition and Afghan air strikes in the first nine
months of 2017 compared with the same period in 2016.
There had also been a sharp increase in ―insider attacks‖ by militants,
targeting US and Afghan forces. In June, three Americans were killed an one
wounded when an Afghan soldier opened fire on them.
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Два перехода границы с Афганистаном (Чаман и Торхам) так и не
удалось пока модернизировать
Chaman and Torkham: Plan to build modern check posts suffers
setback
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
31,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1545697/1-chaman-torkham-plan-build-modern-check-postssuffers-setback/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to reduce the scope of construction
work on two modern check posts that will be set up along the border with
Afghanistan after the sole bidder quoted $480 million for setting up the state-ofthe-art facilities for cross-border movement of goods and people.
The $480 million price quoted by the National Logistics Cell – the military‘s
construction arm – was 185% higher than the originally conceived rates for
establishing the state-of-the-art facilities at Chaman and Torkham borders.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) that is providing $250 million loan for
the project had estimated the cost roughly at $168 million.
―Due to a higher than the originally conceived cost, the military and civilian
authorities have decided to change the scope and design of the project, making it
more immediate needs-oriented,‖ according to officials.
The total cost of the project was $300 million, including the $50 million
share of the government of Pakistan that will also have to look for additional
financing sources owing to the higher cost of construction.
Border fence slowly pacing its way through treacherous Durand line
Because of change in the scope and design, the project faces a delay of about
one year, in addition to escalation in its original price.
Pakistan is paying commitment charges at the rate of 0.15% on the
undisbursed loan amount, which is common in almost every other ADB-funded
project.
In December 2015, the ADB had approved $250 million loan for the
construction of three facilities at Chaman and Torkham along the border with
Afghanistan and at the Wagah crossing point on India border.
The loan became effective in December last year and since then the country
has been paying the commitment charges.
Due to the scheme‘s strategic nature, the government has set up the
Integrated Transit Trade Management System Steering Committee headed by
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar. Ministers for foreign affairs, defence, railways,
communication and commerce are its members.
The committee acts as the highest decision-making authority for project
implementation and provides overall guidance for all agencies involved in the
implementation of the project.
Pak-Afghan border villages brace for Berlin Wall-style divide
The expected impact of the project is to increase value of export, import and
transit trade, in addition to a smooth cross-border movement of citizens from
Pakistan, India and Afghanistan.
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As part of the Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC)
initiative for trade facilitation, the project will also help the CAREC countries take
advantage of more efficient trade routes through Pakistan.
The government has initially decided to complete work on Torkham and
Chaman border check posts and engaged the NLC due to security concerns.
The ADB and Pakistani authorities had estimated the total cost of
constructing the three facilities at $251.2 million, according to the project
documents.
But the NLC quoted the bid price at $480 million for carrying out work on
two check posts along the border with Afghanistan, according to officials involved
in the project execution.
Torkham and Chaman are major transit stations for the Afghan Transit
Trade. Over 80% of the Afghan transit cargo flows through Torkham while the
remaining through Chaman, according to the ADB‘s assessment.
On Khyber Agency visit, UK army chief briefed on anti-terror operations
The ADB had given a special waiver to allow the NLC to bid for the project
as the military‘s construction arm does not fulfil the Manila-based lending
agency‘s procurement guidelines.
As per the guidelines, only those government-owned enterprises can
participate as a bidder which are legally and financially autonomous, and operate
under commercial laws.
The NLC is not a legally autonomous body, although it enjoys partial
financial autonomy and is managerially independent. However, the entity has the
expertise in managing cross-border terminals and dry ports.
The ADB agreed to give the waiver due to the precarious security situation
along the border with Afghanistan.
―After lowering of requirements, the NLC has reduced its bid to $340
million,‖ Project Director Dr Mohammad Zubair told The Express Tribune. He
said the bidder would further lower the price after reviewing the revised design.
―We hope that the final price of engineering, procurement and construction
work will be close to the portfolio of the project,‖ said the project director.
He said the original construction estimates were based on a conceptual
design that had been prepared three years ago.
―The NLC‘s original bid was based on detailed design of the project,‖ he
said. ―Despite change in the scope and requirements, the posts will meet all
necessary needs of the present time.‖
Dr Zubair hoped that the engineering, procurement and construction
contracts of the Torkham check post would be awarded by February next year and
for Chaman by March.
However, the project documents showed that the original implementation
period on those check posts had to be started in July 2016 and completed by
December 2021.
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He said work for the construction of a similar check post at Wagah border
crossing point would be awarded before June next year on the international
competitive bidding basis.
США полагают, что достаточно того, что Индия будет принимать лишь
экономическое участие в афганском процессе.
US insists India‘s role in Afghanistan confined to economic activities
only
Daily Times. 30/10/2017/ https://dailytimes.com.pk/132154/us-insists-indias-roleafghanistan-confined-economic-activities/

Pakistan warns US its strategy of killing Taliban leaders and expecting them
to join peace process at the same time won't work
ISLAMABAD: When US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson visited
Islamabad last week, he tried to convince top Pakistani civilian and military
leadership that his country‘s quest for India‘s role in Afghanistan was limited to
economic activities only, an official who was part of the meeting told Daily Times.
The assurance came amid growing concerns in Pakistan about India‘s
growing involvement in Afghanistan. Even the Foreign Office insisted last week
that ―it has been proven that India is involved in perpetrating terrorism and terror
financing in Pakistan and also nurturing TTP, JuA and their affiliates in
Afghanistan against Pakistan.‖ ―You are aware of the statements issued from India
that have established without doubt Indian involvement in state-terrorism in
Pakistan, its use of Afghan soil and Afghan terrorist elements to launch terrorism
in Pakistan,‖ Nafees Zakaria had said on Oct 27.
Afghan officials, however, disagree with Pakistan‘s notion about India‘s
role. President Ashraf Ghani in his recent remarks asked Pakistan to provide
‗evidence‘ of Indian involvement in anti-Pakistan activities in Afghanistan. Afghan
envoy in Islamabad Omar Zakhilwal in a series of interviews has also rejected
Pakistan stance as an ‗insult to Afghanistan‘s sovereignty‘. The official told Daily
Times that Pakistani side conveyed serious concerns on the US policy of pressing
for India‘s major role in Afghanistan. ―On Pakistan‘s concern about Indian role in
Afghanistan, Tillerson said that is only economic,‖ the official said.
―We demanded the US cut India‘s role in Afghanistan. We believe the US
move to strengthen Indian strategic role in Afghanistan aims at countering China.
US-India -Afghanistan nexus is aimed at countering China,‖ he added.
The official said Pakistani leaders expressed concerns at Trump
administration‘s insistence on military solution to the Afghan problem by targeting
Taliban leaders, which could increase violence in the war-shattered country and
kill chances of reconciliation with the Taliban.
―We insisted that it will be unrealistic to crush the Taliban leaders. How is it
possible to kill them and expect them to come to the table at the same time,‖ he
said. Pakistani officials also conveyed their serious concerns to Tillerson about the
US statement against multi-billion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. ―We
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raised objections at US statement and clearly told him (Tillerson) that such
statements expose US designs.‖
When asked about Tillerson‘s demands from Pakistan, the official said they
had three messages for Pakistan. They wanted Pakistan must put pressure on
Taliban to bring them to the negotiation table, the official said, adding the US also
asked Pakistan to take action against them if they refuse to join the peace process.
The official said the US reiterated its call for taking action against what it
calls sanctuaries of armed groups on Pakistani soil. ―But, we disputed the their
assertion of safe havens and told them that Pakistan has already cleared North
Waziristan. We explained to them that Pakistan is implementing border
management system to stop cross-border movement.‖ The official said that the US
also called for engagement between Pakistan and Afghanistan. ―They assured us
Washington was ready to cooperate with any mechanism including the
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) consisting Afghanistan, China, Pakistan
and Russia to find out a solution to the Afghan conflict.‖
Индия поставит пшеницу в Афганистан через порт Чабахар
India ships wheat to Afghanistan via Chabahar
Kallol Bhattacherjee. The Hindu. 30.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaships-wheat-to-afghanistan-via-chabahar/article19945498.ece?homepage=true
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New route being used for first time to send consignment
Days after hosting U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, India on Sunday
began shipment of wheat to Afghanistan through the Iranian port of Chabahar.
A press release from the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) noted that the
consignment would be the first to use the new route via Chabahar to access
Afghanistan, even as India plans similar transfers in the coming months.
A landmark
―The shipment of wheat is a landmark moment as it will pave the way for
operationalisation of the Chabahar port as an alternative, reliable and robust
connectivity for Afghanistan. It will open up new opportunities for trade and transit
from and to Afghanistan and enhance trade and commerce between the three
countries (India, Iran and Afghanistan) and the wider region,‖ said the MEA
statement.
The consignment was flagged off by External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj and her Afghan counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani through a joint video
conference.
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The statement said Sunday‘s transfer was part of India‘s commitment to
send 1.1 million tonnes of wheat to Afghanistan on grant basis.
It pledged that Kabul will receive the entire amount in six different
instalments over the coming months. The move is significant as it indicates India
remains firm in delivering on its regional commitment through partnership with
Iran, despite Tehran‘s ongoing tension with the United States.
Modi tweets
Marking the occasion, Prime Minister Narendra Modi took to social media
and said, ―I congratulate Afghanistan and Iran on Indian wheat shipment being
flagged off from Kandla to Afghanistan through Chabahar.‖ During Mr.
Tillerson‘s October 24-25 visit, he noted India‘s close cooperation with Iran on the
use of Chabahar and said that despite bilateral problems with Tehran, the United
States had nothing against ―legitimate business‖ with Iran.
He also supported India‘s development assistance to Afghanistan. President
Ashraf Ghani, who was in the capital at the same time, had urged Pakistan to allow
transit of goods from India through its territory.
However, the use of Chabahar for wheat transhipment indicates the firming
up of an alternative route to extend necessary support to Afghanistan, in the
absence of overland transit rights by Pakistan.
The move also indicates that Chahbahar that India has been developing for
some years, will soon be fully operational. India had earlier sent goods through the
Iranian port of Bandar Abbas in 2003 as Pakistan had not eased land access to
Afghanistan.
―The two foreign ministers welcomed the fact that this is the first shipment
that would be going to Afghanistan through the Chabahar port after Trilateral
Agreement on Establishment of International Transport and Transit Corridor was
signed during the visit of the Prime Minister of India to Iran in May 2016,‖ the
MEA said.
During the video conference, Ms Swaraj reiterated India‘s continued support
to reconstruction, capacity-building and socio-economic development of
Afghanistan, including under the framework of the New Development Partnership
that she had jointly announced with Mr Rabbani last month during the meeting of
India-Afghanistan Strategic Partnership Council.
Афганистан начал вести транзитную торговлю с Индией через порт
Чабахар
India starts trade route to Afghanistan via Iran
Dawn. October 29, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367055/india-starts-trade-routeto-afghanistan-via-iran

India on Sunday shipped its first consignment of wheat to Afghanistan by
sea through Iran's strategic Chahbahar Port, launching a trade route bypassing
longtime rival Pakistan.
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The shipment, an Indian gift for Afghanistan, was sent from the western
seaport of Kandla. It will be taken by trucks to Afghanistan from the Iranian port.
The new trade route follows an air freight corridor introduced between India
and Afghanistan in June last year to provide greater access for Afghan goods to the
Indian market.
In his new Afghanistan strategy unveiled in August, United States President
Donald Trump asked India to do more to help Afghanistan's development.
Pakistan currently does not allow India to transport through its territory to
Afghanistan because of hostility in their ties.
Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj said on Sunday that the
shipment marked the convergence among India, Afghanistan, and Iran to spur an
unhindered flow of commerce and trade throughout the region.
―I believe that this is the starting point of our journey to realize the full
spectrum of connectivity from culture to commerce, from traditions to technology,
from investments to Information Technology, from services to strategy and from
people to politics,‖ Swaraj said.
India, Afghanistan, and Iran last year decided to jointly establish a trade
route for land-locked Central Asian countries. India committed up to $500 million
for the development of the Chahabar Port along with associated roads and rail
lines.
Пакистан должен заставить Талибов сесть за стол переговоров в
Афганистане, - считает Веллс
Pakistan must bring Taliban to table: US
The Nation. October 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/29-Oct-2017/pakistan-must-bringtaliban-to-table-us

Wells says Washington expects Islamabad to take practical action against
terrorism in weeks, months
WASHINGTON - The United States wants Pakistan to move quickly to
show good faith in supporting efforts to counter militants operating in Afghanistan
and in bringing the Taliban to the negotiating table , a senior US diplomat for
South Asia Alice Wells said on Friday.
Speaking after accompanying US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on a visit
to the region, including Pakistan , Wells said Washington looked forward to seeing
practical steps from Pakistan ―over the next few weeks and months.‖
―The secretary stressed the importance of Pakistan moving quickly to
demonstrate good faith and efforts to use its influence to create the conditions that
will get the Taliban to the negotiating table ,‖ Wells, the acting assistant secretary
of state for South Asia, told reporters.
She said Washington wanted Pakistan to show the same commitment it had
made to defeat militant groups domestically to those threatening Afghanistan or
India.
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―This is about Pakistan‘s sovereign choice. This is not about America giving
dictation. We‘ve described our strategy, we‘ve described a very important role
for Pakistan , who we see as a very important country in the region, but it‘s up to
them whether or not they want to work with us on this strategy. And if they don‘t,
as the secretary said, we‘ll adjust accordingly,‖ Wells said.
Wells went on to suggest that the Washington simply wants Islamabad to do
what it has done in the past when it took a ―strategic decision to defeat the terrorist
groups that were targeting the government of Pakistan .‖
―And with great loss of life, great courage, great vision about what needed to
be done, Pakistan has fought that battle and now has regained control and
sovereignty over the FATA territories,‖ Wells said. ―We‘d like to see the same
strategic commitment brought against other militant groups, whether that are
operating or have used Pakistan‘s territory, whether they are directed against India
or directed against Afghanistan.‖
―It‘s up to them whether or not they want to work with us ,‖ Wells said.
―And if they don‘t … then we‘ll adjust accordingly.‖
Wells declined to elaborate on what action the United States might take or
what specific actions it wanted Pakistan to take.
Relations between uneasy allies US and Pakistan have frayed in recent years,
with Washington repeatedly accusing Islamabad of helping Afghan Taliban and
Haqqani network militants who stage attacks in Afghanistan. Pakistan denies doing
so.
US President Donald Trump has vowed to get tough with Pakistan unless it
changed its behaviour, with US officials threatening further reductions in aid and
mooting targeted sanctions against Pakistani officials.
On Monday, during a visit to Kabul, Tillerson urged Pakistan to act against
safe havens on its soil. ―Pakistan needs to, I think, take a clear-eyed view of the
situation that they are confronted with in terms of the number of terrorist
organisations that find safe haven inside of Pakistan ,‖ he said.
Pakistani officials bristle at the idea that the country is not doing enough
against militants and say it has suffered more than 60,000 casualties in the war on
terror since the September 11 attacks in the US in 2001.
Tillerson, during his meetings with Pakistani leadership, had an extremely
candid conversation with the prime minister and the civilian and military
leadership team, Wells told the reporters.
The secretary underscored that the strategy is an opportunity;
since Pakistan , with the exception of Afghanistan, has the most to benefit from a
stable and peaceful country next door. He noted that at several critical junctures
over the last 70 years, the US has worked very closely with Pakistan , and the
Coleman hostage is an example of what they can do when together.
―But under the strategy, we‘ve laid out some very specific expectations of
how Pakistancan help create the conditions that will help bring the Taliban to
the table .
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―And I think the longstanding relationships with the militant and terrorist
organisations our concern is that they threaten Pakistan s stability.
―You see already the spillover of the sectarianism that has been building
in Pakistanover the last several decades,‖ Wells said.
According to Wells, over the last four years Pakistani officials and
the Taliban both thought the US was withdrawing. ―They were hedging against a
chaotic departure. They were hedging against an uncertain security environment,‖
she said.
―What the South Asia strategy gives them, is certainty that we‘re there,
we‘re not going to let the Taliban win, that we‘re prepared to invest the resources
that will be, at a minimum, a stalemate but a stalemate increasingly in the
government‘s favour,‖ she said.
Исламабад пытается подставить Москву в своей игре с талибами и
Вашингтоном
СЕРЕНКО
Андрей.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115826.html

об

Афганистане».

28.10.

2017.

В уходящем октябре 2017 года официальные представители
Пакистана
разыграли
любопытную
информационно-политическую
комбинацию, которая до сих пор не получила публичной реакции Москвы,
хотя напрямую касалась репутации России не только в Афганистане, но и в
международном общественном мнении. Речь идет, как минимум, о двух
публичных заявлениях министра иностранных дел Пакистана Хаваджа
Мохаммада Асифа, связанных с оценкой нынешних отношений между
Исламабадом и афганскими талибами.
В начале октября во время официального визита в Вашингтон Асиф
дал интервью небольшой группе иностранных журналистов, в котором
заявил об уменьшении влияния Пакистана на афганских талибов в последние
годы. «По истечении лет наше влияние на талибов уменьшается, оно
исчезает, — сказал глава пакистанского внешнеполитического ведомства. —
Возможно, на них (талибов) есть влияние больше других стран, чем
Пакистана. Все региональные страны обладают большим влиянием, чтобы
привести Талибан за стол переговоров, это включает почти всех соседей
Афганистана, в том числе и Россию».
Недвусмысленный намек Асифа о том, что функции оператора
Талибана перешли от Исламабада к странам региона и Москве, был сделан на
следующий день после его встречи с госсекретарем США Рексом
Тиллерсоном. Слова Асифа вызвали большой интерес в афганском
экспертном сообществе, где предположили, что публичное заявление
пакистанского дипломата «является не слишком убедительной попыткой
вывести Исламабад из-под критики американцев и жесткого политического
прессинга президента Дональда Трампа»: «Особенно интересно, что при этом
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министр Асиф «перевел стрелки» не только на Иран (который, очевидно,
более других соответствуют критерию «страны региона»), но и на Россию».
По мнению кабульских экспертов, «учитывая непрекращающиеся
обвинения официальных представителей и СМИ США и Великобритании в
адрес Москвы о поддержке афганских талибов (что крайне болезненно
воспринимается российским МИДом), заявление пакистанского министра
можно расценить, как попытку подыграть авторам этих обвинений»: «Вряд
ли такую позицию Асифа (наверняка согласованную с официальным
Исламабадом) можно считать дружественной по отношению к России».
Спустя 20 дней, в конце октября, уже в ходе визита госсекретаря США
Рекса Тиллерсона в Исламабад Хавадж Асиф вновь заявил ему, что Пакистан
уже не обладает влиянием на афганских талибов, в отличие от прежних
времен: «Мы не поддерживаем их (талибов), равно как и они не нуждаются в
нашей помощи. В настоящее время их поддерживает кто-то еще». «На этот
раз публично глава пакистанского внешнеполитического ведомства не назвал
Россию в качестве союзника или оператора Талибана, но можно
предположить, сделал соответствующие пояснения в неформальной
обстановке», — заметили кабульские наблюдатели.
Впрочем,
судя
по
последующим
демаршам
американцев,
признательным показаниям Асифа о пакистанской непричастности к
Талибану в Вашингтоне не слишком поверили, хотя подсказки на счет Ирана
и России – как новых операторов были представителями США весьма
успешно использованы для публичных заявлений.
Со стороны официальных российских представителей до сих пор не
последовало никаких комментариев к откровениям Хаваджа Асифа. На этот
счет афганские эксперты сделали несколько предположений.
Предположение 1: «Октябрьские заявления Асифа были согласованы
не только с Исламабадом, но также с Москвой. Возможно, по просьбе
Пекина,
стремящегося
вывести
Пакистан
из-под
нарастающего
американского информационно-политического прессинга с обвинениями в
поддержке Талибана, Россия дала согласие на перенос обвинительных
упреков с Исламабада в свой адрес. В эту версию вериться с трудом, хотя,
возможно, какие-то высшие цели укрепления российско-китайскопакистанского партнерства и могли заставить Кремль согласиться молчаливо
принять весьма неприятный репутационный удар».
Предположение 2: «Никаких предварительных согласований с
Москвой своего заявления Асиф не делал и, по указанию Исламабада, просто
поставил российского партнера перед фактом. Кремлю ничего не оставалось,
как молча проглотить эти признания пакистанского союзника, чтобы не
подвергать испытаниям хрупкие отношения с Исламабадом — «всепогодным
партнером» Китая и другом РФ по ШОС».
Предположение 3: «Заявление Асифа было сделано по указанию
пакистанского руководства – в качестве попытки понравиться американцам и
ослабить прессинг со стороны Вашингтона». В пользу этой версии говорят и
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слова самого Асифа: «Давайте взглянем на этот конфликт (в Афганистане) в
целом, в совокупности, — сказал министр иностранных дел Пакистана 5
октября в ходе выступления в Институте мира США. — Не относитесь к
Пакистану как к мальчику для битья. Это недопустимо. Мы желаем
сотрудничать с США».
Предположение 4: «Назвав Россию в качестве одного из новых
операторов афганских талибов, представитель Пакистана отвел возможную
критику в адрес Китая, с которым представители Талибана поддерживают
все более тесные контакты на протяжении 2016-2017 годов».
«Желание Исламабада сотрудничать одновременно с американцами,
русскими и китайцами, разумеется, вполне понятно, — комментируют
ситуацию кабульские политические эксперты. — Однако готовность
пакистанской стороны публично подставить Москву во все более запутанной
игре с Вашингтоном и талибами позволяет сделать вывод если не о крайне
ненадежном характере российско-пакистанского партнерства, то о том, что
этому партнерству предстоят весьма непростые испытания».
Индия отвергла предложение Главы Армии провести переговоры о
транзитной торговле для Афганистана через переход Вагах
India turns down Pak. offer of talks on transit trade to Afghanistan
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 28.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indiaturns-down-pak-offer-of-talks-on-transit-trade-toafghanistan/article19941006.ece?homepage=true

Proposal was made by Army chief Qamar Jawad when he met Ghani
India has rejected an offer from Pakistan for talks on transit trade to
Afghanistan, diplomats and officials in New Delhi and Kabul have confirmed
to The Hindu.
According to sources, the offer was made by the Pakistan Chief of Army
Staff General Qamar Javed when he met President Ashraf Ghani on October 1 in
Kabul. During discussions on the renewal of the Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit
Trade Agreement (APTTA), that lapsed in 2015, President Ghani repeated
concerns that trade with India over the Wagah border had been blocked by
Pakistan, despite being agreed to in the APTTA.
―At this, the Pakistani Army Chief offered to talk about the transit trade
issues with Indian officials,‖ said a diplomat privy to the talks, adding that General
Bajwa reportedly said, ―Ask the Indian side to speak to us and we will try and sort
it out.‖
President Ghani is understood to have conveyed the conversation to New
Delhi through the Indian Embassy in Kabul. However, days later, Indian officials
at the SCO Afghanistan-Contact group meeting in Moscow, told the Afghan
delegation that it would not take up the offer for talks.
―It wasn‘t a real offer, as far as India sees it,‖ an MEA official, who asked
not to be named, told The Hindu, confirming the government decision.
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―The APTTA is a bilateral agreement. It is not working because of unilateral
decisions by Pakistan not to honour it. So how can India-Pakistan talks fix that?‖
he said.
Pakistan has consistently refused to allow any Indian goods to travel over
land Afghanistan, insisting that India use the sea-route via Karachi. Exasperated by
Pakistan‘s refusal to allow the truck trade, President Ghani has said repeatedly that
he would cut off Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia and issued a decree last week
cancelling permission for Pakistani trucks to transit through Afghanistan.The
Pakistani gambit on APTTA made little headway as a result, especially as
India and Afghanistan are now working on strengthening alternative routes,
including the air cargo corridor launched in June this year, and the Chabahar sea
route. While the development of Chabahar will take at least another year, India‘s
first major shipment of 1,30,000 tonnes of wheat via Chabahar will be dispatched
on Sunday. Officials The Hindu spoke to said although General Bajwa‘s offer was
only made orally, and not followed up with a direct offer to India, it was
considered significant for a number reasons. To begin with, the offer was made by
the Pakistan Army Chief, considered to have a stronger mandate to implement such
an offer than his civilian counterparts.
U.S. nudge
In addition, the conversation was held in the backdrop of the U.S.‘s newly
announced South Asia Policy for Afghanistan, where the Trump administration has
committed to ensuring greater Indian involvement in development projects in
Afghanistan, while also pushing to ―ease tensions‖ along the India-Pakistan border.
It also had come just as preparations had begun for U.S. Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson to visit Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, a visit he concluded this week.
―Frankly, we hoped that the offer by General Bajwa would be taken up by
the Indian side, or would open a small window for talks, but obviously, it was
India‘s decision to accept or not,‖ a U.S. official involved in the planning of the
Tillerson visit said.
Speaking to journalists in Geneva on Thursday, Mr. Tillerson said he had
told the Pakistani Prime Minister Abbasi and General Bajwa, that his trip was also
to ―talk about how can we lower the tensions on the border with India,‖ in an
indication that the U.S. still hopes to nudge New Delhi and Islamabad to talks.
Китай сделал шаг к расширению влияния в Афганистане
Игорь
СУББОТИН.
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115814.html

«Все
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Афганистане».

27.10.2017.

Афганистан
официально
стал
членом
Азиатского
банка
инфраструктурных инвестиций (АБИИ). Об этом руководство афганского
министерства финансов объявило на полях ежегодной осенней встречи
Всемирного банка и Международного валютного фонда (МВФ) в
Вашингтоне. В экспертной среде видят в этом признаки расширения
китайского влияния в Исламской Республике и задаются вопросом: на каких
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условиях Кабул будет получать финансирование под проекты «Одного пояса
– одного пути»?
В заявлении афганской стороны говорится, что на встрече с
представителями АБИИ был поднят вопрос о финансовой и технической
поддержке солнечной энергетики, о железнодорожных проектах между
Афганистаном, Кыргызстаном, Таджикистаном, Ираном и Китаем, о
финансировании инфраструктурных проектов на афганской территории.
Правительство Исламской Республики придает большое значение членству в
АБИИ и надеется, что при помощи участия в международной финансовой
организации будет создан потенциал для развития на национальном уровне,
говорится в заявлении.
Кабул по-прежнему нацелен на работу в рамках китайского проекта
«Один пояс – один путь». Меморандум о взаимопонимании Афганистан и
Китай подписали в мае 2016 года, выразив приверженность «совместному
продвижению сотрудничества, чтобы достичь цели в виде общего развития и
воплотить преимущества прочных политических связей, экономической
взаимодополняемости
и
гражданского
обмена
в
прагматичном
сотрудничестве». К слову, на последней встрече в Казахстане афганская и
китайская сторона пообещали активизировать двустороннюю работу в
рамках проекта «Один пояс – один путь». Президент Исламской
Республики Ашраф Гани тогда дал понять, что развитие его страны будет
согласовываться с китайским проектом.
Отметим, что АБИИ является одним из механизмов финансирования
«Одного пояса – одного пути» наряду с Фондом Шелкового пути.
Планируемый финансовый объем АБИИ – 100 млрд долларов (доля России
сейчас составляет 6,5 млрд долларов). К банку присоединились многие
страны Азиатско-Тихоокеанского региона – такие, как Республика Корея,
Австралия, Вьетнам и Новая Зеландия. В проекте участвуют и некоторые
ближневосточные страны – Египет, Саудовская Аравия и Иран. Соглашение
о создании АБИИ было подписано летом 2015 года. Пятерку крупнейших
соучредителей по объему вложений наряду с КНР и Россией составили
Индия, Германия и Республика Корея.
В российской экспертной среде уверены, что вовлечение Афганистана в
финансовую структуру, тесно связанную Китаем, становится свидетельством
того, что Пекин усиливает свое влияние в финансово-кредитной области
Исламской Республики, а, значит, и в области политики.
«Китайцы очень активны в финансовых учреждениях, в том числе в
АБИИ, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» политолог, востоковед Владимир
Сотников. – Более того, КНР проявляет очень большой интерес к тому, как
влиять на ситуацию в Афганистане и как вообще наладить с ним отношения.
Скажем, они скупают медно-рудные шахты в стране, пытаются как-то
финансово завязаться с Исламской Республикой. Думаю, что не без подачи
Китая и других стран Афганистан получил это членство. На самым деле,
страна давно пыталась вступить в международные финансовые кредитные
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учреждения. Кстати, власти в Кабуле хотели попасть в банк Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (ШОС), хотя пока это невозможно, потому что
Афганистан – не полноправный член ШОС».
Другой эксперт напоминает, что АБИИ в первую очередь нужен для
финансирования «Одного пояса – одного пути». «Он и является главным
финансистом всех проектов «Одного пояса – одного пути», – сообщил в
разговоре с «Афганистан.Ру» руководитель Школы востоковедения ВШЭ
Алексей Маслов. – На втором месте уже идет Фонд Шелкового пути.
Соответственно, все страны, которые там участвуют, выступают спонсорами
этого проекта, но Китай несет на себя основную долю нагрузки. Там есть
Россия, КНР и Индия, которые являются донорами банка и есть масса стран,
которые, просто включаясь в этот банк, могут получать кредиты под низкие
проценты. Афганистан получил простую вещь: деньги будут направляться
прежде всего на инфраструктурные проекты, такие как строительство дорог
по линии КНР-Пакистан-Афганистан. Это важно сейчас для Китая, чтобы
пустить ветку пути, в том числе в обход России, для перевозки грузов. Эта
ветка Китай-Пакистан-Афганистан является одной из главных проектов в
рамках проекта «Один пояс – один путь». Это отдельная вещь, под которую
заведены деньги».
Впрочем, главным вопросом аналитик считает те условия, на которых
Афганистан мог стать членом АБИИ. «Для того, чтобы в Афганистан
поступали деньги, нужно, чтобы у него были счета в этом банке, – напомнил
Маслов. – Главный вопрос здесь состоит в том, под какие условия эти деньги
будут даваться. Понятно, что Афганистан никогда не рассчитается по своим
кредитам. Если же Китай будет давать связанные кредиты (кредит со
связывающим условием – «Афганистан.Ру»), тогда окупаться начинает все
практически сразу же, но в этом случае Афганистан практически не будет
располагать контролем над проектами».
США, Индия и Афганистан проведут трѐхсторонние переговоры
«Все об Афганистане». 26.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115805.html

КАБУЛ, 26 октября. В скором времени США, Индия и Афганистан
проведут трѐхсторонние переговоры, связанные с вопросами решения
афганской проблемы, сообщила накануне министр иностранных дел Индии
Сушма Сварадж.
Ссылки по теме
Хаваджа Асиф: США должны признать своѐ поражение в Афганистане
Главы Индии и Афганистана обсудили вопросы стратегического партнѐрства

Заявление было сделано главой МИД на совместной прессконференции с госсекретарѐм США Рексом Тиллерсоном, недавно
совершившим визит в Нью-Дели. Задача урегулирования ситуации в
Афганистане, в том числе на региональном уровне, вошла в число вопросов,
обсуждѐнных сторонами в ходе переговоров.
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Как сообщает пресс-служба Госдепартамента США, Сушма Сварадж
упомянула о том, что на встрече была рассмотрена задача эффективного
осуществления стратегии Дональда Трампа по Афганистану и Южной Азии,
в том числе по направлению борьбы с терроризмом.
«Мы разделяем серьѐзную обеспокоенность недавней эскалации
насилия террористами, действующими против Афганистана, – отметила
министр. – Эти атаки свидетельствуют о том, что убежища и системы
поддержки по-прежнему остаются доступными террористам».
Напомним, что накануне поездки в Индию Тиллерсон участвовал в
переговорах по аналогичному вопросу с пакистанскими властями, но
призывы к более активной борьбе с терроризмом вызвали неприятие
Исламабада, заявившего о нежелании участвовать в опосредованных войнах.
В настоящее время США намерены развивать сотрудничество на
региональном направлении с Индией. Ожидается, что в скором времени
будет согласована дата трѐхсторонних переговоров при участии
Афганистана. Сообщений о том, на территории какой из стран состоится
международная встреча, в прессу пока не поступало.
Пакистан хотят сделать козлом отпущения за неудачи США в
Афганистане
Pakistan will not be scapegoat for US failures: Asif
Dawn, October 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366581/pakistan-will-not-bescapegoat-for-us-failures-asif

Khawaja Asif says despite spending 16 years in Afghanistan fighting the
Taliban, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson could not get out of the air base in
Bagram during his visit to the country.
ISLAMABAD: Taking a swipe at the recently held US-Afghan meeting,
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Thursday taunted the United States and
Afghanistan for their failure to contain the Afghan insurgency.
Speaking at the National Assembly‘s foreign affairs committee, the minister
said that despite spending 16 years in Afghanistan fighting the Taliban, US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson could not get out of the air force base in Bagram
during his visit to the country earlier this week.
Meanwhile, making a jibe at the Afghan leadership, Mr Asif — who is
known for his own brand of witticism — said Afghan President Ashraf Ghani was
called to Mr Tillerson‘s bunker for talks.
Mr Tillerson had visited Afghanistan on Monday for a couple of hours and
held meetings with the Afghan leaders at the air force base because of security
reasons. His journey from Qatar to Afghanistan was also cloaked in secrecy.
Says Islamabad is ready to extend support in the fight against terrorism
Mr Asif implied that this episode reflected the security situation in
Afghanistan and how the American strategy for the country was faring.
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He said Pakistan would not allow itself to be scapegoat for someone else‘s
failures, though it was ready to extend sincere support in the fight against terrorism
for the sake of peace in the region.
―There would be no compromise on the national interest,‖ he said, assuring
the legislators that all dealings with the US would be carried out transparently.
The US has alleged that terrorist sanctuaries exist on Pakistani territory from
where the insurgency in Afghanistan is being sustained.
Mr Tillerson, during his visit to Pakistan, said that relationship with Pakistan
would be conditional in terms of whether or not it acted on the ―specific requests‖
from US President Donald Trump‘s administration.
―We have extended to Pakistan certain expectations we have of their
government and their leadership to deal with, in particular these organisations, the
leaders of these organisations …action to be taken to begin to deny these
organisations the ability to launch attacks against others,‖ Mr Tillerson told
journalists in Delhi.
On Wednesday, Mr Asif told the Senate that Pakistan received a list of 75
wanted terrorists —mostly belonging to the Haqqani network — from the US.
At the committee meeting, the foreign minister, alluding to the decline in the
number of drone attacks in Pakistani areas, said it was not because the US had run
out of missiles, but because there wasn‘t much here for them to target.
Makhdum Khusro Bakhtyar, the new chairman of foreign affairs committee,
observed that it was a moment of truth for the US in Afghanistan and urged the
Trump administration not to turn the differences into disputes. He noted that
Pakistan‘s response to President Trump‘s South Asian policy had been collective,
measured and based on realistic assessment of the situation.
Mr Bakhtyar, who has previously remained the minister of state for foreign
affairs, emphasised the importance of engaging the US in promoting peace in
Afghanistan. He expressed the hope that the US would stop seeing Pakistan
through the Afghan prism and instead work on a broad-based relationship which
would benefit both countries.
Внутриполитические проблемы не повлияют на внешнюю политику
Пакистана
Карпов Д.А. 26 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38682

В ближайшее время состоится судебное заседание в рамках
рассмотрения дела бывшего премьер-министра страны Н.Шарифа, который
был вынужден покинуть свой пост в связи с утечкой в прессу информации в
отношении «панамского оффшора». Понимая видимо всю шаткость
предъявленных обвинений, судебная власть инициировала 19 октября в
дополнение еще два обвинения в коррупции: в отношении самого бывшего
премьера, его дочери и зятя. Сам он и его родственники естественно
безусловно отрицают все обвинения.
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По оценке экспертов, при любых обстоятельствах этот эпизод уже
самым серьезным образом повлиял на расклад сил в пакистанском
политическом
сообществе.
Если
трижды
бывший
премьером
Н.Шариф будет признан виновным, то он попадет в тюрьму, что ставит
большой знак вопроса над его дальнейшей политической карьерой. Хотя
пакистанская история знала случаи и такого чудесного ренессанса. Тем
более, что Н.Шариф, несмотря на все обвинения, и лишившись поста
премьера, сохранил свой пост председателя правящей сейчас партии
Пакистанская мусульманская лига-Наваз (PML-N).
Его полномочия были подтверждены 3 октября. В данном случае
эксперты говорят о том, что вся история с обвинениями Н.Шарифа в большей
степени связана с политикой. А вернее с политической борьбой как внутри
самой партии, так и по линии армия-гражданские. В этой связи эксперты
указывают на ожесточение внутрипартийной борьбы между Навазом
Шарифом и его братом, премьер-министром Пенджаба Шахбазом Шарифом.
Помимо того, что именно Пенджаб является основной электоральной базой
правящей партии, сам Шахбаз Шариф пользуется безусловной симпатией со
стороны военных в отличие от своего брата. Поэтому противостояние несет в
себе отклик обострившейся проблемы дисбаланса между, по определению
политологов, «выбранных» и «невыбранных» институтов власти. Или если
говорить проще — между гражданской и военной ветвями власти.
Под последней следует считать институт пакистанской армии, которая
мечтает, если не о восстановлении своего безусловного влияния на
политическую жизнь страны, то, по крайней мере, о серьезном усилении
такого влияния. И сделать это армейская верхушка планирует в союзе с
братом бывшего премьера Ш.Шарифом и нынешним премьером Ш.Аббаси,
который ставит своей приоритетной целью снижение уровня разгорающейся
борьбы между гражданскими и военными.
Ш.Аббаси как раз является той самой «компромиссной фигурой»,
которая устраивает многих в PML-N и армии. Сам же Н.Шариф открыто
называет свое уголовное преследование результатом сговора между
«военными и судебной властью страны, которая явно превышает свои
полномочия». В этой связи очень легко предположить, что в случае, если
Н.Шариф в этой борьбе одержит верх, то судебному корпусу придется очень
несладко. Судебная власть в Пакистане — это вечный бич для премьеров
страны, ни один из которых не сумел полностью отбыть свой срок на этом
посту, становясь либо жертвой юридического преследования, либо —
военного переворота или покушения со стороны аффилированных с военной
разведкой группировок.
В любом случае эксперты пока сходятся во мнении, что судебное
преследование бывшего премьера независимо от результата сможет самым
серьезным повлиять на результаты предстоящих в 2018 году парламентских
выборов. При этом практически все эксперты уверены, что правящая партия
сумеет победить на них, но оппозиция безусловно потеснит ее в парламенте.
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При этом успех PML-N будет обеспечен за счет массовой поддержки партии
в самом многочисленном пакистанском штате Пенджаб. Это обстоятельство
автоматически выводит на первые места в партии и будущей архитектуре
исполнительной власти брата Н.Шарифа Шахбаза.
Все эти внутренние трансформации безусловно никоим образом не
повлияют на внешнюю политику Пакистана, которая по-прежнему будет
ставить в качестве приоритетной для себя цели глобальное противостояние
влиянию Индии в регионе, а также использование талибов в качестве
основного механизма для установления своего доминирования в соседнем
Афганистане.
В этой связи в Исламабаде очень чутко будут прислушиваться к итогам
встречи госсекретаря США Р.Тиллерсона с индийским премьеромминистром Н.Моди, которая произойдет в рамках нынешнего турне по
странам региона главы американской дипломатии. Мы уже сообщали, что
надежды США на более активное участие Индии в афганском конфликте
успехом не увенчались. Собственно в Вашингтоне никто всерьез такую
опцию и не рассматривал, понимая, как такой сценарий мог бы серьезно
воспринят в Исламабаде.
Но такие планы были, и его сторонники в Пентагоне и ЦРУ США
указывали на то, что даже символическое присутствие индийских военных в
Афганистане могло самым серьезным образом стимулировать Исламабад на
переговоры с Вашингтоном и Кабулом на условиях последних. Сомневаемся
в реальности именно такого развития событий. Скорее всего, это привело бы
к очень серьезному обострению ситуации как в самом Афганистане, так и по
линии разграничения между Индией и Пакистаном.
Но в Нью-Дели такой негативный сценарий просчитали и
категорически отказались посылать своих военных в Афганистан. Таким
образом, в центре переговоров Р.Тиллерсона в Нью-Дели будет помимо
формирования глобального альянса по совместному противостоянию
китайской экономической и политической экспансии в регионе ЮгоВосточной Азии, еще и афганское направление, как важнейшая площадка для
формирования такого противостояния.
Индия в принципе согласилась на активизацию своего экономического
присутствия в Афганистане, которое будет включать в себя 116 проектов в 31
одной афганской провинции. И эти проекты будут составлять львиную долю
в общем объеме индийской помощи Афганистану, который с 2001
года составил 3 млрд долларов США. Советник премьер-министра Индии по
вопросам безопасности А.Довал посетил Кабул 16 октября. Он обсуждал
поставки Кабулу спецтехники для спецслужб и вопрос подготовки афганских
сотрудников спецслужб в Индии. Напомним, что этот визит состоялся в тот
же день, когда в Омане состоялось первое заседание переговорной группы по
Афганистану в составе представителей США, Афганистана, КНР и
Пакистана. 24 октября афганских президент А.Гани посетил Нью-Дели. И
реакция в Исламабаде всех политических и военных сегментов власти на эти
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проявления афгано-индийского сближения было солидарно негативной. А
это в свою очередь лишь подтверждает тезис о том, что при всех внутренних
трансформациях отношение пакистанской элиты по отношению к
афганскому конфликту останется неизменным.
НАТО нашла у «Талибана» российское топливо
LENTA.RU
26
октября
2017.
https://news.rambler.ru/world/38252090/?utm_content=rnews&utm_medium=read_more&utm_
source=copylink

Данные разведки показывают, что Россия поставляет топливо
компаниям, которые затем продают его афганской радикальной исламской
группировки «Талибан». Об этом заявил председатель военного комитета
НАТО, чешский генерал Петр Павел, передает «Голос Америки».
«У меня нет конкретных доказательств поставок оружия русскими
"Талибану"», — отметил он при этом, выступая в Вашингтоне. По словам
Петра Павла, этот вопрос, вероятно, будет обсуждаться в четверг, 26 октября,
на шестом заседании Совета Россия-НАТО, на котором представители
Североатлантического альянса будут обсуждать с Москвой существующие
проблемы.
Представители Пентагона уже на протяжении нескольких месяцев
выражают обеспокоенность по поводу вмешательства России в ситуацию
в Афганистане.
В конце августа госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон обвинил Москву
в поставках оружия талибам. «Это нарушает международные нормы и нормы
Совета Безопасности ООН», — заявил глава Госдепартамента.
С похожим заявлением выступал и президент Афганистана Ашраф
Гани. Документально подтвержденных данных он также не представил.
Россия неоднократно отрицала обвинения в вооружении «Талибана».
В российском МИД слова афганского лидера назвали неприемлемыми
и безосновательными, призвав власти страны «не идти на поводу
у раздуваемой в отдельных западных СМИ антироссийской истерии».
Афганистан может присоединиться к КПЭК, если получит доступ к
проходу Вагах на границе Пак-на и Индии.
Kabul to join CPEC only if given access to Wagah crossing: Ghani
Dawn, October 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366280/kabul-tojoin-cpec-only-if-given-access-to-wagah-crossing-ghani
AFGHAN President Ashraf Ghani says his govt can block Pakistan‘s access
to Central Asia.
KARACHI: Afghan President Ashraf Ghani has said his country will not be
a part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) unless it is given access to
the Wagah crossing on the Pak-India border, DNA India reported on Wednesday.
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Addressing a gathering at the Vivekananda International Foundation in New
Delhi, Mr Ghani said that Kabul would block Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia if it
was not given access to India through the CPEC project, according to the DNA
report.
Mr Ghani‘s comment came a week after a meeting between representatives
of Afghanistan, Pakistan, the United States and China in Oman at which the revival
of peace talks with Taliban was discussed.
―Sanctuaries are provided, logistics are provided, training is provided,
ideological base is provided [...] Pakistan has come to a juncture and it needs to
make a choice,‖ DNA quoted Mr Ghani as saying. ―Our reaction will be
determined by its [Pakistan‘s] choices.‖
The Afghan president also welcomed India‘s new role in Afghanistan as
discussed in the new US policy for the region.
He termed the Trump administration‘s new strategy for South Asia a ―game
changer‖ for the region as it ―recommends multidimensional condition-based
approach for the region‖.
Ашраф Гани требует у Пакистана открыть наземный транспортный
коридор в Индию
«Все об Афганистане». 25.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115749.html

КАБУЛ, 25 октября. Президент Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф Гани
заявил, что Афганистан присоединится к Китайско-пакистанскому
экономическому коридору (CPEC) только после того, как Пакистан откроет
для Афганистана наземный транспортный коридор в Индию.
Ссылки по теме
Афганистан ищет в ШОС дополнительную опору
Пакистан увеличил таможенные пошлины на афганские товары

Ашраф Гани заявил об этом в ходе своего визита в Индию. Он также
призвал Пакистан прекратить поддержку террористических организаций,
сообщает афганский телеканал «Толо».
Интересно, что во время выступления в Международном фонде
Вивекананда в Нью-Дели президент Афганистана утверждал, что
Афганистан способен восстановить мир в стране исключительно своими
силами. «Примирение [на территории Афганистана], по нашему мнению,
должно осуществлять афганское правительство. Мы бы хотели от Пакистана
дополнительной поддержки в борьбе с «Талибаном», но вовсе не
руководящей роли в этом процессе», — заявил он.
Афганский президент в своѐм выступлении также подчеркнул, что в
настоящее время Пакистан предоставляет талибам убежища, боеприпасы,
обучение и транспортные пути, но страна стоит на распутье и должна сделать
выбор, от которого будет зависеть реакция на Пакистан международного
сообщества.
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Напомним, что неделю назад Пакистан, США, Китай и Афганистан
провели встречу в Омане, на которой обсуждался процесс примирения в
Афганистане.
Ашраф Гани провѐл переговоры с министром иностранных дел Индии
«Все об Афганистане». 24.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115706.html

КАБУЛ, 24 октября. Сегодня утром президент Афганистана Мохаммад
Ашраф Гани прибыл с официальным визитом в Нью-Дели. Самолѐт главы
государства приземлился в военном аэропорту, где афганскую делегацию
приняли министр обороны Арун Джетли и другие высокопоставленные
представители индийских властей.
Ссылки по теме
Президент Афганистана совершит однодневный визит в Индию
Президент Афганистана готовится к визиту в Индию

В поездке главу государства сопровождают министр иностранных дел
Салахуддин Раббани, советник по вопросам национальной безопасности
Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар, действующий министр шахт и горной
промышленности Наргис Нехан, а также советники и члены руководства
президентской администрации.
К настоящему времени Ашраф Гани провѐл переговоры с министром
иностранных дел Индии Сушмой Сварадж. Стороны обменялись мнениями
по вопросам регионального значения, а также новую американскую
стратегию на афганском направлении, задачу борьбы с терроризмом и
перспективы сотрудничества в экономической и торгово-транзитной сфере.
В частности, президент Афганистана отметил, что его страна
представляет выгодные перспективы для инвестиций в разработку горных
месторождений, развитие текстильной промышленности и ремѐсел.
От лица своей страны Сушма Сварадж, в свою очередь, выразила
заинтересованность в расширении сотрудничества с Афганистаном по
различным направлениям. Министр заверила Кабул в том, что Индия
привержена задаче утверждения мира и стабильности в регионе, и для
выполнения этой задачи необходимы совместные усилия стран-соседей.
Как ранее отмечал «Афганистан.Ру», в программу визита афганского
лидера в Индию также входят встречи с премьер-министром Нарендрой
Моди и президентом Рам Натхом Ковиндом. Кроме того, ожидается, что
Ашраф Гани выступит с речью в Международном фонде Вивекананда.
Госсекретарь США: В правительстве Афганистана есть место
умеренным талибам
«Все об Афганистане». 24.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115720.html

КАБУЛ, 24 октября. В правительстве Афганистана есть место для
умеренных фракций движения «Талибан», которые готовы отказаться от
насилия, заявил госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон.
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Ссылки по теме
Госсекретарь США прибыл в Афганистан накануне визитов в Пакистан и
Индию

«Ясно, что мы должны продолжить борьбу с талибами, чтобы они
поняли, что им не одержать победу военным путем», — цитирует слова
Тиллерсона информационное агентство ―Associated Press‖.
Он подчеркнул, что в числе повстанцев есть «умеренные голоса,
которые не хотят сражаться вечно». По его словам, США готовы привлекать
их к процессу примирению и участию в деятельности афганского
правительства, если они откажутся от насилия и терроризма.
Кроме того, Тиллерсон выступил с критикой в адрес Пакистана и
призвал Исламабад активизировать борьбу против боевиков, нашедших
убежище на пакистанской территории.
Напомним,
что
в
понедельник
глава
американского
внешнеполитического ведомства посетил Кабул с необъявленным визитом и
провел переговоры с президентом ИРА Мохаммад Ашрафом Гани и главой
исполнительной власти Абдуллой Абдуллой.
Антироссийские заявления президента Афганистана на фоне визита
госсекретаря США Р. Тиллерсона
Карпов Д.А. 24 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38629

Москва считает неприемлемыми заявления президента Афганистана
Ашрафа Гани о том, что Россия якобы поддерживает талибов.
Об этом заявили в понедельник в МИД РФ. «Обратили внимание на
сообщения в ряде афганских СМИ о высказываниях президента Исламской
Республики Афганистан (ИРА) Гани в ходе его недавней поездки в
провинцию Пактия относительно «поддержки» Россией движения талибов,
— отметили в российском дипведомстве. — Считаем неприемлемыми
подобные заявления главы дружественного Афганистана». «Напоминаем,
что афганские официальные лица неоднократно на различных уровнях
подтверждали безосновательность подобных обвинений в адрес Москвы», —
добавили в МИД РФ.
В Министерстве иностранных дел указали, что Москва
последовательно оказывает Кабулу многоплановую помощь (надеемся, что
не в кредит), «в том числе в укреплении боеспособности национальных сил
безопасности, активно содействует налаживанию межафганского диалога в
целях скорейшего установления мира и стабильности в этой стране».
Напомним, что объемы помощи Кабулу из РФ никакого реального значения
не имеют с точки зрения поддержания необходимого уровня безопасности
центральноазиатского региона, что является сейчас первоочередной задачей
для Москвы.
С нынешним режимом в Кабуле вести какие-то продуктивные
переговоры нецелесообразно просто в силу очень малой степени уровня его
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влияния на внутриафганские процессы и его априори проамериканскую
ангажированность. «Призываем руководство ИРА не идти на поводу у
раздуваемой в отдельных западных СМИ антироссийской истерии», —
подчеркнули в МИД РФ.
Как же можно «не идти на поводу», если учесть в Кабул прибыл «с
необъявленным визитом» госсекретарь Р.Тиллерсон. Вообще надо отметить,
что антироссийская риторика в Кабуле усиливается пропорционально
наступлению ключевых моментов по принятию американцами глобальных
решений на афганском направлении. Так было перед принятием
Вашингтоном своей новой концепции по Афганистану (вспомним заявления
на разных уровнях в Кабуле о поставках российского вооружения талибам),
так происходит и сейчас, поскольку общая политика Вашингтона сейчас
демонстрирует разновекторные шаги.
При этом отметим, что антироссийские выпады начинаются синхронно
и в Кабуле, и в Вашингтоне прежде всего в рамках обеспечения тех или иных
шагов США на афганском направлении. Или вернее, в момент принятия
решения в Белом доме. Как только тема усиления американского воинского
контингента в Афганистане была благополучно решена, официальные лица в
Пентагоне тут же заявили, что «они не располагают данными о поставках
оружия из РФ талибам». Так же видимо будет и сейчас. Причем независимо
от того, что скажет Р.Тиллерсон в Кабуле. А скажет он не очень приятные
для руководителей Афганистана слова.
Отметим внимание на два момента.
Во время своего турне госсекретарь США намерен также посетить
Исламабад, а совсем недавно завершился первый раунд консультаций в
Омане между представителями США, Пакистана, Афганистана и Китая по
вопросам внутриафганского урегулирования. Отметим и резкое снижение
боевых вылетов американской авиации и беспилотников против чисто
пропакистанских целей среди талибов. Особый упор сейчас делается на
афганских сторонниках «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России)
в этом плане, что выглядит совсем неутешительно для Дохи, которая
собственно это движение и спонсирует.
О чем Р.Тиллерсон собирается говорить в Афганистане?
Прежде всего о том, что в Вашингтоне зреет критическая масса
сторонников вовлечения Исламабада в разрешение афганского кризиса. Это
самый главный и неутешительный итог этих консультаций для Кабула.
Именно нынешнее афганское руководство стояло у истоков непродуманной
авантюры по дистанцированию пакистанцев от переговорного процесса,
убеждая американцев в том, что талибы фрагментированы и уже не могут
серьезно влиять на ситуацию. Это был фатальный просчет Вашингтона еще
во времена Б.Обамы, но и нынешняя администрация поначалу шла ровно по
этой тактической линии. Теперь начались шатания, причем среди
сторонников диалога с пакистанцами есть представители как Госдепа, так и
Пентагона.
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Общая оперативная ситуация в Афганистане сейчас такова, что
правительство в Кабуле контролирует от силы процентов 40 всей афганской
территории. В этой ситуации можно до бесконечности наращивать свой
контингент и тренировать местных силовиков, но результата не будет. И это
среди реальных политиков в государственных ведомствах США понимают.
Особую остроту вопросу придает тот факт, что президент Д.Трамп
находится только в начале своего президентства, и планирует идти на второй
срок. Это означает, что буквально через три года придется рапортовать о
достигнутых на афганском направлении успехах. А их не будет, и это
очевидно уже сейчас.
Более того, действия Вашингтона на афганском направлении уже
фактически сформировал антиамериканский блок в лице Пакистана, Ирана,
КНР и России. И задача Р.Тиллерсона сейчас этот блок любой ценой
разрушить, даже несмотря на все недовольство Кабула таким сценарием.
Именно потому, что единственной возможностью это сделать, является
вовлечение Исламабада в переговоры по вопросу афганского конфликта.
Ключевой вопрос в данном случае — присутствие американских войск
в стране, что категорически не устраивает пакистанцев.
Второй вопрос — одобрение американцами плана по технической
демаркации и оборудованию пакистанско-афганской границы в районе «зоны
племен». В качестве альтернативы первой опции американцы, по данным
ряда экспертов, готовы обсудить в Исламабаде и Кабуле вариант
постепенной ротации регулярных американских войск в Афганистане на
сотрудников «частных охранных компаний». Этот процесс и так сейчас идет
ударными темпами, поскольку доля «частников» в системе радиоразведки
национальной армии Афганистана и спецслужб и инструкторов по
тренировке местных кадров неуклонно растет. Эту тему, кстати, подкинули
Госдепу в качестве альтернативы из Пентагона и Лэнгли, которые таким
образом
отрабатывают
свои
неофициальные
гонорары
у
крупнейших частных военных компаний и готовят себе плацдарм после
своего выхода на пенсию.
Насколько такой сценарий удовлетворит Исламабад, сказать сложно. В
качестве «пряника» Р.Тиллерсон также будет использовать гарантию
безопасности со стороны США в рамках реализации проектов КНР и
Пакистана по вопросу воссоздания «Шелкового пути» и строительства
газопровода из Туркмении к пакистанским портам. Встанет и вопрос о
возобновлении прямой военной помощи США Исламабаду в прежних
объемах. И если Вашингтон объявит о возобновлении такого проекта, то это
будет ясным индикатором того, что сближение между Вашингтоном и
Исламабадом начинает приобретать реальные очертания.
Пакистан увеличил таможенные пошлины на афганские товары
«Все об Афганистане». 22.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115637.html
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КАБУЛ, 23 октября. Представители Торгово-промышленной палаты
Афганистана (ТППА) заявили, что на прошлой неделе, 17 октября Пакистан в
три-четыре раза увеличил таможенные пошлины на афганские товары.
Экспорт винограда провинцией Кандагар оценивается в 4,5 млн.
долларов
Под увеличение тарифов попало 120 наименований афганской
продукции. Преимущественно это коснулось скоропортящихся свежих
овощей и фруктов, в частности, винограда (28 тыс. рупий против 8 тыс.),
яблок и гранатов, передаѐт афганский телеканал «Толо» со ссылкой на вицеглаву ТППА Хан Джана Алокозая.
«Мы надеемся, что правительства наших стран уладят этот вопрос и
бизнесмены обеих стран не обанкротятся. Если не решить эту проблему, она
негативно скажется на торговом обороте», — заявил высокопоставленный
представитель ТППА Юнус Моманд.
По словам спикера Министерства торговли и промышленности ИРА
Мусафира Коканди, ведомству пока не удалось получить официальных
комментариев пакистанского правительства.
Ассоциация экспортѐров свежих овощей и фруктов ответила и
обратилась к правительству с просьбой принять меры против перекупщиков.
Напомним, что из-за сложностей на пакистанской таможне Афганистан
активно ищет возможности экспорта сельскохозяйственной в Индию, Китай,
европейские страны и даже Россию. Объѐмы экспорта в вышеперечисленные
страны, однако, пока что невелики по сравнению с Пакистаном.
Почему США превращают Афганистан в наркоимперию?
Валерий Куликов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 22.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/22/pochemu-ssha-prevrashhayut-afganistan-v-narkoimperiyu/

Уже шестнадцать лет США проводят военную операцию в
Афганистане, вторгнувшись туда после терактов 11 сентября 2001 года. Эта
война в Афганистане стала самой долгой американской войной, побив
«рекорд» вьетнамской войны 1964-1975 гг. За это время Вашингтон потратил
на «строительство афганской нации» $ 800 млрд. В результате «Талибан»
возвращает контроль над страной и владеет уже 40% территории
Афганистана. Производство и экспорт опиума тем временем превысили
показатели 2001 года практически при полном бездействии на этом
направлении США.
Кроме того, оценочная стоимость опиума и его побочных продуктов,
произведенных в Афганистане, увеличилась до 3,02 млрд долларов в 2016
году с 1,56 млрд долларов в 2015 году, сообщает Al Jazeera. По оценкам
ООН, наркоторговля составляет 15% афганской экономики! 10% жителей
Афганистана — наркоманы. Эта цифра в два раза выше среднемировых
показателей.
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Как отмечают эксперты по борьбе с наркотиками, за пять килограммов
опия афганский фермер получает 600 долларов. Однако полкилограмма
героина, произведенного из пяти килограммов опия, продается на рынке за
150 тысяч долларов! При этом никто не знает, в чьи карманы попадают 149,4
тысячи долларов, повисающих в воздухе между производителем и
потребителем.
В этих условиях что можно сказать о силах США и НАТО, которые
несколько лет подряд находились в Афганистане и, так сказать, «защищали и
оберегали эту страну»? Как при нескольких тысячах международных
наблюдателей и военнослужащих Афганистан только за 2014 год смог
произвести 6400 тонн опия?
С приходом американцев в Афганистан в 2001 году в стране стало
производиться до 95% героина в мире, плантации опийного мака заполонили
всю страну. При этом США под разными предлогами отказываются бороться
с наркопроизводством.
Когда талибы приходили к власти в 1996 году, они беспощадно
уничтожали плантации опийного мака и расстреливали наркоторговцев. Но
после того, как в 2001 году НАТО отбросил их в глухие южные провинции
страны, они уже не смогли пройти мимо получения средств на джихад из
такого источника, как наркоторговля. Сейчас уже трудно сказать, насколько
торговля наркотиками является источником средств на покупку оружия и
прочие военные надобности, а насколько — источником шальных денег для
полевых командиров, которые из фанатичных воинов ислама превратились в
обычных наркоторговцев.
Сегодня уже всем ясно, что антинаркотическая кампания США
в Афганистане, на которую Вашингтон потратил $ 8,5 млрд, провалена.
Согласно экспертным оценкам, в 2017 году ожидается резкий рост объемов
наркопроизводства. Площади наркопосевов в Афганистане уже превысили
прошлогодние показатели, около трети населения вовлечено в выращивание
опийного мака. Не снижаются объемы контрабанды афганских наркотиков,
расширилась
ее география,
в частности,
за счет
стран
Африки.
Интенсифицировался т.н. „балканский― маршрут (Пакистан-Иран-ТурцияЕвропа). Все большее количество наркосодержащих препаратов
из Афганистана поставляется в Европу через Азербайджан, Армению,
Грузию и Украину.
В то же время в Афганистан ежегодно незаконно ввозятся тонны
прекурсоров для изготовления наркосодержащих веществ (за весь 2016 год
было изъято 66 тонн таких химических веществ, тогда как только за первые
шесть месяцев этого года было конфисковано 50 тонн!). Причем,
по информации из афганских источников, в качестве основных поставщиков
фигурируют такие страны, как Италия, Франция и Нидерланды.
В связи c этим недоумение вызывает нежелание или неспособность сил
США
и НАТО,
несмотря
на их шестнадцатилетнее
присутствие
в Афганистане, оказать эффективное содействие правительству страны
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в борьбе с наркопроизводством, которое, как известно, является ключевым
источником финансирования терроризма, борьба с которым, согласно
официальным заявлениям Вашингтона, обуславливает нахождение в
Афганистане воинских контингентов США и НАТО. По оценкам ООН,
примерно половина доходов незаконных вооруженных формирований
в Афганистане, оцениваемых в $ 400 млн, приходится на „наркоэкономику―.
В этих условиях становятся особо актуальными рекомендации специального
генерального инспектора США по восстановлению Афганистана Джона
Сопко американскому
руководству
о необходимости
выработки
антинаркотической стратегии США в Афганистане. Информация Джона
Сопко о потраченных Вашингтоном на антинаркотическую кампанию
в Афганистане $ 8,5 млрд прямо указывает на ее провал: наркопроизводство
в Афганистане бьет рекорды, а страна остается крупнейшим в мире
производителем и экспортѐром опия.
Организация SIGAR, созданная для контроля средств, выделенных на
восстановление Афганистана, представила доклад, согласно которому,
потраченные США сотни миллионов долларов на поддержку афганского
правительства не оправдали себя, а производство опиума в стране только за
год выросло вдвое.
Да, самую долгую войну в истории США невозможно выиграть
без борьбы против наркотерроризма. После 16 лет войны, на которую были
потрачены миллиарды долларов, на долю Афганистана до сих пор
приходится 75% мировых поставок героина, и в этом регионе до сих пор
фиксируется самая высокая концентрация террористических группировок.
Более того, Афганистан является одной из основных магистралей,
по которым крупнейшие в мире группировки наркоторговцев оказывают
непосредственную поддержку исламистскому терроризму.
Провинция Нангархар в Афганистане стала эпицентром этого черного
рынка. Здесь сложились весьма тесные отношения между торговцами
героином и террористическими группировками, такими запрещенными,
как Хаккани и Талибан. Наркоторговцы отдают часть своей выручки
от продажи наркотиков Талибану в качестве «закята» — обязательного
пожертвования, которое является одним из пяти столпов ислама.
Пока США не справятся с этой проблемой, Трамп не сможет
выполнить свое обещание одержать победу.
Так почему же США, вместо декларируемой Вашингтоном «свободы
от терроризма», практически превращают Афганистан в наркоимперию?
Прежде всего, вряд ли кто сегодня будет сомневаться, что именно
наркоторговля позволяет США и НАТО держать под контролем население
этой страны, а также местных лидеров. Зачем оказывать противодействие
войскам Североатлантического альянса, если они дают возможность иметь
стабильный и отнюдь не низкий доход? О степени вовлеченности афганских
крестьян в процесс производства наркотиков красноречиво говорит тот факт,
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что на поток поставлено даже кредитование крестьян под будущие урожаи
мака.
Нельзя также забывать, что наркотрафик является мощным
инструментом воздействия на Европу, а также страны Центральной Азии
посредством создания внутри них проблемы наркозависимости населения, а
также создания почвы для финансовой подпитки преступных группировок,
выгодных Вашингтону «оппозиционеров». Сосредоточив усилия на борьбе с
внутренними проблемами, эти государства будут экономически и социально
ослабевать и закономерно уменьшат свою активность на международной
арене, оставив возможность Вашингтону править миром.
Наконец,
очевидна
финансовая
связь
между
афганскими
наркобаронами и войсками Альянса. Транспортировка, покровительство и
обеспечение безопасности наркопроизводства зачастую осуществляется
силами именно американского оружия и американского транспорта.
В 2006 году в США был принят федеральный закон о борьбе
с наркотерроризмом, который сделал незаконным участие в наркоторговле
с целью оказания материальной поддержки террористическим организациям
и лицам, причастным к террористической деятельности. По данным
Администрации по контролю за применением законов о наркотиках,
примерно 37% всех террористических группировок так или иначе связаны
с незаконной торговлей наркотиками.
Согласно докладу Управления ООН по наркотикам и преступности
2016 года, на долю Афганистана приходится две трети мировых земель,
выделенных под выращивание опийного мака. В 2015 году в Афганистане
было произведено 77% мировых объемов героина, и провинция Нангархар
является одной из основных героиновых провинций Афганистана. Фермеры
в провинции Нангархар выращивают опийный мак, из которого они
получают опий, который они затем продают брокерам. Брокеры продают его
группировкам, которые владеют тайными лабораториями, расположенными
в горах. Именно там опий превращается в морфин и героин. Торговцы
называют самый чистый героин «spin mal». Этот чистый инъекционный
героин продается по всему миру, в том числе в США. А отсюда не трудно
понять, кому выгоден этот наркотрафик, в том числе и в США.
Так что для кого Афганистан – это война и гибель сотен и тысяч
людей, а для кого – удобная возможность дополнительного обогащения на
наркобизнесе.
Поэтому, пока страны НАТО и, в особенности, США будут иметь
финансово-политические интересы в регионе, проблема производства
наркотиков на территории Афганистана будет оставаться одной из
важнейших проблем на международном уровне.
Афганистан просит Россию выгнать американцев (Карзай в «Валдае»)
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Участие Хамида Карзая в заседании клуба «Валдай» в Сочи не вызвало
практически никакой реакции в прессе. Между тем то, что сказал бывший
афганский президент, заслуживает пристального внимания. Фактически он
призвал Россию помочь освободить его страну от американской оккупации.
Какую позицию на этот счет может занять Москва?
«При советском вторжении в Афганистан Афганистан стал горячей
точкой холодной войны, или, наоборот, война стала горячей как раз именно в
Афганистане. Хотя, с одной стороны, СССР пытался внедрить коммунизм в
Афганистане – американцы и их союзники помогали нашему сопротивлению,
в особенности Пакистан, они пытались использовать наше сопротивление...
Но они пытались превратить нас в экстремистскую страну для того, чтобы
использовать религию как оружие против СССР. Поэтому они вызывали
наше сопротивление СССР и говорили, что до последнего афганца они будут
бороться с СССР.
Конец этого конфликта привел к двум проигравшим, а именно СССР и
Афганистану. Обе наши страны очень сильно пострадали».
Так сказал в четверг об афганской войне 1979–1988 годов Хамид
Карзай – находившийся тогда в рядах противников СССР, а позже, уже при
американской оккупации, возглавивший Афганистан. На заседании клуба
«Валдай» 59-летний Карзай сидел по правую руку от Владимира Путина. И
сразу после российского президента выступил с большой речью – которая, к
сожалению, не вызвала ответной реакции у собравшихся в зале экспертов.
Карзай оставался в тени Путина – между тем его речь содержала в себе очень
важные посылы, обращенные к России.
Надо напомнить, кто такой Карзай. Он 13 лет возглавлял Афганистан: с
момента американского вторжения и до осени 2014-го, когда прошли
последние президентские выборы, на которых он уже не имел права
выдвигаться на третий срок. С Путиным Карзай знаком уже полтора
десятилетия, с 2002 года. И сейчас экс-президент остается одним из самых
влиятельных политиков Афганистана. Ведь он возглавил Афганистан во
многом потому, что был вождем одного из самых мощных кланов в главном
племенном союзе у пуштунов, основного народа этой страны. Американцы
сделали на него ставку и привели его к власти. Потом с этим «выбором»
смирились и другие афганские племена и народы.
Кроме, естественно, талибов, которые не признали американскую
оккупацию и удерживают контроль над немалой частью страны. Сначала
американцы пытались сами воевать с талибами. Но потом, убедившись в
невозможности победить их, стали, с одной стороны, откупаться от местных
полевых командиров, а с другой – пытаться переложить тяжесть боевых
действий на официальную афганскую армию.
Война между пуштунами у власти и пуштунами в «Талибане»,
естественно, не нравилась самим пуштунам, так что никаких успехов и
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чужими руками американцы не добились. Уже к концу нулевых годов было
понятно, что нужно уходить из Афганистана – и это обещал кандидат в
президенты Барак Обама.
Но ни он, ни сменивший его Трамп этого не сделали. Правда, Трамп
объявил, что американцы сосредоточатся на борьбе со сторонниками ИГИЛ*
в Афганистане и будут привлекать талибов к переговорам, отказавшись от
попыток строить афганскую государственность (то есть от вмешательства в
дела страны).
Сразу же после августовского выступления Трампа Карзай, пусть и
ранге экс-президента, резко раскритиковал его. Потому что он давно уже
пытался стать более самостоятельным – чем дольше правил Карзай, бывший
изначально одновременно и марионеткой, и влиятельной фигурой, тем более
независимым от американцев он становился:
«Я решительно выступаю против новой стратегии США в отношении
Афганистана, так как она противоречит национальным интересам страны, –
сказал тогда Карзай в интервью «Известиям». – Я выступаю категорически
против увеличения роли частных военных корпораций в американской
кампании в Афганистане. Это нарушает национальный суверенитет и
конституцию, продлит конфликт и усилит кровопролитие в Афганистане».
И вот теперь Карзай приехал в Сочи. В его выступлении было прямое
обращение к России – помочь убедить американцев признать, что они
потерпели поражение в Афганистане:
«Сегодня я являюсь одним из основных критиков политики США в
Афганистане не потому, что я критик Запада, на самом деле я демократ по
убеждениям, у меня западное образование и мне нравится их культура. Но я
против их политики, потому что она не успешна и потому что она ведет к
огромному количеству проблем и подъему экстремизма, радикализма и
терроризма.
Я против политики США, потому что под их наблюдением и при
полном контроле нашего воздушного пространства, наших военных всей
этой сверхдержавой в Афганистане появилось ИГИЛ. Как возможно было
такое появление через 14–15 лет после того, как США появились здесь, со
всеми ресурсами и деньгами? Почему сейчас нет международного
сотрудничества с США в Афганистане, как раньше?
Я сейчас нахожусь в России. У России есть сомнения по поводу работы
США в Афганистане. Почему Китай не видит это таким же образом? И у
Ирана есть проблемы с операциями США в Афганистане.
Таким образом, как гражданин Афганистана в центре всей этой
глобальной игры я предлагаю для наших союзников США следующее. Мы
все будем успешными, если вы нам скажете, что вы провалились, и мы
поймем, Россия поймет, Китай это поймет, Иран, Пакистан, все поймут, и
Индия поймет. Мы видим все признаки провала. Но если вы этого не
признаете, тогда подобная игра не будет закончена».
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То есть Карзай предлагает США признать свое поражение в
Афганистане. И хотя он не говорит прямо о выводе войск, понятно, что
именно это и имеется в виду:
«Единственный путь вперед таков – США в Афганистане должны
начать соблюдать новые условия взаимодействия с нашим народом.
США в Афганистане должны вновь работать с нашими соседями и с
великими державами мира – это прежде всего Китай, Россия, Индия – с
помощью ключевых, понятных, прозрачных целей. Учитывая это,
международное сообщество должно поддержать афганский механизм
разрешения всех тех проблем, которые существуют.
Сегодняшний механизм, самый лучший, доступный нам – это Высший
совет афганского народа, или Лойя Джирга... Я надеюсь, поскольку здесь
находится президент России и мы ждем многого от нашего друга,
исторического союзника и соседа, что Россия будет более активно работать с
США и с Западом по вопросу Афганистана, протянет руку помощи
Афганистану для того, чтобы мы создали собственные механизмы
разрешения тех проблем, которые существуют».
Карзай ни разу не произнес слово ШОС. Но понятно, что именно эта
организация, в которую входит Китай, Россия, Индия, Пакистан, все
центральноазиатские страны, соседи Афганистана, должна стать гарантом
национального примирения в Афганистане.
Грубо
говоря,
Карзай
просит
Россию
способствовать
внутриафганскому урегулированию. Ведь, пока американские войска стоят в
стране, ни о каком полноценном участии талибов во власти не может быть и
речи. США для талибов оккупанты – и они должны уйти, или хотя бы
объявить о предстоящем выводе войск.
Готова ли Россия к более активной роли в Афганистане? Естественно –
уже через короткое время после американского вторжения в эту страну в
Москве начали подозревать, что настоящая цель американцев состоит в том,
чтобы просто закрепиться в центре Евразии. В этой ключевой точке,
позволяющей при необходимости давить и на Иран, и на Китай, и на Россию
(через страны Центральной Азии). И хотя присутствие американцев терпели,
но с каждым годом все больше уделяли внимание как ситуации в стране, так
и поискам вариантов по выдавливанию США из Афганистана.
Да и для Китая, как и для России, вопрос американского присутствия в
Афганистане становится все более болезненным – ни нам, ни китайцам не
нужны вечные американские базы, что называется, у наших ворот. К тому же
у Пекина большие виды и на афганские недра, и, главное, на Новый
шелковый путь, пролегающий к северу и югу от Афганистана. Чтобы
перевозки по нему были спокойными, нужно замирить страну гор.
В этом году Россия впервые заявила о необходимости вывести
американские войска. Спецпредставитель президента России по Афганистану
Замир Кабулов сказал, что США необходимо вывести свой контингент из
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страны, которая уже фактически является «мировым инкубатором
международного терроризма»:
«Москва никогда не торопила вывод войск США из Афганистана. Но
поскольку армия США ничего толком не может сделать, пусть уходят из
Афганистана. Американская кампания в Афганистане провалилась».
В ответ Вашингтон обвиняет Москву в заигрывании с талибами, и даже
в поставках им оружия – хотя все понимают, что единственный путь к
афганскому урегулированию лежит через примирение Кабула и «Талибана» и
вывод американских войск. Хамид Карзай просит Путина помочь ускорить
этот процесс, для начала принудив американцев признать свое поражение.
Число погибших при атаке смертника на кабульскую мечеть достигло
50 человек
«Все об Афганистане». 21.10.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115611.html

КАБУЛ, 21 октября. Число погибших в результате атаки боевикасмертника на мечеть имама Замана в Кабуле к настоящему времени достигло
50 человек, сообщила Миссия ООН по содействию Афганистану (МООНСА).
Напомним, что в пятницу возле шиитской мечети в Кабуле прогремел
мощный взрыв. Нападение было осуществлено смертником. Жертвами атаки
стали мирные жители, в том числе женщины и дети. Ответственность за
атаку взяла на себя запрещенная в России группировка «Исламское
государство».
Отметим, что в тот же день молитвенное здание на территории
западной провинции Гор также подверглось нападению. Боевик-смертник
совершил самоподрыв в мечети, в результате чего погибли, по разным
данным, от 9 до 30 человек.
Спецпредставитель генерального секретаря ООН по Афганистану
Тамадичи Ямамото решительно осудил атаки и выразил соболезнования
семьям погибших, передает телеканал «Толо».
Напомним, что в субботу на территории афганской столицы прогремел
еще один взрыв, также осуществленный боевиком-смертником. Жертвами
нападения стали курсанты военной академии. В результате атаки 15 из них
погибли и еще 4 получили ранения.
Взрывы в 2 мечетях Кабула – 72 убиты
Afghan mosque bombings death toll hits 72
The Express Tribune. October 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1536806/3-gunmanopens-fire-kabul-mosque/

KABUL: Suicide bombers attacked two mosques in Afghanistan on Friday,
killing at least 72 people including children, officials and witnesses said.
One bomber walked into a mosque in the capital Kabul as people were
praying on Friday night and detonated an explosive, Mahmood Shah Husaini, an
eyewitness, said.
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At least 39 people died in the blast at the Imam Zaman mosque in the city‘s
western Dasht-e-Barchi district, interior ministry spokesperson Najib Danish said.
Separately, a suicide bombing killed at least 33 people at a mosque in central
Ghor province.
Iqbal Nezami, a spokesperson for the Ghor provincial police, said the
bombing at a mosque in the district of Dulaina appeared to target Fazl-ul-Ahad
Khan, a top local politician and a pro-government military leader of the Jamiat
political party.
According to a statement from Balkh provincial governor Atta Mohammad
Noor, Khan, a commander of the public uprising forces in Ghor, was killed along
with as many as 30 other worshippers.
There was no immediate claim of responsibility for either attack.
«Афганский букет» Кремля для Трампа
Новости Украины. 20.10.2017. https://www.1news.info/афганский-букет-кремля-длятрампа-329896

После пролета московской «фанеры» над Берлином стало примерно
ясно направление дальнейших геополитических «гастролей» Кремля. Это –
Афганистан и пачка граничащих с ним государств – от Пакистана до
Казахстана.
Причем эти новые комбинации российских властей и спецслужб можно
условно назвать «букетом» – набором достаточно краткосрочных мер,
действительно напоминающим больше всего именно букет, и с таким же по
стратегическим меркам сроком жизни.
Разыгрывание Путиным именно афганской карты прорабатывалось еще
два года назад, в 2015 году.
Однако решение о реализации «броска» на Афганистан было принято
только сейчас. Главная причина – исчерпание сирийского направления. Но и
сейчас тоже еще не факт, что бросок состоится, а не поступит команда
«отставить».
От темы Сирии Кремлю действительно нужно уйти, несмотря на
бодрые заявления Шойгу о скорой победе. Во-первых, потому, чтобы не быть
похожим на Джорджа Буша-младшего, который объявил иракскую миссию
законченной, когда на самом деле это еще и не было началом настоящей
американской катастрофы. Во-вторых, сирийская кампания никогда не была
популярной в самой России. Особенно сейчас, когда пошли первые
отрезанные головы «ихтамнетов», и особенно – перед выборами.
Афганская затея
Вкратце, суть афганской затеи состоит в следующем. В Сирии и Ираке
кампания против ИГИЛ вступает в кульминационную стадию. Российские
средства информационно-психологических операций, подконтрольные
спецслужбам, условно причисляемые к СМИ, приучают аудиторию к тому,
что боевики ИГИЛ после разгрома (конечно же, благодаря только России) в
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Сирии и Ираке перенесут деятельность в Афганистан и на Балканы,
конкретно – в Боснию и Косово.
Не отстают от этого процесса и официальные лица. Глава
Антитеррористического центра государств–участников СНГ генералполковник полиции Андрей Новиков 5 октября заявил, что боевики ИГИЛ
бегут в пакистанскую провинцию Вазиристан в связи с поражением в Сирии.
«Судя по активности ИГИЛ в Афганистане, можно предположить, что
стратегической задачей ИГИЛ в среднесрочной перспективе является
расширение присутствия на севере Пакистана с выходом к районам вблизи
границ государств Центральной Азии и Синьцзян-Уйгурского автономного
района Китая», – сказал он в интервью РИА Новости.
Также, по словам Новикова, боевики не только меняют тактику боевых
действий, но и перебазируют свою активность в другие географические
регионы, при этом, он отмечает, что также востребовано балканское
направление.
А уже 13 октября, в ходе заседания глав военных ведомств стран СНГ
министр обороны РФ Сергей отметил, что при поддержке ВКС РФ
правительственные войска Сирии зачистили от боевиков уже более 90
процентов страны. Понеся серьезные потери террористическая группировка
ищет новые зоны обитания и стремится к развитию в Афганистане.
При этом, Шойгу подчеркнул, что военные ведомства стран СНГ
должны консолидировать свои усилия для того, чтобы реализовать весь
комплекс мероприятий, направленный на укрепление коллективной
безопасности в Центральной Азии.
Это означает, что теперь у всех стран, имеющих общую границу с
Афганистаном, будут проблемы. И теперь всю свою оборонную и
антитеррористическую активность следует координировать только с
Москвой.
Страны к северу от Афганистана получают «предложение, от которого
невозможно отказаться» – смотреть, как Россия договаривается с талибами в
рамках кампании против ИГИЛ, и во всем соглашаться с Москвой.
В противном случае в каждой из стран типа Таджикистана,
Туркменистана или Узбекистана возможно вторжение тысячных колон
боевиков ИГИЛ прямо на столицу, и свержение власти. В другом случае –
просочатся те же тысячи боевиков для развертывания длительной
вялотекущей террористической войны против национальных силовиков.
В более широком контексте, Москва оставляет за собой роль
«раздающего» с черпаком у котла, и будет «насыпать в миски» на свое
усмотрение китайцам, пакистанцам, индусам, и особенно – иранцам. По
крайней мере, так это выглядит на словах.
На первый взгляд, это выглядит как масштабная геополитическая
стратегия расширения российского влияния. На этот раз – в «мягком
подбрюшье» России (А. Солженицын).
Заговорить зубы
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Однако на самом деле «афганская заготовка» является, скорее всего, не
длительной геополитической стратегией, а краткосрочной политтехнологией,
если принять во внимание другие факторы, которые в данный момент
являются для Москвы действительно ключевыми.
Первый фактор – это кризис отношений между Россией и США.
Второй фактор – выборы Путина.
Третий, уже производный фактор – непопулярность сирийского
направления в российском обществе, которое должно прийти на
избирательные участки уже в марте 2018 года. До выборов осталось ровно 5
месяцев, а Путин еще даже не объявил о своем самовыдвижении. Пока что на
«разогрев» брошена Ксения Собчак.
Стратегическая проблема Путина – это кризис в отношениях США.
Причем стратегической эту проблему считают в первую очередь в самой
Москве. Российско-американские отношения отброшены уже на уровень
начала 1980-ых – в период правления Юрия Андропова – тоже, кстати,
бывшего главы могущественной спецслужбы – КГБ СССР.
«Профессиональная деформация» личностей Андропова и Путина
сыграла деструктивную роль в дипломатической сфере – вся фантазия в
отношениях с Вашингтоном свелась в грубых провокациях и
демонстративном обострении участия во всех конфликтах от Латинской
Америки до Афганистана.
Однако сейчас в Москве считают, что главное отличие сегодняшнего
кризиса от времен «холодной войны» состоит именно в афганской проблеме.
Несмотря на то, что Бжезинский умер, не покаявшись за свою афганскую
политику, в Москве почему-то уверены, что сейчас в Вашингтоне считают
поддержку афганских моджахедов стратегической ошибкой, которая в итоге
закончилась трагедией 11 сентября. И видят пути сближения с Вашингтоном
через Афганистан.
Фактор Пакистана
А для того, чтобы Москве предложить свое участие в афганской
проблеме, эту проблему следует сначала максимально разогреть и обострить.
При этом, в Кремле очень хорошо помнят какую роль в свое время
отыграл Пакистан в советской эпопеи в Афганистане. Поэтому, в эту
«многоходовку» Москва все пытается на свою сторону перетянуть Пакистан,
обхаживая Исламабад с разных сторон, от активизации визитов
представителей высших военно-политических кругов и проведения
совместных антитеррористический учений до обещаний в расширении
экономического, энергетического и военно-технического сотрудничества
между странами – поставки систем ПВО, вертолетов, танков и другое.
В этом ключе, для России выгодно дальнейшее выбивание Пакистана с
орбиты США, что автоматически означает сложности с логистическим
обеспечением американского контингента в Афганистане, а это
потенциально усиливает позиции Москвы, давая ей в руки дополнительные
козыри для решения собственных проблем в отношениях с Вашингтоном.
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Кремль пытается максимально усилить противоречия – внести раскол в
отношения Исламабада и Вашингтона по всем направлениям от
дипломатических до экономических, играя иногда даже не в «двойную», а
«тройную» игру.
При этом, стоит отметить, что втягивание Исламабада в «игру»
Москвы происходит вместе с союзником Пакистана в регионе Китаем, путем
формирования соответствующих предпосылок для возникновения в
ближайшее время у их границ, как мнимых, так и реальных угроз, исходящих
с территории Афганистана.
Последние активные проявления «масштабной дружбы» Москвы в
отношении Пакистана происходят на фоне того, как сначала Исламабад
раскритиковал новую стратегию Белого дома по Афганистану, а затем
президент США Дональд Трамп обрушился с критикой на Пакистан за то,
что Исламабад подрывает усилия американских военных в Афганистане по
борьбе с движением Талибан, пакистанское правительство ответило
вызывающе.
Однако Соединенные Штаты воздержались от ответной реакции в том
же ключе. В результате возникал вопрос, как использовать те немногие
возможности, которые у Вашингтона все же имеются, с максимальным
эффектом.
Предварительный ответ на этот вопрос, наверное, дала встреча
государственного секретаря США Рекса Тиллерсона с министром
иностранных дел Пакистана Хаваджей Асифом во время визита последнего в
США, а также последующее за тем события.
«Я считаю, что взаимоотношения с Пакистаном являются оправданно
важными. Мы говорили не только об Афганистане, а и о важности Пакистана
и необходимости долгосрочной стабильности в стране. Мы хотим, чтобы
правительство Пакистана было в безопасности, было мирным», — заявил
Тиллерсон на встрече.
По результатам встречи, Тиллерсон заявил, что США заинтересованы в
усилении двустороннего сотрудничества с Пакистаном, и вместе с Хаваджа
Асифом поблагодарили друг друга за конструктивный разговор.
Буквально, сразу же после данной встречи двух руководителей
внешнеполитических ведомств, Пакистан помог провести американцам
спецоперацию по освобождению Кейтлин Коулман и ее мужа, канадца
Джошуа Бойла, которых похитила во время путешествия в Афганистане и
удерживали в течение пяти лет группировка Хаккани.
В связи с этим, в Американской службе национальной безопасности
высоко оценили Исламабад за его помощь в освобождении семьи и назвали
это сотрудничество важным шагом в правильном направлении двусторонних
отношений, а президент США Дональд Трамп заявил, что Соединѐнные
Штаты перешли на новый уровень отношений с Пакистаном, и выразил
благодарность лидерам страны за сотрудничество, о чем он сообщил на своей
странице в «Твиттере».
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Игра в Талибан
Но вернемся еще раз к визиту главы МИД Пакистана Хаваджа Асифа в
США. По итогам своего официального визита в Вашингтон, Хавадж Асиф,
сделал интересное заявление, что влияние Пакистана над талибами по
истечении нескольких лет уменьшилось, теперь другие соседи Афганистана
имеют над ними больше влияния. По его словам, таким влиянием обладает и
Россия.
И следует отметить, Москва этим влиянием и пользуется, что уже
подтверждается многочисленными фактами и утечками в СМИ. Потому что,
точно так же, как и в случае с ИГИЛ, Россия, формально запрещая Талибан
поддерживает с ним тесные отношения и потихоньку снабжает оружием,
превращая в проблему, решением которой можно торговать с Западом, в
частности – с США.
Из последних таких утечек, британской газете The Times стало
известно, что Россия финансирует Талибан, поставляя ему бесплатное
топливо.
«Россия спонсирует военные операции Талибана против НАТО в
Афганистане через тайную программу отмывания прибыли от продажи
топлива», — сообщает британская газета The Times, узнавшая об этом от
членов Талибана и афганских чиновников.
«Российские разведслужбы направляют флотилии нефтяных танкеров в
Афганистан через границу с Узбекистаном в Хайратоне, — пишет Энтони
Лойд в материале, озаглавленном «Россия спонсирует Талибан в войне
против натовских сил». — Оттуда они бесплатно доставляются подставным
компаниям, действующим от имени Талибана.
В тоже время, с одной стороны, сам Талибан россияне представляют,
как меньшее зло по сравнению с ИГИЛ, а поддержание с ним контактов
аргументируют недопущением распространения в Афганистане влияния
Халифата, а также придерживаются точки зрения, согласно которой мир в
Афганистане может быть, достигнут только путем переговоров между
афганским правительством и Талибан. При этом, устанавливая и развивая
тайные контакты с талибами, Москва планирует сделать их в дальнейшем
отправной точкой, так называемой площадкой, для своей дальнейшей
«гибридной интервенции» в Афганистане.
О роли и месте Талибана в планах России хорошо отмечено ранее в
статье
С.Ильченко
«Зачем
России
Талибан?»
http://hvylya.net/analytics/geopolitics/zachem-rossii-taliban.html на «Хвиля». По
его словам, сегодня Россия может торговать своим влиянием на Талибан.
Иными словами, по мнению автора, перед нами очередная попытка придать
себе дополнительный международный вес, торгуя воздухом и страхом. В
рамках этой торговли Россия дает понять заинтересованным сторонам,
прежде всего, США и Китаю, что она состоит в близких отношениях с
талибами. И что еѐ инструменты влияния могут быть использованы в
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интересах этих стран, в обмен на что-то, ценное для Москвы — а могут быть
использованы и против них.
При этом, не только Москва поставляет оружия Талибану, а и ее
«ситуативный союзник» по Сирии – Иран, который своей самостоятельной
игрой на Ближнем Востоке и попыткой перехватить инициативу у России в
Сирии уж очень раздражает Кремль и создает проблемы с тем же Израилем.
Так, Министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис раскритиковал Иран и
Россию за то, что они, по его словам, продолжают вооружать и поддерживать
боевиков Талибана в Афганистане, сообщала The Wall Street Journal.
Подобные заявления Джеймс Мэттис сделал во время совместного визита в
Афганистан с генсекретарѐм НАТО Йенсом Столтенбергом.
В свою очередь, 13 октября президент США Дональд Трамп в ходе
своего выступления в Белом доме также заявил, что Иран оказывает
содействие ряду террористических группировок, в том числе Талибан. «Иран
остается главным спонсором терроризма. Он продолжает оказывать
содействие «Аль-Каиде», «Талибану», «Хезболле», ХАМАС и другим
группировкам. Иранцы разрабатывают, устанавливают и распространяют
ракеты, которые угрожают американским военнослужащим и союзникам
США. Они подвергают нападкам американские корабли и угрожают свободе
морской навигации в Персидском заливе и Красном море», — сказал Трамп.
Разумеется, Москва, как всегда, все отрицает: «Полагаем, что
указанные фальшивки, как и прежние, направлены на отвлечение внимания
международного сообщества от провалов силовой политики НАТО в
Афганистане и являются следствием ревнивого отношения к
стабилизационным усилиям Москвы и ее региональных партнеров, в том
числе по ШОС, на афганском направлении», – говорится в соответствующем
комментарии МИД РФ.
Кроме того, для нивелирования таких обвинений со стороны мирового
сообщества Москва в «реанимационном» порядке даже привлекла бывшего
президента Афганистана Хамида Карзая, который в беседе с RT на полях
дискуссионного клуба «Валдай» заявид, что Россия не поддерживала
движение Талибан.
При этом, как отмечают эксперты, на фоне таких обвинений в адрес
России следует ожидать от Москвы встречных «обвинений», а также
попыток переориентировать внимание на другие «объекты ненависти», а
именно, например, усилить «единоличную вину» Тегерана в этом вопросе – в
поставках оружия Талибану и другим террористическим группировкам.
В этом контексте также хорошо ложится визит министра обороны РФ
Сергея Шойгу в Тель-Авив, во время которого министр обороны Израиля
Авигдор Либерман заявил, что Израиль не допустит передачу Ираном
оружия через Сирию в Ливан. «Мы не станем вмешиваться во внутренние
дела Сирии, но при этом мы не позволим Ирану и «Хезболлах» превратить
Сирию в форпост против Израиля», — подчеркнул он (цитата по ТАСС).
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В связи с этим, стоит ожидать в ближайшее время громких
«разоблачений» Ирана, за которыми будет стоять Москва. Кроме того, скорее
всего, что в этих разоблачениях Кремль, как всегда, найдет место и Украине,
с учетом непрекращающихся в последнее время российского цикла —
«вбросов» и информационных кампаний, о чем уже писала «Хвиля»
http://hvylya.net/analytics/geopolitics/voenno-tehnicheskoe-sotrudnichestvoukrainyi-v-geopoliticheskom-pritsele-kremlya.html , о якобы поставках Киевом
военной продукции, как странам под международными санкциями, так и
террористическим организациям.
В тоже время, 10-12 октября на российских пропагандистских ресурсах
«второго эшелона» уже брошены «пробные камни» о «поставках
украинского оружия талибам».
Плохой сигнал
Подведем итог и отметим, что в 2017 русские и американцы
поменялись ролями. В 2016 путинские спецслужбы и дипломаты «вылезли из
кожи вон», чтобы обеспечить победу Трампу, который от имени
республиканцев публично обещал улучшить отношения с Россией.
В 2017 американцы полгода «полощут кости» русским из-за
вмешательства в свои выборы. От предвыборных обещаний Трампа
улучшить отношения с Москвой не то, что не осталось и следа – они
превратились в подсудный компромат.
А теперь – на носу выборы в самой России. Сейчас Путин и его
окружение больше всего опасаются некой очень грубой «подставы» со
стороны американцев, которая заставит Путина отказаться от избрания.
Эти опасения имеют полные основания, потому как именно Путин
является главным персональным генератором конфронтации с США, точно
так же, каким был и Андропов.
И отсюда следует единственно логичный вывод, что для улучшения
отношений с американцами следует убрать сам генератор проблем и
конфронтации – Владимира Путина лично. И всех его ястребов.
Для Путина проблема заключается в том, что сейчас у него нет дублера
типа Медведева, который бы мог разыграть перед американцами и
европейцами роль «голубя» и либерала. Путин настолько зачистил
политический ландшафт, что сейчас российский политикум представляет
собой «полку советского гастронома» с единственным товаром – килькой в
томате.
Поэтому срочно была поднята «афганская» тема, главная задача
которой – сыграть на американских проблемах в Афганистане, и заговорить
им зубы до марта следующего года. С одной единственной целью – закрыть
глаза и согласиться на очередной срок Путина.
Весь расчет строится на том, что у американцев не было
альтернативных фигур, которых бы они хотели видеть в Кремле вместо
Путина. Нельзя серьезно рассматривать ни Навального, ни тем более Собчак.
Тем более – таких старых политических лицедеев, как Зюганов и
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Жириновский, чей стаж в политическом театре больше, чем у Якубовича в
«Поле чудес».
Поэтому Путин хочет купить себе индульгенцию на выборы как
решатель американских проблем в Афганистане. И если получится – то и
адвокат Ирана. Но на такой бонус не рассчитывают и сами иранцы, которые
еще со времен раннего Ельцина знают, что русские всегда «кинут» аятолл
даже без особого американского нажима. В первую очередь потому, что
иранцы – прямые конкуренты России на рынке нефти и газа. И чем больше
американских санкций против Ирана – тем выше цена на нефть.
Сейчас уровень насилия и террористических нападений в Афганистане
идет по непрерывной нарастающей. Однако это не дает никаких гарантий
Кремлю, что Вашингтон кинется ловить на «путинской свадьбе» этот
«афганский букет». И что американцы не выкинут Путину «черную метку»
где-то в феврале следующего года, когда будет поздно переигрывать всю
комбинацию на выборах президента РФ-2018.
Талибы напали на военную базу в Афганистане и убили 43
военнослужащих
Taliban kill at least 43 Afghan troops as they storm base: Officials
The Times of India. Oct 19, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/southasia/taliban-kill-at-least-43-afghan-troops-as-they-storm-baseofficials/articleshow/61141746.cms

KABUL: Taliban terrorists killed at least 43 Afghan troops early on
Thursday when they stormed a military base in southern Afghanistan, the defence
ministry said.
Of 60 soldiers manning the base in the southern province of Kandahar, 43
were killed, nine were wounded and six were missing after Taliban militants
stormed the base in the middle of the night, the ministry said in a statement.
At least nine Taliban were also reported killed.
Пакистан все же строит потихоньку забор с Афганистаном на линии
Дюранда.
Border fence slowly pacing its way through treacherous Durand line
The Express Tribune. October 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535299/borderfence-slowly-pacing-way-treacherous-durand-line/

Sealing frontier: A Pakistani soldier keeps vigil at the border fencing along
with Afghanistan's Paktika province in Angoor Adda, South Waziristan agency.
ANGOOR ADDA: Pakistan is betting that a pair of nine-foot chicken wire
fences topped with barbed wire will stop incursions by militants from Afghanistan.
Islamabad plans to fence up most of the 2,500km frontier despite Kabul‘s
protests that the barrier would divide families and friends along the Pashtun tribal
belt straddling the colonial-era Durand line drawn up by the British in 1893.
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The military estimates that it will need about Rs56 billion ($532 million) for
the project, while there are also plans to build 750 border forts and employ hightech surveillance systems to prevent militants crossing.
In the rolling hills of the Angoor Adda village in South Waziristan, three
rolls of barbed wire are sandwiched in the six-foot gap between the chicken wire
fences. ―(The fence) is a paradigm change. It is an epoch shift in the border control
management,‖ said an army officer in command of South Waziristan during a
presentation to foreign media on Wednesday.
―There will not be an inch of international border (in South Waziristan)
which shall not remain under our observation.‖
Pak-Afghan border villages brace for Berlin Wall-style divide
The military has so far fenced off about 43km of the frontier, starting with
the most violence-prone areas in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, and is
expected to recruit tens of thousands of new troops to man the border.
It is not clear how long it will take to fence the entire boundary. Pakistan has
blamed the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan militants it says are based on
Afghan soil for a spate of attacks at home over the past year, urging Kabul to
eradicate ‗sanctuaries‘ for militants.
Pakistan‘s previous attempts to build a fence failed about a decade ago and
many doubt whether it is possible to secure such a lengthy border.
But the army officials are undeterred by the scepticism and insist they will
finish the job as the country‘s security rests on this fence.
―By the time we are done, Insha‘Allah, we will be very sure of one thing: that
nobody can cross this place,‖ said the officer in charge of South Waziristan.
Пакистан строит забор на границе с Афганистаном
Pakistan fortifies border with Afghanistan to reduce cross border
attacks
Dawn. 19.10.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364641/pakistan-fortifies-border-withafghanistan-to-reduce-cross-border-attacks

Fencing and surveillance technology would prevent attacks on both sides of
the border, says Maj Gen Nauman Zakaria.
Pakistan Army said that newly installed fence and guard posts along the
Pak-Afghan border will help prevent militant attacks,
Maj Gen Nauman Zakaria, the Pakistan commander for the South Waziristan
region, told reporters during a visit to the border on Wednesday that the fencing
and surveillance technology would prevent attacks on both sides of the border.
Pakistan began construction of the fencing earlier this year.
United States President Donald Trump has recently reiterated longstanding
accusations that Pakistan turns a blind eye to militant groups that launch attacks in
Afghanistan from within its territory, allegations always denied by Islamabad.
Afghanistan has levelled similar accusations but has also objected to the
building of the border fence. The stepped-up fortifications have angered Kabul,
which does not recognise the frontier as an international border.
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Что стоит за заседанием в Омане четырехсторонней группы по
Афганистану
Карпов Д.А. 18 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38510

Американские, китайские, афганские и пакистанские должностные
лица провели в Омане переговоры по нормализации обстановки в
Афганистане. Об этом сообщила во вторник 17 октября на регулярном
брифинге для журналистов руководитель пресс-службы Госдепартамента
США Хезер Науэрт. Она подтвердила, что в Омане прошло заседание
четырехсторонней группы по Афганистану. «Эта группа представляет собой
согласованный формат, позволяющий США, Афганистану, Пакистану и
Китаю обсуждать ситуацию в Афганистане и оценивать определенные шаги,
которые может сделать Кабул, чтобы попытаться преодолеть [внутренний
вооруженный] конфликт посредством политического урегулирования,
выработанного путем переговоров», — заявила официальный представитель
американского внешнеполитического ведомства.
«Встречи начались 15 октября. В них приняла участие исполняющая
обязанности помощника госсекретаря США [по делам Южной и
Центральной Азии] Элис Уэллс», — сказала Науэрт. Одновременно пришли
сообщения США хотят найти точки соприкосновения с Россией по
Афганистану.
При этом Москва также готова к кооперации с Вашингтоном, заявил
спецпредставитель президента России по Афганистану, директор Второго
департамента Азии МИД РФ Замир Кабулов. «США хотят найти точки
соприкосновения с Россией по Афганистану. Москва, в свою очередь, также
не против кооперации с Вашингтоном. Поиск путей и механизмов
продолжается, однако говорить о полноценном сотрудничестве между нами
пока преждевременно. Но мы видим изменения в их подходах в лучшую
сторону», — приводит в пятницу 13 октября газета «Известия» слова
Кабулова. Дипломат отметил, некоторые разногласия между странами в
афганском вопросе до сих пор сохраняются. «Нам сложно прийти к
компромиссу в первую очередь из-за непростых российско-американских
отношений.
Во-вторых, у нас много вопросов, на которые Вашингтон не может
дать вразумительных ответов. Они касаются политики США в Афганистане»,
— пояснил Кабулов. Прокомментируем эти сообщения. Несмотря на всю
воинствующую риторику Вашингтона о том, что наращивание
американского военного компонента в Афганистане заставит талибов сесть
за стол переговоров с кабульским режимом, реальные дела свидетельствуют
о том, что США мучительно ищут пути компромисса с Пакистаном, чего они
в начале с ходу отвергали. На самом деле все, что провозглашает Вашингтон,
все меньше имеет отношение к реальной политике.
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Такое впечатление, что президент США Д.Трамп говорит что-то свое, а
все остальные американские ведомства при этом работают по собственному
плану, который зачастую не совпадает с его декларациями. Переговорный
формат в настоящее время с Пекином и Исламабадом совершенно не
отвечает никаким принципам новой стратегии США в Афганистане,
поскольку американцы и их союзники просто по определению не могли за
столь
короткий
срок
каким-то
самым
серьезным
образом
минимизировать боевой потенциал талибов и тем самым стимулировать их и
пакистанцев сесть за стол переговоров с Кабулом на условиях Вашингтона. А
это ключ новой стратегии по Д.Трампу.
Это говорит нам о том, что в руководстве Пентагона и
Госдепартамента совершенно не верят в перспективы именно силового
варианта принуждения талибов к миру. Об этом, кстати, высшие военные
чины Пентагона не под запись говорили в частных беседах еще в декабре
прошлого года, фактически признавая, что стратегия изоляции Исламабада
от вопросов внутриафганского урегулирования фактически провалится. И
действительно она провалилась еще не успев в общем-то по настоящему
начаться.
Это стало очевидным на фоне неожиданно осторожной позиции Индии
по вопросу американских предложений более активно участвовать в
урегулированиии афганского конфликта и даже направить в страну свой
воинский контингент. К тому же в Пентагоне поняли, что
альтернативы
пакистанскому
транспортному
коридору
по
снабжению
возросшего американского воинского контингента в
Афганистане просто нет, поэтому, в отличие от российского МИДа, рискнем
предположить, что основные контуры американской политики в
Афганистане в общем-то очевидны. Пока робкие зондирующие попытки
Вашингтона наладить диалог с Исламабадом и Пекином, (что еще более
удивительно, поскольку ранее американцы в упор не видели китайской роли
в Афганистане) выглядят удивительно, но логично.
В чем здесь основный мотив? Прежде всего, оторвать блок ИсламабадПекин из московской орбиты. Или, если еще проще — разрушить
сложившийся сейчас альянс между Пакистаном, Китаем, РФ и Ираном на
афганском направлении, или, по крайней мере, максимально затормозить
пакистано-российское сближение в области ВТС. Единственный путь к этому
— выход на некий сепаратный формат переговоров с Исламабадом и
Пекином.
Заигрывания с Москвой в виде направления «неких позитивных
сигналов», по оценке З.Кабулова, в данном случае не надо расценивать как
некий прорыв. Это всего лишь отвлекающий момент, поскольку последнее,
что сделает Вашингтон в нынешних обстоятельствах — это пойдет на какуюто действительно реальную кооперацию с Москвой на афганском
направлении. В этом надо четко отдавать себе отчет. Что же касается какихто реальных прорывов в рамках этого нового формата, который американцы
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разыгрывают в том числе и ради того, чтобы затормозить формирующийся
московский формат консультаций, то мы в этом случае выглядим
пессимистами.
У этих переговоров нет никаких шансов на прогресс в силу
неспособности сторон договориться по основному вопросу — безусловного
вывода иностранных войск из Афганистана. Это основное требование
Исламабада, поскольку только при этом условии он может обеспечить
приход подконтрольных себе талибов во власть. Договариваться с нынешним
составом кабульского режима пакистанцы не желают, они ждут от
американцев исключительно фактически капитуляции, на что Вашингтон
сейчас и впредь без потери лица пойти просто не может. Одновременно за
дверями переговоров остался Катар и соответственно подконтрольные
им талибы, которых еще называют местными сторонниками «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России). Это уже очевидно на фоне недавнего
решения американцев более не участвовать в переговорах под эгидой
представительства талибов в Дохе. Это стимулирует эту часть сопротивления
на активные действия. Все эти моменты позволяют смотреть на ситуацию в
Афганистане с позиции Москвы в общем-то уверенно и не принимать
прошедший раунд переговоров в Омане как реальную угрозу по изоляции
России в рамках афганского урегулирования.
Жуткий теракт в Пактии – 71 убит, свыше 170 человек ранены
Suicide bombers, gunmen kill 71 in attacks on Afghan security forces
The Express Tribune. October 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533461/suicidebombers-gunmen-attack-afghan-police-training-centre/

GARDEZ, AFGHANISTAN: Two separate suicide and gun attacks on
police and soldiers in Afghanistan left at least 71 dead and nearly 170 wounded
Tuesday in the latest devastating assaults on beleaguered security forces.
The Taliban claimed the more deadly of the two assaults, a coordinated
attack on police in the southeast city of Gardez in Paktia province.
That assault killed 41 people and injured 158, according to the interior
ministry, and left hospital officials calling for blood donations. There were
desperate scenes as relatives queued for news of loved ones after the hours-long
battle.
A separate ambush blamed on the Taliban in the neighbouring province of
Ghazni killed 25 security officials and five civilians with 10 wounded, the interior
ministry said.
Afghanistan‘s army and police, on the front line against the Taliban since
foreign combat forces pulled back in December 2014, have suffered shocking
casualties over the past year. Their ranks are beset by corruption and desertion.
―The hospital is overwhelmed and we call on people to donate blood,‖ said
Shir Mohammad Karimi, deputy health director in Gardez, who put the number of
wounded there at more than 200.
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Quadrilateral meeting begins in Oman with hope for peace in Afghanistan
Doctors and nurses rushed to attend to the wounded women, children and
police filling the corridors where some bodies also lay. Outside, university students
formed a queue to donate blood, an AFP photographer said.
The attack, claimed by the Taliban in a tweet, began when two suicide
bombers driving an explosives-laden truck and a Humvee blew them up near the
training centre, which is close to the Paktia police headquarters.
The blasts flattened a building and enabled gunmen to force their way inside
the compound, according to officials and the interior ministry.
―Most of the victims are civilians who had come to the police headquarters
to get their passports and national IDs,‖ a statement from the Paktia governor‘s
office said.
A university student who was in class at the time said he heard ―a big boom‖
which shook the building and shattered windows.
―As we were trying to find our way (out of the building) I heard a second
blast and then the dust and dirt covered us in the class. Several of my classmates
were wounded by broken glass,‖ Noor Ahmad told AFP.
The battle between the attackers, armed with guns and suicide vests, and
security forces lasted around five hours before it ended with all five militants
killed, officials said.
Photos posted on Twitter showed two large plumes of smoke rising above
the city.
The second attack, in Ghazni some 100 kilometres (62 miles) west of
Gardez, followed a similar pattern involving insurgents detonating an explosivesladen Humvee near a police headquarters then storming the building, Haref Noori,
the Ghazni governor‘s spokesman, told AFP.
―Dozens of Taliban‖ were killed in the attack, Ghazni police chief
Mohammad Zaman said.
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani condemned the attacks and praised the
―bravery and sacrifice‖ of security forces.
The attacks are the latest in a series of assaults on security installations,
including one on a military hospital in Kabul in March which may have killed up
to 100 people, and a devastating attack on a base in Mazar-i-Sharif which left 144
people dead.
They came one day after four-way talks between Afghanistan, Pakistan, the
United States and China were held in Oman with the aim of ending the Taliban‘s
16-year insurgency.
Paktia province borders Pakistan‘s militancy-plagued tribal areas where the
Taliban-affiliated Haqqani network has a presence.
Indian political role in Afghanistan ‗is a red line‘, Pakistan tells Washington
Tuesday‘s attack in Gardez began hours after a US drone strike in Pakistan‘s
Kurram tribal district, part of which borders Paktia, killed at least 26 Haqqani
militants, officials have said.
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A senior commander in the Afghan Taliban told AFP on condition of
anonymity the attack was in retaliation for the US aerial assault, the deadliest
targeting militants in the Pakistani tribal region this year.
On Monday the US also carried out strikes in the Jaji Maidan district of
Paktia ―under counter-terror authorities‖, said US Forces spokesman Navy Captain
Tom Gresback.
In Kurram last week the Pakistani military rescued a US-Canadian family
who had been abducted by militants in Afghanistan in 2012. US President Donald
Trump has said they were being held by the Haqqani network.
The extremist group is known for its frequent use of suicide bombers. The
Haqqanis have also been accused of assassinating top Afghan officials and holding
kidnapped Westerners for ransom.
These include the recently rescued hostages Canadian Joshua Boyle, his
American wife Caitlan Coleman, and their three children — all born in captivity —
as well as US soldier Bowe Bergdahl, who was released in 2014.
Что стоит за информацией британских СМИ о поставках Россией
нефтепродуктов талибам
Карпов Д.А. 19 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38530

Сообщения британских СМИ о поставках Россией нефтепродуктов
талибам — фальшивки, которые направлены на отвлечение внимания
международного сообщества от провалов силовой политики НАТО в
Афганистане. Об этом в понедельник заявили в МИД РФ. «В Москве
обратили внимание на публикации в газете «Таймс», подхваченные и
растиражированные другими британскими СМИ, относительно нового
«факта» финансирования Россией Движения талибов, — говорится в
комментарии дипведомства. — В статьях со ссылкой на некие неназванные
источники в Движении талибов приводятся рассуждения о целях политики
Москвы на афганском направлении, а также сообщается о якобы имеющих
место безвозмездных поставках Россией нефтепродуктов талибам.
Полагаем, что указанные фальшивки, как и прежние, направлены на
отвлечение внимания международного сообщества от провалов силовой
политики НАТО в Афганистане и являются следствием ревнивого отношения
к стабилизационным усилиям Москвы и ее региональных партнеров, в том
числе по ШОС, на афганском направлении», — подчеркнули в российском
дипведомстве.
Поясним, что речь в публикации идет о снабжении талибов
нефтепродуктами (дизельное топливо и бензин) через пограничный пункт
Хайратон на границе Узбекистана и Афганистана. Эти операции происходят
в рамках бесплатных поставок нефтепродуктов автоцистернами фирмам,
которые затем продают продукцию талибам. При этом выручка составляет
2,5 млн долларов в месяц, которая затем идет на финансирование самих
талибов.
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Совершенно не отрицаем того, что такие поставки в принципе могут
осуществляться и ниже укажем причины этого. Но одно дело трансграничная
торговля, и совершенно иное — государственное финансирование талибов со
стороны Москвы. Ташкент всегда и во все времена осуществлял в
Афганистане
материально-техническое
снабжение
лояльных
себе
формирований этнического узбека генерала Рашида Дустума. Логично
предположить, что и сейчас такое снабжение идет. Куда он потом
перепродает в том числе и топливо, полученное таким путем, собственно его
дело. Говорить о том, что Москва снабжает за свой счет талибов является
очевидной глупостью, как и то, что Москва осуществляет массированные
поставки оружия талибам. Никаких доказательств последним по времени
эпизодам, кстати, несмотря на все потуги американского разведсообщества,
ему получить не удалось. Поэтому совершенно оправданно предположим,
что и с обвинением по вопросу финансирования получится примерно такая
же история.
Но вопрос сейчас не в этом. Дело в том, что Москве абсолютно не нужно
целенаправленно снабжать талибов ни топливом, ни оружием. Все это
делают с равным успехом собственно пакистанцы и иранцы. Российская
сторона в этой ситуации находится над схваткой, но при этом имеет очень
четкие инструменты получения в случае необходимости гарантии сторон
внутриафганского конфликта по тому или иному вопросу своих
национальных интересов.
Как это произошло, кстати, в период вторжения талибов на север
Афганистана более года назад. Напомним, что тогда пуштуны-талибы
совершили в принципе беспрецедентный рейд в северные районы страны, в
котором, кстати, большинство населения принадлежат к другим этносам. А
если точнее — все те же узбеки и таджики, которые ранее практически
всегда по определению позиционировали себя в качестве противников
пуштунов-талибов. Этот момент взятия пуштунами северных районов
практически без боя показал тот очевидный факт, что местная верхушка
исполнительной власти настолько погрязла к коррупции, что уже потеряла
поддержку в общем-то своего традиционного электората. И именно тогда от
руководства талибов прозвучали публичные официальные гарантии Москве с
связи «с ее обеспокоенностью» по поводу возможной дестабилизацией
ситуации в регионе Центральной Азии, которые исключали любое их
наступление на север.
И вот такой формат отношений с талибами и их зарубежными
спонсорами является для Москвы на настоящий момент оптимальным: он
позволяет держать руку на пульсе, оставаться вне прямой вовлеченности в
события в самом Афганистане и при этом решать вопросы своей
национальной безопасности.
Что же касается поставок фактически бесплатно аффилированным с
талибами фирмам топлива и нефтепродуктов с территории Узбекистана, то
корни этого интересного процесса надо искать как раз в том самом рейде
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талибов на север Афганистана в вотчину бывшего некогда полноправного
хозяина этих мест в лице креатуры Ташкента генерала Р.Дустума. Последний
явно ощутил всю пугающую перспективу окончания своего доминирования в
этот районе в силу чрезмерной усталости местного населения от
насаждаемых им коррупционных схем управления местными губернаторами.
Тот рейд талибов в принципе и имел конкретно эту цель плюс демонстрация
Кабулу того факта, что даже их традиционные бастионы поддержки на
севере страны более таковыми не являются. И этот сигнал был очень хорошо
услышан и в Ташкенте, который теперь вынужден вот таким традиционным
для Востока способом гарантировать неприкосновенность зоны влияния
своей креатуры, и самим Р.Дустумом, но только не Кабулом, который до
последнего времени продолжал убеждать американцев в необходимости
дистанцировать Исламабад от переговорного процесса по вопросу поисков
выхода из афганского конфликта.
Что же касается рекомендации МИД РФ британским журналистам из
«Таймс» обратить внимание «на продолжающиеся полеты вертолетов без
опознавательных знаков на контролируемую экстремистами территорию в
различных провинциях Афганистана, за которыми, по утверждению самих
афганцев, стоят и британские спецслужбы», то ничего удивительного в этом
нет. Британцы используют в своих действиях на афганской территории
легендированные партизанские группы, которые работают в том числе и в
рядах талибов. Это началось не вчера, и, судя по всему, не завтра закончится.
Но отметим, что в отличие от российской стороны, британцы в данном
случае вынуждены активно участвовать в афганском конфликте теми же
силами спецназа, что впрочем совершенно не гарантирует достижение
необходимого и желаемого для них результата.
МИД назвал фальшивкой статью о поддержке талибов (Россией)
Антон
Касс.
Деловая
газета
https://vz.ru/news/2017/10/16/891177.html
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Публикация в британской газете The Times о финансировании Россией
талибов является фальшивкой, направленной на отвлечение внимания от
провалов силовой политики НАТО в Афганистане, говорится в комментарии
комментарии департамента информации и печати российского МИД.
«Полагаем, что указанные фальшивки, как и прежние, направлены на
отвлечение внимания международного сообщества от провалов силовой
политики НАТО в Афганистане и являются следствием ревнивого отношения
к стабилизационным усилиям Москвы и ее региональных партнеров, в том
числе по ШОС, на афганском направлении», – говорится в комментарии.
В документе подчеркивается, что Москва не оказывает поддержки
талибам и «последовательно проводит политику помощи» официальному
Кабулу.
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Афганистану Россия оказывает содействие «в становлении в качестве
мирного, независимого, стабильного и экономически развитого государства,
свободного от терроризма и наркотиков», говорится в комментарии.
Отмечается также, что статью The Times МИД разместит на своем
сайте в разделе «Примеры публикаций, тиражирующих недостоверную
информацию о России».
Отметим, в конце сентября во время визита в Афганистан министр
обороны США Джеймс Мэттис раскритиковал Иран и Россию за то, что они,
якобы, продолжают вооружать и поддерживать движение «Талибан».
В конце августа госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон обвинил Россию в
поставках оружия террористам «Талибана». Тогда эти обвинения назвали
беспочвенными и в Москве, и в Пентагоне.
Хаккани обвиняют в дестабилизации ситуации в Афганистане
Haqqanis: Afghanistan's most feared insurgents
The Nation. October 17, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Oct-2017/who-are-thehaqqanis-afghanistan-s-most-feared-insurgents

ISLAMABAD: The rescue of an abducted US-Canadian family
in Pakistan last week has spotlighted their captors the Haqqani network, former
CIA assets now considered one of the most dangerous factions fighting US-led
NATO forces in Afghanistan.
Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who doubles as the Afghan Taliban's deputy
leader, the extremist group has been blamed for spectacular attacks across
Afghanistan since after the US invasion.
Long suspected of links to Pakistan's shadowy military establishment, the
network was described by US Admiral Mike Mullen in 2011 as a "veritable arm"
of Pakistani intelligence.
"When you hear US officials, including in private settings, talking about
what worries them the most, they always talk about the Haqqanis," said analyst
Michael Kugelman, of the Wilson Center in Washington.
- Who are they? The group was founded by Jalaluddin Haqqani, an Afghan mujahideen
commander fighting the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s with the
help of the US and Pakistan.
Jalaluddin gained notoriety for his organisation and bravery, garnering
attention from the CIA and a personal visit from US congressman Charlie Wilson.
A fluent Arabic speaker, Jalaluddin also fostered close ties with Arab
jihadists including Osama Bin Laden who flocked to the region during the war.
Later, Jalaluddin became a minister in the Taliban regime.
Now designated a terrorist group by the US, the Haqqanis are known for
their heavy use of suicide bombers.
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They were blamed for the truck bomb deep in the heart of Kabul in May that
killed around 150 people -- though Sirajuddin later denied the accusation in a rare
audio message.
The network has also been accused of assassinating top Afghan officials and
holding kidnapped Westerners for ransom.
That includes recently released Canadian Joshua Boyle, his American wife
Caitlan Coleman, and their three children -- all born in captivity -- as well as US
soldier Bowe Bergdahl, who was released in 2014.
- Where are they now? Following the US invasion of Afghanistan, Taliban fighters flooded across
the border into Pakistan, where they regrouped before launching an insurgency
against the Americans.
That included the Haqqanis, who coordinated attacks on NATO from across
the border in their stronghold of Miran Shah, the biggest town in North Waziristan,
one of Pakistan's semi-autonomous border tribal areas.
The US has launched repeated drone attacks targeting the group -- including
one late Monday -- while Pakistan's military has conducted successive clearing
operations, though sceptical Afghan officials have noted they always seemed to
miss the Haqqanis.
Pakistan intensified a military operation in the area in 2014, however, and
some militant sources say the pressure has forced many of the Haqqanis
underground or over the border into their Afghan strongholds, claims that AFP
could not confirm.
- Why are they linked to Pakistan? Pakistan sees its arch-nemesis to the east, India, as an existential threat, and
has long sought influence over Kabul as a bulwark against Delhi.
The Haqqanis have frequently been accused of targeting Indian installations
in Afghanistan, spurring speculation they were overseen by Pakistani intelligence
agencies.
"For Pakistan the calculus comes down to India," said Kugelman.
"It views the Haqqanis and also more broadly the Afghan Taliban as a useful
asset to help push back against the presence of India in Afghanistan."
Politicians and retired military officials in Islamabad acknowledge privately
that having open channels with the Haqqanis is vital.
Some stressed the nature of the connection. "There's a difference between
contact and supporting them or being part of them," Mehmood Shah, a retired
brigadier who worked in Pakistan's tribal areas, told AFP.
- What does the US want Pakistan to do? Washington has long pressured Pakistan to crack down on militant groups,
with the Haqqanis a top priority.
US President Donald Trump turned up the heat this summer when he
accused Pakistan of playing a double game in Afghanistan and upbraided
Islamabad for sheltering "agents of chaos".
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Islamabad has repeatedly denied the claims and accused Washington of
ignoring the thousands of Pakistani lives lost in its struggle with militancy.
The recovery of Boyle, Coleman, and their children came weeks later,
with Pakistan using its role in securing their freedom to urge the US to trust it is
doing its best.
But, Pakistan's desire for strategic depth aside, a crackdown on the Haqqanis
might not be easy in a tribal society where social relations matter, warned Pakistani
political analyst Imtiaz Gul.
"You can't simply pluck out somebody because they've gone politically
incorrect," he said.
Встреча в Омане по Афганистану ничем не завершилась.
Muscat moot breaks the ice on stalled Afghan talks
Anwar
Iqbal,
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn,
October
17th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1364311/muscat-moot-breaks-the-ice-on-stalled-afghan-talks

ISLAMABAD/WASHINGTON: Representatives of Pakistan, Afghanistan,
China and the US gathered in Muscat on Monday to rejuvenate the stalled Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) working to restore peace in Afghanistan.
However, sources said that the summit was a ―symbolic gathering‖ that was
meant to set the ball rolling for the four-state forum that has been inactive for over
a year now.
No official statement was issued after the meeting, the sixth such session of
the QCG process, which was stalled after Afghan Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar
Mansour was killed in a drone strike in May last year.
Examine: The problems with our Afghanistan policy
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua, US Assistant Seceratry of State Alice
Wells and Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister Hekmat Khalil Karzai led their
respective delegations.
Although bringing the Afghan government and insurgents to the negotiating
table was one of the main objectives of the QCG, the Taliban had already indicated
that they would not participate in the Muscat meeting.
In a statement, Afghan Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah said that the
quadrilateral meeting would improve Kabul and Islamabad‘s relationship.
―Afghanistan-Pakistan relations will be discussed at the meeting and the
results will be released,‖ Tolo News quoted him as saying.
US engagement seen as tacit endorsement of Islamabad‘s plans to find
political solution to Afghan quagmire
The outlet also quoted a spokesperson for the Afghan foreign ministry as
saying that Kabul expected ―that specific goals should be set for the fulfillment of
the promises made in the past meetings and also for the peace roadmap‖.
The resumption of four-way talks also underlines the US interest in reviving
the stalled mechanism for engaging the Taliban, according to diplomatic observers
in Washington.
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But they are quick to point out that the Taliban‘s absence reduces the already
slim chances of any breakthrough.
Senior South Asian diplomats, however, insist that the talks do indicate a
―softening‖ in the Trump administration‘s attitude towards Pakistan, which
President Donald Trump accused of harbouring dangerous terrorists in his Aug
21speech.
The new South Asia policy that he announced also downplayed the
importance of immediate talks with Taliban, insisting instead on weakening the
militants in the battlefield before resuming talks with them.
―By agreeing to participate in a process that aims to resume talks with the
Taliban, the Trump administration is also showing that it‘s not entirely focused on
the military option,‖ a diplomat told Dawn.
―We were encouraged, just this week, with General Bajwa‘s visit to
Afghanistan… he had very good meetings with Afghan leadership. Our leadership
was engaged in those meetings as well,‖ Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen
Joseph Dunford told the US Congress recently.
The change in President‘s Trump‘s tone came a day after Pakistani security
forces rescued a Canadian-American family from the clutches of their terrorist
captors.
After the rescue operation, the US president said that in the past, he had
openly criticised Pakistan for taking ―tremendous advantage of our country for
many years, but we‘re starting to have a real relationship with Pakistan, and they‘re
starting to respect us as a nation again‖.
Apparently, it was to encourage this change that the Trump administration
decided to back Pakistan‘s efforts to revive the four-nation talks.
In Washington, the talks are being viewed as significant not because they
could lead to an immediate truce with the Taliban, but rather because they provide
an opportunity to Islamabad and Washington to iron out their differences over a
political solution to the Afghan conflict.
Нет никакого прорыва в четырехсторонних переговорах
Афганистану в Омане (нет итогового Заявления).
Breakthrough eludes QCG talks on Afghan peace in Oman
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ISLAMABAD: The four-nation talks on finding ways to revive peace
process in Afghanistan, held in Oman on Monday, appeared to have ended without
any breakthrough. All sides preferred to stay quiet over the first meeting of the
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG).
The QGC, which last met in Islamabad early last year, has been trying to
ease the path to direct talks between the Afghan government and the Taliban.
Unlike the past, no joint statement was issued after the talks involving
Pakistan, Afghanistan, China and the United States. The meeting was held in
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Muscat, Oman. The venue was selected to avoid media scrutiny and unnecessary
hype, said a Pakistani official familiar with the closed door talks.
Quadrilateral meeting begins in Oman with hope for peace in Afghanistan
The official, who wished not to be named since he was not authorised to
speak to the media on the subject, told The Express Tribune that the talks in
Muscat were aimed at discussing options on how to move forward. Expectations
were not high ahead of the meeting since it was taking place after a long gap, the
official insisted.
Also, this was the first meeting of the group under the Trump administration,
which is apparently relying more on the military option than talks to resolve the
16-year-long conflict in Afghanistan.
The QCG was set up in December 2015 during the Heart of Asia conference
in Islamabad. The main aim of the initiative was to make collective efforts for
arranging direct talks between the Afghan government and the Taliban.
The group had five meetings before the process met a dead end after Taliban
chief Mullah Akhtar Mansur was killed in a drone strike by the US in Balochistan
in July 2016.
The four-nation initiative was also marred by differences between its
members – including Pakistan and Afghanistan. Kabul used the forum to accuse
Islamabad of supporting and harbouring the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network. Of late the Ghani administration pushed Pakistan to abandon the option
of dialogue and seek action against the Afghan Taliban.
Indian political role in Afghanistan ‗is a red line‘, Pakistan tells Washington
Islamabad, however, dismissed the allegations and insisted that the option of
use of force would be exercised only after a consensus was achieved among all
group members. Pakistan maintained that a mechanism had to be evolved by all the
four countries for the military option if efforts to bring the Taliban to the
negotiating table failed.
This time, however, Pakistan seemed to have said little about the revival of
the QCG. There was no statement issued by the Foreign Office prior to the meeting
in Oman. One Foreign Office official pointed out that Pakistan attended the Oman
parleys with ‗low expectations‘.
Moreover, the official said, given the previous experiences, Pakistan would
like to first know whether Afghanistan and the US were interested in the peace
process.
Initial reports indicated that the Trump administration was not keen on the
revival of the QCG given the new strategy announced by President Trump for
Afghanistan and South Asia in August.
However, Washington‘s move to send Alice Wells, the Acting Special
Representative for Pakistan and Afghanistan, to the Oman talks suggested that the
Trump administration was not entirely giving up on the option of peace process.
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Пакистан намерен участвовать в Афганском урегулировании, если
США откажутся от привлечения Индии
Indian political role in Afghanistan ‗is a red line‘, Pakistan tells
Washington
Kamran
Yousaf.
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16,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1532237/indian-political-role-afghanistan-red-line-pakistan-tellswashington/

ISLAMABAD: The dramatic rescue of an American-Canadian couple by
Pakistani security forces last week appears to have had a positive effect on the
troubled ties between Islamabad and Washington. Pakistan won rare praise from
top US leadership including President Donald Trump for its security forces‘ swift
action to rescue American Caitlin Coleman and her Canadian husband, along with
their children.
But far from this public bonhomie, senior officials from Pakistan and the
United States had ―intense discussions‖ on thorny issues last week. In fact, the US
delegation, comprising officials from the White House, State Department, and the
Defense Department, was in Pakistan on the day the news of the couple‘s rescue
was officially confirmed by the Pakistan Army.
The interagency US delegation was led by Deputy Assistant to the President
and National Security Council Senior Director for South Asia Lisa Curtis. Other
members of the US delegation included acting US special representative for
Pakistan and Afghanistan Alice Wells, the acting assistant secretary of defence,
and US Ambassador David Hale.
North American couple appear in new Taliban hostage video
A senior Pakistani official familiar with the closed-door meeting at the
foreign office told The Express Tribune that the talks were ―the most frank and
candid‖ between the two sides in recent years.
The agenda was to share each other‘s perspective on a range of issues
including the recent strategy announced by President Donald Trump for
Afghanistan and South Asia.
The official, who requested not to be named because he was not authorised
to speak to the media, said it was not ―one-way traffic‖. He explained that the US
side presented its views and concerns on a range of issues, while Pakistani
authorities also did not mince any words on some of the policies being pursued by
the Trump administration.
Taliban deny former Canadian captive‘s claims of murder, rape
The official disclosed that Pakistan conveyed to the United States that its
cooperation on Afghanistan would depend on how the Trump Administration
―addresses Pakistan‘s genuine concerns on the Indian role in Afghanistan.‖
The US side was told in clear terms that Pakistan would not extend any
cooperation on the issue of Afghanistan if India was given any political role in the
war-torn country.
―We have told them in clear terms that this is our red line,‖ the official
added.
Canadian-American couple‘s mysterious rescue raises new questions
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In his new strategy, unveiled in August, President Trump sought a greater
economic role for India in Afghan affairs while pointing the finger at Pakistan for
not doing enough in the fight against terrorism.
Pakistan has expressed reservations over the new roadmap, insisting that
India can only be a spoiler in Afghanistan.
The official said Pakistan had no objection with India‘s reconstruction
efforts. ―But where is India carrying out all of its so-called economic and
reconstruction activities,‖ he asked rhetorically, before noting that most of their
ventures were close to the Pakistani border.
Islamabad has longstanding concerns that India is using the Afghan soil to
foment violence inside Pakistan.
Rescued US-Canadian family heads back home on PIA flight
The arrest of Indian Navy Commander and RAW agent Kulbushan Jhadav
has often been presented as compelling evidence to substantiate that Indian
intelligence agencies were involved in subversive activities in Pakistan.
When asked whether the US side gave any assurance to address Pakistan‘s
concerns, the official replied, ―They were apparently receptive to our concerns.‖
QCG meeting
Meanwhile, Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua will represent Pakistan at the
meeting of Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) on Afghanistan.
The four-nation talks involving Pakistan, Afghanistan, US and China are
taking place in Oman today (Monday) in the latest push to seek an end to the longrunning conflict in Afghanistan.
The process was suspended last July after Taliban chief Mullah Akhtar
Mansur was killed in a US drone strike in Baluchistan.
The official said the talks agenda was open-ended, but there is not much
hope of any breakthrough in Muscat. Unlike the past, Pakistan opted not to issue
any statement ahead of the talks.
Афганистан ищет в ШОС дополнительную опору
Игорь
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В ходе заседания контактной группы ШОС-Афганистан, которая
прошла в Москве после восьмилетнего перерыва, представитель
официального Кабула заявил о необходимости поддержать полноправное
членство Исламской Республики в организации. С учетом того, что ШОС
рассматривается как сфера влияния России, в экспертной среде видят в
действиях афганского руководства попытку найти дополнительную точку
опоры в условиях, когда ситуация даже ввиду новой стратегии Соединенных
Штатов становится еще более турбулентной.
«Заместитель главы МИД Афганистана заявил на заседании, что
страны должны поддержать наше полноценное членство в ШОС и что
Афганистан с этого момента должен стать постоянным сопредседателем
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контактной группы по Афганистану», – прокомментировал российской
прессе итоги встречи в российской столице директор департамента по
вопросам политики и стратегии МИД Афганистана Мухаммед Ашраф
Хайдари. Отметим, что заседание, в отличие от предыдущих, проходило на
более высоком уровне: государства представляли заместители министров
иностранных дел. Новым было и то, что на заседании присутствовали
недавно принятые в ШОС индийская и пакистанская стороны, для которых
афганский кризис имеет большое значение.
По оценке официального представителя МИД России Марии
Захаровой, диалог о судьбе Афганистана получился обстоятельным. «В ходе
заседания, на котором председательствовал заместитель министра
иностранных дел РФ Моргулов, состоялся обстоятельный обмен мнениями
по вопросам борьбы с вызовами и угрозами безопасности в регионе,
содействия усилиям Афганистана по восстановлению мирного, стабильного
и экономически процветающего государства, – сообщила на своем брифинге
дипломат. – Единодушно почеркнута необходимость углублять дальнейшее
взаимодействие ШОС и Афганистана в рамках этого консультативного
механизма в интересах решения указанных задач». По словам Захаровой,
следующее заседание контактной группы должно состояться в начале 2018
года в Пекине.
При этом в ходе встречи Россия предложила усилить взаимодействие
между Региональной антитеррористической структурой Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (РАТС ШОС) и Афганистаном. «Мы
предложили более активно реализовать потенциал взаимодействия между
РАТС и Афганистаном, Афганистан поддержал наше предложение и выразил
готовность активно работать по решению этой задачи», — рассказал ТАСС
специальный представитель президента РФ по делам ШОС, посол по особым
поручениям МИД Бахтиер Хакимов. По словам дипломата, официальный
Кабул готов участвовать в проектах по развитию транспортной
инфраструктуры, развивать сотрудничество с ШОС в области образования и
подготовки кадровой. «Российская сторона предложила активнее
использовать возможности Университета ШОС и налаживать контакты с
Молодежным советом ШОС», — сообщил Хакимов.
В российской экспертной среде полагают, что ШОС для Афганистана –
это страховка на тот случай, если американская линия в регионе станет
чересчур непредсказуемой. «В Кабуле страхуются от непредсказуемой
политики США, потому что та стратегия, которую провозгласил Дональд
Трамп, не является реализуемой, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» замдиректора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. – Уничтожить радикалов путем
очень незначительного увеличения численности сил США невозможно,
поставка вооружений будет совершена непонятно в каком объеме. Поставка
тяжелых вооружений в виде танков не планируется. Совсем неясно, как
США будут реализовывать то, что сказали. С этой точки зрения Россия
является дополнительной точкой опоры. Использование формата ШОС – это
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для Афганистана еще одна точка опоры в условиях крайне турбулентной
ситуации».
Аналитик отмечает: непонятно, как будет реализовываться политика
США при Дональде Трампе. «Политика всех прежних президентов была не
то, что ошибочной, но была неэффективной, – считает Евсеев. – При
сегодняшнем уровне управления нынешней администрации скорее всего
будет еще более неэффективнее. США серьезно противодействовать не
смогут. Они будут стараться сохранить свое влияние. Однако, скорее всего,
оно постепенно будет уменьшаться и ставиться вопрос – насколько
эффективно тратятся деньги? Во всяком случае я не вижу для США разумной
стратегии, которая помогла бы им нарастить свое влияние. Для них самое
главное – сохранить его, но если они будут тратить весь свой потенциал на
противодействие, полагаю, их влияние может стать еще меньше».
Считается, что вступление в ШОС – довольно долгая процедура.
«Заявка рассматривается очень долго, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» политолог и
востоковед Владимир Сотников. – Индии и Пакистану потребовалось
больше полутора лет. Думаю, для начала Афганистан должен привести
внутреннюю ситуацию к более-менее стабильному состоянию. Тогда заявка,
наверное, будет одобрена всеми полноправными членами ШОС. Сейчас нет
какой-то страны из числа лидеров ШОС, которая бы однозначно
поддерживала эту заявку. Пока ситуация далека от стабильности, поэтому
сложно говорить, что в ближайший год-два Афганистан будет принят на
правах полноправного члена. Рассчитывать на то, что это будет в течение
года, не совсем правильно».
Аналитик указывает на то, что Афганистан сможет войти в
организацию без запрета со стороны своих союзников и спонсоров.
«Афганистан – это не враждебно настроенная по отношению к нам страна, –
отмечает Сотников. – Это страна-партнер, страна, которой мы оказываем
помощь в том числе в военной области. Поставками стрелкового оружия и
подготовкой военных офицеров Афганской национальной армии. Тут я не
вижу каких-то противоречий». Эксперт считает, что в ШОС мало подать
заявку – нужно, чтобы эту заявку еще и приняли. «Еще нужно рассмотреть
все аспекты, связанные с внутренней ситуацией, изучить, какая
террористическая активность существует в Афганистане. Еще может быть
сценарий, при котором через Афганистан и афгано-пакистанское
приграничье будут прорываться боевики «Исламского государство»
(запрещено в РФ) в страны Центральной Азии. Это тоже надо учесть».
Омар Нессар: В спокойном Афганистане заинтересованы многие, но
по-разному
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Тема Афганистана всегда становится ключевой на любых заметных
форумах, посвященных проблемам безопасности. В Москве 11 октября
состоялось заседание контактной группы ШОС-Афганистан. Последнее
такое заседание проводилось в 2009 году. Однако очередное обострение
ситуации в неспокойной стране диктует необходимость активной
деятельности —
в том
числе
и для
превентивных
действий
по нейтрализации угроз, исходящих из Афганистана. А вызовы прежние —
переток боевиков, теперь уже из Сирии в Афганистан, наркотрафик,
разрушенная и требующая восстановления экономика, без чего трудно
вести разговор о стабильности в этой стране. Стабильность же, в свою
очередь, недостижима без примирения противоборствующих групп.
На вопросы корреспондента EADailyотвечает директор Центра изучения
Афганистана (Москва) Омар Нессар.
В прежние годы разговор о переходе боевиков шел в контексте
угрозы государствам Центральной Азии. Эта проблема остается,
но добавились еще переходы из Сирии в сам Афганистан. Можно ли
создать какие-то более-менее надежные заслоны такой нежелательной
миграции?
О перетоке боевиков из Сирии в Афганистан в последнее время говорят
много. Но подтверждений этому нет. Как нет доказательств «интереса»
боевиков к проникновению в страны Центральной Азии. По крайней мере,
сегодня степень такой угрозы невысока. Что же касается исхода из Сирии
в Афганистан — этого тоже нет, во всяком случае, в массовом порядке.
И надолго в Афганистане «сирийцы» не задерживаются. В то же время
проблема экстремизма существует, его рост, расползание террористической
угрозы на север Афганистана. Это давние угрозы, им более 15 лет.
Их уровень то возрастает, то снижается, но они не сходят с повестки дня.
В долгосрочной перспективе их, конечно, надо учитывать.
Одной из задач ШОС провозгласил восстановление экономики
Афганистана. Как точнее — восстановление или создание?
Об участии отдельных стран или альянса ШОС в восстановлении
Афганистана тоже говорится давно. Мы слышали неоднократно о создании
Банка ШОС, Фонда ШОС, еще чего-то… Но на практике не реализован
ни один проект. Когда говорят про Афганистан, то речь больше речь идет
о геополитике. Потому что ШОС и другим игрокам в регионе проблема
Афганистана позволяет «собирать» другие страны по афганской тематике,
подтянуть их. Но чаще получается так, что не столько Афганистан
представляет интерес для собирающихся, сколько сам факт, что на одной
площадке собирается столько стран-участниц. Афганская проблематика
позволяет тем или иным странам использовать ее в своих геополитических
интересах очень эффективно.
Например, на эту площадку хотят подтянуть Туркмению? Это
ввиду очередных угроз со стороны Афганистана? Типа, давайте, окажем
вам помощь в охране границы?
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Об этой угрозе говорят в последние два года. Но у самих туркмен
к вопросу иное отношение. Они не подтверждают сообщения об угрозах
своей безопасности. Вполне возможно, что в позиции Ашхабада после визита
президента России произошли какие-то изменения. Если Туркменистан
подключится к этому совещанию, то это можно однозначно трактовать как
изменение позиции Туркменистана, потому что Ашхабад долгое время,
несмотря ни на что, даже когда в прошлом году в приграничье сложилась
напряженная обстановка, демонстрировал приверженность к избранному
курсу нейтралитета. Они не хотят ни к кому обращаться за военной
помощью.
Но,
повторюсь,
возможно,
после
визита Владимира
Путина в Ашхабад что-то и изменилось в их политике.
Еще одним участником совещания по Афганистану называется
Иран…
Иран уже является наблюдателем организации ШОС. Но вступление
этой страны в организацию заморожено. Ирану нужно продемонстрировать,
что он не находится в изоляции, что несмотря на отношение Запада,
он остается сильной, влиятельной страной, способной играть заметную роль
не только в сирийском вопросе, но и в афганстком, и в центральноазиатском.
Но в свете участия Ирана, я все-таки вернусь к своему тезису о том, что
Афганистан зачастую является «поводом» для общения в широкой коалиции.
Предположу, что совещание пройдет в закрытом режиме, и о чем на нем
договорились — будет знать только круг посвященных.
Китай реализует в Афганистане немало проектов, и ему нужно
обеспечить их безопасность. Как Пекин справляется с этой задачей?
Судя по всему, не очень это удается, поскольку реализация большинства
проектов приостановлена.
У Китая много инфраструктурных проектов. Китай активен
в разработке месторождений, в строительстве, медицине. И Пекин,
безусловно, обеспокоен безопасностью. В глобальном смысле. У него
не только в Афганистане проекты, но и в странах Центральной Азии.
Афганистан, как источник угроз, может представлять потенциальную
опасность для этих проектов. Необходимо отметить, что Китай вне всяких
сомнений лидирует среди стран, которые заинтересованы в стабильности
в Афганистане. Но при этом у Пекина несколько другие подходы к решению
вопроса. Об этом свидетельствует формат, который образовал Китай вокруг
Афганистана. А именно — Совещание с участием Пакистана, Таджикистана,
Афганистана и Китая. Несколько другой состав и другие границы. Всем
нужен процветающий Афганистан, без терроризма, без наркотрафика.
Но подходы к афганской проблематике у всех стран разные.
Что вы скажете о роли России? С Саудовской Аравией вроде
нашли общий язык, с Турцией, теперь проявляется активность
в афганском вопросе. Россия создает имидж или идет к тому, чтобы
стать хозяйкой на Ближнем Востоке?
Исключать ничего нельзя.
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Владимир Евсеев.

После 8-летнего перерыва в Москве состоялось заседание контактной
группы ШОС по Афганистану на уровне заместителей глав МИД
государств, входящих в организацию. Во встрече приняли участие
представители Туркменистана и Ирана. Обстановка в Афганистане
тревожит государства региона. По сути, ни одна из угроз, исходящих
с этой неспокойной территории, на протяжении стольких лет
не устранена. На вопросы корреспондента EADaily по данной тематике
отвечает руководитель отдела Евроинтеграции и развития ШОС
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев.
Повысившаяся активность России по афганской проблематике
вызывает
у некоторых
наблюдателей
подозрения —
уж не намеревается ли она выйти на урегулирование афганской
проблемы по типу сирийской?
Россия с силовым решением вопросов в Афганистан не пойдет. Почему
Россия ввела войска в Сирию? Потому что президент Башар Асад был бы
свергнут в течение нескольких месяцев. У России было два пути: наблюдать,
как его убирают, либо ввести войска и повернуть все в обратную сторону.
Россия использовала силу. В Афганистане вопрос так не стоит. Во-первых,
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признаков свержения правительства в Кабуле в ближайшее время нет
никаких. В Афганистане имеется военное присутствие США и их союзников,
чего в Сирии не было. Во-вторых, есть страны, которые готовы по-прежнему
оказывать значительную помощь Афганистану. И только благодаря этому
правительство Афганистан существует — ведь внутренние доходы (налоги)
не покрывают расходы бюджета. В-третьих, Россия имеет печальный опыт
ввода войск в Афганистан и не хочет повторения событий ни в какой форме.
Также стоит помнить, что целый ряд игроков желает сотрудничества
с Россией по Афганистану.
Поясните, пожалуйста.
Сейчас
наиболее
реально
сотрудничество
по Афганистану
просматривается в рамках взаимодействия трех государств — России, Ирана
и Китая. Партнерство такой тройки возможно, потому что через Китай
косвенным игроком будет Пакистан, а через Иран — Индия. В таком
треугольнике взаимодействие может быть более эффективным при
подключении Таджикистана, а желательно еще Узбекистана и Туркмении.
Проблема понятна. Ситуация на границах ухудшается. Усиливается
нестабильность внутри Таджикистана. Она усиливается, в первую очередь,
за счет все большего участия Саудовской Аравии в делах Душанбе, так что
уже появляются серьезные опасения — как бы Таджикистан не стал точкой
противостояния Саудовской Аравии и Ирана. Можно сказать, что с подачи
Эр-Рияда Душанбе блокирует вступление в ШОС Ирана. Добавим к угрозам
возможный массированный вход боевиков со стороны Туркменистана, и там
тоже возможна смена власти. К внешнему серьезному воздействию
Туркменистан не готов.
В Узбекистане положение не в пример лучше. Но если зайдут с тыла,
т. е. через Таджикистан или Туркменистан, то Узбекистану придется
непросто. Поэтому налицо общая заинтересованность в снижении
напряженности со стороны Афганистана. Россия обсуждает вопрос
с умеренной частью талибана при активном сдерживании Исламского
государства (ИГ — террористическая организация, запрещенная в России
и других странах). Россия, возможно, решится на оказание Афганистану
военно-технической помощи, в частности, по поставкам оружия, ремонту
вертолетов. Это, кстати, и американцы готовы делать. Но войска вводить
по примеру Сирии Россия не собирается. В Афганистане будет другой
формат взаимодействия. Если говорить с позиции стран СНГ, то здесь речь
идет об укреплении границы по периметру. Это интересует все три
государства, которые выходят на Афганистан. Возможно, будет усилен
военный потенциал Таджикистана.
Душанбе согласен?
Самая большая проблема президента Таджикистана Эмомали
Рахмона — его личная безопасность. В сравнении с личной безопасностью,
проблемы безопасности родной страны его волнуют меньше.
По Таджикистану
можно
задействовать
механизм
через
ОДКБ.
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С Узбекистаном
и Туркменистаном
возможно
сотрудничество
на двусторонней основе. Когда президенту Туркменистана Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедову станет окончательно понятно, что в случае чего
американцы спасать его не будут, то вопрос активизации двустороннего
сотрудничества, вплоть до военного, начнет решаться быстро. Но он должен
осознать, что ситуация может обернуться его свержением, потерей им власти
с появлением проблемы личной безопасности. После недавних переговоров
с Владимиром Путиным положение пока не изменилось, оно не дозрело
до той степени, чтобы требовать быстрых решений. Поэтому
Бердымухамедов пока пытается и с американцами сотрудничать, и от России
далеко не уходить. В Москве же спокойно ждут, когда плод созреет и упадет
в руки.
В целом Россия сейчас поднимает тему Афганистана на всех
площадках, где возможно. Она обсуждает ее в рамках ОДКБ, СНГ, ШОС.
Потому что проблема не решается. Буфера, как такового, в северном
Афганистане нет, а потому существует опасность дестабилизация
приграничных районов стран Центральной Азии. Россию это беспокоит,
к сожалению, больше, чем те государства, которые граничат с Афганистаном.
15 лет существует эта проблема…
Центральноазиатские правители не хотят видеть того, что на смену
расколотому «Талибану» приходят либо более радикальные части
«Талибана», типа «сети Хаккани», не говоря уже об ИГ, присутствие
которого «увеличивается». По мере разгрома ИГ в Сирии и Ираке, никто
не сможет исключить того, что боевики оттуда начнут перебираться
и оседать в Афганистане.
Получается, что Россия и на упреждение играет?
Да. Мы пытаемся действовать на упреждение, мы видим, что ситуация
реально ухудшается. И это должны понять, например, в том же
Туркменистане. Ашхабад надеется справиться в случае необходимости
своими ресурсами, мобилизацией, привлечением наемников. Но к серьезным
сценариям вооруженные силы этой страны не готовы. Силовые структуры
Туркменистана сформированы так, что их первостепенная задача —
удержание местного населения. Они не приспособлены для борьбы
с серьезным внешним врагом. И тогда придется вмешиваться России, которая
все еще ждет того момента, когда руководство в Туркмении будет готово
к обсуждению серьезной проблемы в Афганистане.
Какого рода может быть оказана помощь Афганистану, помимо
ремонта техники и поставок некоторых вооружений?
Москва намерена помочь в развитии экономических проектов.
Завершить реализацию начатого проекта по переброске электроэнергии
из Киргизии и Таджикистана — CASA-1000. Транспортные проекты —
строительство
железных
и автомобильных
дорог.
Здесь
есть
заинтересованность Китая. Строительство важного для Ашхабада
газопровода Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия. Но развивать все
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эти проекты есть смысл при другом уровне стабильности в Афганистане,
особенно в ее северной части. Для нас север Афганистана является буферной
зоной. Но непонятно, с кем договариваться. «Талибан» расколот. Кабульское
правительство эти территории не контролирует. Это серьезная проблема.
Китай тоже не против сотрудничества. Но их интересует формат
взаимодействия, поскольку проекты, которые китайцы начали реализовывать
в Афганистане, после активизации боевиков в северной части страны,
заморожены. Сейчас обсуждаются варианты сотрудничества по Афганистану
в треугольнике Москва-Пекин-Тегеран. Для России нет необходимости
в военном присутствии Китая в Афганистане. Ирану это тоже не нужно.
Но ведь
уже
создан
военный
совещательный
формат
сотрудничества
Китай-Афганистан-Таджикистан-Пакистан.
Этого
достаточно?
Есть разные форматы взаимодействия по Афганистану, но они
не решают проблему. Поэтому либо эти форматы должны быть
активизированы, либо найдены новые. Треугольник Россия-Китай-Иран
мог бы сработать с целью некоторой стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане.
Но тогда возникает закономерный вопрос, как быть с США? Ведь если
Россия, Иран и Китай начнут договариваться, то совершенно понятно, кто
этому будет противодействовать.
Кабул отложил переговоры по транзитной торговле с Пакистаном
Kabul puts off transit trade meeting with Pakistan
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
October
11th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1363011/kabul-puts-off-transit-trade-meeting-with-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: Kabul has unilaterally put off a meeting of the AfghanistanPakistan Transit Trade Coordination Authority (APTTCA), a high-level forum set
up to deal with problems hindering smooth implementation of a revised transit
treaty. The last meeting of the authority was held last year.
The suspension of talks is likely to translate into a decline in trade between
the two countries. Pakistan‘s exports to Afghanistan dropped by a significant 27
per cent over the past one year, owing to several factors.
The exports to the neighbouring country had reached an all-time high of $2.4
billion in 2010-11. It remained above the $2bn mark in the following two years —
2011-12 and 2012-13. Since then, exports have dwindled and hit $1.43bn in 201516.
In the first two months (July-August) of the current financial year, exports
were recorded at $213.47 million. This shows that the total exports to Afghanistan
will be about $1bn when the figures for 2017-18 are finalised.
A source told Dawn on Tuesday that the Afghan commerce ministry had
conveyed to Islamabad its decision to postpone the meeting through the Pakistan
High Commission in Kabul. ―We have received a formal letter in this regard,‖ the
source said.
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Step likely to hurt bilateral trade
It said the postponement of the meeting was linked to Kabul‘s demand that
India be included in the bilateral and trilateral transit trade agreements.
Kabul wants to include India in the Trilateral Transit Trade Agreement
between Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tajikistan.
According to the source, Kabul also wanted to gain access to Indian market
and those of the other member countries of the South Asian Association for
Regional Countries through the Wagah border crossing.
Under the treaty, Afghan trucks are allowed to transport goods via a land
route to the Wagah border. However, the trucks are not allowed to transport Indian
goods to Kabul.
―The cost of transportation borne by owners of the trucks is high because of
the one-way traffic allowed,‖ the source said.
According to the source, Pakistan had sent a request to Kabul to share draft
of the amended Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement as agreed at the
last APTTCA meeting.
Foreign Office spokesman Nafees Zakaria confirmed that the APTTCA
meeting had been rescheduled and that the request for the postponement had come
from Afghanistan.
Officials of the commerce ministry here admitted that frequent closure of the
Pak-Afghan border had contributed to the steady decline in exports to the
neighbouring country. In the outgoing fiscal year, the border crossing either at
Chaman or Torkham was closed at least four times. As a result, the uncertainty in
transit trade has increased manifold in the past one year.
In 2016-17 the number of containers of 200 feet travelling to Pakistan fell to
70,305 against 84,583 containers imported the previous year, reflecting a decline
of 16.9 per cent.
According to a source in the Customs department, effective anti-smuggling
efforts made at the border crossings, especially at Chaman, had also served to
reduce the profit margins for smugglers previously willing to bring goods from
across the border after getting them cleared at the Afghan dry ports.
According to the sources, the container flows have declined, but a growth
has been witnessed in the trading of three essential products — frozen chicken,
sugar and edible oil. These products are widely used in Afghanistan.
The sources added that one of the reasons behind the decline in flow of
cargo was the diversion of Afghan trade goods to Iran. However, the Customs
department has no official data to substantiate the claim.
Afghan traders have suffered heavy demurrage, detention and overstay
charges owing to the frequent closure of the Pak-Afghan border. They have called
for a waiver of demurrage which has also created uncertainty.
The Customs sources said the government had taken several steps to
facilitate cargo flows under the transit treaty. Such measures included installation
of trackers and use of mobile enforcement units; use of bonded carriers,
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introduction of WeBoc automated modules, and customs insurance security
equivalent to customs duty and taxes allowed in Pakistan.
At the Pakistani ports, more than 90pc of the cargo was cleared the same
day, the sources said. The scanning was limited to 20pc of the goods and
examination of only five per cent of the containers was random system-based.
Шойгу заявил об ухудшении ситуации в Афганистане (визит в
Таджикистан)
Дмитрий
Зубарев.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/news/2017/10/12/890636.html
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Ситуация в Афганистане динамично меняется не в лучшую сторону,
заявил министр обороны генерал армии Сергей Шойгу в ходе встречи с
главой военного ведомства Таджикистана генерал-лейтенантом Шерали
Мирзо.
«Военно-техническое сотрудничество России и Таджикистана
развивается. Мы проводим много совместных учений, направленных на
уменьшение рисков и повышение стабильности в регионе. Естественно, с
оглядкой на то, что происходит на границе Таджикистана. В первую очередь
я имею в виду Афганистан и угрозы, идущие оттуда в связи с нестабильной
ситуацией, которая меняется. И не в лучшую сторону», - передает РИА
«Новости» слова Шойгу.
По слова министра, речь идет и о помощи, поддержке в модернизации
Вооруженных сил Таджикистана. «Здесь у нас неплохо идет реализация
большой программы. Думаю, сегодня мы можем обсудить дальнейшие этапы
реализации программы», - сказал глава Минобороны.
При этом Шойгу отметил, что «есть вопросы, связанные с работой
российской военной базы». «Думаю, мы их обсудим и найдем приемлемые
решения. Во всем остальном наше сотрудничество в военной и военнотехнической сфере развивается достаточно успешно», - добавил он.
В ходе встречи с министром обороны Узбекистана генерал-майором
Абдусаломом Азизовым Шойгу также заявил, что повышающаяся
нестабильность Афганистана диктует необходимость более тесного
сотрудничества с Узбекистаном в борьбе с международным терроризмом.
«Идет большая работа по укреплению военного, военно-технического
сотрудничества. Нарастание угроз, которые идут со стороны Афганистана,
заставляют нас все более тесно сотрудничать в борьбе и с международным
терроризмом, и по обеспечению безопасности в регионе», - сказал Шойгу
Он отметил, что Россия и Узбекистан - стратегические партнеры не
только на словах. Он поздравил Азизова с назначением на должность
министра обороны Узбекистана и пожелал коллеге успешной работы.
Напомним, ранее директор Федеральной службы безопасности
Александр Бортников заявил, что международные террористические
организации переходят в Афганистан, оттуда они уже пытаются совершать
атаки и против России.
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Пакистан намерен провести встречу 4-х сторонней группы по
Афганистану (Афганистан, Пакистан, США, Китай) 16 окт. 2017 г. в Омане
Pakistan attempts to restart Afghan peace process
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
October
10th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362834/pakistan-attempts-to-restart-afghan-peace-process

WASHINGTON: Pakistan is trying to restart the quadrilateral peace process
for ending the Afghan war and has asked the group members to meet in Muscat,
Oman, on Oct 16.
Afghanistan, the United States, China and Pakistan are members of the
group.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif told VOA Urdu in Washington last week
that Pakistan would play a leading role in this quadrilateral session, aimed at
bringing the Afghan Taliban to the negotiating table.
Also read: After army chief's visit, Afghan president considers trip to
Pakistan
The Quadrilateral Cooperation Group first met in January 2016 and has had
five sessions so far, the last being held in May 2016 in Murree.
The process was plagued by problems from the beginning. First the Taliban
refused to join it unless given the same status as the Afghan government. When
they were persuaded to attend, relations between Kabul and Islamabad strained.
The first four meetings, however, did show some progress. China‘s
participation was particularly encouraging as both Pakistan and Afghanistan set
aside their acrimony to welcome China. Pakistan hoped that China‘s involvement
would answer its main concern, India‘s growing influence in Afghanistan. The
Afghan government hoped that China‘s clout with Pakistan could have helped
persuade Islamabad to improve its ties with Kabul.
The international community too welcomed the quadrilateral talks because
all four countries are seen as crucial to ensuring the success of any peace talks on
Afghanistan.
But during the fifth session, some officials in Kabul leaked news to the
media saying that the reclusive Taliban leader Mullah Omar had died in Karachi in
2013 but Pakistan was hiding this news because it feared losing its influence on the
Taliban.
The revelation derailed the talks as officials from each of the four
governments opted to return to their capitals for consultations. On May 21, 2016,
Mullah Omar‘s successor, Mullah Mansour was also killed in a US drone strike in
Balochistan, which further delayed the peace process.
Since then, Pakistan has made several attempts to restart the talks but none
of the four parties seemed very keen on returning to negotiations.
In Afghanistan, the Taliban increased their attacks on both US and Afghan
government targets. And in the United States, the new Trump administration
concluded that the best way is to force the Taliban to talk.
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At a recent news briefing in Washington, US State Department‘s
spokesperson Heather Nauert expressed doubts about the success of these peace
efforts when she questioned the efficacy of the Taliban‘s non-official diplomatic
post in Qatar.
―We‘ve been now in that war for 16 years‖ but ―they have not been able to
come to any kind of peace and reconciliation, so just by having folks sit around in
Qatar, in probably a pretty cushy life there, has not demonstrated, has not brought
to the table any kind of significant peace efforts,‖ she said.
And during his three-day visit to Washington last week, the Pakistani
foreign minister acknowledged that Pakistan too was losing its influence on the
Taliban.
―At least for our influence on Taliban today, there is mistrust,‖ Mr Asif told
VOA Urdu, adding that he believes Russia ―today has more influence on the
Taliban than Pakistan does‖.
Despite these concerns, all four members of this group want some peace in
Afghanistan and are likely to participate in the Muscat meeting.
But instead of sending their senior officials, as they did to the last five
meetings, they are likely to send mid-level officials to prepare for future talks.
США надеются на помощь Пакистана в деле решения афганской
проблемы.
US seeks Pak help to win Afghan war
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. October 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Oct2017/us-seeks-pak-help-to-win-afghan-war

ISLAMABAD - The United States wants Pakistan to help it in winning the
prolonged war in Afghanistan as the two uneasy allies have resumed the dialogue
process, officials said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Washington was
hoping to get a ―sincere backing‖ from Islamabad as it went for the final push in
the war-torn Afghanistan against terror groups.
―They (the US) have been very clear. They want us to be on their side to win
the Afghan war. The usual ‗do more‘ mantra,‖ said one official at the ministry.
The official said the Pak-US dialogue would focus on Afghanistan and the
war against militancy in Pakistan‘s tribal belt.
Pakistan is expecting US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Defence
Secretary James Mattis in the coming days to discuss the future of the relationship.
The Pak-US ties had gone from bad to worse when US President Donald
Trump, in his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief on August
21st warned: ―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organisations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with our effort in
Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour criminals and terrorists.‖
Trump said military and other aid to Washington‘s nuclear-armed ally was at
stake, if Pakistan did not clamp down on extremists. However, Prime Minister
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Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Khawaja Asif held meetings with the US leaders on the
sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) last month, which
helped improvement in the relationship.
Days later, Asif again visited Washington for meetings with Tillerson and
other officials.
But the foreign minister appeared unwavering from the statements issued by
the US‘ leadership and lashed out at ―hollow allegations‖ about Pakistan
harbouring terrorists as ―not acceptable.‖
As Pakistan awaits top Trump lieutenants, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani is
also preparing to visit Islamabad. This comes after a recent visit of army chief Gen
Qamar Javed Bajwa to Kabul where he met Ghani and other officials.
Another official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that the US had
asked Pakistan to improve the understanding with Afghanistan to defeat the
militants together.
―Washington believes Pakistan, Afghanistan and US can together beat the
militancy and terrorism. They are pressing us for more ‗seriousness‘,‖ he added.
The official said all options to cooperate and defeat the terrorists would be
discussed with the Afghan president during his visit.
Last week, PM Abbasi said Pakistan was not dependent over the US to meet
its military and other requirements.
In an interview with the Arab News, he said: ―If one source dries up, we
have no option but to go to another source. It may cost more, it may consume more
resources, but we have to fight that war, and that‘s what we emphasised to all the
people that we met.‖
The premier added: ―Any sanctions or restraints put on our systems only
degrade our efforts to fight terror, and it affects the whole equation in this region.‖
He said: ―Nobody has fought a bigger war on terror than we have, with our
own resources. Even the most conservative economic estimates of Pakistan‘s
losses are over $120 billion. It has been a very difficult war, but our army has
performed very well.‖
Defense analyst Dr Muhammad Khan said that Pakistan and the US could
succeed in Afghanistan if the Indian interference was curtailed.
―We all know India is involved in promoting the terror groups in
Afghanistan. They are being used against Pakistan. If the US and Pakistan can
work together to end their (India‘s) interference, the Afghan issue could be
resolved,‖ he added.
Dr Khan said the US and the Afghan governments must realise that Pakistan
had always supported peace process in Afghanistan. ―We stood with them even
against Soviet invasion and provided shelters to millions of refugees,‖ he recalled.
Defence analyst former Brigadier Aftab Afzal said that Pakistan was
expecting fruitful talks with the US officials and the Afghan president.
―Unfortunately, the US is supporting to bring India in Afghanistan. This
could damage the peace efforts as India is not sincere in regional peace,‖ he said.
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Afzal said the US was conveniently ignoring the fact that India was using
the Afghan soil against Pakistan.
―Pakistan and Afghanistan must stand united. Together with the US, they
can win the war against terror in Afghanistan and defeat the remnants of the
militants in Pakistan,‖ he maintained.
Что решит афганскую проблему?
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 9.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/09/chto-reshit-afganskuyu-problem/

Уже много лет непрекращающаяся гражданская война в Афганистане
является одним из важных факторов нестабильности во всей Азии,
вызывающим беспокойство всего мира. Многие страны озабочены афганской
проблемой, однако наибольшую угрозу она представляет для близких к нему
стран Средней Азии, а также Казахстана, Китая и России. По-видимому,
именно этим государствам и предстоит вести основную работу по
афганскому урегулированию.
Как известно, с 2001 г. ответственность за судьбу Афганистана на себя
взяли США, начав в этой стране военную операцию. Однако мира в
Афганистане, как известно, по-прежнему нет. За прошедшие годы действия
американцев пока не привели к желаемому результату. Возможно, потому
что США сделали главную ставку на силовое решение проблемы. Как
выяснилось, силовые методы, не дополненные грамотной дипломатией и
социально-экономической политикой, плохо работают против хорошо
вооруженных и подготовленных групп экстремистов, воюющих на своей
земле.
В 2017 г. под контролем «Талибан» (запрещенная в РФ
террористическая организация) оказалась половина территории Афганистана.
Годы войны способствовали укреплению радикальных взглядов и настроили
немалую часть населения против мирового сообщества. Благодаря этому
позиции различных террористических группировок усилились. Все это
превращает Афганистан в источник террористической угрозы для всего
мира.
Однако США продолжают верить, что могут обеспечить порядок в
этой стране силой оружия. В августе 2017 г. американский президент
Дональд Трамп обнародовал новую политику в отношении Афганистана.
Вместо ожидавшегося полного вывода войск он решил увеличить
американский контингент и потребовать того же от союзников США.
Основная задача – переломить ситуацию в пользу афганских
правительственных войск. Также Трамп резко высказался в адрес Пакистана,
пообещав лишить его финансовой поддержки и исключить из числа
союзников США, если он продолжит оказывать поддержку афганским
боевикам и предоставлять им убежище на своей территории.
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Афганское правительство приняло новую американскую стратегию с
большим энтузиазмом. Однако некоторые эксперты считают, что такое
решение Трампа может привести к обострению ситуации и росту
террористической угрозы. В первую очередь с ней могут столкнуться
ближайшие соседи Афганистана – граничащие с ним Таджикистан,
Туркменистан, Узбекистан и Китай, а также расположенные неподалеку
Казахстан и Кыргызстан. Все эти страны сталкивались с угрозой
радикального исламизма на собственной территории и потратили немало сил,
чтобы сдержать ее. Дополнительная «подпитка» радикальных настроений из
Афганистана им точно ни к чему. При этом дестабилизация обстановки в
Центрально-Азиатском регионе является угрозой для южных границ России.
Поэтому именно перечисленные государства наиболее заинтересованы в
мире и стабильности на территории Афганистана.
Тем не менее серьезных возражений против планов Дональда Трампа
от этих стран не последовало. Все они сами находятся в постоянной
готовности оказать вооруженный отпор террористам. Так, Россия, Казахстан,
Кыргызстан, Таджикистан, а также Белоруссия и Армения сотрудничают в
оборонной сфере в рамках Организации Договора о коллективной
безопасности (ОДКБ). Они проводят совместные антитеррористические
учения на территориях всех стран-участниц, а также усиленно охраняют
таджикско-афганскую границу, которую не раз пытались перейти различные
незаконные вооруженные формирования.
Китай также уделяет большое внимание обеспечению безопасности в
регионе. Военные из КНР уже давно помогают Таджикистану охранять
таджикско-афганскую границу, а в марте 2017 г. китайские подразделения
даже приняли участие в совместной операции с афганскими военными на
территории Афганистана. Все перечисленные государства понимают, что в
борьбе с терроризмом без военных методов не обойтись, и поэтому
присутствие международных (в том числе и американских) сил в
Афганистане воспринимают скорее положительно. Однако вопросы
вызывает тот факт, что США вновь придают основное значение военной
составляющей, оставляя без должного внимания меры мирного
урегулирования ситуации. Многие специалисты в связи с этим заявляют, что
Америка готовится «наступить на те же грабли», что и в 2001 г., завязнув в
долгих и бессмысленных боях. Единственный несиловой посыл,
прозвучавший в августовском заявлении Дональда Трампа, – это обращение
к Индии, одному из главных союзников США в Азии, с требованием
финансово помочь в восстановлении разрушенного войной Афганистана.
По-видимому, немалая ответственность за мирную составляющую
стабилизации в Афганистане ложится на его соседей. К счастью, они уже
ведут активную деятельность в этом направлении. Огромное значение имеет
социально-экономическое развитие страны – создание рабочих мест и
повышение уровня жизни населения. Нужны крупные промышленные,
инфраструктурные, энергетические проекты, подкрепленные большими
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инвестициями. К таким проектам можно отнести китайский транспортный
проект «Новый Шелковый путь» (НШП), в рамках которого с августа 2016 г.
между Китаем и Афганистаном началось железнодорожное сообщение. Еще
один важный для Афганистана проект – газопровод ТАПИ (Туркменистан –
Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия). Соглашение о строительстве ТАПИ было
подписано еще в 2010 г., однако реализация осуществлялась с большими
задержками. Этому способствовала не только тревожная обстановка в
Афганистане, но и разногласия между Индией и Пакистаном. Кроме того,
проект ТАПИ нашел противника в лице КНР. Дело в том, что Китай является
основным покупателем туркменского газа. Отсутствие других крупных
покупателей вынуждает Туркменистан продавать газ по недорогой цене.
Запуск ТАПИ мог бы изменить ситуацию, заставив КНР платить больше.
При этом проект газопровода активно поддерживается американцами, и
Китай мог воспринимать его как очередное поле китайско-американской
конкуренции.
Тем не менее ТАПИ мог бы стать фактором стабилизации для
Афганистана, и это очень важно для КНР. Следует напомнить, что с
Афганистаном граничит довольно неспокойный участок Китая – СиньцзянУйгурский автономный район, в котором периодически активизируются
сепаратистские настроения. Дополнительное проникновение в этот район
радикальной идеологии из Афганистана может стать угрозой для
суверенитета КНР. Поэтому, скорее всего, Китай пожертвует дешевым газом
и не будет препятствовать проекту ТАПИ, чтобы уберечься от таких
неприятностей.
Сейчас КНР поддерживает в том регионе другой проект, похожий на
ТАПИ, – газопровод «Мир», идущий из Ирана в Пакистан, который можно
продлить до Китая. Некоторые эксперты считают, что из-за этого Пакистан
может отказаться от ТАПИ, что сделает его строительство невозможным.
Однако есть и другое мнение. Возможно, Китай строит «Мир» именно для
того, чтобы заменить иранским газом туркменский, который в скором
времени может пойти по трубам ТАПИ. А Пакистану, возможно, придется
одобрить на своей территории оба трубопровода. Как упоминалось выше, Д.
Трамп в своем августовском заявлении сделал ряд резких выпадов в адрес
Пакистана, который является партнером США и получает от них
значительную финансовую помощь. Американский президент не говорил о
ТАПИ, но тон его заявления указал на готовность оказывать давление на
Пакистан, если тот будет мешать урегулированию ситуации в Афганистане.
Однако гораздо большее влияние на Пакистан, чем США, имеет Китай.
Если КНР поддержит ТАПИ, по территории Пакистана пролягут два
трубопровода. Газопровод «Мир» также косвенно будет способствовать
безопасности в регионе. Ведь Пакистан также не раз обвинялся в поддержке
экстремистских организаций, в их финансировании, предоставлении им
убежища на своей земле и поставке рекрутов, а международный трубопровод
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не только повышает благосостояние населения, но и дает построившим его
странам право совместно обеспечивать безопасность на его территории.
Есть и другие международные проекты, которые будут способствовать
социально-экономическому развитию Афганистана и перенаправлению
жизни афганского народа в мирное русло. В заключение можно сказать, что,
несмотря на то, что соседи Афганистана и страны ОДКБ не высказали
больших возражений против плана США сохранить и увеличить свое
военное присутствие в Афганистане, окончательное решение афганской
проблемы возможно только путем переговоров и разностороннего
сотрудничества. Основную работу в этом направлении ведут Китай, Индия и
другие страны региона, а американские военные должны играть лишь
вспомогательную роль. Руководству США стоит помнить об этом, если оно
желает когда-нибудь закончить изматывающую войну, самую длинную в
своей истории.
"Талибан": мы воюем, а не сотрудничаем с ИГ
https://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2941379&cid=9. 9 октября 2017

Движение "Талибан" официально опровергло информацию о
возможном взаимодействии с террористами группировки "Исламское
государство" (обе группировки запрещены в РФ).
Как передает ТАСС, об этом заявил представитель талибов Забихулла
Муджахид.
Он рассказал, что руководство движения отдало приказ своим бойцам
решительно пресекать любые действия игиловцев и уничтожать их, как
людей, которые убивают ни в чем не повинных мусульман.
По словам Муджахида, любые сообщения о том, что "Талибан" якобы
сотрудничает с ИГИЛ, являются происками проамериканских сил, чтобы
укрепить позиции США в Афганистане.
Напротив, ИГ объявило в июне 2017 году войну талибам, которые
были названы "лицемерами и пособниками неверных". В ответ на это
"Талибан" принял решение дать отпор противнику.
Ранее некоторые афганские СМИ сообщили со ссылкой на
руководителя полиции провинции Кандагар на юге Афганистана генерала
Абдулу Разика о том, что лидер движения мулла Хайбатулла Ахунзода
приказал своим подчиненным избегать столкновений с боевиками
"Исламского государства".
Афганское руководство просит отдать 5 влиятельных боевиков из
пакистанской тюрьмы, которые могут помочь в решении афганской
проблемы
Afghan peace: Kabul asks Islamabad to hand over five top imprisoned
militants
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Afghanistan has asked Pakistan to hand over five top militant commanders
imprisoned in the country. According to the government in Kabul, the militants can
play a key role in Afghan for peace and reconciliation.
Adviser to the Afghan President on reconciliation and peace Affairs
Muhammad Hanif Atmar recommended the names on the sidelines of the 72nd
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) session in New York last month, an
Afghan journalist told The Express Tribune.
According to the adviser, he had handed over a list to Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif comprising 35 commanders, five of whom have a say in the Taliban
Shura and could play a role for peace in war-ravaged Afghanistan.
Meetings between the two sides on the sidelines of the UNGA, followed by
the recent visit of army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa to Kabul paved the way
for Afghan President Ashraf Ghani‘s visit to Islamabad in the near future.
Not tired of Afghan war, Taliban say
Another Afghan interior ministry official present at the Kabul meeting
revealed names of the five commanders, including co-founder of Afghan Taliban
Mullah Ghani Baradar, senior members of the so-called Quetta Shura Mullah
Ahmadullah Nani, Mullah Sammad Sani, and Mullah Suliman Agha who was
arrested from a seminary in Quetta‘s Satellite Town along with four others on
October 11, 2014.
The two sides had agreed in principle to ink an agreement in the next session
in Islamabad to exchange prisoners jailed on either side of the border.
However, the two neighbouring countries do not have a formal agreement in
place for the exchange of prisoners.
―Pakistan had also shared its concern with Afghan president about
insurgency in Fata and Balochistan, with Kabul assuring that their soil will not be
used against the brotherly country,‖ an interior ministry official who was part of
the delegation told Afghan journalists.
Civil and military leaders will also sign an agreement to inform each other if
one of the countries initiates a military operation along the border.
США поставят в Афганистан современные ударные вертолеты UH-60
Black Hawk
New US helicopters mark major change for Afghan air force
The Express Tribune. October 8, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1525752/new-ushelicopters-mark-major-change-afghan-air-force/

KANDHAR: Senior Afghan and American officials welcomed the arrival of
new US-made military helicopters on Saturday, beginning a process that will
radically transform the young Afghan air force.
While the plan for new UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters has been in the
works for some time, it forms a major part of the US-led military coalition‘s
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training efforts, which were expanded under proposals approved by President
Donald Trump in August.
―It‘s a modernization of their program that will allow them to project power
throughout Afghanistan,‖ said Lieutenant Colonel Trent Alexander, a US military
adviser to the Afghan air force.
Afghan security forces killed in ‗friendly fire‘ incident
―While transitioning to the Black Hawk will not be a quick task, it will not
be a difficult task.‖ At a ceremony at Kandahar Airfield in southern Afghanistan,
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani formally accepted the first new helicopters, calling
it a ―historic day‖ that would allow the air force to better respond to the demands
on the security forces.
The Russian-designed Mi-17 helicopters that currently form the backbone of
the Afghan air force worked well for crews used to Russian equipment, but
deteriorating relations between Moscow and Washington meant that the Americans
were unable to provide new parts and aircraft to replace the overworked aircraft.
―The Mi-17 was a great aircraft and it brought the Afghans the ability to be
capable, however, with the introduction of the UH-60 they are now sustainable,‖
Alexander said.
Poverty forces child soldiers into endlessly replenishing Afghan Taliban
ranks
Taliban reaction
By 2024 the US plans to provide the Afghans with at least 159 Black
Hawks, including 58 fitted with extra rocket pods and machine guns to provide
close air support, a fleet that will dwarf the fewer than 40 Mi-17s currently
operational.
The Black Hawks will cost the American government almost $8 million a
piece, officials said, after a process that completely refurbishes and upgrades US
Army surplus aircraft.
So far only two training Black Hawks have arrived, with the delivery of
several additional helicopters delayed by the US military‘s humanitarian response
to hurricanes in the Caribbean.
Three-day moot: Envoys conference on Trump‘s Afghan strategy kicks off
Retraining an Afghan pilot to fly the Black Hawk takes about five to six
months, said Alexander. Members of the first class of six pilots said they were
excited over what they view as more modern helicopters.
―Black Hawks are manoeuverable because they are smaller than the Mi-17,
so will be more capable during fighting, carrying soldiers, or cargo,‖ said one pilot,
Zabihullah Dorandish.
The Afghan pilots are expected to begin flying their own missions in the
Black Hawks by early next year, officials said. A Twitter feed attributed to Taliban
spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid warned that the aircraft would do nothing to
change the war.
US and Afghan leaders ―should remember that our fight is not based on
technology but is an ideologically motivated fight,‖ he said.
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Афганские талибы отказались воевать с ИГ
https://lenta.ru/news/2017/10/07/afghan/. 7 октября 2017.

Лидер движения «Талибан» в Афганистане Хебатулла Ахундзада
(Hebatullah Akhundzada) приказал членам организации прекратить
столкновения с боевиками террористической группировки «Исламское
государство», поскольку у этих движений «общие цели». Об этом в субботу,
7 октября, сообщает телеканал 1TV News.
Источники телеканала в службе безопасности указали, что это
произошло около 10 дней назад, когда Ахундзада прибыл в провинцию
Гильменд на юге страны на встречу руководства боевиков.
В апреле 2015 года стало известно, что боевики «Исламского
государства» и «Талибана» объявили друг другу священную войну (джихад).
Конфликт между двумя террористическими организациями начался после
того, как лидер ИГ Абу Бакр аль-Багдади назвал муллу Мохаммада Омара —
основателя «Талибана» — «дураком и неграмотным военачальником»,
который не заслуживает «ни духовного, ни политического доверия». В ответ
лидер талибов заявил, что ни один из членов движения не встанет под
знамена «Исламского государства», а флаги группировки никогда не
появятся на афганской земле.
Пакистан принимает меры против новой стратегии США на афганском
направлении
Карпов Д.А. 6 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38200

Американское экспертное сообщество практически солидарно
отмечает, что новая стратегия США на афганском направлении встречается
сейчас с растущими вызовами со стороны Пакистана. При этом основным
раздражающим фактором для Исламабада в данном контексте является курс
Вашингтона на более активное вовлечение Нью-Дели в афганский конфликт.
Даже несмотря на то, что, как мы и предполагали ранее, Индия уже
обозначила свою «неготовность» направлять свои войска в Афганистан в
рамках совместной миссии США и их союзников по НАТО. Но и без этого
условия пакистанская элита восприняла такое заявленное стремление США
«усилить индийский компонент в афганском досье», как фактическое
«объявление войны». И в этой связи американские эксперты отмечают
новые элементы стратегии Межведомственной разведки (МР) Пакистана в
рамках противодействия этой новой стратегии. Среди них надо отметить
согласие Исламабада на начало процесса трансформации в политическую
партию группы «Джамаат Аль-Дава», которая является по сути
политическим крылом известной террористической группы «Лашкар еТойба», которая концентрирует свои усилия именно на индийском
направлении. Новая партия уже получила свое название Milli Muslim League
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(MML). Таким образом, Исламабад фактически вводит в свое юридическое
поле группировку, которая до сих пор находится под санкциями ООН.
Снова удивимся наивности американских экспертов, которые на
полном серьезе отметили в этой связи продолжающийся раскол в рядах
политической и военной элиты Пакистана, что, по их оценке, должно в
конечном счете сыграть свою роль в убеждение Исламабада сесть за стол
переговоров с Кабулом на условиях Вашингтона. Поводом для таких
глубоких анализов стал протест со стороны министра юстиции страны,
который выступил против официальной легализации MML. И протестовал он
именно в связи с имеющимся режимом санкций с стороны ООН.
В данном случае огорчим американцев: все эти маневры являются
необходимой частью сохранения «юридической чистоты» процесса с точки
зрения выдвижения международных юридических исков. При этом MML
получила третье место на недавних местных выборах в Лахоре и собирается
участвовать в общепакистанских парламентских выборах.
Таким образом, Исламабад укрепляет через радикальные группы
степень контроля над ситуацией в приграничных к Индии районах. И в
зависимости от складывающейся ситуации степенью управления этими
настроениями в своих целях. При этом отметим, что американцы сами
нивелировали даже малейшую возможность такого раскола пакистанских
элит просто в силу своего крена в сторону повышения статуса Нью-Дели в
вопросах афганского урегулирования. Одновременно пакистанские силовики
активизировали кампанию по «дерадикализации приграничных с
Афганистаном зон». Основной целью этой кампании эксперты полагают
установление полного контроля над этими районами со стороны аппарата МР
и предотвращения таким образом инфильтрации проафганских тергрупп
(типа «Техрик Талибан») на территорию «зоны племен». Использование
таких групп из бывших талибов в общем-то широко практикуется
афганскими спецслужбами в рамках «ответных ударов» для совершения
локальных терактов в отношении пакистанских военных и отдельных
пропакистанских лидеров талибов.
Еще одной целью пакистанцев в данном случае является и
блокирование попыток инфильтрации групп афганского «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России), которые находятся в катарской
орбите влияния, в «зону племен» с целью дестабилизации там обстановки.
Само по себе, это кстати, говорит о том, что Исламабад и Доха не
договорились о консенсусе на афганском направлении, хотя такие попытки в
начале этого года и предпринимались. При этом пакистанские спецслужбы,
по оценке американцев, одновременно работают над повышением боевого
потенциала афганских талибов и группы Хаккани.
В этой связи любопытен вывод американских экспертов о возможности
принуждения Исламабада в конечном счете принять план Вашингтона по
выходу из кризиса в Афганистане. Среди основных инструментов такого
прессинга называется резкое снижение уровня прямой военной помощи. Но
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она и так сейчас сокращена с 5 млрд в год в 2010 году до 1 млрд в этом. Это
предел сокращения ровно по той причине, что у Исламабада имеется в
резерве ядерное оружие, и система безопасности этих арсеналов в этой связи
будет финансироваться США вне зависимости от их настроений по
отношению к афганской стратегии Исламабада.
Если же Вашингтон решит воздействовать на Пакистан путем
исключения этой страны их числа стратегических партнеров США вне
НАТО, то это автоматически означает крен Исламабада в области ВТС в
сторону Москвы и Пекина. Что собственно и так уже происходит очень
раздражающими Вашингтон темпами.
К тому же в руках пакистанцев вся основная логистика материальнотехнического снабжения американского контингента в Афганистане. С
учетом блокирования Москвой центральноазиатского транзита, пакистанский
маршрут остается в приоритете у Пентагона и его союзников по НАТО.
Альтернативы
просто
нет.
Особенно
с
учетом
планов
по
количественному наращиванию этого контингента. При этом Исламабад уже
заявил о том, что такой транзит может быть прекращен в случае
продолжения Вашингтоном своей нынешней практики по активизации
участия Нью-Дели в афганском конфликте.
Эксперты при этом отмечают, что это скорее пока больше «пугалка»,
но при этом Исламабад очень четко нажал на самое больное место
Пентагона. Одновременно он предпринял и жесткие дипломатические шаги:
был отменен визит госсекретаря США Рекса Тиллеросона, а американские
дипломаты должны теперь заявлять предварительно о своих поездках по
Пакистану. Одновременно посольству США рекомендовано отказаться о
практики общения своих дипломатов с чиновниками высшего ранга в
исполнительной власти Пакистана. Но все это пока только булавочные
предупреждения США о том, что их нынешняя политика на афганском
направлении является, по мнению пакистанских властей, ошибочной. По
оценкам американских экспертов, ожидать более серьезного осложнения
отношений в данном аспекте сложно, но и вариантов для дальнейшей
давления на Исламабад у Вашингтона сейчас фактически нет.
Афганистан все больше становится частью Южной Азии
Afghanistan as South Asia
Saadia Gardezi. The Nation. October 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/06-Oct2017/afghanistan-as-south-asia

It is becoming clear that Afghanistan is increasingly an integral part of South
Asia. It may not feature in the ―official‖ categorisation of South Asian states
(Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka), but it
impacts the two most important states of the region, Pakistan and India. There is no
question of sorting out Pakistan and India‘s issues with each other without the
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country featuring somehow in the discussion. The Cold War in Afghanistan and
the US War on Terror have made sure of that.
This is an odd question of geographical re-categorisation. Since Afghanistan
has been made part of the SAARC organisation, and the US mashes up security
policy for Pakistan and Afghanistan, should journalists and academics not study
the country as a South Asian one?
Realistically, Afghan way of dress and social interaction can only be
described as being dominantly Afghan rather than anything else. Afghans are their
own category and probably won‘t feel compelled to associate strongly with such
groupings. Though the thrust of culture may be Central Asian, its future survival
will always be tied to South Asia.
Traditionally, Afghanistan is considered Central Asian, then Middle Eastern,
then South Asian. The Middle Eastern categorisation makes little sense and is
probably the result of Western ignorance. Additionally Afghanistan‘s Persian link,
to Iran and beyond, has no real impact on the Middle East, and Central Asian and
South Asian cultural practices and ethnic links dominate. The dominant languages
are Persian, Pashtu, Uzbeki and Turkmen. In 1991, the Central Asian states of
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan (along with Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan
farther north) became independent states with the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Afghanistan was never a part of the Soviet States and thus has a divergent history
from Central Asian states.
Additionally, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan share borders with
Afghanistan that collectively span more than 2,000 kilometers (about 1,240 miles).
The Afghan border with Tajikistan, along the eastern edge of Afghanistan, makes
up more than half of that distance. This border is mountainous and poorly
demarcated, and the topography of Afghanistan‘s frontiers with Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan is largely deserted. The Durand Line in contrast has been must more
important and controversial as the ribbon that divided a common ethnicity. The
sheer resistance on the part of Afghans to truly accept the Durand line also points
to the fact that either northern Pakistani populations can be considered ―Central
Asian‖ (which is a bit of a stretch), or that these Afghan and Pashtun communities
are truly South Asian (a shorter stretch). This is not too much of a reclassification.
The region has such diversity in it already, that adding more geographical and
ethnic diversity to the mix does not feel out of place and there is a history of precolonial empires in Afghanistan that have stretch into the sub-continent, interacted
with local Muslim rulers (whether it was fighting with them, or allying with them).
The point of this discussion about where to fit Afghanistan is to formally
integrate Afghanistan into the way we think about South Asian security so that
policy routes can be better anticipated. There has been widespread discomposure in
Pakistan over the fact that India is becoming a major security and trading partner
with Afghanistan, even though Pakistan has been hosting refugees and stands as
America‘s punching bag to distract the US from its own failures in Afghanistan. It
is not enough to study the South Asia as one unit, academically or otherwise.
Security is Pakistan‘s major concern, and most scholarship on South Asian
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international relations has to do with the problem of security. This is the first place
where researchers must do away with distinctions, and fully incorporate
Afghanistan into their research. We will soon come to find, that even the Kashmir
issue can‘t be discussed without acknowledging the US-India and India-Afghan
nexus that encircles Pakistan and reduces its foreign policy options.
This may seem just an academic discussion, but in the real world, may
policy makers have come to realise that labels matter. If Afghanistan is South
Asian, the corollary is that it is geographically and culturally more closely
associated with Pakistan. If it is Central Asian, it is almost a different species we
don‘t really know or understand. We need Afghanistan to feel the historic
association. We need to clarify that Indian proliferation in the country will only
antagonise communities in Pakistan that have centuries of shared history. India
opens the Afghan people to a future of religious conflict with a power that many
will see as the Indian coloniser, rather than a benevolent force, as the current
Afghan current government is trying to portray. The invasion is happening without
India having to fire a shot, aided by capitalism and effective propaganda against
Pakistan.
Pakistan opens Afghanistan to the CPEC and to China, leading it back to
Central Asian warmth. India only promises extraction and trade deficits.
Afghanistan should learn from Pakistan‘s mistake with the US, and think of its
territorial integrity before it give into Indian plans. Afghanistan‘s future is South
Asian, as it is this neighbourhood and its international allegiances that most
impacts the country and its survival.
If Afghanistan is South Asian, the corollary is that it is geographically and
culturally more closely associated with Pakistan. If it is Central Asian, it is almost
a different species we don‘t really know or understand.
Нежелание Индии направлять войска в Афганистан связаны с
отрицательным отношением к этому со стороны Пакистана, - подчеркнул
Маттис
No Indian troops in Afghanistan because of Pak. considerations, says
US
The Hindu. 5.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/no-indian-troops-inafghanistan-because-of-pak-considerations-says-us/article19800789.ece?homepage=true

Mattis insisted that an open border trade between India and Pakistan would
help in bringing regional stability.
US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis has said that India‘s decision not to send
its troops to Afghanistan was in view of Pakistan‘s considerations as this would
bring in new complexities in the region.
Mr. Mattis praised India‘s contributions to the war-torn country before
lawmakers at House Armed Services Committee, saying New Delhi has adopted a
holistic approach in its assistance towards Afghanistan.
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―It is really a very holistic approach that India is taking. You‘ll notice I left
off (Indian) boots (soldiers) on the ground because of the complexity that would
bring to Pakistan,‖ Mr. Mattis said in response to a question from Congressman
Doug Lamborn during the Congressional hearing on South Asia.
―We‘re trying to make this an inclusive strategy and we don‘t want them to
get a sense that they‘re vulnerable to any Indian Army people from their western
flank, that‘s not necessary,‖ Mr. Mattis said.
Open border trade between India, Pakistan
The defence secretary insisted that an open border trade between India and
Pakistan would help in bringing regional stability.
―If there‘s any way for Pakistan and India to open their border to trade at
great economic advantage to both of the countries, it would be a big help across the
region,‖ he said.
Stability can follow economics as much as stability enables economics, he
added. He hoped that they will eventually see that happen.
―I believe India wants that to happen, but it‘s very hard to do that if your
concern is that you open the border to one thing, and you get something else,‖ Mr.
Mattis said in an oblique reference to cross-border infilteration.
Responding to a series of questions on the Indian role in Afghanistan, Mr.
Mattis said, ‖ New Delhi has been generous over many years with Afghanistan.
Because of its very generous funding over the years, India has achieved a degree of
affection from the Afghan people as a result. They intend to continue this effort
and broaden it. Furthermore, they are providing training for Afghan military
officers and NCOs at their schools.‖
Rehabilitation of Soviet-era equipment
India, he said, is willing to do rehabilitation of Soviet-era equipment until
they are replaced with American. That will take years, he noted.
Furthermore, India has been providing and will continue to provide training
for Afghan Army doctors and medics in the field so that the Afghan Army is able
to take casualties and better sustain themselves thing, he said.
Mattis said there are many areas where India and the US are natural partners
for each other. The two countries, he said, are deepening and broadening the
military-to-military relationship.
―But it is not an exclusive strategy, exclusive of anyone. Any nation that
wants to be part of the counter-terror effort and this stability effort in South Asia,
can sign up,‖ he said seeking to allay Pakistan‘s concern of being excluded.
It‘s open to any nation that wants to move against terrorism and remove this
threat to all civilised nations.
Referring to his talks with the Indian leadership, Mr. Mattis said US does not
need to convince Indians that it doesn‘t have nefarious designs on the Indo-Pacific
area.
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«Визит Баджвы в Кабул способствует решению афганской проблемы»,
- считает генерал Маттис.
Bajwa‘s visit to Kabul presages new chapter in resolving Afghan
conflict: Mattis
Dawn, October 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1361833/bajwas-visit-to-kabulpresages-new-chapter-in-resolving-afghan-conflict-mattis

WASHINGTON: Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa‘s visit to
Kabul earlier this week presages a new chapter‘ in ending the Afghan conflict, says
US Defence Secretary James Mattis.
Appearing before two congressional panels on Tuesday, Secretary Mattis
also revealed that the United States had chalked out a plan for reengaging Pakistan
for resolving bilateral differences.
―Right now, based on a very recent visit by the chief of army staff from
Pakistan, there is actually optimism [here] and in Kabul that his visit presages a
new chapter,‖ Mr Mattis told the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Secretary Mattis and Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen Joseph Dunford
appeared before the Senate and House Armed Services Committees to brief
lawmakers on the situation in Afghanistan.
―We were encouraged, just this week, with General Bajwa‘s visit to
Afghanistan…He had very good meetings with Afghan leadership. Our leadership
was engaged in those meetings as well,‖ said Gen Dunford.
Mr Mattis said the US assistant secretaries and national security staff would
visit Pakistan soon for talks on how to reengage Islamabad in efforts to eradicate
terrorism. And these visits will be followed by himself and Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson, he told the House Armed Services Committee.
―I would like to think we will be successful,‖ but that the United States ―has
an enormously powerful number of options‖ if not, said Mr Mattis.
―I think that right now with the growing consensus against terrorism, they‘ll
find themselves diplomatically isolated, they‘ll find themselves economically in
increasing trouble as countries that are damaged by this terrorism coming out of
there say enough is enough and take steps,‖ he said.
In the morning session, Mr Mattis told the committee that the US would try
―one more time‖ to work with Pakistan on the Afghanistan front before President
Donald Trump turned to ―other options‖ to address Islamabad‘s alleged support for
militant groups.
At the House committee, Gen Dunford accused Pakistani intelligence
agencies of having links with certain terrorists group and urged them to sever those
ties.
―I think it‘s clear to me that the ISI has connections with terrorist groups,‖
said the general while responding to a question from Senator Joe Donnelly.
―Gen Dunford, is it your sense that the ISI is still helping the Taliban?‖
Senator Donnelly asked.
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Gen Dunford said he believed a multilateral approach might help in bringing
changes in Pakistan‘s behaviour. Secretary Mattis backed this claim,
acknowledging that Pakistani intelligence agencies were helping the Taliban.
―We have seen havens left to the terrorists‘ own devices. We have seen the
government of Pakistan come down on terrorism, while ISI appears to run its own
foreign policy,‖ he said.
Mr Mattis said the Trump administration was very clear and firm in what it
expected from Pakistan and was using all options to bring about that change.
―There are a number of lines of effort being put together now in Secretary of
Treasury‘s office, Secretary of State‘s office, my own office, the intel agencies.
We are also working with Secretary General Stoltenberg to ensure that Nato‘s
equities are brought to bear,‖ Mr Mattis said, responding to a question on why
would Pakistan change its mind on terrorist safe havens this time.
But committee chairman Senator John McCain said he feared that ―we still
do not know what specific steps the United States will take to convince or compel
Pakistan to change its behaviour, or what costs we will impose if Pakistan fails to
do so‖.
Американские оценки ситуации в Афганистане далеки от реалий
Карпов Д.А. 4 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38156

Поддержка движения «Талибан» не находится в интересах России и
Ирана, и Пентагон не готов сделать однозначный вывод по поводу того, о
какой поддержке талибов может идти речь. Об этом заявил во вторник
министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис во время слушаний в комитете
Палаты представителей по делам вооруженных сил. «Поддерживать их
[«Талибан»] не в интересах России, не в интересах Ирана и однозначно не в
интересах народа Афганистана», — сказал он, отвечая на просьбу сенатора
прокомментировать сообщения о поддержке Россией и Ираном движения
«Талибан».
«Это едва ли поддается объяснению, зачем им делать что-то, что не в
их интересах. Я не готов однозначно сказать, о чем именно может идти речь.
Я хотел бы увидеть доказательства того, насколько значительна оказываемая
поддержка. В это трудно поверить: многие иранские дипломаты были убиты
талибами, у России также было много проблем с терроризмом в Южной и
Центральной Азии», — добавил Мэттис. «Так что это не имеет никакого
смысла. Нужно прояснить ситуацию», — подчеркнул министр.
Министерство иностранных дел России за последние месяцы несколько
раз отвергало обвинения в поддержке талибов. Такого рода утверждения
звучали в том числе со стороны некоторых представителей администрации
США и отдельных должностных лиц Афганистана. В конце июля
официальный представитель МИД Мария Захарова заявила радиостанции
«Говорит Москва», что «в американских СМИ развернута кампания по
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дезинформации на тему якобы вооружения Россией «Талибана» в
Афганистане».
Из откровений главы Пентагона следует только один вывод —
американцы вообще слабо понимают происходящее сейчас в Афганистане.
Американские военные вспоминают о каких-то «убитых иранских
дипломатах» и «террористических угрозах в Центральной Азии». Причем
совершенно непонятно, при чем здесь талибы. А вернее — нынешнее
содержание этого движения. Либо у американцев совершенно не работает
разведка и аналитика, либо министр обороны сознательно лукавит перед
своими «зашоренными» сенаторами, прекрасно отдавая себе отчет в том, что
говорить о каком-то прогрессе, воюя (пусть и опосредованно) не только
собственно с талибами, но и еще с иранцами и русскими однозначно означит
фиаско. По крайней мере, мотивировка главы Пентагона говорит именно о
таком варианте. Он сознательно смешивает времена кризиса в Афганистане,
собирая все в одну кучу и явно путает причину, следствия, временную
конъюнктуру и причины вспышки террористической активности в
Центральной Азии. Грубо говоря, в голове Дж.Меттиса просто нет
системного понимания обстановки. При этом ни у одного сенатора США не
возникло ни одного хотя бы уточняющего вопроса.
В этой связи в принципе министр должен был рассказать сенаторам,
что огульная антииранская кампания, на острие которой постоянно находятся
спекуляции по вопросу выхода США из сделки по иранской ядерной
программе
(ИЯП),
автоматически
стимулирует
Тегерана
на
пропорциональное усиление своего влияния в критических для себя точках.
И соответственно в приграничном Афганистане.
Но главное — это то, что американцы еще в финальной стадии
пребывания Б.Обамы у власти определили свой курс на афганском
направлении. Он подразумевал альянс с Кабулом при полном игнорировании
на этом направлении Пакистана. Подразумевалось, что Исламабад после
смерти лидера «Талибана» муллы Омара практически полностью утерял
контроль над движением, которое стало активно фрагментироваться.
В этой связи подчеркнем и особо акцентируем внимание именно
на этом моменте, поскольку именно он является самой главной ошибкой
американского разведывательного сообщества на афганском направлении,
пожалуй, за весь XXI век. Налицо недооценка пакистанского потенциала,
отсутствие четкой агентурной информации о ситуации внутри «Талибана», и
неумение прогнозировать развитие ситуации на среднесрочную перспективу.
В принципе разведка обязана предоставлять своему руководству не
просто четко подготовленные сценарии действий, но и обязательно
разрабатывать пессимистичный сценарий развития событий и соответственно
варианты действий в этой ситуации. В случае с афганским конфликтом такой
альтернативы руководству Белого дома представлено не было.
В принципе ему были представлены аналитические выкладки только на
основе ангажированной информации, которую американцы получали и
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получают исключительно по каналам разведобмена с кабульскими
спецслужбами. В этой связи для Пентагона неведомо (по крайней мере, по
словам его главы) причины нынешней поддержки со стороны Ирана
«Талибана», которая включает в себя не только снабжение оружием, но и
тренировку талибов в лагерях КСИР на иранской территории. И
соответственно следующий за этим нейтралитет талибов в отношении
режима их ненападения на проиранских шиитов-хазарейцев.
Если военная разведка США до сих пор того не видит, то это проблема
Министерства обороны США. Но это побочный момент, хотя и важный —
традиционная нелюбовь пуштунов к хазарейцам исторична для Афганистана.
Главное заключается в создании в первый, пожалуй, раз за всю новейшую
историю Афганистана, устойчивый стратегический альянс между
Исламабадом и Тегераном. Вот что является главным вызовом американским
интересам на афганском направлении в настоящий момент и на
среднесрочную перспективу.
Роль России в этом безусловно в большей степени наблюдательная:
Москва не снабжает талибов оружием, в отношении чего нет ни одного
внятного доказательства, но при этом безусловно благоприятно относится к
пакистано-иранскому альянсу в рамках сдерживания американской
активности в Афганистане и при этом безусловно поддерживает по линии
разведки контакты с талибами. Но при этом надо понимать ровно то, что не
понимает (или вернее — делает вид, что не знает) министр обороны США. А
именно, что такие контакты имеют целью гарантии талибов по своему
неучастию в деятельности по дестабилизации ситуации в регионе
Центральной Азии непосредственно или путем стимулирования
соответствующих подрывных групп.
В этой связи напомним про четкое артикулирование такого
обязательства публично руководством талибов в прошлом году, когда отряды
движения практически поставили под контроль обширные районы на севере
Афганистана в непосредственной близости от таджикской границы. И в
данном случае совершенно не важно, каким образом эти контакты
осуществляются: напрямую (об этом говорит французская разведка, которая
утверждает, что контакты ГРУ с талибами идут на иранской территории) или
опосредованно через пакистанцев.
Об этом на слушаниях в Сенате США не было произнесено ни слова.
Также не было сказано ни слова про то, что именно недальновидная позиция
Вашингтона по игнорированию Исламабада в афганском конфликте не
просто стала причиной его союза с Тегераном, но и автоматически
подталкивает пакистанцев к сотрудничеству с Москвой. Или то, что
нынешняя патовая для Вашингтона ситуация в Афганистане стала
возможной благодаря только исключительно действиям самого Белого
дома. При этом в словах главы Пентагона угадывается некая готовность к
компромиссу с Москвой, а через нее с Тегераном. Делается это в рамках
попыток разорвать сложившийся сейчас на афганском направлении
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антиамериканский альянс. Но при этом ключевое звено в лице пакистанцев
остается за скобками, а именно это делает всю эту затею непроходной.
Пакистан и Китай сообща способствуют стабильности в Афганистане
Pakistan, China vow to continue efforts for Afghan peace
The Nation. October 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Oct-2017/pakistan-chinavow-to-continue-efforts-for-afghan-peace

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and China have agreed to continue efforts for
peace in Afghanistan through political and economic means.
The agreement was reached during a meeting between Prime Minister's
Adviser on National Security Nasser Khan Janjua and Chinese Ambassador Sun
Weidong, who called on him here on Monday to bid farewell at the end of his
tenure in Pakistan.
The two sides discussed matters of mutual interest pertaining to the overall
security situation in the region.
Both sides agreed that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) was
the flagship project strengthening ties between the two countries.
Janjua suggested that China should consider having its major industrial base
in Balochistan where both the countries could co-produce and co-manufacture, and
also have an easy access to world market. He appreciated the role of China in
Afghanistan. Janjua also appreciated the role of Ambassador Sun in consolidation
of friendly relations between the two countries. The Chinese envoy stressed that
his country supported the relationship based on mutual respect that upholds
territorial integrity and favours cooperation and partnership to create a win-win
situation for all.

Афганистан стремится развивать больше отношения с Индией, - заявил
премьер Абдулла Абдулла
New U.S. policy can boost Indo-Afghan security ties: Abdullah
Abdullah
Suhasini Haidar. Dawn, 30.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/interviewwith-afghanistan-chief-executive-abdullah-abdullah/article19778272.ece?homepage=true

India-Afghanistan ties have always had a security element, says Abdullah
Abdullah.
We respect India‘s position and the cooperation will continue in all walks of
life
The new U.S. policy in Afghanistan is an ―opportunity‖ for India-U.S.Afghanistan cooperation on security as well as development issues, says
Afghanistan‘s Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah, speaking to Diplomatic Editor
Suhasini Haidar .
How important is the MoU on technical and training cooperation signed
during your visit, and what does it mean for bilateral ties?
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The MoU is an important step in the security sector. India‘s support has been
comprehensive here and has always looked at the priorities and the wishes of the
Afghan government and people. My visit here had two parts: one were the bilateral
meetings, the call on President [Kovind] and my meeting with Prime Minister
Modi. We discussed the entire gamut of bilateral relations and areas of cooperation
from security to trade and investment.
The other part was the trade and investment show which was cooperation
between the U.S., Afghanistan and India. Lots of businessmen and women had
travelled here, had the opportunity to interact and bond.
These are the specifics, but do they represent a bigger picture, in which
India takes a larger security role, and the India-Afghanistan-U.S. trilateral
emerges as an axis?
India has been helping Afghanistan for the past 16 years in many ways. The
United States has been helping Afghanistan for the past 16 years. Our cooperation
had a security element throughout, like the helicopters India transferred, or training
Afghan troops. What was added to that was the announcement of the U.S. policy,
which is an opportunity to take this relationship to the trilateral level as well. So
yes, I do see this opportunity.
Your visit comes a few days after the Defence Minister said, in the first
such statement, that there will be no Indian boots on the ground in
Afghanistan. So does this opportunity still exist?
I would say the India has always behaved as a friend to Afghanistan, and
wished for us a stable and democratic country, and an Afghanistan at peace, within
and without, contributing to the prosperity of the region. Based on this shared
vision, India has been ready to provide assistance based on our priorities, as
presented by our people and our government.
It is not that if we raise demands, India would say this is [impossible]. But
no issue has been raised as such by us so far. We respect India‘s position and the
cooperation will continue in all walks of life.
You say Afghanistan has not asked, but if the U.S. were to ask?
Every country will decide on its own outlook, and the cooperation between
India and Afghanistan is such, we discuss everything.
The Pakistan government on the other hand has accused India of being
a spoiler in Afghanistan, even as Afghan senior officials were part of a
trilateral in Islamabad with China and Pakistan.
I can‘t be held accountable for every comment made in any corner of the
world, so I will not enter into that debate. India‘s role in Afghanistan has been
important, contributing to the stabilisation of Afghanistan, contributing to our
wellbeing and is appreciated by our people, whom I represent here as Chief
Executive.
Your visit this week coincides with visits from U.S. Defence Secretary
James Mattis, who spoke about cooperating in Afghanistan and the Russian
President‘s envoy on Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov. Do you worry that
Afghanistan could become the ground for yet another ‗Great Game‘, given
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that there are now two distinct camps with U.S. and Europe on one side and
Russia China, even Iran and Pakistan on the other?
My visit to India was scheduled some time ago, and much preparation had
gone into the trade fair, so we shouldn‘t read too much into the timing. That said,
there is a need for interactions with all countries. We have seen a slightly different
outlook between them, and all our partners may not agree on how to approach a
solution to the problems of Afghanistan. I feel that we need to bring back the
[global] consensus that existed in 2001 [post fall of Taliban], that was a very broad
one with very few exceptions.
Is there still a chance of reconciliation with the Taliban then? How true
are reports that your government speaks on a ―daily basis‖ to Taliban leaders
and there has been some understanding as well?
The policy has been constant in the past 16 years. The door for talks and
negotiations is always open and we have not closed it down at any stage.
Periodically there have been contacts, messages communicated to the government.
People of Afghanistan are supportive of the talks, but at the same time, won‘t give
up their achievements, including the Constitution. When there will be
breakthroughs people will be told of it, but at this stage there is no breakthrough I
can report.
There was one breakthrough, in the deal with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar,
leader of the Hizb-e-Islami party. As someone who fought the war on the
other side, do you think bringing him into the mainstream has been
successful?
Well certainly as someone, who was outside the system and in the warcamp, has come into the system and the people of Afghanistan have welcomed it.
Then, of course, it will take time for them to adapt, as much has changed in the
years Mr. Hekmatyar was away from the country. There is a new youth, a new
system, a new energy and dynamism that will take time to absorb. But it was the
right move from our side and right for him to embrace it.
And it is possible to forget all that his group was responsible for in the
1990s and after? Is it possible to reconcile ?
The story of reconciliation in Afghanistan is much deeper than this.
Remember we were fighting against the Soviets, as a result of which millions of
people were refugees, hundreds of thousands were killed or maimed or disabled.
But when we came together again, we didn‘t go to take revenge from members of
that regime. In national interest, a unified Afghanistan is important. We shouldn‘t
get stuck in the past, even if we can‘t forgive or forget. There were some incidents
of revenge that did happen. I witnessed the hanging of 14,000 people executed
behind the Ministry of Interior, during the early days of the Communist regime.
The people who were responsible were still around, but the spirit of reconciliation
is still important. If we could forget that, we can still reconcile.
In the absence of a breakthrough, what makes you confident of the
security situation in Afghanistan. The new U.S. policy has seen a mere 3,000
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plus troops from the U.S.. When a force strength of 100,000 didn‘t finish the
Taliban, how do you think this will?
I think the important thing from the U.S., apart from troops and military
hardware, is the clarity of the message. The clarity that this policy is not timebound, but condition-based, with a regional component. The bulk of the
responsibility is on the shoulders of our soldiers and of the people they support; we
shouldn‘t forget. That is the hope, not just for individuals but it is the support for a
free, unified, democratic Afghanistan with equal rights for men and women. That
cannot be reversed.
You spoke also of the hope of the Indian commitment to Chabahar port
allowing much more trade. Is there any commitment from the U.S. that they
will not object to this trade, as currently most commerce out of Iran is heavily
sanctioned?
Look, this is a trilateral arrangement, between Afghanistan, India and Iran.
Anything which facilitates legitimate economic activities and contributes to our
prosperity, will have the support of our allies. We will find ways and opportunities
which are win-wins for all. This trade and investment show in Delhi was a winwin, and we hope Chabahar will help many people.
How do you think the message on terror that you spoke of has been
received by Pakistan? How far do you think the U.S. should go in putting
pressure on Pakistan and is there a difference in the mood in Pakistan?
Do you think this is the best place to speak of such things? Whatever is in
the interest of peace and stability, we will do, but I will not get into specifics as I
am here to discuss another important part of our policy, that is the IndiaAfghanistan relationship.
Do you see a change in Pakistan?
We hope there will be positive changes. I will leave it there.
Исламабад и Кабул намерены действовать вместе для достижения
стабильности (после визита Баджвы в Афганистан)
Islamabad, Kabul stress working for better future
The Nation. October 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Oct-2017/islamabadkabul-stress-working-for-better-future

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and Afghanistan have agreed on taking pragmatic
steps towards a better future and decided to bring to an end the acrimony in their
relationship.
―Both sides emphasised that we must forget the past and work hard for a
better future,‖ said a joint declaration issued after a meeting between Army Chief
General Qamar Javed Bajwa and Afghan President Ashraf Ghani held in Kabul on
Sunday.
The ISPR DG, the ISI DG, the DGMO, Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua
and the Pakistan's Ambassador to Afghanistan were also present on the occasion.
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From Afghan side Afghan second Vice President, first Deputy Chief
Executive Officer, second Deputy Chief Executive Officer, the NSA, the NDS
chief, the Defence and the Interior Ministers, Afghanistan Ambassador to Pakistan,
and the Afghanistan Army chief attended the meeting.
The Pakistani delegation on the occasion expressed support for an Afghanled peace process in the war-torn country.
According to an ISPR statement, upon arrival the COAS was received by
Afghanistan Army chief and was presented a guard of honour.
Later, the COAS held one-on-one meeting with President Ashraf Ghani at
the Presidential Palace followed by delegation-level talks.
Ghani said that Afghanistan and Pakistan were friendly countries and
together both should move towards an enduring peace and stability.
During the meetings, issues of common interest came under discussion.
Both sides reviewed the prevailing security environment in the region in
general and the state of bilateral relationship in particular.
An exchange of views and perspectives spanned full range of Pak-Afghan
relationship.
Issues related to long-term peace, cooperation against common threats,
coordination between respective counter-terrorism campaigns to restrict space for
non-state actors, intelligence sharing, trade and commerce, and people-to-people
contacts were discussed.
The COAS offered Pakistan‘s complete support in achieving shared interests
in the war against terrorism including training and capacity building of Afghan
National Security Forces.
Both sides agreed on the framework for working towards peaceable
environment conducive to political process essential for an enduring Afghan peace
and regional stability.
There was also a consensus on regular and focused dialogue at multiple levels
to evolve bilateral process for minimising misunderstanding, managing crisis
situations and enhancing cooperation in order to bring peace and stability in the
region.
Исламабад и Кабул начали переговоры – Баджва и Гани
Islamabad, Kabul begin ‗new season‘ in bilateral ties
The Express Tribune. 2.10.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1520753/islamabad-kabulbegin-new-season-bilateral-ties/

Pakistan and Afghanistan began a ‗new season‘ in their frosty bilateral
relationship as Afghan President Ashraf Ghani hosted army chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa and his delegation at the Presidential Palace in Kabul on Sunday,
according to the Afghan media.
President Ghani marked the meeting as a ‗new season of relationship‘
between Afghanistan and Pakistan and said good opportunities of cooperation are
being provided and both countries should get the most out of the current situation,
the presidential office said in a statement quoted by ToloNews.
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The two sides discussed various important issues, including security in the
region, bilateral relationship, peace and stability, anti-terror efforts, business and
transit relationship, and mid- and long-term ties between Afghanistan and Pakistan,
read the statement.
Pakistan calls India ‗spoiler‘ in Afghanistan
The Pakistani delegation said Islamabad was ready to cooperate with Kabul
in counterterrorism efforts which was a joint threat, and added that they supported
the Afghan-owned and Afghan-led peace process.
According to the statement, Ghani emphasised that task teams should be set
up by both sides in different sectors to form a clear cooperation framework and to
take practical steps in this regard. Ghani also said that a monitoring mechanism
should be established to make sure both sides implement their promises and that
deadlines should be imposed.
The Pakistani delegation said task teams from their side would draft
implementation plans, according to the statement.
Both sides should use the current opportunity, Ghani said and added that
peace and stability was for the benefit of both Pakistan and Afghanistan and that
this could lift the people in both countries out of poverty.
Pakistan opens doors to 3,000 Afghan students
The Afghan leader stressed the need for practical measures to consolidate
the environment of
trust
and
confidence
created
between Pakistan and Afghanistan, Pajhwok Afghan News added.
Both sides emphasised that we must forget the past and work hard for a
better future, read the statement.
The Inter Services Public Relations, the Pakistan military‘s media wing, is
yet to issue a statement about the army chief‘s meeting with the Afghan president.
During the meeting, the army chief expressed Pakistan's willingness to
cooperate with Afghanistan in counter-terrorism efforts, reiterating Pakistan's
support for an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process, Tolo News reported.
Ghani emphasised the need for task teams and monitoring mechanisms to be
established to create a cooperation framework and ensure implementation of
promises and deadlines, according to Tolo News.
"Peace and stability are for the benefit of both Pakistan and Afghanistan and
could lift the people in both countries out of poverty," Tolo News quoted the
Afghan president as saying.
Pakistan agreed with Ghani's suggestion, promising its task teams will draft
implementation plans, the daily added.
Relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan have been strained for some
time; Islamabad alleges that the militant Islamic State (IS) group, Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan (TTP) and other militant groups are operating from bases inside
Afghanistan, and has provided specific names of the militants it wants the Afghan
government to act against.
Kabul also levels similar charges, saying that it is suffering at the hands of
Taliban groups and other militants operating from inside Pakistani territory. But
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Islamabad has always denied such accusations, insisting that a strong and stable
Afghanistan is in its best interests.
Pakistani authorities maintain that militants fleeing security operations have
taken shelter in Afghanistan and are plotting attacks against the country with the
help of Afghan intelligence.
The Quadrilateral Coordination Group, which includes the two countries as
well as the US and China, has been dysfunctional for well over a year now.
The US, which has been busy with a review of its policy on Afghanistan and
South Asia, has stayed away.
However, a fresh tripartite meeting — without Beijing — held in Kabul
earlier this month renewed all parties‘ resolve to eliminate IS from the region and
identified ―information sharing, complementary efforts and enhanced cooperation‖
as the main areas for cooperation.
In a talk at the Asia Society in New York earlier this week, Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif had criticised US attempts to single out Pakistan for all ills plaguing
war-ravaged Afghanistan.
Pakistan, he said, had in the past done all it could to facilitate a political
settlement in Afghanistan, making sure that Pakistani soil was not used against any
country.
However, he maintained that Islamabad could not take responsibility for
Afghanistan‘s peace and security and be asked to achieve what the combined
strength of some of the most powerful and richest countries could not accomplish.
Глава Армии Баджва встретился с президентом Гани
COAS, Afghan president meet in Kabul, discuss regional security
Dawn, October 2, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1361220/coas-afghan-presidentmeet-in-kabul-discuss-regional-security

In an attempt to bridge the growing trust deficit between the two
neighbouring countries, Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
visited Kabul on Sunday to hold discussions with Afghan authorities.
During a meeting with Afghan President Ashraf Ghani, matters of regional
security and counter-terrorism efforts were discussed, Tolo News reported.
"Both sides discussed various important issues including security in the
region, bilateral relationships, peace and stability, anti-terror efforts, business and
transit relationships, and mid-term and long-term relationships between
Afghanistan and Pakistan," Tolo news said, quoting a statement from the Afghan
president's office.
Глава Армии Баджва прибыл в Кабул
Army chief heads to Kabul today
Dawn, October 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1361189/army-chief-heads-tokabul-today

ISLAMABAD: In an attempt to bridge the growing trust deficit between the
two neighbouring countries, Chief of the Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa
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will visit Afghanistan on Sunday (today) to hold discussions with Afghan
authorities.
Sources told Dawn that the army chief would meet President Ashraf Ghani
and discuss matters pertaining to the fight against the common enemy — militancy
and terrorism.
Besides discussing ways and means to bolster border security measures — a
long-standing demand from the Pakistani side — Gen Bajwa is also likely to renew
Islamabad‘s offer to impart training to Afghan troops and police personnel in
Pakistan.
The army chief is likely to emphasise the need to use dialogue to removing
all bilateral differences.
Meeting with Afghan president to focus on common enemy of militancy and
terrorism
The army chief‘s itinerary has not been made public, and Inter-Services
Public Relations chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor was not available for comment.
Relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan have been strained for some
time; Islamabad alleges that the militant Islamic State (IS) group, Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan (TTP) and other militant groups are operating from bases inside
Afghanistan, and has provided specific names of the militants it wants the Afghan
government to act against.
Kabul also levels similar charges, saying that it is suffering at the hands of
Taliban groups and other militants operating from inside Pakistani territory. But
Islamabad has always denied such accusations, insisting that a strong and stable
Afghanistan is in its best interests.
Pakistani authorities maintain that militants fleeing security operations have
taken shelter in Afghanistan and are plotting attacks against the country with the
help of Afghan intelligence.
The Quadrilateral Coordination Group, which includes the two countries as
well as the US and China, has been dysfunctional for well over a year now.
The US, which has been busy with a review of its policy on Afghanistan and
South Asia, has stayed away.
However, a fresh tripartite meeting — without Beijing — held in Kabul
earlier this month renewed all parties‘ resolve to eliminate IS from the region and
identified ―information sharing, complementary efforts and enhanced cooperation‖
as the main areas for cooperation.
In a talk at the Asia Society in New York earlier this week, Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif had criticised US attempts to single out Pakistan for all ills plaguing
war-ravaged Afghanistan.
Pakistan, he said, had in the past done all it could to facilitate a political
settlement in Afghanistan, making sure that Pakistani soil was not used against any
country.
However, he maintained that Islamabad could not take responsibility for
Afghanistan‘s peace and security and be asked to achieve what the combined
strength of some of the most powerful and richest countries could not accomplish.
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Обзор продовольственной ситуации в Афганистане: сентябрь 2017 г.
Вартанян А.М. 30 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38074

Зависимость Афганистана от внешних поставок продовольствия
продолжает сохраняться на высоком уровне. По состоянию на сентябрь 2017
года,
Афганистан
отнесѐн
Продовольственной
и
сельскохозяйственной организации Объединѐнных Наций (ФАО) к списку 37
стран, которые нуждаются в международном продовольственном содействии.
Основные факторы такого положения: продолжающийся конфликт и
переселение населения. На сегодня, 9.7 млн афганцев (34% населения)
нуждаются в продовольственном обеспечении, а 1.6 млн человек (6%
населения) в нем нуждаются остро.
С января по сентябрь 2017 года продовольственная ситуация в стране
продолжала ухудшаться. В частности, за этот период в страну вернулись
обратно 84 000 афганских беженцев из Пакистана и 230 000 из Ирана. Ранее,
в 2016 году из соседних в стран вернулось обратно еще 770000
незарегистрированных афганцев. Также, в течение всего прошлого года
порядка 630000 афганцев в результате конфликта стали внутренне
перемещѐнными лицами, в основном в труднодоступных для оказания
помощи районах.
Основные тенденции в сфере аграрного производства и развития
продовольственных рынков на 2017-2018 гг. не позволяют рассчитывать на
кардинальное улучшение ситуации. Более того, есть причины для
беспокойства, которые сигнализируют о том, что ситуация в области
продовольственной безопасности продолжит ухудшаться.
В частности, объем внутреннего производства пшеницы в 2017 году
прогнозируется на уровне 4.28 млн тонн, что на 16% ниже среднего
показателя за 5 лет. Причины — продолжающаяся засуха и задержка
сезонных дождей — что оказывает негативное воздействие на урожай в
северных и северо-восточных регионах Афганистана. Оказываемая
государством и агентствами ООН помощь в форме раздачи фермерским
хозяйствам семян и удобрений явно недостаточно. В посевом сезоне на 20172018 гг Министерством сельского хозяйства, ирригации и животноводства
планируется раздать 10000 тонн семян для 200 000 фермерских хозяйств, что
позволит засеять пшеницей лишь 70 000 гектаров из 2.3 млн гектаров обычно
используемых для пшеницы посевных площадей.
Симптоматичным на этом фоне является переориентирование
фермеров на производства опия: в 2016 году оно выросло на 10% по
сравнению с предыдущим годом и составило 4 800 тонн. Это все же меньше
рекордного урожая 2014 года (6 400 тонн), но достаточно серьѐзный сигнал.
Рост производства опия пришѐлся в основном на проблемные регионы с
точки зрения безопасности, такие как Северный регион и провинция Бадгис.
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Одновременно, на фоне снижения внутреннего производства,
ожидается рост импорта пшеницы и других зерновых . В 2017-2018году
страна планирует закупить на внешних рынках 3 млн тонн зерновых, что на
25% выше среднего показателя за последние 5 лет. Кроме того, Афганистан
вынужден импортировать в больших объѐмах пшеничную муку, что
обусловлено
отсутствием
в
стране
собственных
эффективных
перерабатывающих мощностей и возможностей еѐ обогащения витаминами и
микронутриентами. Основные поставщики пшеничной муки — Казахстан и
Пакистан.
Неблагоприятная экономическая конъюнктура на сегодня является
главным фактором экономического риска для продовольственной
безопасности Афганистана. Она складывается, разумеется, под воздействием
внутриполитического конфликта и обусловлена отсутствием устойчивых
источников для роста ВВП, колеблющегося в 2015-2016 между 0,8% и 1.2%.
Если удастся обеспечить политическую стабильность, рост ВВП может
достигнуть 2.4-3% в 2017-2018 гг, но это максимум. Разумеется, о прорывных
результатах 2008-2012 гг, когда он составлял 12-20% в год, сейчас речи не
идѐт. Это, в свою очередь, диссонирует со значительным и устойчивым
приростом населения (3% в год), что имеет долгосрочный вектор и ведѐт,
таким образом, к постепенному сокращению доходов на душу населения,
увеличению бедности и недоедания.
Другим проявлением неблагоприятной экономической конъюнктуры
следует считать динамику продовольственных цен, вернувшихся с 2015 года,
после некоторого падения, к новому циклу роста. С учѐтом высокой
импортной зависимости Афганистана, этот тренд наряду с девальвацией
местной валюты толкает к росту инфляции, которая выросла с
отрицательного показателя -1.5% в 2015 году до почти 5% в 2016 году и
может достигнуть, исходя из прогнозов Всемирного банка, уровня 5.5% по
итогам 2017 года.
Выход из создавшейся ситуации правительство искало посредством
инвестирования в другие, не связанные с продовольственным сектором и,
казалось более перспективные отрасли. В частности, предпринимались
попытки оживить горнодобывающую промышленность, производство,
усилить значимость частного сектора. Существенных результатов эти усилия
не приносили, а параллельное сокращение внешней гуманитарной помощи и
прежде всего донорских финансовых вливаний, ещѐ усиливали социальную
напряжѐнность и уязвимость афганской экономики. При этом аграрный
сектор как драйвер для экономического роста, генерирующий внутреннее
производство продовольствия, оставался всегда недооценѐнным. При
этом, статистика демонстрирует обратное. Инвестиции в сельское хозяйство,
причѐм в диверсифицированной форме, не только в производство пшеницы,
но и, например, развитие садоводства, приносят великолепную отдачу. В
2017 году, после длительной стагнации, наконец, прогнозируется прирост
ВВП на 2.2%. Главным драйвером этого роста является именно сельское
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хозяйство, которое увеличилось в рамках ВВП в 2016 году на 6%, и вырастет
ещѐ больше в 2017 году. Во многом этому способствовали грамотные
адресные инвестиции именно в сферу садоводства. Потенциал для
дальнейшего прогресса не исчерпан: до конца 1960-х гг. Афганистан был
одним из ведущих поставщиков продукции садоводства, а также
сухофруктов, на мировой рынок.
Сегодня вклад аграрного сектора в ВВП составляет 40%, и он является
важным фактором экономического роста и занятости.
В целом, как представляется, в силу сложности вызовов, как
внутренних, так и внешних, стоящих на пути социально-экономического
развития, для удержания стабильности необходима многовекторная
продовольственная политика. Такая политика должна сочетать эффективные
меры стимулирования внутреннего аграрного
производства, его
диверсификации и создания устойчивых запасов, а также активной позиции
на внешних продовольственных рынках, зависимость от которых попрежнему высока. При этом, целый ряд внешних факторов — динамика
внешней помощи, внутриполитическая стабильность, цены на глобальных
рынках — будут по-прежнему доминирующими в определении
экономической конъюнктуру. Она, в свою очередь, будет напрямую
воздействовать на продовольственную безопасность в национальном
масштабе.
Индия раздумывает насчет отправки войск в Афганистан
India rules out troops in Afghanistan
Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360351/india-rules-outtroops-in-afghanistan

NEW DELHI: India has ruled out sending its troops to Afghanistan but will
continue to provide assistance in other fields, Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said here on Tuesday.
Her remarks were significant because they were made in the presence of
visiting US Secretary of Defence James Mattis. Neither the United States nor
Afghanistan is believed to be pressing India to send troops to Kabul. Both sides are
believed to be aware of the logistical challenge that transporting of troops and
military hardware to the landlocked country would pose.
However, the issue surged in importance following a media comment by
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in New York last week when he said India
had a zero political or military role in Afghanistan.
―There shall not be any boots on the ground from India,‖ Ms Sitharaman
said in response to questions at a joint press conference with Mr Mattis.
She said India would, however, continue its development and medical
assistance to Afghanistan.
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There has been unsubstantiated enthusiasm in the Indian media about India
deploying troops in Afghanistan after US President Donald Trump called for
greater Indian involvement in the war-torn country.
The Hindu said after delegation-level discussions between the two sides,
India and the US also resolved to eradicate safe havens for terrorists across the
globe.
―There can be no tolerance of terrorist safe havens. As global leaders, India
and the US resolve to work together to eradicate this scourge,‖ Mr Mattis said in a
statement.
With increasing Chinese presence in the region, both sides discussed
boosting their expanding maritime cooperation.
Mr Mattis landed in India on Monday for his maiden three-day visit, the first
by a cabinet member of the Trump administration.
The Hindu said India already extended a $3-billion aid to Afghanistan and
also ―provides training to its military and other assistance‖.
Agencies add: Mattis‘ trip to India is the first by any member of President
Donald Trump‘s cabinet. It comes just after Trump unveiled a new Afghanistan
strategy and urged New Delhi to help.
―We applaud India‘s invaluable contributions to Afghanistan and welcome
further efforts to promote Afghanistan‘s democracy, stability and security,‖ Mattis
said.
India has long vied with arch-rival Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan,
building dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it
offered some $1 billion in aid.
It has also trained more than 4,000 Afghan National Army officers and
provided helicopters to the Afghan Air Force.
―There can be no tolerance of terrorist safe havens,‖ Mattis said, without
referencing Pakistan.
Новая стратегия США по Афганистану заставляет Пакистан укреплять
отношения с Россией, Китаем и Ираном
Карпов Д.А. 26 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37980

Горные стрелки России и Пакистана в рамках учений «Дружба-2017»
приступили к отработке задач по горной подготовке на высоте 1,5 тысячи
метров над уровнем моря в Карачаево-Черкесии. Об этом сообщил ТАСС в
понедельник официальный представитель Южного военного округа Вадим
Астафьев. «Личный состав горных подразделений Вооруженных сил обоих
государств выполняет спуски и подъемы по естественному скальному
участку в районе Кавказского хребта на высоте 1,5 тысячи метров в полной
экипировке комплекта «Ратник»», — сказал он. Учения «Дружба-2017», в
которых принимают участие более 200 военных из России и Пакистана,
продлятся на территории Карачаево-Черкесии до 4 октября. Безусловно эти
беспрецедентные в общем-то военные маневры свидетельствуют только об
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одном: Исламабад с учетом новой стратегии Вашингтона на афганском
направлении делает явный крен в сторону поиска новых точек опоры в лице
Москвы, Тегерана и Пекина. Особенно Исламабад самым серьезным образом
раздражает стремление Вашингтона втянуть более активно Ню-Дели в
афганское конфликт путем подключения индийских компаний к
модернизации афганской армии и строительству социально-экономической
инфраструктуры. Этот момент, по данным ряда экспертов, вызывает у
высших должностных лиц в командовании вооруженных сил Пакистана и
Межведомственной разведки (МР) откровенную ярость. В этой связи глаа
МР Ризван Акхтар отменил в последний момент встречу с руководством
РУМО и ЦРУ США. Министр иностранных дел К.Асиф лично отменил
приглашение посетить Исламабад для заместителя госсекретаря по региону
Юго-Восточной Азии А.Веллс. Откровенная антипакистанская риторика
лично президента США Д.Трампа вынуждает Исламабад активизировать
свои усилия по налаживанию контактов в сфере безопасности и области ВТС
с явными мировыми антиподами Вашингтона. Помимо Москвы это конечно
Пекин. Сейчас пакистанцы проводят секретные переговоры с китайскими
партнерами о создании совместной зашиты «зоны племен» на афганопакистанской границе. Напомним, что именно там находятся лагеря
пропакистанских группировок талибов и «сети Хаккани», которые являются
основным инструментом сохранения и укрепления влияния Исламабада в
Афганистане. В центре нынешних пакистано-китайских консультаций стоит
вопрос о совместной реакции на возможные агрессивные действия США и
Индии в отношении целей в Кветте и нанесении ими авиаударов в этом
регионе. Причем пакистанцы серьезно полагают, что индийские военные
могут быть задействованы в этих операциях в приграничных областях
Белуджистана, Хайбер-Пухтнхва. И такие опасения в принципе
подтверждаются заявлениями главы миссии НАТО в Афганистане генералом
Николсоном, который четко обрисовал такие перспективы в докладе
комитету по разведке Конгресса США. Речь Д.Трампа открыла новый этап
для расширения участия Нью-Дели в афганское конфликте. При этом надо
отметить, что в период правления Б.Обамы все предложения Индии по этому
вопросу в общем-то игнорировались. Все изменилось после прихода
администрации Д.Трампа. Политика Белого дома стала гораздо более
восприимчивой к индийским инициативам, в том числе благодаря серьезной
лоббистской работе советника премьер-министра Н.Моди по вопросам
национальной безопасности А.Дорвала, который провел целую серию
секретных консультаций со своим американским коллегой Макмастером.
Одними из их итогов стала не только особая роль Нью-Дели в новой
стратегии США по Афганистану, но и замораживание всех серьезных
индийско-иранских контрактов. Это было сделано явно под нажимом
американцев. В качестве ответа Исламабад и Пекин фактически свернули все
программы сотрудничества с Нью-Дели, а китайские войска сейчас проводят
опасные маневры на границе с Индией в Гималаях. Активизировались
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контакты пакистанской разведки с иранскими и российскими коллегами по
вопросу необходимой координации работы с талибами. Что касается
иранцев, то в данном случае результаты этой работы, которая особенно
активизировалась с начала этого года, очевидна: талибы получают иранское
оружие и тренируются в лагерях КСИР на иранской территории. Роль
Москвы в данном случае заключается в фактической миссии наблюдателя
над этими процессами, что дает возможность в случае необходимости
вносить необходимые коррективы в политику и действия талибов на
центральноазиатском направлении.
При этом отметим, что Эр-Рияд осторожно отнесся к просьбам
Исламабада повлиять в нужном ключе на позицию США на афганском
направлении, и особенно в связи с провозглашенной 21 августа с.г.
Д.Трампом «своей поддержки» возможности задействования индийских
вооруженных сил для проведения совместных операций в Афганистане.
Специально для того, чтобы прояснить позицию Эр-Рияда по этому вопросу
в КСА секретно выезжал в этом месяце начальник Генштаба пакистанской
армии Джавед Баджва, который провел консультации с министром обороны
и наследным принцем КСА Мухаммедом бен Сальманом. И они закончились
ничем. Саудовский принц явно не воспринял обеспокоенность
пакистанского, и фактически ушел в сторону. Это в общем-то с учетом
образовавшегося альянса КСА и США на сирийском направлении выглядит
абсолютно логично. Одновременно Мухаммед бен Сальман вновь поставил
вопрос о желательности присутствия пакистанских военных в составе
аравийской коалиции. И пока получил отказ, поскольку Джавед Баджва
является убежденным противником этого. Все это означает, что Исламабад
продолжит дальнейший курс на максимальное сближение с Москвой,
Пекином и Тегераном в области создания консолидированной позиции по
афганскому конфликту. При этом окончательного разрыва отношений в
области ВТС между КСА и Пакистаном ожидать также не приходится.
Саудовская Аравия крайне заинтересована в продолжении работы своих
специалистов на ядерных исследовательских центрах в Пакистане в обмен на
финансовую поддержку модернизации пакистанских вооруженных сил. И
Эр-Рияд в данном случае старается усидеть «на двух стульях».
Кабул намерен избавиться от советского и российского оружия
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/114578.html

об

Афганистане».

21.09.2017

Власти Афганистана намерены снять с вооружения военную технику
советского и российского производства. По имеющимся в распоряжении
«Афганистан.Ру» данным, Кабул планирует утилизацию единиц оружия,
которые долгие годы помогали его армии сохранять боеспособность. В
экспертной среде полагают, что за планами обновить оснащение военных
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сил Афганистана стоит намерение крупнейших международных игроков
избавиться от наследия СССР в Исламской Республике.
Новая армейская реформа Кабула грозит отставкой 60 тысячам
афганских офицеров
По данным «Афганистан.Ру» под программу утилизации может
попасть не только обычное стрелковое оружие и средства связи, но и тяжелая
боевая техника, которой располагает правительственная армия. Вопрос
только в том, чем заменят оружие советского и российского образца.
Известно, что Кабул уже получил первую партию американских вертолетов
UH-60 Black Hawk для замены российских Ми-17. Четыре боевых машины
уже приземлились в Кандагаре, сообщили на днях силы НАТО. Всего
Соединенные Штаты планируют предоставить Афганистану 160 вертолетов,
чтобы обновить его военно-воздушные силы. Согласно июльскому докладу
специального генерального инспектора США по реконструкции
Афганистана, 19 из 46 афганских Ми-17 уже устарели.
Последние годы в использовании у Кабула было именно советское
оружие. Несмотря на то, что десятки советских танков и другую тяжелую
технику можно было отремонтировать с минимальными затратами, ее
перевели на хранение в специально отведенные места. «Та техника, которая
была работоспособной, скорее всего, сейчас находится на хранении, поэтому
США так легко оперируют возможностью увеличить численность личного
состава, — предположил в разговоре с «Афганистан.Ру» замдиректора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. — Если бы техники на хранении
не было, то требовалась бы переброска тяжелого вооружения для личного
состава. Но об этом разговор не идет. Скорее всего, на утилизацию ушел
минимум. Рассматривался вопрос о передаче техники Узбекистану. Однако
ему вооружения тоже не передавались, потому что большие расходы идут на
поддержание технической готовности вооружений. Возникает много
косвенных расходов, а это для страны неинтересно».
Значительная часть тяжелой техники была собрана в рамках
общенациональной
программы
разоружения
Афганистана
(DDR),
поддерживаемой ISAF. Тогда эксперты были уверены, что она поступит в
регулярную армию Исламской Республики, однако этого не произошло. Тем
не менее, в вооруженных силах и полиции Афганистана до сих пор
пользуются советским оружием, поэтому афганцы хорошо знакомы с боевой
техникой этого производства. Она находилось на вооружении у просоветских
режимов и вооруженных сил правительств моджахедов. Советское оружие
проверено в Афганистане временем и, как говорят сами военные, хорошо
себя зарекомендовало в условиях страны. Кроме того, по словам афганских
военачальников, советское вооружение неприхотливо в обслуживании и
ремонте.
В ответ на вопрос «Афганистан.Ру» о качестве российского оружия с
учетом афганских условий один из бывших полевых командиров Северного
альянса, пожелавший остаться неназванным, поделился жизненным
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наблюдением. Недавно из колодца вытащили несколько автоматов
Калашникова, пролежавших в воде более десяти лет. Собеседник
«Афганистан.Ру» отметил, что, к удивлению, их боеспособность сохранилась
вопреки времени.
«Воюют в Афганистане именно автоматами Калашникова, —
напоминает Владимир Евсеев. — Говорить о процентном содержании тех
вооружений, которые есть, трудно. По прошлому году я могу сказать, что
чешской стороной было отремонтировано всего 6 старых вертолетов.
Совершенно понятно, что американская сторона не была заинтересована в
предоставлении афганцам тяжелых вооружений, поэтому практически все
они представлены советскими образцами. Впрочем, у них разный уровень
технической надежности. Насколько я понимаю, сейчас вертолетный парк в
Афганистане представлен именно вертолетами советского образца. Речь идет
о военно-транспортных и боевых вертолетах».
Эксперт отмечает, что как будет развиваться дальше ситуация с
советским оружием в Афганистане, неизвестно. «Американцы не хотят
давать Афганистану тяжелое вооружение, опасаясь, что потом это оружие
попадет к талибам, — полагает Евсеев. — Когда решался вопрос о выводе
американских войск, была проблема – что делать с тем тяжелым
вооружением, которое есть в Исламской Республике. Рассматривался вопрос
передачи афганской армии, но потом сошлись на том, что лучше
уничтожить».
Афганские военные эксперты утверждают, что значительная часть
советского вооружения уже утилизирована. «Часть вооружения была продана
в 1990-е годы моджахедами Пакистану, другая часть была уничтожена за
последние 15 лет иностранцами», — пояснил порталу «Афганистан.Ру»
бывший афганский генерал Атикулла Амархейль. По его словам,
иностранцы сначала сняли основные узлы с собранных советских танков и
бросили их в специально отведенные депо. По данным Амархейля, сейчас на
вооружение афганской армии остались только автоматы и незначительное
количество советских и российских вертолетов. «Все остальное
американское», — говорит он.
На вопрос о том, какая цель стоит за планами по уничтожению
вооружения советского образца, Амархейль сказал, что очевидно, спонсоры
афганской армии не хотят, чтобы военнослужащим что-то напоминало об
СССР или России. Ряд экспертов эти планы рассматривают вкупе с
программой омолаживания армии, призванной чистить силовые структуры от
советских кадров.
Афганистан полностью обвинил Пакистан в терроризме на 72-й сессии
Генассамблеи ООН, - отмечают индийские СМИ
'Terrorism affecting Afghanistan is product of Pakistan's policy,' says
Afghan foreign minister at UN Security Council
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Afghanistan said that that terror's "roots are located in terrorist sanctuaries
and safe havens outside" its borders
 Afghanistan further said that while it has tried to resolve issues with
Pakistan, the latter hasn't responded positively
 Afghanistan's foreign minister said the new US strategy for the country has
generated new hope among people across his country
NEW DELHI: Afghanistan today didn't mince words in declaring at the UN
that terror in Afghanistan is the "product of (a) long-standing policy" of Pakistan.
Afghanistan also said that that terror's "roots are located in terrorist
sanctuaries and safe havens outside" its borders.
With its unequivocal declarations, Afghanistan today joined US
President Donald Trump, the BRICS countries, Japan and India in naming and
shaming Pakistan, a country many have come to call a "terrorist state".
"The scourge of terrorism affecting Afghanistan is (a) product of (the) longstanding policy by a neighbouring State to keep Afghanistan unstable," said
Afghan foreign minister Salahuddin Rabbani at no less a forum than the UN
Security Council (UNSC).
The minister further said - at the UNSC's open debate on Afghanistan - that
while Afghanistan has tried to resolve issues with Pakistan, the latter hasn't
responded positively.
"Despite being on (the) receiving-end of provocative actions, we have
maintained a principled position in seeking to resolve differences through dialogue,
diplomacy and peaceful means...Pakistan has so far failed to respond positively at
its own cost, particularly in relation to its global reputation and standing," added
the Afghan foreign minister.
Rabbani's comments came a little over a month after Trump outlined his
administration's strategy for Afghanistan where the US has been involved in a long
drawn out conflict, since 9/11/2001.
In a rare prime-time address to the nation, that showed how serious the USAfghan situation is, Trump flat out said Pakistan is a major cause of continued
terrorism in Afghanistan, no thanks to the terror safe havens it harbours. This, he
said, is hampering peace efforts in the troubled country.
Trump was referring to the Haqqani Network and the Taliban, which
multiple reports - from credible organisations across the geopolitical divide - have
said are getting support from the Pakistani government. Both these groups are said
to regularly carry out terror attacks in Afghanistan, killing army personnel including US troops - and civilians.
The US President berated Pakistan in his Afghan policy speech for having
"sheltered the same organisations that try every single day to kill our people". He
also threatened to cut off funding to Pakistan if it continues to provide "safe havens
for agents of chaos, violence and terror."
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Trump's unequivocal condemnation of Pakistan was met with a sigh of relief
by Afghanistan. Kabul has been telling Washington for years about Pakistan's role
in terror in Afghanistan.
Today, Afghanistan's foreign minister mentioned Trump's Afghan policy. He
said the new US strategy for Afghanistan has generated new hope among people
across his country.
"We welcome the fact that the new strategy recognizes the critical need to
address the lingering problem of terrorist safe-havens and sanctuaries in our
region; and for more determined efforts to end political, logistical and financial
support enjoyed by terrorist groups," said Afghanistan's Rabbani.
In fact, Afghanistan is getting diplomatic support from more and more
countries - except for from China - that are coming out openly against Pakistanbased terror.
Earlier this month, India convinced Japan to condemn Pakistan-based terror
groups Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Muhammed (JeM) in an India-Japan
joint statement. The 2008 Mumbai terror attacks were carried out by LeT
operatives. And the JeM's Masood Azhar was the mastermind of last year's terror
attack in Pathankot.
India also got other BRICS countries to name these groups at a summit in
China earlier this month. The BRICS statement, called the 'Xiamen Declaration',
mentioned the Taliban, al-Qaida and the Haqqani Network, in addition to the LeT
and the JeM.
Россия направит спецпредставителя по Афганистану Кабулова в
Индию в октябре с.г.
Russia to send its Afghanistan special envoy to India
Suhasini
Haidar,
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/russia-to-send-its-afghanistan-special-envoy-toindia/article19753370.ece?homepage=true
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Zamir Kabulov.

Amid Delhi‘s concerns over its ties with Pak. and its new position on talks
with Taliban
Close on the heels of the visit of U.S. Defence Secretary James Mattis,
Russia is sending President Putin‘s special representative for Afghanistan Zamir
Kabulov to Delhi in October, senior Russian officials confirmed to The Hindu.
Mr. Kabulov‘s visit, where he is also expected to discuss Moscow‘s new
position on talks with the Taliban, will come amidst growing concerns in India
over Russia‘s ties with Pakistan.
―Russia is not supplying arms to the Taliban, but we think it is necessary to
talk to those in the Taliban willing to give up violence, and we hope India will join
in the effort,‖ a senior Russian diplomat said, adding that in their assessment the
―Taliban cannot be defeated militarily by the government in Kabul.‖
The tough predictions come in sharp contrast to the U.S.‘ new Afghanistan
policy that will see at least 3,000 more troops sent to fight in Afghanistan and
offers India an increased role in development projects while pushing Pakistan to
act against terrorist ―safe havens‖.
Dead-end policy
Moscow has already criticised the U.S. plan as a ―dead-end policy‖ and
warned against ―putting pressure‖ on Pakistan. Another sign of the growing shift in
Russian policy came on Monday as Russian and Pakistani special forces began
military exercises in the Mineralnye Vody region. The exercises will be a precursor
to a visit by Pakistan‘s Army Chief General Bajwa to Moscow in October.
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―Regular high-level exchanges between the two sides in the past few years
have set the stage for translating political goodwill into a substantial partnership in
particular, in the field of defence,‖ Pakistan‘s Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Nafees Zakaria said on Friday while announcing General Bajwa‘s visit.
Mr. Kabulov would also talk about the ―Moscow format‖ for talks on
Afghanistan, which was started last year with only Russia, China and Pakistan, and
then expanded to include Afghanistan, Iran and India. However, after the U.S.
rejected an invitation to join, the talks have been shelved ―temporarily‖ according
to officials, as the Ghani government now wants all such processes to be held in
Kabul and led by the Afghan government.
Russian officials told The Hindu that they are already in discussions
with India about the possibility of security cooperation for Afghanistan, including
facilitating an ongoing proposal to refurbish Soviet-era planes and repair Russian
Mi-25 helicopters donated by India, along with talks on providing spare parts and
ammunition to Afghan forces, but conceded that the talks had not yet been
concluded. Some of the Russian hesitation may be a result of Afghanistan‘s new
resolve to transition completely from its Russian military hardware to U.S. aircraft
and Western army models, with about 200 airplanes expected to be delivered by
the U.S. by 2023.
―Afghanistan is free to choose what it needs for its defence requirements,‖
said the official, ― But we think our hardware is cheaper, and we are a much closer
neighbour, able to deliver more quickly.‖
Афганистан убеждает, что афгано-индийские отношения не влияют на
отношения Афг-на с Пакистаном
Afghanistan says Indian interest does not affect Pak-Afghan
relationship
Ali
Akbar.
Dawn.
September
23,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359547/afghanistan-says-indian-interest-does-not-affect-pakafghan-relationship

Afghan Counsel General Abdul Wahid Pohan on Saturday rejected the
impression that India's growing interest in Afghanistan has had an affect the PakAfghan relationship.
While speaking at an event organised to mark the Afghan International
Culture Day in Peshawar, Pohan said that Afghanistan has the right to maintain
good diplomatic relations with other countries including India.
―Wherever Pak-Afghan relations come under discussion, everyone blames
India,‖ the Afghan counsel general said.
―Afghanistan also has other neighbours — including Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan — but we have had a strong love and affiliation with the people of
Pakistan for decades,‖ he added.
He said that both Pakistan and Afghanistan have independent diplomatic
policies and their relations with other countries do not affect their mutual
relationship.
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He also said, "The Pak-Afghan relationship is stronger than bonds with other
countries and I hope that the relationship will further improve in future."
He said that the love between the people of the two countries has flourished
over the years as they enjoy the same culture and lifestyle.
―The people of the both country, Pakistan and Afghanistan should play their
role in improving and further deepening the relationship,‖ he suggested.
Кабул намерен избавиться от советского и российского оружия
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/114578.html

об

Афганистане».

21.09.2017.

Власти Афганистана намерены снять с вооружения военную технику
советского и российского производства. По имеющимся в распоряжении
«Афганистан.Ру» данным, Кабул планирует утилизацию единиц оружия,
которые долгие годы помогали его армии сохранять боеспособность. В
экспертной среде полагают, что за планами обновить оснащение военных
сил Афганистана стоит намерение крупнейших международных игроков
избавиться от наследия СССР в Исламской Республике.
Новая армейская реформа Кабула грозит отставкой 60 тысячам
афганских офицеров
По данным «Афганистан.Ру» под программу утилизации может
попасть не только обычное стрелковое оружие и средства связи, но и тяжелая
боевая техника, которой располагает правительственная армия. Вопрос
только в том, чем заменят оружие советского и российского образца.
Известно, что Кабул уже получил первую партию американских вертолетов
UH-60 Black Hawk для замены российских Ми-17. Четыре боевых машины
уже приземлились в Кандагаре, сообщили на днях силы НАТО. Всего
Соединенные Штаты планируют предоставить Афганистану 160 вертолетов,
чтобы обновить его военно-воздушные силы. Согласно июльскому докладу
специального генерального инспектора США по реконструкции
Афганистана, 19 из 46 афганских Ми-17 уже устарели.
Последние годы в использовании у Кабула было именно советское
оружие. Несмотря на то, что десятки советских танков и другую тяжелую
технику можно было отремонтировать с минимальными затратами, ее
перевели на хранение в специально отведенные места. «Та техника, которая
была работоспособной, скорее всего, сейчас находится на хранении, поэтому
США так легко оперируют возможностью увеличить численность личного
состава, — предположил в разговоре с «Афганистан.Ру» замдиректора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. — Если бы техники на хранении
не было, то требовалась бы переброска тяжелого вооружения для личного
состава. Но об этом разговор не идет. Скорее всего, на утилизацию ушел
минимум. Рассматривался вопрос о передаче техники Узбекистану. Однако
ему вооружения тоже не передавались, потому что большие расходы идут на
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поддержание технической готовности вооружений. Возникает много
косвенных расходов, а это для страны неинтересно».
Значительная часть тяжелой техники была собрана в рамках
общенациональной
программы
разоружения
Афганистана
(DDR),
поддерживаемой ISAF. Тогда эксперты были уверены, что она поступит в
регулярную армию Исламской Республики, однако этого не произошло. Тем
не менее, в вооруженных силах и полиции Афганистана до сих пор
пользуются советским оружием, поэтому афганцы хорошо знакомы с боевой
техникой этого производства. Она находилось на вооружении у просоветских
режимов и вооруженных сил правительств моджахедов. Советское оружие
проверено в Афганистане временем и, как говорят сами военные, хорошо
себя зарекомендовало в условиях страны. Кроме того, по словам афганских
военачальников, советское вооружение неприхотливо в обслуживании и
ремонте.
В ответ на вопрос «Афганистан.Ру» о качестве российского оружия с
учетом афганских условий один из бывших полевых командиров Северного
альянса, пожелавший остаться неназванным, поделился жизненным
наблюдением. Недавно из колодца вытащили несколько автоматов
Калашникова, пролежавших в воде более десяти лет. Собеседник
«Афганистан.Ру» отметил, что, к удивлению, их боеспособность сохранилась
вопреки времени.
«Воюют в Афганистане именно автоматами Калашникова, —
напоминает Владимир Евсеев. — Говорить о процентном содержании тех
вооружений, которые есть, трудно. По прошлому году я могу сказать, что
чешской стороной было отремонтировано всего 6 старых вертолетов.
Совершенно понятно, что американская сторона не была заинтересована в
предоставлении афганцам тяжелых вооружений, поэтому практически все
они представлены советскими образцами. Впрочем, у них разный уровень
технической надежности. Насколько я понимаю, сейчас вертолетный парк в
Афганистане представлен именно вертолетами советского образца. Речь идет
о военно-транспортных и боевых вертолетах».
Эксперт отмечает, что как будет развиваться дальше ситуация с
советским оружием в Афганистане, неизвестно. «Американцы не хотят
давать Афганистану тяжелое вооружение, опасаясь, что потом это оружие
попадет к талибам, — полагает Евсеев. — Когда решался вопрос о выводе
американских войск, была проблема – что делать с тем тяжелым
вооружением, которое есть в Исламской Республике. Рассматривался вопрос
передачи афганской армии, но потом сошлись на том, что лучше
уничтожить».
Афганские военные эксперты утверждают, что значительная часть
советского вооружения уже утилизирована. «Часть вооружения была продана
в 1990-е годы моджахедами Пакистану, другая часть была уничтожена за
последние 15 лет иностранцами», — пояснил порталу «Афганистан.Ру»
бывший афганский генерал Атикулла Амархейль. По его словам,
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иностранцы сначала сняли основные узлы с собранных советских танков и
бросили их в специально отведенные депо. По данным Амархейля, сейчас на
вооружение афганской армии остались только автоматы и незначительное
количество советских и российских вертолетов. «Все остальное
американское», — говорит он.
На вопрос о том, какая цель стоит за планами по уничтожению
вооружения советского образца, Амархейль сказал, что очевидно, спонсоры
афганской армии не хотят, чтобы военнослужащим что-то напоминало об
СССР или России. Ряд экспертов эти планы рассматривают вкупе
с программой омолаживания армии, призванной чистить силовые структуры
от советских кадров.
Китай усиливает свое влияние в Афганистане
Владимир Платов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 21.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/21/kitaj-usilivaet-svoe-vliyanie-v-afganistane/

Не
только
Соединенные
Штаты,
но
и
Китай
высоко
оценивает геостратегическую важность Афганистана, усиливая по этой
причине свое влияние на ситуацию в этой стране. С 2011 года — начала
существования конференции «Сердце Азии» — Китай активно подключился
к переговорам с другими своими коллегами странами-участницами по
восстановлению Афганистана. Пекин организовал ряд встреч с
региональными партнерами, в том числе с Ираном, Пакистаном и Россией, а
также с четырехсторонней координационной группой (Афганистан,
Пакистан, США и Китай), с представителями движения «Талибан», после
которой одна из основных действующих групп боевиков ДТ прекратила свою
деятельность на территории ИРА.
Начиная с 2014 года Китай стал проявлять еще больший интерес по
отношению к Афганистану. После вывода основного контингента
иностранных войск из Афганистана, Пекин послал в эту страну группу
официальных лиц во главе с министром иностранных дел Ванг Йи И. За
последние три года КНР было оказано Афганистану больше помощи, чем за
предыдущие тринадцать лет.
Китайские интересы в Афганистане
Вне всякого сомнения, основными причинами таких действий Пекина
было не только стремление к постепенному сокращению североатлантического военного контингента и его влияния на Афганистан и регион,
но и создать «буфер стабильности» вокруг Китая. При этом официальный
Пекин вынужден осознавать, что, пока ситуация в Афганистане остается
нестабильной, силы НАТО и США будут иметь основания для военного
присутствия на его территории и в непосредственной близости от границ с
Китаем.
Кроме того, весьма важной для Пекина была и остается задача
обеспечить безопасность осуществления своей инициативы «Один пояс –
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один путь», ослабить позиции запрещенной террористической группировки
исламистов ДАИШ, Исламской партии Туркестана и филиала базирующейся
в провинции Нангархар на границе с Пакистаном исламской группировки
«Хорасан», их влияния на СУАР КНР, с учетом не уменьшающейся
опасности влияния территории Афганистана на численность и деятельность
сепаратистов в СУАР. Активизация деятельности ДАИШ и других
исламистских группировок в Афганистане и Центральной Азии вызывает
серьезные опасения с китайской стороны, так как СУАР является
взрывоопасным регионом с подпольными сепаратистскими и религиозноэкстремистскими
организациями,
способными
расшатать
внутриполитическую обстановку в Китае при поддержке внешних
деструктивных сил. А эти риски и угрозы на территории региона способны
не только усугубить ситуацию в широком геополитическом пространстве, но
и поставить под сомнение реализацию перспективных международных
проектов Пекина, в частности «Экономического пояса Шелкового пути»,
расширения инвестиционного присутствия Китая в Центральной и Южной
Азии.
Непрекращающаяся деятельность ДАИШ в Афганистане и Центральной
Азии вызывает в последнее время особые опасения с китайской стороны, так
как она становится возрастающей угрозой, решение которой зависит не
только от стран региона, но и от Китая и России. Пекин также считает, что
боевики ДАИШ способны через пакистано-китайскую границу и территорию
СУАР проникнуть в страны ЦА и поставить под сомнение реализацию
активно проталкиваемых Пекином перспективных региональных и
международных проектов.
Китай и борьба с международным терроризмом
В этой связи Китай в последние годы активно включился в борьбу с
международным терроризмом со странами Центральной и Южной Азии,
особенно с Афганистаном, выступая за увеличение расходов стран региона
на обеспечение обороны и безопасности государств; увеличение численного
состава правоохранительных органов и спецслужб; проведение регулярных
антитеррористических учений и тренировки. Такая политика Пекина в
значительной степени обусловлена тем, что, по оценкам китайских властей, в
среднесрочной перспективе, по мере угасания конфликтов на Ближнем
Востоке, вектор террористической активности ДАИШ может быть
переориентирован в сторону Афганистана и центрально-азиатских
государств, с дальнейшим обострением обстановки в том числе и в СУАР.
По указанным причинам с 2016 года китайские власти усилили охрану
государственной границы на западе и северо-западе страны, увеличив
количество антитеррористических учений. Принимая во внимание
«Антитеррористический закон КНР» следует отметить, что в случае
возникновения угрозы национальной безопасности, китайские власти могут
ввести войска на территорию сопредельных государств под предлогом
оказания всесторонней помощи по борьбе с терроризмом.
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Учитывая опыт российской поддержки правительству Сирии в борьбе с
терроризмом, а также принимая во внимание стремление США увеличить
свое влияние на Афганистан и страны Центральной Азии, китайское
руководство в своем противоборстве намерено увеличить объемы
инвестиций для государств региона.
Что же касается усиления сотрудничества Китая с Афганистаном в
антитеррористической борьбе, то примечательным становится недавнее
решение Пекина об оказании помощи в создании горного спецназа в
Афганистане. В частности, как сообщил в середине августа начальник прессцентра Минобороны Афганистана на пресс-конференции в Кабуле, Китай
профинансирует создание специального горного подразделения в Бадахшане.
Воинская часть будет создана за счет средств, выделенных Китаем, которая
обеспечит безопасность в горной провинции на границе с Таджикистаном.
Китайская сторона обещала помощь не только в строительстве необходимых
объектов инфраструктуры, но и в оснащении воинской части вооружением и
необходимым оборудованием. Прежде китайское военное командование
сообщало, что предоставит Афганистану военную помощь на сумму $73 млн.
https://ru.journal-neo.org/2017/09/21/kitaj-usilivaet-svoe-vliyanie-v-afganistane/

Большая игра США в Афганистане. Эксклюзивная статья экс-главы
разведки Пакистана
Джавед Ашраф Кази (генерал-лейтенант, сенатор парламента Пакистана, эксдиректор Межведомственной разведки Пакистана). Интернет-сайт «Stan Radar».
http://stanradar.com/news/full/26570-bolshaja-igra-ssha-v-afganistane-ekskljuzivnaja-statja-eksglavy-razvedki-pakistana.html. 20.09.2017.

Природные ресурсы и геостратегическое положение сделали
Афганистан «лакомым куском» для империй прошлого и сегодняшних
мировых игроков. Первыми в списке стоят Соединенные Штаты.
Американское присутствие в стране сохраняется с 2001 г. Как известно, за
Афганистаном закрепилась дурная слава кладбища империй. Теперь и
американцы не могут отсюда уйти. Новая политика Вашингтона, несмотря на
предвыборные заявления Дональда Трампа, не предполагает вывод войск из
Афганистана.
Победить Америка не может, но не может и уйти, опасаясь роста
влияния Китая и России. Замысел Вашингтона - вовлечь в афганскую партию
Индию как противовес КНР. Каковы скрытые пружины политики США в
Афганистане? Какую партию разыгрывают Китай, Пакистан и Россия?
Удастся ли Америке реализовать давний проект Большой Центральной Азии,
втянув в Афганистан страны ЦА? Ответы в эксклюзивной статье для
«Евразия.Эксперт» дает сенатор пакистанского парламента, бывший
директор Межведомственной разведки Пакистана, генерал-лейтенант Джавед
Ашраф Кази.
Участники игры и поле действий
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Чтобы постичь суть большой игры, которая сейчас разворачивается в
Афганистане, надо сначала понять важность этой страны. Это сокровищница
полезных ископаемых, некоторые из которых очень редки и ценны. США
очень хотели бы сохранять контроль над их месторождениями.
Другим значительным преимуществом является геостратегическое
положение Афганистана. Он является буфером между Южной Азией и
Ближним Востоком, а также между странами Центральной Азии и
Аравийским морем. Порт в Гвадаре, строящийся Китаем в устье Персидского
Залива, станет значительным подспорьем для стран Центральной Азии и
России. Они получат доступ к морю по кратчайшему маршруту. Этот
маршрут, однако, должен будет пролегать через Афганистан и Пакистан.
Потратив миллиарды долларов и потеряв множество военнослужащих,
американцы пришли к выводу, что они не могут победить «Талибан» путем
наращивания военного присутствия. Если им не удалось достичь победы,
разместив в стране более сотни тысяч солдат, им не удастся сделать это,
добавив еще несколько тысяч.
Несмотря на все современные вооружения США, «Талибан» сегодня
контролирует более 40% территории страны. Президент США Дональд
Трамп в предвыборный период обещал вывести войска из Афганистана. Но
после избрания ему сообщили, что сделать это – значило бы совершить
стратегический просчет. Его убедили изменить свою позицию, и теперь он
хочет остаться в Афганистане.
Притягательность огромных залежей полезных ископаемых и
преимущества стратегического положения не позволят США уйти с игрового
поля, открыв возможность вступить на него Китаю и России.
Выбранный США путь позволит им сократить количество
человеческих жертв со своей стороны и сохранять контроль над
Афганистаном. Небольшое увеличение военного контингента США усилит
их присутствие только на определенных базах. Борьба против «Талибана»
будет осуществляться силами афганского правительства, а США будут
предоставлять поддержку с воздуха.
Китай вступил в игру с помощью контрактов, которые помогут
афганской экономике, и получив доступ к полезным ископаемым. Россия не
склонна повторять свои прошлые промахи и прибегать к силовому решению.
Но Москва тоже хочет поучаствовать в разработке и использовании
полезных ископаемых. Страны Центральной Азии предоставляют доступ к
коммуникационной инфраструктуре с целью дальнейшего развития
отношений между двумя перспективными великими державами – Россией и
Китаем – которые вместе могут бросить вызов американскому
доминированию в мире.
Новая стратегия США, похоже, будет обеспечивать непрерывность
американского присутствия в Афганистане, используя при этом афганское
правительство и союзников в Индии. Военный вариант развития событий –
не приоритетный выбор. Используя доллары, США могут продолжать
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диктовать политику, имея при этом достаточно сил, чтобы сохранять
присутствие на таких огромных американских базах как, например, Баграм.
США подталкивают Индию присоединиться к игре в качестве своего
партнера в экономической сфере, чтобы противостоять китайским действиям
в Афганистане.
Развитие дорог и другой инфраструктуры должно производиться
Индией, чтобы не подпускать близко Россию и Китай. Сами по себе страны
Центральной Азии не способны активно играть в эту заточенную под
американцев игру.
Роль Пакистана в игре
Считается, что Пакистан не угрожает интересам США в регионе, он,
скорее, просто вызывает неудобства. Сегодня он контролирует пути
снабжения, на которые рассчитывают силы США и НАТО в Афганистане.
Все их вооружения и припасы доставляются из порта Карачи и по
пакистанским дорогам прибывают в Афганистан. Эта линия снабжения на
три месяца была перекрыта, когда американские ВВС уничтожили
пакистанскую заставу Салала на афганской границе и отказались принести
официальные извинения, направив маршрут снабжения по другому пути,
через страны Центральной Азии и Россию.
Вскоре они поняли, что это крайне затратное мероприятие, поскольку
им приходилось платить за транзит (в отличие от Пакистана, где плату с них
не взимали). Сумма, которую США сэкономили в Пакистане с 2011 г., когда
войска были введены в страну, превышает так называемые миллиарды
долларов, упомянуты Трампом в своей речи.
(«Мы заплатили Пакистану миллиарды и миллиарды долларов - а они
там укрывают тех самых террористов, с которыми мы боремся», – заявил
Трамп. – прим. «ЕЭ»).
Американцы быстро извинились и восстановили свои линии
снабжения.
Еще один аспект, упомянутый Трампом – это так называемые убежища
«Талибана» в Пакистане. Такое чувство, что президент не в курсе фактов.
Пакистан ведет военные действия против «Талибана» и других экстремистов
на протяжении последних пяти лет. Мы потеряли 60 тыс. мирных жителей и
6 тыс. военных в этой битве за выживание. На сегодняшний день мы
очистили более 90% территории от их присутствия и, частично, контроля.
Побежденные талибы перебрались в Афганистан.
Сегодня базы существуют в Афганистане, а не Пакистане, но
американцы избегают признавать этот факт, потому что они не осмеливаются
вступать в военные действия против «Талибана».
Афганские вооруженные силы теряют свои позиции, и сейчас 40%
страны не контролируются государством. Пакистан предложил американцам
проинспектировать любой регион страны на выбор, чтобы убедиться, что
«Талибана» там больше нет. Американские военные делегации посещали
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такие районы, как Вазиристан, которые в свое время были центром
активности «Талибана», но сейчас находятся под контролем государства.
Они признали этот факт на своих внутренних собраниях, но не
публично. И на то есть причина. Американские генералы должны найти
оправдание своему поражению в Афганистане. Им удобно сделать Пакистан
своим козлом отпущения и возлагать вину за все свои неудачи на так
называемые убежища «Талибана» в Пакистане.
Страны Центральной Азии – игроки или наблюдатели?
Американцы не станут согласовывать свои действия со странами
Центральной Азии, пока те не будут принимать и уважать американские
интересы в Афганистане. Сами по себе страны Центральной Азии – не враги
и не друзья США, поскольку Штаты считают их частью российской сферы
влияния. В союзники была выбрана Индия, поскольку она считается
хорошим противовесом для Китая.
Важность и значительность стран центральноазиатского региона лежит
в их близости к Китаю и России. США хотели бы ослабить их связь с Китаем
и Россией. Возможность арендовать военные базы этих стран очень
привлекательна для США. Индийцы в таком же ключе рассматривали базы в
Таджикистане, поскольку это позволило бы им иметь войска в
непосредственной близости от Китая и Пакистана. По необходимости базы
также могли бы быть использованы американцами.
Военная победа американцев в Афганистане невозможна. Они это
осознали, но в то же время они не хотят покидать страну. Поэтому они
выбрали вариант, при котором от них потребуется минимальное присутствие
на укрепленных базах. США и их союзники в Афганистане в конце концов
должны будут признать «Талибан» реальностью.
Тот факт, что талибы контролируют 40% страны, неизбежно делает
талибов силой, с которой невозможно не считаться. Соседи Афганистана –
Пакистан, страны Центральной Азии, Китай, Иран и Россия – будут
вынуждены вместе искать долгосрочное решение ситуации в Афганистане.
Американцы не смогут сделать это в одиночку.
Мир в Афганистане еще более труднодостижим из-за исторического
неприязненного отношения между таджиками, занимающими большинство
должностей в текущем правительстве Афганистана, и афганцами, которые
являются самым многочисленным народом в стране, и из которых в
основном состоит «Талибан». Стороны должны прийти к справедливому
соглашению. Мир не будет достигнут, если правительство Кабула будет
продолжать настаивать на том, чтобы «Талибан» смирился с их властью. Это
маловероятно, учитывая, что «Талибан» считает себя побеждающей
стороной.
Президент Афганистана Гани призвал Пакистан к сотрудничества в
борьбе с терроризмом (на полях 72-й Генассамблеи ООН).
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Afghan leader at UN urges dialogue with Pakistan
The News. 20.09.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/231242-Afghan-leader-atUN-urges-dialogue-with-Pakistan

United Nations: Afghan President Ashraf Ghani appealed Tuesday to
Pakistan to work together to curb extremists, seeing an opportunity as the United
States sends in more troops.
Addressing the UN General Assembly, Ghani said US President Donald
Trump´s new Afghan strategy sent a signal to Taliban guerrillas that they cannot
win on the field and must negotiate peace.
"We welcome this strategy, which has now set us on a pathway to certainty.
The Afghan people have looked to the United States for this type of resolve for
years," Ghani said.
Trump last month announced an Afghanistan strategy that reversed his
previous calls to wind down America´s longest war, which was launched after the
September 11, 2001 attacks.
He instead has sent thousands more troops to Afghanistan and pledged a
tougher line on Pakistan, which has long faced US criticism for its intelligence
services´ ties with jihadists and for harboring Osama bin Laden.
"We now also have an opportunity for a dialogue with our neighbors on how
we can work together earnestly to eliminate terrorism and contain extremism,"
Ghani said.
"I call upon Pakistan to engage with us on a comprehensive state to state
dialogue on peace, security and regional cooperation leading to prosperity," he
said.
Pakistan has responded cooly to Trump´s criticism, with many Pakistanis
noting that they themselves have been a major victim of attacks since their
government sided with the United States following September 11.
Analysts see Pakistan´s continued relationship with insurgents as part of a
fixation on containing historic rival India, which has warm ties with Afghanistan´s
post-Taliban government.
Трехстороння встреча (Пакистан, США, Афганистан) в Кабуле –
бороться с ИГ в регионе
Tripartite meeting in Kabul vows to eliminate IS from region
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
September
15th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1357791/tripartite-meeting-in-kabul-vows-to-eliminate-is-fromregion

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan, Afghanistan and the United States at a tripartite
meeting on Thursday vowed to eliminate the militant Islamic State group — also
known by its Arabic acronym Daesh — from the region.
The meeting held in Kabul identified ―information sharing, complementary
efforts and enhanced cooperation‖ as the areas in which the three can cooperate for
countering the IS in the region.
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Director General Military Operations Maj Gen Sahir Shamshad Mirza led
the Pakistani military delegation to the previously unheard of three-way
arrangement against Daesh. The three met as the Pakistan government was
reassessing President Donald Trump ties with the US in the aftermath of its new
policy for Afghanistan and South Asia.
―Participants reaffirmed their resolve to continue fight against the common
threat of terrorism,‖ a statement issued by the Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) here said.
Pakistan, US and Afghanistan identify areas of cooperation
The meeting, moreover, took place as the IS claimed to have beheaded two
men in Kunar province after accusing them of being American spies. The IS has
established a foothold in Afghanistan‘s Kunar and Nangarhar provinces that border
Pakistan. The terrorist group is feared to be expanding its activities to other parts of
Afghanistan as well.
Pakistan, which last month concluded the Operation Khyber-IV that was
aimed at preventing the ingress of the IS from across the border, is wary that Daesh
is colluding with Pakistani terrorist groups that have taken up sanctuaries in
Afghanistan.
Defence Ministry spokesman Maj Gen Dawlat Waziri was quoted by the
Afghan media as having said that the tripartite meeting happened after a bilateral
engagement between militaries of Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The ISPR said the three sides discussed areas of mutual security interests
and concerns during the meeting. This implies that besides talking about the
growing threat of the IS, the three sides also deliberated on other issues of concern
to them as well.
Bilateral meeting
Besides the trilateral arrangement, Pakistan and Afghanistan held their
bilateral meeting.
The agenda of the meeting included issues related to cross-border fire and
attacks, counterterrorism coordinated actions on the respective side along the PakAfghan border and detainees‘ exchange.
―Both sides agreed to make progress in line with the commitments made at
recent high-level meetings and formulate an action plan which will contribute
towards improving security along the Pak-Afghan border through enhanced
cooperation,‖ the ISPR said.
Проблема
гуманитарного
доступа
продовольственной безопасности Афганистана

—

главный

вызов

Вартанян А.М. 14 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37688

На фоне многолетнего внутриафганского политического кризиса,
проблема доступа международных организаций к получателям помощи
является главным препятствием на пути обеспечения продовольственной
безопасности беднейших слоѐв населения и его наиболее уязвимых групп. В
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целом, 9.3 млн человек нуждаются в продовольственном обеспечении, из
которых 3.4 млн — наиболее остро. Положение детей в этой связи наиболее
удручающее: 9.5% афганских детей находятся в стадии истощения от голода,
41% отстают в росте и 25% имеют недостаточный вес.
По данным Управления ООН по координации гуманитарных вопросов
(УКГВ), к середине 2017 года проблема доставки гуманитарных услуг и
содействия до бенефициаров в труднодоступных в силу различных факторов
районах оставалась нерешѐнной. Около 3.9 млн получателей гуманитарной
помощи (41% от общего числа нуждающихся), сегодня проживают в
районах, доступ к которым международным гуманитарным организациям
серьѐзно ограничен. Прежде всего, речь идѐт о категории временно
перемещенных лиц. Гуманитарный доступ затруднѐн по двум
обстоятельствам. Первое — отсутствие достоверной информации о
гуманитарных нуждах в труднодоступных районах. Второе — нет точных
данных о потенциальных угрозах безопасности гуманитарного персонала
(терроризм, вооружѐнные конфликты, межплеменные распри). Статистика
демонстрирует сохранения на высоком уровне угрозы безопасности
гуманитарных сотрудников ООН в Афганистане в 2016-2017 гг. В частности,
на январь 2017 г. зафиксировано рекордное число инцидентов в этой области
(42) по сравнению с 17 случаями за аналогичный период прошлого года. К
середине года эта волна немного пошла на спад (21 инцидент в июле), однако
общее их число в 2017 году уже достигло 206, что подтверждает тенденцию
последнего десятилетия. В результате этих инцидентов на август 2017 года
погибло 10 гуманитарных работников, и ещѐ 10 получили ранения.
Следует отметить, что по числу инцидентов против гуманитарного
персонала Афганистан находятся на втором месте в мире после Южного
Судана, опережая даже такие горячие точки как Сирия, Йемен и Сомали.
Как показали исследования, главные потребности населения в районах
с ограниченным доступом — регулярное продовольственное обеспечение.
Другие гуманитарные нужды (образование, гигиена и санитария, палатки)
также актуальны, но приобретают более второстепенное значение. При этом,
основной проблемой в этом контексте является неравномерное
распределение продовольственной помощи в труднодоступных районах в
условиях отсутствия контроля со стороны гуманитарных организаций.
Разумеется, традиционные догмы и патриархат превалируют, поэтому самые
уязвимые группы — женщины и дети — получают пропорционально
меньшее питание, что еще более усугубляет положение в сфере
продовольственной безопасности. Причем, такого рода ущемление все чаще
проявляется не только при раздаче продовольствия, но и в социальной
жизни: растѐт уровень насилия на почве гендерных различий и число ранних,
насильственных браков и пр.
Также, одним из индикаторов ограничения гуманитарного доступа
является насильственное закрытие больниц и медицинских учреждений,
функционирующих под патронажем международных организаций. Один из
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недавних примеров: под давлением вооружѐнных группировок в провинции
Лагман в июне-июле 2017 года было закрыто 40 из 54 имеющихся в этой
провинции медицинских учреждений. Все они функционировали под
патронажем шведской неправительственной организации «Шведский
комитет Афганистана». Это привело к тому, что более 500 000 человек в
Лагмане лишились медицинского обслуживания, а 70 000 детей не удалось
привить в рамках общенациональной кампании по вакцинации от
полиомиелита. Лишь после посреднического вмешательства местных
комунн, удалось вновь открыть часть больниц, однако на сентябрь 2017
проблема полностью не устранена. Аналогичные случаи, но в меньших
масштабах, были зафиксированы недавно в провинциях Фарах и Багдис.
Карта гуманитарного доступа в Афганистане по состоянию на 2017 год
достаточно пестрая. Трудно выделить однозначно географические районы с
трудным доступом. Наибольший доступ, открытый для всех гуманитарных
игроков — ООН, неправительственных организаций, Афганского общества
Красного полумесяца — имеется в северных и центральных провинциях
(Бамиан, Саманган, Балх) и в поясах безопасности вокруг крупных городов
— Кабул, Кандагар. В то же время, значительные территории на юге, югозападе и западе Афганистана, включая приграничные с Ираном Герат и
Нимроз, открыты лишь для Афганского общества Красного полумесяца и
иногда для местных неправительственных организаций. Однако,
гуманитарные агентства ООН там напрямую работать не могут. И, наконец,
наиболее труднодоступные районы, куда доступ ограничен всем игрокам,
расположены на юго-востоке и востоке страны, в частности, граничащие с
Пакистаном провинции Нангархар, Кунар и Пактика — сложнейшие в плане
гуманитарного доступа. Здесь же фиксируется наибольший всплеск насилия
против гуманитарных работников, особенно в Нангархаре, куда стекается
основная масса временно перемещѐнных лиц и афганских мигрантов,
массово возвращающихся из Пакистана.
При этом, ситуация развивается динамично и география районов со
сложным уровнем гуманитарного доступа весьма изменчива. В частности, в
2017 году отмечается всплеск насилия против гуманитарного персонала и,
соответственно, проблемы с его доступом, в провинции Багдис на западе и
Гильменд — на юге.
Все эти факты — результат дестабилизации внутриполитической
ситуации в Афганистане, активизации «Исламского государства» (ИГ,
запрещено в России) после поражений в Сирии и Ираке. На фоне
долгоиграющего политического кризиса создаѐтся плацдарм для дальнейшей
военной эскалации и, соответственно, создания новых угроз безопасности
для функционирования международных организаций. Ограничение
гуманитарного доступа служит в данном контексте очень чѐтким
индикатором внутриполитической нестабильности. Ну а последствия такого
ограничения — прежде всего в сфере обеспечения населения — во всех
районах страны и на равноправной основе – достаточным количеством
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продовольствия, отсутствие которого будет только подтачивать внутреннюю
ситуацию и служить дополнительным катализатором новых внутренних
конфликтов и противоречий. Это, в свою очередь, будет ослаблять
устойчивость центральной власти, чем не преминут воспользоваться
террористические организации и незаконные вооруженные группировки.
В то же самое время, большинство гуманитарных агентств, включая
ооновские организации, предпочитают работать там где безопаснее,
сознательно
сужают
зону
покрытия
и
избегают
концентрированного присутствия в зонах повышенного риска. Как показало
недавнее исследование, проведѐнное Департаментом по международному
развитию Великобритании, в зонах с ограниченным гуманитарным доступом
агентства предпочитают действовать примитивно и доставлять помощь в
упрощенной форме, не реагируя на целевые запросы отдельных уязвимых
групп бенефициаров (например, специальное питание или медицинское
обслуживание для отдельных категорий, таких как дети, беременные
женщины, кормящие матери). Подход прагматичен, поскольку в условиях
отсутствия контроля за распределением трудно ожидать что специальная
помощь дойдѐт до адресата. В то же время, нерешѐнность таких проблем ещѐ
более усугубляет гуманитарную ситуацию.
Индия примет участие в 116 новых проектах в Афганистане
«Все об Афганистане». 18.09.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/114387.html

КАБУЛ, 18 сентября. Правительство Индии намерено принять участие
в 116 проектах развития в 31 провинции Афганистана.
Салахуддин Раббани встретился с Нарендрой Моди в ходе визита в
Нью-Дели
Соответствующее решение было принято в ходе переговоров министра
иностранных дел Афганистана Салахуддина Раббани и его коллеги из Индии
Сушмы Сварадж. Проекты в основном связаны с восстановлением базовой
инфраструктуры — дорог, водоснабжения, поликлиник, а также со
строительством бюджетного жилья в сельских районах страны, передают
афганские СМИ.
Более конкретно, планируется построить ГЭС и ирригационную сеть в
Кабуле, жильѐ для афганских беженцев, возвращающихся в провинцию
Нангархар, восстановить дорожную сеть в провинции Бамиан для развития
туризма и экономики, построить водопровод в Чарикаре (провинция Парван),
поликлинику в Мазари-Шарифе, обеспечить сельские сообщества зданиями
общественного пользования, построить небольшие ГЭС и солнечные
электростанции.
Напомним, что тремя неделями ранее президент США Дональд Трамп
призвал Индию активнее участвовать в восстановлении Афганистана.
Афганистан просит Индию ускорить реконструкцию порта Чабахар.
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Другие связи с Индией
Afghanistan asks India to speed up development of Chabahar port
Dawn. September 12, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357004/afghanistan-asksindia-to-speed-up-development-of-chabahar-port

Afghanistan's foreign minister asked India on Monday to expedite
development of a strategic port in Iran to bolster a trade route for land-locked
Central Asian countries that would bypass Pakistan.
The port would allow India to transport goods to Afghanistan by sea.
Pakistan currently does not allow India to transport through its territory to
Afghanistan.
Last year, India committed up to $500 million for the development of the
Chabahar port along with associated roads and rail lines.
Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj responded that India would
speed up the port development and begin supplying wheat to Afghanistan within
weeks through Chabahar.
In his new Afghanistan strategy unveiled last month, United States President
Donald Trump asked India to do more to help Afghanistan's development.
Afghan Foreign Minister Salahuddin Rabbani also asked India to expand an
air freight corridor introduced between the two countries in June to provide greater
access for Afghan goods to the Indian market.
Swaraj, who hosted Rabbani in New Delhi, told reporters that India and
Afghanistan jointly agreed to embark on a ―new development partnership‖ in
keeping with Afghanistan's priorities.
She said more than 100 new development projects would be implemented
jointly.
She said India will assist in a drinking water supply project for Kabul, lowcost housing for returning refugees, a water supply network for Charikar city, and a
polyclinic in Mazar-e-Sharif.
India will also help Afghanistan build human resource capacities and skills,
especially in education, health, agriculture, energy, administration and resource
management, Swaraj said.
The Afghan foreign minister said the two countries reaffirmed their resolve
to strengthen their security and defence cooperation, but did not give any details.
India already has donated three multi-role Mi-35 helicopters to Afghanistan,
and trains Afghan security forces and police personnel.
Турция и Пакистан будут способствовать миру в Афганистане.
Pakistan, Turkey to work for Afghan peace
The Nation. September 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Sep-2017/pakistanturkey-to-work-for-afghan-peace

ISLAMABAD - Emphasising that lasting peace in Afghanistan was
important for stability in the region, Turkish President Recip Tayyep Erdogan and
Foreign Minister Khwaja Muhammad Asif Tuesday agreed that Pakistan and
Turkey would continue to work together for peace and stability in Afghanistan.
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According to Foreign Office, the foreign minister during a day-long visit to
Ankara, held talks with the Turkish president, Prime Minister Benali Yildirim and
Foreign Minister Mevlvut Cavusoglu on further strengthening of relations between
Pakistan and Turkey and deepening mutual coordination on regional peace,
security and connectivity.
During his call on the Turkish President, Khwaja Asif reaffirmed Pakistan's
strong desire for further strengthening strategic partnership between the two
countries through increased cooperation in political, economic, defence and people
to people ties.
President Erdogan reiterated Turkey's unflinching commitment to broaden
and expand brotherly relations between the two countries. They agreed on
maintaining regular high level exchanges between the two countries and continue
to work together for peace and stability in Afghanistan.
Earlier, Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif also called on Turkish Prime Minister
Benali Yildrim. Discussing bilateral relations, the two leaders expressed
satisfaction at the remarkable progress being made in deepening the strategic
partnership. In this regard, recalling the important work done under the High Level
Strategic Cooperation Council (HLSCC) under the leadership of the two prime
ministers, they resolved to take measures to impart further impetus to this bilateral
strategic forum.
Later in the day, the foreign ministers of the two countries held bilateral
talks covering all areas of mutual cooperation and coordination on peace and
security in the region with particular focus on Afghanistan in the light of recent
developments.
They agreed that there was no military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan and reiterated that Afghanistan's neighbours and regional countries
needed to work together for facilitating a politically negotiated settlement under an
Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process.
During the meetings, the two sides shared concern over human rights
violations in Indian-occupied Kashmir. Khawaja Asif thanked Turkey for its
principled support to the just struggle of the Kashmiri people for their right to selfdetermination.
The Turkish leaders and Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif also expressed deep
concern over the atrocities being committed against Rohingya and while
appreciating Turkish leadership on the issue, they stressed upon the international
community for enhancing humanitarian efforts to alleviate their sufferings.
Премьер-министр Аббаси предложил совместное с Афганистаном
патрулирование границы – предотвращение проникновения террорист.
групп.
Abbasi offers joint patrols with Afghanistan
The Nation. September 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Sep-2017/abbasi-offersjoint-patrols-with-afghanistan
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Proposes ‗bilateral verification‘ of militants‘ sanctuaries.
ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Tuesday offered
―joint patrols" and "joint posts" with Afghanistan as a means of bilateral
verification of action taken against terrorist groups or their sanctuaries.
―Whatever it takes to fight terrorism ... Pakistan is totally open to that,‖
Abbasi said while briefing foreign journalists in Islamabad.
He added that Pakistan was willing to kickstart a raft of measures to increase
security along the border with Afghanistan and improve its rocky relationship with
its neighbour. "We will put up a fence there, the Afghans are welcome to put up
another fence on their side."
His remarks came weeks after President Donald Trump called on Pakistan to
do more to eliminate militant sanctuaries, a longstanding US demand.
"We are open for joint patrolling, we are open for joint posts" along the
border with Afghanistan, Abbasi said. He denied Pakistan was harbouring
militants, insisting it was "fighting agents of chaos."
The details of the bilateral verification methods could be worked out at the
operational level, he said. But Abbasi insisted Afghanistan in turn needed to do
more to fight terrorism against Pakistan.
―If you want statistics, there is much more happening across the border from
Afghanistan than anything that happens from Pakistan into Afghanistan."
"All the criminal elements we are fighting are based in Afghanistan," Abbasi
said.
Responding to a question, Abbasi said his government has yet to receive any
specific demands from the Trump administration, adding that Pakistan would act
on any information shared by US authorities.
Abbasi said the United States has not demanded any specific actions from
Pakistan since President Trump‘s speech. ―We have not received a list of
mechanisms,‖ he said, adding his country would continue to cooperate against
terrorism as it has done in the past.
"We don't think the Pakistani-US relationship will be defined by
Afghanistan," the prime minister told reporters. "This relationship (is) 70 years old
(and) cannot be redefined by one issue or it should not be redefined by one issue."
―We have nothing to hide, as a general rule you do not punish allies,‖
Abbasi said when asked about US plans to get tough on Pakistan and cutting
billions of dollars worth of military and financial aid. "We are open (with the US).
We are transparent. We have nothing to hide."
―If you go to Miranshah, you‘ll see what we‘ve done there, the casualties
that the army has taken, the sanctuaries they‘ve destroyed,‖ Abbasi told reporters.
Pakistan has launched several military operations to clear out militant
hideouts from the northern tribal areas near Afghanistan‘s border. But US and
Afghanistan claim the actions have been more focused on Pakistani Taliban,
militants that have challenged the Pakistani state. They charge that the groups
focused on attacking Afghanistan or India have been largely left alone.
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Pakistan denies those claims. ―The ills of Afghanistan do not emanate from
Pakistan,‖ said the prime minister.
Pakistan had suffered massively due to instability in Afghanistan and
believed that the solution should be Afghan-led and Afghan-owned, he said.
Abbasi said Pakistan was more committed than any other country in the
region for peaceful resolution of the Afghan issue.
The prime minister strongly rejected allegations about terrorists' sanctuaries
inside Pakistan and said the North Waziristan shared the same terrain with the
border areas of Afghanistan but questioned what the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) had achieved there.
He said the leadership [of militants] was based in Afghanistan.
He said that Pakistan had hosted 3.5 million Afghan refugees. "We have
even offered training to the Afghan forces to come here and train themselves to
fight terrorism," he added. He said his government's mandate was to complete the
initiatives taken by Nawaz Sharif.
To another question, the prime minister opined that democratic system in the
country was being strengthened with the passage of time.
The prime minister strongly rejected that democracy could be derailed in the
country and said the intensity and relevancy regarding debate about the system
could increase but ultimately, it would be resolved.
About the BRICS declaration, the prime minister said the statement was not
specific to Pakistan. There was no difference in the policy of Pakistani and Chinese
governments, he added.
About going back to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), he said the
government had successfully completed the IMF programme with minimal
inflation.
The prime minister did not foresee to go to the IMF and hoped that the
government would achieve its economic targets with prudent economic policies.
He said the biggest achievement of the present government was to minimise
inflation rate. He said the government would be able to address the economic
challenges and its intention was to proceed with its own growth rate.
Challenges were always there but the government was addressing the same,
the prime minister said, adding the stock exchange would hopefully go up in the
coming days.
He said the current economic issues were definitely a challenge but "we are
addressing it."
The prime minister said the devaluation of rupee was not on the card. "We
are broadening our tax net base and have a composite plan to provide incentives to
the tax filers."
To a question about ups and downs in the Pak-US relations, he said there
was economic, political and military relationship between the two countries.
He said the US had not clarified some of the perceptions that were raised
after President Trump's policy statement on Afghanistan and South Asia.
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He said that Pakistan needed more collaborations and cooperation between
the two countries in various areas rather than aid and assistance.
He added that Pakistan was a huge market and the US companies had multibillion opportunities here. Abbasi said Pakistan and the US had a very valuable
relationship since start of the diplomatic ties between the two countries
"We intend to work and cooperate with the US against terrorism and if both
the countries have any concern it should be addressed," he said. "We respect
other's sovereignty and expect the same from others."
About Pakistan-India tension at the Line of Control, he said Pakistan had
always welcomed efforts to have a peaceful relationship and wanted to resolve it
peacefully through dialogue.
He said Pakistan had lost more than $120 billion in the war against terrorism,
besides the world community must recognise its sacrifices.
Пакистан не должен препятствовать нашим связям с Индией, - заявил
посол Афганистана в Пакистане
Pakistan shouldn‘t object to our ties with India: Kabul
Daily Times, September 13th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/13-Sep17/pakistan-shouldnt-object-to-our-ties-with-india-kabul

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan should not object to Afghanistan‘s ties with India
and instead maintain a ‗good brotherly relationship‘, Afghan Ambassador to
Pakistan Dr Omer Zakhilwal said on Tuesday.
―Pakistan should not object to our ties with India. We assure that
Afghanistan-India relationship will not inflict harm upon Pakistan,‖ he told a round
table discussion titled ‗Bilateral Reconciliation: Opportunities and Challenges‘,
organised by the Regional Peace Institute here in the federal capital.
The ambassador said Pakistan should maintain a ‗good brotherly
relationship‘ with Afghanistan irrespective of the latter‘s ties with any other
country including India. He said both the sides will have to respect each other‘s
sovereignty and territorial integrity and move ahead to narrow down their
differences in order to build long-lasting trust-based relationship. Zakhilwal
emphatically said that peace in Afghanistan was vital to establish durable peace in
Pakistan, adding that both the countries should move forward to remove ‗mistrust‘.
He also accepted the mismanagement on part of Kabul and said that the Afghan
government should take action against TTP reported sanctuaries operating against
Islamabad from inside Afghanistan.
Визит мининдел Пак-на в Иран. «Решение проблемы Афганистана не
может быть военным».
Diplomatic contacts: Iran agrees Afghan conflict has no military
solution
The Express Tribune. 12.09.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503501/pakistan-iranjoin-hands-peace-afghanistan/
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Islamabad on Monday won Tehran‘s support for its diplomatic initiative
seeking regional consensus on the Afghan endgame in the wake of the new US
strategy announced by President Donald Trump last month.
The development came at the end of a daylong visit by Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif to Iran‘s capital where he held formal talks with his Iranian
counterpart Javad Zarif.
Asif, who was accompanied by Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua and
National Security Adviser Lt Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua, also called on
President Hassan Rowhani.
Trump lays down Afghan strategy, lambasts Pakistan for ‗harbouring
terrorists‘
The delegation travelled to Iran as part of Pakistan‘s efforts to offset the
possible negative fallout of the new US plan – to increase troops in the war-torn
country – by reaching out to regional countries.
Pakistan has already won the crucial backing of its initiative from China,
which also agreed that the Afghan conflict could only be resolved through political
process.
Asif is due to visit Turkey on Tuesday and will also meet his Russian
counterpart on the sidelines of UN General Assembly session in New York later
this month.
In Tehran, Asif exchanged views with Zarif about efforts for peace and
stability in Afghanistan, particularly in the context of latest developments there.
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
They agreed that there was no military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan and a politically negotiated settlement was imperative for lasting
peace in Afghanistan, said an official handout issued by the Foreign Office.
―They underscored that the regional countries [which] have vital stakes in
stability in Afghanistan should play a more proactive role in the peace efforts,‖ it
added.
Asif said pursuing the policy of peaceful neighbourhood, Pakistan was
committed to further strengthen relations with Iran and to work closely for
promoting peace, security and development in the region.
In this regard, he expressed satisfaction over increasing engagement between
Pakistan and Iran while emphasising the need to focus on promoting trade,
economic cooperation and connectivity.
Before leaving for Tehran, Asif told the Iran‘s state news agency IRNA that
his visit was part of efforts to evolve a regional consensus on Afghanistan. The top
Pakistani diplomat insisted that US reliance on use of force had already failed in
Afghanistan.
Asif leaves for Tehran today
―In Pakistan, we do believe that there can be no military solution to
Afghanistan problem. It has to be political solution… a political solution is always
a long-lasting one but military solutions will collapse soon,‖ Asif said.
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According to the Foreign Office, the Iranian FM reaffirmed Iran‘s
commitment to deepening relations with Pakistan in diverse fields including trade,
investment, connectivity as well as border management.
Both ministers shared deep concern over human rights violations in the
Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK), the Foreign Office said. The two ministers also
expressed deep concern over atrocities being committed against Rohingyas and
agreed on the need for urgent humanitarian efforts to alleviate their suffering.
Афганистан просит Индию ускорить реконструкцию порта Чабахар
Afghanistan seeks early completion of Chabahar port
The
Express
Tribune.
September
12,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503861/afghanistan-seeks-early-completion-chabahar-port/

2017.

Afghanistan has asked India to expedite work on the strategic port of
Chabahar in Iran to help improve trade route for the landlocked country, enabling
it have access to global markets.
Currently, Afghanistan relies on Pakistan for trade but Islamabad does not
allow New Delhi to transport through its territory.
Last year, India had committed up to $500 million for Chabahar‘s
development along with associated roads and rail lines.
According to the Associated Press, India‘s foreign minister Sushma Swaraj
told Afghanistan that New Delhi would speed up the port‘s development and begin
supplying wheat within weeks through Chabahar.
Interestingly, the move comes at a time when US President Donald Trump,
in his new Afghanistan strategy, had asked New Delhi to do more to help Kabul‘s
development.
Afghanistan‘s plans to fly shipments to India bypassing Pakistan go awry
Swaraj‘s counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani had also asked India to expand an
air freight corridor introduced between the two countries in June so that greater
access could be given to Afghan goods for the Indian market.
Swaraj, who hosted her counterpart in New Delhi, told reporters that India
and Afghanistan jointly agreed to start a ―new development partnership‖ in
keeping with Afghanistan‘s priorities.
The Indian external affair‘s minister said more than a 100 new development
projects would be implemented jointly. She said India will also assist in initiating a
drinking water supply project for Kabul, low-cost housing for returning refugees, a
water supply network for Charikar city, and a polyclinic in Mazar-e-Sharif.
Swaraj also revealed that India will also help Afghanistan build human
resource capacities and skills, especially in education, health, agriculture, energy,
administration and resource management sectors.
New US strategy for Afghanistan
During the meeting, Rabbani said the two countries reiterated their resolve
to strengthen their security and defence cooperation, but did not elaborate.
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Пакистан и американская Стратегия в Афганистане и Южной Азии
2017 г.
Наталья Замараева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 10.09.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/09/10/pakistan-i-amerikanskaya-strategiya-v-afganistane-i-yuzhnoj-azii-2017-g/

Различия в подходах США к Афганистану, Индии и Пакистану в
рамках новой Стратегии в Афганистане и Южной Азии 2017 г. обусловили,
соответственно, три ответные реакции. Власти Кабула ожидали и широко
приветствовали возвращение США. Нью-Дели воодушевился поддержкой
Белого дома дальнейшего развития проекта стратегического партнерства. И
только Исламабад подверг Стратегию США жесткой критике. Наибольшим
оскорблением для Пакистана стало обвинение Д. Трампа в якобы
предоставлении мест укрытий для террористов.
Напомним, что на протяжении многих лет Пакистан опосредовано был
включен в управление затянувшимся конфликтом в Афганистане, откуда
идут потоки беженцев, наркотиков и оружия. В Исламабаде считают, что
гражданская война в Афганистане, одну из сторон которой поддерживают
США, дестабилизирует и страну, и регион.
С июня 2014 г. генералитет Пакистана проводит широкомасштабные
военные операции по уничтожению иностранных и местных боевиков как в
пограничной с Афганистаном зоне пуштунских племен, так и во внутренних
районах страны, в частности в мегаполисе Карачи и провинции Панджаб. В
результате к 2017 г. значительная часть боевиков была «выдавлена» через
Гиндукуш в Афганистан.
Одновременно федеральная армия активно занимается обустройством
пограничной линии: укреплены действующие контрольно-пропускные
пункты, установлены дополнительные наблюдательные вышки, ведется
ограждение пограничной линии, введен визовый режим.
Заявленная на днях «обновленная» Стратегия США в Афганистане и
Южной Азии явно ставит цель заставить Пакистан делать больше, по их
мнению, в борьбе с терроризмом. Она включает дипломатическую, военную
и финансовую составляющие. Госсекретарь Р. Тиллерсон заявил об
изменении статуса Пакистана, и отныне США рассматривают Исламабад не
как внеблокового стратегического союзника, а просто союзника.
Планируются санкции, направленные на ограничение развития ядерной
программы Пакистана с целью, по заявлению Госдепартамента, «избежать
попадания оружия массового поражения в руки боевиков». В 2017 г. в
Вашингтоне уже раздавались призывы объявить Пакистан «государством —
спонсором террора».
Еще весной 2017 г. США отказали Исламабаду в финансировании 350
млн долл, обвинив его в недостаточных действиях в антитеррористической
кампании.
Своей стратегией в Афганистане Вашингтон заставляет американских
военнослужащих наносить военные удары по террористам во внутренних и
южных провинциях Афганистана. Уцелевшие боевики затем выдавливаются
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американскими коалиционными войсками в южные провинции и далее, через
Линию Дюранда, в Пакистан. В пограничных районах Пакистана по
предполагаемым местам укрытий террористов США планируют проводить
военные операции при поддержке авиаударов американских дронов.
Исламабад дал симметричный комплексный ответ последним
обвинениям Вашингтона в предоставлении мест укрытий для террористов, не
признав их и выдвинув ряд требований к США в отношении Афганистана,
исключающих лидирующую роль Индии в регионе.
Пакистан выразил сожаление игнорированием США огромного числа
жертв (а это более 60 тысяч убитыми и ранеными), а также понесенных
экономических потерь, которые исчисляются в 123 млрд долл. Несмотря на
это, Исламабад подтвердил, что продолжит глобальные усилия в борьбе с
терроризмом, считая, что это явление представляет угрозу для всех народов
мира, и не позволит использовать свою территорию в войне против какойлибо страны.
Угрозу миру и безопасности Исламабад связывает с неразрешенным до
сегодняшнего дня конфликтом в Джамму и Кашмире, который, по его
мнению, и является основным препятствием на пути к миру и стабильности в
регионе.
По сути, Пакистан следующим образом определяет свою позицию по
Афганистану:






отрицает исключительно военное решение кризиса в Афганистане, подчеркивая,
что действия американских и Международных сил содействия безопасности в
течение 2001-2014 лет не привели к миру;
призывает к политическому урегулированию, считая, что только возглавляемый и
руководимый афганцами процесс политического урегулирования вправе привести
к устойчивому миру в стране;
заявляет, что правительство Кабула должно поддерживать диалог с талибами.

Исламабад выразил готовность к сотрудничеству с международным
сообществом в достижении общей цели содействия миру и стабильности в
регионе Южной Азии. Еще весной 2017 г. он анонсировал проект
урегулирования в Афганистане. В августе военно-гражданские власти
подтвердили его, подчеркнув, помимо важности ликвидации мест укрытий
боевиков в Афганистане, необходимость управления границами,
возвращения афганских беженцев из Пакистана и активизации мирного
процесса для политического урегулирования в Афганистане, предусматривая
участия талибов во властных структурах.
Парламент, Национальная ассамблея (НА) и Сенат Пакистана осудили
«враждебные и угрожающие» заявления президента США Д. Трампа и
генерала Дж.У. Николсона, командующего американскими войсками в
Афганистане и одновременно призвали правительство Пакистана
предпринять следующие шаги, такие как:


отсрочка дипломатических визитов между Вашингтоном и Исламабадом.
Представители администрации США смогут посещать Пакистан только с
разрешения федерального правительства;
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приостановка сотрудничества с США, в частности предоставление наземных и
воздушных линий связи через территорию Пакистана;
возвращение всех трех миллионов афганских беженцев на родину;
усиление контроля за границей («запечатывание» границы) с Афганистаном;
требование аналогичных действий со стороны властей Афганистана и
командования американскими войсками.

Одновременно Исламабад выразил озабоченность в связи с ростом
числа боевиков запрещенной террористической группировки ДАИШ и ряда
других террористических группировок (в частности, ДТП -Tehreek-i-Taliban
Pakistan и Джамаатул Ахрар — Jamaatul Ahrar и других) в афганских
провинциях, граничащих с Пакистаном, и потребовал от Афганистана, США
и их союзников закрыть границы для лидеров группировок, осуществляющих
теракты против его страны.
Комитет национальной безопасности (КНБ) Пакистана, в состав
которого входят члены кабинета министров и генералитета, призвал власти
Афганистана и командование американским военным контингентом в
Афганистане незамедлительно уничтожить места укрытий террористов. КНБ
заявил, что на территории Афганистана свободно перемещаются боевики,
бежавшие из Пакистана, а афганские власти предоставляют им документы,
удостоверяющие личность, для облегчения их передвижения. Такие
террористы из мест укрытий в Афганистане совершают нападения на
пограничные посты в Пакистане.
Курс президента США Д. Трампа на изоляцию Пакистана в регионе
оказался провальным. Поэтому не удивительно, что, после американских
обвинений Пакистана в укрывательстве террористов, Китай и Саудовская
Аравия обратились к США и мировой общественности признать вклад
Исламабада в борьбу с терроризмом.
Упреки Вашингтона в адрес Исламабада не учли того, что Пакистан с
2016 г. является частью Исламского военного альянса (ИВА), а Р. Шариф,
пакистанский боевой генерал в отставке, с мая 2017 г. возглавляет ИВА. При
вступлении в должность он заявил о своей миссии защиты и единения в
мусульманском мире. Таким образом, угроза нарушению суверенитета и
территориальной целостности одного из государств-членов ИВА
рассматривается командованием коалиции ИВА как военная угроза
мусульманскому миру.
В этих условиях представляется явно поспешной антипакистанская
направленность Стратегии США в Афганистане и Южной Азии, учитывая, в
том числе, неофициальный, но ядерный статус Пакистана. Кроме того, с
учетом развития с 2015 г. масштабных инфраструктурных проектов
Исламабадом в рамках Экономического пояса Шелкового пути, реализация
которых повысит ВВП страны на 3% (по расчетам пакистанских
экономистов), Пакистан намерен жестко защищать страну не только от
региональных и международных агрессий, но и от выдвигаемых в его адрес
обвинений в предоставлении мест укрытий для террористов.
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Политика Пакистана в отношении Афганистана
Our Afghanistan policy
Ashraf Jehangir Qazi (former ambassador to the US, India and China and head of UN
missions
in
Iraq
and
Sudan).
Dawn,
September
9th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1356475/our-afghanistan-policy

THE National Assembly, the government and the COAS have categorically
rejected President Trump‘s allegations against Pakistan. The furious outrage of the
political and military elite in Pakistan brings to mind Hamlet‘s mother who said
―the lady doth protest too much, methinks‖ which questions the credibility of
overreactions. The reaction in Pakistan obscures the fact that none of Trump‘s
charges against Pakistan are new and none of Pakistan‘s denials are entirely
convincing — even among Pakistanis. The first sensible reaction has been from
Pakistan‘s much maligned diplomatic envoys who reportedly ―urged the
government to avoid any knee-jerk reactions and prefer diplomacy to
confrontation‖.
It is true the US has not provided evidence of alleged Pakistani assistance to
the Taliban insurgency in Afghanistan. The border is porous, people flow back and
forth, and complete border control is impossible. Building border fences
unilaterally will exacerbate rather than alleviate tensions. Moreover, there are
legitimate Pakistani contacts with ―the political wings‖ of the Afghan Taliban and
the Haqqani network apparently to urge them to come to the negotiating table for a
peace settlement with Kabul. However, this is a scenario in which games can be
played — and are played.
Pakistan‘s reaction does not take into account that a frustrated Trump, whose
presidency hangs in the balance, may be looking for a ―splendid little war‖ to
divert domestic attention from his dismal and embarrassing performance at home
and whip up support for ‗the chief slaying monsters abroad.‘ North Korea is not on
the menu because China would intervene in any American assault. It is less clear
what China‘s reaction would be to another Abbottabad-like assault on targets in
Pakistan beyond robust denunciation.
Alienating Kabul and relying on the Taliban to provide leverage is
demonstrably stupid.
Trump‘s generals in Washington and Afghanistan approved his warnings to
Pakistan and his authorising them to take any action they think appropriate without
seeking his further approval. These are likely to be drone attacks and ‗black ops‘
by special forces who do not require access to air or ground routes in Pakistan. The
generals saw the reaction of Pakistan to the raid on Abbottabad in May 2011 and
are not likely to be deterred from similar or escalated action again. Given the
professional advice of Pakistan‘s diplomats, it is not clear what the foreign minister
meant by a ―paradigm shift‖ in foreign policy.
The BRICS statement referred to four extremist organisations located in
Pakistan as threats to regional security. They are on the UN terrorist list and are
banned but active in Pakistan. Given Trump‘s statement, the China-India
disengagement from Doklam, and the Xi-Modi meeting on the sidelines of the
Xiamen summit there is a worrying query: is China gently but publicly pressing
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Pakistan to take down organisations on its territory who have links with insurgents
on Chinese territory? If Pakistan is silly enough to ignore this message it will
progressively upset China and sow doubts in Chinese minds about their strategic
partnership with Pakistan. This would inevitably impact CPEC. If this happens
Pakistan will have kicked itself in the face again!
A central failing of Pakistan‘s regional strategy is its failure to generate
Afghan trust in its policies and in allowing America and the Arabs to complicate
its relations with neighbouring Iran. This has facilitated the growth of Indian
political influence in both countries. The opportunities presented by President
Ashraf Ghani‘s visit to Rawalpindi in November 2014 after he became president
have been wasted. The same mistake was made with former president Hamid
Karzai who spoke of the two countries as ―conjoined twins‖. But instead of
learning from failed policies, self-serving narratives were constructed to demonise
Afghan leaders as Indian puppets. These blunders have cost Pakistan dearly. What
is required in Afghanistan is not a continued American military presence but
Pakistan‘s unqualified support for Kabul‘s search for a broad-based political
settlement. An unstable Afghanistan will inevitably negate all the gains claimed for
the various counterterrorism operations inside Pakistan.
The US war on terror in Afghanistan has been an abject failure due to
arrogant militarism and political ignorance. The recent blasphemous leaflets
showered upon Afghans about the Taliban demonstrate an incorrigible American
disdain. US allegations against Pakistan are motivated by frustration. But
Pakistan‘s policies in Afghanistan have also been counterproductive. Alienating
Kabul and relying on the Taliban to provide leverage is demonstrably stupid.
Pakistan‘s policy has also been unnecessarily India-centric. This alienates Afghan
political opinion and ensures that Pakistan will lose zero-sum games with India
inside Afghanistan. Afghan goodwill for India will not translate into ill will
towards Pakistan unless its policies are seen by Afghans as forcing upon them an
unwanted choice between India and Pakistan. We need to have more confidence in
our natural links with Afghanistan.
Accordingly, Pakistan‘s regional priorities should include (i) developing
longer-term strategic coordination and regional crisis management with China; (ii)
rebuilding trust with Kabul by convincing it that Pakistan will have no truck with
organisations that take up arms against it; (iii) avoiding ill-considered and selfdefeating Afghan policies that confound Chinese strategic calculations; (iv)
developing a predictable, substantial, mutually beneficial if non-strategic
relationship with the US to minimise negative policy fallout; and (v) maintaining
its principled stance on the Kashmir dispute, while focusing on a dialogue with
India that (a) helps to alleviate the unspeakable human rights situation in the
Valley and (b) builds on the tentative ‗understandings‘ reached in the 2005-6 backchannel talks through confidence-building measures and agreed modalities for
APHC and other independent Kashmiri participation in a settlement process. This
is neither easy nor impossible. A reliable bilateral relationship with Iran is also a
priority.
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Such an integrated approach could progressively limit India‘s ability to use
Afghanistan against Pakistan; improve Pakistan‘s image in Afghanistan and Iran
enabling its views to elicit sympathy and understanding; and reduce US suspicion
and Indian hostility. This will require strong leadership; policy realism and
imagination; a well-resourced and influential foreign service; and an intellectually
active foreign policy community. These priorities will need to be embedded in a
national transformation process. Correcting a dysfunctional Afghanistan and
regional policy requires holistic change, yes, a ‗paradigm shift‘.
О проблеме афганских беженцев в Пакистане
Вартанян А.М. 10 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37577

Со второй половины 2016 года, со вступлением в силу новых
законодательных актов в Пакистане, ужесточающих правила пребывания
беженцев, тема афганских переселенцев в Пакистане приобрела новое острое
звучание. По сути, стартовала продолжающаяся до сегодняшнего дня
массовая репатриация афганцев на родину, впервые в этом столетии.
Вопрос этот, разумеется, имеет предысторию. С 1980-х гг., сразу после
Саурской революции в Афганистане и начала политических репрессий и
гражданской войны, в массовом порядке более 3 млн афганцев мигрировали
в Пакистан (еще 2 млн – в Иран). К 1988 году, на пакистанской территории в
приграничных лагерях вдоль афгано-пакистанской границы размещалось 3.3
млн афганских беженцев. Cогласно статистике Международной организации
миграции, социальный статус большинства из них был ниже среднего
уровня.
К 2006 году правительство Пакистана провело регистрацию афганцев:
в итоге 2.2 млн беженцев из Афганистана были официально
зарегистрированы и получили временные регистрационные карты. К 2015
году, после того как наиболее активная и образованная часть этого
сообщества мигрировала в западные страны, сообщество официально
зарегистрированных афганских беженцев в Пакистане составляло 1.5 млн
человек. Большая часть из них родилась и выросла в Пакистане, но попрежнему обладает только афганским гражданством. Дополнительно, в
Пакистане могут незаконно проживать по различным источникам от 600 000
до 1.1 млн афганцев (данные за март 2017 года)
К июлю 2016 года возникла новая неожиданная ситуация: начался
резкий отток беженцев обратно в Афганистан – как нелегальных, так и
официально зарегистрированных. Только за июль-август 2016 года 47 000
официально зарегистрированных и 79 000 нелегальных беженцев вернулись в
восточные провинции Афганистана – цифра в 6 раз выше показателей всего
первого полугодия 2016 года. Ежедневный приток в пиковые месяцы
составлял в среднем 300-400 семей против 10-15 семей в докризисные
период. В итоге, концу 2016 года более 600 000 человек – 363 000
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официально зарегистрированных беженцев и 263 000 незаконных –
вернулись в Афганистан.
В 2017 году миграционные потоки несколько снизились: с января по
август 83 000 афганцев вернулись из Пакистана. Причиной стала временная
приостановка процесса репатриации пакистанскими властями с конца 2016
года – процесс возобновился только в апреле 2017 года. При этом изменился
и социальный состав: большую часть теперь составляют самостоятельно
возвращающиеся нелегальные мигранты, и лишь порядка 10% —
депортированные пакистанскими властями. За последнюю неделю августа
общее число возвращенцев составило 1146 человек.
Причин экспертное сообщество называет сразу несколько. Главным
катализатором явилось вступление в силу новых подзаконных актов,
ужесточающих правила пребывания как законных, так и незаконных
афганских беженцев в Пакистане. В частности, вопрос дальнейшего
продления срока действия регистрационных карточек для законных беженцев
был подвешен, а незаконным отведено всего несколько месяцев (до ноября
2016 года) на легализацию и получение пакистанской визы, с дальнейшей
угрозой выдворения. Это также совпало с заметно возросшим неприятием
афганцев местными коммунами, участившимися случаями притеснения
(вплоть до физической силы) афганских беженцев со стороны национальных
властей и полиции.
Теперь о последствиях массовой репатриации для афганской
социально-экономической системы. Разумеется, данное явление накладывает
колоссальную нагрузку на государственные службы и национальный
бюджет. Подавляющее большинство вернувшихся относятся к категории
социально незащищенных, не имеют крова и регулярного дохода. Более 94%
из них властями было сразу оказано гуманитарное содействие, включая
продовольственную помощь, обеспечение палатками и средствами гигиены.
В 2016 года по линии ООН было вдвое увеличено – с 200 до 400 долл. США
– финансовое пособие возвращающимся на родину беженцам, что резко
увеличило количество вернувшихся афганцев. Однако с апреля 2017 года его
пришлось вновь сократить до 200 долл. США из-за нехватки средств.
Массовая репатриация породила рост количества внутренне перемещенных
лиц (ВПЛ) вследствие отсутствия у них крова/постоянного места
проживания. К 2017 году число ВПЛ внутри Афганистана достигло более 400
000 человек. По оценкам Международной организации миграции (МОМ) на
март 2017 года, более 17% вернувшихся на родину афганцев проживают во
временных палатках, 51% размещены в домах коренных жителей
(родственники, друзья либо просто сочувствующие) и лишь около 30%
имеют свой кров.
Согласно статистике МОМ, всего с 2012 по 2017 г (по состоянию на
март) в Афганистан из Пакистана вернулось около 455 000 беженцев, как
незаконных, так и официально репатриированных, что составляет 27%
населения в провинции Нангархар, 17% — в провинции Кунар и 10% — в
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провинции Лагман. По сути целый электорат, которому правительство
вынуждено уделять самое пристальное внимание. Что касается
распределения вернувшихся беженцев по провинциям, основная их масса
возвращается в Нангархар (39%), Кабул (17%) и Кандагар (12%).
Прогноз следующий. Очевидно, что тенденция регулярного
интенсивного потока в Афганистан репатриантов из Пакистана продолжится,
возможно не такими быстрыми темпами, как в 2016 году.
Поскольку национальные вооруженные силы не в состоянии
контролировать пограничные перемещения в виду активности в
трансграничных районах «Талибана» и аффилированных с ним вооруженных
групп, то нерегулируемая волна миграции продолжится. При этом, рост
вооруженный столкновений правительственных сил с «Талибано»м, а также
активизировавшимся за последний год «Исламским государством» (ИГ,
запрещено в России), контролирующим ряд территорий приграничной
провинции Нангархар, неизбежно приведет к росту внутренних перемещений
беженцев в самом Афганистане.
В то же время следует ожидать дальнейшего ужесточения
миграционной политики пакистанских властей, которая приобретает
устойчивую тенденцию. Главным приоритетом Исламабада в краткосрочной
перспективе станут меры по скорейшей легализации незаконно
проживающих афганцев. Ускорение этого процесса наблюдается с середины
2017 года. Для этих целей в приграничных с Афганистаном районах открыто
11 регистрационных центров. Только за август 1200 новых мигрантов было
зарегистрировано в системе. Всех зарегистрированных планируется
обеспечить афганскими паспортами и другими документами. Цель – не
только обеспечить защиту их прав и снизить накал напряженности и насилия,
но главное – обеспечить предпосылки для их легальной репатриации в
Афганистан, которая по-видимому приобретает необратимый характер.
Афганистан – «могильщик империй»?
Александр
Чуйков.
«Аргументы
http://argumenti.ru/politics/2017/09/548148

Недели»,

№

35(577),

7.09.2017.

Многие эксперты всѐ чаще говорят о том, что основное
противостояние двух нынешних сверхдержав – США и Китая – будет
разворачиваться не на Ближнем Востоке, а в сердце Азии – Афганистане.
Россия в этом конфликте занимает позицию наблюдателя, так как после
вывода советских войск и распада Союза практически утратила там
рычаги своего влияния. Как их вернуть? Можно ли покорить непокорные
пуштунские племена? Обломает ли Америка зубы о Тора-Бора? И почему
запрещѐнные у нас талибы служат двум господам? Об этом «АН» рассказал
руководитель сектора Афганистана Института востоковедения РАН,
доцент кафедры востоковедения МГИМО МИД России, участник боевых
действий «за речкой», кавалер ордена Красной Звезды Рамазан ДАУРОВ.
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Преданья старины глубокой
– Рамазан Джагафарович, создаѐтся впечатление, что сверхдержавы,
опасаясь вступать в прямой конфликт, выясняют отношения на
территории третьих стран: Сирия, Ирак, Афганистан…
– Конечно. Афганистан всегда был ареной противоборства империй.
Он является не непокоримым, а непокорным. «Кладбище империй» – всего
лишь красивое определение. Александр Македонский и Чингисхан, утопив в
крови сотни тысяч людей, пришли, увидели, победили. Потомки их воинов
остались там жить. Может быть, ещѐ и поэтому покорить эту страну сегодня
нереально.
Есть три вещи, за которые афганец-пуштун готов умереть: «зан» –
женщина, «замин» – территория, «зар» – золото. Женщина для афганца – это
прежде всего мать его детей и представительница влиятельных кланов.
Плодородной земли очень мало, поэтому целые поколения сооружают
террасы на склонах гор, и такие участки очень ценятся. Добыча золота путѐм
грабежа караванов (или, наоборот, их охраны), военных походов к соседям, в
основном в индийские храмы, контрабанда оружия и драгоценностей
составляют «особенности национальной охоты» пуштунов. Как и
наѐмничество во все времена. Ведь пуштуны – воины, закалѐнные с
младенчества выстрелами над колыбелью и суровыми условиями жизни с
самого рождения.
Однако когда вторгаются «чужие», не важно, англичане это, русские
или американцы, всегда найдѐтся дервиш, который скажет: «Мне было
видение, что они хотят испоганить наших «зан», разорить «замин» и
отобрать наш «зар»!» И тогда, отбросив внутренние разногласия, над
Афганистаном звучит аналог «Вставай, страна огромная!».
– Есть поговорка: «Афганца нельзя купить, можно только
арендовать»…
– Американцы и их союзники провозгласили войну талибам, но их
военные базы по периметру охраняют именно бойцы «Талибана». Их
вождям, естественно, платят «заром». Это движение контролирует почти
половину территории страны. А натовские войска сидят по своим хорошо
укреплѐнным базам, управляя оттуда ударными беспилотниками. Такой вот
парадокс.
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У афганцев есть такая черта – включать свои легенды в события
мировой истории. Например, они верят, что Германии объединились только
потому, что СССР потерпел поражение в афганской войне, и…
(хотите читать дальше – оформите подписку)

От В.Г. Бушуева – резонно (письмо 10 сентября 2017 г.)
Американцы 17 лет сидят в Афганистане, чтобы остановить Китай
Америка в Афганистане обкладывает Китай, старается не дать ему
построить свой новый Шѐлковый путь, максимально осложнить его
эксплуатацию. В Вашингтоне понимают, что, если не остановить экспансию
Поднебесной, их глобальному лидерству скоро придѐт конец. Пекин
вкладывает миллиарды в Африку и Латинскую Америку, и там начинаются
региональные конфликты. Китай построил китайско-пакистанский
экономический коридор от Синьцзяна до порта Гвадар в Индийском океане.
Значит, надо всячески стравливать Индию, Пакистан и Китай. А в самом
Пакистане будоражить местных талибов и других боевиков.
Поэтому американцы в обозримом будущем из Афганистана никуда не
уйдут. Им нужен такой перманентно беспокойный Афганистан, в котором
талибы вроде бы враги, но враги на зарплате.
С наилучшими пожеланиями В. Бушуев
Политика Пакистана в отношении Афганистана
Our Afghanistan policy
Ashraf Jehangir Qazi (former ambassador to the US, India and China and head of UN missions in
Iraq and Sudan). Dawn, September 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356475/our-afghanistanpolicy

THE National Assembly, the government and the COAS have categorically
rejected President Trump‘s allegations against Pakistan. The furious outrage of the
political and military elite in Pakistan brings to mind Hamlet‘s mother who said
―the lady doth protest too much, methinks‖ which questions the credibility of
overreactions. The reaction in Pakistan obscures the fact that none of Trump‘s
charges against Pakistan are new and none of Pakistan‘s denials are entirely
convincing — even among Pakistanis. The first sensible reaction has been from
Pakistan‘s much maligned diplomatic envoys who reportedly ―urged the
government to avoid any knee-jerk reactions and prefer diplomacy to
confrontation‖.
It is true the US has not provided evidence of alleged Pakistani assistance to
the Taliban insurgency in Afghanistan. The border is porous, people flow back and
forth, and complete border control is impossible. Building border fences
unilaterally will exacerbate rather than alleviate tensions. Moreover, there are
legitimate Pakistani contacts with ―the political wings‖ of the Afghan Taliban and
the Haqqani network apparently to urge them to come to the negotiating table for a
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peace settlement with Kabul. However, this is a scenario in which games can be
played — and are played.
Pakistan‘s reaction does not take into account that a frustrated Trump, whose
presidency hangs in the balance, may be looking for a ―splendid little war‖ to
divert domestic attention from his dismal and embarrassing performance at home
and whip up support for ‗the chief slaying monsters abroad.‘ North Korea is not on
the menu because China would intervene in any American assault. It is less clear
what China‘s reaction would be to another Abbottabad-like assault on targets in
Pakistan beyond robust denunciation.
Alienating Kabul and relying on the Taliban to provide leverage is
demonstrably stupid.
Trump‘s generals in Washington and Afghanistan approved his warnings to
Pakistan and his authorising them to take any action they think appropriate without
seeking his further approval. These are likely to be drone attacks and ‗black ops‘
by special forces who do not require access to air or ground routes in Pakistan. The
generals saw the reaction of Pakistan to the raid on Abbottabad in May 2011 and
are not likely to be deterred from similar or escalated action again. Given the
professional advice of Pakistan‘s diplomats, it is not clear what the foreign minister
meant by a ―paradigm shift‖ in foreign policy.
The BRICS statement referred to four extremist organisations located in
Pakistan as threats to regional security. They are on the UN terrorist list and are
banned but active in Pakistan. Given Trump‘s statement, the China-India
disengagement from Doklam, and the Xi-Modi meeting on the sidelines of the
Xiamen summit there is a worrying query: is China gently but publicly pressing
Pakistan to take down organisations on its territory who have links with insurgents
on Chinese territory? If Pakistan is silly enough to ignore this message it will
progressively upset China and sow doubts in Chinese minds about their strategic
partnership with Pakistan. This would inevitably impact CPEC. If this happens
Pakistan will have kicked itself in the face again!
A central failing of Pakistan‘s regional strategy is its failure to generate
Afghan trust in its policies and in allowing America and the Arabs to complicate
its relations with neighbouring Iran. This has facilitated the growth of Indian
political influence in both countries. The opportunities presented by President
Ashraf Ghani‘s visit to Rawalpindi in November 2014 after he became president
have been wasted. The same mistake was made with former president Hamid
Karzai who spoke of the two countries as ―conjoined twins‖. But instead of
learning from failed policies, self-serving narratives were constructed to demonise
Afghan leaders as Indian puppets. These blunders have cost Pakistan dearly. What
is required in Afghanistan is not a continued American military presence but
Pakistan‘s unqualified support for Kabul‘s search for a broad-based political
settlement. An unstable Afghanistan will inevitably negate all the gains claimed for
the various counterterrorism operations inside Pakistan.
The US war on terror in Afghanistan has been an abject failure due to
arrogant militarism and political ignorance. The recent blasphemous leaflets
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showered upon Afghans about the Taliban demonstrate an incorrigible American
disdain. US allegations against Pakistan are motivated by frustration. But
Pakistan‘s policies in Afghanistan have also been counterproductive. Alienating
Kabul and relying on the Taliban to provide leverage is demonstrably stupid.
Pakistan‘s policy has also been unnecessarily India-centric. This alienates Afghan
political opinion and ensures that Pakistan will lose zero-sum games with India
inside Afghanistan. Afghan goodwill for India will not translate into ill will
towards Pakistan unless its policies are seen by Afghans as forcing upon them an
wanted choice between India and Pakistan. We need to have more confidence in
our natural links with Afghanistan.
Accordingly, Pakistan‘s regional priorities should include (i) developing
longer-term strategic coordination and regional crisis management with China; (ii)
rebuilding trust with Kabul by convincing it that Pakistan will have no truck with
organisations that take up arms against it; (iii) avoiding ill-considered and selfdefeating Afghan policies that confound Chinese strategic calculations; (iv)
developing a predictable, substantial, mutually beneficial if non-strategic
relationship with the US to minimise negative policy fallout; and (v) maintaining
its principled stance on the Kashmir dispute, while focusing on a dialogue with
India that (a) helps to alleviate the unspeakable human rights situation in the
Valley and (b) builds on the tentative ‗understandings‘ reached in the 2005-6 backchannel talks through confidence-building measures and agreed modalities for
APHC and other independent Kashmiri participation in a settlement process. This
is neither easy nor impossible. A reliable bilateral relationship with Iran is also a
priority.
Such an integrated approach could progressively limit India‘s ability to use
Afghanistan against Pakistan; improve Pakistan‘s image in Afghanistan and Iran
enabling its views to elicit sympathy and understanding; and reduce US suspicion
and Indian hostility. This will require strong leadership; policy realism and
imagination; a well-resourced and influential foreign service; and an intellectually
active foreign policy community. These priorities will need to be embedded in a
national transformation process. Correcting a dysfunctional Afghanistan and
regional policy requires holistic change, yes, a ‗paradigm shift‘.
США увязывают предоставление помощи Афганистану с
признанием Линии Дюранда.
US asked to condition Afghan aid to recognition of Durand Line

его

Dawn, September 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356524/us-asked-tocondition-afghan-aid-to-recognition-of-durand-line

WASHINGTON: The United States needs to condition its aid to
Afghanistan on the recognition of the Durand Line as Kabul‘s refusal to recognise
it unsettles Pakistan, a US lawmaker told a House Subcommittee on Foreign
Affairs.
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This apparently is the first time a lawmaker, California Democrat Brad
Sherman, has suggested conditioning US aid to Afghanistan to the recognition of
Durand Line. Mr Sherman, who usually is harsh on Pakistan, put forth this
suggestion at a House subcommittee hearing on ―Maintaining US influence in
South Asia,‖ on Thursday.
Also read: Durand Line is recognised border: US
At the same hearing, a senior US official — Assistant Secretary of State for
South and Central Asian Affairs Alice Wells — reminded Pakistan that India‘s
interests in Afghanistan were as ―real and legitimate as Pakistan‘s‖.
Mr Sherman proposed conditioning US aid to Kabul while outlining his
views on Pakistan‘s interests in Afghanistan and its fears of a growing Indian
influence in that country.
―The Durand line — the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan — has
not been recognised by the Afghan government,‖ he said.
―I realise that‘s tough. They‘ll say, oh, don‘t — but the fact is, as long as
Afghanistan leaves open the idea that they‘re claiming Pakistani territory, it‘s
going to be very hard to get the Pakistanis involved, as we need them involved, in
controlling the Afghan Taliban,‖ he explained.
The 2,430km Durand Line is the internationally recognised border between
Pakistan and Afghanistan, established in 1896. But it remains largely unrecognised
in Afghanistan. India often supports the Afghan claim.
Congressman Sherman explained how Kabul‘s refusal to recognise Durand
Line, and India‘s ambiguous stance on this issue, continues to stir Pakistan‘s worst
fears.
―And certainly Pakistan sees its enemy as India, and the idea that India
would have a cosy relationship with an Afghanistan that hasn‘t recognised the
border‖ fans Islamabad‘s worries, said the US lawmaker.
None of the two witnesses — Ms Wells and Gloria Steele, acting assistant
administrator at the US Agency for International Development, — addressed the
dispute over Durand Line.
But Ms Wells did respond to comments by Dr Ami Bera, another California
Democrat, who observed that ―the more India‘s involved in Afghanistan, the more
Pakistan seems to get concerned‖.
He then asked how the United States would navigate through this issue
while seeking to stabilise Afghanistan.
―...We would like to see and appreciate constructive economic investments
in Afghanistan‘s stability and institutional stability,‖ Ms Wells responded.
She noted that India has pledged to spend $3 billion in Afghanistan by 2020,
investing in ―very vital programmes‖ that Afghanistan needed.
Congressman Ted Yoho, who chairs this House Subcommittee on South
Asia, praised India‘s positive role in Afghanistan and its ―willingness to stand up
to China‖ and asked for provisions in the 2018 US budget to ―deepen the US-India
security partnership.
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Congressman Sherman also raised the issue of missing persons —
particularly in Sindh where he claimed both Sindhi and Mohajir activists had
recently disappeared. ―I look forward to working with you to make official
inquiries of the Pakistani government of political activists who have just
disappeared, including the brother of a friend of mine,‖ he said.
Ответ Пакистана на новую стратегию США по Афганистану
Карпов Д.А. 5 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37448

Обнародование 21 августа с.г. Вашингтоном основных контуров новой
американской стратегии по Афганистану в общем-то ничего неожиданного
не принесло. Просто официально был подтвержден прежний курс США на
этом направлении, который подразумевает значительное военное усиление
своего присутствия в Афганистане, которое притом абсолютно не меняет
прежней тактики Пентагона в этой стране. Американские военные всячески
избегают участия в крупномасштабных военных операциях и
ограничиваются лишь стоянием гарнизонами в крупных административных
центрах страны с периодическими ударами с помощью беспилотников в
основном по выявленным целям противника. В этой связи чисто
количественное увеличение военных США плюс какого-то количества их
союзников по НАТО (в общей сложности порядка пяти-шести тысяч человек)
свидетельствует лишь об одном очень принципиальном моменте. Надежды
на местных силовиков не оправдываются, они не в состоянии самострельное
контролировать все основные логистические узлы в Афганистане на
сегодняшний день. Американцы и их союзники таким образом собираются
подменить их, как предполагается, на время и взять под свой контроль те
пункты, которые они самостоятельно охватить не могут. Упор американцев
на использование частных военных компаний в рамках наращивания своего
военного потенциала также свидетельствует об «оборонительном уклоне»
новой стратегии. Само по себе это означает провал политики Вашингтона и
НАТО в целом в рамках подготовки национальных афганиских кадров в
области безопасности. При этом никаких уроков из предыдущих затратных
(около 800 млрд долларов США за 8 лет пребывания американцев в
Афганистане) экспериментов на эту тему американцы не сделали и
продолжают уповать на то, что еще немного денег и инструкторов, и
афганский силовой блок нарастит мускулы в полной мере. Второй важный и
принципиальный момент, который вытекает из этой стратегии — это
окончательный отказ от диалога с Пакистаном без создания для этого
необходимых условий. Под последними следует понимать нанесение
пропакистанской фракции талибов сокрушающего военного поражения, что
сделает бесперспективным дальнейшее упорство Исламабада в рамках
отстаивания своих условий внутриафганского урегулирования. И вот эти два
момента делают перспективы успешной реализации этой стратегии очень
туманными.
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В связи со всем сказанным принципиальным кажется анализ реакции
Исламабада на новую стратегию Вашингтона. Сразу же после ее
обнародования 30 августа с.г. во второй раз за неделю пакистанский
премьер-министр Шахид Хакан Аббаси провел заседание Национального
комитета по безопасности. Цель этих двух заседаний в общем-то сводилась к
выработке ответных шагов на нынешний шаг американцев, которые
фактически открыто обвинили Исламабад «в поддержке террористов».
Одним из важных выводов, которые были сделаны по итогам этих заседаний,
стала констатация факта стремления американцев усилить роль Нью-Дели в
вопросах усиления политики создания дополнительных противовесов
влиянию Исламабада в регионе, и прежде всего — в Афганистане. И в этой
связи было принято решение «усилить международную кампанию по
осуждению нарушения основных прав человека со стороны индийских
властей мусульманского населения в штате Джамму и Кашмир».
Одновременно следует ожидать и резкого усиления материальнотехнического снабжения пропакистанских повстанческих группировок,
которые действуют на индийском направлении. Это будет сделано в рамках
отвлечения сил Индии от афганского направления. Если брать шире, то в
пакистанском руководстве безусловно расценили новую стратегию
Вашингтона как начало создания инструментов противостояния растущему
влиянию в регионе связки Пакистан-КНР. В том числе и в рамках реализации
проектов по созданию новых логистических коридоров под общим названием
«Нового Шелкового пути». Именно в этом контексте Пекин практически
сразу после откровений Д.Трампа по афганскому досье выразил Исламабаду
свою
полную
поддержку в
рамках
проводимой
им
сейчас
«антитеррористической политики». Если брать еще шире, то основные
контуры противостояния новой тактике Вашингтона были обсуждены во
время встречи специального представителя КНР по Афганистану с
министром иностранных дел Пакистана. Общий итог встречи звучит
дипломатично — приоритет мирного разрешения кризисной ситуации в
Афганистане с отказом от чисто военных методов разрешения конфликта.
Если отбросить дипломатию, то в сухом остатке стороны договорились о
правильности продолжения нынешний тактики пакистанцев на афганском
направлении. А она официально включает в себя пункт и о возможном
«диалоге с террористическими группами, если это отвечает интересам
пакистанской национальной безопасности». То есть продолжение поддержки
пропакистанской фракции талибов с точки зрения их влияния на ситуацию в
стране. Это означает начало более осмысленной партизанской войны с
увеличением материально-технического снабжения. Таким образом, стороны
начали кампанию по истощению сил друг друга в рамках взаимного
убеждения о неправильности и тупиковости предпринимаемых ими действий
с целью принуждения сесть за стол переговоров на своих условиях. Отметим
при этом, что министр иностранных дел Пакистана отменил свою встречу с
госсекретарем США Р.Тиллерсоном «по техническим причинам», а вместо
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этого запланировал внеплановый тур в КНР, РФ и Турцию. В перечне этих
стран нет пока Ирана, но рискнем предположить, что контакты по линии
спецслужб и военных безусловно будут усиленны. Это очевидно в
условиях уже сложившегося ирано-пакистанского альянса на афганском
направлении, в том числе и в рамках материально-технического снабжения
пропакистанских талибов с стороны иранского КСИР, и обучения талибов в
тренировочных лагерях на иранской территории. Безусловно нынешняя
ситуация автоматически подталкивает Исламабад и к активизации своих
двусторонних отношений, в том числе и в рамках ВТС, с Москвой. И этот
момент является безусловно позитивным для выстраивания Кремлем своей
политики в том числе и на афганском направлении.
Речь Трампа не должна ухудшить отношения Пакистана с США.
Trump speech should not hijack Pak-US ties
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 6.09.2017.
2017/trump-speech-should-not-hijack-pak-us-ties

http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Sep-

ISLAMABAD - US President Donald Trump‘s controversial speech should
not be allowed to hijack Pak-US ties, reckoned Pakistan‘s senior envoys as they
joined heads at a three-day conference here.
A senior diplomat who attended the conference told The Nation that the
envoys were in favour of a relationship with the US where the country‘s
sovereignty was not endangered.
President Trump, in his first formal address to the nation as commander-inchief last month, warned Pakistan: ―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s
safe havens for terrorist organizations. Pakistan has much to gain from partnering
with our effort in Afghanistan. It has much to lose by continuing to harbour
criminals and terrorists.‖
Trump had said that military and other aid to Washington‘s nuclear-armed
ally was at stake if Pakistan did not clamp down on extremists. ―We have been
paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same time they are housing
the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he added.
Pakistan reacted sharply to Trump‘s scathing criticism and rejected his
claims that Islamabad was sheltering the terrorists. Pakistan‘s civil and military
leadership reminded Trump of the sacrifices rendered by Pakistan in the war on
terror.
As a result of Pakistan‘s reaction, US Ambassador in Islamabad David Hale
called on National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua before Eidul Azha to
―discuss the new US strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia, announced by
President Trump on August 20.‖
Ambassador Hale clarified that the media had generally taken the policy
piece by piece instead of interpreting it as a whole. He maintained that President
Trump did not blame Pakistan for the failure in Afghanistan.
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The diplomat told The Nation that the ‗US clarification‘ was highlighted
during the conference as the ambassadors voted in favour of ‗giving a chance‘ to
the Pak-US partnership.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif, who chaired the inaugural
session, invited proposals from the ambassadors on the foreign policy keeping in
view the regional and the international situation.
The declaration by Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa summit in
Xiamen – where some terror outfits, allegedly based in Pakistan, were named –
was also discussed in the meeting, sources said.
Addressing the inaugural session, Asif said Pakistan was committed to
eliminating terrorism in all its manifestations.
He said there were no hideouts of militants in Pakistan and the forces and
the people had sacrificed much with an aim to make Pakistan a terror-free country.
Asif emphasised the need for a non-military solution to the Afghan conflict.
He said Pakistan wanted to maintain equal relations with neighbours. The minister
said peace in Afghanistan was in Pakistan‘s own interest.
The foreign minister said the world must highlight the Kashmir issue as
India was involved in state-sponsored terrorism in the occupied territory.
He said that Pakistan will continue its ―moral, political and diplomatic
support‖ for the people of the occupied Kashmir.
Asif said that instead of blaming Pakistan, India should stop interference in
Pakistan‘s internal matters and avoid using Afghanistan‘s soil against Pakistan.
Later, Asif told a television channel that China had not changed policy
towards Pakistan. ―The BRICS declaration is not a new policy of China,‖ he said.
Separately, Defence Minister Khurram Dastgir said that Pakistan rejects the
declaration released by the BRICS member countries adding there were no ‗safe
havens‘ of terrorists in Pakistan.
The foreign minister will embark on a tour of the regional countries –
beginning with China – after the three-day envoys‘ conference to discuss the
foreign policy and the future strategy.
The tour of the important regional countries comes after Trump‘s antiPakistan speech last month. Now the BRICS declaration has been added the
agenda for the China visit. Asif will fly to China on September 8.
The three-day envoys‘ conference is being organised by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. ―Envoys from various capitals will deliberate over a range of
bilateral, regional and global dimensions of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. The prime
minister will chair the concluding session,‖ said a statement released by the foreign
ministry.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said that the envoys will
discuss the potential strength of the foreign policy and options available in view of
the geopolitical and regional situation.
Envoys in various countries including the United States, Russia, China,
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Afghanistan, Iran, and India are participating in the
conference.
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Zakaria said that based on the ongoing internal deliberations, a strategy to
deal with the challenges and engage with the United States would be formulated.
The spokesperson said that Pakistan had a longstanding relationship with the
US and both the countries wanted to continue the friendship.
The conference will continue today (September 6). The envoys‘
recommendations will be made part of the foreign policy, an official at the foreign
ministry said.
Возможные последствия политики Трампа в Афганистане.
Possible results of Trump‘s Afghan approach
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
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While some of the commentary in the United States on the content of
President Donald Trump‘s August 21 speech on the Afghan strategy may have
dismissed it simply as old wine in a new bottle, there is little doubt that if all the
elements it articulated become the United States‘ policy, there will be enormous
consequences for South Asia. We can already spot at least half a dozen of these. I
will mention these and then briefly discuss them.
First, the on-going war in Afghanistan will not have a clear winner for years
to come. There will be more destruction and more contestants will be drawn into
the fray. These will probably include the Islamic State (IS) as that organisation of
extremists, squeezed in Iraq and Syria, seeks new grounds for its continued
existence. A troubled Afghanistan will offer an attractive place from where to
launch operations possibly into South Asia. The IS could also find the ground in
the Indian-occupied Kashmir throwing the welcoming mat.
Second, the Americans are unlikely to extend their stay in Afghanistan for
any length of time. The strategy announced by President Trump was drafted by the
senior military personnel who have joined his administration. The militarisation of
the approach would not have civilian support, at least of the people who were
behind the president‘s ‗America First‘ thinking. Some of these people — Stephen
Bannon and Sebastian Gorka, for instance — have been pushed out of the White
House by the president‘s military associates. They have, however, not lost their
influence in the Trump camp and are debating the wisdom of the Afghan policy.
The August 21st speech, therefore, may not be the final word. President Trump has
not shown perseverance to be one of his strengths. He is likely to get tired of the
course he has set for himself and his administration and call off the American
involvement in Afghanistan.
Third, in the meantime, the American rift with Pakistan will most likely
become unbridgeable. This will be the case in particular if Imran Khan, not keen
on keeping Pakistan closely aligned with the United States, gains political strength
in the country. He has not made any secret of his desire to pull out of the US orbit.
Fourth, Pakistan will get even closer to China as Beijing extends its reach in
the country by way of the One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative. The OBOR will
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prove to be a game changer for Pakistan even if the absence of peace in
Afghanistan does not yield its full potential. Pakistan‘s delinking from America
and India‘s drawing closeness to that country will reorder geopolitics in South and
Central Asia. While the United States and India could become the main building
blocks of what Donald Trump in his speech passingly referred to as the IndoPacific configuration, China, Russia and Pakistan may come together as partners in
the other geographic configuration.
Fifth, it is not totally unlikely that Iran will join this grouping, especially if
the Trump administration continues in its attempt to isolate that country. From the
perspective of the Muslim world, this may not be an unwelcome development as it
will soften the sectarian divide that has been exacerbated by Trump‘s Washington.
The US president‘s May speech in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, was read as an invitation
to the Sunni world to align itself with the United States in the latter‘s distrust of
Tehran.
It is the sixth consequence of Trump‘s Afghan strategy that may prove to be
most distressing. The pressure on Pakistan to do more to eliminate radical Islamists
from its soil may produce an unintended result. The Pakistani military has been
active in doing precisely that for the last couple of years, especially after the
Afghan-based Taliban‘s attack on an army school in Peshawar. The attack in
December 2014 resulted in the launch of an operation by the country‘s military on
the Pakistani side of the border. In a conversation with me in May 2015, Ashraf
Ghani said that the Pakistanis, while cleansing their areas of militants, have shoved
the ―world‘s filth towards us in Afghanistan.‖ The reference was to the Islamists
from Central Asia and Russia who had gathered in Pakistan‘s North Waziristan to
wage war against their perceived enemies. Dislocated, they have established
havens in the border regions of Afghanistan. These are peopled by Pashtun tribes, a
fact not fully comprehended by the West‘s policymakers.
The Taliban are Pashtuns. Numbering about 42 million, this ethnic group is
divided between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Pakistan has 26 million Pashtuns,
Afghanistan about 14 million. The remaining two million are spread over the
world, in India and the Middle East. Like the Kurds in the Middle East, the
Pashtuns have a distinct culture, language and history. If they are not made part of
the Afghan polity and economy, which can be done by bringing in the Taliban into
the system, they may create a political entity of their own, separate from the
Afghan state. Unlike the Kurds, the Pashtun are strict observers of the Islamic
faith. Their political entity would have a definite Islamic identity. Trump‘s August
speech may therefore create a quasi-autonomous state in the Pashtun areas on the
Afghan side of the border pursuing a strong and uncompromising Islamic ideology.
If that were to happen, there will be serious problems for both Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Трамп о политике США в Афганистане
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Одним из самых заметных политических событий последних дней
стало выступление президента Дональда Трампа по поводу политики США в
Афганистане, которое состоялось 21 августа в Форт-Майер.
Всеобщее внимание к основным положениям этого выступления
вполне понятно, ибо впервые за полгода нахождения у власти действующий
президент ведущей мировой державы публично обратился к теме одной из
самых провальных и дорогостоящих внешнеполитических акций во всей
американской истории.
Подобного рода выступление даже несколько задержалось, поскольку
сложилось впечатление, что на фоне растущих проблем внутри и вне страны
новая администрация просто не хочет привлекать внимание ещѐ и к
Афганистану.
Но афганская проблематика уже 16 лет находится наверху перечня
государственных проблем США и она не может исчезнуть как страшный сон,
каковым нынешний президент еѐ и представлял в ходе предвыборной
кампании. Находясь полгода у власти, он не имел права и далее уходить от
ответа на двуединый фундаментальный вопрос: кто виноват и что делать с
указанной проблемой.
Ответ на него был предметом длительной борьбы сторонников
выполнения предвыборных обещаний президента и противников сокращения
внешнеполитических обязательств США. Отрицательным для первых итогов
этой борьбы стал уход в отставку их неформального лидера Стива Бэннона.
С первой частью обозначенного выше вопроса президент расправился
21 августа предельно просто: ―виноваты‖ предшественники и, прежде всего,
Барак Обама. Ранее, то есть в период предвыборной борьбы, выступая в
качестве ни за что не отвечающего вольного политического художника,
Д.Трамп столь же просто ―решал‖ и вторую часть вопроса: из Афганистана
надо окончательно уйти, то есть довести до конца начатое тем же Б. Обамой.
Но это слова безответственного человека, что фактически признал в
Форт-Майер их автор. Ибо многолетняя американская эпопея в Афганистане
представляла собой воплощение проекта с очевидным целеполаганием.
Однако реализация этого проекта сопровождалась гигантскими издержками
вряд ли прогнозируемых масштабов.
Собственно, целей у данного проекта (частью которого являлись
пресловутые ―события 9/11‖) было две, каждая из которых инициировалась
двумя же, скажем так, ―заинтересованными группировками‖.
Из них первая избегает излишней публичности. Еѐ главный мотив был
обусловлен категорическим несогласием с курсом правивших тогда в
Афганистане ―талибов‖ на полное прекращение производства наркотиков,
чего почти удалось достичь ко второй половине 2001 г. Такое организаторы
очередной ―опиумной войны‖ (видимо, те же, что и первой) простить,
конечно, не могли.
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Исполнителем акта наказания стала вполне публичная и легальная
―группировка‖ в лице руководства США. В связи с этим довольно мило
звучат нередкие слова о ―неудачах американских усилий‖ по борьбе с
наркотрафиком из Афганистана. Большей удачи (обусловленной 50-кратным
возрастанием объѐма производимого в стране опиума) трудно себе
представить. Правда, издержки по еѐ достижению легли на население разных
стран и, прежде всего, на американцев.
Впрочем, у второй ―группировки‖ была и собственная цель, в
определении которой ключевым словом является ―Китай‖. Однако это слово
не произносилось ни тогда в 2001 г., ни сегодня в Форт-Майер. Таковы
негласные правила взаимной политкорректности двух ныне главных
мировых держав, глобальная конкуренция между которыми с начала нулевых
годов перемещается в центр новой геополитической игры.
Организуя очередные проблемы для глобального конкурента,
Вашингтон посчитал лучше указывать с осени 2001 г. на ―международный
терроризм‖, ―для подавления‖ которого тогда же и было осуществлено
военное вторжение США в Афганистан. Хотя с самого начала не вызывала
сомнений вполне понятная цель заблаговременного приобретения
стратегических позиций ―за спиной‖ главного соперника XXI века. Но на
выполнение этой роли уже не годился Пакистан – главный американский
союзник в регионе периода ―холодной войны‖. В начале нулевых годов в
Исламабаде усмотрели новую надѐжную опору в борьбе с Индией в лице
быстро растущего Китая.
Особую значимость речи Д. Трампа в Форт-Майер придало
присутствие в ней как раз слов ―Пакистан‖ и ―Индия‖. Причѐм они
использовались в совершенно различном оценочном контексте. Если первый
был представлен в качестве ―безопасного убежища для террористов‖, то
вторая – ―стратегическим партнѐром‖ США в борьбе с тем же терроризмом.
Было высказано пожелание расширения присутствия Индии в Афганистане.
Следует отметить, что в оценках Д. Трампа подобное резкое различие
обеих ведущих стран региона Южной Азии прозвучало не впервые. Двумя
месяцами ранее почти тоже он говорил в Вашингтоне, когда принимал
прибывшего в американскую столицу с визитом премьер-министра
Индии Нарендру Моди.
Более того, в данном случае ничего принципиально нового Д. Трамп не
сказал, если рассматривать тренды в американской политике в регионе
Южной Азии и на значительно более широком отрезке времени, то есть с
начала нулевых годов. Повторим, что эти тренды определяются в основном
фактом превращения Китая в источник главных вызовов глобальным
позициям США.
Обратим также внимание на время, которое было выбрано Д. Трампом
для очередного выражения поддержки Индии со стороны США. Оно
делается в момент резкого обострения китайско-индийских отношений в
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связи с противостоянием на одном из высокогорных участков
границы, разделяющей обе страны.
Оценка главным (но не названным, вновь подчеркнѐм) адресатом
выступления Д. Трампа носит достаточно сдержанный характер. Как,
впрочем, и вся политика КНР в отношении США. В основном отмечается
неясность как в вопросе, чего хочет добиться в Афганистане американская
администрация, так и смыслового содержания использованного Д. Трампом
слова ―победа‖. Критика же обращена главным образом на ту часть речи, в
которой ―оказывается давление на Пакистан‖.
В связи с последним отметим очередной акт укрепления китайскопакистанских связей, в который превратился визит в Исламабад вицепремьера КНР Ван Яна, состоявшийся по случаю празднования 70-летия
независимости Пакистана и по времени за неделю до выступления
американского
президента.
В
ходе
двусторонних
мероприятий
произносились слова о всестороннем развитии ―железной дружбы‖, в
частности о намерении продолжить строительство Китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора, не раз обсуждавшегося в НВО.
Что касается самих афганцев, то, как мы отмечали ранее, вопрос об их
судьбе, видимо, занимает последнее место в целеполагании американской
афганской авантюры с момента еѐ зарождения. Как и 100-200 лет они
оказываются в жерновах ―Большой игры‖, но с новыми основными
участниками.
В этом, кстати, заключается ответ и на повсеместные упрѐки в
неясности стратегии, которой собирается придерживаться Д. Трамп ―по
стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане‖. Реплики подобного рода на
выступление американского президента можно найти не только в китайской,
но и, например, в японской прессе. Никто и не собирается ―стабилизировать‖
Афганистан. Здесь решаются совсем другие задачи, о которых говорилось
выше.
Поэтому едва ли ―талибы‖ получат сколько-нибудь внятный ответ на
обращение к Д. Трампу, смысл которого прост как правда: ―Оставьте нас
афганцев в покое. Вы уже принесли нам неисчислимые страдания и сами
получили массу неприятностей‖.
Как же, ―оставить их в покое‖. И смотреть, как Китай (с помощью
Пакистана) без всякой войны, но исключительно экономическим
инструментарием установит контроль над критически важной территорией?
— Ну уж нет. Направим-ка мы лучше туда дополнительно 5 тыс.
―черноводцев‖ – пусть учат ―местных‖ борьбе с ―терроризмом‖.
Американцам же скормим в очередной раз байку о ―постепенной передаче
правительственным силам‖ ответственности за безопасность в Афганистане.
Но теперь уже без указания ―окончательных‖ сроков.
В заключение ещѐ раз повторим: содержание и месседжи выступления
Д. Трампа в Форт-Майер далеко выходят за рамки собственно афганской
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проблематики и вписываются как в контекст внутриполитической борьбы в
США, так и глобального противостояния с КНР.
Пакистан готов сотрудничать с США в урегулировании афганской
проблемы.
Pakistan ready to engage with US for Afghan peace
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday signalled its readiness to engage with
the United States and cooperate for peace in Afghanistan despite reservations over
President Donald Trump‘s policy statement regarding Afghanistan and South Asia.
National Security Adviser (NSA) retired Lt Gen Nasser Janjua and Foreign
Office spokesman Nafees Zakaria, on separate occasions, emphasised the need for
remaining engaged with the US and working together for Afghan peace.
Gen Janjua, according to a statement issued by his office after his meeting
with US Ambassador David Hale, ―stressed the need for working together to
stabilise Afghanistan‖ and thanked the envoy for his ―cooperative outlook‖.
Nafees Zakaria, meanwhile at his weekly media briefing, emphasised the
need for dialogue to address contentious issues.
Envoy Hale tells Janjua US policy misinterpreted as having blamed
Islamabad for Afghan imbroglio
―Pakistan has longstanding relationship with the US. Our areas of
cooperation are diverse and multidimensional … In inter-state relations, there can
be differences over issues between two countries, for which there would be
established channels of communication through which misperceptions could be
allayed and differences resolved,‖ he said.
The flexibility has apparently come after clarifications and assurances from
the US on its new policy.
The government and parliament had angrily reacted to President Trump‘s
speech, which accused Pakistan of allowing terrorist sanctuaries and threatened
action against the hideouts, besides disregarding its security concerns by giving a
bigger role to India in Afghanistan and the broader region. Trump chastised
Pakistan for getting billions of dollars from the US, but allegedly providing
protection to terrorists.
The National Assembly was particularly harsh in its recommendations
asking the government to put off all bilateral visits and consider suspending ground
and air supply routes used by the US.
The government has now moved towards formulating its strategy for future
engagement with the US. The National Security Committee (NSC) has constituted
a working group for finalising the recommendations in this regard. Moreover, an
envoys‘ conference has been convened for next week.
During his meeting with the US envoy, Gen Janjua sought further
explanations from the US on its new policy. He told Ambassador Hale that the new
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process initiated by the NSC would ―fully examine the new policy and consider all
options. We would like to receive further details from the US side‖.
The NSA reiterated Islamabad‘s reservations and concerns over the policy,
saying it ―created uncertainties and further added to the regional fragility and
imbalance‖. He called for an early end to conflict in Afghanistan instead of
intensifying kinetic action.
Ambassador Hale clarified that the US policy was being misinterpreted as
having blamed Pakistan for the Afghan imbroglio and that it was a purely military
strategy. He said it also included a political approach for a settlement of the
conflict.
The US, he said, was considering the revival of the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) – a four-nation arrangement involving Pakistan,
Afghanistan, the US and China for facilitating the Afghan reconciliation process,
with Pakistan having a lead role.
Pakistan, Afghanistan and China have already called for revitalisation of the
QCG process that has been on hold since the killing of Taliban chief Mullah
Akhtar Mansour in a drone strike in Balochistan last year. However, its resumption
was being held back because of the US which was busy in reviewing the Afghan
policy.
The NSA office‘s statement further said the US was also considering
restoring the six-plus-one process on Afghanistan. This process is a group of
regional countries involving the US, Russia, China, India, Pakistan and Iran and
the one being Afghanistan.
The US envoy said the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) elements based in
Afghanistan would also be targeted. This has long been a major Pakistani demand.
―Enhanced authority for decision making given to field commanders meant
quick action against all terrorist groups, including the TTP, who are enemy of
Pakistan,‖ Mr Hale told the NSA, according to the statement.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has already said that elimination of
sanctuaries in Afghanistan, along with those in Pakistan, was ―vital to US
interests‖.
In his media briefing, the FO spokesman said Foreign Minister Khawaja
Asif ―intends to share Pakistan‘s perspective on the elements of President Trump‘s
statement and other bilateral issues during his future interaction with the US
leadership‖.
On Afghan peace process, he said Pakistan had been part of and sincerely
pursuing and participating in all initiatives aimed at bringing lasting peace and
stability to Afghanistan.
―Pakistan is ready to play its role to that end, whenever required. We believe
that all initiatives in Afghanistan should be Afghan-owned and Afghan-led,‖ Mr
Zakaria added.
Афганистан готов к переговорам с Пакистаном
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ISLAMABAD: Afghan President Ashraf Ghani on Friday indicated his
government‘s readiness for talks with Pakistan on normalisation of bilateral
relations, saying it was a national priority.
Speaking at the Presidential Palace in Kabul after Eid prayers, the Afghan
president said his message for Pakistan was that Afghanistan was ―ready for
comprehensive political talks. Peace with Pakistan is in our national agenda‖.
He alluded to changes in Afghan foreign policy and said that Afghanistan‘s
dream of peace in the country was nearing realisation.
Relations between Islamabad and Kabul have mostly remained strained,
except for a brief bonhomie at the start of President Ghani‘s tenure in 2014. The
two countries have a long-running border dispute, with Afghanistan refusing to
accept the Durand Line as the international border.
Their armies skirmished because of border disputes and Afghanistan‘s
resistance to Pakistan‘s attempts to fence the porous border for checking
unauthorised crossings. Both sides have also squabbled over terrorist sanctuaries
accusing each other of harbouring terrorists.
Ghani asks Taliban to choose path of peace ‗if they are Afghans and not
tools of others‘
However, the two countries have lately, under the shadows of uncertainty
caused by the United States, taken steps towards a possible rapprochement.
It started when Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Bajwa met Afghan
Ambassador Dr Omar Zakhilwal at GHQ on Aug 2 for talks on irritants in ties and
ways to address them.
Subsequent developments in this regard included a visit by an Afghan
military delegation to Pakistan and convening of a meeting of the Pak-Afghan
Joint Economic Commission.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua visited Kabul for ‗political consultations‘
with Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister Hekmat Khalil Karzai. During her trip, she
also met several Afghan leaders, including President Ashraf Ghani, National
Security Adviser Haneef Atmar, NDS chief Masoom Stanikzai, former president
Hamid Karzai and Hizb-i-Wahdat leader Ustaad Mohammad Mohaqiq.
Talks between Ms Janjua and Mr Khalil resulted in consensus on the need to
strengthen bilateral institutional cooperation against terrorism. The same was
reaffirmed when Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister Nasir Andesha visited
Islamabad to participate in Afghan Independence Day celebrations at the embassy
and attend the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the new Afghan embassy
complex in Islamabad‘s Diplomatic Enclave.
The first National Security Committee meeting after Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi assumed office had endorsed efforts for normalisation of
diplomatic and political ties with Afghanistan. The NSC said that the irritants that
were intended to be removed in cooperation with Afghanistan included ―repeated
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cross-border fire and support network in Afghanistan for terrorist incidents in
Pakistan‖.
President Ghani‘s statement now confirms that normalisation efforts were
making steady progress. He used his Eid message to ask Taliban to choose the path
of peace ―if they are Afghans and not the tools of others‖.
Pakistan has consistently supported a political settlement of the Afghan
conflict.
National Security Adviser retired Lt Gen Nasser Janjua had a day earlier
asked the US to strive for an early end to the conflict in Afghanistan instead of
intensifying kinetic action.
Президент Афганистана Гани заявил, что хочет мира с Пакистаном
Afghan president reaches out in peace to Pakistan
Dawn. September 02, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1355364/afghan-presidentreaches-out-in-peace-to-pakistan

Afghanistan‘s President Ashraf Ghani in his Eidul Azha message has
reached out to Pakistan offering ―comprehensive negotiations‖ to bring peace to
their troubled relationship.
Like most Muslim countries, Afghanistan is celebrating Eid on Friday while
in Pakistan it will be celebrated on Saturday.
―Peace with Pakistan is our national agenda,‖ said Ghani while also urging
insurgents to lay down their weapons.
Afghanistan routinely accuses Pakistan of harbouring Taliban insurgents,
while Islamabad says its enemies have found sanctuaries in Afghanistan.
The two countries also squabble relentlessly over the border that separates
the two. Known as the Durand Line, Afghanistan refuses to accept it as the
international border.
Firefights between the armies have broken out as Pakistan seeks to fence it.
Министр обороны США Маттис подписал приказ о направлении в
Афганистан дополнительно 4 тыс. военнослужащих.
Mattis signs orders to send additional troops to Afghanistan
The Nation. 2.09.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/01-Sep-2017/mattis-signsorders-to-send-additional-troops-to-afghanistan

US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis said on Thursday he had signed orders to
send additional troops to Afghanistan, the most concrete step yet by President
Donald Trump‘s administration in tackling America‘s longest war.
Mattis did not specify the size of the force, which will help combat Taliban
insurgents and other armed Islamists.
―Yes, I have signed orders but it is not complete. In other words I have
signed some of the (orders for) troops that will go and we are identifying the
specific ones,‖ Mattis told reporters.
Mattis said he would not comment on how many additional troops were
included in the orders until he briefs Congress next week, but US officials have
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told Reuters that Trump has given Mattis the authority to send about 4,000
additional troops to Afghanistan.
―It is more advisers, it is more enablers, fire support, for example,‖ Mattis
said. He added that no additional troops had moved in yet and could take a ―couple
of days.‖
After a months-long review of his Afghanistan policy, Trump committed the
United States last week to an open-ended conflict in the country and promised a
stepped-up campaign against Afghan Taliban insurgents.
About 11,000 US troops are serving in Afghanistan, the Pentagon said on
Wednesday, thousands more than it has previously stated.
Mattis said that the makeup of those US forces in Afghanistan would also
start changing in line with Trump‘s guidance.
Any increase of several thousand troops would leave US forces in
Afghanistan well below their peak of more than 100,000 troops in 2011, when
Washington was under huge domestic political pressure to draw down the costly
operation.
Some US officials have told Reuters they questioned the benefit of sending
more troops to Afghanistan because any politically palatable number would not be
enough to turn the tide, much less create stability and security. To date, more than
2,300 Americans have been killed and over 17,000 wounded in Afghanistan.
The security situation in Afghanistan has deteriorated for the United States
and Afghan government over the past few years.
The Afghan government was assessed by the US military to control or
influence almost 60 percent of Afghanistan‘s 407 districts as of February 20, a
nearly 11 percentage-point decrease from the same time in 2016, according to data
released by the US Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction.
Earlier this month, the Taliban told Trump in an open letter that the military
situation in Afghanistan was ―far worse than you realise‖, and sending in more
troops would be self-destructive.
The Taliban, seeking to restore strict Islamic law, has waged an insurgency
against the Western-backed Afghan government since losing power in a US-led
invasion after the September 11 attacks in 2001. Those attacks were planned by Al
Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden from a base in Afghanistan.
США намерены сотрудничать с Пакистаном в борьбе с терроризмом,
несмотря ни на что, - заявил минобороны США Маттис.
US intends to work with Pakistan on taking down terrorists
Mattis says a responsible nation must play its part
The Nation. September 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Sep-2017/us-intends-to-workwith-pakistan-on-taking-down-terrorists

Washington - Amid strained relationship with Pakistan, Defence Secretary
James Mattis said the United States intends to work with Pakistan to take down
terrorists underlining that any responsible nation would want to that.
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James Mattis was responding to questions on Pakistan's reaction to the
Afghan and South Asia Policy announced by US President Donald Trump last
Monday.
Trump hit out at Pakistan for providing safe havens to terror groups that kill
American soldiers in Afghanistan. He also warned Pakistan that it has "much to
lose" by harbouring terrorists.
Mattis did not respond to questions on timeline, if any, for Pakistan to take
action against terrorists and terrorist groups. "We intend to work with Pakistan in
order to take the terrorists down. I think that's what a responsible nation does,"
Mattis told Pentagon reporters on Thursday.
At the impromptu news conference at the Pentagon, Mattis said "Yes, I've
signed orders to send more US troops to Afghanistan, but it's not complete."
He would not say how many troops are deploying or what their exact roles
will be.
Mattis stressed that Afghan forces will remain in the lead, with the extra US
troops taking a support role. "By and large, this is to enable the Afghan forces to
fight more effectively," Mattis said. "It's more advisers, more enablers," including
"fire support" teams, which he declined to specify but which could be artillery
units. He said the additional US troops have not yet arrived in Afghanistan.
"I just signed the orders," Mattis said. "It's going to take a couple of days."
Other officials have said the US plans to send as many as 3,900 more troops
- which would bring the number of publicly recognized troops in Afghanistan to
about 15,000.
Mattis said he and other senior administration officials are scheduled to brief
members of Congress on Wednesday about the latest deployments and the new war
strategy.
Critics have questioned whether sending a few thousand more troops will
make a decisive difference in a war that began when US forces invaded to topple
the Taliban regime in October 2001. The Afghan government only controls half of
the country and is beset by corruption and infighting.
In another piece of Trump's strategy, he has sought to ramp up pressure on
Pakistan, accusing it of harbouring Taliban leaders and other militants that are
battling American troops in neighbouring Afghanistan. On Thursday, officials said
the US will withhold up to $255 million in military assistance for Pakistan until it
cracks down on extremist groups.
Although the Trump administration had floated the possibility of curtailing
aid, hitting Islamabad with sanctions or severing its status as a major non-NATO
ally, it had been unclear until Thursday exactly what types of measures the
administration would pursue, or how quickly.
"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," Trump said in his
speech last month. "But that will have to change."
Trump's administration had faced a Sept 30 deadline to say it planned to
spend the $255 million or else lose it. Ahead of that deadline, the administration
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told Congress that it will indeed use the money but that it is putting a "pause" on
spending it or on assigning any funds to specific sales of military equipment to
Pakistan.
State Department officials said the funds won't be released until the US sees
that Pakistan is more successfully addressing US concerns about havens in the
country for groups including the Haqqani network, which is allied with the Afghan
Taliban and has been blamed for some of Afghanistan's worst attacks. The officials
weren't authorized to comment by name and requested anonymity.
The US has sought before to use aid to Pakistan as leverage to secure its
cooperation on Afghanistan, previously withholding Coalition Support Funds.
Trump has also dangled the possibility of bringing India - Pakistan's rival - deeper
into the Afghanistan process unless Pakistan is more cooperative.
Pakistan has fought for years with the Pakistani Taliban and homegrown
extremists but at the same time has tolerated the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network. It's widely believed that Afghanistan's Taliban leaders are living in
Pakistan and that Pakistani hospitals treat the group's wounded.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Pakistan National Assembly passed a resolution alleging that the recent
statements of the US President and his senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and
threatening. The US, however, insists that it wants Pakistan to take action against
terrorist groups.
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Трамп вовсе не обвиняет Пакистан в своих неудачах в Афганистане
Trump does not blame Pakistan for failure in Afghanistan: US envoy
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Naveed Siddiqui. Dawn. 1.09.2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1355165/trump-does-notblame-pakistan-for-failure-in-afghanistan-us-envoy

United States (US) Ambassador to Pakistan David Hale assured National
Security Adviser (NSA) Lt Gen (Retd) Nasser Khan Janjua on Thursday that
President Donald Trump did not blame Pakistan for the failure of the War on
Terror in Afghanistan.
As Hale and Janjua met today in Islamabad to discuss the Trump
administration's new strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia, the US envoy
claimed the perceived misconceptions it arose due to the press taking the policy
apart piece by piece instead of interpreting it as a whole.
Trump, in his Aug 21 diatribe, denounced Pakistan for allegedly allowing
terrorists to maintain safe havens inside its territory.
He also seemed to want India to take on a bigger role in Afghanistan, stoking
fears in Islamabad that India would use this opportunity for stirring trouble in the
bordering areas of Pakistan.
Read more: Trump backs off Afghan withdrawal, lambastes Pakistan over
terrorist 'safe havens'
According to a press release issued by NSA Janjua's spokesperson, Hale said
it was wrong to assume that the policy recommended a purely military solution, or
that engagement with Pakistan had been ruled out. Military strategy, he said, was
just one piece of the policy which espoused a political solution.
NSA Janjua told the US envoy that Pakistan was taking its time to examine
the US policy and considering its options. He added that Islamabad would like to
receive further details from the US.
"This notwithstanding, President Trump‘s address at Fort Myers was
disappointing and had deeply hurt the feelings of the government and the people of
Pakistan," the NSA said, according to the handout.
He told Hale that Pakistan had been "wrongly blamed, threatened and
negatively projected to the world, which was unacceptable".
"Our nuclear weapons were wrongly linked to terrorism, which was totally
uncalled for. The new policy has created uncertainties and further added to the
regional fragility and imbalance," he added, saying this was why the policy drew
such a sharp response in Pakistan.
India's role in Afghanistan
Ambassador Hale told NSA Janjua that the US government is "aware of the
feelings in Pakistan" regarding the role envisaged for India in the new strategy.
He said the Trump administration was "ready to play its role in reducing
tensions between the two neighbours", the NSA spokesperson said .
He further clarified that India‘s role was envisaged for economic development
in Afghanistan only.
NSA Janjua, however, said that the creation of competitiveness within a
campaign and alliance is "counter-productive" and "we should not go that way".
Afghan strategy
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Hale told Janjua the policy supports the role of regional countries in a
peaceful settlement in Afghanistan, adding that Pakistan had an important role to
play.
The US was "thinking of reviving and accelerating the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group and the Six-Plus-One process on Afghanistan", Hale said.
He clarified that additional US troops in Afghanistan would be deployed as
trainers of the Afghan security forces. Hale claimed that "enhanced authority for
decision-making given to field commanders meant quick action against all terrorist
groups, including the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan".
Washington had also called on Kabul to "realign itself for playing its full role
in controlling the insurgency and winning over the hearts and minds of the people,
while improving its governance", he said.
NSA Janjua stressed the need to work together to "close" the conflict in
Afghanistan instead of "winning" it, which Ambassador Hale agreed with.
Janjua, pointed out the risks and dangers of a purely military strategy, the
handout read. He instead suggested the establishment of a parallel political
authority Afghanistan, fully empowered by the US, that would work in tandem to
military commanders to help find a peaceful, political solution to the conflict, and
bring the perpetual conflict in Afghanistan to a quick closure that was in the best
interest of all parties.
He also observed that any kinetic action would further vitiate the situation and
should be avoided, which Hale agreed with, saying that the situation needs to be
normalised.
The NSA and the ambassador both reiterated the agreement to work very
closely to find a solution seeking closure of the Afghan conflict.
Критика политики Трампа по Афганистану
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US President Donald Trump‘s speech laying out military plans for Af-Pak
contradicts the main promise of his elections platform. ―My original instinct was to
pull out. And historically, I like following my instincts.‖ Why did he have to be
counter-historical? First, his establishment has convinced him that the longest war
in American history has to be fought out to protect American honour. What stands
in the way, the strategists concluded, is the 20-odd US-designated foreign terrorist
organisations active in the region. Most dangerous, the nuclear-armed Pakistan
provides safe havens to them. America‘s interest is to stop the resurgence of safe
havens. So the most important pillar of the new strategy is ―to change the approach
in how to deal with Pakistan. We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe
havens for terrorist organisations, the Taliban and other groups that pose a threat to
the region and beyond.‖ Pakistan ―has much to lose by continuing to harbor
criminals and terrorists.‖ America cannot keep on ―paying Pakistan billions and
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billions of dollars at the same time they are housing the very terrorists that we are
fighting.‖ That, he said, ―will have to change. And that will change immediately.
No partnership can survive a country‘s harboring of militants and terrorists who
target US service members and officials.‖
US seeks to placate Pakistan anger over Trump‘s diatribe
If the diagnosis of the problem — the cross-border movement of terrorists —
is correct, Mr Trump did not have to go against his original instinct. Another of his
famous instincts is that such movements can be controlled by building a wall. His
2016 election campaign was anchored in the construction of an impenetrable
border wall along the US-Mexican border. The wall would ―dismantle cartels,
keeping illegal weapons and cash from flowing out of America and into Mexico.‖
A tweet on June 16, 2015 also claimed that the wall would stop Mexican criminals,
drug dealers and rapists from entering America. Relevant to the point being made
here, it would put an end to the entry of terrorists into America. As Mr Trump
tweeted on November 19, 2015: ―Eight Syrians were just caught on the southern
border trying to get into the US. Islamic State maybe? I told you so. WE NEED A
BIG & BEAUTIFUL WALL!‖ He was only reiterating an earlier tweet of October
8, 2014: ―The fight against ISIS starts at our border. At least 10 IS militants have
been caught crossing the Mexico border. Build a wall!‖
US-Pakistan-Afghanistan: The gloves are now off
So Mr Trump, follow your original instinct. Build an Af-Pak wall. And we
believe your tweet of June 6, 2015: ―Nobody can build a wall like Trump!‖
Pakistan‘s foreign minister has already urged you to help build a fence. But you
will tell him, as you did to Jeb Bush. ―It‘s not a fence, Jeb, it‘s a WALL, and
there‘s a BIG difference!‖ It will save American lives. You won‘t have to fight a
war in a theatre that historically has been the graveyard of superpowers. And who
better than you to know that it will be cost effective. It is only 2,430 km; yours is
3,142 km. It will cost much less than the troops surge. You don‘t have to pay
billions of dollars to the ungrateful Pakistanis. But please don‘t ask Afghans and
Pakistanis to pay for it. Pakistan can perhaps forgo the accumulated arrears of the
Coalition Support Fund, but Afghans are too poor to pay. There will be future
savings, though. After the wall, you won‘t have to pay a secure Afghanistan as
many billions as you do now. Follow the original instinct, Mr President and
outsmart the establishment.
Проблемы реализации новой стратегии США на афганском направлении
Карпов Д.А. 31 августа, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37322

Президент США Дональд Трамп 21 августа озвучил нации новую
концепцию политики США на афганском направлении. По данным
американских экспертов, суть ее сводится примерно к двум основным
моменам.
1. Стремление создать в конечном счете боеспособную и
самодостаточную силовую национальную афганскую составляющую.
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При этом предполагается, что Кабул при достижении такого условия
сможет сам адекватно реагировать на возникающие угрозы
безопасности, что позволит США выйти из Афганистана в перспективе
без риска моментального обрушения режима в Кабуле. В своем
выступлении Д.Трамп указал, что вывод американских войск
немедленно приведет к силовому вакууму. И с этим утверждением
невозможно не согласиться, поскольку,
по американским
разведоценкам, талибы сейчас контролируют 40 процентов территории.
Из них 11 процентов по американской квалификации — «уверенно», а
39 — «спорно». Если перевести это на нормальный язык, то на 11
процентах афганской территории по факту отсутствуют структуры
центральной власти и соответственно силовики. Американцы и их
коллеги по НАТО туда соваться боятся. Что же касается 39 оставшихся
процентов, то днем там вроде бы действует центральная власть, но
ночью там господствуют талибы. Афганские силовики и американцы
сидят гарнизонами в крупных городах и на массированные войсковые
операции не решаются. Это как раз те самые «территории», которые,
по оценкам аналитиков Пентагона, падут в час «х» за двое суток и
полностью перейдут под контроль талибов. При этом число таких
«территорий» достигает в реальности 45-50 процентов, поскольку
американцы стыдливо не включают туда северные области страны,
районы компактного проживания проиранских хазарейцев, ряд районов
на юге, которые контролируют афганские сторонники «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России). Отметим, что создать
самодостаточную силовую национальную компоненту планируется за
счет наращивания воинского контингента США и партнеров по НАТО.
При этом во избежании общественного обсуждения такого
наращивания данные о конкретном количестве военных США
публиковаться не будут. Если сейчас американских военослужащих в
Афганистане около 8,5 тысяч, то в самом скором времени их число
достигнет примерно 10-11 тысяч. Представляется, что эта цифра
является практически конечной в рамках наращивания американской
военной составляющей. Все, что будет значительно выходить за эти
лимиты, потребует пересмотра всей нынешней концепции. Какую-то
толику в этот силовой интернационал добавят и партнеры по НАТО, но
не надо ожидать, что это будут какие-то реально серьезные воинские
контингенты. В основном это будут подразделения «малых братьев»
типа Латвии, Польши, Грузии и т.п. Серьезные страны как ФРГ и
Франции не стремиться вновь направлять своих военных в
Афганистан: они в отличие от американцев свои выводы о реальности
военной победы над талибами и подготовки самодостаточных
национальных вооруженных сил уже сделали. И они не
оптимистичные. То есть, грубо говоря, общее количество иностранных
войск в Афганистане после всех усилений составит от силы 18-20
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тыс. Для примера: в самый пик присутствия американских войск и их
союзников в 2011 году там было 100 тыс. американцев, 10 тыс.
британцев и еще 30 тыс. военных из стран НАТО. Закономерный
вопрос: если не удалось решить проблему талибов тогда теми силами,
то почему Вашингтон думает, что он сможет решить ее силами в
несколько раз меньшими? В этой связи ответ Пентагона следующий:
американские войска будут довольствоваться исключительно
проведением точечных войсковых операций и обеспечением действий
авиации и беспилотников. Плюс основной упор будет сделан на
тренировку и экипировку местных кадров. Мы уже сообщали и
повторим, что такая тактика не может принести решающего успеха на
поле боя. Для военного поражения талибов необходимы
крупномасштабные военные операции с неизбежными потерями в
живой силе и финансовыми издержками. Этого в Вашингтоне не хотят,
для нынешнего этапа относительно «миролюбивой концепции» и так
собирают с миру по нитке, безжалостно урезая объемы прямой военной
помощи своим союзникам по всему миру. Что же касается подготовки
адекватных национальных кадров, то в самой ситуации не произошло
ничего такого, что кардинально поменяло бы предыдущую историю
таких усилий со стороны американцев в течении последних десяти лет.
В этой связи надежды на то, что афганская армия с помощью
союзников из НАТО нанесет талибам такое военное поражение, что
они после этого сядут за стол переговоров без всяких условий, кажутся
нам сильно наивными. Для того, чтобы получить такой результат, надо
самостоятельно воевать и терять своих солдат. А американцы этого
делать не хотят. Допуск гипотетически возможности переговоров с
талибами оговариваются американцами рядом условий, в том числе и
довольно интересным анализом о фрагментации талибов. Суть такого
анализа — с талибами невозможно вести переговоры в силу их
раздробленности. Заметим в этой связи, что этот процесс уже
завершился, и Исламабаду удалось не без усилий, но сконцентрировать
лояльную себе часть движения. И она значительна. По крайней мере
для того, чтобы держать режим в Кабуле постоянно на мушке. Так что
реальная сила для переговоров в лице талибов имеется.
2. Это обвинение Исламабада в поддержке «радикальных исламистских
кругов». Если проще, то в поддержке антикабульской фракции
талибов. То есть дано подтверждение ранее имеющейся концепции
Вашингтона в отношении необходимости дистанцирования Пакистана
от переговорного процесса по выходу из афганского кризиса. Или
вернее — создание таких условий путем разгрома пропакистанской
фракции талибов, которые вынудили бы Исламабад участвовать в
такого рода переговорах по американским лекалам. В этой связи
Д.Трамп развил в свою выступлении тему альянса на афганском
направлении с Индией. Это делается с целью создания явного
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противовеса нарастающему влиянию на этом направлении связки КНРПакистана. Добавим к этим рассуждениям американских экспертов,
что в данном случае речь идет уже о связке КНР-Пакистан-Иран с
явным присутствием в ней еще и России. Вот ровно с этой связкой и
предстоит бороться США вместе с Индией. В данном случае есть
несколько вопросов. Первый и главный: что думает Нью-Дели в
отношении планов Вашингтона? Понятно, что индийцы будут всячески
противостоять пакистанскому и китайскому влиянию в регионе, но в
данном случае важен вопрос границ такого противодействия. Есть все
основания полагать, что они останутся как максимум на прежнем
уровне. Да и чисто практические возможности Нью-Дели в самом
Афганистане сильно слабее, чем у того же Исламабада. В отличие от
Нью-Дели последний кровно заинтересован в сохранении своего
влияния в Афганистане. И прежде всего не сколько в рамках
сдерживания индийского военного влияния, сколько для официальной
легитимизации «линии Дюранда» в качестве государственной границы
между Пакистаном и Афганистаном и ликвидации тем самым проекта
«Великого Пуштунистана» в принципе. Пока американцы не поймут и
не примут этой заинтересованности Пакистана в афганском
конфликте, они будут неизбежно топтаться на одном месте.
Пентагон сообщил об 11 тысячах американских военных в Афганистане
31 августа, источник: Интерфакс. https://news.mail.ru/politics/30848856/?frommail=1

Раньше официально говорили о 8,5 тысячах.
Москва. 30 августа. INTERFAX.RU — Пентагон впервые официально
назвал число американских военнослужащих в Афганистане — их в стране
сейчас около 11 тысяч, сообщает CNBC.
Это на 2,5 тысячи больше, чем официальная цифра, которую называли
при предыдущей администрации — 8400 человек. В Пентагоне отметили, что
речь не идет об увеличении контингента, а лишь об уточненных данных.
Как отмечает CNBC, военное командование постоянно перетасовывает
войска, часть которых считается «временными», чтобы не превышать
установленный лимит и не вызывать общественного возмущения.
При этом, как сообщалось ранее, американский контингент
в Афганистане вскоре может вырасти еще на 4 тысячи человек.
Представитель Пентагона Дана Уайт отказалась предоставить данные
о численности военных США в Ираке и Сирии, которая, по мнению СМИ,
также значительно превышает официальные данные.
США имеет 11 тыс. военных в Афганистане (а не 8 400).
US has 11,000 troops in Afghanistan, more than previous count:
Pentagon
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The Hindustan Times. Aug 31, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/us-has11-000-troops-in-afghanistan-more-than-previous-count-pentagon/storyXlxLPv2QMta1lfMpY4vv1L.html

About 11,000 U.S. troops are serving in Afghanistan, the Pentagon said on
Wednesday, thousands more than it has previously stated.
The Pentagon sharply raised its estimate of the number of US troops currently
in Afghanistan Wednesday, ahead of a decision on adding thousands more under
President Donald Trump‘s new strategy for the war-ridden country.
Pentagon Joint Staff Director Lieutenant General Kenneth McKenzie said a
comprehensive review showed there were approximately 11,000 uniformed US
servicemen and women in Afghanistan, compared to the 8,400 number used since
last year.
The new count, which includes temporary and covert units as well as regular
forces, was made to establish the basis for an increase in troops -- possibly by
around 4,000 -- under Trump‘s revised strategy to better support Afghan troops in
the fight against the Taliban.
But McKenzie declined to say how many more troops would be added.
Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis ―still hasn‘t made that decision,‖ he said,
adding: ―No troops have started to flow... no deployment orders have been issued.‖
McKenzie said that after president Barack Obama set a ceiling of 8,400 troops
for the country last July, military commanders had been hampered in their ability
to deploy full units, leading to ―unintended consequences‖.
Meanwhile, short-term and clandestine units were not included in the count.
The new estimate came nearly two weeks after Trump and his top cabinet and
military officials decided to increase US soldiers and airmen in Afghanistan to put
more pressure on the Taliban and other extremist groups.
Few details were provided on the new strategy, however, as Mattis said he
wanted a clearer view of the actual number of US forces there.
US generals have for months been calling the situation in Afghanistan a
―stalemate,‖ despite years of support for Afghan partners and an overall cost to the
United States of about $1 trillion.
A US troop increase would allow the US- led coalition in the country to
provide more advisors and tactical support to strengthen the Afghan army‘s efforts
against the Taliban.
McKenzie said the new count was an effort to be more transparent, but he
said the Defense Department would not be providing much information on the
breakdown of the US forces, so as to maintain operational security and avoid
―telegraphing‖ US intentions to the Taliban.
The new Afghan strategy will take a page from successful US efforts over the
past two years to strength Iraqi security forces against the Islamic State group with
better training, logistical support and the battlefield backup of US artillery and air
strikes on enemy positions.
But in Iraq most of the action against Islamic State fighters is in dense urban
settings, while the Taliban are more spread out in the Afghan countryside, a battle
situation Mattis has characterized as more like Vietnam.
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США имеет 11 тыс. военных в Афганистане, - сообщил Пентагон
US now has 11,000 troops in Afghanistan, says Pentagon
Dawn, September 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355260/us-now-has-11000troops-in-afghanistan-says-pentagon

WASHINGTON: The US troop level in Afghanistan has now reached 11,000,
exceeding previously stated 8,400 set under former President Barack Obama, the
Pentagon said.
Lt Gen Kenneth McKenzie, Pentagon Joint Staff Director, disclosed the new
statistics here at a Wednesday evening conference.
―The current total forces number in Afghanistan is approximately 11,000,‖ he
said. ―This does not include any potential future adjustments the Secretary of
Defence may make in order to accomplish the president‘s new strategy for South
Asia.‖
US President Donald Trump announced the new strategy in his Aug 21
speech, telling his generals that he wanted to win the war. The United States has
been fighting Afghan militants since late 2001, which makes it the longest war in
US history.
President Trump said he did not want this stalemate to continue and pledged
to send more troops and give field commanders more powers to win the war.
Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White told the briefing that following the
president‘s advice, Secretary of Defence James Mattis had asked the Pentagon to
promote transparency but not to reveal details that could help the enemy.
The briefers, however, confirmed that additional deployments would add to
the existing 11,000.
In November 2016, the Obama administration authorised the increase of the
force manning level to 8,448. And until now, the US Defence Department has
maintained approximately 8,400 forces.
―One of the things we want to do here is to avoid the ability to draw sand
charts and graphs on this, to give direct information to the enemy, and sort of
preclude telegraphing some of the things that we want to do,‖ said Gen McKenzie.
Трамп – Моди – Пакистан (после Новой афганской политики США).
Trump in Modi‘s clothing
Mohsin Raza Malik. The Nation. August 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/30-Aug2017/trump-in-modi-s-clothing

Aimed at achieving ‗a successful outcome‘ in Afghanistan by ‗integrating all
instruments of American power - diplomatic, economic, and military‘, President
Donald Trump formally unveiled the much-awaited, and rather much-hyped, the
US Afghan strategy last week. Identifying the AfPak region a hub of USdesignated foreign terrorist organizations, he accused Pakistan of giving safe haven
to ‗agents of chaos, violence, and terror‘. He also vowed to ‗prevent nuclear
weapons and materials from coming into the hands of terrorists‘.‘No place is
beyond the reach of American might and American arms‘, he reminded.
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Since the most crucial ‗pillar‘ of new US strategy in our region essentially
relates to Pakistan, this strategy can aptly be termed a ‗Pakistan strategy‘. It has
simply tried to answer the US‘s typical how-to-deal-with-Pakistan question in
some way. This strategy is apparently based on the assumption that Pakistan is
primarily responsible for the current underlying Afghan woes. It is quite
worrisome that now the US has started pointing finger at Pakistan and its state
institutions for supporting and harbouring terrorists as part of its state policy.
Previously, the US has only been asking Pakistan to act against terrorists by
destroying their sanctuaries on its soil. So it is a new ‗don‘t do that‘ commandment
rather the typical ‗do more‘ mantra by the US. The tone and tenor of President
Trump during his recent speech somehow predicts the future trajectory of the
troubled Pak-US relations.
I just had a strange feeling of déjà vu while listening to Trump‘s policy
speech last week. It seemed as if Indian PM Narendra Modi had readily launched
his signature diatribe against Pakistan in his popular fashion. President Trump just
looked like Modi, who had constantly been blaming Pakistan for ‗harbouring,
supporting and sponsoring terrorists‘ to ‗export terrorism‘ to other countries in the
region. Thus it looked as if the spirit of the South Asian Hindutva leader had
managed to stay in American President‘s body; making both dedicated souls reach
the metaphysical state of ‗unity of existence‘. It is really unfortunate that President
Trump has decided to play an instrumental role in advancing Indian agenda in this
region at American tax payers‘ expense.
President Trump and PM Modi are active protagonists of their respective
racist ideologies - White Supremacism and Hindutva. Both are also best known for
jingoism, xenophobia, Islamophobia and discrimination against minorities. Now
their ‗shared vision‘ on Pakistan has brought them even closer to each other. So the
‗birds of a feather‘ are all set to flock together in this region. Over a period of time,
the US and India developed close strategic relations. Now the US has also granted
India the elite Major Defense Partner status, enabling the latter to have access to a
wide range of sophisticated so-called dual-use technologies. Indeed now the
Trump-Modi binary will help further garnish this Indo-US ‗strategic cake‘.
As critical part of his new South Asia strategy, President Trump has hinted at
further strengthening America‘s partnership with India in Afghanistan. In fact, the
‗world‘s largest democracy‘ has already consolidated its position in Afghanistan
with the extensive support of the US. Now it seems the US wants India to control
and monitor Afghanistan to safeguard its broader strategic interests in the region
once it pulls all US troops out of Afghanistan. Certainly, this policy suits both
countries at the moment. However, this policy is bound to fail as it is not based on
the ground realties in Afghanistan.
It is naive to believe that India would manage to hold Afghanistan as the US
itself has already failed to do so despite fighting the ‗longest and most expensive
war‘ in Afghanistan. The US-backed Afghan government is rapidly losing the
areas under its control to Taliban and other insurgent groups. According to a recent
report by the Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction (SIGAR), the
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incumbent Afghan government currently ‗controls or influences‘ only 57% of
Afghan territory. If the US can‘t stay in Afghanistan for a long time without
Pakistan‘s support, how can Pakistan‘s arch-foe mange to control Afghanistan
against its will and wishes? Indeed this is a crucial question for the US military
strategists in Afghanistan.
So far, Pakistan‘s has failed to befittingly and appropriately respond to
Trump‘s recent anti-Pakistan tirade. Indeed, Pakistan should thoughtfully and
carefully devise its future strategy to engage the US. However, at the same time,
Pakistan should have made a prompt and strong initial reaction to Trump‘s socalled South Asian strategy. Just like China, Russia and Iran, Pakistan also needed
to instantly reject US terror allegations against it in the absolute terms. Regrettably,
instead of strongly reacting to Trump‘s anti-Pakistan rhetoric, our worthy foreign
minister tried to revive the Raymond Davis issue in the Parliament only to
embarrass his political opponents and the military establishment at these critical
moments. Similarly, Mr. Nawaz Sharif, the de facto prime minster, did not bother
even commenting on this critical development. In fact, this sort of apathy or
indifference vis-a-vis country‘s foreign policy in general, and Afghan and Indian
policy in particular, has constantly been witnessed during the last 4 years of PMLN tenure.
For many years, India has proactively launched a concerted diplomatic
onslaught against Pakistan to isolate the latter internationally. For this purpose,
India is actively endeavouring to tarnish the positive image of Pakistan in the
world through its ‗negative branding‘. Indian PM Narendra Modi has also
publically vowed to spearhead a global campaign to isolate Pakistan in the world.
Therefore, India is now readily exploiting all the potential multilateral forums,
ranging from the UN to BRICS, SAARC, HoA-IP etc., ignoring altogether the
things like diplomatic niceties, etiquette and protocols. At this stage, the recentlyannounced Trump‘s South Asian strategy just supports and reinforces this very
Indian strategy in the region.
Presently many European countries are being attacked by the Middle Eastbased terrorist outfits. These attacks have fueled strong anti-terrorism and antiIslam sentiments in the Europe. Therefore, at this critical juncture, the terrorrelated Indian and American propaganda against Pakistan would severely tarnish
the very image of Pakistan in the West. Pakistan now needs to evolve a
comprehensive and proactive diplomatic strategy to project its positive image in
the world.
Pakistan should actively project its distinguished counter-terror credentials in
the world. Pakistan military has launched a number of full-fledged military
operations against the militants and extremists across the country during the last
decade. Thousands of Pakistani soldiers have laid down their lives in these
operations. Similarly, instead of only becoming apologetic and defensive to the
terror allegations leveled by India and the US, Pakistan should aggressively
launched an all-out diplomatic onslaught against India internationally by actively
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highlighting the dirty role played by India in planning, prompting and supporting
terrorism in Pakistan.
Noticeably, US kinetic military actions, along with its military strategies,
have failed to yield positive results in Afghanistan. Nevertheless, it still looks
reluctant to seek any pacific and political mean to stabilise and pacify war-torn
Afghanistan. So far, it has deliberately sabotaged all the regional initiatives to
bring lasting peace in Afghanistan, from the Murree Process to Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (GCG) initiatives. A strong broad-based Afghan government
cannot be formed without the participation of all ethnic Afghan groups. Similarly,
all the neighbouring countries of Afghanistan have also a crucial role to play in
Afghanistan to stabilise this volatile region.
The US military strategists and policy formulators should neither miscalculate
Pakistan militarily nor try to underestimate its strategic significance and relevance
in the region. Acknowledging this very crucial strategic reality, the Russian envoy
to Afghanistan recently remarked that Pakistan is ‗a key regional player to
negotiate with‘. Russians had to face a humiliating defeat once they ignored
‗Pakistan factor‘ in Afghanistan. Indeed this time the Americans should not repeat
this fatal strategic blunder.
Почему Россия хочет, чтобы США остались в Афганистане
Москве не хочется самой осуществлять военное вмешательство.
Сэмюэл Рамани (Samuel Ramani). The
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170830/240141550.html

Diplomat

(Япония).

30.08.2017.

15 августа 2017 года спецпредставитель российского президента
Владимира Путина по Афганистану Замир Кабулов призвал Соединенные
Штаты Америки вывести свои войска из Афганистана и положить конец
начатой 16 лет назад кампании по стабилизации этой истерзанной войной
страны. Резкому выступлению Кабулова с осуждением американской войны
в Афганистане дали высокую оценку высокопоставленные депутаты верхней
палаты российского парламента, такие как Алексей Пушков. Они заявили,
что США проиграли войну в Афганистане из-за безрассудного применения
силы президентом Бушем и неспособности президента Обамы своевременно
прекратить эту войну.
Но хотя российские политики подвергают язвительной критике
американскую войну в Афганистане, пристальный анализ московской
стратегии в этой стране указывает на то, что присутствие войск США на
афганской земле соответствует стратегическим интересам России и даже
способствует их продвижению. Несмотря на недавние заявления об
обратном, Кабулов, давая в январе 2017 года интервью агентству
«Интерфакс», признал эту геополитическую реальность, сказав, что если
Соединенные Штаты выведут свои войска из зоны конфликта, в Афганистане
«все рухнет».
В свете предыдущих заявлений Кабулова можно утверждать, что
принятое 21 августа президентом США Дональдом Трампом решение о
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расширении контртеррористической операции в Афганистане помогает
России в ее усилиях по стабилизации обстановки в этой стране, причем по
двум исключительно важными направлениям. Во-первых, решение Трампа
сохранить военное присутствие США в Афганистане позволяет России
оказывать влияние на ситуацию в этом государстве посредством
дипломатического давления на Вашингтон, а не путем размещения там
собственного воинского контингента. Во-вторых, российское политическое
руководство полагает, что наращивание американского военного
присутствия в этой стране помешает талибам захватывать новые территории,
из-за чего это движение со временем поддержит российскую концепцию
политического урегулирования и прекращения афганской войны.
Дипломатическое давление России на американские войска в
Афганистане
Решение
администрации
Трампа
направить
в
Афганистан
дополнительные войска неуказанной численности выгодно России и
соответствует ее интересам, поскольку в этой стране можно будет
эффективно проводить контртеррористические операции без задействования
российских войск. Хотя деятельность России в Афганистане сводится к
многосторонней дипломатии, а также к поставкам оружия самым разным
политическим фракциям, кремлевские политики все чаще ведут разговоры о
целесообразности отправки войск в эту страну.
Из-за публичных заявлений российских и центральноазиатских
политиков все чаще звучат предположения о перспективах военного
вмешательства России в Афганистане. 28 июня киргизский президент
Алмазбек Атамбаев предложил открыть в своей стране новую российскую
военную базу для защиты Киргизии от растущего влияния талибов в
Афганистане. Ему вторит Кабулов, который недавно объявил, что из-за
усиливающегося присутствия запрещенного в России ИГИЛ в этой
опустошенной войной стране Москва может столкнуться с необходимостью
направить туда своих военных.
Несмотря на все более воинственную риторику Кабулова, российская
военная интервенция в Афганистане по-прежнему крайне нежелательна. Как
отметил недавно в интервью генерал афганских ВВС в отставке Атикулла
Амархель (Atiqullah Amarkhel), российское военное командование считает,
что интервенция в Афганистане приведет к перенапряжению сил российской
армии и отвлечет ценные ресурсы от ее авиационной кампании по поддержке
режима Башара Асада в Сирии.
Тяжкие воспоминания о советской войне в Афганистане, которая
длилась с 1979 по 1988 год, также являются гарантией того, что российское
общество резко воспротивится отправке войск в эту страну. Как сказал мне в
2015 году во время интервью директор московского Левада-Центра Лев
Гудков, безразличие российского общества к политическим кризисам на
Ближнем Востоке и на юге Азии является стойким последствием
злополучной военной интервенции Москвы в Афганистане.
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В таком контексте российское военное вмешательство в этой стране
вряд ли вызовет народную поддержку, если только в России не произойдет
какой-нибудь мощный теракт, который можно будет бесспорно связать с
нестабильностью в Афганистане. Поэтому стратегия Путина в Афганистане
по-прежнему основана на оказании косвенного воздействия на афганскую
политику Вашингтона, а не на отправке российских военнослужащих в эту
страну.
Ключевым элементом такой стратегии косвенного давления являются
утверждения об угрозе ответных военных акций или о встречном
развертывании сил и средств в том случае, если Вашингтон в своей
афганской стратегии не будет учитывать российские интересы безопасности.
Стремление администрации Трампа избежать опосредованной войны между
Россией и США в Афганистане может убедить американских военных в том,
что в процессе урегулирования афганского политического кризиса надо
также решать вопросы большой стратегической важности для России,
Угрожая ответными военными мерами, российские руководители
полагают, что им удастся убедить американских военных решительно
пресекать полеты самолетов без опознавательных знаков, перевозящих
оружие для ИГИЛ, а также наращивать усилия по ограничению
наркотрафика в регион СНГ. Поскольку администрация Трампа стремится
помешать талибам получать доходы от незаконной торговли наркотиками из
Афганистана, а также хочет бороться с терроризмом в этой стране,
российская стратегия косвенного давления может со временем стать основой
для тактического сотрудничества по вопросам, представляющим взаимный
интерес.
Российские усилия по сдерживанию влияния талибов в
Афганистане
Все более агрессивные действия США по сдерживанию
территориальной экспансии Талибана тоже соответствуют российским
интересам, хотя Москва в последние месяцы укрепляет дипломатическое и
военное партнерство с этой экстремистской организацией суннитов.
Сдерживание территориальных захватов талибов играет на руку
долгосрочным интересам Москвы, так как отсутствие прогресса или
поражение на поле боя может убедить руководство талибов в необходимости
принять российские предложения о политическом урегулировании в
Афганистане и о прекращении войны.
Новая афганская стратегия Трампа также привлекает к себе российское
политическое руководство, поскольку Москву как и раньше беспокоят связи
Талибана с террористическими организациями. Российские спецслужбы
регулярно задерживают на территории своей страны людей, подозреваемых в
сговоре с талибами, а Верховный суд РФ еще в феврале 2003 года внес
Талибан (запрещен в России — прим. ред.) в перечень террористических
организаций.
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Если США усилят свое давление на Пакистан, чтобы тот разорвал все
связи с талибами, то Вашингтон поможет сохранить российскую стратегию
балансирования в Южной Азии. Поскольку Индия видит в Талибане
инструмент пакистанской силы в Афганистане, Нью-Дели может пойти на
укрепление экономического и военного сотрудничества с Кабулом, дабы
помешать талибам одержать военную победу.
Если бы Трамп не сумел заставить Пакистан порвать с региональными
террористическими группировками, Москве пришлось бы в одностороннем
порядке дистанцироваться от Исламабада с тем, чтобы убедить Нью-Дели в
своей надежности как партнера по вопросам безопасности. Такой сценарий
оказался бы весьма пагубным для безопасности России, так как Пакистан
поддерживает тесные связи с суннитскими экстремистами в Чечне, и может
предпринять ответные действия в том случае, если из-за Афганистана
усилится напряженность между Москвой и Исламабадом. И напротив, если
афганская стратегия Трампа будет реализована в полной мере, а американопакистанское сотрудничество по вопросам безопасности будет развиваться,
Россия сумеет предотвратить потенциальный дипломатический конфликт с
Пакистаном.
Хотя кремлевские руководители часто критикуют Вашингтон за его
действия по урегулированию афганского кризиса и требуют вывода
американских войск из Афганистана, пристальный анализ российских
стратегических интересов указывает на то, что новая стратегия Трампа в этой
стране способна помочь России закрепиться там на позициях важного игрока.
Следовательно, российское политическое руководство, скорее всего, нехотя
согласится с решением Трампа о сохранении и выборочном усилении
военного присутствия США в Афганистане на все обозримое будущее.
Сэмюэл Рамани — аспирант колледжа Св. Антония Оксфордского
университета, специализирующийся на международных отношениях. Он
также журналист, регулярно пишущий для Washington Post и Huffington Post.
Что будет иметь Афганистан от политики Трампа?
What will Kabul gain from Trump‘s Afghan policy?
Arwin
Rahi.
The
Express
Tribune.
August
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President Donald Trump‘s ‗new Afghanistan policy‘ has been widely
welcomed in Afghanistan although he did not outline a timeline for the US troops‘
withdrawal from the war-torn country, criticised Pakistan while seeking India‘s
assistance in Afghanistan, albeit mainly with regards to economic matters.
Reports suggest that Trump has approved sending additional troops to
Afghanistan. From the Afghan government‘s perspective, it is expected that
increased pressure will now be put on the Taliban.
Pakistan‘s paths beyond US-Afghan hysteria
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In 2009, a similar wave of optimism enveloped Afghanistan when the former
US President Barack Obama announced a troop ‗surge‘. Subsequently, at one point
in 2010, Afghanistan was home to 150,000 foreign troops, of which nearly 100,000
were from the US. All the gains, the foreign troops made because of the troop
surge, were reversed soon after the NATO combat troops pulled out in 2014 from
the disputed country. This time too, the expectations are high that the new US
Afghan policy will turn the tide of war and put the Taliban on the defensive.
During the first 30 minutes of his address, Trump failed to mention what role
Iran, China (Afghanistan‘s two out of the six immediate neighbours), and Russia
might play to help end the war. For the time being, it looks like the complexity of
the relationship between the US and the aforementioned countries is negatively
affecting the course of the war in Afghanistan.
In April this year, Washington refused to attend a Russia-sponsored
conference on Afghanistan in Moscow. The conference was attended by 12 other
countries including China, India, Iran, and Pakistan.
The US must understand that leaving out major stakeholders in the Afghan
conflict will only make things worse. For instance, there have been reports that the
Taliban receive military assistance from Iran. Lately, the Taliban have also
established contacts with Russia. As a counter-punch to the US Afghan policy, Iran
can easily harbour the Taliban, and Russia can bless them with financial and
military assistance. In both Iran and Russia, speculations are running high that the
Islamic State (IS) militant group is created by the US. To counter the IS threat, Iran
and Russia can join hands to prop up the Taliban as a balance against it.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy doomed to fail, says PM Abbasi
Moreover, China, as a neutral observer of the Afghan conflict, is in the best
position to help facilitate talks between the Afghan government and Taliban.
Eventually, the US and its NATO allies will pack and leave. However, Iran, China,
and Russia have been in the region and will continue to be there for the near future.
Likewise, Trump‘s criticism of Pakistan, although a much-needed step from
Afghanistan‘s perspective, is very unlikely to help resolve the crisis. Within hours
of Trump‘s address, Russia and China threw their weight behind Pakistan stating
that a tough US line against Pakistan will not help mitigate the crisis. On the
contrary, it can complicate and prolong the Afghan conflict.
Mounting pressures on Pakistan can discourage Islamabad from actively
supporting any peace process in Afghanistan. Capitalising on the distinction
between ―good‖ (pro-Pakistan) and ―bad‖ (anti-Pakistan) Taliban—a distinction
between militant groups that Sartaj Aziz came up with in a BBC interview—
Pakistan will wait out the withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan. Once the US
is out, Pakistan will single-handedly have the upper hand in any post-US
withdrawal settlement. It will very much look like the post-Soviet withdrawal
years from 1989-1992.
As such, there is a risk that Afghanistan might face strategic encirclement by
its neighbours—Russia in the north, Iran in the west, Pakistan in the south and
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east, and China in the northeast—if it only remains dependent on the US, and
banks on India‘s support at the regional level.
None of the aforementioned countries (save India) has deep relations with the
US. They will all join hands if felt left out or pressured against the US and support
the Taliban one way or the other to impose heavy costs on US presence in
Afghanistan.
Trump‘s new Afghan strategy is actually a ploy against CPEC, claims
Russian journalist
As we move towards a multi-polar world, it is feasible now more than ever
for these countries to gang up against US supremacy and arrogance in Afghanistan.
As regards to India, because it does not share a border with Afghanistan, its
influence will continue to be limited as compared to that of Pakistan, Iran, or
China. Economic projects that India has shown interest in cannot be implemented
in the absence of security and law and order.
As the Afghan National Security Adviser, Hanif Atmar, once said that the
conflict in Afghanistan has a regional dimension. Its continuance necessitates the
need for a consensus at the regional level. If Pakistan, Iran, Russia, China, and to
an extent India can reach a consensus about Afghanistan, peace will most likely be
restored to the troubled country.
Important lessons could be drawn from Afghanistan‘s history over the last
two centuries.
The first and second British invasions of Afghanistan, in 1838 and 1878
respectively, were triggered under the suspicion that Afghanistan was falling into
the Tsarist sphere of influence. However, when its neighbours, Tsarist Russia and
Britain, reached a consensus about its status, stability returned to Afghanistan.
Similarly, when Afghanistan chose to remain neutral during world wars and the
cold war, it was peaceful and stable.
Forces of instability were unleashed when the Balance Of Interest (BOI)
between stakeholders (including its neighbours) in Afghanistan was upset.
Afghanistan became a Soviet satellite and was subsequently invaded and
occupied by the Soviet Union. Even though the Soviet Union was embarrassingly
forced out of Afghanistan, the BOI could be never be restored. Even the chances of
BOI‘s restoration are slim if the foreign troops continue in Afghanistan.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy: new course or repeating history?
Sending 4,000, more troops in the country will only prolong the conflict.
Instead of sending them to Afghanistan, its neighbours should be taken into
confidence, and BOI should be restored. This is the only way to go forward.
However, Trump‘s much touted Afghan strategy is going in the opposite direction,
destined to cross the failure line. When some 100,000 American troops failed to
make a difference for the Ghani government, who but a fool would believe that
13,000 troops will produce a breakthrough.
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Путинская Россия возвращается в Афганистан: очередной шах и мат
Америке
Лоренцо Вита (Lorenzo Vita). Gli Occhi Della Guerra, Италия. 29.08.2017.
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170829/240133150.html

Новейшую историю Афганистана невозможно понять, не зная о
решении Советского Союза вторгнуться в Афганистан и о поддержке
моджахедов Америкой. В ту десятилетнюю войну с 1979 по 1989 год
Советский Союз демонстрировал миру недостатки Красной Армии и,
вероятно, конец эпохи, в то время как Соединенные Штаты и их союзники
при поддержке партизанских сил открывали новую главу своих отношений с
исламским миром и со всей Азией. Выйдя из Афганистана, русские не
захотели больше вмешиваться в дела этой страны. К внутренним проблемам
после распада СССР со временем добавился страх повторить новую
катастрофическую войну, отсутствие заинтересованности, а также западное
вмешательство против Талибана (организация признана террористической и
запрещена в России, — прим. ред.) и начало очень долгой войны, из-за
которой Афганистан до сих пор остается территорией бесконечного
конфликта, где продолжают погибать все новые жертвы.
В первые годы западного вторжения в Афганистан путинская Россия
поддерживала ту же международную коалицию. По данным американского
министерства обороны, до 2012 года Россия дала разрешение на перелет над
своей территорией более 2200 рейсов, транспортировку 45 тысяч
контейнеров и 379 тысяч военных. Эти цифры недвусмысленно
свидетельствуют о плодотворном сотрудничестве между двумя полюсами
мира, по крайней мере, до окончания эры Обамы. Все начало меняться с
наступлением кризиса в Сирии и с началом гражданской войны на Украине:
с того момента русские решили прервать использование своих баз
коалиционными войсками НАТО. Это решение было принято одновременно
с пробуждением интереса Москвы к Афганистану и, главным образом, к
эволюции конфликта, в частности, это касалось американского военного
присутствия и появления фронта «Исламского государства» (организация
признана террористической и запрещена в России, — прим. ред.) на
афганской территории. Угроза ИГИЛ сделала фактически необходимостью
открытие очень мощных каналов коммуникации между Кремлем и
Талибаном, являющимся основным собеседником в вопросе разрешения
конфликта с Афганистаном.
Россия не может игнорировать Афганистан по различным причинам. Вопервых, причиной этому является укрепление ее внутренней безопасности,
которая для России, как и для любой другой супердержавы часто
трансформируется во вмешательство в другие страны. Афганистан граничит
с Таджикистаном, союзником Москвы, с которым он разделяет важнейшие
военные базы, но он является, главным образом, и зоной усиления
исламизма, представляющего очень серьезную угрозу для Москвы.
Продвижение «Исламского государства» в Афганистане — это угроза,
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которую нельзя недооценивать, и то, что Иран стал сотрудничать с
Талибаном, несмотря на насилие, происходившие в последние годы в
отношении шиитского сообщества, доказывает, что эта проблема оказалась
серьезней, чем это представляется на первый взгляд. Интерес к Афганистану,
таким образом, в первую очередь, означает стремление убедиться, что южная
граница в Центральной Азии не подвергается опасности со стороны
радикальных исламистов ИГИЛ, желающих основать свой халифат в
Хорасане после поражения в Сирии и Ираке.
Есть также и экономическая причина, которую не стоит недооценивать.
Афганистан — это неотъемлемая часть оси «север-юг» Центральной Азии.
Для России и ее азиатских союзников сдержать угрозу ИГИЛ и установить
доверительные контакты с Талибаном — значит гарантировать открытие
основополагающего торгового пути, связывающего эти государства с
Индийским океаном и Персидским заливом, к которому иначе у нее не будет
никакого выхода. Это немаловажно: доступ к двум этим морям открывает в
свою очередь двери к важнейшим торговым путям в мире и означает
огромное увеличение импорта-экспорта сырья, полуфабрикатов и готовой
продукции. Контроль над севером и югом Афганистана, находящегося в
руках Талибана, поддержание отношений сотрудничества с правительством
Кабула означает, таким образом, для России и ее партнеров получение
доступа к торговой артерии и важной геоэкономической оси.
К этим причинам следует добавить также очевидную важность военного
сценария, повторяющего столкновение стратегий между США и Россией.
США, особенно с Трампом во главе, намерены взяться за Афганистан, чтобы
окончательно свести счеты с войной, истощающей американскую армию уже
в течение 16 лет. Президент Америки ни разу не заявлял о том, что он
поддерживает вмешательство своей страны в Афганистан, но рост
политического веса Пентагона в окружении Белого дома развеивает
сомнения, по крайней мере, в заинтересованности США в этом вопросе.
Решение сбросить пресловутую MOAB (Mother of All Bombs — мать всех
бомб) почти одновременно с проведением конференции, посвященной
Афганистану, спонсором которой стала Москва и участниками которой стали
Афганистан, Китай, Индия, Иран и Пакистан, представляется
недвусмысленным посланием о том, насколько Пентагон заинтересован в
поддержании своего лидерства в будущем конфликте. Россия намерена
ограничить американское присутствие, вновь вступая в конфликт,
развязанный Соединенными Штатами, в роли державы, способной
гарантировать примирение разных группировок.
В связи с этим то, что у России сложились дипломатические отношения
с Талибаном и Кабулом, свидетельствует, безусловно, в пользу Москвы: с
одной стороны, все знают, что с Талибаном нужно будет рано или поздно
заключить компромисс; с другой стороны, очевидно, что в среднесрочный
период конфликт не будет разрешен и, следовательно, нужен как можно
более управляемый хаос, чтобы не угрожать российским интересам. В
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существующих условиях Китай и Иран одобряют эту политическую линию.
И тому, и другому государству нужна стабильность в Афганистане, им
нужно, чтобы «Исламское государство» было как можно дальше от их
границ, а также сдерживание американского влияния. Именно в этом состоит
большая разница между западным и евроазиатским блоком — в
дальновидности. Запад представляется в последние годы блоком, способным
провоцировать хаос, а не разрабатывать долгоиграющую стратегию. Россия,
Китай и Иран, напротив, представляются государствами с обширным
видением, им удается добиться расположения азиатских стран и государств,
выходящих из болезненных конфликтов.
Обсуждение афганской проблемы после Трампа с китайским
спецпосланником по Афганистану
After putting off US envoy, Pakistan hosts top Chinese official
Kamran
Yousaf.
THE
EXPRESS
TRIBUNE.
29.08.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1493592/putting-off-us-envoy-pakistan-hosts-top-chinese-official/

ISLAMABAD: In a significant development, Pakistan and China on Monday
joined hands in opposing the new US strategy for Afghanistan and South Asia, as
the two countries — contrary to Trump administration‘s reliance on military
options — called for a political solution to the long-running conflict.
The development came on a day when Acting US Special Representative for
Pakistan and Afghanistan Alice Wells was supposed to be in the town. Her visit
was postponed earlier at Islamabad‘s request. Instead, Chinese Special Envoy on
Afghan Affairs Ambassador Deng Xijun arrived in the capital for crucial
discussions with Pakistani authorities on the implications of Trump‘s Afghan
strategy.
In his new policy announced on August 21, the US president laid more
emphasis on finding a solution through the use of force while also antagonising
Pakistan, a country pivotal to any endgame in Afghanistan, by accusing it of
supporting ―agents of chaos, violence and terrorism‖.
Residents of K-P, FATA protest against new US policy
Against the backdrop of the evolving situation, the visit of a senior Chinese
diplomat has high significance.
Ambassador Xijun held talks with Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua and
discussed regional and international efforts for lasting peace and stability in
Afghanistan, according to a statement issued by the Foreign Office.
The Chinese envoy reaffirmed his country‘s ―continuing and firm support to
Pakistan‘s commitment and efforts for peace and stability in Afghanistan‖ while
emphasising that there was no military solution to the conflict. He also underlined
the need for a politically-negotiated settlement through an Afghan-led and Afghanowned peace process, according to the Foreign Office.
His statement clearly suggested that China, like Pakistan, is not enthused by
the new US plan for Afghanistan.
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Even American commentators have been critical of the new plan on the
grounds that the Trump administration is trying to resolve the issue through the use
of force while ignoring regional players such as China, Russia and Iran, which can
play a crucial role in bringing peace to the war-torn country.
Protesters marching to US consulate disperse after talks with police
Meanwhile, in another sign of China‘s unflinching support to Pakistan, the
Chinese envoy lauded Pakistan‘s contribution and sacrifices in the fight against
terrorism.
In this regard, he said: ―Pakistan‘s efforts towards eliminating the scourge of
terrorism should be fully recognised by the international community.‖
Foreign Secretary Janjua underlined the importance of the Pakistan-China
strategic partnership while emphasising the need for close cooperation and
coordination between the two countries for promoting the shared objective of
peace and stability in the region.
She also expressed satisfaction at the productive deliberations held between
the two sides during her visit to Beijing last week.
They agreed to strengthen cooperation in the ongoing efforts to facilitate
peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan as well as promoting meaningful
engagement between the three neighbouring countries.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif is also expected to go on a tour of regional
countries, including China to garner support in the face of renewed strains in ties
with the US.
Analysts have already warned that Trump‘s new strategy could not only
antagonise Pakistan but also push it further closer to China and Russia.
Although there has been no official confirmation yet, the government is also
planning to convene a conference of envoys posted in key world capitals to seek
their input before formulating a policy on the new US strategy for Afghanistan.
The envoys‘ conference, sources suggested, may take place soon after Eid.
Пакистан и Китай обсуждают афганский кризис в свете «Новой
политики» Трампа по Афганистану
Pakistani, Chinese officials discuss Afghanistan amid tension with US
Daily Times, August 29th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/29-Aug-17/pakistani-chineseofficials-discuss-afghanistan-amid-tension-with-us

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s foreign secretary met China‘s special envoy on
Afghan affairs on Monday, a Foreign Office spokesman said, a day after Islamabad
canceled a scheduled visit by a top US official.
The decision by Pakistan to postpone the visit of Alice Wells, acting assistant
secretary of state for South and Central Asian Affairs, came a week after President
Donald Trump said Islamabad was prolonging the war in Afghanistan.
Trump had accused Pakistan of harboring ―agents of chaos‖ and providing
safe havens for militant groups waging an insurgency against the US-backed
government in Kabul.
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Pakistani officials responded by saying the US should not ―scapegoat‖
Pakistan and accused the American military of failing to eliminate militant
sanctuaries inside Afghanistan.
Wells had been due to discuss Trump‘s new Afghan policy during her time in
Islamabad.
During Monday‘s visit, Chinese envoy Deng Xijun and Pakistan‘s Foreign
Secretary Tehmina Janjua discussed ―efforts for lasting peace and stability in
Afghanistan‖, the Foreign Office said in a statement.
―The Chinese special envoy lauded Pakistan‘s contribution and sacrifices
made in the fight against terrorism ... he said Pakistan‘s efforts toward eliminating
the scourge of terrorism should be fully recognised by the international
community,‖ the Foreign Office said.
Beijing has pledged to spend $57 billion on infrastructure projects in Pakistan
as part of its One Belt, One Road initiative.
China‘s spending in Pakistan has helped revive the country‘s sputtering
economy.
The deepening ties between the two nations have turned Pakistan into a key
cog in China‘s plan to build a modern-day ―Silk Road‖ of land and sea trade routes
linking Asia with Europe and Africa.
Милитаризация новой политики США по Афганистану
Militarisation of America‘s Afghan policy
Shahid
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On August 21st, in front of an audience of military personnel gathered at Fort
Myer, Virginia, President Donald Trump announced a new strategy for dealing
with the situation in Afghanistan. During the long campaign for the presidency,
Trump said that he did not want to have the American troops fighting foreign wars.
He would, he told his cheering supporters, the moment he entered the White
House, bring back America‘s fighting men and women in their bases at home in
the United States. But once in office, he had to deal with reality and take into
account the wishes of the senior officers in uniform. Many of these worked in his
administration. His new chief of staff, a serving lieutenant general who had
experience of working in Afghanistan, held views very different from the
president‘s.
The president asked his security team to come up with a new strategy that
would serve America‘s interest not only in Afghanistan but also in the large
geographical space around the war-torn country. The coupling of Afghanistan with
South Asia had been attempted once before. In the policy review of the Afghan
situation in the early days of the Barack Obama administration, Washington
decided to create a new office that would focus on the larger area around
Afghanistan that would include India and Pakistan. But New Delhi objected and
wanted to be kept out of any formal arrangement. This was done and the new
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office was called Afghanistan-Pakistan. Richard Holbrooke, a seasoned diplomat,
was put in charge of the office.
The Af-Pak interpreted its mission to work with Kabul and Islamabad and
have the two capitals develop a joint strategy with respect to the control of the
insurgency that had begun to take a heavy toll in the country. It was under
Holbrooke that the Americans began to use the drone as the weapon of choice of
dealing with the leaders of the insurgency. Washington did not fully appreciate that
the use of unmanned aircraft to fire at the chosen targets would inflict a great deal
of collateral damage in the form of civilian deaths. The drones killed hundreds of
women and children and led to the strong antipathy among the people in Pakistan
about America and the Americans. The Pew Research, a Washington-based
organisation that researches public opinion about issues of importance for the
American policymakers, found that of all the people it surveyed around the world
the Pakistanis had the most contempt for America. This fact — that America was
not popular with the general public — could not be ignored by the politicians
working out of Islamabad.
These developments in the American Afghan policy occurred while Pakistan
was attempting to create a political order in which elected civilians were in charge
of policymaking. Previous epochs of close Islamabad-Washington cooperation had
occurred during military rule in Pakistan. Now with the military having withdrawn
to the barracks, the civilian authorities had to be mindful about public opinion. It is
important to bear in mind that the new Afghan policy has the heavy military
footprint.
Those working on the details of the Afghan strategy for consideration by
President Donald Trump reviewed three options. The first was complete
withdrawal from Afghanistan. This was the approach favoured by the president but
in the military‘s view that would have resulted in disastrous consequences. There
were lessons to be learned from America‘s engagement in Iraq. The then president,
Barack Obama, ordered the complete pullout from that country and the result was
chaos which helped the rise of Islamic extremism in the form of the Islamic State
of Iraq and Syria. The military feared that something similar would occur in
Afghanistan. America had to stay engaged and that led to the question of how that
should be done. One answer — the second of the three considered — came from
Stephen Bannon who was then President Trump‘s designated chief strategist.
Bannon chaired Trump‘s campaign headquarters and was close to the new
president in his thinking about global matters. He, like the president, was of the
view that the Trump administration should concentrate its energy and money on
solving domestic policies and not on foreign engagements. If America had to stay
involved in Afghanistan, it could do so by outsourcing the war effort to the CIA
who would conduct operations in that country by hiring private contractors. The
intelligence agency rather than the Pentagon would be in charge of America‘s
involvement in Afghanistan. There was a foretaste of this approach in Pakistan
when, in January 2011, Raymond Davis who was stationed in Lahore killed two
young men on a busy street in broad daylight. The incident led to a near
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breakdown of Pakistan-Afghan relations. The military firmly rejected the Bannon
approach.
The third approach was to continue with ―more of the same‖ but with one
important difference. Under president Obama, the White House managed the war
to the minutest detail. It not only decided how many American troops will be
involved but also where they will fight and how they would do the fighting. The
military leadership did not like to be put again into this kind of straitjacket. Its
preference was to be left alone to decide on most matters. The president was
inclined to do that and was one reason why he did not announce how many
additional ―boots on the ground‖ would be dispatched to Afghanistan and how they
will operate.
The militarisation of the Afghan policy has been missed in most
commentaries in Pakistan about the newly adopted approach by President Trump
to deal with the worsening situation in Pakistan‘s neighbouring country. It is
important to fully understand the role the military is now playing in designing
America‘s approach to the world outside its borders. This should be factored in as
Islamabad develops its formal response to the new Afghan policy.
Генерал США утверждает, что лидеры афганских талибов
расположились в Кветте и Пешаваре.
Afghan Taliban leaders are in Quetta and Peshawar: Gen Nicholson
The Express Tribune. August 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1492351/afghantaliban-leaders-quetta-peshawar-gen-nicholson/

US top military commander in Afghanistan said the Trump administration is
―aware of presence of the Afghan Taliban leadership in Quetta and Peshawar‖.
In an interview with TOLO news, Commander for US Forces and Nato in
Afghanistan General John W Nicholson said he is ―primarily focused on activities
inside Afghanistan‖ but the issue of ‗sanctuaries‘ was being addressed in ‗private‘
between Pakistan and US governments.
―The Quetta Shura, Peshawar Shura – these shuras are identified by cities
inside Pakistan, we know Afghan Taliban leaders are in these areas,‖ he said,
adding, ―Support for terrorists and insurgents has to be reduced, has to be
stopped.‖
NSC huddle: Top civil-military brass to respond to Trump‘s criticism
US President Donald Trump lashed out at Pakistan while unveiling his new
Afghanistan strategy recently.
He accused Islamabad of playing a double game as it accepted American aid
but gave safe haven to insurgents who kill Afghan and NATO troops. ―We have
been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same time they are
housing the very terrorists that we are fighting.‖
The US commander reiterated support for Washington‘s new policy in the
region. The policy, based on fulfilment of conditions, gave the military ―additional
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capabilities‖, he said. ―We have a direction now provided by the US policy that is
being supported by NATO.‖
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
Failure in Afghanistan, Gen Nicholson said, would compromise US‘ national
security.
Dwelling on the security situation in Afghanistan, the military general said the
US will keep increasing pressure on Taliban inside and outside the country. ―It is
our mandate to put military pressure on Taliban,‖ he said, adding, ―Taliban need to
know they cannot win militarily.‖
The commander did not rule out a diplomatic solution but revealed that the
US will work with Afghan authorities to increase its military capabilities.
On the issue of general security in the war-torn country, Gen Nicholson said
the ―civilian casualties is a real tragedy‖.
Trump‘s Afghan strategy: Key US official to arrive in Islamabad tomorrow
He added: ―The Taliban cause the vast majority of civilian casualties and even
though they have stated that it is their objective to reduce civilian casualties they
have in fact increased civilian casualties. This is one of the points that we need to
put on the table with the Taliban. They are not acting in the best interests of the
Afghan people.‖
Talking about the Taliban main source of income, the American general said:
―We know the Taliban receives the majority of its financing from narcotics
traffic,‖ he said, adding that the organisation has become a group that
brings misery and hardship to the people.
Gen Nicholson made it clear that the US and Nato stand by the Afghan
security forces against terrorists and enemies of Afghanistan, saying the Taliban
cannot win on the battlefield. ―It‘s time for them to join the peace process.‖
Мининдел Хаваджа Асиф заявил, что афганские талибы – это проблема
Афганистана, а не Пакистана
Afghan Taliban are US and Afghanistan's problem, not ours: Khawaja
Asif
The Express Tribune. August 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1492496/us-shouldntpin-blame-16-years-failures-pakistan-khawaja-asif/

Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif said on Sunday that Afghan Taliban were the
US and Afghanistan‘s problem, not Pakistan‘s.
He added that Pakistan had suffered a great deal for being an ally of the US
and the latter should stop pinning the blame for its own 16 years of failures on the
former.
―If the US doesn‘t trust us, it should repatriate Afghan immigrants in Pakistan
itself,‖ he told reporters in Sialkot.
The minister said 0.2 million Pakistani troops were fighting against terrorists
and thousands of soldiers had sacrificed their lives for this purpose.
―Pakistan has managed to cleanse its land from terrorism,‖ he maintained.
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Pakistan, Afghanistan discuss ways to boost bilateral trust
Asif said US President Donald Trump‘s recent remarks that Pakistan
harboured terrorists were disturbing. ―Pakistan has been a partner of the US in the
war against terrorism and such statements undermine our efforts,‖ he remarked.
―We want to maintain good ties with the US and remove misunderstandings.‖
The minister said Pakistan had hosted Afghan immigrants for 35 years. ―We
want peace in Afghanistan because that is essential for Pakistan. Rhe US will have
to work in collaboration with Pakistan to seek a solution to the Afghanistan issue‘,
he added.
Asif said 90 per cent of terrorist attacks in Pakistan were carried out on
instructions from within Afghanistan.
‗‘We have tried to make the Pak-Afghan border secure but s stretch of around
650 kilometres has not been fenced by Afghanistan,‖ he noted.
Замир Кабулов предупреждает США об опасности давления на
Пакистан в связи с Афганистаном
Russia warns Trump against piling up pressure on Pakistan
The Express Tribune. August 24, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490141/new-usafghan-plan-futile-course-russian-foreign-minister/

Russian presidential envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov.
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MOSCOW: After unequivocal and unflinching support from its ally China in
the face of scathing criticism from the Donald Trump administration, Pakistan also
received backing from Russia which lambasted the new US strategy in Afghanistan
as a ‗futile course‘.
Russian presidential envoy to Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov insisted that
Islamabad is ―a key regional player to negotiate with‖.
―Putting pressure [on Pakistan] may seriously destabilise the region-wide
security situation and result in negative consequences for Afghanistan,‖ Kabulov
told Russia‘s Afghanistan Daily on Tuesday.
Kabulov statement came after President Trump this week heaped criticism on
Pakistan for what he called harbouring the terrorists the Americans were fighting
in Afghanistan.
―We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars. At the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he claimed while
unveiling his new Afghan strategy. ―That will have to change and that will change
immediately.‖
In Moscow, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov on Thursday called the new US
strategy for Afghanistan regrettable, saying the blueprint unveiled by Trump was a
‗futile course‘.
Hamid Karzai slams Trump‘s latest Afghanistan policy
Speaking at a press conference on Thursday, Lavrov said Russia has
expressed ―regret that the main focus of the new [Afghanistan] strategy announced
by Washington is regulation by methods of force‖.
―We are certain this is a futile course,‖ he said, furthermore rejecting
suggestions that Moscow was behind arming the Taliban.
In his Afghan strategy, Trump announced 4,000 new troops for deployment to
Afghanistan, backtracking from his earlier promise to end America‘s longest war,
though other specifics of the plan remain unclear.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson suggested on Tuesday that Moscow is arming
the Taliban. ―To the extent Russia is supplying arms to the Taliban, that is a
violation, obviously, of international norms,‖ he said.
―It‘s not the first time we are accused of supporting and even arming the
Taliban,‖ Lavrov said. ―Not one fact has been presented‖ to support this.
The spokesperson for Russia‘s foreign ministry Maria Zakharova reiterated
the same in a press briefing.
World responds to Trump‘s new Afghan strategy
The American policy ―focuses on the search for a military solution to the
Afghan issue, particularly through increasing the number of foreign troops,‖
said Zakharova, according to Russia‘s official TASS news agency.
She denied US accusations on Moscow‘s arms supplies to the Taliban, saying:
―We once again declare that we do not provide any support to the Taliban.‖
The spokesperson added that Moscow was ready to assist Kabul in training
and equipping national security forces and reaffirmed its openness to cooperate
with both the US and other countries
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Earlier this year, a similar allegation was made by NATO commander Curtis
Scaparrotti, who said Moscow is assisting and possibly supplying the Taliban and
its influence is growing in Afghanistan.
Lavrov said Moscow only contacts the Taliban for two things: ensuring safety
of Russian citizens in Afghanistan and pushing the Taliban to hold talks with the
Afghan government.
The resurgent Taliban is an officially banned organisation recognised as a
terrorist group in Russia but some Russian officials have said Moscow is
exchanging information with the group when it comes to fighting Islamic State
militants.
Пакистан предупредил США, что выйдет из процесса стабилизации в
Афганистане, если Трамп будет проводить свою «новую» политику в
Афганистане.
In dealing with Trump, Pakistan plays its trump card
Amir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
August
24,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1489586/dealing-trump-pakistan-plays-trump-card/

2017.

KARACHI: Pakistan is learnt to have conveyed to the United States that it
will call off its efforts in the Afghan reconciliation process if the Trump
administration does not change its new policy of intimidation and coercion towards
Islamabad.
It has been conveyed to the US administration through diplomatic channels
that Pakistan will set its strategy for a peaceful Afghanistan in view of its national
security policy, sources told Daily Express.
The civil and military leadership has expressed serious reservations over the
new US policy on Afghanistan.
―Consultations at the highest levels concluded that Pakistan will not give in to
any American pressure or demands,‖ sources said, adding that senior federal
authorities have voiced their reservations.
US seeks Pakistan‘s help to bring peace in Afghanistan, envoy tells COAS
It has been conveyed to the Trump administration that Pakistan has achieved
100% results in its military operations against terrorists of all hue and colour and
will continue doing so until the last terrorist is eliminated.
According to sources, Pakistan has told US Ambassador David Hale that
neither was Islamabad dependent on Washington for its defence system nor did its
economy need American financial assistance.
They said that Pakistan had started approaching its allies, including China,
Russia and other countries to muster support in the face of the new US policy.
Beijing has assured Islamabad that it will veto any possible resolution in the UN
Security Council by the US.
Sources also said that Islamabad has set its own strategy to deal with the new
US strategy. Pakistan, they said, has warned the US of possible pull-out from the
Afghan reconciliation process if Washington didn‘t change its approach.
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Imran calls for special parliamentary session on Trump‘s remarks
―If the US adopts a balanced policy, Pakistan will also establish good
relations with the Trump administration, otherwise Pakistan can review its
relations on all issues,‖ they added.
According to an important source, the US administration has started
discussions on the policy in light of Pakistan‘s reaction.
Foreign Minister Khawja Asif‘s visit to the US will be vital in the context as
the minister has been tasked to state Pakistan‘s stance to the Trump administration.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson had earlier this month invited Asif to
Washington. The invitation was extended by the secretary of state during a
telephone conversation with Asif.
Reciprocating the gesture, Asif also extended an invitation to Secretary
Tillerson to visit Pakistan. Tillerson, according to the Foreign Office, accepted the
invitation.
Sources said the federal government would set its policy at the National
Security Committee meeting today (Thursday).
Каково будущее афганского кризиса? (Роль полезных ископаемых).
Владимир Платов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 24.08.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/08/24/kakovo-budushhee-afganskogo-krizisa/

Последние месяцы неопределенность президента США в отношении
будущей стратегии в Афганистане, обусловленная декларировавшимся
Трампом еще в предвыборной кампании скептическим отношением к этой
войне, вызывала откровенное разочарование в американском Министерстве
обороны, смятение в Кабуле и внутреннюю борьбу в администрации.
Однако отсутствие желания продолжать 16-летнюю войну, приведшую к
гибели 2400 американцев и стоившую более 1 трлн долларов, в одночасье
перевесили результаты встречи Дональда Трампа в середине июля с
Майклом
Сильвером,
главой
компании
American
Elements,
которая специализируется на высокотехнологичном производстве металлов и
химических веществ. Сильверу удалось изменить взгляды американского
президента на военное присутствие США в Афганистане и доказать не
только невероятную ценность богатств (среди которых медь, железо и
редкоземельные металлы), скрытых под афганскими почвами, на сумму,
возможно, превышающую 1 трлн долларов, но и то, что «эксплуатация
обильных природных богатств страны может привести к невероятному
экономическому росту США».
Окончательному принятию решения Трампом по новой стратегии в
Афганистане способствовали и идеи, активно внедрявшиеся в последнее
время Эриком Принсом, основателем скандально известной частной
компании по безопасности Blackwater (сейчас называющейся Academi) через
его сторонников в Белом доме о том, что решительное изменение хода войны
может произойти после замены в Афганистане американских войск
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наемниками, которые должны взять на себя руководство миссией. План
Принса предусматривает размещение 5500 наемников для работы
непосредственно с афганскими силами — предложение, которое, по его
утверждению, будет более дешевым и эффективным для США.
21 августа президент Трамп изложил пересмотренную концепцию
американской войны в Афганистане. Трамп не стал вдаваться в детали своей
политики и не рассказал, как в результате будет увеличена группировка
американских войск в регионе. Однако, как отмечают члены конгресса со
ссылкой на администрацию, в дополнение к тем 8500 американским
военнослужащим, что находятся в регионе, туда уже в ближайшее время
будет направлено еще около четырех тысяч человек.
Трамп подчеркнул, что не предоставляет Афганистану карт-бланш.
«Америка будет работать с афганскими властями до тех пор, пока будем
видеть отдачу и прогресс», — заявил он.
Трамп также обратился к властям Пакистана, заявив, что США не будут
и дальше мириться с тем, что эта страна является убежищем для террористов.
В открытой ультимативной форме он предупредил, что Исламабаду есть что
терять, если он не будет сотрудничать с американцами. «Мы заплатили
Пакистану миллиарды и миллиарды долларов — а они там укрывают тех
самых террористов, с которыми мы боремся», — заявил Трамп.
Американские политики, СМИ, НАТО и крупнейшие игроки в регионе
уже отреагировали на стратегию США в Афганистане и Центральной Азии,
представленную президентом Дональдом Трампом.
Лидеры террористической группировки «Талибан» (запрещена в России)
заявили, что не увидели в планах Америки ничего нового и пригрозили ее
солдатам расправой. «Вместо того чтобы продолжать войну в Афганистане,
американцам стоило бы подумать о выводе своих солдат из Афганистана», —
заявил представитель талибов Забиулла Муджахид, передает Reuters.
Решение Трампа еще глубже погрузить страну в пучину самой долгой ее
войны вместо того, чтобы выйти из нее, стало отражением
существенного сдвига в его позиции по Афганистану после прихода к власти,
— отмечает The Washington Post. Этим он продемонстрировал свою новую
готовность взять на себя ответственность за длительный конфликт, который
он издавна называл пустой тратой времени и ресурсов. Будучи кандидатом
в президенты, Трамп осуждал действия США в Афганистане, называя их
«полной катастрофой», и жаловался на то, что этот дорогостоящий конфликт
в центре Азии отнимает огромные ресурсы в момент, когда у американских
налогоплательщиков есть более насущные потребности.
Как отметило Foreign Policy, новыми военными действиями в
Афганистане Трамп надеется возместить уже понесенные США убытки от
войны в этой стране, особенно с учетом ставшей ему известной информации
о значительных богатствах природных ресурсов этой страны, безусловно
надеясь на достижение контроля над разработкой этих ископаемых после
военной победы в этой стране.
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План
Трампа
не
обеспечит
безоговорочной
победы
в
Афганистане, подчеркивает New York Times.
США ожидает «бессрочная война» в Афганистане, американской
«империи придет конец», заявил член Палаты представителей США Рон
Пол. По его словам, чем больше США «будут вовлечены в происходящее»,
тем чаще страна будет подвергаться «атакам на свободу». Такая
вовлеченность принесет «меньше мира» самим США.
Лидер британской Лейбористской партии Джереми Корбин уже призвал
Британию выступить против стратегии США в Афганистане. Корбин
считает, что «война в Афганистане провалилась», «после 16 лет
кровопролития и разрушений «Талибан» остается непобедимым». Политика
США привела к тому, что террористическая угроза только усилилась, заявил
Корбин.
Несмотря на призывы президента США, Германия пока не собирается
увеличивать свой военный контингент в Афганистане. Об этом 22 августа
заявила министр обороны ФРГ Урсула фон дер Ляйен.
В любом случае предложенное Трампом продолжение войны в
Афганистане будет и дальше сопровождаться гибелью американцев и
поддерживающих их в Афганистане военнослужащих Европы, а также
мирных
жителей,
обостряя
афганский
конфликт
и
усиливая
антиамериканские настроения не только в регионе Центральной Азии.
Трамп рассказал о политике США в отношении Афганистана
22 августа, источник: Lenta.Ru. https://news.mail.ru/politics/30753607/

Президент США Дональд Трамп заявил, что новый подход его
администрации по отношению к Афганистану будет заключаться в том,
чтобы предотвратить превращение этой страны в безопасное убежище
для исламистских боевиков, стремящихся напасть на Соединенные Штаты.
Об этом сообщает Reuters.
«Наши войска будут сражаться, чтобы победить», — подчеркнул
он в своей речи на военной базе Форт-Майер в Вирджинии. При этом
он не уточнил, как долго силы США должны остаться в Афганистане.
Также Трамп не сказал, сколько военнослужащих будет дополнительно
отправлено в Афганистан. Ранее сообщалось, что министр обороны Джеймс
Маттис планировал направить еще четыре тысячи в дополнение к 8400,
развернутым в настоящее время.
Кроме того, Трамп ужесточил позицию США в отношении Исламабада.
Его администрация предупредила, что может уменьшить помощь Пакистану
в сфере безопасности, если он не будет предотвращать использование
боевиками безопасных убежищ на своей территории.
Трамп также сказал, что Соединенные Штаты хотели бы, чтобы Индия
в большей
степени
помогала
Афганистану,
особенно
в области
экономической помощи и развития.
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19 августа президент США сообщил, что принял «много важных
решений», в том числе по Афганистану.
США начали проведение военной операции «Несокрушимая свобода»
в Афганистане в 2001 году в качестве ответа на теракт 11 сентября того же
года. Активные военные действия продолжались десять лет. С июля 2011
года начался постепенный вывод войск коалиции из Афганистана. В 2014
году, после того, как США и союзники завершили ряд спецопераций, было
принято решение об окончании активного этапа войны.
Трамп дал добро на секретную войну в Афганистане
«Взгляд». 22 августа 2017. https://vz.ru/world/2017/8/22/883777.html

«Мы проигрываем эту войну», – не так давно говорил Трамп,
встречаясь с участниками афганской кампании
Американские военные не только не уйдут из Афганистана, но и
останутся на долгосрочной основе, а контингент будет увеличен. Дональд
Трамп, таким образом, принял решение, от которого его давно
предостерегали эксперты. Так же, как его предшественник Барак Обама,
Трамп вынужден был сдаться под напором военных советников и
чиновников Пентагона. Впрочем, даже в этой ситуации Трамп попытается
решить проблемы за чужой счет.
Генсек НАТО Йенс Столтенберг поддержал стратегию США по
Афганистану и Южной Азии, озвученную накануне Дональдом Трампом.
Новая стратегия, которую представил президент США, не только не
предполагает вывода американских войск, но, наоборот, предусматривает
введение дополнительного контингента.
Американские военные останутся в Афганистане на долгосрочной
основе, констатировал генсек НАТО.
По словам Столтенберга, альянс «остается полностью привержен» такой
тактике в Афганистане. Руководитель НАТО ожидает возможности
«обсудить новый подход» с министром обороны США Джеймсом Мэттисом
и представителями стран альянса.
Глава Пентагона Мэттис, в свою очередь, заявил, что будет
контактировать с генсеком НАТО, и добавил: «ряд союзников США «тоже
привержены» увеличению численности своих сил.
Столтенберг также напомнил, что страны альянса договорились об
увеличении численности своей небоевой миссии «Решительная поддержка» в
Афганистане с 2018 года.
Что собой представляет «новая афганская стратегия Трампа»
По предварительным оценкам, предусматривается отправка еще около 4
тыс. военнослужащих США в эту страну. Сейчас там размещено 8 тыс. 400
американских военных. При этом, как заявил Трамп, США теперь не будут
сообщать о численности воинского контингента в Афганистане.
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Напомним, для сравнения: на пике военного присутствия США в этой
стране, в 2010 году, группировка американских войск достигала 100 тысяч
человек.
США намерены «расширить полномочия» своего контингента, дав
возможность атаковать «террористов и криминальные сети».
Предполагается более тесно консультировать афганские вооруженные
силы, интенсифицировать подготовку местного спецназа и оказывать
афганским военным огневую поддержку.
С талибами предполагается не только воевать
В идеале Вашингтон хотел бы усадить эту группировку за стол
переговоров с кабульским правительством.
Талибам не победить военным путем, но они могут достичь мира и
законного статуса через переговоры и политическое урегулирование, заявил
глава Госдепа Рекс Тиллерсон. Он сообщил, что США готовы поддержать
переговоры «без предварительных условий».
Американские СМИ полагают: Вашингтон пытается «нивелировать
успехи «Талибана» и одновременно организовать борьбу с афганским
«филиалом» ИГ*. Но «новая линия» Вашингтона является частью
политической стратегии США не только по отношению к Афганистану.
Трамп вспомнил о двух вечно соперничающих региональных «тяжеловесах».
Обвинения в адрес Пакистана и приглашение к торгу с Индией
Президент США раскритиковал Пакистан, традиционно считающийся
союзником Соединенных Штатов, за то, что тот позволяет экстремистам
создавать убежища на своей территории.
В Афганистане и Пакистане «самая высокая концентрация»
террористических группировок в мире – 20 организаций, сказал
американский президент.
В этой связи Трамп призвал пакистанские власти пересмотреть свою
политику. Если же Исламабад не сделает этого, то у Вашингтона есть ряд
инструментов для давления на него, считают американские СМИ. В
частности, США могут сократить помощь, наложить санкции на
пакистанских официальных лиц и, возможно, расширить полномочия
военных по проведению авиаударов по исламистам в Пакистане.
Новая стратегия США предполагает развивать сотрудничество по
Афганистану с Индией. Трамп отметил вклад Дели в борьбу с террористами
в Афганистане, но дал понять: Вашингтон ждет большего, учитывая, что
«Индия делает миллиарды долларов на торговле с США». От Индии ждут
«экономической поддержки» в решении проблем Афганистана.
Есть ли что-то новое в «новой стратегии»?
«Это не новая, а старая стратегия. Они ничего, в сущности, не
поменяли», – заявил газете ВЗГЛЯД эксперт Центра изучения современного
Афганистана Дмитрий Верхотуров.
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В качестве единственного новшества он выделил заявление Трампа о
том, что США не будут больше сообщать о действиях американских войск и
о численности контингента.
То есть, по сути, эта война станет для международного сообщества
секретной.
Наращивание количества американских войск вряд ли связано с
консультированием и обучением афганской армии, полагает эксперт. «Я
думаю, что они в основном будут воевать сами. Это делается для того, чтобы
поддерживать американскую армию, скажем так, в тонусе», – отметил он.
Верхотуров также уверен, что быстрой победы план Трампа
американцам не обеспечит. «Это долгосрочная стратегия. Они готовы
воевать десятилетиями, пока талибам не надоест. Они не ставят перед собой
задачи непременно разгромить», – указал собеседник.
По его словам, американские войска выдавят талибов в горные сельские
районы и там будут удерживать, связывая большим количеством
всевозможных мелких стычек до тех пор, пока у них не кончится либо
терпение, либо ресурсы. Это американская тактика борьбы с партизанами,
которую они опробовали еще в Латинской Америке, пояснил эксперт.
Из «голубей» в «ястребы» Мировые СМИ не могли не отметить
очевидную «метаморфозу» Трампа.
Во время предвыборной кампании, шедшей под лозунгом «Америка
прежде всего!», Дональд Трамп призывал немедленно свернуть зарубежные
кампании, в том числе операцию в Афганистане (которую обещал завершить
Барак Обама и не сдержал обещание). Считалось, что главным апологетом
«нового изоляционизма» в окружении Трампа был его советник по
стратегическим вопросам Стив Бэннон, на днях отправленный в отставку.
Еще в июне Трамп был категорически против увеличения военного
контингента.
«Мы проигрываем эту войну», – подчеркивал президент США.
А буквально накануне Трамп вновь повторил свой предвыборный тезис,
заявив: США прекратят использовать военную силу для «построения
демократии» в других государствах.
Но, как констатировало в начале августа издание Foreign Policy, Трамп
«теперь уже не столь твердо придерживается» своей линии. Профессор
Гарвардского университета Стивен Уолт в комментарии Foreign Policy назвал
введение дополнительных сил в Афганистан одной из потенциальных
ошибок Трампа.
Теперь эту ошибку можно считать совершенной.
После трех месяцев ожесточенных споров (и в отсутствие Стива
Бэннона) главным сторонникам наращивания войск – главе Пентагона
Мэттису и советнику по нацбезопасности Герберту Макмастеру
(находившемуся с Бэнноном «в контрах») – все же удалось продавить свою
позицию.
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Основным аргументом «ястребов» было то, что нынешнее афганское
правительство не контролирует страну полностью (что продемонстрировали
взрывы в Кабуле). «Ястребы» апеллировали к тому, что Афганистан в этом
случае повторит судьбу Ирака после решения Обамы вывести войска. В
итоге Трамп признал вынужденность подобной меры и, как констатирует NY
Times, «уступил».
По стопам Обамы
По сути, Трамп повторил путь Барака Обамы, пришедшего к власти под
лозунгами вывода войск из Афганистана, а затем значительно нарастившего
американский контингент в этой стране, доведя его до уже упомянутых
рекордных 100 тыс. человек. В итоге так же, как и его предшественник,
Трамп вынужден был сдаться под напором своих генералов.
В то же время эксперты и СМИ уверены, что новая стратегия Трампа не
обеспечит быстрой безоговорочной победы. Так, в частности, полагает
эксперт Брукингского института Майкл О'Хэнлон, который выступал за
отправку большего количества войск в Афганистан.
Неизвестно, насколько стратегия Трампа будет эффективна для оказания
давления на «Талибан» и заставит ли это его сесть за стол переговоров,
подчеркивают американские СМИ. В свое время наращивание контингента
не помогло Бараку Обаме ни добиться победы, ни склонить талибов к
переговорам. Сейчас же речь идет о количестве войск в разы меньшем.
Зачем Вашингтону сейчас понадобился Афганистан?
Смена риторики Трампа относительно Афганистана связана с тем, что
там есть большой стратегический интерес для США, подчеркнул Верхотуров.
«В частности, это аэродромы. Они их ни уступать, ни отдавать не
собираются», – рассказал эксперт.
Он отметил, что это дает американцам очень серьезное стратегическое
преимущество. «Например, для развертывания войск, для внезапного удара
стратегическими бомбардировщиками», – объяснил собеседник. Американцы
заняли очень выгодный плацдарм и против России, и против Китая
одновременно, не говоря уже о том, что это дает им выход и на всю Южную
Азию, указал он.
«Трамп явно прикрывается риторикой борьбы с терроризмом, чтобы
замаскировать свои намерения. Понятно, что, если он скажет, что его главная
задача – иметь стратегический плацдарм, то там будут совсем другие
последствия», – подчеркнул Верхотуров.
Давление на Индию и Пакистан является лишь небольшой частью
стратегии, уверен Верхотуров. «Американцы вообще стараются решать свои
проблемы чужими руками – это черта их стратегии характерная», –
подчеркнул он.
Кроме того, Пакистан все больше и больше развивает отношения с
Китаем, отдаляясь от США, так что это может быть попыткой обратно под
себя его подмять, отметил эксперт. В то же время он отметил, что у
Пакистана есть выбор и он может лишь еще больше переориентироваться на
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Китай, став, условно говоря, участником возможной антиамериканской
коалиции.
Дональд Трамп: Вывод войск из Афганистана ведѐт к эскалации
террористической угрозы
«Все об Афганистане». 22.08.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/113548.html

КАБУЛ, 22 августа. Накануне президент США Дональд Трамп после
продолжительного пересмотра представил новую стратегию на афганском
направлении в ходе выступления перед войсками своей страны.
На продолжении нескольких месяцев дальнейшая политика США по
Афганистану становилась предметом различных спекуляций, и руководство
Пентагона впоследствии подтвердило сообщения о том, что в числе
перспектив рассматривался и вариант полного вывода войск. Тем не менее, в
итоге данный план был отклонѐн.
«Моѐ изначальное побуждение состояло в том, чтобы вывести войска,
и по традиции я предпочитаю следовать побуждениям, – уточнил Трамп. –
Но на протяжении всей жизни я слышал, что решения принимаются подругому, если сидишь за столом в Овальном кабинете – другими словами,
если ты президент США».
Пентагон: Дональд Трамп представит населению новую политику на
афганском направлении
Джеймс Мэттис: США могут принять решение о полном выводе войск
из Афганистана
Американский лидер заявил, что в настоящее время вывод войск
обесценит жертву войск, погибших в Афганистане, а также позволит
террористическим группировкам расширять своѐ влияние на территории
ИРА, что недопустимо.
Глава государства выразил намерение направить в Афганистан
дополнительные войска, но, вопреки ожиданиям, не назвал точного числа
планируемых пополнений. Напомним, что в настоящее время большинство
источников из правящих кругов оценивают размер пополнений в 3 – 5 тысяч
служащих.
При этом Трамп объявил о планах расширить борьбу с терроризмом в
Афганистане, в том числе «Исламским государством», «Аль-Каидой» и
«Талибаном» (группировки запрещены в РФ). В связи с этим президент
выразил намерение расширить полномочия американского контингента.
Также американский лидер пообещал изменить подход к Пакистану,
отметив необходимость давления на Исламабад в целях противодействия
поддержке терроризма. «Они дают убежище тем самым террористам, с
которыми мы боремся, – подчеркнул он. – Это должно измениться, и будет
изменено немедленно. Никакое партнѐрство не может сохраниться, если
страна укрывает террористов».
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Подтверждая готовность продолжить поддержку Афганистана, Дональд
Трамп предупредил о том, что руководство страны должно доказать свою
приверженность решению государственных проблем, в частности, борьбе с
коррупцией, передаѐт ―CNN‖.
Индия приветствует новую политику Трампа по Афганистану
India welcomes U.S. President Trump‘s new Afghanistan policy
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
22.08.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-shares-trumps-concerns-on-afghanistan-saysmea/article19538770.ece?homepage=true

―We welcome President Trump‘s determination to enhance efforts to
overcome the challenges facing Afghanistan,‖ the MEA statement said
India on Tuesday welcomed United States President Donald Trump‘s new
policy on Afghanistan. saying his move will help target ―safe havens‖ of terrorism
in South Asia. Senior diplomats said that his call for an end to Pakistan‘s
involvement in terrorism in Afghanistan and his support for Afghan-led peace
process addressed a core Indian concern.
―We welcome President Trump‘s determination to enhance efforts to
overcome the challenges facing Afghanistan and confronting issues of safe havens
and other forms of cross-border support enjoyed by terrorists,‖ said the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA) in a statement.
Speaking to The Hindu, the senior diplomats said Mr. Trump had supported
long-held Indian foreign policy principles of non-intervention and non-interference
and ended uncertainties over the U.S.' involvement in Afghanistan.
―We welcome the move to have an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace
process to ensure peace and stability in Afghanistan. By asking the Afghans to take
charge of their internal affairs, President Trump has vindicated the position that
India first took in the 1980s and have maintained ever since,‖ said Satinder
Lambah, former Special Envoy of the Prime Minister of India on Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Donald Trump backs off Afghanistan withdrawal
In his speech earlier on Monday, President Trump urged India to do more to
help Afghanistan with its developmental needs and urged Pakistan to stop the
terror attacks that originate from its territory.
India responded saying that it shared concerns of the U.S. government. ―We
are committed to supporting the government and the people of Afghanistan in their
efforts to bring peace, security and stability and prosperity in their country. We
have been steadfast in extending reconstruction and development assistance to
Afghanistan in keeping with our traditional friendship with its people. We will
continue these efforts,‖ said the MEA.
Mr. Lambah, however, pointed out that Indian developmental work in the
civil war-torn country cannot progress unless the security situation improved.
Former Indian envoy to Kabul Amar Sinha said Mr. Trump had put Pakistan on
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notice and his declaration of a new wave of attacks against Taliban and other terror
groups had ended distinctions like ‗good Taliban‘ and ‗bad Taliban‘.
―Unlike his two immediate predecessors, President Trump has indicated that
the U.S. campaign in Afghanistan will not be calendar driven and that the U.S.
forces will stay in the country as long as necessary. This is a very clear enunciation
of the U.S. policy objectives, which is based on the security needs of the region‖,
Mr. Sinha said, adding that that by demanding ―immediate‖ end to support to terror
groups from Pakistan, Mr. Trump had made a strong point.
Diplomats however pointed out that by not asking India to contribute to the
military front directly, the United States has spared New Delhi of a major
responsibility. ―It is good that Trump has not asked India for boots on the ground
or a direct role in the security front,‖ said a commentator requesting anonymity.
―United States needs to ensure better security situation for the Indian
development work to have the expected impact and US should also bring in Japan,
European Union and others into the developmental framework of Afghanistan,‖
said Mr. Lambah explaining that several countries that are solely invested in
finding a security solution to the Afghanistan‘s four-decades long crisis should also
enter the developmental field.
Трамп намерен увеличить на 4 тыс. американские войска в Афганистане,
а министр иност. дел Пакистана посетит США.
Foreign Minister Asif to visit US within next few days: sources
The Nation. August 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Aug-2017/foreign-ministerasif-to-visit-us-within-next-few-days-sources

According to a report by Waqt News, Asif is going to US after invitation by
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. During his visit, Pakistani Foreign Minister
will meet top leadership and officials of US.
Bilateral relations of Pakistan-America, Afghan policy and issues regarding
War against terrorism will be discussed during the visit. The Foreign Minister will
highlight Pakistan‘s role in establishing peace policy in Afghanistan, sources
added.
The visit is important as US President Donald Trump opened the door on
Monday night to an increase in U.S. troops in Afghanistan as part of a retooled
strategy for the region, overcoming his own doubts about America's longest war
and vowing "a fight to win."
Trump, in a prime-time televised address at a military base near Washington,
said his new approach was aimed at preventing Afghanistan from becoming a safe
haven for Islamist militants bent on attacking the United States.
Трамп проявляет внимание к полезным ископаемым Афганистана
Trump eyes Afghanistan's mineral wealth
The Express Tribune. August 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1487164/trump-eyesafghanistans-mineral-wealth/

KABUL: US President Donald Trump is eyeing Afghanistan‘s mineral
wealth to help pay for a 16-year war and reconstruction efforts that have already
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cost $117 billion. Investors who have studied the country, one of the world‘s most
dangerous, say that is a pipe dream.
Trump to address nation on new Afghan strategy
Ever since a United States Geological Survey study a decade ago identified
deposits later estimated to have a potential value of as much as $1 trillion, both
Afghan and foreign officials have trumpeted the reserves as a likely key to
economic independence for Afghanistan.
As well as deposits of gold, silver and platinum, Afghanistan has significant
quantities of iron ore, uranium, zinc, tantalum, bauxite, coal, natural gas and
significant copper – a particular draw given the dearth of rich new copper mines
globally.
Afghanistan, some reports say, even has the potential to become ―the Saudi
Arabia of lithium‖, thanks to deposits of the raw material used in phone and
electric car batteries.
But a lack of basic logistics – paved roads and rail links needed to export
copper concentrate or iron ore – pervasive corruption, a messy bureaucracy and a
growing insurgency that has left much of the country beyond the writ of the Kabul
government have stifled attempts to a build a legitimate mining sector.
Much of the basic data dates back to the Soviet occupation in the 1980s. And
the cost of having foreign geologists and engineers visit remote sites to carry out
new surveys is prohibitive when nothing is yet being produced to pay for it.
―There is no low-hanging fruit that could trigger rapid growth and foster selfsustaining development,‖ said the government‘s own National Peace and
Development Framework document, presented at last year‘s donor conference in
Brussels.
Major projects such as the Mes Aynak copper mine, being developed by a
Chinese consortium, remain at a standstill.
―There is zero active mining and very little exploration, if any,‖ says Leigh
Fogelman, director at merchant bank Hannam & Partners in London. The bank‘s
founder, former JP Morgan rainmaker Ian Hannam, has been a long-time investor
in Afghanistan through the Afghan Gold and Minerals Company (AGMC).
AGMC won the license for another copper deposit, at Balkhab in northern
Afghanistan, in 2012.
For the rest, resources have been prey to what William Byrd, a development
economist with the United States Institute of Peace, has dubbed ―industrial-scale
looting‖.
While small and medium-sized mines do exist, many are outside government
control, profiting powerful local operators and depriving the treasury of what the
government estimates at $300 million in unpaid taxes.
―The big mining opportunities are just languishing and there‘s looting of
smaller resources everywhere,‖ Byrd said.
As Afghan officials sought to raise interest in Afghanistan with the incoming
U.S. administration earlier this year, they pushed the idea of the mineral reserves.
How Afghanistan could affect its neighbourhood
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―President Trump is keenly interested in Afghanistan‘s economic potential,‖
Hamdullah Mohib, Afghanistan‘s ambassador to Washington, told Reuters in June.
―Our estimated $1 trillion in copper, iron ore, rare earth elements, aluminum, gold,
silver, zinc, mercury and lithium. That‘s new.‖
US officials have told Reuters that Trump argued at a White House meeting
with advisors in July that the United States should demand a share of
Afghanistan‘s mineral wealth in exchange for its assistance to the Afghan
government.
US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said on Sunday that Trump has made a
decision on the United States‘ strategy for Afghanistan after a review with national
security advisors, but did not give any details.
It is easy to see why the mining sector has aroused so much interest in
Afghanistan, a landlocked country with an economy worth about $20 billion a year
– roughly half the size of Wyoming, the least populous US state.
But private investors are wary, says Fogelman, and there is no quick fix.
―In the case of large, public sector investment, the situation would be different
– however, there would still be the problem of building up logistics and export
links,‖ he said. ―I reckon it would still likely take years to get a meaningful largescale operation going.‖
Even if private armies could be hired to defend the mines against insurgent
attack, the cost of moving minerals out would likely be prohibitive until the entire
country was secure – which could take many years.
One longtime mining expert formerly based in Kabul recounted his
conversation with a top mining firm.
―They said: ‗Don‘t worry, we can bring our own security detail and do the
mining operation‘. But, they said, ‗How are we going to get this stuff out of the
country?'‖
According to a 2014 mining ministry study, some of Afghanistan‘s most
promising deposits of lithium are in the eastern province of Ghazni and in the far
southern region of Gowde Zereh in Helmand province, all areas largely under the
control of the Taliban.
―The idea that this will materialize in the near future and pay for the security
sector budget is unrealistic,‖ said Byrd.
Even without the war, mining is tough.
China acquired a 30-year lease on the Mes Aynak copper mine for around $3
billion in 2008 but, although the Taliban has explicitly declared that it will not
target it, the project has been plagued by delays due to contractual wrangling.
Under a donor program agreed in Tokyo in 2012, Afghanistan was supposed
to be earning $1 billion a year from mining revenues by 2017 but expectations
have been pulled back.
In the first 11 months of the last fiscal year, the government raised just $18
million from mining revenues and the government‘s own projections now do not
see them exceeding the $1 billion mark before 2029.
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That compares with security spending of $4.6 billion this year, equivalent to
almost a quarter of the total budget.
―It‘s illusory to think that minerals will save Afghanistan in any foreseeable
future,‖ said one senior Western diplomat in Kabul.
Трамп против вывода американских войск из Афганистана
Трамп обвиняет Пакистан – предоставляет убежище террористам.
Trump backs off Afghan withdrawal, slams Pakistan for 'harbouring
terrorists'
The Express Tribune. August 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1487765/trump-backsoff-afghan-withdrawal-slams-pakistan-harbouring-terrorists/

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump cleared the way for the
deployment of thousands more US troops to Afghanistan Monday, backtracking
from his promise to swiftly end America‘s longest war, while pillorying ally
Pakistan for offering safe haven to ―agents of chaos.‖
In his first formal address to the nation as commander-in-chief, Trump
discarded his previous criticism of the 16-year-old war as a waste of time and
money, admitting things looked different from ―behind the desk in the Oval
Office.‖
―My instinct was to pull out‖ Trump admitted as he spoke of frustration with
a war that has killed thousands of US troops and cost US taxpayers trillions of
dollars. But following months of discussion, Trump said he had concluded ―the
consequences of a rapid exit are both predictable and unacceptable‖ and leaving a
―vacuum‖ that terrorists ―would instantly fill.‖
How Afghanistan could affect its neighbourhood
While Trump refused to offer detailed troop numbers, senior White House
officials said he had already authorised his defense secretary to deploy up to 3,900
more troops to Afghanistan.
A conflict that began in October 2001 as a hunt for the 9/11 attackers has
turned into a vexed effort to keep Afghanistan‘s divided and corruption-hindered
democracy alive amid a brutal Taliban insurgency.
Trump warned that the approach would now be more pragmatic than
idealistic. Security assistance to Afghanistan was ―not a blank check‖ he said,
warning he would not send the military to ―construct democracies in faraway lands
or create democracies in our own image.‖ ―We are not nation building again. We
are killing terrorists.‖
Trump indicated that single-minded approach would extend to US relations
with troubled ally Pakistan, which consecutive US administrations have criticised
for links with the Taliban and for harbouring leading militants — like Osama bin
Laden.
―We can no longer be silent about Pakistan‘s safe havens for terrorist
organisations,‖ he said warning that vital aid could be cut.
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―We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting,‖ he said. ―That will
have to change and that will change immediately.‖
‗Pakistan will take decisions in its best interest‘
Ahead of the speech the military brushed off speculation that Trump could
signal a stronger line against Islamabad, insisting the country has done all it can to
tackle militancy.
In a press conference held on Monday August 22, DG ISPR Major General
Asif Ghafoor said, ―Let it come,‖ referring to Trump‘s decision. ―Even if it
comes… Pakistan shall do whatever is best in the national interest.‖
When asked, the army spokesperson said the country had conveyed all its
concerns to the US regarding the involvement of RAW and Afghan intelligence
agency.
In view of the repeated US demand seeking action against the Haqqani
Network, Ghafoor insisted that Pakistan had carried out indiscriminate operation
against all groups including the Haqqani Network.
He said US military delegations were offered to choose the place and timing
to verify Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism successes. The US was even given evidence
in this regard, he said, adding that repeated US demands had more to do with
global politics.
He said Pakistan would take decisions in its best interest if US takes any
‗coercive measures‘ in its new Afghan strategy.
Trump for the first time also left the door open to an eventual political deal
with the Taliban. ―Someday, after an effective military effort, perhaps it will be
possible to have a political settlement that includes elements of the Taliban in
Afghanistan,‖ he said.
―But nobody knows if or when that will ever happen,‖ he added, before
vowing that ―America will continue its support for the Afghan government and
military as they confront the Taliban in the field.‖
While wary of international entanglements, Trump has also been eager to
show success and steel in the realm of national security.
As president, he has surrounded himself with military generals — from his
national security adviser to his chief of staff to his defense secretary — who have
urged him to stay the course.
The Trump administration had originally promised a new Afghan plan by
mid-July, but Trump was said to be dissatisfied by initial proposals to deploy a few
thousand more troops.
His new policy will raise questions about what, if anything, can be achieved
by making further deployments, or repeating the demands of previous
administrations in more forceful terms.
In 2010, the United States had upwards of 100,000 US military personnel
deployed to Afghanistan. Today that figure is around 8,400 US troops and the
situation is as deadly as ever. More than 2,500 Afghan police and troops have been
killed already this year.
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―The Afghan government remains divided and weak, its security forces will
take years of expensive US and allied support to become fully effective, and they
may still lose even with such support,‖ said Anthony Cordesman of The Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
Hours before Trump‘s remarks there was a stark reminder of the Taliban‘s
reach, when a missile landed on a field in Kabul‘s heavily fortified diplomatic
zone. The rocket landed in a field in the city‘s diplomatic quarter, with no
casualties reported.
Trump makes no decision on Afghanistan strategy
Taliban dismiss strategy as ‗nothing new‘
The Taliban dismissed Trump‘s strategy for Afghanistan as vague and
―nothing new‖ Tuesday after the US president cleared the way for thousands more
American troops to be sent to the war-torn country.
―For now I can tell you there was nothing new in his speech and it was very
unclear,‖ a spokesperson for the Taliban in Afghanistan, told AFP.
He added that the militants were preparing a formal statement which would be
released later.
A senior Taliban commander told AFP that Trump was just perpetuating the
―arrogant behaviour‖ of previous presidents such as George Bush. ―He is just
wasting American soldiers. We know how to defend our country. It will not change
anything.
―For generations we have fought this war, we are not scared, we are fresh and
we will continue this war until our last breath,‖ he told AFP by telephone from an
undisclosed location.
He added that the statement proved the current Afghan government ―is a US
puppet‖.
Trump‘s announcement comes amid a month of serious turmoil for his
administration, which has seen several top White House officials fired and
revelations that members of Trump‘s campaign are being investigated by a federal
grand jury. He sought in his address to convince Americans who have wearied of
his controversial off-the-cuff remarks.
―I studied Afghanistan in great detail and from every conceivable angle,‖ he
said, hoping to show he has sufficiently pondered the decision to send more young
Americans into mortal danger.
The decision on Afghanistan could have wide-ranging political repercussions
for Trump, who faces a backlash from his base for reversing his pledge not to
deepen military entanglements on foreign soil.
One of the main voices arguing for withdrawal, Trump‘s nationalistic chief
strategist Steve Bannon, was removed from his post on Friday. Among the advisers
present at Camp David was new White House chief of staff John Kelly, a former
Marine Corps general whose son died in Afghanistan in 2010.
Trump‘s address can be viewed here:…..
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Трамп не принял пока что никакого решения по своей политике в
Афганистане
Trump makes no decision on Afghanistan strategy
The Nation. 19.08.2017. http://nation.com.pk/international/19-Aug-2017/trump-makes-nodecision-on-afghanistan-strategy

HAGERSTOWN, Md./WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Donald
Trump reviewed an array of options for a strategy on Afghanistan with his top
national security aides, but made no decision on whether he would commit more
troops to America's longest war.
Friday's meeting was the latest in a series of high-level discussions on
Afghanistan and a broader security strategy for the South Asia region that has been
bogged down by internal differences.
Trump was briefed extensively "on a new strategy to protect America's
interests in South Asia", White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders told reporters,
after the meeting at the Camp David Maryland retreat.
"The president is studying and considering his options and will make an
announcement to the American people, to our allies and partners, and to the world
at the appropriate time," Sanders said.
National security adviser H.R. McMaster and other top national security
officials went into the meeting backing a modest increase in troops. At a mid-July
meeting, they had thrown their weight behind 3,000 to 5,000 additional U.S. and
coalition soldiers.
―Anti-globalists,‖ who were led by Steve Bannon before he was fired on
Friday as Trump's chief strategist, backed withdrawing U.S. forces, U.S. officials
said.
Other options which were to be discussed included keeping the status quo of
some 8,400 U.S. troops, a modest hike, or a small reduction that would focus on
counter-terrorism operations enhanced by drone strikes and intelligence-gathering,
they said.
A U.S. official said that during a trip to Afghanistan earlier this year, Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis told Afghan President Ashraf Ghani that the United States
would have a sustained commitment to Afghanistan.
More than 15 years since the United States invaded Afghanistan and toppled
the Islamist Taliban government for giving al Qaeda a sanctuary where it plotted
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, there is no sign to an end in fighting.
U.S. intelligence agencies assessed in May that the conditions in Afghanistan
will almost certainly deteriorate through next year, even with a modest increase in
military assistance from America and its allies.
Senator Lindsey Graham, a senior Republican and advocate of a stronger U.S.
role in Afghanistan, urged Trump in a statement to "listen to his generals. At the
end of the day, Afghanistan is about American homeland security - not building
empires."
PAKISTAN FACTOR

The Camp David discussions have also been complicated by differences over
taking a harder line on Pakistan for failing to close Afghan Taliban sanctuaries and
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arrest Afghan extremist leaders. U.S. officials say the Afghan Taliban are
supported by elements of Pakistan‘s military and top intelligence agency, a charge
Islamabad denies.
Under one proposal, the United States would begin a review of whether to
designate Pakistan a state sponsor of terrorism unless it pursues senior leaders of
the Afghan Taliban and the allied Haqqani network, considered the most lethal
Afghan extremist group, U.S. officials said.
Such a designation would trigger harsh U.S. sanctions, including a ban on
arms sales and an end to U.S. economic assistance.
Finalizing a regional security strategy has been held up by Trump's frustration
with a lack of options for defeating the Taliban and ending the longest foreign
conflict in U.S. history.
At the meeting in mid-July, Trump said Mattis and Marine General Joseph
Dunford, the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, should consider firing Army
General John Nicholson, commander of U.S. forces in Afghanistan, for not
winning the war.
The delay for a decision left an opening for Erik Prince, the founder of the
former Blackwater military contracting firm and the brother of Trump‘s education
secretary, Betsy DeVos, to propose replacing U.S. forces in Afghanistan with
mercenaries.
The plan made its way into the White House, according to a senior
administration official.
There is no indication, however, that the proposal – promoted by Prince in
media interviews – garnered serious attention and it was not among the options
prepared for consideration at Camp David, said the official, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
McMaster, Mattis, Dunford and retired Marine General John Kelly, the
president‘s chief of staff, are opposed to this plan, according to U.S. officials.
It was not known whether Prince's proposal was brought up at the meeting.
With Afghan security forces struggling to prevent Taliban advances and the
country‘s political leadership all but paralyzed by infighting, Nicholson in
February requested thousands of additional U.S. troops to bolster U.S. military
trainers, advisers and special forces.
U.S. military and intelligence officials are concerned that a Taliban victory
would allow al Qaeda and Islamic State‘s regional affiliate to establish bases in
Afghanistan from which to plot attacks against the United States and its allies.
Афганские талибы предупреждают Трампа о невозможности увеличения
численности американских войск в Афганистане
Taliban warn Trump against sending more troops to Afghanistan
Dawn, August 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351841/taliban-warn-trumpagainst-sending-more-troops-to-afghanistan
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KABUL: The Afghan Taliban told US President Donald Trump in an open
letter on Tuesday that the military situation in Afghanistan was ―far worse than you
realise‖, and sending in more troops would be self-destructive.
A senior Taliban official said the rare decision to address Trump directly was
timed to coincide with the president‘s deliberations on the future of US policy in
Afghanistan.
―Previous experiences have shown that sending more troops to Afghanistan
will not result in anything other than further destruction of American military and
economical might,‖ the Taliban said in the lengthy English-language letter.
It criticised the Afghan government as ―stooges‖, ―lying, corrupt leaders‖ and
―repulsive sell-outs‖ who were providing Washington with ―rosy pictures‖ of the
military position.
The Taliban have waged an increasingly violent insurgency against the
Western-backed Afghan government since losing power in a US-led invasion after
the Sept 11 attacks in 2001. Those attacks were planned by Al Qaeda leader Osama
bin Laden from a base in Afghanistan.
―The war situation in Afghanistan is far worse than you realise!‖ the letter
said, arguing that the only thing preventing the Taliban from seizing major cities
was a fear of causing civilian casualties.
The senior US commander in Afghanistan, General John Nicholson, has
requested several thousand additional troops to act as advisers to the struggling
Afghan security forces. Influential voices including Republican Senator John
McCain have also urged an ―enduring‖ US military presence in Afghanistan.
But such plans have faced scepticism in the White House, where Trump and
several top aides have criticised years of American military intervention and
foreign aid.
US Defence Secretary Jim Mattis told reporters on Monday that the Trump
administration was ―very, very close‖ to a decision on Afghanistan, adding that all
options were on the table. However, US officials believe it could take weeks for a
South Asia strategy to be approved.
―We have noticed that you have understood the errors of your predecessors
and have resolved to thoroughly rethink your new strategy in Afghanistan,‖ the
Taliban told Trump.
―A number of warmongering congressmen and generals in Afghanistan are
pressing you to protract the war in Afghanistan because they seek to preserve their
military privileges.‖
Индия начнѐт экспорт продукции в Афганистан через порт Чабахар
«Все об Афганистане». 12.08.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/113189.html

КАБУЛ, 12 августа. В течение ближайших двух недель Индия начнѐт
экспортировать свои товары в Афганистан через торговый порт Чабахар,
расположенный в Иране.
120 тонн афганских фруктов ожидают отправки в Индию
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Как
заявляет
Сакина
Ашрафи,
замдиректора
департамента
экономических вопросов иранской провинции Систан и Белуджистан, 5,7
тыс. контейнеров будут отправлены в афганскую провинцию Нимроз в
течение двух месяцев. Пока запланирована отправка через Чабахар 35 тыс.
контейнеров грузов, передаѐт афганский телеканал «1-ТВ».
Напомним, что соглашение о трѐхстороннем использовании торгового
порта Чабахар было встречено афганскими бизнесменами с энтузиазмом,
поскольку позволило бы открыть новый торговый маршрут, не проходящий
через проблемную территорию Пакистана. Однако афганские бизнесмены
пока не могут использовать этот маршрут. Недавно министр транспорта
Индии Нитин Гадкари заявил, что для ввода порта Чабахар в полноценное
трѐхстороннее использование потребуется от 12 до 18 месяцев.
Напомним также, что афганские фрукты и бахчевые, которые
планировалось отправить в Индию через недавно открытый воздушный
коридор, задержаны в аэропорту и портятся.
США потратили 76 млрд. долл. на перевооружение афганской армии,
начиная с 2001 г.
US spends over $76bn on arming Afghan forces
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, August 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351270/us-spendsover-76bn-on-arming-afghan-forces

WASHINGTON: The United States has spent more than $76 billions in the
last 16 years on arming the Afghan security forces, says a new report by the US
Government Accountability Office (GAO).
The report, however, noted that despite spending so much money, the United
States has not yet achieved its main objective: enabling the Afghan security forces
to operate independently.
But the United States is likely to maintain its support to Afghanistan because
the country‘s ―stability and security continue to face threats from the Taliban-led
insurgency, criminal networks, and terrorist organisations, including the militant
Islamic State group–Khorasan,‖ the report adds.
The United States began providing weapons, communication devices, and
other security equipment to the Afghan security forces in 2002, months after it
invaded Afghanistan following the Sept11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
The data that the US Department of Defence shared with GAO shows that
about 86 per cent of the funds — $66 billion of the $76 billion — were provided
through the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF), which was established in
2005.
As of April 2017, about $61 billions of the $66 billions of allocations made
since 2005 have been disbursed. The largest expenditure of the $61 billions was for
sustainment, totalling 44 per cent (over $26 billions) of all ASFF disbursements
over this time period. Equipment and transportation represented the second-largest
expenditure of the $61 billion, accounting for almost $18 billion, or 29 per cent.
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Nearly 81 per cent of weapons provided to the Afghan security forces were
rifles and pistols. The firepower funding also included more than 25,000 grenade
launchers and almost 10,000 rocket-propelled weapons used by the Afghan Border
Police.
Additional items given to the Afghans included 162,643 pieces of
communications equipment and nearly 76,000 vehicles. These vehicles were
primarily light tactical vehicles like Ford Ranger pickups and cargo trucks, but also
included more than 22,000 Humvees.
The Pentagon has also shipped 110 helicopters and 98 planes since 2007,
when Washington authorised sending aircraft. These aircraft could have carried the
314,000 unguided rockets, 8,700 ―general-purpose bombs‖ and 1,815,000
helicopter rounds.
Recent reports in the US media suggest that US President Donald Trump,
who has ordered a review of his country‘s Afghan strategy, believes that the funds
so far spent in Afghanistan have failed to achieve the desired results. He has
reportedly asked his commanders to justify why they failed to subdue the
insurgents even after spending billions of dollars and losing more than two
thousand American soldiers in the fight.
US lawmakers are also questioning the effectiveness of their government‘s
Afghan strategy and have urged President Trump to change the policy.
Earlier this week, Senator John McCain, chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, announced a new amendment to the 2018 defence
authorisation bill that aims to ―strengthen the capability and capacity of the Afghan
government and security forces.‖
Афганский
и
пакистанский
антитеррористическом сотрудничестве

лидеры

договорились

об

«Новости планеты». 7.08.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10434-afganskii-ipakistanskii-lidery-dogovorilis-ob-antiterroristicheskom-sotrudnichestve.html

Премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хаган Аббаси и президент
Афганистана Ашраф Гани в понедельник согласились активизировать
антитеррористическое сотрудничество, поскольку терроризм является общей
угрозой для обеих стран.
Президент Гани позвонил премьер-министру Аббаси по телефону и
поздравил его с избранием на пост премьер-министра Пакистана. «Мы будем
работать с Афганистаном в целях обеспечения безопасности и стабильности
в регионе», - сказал Аббаси, согласно заявлению. Он сказал, что терроризм
является общим врагом и обе страны будут работать вместе, чтобы устранить
эту угрозу из региона.
Оба лидера также договорились о совместной работе по решению
энергетических проблем в регионе и улучшению экономических условий в
Пакистане и Афганистане. В заявлении говорится, что президент
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Афганистана выразил удовлетворение и сказал, что это хорошо для
демократии в Пакистане.
Пакистан и Афганистан согласились сотрудничать для достижения мира
и стабильности
Pakistan, Afghanistan agree to boost cooperation for peace, stability
The Express Tribune. August 4, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1473930/pakistanafghanistan-agree-boost-cooperation-peace-stability/

Peace and stability can best be achieved through complementary efforts and
enhanced cooperation, agreed military officials of Pakistan and Afghanistan in a
high level meeting on Friday.
―A seven-member high-level Afghan military delegation led by Commander
201 Corps, Afghan National Army (ANA), Lt Gen Muhammad Zaman Waziri
visited HQ 11 Corps Peshawar,‖ said the Inter-Services Public Relations in a
statement.
The delegation held meetings with Commander Peshawar Corps Lt Gen Nazir
Ahmed Butt. The meeting was also attended by Director Generals Military
Operation (DGMOs) of both the armies and IG FC K-P, the communique read.
Pakistan urges comprehensive political plan for Afghan peace
―Both sides re-affirmed their resolve to continue their fight against terrorism,‖
it added.
Areas of mutual security interests and concerns including border security
mechanism were deliberated upon during the interaction.
Islamabad blames Kabul for hosting militants responsible for carrying out
attacks across the country. Afghanistan also routinely accuses Pakistan of
providing safe haven to the Afghan Taliban.
О проблемах выработки стратегии США на афганском направлении
Карпов Д.А. 3 августа, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36859

Президент США Дональд Трамп крайне недоволен отсутствием
прогресса в войне в Афганистане и возлагает ответственность за это на
командующего дислоцированным в этой стране американским воинским
контингентом генерала Джона Николсона. Глава государства уже поднял
вопрос о замене Дж.Николсона, сообщила 2 августа телекомпания Эн-би-си.
По ее данным, Д.Трамп неоднократно высказывался за освобождение
генерала от исполнения обязанностей командующего контингентом США в
Афганистане на совещании 19 июля с министром обороны Джеймсом
Мэттисом и председателем Комитета начальников штабов ВС США
генералом Джозефом Данфордом. Как уточняет Эн-би-си, совещание
длилось около двух часов. Сам Д.Трамп пока не встречался с командующим
силами США в Афганистане, уточнила телекомпания и вопрос о его
увольнении окончательно не решен. В Афганистане в настоящее время
находятся примерно 13 тысяч военнослужащих международной коалиции, в
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том числе около 8,4 тысяч американских солдат и офицеров. В соответствии
с выводами генерального инспектора правительства США по вопросам
реконструкции в Афганистане Джона Сопко власти в Кабуле в ноябре 2015
года удерживали под полным контролем 72% территории страны, а к ноябрю
2016 года этот показатель сократился до 57%. В реальности же, под
неформальным контролем талибов и сторонников «Исламского государства»
(ИГ, запрещено в России) находится до 70 процентов территории страны.
Сюда надо включать те населенные пункты, в которых формально находятся
представители центральной власти, но фактически власть в руки боевиков в
случае необходимости может перейти в считанные часы. По данным того же
Пентагона, в 2014 году талибы полностью контролировали 4
административных центра; в 2015 — уже 24. Сейчас, по некоторым данным,
более 40. Число потерь и жертв террористических атак возросло с прошлого
года на 37 процентов. Ранее Белый дом разрешил Министерству обороны
США направить в Афганистан без согласования подкрепление в составе не
более 3,9 тысяч человек, но теперь это распоряжение подвешено в
воздухе. В Вашингтоне началась борьба концепций и разных подходов.
В этой связи разговоры о возможной смене командующего
американским воинским контингентом в Афганистане эксперты связывают
прежде всего с двумя моментами.
1. Белый дом не определился окончательно со своей тактикой действий в
Афганистане. Требования Пентагона об усилении воинского
контингента некоторые лица из ближайшего окружения Д.Трампа
полагают началом нового витка втягивания США в длящийся уже 15
лет конфликт с трудно предсказуемыми последствиями. При этом в
американском политическом сообществе все явственнее ощущается
усталость от афганской кампании и отсутствие ясных рецептов
решения проблемы. Прежняя администрация Б.Обамы этот настрой
уловила и начала сокращение воинского контингента (в конце срока
прежнего президента он составил 8,4 тысячи военных) с
одновременной концентрацией их в столичном округе. В связи с
возникшими дебатами о правильности тактике наращивания сил и
средств в Афганистане заместитель государственного секретаря США
по вопросам Южной и Центральной Азии А.Веллс 2 августа во главе
большой делегации направилась в турне по Афганистану, Пакистану и
Индии с целью зондирования ситуации и предоставления по итогам
своей
поездки
заключительных
выводов
президенту
о
целесообразности тех или иных действий на афганском направлении.
То есть предполагаемая трансформация американской стратегии,
которая должна была быть окончательно сформулирована еще в
середине июля, до сих пор находится в подвешенном состоянии. Тогда
в начале июля Кабул и Исламабад посетила делегация Конгресса США
во главе с известным сенатором Дж.Маккейном, которая как раз по
итогам поездки и сформулировала свои выводы о необходимости
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усиления американского военного присутствия в силу «отсутствия
ясной и понятной стратегии». Дело тогда казалось решенным, и выбор
приоритетного
направления
многими
экспертами
полагался
безусловным в пользу силового варианта. Но теперь можно сказать, что
выводы этой комиссии отправлены под сукно, а направление
американских военных может быть либо задержано, либо вообще
отменено.
2. Резко возросшее в последнее время противостояние между
Госдепартаментом и Пентагоном, что вызвано конкурентной борьбой
между ведомствами в рамках права формировать внешней политику
США на основных направлениях. Многие обозреватели сейчас говорят
о возросшей в США роли военных, которые чуть ли не стали самой
мощной группой в исполнительной власти в стране и бросают вызов в
этой связи самому Д.Трампу. Как мы видим на примере афганского
конфликта, это не совсем так, и скорее всего Д.Трамп не пойдет в этот
раз на поводу у Пентагона, а в самой ближайшей перспективе может
даже сменить ряд высокопоставленных генералов, которые ратуют за
решение афганской проблемы чисто силовым методом с помощью
наращивания сил и средств. И в данном случае действует он не
спонтанно, а с учетом мнения очень значительной группы в Сенате
США, которая активно лоббирует если не выход из Афганистана, то,
по крайней степени, сохранение статуса-кво, которое было достигнуто
при Б.Обаме — около 8,5 тысяч силовиковв Кабуле и паре-тройке
крупных городов страны с активизацией при этом чисто переговорных
форматов. В этом случае американские эксперты снова заговорили о
каких-то «обменных вариантах» между Д.Трампом и сенаторами по
вопросу поддержки ими президентских проектов внутренних реформ в
экономике в обмен за отказ от доктрины Дж.Маккейна. Очень может
быть, но первичным в данном случае нам видится удар, который
президент
планирует
нанести
тем
самым
«ястребам»республиканцам в Сенате и одновременно по набирающему силу главе
Пентагона Дж.Мэттису. Отметим, что эта атака началась после
серьезных рокировок в администрации Д.Трампа, а это может означать
разрыв связки Дж.Мэттис-Белый дом с усилением роли госсекретаря
Р.Тиллерсона. И разговоры о возможной отставке последнего мы бы
отнести как раз к отголоскам этой борьбы, которые безусловно
вбрасываются оппонентами главы американской дипломатической
службы.
Напомним, что согласно нынешней афганской концепции Пентагона
наращивание сил и средств необходимо для того, чтобы поддерживать в
достаточной степени готовности и потенциала две основные миссии в
Афганистане. Это операция поддержки, то есть тренировки, экипировки и
обеспечения в рамках подготовки афганских силовиков. Кстати, последние
на сегодня достигли в своей численности 352 тысяч человек. Эту миссию
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предлагается развернуть под флагом НАТО, ради чего собственно партнерам
по альянсу и предлагается нарастить свое присутствие в Афганистане.
Реакция партнеров более чем сдержанная, генсек НАТО Йенс Столтенберг
предлагает рассмотреть данный вопрос только к началу следующего года.
Причем «рассмотреть» совершенно не означает «решить». Особенно с
учетом того, что, по последним аналитическим докладам НАТО, афганская
армия в большинстве своем совершенно небоеспособна, и вывод
американских войск «без надлежащей компенсации» (очень интересный
термин; узнать бы еще, что он значит на языке бюрократов из Брюсселя)
приведет фактически однозначно к переходу практически всех крупных
населенных пунктов и центров провинций под контроль талибов и ИГ.
Вторая миссия будет заниматься борьбой с радикалами и террористами из
«Талибана» и «Исламского государства». Это будет практически чисто
американская функция с американским командованием, силами и
естественно
контролем.
Подразумевается
массовое
присутствие
американских военных инструкторов на уровне бригад (сейчас на уровне
корпусов), что должно повысить уровень боевого слаживания и оперативного
взаимодействия на тактическом уровне. В принципе, американские военные
планируют перенести практически на всю афганскую армию опыт своего
присутствия в войсках спецназа ВС Афганистана, где американцы
присутствуют чуть ли не на ротном уровне. Численность этих войск
составляет сейчас 12 тысяч военных, они считаются наиболее
боеспособными. Другими словами, американским военным предлагается
поучаствовать в активных боевых действиях в составе афганских
подразделений «на земле», что однозначно приведет к резкому повышению
уровня боевых потерь. Этот момент администрации Д.Трампа и
значительной части сенаторов не нравится. Одновременно с этим Пентагон
по согласованию с афганским президентом предполагает увеличить
численность афганского спецназа вдвое с таким расчетом, чтобы сделать их
основной ударной силой в каждом административном центре при общей
поддержке обычных войск. Кроме того, предусматривается резкое усиление в
течение ближайших четырех лет численности и технического оснащения
ВВС Афганистана. Другими словами, Пентагон разработал свою концепцию
минимизации боевого потенциала талибов и усиления афганских
вооруженных сил до уровня самодостаточности в обеспечении вопросов
безопасности. Срок реализации этого плана рассчитан на четыре года.
Первые свежие силы американцев должны были прибыть в страну еще в
середине июля и сразу же принять активное участие в летнем наступлении на
талибов в рамках широкомасштабной операции «Мансури». Пока мы этого
не наблюдаем, более того в Вашингтоне еще взвешивают все «за» и
«против». В данном случае уязвимой точкой концепции Пентагона следует
считать анализ в ней исключительно военных факторов без всякого учета
страноведческого аспекта в рамках противостояния Индии и Пакистана на
афганской площадке; интересов КНР, резкого усиления иранского влияния,
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и т.п. Американские генералы в данном случае действуют по военному
прямо и без затей: они оценивают количество сил противника и
рассчитывают силы и средства для его уничтожения. При этом
предполагается, что талибы будут сидеть в укрепрайонах, ждать атаки и
обороняться до последнего патрона. Так их учили в академиях. Эта
концепция уже не сработала в течение последних пятнадцати лет и
непонятно, почему она должна сработать сейчас. 24 тысячи военнослужащих
афганского спецназа не в состоянии поменять ситуацию на поле боя в
принципе при учете того, что вся остальная армия является не просто мало
боеспособной, но и ненадежной. При этом число населения, которое
поддерживает далеко не центральную власть в Кабуле приближается к 70
процентам.
В этой связи возникла альтернативная концепция, которую похоже
сформулировал все-таки Р.Тиллерсон с явной опорой на часть сенаторов. Она
подразумевает фиксацию числа американских военных в Афганистане на
прежнем «обамовском» уровне с концентрацией их в крупных городах.
Участие в боевых действиях таким образом концентрируется в основном
на ударах с воздуха при помощи авиации и беспилотников. Наряду с этим
начинается отход от тактики изолирования Исламабада от процесса
внутриафганского урегулирования и активизация полуофициальных
переговорных форматов со участниками конфликта. В Госдепартаменте
совершенно справедливо пришли к выводу о том, что решение афганского
конфликта без Исламабада невозможно. Вот собственно почему делегация
Госдепа и едет сейчас в том числе в Пакистан. Она зондирует позиции
пакистанцев, афганцев и индусов на сегодняшний момент. Рискнем
предсказать, что в Исламабаде американцы услышат примерно следующее:
войска США должны выйти из Афганистана, а пропакистанская часть
талибов должны быть инкорпорирована во власть. Такая позиция
обусловливается двумя основными соображениями пакистанской верхушки и
военных.
1. Инкорпорация талибов во власть является необходимым условием
ликвидации потенциальной угрозы попадания Кабула под влияние
Нью-Дели.
2. Присутствие представителей «Кветтской шуры» в исполнительной
власти Афганистана полагается в Исламабаде достаточным условием
для того, чтобы закрыть тему попыток образования «Великого
Пуштунистана» (с учетом афганских и пакистанских зон
традиционного расселения пуштунов), которую сейчас активно
реанимируют некоторые силы в Кабуле в качестве адекватного ответа
на пакистанское вмешательство. Одновременно приход талибов
отвечает гарантиям безопасности логистики «Нового Шелкового пути»
с КНР и центральноазиатскими республиками.
В данном случае США пойти пока на это не могут. Для этого им
необходимо сменить нынешнее руководство в Кабуле, как минимум, которое
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на сегодня выступает резко против любой формы участия Пакистана в
формате внутриафганского урегулирования. Одновременно еще будет
необходимо убедить Индию пойти на такую схему регионального усиления
Исламабада и отказаться от практики стимулирования индийскими
спецслужбами сепаратистского движения в Белуджистане. Ну и конечно
американцам надо смириться с фактом того, что пакистанцы прятали у себя
основных лидеров «Аль-Каиды» и «Талибана», а также поощряли
террористическую активность против американских военных в Афганистане
со стороны той же «сети Хаккани». Все эти условия являются для
американской дипломатии непреодолимым препятствием. Эксперты в этой
связи указывают на то, что все концепции США страдают одним и тем же
недостатком. Они предусматривают управление конфликтом, а не поиск
путей выхода из него. В этой связи большинство американских экспертов
сходится во мнении, что афганское направлении останется скорее всего на
втором плане в списке приоритетов нынешней администрации после
сирийского и северокорейского. А это означает достижение некой
промежуточной концепции действий. Скорее всего серьезного усиления
воинского контингента США не будет. При этом американцы резко
интенсифицируют удары с беспилотников в «зоне племен» с рейдами
спецназа в ближнем пограничные и основных узлах сопротивления.
Начнутся неофициальные попытки вовлечения Пакистана в диалог, при этом
будет учитываться, что меры прессинга на Исламабад Вашингтон фактически
исчерпал. По крайней мере, так утверждает Госдеп, который указывает, что
дальнейшее снижение уровня военной помощи Пакистану ставит под угрозу
гарантии безопасности ядерного арсенала этой страны. На сегодня одной из
главных задач Вашингтона будет снижение через диалог с Исламабадом
уровня союзнических отношений между Пакистаном и Ираном, что нам
представляйся мало реализуемой задачей. Но в общем и целом ситуация в
Афганистане вряд ли претерпит кардинальные изменения и будет
характеризоваться
по-прежнему
высоким
уровнем
боевой
и
террористической активности со стороны пропакистанской части талибов.
При этом четырехгодичная программа модернизации афганских
вооруженных сил будет запущена, однако многие эксперты сомневаются в
ее эффективности .
Глава Армии Баджва предлагает Кабулу бороться вместе против
террористов
COAS offers Kabul help in eliminating terror havens
The Nation. July 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jul-2017/coas-offers-kabulhelp-in-eliminating-terror-havens

ISLAMABAD - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on
Tuesday offered help to Afghanistan in eliminating terrorist safe havens in their
border areas as Pakistan had done on its side.
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Chairing a security meeting at Headquarters Lahore Corps, the army chief
said that the concurrent blasts at Kabul and Lahore were testimony of our stance
that both Pakistan and Afghanistan were victims of terrorism and would continue
to suffer if those actors were able to use Afghanistan territory with impunity.
He said that regional actors and hostile intelligence agencies were fully
involved to use terror as policy tool, and reiterated that Pakistan was ready to help
Afghanistan to eliminate terrorist safe havens in their border areas as Pakistan had
done on its side.
According to a release issued by the ISPR, the army chief was given detailed
update on Operation Raddul Fasaad and Monday‘s blast.
Expressing his sympathies with the victims and their families, the COAS said
that such incidents could not lower army‘s resolve to eliminate terrorism from its
roots.
―We are making gains in breaking connectivity between terror masterminds
and their facilitators/ executors,‖ he said, and added that the army fully supports
and stands with the police and other law enforcement agencies in their role as first
responders.
The COAS said, ―We have fought against terrorism as a nation and the key to
success is national participation by reporting every suspicious activity to the
security forces.‖
Later, the army chief visited injured of the blast at the general hospital.
Lieutenant General Sadiq Ali Commander Lahore Corps and InspectorGeneral Police Punjab were also present.
Обзор очередной контртеррористической операции ВС Пакистана (в
Афганистане)
Казанин М.В. 24 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36590

Как известно, ВС США и их союзники постепенно наращивают свое
военное присутствие в Исламской Республике Афганистан и возрождают
практику рейдов на территории подконтрольные движению «Талибан».
Конечно, эффективность этих рейдовых операций оставляет вопросы,
поскольку даже в период сосредоточения максимального количества
подразделений Сухопутных войск, Сил специальных операций, Корпуса
морской пехоты ВМС США военнослужащие ВС США всегда
взаимодействовали с авиацией, которая обеспечивала разведку и прикрытие.
Фактически на протяжении всей афганской кампании в ходе любого
специального мероприятия присутствие частей и соединений ВВС США, а
также их коллег из армейской авиации и подразделений штурмовой авиации
Национальной гвардии США являлось определяющим фактором.
В настоящее время на территории Афганистана действуют, как отряды
движения «Талибан», так и «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в
России), ведущие активные боевые действия против правительственных сил
за контроль над территорией. По оценкам американских специалистов,
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подразделения ВС ИРА не способны бороться с новыми отрядами ИГ,
которые будут прибывать из районов боевых действий в Ираке и Сирии по
мере сокращения «ареала обитания» в этих двух ближневосточных
государствах.
Очевидно, что официальный Кабул будет проигрывать противостояние
с исламистами по двум основным причинам.
Во-первых, правительственные подразделения не способны вести
активные боевые действия на нескольких направлениях одновременно, что
дает боевикам возможность перегруппировывать свои силы.
Во-вторых, у официального Кабула не хватает финансов на
приобретение нового вооружения, необходимого для проведения
крупномасштабной контртеррористической операции.
В этих условиях, власти соседнего Пакистана вынуждены продолжать
войсковую операцию Radd-ul-Fassad, которую подразделения специального
назначения – рейнджеры и коммандос, отряды саперов инженерных
подразделений Сухопутных войск Пакистана, эскадрильи ВВС проводят уже
с февраля 2017 г.
Новый этап операции, начатый в июле с.г. получил условное
обозначение Khyber IV. Командующий операцией – генерал-майор Шахин
Мажар Махмуд. Основные усилия пакистанские военные сосредоточили на
Территории племен федерального управления, а именно в долине Ражгал.
Сложный рельеф местности и большая высота над уровнем моря (более 3000
м) обуславливают применение высококвалифицированных отрядов
специального назначения, которые смогли за последние 20 дней захватить
ключевые возвышенности в регионе, используемые боевиками в качестве
наблюдательных пунктов.
По словам начальника межвидового отдела по связям с
общественностью ВС Пакистана – генерал-майора Асифа Гафура всего за
прошедшие 5,5 месяцев подразделения специального назначения во
взаимодействии со специальными службами провели:
– 46 ударных операций против отрядов ИГ;
– 9000 мероприятий по поиску тайников с оружием.
Кроме того, было организовано 1760 наблюдательных постов в
населенных пунктах долины Ражгал, что указывает на серьезные
человеческие ресурсы пакистанских спецслужб и военных. Всего под
контроль правительственных сил взято около 90 кв. км с учетом того, что
площадь долины Ражгал составляет 256 кв. км.
Следует отметить, что кроме ИГ целью военных стали отряды местных
исламистов, которые известны под названиями Tahreek-e-Taliban Pakistan,
Jumaat-ul-Ahrar, Lahskar-e-Islam, Lashkar-e-Janghvi и активно действуют на
территории других административно-территориальных единиц Пакистана
или в сопредельном Афганистане. Как отмечают пакистанские обозреватели,
исламисты предпочитают применять самодельные взрывные устройства на
путях следования подразделений ВС или проводить кратковременные
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огневые налеты без вступления в непосредственный огневой контакт. Такие
приемы обусловлены тем, что местные боевики не обладают широкой сетью
эмиссаров, как у ИГ, продолжающих вербовку новых «войнов Аллаха» по
всему миру.
Известно, что ВВС Пакистана для ударов по наземным целям
задействовали истребители F-16, оснащенные контейнерными оптикоэлектронными прицельными комплексами (ОЭПК) ASELPOD производства
известной турецкой компании ASELSAN. Как отмечают китайские
источники, ВВС Пакистана еще в начале 2017 г. приобрели пробную партию
ОЭПК ASELPOD в количестве восьми единиц, а в июне еще 16 комплексов,
что позволило полностью укомплектовать один полк истребителей F-16.
Основное предназначение ASELPOD – обнаружение наземных
подвижных и стационарных целей в дневное/ночное время суток при полетах
на высотах до 10000 м. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что ОЭПК
турецкого производства относятся к третьему поколению подобного
оборудования и по своим тактико-техническим характеристикам не уступают
американскому Sniper XR или французскому Damocles. Также ASELPOD
превосходит китайские ОЭПК WMD-7 и YINGS-III по такому основному
показателю как дальность обнаружения в дневном режиме – 55 км и ночном
– 25 км.
Конечно, в комплект турецкой системы входят не совсем современные
мониторы, устанавливаемы в кабине пилота, однако это не критичное
замечание к системе, которая обеспечивает истребителю возможность
нанесение точных ракетно-бомбовых ударов по наземным целям, что важно
при оказании огневой поддержки подразделениям. Единственным серьезным
минусом турецкого ОЭПК является невозможность наведения тяжелой
корректируемой оперенной бомбы LS-6 и других противорадиолокационных
боеприпасов китайского производства.
Следует отметить, что именно благодаря регулярным войсковым
контртеррористическим операциям (11 операций начиная с 2007 г.)
официальному Исламабаду удается снижать количество террористических
актов. Так если в 2014 г. на территории страны было совершено 1156
терактов, то в 2015 уже 161, в 2016 только 43, а за прошедшие семь месяцев
зафиксировано всего 9. Основной способ проведения террористического акта
– подрыв смертника или применение мощного взрывного устройства. В
случае реализации замысла террористам удается убивать от 10 до 100
человек и наносить ранения еще нескольким сотням мирных жителей.
Представители ВС Пакистана уверены, что строительство современной
системы охраны государственной границы с соседним Афганистаном
позволит в будущем повысить эффективность борьбы, как с исламистами и
террористами, так и с контрабандистами и наркосиндикатами, активно
использующими территорию Пакистана как транспортный коридор для
доставки оружия, наличных денежных средств и наркотиков в сопредельные
государства.
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Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо добавить, что официальные
представители ИРА крайне негативно отнеслись к обоснованию к началу
операции, поскольку, по словам начальника межвидового отдела по связям с
общественностью ВС Пакистана – генерал-майора Асифа Гафура, на
территории сопредельного государства борьба с исламистами практически не
ведется.
Кроме того, для усиления своей внешнеполитической позиции
Генеральный штаб ВС Пакистана направил в Кабул списки, в которых
указаны 76 полевых командиров исламистов, скрывающихся на территории
ИРА. Следует отметить, что пакистанские военные регулярно информируют
командующего контингента ВС США в Афганистане – генерала Джона
Николсона о ходе операции.
Теракт в Кабуле – 24 убиты, 42 ранены
At least 24 killed, 42 wounded in Kabul car bombing
The Express Tribune. July 24, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1465073/car-bombexplodes-western-kabul/

KABUL: At least 24 people have been killed and 42 wounded after a car
bomb struck a bus carrying government employees in western Kabul Monday, an
official told AFP, the latest attack to strike the Afghan capital.
―The car bomb hit a bus carrying employees of the ministry of mines during
rush hour,‖ interior ministry spokesman Najib Danish told AFP.
No militant group immediately claimed the blast, but it came as the Taliban
have stepped up attacks across the country in recent days, with several new
districts falling to the militants over the weekend.
Taliban deputy leader insists no hand in Kabul attacks
The neighbourhood in which Monday‘s bomb detonated is home to many
Shia Hazaras, a persecuted ethnic minority who have been targeted many times in
the past. It is also near prominent politician and former warlord Mohammad
Mohaqeq‘s home. Omid Maisom Mohaqiq, a spokesperson for the politician, said
the bomb had detonated near the first checkpoint approaching the house, ―killing
and wounding some civilians‖.
Kabul is regularly rocked by suicide bombs and attacks. A recent UN report
showed they accounted for nearly one-fifth of all civilian Afghan casualties in the
first half of 2017.
The UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan [UNAMA], which has been
documenting civilian casualties since 2009, said in its recent report that 1,662
civilians were killed and more than 3,500 injured in the first six months of the year.
At least one dead, 35 wounded in Kabul attacks
Many of those deaths happened in a devastating single attack in Kabul in late
May when a truck bomb exploded, also during the morning rush hour, killing more
than 150 people and injuring hundreds.
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UNAMA put the civilian death toll at 92, saying it was the deadliest incident
to hit the country since 2001. The bloody toll for the first six months of 2017 has
unsettled the government of President Ashraf Ghani, who has come under
increasing pressure since the May attack in Kabul.
Protests and deadly street clashes hit the Afghan capital in the wake of the
May attack as people incensed by security failures called for his government‘s
resignation.
The UNAMA report also said that nearly half of Afghanistan‘s 34 provinces
have seen an increase in civilian deaths in the first six months of the year, mainly
due to the rise in attacks by anti-government forces across the country.
NATO‘s combat mission in Afghanistan ended three years ago, handing sole
responsibility to the country‘s security forces, who has also suffered spiralling
casualties ever since as they try to beat back the resurgent Taliban and contain the
growing threat from the Islamic State group.
О наращивании военных сил Великобритании в Афганистане (операция
«Торал»)
О‘Делл М.А. 23 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36581

Операция «Торал» является кодовым названием британского
присутствия в Афганистане после 2014 года в рамках миссии «Решительной
поддержки» НАТО. Цель операции «Торал» в Афганистане – обеспечение
обучения, консультации и поддержка афганских сил безопасности, а также
контртеррористические и боевые действия. Миссия «Решительная
поддержка» НАТО по состоянию на 25 мая 2017 года предусматривала
развертывание примерно 12 000 военных из НАТО и стран-партнѐров в
Афганистане. Штаб-квартиры военного контингента расположены в Кабуле
и на авиабазе Баграм.
29 июня 2017 года стало известно о планах увеличения численности
войск в Афганистане до 15 000 человек в рамках действующей миссии из-за
ухудшения ситуации в стране. Генеральный секретарь НАТО Йенс
Столтенберг подтвердил, что НАТО увеличит свою поддержку афганских
сил безопасности. По его словам «миссия гарантирует безопасность
Афганистана, а главное не позволит стать убежищем международного
терроризма». Й.Столтенберг сказал, что ряд союзников и партнѐров по
НАТО взяли на себя обязательство увеличить свои воинские контингенты, и
подчеркнул, что Альянс будет продолжать укреплять своѐ политическое
партнѐрство и практическое сотрудничество с Афганистаном. Генсек НАТО
поблагодарил афганские силы безопасности, заявив: что «каждый день они
проявляют храбрость и стойкость, ведут борьбу, чтобы победить террористов
и защитить свой народ».
Министр обороны Майкл Фэллон подтвердил, что на данный момент в
Афганистане находтся 500 военнослужащих Великобритании, но не
участвуют в боевых действиях, а только поддерживают афганскую армию.
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Министр обороны Великобритании подчеркнул, что в ближайшее время
будут сформированы Команды по подготовке консультантов и обучению
(TAAC), которые напрямую поддержат четыре из шести афганских
армейских корпусов. TAAC East будет оказывать помощь 201-му корпусу
FOB Gamberi и FOB Fenty, расположенным около Джелалабада, TAAC South
поможет 205-му корпусу из международного аэропорта г. Кандагар, TAAC
West будет оказывать помощь 207-му корпусу в Герате, а TAAC North будет
работать с 209-м корпусом из Мазари-Шарифа.
В настоящее время правительство Австралии также рассматривает
просьбу НАТО о расширении своего развертывания в Афганистане из-за
растущей угрозы «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в РФ).
Австралийские силы обороны (ADF) имеют контингент из 270 человек,
выполняющих в тренировочные и консультационные функции в рамках
операции «Высокий путь».
Премьер-министр Великобритании Тереза Мэй выступила на совещании
НАТО с заявлением: «Великобритания готова увеличить свой вклад военных
сил в небоевой роли, чтобы продемонстрировать постоянную поддержку
миссии НАТО в Афганистане».
Майор Пэдди Пратт, глава британского подразделения по операциям в
Кабуле, сказал: «Мы провели много разведывательных находились, в том
числе с использованием БЛА, и мы разработали стратегию контратаки в
Афганистане против «Исламского государства»».
В таблице 1 представлены армейские подразделения Великобритании,
которые находились в Афганистане после вывода основного контингента
британских войск из страны.
Таблица 1. Британские армейские подразделения в Афганистане
2-й батальон (2 RIFLES)
7-й батальон (7 RIFLES)
1-й батальон королевского
Англиканского
полка
(1
R
ANGLIAN)
2-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (2 SCOTS)
5-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (5 SCOTS)
6-й батальон, Королевский
полк Шотландии (6 SCOTS)
года
103 Батальон (Remi)
2-й батальон (2 RGR)
1-й батальон, Королевский
ирландский полк (1 R IRISH)

январь — февраль 2015 гг.
январь-февраль 2015 гг.
февраль — август 2015 гг.
июль 2015 — апрель 2016 гг.
июль 2015 — апрель 2016 гг.
июль 2015 года — апрель 2016
февраль 2016 года
апрель — декабрь 2016 гг.
декабрь 2016 — июль 2017 гг.

Несмотря на усиление военного контингента Великобритании в
Афганистане в рамках НАТО, основной целью которого заявлено оказание
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афганской армии тренировочной и консультационной помощи, существует
высокая вероятность втягивания британских армейских подразделений в
боевые действия. Скорее всего после начала операции «Торал»
сопротивление противника только возрастѐт, что ещѐ больше
дестабилизирует ситуацию в Афганистане. После 13 лет участия
иностранных, в том числе и британских, войск в войне в Афганистане и ещѐ
двух с половиной лет тренировок, консультаций и поддержи афганской
армии, Движение «Талибан» и «Исламское государство» продолжают
активно действовать, а вот достижение мира в этой стране не
просматривается.
Борьба за Пакистан как ключ к освобождению Афганистана
Эйза Метрищева. Информационное агентство «Грозный-Информ». 21.07.2017.
http://www.grozny-inform.ru/main.mhtml?Part=15&PubID=86841

Американской концепции «Большой Ближний Восток» никак не
хотят подчиниться несколько держав. Страны объединяются в
негласные союзы, прибегают к помощи крупных нерегиональных держав,
чтобы противостоять экспансионной политике НАТО. Помимо Ирана и
Турции, список пополнил еще и Пакистан. Стоит задаться вопросом: в
чем же особенность Пакистана и «какую он выберет сторону»?
Начнем с того, что основной страной, в долгосрочной перспективе, в
которой вновь столкнутся интересы мировых держав, террористических
группировок станет Афганистан. В этой связи стоит учесть, что Афганистан
и Пакистан тесно взаимосвязанные страны. Так или иначе без «разрешения»
Исламабада правительство Афганистана не позволит вводить очередной
американский военный контингент в страну и более того, судьба
Афганистана сейчас в значительной степени зависит от того, какой выбор
сделает Пакистан. В отличие от США, Китай и Россия настроены на то,
чтобы искоренить терроризм в Афганистане и перейти к мирному процессу,
что вовсе не вписывается в планы США. Союз Россия - Китай пытается
искоренить американское влияние в Пакистане, который является
стратегически важной страной в Южной Азии. В долгосрочной перспективе
цель - Афганистан.
Во-первых, контролировать Пакистан означает контролировать Талибан
(запрещена в РФ), группировку, созданную при содействии пакистанских
спецслужб на американские средства. Без диалога с талибами, который
практически не произойдет без Исламабада, наладить обстановку в
Афганистане невозможно. Это осознают и США, и российско-китайский
блок. Только Пентагон изо всех сил старается обострить ситуацию вокруг
террористических организаций в Афганистане.
Во-вторых, геостратегическое положение Пакистана. Исламабад стал
ключом к Афганистану, на который делается основной упор. Периодически
вспыхивающие теракты на территории стран Ближнего Востока и Азии
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говорят о том, что террористическая организация ДАИШ (запрещена в РФ)
расширяет границы своей деятельности за счет создания ячеек организации в
других странах. Для проникновения в Азию, группировка должна занять
ключевой форпост региона - Афганистан.
Китай действует с позиции «мягкой силы», в отличии от США. Позиция
«добрососедства» Китая, перетекает в геоэкономическую. Скорее всего,
Китай хочет поставить в зависимое экономическое положение Пакистан и
решить свою демографическую проблему. Для этого вовсе не обязательно
вводить войска, как это делают США. Достаточно постепенно инвестировать
средства в Пакистан и напоминать о том, что «мы соседи и должны друг
другу помогать». Рано или поздно, а точнее когда Пакистан может решить
«что Китай слишком дорого обходится», китайские взносы в пакистанскую
экономику перерастут в огромный государственный долг, о котором
периодически Пекин будет напоминать. В конечном счете Пакистан может
попасть в зависимость от Китая.
Пекин оказывает помощь в развитии инфраструктуры страны путѐм
строительства электростанций (отсутствие электроэнергии большая
проблема для Исламабада), дорог и узлов связи. Экономические отношения
между Пакистаном и Китаем состоят в основном из китайских инвестиций в
пакистанскую экономику - Китай реализовывает широкий спектр проектов в
Пакистане. С 1962 года Китай является постоянным источником поставки
военной техники в пакистанскую армию, оказывает помощь в строительстве
военных заводов, обеспечивает технологическую помощь и модернизацию
существующих военных объектов Пакистана. Китай играл важную роль в
развитии ядерной инфраструктуры Пакистана. Пекин предоставил Пакистану
оборудование для продвижения программы по созданию ядерного оружия, а
также оказал помощь в строительстве ядерного реактора в Хушабе, который
играет ключевую роль в производстве пакистанского плутония. Кроме того,
Китай поддерживает Пакистан в территориальном вопросе с Индией за
Кашмир.
Однако, не стоит забывать о том, что Китай ищет пути решения
демографической проблемы. Вполне возможно, что реализовывать
инвестиционные проекты в Пакистан приедут китайские специалисты и
рабочие, разумеется, что это не 10 и далеко не 20 человек, которые осядут в
Пакистане на долгое время. Тем самым, через определенный промежуток
времени население Пакистана пополнится гражданами Китая.
Соединенные Штаты, конечно, оказывают помощь Исламабаду,
например, с 2009 по август 2012 года США выделили около 2,9 млрд.
долларов на материальную помощь Пакистану. К этому стоит добавить
наличие американских военных баз, поставку вооружений и т.д. Но, тем не
менее, после 2011 года Исламабад отказал США в использовании авиабазы
Шамси в провинции Белуджистан, с которой ЦРУ, вероятно, запускал
беспилотники на территорию Афганистана. Без сотрудничества пакистанцев
США не могут возлагать особых надежд на удержание Афганистана.
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Китай обеспокоен вовсе не судьбой Пакистана, а тем, что радикализм и
экстремизм из региона может перейти в Синьцзян-Уйгурский автономный
район (СУАР) Китая. Кроме того, Китай планирует избавиться от
американского влияния в регионе. Без поддержки Исламабада наладить
обстановку в Афганистане или продолжить военную кампанию не смогут ни
США, ни Китай с Россией. В случае, если США хотят поддерживать военное
присутствие в Афганистане в долгосрочном плане, американцы нуждаются в
поддержке Исламабада - через территорию Пакистана в Афганистан
провозится до 80 % грузов и топлива, необходимого для американского
воинского контингента в Афганистане.
Россия уже давно планирует примирить стороны в Афганистане, а также
снизить позиции США в регионе. В противном случае это чревато
продвижением террористических организаций в Центральную и Среднюю
Азию - то есть, в страны ШОС. В этом случае, Россия и Пакистан проводили
совместные военные учения осенью прошлого года, как ответ на
укрепляющийся альянс Индии и США. С 2015 года Россия активно
поставляет вооружение на пакистанский рынок, включая такие как
транспортно-боевые вертолеты Ми-35М, а также Исламабад интересуется
российскими противотанковыми и переносными зенитно-ракетными
комплексами. Помимо этого, в октябре 2015 года Москва получила контракт
на строительство газопровода «Север — Юг» между пакистанскими
городами Лахор и Карачи.
Такого рода сближение союза Китая, Пакистана и России тревожит
Индию. Помимо всего остального, Пакистан станет для КНР проводником на
рынок ближневосточных стран. При этом стоит учесть соперничество между
КНР и Индией в торгово-экономической и военной сферах, а также
стремление к лидерству в регионе. Индия, в свою очередь, имеет
территориальные споры как с Пакистаном, так и с Китаем и, таким образом,
уверена, что в стране два источники проблем - Пакистан и Китай, которые
теперь все больше и больше сближаются. Индия интересуется именно
российским вооружением, несмотря на то, что «дружит» с США. Вероятно,
для этого Индия и вступила в ШОС.
В том случае, если Китаю и России удастся склонить чашу весов в свою
сторону, то это чревато тем, что придет конец американскому «Большому
Ближнему Востоку». Началом этого противостояния стала Сирия, теперь им
становится и Афганистан. Вероятно, что введением нового военного
контингента США, серией взрывов, расширением полномочий Пентагона
Вашингтон пытается удержать Кабул. Однако, вступление в ШОС Пакистана
говорит о том, что Исламабад предпочел российско-китайский политикоэкономический блок вместо военно-политического американского НАТО.
Россия, конечно же, заинтересована в сотрудничестве с Пакистаном,
равносильно, как и Китай. Вполне возможно, что в случае, если Пакистан
будет близок к тому, чтобы стать полноправной марионеткой в руках Китая,
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Россия сбавит амбиции КНР до определенных масштабов, чтобы не
допустить обострения отношений с Индией.
Сенат США выступает за большее вовлечение Индии в Афганистане
U.S. Senate Committee for bigger Indian role in Afghanistan
Varghese
K.
George.
The
Hindu,
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/panel-for-bigger-indian-role-inafghanistan/article19309378.ece?homepage=true

20.07.20217.

The panel report noted that John W. Nicholson, Commander of U.S. Forces in
Afghanistan, has highlighted ―significant short-term material and training needs
within the Afghan Air Force, and has personally urged India to provide this
targeted support to meet urgent gaps.‖
Says Indian assistance could include logistical support, planning & joint
training and stresses joint naval patrol in the Indian Ocean.
India has a ―critical role‖ to play in breaking the stalemate in Afghanistan, the
U.S. Senate Committee on Armed Forces has said, calling for enhancing trilateral
cooperation among Afghanistan, India and the U.S.
In a report accompanying the National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA)
2018, the committee also called for enhancing the overall defence cooperation
between the U.S. and India, and ―eventually joint naval patrol of the Indian
Ocean.‖
The Senate Committee also pulled up the Department of Defence for not
making faster progress in improving cooperation between India and the U.S. While
acknowledging improvement in partnership, the report said the committee was
―concerned by a growing gap between the overarching goals of the bilateral
defence relationship and the Department‘s implementation of these objectives.‖
Refined approach
The committee specifically noted the delay by the Pentagon in designating an
individual within the Department to ―coordinate and expedite bilateral defence
cooperation,‖ as required by last year‘s NDAA. The lawmakers‘ body said
―appointing such an individual would bring a refined approach to prioritising
defence cooperation and aligning it with missions like maritime awareness and
anti-submarine warfare, and eventually joint naval patrol of the Indian Ocean.‖
India has been less than enthusiastic about joint patrol and cautious while
expanding cooperation with the Afghan government. India has a strategic
partnership agreement with Afghanistan, but its military component remains
limited.
―The committee is concerned by the current stalemate in Afghanistan, and
believes that the United States should leverage the capabilities of allies and
partners to more effectively secure regional stability and security. The committee
believes that the United States needs to recommit to the fight in Afghanistan and
that India, as a major defence partner of the United States and a contributor to
regional security, has a critical role to play in this effort,‖ the report said.
Targeted support
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It noted that John W. Nicholson, Commander of U.S. Forces in Afghanistan,
has highlighted ―significant short-term material and training needs within the
Afghan Air Force, and has personally urged India to provide this targeted support
to meet urgent gaps.‖ The report said the assistance could include logistical
support, joint training, combined military planning, threat analysis, intelligence,
materiel, and maintenance support for Afghan National Defence and Security
Forces for humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, security assistance.
The report noted the ―positive adjustment of U.S. export controls for defence
articles sold to India‖ after last year‘s NDAA, but called for faster progress and
focused approach. It said the 2012 Defence Technology and Trade Initiative has
six ‗‗pathfinder‘‘ initiatives, which need to be more in alignment with the Joint
Strategic Vision between the two countries.
Власти Пакистана начинают программу регистрации афганцев
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10286-vlasti-pakistana-nachinayutprogrammu-registracii-afgancev.html. 21.07.2017.

Агентство ООН по делам беженцев, УВКБ ООН сообщило сегодня, что
приветствует начало правительственной программы Пакистана по
регистрации афганцев, проживающих в стране, число которых оценивается в
пределах от 600 000 до одного миллиона лиц.
«Этот важный шаг поможет упорядочить пребывание для многих
афганцев в то время, когда возвращение в родную страну может оказаться
невозможным», говорит пресс-секретарь УВКБ ООН Дуния Аслам Хан.
Афганцы, зарегистрированные по этой новой схеме, получат карты
гражданина Афганистана, что предоставит им правовую защиту от
незаконных арестов, задержаний или депортации в соответствии с Законом
Пакистана об иностранцах, говорится в УВКБ. «Гражданские карты позволят
афганцам оставаться в Пакистане на время, пока они не смогут получить
документы, такие как паспорта от правительства Афганистана», поясянет
Хан.
Эта инициатива принесет много помощи многим афганским семьям,
некоторые из которых являются зарегистрированными беженцами, а другие
не имеют юридического статуса. УВКБ заявило, что регистрация афганцев
следует за тремя годами консультаций между правительствами Афганистана
и Пакистана и агентствами по делам беженцами.
План включает в себя: продление срока действия Свидетельства о
регистрационных карточках примерно для 1,4 миллиона зарегистрированных
беженцев-афганцев до конца 2017 года, обязательство принять национальное
законодательство о беженцах и визовый режим для различных категорий
афганских беженцев.
Шестимесячная программа регистрации началась 20 июля в столице
страны Исламабаде и северо-западном городе Пешаваре, где находится самое
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большое число афганских лиц без документов. Ожидается, что программа
будет развернута во всех четырех провинциях с 16 августа.
Афганские нелегальные беженцы в Пакистане получат от правительства
карты «афганских граждан»
Govt to issue Afghan Citizen cards to illegal refugees
Said Alam Khan. The Nation. July 19, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/19-Jul2017/govt-to-issue-afghan-citizen-cards-to-illegal-refugees

PESHAWAR - In order to regularise stay of unregistered Afghan nationals
living in Pakistan illegally, the federal government would formally launch ‗Afghan
Citizen Card‘ scheme from July 20, official sources told The Nation on Tuesday.
Under the scheme, free of cost Afghan citizen cards would be issued only to
those Afghan nationals who are unregistered and illegally living in Pakistan, they
informed, adding that for the purpose, as many as 21 centres across the country
would be setup.
The Ministry of States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON) would oversee the
scheme, they said. Those unregistered Afghans who obtain the cards would be able
to get their travelling documents more easily from Afghan government, they
added.
The Afghan nationals who are presently living illegally in Pakistan would
have to present any kind of document to prove him or herself being an Afghan
national if they apply for the ACC, the sources in the SAFRON explained. They
also informed that this scheme was only for unregistered Afghans and not for those
Afghans who possess the Proof of Registration (POR) cards.
To assist the visiting Afghans for getting the ACC at all the 21 centres,
officials and representatives of Afghan government would be present there, they
said, adding that in the first phase, two centres one each at Peshawar and
Islamabad would formally start issuing the cards from July 20.
In Peshawar, the centre has been established on Syed Jamaludeen Afghani
Road at University Town, while a similar centre is situated at Sanitary Market, I11/3, Islamabad, the officials said, adding that the scheme would not only help
regulate the stay of illegal Afghans in Pakistan but also in compiling their accurate
data.
Keeping in view that majority of Afghans whether documented or
undocumented are living in KP, therefore, of the total 21 centres, 11 centres would
be setup in the province, said sources in the Peshawar-based Afghan
Commissionerate, the basic aim of which is to facilitate Afghan refugees.
Pakistan is home to the world‘s second largest refugee population and
currently some 2.7 million Afghan refugees are living in Pakistan and it is believed
that half of them are unregistered. In January this year, the federal government
after having formal interactions with the UNHCR and Afghan government agreed
giving another extension in stay to those Afghans having legal documents till
December 31, 2017.
Sources in the UNHCR said that the voluntarily repatriation process of
Afghan refugees is in progress and so far in current year a total of 38,000 refugees
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have returned to their homeland. All the returning Afghan refugees are being paid
$200 per person by the UNHCR, they concluded.
Гражданские лица гибнут в ходе войны в Афганистане
Civilian deaths in Afghan war record high, says UN
Dawn, July 18th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346006/civilian-deaths-in-afghanwar-record-high-says-un

KABUL: The people of war-torn Afghanistan continue to bear the brunt of
the grinding conflict with civilian deaths at their worst since records began, the
United Nations said on Monday.

In the first half of the year, 1,662 civilians were killed and more than 3,500
injured with deaths in the capital Kabul accounting for nearly 20 per cent of the
toll, according to the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) report.
The majority of the victims were killed by anti-government forces —
including the resurgent Taliban and in attacks claimed by IS, the report said,
underscoring spiralling insecurity in the country nearly 16 years after the US
invasion.
The UN has documented civilian casualties in the war-ravaged country since
2009.
The first six months of the year have seen a significant rise in the number of
civilian lives lost in highly coordinated attacks involving more than one
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perpetrator, with 259 killed and 892 injured — a 15 per cent increase on the same
period last year.
Many of those deaths happened in a single attack in Kabul in late May when a
truck bomb exploded during the morning rush hour, killing more than 150 people
and injuring hundreds.
UNAMA put the civilian death toll at 92, saying it was the deadliest incident
to hit the country since 2001.
The UN‘s special envoy to Afghanistan Tadamichi Yamamoto said the human
cost of the conflict remains ―far too high‖.
―The continued use of indiscriminate, disproportionate and illegal improvised
explosive devices is particularly appalling and must immediately stop,‖ he added
in a statement.
Rise in women & children casualties
Women and children have borne the brunt of the increase in civilian
casualties, with UNAMA blaming the use of IEDs and aerial operations in
populated areas for the jump.
A total of 174 women were killed and 462 injured — an overall rise in
casualties of 23 per cent on last year — while 436 children were killed in the same
period, representing a nine per cent increase.
Save the Children expressed alarm at the heavy toll — a third of all civilian
deaths — on the country‘s youth. ―It‘s extremely concerning to see the number of
children killed and injured by conflict increasing, reflecting the growing danger
faced by young Afghans,‖ the charity‘s Afghanistan country director David
Skinner said in a statement.
The UNAMA report said that nearly half of Afghanistan‘s 34 provinces have
seen an increase in civilian deaths in the first six months of the year, mainly due to
the rise in attacks by anti-government forces across the country.
―The statistics in this report, horrifying though they are, can never fully
convey the sheer human suffering of the people of Afghanistan,‖ said UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra‘ad Al Hussein. ―Many Afghan civilians
are suffering psychological trauma, having lost family and friends, and are living
in fear knowing the risks they face as they go about their daily lives.‖
The ground offensives by Afghan security forces are the second leading cause
of civilian casualties, though UNAMA said there had been a 10 per cent decrease
compared to the same period in 2016.
Политика США в Афганистане будет учитывать присутствие Пакистана
Nature of US engagement in Afghanistan likely to be changed
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, July 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345853/nature-of-usengagement-in-afghanistan-likely-to-be-changed

WASHINGTON: US Defence Secretary James Mattis has confirmed that the
Trump administration‘s new strategy for Afghanistan will have a regional context,
including a Pakistan angle.
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At a news briefing, Secretary Mattis indicated that the new strategy could
change the nature of US military engagement in Afghanistan.
Although media reports have suggested that the Trump administration is
working on a strategy that may redefine its relations with both Pakistan and
Afghanistan — this marks the first time that a cabinet-level US official has
indicated that the review involves Pakistan as well.
Examine: Pakistan‘s anxiety
Responding to a question about the new strategy having a Pakistan angle, he
said: ―You‘re right to say that strategy is wrapping all that into a regional context.‖
He said that while media speculations about the Trump administration sending
close to 5,000 additional troops to Afghanistan ―may turn out to be right‖, the new
strategy ―also involves, perhaps, changing somewhat what the troops on the ground
are doing right now‖.
Media reports claim that the review is in its final stages and the administration
could release it late this month, after sharing it with the US Congress.
Secretary Mattis also said that Senator John McCain, who heads the Senate
Armed Services Committee, has a key role in formulating the new US policy for
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
―Senator McCain is probably leading the effort to get us what we need in
here, up on the Hill [Congress], as is appropriate for him in his role as the
chairman of the Armed Services Committee,‖ he said.
During a visit to the Pak-Afghan region earlier this month, Senator McCain
urged Pakistan to confront the Afghan Taliban or face the consequences.
―We have made it very clear that we expect they [Pakistan] will cooperate
with us, particularly against the Haqqani network and against terrorist
organisations,‖ he said at a July 4 news briefing in Kabul. ―If they don‘t change
their behaviour, maybe we should change our behaviour towards Pakistan as a
nation.‖
Since then, Congress has adopted several measures binding US civil and
military assistance to Pakistan to the severing of its alleged links to the Haqqani
network. Some of these measures also require Pakistan to prevent militants from
using its soil for launching attacks into neighbouring countries and to release Dr
Shakil Afridi, who helped the CIA trace Osama bin Laden at a compound in
Abbottabad.
Secretary Mattis said the new strategy would ―align everything‖ to formulate
a strong US response to militancy in Afghanistan.
President Donald Trump‘s national security adviser, Gen H.R. McMaster,
leads the team that is making the new policy and its members are believed to have
consulted both Pakistani and Afghan officials on the issue.
―The strategy and you know, what is the main effort…and what is a
supporting effort. And in the supporting efforts is where you often find the most
nuance and, as a result, where you have to sort things out in the interagency,‖ said
Secretary Mattis while explaining what was causing the delay.
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He also confirmed recent media reports that key Trump aides were exploring
the possibility of replacing US troops in Afghanistan with private military
contractors.
Пакистан начал военную операцию на границе с Афганистаном (против
ИГИЛ; призывает Афганистан присоединиться с его стороны)
Интернет-сайт
«Корреспондент.net».
16.07.2017.
http://korrespondent.net/world/3869310-pakystan-nachal-voennuui-operatsyui-na-hranytse-safhanystanom

Операция проводится против ИГИЛ.
Пакистан в воскресенье, 16 июля 2017 года, заявил о начале новой
военной операции против "Исламского государства" (ИГ) вблизи границы с
Афганистаном. Как доложил генерал-майор Асиф Гафур, пехотная дивизия
при поддержке авиации и артиллерии ведет наступление в полуавтономном
агентстве (регионе) Хайбер на севере страны.
США заявили о ликвидации лидера ИГ в Афганистане
По его словам, Пакистан обратился к афганской власти с призывом
провести аналогичную операцию со своей стороны границы, в провинции
Нангархар, которая является оплотом для ИГ.
При этом Гафур возразил, что ИГ имеет действенную сеть в Пакистане,
однако, отметил военный, исламисты усиливают свои позиции в
Афганистане, хотя ИГ там все же не настолько мощное, как на Ближнем
Востоке.
Еще одной целью операции является остановка бесконтрольного
передвижения людей через границу между Нангархаром и Хайбером.
Афганистан и Пакистан уже длительное время обмениваются обвинениями в
недостаточных усилиях по борьбе с исламистами в приграничных регионах.
Напомним, Пакистан намерен начать строительство забора на общей с
Афганистаном границе.
Антитеррористическая операция на границе с Афганистаном
Operation Khyber-4: Offensive launched to deny Da‘ish foothold in
FATA
The Express Tribune. 17.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1459312/radd-ul-fasaadarmy-launches-operation-khyber-agencys-rajgal-valley/

The army on Sunday launched a major ground offensive in one of the last two
remaining pockets in the tribal areas bordering Afghanistan as part of Pakistan‘s
ongoing efforts to establish state writ in the region and also deny Da‘ish any space
in the country.
The operation, codenamed Khyber-4, has been initiated in Rajgal Valley,
considered to be the most difficult terrain in the entire Federal Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata).
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Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director-General Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor told reporters in Rawalpindi that the operation in Rajgal Valley was part
of the ongoing anti-terror campaign under Radd-ul-Fasaad.
The military spokesperson said Rajgal Valley was the most difficult terrain
for operation, as it spread over an area of 256 square kilometres with eight passes
and heights ranging from 12,000 to 14,000 above sea level.
RAW operating from Afghanistan to sabotage CPEC: Gen Zubair Hayat
―A full division of the army, including artillery, aviation and backed by
Pakistan Air Force, is taking part in the Rajgal operation,‖ Major Gen Ghafoor told
journalists.
The operation in Rajgal Valley, he said, was critical since it could provide a
key route to Da‘ish terrorists operating from Afghanistan to establish their foothold
in Pakistan.
He said splinter groups of banned Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) were
operating from Rajgal. He also disclosed that recent terrorist attacks in Parachinar
were also linked to Da‘ish in Afghanistan.
When asked, the ISPR director-general said every operation had certain
timeline but added that he could not divulge those details publically because of
operational reasons.
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To a question about the presence of Da‘ish, the army spokesperson clarified
that there was no organised presence of the terrorist outfit in Pakistan.
―There are splinter groups of the TTP such as JuA (Jumaat-ul-Ahrar) which
are trying to use the brand of Da‘ish.‖
The spokesperson said Afghanistan had been informed about the ground
offensive in Rajgal Valley in the hope that the neighbouring country would take
appropriate steps to take care of fleeing terrorists.
Maj Gen Ghafoor also clarified that there was no agreement on the joint
operation by Pakistan and Afghanistan against terrorists.
Военные Пак-на считают явно недостаточным участие Афганистана в
аналогичной операции против боевиков
Army slams Afghan response to Khyber operation
The Nation. July 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/20-Jul-2017/army-slams-afghanresponse-to-khyber-operation

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Army said on Wednesday that the Afghan response
to the ongoing Operation Khyber-IV was unwarranted.
In a statement, the Director-General ISPR Major General, Asif Ghafoor, said
that the response of the Afghan Defence Ministry ran counter to Pakistan Army‘s
efforts for better Pak-Afghan coordination and cooperation.
He said that the information about Operation Khyber-IV had been shared with
Afghan forces as well as the Nato-led Resolute Support Mission.
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Ghafoor said that the Pakistan Army looked forward for trust-based security
coordination and cooperation for fight against the common enemy.
Rhetoric of blames and suggestive allegations are the agenda of forces
working against order and peace in the region, which should be avoided, the
spokesperson said.
He said that the information about Operation Khyber-IV had been shared
twice verbally and in written with the Afghan forces as well as the Resolute
Support Mission and the United States' Office of the Defence Representative in
Pakistan.
Afghan Defence Minister Dawlat Waziri in a statement has said that the
Pakistan military should have launched the military operations monitored by the
United States and China in terrorist centres based in Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar
and Quetta.
―Military operations need to be launched on both sides of the Durand Line.
Everyone understands the terrorist centres are located in Pakistan; Quetta Council,
Peshawar Council and Miran Shah Council that are Taliban groups,‖ Waziri‘s
spokesman said
The army had launched on Sunday a major ground offensive in one of the last
two remaining pockets in the tribal areas bordering Afghanistan as part of
Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts to establish state writ in the region and also deny Da‘ish
any space in the country.
The operation has been initiated in Rajgal Valley, considered to be the most
difficult terrain in the entire Federally-Administered Tribal Areas (Fata).
Islamabad blames Kabul for hosting Jamaatul Ahrar and other militants
responsible for carrying out attacks in the country.
Similarly, Afghanistan accuses Pakistan of providing safe haven to the
Afghan Taliban.
NO COMPROMISE ON NATIONAL SECURITY: COAS
The Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Wednesday
said that the Heavy Industries Taxila (HIT) had a history of contributions to
strengthen conventional defence capability of the country, and there should be no
compromise made towards this end irrespective of the constraints.
According to the ISPR, the Chief of Army Staff expressed these views during
his visit to the Heavy Industries Taxila where he was given detailed briefing on
defence production of the industry including ongoing and future defence projects.
The Chief of Army Staff appreciated performance and commitment of the
industry towards quality production.
"HIT has a history of contributions to strengthen conventional defence
capability of the country,‖ a statement issued by the ISPR read.
The COAS, while expressing his satisfaction on the progress made, asked the
HIT chairman to expedite the ongoing projects for timely completion.
The army chief also assured full support to the defence industry.
Later, the Chief of Army Staff witnessed display of the capability and
projects in hand.
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Earlier, on arrival, the Chief of Army Staff was received by Heavy Industries
Taxila Chairman Lieutenant General Naeem Ashraf. Secretary Defence Production
Lieutenant General (retired) Muhammad ljaz Chaudhry was also present.
Всемирный банк выделил Афганистану 482 млн. долларов на борьбу с
бедностью
«Все об Афганистане». 14.07.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/112140.html

КАБУЛ, 14 июля. Соглашение о долгосрочных обязательствах
Всемирного банка по выплате Афганистану 482,3 млн. долларов на борьбу с
бедностью подписано министерством финансов ИРА.
Ссылки по теме
Всемирный банк предоставит Афганистану 500 млн. долларов для
борьбы с нищетой
Всемирный банк предоставил Афганистану 189 млн. долларов за
успешно проводимые реформы
Средства будут направлены на помощь беженцам, развитие
микрокредитования для малообеспеченных, пяти крупнейших афганских
городов, а также строительство ЛЭП и дорог в сельской местности и
обеспечение продовольственной безопасности, отмечается в пресс-релизе
министерства.
В эту сумму включѐн пакет грантов Ассоциации международного
развития и Целевого фонда реконструкции Афганистана. Средства будут
распределяться из государственного бюджета прозрачно и эффективно,
заявил министр финансов Эклиль Хакими.
«Соглашение подтверждает прежние договорѐнности Всемирного банка
с афганским народом, который сталкивается со сложностями в развитии
своей страны из-за проблем с безопасностью», — заявил директор
афганского отделения Всемирного банка.
Более конкретно, на строительство дорог в сельской местности
планируется потратить 105 млн. долларов, на экономические реформы
частного сектора —100 млн. долларов, на электрификацию Герата — 60 млн.
долларов, на поддержку беженцев и пострадавших от чрезвычайных
ситуаций — 44,3 млн. долларов, на городское развитие — 20 млн. долларов,
на пополнение и обслуживание зернохранилищ — также около 20 млн.
долларов.
Афганские беженцы – одна из главных проблем для Пакистана
Afghan refugees a problem for Pakistan: Baloch
The Nation. July 12, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/12-Jul-2017/afghan-refugees-aproblem-for-pakistan-baloch

ISLAMABAD - Federal Minister for States and Frontier Regions Lt Gen.
(Retd) Abdul Qadir Baloch said on Tuesday that Afghan refugees are one of the
main problems being faced by Pakistan.
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Addressing a conference ―International Conference on Refugee Crises:
Lessons from Pakistan and beyond‖ organised by the National University of
Sciences and Technology (NUST), the minister said, Pakistan as a neighbour had
made great contribution in meeting the needs of Afghan refugees. ―International
community was spending much more on Syrian refugees than the Afghan
refugees,‖ he added. He said the international community had now realised that 30
per cent of Afghan refugees were now heading towards Europe.
Representative of Hanss Seidel Foundation Kristof Duwaerts said that
Afghanistan has recently formed a high-level Displacement and Return Executive
Committee (DiREC) to prioritise assistance needs and reintegration prospects of
internally displaced people and returnees under the Afghanistan‘s National Peace
and Development Framework. He said Pakistan also adopted a national policy
relating to the management of Afghan refugees and Afghan nationals living in the
country. ―This provides a comprehensive, predictable and sustainable response to
managing refugee and migration issues in Pakistan,‖ he said.
He also said that Afghanistan situation had invited major powers to jointly
make efforts for establishment of lasting peace in the war-hit country. However, he
said, the role of Pakistan is distinct in terms of geographic and cultural links with
Afghanistan.
In his welcome remarks, Rector NUST Lt. Gen. Naweed Zaman said in the
backdrop of recent refugee crisis in Europe, there is an increasing realisation to
commensurate the global menace with deserving attention.
Though different parts of the world have experienced and shared the pain of
losing their population into refugee camps and welcoming refugees in millions, yet
the current refugee crisis is arguably the worst humanitarian crisis since the Second
World War, he added.
«Сначала мир с Пакистаном, потом уже мириться с талибами», - заявил
президент Гани
Peace with Pakistan first, Taliban later
The Nation. July 12, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/12-Jul-2017/peace-with-pakistanfirst-taliban-later

Ghani says Islamabad needs to stop interfering in Afghanistan‘s affairs, start
cooperating with government
Kabul - Afghan President Ashraf Ghani said on Tuesday that Kabul needs
peace with Pakistan first before peace can be forged with the Taliban.
Addressing a press conference in Kabul, President Ashraf Ghani said Pakistan
also needs to stop interfering in Afghanistan‘s internal affairs and instead
cooperate with the National Unity Government (NUG), reported Tolo News.
President Ghani stated that Afghanistan and Pakistan have so far not finalised
the memorandum of understanding on the exchange of intelligence. ―The factory
of interference must be closed in Afghanistan. In establishing peace, at first we
want peace with Pakistan; peace with the Taliban comes next,‖ said Ghani. This
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comes after China, Afghanistan and Pakistan recently agreed to form a foreign
ministers‘ dialogue mechanism with the aim of improving relationships between
Kabul and Islamabad.
The three countries also agreed to revive the Quadrilateral Coordination
Group in order to pave the way for peace talks with the Taliban.
However, Ghani‘s remarks on Tuesday indicate that the situation between
Pakistan and Afghanistan has not changed and that the relationship is still fragile.
Ghani said Pakistan has two options; to use economic opportunities that
Afghanistan‘s location provides or to interfere in Afghanistan‘s affairs - and that if
they choose the latter, the international community needs to increase pressure on
Pakistan. Ghani also sent out a message to the Taliban to join the peace process.
―Taliban used to say in the past that they had time and the westerners had watches.
Today with all due respect to the voice of the people, I say that the Taliban are
running out of the time; and they should buy a watch,‖ Ghani stated.
Meanwhile, a number of MPs and senators said they do not think Pakistan
will cooperate with Afghanistan. ―They (Taliban) are a symbol for (Pakistan‘s) ISI
and CIA. They (ISI and CIA) are working together on this,‖ said Nazar
Mohammad Faqiri, a member of Meshrano Jirga (Upper House of Parliament).
Earlier this month, the Afghan Presidential Palace had said that Afghanistan
and Pakistan would conduct joint operations against terrorists and their safe havens
along the Durand Line. According to the Afghan authorities, the development
came after US senators paid a visit to Pakistani military officials and assured
Afghanistan that Islamabad, in coordination with Kabul, will conduct the joint
operations. On June 24, Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa stated that it was
about time for the other stakeholders particularly Afghanistan to do more in the
fight against terrorism.
О причинах неудачи американской стратегии в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36338. 11 июля, 2017.

США не имеют стратегии нормализации обстановки в Афганистане и
проигрывают войну, начатую больше 15 лет назад в этой азиатской стране.
Такую точку зрения изложил 9 июля председатель сенатского комитета
по делам Вооруженных сил Конгресса США Джон Маккейн (республиканец,
от штата Аризона). Он во главе двухпартийной делегации американских
сенаторов на днях посетил Афганистан, Пакистан и ОАЭ. В ходе этой
поездки американские законодатели провели переговоры с руководством в
Кабуле, а также командующим дислоцированным в Афганистане воинским
контингентом США генералом Джоном Николсоном. «У нас нет стратегии, и
мы проигрываем», — заявил Дж.Маккейн, комментируя в эфире
телекомпании Си-би-эс ход операции в Афганистане. При этом сенатор
отметил, что «неприемлемые потери» несет афганская национальная армия.
«Нам придется выработать новую стратегию», — убежден глава комитета по
делам ВС верхней палаты Конгресса. «Мы все знаем, в чем заключается
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проблема. Она кроется в Белом доме, — подчеркнул Дж.Маккейн. — К
сожалению, в Белом доме большая неразбериха».
В Афганистане в настоящее время находятся примерно 13 тыс.
военнослужащих международной коалиции, в том числе около 8,4 тыс.
американских солдат и офицеров. В соответствии с выводами генерального
инспектора правительства США по вопросам реконструкции в Афганистане
Джона Сопко, власти в Кабуле в ноябре 2015 года удерживали под полным
контролем 72% территории страны, а к ноябрю 2016 года этот показатель
сократился до 57%. По более приземленным данным, эта цифра составляет
25-30 процентов.
Как сообщила на прошлой неделе газета «Уолл-стрит джорнэл», Белый
дом разрешил Министерству обороны США направить в Афганистан без
согласования подкрепление численностью не более 3,9 тыс. человек. По
сведениям источников газеты, после того, как в июне этого года президент
Дональд Трамп наделил шефа Пентагона Джеймса Мэттиса полномочиями
самостоятельно определять численность войск США в Афганистане,
министру были направлены дополнительные инструкции. Из них следовало,
что Дж.Мэттис может отправить в Афганистан дополнительно не более 3,9
тыс. человек. Если Дж.Мэттис сочтет, что в Афганистане нужно еще больше
американских войск, то ему нужно будет заново согласовывать это с Белым
домом. Но все это имеет чисто техническое значение. поскольку отсутствует
главный компонент стратегии — опора на местные силы. Вернее — четкое
понимание у Пентагона в отношении таких сил.
Эта беда, кстати, преследует американцев и в Сирии, и в меньшей
степени Ираке. И не потому что американские генералы плохо подготовлены.
Если ты присутствуешь в стране 15 лет и воюешь там, пусть и с разной
степенью интенсивности, то, хочешь — не хочешь, ты начинаешь понимать
местные реалии и основные пружины конфликта.
Вся беда американской армии в Афганистане заключается в том, что она
пытается совместить реальный алгоритм своей деятельности с политическим
видением ситуации в Вашингтоне. Дж.Маккейн прав в том, что «война
проигрывается», и в том, что «основная проблема в Белом доме». Но он
совершенно не прав в том, что все это началось в период правления Д.Трампа
и в том, что Вашингтон не имеет стратегии. Алгоритм нынешней стратегии
действий американцев в Афганистане был заложен еще во времена прежней
администрации, и заключался он в том, что необходимо сократить до
минимума взаимодействие с пакистанцами (те разочаровали Вашингтон
своей двойственной позицией в отношении поддержки «Аль-Каиды», что
стало особенно понятным в результате операции по ликвидации Усамы бен
Ладена) и сделать основной упор на нынешний кабульский режим в рамках
стимулирования дальнейшей фрагментации движения «Талибан» и
подготовки национальных кадров силового блока. При этом прямое военное
присутствие войск США лимитировалось только самой необходимой базой
для того, чтобы не допустить падения наиболее крупных городов и
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транспортных узлов, и организации точечных ликвидаций с помощью
беспилотников.
Интересно, что Д.Трамп возвратил проведение таких операций под
командование ЦРУ, отобрав эту прерогативу у военных. Это, между прочим,
четко сигнализирует о том, что к широкомасштабным военным действиям
американцы в Афганистане не готовы, а делают упор на проведение тайных
операций с использованием своих военных только для тренинга
национальных кадров и усиления гарнизонов крупных городов. Ту же
стратегию «сдерживания», но никак не «наступления» исповедует сейчас и
новая администрация с одним лишь изменением: снятия табу на усиление
своего непосредственного военного присутствия. Но это опять же не дает
никакой видимой отдачи, поскольку для того, чтобы реально воевать в
Афганистане сейчас с целью повлиять на обстановку там необходимо как
минимум в 10 раз больше военных. К этому и призывает Дж.Маккейн, и
естественно получает от ворот поворот: США к полномасштабному
военному конфликту и сопутствующим рискам в виде материальных
издержек и человеческих жертв не готовы. Пока идет консервация
конфликта и сохранения там статуса-кво.
Единственным вариантом изменения ситуации в Афганистане является
смена нынешней команды в Кабуле и выход на прямой диалог с
пакистанскими властями по вопросу постепенного вывода американских сил
из страны с синхронной инкорпорацией во власть представителей
пропакистанского крыла талибов. Но это означает капитуляцию Белого дома,
что для Д.Трампа является абсолютно неприемлемым. То есть весь выбор
между реально эффективными стратегиями заключается либо в капитуляции,
либо в массированном наращивании воинского контингента с максимальной
блокировкой
пакистанской
границы
и
проведением
серьезных
наступательных операций. Риски такого в общем-то «советского алгоритма»
известны.
Но есть существенная разница между состоянием и степенью
боеготовности силового блока Афганистана во времена советского
присутствия и нынешнего. Советский Союз сопровождал свою военную
составляющую
массированной
реорганизацией
и
модернизацией
промышленности,
социальной
инфраструктуры,
и
подготовкой
национальных кадров. То есть создавал серьезную прослойку людей, чей
социальный лифт наверх был напрямую завязан на тот строй в Кабуле и союз
с СССР, в развал которого тогда никто не верил. Американцы делают упор
только на силовом компоненте, и в их присутствие в стране навсегда и
надолго мало кто верит. В афганской стратегии США и характере их
присутствия отсутствует хотя бы «замах» на долгосрочность, отсюда и
перманентные неудачи в формате подготовки местных силовиков. А так как
по разным причинам Вашингтон не готов ни к одному из указанных выше
сценариев, он занимает промежуточную выжидательную позицию, которая
ничего не решает и сохраняет патовое положение.
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В Афганистане идет подготовка к строительству участка газопровода
ТАПИ
«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
11.07.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2851284-В-Афганистане-идет-подготовка-к-строительствуучастка-газопровода-ТАПИ/

Ашхабад. На повестку дня туркмено-афганских переговоров в Ашхабаде
были вынесены вопросы региональной безопасности и двустороннего
взаимодействия. В том числе речь шла и о строительстве газопровода
Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан - Индия (ТАПИ).
В туркменской столице с официальным визитом находится президент
Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф Гани, с которым провел встречу его
туркменский коллега Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов. Особое значение в этом
контексте придается газопроводу ТАПИ. "В настоящее время ведется
строительство его туркменского участка, решаются технические вопросы по
его прокладке на территории Афганистана", - информирует Trend о ходе
переговоров.
Реализация этого проекта станет вкладом в модернизацию социальноэкономических систем государств и народов региона, отмечает в своем
комментарии ТДХ.
Напомним, что строительство туркменского участка газопровода ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров началось в декабре 2015 года, а завершится,
согласно графику, - в конце 2018 года. На афганском и пакистанском
участках на данном этапе проводятся изыскательские работы.
Туркменский газ по трубопроводу ТАПИ может поступить с 2020 года,
сказал в мае этого года на энергетическом конгрессе в Авазе Мухамметмырат
Аманов, главный исполнительный директор консорциума TAPI pipeline
Company Ltd.
Являясь лидером TAPI Pipeline Company Limited, госконцерн
"Туркменгаз", имеющий контрольный пакет акций, выполняет функции
основного финансиста и управленца проектом. В консорциум также входят
Афганская газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas Systems (Private)
Limited и индийская GAIL.
Возможные затраты проекта ТАПИ варьируются от семи до 10
миллиардов долларов. Консорциум при участии Азиатского банка развития
продолжает активные переговоры со всеми заинтересованными сторонами.
Изучаются различные варианты участия в проекте, такие как участие в доле
компании,
проектное
финансирование,
финансирование
через
международные банки развития и с помощью экспортно-кредитных агентств
со всего мира.
Общая протяженность трубопровода мощностью 33 миллиарда
кубометров газа в год составит 1814 километров, в том числе 774 километра по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного
пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Газопровод ТАПИ будет
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экспортировать топливо с газового месторождения
Туркменистане, второго крупнейшего в мире.

"Галкыныш"

в

Индия становится частью стратегии США в Афганистане
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111964.html

об

Афганистане».

9.07.2017.

Автор: Премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди заявил на саммите
«большой двадцатки» в Гамбурге, что ее стране необходимо запретить
въезд на свою территорию чиновникам тех стран, которые подозреваются
в помощи террористам. По оценке дипломатических источников индийской
прессы, глава правительства подозревал прежде всего Пакистан. Давление
именно на эту страну все четче прослеживается в контексте американкой
политики в направлении Афганистана, и Индии здесь может быть
уготована отдельная роль, уверяют аналитики.
В пользу гипотезы, что Соединенным Штатам потребуется помощь
индийской стороны для решения афганской проблемы, свидетельствуют
переговоры Моди и президента США Дональда Трампа, которые состоялись
в Вашингтоне в конце июня. «Лидеры обратились к Пакистану с просьбой
обеспечить гарантии, что территория не используется для террористических
атак на другие страны. Также они обратились к Пакистану с просьбой о
быстрой выдаче преступников, ответственных за атаки в Мумбаи, Патанкоте
и за другие террористические атаки, совершенные пакистанскими группами»,
– говорится в совместном заявлении лидеров по итогам переговоров.
Афганский кризис стал одной из тем, которую подняла и делегация
американских сенаторов во главе с Джоном Маккейном, которая посетила
Пакистан в начале июля. «Мы ясно дали понять, что мы ожидаем от
Пакистана совместного сотрудничества, особенно против «Сети Хаккани» и
против других террористических организаций, – заявил по итогам поездки
Маккейн. – Если они не изменят своего образа действий, возможно, нам
следует изменить наше поведение в отношении Пакистана». Западная пресса
утверждает, что в качестве одной из мер американские чиновники
рассматривают санкции. Впрочем, пока о них говорить рано – для начала
повлиять на пакистанскую сторону должна Индия.
«Индия играет двоякую роль в стратегии США в Юго-Восточной Азии,
– заявил «Афганистан.Ру» ведущий научный сотрудник Института
востоковедения РАН Владимир Сотников. – Во-первых, это сдерживание
Китая, а во-вторых, американцы очень надеются и рассчитывают, что Индия
будет уравновешивать Пакистан. В Соединенных Штатах не доверяют
Пакистану и его межведомственной разведке, которая, как известно, ведет
свои дела с талибами и прочими. Поэтому считают, что нужно такое
уравновешивание. Известно, что индийские военные готовят офицеров
полиции Афганистана совместно с российскими инструкторами…Такой
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прием, который Дональд Трамп дал Нарендре Моди, показывает, что он
очень рассчитывает на индийцев».
Аналитик отмечает, что именно по причине недоверия Вашингтон до
сих пор не отдал Исламабаду те самолеты F-16, за которые пакистанская
сторона заплатила еще лет десять назад. «Они понимают, что Наваз Шариф
не может диктовать военным и разведывательным кругам Пакистана, как
вести себя в Афганистане, а это у правительства Ашрафа Гани вызывает
раздражение. А вот в отношении Индии такого раздражения нет и быть не
может». Причем, эксперт указывает на то, что индийская сторона никогда не
согласится на военное присутствие. «Если какая-то сторона – государства
НАТО или наши американские партнеры – попросят направить индийский
военный контингент, то это красная линия, за которую Индия не зайдет», –
отмечает Сотников.
«Индия сосредоточилась на так называемых «мягких секторах» в
Афганистане – таких, как развитие инфраструктуры, медицинская помощь,
образование, а также полицейская и военная подготовка, – пояснил
«Афганистан.Ру» доцент Школы восточных и африканских исследований
Лондонского университета Авинаш Паливал. – Сделав единственный
подарок в виде четырех ударных вертолетов, Нью-Дели неохотно
поддерживает Кабул в военном отношении. Это связано с различными
политическими, бюрократическими и ресурсными вопросами. Сложные
отношения Индии и Пакистана, изменения взглядов США на расширенное
присутствие индийских сил безопасности в Афганистане, бюрократические
ограничения внутри самой Индии и лимит возможностей (как финансовых,
так и военных) ограничили роль Индии в секторе безопасности Афганистана.
Маловероятно, что Индия отправит туда наземные войска, даже если
Вашингтон потребует от Нью-Дели это сделать».
Параллельно с этим аналитик отмечает, что длительное военное
присутствие США в Афганистане без четкой конечной цели вряд ли принесет
плоды в мирном процессе. «Скорее всего, это продолжит конфликт, нежели
прекратит его, – считает Паливал. – Однако увеличение контингента США
подходит Индии, потому что это обеспечивает инфраструктуру
безопасности, которая позволяет Нью-Дели сохранять и расширять свое
присутствие в Афганистане. Встреча между господином Моди и господином
Трампом приведет к увеличению такой политической координации между
Индией и США и, вероятно, к более жесткой позиции относительно
Пакистана. Совместное заявление не оставило двусмысленности, что США
усилят давление на Исламабад и могут даже расправиться с боевыми
учебными лагерями, действующими на пакистанской земле. Будет ли это
успехом в плане изменения политики Пакистана на афганском направлении
(маловероятно, на мой взгляд) — это другой вопрос».
Индия обеспокоена тем, что Пакистан будет доминировать в афганском
мирном процессе, оказывая слишком большое влияние на «Талибан»,
отметил другой эксперт. «Индия поддержала правительство в Кабуле,
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главным образом оказывая ему помощь, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» старший
научный сотрудник Королевского объединенного института оборонных
исследований (RUSI) Шашанк Джоши. – Она дала ему некоторое
количество боевых вертолетов, но в то же время она опасается предоставлять
слишком много летальной помощи в случаях, когда это наносит ущерб
репутации Индии и когда может вызвать ответный удар со стороны
Пакистана. Индия не будет отправлять войска — она будет расширять
поддержку постепенно, осторожно».
Аналитик сомневается в том, что Индия — это часть американской
стратегии. «Индийская сторона хочет, чтобы Соединенные Штаты
оставались в Афганистане и хочет избежать проигрышной мирной
договоренности, – убежден Джоши. – США еще не знают, чего хотят, но,
вероятно, в их планах, чтобы Индия сделала чуть больше, но не слишком
много. В конечном счете, Индия по-прежнему обеспокоена тем, что США
могут заключить сделку с Пакистаном при поддержке Китая и России,
оставив ее изолированной в своей борьбе с талибами».
Пакистано-афганская торговля в 2016 г. составила 1.8 млрд. долл. (в
2010 г. – 2.5 млрд. долл.).
Pak-Afghan trade halves ‗due to transit trade glitches‘
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
24th,
2016.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1207814/strain-ties-pak-afghan-trade-halves-due-transit-tradeglitches/

ISLAMABAD: Former deputy trade minister of Afghanistan Muzamil
Shinwari has said that bilateral trade with Pakistan has gone down substantially
due to ‗problems‘ in transit trade. ―If these problems are not addressed, bilateral
trade could witness further decline,‖ warned Shinwari, who was the chief
negotiator for the 2010 Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement (APTTA).
―The Pak-Afghan trade volume was $2.5 billion in 2010 which has now come
down to $1.8 billion,‖ Shinwari told The Express Tribune in an interview. He was
in Pakistan to attend a two-day unofficial dialogue between MPs, politicians, exservicemen, civil society members and media persons.
Open Wagah or lose transit route, Ghani warns Pakistan
―There could be further decrease in bilateral trade if transit trade through
Pakistan is not facilitated,‖ he said. Pakistani officials would earlier say that
Afghanistan imports nearly 60% of items from Pakistan; however, diplomatic
tension has badly affected trade relations.
―If the transit trade is affected, it would have a direct impact on bilateral trade
as both are inter-linked,‖ Shinwari argued. ―Afghan traders, involved in transit
trade, used to buy goods in markets in Karachi, Lahore, and Faisalabad. But now
they would divert to Iran where they can buy goods in Zahidan, Mashhad and
Tehran,‖ he said.
Shinwari claimed that Pakistan had agreed during the APTTA negotiations in
Islamabad to allow Afghanistan use the Wagah border with India in the presence of
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then US secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, and former prime minister Yousaf Raza
Gilani.
Afghanistan losing interest in trade links with Pakistan
―Pakistan had sought time for the implementation of the agreement but
assured us that Afghanistan would start imports from India via Wagah in the near
future, which never happened,‖ Shinwari said. ―We allow Pakistani goods to be
transported via Afghanistan to Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan and even
Russia and Europe. If Pakistani goods are exported to Central Asia, Afghanistan
has the right to use Pakistan‘s territory for trade with South Asia,‖ he insisted.
Пакистан подписал трехстороннее Соглашение о сотрудничестве – с
Афганистаном и Таджикистаном
Islamabad in tie-up with Kabul, Dushanbe
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
6,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1451218/trilateral-collaboration-islamabad-tie-kabul-dushanbe/

ISLAMABAD: Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Pakistan are set to establish a
Joint Commission on Trilateral Cooperation to develop and implement a mutual
strategy on political, economic, trade, transport and communication, industrial,
agricultural, cultural, educational, environmental and people-to-people cooperation
between the three countries.
The commission will work under the ministers of foreign affairs or ministers
and heads of other relevant authorities of these countries.
It is learnt that the joint commission was likely to be forged during the
tripartite meeting between Presidents of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon,
Afghanistan‘s Muhammad Ashraf Ghani and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on
Thursday (today) in Dushanbe.
ADB offers $1b loan for TAPI gas pipeline
Subsequently, a joint statement would be issued the same day.
During the meeting, presidents of the three countries are likely to focus on the
importance of enhancing beneficial relations in all areas crucial to sustaining peace
and stability, socio-economic development, progress and solidarity of the three
countries.
They will also emphasise upon the importance of respecting norms of
international laws and principles of the UN Charter besides expressing their
commitment to support international efforts in reviving peace and stability,
political, economic and social development in Afghanistan.
The three countries will also emphasise upon the importance of the Afghanled and Afghan-owned peace negotiations and national reconciliation process in
Afghanistan, and support the ‗Kabul Process‘.
Islamic Development Bank offers $500m for TAPI pipeline
They will also call upon all armed groups to agree to a ceasefire and quickly
start the process of peace negations with the Afghan government.
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They will pledge support to efforts in countering international terrorism and
extremism and recognise the importance of strengthening trilateral and multilateral
cooperation in the fight against extremism, terrorism, illicit drug trafficking and
other trans-national organised crimes.
They will emphasise upon the need for implementing effective initiatives in
liquidating sources of military and financial support of terrorism and extremism.
They will instruct relevant authorities in the three countries to set up a Joint
Working Group on Security and undertake necessary efforts to exchange
information, ensure reliable border cooperation, design joint operations on
liquidation of terrorists and prevent promotion of extremist and radicalisation
through cyberspace.
They will acknowledge that sustainable Afghanistan is vital for regional
integration.
With a view to boosting trade and economic cooperation, they will instruct
chambers of commerce and industry to consider arranging regular exhibitions of
industrial, agricultural and handicraft goods, joint economic, trade and investment
fora and other necessary activities.
The parties concerned will also acknowledge the importance of concerted
efforts for implementing joint projects such as construction of railway lines and
highway networks between the three countries and attracting investments and
undertaking effective measures to ensure the security of transit highways in
transport and energy sectors.
Pak-Afghan trade halves ‗due to transit trade glitches‘
They will acknowledge the importance of the outcomes of the Economic
Cooperation Organization‘s 13th Summit held in Islamabad and implementation of
the ‗ECO Vision 2025‘ Agenda.
They will emphasise the need to continue cooperation within the framework
of the UN and its specialized agencies, as well as the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, Islamic Cooperation Organization and the Economic Cooperation
Organization. The three countries will coordinate their positions on important
international and regional issues.
Афганистан и Пакистан совместно рассмотрят вопрос о границе под
руководством США.
Pakistan, Afghanistan to conduct joint border ops under US supervision:
Kabul
The Express Tribune. 6.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1451095/pakistanafghanistan-conduct-joint-operations-along-durand-line-kabul/

The Afghan Presidential Palace said on Wednesday that Afghanistan and
Pakistan will conduct joint operations against terrorists and their safe havens along
the Durand Line, TOLO News reported.
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According to the Afghan authorities, the development came after US senators
paid a visit to Pakistani military officials and assured Afghanistan that Islamabad,
in coordination with Kabul, will conduct the joint operations.
President Ashraf Ghani‘s spokesperson, deputy Najibullah Azad, said the
operation would be conducted under the US supervision. ―Both the countries will
launch operations in their territory against terrorists and oversee the US
operations.‖
Now it‘s your turn to do more, COAS tells neighbours
Ministry of Defence (MoD) deputy spokesman Mohammad Radmanish said,
―This means that both the countries launch operations on their territory to destroy
enemy nests on either side of the Durand Line.‖
Meanwhile, it appears that Afghan Chief Executive Dr Abdullah Abdullah is
cautious about the operation and said: ―If the United States does not supervise the
situation closely, the operation will not bring any favourable results.‖
―If the US monitoring takes place, both sides can take military action after
identifying the terrorist centers,‖ Dr Abdullah‘s spokesperson Mujib Rahimi said.
Army brass rebuffs Kabul‘s ‗unwarranted accusations‘
Four years ago, the two neighbouring countries army chiefs had agreed to
launch a joint operation along the Durand Line, but the agreement was never
carried out.
The five-member bipartisan delegation which was made up of senator John
McCain and fellow senators Lindsey Graham, Elizabeth Warren, David Perdue and
Sheldon Whitehouse, arrived in Kabul on Tuesday after holding discussions with
Pakistani officials in Islamabad.
The congressional delegation stressed the need for the elimination of the
Taliban and their safe havens.
They said the deployment of additional troops to Afghanistan was needed and
that more authority should be given to these forces to win the war in the country.
On June 24, Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa stated that it was about
time for the other stake holders particularly Afghanistan to do more in the fight
against terrorism.
―Unfortunately our sacrifices against terrorism are not well acknowledged and
we are often subjected to demand of do more,‖ the army chief was quoted
as saying by the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR).
He said that since 9/11, Pakistan is one of the few countries which have borne
the brunt of terrorism and made monumental sacrifices to effectively neutralise the
menace in its state territories.
Hinting at both India and Afghanistan‘s involvement in the grisly bombing at
the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan that killed over 75 people, Gen
Qamar had stated that the army will show no restraint for anyone.
Days after the week of violence, Pakistan Army had launched Operation
Raddul Fasaad across the country.
Nawaz-Ghani meeting
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Afghan President Ashraf Ghani will be meeting Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
on the sidelines of a four-nation meeting in Dushanbe, the capital of Tajikistan,
Pajhwok Afghan News reported on Wednesday.
Tajikistan is hosting a Quadrilateral Summit of CASA-1000 comprising of
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.
The two top leaders, who previously met on the sidelines of the SCO Summit
in Astana, would discuss terrorism and relations between Kabul and Islamabad, id
added.
О развитии ситуации в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36190. 5 июля, 2017.

По нашей оценке, нынешняя оперативная ситуация в Афганистане будет
определяться на среднесрочную перспективу следующими факторами.
1. Власти Афганистана начали разрабатывать новый план по
противодействию
движению
«Талибан»,
который
касается
вооруженных сил республики. Об этом говорится в опубликованном в
конце июня ежегодном 102-страничном докладе «Улучшение
стабильности и безопасности в Афганистане», который Пентагон
направил в Конгресс США. «Президент (Афганистана Ашраф — авт.)
Гани поручил разработать четырехлетний план действий по перехвату
инициативы в борьбе с повстанческими и террористическими
движениями, а также по укреплению и реорганизации институтов
безопасности и афганских ВС, — пишут авторы документа. —
Дорожная карта (так в Пентагоне называют план А.Гани — авт.) все
еще находится на ранней стадии разработки, но особое значение,
которое ей придает руководство Афганистана, делает ее одной из
самых значительных программ планирования, с тех пор как власти
республики взяли на себя полную ответственность за безопасность в
стране». Кабул планирует, в частности, изменить структуру, повысить
боеспособность афганских сил безопасности и увеличить почти в два
раза контингент спецслужб, повысить эффективность военного
командования, нарастить потенциал ВВС и сухопутных сил и
противодействовать коррупции во власти. Так, в афганских ВС должны
быть созданы «условия для проведения наступательных операций»,
включая «широкомасштабные наступательные операции в 2019 году».
В качестве комментария отметим, что афганские силовики буквально
нафаршированы сейчас агентурой талибов, что они постоянно и
демонстрируют с помощью спланированных инцидентов с открытием
огня афганскими солдатами по своим американским союзникам. В
Минобороны США также подчеркнули, что Пакистан продолжает
предоставлять убежище талибам. «Атаки в Афганистане, связанные с
пакистанскими вооруженными группировками, портят афганопакистанские отношения, — говорится в докладе. — Повстанческие
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группировки, включая сети «Талибан» и «Хаккани», продолжают
пользоваться убежищами на территории Пакистана». Недавно
президент США Дональд Трамп наделил главу Пентагона Джеймса
Мэттиса полномочиями определять численность американского
воинского контингента в Афганистане. В докладе о возможном
увеличении войск ничего не говорилось. Сейчас в Афганистане
дислоцированы примерно 8,4 тыс. американских военнослужащих.
Согласно последним данным, их количество возрастет, как минимум,
на 3-4 тысячи человек. К этому же необходимо приплюсовать и
союзников по НАТО, которых в настоящее время американцы
усиленно обрабатывают по вопросу наращивания их воинских
континентов в Афганистане. Касаться подробно этой темы не будем.
Отметим только что европейцы очень неохотно воспринимают идею о
своем возвращении в Афганистан в формате наращивания своих
воинских контингентов там. Так что если усиление и произойдет, то
скорее всего это будет очень символичное усиление за счет «малых
стран НАТО», которое существенного влияния на обстановку не
окажет. В данном случае главное другое. Нынешняя администрация
США в отличие от предыдущей взяла уверенный курс на наращивание
своих воинских контингентов за рубежом в зонах локальных
конфликтов, стараясь лимитировано воздействовать на ситуацию путем
чисто силового компонента с целью стабилизации положения в зонах
своего контроля. Применительно к Афганистану речь идет о нынешнем
режиме в Кабуле. Другими словами, возобладала концепция
решения проблемы внутриафганского урегулирования путем
проведения точечных операций спецназа в сочетании с ударами с
воздуха при отсутствии непосредственного участия крупных
соединений в широкомасштабных наступательных операциях; и
активизации подготовки национальных кадров с помощью
усиленного корпуса советников. Вкупе с растущим давлением на
пакистанцев, которых в Кабуле и Вашингтоне полагают основными
спонсорами непримиримой части талибов, такая тактика должна, по
оценке американцев, привести к выходу на достижение
компромиссных договоренностей с непримиримыми повстанцами и
привести к созданию устойчивой модели разделения власти с ними и
достижения тем самым стабильности функционирования Афганистана
как некого государственного образования. Соединенные Штаты
намерены ужесточить подход к отношениям с Пакистаном, чтобы
заставить его активизировать борьбу с террористами из группировки
«Аль-Каида» и движения «Талибан». В этой связи отметим, что
именно эта новая стратегия Вашингтона и ее воплощение в жизнь
с июля-августа с.г. будет одним из определяющих моментов
развития ситуации в Афганистане, как минимум, в период
нахождения у власти администрации Д.Трампа. Сразу же отметим,
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что она не будет иметь никаких принципиальных отличий от тех
действий, которые американцы демонстрировали в Афганистане
за последние десять лет (особенно на первом этапе своей афганской
эпопеи) за исключением изменения численности воинского
контингента в ту или другую стороны.
2. В Афганистане стараниями нынешнего кабульского режима в
настоящее время сложился принципиально новый расклад
политических и военных сил. В стране на настоящий момент
действуют несколько центров силы, которые и будут определять
дальнейший ход событий. Первое — это пропакистанская фракция
талибов, который, грубо говоря, замыкается на т.н. «Кветтскую шуру».
В этой связи надо отметить несколько моментов и сделать экскурс в
недавнюю историю. Известие о смерти харизматичного лидера талибов
муллы Омара два года назад, в общем-то, вызвало серьезную
фрагментацию движения и стимулировало центробежные силы в нем.
Пакистанские спецслужбы, видимо, понимая реальность такого
сценария, практически два года скрывали факт смерти муллы Омара.
Публичное признание этого факта стало возможным благодаря утечке,
организованной спецслужбами Афганистана после того, как стало
ясно, что Исламабад не готов идти на серьезные уступки в рамках
внутриафганского урегулирования и признавать главу военного крыла
талибов Кайюма (связан с афганским режимом и полагается его
креатурой) основным переговорщиком от движения «Талибан».
Афганцы полагали, и сумели убедить в этом своих американских
партнеров, что Межведомственная разведка Пакистана (МРП) утеряла
в значительной степени контроль над движением, которое
стремительно фрагментируется в рамках проявления властных
амбиций его отдельных лидеров. И для таких рассуждений были
основания. В «Талибане» началась откровенная борьба за власть, изпод контроля «Кветтской шуры» вышли очень значительные сегменты
движения в самом Афганистане, началось брожение и в самой этой
структуре, в связи с чем пакистанские военные даже поместили ряд ее
членов под домашний арест, препятствуя тем самым реализации
планов по переносу штаб-квартиры «шуры» из Пакистана (то есть зоны
своего плотного контроля) в Афганистан. Но и афганские спецслужбы,
и их американские партнеры, в общем-то, просчитались. МРП
титаническими усилиями, но удалось к сегодняшнему дню преодолеть
фрагментацию в подконтрольном себе сегменте движения «Талибан», и
в настоящее время это, безусловно, доминирующая и управляемая в
полной мере Исламабадом сила в повстанческом движении. Под ее
контролем сейчас находится в формальном или неформальном виде от
60 до 80 процентов всей территории. И их потенциала, конечно, хватит
на то, чтобы взять под свой контроль практически все уездные центры
в случае ухода американцев, в очень сжатые сроки и фактически
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одномоментно с выводом иностранных войск. Это основное
требование Исламабада, что, естественно, отвергается с ходу
Вашингтоном и Кабулом, а значит делает вопрос контактов между
ними на этой площадке и выходу на полномасштабное соглашение
ничтожно малым. По оценке чинов Пентагона, «некоторые
официальные лица США сомневаются в успехе (договор с
Исламабадом-авт.), напоминая, что в предыдущие годы усилия
Соединенных Штатов добиться от Пакистана прекращения поддержки
[исламистских] группировок боевиков оказались безрезультатными, а
укрепление американских связей с его главным противником —
Индией — сводит на нет возможность достижения прорыва в
отношениях с Исламабадом» Одновременно талибы стали активно
действовать на юге в нетипичных для себя зонах влияния, что,
безусловно, демонстрирует, что сложные времена для этого сегмента
движения в основном пройдены. Этого пакистанские спецслужбы
сумели добиться путем реализации резких антикризисных шагов. Это
прежде всего возобновление мощного финансирования, физическая
нейтрализация колеблющихся лидеров и полевых командиров, но что
самое важное — курс на стратегическое партнерство с Ираном. Сейчас
этот альянс, который стал складываться еще два года назад на фоне
общих мероприятий против белуджей. Вернее, эти совместные
мероприятия стали следствием достигнутых договоренностей.
Отметим два момента. Во-первых, это ошибка западных спецслужб,
которые посчитали ошибочно, что пакистанцы всячески препятствуют
налаживанию взаимодействия с иранцами со стороны подконтрольных
им полевых командиров талибов. Все обстояло ровно наоборот.
Кстати, надо учитывать, что американцы до сих пор не имеют
надежных и не ангажированных источников информации, в количестве
достаточном для адекватной оценки происходящих событий в
Афганистане. Вот-вторых, не будем сейчас останавливаться на всех
перипетиях формирования ирано-пакистанского альянса, отметим
лишь факт его создания в таком формате, который мы бы оценили как
стратегический. Талибы снабжаются иранским оружием и проходят
подготовку в тренировочных лагерях КСИР в Иране. У них сложилось
продуктивное взаимодействие с проиранскими хазарейцами, что для
пуштунов долгое время было традиционно практически невозможно
при всех режимах. Другими словами, Кабулу и Вашингтону
приходится иметь дело с очень мощным альянсом, что, по нашей
оценке, делает вопрос реализации плана чисто силового решения
афганского конфликта, малоперспективным. Если же учесть, что за
этим альянсом стоят подспудно еще два мощных игрока в лице России
и КНР (что и вызывает особое раздражение и озабоченность
Вашингтона, который совершенно ошибочно решил этот момент
игнорировать в рамках своей новой концепции и отказаться от прямого
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взаимодействия с российской и китайской сторонами на афганской
площадке), то, грубо говоря, надо отметить, что американцы в
Афганистане завязли. И пока делают все возможное, чтобы эта
ситуация усугублялась еще более. Все перечисленное представляет
собой основной момент, который будет влиять на развитие
ситуации в стране в ближайшее время, и соответственно
проецироваться на формирования потенциальных угроз для
региона Центральной Азии. Прежде, чем перейти к более детальному
анализу этих угроз, остановимся еще на одном моменте. Это
пресловутое «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещено в России),
которому уделяется очень много внимания с точки зрения перспективы
захвата им Афганистана с последующей силовой экспансией в
центральноазиатский регион. В данном случае мы таких опасений не
разделяем просто в силу крайне ограниченного боевого потенциала
самого афганского ИГ, прежде всего. И это мнение разделяют сами
афганские руководители в неформальных беседах, а нагнетание
истерики с их стороны обуславливается, в первую очередь, вопросами
выбивания нужного иностранного финансирования со стороны Запада.
Не вдаваясь в излишние подробности, отметим, что ИГ — это
очень локальный инструмент воздействия на ситуацию чисто в
самом Афганистане со стороны прокатарского альянса полевых
командиров, который сконцентрирован вокруг актива бывшего
представительства «Талибана» в Дохе. Он был сформирован
Катаром в ответ на игнорирование его роли в процессе будущего
процесса
внутриафганского
урегулирования
в
редакции
Вашингтона и Кабула и не заточен на какую-то внешнюю
экспансию. Последняя требует на порядки большего уровня
финансирования и чревата открытым столкновением с Москвой,
чего Доха сейчас в силу кризиса в ССАПГЗ и участия в целой
череде локальных конфликтов в Африке и регионе Ближнего
Востока позволить себе не может. Другими словами, афганское ИГ
— это чисто внутриафганский продукт для решения чисто
внутриафганских задач в интересах Дохи без серьезных
перспектив доминирования в этом процессе.
Теперь об угрозах с афганского направления центральноазиатскому
региону. В настоящее время мы бы оценили их как малоперспективные, если
мы берем в качестве главной угрозы вопрос исламистской экспансии. По
ряду причин.
1. «Талибан» (и Исламабад) слишком занят внутриафганской повесткой
дня для того, чтобы заниматься такими сценариями, да и после взятия
власти он этим заниматься не будет. Об этом открыто заявляли лидеры
«Кветтской шуры» (а значит, и Исламабад). С учетом новой стратегии
Вашингтона говорить о скором разрешении внутриафганского
конфликта не приходится в принципе. В геополитических планах
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Пакистана строительство новых логических маршрутов и газопроводов
из Центральной Азии к своим портам через афганскую территорию, а
это не подразумевает затяжных региональных конфликтов. Кстати,
талибы уже готовы такую инфраструктуру охранять и гарантировать ей
безопасность. Помимо этого, у Москвы с лидерами движения
«Талибан» через тех же иранцев налажены устойчивые каналы
коммуникаций, что в дополнение к рабочим отношениям с теми же
пакистанцами является самым серьезным инструментом влияния на
ситуацию в нужном России ключе.
2. Талибы не привыкли постоянно действовать в этнически чуждых им
районах. По этой же причине фактически бесперспективным полагаем
и использование узбекских, таджикских и туркменских диаспор в
Афганистане для стимулирования такого рода экспансий. В данном
случае просто отсутствует мотив, источники финансирования и
желание участвовать в таких мероприятиях со стороны подавляющей
массы этих самых диаспор. Недавняя напряженность на туркменоафганской границе и прошлые прорывы неких банд в Киргизию и
Таджикистан надо полагать как локальные проявления войны местных
кланов, наркоторговцев и контрабандистов.
3. Основной угрозой нестабильности в центральноазиатском регионе
надо искать, прежде всего, в столкновениях местных элит. На фоне
относительно плавной смены власти в Узбекистане, нестабильной
остается ситуация в Таджикистане. Запретом Партии исламского
возрождения Таджикистана (ПИВТ) Душанбе нарушил установленную
после гражданской войны в начале 1990-х годов систему разделения
власти и стимулировал отток представителей оппозиционных сил в
Афганистан, а затем в Турцию и Сирию. То же самое справедливо и к
части узбекских кланов, хотя основная радикальная группировка
узбеков в виде Исламского движения Узбекистана (ИДУ) сейчас
находится в разобранном состоянии. Кстати, надо иметь в виду, что
еще семь-восемь лет назад американский спецназ через свое
легендированное участие в составе отрядов этой организации активно
использовал ИДУ для рейдов вглубь Центральной Азии и сбора
развединформации. Резкая трансформация исламистсткого террора в
России условно с «кавказского» сегмента на «центральноазиатский»,
что мы отчетливо наблюдаем в последнее время является очень четким
индикатором нарушения в Центральной Азии системы разделения
властей и апеллирования террористическими методами этой части
«обиженной элиты» к Москве в рамках убедить ее повлиять на
ситуацию в необходимом ключе. И финансирование всех последних по
времени терактов на российской территории идет по линии
межклановых связей, но никак ни от арабских или иных спонсоров. И
это очень четкий индикатор именно такого положения дел. Таким
образом, мы бы расценили влияние именно внутриафганского фактора
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на
безопасность
и
риски
исламистской
экспансии
в
центральноазиатский
регион
как
минимальные.
Основным
приоритетом выстраивания системы безопасности в данном случае
надо концентрировать на факторах борьбы элит внутри самих
государствах региона с поддержанием устойчивых каналов рабочего
взаимодействия как по линии Ирана и Пакистана, так и
непосредственно с полевыми командирами пропакистанской фракции
«Талибана».
Афганистан и Пакистан возобновляют торговлю
Новые точки (переходы) пересечения границы
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111786.html. 3.07.2017

КАБУЛ, 3 июля. Торговый маршрут через Гулам Хан между
Афганистаном и Пакистаном возобновил свою работу в понедельник,
сообщают официальные источники.
Маршрут был закрыт из-за активности боевиков в Северном
Вазиристане. В то же время пакистанская таможня пока оставляет закрытыми
торговые маршруты в Южном Вазиристане, такие, как Нава и Гахи,
сообщают афганские СМИ со ссылкой на представителей пакистанской
таможни.
Афганские
бизнесмены
выразили
удовлетворение
открытием
привычных торговых маршрутов, поскольку столкнулись со множеством
трудностей при использовании торговых портов Торхам и Чаман.
Гулам Хан был закрыт для торговой активности с 15 июня, когда
пакистанские ВС начали спецоперацию против боевиков в данном районе.
Напомним, что недавно Афганистан и Пакистан при содействии Китая
договорились о взаимном стремлении к добрососедским отношениям.
Президенты Афганистана и Туркменистана обсудили вопросы развития
сотрудничества
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111809.html. 4.07.2017

КАБУЛ, 4 июля. Накануне президент Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф
Гани совершил официальный визит в Ашхабад, где провѐл переговоры со
своим туркменским коллегой Гурбангулы Бердымухамедовым.
Президент Афганистана направился с визитом в Туркмению
В ходе двусторонней встречи главы государств обсудили перспективы
развития двустороннего сотрудничества, а также обменялись мнениями по
вопросам регионального и международного уровня.
Стороны отметили значимость отношений, взаимной солидарности и
уважения между двумя странами, выразив намерение поспособствовать
дальнейшему укреплению афгано-туркменских связей.
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Президенты сошлись во мнении о том, что восстановление мира и
стабильности
в
Афганистане
поспособствует
региональному
экономическому росту, при этом туркменская сторона заверила Кабул в
своей поддержке, передаѐт информагентство «Пажвок».
На переговорах были рассмотрены конкретные направления
экономического сотрудничества между двумя странами, в частности,
нефтегазовая, химическая и лѐгкая промышленность, сельское хозяйство,
торговля и транспорт.
Также президенты обсудили проекты регионального уровня, в которых
задействованы их страны, в частности, строительство транснационального
газопровода ТАПИ (Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия),
расширение региональной сети поставок электроэнергии и перспективу
участия в транспортных торгово-транзитных проектах совместно с
Таджикистаном, Азербайджаном, Грузией и Турцией.
По итогам переговоров правительства двух стран подписали 7
соглашений о двустороннем сотрудничестве, в том числе поставке
туркменской электроэнергии в афганские провинции Бадгис и Джаузджан,
расширении взаимодействия в транспортной сфере, как по автомобильным,
так и железнодорожным маршрутам, взаимодействии по направлениям
дипломатии, науки и образования, а также лѐгкой промышленности.
В заключение Ашраф Гани пригласил туркменского коллегу посетить
Афганистан. Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов принял приглашение, отметив,
что дата ответного визита будет впоследствии согласована по
дипломатическим каналам.
Афганистан
согласился
признать
Пакистан
участником
антитеррористической борьбы (после вмешательства МакКейна – визит его
делегации в Пакистан)
Afghanistan agrees to join Pakistan in anti-terror ops
The Nation. July 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Jul-2017/afghanistan-agreesto-join-pakistan-in-anti-terror-ops

US senators say new strategy needed to win in Afghanistan.
McCain says partly satisfied with visit to Pakistan
KABUL - Afghan President Ashraf Ghani told a visiting US delegation on
Tuesday that Afghanistan agreed with a proposal to conduct joint raids with
neighbouring Pakistan along the border, monitored by the United States, said a
statement issued by the Presidential Palace.
His statement came two weeks after Pakistan proposed joint border operations
against illegal movements.
Ghani told the American delegation that Washington‘s support is not taken
for granted.
According to the official statement, the US delegation informed Afghan
leadership about Pakistan‘s pledges to cooperate for peace in Afghanistan.
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―Afghanistan does not take American support for granted...US and
Afghanistan had a relationship based on mutual interest and mutual respect. What
was taking place was not a war in Afghanistan, but a war over Afghanistan against
transnational terrorist organisations,‖ the statement quoted Ghani as saying.
―And there were questions now as to whether the Taliban was a criminal
organisation with a political front rather than the other way round. Transnational
crime and narcotics meant there had to be a regional solution.‖
The statement added that the US delegation were in Afghanistan to review
progress in the war-torn country.
According to the statement members of the delegation agreed that a regional
solution was needed to end the violence in Afghanistan and the region at large.
―The senators said the head of Pakistan‘s armed forces, General Qamar Javed
Bajwa, agreed to joint operations against terrorist groups in the border region.
They said the US would provide monitoring and verification of these operations,‖
the statement said.
After the a string of meetings in Kabul, Senator McCain told reporters that the
Unites States needs to have a new strategy to win in Afghanistan but that ―the
strongest nation on earth should be able to win this conflict.‖
―The old effort certainly didn‘t work,‖ McCain said at the press conference.
―They (Taliban) are not going to negotiate unless they think they are losing,‖ he
added. ―So we need to win and have the advantage on the battlefield and then enter
into a serious negotiation to resolve the conflict.‖
Senator Lindsey Graham said he would tell President Trump after returning
home that 8,600 American troops currently in Afghanistan ―will not get the job
done‖ and that more American troops along with more NATO troops should be
deployed to ―turn stalemate into success.‖
According to Washington Post, the senators called for more aggressive
American military action in Afghanistan, as well as pressure on neighbouring
Pakistan, saying the United States needs ―a winning strategy‖ to end the 16-year
war here and prevent the spread of terrorism.
―If we leave radical Islam alone, we will not be safe at home,‖ Graham said.
He said he plans to tell the president that ―he needs to pull all our troops out‖ or
add even more than the 3,000 to 4,000 troops that US military officials have asked
for.‖
But Graham also said that ―throwing more bombs‖ is not enough, and that the
Trump administration needs to put more effort into understanding and influencing
regional leaders. ―Rex Tillerson needs to come here quick,‖ he said, referring to
the secretary of state, who has not yet visited the war-torn and insurgent-plagued
region.
McCain said the group has been only partly satisfied with its visit to Pakistan,
which included a military tour of North Waziristan. They said they questioned
Pakistani army officials about continued alleged support for the militant Haqqani
network.
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―We told them the Haqqanis have a safe zone there, and that is not
acceptable,‖ McCain said. ―They said they had taken some measures, but we made
it clear we expect them to help and cooperate against the Haqqani group and
others.‖
McCain warned Pakistan that Washington was counting on its support to
eliminate militancy and in particular the Haqqani network, responsible for
numerous attacks on Afghan territory.
―We made it very clear that we expect they (Pakistan) will cooperate with us,
particularly against the Haqqani network and against terrorist organisations,‖ said
McCain.
―If they don‘t change their behaviour maybe we should change our behaviour
towards Pakistan as a nation,‖ he insisted.
Despite the urgent tone of the senators‘ remarks, McCain predicted that the
conflict in Afghanistan would continue ―on a low-burning simmer for a long time
to come.‖ But he reiterated that only an aggressive US effort to bolster Afghan
military actions would force the Taliban to negotiate.
According to New York Times, the senators issued a stark warning to
President Trump to fill vacant embassy and State Department positions in order to
better address the country‘s mounting military and political crises.
The American delegation voiced what has been a concern for months now in
the absence of a permanent American ambassador in Kabul. The civilian
diplomatic mission here has been led by a chargé d‘affaires, Hugo Llorens, who
was called in from imminent retirement to help as a stopgap during a time when
the Afghan government has faced political storms.
Graham described the lack of diplomatic focus as unnerving and called on the
administration to appoint someone ―to manage this portfolio‖ as well as fill many
of the vacant positions in the State Department dealing with South and Central
Asia.
Senator Sheldon Whitehouse said the military had expressed concern about
―the hollowing out of the State Department.‖
Afghanistan‘s acting minister of defence, Maj Gen Tariq Shah Bahrami, told
a news conference on Tuesday that there was fighting in 21 of the country‘s 34
provinces, and that government forces were facing ―fierce fighting‖ in seven of
those provinces. Heavy fighting continued for a third day on the outskirts of
Kunduz, a city the Taliban overran twice in one year. Afghan forces were trying to
clear Taliban checkpoints on the highway connecting Kunduz to Kabul.
Гани не хочет участие Пакистана в урегулировании афганской проблемы
Ghani expects no Pak role in Afghan peace
The News. 3.07.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/214079-Ghani-expects-no-Pakrole-in-Afghan-peace
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KABUL: Afghan President Ashraf Ghani said on Sunday that the Afghan
government and nation wanted peace with Pakistan, emphasising that Afghanistan
was not expecting Pakistan to bring peace.
―The Afghan government is not asking Pakistan to bring peace in Afghanistan
as the Afghan government wants reconciliation with the country,‖ he said
apparently pointing towards his earlier remarks regarding an undeclared war being
waged in Afghanistan.
Speaking to a gathering for the introduction of the new high peace council
chief, President Ghani said that his country was facing an undeclared war as the
Afghan officials accused Pakistan of supporting and providing sanctuaries to
terrorist groups on its soil, the local Afghan media reported on Sunday.
Earlier, President Ghani said that for peace in Afghanistan, it was important
that the Afghan government should reach a peace agreement with Pakistan first. He
alleged last year that the Taliban insurgents would not last even for a month in case
they did not receive support from the outside, pointing towards Pakistan.
The Afghan officials earlier said that the deadly explosion near the embassy
of Germany in Kabul was plotted by the Haqqani network in Pakistan, although the
leaders of the network and the Taliban had rejected their role in the devastating
attack that killed over one hundred and fifty people.
Пакистан ускоряет строительство забора на границе с Афганистаном
Spike in terrorist attacks: Pakistan expedites fencing Afghan border
The Nation. July 03, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Jul-2017/pakistan-expeditesfencing-afghan-border

ISLAMABAD - The recent string of terrorist attacks has pushed Pakistan to
expedite fencing of its 2,611 kilometres long porous border with Afghanistan in an
effort to forestall attacks in future.
According to the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director General,
Major General Asif Ghafoor, ―Pakistan has decided to completely fence its border
with Afghanistan in two phases. In the first phase, fence will be built in the most
sensitive areas.‖
Fencing along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border commenced in earlier March
after series of terrorist attacks in Pakistan, which were believed to have been
planned on the Afghan soil and carried out by Pakistani Taliban groups operating
out from Afghanistan.
"A secure Pak-Afghan border is in [the] common interest of both countries
and a well-coordinated border security mechanism is essential for enduring peace
and stability," a statement issued by the ISPR said.
Both Mohmand and Bajaur agencies, which border Afghanistan‘s Nangarhar
and Kunar provinces have seen a frequent spike in attacks, including ones by
banned militants groups Jamaatul Ahrar and Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP).
In the first phase, high infiltration prone border areas in Bajaur, Mohmand
and Khyber agencies are being fenced, said the military‘s media wing.
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Whereas in the second phase, fencing of the remaining border areas, including
Balochistan, will be executed.
Besides fencing, the Pakistan Army and Frontier Corps Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
are constructing new forts and border posts to improve surveillance and
―defencibility‖.
―A secure Pak-Afghan border is in common interest of both the countries and
a well-coordinated border security mechanism is essential for enduring peace and
stability,‖ the ISPR stated.
A security official said that a 2,611km long border — 1,230km in K-P and
1,381 in Balochistan— with Afghanistan would be fenced.
Of 1,230 in K-P, 237km high infiltration prone areas of Khyber, Bajaur and
Mohmand agencies are being fenced in the first phase. So far, 43 border posts and
forts have been constructed, while another 63 border posts and forts are under
construction, he added.
As many as 338 border posts and forts are in the pipeline, which will be
completed by 2019.
The fencing is part of the new border mechanism Pakistan has started
implementing last year to check the infiltration of terrorists.
Apart from fencing, Pakistan no longer allows people without a valid passport
and visa to enter the country through key crossing points.
Tensions between Pakistan and Afghanistan have been simmering for many
months.
Both sides accused the other of turning a blind eye towards the militant
groups operating along their shared border. Another 63 border posts and forts are
under construction, he added.
As many as 338 border posts and forts are in the pipeline, which will be
completed by 2019.
The fencing is part of the new border mechanism Pakistan has started
implementing last year to check the infiltration of terrorists.
Apart from fencing, Pakistan no longer allows people without a valid passport
and visa to enter the country through key crossing points.
Tensions between Pakistan and Afghanistan have been simmering for many
months.
Both sides accused the other of turning a blind eye towards the militant
groups operating along their shared border.
Пакистан
Афганистана

начнѐт

перепись

незарегистрированных

беженцев

из

«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111719.html. 2.07.2017

КАБУЛ, 2 июня. В скором времени пакистанские власти собираются
приступить к проведению переписи мигрантов из Афганистана, до сих пор не
прошедших процесс регистрации. Мероприятие будет проводиться
совместно с Министерством ИРА по делам беженцев. Перепись позволит, в
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частности, определить точное количество проживающих в Пакистане
афганцев.
В Пакистане готовится масштабная программа регистрации афганских
беженцев
Все мигранты, прошедшие процесс регистрации, смогут находиться в
стране до 31 декабря 2017 года, сообщает афганский телеканал
«Толо». Управление верховного комиссара ООН по делам беженцев не
принимает участия в переписи, поскольку имеет дело только с официально
зарегистрированными мигрантами.
Отметим, что в текущем году около 35 тыс. афганских беженцев
вернулись на родину добровольно. В качестве подъѐмных средств они могут
разово получить по 200 долларов на семью по возвращении.
Больше всего граждан Афганистана проживает, легально и нелегально, в
Пакистане и Иране. Пакистан неоднократно предпринимал попытки высылки
афганцев на родину принудительно, в частности, в конце 2016 года, перед
началом холодов.
Индия использует Афганистан для терроризма на территории
Пакистана. – заявил представитель МИДа Nafees Zakaria
India using Afghan soil to promote terror activities in Pakistan: FO
The Express Tribune. July 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1448560/india-usingafghan-soil-promote-terror-activities-pakistan-fo/

Islamabad on Sunday accused India of using Afghanistan soil to promote
terrorism in Pakistan, Radio Pakistan reported.
Reiterating Indian involvement in terror financing in Pakistan, the Foreign
Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said, ―India‘s subversive designs remained
exposed after the trial of Kulbhushan Jhadav and the confessional statement of
former Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan spokesperson Ehsanullah Ehsan.‖
Pakistan hands over list of Indian prisoners to Indian High Commission
Highlighting the ongoing situation in Indian-held Kashmir, the spokesperson
said the human rights violation by occupied forces was now known to the world.
He added the Kashmiri people are struggling for their basic rights.
Об участии КНР в борьбе с террористической угрозой на территории
Афганистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36072. 1 июля, 2017.

Известно, что на период с 24 октября 2016 г. по 15 сентября 2017 г.
действует предупреждение МИД КНР об активизации деятельности
террористических групп, увеличении количества нападений и подрывов в
Афганистане. Предупреждение касается всех юридических и физических
лиц, выезжающих в Исламскую Республику Афганистан, особенно если они
направляются в следующие провинции: Бадахшан, Тахар, Кундуз,
Джаузджан, Фарьяб, Бадгис, Сари-Пуль, Фарах, Гильменд, Кандагар,
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Урузган, Zapur, Газни, Хост, Пактия, Логар, Нангархар, Кунар, Нуристан,
Баглан.
Внешнеполитическое ведомство призывает всех граждан КНР обратить
особое внимание на безопасность, по возможности предпринять все меры
предосторожности и личной физической охраны, а в случае необходимости
незамедлительно сообщать об активности террористов в посольство КНР в
ИРА. Телефоны доведены до сведения всех выезжающих в Афганистан.
Следует отметить, что целями нескольких последних крупных
террористических актов стали гостиницы и другие объекты массового
скопления иностранных граждан, которые прибыли в Афганистан по работе.
Вокруг подобных учреждений сосредоточены определенные силы
правоохранительных органов, однако ни техническое оснащение, ни
квалификация афганских спецслужб не позволяют предотвращать
террористические акты. Именно с учетом печальных событий в Афганистане
и Пакистане военно-политическое руководство КНР изучает возможности
изменения национального законодательства с целью разрешения создания
полноценных охранных компаний, которые будут обеспечивать безопасность
граждан КНР на территории упомянутых государств Центральной Азии.
По словам специалистов в области борьбы с терроризмом Чжан
Синьфэна (бывший зам. министра общественной безопасности КНР) и Чэн
Гопина (бывший зам. министра иностранных дел КНР), еще 10 марта 2017 г
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин провел специальное совещание политикоконсультативной группы по борьбе с терроризмом, на котором отметил
необходимость
усиления
взаимодействия
с
центральноазиатскими государствами для борьбы с распространением идей
сепаратизма
и религиозного экстремизма, а также расширения
сотрудничества с западными государствами, которые оказались практически
неспособны противостоять проникновению большого числа исламистов
среди иммигрантов.
Си Цзиньпин особо отметил важность контактов между руководством
Синьцзян-Уйгурского автономного района и Чеченской Республики,
поскольку прямые контакты между Урумчи и Грозным позволят китайским
специалистам оперативно получать информацию от российских коллег. В
свою очередь, китайские военные планируют направлять на регулярной
основе большие группы военнослужащих для стажировки в Международном
учебном центре сил специального назначения (г. Гудермес).
Следует отметить, что офицеры и сержанты подразделений
специального назначения Народной вооруженной полиции (НВП) КНР
регулярно принимают участие в международных соревнованиях в разных
странах мира и практически всегда занимают призовые места. При этом
основная проблема китайских специалистов состоит в том, что они не имеют
опыта проведения масштабных контртеррористических операций. Кроме
того, остается и вопрос психологической устойчивости личного состава в
реальном бою.
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Вполне вероятно, что определенные навыки китайские военнослужащие
получат в ходе патрулирования на территории Афганистана и совместных
операций, участие в которых официальный Пекин будет, скорее всего,
отрицать. По данным китайских источников, разведывательный отряд
Синьцзянского военного района «Снежные лисы Тяньшаня», отряд
специального
назначения
«Снежные
лотосы»,
межокружной
разведывательный отряд специального назначения СВ «Священный меч
Тяньшаня», рота специального назначения 10-ого полка пограничной охраны
СВ НОАК и отряд специального назначения Западного военного округа
НОАК с 2016 г. на регулярной основе проводят операции по ликвидации
исламистов на территории северо-восточной афганской провинции
Бадахшан. Известно, что указанные подразделения НОАК в 2016 г. потеряли
убитыми одного и были ранены трое военнослужащих.
Следует отметить, что Объединенный штаб антитеррористических
мероприятий находится в г.Ланьчжоу и по установленным каналам связи с
командованием Сил специальных операций (ССО) ВС США и
разведывательными службами Пакистана осуществляет обмен информацией
в отношении отрядов исламистов, которые транзитом перемещаются в
направлении КНР.
По данным китайских источников, только за 2016 г. несколько групп
ССО ВС США попали в засады боевиков «Восточного Туркестана» на
территории Афганистана, при этом понесли чувствительные потери – 28
убитыми и более 40 раненными.
Уйгуры используют тактику маневренных засад на маршруте движения
американских военных, оборудуют и тщательно маскируют позиции,
заблаговременно проводят разведку местности. Кроме того, полевые
командиры уйгур активно используют атаки во фланг и тыл колонн
подразделений ВС США, максимально сближаются с позициями спецназа
для уклонения от возможных ударов армейской авиации и тяжелой
артиллерии. Кроме того, фланговые удары позволяют отсекать группы
специального назначения СВ ВС Пакистана, которые традиционно
выдвигаются на помощь американским военным.
Как отмечают представители НОАК, командиры уйгурских отрядов
осведомлены о присутствии вертолетов AH-64D и гаубиц калибра 155 мм на
основных и оперативных базах ВС США в Афганистане.
Подобный уровень подготовки уйгуров к боевым действиям в ИРА стала
результатом участия отрядов «Восточного Туркестана» в тяжелых
многомесячных боях с ВС САР и российскими военными в Сирии.
Китайские военнослужащие отмечают, что уйгурские отряды обладают
достаточным количеством вооружения и боеприпасом, современными
средствами связи и наблюдения. Даже при наличии подразделений
радиоэлектронной борьбы, радиотехнической разведки и переводчиков с
пушту, дари, фарси подразделения ВС США не в состоянии дешифровать
перехваченные радиопереговоры отрядов «Восточного Туркестана».
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Известно, что большую часть мероприятий по подавлению средств связи
исламистов в Афганистане выполняют летчики 55-ой боевой группы РЭБ
ВВС США (в составе 41-й, 42-й, 43-й эскадрилий) на самолетах ЕС-130Н
Compass Call.
Такая возможность есть только у НОАК, что и обусловливает
необходимость взаимодействия между контингентом США в Афганистане и
НОАК. Необходимо отметить, что информационные сообщения о
взаимодействии НОАК и ВС США в рамках антитеррористических
мероприятий на территории Афганистана вызывают недоверие в среде
политологов, независимых военных аналитиков и военных обозревателей.
Чэн Гопин отмечает, что, после того, как начались наноситься
регулярные и эффективные удары по отрядам «Исламского движения
Восточного Туркестана», официальный Пекин провел переговоры с Кабулом
об осуществлении совместного патрулирования в приграничных районах.
Эту информацию подтверждают и в Объединенном оперативном штабе при
ЦВС КНР.
По данным китайских источников, Командование НВП КНР и
руководство
Министерства
общественной
безопасности
(МОБ)
сосредоточили около 20 000 военнослужащих на базах в городах Урумчи и
Кашэ. Кроме того, Командование СВ ВС НОАК в рамках мероприятий по
обеспечению антитеррористических операций сосредоточило на базах
армейской авиации значительное количество транспортных вертолетов Ми17, которые позволяют перебрасывать личный состав подразделений НВП и
МОБ для выполнения поисково-ударных задач, блокирования района.
С учетом вышесказанного очевидно, что проблемы региональной
безопасности крайне актуальны для Исламабада, Кабула и Пекина и в этой
связи китайские военные и спецслужбы вынуждены активизировать свою
деятельность, а также расширять сотрудничество с коллегами из указанных
государств. При этом активность азиатских партнеров КНР будет напрямую
зависеть от объема инвестиций, на который, в свою очередь, будет влиять
уровень безопасности в этих двух странах. Отметим, что американским
стратегам все-таки удалось втянуть официальный Пекин в долгосрочную и
напряженную борьбу с международным терроризмом в Центральной Азии.
Активность КНР на афгано-пакистанском направлении
Казанин М.В. 30 июня 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36023

По мнению специалистов НОАК по афганской проблематике, военнополитическое руководство КНР должно осознать необходимость принятия
следующих мер.
Во-первых, кроме контактов на высшем уровне необходимо создать
механизмы (рабочие/консультативные группы), которые позволят вести обмен
информацией между сторонами, а также консультировать китайских
предпринимателей о ситуации в том или ином регионе Афганистана, поскольку
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около 50% территории этого государства контролируют местные полевые
командиры, а не центральное правительство.
Во-вторых, необходимо как можно активнее привлекать афганских
предпринимателей на китайский рынок, рекламировать афганские товары и сырье в
южных и восточных провинциях КНР. В этих целях Управление железных дорог
КНР должно проработать варианты уплотнения графика грузовых перевозок в
западном направлении.
В-третьих, руководство провинций должно обратить внимание на создание
китайско-пакистанских свободных экономических зон и зон беспошлинной
торговли.
В-четвертых, китайские строительные компании должны принимать самое
активное участие в проектах создания/модернизации железнодорожной сети в
таких граничащих с Афганистаном странах, как Таджикистан, Туркменистан и
Иран, а также в Киргизстане. На территории Афганистана планируется создать ж/д
сеть, объединяющую Кабул, Герат, Джелалабад, Мазари-Шариф, Кандагар. Вполне
вероятно, что создание общей транспортной сети начнется после 2020 г., что
позволит расширить географию поставок афганских товаров в соседние страны.
В-пятых, необходимо расширять географию культурных контактов с
местным населением, привлекать молодых афганцев на учебу в КНР, расширять
сеть институтов Конфуция, а также внедрять телекоммуникационные системы для
распространения сотовой связи и сети Интернет в Афганистане.
В-шестых, китайские стразовые компании должны провести переоценку
инвестиционных рисков в связи с перспективным расширением американского
военного присутствия в Афганистане.
Как известно, министр иностранных дел КНР Ван И 24 и 25 июня 2017 г.
нанес официальные визиты в Афганистан и Пакистан, выступив в качестве
посредника между официальными Кабулом и Исламабадом, поскольку в последнее
время отмечается рост конфликтных настроений в межгосударственных
отношениях. Известно, что официальный Кабул возлагает ответственность на
Исламабад за возросшую активность боевиков, поскольку пакистанские военные
практически не противодействуют перемещению исламистов через свою
территорию.
Вполне вероятно, что МИД КНР придется решать вопросы и пакистаноиранских отношений. Пример – ситуация с перехватом иранского
разведывательно-ударного беспилотного летательного аппарата Shahed 129,
который был уничтожен истребителем JF-17 из состава 14-ой эскадрильи ВВС
Пакистана 20 июня 2017 г. в 45 км от пакистано-иранской границы над
территорией провинции Белуджистан ракетой класса «воздух-воздух» PL-5ЕII. Это
первый случай боевого применения истребителя этой модели против воздушной
цели.
По результатам визита Ван И в ИРА и Пакистан стороны договорились:
– совместными усилиями поддерживать стабильность в регионе;
– развивать сотрудничество в области безопасности;
– разработать механизм обмена информацией по чрезвычайным ситуациям;
–
регулярно
проводить
телефонные
переговоры
на
уровне
внешнеполитических ведомств трех государств;
– восстановить переговорный процесс с США о присоединении Вашингтона
к решению региональных проблем;
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– нарастить усилия по присоединению Афганистана к ШОС;
– укреплять трехсторонний диалог и экономическое сотрудничество.
Перечисленные первые три пункта предполагают, что специальные службы
и ВС трех государств создадут контактную группу обмена информацией об
активности исламистов, а именно будут изучать данные о прибытии отрядов
боевиков из Сирии и Ирака, участии уйгур в нападениях на блокпосты ВС
Афганистана, планируемых террористических актах и т.д.
Вторые три пункта относятся к ведению МИД государств-участников
трехстороннего диалога и предполагают наращивание гуманитарной составляющей
процесса установления мира и стабильности в Афганистане. Очевидно, что
официальный Пекин со временем постарается взять «в свои руки» переговорный
процесс по афгано-пакистанским вопросам.
В отношении крайнего пункта необходимо уточнить ситуацию с торговоэкономическим и инвестиционным сотрудничеством между КНР и Афганистаном
(табл. 1, 2).
Таблица 1
Объем двусторонней торговли КНР – Афганистан в период с 2001 по 2016 г.

Год

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Экспорт
Баланс в
Доля во
Сумма
Экспорт
КНР в
торговле
внешней
Афганистана
Афганистан
торговле
в КНР (млн
(млн
(млн
Афганистана
(млн
долл.США)
долл.США)
долл.США)
(%)
долл.США)
35
—
35
35
2
20
-37
57
20
0,8
382
—
382
382
17
385
—
385
385
15,5
317
1
316
318
11,1
473
—
473
473
15
611
—
611
611
17,6
430
—
430
430
12,1
360
—
360
360
9,6
704
12
692
716
12,9
577
6
571
583
8,6
549
11
538
560
5,9
437
20
417
457
4,9
1038
15
1023
1053
12,7
1044
10
1034
1054
12,7

Афганистан в КНР поставляет продукты питания (молоко, мясо, зерно),
сухофрукты, сырую коровью кожу, полудрагоценные камни, шафран, предметы
интерьера, напротив, китайский экспорт представлен электрикой и электроникой,
строительными материалами и спецтехникой, оборудованием для переработки
сельскохозяйственной продукции, нефти и газа, силовым оборудованием.
Таблица 2
Инвестиционная деятельность КНР в Афганистане
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Год
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Объем накопленных
Объем китайских инвестиций в
инвестиций в Афганистане
Афганистан (долл.США)
(долл.США)
300 000
430000
0
450000
0
450000
250000
670000
100000
770000
113910000
114690000
16390000
181320000
1910000
168590000
295540000
465130000
17610000
482740000
нет данных
487420000
27920000
518490000
нет данных
419930000
521000000
1017000000

Необходимо отметить, что увеличение объемов китайских инвестиций в
экономику Афганистана обусловлено тем, что в этом азиатском государстве
приняты новые законы о банковской и инвестиционной деятельности, а также
увеличен срок аренды земли в сельскохозяйственных целях для иностранных
компаний до 8 лет.
Ниже в таблице представлена характеристика основных проектов китайских
компаний в Афганистане, начатых в период с 2003 по 2017 гг.
Таблица 3
Состояние основных проектов китайских компаний в Афганистане,
начатых в период с 2003 по 2017 гг.
Китайская
Год Содержание проекта
компания
14-е
Строительство автодорог
управление
в Кундузе, Джелалабаде и
2003
China Railway
еще двух междугородних
Group Co., Ltd
трасс
China licorice
Products Co.,
Ltd
2003 Выращивание сорго

Ситуация

Примечание

Работы
остановлены

Убито 11
китайских
специалистов

В проект
Компания
инвестировано
зарегистрирована
300 000 долл.
в Афганистане
США

Прокладка 3131 км
2006 оптического кабеля и
Нет данных
строительство 70 станций
Первоначальный
Zhongyan
Добыча меди в течение 5 план – запуск
Jiangnan Aikek 2008
лет
месторождения
Mining Co., Ltd
за пять лет.
ZTE
Corporation

70% — доля
афганской
стороны
Стоимость
проекта 4,39
млрд.долл.США.
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Реализация
задерживается
из-за проблем с
безопасностью

100%
принадлежит
китайской
компании
70% доля
PetroChina в
Разработка трех
Реализация
афганской
сотрудничестве
месторождений и
приостановлена стороны, 30% —
с афганской
2011 строительство
из-за высокой
доля китайской
Wattan oil and
нефтеперерабатывающего активности
стороны. Срок
gas company
завода.
исламистов
реализации
контракта 25 лет
Проект выполнен
Строительство корпуса
Китайские
China Jiuye
успешно. Здание
факультета китайского
специалисты
Metallurgical
2012.
передано на
языка Кабульского
выполнили
Group Co., Ltd
баланс
университета
проектирование
университета
Проект временно
Xinjiang North
Строительство
заморожен.
New Road and
Стоимость
автодороги КабулРеализация
Bridge
2013
проекта 110 млн
Джелалабад и ремонт
возложена на
Construction
долл.США
дороги Сапари-Шур.
строительные
Co., Ltd
отряды из СУАР
China Road and
Финансирование
Bridge
Работы ведутся.
выделяет Asian
Engineering
Ремонт автодороги
2017
Development
Company
Бамиан — Самарканд
Срок проекта – 3
Bank (205 млн
года
долл.США)

Следует отметить, что Афганистан будет принимать участие в реализации
стратегического замысла председателя КНР СИ Цзиньпина «Один пояс, один
путь», поскольку это государство обладает достаточно большими запасами меди,
железа, угля, нефти и газа. Стоимость запасов этих полезных ископаемых
оценивается в три триллиона долларов США. Так, только в провинции Логар
разведаны и доказаны запасы меди в 705 млн тонн. Необходимо учитывать, что
лозунг «Одного пояса, одного пути» сформулирован так: «Раньше принимаем
участие, раньше получаем выгоду, больше принимаем участие, больше получаем
выгоды».
Известно, что с китайской стороны, кроме упомянутых выше восьми
крупнейших компаний в афганских проектах заинтересовано еще около 300
юридических лиц из провинций Цинхай, Шэньси, Ганьсу, Нинся-хуэйского
автономного района, Синьцзян-Уйгурского автономного района и автономного
района Внутренней Монголии, которые готовы участвовать в проектах по
развитию сети автомобильных и железных дорог, а также телекоммуникационных
сетей. Представители этих компаний приняли участие в совещании по мерам
укрепления доверия в Азии, которое состоялось в рамках Неправительственного
форума (28-29 июня 2017 г.).
В настоящее время прорабатывается вопрос об организации транспортного
коридора Наньтун (пров.Цзянсу)-Хайратон, который будет первым в списке новых
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путей доставки товаров из центральных и восточных провинций КНР в
Афганистан.
Необходимо учитывать, что при всех проблемах с безопасностью в
Афганистане в 2016 г. восстановлено авиационное сообщение между Кабулом и
Урумчи и в настоящее время прорабатывается вопрос восстановления регулярных
рейсов между Кабулом и Пекином. Однако террористическая активность
достаточно высокая: только в июне 2017 г. убито более 200 и ранее более 400
человек.

Встреча бизнесменов в рамках СААРК – помощь Афганистану
SAARC business forum urges economic cooperation
The Express Tribune, June 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446581/saarcbusiness-forum-urges-economic-cooperation/

Officials want cooperation between Afghanistan, Pakistan and China

A group photo after SAARC meeting in Islamabad.

LAHORE: Trilateral cooperation between Pakistan, Afghanistan and China
will bring about peace and prosperity in the whole region, according to officials of
the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc) Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (Chamber).
The comments come in the wake of China‘s proposal of creating a trilateral
mechanism for ensuring peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan along with
coordination of counter terrorism activities between the two states.
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Saarc Chamber Vice President Iftikhar Ali Malik said that the Chamber will
continue to strengthen economic ties between the three countries while extending
an olive branch to Afghanistan for renewed friendship.
We will continue to play our part in promoting trading ties between
Afghanistan and Pakistan,‖ he said, adding that a special Afghan Desk has been
established to facilitate traders of both countries.
―The next phase of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would be
extended to Central Asia via Afghanistan as part of the wider One Belt One Road
(OBOR) initiative,‖ he said. Afghanistan is South Asia‘s only link to the natural
resources rich Central Asian countries-except for the tiny Wakhan corridor- which
makes it a natural transit corridor.
Malik also claimed that Afghanistan‘s infrastructure projects can be wholly
aligned with OBOR enabling cost reductions and shared prosperity, adding that
existing close people-to-people and business-to-business relations would make the
task easier.
He suggested reduction in tariff rates on essential commodities, removal of
non-tariff barriers and trade facilitation through lowering transaction costs and
provision of concessionary export refinancing facilities as necessary short term
steps for boosting trade between the two countries.
Наваз Шариф стремится к улучшению отношений с Афганистаном
Nawaz confident of better ties with Afghanistan
Dawn, June 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341770/nawaz-confident-of-betterties-with-afghanistan

KARACHI: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif hoped on Sunday that bilateral
relationship between Pakistan and Afghanistan would improve after
implementation of certain decisions that had been reached when he met Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani.
Speaking to reporters in London outside the Pakistan High Commission after
offering Eid prayers, the PM referred to his recent meeting with President Ghani
on the sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation meeting in Astana and
said that both sides had settled certain things.
―Now we and Afghanistan both have to implement those decisions...things are
moving ahead and mutual agreements are getting decided. It would have a great
impact [on relationship between the two neighbours] in case of implementation,‖
he said in response to a question regarding frequent allegations levelled by
Afghanistan against Pakistan.
In the Astana meeting, President Ghani and PM Sharif had agreed to use the
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) mechanism as well as bilateral channels
to undertake specific actions against terrorist groups and to evolve, through mutual
consultation, a mechanism to monitor and verify such actions.
However, the Pakistan Army recently linked the recent terrorists attacks in
Parachinar and Quetta with terrorist sanctuaries in Afghanistan operating under the
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patronage of Afghan intelligence agency NDS and Indian intelligence agency
RAW.
The army chief, Gen Qamar Bajwa, also made it clear that it was Afghanistan‘s turn to ―do more‖ in the fight against terrorism.
The PM evaded a direct reply when asked whether his government intensified
the implementation of the National Action Plan in south Punjab.
He said the menace of terrorism was already being effectively countered with
the implementation of operation Raddul Fasaad under the NAP. ―Obviously,
terrorists want to show their presence but I am sure things would be much better
soon.‖
He said law and order had improved a lot over the past four years with
successful steps to eliminate terrorism.
Referring to recent attacks in the country, he said such incidents had been
reduced to a great extent but isolated incidents did take place, which would end
soon.
He also expressed grief over the loss of lives in the Bahawalpur oil spill tragic
incident.
When asked whether Pakistan could play a role for mediation between Saudi
Arab and Qatar, he says something in response which is not fully audible.
Against the backdrop of Bahawalpur tragedy, the PM cut short his private
visit to London and decided to immediately return home.
The prime minister will reach the country late on Sunday night.
According to an APP report, the prime minister noted that the terror incidents
on Jummatul Wida and the Ahmedpur Sharqia tragedy had grieved the nation.
Китай стал посредником между Пакистаном и Афганистаном
НГ. 27.06.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-06-27/7_7016_сhina.html

Пекин наращивает свое влияние в Центральной и Южной Азии. Глава
МИД КНР Ван И, побывав в Кабуле и Исламабаде, договорился о создании
трехстороннего механизма для разрешения пакистано-афганских разногласий
с участием Китая. Мирный процесс пытались инициировать и США, и
Россия. Но результатов это не дало. Китай рассчитывает, что его дипломатия
поможет успешно продвинуть проект Шелкового пути к Индийскому океану.
Китайское официальное информационное агентство «Синьхуа»
характеризует миссию министра Ван И в двух соседних странах как
челночную дипломатию. Этот термин вошел в широкий оборот в эпоху
президента США Ричарда Никсона и его помощника по национальной
безопасности Генри Киссинджера.
Киссинджер сновал, подобно челноку, между арабскими странами и
Израилем, пытаясь уладить очередной кровавый конфликт. Поскольку
Советский Союз тоже способствовал примирению, разрастание конфликта
удалось предотвратить.
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Еще каких-нибудь лет пять назад Пекин следовал заповеди верховного
лидера Дэн Сяопина, завещавшего руководителям страны скрывать ее мощь
и не вмешиваться в международные споры. Но это вчерашний день. Став
второй экономической державой мира, Китай проводит активную
наступательную политику не только в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском регионе, но
и в Центральной Азии.
Поездка Ван И может служить наглядной иллюстрацией. Проведя
переговоры в Кабуле и Исламабаде, он убедил лидеров двух стран создать
механизм управления кризисом. Он предполагает предотвращение
вооруженных
столкновений
между
двумя
странами,
а
также
террористических
нападений
путем
обмена
информацией
и
разведывательными сведениями, а также с помощью других мер.
Пакистан, Афганистан и Китай также согласились создать механизм
диалога между тремя министрами иностранных дел. Перед отъездом из
Исламабада Ван И подчеркнул, что хотел сыграть роль посредника между
Пакистаном и Афганистаном, а также помочь процессу примирения в
Афганистане.
В беседе с «НГ» директор Центра изучения современного Афганистана
Омар Нессар отметил, что китайцы не впервые пытаются сыграть роль в
Афганистане. В прошлом году состоялись встречи с участием Афганистана,
Пакистана, Таджикистана и Китая. Это было на территории Афганистана и
Таджикистана. То есть формат встреч был другой.
Китайцы в Афганистане заботятся прежде всего о своих экономических
интересах. Но чтобы их обеспечить, нужна безопасность. Поэтому китайцы
стремятся договориться и с партнерами, и с противниками. Они хотят
выработать на региональном уровне единую стратегию разрешения
афганского кризиса.
Китайцы не отказываются от взаимодействия с другими крупными
игроками. Были переговоры с «Талибаном» (террористическая группировка,
запрещенная в РФ) с участием американцев, но провалились. Потом успешно
начались московские переговоры. Но китайцы почувствовали, что они
заморожены, и потому возобновили свою инициативу. Получается, что
Москву вытеснили из афганского мирного процесса, заключил эксперт.
Как писала «НГ» (см. номер от 16.02.17), в Москве в феврале состоялась
встреча представителей Афганистана, Китая, Пакистана, Индии и Ирана. Это
была не первая попытка Москвы активизировать свою дипломатию с целью
положить конец кровопролитию в Афганистане. В конце 2016 года прошли
консультации между РФ, КНР, Пакистаном. Это вызвало недовольство
Кабула и Дели, а США обвинили Россию в поддержке талибов. Учтя эту
критику, МИД РФ созвал конференцию в расширенном формате, привлекая к
ней региональных игроков.
В МИД РФ тогда заявляли, что Москва не закрывает двери и готова
пригласить США к переговорам региональных держав по Афганистану.
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Однако антироссийская кампания в США сделала невозможным
конструктивный диалог с ними по этому вопросу.
А ведь, казалось бы, Вашингтон, который держит в Афганистане 8,4
тыс. своих солдат, должен быть заинтересован в договоренности. Причем
администрация президента США Дональда Трампа рассматривает
возможность отправить в Афганистан еще от 3 до 5 тыс. военнослужащих
только ради того, чтобы предотвратить переход под власть «Талибана»
большей части территории страны. США, как признал министр обороны
Джеймс Мэттис, не побеждают в этой войне.
Кровопролитие в Афганистане, затронувшее и Пакистан, не стало
препятствием для строительства китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора, ведущего из КНР через пакистанскую территорию к Индийскому
океану. Китай вкладывает миллиарды долларов в прокладку шоссе, железных
дорог, создание промышленных зон и объектов энергетики.
Ожидают, что китайские инвестиции в проект составят примерно 60
млрд долл. Для работы в коридоре предполагается привлечь около 20 тыс.
китайских специалистов и рабочих. Но ведь вдоль трассы коридора
действуют террористические группировки. Китайцев нужно охранять. Как
передает Reuters, для этого будет выделена целая дивизия численностью 15
тыс. солдат. Кроме того, будут задействованы местные полицейские
формирования.
В Пекине надеются, что челночная дипломатия министра Ван И
поможет обеспечить безопасность вдоль коридора.
После посредничества Китая, Пакистан и Афганистан согласились
обмениваться разведданными друг с другом.
On China's mediation, Pakistan and Afghanistan agree to share
intelligence with each other
The Express Tribune. June 25, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1444577/chinasmediation-pakistan-afghanistan-agree-share-intelligence/

China, Pakistan and Afghanistan also agree to form a foreign ministers'
dialogue mechanism and revive the quadrilateral group. PHOTO: Express
Pakistan and Afghanistan agreed on Sunday to establish a crisis management
mechanism, which will include prevention through timely and effective
intelligence and information sharing and other mutually agreed measures.
―The move would enable the two sides to maintain timely and effective
communication in case of any emergencies, including terrorist attacks, with a view
to seeking proper solution through dialogue and consultation and preventing
deterioration of the situation which might have negative effects on the bilateral
relationship,‖ read a joint statement communique.
The Chinese side will support this mechanism, it added.
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi of China is on a visit to Afghanistan and
Pakistan from June 24 to 25.
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The three sides agreed to establish the China-Afghanistan-Pakistan foreign
ministers‘ dialogue mechanism to cooperate on issues of mutual interest, beginning
with economic cooperation.
Pak-Afghan relations: Chinese minister arrives to defuse tensions
The three parties believe, the statement maintained, that the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group should be revived to create an enabling environment for peace
talks and for the Taliban to join them.
They also affirmed support for the Kabul Process and held the view that the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation-Afghanistan Contact Group should be revived
as early as possible to play a constructive role in moving forward the Afghan
reconciliation process.
Addressing the joint press conference with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang
Yi on Sunday, Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
expressed satisfaction over the implementation of the early harvest projects of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project.
The next phase of CPEC as part of the wider One Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative will not be confined to physical connectivity only but will also promote
connectivity of ideas, cultures and people, he added.
According to the adviser, Yi appreciated the resolute steps taken by Pakistan
to counter the menace of terrorism. ―Both countries agree that terrorism is a
common challenge. It is also a challenge to global peace and stability,‖ he added.
US ends role of special envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan
―We also discussed the regional situation and I informed the [Chinese]
foreign minister that Pakistan wants peaceful relations with all its neighbours
including India,‖ the adviser said. ―We agreed on the need for a strategic balance
in South Asia.‖
Aziz further said he had highlighted Pakistan‘s efforts to strengthen
cooperation with the Afghan government in counter-terrorism, border management
and voluntary and sustainable return of Afghan refugees.
The adviser also the stressed on the need for the two countries to pursue their
abiding commitment to not let their respective soils to be used against each other.
Pakistan has consistently emphasised that peace and stability in Afghanistan
was in our interest and a stable Afghanistan would help us promote our shared
agenda of economic development and regional connectivity,‖ Aziz added.
Китай начал свою посредническую миссию в урегулировании
отношений между Пакистаном и Афганистаном, курсируя из Кабула в
Исламабад и обратно.
China begins push for Pak-Afghan détente
Dawn. 25.06.2017.
afghan-detente

https://www.dawn.com/news/1341605/china-begins-push-for-pak-

ISLAMABAD: China on Saturday began its efforts to normalise relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan and encourage cooperation between the two
countries for a political settlement of the Afghan conflict.
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Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi reached Islamabad in the evening after
visiting Kabul during the day where he held talks with Afghan Foreign Minister
Salahuddin Rabbani and National Security Adviser Haneef Atmar.
The Chinese minister, who was received at the airport by Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif, started his visit with talks at the Foreign Office with
Foreign Affairs Adviser Sartaj Aziz.
According to sources, the discussions centred around the situation in
Afghanistan and the relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan that have been on
a steep downslide due to differences over the strategy to fight terrorism.
China, the sources said, was proposing a trilateral mechanism for cooperation
for peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan and coordination of counterterrorism
actions between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
An announcement in this regard is expected on Sunday.
Mr Wang‘s visit is a follow-up to the discussions the Chinese leadership had
with Pakistani and Afghan leaders on the sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation summit earlier this month on counterterrorism cooperation and
revival of the Afghan peace process.
The Chinese minister will also meet Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar
Bajwa.
China has lately got increasingly involved in Afghanistan. Besides its bilateral
engagement with both Islamabad and Kabul, it is part of a number of international
processes on Afghanistan.
Beijing‘s interest in Afghanistan is out of its security concerns related to
presence of Uighur militants in Badakhshan province. Moreover, China‘s regional
engagement is driven by its economic investment in Afghanistan and the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor.
For Beijing, peace and stability in Afghanistan is critical for both its own
security and investments in Pakistan.
Терроризм идет из Афганистана в Пакистан
Afghan Terror
The Nation. June 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editorials/25-Jun-2017/afghan-terror

In the last couple of months, the Af-Pak relationship has considerably
deteriorated.
Afghanistan is persistent on playing the victim card instead of improving its
institutional setup and dealing with the problem of terrorism, while the government
of Pakistan has had a very soft approach towards the blame game.
Despite issuing border restrictions or closing off of borders, the civil
leadership has played a very understanding role.
However, the Afghans have not been able to decide what they precisely want.
They complain of cross border attacks but at the same time, when Pakistan
talks of restricting cross border movement and setting up a proper documentation
method, the Afghans retaliate.
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When the civil leadership approaches them to work together against the
extremist outfits, they take to international platforms to describe an imaginary
problem of how they don‘t know whom to talk to in Pakistan for solving the
problem.
While their army is completely incompetent to fight off the threats, despite
constant help from the US; our army is busy carrying out operations against the
militants, with minimal support from our ―friends‖.
The Afghans still have the guts to say that nothing is being done in Pakistan
to solve their problems, while Pakistanis continue to die.
It is about time that Pakistan takes a hard stance against Afghanistan.
DG ISPR has announced that the recent terror attacks in Quetta and
Parachinar have sanctuaries across the border.
This clearly is a sign that Afghanistan does not understand the soft approach
and will keep on aggravating the situation until everyone accepts their narrative
against Pakistan.
They already have India on their side, they also highlighted to the US that
they are in an undeclared war with Pakistan, and also claim that Iran also accuses
Pakistan of meddling in their internal affairs.
Pakistan needs to up its diplomatic game.
It needs to negotiate with Afghanistan, while also building a softer narrative
of Pakistan in the eyes of Iran and the US.
Along with this, border fencing needs to be enforced and proper
documentation must be required for anyone wanting to cross the border, this time
regardless of concern for trade and Afghan feelings.
Теракт (самоубийца) в провинции Гильменд убил 34 человека, ранил 60
человек.
At least 34 killed in southern Afghanistan bombing
Dawn. 23.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341081/at-least-34-killed-in-southernafghanistan-bombing

At least 34 people were killed in a suicide bombing in Afghanistan's southern
Helmand province on Thursday.
The bombing targeted Afghan troops and government employees waiting to
collect their salaries ahead of Eidul Fitr, officials said.
Omar Zwak, spokesman for the provincial governor, said at least 34 people
had been killed and more than 60 wounded, including members of the police and
army, civilians and staff of the New Kabul Bank branch where the attack took
place.
No group immediately claimed responsibility for the attack but Helmand has
been at the centre of bitter battles between the Afghan Taliban and Afghan security
forces, aided by Nato troops.
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The insurgents, believed to control nearly 80 per cent of the province's
countryside, have increasingly been pressing a push onto Lashkar Gah and its
environs in efforts to take the city.
In recent weeks, the Afghan Taliban have overrun Helmand's key Sangin
district, where both British and US troops had fought for years to keep them at bay.
Esmatullah, an Afghan border policeman, who was at the scene of the
explosion, said the noise from the blast was deafening. He said many are missing
in the ensuing chaos as witnesses, survivors and ambulances struggled to ferry first
the most seriously wounded to hospital.
―We are taking children to the hospital,‖ said Esmatullah, who like many
Afghans uses only one name.
Twelve-year-old Hosnia, was crying outside the bank as she searched for her
father who had brought her to buy shoes ahead of the Muslim holiday.
―I couldn't find anyone, my brother and my father,‖ she said. ―My father told
me he will take me to buy shoes. We came here and then there was the explosion.‖
Helmand is considered a key region because it is one of the largest opium
producing provinces for the Taliban, who charge opium traffickers a hefty tax to
move their contraband to market. Corrupt government officials also benefit from
the production and trade of opium, the raw material used to make heroin.
Afghanistan is the world's largest opium-producing country, producing more
than all other opium-producing countries combined, according to a United Nations
estimate.
Meanwhile, a militant attack the previous night inside a mosque in the
country's east killed two members of the local council.
Salim Sallhe, spokesman for the provincial governor in eastern Logar, said
gunmen opened fire at worshippers during prayers at a mosque in Baraki district on
Wednesday night. Two other local officials were wounded by the gunfire.
Sallhe said police are investigating. No group claimed the attack but Taliban
spokesman, Zabihullah Mujahid, denied the insurgents were behind the shooting.
Третья война между Америкой и Афганистаном?
американских войск на 4 тыс. человек в Афганистане)
Third American-Afghan war?

(увеличение

Zahid Hussain. Dawn, June 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340794/thirdamerican-afghan-war

THE decision by the Trump administration to bolster the presence of US
troops in Afghanistan raises questions about America‘s getting into the third phase
of its Afghan war. The number of additional troops is likely to be 3,000 to 5,000 in
addition to the 8,800 or so American soldiers already engaged in the war that is in
its 16th year.
Intriguingly, there has not been any formal Afghan policy announcement by
the US president. Instead, he has just authorised the Pentagon to take a decision on
the surge figure, indicating the increasing US reliance on a military solution to the
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Afghan crisis. What is described by the White House as a stopgap measure ie
‗setting troops levels‘, may push the US deeper into the Afghan quagmire in the
absence of an exit plan.
This decision to send additional troops underscores a reversal of the Obama
administration‘s policy envisioning the complete withdrawal of US combat forces
from Afghanistan; it is also a departure from Trump‘s own election pledge to not
get militarily involved in foreign conflicts.
Surely the troop surge was necessitated by the spreading Afghan Taliban
insurgency causing an increasing number of military and civilian casualties in the
war-torn country. The most recent series of terrorist attacks in Kabul are the
deadliest since the US invasion in 2001. And the killing of more than 160 Afghan
National Army soldiers in an attack on a military garrison in Herat, believed to be
a more secure region, underlines the deteriorating security situation in the country.
The challenges confronting the US in Afghanistan are similar to those faced
immediately after 9/11.
Thousands of Afghan soldiers have been killed in insurgent attacks since the
drawdown of US troops in December 2014. The few thousand residual troops are
largely engaged in training and providing support to the Afghan National Army in
combat. The Taliban have extended their area of influence. But can the addition of
a few thousand troops reverse the situation and achieve what more than 160,000
US and allied troops could not? This ‗stopgap‘ arrangement is certainly not going
to work.
More disconcerting is the failure to contain the insurgency that could lead to a
demand from the military commanders to deploy more troops, thus getting the
United States into what is described by some US security experts as potentially the
―third American-Afghan war‖. In the words of Robert Grenier, a former CIA
counterterrorism expert, America has already fought two wars in Afghanistan. The
first one that started in October 2001 ended in a quick victory for US forces with
the routing of the Taliban regime.
But the triumph was short-lived. Four years later, in 2005, the US found itself
involved in its second Afghan war with thousands of coalition forces engaged in a
fierce battle with revitalised and regrouped insurgents. This phase has continued
despite the winding up of the US combat mission — with no victory, illusory or
otherwise.
With a deteriorating security situation and a weak and divided government in
Kabul unable to maintain its control over territory, the challenges that confront the
US in Afghanistan now are somewhat similar to those faced in the immediate
aftermath of 9/11. In fact, the situation has worsened with the conflict extending to
both sides of the Durand Line dividing Afghanistan and Pakistan. Further
exacerbating matters is the rise of the militant Islamic State group which has
claimed many of the recent terrorist attacks in Afghanistan that have taken a huge
civilian toll.
While the Trump administration is still in the process of reviewing its Afghan
policy, there seems to be no clear thinking in Washington on exploring the
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possibility of a political solution to the Afghan crisis. The use of the ‗mother of all
bombs‘ cannot bring an end to this bloody war. The war will be further prolonged
with more disastrous consequences — for Afghanistan and the region — if the
surge in troops is not accompanied by intensified political and diplomatic efforts to
bring the Afghan Taliban to the negotiating table. The suggestion for reviving the
Afghanistan-Pakistan-US-China quadrilateral forum sounds positive, but there is a
need for a more proactive approach.
Missing in the policy matrix is the source of tension between Afghanistan and
Pakistan that makes prospects for Afghan peace bleaker. Cross-border insurgent
sanctuaries are a symptom and not the cause of the growing divide. Relations
between the two countries have never been cordial since 2001, but they have hit a
new low with the escalation in terrorist attacks that Kabul blames on the Haqqani
network allegedly operating from Pakistan‘s border areas. There has been a further
breakdown of relations between the two countries with the recent measures taken
by Pakistan to tighten border management.
But the main reason for the increasing trust deficit is Pakistan‘s concern at the
growing Indian presence in Afghanistan. That is also the reason for Pakistan using
the Afghan Taliban as a hedge against this development. The heightening tension
between India and Pakistan has further intensified Islamabad‘s apprehensions.
Despite its own problem of violent militancy, Islamabad is not willing to take
tougher action against the Afghan insurgent sanctuaries.
It is apparent, that no matter how intense the US administration‘s pressure, it
cannot force Pakistan to change its position. Even the deployment of more troops
cannot help stabilise the situation in Afghanistan without persuading Pakistan to
withdraw its support to Afghan insurgents particularly the Haqqani network. But
that can only be possible with the US addressing Pakistan‘s security concerns
however exaggerated they may be.
One cannot agree more with what Stephen Hadley and Moeed Yusuf have
written in their op-ed piece in New York Times last week: ―United States policies
towards Pakistan have long underestimated the centrality of this regional dynamic
in defining Pakistani choices.‖ According to them an approach that links efforts to
enlist Pakistan‘s support in Afghanistan to a strategy aimed at improving IndiaPakistan ties could change this.
This is perhaps the only way for the United States to avoid getting mired in
the third war in Afghanistan.
Пакистан и Афганистан ведут переговоры в ООН (на уровне своих
представителей)
Pakistan, Afghan envoys in US trade barbs at Washington moot
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340855/pakistanafghan-envoys-in-us-trade-barbs-at-washington-moot
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WASHINGTON: Afghanistan cannot blame Pakistan for all its ills, as
terrorist attacks happening there originate in that country, says Ambassador Aizaz
Chaudhry, Islamabad‘s envoy in Washington.
His Afghan counterpart Hamdullah Mohib argues that Afghanistan is not
alone in blaming Pakistan; other neighbours, including Iran, also accuse it of
interfering in their internal affairs. ―Only the fish (of the Arabian Sea) do not
because fish do not complain.‖
The two ambassadors met on Monday afternoon in a dialogue on ‗Pakistan &
Afghanistan relations, diplomacy & security challenges‘, organised by a
Washington-based think-tank, Indus, at Carnegie Endowment.
Chaudhry urges dialogue, revival of quadrilateral process and political
solution
While Ambassador Chaudhry stressed the need for a dialogue, reviving the
quadrilateral peace process and seeking a political solution to the Afghan conflict,
Mr Mohib was not in a reconciliatory mood.
He not only accused Pakistan of stirring troubles in Afghanistan but also
asked other nations, like China and the United States, not to give weapons to it.
―One day, those weapons will be used against you,‖ he warned.
He was obviously emboldened by media reports that the Trump
administration was ready to harden its approach toward Pakistan to crack down on
militants who use their alleged hideouts in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
for launching attacks into Afghanistan.
Washington‘s options
One report claimed that National Security Adviser Gen H.R. McMaster had
told Pakistani officials that the US could attack targets inside Pakistan if American
hostages held by the Afghan Haqqani militants were killed.
Reports in the US media claimed that the Trump administration was
considering various options, which included expanding drone strikes, redirecting or
withholding some aid and eventually downgrading Pakistan‘s status as a major
non-Nato ally.
But there are elements within the US administration that oppose taking such
tough measures against Pakistan.
They argue that America‘s close ties with India are already pushing Pakistan
away and such harsh measures would further reduce Washington‘s influence in
Islamabad.
Whether motivated by these reports or other factors, the Afghan ambassador
minced no words in attacking Pakistan in the dialogue.
―Military grade explosive were used in last month‘s truck-bomb attack in
Kabul‖ that killed more than 90 people, he said. ―Those are not produced in
ungoverned spaces of Afghanistan.‖
Ambassador Mohib said that there were several ―real issues‖ in working with
Pakistan.
―We must work with Pakistan, yes. Which Pakistan? The one occupied by the
military or the civil government?‖ he asked.
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―Policies are made by the military. We are talking about today‘s military that
has a liberal mindset and uses extremism as tool for foreign policy. This new
generation trained by Dawa institutes of Zia. We are seriously concerned about that
generation.‖
Ambassador Chaudhry began politely, expressing Pakistan‘s desire to stay
engaged with Afghanistan. ―Time and history has shown that when Afghanistan
was unstable, instability came to Pakistan as well,‖ he said.
―We have a genuine interest in a stable and prosperous Afghanistan.‖
Mr Chaudhry said the Pakistani economy had stabilised and the country did
not want to jeopardise that by seeking instability in Afghanistan.
He said that after the Tora Bora bombing in Afghanistan, militants came to
the northern parts of Pakistan, but it had eliminated them from those areas at a
huge cost, as 6,000 Pakistani soldiers had laid down their lives in those operations.
―Now peace has been restored and the economy is getting better. Investments
are coming. These gains are at risk if Afghanistan does not become stable,‖ he
said.
Kabul govt control
Ambassador Chaudhry pointed out that the government in Kabul did not have
control over the entire country and militants were using those areas for carrying out
their activities, such as the militant Islamic State (IS) group in Nangarhar, which
was a matter of concern for Pakistan. ―We are ready to contribute to peace in
Afghanistan in whatever way possible,‖ he said.
―Glad to see the Pakistani economy picking up. So is the Afghan economy,‖
said Ambassador Mohib, but alleged that the global heroin trade was a third of the
Pakistan economy and human trafficking and smuggling also contributed to it.
―We are at threat from these criminals who are threatening to take over,‖ he
said. ―No dialogue will succeed unless we are candid. We know what our
objectives are. We don‘t know what are Pakistan‘s objectives.‖
Mr Mohib said Afghan President Ashraf Ghani had ―invested huge political
capital‖ in ties with Pakistan but now he stated that Pakistan was engaged in an
undeclared war.
―Nothing new, we have heard this mantra for the last few years,‖ Ambassador
Chaudhry responded. ―But we decided not to engage in blame game. It will not
help any country.‖
He told his Afghan counterpart that it‘s ―too simplistic to say Pakistan is
responsible for all ills of Afghanistan,‖ and while doing so, the accusers ignored
their own problems such as weak governance, corruption, drug trade and economic
stress.
―Academically speaking, if the Pak-Afghan border is sealed completely, will
it fix Afghanistan?‖ he asked. ―We should show a friendly spirit, which was shown
in Astana recently between President Ghani and PM Nawaz Sharif.‖
He urged both countries to devise a mechanism to coordinate efforts to defeat
terrorism.
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Пакистан отгородится от Афганистана забором
Информационный
сайт
«Корреспондент.net».
21
июня
http://korrespondent.net/world/3863590-pakystan-othorodytsia-ot-afhanystana-zaborom

2017.

В Кабуле предупредили об ответных действиях.
Пакистан намерен начать строительство забора на общей с
Афганистаном границе. Как сообщает Радио Свобода, строительство начнут
с регионов Баджур, Могманд и Хайбер.
Пакистанские власти считают, что эти районы особенно опасны из-за
боевиков, которые могут пересечь границу.
В Министерстве внутренних дел Афганистана заявили, что Исламабад
не имеет права возводить каких-либо сооружений на границе, и
предупредили о неуточненных действиях Кабула в ответ.
Отметим, общая граница между Пакистаном и Афганистаном составляет
более 2400 км.
Напомним, Пентагон планирует на 4 тысячи человек увеличить
воинский контингент в Афганистане. Развертывание этих сил будет
крупнейшим за время президентства Дональда Трампа. Официально об этом
может быть объявлено в начале следующей недели, отметил источник.
Пакистан построит забор на границе с Афганистаном
Информационный сайт «Сегодня». 21.06.2017. http://www.segodnya.ua/world/pakistanpostroit-zabor-na-granice-s-afganistanom-1031771.html

Власти страны считают некоторые отрезки границы особо опасными
из-за передвижения боевиков
Пакистан заявил, что в ближайшее время начнет возводить ограду вдоль
своей границы с соседним Афганистаном для укрепления безопасности,
пишет "Радио Свобода".
Как заявила армия Пакистана, первые фазы строительства ограждения
будут осуществлены в регионах Баджур, Могманд и Хайбер. Власти
Пакистана считают эти районы особо опасными, учитывая возможность
пересечения границы группами боевиков.
Кроме того, на границе будут построены новые пограничные посты и
военизированные укрепления, чтобы улучшить обороноспособность и
наблюдение, сообщили в Исламабаде.
Власти Афганистана выступили резко против. Представитель прессслужбы Министерства внутренних дел Афганистана Наджиб Даниш заявил,
что Пакистан "не имеет права" строить на границе с Афганистаном забор или
другие сооружения. Он предупредил Исламабад об ответных действиях
Кабула.
Ранее Пакистан уже пытался возвести инженерные меры сооружения на
границе с Афганистаном, и каждый раз это приводило к пограничным
столкновениям.
Две страны имеют общую границу протяженностью более 2400
километров, проложенный вдоль так называемой "линии Дюранда",
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названной по имени британского дипломата, который определил ее в конце
19-го века. Афганистан, в отличие от Пакистана и практически всех
остальных стран мира, до сих пор не признает этой линии границы. Кроме
того, и Афганистан, и Пакистан постоянно обвиняют друг друга в том, что
другая сторона закрывает глаза на пересечение границы местными
боевиками, действующими в обеих странах.
Пакистан начал строить забор с Афганистаном
Pakistan begins fencing Afghan border
The Nation. June 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Jun-2017/pakistan-beginsfencing-afghan-border

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has begun fencing the frontier with Afghanistan to
improve security, a move that has angered authorities in Kabul - which does not
recognise Duran Line as an international border.
The phased fencing of entire Pak-Afghan border has commenced in line with
the directives of Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, army‘s media wing said on
Tuesday.
In the phase one, high infiltration-prone border areas in Bajaur, Mohmand and
Khyber agencies were being fenced, said a statement issued by the Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR).
In phase two, the fencing of remaining border areas, including Balochistan,
will be executed, it added.
It said, besides fencing, Pakistan Army and Frontier Corps are constructing
new forts and border posts to improve surveillance and defensibility.
The 2,400-kilometer Durand Line, drawn by British rulers in 1896, line runs
through ethnic Pashtun territory, dividing families and tribes between the two
countries. Afghanistan and Pakistan have long accused each other of turning a
blind eye to militants operating along the porous frontier, but Afghanistan is
opposed to the building of the fence.
The fencing of the border is part of the new border mechanism Pakistan has
started implementing to check the infiltration of terrorists.
―Pakistan has no right to fence or construct any building along the border with
Afghanistan,‖ said Afghan Interior Ministry deputy spokesman Najib Danish. He
warned of retaliatory action, referring to previous firefights that erupted when
Pakistan sought to build border fortifications.
―In the past also Pakistan made a mistake by constructing buildings along the
border and faced strong reaction from us. We hope they don‘t repeat such mistakes
once again,‖ he said.
But Pakistan says a secure border is in interest of both countries, and that
Afghanistan should also have border management plans on its own side.
―A secure Pak-Afghan border is in common interest of both the countries and
a well-coordinated border security mechanism is essential for peace and stability,‖
the ISPR statement said.
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It said, so far 43 border posts and forts have been constructed while another
63 are under construction. As many as 338 border posts and forts are in the
pipeline which will be completed by 2019, the statement added.
The US is considering to send additional 4,000 troops to Afghanistan
ostensibly to tackle security threats from Afghan Taliban as well as Islamic State
also known as Daesh. A formal decision by President Trump administration is
expected in this regard soon.
Two terrorists killed in Tank
Two suspected terrorists were killed in an exchange of fire with security
forces in Tank district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
According to an ISPR statement, the terrorists were attempting to raid a
checkpost near Dewana Baba Ziarat, some 12 kilometres north of Tank. But the
forces fired back and killed two of them.
On the other hand, Punjab Rangers, CTD, police and intelligence agencies
carried out joint search operations in areas around Mandi Bahauddin and Nilore,
Islamabad.
Around seven suspects were arrested and illegal weapons and ammunition
were recovered from them in the swoop, as part of the countrywide peace
operation, Raddul Fasaad.
Пакистан стремится смягчить отношения с Афганистаном. Беженцы.
Afghanistan asked not to get hoodwinked by India
The Nation. June 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Jun-2017/afghanistan-askednot-to-get-hoodwinked-by-india

UN report says Pakistan hosting second highest number of refugees
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has told Afghanistan not to get hoodwinked by
India and respond to Islamabad‘s peace efforts, officials said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Pakistan had
contacted Afghanistan as the Eid approaches to find ways to defuse tension.
―We have told them to go through the UN report released on the World
Refugee Day (June 20). We are the ones who have helped them when they were in
trouble [in the past] and we are still supporting them. India is misguiding them and
we have asked them not to get hoodwinked,‖ said one official.
Yesterday, a UN report said Pakistan ranked second among the countries to
host the highest number of refugees.
The UN also praised Pakistan for its efforts to relocate displaced refugees,
mainly from Afghanistan.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) report said
that there were 65.3 million refugees around the world who were displaced because
of war, poverty, economic conditions and natural disasters.
Turkey ranked first, with 1,587,374 refugees, most of whom are from Syria.
Pakistan comes second with a total refugee population of 1,505,525 followed
by Lebanon, which hosts 1,154,040 refugees mainly from Syria.
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The UNHCR‘s annual report ranked these three countries as being the top
hosts for refugees since 2011.
The estimated population of Afghan refugees in Pakistan is of the
documented refugees only.
The number of undocumented refugees remains unknown.
This year, Pakistan forces had moved heavy artillery and military equipment
closer to Pak-Afghan border in a bid to stop infiltration and destroy the militants‘
hideouts along the frontier after Afghanistan fired inside Pakistan.
Later, however, Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
said that Pakistan did not want any confrontation with Afghanistan and was
committed to resolve all issues peacefully.
Tension intensified between the neighbours after Jamaatul Ahrar claimed
responsibility of the recent wave of terror in Pakistan.
Islamabad asked Kabul to act against the militants hiding along the border,
which was not satisfactorily responded.
Kabul has since been accusing Pakistan of sheltering militants who allegedly
carry out terror activities in Afghanistan.
Pakistan and Afghanistan have also handed over lists of alleged training
centres to each other seeking action.
Another foreign ministry official said that Pakistan wanted to placate
Afghanistan ahead of Eid, which always united the Muslims.
―We have a religious bond. Afghanistan needs to work with us not India for
peace. They cannot change the fact that we are their neighbour. Kabul has been put
on the wrong track by India and we are trying to get them back on track. They
should respond to our peace efforts,‖ he said.
This year, Pakistan extended a deadline for Afghan refugees to leave the
country until the end of 2017.
The authorities had earlier launched a crackdown against illegal Afghan
refugees.
Афганские беженцы в Пакистане – 1.4 млн. человек
World refugee day: Pakistan continues to host over 1.4M Afghan
refugees
Sehrish
Wasif.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
21,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1440762/world-refugee-day-pakistan-continues-host-1-4-afghanrefugees/

Number of people forcibly displaced worldwide stands at 65.6 million
ISLAMABAD: Despite facing multitude of challenges, Pakistan continues to
host 1.4 million registered Afghan refugees — world‘s second largest and most
protracted refugee population globally, after Turkey.
Pakistan continues to host this huge number of registered Afghan refugees
despite the current strains in ties with Afghanistan. The presence of over 1.4
million registered refugees has not only destroyed social and economic fabric of
Pakistan but has also become a security challenge, of late.
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Authorities here believe that militant groups have used Afghan refugee camps
to carry out some of the deadliest terrorist attacks in the country. Pakistan wants
early repatriation of Afghan refugees, who are reluctant to go back to their
homeland due to the continued violence and instability there.
UNHCR to help Balochistan varsity set up refugees studies centre
On the other hand, Pakistan also lacks domestic legislation to safeguard the
rights and well-being of refugees adequately. Almost four years ago, legislation
was drafted aiming to protect the rights of refugees, but unfortunately it could not
be implemented in letter and spirit.
Without a legal cover, the poverty-stricken refugees are facing several health
issues and are living in deplorable conditions. Majority of them are working as
daily-wage labourers in order to make ends meet, while their children are mostly
left to beg on streets.
According to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR),
Pakistan continues to host 1.4 million registered Afghan refugees, out of which
some 67 per cent live in urban and rural areas while 33 per cent in established
refugee villages.
Stay of Afghan refugees extended till year-end
Since 2002, over 4.2 million Afghan refugees have returned home from
Pakistan, assisted through the largest voluntary repatriation programme in the
UNHCR‘s history.
Talking to The Express Tribune on the World Refugee Day on June 20,
UNHCR spokesperson Qaisar Khan Afridi said that back in 2013, the UNHCR
assisted government upon its request in drafting the national refugee law which is
still being worked upon.
―Due to the absence of this law, refugees living in Pakistan are deprived of
their basic rights and face financial challenges and are not secure,‖ he said.
Afghan refugees may be allowed to stay on till 2018
He further explained that without a law they could not start any business,
open bank accounts or even buy property to secure themselves financially.
According to Afridi, in July or August, the Pakistan government is expected
to register all undocumented refugees living in Pakistan. He admitted that being a
developing country, it is a challenge for Pakistan to host the huge number of
refugees – and too in the presence of its own problems including lack of security,
unemployment, education, health, increasing population, water scarcity among
others.
Meanwhile, according to UNHCR, millions across the world marked the
World Refugee Day with different events and expressed solidarity with more than
65.6 million people who have been forced to flee war, persecution and violence.
The UNHCR‘s new Global Trends Report reveals that at the end of 2016
there were 65.6 million people forcibly displaced worldwide, some 300,000 more
than a year earlier. It means on average, one in every 113 people worldwide is
today someone who is displaced. This equates to one person becoming displaced
every 3 seconds.
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Захват заложников как показатель обострения афгано-пакистанских
отношений
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35785. 20 июня, 2017.

Неизвестные вооруженные люди похитили 18 июня с.г. гражданина
США в афганской столице, Кабуле. Об этом сообщило агентство Хама Пресс
со ссылкой на источники в силах безопасности. По его информации,
инцидент произошел в окрестностях третьего полицейского участка в районе
Карт-э-Чар. Отмечается, что американец сотрудничал с Министерством
сельского хозяйства, ирригации и животноводства Афганистана в рамках
проекта Всемирного банка (ВБ). Другие подробности не приводятся.
Ответственность за случившееся не взяла пока ни одна из действующих
в стране экстремистских группировок. За день до этого двое пакистанских
дипломатов пропали без вести в восточной афганской провинции Нангархар.
Об этом говорится в заявлении МИД Пакистана. «Два сотрудника нашего
генерального консульства в Джелалабаде пропали без вести 16 июня 2017
года, когда они ехали по дороге в Пакистан. Этот вопрос обсуждался с
соответствующими властями Афганистана в целях скорейшего их
(дипломатов) спасения», — приводит агентство Хама Пресс текст заявления
внешнеполитического ведомства. «Пакистан обратился к правительству
Афганистана с просьбой приложить все усилия для обеспечения скорейшего
спасения наших должностных лиц и привлечению к правосудию
злоумышленников, причастных к этому гнусному преступлению», —
подчеркивается в заявлении.
До сих пор остается неясным, были ли похищены дипломаты.
Отмечается, что провинция Нангархар является относительно спокойной
областью на востоке Афганистана, но в последнее время вооруженные
антиправительственные и экстремистские группировки активизировали свою
деятельность в некоторых районах этого региона. На первый взгляд два эти
события никак между собой не связаны, но в реальности мы наблюдаем
очередной виток подрывной войны между Исламабадом и Кабулом. То, что в
данном случае никто из группировок ответственность на себя не взял, а
также факт похищения американца является очень четким индикатором того,
что заложники (а их надо расценивать именно в таком разрезе) в самом
скором времени будут освобождены.
Похищение американца, которые безусловно совершили члены
пропакистанских групп сопротивления, является очень продуктивной
гарантией этого, и пакистанские спецслужбы решили таким образом на
всякий случай подстраховаться и послать очень ясный сигнал о том, что
американцы с своими ретивыми афганскими партнерами начали переходить
«красные линии». Сначала похищение явно проафганской агентурой
китайских строителей в «зоне племен» (а это угроза инвестиционной
привлекательности «Нового шелкового пути», на что Исламабад делает
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большую ставку), в ответ солдат-афганец расстреливает трех американских
«коллег». Затем похищение пакистанских дипломатов и последующий
расстрел уже семи американских инструкторов.
Но сам факт похищения пакистанских дипломатов свидетельствует и о
том, что и у американцев, и у афганцев начинает сдавать нервная система.
Они начинают брать пакистанских дипломатов в заложники с целью
обеспечить безопасность американских солдат. И в общем-то объяснение
этому есть. За последние две недели пропакистанские талибы
продемонстрировали дважды (в первом случае — три убитых американца, во
втором — семь раненых) степень инфильтрации своей агентуры в силовой
блок Афганистана, на подготовку которого США уже потратили несколько
десятков миллиардов долларов, и планируют израсходовать согласно новой
концепции еще столько же. Убийства афганскими военными своих
иностранных инструкторов происходят не спонтанно, а точно тогда, когда
США и их союзники начинают разрабатывать свои планы по вводу в
Афганистан дополнительных контингентов и объявляют, что это делается
прежде всего для подготовки национальных кадров. Вот собственно и сейчас,
сразу же после объявления о направлении дополнительно 4 тысяч военных в
Афганистан (Белый дом почему-то это говорить открыто до сих пор боится и
ссылается на «самостоятельность» американских генералов в этом вопросе)
начались расстрелы американских военных просто «в домашней
обстановке».
Вся эта система взаимных сигналов в общем-то очень типична для
Афганистана, где каждый теракт или действие враждующих сторон
представляет собой сложную систему взаимной коммуникации. Тот же
недавний взрыв у посольства ФРГ в Кабуле очень серьезный сигнал
европейским партнерам США по НАТО (а ФРГ в данном контексте
безусловный лидер этого сегмента), что следовать просьбам американцев об
усилении своих воинских контингентов в Афганистане является ошибкой.
В этой связи можно сделать совершенно четкий вывод о том, что
стороны находятся сейчас в переговорном пате. И что в среднесрочной
перспективе мы станем свидетелями наращивания усилий Вашингтона и
Кабула по физическому решению проблемы несговорчивых талибов. И вот
эта однобокая вера в силу и мощь американского военного гения, которая
кстати исповедуется в большей степени по причине безысходности (вывод
американских войск из страны станет начало очень быстрого прихода
талибов во власть) более чем устраивает Москву. Прежде всего потому, что
военного пути решения у афганского конфликта нет. Любое наращивание
американского военного контингента в Афганистане откладывает решение
этого конфликта в еще более долгий ящик, а значит говорить о какой-то
экспансии исламистов в республики Центральной Азии можно только в
большой теории. Если переходить на еще более простой язык, то это
означает зазор по времени для подготовки инфраструктуры сил ОДКБ в
центральноазиатском регионе. Одновременно американская политика
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автоматически толкает руководство движения «Талибан» (читай Исламабад)
к Москве и Тегерану как естественным союзникам, что само по себе является
лучшей гарантией от любой силовой экспансии с севера в Центральную
Азию.
Всемирный банк предоставит Афганистану 500 млн. долларов для
борьбы с нищетой
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111327.html. 19.06.2017.

КАБУЛ, 19 июня. Всемирный банк объявил о предоставлении
Афганистану более чем 500 млн. долларов для борьбы с нищетой и в знак
поддержки афганского народа.
Средства будут направлены на помощь беженцам, возвращающимся в
страну, создание новых возможностей для малообеспеченных жителей в
сфере частного бизнеса, развитие пяти афганских мегаполисов,
электрификацию и строительство дорог в сельской местности. Средства
выделены из фонда Ассоциации международного развития, Трастового
фонда восстановления Афганистана, а также частично предоставлены
международными донорами — Данией, Германией и Японией.
«Предоставление новых грантов подтверждает решительное намерение
Всемирного банка поддержать афганский народ и помочь ему преодолеть
сложный период в развитии страны. Несмотря на стабильный и
обнадѐживающий прогресс в ряде секторов, таких как реформы
государственных институтов, увеличение ВВП, предоставление населению
базовых услуг в сферах здравоохранения, образования и инфраструктуры,
необходимо гораздо больше усилий, чтобы улучшить экономическую
ситуацию и привести страну к процветанию», — цитируют афганские СМИ
выступление директора афганского отделения Всемирного банка.
Более конкретно, средства будут израсходованы следующим образом:
— 205,45 млн. долларов — на проект «Хартия граждан» (поддержка
репатриантов, возвращающихся из Пакистана);
— 100 млн. долларов — на развитие частного бизнеса и предоставление
возможностей в этой сфере малообеспеченным гражданам;
— 60 млн. долларов — на электрификацию провинции Герат;
- 20 млн. долларов — на реформы в сферах управления и услуг в пяти
крупнейших мегаполисах страны;
— 29.45 млн. долларов — на пополнение стратегических запасов
пшеницы и улучшение условий еѐ хранения.
Кроме того, советом директоров Всемирного банка было принято
окончательное решение о предоставлении Афганистану 105 млн. долларов
для создания новой сети дорог в сельской местности.
Налажена грузовая авиалиния между Афганистаном и Индией
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Afghanistan-India Air Corridor opens with first cargo flight
Dawn. 20.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1340490/afghanistan-india-air-corridoropens-with-first-cargo-flight

An aircraft packed with 60 tons of Afghan plants with medicinal uses marked
the opening of the first air cargo corridor between Afghanistan and India on
Monday.
The cargo, worth about $5 million dollars, was the first in what officials from
the two countries hope will be many flights allowing Afghan and Indian companies
to bypass Pakistan, which strictly limits the shipment of goods by land between
India and Afghanistan and is often involved in border disputes with them.
―Our aim is to change Afghanistan to an exporter country,‖ Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani said at a ceremony marking the inaugural flight.
―As long as we are not an exporter country, then poverty and instability will
not be eliminated.‖
The cargo service aims to improve landlocked Afghanistan's links to markets
abroad and boost the growth prospects of its agricultural and carpet industries
while it battles a deadly Taliban insurgency, Indian officials have said.
―We will continue to assist you in various ways as this corridor expands and
grows into a network of cargo flights as per demand of the market,‖ India's
ambassador to Afghanistan, Manpreet Vohra, told Ghani.
―There are bound to be some teething problems in any major initiatives such
as this but my embassy and my government is committed to working together with
your team to resolve all issues that may pop up from time to time.‖
Afghanistan depends on Karachi port for its foreign trade. It is allowed to
send a limited amount of goods overland through Pakistan into India, but imports
from India are not allowed along this route.
Border crossings are often closed as Afghan and Pakistani forces clash over
the disputed border, and Afghan farmers have complained of fruit and other
produce rotting without other options for shipping.
Next week, a second flight to India is scheduled to depart from the southern
city of Kandahar, carrying 40 tons of dried fruit.
Власти Пакистана объявили об исчезновении двух дипломатов на
востоке Афганистана
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4345968. 18.06.2017.

Сотрудники генерального консульства в Джелалабаде пропали без
вести 16 июня, когда ехали по дороге в Пакистан
МОСКВА, 18 июня. /ТАСС/. Двое пакистанских дипломатов пропали
без вести в восточной афганской провинции Нангархар. Об этом говорится в
заявлении МИД Пакистана.
"Два сотрудника нашего генерального консульства в Джелалабаде
пропали без вести 16 июня 2017 года, когда они ехали по дороге в Пакистан.
Этот вопрос обсуждался с соответствующими властями Афганистана в целях
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скорейшего их (дипломатов) спасения", - приводит агентство Khaama
Press текст заявления внешнеполитического ведомства.
Кроме того, в заявлении отмечается, что власти Афганистана
предприняли все усилия для расследования данного инцидента.
"Пакистан обратился к правительству Афганистана с просьбой
приложить все усилия для обеспечения скорейшего спасения наших
должностных лиц и привлечению к правосудию злоумышленников,
причастных к этому гнусному преступлению", - подчеркивается в заявлении.
До сих пор остается неясным, были ли похищены дипломаты.
Отмечается, что провинция Нангархар является относительно спокойной
областью на востоке Афганистана, но в последнее время вооруженные
антиправительственные и экстремистские группировки активизировали свою
деятельность в некоторых районах этого региона.
О перспективах наращивания численности военного контингента США
в Афганистане
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35672. 16 июня, 2017.

Как известно, Президент США Д.Трамп разрешил министру обороны
США Джеймсу Мэттису провести оценку численности военнослужащих,
дислоцированных на ротационной основе в Исламской Республике
Афганистан (ИРА), в рамках операции Freedom‘s Sentinel (начало 1 января
2015 г.), которая фактически является продолжением операции Enduring
Freedom начатой 11 сентября 2001 г.
Следует отметить, что в 2013 г. до своего избрания на пост президента
США Д.Трамп однозначно высказывался о необходимости скорейшего
вывода американского военного контингента из Афганистана, поскольку
дальнейшее пребывание ВС США приведет к еще большим потерям в живой
силе. По данным МО США, в период с 2001 по 2017 г. ВС США потеряли
убитыми 2300 в/с, а количество раненных достигло 17 000 в/с.
По данным из открытых источников, в настоящее время ВС США
дислоцируют в ИРА на девяти основных военных базах 8448 (по другим
данным 9800) в/с. Так Пентагон сохранил присутствие своих подразделений
на ключевых военных базах в таких провинциальных центрах, как: Газни,
Герат, Гардез, Мазари-Шариф, Кандагар, Хост, Джелалабад, а также в
столице ИРА и столичном аэропорту Баграм.
Очевидно, что полномочия по пересчету численности военного
контингента даны руководителю Пентагона в рамках меняющейся
ближневосточной политики президента США Д.Трампа. Вполне вероятно,
что Дж.Мэттис убедил американское руководство в том, что США
проигрывают афганскую кампанию.
Следует отметить, что данное утверждение Дж.Мэттис озвучил и на
слушаниях в Комитете по делам вооруженных сил Сената
США. Необходимо обратить внимание, что в ходе слушаний Министр
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Обороны США признал, что пока не располагает стратегическим замыслом,
который бы позволил реализовать возможности предстоящего развертывания
дополнительных подразделений.
Кроме того командующий контингентом ВС США в Афганистане –
генерал Джон Николсон на слушаниях в Комитете по делам вооруженных
сил Сената США подтвердил, что до сведения президента США доведена
информация о необходимости наращивания военного присутствия в ИРА
путем передислокации от 3000 до 5000 военнослужащих. Также, начальник
Центрального командования ВС США — генерал Джозеф Вотел согласился с
оценками Дж.Николсона о том, что США и страны-члены НАТО должны
нарастить свои усилия в помощи официальному Багдаду по борьбе с
терроризмом и исламским экстремизмом.
В случае принятия решения на увеличение численности
военнослужащих ВС США в ИРА министр обороны США отдаст приказ на
передислокацию нескольких подразделений.
Так, из состава 10-й горной дивизии будет направлена 2-я бригадная
боевая группа численностью 1600 в/с (ВБ Форт Драм, шт.Нью-Йорк),
которая будет выполнять боевые задачи в южных провинциях Афганистана в
течение 280 суток. Известно, что 10-я горная дивизия на постоянной основе
направляет свои подразделения для проведения поисковых, ударных и
патрульных задач в Афганистане.
82-я воздушно десантная дивизия (вдд) направит 1-ю бригадную боевую
группу численностью 1500 в/с для выполнения поисковых и ударных
операций в провинции Кандагар и районах, примыкающих к авиабазе
Баграм. Известно, что в настоящее время на территории Афганистана
действует 3-я бригадная боевая группа из состава данного соединения
Сухопутных войск ВС США.
Также, 101-я воздушно-десантная дивизия направит 101-ю
авиадесантную боевую группу численностью 700 в/с (из Форт Кэмпбелл,
шт.Кентуки). Следует отметить, что военнослужащие указанных воздушнодесантных и горных подразделений перед каждой командировкой в «горячую
точку» сначала принимают участие в 30-суточных межвидовых учениях на
военной базе Форт Полк (шт.Луизиана), а затем в трехнедельной стажировке
на территории Национального тренировочного центра «Форт Ирвин» в
пустыне Мохаве (шт.Калифорния).
Из состава штабного подразделения 7-й пехотной дивизии
(объединенная база Льюис-Маккорд, шт.Вашингтон) будет направлено 60
военнослужащих, которые обеспечат координацию подразделений
инструкторов для Афганской национальной армии и полиции. В случае
необходимости также будет дополнительно направлен батальон 1-й
бронетанковой дивизии СВ ВС США штатной численностью 1500 в/с.
Кроме указанных подразделений Сухопутных войск в Афганистан также
будут направлены батальоны из состава 2-го, 5-го, 15-го экспедиционных
отрядов, 3-ий батальон 5-го полка Корпуса морской пехоты ВМС США.
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Известно, что для контроля боевой подготовки и адаптации к боевым
условиям подразделения КМП ВМС США используют собственные военные
базы и полигоны.
По данным американских источников, указанные подразделения КМП
предназначены для поиска и уничтожения отрядов боевиков движения
«Талибан» в районе города Сангин провинции Гильменд, поскольку
контроль
данного
административно-территориального
образования
позволяет талибам совершать рейды и нападения на военные базы США в
городах Лашкар-Гах и Таринкот.
По данным американских источников, в случае если указанных сил
будет недостаточно Пентагон будет последовательно запрашивать
разрешения на увеличение численности войск в Афганистане. Максимальное
количество военнослужащих в боеготовых подразделениях ВС США,
которые могут быть развернуты в Афганистане без ущерба для оперативных
мероприятий в других странах составляет 50 000 человек.
Анализ публикаций в социальных сетях военнослужащих ВС США в
отставке показывает неоднозначное восприятие решения Д.Трампа о
пересчете
численности
контингента
и
вероятном
размещении
дополнительных сил. Ветераны боевых действий отмечают, что
продолжительные командировки в Афганистан и Ирак негативно
сказываются на психологическом состоянии военнослужащих, для
реабилитации которых недостаточно средств в бюджете ВС США, при том,
что в строке «Зарубежные операции» указано 64,6 млрд долл. США, т.е 10%
от общего бюджета Пентагона.
Отдельного упоминания на электронных страницах большого числа
американских военных удостоены проблемы с денежным поощрением при
получении «Экспедиционной медали за глобальную борьбу с терроризмом»
или «Медали за службу в ходе глобальной борьбы с терроризмом».
Отставные спецназовцы, комментируя решение президента США,
отмечают, что все их усилия по борьбе с исламистами и наркоторговцами на
местах нивелируют заявления американских и афганских политиков, которые
больше влияют на умы местного населения. Как указывают бывшие
военнослужащие 75-го полка рейнджеров (одно из основных подразделений
Сил специальных операций ВС США), за прошедшие 16 лет афганской
кампании они не видели ни одного случая положительного отношения
местного населения к ВС США.
Следует отметить, что военнослужащие ограниченных контингентов ВС
стран-членов НАТО одновременно с операцией Freedom‘s Sentinel проводят
собственную под обозначением Resolute Support основной целью которой
является
подготовка
17 000
военнослужащих
специальных
антитеррористических подразделений из числа граждан Афганистана.
Подводя итог, следует отметить, что передислокация дополнительного
личного состава это только один аспект продолжающейся афганской
кампании Вашингтона. Очевидно, что для успешного выполнения
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перспективных задач и снижения уровня потерь среди личного состава
Пентагон будет вынужден перебросить в ИРА дополнительные
подразделения истребительной, бомбардировочной и армейской авиации, что
повлечет дополнительные затраты.
О новой стратегии США в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35647. 15 июня, 2017.

Пентагон представит Конгрессу США конкретику по поводу стратегии
дальнейших действий США в Афганистане к середине июля. Об этом
сообщил глава Минобороны США Джеймс Мэттис на слушаниях в
сенатском комитете по делам вооруженных сил Конгресса. «Думаю, что к
середине июля (текущего года) мы доложим вам о деталях (стратегии). Мы
понимаем срочную необходимость (оглашения стратегии)», — сказал он,
обращаясь к председателю комитета сенатору Джону Маккейну
(республиканец от штата Аризона — прим. ТАСС). В середине мая на
слушаниях в Конгрессе директор Разведывательного управления
Министерства обороны (РУМО) США генерал-лейтенант Винсент Стюарт
заявил о необходимости США и НАТО менять свою стратегию по
стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане. «Нам необходимо действовать
совершенно иначе по сравнению с тем, как мы вели себя раньше», —
подчеркнул он. Если США и НАТО не изменят свою стратегию, уверен
генерал-лейтенант, то движение «Талибан» добьется значительного
прогресса на поле боя.
Ранее газета «Вашингтон пост» сообщила, что один из возможных
вариантов действий состоит в отправке в Афганистан, по крайней мере, 3
тыс. американских солдат и офицеров, и обращение к странам НАТО с
призывом направить в Афганистан контингент такой же численности.
Ссылаясь на слова представителя администрации, газета указала, что
президент США Дональд Трамп хочет «начать побеждать» и его
поддерживают
в
этом
высокопоставленные
представители
его
администрации. Таким образом, сбываются самые пессимистичные прогнозы
в отношении будущей стратегии Вашингтона в Афганистане. Основной упор
сделан на наращивании силового компонента непосредственно США и их
союзников (последние отбиваются от такой перспективы, как могут), что
однозначно свидетельствует только об одном: за время американского
присутствия в Афганистане не удалось создать устойчивую базу в лице
местного силового компонента. Увеличение воинского американского
контингента на 3.5 тысяч военных, о чем решение уже принято, но о чем
очень стыдливо лишний раз стараются не говорить в Вашингтоне, в данном
случае и есть уже практическое исполнение новой концепции Пентагона в
Афганистане. Несмотря на то, что презентовать ее конгрессу США (а значит
— выбить под нее бюджет) военные собираются только в июле, и эти три
тысячи человек должны усилить советнический корпус все в той же
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бесплодной попытке создать самодостаточный силовой национальный блок.
Этот момент надо зафиксировать, поскольку это ключевой пункт новой
стратегии Пентагона по Афганистану, в основе которого все те же старые
лекала и новый бюджет, который и греет душу американским генералам. В
этой связи обратим внимание на советский опыт пребывания в Афганистане,
когда за гораздо меньший срок удалось создать боеспособные вооруженные
силы и спецслужбы. Говорим об этом уверенно, поскольку несмотря на весь
скептицизм прошедших Афганистан советских военных в отношении
боевого потенциала своих местных союзников, кабульский режим
Наджибуллы держал контроль над страной два года после вывода советских
войск, и рухнул он в результате не военного поражения, а вследствие
прекращения материально-технической помощи со стороны СССР. Таким
образом, зафиксируем, что регулярное финансирование вкупе с
целенаправленным военным строительством путем обучения национальных
кадров в советских соответствующих вузах являлся одним из необходимых
условий создания национального дееспособного силового компонента. Без
этого говорить о создании афганской армии не приходится в принципе. В
этой связи зададим вопрос: готов ли Вашингтон на очень серьезные траты на
афганском направлении? С 2001 года затраты американцев на кампанию в
Афганистане составили почти один триллион долларов США. При этом это
сильно больше, чем аналогичные траты СССР. То есть вопрос не в тратах, а в
эффективности использования выделяемых средств. Достаточно сказать, что
одним из источников доходов тех же талибов в разгар военного присутствия
американцев в Афганистане был рэкет восьми транспортных афганских
фирм, которые, собственно, и осуществляли тыловое снабжение группировки
войск США. По некоторым оценкам, только за 2011 год это принесло
талибам около 360 млн долларов. В этой связи логично предположить, что
любое увеличение воинского контингента американцев, автоматически
увеличивает снабжение их противника. Именно вопрос финансов с
одновременным жестким контролем над их расходованием с отказом от
услуг местных логистов является основой борьбы за новую боеспособную
армию Афганистана. При этом заметим, что нынешняя администрация США
не склонна сильно увеличивать суммы, выделяемые по этой статье. Тем
более, что в отличие от СССР, США не тратят много средств на развитие
социальной инфраструктуры в Афганистане.
Но даже безмерное финансирование не в состоянии серьезно изменить
нынешнюю негативную тенденцию. В этой связи мы переходим ко второму
обязательному пункту формирования эффективных национальных сил в
Афганистане Это непосредственное участие на первом этапе западных
вооруженных сил в боях с отрядами афганских талибов. И не только в
качестве инструкторов или штабистов, что тоже важно, а с точки зрения
непосредственного участия в боях и крупных операциях. Вот как раз этот
момент является «слабым звеном» для американцев, поскольку такая тактика
чревата потерями, а именно их Вашингтон при всех администрациях
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старался всячески избежать, поскольку «вьетнамский синдром» никто не
отменял. Рискнем предположить, что и в нынешней ситуации Пентагон в
рамках своей новой концепции эту тенденцию пассивного участия в боях
сохранит. Таким образом, новая концепция Пентагона по Афганистану
подразумевает исключительно
увеличение воинского контингента
без качественного изменения в тактике. Она останется пассивнооборонительной с выдвижением на передний план операций с
беспилотниками, что кардинально изменить доминирование талибов не в
состоянии. На сегодняшний день они формально или фактически
контролируют 60 процентов территории страны. И решить эту проблему
можно только с помощью смеси из сепаратного подкупа местной племенной
верхушки с прямыми военными операциями против крупных отрядов
талибов и оплотов их сопротивления. Но «новая» (хотя ничего нового там
нет) стратегия этого не предусматривает, и по большому счету является
калькой действий США в тех же Ираке и Сирии.
Кабульский кризис: Политическая борьба на почве беспорядков в
столице
Наталия
Ханова.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111121.html

об

Афганистане».

14.06.2017.

После двух терактов, произошедших на территории Кабула с
интервалом в несколько дней, Афганистан погрузился в глубокий
политический кризис. По стране прокатилась волна антиправительственных
демонстраций, а лагери протеста действуют в афганской столице уже более
недели. Многие политики-оппозиционеры и гражданские активисты
возлагают ответственность за нестабильную ситуацию в стране на
президента, однако следует подчеркнуть, что подобная оценка проблемы
является односторонней и идеологически мотивированной.
Одними из первых, подвергших резкой критике политику кабульской
администрации, стали исполнительный секретарь партии «Исламское
общество Афганистана» («Джамиат-и-Ислами») губернатор провинции Балх
Атта Мохаммад Нур и заместитель генерального секретаря партии Ахмад Зия
Масуд. Напомним, что накануне президентских выборов 2014 года Нур был
активным сторонником Абдуллы Абдуллы и даже выделил средства на
проведение избирательной кампании. Осенью прошлого года афганская
пресса заговорила о сближении Нура и Гани – стороны участвовали в
закрытых переговорах и даже подписали соглашение, предполагающее рост
политического влияния ИОА, но преградой на пути дальнейшего
сотрудничества стали недавние теракты, фактически расколовшие общество
на два лагеря.
Губернатор Балха сделал заявление, в котором фактически обвинил
руководство страны в дестабилизации ситуации в Афганистане. При этом
Нур сделал исключение для второго лица страны, главы исполнительной
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власти Абдуллы Абдуллы, призвав его выбрать одну из сторон – президента
или народ.
Представители ИОА, равно как и многие другие афганцы вне
зависимости от их изначальных политических убеждений, закономерным
образом подвергли критике правоохранительные структуры страны и другие
органы, ответственные за обеспечение безопасности. К примеру, министр
иностранных дел Салахуддин Раббани, принадлежащий к той самой партии,
призвал к отставке министров обороны и внутренних дел, главы Управления
национальной безопасности, а также советника по вопросам национальной
безопасности Мохаммад Ханифа Атмара. Стоит отметить, что последний
стал мишенью наиболее радикальных обвинений. Если главу государства по
большей части критиковали за слабость и некомпетентность, а также
упрекали за национальную предвзятость, в адрес Атмара были выдвинуты
обвинения в поддержке антиправительственных сил, вплоть до причастности
к снабжению и переброске боевиков «Исламского государства» (группировка
запрещена в РФ).
В то время как политическая оппозиция, набирающая силу, делает
заявления о присутствии пособников террористов в правящих кругах и
правоохранительных
структурах,
официальная
власть
возлагает
ответственность за атаки на группировку Хаккани и пакистанскую
межведомственную разведку (ISI). Подобная риторика, пусть и не
беспочвенная, характерна для Кабула в случае крупных терактов, но на этот
раз заявления президента и представителей сил безопасности не возымели
привычного действия: атаки в афганской столице в очень скором времени
приобрели политическую окраску в общественном сознании. Для того, чтобы
выяснить причины этого явления, следует обратиться к деталям событий.
Наиболее крупный теракт, послуживший отправной точкой для
кабульского кризиса, произошѐл 31 мая, когда боевик-смертник,
передвигавшийся на гидродинамической машине для прочистки
канализации, произвѐл детонацию взрывных устройств в дипломатическом
квартале Кабула. Мощный взрыв послужил причиной гибели более 150
человек, ещѐ около 600 получили ранения различной степени тяжести.
За терактом последовала антиправительственная демонстрация, в ходе
которой возникли беспорядки, в том числе попытка агрессивно настроенных
участников атаковать президентский дворец. В результате одной из
потасовок был убит Салим Изидьяр, сын заместителя председателя Мешрано
Джирги Мохаммад Алама Изидьяра. Сын парламентария был не
единственной жертвой потасовок – по последним данным, всего в ходе
беспорядков погибли 5 человек, ещѐ не менее 20 получили ранения.
Следует подчеркнуть, что незадолго до начала демонстрации был
предотвращѐн ряд попыток спровоцировать погромы – правоохранительные
органы задержали нескольких человек, у которых было конфисковано
огнестрельное оружие, и всѐ же полностью избежать провокаций и
предотвратить их последствия стражам порядка не удалось.
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Новым витком в развитии политического кризиса послужила гибель
сына парламентария, известия о которой получили широкий резонанс в
стране.
На
похороны
Изидьяра-младшего
прибыли
многие
высокопоставленные представители властей, в том числе глава
исполнительной власти Абдулла Абдулла и министр иностранных дел
Салахуддин Раббани. Церемонию прощания с умершим нарушили три
последовательных
взрыва,
произведѐнных
боевиками-смертниками.
Несмотря на повышенные меры безопасности, исполнители атаки пронесли
на церемонию взрывные устройства, спрятав их в обуви. Число потерь при
взрывах было не столь велико, как в случае с первым терактом – по
различным оценкам, погибли от 7 до 20 человек, ещѐ около 90 получили
ранения. Тем не менее, атака, в ходе которой угрозе подвергались
высокопоставленные представители властей, получила намного более
широкий резонанс, расколовший общество на два лагеря.
Подобный раскол не могли бы вызвать даже имевшие место в прошлом
атаки против представителей национальных и этнических меньшинств – в
таких случаях народ и руководство проявляли солидарность, осуждая
стремление террористов посеять рознь в сердцах людей. На этот раз, с
учѐтом того, что жертвами взрыва могли стать видные политикиоппозиционеры, а сами похороны были связаны с последствиями
антиправительственной демонстрации, у оппозиции появился серьѐзный
повод для того, чтобы прямо или косвенно обвинить администрацию Гани в
организации теракта. После первого взрыва события развивались по
стандартному сценарию – власти осуждали атаку, а население выражало
протесты против правительства, при этом волна общественного возмущения
должна была постепенно пойти на спад. Тем не менее, массовые
демонстрации и подозрительные обстоятельства второго теракта вызвали
более сильную реакцию общества, проявившуюся в многодневных протестах
и росте недоверия к официальной власти. Именно за взрывами на похоронах
последовали наиболее активные выступления политиков-оппозиционеров, в
числе которых были очевидцы и несостоявшиеся жертвы трагедии.
Но как бы противники президента ни подвергали критике его политику,
следует отметить, что он оказался в числе высокопоставленных деятелей,
репутации которых теракт нанѐс наиболее существенный урон.
Неспособность главы государства обеспечить безопасность в стране стала
печальным фактом, не подлежащим обсуждению, вне зависимости от того,
какие силы считать ответственными за текущие угрозы. На фоне всеобщего
осуждения
политики
президента
в
некоторых
кругах
начали
распространяться слухи о его намерении бежать из страны, и когда Ашраф
Гани в соответствии с заранее запланированной программой визитов отбыл
на саммит ШОС, в Кабуле напрямую заговорили о вероятности
политического переворота.
Следует признать, что повышению авторитета отдельных политических
фигур внутри Афганистана поспособствовала именно вторая из атак. Взрыв
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на похоронах, определѐнно являвшийся политическим терактом,
поспособствовал укреплению авторитета оппозиционных сил, подвергших
обоснованной критике политику правительства. В этом отношении
примечательно, что для главы исполнительной власти Абдуллы Абдуллы
взрыв в дипломатическом квартале стал ударом по репутации, но
последующая атака, целью которой мог стать высокопоставленный деятель,
позволила ему исправить положение. Предпосылкой этого изменения, на
первый взгляд парадоксального, является особенности нынешнего статуса
главы исполнительной власти в афганской системе управления.
Начиная с создания Правительства национального единства в 2014 году,
видный политик-оппозиционер занял уникальное положение в правящих
кругах. С одной стороны, после противостояния с Ашрафом Гани удалось
заполучить пост главы исполнительной власти – второго лица в стране.
Нынешняя афганская конституция не предусматривает этой должности в
системе государственного управления, но зарубежные СМИ на протяжении
уже нескольких лет называют Абдуллу «премьер-министром Афганистана».
Предполагается, что данный пост может быть утверждѐн Лойя Джиргой
(собранием народных представителей Афганистана), но ни Ашраф Гани, ни
сам Абдулла до настоящего времени не приняли мер для еѐ организации,
хотя срок полномочий Правительства национального единства в
соответствии с соглашением о его создании истѐк ещѐ в 2016 году.
Фактически существующее законодательство делает участие Абдуллы в
государственном управлении нелегальным. Но именно недоопределѐнность
правового аспекта проблемы позволяет главе исполнительной власти, с
одной стороны, участвовать в руководстве страной, периодически
участвовать в международных мероприятиях и делать заявления для публики
как главе государства, с другой – уходить от критики в адрес правительства,
сохраняя имидж оппозиционера.
Первая из крупных кабульских атак повредила в том числе и репутации
Абдуллы, несмотря на то, что в первые дни после атаки он фактически взял
на себя полномочия главы государства. Согласно отчѐтам, в то время как
Ашраф Гани находился на базе НАТО и в стране ходили слухи о
готовящемся бегстве президента, глава исполнительной власти играл роль
посредника между администрацией и населения, отдавая распоряжения и
делая заявления для СМИ. Избежать народного гнева ему, тем не менее, не
удалось. Очевидцы вспоминают, что участники последовавшей за первым
взрывом антиправительственной демонстрации скандировали лозунги
«Смерть Гани, смерть Абдулле!» Впоследствии глава исполнительной власти
прибыл на похороны сына Изидьяра, но ещѐ больший эффект, чем его
появление на погребальной церемонии как таковое, возымела атака
смертников. Абдулла Абдулла не пострадал при взрывах, но статус
потенциальной жертвы, в особенности с учѐтом предшествующих событий, в
краткие сроки реабилитировал его в глазах общественности.
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Глава исполнительной власти умело воспользовался ситуацией,
выступив на пресс-конференции вскоре после тройного взрыва. В своѐм
заявлении и последующих выступлениях политик подверг критике
деятельность правоохранительных ведомств. Впоследствии Абдулла выразил
сожаление в связи с ошибками правительства, но в то же время выразил
солидарность с позицией протестующих и готовность прислушаться к
предложениям народа касательно возможных реформ. Особенности
нынешнего положения Абдуллы позволяют ему проявлять гибкость,
пользуясь авторитетом верховного руководства страны и при этом выступая
в качестве выразителя интересов народа.
Между тем многочисленные протесты в Кабуле и других провинциях,
продолжающиеся уже более недели, стали восприниматься в качестве не
только признака, но и фактора нестабильности. Присутствие на улицах
большого числа протестующих, блокирующих дороги и угрожающих
новыми вспышками агрессии, начало вызывать обеспокоенность многих
политических групп. Одно из первых заявлений в поддержку правительства
сделал бывший лидер вооружѐнной оппозиции, глава Исламской партии
Афганистана
Гульбеддин
Хекматьяр,
призвавший
противников
правительства задаться вопросом о том, какова может быть альтернатива
нынешней власти. Позднее сходные заявления в поддержку администрации
Гани сделали лидер Партии национальной солидарности Афганистана Саид
Мансур Надири, экс-президент и экс-председатель Мешрано Джирги
Сибгатулла Моджадеди, а также ряд других парламентариев. Сторонники
правительства отметили, что с пониманием относятся к позиции активистов,
обеспокоенных нестабильной ситуацией в стране, но призывают
демонстрантов не нарушать общественный порядок. Примечательно, что в
своих многочисленных заявлениях Абдулла Абдулла не стал
сосредоточивать внимание общественности на этой проблеме, делая акцент
на необходимости реформ.
Между тем вокруг событий, произошедших после первой атаки в
Кабуле, до сих пор остаѐтся много неясности. Средства массовой
информации широко распространили сообщения о том, что полиция вела
стрельбу по демонстрантам, однако факт провокаций со стороны
протестующих, постепенно всѐ реже упоминающийся в прессе, остаѐтся
неоспоримым.
Ещѐ более скупо в афганских СМИ были освещены детали атаки,
произошедшей на похоронах – несмотря на то, что событие послужило
катализатором новых крупных протестов. Оставляя в стороне спекуляции на
тему причастности внешних сил к терактам, следует признать, что сам факт
проникновения сразу троих смертников на церемонию, проходившую при
участии высокопоставленных членов правительства, говорит о высоком
уровне подготовки атаки. Случаи терактов на похоронах и ранее время от
времени происходили в Афганистане, но следует подчеркнуть, что для
подобных атак характерна последовательность «теракт – теракт», и
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беспорядки на демонстрациях в этой схеме выглядят лишним звеном. О
намерении Абдуллы Абдуллы и Салахуддина Раббани посетить похороны
было возможно узнать менее чем за сутки до атаки смертников: Салим
Изидьяр скончался 2 июня, а погребальная церемония, подвергшаяся
нападению смертников, состоялась
уже
на
следующий день.
Антиправительственным силам, в том числе талибам, подготовить и
осуществить столь сложный план в краткие сроки было бы невозможным.
Большие вопросы также вызывает смена ведомств, отвечавших за
безопасность проведения похорон. Недавно в афганскую прессу поступило
заявление Мохаммад Алама Изидьяра, раскрывшее часть этих
подозрительных обстоятельств. По словам сенатора, изначально функция
обеспечения порядка на погребальной церемонии была возложена на МВД,
однако всего за несколько часов до церемонии эта обязанность была
возложена на одно из подведомственных структур Управления национальной
безопасности. Круг лиц, обладавших полномочиями отдавать подобные
указания, был ограничен, что неизбежно свидетельствует о причастности
правящих кругов к атаке. Афганская оппозиция предполагает, что
распоряжение исходило от Мохаммад Ханифа Атмара, и в пользу этой
версии свидетельствует тот факт, что начальник УНБ Мохаммад Масум
Станикзай принадлежит к его ближайшему окружению.
Напомним, что число жертв тройного взрыва, по данным различных
источников, достигло от 7 до 20 человек убитыми, но подробной
информации о погибших, их принадлежности к правоохранительным
органам или мирному населению и других сведений в прессе не появлялось.
Также следует обратить внимание на то, что вопреки участию нескольких
смертников взрывы не нанесли урона практически никому из представителей
властей – лишь несколько депутатов получили ранения. Безусловно,
пронести мощные взрывные устройства в обуви было бы затруднительно, но
и это обстоятельство побуждает предположить, что атака была нацелена не
столько на то, чтобы нанести урон представителям властей, сколько на
крупный информационный резонанс – организаторы атаки определѐнно
справились с этой задачей.
И всѐ же эффект, произведѐнный резонансными и драматичными
событиями, с большой вероятностью не соответствовал ожиданиям
организаторов, и дело не в том, что высокопоставленным государственным
деятелям, Абдулле и Раббани, удалось избежать ранений. Смертникам не
удалось нанести им урон – телохранители политиков справились со своей
задачей лучше, чем стражи порядка, не распознавшие смертников. Тем не
менее, организаторы вряд ли ставили своей задачей убийство политиков – их
целью предположительно являлось запугивание оппозиционно настроенных
лидеров. Тем не менее, последние, напротив, продемонстрировали
готовность участвовать в политической борьбе с новыми силами, и угроза, с
которой они были вынуждены столкнуться, лишь укрепила их волю.
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Тем не менее, повышение активности оппозиционных сил, требующих
справедливости, открытого расследования и решительных мер в отношении
лиц, причастных к атакам и беспорядкам, усугубило обстановку в стране.
Заявления политиков, критикующих действия администрации президента,
поставили страну на грань раскола, и свою роль в этом сыграл как
политический, так и этнический аспект – до сих пор в Афганистане
политические взгляды лиц и социальных групп остаются тесно связанными с
фактором этноплеменной принадлежности. В целом к проправительственным
позициям ожидаемо оказались ближе представители пуштунской
народности, в то время как таджики и хазарейцы, напротив, проявили
симпатию к оппозиционерам. К протестам подключилась в том числе и
афганская диаспора за рубежом, и некоторые из участников акции протеста в
Брюсселе, как свидетельствуют полученные с места фото- и видеоотчѐты,
обвинили Ашрафа Гани в этническом геноциде.
Но даже представители афганских правящих кругов, заинтересованные в
низложении авторитета президента, вряд ли будут готовы одобрить рост
сепаратистских тенденций и усугубление нестабильности в стране, к
которым неминуемо ведѐт протестная волна. Уже сейчас в выступлениях
политиков, в том числе и оппозиционно настроенных, начали звучать
призывы сохранять единство и не позволить врагу расколоть страну. Тем не
менее, до сих пор эти воззвания не принесли желаемого результата –
предположения об этнической подоплѐке терактов вновь подлили масла в
огонь, и демонстранты, к тревоге многих политиков и стражей порядка, не
намереваются сворачивать деятельность протестных лагерей.
На протяжении многих десятилетий ситуация в Афганистане была
далека от стабильности, и год от года Кабул и другие крупные города страны
становятся полем для крупных атак – пресечь эту плачевную тенденцию до
сих пор не удалось ни силам НАТО, ни местным правоохранительным
органам и силам безопасности. Тем не менее, недавние теракты несут особую
угрозу для стабильности страны в связи с политической борьбой, возникшей
на их почве и проходящей в том числе в рядах верховного руководства
страны. Оппозиционно настроенные политические деятели используют
слабость центральной власти в целях повышения собственного авторитета,
но политическая ситуация в стране по-прежнему остаѐтся хрупкой. Даже
если оставить в стороне предположения о причастности к атаке отдельных
лиц, связанных с властью, следует признать, что организаторы теракта на
похоронах запустили механизм погружения страны в глубокий политический
кризис. Этой цели поспособствовали как просчѐты центрального руководства
и правоохранительных органов, так и активность легальной оппозиции, и
работа афганских средств массовой информации.
Сейчас, когда во многих провинциях Афганистана продолжаются
протесты, центральная власть делает осторожные, пока недостаточно
успешные попытки навести порядок в стране, а оппозиция подвергает резкой
критике политику правительства, руководству республики следует признать,
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что для противодействия хаосу и разобщению населения следует проявить
сплочѐнность и солидарность. Нынешнее молчание президента в сочетании с
активными выступлениями главы исполнительной власти от лица
правительства не создают впечатления надѐжности у населения – напротив,
свидетельствуют о глубине политического кризиса. Стабилизировать
ситуацию в стране могли бы прямые выступления президента, совместные
пресс-конференции
первых
лиц
и,
безусловно,
своевременное
информирование общественности о ходе расследования сложного клубка
трагических событий, послуживших причиной для роста неуверенности,
волнений и протестных настроений в афганском обществе. Даже в том
случае, если следствие установит факт причастности госслужащих или
сотрудников правоохранительных структур к атаке и беспорядкам,
показательный процесс принесѐт населению Афганистана намного больше
уверенности, нежели отсутствие какой-либо информации, зачастую
становящееся причиной тревожных спекуляций и в конечном итоге пагубное
для каждой из сторон легального политического противостояния.
Россия и США разошлись в подходах к Афганистану (на саммите ШОС)
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111061.html

об

Афганистане».

12.06.2017.

Россия и США пытаются активизировать усилия по урегулированию
ситуации в Афганистане. Если Москва продвигает дипломатические меры, к
числу которых относится идея восстановить контактную группу
Шанхайская организация сотрудничества (ШОС) – Афганистан, то
Вашингтон нацелился на использование военных механизмов. В Белом доме
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готовятся к увеличению американского контингента в Исламской
Республике на несколько тысяч человек.
Задействовать платформу ШОС, к которой теперь официально
присоединились Индия и Пакистан, в урегулировании афганской проблемы
предложил президент РФ Владимир Путин. «Мы видим, что Соединенные
Штаты сейчас призывают своих союзников по НАТО, прежде всего
европейцев, возобновить свое активное участие и свою активную работу в
Афганистане, – отметил российский лидер, выступая на саммите в
Казахстане. – Судя по всему, далеко не все страны-члены НАТО, в том числе
европейцы, хотят втягиваться в эту работу, почти никто не хочет туда
возвращаться в полноформатном режиме. Это мы тоже должны учитывать
как элемент реалий». Контактная группа, по словам Путина, должна помочь в
установлении связей между Кабулом и оппозиционными элементами.
Президент России в то же время выразил обеспокоенность по поводу
активизации в Средней Азии террористов, выступающих под флагами
запрещенной в РФ «Исламского государства». «В странах ШОС созданы и
действуют подпольные ячейки игиловцев – это показало расследование
теракта у нас в России, в Петербурге, – сообщил Путин. – По имеющимся
данным, ИГИЛ готовит новые планы по дестабилизации Центральной Азии и
южных регионов России, поэтому нужно укреплять координацию спецслужб
государств Шанхайской организации сотрудничества, в том числе по линии
региональной антитеррористической структуры».
Продумать восстановление контактной группы ШОС – Афганистан,
работа которой была заморожена в 2009 году, поручено министерствам
иностранных дел стран-членов организации. «Это предложение актуально, –
отметил в разговоре с порталом «Афганистан.Ру» зам. директора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. – Потому что с одной стороны,
сохранение афганской проблемы препятствует реализации китайской
инициативы «Один пояс – один путь», а с другой стороны она создает угрозу
для государств Центральной Азии. С учетом совпадения позиций и
заинтересованности Индии в урегулировании афганской проблемы, думаю,
контактная группа должна начать работать, единственное – нужно
посмотреть на состав ее участников. Самую большую проблему представляет
Пакистан: он в регионе воспринимается как спонсор терроризма. С другой
стороны, без него тяжело урегулировать кризис».
Свое видение того, как можно урегулировать афганский кризис, скоро
продемонстрирует более ясно и американская администрация. Военные
советники президента США Дональда Трампа проталкивают план по
увеличению военного контингента на территории Исламской Республики.
Правда, в качестве меры по противодействию террористической угрозе
Белый дом рассматривает отправку всего 3-5 тыс. военнослужащих. Не
исключено, что это решение будет поддержано и союзниками США по линии
НАТО. Командующий силами США и НАТО в Афганистане генерал
Джон Николсон уже делился мнением, что усиление контингента помогло
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бы «выходу из тупика», в котором оказалась Исламская Республика.
Впрочем, западные СМИ смотрят на эту идею с большой долей скепсиса.
«Если «Талибан» выдержал масштабное развертывание зарубежных сил
несколько лет назад, то почему он должен уступить перед лицом более
ограниченных усилий США сегодня?» — задается вопросом агентство
Bloomberg.
В глобальном плане стратегия США не изменилась, отмечают в
американской экспертной среде. «Администрация Трампа стоит перед
выбором, стоит ли ей увеличить численность контингента США в
Афганистане, чтобы переломить текущую ситуацию, которую командующий
генерал (Джон Николсон – авт.) назвал тупиковой, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру»
профессор Джорджтаунского университета Пи Джей Кроули, занимавший
пост помощника госсекретаря США в 2009-2011 годах. – В более широком
смысле стратегия не изменилась: она заключается в том, чтобы купить время
для афганского правительства, которое должно улучшить свои возможности
в области безопасности и получить шанс одержать победу над талибами, что
и создаст условия для политических переговоров. Проблема США
заключается в том, что стратегия теоретически обоснована, но не работает на
местах».
По мнению Кроули, российские интересы в Афганистане схожи с
американскими. «Никто не хочет, чтобы афганское правительство потерпело
неудачу, а талибы преуспели», – пояснил американский аналитик. Однако в
российской экспертной среде полагают, что интересы Москвы и Вашингтона
все-таки могут столкнуться лоб в лоб, если российская сторона начнет
предпринимать более активные усилия по участию в политике Исламской
Республики. «В Афганистане Россия и США не сталкиваются, потому что
России сейчас там просто нет, – заметил Евсеев. – По мере возвращения
российской стороны в Афганистан, пересечение возможно. Возможно
появление напряженности в российско-американских отношениях именно по
афганской проблеме, особенно если в Афганистан мы будем входить через
Иран».
Трамп предоставил министру обороны решать, сколько войск нужно в
Афг-не
Donald Trump lets Pentagon set Afghanistan troop levels: US official
The Hindu. 14.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/donald-trump-letspentagon-set-afghanistan-troop-levels-us-official/article19035750.ece?homepage=true

The official said the final decision to give Mr. Mattis the power to adjust
troop levels actually came during his testimony, at which he said America still is
―not winning‖ in Afghanistan.
President Donald Trump on Wednesday granted the Pentagon authority to set
troop levels in Afghanistan, a U.S. official said, a move that could lead to the
deployment of thousands more soldiers.
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Speaking on condition of anonymity, the official told AFP that Pentagon chief
Jim Mattis can now directly adjust troop numbers, though the official would not
confirm whether a new .
―force management level‖ — currently at around 8,400 — had been finalized.
―The White House has done the same that it did with Iraq and Syria, which is
to grant the secretary of defense the authority to set troop levels,‖ the official said,
referring to recent adjustments Mr. Trump has approved for the fight against the
Islamic State group in those two countries.
Under Barack Obama, troop levels in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria were
closely managed by the White House and commanders complained they felt
shackled by the strictures.
The development came just hours after Mr. Mattis gave lengthy testimony to
lawmakers, some of whom were exasperated at how long it has taken for Mr.
Trump to come up with a new strategy in Afghanistan.
The official said the final decision to give Mr. Mattis the power to adjust
troop levels actually came during his testimony, at which he said America still is
―not winning‖ in Afghanistan.
The ―Taliban had a good year last year, they are trying to have a good one this
year,‖ Mr. Mattis told the Senate Armed Services Committee at a hearing about the
Pentagon‘s budget.
―Right now, I believe the enemy is surging.‖
Mr. Mattis‘s latest assessment comes nearly 16 years after the U.S.-led
invasion of Afghanistan and amid a war that continues to claim the lives of U.S.
troops each year — and those of thousands of local forces and civilians.
U.S. military commanders, who saw fragile security gains eroded under
Obama-era troop drawdowns, have been pushing for a new strategy that could see
thousands of additional soldiers deploy to Afghanistan to help train and advise
beleaguered Afghan partners.
Media reports have said Mr. Mattis is considering asking for 3,000 to 5,000
additional U.S. and NATO troops, but the defense chief has said little on the
matter.
In February, General John Nicholson, who commands NATO forces in
Afghanistan, warned that he needs ―a few thousand‖ more troops to reverse what
he called a stalemate.
Despite months of expectation that a full Afghanistan strategy announcement
is imminent, Mr. Mattis said the new plans not be ready before mid-July.
Republican Senator John McCain, who chairs the Senate Armed Services
Committee, voiced his ―palpable‖ frustration.
―We‘re now six months into this administration, we still haven‘t got a strategy
for Afghanistan,‖ Mr. McCain said, noting it was difficult to get behind an
Afghanistan budget request without knowing what the plan is.
―We know what the strategy was for the last eight years: Don‘t lose. That
hasn‘t worked.‖
Mr. Mattis acknowledged the reality on the ground.
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―We are not winning in Afghanistan right now. We will correct this as soon as
possible,‖ he said.
The defence chief, who was a Marine combat commander in Afghanistan at
the start of the war, stressed America must not walk away from the country and
suggested a long-term residual U.S. force needs to remain to help the Afghan army
maintain a baseline of security.
―It‘s going to be an era of frequent skirmishing and it‘s going to require a
change in our approach from the last several years if we‘re to get it to that
position,‖ Mr. Mattis said.
The Afghan conflict is the longest in American history, with US-led NATO
troops at war there since 2001, after the ousting of the Taliban regime just months
after the September 11 terror attacks in the United States.
The ongoing security crisis has seen not just the Taliban gain ground, but also
the emergence of other groups such as a local Islamic State affiliate.
On Saturday, the Taliban claimed responsibility for an insider attack in which
an Afghan commando turned his weapon on American troops, killing three and
wounding another.
U.S. troops in Afghanistan number about 8,400 on Wednesday, and there are
another 5,000 from NATO allies, who mainly serve in a training and advisory
capacity.
О перспективах развития ситуации в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35595. 13 июня, 2017.

Президент Афганистана Ашраф Гани заявил 6 июня с.г. на
международной конференции «Кабульский процесс» что дает боевикам
радикального движения «Талибан» последний шанс на примирение. «Мы
предлагаем шанс на мир, но это предложение ограничено по времени. Это
последний шанс, воспользуйтесь им или готовьтесь к последствиям», —
приводит агентство Франс Пресс слова А.Гани.
Осенью прошлого года в Катаре прошли переговоры представителей
движения «Талибан» и правительства Афганистана. Главной их темой стал
процесс мирного урегулирования, но стороны не смогли договориться ни по
одному пункту повестки дня. Собственно, это следовало ожидать, поскольку
лейтмотивом этой конференции стала констатация позиции Кабула в
отношении вмешательства во внутренние дела страны со стороны Пакистана.
Президент А.Гани изложил эту позицию предельно четко, заявив, что
«Афганистан страдает от скрытой агрессии соседнего Пакистана». «Что
нужно сделать, чтобы убедить Пакистан в том, что стабильность в
Афганистане поможет им и всему нашему региону?» — задался вопросом
А.Гани, подчеркнув, что его страна страдает от «необъявленной агрессивной
войны, которую ведет Пакистан». Утром 31 мая в Кабуле произошел теракт,
который унес жизни более 150 человек. Заминированная автоцистерна была
подорвана на КПП, ведущем в дипломатический квартал. Ответственность на
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вылазку взяла на себя террористическая группировка «Исламское
государство» (ИГ, запрещена в РФ). Однако позднее Национальный
директорат безопасности Афганистана заявил, что теракт был спланирован
группировкой «Сеть Хаккани» при координации с пакистанской
Межведомственной разведкой. Через неделю те же боевики совершили
резонансный теракт в Герате и расстреляли группу американских военных
инструкторов в Нангархаре. «Трое военнослужащих США были убиты
сегодня (в субботу, 10 июня) на востоке Афганистана. (Еще) один
военнослужащий США был ранен и эвакуирован (из Афганистана) для
оказания медицинской помощи. Идет уведомление их близких», — говорится
в сообщении американского командования. Американские военнослужащие
погибли в результате нападения афганского солдата в провинции Нангархар.
Нападавший убит. Белый дом подтвердил, что президенту США Дональду
Трампу доложено о произошедшем. Это уже далеко не первый случай
нападения на силы коалиции в Афганистане со стороны местных
военнослужащих. Таким образом, практически одновременно с ходом
«Кабульского процесса» Вашингтону и Кабулу был послан очень ясный
сигнал о бесперспективности дальнейшей политики по изоляции Исламабада
от переговорного процесса, а также провальной стратегии по решению
афганской проблемы военным путем через наращивание иностранного
воинского контингента и подготовки местных силовых компонентов. По
официальным данным, в Афганистане находятся в настоящее время
примерно 13 тысяч военнослужащих международной коалиции, в том числе
около 8,4 тысяч американских солдат и офицеров. Они по большей части
занимаются обучением афганских подразделений, а также выступают в роли
военных советников. Администрация США рассматривает вопрос об
увеличении численности своих военных плюс старается убедить партнеров
по НАТО направить свои контингенты. Реакция натовских партнеров на
такие предложения более чем робкая. Генсек альянса Й.Столтенберг заявил,
что этот вопрос будет обсуждаться ближе к концу года. Ряд экспертов при
этом считает, что политические гранды, например, ФРГ и Франции от этой
перспективы будут настойчиво уклоняться, а вот восточноевропейским
странам придется направить своих солдат в Афганистан, что с точки зрения
усиления боевого потенциала общей группировки НАТО никакого
решающего значения не имеет. Таким образом, можно констатировать, что в
среднесрочной перспективе ситуация на афганском направлении будет
характеризоваться следующими моментами.
1. США будут продолжать наращивать свое военное присутствие, что
никакого эффекта с точки зрения решающего поражения
пропакистанской части талибов не принесет. Отметим, что для того,
чтобы этого хоть в какой-то части добиться, необходимо полностью
менять нынешнюю тактику Пентагона, которая заключается в
пассивном в своей большей части присутствии в Афганистане с
отказом от проведения крупных войсковых операций с упором на
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удары с беспилотников. Таким образом военную составляющую
противостояния с талибами переломить не удастся. ЦРУ США конечно
пытается внести свою лепту, снабжая с помощью «неустановленных
вертолетов» лояльную Кабулу часть талибов, но это лишь полумеры.
При этом опора на местных силовиков никакой реальной отдачи не
приносит и не принесет. Так что рассуждения афганского президента о
«тяжелых последствиях» для талибов в случае их нежелания идти на
компромисс с Кабулом, надо спокойно отнести к браваде, и не более.
2. Надо понимать, что тактика по изоляции Пакистана от партнерства в
рамках решения афганского конфликта не только загнало ситуацию в
тупик, но и стимулировало создание мощного ирано-пакистанского
альянса. И пока американцы не развернутся к Исламабаду и не заставят
нынешнее афганское руководство это сделать, этот тандем будет
оказывать на ситуацию в Афганистане принципиальное значение. Но
Вашингтон этого делать не будет, поскольку единственным итогом
таких консультаций является почетная капитуляция с выводом своего
военного контингента из страны и переход власти в ней в руки
пропакистанских талибов через очень короткий период времени.
3. Стороны (Кабул и Исламабад) будут обмениваться резонансными
терактами через использование лояльных себе групп талибов, которые
будут выступать «под флагом» ИГ. Причем в ряде случаев необходимо
четко прослеживать связь между ними. В частности, некоторые
эксперты указывают на то, что последнее по времени убийство
американских военных стал ответом пакистанцев на похищение на
днях двух китайских учителей в Кветте якобы сторонниками ИГ. При
этом, по тем же данным, похищенные китайцы принадлежали к
спецслужбам КНР. С учетом участившихся случаев нападения на
китайцев в Пакистане, которые занимаются там в большей части
строительством автодороги в рамках «Нового шелкового пути»,
руководство силового блока Пакистана приняло решение резко усилить
меры по охране китайских специалистов. В частности, 2600
полицейских перебрасываются в Синд, 4200 — в Хайбер-Пахтунква и
Белуджистан. Основанием для это послужили и данные китайских и
пакистанских спецслужб о готовящихся кабульской агентурой атаках
на «мягкие цели» в этих районах с целью торможения строительных
работ.
Процесс репатриации афганских беженцев из Пакистана в Афганистан
замедлился, - считают в ООН.
Repatriation of Afghans slows down: UN
Dawn, June 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338364/repatriation-of-afghansslows-down-un
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ISLAMABAD: The number of Afghan refugees in Pakistan returning to their
homeland is expected to decrease this year, UN officials said on Thursday, after a
record number of repatriations in 2016 sparked fears of a humanitarian crisis.
Some 32,000 registered refugees have returned from Pakistan since April 3,
when repatriations for the year began following the winter, the body said.
A record 370,000 Afghans left Pakistan last year, many of whom were second
or even third generation migrants of people fleeing the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan during the 1980s, surging from 55,000 the year before.
Observers said the exodus was compounded by a hardening of Pakistani
attitudes towards Afghans over accusations the community was responsible for
harbouring militants and criminals.
But what appears to be an improving environment in Pakistan, coupled with
perceptions the Afghan government has failed to uphold pledges of assistance
towards returnees, has now slowed the rate of return.
Взрыв в Кабуле, в дипломатическом районе, около Посольства Индии в
том числе (всего 9 убитых и 90 ранены)
Kabul blast: At least 50 feared killed or injured after huge explosion near
Indian Embassy
The Indian Express. May 31, 2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/world/kabul-blastnear-indian-embassy-all-staff-safe-doors-windows-damaged/

Kabul blast: All Embassy staff are reportedly safe. Windows and doors of the
building have been damaged following the explosion.
A huge explosion has been reported in Kabul city, close to the Indian
Embassy, which was not the target. All Indian Embassy staff are safe. Windows
and doors of the Indian Embassy‘s building have been partly damaged following
the explosion. Afghan Police say the blast was a car explosion and at least 50
people have been killed or injured, Reuters reported. News agency ANI reports,
quoting sources, that the Iranian Embassy was the target. This could not be
immediately confirmed by any Afghanistan official. A huge plume of smoke could
be seen rising from the area. Eye-witness images showed cars heavily damaged
and several injured people being rescued by emergency services.
―By God‘s grace, Indian Embassy staff are safe in the massive #Kabul blast,‖
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj tweeted this morning. ―Massive VBIED
(Vehicle-borne improvised explosive device) not too far from our Embassy,‖
Indian ambassador in Kabul Manpreet Vohra said. The Indian embassy is located
in the Wazir Akbar Khan diplomatic area of Kabul that also houses several
ministries and is close to the presidential palace. Jessica Donati, who covers
Afghanistan for WSJ, confirmed the blast earlier this morning, tweeting: ―Massive
explosion just shattered all the windows and glass in our bureau.‖
Today‘s attack in Afghanistan comes a few days after a suicide car bomber
killed at least 18 people in Khost, eastern Afghanistan. The blast took place on
Saturday. ―A suicide car bomb in Khost province has killed 18 people and
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wounded six others, including two children,‖ ministry spokesman Najib Danish
had said on Twitter.
Американский конгрессмен предупредил Пакистан, что окажет сильное
давление, если Пакистан не будет следовать стратегии США в Афганистане
Illinois congressman says US should tell Pakistan it will cross the border
if necessary
Dawn. May 27, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335759/illinois-congressman-saysus-should-tell-pakistan-it-will-cross-the-border-if-necessary

US Congressman Adam Kinzinger has said Washington should go for any
effective measures to make Islamabad comply with America‘s Afghanistan
strategy, even if that entails crossing the border.
"If that means more aid to do stuff, if that's withdrawing aid to do stuff, I
think that's fine. But I think ultimately we need to make it clear that we are going
to cross the border if necessary because they are not doing enough," Kinzinger said
while speaking at an event held at the Wilson Center.
He was answering a question posed by Jane Harman, Director, President and
CEO of the Wilson Center, around Pakistan's role in Afghanistan.
The Republican lawmaker, who represents the state of Illinois, is of the view
that the United States should toughen up its foreign policy when it comes to its ties
with Pakistan.
"I just think we need to get back to some real tough love with Pakistan," said
the lawmaker, who also serves as a Major in the US Air Force.
"I hope that when the president (Trump) is discussing his Afghan strategy,
Pakistan really comes into play there," he said.
Speaking on the possibility of developing a border along the Durand Line,
Kinzinger believed that the idea was not feasible. "We've talked about the idea of
border security and border guards with the Afghans, the problem is that they're just
so spread thin anyway right now," said the congressman.
"But I think ultimately we need to make it clear that we are going to cross the
border if necessary because they are not doing enough."
"I think it's important to note that the Afghan National Army (ANA) lost 140
soldiers last month in fights, so they are out there working hard."
Explore: US-Pakistan ties tough but essential: Condoleezza Rice
Contemplating on the strategies the US could adopt with Pakistan, the 39year-old congressman said, "I think it's a couple of things we have to use. There's
the carrot and stick, again. And I think we need to frankly look at the consequences
and consider opening up strikes again, whether it's the Taliban, the Haqqani
Network, Al-Qaeda, or any other bad group in Pakistan as we have before."
"And we can't push Pakistan away totally because that can be obviously pretty
bad the other way. You have a tenuous situation between India and Pakistan as it
is," Kinzinger said.
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He was also of the view that the US leadership should adopt any effective
method to make Pakistan comply, whether that entailed giving more aid,
withdrawing aid or going for extreme measures, such as crossing the border.
Пакистан очень опасается усиления влияния Индии в Афганистане
Pakistan fears Indian influence in Afghanistan, say US spy chiefs
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, May 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1335988/pakistanfears-indian-influence-in-afghanistan-say-us-spy-chiefs

WASHINGTON: The US intelligence community, in a rare
acknowledgement of Pakistan‘s concerns, has informed Congress that Islamabad
does not want heavy Indian influence in Afghanistan and will likely turn to China
to offset New Delhi‘s sway on its western borders.
The discussion on Pakistan‘s interests in Afghanistan was part of a recent
congressional hearing on the Afghan war and is linked to a general debate in
Washington on the issue. The Trump administration is finalising a new policy for
Afghanistan and the ongoing consultations in the White House have generated
much interest in the US media and think tanks.
Earlier this week, a Republican congressman, Adam Kinzinger, suggested
resuming air strikes on alleged terrorist targets in Pakistan, and observers in
Washington said the Trump administration might do so if terrorists targeted US
military personnel and installations in Afghanistan.
During a recent hearing on Afghanistan at the Senate Armed Services
Committee, US intelligence chiefs gave a candid assessment of the situation in the
war-torn country. And a transcript, released this weekend, showed that much of the
debate focused on Pakistan.
Official tells Congress Taliban will continue to make gains
―Pakistan is concerned about international isolation and sees its position
through the prism of India‘s rising international status, including India‘s expanded
foreign outreach and deepening ties to the United States,‖ said Dan Coats, who, as
National Intelligence director, leads a team of more than a dozen spy agencies,
including the CIA and FBI. ―Pakistan will likely turn to China to offset its
isolation, empowering a relationship that will help Beijing to project influence in
the Indian Ocean,‖ he added.
Director Coats claimed that Islamabad had failed to curb militants and
terrorists in Pakistan and because of this failure, ―these groups will present a
sustained threat to the US interests in the region and continue to plan and conduct
attacks in India and Afghanistan‖.
―Pakistan views Afghanistan — or desires for Afghanistan some of the same
things we want: a safe, secure, stable Afghanistan. One addition — one that does
not have heavy Indian influence in Afghanistan,‖ said Defence Intelligence
director Lt Gen Vincent Stewart.
―They view all of the challenges through the lens of an Indian threat to the
state of Pakistan. So they hold in reserve terrorist organisations… so that — if
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Afghanistan leans towards India, they will no longer be supportive of an idea of a
stable and secure Afghanistan that could undermine Pakistan interests,‖ the general
added.
Director Coats also told the Senate committee that despite increased military
efforts to defeat them, the Taliban militants had and would continue to make gains,
especially in rural areas.
―Afghan security forces‘ performance will probably worsen due to a
combination of Taliban operations, combat casualties, desertions, poor logistics
support and weak leadership,‖ he warned.
Senator Joni Kay Ernst, an Illinois Republican, asked the intelligence chiefs
to spell out the measures that the United States would like Afghanistan‘s
neighbours to take to help stabilise the region.
―I think certainly an evaluation of how we work with Pakistan to address the
situation of the harbouring of terrorist groups would be essential to a strategy that
affects Afghanistan,‖ Mr Coats replied.
―Because that is potentially a very disrupting situation, putting our own troops
at risk and undermining the strategy of dealing with the Taliban and local groups
that are trying to undermine the (Afghan) government. So it‘s a very clear link that
I think would have to be addressed in conjunction with whatever‘s done in
Afghanistan.‖
―Besides more troops, which I anticipate might be part of the plan that we see,
do we need to implement a different strategy on the ground in Afghanistan?‖
Senator Ernst asked Gen Stewart.
―We‘ve got to get a couple of things. One, very clear that Afghanistan‘s
security and stability is in the interest of all of the parties in the region and does not
pose a risk to Pakistan,‖ the general replied.
―We‘ve got to convince Pakistan that if they‘re harbouring any of the Haqqani
network members that it is not in their interest to continue to host Haqqani
network.‖
The general also urged the Trump administration to work with Afghanistan‘s
neighbours to go after the 20 terrorist organisations that were still active in the
region. ―They undermine not just Afghanistan, not just Pakistan, but all of the
region,‖ he added.
Gen Stewart also suggested ―pushing‖ Pakistan to do more against the
Haqqani network and urged US policymakers to ―separate the Taliban from the
Pashtun‖, because Pakistan wanted a Pashtun-dominated Afghanistan.
―So we‘ve got to get the conversation going again with Pakistan about their
role in not harbouring any of these terrorists, helping to stabilise Afghanistan and I
think maybe we‘ll have some progress,‖ he said.
Gen Stewart said he believed Pakistan still had some influence in bringing
Taliban to the table. ―So we‘ve got to get them to think about reconciliation, that
the status quo is not in their best interest,‖ he said.
―Do you think that we can frame the intelligence in a way that would state
that we need Pakistan to be a good friend to not only Afghanistan and the United
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States, in order for the United States to be a good friend to Pakistan?‖ Senator
Ernst asked. ―I am hoping to do just that in the weeks ahead, ma‘am,‖ the general
replied, referring to his role in making the new policy for Afghanistan.
«Афганистан и Индия имели давние исторические корни для
дружественных отношений» (статья в Statesman)
Afghanistan and India have had a historically friendly relationship
Gurmeet Kanwal. Dawn. 29.05.20127. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329260
(Было опубликовано в Statesman а потом в Dawn, April 26th, 2017)

THE situation in Afghanistan can be described as a stalemate at both the
strategic and tactical levels. The security environment is precarious, socioeconomic development is stagnating, and the reconciliation process has reached an
impasse. The Nato-Isaf strategy to clear-hold-build-transfer-exit has succeeded
only partially as the Taliban and the Al Qaeda have not been eliminated and
terrorists owing allegiance to the militant Islamic State (IS) are increasing in
number.
The fledgling Afghan National Army (ANA) and the Afghan National Police
(ANP) are not yet capable of managing security after the premature withdrawal of
the US-led intervention force.
The Afghanistan National Security Forces (ANSF, ANA plus ANP) numbers
are small (352,000). The ANA lacks heavy weapons, artillery, air support and
helicopters for logistics support. The standards of the junior leadership are low and
the troops are inadequately trained and equipped. They do not have the level of
motivation necessary to undertake complex counter-insurgency operations on a
sustained basis.
Cases of fratricide and desertions with weapons are commonplace.
While the ANSF and the remnants of the Nato-Isaf forces control most of the
large towns and the airports, the Taliban and the Al Qaeda between them control
large swathes of the countryside. Governance is virtually non-existent outside
Kabul. The approximately 13,000 western troops now in Afghanistan are on a
train-advise-assist mission. Unless Afghanistan‘s neighbours, the Central Asian
Republics (CARs), Pakistan, China, India, Iran and Russia join hands with the
international community to supplement the ANSF‘s efforts to eliminate the
insurgents, the security environment is likely to deteriorate further and may
degenerate into a civil war.
Afghanistan and India have had a historically friendly relationship. Its
location at the strategic crossroads between South Asia and Central Asia and South
Asia and West Asia makes it an important geopolitical partner. It boasts vast
mineral deposits.
When the Chabahar port in Iran becomes operational, India will gain access to
the Central Asian republics through Afghanistan. Hence peace and stability in
Afghanistan are vital national interests for India.
India supports the installation of a broad-based and stable representative
government in consonance with Afghan customs and traditions. The imposition of
the Western model of democracy will not be appropriate. India would prefer a
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government that adopts a stance of neutrality between India and Pakistan, but
should be willing to work closely with any government that is truly representative
of the Afghan people.
India‘s efforts to provide greater assistance are being hampered by the lack of
geographical contiguity. It has only limited access to Afghanistan as Pakistan has
not given it transit rights. India‘s attempts to allay Pakistan‘s fears about her
intentions have not been successful as Pakistan has steadfastly refused to discuss
this issue.
Afghanistan‘s problems cannot be resolved unless the trans-Durand Line
challenges that it faces from Pakistan and the Haqqani network are addressed
simultaneously.
The India-Afghanistan strategic partnership agreement was signed in Oct
2011. It calls for close political cooperation with a mechanism for regular
consultations and joint initiatives on regional and international issues. It stipulates
a strategic dialogue to provide a framework for cooperation in the field of national
security. Security cooperation is intended to enhance mutual efforts against
international terrorism, organised crime, illegal trafficking in narcotics and money
laundering.
The agreement specifies that India will assist in the training, equipping and
capacity-building programmes of the ANSF.
It commits the two sides to ―strengthening trade, economic, scientific and
technological cooperation, as well as cooperation between other bodies of business
and industry representatives.‖
India has committed itself to continue to provide assistance for Afghanistan‘s
reconstruction and development programmes and capacity-building.
India‘s policy objectives in Afghanistan are in consonance with the strategic
partnership agreement. Besides a stable and preferably neutral government, these
objectives include the following ~ to ensure that Afghanistan does not again
become a base and safe haven for terrorists and radical extremists; counter
Pakistan‘s quest for strategic depth, acquire access to Afghanistan and through it to
the CARs; establish broad-based engagement with all political groups; support
Afghan-led reconciliation efforts, as visualised by the Afghan High Peace Council;
assist Afghanistan to train its administrative and judicial staff to improve
governance and the delivery of justice; and, further enhance people-to-people
contacts.
India‘s national security objectives comprise supporting the capacity-building
efforts of ANSF by ensuring the implementation of the strategic partnership
agreement, including the supply of war-like stores; ensuring the safety and
protection of Indian assets and infrastructure in Afghanistan; and, cooperating to
share intelligence. India‘s economic policy objectives are to increase trade with
Afghanistan and through it with the Central Asian Republics; enhance Indian
business investment in Afghanistan; assist Afghanistan to develop its natural
resources; further increase India‘s reconstruction and capacity-building
programme; enhance this country‘s energy security; for example, through the
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commissioning of the TAPI pipeline; assist Afghanistan to replace narcotics-based
agriculture with regular agriculture; and, work towards the implementation of
SAFTA.
Finally, unless the security environment improves substantially, governance
and development will continue to be relegated. The P-5 needs to be persuaded to
supplement the ANSF with a United Nations or a regional peacekeeping force to
eliminate the Taliban.
There is no support in Afghanistan for another peacekeeping force. Nor is
there support in India for sending troops to Afghanistan. However, it is generally
realised that the fight against the Taliban and the Al Qaeda must be won as it has
long-term security implications for the country.
For India, peace and stability in Afghanistan are vital national interests. By
definition, vital interests must be defended by force, if necessary.
Along with other neighbours ~ if invited ~ New Delhi should be willing to
deploy up to one division (15,000 troops) to join such a force.
Кабул, Пекин, Исламабад договорились сотрудничать по ситуации в
Афганистане
Islamabad, Beijing, Kabul agree to promote cooperation
The Express Tribune. May 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421191/islamabadbeijing-kabul-agree-promote-cooperation/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan, China and Afghanistan have — in a first round of
trilateral Practical Cooperation Dialogue – agreed to promote practical measures
for cooperation.
The three sides exchanged in-depth views on trilateral cooperation during the
dialogue in Beijing on Saturday, in a friendly atmosphere to promote practical
measures for cooperation, according to a press release.
The dialogue was co-chaired by Director General (DG) Mansoor Ahmad
Khan from Pakistan‘s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Director General Xiao Qian
from the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Director General Khalid Payenda
from the Afghan Ministry of Finance.
Afghanistan apprehensions: Terrorism brings Pakistan, China, Russia closer
The three sides noted that trilateral cooperation among Pakistan, Afghanistan
and China is conducive to peace, stability and development of Afghanistan and the
region.
The three countries appreciated the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and its
benefits for promoting regional connectivity.
They agreed to advance practical cooperation in various areas so as to
promote mutual benefit and regional economic integration under the framework of
the Belt and Road Initiative. They agreed to organise workshops, seminars and
different forums.
Pakistan and China will explore trilateral cooperation in areas of
infrastructure, energy, education, health, agriculture, human resource training and
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capacity building based on the needs of Afghanistan and according to China and
Pakistan‘s respective assistance programmes for Afghanistan.
Afghanistan‘s multiple challenges
The three sides highly appreciated the outcome of discussions and agreed to
make the China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Practical Cooperation Dialogue a regular
forum.
Пакистан перед Рамаданом открывает ключевой пограничный переход с
Афганистаном
Информационно-аналитическая
газета
«ЕвроСми».
27.05.2017.
http://www.eurosmi.ru/627pakistan_otkryvaet_klyuchevoiy_pogranichnyiy_perehod_s_afganista
nom_pered_ramadanom.html

Пакистан сегодня объявил о возобновлении своей нестабильности на
юго-западной границе с Афганистаном в начале священного месяца Рамадан.
Обратим внимание, что это произошло через несколько недель после
кровавых столкновений между вооруженными силами двух стран в этом
районе.
В начале мая Исламабад решил закрыть крупный переход в Чамане
после того, как афганские войска открыли огонь по пакистанской команде
переписи, вызвав смертоносный перестрел через границу, оставив по
меньшей мере восемь мирных жителей мертвыми и неподтвержденное число
военных потерь с обеих сторон.
Представители Афганистана просматривали некоторые из деревень,
которые посещали пакистанские переписчики. Позже обе страны
согласились использовать Карты Google для урегулирования спора.
После нескольких недель с траффиком между соседями, пакистанские
военные в субботу заявили, что будут вновь открывать переправу.
Одновременно в своем заявлении армия заявила, что контролирует
территорию на своей границе, «оттеснив войска Афганской пограничной
полиции», также добавив, что «нарушение границы не будет приемлемым».
Так называемая «линия Дюранда», рубеж в 2400 километров,
проведенная англичанами в 1896 году и оспариваемая Кабулом, стала
свидетелем усиления напряженности, поскольку в прошлом году Пакистан
начал рыть по нему.
Этнические пуштуны, живущие в отдаленном регионе, традиционно
уделяли мало внимания границе и деревням, расположенным на ее
территории.
Граница - не единственная область споров между соседями. Афганистан
давно обвинил Пакистан в поддержке афганских талибов, хотя Исламабад
утверждает, что предоставляет боевикам безопасное убежище в качестве
«рычага», чтобы привести их к мирным переговорам.
Отношения между соседними странами напряжены с апреля, когда
восемь иранских пограничников были убиты в столкновениях с
вооруженными повстанцами в провинции Систан-Белуджистан. Иранские
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власти заявили, что нападение совершили боевики, скрывающиеся в
Пакистане.
Об усилении американского военного контингента в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35106. 26 мая, 2017.

Разведка США не располагает доказательствами того, что Россия
передавала боевикам движения «Талибан» в Афганистане оружие или
деньги. Директор Разведывательного управления Министерства обороны
США (РУМО) Винсент Стюарт сообщил об этом 23 мая на слушаниях в
Сенате Конгресса США по глобальным военным угрозам для безопасности и
интересов Америки. «Они (россияне) стараются убедить талибов сражаться с
силами ИГ (террористическая группировка «Исламское государство»,
запрещена в РФ)», — сказал военный разведчик. «Мы видим признаки того,
что они предлагают определенную поддержку, — продолжал он. — Но я
пока не видел реальных физических доказательств передачи оружия или
денег. Они ведут этот диалог, потому что хотят участвовать в решении
проблемы в Афганистане». Американская военная разведка и не могла
увидеть таких доказательств, поскольку оружие (пусть и советских образцов)
передают талибам иранцы. Они же и готовят в своих лагерях талибов. Но
вообще идея о российском вторжении и вмешательстве в афганский
конфликт на стороне талибов возникла именно в Пентагоне в феврале с.г., и
те же чиновники и представители военного ведомства США с пеной у рта
доказывали, что именно Москва снабжает талибов вооружением, а значит
подспудно действует против американских войск. При этом у американских
законодателей не возник закономерный вопрос, почему чины Пентагона
меняют свою позицию на противоположную за столь короткий срок. Но в
данном случае все предельно понятно. Антироссийская истерия возникла
именно тогда, когда Пентагон начал активно лоббировать увеличение
американского воинского контингента в Афганистане. Военное ведомство
требовало от президента одобрить направление в Афганистан дополнительно
5 тысяч военных, мотивируя тем, что это позволит усилить тренировочный
процесс собственно самих афганских сил и позволит остановить ползучую
экспансию талибов, которые уже на сегодняшний день открыто
контролируют сорок процентов территории страны. Российская угроза в
данном случае должна была сыграть роль дополнительного стимула для
президента Д.Трампа. При этом логика американских военных очень
примитивна: усиление военного присутствия вкупе с жестким прессингом на
талибов будет способствовать тому, что они будут вынуждены сесть за стол
переговоров. При этом тот факт, что совсем недавно в стране находился
стотысячный контингент альянса НАТО, и никаких подвижек в готовности
талибов договариваться не произошло, в Пентагоне, похоже, никого не
смущает. При этом подчеркнем, что там сидят прагматики, и они,
безусловно, понимают, что военного решения этой проблемы нет, сколько
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войск туда не перебрасывай. И никаких афганских силовиков усиление
американского контингента не воспитает и боеспособную армию не создаст.
Если это не удалось сделать более чем за десять лет, то сейчас это не удастся
сделать и подавно. В данном случае на повестке дня стоит только один
вопрос — это бюджет ведомства, который, безусловно, повышается (или, как
минимум, не секвестируется) в случае проведения новых операций за
рубежом. Почему сейчас генералы решили сознаться, что российской угрозы
не существует? Тоже очень просто: Д.Трамп уже принял решение по вопросу
наращивания сил и средств в Афганистане. Оно состоится, но будет
вполовину меньше: от полутора до двух тысяч военных. Плюс он взял на
себя обязательство уговорить партнеров по НАТО на стартующей сессиисаммите блока усилить свое присутствие в Афганистане. Рискнем
предположить, что европейцы отделаются в данном случае обещаниями
усилить свой контингент инструкторов, и не более того. В общем-то, трудно
передать радость европейских политиков, после того, как им удалось,
наконец-то, совсем недавно вывести свои войска из этой страны.
Предположить, что они поддадутся вновь на уговоры американского
президента, сложно. Берлин точно не собирается направлять свои
сухопутные силы в Афганистан. Париж испытывает жесточайший кризис
своего бюджета и не может толком профинансировать операцию в зоне
Сахеля. Безоговорочно отправить свои силы в Афганистан по просьбе
Вашингтона выражают только их прямые креатуры в лице прибалтов и
поляков, но толку в военном смысле от них мало. Тем более, что Польша по
просьбе американцев уже перебросила свое, в принципе, единственное
элитное подразделение «краповых беретов» в Ирак и Иорданию.
Чины военной разведки Пентагона в неофициальных беседах рисуют, в
общем-то, безрадостные картины. Афганистан разъедает коррупция, уровень
боеготовности сил кабульского режима крайнее низок: самостоятельно
контролировать ситуацию они не смогут; в отношениях между двумя
основными фигурами в нынешней властной структуре страны в лице
пуштуна президента Афганистана Ашрафа Гани и таджика, главы
исполнительной власти Абдаллы Абдаллы далеки от идеала. Это, помимо
прочего, серьезно тормозит экономическое развитие страны. К тому же
между Пакистаном и Афганистаном как была, так и остается чисто условная
граница, что дает возможность талибам и проафганским группам боевиков
спокойно пересекать ее для отдыха или совершения рейдов и диверсий.
Заставить же талибов сесть за стол переговоров исключительно силой не
получится. Вспомним, что говорил по этому поводу мулла Омар: «у
американцев в запасе часы, у нас время». Безусловным требованием
движения «Талибан» (читай: Пакистана) для начала диалога остается полный
вывод иностранных сил из Афганистана. Это будет означать практически
одномоментный переход власти в руки талибов, которые уже на
сегодняшний момент во многих уездах страны создали свои теневые
кабинеты исполнительной власти и шариатского суда, что обеспечивает
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«плавность» перехода власти. В этой ситуации Москва находится,
безусловно, в выигрышном положении, поскольку наращивание
американцами своих сил означает повторение старой неэффективной модели
попытки урегулировать ситуацию. В этой связи все основные
внутриполитические силы будут полностью завязаны собственно на
внутриафганское направление, что фактически исключает какую-либо
масштабную экспансию радикалов и джихадистов в регион Центральной
Азии.
Рассматривать ситуацию в Афганистане через призму напряженных
отношений неверно, - считает эксперт США.
‗Viewing Afghan conflict through Indo-Pak rivalry lens misconceived‘
The Hindu. 23.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/viewing-afghanconflict-through-indo-pak-rivalry-lens-misconceived/article18528816.ece?homepage=true

Viewing the Afghan conflict through the lens of Indo-Pak rivalry was
misconceived, a top American think-tank has said, amidst reports that the Trump
administration was in the final stages of formulating its new Af-Pak policy.
―If the Afghan conflict is viewed as a consequence of the India-Pakistan
rivalry — one that cannot be solved without first engineering a rapprochement
between New Delhi and Islamabad [not to mention Rawalpindi] — the United
States ought to invest in achieving a permanent South Asian peace [as Richard
Holbrooke, former US special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan, had
originally intended],‖ the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace said.
―This solution, however, is misconceived: it fails to account for Afghanistan‘s
own territorial problem with Pakistan — whose roots predate the latter‘s dispute
with India and, in any case, is too difficult to achieve in the short term in ways that
would improve the current trajectory of the conflict in Afghanistan,‖ said the thinktank‘s latest policy paper authored by eminent experts Ashley Tellis and Jeff
Eggers.
Mr. Tellis and Mr. Eggers said another version of this option is the concept of
regional neutrality, wherein Afghanistan gradually exits its current security-based
partnerships in favour of implementing a cooperative security agreement signed by
all neighbours and near-neighbours.
―This solution, however, is more implausible than it initially appears, as
Kabul without assistance from Washington — would have difficulty enforcing
such an agreement if it were violated by one or more of Afghanistan‘s
neighbours,‖ the two eminent experts said.
In their latest policy paper, Mr. Tellis and Mr. Eggers said the US needs to
develop a strategy that protects the gains in Afghanistan while terminating the
conflict.
―Regional options—resolving the India—Pakistan conflict, creating a neutral
Afghanistan, or squeezing Pakistan—are too difficult to rely on alone,‖ they
argued.
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Unilateral options — either pursuing major escalation or a complete
disengagement — are equally implausible because of their high costs and risks,
respectively, they said.
―Only limited approaches — moderately expanding the current commitment,
seeking a political settlement, or fostering a long-term counterterrorism
partnership-are left,‖ the report said.
Since a counterterrorism-only solution is unlikely to be efficacious, the US
should prioritise reaching a political settlement with the Taliban while continuing
to bolster the Afghan state and its security forces, it recommended.
―To be successful, Washington will need to empower the US ambassador in
Kabul to oversee the administration‘s entire strategy in Afghanistan; persuade the
Afghan government to begin a serious national dialogue on political reconciliation;
engage in direct talks with the Taliban; target the Taliban shura, if necessary, while
inducing Rawalpindi to constrain the Taliban‘s sanctuary in Pakistan; and secure
regional support for a political settlement in Afghanistan,‖ the report said.
Ключ к разрешению афганского конфликта лежит в Пакистане
Евгений
Пудовкин.
22/100_kabul220517.html

НГ.

22.05.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-05-

Бывший помощник госсекретаря США рассказал «НГ», какие вызовы
стоят перед официальным Кабулом
Официальные власти Афганистана под руководством президента
Ашрафа Гани испытывает сложности, испытывая серьезный натиск со
стороны группировки «Талибан» (запрещена в РФ), взявшей на себя теракт
на военную базу вблизи города Мазари-Шариф, в результате которого
погибли порядка 140 военнослужащих. Чтобы укрепить позиции
официального Кабула, администрация США намерена отправить в страну
дополнительный контингент. На фоне этих событий активизировать диалог
по разрешению конфликта в регионе решила Россия.
Как ситуация будет развиваться дальше и какие пути существуют у
урегулирования афганского кризиса, корреспонденту «НГ» Евгению
Пудовкину рассказал бывший помощник и официальный представитель
госсекретаря Хиллари Клинтон, автор книги «Красная черта» о внешней
политике США Пи Джей Краули.
- Господин Краули, официальный Кабул испытывает видимые
трудности. Атака в Мазари-Шарифе подчеркнула уязвимые места
правительственных войск, которые, в частности, заключаются в их
плохой организации. Как бы охарактеризовали нынешнюю обстановку
Вы?
- Командир правительственных сил в Афганистане (генерал Джон
Николсон – «НГ») недавно охарактеризовал ситуацию, как «тупиковую».
Официальный Кабул, на мой взгляд, совершает некоторый прогресс, однако
значительная территория страны все еще находятся под контролем Талибана.
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Таким образом, конфликт едва ли разрешиться в ближайшей или даже
среднесрочной перспективе. Международное сообщество, конечно,
заинтересовано в мирном урегулировании гражданской войны, однако я не
уверен в том, что такие сантименты разделяет Талибан.
- Какие факторы препятствуют налаживанию диалога с
Талибаном?
- Каждая гражданская война имеет путь к политическому разрешению,
но в случае Афганистана мы столкнулись с очень непростой проблемой.
Руководство Талибана очень нестабильно в своих намерениях и не может
сойтись на каком-то одном видении решения конфликта.
- Генерал Николсон обвинил Россию в пособничестве «Талибану».
На ваш взгляд, соответствуют ли такие заявления действительности?
- Афганистан уже в течение долгого времени остается в центре интриг,
которые устраивают в этом регионе крупные силы: США, Россия Индия,
Пакистан и Иран. У всех этих государств есть мотив для сотрудничества друг
с другом. Есть у них и противоречия В то же время они могут преследовать и
другие мотивы – в частности, усложнять жизнь американцам. Так что
неудивительно, что официальный Кабул испытывает трудности.
- Стоит ли ожидать сближение Москвы и Вашингтона по
афганскому вопросу? Или же общий фон, установившийся в российскоамериканских отношениях, будет этому сценарию препятствовать?
- У России и США есть общие интересы. Однако не секрет, что наши
двусторонние отношения находятся в наихудшем состоянии за довольно
длительный период – об этом даже заявлял министр иностранных дел Сергей
Лавров. Более того, на мой взгляд, такое положение дел едва ли изменится в
скором времени. Сфера общих интересов России и США сужается, а сфера
противоречий, напротив, только растет. Словом, это правда, что нынешний
фон двусторонних отношений отнюдь не выглядит многообещающим.
- Когда можно ждать подвижек в контексте разрешения Афганского
кризиса? Что вы думаете о формате Международной конференции по
безопасности в Москве? Многое ли упустили США, отказавшись
посетить форум?
- Я не считаю, что отсутствие какого-то жизнеспособного формата
урегулирования Афганского кризиса можно списать на отсутствие желания
достичь такого решения со стороны международного сообщества. На мой
взгляд, проблема главным образом в том, что ситуация на земле пока что
достигла того уровня стабильности, который позволил бы переходить к
политическим переговорам.
Что касается московской конференции, я не думаю, что ее значение
настолько важно. В конце концов, ключ к решению афганской проблемы
лежит не в Москве или Вашингтоне, а в Исламабаде. Поддержка Пакистана,
который продолжает испытывать серьезные противоречия в отношениях с
Индией, до сих пор оставалась ключевым фактором, позволявшим Талибану
оставаться в игре.
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- Как вы относитесь к шагу администрации Дональда Трампа
заново наращивать военный контингент в Афганистане?
- Стратегия относительно Афганистана должна разрабатываться исходя
из текущей ситуации. Администрация Барака Обамы хотела полностью
свернуть свое участие в конфликте, перенося ответственность за обеспечение
стабильности на местные силы - полицию и армию. Однако в конечном счете
сделать ей этого не удалось. Теперь администрация Трампа, как мы видим,
хочет увеличить американское присутствие. Так или иначе, на мой взгляд,
основной задачей в контексте решения афганского конфликта остается
проблема Пакистана. Пока что Вашингтон не оказал достаточного давления
на Исламабад, чтобы он прекратил поддержку талибам. Пока этого не
случиться, мы будем топтаться на месте.
- Как отмечает Washington Post, дальнейшая военная поддержка
Белого дома режима будет осуществляться только на том условии, что
президент Гани станет проявлять больше усилий в борьбе с коррупцией,
а также в давлении его сил на Талибан. Способно ли правительство
реализовать задачи, поставленные Вашингтоном на этих двух
направлениях?
- Проблема коррупции безусловно стоит особняком и ее действительно
очень сложно недооценить: перед Афганистаном стоит крайне непростая
задача. Часть проблемы коррупции лежит в национальной культуре, другая
часть – в политических институтах. Еще одна не менее серьезная трудность
проистекает из повсеместно распространенной индустрии выращивания
опийного мака. Пока у Афганистана не будет экономики, которую хотя бы с
натяжкой можно было бы назвать нормальной, вызов коррупции не будет
преодолен. Официальный Кабул должен прилагать больше стараний к борьбе
с вызовами внутри страны. Вместе с тем, учитывая все перечисленные выше
факторы, особых чудес ожидать не стоит.
Президенты Афганистана и США провели встречу на полях саммита в
Эр-Рияде
«Все об Афганистане». 22.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/110335.html

КАБУЛ, 22 мая. Сегодня президент Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф
Гани, находящийся с официальным визитом в Эр-Рияде, провѐл переговоры
со своим американским коллегой Дональдом Трампом.
Двусторонняя встреча глав государств состоялась на полях саммита
арабо-исламских стран и США. В ходе переговоров президенты обсудили
вопросы безопасности и противодействия террористической угрозе.
Как передаѐт телеканал «Толо» со ссылкой на пресс-релиз Белого Дома,
Дональд Трамп поприветствовал вклад Ашрафа Гани в борьбу с
терроризмом, а также в осуществление реформ в стране. Американский
лидер также высоко оценил деятельность афганских правоохранительных
органов, прилагающих усилия для стабилизации ситуации в стране.
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Напомним, что в настоящее время Белый Дом работает над пересмотром
своей стратегии в Афганистане. В число вопросов, находящихся на повестке
рассмотрения американским руководством, входит возможность увеличения
военного присутствия в ИРА.
Пакистано-афганские отношения – есть ли улучшения? (мнение
президента Гани).
Pak-Afghan relations: detente?
Imtiaz Gul. Daily Times. 21-May-17/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/21-May-17/pakafghan-relations-detente

Afghanistan's Khaama Press news agency on Saturday quoted President
Ashraf Ghani as saying that "Pakistan is in isolation but an isolated Pakistan is not
in favour of Afghanistan." The country must be encouraged to refrain from
supporting terrorist groups, an obvious reference to the Afghan Taliban's
sanctuaries in the border regions.
Ghani made these remarks during a meeting with local tribal elders of
southern Kandahar province Friday evening.
If reported correctly by the news agency Ghani's quote on Pakistan offers
some glimmer of hope as far as the bilateral relations are concerned, particularly to
the context of the bloody exchanges of fire and loss of life in the Spin Boldak
district near the Durand Line earlier this month.
Ghani's remarks coincided with two important statements. One by US Forces
in Afghanistan said at least 750 militants affiliated with the Afghan chapter of the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) - ISIS Khurasan - were killed in the past twoand-a-half months in Afghanistan. Their territory and fighting strength have been
reduced two-thirds.
The second statement emanated from the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) Headquarters. Released May 19 after a stakeholders' meeting it said all
members reaffirmed their commitments to sustainable security in Afghanistan and
to their strong partnership with Afghanistan.
For Pakistan, this situation represents both an opportunity as well as
challenges.
It is an opportunity because President Ghani's "less hostile and diagnostic"
tone on the disadvantages of an "isolated Pakistan" to Afghanistan reflects the
realisation that such attempts (by India) will only precipitate his country's fragility
and insecurity.
Also, if one were to go by the optimism of some pro-active and well-meaning
Afghan officials, Pak-Afghan acrimony probably has already peaked (because of
acts of terrorism in February and March) and now may be heading for deescalation. They believe that the relationship is not entirely lost yet.
"The way the Pakistani Army ceased fire at Spin Boldak within ten minutes
on our request early this month did reflect that if elements on both sides are
receptive to engagement we can salvage the situation for the better," Dr Omar
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Zakhilwal, the Afghan ambassador the special presidential envoy, told the press
during an informal chat.
To be fair to him, the envoy has been caught between the proverbial deep sea
and hard rock ever since he assumed charge over a year ago; because of tensions
resulting from a string of high-profile terror attacks in Afghanistan and Pakistan,
he has kept shuttling between the two capitals as a literal firefighter to douse fires
of acrimony arising out of a situation that is a direct result of both bilateral, multilateral and geopolitical contexts.
This context throws up several daunting challenges for Pakistan, which has
been struggling to disprove allegations of any direct institutional support to the
Afghan and Haqqani Taliban.
Firstly, key leaders of the former Northern Alliance never trusted Pakistan.
Inherently pro-India, the NA's armed wing Shoorai Nazar filled ranks of the entire
security apparatus ie police and the army in the post 9/11 formative years of the
Afghan National Defence and Security Forces (ANDSF). Most of them today
occupy key positions in the leadership ladder.
Secondly, a lot of former socialists - erstwhile associates of the Parcham and
Khalq factions of the Afghan National Democratic Party - also hold important
operational positions in the security and bureaucracy.
Thirdly, all of these key stakeholders continue to serve as the prism through
which both India and the United States look at Pakistan. In this context, the latest
NATO expression of continued support to Afghanistan amounts to a reiteration of
confidence in the capacity of the ANDSF. Despite all the negatives associated with
the three power centres dividing Kabul government ie Ghani, Dr Abdullah and
Hamid Karzai, leading NATO members such as the United States and the United
Kingdom seem to stand by President Ghani ie convergence of views on the role of
Afghanistan's neighbours.
Fourth, the Indian influence over the ANDSF and key ministries such as
Foreign, Interior and Trade, represents probably the biggest hurdle to the
resumption of formal dialogue between Kabul and Islamabad. It is sheer
geopolitics playing out in and through Afghanistan.
Nothing could better explain this geopolitical play-out than the two big terror
incidents that took nearly three dozen lives in Balochistan on a day when leaders
from 29 countries and international institutions had gathered for Belt and Road
Forum.
Fifth, and the most important one, is how much and at what pace is the
internal recalibration of the national security parameters is currently underway. Are
all stakeholders pursuing it in unison? If not, then surmounting these challenges
and turning them into an opportunity will remain a formidable task. This could also
strain Pakistan's strategic partner China, which primarily shuns confrontation in
favour of collaboration for peace and economic development.
О новой стратегии США в Афганистане
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Последующая стратегия США в Афганистане пока не определена.
Представитель Белого дома подтвердил это на брифинге для группы
иностранных журналистов в преддверии первой зарубежной поездки
президента США Дональда Трампа. Тот собирается в ближайшее время
посетить Саудовскую Аравию, Израиль и Ватикан, а затем принять участие в
саммите НАТО в Брюсселе и встрече лидеров западных держав на Сицилии.
На вопрос о том, будет ли Д.Трамп просить союзников по НАТО
поддержать планы своей администрации в отношении Афганистана, ведущий
брифинга ответил, что «стратегию по Афганистану президент пока не
утвердил». «Мы не едем в НАТО с каким-то конкретным запросом», —
добавил он. В целом, по мнению экспертов, Д.Трамп уже «ободрил»
партнеров США по НАТО по поводу своего отношения к альянсу. В пример
приводились его встречи с лидерами Германии, Великобритании, Италии.
При этом ведущий брифинга не преминул подчеркнуть, что глава
американской администрации «ждет большего» от союзников в плане
выполнения обязательств.
В этой связи необходимо сделать несколько выводов.
Первый и самый основной. Предыдущая тактика Вашингтона, которая
была оформлена и активно реализовывалась при прежней американской
администрации, в общем-то, зашла в тупик. Именно этим обстоятельством
объясняется необходимость выработки новой стратегии. Напомним вкратце,
в чем заключалась предыдущая. С подачи режима в Кабуле предполагалось
выйти на глобальное внутриафганское урегулирование со значительной
частью талибов с постепенной их инкорпорацией во власть и силовые
структуры Афганистана. Афганские партнеры сумели убедить Вашингтон в
том, что львиная доля талибов в самом Афганистане подконтрольна
руководителю военного крыла движения и близкому контакту Кабула
Кайюму, т.н. «Кветтская шура» «Талибана» расколота и только и ждет, как
войти в это соглашение с Кабулом; а пакистанцы практически полностью
потеряли контроль над «Талибаном», который на фоне объявления о смерти
харизматичного лидера движения муллы Омара (сами же афганцы и
запустили этот процесс, сделав факт смерти два года назад публичным, тем
самым заронив смятение в головы руководства талибов) стал быстро
фрагментироваться.
В этой связи необходимо отказаться от дальнейшего участия
Исламабада в вопросах афганского урегулирования, а постараться выйти на
тройственный формат — Кабул-Вашингтон и примирившиеся крыло
талибов. Несогласных с такой политикой талибов надо целевым образом
уничтожить, поскольку они представляют собой только небольшую кучку
недовольных будущими условиями раздела власти полевых командиров.
И американцы вдруг в это свято уверовали. И на то, в общем-то,
поначалу были основания, поскольку талибы действительно на фоне смерти
своего лидера стали фрагментироваться, началась борьба за власть в их
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верхушке, а пакистанцы, стали терять контроль над происходящими там
процессами, чему было ряд очевидных свидетельств.
При этом Белый дом откровенно после истории с Усамой бен Ладеном и
вообще всей афганской эпопеи США не доверял своим пакистанским
партнерам. К тому же на горизонте явственно замаячил альянс Исламабада с
Пекином и Тегераном, что Вашингтон категорически не устраивало. В этой
связи Б.Обама резко сократил объемы прямой финансовой помощи
Исламабаду, начались адресные ликвидации с беспилотников неугодных
полевых командиров талибов, а самому Исламабаду было отказано от
дальнейшего участия в формате внутриафганского урегулирования.
Каков итог этой глубоко «продуманной» тактики? Исламабад не без
труда, но смог восстановить под своим началом консолидацию значительной
части талибов, укрепить основной «наконечник копья» своего террора в
самом Афганистане в лице «сети Хаккани», укрепилась и приобрела характер
стратегического партнерства координация Пакистана с Ираном (поставки
иранского оружия талибам плюс их обучение в лагерях КСИР в Иране). При
этом отметим и такой беспрецедентный для Афганистана случай — на фоне
пкистано-иранского сближения образовался довольно устойчивый альянс
между значительной частью пуштунов с шиитами-хазарейцами.
В этой связи напомним известную фразу ликвидированного афганского
диктатора Х.Амина, который обещал «простить любого пуштуна, который
принесет мне голову хазарейца». Это мы к тому, что она вообще
характеризует взаимоотношения между пуштунами и хазарейцами во все
времена и при всех режимах. Ну и ко всему прочему, в Афганистане
образовалась «третья сила» в лице местного «Исламского государства» (ИГ,
запрещено в России), которым теперь пугают всех и вся. В реальности же мы
имеем дело с прокатарской фракцией «Талибана» под руководством бывшего
главы бюро по связи «Талибана» М.Агой. Афганские сторонники ИГ крепко
держат ряд районов и уездов на востоке Афганистана, но при этом не имеют
достаточного потенциала не только для броска на центральноазиатском
направлении (эту тему постоянно будируют в различного рода коллективных
органах ОДКБ, чем, видимо, оправдывают повышение размеров своего
бюджета), но и, собственно, на сам Кабул. Ну а смысл возникновения ИГ в
Афганистане — игнорирование роли Дохи в процессах внутриафганского
урегулирования со стороны американцев и представителей режима в Кабуле.
Вот примерно в такую реальность и пришла новая администрация, и что
теперь с этим делать, она по простодушному заявлению представителя
Белого дома не знает. Мнение об ошибочности игнорирования пакистанского
фактора созрело в том же Пентагоне еще в декабре прошлого года, если
судить по неофициальным оценкам ситуации в Афганистане ряда
высокопоставленных военных чинов. При этом их пугает альянс Ирана и
России с пропакистанской группой талибов.
Была проведена опосредованная (через афганцев) попытка зондажа
позиций сторон во время двух раундов афганской конференции в Москве. Но
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выпускать на этом треке Москву в качестве если не лидера, то одного из
ключевых игроков внутриафганского урегулирования американцы не хотят.
Кабул в свою очередь продолжает яростно сопротивляться каким-либо
договорным отношениям с Исламабадом. На прошлой неделе на слушаниях в
Конгрессе глава Разведывательного управления Министерства обороны
(РУМО) США генерал-лейтенант Винсент Стюарт заявил о необходимости
США и НАТО менять свою стратегию по стабилизации ситуации в
Афганистане. «Нам необходимо действовать совершенно иначе по
сравнению с тем, как мы вели себя раньше», — подчеркнул он. Если США и
НАТО не изменят свою стратегию, уверен генерал-лейтенант, то движение
«Талибан» добьется значительного прогресса на поле боя.
Ранее газета «Вашингтон пост» сообщила, что один из возможных
вариантов действий состоит в отправке в Афганистан, по крайней мере, 3
тыс. американских солдат и офицеров, и обращение к странам НАТО с
призывом направить в Афганистан контингент такой же численности.
Ссылаясь на слова представителя администрации, газета указала, что
президент США Дональд Трамп хочет «начать побеждать», и его
поддерживают в этом высокопоставленные деятели его администрации. Как
ожидается, окончательное решение по стратегии действий в Афганистане он
примет до саммита НАТО, который пройдет в Брюсселе 25 мая. Другими
словами, американская администрация под напором бравых военных решила
пойти по тому же пути, который она апробировала в Сирии и Ираке, а теперь
и в Афганистане — наращивание собственного боевого потенциала с целью
быстрейшего разгрома талибов. Но все это уже было и кончилось ничем.
Рискнем предсказать, что «партнеры по НАТО», а мы имеем в виду, прежде
всего, Берлин и Париж, на такие предложения отреагируют очень вяло.
Европейцы еле-еле сумели из Афганистана уйти не так давно, и повторять
прежние ошибки они точно не захотят. И основная интрига в данном случае
— какие откупные затребует за такую пассивность Д.Трамп, что совершенно
ничего не меняет в патовой для Вашингтона ситуации в Афганистане.
Пресс-служба Абдуллы Абдуллы: Нет доказательств сотрудничества
России и «Талибана»
«Все об Афганистане». 18.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/110245.html

КАБУЛ, 18 мая. До настоящего времени нет никаких доказательств того,
что Россия оказывает военную помощь движению «Талибан», заявил пресссекретарь главы исполнительной власти Афганистана Муджиб Рахман
Рахими.
Он подчеркнул, что российская сторона отрицает слухи о
сотрудничестве с талибами. Он также отметил, что у афганских властей нет
никаких данных о поддержке «Талибана» со стороны РФ.
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Кроме того, Рахими добавил, что любые контакты с вооруженной
оппозицией должны проходить при посредничестве правительства ИРА,
передает информационное агентство «Пажвок».
Напомним, что недавно по Афганистану прокатилась очередная волна
слухов о сотрудничестве между Москвой и талибами. Представители
повстанческого движения заявили, что не получают от России никакой
военной помощи.
Пакистан выразил протест по поводу задержания дипломатов в Кабуле
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9636-pakistan-vyrazil-protest-popovodu-zaderzhanija-diplomatov-v-kabule.html. 17.05.2017.

Пакистанские власти в среду вызвали посла Афганистана и подали
протест по поводу задержаний двух пакистанских дипломатов посольства в
Кабуле, сообщает министерство иностранных дел.
Пакистанские источники в Кабуле, на которых ссылались СМИ в
Исламабаде, сообщили, что два члена посольств были "насильно" взяты
афганскими силовиками, когда они шли за покупки. Оба были впоследствии
освобождены. "Заместитель главы афганской миссии был вызван в
министерство иностранных дел из-за протеста Пакистана по поводу
инцидента, в котором были задержаны два дипломатических чиновника в
Кабуле сегодня", говорит министерство иностранных дел в своем заявлении.
Афганскому дипломату было передано, что инцидент является явным
нарушением Венской конвенции о дипломатических сношениях и
противоречит духу братских отношений между двумя странами, говорится в
заявлении. "Было подчеркнуто, что подобные инциденты подрывают
конструктивное взаимодействие", отмечается в заявлении.
МИД призвал афганское правительство принять незамедлительные меры
по обеспечению безопасности и охраны пакистанского дипломатического
персонала и помещений, а также обеспечить меры по предотвращению таких
инцидентов в будущем.
Кабул теряет контроль над половиной страны
Николай
Плотников.
15/3_6987_kartblansh.html

НГ.

15.05.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/kartblansh/2017-05-

Пресс-секретарь движения «Талибан» (запрещено в России) Забихулла
Муджахид объявил о начале весеннего наступления в Афганистане –
«операции Мансури», получившей название в честь лидера талибов муллы
Ахтара Мансура, убитого в 2016 году ударом с американского беспилотника.
По утверждению Муджахида, она охватывает все 34 провинции
Афганистана. По его словам, основные объекты ударов – иностранные
оккупанты и их местные пособники, а конечная цель операции – начало
«институционного развития» в районах, контролируемых талибами, и
создание там «механизмов социальной справедливости и развития».
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Это заявление было сделано после череды нападений талибов на
правительственные войска и госучреждения в нескольких регионах страны.
Наиболее резонансным, с большим числом человеческих жертв стала атака
21 апреля на базу 209-го армейского корпуса афганской армии в МазариШарифе, административном центре провинции Балх. Ее атаковали всего
лишь 10 боевиков в форме солдат афганской армии. Итог бойни – 135
погибших и 65 раненых.
По утверждениям афганских источников, погибших не менее 256
человек. Это одни из самых больших разовых потерь армии. В отставку ушли
министр обороны Абдулла Хабиби, начальник Генштаба Кадам Шах Шахим.
Своей должности лишился командир корпуса Шахин Моманд Катавазай.
Спустя несколько дней была атакована база Чапман в провинции Хост,
используемая ЦРУ США и частными иностранными военными компаниями.
В результате подрыва при попытке въезда на базу заминированного
миниавтобуса погибли четверо афганских военнослужащих и шесть ранены.
Затем талибы захватили уезд Зебак северо-восточной провинции Бадахшан.
11 мая его удалось вернуть под контроль правительства.
В первых числах мая талибы предприняли наступление на Кундуз, центр
одноименной северной провинции. Бои продолжаются до сих пор. Сотни
семей вынуждены покинуть свои дома. Из девяти уездов этой провинции
четыре контролируют талибы. Всего они, согласно их заявлениям,
контролируют якобы не менее 48% районов страны.
По поступающей из Афганистана информации, тренировочные центры
талибов появились в северных провинциях страны, где их никогда не было, –
Фарьябе, Сари-Пуле, Самангане, Тахоре, Кундузе, Бадахшане. Как было
отмечено на VI Московской конференции по международной безопасности, в
Фарьябе и Сари-Пуле появились даже учебные центры, где проходят
подготовку женщины. Талибы и примкнувшие к ним боевики из числа
граждан стран Центральной Азии свободно перемещаются на севере
Афганистана. Одновременно ведется активная работа с молодыми
афганскими узбеками, таджиками и туркменами. Большое внимание
уделяется информационно-пропагандистской работе.
Активность талибов порождает опасения в том, что официальный Кабул
может потерять контроль над большинством районов страны. Дерзкими
нападениями лидеры «Талибана» стремятся достичь нескольких целей.
Прежде всего продемонстрировать выучку и мотивировку к борьбе своих
бойцов, деморализовать правительственную армию и правоохранительные
органы, показать населению, что военные и сотрудники полиции не в
состоянии не только проводить операции, а даже защитить себя.
За последними атаками стоит и попытка сохранения организационного
единства движения, сдерживание присоединения боевиков к мирному
процессу или переходу под знамена «Исламского государства» (ИГ,
запрещено в РФ). Примечательно то, что атака на базу в Мазари-Шарифе
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произошла вскоре после того, как около 200 талибов объявили о намерении
прекратить оказывать сопротивление властям в провинции Балх.
Руководство «Талибана» намерено усилить позиции на потенциальных
переговорах с правительством Афганистана. Возможно, расчет делается на
то, что эскалация атак заставит официальный Кабул пойти на прямые
переговоры с талибами на невыгодных для него условиях.
Резонансные нападения талибов – это и вызов конкурентам из ИГ. 8
марта его боевики атаковали госпиталь в Кабуле для высших военных чинов,
расположенный неподалеку от посольства США, убив 49 и ранив 76 человек.
Конкуренция между талибами и ИГ обостряется, нередко перерастая в
ожесточенные столкновения. По данным ООН, общая численность боевиков
ИГ в Афганистане насчитывает от 2 тыс. до 3,5 тыс. человек. Большинство из
них не афганцы, а иностранцы, в том числе из стран Центральной Азии,
приобретшие боевой опыт в Сирии и Ираке.
Официально миссия НАТО в Афганистане завершилась в 2014 году.
Сейчас там осталось 8,4 тыс. американских и 6 тыс. военнослужащих из
других стран. Официально они обучают афганских военных. Еще 29 тыс.
частных подрядчиков Пентагона используются в качестве персонала службы
безопасности и выполняют различные вспомогательные миссии. 25 мая на
саммите НАТО будет обсуждаться вопрос о направлении в Афганистан
дополнительного контингента войск. Как заявил генсек альянса Йенс
Столтенберг, это не означает возврата к участию в боевых действиях. В
случае принятия положительного решения они будут оказывать помощь в
обучении афганской армии и консультировать командиров по организации
боевых действий. По сообщениям американских СМИ, Вашингтон
рассматривает вопрос о направлении до 5 тыс. своих военнослужащих,
включая силы специальных операций.
Большинство западных специалистов считает, что направление
дополнительного контингента войск в Афганистан не решит проблему.
Остановить насилие в стране могут только сами афганцы. Никакая третья
сила за них не способна это сделать. Для того чтобы процесс мирного
урегулирования начался, все противоборствующие группировки должны
научиться слышать и слушать друг друга и быть готовы идти на широкие
взаимные уступки.
Чем обусловлено сотрудничество России и Пакистана? (В Афганистане)
Сеть новостных блогов MixedNews. http://mixednews.ru/archives/118902. 12.05.2017.

Министр обороны Пакистана Хавайя Азиф 27 апреля встретился со
своим российским коллегой Сергеем Шойгу в Москве. В ходе встречи Азиф
призвал Россию возглавить процесс стабилизации Афганистана. Азиф
неоднократно напомнил Шойгу о том, что создание эффективной
контртеррористической стратегии в Афганистане может быть достигнуто
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лишь в результате обсуждения, на котором будут присутствовать все
участники конфликта.
Несмотря на то, что отношения Москвы и Исламабада отличаются
исторически сложившимся недоверием, Пакистан поддерживает всѐ более
активные действия России в Афганистане по двум причинам. Во-первых,
пакистанские политики одобряют желание России сотрудничать с
Талибаном. Во-вторых, Россия, в отличие от США, не пытается сдержать
влияние Пакистана на Афганистан, и при этом ведѐт дипломатический
диалог с Пакистаном, учитывая взгляды Исламабада на стабилизацию
Афганистана.
Почему Пакистан и Россия расширяют возможности Талибана
Пакистан сменил индифферентное отношение к действиям России в
Афганистане на активную их поддержку, и это обусловлено установлением
дипломатических связей между Россией и Талибаном. С 2015 года Россия
сотрудничает с Талибаном с целью ослабить позиции ИГИЛ в Афганистане и
помешать долгосрочному военному присутствию США в стране.
Правительство Пакистана поддерживает связь России и Талибана:
советник премьер-министра Пакистана по внешней политике Тарик Фатеми 9
апреля заявил, что Москва успешно использует своѐ влияние на Талибан с
целью обеспечить его участие в мирных переговорах о судьбе Афганистана.
Пакистан поддерживает сотрудничество России и Талибана по двум
причинам. Во-первых, политики Пакистана и России пришли к выводу о том,
что геополитическое влияние на Афганистан можно максимизировать,
усилив
Талибан.
Пакистан
поддерживает
Талибан
с
целью
дестабилизировать Афганистан, так как в Исламабаде опасаются, что
стабильность в Афганистане позволит ему стать стратегическим партнѐром
Индии, а многие пакистанские политики видят в этом потенциальную угрозу
безопасности. Государственные деятели Пакистана считают премьерминистра
Индии
Нарендру
Моди
оппортунистом,
ведущим
антипакистанскую внешнюю политику.
Несмотря на то, что Россия поддерживает с Индией хорошие
отношения, по мнению многих аналитиков в регионе, Россия разделяет
намерение Пакистана дестабилизировать Афганистан. Индийский профессор
Брахма Челлани недавно заявил, что Россия сотрудничает с Талибаном,
чтобы увеличить давление на войска США в Афганистане и отплатить
Америке за еѐ поддержку суннитов в Сирии.
Во-вторых, Россия и Пакистан поддерживают Талибан, так как он
препятствует вторжению ИГИЛ в Афганистан. После теракта в городе
Сехван-Шариф 17 февраля Пакистан усилил внутреннюю борьбу со
сторонниками ИГИЛ, а опасения по поводу проникновения боевиков ИГИЛ в
Пакистан со стороны Афганистана возросли. Талибан в конце 2015 года
создал элитные подразделения для борьбы с ИГИЛ, а Пакистан оказывал
материальную и дипломатическую поддержку Талибану в обретении
контроля над территориями Афганистана.
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Несмотря на то, что угроза со стороны ИГИЛ Северному Кавказу и
Центральной Азии неочевидна, Россия с большим вниманием стала
относиться к потенциальной опасности, которую представляет ИГИЛ для
этих регионов и страны в целом. Появление в декабре 2016 года информации
о сотрудничестве России и Талибана привело к тесному взаимодействию
России и Пакистана по вопросам, касающимся Афганистана. Это
сотрудничество может сказаться на дальнейшей судьбе Афганистана, так как
Талибан контролирует наибольшее количество территорий с 2001 года.
Дипломатическое и военное сотрудничество России и Пакистана в
Афганистане
Пакистанские политики выступают не только за поддержку Талибана, но
и разделяют желание России сообща найти выход из кризиса в Афганистане.
В марте 2017 года Пакистан заявил о решении присоединиться к московской
конференции с участием 12 сторон, посвящѐнной Афганистану, и одобрил
инициативу России призвать враждующие организации к переговорам.
Несмотря на то, что Пакистан продолжает получать военную помощь от
США, многие пакистанские военные поддержали Россию в решении
исключить США с посвящѐнных Афганистану мирных переговоров.
Возможно, это объясняется недовольством силовиков Пакистана тем, что
Вашингтон не консультируется с Пакистаном и Китаем по вопросам
стабилизации Афганистана.
Высокопоставленный пакистанский военный заявил изданию Telegraph,
что если усилия США по улучшению политической ситуации в Афганистане
не увенчаются успехом, Исламабад поддержит Россию при проведении
подобных сирийским контртеррористических операций. Дональд Трамп
публично раскритиковал действия Пакистана по дестабилизации
Афганистана, а многие пакистанские политики уверены в том, что
российское военное вмешательство в Афганистан увеличит влияние
Исламабада на политический курс страны.
Кремль подпитывает эти надежды, в официальных заявлениях отзываясь
о Пакистане как о партнѐре в борьбе с терроризмом и усиливая двустороннее
военное сотрудничество с Пакистаном. Российская военная делегация и
высокопоставленные пакистанские военные 30 марта нанесли исторический
визит, в ходе которого посетили границу Пакистана и Афганистана в
Северном и Южном Вазиристане, где идѐт конфликт.
После визита военные СМИ Пакистана объявили, что российская
делегация положительно отозвалась об усилиях Пакистана по прекращению
насилия на границе с Афганистаном. Прошедшие в 2016 году совместные
военные учения Пакистана и России также указывают на то, что Москва
относится к Исламабаду как к эффективному военному партнѐру и обратится
к нему за помощью в случае военного вмешательства в Афганистан.
Россия также добилась доверия Пакистана, активно привлекая Китай к
разрешению афганского кризиса. О том, насколько важно для Пакистана
сотрудничество России и Китая, свидетельствуют слова бывшего посла
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Пакистана в России Халида Хаттака, который заявил, что улучшение
пакистано-российских отношений стало прямым следствием китайскороссийского сотрудничества по вопросам будущего Афганистана.
Даже несмотря на то, что у России и Пакистана свои причины для
сотрудничества в Афганистане, всѐ более активная поддержка Исламабадом
российского вмешательства в Афганистан может в долгосрочной
перспективе повлиять на политический курс страны. Россия ещѐ не проявила
заинтересованность в военном вмешательстве, однако установление
сотрудничества Исламабада и Москвы – это вызов для американских
политиков, которые стремятся единолично определить будущий
политический курс Афганистана.
Воздушно-грузовое сообщение между Афганистаном и Индией будет
налажено в течение двух месяцев
«Все об Афганистане». 5.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/109837.html

КАБУЛ, 5 мая. Воздушно-грузовое сообщение Афганистана и Индии
начнѐтся в течение ближайших двух месяцев, заявил пресс-секретарь
министерства торговли и промышленности Афганистана.
Речь идѐт о маршрутах Кабул-Дели и Кандагар-Амритсар.
Представители министерства, а также Торгово-промышленной палаты
Афганистана (ТППА) надеются, что это поможет смягчить тяжѐлую
ситуацию с экспортом афганской сельхозпродукции, возникшую из-за
перекрытия Пакистаном границы, накануне сезона активного экспорта,
сообщают афганские СМИ.
Замминистра торговли и промышленности Мохаммад Курбан Хакджо
уже сообщил, что в случае закрытия наземных маршрутов афганским
бизнесменам будет предоставлена возможность экспорта товаров воздушным
путѐм с сохранением стоимости транспорта и налогов.
Напомним, что данная инициатива явилась результатом соглашения,
достигнутого во время конференции «Сердце Азии» в 2016 году. После того,
как в 2017 году Пакистан внезапно закрыл все пункты экспорта афганской
продукции, в частности, порт Карачи, проблема экспорта скоропортящихся
овощей и фруктов из Афганистана заставила афганское правительство
срочно искать новые торгово-транзитные маршруты.
Новый удар по пакистано-афганским отношения (стрельба с афганской
территории на переходе Чаман).
Fresh dent on Pak-Afghan ties
Tahir Khan. Daily Times. 6.05.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/06-May-17/freshdent-on-pak-afghan-ties

ISLAMABAD: Afghan forces' firing that claimed the lives of nine Pakistani
civilians and injured nearly 40 others on Friday could badly hurt Islamabad's fresh
efforts to bridge the trust deficit.
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This was one of the highest civilian casualty figures in Pakistan caused by
Afghan forces in recent years that would have negative impact on the already tense
relationship.
The visits of three high powered visits of the Pakistani military, intelligence
and senior parliamentarians to Kabul in just a week had raised high hopes for both
the uneasy neighbours to bury the hatchet.
Pakistanis were expecting Afghan leaders' visit to reciprocate the goodwill
gesture by Pakistani political and military leaders. Pakistani leaders would be upset
at reports pouring in from Kabul that President Ashraf Ghani had rejected the
invitation to visit Islamabad.
Many in Pakistan are surprised as to how the Afghan leaders can claim that
Pakistan's intelligence chief has extended the invitation to a country's president, as
it is not the job of the intelligence officials to deliver invitations to heads of state.
If Pakistan wants to deliver an invitation to the Afghan president, it will be
sent through a diplomatic channel and through an ambassador or ministers.
It would also be considered unhealthy on part of the Afghan officials to share
details of the discussions during the closed-door meetings. It would also be thought
unfair to feed the media only one side of the story. It is also unfortunate that the
Pakistani military media wing has also adopted its traditional policy to keep quite
on such important visits.
The ISPR just issued a brief statement on the visit of the military delegation
but avoided any statement about the visit of the ISI chief's trip despite a lot of
speculations in Kabul. The ISPR has not even spoken if the visit has taken place.
Pakistani security officials should also speak, especially when officials of the other
country share one-sided information with selective media.
In spite of Mr Ghani's reported refusal to visit Islamabad unless Pakistan
takes practical actions on Kabul's demands, there are positive indications that
Afghan Chief Executive Dr Abdullah Abdullah is most likely to visit Islamabad
very soon. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's invitation to Dr Abdullah's is long due
and he postponed his visit in April last year after a massive blast killed dozens in
Kabul.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq and other lawmakers showed
political sagacity to give a very positive aspect of the visit to Kabul. The 15member parliamentary delegation consisted of top political leaders like Mehmood
Khan Achakzai, Aftab Sherpao, Ghulam Bilour, Raja Zafarul Haq, Hasil Bizenjo
and Naveed Qamar, but Afghanistan sent a junior Foreign Ministry's protocol
officer to receive the Pakistani delegation at Hamid Karzai International Airport.
Everyone in Pakistan and Afghanistan will consider it an un-diplomatic
gesture by Kabul. A member of the delegation told this writer that the Pakistani
lawmakers were astonished when they did not find even a single Afghan MP at the
airport. It was sad that the Pakistani delegation paid the visit on the invitation of
President Ghani. Kabul's envoy in Islamabad, Omar Zakhilwal, who was in Kabul
at that time, also did not turn up to receive the Pakistani political leaders, although
he had played an important role in making the trip possible.
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Afghan leaders will realise that Pakistan has taken the lead to resume bilateral
visits and it is now Kabul's turn to come forward and both sit face-to-face to
address to each other's concerns. Cross-border shelling will not solve problems but
could further complicate the situation.
As Pakistan and Afghanistan face terrorism and other security challenges,
both countries will have to boost cooperation to deal with common challenges. It
will be unfair to shift the blame only to Afghanistan, but Pakistani policymakers
should also review their policies and see what is wrong on their part. Pakistan can
no more afford insecure borders with India, Iran and Afghanistan. PM Nawaz
Sharif should also recall his pledges that good neighbourly relations will be one of
the key points of his foreign policy. Has he achieved this goal in four years?
Столкновение с Пакистаном на переходе Чаман, на границе с
Афганистаном
Civilian killed, 17 injured in firing from Afghan side in Chaman
Hafizullah Sheerani. Dawn. May 05, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331245/civiliankilled-17-injured-in-firing-from-afghan-side-in-chaman

At least one civilian was killed and 17 others were injured in cross-border
shelling and firing from the Afghan side in Balochistan's Chaman area early
Friday, police said.
Security forces said Pakistani border forces retaliated to Afghan light and
heavy weapons firing on Pakistani checkposts in Kali Luqman and Kali Jahangir
areas of Chaman. The exchange of fire is still ongoing, area sources said.
During the cross-border "attack", mortar shells fired from the Afghan side hit
houses in a village of Kali Luqman, leaving one person dead and 17 others injured,
Station House Officer (SHO) Chaman Maqsood said. At least three children are
among the injured.
He said the injured were shifted to the Civil Hospital Chaman, where an
emergency has been imposed. Four of the injured are said to be in critical
condition.
The slain man has been identified as 17-year-old Mohammad Ashraf.
As a result of the firing, the Friendship Gate at the Chaman border crossing
was sealed for all kinds of transportation.
Pakistan had closed its borders with Afghanistan at Chaman and Torkham on
Feb 18 after a series of terrorist attacks in the country killed over 100 people.
Militants having sanctuaries in Afghanistan were blamed for the attacks.
After over a month of closure, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had ordered the
reopening of the borders as a goodwill gesture.
Взрыв на дороге в Кабуле - машины НАТО: 8 убиты, ответственность на
Исламском гос-ве.
8 dead as IS bomb hits Nato convoy in Kabul
The Nation. May 04, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/04-May-2017/8-dead-as-is-bombhits-nato-convoy-in-kabul
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KABUL - A powerful blast targeting an armoured NATO convoy in Kabul
killed at least eight people and wounded 28 Wednesday, including three coalition
troops, officials said in an attack claimed by the Islamic State group.
The explosion, which came during morning rush hour on a busy road near the
US embassy and NATO headquarters, killed "mostly" civilians, an interior
ministry spokesman told AFP without giving a breakdown.
Three coalition service members received "non-life threatening wounds" but
are in stable condition, a spokesman for US Forces-Afghanistan said, without
confirming their nationalities.
The attack, claimed by IS via its Amaq propaganda agency, comes three
weeks after the US dropped its largest non-nuclear bomb on the jihadist group's
hideouts in eastern Afghanistan, triggering global shockwaves.
Monday's blast also comes days after the Taliban launched their "spring
offensive", heralding a surge in fighting as the US seeks to craft a new Afghan
strategy and NATO mulls boosting troop levels to break the "stalemate" against the
resurgent militants.
The attack, which IS said was a suicide car bomb and NATO said was an
improvised explosive device (IED), damaged two of the convoy's heavily
armoured vehicles and left a small crater in the road.
MRAP (Mine Resistant Ambush Protected) vehicles, which are designed to
withstand large explosions, are routinely used by international forces moving
around Kabul.
At least three civilian cars were also damaged, with one ablaze, while
windows were shattered up to several hundred metres away. Firefighters and
ambulances rushed stunned survivors to hospital as President Ashraf Ghani
slammed the blast as a "criminal act".
NATO commander in Afghanistan General John Nicholson has said the US
decision to drop the GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air Blast in Nangarhar province
last month was a "very clear message" to IS: "If they come to Afghanistan they
will be destroyed".
Some observers have condemned the move against a group that is not
considered as big a threat to Afghanistan as the Taliban. Others suggested it would
boost the Taliban, who have been in a turf war with IS in Nangarhar.
The weapon, dubbed the "Mother of All Bombs", killed at least 95 jihadists,
according to the Afghan defence ministry, but fighting in the area has continued.
Last week, two US troops were killed in an operation against IS near where
the bomb was dropped. The Pentagon has said it is investigating if they were killed
by friendly fire.
Pentagon chief Jim Mattis warned of "another tough year" for both foreign
troops and local forces in Afghanistan when he visited Kabul last month, though he
would not be drawn on calls by Nicholson for a "few thousand" more troops
against the Taliban insurgents.
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But NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg told a German newspaper Sunday that the
28-nation alliance was considering boosting its troop strength once more given the
"challenging" security situation.
The US has around 8,400 troops in the country with about another 5,000 from
NATO allies. Most are taking part in NATO's train, assist and advise mission,
though some are also carrying out counter-terror missions targeting IS and AlQaeda.
First emerging in 2015, IS's local affiliate in Afghanistan overran large parts
of Nangarhar and Kunar provinces, near the Pakistan border, but their part in the
Afghan conflict had been largely overshadowed by the operations against the
Taliban.
Captain Bill Salvin, spokesman for US Forces-Afghanistan, said the local IS
presence peaked at between 2,500 to 3,000 but that defections and recent
battlefield losses had reduced their number to a maximum of 800.
"We have a very good chance of destroying them in 2017," Salvin told AFP
recently.
Embattled Afghan forces meanwhile have been straining to beat back the
Taliban insurgents since US-led NATO troops ended their combat mission in
December 2014.
A report by US watchdog SIGAR said they suffered "shockingly high"
casualties in the first three months of 2017.
Afghan analyst Ahmad Muradi told AFP Wednesday that whether attacks are
carried out by IS or the Taliban, "the result is the same: it makes the government
and its international supporters tired, and security forces too stretched out, fighting
several enemies on several fronts at the same time".
With more than one third of Afghanistan outside of government control,
civilians continue to bear the heaviest brunt of the fighting, with thousands killed
and wounded each year and children paying an increasingly disproportionate price,
according to UN figures.
Президент Афганистана отклонил приглашение посетить Пакистан
«ТАСС». 4.05.2017. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4230974

ИСЛАМАБАД, 4 мая. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Президент
Афганистана Ашраф Гани отклонил в среду приглашение посетить с визитом
Пакистан.
"Я не поеду в Пакистан, пока Исламабад не передаст нам исполнителей
терактов в Мазари-Шарифе, Американском университете Кабула и
Кандагаре", - приводит слова Гани афганский телеканал "Джио ньюс" (Geo
News). В ходе встречи в Кабуле с одной из пакистанских делегаций глава
Афганистана вновь потребовал от пакистанской стороны "конкретных мер
против сохраняющегося присутствия на ее территории боевиков движения
"Талибан" (запрещена в РФ).
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Каких-либо комментариев со стороны гражданского руководства и
военного командования Пакистана пока не последовало. Исламабад также
обвиняет Афганистан в том, что именно с его территории готовились и
осуществлялись недавние резонансные террористические атаки в Пакистане.
Прежде всего, речь идет о произошедшем 16 февраля теракте в суфийской
мечети в городе Сехван провинции Синд, жертвами которого стали по
меньшей мере 88 человека, свыше 300 получили ранения. Ответственность за
него взяла на себя группировка "Джамаат-уль-Ахрар".
Президент Афганистана отклонил приглашение приехать в Пакистан
Ghani rejects invitation to visit Pakistan
The Nation. May 04, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/04-May-2017/ghani-rejectsinvitation-to-visit-pakistan

KABUL - Afghan President Ashraf Ghani has rejected Pakistan‘s offer to
visit the country, deputy spokesperson Dawa Khan Mina Pal told BBC on
Wednesday.
―I will not visit Pakistan until the perpetrators behind the attacks on
Kandahar, Mazar-e-Sharif, and American University in Kabul are handed over to
Afghanistan, and action is taken against Afghan Taliban in Pakistan,‖ the Afghan
president was quoted as saying by the deputy spokesman.
Officials told BBC that the Afghan leader had provided documentary
evidences regarding probe into recent terrorist attacks to the Pakistani side,
insisting the responsible be handed over to Afghanistan.
Ghani‘s denial comes a day after Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) chief Lt
Gen Naveed Mukhtar visited Kabul for talks on security issues.
Also, the visit of a high-powered 15-member delegation of Pakistani
parliamentarians to Kabul on April 29-30 was also a significant move as
lawmakers had detailed discussions with President Ghani, Chief Executive Dr
Abdullah Abdullah and former president Hamid Karzai.
On April 27, senior Pakistani military officials travelled to Kabul on the
directive of Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa to convey sympathies to Afghan
officials over the human losses in Taliban attack on a major army base in Mazar-eSharif. Both sides used the opportunity to touch upon security issues, including
effective border management, as lack of border coordination is one of the key
irritants in bilateral relationship.
There was no official response to Ghani‘s rejection from Pakistan‘s Foreign
Office or military authorities.
Observers are viewing the Afghan president‘s attitude as inflexible. ―If this
claim of Afghan officials is true, it means Afghanistan lacks desire to improve
bilateral ties,‖ senior defence analyst Raheemullah Yousafzai said while talking to
BBC.
―If [the] Afghan president accuses the neighbouring country of providing safe
havens to Haqqani and other militant networks inside its terroritory, Pakistan
complains of the same - that Afghanistan shelters Pakistan Taliban,‖ he added.
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Yousafzai was of the view that Pakistan will keep trying for improving the
relations between two Muslim neighbouring nations.
Объѐм нелегального производства опиума в Афганистане за год возрос
на 10%
«Все об Афганистане». 2.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/109744.html

КАБУЛ, 2 мая. За прошедший год уровень подпольного производства
опиума в Афганистане возрос на 10%, сообщается в недавно опубликованном
отчѐте Специального генерального инспектора США по восстановлению
Афганистана (SIGAR).
SIGAR: Потери афганских сил за первый квартал достигли
беспрецедентного уровня
В докладе отмечается, что общая площадь посевов опиума в 2016 году
достигла 201 тысячи гектаров. При фактическом увеличении объѐма
наркопроизводства на 10% уровень потенциального производства опиума
возрос на 43%.
Тем не менее, в целом усилия по противодействию наркоугрозе были
оценены в отчѐте как непродуктивные. В ходе проведѐнных в 2016 году
операций удалось ликвидировать всего 355 га наркопосевов – на 91%
меньше, чем за 2015 год.
Отчѐт SIGAR связывает низкую результативность антинаркотических
операций в Афганистане с ухудшением ситуации с безопасностью, а также
недостатком «политической воли» и неэффективной работой руководства
Министерства ИРА по борьбе с наркотиками.
В документе отмечается, что в период с 2002 по март 2017 года США
потратили 8,5 миллиарда долларов на усилия по искоренению афганской
наркотической угрозы, но так и не справились с поставленной задачей –
Афганистан по-прежнему остаѐтся крупнейшим в мире производителем
опиума.
Из текста отчѐта следует, что в текущем году SIGAR собирается
представить новой администрации президента США предложения по
пересмотру антинаркотической политики на афганском направлении с
учѐтом допущенных в прошлом ошибок.
Азиатский банк развития
инфраструктуру Афганистана

инвестирует

300

млн.

долларов

в

«Все об Афганистане». 2.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/109757.html

КАБУЛ, 2 мая. Азиатский банк развития инвестирует 300 млн. долларов
в инфраструктурные проекты в Афганистане.
Средства будут, в частности, потрачены на строительство солнечной
электростанции в Нангархаре и ремонт ряда автотрасс. Как заявил глава
афганского филиала банка Томас Панелла, электростанция стоимостью 50
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млн. долларов сможет вырабатывать до 100 МВт электроэнергии. Также
будет построена ЛЭП для распределения электричества между
потребителями, приводит его слова афганский телеканал «Толо».
После строительства электростанции сложности восточных провинций
Афганистана с электроснабжением снизятся, уверен замминистра энергетики
и водоснабжения ИРА Аманулла Галиб. Напомним, что на саммите в
Брюсселе АБР согласился предоставить Афганистану 878 млн. долларов до
2020 года.
США утверждают, что в Афганистане убит лидер Исламского гос-ва.
Islamic State Afghanistan leader likely killed: Pentagon
The Express Tribune. April 29, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1396664/afghanistan-leaderlikely-killed-pentagon/

WASHINGTON: US and Afghan troops likely killed the leader of the
Islamic State group‘s Afghanistan affiliate in a raid this week, the Pentagon said
Friday.
US officials also said they have opened a probe into whether two US Army
Rangers killed in the assault had been struck by friendly fire. The raid, which
occurred overnight Wednesday-Thursday in Nangarhar province, targeted Abdul
Hasib, whom the Pentagon called the IS leader in Afghanistan.
Risk of deeper involvement as US weighs its options in Afghanistan
―The thought is we got him, but we are not certain,‖ Pentagon spokesman
Captain Jeff Davis said.
Davis said about 50 US special forces and 40 Afghan commandos had been
choppered in to the Mohmand Valley late Wednesday near the compound used by
Hasib. His group is affiliated with IS in Iraq and Syria, and the US military calls it
Islamic State-Khorasan, or ISIS-K.
The troops‘ arrival was met with immediate and ferocious opposition, and
early on the two Rangers, sergeants Joshua Rodgers and Cameron Thomas, were
shot and killed.
―We are investigating the circumstances of the combat deaths of the two
Army Rangers in the beginning of what was an intense three-hour firefight,‖ Davis
said.
―It is possible the Rangers were struck by friendly fire.‖
A formal probe was underway to determine whether the bullets came from
US, Afghan or militant gunfire. One other US commando was wounded in the raid.
―Within a few minutes of landing, our combined force came under intense fire
from multiple directions and well-prepared fighting positions,‖ US ForcesAfghanistan said in a statement.
―Nevertheless, our forces successfully closed on the enemy, killed several
high-level ISIS-K leaders and upwards of 35 fighters.‖
US-Forces Afghanistan said that if confirmed, the death of the Hasib and his
associates would ―significantly degrade ISIS-K operations in Afghanistan and help
reach our goal of destroying them in 2017.‖
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The compound was located near the tunnel complex where the US military on
April 13 unleashed the ―Mother Of All Bombs‖ — a GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance
Air Blast device that the Pentagon said was the biggest non-nuclear weapon it had
ever used in combat.
Friendly fire may have killed US troops in Afghanistan, says Pentagon
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis paid tribute to the two dead Rangers. ―Fighting
alongside their Afghan partners, Josh and Cameron proved themselves willing to
go into danger and impose a brutal cost on enemies in their path,‖ Mattis said in a
statement.
―Our nation owes them an irredeemable debt, and we give our deepest
condolences to their families.‖
The Pentagon estimates about 1,000 IS fighters remain in Afghanistan. The
militants established a foothold there in early 2015 and their numbers now are
about half what they were at their peak, the Pentagon says.
Визит министра обороны США Дж.Мэттиса в Афганистан на фоне
информации о «российской угрозе»
Карпов Д.А. 25 апреля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34294

Министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис прибыл 24 апреля с.г. с
необъявленным визитом в Афганистан. Об этом сообщило агентство Рейтер.
Дж.Мэттис в ходе своего визита намерен встретиться с американскими
военными и должностными лицами страны.
Ранее телеканал «Толо-ньюс» сообщил, что министр обороны
Афганистана Абдулла Хан Хабиби и начальник Генштаба Кадам Шах Шахим
ушли в отставку после нападения боевиков радикального движения
«Талибан» на воинскую часть в провинции Балх. Экстремисты совершили
нападение на мечеть на территории воинской части во время пятничной
молитвы. Министерство обороны Афганистана сообщило, что атаковавшие
прибыли на двух армейских внедорожниках и были одеты в военную форму.
По данным агентства Франс Пресс, в результате атаки 150 афганских
военнослужащих погибли, десятки получили ранения.
Это очень «неплохой» фон для визита министра обороны США,
особенно если учесть, что и встречаться ему теперь со стороны афганских
коллег просто не с кем. Совпадение или нет, но похоже, что «неожиданный
визит» американского министра не был большой неожиданностью для
талибов, и они сумели послать ему очень внятный сигнал, о том, что
движение все еще живо, и более того — сохраняет свой боевой потенциал.
В действительности, отставка армейского командования Афганистана
мало что меняет по факту, но в данном случае просто надо констатировать
уход двух основных партнеров американских военных в рамках нагнетания
ими очередного пропагандистского «пузыря» в отношении усиления
российского влияния в Афганистане. Эта новая концепция строится, прежде
всего, «на фактах» резкой интенсификации контактов Москвы с
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руководством движения «Талибан». Согласно недавнему заявлению спикера
«международной коалиции» НАТО в Афганистане капитана В.Салвина
«альянс знает, что действия России в Афганистане означают подрыв усилий
США и НАТО по поддержке афганского правительства».
Еще один начальник из Пентагона адмирал Дж.Войтел считает, что
Россия поддерживает талибов «с целью укрепления своего влияния в
регионе» (интересно, а для чего США поддерживают нынешний режим в
Кабуле? Видимо, исключительно из альтруизма.). Командующий НАТО
генерал К.Скапаротти уверенно утверждает, что «НАТО имеет
доказательства и улики об участии и даже поддержки русскими талибов».
Что имеется в виду? Прежде всего, отметим, что эти «доказательства»
имеют характер слухов и неподтвержденных данных, которые исходят,
прежде всего, от афганских чиновников и военных, которые утверждают, что
«русские интенсифицировали финансовую и логистическую поддержку
талибам». Афганская разведка утверждает, что «российские агенты
снабжают талибов стратегическими советами, деньгами и оружием, в том
числе устаревшими ПЗРК». По тем же утверждениям, «агенты российских
спецслужб проводят встречи с эмиссарами талибов не только в
Таджикистане и Москве, но и на территории провинции Кундуз. Российские
специалисты принимают участие и в подготовке талибов на территории
Ирана в стратегическом аспекте».
Что под последним подразумевается, непонятно. Видимо, речь идет о
том, что Москва диктует линию поведения талибам в среднесрочной и
долгосрочной перспективе. При этом опровержения российских
представителей, включая президента России В.В.Путина, в расчет
американцами не берутся. Аналитики Пентагона подготовили для Белого
дома специальный доклад, в котором утверждается, что «Афганистан
становится зоной американо-российского противостояния, и Россия
наращивает свои усилия на этом направлении в тактическом и
стратегическом плане».
С особой тревогой отмечается стремление Москвы повысить уровень
российско-таджикских контактов по укреплению силовых заслонов на
границе Таджикистана и Афганистана, в том числе в рамках ОДКБ. При этом
американские военные делают вывод о том, что в случае необходимости
Москва может очень быстро расширить число своих военных баз в
Таджикистане
и сформировать «силы
быстрого
реагирования».
Одновременно с этим идет наращивание политико-дипломатических усилий
в форматах созыва конференций в Москве по внутриафганскому
урегулированию с участием КНР, Афганистана, Пакистана, и республик
Центральной Азии, кроме Туркменистана. То есть, по оценке США, Москва
«перетягивает на себя одеяло» основного посредника во внтриафганском
урегулировании, в том числе и в рамках возможного диалога между Кабулом
и талибами.
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Вот, пожалуй, последнее волнует американских военных более всего,
поскольку это будет означать новую дипломатическую победу Москвы.
Информация про оружие, российских советников стратегического пошиба, и
т.п. в данном случае только нужный информационный фон. Для чего это всѐ?
Надо учесть, что американцы, а тем более военные, никогда не выпускают
такие информационные «пули» ради просто «красного словца». Просто в
Вашингтоне сейчас идет своеобразная борьба: военные упорно склоняют
президента Д.Трампа к необходимости серьезного наращивания воинского
контингента США в Афганистане. Цель — ослабление талибов до
максимальной степени и создание тем самым оптимальных условий для
начала переговоров. Плюс ко всему учитывается и крайне низкая
боеспособность афганской армии. По оценкам американцев, в результате
начала через несколько дней нового «весеннего наступления», талибы могут
взять под свой контроль до половины территории, включая крупные города.
Действительно, в реальности уже сейчас порядка 40 процентов
территории страны находится под полным или неформальном контролем
талибов. Пентагон опять же в своих доводах активно использует и тему
иранской экспансии (что есть, то есть — и оружие у талибов иранское, а не
российское. Но в данном случае американцам надо говорить о пакистаноиранском альянсе в первую очередь), и присутствие сторонников
«Исламского государства» (простодушный министр иностранных дел
Афганистана, не уловив момент, на днях назвал эту угрозу
«незначительной»), и, естественно, «российская угроза». Нынешний визит
министра обороны США надо рассматривать как заключительный аккорд
всей этой кампании, после чего «с места событий» он должен
сформулировать для Д.Трампа «убийственные аргументы», которые бы
оправдывали необходимость наращивания прямого американского военного
присутствия в Афганистане.
Всемирный банк рассматривает вопрос о финансировании сооружения
дороги Пешавар-Кабул
World Bank to help build Peshawar-Kabul highway
ANWAR IQBAL. Dawn, April 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1328851/worldbank-to-help-build-peshawar-kabul-highway

WASHINGTON: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has urged the World Bank to
finance a major project in the Pak-Afghan region, which could greatly enhance
intra-regional trade.
The project — Peshawar-Kabul highway — would not only link Peshawar
with the Afghan capital but would also be a major commercial link between the
South and Central Asian regions.
The finance minister discussed this and other projects with senior officials of
the World Bank group in Washington last week on the sidelines of the group‘s
spring meetings.
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Dar says private sector can select CPEC projects of its choice
The Pakistan Embassy, which released the details of these meetings, said the
World Bank had agreed in principle to finance the Peshawar-Kabul highway
project. Mr Dar also asked the World Bank to consider leading a consortium to
finance the Diamer-Bhasha dam project.
In his talks with officials of the World Bank group, the minister underlined
the structural changes the government had introduced to encourage sustainable
economic development in the country. He pointed out that the changes enabled the
country‘s stock market to become one of the top five stock markets in the world.
The government was also trying to strengthen the role of the private sector in
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, giving it an opportunity to select projects of its
choice, he added.
CPEC focuses heavily on the energy sector. So far projects worth $34 billion
have gone to this sector. Projects for around 25,000MW have been identified and
are at different stages of implementation. Out of this, 10,000MW will be added to
the system by March 2018.
Mr Dar claimed that because of these measures there had been no
loadshedding in the industrial sector for three years and the government hoped to
completely end loadshedding by early 2018.
The minister also discussed with the World Bank officials the government‘s
master plan for the energy sector which, he claimed, would give the economy the
much-needed jump-start by taking care of the future demands.
For an inclusive and sustainable high growth, the government is also reaching
out to the poorer segments of society by extending microfinance facilities to them.
This includes tripling the allocation for the Benazir Income Support Programme,
which has increased the number of beneficiaries to 5.4 million.
Mr Dar told the World Bank officials that parliament had already passed 24
laws to encourage growth and investment and was working on 10 more.
The World Bank mostly agrees with this upbeat assessment of the Pakistani
economy and recently revised the country‘s growth rate to 5.2 per cent for 2017
and 5.5pc for 2018. Its previous estimate was 5pc for 2017 and 5.4pc for 2018.
But the bank has warned that the upcoming national elections may force the
government to opt for populist policies, which can hurt Pakistan‘s economy. The
World Bank also identified various risks to the projected positive outlook for
Pakistan: slower progress on much-needed structural reforms, lingering uncertainty
about the US economic policy, a strong rupee and protracted global economic
weakness.
Earlier this year, the International Monetary Fund and the Asian Development
Bank had also expressed similar concerns.
Experts warn that slower progress on the structural reforms could weaken
growth prospects. They also noted that in early 2017, a stable nominal exchange
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rate of the rupee versus the US dollar resulted in appreciation of the real effective
exchange rate, which was hurting exports.
The World Bank pointed out that Pakistan was also vulnerable to any
significant decline in remittance flows, particularly from oil-rich countries that
contributed about two-thirds of all remittances. The bank advised the government
to take effective measures to reverse imbalances and continue implementing
structural reforms to ensure a sustainable growth.
In Washington, Finance Minister Dar also met his Afghan counterpart Eklil
Ahmed Hakimi and the two talked about coordinating their policies to enhance
bilateral trade and economic ties. They agreed to hold the next meeting of the
Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Economic Commission as soon as possible, said an
official statement issued after the meeting.
Число убитых при нападении на военную базу в Афганистане выросло
до 140 человек
https://news.mail.ru/incident/29514878/?frommail=1. 22.04.2017.

В результате нападении боевиков радикального движения «Талибан»
(запрещено в РФ) на военную базу в провинции Балх на севере Афганистана
погибли по меньшей мере 140 военнослужащих армии этой страны.
Данные о 140 жертвах привел чиновник из города Мазари-Шариф,
по его словам, также много раненых. Другие представители афганского
руководства добавили, что жертв может быть еще больше.
21 апреля переодетые в афганскую военную форму боевики ворвались
на территорию армейской базы возле города Мазари-Шариф. Сначала
смертник активировал взрывное устройство у ворот, затем экстремисты
въехали на территорию части на двух пикапах.
Представитель Центрального командования США Джон Томас сообщал
о более 50 погибших, отметив, что несколько нападавших были убиты
ответным огнем. Ответственность за атаку взяла на себя группировка
«Талибан».
В результате нападения боевиков в Мазари-Шариф убиты свыше 140
солдат афганской армии.
Death toll in Afghan base attack rises to 140, officials say
The Hindu. 22.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/taliban-kill-dozensat-army-hq-in-northern-afghanistan/article18189345.ece?homepage=true

The attack was launched near a mosque on the base in Mazar-i-Sharif, as
soldiers were leaving Friday prayers, said army spokesman Nasratullah Jamshidi.
As many 140 Afghan soldiers were killed on Friday by Taliban attackers
apparently disguised in military uniforms in what would be the deadliest attack
ever on an Afghan military base, officials said.
One official in the northern city of Mazar-i-Sharif, where the attack occurred,
said on Saturday at least 140 soldiers were killed and many others wounded. Other
officials said the toll was likely to be even higher.
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The officials spoke on the condition of anonymity because the government
has yet to release official casualty figures.
A U.S. official in Washington on Friday had put the toll at more than 50
killed and wounded.
As many as 10 Taliban fighters, dressed in Afghan army uniforms and driving
military vehicles, talked their way onto the base and opened fire on soldiers eating
dinner and leaving a mosque after Friday prayers, according to officials. The
attackers used rocket-propelled grenades and rifles, they said.
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said in a statement on Saturday the
attack was retribution for the recent killing of several senior Taliban leaders in
northern Afghanistan.
The NATO-led military coalition deploys advisers to the base where the
attack occurred to train and assist the Afghan forces but coalition officials said no
international troops were involved in the attack.
The Western-backed Afghan government is locked in a prolonged war with
Taliban insurgents and other militant groups.
The Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi strongly condemned the terror
attack.
Переговоры в Москве по Афганистану провалились
Talks on Afghanistan
Malik
Muhammad
Ashraf.
20.04.2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/199659-Talks-on-Afghanistan

The

News.

As expected, the third round of talks under the Russian-sponsored initiative to
find an amicable solution to the conflict in Afghanistan failed to make any
headway. However, this time the Central Asian States also attended the moot along
with China, Pakistan, Iran, India and Afghanistan.
The US, which was invited by Russia to be a part of the dialogue, declined the
offer, saying that the motives of the talks were not clear. Afghanistan has also been
expressing its weariness about Russia‘s attempts to woo the Taliban. The Taliban,
who had earlier welcomed the Russian move, reportedly threw a spanner in the
works by withdrawing their support to the dialogue.
The spokesman of the Taliban told Voice of America that: ―We cannot call
these negotiations…a dialogue for the restoration of peace in Afghanistan. This
meeting stems from [the] political agendas of the countries who are organising it.
This has…nothing to do with us, nor do we support it‖.
With the Taliban having withdrawn their support, Afghanistan looking
askance at the initiative and the US abstaining to attend, the Russian initiative, for
all practical purposes, seems to have come to a naught. Its significance lies only in
the fact that they gathered, discussed and dispersed.
At the end of the talks, the Russian ministry of foreign affairs issued a
statement. It stated: ―The parties had a frank and thorough exchange of views on
the current political and military situation in Afghanistan as well as on its prospects
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and expressed common concern over growing terrorist activities in the country,
leading to rising tensions and increasing violence which adds to the predicament of
the Afghan people.
―The meeting‘s participants stressed that there was no military solution to the
Afghan crisis while the only way to resolve it was by ensuring a national
reconciliation using political methods in accordance with the UN Security Council
resolutions. The parties reiterated their support for the efforts being made by the
Kabul government and the country‘s social and political circles which are aimed at
bringing peace to Afghanistan‖.
The foregoing statement by the Russian foreign ministry is an attempt to
conceal the embarrassment that Russia had to face as a result of the withdrawal of
support to the talks by the Taliban and the reservations of Afghanistan and the US
about the motives behind the effort. Pakistan has, all along, rightly maintained that
the participation of the US was absolutely imperative in any initiative related to
promoting peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan, as it was the biggest
stakeholder in the issue.
The view held by Pakistan has great merit. The US – since its invasion of
Afghanistan in 2001 – has invested astronomical amounts of dollars and has lost
hundreds of their soldiers. It has failed to end the insurgency by the Taliban who
remain a potent threat to the Afghan government installed and propped up by the
US. It is now in the process of getting out of Afghanistan and wants to see an end
to the conflict in that country before leaving. However, it will not abandon the
Afghan government when the situation is not under its control. Instead, it wants to
make sure that Afghanistan does not relapse into factional fighting during the
Taliban regime. The US must, therefore, be part of any effort to end conflict in
Afghanistan.
But the fact remains that the regional countries– like China, Russia, Pakistan
and Iran – also have a huge stake in peace in Afghanistan. The best way to move
forward will be if all the stakeholders to get together and use their collective
wisdom to find a way out of the conundrum. This is, however, easier said than
done. The situation is complicated and has made even worse by the US-Russia tiff
over the US bombing of an airbase in Syria.
The possibility of these two powers coming together in the foreseeable future
to resolve the Afghan conflict appears to be remote. Another factor which has
reduced the prospects of talks on Afghanistan is the Taliban‘s position that they
will not participate in any dialogue before the foreign troops leave the country.
How can Russian even promote intra-Afghan dialogue without Afghanistan
and the US agreeing to the proposition? In fact, under the prevailing situation, the
solution to the Afghanistan conundrum lies in the hands of the US administration
and the Taliban. How to bring these two stakeholders to an agreement on resolving
the Afghan conflict remains a million dollars question.
The recent developments suggest that the US will probably get tough under
the Trump administration and pursue an aggressive policy on Afghanistan. The
bombing of an airbase in Syria, the dropping of the largest non-nuclear bomb in
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Afghanistan and a tough stance against North Korea point towards to the things
that have yet to come.
The unannounced dash to Pakistan by the US National Security Advisor Lt
Gen HR McMaster in the backdrop of the foregoing developments is also of great
significance. He has met the prime minister, the adviser to the PM on foreign
affairs and the COAS. According to a statement issued by the Prime Minister
House, the US security adviser assured the prime minister that the new
administration was committed to strengthening bilateral relations and working with
Pakistan to achieve peace and stability in Afghanistan and in South Asian.
A day earlier, while speaking to Tolo News in Afghanistan, he said: ―The best
way for the Pakistani leaders to pursue their interest in Afghanistan and elsewhere
is through diplomacy and not through the use of proxies that engage in violence‖.
The prime minister reportedly briefed the general about the efforts that
Pakistan has made in combating terrorism and the steps taken to improve the
security situation and maintain a peaceful neighbourhood. He also spoke about the
country‘s resolve to work with the international community to find an amicable
solution to the Afghan problem.
In addition, the prime minister expressed Pakistan‘s strong desire to work
with the US to promote peace and security in the region and highlighted the
desirability of the US playing a role in resolving the Kashmir issue. The statement
did not say whether there was any change in his alleged view about Pakistan using
proxies or not.
The US recently had indicated the possibility of it playing a role in defusing
tensions between Pakistan and India before anything happened. For that to happen,
Pakistan will have to focus more on winning the confidence of the US regarding its
indiscriminate action against all terrorists rather than pursuing its objectives
through proxies, as alleged by the US.
Сотрудничество России и Афганистана
«Все
об
Афганистане».
sotrudnichestvo. 19.04.2017.

http://afghanistan.ru/doc/subjects/rossijsko-afganskoe-

Афганистан попросил Россию помочь в подготовке армии и полиции
Апрель 16, 2017 | 21:55
МОСКВА, 16 апреля. Афганистан обратился к российской стороне с
просьбой помочь в снабжении и подготовке армии и полиции, заявил
агентству «ТАСС» генеральный директор МИД ИРА по вопросам политики
и стратегии Мохаммад Ашраф Хайдари. «Мы обсуждали этот вопрос в
Министерстве иностранных дел РФ и обратились с просьбой рассмотреть
возможность обеспечения сервисной поддержки читать далее...
Афганский парламент утвердил соглашение о сотрудничестве с
Госдумой РФ
Апрель 5, 2017 | 23:18
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КАБУЛ, 5 апреля. В среду парламент Афганистана утвердил
соглашение о сотрудничестве с Государственной думой РФ. За ратификацию
соглашения с Россией проголосовали большинство депутатов, передает
корреспондент «Афганистан.Ру». Документ предполагает укрепление
отношений между парламентами двух стран и развитие межпарламентского
сотрудничества в области законодательной читать далее...
В ТПП РФ прошло заседание, посвящѐнное вопросам сотрудничества с
Афганистаном
Апрель 4, 2017 | 23:56
МОСКВА, 4 апреля. Недавно в Торгово-промышленной палате России
было проведено ежегодное заседание Делового совета по сотрудничеству с
Афганистаном (ДССАф), в ходе которого были обсуждены вопросы и
перспективы взаимодействия двух стран в сфере экономики. На мероприятии
присутствовали вице-президент ТПП РФ Владимир Падалко, председатель
правления ДССАф Дмитрий Антонов, ис читать далее...
Россия может возобновить поставки вертолѐтов в Афганистан
Март 30, 2017 | 15:06
МОСКВА, 30 марта. Холдинг «Вертолѐты России» не исключает
участия в новых контрактах на поставку авиатехники для нужд афганских
ВВС – об этом сообщило прессе руководство компании. По словам
генерального директора холдинга «Вертолѐты России» Андрея Богинского,
данный вопрос находится на рассмотрении сторон. «Эта тема обсуждается
на уровне госпосредника, поэтому если тако читать далее...
«Вертолѐты России» готовы сотрудничать с ИРА в деле обслуживания
авиатехники
Март 20, 2017 | 16:39
МОСКВА, 20 марта. В настоящее время холдинг «Вертолѐты России»
проводит переговоры с Министерством обороны Афганистана по вопросу
обслуживания авиатехники российского производства, входящей в состав
лѐтного парка ВВС ИРА. Как сообщает информационное агентство ТАСС со
ссылкой на официальное заявление представителей холдинга, «Вертолѐты
России» готовы принять участие в ре читать далее...
Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар: Россия пригласила США на конференцию по
Афганистану
Март 18, 2017 | 16:13
МОСКВА, 18 марта. В следующем месяце в Москве состоится
конференция по Афганистану, в которой примут участие представители 12
стран. США также получили приглашение на международную встречу,
заявил советник по вопросам национальной безопасности ИРА Мохаммад
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Ханиф Атмар в интервью «РИА Новости». «Москва пригласила нас всех
участвовать во встрече 14 апреля, и К читать далее...
Глава МИД РФ принял советника Афганистана по вопросам
национальной безопасности
Март 17, 2017 | 21:07
МОСКВА, 17 марта. Сегодня российский министр иностранных дел
Сергей Лавров принял советника Афганистана по вопросам национальной
безопасности Мохаммад Ханифа Атмара, прибывшего с визитом в Москву.
От лица правительства страны глава МИД РФ выразил заинтересованность в
развитии сотрудничества с Афганистаном – как в торгово-экономической и
гуманитарной сферах, так и в рамк читать далее...
Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар и Николай Патрушев обсудили вопросы
борьбы с терроризмом
Март 17, 2017 | 20:05
КАБУЛ, 17 марта. Сегодня в Москве состоялись переговоры между
советником Афганистана по вопросам национальной безопасности
Мохаммад Ханифом Атмаром и секретарѐм Совета Безопасности РФ
Николаем Патрушевым. В рамках встречи стороны обсудили текущую
ситуацию в ИРА и Центральной Азии в целом, вопросы противодействия
угрозам со стороны террористических организаций, в том чис читать далее...
Московский визит Мохаммада Ханифа Атмара: ожидания и прогнозы
Март 17, 2017 | 02:26
17 марта в Москву с рабочим визитом прибывает советник президента
Афганистана по национальной безопасности Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар.
Согласно поступившим из Кабула сведениям, высокий афганский гость
планирует встретиться с секретарем Совета безопасности РФ Николаем
Патрушевым и главой российского внешнеп читать далее...
Кабул надеется на участие РФ в восстановлении объектов, построенных
в годы советского присутствия
Март 13, 2017 | 10:45
МОСКВА, 13 марта. Афганистан рассчитывает на помощь России в деле
восстановления объектов, построенных в годы советского присутствия,
сообщил прессе атташе посольства ИРА в Москве по торгово-экономическим
вопросам Мохаммад Касем. «Многие объекты в Афганистане строились
советскими специалистами и могут быть восстановлены Россией, – отметил
афганский дипломат. – читать далее...
Хамид Карзай: Для решения
сотрудничество России и США

афганской

проблемы

необходимо
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МОСКВА, 18 апреля. Для восстановления мира и стабильности в
Афганистане необходимо сотрудничество между Россией и США, заявил в
недавнем интервью экс-президент Хамид Карзай.
Комментируя ситуацию в стране, отставной глава государства выразил
обеспокоенность в связи с тем, что относительно недавно система
регионального сотрудничества между США и странами региона вокруг
Афганистана была утрачена, что негативно отразилось на обстановке в
стране.
При этом Хамид Карзай отметил необходимость восстановления
прежнего взаимодействия. «Для этого нужна кооперация США как страны,
присутствующей в Афганистане, со странами региона, включая Россию, –
добавил он. – Я надеюсь на прочные позиции Москвы в регионе – это
поможет нам».
Экс-президент признал значимость прежних усилий американской
стороны по стабилизации обстановки в Афганистане, но возложил на США и
Пакистан ответственность за последующее повышение уровня терроризма и
экстремизма, пояснив, что эти две страны могли бы сделать большее для
восстановления мира в регионе.
Хамид Карзай поприветствовал усилия РФ по содействию Афганистану,
в том числе недавнюю конференцию в Москве по вопросам афганского
урегулирования, и выразил сожаление в связи с отказом США от участия в
данном международном мероприятии.
Как сообщают «Известия», бывший глава государства дал понять, что
афганскую проблему следует решать не путѐм продления и увеличения
иностранного военного присутствия, но посредством организации
международного сотрудничества по Афганистану – при участии стран
региона, а также США и России.
По оценке Хамида Карзая, нынешний американский лидер Дональд
Трамп до сих пор не приложил достаточных усилий для решения афганского
вопроса, хотя на данный момент есть надежда, что он изменит свою
политику.
«Очень важно, чтобы он начал по-настоящему сотрудничать с Россией
в афганском направлении и в деле борьбы с экстремизмом и терроризмом, –
заключил экс-президент. – Нам нужна кооперация сторон, а не
конфронтация».
Президент Афганистана
национальной безопасности

принял

американского

советника

по

«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/109222.html. 17.04.2017

КАБУЛ, 17 апреля. Накануне советник президента США по
национальной безопасности Герберт Макмастер, прибывший с официальным
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визитом в Кабул, встретился с президентом Афганистана Мохаммад
Ашрафом Гани.
Советник президента США по национальной безопасности прибыл в
Кабул
В ходе переговоров американский гость заверил главу государства в
приверженности Вашингтона долговременному сотрудничеству с ИРА.
Макмастер отметил, что проблемы терроризма и наркотрафика являются
общими для обеих стран, каждая из которых должна сделать свой вклад в
объединѐнные усилия международного сообщества по противодействия
данным угрозам.
Ашраф Гани, в свою очередь, признал, что терроризм представляет
серьѐзное препятствие на пути стабилизации обстановки и поддержания
безопасности в регионе и во всѐм мире. Президент подчеркнул, что в
отсутствие своевременного внимания к данной угрозе она может негативно
отразиться на будущем не менее пяти последующих поколений.
Говоря о развитии Афганистана, Макмастер заявил о необходимости
продолжения реформ, выразив надежду, что правительство ИРА будет
назначать на государственные посты лиц, заинтересованных в подобных
конструктивных преобразованиях.
Несмотря на то, что советник подчеркнул значимость укрепления и
развития афгано-американского сотрудничества, он заявил, что Афганистану
следует ориентироваться на сокращение поддержки мирового сообщества,
передаѐт телеканал ―1TV‖ со ссылкой на пресс-службу президентского
дворца.
В программу визита Герберта Макмастера также вошла встреча с
афганским коллегой Мохаммад Ханифом Атмаром, в ходе которой
американский советник от лица своей страны выразил готовность к
дальнейшему участию в оснащении и повышении боеспособности ВВС ИРА.
В свою очередь, Атмар выразил обеспокоенность в связи с повышением
уровня активности террористических группировок в стране, добавив, что
Афганистан нуждается в увеличении военного и политического присутствия
США.
США просят Пакистан и Россию не поддерживать афганских талибов.
US urges Pakistan, Russia to end support for Afghan Taliban
The Nation. 17/04/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Apr-2017/us-urges-pakistanrussia-to-end-support-for-afghan-taliban

Kabul - The United States is calling on regional countries, including Russia
and Pakistan, not to support the Taliban in their bid to ―perpetuate the very long
war‖ in Afghanistan.
US National Security Adviser HR McMaster made the remarks Sunday after
talks with Afghan leaders on his first trip to Kabul since taking office.
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Afghan officials said the discussions focused on bilateral security matters,
fighting regional terrorism and strengthening the Afghan National Defence and
Security Forces, or ANDSF.
McMaster told local TOLOnews that Taliban insurgents who refuse to engage
in a government-led peace and reconciliation process must be defeated on the
battlefield. He said the United States is committed to strengthen Afghan forces to
enable them to achieve that objective.
He would not say whether President Donald Trump will send more troops to
Afghanistan once his administration concludes its review of the Afghan policy.
McMaster‘s visit follows calls by US military commanders for adding ―a few
thousand‖ more troops to the roughly 8,400 American troops already in
Afghanistan.
―No one should support the Taliban. No one should support armed resistance
against the Afghan government and the Afghan people,‖ the adviser said when
asked to comment on Russia‘s overt contacts with the Taliban.
―What we would like is all countries in the region to play a productive role, a
positive role and to help the Afghan people rather than to try to perpetuate this very
long conflict,‖ he said.
McMaster said, without elaborating, that those who are perpetuating and
helping cause the Afghan violence ―ought to be exposed and held accountable.‖
Russia last week hosted a new round of multi-nation talks on security and
peace prospects for Afghanistan. Pakistan, China, Iran, India, Afghanistan and five
former Soviet Central Asian states were among the participants. The meeting
ended with Moscow offering to host peace talks between the Afghan government
and the Taliban, though the insurgent group had already dismissed the conference
as an event motivated by the political agendas of the organizers.
According to Voice of America (VOA), the American adviser on Monday
(today) will travel to neighbouring Pakistan, which is accused of harbouring
Taliban sanctuaries on its soil and covertly supporting the insurgents. He
emphasised the need for Islamabad to pursue its interests in Afghanistan through
diplomacy and not through violence.
―As all of us have hoped for many many years, we have hoped that Pakistani
leaders will understand that it is in their interest to go after these groups less
selectively than they have in the past, and the best way to pursue their interests in
Afghanistan and elsewhere is through diplomacy, not through the use of proxies
that engage in violence,‖ McMaster said.
Responding to Thursday‘s massive bomb attack by the US military against
the stronghold of Islamic State in the eastern Afghan province of Nangarhar,
McMaster said the terrorist group threatens all civilised people and must be
defeated.
―Well, it is not just the bomb but it is really what our soldiers are doing every
day alongside courageous Afghan soldiers, fighting Daesh, ensuring that these
people who victimized women, who shoot people in hospital beds, we cannot
tolerate the existence of that kind of an organisation,‖ he said.
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Talking to ABC News, McMaster said the Trump administration was
weighing diplomatic, military and economic responses to its Taliban and Islamic
State enemies in Afghanistan.
Interviewed from Afghanistan, McMaster said the United States had a more
reliable Afghan partner than before but at the same time had reduced the degree
and scope of its effort in that country. ―Our enemy sensed that and they have
redoubled their efforts and it‘s time for us, alongside our Afghan partners, to
respond,‖ he said.
Trump, who took office on Jan 20, had asked US officials, including some in
the Treasury and Commerce departments, to work together to integrate the various
political, diplomatic, military and economic responses available, McMaster said.
―We‘ll give him those options. And we‘ll be prepared to execute whatever
decision he makes,‖ he said.
McMaster met President Ashraf Ghani and other senior Afghan officials to
discuss bilateral ties, security, counter- terrorism, reforms, and development,
according to a palace statement.
McMaster praised anti-corruption efforts and assured Ghani that the United
States would continue to support and cooperate with Afghanistan on a number of
issues, according to the palace.
Ghani told McMaster that ―terrorism is a serious issue for the security of the
world and the region‖ and if serious steps are not taken it would affect
―generations‖ of people, according to the statement.
Illicit drugs and corruption also top the list of threats to Afghanistan‘s
security, Ghani told the visiting officials.
О консультациях по Афганистану в Москве и отказе США в них
участвовать
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34077. 16 апреля, 2017.

«России непонятны причины отказа США от участия в консультациях
по Афганистану в Москве», — заявил 10 апреля с.г. МИД РФ. В этой связи
отметим, что российские дипломаты и не рассчитывали с самого начала на
участие американских представителей в данных консультациях. Выходить на
новую площадку межафганских консультаций на московской площадке —
значит признавать официально статус России, как одной из
системообразующих сил на этом направлении, что совершенно не отвечает
политике «сдерживания», которую демонстрировала и сейчас демонстрирует
американская администрация.
Понятно, что министр иностранных дел Афганистана прибыл в Россию
на нынешний раунд межафганских консультаций (уже второй за этот год) не
«от хорошей жизни», и понятно, что такая политика полностью согласована с
Вашингтоном, как ближайшим на сегодня союзником. Но одно дело
согласовать такие контакты с афганским партнером, и иное — самим
приезжать в Москву. «Терять лицо» в нынешней попытке представить себя
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мировой силой с окрепшими военными мускулами Белый дом просто не
может себе позволить.
Можно сколько угодно с тонкой иронией рассуждать о том, что «нам
непонятны» метания Вашингтона, но есть один факт, который надо
учитывать. Ни на какое прямое сотрудничество с Москвой ни по одной из
принципиальных тем международной политики (мы не имеем ввиду
различные договора о взаимном разоружении) США сейчас не пойдут, а
необходимое свое участие в таких форматах будут осуществлять либо
опосредованно через различные ведомственные каналы коммуникаций, либо
через своих ближайших партнеров. И это касается, прежде всего, Сирии.
И в этой связи, видимо, надо взять паузу в наших постоянных
дипломатических призывах «к совместным усилиям». Никаких «совместных
усилий» там не будет. Понятно, что визит госсекретаря США Р.Тиллерсона
никаких сдвижек в этом направлении не дал, да просто и не может дать в
нынешней системе координат «брутального» внешнеполитического тренда
президента Д.Трампа. Он совсем не президент Турции Р.Т.Эрдоган, который
может менять свои настроения каждую неделю. Не поймут. И не поймут,
прежде всего, внутри США.
В случае с Афганистаном Вашингтон, безусловно, тревожит растущее
влияние ирано-пакистанского альянса и тень России и КНР на «второй
позиции». Это очевидно не тот расклад, на который рассчитывал Вашингтон,
когда поддавшись убеждениям Кабула решил убрать Пакистан и Иран из
внутриафганского урегулирования.
Главной публичной причиной, которую американцы выдвигают, как
основную в рамках своего отказа садиться за один стол с российской
стороной, это «снабжение Россией оружием талибов». И еще активное
участие российского спецназа в операциях непосредственно внутри
Афганистана. Несколько дней назад глава полиции афганской провинции
Урузган заявил, что «в труднопроходимых лесных районах были
отфиксированы 11 русских военных в сопровождении 4 талибов». Выразим
большое сомнение в достоверности таких сообщений.
Основным раздражителем для Вашингтона являются, конечно, не
«мифические спецназовцы» в гуще афганских лесов, а совсем иное. Это сам
факт попыток Москвы организовать на постоянной основе широкий
переговорный базис на своей площадке, с привлечением в перспективе к
этому процессу и значительной части афганских талибов. То есть ровно то,
что Вашингтон все это время организовать не смог.
Отдельные попытки переговоров с талибами при содействии тех же
катарцев всегда упиралась в главное препятствие: невозможность
дальнейшего присутствия в Афганистане американских войск и их
союзников по НАТО. Это было основным условием стоящего за талибами
Пакистана. Это для Вашингтона неприемлемо, но Москва пытается через
прямые контакты с руководством пропакистанских талибов, самим
Исламабадом и Тегераном добиться на этом направлении компромисса.
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И появились первые сигналы о том, что талибы (то есть Исламабад)
готовы пойти на компромиссные решения в рамках разделения власти с
нынешним кабульским режимом. В принципе это и так уже по факту имеет
место, поскольку по данным самих американцев около трети провинций
Афганистана в настоящее время полностью или опосредованно
контролируют именно пропакистанские талибы. То есть там или нет
центрального управления, либо назначенцы из Кабула четко координируют
свои действия не с центральным правительством, а с местными полевыми
командирами.
К этому надо прибавить проиранские «хазарейские» провинции. Вот
этот вариант перехода ситуации на первом этапе достижения
всеобъемлющего соглашения из положения «де-факто» в «де-юре» под
эгидой Москвы более всего и пугает Вашингтон. Но не потому, что он не
желает такого сценария развития ситуации. Американцам как раз уже очень
сильно поднадоело находиться в Афганистане без ясных перспектив выхода
из этой ситуации. Но давать в данном случае Москве «пальму первенства»
они не желают. И это главная причина отказа США от участия в
консультациях в Москве.
В этой связи выразим свой скепсис в отношении перспектив
московского формата. И не только по причине скрытой ревности
американцев. В данном случае гораздо большую роль играют серьезные
противоречия между Исламабадом и Нью-Дели (Индия в рамках
сдерживания Пакистана в период с 2001 года передали Кабулу в виде
помощи более 2 миллиардов долларов) в отношении степени своего
присутствия в Афганистане; амбиции Ирана и борьба за власть внутри
самого кабульского режима, и т.п.
В этой связи наиболее перспективным вариантом практических
действий Москвы на афганском направлении нам видится не демонстрация
желания создать широкоформатные площадки, которые в большей степени
имеют значение с точки зрения только «сверки часов» участников процесса и
демонстрации регионального статуса России, но в практическом смысле
несут в себе малую нагрузку. Оптимальным в условиях саботажа США
является алгоритм двусторонних контактов с теми же талибами,
пакистанцами и иранцами с целью решения основной проблемы — создание
зоны безопасности по периметру границы с республиками Центрльной Азии
с целью переориентирования усилий наиболее активной части талибов на
внутренний фронт, и нейтрализации в этом секторе наиболее радикальных и
неуправляемых групп афганского сопротивления. То есть тех, которые либо
находятся под влиянием американцев, либо не желают договариваться о
совместном мирном сосуществовании. Американцы завязли в Афганистане и
пусть продолжают находиться там без особых надежд на решение проблемы.
Москва в данном случае должна сосредоточиться на решении конкретных
задач по профилактике возможных вооруженных инцидентов на границе
Центальной Азии.
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Московские консультации (по Афганистану 14 апреля) и американская
«мегабомба»
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
http://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/04/16/moskovskie-konsultacii-i-amerikanskaja-megabomba43835.html 16.04.2017
ДМИТРИЙ

НЕФЁДОВ.

14 апреля в Москве состоялись международные консультации по
вопросам урегулирования ситуации в Афганистане. Во встрече приняли
участие заместители министров иностранных дел, спецпредставители и
старшие должностные лица одиннадцати государств, включая, помимо
Афганистана, Россию, Иран, Индию, Пакистан, Китай, Казахстан,
Кыргызстан, Таджикистан, Туркменистан и Узбекистан.
Были приглашены в Москву и представители США. Однако они не
приехали, а вместо этого ВВС США сбросили на территорию,
предположительно контролируемую боевиками запрещѐнной в России
террористической группировки «Исламское государство» (ИГ)» то, что в
СМИ назвали «матерью всех бомб». Речь идѐт о самом мощном из
имеющихся в арсенале Пентагона тяжѐлом боеприпасе фугасного действия
MOAB (GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air Blast), который, как сообщалось,
разнѐс пещерный и туннельный комплекс боевиков в местности Ачин и
уничтожил по меньшей мере 90 террористов.
По уверениям Пентагона, командующий американскими войсками в
Афганистане Джон Николсон мог самостоятельно вынести решение о
применении бомбы, переправленной туда ещѐ в январе: якобы санкция со
стороны президента США на еѐ применение не требуется. Впрочем, данные
на этот счѐт противоречивы: представители ИГ отрицают наличие у них
каких-либо жертв и повреждений инфраструктуры. В любом случае вряд ли
«ещѐ одна успешная операция» (характеристика Дональда Трампа) в
состоянии переломить известную тенденцию: позиции противников
кабульского режима со времени вторжения США в Афганистан в 2001 году
лишь укреплялись (в том числе за счѐт роста доходов от производства и
экспорта наркотиков).
В отличие от действий США, рассчитанных на внешний устрашающий
эффект, усилия российской дипломатии направлены на координацию усилий
сопредельных с Афганистаном стран в целях создания в этом регионе
режима коллективной безопасности. Начало 2017 года было отмечено
активными российско-афганскими политико-дипломатическими контактами.
В феврале с рабочим визитом в Москве побывал министр иностранных дел
Афганистана С. Раббани, обсудив в том числе возможные поставки нефти и
нефтепродуктов из России и перспективы российских инвестиций в
афганский ТЭК. 15 февраля в Москве прошли консультации представителей
России, Афганистана, Пакистана, Китая, Ирана и Индии, посвящѐнные
стимулированию внутриафганского мирного процесса.
Всѐ это не могло не вызвать реакцию тех, кто мыслит категориями
«сдерживания» России везде, где возможно. Накануне московских
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консультаций «Голос Америки» попытался отыскать в горах Афганистана
группу российских спецназовцев, действующих… в интересах движения
«Талибан».
С
соответствующими
заявлениями выступил глава
американского центрального командования (СЕНТКОМ) Дж. Войтел, а в
американских СМИ замелькали бездоказательные утверждения о якобы
имевших место контактах Москвы с талибами в ходе визита делегации
Министерства обороны России в Пакистан (Северный и Южный
Вазиристан). Поднялась волна нелепых слухов, направленная на срыв
московских переговоров. Москва отвергла все эти обвинения, указав
одновременно на неспособность США и их союзников обеспечить
стабильность в Афганистане.
«Теперь, когда «Талибан» завоѐвывает территории и у Белого дома,
похоже, нет чѐткой политики в отношении Афганистана, Иран и Россия
усилили поддержку повстанцев и вытеснили Соединенные Штаты из
региона», – бьѐт в набат The Washington Post, цитируя генерала Дж.
Николсона: мол, Россия «начала публично узаконивать талибов», а недавние
действия Москвы и Тегерана в Афганистане «направлены на то, чтобы
подорвать Соединенные Штаты и НАТО».
Попытки связать Россию с движением «Талибан» делаются всѐ более
настойчивыми. Между тем именно американская поддержка моджахедов и
иностранных наѐмников способствовала в своѐ время превращению
Афганистана в рассадник международного терроризма. Впоследствии
американцы вели также полуофициальные переговоры с талибами в Катаре,
правда неудачно.
В марте Дж. Войтел заявил, что в рамках новой стратегии США на
Ближнем Востоке планируется перебросить в Афганистан дополнительный
воинский контингент. Есть основания предполагать, что одним из элементов
данной стратегии станут попытки изолировать от процесса внутриафганского
урегулирования не только Иран, но и Пакистан.
В противовес этому участники московской встречи подчѐркивали, что
афганский кризис не имеет военного решения и может быть преодолѐн
только
в
рамках
политического
урегулирования
на
основе
общенационального согласия. В этом Кабулу будет оказано любое
необходимое содействие. Что касается движения «Талибан», имеющего
сильные позиции в ряде районов страны, то ему было предложено отказаться
от вооружѐнной борьбы за власть и начать конструктивный диалог с
афганским правительством по вопросу о примирении.
В ходе московских консультаций 14 апреля российская сторона
предложила предоставить площадку для проведения межафганских
переговоров, что встретило поддержку остальных участников. По
сообщению пресс-службы МИД России, стороны договорились о
продолжении консультаций в московском формате.
Преимуществом данного формата является возможность достижения
согласованной позиции Москвы, Пекина, Исламабада и Тегерана;
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представляется, что это лучший способ обеспечить стабильность и
безопасность Афганистана.
Афганский вопрос традиционно находится в фокусе внимания Москвы,
которая не может допустить распространения нестабильности на территорию
стран-членов ОДКБ. В недавнем интервью телерадиокомпании «Мир»
президент России Владимир Путин признал, что наряду с наркотрафиком и
инфильтрацией сюда отдельных преступных элементов не исчезает угроза
прорыва в постсоветскую Центральную Азию вооружѐнных формирований
из Афганистана. Необходимо, отметил В. Путин, выстраивать диалог по
Афганистану с любыми силами – при условии признания ими афганской
конституции, необходимости разоружения и достижения национального
согласия. В. Путин выразил также надежду, что России не придѐтся
использовать свои вооружѐнные силы, в том числе дислоцированные на 201й базе в Таджикистане. «Исходим из того, что мы, помогая законному
правительству Афганистана вместе с другими участниками этого процесса
урегулирования, в конечном итоге добьѐмся примирения и вывода
Афганистана на путь мирного решения всех внутренних проблем и
развития», - сказал глава российского государства.
Следующая консультативная встреча по афганскому урегулированию
должна состояться в Кабуле. По словам представителя афганского МИД А.
Хайдари, к ней планируется подключить «США и партнѐров по НАТО».
Афганистан просит у России поддержки в снабжении и обучении армии
и полиции
«ТАСС».
http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnayapanorama/4186581?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews 16.04.2017.

Глава МИД страны обратил особое внимание на вопрос обслуживания
вертолетов российского производства, состоящих на вооружении армии
Афганистана
МОСКВА, 16 апреля. /ТАСС/. Афганистан обратился к России с
просьбой обеспечить помощь в снабжении, обслуживании и обучении армии
и полиции страны. Об этом заявил корреспонденту ТАСС директор
департамента по вопросам политики и стратегического планирования МИД
Афганистана Мухаммед Ашраф Хайдари, возглавлявший делегацию страны
на региональных консультациях в Москве 14 апреля.
"Мы обсуждали этот вопрос в Министерстве иностранных дел РФ и
обратились с просьбой рассмотреть возможность обеспечения сервисной
поддержки в Афганистане, а также материального снабжения и подготовки
кадров для афганской армии и полиции", - сказал он.
По словам Хайдари, Афганистан ожидает ответа на данное обращение
позднее.
Особое внимание Хайдари обратил на вопрос обслуживания вертолетов
российского производства, состоящих на вооружении армии Афганистана.
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"Мы обратились к России с просьбой обеспечить сервисное обслуживание
для воздушных судов, вертолетов российского производства в Афганистане",
- сказал он.
Проблема санкций
Глава делегации Афганистана отметил, что на сотрудничестве с Россией
в военно-технической сфере негативно сказались западные санкции.
"Санкции, наложенные на Россию, повлияли на поддержку, которую
оказывала Россия в области сервисного обслуживания российской техники,
особенно вертолетов, - сказал он. - Поэтому мы хотели бы видеть разрешение
сложностей в отношениях между Россией и США и приветствуем заявления,
прозвучавшие с обеих сторон по итогам встречи между главами
внешнеполитических ведомств двух стран Сергеем Лавровым и Рексом
Тиллерсоном".
Хайдари отметил, что разрешение сложностей между США и Россией
пошло бы на пользу не только Афганистану, но и повысило бы
эффективность борьбы с действующими в стране террористическими
группировками "Исламское государство" и "Аль-Каида"
В Совфеде считают символичным обращение Кабула за помощью к
Москве
https://news.rambler.ru/middleeast/36633423-v-sovfede-schitayut-simvolichnymobraschenie-kabula-za-pomoschyu/. 16.04.2017.

Первый замглавы оборонного комитета Совета Федерации Франц
Клинцевич считает символичным, что Афганистан обратился за помощью к
России после испытания США в этой стране своей сверхмощной бомбы.
Ранее в четверг США впервые применили самую мощную неядерную
бомбу GBU-43 в боевых условиях, целью стали боевики группировки
"Исламское государство" (ИГ, запрещена в РФ) в Афганистане.
"Символично, что Афганистан обратился за помощью к России после
испытания США в этой стране своей сверхмощной бомбы. Столь серьезные
испытания вооружения иностранного государства не могут не беспокоить
Кабул", — сказал Клинцевич РИА Новости. Сенатор возглавляет Российский
союз ветеранов Афганистана.
По мнению политика, Россия пойдет навстречу Афганистану, тем более
что нас с этой страной связывают давние дружественные связи. "Обращение
Афганистана свидетельствует и о том, что принципы организации и
деятельности армии и полиции в России можно считать модельными. У нас
есть чему поучиться", — подчеркнул он.
К тому же, по его словам, в Афганистане знают, что "никакими
политическими условиями сопровождать оказание своей помощи Россия не
будет".
Ранее в воскресенье в МИД Афганистана заявили, что Кабул обратился
за помощью к Москве по вопросам подготовки кадров для афганской армии и
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полиции. Вице-спикер Совета Федерации Ильяс Умаханов в комментарии
РИА Новости, в свою очередь, отметил, что Россия может ответить на эту
просьбу и помочь Афганистану. По его словам, такая форма взаимодействия
между двумя странами "вполне может присутствовать, поскольку в конечном
итоге речь идет о противодействию терроризму, экстремизму", но "решение
за президентом страны и министром обороны".
Индийцы считают, что только военный способ решения афганской
проблемы вряд ли поможет.
‗Military strategy alone won‘t solve Afghan crisis‘
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
16.04.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/military-strategy-alone-wont-solve-afghancrisis/article18061567.ece?homepage=true

U.S. should join hands with stakeholders, says ex-diplomat
The U.S.‘s policy on Afghanistan must combine a military strategy with a
diplomatic and economic plan, former Assistant Secretary of State for South and
Central Asian Affairs, Nisha Biswal, has said. National Security Adviser H.R.
McMaster is travelling to Kabul, Islamabad and New Delhi even as the Trump
administration is reviewing the U.S policy on Afghanistan. In a show of strength,
the U.S. used its most lethal non-nuclear bombs on an Islamic State target in
Afghanistan last week.
In an interview before the bombing of the IS target, Ms. Biswal told The
Hindu. ―There are some indications that there is a willingness (of the Trump
administration) to increase the level of troops in Afghanistan. That would be
welcome. But a security strategy that is not paired with a diplomatic and economy
strategy has limitations. I would urge there must be a comprehensive strategy,
working with the countries in the region, as the durable way forward.‖
The U.S commander in Afghanistan has recently asked for troops increase to
break what he described as a stalemate in the military conflict.
Ms. Biswal, who continues to stay engaged with the region‘s politics after
leaving the administration, said India was a crucial partner in Afghanistan but
India‘s role in the future of Afghanistan must be carefully calibrated. Talking of
the Obama administration‘s engagement with India on Afghanistan, she said: ―I
think there was caution on both sides. There was a desire not to make the
challenges facing Afghanistan about India. I think there was a reluctance from the
Indian side, and there was reluctance from our side. We were mindful of the
important role that India plays in terms of its political relationship and its potential
for being a security partner. On the other hand, there are complexities within the
region.. That is something that we did very closely with our Indian colleagues.‖
Multiple stakes
The former top diplomat for the region said Pakistan, Russia, China and
Central Asian countries were all stakeholders in Afghanistan. ―You have multiple
stakes at play. We have to show American leadership in forging that partnership,‖
she said.
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The relations between the U.S. and India are strong in their fundamentals and
are unlikely to be affected by the change in administration, the diplomat, who has
played a crucial role in cementing the ties, said. She said she had no reason to
believe the new administration would take a different view on India. ―I don‘t yet
know whether the political leadership of this administration has come to that (same
view as the Obama administration had) on India. They have not articulated it yet
but it to be expected in the initial months of any administration, when it is like
drinking through the firehose, trying to figure out multiple things at the same time.
It takes some time to get to that point (of articulating its approach towards India),‖
she said.
Ms. Biswal, however, added any transactional approach to the relationship
could be damaging. ―That is a concern,‖ she said of President‘s Donald Trump‘s
approach of trying to make international interactions into transactional deals.
The next step in bilateral ties is about aligning the diplomatic and security
initiatives of both countries in Indo-Pacific. ―What we can do is deepening our
inter-operability of forces, disaster management, maritime security …working
together for peace and security in the region. These are not transactional -- that you
do this for me and I do this for me. These are long term alignments of capabilities
and long-term assurances on how you want to position, and the posturing. We may
have done a lot of that. But there is more,‖ she said.
После взрыва «Матери всех бомб» в Афганистане погибло уже 90
Игиловцев.
IS death toll hits 90 from huge US bomb in Afghanistan
Dawn. 15.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327164/is-death-toll-hits-90-from-hugeus-bomb-in-afghanistan

Afghan authorities Saturday reported a jump in fatalities from the American
military's largest non-nuclear bomb, declaring some 90 militant Islamic State (IS)
fighters dead, as US-led ground forces advanced on their mountain hideouts.
Dubbed the ―Mother Of All Bombs‖, the GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air
Blast was unleashed in combat for the first time Thursday, hitting IS positions in a
remote area of eastern Nangarhar province.
The unprecedented attack triggered global shock waves, with some
condemning the use of Afghanistan as what they called a testing ground for the
weapon, and against a militant group that is not considered a threat as big as the
resurgent Taliban.
The bomb smashed IS's hideouts, a tunnel-and-cave complex that had been
mined against conventional ground attacks, engulfing the remote area in a huge
mushroom cloud and towering flames.
―At least 92 Daesh (IS) fighters were killed in the bombing,‖ Achin district
governor Esmail Shinwari told AFP on Saturday.
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Shinwari said that American and Afghan ground forces were slowly
advancing on the mountainous area blanketed with landmines, but there were still
some pockets of resistance from insurgents.
―New fighters have probably come from the other side of the border to collect
the dead bodies,‖ he added. Nangarhar provincial spokesman Attaullah Khogyani
gave a death toll of 90, far higher than the initial toll of 36 IS fighters given by
Afghan officials.
Shinwari insisted there were ―no military and civilian casualties at all‖.
Security experts say IS had built their redoubts close to civilian homes, but
the government said thousands of local families had already fled the area in recent
months of fighting.
An elderly man who lives close to the bombing site in Achin's Momand Dara
area said the blast was so piercingly loud that his infant granddaughter was
experiencing hearing loss.
The massive bomb was dropped after fighting intensified over the past week
and US-backed ground forces struggled to advance on the area.
An American special forces soldier was killed last Saturday in Nangarhar
while conducting anti-IS operations.
―The enemy had created bunkers, tunnels and extensive mine fields, and this
weapon was used to reduce those obstacles so that we could continue our offensive
in Nangarhar,‖ General John Nicholson, the top US commander in Afghanistan,
said on Friday.
'Disproportionate'
President Ashraf Ghani threw his support behind the bombardment, saying it
was ―designed to support the efforts of the Afghan National Security Forces
(ANSF) and US forces conducting clearance operations in the region.‖
The bombing came only a week after US President Donald Trump ordered
missile strikes against Syria in retaliation for a suspected chemical attack, and as
China warned of the potential for conflict amid rising US tensions with North
Korea.
Trump hailed the mission in Achin as ―very, very successful‖.
But some analysts called the action ―disproportionate‖.
―The Trump administration made a lot of noise with this bomb, but the
general state of play on the ground remains the same: The Taliban continues to
wage a formidable and ferocious insurgency. ISIS, by comparison, is a sideshow,‖
Michael Kugelman of the Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington told AFP, using
an alternative acronym for IS.
―Still, from a strategic standpoint, there is an unsettling takeaway here: The
US pulled off a huge shock and awe mission against an enemy that isn't even the
top threat to the US in Afghanistan. The Taliban continues to sit pretty.‖
The Taliban, a much bigger insurgent group, is expected to soon announce the
start of this year's fighting season.
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IS, notorious for its reign of terror in Syria and Iraq, has made inroads into
Afghanistan in recent years, attracting disaffected members of the Pakistani and
Afghan Taliban as well as Uzbek militants.
But the group has been steadily losing ground in the face of heavy pressure
both from US air strikes and a ground offensive led by Afghan forces.
США отказались от переговоров в Москве по Афганистану (14 апреля
с.г.) отдав Москве влиять на ситуацию там.
US stays away from Afghan talks, terms it Russian bid for influence
Dawn, April 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327081/us-stays-away-fromafghan-talks-terms-it-russian-bid-for-influence

WASHINGTON: The United States did not participate in a 12-state
conference on Afghanistan in Moscow on Friday because it saw it as a unilateral
Russian attempt to assert influence, says the US State Department.
The fifth round of Russia-sponsored talks on Afghanistan was held in
Moscow on Friday to consider various options for restoring peace to this warravaged country. Besides Afghanistan, Russia, China, Pakistan, Iran, and India, Six
Central Asian nations also sent their representatives to these talks.
The United States, which still maintains about 10,000 troops in Afghanistan,
was also invited but it decided not to attend, despite Russia‘s insistence that it was
key to Afghan settlement as an important player in the region.
―It was unclear to us what the purpose was. It seemed to be a unilateral
Russian attempt to assert influence in the region that we felt wasn‘t constructive at
this time,‖ US State Department Spokesperson Mark Toner told a news briefing in
Washington.
The US official said that Washington generally backs regional efforts to work
with the Afghan government to build support for a peaceful outcome in that
country but it stayed out of Friday‘s conference because it was not clear about its
goals.
―Going forward, we do plan to work with Russia and other key regional
stakeholders to enhance dialogue on Afghanistan. It has long been our argument
that all countries in the region need to form a unified front‖ for this purpose, he
added.
The US official also urged these nations to ―make it very clear that the only
way to end that conflict definitively is through peace talks between the Taliban and
the Afghan government.‖
The United States, he said, had also ―made it perfectly clear‖ that ―Taliban
have no viable alternative but to enter into direct talks in order to achieve their
goals.‖
The last round of these Russia-sponsored talks was also held in Moscow on
Feb.15 when the participants agreed to increase efforts to promote national
reconciliation through regional cooperation.
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The participants recognised Kabul‘s lead role in this process and agreed to
work with the Afghan government to achieve this objective.
Earlier meetings had a narrower format, involving Russia, China and
Pakistan. The forum was expanded in February, when Iran, India and Afghanistan
agreed to participate as well.
The Russian Foreign Ministry also invited the United States to the April 14
meeting, acknowledging that Washington was an important player in the region.
Moscow hopes that Washington will attend future meetings.
On Friday, the semi-official Russian news agency Sputnik also described
Pakistan as a key player in the Afghan crisis, which has been subjected to
―continued cross-border conflict spillovers.‖ At the State Department briefing, Mr
Toner too talked about Pakistan‘s role in the Afghan conflict, noting that Pakistan
has made efforts to confront terrorism and terrorist organizations on its own soil.
―There are still what we call safe havens that exist for terrorist groups to
operate from and carry strikes out on Afghanistan. That‘s a problem,‖ he added.
―Again, it‘s in Pakistan‘s interest to work constructively with Afghanistan to
address those security concerns.
Россия предлагает себя в качестве посредника в переговорах ТалибанАфганское рук-во
Russia offers to host Taliban-Kabul talks
The Express Tribune. 15.04.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1384265/russia-offers-hosttaliban-kabul-talks/

ISLAMABAD: Russia on Friday offered to host peace talks between the
Afghan government and the Taliban, the Russian foreign ministry said after it
hosted diplomats from the regional countries in Moscow.
―The third round of consultations on the Afghan issue was attended by
representatives of Russia, Afghanistan, China, India, Iran, Pakistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan,‖ the Russian Tass news
agency quoted a foreign ministry statement as saying.
This was the third meeting Russia has hosted in four months to push for
political negotiations. ―The US had been invited to take part in the consultations
but it refused [to attend] for reasons unclear to us,‖ it added.
Pakistan urges Afghan Taliban to shun violence
According to the Russian foreign ministry, ways and means to coordinate
regional efforts for facilitating the process of national reconciliation in Afghanistan
and bringing peace there topped the agenda.
―The parties [concerned] had a frank and thorough exchange of views on the
current political and military situation in Afghanistan as well as on its prospects
and expressed common concern over growing terrorist activities in the country
leading to rising tensions and increasing violence which adds to the predicament of
the Afghan people,‖ the statement said.
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―The meeting‘s participants stressed that there was no military solution to the
Afghan crisis [and] the only way to resolve it was by ensuring a national
reconciliation using political methods in accordance with the United Nations
Security Council resolutions.‖
Afghan Taliban signal interest in joining Moscow talks
―The parties reiterated their support for efforts being made by the Kabul
government and the country‘s social and political circles which are aimed at
bringing peace to Afghanistan … The parties also called upon Taliban leaders to
abandon their activities aimed at using military force to resolve the conflict and
turn to building direct dialogue on the national reconciliation with the Afghan
government.‖
―The … participants welcomed Russia‘s proposal to provide a platform for
the intra-Afghan talks,‖ the statement added.
Urging the global community to continue to assist Afghanistan to stabilise the
situation in the country, they said: ―This is also vital to achieve early national
reconciliation.‖
The meeting‘s participants also agreed to continue consultations in the
Moscow format.
International Afghanistan Peace Conference starts in Moscow
Russia has been leading the regional initiative since the trilateral meeting
between China, Pakistan and Russia was held in Moscow in late December last
year. The talks were expanded to six nations in February this year.
Kabul had opposed Russian proposal during the February meeting to invite
the Taliban to the April 14 meeting.
Additional Secretary Tasnim Aslam led the Pakistani team, which also
include Mansoor Ahmad Khan, the director general for Afghanistan at the Foreign
Office.
Последняя надежда Афганистана – союз России, Китая, Пакистана
Russia-China-Pakistan initiative: Afghanistan`s last hope
General Saad Khattak. The Nation. April 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/13-Apr2017/russia-china-pakistan-initiative-afghanistan-s-last-hope

The Moscow led initiative enjoys greater confidence and appeal among the
stakeholders, including Afghanistan
As the Russia China Pakistan led initiative on Afghanistan takes off tomorrow
at Moscow with its third session, the war in Afghanistan is well in its 16th year,
with hardly any visible optimism about the fate of this unfortunate country. The
most mighty military organization on the surface of earth led by the sole super
power equipped to the teeth with the most sophisticated armory that one can
fathom looks humbled against the most poorly armed outfit, but exceptionally
motivated and determined struggling to contest their country`s occupation.
Post 9/11 US led NATO's occupation while Al-Qaeda almost reduced to nonexistence, the US raison d`etre of staying in Afghanistan stands on a morally weak
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pedestal. The Afghan Taliban have on numerous occasions spelt out clearly that it
does not harbor any trans national agenda and are only struggling to rid their
country of the unjust foreign occupation with a legitimate desire to run their
country in accordance with the genuine aspirations of the Afghan people.
While US led NATO continued to engage the Taliban militarily, various
efforts on the politico diplomatic fronts continued side by side cajoling, arm
twisting, incentivizing and threatening the stakeholders for joining the negotiation
process. These efforts beginning with the Bonn series in 2001, 2011 (Bonn 1 and
2) were supplemented and complemented by other such initiatives, like the Saudi
initiative in 2008/2009, Afghan government versus Hizb-e-Islami Gulbadin
group`s engagement beginning in 2008, the Maldives series meetings in 2010, the
German sponsored Qatar initiative in 2010, and the US backed NATO initiative in
which engaging with moderate Taliban was sanctioned by the Obama
administration side by side reinforcing the military component for a surge to
eliminate the Taliban leadership forcing them to come to the negotiating table.
Unfortunately none of these efforts could achieve the desired results due to some
fundamental differences like the status of Afghan constitution/government,
withdrawal of occupation forces and conflicting interests of regional and extra
regional players in Afghanistan.
With ISIS/Daesh physically appearing in Afghanistan`s adjoining provinces
with Pakistan and its effective terrorist attacks within Afghanistan and Pakistan,
the regional and neighboring countries including Russia and China can clearly
assess the magnitude and potential of the looming threat transiting into their
territories in a visibly short span of time, given the fragility of the Afghan
government. In order to put a brake to the increasing politico economic ingress of
both Russia and China into the region and having failed itself to stabilize
Afghanistan, the US is suspected of injecting ISIS into this region for subsequent
exploitation of Russian and Chinese vulnerabilities in Chechnya and Sinkiang
respectively. To stall this new suspected US game plan Russia, China and Pakistan
initiated, a trilateral process to explore possibilities for settling the Afghan
imbroglio. Vehemently opposed by the US, NATO, Afghanistan and India for not
having been consulted or invited, the process is heading for its third meeting at
Moscow, with India, Iran and Afghanistan joining, while US stays away on the
pretext of not having been consulted about its motives and agenda. Apparently, the
Moscow led initiative enjoys greater confidence and appeal among the
stakeholders including Afghanistan on account of following reasons.
One, sensing the physical threat of ISIS expanding to their soft underbellies
both Russia and China are sincerely committed to lasting peace in Afghanistan.
Two, as against US/West, these regional players are well conversant with the
prevailing environment, hence are well taken by regional stakeholders. Three, with
Central Asia`s most energy resources untapped and China aggressively committed
to Afghanistan and the region economically, its interests in a peaceful Afghanistan
are greater than any near and distant power. Four, both Russia and China would
wish to see a reduction in the US presence and influence in the region given their
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own long term politico economic interests. Five, with poppy cultivation on the rise
in Afghanistan during US occupation, Russia, China, Iran, Pakistan and Central
Asian Republics consider their population badly impacted by the menace besides
their countries used as conduits for smuggling into Europe. Six, the optimism
displayed by the Afghan delegates after the previous session increases the hope for
a positive outcome. Seven, by positively engaging Taliban and visibly addressing
their genuine concerns, the major stakeholders are developing greater mutual
confidence and seriousness towards a lasting settlement.
Besides facing serious setbacks militarily in Afghanistan, the US led
diplomacy also consistently failed in reaching at a political and negotiated solution
mainly for want of sincerity and credibility with the regional stake holders. It has
now clearly dawned on the regional stakeholders that the key to the lasting solution
lies with them and not the extra regional players. The China-Russia-Pakistan
initiative is hence seen as a fresh ray of hope on the horizon. The US and its allies
would do a great service to the international community in general and this region
in particular if it puts its weight behind this new initiative. A positive approach will
truly prove to be in line with US desire for attaining genuine respect worthy of its
power and international stature.
США с бросили в Афганистане супер-бомбу
US drops 'largest non-nuclear bomb on ISIS' in Afghanistan
The Nation. 14/04/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/international/13-Apr-2017/us-drops-largestnon-nuclear-bomb-on-isis-in-afghanistan

The United States dropped a massive GBU-43 bomb, the largest non-nuclear
bomb it has ever used in combat, in eastern Afghanistan on Thursday against a
series of caves used by Islamic State militants, the military said.
It was the first time the United States has used this size of bomb in a conflict.
It was dropped from a MC-130 aircraft in the Achin district of Nangarhar province,
close to the border with Pakistan, Pentagon spokesman Adam Stump said.
Also known as the "mother of all bombs," the GBU-43 is a 21,600 pound
(9,797 kg) GPS-guided munition and was first tested in March 2003, just days
before the start of the Iraq war.
The security situation in Afghanistan remains precarious, with a number of
militant groups trying to claim territory more than 15 years after the US invasion
which toppled the Taliban government.
General John Nicholson, the head of US and international forces in
Afghanistan, said the bomb was used against caves and bunkers housing fighters of
the Islamic State in Afghanistan, also known as ISIS-K.
It was not immediately clear how much damage the device did.
White House spokesman Sean Spicer opened his daily news briefing speaking
about the use of the bomb and said, "We targeted a system of tunnels and caves
that ISIS fighters used to move around freely, making it easier for them to target
US military advisers and Afghan forces in the area."
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Last week, a US soldier was killed in the same district as the bomb was
dropped while conducting operations against Islamic State.
"The United States takes the fight against ISIS very seriously and in order to
defeat the group, we must deny them operational space, which we did," Spicer
said.
He said the bomb was used at around 7 p.m. local time and described the
device as "a large, powerful and accurately delivered weapon." The United States
took "all precautions necessary to prevent civilian casualties and collateral
damage," he said.
US officials say intelligence suggests Islamic State is based overwhelmingly
in Nangarhar and neighboring Kunar province.
Estimates of its strength in Afghanistan vary. US officials have said they
believe the movement has only 700 fighters but Afghan officials estimate it has
about 1,500.
Islamic State's offshoot in Afghanistan is suspected of carrying out several
attacks on minority Shi'ite Muslim targets.
The Afghan Taliban, which is trying to overthrow the US-backed government
in Kabul, are fiercely opposed to Islamic State and the two group have clashed as
they seek to expand territory and influence.
О развитии ситуации в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34003. 13 апреля, 2017.

Афганские военные смогут проводить операции против движения
«Талибан» без поддержки со стороны США к 2020 году. Об этом в интервью
газете «Ю-эс-эй тудей» 11 апреля с.г. сообщил посол Афганистана в США
Хамдулла Мохиб. «К 2020 году наши силы безопасности будут иметь все
необходимое, чтобы сражаться самостоятельно в большинстве случаев. Мы
не говорим о создании новой армии. Речь идет об оптимизации того, что есть
уже сейчас», — сказал дипломат, заметив, что постепенно растет
эффективность местных ВВС.
Х.Мохиб отметил, что ситуация с безопасностью в Афганистане, по
мнению афганских властей, в ближайшие годы не изменится.
Террористическую группировку «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещена в
РФ) в Кабуле крупной угрозой не считают. Со второй частью заявления
афганского дипломата мы бы согласились без колебания. Действительно, при
нынешней стратегии Кабула и Вашингтона ситуация на афганском
направлении вряд ли претерпит изменения к лучшему. Напомним, что в
основу нынешних усилий этих стран в настоящее время положено
стремление решить проблему талибов с опорой на их не самую, как
выяснилось, боевую часть в лице лояльных сил бывшему главе военного
крыла движения Кайюму, при полном игнорировании интересов двух
основных участников процесса в лице Пакистана и Ирана.
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Приняв фрагментацию талибов после официального признания кончины
харизматичного
лидера
«Талибана»
муллы
Омара
за
некую
системообразующую тенденцию, афганское руководство сумело убедить еще
прежнюю американскую администрацию в том, что нужен небольшой рывок
и с помощью пары десятков ударов с беспилотников тему талибов можно
будет закрыть. Уже сейчас понятно, что это не получилось. Исламабад сумел
сконцентрироваться на решение этой проблемы, и вся нынешняя ситуация с
вопросами безопасности в Афганистане (а талибы там не просто существуют,
но и захватывают целые районы и города) свидетельствует о том, что
пакистанцы четко удерживают контроль над значительной частью движения
и т.н. «Кветтской шурой».
К тому же с учетом игнорирования Исламабада в качестве коспонсора
разрешения кризисной ситуации, Кабул и Вашингтон дали «зеленый свет» на
образование уже нового альянса оппонентов нынешнего правящего режима в
лице Исламабада и Тегерана. Это именно альянс, поскольку снабжение
пропакистанских отрядов талибов иранским оружием и их тренировка в
лагерях КСИР иным образом квалифицировать нельзя.
Появившиеся в американских СМИ заявления военных США о том, что
представители Москвы встречались недавно с руководством талибов во
время визита делегации российского МО в Пакистан мало соответствуют
действительности. Но что американцев реально тревожит, так это именно
пакистано-иранский альянс, за которым незримо стоят Москва и Пекин.
Действительно контакты российских спецслужб с руководством
пропакистанского крыла имеют место быть, и налажены они через тех же
иранцев. И такая политика абсолютно разумна, поскольку в данном случае
речь идет не о снабжении оружием талибов, а о четкой работе по
предупреждению возможных эксцессов на границе с Узбекистаном и
Таджикистаном, а если еще шире — профилактика возможных попыток
экспансий талибов в регионе Центральной Азии. Этот сценарий в принципе
сейчас невозможен просто в силу ожесточенной внутренней борьбы в самом
Афганистане, но такие каналы неформального диалога надо держать в
готовности все время.
Что же касается пренебрежительной оценки послом Афганистана в
США боевого потенциала афганского ИГ, которым Запад и Кабул (а с их
подачи и ряд наших политологов) до этого пугали весь мир, то остается
только порадоваться тому, что наши прежние выводы о том, что степень
влияния афганского ИГ ограничен парой областей страны, и костяк этого
формирования составляют те же полевые командиры «Талибана» из
катарской фракции движения, оказались правильными.
Действительно, афганское ИГ надо рассматривать как очень локальный
инструмент борьбы Катара за свое достойное место на афганской площадке,
и никак более. И уж тем более, ни как некое глобальное движение, которое
угрожает не только Афганистану, но и региону Центральной Азии. То, что в
Кабуле наконец-то это официально признали (а заявления афганского посла
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мы априори считаем официальной точкой зрения), говорит о том, что там
ищут новые схемы действия в рамках внутриафганского урегулирования.
Раньше афганские руководители бессовестно эксплуатировали тезис ИГ
ровно для того, чтобы получить побольше денег у Вашингтона. И то, что
афганцы стали участвовать на московской площадке в консультациях по
внутриафганскому урегулированию, об этом переломе в сознании явно
свидетельствуют. Кстати, призывы российского МИДа к американским
партнерам поучаствовать в данном мероприятии полагаем считать данью
дипломатии, поскольку американцы в Москву, конечно, не приедут. Они
оставили этот формат целиком на ответственности Кабула.
Что же касается второй части утверждения афганского посла о
«самостоятельности» афганских вооруженных сил к 2020 году, то выразим
серьезный скепсис и обратимся к цифрам. С 2005 года США в общей
сложности вложили 67 млрд долларов в укрепление афганских вооруженных
сил. Сейчас в войсках и силовых ведомствах страны несут службу 350 тыс.
человек. При этом, признал Х.Мохиб, армия несет тяжелые потери — только
за прошедший год 29 тыс. военнослужащих были ранены или убиты. Он
забыл при этом рассказать о запредельной «засоренности» силового блока
агентурой талибов, сезонном дезертирстве (солдаты массово уходят на
весенние и осенние сельхозработы) и низком боевом потенциале. По оценкам
американских военных, которые они, правда, делали еще при прежней
администрации, программа подготовки национальной армии в принципе
можно считать провалившейся. В результате серьезных финансовых
издержек и титанического труда советников примерно треть армии может
считаться относительно боеспособной.
В случае вывода американских военных, а их в Афганистане сейчас 8,4
тыс., нынешнему режиму в Кабуле останется жить месяц-два. Если сильно
напрячься, то полгода-год. Что такое должно измениться к 2020 году?
Ничего, поскольку изменить эту ситуацию можно только при массированном
и регулярном финансировании армии и силовых структур. Примерно так, как
это делал СССР в отношении режима Наджибуллы. Исчезли советские
деньги — исчез Наджибулла. Но нынешняя администрация США не хочет
тратить деньги, и еще больше не хочет увеличивать свой контингент в
Афганистане. Тогда почему же афганская армия должна приобрести
самостоятельность, которой у нее, кстати, как следует из этого заявления,
сейчас нет. Оставляем это заявление на совести афганского посла в США,
который просто борется сейчас за сохранение прежних объемов военной
помощи со стороны Вашингтона.
Афганистан и новая холодная война (и Россия)
Ахмад Вахид Моджа (известный афганский публицист). «Все об Афганистане».
9.04.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/108956.html
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После распада Советского Союза немногие могли предположить, что у
правителей государства, оставшегося после крушения этой сверхдержавы,
вновь появится желание мериться силами с Западом. Однако единоличное
лидерство Запада, в конце концов, заставило Россию встать на поле военного
соперничества с Америкой и, более того, с Западом в целом.
В августе 2008 года Грузия произвела нападение на Южную Осетию. В
ответ на это Россия направила в этот регион свои войска с целью «устроить
разнос» грузинскому президенту Саакашвили. В результате войны, которая
продлилась пять дней, Грузия была вынуждена вывести свои войска из этого
региона.
Война в Южной Осетии, ставшая первой зарубежной военной
кампанией Москвы после выхода из Афганистана, показала, что Россия, в
качестве наследницы СССР, по-прежнему считает бывшие советские
республики зоной своего влияния и весьма чувствительно относится к
западному вмешательству в этот регион, равно как и к любой дестабилизации
обстановки в своем окружении.
Еще до войны с Грузией, несмотря на финансовые проблемы,
обусловленными распадом СССР, Российская Федерация, обеспокоенная
возможностью проникновения исламистов на находящуюся в зоне ее влияния
территорию Средней Азии, приняла меры для противодействия талибам.
Правительство РФ направило воевавшему с «Талибаном» правительству
моджахедов во главе с Раббани щедрую помощь вооружением и военным
оборудованием, чтобы не допустить перехода боевиков через
среднеазиатскую границу. Тем не менее, в ответ талибы создали повод для
беспокойства не только для Средней Азии, но и для Кремля, предоставив
убежище узбекскому боевику Тахиру Юлдашеву и его сподвижникам, таким
как Жумабай Намангани, и официально признав правительство Чечни во
главе с Асланом Масхадовым. Поэтому ввод американских войск в
Афганистан и свержение талибов стали фактором, позволившим русским
расслабиться и обрести относительное спокойствие.
На протяжении последних полутора десятилетий русские оставались
бесстрастными наблюдателями того, как Америка увязает в афганской
трясине, и не выказывали ни малейшего желания участвовать в этой
авантюре. Русские по опыту собственного присутствия в Афганистане знали,
что Америка и ее союзники дорого заплатят за эту безрезультатную войну,
которая не предоставит американцам шанса на то, чтобы проникнуть в
Среднюю Азию, рассматриваемую русскими как зону для распространения
своего влияния на юг. С другой стороны, афганский конфликт также
сдерживал рост влияния Китая в Центральной Азии.
Исходя из этого, подобная контролируемая война в Афганистане до 2014
года не представляла прямой угрозы национальным интересам России,
поэтому Москва постоянно предупреждала о негативных последствиях
поспешного вывода иностранных сил из ИРА.
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В годы афганской военной миссии американцам удалось нейтрализовать
главарей среднеазиатских исламистских группировок, таких, как Тахир
Юлдашев и Жумабай Намангани, которые угрожали российским интересам в
этом регионе и уничтожение которых было на руку русским. Тем не менее, в
присутствии иностранных сил начало развиваться головокружительными
темпами производство наркотиков в Афганистане, которое стало
превращаться в большую проблему для России, и с этих пор усилия русских
по налаживанию контактов с кабульским правительством были связаны
преимущественно с обеспокоенностью Москвы афганской наркоугрозой.
Политика русских в Восточной Европе, большей частью,
концентрировалась вокруг темы предотвращения вызовов безопасности в
окружающем пространстве. Поддерживая «цветные революции», Америка
стремилась лишить власти сторонников Москвы в Восточной Европе. Однако
когда она попыталась при помощи политики расширения НАТО на Восток
приблизить свой «ядерный зонтик» к российским границам, Российская
Федерация продемонстрировала жесткую реакцию и в 2014 году
присоединила к своей территории полуостров Крым. Этот шаг привел к
напряженности в отношениях между Россией и Западом и введению
американцами экономических санкций против Российской Федерации.
В 2015 году Россия вмешалась в сирийский конфликт и таким образом
предотвратила падение режима Башара Асада. Этот шаг России направил
сирийские события в нежелательное для Америки русло.
Конкуренция между Россией и Америкой в настоящее время
распространилась и на регион Южной Азии. Пакистан, который впал в
немилость у своего давнего друга – Америки, в настоящее время
беспрецедентным образом сближается с Россией.
В ситуации, когда в ближайшие несколько дней в Москве ожидается
проведение конференции по Афганистану при участии более десятка
государств, российская военная делегация во главе с заместителем
начальника Генштаба России Сергеем Истраковым совершила поездку в
Пакистан по приглашению официального военного руководства этой страны.
По
сообшению
пакистанских
СМИ,
в
ходе
этой
поездки
высокопоставленный российский военнослужащий посетил районы Вана и
Мираншах в Северном Вазиристане, где его ознакомили с информацией о
военных операциях пакистанских сил. Во время данного визита Истракова
ввели в курс программ по восстановлению и развитию, а также укреплению
безопасности в регионе Федерально управляемых племенных территорий
(FATA), и доложили, что операции, проведенные пакистанскими военными,
были нацелены на разгром всех без исключения террористических
группировок.
Как следует из публикаций в пакистанских газетах, во время данного
визита российскую военную делегацию посвятили в планы Пакистана в
отношении линии Дюранда или, как ее называют в пакистанских СМИ,
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«границы с Афганистаном», вдоль которой пакистанские военные
выкапывают ров и устанавливают колючую проволоку.
Российская военная делегация впервые посещает пакистанскую зону
племен. Радио «Голос Америки» сообщило о том, что российские и
пакистанские генералы якобы патрулируют афгано-пакистанскую границу и
обучают военному делу бойцов группировки Хаккани. Нахождение
российских генералов на границе между Афганистаном и Пакистаном само
по себе для многих стало неожиданностью, однако одно то, как эта новость
была передана американским СМИ, свидетельствует об озабоченности, если
не сказать раздражении, американских властей российскими действиями в
регионе. Не собираются ли пакистанцы таким образом оказать давление на
Америку, чтобы заставить ее раскошелиться?
Пакистанская газета «Джанг», комментируя посещение российской
делегацией зоны племен, пишет:
«…В международной практике такие понятия, как «дружба» и
«вражда», сильно отличаются от тех же понятий в жизни обычных людей.
В отношениях между государствами ежедневно происходят события,
которые могут привести к временному охлаждению этих отношений, к
примеру, в случае недопонимания, возникшего вследствие действий других
государств, неверных решений или деятельности международных
террористических сетей. Однако на этой почве не вырастают барьеры
ненависти и отчуждения между государствами. Если бы международные
отношения строились по этому принципу, дружба между Америкой и
Японией никогда не была бы возможной…»
Далее газета еще в большей степени обнадеживает американцев,
заявляя следующее: «…Мы должны с уверенностью констатировать, что
Америка никогда не будет врагом Пакистана. Америка неоднократно
помогала Пакистану в самых сложных ситуациях и сотрудничала с нашей
страной. Но мы не должны забывать, что если Америка протягивает руку
дружбы Пакистану или любой другой стране, она имеет в виду собственные
интересы… Америке присущи желание и решимость уничтожить
терроризм во всем мире, и в этом деле Пакистан является ее ближайшим
партнером. Поэтому в деле противодействия терроризму Пакистан можно
считать одним из подразделений американской полиции…»
Подобные сентенции, отражающие основные намерения Исламабада,
свидетельствуют о том, что пакистанцы не собираются «складывать все яйца
в одну корзину» и надеются на то, что близость с Москвой не нанесет ущерба
их отношениям с Вашингтоном.
Россия стремится сформировать региональный консенсус по афганскому
вопросу. Москва пришла к выводу, что присутствие иностранных сил в
Афганистане не только не способствует миру в этой стране, но и является
стимулом для распространения в Афганистане беспокойной обстановки,
влияние которой на стабильность и безопасность региона полностью
очевидна. И это при том, что ранее российские власти считали
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преждевременный вывод иностранных сил из Афганистана угрозой для
региональной безопасности.
Очевидно, такое изменение позиции Российской Федерации связано с
подписанием Кабулом соглашения о безопасности с США и ажиотажем
вокруг появления «ИГ» в Афганистане. Длительная война Америки в
Афганистане, названная борьбой с терроризмом, сейчас подвергается
множеству сомнений, в появлении которых виновны сами американские
власти. К примеру, когда высокопоставленный американский военный
заявляет, что в Афганистане в настоящее время действуют двадцать
террористических группировок, это может породить два предположения:
либо Америка потерпела поражение в 16-летней борьбе с терроризмом, либо
она сама выступила в роли фактора, способствовавшего появлению новых
группировок в этой стране. Такая постановка вопроса вызывает
озабоченность государств региона и еще более подчеркивает необходимость
региональной интеграции для обеспечения мира в Афганистане.
Какое бы давление на усилия России по созданию региональной
интеграции для прекращения войны в Афганистане ни оказывал Вашингтон,
самым важным компонентом этого уравнения будет оставаться Исламабад.
Пакистан, который в конце холодной войны между СССР и Западом извлек
большую пользу из этого противостояния и превратился в атомную державу,
сегодня в начале новой холодной войны снова стремится ловко
воспользоваться этой ситуацией. Но в отношении Афганистана Пакистан
оказался сбитым с толку из-за своей зависимости от Америки. Теперь
Исламабад не знает, какую позицию занять в связи с новыми
обстоятельствами, поскольку позиция американского президента в
отношении России до сих пор не определена, и также неясно, каков будет
следующий план этой страны в отношении Афганистана.
МИД РФ сожалеет об отказе США участвовать в переговорах по
Афганистану
Известия. 30.03.2017. http://izvestia.ru/news/674873

Консультации пройдут в Москве 14 апреля
США отказались от участия в консультациях по Афганистану, которые
пройдут в Москве 14 апреля. Москва сожалеет о принятом Вашингтоном
решении, заявила в ходе брифинга официальный представитель МИД России
Мария Захарова.
По словам Захаровой, США — важный игрок на афганском
направлении. Присоединение Соединенных Штатов к «миротворческим
усилиям стран региона стало бы дополнительным сигналом афганской
вооруженной оппозиции о необходимости прекращения вооруженной борьбы
и начала переговоров», — цитирует «РИА Новости» представителя МИДа.
При этом Захарова подчеркнула, что отказ принять участие в
консультациях — это решение США.
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Приглашения на очередной раунд переговоров по Афганистану были
отправлены США, Индии, Ирану, Китаю, Пакистану и странам Центральной
Азии, передает «Утро.ru». Всего в консультациях в Москве примут участие
12 стран, сообщил советник президента Афганистана по национальной
безопасности Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар.
15 февраля в Москве состоялся предыдущий раунд консультаций на
уровне спецпредставителей по Афганистану и старших должностных лиц. Во
встрече принимали участие Россия, Афганистан, Пакистан, Китай, Индия и
Иран.
Россия – Афганистан: в преддверии межмидовской встречи 14 апреля в
Москве
The return of Russia
Abdul Basit (associate research fellow at the S Rajaratnam School of International
Studies). The Nation. 9.04.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/197494-The-return-ofRussia

Afghanistan is emerging as a new theatre of the US-Russia power struggle,
with Moscow‘s return to the conflict-ridden country after an aloofness of almost
three decades.
Buoyed by the success of its military diplomacy in Syria and Ukraine, Russia
is now overtly asserting itself in Afghanistan. In 2001, Russia supported the US
intervention in Afghanistan. From 2009 to 2015, Russia also provided diplomatic
and logistical support to US military presence in Afghanistan. However, over the
last two years, Moscow has been a vocal critic of US and Nato policies in
Afghanistan. It firmly believes the Western polices in Afghanistan have failed.
Taking advantage of the geopolitical opening created by the fleeting US
foreign policy and the drawdown of Western forces from Afghanistan in 2014,
Moscow is trying to outflank Washington in Afghanistan. This marks a significant
shift in Russia‘s traditional Afghan policy of neutrality.
Russia will be holding the third meeting of its Afghan initiative on April 14.
The stage for these talks was set in December 2016 when Moscow hosted a
trilateral dialogue with Islamabad and Beijing. Another round of consultations with
six countries – Russia, China, Pakistan, India, Iran and Afghanistan – was held in
Moscow on February 15. In both meetings, Nato and the US were not invited.
Russia invited the US for the April talks, which was refused by the latter.
The US refusal to participate in the April 14 meeting indicates its growing
discomfort with Russia‘s Afghan overtures. The new US administration considers
it to be a direct interference in Afghanistan. This will potentially give birth to new
geopolitical rivalries and further complicate the existing ones. Broadly, this will
split the region into two rival political blocs of local and global powers: Russia,
China, Iran, Pakistan and the Central Asian States and the US, India, Nato and
Afghanistan.
A number of factors have motivated the growing Russian involvement in
Afghanistan. First, amid the transitioning global world order – with the rise of
China and the weakening US influence – Russia is positioning itself to expand its
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influence in South Asia and Central Asia. Second, it has stabilised its strategic
backyard to export energy to South Asian markets, following sanctions imposed by
the West. Third, it has found new customers for its military industrial complex.
Finally, it has integrated itself with China‘s ambitious One Belt One Road (OBOR)
project by improving its connectivity with the region.
Russian and the US have divergent outlooks of the situation in Afghanistan.
Russia views the Islamic State of Khorasan (ISK) – the regional affiliate of the IS
in the Af-Pak region – as the major regional security threat. On the other hand,
America and its Nato allies view the Afghan Taliban as the major actors of
instability in Afghanistan.
Moscow maintains that its ties with the Taliban are limited to peace
negotiations and countering the ISK‘s influence. On the contrary, Washington
believes Russia-Taliban contacts aim to undermine the US and Nato mission in
Afghanistan. The former advocates a flexible approach towards the Taliban while
the latter upholds the renunciation of violence, the delinking of the Taliban‘s ties
with Al-Qaeda and the recognition of the Afghan constitution and government as
nonnegotiable preconditions for peace talks.
Moreover, Russia views the US proposal of a moderate troop surge and
increased military spending in Afghanistan as the recipe for more war and
destabilisation. On the other hand, the US military commander in Afghanistan
General John Nicolson considers support of the Afghan Taliban by Russia, Iran
and Pakistan as the major source of instability in Afghanistan.
In addition, Russia alleges that the US forces have not done enough to check
the rise and expansion of the ISK in Afghanistan. Moscow views the growing
presence of the ISK fighters in Afghanistan‘s northern provinces near the Central
Asian States with suspicion. It alleges that the US is using the ISK as a proxy in
Afghanistan. However, the US rejects such allegations, pointing out that 15 top
commanders of ISK – including its amir Hafiz Saeed Khan Orakzai – have been
killed in US drone strikes and the territorial footprint of the group has been
reduced from nine to three districts in Afghanistan.
Such divergent and opposing outlooks of the Afghan conflict, even before a
formal dialogue process begins, appear to be ominous. It will complicate the
regional geopolitics turning Afghanistan into a battleground for proxy wars. The
inclusion of the Russian competition with the US and Nato, in addition, to ongoing
power games between India and Pakistan as well as Iran and Saudi Arabia will
work to the advantage of the militant groups in Afghanistan.
American and Nato‘s financial assistance bankroll the Afghan economy and
their military presence in Afghanistan has ensured the survival of the National
Unity Government (NUG). Without including the US, a durable and realistic
solution to the Afghan conflict appears to be difficult. At the same time, continued
US military presence without a realistic and flexible political solution will further
destabilise Afghanistan. When 150,000 US and Nato troops in Afghanistan could
not break the deadlock of the Afghan conflict, a meagre increase of 3,000 to 4,000
troops will not make any difference per se.
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Alarmingly, the failure of the US and Russia to reconcile their differences on
Afghanistan can potentially turn Afghanistan into another Syria which will
negatively affect regional and global peace. The Russian (ISK‘s presence) and the
US (Al-Qaeda and Taliban links) concerns are best addressed if both sides
cooperate instead of compete with one another.
If history serves as a useful guide, all major initiatives which have been taken
so far to broker a ceasefire agreement between Kabul and the Taliban have failed.
The fate of the Russian peace initiative does not seem to be an exception this rule.
In 2013, the US-led initiatives, known as the Qatar process, crashed after the
Taliban hoisted their official flag and plaque ahead of the talks in Doha. The then
US administration and the former Afghan President Hamid Karzai rejected the
move and pulled out of negotiations.
After a gap of two years, another effort was made to revive the peace talks in
2015, under the Quadrilateral Coordination Group – which comprises of US,
China, Pakistan and Afghanistan. The QCG talks came to a screeching halt in mid2015 with the disclosure of Taliban‘s founding leader Mullah Umar‘s death. In
early 2016, another effort was under way to rekindle the QCG dialogue, when the
US killed the new Taliban chief Mullah Akhtar Mansour in a drone attack in
Balochistan and dashed hopes of restarting the peace talks.
Notwithstanding the divergent US and Russian outlooks of the Afghan war,
the core dispute remains the discord between the Taliban and the NUG. The US
presence in Afghanistan, the regional state‘s interference in Afghanistan‘s internal
affairs and the rise of opportunistic groups like the ISK are irritants and byproducts of the lingering conflict. If a political compromise between Kabul and
Taliban is reached, it is easy to tackle the irritants.
Pakistan – which has suffered because of the unrest in Afghanistan – and
China should play the role of a mediator instead of taking sides in this emerging
geopolitical situation. The regional and global powers need to take a bipartisan
view of the situation in Afghanistan. Reviving the QCG process and expanding it
to include Russia and India offers the most viable diplomatic framework to end the
war in Afghanistan.
Афганистан становится новым театром борьбы за власть между США и Россией, с
возвращением Москвы в страну, охваченную конфликтами, после отчужденности почти
трех десятилетий.
Подпитываясь успехом военной дипломатии в Сирии и Украине, Россия теперь
открыто заявляет о себе в Афганистане. В 2001 году Россия поддержала вмешательство
США в Афганистане. С 2009 по 2015 год Россия также оказывала дипломатическую и
материально-техническую поддержку военному присутствию США в Афганистане.
Однако в течение последних двух лет Москва выступала с критикой политики США и
НАТО в Афганистане. Он твердо верит, что западные политики в Афганистане потерпели
неудачу.
Воспользовавшись геополитическим открытием, создаваемым мимолетной внешней
политикой США и отводом западных сил из Афганистана в 2014 году, Москва пытается
обойти Вашингтон в Афганистане. Это знаменует собой значительный сдвиг в
традиционной для России афганской политике нейтралитета.
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Россия проведет третье заседание своей афганской инициативы 14 апреля. Этап для
этих переговоров был установлен в декабре 2016 года, когда в Москве состоялся
трехсторонний диалог с Исламабадом и Пекином. 15 февраля в Москве состоялся
очередной раунд консультаций с шестью странами - Россией, Китаем, Пакистаном,
Индией, Ираном и Афганистаном. На обоих встречах НАТО и США не были приглашены.
Россия пригласила США на апрельские переговоры, на которые она была отвергнута.
Отказ США участвовать в заседании 14 апреля указывает на растущий дискомфорт в
отношении афганских инициатив. Новая администрация США считает это прямым
вмешательством в Афганистан. Это потенциально может породить новое геополитическое
соперничество и еще более усложнить существующие. В широком смысле это приведет к
разделению региона на два конкурирующих политических блока: локальные и глобальные
- Россия, Китай, Иран, Пакистан и государства Центральной Азии и США, Индия, НАТО
и Афганистан.
Множество факторов мотивировало растущее участие России в Афганистане. Вопервых, в условиях переходного глобального мирового порядка - с подъемом Китая и
ослаблением влияния США - Россия позиционирует себя для расширения своего влияния
в Южной Азии и Центральной Азии. Во-вторых, он стабилизировал свой стратегический
задний двор для экспорта энергии на рынки Южной Азии после введения санкций со
стороны Запада. В-третьих, он нашел новых клиентов для своего военно-промышленного
комплекса. Наконец, он объединился с амбициозным проектом One Belt One Road
(OBOR), улучшив его связь с регионом.
У России и США есть расходящиеся взгляды на ситуацию в Афганистане. Россия
рассматривает Исламское Государство Хорасан (ИГК) - региональный филиал ИГ в
регионе Аф-Пак - как главную угрозу региональной безопасности. С другой стороны,
Америка и ее союзники по НАТО считают афганских талибов главными действующими
лицами нестабильности в Афганистане.
Москва утверждает, что ее связи с «Талибаном» ограничиваются мирными
переговорами и противодействием влиянию ИГК. Напротив, Вашингтон считает, что
контакты между Россией и талибами направлены на подрыв миссии США и НАТО в
Афганистане. Первый выступает за гибкий подход к движению «Талибан», в то время как
последний поддерживает отказ от насилия, развенчание связей «Талибана» с «АльКаидой» и признание афганской конституции и правительства в качестве не подлежащих
обсуждению условий для мирных переговоров.
Более того, Россия рассматривает предложение США о умеренном расширении
войск и увеличении военных расходов в Афганистане в качестве рецепта для
продолжения войны и дестабилизации. С другой стороны, американский военный
командующий в Афганистане генерал Джон Николсон считает поддержку афганских
талибов Россией, Ираном и Пакистаном главным источником нестабильности в
Афганистане.
Кроме того, Россия утверждает, что силы США не сделали достаточно для проверки
роста и расширения ИСК в Афганистане. Москва с подозрением смотрит на растущее
присутствие боевиков ИСК в северных провинциях Афганистана вблизи государств
Центральной Азии. В нем утверждается, что США используют ИСК в качестве
доверенного лица в Афганистане. Однако США отвергают подобные обвинения, указывая
на то, что 15 высших командиров ИСК - включая его амира Хафиза Саида Хан Оракзая были убиты во время американских ударов с применением гула, а территориальный след
группы был сокращен с девяти до трех районов Афганистана.
Подобные противоречивые и противоположные взгляды афганского конфликта,
даже до начала официального диалога, кажутся зловещими. Это усложнит региональную
геополитику, превращая Афганистан в поле битвы за прокси-войны. Включение
российского соревнования с США и НАТО, кроме того, к продолжающимся силовым
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играм между Индией и Пакистаном, а также Ираном и Саудовской Аравией будет
работать на благо боевых групп в Афганистане.
Американские и финансовой помощи НАТО финансировать афганскую экономику и
свое военное присутствие в Афганистане обеспечило выживание Правительства
национального единства (НУГ). Без нас, прочные и реалистичные решения афганского
конфликта, как представляется, будет сложно. В то же время, продолжающееся военное
присутствие США без реалистичного и гибкого политического решения будет
дестабилизировать ситуацию в Афганистане. Когда 150,000 войск США и НАТО в
Афганистане не может выйти из тупика афганского конфликта, всего лишь на 3000 4000
военнослужащих не имеет никакого значения как такового.
Тревожно, провал США и России, чтобы урегулировать свои разногласия в
Афганистане может превратить Афганистан в еще одну Сирию, что может негативно
повлиять на региональный и глобальный мир. Русский (присутствие иск) и США (АльКаида и Талибан одной) проблемы лучше всего решаются, если обе стороны
сотрудничают, а не конкурируют друг с другом.
Если история служит полезным ориентиром, все основные инициативы, которые
были приняты так далеко, чтобы заключить соглашение о прекращении огня между
Кабулом и "Талибаном" провалилась. Судьба Российской мирной инициативы не
представляется исключение из этого правила. В 2013 году нам инициативы, известной как
процесс Катара, разбился после того, как талибы водрузили свой флаг и табличка перед
началом переговоров в Дохе. Тогда администрация США и экс-президент Афганистана
Хамид Карзай отклонил движение и вытащил из переговоров.
Спустя два года, другой была сделана попытка возродить мирные переговоры в 2015
году в рамках Четырехсторонних координационной группы, в которую входят США,
Китай, Пакистан и Афганистан. Переговоры зашли QCG в ступор в середине 2015 года с
раскрытием смерти основателя лидера "Талибана" муллы Умара. В начале 2016 года, еще
одна попытка по возрождению диалога QCG, когда нами убит новый "Талибан" главный
мулла Ахтар Мансур во время атаки беспилотника в Белуджистане и надежды на
возобновление мирных переговоров.
Несмотря на различные американские и российские перспективы афганской войны,
основные споры остаются разногласия между талибами и наг. Присутствие США в
Афганистане, вмешательства в региональные государства во внутренние дела
Афганистана и рост оппортунистических групп, как иск являются раздражителями и
побочных продуктов в затяжной конфликт. Если политический компромисс между
Кабулом и "Талибаном", оно легко решать раздражителей.
Пакистан – которая пострадала из-за беспорядков в Афганистане – и Китай должен
играть роль посредника, а не принимать чью-то сторону в этой новой геополитической
ситуации. Региональные и мировые державы должны принять вид двусторонней ситуации
в Афганистане. Оживление процесса QCG и включении в него России и Индии предлагает
самые жизнеспособные дипломатические рамки, чтобы положить конец войне в
Афганистане.

Пакистано-афганские отношения сложные из-за влияния Индии, считает министр обороны Хаваджа Асиф
Pak-Afghan ties strained due to Indian influence: Kh Asif
Daily Times. 8.04.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/08-Apr-17/pak-afghan-tiesstrained-due-to-indian-influence-kh-asif

ISLAMABAD: Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif has said that the
state is serious about improving relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
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Talking to a private news channel, the minister claimed that the strained ties
between the two countries were due to Indian influence on Afghanistan.
He emphasised the sacrifices of Pakistan‘s armed forces in the country‘s ―war
on terror‖, adding that every possible step would be taken to flush out militants and
the menace of ―terrorism‖ from the country.
He also appreciated the armed forces for extending their services during the
census process.
When asked about former army chief Gen (r) Raheel Sharif‘s appointment as
head of the Saudi-led military alliance, Asif said the decision of the coalition
forces was yet to be taken. Relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan appear to
be back on track after months of tensions and war of words, as the Prime
Minister‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz earlier reported progress in his
recent talks with senior Afghan officials in London.
Briefing the National Assembly Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Sartaj Aziz had said the London meeting with Afghan National Security Adviser
Hanif Atmar had helped break the ice.
Пакистано-афганские отношения улучшаются
Pak-Afghan relations are moving towards rapprochement
Daily Times. 8/04/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/08-Apr-17/pak-afghanrelations-are-moving-towards-rapprochement

Ahead of the multi-nation Moscow peace initiative centred on Afghanistan,
behind-the-scenes activity between Islamabad and Kabul seems to be picking up.
The mid-March London meeting between Sartaj Aziz and Hanif Atmar, the
Afghan National Security Advisor (NSA), seems to have set the ball rolling on two
major issues that have dogged the bilateral relations. London paved the way for
Afghan leaders' quiet agreement on a multi-tier border management mechanism, a
Pakistani demand stone-walled by Kabul for quite some time on the pretext that
"terrorists don't use regular border crossings."
Secondly, thanks to the Afghan ambassador Omar Zakhilwal's proactive
diplomacy, both countries may be heading towards the resumption of formal
dialogue before the Moscow meeting. An unusual sense of urgency is evident from
Zakhilwal's shuttle between Kabul and Islamabad. Quiet messaging by major
Pakistani stakeholders also underscores the same: don't let the post-London
opportunity slip away.
Politically loaded circumstances, too, demand swift action for resumption of
formal contacts on the way to restoration of trust and initiation of counter-terrorism
cooperation based on the border-management mechanism, which foreign diplomats
in Islamabad, too hail as a major step forward. Background briefings with
Pakistani and foreign diplomats entail quite a clear picture. They appreciate
Kabul's limitation in a politically extremely volatile situation, yet they argue that
while the Afghan leadership has to be mindful of the domestic audience
(opposition to any formalization of the border i.e. Durand Line), it does carry a
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responsibility of honoring the trilateral understanding on border management
reached at London.
Securing borders is the foremost responsibility of every country, diplomats
concurred.
Even a little cooperation in border management would possibly amount to a
clear departure from Kabul's covert and overt position thus far; most of them
insisted that counter-terrorism cooperation was contingent upon military action
against Afghan Taliban/Haqqani network in Pakistan. This demand, accompanied
by deadly terrorist attacks on either side of the Duran Line, yielded little results
except precipitating tensions and injecting more bitterness in relations that led to
the 32-day arbitrary closure of the border on February 17.
The closure, as businessmen point out, cost Afghans some 49 million dollars,
while Pakistani businesses lost some 170 million dollars - a sad reflection on the
state of relations between the so-called conjoined twins.
The situation requires Pakistan to indulge in some deep introspection on its
treatment of Afghanistan - articulated recently by Gen. Nasir Khan Janjua, the
National Security Advisor. 'We should not think about Afghanistan with anger and
must work to fix the relationship', Janjua underscored on the sidelines of a
conference on March 27.
Pakistan's new lenient visa policy for Afghan nationals, too, reflects the
realization that for too long Pakistani officials looked at it only as a refugee issue.
Now, following intense lobbying by civil society groups and intelligentsia,
Pakistan has a much more matter-of-fact approach, the first big step towards
looking at it as an issue linked to Pakistan's socio-political and economic interests
as well as critical for its image abroad. For too long, Pakistani policy makers failed
to relate the policy on refugees as Pakistan's own problem.
Secondly, latest geo-political developments underscore some bitter realities;
an unfolding fierce contest between the US, that provides nearly $six billion a year
for the Afghan Security Forces, and the Moscow-China-led regional peace
initiative that has now coopted almost a dozen countries, including regional powers
such as Iran and India.
This competition should ideally also trigger realization among key
stakeholders that following active Iranian, Chinese and Russian contacts with the
Afghan Taliban, the policy of dumping everything at Pakistan's doorstep and
blaming it for all ills of Afghanistan, has lost relevance.
Thirdly, comparisons between Afghan and Pakistani Taliban are misplaced.
The Afghan Taliban, by virtue of their Doha office and their parleys with Russian,
Iranian, Chinese officials, enjoy international recognition as a stakeholder in
Afghanistan. The Pakistani Taliban - on the contrary, are neither recognized nor
have any locus standi. There is no compulsion to talk to such militants, who are
primarily pawns in a sponsored proxy war, while the Afghan Taliban/Haqqanis
have yet to be declared as terrorists by Kabul and outsiders.
Fourth, for all practical reasons no other nation can outweigh the bonds of
cultural and ethnic affinity that exist between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Fifth,
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Afghans, as big beef eaters as Pakistanis themselves, probably are watching in awe
what the Hindutva vigilantes are doing to cow-beef eaters. This should also make it
clear to them that behind the famous Modi-Ghani embrace lies the strategic design
of running down Pakistan through Afghanistan i.e. using this conflict-torn country
to inflict pain on Pakistan.
There is a lot more positive between Pakistan and Afghanistan to build on
instead of holding it hostage to one or two negatives.
Впереди многонациональной мирной инициативы Москвы, сосредоточенной на
Афганистане, за кулисами активность между Исламабадом и Кабулом, похоже,
поднимается. Встреча в середине марта в Лондоне между Сартаем Азизом и Ханифом
Атмаром, советником по национальной безопасности Афганистана (NSA), похоже,
заставляет задуматься о двух основных проблемах, которые вызывают двусторонние
отношения. Лондон проложил дорогу тихому соглашению афганских лидеров по
многоуровневому механизму пограничного контроля - пакистанскому требованию,
которое кабульский камень давно обстрелял под предлогом того, что «террористы не
пользуются регулярными пограничными пунктами».
Во-вторых, благодаря инициативной дипломатии афганского посла Омара Захилваля
обе страны, возможно, направятся к возобновлению официального диалога перед
московским совещанием. Необычное ощущение неотложности видно из шаттла Захилваля
между Кабулом и Исламабадом. Тихие сообщения основных пакистанских партнеров
также подчеркивают одно и то же: не позволяйте пост-лондонской возможности
ускользнуть.
Политически нагруженные обстоятельства также требуют быстрых действий для
возобновления официальных контактов на пути к восстановлению доверия и налаживания
контртеррористического сотрудничества на основе механизма пограничного контроля,
который также приветствуют иностранные дипломаты в Исламабаде в качестве важного
шага вперед. Вводные брифинги с пакистанскими и иностранными дипломатами влекут за
собой довольно четкую картину. Они ценят ограничение Кабула в политически крайне
нестабильной ситуации, однако они утверждают, что, хотя афганское руководство должно
учитывать внутреннюю аудиторию (противодействие любой формализации границы, то
есть Дуранд Лайн), оно несет ответственность за соблюдение трехстороннего понимания
По управлению границами, достигнутой в Лондоне.
Обеспечение границ является главной обязанностью каждой страны, согласились
дипломаты.
Даже небольшое сотрудничество в управлении границами, возможно, составило бы
явный отход от скрытой и открытой позиции Кабула до сих пор; Большинство из них
настаивали на том, что сотрудничество в борьбе с терроризмом зависит от военных
действий против афганской сети «Талибан» / Хаккани в Пакистане. Это требование,
сопровождавшееся смертоносными террористическими нападениями по обе стороны
линии Дуран, принесло небольшие результаты, кроме ускорения напряженности и
усугубления большей горечи в отношениях, которые привели к 32-дневному
произвольному закрытию границы 17 февраля.
Закрытие, как отмечают бизнесмены, стоило афганцам около 49 миллионов
долларов, а пакистанские предприятия потеряли около 170 миллионов долларов - грустное
отражение состояния отношений между так называемыми близнецами-близнецами.
Ситуация требует от Пакистана глубокой интроспекции в отношении ее обращения с
Афганистаном, - недавно заявил советник по национальной безопасности генерал Насир
Хан Джанджуа. «Мы не должны думать об Афганистане с гневом и должны работать,
чтобы установить отношения», - подчеркнул Янджуа в кулуарах конференции 27 марта.
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Новая гибкая визовая политика Пакистана для афганских граждан также отражает
осознание того, что слишком долго пакистанские официальные лица рассматривали его
только как проблему беженцев. Теперь, после интенсивного лоббирования группами
гражданского общества и интеллигенцией, Пакистан имеет гораздо более конкретный
подход, первый большой шаг к тому, чтобы рассматривать его как проблему, связанную с
социально-политическими и экономическими интересами Пакистана, а также
критическую для его Образ за границей. Слишком долго пакистанские политики не
смогли связать политику в отношении беженцев как собственную проблему Пакистана.
Во-вторых, последние геополитические события подчеркивают некоторые горькие
факты; Разворачивающийся ожесточенный конкурс между США, который
предусматривает около шести миллиардов долларов в год для афганских сил безопасности
и региональную мирную инициативу под руководством Москвы и Китая, которая в
настоящее время сотрудничает почти с десятком стран, включая региональные державы,
такие как Иран и Индия.
Этот конкурс в идеале должен также инициировать реализацию среди основных
заинтересованных сторон, что после активных иранских, китайских и российских
контактов с афганскими талибами политика сброса всего на пороге Пакистана и
возложения вины за все болезни Афганистана утратила актуальность.
В-третьих, сравнение между афганским и пакистанским талибами неуместно.
Афганские талибы, благодаря своему офису в Дохе и их партерам с российскими,
иранскими и китайскими официальными лицами, пользуются международным
признанием в качестве заинтересованного лица в Афганистане. Пакистанские талибы напротив, не признаются и не имеют никаких локусов. Нет никакого принуждения к
разговорам с такими боевиками, которые в первую очередь являются пешками в
спонсируемой войне за прокси, в то время как афганские талибы / хаккани еще не
объявлены террористами Кабулом и посторонними.
В-четвертых, по всем практическим соображениям ни одна другая нация не может
перевесить узы культурной и этнической близости, существующие между Пакистаном и
Афганистаном. В-пятых, афганцы, как большие едоки из говядины, как сами пакистанцы,
вероятно, с трепетом смотрят на то, что делают хиндтвские бдительности с горькими
едоками. Это должно также разъяснить им, что за знаменитым объятием Моди-Гани
лежит

Афганистан – это не Вьетнам
Afghanistan is no Vietnam
M
Ziauddin.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377652/afghanistan-no-vietnam/

April

8th,

2017.

The Soviets tried to introduce socialism to the Afghans but failed miserably.
Likewise, the US is failing equally miserably in introducing democracy to the
Afghans.
The Soviets disappeared from the face of the earth, because of their Afghan
folly which was the last straw on the camel‘s already snapped back.
On the other hand, the US seems to be facing a Vietnam-like situation in
Afghanistan without, however, facing a similar end-game because no one in the
world wants Washington to fail in this war against terrorism.
But the US itself appears to have been swamped by an acute sense of
frustration. In a recent article (How Pakistan Warped into a Geopolitical Monster)
published in an US magazine The National Interest, on April 2, 2017 author
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Robert Cassidy maintains that after 15-plus years, the war in Afghanistan remains
a strategic stalemate.
―The coalition and Afghan forces have hit the enemy‘s capacity year after
year, but the Taliban‘s will — their senior leaders, support, resources, rest,
regeneration and arms — continue to benefit from sanctuary and support from
Pakistan‘s security establishment. In his testimony to the Senate Armed Services
Committee in February of this year, the theatre commander, Gen John Nicholson,
stated that he believed the war in Afghanistan was a stalemate.‖
Most official US reports and testimonies on the situation in Afghanistan,
according to Mr Cassidy, explicitly state, for the public record, that Pakistan‘s
sanctuary and support prevent the defeat of the Taliban.
―A reduction of this sanctuary and cessation of the sources of support for the
Taliban in Pakistan is the strategic sine qua non for ending the war in Afghanistan
with modest success.
―General Nicholson has told the Senate Armed Services Committee in
February that multiple witnesses have appeared before this body and testified that
insurgents cannot be defeated while they enjoy external sanctuary and support
from outside of the national boundaries of the conflict area.
―Pakistan continues to pose a grave strategic risk for the war in Afghanistan.
This war will not end, or it will end badly, unless the West and its regional partners
bring the full weight of their collective national powers to break Pakistan of its
pathological strategic behaviour.‖
Further quoting General Nicholson, Mr Cassidy said that 20 US-designated
terrorist organisations operate in the Afghanistan-Pakistan sub-region; seven of the
20 organisations are in Pakistan. ―So long as these groups maintain safe haven
inside of Pakistan they will threaten long-term stability in Afghanistan.‖
One recalls that similar analyses were pouring out of US think tanks, its
media and strategic experts when the war in Vietnam was going the wrong way for
Washington. Many had started accusing the neighbouring Cambodia of harbouring
the Vietcong and providing them sanctuaries and then in desperation that country
was bombed.
This leads one to the dangerous conclusion that perhaps the US is mistaking
the Afghan war as some kind of a repeat of its Vietnam experience.
The Soviets moved into Afghanistan determined to turn it into a socialist
country without realising that you cannot impose socialism on a tribal society
which Afghanistan was at that time and still is. The US has been trying futilely to
introduce democracy in a country warped up in tribalism.
Not that Pakistan is free from tribalism. It is afflicted with feudalism as well.
Most of rural Pakistan is tribal and large parts of urban region are immersed in
feudalism. In such societies the writ of state continuously comes into direct clash
with the obscure cultural norms.
That is perhaps why non-state militant organisations could thrive with total
impunity in Pakistan and Afghanistan. So, instead of blaming Pakistan for
Washington‘s Afghan problems the US should re-read the cultural ground reality
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in Afghanistan and empathetically manage to lift it out of its tribal pit rather than
trying to force democracy down its throat.
Пакистан отгородится от Афганистана стеной
Владимир Скосырев. «Независимая газета». 29.03.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/201703-29/7_6960_pakistan.html

Армия Пакистана начала возводить заграждения в зоне племен на
северо-западе страны. Это беспокойный пустынный район, граничащий с
Афганистаном, откуда, по мнению Исламабада, проникают вооруженные
отряды пакистанских талибов. По словам командующего сухопутными
войсками Камара Баджвы, боевики обосновались в соседней стране и оттуда
совершают набеги на родину. Линия границы длиной 2,5 тыс. км – предмет
векового спора между двумя государствами. Комментаторы полагают, что
эта затея еще больше обострит отношения двух стран.
В принципе идея защититься от варваров стеной стара как мир. Ее начал
реализовывать задолго до нашей эры китайский император Цинь Шихуан, а
затем и правители других династий, пришедшие на смену. В наше время
пришлых людей варварами не величают, тем не менее президент США
Дональд Трамп собирается возвести забор, дабы пресечь иммиграцию из
Мексики.
Взвалив вину на Афганистан, Исламабад призывает Кабул уничтожить
«убежища» для боевиков. К возведению ограды Исламабад прибег после
того, как в последние недели от террористов в Пакистане погибло более 100
человек. Ссылаясь на нападения, Исламабад ранее в этом месяце временно
закрыл пункты перехода на «линии Дюранда». Эта линия, проведенная
британскими колониальными властями в 1893 году, должна была служить
границей. Афганистан ее отверг.
Генерал Баджва сказал, что сначала ограждение будет возведено в
районах Мохманд и Баджаур, соседствующих с афганскими провинциями
Нангархар и Кунар. Как передало Reuters, там будут дислоцированы
дополнительные средства наблюдения. Кроме того, будет постоянно вестись
слежка с воздуха.
Пока с афганской стороны комментариев не последовало. Отношения
между Кабулом и Исламабадом в последние годы были напряженными. Обе
столицы обвиняли друг друга в том, что не делают шагов для того, чтобы
справиться с пакистанскими и афганскими вооруженными отрядами
«Талибана» (запрещен в России).
Афганистан обвинял Пакистан в том, что он преднамеренно не замечает
командиров талибов на своей земле и даже поддерживает их. Баджва сделал
примирительный жест, сказав, что Пакистан разрабатывает механизм
взаимного обеспечения безопасности с Афганистаном. «Лучше управляемая,
безопасная и мирная граница отвечает интересам обеих братских стран. Ведь
они понесли огромные потери в борьбе с терроризмом», – пояснил генерал.
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Пакистан и раньше пытался закрыть границу, которая проходит в
основном через горную местность. На ней по большей части нет даже
патрулей. В 2007 году армия объявила, что строит ограду и минирует отрезок
длиной 35 км в регионе Северный Вазиристан. Попытки создать более
регулярное присутствие военных и возвести барьер в пункте перехода
Трокхам
разгневали
Кабул.
Произошли
столкновения
между
пограничниками двух стран.
В последние недели по крайней мере дважды американские
беспилотники наносили удары по пакистанским боевикам на афганской
стороне границы.
Пакистан поставит 100-км забор на границе с Афганистаном
100-km of Durand Line to be fenced
Ifthikar
Firdous.
The
Express
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377827/100-km-durand-line-fenced/

Tribune.
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473 border forts to be set up; Dai‘sh chapter in Peshawar dismantled
PESHAWAR: As ‗kinetic operation‘ Zarb-e-Azb has paved way for Raddul-Fasaad – a targeted anti-terror operation across the country – Pakistan‘s new
security paradigm now revolves on fencing of the Pak-Afghan border and
intelligence based operations (IBOs) against emerging terror threats, including
Da‘ish.
―There have been 36 cross border [militant] attacks [from Afghanistan] so far
this year as compared to 85 attacks that took place during the same period last
year.
―However, the movement of terrorists across the [western] border remains a
major issue to tackle,‖ said a senior security official while talking to a select group
of journalists in Peshawar on Friday.
―The roots of the problem [of terrorism] are across the border [in
Afghanistan],‖ he added.
The official said 100-kilometer patch on the Durand Line will be fenced this
year in the first phase.
―Sixty-seven (67) border posts will be completed this year but the idea is to
fence the entire border which is not possible in one go,‖ he said.
Afghanistan takes up Pakistan‘s border fencing with UN
He said 473 border forts will be set up across the entire Pak-Afghan border
with elaborate surveillance system that will consist of Unattended Ground
Surveillance System (UGS) and Man-portable Surveillance and Target Acquisition
Radar (MSTAR).
The border management system that has been implemented in Torkham since
May 1, 2016 will now be extended to Ghulam Khan in North Waziristan,
Kharlachi in Kurram and Angor Adda in South Waziristan.
―While the apparatus will be the same, the size of the building and its staffing
will be in accordance to the traffic on these posts,‖ he said.
The official revealed that Pakistan dismantled four main sanctuaries of
terrorists in Afghanistan‘s Kunar and Nangarhar province. ―These sanctuaries
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located in Manjoor Kali, Gardaq, Parchao and Rena served as main bases of
outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban and its splinter group – Jamatul Ahrar. Lalpura, which
served as the extortion base of the militants, has also been completely flattened,‖
he said.
Da‘ish in Peshawar dismantled
The official acknowledged presence of ultraorthodox terror outfit Islamic
State (IS) – also known by its Arabic acronym Da‘ish – in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
and Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata). However, he claimed that the
militant group‘s network in Peshawar had been completely dismantled.
Pak-Afghan armies discuss border situation via hotline
This was the first occasion when key security officials have accepted presence
of the proscribed organisation in the K-P and Fata.
―Twenty four (24) members of Da‘ish who were involved in several
coordinated attacks on government and security officials have been apprehended
while their ‗Peshawar network‘ has been dismantled,‖ said another senior official
present at the interaction.
―Da‘ish is a reality [in Pakistan]. The group has tried to make several attempts
in establishing its footprints [in the country] but security and intelligence officials
have worked hard to dismantle the current network in Peshawar,‖ he added.
According to the official, Dai‘sh‘s Peshawar chapter was involved in killing
of a Fata Secretariat employee in June of 2016, targeted killing of 3 soldiers on
September 18, 2016, targeted attack on a vehicle of the Frontier Corps on 22
November.
―The threat of any major attacks by Da‘ish has been averted in Peshawar,‖ the
officials said.
He said on March 21, five terrorists were killed in an IBO in Orakzai Agency.
These included a high profile target Shah Dauran, a commander of the IS.
Fencing the Afghan border
―They had planned to target Shia community during Nauroz festivals in two
different areas,‖ he said.
He, however, said Da‘ish militants did not have established hideouts in
Pakistan, adding that their bases were in Afghanistan. ―The Da‘ish terrorists killed
in Orakzai had crossed the border two days ago and were pinpointed with the help
of locals,‖ he said.
The official said the IBO carried out in Malakabad, Swabi in the first week of
March was also a great success. ―There was confirmed information that the five
terrorists killed in the raid were planning to target a judicial complex and GIK
institute of Engineering Sciences and Technology,‖ he said.
Sharing stats he said 2,233 IBOs were carried out in the last three months.
―Among these 1,234 were conducted in Fata while the rest in the K-P. A total of
2,517 suspects have been apprehended.,‖ he said.
Pakistan to attend 12-party Moscow peace moot
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He said 18 families suspected of facilitating militants had been disbanded
from Mohmand Agency after perpetrators of a suicide attack at a mosque and an
attack on Mohmand Rifle‘s headquarters were traced to Tehsil Safi of the area.
―They were receiving instructions from the Shaunkrai and Nolai Marakiz of
the terrorists,‖ said the official. ―Since the areas around Charsadda and Peshawar
have been under threat from Mohmand and Bajaur agencies, 37 check-posts have
been set up there,‖ he said.
Talking about Temporarily Displaced Persons (TDPs) , he said 91% of the
TDPs had returned to their agencies, while 93% of the total areas under operation
have been de-notified.
―The Fata reforms are fully supported [by the security establishment] and it is
extremely important to see it happen in the light of the decision of the parliament,‖
he concluded.
Law and order situation improving: Nisar
Meanwhile, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Friday once again
claimed that the government had succeeded in improving law and order situation in
the country in comparison with the previous regime.
―Corruption scandals and incidents of terrorism had become norms during the
last government, but now the situation has generally improved,‖ the interior
minister while addressing a ceremony in Rawalpindi on Friday.
He said previously five to six terrorists‘ attacks used to occur in the country
on daily basis and nobody bothered to improve the state of affairs. ―The
government will continue its efforts till the complete elimination of this menace
from the country,‖ he said.
США давят на Пакистан в отношении ситуации в Афганистане
Changes in White House to increase pressure on Pakistan: experts
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, April 7th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1325413/changes-inwhite-house-to-increase-pressure-on-pakistan-experts

WASHINGTON: This week‘s shake-up in the Trump White House could also
lead to greater pressure on Pakistan to create a condition that allows the United
States to win the war in Afghanistan, US experts say.
The experts, who spoke to Dawn, said that there‘s still no talk in the US
capital of severing ties with this key nation. But the new South Asian desk in the
White House National Security will now be headed by a person who wants
Pakistan to align its policies on terrorism and Afghanistan with those of the United
States.
Lisa Curtis, a South Asian affairs‘ expert from a Washington think-tank, will
now be the senior director for South and Central Asia at the White House National
Security Council.
―What this means for Pakistan at this early point is unclear, but ultimately, we
can expect a Pakistan policy to emerge from the White House that emphasizes
tough love but also cooperation along lines that directly serve US interests,‖ said
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Michael Kugelman, a senior associate for South Asia at the Woodrow Wilson
Centre, Washington.
Marvin Weinbaum, the scholar-in-residence at the Middle East Institute,
Washington, said that the Trump administration‘s ―general approach to Pakistan‖
will be decided by the new National Security Adviser Gen. H. R. McMaster
because President Donald Trump ―has no strong ideas of his own about the South
Asian region.‖
And since it was Gen McMaster who roped-in Ms Curtis, – instead of Brig.
Gen. Robin Fontes whose appointment had already been announced – she will
have a strong influence on future US policies towards South Asia.
―Generally speaking, judging on the paper she authored with (Pakistan‘s
former ambassador Husain Haqqani), she will expect more from Pakistan in
dealing with terrorist groups seen as threatening US aims in Afghanistan,‖ said Mr
Weinbaum.
The paper proposed tough measures against Pakistan to persuade it to
cooperate with the United States.
To bring Ms Curtis, Gen McMaster overturned a decision by the now-ousted
national security adviser, Ret Gen Michael Flynn, who had hired Ms Fontes for
this job.
Ms Curtis is also considered a Russia hawk, like Brookings scholar Fiona
Hill, another McMaster appointee, who joined the council as senior director for
Europe and Russia.
As The Washington Post pointed out, Ms Curtis will be the only senior
official in the Trump administration who deals with the South Asia region, which
includes ―the strategically important countries of India, Pakistan and Afghanistan.‖
There‘s no permanent assistant secretary of state for South and Central Asian
affairs, no Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan at the State
Department and no assistant secretary of defence for Asian and Pacific Affairs at
the Pentagon.
―It‘s rather disheartening I‘m sure for the people in the region,‖ Shuja Nawaz,
distinguished fellow at the Atlantic Council, Washington, told the Post. ―They are
still fumbling for some direction as to how the Trump administration will deal with
this region.‖
The report also noted that so far no leader from South Asia has visited the
Trump White House and the new administration ―has said very little about its plans
for the region. It‘s been particularly quiet about Afghanistan, where thousands of
US troops are stationed.‖
Earlier this week, President Trump unexpectedly removed his chief strategist,
Stephen Bannon, from the National Security Council, although he remains a close
aide. Bloomberg news agency, which first broke the news, reported that Mr.
Trump has also downgraded Homeland Security Adviser Tom Bossert.
Нужно больше доверия в отношениях Афганистана и Пакистана
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P/PC balance in Pak-Afghan relations: Why trust is the most effective
counter-terror strategy for both states
Inamullah Marwat. Dawn. 7/04/2017/ https://www.dawn.com/news/1325413/changes-inwhite-house-to-increase-pressure-on-pakistan-experts

In the case of Pakistan and Afghanistan relations, the golden egg (P) is
elimination of extremism led terrorism and the goose (PC) is the trust and
cooperation they need to extend to each other
Pakistan and Afghanistan, as neighbors, have quite a lot in common. They
have cultural similarity because both are home to a significant chunk of Pushtoons
which constitute a major chunk of both countries‘ populations. Not only
overlapping culturally, both are also facing the invisible threat of extremism led
terrorism which is ripping apart the social fabric of both countries. With so much
in common and both being caught in the vortex of extremism fed terrorism, on the
face value, it seems that both should have an effective relationship that could help
them counter the menace of extremism, but what is unfolding before us is aboutface. Instead of capitalizing on their commonality against the menace of
extremism, their current disillusionment with respect to each other is feeding
extremism to thrive in the region as in the their disunity militants have found
leeway to strike with full potential. How did the two countries lose sight of
deteriorating relationship in the face of extremism led terrorism, can be understood
from their failure of not maintaining ―P/PC‖ balance in their relationship.
Stephen R.Covey, in his book entitled The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People, talks about a principle that can ensure effectiveness in any relationship. He
calls that principle P/PC balance. Though the target audience of the book are
individuals, and all the principles mentioned there in the book are catering to an
individual‘s life, but the principle mentioned above is so encompassing that it can
be applied to relationship among states. Before applying the aforementioned
principle to Pak-Afghan relationship and how they have both failed in having this
balance, let me give the readers a brief idea about P/PC balance.
P/PC balance is the abracadabra for bringing effectiveness in any sphere of
life, be it any relationship, organization, or any other human activity. P stands for
―production of desired results‖, and PC stands for ―production capability‖. P/PC
balance can be understood, as per author of the book, from fable of goose and
golden egg in which P is the golden egg and PC is the goose. The story goes like
that there is a poor farmer who has a goose that lays a golden egg a day. The
farmer, instead of having one golden egg a day, decides to kill the goose in order to
have all eggs at once. And when he does so, he finds none.
According to the author:
―Most people see effectiveness from golden egg paradigm; the more you
produce, the more you do, the more effective you are. But as the story shows, true
effectiveness is the function of two things: what is produced (the golden eggs) and
the producing asset or capacity to produce (the goose).
If you adopt a pattern of life that focuses on golden eggs and neglect the
goose, you will soon be without the asset that produces golden eggs. On the other
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hand, if you only take care of goose with no aim towards the golden eggs, you
soon would not have the wherewithal to feed yourself or the goose‖.
In the case of Pakistan and Afghanistan relations, the golden egg (P) is
elimination of extremism led terrorism and the goose (PC) is the trust and
cooperation they need to extend to each other in rooting out the menace of
terrorism. Both are required to fend off strains they have in their relations which is
indispensable for their battle against the menace of terrorism.
P/PC balance is missing in Pak-Afghan relations in the sense that both are in
the grip of their narrow interests. Both want consolidation of their desired results
i.e. elimination of terrorism, but without PC i.e. trust and cooperation required to
battle extremism led terrorism.The relationship has become weak because each one
wants the other to submit to her interest without quid pro quo.
Pakistan‘s policy vis-à-vis Afghanistan is being dictated by its myopic interest
of having Pakistan‘s friendly government in Afghanistan and that is not
accommodating to expanding influence of India in Afghanistan. In order to make
sure that these interests are met, Pakistan has maintained a set of ―Good Taliban‖
as strategic asset in Afghanistan‘s political spectrum for making itself count.
Afghanistan cannot take the sympathy of being a victim. It equally bears role in
bringing this relation to such a low trust. Afghanistan‘s blind tilt towards India,
which is hell bent upon squeezing Pakistan from Western border through
supporting all those groups of Taliban in Afghanistan that are anti-Pakistan, and
Afghanistan‘s failure to bring a full stop to India‘s proxy war venture on its soil
against Pakistan have hardly left any leeway for Pakistan to rethink its Afghan
policy. It seems as if both are legitimately trapped in a closet and cannot think
beyond that.
Each one is shouting at other to unilaterally contribute to elimination of
terrorism, but nobody is ready to pay the price for forging a relationship that is
based upon trust and cooperation and that can help achieve the desired result. In
other words, sans PC (goose) i.e. trust and cooperation, P (golden egg) i.e.
elimination of terrorism cannot be made possible, thereof pitting this relationship
against endless strains.
Both countries have been ripped apart by the menace of terrorism. The recent
spate of terrorist attacks that happened in Pakistan brought into play again the old
characters talking to each other from the old script of scapegoating the other for the
whole mess, thereof resulting in border closure. In the face of common threat in the
form of terrorism that is haunting two countries, there is a prospect for rooting out
the menace because both countries have much in common. But for this to happen,
PC, that is trust and cooperation, needs to be strengthened which needs an out of
the box approach on both ends.
Афганистан – площадка для США для развития его отношений с
Россией, Китаем, Пакистаном.
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Is Afghanistan side-lining the US for its alliance with Russia, Pakistan
and China?
Ali Malik. The Express Tribune. April 6, 2017 http://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/48457/isafghanistan-side-lining-the-us-for-its-alliance-with-russia-pakistan-and-china/

It has become increasingly apparent that there is a strategic realignment of
alliances within the Indian subcontinent. Pakistan has come to replace the United
States with China, and hopes to include Russia, as it continues to be alienated
within Washington through its policies. The possible tripartite alliance may also be
extended to Iran, which is also interested in joining the group.
If the Donald Trump administration‘s ―America First‖ policy continues to
play a stronger role in American foreign policy, it may further invite additional
players into the already dense region.
The increasing ties between the United States and India have also led to
several rumours of a souring of relations between Russia and India. Although the
relationship continues to hold weight within New Delhi and Moscow, there
appears to be cracks emerging through the winds of shifting geopolitical priorities.
As Moscow continues to be shunned in the West, it is increasingly looking to the
East for economic ease from sanctions. India, on the other hand, is increasingly
looking westward with the most recent Logistics Exchange Memorandum of
Agreement (LEMOA) with the United States and defence deals with western
nations.
However, India and Russia have not eviscerated their ties in response to
changing geopolitical priorities. The two countries continue to be strong defence
partners with the former continuing to purchase large amounts of defence
equipment and increasing energy cooperation. Last year‘s visit to Goa by President
Vladimir Putin led to a $12.9 billion energy deal, an agreement to build Russian
helicopters in India, and the sale of stealth frigates to India‘s navy. However, it
would be a significant oversight to imagine that Moscow isn‘t wary of the rapidly
increasing cooperation between Washington and New Delhi.
Regardless of historic Indo-Sino relations, Pakistan and Russia seem to be
intent on increasing defence cooperation. Last September, Pakistan and Russia
held joint military exercises that raised alarm bells in Delhi. The exercises were
given the title of ―Druzhba-2016‖ that when translated means ―Friendship-2016.‖
Further bells were sure to have rung as last week, the Russian Deputy Chief of
General Staff Colonel General Israkov Sergi Yuryevich visited North and South
Waziristan with Peshawar Corps Commander Lieutenant-General Ahmed Butt.
Furthermore, Russian naval vessels also held joint exercises with Pakistan this
February in Karachi, along with the US, Australia, Japan, and several other
nations.
Additionally, Pakistan has also latched onto China and Russia to serve as a
counter weight against increased military cooperation and favouritism between
India and the US. On March 6th, the Express Tribune published an article citing an
anonymous Pakistani military source urging Trump‘s generals to ―sort out the
Afghanistan mess or Russia will intervene‖. This gesture by some in the Pakistani
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military has come at a time when American involvement within Afghanistan
should be increasing. Currently, the US continues to have a strong presence within
Afghanistan with around 10,000 troops stationed throughout the country, but
American dominance within the region is no longer universally accepted.
As the end of 2016 drew closer, China, Pakistan and Russia held one of
several high level meetings in Moscow to discuss the future of Afghanistan and the
growing threat from the Islamic State (IS). The most interesting aspect of these
meetings was the absence of both American and Afghan officials. Although the
involved parties agreed to extend an invitation to the Afghan government
following their third meeting, the US continued to be side-lined within the
conversation.
The series of talks between Pakistan, Russia and China that occurred last year
have now been extended to a multitude of nations. The first expansion of talks
occurred with the initial three parties extending an invitation to Iran, Afghanistan
and India. This group of six has now been further expanded with upcoming talks
on April 14th, to a total of 12 nations. The new members of the conversation will
now also include the US, the European Union (EU), and several Central Asian
states. However, the US has rejected the invitation to join within the multi-nation
conference.
Furthermore, China also hosted senior Afghan Taliban negotiators to discuss
the security situation in Afghanistan with other international players. Recent
reports of Chinese forces conducting military patrols within Afghanistan have led
to Beijing releasing statements clarifying that these recent reports have been
mischaracterised. Instead, sightings of Chinese military vehicles have been part of
joint military counter-terrorism operations between Afghan forces and the Chinese.
However, at this time, American involvement within Afghanistan is ever
more crucial as IS continues to gain a stronger foothold throughout the nation, and
Russia appears to be playing a larger role. Recent American military officials,
including the current Secretary of Defence Jim Mattis, have also highlighted the
ever-larger role being played by Russia in the region.
The role of Russia has also become increasingly legitimate, as both the
Afghan Taliban and the government have indicated that they would be interested in
having Russia facilitate a political solution. Kabul initially rejected the idea of
having the Taliban attend the upcoming meeting, but the recent position by
Afghanistan‘s National Security Adviser Hanif Atmar, given to Sputnik News
Agency after a visit to Moscow stated that:
―During the meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and
Russian Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev, I received a confirmation
that Moscow is committed to facilitation of peace in the region. In this context, the
contacts with the Taliban were only aimed at national reconciliation in
Afghanistan. I was very happy to hear that. Both of them assured me that Russia is
Afghanistan‘s close friend and will further support efforts of Afghanistan‘s
legitimate government.‖
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It seems that Russia and China, rather than the US, are slowly but surely
replacing the latter as the state is willing to provide a solution to end the conflict in
Afghanistan.
However, the strategy being pursued by Russia is one that further strengthens
the Taliban rather than weakening it. A recent report by Voice of America
highlighted the fact that the Taliban was actively seeking Russian aid in the form
of weapons and funding to combat the growing role of IS within the country‘s
north. If this aid was to arrive, the Taliban‘s position would be even stronger, and a
political solution with weight given to democratic values rather than Islamic law is
less likely to occur.
Pakistan has found a way to escape its reliance with the US with willing
partners in China and Russia, but it must make sure that it does not eliminate its
historic, although severely damaged, relationship with the US. It must also be
cautious of putting all of its ‗eggs in one basket‘ with China and Russia. India
continues to enjoy a strong relationship with Russia and both Pakistan and India
must make sure that they are able to balance the other. However, the people of
Afghanistan and their state have once again become a playground for regional
powers vying for control and influence in order to gain status on the world stage.
Кабул очень недоволен, что Пакистан строит забор на границе
Kabul takes up border fencing with UN
Tahir Khan. April 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1376825/kabul-takes-borderfencing-un/

ISLAMABAD: Afghanistan has complained to the UN Security Council
about Pakistan‘s ‗violations‘ along the border, the Afghan Foreign Ministry has
said.
Spokesman Ahmad Shakeeb Mustaghni told a news conference in Kabul that
his government has shared ‗evidence‘ with the United Nations about Pakistan‘s
activities on the border and asked it to take a decision.
He argued that Pakistan ―cannot fence the border without Afghanistan‘s
consent‖ and any unilateral action would be a ‗violation‘ of international laws.
On its part, Pakistan insists that fencing and other measures are aimed at
checking cross-border movement of militants, blamed for violence in both the
countries. Last week, Army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa had annouced that
fencing has started in Bajaur and Mohmand tribal regions.
Afghan border fencing initiated: Gen Qamar
In Islamabad, Foreign Office spokesman Nafees Zakaria on Thursday said all
work related to border management was done on the Pakistani side of the border.
―The purpose is to stop terrorists from crossing the border. Border
management is essential for the safety of our citizens and territory, and also to
facilitate Afghan people‘s travel to Pakistan for genuine purposes,‖ Zakaria said at
his weekly briefing.
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But Mustaghni said Afghan forces will not remain silent if Pakistan continues
with such actions. A Dari-version text of the Afghan spokesman is available with
The Express Tribune.
He said there was no discussion on the Durand Line during the last month‘s
Pak-Afghan advisers‘ meeting in London. He said Pakistan‘s Adviser on Foreign
Affairs Sartaj Aziz and the Afghan National Security Adviser Hanif Atmar had
discussed Pakistan‘s ‗border violations‘, closure of the border and exchange of the
lists of wanted militants.
In February Pakistan handed over a list of 76 militants, who the country
believes have sanctuaries on the Afghan side of the border. These groups routinely
claim responsibility for the attacks in Pakistan. In a tit-for-tat action, Afghan
officials also delivered a list of 85 militants, who they claim live in Pakistan.
―Pakistan is creating problems to make Afghans busy and to create the
problem of Durand Line,‖ the Afghan FM spokesman said, adding, ―The Afghan
government has no power to decide the fate of the Durand Line but the people of
the two countries will make a decision.‖
Mustaghni admitted that deterioration in bilateral relations have a negative
impact on relations between the people in both countries.
Afghan parliamentarian backs Durand Line as border
He claimed that Pakistani forces committed violations along the border in
Nangarhar, Kunar, Khost, Paktiya, Paktika, Kandahar and Zabul provinces that
resulted in ―human and material loses‖.
He disagreed with Pakistan‘s stance on security measures taken along the
border and the rocketing of terrorist hideouts on the Afghan side.
―Pakistan‘s this excuse is wrong because terrorists and their support could be
traced where Osama bin Laden was killed and in cities like Quetta and Peshawar
[where] ‗shuras‘ members move freely,‖ the Afghan spokesman said.
He said the Afghan government has always tried to find out a diplomatic
solution to the problems with Pakistan to ―stop Pakistan from unilateral actions‖.
―But the focus on diplomatic efforts does not mean that our defence and
security forces are oblivious to our own security,‖ the spokesman said.
Пакистан тесно связан с процессом нормализации в Афганистане
Pakistan engaged with all Afghan peace processes
Dawn, April 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1325214/pakistan-engaged-with-allafghan-peace-processes

ISLAMABAD: National Security Adviser retired Lt Gen Nasser Khan Janjua
exchanging views with Afghan Ambassador Hazrat Omar Zakhilwal during a
meeting here on Wednesday.—Online
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is keeping itself engaged with all major processes
aiming for peace in Afghanistan and isn‘t committing itself to any one particular
initiative.
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This was the gist of an in-camera briefing by Adviser on Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz to the National Assembly‘s Foreign Affairs Committee on relations
with Afghanistan that are currently being repaired after suffering a massive rupture
in the aftermath of the uptick in terrorist violence in February that was blamed on
sanctuaries on Afghan soil, according to the account of the meeting shared by a
couple of participants.
Mr Aziz, according to the participants, told the NA panel that the
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) — which included the US, China and
Afghanistan in addition to Pakistan — was still alive and efforts were afoot to
revitalise it.
The QCG has been dormant since Afghan Taliban chief Mullah Mansoor
Akhtar was killed in a drone attack on Pakistani soil last year. It was assumed by
the observers of the Afghan conflict that the QCG process had outlived its
usefulness as none of the partners looked interested in taking it forward. During the
few months QCG remained active, it was able to draw up a roadmap, but failed to
bring the Taliban to talks.
Efforts afoot to revive Quadrilateral Coordination Group, NA panel on
foreign affairs told
Pakistan has in the meantime got itself also increasingly involved with the
Russian-led initiative. The process that started with a meeting between officials of
Russia, China and Pakistan first grew to six parties and is now set to expand to a
12-country forum. The US was not involved in the process at the initial stages, but
it has now decided to stay away from the meeting of 12 countries, being held in
Moscow on April 14, to which it had been invited. Pakistan is participating in the
meeting. Pakistani participation in the Russia-led initiative created an impression
that Pakistan may desire to work on an Afghan strategy independent of the US.
During his briefing, Mr Aziz nevertheless placed a lot of emphasis on the
importance of the emerging regional initiative led by Russia, which now also
involves the Central Asian states.
―Pakistan remained committed to continued efforts for facilitating an Afghanowned Afghan-led peace process,‖ Mr Aziz told the panel, adding that there was
need for focused efforts for a politically negotiated settlement for a lasting peace in
Afghanistan.
One of the reasons behind this lack of clarity on Pakistan‘s part is that the US
is yet to finalise its Afghan policy. Mr Aziz too referred to US government still
firming up its Afghan policy.
About the engagement with Afghanistan, the adviser said the understanding
reached during his meeting with Afghan National Security Adviser Hanif Atmar
provided an opportunity for engagement to address the issues of counter-terrorism
and border management.
As per the understanding reached in London, both sides were to develop a
framework for interaction at multiple levels — military, intelligence, security and
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political. The process was to take off with a meeting of the local field commanders,
which would investigate recent border incidents. The progress towards
materialising of the understanding was being hampered by mistrust between the
two countries. But in a first tentative step towards that arrangement Commander of
Southern Command Lt Gen Aamir Riaz and Afghan National Army‘s 205 Corps
Commander Lt Gen Daud Shah Wafadar spoke over hotline.
National Security Adviser retired Lt Gen Nasser Janjua, meanwhile, talking to
a delegation of Afghan media stressed the need for both countries to work together
at all levels to defeat terrorism and to establish a joint framework to address each
others‘ concerns.
Meanwhile, in his meeting with Afghan envoy Dr Omar Zakhilwal, Gen
Janjua recalled that both sides had in London agreed to enhance the level of mutual
engagements and interaction.
Возвращение афганцев на Родину возобновилось
Repatriation of Afghan refugees resumes
The Express Tribune. 3.04.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1373376/repatriation-afghanrefugees-resumes/

Pakistan is home to the world's second largest refugee population, with a
total of 2.5 million Afghans
Pakistan resumed the repatriation of Afghan refugees on Monday, sending
nearly 1,200 people back across the heavily guarded Torkham border, an official at
the United Nation‘s refugee body said.
Pakistan is home to the world‘s second largest refugee population, with a total
of 2.5 million Afghans living there. Many have been in the country since the
Soviet invasion in 1979.
Relations between the two countries have deteriorated significantly in recent
years. Kabul and Islamabad blame each other for terrorist attacks on either side of
the border.
No military solution to Afghan conflict, says Sartaj Aziz
After a series of attacks, which left more than 130 people dead in February,
Islamabad shut down its border crossings with Afghanistan and began planning to
build a fence along the 2,500km border.
Human Rights Watch estimates another 200,000 undocumented refugees were
shipped back to Afghanistan, where conflict and economic crisis have left the
government struggling to maintain basic living standards.
Что стоит в основе недоверия Пакистана и Афганистана?
Behind the distrust between Pakistan and Afghanistan
Dr
Raza
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1373469/behind-distrust-pakistan-afghanistan/
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Of late bilateral relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan nosedived after
several terrorist attacks in Pakistan in which Afghan nationals were found involved
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— leading subsequently to the closure of the Durand Line border between the two
countries.
Ties between Islamabad and Kabul have never been smooth and there have
always been issues in mutual relations mainly due to historical distrust between
them.
The distrust is rooted in their respective national narrative, which has
historically been dominated by their undemocratic and non-representative power
elite. Pakistani power elite is composed mostly of its civil-military bureaucracy
and the agriculture and industrial classes. The Afghan power elite have
traditionally been composed of its civil-military-intelligence establishment and socalled politicians, mostly members of Communist groups, without having a
political constituency plus certain pseudo-intellectuals.
In order to have legitimacy, the undemocratic power elite in Afghanistan
supported by the national media networks and in pursuit of their vested
commercial interests, have been fanning sentiments of hatred among Afghans
against Pakistan. Consequently, Afghanistan, without any legal ground, since
Pakistan‘s emergence in 1947, has been raising irridentist claims on large tracts of
Pakistani territory. This was the origin of the distrust between Islamabad and
Kabul. Otherwise, before getting independence Muslims of areas comprising
Pakistan had had a great reverence and emotional attachment with Afghans. For
instance, Chaudhry Rehmat Ali while proposing the name PAKISTAN included
Afghania or Afghan as a main component in the terms or concept of Pakistan.
Consequently, since the early 1970s Pakistan, equally without any legal
justification, has been trying to locate strategic depth in Afghanistan by making the
state its virtual dependency. However, one aspect of these relations is quite clear
that it was Afghanistan which initiated issues between the two countries, thinking
Pakistan as one of the successor states of British India would be weak. It proved
otherwise however for Afghanistan.
In order to pursue their respective interests the power elite of Afghanistan and
Pakistan have also been creating and supporting proxy militant and terrorist groups
to create conditions for realisation of these objectives. Therefore, Afghanistan
started by hosting and cultivating Pakistani Pashtun separatists by forming a
terrorist group ‗Zalmay Pashtun‘ to carry our terrorist attacks in Pakistan in the
1970s to create conditions for secession of Pashtun areas of Pakistan and formation
of a pro-Afghanistan, Pashtunistan state besides hosting and nurturing Pakistani
Baloch separatists. Pakistan responded by hosting anti-government Afghan clerics
in Pakistan and militants trained them to create trouble in Afghanistan followed by
hosting, training and arming anti-Soviet Afghan Mujahideen (1980s) and the
Taliban (since 1994) to capture state power in Afghanistan and thus to provide
Islamabad strategic depth in Afghanistan vis-a-vis India. Thus it has been the
undemocratic and unrepresentative power elites of Pakistan and Afghanistan which
have been formulating policies regarding the other state, which have been to the
detriment of common Pakistanis and Afghans and thus regional peace and stability.
However, the realities of international politics also played a significant role in the
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relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan in which both states have been
pursuing their perceived national interest rather than having friendly or good
neighbourly ties with the other. The Democratic Peace Theory of International
Relations contends that two democratic states do not go to war and create conflict
and try to resolve their disputes pacifically. Whereas, the theory of liberal
economic interdependence argues that trade between states creates economic
interdependence and disincentives war and conflict between and among states.
Another theory Material Incentives as Drivers of Political Violence (Humphreys
and Weinstein, 2008) argues that groups resort to violence in order to get material
incentives. All these theories are quite relevant to the undemocratic power elitedictated relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
To sort out the distrust between Pakistan and Afghanistan there is a need for
continued democratic institutionalisation, which is possible in turn through
enhanced participation of Pakistanis and Afghans in the democratic processes,
which in turn is possible through informed public opinion to know the objectives
of their power elite policies regarding each other‘s state. Moreover, that the transboundary water and energy projects in Pakistan and Afghanistan are mutually
beneficial; therefore they must be supported. Unfortunately, little development is
taking place in Afghanistan regarding democratic institutionalization. Moreover,
while Pakistan has shunned its policy of locating strategic depth in Afghanistan as
unequivocally announced by Adviser to Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz some months
back, Kabul is still refusing to recognise the Durand Line as the permanent border
between the two countries. In this situation distrust cannot be removed.
Пакистан, Россия, Китай сближаются в вопросе по Афганистану
Pakistan, Russia, China inch closer to formal alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
April
3,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1372490/pakistan-russia-china-inch-closer-formal-alliance/
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ISLAMABAD: For well over two decades, Islamabad and Moscow competed
against each other to pursue their interests. But that is history now. The two are all
set to become part of a possible alliance in a dramatic turnaround in their otherwise
frosty relationship for decades.
What has compelled Pakistan and Russia to join hands is apprehensions that
the United States may not be interested in bringing stability to Afghanistan for its
own strategic interests.
These fears have now opened up the possibility of an alliance between
Pakistan, Russia and China in an unprecedented development that will shape the
future of this volatile region.
Interaction with military and Foreign Office officials revealed that the three
countries are inching closer to formalising their relationship with an aim to bring
regional stability particularly seeking a political solution to the Afghan war.
All of them who spoke off the record in order to give more candid perspective
said Pakistan as well as China and Russia reached a conclusion that the US wanted
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to prolong the conflict in Afghanistan. This situation, officials pointed out, has left
Pakistan with no other option but to seek a regional solution by involving countries
such as Russia, China and Iran.
Iran hints at joining Pakistan-Russia-China alliance
Moscow already hosted two meetings involving Pakistani and Chinese
officials to discuss the Afghanistan problem. Another such gathering with larger
audience is also scheduled later this month. The objective of these meetings is to
evolve a regional consensus for the lingering conflict in Afghanistan.
The biggest fear among the regional countries including China and Russia is
the emergence of ISIS in Afghanistan. There were reports that thousands of
fighters were being sent to Afghanistan from Syria, a development, Pakistan,
Russia and China believe is aimed at further destabilising the war-torn country.
These countries suspect that the US may be using ISIS as proxy to further its
interests particularly to counter China and a resurgent Russia.
For Pakistan, this is dangerous scenario as prolonged instability in
Afghanistan will continue to cast shadow on its progress and stability. ―Due to
these compulsions Pakistan has now reached out to Russia and other regional
countries,‖ commented defence analyst Lt Gen (retd) Amjad Shoaib.
Gen Shoaib, who is still closely connected with the military establishment,
endorsed the assessment that the US was not ready to bring stability to
Afghanistan. He also claimed that Pakistan already conveyed the Trump
Administration that Russia and China were coming in a big way in Afghanistan if
the US does not take steps to clear the mess.
Both Russia and China have endorsed Pakistan‘s stance on Afghanistan
seeking an all inclusive reconciliation process. In a trilateral meeting held in
Moscow in December, Russia and China agreed to a flexible approach to remove
certain Taliban figures from United Nations sanctions lists as part of efforts to
foster a peaceful dialogue between Kabul and the Taliban movement. This was one
of the major demands of Afghan Taliban in previous round of discussions brokered
by Pakistan between the insurgent groups and Kabul.
However, the US was not ready to accept it, something officials here pointed
out showed Washington‘s lack of interest in seeking a peace deal. In fact, Taliban
chief Mullah Akhtar Mansoor, before being killed in a drone strike, was pushing
for this demand to be accepted in order to show skeptics within the insurgent group
the benefits of seeking peace process.
Russia, China favour taking Taliban off UN sanctions list
But contrary to the tough US stance, China and Russia are willing to show
flexibility in a bid to give way for genuine peace efforts.
The unending Afghan problem has brought Pakistan and Russia so close that
the two are now taking their ties to new heights in terms of strategic and defence
cooperation. Only last week, Pakistan army took a high-powered Russian military
delegation to the North Waziristan Agency (NWA) to give them the firsthand
account of the country‘s anti-terror gains. The development is part of a series of
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steps the two countries have undertaken in recent years to open a new chapter in
their relationship that have long been held hostage to the politics of cold war era.
The rapprochement first began in 2011 when Islamabad had decided to
broaden its foreign policy options after its relations with the US deteriorated first
due to a secret raid at Abottabad to kill Osama bin Laden in May 2011 and then
killing of 24 Pakistani soldiers in Nato airstrikes at Salala Check post along the
Afghan border.
The joint session of parliament after debating the negative fallout of the US
and Nato actions approved the new foreign policy guidelines that envisaged
reaching out to Russia. Unlike on other issues, there is complete consensus among
the political parties as well as civil and military authorities that Pakistan must
improve its ties with Russia.
―This is a realistic approach and is good for our interests,‖ said Gen Shoaib,
who added that increased cooperation with Russia did not necessarily mean that
ties between Pakistan and the US lost their utility.
Афганца не хотят признавать Линию Дюранда госграницей между
Пакистаном и Афганистаном
Afghan parliamentarian backs Durand Line as border
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
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2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1372213/durand-line-internationally-recognised-border-afghan-mp/

ISLAMABAD: An Afghan parliamentarian has urged his government to set
aside its differences with Pakistan and accept Durand Line as its border as it is
already an ‗internationally accepted border‘.

Abdul Latif Pedram, a lawmaker and head of the Hezb-e-Kongara Milli
Afghanistan (National Congress Party of Afghanistan), was speaking to newsmen
in Kabul on Sunday following recent statements by some Afghan leaders,
including Hamid Karzai, that Kabul will not accept Durand Line as its official
border.
The Afghan lawmaker said his party recognises Durand Line as the official
border and most of the tension between the two countries is rooted in Kabul‘s
failure to publicly acknowledge this, according to social media reports.
―Solving problems with Pakistan will help bring peace to Afghanistan,‖ said
Pedram.
He claimed that the government ―quietly accepts the Durand Line as the
border but is not honest in its recognition with the public.‖ He challenged the
government to approach the United Nations if it does not recognise the Durand
Line.
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―Peace and stability will be guaranteed in the region when the issue is
resolved,‖ he said, adding that the Durand Line had been the cause of disputes in
the region over the past several decades.
Clash at Chaman border crossing leaves 3 injured
Pakistan considers the border with Afghanistan as a ‗settled issue‘ however,
Afghan leaders insist it is a line and the ‗Loya Jirga‘ or grand assembly could only
decide its status. Pakistan has also started fencing of the border in Mohmand and
Bajaur to curb the cross-border movement of the militants.
Former president Hamid Karzai raised the Durand Line issue after the
Pakistani cabinet approved reforms in the tribal regions affected by violent
extremism.
Karzai, who is known for his harsh approach towards Pakistan, Tweeted that
the government of Pakistan has ―no legal authority to dictate terms on the Durand
Line.‖
Pedram‘s comments came days after the Afghan Chief Executive Dr Abdullah
Abdullah was quoted as saying that Durand Line is no more an ―imaginary line‖
but is an internationally recognised border.
Reports said Afghan leaders made the remarks during a meeting with a
Pakistani delegation that was in Kabul for Nowruz celebrations late last month.
Abdullah‘s spokesman later denied those remarks.
America‘s former special envoy for Afghanistan and Pakistan, Marc
Grossman, and other US officials, stated that America regarded the Durand Line as
an internationally-accepted boundary. Later the state department spokesman
endorsed Grossman‘s stance after reporters sought his comments.
Pak-Afghan group calls for closer bilateral ties
During Karzai‘s government a Russian expert on Central Asia, Alexander
Knyazev, had told the media in Kabul that ―the Afghan government had prepared a
document on recognising the ‗line‘ as the final border between Afghanistan and
Pakistan. But this issue will not be resolved by Karzai because it will evoke
negative reactions from nationalist Pashtuns who want to annex the tribal
Pashtunistan region to Afghanistan.‖
Knyazev‘s claims were also reported by several Afghan sources, but received
little reaction from the then government. Some speculated that the dispute over the
Durand Line would be resolved as part of a planned strategic cooperation pact with
Pakistan. But it did not happen until Karzai stepped down in September 2014.
The Durand Line agreement was signed between Afghan King Abdul Rahman
Khan and British India‘s Foreign Secretary Sir Mortimer Durand in 1893. The
Durand Line constitutes part of the current border between Pakistan and
Afghanistan, not the entire mutual border.
Пакистан строит забор на границе с Афганистаном
«Новости
планеты».
http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9105-pakistan-stroit-zabor-nagranice-s-afganistanom.html. 27.03.2017.
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Пакистан начал строительство забора на границе с Афганистаном для
предотвращения проникновения боевиков, заявили представители армии
Пакистана, в движении, которое еще больше осложнит отношения между
двумя странами.
Пакистан давно обвинял пакистанских талибов в нападениях,
совершенных в последние месяцы с баз, расположенных на афганской
территории, призывая Кабул искоренить "убежища" для боевиков. Ссылаясь
на атаки, в Исламабаде в начале этого месяца временно закрыл основные
пропускные пункты на участке границы Линия Дюрана. По словам
пакистанского генерала Qamar Javed Bajwa, ограждение будет расположено в
"зонах с высокой угрозой", в районах, которые граничат с восточными
афганскими провинциями Нангархар и Кунар. "Дополнительные средства
технического наблюдения также развертываются вдоль границы, помимо
регулярного воздушного наблюдения", сказал военный в своем заявлении.
Афганские официальные лица пока не прокомментировали действия
соседней стороны.
Отношения между Кабулом и Исламабадом остаются напряженными в
последние годы, причем обе страны обвиняют друг друга в том, что они не
делают достаточно для борьбы пакистанскими и афганскими талибами.
Афганистан обвинил власти Пакистана в укрывательстве афганских талибов
на своей территории и поддержке повстанцев, что Исламабад отрицает.
Пакистанские военные говорят, что страна работает над планами
"выработать двусторонний механизм безопасности" с Афганистаном.
"Лучше управлять, безопасной и мирной границей в общих интересах
братских стран, которые принесли феноменальные жертвы в войне против
терроризма", добавил генерал.
Пакистан начал строить забор с Афганистаном
Fencing of border with Afghanistan begins
ISMAIL
KHAN.
Dawn,
March
26th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1322894/fencing-of-border-with-afghanistan-begins

2017.

PESHAWAR: Pakistan has begun fencing of its borders with Afghanistan.
The fencing, beginning along the border areas in Bajaur and Mohmand, is part
of a multibillion rupee border management plan that involves building hundreds of
small forts and installation of radars, sensors and other technical surveillance
equipment to effectively check cross-border movement, officials familiar with the
plan said.
The commencement of the fencing was announced by Chief of the Army Staff
Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa during a visit to border areas in Mohmand, the InterServices Public Relations said in a statement on Saturday.
Construction of over 400 small forts, radar installation, increased
patrolling are part of plan, says COAS
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Gen Bajwa described both Bajaur and Mohmand ‗high threat zones‘ which
was why, he said, they were being accorded priority in the plan.
Both Mohmand and the adjoining Bajaur which abut Afghanistan‘s
Nangarhar and Kunar provinces have seen a frequent spike in attacks, including the
ones by the banned militants groups, including Jamaatul Ahrar and Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s security forces carried out targeted surgical strikes on Ahrar‘s
bases just across the border following successive bomb attacks in parts of the
country and shut down its border with Afghanistan for little over a month.
The statement quoted Gen Bajwa as telling troops that additional technical
surveillance means were also being deployed along the border besides regular air
surveillance.
Officials familiar with the plan said that fencing would be done at selective
places and it would be augmented by a robust border patrolling, radar and border
surveillance equipment.
Officials told Dawn that Pakistan was building 423 small forts along the
2,430km-long border with Afghanistan, roughly at a distance of 6km from each
other, for effectively border patrolling and monitoring.
More than 60 such forts had already been built while work on others was in
progress, officials said.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has sanctioned Rs12 billion to the military to
put in place an effective border management system and more resources could be
provided if needed, the officials Dawn spoke to said.
They said that radars and sensors were being deployed that could detect
movement across the borders. Some had been deployed while others were in the
process of being installed, they added.
―These have been useful in detecting movement recently, enabling our
security forces to effectively respond to the threat,‖ the officials said.
To further augment the plan, the military was planning to install sensors along
the border, they said.
Pakistan has already tightened visa and travel regime for Afghans besides
introducing a system for tribesmen, replacing the age-old rahdari system.
Besides, in order to better manage the borders with Afghanistan, the post of
Inspector General Frontier Force, South, has been created, thus dividing the border
region between the IGFC North, including Khyber, Mohmand, Bajaur, Orakzai and
Kurram and the IGFC South to look after North and South Waziristan.
The ISPR statement quoted the army chief as saying the military would
employ all resources required for the defence of the country and for the safety and
security of peace-loving Pakistani tribes.
Bilateral security mechanism
He said efforts were being made to evolve a bilateral border security
mechanism with Afghan authorities. A better managed, more secure and more
peaceful border, he added, was in the mutual interest of both brotherly countries,
who had given phenomenal sacrifices in the war against terrorism.
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He said mainstreaming of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) was
in the best national interest. Development works, he added, were also being carried
out expeditiously to bring enduring peace and stability to the tribal areas.
Gen Bajwa was given a detailed briefing on border security arrangements,
cross-border terrorist threat and recent terrorist attacks from across the border on
Pakistani posts.
The COAS interacted with troops at Suran and Kalaya, and hailed their high
morale, operational preparedness and effective response to recent cross-border
terrorist attacks.
He appreciated the killing of five terrorists, including high-value terrorist
Duran, in a recent intelligence based operation and greatly valued ‗Shahadat‘
(martyrdom) of Major Mudassar and two soldiers during the operation, the
statement said.
Открыты пропускные пункты Торхам, Чаман на границе Афг.-Пак.
Torkham, Chaman borders formally reopen
AHMAD
NABI
and
Sharif
Khan.
The
Nation.
March
22,
2017
http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/22-Mar-2017/torkham-chaman-borders-formally-reopen

KHYBER AGENCY/QUETTA - Pak-Afghan borders at Torkham and
Chaman were formally reopened on Tuesday for all kinds of movement following
the announcement of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Monday.
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The border gate was not reopened on Monday as the officials said they had
not yet received the official notification to the effect. The officials said they could
not act on media information though they said they knew the prime minister had
ordered for reopening of the borders with immediate effect. However, on Tuesday,
vehicular and pedestrian movement resumed at the border gate.
The border security official said the border was opened at 7 am and
pedestrians as well as vehicles on either side of the border were allowed to cross.
Hundreds of pedestrians and trucks stranded on both sides of the border were let
cross the border.
As per customs superintendent Naeem Khan‘s statement, 40 stranded trailers
crossed the border to Afghanistan while 30 trucks including ten loaded with coal
crossed in. He said the stuck vehicles parked in Peshawar and other parts of the
country had not reached Torkham so far.
As many as 85 Afghan citizens had crossed the border to Afghanistan till
filing of this report and 3,303 persons came into Pakistan on legal travelling
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documents among which 111 Pakistani nationals with original identity cards were
permitted to cross into Pakistan, administration official said.
According to security officials, Khasadar would not be permitted at the zero
point and instead the Frontier Corps (FC) soldiers would hold responsibilities of all
security measures at the border.
Chalking out entry and exit policy at the border, the officials added that all
Afghan nationals would be allowed to move to their country; however they would
be let cross into Pakistan only when having legal travelling documents.
Regarding Pakistani citizens the officials maintained that passport was made
compulsory for Pakistanis to move either sides of the border although those
Pakistani citizens who had already been in Afghanistan could cross into their
country by showing ID cards at the border.
He added that till next order, Afghan students were restricted to attend their
classes in Pakistani schools located in Bacha Maina area of Torkham.
Movement of hand pushcarts at the border would be limited to curtail
smuggling of vegetables, fruits, oil, flour, automobiles and other commercial goods
at the crossing.
The officials further said relaxation had been granted to transport community
on November 1, 2016 though the section of relaxation under which drivers with no
passports and valid visas to pay Rs.2000 as fine was revoked. Therefore,
transporters crossing into Pakistan without legal documents would not be let move
into Pakistan and they would be sent back to Afghanistan.
The border remained closed for more than a month following a deadly wave
of terrorist activities across Pakistan.
Meanwhile, as the Friendship Gate at Pak-Afghan border was unlocked, an
unending chain of containers loaded with Nato supply, Pak-Afghan transit and
trading goods were seen crossing the border and hundreds of passengers, among a
huge strength of patients, women and aged men and children crossed the border on
foot.
A vigilant surveillance was carried out on suspected passengers.
There were also reports mediamen were prevented from coverage on
Friendship Gate by security forces and they were not permitted to report.
Кабул пообещал Пакистану, что будет бороться с боевиками на своей
территории (вблизи границы с Пакистаном).
Kabul assures Islamabad of action against militants
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. March 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Mar2017/kabul-assures-islamabad-of-action-against-militants

ISLAMABAD - Afghanistan has assured Pakistan that it will act against
terrorists hiding along the border as the two countries aim to improve ties, official
sources said.
Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz met Afghanistan‘s
National Security Adviser Hanif Atmar in London a few days earlier to discuss the
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deteriorating relations amid cross-border terror. The talks were hosted by Britain‘s
National Security Adviser Sir Mark Lyall Grant.
Subsequently, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ordered to reopen Pak-Afghan
borders for trade and the people. The borders were closed after a series of crossborder attacks targeting Pakistani military check-posts and terror strikes in
different cities claimed by the Afghanistan-based militants.
Prime Minister Sharif said that recent incidents of terrorism in Pakistan had
been traced back to anti-Pakistan elements in Afghanistan. However, he said the
decision to ―re-open the border was being taken as closure of the border for a long
time in the backdrop of religious, culture and historical ties between the two
countries would not be in the interest of the people and the economy.‖
In his meeting with Atmar, Aziz had said that Pakistan wanted to help
Afghanistan rather than creating problems for them but expected positive response
from Kabul too.
The advisor was referring to Islamabad‘s numerous calls to Kabul to stop
militants, hiding in Afghanistan, to target Pakistan. Kabul did little to satisfy
Islamabad.
A senior official at the foreign ministry told The Nation that Afghanistan had
assured both Pakistan and the United Kingdom that it will do whatever it can to
stop the terror outfits. ―Afghanistan also agreed to work with Pakistan against
terrorism in the interest of both the countries,‖ added the official.
He said that the United States was also taken onboard over the Aziz-Atmar
talks and Washington welcomed Pakistan‘s decision to open the borders. ―The US
also promised to use its influence as much it can to sort out the differences between
Pakistan and Afghanistan,‖ he said.
On Tuesday, British Home Secretary Amber Rudd was also in Islamabad. She
held meetings with PM Sharif and other Pakistani leaders. The issue of
Afghanistan, according to the sources, was also discussed.
In an official statement, Prime Minister Sharif said that Pakistan will continue
to support all initiatives for regional peace and stability. He reaffirmed Pakistan‘s
commitment to facilitate and support an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace and
reconciliation process.
The United Nation, the US, the European Union and the United Kingdom all
have welcomed Pakistan‘s gesture to reopen the borders with Afghanistan.
Another official at the foreign ministry said the whole world was behind
Pakistan in its efforts to improve ties with Afghanistan. ―The UK as you know
hosted our talks, the US, the UN and others are backing our goodwill gestures,‖ he
added.
―The US has asked us to work jointly with Afghanistan. Kabul‘s response is
improving, we hope to continue the talks process and resolve the tension,‖ the
official said.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said that Pakistan wanted
Afghanistan to stop militants from using its soil against Pakistan. ―We want
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friendly ties with Afghanistan. When we are not allowing our soil to be used
against any country, we also expect them to return the favour,‖ he said.
Zakaria said Afghanistan should not delay action against the terrorists and
their sanctuaries as terrorism was the common enemy of both the countries.
Defence analyst Dr Muhammad Khan said that the talks between Pakistan and
Afghanistan were a good sign. ―The two Muslim neighbours must be friends not
rivals. Hopefully, the tension will be defused with the help of the world powers,‖
he said.
Khan said Kabul must sincerely act against the terrorists along the borders for
the sake of peace in both the countries.
International relations expert Dr Huma Baqai said that Afghanistan should not
play in the hands of India. ―Afghanistan has to live with us. Terrorists are not the
friends of either Pakistan or Afghanistan. We should cooperate with each other,‖
she added.
СМИ: в Афганистане ликвидирован полевой командир "Аль-Каиды"
«ТАСС».
http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnayapanorama/4111620?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews 22.03.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 21 марта. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Американский
беспилотный летательный аппарат нанес в понедельник ракетный удар по
автомобилю с террористами на востоке Афганистана. Как сообщает во
вторник газета Doon, в результате уничтожены четыре вооруженных
экстремиста, в том числе один из полевых командиров "Аль-Каиды"
(запрещена в РФ - прим. ТАСС).
По имеющейся информации, беспилотник выпустил две ракеты по
легковой автомашине, двигавшейся по шоссе в приграничном с Пакистаном
районе афганской провинции Пактика.
Два ликвидированных боевика опознаны. Одним из них оказался Кари
Ясин, также известный как Устад Аслам, который являлся одним из
влиятельных полевых командиров террористической группировки "АльКаида на Индийском субконтиненте". В пакистанской провинции Пенджаб,
выходцем из которой он был, за голову террориста назначена награда в 5 млн
пакистанских рупий ($50 тыс.). Кари Ясин подозревался в организации ряда
резонансных террористических атак, в том числе неудавшегося покушения
на президента Первеза Мушаррафа и нападения на штаб-квартиру
пакистанской армии в Равалпинди.
Еще один ликвидированный боевик, уточняет издание, опознан как
Амин Шах Махсуд из "Движения талибов Пакистана". Он был инструктором,
готовившим террористов-смертников для этой группировки.
Пакистан-Афганистан: напряженность снова нарастает
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Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. Сетевой аналитический журнал Института
востоковедения РАН «ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА». https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7243.
21.03.2017

Отношения между Пакистаном и Афганистаном переживают очередной
этап напряженности. Причины противостояния Исламабада и Кабула следует
рассматривать в двух направлениях: во-первых, проанализировать
современные взаимные претензии и требования и, во-вторых, выявить
региональные особенности, усиливающие антипакистанский вектор внешней
политики Кабула.
Спад в отношениях назревал давно. Его современный уровень сравним с
уровнем периода правления президента Афганистана Х.Карзая (2001-2014
гг.). Но так было не всегда. В первые месяцы после избрания президентом
Афганистана Ашрафа Гани (сентябрь 2014 г.) сформированное
правительство Национального единства пошло на сближение с Исламабадом
по ряду вопросов. Примером доверительных связей можно назвать
начало сотрудничества в военной сфере в совместной антитеррористической
кампании. Исламабад оказывал Кабулу умеренную экономическую помощь.
Отмечалось согласие столиц в переговорном процессе с афганскими
талибами. В силу ряда обстоятельств в конце 2014 – середине 2015 г.
стороны не ставили вопросы об ужесточении режима пограничного
контроля, о возвращении афганских беженцев из Пакистана на родину и т.д.
В июне-июле 2015 г. провал переговоров властей Афганистана с
вооруженной оппозицией (группировками талибов) привел к резкому
охлаждению двусторонних отношений. Кабул вновь обвинил Исламабад в
использовании афганских талибов в качестве стратегического резерва на
территории своей страны, в том, что Исламабад предпринимал недостаточно
мер по уничтожению мест укрытий афганских боевиков на своей территории.
Весной 2016 г. правительство национального единства предприняло
очередную попытку провести переговоры с представителями вооруженной
афганской оппозиции, и она вновь была сорвана. В мае 2016 г. в результате
авиаудара американского дрона убит лидер Движения Талибан Афганистана
(ДТА) мулла Мансур. Пакистан в его лице видел основную политическую
фигуру для участия во внутриафганском диалоге. После его ликвидации
отношения испортились.
Провал переговоров Кабула с лидерами Движения Талибан Афганистана
совпал
по
времени
с
пересмотром
Исламабадом
стратегии
антитеррористической кампании в стране (июнь 2015 г.). Ее приоритетными
пунктами военно-гражданские власти Пакистана заявили усиление режима
безопасности
при
пересечения
границы
гражданами
обоих
государств, возвращение афганских беженцев, оказание опосредованной
поддержки в переговорном процессе с афганскими талибами.
Начиная с июня 2015 г. тема внутриафганских переговоров перестает
быть приоритетной между Пакистаном и Афганистаном. На передовые
позиции выдвинуты вопросы усиления режима безопасности вдоль 2500 км
Линии Дюранда и, как следствие, пограничного контроля.
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Различия в трактовке вопроса пограничного контроля - свидетельство
разных подходов сторон к режиму безопасности. Афганские власти проводят
до настоящего времени политику непризнания Линии Дюранда (ЛД) в
качестве государственной границы между двумя государствами. Власти
Пакистана, наоборот, признают ЛД официальной границей и реализуют
соответствующие мероприятия. С этой целью пограничные власти:
 развивают потенциал Пограничного корпуса FC в агентствах
Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ), формируют его
новые подразделения в целях совершенствования управления
границей,
 устанавливают дополнительные контрольно-пропускные пункты и/или
монтируют современное техническое оборудование на действующих
пунктах для идентификации личности при пересечении границы,
 выдвигают требования к лицам, пересекающим границу, предоставить
документы, удостоверяющие личность и разрешение на проход или
въезд на территорию Пакистана. По данным пакистанских СМИ,
только несколько процентов граждан Афганистана имеют на руках
документы установленного образца, предоставляющие право
пересечения афгано-пакистанской границы. Гражданам Афганистана,
не имеющим указанные документы, запрещен въезд на пакистанскую
территорию. Учитывая то, что традиционно на протяжении десятков
лет сотни тысяч афганцев каждый день приезжают в Пакистан по
торговым делам, к родственникам, на работу или учебу, закрытие
погранпереходов пакистанским пограничным корпусом вызывает
резкую негативную реакцию афганских граждан и, соответственно,
властей.
Вторым вызовом режиму безопасности на границе являются боевики
(афганские
и
иностранные),
имеющие
места
укрытий
в
Афганистане. Согласно информации штаба сухопутных войск Пакистана
они, пересекая границу, совершают террористические акты на территории
Пакистана. Каждый теракт с участием боевиков из Афганистана ведет к
закрытию
на
несколько
дней
погранпереходов
пакистанскими
пограничниками. И, как следствие, блокируется поставки товаров. Десятки
многотонных фур, груженых в основном сельскохозяйственной продукцией,
простаивают несколько дней в ожидании разрешения проезда.
Усиление пограничного контроля на пакистано-афганской границе –
часть политики повышения мер безопасности, которую проводят военные
власти Пакистана в настоящее время по всему периметру сухопутной
границы страны (на западе между Пакистаном и Ираном, на востоке между
Пакистаном и Индией).
Усиление пограничного контроля и поддержание режима безопасности в
стране продиктовано внутриполитическими задачами и целями
экономического развития правящей военно-гражданской администрации
Пакистана:
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проведение реформ в семи пограничных агентствах и шести
приграничных регионах ТПФУ с целью дальнейшего вхождения в
состав провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва. Реформы направлены на
укрепление позиций федеральных властей на окраинных землях;
 предоставление гарантий безопасности Пекину в период строительства
и реализации Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК). Частично трек КПЭК пройдет по районам ТПФУ. Военногражданские власти называют проект флагманским (по расчетам
пакистанских экономистов ввод в эксплуатацию КПЭК повысит ВВП
страны на 3 %), поэтому требуются повышенные меры безопасности
для его реализации.
Усиление режима безопасности на пакистано-афганской границе Кабул
воспринял как очередную попытку Исламабада оказать на него давление.
Исламабад обвиняет Кабул в попустительстве, недостаточных мерах против
боевиков, которые, согласно заявлениям Исламабада, имея места укрытий в
Афганистане, пересекая границу, совершают теракты в Пакистане.


Пакистано-афганская граница открывается (месяц была закрыта)
Pak-Afghan border opens after a month of closure
Dawn. 21.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1321930/pak-afghan-border-opens-aftera-month-of-closure

Hundreds of trucks crossed into Afghanistan from Pakistan after the border
reopened for the first time in more than a month, ending the protracted closure of
one South Asia's busiest trade routes.
Fayaz Khan, an official at the Torkham border, said Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif's order to open the border at Torkham and Chaman was received late on
Monday. As a result, the border opened for business at 7am on Tuesday.
The long-stranded convoy of trucks that stretched for miles on either side
began to move.
Pakistan closed the border in mid-February, following a string of militant
attacks that Islamabad has blamed on militants hiding in Afghanistan.
Sources in political administration of Khyber Agency told a Radio Pakistan
correspondent that only those Afghan nationals will be allowed to cross the border
who possess valid travelling documents.
The United Nations welcomed Pakistan's decision to open its border crossings
with Afghanistan.
―We welcome the reopening of the border crossings between Pakistan and
Afghanistan,‖ Farhan Haq, deputy spokesman for the UN Secretary-General, said
in response to a question from a Pakistani journalist at the regular noon briefing.
―We hope that the people of the two countries would be able to move freely
between the two countries,‖ he added.
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The government on Monday reopened border crossings with Afghanistan as a
goodwill gesture, but with a hope that Kabul would address its concerns about
terrorist sanctuaries on the border.
The closure of the formal crossing points on the 2,600km porous border was
ordered by the army immediately after the Sehwan shrine bombing last month. The
crossings have remained closed all along except for a two-day relaxation earlier
this month for the repatriation of stranded passengers, which benefited about
55,000 people.
The border closure shut down all trade between the two countries, because of
which traders on both sides suffered huge losses, but landlocked Afghans bore the
brunt. Price hike in Afghanistan caused by the closure badly impacted the ordinary
Afghans, resulting in a surge in the already very high anti-Pakistan sentiment.
The situation was feared to escalate into a humanitarian crisis. Economic
losses due to the closure, moreover, ran into millions of dollars and Kabul had
taken up the matter with the World Trade Organisation, which was scheduled to
take it up in the first week of April.
The closure that continued during the recently held Economic Cooperation
Organisation summit in Islamabad, which was attended by Afghanistan at a lower
level, sharply contrasted with its outcome document in which leaders from 10
regional countries pledged promotion of trade and connectivity linkages.
Sanctuaries of the banned Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan‘s (TTP) and its splinter
groups have existed along the border since 2010 when militants fleeing military
operations in Swat and Bajaur took refuge there.
The Jamaatul Ahrar, which split with the TTP in 2014, moved its bases to
Afghanistan after the start of operation Zarb-i-Azb. Several attacks have been
carried out in Pakistan from those bases, but the Afghan government has always
turned a blind eye to them.
Lately, it suggested it could take action against them as a quid pro quo for
action against the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani network allegedly based in
Pakistan.
Группировка Афган-Талибан набирает вес после согласия участвовать
12 апреля 2017 г. в переговорах в Москве
Afghan Taliban signal interest in joining Moscow talks
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
20th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1359933/afghan-reconciliation-taliban-signal-interest-joiningmoscow-talks/

ISLAMABAD: The Afghan Taliban have signalled willingness to take part in
a meeting that Russia is expected to host next month on peace and reconciliation in
war-ravaged Afghanistan.
Russia has extended an invitation to 12 countries for consultations in Moscow
on April 14.
The process of informal consultations was initially started by Pakistan, China
and Russia in December and was expanded to six-nation talks in mid-February
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with the participation of Afghanistan, India and Iran. The US, some Central Asian
states and the EU will also be invited to next month‘s meeting.
Taliban officials say it is possible the group may participate in the Moscow
meeting, if invited. ―Our response would be positive if we get a formal invitation,‖
two Taliban officials said on Sunday.
Initially when Moscow had floated the idea of inviting the Taliban political
representatives from the Qatar office, Kabul disagreed with the proposal and
insisted that Afghans should lead the process not others.
But on Tuesday Afghanistan said it would welcome Russia‘s diplomatic
efforts for peace and stability in the war-torn country. ―The government of the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan welcomes the Russian Federation‘s recent
position with regards to peace and stability in Afghanistan which states that their
recent contacts with Afghan armed groups are aimed at promoting peace and
stability in Afghanistan and the region,‖ the Afghan foreign ministry said.
Afghanistan was upbeat at a recent Russian foreign ministry statement which
asked the Taliban to ―lay-down their arms, cut their ties with terrorist groups and
join the peace talks to ensure durable peace and stability and end fighting in
Afghanistan.‖
Afghanistan‘s National Security Adviser Hanif Atmar‘s visit to Moscow on
March 17 helped in developing understanding with Russian officials.
Speaking in Moscow following the talks, Atmar threw his weight behind
Russia‘s peace efforts in Afghanistan. ―During the meeting with Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov and Russian Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev,
I received a confirmation that Moscow is committed to facilitation of peace in the
region. In this context, the contacts with the Taliban were only aimed at national
reconciliation in Afghanistan. I was very happy to hear that. Both of them assured
me that Russia is Afghanistan‘s close friend and will further support efforts of
Afghanistan‘s legitimate government,‖ Atmar told Sputnik news agency.
The Taliban also seem to be open to Russia and China‘s diplomatic efforts
after the two major powers announced a trilateral meeting in Moscow in December
to help lift UN sanctions on Taliban leaders. China had hosted the Taliban political
representatives after the Moscow‘s trilateral talks.
Pakistan, which had long been pressing Russia to host the long-awaited
trilateral meeting, has recently again ―conveyed to the Taliban to join the peace
process,‖ The Express Tribune has learnt.
Из-за закрытия афгано-пакистанской границы торговцы в день теряют
4 млн. долл.
Af-Pak debacle
Daily Times. 18/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/editorial/18-Mar-17/af-pak-debacle

Pakistan and Afghanistan are doing the fandango once more. This is nothing
new. Yet in this latest dance-off, Pakistan may want to rethink linking the
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reopening of the border crossing to Kabul handing over 76 of its most wanted
militants.
Islamabad believes groups such as the Pakistani Taliban and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar
- the group behind numerous deadly attacksand which has claimed moral support
for the Islamic State - enjoy safe-havens inside Afghanistan.
We have been here before. During the Musharraf-Karzai years, it was Kabul
that routinely accused Islamabad of doing the same for the Afghan Taliban. The
contention was that those networks were using Pakistani soil to launch attacks back
across the border at the international forces stationed in Afghanistan.
Less than a year after NATO and the UN-mandated International Security
Assistance Forces left Afghanistan, President Ashraf Ghaniappealed to the Russian
Bear to step in and help him flush out a resurgent Al Qaeda and an emerging
Islamic State. Meaning that after 13 long years of war in Afghanistan - Kabul was
seeking the help of those godless Russians in eradicating the legacy of Islamist
militancy left behind by the American democracy project.
Pakistan must now play its part. The longer the border remainsclosed the
greater the risk of humanitarian crisis. Already the Afghan Chamber of Commerce
has estimated that traders from both sides are incurring losses of up to $4 million
per day. With 80 percent of those borne by Pakistan.
Afghanistan is threatening to airlift its citizens out of the country. Again we
have been here before, sort of. In the first few days of Operation Enduring
Freedom, Gen Musharraf is said to have asked President Bush, who had control of
Afghan airspace, to open up the air corridor so that all Pakistani intelligence agents
could be recovered. According to accounts from the Northern Alliance as well as
US Special Operation Forces who were on the ground at the time - extra 'cargo'
was loaded on to the plane in the form of a few hundred Al Qaeda members.
Both sides must refrain from returning to this era. The way forward is to
recognise that there is no honest broker in resolving this systematic cycle of
distrust and recrimination. Islamabad and Kabul will have to do this themselves. If
they don't they will find themselves caught in a landslide with no escape from
reality, as the song goes.
Мохаммад Ханиф Атмар: Россия пригласила США на конференцию по
Афганистану
«Все об Афганистане». 18.03.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/108307.html

МОСКВА, 18 марта. В следующем месяце в Москве состоится
конференция по Афганистану, в которой примут участие представители 12
стран. США также получили приглашение на международную встречу,
заявил советник по вопросам национальной безопасности ИРА Мохаммад
Ханиф Атмар в интервью «РИА Новости».
«Москва пригласила нас всех участвовать во встрече 14 апреля, и Кабул
уже подтвердил участие на должном уровне, — отметил Атмар. — Мы
очень признательны Москве за эти усилия по выстраиванию настоящего
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регионального сотрудничества по содействию мирному процессу в
Афганистане».
Он также отметил, что США являются важным партнером Афганистана,
и поблагодарил российскую сторону за приглашение американских
партнеров на конференцию.
Кроме того, Атмар добавил, что Москва заверила его, что возможные
контакты РФ с «Талибаном» могут происходить только в рамках содействия
программе примирения в Афганистане.
«В ходе встречи с главой МИД РФ Сергеем Лавровым и секретарем
Совбеза РФ Николаем Патрушевым я получил подтверждение, что Москва
привержена процессу содействия достижению мира в регионе», —
подчеркнул он.
Напомним, что в пятницу советник по вопросам национальной
безопасности ИРА провел встречи с министром иностранных дел РФ
Сергеем Лавровым, секретарем Совбеза Николаем Патрушевым, а также
исполняющим обязанности генсека ОДКБ Валерием Семериковым.
Переговоры Афганистана и Пакистана в Лондоне – решили действовать
шаг за шагом.
‗Incremental progress‘ in Pak-Afghan talks
Baqir Sajjad Syed, Owen Bennett-Jones. Dawn, March 17th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320976/incremental-progress-in-pak-afghan-talks

2017.

ISLAMABAD/LONDON: Pakistan and Afghanistan on Thursday reported
incremental progress during their overnight talks in London following the latest
impasse in their relationship over terrorist sanctuaries, hinting that the dialogue
process may continue.
There was, however, no immediate breakthrough on the most pressing issue:
reopening of border crossings that Pakistan shut after last month‘s spike in terrorist
attacks, blamed on terrorists with sanctuaries on Afghan soil.
The two sides, nevertheless, agreed to take ―tangible‖ confidence building
measures related to each other‘s concerns.
Also read: 'Pakistan, US should work together to destroy IS before it gains
foothold in Afghanistan'
Sources in the Pakistani High Commission described Wednesday‘s interaction
as ―positive, productive and held in a cordial atmosphere‖. They said Pakistan had
raised the issue of Afghan-based groups involved in terrorist activities in the
country, such as the recent attacks in Lahore and Sehwan.
Discussions between Sartaj Aziz, Afghan NSA continued on the second
day of London meeting
The meeting between PM‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz and
Afghan National Security Adviser (NSA) Haneef Atmar — the first high-level
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face-to-face contact between the two countries since tensions escalated — was
facilitated by British NSA Mark Lyall Grant.
Mr Aziz and Mr Atmar had been talking to each other over the telephone
earlier as well to defuse tensions and explore prospects of cooperation against
terrorism. These chats, however, had failed to break the impasse. Both sides met
again on Thursday night.
In a message posted on his Facebook page after Wednesday‘s talks, Dr Omar
Zakhilwal — the Afghan ambassador to Islamabad — said the London meeting
was held ―to discuss and agree on a mechanism for genuine bilateral cooperation
on fighting terrorism, agree on steps and measures to improve the current tense
bilateral relations and mutual trust‖.
―We are positive that the implementation of the mechanism we agreed upon
can inject the needed trust and confidence for constructive forward-looking stateto-state relations and cooperation,‖ Dr Zakhilwal wrote.
A senior Pakistani diplomat, who attended the meeting, described the
outcome of the discussion as ―forward-looking‖.
―Some progress was achieved, but discussions would continue,‖ he added.
The Afghan side, meanwhile, said the meeting was ―good and constructive‖
and there was movement towards addressing concerns on both sides. ―We will
continue talking to build on the progress made during the meeting,‖ an Afghan
diplomat told Dawn.
In response to a question about the reopening of border crossings, whose
continued closure was turning into a humanitarian crisis for the landlocked
Afghanistan, the Pakistani diplomat said they would be opened soon, depending on
how Kabul proceeded on agreed steps.
Speaking at the weekly media briefing in Islamabad, Foreign Office
spokesperson Nafees Zakaria explained that the border closures were ―a temporary
measure‖ and steps were being taken to address the challenge of sanctuaries in
Afghanistan ―so that sooner than later we are able to open the border, and resume
the trading of goods and interaction of the people as usual‖.
―I can‘t give you the date, but we are mindful and are taking measures which
are essential,‖ he said.
The dialogue in London was focused on mutual concerns about existence of
terrorist sanctuaries on each other‘s soil. Soon after the bombing of Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar‘s shrine, the Pakistan Army had handed over a list of wanted 76 TTP and
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) terror suspects living in hideouts along the Pakistan-Afghan
border to Kabul.
Afghanistan then responded by sending a list of 85 Taliban and Haqqani
network ‗commanders‘, allegedly residing in Pakistan and linked any action
against TTP and JuA terrorists to ―verifiable action‖ by Pakistan.
Посол России в Кабуле опроверг сообщения о сотрудничестве Москвы с
талибами
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«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/108188.html. 14.03.2017.

КАБУЛ, 14 марта. Недавно посол Российской Федерации в Афганистане
Александр Мантыцкий опроверг сообщения о причастности своей страны к
поставкам вооружений талибам, ранее вызвавшие опасения и протесты в
афганском обществе.
Опровержение было сделано дипломатом в ходе встречи со
специальным советником президента Афганистана по вопросам
реформирования государственной системы Ахмад Зией Масудом.
Как сообщили порталу «Афганистан.Ру» источники из аппарата Масуда,
в ходе мероприятия стороны также обсудили нынешний уровень российскоафганских отношений и выступили в поддержку их развития.
Ранее некоторыми афганскими СМИ были опубликованы сообщения о
сотрудничестве между Россией и «Талибаном». В частности, в публикациях
утверждалось, что поддержкой Москвы якобы пользовались талибы,
сохраняющие присутствие в северной провинции Кундуз.
МИД
России
решительно
опроверг
указанные
сообщения,
охарактеризовав их как часть информационной кампании по подрыву роли
Москвы в борьбе с международным терроризмом. В официальном заявлении
российского
внешнеполитического
ведомства
также
содержалось
упоминание о деятельности РФ, направленной на содействие мирному
диалогу между афганскими властями и вооружѐнной оппозицией.
В ответ на заявление российских коллег представители МИД ИРА
поприветствовали призыв РФ к талибам начать переговоры с Кабулом. Также
пресс-служба афганского МИДа отметила, что подавление террористов и
межгосударственное сотрудничество в этом отношении являются залогом
эффективной борьбы с терроризмом и наркотрафиком.
Россия надеется на привязку Талибана к переговорам в Афганистане
Russia hopes to rope in Taliban for Afghan talks
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1354603/russia-hopes-rope-taliban-afghan-talks/

14th,

2017.

US and EU officials would also be invited to the next meeting of the 6-nation
consultations
ISLAMABAD: Russia wants the Taliban‘s political representatives to join
the dialogue initiated by China, Pakistan and Russia and expanded last month
when Afghanistan, India and Iran joined the process.
Sources told The Express Tribune that Russia had indicated last month during
a meeting in Moscow that at ―some stage it would also make efforts to get the
Taliban to attend the meeting‖.
Russia, Iran ties with Taliban stoke Afghan anxiety
Afghanistan, however, disagreed with the proposal. This could be seen as a
setback for reviving the political process, at least for now.
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―While others (participants) had no comments on this proposal, the
representative of the Afghan government expressed reservation in this regard,‖
sources privy to the meeting said.
Diplomatic sources say that Russia will convene the next meeting on April
14. Kabul had angrily reacted to the first trilateral sitting held in Moscow in
December last year.
The Taliban‘s political representatives in Qatar declined to comment about
this development.
A Taliban source earlier confided to The Express Tribune that Russia and
China would be acceptable as guarantors if and when peace negotiations begin.
Sources said that the US and EU officials would also be invited to the next
meeting of the 6-nation consultations.
Afghan officials said they were suspicious about Russia‘s actual intentions to
invite the Taliban to the next meeting because they did not want anyone else to
take the initiative.
―Russia is trying to legitimise the Taliban and if Taliban representatives take
part in that meeting it would mean that they are equal to the legitimate government
in Kabul,‖ an Afghan official said.
Pakistan warns Trump‘s generals: ‗Sort out Afghanistan mess or Russia will
intervene‘
Kabul is increasingly frustrated by Russia‘s growing contacts with the Taliban
in recent months.
Zamir Kabulov, who is President Vladimir Putin‘s special envoy to
Afghanistan, however, insists that ―peace must be between the Taliban and the
Afghan government.‖
―For this (purpose), we should be asked in accordance with international law
and principles of foreign policy [of the] Russian Federation. Both sides should ask
us: ‗Please arrange such a conference, we want to make peace under your
auspices.‘ We haven‘t gotten such a request yet,‖ Kabulov told Turkey‘s Anadolu
Agency in late December.
Kabulov, considered to be the man behind Moscow‘s strong connections with
Taliban, had met several times with the Taliban political envoys in Qatar.
The Taliban in their latest statement said they considered a political solution
to be the best solution to the Afghan conundrum.
―The establishment of the political office … conveys to the Afghan people
and the world that the (Taliban are) not … fighting for the sake of fighting. The
(Taliban) leadership … has appointed some … experienced diplomats … in its
political office,‖ the Taliban statement said.
The statement said the political office had been set up in Doha (Qatar)
because Taliban wanted a peaceful solution to the Afghan issue and did not want
their detractors to claim otherwise.
Пакистан остается важным звеном в цепи Афганистан-США.
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Pakistan still central to US Afghan strategy
Kamran Yousaf. March 13, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353584/roadmap-regionpakistan-still-central-us-afghan-strategy/

ISLAMABAD: US President Donald Trump has been in office for almost
two months yet he has not announced any policy on Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Given his unpredictable nature and unorthodox approach, there were fears
that President Trump might take some drastic foreign policy decisions on
Afghanistan as well as on Pakistan.
But contrary to such concerns, indications are that like previous
administrations, the Trump government will heavily rely on Pakistan for achieving
the elusive goal of peace and stability in neighbouring Afghanistan.
First such hint of Pakistan‘s pivotal role was dropped last Thursday by top US
commander, who called for troop surge in Afghanistan, a decision if accepted by
President Trump would once again bring Islamabad to the forefront.
Indo-Pak conflict could escalate into ‗nuclear exchange‘: US Centcom
commander
Interaction with Pakistan security and Foreign Office officials suggested that
Islamabad would welcome any US decision to increase the number of troops in
Afghanistan.
The reason for Islamabad‘s support stemmed from the fact that prolonged
presence of US in Afghanistan means that Pakistan would remain relevant for the
Trump administration.
Testifying before the Senate last week, CENTCOM chief General Joseph
Votel said military leaders were drawing up a new strategy that would require
more American troops in Afghanistan.
While stressing the need for staying engaged with Pakistan, the top general
endorsed the assessment of Gen John Nicholson, the head of US mission in
Afghanistan that America‘s longest war was in a ‗stalemate.‘
Since the US pulled out majority of its troops from Afghanistan in 2015-16,
groups such as Islamic State have gained significant foothold in the war-torn
country.
The primary reason behind the growing presence of Da‘ish is the fact that
current number of US troops is not sufficient enough to deal with a daunting
security challenge.
Islamabad has always opposed precipitating the US withdrawal fearing that
such an approach would be detrimental for Afghanistan‘s stability. During the
transition period, Pakistan believed to have conveyed its concerns on key regional
issues including Afghanistan‘s situation to the Trump administration.
And one of the major concerns was about Afghanistan‘s deteriorating security
situation. Pakistan reportedly conveyed to the US about the possibility of
Afghanistan slipping into chaos if urgent steps were not taken to mitigate the
problem.
Officials said statements from top US generals indicated that Pentagon at least
was paying heed to Pakistan‘s call on Afghanistan.
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―The surge in American troops in Afghanistan means Pakistan will remain
critical for the Trump administration,‖ claimed a senior foreign office official, who
requested not to be identified since he was not authorised to speak on the subject.
The official pointed out that CENTCOM chief‘s statement had three aspects
(a) US needs troops surge in Afghanistan (b) acknowledgement of Pakistan‘s
critical support and (c) India‘s policy of diplomatically isolating Pakistan was
troubling.
He said these three factors should not be seen in isolation meaning the Trump
administration might persuade India to review its strategy in order to allow
Pakistan to focus its energies dealing with more pressing issue of fighting terrorism
and working for peace in Afghanistan.
India-Pakistan tensions: US general warns isolation may cause problems
For defence analyst Lt General (retd) Talat Masood the troops surge signals
that the US will stay on in Afghanistan.
He said the move also suggested that the US was determined not to allow
Afghan Taliban to take over. But at the same it might be a precursor to the
dialogue with the Taliban.
―Taliban is a factor in Afghanistan and that factor has to be politically
integrated,‖ Gen Talat stressed.
Pakistan would suffer the most if there is further destabilisation in the
neighbouring country. ―Therefore, Pakistan should look at the possible troops
surge positively,‖ he added.
Published in The Express Tribune, March 13th, 2017.

Афганистан вновь предупреждает Пакистан об использовании
терроризма против Кабула.
Afghanistan warns Pakistan to not use terror as foreign policy accessory
The Hindu. 11.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/afghanistan-warnspakistan-to-not-use-terror-as-foreign-policy-accessory/article17447320.ece?homepage=true

Afghanistan has warned Pakistan to desist from using radical terrorists as a
―foreign policy accessory‖, saying peace talks cannot progress if it pretends to be a
―selective victim‖.
―Let me be very clear. The conflict in our country is not homegrown, as some
desperately and deceptively try to portray.
On the contrary, it is the nexus of illicit narcotics, violent extremism, and state
sponsorship of terrorism with regional dimensions and global consequences,‖
Afghanistan‘s Permanent Representative to the UN Mahmoud Saikal said at a
Security Council debate on Friday on the situation in Afghanistan.
Listing the series of recent terror attacks that have wrecked havoc in his
country, Mr. Saikal said while the Taliban claimed responsibility for most of these
attacks, ―our own investigations have clearly established that they were generally
plotted beyond our frontiers, on the other side of the Durand Line―.
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He said this is the fundamental factor which needs to be addressed.
Quoting UN Security Council statements that condemn these attacks and call
for their bring perpetrators and sponsors to be brought to justice, the Afghan envoy
questioned why, after countless terrorist atrocities and specific Security Council
statements condemning them, ―we are still witness to impunity for perpetrators and
orchestrators of endless violence‖.
―Tragically, it has morphed into an undeclared war by a neighbouring state
that has for many years, and still continues to coordinate, facilitate, and orchestrate
violence through proxy forces and more than 20 terrorist networks.
These groups benefit from a full—fledged external infrastructure to keep
Afghanistan off-balance for motives that are inconsistent with our desire to live in
a peaceful and prospering region,‖ he said.
Alluding to the terrorist attacks in Pakistan itself, Mr. Saikal said they are the
―blowback effects‖ of using violent proxies as instruments of foreign policy.
―In other words, the chickens are coming home to roost! We have reminded
our Pakistani counterparts on many occasions that ‗you reap what you sow‘ We
say once again, it is time to change that failed policy for your own sake, desist
from using radical terrorists as a foreign policy accessory, and genuinely join the
international fight against all forms and shades of terrorism,‖ he said.
Mr. Saikal warned that by ―bleeding‖ Afghanistan, Pakistan is not only trying
to create a stalemate on the battlefield, but is also hindering the political track.
―Hoping to gain legitimacy for groups such as the Taliban, Pakistani decisionmakers continue to use ‗plausible deniability‘ and shifting blame, as part of their
defensive tactics while manipulating geo-political fault lines to their advantage,‖
he said.
―Talks leading to a peace process can only succeed when policy is revised, the
use of sanctuaries is prohibited, terrorist financing is curbed, and violence is
renounced.
Peace cannot be achieved by paying lip service and pretending to be a
selective victim,‖ he added.
На пакистано-афганской границе должен быть забор, - считает Исаак
Дар (а граница – прозрачна!)
Afghan border to be fenced: Dar
The Nation. March 10, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Mar-2017/pak-afghanborder-to-be-fenced-dar

ISLAMABAD: Minister for Finance Senator Ishaq Dar Friday said peace in
Afghanistan was imperative for the region.
Talking to a private news channel, he said Pakistan and Afghanistan would
work together to wipe out the menace of terrorism.
He said there were some authentic reports that a third country was misusing
Afghanistan‘s soil against Pakistan.
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The fencing on Pak-Afghan border would be made to control terrorism, he
said.
To a question he said work on electoral reforms would be completed before
the next general election in Pakistan.
To another question Ishaq Dar said consensus was being developed with all
political parties including Pakistan Peoples Party on the issue of military courts
extension.
Pakistan on Thursday shut its porous border with landlocked Afghanistan
after opening it for two days, saying the measure was necessary to save Pakistanis
from attacks from militants operating inside Afghanistan.
Nafees Zakaria, spokesman for Pakistan's foreign ministry, told reporters the
country was forced to close the border because of the threat of terrorism from
militant groups like Tehrik-e-Taliban, the Islamic State group and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar,
which are located in Afghanistan and trying to carry out attacks in Pakistan.
He spoke hours after Pakistan shut the two main border crossings with
Afghanistan after a temporary, two-day opening that enabled more than 35,000
people to cross the border.
Pakistan, which shares the 2,200 kilometer (1,375 mile) long border with
Afghanistan, initially shut all the border crossings after a string of militant attacks
in the country last month killed over 125 people. Islamabad has accused Kabul of
failing to take action against militant sanctuaries in Afghanistan's border regions.
Kabul has denied the allegation.
According to border management officials Fayyaz Khan and Irfan Toor, the
Torkham and Chaman crossings would be shut indefinitely, despite the pleas of
stranded Afghans who want to return to their country.
The crossings are also major arteries for trade and commerce between the two
neighbors. Businessmen say they are suffering losses because trucks carrying
supplies to Afghanistan were not allowed to cross the border during the brief
reopening of the crossings.
Pakistan and Afghanistan have long accused each other of failing to combat
extremists who operate along the porous frontier between the two nations.
On Thursday, Zakaria said militants were still launching attacks from
Afghanistan that targeted the Pakistan army. "We continue to lose soldiers" as a
result of these attacks, he said.
"In order to provide some relief to the stranded people on both sides, we
opened the border for two days," he said and added that the border management
was the most important aspect to control cross border movement of terrorists,
which was hurting both sides.
Zakaria said it was in the interest of both Pakistan and Afghanistan to install
an effective border management mechanism and he hoped that Kabul will
cooperate with Islamabad in managing the border.
Активизация сторонников ИГ в Афганистане вызывает тревогу в Китае
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Карпов Д.А. 9 марта, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33181

Число жертв в результате произошедшего накануне нападения
террористов группировки «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещена в РФ) на
госпиталь в Кабуле возросло до 49 человек. Об этом сегодня сообщило
«Пажвок Афган Ньюс» на своей странице в сети микроблогов «Твиттер».
По информации агентства, еще 76 человек пострадали. Ранее
сообщалось о 30 погибших. В среду 8 марта группа вооруженных людей,
переодетых в униформу врачей, атаковала госпиталь имени Сардара
Мохаммада Дауд Хана, рассчитанный на 400 коек и расположенный в
дипломатическом квартале афганской столицы в непосредственной близости
от посольства США. Один из нападавших подорвал у въезда в госпиталь
закрепленную на теле взрывчатку, после чего трое террористов проникли на
территорию медицинского центра и открыли огонь по находившимся внутри
людям. Боевики использовали автоматическое оружие и ручные гранаты. Для
отражения атаки был подключен афганский спецназ.
Мы уже сообщали, что нынешняя боевая активность сторонников ИГ в
Афганистане обусловлена исключительно вопросами игнорирования Катара
как полноправного участника процесса внутриафганского урегулирования.
Теракты как против пакистанских и афганских целей, так и недавние
открытые угрозы в адрес КНР свидетельствуют только о том, что Дохе не
нашлось места в новом формате переговорного процесса.
Старт этому формату дала конференция по афганскому конфликту в
Москве в январе, в которой принимали участие практически все
заинтересованные стороны, кроме США и Катара. Если в случае с
американцами все понятно: их отсутствие объясняется общей политикой
сдерживания Москвы на дипломатическом поле, и интересы Вашингтона в
полной мере озвучивал Кабул, то случае с Дохой все обстоит иначе.
Если грубо, то внешнеполитические коспонсоры не желают видеть
Катар в своих рядах. Отсюда и попытки заявить о себе посредством
проведения резонансных терактов. Новый расширенный формат при этом
включает в себя силы, от которых ранее и Кабул, и Вашингтон отмахивались,
полагая наивно, что им удастся решить проблему достижения
договоренности с талибами самостоятельно, подкупая лидеров одного крыла
и уничтожая с БЛА несогласных.
Эта попытка провалилась, о чем практически откровенно и публично
признались в Пентагоне в конце прошлого года. Отсюда расширение числа
участников, среди которых помимо традиционного Пакистана заметен и
Китай. В этой связи среди отечественных обозревателей уже бытует точка
зрения о том, что китайские войска чуть ли не заместят силы НАТО и прежде
всего американцев в Афганистане, и что де сам Вашингтон видит в этом
варианте чуть ли панацею от своего увязания во внутриафганских делах.
Основным доводом, которые используют для этих чересчур смелых
выводов эти эксперты, является факт совместной полицейской операции
китайских и афганских сил в так называемом Ваханском коридоре в
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приграничье с Таджикистаном, Китаем и Пакистаном. Именно через этот
коридор собственно в Китай и обратно идут китайские уйгуры, что уже давно
вызывает озабоченность Пекина. При этом сам трафик через этот коридор не
настолько критичен, за прошлый год по нему прошло от двадцати до
тридцати человек. Но китайцы считают, что по мере разгрома основных сил
ИГ в Ираке и Сирии именно он станет основным маршрутом по
возвращению воюющих там уйгуров (от 200 до 300 человек) обратно в
Синьцзянь-Уйгурский автономный район (СУАР).
В этой связи и проводятся совместные мониторинговые полицейские
операции, которые подразумевают и заход китайских патрулей в ближнее
пограничье на территории Афганистана. Причем с китайской стороны в
данных операциях принимают участие не регулярные силы НОАК, а
китайский аналог нашей Росгвардии в виде Народной вооруженной полиции.
Это сотрудничество началось особенно активно еще в 2015 году с того
момента, когда талибы взяли Кундуз и возникла реальная возможность
дестабилизации ситуации в этом районе, что облегчало бы инфильтрацию
уйгуров в Китай. Подчеркнем, что речь идет об очень локальной
полицейской мониторинговой совместной операции, за которую Пекин в
общем-то прилично платит. Китайцы выделили Афганистану 73 млн
долларов на поддержку сил безопасности, бесплатно обучают афганских
полицейских, поставляют средства связи и бронежилеты. При этом говорить
о том, что США таким образом «передают» Афганистан КНР было бы
наивной глупостью.
Во-первых, Пекин совершенно не желает на полную силу втягиваться в
латентный афганский конфликт. Ровно по той причине, что это
непродуктивно и дорого. Китайское военное присутствие, кроме физических
и материальных издержек ни к чему не приведет.
Упоминание в данном контексте проекта «Нового шелкового пути» из
КНР через Афганистан к морским портам Пакистана, что может быть
основным мотивом Пекина в связи с якобы существующими планами
расширить свое военное присутствие в Афганистане, потеснив при этом с их
молчаливого согласия американцев, является, на наш взгляд, абсолютно
некорректным.
Пекин готов участвовать в этом проекте только после достижения
стабильности в Афганистане при активном участии в этом процессе своего
основного партнера в регионе в лице Исламабада, но воевать и напрягать
свои резервы ради этого он абсолютно не готов и делать этого не будет.
Во-вторых, что же касается рассуждений о готовности американцев
«подвинуться» и пропустить на афганскую территорию китайские войска, то
это еще большая натяжка. Просто в условиях, когда американцы до предела
сократили свой контингент в стране со 130 до 15 тыс. человек, им просто не
хватает сил для физического прикрытия всех направлений. И если в
высокогорном, безлюдном, очень ограниченном районе это делают китайцы
по согласованию с афганским силовиками, да еще и платят за этой местным
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силам безопасности, то почему бы и не согласиться и «закрыть глаза»? Но
это совершенно не означает того, что Вашингтон готов уйти из Афганистана
и, тем более, запустить на эту территорию какую-либо «третью силу».
Теракт ИГИЛ в военном госпитале в Кабуле 8 марта 2017 г.
Gunmen dressed as medics kill 38 in Kabul hospital
Dawn, March 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319353/gunmen-dressed-asmedics-kill-38-in-kabul-hospital

KABUL: Gunmen dressed as medics stormed a hospital in the Afghan capital
on Wednesday and battled security forces for hours, killing more than 38 people
and wounding dozens in an attack claimed by the militant Islamic State group.
A suicide bomber blew himself up at the rear of the 400-bed Sardar
Mohammad Daud Khan hospital, across the road from the heavily fortified US
embassy, and three attackers with automatic weapons and hand grenades entered
the complex, security officials said.
Defence Ministry spokesman Dawlat Waziri said the attack was suppressed
by mid-afternoon, with all three gunmen killed.
As security forces swept the hospital buildings, another ministry spokesman
said they found at least 30 dead and 50 wounded, including doctors, patients and
hospital staff, in addition to the three killed and 66 wounded reported earlier.
The gunmen, dressed as medical personnel, had taken up positions on the
upper floors of the hospital and engaged special forces sent to the scene, officials
said.
Security forces blocked off the area around the hospital, near a busy traffic
intersection, and special forces‘ soldiers descended on to the roof of the main
building from helicopters.
Pakistan reaffirms commitment to cooperate against terrorism
Sporadic gunfire could be heard for hours and, as fighting went on, there was
a second explosion, which a spokesman said was caused when a car inside the
hospital complex blew up.
A statement from Islamic State‘s Amaq News Agency said its fighters had
attacked the hospital, while an Afghan Taliban spokesman denied responsibility,
saying Taliban had ―no connection‖ with the attack.
The raid on the hospital followed warnings by government officials that highprofile attacks in Kabul were likely to escalate this year.
With US President Donald Trump yet to announce his policy for Afghanistan,
where the top US commander has said thousands more international troops may be
needed to maintain stability, the attack also pointed to Islamic State‘s growing
threat.
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The movement, opposed to both the Western-backed government in Kabul
and the Taliban, is based in the Middle East but has established a solid presence on
the border with Pakistan.
It has also mounted several high-profile attacks on civilians in Kabul over the
past year, including several on prominent Shia targets.
Hidden weapon
The attack on a hospital that treats military casualties from around Afghanistan drew wide condemnation and President Ashraf Ghani said it ―trampled on all
human values‖.
―In all religions, a hospital is regarded as an immune site and attacking it is
attacking the whole of Afghanistan,‖ he said in impromptu remarks during a
speech for International Women‘s Day in Kabul.
The Nato-led Resolute Support mission said it was ready to assist Afghan
security services, while the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan said
the attack on hospital staff and patients not involved in the conflict amounted to a
war crime.
Witnesses inside the hospital said they were caught by surprise as a gunman
dressed in a white doctor‘s coat took out a concealed AK-47 assault rifle and
opened fire, killing at least one patient and one hospital worker.
―Suddenly gunfire broke out and a gunman was shooting at everyone,‖ said
Zahir Khan, who hid under a table and later escaped.
―He was shooting at doctors, patients and visitors.‖ As the fighting went on,
some patients climbed out of the building and could be seen sheltering on window
ledges.
The attack came just a week after dozens of people were killed and wounded
in coordinated attacks on a police station and an office of the intelligence service in
Kabul.
That attack was claimed by the Taliban, who are seeking to expel foreign
troops, defeat the US-backed government and reimpose Islamic law after their
2001 ouster.
Away from Kabul, dozens of people have been killed over the past few days
in fighting across Afghanistan, from Kunduz and Baghlan in the north to Farah in
the southwest and Helmand and Kandahar on the Pakistan border in the south.—
Reuters
Our Staff Reporter in Islamabad adds: Pakistan renewed its pledge for
cooperation against terrorism to Afghanistan as it condemned the attack and
condoled with the bereaved families.
―We reaffirm our commitment to cooperation with the Afghan government
and the international community for elimination of the scourge of terrorism,‖ the
Foreign Office said in a statement.
―Pakistan reiterates its unequivocal condemnation of terrorism in all its forms
and manifestations.‖
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Индия использует афганскую землю для дестабилизации ситуации в
Пакистане
India using Afghan soil to destabilise Pakistan: Kh Asif
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/07Mar-2017/india-using-afghan-soil-to-destabilise-pakistan-kh-asif

ISLAMABAD - Defence Minister Khwaja Asif Monday said in the National
Assembly that India was using Afghanistan‘s soil to destabilise Pakistan.
―The decision to close the border with Afghanistan is a matter of national
security. Pakistan will not allow using Afghanistan soil against its people,‖ said the
minister while responding to concerns raised by opposition lawmakers about the
closure of the Afghan border and alleged profiling of Pakhtuns in Lahore and other
parts of the country.
Opposition Leader in NA Syed Khursheed Shah, considering it an important
matter for Pakistan, demanded calling a joint session of parliament to debate the
matter in length.
Requesting the opposition side not to equate Afghan border with other
matters, Asif said it was imperative to close the border with Afghanistan due to the
current situation. ―Pakistan has closed the border as the killers of our sons are
taking refuge and hiding in Afghanistan.‖
The minister thrice asked the opposition MNAs not to politicise the issue of
national security only for point-scoring.
Asif said that there was a need for proper border management with
Afghanistan. ―There is 200 crossing points at the border with Afghanistan and nine
are much active,‖ he said.
Pakistan and Afghanistan can jointly eliminate the menace of terrorism.
―There should be no point scoring on this matter, as it is our right to close the
border,‖ he said.
Terrorists have no religion, no province and no specific area as they are only
against the country‘s integrity by their nefarious design, he added.
The minister was of the view that India has outsourced the task of committing
terrorism in Pakistan to those sitting in Afghanistan. ―There is no need to equate
East Pakistan and other borders issues with the recent closing of Afghanistan
border,‖ he said.
Asif said that Pakistan has hosted 3.5 million Afghan refugees in the past. He
underlined that peace in both the countries was inter-linked.
While talking about the PSL final in Lahore, he said the cricket match was a
message for terrorists. ―Arranging a final match in Lahore was being dubbed as
madness,‖ he said while alluding to the apprehensions of PTI‘s Imran Khan.
The opposition leader said there was a need to immediately summon a joint
session of parliament to debate the concerns raised by the defence minister. ―There
was a need for an in-camera session to discuss this matter,‖ he added.
While talking about the PSL final, he said: ―We are all patriotic people. It
needs to ascertain who has promoted terrorism,‖ he said and added that there was a
need of unity to deal with the menace of terrorism.
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Taking part in the debate, PTI‘s Shah Mehmood Qureshi said the PTI has
supported the government at different stages. ―We have always supported the
government on national issues,‖ he said. ―Why Pakhtuns are having the feeling of
discrimination. It needs to be addressed,‖ he said adding that there was also a need
of proper border management. He further said that the circular debt was further
mounting.
Earlier, opposition lawmakers raised the issue of ethnic profiling of Pakhtuns
in different parts of the country, especially in the Punjab. Ghulam Sarwar of the
PTI, on a point of order, criticised the government for closing the border with
Afghanistan. ―Why racial profiling was carried out against Pakhtun,‖ he
questioned.
Jamaat-e-Islami‘s Tariq Ullah, on point of order, criticised the arrests of
Pakhtuns from different parts of the country, especially in Lahore. Ghulam Ahmed
Bilour of the ANP, Maulana Jamaluddin, Abdul Qahar and others also raised
concerns over racial profiling of Pashtuns. Rajab Baloch from treasury benches
dispelled the impression of racial profiling of Pashtuns. ―Due to certain
circumstances, checking was carried out in different areas to only ascertain Afghan
nationals,‖ he said.
MQM lawmakers, at the fag end of the proceeding, staged a walkout against
the alleged extra-judicial killing of their workers.
За 2 дня (открытых на переходах Чаман, Торхам) 55 тыс. афганцев и
пакистанцев вернулись в свои дома (в Пак-не и Афг-не).
Over 55,000 Afghans, Pakistanis return home in two days
Ibrahim
Shinwari,
Saleem
Shahid.
Dawn,
March
9th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1319352/over-55000-afghans-pakistanis-return-home-in-two-days

LANDI KOTAL/QUETTA: Over 32,000 Afghans and 2,700 Pakistanis
crossed into their respective countries via the Torkham and Chaman crossing
points on Wednesday — the last day of reopening of the border with Afghanistan.
In two days, over 51,000 Afghans and 4,900 Pakistanis returned to their
respective countries after the Pakistan government reopened the border crossings
on Tuesday.
At Torkham, the Frontier Corps in collaboration with the political
administration made elaborate security and immigration arrangements in order to
facilitate swift and speedy return of Afghans and also to avoid the Tuesday-like
situation when the frustrated people broke security barriers and crushed to death an
Afghan woman in their desperation to cross the border.
Female FC personnel were also deputed at the border to help guide returning
Afghan women and their children. Male personnel were also deployed at a number
of locations to regulate the process of immigration of returning Afghans.
According to officials, 11,500 Afghans crossed the border on Wednesday and
12,539 on Tuesday. About 700 Pakistanis returned home in two days.
Taxis taking the Afghan nationals to the Torkham border were stopped at
three points to avoid rush and traffic congestion.
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Rules about legal travel documents for the returning Afghans were also
relaxed and they were allowed to go back even by showing their national identity
cards. Same rules were also applied for Pakistanis who got stuck on the Afghan
side after the closure of the border on Feb 17.
Taxi owners, who had lost their business to the nearly three weeks of border
closure, had a field day on Tuesday and Wednesday as they ferried thousands of
Afghans from different parts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and the tribal areas to the
Torkham border.
The Afghans waiting in long queues at the Torkham crossing expressed
mixed feelings about reopening of the border and their return journey.
Amanullah of Jalalabad said that though he was happy to go back home after
18 days of painful wait, the Pakistan government‘s decision to close the border
again was even more painful for most of his countrymen.
Transporters stranded on the Pakistani side too were not happy with the
decision to disallow trade goods to across the border.
Chaman border
According to officials, 20,870 Afghans crossed into their country, while 2,631
Pakistanis returned home via the Chaman border crossing. In two days, 27,718
Afghans went back to Afghanistan and 4,277 Pakistanis retuned to Chaman.
―We have closed the border again for an indefinite period,‖ a senior security
official said, adding that he was not aware when it would reopen.
Пакистано-афганская граница откроется лишь на 2 дня (Торхам, Чаман).
Pak-Afghan border opens for two days
Islamabad shut Torkham and Chaman border crossings after a deadly suicide
attack at Sehwan shrine.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to open its border crossings with
Afghanistan for two days in order to allow the people with valid visas stranded on
both sides of the border to cross into their native country.
The crossing points at Torkham and Chaman will be opened on Tuesday
[today] and Wednesday both for Pakistanis who had gone to Afghanistan on valid
visas and wish to return to Pakistan as well as the Afghan nationals who had come
to Pakistan and now wish to return to their country via land routes.
Afghan general urges reopening of border
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz conveyed this
decision to Afghan Ambassador Omar Zakhilwal by the telephone. All concerned
at the two crossing points have also been informed, the Foreign Office said in a
statement.
Islamabad shut Torkham and Chaman border crossings after a deadly suicide
attack at the shrine of Sufi saint Lal Shahbaz Qalandar on February 16. The attack
that left over 80 people dead was claimed by Jumaatul Ahrar, a splinter group of
the banned Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, based in Afghanistan.
After the attack Pakistan had handed Afghanistan a list of 76 wanted terrorists
believed to be hiding across the border. Kabul had, however, rejected the
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allegations and insisted Pakistan reopened the key crossings between the two
countries.
Kabul may airlift stranded Afghans if Pakistan border not reopened
Last week, the Afghan ambassador had said he would request his government
to airlift Afghan nationals stranded in Pakistan due to border closure, if Islamabad
did not open the crossing points in two days. Thousands of people and vehicles
have been stuck on both sides of the border due to the closure of the busy
crossings.
Published in The Express Tribune, March 7th, 2017.
Пакистан открыл два КПП на границе с Афганистаном
Независимая
Интернет-газета
http://newvz.ru/info/92250.html

«Новый

взгляд».

07.03.2017.

Два главных пограничных перехода, расположенных на границе
Пакистана с Афганистаном, возобновили свою работу. Об этом сообщает
один из телевизионных каналов Пакистана.
Речь идет о переходах Торхам и Чаман, которые были закрыты по
решению пакистанской стороны в ночь на 17 февраля.
Напомним, что решение о закрытии границы было принято после того,
как в Пакистане прогремела серия терактов в середине февраля. По мнению
властей страны, организаторами и исполнителями терактов являются
террористы, которые попали на территорию Пакистана из Афганистана.
По данным источника, сейчас на пунктах перехода пропускают
исключительно путешественников, которые перемещаются пешком. Любые
автомобили на территорию Пакистана с этой стороны не пропускаются.
В МИД Пакистана также отметили, что граница открывается вновь для
того, чтоб граждане обоих государств могли вернуться к себе на родину.
Из-за закрытия пунктов пересечения пакистано-афганской границы
торговцы обеих стран терпят колоссальные убытки, миллиарды рупий (6000
грузовиков скопилось в Торхам).
Traders suffering huge losses, say Afghan officials
Hidayat
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
28th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1341119/traders-suffering-huge-losses-say-afghan-officials/

2017.

PESHAWAR: Traders and transporters have suffered losses worth billions of
rupees following the indefinite closure of the Pakistan-Afghanistan border, Afghan
officials said on Monday.
According to them, more than 6,000 vehicles carrying goods are currently
stranded on both sides of the border.
―The losses are now in billions of rupees … Not only Afghanistan but also the
people of Pakistan are suffering because of the border closure,‖ said Mervais
Yousafzai, the Afghan trade commissioner in Peshawar.
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Yousafzai was accompanied by officials of the Afghan commissionerate,
Afghan traders and transporters at a news conference held at the Peshawar Press
Club on Monday.
―Pakistani people have incurred at least 80 per cent of these losses because
their goods are perishing in these [stranded] vehicles.‖
Afghan ambassador urges citizens to avoid ‗unnecessary travel‘ to Pakistan
Mirvais said that bilateral trade and commerce should be impervious to
politics. ―Whenever such a situation arises, it must be resolved both politically and
diplomatically, instead of punishing the poor people of both countries.‖
―The closure of border (entry and exit points) is against all international
laws,‖ said Yousafzai.
―It is against Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement … It is against
(the rules of the) World Trade Organisation and Saarc … We urge the Pakistan
government to open the border immediately.‖
Yousafzai said that these issues had also been conveyed to the government of
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa without any response.
―Every day, we pay taxes amounting to Rs20 million to the Pakistan
government which shows the quantum of loss being incurred by both sides on a
daily basis,‖ said Muhammad Rasool Jan, the head of Afghan Traders Association.
Calling for a new trade policy, Rasool Jan said that traders were never
involved in the affairs of any country. ―Why are we being victimised?‖ he asked.
―At least 6,200 vehicles are stranded on both sides of the border,‖ said Malik Gul
Akbar, the head of the Afghan Transporters Association.
―Perishable items are now (fully) decomposed, while non-perishable items are
damaging heavy vehicles.‖
Pakistan, Afghanistan: Business community may bear the brunt as borders
close
According to him, as many as 2,100 vehicles were carrying perishable items
and most of them belonged to Pakistani exporters. He also urged the inspector
general of police to take action against the harassment of Afghan transporters at the
hands of police officials.
―Between Khairabad and Torkham, all vehicles have to pay at least Rs52,000
to policemen manning various check posts,‖ he said, accusing the K-P police and
the political administration of tribal areas.
Stressing the need for solving all outstanding political issues between the two
countries at the earliest, Akbar said that traders and transporters should not be
targeted.
Пакистан заверил, что поможет Афганистану в борьбе с терроризмом
Pakistan assures Afghanistan of full assistance
The Express Tribune, February 27th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1340099/ecospecial-meeting-pakistan-assures-afghanistan-full-assistance/
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ISLAMABAD: Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry on Sunday said
that Pakistan had faced the brunt of terrorism and was greatly affected by
Afghanistan‘s instability.
Terming Afghanistan as its twin brother and extending full support for the
country‘s peace process, the foreign secretary welcomed the upcoming Economic
Cooperation Organisation‘s special meeting on Afghanistan in Kabul.
Islamabad sends back 300 stranded Afghans
―Let me assure our Afghan brothers that we would continue to contribute to
the ECO efforts to provide assistance to Afghanistan,‖ he said at the Senior
Official Meetings (SOM) scheduled February 26-27 ahead of the 13th ECO
summit in Islamabad on March 1.
―We are happy to host the 13th ECO summit and look forward to advancing
our mutual goals in the coming days leading up to the summit,‖ a press statement
quoted him as saying.
―Pakistan has always attached immense importance to the organisation and its
objective as demonstrated by our active role in the ECO,‖ he said.
The theme as well as key focus of the ECO summit is ―Connectivity for
Regional Prosperity‖.
Economic integration and connectivity are the main pillars to galvanize
economic growth, create job opportunities, expand trade, improve competitiveness
and usher prosperity in the region, Chaudhry said.
There is a need to create a world-class logistics infrastructure within the ECO
region for speedy movement of goods and people at a reduced cost that would
stimulate investment and growth.
―The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a major initiative in this
regard. This is a mega project which would benefit the entire region. The economic
corridor is anticipated as a game changer not only in Pakistan-China context but it
would also complement the economies of the entire neighbourhood, especially the
ECO region,‖ he said.
The fate of the ECO was hanging in balance after the recent spate of violence
across the country. Advisor to Prime Minister on foreign affairs Sartaj Aziz put the
rumours to rest on Saturday after he announced that the moot will take place in
Islamabad on the scheduled date.
Afghanistan assures action against ―terrorist sanctuaries‖ on its soil
Pakistan last hosted the third ECO Summit in Islamabad in May 1995.
Pakistan envoy summoned
Afghanistan summoned Pakistan‘s Ambassador in Kabul Abrar Husssain over
the alleged ―cross border shelling by the Pakistani forces.‖
Deputy Foreign Minister Dr Nasir Ahmad Andesha told the Pakistani
ambassador that the ―Pakistani forces fired artillery shells‖ in Shangri area of
district Sarkano, Kunar province and Nangarhar‘s Goshta area.
Pakistani officials clarified that they only targeted the sanctuaries of Pakistani
militants who operate from the Afghan side of the border.
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The military shelled targets inside Afghanistan after a series of recent bomb
attacks that killed nearly 100 people and injured over 300.
The TTP, Jamaatul Ahrar and Da‘ish had claimed responsibility for the
attacks.
The Pakistani ambassador said that Pakistani military actions were against the
terrorists and militants, the statement said.
Abrar Hussain assured that he would convey concerns of the Afghan
government to the high authorities.
Закрытие границы Пакистана с Афганистаном привело к миллионным
убыткам в торговле
Torkham border closure causes loss of millions
Daily
Times.
24/02/2017/
http://dailytimes.com.pk/khyber-pakhtunkhwa/24-Feb17/torkham-border-closure-causes-loss-of-millions

KHYBER AGENCY: The suspension of all sorts of movement on PakAfghan Torkham border has caused millions of monetary loss to national
exchequer as trade related activities have completely suspended for 7th
consecutive day.
Local tribesmen who were associated with various businesses on Torkham
border were of the view that they were confined to their homes for the last one
week and the closure of Pak-Afghan border has multiplied their miseries. Torkham
border presents a deserted look as the security agencies officials do not permit
anybody to enter or cross the Shaheed checkpoint in Torkham, they added.
Torkham custom house official, Naeem sharing details pertaining to vehicles
said that approximately 500 loaded vehicles from export goods and 400 import
goods carrier trucks were daily crossing the border and Rs 15 million taxes are
being collected from them. However, he further said the economic activities have
completely suspended for the last one week.
"The export of agrarians products to Afghanistan have stopped that will not
only suffer the exporters but also have a negative impact on the agriculture sector
of the country", he maintained.
Regarding the loaded vehicles, custom official informed around 600
containers of Afghan transit trade were stranded on bordering area and that it was
an only source of income for foreign exchange.
The uncertain situation on Pak-Afghan border certainly affects the economy
of Pakistan, he stated.
Suspending supply of certain commodities like sugar and wheat that has
permitted through agreement by the Ministry of Commerce via Torkham will
discourage export and if the situation remains as it is the importers in Afghanistan
will turn over their neighboring countries like Iran, Tajikistan etc.
President clearance agent association, Torkham Hayatullah Shinwari while
sharing his views said that for the last one week all clearance process had been
halted in Torkham and more than 600 clearance agents beside hundreds of
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thousands of laborers, handcart pushers and daily wagers whose works were
attached to the clearing doings had been left jobless. Torkham is the core of all
economic activities for the local tribesmen and suspension of the border is
tantamount to deprive the locals from earning three times bread, he remarked.
Shinwari suggested that politics should be separated from the trade and demanded
of the authorities to forthwith reopen the border so that the business works resume
in Torkham.
Khalil Shah, a money changer in Torkham said that closing of the border had
completely shut their business run by more than 20 moneychangers as no trucker
or pedestrian was allowed to or from Pakistan to cross the border.
All shops were closed in Torkham and hundreds of locals were forced to
strive as they had no other business to earn livelihood for their families, he added.
As per the Torkham taxi stand contactor, a total of 3200 taxi vehicles
including 2000 cars and 1200 flying coaches were running between Torkham and
Peshawar and maximum locals were involved with transport but with suspension
of the border compelled them to park it in parking lots or in their residencies.
In the aftermath of attacks on Lahore and Sehwan in Sindh last week, the PakAfghan Torkham border and Chaman border in Quetta were closed down to avoid
any mishap.
Кабул хочет перейти от мирных переговоров к войне против Талибана
Hopes rekindle as Kabul shows willingness to revive quartet
The Express Tribune, February 24th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1337290/hopesrekindle-kabul-shows-willingness-revive-quartet/

India‘s involvement in terrorism in Pakistan is a well-proven fact, says FO
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday welcomed Afghanistan‘s willingness
to discuss issues related to peace and security under the framework of
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG), a four-nation initiative, considered long
dead due to acrimonious relations between the two neighbours.
The QCG involving Pakistan, Afghanistan, China and the United States could
not hold any meeting since the killing of Afghan Taliban chief Mullah Akhtar
Mansoor in a US drone strike in Balochistan in July last year. The process was
suspended primarily due to differences between Islamabad and Kabul on how to
pursue peace efforts in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan being used for proxy war against Pakistan: PM
Kabul insisted that the time for negotiations was over and hence force should
be used against the Taliban.
Islamabad, however, argued that any decision regarding the use of military
option would be taken with consensus.
The recent wave of terrorist attacks prompted Pakistan to exert renewed
pressure on Afghanistan to take action against terrorist hideouts of the banned
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and its faction Jamaatul Ahrar on Afghan soil.
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Reacting to Pakistan‘s demand, Kabul said it was willing to discuss all issues
under the framework of QCG.
At a weekly news briefing on Thursday when the Foreign Office
spokesperson was asked whether the QCG process could be revived, Nafees
Zakaria said Pakistan remained committed to peace and stability in Afghanistan
and the QCG was an important forum to achieve that objective. ―We believe the
QCG is an important mechanism, which has done significant groundwork for
preparation of a roadmap for the Afghan peace process,‖ Zakaria added.
He said Pakistan had, therefore, continued to emphasise the need for working
together in the QCG for the objective of lasting peace in Afghanistan. ―It seems
that finally Afghanistan is also enunciating its willingness to move forward in our
engagement in the QCG and address the important issues of peace and security
through this process. We believe such an approach would augur well for peace and
security in Afghanistan and the region,‖ the spokesperson said.
Answering a question about the use of Afghan soil against Pakistan, Zakria
said terrorism was a common enemy affecting both the countries. During the
Afghan ambassador‘s call on Foreign Affairs Adviser Sartaj Aziz, he had assured
of Afghanistan‘s full cooperation. The meeting was held in a very positive
environment. Both sides agreed that meaningful engagement was imperative for
addressing the challenge of cross-border terrorism.
He said both recognised the need for a constructive government-togovernment interaction as an imperative. ―Effective border management is
important to ensure preventing cross-border movement of terrorists. We hope for
strengthening of bilateral cooperation in all areas, including political, security,
economic and humanitarian fields.‖
Pak-Afghan stand-off: the way forward
Regarding reports of Indian intelligence agencies‘ involvement in the recent
terrorist attacks in Pakistan, the spokesperson said that although the government
did not want to give a kneejerk reaction, the involvement of India in terrorism and
terror financing in Pakistan was a well-proven fact.
Reacting to the statement of Indian Home Minister Rajnath Singh that the
recent house arrest of Jammatud Dawa chief Hafiz Saeed was an eyewash, Zakria
hit back by saying that Indian attempts to play victim would have credibility if
Indian allegations were not motivated by the desire to malign Pakistan and India‘s
own record was clean.
―Pakistan is a victim of terrorism and has suffered hugely, both in terms of
human and economic losses,‖ he said. ―Indian involvement in terrorism in Pakistan
is well known. Confessions of Kulbhushan Yadav and Swami Aseemanand are a
manifestation of that fact,‖ he added.
The spokesperson said Pakistan was fighting terrorism like no other country
had done. ―India needs introspection. India must realise that peace in the region is
in India‘s own interest as well,‖ he stressed.
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Таджикистан намерен строить/использовать дорогу в Пакистан в обход
Афганистана
Tajikistan to join Pakistan road link bypassing Afghanistan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1337274/tajikistan-join-pakistan-road-link-bypassing-afghanistan/

ISLAMABAD: While Kabul is reluctant to finalise a transit trade agreement
with Islamabad, Tajikistan is poised to join a separate initiative which will connect
Pakistan to Central Asia, bypassing Afghanistan entirely.
Officials told The Express Tribune that Tajikistan‘s request for inclusion into
the Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement (QTTA) — a deal between China,
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan for facilitating transit traffic and trade — has
been approved. The Central Asian state will now become a formal participant once
its parliament approves the move, they said.
Tajikistan looks to promote trade in Pakistan
Inclusion in QTTA — which was signed in Islamabad in 1995 — will grant
landlocked Tajikistan access to Pakistan‘s ports, including Gwadar, without having
to depend on Afghanistan. It will provide safe passage to traders from both
Pakistan and Tajikistan. Trade between the two countries has risen steadily from
$15 million in 2011 to $90 million in 2016, and Tajikistan wants to bring the
volume up to $500 million.
Up till now, Pakistani traders have had to rely on the land route through
Afghanistan to access Tajikistan and other Central Asian States. Pakistan and
Afghanistan had been negotiating a transit trade agreement but Kabul‘s insistence
that India be included in the arrangement led to a deadlock in discussions. Due to
tensions with India over unrest in Occupied Kashmir and Delhi‘s attempts to
implicate Islamabad in rebel attacks on military installations, Pakistan could not
accommodate Kabul‘s demand. But while Afghanistan‘s President Ashraf Ghani
threatened to cut off Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia if it did not include India in
the transit deal, China revived QTTA to further tap the potential of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor, officials said. QTTA provides Pakistan a gateway to
Central Asia by using the Karakoram Highway — which links Gilgit-Baltistan to
China‘s Xinjiang region — as a transit corridor.
Tajikistan‘s hydel power production – a model to follow
With Pakistan‘s exports declining by over $4 billion over the last few years, it
has looked to tap the potential of Central Asian and Russian markets. Kyrgyzstan
has offered a route to Russia to Pakistani traders. At the same time, Pakistani ports
provide landlocked Central Asian states the closest maritime facilities for trade.
Currently, they rely on seaports in China, Turkey, Iran, Russia and the Baltic
States.
Тупик в пакистано-афганских отношениях.
Pak-Afghan stand-off: the way forward
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Imtiaz Gul (head, the independent Centre for Research and Security Studies, Islamabad).
The Express Tribune, February 22nd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1334685/pak-afghanstand-off-way-forward/

The unilateral border closure by Pakistan on February 15 once again exposed
the current extremely brittle and acrimonious nature of its current relations with
Afghanistan. Slogans such as ―Death to Pakistan, Down with Pakistan,‖ not only
resonated at rallies in Kabul and Jalalabad but also made super-leads of the
newspapers and electronic media in Afghanistan. Similar sentiments ran high also
during a meeting between a Pakistani civil society delegation and the top hierarchy
of the Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and Industries (ACCI) on February 19
at Kabul, a day after Pakistan had handed Afghan officials a list of 76 wanted
terrorists nestled in their country. Expectedly, Kabul responded with its list of 85
Taliban and Haqqani Network leaders on the Pakistani soil, which it claimed were
involved in ―crimes against people of Afghanistan.‖
Meanwhile, thousands of cargo trucks, passenger vehicles and tens of
thousands of people are stranded on both sides of the border. A humanitarian and
business crisis indeed, with scores of families separated, and perishable cargo
rotting on board trucks.
Leading businessmen were all outrage, complaining of massive losses they
have suffered in the last five or so years due to intermittent closure of border. It has
also resulted in a drastic reduction of Afghanistan‘s transit trade through Pakistan.
They pointed out that Iran‘s Bandar Abbas is more expensive but that is a much
more certain and secure rate. Trust on Karachi is minimal due to corruption from
the clearing processes in Karachi to the transition through the border at Chaman
and Torkham. In many cases massive demurrage charges accruing from delays
forced the importers to abandon their cargo. Afghan traders also complained of
unusually high taxes on seasonal fruits. We asked them whether one could delink
business from politics and whether business could function normally in abnormal
political conditions such as the current ones, they offered little response. The halt
in human and commercial cargo, allegations and exchange of lists of wanted
terrorists is a bitter reminder of what has bedevilled the Pakistan-India relations too
for decades. It hasn‘t taken the two countries anywhere forward. Both Pakistan and
Afghanistan are reeling from a spate of terrorist attacks in January and February
thus far — which have taken over 400 lives. Speaking to the visiting Track 1.5
delegation, acting foreign minister Hikmet Karzai and extremely highly-placed
officials at NDS indicated their readiness to ―in-depth discussions‖ on contentious
issues. If the Afghan Taliban are providing the umbrella and sanctuaries for the
TTP, Jamaatul Ahrar, ETIM, IMU, Chechen terrorists and Jundullah, why not
confront them jointly, asked an official.
Most Afghan officials, however, refuse to look at the latest wave of terror in
the context of India‘s ―teach and bleed Pakistan‖ policy. They would not like to
relate the current wave of terror with what former Indian army chief Gen Bikram
Singh told a national TV recently; asked how to deal with Pakistan he offered this
recipe; If we can fuel insurrectionist movements in Pakistan (ref Balochistan), its
army will start looking inwards instead of thinking of Kashmir. We have to refocus
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them on internal conditions. It will be possible only when we will spill their blood
through asymmetric means. No military establishment will overlook such
posturing from across the border. Neither will it dismiss the possibility of another
country‘s soil being used for ―spilling the blood‖.
This complicated context makes it all the more important for Afghan and
Pakistani officials to resume their dialogue for the larger benefit of millions of
suffering common people. Meaningful talks on Information sharing among the
security or resumption of dialogue on modern border management as a means to
control and monitor human and cargo traffic via international crossings could offer
a meeting point. Both must shun the past baggage and move on for a sincere,
substantial dialogue to ease human suffering and normalise relations.
В Кабуле дан старт изыскательским работам по проекту газопровода
ТАПИ
Агентство нефтегазовой информации. 22.02.2017. http://www.angi.ru/news/2846866%C2%20%CA%E0%E1%F3%EB%E5%20%E4%E0%ED%20%F1%F2%E0%F0%F2%20%E8
%E7%FB%F1%EA%E0%F2%E5%EB%FC%F1%EA%E8%EC%20%F0%E0%E1%EE%F2%
E0%EC%20%EF%EE%20%EF%F0%EE%E5%EA%F2%F3%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0
%EE%E2%EE%E4%E0%20%D2%C0%CF%C8/

Кабул. В президентском Дворце афганской столицы дан старт
проведению изыскательских работ по реализации проекта строительства
газопровода Туркменистан - Афганистан-Пакистан – Индия (ТАПИ).
Предстоящие работы предусматривают исследование маршрута, проведение
инженерных и технико-экономических исследований для газового объекта на
территории Афганистана.
В тожественной церемонии приняли участие Президент Афганистана
Мохаммад Ашраф Гани, руководители отраслевых министерств и ведомств
стран-участниц проекта, консорциума «TAPI Pipeline Company Limited» и
компании «ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH».
17 января 2017 года в Ашхабаде был подписан контракт между
консорциумом «TAPI Pipeline Company Limited» и компанией «ILF Beratende
Ingenieure GmbH». Документ предусматривает разработку пакета
предпроектной документации и оказание услуг по проектному управлению и
техническому надзору для участка Афганистан-Пакистан газопровода ТАПИ.
В ближайшее время аналогичные изыскания в рамках контракта с
компанией «ILF Beratende Ingenieure GmbH» по проекту ТАПИ стартуют и на
территории Пакистана.
Контракт предусматривает сотрудничество сторон в период до этапа
принятия окончательного инвестиционного решения по проекту ТАПИ.
Напомним, что в декабре 2015 года началось строительство
туркменского участка газопровода ТАПИ протяженностью 214 километров.
В настоящее время строительные работы на участке ведутся в соответствии с
графиком.
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Являясь лидером консорциума TAPI Pipeline Company Limited», ГК
«Туркменгаз» выполняет функции основного финансиста и управленца
проектом. В консорциум также входят Афганская газовая корпорация,
пакистанская "Inter State Gas Systems (Private) Limited" и индийская "GAIL".
Общая протяженность трубопровода составит 1814 километров, в том
числе 774 километра - по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров Пакистана до населенного пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Ввести в
эксплуатацию газопровод ежегодной мощность 33 миллиарда кубометров
газа планируется к концу 2019 года.
Правительство Туркменистана подало заявку на получение
финансирования в размере 700 миллионов долларов США от ИБР на
покрытие стоимости расходов в рамках проекта ТАПИ. Часть данной суммы
планируется направить на оплату стоимости товаров, работ и услуг, которые
планируется приобрести в рамках данного проекта, передает нефтегазовый
комплекс Туркменистана.
Специальные уведомления о закупках относительно контрактов,
предлагаемых в рамках процедур международных конкурентных торгов ИБР,
а также относительно контрактов на предоставление консультационных
услуг и финансового аудита будут объявлены в апреле 2017 года.
Исламабад и Кабул намерены вместе бороться с терроризмом, - заявтл
Глава Армии Баджва.
Islamabad, Kabul to fight terrorism together: COAS
Daily Times. 21.02.2107. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/21-Feb-17/islamabad-kabulto-fight-terrorism-together-coas

ISLAMABAD: Chief of Army Staff Gen Qamar Bajwa said on Monday that
Pakistan and Afghanistan will fight their "common enemy" of terrorism together, a
statement issued by Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) said.
Chairing a high-level security meeting at the General Headquarters (GHQ), he
said enhanced security measures taken along the Pak-Afghan border are to fight
the common enemy, which include "terrorists of all hues and colour".
The army chief issued directions for more effective coordination between
Pakistani and Afghan officials to curb cross-border movement of terrorists.
Gen Bajwa "also welcomed proposals from Afghan authorities to take
forward the mutual coordination for result oriented efforts against terrorism".
Following a spate of terror attacks in which more than 100 people have been
killed, Pakistan had sealed its border with Afghanistan. Authorities later issued
shoot-at-sight orders for those found trying to cross over.
The Pakistan Army on Friday night said it targeted militant hideouts close to
the Pak-Afghan border. The army reportedly targeted a training camp of Jamaat-ulAhrar - the banned terror outfit which claimed responsibility for the Feb 13 suicide
bombing in Lahore and the Feb 15 suicide attack on the headquarters of Mohmand
Agency's political administration.
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Earlier that day, the army had asked Kabul to take action against 76 Pakistani
terrorists operating from Afghan territory or hand them over to Pakistan so that
they could be tried for their involvement in terror-related activities.
After the Lahore attack, the Foreign Office had summoned the Afghan deputy
head of mission and asked Kabul to address Pakistan's concerns about terrorist
sanctuaries there.
Pakistan has been hit by a series of terrorist attacks since Jamaat-ul-Ahrar
announced its 'Operation Ghazi'. The Afghanistan-based JuA had, in the
announcement, also hinted at unification of Tehreek-i-Talbian Pakistan (TTP)
splinter groups.
It should be recalled that TTP chief Mullah Fazlullah is based in Afghanistan
and Pakistani pleadings for his arrest and handover have remained unanswered.
A wave of terrorism swept the country last week, hitting a high on Thursday
when a suicide attacker set off explosives at the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar,
leaving at least 76 devotees dead and over 250 injured.
Earlier on the same day, an explosive device had targeted an army convoy in
the Awaran area of Balochistan, killing three soldiers.
On Feb 15, a suicide bomber had struck in Mohmand, killing three personnel
of the Khasadar force and five civilians. The attack was claimed by the proscribed
JuA.
The same day, a suicide bomber rammed his motorcycle into a vehicle
carrying judges in Peshawar's Hayatabad Phase 5 area, killing the driver and
injuring its four other occupants. The attack was claimed by the banned Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan.
Афганистан выразил протест Пакистану в связи с ракетным обстрелом
Карельские вести. http://kareliyanews.ru/afganistan-vyrazil-protest-pakistanu-v-svyazi-sraketnym-obstrelom/. 18.02.2017

Министерство иностранных дел Афганистана в пятницу вызвало посла
Пакистана в Кабуле Абрара Хусейна, чтобы выразить протест в связи с
ракетным обстрелом восточных провинций, сообщает в субботу телеканал
Tolo.
Ракетный обстрел в провинциях Нангархар и Кунар, по данным
телеканала, унес жизни двух человек, еще два человека получили ранения.
Во время встречи замглавы МИД Афганистана Хекмат Халил Карзай
также выразил соболезнования пакистанскому послу в связи с недавними
терактами, в то же время он потребовал объяснения в связи с ракетным
обстрелом.
В четверг вечером в пакистанском городе Сехван-Шариф провинции
Синд на территории комплекса мавзолея суфийского философа и поэта Лала
Шахбаза Каландара прогремел взрыв. Ответственность взяла на себя
террористическая группировка «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещена в
России). Теракт произошел, когда на территории комплекса находилось
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много последователей суфизма, которые совершали регулярный ритуал. По
последним данным, погибли 88 человек, еще более 300 получили ранения.
Позже официальный представитель ВС Пакистана, генерал-майор Асиф
Гафур заявил, что армия Пакистана считает, что последняя серия терактов в
стране организована по указу «враждебных сил» с территории Афганистана,
и Исламабад намерен принять ответные меры. Позже стало известно, что
пакистано-афганская граница закрыта на неопределенный срок по
соображениям безопасности.
Индия использовала Афганистан как орудие против Пакистана, - заявил
бывший министр обороны США.
India used Afghanistan against Pakistan, Hagel admitted in 2011
The
News.
19.02.2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/187425-India-usedAfghanistan-against-Pakistan-Hagel-admitted-in-2011

WASHINGTON: India was using Afghanistan against Pakistan, said Chuck
Hagel, former US defence secretary, in a released video during a debate on
Afghanistan at the Cameron University in Oklahoma in 2011.
The video of Chuck Hagel‘s talk was not released earlier. Now this video has
been released by Washington Free Beacon Website.
In the video Chuck Hagel said India has been using Afghanistan as a second
front against Pakistan. According to him India has over the years financed
problems for Pakistan on that side of the border and you can carry that into many
dimensions. He said India has always used Afghanistan for its own war. He said
India is creating problems against Pakistan from Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, the Indian Embassy in Washington has decried Hagel‘s
statement. An Indian embassy spokesperson told the Washington Free Beacon that
Hagel‘s statement was not grounded in reality. Such comments attributed to
Senator Hagel who has been a long standing friend of India and a prominent votary
of close India-US relations are contrary to the reality of India‘s unbounded
dedication to the welfare of the Afghan people, the spokesperson said.
India‘s commitment to a peaceful stable and prosperous Afghanistan is
unwavering and this is reflected in our significant assistance to Afghanistan in
developing its economy, infrastructure and institutional capacities.
The spokesperson seeking to dispel the notion that India may have sponsored
terrorism, added that India‘s development assistance has been deeply appreciated
by the people and the government of Afghanistan and by our friends around the
world including the United States and that We (India) do not view our engagement
with Afghanistan as a zero sum game.
It is worth mentioning here that former US president Barack Obama had
nominated Chuck Hagel for the post of defence secretary while replacing Leon
Panetta in 2013. Chuck Hagel served as US defence secretary from 27th February
2013 to 17th February 2015. He resigned from the post after failure of his policies
especially policy about Afghanistan.
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Пакистан закрыл второй (после Торхам) пункт пересечения границы с
Афганистаном в Чаман (после теракта в Сехван).
Pakistan shuts second border with Afghanistan
The Nation. February 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Feb-2017/pakistan-shutssecond-border-with-afghanistan

Authorities shut down a second key border crossing into Afghanistan, halting
trade supplies to Afghanistan and increasing tensions between the two nations in
the wake of a bloody suicide bombing at a shrine in Sehwan, officials said
Saturday.
The border closure at Chaman in southwest Baluchistan province came after
an attack on a Sufi shrine in southern Pakistan on Thursday left 88 worshippers
dead. The move was seen as an effort to pressure Kabul to take action against
militants who Pakistan says have sanctuaries in Afghanistan.
Responsibility for the attack at Lal Shahbaz Qalander shrine in Sehwan was
claimed by the Islamic State group.
The security forces have launched nationwide operations that they say have
left more than 100 "terrorists" dead.
Pakistan closed the border at Torkham hours after the bombing and the
Chaman border was shut late Friday, said a senior army official.
A second official confirmed the details, saying trucks and shipping containers
carrying trade supplies were parked miles away from the border crossings.
Torkham connects Pakistan to Afghanistan's Nangarhar province and Chaman is
located near Spin Boldak in Kandahar.
The officials asked to remain anonymous because they are not authorized to
brief the media on the record.
The latest developments come amid media reports that Pakistani troops
backed by artillery targeted camps belonging to Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, a breakaway
faction of the Taliban, near the Afghan border, causing an unspecified number of
militant casualties.
Вице-президент США Пенс заверил Ашраф Гани, что Америка
останется другом Афганистана (на Конференции в Мюнхене)
US to continue partnership with Afghanistan, says Pence
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, February 19th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1315703/us-tocontinue-partnership-with-afghanistan-says-pence

WASHINGTON: US Vice President Mike Pence assured Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani on Saturday that the Trump administration would continue
America‘s strategic partnership with the Central Asian state.
The two leaders met in Munich on the sidelines of an international security
conference. This was the first face-to-face meeting between a US and a South
Asian leader since the Jan 20 inauguration of the new Trump administration in
Washington.
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―The Vice President expressed support for the (Afghan) National Unity
Government‖ and the two leaders discussed ―opportunities to strengthen the
bilateral relationship and advance mutual interests, particularly in the areas of
counterterrorism cooperation and economic development,‖ said a statement issued
by the White House in Washington.
―Both leaders also affirmed the continued importance of the strategic
partnership between the United States and Afghanistan,‖ the White House added.
The Trump administration is using the conference to reassure America‘s
jittery Western allies that Washington will continue to support Nato, the postWorld War II military alliance that Donald Trump dismissed as ―obsolete‖ during
the 2016 election campaign.
Vice President Pence told the conference that the United States would
maintain its ―unwavering‖ commitment to Nato and President Trump would ―stand
with Europe.‖
Afghanistan and Iraq, the two countries where the United States and Nato still
have a military presence, are also attending the Munich conference, which focuses
primarily on America‘s commitment to Nato.
On Saturday, Mr Pence also met Iraqi Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi and
President Masoud Barzani of the Iraqi Kurdistan region.
In his meeting with Prime Minister Abadi, the US leader stressed that ―we
will not allow Iran to threaten the stability of our partners in the region, including
Iraq,‖ the White House said.
The statement noted that both leaders underscored the urgency of continued
progress in the fight against ISIS, Iraq‘s economic recovery, and cooperation to
liberate Mosul.
Mr Pence lauded the close ongoing cooperation between the Iraqi Security
Forces and Kurdish Peshmerga and both leaders also reaffirmed their commitment
to the long-term partnership between the United States and Iraq grounded in the
US-Iraq Strategic Framework Agreement, the White House said.
In another statement, the White House said that Mr Pence met briefly with the
President of the Iraqi Kurdistan Region, Masoud Barzani and ―conveyed continued
US support for a unified, federal, and democratic Iraq.‖
Mr Pence encouraged close cooperation between the government of Iraq and
the Kurdistan Regional Government and the two leaders underscored the urgency
of continued progress in the fight against ISIS and cooperation to liberate Mosul,
the White House said.
Афганским дипломатам в Пакистане заявлен протест в связи с терактом
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4031159. 17.02.2017.

Поводом для такого шага послужил произошедший в четверг вечером
теракт в суфийской мечети в городе Сехван пакистанской провинции Синд
ИСЛАМАБАД, 17 февраля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Представители
посольства Афганистана в Исламабаде были вызваны в штаб-квартиру армии
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в Равалпинди (город-спутник столицы), где им заявлен протест в связи с
использованием территории их страны для организации террористических
атак против Пакистана. Об этом сообщил руководитель армейской прессслужбы исламской республики генерал-майор Асиф Гафур.
Поводом для такого шага послужил произошедший в четверг вечером
теракт в суфийской мечети в городе Сехван пакистанской провинции Синд,
жертвами которого стали по меньшей мере 74 человека, свыше 300 получили
ранения.
Сразу после теракта начальник штаба армии Пакистана генерал Камар
Джавед Баджва заявил о твердом намерении Исламабада ответить на
захлестнувшую страну волну террора. По заверениям пакистанской стороны,
ответственные за недавние теракты боевики действовали с территории
Афганистана.
Афганским дипломатам также был передан список из 78 особо
разыскиваемых Исламабадом террористов, укрывающихся в Афганистане, с
требованием к Кабулу незамедлительно выдать их Исламабаду, либо самому
принять соответствующие меры пресечения в отношении указанных лиц.
По соображениям безопасности власти Пакистана также закрыли на
неопределенный срок для передвижения людей и грузов границу с
Афганистаном в районе контрольно-пропускного пункта Торкхам - одного из
наиболее загруженных погранпереходов между двумя странами.
О шестисторонних переговорах в Москве по урегулированию в
Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32709. 17 февраля, 2017.

Кабул добивается запуска переговоров с талибами по урегулированию в
Афганистане. Данный вопрос обсуждался на шестисторонних консультациях
с участием России, Афганистана, Пакистана, Китая, Ирана и Индии 15
февраля в Москве, заявил ТАСС специальный представитель президента РФ
по Афганистану, директор второго департамента Азии МИД РФ Замир
Кабулов. «Безусловно, обсуждался, — сказал он, отвечая на вопрос,
рассматривали ли участники консультаций вопрос запуска таких
переговоров. — Правительство Афганистана само добивается этого. Но мы,
регионалы, вместе с Афганистаном собрались для того, чтобы совместно
обсудить возможные пути и формы координации наших действий с
афганским правительством по продвижению и содействию этому процессу».
Вот, собственно, это заявление в полной мере иллюстрирует нам то, что
для чего министр иностранных дел Афганистана С.Раббани приезжал в
Москву в январе. Безусловно, и для того, чтобы договориться о покупке
бензина, но самое основное — подключение пока посреднических усилий
российской стороны для переформатирования усилий на треке
внутриафганского урегулирования. Московская встреча — это пока только
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предтеча будущих консультаций, зондирование круга участников
переговоров по этому вопросу.
Сам по себе этот факт означает пока только одно: это не новый этап
мирных полномасштабных переговоров, до них пока далеко. Проведение в
Москве консультаций с таким набором участников де-факто означает фиаско
двусторонней инициативы Кабула и Вашингтона по вопросу выхода из
афганского кризиса. Напомним, что примерно два года назад американцы не
без стараний со стороны кабульского режима, в общем-то, ввязались в
очередную авантюру. Они позволили себя убедить в том, что пакистанцы,
которые до сих пор фактически монопольно контролировали талибов, уже не
в состоянии делать это с прежней степенью уверенности.
Поворотной точкой на этом направлении стало обнародование данных о
кончине харизматичного лидера «Талибана» муллы Омара, который по факту
умер еще за пару лет до описываемых событий. Сделано это было с подачи
спецслужб афганского режима, которые допустили утечку в прессу Запада, и
тем самым дезавуировали негласное соглашение с пакистанцами о
«неразглашении этого факта до выхода на конкретные мирные
договоренности». Повод для ссоры был предельно важным – в Кабуле
стремились сделать центральной фигурой в «Талибане» руководителя
военного крыла движения муллу Кайюма (он уже давно плотно сотрудничает
с правительством), что, в общем-то, полностью не устраивало Исламабад.
Последний предпочитал иметь на этом посту свою креатуру, дабы
контролировать ход переговоров и вносить туда необходимые поправки. В
том числе по вопросу о выводе американского контингента из Афганистана.
Это требование стало «последней каплей» для Вашингтона, который и
так давно не очень был в восторге от сотрудничества с пакистанским
союзником по вопросам безопасности. Достаточно вспомнить главу «АльКаиды» (запрещена в россии) Усаму бен Ладена, который безбедно жил по
соседству с центром управления пакистанских вооруженных сил. В «сухом
остатке» Вашингтон и Кабул решили обойтись без Исламабада, полагая его
влияние на талибов дезавуированным (это было поначалу действительно так,
движение стало быстро фрагментироваться). К тому же США беспокоил
Китай, который стал все более проявлять в паре с Пакистаном свою
активность на афганском направлении. И дело было в данном случае не
только в уйгурах, которые мигрировали из Китая в Сирию и обратно, а в
более серьезных экономических глобальных проектах по воссозданию
нового логистического пути из Китая к морским портам Пакистана, которые
бы проходили и через афганскую территорию.
В основу новой стратегии американцы и афганцы положили принцип
«кнута и пряника», то есть переманивание на свою сторону колеблющихся
полевых командиров и нейтрализации с помощью американских дронов
несогласных. Но эта тактика не сработала, и потребовалось более двух лет,
чтобы это осознать. Еще в конце прошлого года анонимные источники из
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Госдепартамента США в частных беседах сетовали на то, что «без Пакистана
обойтись в афганском узле не представляется возможным».
Такое прозрение наступило благодаря тому, что пакистанцам в общем и
целом удалось совладать с разбродом и шатанием в стане талибов. Побочным
явлением этого процесса стало, кстати, появление афганских сторонников
«Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России), которые сейчас
старательно
выпячиваются
всеми
участниками
внутриафганского
урегулирования в качестве своеобразного «пугала». Он де захватят
Афганистан, а потом двинется в Центральную Азию. Не захватят и не
двинутся.
Афганское ИГ — это дело рук Катара, который таким образом старается
также заявить о себе, как о весомой составляющей процесса выхода из
афганского кризиса, не более. Захватить Кабул и еще заодно пару республик
Центральной Азии ему просто не под силу. Обратим внимание в этой связи
на отсутствие представителей Дохи в Москве.
Важным моментом, который все-таки заставил Кабул и Вашингтон
искать способы свернуть с намеченного пути, стал альянс талибов с Ираном,
который состоялся не без помощи Пакистана. Он приобрел за последний годдва характер стратегического, поскольку иранцы стали тренировать талибов
в лагерях на своей территории и снабжать их оружием. В обмен, кстати,
пакистанцы начали кампанию по жесткому подавлению исламистских
группировок белуджий, которых Саудовская Аравия использовала для
проведения подрывной работы в Иране.
В этой связи идеальной площадкой для налаживания новых контуров
внутриафганского урегулирования стала Москва, как игрок, который имеет
свои интересы в регионе, определенную степень влияния на развитие
ситуации в Афганистане, и хорошие отношения с теми же пакистанцами,
китайцами и иранцами.
В любом случае Москва координирует в той или иной степени свои
усилия на афганском направлении именно с этой группой. Насколько
нынешний зондаж на предмет трансформации формата афганского кризиса
будет продуктивным с точки зрения перспективы? На это ответить сложно по
одной причине — новая администрация США пока не определилась с
контурами своей стратегии на афганском направлении, а последние по
времени антииранские заявления заставляют усомниться в готовности
Вашингтона рассматривать помимо Исламабада, еще и Тегеран в качестве
коспонсоров этого процесса. Но главное в данном случае — начало этого
процесса и сближения позиций.
Пакистан потребовал передать ему 76 террористов из Афганистана
Pakistan asks Afghanistan to hand over 76 terrorists immediately
The Express Tribune. February 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329655/pakistanasks-afghanistan-handover-76-terrorists-immediately/
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Pakistan Army on Friday asked Kabul to hand over 76 terrorists hiding in
Afghanistan, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) said.
The head of the military‘s media wing DG ISPR Major-General Asif Ghafoor
said Afghan Embassy officials were called to General Headquarters. ―Given list of
76 terrorists hiding in Afghanistan. Asked to take immediate action/be handed over
to Pakistan,‖ he said.
Army chief vows revenge
The move comes after a surge in terror attacks across Pakistan. On Thursday
night, minutes after the army chief vowed to respond to the recent wave of terror in
the country, security forces closed the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan
for all sorts of communication indefinitely.
―The Pakistan-Afghanistan border closed with immediate effect till further
orders due to security reasons,‖ ISPR DG Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted shortly
after Gen Qamar‘s statement.
72 dead as suicide bomber strikes inside Lal Shahbaz Qalandar shrine in
Sehwan
Speaking to The Express Tribune on condition of anonymity, a top security
official said the decision to close the border was taken in a high-level meeting on
Thursday. ―The border will remain closed for all sorts of trade, transport and
people crossing over to both sides,‖ the official said. He added that the border will
now only be reopened after thorough consultation with civil and military
authorities.
Террористическая группировка Jamaat-ul-Ahrar действует с территории
Афганистана
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar operating from Afghanistan: Pakistan
Daily Times. 17/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/17-Feb-17/jamaat-ul-ahraroperating-from-afghanistan-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Office (FO) Spokesperson Nafees Zakaria has said
that Jamaat-ul-Ahrar - a banned militant outfit - is launching terrorist attacks in
Pakistan from sanctuaries in Afghanistan.
He said that Afghan government had been asked to take action against the
banned outfit.
Responding to a question regarding Pak-Afghan border management, he said
that both countries should address "cancers" regarding the border management.
"There is a dire need to take strict measures for better Pak-Afghan border
management," said the spokesperson in a weekly media briefing here on Thursday.
Zakaria said Pakistan was aware of Indian plans to sabotage the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project. "Even Kulbhushan Yadav, an
arrested Indian spy, had admitted to making attempts to sabotage the CPEC."
Referring to India's defence build-up, he said massive purchase of weapons
by India could lead to instability in the region. He said that Pakistan had repeatedly
lodged protests with India in this regard.
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He added that India's continued atrocities against defenceless Kashmiris in
Held Kashmir (IKH) were highly condemnable and the international community
should call India to account for its crimes against humanity. "Indian forces are
repeatedly violating ceasefire violations on the Line of Control (LoC) and the
Working Boundary (WB) to divert the world's attention from the genocide and
grave human rights violations against defenceless Kashmiris in the occupied
valley." When his attention was drawn towards Held Kashmir's Chief Minister
Mahbooba Mufti's demand for opening Kargil-Ladakh Road and Siachen for
tourism, he said, "Since I had not read the statement, I can't comment on the issue."
He, however, said, "Elections in IHK are sham elections, and the government over
there is also a sham government, which is in violation of those UNSC resolutions
that clearly state that such elections in IHK cannot be a substitute to the plebiscite
promised to the Kashmiri people under UN resolutions." To another question,
Zakaria said that the figure of 39,000 Pakistanis reportedly deported from
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was exaggerated by media. "Pakistan is in contact with
Saudi authorities. Those repatriated to Pakistan were involved in violation of local
laws," he maintained.
Meanwhile, Pakistan has offered condolences on the sad demise of Juma-AlKaabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE) ambassador to Afghanistan, who sustained
serious injuries in a brutal terrorist attack in Kandahar in January 2017. "We are
deeply saddened to learn about the passing away of the UAE's ambassador to
Afghanistan. The government and people of Pakistan convey their heartfelt
condolences to the leadership and the people of the UAE and the family of the
martyred ambassador," said a Foreign Office statement on Thursday.
"Pakistan once again reiterates its strong condemnation of terrorism in all its
forms and manifestations, and stands with the government and people of the UAE
in this hour of immense grief," the statement added.
С «Талибаном» не договориться: интервью с Андреем Медведевым
EurAsia Daily. https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/02/15/s-talibanom-ne-dogovoritsyaintervyu-s-andreem-medvedevym. 15.02.2017.

Министр иностранных дел Афганистана Салахуддин Раббани
совершит визит в Душанбе 15−18 февраля по приглашению своего
таджикского коллеги Сироджиддина Аслова. В ходе переговоров
дипломаты
обсудят
вопросы
безопасности,
экономического
сотрудничества, включая вопросы транзита грузов. С начала года
отношения между Таджикистаном и Афганистаном не раз омрачались
скандалами — Душанбе обвиняли в сотрудничестве с движением «Талибан».
По информации афганской стороны, талибы отправляют в Таджикистан
все неисправные или захваченные в ходе боев танки и тяжелую технику, где
их ремонтом занимаются специалисты из России. После ремонта тяжелая
боевая техника через Пяндж возвращается в Афганистан к талибам. МИД
Таджикистана назвал эти сообщения «провокацией». Сотрудничают ли
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страны Центральной Азии и Россия с талибами, и с кем можно вести
переговоры
в Афганистане…
Об этом
в беседе
с корреспондентом EADaily поделился
своим
частным
мнением
исполнительный директор АНО «ЦПТ «ПолитКонтакт» Андрей Медведев.
Как Вы полагаете, сможет ли движение «Талибан», которое
пользуется поддержкой пуштунского населения, прийти к власти
в Афганистане? Не следует ли в таком случае начать переговоры
с умеренным крылом талибов? Как вообще выглядит сегодня
расстановка сил в стране?
— Прежде всего, хотел бы сразу внести ясность. Я твердо убежден, что
нет никаких оснований рассматривать движение «Талибан» как силу,
выражающую интересы пуштун. Кроме того, бессмысленно пытаться
выделить среди талибов «умеренных» и «непримиримых». Нужно
вспомнить, что «Исламское движение талибов Афганистана» (ИДТА)
появилось на афганской внутриполитической арене в качестве боевого
оружия создавших это движение зарубежных спецслужб, той силы, которая
на какое-то время смогла сплотить пуштунское большинство и, благодаря
этому, «Талибан» на какой-то момент взял власть в свои руки. Однако ИДТА
себя скомпрометировало именно тем, что показало полную неспособность
управлять государством. Поэтому, на мой взгляд, никакого «ренессанса»
ИДТА в качестве политической силы, которой второй раз удастся сплотить
пуштунское население, уже не будет. При этом, подчеркиваю, и мне уже
неоднократно доводилось об этом говорить, что при попытках анализа
ситуации в Афганистане и связанных с ней угроз для государств Средней
Азии и России принципиальное значение имеют разночтения в содержании
понятия «талиб». Например, сегодня к «талибам» стали ошибочно
причислять фактически любое вооруженное формирование, враждебно
настроенное к кабульскому режиму. Еще немного, и под понятием «талиб»
будут понимать не только любого вооруженного пуштуна, негативно
относящегося к кабульской власти, но и вообще любого бородатого человека
в национальной одежде и с автоматом.
Тем не менее, если интересует текущая ситуация противостояния
в Афганистане, то, по имеющимся у меня оценкам, общая численность
вооруженной оппозиции, оказывающей военное сопротивление кабульскому
режиму, составляет до 50 тысяч бойцов. Большая их часть (до 35 тысяч)
относится к вооруженным формированиям, которые внешние наблюдатели
причисляют к движению «Талибан». Однако далеко не все подобного рода
формирования подчиняются какому-либо «движению». И как они сами себя
идентифицируют, остается загадкой для большинства экспертов, которым
в связи с этим попросту удобно «записывать» всех скопом в «Талибан».
Само же движение «Талибан» (условно — реальный правопреемник ИДТА),
безусловно, существует, но продолжает оставаться неоднородным,
с подвижной внутренней структурой, делящейся, как минимум на две
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большие части, каждая из которых имеет лишь условно централизованное
подчинение.
Численность вооруженных группировок, которые позиционируют себя
как «подчиняющиеся «Аль-Каиде», насчитывает до 5 тысяч бойцов.
Численность активных боевиков, причисляющих себя к ячейкам
«Исламского государства» (ИГ — организация, запрещенная в РФ и других
странах), не превышает 1 тысячи бойцов и около 2 тысяч — потенциального
резерва из числа вооруженных «сочувствующих за деньги» членов
локальных бандформирований. По иным оценкам, численность боевиков ИГ
в настоящее время может доходить до 5 тысяч человек, и большая часть
их подразделений сосредоточена на территории центральных и северных
провинций.
Дополнительно насчитывается до 3 тысяч бойцов локальных
вооруженных группировок, причисляющих себя к различным религиозноэкстремистским организациям. Как правило, костяк этих группировок
состоит из граждан постсоветского пространства.
Кроме того, на территорию Афганистана продолжают пребывать
иностранные наемники и радикалы с различных частей мира, включая
страны Европы, Ближнего Востока, Юго-Восточной Азии, а также
сопредельных государств, и их сосредоточение является наиболее вероятной
угрозой для безопасности государств Центральной Азии.
Понятно, что кабульская власть не в состоянии контролировать
всю территорию Афганистана. Так было всегда. Но всѐ же — как
выглядит структура и численность антитеррористической коалиции?
— Афганская национальная армия — 180 тысяч человек; афганская
национальная полиция — 150 тысяч человек; подразделения местной
полиции (силы самообороны) — до 30 тысяч человек; подразделения
Международной коалиции в рамках миссии «Решительная сила» — 13 тысяч
человек
(из них
10,8
тысяч —
американские
военнослужащие);
подразделения спецназа ВС США — до 3 тысяч военнослужащих;
подразделения частных военных компаний (ЧВК) — до 25 тысяч человек.
Несмотря
на фактически
десятикратный
численный
перевес
антитеррористической коалиции по отношению к силам вооруженного
сопротивления кабульскому режиму, более 10% территории Афганистана
(в основном южных и юго-западных провинций) находится под
непосредственным контролем вооруженных формирований, которые
внешние наблюдатели причисляют к «движению «Талибан».
На 25%
территории
Афганистана
продолжаются
регулярные
столкновения вооруженных формирований, выступающих на стороне
кабульского режима с вооруженными подразделениями его противников.
Над остальной частью территории Афганистана контроль кабульского
режима носит также условный характер. При этом периодически отмечается,
что оппозиционные вооруженные формирования, причисляемые внешними
наблюдателями к подразделениям движения «Талибан», взаимодействуют
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с вооруженными оппозиционными формированиями, которые связывают
с «Аль-Каидой». В частности, в течение 2016 года подобное фиксировалось
в ходе боевых действий против правительственных вооруженных сил
в провинциях Кандагар, Гильменд, Заболь, Нангархар и Кабул.
Также
отмечались
случаи
взаимодействия
подразделений,
причисляемых к «движению «Талибан», с подразделениями боевиков,
причисляемых к сети «Хаккани», в частности, в восточных и центральных
провинциях Афганистана. «Совместные действия» наблюдались при
нападении на посты безопасности и небольшие населенные пункты
провинций Пактия, Пактика и Хост. Поэтому на основе имеющейся
информации трудно определить достоверность подобного сотрудничества
и степень его устойчивости. Однако косвенным доказательством такого
взаимодействия можно считать предложения, поступавшие со стороны лиц,
воспринимаемых как официальные представители движения «Талибан»
в адрес антитеррористической коалиции. Они предлагали обмен оказавшихся
в плену у контролируемых ими вооруженных формирований двух
иностранных преподавателей Кабульского американского университета
(Тимоти Викса и Кевина Кинга) на Анаса Хаккани (младший сын Дж.
Хаккани, основателя сети «Хаккани»).
Поступающая информация в отношении вооруженных формирований,
причисляемых к сторонникам ИГ, свидетельствует об их стремлении
закрепиться на севере Афганистана. Это обусловлено тем, что им не удалось
отобрать у отрядов, причисляемых к движению «Талибан», контроль над
восточными и южными провинциями. Утверждают, что при посредничестве
руководства «Аль-Каиды» между «Талибан» и ИГ достигнута негласная
договоренность о разделе зон ответственности, согласно которой сторонники
последнего должны переместиться на север Афганистана.
Так, власти центральной провинции Газни 29 января 2017 года заявили
о том, что сторонники ИГ в уездах Наво и Гелан указанной провинции
создали перевалочный центр для отправки боевиков через уезд Джахури
в северные провинции Афганистана. 30 января 2017 года в уезде Аргандаб
провинции Заболь (юго-восток Афганистана) боевиками ИГ была взорвана
мечеть, в результате чего погибло до 20 местных жителей. Имеется
информация (в частности, со слов Фазлулло Моджадеди, бывшего
губернатора провинции Лагман), что именно через провинцию Заболь
(и далее — через уезд Мусса-кала провинции Гильменд — провинцию Гур)
пролегает один из двух основных маршрутов переброски боевиков ИГ
в провинции Герат, Багдис, Фарьяб и Джаузджан (приграничные
с Туркменистаном). С его же слов, второй маршрут проходит через уезды
Ачин и Шинвар провинции Нангархар, далее в провинции Кунар —
Нуристан в провинцию Бадахшан (приграничная с Таджикистаном). Якобы
переброска боевиков ИГ согласована с лидерами движения «Талибан»,
в связи с чем отмечается значительное сокращение количества вооруженных
стычек между ними на востоке и юге Афганистана.
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При этом нужно учитывать, что на территории десяти провинций
Афганистана кроме боевиков-сторонников ИГ (численность которых, как
было сказано выше, оценивается порядка 2 тысяч бойцов), в настоящее время
сосредоточено до 1 тысячи боевиков (суммарно) из числа членов «ИДТ»
(«ИДУ»), «Ансаррула». «ИДВТ», «СИДж» («Единство исламского
движения») и других. Дополнительно — около 1 тысячи боевиков из числа
бывших членов ОТО, сторонников «Хизб-ут-Тахрир», «Салафия». В течение
всего прошлого года отмечалась их активность в рамках взаимодействия
с вооруженными формированиями, причисляемыми к «движению «Талибан»,
вместе с которыми он пыталить взять под контроль транспортнокоммуникационные линии в провинциях Кундуз, Тахар и Бадахшан.
Как вы полагаете, сосредоточение боевиков из числа выходцев
из Средней Азии в северных провинциях Афганистана создает угрозу
их участия в террористических актах на территории среднеазиатских
стран и Казахстана?
— Пока они не располагают достаточными силами и средствами для
организации крупных нападений. Однако их сил вполне достаточно для того,
чтобы регулярно переправлять на территорию стран региона запрещенную
литературу религиозно-экстремистского толка и наркотики. Они активно
проводят агитацию, призывая вступать в свои ряды. Они могут внедрять
своих сторонников в органы внутренней безопасности и правоохранительные
структуры стран региона. Кроме этого, устраивать схроны и тайники
с оружием, боеприпасами, медикаментами и необходимыми техническими
средствами. Ну и наконец, запугивать население.
Т. е вы считаете, что вести переговоры с «Талибан» бессмысленно?
— Не столько бессмысленно, сколько попросту невозможно, поскольку
отдельные отряды не станут выполнять соглашения, которые им покажутся
невыгодными, или не будут укладываться в их идеологические рамки, как
правило, довольно узкие. Однако, на мой взгляд, с отдельными игроками
можно добиться договоренностей по отдельным вопросам, используя
противоречия между частной выгодой отдельных представителей
экстремистских течений и заинтересованностью населения Афганистана
(в том числе и тех областей, что контролируются экстремистами)
в восстановлении мирной жизни.
Но как продуктивно работать соседним странам в Афганистане?
— На первый план сегодня выходит социально-экономическая
проблематика и вопросы, связанные с объединением усилий в сфере
безопасности. Так, в конце января в Кабуле побывала узбекская делегация
и была подписана «дорожная карта» экономического сотрудничества
в общей сложности на $ 50 млн, а также ряд соглашений в сфере
безопасности. Очевидно, что для Ташкента деятельность на афганском
направлении является важным элементом политики национальной
безопасности. В своей политике Узбекистан опирается на официальный
Кабул и не делает попыток договариваться с талибами. Не касаясь вопроса
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о том, насколько верной является подобная позиция, замечу, что обеспечение
стабильности в регионе во многом зависит от того, удастся ли странам,
заинтересованным в скорейшем урегулировании афганского конфликта,
объединить усилия. Россия, как известно, неизменно выражает
заинтересованность в создании механизмов, способных обеспечить подобное
взаимодействие. Однако пока, к сожалению, трудно говорить о сколь-нибудь
заметном
продвижении
на этом
пути.
Подробнее: https://eadaily.com/ru/news/2017/02/15/s-talibanom-ne-dogovoritsyaintervyu-s-andreem-medvedevym
Террористическая группировка «Джамаат-уль-Ахрар (часть ТалибанПакистан) организует теракты в Пакистане с территории Афганистана!
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar launching terrorist attacks from sanctuaries in
Afghanistan: MoFA
Naveed Siddiqui. Dawn. Feb 15, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314951/jamaat-ulahrar-launching-terrorist-attacks-from-sanctuaries-in-afghanistan-mofa

An official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) met Afghan Deputy
Head of Mission Syed Abdul Nasir Yousafi in Islamabad on Tuesday to address
militant attacks in Pakistan by factions operating in Afghanistan, said a press
release from MoFA.
United Nations and European Commission (UN&EC) Additional Secretary
Tasnim Aslam raised the "grave concern [Pakistan has] about the continuing
terrorist attacks on Pakistani soil by the terrorist outfit Jumaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA)
[operating] from its sanctuaries inside Afghanistan," the release read.
Aslam also informed Yousafi that Afghan authorities had been informed
"earlier" about "actionable intelligence" where Pakistan pressed Afghanistan "to
take urgent measures to eliminate the terrorists and their sanctuaries, financiers and
[facilitators] operating from its territory," the statement read.
The additional secretary also shared an 'aide-memoire' with the Afghan
deputy head of mission, which contained "details of the terrorist attacks and
supporting information".
Govt action
Following Monday's horrific suicide attack on Lahore's Mall Road, which
claimed 13 lives and left over 100 people injured, Punjab's law enforcement
agencies have launched a province-wide crackdown on banned militant
organisations.
The body parts of the suspected suicide bomber have been sent for DNA test
to establish his identity.
Officials involved in the investigation into the incident said that senior police
officials were the main target of the suicide bomber who blew himself up during a
protest by chemists.
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They said that Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, an offshoot of the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
which claimed responsibility for the attack in a statement, had attached a
photograph of the bomber to the statement.
О положение афганских беженцев в Иране (и Пакистане)
Саркисян И.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32627. 14 февраля, 2017.

12 февраля президент Афганистана Ашраф Гани обратился к властям
соседних Ирана и Пакистана. В своем заявление афганский президент
предупредил, что если тенденция высылки афганских беженцев из этих двух
стран продолжится, то Кабул прекратит торговые отношения с Тегераном и
Исламабадом.
Из-за отсутствия безопасности в результате гражданской войны в
Афганистане, бедности, безработицы, экономической нестабильности,
отсутствия образования и т.д. за последние десятилетия миллионы афганцев
стали беженцами в Иране, Пакистане и других странах. На прошлой неделе
Иран и Пакистан вернули на родину около 900 афганских беженцев.
Официальные лица двух стран называют причиной выселения нелегальное
проживание и отсутствие вида на жительство в ИРИ и Пакистане, передает
агентство ILNA.
Тем не менее, по словам заместителя министра по делам беженцев
Афганистана Абдула Самада Хами, в соответствии с соглашением между
ИРИ, Афганистаном и Пакистаном, проживание афганских беженцев в Иране
и Пакистане может продлиться до 2017 года. В соответствии с новой
стратегией, Иран и Пакистан намерены избежать принудительных высылок
афганцев в 2017 году, сообщает mashreghnews.ir.
Различные организации по защите прав беженцев неоднократно
обращались к правительству Афганистана с требованием обеспечить рабочие
и места и надлежащие условия для проживания граждан, чтобы те не были
вынуждены покидать свою страну.
По данным Верховного комиссара Организации Объединенных Наций
по делам беженцев (УВКБ), в Иране проживает 950 000 зарегистрированных
афганских граждан. Однако по данным Министерства внутренних дел Ирана,
общее число афганцев в стране составляет около 3 миллионов человек.
Положение афганских беженцев в Иране не раз становилось предметом
исследований международных правозащитных организаций, как, например,
Human Rights Watch. В прошлом году Human Rights Watch опубликовал
доклад, в котором говорится, что политика правительства ИРИ по
отношению к беженцам и иммигрантам полностью нарушает его правовые
обязательства по защите данного слоя населения. Согласно этому отчету,
афганцев поспешно высылают из страны, не дав им времени и возможности
получить статус беженца и попросить убежища. Отчет, под названием
«Незваные гости: афганские беженцы и нарушение прав иммигрантов со
стороны властей Ирана», показывает систему высылки и арестов афганцев.
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«Несмотря на свои правовые обязательства, власти Ирана ставят ряд
ограничений для получения убежища и статуса для афганцев. Иран также
нарушает свои обязательства, установленные Конвенцией о статусе беженцев
1951 года», — говорится в докладе.
Human Rights Watch отмечает факты насилия, бесчеловечные и
антисанитарные условия содержания в тюрьмах, афганских беженцев
поселяют в приграничных лагерях, принуждают к труду, насильно разделяют
членов семьи друг от друга. HRW выразила беспокойство по поводу
эксплуатации детского труда, а также опасность миграции детей без
опекунов и родителей.
Профессор Тегеранского университета Садег Зибакалам уже давно
занимается изучением социального и культурного положения афганцев в
Иране. В одном из интервью он отметил, что отношение иранцев к афганцам
оставляет желать лучшего, и сказал, что согласно некоторым нормам
международного права, отношение к афганским беженцам неприемлемо и
необоснованно. «В нашей стране многие ответственные лица и органы не
несут ответственности за положение дел афганских беженцев, в то время как
в Европе создаются лучшие условия для беженцев. Когда беженца
принимают в другой стране, на него смотрят как на гражданина этой страны,
но в Иране такого отношения к афганцам нет».
Существует для афганцев и ряд правовых и юридических сложностей.
Даже если беженец проживет в ИРИ 20 лет, его могут отвезти на границу и
отправить к себе на родину. «Если афганцы женятся с иранцами, государство
может официально не признать их ребенка, в то время как в европейских
странах спустя 2-3 года беженцы могут получить гражданство, паспорт и
даже участвовать в выборах», — отмечает С. Зибакалам.
Правительство Ирана также объявило 15 провинций страны
«запретными зонами» для проживания афганцев. Это провинции Восточный
Азербайджан, Западный Азербайджан, Ардебиль, Зенджан, Курдистан,
Керманшах, Илам, Лорестан, Чехармаль и Бахтиари, Кохгилуйе и БойерАхмад, Гилян, Мазандаран, Систан и Белуджистан, Хормозган и Хамадан.
Еще в 12 провинциях запрещено их проживание в отдельных районах, как в
Исфахане, Бушере, Южном Хорасане, Хорасан-е Разави, Хузестане, Семнане,
Фарсе, Казвине, Кермане, Гулистане, Маркази и Йезде. В настоящий момент
они проживают в основном в трех провинциях – Тегеран, Альборз и Кум.[1]
Многие афганцы, не имея статуса беженца или вида на жительство,
получают лишь временные визы, которые периодически нужно продлевать.
В ноябре 2012 года правительство Ирана приняло решение выслать всех
нелегальных жителей до конца 2015 года. Так, около 300 000 мигрантов,
которым не удалось продлить визу до 2013 года, было депортировано из
страны.
Несмотря на то, что по законодательству ИРИ афганцы имеют право
быть принятыми на работу, им все равно отказывают, либо платят меньше,
чем остальным иранцам. Однако, проблемы с трудоустройством, связаны не
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только с их национальной принадлежностью. В Иране в целом существует
проблема нехватки рабочих мест. Этот вопрос находится на повестке дня
правительства президента Хасана Роухани. Кроме того, в Иран переселились
наиболее бедные граждане Афганистана, которые проживали в глухих селах,
не имели возможность получить образование, что усложняет принятие их на
работу. Существуют и ограничения при заключении браков. Афганцам очень
сложно определить детей в школу, и т.д.
30 января прошлого года во время встречи с афганскими беженцами
генеральный консул Афганистана в Мешхеде Сейед Нурулла Раги заявил,
что если афганцы, проживающие в Мешхеде, уже на протяжении нескольких
поколений не получили свидетельство о рождении и паспорт, то их
национальная идентичность находится под угрозой. На этой встречи афганцы
просили упростить систему выдачи удостоверений личности. Многие из этих
беженцев перебрались в Иран десятки лет назад и в Афганистане уже не
имеют никаких родственников, которые могли бы помочь с оформлением
документов заочно в качестве их представителей.
Другой вопрос, который был поднят на встрече — проблема выдачи
свидетельства о рождении для тех, кто родились в Иране и не имеют никаких
документов в афганских архивах. Ежедневно с подобными проблемами
только в афганское консульство в Мешхеде обращаются около 800 человек.
В одном из выпусков программы «Ватандар» на иранском ТВ,
начальник иммиграционной полиции Моджид Самади сообщил, что МВД
ИРИ на сегодняшний день занимается вопросом выдачи паспортов или
миграционных карт, в том числе и электронных, которые будут иметь
международное признание, по которым данные лица смогут посещать не
только Афганистан, но и третьи страны. Он также отметил, что семейное
положение (брак с гражданами ИРИ) больше не является обязательным
условием для регистрации афганских беженцев. Что касается продления
регистрации, то, по словам М.Самади, обычно, если не бывает никаких
проблем, то документ продлевается безо всяких сложностей. В процессе
разработки находится и механизм разрешения на домашнее хозяйство, что
также связано с рядом законодательных препятствий. Например, при выдаче
лицензий существуют различия для семейных и одиноких лиц.
Негативное и недружественное отношение к афганцам в ИРИ и среди
местного населения. Это приводит к частым стычкам между иранцами и
афганцами. Подвергаются насилию и издевательствам афганские дети и
подростки. Однако, зачастую подобные действия не считаются
преступлением, и даже средства массовой информацию стараются не
упоминать о насилии по отношению к афганским беженцам. Описание
подобных случаев можно найти на форумах, в социальных сетях.
Отсутствие соответствующих документов и статуса беженцев влечет за
собой лишение льгот и помощи международных организаций, как
вышеназванная комиссия ООН по делам беженцев и т.д.
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Тяжелые условия проживания беженцев в ИРИ не единственное, в чем
обвиняют иранские власти. Та же Human Rights Watch в своем недавнем
докладе обвинили иранское руководство в отправке афганских беженцев на
войну в Сирию под угрозой депортации. В докладе приведены рассказы
афганцев, которые сообщают, что их заставляли отправиться в Сирию и
воевать на стороне правительственных войск.
Подобные сообщения поступали и ранее. Газета Guardian в прошлом
году провела собственное расследование, и якобы выяснила, что вербовка
афганцев проводилась не только в самом Иране, но и в Афганистане с
помощью посольства ИРИ в Кабуле.
То, что в Сирии воюет определенное число афганцев, давно не секрет.
Однако, говорить о принудительной отправке однозначно сложно. Как было
сказано выше, официальные и неофициальные афганские беженцы в ИРИ
проживают за чертой бедности. В связи с этим важно подчеркнуть, что
иранское правительство не просто отправляет афганцев на войну, но
оплачивает их военную службу. Об этом пишет и сама Guardian. Мужчины,
не имеющие работы, как в Афганистане, так и в Иране, соглашаются на
предложение иранской стороны заработать и помочь своим семьям. Таким
образом, практикуется наемная служба, как во многих западных странах. Что
касается отправки несовершеннолетних, то их принимают на службу лишь по
письменному согласию родителей.
Существует и идеологическая основа отправки афганцев в Сирию. Иран
вербует афганцев-шиитов. Сирийский режим, опирается на алавитов,
которых ИРИ официально признала частью шиитского направления в
исламе, и оказывает поддержку с самого начала кризиса. Верховный лидер
ИРИ аятолла Али Хаменеи является духовным лидером – марджа-е таклид
(источник подражания) — для многих шиитов во всем мире. На
сегодняшний день ИРИ создает себе образ защитника шиитского мира, о чем
заявляет в своих речах сам А.Хаменеи. Неудивительно, что призыв Ирана
оказать поддержку сирийской армии и защитить шиитские святыни от
уничтожения суннитскими радикалами, получил отклик среди шиитов
других стран, в том числе и Афганистана.
Возвращаясь к заявлению афганского президента, отметим, что в случае
заморозки торговых отношений с Ираном, потеряет не столько ИРИ, сколько
сам Афганистан, ведь после того, как Тегеран получил возможность
свободно торговать со всеми странами, афганский рынок не представляет
собой острой необходимости для Ирана.
Власти Афганистана не желают наплыва своих граждан на родину, т.к.
страна не имеет возможности обеспечить их необходимыми жизненно
важными условиями, в то время как Иран тратит огромные средства для
борьбы только лишь с наркотрафиком именно из Афганистана посредством
тех же беженцев, что вызывает недовольство среди граждан ИРИ.
1. Пребывание иракских граждан в Кермане, Систане и Белуджистане, Хорасане и
Южном Хорасане также запрещено.
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Пакистан подстегивает афганских беженцев покинуть Пакистан
Pakistan forcing thousands of Afghan refugees back to their homeland:
HRW
The Nation. February 13, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Feb-2017/pakistanforcing-thousands-of-afghan-refugees-back-to-their-homeland-hrw

PESHAWAR: In a scathing indictment of Pakistan's treatment of Afghan
refugees, a human rights group charged Monday that the country is forcing
hundreds of thousands of Afghan refugees back to their homeland, which is still
beset by war and crushing poverty. It also said that a $400 stipend the United
Nations refugee agency gives to refugees who return to Afghanistan is tantamount
to a bribe to convince reluctant Afghans to leave Pakistan.
"The exodus amounts to the world's largest unlawful mass forced return of
refugees in recent times," the Human Rights Watch report says.
Both the U.N. and Pakistan denied the allegations. In an interview, Indrika
Ratwatte, Pakistan's country representative for the U.N. refugee agency, said there
was police harassment and arrests of Afghan refugees in mid-2016, particularly in
the border province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa but it was ended and refugees who
returned, went home voluntarily.
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"There were incidences of pressure and harassment especially in KP but they
were addressed," said Ratwatte. "But does it amount to forced return. No. it
doesn't."
Still, the report was harsh in its criticism of the U.N. agency for not
condemning what it insisted is Pakistan's forced return of the refugees.
Meanwhile, Pakistan cited security concerns for seeking Afghan refugees'
return to their homeland, particularly after several brutal attacks by militants in
Pakistan's northwest, which the government linked to insurgents hiding out in
neighboring Afghanistan. The worst attack was in December 2014 against an army
public school in which 150 people were killed, most of them children.
At its peak in the 1980s Pakistan sheltered an estimated 5 million Afghan
refugees as Afghan guerrilla fighters battled invading Russian troops aided by the
United States and other western countries. Today there are still 1.3 million
registered Afghan refugees living in Pakistan, says Ratwatte, some of them for 37
years. Pakistan currently hosts the world's largest protracted refugee population, he
said. There are hundreds of thousands of unregistered Afghan refugees living in the
country as well.
Attacking the U.N. refugee agency's $400 stipend to returning refugees, Gerry
Simpson, one of the authors of the HRW report told The Associated Press in an
email interview: "What is now needed is not more money to incentivize return to
harm, but more money to help Pakistan protect Afghan refugees in Pakistan."
Yet last year, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani told refugees in Pakistan to
come home, promising them shelter and opportunities. About 380,000 registered
Afghan refugees returned to their homeland along with an estimated 250,000
unregistered refugees who were living in Pakistan without legal documents,
Ratwatte said.
Tens of thousands of returning refugees were settled in a makeshift camp on a
barren piece of land in Afghanistan's eastern Nangarhar province, which Afghan
elders in Pakistan described as desolate and dangerous.
"They want us to come back to the desert?" asked Amanullah Nusrat,
principal of a school for Afghan refugee children in Peshawar, not far from the
border with Afghanistan. "The Afghan government is asking refugees to come
back but how? There is no shelter, no water, no security."
Nusrat's school, Hazrat Maryam School, is a grimy white single story cement
building where about 500 Afghan refugee children sit on the floor in crowded
classrooms. Before last year's exodus there were 800 students, said Nusrat. The
others returned to Afghanistan, pushed out by the Pakistan authorities, he said.
Afghan refugees are hostage to the fluctuating relationship between Pakistan
and Afghanistan and a sharp deterioration in their relationship last year caused
Pakistan to launch a heavy handed push for refugees to return to Afghanistan, said
Nusrat sitting in the school's courtyard surrounded by half a dozen tribal elders.
Most of Nusrat's students were from Afghan provinces that border Pakistan.
Some students had never seen their homeland, and others had returned with their
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families only to move back to Pakistan because the security made it impossible to
stay, they said.
Zarmina, who gave only one name, is a teacher who is originally from Kabul.
She said that despite the Taliban's ouster nearly 15 years ago, it is still dangerous
for women, citing a rise in domestic violence in her homeland. She also lamented
the increasing presence of the Taliban and the emergence of new militant groups in
Afghanistan such as the Islamic State group affiliate, headquartered in eastern
Nangarhar province.
"Whenever one group ends fighting, then another group comes up," she said.
Waqar Maroof Khan, the Pakistan government's point man on refugees, said
the refugees who returned did so voluntarily. Pakistan has also extended the
deadline for refugees to return to Dec. 31, 2017. But Human Rights Watch said it
should be extended to the end of 2019.
"We want them to go back in dignity and honor," he said.
Yet Fazle Mulla Tarakai, an Afghan elder originally from Afghanistan's
eastern Kunar province, said last year Pakistan used loudspeakers on mosques in
Pakistan's Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province to tell refugees to go home and to warn
Pakistanis that anyone found helping the refugees would be fined.
"In some areas police entered forcibly and refugees left without anything,"
said Tarakai.
Афганские проблемы на сегодня – коррупция, безработица, слабое
управление, терроризм и т.д.
Afghanistan: which way next?
Daud
Khattak.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322925/afghanistan-way-next/

February

11th,

2017.

After 15 years of international engagement and spending of billions of dollars,
Afghanistan still faces multitude of challenges each having its internal and external
dimensions, and the road once believed leading to rebuilding and lasting peace
suddenly turns out to be murky and bumpy.
Fading interest among Western backers and undue meddling from neighbours
and regional powers have unlocked doors for new actors, state and non-state,
struggling to pursue their own agendas. An elusive peace means continuation of
bloodshed on the Afghan soil that has been used as a playing field by major powers
and Afghanistan‘s neighbours for long.
The new unfolding scenario has its roots in the failure on three major fronts,
namely socio-economic, political and security with all closely inter-dependent. The
successive Afghan governments since 2001 have failed to adopt concrete measures
to boost the country‘s economy that would not only reduce dependency on foreign
aid, but also help generate jobs to cater for the needs of its growing population,
particularly the educated youth.
Unemployment, corruption in government departments, mismanagement, and
widening gap between the poor and rich are the major elements increasing
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frustration among the majority, especially youth, thus providing space to Taliban
and the so-called Islamic State (IS) propagandists to carry forward their agendas.
On the political front, the National Unity Government (NUG) is marred by
differences between President Ashraf Ghani and Dr Abdullah Abdullah camps
from top to bottom spreading an air of uncertainty all around. Warlords, mafia
lords, corrupt officials and parliamentarians shift loyalties whenever they feel
threatened or their interests not being fulfilled. The uncertain situation has also
widened the ethnic divide that emerged during the post-Soviet civil war and later
on further expanded during the Taliban regime.
The already tense political environment further worsened by a weeklong
standoff between President Ghani and his vice president Abdur Rashid Dostum last
month when the latter was accused by one of his ethnic Uzbek rivals, Ahmad
Eschi, of beating and rape. The story of Eschi‘s alleged rape by Dostam‘s men
appeared in December 2016 (http://www.rferl.org/a/afghanistan-dostum-accusedabduction-rape-former-governor/28176244.html) that roused furor in local and
international media. President Ghani promised ―full investigation‖.
In the provinces, police and security officials have their loyalties attached
with warlords, ministers, parliamentarians or governors than the central state
authority
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/kabul-on-edgeamid-standoff-between-afghan-government-and-vicepresident/2017/01/28/8a745362-e4b0-11e6-a419eefe8eff0835_story.html?utm_term=.205ee23d6400). The division of authority is
providing room for armed groups to continue flourish and even win moral, if not
material, support among sections of society or key people in their respective areas.
Although poor socio-economic conditions and political instability are the key
elements determining the level of looming threat, the major challenge to
Afghanistan‘s peace and stability comes from the Taliban who are now spreading
the war front from the erstwhile southern and southeastern to the comparatively
peaceful northern region.
While the majority of Afghans believe they can and will survive the bad
governance and poor economic conditions, their worst nightmare is a resurgent
Taliban striking at the gates of Kabul in case the ethnic and political tension spirals
into armed struggle among warlords, politicians and officials.
This happened in the strategic province of Kunduz when Taliban twice took
over the provincial capital, Kunduz City, in the past two years. In the southern
region, the province of Helmand is under constant Taliban pressure while the
western Farah and Nimroz provinces, bordering Iran, and province of Takhar
brodering the Central Asian state of Turkmenistan are witnessing huge Taliban and
IMU (Islmaic Movement of Uzbekistan) presence in recent months.
In the east, the IS has strong presence in least four districts of Nangarhar
province. A recent report by the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan‘s Reconstruction (SIGAR) says that the ―Afghanistan‘s government controls or
influences 52 per cent of the districts today compared to 72 per cent in November
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2015‖
(http://www.matthewaid.com/post/156709156706/ig-report-taliban-havecaptured-15-of-all).
Although the presence of 8,400 US troops with another 3,000 from the Nato
alliance in Afghanistan still carry a message of hope, Afghanistan remained the
low priority topic during the recently-concluded presidential election in the United
States. Even fewer words were spoken by President Trump since his taking charge
of the White House.
The coming forward of Russia and China with pro-active role in Afghanistan,
recently, may have its negatives and positives in the future. Being the leading
regional powers and closes neighbors of Afghanistan, the two countries can play a
constructive and meaningful role in bringing stability to the war-torn country.
However, if the aim, especially in case of Russia, is to neutralise the US and
European interests in Afghanistan, one can easily predict a worst scenario in the
days ahead. ―We support and will continue to support the international
community‘s efforts if the presence of the (Nato) alliance‘s countries does not
pursue goals other than stabilisation and peace,‖ Russia‘s permanent representative
to Nato, Alexander Grushko, was quoted as saying by Interfax news agency.
Since the new US administration has yet to settle its priorities outside the
country, Afghanistan‘s future will mostly depend on continued commitment or
fading interest of its Western allies.
О политике России по Афганистану
Карпов Д.А. 11 февраля, 2017 http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32549

Сейчас не самое подходящее время для вывода американских войск из
Афганистана, это может обернуться непредсказуемыми последствиями. Об
этом в интервью ТАСС заявил специальный представитель президента РФ по
Афганистану, директор Второго департамента Азии МИД РФ Замир
Кабулов.
По его словам, Москва еще не проводила официальные контакты с
новой американской администрацией по афганскому вопросу. «Между тем,
по данным афганских СМИ, президент США Дональд Трамп в декабре
прошлого года в ходе телефонного разговора с президентом Афганистана
Ашрафом Гани пообещал рассмотреть возможность увеличения численности
американских военнослужащих в Афганистане, — отметил дипломат. —
Если говорить в общем ключе, то нынешний момент не самое подходящее
время для вывода иностранных войск, в том числе американских, из
Афганистана». «Не является секретом и то, что основу экономики
Афганистана сегодня составляют иностранные финансы, — обратил
внимание Кабулов. — Это обстоятельство естественно сказывается на работе
кабинета министров, функционирующего под «присмотром» спонсоров, но
тезис о правительстве на «американских штыках» приемлем». «В любом
случае нынешняя ситуация в управлении страной, лучше безвластия и
анархии», — заключил З.Кабулов. Таким образом, мы получаем в сжатом
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виде позицию Москвы по афганскому урегулированию. Обратим внимание,
что, в общем-то, не типичное для нынешней публичной риторики
представителей российского МИД «примирительное отношение» к наличию
американского военного контингента в Афганистане прозвучало после
визита министра иностранных дел этой страны в Россию накануне очередной
конференции в Москве по внутриафганскому урегулированию. Она должна
состояться 15 февраля с.г., и это будет первый за долгий период времени
сбор заинтересованных сторон именно в России. В этой связи обратим
внимание на то, что представители российской стороны все время повторяют
один и тот же тезис о «растущей угрозе «Исламского государства» (ИГ,
запрещено в России)», «о возможности проникновения игиловцев в Среднюю
Азию и роли ОДКБ по минимизации негативных последствий такого
вторжения». Но при этом почему-то старательно избегают упоминать в
данном контексте собственно самих талибов. Все дело, видимо, в том, что
афганские сторонники ИГ по своей природе являются прокатарским крылом
того же «Талибана». И сосредоточены они на юге страны и по границе с
Пакистаном, а не на границе, например, с Туркменией. На границе с
Туркменией находятся те этнические туркмены, которые живут давно и
исторически по ту сторону границы на территории Афганистана. И именно
эта категория лиц и устроила в прошлом году провокации на границе,
которые по сути больше являлись разборками в связи с контрабандой и
стремлением свободно переходить границу, нежели чем некая исламистская
экспансия. Допускаем при этом и тот момент, что в Ашхабаде очень
опасаются
вмешательства
афганских
туркменских
кланов
во
внутритуркменские властные расклады. И в этой связи Ашхабадом
целенаправленно нагоняются страсти, выбивая то там, то здесь
дополнительные скидки на аппаратуру мониторинга границы и броневики
для патрулирования, которые туркменское руководство покупает у КНР,
Южной Кореи и США. При этом Ашхабаду приходится сталкиваться и с
сужением своих финансовых возможностей по поддержанию внутренней
стабильности, а значит и уменьшения набора инструментов для влияния на
своих афганских соплеменников. Это, прежде всего, волатильность рынка
углеводородов, отказ «Газпрома» от закупки туркменского газа и отказ
афганского руководства закупать бензин и дизель у Ашхабада в связи с
несоответствием их нормам «Евро-2» и выше. Оба этих продукта теперь
будет продавать Афганистану Россия. При этом количество вооруженных
человек на той стороне не превышает тысячи человек, что, в общем-то, не
является сильно критической массой. Да и общее число воюющих сейчас
против режима в Афганистане вооруженных групп, которые включают в себя
и талибов различных фракций, и т.н. «сторонников ИГ», не превышает
десяти тысяч бойцов в совокупности. Эти силы давно не являются единым
кулаком, а сильно фрагментированы и воюют друг с другом. В данном
случае им точно не до вооруженного вторжения в Центральную Азию. И
потом не совсем понятно — а зачем талибам идти в этот этнически чуждый
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им регион, не разобравшись еще толком внутри самого Афганистана? Пока
еще никто внятного ответа на этот вопрос не дал. Другой вопрос — что в
случае нестабильности в самих республиках Центральной Азии туда могут
хлынуть боевики Исламского движения Узбекистана (ИДУ), представители
таджикских и туркменских афганских кланов, которые в этой ситуации
попытаются получить свои собственные преференции. И самой серьезной
«реперной точкой» в данном случае является момент смены элит. Пока он
проходит в тех же Узбекистане и Туркменистане без особых проблем. Да и
боевой потенциал ИДУ и таджиков далеко не тот, что прежде. В этой связи
мы бы не стали рассматривать возможность прямой внешней интервенцию в
Центральную Азию, как реальную перспективу сейчас. Тем более, что
Москва имеет опосредованный контакт с теми же талибами через Тегеран. И
в этой связи понятно, почему в официальных заявлениях МИД отсутствуют
талибы в качестве некой потенциальной угрозы. В данном случае
упоминание «угрозы ИГ» в устах российского МИД направлено на
центральноазиатских лидеров в большей мере. В том числе и в рамках
поднятия уровня института ОДКД, как гаранта стабильности режимов в этих
странах.
В этой связи обратим внимание на другой момент. Конференция в
Москве задумывается как попытка прощупывания нового формата
внутриафганского урегулирования с участием новых игроков. Помимо
Москвы подразумевается Иран, Китай и незаслуженно выброшенный
Кабулом и Вашингтоном (как выяснилось — опрометчиво) за рамки
переговорного процесса — Пакистан. Представляется, что визит министра
иностранных дел Афганистана был связан не только с ВТС и бензином, но и
попыткой использовать московскую площадку для перезапуска процесса
«сверки часов» основных международных игроков на афганском
направлении. И если это получится, то, несомненно, Москва получает еще
один внешнеполитический козырь.
Афганистан: о топливно-энергетическом комплексе и переговорах с
Россией
Касаев Э.О. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32515. 10 февраля, 2017.

7 февраля с.г. министр иностранных дел России С.В.Лавров провел
переговоры с министром иностранных дел Афганистана С.Раббани,
прибывшего в Москву с рабочим визитом.
Во
вступительном
слове
российский
глава
российского
внешнеполитического ведомства подчеркнул, что оба государства являются
давними партнерами.
«Мы подтверждаем нашу заинтересованность в дальнейшем развитии
сотрудничества в сфере безопасности, экономической и гуманитарной
областях. Мы поддерживаем усилия афганского руководства по
стабилизации общественно-политической ситуации, по борьбе с
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терроризмом. Хотел бы выразить наше удовлетворение интенсивностью и
уровнем политического диалога, контактов по парламентской линии,
сотрудничеством во внешнеполитических делах и, в частности, нашим
тесным взаимодействием в ООН и в других международных
организациях»[i], – заявил С.В.Лавров.
В ходе состоявшихся переговоров стороны обсудили ситуацию в сфере
безопасности в Афганистане, а также перспективы продвижения процесса
национального примирения в этой стране, в том числе в рамках
формирования нового регионального формата консультаций по афганской
проблематике.
В данном контексте отмечена целесообразность расширения состава
участников трехсторонних консультаций Россия – Китай – Пакистан путем
подключения к ним стран региона, в первую очередь, самого Афганистана.
Достигнуто обоюдное понимание, что новый расширенный формат
может быть открыт и для заинтересованных внерегиональных партнеров.
Министры рассмотрели широкий спектр вопросов двустороннего
сотрудничества.
Подтверждена готовность российской стороны продолжать оказывать
афганским партнерам содействие в противостоянии террористической и
наркотической угрозам, участвовать в реализации проектов по
восстановлению и развитию социально-экономической инфраструктуры
Афганистана, осуществлять подготовку афганских кадров по военным и
гражданским специальностям[ii].
По заявлению С.Раббани, которое он сделал по итогам переговоров с
С.В.Лавровым, Россия может экспортировать в Афганистан больше «черного
золота».
«Мы обсудили экономическое сотрудничество и торговые отношения.
Мы сфокусировались на возможностях российских инвестиций в
Афганистан. В частности, мы заинтересованы в том, чтобы увеличить импорт
нефти из России», – сообщил С.Раббани.
Напомним, что в прошлом году заместитель министра энергетики
России Ю.П.Сентюрин информировал, что наше государство изучает вопрос
поставки Афганистану 1–1,5 млн т нефтепродуктов в год, но о
монополизации рынка нефтепродуктов Афганистана речь не идет[iii].
По словам чиновника, возможность поставлять нефтепродукты в
Афганистан появилась у России в связи с введением в начале прошлого года
ряда ограничений на поставки горючего с высоким содержанием серы и на
горючее классом ниже «Евро-2», поставщиком которого в Афганистан
являлся Туркменистан[iv].
В прошлом году Г.Бердымухамедов и А.Гани, президенты
Туркменистана и Афганистана соответственно, обсудили вопросы
строительства газопровода Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия
(ТАПИ).
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Для справки: старт началу строительства газопровода ТАПИ был дан в
декабре 2015 года. Ежегодная мощность газовой магистрали составит до 33 млрд
куб. м природного газа. Протяженность газопровода – 1735 км, из которых свыше
200 км пройдут по территории Туркменистана, 735 км – по территории
Афганистана, 800 км – по территории Пакистана. От населенного пункта Фазилка
туркменский газ пойдет далее в Индию.
Во время строительства будет создана серьезная инфраструктура газовой
магистрали, а также примерно 12 тыс. дополнительных рабочих мест.

Во время переговоров президент Афганистана А.Гани заявил, что такой
масштабный проект, как строительство газопровода ТАПИ привнесет
огромный вклад в мирное урегулирование ситуации в Афганистане, а также
обеспечит устойчивое социально-экономическое развитие всего региона.
В сообщении особо отмечается, что начавшееся строительство
магистрали окажет существенное позитивное экономическое воздействие не
только
на
Туркменистан,
являющийся
крупным
поставщиком
энергоносителей, но и на государства–транзитеры и потребителей «голубого
топлива».
По словам главы Афганистана, реализация газопровода ТАПИ придаст
мощный импульс экономическому развитию региона, в том числе
Афганистана, будет содействовать укреплению здесь мира и стабильности.
Любопытно, что Афганистан имеет запасы нефти и газа, но государство
не имеет реальных инвестиций для их промышленной добычи.
Извлекаемые запасы природного газа в стране оцениваются в 1,67 трлн
куб. м, но для добычи необходимо существенное финансирование, которое
никто не будет предоставлять. Как следствие, у Афганистана почти нет
шансов стать страной, которая изменит правила игры на рынке «голубого
топлива» в Центральной Азии.
Без капиталовложений в развитие топливно-энергетического комплекса
Афганистан вряд ли когда-нибудь достигнет результатов по добыче нефти и
газа хотя бы 1960-х годов, когда страна вела крупный бизнес с Советским
Союзом.
Добыча снижалась постепенно, но постоянно в течение десятков лет. По
статистике 2016 года, Афганистан добывал всего 450 тыс. куб. м природного
газа. Этого объема не хватало даже для нужд внутреннего рынка.
Однако в Афганистане не вешают нос, ожидая введения в строй
газопровода ТАПИ, через который на внутренний рынок будут поступать
дешевое туркменское «голубое топливо».
Помимо дешевых энергоносителей, Афганистан получит около 400 млн
долларов от таможенных платежей и сборов.
[i]Вступительное слово Министра иностранных дел России С.В.Лаврова в ходе переговоров
с Министром иностранных дел Афганистана С.Раббани, Москва, 7 февраля 2017 года //
Официальный сайт Министерства иностранных дел России, 07.02.2017. Интернет-ресурс. URL:
http://www.mid.ru/ru/maps/af/-/asset_publisher/gehUa6O4gSTV/content/id/2630194
[ii]О переговорах Министра иностранных дел России С.В.Лаврова с Министром
иностранных дел Афганистана С.Раббани // Официальный сайт Министерства иностранных дел
России,
07.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс.
URL:
http://www.mid.ru/foreign_policy/news//asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/2630709
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[iii]Афганистан рассчитывает на увеличение поставок нефти из России // ТАСС, 07.02.2017.
Интернет-ресурс. URL: http://tass.ru/ekonomika/4002549
[iv]Там же.

Американский генерал John Nicholson считает, что Россия, Иран,
Пакистан ведут подкоп под правительство Афганистана в его усилиях
стабилизировать обстановку внутри страны
US general calls for review of Pakistan ties
The Nation. February 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Feb-2017/us-generalcalls-for-review-of-pakistan-ties

Gen Nicholson says Nato has shortfall of troops in stalemated
Afghanistan
WASHINGTON - The top US commander in Afghanistan has called for a
"holistic review" of the relationship with Pakistan, while voicing concern over
Islamabad's role in the war-torn neighbouring country.
"Our complex relationship with Pakistan is best assessed through a holistic
review," General John Nicholson, who leads US and international forces in
Afghanistan, told the Senate Armed Services Committee on Thursday.
The United States has drastically reduced both military and economic aid to
Pakistan in recent years over its concerns about the alleged Pakistan's interference
in Afghanistan, a charge Islamabad categorically denies.
Testifying before the committee, the general also accused Russia of
interfering in Afghanistan, and went on to express concern about the roles being
played by Iran and Pakistan in that country. They, along with Russia, he said,
―continue to legitimize and support the Taliban and undermine the Afghan
government‘s efforts to create a stable Afghanistan.‖
He told the committee he believes the US-backed Afghan forces are ―in a
stalemate‖ in the 15 year-old war. He said to break that stalemate he needs ―a few
thousand‖ more soldiers to accompany the 8,400 US troops in Afghanistan.
Nicholson didn‘t provide an exact number, but said the additional forces are
required to properly train and advise the Afghan military so that they can
eventually operate independently. Nicholson told the panel that the extra troops
could come from the United States or from other countries that are part of the
American-led coalition in Afghanistan.
He said he‘s discussed the need for more troops with Defense Secretary James
Mattis and Gen Joseph Dunford, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
There are currently about 8,400 US troops conducting counterterrorism
operations against insurgents and training the Afghans.
Nicholson claimed the Afghan security forces have cut the number of Islamic
State fighters by half and reduced the territory the extremists hold by two-thirds.
The Russians recently invited members of the Taliban to Moscow for
meetings about the country‘s future but didn‘t include representatives from the
Afghan government, according to Nicholson. He said representatives from China,
Pakistan and other regional countries also were invited.
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―A peace and reconciliation process should be Afghan-led,‖ the general said.
The conflict in Afghanistan is in its 16th year, making it America‘s longest
war.
Nicholson described the security situation in Afghanistan as a ―stalemate.‖
But he said the ―equilibrium favors the government.‖
He also said the greatest weakness of the Afghan security forces is poor
leadership. He said positions of seniority within the Afghan army and police are
awarded through a system of patronage instead of merit.
The US general said that the coalition had a shortfall of a "few thousands" of
troops in the country. He briefed the committee about the force training and
advising Afghan troops in the fight against the Taliban. NATO now has about
13,300 troops in the country, about half of them from the United States.
US-led NATO troops stopped leading patrols and stepped into an advisory
and support role at the end of 2014. But Afghan army and police forces face
continual assaults from a well-funded and well-armed Taliban, with casualties in
their ranks up 35 percent last year compared to 2015, according to a US
government report.
Allegations over Russia and Iran's deepening ties with the Taliban have
ignited concerns of a renewed "Great Game" of proxy warfare in Afghanistan that
could undermine US-backed troops and push the country deeper into turmoil.
Nicholson reiterated those concerns before the Senate committee. "I do
remain concerned about the influence of certain external actors particularly Russia,
Pakistan and Iran," he said.
This influence, he said, continues "to legitimise and support the Taliban and
undermine the Afghan effort to create a stable Afghanistan."
He said that Iran was directly involved in assisting the Taliban in the western
part of the country, but would not disclose ―classified‖ details.
Despite his comments on Iran supporting the Taliban, Nicholson stated that
Tehran was also working with Afghanistan. ―This is a complex relationship,‖ he
said.
He went on to say that the Russian and Iranian influence was undermining the
US‘s work in Afghanistan. He said Russia‘s involvement has deepened in the
country – and with the Taliban.
Nicholson stated that there is a need to mount pressure on Haqqani network
and on Al-Qaeda fighters in Pakistan.
He said Nato reaffirmed its commitment to sustain the Afghan National
Defence and Security Forces for a further four years at the Warsaw Summit last
year and that the Afghan people were confident in their security services and that
they did not want the Taliban to return to power.
―We have an exceptional partnership with President (Ashraf) Ghani, Chief
Executive Abdullah (Abdullah), the security forces and the people of
Afghanistan,‖ he said.
According to him, Ghani is making bold reforms and implementing anticorruption measures to professionalise and improve the Afghan security forces.
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Nicholson said he believes the US operations in Afghanistan directly protect ―the
homeland‖ and that their main objection is to destroy Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.
―With Afghan President Ghani we are working on an ANDSF Roadmap for
the way ahead – the population and government want us here,‖ he stated.
On Daesh in Afghanistan, he said many of the Daesh fighters are of Pakistanorigin and had initially moved into Nangarhar but had now spread around the
country. He said they have attacked Shia targets primarily – even in Kabul.
However, the Afghans on the whole reject the group – which is largely made
up of foreign fighters, he said adding that these militants were mostly Pakistan and
Uzbekistan nationals.
He did however say that there are Afghans involved in Daesh – and attracted
by the money paid to them.
Senator John McCain, Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee,
said that the fact remains that numerous terrorist groups operate within Pakistan,
attack its neighbour, and kill US forces.
"Put simply, our mission in Afghanistan is immeasurably more difficult, if not
impossible, while our enemies possess a safe haven in Pakistan. These sanctuaries
must be eliminated, as Pakistani leaders have committed to doing," he said.
One of the factors for succeeding in Afghanistan, he said, will require a
candid evaluation of US' ties with Pakistan. McCain, though, acknowledged
thousands of Pakistanis have served and sacrificed their lives in the fight against
common terrorist enemies.
Gen Nicholson said leaders of Taliban and Haqqani network enjoy freedom of
actions in the safe havens of Pakistan. "The Taliban and Haqqani network are the
greatest threats to security in Afghanistan. Their senior leaders remain insulated
from pressure and enjoy freedom of action within Pakistan safe havens," he said.
"As long as they enjoy external enablement, they have no incentive to
reconcile. The primary factor that will enable our success is the elimination of
external sanctuary and support to the insurgents," Nicholson told lawmakers.
О развитии ситуации в Афганистане
Карпов Д.А. Институт Ближнего Востока. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32500. 9 февраля,
2017

3 февраля с.г. Совет Безопасности ООН снял санкции с Исламской
партии Афганистана Г.Хекматияра. С него таким образом сняты ограничения
на поездки, блокирование финансовых счетов и запрета на продажу оружия.
Президент страны А.Гани на основании этого факта сделал публичное
заявление о том, что «этот момент послужит безусловно прогрессу мирного
урегулирования в Афганистане».
Честно говоря, не совсем понятно, что такого кардинального внесла в
процесс мирного урегулирования «амнистия» Г.Хекматияра. Напомним, что
этот деятель активно в свое время воевал с советскими войсками, после этого
в 1990 году короткое время возглавлял правительство страны. Кстати,
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именно его боевики (около трехсот человек) в свое время по просьбе
руководства Азербайджана были переброшены в эту страну для ведения боев
в Нагорном Карабахе. Небольшая часть из них затем попала в Чечню и
принимала участие в боях за Грозный в 1994 году на стороне сепаратистов. В
1996 году после входа талибов в Кабул он сначала бежал в Иран, а затем — в
Пакистан. В период президентства Х.Карзая отряды Исламской партии
Афганистана (ИПА), к тому времени уже прилично поредевшие и
утратившие свой боевой потенциал, воевали против правительственных
войск, за что, собственно, Г.Хекматияр и угодил с подачи США под
ооновские санкции. С 2001 года он скрывался в труднодоступных горных
районах провинции Кунар на границе т.н. «зоны племен» в Пакистане. В
сентябре прошлого года Г.Хекматияр подписал с афганским правительством
соглашение о «разоружении и инкорпорации в мирный процесс», и с тех пор
и Кабул, и Вашингтон активно лоббировали в Совете Безопасности ООН
вопрос о снятии с него санкций. При этом они, кстати, обвиняли Москву в
блокировании их попыток. Визит в российскую столицу министра
иностранных дел Афганистана и переговоры в отношении пролонгирования
программы ВТС и экспорта нефтепродуктов, похоже, позицию российской
стороны изменили в нужную для Кабула сторону. Но при этом, повторим,
что мы не разделяем чрезмерного оптимизма А.Гани по вопросу «важного
этапа в процессе мирного урегулирования».
Сама ИПА сейчас далеко не та, какой она являлась в годы советского
присутствия. Сейчас это довольно маленькая группировка с очень
незначительным, по афганским меркам, боевым потенциалом. Собственно,
подписание Г.Хекматияром мирного соглашения с кабульским режимом в
сентябре прошлого года ничего кардинально позитивного в динамику боев и
террористической активности в Афганистане не привнесло. И сам факт
снятия санкций в данном случае мало что меняет. Г.Хекматияр не имеет
постоянной и солидной базы финансирования, а значит в его
немногочисленных отрядах царит вольница и отсутствие исполнительской
дисциплины. Это подтвердил и представитель Г.Хекматияра на переговорах
с афганским руководством 5 февраля с.г., который заявил, что роспуск
военного крыла партии совершенно не означает того, что самораспустятся и
полевые командиры «на земле». Он также заявил, что «ожидать от них
разоружения не следует». Еще одна часть полевых командиров ИПА заявила,
что «они готовы следовать за Г.Хекматияром только в том случае, если в
Кабуле будет установлено исламское правительство». В противном случае,
они «продолжат борьбу». При этом надо учитывать и факт того, что Кабул
пока не намерен освобождать всех заключенных членов ИПА (около 2600
человек). Такой позиции поддерживается еще один важный представитель
Кабула Абдулла Абдулла, который считает, что «такой шаг еще более
фрагментирует партию». При этом недовольство полевых командиров в
принципе объясняется не столько «идеологическими разногласиями»,
сколько тем, что они «не видят себя в этой схеме». Ни с точки зрения
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финансов, ни с точки зрения получения определенных преференций.
Желание Г.Хекматияра подписать мир с Кабулом понятно: он предпочитает
видеть себя фигурой политической, а не военной. На военном поприще ему
мало что светит, как в силу малочисленности его группировки, так и с учетом
своенравности его полевых командиров, на которых у него не хватает
влияния. Ясным подтверждением этого является факт того, что после
подписания «мира» с Кабулом, А.Гани предоставил Г.Хекматияру три дома и
500 бойцов спецназа для охраны. Таким образом, становится понятно, что
основная роль Г.Хекматияра «торговать лицом» и призывать пуштунов «к
миру», ибо никакой действительной пользы в рамках реального разоружения
членов ИПА ожидать от него не приходится. Вся эта бутафория, видимо,
нужна Кабулу для того, чтобы убедить американцев в том, что их
совместные усилия в Афганистане «приносят свои плоды». В этой связи в
США взахлеб начали говорить о «сближении позиций по внутриафганскому
урегулированию» между США, Россией и КНР, что «и продемонстрировало
голосование о снятии санкций с Хекматияра в ООН». Но это, собственно,
ничего не значит, пока Вашингтон и Кабул не осознают простую вещь. О
полной стабилизации ситуации в Афганистане можно говорить только при
условии создания нового формата переговоров с участием в том числе
России, КНР, Ирана и Пакистана. Вместо этого Кабул и Вашингтон вновь
стараются играть в сепаратные игры и пытаются сейчас запустить
переговорный процесс с катарским филиалом «Талибана», который и
является основным вдохновителем афганского «Исламского государства»
(ИГ, запрещено в России). В этой связи ожидать каких-то реальных прорывов
на афганском направлении в краткосрочной перспективе не стоит. Более
того, американские военные фиксируют активизацию боевых действий
именно со стороны пропакистанских фракций «Талибана», что вряд ли
говорит об их готовности садиться за стол переговоров с Кабулом именно
сейчас.
Афганским беженцам разрешено оставаться в Пакистане до конца 2017
г. (1.3 млн. беженцев)
Stay of Afghan refugees extended till year-end
Riazul
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
8th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1320107/stay-afghan-refugees-extended-till-year-end/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: While silently dropping the agenda item related to
establishment of a ‗controversial‘ Ehtesab Commission, the federal cabinet on
Tuesday gave the nod to more than two dozen proposals including Afghan
refugees‘ repatriation and management policy that allows another extension in
their stay till December 31, 2017.
The federal cabinet met under the chair of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif with
a total of 32 items on its agenda. All items, except for the one related to Ehtesab
Commission, were approved.
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Minister for Law Zahid Hamid and Minister of State for Information
Marriyum Aurangzeb later briefed the media about the decisions taken by the
cabinet.
Aurangzeb said besides discussing the draft Electoral Reforms Bill, the
cabinet gave approval for issuance of additional funds for treatment of patients
suffering from fatal diseases under the Prime Minister‘s Healthcare Programme.
The cabinet decided that 46 modern hospitals having 100 to 500 beds capacity
would be built in all parts of the country on emergency basis to provide the latest
healthcare facilities to the poor, she said.
The minister said Health Infrastructure Development and Management
Company (HIDMC) would be established.
She said the report of Cabinet Committee Constituted for the People Affected
by Indian Firing on the Working Boundary was also discussed in the meeting.
It was decided that Rs500,000 compensation would be given to the heirs of
each person martyred in Indian firing in Sialkot and Narowal sectors and
Rs150,000 for the treatment of each seriously injured.
―Moreover, 50 bunkers will be built along the Working Boundary so that
people wandering at vulnerable positions could take refuge there during shelling,‖
Aurangzeb added.
About Afghan refugees, she said the registered Afghan nationals would be
allowed to live in Pakistan till December 31, 2017 while the Interior Ministry
would continue registration of the unregistered ones.
It was also decided that the Afghans cross-border movement would now be
regulated through the visa regime and their entry passes would be linked with it.
Giving details of the draft Electoral Reforms Bill, Law Minister Zahid Hamid
said the recommendations for electoral reforms had been prepared with consensus
by the parliamentary committee.
―The Sub-Committee of the Parliamentary Committee on Electoral Reforms
will mull over the required constitutional amendments before presentation of
reforms bill to the parliament for approval,‖ he said.
Afghan refugees‘ repatriation and management policy
After deliberation, the cabinet approved to extend validity of the Proof of
Registration (PoR) cards to some 1.3 million registered Afghan refugees till the
end of 2017.
It also pledged to document Afghan nationals who currently have no
identification and decided to adopt a national refugee law and a visa regime for
different categories of Afghan nationals.
A five-category Afghan policy was approved which includes visa for
business, investors, skilled, unskilled labourer, inter-marriages [family, spouse
visit] and also visa for visitors with purpose of health and medical reasons.
According to the policy, businessmen, investors, students and labourers will
get one-year multiple and extendable visas while five-year multiple visa will be
permitted for spouses etc.
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Afghan nationals visiting for medical purposes will be granted 45-day visa
with one attendant extendable up to six-month on arrival at the border point.
―If the repatriation factors remain constant, the remaining population of less
than 5,00,000 registered refugees will be dealt in 2018,‖ said the summary
approved by the cabinet exclusively available with The Express Tribune.
The government also hopes that about 640,000 refugees will return in 2017
and the year will be declared as the year of solutions and repatriation. Official
figures state that over than 700,000 Afghan returned in 2016 and the number might
plummet in 2017.
UNHCR welcomes
The UN refugee agency (UNHCR) and Afghan Ambassador to Pakistan Omar
Zakhilwal welcomed the federal cabinet‘s decision.
Talking to The Express Tribune, Zakhilwal said: ―I am grateful to Pakistan
cabinet‘s approval of Safron proposals for refugees. These proposals were put
together in consultation with us and if implemented will respond to some of the
pressing needs or difficulties of the Afghans residing in Pakistan.‖
Ehtesab Commission dropped from agenda
Sources said the premier, after consultations with his aides, deemed it suitable
to defer the move related to Ehtesab Commission ―for some appropriate time,‖
knowledgeable circles shared with The Express Tribune. The insiders‘ privy to the
cabinet meeting said the PM exchanged notes with his close aides including
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and Law Minister Zahid Hamid before deciding to
drop the said agenda item that was third in the list of 32 agenda items.
Earlier last year, the PML-N‘s federal government considered setting up an
Ehtesab Commission in an apparent bid to clip powers of the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) after it initiated high-profile inquiries into mega
corruption cases. (With additional input from our correspondent)
Россия собирает региональных игроков на диспут по Афганистану
Russia calls regional moot on Afghanistan
Daily Times. 8/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/08-Feb-17/russia-calls-regionalmoot-on-afghanistan

MOSCOW: Russia on Tuesday said it was convening a conference of
leading regional powers on Afghanistan and pushed again for talks with the
Taliban. Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov confirmed Moscow would host a meeting
in mid-February with representatives from Afghanistan, Pakistan, China, Iran and
India during a press conference with his counterpart from Kabul Salahuddin
Rabbani. "We are expecting that our partners will be represented at a high level.
Most have confirmed their participation," Lavrov said. Lavrov reiterated Moscow's
stance that "the Taliban must be included in a constructive dialogue" to help find a
solution to halt worsening violence in the war-ravaged nation at a time the Islamic
State group has expanded its presence.
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Russia's meeting does not include Western powers who have had troops in the
country since the American-led invasion in 2001, but Lavrov said Moscow was
hoping better ties with US President Donald Trump could jump-start cooperation
over Afghanistan.
Moscow - which fought a disastrous military campaign in Afghanistan during
the Soviet period - has been increasingly flexing its muscles as a key broker on the
world stage since intervening in the Syrian war in 2015.
Переговоры по Афганистану состоятся в Москве в середине февраля,
там примут участие (помимо России) Китай, Афганистан, Иран, Индия,
Пакистан
Six-nation talks: Pakistan, India to come face to face in Moscow
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
8th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1320112/six-nation-talks-pakistan-india-come-face-face-moscow/

Talks, for which Iran, China and Afghanistan have also been invited, will
focus on peace in the war-torn country
ISLAMABAD: Russia, joined by China, is set to host six-nation talks this
month on Afghanistan in an unprecedented development where arch-rival Pakistan
and India are also invited to discuss options for seeking a peaceful end to the
lingering unrest in the war-torn country.
The talks involving host Russia, China, Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan and India
are scheduled to be held in Moscow in mid-February, according to the Russian
media following talks between Russia‘s Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and his
Afghan counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani on Tuesday.
The United States, a major stakeholder, however, has not been invited to the
meeting in what appears to be significant move suggesting that both Russia and
China are now seeking a regional solution to the Afghan problem.
However, Russian state media quoting a senior diplomat said US could join
the six-nation talks once the new administration there determines what they are
planning to do in Afghanistan. US President Donald Trump has yet to announce
his policy on Afghanistan as he is currently embroiled in domestic issues
particularly after his controversial executive order banning nationals from seven
Muslim majority countries to travel to the US.
What is significant of the Moscow talks is that both Pakistan and India will
join other regional countries to discuss the future of Afghanistan. Although,
Islamabad and New Delhi are part of Heart of Asia Istanbul initiative, this is the
first time India has been invited to talks exclusively focused on seeking the revival
of peace talks between the Afghan Taliban and the government.
Pakistan has always opposed India‘s role in Afghan affairs. The opposition
stems from fears that Indian intelligence agencies have been using Afghan soil to
create instability in Pakistan. New Delhi, on the other hand, accused Islamabad of
supporting the Afghan Taliban to further its interests.
Given divergent interests as well as current strain in ties, it is not clear how
Pakistan and India will come together on the issue of Afghanistan. While Russia,
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China, Pakistan and Iran are all in favour of direct talks with the Afghan Taliban,
India is reluctant to support such a move fearing that this will provide legitimacy to
the insurgents.
There was no immediate reaction from Pakistan over the announcement made
by the Russian foreign minister.
Speaking at a joint news conference with his Afghan counterpart, Lavrov said
most of the countries confirmed their participation. ―We are expecting that our
partners will be represented at a high level.‖ he said.
He reiterated Moscow‘s stance that ―Taliban must be included in a
constructive dialogue‖ to help find a solution to halt worsening violence in the
war-ravaged nation at a time the Islamic State group has expanded its presence.
Russia, which for years opposed Afghan Taliban, has recently changed its
position and now sought direct talks between the Ghani administration and
insurgents. It also hosted a trilateral meeting in December last year involving
China and Pakistan. The support to peace efforts by two key international players
is seen as diplomatic victory for Pakistan.
Афганский дипломат убит охранником у консульства в Пакистане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/3998888. 6.02.2017.

МОСКВА, 6 февраля. /ТАСС/. Афганский дипломат погиб после того,
как охранник афганского консульства в пакистанском Карачи выстрелил в
него. Об этом сообщило агентство Reuters.
Ранее агентство Khaama Press сообщило, что у здания консульства
Афганистана в Карачи произошла стрельба.
Как сообщает Geo.tv, погибший в результате перестрелки был
сотрудником консульства из числа местных граждан. По факту происшествия
ведется расследование. Полиция оцепила здание консульства Афганистана,
ведется сбор материалов
В 2016 году на территории Афганистана погибли около 3500 мирных
жителей
«Все об Афганистане». 6.02.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/107046.html

КАБУЛ, 6 февраля. За прошедший год в ходе боевых действий на
территории ИРА погибли и пострадали 11 418 мирных жителей, сообщается
в отчѐте Миссии ООН в Афганистане, опубликованном в понедельник.
Всего за указанный период времени было зарегистрировано 3498
случаев гибели и 7920 случаев ранений гражданских лиц. По сравнению с
показателями 2015 года число погибших сократилось на 2%, число
пострадавших – возросло на 6%, в целом уровень потерь среди мирного
населения остался крайне высоким.
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Статистика потерь послужила свидетельством беспрецедентного роста
активности запрещѐнной в России группировки «Исламское государство» –
число жертв еѐ атак по сравнению с 2015 годом возросло примерно в 10 раз.
Составители отчѐта обратили внимание на рост числа атак,
направленных против верующих – в прошлом году нападения на мечети
привели к гибели 87 человек и ранениям ещѐ 291. Напомним, что именно
«Исламское государство» взяло на себя ответственность за серию нападений,
жертвами которых стали десятки верующих-шиитов.
В целом беспрецедентно высоким был признан уровень потерь мирного
населения в результате прямых боестолкновений, в то время как доля жертв
диверсий с использованием самодельных взрывных устройств уменьшилась,
что свидетельствует прежде всего о смене тактики боевиков.
Вооружѐнная оппозиция, прежде всего движение «Талибан», была
признана ответственной за 61% случаев потерь, в то время как на
правительственные силы была возложена ответственность за 24% случаев.
Комментируя данные исследования, глава афганской миссии ООН
Тадамичи Ямамото отметил, что многие трагические случаи в ходе боевых
действий можно было бы предотвратить. «Все стороны конфликта
должны принять срочные и конкретные меры для защиты простых
афганцев – мужчин, женщин и детей, жизни которых рушатся», –
подчеркнул он.
Россия активизирует усилия на афганском направлении
Карпов Д.А. 5 февраля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32404.

«Россия вновь посягает на Афганистан, что может помешать попыткам
США укрепить хрупкое кабульское правительство, покончить с живучим
повстанческим движением «Талибан» и завершить самую долгую войну
Америки», — пишет The Wall Street Journal. По словам издания, в прошлом
месяце Кремль раскрыл подробности своих контактов с талибами.
Российские власти заявляют, что они делятся информацией и оказывают
стратегическую помощь радикальному движению в его борьбе с местным
отделением «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России)), которому
удалось окопаться в провинции Нангархар.
При этом российский посол в Афганистане Александр Мантыцкий и
другие чиновники подчѐркивают, что Москва не снабжает движение
деньгами или техникой. Представитель талибов Забиулла Муджахид также
описывает эти отношения, как «сугубо политические». Но обнародование
этой информации совпало с другими шагами России в Афганистане. Как и на
Ближнем Востоке, и в Европе, эти действия направлены на подрыв
американского влияния и поиск регионального паритета с Вашингтоном,
утверждает издание.
В данном случае, конечно, американские СМИ подняли тревогу не
просто так. За подобного рода публикациями с большей долей вероятности
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стоят люди из силового блока США. И причина их озабоченности понятна.
Даже по тем косвенным данным, которыми они обладают в основном через
посредство
обмена
разведданными
с
афганскими
партнерами,
вырисовывается ясная перспектива образования очень интересной
конфигурации в Афганистане, которая может самым серьезным образом
помешать реализации планов Вашингтона и Кабула. Усилия Москвы в
Афганистане, что является абсолютно логичным с учетом важности этой
страны для сохранения стабильности в регионе Центральной Азии,
направлены не столько против ИГ, сколько для установления четкого баланса
внутриафганских сил, способных гарантировать стабильность в стране.
Складывающийся альянс, который сейчас так беспокоит американцев, это
Россия, Иран, часть «Талибана», Пакистан и Китай.
По данным американцев, Москва последовательно наращивает свои
контакты с талибами из т.н. «Кветтской шуры». По тем же сведениям,
представители ГРУ МО РФ недавно встречались с функционерами талибов
из этой группы в Лахоре или Пешаваре. И якобы во время этой встречи
Москвой были даны заверения в увеличении военной помощи талибам.
Выразим очень серьезные сомнения в достоверности этой информации.
Просто потому, что основными ее поставщиками являются ушлые афганские
спецслужбы, которые подсовывают своим американским союзникам
ангажированную дезинформацию, точно рассчитывая и воздействуя на их
«болевые точки». При этом мы убеждены, что такие контакты между
российскими спецслужбами и талибами действительно существуют. И
начались они не вчера. По данным французских разведывательных
источников, они начались еще в период главенства в «Талибане» Ахтара
Мансура, с которым представители ГРУ встречались в Иране. И, кстати,
сразу же после этого глава талибов заявил публично, что «движение ни в
коем случае не собирается заниматься экспортом исламистской революции
на центральноазиатское пространство». Вот это, собственно, и является
генеральной задачей Москвы в построении своей политики на афганском
направлении.
Но в данном контексте совершенно очевиден важный момент. Контакты
Москвы с талибами надо рассматривать только в совокупности с, как
минимум, «общностью интересов» РФ с Ираном, Пакистаном и КНР на
афганском направлении. В общем-то, неслучайно недавно в Москве
собирались на конференцию по афганскому урегулированию именно
пакистанцы и китайцы. Какие-либо контакты с талибами и тем более
продуктивные контакты о выстраивании общей политической позиции были
бы мало реальны без соответствующей поддержки со стороны иранских и
пакистанских спецслужб.
То, что между двумя последними существует тесное взаимодействие,
несмотря на попытки ряда западных спецслужб вбросить дезинформацию о
кардинальных противоречиях между ними, это уже факт. И оружие талибам
из отрядов «Кветтской шуры» при полном содействии пакистанских
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спецслужб поставляют именно Иран. И тренируются талибы в лагерях на
иранской территории. В обмен, в том числе, и на пакт о ненападении между
лояльными Тегерану хазарейцами и талибами. О том, что такой альянс
существует и действует говорит и еще один факт: оказание прямой военной
помощи со стороны Тегерана фракции «сеть Хаккани», что особенно
явственно проявилось в последние месяцы. А это жестко пропакистанская
фракция. Этот вариант помощи оценивается в Кабуле, как крайне серьезный.
Недаром афганские спецслужбы резко активизировали в последнее время
канал неформального диалога с иранскими коллегами, стараясь убедить их в
том, что необходимо отказаться от оказания прямой поддержки
пропакистанским фракциям талибов. В частности, глава афганской разведки
Масуд Станекзай по личному распоряжению афганского президента А.Гани
несколько раз встречался за последние месяцы с руководством иранского
КСИР. Но пока безуспешно. Москва и Пекин в данном случае подпирают
этот союз в основном политическими методами. В частности, Москва
довольно долго блокировала попытки афганского правительства снять
санкции ООН с лидера группировки «Хезб-э-Ислами» Гульбеддина
Хекматияра, что, по оценке Вашингтона и Кабула, является ключевым
условием мирного соглашения между Кабулом и боевиками. Но «нужное
голосование» Москвы и КНР в Совбезе ООН по вопросу Г.Хекматияра
появилось не просто так. В Москву наконец-то приезжает министр
иностранных дел Афганистана, и российская сторона безусловно делает
аванс с учетом проявления желания Кабула наконец-то учитывать в своих
планах внутриафганского урегулирования интересы и других, кроме
американцев, игроков.
Безусловно, что альянс России-Ирана-Пактистана и КНР противостоит
попыткам Вашингтона-Кабула (с привлечением Дохи, которая и стоит за
«афганским
ИГ»)
монополизировать
площадку
внутриафганского
урегулирования. Афганское руководство, в общем-то, очень серьезно
подставило предыдущую администрацию США, убедив ее в том, что в деле
внутриафганского примирения можно обойтись и без Исламабада. Кабул и
Вашингтон сейчас однозначно столкнулись фактически с нереальностью
осуществления такого сценария. Отсюда и поиски компромисса через
Москву в попытках повлиять через нее в нужном ключе на Иран.
Американцы в этой связи серьезно раздражены. ЦРУ США, кстати, полагает,
что основным проводником «деструктивной политики Москвы в
Афганистане» является специальный представитель президента РФ по
Афганистану З.Кабулов, которого они числят чуть ли не кадровым офицером
«советского КГБ в 1980-90 годах». По этой версии именно он руководит
группой военных российских советников в посольстве РФ в Кабуле. Но это
все мало имеет отношения к реальности. Главное в данном случае это то, что
очередная ошибка в стратегическом планировании руководства США ставит
на повестку дня вопрос об увеличении американского военного континента в
Афганистане, который на сегодня и так составляет 8400 человек.
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Альтернативой этому является только создание всеобъемлющего
переговорного формата по внутриафганскому урегулированию всех внешних
игроков.
Совбез ООН исключил Гульбеддина Хекматьяра из санционного списка
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/106983.html. 4.02.2017

КАБУЛ, 4 февраля. В пятницу Совет Безопасности ООН снял санкции с
лидера Исламской партии Афганистана («Хизб-и-Ислами») Гульбеддина
Хекматьяра, передает телеканал «Толо».
Ссылки по теме
Мохаммад Ашраф Гани подписал мирное соглашение с Гульбеддином Хекматьяром
У лидера «Хизб-и-Ислами» возникли трудности на пути легального возвращения в
Кабул
Россия препятствует мирным переговорам Афганистана с Гульбеддином
Хекматияром

Напомним, что в сентябре прошлого года правительство ИРА подписало
мирное соглашение с Хекматьяром. Одним из условий соглашения стала
отмена санкций в отношении лидера ИПА.
Недавно официальный представитель «Хизб-и-Ислами» заявил, что
подготовка к возвращению Гульбеддина Хекматьяра в Кабул идет полным
ходом, и он может вернуться в Афганистан до исключения из санкционного
списка. Тем временем афганские СМИ сообщили, что в ближайшее время от
80 до 100 заключенных членов «Хизб-и-Ислами» будут освобождены из
тюрем.
ООН исключила Хекматияра из Списка террористов
UN removes Hekmatyar from terrorist list
Masood Haider. Dawn February 5th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1312828/unremoves-hekmatyar-from-terrorist-list

UNITED NATIONS: The United Nations sanctions committee has removed
Afghan warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar from its list of designated terrorists
following his recent peace agreement with the Kabul government.
―Therefore, the assets freeze, travel ban and arms embargo ... no longer apply
to him,‖ the UN Security Council‘s committee said in a statement issued in New
York on Friday.
The move comes months after Afghan President Ashraf Ghani‘s government
sealed a peace deal with Hekmatyar‘s Hizb-e-Islami, or HIG, an insurgent faction.
The truce required Hekmatyar to cease fighting against the Afghan
government in return for his removal from the UN blacklist, along with other
leaders of his faction, and allowing his group to resume political activities in
Afghanistan.
Friday‘s announcement has set the stage for the fugitive warlord, a designated
―global terrorist,‖ to return to Afghan politics after years in hiding, allegedly in
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neighbouring Pakistan, though his aides insist he is present somewhere in the
country.
A member of Hekmatyar‘s peace negotiating team, Atiqullah Safi, confirmed
to Voice of America on Saturday that the group has formally been informed about
the removal of their leader‘s name from the UN terrorist list.
Local and international human rights groups have been critical of the peace
deal from the outset and called for Hekmatyar be held accountable for his alleged
crimes.
―His return will compound the culture of impunity that the Afghan
government and its foreign donors have fostered by not pursuing accountability for
the many victims of forces commanded by Hekmatyar and other warlords that laid
waste to much of the country in the 1990s,‖ Human Rights Watch said in a recent
statement.
AP adds: Amin Karim, the group‘s chief negotiator told reporters on Saturday
―The removal of sanctions proved that the solution is Afghan-owned negotiations
inside the country and coming to a national consensus. If Afghans come to such a
conclusion the international community is supportive of the peace process and it is
good news for peace and the Afghan nation.‖ Karim had earlier said that he would
return to the capital in ―a matter of weeks, not months.‖
Hekmatyar is seen as a potential rival to President Ashraf Ghani and Chief
Executive Abdullah Abdullah, who have governed the country through a shaky,
US-brokered power-sharing agreement since the disputed elections of 2014.
His return could stir up new political uncertainty as the government struggles
to confront a reinvigorated Taliban that has been advancing on several fronts. ―The
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan has taken all the necessary measures for a
respectable, safe, and honourable welcoming and we have taken all security
measures according to the protocol. We are waiting for his (Hekmatyar) return and
we don‘t have any problem in this regard,‖ said Akram Khpolwak, a political
affairs adviser to the Afghan President Ashraf Ghani.
Трампа ожидают мрачные перспективы в Афганистане.
Рамблер.
Новости.
1.02.2017.
https://news.rambler.ru/world/35977780/?utm_content=news&utm_medium=read_more&utm_s
ource=copylink

Офис специального генерального инспектора США по реконструкции в
Афганистане (SIGAR) Джона Сопко представил новому президенту
Дональду Трампу первый доклад о ситуации в Афганистане, открывающий
перед главой Белого дома мрачные перспективы.
Как отмечает агентство Associated Press, в подробном 269-страничном
докладе констатируется, что нынешнее афганское правительство
контролирует лишь половину национальной территории, что кадры местных
служб безопасности и правопорядка разбегаются, производство наркотиков в
стране растет, а выделяемые Соединенными Штатами средства тратятся
неэффективно.
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Представляя доклад, глава офиса Джон Сопко заявил, что этот документ
предоставляет новой американской администрации возможность задуматься
о судьбе 117 миллиардов долларов, которые Вашингтон потратил на
Афганистан с 2002 года.
SIGAR был создан в 2008 году после появления многочисленных
сообщений о растрате, хищении или нецелевом использовании в этой стране
сотен миллионов долларов как афганскими, так и американскими
подрядчиками.
Только за последние три месяца офис Дж. Сопко провел расследование,
позволившее приостановить исполнение контракта на строительство отеля
стоимостью в 99 миллионов долларов. Проект был отменен после того, как
на него были потрачены 85 миллионов долларов, при этом выяснилось, что
афганские подрядчики не получили ни гроша.
Ситуация в Афганистане, подчеркивает Associated Press, остается
тревожной.
На прошлой неделе министерство обороны Афганистана объявило, что
за 10 последних месяцев антиправительственные группировки провели 19
тысяч вооруженных атак, силами афганской армии проведено около 700
операций по борьбе с повстанцами.
По данным ООН, только за последний год более полумиллиона
афганцев вынужденно покинули свои дома из-за военных действий, и это
количество — самое большое за все время подобных наблюдений с 2008
года.
По данным SIGAR, центральное правительство контролирует лишь
57,2% из 407 округов, хотя раньше под его контролем находилось 63,4%
территории страны.
Производство опиума за 2016 год, по данным офиса Дж. Сопко, выросло
на 43%.
Афганистан готов на переговоры с Талибан без всяких предварительных
условий.
Afghan govt ready to negotiate with Taliban unconditionally, says envoy
Dawn. 30.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1311669/afghan-govt-ready-to-negotiatewith-taliban-unconditionally-says-envoy

Afghanistan's top envoy to Pakistan Omar Zakhilwal said his government is
open to unconditional peace negotiations with the Taliban insurgents, Chinese
media reported Monday.
"We are in contact with the Qatar office and also a number of influential
individual Taliban leaders and commanders," the Afghan ambassador told Xinhua
in Islamabad on Monday, adding no formal negotiations have taken place yet.
These remarks came after reports circulated in foreign and Afghan media that
senior Afghan officials had met Taliban members in Qatar.
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"Taliban could bring any proposal to the negotiating table but we have ruled
out preconditions for talks," Zakhilwal said when asked about the conditions put
forth by the Taliban ahead of the talks.
Taliban negotiators have publicly demanded that their political office in Qatar
be opened, UN sanctions on their senior leaders be lifted and their detained
members be released.
"We are open to any and all opportunities for peace talks. We can find our
way with the Taliban if external support to them stops," the Afghan envoy said.
Regarding the long-standing call of Taliban to have foreign troops withdrawn
from the country, Zakhilwal said that the ongoing insurgency in Afghanistan
required the foreign troops to stay.
"If there is no war, then there is no reason for their stay in our country.
Therefore, if Taliban genuinely want the foreign troops to leave Afghanistan,
peace, not war will do that," the Afghan envoy said.
When asked if he thinks violence will rise in the coming spring and summer,
Zakhilwal said the security situation will be "challenging", adding that terrorist
attacks, especially the ones employing guerrilla tactics, are difficult to prevent in
entirety, but the Afghan security forces will "endure as they have proven
themselves by now."
The Taliban traditionally launch their so-called annual "spring offensive" in
April, marking the beginning of the fighting season in the war-torn country.
A former Taliban minister Agha Jan Mutasim alluded that fighting could
increase this year if the Taliban and the government fail to negotiate.
Mutasim, who was a close confidant of the Taliban founder Mullah Omar,
had been involved in peace efforts while living in Turkey and the United Arab
Emirates.
Speaking to Xinhua on Skype, Mutasim urged Kabul and the Taliban leaders
to effectively rake in the winter lull in the fighting and kick-start the political
process.
"A rise in violence will diminish the chances of dialogue," the former Taliban
minister said.
Confirming activity of the militant Islamic State (IS) group or Daesh in
Afghanistan, the Afghan ambassador admitted that Daesh is operating in some
areas of the country but assured that it cannot build a stronghold yet.
"They are in small number but are dangerous. Their approach is not popular
among Afghans. Their model does not go with the psyche of Afghans. If Taliban
join the peace process, Afghanistan will not have the IS problem," the envoy said.
Посол Афганистана в Пакистане встречается с военным и гражданским
руководством Пакистана – для снятия напряженности в двусторонних
отношениях
Afghan envoy reaching out to Pakistani civil-military leaders
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Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
30th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1310990/afghan-envoy-reaching-pakistani-civil-military-leaders/

ISLAMABAD: Afghanistan‘s ambassador in Islamabad has said that he has
started to reach out to Pakistan‘s civil and military leaders and senior politicians
once again to push for ―constructive engagement to end mistrust between the two
countries‖.
Omar Zakhilwal, who is also Afghan President Ashraf Ghani‘s special
representative for Pakistan, travelled to Lahore on Saturday to hold talks with the
Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif.
Bilateral trade: Afghan envoy, CM discuss cooperation
Last month, he hosted senior Pashtun leaders at his residence to discuss their
role in bringing the two countries closer. Another such meeting is planned in
Islamabad, sources close to some Pakistani politicians say. Zakhilwal also paid two
visits to Darul Uloom-e-Haqqania to meet Maulana Samiul Haq. The Express
Tribune has learnt that Pashtun leaders advised the Afghan envoy to also consult
politicians in other provinces.
―My meeting with Chief Minister Shabaz Sharif was part of the series of
meetings I have started with relevant and influential political national leaders of
Pakistan,‖ Zakhilwal told The Express Tribune on Sunday. ―In such meetings we
inevitably discuss reasons that have led bilateral relations to where they are and
what specific measures are needed to put us on a positive path,‖ he said.
―My meetings with Shahbaz Sharif are important not only because of his
relationship to Pakistan‘s prime minister but also because of his own standing
within the ruling PML-N and his important role in the broader national and
regional economic policies and projects that are key to regional economic
wellbeing and stability,‖ Zakhilwal said. ―His (Shahbaz‘s) stated position and
advocacy for policies that respect Afghanistan‘s sovereignty and are supportive of
peace and stability are viewed positively by us‖.
Afghan envoy blamed for creating ‗misunderstanding‘
The envoy rejected the impression that Afghanistan is responsible for tense
relations with Pakistan.
In an earlier interview the ambassador talked about the prospects of the peace
talks with the Taliban in which he said that Kabul was ―open to any and all
opportunities for peace talks.‖ About the Da‘ish threat, he said the ultra-radical
group had presence in some spots of Afghanistan but would not take root in the
country.
Прогнозные оценки американской исследовательской организации
«Стратфор» по Южной Азии (Пакистан – Индия) и Афганистану на 2017 г.
Баранов В.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32213. 27 января, 2017.

В конце 2016 г. известная американская частная аналитикоисследовательская организация «Стратфор» (Stratfor – сокращение от
английского Strategic Forecasting – «Стратегическое прогнозирование»), в
состав которой входят отставные офицеры ЦРУ и других специальных
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ведомств и структур США, а также действующие аналитики по
стратегическому прогнозированию развития ситуации и международных
отношений по различным странам и регионам мира, как всегда опубликовала
в открытом доступе серию ежегодных прогнозов на 2017 г. по регионам
Евразии, Европы, Южной Азии, Ближнего Востока и Северной Африки и др.
На наш взгляд, для российского экспертного сообщества и для читателей,
интересующихся прогнозами и анализом развития международных
отношений и ситуации в странах Ближнего и Среднего Востока представляет
большой научно-практический интерес прогноз «Стратфор» по региону
Южная Азия, прежде всего по Пакистану и Афганистану, а также развития
индийско–пакистанских отношений в 2017 г. Ниже приводится сокращенный
перевод с английского языка этого прогноза с последующими
комментариями автора данной статьи.
2. Индия и Пакистан: сниженный риск эскалации напряженности
В августе 2017 г. будет отмечаться 70-я годовщина независимости
Индии и Пакистана, поэтому в настоящее время в каждой из этих стран на
националистические настроения находятся на подъеме. Этот всплеск
национализма, не говоря уже о непрекращающихся трансграничных атаках
боевиков вглубь территории Кашмира (имеется ввиду индийский штат
Джамму и Кашмир – авт.) будет заставлять правительства по обе стороны
индийско-пакистанской границы находится в состоянии повышенной боевой
тревоги. И даже несмотря на то, что самая последняя эволюция индийской
военной доктрины (имеется в виду нанесение точечных «хирургических»
ударов по местам базирования исламистских террористических группировок,
действующих с территории Пакистана – авт.), которая является более
тактической и точечной, чем ее предшественница, будет сдерживать атаки
исламистов и минимизировать риск эскалации [тлеющей напряженности и
состояния латентного конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном] – эта
доктрина не снимет полностью возможность такой эскалации.
Именно в этом контексте в 2017 г. будет формироваться индийско –
пакистанское соперничество. Сезон общенациональных выборов в Индии
подстегнет антипакистанскую риторику, которая только вдохновит Пакистан
на продолжение ответа на нарастающие трансграничные обстрелы
пакистанской территории индийским войсками (В целом, следует отметить,
что напряженность [между Индией и Пакистаном] с 2014 г., года когда
премьер-министр Нарендра Моди пришел к власти и когда НАТО вывело
большую часть своих войск из Афганистана, возросла, давая возможность
Пакистану переключить свое внимание с пакистано-афганской границы на
его границу с Индией.)
Но в Пакистане также состоятся общенациональные выборы,
намеченные на 2018 г., и в этом году (2017 – авт.) премьер-министр
Пакистана Наваз Шариф начнет свою собственную предвыборную кампанию
за его переизбрание на беспрецедентный для Пакистана четвертый срок.
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Критика со стороны оппозиции, что он слишком слабо реагирует на Индию,
подвигнет его занять более жесткую позицию.
3. Действия боевиков как средство достижения цели
В 2017 г. террористические действия боевиков в Южной Азии будут
использоваться как средство для достижения политических целей. Индия
продолжит работу совместно с Афганистаном по строительству порта
Чабахар в Иране (Chabahar Port), все более раздражая этим Пакистан,
который считает, что Нью–Дели также предоставляет помощь сепаратистам в
[пакистанском] Белуджистане. Эта помощь, как подозревает Пакистан, сама
по себе является подрывом Китайско–пакистанского экономического
коридора (China –Pakistan Economic Corridor), центральной темой обещания в
ходе предвыборной кампании Шарифа о снижении нехватки природного газа
в Пакистане. Соответственно, Исламабад будет сопротивляться призывам
арестовать членов афганского движения «Талибан», которые живут в
Белуджистане, используя их в качестве рычагов воздействия на Вашингтон и
Кабул с целью снова включить Пакистан в переговоры с афганским
«Талибаном» (имеются в виду переговоры США с представителями т.н.
«умеренной» фракции афганского движения «Талибан», которые
периодически идут в разных городах мира, в основном в столице Катара –
Дохе – автора.)
4. Пакистанское правительство остается непреклонным
В основе динамики развития ситуации в регионе лежит то
обстоятельство, насколько большую силу влияния на политику страны
имеют пакистанские военные, и, в особенности, армия Пакистана. Она уже
правила практически в течение половины срока за всю 69-летнюю историю
страны. Пока еще слишком рано говорить, что генерал Камар Баджва (Qamar
Bajva), недавно назначенный главнокомандующий пакистанской армии,
изменит баланс силы между гражданскими и военными в Пакистане. Но ясно
то, что угрозы со стороны Индии – реальные или воображаемые –
подтолкнет армию к поддержанию статус–кво, даже в свете двух вех,
недавно прошедших ею на пути к гражданскому правлению: завершения
пятилетнего срока пребывания у власти избранного демократическим путем
президента страны в 2013 г., а также лишение полномочий
главнокомандующего армией Пакистана после окончания одного срока его
пребывания в должности в 2015 г.
В любом случае, пакистанское правительство останется непреклонным в
том, что касается его роли в афганском конфликте – что представляет собой,
надо сказать, то обстоятельство, что Пакистан будет препятствовать
переговорам (имеется в виду переговоры с афганским «Талибаном» - авт.),
если вообще он позволит им возобновиться, если он почувствует, что его
оттирают Афганистан или США. Но то, что еще стоит на пути разрешения
[афганского конфликта], это разделение на фракции внутри афганского
«Талибана» — проявившееся наиболее заметно в этом (2016 г. – авт.) году со
стороны его «фракции Дохи» (т.е. т.н. «умеренных талибов, которые
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периодически возобновляют в столице Катара – Дохе переговоры с США по
мирному урегулированию афганского кризиса – авт.). Эта фракция начала
озвучивать призывы к афганскому «Талибану» в целом к переходу от
партизанской повстанческой войны к полноценному политическому
движению – т.е. разделения на фракции, которое станет наиболее очевидным
в 2017 г. Нестабильность [ в Афганистане] будет тормозить прогресс на пути
к реализации транснациональных энергетических проектов, таких, как проект
ТАПИ (газопровод Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия – авт.),
который подчеркивает роль Афганистана как энергетического моста,
связывающего насыщенную энергоресурсами Центральную Азию и
испытывающей нехватку энергии Южной Азией.
На наш взгляд, такой прогноз аналитиков «Стратфора» вполне
корректен и заслуживает внимания российского экспертного сообщества,
занимающегося проблемам Пакистана, Афганистана и индийскопакистанских отношений. Но если анализировать его более пристально, то
возникает ощущение, что аналитики «Стратфора», давая общий прогноз
состояния индийско-пакистанских отношений в 2017 г. не совсем правы,
когда говорят о том, что конфликтный потенциал между этими двумя
региональными антагонистами не вырастет в открытый вооруженный
конфликт. На наш взгляд, такая опасность существует в свете того, что 2017
г. – как раз год выборов в Индии и предвыборный год в Пакистане и в свете
усиления националистических настроений, которые присутствуют в обеих
странах, любая вооруженная активность с обеих сторон на пакистаноиндийской границе может спровоцировать новый вооруженный конфликт
пониженной интенсивности, т.е. т.н. «гибридная война», которая ведется
обеими сторонами друг против друга в латентной форме в течение уже
продолжительного времени (стычки на границе, обстрелы с обеих сторон
военнослужащих, а также особенно новый «хирургический» точечный удар
индийских войск по базам террористических группировок, ведущих
террористическую войну против Индии в индийском штате Джамму и
Кашмир может, в обстановке ужесточения позиции гражданских в
отношении Индии и нажима со стороны военных Пакистана на
правительство Наваза Шарифа с целью «дать адекватный ответ» Индии,
привести к открытому вооруженному конфликту между Индией и
Пакистаном на манер т.н. «вооруженного противостояния» в 2001-2002 г.
Что касается позиции Пакистана по отношению к переговорам с
«фракцией Дохи» афганского движения «Талибан», то на наш взгляд,
Исламабад, скорее всего, не будет тормозить эти переговоры, в случае, если
они возобновятся, а постарается любыми путями принять в них участие,
договорившись, прежде всего, с администрацией вновь избранного
президента США Дональда Трампа, которая может оказать давление на
Афганистан, с целью подключения Пакистана к этому переговорному
процессу, при этом США будут исходить из стремления президента
Д.Трампа, которое он озвучил еще в ходе предвыборной кампании в США и
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повторил в общем виде в своей инаугурационной речи 20 января с.г. о
максимальном невмешательстве американских войск в региональные
конфликты и «защите своих собственных границ вместо чужих». Таким
образом, и здесь аналитики «Стратфора» могут дать не совсем корректный
прогноз.
В целом, данный прогноз «Стратфора» по Южной Азии и Афганистану
представляет несомненный интерес для российского экспертного
сообщества.
При написании данной статьи автор использовал следующие материалы:
Stratfor 2017 Annual Forecast: South Asia/ Dec 27, 2016
https://www.stratfor.com/forecast/2017-annual-forecast-south-asia/south-asia

Афганские беженцы в Пакистане (1.5 млн.) создают массу проблем.
Our Afghan refugee population dilemma
Syed Mohammad Ali (writer is a development anthropologist currently based in Fairfax,
Virginia and is currently teaching at Georgetown and George Washington Universities). The
Express Tribune, January 27th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308021/afghan-refugeepopulation-dilemma/

According to the UN refugee agency (UNHCR), Pakistan has some 1.5
million registered refugees
While Pakistan‘s tangled relationship with Afghanistan can be assessed at
various levels, one major implication of this entanglement has resulted in us
hosting one of the largest and most protracted refugee populations in the world.
The plight of millions of people who have languished in exile for years in
neighbouring Pakistan and Afghanistan has remained a major humanitarian
challenge for both these resource constraint countries, which has not received the
level of international support the issue deserved. In the case of Pakistan at least, the
government announced new repatriation plans last year, and it has been stepping
up pressure to send Afghans back. Besides the economic burden of hosting this
refugee population, the fact that Afghan-Indian relations keep strengthening, while
those between Afghanistan and Pakistan have long been clouded by mutual
accusations of cross border movements of militant extremists does not help matters
much.
With no sign that the Taliban insurgency will ease up, and the Afghan
military also battling other insurgent groups, notably IS, record numbers of
Afghans were internally displaced by conflict in 2016. Meanwhile, Iran continues
to push Afghans back home, Europe is likely to return more, and Pakistan says it
will begin forced deportations of all Afghans who have not left the country by
March.
Estimates concerning the number of Afghan refugees in Pakistan vary.
According to the UN refugee agency (UNHCR), Pakistan has some 1.5 million
registered refugees, while another million are estimated to be unregistered. Last
year, the Prime Minister extended the deadline for Afghan refugees to legally
reside in Pakistan till March 2017.
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The large number of unregistered refugees has to do with Pakistan‘s decision
to stop registering further refugees, or the inability of refugees to get their cards
renewed. Undocumented refugees are ineligible for cash grants from the UNHCR,
are more vulnerable to abuse by state authorities, and are under even more pressure
to leave.
The UNHCR has been giving $400 to refugees willing to repatriate, but the
agency itself has come under criticism for compelling refugees to return.
Conversely, many refugees have reported being unable to register with the
UNHCR due to incomplete paperwork, or expired refugee cards, making them
ineligible for the UNHCR‘s help to return.
Pakistan has issued deadlines before, and then extended them. But the sheer
number of Afghans who have left over the past few months, coupled with the
political rhetoric and reports of intimidation, imply that this time the resolve is
more serious.
A Human Rights Watch report recently highlighted Pakistan‘s failure to meet
its international legal obligation to protect its Afghan refugee population from
harassment, at least half of whom are children. The alleged increasing use of
coercive pressure from local governments, including the police, especially in the
K-P, to expel Afghan refugees cannot be condoned. Dawn, for instance, has
recently cited major recent crime statistics from K-P, which indicate that contrary
to the widespread notion, Afghans constitute just over one per cent of those found
to have been involved in offences deemed heinous. The discrepancy between this
finding and the oft-quoted figures about Afghan refugees‘ involvement in offences,
which have been said to range from 15 per cent to 30 per cent of the total crimes
taking place in the province.
However, blaming Pakistan alone for its hardheartedness towards the plight of
the Afghan refugees would be unfair. Pakistan‘s exhaustion with its enormous and
longstanding refugee burden is understandable. There is also no doubt about the
lacklustre and sporadic support provided by the international community to deal
with this refugee crisis. The Afghanistan government must also realise that
Pakistan is doing it a huge favour and be a bit more gracious, especially since the
high numbers of returnees is posing a major challenge for the government, which
will further complicate its chances of socio-economic stabilisation.
СМИ: Дональд Трамп
контингента в Афганистане

не

исключает

возможности

увеличения

«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/106709.html. 25.01.2017.

КАБУЛ, 25 января. Новоиспечѐнный президент США Дональд Трамп
пообещал своему афганскому коллеге Ашрафу Гани рассмотреть
возможность увеличения американского военного присутствия в ИРА,
сообщают источники из афганских политических кругов.
Ссылки по теме
Замир Кабулов: Вывод войск США из Афганистана в текущих условиях обернѐтся
катастрофой
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Хамид Карзай призвал Трампа укреплять взаимоотношения с Россией

Согласно поступившим данным, американский лидер беседовал с
президентом ИРА по телефону ещѐ в декабре прошлого года. На переговорах
стороны обсудили сложную ситуацию с безопасностью на территории ИРА,
при этом Трамп, как сообщается, предложил Гани в случае необходимости
ввести в Афганистан дополнительные войска.
«Избранный президент Дональд Трамп заявил, что определѐнно
продолжит поддержку афганских правоохранительных органов и рассмотрит
предложение о вводе большего числа войск после оценки <ситуации в
целом>», – цитирует анонимный источник газета ―Wall Street Journal‖.
На данный момент представители Белого дома и американского
военного командования воздерживаются от комментирования сообщений о
декабрьских переговорах и перспективы увеличения военного контингента в
Афганистане.
Линия политики США на афганском направлении при новом президенте
до сих пор не была обозначена, во многом в связи со сменой президента и
администрации, и данный вопрос остаѐтся предметом пристального
внимания мировой общественности.
Напомним, что ранее экс-президент Афганистана Хамид Карзай выразил
надежду на то, что США будут взаимодействовать с Россией в целях
стабилизации ситуации в ИРА. В свою очередь, спецпредставитель
президента РФ по Афганистану Замир Кабулов признал, что администрации
Трампа предстоит столкнуться с серьѐзными вызовами, поскольку политика
США на афганском направлении была крайне неэффективной в последние
годы.
Замир Кабулов: Вывод войск США из Афганистана в текущих условиях
обернѐтся катастрофой
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/106686.html. 24.01.2017.

МОСКВА, 24 января. Вывод американского контингента в Афганистане
в текущей ситуации может привести к катастрофе, заявил прессе
спецпредставитель президента России по Афганистану Замир Кабулов.
Заявление было сделано российским дипломатом в ходе интервью, в
котором Кабулов представил свои взгляды на вероятные перспективы
дальнейшей политики Вашингтона на афганском направлении, которая
может претерпеть изменения в результате смены президента и
администрации.
«Насколько мне известно, Трамп ничего пока выводить не собирается,
что логично, потому что если в нынешних условиях он примет решение о
выводе контингента, то все однозначно рухнет», – пояснил Замир Кабулов.
Спецпредставитель президента РФ отметил, что новому американскому
лидеру предстоит столкнуться с непростыми вызовами в связи с афганским
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вопросом, поскольку в последние годы политика США на данном
направлении была крайне неэффективной.
«Трамп унаследовал катастрофическое положение от ушедшей
администрации, и это большая головная боль для него, – добавил Кабулов. –
Такие безумные деньги потрачены США в Афганистане, что у него,
наверное, много вопросов к тем людям, которые проводили такую
политику».
Российский дипломат упомянул о том, что сейчас у Москвы пока не
было контактов с новой американской администрацией по афганскому
вопросу, и возобновление диалога будет возможным только после того, как в
США будут произведены соответствующие назначения, сообщает
«Лента.Ру».
Примечательно, что несколькими днями ранее экс-президент
Афганистана Хамид Карзай призвал нового президента США Дональда
Трампа к укреплению связей с Россией, выразив надежду на то, что это
позволит странам стабилизировать ситуацию в Афганистане и регионе.
Игра в «Талибан»: январские теракты в Афганистане и борьба за сферы
влияния в регионе
Нессар Мохаммад Омар. Восточная
https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=6742

аналитика.

№1,

2017.

24

01.2017.

Вскоре после новогодних праздников установившийся в Афганистане
режим «относительной тишины» нарушила серия терактов, прокатившихся
по всей стране. 10 января неподалѐку от здания афганского парламента в
Кабуле прогремели два взрыва. В результате теракта, по официальным
данным, погибли свыше 20 человек и еще около 50 человек получили
ранения. Еще больший урон нанес второй взрыв, который прогремел спустя
несколько минут после того, когда на место инцидента прибыли силовики и
службы спасения. По некоторым данным, целью террористической атаки был
микроавтобус, перевозящий офицеров афганской разведки.
В тот же день сотрудники разведки Афганистана стали целью другой
атаки в южной провинции Гельманд. В результате взрыва, осуществленного
террористом-смертником вблизи местного Управления национальной
безопасности (УНБ) провинции, погибли, по меньшей мере, 6 человек из
числа мирных жителей. Офицеры разведки, по официальным данным, не
пострадали.
11 января в результате серии взрывов в восточной провинции Нангархар
погибли несколько человек, в том числе, по меньшей мере, один
полицейский.
Однако наибольший резонанс вызвала террористическая атака в
Кандагаре. Вечером 10 января на территории резиденции губернатора
провинции прогремел мощный взрыв, в результате которого погибли 12
человек, в том числе заместитель губернатора Кандагара Абдул Али Шамси,
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и 5 дипломатов из ОАЭ. Среди погибших также оказались депутат Волуси
джирги (нижней палаты афганского парламента) Баз Мохаммад Джаузджани,
как выяснилось позже, два родственника бывшего президента страны Хамида
Карзая – Яма Курейши и Хашим Карзай, а также ряд других
высокопоставленных официальных лиц. Ранения в результате теракта
получили посол ОАЭ Джума Мохаммед Абдулла Аль-Кааби, губернатор
провинции Кандагар Хомаюн Азизи и другие.
Дерзкую атаку на резиденцию кандагарского губернатора осудило
международное сообщество, а афганские власти объявили в стране
двухдневный национальный траур.
Серия терактов 10-11 января оказалась самой масштабной после
трехсторонней московской встречи с участием России, Китая и Пакистана по
афганскому урегулированию. По итогам этого совещания, состоявшегося 27
декабря 2016 года, РФ заявила о «гибком подходе» к санкциям против
талибов, что болезненно было воспринято западными странами. Вместе с
тем, за теракты в Кабуле, Гельманде и Нангархаре ответственность взяли на
себя боевики движения «Талибан», которые, впрочем, поспешили отречься
от атаки на гостиничный комплекс администрации Кандагара, в результате
которой погибли арабские дипломаты.
Впрочем, афганские власти с заверениями талибов о непричастности к
кандагарской трагедии не согласились. По словам одного из участников
кандагарской встречи, чудом оставшегося в живых начальника полиции
провинции генерала Абдул Разака, за преступлением стоят сеть Хаккани,
считающаяся крылом «Талибана», и пакистанская Межведомственная
разведка (ISI). 16 января обстоятельства взрыва в Кандагаре стали предметом
беседы президента Афганистана и главы пакистанской армии. В телефонном
разговоре с генералом Камар Джавидом Баджвой Мохаммад Ашраф Гани
поставил под сомнение предпринимаемые Исламабадом усилия по борьбе с
базирующимися на территории Пакистана боевиками. По словам афганского
президента, организаторы терактов в Кабуле и Кандагаре открыто
проживают и вербуют боевиков в Пакистане.
Уже известно, что взрыв в резиденции губернатора Кандагара был
осуществлен с помощью заранее спрятанного в помещении, где проходила
важная встреча с участием иностранных гостей, взрывного устройства.
Однако пока неизвестно, как организаторам нападения удалось пронести
взрывное устройство через многочисленные кордоны безопасности.
Возможно, на этот вопрос ответит специальная следственная комиссия, в
состав которой вошли не только представители Афганистана, но и ОАЭ и
НАТО.
Сейчас работа комиссии по расследованию трагедии в Кандагаре
находится под пристальным вниманием и это понятно. Ведь результаты
работы комиссии окажут влияние не только на отношение ОАЭ к талибам.
Если причастность талибов к кандагарской атаке официально подтвердится,
то это создаст серьезные трудности на пути наметившегося после
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трехсторонних московских консультаций 27 декабря процесса легализации
лидеров Талибана. Подтверждение причастности талибов к убийству
дипломатов ОАЭ, при соответствующей медийной подаче, серьезно
усложнит позиции Москвы и Пекина в контактах с лидерами афганских
повстанцев. России и Китаю гораздо сложнее будет выступать против
доводов США занести лидера талибов Хайбатуллу Ахундзаду в санкционные
списки Совета безопасности ООН. Не менее сложно россиянам и китайцам
будет обосновать необходимость удаления имен лидеров талибов из этих
списков.
Очевидно, причастность Талибана к гибели арабских дипломатов
способна повлиять не только на отношение иностранных государств к
талибам, но и на региональные процессы. По некоторым данным, в
последнее время Саудовская Аравия и ряд других стран Персидского залива
ведут переговоры с Пакистаном о создании «суннитского военного блока» в
регионе. Доказательная причастность талибов, а тем более пакистанских
военных кругов, к гибели арабских дипломатов ударит не только по этому
процессу, но и усилит изоляционные меры в отношении Пакистана.
Разумеется, срыв планов по созданию «суннитского военного блока» в
регионе не может не обрадовать Иран, а усиление международной изоляции
Пакистана станет настоящим подарком для Индии. В этом смысле, январский
теракт в Кандагаре, вне зависимости от того, хотели этого его организаторы
или нет, оказывается спусковым механизмом для новой политической игры,
связанной с борьбой за передел сфер влияния в регионе.
Пакистан хочет прямых переговоров с Афганистаном
Islamabad girds up for ‗tough talk‘ with Kabul
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
23rd,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1304012/terror-blame-game-islamabad-girds-tough-talk-kabul/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is preparing for ‗tough talk‘ with Afghanistan in
coming weeks when army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa will travel to Kabul
at the invitation of President Ashraf Ghani.
Although Gen Qamar has in principle accepted Ghani‘s invitation, he is
waiting for the ‗appropriate time‘ to visit Afghanistan in a bid to mend fractured
ties with the neighbouring country.
Rejoinder from Islamabad: Foreign Office deplores Kabul‘s ‗rhetoric‘
A senior security official said the army chief would likely visit Kabul after
President Donald Trump‘s administration announces its policy on the Afghan
situation. But whenever the army chief would travel to Kabul, he plans to deliver a
‗clear message‘ to the Afghan leadership: ―Stop blaming Pakistan for your own
failings‖.
Gen Qamar is also expected to inform the Afghan leadership in categorical
terms that Pakistan is not patronising any group or providing them sanctuaries,
according to the official familiar with the development. In fact, he would present
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‗compelling evidence‘ of how some elements within the Afghan government are
supporting terrorist groups that are launching attacks in Pakistan.
The official said the army chief, however, would renew Pakistan‘s
commitment to supporting efforts seeking a political end to chronic instability in
Afghanistan.
Since taking over the army‘s command, Gen Qamar has been attempting to
reach out to Afghanistan. He spoke twice in less than two weeks to President
Ghani — first on new year‘s eve and then after a series of terrorist attacks in
Afghanistan. He not only condemned the terrorist incidents but also offered
Pakistan‘s assistance in dealing with the common challenge.
At the same time, the army chief requested the Afghan president to stop the
blame game because, according to him, such an approach would not serve the
purpose of either country.
However, his efforts did not succeed as the Afghan president stuck to its
earlier allegations and insisted his country now wanted ‗serious talks‘ with
Pakistan on the future of ties between the two countries.
A Foreign Office official told The Express Tribune that Pakistan also wanted
‗serious discussions‘ with Afghanistan.
However, the official, who requested not be named because he was not
authorised to speak to media, made it clear that Pakistan‘s intention for serious and
meaningful discussions was meant to sort out differences between the two
countries.
At his news briefing last Thursday, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees
Zakaria said Pakistan, as the most sincere friend and well-wisher of the Afghan
people, had contributed to the Afghan-owned and Afghan-led peace process,
whenever requested.
―Pakistan has the highest stakes in peace and stability in Afghanistan. No
country gets affected more than Pakistan due to instability in Afghanistan.
Pakistan‘s commitment to peace and stability in Afghanistan is, therefore, beyond
any doubt,‖ Zakaria said while rejecting the Afghan allegations.
Breaking the ice, Islamabad reaches out to Kabul
But before making the next move, Pakistan hopes the new US administration
would take a more ‗realistic view‘ of Afghanistan and form a policy accordingly.
It is not clear yet how different Trump‘s policy would be than that of his
predecessor, but Pakistani policymakers feel the change in Washington would
certainly offer Islamabad an opportunity to address some of the misconceptions.
Under former US president Barack Obama, the US and Afghanistan routinely
blamed Pakistan for the current mess in the war-torn country. The Kabul
administration believes Pakistan is still providing ‗safe havens‘ to terrorists, who
have been orchestrating attacks against Afghanistan. Pakistan has strongly rebutted
these charges and pointed towards the growing instability within Afghanistan as
the main reason for the regrouping of all kinds of militant outfits.
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Россия и Афганистан – новый мировой порядок
Afghanistan and the New World Order
Jehangir Khattak (a New York-based journalist, and Co-Director of Centre for Community and Ethnic
Media at the Graduate School of Journalism of City University of New York) . The Express Tribune, January
20th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1300965/afghanistan-new-world-order/

The Moscow huddle added one new element to the complicated Afghan
chessboard — a reassertive Russia in Afghanistan
As Donald Trump takes oath as the 45th President of the US, history seems to
be going full circle in one part of the world. The enemies of yesteryear are cosying
up to one another and allies of yesterday are embracing estrangement, if not
outright hostility over Afghanistan.
The display of shifting sands was witnessed in Moscow on December 27,
2016, where Chinese and Pakistani officials huddled with their Russian hosts. The
mooting point was Afghanistan, whose government was not invited. A joint
statement, issued after the dialogue, expressed support for talks with the Afghan
Taliban and concern over the spread of the Islamic State (IS).
The Moscow huddle added one new element to the complicated Afghan
chessboard — a reassertive Russia in Afghanistan. Russia admitted its outreach to
Taliban last December, and who welcomed the Moscow talks. Three reasons are
being ascribed to its new Afghan strategy — to maintain stability in Afghanistan,
check proliferation of drug trafficking and to defeat the IS. Taliban consider the IS
as a rival and have been fighting it.
Russians seem to be following a familiar game plan — change the dynamics
of a conflict in its favour through muscular diplomacy and hard military power. It
deployed this strategy in Syria and in Crimea before that. It is embracing
disenchanted global and regional players — Iran and Turkey in Syria, and China
and Pakistan over Afghanistan.
Moscow is also reaching out to Iran to join its initiative on Afghanistan, while
Afghans, following their public displeasure, are also likely to be invited to the next
meeting. Russia is expecting to become a dominant player in the Afghan conflict
just like in Syria.
In Syria, Moscow‘s involvement transformed President Bashar al-Assad
government‘s shrinking writ over the areas under opposition control into new
military gains in cities like Aleppo. It tamed the Western and Arab-backed
opposition to a compromise ceasefire on the one hand and the West‘s military
support to rebels almost a lost cause. The Turks joining hands with Russians also
exemplifies the bungled Western strategy of supporting a three-way war — to
defeat Assad regime, the IS and al Qaeda affiliates.
China and Pakistan joining hands with Moscow is somewhat understandable.
For China, cooperation with Russia on Afghanistan has its strategic dividends. The
principal being safeguarding its mining interests in the restive countryside,
significantly controlled by Taliban; and fighting an extended war of its own
backyard — against the separatists from Xinjiang autonomous region, many of
whom are based in Afghanistan.
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For Pakistan, the forum gives it an opportunity to counterbalance the US
embrace of India over Afghanistan. Former US ambassador to Afghanistan Zalmay
Khalilzad, a longtime proponent of a US policy that offers both carrot and stick to
either win over Islamabad or force it to fall in US policy line over Afghanistan,
was one of few foreign policy experts who advised Washington to bring in new
players to Afghan equation to pressure Islamabad.
In an opinion article in The Washington Post on June 30, 2011, Khalilzad
advised the Obama administration to give Pakistan compelling and consequential
choices over Afghanistan. The incentives included facilitating resolution of
outstanding disputes between Pakistan and Afghanistan and Pakistan and India,
support its weak economy, help address its security needs and concerns, start major
structural projects, etc.
―Should Pakistani intransigence persist, the United States will need a longterm strategy that manages the threat from Pakistan and embraces a broad
multilateral effort to assist those Pakistanis who seek to transform their country.
This would, in part, require the United States to maintain a military presence in
Afghanistan to counter the terror threat and assist in preventing the victory of
Pakistani proxies in Afghanistan. We would also need to consider accelerating
security ties with India as part of a containment regime against Pakistan. Most
important, the United States would have to channel bilateral assistance to Pakistan
in a way that empowers moderate civil society but reduces support for the
military.‖
Some of Khalilzad‘s recommendations seem to have found favours in
Washington and have been adopted as US policy instruments.
It is in this context that the Moscow huddle gains added significance. The
move, if successfully shapes up as a serious initiative, can bring Russia and India
face to face in a country where they were on the same side in the 1980s. It will also
put to test President Donald Trump‘s vision of improved relations with Russia,
stabilising Afghanistan and defeating the IS.
While chances of success of Russian initiative may not appear too bright for
now, its significance can still not be discounted. It may outset regional
realignments but may not bring peace to Afghanistan. Rather it will open new
proxy wars unless the move is made more multilateral in meaningful ways.
Трехсторонние переговоры по Афганистану в Москве (Россия-КитайАфганистан)
Russia-China-Pakistan:Third trilateral dialogue on Afghanistan
Amina Khan (research fellow at the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad(ISSI). Daily
Times. 18.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/blog/18-Jan-17/russia-china-pakistanthird-trilateraldialogue-on-afghanistan

On December 27, 2016, officials from Russia, China and Pakistan met in
Moscow for the third Trilateral Dialogue on Afghanistan, where all three states
deliberated on the deteriorating state of affairs in the country, the stalled Afghan
peace process and the growing threat of the Islamic State (IS) in the region. In a
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joint statement, representatives from all three countries reaffirmed their support for
an inclusive Afghan-led and Afghan-owned reconciliation process, underlined the
importance of intensifying efforts in this regard, and the importance of adopting
flexible measures to remove the names of certain Taliban members from the
sanctions lists in order to encourage peace talks. The inclusion of the Afghan
government in future talks was also affirmed.
The formation of the Russia-China-Pakistan Trilateral Dialogue is a
welcoming development and a good initiative, however it has been questioned and
looked upon with suspicion by Afghanistan, India and the US, with particular
reference to Russia's growing interest and involvement in the peace process. The
Afghan government expressed concern and displeasure over the meeting and
questioned why Afghanistan was not involved in the discussion and that it was
the state‘s prerogative to decide who should be on the sanctions list.
In December 2016, President Ghani had asked the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) to impose sanctions against the incumbent Taliban chief,
HaibatullahAkhundzada. Apart from the government, Afghan parliamentarians
also lashed out at all three states for excluding Afghanistan and felt that it was a
―direct interference in Afghan internal issues.‖
The Taliban, who previously considered Russia an enemy, have welcomed the
trilateral initiative, expressing that ―it is joyous to see that regional countries have
also understood that the Taliban are a political and military force and that the
proposal forwarded in the Moscow tripartite of delisting members of the group is a
positive step in bringing peace and security to Afghanistan.‖
Similarly, the recent unexpected contact between Russia and the Taliban over
their common enemy, the IS, has brought a new dimension to the Afghan issue.
ZamirKabulov, Russia‘s special envoy to Afghanistan, had recently expressed that
the ―Taliban interests objectively coincide with ours.‖
While Russia‘s outreach towards the Taliban appears to be political, the
apparent deepening of ties between the two former adversaries has been an issue of
concern for Afghanistan and the US who are concerned that "Russian support may
lead to or include weapons or funding‖.
The United Sates expressed concern over the meeting, as well as over being
excluded, but at the same time ―welcomed any talks to discuss the same secure,
safe, prosperous Afghanistan that we all want to see.‖
The Trilateral Dialogue between Russia, China and Pakistan is not the first of
its kind - similar initiatives have been at play to seek a political solution to the
conflict in Afghanistan. Neither is this meeting the first that all three states have
had on Afghanistan. Prior to the meeting in Moscow, two other meetings on
Afghanistan had taken place; the first was held in Beijing in April, 2013 followed
by the second round of Russia-China-Pakistan Trilateral Dialogue on November
20, 2013 in Islamabad. Additionally, it is not the only trilateral initiative on
Afghanistan - the United States, India, and Afghanistan held the first-ever trilateral
meeting in September 2016, in New York on Afghanistan. However, what makes
the Russia-China-Pakistan Dialogue unique is the role of Russia, who for the first
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time since its withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1979, has decided to play an
instrumental role in reviving the peace process between the Afghan government
and the Taliban by collaborating with China and Pakistan. Additionally, China's
role and Pakistan's involvement makes the process more plausible on several
counts.
Growing insecurity in Afghanistan, the Taliban's thriving insurgency coupled
with the alleged rise of the Islamic State (IS) or Daesh, and its spillover effect has
further made Afghanistan an issue of concern for neighbouring countries,
particularly Pakistan, China and Russia whose security is directly affected by
events in Afghanistan. Russia's growing interest in Afghanistan is chiefly due to
the presence of IS in the region, whom it believes is trying to make inroads by
training individuals from Central Asia and Russia (primarily the Chechen
separatist groups) to destabilise Central Asia and Russia. Hence, it is believed that
the possible alliance between Chechen separatist groups and the IS and the threat
posed by them has prompted Russia to reach out and establish contacts with the
Afghan Taliban who have opposed the IS in Afghanistan.
Similarly, China which has traditionally maintained a limited role in
Afghanistan has begun to play a more proactive and constructive role in helping to
bring about stability in the country by offering to provide necessary facilitation
between the Afghan government and the Taliban in realizing reconciliation. Since
2014, China has hosted a number of Taliban delegations and has taken part in
several initiatives including the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination
Mechanism (QCCM) to help foster talks. China's increasing interest and
involvement in Afghanistan stems from its fears of the possible spread of militancy
into its Sinkiang province, the spread of IS and its support to the Chinese militant
groups i.e. ETIM separatist group based in Sinkiang. Apart from the spread of
militancy, ongoing instability in Afghanistan continues to be a major hurdle
for interconnectivity in the region and in particular, the implementation of CPEC.
The trilateral Dialogue has taken place at a time when relations between
Pakistan and Afghanistan are at their lowest following a series of tensions
revolving around perpetual mistrust, Afghan Taliban, a vicious blame game,
reignited border clashes and the repatriation of Afghan refugees from Pakistan.
While Pakistan has expressed its willingness to extend every kind of cooperation
for lasting peace in Afghanistan and has agreed to revisit its policy on repatriation,
authorities in Afghanistan have been less forthcoming, and it appears that until
such contentious issues are addressed, particularly those of security and border
management, relations will continue to plummet. However, in an effort to ease
tensions, the recent overture by Pakistan‘s Chief of Army Staff, General Qamar
Javed Bajwa towards the Afghan leadership, in which he ―pledged to work
together for sustainable peace in the region‖, has invoked a positive response from
the Ghani administration, leading to an invitation for General Bajwa to visit Kabul.
Hence, it is anticipated that relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan will move
away from the present hostility towards enhanced cooperation on the existing
continuous issues. Apart from improving ties with Afghanistan, the presence of
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Daesh has become a major issue of concern for Pakistan after the group claimed
responsibility for the attack on the Pakistani consulate in Jalalabad, Nangarhar, on
January 13, 2016 – which is the groups' first attack on Pakistan, thus adding to
fears of the possible spread of the group in Afghanistan, and subsequently,
Pakistan.
The growing presence of the IS and its possible penetration into Afghanistan
is a significant factor that could convince the Taliban to enter into a dialogue
process with the Taliban. Although the Taliban have been known to converge with
other terrorist groups such as al-Qaeda, a possible convergence with the IS is not
plausible due to differences in their ideological agenda. The Taliban are an
indigenous group, following the Deobandi school of thought with a local agenda
limited to Afghanistan alone. Whereas the Islamic State follows the Salafi
Tukfirism, and has a global agenda to establish Islamic Caliphate beyond Syria and
Iraq.
Although the Taliban have rejected the IS and its leader Abu Bakr al
Baghdadi, certain elements within such as Mullah Abdul RaufKhadim,
MawlawiNajib, Syed Emarati and MawlawiQahar deflected and joined the IS as
representatives of the group. Thus, the IS's presence poses a grave strategic threat
to the very survival of the future of the Taliban in Afghanistan.
The Taliban are believed to have written to Baghdadi, warning the IS ―to halt
its activities stating that there is room for only one flag and one leadership which is
the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan under its ideological Amir, Mullah Omar
Akund.‖ In an effort to win back defected members, the Taliban also initiated a
recruitment commission. It is also pertinent to highlight that despite major
ideological differences, the looming threat of the IS prompted the Taliban to
engage with Iran over the issue of the IS. In this regard, Mohammad Tayyab Agha
visited Iran in late May 2015 in an effort on the part of the Taliban to create an
alliance which would serve as deterrence against the IS.
Therefore, in such a scenario, it is imperative that efforts (regional and intraregional) are made to help achieve stability in Afghanistan and for this, achieving
peace with the Taliban is essential. Neither the Afghan government nor the Taliban
can afford to miss the opportunity of initiating talks and thus provide space for the
IS to spread its influence in Afghanistan. Continued fighting and stalled peace talks
will only result in a possible vacuum for the IS to fill. Hence, with changing
regional dynamics and the looming threat of the Islamic State, all regional
countries have a special stake in the stability of Afghanistan. Therefore, all
initiatives in this regard should be encouraged - including the trilateral meeting.
While the Trilateral dialogue is a positive step in the right direction, it remains to
be seen whether Afghanistan will take part in the next round of talks and if any
headway can be made regarding the Taliban.
Нынешние проблемы Афганистана
The dilemma surrounding Afghanistan
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The writer is a special correspondent of The Express Tribune for Afghanistan

The three deadly attacks in Afghanistan on January 11 took the lives of nearly
70 people including five diplomats of the United Arab Emirates at a time when
there was a traditional lull in the fighting in winter. But the attacks on the
parliament staff in capital Kabul and Helmand, which were claimed by the Taliban
and the officials blamed the Taliban for the third in Kandahar, could be seen as
Taliban‘s tactics to penetrate into highly secured areas and to expose the fragile
security. The attacks could also be seen as an attempt by them to mount pressure
on the Afghan government and the international community just ahead of the
inauguration of Donald Trump who will face the Afghan crisis as one of his
foreign policy challenges.
Donald Trump will have several options: either to maintain the status quo,
send more troops or to reduce the current level of nearly 9,000 American troops,
who are part of about 15,000 foreign troops. President Obama, who has left the
Afghan problem for Trump, had admitted last month that foreign troops could not
eliminate the Taliban. The attacks shattered Afghanistan and the regions soon after
senior Chinese, Pakistani and Russian diplomats gathered in Moscow to offer
support for the reconciliation between Kabul and the Taliban, besides showing
concerns at the emerging threat of the IS from the Afghan soil. The rippling effects
of the December 27 trilateral consultation continue to unravel the government and
policymakers in Afghanistan.
The Afghanistan President‘s Deputy Spokesman, Dawa Khan Menapal, told
the American Mashaal Radio after the Moscow meeting that Kabul will not accept
any decision without its input and advised the countries to deal with the Afghan
government tactfully. He was refereeing to the joint statement issued at the
conclusion of the meeting in which Russia and China confirmed their ―flexible
approach to delisting Afghan individuals from the UN sanctions lists as their
contribution to the efforts aimed at launching peaceful dialogue between Kabul and
the Taliban.‖ The Taliban‘s Qatar-based political office, however, quickly
welcomed the proposal of delisting their members as a ―positive step forward in
bringing peace and security to Afghanistan.‖ No one denied the fact that the
Afghan government should have been invited to the dialogue but the question is as
to why there was hue and cry this time at the trilateral consultations as the member
countries had met twice in Beijing and Islamabad in April and November 2013.
The beleaguered Afghan rulers will have to understand that regional countries,
which are directly affected due to the instability in Afghanistan, will not remain
silent spectators to the threats. Like many others, the trilateral expressed ―particular
concern regarding the increased activities of the extremist groups including the IS
affiliates in the country.‖ The IS dangers and continuation of the senseless war
could be genuine concerns for China, Pakistan and Russia as well as Iran and
Central Asia, but they will have to address the growing suspicion among Afghans
who would doubt the grouping as a ―New Great Game.‖ The three countries should
not make Afghanistan a scapegoat for their strategic ambitions.
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Moscow‘s decision to suspend the process of de-listing Hizb-e-Islami chief
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar‘s from the UN Security Council‘s black list, was not
received well in the war-shattered country as Kabul has formally asked for the
removal of international sanctions against him. Afghans are surprised at Russia‘s
decision on Hekmatyar at a time when it has joined with China to help remove
names of the Taliban leaders from the UN. Although Pakistani officials admit the
long-awaited Moscow consultations were held as Russia was ―enthusiastic‖ this
time, they also call it a ―success of Pakistan‘s diplomacy at a time when the US is
uncertain.‖ There is no doubt this process could create incentives for the Afghan
government to improve relations with Pakistan as the process underlines centrality
of the countries on the Afghan issue. It is also important that Pakistan and China
are now part of both the Quadrilateral Coordination Group as well as the other
group involving Russia. But it would not be easy for Pakistan to remove the deep
suspicion within Afghanistan but it will have to seriously address the concerns of
the Afghans. Pakistan‘s political and new military leaders are now sending positive
signals to Afghanistan, but it will be assessed if there is any forward movement for
reconciliation.
The positive aspect of Moscow meetings was the agreement to ―proceed with
consultations in an expanded format and would welcome the participation of
Afghanistan.‖ As there are no sign of an end to the war in Afghanistan, the
involvement of other countries in the region like Iran would also be helpful.
Officials have already stated that the trilateral process could be quadrilateral with
the inclusion of Iran. It is also important for Afghanistan to give an opportunity for
the China, Pakistan and Russia trilateral process as it would be a naive approach to
doubt its intention when the three major players want to play an active role to push
for political process. The role of China and Russia could be seen significant in the
reconciliation as they have interaction with the Taliban‘s political office and could
encourage them to come to the table. The Taliban representatives in Qatar have
already hinted at accepting both the countries as guarantor in case the peace
negotiations are started. Afghanistan has not yet taken a decision whether it would
join the trilateral process and it is believed it could take a decision whatever has
been told by the US. Kabul must take advantage of the offer by Russia and China
to help in lifting of sanctions on the Taliban that could be one of the major
confidence-building measures to encourage the Taliban join the peace process.
The Taliban time to time came up with certain conditions like unfreezing their
assets, lifting of sanctions on their leaders, releasing prisoners and reopening of
their offices in Qatar. Pakistani diplomats also agree with the notion that Kabul
will have to take certain measures to bring the Taliban to the table. Although
preconditions are not seen helpful for the peace process, some CBMs could pave
the way for the reconciliation with the Taliban which is not a big issue if the
objective is to put a stop to the war in Afghanistan.
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Глава Армии Баджва попросил президента Гани четко контролировать
возможное пересечение границы террористами
Gen Bajwa asks Afghan President Ghani to control cross border
movement of terrorists
Dawn. Jan 15, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308598/gen-bajwa-asks-afghanpresident-ghani-to-control-cross-border-movement-of-terrorists

Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Sunday telephoned Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani to condole over the loss of life in recent terror attacks in
Afghanistan and build rapport with Pakistan, said a statement issued by military's
media wing.
Inter-Services Public Relations chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted the
statement, which read that the army chief "pressed upon Afghanistan to cooperate
in stopping the to and fro movement of terrorists from across the border".
The army chief suggested installing a "robust border management mechanism
and intelligence cooperation" to restrict the movement of terrorists.
"Elements inimical to peace in the region are strengthened by blame game,"
the statement read.
"All safe havens of terrorists have been eliminated from Pakistan," the army
chief was quoted as saying.
Gen Bajwa reportedly empathised on the "tragic series of events" that
unrolled on the "people of both the brotherly countries" over the last few years.
He reiterated Pakistan's cooperation with the Afghan government and its
people to "eliminate the scourge of terrorism" that is affecting peace and
destabilising the region.
"Pakistan has come a long way in its fight against terrorism of all hue and
colour," the statement read, adding that "all safe havens [of militants] have been
eliminated in the process".
"Both nations should rather focus on capitalising the gains of Operation Zarbi-Azb in Pakistan," he added.
Ghani thanked Gen Bajwa for his sentiment and echoed his resolve in
improving peace and stability in the region.
Earlier this week, scores of protesters gathered outside the Pakistan embassy
in Kabul to demonstrate against Pakistan's alleged support for insurgents.
The demonstrators had raised slogans against Pakistan Army's intelligence
arm, Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI).
The protesters accused the Pakistan embassy of being a ―nest of spies in
Afghanistan‖ and said the "ISI supports insurgents and had a hand in recent
terrorist attacks in the country".
The Afghan leadership had earlier invited Gen Bajwa to visit Kabul, which
was announced in a statement tweeted by the ISPR chief few weeks back.
The ISPR chief said that COAS had telephoned Ghani, Chief Executive
Officer Abdullah Abdullah and his Afghan counterpart and felicitated them on the
eve of New Year, while reiterating the resolve to work together in 2017 for the
peace and stability in the region.
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МИД Пакистана отвергает обвинения в предоставлении своей
территории для терроризма (особенно для проникновения в Афганистан)
Foreign Office Rejects Allegations
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson of Ministry of Foreign Affairs is attached. PR.
No.18/2017. Islamabad, 13 January 2017. https://e.mail.ru/message/14843011730000001017/
http://www.dawn.com/news/1308203/pakistan-rejects-allegations-of-terrorist-safe-havensin-fata

In response to media queries regarding allegations of safe havens in FATA,
the Spokesperson out rightly rejected the claims and reiterated that Pakistan does
not allow its territory to be used for attacks against any other country. Pakistan‘s
contribution to the international community‘s fight against terrorism and the
sacrifices that we rendered have been acknowledged by the world, including the
US at various levels of their leadership, EU and others. Pakistan has lost thousands
of its citizens and economic losses of over US$ 100 billion due to the menace of
terrorism. The successes of Zarb-e-Azb are manifested in the improved security
and economic situation in Pakistan, particularly near Pakistan-Afghanistan border.
The results of our military action are there for everyone to see through peace and
stability at our borders with Afghanistan. The US Parliamentarians and US
Commanders have visited the FATA Areas and publicly acknowledged the
successes of Pakistan‘s counter terrorism drive.
Afghanistan is infested with many terrorist organizations due to the instability
there, which has created space for the terrorist elements such as Haqqani Network's
leadership, TTA, TTP, Daesh, Al-Qaeda, Jamaat-ul-Ahraar, etc. It is, therefore, not
appropriate to blame others for the adversities due to the deteriorating security
situation in Afghanistan. The oft repeated claims regarding safe havens are,
therefore, more of a rhetoric than anything else.
We wish to reemphasize that some foreign elements are exploiting the
situation and using Afghan soil against Pakistan, in particular, and the region, at
large. The activities of Indian RAW and NDS nexus remains a matter of deep
concern to Pakistan.
Pakistan remains committed to peace efforts in Afghanistan as it is not only in
the interest of the region but more importantly, Pakistan. It is unfortunate that our
sincere efforts towards stability in Afghanistan are being maligned.
Pakistan wants peace and stability in Afghanistan. We are engaged in border
management which is imperative for effective counter terrorism. Pakistan will
continue its policy of cooperation with international community to defeat the
menace of terrorism. We will not indulge in blame game and expect others to do
the same.
Ведущие международные игроки в поисках «меньшего зла» в
Афганистане (встреча в Москве – Россия, Китай, Пакистан 27 декабря 2016
г.).
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Жан
Перье.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/01/12/vedushhie-mezhdunarodny-e-igroki-v-poiskah-men-shego-zla-vafganistane/. 12.01.2017.

В своей новой статье французский обозреватель Жан Перье обращает
внимание на то, что спустя пятнадцать лет после вооруженной интервенции,
предпринятой США, их союзниками и партнерами в ответ на теракты 11
сентября 2001 г., Афганистан остается самой серьезной проблемой
безопасности в регионе на геостратегическом стыке Среднего Востока,
Центральной и Южной Азии и ареной одного из самых интенсивных и
кровопролитных вооруженных конфликтов в мире. Это самая
продолжительная война в истории США, за время которой войска НАТО
потеряли более 3,5 тыс. солдат, а Вашингтон — больше $ 100 млрд.
Поэтому каждая попытка международного сообщества и приграничных
с Афганистаном стран за столом переговоров решить афганскую проблему
воспринимается со значительным интересом и вниманием.
В середине декабря Иран пошѐл на беспрецедентный шаг, пригласив на
конференцию в Тегеран лидеров афганского движения «Талибан».
27 декабря в Москве прошел третий раунд трехсторонних консультаций
по региональной проблематике с участием спецпредставителей по
Афганистану и старших должностных лиц России, Китая и Пакистана.
Участники московских консультаций отметили ухудшение ситуации в сфере
безопасности в Афганистане, выразив особую обеспокоенность ростом
активности в стране экстремистских группировок, включая афганское
«крыло» ДАИШ.
Как сообщают СМИ, в ходе состоявшихся в Москве консультаций была
высказана просьба об исключении некоторых лидеров талибов из «черного
списка» Совета Безопасности ООН для обеспечения возможности их участия
в мирных переговорах. Указанное решение многими обозревателями
оценивается не только как шаг в сторону легализации группировки
«Талибан» на международном уровне, но и в качестве позитивного шага в
сторону мира.
Как сообщили 30 декабря афганские СМИ, пресс-секретарь
политического представительства «Талибан» в Катаре Сухай Шохи выступил
с заявлением, в котором приветствуются итоги московской встречи, в
частности призыв к талибам принять участие в следующем раунде
переговоров.
По мнению ряда региональных обозревателей, одна из веских причин
сближения «Талибана» с Россией — появление террористической
организации ДАИШ в Афганистане в последнее время.
Согласно сообщениям агентства Reuters, американские официальные
лица и военнослужащие крайне обеспокоены тем, как развиваются
отношения между Россией и Талибаном. История практически повернулась
вспять и сценарий полностью изменился.
Как подчеркивает автор, трехстороннее заседание в Москве показало,
что региональные державы уделяют все больше внимания вопросам
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обеспечения мира в Афганистане, и это обстоятельство также усиливает
шансы на успех переговоров, имеющих целью прекращение войны в этой
стране.
Замедление афгано-пакистанской торговли через пункт Чаман.
New Pak-Afghan border controls slow trade to a crawl
Parvez Jabri. 10 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/business-aeconomy/334257-new-pak-afghan-border-controls-slow-trade-to-a-crawl.html

CHAMAN: For decades Pakistan and Afghani merchants crossed freely at
Chaman, a dusty, wind-swept frontier town in Pakistan's southwest, but an
unprecedented bid by Islamabad to impose border controls is sparking fears for
bilateral trade.
Chaman is one of just two major crossings from Afghanistan into Pakistan,
where until recently border controls were virtually absent along the disputed
colonial-era line crossed with impunity by traders and travellers.
But a new attempt by Pakistan to secure the once porous frontier is wreaking
havoc, with thousands of people and hundreds of trucks forced to queue at
Chaman's "Friendship Gate" until their movements are processed on an electronic
system that went online in September.
Traders used to crossing at will now find themselves waiting for hours while
some say their trucks can at times sit idle for weeks at a time, meaning perishable
goods go to waste.
Businessmen like Fazal Karam complain of delays and customs duties eating
into their already narrow margins.
"My truck has been left standing on the border for 15-16 days", the 50-yearold Afghan fodder trader said.
Officials on the Pakistani side have even dug a trench which runs parallel to
the border, blocking anyone who might try to circumvent the official checkpoints.
Islamabad -- which has also tightened controls at the other major crossing, the
famed Torkham Gate on the Khyber Pass -- insists the new measures are necessary
to stop the flow of militants and boost customs revenue.
The Pakistani government estimates that undocumented trade on the border
exceeds $2.5 billion annually, costing millions of dollars a month in lost customs
duties.
Landlocked Afghanistan imports basic goods like milk, juices and household
items while exporting fruits; Pakistanis buy cheap electronics, fabrics, medicines
and tyres brought over by Afghan traders.
Афганистан предпочитает торговать с Ираном (через Иран), чем с
Пакистаном (через Пакистан).
Afghan traders prefer business with Iran
Daily Times. 11/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/11-Jan-17/afghan-tradersprefer-business-with-iran
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KARACHI: Afghan businessmen are compelled to conduct business with
Iran as facilitation from Pakistan is significantly compromised.
Khalid Pashtoon, head of an Afghan delegation representing Pakistan
Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI) said we intend to
enhance and rejuvenate business ties between the two countries specifically and
within the region in general.
Mozammil Shinwari, Former Deputy Minister of Ministry of Commerce and
Industries, Afghanistan commenting on transit and bilateral trade, major irritants
pertinent to transit trade should be eased. Due to official bottlenecks, transit trade
between the two countries has declined drastically from 65 percent to 27 percent.
Karachi is the most economical route for Transit Trade for Afghanistan;
however, Iran's facilitation to Afghan businessmen is pulling the business away, he
added. Under the theme, Beyond Boundaries Project-Phase II, PAJCCI members
of both countries acknowleded the body's role in strengthening bilateral trade.
Shoaib Suddle, head of the Pakistani delegation said further improvement
should be brought and the mutual trade must flourish. He agreed that there are so
many trade related problems between the two countries but both the governments
should take steps to improve trade relationship for a greater good.
Faiza, Secretary General PAJCCI, raised visa related issues and mentioned
that accession to India under the Transit umbrella is an uncalled for demand as
India is not a complementary country rather a competing country that is affecting
Pakistani businesses.
The bilateral relations need to be more established between Pakistan and India
before inclusion in tri-lateral relations, however, Tajikistan being another landlocked country must be included in the tri-lateral bond.
Shazia Marri, member of the Standing Committee of Commerce-National
Assembly commended the role of the PAJCCI in the betterment of Pakistan
Afghanistan Transit and Bilateral Trade. She invited the PAJCCI board in the
Standing Committee of National Assembly on Commerce to discuss the problems
more precisely and also promised to raise the highlighted matters at a government
level for prompt and considerate resolution.
Dr Shoaib Suddle and Junaid Makda conducted the briefing and highlighted
the achievements of PAJCCI in a short span of time in strengthening the business
across the border.
They were of the view for tariff rationalization and development of a export
house as the dire need of time.
Взрывы в 3-х городах Афганистана (Кабул, Кандагар, Лашкар Гах)
унесли 50 жизней
50 dead in Afghan bombings
The Nation.
afghan-bombings

11.01.2017.

http://nation.com.pk/international/11-Jan-2017/50-dead-in-
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KABUL - Bombings across three Afghan cities including Kabul killed around
50 people Tuesday, in a day of carnage that shattered a relative lull in violence as
Taliban insurgents escalate a deadly winter campaign.
At least nine people died when explosives hidden in a sofa detonated inside
the governor's compound in southern Kandahar during a visit by the UAE
ambassador to Afghanistan, who escaped the attack with injuries.
Just hours earlier, twin Taliban blasts in Kabul tore through employees exiting
a parliament annexe, which houses the offices of lawmakers, killing at least 30
people and wounding 80 others.
And earlier Tuesday, a Taliban suicide bomber killed seven people in Lashkar
Gah, the capital of volatile Helmand province, as the militants ramp up nationwide
attacks despite the onset of winter, when fighting usually wanes.
The carnage underscores growing insecurity in Afghanistan, where USbacked forces are struggling to combat a resilient Taliban insurgency as well as AlQaeda and Islamic State militants.
Kandahar's governor and UAE envoy Juma Mohammed Abdullah Al Kaabi
were wounded by flames from the explosion, but many others were burned beyond
recognition, provincial police chief Abdul Raziq told AFP.
He said around a dozen people were killed in the bombing, but local Tolo
News gave a death toll of nine. No militant group has so far claimed responsibility.
But the Taliban said they were behind the Kabul blasts.
In the first explosion, a suicide bomber blew himself up next to a minibus
transporting government employees. As rescuers reached the scene, a car bomb
exploded.
Among the 30 dead were four policemen who were killed in the second
explosion when they rushed to help the victims of the first blast.
Health ministry spokesman Waheed Majroh warned that the toll was expected
to rise as many of the wounded were battling for their lives in hospital.
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said they were behind the twin blasts,
adding the victims were mostly Afghan intelligence agents. The insurgents are
known to exaggerate battlefield claims.
"The deaths of scores of civilians in today's Kabul bomb attacks indicates that
the Taliban are pressing ahead with a gruesome campaign of violence that makes
no effort to spare civilian lives," Amnesty International said in a statement.
"An immediate, impartial and independent investigation must be carried out
to secure justice for the victims and their families."
Афгано-пакистанская
торгово-промышленная
пересмотреть торгово-транзитное соглашение

палата

призывает

«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/106208.html. 10.01.2017.

КАБУЛ, 10 января. Афгано-пакистанская торгово-промышленная палата
призывает к пересмотру торгово-транзитного соглашения, заключѐнного
Афганистаном и Пакистаном.
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Зиа уль-Хак Сархади, вице-президент совместной палаты, заявил, что
для улучшения торговых отношений Афганистана и Пакистана необходимо
пересмотреть соглашение. Если это не будет сделано, ситуация ухудшится в
ближайшем будущем, приводит его слова радиостанция «Салам Ватандар».
По его словам, из-за прохладного отношения к соглашению более 70%
бизнесменов перешли к использованию иранских торговых портов Чабахар и
Бандар Аббас. В результате торговый оборот Афганистана и Пакистана
сократился с 2,5 до 1,5 млрд. долларов. Зиа уль-Хак Сархади призвал к
срочному пересмотру соглашения с тем, чтобы довести торговый оборот
Афганистана и Пакистана до 5 млрд. долларов.
Напомним, что в последние годы из-за проблем на пакистанской
таможне экспортѐры скоропортящейся продукции из Афганистана понесли
многомиллионные убытки. В конце прошлого года афганское правительство
призвало бизнесменов не пользоваться пакистанскими путями сбыта товаров
с тем, чтобы предотвратить дальнейшие потери. Также в прошлом году было
подписано соглашение о совместном использовании торгового порта Чабахар
Афганистаном, Ираном и Индией.
Объѐмы экспорта из Афганистана (в 2016 г.) возросли на 12%
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/106258.html. 11.01.2017.

КАБУЛ, 11 января. Министерство торговли и промышленности
Афганистана сообщило о том, что за прошедший год объѐмы экспорта
возросли на 12%.
Как заявил министр Хомаюн Реса, внешнеторговый дефицит
Афганистана (превышение экспорта импортом) сократился благодаря
увеличению объѐма экспорта на 12%.
В 2015 году внешнеторговый дефицит составил 7,159 млрд. долларов.
Хуже всего ситуация обстояла в предыдущем, 2014 году (8,209 млрд.
долларов). За последний квартал 2016 года, приводят слова министра
афганские СМИ. Как отметил чиновник, были достигнуты положительные
сдвиги в сферах привлечения инвестиций и наращивания объѐмов экспорта.
Также министр выразил удовлетворение тем, что в Высший совет по
экономике были введены представители частного бизнеса.
Напомним, что за последний год Правительство национального единства
заключило ряд соглашений, которые должны поспособствовать экспорту
афганской продукции в другие страны, в частности, через иранский торговый
порт Чабахар. В связи с этим, несмотря на очередные осложнения экспорта
через Пакистан, в целом экспорт афганской сельхозпродукции возрос.
Эксперты говорят об опасности напряженности в афгано-пакистанских
отношениях
Experts warn against standstill in Pak-Afghan ties
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Hasan Mansoor. Dawn, January 10th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307535/expertswarn-against-standstill-in-pak-afghan-ties

KARACHI: Experts from Pakistan and Afghanistan on Monday welcomed
Islamabad‘s decision to extend Afghan refugees‘ period of stay and said that
tackling trust deficit between the two neighbours and improving security situation
were crucial for bilateral relations.
They said the momentum to make ‗terrorist‘ outfits weaker in Pakistan was
increasing and advised Islamabad and Kabul to focus on improving bilateral trade.
These views were expressed by members of the Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint
Committee during their third workshop in Karachi. The workshop was part of
Beyond Boundaries II, a track I.5/II dialogue series undertaken by the Centre for
Research and Security Studies in partnership with the Women Peace and Security
Organisation of Afghanistan to foster better understanding and cooperation
between civil society members of the two neighbours, soothe bitter context and
address the trust deficit between Afghanistan and Pakistan.
They said border management was important to ensure to and fro movement
of goods and people between the two countries and also to monitor militants‘
movement across the porous border.
Terrorism can‘t be defeated by terrorism, say participants of a track-II
workshop from both countries
They said there should not be standstill on bilateral relations and the two
countries should cooperate in the fields of security, sports, media, education, arts
and culture for peaceful future.
Ann Wilkens, former ambassador of Sweden to Pakistan and Afghanistan,
while chairing the meeting, said: ―Afghanistan and Pakistan have a great potential.
Having served in both countries as ambassador, I love Afghanistan and Pakistan
equally and want to see them as friendly neighbours always.‖
Khalid Pashtoon, a member of the Afghan parliament, said: ―We must
appreciate efforts of Afghan military which is in the process of training but still
able to recoil Taliban attacks. We fear a possible spring offensive and Daesh
attacks this year. We must also appreciate the increasing momentum in Pakistan to
make terrorist outfits weaker.‖
He said there were no issues between Afghanistan and Pakistan at people-topeople level. ―Both countries need to build on the commonalities such as religion,
cultural values, food, music, language, etc. The main concerns on both sides should
be considered to reach an acceptable conclusion.‖
Muzammil Shinwari, former Afghan deputy minister for trade and commerce,
praised Pakistan‘s decision to extend the period of stay for Afghan refugees.
―There is a dire need to tackle the longstanding trust deficit and improve security
situation between the two countries. Both countries should focus on improving
bilateral trade. The transit trade has also dropped down which can affect the
bilateral trade.‖
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He thanked the Pakistan Cricket Board for inviting Afghan players to
Pakistan.
Wazhma Frogh, adviser to the Afghan defence ministry, said the media could
play a key role; nevertheless, it needed right piece of information to properly serve
its purpose of public information and improving their perceptions.
―You cannot defeat terrorism by terrorism,‖ said Elay Ershad, a member of
the Afghan parliament, while underpinning the importance of dialogue for peace.
―Afghanistan is not willing to support any initiative which is against its national
security.‖
Dr Shoaib Suddle, former inspector general of police, said blame game was
the core issue between Afghanistan and Pakistan which must be resolved as other
regional actors tried to take advantage of it.
―Positive progress is being made on the issue of border management. Border
management becomes extremely important given the movement of goods and
people between the two countries. This is also critical from the point of view of
terrorists‘ movement across the two countries through the porous border.‖
He said the main concern on the Islamabad side was that Afghanistan‘s
relations with Pakistan and other regional countries should be ‗independent‘. The
bilateral issues should be resolved in a more holistic manner. The new Pakistani
army chief‘s conversation with [Afghan President] Ashraf Ghani and his deputy
Abdullah Abdullah is a positive development.
Qazi Humayun, former Pakistani ambassador, said there should not be
standstill on b
ilateral relations. He said the prime minister of Pakistan had called for
exploring new avenues of cooperation with Afghanistan during a recent national
security meeting.
―The dialogue about future of Afghanistan shouldn‘t be to its exclusion.
Afghanistan‘s participation in such talks is in its best interest,‖ he said, referring to
the recent Russia-China-Pakistan trilateral meeting in Moscow.
He quoted Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz as saying that Pakistan
wished to facilitate the transit trade in a focused manner.
―If Pakistan is to be blamed for negatives, it must also be appreciated for the
positives,‖ said Shazia Marri, a member of the National Assembly. ―It is time to
undo the damage to bilateral relations and move forward. The two sides should
understand genuine need for cooperation in security, sports, media, education, arts
and culture for peaceful future.‖
Mian Sana, a former Pakistani ambassador, said mistrust was the core issue
between the two countries and called for serious discussions while sitting together.
Власти Афганистана намерены создавать некие «специальные зоны» для
содержания талибов
Afghans push for Taliban 'safe zone' to outflank Pakistan
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The Express Tribune. 10.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1289859/afghans-pushtaliban-safe-zone-outflank-pakistan/

KABUL: Afghan officials are pushing to create a ―safe zone‖ for Taliban
insurgents in a bid to wean them away from traditional sanctuaries inside Pakistan,
in a radical and contentious strategy to de-escalate the conflict.
The plan underscores desperation in Afghanistan for out-of-the-box solutions
to tackle the 15-year insurgency, as peace bids repeatedly fail and US-backed
forces suffer record casualties in stalemated fighting.
Pakistan only country where terrorism is on the decline: Nisar
If implemented, the strategy — aimed at undercutting Pakistan‘s influence
over the Taliban — could, for better or for worse, be a game changer in a strifetorn nation where ceding territory to insurgents is seen as tantamount to partition.
―I urge the Taliban to return to Afghanistan. We should make a safe zone for
them and their families,‖ Kandahar police chief Abdul Raziq told a gathering of
religious scholars and tribal elders last month.
―We can no longer rely on foreign governments and embassies to end the war.
The Taliban belong to this country, they are sons of this soil.‖
That Raziq, arguably the most powerful commander in southern Afghanistan
and long one of the staunchest anti-Taliban figures, would suggest such an idea
amplified the shockwaves it created.
―The government shouldn‘t be giving safe zones to terrorists,‖ warned former
Helmand governor Sher Mohammed Akhundzada, while some observers dismissed
the strategy as ―illogical‖ as the Taliban already control vast swathes of Afghan
territory.
Raziq did not respond to repeated requests for an interview, but a senior
security official told AFP the government‘s goal ―is to bring the Taliban from
Pakistan to Afghanistan‖.
―We will separate a territory for them to come with their families. Then
whether they want to fight or talk peace, they will be relieved from the pressure of
Pakistan,‖ he said, speaking anonymously.
Seen by many Afghans as the biggest obstacle to lasting peace, Islamabad has
long been accused of playing a ―double game‖ in Afghanistan: endorsing
Washington‘s war on terrorism since the 9/11 attacks, while nurturing militant
sanctuaries.
Taliban gunmen storm Afghan MP‘s house, casualties feared
After years of official denial, a top Pakistani official in 2016 admitted for the
first time the Taliban enjoys safe haven inside his country, which Islamabad uses
as a ―lever‖ to pressure the group into talks with Kabul.
However, Pakistan has hosted multiple rounds of talks ostensibly to jumpstart
a peace process — without result.
The ―safe zone‖ strategy appears to have taken shape as prominent Taliban
figures call to make the insurgency independent of Pakistan‘s powerful intelligence
agency, which they accuse of manipulating the group.
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―The presence of our movement‘s key decision makers and institutions inside
Pakistan means they can impose things that are against the interests of our
movement and Afghanistan,‖ Sayed Tayyeb Agha wrote in a letter last year to
Taliban leader Haibatullah Akhundzada.
―To be able to make independent decisions, our leadership… should leave
Pakistan,‖ the former head of the Taliban‘s political commission added in the letter
seen by AFP.
Afghanistan‘s National Security Council did not officially confirm the
government strategy, saying only: ―The Taliban are allowed to relocate to
Afghanistan under state protection.‖
The Afghan security official said the government was in contact with Taliban
leaders over the proposal, a fact corroborated by militant sources in Pakistan.
He refused to specify the potential location for the safe zone, and whether it
will be immune from aerial bombardment or ground assault, but insisted no areas
with military installations will be handed over.
Afghan Taliban release profile of chief Maulvi Haibtullah Akhunzada
Speculation that the government was furtively trying to cede territory recently
grew when local media cited secret military documents revealing Afghan forces
were planning to retreat from two Helmand districts during a winter lull in
fighting.
Afghan officials dismissed the report, while also rejecting longstanding
claims that the Taliban leadership council — Quetta Shura — has relocated to
Afghanistan.
But multiple insurgent sources told AFP that prominent members, including
the Taliban‘s military chief Ibrahim Sadr, recently moved to an undisclosed
location in Afghanistan.
―Ibrahim also urged Haibatullah to come to Afghanistan but he refused,‖ a top
Quetta Shura member told AFP.
Obaidullah Barakzai, an MP from Uruzgan province, argued that giving the
Taliban a permanent address in Afghanistan would make it easier to convince them
to participate in an ―Afghan-owned, Afghan-led peace dialogue without
interference from our neighbour‖.
However Timor Sharan, an analyst at the International Crisis Group, said the
strategy was flawed. ―It‘s like asking the Taliban to leave their brick-built houses
and settle in a tent in the desert with half-hearted guarantees that they will not be
bombed,‖ Sharan told AFP.
―The Taliban need to receive a strong assurance from coalition forces, in
particular the US, before making the move.‖ But the Afghan security official
insisted there was no military solution to the conflict. ―If this plan does not work,
Afghanistan will be ready for another tough year of fighting,‖ he said.
Россия активно участвует в решении афганской проблемы
Russia getting into Afghan act
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Zahid Hussain. Dawn. 4.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1306197/russia-gettinginto-afghan-act

The gathering in Moscow last week — the third in the series of consultations
between Russia, China and Pakistan — underlines growing concern about the
spillover effect of the Afghan crisis in the region. The initiative is the latest
example of Russian assertion of its diplomatic power amidst growing frustration
over the American failure to deliver peace in Afghanistan.
An underlying cause of anxiety is the growing threat of the militant Islamic
State group spreading its tentacles in the war-torn country. But it is still unclear
whether the new alliance will be able to help reach a negotiated political solution
to the Afghan conflict. Although the Kabul government has now been invited for
the next round of talks, its exclusion from the earlier meetings cast a shadow over
the process.
Read: Afghanistan voices displeasure over being ignored in upcoming
trilateral meeting
Not surprisingly, the United States was not invited to the Moscow initiated
process. It is, however, premature to assume that the new nexus could replace the
quadrilateral forum that included the US along with Pakistan, China and
Afghanistan. The quadrilateral talks have been suspended for almost one year after
the collapse of efforts to bring the Afghan Taliban insurgents to the negotiating
table. The killing of Mullah Akhtar Mansour, the Taliban chief, in a CIA drone
strike last May has further diminished hopes for the talks to resume.
It is quite apparent that no peace effort could succeed without the tacit
support, if not active participation, of the US, which still has about 10,000 troops
involved in counter-insurgency operations in Afghanistan. Things have become
more complicated with the political transition in Washington. Like other foreign
policy issues, there is complete confusion over the Afghan policy in the soon-to-be
installed Trump administration.
Moscow‘s initiative to build a regional alliance against IS points to a
changing geo-political landscape.
That has perhaps compelled the three countries to find a regional solution to
the Afghan crisis that directly affects their own security. It remains to be seen
whether the Kabul government accepts the invitation to join the forum and whether
it is willing to show some flexibility in its approach on the peace talks. The
Moscow trilateral meeting has called for lifting of the travel ban on the insurgent
leaders, one of the major demands that the Taliban had presented as a precondition
for talks with the Kabul government. The Taliban are obviously pleased by the
Moscow meeting endorsing its demand. But lifting of the ban requires US consent.
China has for some time now been actively involved in the Afghan peace
efforts, being a major investor in mining and infrastructure development projects in
that country. Its good relations with both the Kabul government and the Taliban
have helped Beijing facilitate a few rounds of informal talks between the two
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warring sides. Beijing has also been gravely concerned about the increasing
instability in Afghanistan and recent reports of growing IS activity in the country.
Although Russia may not be a fresh entrant on the Afghan scene, its initiative
to build a regional alliance to counter the IS threat points to a new alignment of
forces in a changing geo-political landscape. Interestingly, the meeting on
Afghanistan followed another set of trilateral talks in Moscow that included
Turkey and Iran on the settlement of Syrian crisis. The US was excluded from that
meeting too, indicating that Moscow is taking a lead in settling the Syrian and
Afghan crises, thereby considerably altering the balance of power in the
international arena.
This Russian assertiveness seems to be driven by the Obama administration‘s
inaction and in anticipation of expected changes in US foreign policy under the
incoming Trump administration. Though the US president-elect has openly
castigated the Obama administration‘s approach on Syria and Afghanistan, there is
no clarity on future US policy, especially on Afghanistan. That has also provided
Moscow an opportunity to alter the current negotiating format and try to break the
persisting deadlock in the diplomatic efforts to find a political solution to the
Afghan conflict.
Indeed there is also serious concern among the three countries over the
deteriorating situation in the proximity of their borders. Last year was the bloodiest
in Afghanistan with the Taliban intensifying their attacks considerably. What has
been more perturbing, however, is the expanding footprint of IS, apparent in
several terrorist attacks in Afghanistan that took a huge toll on the civilian
population.
Moreover, the increasing activities of the group in northern Afghanistan, close
to the borders of the Central Asian countries, are particularly alarming for Russia.
There is also growing fear in Moscow of IS making inroads in the Muslim
population, especially as the Chechens form one of the largest foreign contingents
in the IS war in Iraq and Syria. That has also been a reason for Russia to establish
contacts with the Afghan Taliban who have been fighting IS.
Both China and Pakistan share Moscow‘s concerns and hence have decided to
join the new regional alignment. Islamabad particularly sees some hope of the new
regional format being in a better position to persuade the Afghan Taliban to come
to the negotiating table. However, it will certainly not be easy to make a
breakthrough given the complexities involving the problem. Most importantly, it
requires some serious efforts to remove the reservations of the Kabul government
over the new format that involves Pakistan.
Moreover, there is no unanimity within the fractious Afghan administration,
even on the issue of negotiations with the Taliban. There is also a question mark
over the Taliban agreeing to formally sit across the table with the Kabul
government without any preconditions, particularly at a time when they have
achieved significant success in the battlefield. According to some reports, the
Afghan officials have informally met the representatives of the Taliban‘s Qatar
office. But formal peace talks are a completely different ballgame.
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To bring the Afghan peace process out of the deep freeze, it is most important
to end the frosty relations between Islamabad and Kabul. There has been some
breaking of the ice with the recent telephonic contact between Afghan leaders and
Pakistan‘s new army chief. But is this enough to clear the huge wall of distrust
between the two countries?

ПАКИСТАН - АРАБСКИЕ СТРАНЫ1
Расширение сотрудничества Пакистана с Саудовской Аравией
KSA to play role for Pak economic stability: Envoy
Dawn. December 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/30-Dec-2017/ksa-to-play-role-for-pakeconomic-stability-envoy

ISLAMABAD - Terming economic and strategic strengthening of Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan as top priority of the Custodian of two Holy Mosques King
Sulman, Saudi Ambassador in Pakistan Admiral (r) Nawaf Saeed Al-Malkiy said
here on Friday that his country is all set to play a pivotal role in future to transform
this vision into reality.
―In view of Saudi leadership, the Saudi-Pak economic and strategic interests
are intertwined and thus people of Pakistan will partner with KSA in its quest
for economicprosperity that will create new job opportunities for people in general
and further Pakistan‘s defence based strengths in particular,‖ the Ambassador
opined while exchanging views with former federal minister for information
Muhammad Ali Durrani, who called on him at the embassy here.
He said that a new era of cooperation in multiple fields including economy
and defence between the two brotherly countries would boost benefits set to yield
through the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (EPEC) that would bring relations
of all-weathered time-tested brothers to a new dimension.
A high level delegation from KSA would land in Pakistan at the start of the
new-year to mature the understanding already reached at the level of military and
civil leadership of both the countries on various initiatives to be taken in future, he
explained.
Viewing Saudi Arabia and Pakistan‘s bonds based on mutual respect,
religious affection and trust, Mr. Malkiy said King Sulman and Crown Prince
Muhammad share vision for Pakistan‘s strong economy, defence and prosperity of
its people.
On the occasion, Muhammad Ali Durrani praised the initiatives under the
vision of King Sulman and Crown Prince Muhammad‘s 2030 initiative for
Pakistan and its people. He also appreciated the active role being played by the
Ambassador Malkiy to kick start renewed efforts in facilitating the two countries to
a closer multifaceted cooperation.
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He expressed his confidence that 2018 would lead relationship of both the
countries to an exemplary partnership of mutual advantage.
Связи Пакистана с Саудовской Аравией
Pak-Saudi Arabia ties
Daily Times. 15.12.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/159743/pak-saudi-arabia-ties/

The visit by the Saudi Deputy Defence Minister Mohammad bin Abdullah al
Aeysh comes at a time when the Kingdom remains embroiled in the ongoing war
in Yemen. Its relations with Iran, Pakistan‘s western neighbour, remain as
chequered as they have been since the 1979 revolution.
Deepening of defence ties between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia must be done,
if at all, on terms that suit our national interests. It goes without saying that these
interests lie in cordial ties with Iran and in stability inside the country as well as in
the region.
Saudi Arabia‘s role in Yemen has been condemnable. It has been involved in
gross human rights violations, including stopping aid from entering Yemeni
territory and causing one of the worst humanitarian crises in the world.
Pakistan also needs to assess Saudi Arabia‘s track record on fanning
sectarian unrest in the region. The Kingdom has been accused of funding militant
groups that identified with its brand of wahhabi Islam. Such groups were actively
involved in the Afghan war and in Kashmir, and their operations inside Pakistan
have undermined the security and wellbeing of a sizeable Shia Muslim population.
Now that the authorities in Pakistan are working to put our house in order, they
must not indulge in any projects with Saudi patronage that end up undermining
these efforts.
In a nutshell, Pakistan must consider its best interests for safeguarding the
rights of its citizens, ridding itself of militancy, and ensuring that the fragile
sectarian balance in the country does not get affected. To do so, we need to clarify
the terms on which we will forge a stronger strategic relationship with Saudi
Arabia in days to come. It has to be explained to the Kingdom that as an immediate
neighbour, Pakistan simply cannot take sides on its ongoing tussle with Iran. *
Военное сотрудничество Саудовской Аравии и Пакистана
Pakistan offers Saudi Arabia strategic pact
The Express Tribune. 13.12.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1582249/1-pakistan-seespalestine-issue-par-kashmiris-plight-coas-assures-envoy/

ISLAMABAD: Defence Minister Khurram Dastgir has proposed an allencompassing strategic pact between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia for deepening the
defence ties between the two countries, says an official handout released on
Tuesday.
The proposal from the minister came during his meeting with visiting Saudi
Deputy Defence Minister Mohammad bin Abdullah al Aeysh. The senior Saudi
official also held separate talks with army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa.
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Dastgir told the Saudi official that Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were
progressing towards a comprehensive defence relationship for the 21st century.
However, he noted that that despite the enduring relations between the two
countries, there was no formal strategic cooperation agreement.
In the same context, the minister proposed an all-encompassing strategic
cooperation agreement to deepen the defence ties between the two countries.
He also highlighted the extensive LoC violations from the Indian side which
had resulted in numerous civilian casualties. He conveyed Pakistan‘s expectation
of the Saudi Kingdom to play its diplomatic role to redress the situation.
The deputy defence minister stated that the kingdom sought Pakistan‘s
support for training Saudi armed forces, especially in the domain of
counterterrorism, asymmetric warfare and mountain fighting.
Minister Dastgir highlighted that as part of the strategic cooperation,
agreements between national defense universities of both the countries might be
formalised in order to expand cooperation in strategic planning.
He also sent his felicitations to Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman
for holding a successful ministerial meeting of the Islamic Military Counter
Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC), and reiterated Pakistan‘s commitment to
safeguarding the territorial integrity of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and safety of
Haramain Sharifain.
Meanwhile, during his meeting with the Saudi deputy defense minister, the
army chief discussed regional security and enhanced bilateral defence cooperation.
The deputy defence minister appreciated professional standing and performance of
Pakistan Army.
In ‗unannounced‘ visit, COAS meets Saudi Crown Prince in Riyadh
Separately, Palestinian Ambassador Abu Ali called on General Qamar at the
GHQ in Rawalpindi, according to the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR).
The envoy, in his meeting, thanked the army chief for Pakistan‘s support to
the Palestinian cause.
General Qamar reassured the ambassador that ―Pakistan views the
unresolved Palestine issue on a par with the Kashmir issue‖.
He said, ―Both issues have unequivocal public, moral and political support
of the Pakistani nation and we will continue to support the principled stance on
both regardless of the so-called reality of occupation.‖
Пакистанец из Канады путешествует по Израилю
Travelling to the forbidden land — A Pakistani in Israel
Sheraz Khan. Dawn. 11.12.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1275123/travelling-tothe-forbidden-land-a-pakistani-in-israel

As a Pakistani who immigrated to Canada, I had always pledged to myself
that the first country I would travel to after acquiring citizenship and a Canadian
passport would be Israel.
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Having heard stories of the Holy Land from friends, my excitement knew no
bounds. That said, I was apprehensive aplenty because I had heard accounts of
people who were denied entry by Israeli customs owing to their Pakistani and/or
Muslim background.
On Feb 17, 2016, loaded with prayers and advice, I embarked on a British
Airways flight to Israel. I arrived at the Ben Gurion airport in Tel Aviv at 5am
local time.
Upon arriving at the Israeli customs, an officer interrogated me in a sombre
voice: Do I know anybody in Israel? Do I know Arabic? Have I ever been to the
Middle East?
He also asked to see my Pakistani passport, which I wasn't carrying with me
since it had expired.
Taking my Canadian passport, he pointed me towards a waiting area. I had
earlier anticipated such a scenario and hence had brought a copy of a Lonely Planet
Guide on Israel, which I then proceeded to read.
After 30 minutes, I was called in a room by another customs officer, who
asked me my purpose of visit, and why I had chosen to visit Israel and not some
other country. Slowly and painstakingly, he typed my answers into his computer.
After peppering me with a few other questions pertaining to my move to
Canada and my profession, the officer asked me to write my full name and e-mail
address on a piece of paper and then told me to wait in the same waiting area.
An hour went by before I was called by a young lady officer for another
question-and-answer session. Seated in a room which had a picture of the Dome of
the Rock in Jerusalem and an Israeli flag on display, I answered just about every
question under the sun.
The session lasted for about 45 minutes. In the end, I was told that she would
verify all the information I had provided.
Following a wait of four hours since I had landed, a lady came to me with
my passport in her hand. She handed me an entry visa on a separate piece of paper
and directed me to the luggage machine.
I collected my backpack and immediately phoned my father to inform that I
was finally going to Jerusalem!
A 45-minute drive from Tel Aviv, Jerusalem is the Holy city for Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. The city is divided into Muslim, Jewish, Christian and
Armenian quarters.
I arrived in my hostel, located in the old city, at noon. Not wanting to waste
anymore time, I left my backpack in my room, I decided to go first to the Al-Aqsa
mosque.
The passage to Al-Aqsa from Jaffa Gate (one of the many gates of the
walled city) passes through the beautiful traditional markets of the old city.
Upon arriving at the entrance of Al-Aqsa, the guard on duty asked to see my
passport and then told me to read Surah-e-Fateha as verification that I was Muslim
(there are also designated hours for non-Muslims). I did and entered.
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Пакистан начинает дипломатическую кампанию против решения США
по переносу столицы в Иерусалим.
Pakistan to launch diplomatic campaign against US decision on
Jerusalem
Amir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
8,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1578835/1-pakistan-launch-diplomatic-campaign-us-decisionjerusalem/

Sources say govt starts contacting countries including China and Russia to
put pressure on US to withdraw its decision.
KARACHI: A day after President Donald Trump recognised the disputed
city of Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital, Pakistan has decided to launch an international
diplomatic campaign against the US decision.
The issue will also be raised on all international forums, including the
United Nations.
According to sources privy to development, the government in Islamabad
would convince the Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC) to announce a joint
and coordinated strategy in its forthcoming meeting in Turkey against the US
‗controversial‘ decision and increase pressure on Trump to withdraw his decision.
They said that Pakistan will extend its full support to the OIC in case of a
decision of Muslim Ummah limiting or suspending diplomatic or trade relations
with the United States.
Saudi king warns Trump over ‗dangerous‘ Jerusalem embassy move
Reliable sources in the federal capital said that top authorities, while
devising a strategy to raise the issue on international forums, have reviewed effects
of the decision on the Ummah and the world at large.
The Foreign Office has already started contacting important countries –
including China, Russia, Britain and France – and briefed them about the serious
reservations and apprehensions of the Muslim world on the issue.
Arabs, Europe, UN categorically reject Trump‘s Jerusalem decision
Sources also said Pakistan wants a coordinated strategy in the upcoming
meeting of the UN Security Council. The UN should increase pressure on the
Trump administration to withdraw the decision immediately, they added.
Pakistan is also contacting UN Secretary- General António Guterres and the
Islamic countries.
Sources said the federal government will also consider the option in case the
US does not review its decision, Pakistan can also reconsider its policy of relations
or cooperation with the Trump administration in future.
Пакистан осудил решение Трампа о переносе столицы Израиля из
Тель-Авива в Иерусалим.
Pakistan opposed to Trump plan for recognising Jerusalem as Israeli
capital
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Yousuf.
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Express
Tribune.
December
6,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1577615/1-pakistan-expresses-concern-trump-plan-recognisejerusalem-israeli-capital/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Wednesday joined the international community
in expressing its strong opposition and condemnation of the US decision to
recognise the occupied city of Al Quds Al Sharif [Jerusalem] as the so-called
capital of Israel and the plan to relocate the American embassy there.
―It is deeply regrettable that pleas from states across the globe not to alter the
legal and historical status of Al-Quds Al-Sharif have been ignored, more out of
choice than necessity,‖ a statement issued by the Prime Minister Office said.
The decision represents a serious violation of the international law and the
relevant UN Security Council resolutions, the statement said. ―It is a serious
setback to the rule of law and international norms. It signals a severe blow to the
Middle East peace process as well.‖
World leaders react as Trump prepares to recognize Jerusalem as Israel‘s
capital
Pakistan shares the international outrage and is deeply concerned over the
implications of this decision for international peace and security, especially in the
Middle East, the statement added.
Pakistan called upon the UN Security Council to take cognisance of this
situation and take steps in accordance with the UN Charter. Pakistan urged the US
to revisit its decision as soon as possible to avoid the potentially grave
repercussions in the region and beyond.
The government welcomed the announcement by Turkey to convene an
extraordinary Islamic Summit next week to discuss this serious issue, the statement
added.
Earlier the Foreign office spokesperson also condemned Trump‘s decision.
Пакистан и Китай осудили решение Трампа по Иерусалиму
http://www.mignews.com/news/politic/world/071217_94734_45924.html. 7.12.2917.

Государственные СМИ в Пакистане и Китае опубликовали
официальные заявления против решения президента США Дональда Трампа
по Иерусалиму. Об этом в четверг, 7 декабря сообщает CNN.
"Пакистан солидарен со всем миром в недовольстве решением Трампа
и глубоко обеспокоен его последствиями для международной безопасности,
особенно на Ближнем Востоке. Мы призываем Совет Безопасности ООН
осознать эту ситуацию и принять меры в соответствии с резолюцией", говорится в заявлении МИД Пакистана.
"Признание Иерусалима как израильской столицы не будет
способствовать национальным интересам США, равно как и дальнейшим
усилиям по обеспечению мира на Ближнем Востоке", - пишет официальная
государственная газета Китая China Daily.
Рост торговли между Пакистаном и Катаром
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Pakistan, Iran, Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar following
blockade
The Express Tribune. December 4, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1575459/1pakistan-iran-turkey-increase-bilateral-trade-qatar-following-blockade/

Pakistan, Iran and Turkey have increased bilateral trade with Qatar, a move
that has benefited all four countries, according to experts.
This boost in trade follows the decision made by Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Egypt and Bahrain to severe ties with Qatar and impose a
land, sea and air blockade on it on June 5.
Speaking on Sunday on the sidelines of the Gulf Studies Forum in Qatar‘s
capital, Doha, analysts said the conditions created by the crisis have helped
Pakistan, Iran and Turkey increase bilateral trade with Qatar and have opened new
commercial routes and consolidated political ties.
Qatari royal visits Sharif brothers in Lahore
Doha-Islamabad ties
In the immediate aftermath of the blockade, Pakistan remained neutral and
told Saudi Arabia it will not take sides in the brewing diplomatic crisis in the
Middle East after Riyadh asked Islamabad ―are you with us or with Qatar‖.
Pakistan has historically held strong ties with all GCC countries and its then Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif visited Riyadh in an offer to mediate between the countries
in question.
Sharif, who spent seven years in exile in Saudi Arabia following a military
coup against his government in 1999, issued a statement following his return in
which he urged all the countries involved to ―find an early resolution to the
impasse‖. However, the statement went on to reaffirm ―the strong commitment of
the government of Pakistan to the territorial integrity and sovereignty of the Saudi
kingdom‖.
According to Zahid Shahab Ahmed, of Pakistan‘s National University of
Science and Technology, this slight tilt towards Saudi Arabia is due to Sharif‘s
lengthy history with the Kingdom and its rulers.
―Sharif has long-standing personal interests in Saudi Arabia. His family has
invested heavily in the country while they were in exile there,‖ Ahmed told Al
Jazeera.
Sharif also relied on Qatari leadership in his fight against the Panama Papers
corruption charges, which is why ―Pakistan found itself in a situation where it was
stuck in a fight between two brothers.
―It opted for the middle ground and it has benefited Pakistan‘s relationship
with Qatar. There has been the opening of a direct trade route between Pakistani
and Qatari ports, Pakistan has agreed to send more workforce to Qatar and the
LNG agreement was already in place,‖ said Ahmed.
Iran, Turkey sign deal with Qatar to ease Gulf blockade
Gas production
―Trade between Iran and Qatar increased by 117 percent in less than six
months and it shows the short-term effect of this crisis and bodes well for both
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countries in the long term,‖ Luciano Zaccara, an expert on Gulf and Islamic studies
at Qatar University, told Al Jazeera.
Figures released by Iran‘s customs administration last month showed the
country exported 737,500 tonnes of non-oil goods worth $67.5m to Qatar over the
course of five months. When compared with the same period last year there has
been an increase in growth by 30.8 percent in volume, and 60.57 percent in terms
of value.
―Iran is also very interested in the Qatari market,‖ added Zaccara. ―They
have shown their commitment by trying to accommodate its specific needs. These
commercial relations will remain intact even if the [Gulf Cooperation Council]
GCC crisis is resolved.‖
Iran and Qatar share the world‘s largest gas field. A few weeks after the
blockade was imposed, Qatar announced plans to increase its gas production by 30
percent. According to Zaccara this illustrates how important it is for Qatar
coordinate with Iran in terms of sharing the gas field as well as on gas pricing.
Another milestone in the countries‘ relations is the recently signed land
transportation pact between Iran, Qatar and Turkey aimed at cutting down the cost
and transit period for goods.
Strategic allies Qatar‘s investment in Turkey is over $20bn, the second
highest in terms of value by any country, which, according to Murad Yesitlas, an
expert on geopolitics and security studies from Turkey, shows ―Qatar‘s importance
to Turkey‖.
Yesitlas also notes that the recent strengthening of military ties between the
two countries is also a telling indicator of this relationship.
In June, Turkey‘s parliament approved a 2015 deal with Qatar proposed to
strengthen military cooperation between the two states. This deal gave Ankara the
right to establish military bases in the Emirate and deploy military forces to take
part in joint exercises.
Саудовская Аравия и Пакистан проводят военные учения по борьбе с
терроризмом в СА.
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia conduct joint counterterrorism drills: ISPR
The Express Tribune. December 3, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1575021/1pakistan-saudi-arabia-conduct-joint-counterterrorism-drills-ispr/

The Al-Shehab-2 joint counter terrorism exercise between the Pakistan and
Saudi Arabia Special Forces is under way at the Prince Naif Security City in
Riyadh on Sunday, according to the Inter-Services Public Relations.
The initiative aims to help the participating troops to learn from their shared
experiences in counter terrorism, as well as, to foster bilateral cooperation between
the two forces.
Russian forces arrive in Pakistan for first-ever joint military exercise
Sixty-eight officers and soldiers belonging to the Special Services Group
(SSG) are participating in this exercise from the Pakistani contingent.
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Al-Shehab 1 joint counter terrorism exercise was held last year in Pakistan.
The two-week long exercise started back on November 25 and shall end on
December 10.
Израиль для Саудовской Аравии уже не враг, но не совсем друг
Николай
Бобкин.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
1.12.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/12/01/izrail-dlja-saudovskoj-aravii-uzhe-ne-vrag-no-nesovsem-drug-45167.html

Израиль и Саудовская Аравия не имеют дипломатических отношений.
До недавнего времени любые связи между двумя странами, если они
существовали, не обсуждались открыто. Теперь же израильские политики
публично обсуждают вероятность построения с Эр-Риядом альянса для
борьбы с растущим влиянием Ирана.
Премьер-министр Биньямин Нетаньяху говорит о сдвиге в отношениях
с арабским миром и сближении с «умеренными арабскими государствами» в
противостоянии Ирану и «Исламскому государству» (ИГ). Предполагается,
что он имеет в виду Саудовскую Аравию и другие монархии Персидского
залива.
Скрытые отношения, которые Израиль имеет с Саудовской Аравией и
странами Персидского залива, уже не секрет. Начальник Генерального штаба
Армии обороны Израиля (ЦАХАЛ) генерал Гади Айзенкот 15 ноября в своѐм
первом интервью саудовским СМИ выразил готовность Израиля делиться с
арабскими странами разведывательной информацией об иранской
угрозе. «Между нами существует много взаимных интересов», – говорит
глава Генштаба ЦАХАЛ. В комментарии CNN отмечается, что это интервью
генерала «было попыткой установить общий язык между Израилем и
арабским миром и заложить основу для дальнейших отношений, делая один
крошечный шаг за другим».
Однако израильские шаги навстречу Саудовской Аравии уже не
выглядят как «крошечные». К примеру, МИД Израиля в начале
ноября поручил своим зарубежным представительствам поддержать действия
Эр-Рияда по дестабилизации Ливана. Эксперты оценили это как официальное
подтверждение слухов о том, что Израиль и Саудовская Аравия вступают в
сговор с целью разжигания напряжѐнности в регионе.
Ранее подобных дипломатических мер Израиль не предпринимал.
Бывший посол США в Израиле Даниэль Шапиро усматривает в изменении
израильской политики стремление к установлению нового регионального
порядка. По его мнению, саудиты пытаются вывести поле битвы из Сирии в
Ливан. А после того как они не смогли свергнуть президента Башара Асада,
им нужна израильская поддержка. При этом Тель-Авив рискует быть
втянутым в опасную конфронтацию с «Хезболлой», что может перерасти в
региональную войну. Пока Израиль к этому не готов. Начальник Генштаба
ЦАХАЛ считает, что нужны новая международная коалиция и «крупный
план», чтобы остановить иранскую угрозу. По его мнению, нужно вернуться
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к тотальному давлению на Тегеран. Однако насчѐт эффективности
американской поддержки в этом давлении есть основания сомневаться.
На первый взгляд ни Саудовская Аравия, ни Израиль не должны
жаловаться на новую администрацию в Вашингтоне. Дональд Трамп
поддержал позицию Саудовской Аравии по Ирану, положил конец критике
Эр-Рияда за войну в Йемене и одобрил новые продажи странам Персидского
залива современных видов вооружений. США стали на сторону Эр-Рияда в
конфликте с Катаром. Наследный принц Мухаммед бин Салман получил
моральную поддержку от президента США в стремлении сосредоточить
власть в стране в своих руках. Однако перспектива союза Саудовской Аравии
с Израилем зависит не только от этого.
В частности, дальнейшее развитие отношений Израиля с арабским
миром связано с решением палестинского вопроса. Открытый альянс
королевства и еврейского государства до мирного соглашения Тель-Авива с
палестинцами сложно представить даже на фоне враждебности обоих
государств к Ирану. В США это тоже понимают. Белый дом занят
разработкой нового плана выхода из тупика в палестинском вопросе, хотя
весомых результатов пока не заметно. Подтолкнуть израильтян и
палестинцев к принятию американского плана не удаѐтся. Исправить
положение взялся наследный принц Саудовской Аравии, который открыл
новый фронт в попытках изменить Ближний Восток, вмешавшись в политику
руководства Палестины. Президент Махмуд Аббас был в начале ноября
приглашѐн в Эр-Рияд, где ему рекомендовали принять план, представленный
администрацией Трампа.
Американский план разработан зятем президента Джаредом Кушнером
и содержит явное противоречие: разрешить создать палестинское
государство и позволить Израилю оставить еврейские поселения на Западном
берегу реки Иордан. Палестинцы назвали план Кушнера «дорожной картой
без определѐнной дороги». В нѐм нет предложений по решению спорных
вопросов о границах, не предусмотрены условия возвращения палестинских
беженцев, умалчивается проблема статуса Иерусалима и др.
Однако вместо того чтобы доработать план и попытаться восстановить
доверие палестинцев, администрация Трампа прибегла к принуждению.
Государственный департамент не продлил разрешение на деятельность в
США дипломатического представительства Палестины. В ответ президент
Махмуд Аббас отказался от дальнейших контактов с представителями
Трампа.
Саудовская Аравия заняла в этой ситуации позицию США, оставив в
стороне интересы палестинцев. Бывший советник по национальной
безопасности премьер-министра Нетаньяху бригадный генерал Яков
Нагель уверен, что саудиты не заботятся о параметрах мирного соглашения.
«Для Эр-Рияда было бы достаточно, если бы израильтяне и палестинцы взяли
стихотворение Натана Альтермана, подписали его внизу и назвали это
мирным договором», – пошутил он. «Они просто должны сказать, что между
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Израилем и Палестиной существует соглашение. Им все равно, им наплевать,
каково будет соглашение», – делает вывод генерал Нагель. Действительно,
для Саудовской Аравии на первый план выходит устранение палестинского
препятствия для нормализации отношений с Израилем. Ещѐ одна
региональная проблема поставлена в зависимость от стремления Эр-Рияда
ограничить влияние Ирана.
В стратегическом контексте саудовско-израильское сближение можно
оценить как новый шаг к разделению Ближнего Востока на два враждебных
лагеря. Борьба с Ираном за региональную гегемонию может в конечном
итоге привести к крупномасштабному военному противостоянию. Ведь для
того чтобы изолировать Исламскую Республику, Соединѐнным Штатам и их
союзникам придѐтся вести войну от Средиземного моря до Персидского
залива.
Ливан, Сирия и Ирак сегодня прочно удерживаются на иранской
орбите, в том числе при использовании Тегераном военных формирований
шиитского ополчения. В течение последних шести лет иранский Корпус
стражей исламской революции (КСИР) подготовил тысячи добровольцев из
разных стран, применяя их в Сирии и Ираке. В боях на стороне сирийской
армии участвуют, к примеру, отряды афганского ополчения Fatemiyoun
численностью 20 тысяч бойцов. У «Хезболлы», больше похожей на
регулярную армию, чем на ополчение, численность вооружѐнных
формирований приблизилась к 50 тысячам человек. Иракское шиитское
ополчение по своей боевой мощи не уступает ливанской проиранской
группировке в Ливане.
Причудливый альянс Израиля и Саудовской Аравии может дать толчок
к формированию новой региональной парадигмы.
Как далеко зайдет «дружба» Израиля и Саудовской Аравии?
Валерий Куликов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 28.11.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/11/28/kak-daleko-zajdet-druzhba-izrailya-i-saudovskoj-aravii/

В последнее
время
Израиль
и Саудовская
Аравия
стали
демонстрировать взаимную готовность к сближению и даже сотрудничеству
на платформе совместного противостояния Ирану. Пока эти два яростных
геополитических противника Тегерана продолжают придерживаться линии
конфиденциальности проводимых консультаций и не вышли на уровень
официальных межгосударственных контактов. Однако уже сейчас многое
указывает на готовность Тель-Авива и Эр-Рияда пойти на «смелые решения»,
вплоть до осуществления визитов официальных лиц и установления
дипломатических отношений.
Свидетельством такой тенденции стало явно беспрецедентное в
отношении двух стран интервью у начальника Генштаба ВС Израиля
генерал-лейтенанта Гази Айзенкота саудовской электронной газетой Elaph,
опубликованное 16 ноября, где израильский военачальник призвал
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саудовскую и другие
«заинтересованные
стороны» к совместному
сдерживанию распространения «агрессивного иранского влияния»
в ближневосточном регионе. При этом начальник Генштаба ВС Израиля
отметил готовность Тель-Авива обмениваться с Эр-Риядом разведданными
для нейтрализации угроз со стороны Тегерана.
Сравнительно недавно еврейское государство посетила саудовская
делегация во главе с генералом в отставке Анваром Эшки, бывшим
приближенным короля Фейсала, который встречался с генеральным
директором Министерства иностранных дел Дори Голдом. Переговоры Эшки
в Израиле касались, прежде всего, сферы военного сотрудничества. В этой
связи хотелось бы напомнить, что в мае в Лондоне издание Аl-Rai al-Youm
уже сообщило, что Израиль предложил Эр-Рияду свою знаменитую
противоракетную систему «Железный купол».
Ранее арабские СМИ уже широко цитировали главу министерства
транспорта и разведки Израиля Исраэля Каца, который в июне предположил,
что король Салман ибн Абдул-Азиз аль-Сауд «мог бы пригласить» премьерминистра Биньямина
Нетаньяху посетить
с визитом
королевство
и установить «дипломатические отношения в полном объѐме».
При этом весьма примечательно, что до последнего времени в
Саудовской Аравии было официально запрещено израильтянам находиться
на своей территории. Саудовская авиакомпания не только не продает
гражданам Израиля билеты на свои самолеты, но на рейсы могут не
допустить даже израильтян, обладающих одновременно паспортами других
стран, если в их багаже будут найдены иудейский головной убор кипа, Тора
или какая-либо иная атрибутика, свидетельствующая о принадлежности к
иудейской вере.
Ливанская газета «Аль-Ахбар» на днях сообщила, что располагает
текстом секретного документа о тайных переговорах между Саудовской
Аравией и Израилем, в ходе которых обе стороны обговаривают условия
установления взаимных дипломатических отношений. Этот документ
представляет собой письмо саудовского министра иностранных дел Аделя
аль-Джубейра наследному принцу королевства Мухаммеду бин Салману, где
рассказывается о переговорах с участием США по вопросу признания ЭрРиядом Израиля и создания вместе с ним коалиции против Ирана
на Ближнем Востоке с одобрения Вашингтона. В качестве «вступительного
взноса» в саудовско-израильский союз, Эр-Рияд выражает готовность
поддержать разделение Иерусалима и передачу его под международный
контроль ООН. При этом, палестинские беженцы, по предложению ЭрРияда, проживающие на территории арабских стран, должны получить
их гражданство, тем самым сама «палестинская проблема» полностью
ликвидируется, а, согласно договоренностям между Эр-Риядом и
Вашингтоном, США открыто поддержат Саудовскую Аравию в создании
военного союза против Ирана с участием Израиля.
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По другому утверждению Wall Street Journal, Эр-Рияд готов отказаться
от требования к Иерусалиму заморозить строительство в поселениях Иудеи и
Самарии, расположенных вне поселенческих блоков, но требует от Израиля
увеличить гуманитарную помощь сектору Газа.
Сближение арабского мира и Израиля во многом связано с созданием
единого антииранского фронта. Саудиты стремятся стать хозяевами всего
Ближнего Востока в не меньшей мере, чем израильтяне.
В правительстве Израиля признали факт проведения с Саудовской
Аравией конфиденциальных консультаций, большая часть которых
посвящена совместному сдерживанию угроз со стороны Ирана. Факт
скрытых контактов между Тель-Авивом и Эр-Риядом подтвердил недавно и
министр энергетики Израиля Юваль Штайниц.
В связи с активно демонстрируемыми в последнее время Израилем
антииранскими настроениями, хотелось бы напомнить историю развития
региона и самого Израиля. Когда родился библейский израильский народ,
Персия уже была цивилизованной страной.
Персидский царь Кир послал «евреев» в Иерусалим, по сути, основав
то, что сейчас называют «еврейским народом». Именно поэтому его в
еврейской истории помнят как «великого благодетеля». Частично и по этой
причине, когда государство Израиль было основано в 1948 году, премьерминистр Бен Гурион рассматривал Иран как естественного союзника.
Именно поэтому уже тогда для многих израильтян Иран стал вторым домом,
а Тегеран — «Меккой» для многих бизнесменов Израиля. Эксперты
израильской спецслужбы Шабак даже обучили секретную полицию шаха
САВАК, а высокопоставленные командиры ЦАХАЛ тогда беспрепятственно
путешествовали через Иран в Иракский Курдистан для обучения Пешмерги
— курдских вооруженных формирований, противостоявших Саддаму
Хусейну.
Израиль
также
помог
Ирану
в
его
восьмилетней войне с «саддамовским Ираком». Таким образом, Израиль
устранил тогда препятствие для доминирования Ирана на Ближнем Востоке.
Да, меняются времена, политики и политические цели. Стремясь
сегодня занять при поддержке Вашингтона место регионального гегемона,
нынешние израильские политики по указке из Белого дома решили
исправить свои прежние ошибки «в укреплении позиций Ирана», проявив
готовность пойти на союз со своими противниками из Саудии. Однако этот
даже временный военно-политический союз между евреями и саудитами
выглядит более чем сомнительно. В конце концов, арабские режимы до сих
пор на дух не принимают еврейское государство, хотя и пытаются в
свойственной витиеватой форме убедить израильтян, что они «сегодня едины
с ним в своих целях: отразить угрозу общего врага и выстоять в атмосфере
хаоса». На самом же деле, хотя Эр-Рияд не декларирует открыто свое
стремление уничтожить еврейское государство, он поддерживает
террористические группировки, которые действуют именно в этом
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направлении и завтра «по подсказке из Эр-Рияда» могут обратить «свой
гнев» против Израиля.
Да, Восток – дело тонкое!
Израиль готов сотрудничать с Саудовской Аравией против Ирана
Ready to cooperate with Saudi Arabia to face Iran: Israeli military chief
The News. 17.11.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/244782-ready-to-cooperatewith-saudi-arabia-to-face-iran-israeli-military-chief

JERUSALEM: Israel's military chief of staff said in an interview on
Thursday that his country was prepared to cooperate with Saudi Arabia to face
Iran's plans "to control the Middle East."
His comments were the latest sign that behind-the-scenes links between
Israel and Gulf countries may be occurring due to Iran, their shared enemy, even
though they do not have formal diplomatic ties.
"We are ready to exchange experience with the moderate Arab countries and
exchange intelligence information to face Iran," Lieutenant General Gadi Eisenkot
was quoted as saying by Elaph, a news website run by a Saudi businessman.
Asked whether any information had been shared recently with Saudi Arabia,
he said "we are ready to share information if necessary. There are many common
interests between us and them."
Israel's army confirmed the contents of the rare interview with Arabiclanguage media. According to Israel's army, it was the first interview of its kind
since 2005. Saudi Arabia has long been at loggerheads with Iran but friction has
spiralled recently.
Earlier this month, Lebanese prime minister Saad Hariri announced from
Saudi capital Riyadh that he was quitting, citing Iran's "grip" on his country. The
leader of Hezbollah, the Lebanese group supported by Iran, has accused Saudi
Arabia of pressing Israel to launch attacks against it.
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani made similar allegations this week.
Eisenkot said in the interview that "we have no intention of initiating a conflict
with Hezbollah in Lebanon and reaching a war, but we cannot accept strategic
threats to Israel there. I am very happy with the calm on both sides of the border,
which has lasted 11 years. On the other hand, we see Iranian attempts to escalate."
Gulf Arab countries are also worried about the Islamic republic's support for
Shiite Huthi rebels in Yemen. Eisenkot referred to US President Donald Trump's
attempt to find a path to Israeli-Palestinian peace by drawing in regional countries.
Trump's first trip abroad as president included stops in Saudi Arabia and
Israel. His son-in-law and adviser Jared Kushner has reportedly formed a bond
with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. "With President Donald Trump,
there is a chance for a new international alliance in the region and a major strategic
plan to stop the Iranian threat," Eisenkot said.
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Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has been promoting the idea that
his country's ties with Arab nations are improving, and some experts have said
there are signs that shared concerns over Iran are indeed nudging them closer.
Netanyahu has described relations with the Arab world as the "best ever",
though without providing any details. Leaders of Arab countries have not publicly
made similar comments, however that does not necessarily mean they dispute
Netanyahu's claim. They face sensitivities within their own countries, where the
Jewish state is often viewed with intense hostility. Only two Arab countries -Egypt and Jordan -- have peace treaties with Israel.
Зачем в Москву приезжал саудовский король?
Петр
Львов.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/08/zachem-v-moskvu-priezzhal-saudovskij-korol/. 08.10.2017.

4-7 октября в Москве в сопровождении сотен официальных лиц и
обслуживающего персонала находился король Саудовской Аравии Салман
Аль Сауд, который был принят как президентом В. Путиным, так и премьерминистром Д. Медведевым. Отдельная программа переговоров была у
наследного принца и министра обороны Мухаммеда бин Салмана, главы
МИД КСА, министра энергетики и руководителя суверенного фонда
королевства, которое занимается инвестициями доходов от нефти в
зарубежные проекты. Ведь с самого начала было ясно, зачем приехал в
Москву саудовский король, впервые после 1926 года. Поскольку всего два
основных вопроса важны для Эр-Рияда:
 Иран и его политика в регионе;
 координация цен на нефть с Россией.
Все остальное тесно увязано с этими двумя вопросами.
Саудовцы откровенно опасаются Тегерана, полагая, что идет экспансия
шиитов на Ближний Восток, и ИРИ реализует некий план по созданию
шиитской дуги в составе Ирана, Ирака, Сирии, Ливана, Бахрейна, Йемена и
Восточной провинции КСА, населенной главным образом шиитами. Эр-Рияд
очень волнуют теплые отношения между Россией и Ираном, особенно в
вопросах военного и военно-технического сотрудничества. Саудовцы
неоднократно, начиная с 2007 года, предлагали Москве свернуть ВТС с ИРИ
в обмен на закупку королевством российских вооружений и инвестиций в
российскую экономику. Но когда Москва поддержала введение санкций
против Тегерана из-за мирной ядерной программы (ИЯП) на основе
американского проекта резолюции СБ ООН в 2010 году и отказалась
выполнить контракт на поставку ВС ИРИ систем «С-300», КСА просто
«замылило» уже запарафированные военно-технические контракты с
«Рособоронэкспортом». Без всяких объяснений. И никакие инвестиции из
КСА не пришли в РФ.
Но уже в 2013 в Сочи и Москву приезжал глава саудовских спецслужб
принц Бандар и обещал президенту В. Путину «нейтрализовать» всех
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террористов на время проведения зимних Олимпийских игр – 2014, а также
закупить российское оружие и вложить в экономику РФ миллиарды
долларов, если Россия откажется от партнерства с Ираном, прежде всего в
Сирии. Ему вежливо указали на дверь. И тогда на юге РФ прошли теракты.
Затем визит активно лоббировался Российским фондом прямых
инвестиций при ВЭБ, который был создан для привлечения
многомиллиардных инвестиций из арабских стран Персидского залива
(ССАГПЗ) в российскую экономику в самые различные сферы. 6 лет его
руководитель К. Дмитриев ездил по «шестерке» ССАГПЗ, но получил только
обещания от ряда стран, включая Саудовскую Аравию, ОАЭ, Катар и Кувейт.
И лишь в начале 2017 года начало что-то налаживаться, прежде всего,
благодаря соглашению по регулированию цен на нефть между Москвой и ЭрРиядом на основе соглашения «ОПЕК плюс». Большую роль в этом сыграл
министр энергетики России А. Новак. И тогда же реально стал вопрос о
визите короля Салмана в Москву. Этому подыграл и внутренний кризис в
ССАГПЗ, когда в июне с.г. КСА, ОАЭ, Бахрейн и ряд арабских стран
разорвали все отношения с Катаром, обвинив его в поддержке терроризма и
экстремизма. Сильно подыграли этому и поражения радикальных исламистов
в Сирии, равно как и провалы саудовской военной коалиции в Йемене, где
поддерживаемые
Ираном
шиитские
повстанцы-хуситы
отчаянно
сопротивляются военной операции стран ССАГПЗ. Что сильно истощило и
продолжает истощать саудовскую казну.
А тут еще и президент США Трамп запретил Эр-Рияду силой сбросить
правящий режим в Дохе. Вот и понадобилось саудовцам вновь вернуться к
разыгрыванию российской карты. Поскольку ни один серьезный аналитик не
поверит, что Саудовская Аравия, зависящая от США в плане безопасности,
пойдет на серьезное сотрудничество с Москвой. Цель Вашингтона – добиться
смены В. Путина, а не спасать российскую экономику финансовыми
вливаниями Саудовской Аравии.
Стратегическая задача Саудовской Аравии — курс на максимальную
изоляцию Ирана, а это означает (в плане визита саудовского короля в РФ)
очередную попытку щедрыми посулами заманить российское руководство,
по крайней мере в части большего охлаждения отношений с Ираном. Ради
этой задачи саудиты готовы раскошеливаться. Вероятнее всего, им совсем не
нужны комплексы С-400, которые в ходе визита саудовцы пообещали
закупить. Но если их покупка слегка поспособствует основной задаче —
почему бы и не приобрести эти С-400. Более того — саудиты могут пойти и
на согласие с российской зоной военного присутствия в Сирии и даже с ее
разделом, но при условии полного изгнания из Сирии Ирана или
значительного сокращения его присутствия. Пока же в Москве дежурно
заявлено о приверженности единству и целостности Сирии, но так говорят
все, кто ее прямо сейчас и расчленяет.
Саудовские инвестиции в российскую экономику — это все та же
«покупка» благожелательного отношения российского руководства к
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озабоченностям саудовских «партнеров». В любой другой ситуации саудиты
бы нашли, куда пристроить свои деньги. Тем более из-за снижения цен на
нефть у них самих денег мало. И еще надо оплатить американское оружие,
которое они обещали закупить более чем на 100 млрд долл во время визита
Трампа летом с.г. в КСА — первой поездки за рубеж после его инаугурации.
Да и весьма примечательно то, о чем заявлено саудовцами в
Москве. Во-первых, о возможной закупке КСА в РФ оружия на 3 млрд
долларов. Надо сравнить это с итогами визита в КСА президента США Д.
Трампа в августе 2017, когда были подписаны протоколы о намерении
саудитов закупить у Вашингтона оружия на 110 млрд долларов. То есть в 30
с лишним раз больше. Даже если учесть, что Трамп привез твердых
контрактов на 12,5 млрд долларов, то все равно саудиты покупают у
американского «партнера» в четыре раза больше.
Обращает на себя внимание и намерение КСА вложить в российские
проекты (например, в дороги) 10 млрд долларов. В том числе в строительство
дублера Кутузовского шоссе более 1 млрд долл, о чем уже анонсировали
СМИ. Это на фоне того, что вложения КСА в экономику Соединенных
Штатов — около триллиона долларов. Причем как в банковский сектор, так и
реальную экономику с производством.
Саудиты со своими «подарками», кстати, мыслят довольно
рационально. Иран в Сирии для России – это, без всякого сомнения, помеха.
О противоречиях между Тегераном и Москвой в Сирии стараются не
говорить. Но без Ирана и его союзников в лице Хизбаллы, иракских шиитов
«армии Махди» и афганских хазарейцев Б. Асад даже с поддержкой ВКС и
спецназа России не выстоит больше трех месяцев. Да и российское военное
присутствие в САР быстро будет свернуто. Кроме того, Иран — важная часть
закулисных переговоров по Турецкому потоку. Турки категоричны в своем
нежелании предоставить Газпрому монопольное право наполнения трубы
этого Потока. Из четырех запланированных ниток из России обсуждаются
только две, причем транзитной будет только одна, но со второй трубой до
сих пор нет никакой ясности, хотя Газпром весьма упорно ее все-таки
прокладывает. Для того, чтобы Турецкий поток состоялся, в него должны
войти газ из Катара и Ирана. Это условие Анкары, и Т. Эрдоган держит
Москву за все чувствительные места в этом вопросе.
Но в любом случае сам по себе визит саудовского короля важен. Это
означает, что Москва имеет значительную роль на Ближнем Востоке, и с
этим приходится считаться. Другое дело, для чего это делается. В случае с
КСА явно не для честного и существенного партнерства на долгие годы.
Ведь на сегодня и перспективу Эр-Рияд – основной арабский партнер США.
И любой выход саудовцев за «красные» линии Вашингтона будут жестко
пресечены. Но если КСА вложит в РФ хотя бы обещанные 10 млрд долл на
серьезные проекты и начнет закупать у Москвы оружие – это очень хороший
результат после 10 лет топтания на одном месте. Особенно если Саудовская
Аравия пойдет на то, чтобы не финансировать сирийскую оппозицию. Хотя
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это пока продолжается. Особенно когда финансовые вливания террористам
серьезно уменьшил Катар. Так что можно констатировать, что, в принципе,
есть позитивные итоги, хотя пока в виде обещаний и деклараций о
намерениях. И остался вопрос – а будут ли контракты?
К итогам визита короля Саудовской Аравии в Москву
Щегловин Ю.Б. 9 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38273

«Исторический визит» короля Саудовской Аравии Сальмана в Москву
завершился, и пора в общем-то начинать проводить общий анализ
возможных последствий этого события. Мы сейчас не будет подробно
анализировать экономическую часть визита (а саудовцы всегда традиционно
сопровождают свои политические требования намерением участвовать в
реализации крупномасштабных инвестиционных проектов). Отметим лишь
несколько моментов.
Эр-Рияд в принципе волновало лишь продление соглашения по линии
ограничения добычи нефти, а все остальное носит или незначительный
характер, или находится под большим вопросом с точки зрения конечной
реализации. В этой связи для успешной реализации этих контрактов (или
вернее — договоров о намерениях в большей части) существует несколько
серьезных препятствий. Налаживание экономического взаимодействия
между Россией и Саудовской Аравией может спровоцировать негативную
реакцию американского правительства.
Об этом в пятницу заявил руководитель Центра Ближнего и Среднего
Востока Российского института стратегических исследований (РИСИ)
Владимир Фитин, комментируя визит короля Саудовской Аравии Сальмана
бен Абдель Азиза Аль Сауда в Москву. «Учитывая антироссийскую истерию
в Америке, любые шаги, которые способствовали бы развитию российской
экономики, воспринимаются отрицательно, — сказал он. — Я бы не
придерживался слишком большой эйфории, поскольку нельзя забывать
широко разрекламированный визит [президента США Дональда] Трампа в
Эр-Рияд, когда были подписаны военные контракты на 110 миллиардов
долларов и [иные] соглашения больше, чем на 350 миллиардов».
Безусловно, это одна из важнейших причин для пессимизма. В этой
связи мы бы не стали самым серьезным образом пока рассматривать
перспективы ВТС с КСА, именно по причине мощнейшего американского
присутствия на этом рынке и полной совместимости системы обороны
королевства с американскими стандартами. Да и денег у Эр-Рияда сейчас для
того, чтобы одновременно работать на два направления, просто не хватит. На
кону серьезные экономические реформы с соответствующими бюджетными
издержками на фоне дешевой нефти. Особняком стоит проект строительства
завода по производству автоматов Калашникова, и в данном случае
действительно существует кровная заинтересованность Саудовской Аравии с
точки зрения прежде всего оптимизации процессов снабжением этим
оружием
лояльных
себе
повстанческих
групп
в
различных
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ближневосточных горячих точках. Выгоднее это оружие производить у себя,
а не закупать в Болгарии или на Украине.
Но основной причиной приезда короля Сальмана в Москву стала как
раз позиция Москвы в отношении сирийского конфликта. Или вернее —
явный военный прогресс на этом направлении. Все остальное в рамках
визита, пожалуй, лишь кроме соглашения по нефти, это необходимый
антураж.
В
Сирии
наступает
момент
истины,
который
определяется вопросами перспектив сохранения дальнейшего серьезного
саудовского влияния там в принципе. В Идлибе начинается процесс борьбы
за доминирование в этом главном оплоте оппозиции между КСА и Турцией.
Причем Анкару в данном случае активно поддерживает Москва. И это самый
тревожный момент для Эр-Рияда.
Обратим внимание, что в Москву не приехал наследный принц и
министр обороны КСА Мухаммед бен Сальман, который является основным
архитектором и куратором политики королевства на сирийском направлении.
После очевидного просчета в связи с попыткой прорыва в Идлибе его
присутствие в Москве было посчитано его отцом излишним. Ведь он приехал
извиняться в том числе и нарабатывать новые темы для достижения
компромисса, а его импульсивный сын к такому развитию ситуации не готов.
В этой связи в Эр-Рияде стремятся добиться от Москвы согласия на решения
двух задач.
1. Это снижение силового давления на «Джебхат ан-Нусру» (запрещена в
России), о чем договориться, судя по всему, не удалось.
2. Это выход Саудовской Аравии на площадку международных
переговоров по сирийскому конфликту в новом качестве главного
переговорщика, для чего необходимо завершить процесс создания
единой делегации оппозиции, что без санкции Москвы просто
нереально. «Саудовская Аравия надеется на формирование единой
делегации сирийской оппозиции к следующему раунду переговоров в
Женеве». Об этом заявил ТАСС министр иностранных дел королевства
Адель аль-Джубейр. «Вопрос заключается в том, что если мы хотим
реализовать резолюцию Совета Безопасности ООН 2254, то должны
запустить политический процесс, — отметил глава МИД. — А чтобы
он был эффективным, нам нужна объединенная оппозиция. И этого
хотим не только мы, но и Россия, Египет, США — все страны
Международной группы поддержки Сирии».
А.аль-Джубейр напомнил, что почти два года назад Саудовской
Аравии удалось добиться объединения нескольких групп сирийской
оппозиции на широкой основе. Результатом этого стало формирование
Высшего комитета по переговорам (ВКП). «Спустя два года нам приходится
делать это снова, чтобы расширить участие оппозиции и обеспечить участие
в переговорах представительной делегации», — добавил министр. Вот
собственно несколько дипломатически закамуфлированное основное
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желание Эр-Рияда, которое пытался добиться король в Москве. Насколько
это ему удалось?
Несмотря на оптимистическую риторику МИД РФ о полной поддержке
этой тенденции, выразим самое серьезное сомнение в реальности достижения
поставленной цели. Прежде всего по причине того, что такой формат
объединенной оппозиции предусматривает, по саудовскому замыслу,
безусловное доминирование в таком формате именно точки зрения Эр-Рияда
на будущее политическое устройство Сирии. Это совершенно точно
встретит оппозицию «московской», «каирской» групп и группы «Хмеймим»
сирийской оппозиции.
Кроме того, проект будущего устройства Сирии в саудовской редакции
будет точно включать в себя тезисы об уходе Башара Асада, вывода
иранских войск, а также внесение очень серьезных поправок в конституцию
страны в пользу понижения статуса «светского государства». Все это
полностью неприемлемо для Москвы, Дамаска и Тегерана (и Каира, кстати).
В случае же реального понижения боевого потенциала «Джебхат ан-Нусры»
в Идлибе или его полного искоренения политическая значимость ВКП
вообще будет стремиться к нулю. То есть за ним просто не будет реальной
силы, а значит и вести с ним переговоры нет никакого смысла.
Но пока Москва и Эр-Рияд безусловно будут демонстрировать
всяческие проявления доброй воли к развитию двусторонних отношений, что
отвечает стремлению Кремля хотя бы визуально потрепать американосаудовский внешнеполитический альянс. При этом все «нефтяные»
соглашения по взаимной договоренности выводятся за скобки сирийского
досье просто в силу принципиальной важности этой темы для обеих стран.
Вот пока и все итоги, основным из которых посчитаем пока только сам факт
приезда уходящего короля Сальмана в Москву.
Саудовская Аравия закупает оружие в России, включая С-400
Saudi Arabia agrees to buy Russian S-400 air defence system
The Express Tribune. October 5, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1523665/saudiarabia-agrees-buy-russian-s-400-air-defense-system-arabiya-tv/

MOSCOW: Saudi Arabia has agreed to buy Russian S-400 surface-to-air
missile systems, Saudi-owned al Arabiya television reported on Thursday.
The report came during a visit by Saudi King Salman to Moscow.
The countries also signed a memorandum of understanding to help the
kingdom in its efforts to develop its own military industries, a statement from
state-owned Saudi Arabian Military Industries said.
SAMI said the MoU with Russian state-owned arms exporter
Rosoboronexport came in the context of contracts signed to procure the S-400, the
Kornet-EM system, the TOS-1A, the AGS-30 and the Kalashnikov AK-103.
Saudi king heads to Russia, with oil, investment and Syria on agenda
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It not specify the number of each system or the value of the procurement
deal.
It said the procurement was ―based on the assurance of the Russian party to
transfer the technology and localise the manufacturing and sustainment of these
armament systems in the Kingdom‖, but provided no timeframe.
A number of deals have been signed during this week‘s trip by King Salman
to Russia, the first by a Saudi monarch.
Король Саудовской Аравии привез в Москву свой золотой лифт, 1500
человек челяди, снял всю гостиницу «4 сезона», 800 кг еды, свои ковры и
проч.
Saudi king takes 1,500 entourage, golden escalator, food, furniture on
Russia trip
The Express Tribune. October 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524418/saudi-kingtakes-1500-entourage-golden-escalator-food-furniture-russia-trip/

Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz is on a four-day state visit to Russia along
with his entourage of 1,500 people, a golden escalator and his own carpets, a
person familiar with the matter said.
On Wednesday, the 81-year-old king of the kingdom exited his plane out
onto his golden escalator which malfunctioned halfway down and forced him to
walk down rest of the way where his cavalcade of cars waited for him along with
Russian police escorts.
This is the first visit to Russia by a Saudi monarch and both the countries
have already struck a deal on weapons‘ sale and how to stabilise the oil market.
Saudi Arabia lifts ban on internet phone calls
Around 800 kilogrammes of food has been flown in by a Saudi plane that is
travelling daily between Riyadh and Moscow to transport supplies, according to
the person.
―Members of the royal entourage also replaced some of the hotel staff with
their own personnel, who know exactly how they like their coffee made,‖ he
further added.
King Salman even brought his own furniture along to the luxury hotels
booked by the Saudi government for the visit. Other guests were asked to cancel
their reservations and people who lived there permanently even moved out.
Embassy statement: Saudis rejects ‗poor Haj arrangements‘ claim
―The entire hotel is booked through October 8 and isn‘t open to the public,‖
said a doorman dressed in red livery.
Even US presidents travel with large entourages that include a bullet proof
limousine and a secret service protection force. US President Donald Trump stayed
at the Ritz in Moscow during a trip in 2013 for the Miss Universe contest that he
owned apart from former president Barack Obama.
―The bill for fully booking the two hotels during the visit may run about $3
million, not including what the delegation will spend on services, restaurant meals
and spa treatments,‖ said Vadim Prasov, vice-president of the Federation of
Restaurateurs and Hoteliers of Russia.
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США намерены продать Саудовской Аравии ракетные комплексы
THAAD на сумму в 15 млрд. долл.
US approves possible $15 billion sale of THAAD missiles to Saudi
Arabia
The Express Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1525079/usapproves-possible-15-billion-sale-thaad-missiles-saudi-arabia/

WASHINGTON: The US State Department has approved the possible sale
of a THAAD anti-missile defence system to Saudi Arabia at an estimated cost of
$15 billion, the Pentagon said on Friday, citing Iran among regional threats.
The approval opens the way for Saudi Arabia to purchase 44 Terminal High
Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) launchers and 360 missiles, as well as fire
control stations and radars.
US successfully tests missile intercept system
―This sale furthers US national security and foreign policy interests, and
supports the long-term security of Saudi Arabia and the Gulf region in the face of
Iranian and other regional threats,‖ the Pentagon‘s Defence Security Cooperation
agency said in a statement.
Saudi Arabia and the United States are highly critical of what they consider
Iran‘s aggressive behaviour in the Middle East.
Iran also has one of the biggest ballistic missile programs in the Middle East,
viewing it as an essential precautionary defence against the United States and other
adversaries, primarily Gulf Arab states and Israel.
THAAD missile systems are deployed to defend against ballistic missile
attacks.
Saudi-owned al Arabiya television reported on Thursday that the kingdom
had agreed to buy Russian S-400 surface-to-air missile systems, an announcement
that came as Saudi King Salman made during his visit to Russia, the first by a
Saudi monarch.
US military sales to Saudi Arabia have come under increased scrutiny over
the Saudi-led coalition‘s war in Yemen.
China reiterates opposition to South Korea‘s THAAD anti-missile system
Riyadh and its allies have been bombing the Iran-aligned Houthis in Yemen
since the Houthis seized much of the country‘s north in 2015. Riyadh says the
coalition is fighting terrorists and supporting Yemen‘s legitimate government but
the office of the UN human rights chief has said Saudi-led air strikes cause the
majority of civilian casualties.
The United States deployed THAAD to South Korea this year to guard
against North Korea‘s shorter-range missiles. That has drawn fierce criticism from
China, which says the system‘s powerful radar can probe deep into its territory.
О ситуации
Курдистана

после

референдума

о

независимости

Щегловин Ю.Б. 2 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38116

Иракского
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Руководство Иракского Курдистана (ИК) должно отменить результаты
референдума о независимости перед началом диалога с федеральным
правительством. Об этом говорится в распространенном в понедельник
заявлении офиса премьер-министра Ирака Хейдара аль-Абади. В тексте
содержится призыв к властям курдского региона «подтвердить
приверженность Конституции и резолюциям федерального правительства».
Багдад подтверждает «необходимость отмены результатов противоречащего
Конституции референдума», после чего возможен «переход к диалогу во имя
укрепления единства Ирака». Как сообщалось накануне, власти Иракского
Курдистана сформировали Высший политический совет, главная задача
которого — налаживание диалога с Багдадом и зарубежными странами по
вопросу плебисцита. Референдум о независимости курдской автономии
Ирака, против которого категорически высказалось центральное
правительство, прошел 25 сентября. Более 90% человек, участвовавших в
плебисците, высказались за отделение от Ирака. Еще до обнародования
официальных результатов голосования парламент в Багдаде принял пакет
мер в ответ на неконституционный, по их убеждению, шаг Эрбиля.
Законодатели потребовали от правительства, в частности, отправить в
спорные районы, подконтрольные курдам, иракские войска, заблокировать
пограничные терминалы, которые выходят за рамки контроля федерального
правительства, вернуть нефтяные месторождения под юрисдикцию
Министерства нефти Ирака, закрыть иностранные диппредставительства в
Эрбиле. 29 сентября вступил в силу запрет на международное авиасообщение
с аэропортами Иракского Курдистана. Ранее официальный Багдад заявил, что
не признает итогов плебисцита и не будет вести никаких переговоров с
курдским руководством, пока оно не признает их недействительными и
будет, даже при условии отказа Эрбиля (а это вариант действий Масуда
Барзани на фоне нынешнего давления очевиден) выполнять условия этого
ультиматума. Просто это произойдет не сразу. Пока Багдад под нажимом
своих внутриполитических оппонентов отрабатывает вариант выдвижения
абсолютно неприемлемых условий для главы ИК М.Барзани, поскольку в
случае их выполнения на его политической карьере можно ставить точку.
Отметим, что выдвижение таких вот максимальных условий вообще надо
отнести к теме больше восточного менталитета и восточного торга, чем к
реальной политике. А они предусматривают в качестве первичной основы
для переговоров выдвигать максимум с надеждой в результате торгов
получить хотя бы минимум. В этой связи подчеркнем, что отменять
результаты референдума в Эрбиле никто не будет, но и воевать Багдад с
курдами не будет. И по причине слабости собственных вооруженных сил, и
нежеланию это делать со стороны Тегерана и Анкары. В основе такого
нежелания со стороны последних
помимо боязни ввязаться в
долгоиграющий конфликт лежит еще и вопрос геополитический: Анкара и
Тегеран в общем-то являются конкурентами в Иракском Курдистане и не
желают ввода войск своего противника в этот регион. Даже несмотря на то,
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что они сейчас вроде бы и союзники в рамках своего неприятия самого факта
референдума. Отметим, что на нынешних консультациях начальников
генеральных штабов армий Ирана и Турции обсуждается как раз вопрос о
взаимных обязательствах не вводить свои войска в ИК без соответствующего
взаимного согласования, а не наоборот, как полагают некоторые российские
обозреватели, специализирующиеся на курдской тематике. К тому же вход
Турции и Ирана в его курдский и арабский регион совершенно неприемлем
для Багдада. Это уже вопрос суверенитета и политической выживаемости для
иракского премьер-министра Х.аль-Абади. На него и так уже началась атака
со стороны шиитских кланов, и собственно в угоду их требованиям и
выдвигаются сейчас всяческие ультиматумы. Но главное — это позиция
Вашингтона, который четко заявил, что референдум он не поддерживает, но
при это его отношения с Эрбиле изменений не претерпят. Это очень четкий
сигнал всем участникам этой истории о том, что американцы не потерпят
никакого военного сценария решения курдской проблемы. В том числе и по
причине того, что это делается проблематичным бесперебойное снабжение
лояльных США курдских формирований в Сирии. Да и еще в период
активизации процесса сдерживания «российской экспансии» восточнее
Евфрата.
В этой связи «мячик» сейчас находится полностью на стороне
Анкары. Власти Иракского Курдистана поплатятся за проведенный в
автономии референдум о независимости. Об этом, как сообщает газета
«Хюрриет», заявил 30 сентября президент Турции Р.Т.Эрдоган во время
выступления в провинции Эрзурум на северо-востоке страны. «Региональные
власти Северного Ирака предприняли шаг, не задумываясь о нашей стране,
которая оказывала им всяческую поддержку на протяжении долгого времени,
— отметил он. — Так что им придется заплатить за это». Зная
эмоциональность и импульсивность турецкого лидера от него можно
ожидать любых неожиданностей. Но опять же не в данном случае. Почему
— сказано выше. Но одно можно констатировать уверенно: отношения
между ним и лидером ИК М.Барзани испорчены в силу отказа последнего
прислушаться к рекомендациям и просьбам из Анкары. В свое время
примерно такая же ситуация привела к тому, что в Сирии разгорелась
гражданская война: «друг» Р.Т.Эрдогана президент САР Б.Асад не послушал
его в рамках рекомендаций по допуску «Братьев-мусульман» во власть. Но
турки могут очень просто решить эту проблему: просто перекрыть экспорт
нефти из Иракского Курдистана и Киркука в Турцию, и самое больше, чем
через месяц-два Эрбиль просто будет вынужден пойти на мировую.
Курдский бюджет просто будет пустым, а вопросы выплаты зарплат и
пособий сильно раздутому государственному аппарату и пешмерге будет
миной замедленного действия для руководства ИК. Так что в данном
случае вопрос разрешения кризиса в определяющей степени находится в
плоскости экономических интересов семьи Р.Т.Эрдогана, которая собственно
эти потоки и регулирует. Если еще проще — то в плоскости личной
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жадности и степени раздражения турецкого лидера: что перевесит в
конечном счете.
Курдский референдум – распад Ирака или конфедерация?
Леонид
Савин.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
29.09.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/09/29/kurdskij-referendum-raspad-iraka-ili-konfederacija44737.html

В иракском Курдистане 25 сентября состоялся референдум по вопросу
о независимости. Около четырѐх миллионов жителей, имеющих иракские
паспорта, выразили своѐ мнение насчет того, стоит ли им оставаться в
составе Ирака или создать своѐ государство.

Сама постановка вопроса неоднозначна. Фактически курды – самый
большой в мире народ, не имеющий собственной государственности, –
впервые за сто лет смогли официально и законно высказаться по насущной
проблеме, ведь после соглашения Сайкс-Пико 1916 года курды были
разделены между Турцией, Ираком, Ираном и Сирией, а ранее попытки
получения независимости жѐстко пресекались.
Хотя в Уставе ООН говорится о праве народов на самоопределение,
Генеральный секретарь организации Антониу Гутерреш отнесся к данному
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референдуму со скепсисом и просил отложить его проведение. Подобные
просьбы поступили от администрации США и правительств ряда
европейских стран. Хотя Вашингтон на протяжении тридцати лет активно
поддерживал курдов в Ираке, в том числе поставками оружия, в данном
вопросе Белый дом оказался на стороне Багдада. За этим решением видно не
столько желание контролировать весь Ирак, что у США не получается,
сколько отсутствие стратегического видения и приемлемых политических
методов.
Несмотря на протест Багдада, а также соседних Турции и Ирана,
референдум состоялся. По данным избирательной комиссии Курдистана, в
нѐм приняли участие 72.16 % населения, из них 92,7 % сказали «да». Для
Турции и Ирана результаты референдума являются поводом для
беспокойства в отношении своих территорий, населенных курдами, однако
подходы двух стран отличаются.
Тесные связи курдов с Ираном были установлены ещѐ при шахе, до
исламской революции 1979 года. Позже Иран поддерживал курдов во время
десятилетней ирако-иранской войны, активизировались контакты и в
последнее время – в 2014 г. в связи с продвижением «Исламского
государства» (организация запрещена в России) Тегеран стал больше
взаимодействовать с иракскими курдами по линии безопасности. На данный
момент иранско-иракская граница в районе Курдистана открыта, через неѐ
продолжают идти автокараваны с нефтью.
Турция имеет больше поводов для беспокойства в связи с действиями
Рабочей партии Курдистана на своей территории. Конечно, идеальный
проект независимого Курдистана подразумевает объединение всех четырѐх
зон – Бакур, Машуд, Рожава и Рожилат (буквально: Север, Юг, Запад,
Восток), т. е. турецкой, иракской, сирийской и иранской территорий,
населѐнных курдами. Однако сегодня такие воображаемые проекты, как
правило, далеки от практического воплощения.
Что касается Багдада, его беспокоит не только возможность
окончательного отделения Курдистана, но и потери других земель, которые
официально не входят в зону ответственности Курдского регионального
правительства. Постановка вопроса на референдуме была такой, что в нѐм
упоминалась не только официальная курдская автономия в составе Ирака, но
и курдские территории за пределами этой зоны.
Сложность в том, что границы некоторых территорий до сих пор не
определены и являются спорными. Курдская сторона утверждает, что при
Саддаме Хусейне большое количество курдов было выселено с их мест
исторического проживания. Особенно это касалось нефтеносных районов в
окрестностях Киркука. На их место были переселены лояльные режиму
арабы. Багдад ответил на это постановлением парламента об отправке в эти
районы, где находятся отряды пешмерга, военной силы. Кроме того, Багдад
дал трое суток на то, чтобы курды передали полный контроль над границей и
аэропортами в Эрбиле и Сулеймании.
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Правда, ввод войск на спорные территории нарушает статью 9
Конституции Ирака, где сказано, что "Вооруженные силы Ирака и силы
безопасности не могут быть использованы против какой-либо части Ирака".
Поэтому курды постановление иракского парламента не признают. В зоне
Киркука сконцентрировано около 80 тысяч бойцов пешмерга, готовых
противостоять Багдаду. По всей видимости, однако, никаких реальных
действий против курдов предпринято не будет. Показательно, что, несмотря
на серьезные риторические угрозы со стороны Турции, полѐты в Курдистан
из этой страны не отменены. Продолжают летать самолеты и из ряда
европейских государств.
Кстати, в самом Курдистане считают, что ключевой игрок, который
может поставить точку в решении вопроса о курдской независимости, это не
США, а Иран. По крайней мере, так говорят инсайдерские источники из
Эрбиля.
Однако в происходящем можно разглядеть не только тенденцию к
распаду Ирака, но и возможность создания политического субъекта иного
типа, а именно конфедерации. После демонтажа светской государственности
страна была разорвана конфессиональными противоречиями. Если курды
смогли выделиться и солидаризоваться на основе своей этнической
идентичности, то арабское население было ввергнуто в войну по
религиозному признаку. Поскольку США после оккупации при создании
нового правительства сделали ставку на шиитов, это привело к дисбалансу и
радикализации суннитов, в том числе к выступлениям «Аль-Каиды». В
какой-то мере способствовало это и созданию ИГ, костяк которого составили
офицеры-баасисты Саддама Хусейна. Больше всего в этой бойне пострадали
арабы-христиане, а во время экспансии ИГ и йезиды – представители
древнейшей религии, близкой к зороастризму.
При создании конфедерации возможно выделение суннитского и
шиитского регионов. Ныне претензии курдов касаются не только постоянных
задержек платежей за проданную нефть, но и банальных бюрократических
проволочках, коррупции, а также проблем безопасности. Модель
конфедерации могла бы стать решением не только для Ирака, но и
послужить примером для других государств региона, которому присущи
высокие уровни этнорелигиозного напряжения.
Разведывательно-аналитическая компания «Стратфор» ещѐ до
проведения референдума отмечала роль России в перекраивании
энергетической карты Ближнего Востока. Например, проект "Роснефти" в
иракском Курдистанепредусматривает годовую добычу 30 миллиардов
кубических метров газа, создание новой инфраструктуры и еѐ интеграцию в
существующие трубопроводы. При этом часть топлива будет поставляться на
местные заводы и распределительные участки, а другая транспортироваться в
сторону Турции и далее в Европу. Соответственно, Анкара, испытывающая
энергетический голод и давно потребляющая нефтяные ресурсы Курдистана
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(трубопровод Киркук – Джейхан с участком Так Так –Хурмала, введенным в
2013 г.) станет более лояльна к Эрбилю.
Ещѐ одна компания, ранее работавшая в Курдистане, это Pearl
Petroleum Co. из ОАЭ. Есть договорѐнность, что часть активов этой
компания будет использована для проекта, над которым работает
«Роснефть». Такая связка может стать дополнительной гарантией
стабильности региона.
Курды Ирака проголосовали за независимость. Что дальше?
Антон
Веселов.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
27.09.2017.
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/09/27/kurdy-iraka-progolosovali-za-nezavisimost-chtodalshe-44717.html

26 сентября Высшая независимая комиссия Иракского Курдистана
обнародовала предварительные итоги состоявшегося накануне голосования.
Подсчѐт голосов ещѐ продолжается, но совершенно очевидно, что
абсолютное большинство участников плебисцита поддержали независимость
региона. Референдум стал действительно историческим событием для
курдов, существенно приблизив реализацию их давней мечты о создании
собственного государства. Руководство Иракского Курдистана, опираясь на
широкую поддержку населения, показало решимость отстаивать интересы
региона и продемонстрировало твѐрдость. Это оказалось особенно важным,
поскольку в нервозной обстановке, сложившейся вокруг референдума,
некоторые заинтересованные стороны стали терять самообладание.
Официальный Багдад уже заявил, что никогда не признает итоги
референдума. Более того, там прибегли к открытым угрозам. Так, 16
сентября премьер Хейдар аль-Абади провозгласил, что Ирак готов к
военному вмешательству, если референдум приведѐт к насилию. Вечером 25
сентября в Багдаде состоялось заседание Совета национальной безопасности,
после которого от Эрбиля потребовали передать «все пограничные переходы,
в том числе аэропорты». Глава Кабинета министров Х. аль-Абади заявил, что
правительство принимает на себя ответственность за перемещение «товаров
и людей в регион и из региона», особо подчеркнув, что по вопросам нефти
все страны должны обращаться исключительно к федеральным властям
Ирака. Премьер призвал к созданию специального механизма контроля за
активами и счетами Регионального правительства Курдистана (КРГ) и
курдских официальных лиц за пределами страны. Наконец, он потребовал от
прокуратуры предъявить обвинения против каждого чиновника,
участвовавшего в проведении референдума по независимости Иракского
Курдистана.
А днѐм раньше, 24 сентября, премьер аль-Абади объявил о начале
операции по освобождению города Шаркат на севере провинции Салах эдДин с последующим нанесением главного удара по району Хувейджа – это
один из последних оплотов ИГ на северо-западе страны. Хотя в Багдаде
публично заявили, что боевые действия в Хувейдже будут координироваться
с пешмерга, многие наблюдатели посчитали, что воинственные заявления
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могут быть связаны с референдумом, особенно его проведением в спорной
провинции Киркук. Туда уже стянуты формирования шиитского «народного
ополчения», и, как заявил один из лидеров ополченцев Мухаммед Махди альБаяти, «все находятся под давлением». Он откровенно признал возможность
серьѐзных боевых действий («что угодно может стать искрой, которая
сожжет это всѐ»).
Курдские власти отреагировали спокойно: президент Масуд Барзани
уже неоднократно предупреждал, что курды будут защищаться, если
иракские войска или шиитские ополченцы попытаются войти на спорные
территории, которые находятся под контролем курдских сил пешмерга. В
Эрбиле подчѐркивают, что не намерены первыми открывать огонь, но в
случае атаки пешмерга способны дать достойный отпор.
Иран и Турция, будучи одними из самых яростных противников
независимости курдов, в дни референдума провели ряд демонстративных
акций. Иранская армия 24 сентября организовала учения в приграничных с
Иракским Курдистаном районах, на неопределѐнное время отменены все
авиарейсы в Эрбиль и Сулейманию. Турция закрыла все погранпереходы с
автономией и в конце сентября стянула в приграничные районы Силопи и
Хабура большое количество бронетехники и артиллерии. В официальных
объяснениях со стороны турецкого Генштаба говорится, что проводятся
военные учения по отработке взаимодействия по борьбе с терроризмом (!).
Ранее премьер-министр Турции Бинали Йылдырым заявил, что
референдум о независимости Иракского Курдистана является для Турции
«вопросом национальной безопасности», и это объяснимо – в Анкаре всерьѐз
опасаются, что пример иракских курдов может побудить активизировать
свою борьбу за независимость курдов турецких. Президент Эрдоган прямо
сказал, что Турция не допустит угрозы территориальной целостности Ирака.
Ответ М. Барзани не был лишѐн иронии: «Меня удивляет одно: мне бы
хотелось знать, с каких это пор вы обеспокоились территориальной
целостностью Ирака, суверенитетом Ирака и конституцией Ирака?»
В качестве отступления. Иракская конституция, написанная под
диктовку оккупационной администрации Пола Бремера и официально
принятая в 2005 году, оказалась на редкость нежизнеспособной. Казалось бы,
простой вопрос об административно-территориальном делении страны
может поставить в тупик даже искушѐнных экспертов. По одним
официальным источникам, в стране 18 провинций. По другим - не менее
официальным – 19, поскольку в 2015 году парламент Курдистана принял
решение о создании в составе автономии четвѐртой провинции на базе
муниципального округа Халабджа. До сих пор неясна судьба статьи 140
«основного закона», касающейся статуса спорной провинции Таамим
(Киркук) – еѐ текст нигде не публиковался. И перечень казусов этим не
ограничивается…
Международное сообщество отреагировало на референдум более
сдержанно.
В
ООН
выразили
обеспокоенность
«потенциально
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дестабилизирующим эффектом». Согласно специальному заявлению от 25
сентября, «Генеральный секретарь уважает суверенитет, территориальную
целостность и единство Ирака, и считает, что все нерешенные вопросы
между федеральным правительством и региональным правительством
Курдистана должны быть решены посредством структурированного диалога
и конструктивного компромисса».
Призывы к Багдаду и Эрбилю решать спорные вопросы за столом
переговоров содержатся в официальной позиции многих стран, такую
возможность не отвергают и сами конфликтующие стороны. Курдское
руководство выразило надежду, что референдум побудит Багдад объективно
оценить реалии и сообща искать возможности мирного сосуществования.
Хейдар аль-Абади со своей стороны отметил: «Я никогда не закрою дверь
для переговоров. Переговоры всегда возможны». Таким образом, никто не
сжигает мосты и апокалипсические прогнозы преждевременны. Рано или
поздно федеральным властям и руководству курдской автономии придѐтся
урегулировать проблемы, чему будет предшествовать длительный торг.
Примечательно, что в Эрбиле весьма миролюбиво отреагировали на
угрозы Турции ввести санкции. «Мы не хотим, чтобы между нами и нашими
соседями возникла какая-либо проблема», – отметил президент Масуд
Барзани. И это неудивительно – Иракский Курдистан экспортирует свою
нефть на международные рынки через турецкий порт Джейхан. Турция и
сама покупает у автономии нефть и природный газ. Торговый оборот между
Турцией и Курдистаном в первой половине 2017 года достиг 5 млрд
долларов, что на 20% больше аналогичного периода прошлого года. Так что
за жѐсткой политической риторикой просматривается прагматичный
экономический расчѐт и рациональный подход.
Резко сменили акценты и в Вашингтоне: советник президента США по
национальной безопасности Герберт Рэймонд Макмастер сказал: «Мы
должны подождать, чтобы увидеть, что произойдет». В Москве
одновременно с заявлениями о поддержке единства и территориальной
целостности Ирака просчитывают вероятные направления развития
обстановки. Обращают на себя внимание сообщения о том, что в 2017 году
Россия стала ключевым инвестором в Иракский Курдистан, оттеснив США и
Турцию. Так, только «Роснефть» намерена инвестировать в развитие
нефтегазовой инфраструктуры свыше 4 млрд долларов, а с 2020 года эта
компания планирует стать ведущим экспортѐром энергоносителей из
Курдистана на европейские рынки. Нет сомнений, что перед принятием
таких решений тщательно выявляются угрозы и оцениваются риски, а
потому будущее Иракского Курдистана видится стабильным.
Воcприятие в Турции курдского референдума
Стародубцев И.И. 30 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38080

Референдум в Иракском Курдистане, состоявшийся 25 сентября, при
исходящем от зарубежных стран практически единодушном неодобрении той
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или иной степени, стал в нынешней международной повестке Турции темой
№1. С заявлениями, полными гнева и досады, выступает президент Турции
Р.Т.Эрдоган. Их градус сопоставим с выступлениями президента Российской
Федерации В.В.Путина в адрес самой Турецкой Республики после
самолѐтного кризиса 24 ноября 2015 года. Да и схожая риторика первых лиц
про «удар в спину» и «предательство» заставляет проводить между двумя
кризисами определѐнные параллели.
Первый вопрос, который в этой связи возникает у многих
отечественных обозревателей заключается в том, а «какое, собственно, дело
Турции до Иракского Курдистана?». Второй — почему референдум, к слову
сказать, не первый в истории курдской автономии (предыдущий состоялся в
2005 году), вызвал у турецкого руководства волну такого гнева?
Представляется, что корень этих вопросов заключается в непонимании
их задающими, а точнее в подспудном нежелании признать тот факт, что
Турция образца второго десятилетия двадцать первого века с полным на то
основанием является одной из ведущих региональных сил и стремится к
признанию своих роли и статуса на большой международной арене.
Насколько успешно у страны это получается – отдельный вопрос, но
тот факт, что современной Турции есть дело до всех событий, происходящих
во всех уголках планеты – аксиома турецкого внешнеполитического курса. И
она вдвойне работает, когда дело касается а) региона, б) братских Турции
тюркских народов, в) мусульман.
Что уж говорить про курдское всенародное волеизъявление, «под
шумок» региональных катаклизмов затеянное главой курдской автономии
М.Барзани в непосредственной близости к границе с Турцией в богатейшем
нефтеносном регионе планеты с приблизительно 3 млн (около 10% населения
автономии) туркоман. В голове турецких любителей конспирологических
теорий снова возникают кочующие по глобальной сети в огромном
количестве карты Большого Ближнего Востока с единым государством
Курдистан и получают своѐ зримое подтверждение теории заговора (по
принадлежности — американского), направленные на перекраивание карты
региона и отрыв курдских регионов от четырѐх государств — Турции, Ирака,
Сирии и Ирана.
Почему турецкое руководство ведѐт речь именно о предательстве
М.Барзани? – Турция на протяжении целого ряда лет вкладывалась в проект
иракского федерализма, прямо способствуя построению независимой от
центрального правительства в Багдаде экономики Иракского Курдистана,
при этом тесно связанной с экономикой Турецкой Республики. Понятно, что
такая особость отношений должна была, помимо всего прочего, ослаблять
тыловую базу у Рабочей партии Курдистана (РПК).
Как можно наблюдать, эта политика проводилась в русле внутренней
политики в самой Турции, принятой Партией справедливости и развитие
(ПСР) и направленной на мирное урегулирование внутреннего конфликта с
РПК с предоставлением турецким курдам ряда прав и свобод. Как известно,
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мирный процесс в Турции с курдами был оперативно свѐрнут в 2015 году,
когда позиция президента Эрдогана и ПСР после провала на парламентских
выборах сместилась в сторону националистов — резко вправо в пользу
построения унитарного государства («одно государство, одна нация, один
язык, один флаг»).
Таким образом, в турецком курсе возник «курдский дуализм». С одной
стороны — неприятие курдского федерализма в Турции и в Сирии, а с другой
– особые отношения с Иракским Курдистаном, чья экономика после более
чем десятилетия тесных контактов стала прочно связана с Турцией (нефтяная
торговля, поставка турецких продовольствия и товаров народного
потребления, турецкие долгосрочные и льготные кредиты).
Разумеется, в турецком сообществе президент курдской автономии
«друг» М.Барзани считался своего рода «турецким проектом», отсюда и
гневная риторика президента Турции Р.Т.Эрдогана про «предательство» при
отсутствии формально, на межгосударственном уровне, зафиксированных
договоренностей. Как подчѐркивает турецкое руководство, оно до самого
последнего момента рассчитывало на то, что М.Барзани «одумается». – Не
одумался, а здесь турецкие политики получили важный урок, что
невозможно усидеть на двух стульях одновременно. То есть, строить у себя
унитарное государство и содействовать федерализму соседа. Тем более, что
трения между центральным правительством в Багдаде и региональным
руководством в Эрбиле в последнее время лишь только нарастали.
Теперь в отношении диапазона возможных действий Турецкой
Республики. Во-первых, заметны попытки Турции заручиться поддержкой не
только непосредственных интересантов (Иран, Ирак и даже Сирия), но и
глобальных игроков, включая США, ЕС и Россию. Как всячески
подчеркивает турецкое руководство, курдский федерализм поддерживают
лишь Израиль и испанская Каталония. Это — та грань, которая отделяет
игрока регионального масштаба от глобального – готовность и
способствовать действовать в одиночку, без большой оглядки на другие
страны.
Во-вторых, ни один из возможных шагов Турции, будь то
экономических, политических или военных, не будет для страны
безответным и безболезненным.
В частности, перекрытие погранперехода Хабур с Северным Ираком
означает необходимость поиска альтернативных путей поставки товаров и
услуг центральному правительству. При том, что Ирак – третье по объему
экспортное направление Турции (около 8 млрд долл. экспорта, ¼ на
Курдистан, ¾ на «центральный» Ирак), а 95% поставок осуществляется по
земле. Единственным коридором при этом оказывается Иран (погранпереход
Эсендере) и здесь происходит нежелательное для Турции укрепление Ирана
в Ираке. Остановка авиационного сообщения в этом смысле – чисто
косметическая мера. Быстрая переориентация закупок сырой нефти с Ирака
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(около 40% нефти закупаемой Турцией) на других поставщиков (скажем,
Россию) – весьма сложное и дорогостоящее мероприятие.
Меры военного характера (на которые, к слову сказать, у правительства
Р.Т.Эрдогана нет мандата Меджлиса), включая захват аэропортов,
постановку под контроль погранперехода, и «прорубание коридора»
поставок на Багдад, также не просматриваются. Начиная с того, что невзирая
на совместные учения ВС Турции и Ирака, вряд ли турки дождутся
приглашения на свою территорию от центрального правительства (как было
в случае сирийского президента Б.Асада и России). Не говоря уже о
возможных потерях среди ослабленной чистками турецкой армии и о
резонансе курдов в самой Турции. Последнее является, пожалуй, самым
серьѐзным фактором, удерживающим турецкое руководство от мер военного
характера.
Так что, всѐ, что пока остаѐтся турецким обозревателям – фиксировать
снижение градуса риторики турецкого руководства и указывать на его
«трезвый, здравомыслящий и продуманный подход» к серьѐзному
региональному вызову.
О реакции США на итоги референдума о независимости Иракского
Курдистана
Щегловин Ю.Б. 30 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38076

Соединенные Штаты не признают состоявшийся 25 сентября
референдум о независимости в Иракском Курдистане и его результаты, а
также опасаются потенциальных негативных последствий плебисцита. Об
этом говорится заявлении госсекретаря США Рекса Тиллерсона,
распространенном
в
пятницу
пресс-службой
Госдепартамента. «Соединенные Штаты не признают односторонний
референдум, проведенный региональным правительством Иракского
Курдистана в понедельник. Голосование и его итоги нелегитимны, и мы
продолжаем поддерживать единый, федеративный, демократический и
процветающий
Ирак»,
—
заявил
руководитель
американского
внешнеполитического
ведомства. «Мы
по-прежнему
обеспокоены
потенциальными негативными последствиями этого одностороннего шага. В
преддверии плебисцита мы вели переговоры и с правительством Иракского
Курдистана, и с центральным правительством в Багдаде с тем, чтобы
добиться более продуктивной схемы работы, а также стабильности и
процветания для народа региона Курдистана. Эти стремления не могут быть
продолжены посредством таких односторонних шагов, как проведение
референдума», — убежден Р.Тиллерсон. Он также призвал центральное
правительство Ирака и власти курдской автономии «воздержаться от
взаимных упреков и угроз». «Мы призываем власти Иракского Курдистана
уважать роль центрального правительства, определенную конституцией, и
мы призываем центральное правительство отказаться от угроз и даже
упоминаний возможного применения силы. <…> Борьба с [запрещенной в
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РФ террористической группировкой] «Исламским государством» (ИГ) не
окончена, и экстремистские группировки пытаются воспользоваться
нестабильностью и разногласиями. Поэтому мы призываем наших иракских
партнеров продолжать концентрироваться на разгроме ИГ», — сказал
госсекретарь. Обратим внимание на смену риторики Госдепартамента США,
вернее на более четкое акцентирование неприятия идеи референдума. И это
объясняется прежде всего даже не резкой реакцией Багдада на это событие, а
также поддержкой этой позицией со стороны большинства арабских стран.
Напомним, что Ливия, Катар, Египет, Турция и Иран уже четко поддержали
решение Багдад о приостановке авиационного сообщения с Иракским
Курдистаном. Иран перестал закупать (пока временно) нефтепродукты,
Турция вообще готовится полностью ограничить поставки нефти из курдской
автономии, но до сих пор их не ограничила. Багдад то посылает
вооруженные конвои на границу с Иракским Курдистаном, то отменяет (или
вернее — затормаживает) это решение. Другими словами, пока мы видим
демонстративные в большей степени шаги противников референдума,
основной целью которых является информационный шум (чем больше
резких и решительных заявлений в СМИ, тем лучше) и оказания
соответствующего давления на Эрбиль, для того, чтобы заставить его
соблюдать прежние правила игры и не предпринимать при этом никаких
дальнейших шагов в сторону государственного обособления. Отметим, что в
действиях оппонентов Эрбиля сейчас больше «белого шума», чем
практических действий. Они отрабатывают необходимый после проведения
референдума набор публичных шагов и действий, которые в таких случаях
полагаются. Причем в классических традициях восточного базара: много
шума, мало действий. Даже прекращение авиационного сообщения является
очень условным, поскольку из-под его действия выведены рейсы военного,
гуманитарного и военного назначения. И в это очень характерно, поскольку
сделано прежде всего в угоду Вашингтона, поскольку именно через Эрбиль
идет основной логистический маршрут поставок вооружения сирийским
курдам. В Эрбиль оружие перебрасывается воздушным путем, а затем на
грузовиках переправляется в Сирию. Кстати, через Эрбиль снабжается и
иракская армия под Мосулом: в данном случае логистическое плечо просто
гораздо короче, чем через Багдад. И это единственный на сегодня путь
поставок вооружений лояльным американцами силам на севере Сирии,
поскольку делать это через Турцию в силу понятных причин просто
невозможно. И в данном случае скорректированное
заявление
Госдепартамента США в отношении референдума надо расценивать прежде
всего как отработку своей части договоренности с Багдадом о том, что все
его логистические маршруты в области материально-технического
сотрудничества с сирийским курдами будут действовать в прежнем режиме в
обмен на четко артикулированную позицию в отношении неприятия итогов
референдума. При этом американцы также четко осознают, что без
поддержки иракской армии ни о каком внятном присутствии в суннитском
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треугольнике Ирака говорить не приходится. И Пентагон, и ЦРУ США,
которые имеют наработанные связи с кланом Барзани, в этой связи жестко
корректируют позицию Белого дома в этом направлении и соответственно —
публичные заявления его официальных представителей. Вашингтон
безусловно и далее будет поддерживать более чем дружественные
отношения с Эрбилем, и при этом уверенно гасить все попытки Багдада или
Анкары осуществить какие-либо силовые шаги в отношении Иракского
Курдистана. Такой вариант ставит под вопрос уровень присутствия
американцев в Сирии, а это вопрос ключевого пункта всей «борьбы»
американцев с ИГ. В основе такой борьбы лежит тезис глобального
противостояния и сдерживания Москвы, и в очень малой степени — сама
борьба с ИГ, которое используется просто как предлог для американского
присутствия в Сирии. В этой ситуации для Вашингтона абсолютно
неприемлема любая вспышка вооруженного противостояния между
Багдадом, Анкарой и Эрбилем. И США сделают все возможное, чтобы этого
не допустить. Про Эрбиль данном случае говорить вообще излишне — клан
Барзани полностью управляем. Достаточно сказать, что все шаги по
перемещению отрядов пешмерги четко согласовывается курдским
руководством с Вашингтоном, а попытки перебросить эти отряды в начале
лета на север Сирии в связи с просьбой Анкары натолкнулись на жесткое
блокирование со стороны Вашингтона. Что же касается Багдада или Анкары,
то последующие события продемонстрируют нам со всей очевидностью,
насколько степень влияния Вашингтона на их решения является
определяющей. Рискнем предположить, что ее вполне хватит для того, чтобы
удержать противоборствующие стороны от силового варианта выяснения
отношений.
Катар надеется на помощь Пакистана урегулировании конфликта с
Саудовской Аравией
Qatar seeks Pak role to defuse Saudi tension
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. July 19, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Jul2017/qatar-seeks-pak-role-to-defuse-saudi-tension

ISLAMABAD - Qatar on Tuesday urged Pakistan to play a role as the sole
Muslim-majority nuclear power to defuse tension between Qatar and Saudi Arabia,
officials said.
In a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif here, Qatar Foreign Minister
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani briefed Pakistani leader on the
current situation in the Gulf.
PM Sharif told the visiting dignitary that Pakistan was concerned over the
tension between Qatar and Saudi Arabia and would play its role for a peaceful
solution of the impasse.
Qatar‘s Foreign Minister had arrived in Islamabad earlier in the day on a short
trip seeking Pakistan‘s support to end the regional tension. Al-Thani met the PM
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and Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz to discuss the latest
situation.
The appointment of former army chief Raheel Sharif as the head of the Saudiled military alliance was also discussed, a government official said. He added the
Qatri FM was told that Raheel Sharif‘s job did not mean targeting any Muslim
country.
Recently, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif flew to Riyadh and told Saudi King
Salman Bin Abdul Aziz that Pakistan was committed to the Kingdom‘s territorial
integrity and safety of the two Holy Mosques in Makkah and Madinah.
Sharif‘s visit was a bid to defuse diplomatic tension in the Gulf after Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates cut diplomatic ties with
Qatar accusing it of supporting terror networks. Qatar denied the allegations and
appealed for talks.
The prime minister, during his meeting with the Saudi King, had hoped that
the current impasse in the Gulf will be resolved soon in the best interest of the
Muslim nations.
Last month, Pakistan denied it had not deployed troops in Qatar.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said the reports in this regard
―appear to be part of a malicious campaign aimed at creating misunderstanding
between Pakistan and brotherly Muslim-[majority] countries in the Gulf.‖
Earlier reports said that Pakistan had decided to send military contingent to
Qatar following Turkey who sent troops to the state.
There were claims that Pakistan could send up to 20,000 soldiers to Qatar.
An official statement issued after Sharif‘s meeting with Al-Thanim, said the
PM appreciated the efforts of Emir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabahin to find a solution to current crisis in the Gulf region.
The prime minister appreciated the sagacity and wisdom of Emir of Kuwait,
said the statement.
Nawaz Sharif stressed that Pakistan maintained close, friendly and
cooperative relations with all Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member countries
and ―is concerned at the recent crisis in Middle East.‖
The premier said that the people and Government of Pakistan wished to see a
diplomatic solution of the problem between the Muslim-majority countries.
―The foreign minister of Qatar expressed his gratitude to the prime minister
for the warm reception and reiterated Qatar‘s desire to further enhance bilateral
relations between the two countries,‖ the statement added.
Al-Thani also briefed the prime minister on Qatar‘s response to the demands
of Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt and on the current status of the
mediation efforts Emir of Kuwait, it said.
Although the Qatari minister‘s day-long visit was aimed at discussing the
Qatar-Saudi tension, there were rumours that the Panama Papers case against the
PM and his family could also be touched - keeping in view Sharif‘s personal ties
with the royal family of Qatar.
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Qatari Prince Hamad bin Jasim bin Jaber Al-Thani was named by Sharif as a
business partner but a joint investigation team – which submitted its report on the
Panama Papers case to the Supreme Court this month – could not interrogate the
Qatari royal due to his unavailability.
The JIT found ―glaring disparities‖ between the Sharif family‘s known
sources of income and their actual wealth.
Immediately after the submission of the JIT report, the opposition parties
called for PM‘s resignation.
The Supreme Court is currently hearing the Panama Papers case.
Prime Minister Sharif has objected to the JIT report terming it as ―biased‖.
The 10-page document submitted by the prime minister claimed the JIT had
violated its mandate.
Катарский кризис и Пакистан - неприсоединение
What the Gulf crisis means for Pakistan
Shahzaib
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447387/gulf-crisis-means-pakistan/

July

1st,

2017.

Having pulled off a diplomatic recovery, Pakistan is now being forced to
navigate the increasingly troubled waters of the Gulf. The Gulf, Pakistan‘s
neighbour beyond the sea, is in crisis, perhaps the most serious one in recent
history. It is Qatar versus the rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). For
reasons that are avidly debated, the Saudis along with the Emiratis and other
regional countries have resorted to blockading the richest country on earth by sea,
air and land. Rarely has such a blockade been seen in situations that do not qualify
as hot conflicts.
The latest crisis stems from mounting tension between Qatar and the rest of
the GCC and resulted in the blockade when Saudis along with the rest of the GCC
and Egypt accused Qatar of financing terror outfits in the Middle East and
meddling in the internal affairs of its neighbours. The accusations were met with
counter-accusations and soon the crisis escalated into what is now being referred to
as a ―potentially years-long rift.‖ As expected, the crisis evoked responses across
the international community with clear lines often being drawn and sides being
taken by major influencers such as the US.
In this environment of searing tension and real time developments, Pakistan is
also expected to take sides. Ties between the Gulf, including Qatar, and Pakistan
are classified as ―brotherly,‖ and are based on energy supplies, trade routes,
billions of dollars‘ worth of bilateral trade alongside a shared sense of history and
vision. Pakistan therefore simply cannot afford to alienate any of its gulf allies.
This is where, perhaps, one of the most successful aspects of Islamabad‘s foreign
policy comes into play. For most of its history now, Pakistan has adopted a policy
of non-alignment in international conflicts involving predominantly Muslim states.
It has never been so important that this policy prevails now, because the number of
conflicts involving the Muslim states has never been so high and their intensity
never so extreme.
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With regional tensions and international agendas clashing, the Middle East
has become a hotbed of conflicts, almost all of them involving two or more
Muslim states. Pakistan‘s manoeuvring of these clashes has been in line with its
long held policy on the matter. Case in point: Syria. The Syrian conflict is host to
an alarmingly high number of international stakeholders, which has not only
contributed to the unprecedented internationalised mudding up of an internal
conflict, but has also resulted in the development of previously non-existent
tensions between international players that got dragged into Syria. And yet as most
of the influential international community dived in, Pakistan wisely chose not to
engage. The same thing happened in Yemen, where the conflict internationalised
overnight, drawing most of the region into it and further entrenching long standing
rivalries. Here too, Pakistan implemented its long standing policy of nonalignment.
But Pakistan‘s handling of Yemen was starkly different than its handling of
Syria. Even as Islamabad successfully rescinded itself from the Yemeni crisis,
what was troubling was the increased difficulty of the said recension and thus the
increased difficulty of staying non-aligned. Pakistan‘s involvement in Yemen came
to be debated, even in parliament, and scenarios were entertained which involved
significant departures from the country‘s policy of non-alignment. With Syria,
Pakistan had easily looked the other way; when it came to Yemen, however, this
proved much harder to do. Perhaps this was due to the proximity of the conflict.
With Syria off in the distance Pakistan easily afforded looking the other way
without compromising on long-standing and important alliances with particular
Muslim states. But as the conflict moved close to home, the difficulty of
maintaining a non-aligned stance was for all to see. Perhaps, if Pakistan had a
different internal security and political situation, the nation would have been forced
to intervene in one form or another. With rivalries moving eastward from Syria, the
pressure on Pakistan to pick favourites was much greater.
And this is why the current Gulf crisis is so important and even more
troubling, the tension has now reached Pakistan‘s neighbourhood. While it is a
much colder and inactive crisis than those in Syria and Yemen, the gravity of the
Gulf crisis, especially for Pakistan, is immense. With not just past friendship but
future cooperation at stake, the pressure that Islamabad will face from said allies is
bound to be more tremendous.
Thus, therein lies the complexity of following non-alignment during the
current crisis. The support of a previously non-aligned Pakistan will be invaluable
to either of its allies involved in the conflict in winning the ongoing international
narrative. The risks and rewards of participation will be massive for Pakistan,
providing finally, perhaps, the nudge that was missing during Yemen. The question
that is then being asked of Pakistan is, will it be able to stay non-aligned, especially
when the crisis has hit the neighbourhood, and if so, how?
The answer is a sustained diplomatic effort instead of the diplomatic
withdrawals we saw during Yemen and Syria. Now, however, in the wake of the
Gulf crisis, for Pakistan‘s well-advised policy of non-alignment to prevail, a
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monumental and, more importantly, proactive, diplomatic effort will be required
from Islamabad.
Pakistan‘s diplomatic corps will have to make a case for, not just its lack of
desire to pick one side against the other, but also, and more importantly, its
inability to intervene in light of a protracted conflict of its own. As one of the
increasingly few parties that maintain alliances with both sides in the crisis,
Islamabad has the perfect opportunity to not only navigate its way out of the crisis
without taking sides, but to further strengthen its current alliances and its policy of
non-alignment in such confrontations. Again, this can only be achieved through a
sustained diplomatic push that legitimises Pakistan‘s policy of non-alignment not
as a bystander but as a mediator.
Индия считает – запрет США для 6-ти мусульманских стран дал эффект.
US travel ban on six Muslim countries takes effect
The Hindu. 30.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/us-travel-ban-on-onsix-muslim-countries-takes-effect/article19184463.ece?homepage=true

The Trump administration says the ban is necessary to block terrorists from
entering the country.
Washington President Donald Trump's temporary ban on refugees and
travelers from six mainly Muslim countries came into effect late Thursday, after
the Supreme Court allowed it following a five month battle with rights groups.
The Trump administration says the ban is necessary to block terrorists from
entering the country, but immigrant advocates charge that it illegally singles out
Muslims.
The 90-day ban on visitors from Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and
Yemen will allow exceptions for people with "close family relationships" in the
United States, which the government has defined narrowly, excluding grandparents
and grandchildren, aunts and uncles and others.
Пакистан останется нейтральным в Кувейтском кризисе, - заявил
Сартадж Азиз
Pakistan to stay neutral in Gulf standoff: Aziz
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. June 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/22-Jun2017/pakistan-to-stay-neutral-in-gulf-standoff-aziz

ISLAMABAD - Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
yesterday said since former army chief Gen Raheel Sharif was leading the Saudiled military coalition against terrorism in an individual capacity, he could not be
summoned back.
Briefing the Senate standing committee here, Aziz said Pakistan was not
taking sides in the Gulf crisis. ―Pakistan will pursue a neutral policy on the Gulf
crisis and try its level best for reconciliation among brotherly Muslim countries.
Raheel Sharif was not sent by the government to lead the alliance, so he cannot be
asked to return,‖ he said.
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The meeting was aimed to discuss the ongoing diplomatic rift in the Middle
East that began after Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
Yemen and the Maldives severed diplomatic ties with Qatar.
Pakistan People‘s Party Senator Kareem Khawaja earlier suggested that
General Raheel Sharif should be asked to return so that Pakistan could play a
neutral role.
Aziz said Sharif, who retired as the army chief last year, was not a
government nominee for the job, but was working in his personal capacity.
This month, Pakistan said it had deployed no troops in Qatar amid the oil-rich
country‘s standoff with Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said some false reports appeared
to be part of a malicious campaign aimed at creating misunderstanding between
Pakistan and Muslim countries in the Gulf. The reports said Pakistan had decided
to send military contingent to Qatar following Turkey who sent troops to the state.
There were claims that Pakistan could send up to 20,000 soldiers to Qatar.
This came after Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates
cut diplomatic ties with Qatar, accusing it of supporting terror networks. Pakistan
did not follow the friendly countries as it also had close ties with Qatar. Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif has personal ties with both the Saudi and Qatari royal
families. Nawaz Sharif has also launched a campaign to settle the Saudi-Qatar row
through talks.
The Saudi-Qatari row comes at a time when Pakistan is going through
tensions with India, Iran and Afghanistan.
The government had allowed Raheel Sharif to command a Saudi Arabia-led
military alliance of 39 Muslim majority states. The alliance was formed by Saudi
Arabia in December 2015 with its headquarters in Riyadh. Iran had objected to the
formation of the alliance, fearing it was a Sunni-alliance rather than a Muslim
alliance. Considering Iran‘s objections, Pakistan had also delayed giving approval
to Gen Raheel Sharif for several months.
Sartaj Aziz told the Senate‘s Foreign Affairs Committee that General Sharif
was not sent to Saudi Arabia by the government in an official capacity. He said the
parliamentary resolution on the Saudi Arabia-Yemen issue passed in April 2015
was the central point of Pakistan‘s policy on the issue.
When Saudi Arabia launched a military operation against Yemen in 2015, the
parliament adopted the resolution unanimously, proposing Pakistan ―should
maintain neutrality in the conflict so as to be able to play a proactive diplomatic
role to end the crisis.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Senator Shibli Faraz pointed out that if General
Sharif was asked to return to Pakistan, relations with Saudi Arabia would be
negatively affected.
Committee Chairperson Nazir Sadiq said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had
not only met with Saudi King Salman bin Abdul Aziz as part of his mediatory
efforts in the Gulf, but had also talked to Qatari Emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa
Al-Thani on the phone to resolve the rift, said an official statement.
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Встреча президента Пакистана с королем Саудовской Аравии в Мекке
Mamnoon, Saudi king discuss issues of multilateral interest
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. June 19, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/19-Jun2017/mamnoon-saudi-king-discuss-issues-of-multilateral-interest

ISLAMABAD - President Mamnoon Hussain on Sunday called on Saudi
King Salman bin Abdulaziz in Makkah and exchanged views on issues of
multilateral interest.
A statement issued from presidency here on Sunday said that both the leaders
discussed matters pertaining to bilateral relations and mutual interests with a
special emphasis on the emerging situation in the Middle East and South Asia. The
president lauded efforts of the Saudi government for excellent arrangements for the
Umrah pilgrims during Ramazan.
President Mamnoon also held meetings with his Yemeni counterpart
Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi in Jeddah and Kuwait‘s National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq bin Ali Al-Ghanim during his visit to Saudi Arabia.
Later, the president left for Pakistan after performing Umrah.
Jeddah Governor Mishaal bin Majid bin Abdulaziz saw him off at the airport.
The president‘s meeting with the Saudi monarch in the backdrop of a
deepening diplomatic rift in the Middle East, days after Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif held talks with King Salman during a one-day trip to the Kingdom.
In a related development, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has also reached at
King Abdul Aziz airport, Jeddah on a private visit on Sunday to perform Umrah.
The premier travelled on a commercial flight PK-741. He was received by
Deputy Governor of Makkah region, Prince Abdullah bin Bandar bin Abdul Aziz.
The PM will perform Umrah during the last days of Ramazan and also offer
prayers in Masjid-e-Nabvi.
The prime minister is also expected to meet the leaders of Saudi Kingdom to
exchange views on matters of mutual interest.
Earlier this month, Saudi Arabia, backed by the United Arab Emirates, Egypt,
Bahrain, Yemen and Maldives cut off all trade and diplomatic ties with Qatar,
accusing the country of sponsoring terrorism.
In its initial response to the crisis, Pakistan had stressed the need for unity in
the Muslim world and urged the countries involved to engage in dialogue.
However, there are worries that Pakistan would not be able to maintain its
neutrality in the conflict for long.
During their meeting, King Salman told Sharif that ―the fight against
extremism and terrorism is in the interest of all Muslims and the Ummah‖.
Pakistan has maintained strong ties with Saudi Arabia and Qatar, and the rift
has placed the country in a tense position.
Как Катарский кризис влияет на пакистанскую экономику
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Qatar quandary
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance
https://www.dawn.com/news/1340451/qatar-quandary

Weekly,
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19th,

2017.

Pakistan appears unlikely to face any immediate and sizable economic impact
because of the diplomatic blockade of Qatar by Saudi-led Arab nations.
At least, the relevant government agencies give an impression as if the
situation was a non-issue notwithstanding a diplomatic effort by Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and Chief of Army Staff Qamar Javed Bajwa to defuse the Middle
East crisis.
There has also been no effort on part of the government agencies or the
private sector to ascertain if the Middle East tussle can open any business or trade
opportunity for Pakistan — like Turkey and Iran appeared to be doing — as Qatar
looks around to meet food requirements arising out of the Saudi blockade of its
airspace and trade routes.
There has been no effort to ascertain if the Middle East tussle can open any
business or trade opportunity for Pakistan
This was apparent from a response from the federal ministries. Foreign Office
Spokesman Nafees Zakaria was unable to say if the Qatar situation could in any
way affect Islamabad or if there was any concern for possible loss of trade and jobs
in Qatar, at present, or in case of escalation of tension in the Middle East.
Minister for Commerce Khurram Dastgir and Secretary Commerce
Muhammad Younas Dagha were not forthcoming on the subject when contacted.
Community Welfare Attache at Pakistan‘s mission in Doha also did not respond to
telephone calls and messages.
But that‘s not the kind of proactive approach government ministries are
known to take, otherwise the historic opportunity of securing jobs for the
upcoming 2022 FIFA World Cup in Doha would have delivered great dividends in
the shape of manpower export.
A senior official of the Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource
said that about 115,000 Pakistanis were currently working in Doha but there was
no apparent reason for concern.
―There is no war or war-like situation there. Therefore, there is also no
emergency situation for us‖, he said explaining that in such circumstances, it is the
local embassy (of Pakistan) that should generate an internal report on the basis of
which the ministry of foreign affairs sets a process in motion for coordination
among relevant agencies, countries and diplomatic missions.
―No such alert has emerged from the Doha mission. No abnormal return of
any Pakistani has been seen and the impact on remittances could not be felt in a
matter of days‖, he said.
Pakistan‘s has a sizeable diaspora of around 115,000 overseas Pakistani
currently working in Qatar, sending home $17-18 million in remittances. They
contributed a total of $342m in eleven months (July-May) of the current fiscal
year, accounting for less than 2pc of the total $17.5 billion remittances from
overseas Pakistanis.
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These dropped slightly from $345m of the same period last year in line with
declining remittances from elsewhere.
Pakistan‘s exports to Qatar have maintained a steady decline over the year
from $79m in 2012 to $63m last year, accounting for less than 0.5pc of the
country‘s total exports. This is a fraction of more than $25bn Qatar spends a year
on imports from the world.
With commencement of Liquefied Natural Gas supplies, imports from Qatar
are on the rise. From $180m in 2014, the imports increased to $320m last year and
are expected to go well beyond $450m this year including about $230m worth of
LNG.
At present, Pakistan imports about 600m cubic feet per day of LNG, most of
it from Qatar. This accounts for almost one-fifth of Pakistan‘s natural gas
consumption that may increase going forward given Islamabad‘s quest to ramp up
LNG imports to 2,000MMCFD by 2022.
It was in this perspective that petroleum minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said
a diplomatic crisis in the Middle East would not affect Pakistan‘s LNG imports
from Qatar. He said Pakistan is currently importing 600m cubic feet per day of
LNG from Qatar under a binding commercial contract.
He explained that only two things could affect LNG imports. First, a force
majeure event that is beyond the control of the two parties and international
sanctions, particularly on gas sales. ―There are no such apprehensions on both
counts‖, he said.
There is no war in the region that can hamper LNG supplies nor UN
sponsored international sanctions that discourage business deals. Abbasi said
Pakistan was importing 2.7m tonnes LNG from Doha whereas neighbouring India
was importing 9m tonnes and Korea, Japan and China were importing 60m tonnes
LNG from Qatar.
Saad Sherida Al-Kaabi, Qatar Petroleum‘s (QP) President and CEO, said
LNG customers should rest assured that QP would continue uninterrupted supplies
as the world‘s most reliable LNG supplier.
―QP and its subsidiaries have immediately mobilised all available resources
and activated its business continuity plans to mitigate the impact of any action that
could hamper its efforts to ensure safe and reliable energy supplies to all its
customers across the globe‖, it said.
Not impressed, the National Assembly passed a resolution seeking efforts to
defuse tensions in the Arabian Peninsula and be watchful of an impending fall out.
Opposition parties feared that remittance from Qatar could be affected
because of recently imposed sanctions on the country by Saudi-led Arab states that
could hamper bilateral Pak-Qatar projects related to oil and gas.
―The government has to keep in view a fall out from Qatar‘s sanctions and
should take care of Pakistanis living in Qatar,‖ a parliamentarian said.
Катарский кризис и позиция Пакистана
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Разразившийся в начале июня 2017 г. катарский кризис, когда
дипломатические отношения с Дохой разорвали десять стран (Бахрейн,
Египет, Йемен, Коморские острова, Королевство Саудовская Аравия, Ливия,
Маврикий, Мавритания, Мальдивы и ОАЭ), также затронул и Пакистан.
Но с первых слов критики Эр-Рияда в адрес Дохи с обвинениями в
поддержке
терроризма, национальные
интересы
Пакистана
требовали оставаться нейтральным в нынешнем кризисе. Исламабад ценит
свои отношения со всеми странами и его внешнеполитическое
ведомство неоднократно подчеркивало, что поддерживает искренние
дружеские и стабильные связи со всеми мусульманскими странами от
Саудовской Аравии до Катара и от Египта до Ирана.
События развивались стремительно, и Пакистан оказался втянутым в
орбиту регионального дипломатического, экономического и возможного
военного противостояния. Учитывая внутриполитическую ситуацию,
масштабную антитеррористическую военную кампанию, реализацию мегапроектов
в
рамках
Китайско-пакистанского
экономического
коридора Исламабад видел только один выход из сложившейся ситуации —
страна не может позволить себе быть втянутой в очередной конфликт на
Ближнем Востоке.
Помимо заявлений о необходимости единства в мусульманском мире и
призывов к диалогу, Пакистан предпринял шаги для достижения двух целей:
— разрядить напряженность между главными действующими акторами
конфликта, с каждым из которых Пакистан поддерживает дружеские
отношения;
— отказаться от участия в возглавляемом КСА Исламском военном
альянсе.
Бахрейн, Египет, КСА и ОАЭ и объединяли усилия для полной изоляции
Катара, блокировав наземное и воздушное сообщение со страной, которая
имеет единственную сухопутную границу с КСА. Под угрозой оказалась его
продовольственная безопасность, которая в основном зависит от
импортных поставок. Подобные суровые меры никогда не предпринимались
раньше даже в отношении основного противника Саудовской Аравии Ирана.
На сегодняшний день тысячи мигрантов в Катаре уже потеряли работу. В
2016 г. по информации пакистанского МИДа 125 000 пакистанцев были
задействованы в различных секторах экономики эмирата.
В течении последних 20 лет Доха поддерживала связи с многими
странами региона, включая Иран, несмотря на санкции со стороны США.
Одновременно имела отношения с Израилем, КСА и США, что
оправдывается ее географическим положением.
Определенный перелом в катарском кризисе произошел на фоне
открытой резкой критики президента Турции Реджепа Тайипа Эрдогана
курса мусульманских стран на изоляцию Дохи.
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Практически одновременно на фоне углубления дипломатического
раскола на Ближнем Востоке и в поисках поддержки катарская
делегация посетила Пакистан с призывом сыграть позитивную роль в
разрешении кризиса, охватившего регион.
В ответ Исламабад инициировал срочную дипломатическую миссию в
КСА. С однодневным незапланированным визитом в Эр-Рияд прилетели
премьер-министр Наваз Шариф и начальник штаба сухопутных войск
генерал Камар Баджва. Это уже вторая за последние полтора года
посредническая миссия военно-гражданского руководства Пакистана
в королевство. В январе 2016 г. и премьер Наваз Шариф и генерал Р.Шариф
встречались с руководством Саудовской Аравии и Ирана с целью
предотвратить рост напряженности между двумя странами, последовавшего
за призывом
Эр-Рияда разорвать
дипломатические отношения
с Тегераном.
В КСА отрицательно относились к успеху переговоров
между западными державами во главе с США и Ираном по ядерной
проблеме. Последовавшее снятие санкций с Тегерана Эр-Рияд расценил как
вызов своему лидерству в регионе. В те дни Исламабад предостерег ЭрРияд от принятия «опасных поворотов», которые могли поставить под угрозу
мир в регионе. В январе 2016 г. Исламабад позиционировал нейтральную
позицию. А была ли позиция нейтральной? Именно в те часы шли активные
переговоры о будущем командовании Исламского военного альянса по
борьбе с терроризмом (ИВА). В ноябре 2016 г. по истечению срока
полномочий на посту начальника штаба сухопутных войск, генерал Р.Шариф
был
официально
приглашен
КСА
возглавить
сформированный
королевством ИВА.
В
отличие
от
2016
г.
ирано-саудовского
(шиитосуннитского)противостояния,
катарский
кризис
2017
г.
несет
заряд агрессивной борьбы за лидирующие позиции в регионе. Катар наказан
за независимую внешнюю политику, если вспомнить, что он разгорелся
когда эмир Катара подверг критике крайне негативную риторику против
Ирана на мусульманском саммите в КСА в мае 2017 г.
В 2017 г. посредническая миссия Исламабада в Эр-Рияде завершилась
кратким резюме, что «… нынешний тупик в Персидском заливе будет вскоре
решен в интересах мусульманской уммы».
Пакистан полагает, что для урегулирования ситуации он имеет рычаги
влияния на монархии Персидского залива, полагаясь,
— во-первых, на фигуру экс-генерала Р.Шарифа;
— во-вторых, приостановку своего участия в ИВА и вывод эксгенерала Р.Шарифа из состава командования ИВА. Отсутствие боевого
генерала окажет влияние на становление ИВА, выработку стратегических и
тактических задач. Но главный вопрос Исламабад задает себе — какие
последствия со стороны ведущих монархий Персидского залива его
ожидают?
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В 2015 г. за отказ Пакистана направить войска для проведения военных
операций на стороне КСА против хоуситов Йемена, он был исключен из
нескольких финансовых программ, а ОАЭ заключили крупный военный
контракт с Индией на поставку вооружения.
Известно также, что аравийские монархии финансово поддержали
три избирательные кампании Наваз Шарифа и в 90-е годы ХХ века и в 2013
г. И в преддверии всеобщих выборов в 2018 г. клан Шарифов старается не
растерять своих спонсоров. Таким образом, временный нейтралитет будет
компенсирован в ближайшем будущем. Вопрос только в цене и формате
компенсации.
Парламентский комитет по безопасности предостерегает об опасности
влияния конфликта между Саудовской Аравией и Катаром для Пакистана
Top MPs‘ body warns govt over KSA-Qatar conflict
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. June 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/16-Jun2017/top-mps-body-warns-govt-over-ksa-qatar-conflict

ISLAMABAD - The Parliamentary Committee on National Security on
Thursday warned the government against taking sides in the Saudi-Qatar conflict
which could end up dividing the Muslim Ummah.
The members of the parliamentary committee asked the government to
maintain ‗neutrality‘ in the crisis between the Gulf States and Qatar.
―The committee members suggested to play a neutral role in Qatar-Saudi
crisis,‖ NA Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq said while taking to the media after
chairing the meeting of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security.
Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, PM‘s National
Security Adviser Nasir Janjua, PTI‘s MNA Shah Mehmood Qureshi, PPP‘s Sherry
Rehman, MQM‘ Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui, Senator Mushahid Ullah Khan, PPP‘s
MNA Naveed Qamar, Minister for Law and Justice Zahid Hamid and others also
attended the meeting.
The committee took into account the Saudia-Qatar tension, the Saudi-led
Islamic Military Alliance, the US-Arab Islamic summit, PM‘s recent visit to Saudi
Arabia, the matter of Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav and activities of proscribed
organisation on the social media.
To a question, NA Speaker Sadiq said that Pakistan has proposed to settle the
Saudi-Qatar tension at the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) level.
About Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s visit to Saudi Arabia, he said that PM‘s
Adviser Sartaj Aziz briefed the committee about the recent visit of the premier to
the Kingdom.
To a question about banned organisation activities on the social media, he
said the committee will present recommendations to block activities of proscribed
organisations on social media at the next meeting. He said that the committee was
also briefed about the case of Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav.
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Sources said that members of the political parties including some allied
partners were not much satisfied with the performance of government. About USArab Islamic summit, the members from both sides raised questions about
Pakistan‘s participation in the summit, where the prime minister could not get a
chance to speak.
―All the parties were unanimous that Muslim Ummah should maintain unity,
which was apparently seen a bit scattered during the US-Saudi summit in Riyadh,‖
said a member of committee wishing not be named.
He said the committee was informed that Kuwait has been trying to play a
mediating role between Qatar and Saudi Arabia. A question was posed by a
member from Sartaj Aziz to share the name of the next Muslim country to play its
role in this crisis. ―There was no response to this question from PM‘s adviser,‖ he
said. However, he said the members asked the government to only play a
mediating role if needed at any stage.
Some reports had emerged that Pakistan had decided to send a military
contingent to Qatar after Turkey sent troops to the state. There were claims that
Pakistan could send up to 20,000 soldiers to Qatar.
Pakistan said it had not deployed troops in Qatar. Foreign Office
spokesperson Nafees Zakaria had said that the reports in this regard ―appear to be
part of a malicious campaign aimed at creating misunderstanding between Pakistan
and brotherly Muslim countries in the Gulf.‖
When contacted, PTI‘s Shah Mehmood Qureshi said the members were not
satisfied with the performance of government in the Riyadh summit. The members
were of the opinion that unity of Muslim Ummah should be maintained.
Another member of the committee and Jamaat-e-Islami leader Sahibzada
Tariq Ullah said the next committee meeting will be informed about the banned
organisations activities on the social media. ―Sartaj Aziz also briefed the meeting
about the prime minister‘s recent visit Saudi Arabia and the Saudi-Qatar crisis in
length,‖ he said.
Министр обороны Саудии: пакистанцы - наши рабы
http://www.mignews.com/news/politic/world/150617_104627_02251.html. 16.06.2017.

Пакистан, как и многие другие страны исламского мира, оказался в
неприятном положении в связи с разрывом отношений между Саудовской
Аравией и Катаром.
Во время недавнего визита премьер-министра Пакистана Наваза
Шарифа король Сулейман задал вопрос в лоб: ―Вы с нами или вы с
Катаром?‖
Пакистан пытается всячески увильнуть от исполнения своего ―долга‖
перед Саудами, но сделать ему это будет затруднительно. Тот же Шариф
много лет прожил в качестве беженца в Саудовской Аравии - и все это время
над ним висел смертный приговор в Пакистане.
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Между тем, сын короля, министр обороны Мухаммед бин Салман в
одном из своих писем якобы сказал ―Пакистанцы - наши рабы‖. Письмо было
опубликовано газетой Arabi 21, и его аутентичность не доказана - но сам
факт его появления много чего говорит об отношениях исламского мира и
королевства, претендующего на роль его предводителя.
Саудовская Аравия спрашивает Пакистан – с нами или с Катаром (а
Пакистан хочет быть нейтральным)
Are you with us or with Qatar, Saudis ask Pakistan
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
14,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1434933/gulf-diplomatic-crisis-us-qatar-saudis-ask-pakistan/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has told Saudi Arabia it will not take sides in the
brewing diplomatic crisis in the Middle East after Riyadh asked Islamabad ―are
you with us or with Qatar‖.
The Saudi demand for Pakistan to take a clear position on Qatar came during
a meeting between Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz, diplomatic sources told The Express Tribune.
Premier Sharif, who was also accompanied by army chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa and other senior officials, dashed to Jeddah on Monday to discuss the
emerging situation in the Arab world.
Pakistan has been treading a careful path since Saudi Arabia and other Gulf
countries snapped diplomatic ties with Qatar after accusing the oil-rich country of
supporting terrorist groups.
But now Riyadh wants Islamabad to side with the kingdom as it ramped up
efforts to isolate Qatar.
A senior government official, who was briefed on the talks at the monarch‘s
palace in Jeddah, told The Express Tribune that the Pakistani side told the Saudi
leadership that Islamabad would support any efforts to foster unity among the
Muslim Ummah. However, Pakistan would not take sides in any event that would
create divisions within the Muslim world.
Nevertheless, in order to placate Saudi Arabia, Pakistan offered to use its
influence over Qatar to defuse the situation. For this purpose, the prime minister
will undertake visits to Kuwait, Qatar and Turkey.
Another official familiar with the development explained that Pakistan would
only complement efforts of Kuwait to defuse the crisis in the Arab world instead of
playing the role of a direct mediator between Qatar and other Gulf countries. The
official said Pakistan was not directly mediating between Qatar and Saudi Arabia
at this stage.
Qatar says Gulf citizens can stay despite crisis
―This is primarily an issue among the Gulf countries and we hope they
resolve the issue by themselves,‖ the official said while requesting not to be quoted
on record because of the sensitivity of the issue. The official added if efforts of
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Kuwait and other regional countries could not succeed, then other Muslim
countries, including Pakistan and Turkey, were always there to facilitate.
At this stage, Pakistan is only complementing efforts of Kuwait. For this
purpose, the prime minister is likely to travel to Kuwait, which is currently
spearheading efforts seeking de-escalation of tensions between Qatar and other
Gulf countries.
The official also explained that the prime minister‘s visit to Saudi Arabia was
also part of a ‗goodwill gesture‘ in the wake of speculations that Pakistan was
sending troops to Qatar.
―The false media reports gave the impression as if we are taking sides in the
ongoing crisis in the Gulf,‖ the official said.
Meanwhile, a statement issued by the Foreign Office on Tuesday said that
during meeting with King Salman, Premier Sharif expressed the hope that the
current impasse in the Gulf would be resolved soon in the best interest of the
Muslim Ummah.
While expressing solidarity with the kingdom and the people of Saudi Arabia,
the prime minister said the kingdom had a very special place in the hearts of
Pakistanis and that the Muslim world looked up to the monarch as the custodian of
the two Holy Mosques.
―The prime minister reaffirmed the strong commitment of the people and the
government of Pakistan for the territorial integrity and sovereignty of the kingdom,
and the safety of Harmain al Shareifain,‖ the statement said.
King Salman, according to the statement, thanked the prime minister for his
visit and recalled the special nature of relationship between the kingdom and
Pakistan ever since its independence. King Salman also said that the fight against
extremism and terrorism was in the interest of all Muslims and the Ummah.
He also appreciated the exceptional successes of Pakistan against extremism
and terrorism, despite the challenging situation and environment, and reiterated the
kingdom‘s strong commitment and support for all issues of interest for Pakistan,
including matters of its national security.
Meanwhile, leader of the opposition in the National Assembly Khursheed
Shah claimed that the prime minister‘s visit to Saudi Arabia could not achieve the
desired results and hence no joint statement was issued.
Speaking to reporters, he demanded that the government clarify the role of
former army chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif in the Saudi-led counter terrorism
alliance in the wake of ongoing developments.
Катарский кризис неминуемо затронул и Пакистан
Ивашов В.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35515. 10 июня, 2017.

Решение, принятое Королевством Саудовская Аравия (КСА) 5 июня
2017 г. о разрыве дипломатических отношений с Катаром, поставило
Пакистан в крайне затруднительное положение. Исламабад, и в первую
очередь, глава кабинета министров Наваз Шариф в годы своего премьерства
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поддерживал и поддерживает прочные связи со всеми государствами
Персидского залива.
Напряженность еще более обострилась после присоединения к
КСА Объединенных Арабских Эмиратов, Египта, Бахрейна, Ливия, Йемена
и ряда других арабских и мусульманских государств, а также закрытия
воздушных, морских и наземных связей с Катаром. Эр-Рияд и его союзники
обвиняют Доху в поддержке экстремистских групп и в обслуживании
интересов Тегерана.
КСА не вправе официально просить Пакистан разорвать
дипломатические отношения с Катаром, но Эр-Рияд определенно ожидает,
что Исламабад проявит солидарность.
Пакистан незамедлительно заявил, что не присоединится к
возглавляемому КСА движению против Катара, чья правящая элита близка к
премьер-министру Н.Шарифу, по мнению которого Пакистан является
суверенной страной и должен учитывать собственные интересы,
поэтому он продолжит дипломатические отношения с Катаром.
Недавний саммит мусульманских стран с участием президента США
Д.Трампа, резко критиковал Иран за поддержку, по их мнению, ряда
террористических организаций, действующих в регионе. Несмотря на то,
что премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф не делал никакого заявления,
одно его присутствие «демонстрировало» поддержку основного
внешнеполитического посыла Саудовской Аравии. И все это на фоне
апрельского 2017 г. разрешения Национальной ассамблеи Пакистана
возглавить Исламский военный альянс экс-генералу начальнику штаба
сухопутных войск Р.Шарифу. Официально о формировании альянса со
штаб-квартирой в Эр-Рияде было сообщено еще в декабре 2015 г. Иран
возражал против его формирования, высказывая опасения, что это был
альянс суннитов, а не мусульманский союз.
В последние несколько лет монархии Персидского залива неоднократно
ставили Исламабад перед выбором. В марте 2015 г. КСА подталкивало
Пакистан к участию в военных действиях против хоуситов в Йемене, и за
отказ обрушило на него шквал критики; в январе-феврале 2016 г. после
разрыва дипломатических отношений с Ираном и отказа от посредничества,
вновь последовали угрозы.
Катар и Пакистан традиционно активно сотрудничают в оборонной
сфере, подчеркивая, что такое сотрудничество позитивно скажется как на
двусторонних отношениях, так и на региональной безопасности.
В последние годы заметно активизировались пакистано-катарские
отношения в различных областях: энергетическое сотрудничество,
инвестиции, торговлю, оборону и экспорт пакистанской рабочей силы.
В 2010 г. Тамим бен Хамад Аль Тани посетил Пакистан в качестве
наследного принца Катара c благотворительной целью оказать финансовую
помощь в размере 400 млн рупий населению, пострадавшему от
наводнения.
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В марте 2015 г. он же, но уже в ранге главы государства с официальным
визитом посетил Исламабад. Основным пунктом обсуждения помимо
социальных проектов, стали переговоры о поставке сжиженного газа в
Пакистан. Было подписано долгосрочное соглашение об экспорте
катарского сжиженного природного газа на сумму 22 млрд долл. в течение
пятнадцати лет. Спустя несколько дней первый катарский танкер с 147 000
кубическими футами природного сжиженного газа прибыл в порт Карачи
Второй особенностью пакистано-катарских отношений являются давние
военные связи, как, впрочем и с другими странами Персидского залива. Они
включают подготовку квалифицированных кадров для всех родов войск
Катара в пакистанских военных академиях. Например, командующий ВМС
Катара Мухаммед Насир Мубарак аль-Моханнади — выпускник Военноморской академии Пакистана.
Поставки пакистанских вооружений Катар также является традиционной
статьей двусторонних военных соглашений. В июне 2016 г. Доха подписала
контракт с Исламабадом на покупку легкого тренировочного самолета
«Супер Мушшак» для подготовки летного состава.
Как и в других странах Персидского залива, в различных секторах
экономики Катара
работают пакистанцы. В настоящее время
пакистанская диаспора в Катаре насчитывает свыше 100 000 человек. Их
денежные переводы на родину вносят ценный вклад в социальноэкономическое развитие Пакистана, учитывая, что общая сумма денежных
переводов из-за рубежа составляют более 15 млрд долл. США в год.
Катар принимал активное участие в урегулировании внутриафганского
кризиса. В 2013 г. Доха дала согласие на открытие офиса, первого
официального представительства за рубежом афганского движения
«Талибан».
Но есть и еще одна причина не следовать примеру стран Персидского
залива – это поддержка Катаром клана премьер-министра Наваз Шарифа в
судебном разбирательстве об оффшорных счетах.
Пакистанская газета «Доон» пишет, что опасная напряженность
нарастает на разных уровнях, и… линии разломов в мусульманском мире
только навредят Пакистану, поскольку у Исламабада большие политические,
военные и экономические активы во всех странах.
Пакистан оттягивает время вхождения в про-саудовский альянс против
Сирии (из-за Ирана)
Pakistan draws redlines for joining Saudi alliance
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
29,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421638/pakistan-draws-redlines-joining-saudi-alliance/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to draw certain ‗redlines‘ for becoming
part of the Saudi-led Islamic Military Alliance against Terrorism (IMAT) in an
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effort to avoid the negative fallout of its participation in the initiative that has
potential to undermine ties with neighbouring Iran.
It was thought that the government had already joined the alliance when in
April it granted permission to former army chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif to
lead the 41-nation counter-terrorism alliance.
Officials, however, clarified that the final decision had not yet been taken.
What compelled Pakistan to have a second thought was the recent Arab
Islamic-US summit in Riyadh where statements from Saudi authorities suggested
that the alliance was meant to counter Iran as well as fighting terrorism.
US-Arab-Islamic Summit: Trump urges Muslim leaders to confront
extremism
The government in principle agreed to be part of the Saudi initiative if its sole
purpose was to fight terrorism and extremism, officials insisted. The final decision,
however, will be taken once the terms of reference (ToRs) of the alliance are
finalised, officials added.
The ToRs would be finalised during the meeting of defence ministers of the
participating countries.
A senior official familiar with the development told The Express Tribune that
Pakistan would present its set of proposals during the defence ministers meeting
scheduled to be held in Saudi Arabia in coming weeks.
Pakistan, according to the official, would recommend that the alliance should
have clear objective that is to fight terrorism. Any deviation from this goal will not
only undermine the alliance but also lead to more divisions in the Muslim world.
―We are very clear that we will join this alliance only to fight terrorism,‖ the
official emphasised, adding that the government would stick to its stance.
Foreign office spokesperson Nafees Zakria also indicated that Pakistan had
yet to take a final decision on the Saudi alliance.
―What we need to understand is that the Terms of Reference (TORs) of the
alliance are yet to be finalised. The defence ministers of the participating countries
will meet and discuss the modalities of the coalition. We must wait until we have
all the information to comment on its outcome. We shouldn‘t indulge in
speculations,‖ Zakria clarified at the last weekly briefing.
The government already gave a public commitment that it would not become
part of any initiative whose aim is to target any other Islamic country, including
Iran.
Pakistan left with limited options in Saudi-led Islamic military alliance
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif on the floor of National Assembly assured
that Pakistan would withdraw if the Saudi alliance turns out to be sectarian in
nature.
Even Gen (Retd) Raheel before accepting the foreign job reportedly told
Saudis that he would lead the grouping only if its main purpose was to fight
terrorism and not aimed at any other Islamic country.
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In order to avoid any strain with Iran, Pakistan pushed for mediation between
Tehran and Riyadh. Islamabad even mooted the idea of inclusion of Iran in the
alliance.
However, all those efforts could not succeed since Saudi Arabia and Iran have
serious differences on regional disputes particularly the current hotspots in Middle
East.
Main opposition parties—Tehreek-e-Insaf and Pakistan Peoples Party—have
been calling for maintaining ‗neutrality‘ in Arab-Iran rivalry.
But given longstanding strategic relationship with Saudi Arabia, Pakistan is
unlikely to completely withdraw from the alliance. Nevertheless, its participation
would only remain confined to counter-terrorism efforts, officials stressed.
Некоторые неверные факты в Pakistan Economic Survey 2016-17
(отношения с Кувейтом)
Some wrong facts raise questions about Economic Survey
The News. 28.05.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/207197-Some-wrong-factsraise-questions-about-Economic-Survey

ISLAMABAD: Credibility of the recently launched Economic Survey 201617 is in question as certain claims made in the report about manpower export are
not factual.
The Economic Survey unambiguously announced that restriction on Pakistani
visas has been lifted by the Kuwaiti government. However, the fact is that these
restrictions are still there and yet to be lifted by the Kuwaiti government.
Similarly, there is a claim made in the report that Qatari government has
announced 100,000 jobs for Pakistani workers but on the ground even this is not
final as yet.
On page 206, the Pakistan Economic Survey while referring to the present
government‘s steps taken to increase the export of Pakistani manpower to other
countries, boasted, ‖During the recent visit of Prime Minister to Kuwait the
restriction on issuing of visas to Pakistani nationals has been lifted by the Kuwaiti
Government.‖
When contacted, senior spokesman of the Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and
Human Resource Development told The News that the ministry through the
Foreign Office has taken up the matter with the Kuwaiti government but so far the
ban has not been lifted.
The Kuwaiti government had banned the visas for Pakistani workers after the
country had serious complaints about the smuggling of drugs from Pakistan. The
ban was imposed almost 17 years back but despite the lapse of such a long period
none of the successive governments made any serious effort to revive employment
opportunities for Pakistan manpower in Kuwait.
PML-N leader Envor Baig, who has expertise on manpower export, when
contacted told The News that during Musharraf‘s tenure in 2007, he had the
opportunity to take up the issue of visa restrictions for Pakistanis with the ruler of
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Kuwait. Baig said that the Kuwaiti ruler told him that drug smuggling was the
reason for the ban.
He added that the Kuwaiti ruler had offered that his government was willing
to get installed all latest gadgets and scanners at the Pakistani airports to check the
smuggling of drugs. However, Baig lamented, ―our government did not do
anything and thus the ban is still continuing the despite the lapse of 17 years.‖
Like the wrong statement of lifting of visa ban by Kuwait, the Economic
Survey report, again on page 206, stated about Qatar jobs: ―The Prime Minister of
Pakistan paid follow up visit in February 2016 to Qatar after Emir of Qatar
announced 100,000 jobs from Pakistan for its FIFA World Cup 2020 in which 2
million foreign manpower is required. A number of Memorandums of
Understandings (MoUs) in the field of Health, Radio & Television, Education &
Research and a Long-term Sale/Purchase Agreement of LNG are signed by both
the sides. The aforesaid agreements will create employment opportunities for
Pakistan in Qatar. The Chief Minister Punjab also visited Qatar to get the
maximum benefit from upcoming mega events.‖
For these 100,000 jobs in Qatar for Pakistani workers, the Survey report refers
to the prime minister‘s Feb 2016 visit to Qatar. But the Ministry of Overseas
Pakistanis and Human Resource Development told The News here on Saturday
that the ministry is still discussing the issue with the Qatari government and so far
not even a single worker out of the promised 100,000 has been recruited by Qatar.
Interestingly, in relation to PM‘s Feb 2016 visit as well as that of the chief
minister Punjab, the Survey expected more jobs in Qatar for Pakistanis. However,
the 2016 figures of manpower export from Pakistan to Qatar show over 20%
decline as against the year 2015. Pakistan manpower export to Qatar has reduced
from 12.741 in 2015 to 9.706 in 2016.
According to Envor Baig, this situation is very upsetting for Pakistan. He
lamented that despite the fact that overseas Pakistanis greatly contribute in the
shape of huge amount of remittances, no serious effort is being made to improve
manpower export to the Arab countries. He said that recently he wrote to the prime
minister to focus on this area which has great potential for Pakistan but did not get
any response.
Baig believes that Pakistan could double its remittances by increasing its
manpower export, which direly requires government‘s keenness at the highest
level. Otherwise, he warned, Pakistan would continue losing it space for India,
Bangladesh and other countries.
Пакистан готов играть роль посредника в отношениях Ирана и
Саудовской Аравии
Pakistan ready to play mediator's role between Saudi Arabia, Iran: FO
The Nation. May 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/24-May-2017/pakistan-ready-toplay-mediator-s-role-between-saudi-arabia-iran-fo
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According to Radio Pakistan, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria
says the main objective of Islamic Coalition Force is to eliminate terrorism and
take actions against militant organizations.
Talking to a private news channel, he said Term of References of Islamic
Coalition Force will be formed by the coalition partners through consultation.
The spokesperson said the ongoing discussions on media regarding the
coalition force are based on mere speculations.
To a question, he said Pakistan is ready to help defuse tension between Saudi
Arabia and Iran.
The spokesperson said Pakistan has great importance in the region and
rendered supreme sacrifices in the war against terrorism.
He said the world leaders have also acknowledged Pakistan's contributions
and sacrifices against terrorism.
Отношения США и Саудовской Аравии улучшились, как только КСА
обратилась к США за инвестициями
Saudi-US ties shift as kingdom turns to Trump for investments
Matthew Martin. The Business and Finance Weekly, May 22nd, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1334555/saudi-us-ties-shift-as-kingdom-turns-to-trump-forinvestments

Just a few years back, the business relationship between the US and Saudi
Arabia was pretty simple: The Americans bought oil, and the Saudis spent much of
what they earned on equipment to keep the crude flowing and on planes, tanks, and
missiles to protect their borders.
With crude prices down by half over the past three years, US domestic oil
production up dramatically, and the kingdom embarking on unprecedented
economic reforms — including the sale of a stake in its state-owned oil company
— the leverage is shifting toward the Americans as the US emerges as a rival
energy exporter.
The changing relationship came into sharp focus this weekend, as American
corporate titans visited Riyadh for an investment summit scheduled to coincide
with Donald Trump‘s first foreign trip as US president.
―At this point, the Saudis need the US more than the reverse,‖ said Philippe
Dauba-Pantanacce, global geopolitical strategist at Standard Chartered Plc in the
UK ―They need foreign direct investment to transform the economy, and the US
doesn‘t need oil anymore.‖
―At this point, the Saudis need the US more than the reverse‖
For Trump, the visit provides a welcome respite from the turmoil he has
unleashed in Washington over his firing of FBI Director James Comey and the
investigation into Russian meddling in the presidential campaign. Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz wants backing for a plan to reduce the role of the state and
wean the economy off of oil — without stoking popular discontent.
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The American executives want deals. Some, like Jamie Dimon, chief
executive officer of JPMorgan Chase & Co., and Morgan Stanley boss James
Gorman, already have agreements to advise oil giant Saudi Aramco on its initial
public offering, which may be the largest ever.
JPMorgan and Citigroup helped arrange a $17.5 billion Saudi bond sale last
year and a $9bn Islamic bond issue in April.
―Though ties have historically been strong, nothing of this scale and depth has
ever happened before,‖ said John Sfakianakis, a director at the Gulf Research
Center in Riyadh. ―The relationship with the US is entering a new phase.‖
In March, King Salman returned from a tour of Asia with agreements
potentially worth tens of billions of dollars, including $65bn from China, $13bn
from Malaysia and Indonesia, and 43 potential projects with Japanese companies.
The Saudis have been enthusiastic about Trump after a lukewarm relationship
with Barack Obama. The kingdom claimed relations had reached a ‗historic
turning point‘ in March when Trump met Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman at the White House. After the meeting, Trump offered his support for a
new US-Saudi program in energy, industry, infrastructure and technology that
could lead to more than $200bn in investments over the next four years.
That‘s not to say the Saudis, who have cash reserves topping $500bn, are no
longer looking for investment opportunities. The country‘s Public Investment Fund
is expected to announce plans to plough $40bn into US infrastructure, and it‘s
seeking partners in the defence industry to help develop domestic arms production.
The goal is to create jobs. The government‘s reform plan has so far focused
largely on trimming generous fuel and energy subsidies, and scrapping bloated
infrastructure projects — moves that have helped slow economic growth from
10pc in 2011 to just 0.4pc this year, the International Monetary Fund predicts.
―A big part of Saudi Arabia‘s message is that the reform program is not all
about austerity,‘‘ said Monica Malik, chief economist at Abu Dhabi Commercial
Bank PJSC. ―They will be keen to show some concrete commitments from US
companies and that this is a two-way street.‘‘
Some analysts caution that while the executives may announce billions of
dollars worth of agreements, many of those will have long been in the works. And
some newer deals announced with great fanfare will simply be agreements to
explore investment opportunities, which can later be quietly dropped with few
repercussions, said Peter Salisbury, a fellow at Chatham House, an international
affairs research group in London.
―I expect to see a flurry of exciting-sounding deals with some large figures
attached,‖ Salisbury said. ―When you dig into them, they will be largely preexisting agreements or early agreements that may or may not actually translate into
action.‖
Трамп на саммите в Саудовской Аравии призвал глав мусульманских
государств бороться с терроризмом
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US-Arab-Islamic Summit: Trump urges Muslim leaders to confront
extremism
The Express Tribune. May 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415675/us-arabislamic-summit-trump-urges-muslim-leaders-confront-extremism/

RIYADH: US President Donald Trump called on Arab leaders to do their fair
share to ―drive out‖ terrorism from their countries on Sunday in a speech that put
the burden on the region to combat militant groups.
Saying he came with ―a message of friendship and hope and love‖, Trump
told dozens of Muslim leaders that the time had come for ―honestly confronting the
crisis of extremism‖.
―This is a battle between barbaric criminals who seek to obliterate human life,
and decent people of all religions who seek to protect it. This is a battle between
good and evil.‖
Trump holds talks with Gulf leaders
Trump, who generated controversy with his push to ban many Muslims from
entering the United States, described the fight against terrorism as a battle between
good and evil rather than a clash of civilisations.
―America is prepared to stand with you in pursuit of shared interests and
common security. But nations of the Middle East cannot wait for American power
to crush this enemy for them,‖ Trump told leaders of 55 Muslim majority countries
representing more than a billion people.
―The nations of the Middle East will have to decide what kind of future they
want for themselves, for their countries and frankly for their families and for their
children,‖ he said.
Trump praises Sisi, says he hopes to visit Egypt
―It‘s a choice between two futures and it‘s a choice America cannot make for
you. A better future is only possible if your nations drive out the terrorists and
drive out the extremists.
―Drive them out! Drive them out of your places of worship. Drive them out of
your communities. Drive them out of your holy land and drive them out of this
earth,‖ he said.
Trump‘s ―America first‖ philosophy helped him win the 2016 election and
has rattled allies who depend on US support for their defence.
Scandal be damned, Republican base defends besieged Trump
The president, who is struggling to contain a brewing political scandal at
home, made clear in his address that Washington would partner with the Middle
East but expected more action in return.
―Terrorism has spread across the world. But the path to peace begins right
here, on this ancient soil, in this sacred land,‖ he said in Saudi Arabia, the first stop
on a nine-day tour that includes Israel, Italy and Belgium.
Trump did not hesitate to single out Iran in his speech.
―From Lebanon to Iraq to Yemen, Iran funds, arms and trains terrorists,
militias and other extremist groups that spread destruction and chaos across the
region,‖ Trump said.
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Blackstone, Saudi fund to invest $40 bln in US infrastructure
―Until the Iranian regime is willing to be a partner for peace, all nations of
conscience must work together to isolate it.‖
Trump received a warm welcome from Arab leaders, who set aside his
campaign rhetoric about Muslims and focused on his desire to crack down on
Iran‘s influence in the region, a commitment they found wanting in Obama.
As a candidate, Trump proposed temporarily banning Muslims from entering
the United States. In office he ordered temporary bans on people from certain
Muslim-majority countries, which have been blocked by courts that ruled they
were discriminatory.
Royal welcome
Introducing Trump, Saudi King Salman described their mutual foe Iran as the
source of terrorism they must confront together.
―Our responsibility before God and our people and the whole world is to
stand united to fight the forces of evil and extremism wherever they are … The
Iranian regime represents the tip of the spear of global terrorism.‖
Iran‘s Zarif urges Trump to discuss avoiding another 9/11 with Saudis
The United States and Gulf Arab countries announced agreement to
coordinate efforts against the financing of terrorist groups.
Trump‘s welcome in the region was put on display during a series of
individual meetings with Arab leaders.
He praised Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al Sisi, telling him, ―You have
done a tremendous job under trying circumstances‖.
The Obama administration had a difficult relationship with Sisi, who came to
power after leading a military coup in 2013 during which hundreds of
demonstrators were killed, and has since jailed thousands of opponents.
Palestinians want to draw Trump‘s attention to prisoner hunger strike
Trump promised to schedule a trip to Egypt soon, and he singled out the
Egyptian‘s choice of footwear, a pair of shiny black shoes.
―Love your shoes. Boy, those shoes,‖ he said. To Bahrain‘s King Hamad bin
Isa al Khalifa, Trump declared that the two nations had a lot in common and ―there
won‘t be strain with this administration.‖
The king lauded the relationship and said it had led to ―great stability in the
region and prosperity‖.
Bahrain is home to the US fleet in the Middle East.
Trump‘s Riyadh visit kicks off his first presidential trip abroad, with Saudi
Arabia the first stop on a nine-day journey through the Middle East and Europe.
Ivanka Trump says Saudi progress on women ‗encouraging‘
The speech came as Trump tried to escape the fallout from his May 9 firing of
former FBI Director James Comey amid accusations he was trying to stop a federal
investigation into his campaign‘s ties with Russia last year.
The New York Times reported Trump called Comey a ―nut job‖ in a meeting
with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov last week.
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The Washington Post said the probe had reached into the White House to
include a Trump adviser, who was not named.
Наваз Шариф прибыл в Саудовскую Аравию на саммит «СШААрабский Восток».
PM arrives in Saudi Arabia to attend US-Arab-Islamic Summit
Sardar
Sikander
The
Express
Tribune.
May
21,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415172/us-arab-islamic-summit-pm-flies-riyadh-today-attendtrilateral-conclave/

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif arrived in Saudi Arabia on
Sunday to participate in US-Arab-Islamic Summit, which is seen as an important
conclave entailing crucial regional implications.
Upon his arrival at King Salman Airbase, PM Nawaz was warmly received by
Riyadh Governor Faisal bin Bandar Al Saud. The prime minister is accompanied
by Foreign Affairs Adviser Sartaj Aziz.
Some 55 heads of states and governments from the Muslim world have been
invited to participate in the three-day summit – a first trilateral summit of its kind.
Sharif‘s visit is taking place on the invitation of King Salman bin Abdul Aziz, said
a statement from the PM House on Saturday.
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia share identical views on all issues: PM Nawaz
There are reports that Sharif will hold informal interactions with Saudi
royalties regarding Iran‘s concerns over the 41-nation military alliance headed by
Pakistan‘s former army chief General [retd] Raheel Sharif.
However, an expert in matters of foreign affairs does not pin much hope on
this count. Speaking to The Express Tribune, Dr Hassan Askari Rizvi said, ―Saudi
Arabia‘s stance regarding Iran is too adamant to be engaged in dialogue.‖
Terming Pakistan‘s hope that Saudi Arabia is open to suggestions on the issue
of Iran as ‗wishful thinking‘, Rizvi cited Deputy Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman‘s statement earlier this month that ―there is no space for dialogue with
Iran‖ as a clear indication of their perspective.
About the US policy on the Middle East after the arrival of President Donald
Trump, Rizvi said, ―There is convergence of interests between Saudis and
Americans as far as Syria and organisations like Hizbullah and Hamas in Lebanon
are concerned.‖
Saudis to give Pakistan $122m in aid
Other than the prospects of sale of $110 billion American-made arms to Saudi
Arabia, which is being called the biggest such deal in US history, he said, Trump
administration‘s major interest in Middle East is the security of Israel.
Reports were also afloat that Premier Sharif would meet President Trump.
The Foreign Office on Saturday claimed ―the full agenda of the half-day
summit does not permit sideline bilateral meetings‖. But since the prime minister is
on a three-day visit, there are slight chances that he might be able to squeeze in an
audience with Trump, who is on a two-day visit, with one already gone by.
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A source in the PM House said that the FO‘s press release is about formal
meetings while Sharif will separately be meeting Arab leaders informally.
Explaining the summit‘s agenda of providing an opportunity to the
participating countries to discuss how to overcome the menace of terrorism and
extremism across the world, the PM House statement revealed that the summit is
expected to delink ‗terrorism‘ from any particular religion, culture, civilisation or
region.
PM to attend US-Arab, Islamic Summit in Riyadh
It said Sharif‘s address would focus on Islam‘s message of peace, tolerance
and unity. He will highlight the great sacrifices and major successes achieved by
Pakistan in defeating the scourge of terrorism and extremism in the region, it
added.
The premier will also join the world leaders to attend the inauguration
ceremony of the World Centre against Extremism, a counter-radicalisation
initiative by Saudi Arabia, said the statement.
Общая сделка США – Саудовская Аравия составила 380 млрд. долл.
Saudi Arabia, US sign deals 'in excess of $380b'
The Nation. May 21, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/21-May-2017/saudiarabia-us-sign-deals-in-excess-of-380b
RIYADH - Agreements worth more than $380 billion have been signed
between Riyadh and Washington on the first day of US President Donald Trump's
visit, the Saudi foreign minister said on Saturday.
"The two countries signed a series of agreements," Adel al-Jubeir told
reporters at a joint press conference with US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. He
said the "total value of investments... (is) in excess of $380 billion", including by
Saudi Arabia in American infrastructure, and US investment in developing the
kingdom's defence industry.
"We expect that these investments over the next 10 years or so will provide
hundreds of thousands of jobs in both the United States and in Saudi Arabia,"
Jubeir said.
Tillerson clarified that almost a third of the total figure is military-related.
Separately, Saudi Arabia's state oil company Saudi Aramco said in a
statement that it had signed joint venture and MOU agreements with American
companies estimated to be worth about $50 billion.
Washington also announced a huge arms deal with Saudi Arabia as President
Donald Trump began a foreign tour looking to leave domestic troubles behind.
The $110 billion deal for Saudi purchases of US defence equipment and
services came at the start of an eight-day trip that will also take Trump to
Jerusalem, the Vatican and meetings with leaders in Europe.
Trump hailed a series of business deals reached during meetings in Riyadh.
"That was a tremendous day. Tremendous investments in the United States,"
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Trump said at talks with Saudi King Salman. "Hundreds of billions of dollars of
investments into the United States and jobs, jobs, jobs."
White House spokesman Sean Spicer said on Twitter that the defence
agreement was the "largest single arms deal in US history" and said other deals
amounted to $250 billion in commercial investment.
Tillerson said the intent of the arms deal was to support Riyadh "in particular
in the face of malign Iranian influence and Iranian-related threats which exist on
Saudi Arabia's borders".
Tillerson also urged Iran's President Hassan Rouhani, who won a resounding
re-election victory on Saturday, to dismantle his country's "network of terrorism"
and to end ballistic missile tests.
Sunni power Saudi Arabia and predominantly Shiite Iran are opposed in a
range of regional conflicts including in Syria and in Saudi neighbour Yemen,
where Riyadh is leading a military coalition battling Tehran-backed rebels.
Tillerson said the arms package "bolsters the kingdom's ability to provide for
its own security and contributing to counter-terrorism operations throughout the
region".
The harder line on Iran will be very welcome in Saudi Arabia and among its
Arab Gulf allies, who saw Trump's predecessor Barack Obama as too soft on
Tehran.Trump had been assured a warm welcome in Riyadh, which is keen to
rebuild ties with a major ally.
The president and first lady Melania Trump were greeted by King Salman as
they disembarked at King Khalid International Airport in Riyadh on Saturday
morning.
Trump and his wife, who dressed conservatively in black but did not cover
her hair as Saudi women are required to do, walked side-by-side to the tarmac
where they both shook hands with the 81-year-old king.
Trump in 2015 criticised then-first lady Michelle Obama for not wearing a
headscarf during a visit to Saudi Arabia, saying on Twitter that her hosts had been
"insulted". Later, Trump joined in a traditional sword dance welcome ceremony
ahead of a banquet at the Murabba Palace.
After talks with senior Saudi officials, Trump was to give a speech to dozens
of Muslim leaders on Sunday. It has been touted as a major event - along the lines
of a landmark address to the Islamic world given by Obama in Cairo in 2009.
It will be especially sensitive given tensions sparked by the Trump
administration's attempted travel ban targeting several Muslim-majority nations
and accusations of anti-Islamic rhetoric on the campaign trail.
While most US presidents make their first foreign trip to neighbouring
Canada or Mexico, 70-year-old Trump has opted instead for the Middle East and
Europe.
The first leg of the trip was likely to be the easiest -- Saudi leaders are keen to
work with an administration they see as more in line with their goals. The normally
austere kingdom put on a major display for the visit, with Riyadh's streets lined
with US and Saudi flags and billboards featuring Trump and King Salman.
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The next leg in Israel could be more complicated, despite the history of warm
ties between Trump and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
The visit is already awash in controversy, from a row over Trump's planned
visit to Jerusalem's Western Wall, the holiest prayer site for Jews, to his alleged
disclosure of Israeli intelligence to Russian officials. After meeting Netanyahu in
Jerusalem, Trump will see Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas in Bethlehem,
part of his efforts to revive the long-stagnant peace process.
On Tuesday Trump heads to Rome to meet with Pope Francis. The two men
are at odds on everything from climate change to refugee policy, although the
pontiff says he will give the US leader an open-minded hearing.
The president will then meet NATO members in Brussels and attend a G7
summit in the Sicilian town of Taormina.
These meetings - including with new French President Emmanuel Macron will be closely watched for signs of whether Trump and traditional US allies in
Europe can work together.
США и Саудовская Аравия заключили военные контракты на $110
млрд
https://news.mail.ru/politics/29810479/?frommail=1. 20.05 2017.
В ходе визита Дональда Трампа в Саудовскую Аравию страны
договорились о многомиллиардных военных контрактах. Белый дом
подчеркивает, что поставка вооружений поможет «укрепить безопасность
региона перед лицом иранской угрозы».
Соединенные Штаты и Саудовская Аравия договорились об оборонных
контрактах на $110 млрд. Подписание документов состоится в рамках визита
президента США Дональда Трампа в Эр-Рияд, сообщает Reuters.
Представитель Белого дома заявил журналистам, что Трамп и
госсекретарь США Рекс Тиллерсон примут участие в подписании
меморандума о намерениях по пакету военных контрактов «для укрепления
безопасности королевства и региона Персидского залива перед лицом
иранских угроз».
Этот пакет очень четко демонстрирует приверженность Соединенных
Штатов нашему партнерству с Саудовской Аравией и нашим партнерам по
Персидскому заливу, а также расширяет возможности для американских
компаний в этом регионе и поддерживает десятки тысяч новых рабочих мест
в Военно-промышленном комплексе США.
Дональд Трамп 20 мая прибыл в Саудовскую Аравию с двухдневным
визитом. Это его первая официальная зарубежная поездка в качестве
президента США. На этой неделе Reuters писал, что США близки к
завершению ряда сделок по продаже Саудовской Аравии вооружений более
чем на $100 млрд.
Поездка американского президента в Саудовскую Аравию, как отмечало
агентство Associated Press, направлена на создание «более прочных
партнерских отношений для борьбы с терроризмом в регионе», а также
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«преодоление охвативших администрацию Трампа противоречий».
Источники агентства рассказывали, контракты будут включать в себя
поставку США танков, боевых кораблей, систем противоракетной обороны и
радиолокационных, коммуникационных технологий, а также систем
кибербезопасности.
Администрация Барака Обамы в свое время приняла решение сократить
поставки вооружений в Саудовскую Аравию из-за опасений, что они могут
использоваться против мирного населения в Йемене, где Эр-Рияд ведет
военную операцию.
Саудовская Аравия инвестирует 40 млрд. долл. в инфраструктуру
США.
Blackstone, Saudi fund to invest $40 bln in US infrastructure
The Express Tribune. May 21, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415339/blackstonesaudi-fund-invest-40-bln-us-infrastructure/

WASHINGTON: US asset management giant Blackstone and Saudi Arabia‘s
main sovereign wealth fund announced Saturday they are launching a US$40
billion investment vehicle to finance infrastructure renovation in the United States.
US, Saudi Arabia sign business deals worth billions
The announcement comes as President Donald Trump, who has promised to
invest US$1 trillion in a major infrastructure plan in the United States, visits Saudi
Arabia during his first trip abroad.
The Saudi Public Investment Fund [PIF] will contribute $20 billion to the
new vehicle, while the remaining US$20 billion will be raised from ―other
investors,‖ Blackstone said in a statement without providing details on the
timeframe.
Ultimately, this new fund aims to invest US$100 billion in infrastructure
projects, ―principally‖ in the United States, according to the release.
―This potential investment reflects our positive views around the ambitious
infrastructure initiatives being undertaken in the United States as announced by
President Trump,‖ said PIF managing director Yasir Al Rumayyan.
Trump‘s trade negotiator makes debut at APEC talks
Deterioration in US roads, airports, railways and other infrastructure costs
each American family an estimated US$3,400 a year. ―There is broad agreement
that the United States urgently needs to invest in its rapidly aging infrastructure,‖
Blackstone president Hamilton James said.
Trump‘s promise of major infrastructure works has yet to get underway, with
questions remaining over its financing, as the majority of Republicans in Congress
oppose a massive injection of public funds.
Саудовской Аравии удалось привлечь Пакистан к участию в военной
операции в Йемене
Щегловин Ю.Б. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34770. 13 мая, 2017.
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Согласно данным ряда источников, контингент пакистанского спецназа
будет размещен в ближайшие недели на юге Саудовской Аравии в
непосредственной близости от йеменской границы. Как предполагается, он
будет задействован совместно с подразделениями Национальной гвардии
КСА в охране границы и блокированию рейдов хоуситов на саудовскую
территорию. При этом некоторые эксперты уверенно утверждают, что
пакистанцы будут участвовать и в непосредственных боевых действиях на
территории Йемена во взаимодействии с саудовским спецназом. В частности,
в десантировании совместных мобильных групп в район Саны с целью
стимулирования восстания местных племен и окружения столицы страны
неким кольцом блокады. Сами саудовцы попытались это сделать в апреле, но
потерпели неудачу и потеряли вертолет практически со всем командованием
своих групп спецназа в Йемене. В общем-то, это выглядит логичным,
поскольку спецназ по определению не предназначен для охранных функций.
Из сказанного следует несколько выводов. Первый и самый главный.
Пакистанское руководство решило трансформировать свою прежнюю
позицию по участию пакистанского воинского контингента в составе
просаудовской коалиции Islamic Military Alliance to Fight Terrorism, которая
была спешно и без особого успеха образована по инициативе Эр-Рияда около
года назад как некий ответный шаг на фактическое оформление
тройственного союза Москвы, Тегерана и Дамаска в Сирии. При этом на
данный момент времени основные усилия членов этой абсолютно
небоеспособной и неэффектной структуры в основном все-таки направлены
на йеменское направление. Эр-Рияд с самого начала своей йеменской
авантюры и создания т.н. «аравийской коалиции» принимал титанические
усилия по привлечению в ее состав Исламабада, поскольку было совершенно
очевидно, что в коалиции много командиров, но очень мало реально
боеспособных войск. Ставка на Каир и Амман провалилась фактически
изначально. Египет задействовал максимум своих сухопутных сил на двух
основных для себя направлениях — ливийском и на Синае, плюс держал
значительное количество войск непосредственно в крупных городах АРЕ и
их окрестностях с учетом серьезного боевого потенциала сторонников
свергнутого египетскими военными движения «Братья-мусульмане». В этой
связи Египет при поддержке ОАЭ отстоял для себя право на формат участия
в коалиции исключительно силами ВМФ, которые должны были блокировать
пути поступления оружия хоуситам морским путем, прежде всего, через
эритрейский коридор. Скажем сразу, что с этой задачей египетские моряки
не справились, что вызвало помимо прочего серьезные нарекания со стороны
Эр-Рияда, которые позднее переросли в серьезный кризис двусторонних
отношений. Что же касается Пакистана, то и премьер-министр Наваз Шариф
и парламент практически законодательно отказались участвовать в какойлибо военной активности на йеменском направлении. Как представляется
сейчас, такая позиция была продиктована в первую очередь не
идеологическим мотивами, а разногласиями по цене вопроса и фигуры
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главнокомандующего силами коалиции. Наследник наследного принца и
министр обороны КСА Мухаммед бен Сальман, который курирует йеменское
направление, на тот период времени пребывал в эйфории, вопрос разгрома
хоуситов представлялся ему делом очень краткосрочной перспективы, и в
этой связи он категорически отказался предоставлять пост главкома
пакистанскому кандидату. А это было очень правильное и логичное условие
Исламабада. Вместо этого Мухаммед бен Сальман выдвинул на этот пост
своего ставленника генерала А.Асири, который ничем путным себя на поле
боя не проявил, зато кардинально разругался с эмиратовцами, после чего
Абу-Даби решил перевести свои боевые самолеты с саудовских баз в
Эритрею и перейти на автономное командование своим воинским
контингентом в Йемене. В результате абсолютно патовой ситуации в
йеменской кампании слишком амбициозный министр обороны КСА был
затем вынужден не просто упрашивать Исламабад изменить свое решение по
участию в боевых действиях в Йемене, но и по большому счету унижаться в
течение последнего полугода. Именно столько времени он бомбардировал
Исламабад различными заманчивыми с точки зрения финансов
предложениями, и в конце концов пошел на последний шаг, который,
безусловно, бьет по его репутации и который он делать до последнего
момента не желал. Мухаммед бен Сальман официально пригласил бывшего
командующего пакистанской армией генерала Рахиля Шарифа возглавить
силы аравийской коалиции. Окончательно это саудовске предложение
оформилось в январе с.г, и до последнего момента генерал «думал»,
согласовывал условия своего назначения с премьер-министром Навазом
Шарифом, а также определял с Эр-Риядом размер своего жалования. Вообще
участие пакистанцев в йеменской кампании оценивается экспертами в
несколько десятков миллиардов долларов для саудовской казны, включая в
том числе и долгосрочное инвестирование в военное строительство
Пакистана. Последнее в силу сокращения аналогичных программ помощи со
стороны США переживает серьезный дефицит бюджета, и, как
представляется, этот факт на решение Исламабада принять предложение ЭрРияда также в конечном счете повлиял. Второй момент: на сегодняшний день
Саудовская Аравия осталась в Йемене фактически без надежных союзников,
с помощью которых она могла бы логически завершить операцию, взяв
столицу страны Сану. ОАЭ этот сценарий всячески саботируют и на север
идти не хотят. То же самое касается и подконтрольных им южнойеменских
харакат. С учетом последнего по времени кризиса в двусторонних саудовскоэмиратовских отношениях надежды на изменение этой позиции Абу-Даби
мало. Отсюда и поиски альтернативных инструментов для решения этой
главной для Эр-Рияда задачи, начиная с суданских джанджавидов и
заканчивая пакистанским спецназом.
Катар хочет строить газопровод Карачи-Лахор – участвовать в тендере
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Qatar joins race to win Pakistan‘s LNG pipeline contract
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
May
5th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1401503/qatar-joins-race-win-pakistans-lng-pipeline-contract/

In a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Al-Thani expressed Qatar‘s
interest in building the Karachi-Lahore pipeline for LNG transportation.
ISLAMABAD: Qatar has joined the race to tap the growing energy market of
Pakistan as it expresses interest in the $1.5 billion pipeline project for the supply of
imported liquefied natural gas (LNG) to feed gas-starved consumers in Punjab.
Qatar has already taken the lead in LNG supplies and signed a multibilliondollar contract for gas export to Pakistan. It also has the potential to win the
Karachi-Lahore gas pipeline contract. The Prime Minister‘s Office has offered the
signing of a state-to-state deal without bidding.
Russia, India eyeing to tap Pakistan gas market
Major oil and gas companies of the US and European Union have a big
presence in Qatar and they have even partnered with the Middle Eastern country in
LNG supply to Pakistan.
ConocoPhillips, headquartered in Houston (Texas) with operations in about
30 countries around the world, has a 30% stake in the oil and gas reserves being
explored in the North Field near the Iranian border from where LNG is being
supplied to Pakistan.
―Qatar is likely to enhance the volume of gas exports to Pakistan if it succeeds
in getting the pipeline contract,‖ said a senior government official while talking to
The Express Tribune. ―The proposal of laying the gas pipeline was taken up during
the visit of Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani in January
this year.‖
In a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Al-Thani expressed Qatar‘s
interest in building the Karachi-Lahore pipeline for LNG transportation.
The official revealed that the Prime Minister‘s Office had been dealing with
the pipeline project and the very next day, after the meeting with the emir of Qatar,
a letter was sent to Doha, suggesting the signing of a government-to-government
deal for the award of project contract without bidding.
Apart from this, more pipelines are being built from Karachi to Lahore. Staterun gas utility Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) has already completed
work on a pipeline augmentation project that will carry 1.2 billion cubic feet of
LNG per day.
The company has been asked by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources to lay another pipeline from Karachi to Lahore that will carry a similar
volume of LNG. SNGPL board of directors has given the go-ahead for the project.
Pakistan has also signed a government-to-government contract with Russia
for another gas pipeline called North-South pipeline. Russian company RT Global
has been designated to execute the project.
However, the official said SNGPL would take four to six months to start work
on the pipeline. The company has already borrowed Rs130 billion from local banks
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for laying the first pipeline and it requires another Rs150 billion for the second
pipeline.
Shikarpur-Jacobabad: Gas pipeline to be laid by August
It is believed that the company will face difficulty in getting this huge
financing and it may eventually be out of race in implementing the project.
In a bid to fill the void, Russia and Qatar may compete to win the second
pipeline contract. Russia can begin work in two to three months, but its designated
company faces the threat of US sanctions.
Qatar, on the other hand, seems to be the favourite as it can kick off work in
one to two months and that is the reason why the Prime Minister‘s Office has taken
keen interest in the project.
Пакистан занимает нейтральную позицию в сирийской войне
Pakistan to stay neutral in Syria war
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
10th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1379270/mideast-crisis-pakistan-stay-neutral-syria-war/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Last week, US President Donald Trump finally ordered direct
attacks against Syrian President Bashar al Assad‘s regime in the wake of suspected
chemical attack in the rebel held town that killed over 80 people and shook the
entire world.
Trump did what his predecessor Barrack Obama could not. The direct
intervention has put the US at odds with Russia, the main backer of Assad‘s
regime.
Pakistan may not have direct bearings of the evolving situation in Syria, but
officials and former diplomats believe that the crises in the Middle East will
certainly through another daunting foreign policy challenge for the country at a
time when its recent move to allow a former army chief to lead a Saudi-led alliance
is being questioned.
Flames of war
The current Syrian civil war, which began simply with pro-democracy
protests back in 2011, has divided the key regional and international players.
Countries such as US, UK, Saudi Arabia and Turkey are supporting Syrian
opposition groups to overthrow the current regime while Russia, China and Iran
are in pro-Assad camp.
―And that‘s the major challenge for Pakistan,‖ commented Ali Sarwar Naqvi,
former Ambassador to Jordon. Naqvi said ensuring a delicate balance on Syria is a
daunting task.
Since Syria has become the major battleground for proxy war between the
regional and international players, Pakistan has maintained a position, many
believe, is in line with Russia and Iran, something that is unusual considering
Islamabad‘s strong ties with Saudi Arabia and Turkey.
Unlike Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries, Pakistan has long been against
the regime change through a foreign intervention.
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―Pakistan is not taking sides. In fact our position is based on international law
and principles of the UN,‖ Naqvi added explaining as to why Islamabad was
against the regime change.
The former ambassador pointed out that current Syrian regime was recognised
by the UN and hence Pakistan cannot say otherwise.
Another factor that compelled Pakistan to adopt this approach is to discourage
practice of regime change through foreign intervention.
Pakistan fears that this will set a wrong precedent and in future other
countries may also face the same fate.
US launches missiles at Assad‘s airbase in Syria
Although, Pakistan has not yet given formal reaction to the US Tomahawk
cruise missiles targeting Syrian airfield in western Syria, where it said the chemical
weapons attack originated, informal interaction with officials suggested that
Islamabad was not in favour of the ‗punitive strikes.‘
One official said US conducted the attacks in haste since it was not yet clear
who carried out the suspected chemical attacks. Syrian military has already denied
and condemned the attacks that left over 80 people mostly children and women.
The official said US missile attack was not a solution to the problem. ―At the
end people of Syria are at the receiving ends be it through chemical or US missile
attacks.
While Saudi Arabia, US and other western countries directly blamed Syrian
regime and Russia for the chemical weapons attack, Pakistan condemned the
incident but stopped short of blaming the Assad regime.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakria said Pakistan, as party to
chemical weapons convention, was strictly against the use of such weapons. ―Use
of chemical weapons by anyone is condemnable,‖ Zakria told The Express
Tribune.
About Pakistan‘s position on the Syrian situation, the spokesperson said
Pakistan urged all parties to find a peaceful solution to the crises.
―Syrian people have suffered immensely and all parties should address to
alleviate the Syrian people‘s sufferings.‖
Observers believe that Pakistan‘s current policy on Syria will be tested if the
ongoing crises lead to a larger conflict among the regional and international
powers vying for their influence in the volatile Middle East.
Не все руководители Пакистана рады назначению Рахил Шарифа как
лидера Саудовской коалиции в войне в Сирии.
PM restricts PML-N leaders from passing ‗controversial‘ comments
about Raheel Sharif
The Express Tribune. 10/04/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1379194/pmrestricts-pml-n-leaders-passing-controversial-comments-raheel-sharif/
Taking notice of a string of recent statements about General (retd) Raheel
Sharif, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has restricted Pakistan Muslim League-
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Nawaz leaders from passing any more controversial remarks about the former
army chief.
―PM Nawaz Sharif takes notice of the statements against Gen (retd) Raheel
Sharif,‖ Radio Pakistan tweeted Sunday evening.
―Nawaz Sharif prohibits PML-N leaders from giving any controversial
statements about General (retd) Raheel Sharif,‖ read another tweet shared shortly
afterwards.
General Raheel to address Tehran‘s concerns: NSA
―The entire nation pays tribute to Gen (retired) Raheel Sharif for his
meritorious services,‖ a third tweet by Radio Pakistan quoted the prime minister as
saying.
Premier Nawaz‘s directions to leaders of his party came days after Sindh
Governor Muhammad Zubair called Raheel Sharif ‗just another general‘ and said
he should not be made larger than life.
―Raheel Sharif was made larger than life and that‘s the reason that when he is
allotted a piece of land — which he deserves — it raises eyebrows,‖ Zubair told
reporters at the sidelines of the ‗Leaders in Islamabad‘ summit on Thursday.
―He is a normal general like any other generals and it‘s his right to acquire the
piece of land he was given … Let‘s be fair with him — let‘s not make him larger
than life. This will only create more problems for him,‖ he said. ―His [Sharif‘s] job
as chief of the Saudi-led alliance is also being seen as something extraordinary –
when it should be his prerogative as a normal person,‖ the Sindh governor added.
Raheel Sharif named chief of Islamic military coalition, says Khawaja Asif
Zubair also said ―the credit for the Karachi operation goes 100 per cent to
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif… although Gen (retd) Raheel Sharif also contributed
a lot towards that end.‖
Railways Minister Khawaja Saad Rafique tried to dissociate the federal
government from Zubair‘s remarks soon after the Sindh governor made them. ―The
statement of the Sindh governor was his own statement and not the government‘s
stance,‖ Rafique said in a statement hours after the governor‘s media talk.
Raheel Sharif‘s role pivotal: Imam-e-Kaaba
Imam-e-Kaaba Sheikh Saleh Bin Mohammad al Talib on Saturday said Gen
(retd) Raheel will play a pivotal role in countering terrorism as head of the Saudiled military alliance of 41 Muslim nations.
Speaking to a private news channel, he said by leading the alliance, the
former army chief will only bring prestige to Pakistan.
―Pakistan is now a peaceful country … all credit for that goes to Gen (retd)
Raheel Sharif and the government and people of Pakistan,‖ Sheikh Saleh said.
―Raheel Sharif‘s vast experience and knowledge will play a pivotal role in
countering terrorism,‖ he added.
The Imam-e-Kaaba said the Saudi-led alliance will only strengthen ties
between the member countries and the Muslim Ummah. He added that peace in
Islamic countries will translate into peace in the world.
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Пакистан приглашает Бахрейн участвовать в КПЭК
PM invites Bahrain to benefit from CPEC opportunities
The News. 30.03.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/195474-PM-invites-Bahrain-tobenefit-from-CPEC-opportunities

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a corridor of energy, roads, motorways, pipelines,
rail networks and optic fibre that will have an investment outlay of over $51
billion.
The prime minister was talking to a high-level delegation of prominent
businessmen and investors from Bahrain here at the Prime Minister‘s Office
(PMO) on Wednesday. He told the members of the delegation about CPEC and
said that it is not only a framework of regional connectivity but a game changer for
the region. He said the government as well as business community of Bahrain can
benefit immensely from the opportunities and prospects offered by the corridor.
The prime minister reminded that the economic outlook of Pakistan has
altogether changed in the last three years, which is being acknowledged by
independent financial rating institutions. ―My government after coming into power
started making best efforts to put the economy on the path of sustained long-term
economic growth. In this context, focus remained on public-private partnership in
the development process, improved productivity in agriculture sector, removal of
energy shortage, enhanced industrial competitiveness, better service delivery
system and upgraded human capital formation,‖ he said.
Bahrain‘s Minister for Industries, Commerce and Tourism Zayed R Alzayani
was also present on the occasion. The delegation was led by Khalid Almoayed,
Chairman Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industries (BCCI). While warmly
welcoming the business delegation, Nawaz said Pakistan welcomes the initiative of
establishing the Pakistan-Bahrain Joint Holding Company by Bahraini
businessmen. ―We are confident that it will be successful in increasing bilateral
trade and investment,‖ he said.
The Bahraini businessmen appreciated the prime minister‘s policy of
welcoming foreign investment and said that they are keen to play an active role in
expanding the volume of trade between both countries. The Bahraini delegates
expressed their keen interest to take part in Pakistan's emerging economy and
highlighted their interest in further expanding exports from Pakistan for Gulf
counties.
Nawaz said that Pakistan is open for business. He said there are over 1,000
multinational companies profitably operating in Pakistan. ―They enjoy a level
playing field with the domestic investors and do not face any barriers to entry or
exit. They can expand capital and infrastructure without hindrance,‖ added the
premier. He said the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is protected under law
through the acts of parliament and the law of special economic zones has been
made to meet the global challenges of competitiveness to attract FDI. He said law
allows creating industrial cluster with liberal incentives, infrastructure, investor
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facilitation services to enhance productivity and reduce cost of doing business for
economic development and poverty reduction.
He assured the delegation that Pakistan is a land of unlimited opportunities
and offers investment opportunities in various sectors such as energy, agriculture,
food processing, infrastructure, information and communication technology,
textiles, apparel, surgical instruments and leather products. ―I am confident that
investors from Bahrain will benefit from opportunities arising from the economic
growth of Pakistan leading to further growth of our trade relations,‖ said the
premier.
The BCCI delegation thanked the prime minister for his warm welcome to
Pakistan and expressed hope to further strengthen trade ties with Pakistan. The
Business delegation of Bharian comprised of Khalid Al Zayani, Vice Chairman
BCCI, Sheikh Mohamad Bin Isaac, Senior Member BCCI, Muhammad Sajid,
Executive Board Member BCCI, Muhammad Usman, Chairman Joint Council
BCCI, Ahmed Bin Hindi, Executive Board Member, Ali Ahmed Bufarson,
Member Parliament, Ahmed Al Saloom, Chairman SME Council, Ferial Nas,
Chairwoman of Business Council, Suhair Bokhammas, Member BCCI, and others.
Federal Ministers Senator Ishaq Dar, Khurram Dastagir Khan and other senior
officials were also present during the meeting.
Meanwhile, talking to Zayed R Alzayani, Nawaz invited Bahraini investors to
explore investment opportunities in commercial and tourism sectors of
Pakistan. The prime minister said cooperation between the two countries in
economic field will further strengthen brotherly ties. He said Pakistani diaspora in
Bahrain acts as a human bridge between the two brotherly countries. The Bahraini
minister said he came with a special mandate to expand the scope of economic ties
between the two counties.
Без мигрантов: из Саудовской Аравии выдворят пять миллионов
человек (и пакистанцуев тоже)
«РИА Новости». https://news.mail.ru/politics/29046221/?frommail=1. 12.03.2017.

МОСКВА, 12 мар — РИА Новости, Игорь Гашков. Cаудовская Аравия
разрабатывает программу по депортации приблизительно 20% своего
населения — пяти миллионов нелегальных мигрантов.
Решение об этом обсуждается в Консультативной ассамблее (Шуре)
страны по инициативе одного из депутатов — доктора Садка Фаделя.
По сообщению газеты Al Hayat, власти королевства опасаются, что
мигранты потребуют «натурализовать их», предоставив саудовское
подданство
Предполагаемая кампания по выдворению нелегалов не будет первой: с
2012 по 2015 год из государства выставили 243 тысячи пакистанцев —
некоторых по обвинению в исламском терроризме.
Начало массовой миграции в королевство мусульманских святынь было
положено в 1970-е годы на фоне нефтяного бума тех лет. Приезжие нужны
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были не только из-за потребностей растущей экономики. Дело в
особенностях саудовского законодательства. По принятым в стране
ограничениям, женщины не имеют права водить автомобиль. Мигранты
устраивались
шоферами,
а
кроме
того
осваивали
и
менее
квалифицированную работу — грузчиков, бэбиситтеров и подсобных
рабочих.
Система саудовской трудовой миграции получила название «кафала».
По правилам кафалы, право приезжего на проживание поставлено в
зависимость от намерений его работодателя. Без согласия саудовца,
завезшего мигранта, тот не может сменить место работы. Тем более речи нет
о том, чтобы отыскать другого нанимателя.
Несмотря на патерналистский подход, лишь немногие приезжие
получили право жить поблизости от хозяев. В саудовских городах
образовались гетто мигрантов, а общее число гастарбайтеров выросло до
внушительных отметок — 30% населения страны, согласно переписи 2010
года
О том, что массовая миграция становится вызовом для экономики
королевства, экономисты предупреждали монархию давно.
Согласно статистике, 12% населения страны не имеет работы, включая
сюда 25% молодых людей и 75% женщин
По оценке газеты The Guardian, саудовские работодатели выработали
привычку нанимать иностранцев даже в тех случаях, когда могли бы
обратиться к местному работнику. «Целые сектора экономики
контролируются приезжими», — резюмирует издание.
Многие саудиты уверены, что миграция повышает уровень
преступности, а гастарбайтеры нападают на более обеспеченных в
экономическом отношении местных. Однако недовольны и сами
переселенцы. С 2014 года в стране проходят акции протеста пакистанских
работников, которым не заплатили за их труд. В январе 2017 года дело дошло
до столкновений в священном городе Мекке, завершившихся арестами
приезжих. На этом фоне правозащитная организация Human Right Watch
заявляет о массовых нарушениях прав гастарбайтеров, особенно в рамках
системы кафалы. Гастарбайтеры бегут от своих «владельцев» — и
пополняют число нелегалов.
Усугубляет положение дел и религиозная напряженность. Наниматели в
Саудовской Аравии — мусульмане, а приезжие работники нередко
придерживаются христианской веры. В особенности это касается выходцев
из соседней Эфиопии, а также популярных во всем мире филиппинских нянь.
Однако по законам королевства строительство церквей в нем запрещено. Так
что нелегалам-христианам приходится исповедовать свою веру тайно.
Помимо традиционных подозрений в адрес христиан, саудовские власти
опасаются и привычного для себя исламского экстремизма - в 2016 году
пакистанский нелегал Абдулла Гулзир Хан подорвал себя у американского
консульства в городе Джедде. Еще несколько его соотечественников-
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гастарбайтеров тогда же были арестованы по подозрению в связях с
талибами.
Принятая в Саудовской Аравии на самом высоком уровне «Программа2030» ставит перед собой амбициозную цель — избавиться от сырьевой
зависимости. Важной составной частью этого плана является создание
местного конкурентноспособного производства. С этой целью необходимо
преодолеть безработицу, вызванную перекосами в системе образования.
Королевство выпускает слишком большое количество исламских богословов,
многие из которых не могут найти работу. Но другая причина безработицы
— конкуренция со стороны низкооплачиваемых мигрантов. Таким образом,
депортации, проводящиеся с 2013 года, рассматриваются в Эр-Рияде как
часть программы по оздоровлению страны.
Кувейт построит нефтепровод из Синда в Панджаб и НПЗ
Kuwait agrees to build oil pipeline in Pakistan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
10th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1351241/kuwait-agrees-build-oil-pipeline-pakistan/

2017.

Will lay it from Sindh to Punjab; delegation will arrive for talks on the
pipeline as well as an oil refinery Published: March 10, 2017
ISLAMABAD: Kuwait has agreed to pour millions of dollars into building a
white oil pipeline from Pakistan‘s south to north for transporting petroleum
products from the port city of Karachi to major consumer Punjab.
―During a recent visit to Kuwait, Pakistani officials invited the Gulf oil
producer to set up an oil refinery in Balochistan and lay a white oil pipeline; its
response was very positive and a high-level Kuwaiti delegation will arrive in
Pakistan to discuss the two projects,‖ said an official aware of the development.
Work on TAPI pipeline begins in Pakistan
Traditionally, Kuwait has been a big supplier of oil to Pakistan. At present, a
white oil pipeline is being run by Pak-Arab Pipeline Company Limited (Papco).
The pipeline takes diesel to central regions of Pakistan, which account for almost
60% of total petroleum consumption in the country.
Pak Arab Refinery Limited (Parco) holds 51% majority stake in Papco
whereas Shell, Pakistan State Oil (PSO) and Total Parco Pakistan Limited –
formerly Chevron Pakistan Limited – have 26%, 12% and 11% shareholding,
respectively.
Another source of oil transportation from Karachi to the upcountry is tank
lorries, but it is plagued with incidents of theft. Estimates suggest $200 million
worth of oil is stolen every year in connivance with lorry drivers.
―The second white oil pipeline will not only protect environment, but it will
also be a safe source of fuel supply,‖ the official said.
Pakistan and Kuwait have already been working on setting up the oil refinery
in Balochistan and during recent engagements the Arab nation again underlined the
importance of establishing the refinery to meet Pakistan‘s energy requirements.
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Pakistan has given the go-ahead to Kuwait Petroleum Corporation for
developing the refinery project in the coastal area of Balochistan – a welcome
investment initiative for the largely under-developed province, which will reduce
the need for import of refined petroleum products.
The Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the cabinet has also
permitted import of furnace oil and jet fuel from Kuwait without resorting to
competitive bidding. At present, PSO imports diesel from the Gulf Arab state on a
90-day credit facility.
Before the year 2000, Pakistan purchased diesel from Kuwait under a longterm contract with its government. However, in the wake of market deregulation,
Pakistan in 2001-02 asked PSO to enter into a fuel supply contract with Kuwait
Petroleum.
Immediately after that, the two sides inked an agreement for the sale and
purchase of high-speed diesel with payment guarantees from the government of
Pakistan. This agreement has been in place for the past around 15 years.
Earlier, Kuwait Petroleum had expressed interest in exporting furnace oil and
jet fuel as well as part of the existing arrangement and was looking to install an oil
refinery in the coastal area of Balochistan with storage facilities.
At present, the annual demand for petroleum products in Pakistan stands at
around 23 million tons and it is expected to touch 27 million tons by 2020.
SNGPL gives green light to Karachi-Lahore LNG pipeline
Of the total volume, the demand for 10 million tons, or 44%, is met by
domestic refineries whereas 13 million tons (56%) are imported.
More than two-thirds of the crude processed by local refineries is brought
through imports. In financial year 2015, the refineries processed around 3.9 million
tons (32%) of crude oil produced in the country and 8.2 million tons (68%) of
imported oil.
Визит в Кувейт – Наваз Шариф просит облегчить визовой режим.
PM urges Kuwait to lift visa restrictions
Daily Times. 8/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/08-Mar-17/pm-urges-kuwait-tolift-visa-restrictions

KUWAIT CITY: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday punctuated the
importance of bilateral ties between Pakistan and Kuwait, said a press release on
Tuesday at the Bayan palace. On meeting with Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber al Mubarak al Hamad al Sabah, at the royal palace, Nawaz recalled the
Kuwaiti PM's visit to Pakistan back in November 2013 which coincided with the
50th anniversary of the bilateral diplomatic relations being established between the
two nations.
PM Nawaz said that more than 114,000 expatriates of Pakistani origin live in
Kuwait which is a manifestation of the strong diplomatic ties.
He added that Pakistan and Kuwait have had longstanding economic relations
and Pakistan wished to further enhance its relations with Kuwait in all spheres.
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"The Joint Ministerial Commission provides the best platform to take stock of
bilateral cooperation in various economic sectors and setting new benchmarks to
carry this cooperation forward," he added.
Nawaz reiterated the need to enhance bilateral trade to its utmost potential.
"Encouraging greater private sector interaction could enhance the existing
level of trade as well as bridge the imbalance in existing trade patterns," he said.
Nawaz proposed to establish a Pakistan-Kuwait Joint Business Council
between two apex chambers of commerce to address the issues.
Furthermore, he said that there is great potential for cooperation in fields such
as agriculture, construction, poultry, livestock and fisheries. In this regard, he
called for holding meetings of experts of the two countries to work out a viable
framework.
Наваз Шариф предложил создать совместный с Кувейтом Деловой
совет
PM proposes establishment of Pak-Kuwait joint business council
The Nation. March 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Mar-2017/pm-proposesestablishment-of-pak-kuwait-joint-business-council

Prime Minister (PM) Nawaz Sharif proposed establishment of a PakistanKuwait joint business council for promotion of trade relations between the two
countries, Government of Pakistan's media wing said in a statement.
He was talking to prime minister of Kuwait Sheikh Jaber Al Mubarak AlHamad at Bayan Palace in Kuwait on Tuesday.
The premier pointed out that Pakistan and Kuwait have been economic and
trade partners for long and Pakistan wished to further enhance its relations with
Kuwait in all spheres.
The joint ministerial commission provides the best platform to take stock of
bilateral cooperation in various economic sectors and setting new benchmarks to
carry this cooperation forward, he added.
Referring to the level of bilateral trade between the two countries, the prime
minister reiterated that this needed to be further enhanced to its fullest potential.
Encouraging greater private sector interaction could enhance the existing level of
trade as well as bridge the imbalance in existing trade patterns.
Nawaz Sharif said over 114,000 Pakistanis live in Kuwait which was
evidence of the strong ties existing between the two countries. It also confirmed
the immense importance that Pakistan attaches to relations with Kuwait.
Nawaz Sharif also emphasized the importance of early resumption of GCCPakistan Free Trade Agreement negotiations with the support of Kuwait and most
importantly spoke of the need for lifting of visa restrictions as it would remove a
major hurdle in freedom of movement for the business community.
He stressed that Pakistan was an investment friendly country and an attractive
destination for foreign investors, due to its liberal investment policy and high rate
of return.
The prime minister said there are ample opportunities for investors, with one
hundred per cent equity or joint ventures in Pakistan adding that over 1,000 leading
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multinational companies are currently successfully operating in various sectors of
our economy.
The prime minister further said that there were a number of energy and
infrastructure development projects in Pakistan that could be considered by foreign
investors.
He said we would welcome further investments from Kuwait in mega
infrastructure and energy projects being undertaken in Pakistan.
Earlier, Nawaz Sharif was accorded with a warm welcome upon his arrival at
the Bayan Palace with Guard of Honour.
Meanwhile, talking to speaker of Kuwaiti parliament Marzouq Al-Ghanim in
Kuwait City, the prime minister emphasized the need for greater parliamentary
exchanges between Pakistan and Kuwait.
Speaker Marzouq briefed the prime minister about the proceeding of Kuwaiti
Parliament.
В Кувейт отбыл с визитом Наваз Шариф
PM leaves for Kuwait today
Dawn, March 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318703/pm-leaves-for-kuwaittoday

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is leaving for Kuwait on Monday
on a two-day official visit to boost bilateral relations and improve trade,
investment and cooperation between the two countries.
He will be accompanied by Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Minister of Petroleum
and Natural Resources; Syed Tariq Fatemi, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs; and Chairman of Board of Investment, Miftah Ismail, during
the visit.
The prime minister will meet the Kuwaiti leadership for review of various
aspects of close and brotherly relations between the two countries and will address
gatherings of select Kuwaiti investors and members of Pakistani community in
Kuwait.
The Emir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmed Al Sabah, will receive the
prime minister at Bayan Palace on Tuesday.
The prime minister will hold delegation-level talks with Prime Minister of
Kuwait Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. Important regional and
international issues of mutual interest are likely to come under discussion during
the talks.
Mr Sharif will also meet the Speaker of the Kuwaiti Parliament, Marzouk Al
Ghanim.
The two leaders will exchange views to further expand existing level of
cooperation between the two countries in diverse sectors. Both sides will review
the progress made so far under various existing agreements and memorandums of
understanding in various fields.
The prime minister will also address a group of leading Kuwaiti investors and
businessmen.
Kuwait is a leading Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) investor in Pakistan.
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The visit will highlight the role and exemplary services of over 114,000
Pakistani community members living in Kuwait. The prime minister will also
address a select gathering of Pakistanis in Kuwait.
Пакистан — ОАЭ через призму политики Н.Моди на Ближнем Востоке
Наталья
Замараева.
«Новое
восточное
обозрение».
http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/02/16/pakistan-oae-cherez-prizmu-politiki-n-modi-na-blizhnem-vostoke/
16.02.2017.

Наследный принц Мохаммед бин Зайед Аль-Нахайян, заместитель
Верховного главнокомандующего вооруженных сил Объединенных
Арабских Эмиратов (ОАЭ) посетил Индию 26-28 января 2017 г. Он был
приглашен в качестве почетного гостя для участия в торжествах,
посвященных Дню Республики Индия. Отступив от официального протокола,
премьер-министр Нарендра Моди встречал его в аэропорту.
Начиная с 2015 г., Абу-Даби активно расширяет стратегическое
партнерство с Нью-Дели, рассматривая это государство Южной Азии, как
одно из наиболее важных стран мира, крупнейшую демократию с высоким
экономическим потенциалом, развитой научной базой и миллиардным
населением.
Исламабад ревностно относится к укреплению индо-эмиратских связей,
учитывая, что ОАЭ на протяжении десятилетий является стратегическим
союзником Пакистана. Но всякий раз, когда речь заходит об укреплении
связей монархий Персидского залива с Индией, они оговариваются, что это
не имеет ничего общего с пакистано-индийским конфликтом.
Охлаждение отношений между персидскими монархиями и
Исламабадом связывают с отказом Исламабада в 2015 г. вступить в войну
против хуситов в Йемене, на которой настаивал Совет сотрудничества
арабских государств Персидского залива (ССАСПЗ). Объем двусторонней
торговли два года назад составлял 9 млрд долл в год. Сумма денежных
переводов пакистанской диаспоры, насчитывавшей 1,3 млн человек,
составляла 14 млрд долл. Абу-Даби финансировал ряд экономических и
социальных проектов в Пакистане. Например, Кадетский колледж в Вана в
агентстве Северный Вазиристан в рамках комплексного плана реабилитации
региона. В марте 2015 г. эмиратская компания Xclera Resources UAE
анонсировала строительство НПЗ в пакистанской провинции ХайберПахтунхва, проектная стоимость которого оценивалась в 500 млн долл.
Но проект не состоялся до настоящего времени.
Резолюция обеих палат пакистанского парламента, принятая 10 апреля
2015 г., заявившая о нейтралитете в Йеменском конфликте (пообещав
защищать только территориальную целостность Саудовской Аравии и святые
места Мекки и Медины), вызвала негативную реакцию монархий
Персидского залива. Наиболее резко высказывался Абу-Даби. Назвав ее
«противоречивой, опасной и неожиданной» госминистр иностранных дел
ОАЭ Анвар Гаргаш обвинял Исламабад в поддержке Тегерана, который, в
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свою очередь, обвинялся в поддержке повстанцев хути. Уже тогда Абу-Даби
предупредил Пакистан о «высокой цене за неоднозначную позицию» по
Йемену, подчеркивая, что «…путанные и противоречивые позиции
Пакистана и Турции являются абсолютным доказательством того, что
арабская безопасность — от Ливии до Йемена — зона ответственности
только арабских стран, что Персидский залив вступил в опасную
конфронтацию, его стратегическая безопасность находится на грани, и в
критический момент требуемая политическая поддержка отсутствует». ОАЭ
призывали Пакистан занять четкую позицию «в пользу своих стратегических
отношений с шестью членами Совета сотрудничества арабских государств
Персидского залива».
Что же касается взаимоотношений Индии с ОАЭ, то нельзя забывать,
что в мае 2014 г. Нарендра Моди, придя к власти, взял курс на расширение
связей с государствами Персидского залива. В те дни он умело
воспользовался охлаждением отношений ряда персидских монархий к
Пакистану. В августе в 2015 г. он совершил первый за 34 года визит главы
Индии в ОАЭ. Мировые СМИ расценили его, как начало нового
всестороннего партнерства между двумя странами, учитывая, что в прошлом
политические отношения не были столь близкими. В те дни и Нью-Дели, и
Абу-Даби
только
присматривались
друг
к
другу.
Взаимная
заинтересованность ограничилась намерениями укреплять торговоэкономические связи и контакты в области обороны. Приоритетным
оставалась коммерция. Имея торговый оборот в 50 млрд долл в 2016 г., ОАЭ
были привлекательным иностранным ресурсом для Нью-Дели.
Еще в 2015 г. Абу-Даби и Нью-Дели договорились укреплять
сотрудничество в борьбе с терроризмом, отмыванием денег, торговлей
наркотиками, трансграничным терроризмом, попытками государств
использовать религию для оправдания, поддержки и спонсорства терроризма.
В индийских СМИ появились определения Пакистана как государства
«ползучего терроризма». Опираясь на поддержку ОАЭ, Индия продвигала
предложенный ею вариант Всеобъемлющей конвенции по борьбе с
международным терроризмом для последующего обсуждения в ООН. С
визита в ОАЭ в 2015 г. Нью-Дели взял курс на дипломатическую изоляцию
Исламабада в регионе.
Нельзя сказать, что эмираты искали замену Исламабаду в лице НьюДели, в вопросах поставки вооружений и проведения совместных военных
учений. Но первый шаг был сделан в 2015 г. Для Н. Моди это означало
политическую победу над Исламабадом в регионе.
В 2016 г. с целью привлечения эмиратского капитала в прибыльные
проекты Индии, стороны приступили к разработке инвестиционного
механизма сроком на 10 лет. Индия основала Национальный
инвестиционный и инфраструктурный фонд. К январю 2017 г. большинство
«узких мест» (снижение тарифов) в инвестиционной политике Индии были
устранены.
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Визит шейха Мухаммеда бен Заида в Индию в январе 2017 г.
стимулировал дальнейшее укрепление отношений между двумя странами.
Среди 14-ти подписанных документов, основными можно назвать три:
Соглашение о стратегическом хранении и управлении сырой
нефтью, Договор
о
Всестороннем
стратегическом
партнерстве и
Сотрудничество в области оборонной промышленности. Оценивая их
потенциал, мировые СМИ подчеркивали, что, опираясь на них, страны
подняли отношения на уровень стратегических.
Индия занимает третье место в мире по объемам потребляемой сырой
нефти после США и Китая. В 2016 г. ее внутренние потребности составили
200 млн тонн. ССАСПЗ является вторым по объему товарооборота
партнером Нью-Дели, которая импортирует более 45 процентов сырой нефти
из стран Персидского залива (ОАЭ занимает шестое место по поставкам в
Индию). Соглашение о поставках сырой нефти предоставляет
государственной компании Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (Adnoc) доступ к
резервуарам хранения запасов сырой нефти объемом до 6 млн баррелей. Они
расположены в южной части индийского города Мангалор. Закачка в
подземные хранилища позволяет Adnoc увеличить объемы поставок
углеводородного сырья для нефтеперерабатывающего сектора экономики
Индии. Это отвечает растущим потребностям в энергетике и служит
гарантиям национальной безопасности, а также открывает возможности для
дальнейшего инвестирования ОАЭ в нефтеперерабатывающую и
нефтехимическую промышленности Индии.
В начале 2015 г. Абу-Даби вел переговоры с Исламабадом о проекте
строительства НПЗ эмиратской компанией Xclera Resources UAE в
пакистанской провинции Хайбе-Пахтунхва, проектной стоимостью до 500
млн долл. Но после известных событий в марте 2015 г. проект свернули.
ОАЭ направляет до 75 млрд долл инвестиций на инфраструктурные
проекты в Индии; укрепляет сотрудничество в области обороны, морского
судоходства, коммерции и других областях. Одновременно ОАЭ открывает
рынки африканского континента для индийских товаров. Переориентация
политической, торгово-экономической политики, военных контактов одного
из ведущих государств ССАСПЗ безусловно затрагивает стратегические
интересы Исламабада. Индия уводит у Пакистана одного из крупных
инвестиционных партнеров, ослабляя тем самым его энергетический рынок.
При этом нельзя забывать, что восполнение дефицита электроэнергии
(дефицит достигает 10 000 MW) — одно из предвыборных обещаний и
постоянных заверений в бесперебойных поставках электроэнергии
действующего премьер-министра Пакистана Наваз Шарифа. На этом фоне
крах его энергетической политики в 2016-2017 гг. заранее обрекает на провал
предвыборную кампанию клана Шарифов в 2018 г.
Пакистан, США и Исламский военный альянс: быть или не быть?
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В январе 2017 г. Пакистан вновь оказался в центре ближневосточной
политики, когда Королевство Саудовская Аравия (КСА) сделало поспешное
заявление о его включении в состав Исламского военного альянса (ИВА), в
командующие которого Эр-Рияд намеревался назначить бывшего начальника
штаба сухопутных войск отставного генерала Р.Шарифа.
Стремление властей КСА сформировать военную коалицию из 39
мусульманских стран со штаб-квартирой в Эр-Рияде объясняется, во-первых,
стремлением подтвердить свою лидирующую роль на Ближнем Востоке. Вовторых, гарантировать безопасность собственных границ, например, со
стороны Бахрейна (учитывая настроения шиитского большинства населения
в результате политической и экономической активизации в регионе
шиитского Ирана). И, в-третьих, перехватить у России-Ирана-Турции
инициативу в борьбе с угрозой терроризма.
Успехи военной кампании России против ДАИШ в Сирии вызывают
раздражение монархии саудитов. Россия и КСА поддерживают
противоборствующие стороны в ближневосточном конфликте: Москва в
союзе с президентом Б.Асадом стремится к восстановлению контактов с
умеренными группами сирийской оппозиции, в то время как Эр-Рияд
поддерживает различные джихадистские группировки в Ираке и Сирии.
Эр-Рияд вынужден считаться с российским присутствием на Ближнем
Востоке и ее союзническими отношениями с его давним оппонентом
Ираном. Но раздражение КСА еще больше усилилось после присоединения
Турции к диалогу Россия-Иран и проведения Москвой и Анкарой 17 января
с.г. первой совместной воздушной операции против ДАИШ с целью
обеспечения соблюдения соглашения о прекращении огня между воюющими
сторонами и урегулирования продолжающегося кризиса в Сирии. КСА
расценило это участие Турции как отступничество одной из стран уммы от
идеи «единения мусульманских сил в борьбе с террором».
Саудовская Аравия, которая продолжает оказывать поддержку
суннитским группировкам боевиков в Ираке и Сирии, в дни проведения
встречи сирийских властей с представителями вооруженной оппозиции 23-24
января с.г. в Астане, окончательно признала, что выпала из состава
участников урегулирования кризиса на Ближнем Востоке. Еще в конце 2016
г. КСА заговорило о формировании ИВА как о руководимой ею военной силе
в борьбе с ДАИШ. Основу ИВА, как предполагалось, должны были
составить подразделения федеральной армии Пакистана; о механизме
взаимодействия с армиями других мусульманских стран ничего не
сообщалось.
Это уже не первая попытка сформировать Исламский военный альянс. О
нем заговорили еще в феврале 2016 г., когда КСА провело на своей
территории военные учения «Северный шторм». Участие в них приняли
армии 21 мусульманского государства. В реальности учения носили скорее
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показательный характер и были своего рода демонстрацией военной силы
суннитского крыла ислама шиитскому, в частности руководству Ирана и
хуситам Йемена.
Насколько изменилась ситуация в вопросе формирования Исламского
военного альянса спустя год? — Бросается в глаза синхронность действий
Москвы и Эр-Рияда. 7 января с.г. Министерство обороны России заявило о
начале вывода российских войск из Сирии, и спустя несколько часов
пакистанские и саудовские СМИ вбросили в эфир новость о якобы
назначении пакистанского генерала в отставке Рахила Шарифа на должность
командующего ИВА.
Мир по-разному отреагировал на новость. Естественно возникали
вопросы: это начало новой большой милитаристской игры суннитов
мусульманской уммы или очередное военное фиаско КСА, и какова роль
отставного пакистанского генерала в этой партии? Предложение Эр-Рияда
сулило для Исламабада много преимуществ: щедрую финансовую
поддержку, укрепление его позиций в регионе (особенно в период кризиса
отношений с Индией и Афганистаном), новый масштаб военных операций,
утверждение пакистанской армии в регионе и т.д.
Выбор
монархией
саудитов
подразделений
пакистанских
военнослужащих в качестве основы ИВА объясняется несколькими
причинами. Во-первых, именно Равалпинди (месторасположение штаба
сухопутных войск) сыграл значимую роль в становлении армий нескольких
государств Ближнего Востока в 60-90-е годы ХХ века. Во-вторых,
совместной наряду с Пакистаном и ОАЭ политической поддержкой режима
талибов Исламского эмирата Афганистан в 90-е годы. В-третьих,
многолетним финансированием пакистанских экономических, военных
(включая ядерную программу) и образовательных проектов; спасение жизни
ныне действующего премьер-министра Наваза Шарифа в период его второго
срока премьерства после отстранения его от власти военными в 1999 г. и т.д.
Кандидатура генерала Р.Шарифа для властей КСА – идеальная для
командования ИВА: боевой генерал, организатор широкомасштабной
военной операции «Удар меча» против иностранных и местных боевиков на
границе с Афганистаном и ряде урбанизированных центров страны, один из
разработчиков Национального плана действий (Антитеррористический план
действий, управление границами, реформа медресе, административные
реформы и т.д.). Он «контролировал» региональный вектор внешней
политики Пакистана. И в переговорах с КСА проявил себя искусным
дипломатом. Следуя заявленной цели единения рядов мусульманской уммы,
достижения гармонии между странами региона, он выдвинул властям КСА
условие включить в альянс шиитский Иран. Он также потребовал мандат на
право выступать в качестве арбитра во имя единения и гармонии мусульман,
а во избежание давления со стороны КСА заявил об отказе служить под
чьим-либо командованием. В конце 2016 – начале 2017 гг. с визитом посетил
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Саудовскую Аравию, встречаясь с ее руководством (однако тогда Исламабад
подчеркивал исключительно паломническую цель поездки экс-генерала).
Но хлопоты оказались пустыми, как и полтора года назад. Парламент
Пакистана высказался против утверждения в должности командующего
ИВА генерала в отставке Р.Шарифа. Формальным предлогом стал отказ в
выдаче ему Сертификата об отсутствии возражений, как госслужащему.
История повторилась. 10 апреля 2015 г. депутаты обеих палат Национальной
ассамблеи выступили против отправки пакистанских войск в Саудовскую
Аравию для участия в боевых действиях против хуситов Йемена. Исламабад
подтвердил только оказание военной помощи в случае возникновения
опасности территориальной целостности КСА и защиту мусульманских
святынь. Принятие предложения экс-генералом Р.Шарифом означало бы
отход Пакистана от одобренного в апреле 2015 г. решения парламента,
повлекло бы пересмотр современной стратегии внешней политики
Исламабада и параметры национальной безопасности.
Безусловно, идея создания ИВА – продуктивная, альянс имеет шанс на
становление. Мусульманский мир, охваченный войнами и межсектантской
враждой, настоятельно требует согласованного и скоординированного
подхода к борьбе с угрозой террора на просторах Ближнего Востока. Но КСА
вновь поспешило и допустило односторонний подход, продвигая
исключительно суннитскую составляющую альянса. Далеко не все лидеры
мусульманских государств полагаются на объективность саудитов в
региональной политике, учитывая глубокие противоречия между Эр-Риядом
и Тегераном.
Но авторство КCА идеи формирования военного исламского союза не
означает руководство им. Ведь противостоять России на Ближнем Востоке
способны США, которые и могут встать за спиной нового военного альянса.
Основным приоритетом внешней политики 45-й президент США
Д.Трамп, вступивший в должность 22 января с.г., провозгласил «разгром
ДАИШ и других радикальных исламистских группировок». Борьба с
терроризмом, согласно его директивам, является составной частью развития
позитивных энергетических отношений с американскими союзниками в
Персидском заливе: An America First Energy Plan. Инструментами этой
борьбы новый хозяин Белого дома назвал ликвидацию источников
финансирования террористических групп, обмен разведывательной
информацией и успешное противостояние террористам в киберпространстве
с целью блокирования их пропаганды и вербовки новобранцев в их
организации.
Первый
абзац
краткого
изложения America
First
Foreign
Policy удивительным образом совпадает с основными положениями военной
доктрины Пакистана в борьбе с иностранными боевиками, а также
ключевыми пунктами выступления экс-генерала Р.Шарифа под названием
«Терроризм в эпоху цифровых технологий» («Terrorism in the digital age») на
Всемирном экономическом форуме в Давосе 17 января с.г. Созвучие этих
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двух документов подтверждает близость позиций президента США Д.Трампа
и пакистанского отставного генерала Р.Шарифа в борьбе с террористической
угрозой и, таким образом, предоставляет последнему шанс выступить,
например, в роли советника нового военного альянса на Ближнем Востоке.
Египет рассматривает возможность присоединения к КПЭК
Egypt interested to join CPEC: NA speaker
The Nation. February 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Feb-2017/egypt-interested-tojoin-cpec-na-speaker

The government of Egypt has expressed its interest to join the multi-billion
dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, reported Radio Pakistan
on Sunday.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said Egyptian Ambassador Sherif
Shaheen called on him in Islamabad and expressed his country‘s interest to become
part of the economic corridor project.
―Egypt's participation in CPEC will assign substantive meanings to the
transcontinental game-changer project by connecting Sino-Pak Economic Corridor
to Africa, Europe and Middle East,‖ the speaker told reporters.
Welcoming Egypt's proposal to join CPEC, Ayaz Sadiq said, ―Egypt's
participation in CPEC will open a new channel of unhindered flow of trade
between Africa and China through a secure and cheaper trade route via Pakistan.‖
Pakistan, he said, is committed to foster regional integration by linking
regional countries into 'One Belt' of trade, prosperity and connectivity. He also
underlined the need for inclusion of other Middle Eastern countries to optimally
realise the benefits of 'corridor of prosperity'.
Мир должен препятствовать агрессии Израиля
World must act to stop Israeli aggression: PM
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. February 01, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Feb2017/world-must-act-to-stop-israeli-aggression-pm

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday said that peace
cannot be guaranteed in the Middle East without resolving the longstanding
Palestine issue.
Addressing a joint news conference with the visiting Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas here, the premier urged the world to help resolve the hot issue
which had the potential to explode into a war.
Sharif said that Pakistan had always advocated the Palestine issue and backed
a peaceful solution to the Palestine-Israel dispute.
Abbas arrived last day on a busy visit to Pakistan during which he held
meetings with the Pakistani leadership. The two sides discussed the Israeli
aggression which was a constant threat to peace.
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Pakistan has always supported the Palestinian people in their struggle for
independence of their homeland from Israel. Islamabad also raises the issue
regularly at the international forums including the United Nations.
Islamabad maintains a principled position on the issue of Palestine calling for
an independent and sovereign Palestinian state with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its
capital.
Last week, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ordered to build new
Jewish colonies in the occupied areas sending a wave of concern among the
Muslim countries. Netanyahu‘s action came amid US President Donald Trump‘s
support for Israel as he invited the Israeli PM to a meeting this month.
PM Sharif said that the world needed to wake up to the Palestine issue and
stop Israeli aggression. ―Pakistan is always behind the Palestinian people. We want
the issue to be resolved at the earliest through peaceful means,‖ he said.
He called for the implementation of the relevant UN Security Council
resolutions to withdraw Israeli forces from the occupied territory.
The premier said that the establishment of a viable, independent and
contagious state of Palestine with pre-1969 borders and Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its
capital was the only guarantee for sustainable peace in the region.
The prime minister said that Pakistan was firm in its support for the just cause
of Palestinian people.
President Abbas thanked Pakistan for its ―steadfast support for the cause of
Palestinian people‖ besides financial assistance and scholarships for Palestinian
students in Pakistani universities.
The Palestinian president said that he had briefed Sharif about the latest
Israeli aggression and developments in respect of Middle East. ―We spoke about
the Israeli settlements and the US decision to shift its embassy to Jerusalem,‖ he
said.
He said that there was a complete unanimity of views between Pakistan and
Palestine on regional and international issues. ―Pakistan is our key supporter and
we value this friendship,‖ he said.
Abbas said that the two sides also exchanged views on regional issues and the
challenge of terrorism.
Prior to the media interaction, Sharif and Abbas held a one-on-one meeting,
which was followed by delegation-level talks. ―There was a complete identity of
views between the two sides on issues of mutual interests,‖ said an official
statement.
Later, President Abbas and PM Sharif inaugurated the Palestinian embassy
building in Islamabad. The government of Pakistan had gifted a plot of land in
1992 for the construction of the Palestinian Embassy Complex in the Diplomatic
Enclave. In 2013, Pakistan also contributed towards its construction.
Referring to the new embassy building, Sharif said: ―This project is a symbol
of our brotherly ties.‖
Earlier, a formal welcome ceremony for the visiting Palestinian president was
held at the Prime Minister‘s House. National anthems of the two countries were
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played on the occasion. A smartly turned out contingent of the armed forces
presented salute and guard of honour to the Palestinian president, said an official
statement.
Визит Президента Палестины в Пакистан
Visit of President of Palestine Mr. Mahmoud Abbas to Pakistan (30
January – 01 February 2017)
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan is attached for
information. PR. No.41/2017. Islamabad, 29 January 2017

The President of the State of Palestine H.E. Mahmoud Abbas will be visiting
Islamabad from 30 January 2017 to 01 February 2017. This would be his third visit
to Pakistan. He has previously been to Pakistan in 2005 and 2013. He will be
accompanied by a seventeen member delegation, including five Ministers.
During the visit, the Palestinian President will have a one-on-one meeting
with the Prime Minister of Pakistan followed by delegation-level
talks. Subsequently, the President of Palestine and the Prime Minister of Pakistan
will jointly inaugurate the newly constructed Palestine Embassy Complex in the
Diplomatic Enclave, Islamabad.
The Government of Pakistan had gifted a plot of land in 1992 for the
construction of the Palestinian Embassy Complex. Subsequently, in 2013 Pakistan
also contributed towards its construction.
President Mahmoud Abbas and his delegation will meet the President of
Pakistan, followed by a state banquet in his honour. Bilateral political matters as
well as other issues of common interest will be discussed between the two Heads
of State.
The relations between Pakistan and Palestine have traditionally been strong.
Pakistan has consistently supported the creation of an independent, viable and
contiguous Palestinian State, with pre-1967 borders, with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its
capital. Pakistan has also extended support to the Palestinian struggle for their
independent homeland, in all international forums.
Произраильская позиция Трампа разочаровывает Пакистан
Trump‘s pro-Israel stance disappoints Pakistan
The Nation. 24.01.2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/24-Jan-2017/trump-s-proisrael-stance-disappoints-pakistan

ISLAMABAD - US President Donald Trump‘s pro-Israeli stance has
disappointed Pakistan as Islamabad expected Washington to help resolve
international issues rather than complicating them, the foreign ministry officials
told The Nation on Monday.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry said that Pakistan would not
compromise on the Palestine-Israel issue and would stand with the Palestinian
people.
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―Palestine and Kashmir are key features of our foreign policy. We cannot
ignore them. We will do whatever we can to promote these cases. Trump‘s out of
the way support for Israel is disappointing,‖ a high-ranking official said.
He said that as a global power, the world expected the US to lead solutions to
the issue rather than complicate them by siding with one party.
On Monday, new President Donald Trump invited the Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu for a bilateral meeting in Washington next month. During his
election campaign last year, President Trump had not hidden his love for Israel and
vowed to recognise Occupied Jerusalem as the Israel‘s capital despite its disputed
status. Before Monday‘s telephone conversation between Trump and Netanyahu,
Israel approved scores of new Jewish colonies in Jerusalem. Trump had previously
pledged to help Israel in the UN against the illegal settlements.
The latest UN Security Council resolution says that the Jewish settlements
had ―no legal validity‖ and ―constitutes a flagrant violation under international law
and a major obstacle to the achievement of the two-state solution and a just, lasting
and comprehensive peace.‖
East Jerusalem was occupied by the Israeli forces in the 1967 War.
Palestinian claims Occupied East Jerusalem as the capital city of their independent
state. Washington is Israel‘s key ally and provides more than $3 billion annually in
defence aid.
Erstwhile, President Barack Obama was ―frustrated‖ with Israel‘s new
settlements but Trump has taken a U-turn. Obama, who completed his eight years
at the top on January 20th, handing over power to Trump, had declined to veto a
December 23 UN Security Council resolution condemning colonies, which Trump
wanted to be vetoed.
Another official at the foreign ministry said that Pakistan would take up the
issue of Palestine at all forums.
―We dearly want to improve ties with the US but cannot support decisions
against the Palestinian people. Trump is disappointing the whole Muslim world
with such bias,‖ he said.
And at the United Nations, Pakistan‘s Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi said that
injustice to the Palestinians only fed extremists‘ ideologies.
She said that without a just solution to the Palestine-Israel dispute, peace in
the Middle East was inconceivable.
Lodhi said that only ―a viable, independent and contiguous State of Palestine
with Al-Quds Al-Sharif as its capital‖ could be guarantor of peace.
She warned that if any country moved its embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem, it would be a violation of the UN Security Council resolutions.
Analyst Dr Muhammad Khan said that Washington‘s inclination towards
Israel against the Palestinians was unjust and must be contested at the diplomatic
level.
―If they help them in and out of the UN, it would not serve the cause of
justice. Palestinians have the right to their homeland and Israel cannot deny this
right with the help of the US,‖ he said.
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Khan said that good ties with the US were important for Pakistan ―but this
issue can still be raised diplomatically.‖
Defence analyst former Brigadier Mehmood Shah said that Israel was
attempting to misuse its good relations with the US by imposing its will in
Palestine.
―Millions of Muslims around the world will not allow Israel to victimise the
Palestinians further. US cannot violate the UN resolution in favour of Israel,‖ he
added.
Meanwhile, on Monday, Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj
Aziz held a meeting with the EU‘s Special Representative on Afghanistan FranzMichael Mellbin here.
―The two sides exchanged views on peace and security situation in
Afghanistan,‖ said an official statement.
Aziz briefed Mellbin on Pakistan‘s recent achievements in counter-terrorism
and economic growth, it said.
He said that Pakistan looked forward to meaningful engagement with
Afghanistan to address the challenge of terrorism.
Mellbin expressed confidence that the international community would stand
by its commitment made during the Brussels Conference for continued assistance
towards Afghan peace, reconstruction and development, the statement said. ―Both
sides agreed on the need for sustained efforts towards Afghan-owned and Afghanled peace process,‖ it states.
Пакистан обсуждает с Саудовской Аравией военное сотрудничество
Bajwa, Saudi envoy discuss defence cooperation
Dawn January 21st, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309795/bajwa-saudi-envoydiscuss-defence-cooperation

RAWALPINDI: Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa said the
Pakistan Army held the defence of Saudi Arabia ―at par with its own‖.
According to an Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) statement issued on
Friday, Gen Bajwa said this while talking to the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to
Pakistan, Abdullah Marzouk Al-Zahrani, who called on him at the General
Headquarters.
According to the statement, ―issues of bilateral relations including defence
and training cooperation‖ were the focus of discussion between the two sides.
The army chief reassured the ambassador that the Pakistan Army regarded the
defence of Saudi Arabia in the same way as Pakistan‘s.
Gen Bajwa, who became the army chief in November last year, had gone on a
three-day official visit to Saudi Arabia in December.
In his meeting with Saudi deputy crown prince and defence minister
Muhammad bin Salman, the army chief had ―reiterated Pakistan‘s commitment to
the security and protection of the holy mosques and also the territorial integrity of
the kingdom‖.
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The defence minister had reassured Gen Bajwa that his country supported
peace and stability in Pakistan in every way.
The army chief had also called on Saudi King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al
Saud.
They acknowledged that both Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were vital players in
regional stability ―with significant responsibility towards the entire Muslim
ummah‖.
The Saudi king and Gen Bawja emphasised the need to continue working to
eliminate the menace of terrorism and reinforce the mechanism to roll back
extremism with even greater vigour.
He had also met Chief of General Staff of Saudi Forces Gen Abdul Rehman
bin Saleh Al Bunyan and discussed military-to-military relations, defence
cooperation and regional security situation.
Позиция Пакистана в войне в Сирии (состав коалиции)
Reforms, not military alliances
Talat
Masood.
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Express
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The power of media has become so pervasive that it influences national
policy, sets its own priorities on reporting events and above all constructs national
discourse. Since several weeks matters connected with Panama Leaks have
saturated the television and radio news and talk shows. Lately, the news of General
(retd) Raheel Sharif‘s possible appointment as commander of a Saudi Arabia-led
military alliance of 39 Muslim countries seems to have aroused enormous interest
and generated a heated debate on its significance and implications.
The common thread in both these issues is as democracy takes root people are
demanding across the board greater institutional and individual accountability. It is
very much possible that General Sharif will not accept the offer as the role of the
alliance remains unclear and can prove to be more divisive than unifying especially
if it fails to include Iran, Iraq and Syria. Moreover, integrating militaries of
different armies that are not at the same professional level and field weapons and
equipment from different sources is not an easy task. The responsibility would then
rest on a few countries like Pakistan, Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, Malaysia and
Indonesia to field their contingents. That aside, the declared objective that has been
indicated is that this force is meant to counter Daesh, al Qaeda and other radical
organisations. The main concentration of these terrorist organisations is in Syria,
Iraq and Libya where major world powers are supporting their proxies in the civil
war. Russia, Iran and Iraq are fully behind Bashar al-Assad and the American led
coalition has been backing rebel groups including the Kurds. The situation is even
more complex as Saudis have been strongly opposed to Assad and are in alliance
with the US and Israel to topple the regime. Similarly, in Mosul different groups
backed by rival blocks are fighting a battle for survival. In such a scenario to
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decide which side to back is not without a heavy cost. Furthermore, what moral
and legal authority does an alliance have to impose its will on another country?
Any military involvement of Pakistan or for that matter of the Saudi-led coalition
force in this quagmire will be hazardous. Unless this has the approval of the
countries affected and mandated by the UNSC it will be a grave mistake to venture
into the civil war.
Moreover, the real problem in most of the Muslim countries is the absence of
representative government and huge gap between the rulers and the ruled. The
regimes keep a tight grip on the masses through draconian laws and countries flush
with petrodollars also share a small percentage of it in the form of subsidies for the
poor to keep them quiet. Absence of political support from within has led them
lean heavily on foreign powers mostly on the US and Russia, but some rely on
Britain and France to prop up their regimes. When regimes fail to earn respect of
their own people how can one expect that the world would listen to them. Major
powers then exploit these countries to pursue their interest that turns out to be a
vicious cycle. Furthermore, divisions within Muslim countries get accentuated due
to influence of sectarian parties and the support they receive from Iran and Saudi
Arabia to engage in proxy wars.
Israel has been the greatest beneficiary of this decline and internecine warfare.
In the absence of any viable military threat and political pressure it has flouted all
norms of international behaviour and relentlessly expanded illegitimate Jewish
settlements on the occupied territory. With Trump on its side it will be further
emboldened to move the capital of Israel to Jerusalem with Muslim countries only
making feeble protests.
To defeat the IS or al Qaeda winning the ideological battle is as important as
defeating them militarily. In this field the governments have shown scant interest.
How important this aspect is becomes clear when we look at Afghanistan where
despite the solid support of American and Nato armies for over a decade it has
been unable to neutralise the Taliban.
Apart from lagging behind in political development majority of Muslim states
have weak economic structures with the exception of Turkey, Malaysia and a few
others. Despite enormous oil, gas and natural resources none are among the
world‘s top 20 in GDP ranking except Indonesia, Turkey and Saudi Arabia. In
terms of education they are miserably trailing behind and have little to show in
science and technology. Countries that do not have sound and stable political
systems and their governments not accountable are generally found trailing behind
in economic growth and experiencing chronic social unrest.
Are the Muslim countries destined to be in the backwaters? Surely not, as
there is anything ―genetic‖ or associated with religion that keeps nations backward.
It has more to do with cultural and social mores and level of political
consciousness. This is even more painful as the Islamic Ummah only a few
centuries ago was torchbearer of knowledge and a leading civilisation. But since
the last three centuries has been on continuous downhill and has even lost the
ability to benefit from the positive aspects of the modern Western-dominated
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civilisation. Its greatest weakness stems from its inability to respond to the current
challenges and needs of its population. It has been left behind not only in scientific
and technological progress but, equally in arts and literature. Even in the field of
sports its achievement is minimal. Civilisations are destined to perish if they fail to
respond to the ever-changing requirements of modern times. We have degenerated
as a society whose main characteristic is passivity and acceptance of
backwardness. All this could however change provided we have that positive
impulse driven from within. We should take advantage of the progress that the
developed countries have already made in the field of physical and social sciences
and strive to be a part of the dynamic world order. But for that the Muslim
countries need the resolve and determination that currently is nowhere on the
horizon.
Reuters: в Пакистане атакован конвой члена королевской семьи Катара
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/3944429. 16.01.2017.

Известно, что родственник катарского эмира отправился охотиться
на редких птиц
МОСКВА, 16 января. /ТАСС/. По крайней мере три человека пострадали
в результате вооруженного нападения местных жителей на автоколонну
одного из членов катарской королевской семьи, выехавшего на охоту за
редкими птицами на юго-западе Пакистана.
Об этом сообщило агентство Reuters.
По данным агентства, ранения получили сотрудники охраны. Личность
родственника катарского эмира не разглашается, но сообщается, что его
здоровью ничего не угрожает. Отмечается, что представитель королевской
семьи Катара собирался охотиться на редкую птицу вихляй.
Как сообщили в полиции, местные жители пришли в негодование после
того, как им не разрешили встретиться с высокопоставленным лицом, чтобы
собрать пожертвования на строительство новой мечети.
По факту происшествия возбуждено уголовное дело.
Международный союз охраны природы относит вяхляя к видам,
находящимся под угрозой исчезновения. По подсчетам организации,
популяция этого вида в мире насчитывает от 50 до 100 тысяч особей. Вихляй
почти полностью исчез с территории стран Персидского залива, поэтому
состоятельные жители этих стран регулярно ездят на охоту за этой птицей в
Пакистан. Взамен они жертвуют средства на строительство дорог, школ и
мечетей.
О неудачной попытке Саудовской Аравии нормализовать отношения с
Пакистаном
Щегловин Ю.Б. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31964. 15 января, 2017.
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Саудовская Аравия и Пакистан начинают нащупывать почву для
нормализации двусторонних отношений. Так, по крайней мере, расценивают
последние дипломатические шаги в Исламабаде и Эр-Рияде ряд экспертов.
Саудовское руководство, в данном случае, сделало первый шаг, кулуарно
предложив на прошлой неделе Исламабаду назначить своего командующего
силами «контртеррористической коалиции».
Это предложение поступило недавно ушедшему с поста начальника
штаба Сухопутных войск пакистанской армии генералу Рахилю Шарифу. В
этой связи очень примечателен ответ генерала: «Согласен, но только после
того, как в эту коалицию вступит Иран». В этой связи мы бы не стали
расценивать нынешние инициативы Эр-Рияда по нормализации отношений с
Исламабадом, как успешные. Напомним, что в декабре 2015 года наследник
наследного принца и министр обороны КСА Мухаммед бен Сальман объявил
о создании «контртеррористической коалиции», которая бы «боролась с
терроризмом» в Ливии, Сирии, Ираке и Йемене.
В реальности же ни для кого не было секретом, что речь идет в первую
очередь не о борьбе с исламистским терроризмом, а с экспансией Ирана и
шиизмом в целом. Исламабад при этом с удивлением заметил себя в числе
двенадцати стран коалиции, поскольку, как потом выяснилось, никто
внятных переговоров на эту тему с пакистанцами не вел. Как следствие,
участие Пакистана в этой коалиции было, по крайней мере, чисто
номинальным. Парламент страны в 2015 году практически единогласно
проголосовал против развертывания в Йемене пакистанского военного
контингента.
Таким образом, Исламабад категорически отказался посылать своих
военных в Йемен, и это, безусловно, было неприятным сюрпризом для ЭрРияда. Попытки заменить в общем-то наиболее боеспособную часть этой
коалиции в лице пакистанцев кем-то еще (египтянами и иорданцами)
потерпело фиаско. И Амман, и Каир быть откровенным пушечным мясом не
захотели. К этому же надо обязательно прибавить и безусловный момент
внутренней конкуренции в рядах самой суннитской коалиции: Египет или
Пакистан позиционируют себя в той или иной мере, как безусловных
политических тяжеловесов в исламском мире, и принимать в этой связи
некое формальное или неформальное лидерство Саудовской Аравии в
будущем альянсе (а именно на это была заявка Мухаммеда бен Сальмана)
они, конечно, не будут. Для Пакистана, который является второй страной в
мире по численности суннитского населения и обладателем ядерного
арсенала, такие варианты неприемлемы по определению.
Для Исламабада в этой ситуации очень важно сохранить баланс своих
отношений с Ираном. Пакистан, ко всему прочему, имеет с этой страной
протяженную границу и вторую по численности среди мусульманских стран
шиитскую общину. У Исламабада в этой связи, безусловно, есть полное
понимание того, что втягивание в антииранскую активность несет в себе
колоссальные риски для национальной безопасности. Плодить себе врагов на
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ровном месте с учетом явно обострившейся конкуренции в Афганистане, где
Пакистан выдавливают с позиции главного куратора талибов и
соответственно — одного из основных участников внутриафганского
урегулирования, традиционно сложных отношений с Индией, Исламабад
позволить себе просто не может.
Интересно, что западные разведывательные источники (в частности,
французские) почему-то определили для себя, что Исламабад крайне
обеспокоен растущим влиянием Ирана на афганском направлении. В
частности, имеется в виду снабжение талибов иранским оружием и
обучением части талибов в тренировочных лагерях КСИР в Иране. При этом
речь идет об отрядах формально пропакистанской т.н. «Кветтской шуры» под
руководством муллы Ахундзада.
Мы же рискнем высказать предположение, что наблюдаем в данном
случае сознательное сближение Тегерана и Исламабада в рамках
выстраивания единого фронта против Кабула и Вашингтона и местных
сторонников «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России), за
которыми стоит Катар. И началось оно не сейчас, а еще в период главенства в
«Талибане» муллы Актара Мансура, который несколько раз явно при
содействии сотрудников пакистанской Межведомственной разведки посещал
Иран и общался с руководством КСИР. К тому же времени относится и
фактически скоординированная кампания иранцев и пакистанцев против
сепаратистов белуджей. Причем пакистанские военные атаковали исламскую
группировку «Джундалла», которая использовала УОР КСА именно для
организации подрывных и террористических операций против иранских
целей с восточного направления. Такие моменты не бывают случайными
совпадениями.
В этой связи резкий отказ Исламабада участвовать в подобного рода
инициативах Эр-Рияда тогда и сейчас был закономерным. И это, несмотря на
то, что нынешний премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф после своего
свержения военными в 2000 году нашел приют в КСА, и в принципе считался
устойчивым союзником Эр-Рияда. Его позиция в этом случае очень
политически выверена. Он публично поддержал назначение Р.Шарифа на
должность главнокомандующего коалиции, но оставил окончательное
решение на усмотрение последнего, прекрасно понимая, что тот откажется.
То есть сыграл «и нашим, и вашим». А Эр-Рияд в лице амбициозного
Мухаммеда бен Сальмана вновь получил удар по своему самолюбию. Его
попытка реанимировать идею «антитеррористической коалиции» путем
ввода на место главнокомандующего «нейтральной» для самолюбивых
арабских лидеров фигуры в виде пакистанского генерала, провалилась. С
учетом обострения отношений с Каиром, которому первоначально
отводилась роль главной военной силы в этой мертворожденной структуре,
ставка на Пакистан в случае успеха должна была резко повысить влияние
КСА и, соответственно, лично наследного принца. Кроме того, таким
образом Саудовская Аравия пытаются нащупать новые опорние точки для
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приобретения возможных союзников на сирийском направлении на фоне
серьезного военного проигрыша в Сирии и двойственной политики Анкары.
Но у Эр-Рияда пока ничего не получилось.
Актуальные вопросы отношений Израиля и Пакистана
Якимова Е.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31576. 26 декабря, 2016.

23 декабря 2016 г. министр обороны Пакистана Х.Асиф написал в своем
микроблоге в Тwitter: «Израильский министр обороны угрожает Пакистану
ядерным ударом за участие в борьбе с ИГИЛ (прежнее название «Исламского
государства», запрещено в России) в Сирии. Израиль забыл, что Пакистан –
тоже ядерная держава»[i]. Это заявление стало ответом на ложную
публикацию в СМИ, распространенную несколькими днями ранее. В ней
якобы действующий министр обороны Израиля М.Яалон угрожает
Пакистану применением ядерного оружия за участие в коалиции по борьбе с
группировкой «Исламское Государство». Неточности в информации,
положенной в основу конфликтной ситуации, заметны с первого взгляда как
минимум по той причине, что действующим израильским министром
обороны является лидер партии «Наш дом-Израиль» А.Либерман. Как
пакистанское общество, так и международное сообщество негативно
отреагировали на заявление Х.Асифа. Их возмутил факт столь резкого
высказывания в ответ на непроверенные сведения. Впрочем, во многом
нелепая ситуация стала свидетельством нарастающего кризиса в отношениях
двух государств.
Сложности в пакистано-израильских отношениях стали формироваться
на фоне противостояния Израиля и Ирана. Тогда Исламабад не раз успел
заявить, что в случае открытого столкновения непременно выступит на
стороне Тегерана и применит ядерное оружие. Интересно, что тема
пакистанской угрозы ядерным оружием весьма актуальна для отношений с
Израилем. При этом стоит отметить, что Пакистан, Израиль, а также Индия
не являются участниками Договора о нераспространении ядерного оружия
(ДНЯО), открытого для подписания с июля 1968 г. В отличие от Израиля
факт обладания ядерным оружием две другие страны не отвергают. Однако
именно ближневосточное государство в рамках Международного агентства
по атомной энергетике (МАГАТЭ) подвергается наиболее острой критике, а
также периодически противостоит резолюциям, направленным на выявление
его ядерного потенциала. Инициаторами обсуждения этого вопроса
традиционно оказываются арабские государства, которым, в свою очередь,
выгодно настроить против Израиля Пакистан. Эти же страны помогли
Исламабаду, несмотря на отказ от присоединения к ДНЯО, получить
председательство в МАГАТЭ в 2010 г. Препятствием на пути к достижению
этой цели не стало даже подозрение на участие в подготовке иранской
ядерной программы А.Х.Хана, считающегося «отцом» пакистанской бомбы.
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Вторым компонентом противостояния двух государств является
набирающее силу сотрудничество Израиля и Индии, с которой , напомним,
Пакистан находится в конфликте из-за Кашмира. При этом со стороны
Исламабада все чаще выдвигается предположение, что Нью-Дели в своей
политике в отношении спорной территории заимствует опыт своего
ближневосточного партнера на палестинском треке. К примеру, в сентябре
2016 г. в приграничной зоне между сторонами произошло серьезное
столкновение. С точки зрения пакистанских властей атака носила характер
точечных ударов. Такого рода тактику часто считают свойственной
израильским спецслужбам. Летом 2016 г. после обнаружения тоннеля,
шедшего с территории Пакистана, появились данные об интересе индийского
руководства к покупке израильской технологии противодействия этой
угрозе. Способствовало усилению подозрений со стороны Пакистана и
октябрьское заявление премьер-министра Индии Н.Моди, в последнее время
принимающего активное участие в интенсификации сотрудничества с
ближневосточным партнером. В нем глава индийского правительства заявил:
«Все говорят о нашей армии, мы привыкли слышать о подобных
подвигах Израиля. Сейчас все знают, что индийская армия не хуже»[ii].
Наконец, Индию и Израиль объединяют серьезные ожидания от
изменений во внешней политике США с приходом на пост президента
Д.Трампа. Помимо заявлений о том, что он является наиболее преданным
другом Израиля, Д.Трамп также отмечал, что поистине крепкими способны
стать связи с Индией. В отношении Пакистана избранный президент США
делал более противоречивые высказывания, то именуя государство
опасным и проблемным, то упоминая о готовности развивать тесные
рабочие контакты с Исламабадом, пообещав стране помощь в разрешении
проблем, не упомянув, однако, подразумевает он внутренние трудности или
сложности на международной арене. Более определенная линия в отношении
Индии в сочетании со сближением страны с Израилем дают этому союзу
большие шансы на успех, что, разумеется, вызывает недовольство Пакистана,
которому не помешала бы поддержка столь влиятельного покровителя.
Таким образом, пакистано-израильские отношения сегодня обладают
значительным количеством скрытых угроз, связанных преимущественно с
международной повесткой дня. Потенциальные сферы риска касаются как
работы в рамках МАГАТЭ и ядерного потенциала государств, что
представляет собой явное противоречие, так и сотрудничества с
привлечением Индии и США. Власти Пакистана не склонны сейчас
афишировать свою настороженность относительно последнего пункта. Их
критика сосредотачивается на угрозе применения ядерного оружия и борьбе
с терроризмом, что дает возможность привлечения на свою сторону других
государств, отличающихся враждебностью по отношению к Израилю.
[i] Khawaja M. Asif // Twitter.com @KhawajaMAsif. 23.12.2016
[ii] PM Narenda Modi in Mandi // Youtube.com. 18.10.2016. URL: youtu.be/T93Jr_6vjqs
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ПАКИСТАН - СРЕДНЯЯ АЗИЯ1
АзБР одобрил кредит на создание торгового коридора со странами
Центральной Азии.
ADB approves $800m to improve connectivity
Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360258/adb-approves800m-to-improve-connectivity

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved on Tuesday
$800 million multi-tranche financing facility to help enhance regional connectivity
and trade in the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) corridors
in Pakistan.
Under the CAREC corridor development investment programme, the
National Highway Authority will rehabilitate and upgrade the road network of 747
kilometres, constituting the CAREC Corridors mainly in Sindh, Punjab, and
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).
The investment programme will expand Pakistan‘s regional connectivity
links while helping to improve road traffic efficiency. Road networks in Sindh,
Punjab, and KP will be rehabilitated and upgraded with the multi-tranche financing
facility (MFF) first tranche, worth $180m in 2017. The second and third tranches,
worth $260m and $360m, respectively, are expected to be approved in 2019 and
2021.
In 2013, the CAREC transport corridors were extended to Pakistan to
provide Afghanistan, Central Asia, and China with connection to Gwadar and
Karachi port at the Arabian Sea. The CAREC Transport and Trade Facilitation
Strategy 2020 endorsed by the CAREC ministers at the ministerial conference in
2013 proposed $5.6 billion of investment projects to build the extended CAREC
corridors.
The country‘s national highway N-55 offers the shortest north-south bound
CAREC spin-off transport corridor through Pakistan to link landlocked
Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Xinjiang province of China with the Arabian Sea
ports at Karachi and Gwadar.
ADB says that the upgrading of selected sections of N-55 into 4-lane dual
carriageway through this MFF will be an important step to enhance national and
regional connectivity and trade via the CAREC Corridors 5 and 6, by improving
the efficiency for road traffic along the CAREC corridors in the country.
Highway N-55 starts at M-9 near Petaro in Sindh, traverses through southern
part of Punjab and terminates at N-5 near Peshawar. Currently N-55 is mostly a
two-lane single carriageway, which is in very poor condition and requires
upgrading to 4-lane dual carriageway to sustain the presumed future traffic loads
from CAREC countries.
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―Pakistan‘s unique geographic location - at the crossroads of Central Asia,
China, and South Asia - provides a unique potential and opportunity for the
country to become a regional transport and trade hub,‖ said Dong-Soo Pyo, ADB‘s
Director, Transport and Communications Division, Central and West Asia
Department.
―The investment programme will help the government realise this potential,
improving trade and connectivity in the CAREC corridors with the long-term goal
of achieving inclusive growth and sustainable development in mind,‖ he said.
Pakistan joined the CAREC programme in 2011 and its transport corridors
offer the shortest route to the sea for landlocked Afghanistan, Central Asia, and
Xinjiang province. Pakistan‘s accession to the CAREC will enable sub-regions in
Asia and Europe to be virtually integrated and seamlessly connected from East
Asia through South Asia and Central Asia to Europe.
Pakistan‘s trade has been centered on sea traffic while transit trade through
the country remains limited as poor and costly transport and cross-border
infrastructure and services hinder the realisation of this untapped potential.
Upgrading the country‘s current 263,000km of road, while ensuring transport
safety, will be critical to the country‘s export competitiveness as well as overall
economic growth.
In the context of Afghanistan‘s exploiting markets in South and Southeast
Asia for their agricultural products, China‘s exploring access to the Arabian Sea,
and India‘s pursuing connection to Central Asia, all through Pakistan, completing
the CAREC corridors and serving the needs of surrounding countries will benefit
Pakistan not only for the growth of the economy and trade but also for deepened
regional integration and resultant stable geopolitics, and ultimately help achieve
the vision of the CAREC, ADB says.
Политический аспект торговли углеводородами между Россией и
странами Средней Азии
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 24.04.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/04/24/politicheskij-aspekt-torgovli-uglevodorodami-mezhdu-rossiej-i-stranamisrednej-azii/

Среднеазиатский регион стратегически важен для РФ с точки зрения
безопасности. Он играет роль своеобразного буфера между Россией и такими
странами, как Афганистан, Пакистан и др., где сильна террористическая
угроза. Поэтому хорошие отношения со странами региона, их спокойствие и
процветание входит в число важнейших российских интересов.
Сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли – мощное средство, чтобы этого
достичь.
Как известно, в странах Средней Азии (Казахстан, Киргизстан,
Таджикистан, Туркменистан, Узбекистан) сосредоточены немалые
углеводородные ресурсы. Для Туркменистана и Узбекистана добыча и
продажа энергоносителей являются основой всей экономики. Для Казахстана
эта отрасль также крайне важна, поскольку нефть является его главным
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экспортным товаром. Таджикистан тоже обладает солидными запасами
нефти и газа, однако добыча углеводородов там развита слабо, обеспечивая
лишь небольшой процент от собственной потребности страны. Остальное
Таджикистан импортирует из России и Узбекистана. Киргизстан свою
нефтегазовую отрасль полностью передал в ведение России.
Нефтегазовая отрасль в Средней Азии начала развиваться при СССР, и
не удивительно, что после распада Советского Союза основным покупателем
местных энергоносителей осталась Россия: ведь имеющаяся инфраструктура
(например, знаменитые газопроводы «Бухара-Урал», «Средняя Азия-Центр»)
была заточена под доставку ресурсов именно в ее направлении, а для
создания новой требовалось время. Это помогало в какой-то мере сохранить
не только экономические, но и политические связи между постсоветскими
государствами.
В 1990-е гг. из-за сложной ситуации в регионе торговля углеводородами
перенесла спад, однако с начала 2000-х гг. произошла «перезагрузка».
Несмотря на наличие в РФ собственных нефтегазовых ресурсов в
достаточном объеме, она продолжила покупать их в Средней Азии. Снабжать
южные регионы России среднеазиатским газом было удобно и выгодно.
Кроме того, торговля помогала сохранять российское присутствие в этих
государствах. При этом те страны региона, которые углеводороды не
поставляли, сами стали российскими импортерами. В 2003 г. были
заключены соглашения о нефтегазовом сотрудничестве с Таджикистаном и
Туркменистаном, в соответствии с которыми Россия стала покупать
туркменский газ и помогать развивать таджикскую нефтегазовую отрасль. По
данным на 2004 г., примерно 25% газа, потреблявшегося в РФ, было
среднеазиатского происхождения. Основным поставщиком газа был
Туркменистан. Также в 2004 г. после длительного перерыва Россия вновь
стала покупать газ в Узбекистане. При этом часть узбекского газа шла на
обмен с Казахстаном, и еще небольшое количество поставлялось в
Киргизию.
Однако со временем старые связи все-таки стали разрушаться. Старая
инфраструктура приходила в упадок, и новые экономические условия брали
свое. Для России такая торговля постепенно становилась менее выгодной,
при этом в Среднюю Азию пришел гораздо более заинтересованный в
местных ресурсах Китай. Так, в 2011-2012 гг. Узбекистан значительно
увеличил свой газовый экспорт, однако при этом основной прирост
составили поставки в КНР. В последующие годы спрос на узбекский газ в
России продолжал снижаться, а в Китае расти. Желая сохранить партнерство
с Россией, в 2015 г. Узбекистан решил снизить цену своего газа. Это дало
результаты: в 2016 г. Россия осталась главным импортером узбекского газа,
купив 6,2 млрд кубометров (КНР приобрела 4,3 млрд).
С января 2016 г. РФ перестала покупать газ в Туркменистане, когда его
стоимость перекрыла выгоду для России от такого сотрудничества. Теперь
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главным покупателем туркменского газа является КНР, на втором месте –
Иран.
В августе 2016 г. «Газпром» сообщил, что намерен прекратить
исследовательские работы на ряде месторождений Таджикистана в связи с их
большой стоимостью и неэффективностью. По словам представителей
российской компании, разработка таджикских месторождений уже стоила
«Газпрому» $170 млн, но удовлетворительного результата так и не дала.
Кроме того, дополнительные убытки компания понесла из-за особенностей
таджикистанского налогообложения. Для таджикистанской стороны это
стало неприятным известием. По имеющимся данным, газа с
разрабатываемых месторождений Таджикистану могло бы хватить на
несколько десятилетий, и их успешная эксплуатация могла бы обеспечить его
потребности в энергоресурсах и значительно поднять уровень жизни в
стране. Тем не менее налоговые льготы, которых требовал «Газпром» от
руководства республики, ему предоставлены не были, и российская компания
решила отказаться от проекта. Однако некоторые эксперты сохраняют
надежду, что Таджикистан еще пересмотрит свою позицию. Иначе ему
придется работать практически с одним Китаем, а оставшись без
конкурентов, КНР начнет диктовать Таджикистану свои условия, гораздо
менее выгодные.
Тем не менее, несмотря на все сложности и то, что Россия прекрасно
может обходиться собственными ресурсами, прекращать нефтегазовое
сотрудничество со странами Средней Азии она не намерена. Ведь, как
упоминалось выше, дело здесь не только в экономических интересах, но и в
политическом влиянии. Поэтому в той или иной форме РФ будет продолжать
сотрудничество в нефтегазовой отрасли, даже если этого не требуют текущие
экономические интересы.
5 апреля 2017 г., во время визита в Москву нового президента
Узбекистана Шавката Мирзиѐева, между российской компанией «Газпром» и
правительством Узбекистана был подписан договор, в соответствии с
которым «Газпром» в течение 5 лет с начала 2018 г. будет покупать
узбекский газ, по 4 млрд кубометров в год. Контракт на 5 лет является
среднесрочным. До сих пор РФ закупала узбекскую нефть в основном по
краткосрочным договорам на 1 год. Также стороны подписали договоры, в
соответствии с которым «Газпром» окажет помощь узбекской компании
«Узбекнефтегаз» в исследовании месторождений, организации работ и
подготовке кадров. Многие специалисты считают, что главная цель этих
соглашений – общее укрепление российско-узбекских отношений. Как и
прежде, узбекский газ, скорее всего, будет поставляться в Казахстан и
Киргизстан. Что касается Киргизстана, то следует напомнить, что с 2014 г.
«Газпром» владеет всей его газовой инфраструктурой, купив у киргизского
правительства контрольный пакет акций главной нефтегазовой компании
страны «Кыргызнефтегаз». Таким образом, вся нефтегазовая отрасль
Киргизстана и его снабжение энергоносителями находятся в руках России.
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Трудности с Таджикистаном и Туркменистаном, скорее всего, являются
временными. Несмотря на прекращение сотрудничества по разработке
месторождений, Таджикистан продолжает активно импортировать
российские углеводороды. Около 70% всего его нефтегазового импорта
приходится на Россию. Что касается Туркменистана, то его уже не
устраивают условия торговли с Китаем и Ираном, и в интересах страны
вернуть такого покупателя, как РФ. По сообщениям СМИ, этот вопрос может
решиться к 2019 г.
Таким образом, можно сказать, что, несмотря на все события последних
десятилетий, у России сохраняется контакт в нефтегазовой сфере со всеми
странами Средней Азии, и это помогает ей сохранять свое влияние в этом
важном регионе.
Пакистан расширяет связи со Средней Азией
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan look to boost energy, trade ties
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
7th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1286871/cooperation-pakistan-kyrgyzstan-look-boost-energy-tradeties/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Kyrgyzstan, which have recorded a massive
60% increase in bilateral trade with the revival of Quadrilateral Agreement for
Traffic in Transit, are set to hold a huddle of the Joint Ministerial Commission next
week to suggest fresh measures for boosting cooperation in energy and trade.
―The Joint Ministerial Commission of the two countries is going to meet after
a hiatus of 10 years on January 12 and 13 in Islamabad,‖ a senior government
official said while talking to The Express Tribune.
Kyrgyzstan is part of the Central Asia-South Asia (Casa) 1,000-megawatt
power supply project, which will bring electricity to energy-starved Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Tajikistan is also a stakeholder in the project and will export cheap
hydroelectric power.
In the wake of slow progress on the part of Afghanistan on a trilateral transit
trade agreement with Pakistan and Tajikistan, Islamabad had sought to revive its
trade accord with China, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan to gain access to the markets
of Central Asia.
Belarus, Kazakhstan assure Pakistan of support for Nuclear Suppliers
Group bid
The four-nation pact was signed in 1995, but it came into force after many
years in May 2004. It permitted the transport of goods to Central Asia via China.
The agreement provides Pakistan with a gateway to Central Asia without
passing through Afghanistan and relies on the Karakoram Highway, which
connects Pakistan and China, as a transit corridor. It also allows movement of
transit goods without levy of any duties in territories of all the contracting parties.
This is the alternative route on which Pakistan and China have worked as
transit and bilateral trade with Afghanistan is at a standstill.
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―It is a big setback for Afghanistan that could otherwise have earned huge
money in transit fee and could have become a hub. However, due to its foreign
policy, it has lost this opportunity,‖ commented a Pakistani official.
A senior diplomat of Kyrgyzstan told The Express Tribune that Kyrgyzstan
and Pakistan had taken benefit of the quadrilateral agreement as bilateral trade
recorded a 60% growth in just one year with big potential for a further increase in
commerce.
―The two countries will see a further rise in trade spurred by the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),‖ he said.
At present, Pakistan‘s exporters import furniture from Malaysia and then
export it to Kyrgyzstan. Pakistan‘s textile products are also shipped to the Central
Asian state.
Pakistan‘s trade caravan reaches Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan shares border with Kazakhstan and Russia and it could become a
trade hub in Central Asia.
Kyrgyz parliament has approved Pakistan‘s inclusion in the regional political,
economic and military group, the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), with
headquarters in Beijing.
Earlier, Pakistan had observer status in the body, but now it has won its
membership. Other members are China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan.
Pakistan has invited all SCO member-states to use its ports for gaining access
to trade routes through the Arabian Sea after CPEC is completed and becomes
operational.
According to the official, Kyrgyzstan has praised the CPEC project and will
try to capitalise on the opportunities at Gwadar port.
At present, traders are using the Karachi Port, but Gwadar will reduce freight
cost and give a further push to bilateral trade.
Kyrgyzstan is also a member of the Eurasian Economic Union. Its other
members are Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia and Armenia. No customs duties are
levied on the goods that are transported among member-countries of the union.
Pakistan has also expressed the desire to sign a free trade agreement with the
union, with vital support of Kyrgyzstan, to step up bilateral commerce.

ПАКИСТАН – КАЗАХСТАН1
Сагинтаев (премьер-министр Казахстана)
президентом Исламской Республики Пакистан

провел

встречу

с

http://www.dailynews.kz/economics/sagintaev_provel_vstrechu_s_prezidentom_islamsk
oj_respubliki_pakistan. 10 Сентября, 2017.
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АСТАНА. Премьер-министр РК Бакытжан Сагинтаев провел накануне
встречу с президентом Исламской Республики Пакистан Мамнуном
Хуссейном, передает DailyNews.kz со ссылкой на официальный сайт главы
правительства.
В ходе встречи обсуждены вопросы укрепления сотрудничества двух
стран в области торгово-экономических, научно-технических, культурногуманитарных отношений, а также топливно-энергетического комплекса,
сельского хозяйства, здравоохранения.
Приоритетными направлениями взаимодействия были названы сферы
горнодобывающей
промышленности,
цветной
металлургии,
машиностроения, энергетики, легкой промышленности, транспорта и
коммуникаций.
В контексте интеграции пространства Шанхайской организации
сотрудничества в международную транспортно-логистическую систему
затронута тема реализации Новой экономической программы Казахстана
«Нұрлы жол» и китайской инициативы «Экономический пояс Шелкового
пути».
Объем товарооборота Казахстана с Пакистаном по итогам 2016 года
составил 25,5 млн долларов. Экспорт Казахстана в Пакистан составил 2,7
млн долларов.
За январь-апрель 2017 года товарооборот между РК и ИРП составил
16,9 млн долларов. В том числе, экспорт товаров из Казахстана в Пакистан
составил 4,9 млн долларов.
Назарбаев провел встречу с премьер-министром Пакистана
DailyNews.kz
.
8
Июня,
2017.
http://www.dailynews.kz/politics/nazarbaev_provel_vstrechu_s_premer_ministrom_pakistana

АСТАНА. Президент Казахстана Нурсултан Назарбаев провел встречу с
премьер-министром Исламской Республики Пакистан Навазом Шарифом,
передает корреспондент DailyNews.kz со ссылкой на пресс-службу главы
государства.
Глава государства, поприветствовав премьер-министра Пакистана,
выразил ему благодарность за участие в саммите Шанхайской организации
сотрудничества и открытии всемирной выставки «Астана ЭКСПО-2017».
- Я благодарен за Ваше участие в открытии ЭКСПО и работе
завтрашнего саммита ШОС. Процесс принятия Пакистана в организацию был
начат именно здесь 12 лет назад, завтра он будет завершен, - сказал
Президент Казахстана.
Нурсултан
Назарбаев
подчеркнул
важность
налаживания
межгосударственной кооперации и дальнейшего развития двусторонних
отношений между Казахстаном и Пакистаном.
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В свою очередь, Наваз Шариф обратил внимание на преображение
Астаны и отметил роль Нурсултана Назарбаева в строительстве новой
столицы Казахстана.
- С Вашей стороны была проведена уникальная и удивительная работа
по строительству Астаны. Я восхищен изменениями в столице Казахстана.
Именно Ваше видение и лидерство привели к процветанию города и всей
страны, - сказал премьер-министр Пакистана.
В завершение встречи были обсуждены актуальные вопросы
двусторонних связей.
Президент РК провел телефонный разговор с премьер-министром
Пакистана
DailyNews.kz.
http://www.dailynews.kz/politics/prezident_rk_provel_telefonnyj_razgovor_s_premer_ministro
m_pakistana. 1.02.2017.

АСТАНА. Президент Казахстана Нурсултан Назарбаев провел
телефонный разговор с премьер-министром Исламской Республики Пакистан
Навазом Шарифом, передает корреспондент DailyNews.kz со ссылкой на
пресс-службу главы государства.
В ходе беседы стороны обсудили состояние и перспективы
двусторонних отношений, выразили удовлетворение ходом реализации
договоренностей, достигнутых по итогам официального визита премьерминистра Пакистана в Казахстан в августе 2015 года.
Президент Казахстана и премьер-министр Пакистана обменялись
поздравлениями по случаю 25-летия установления дипломатических
отношений между Казахстаном и Пакистаном.
Н.Шариф пригласил Нурсултана Назарбаева принять участие в Саммите
Организации экономического сотрудничества, который состоится в марте
текущего года в Исламабаде.
Учитывая председательство Республики Казахстана в Комитете по
Афганистану в рамках непостоянного членства республики в Совете
Безопасности ООН, стороны также обменялись мнениями по ситуации в
Исламской Республике Афганистан. Была выражена общая позиция,
заключающаяся в заинтересованности достижения мира и стабильности,
внутренней гармонии в этой стране.
Кроме того, обсуждены вопросы сотрудничества в рамках
многосторонних структур, в частности ООН и ШОС.
Разговор состоялся по инициативе пакистанской стороны.
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ПАКИСТАН – КЫРГЫЗСТАН1
Жээнбеков примет участие в саммите ОЭС в Исламабаде
Информационный сайт «Aspnova». http://aspnova.ru/novosti-v-mire/zheenbekov-primetuchastie-v-sammite-oes-v-islamabade/. 01.03.2017.

Премьер Кыргызстана Сооронбай Жээнбеков 28 февраля прибыл в
Исламабад (Пакистан) для участия в 13-м саммите Организации финансового
сотрудничества (ОЭС), информирует pr-служба руководства. В мероприятии
примут участие президент Ирана Хасан Рухани и президент Турции Реджеп
Эрдоган, информирует источник агентства.
ОЭС начала твою деятельность в 1985-ом в составе 3-х стран — Ирана,
Пакистана и Турции.
Напомним, что саммит ОЭС пройдет в Исламабаде 1 марта.
ОЭС действует на основе устава — Измирского контракта,
подписанного тремя странами учредителями — Ираном, Пакистаном и
Турцией в начале весны 1977. Сегодня в состав организации входят Иран,
Пакистан, Турция, Казахстан, Азербайджан, Афганистан, Киргизия,
Таджикистан, Туркмения и Узбекистан.
Пакистан поможет Киргизии присоединиться к Еврорынку
Pakistan to help Kyrgyzstan enter EU market
The Express Tribune. 28.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308886/increasingexportspakistan-help-kyrgyzstan-enter-eu-market/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has agreed to share its experience and provide
technical assistance for Kyrgyzstan that is keen to make inroads into the European
Union market under the Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP) Plus – a
mechanism under which duties are eliminated or drastically reduced.
Pakistan‘s response came after Kyrgyzstan sought help in that regard in a
meeting of the Joint Ministerial Commission (JMC) of the two countries held on
January 11 and 12, said an official. The JMC huddle came after a long gap of 10
years.
Extension in GSP Plus status: EU seeks progress report on compliance with
UN conventions
―Kyrgyzstan, a Central Asian nation, expressed interest in learning from
Pakistan‘s experience in making exports to the 28-nation EU market,‖ the official
said.
In November 2015, the EU approved a proposal to grant preferential trade
access to Kyrgyzstan under the GSP Plus. Following a review by the European
Council and the European Parliament, the EU regulation for granting the GSP Plus
status to Kyrgyzstan was published in the official bulletin of January 26, 2016. It
came into force the very next day.
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Considering that Kyrgyz entrepreneurs do not have such a presence in the
European market as that being enjoyed by Pakistani entrepreneurs and the
successful use of trade preferences by Pakistani businessmen, Kyrgyzstan is highly
interested in holding a webinar or meetings between government authorities and
entrepreneurs of the two sides.
GSP Plus review: Support mechanism unit to be established
Pakistan shows the best potential of increasing its exports to the EU among all
countries benefiting from the GSP Plus.
According to EU statistics, Pakistan‘s exports amounted to 6 billion euros in
2015, which was 37% more than imports from the trade bloc. Pakistan‘s exports to
the European market have consistently increased since 2005.
After the GSP Plus status was granted to Pakistan in January 2014, the trade
flow to the European market grew rapidly by 21.5% in 2014 and 33.7% in 2015
compared to 2013.
Pakistan‘s business community is not only targeting to step up exports to the
EU, but is also striving to strengthen the partnership that will facilitate growth in
trade with major partners such as the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and Italy.
Manufacturers have also improved the quality of their products and with that
their prices have gone up, fetching more earnings for the country.
Пакистан и Кыргызстан обсудили вопросы сотрудничества, включая
борьбу с бедностью
‗Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan can alleviate poverty‘
Daily
Times.
13/01/2017/
kyrgyzstan-can-alleviate-poverty

http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/13-Jan-17/pakistan-

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Thursday said that Pakistan
and Kyrgyzstan, being members of the Central Asia Regional Economic
Cooperation (CAREC), could jointly achieve the goals in areas like transport,
energy, and trade policy to alleviate poverty in the region.
Talking to Kyrgyz Minister for Economy Kojoshev Arzybek Orozbekovich at
the PM's House, the premier said that promotion of regional connectivity is one of
the seven pillars of the government's development strategy. He said the
government was actively pursuing this initiative that had the potential to integrate
South Asia, China and Central Asia - the three engines of growth in Asia.
Welcoming the Kyrgyz delegation, he said Pakistan appreciated Kyrgyzstan
government's progressive policies. He said the people of Pakistan were happy to
witness the progress and development of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan. He said that
Pakistan's economic growth rate had risen by 4.84 percent during last three years,
and it now offered great investment opportunities to foreign investors.
He said that Pakistan had embarked upon a major reforms programme that
aimed at fiscal stabilisation, mobilising domestic resources, phasing out subsides,
restructuring the power sector and other public-sector enterprises, and
strengthening the social safety nets. Nawaz said the role of Central Asia-South
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Asia (CASA)-1000 was an important project that would help address the problem
of power shortages in Pakistan. He expressed satisfaction over the pace of work on
the project.
He mentioned that the recent meeting of the joint working group held in
Dubai on December 5-8, 2016, made some important decisions that would ensure
the project's timely completion. He emphasised that the present volume of total
trade between the two countries could further be enhanced, and hoped that the third
session of the Pak-Kyrgyz Joint Ministerial Commission (JMC) would prove
fruitful in enhancing bilateral trade and economic relationship.
Пакистан расширяет связи с Кыргызстаном
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan look to boost energy, trade ties
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
7th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1286871/cooperation-pakistan-kyrgyzstan-look-boost-energy-tradeties/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Kyrgyzstan, which have recorded a massive
60% increase in bilateral trade with the revival of Quadrilateral Agreement for
Traffic in Transit, are set to hold a huddle of the Joint Ministerial Commission next
week to suggest fresh measures for boosting cooperation in energy and trade.
―The Joint Ministerial Commission of the two countries is going to meet after
a hiatus of 10 years on January 12 and 13 in Islamabad,‖ a senior government
official said while talking to The Express Tribune.
Kyrgyzstan is part of the Central Asia-South Asia (Casa) 1,000-megawatt
power supply project, which will bring electricity to energy-starved Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Tajikistan is also a stakeholder in the project and will export cheap
hydroelectric power.
In the wake of slow progress on the part of Afghanistan on a trilateral transit
trade agreement with Pakistan and Tajikistan, Islamabad had sought to revive its
trade accord with China, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan to gain access to the markets
of Central Asia.
Belarus, Kazakhstan assure Pakistan of support for Nuclear Suppliers
Group bid
The four-nation pact was signed in 1995, but it came into force after many
years in May 2004. It permitted the transport of goods to Central Asia via China.
The agreement provides Pakistan with a gateway to Central Asia without
passing through Afghanistan and relies on the Karakoram Highway, which
connects Pakistan and China, as a transit corridor. It also allows movement of
transit goods without levy of any duties in territories of all the contracting parties.
This is the alternative route on which Pakistan and China have worked as
transit and bilateral trade with Afghanistan is at a standstill.
―It is a big setback for Afghanistan that could otherwise have earned huge
money in transit fee and could have become a hub. However, due to its foreign
policy, it has lost this opportunity,‖ commented a Pakistani official.
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A senior diplomat of Kyrgyzstan told The Express Tribune that Kyrgyzstan
and Pakistan had taken benefit of the quadrilateral agreement as bilateral trade
recorded a 60% growth in just one year with big potential for a further increase in
commerce.
―The two countries will see a further rise in trade spurred by the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),‖ he said.
At present, Pakistan‘s exporters import furniture from Malaysia and then
export it to Kyrgyzstan. Pakistan‘s textile products are also shipped to the Central
Asian state.
Pakistan‘s trade caravan reaches Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan shares border with Kazakhstan and Russia and it could become a
trade hub in Central Asia.
Kyrgyz parliament has approved Pakistan‘s inclusion in the regional political,
economic and military group, the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), with
headquarters in Beijing.
Earlier, Pakistan had observer status in the body, but now it has won its
membership. Other members are China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan.
Pakistan has invited all SCO member-states to use its ports for gaining access
to trade routes through the Arabian Sea after CPEC is completed and becomes
operational.
According to the official, Kyrgyzstan has praised the CPEC project and will
try to capitalise on the opportunities at Gwadar port.
At present, traders are using the Karachi Port, but Gwadar will reduce freight
cost and give a further push to bilateral trade.
Kyrgyzstan is also a member of the Eurasian Economic Union. Its other
members are Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia and Armenia. No customs duties are
levied on the goods that are transported among member-countries of the union.
Pakistan has also expressed the desire to sign a free trade agreement with the
union, with vital support of Kyrgyzstan, to step up bilateral commerce.

ПАКИСТАН – УЗБЕКИСТАН1
Президент Узбекистана и Премьер-министр Пакистана провели встречу
Информационное
агентство
http://news.uzreport.uz/news_2_r_153019.html

«UzReport».

8.06.2017.

Как сообщалось ранее, сегодня Президент Республики Узбекистан
Шавкат Мирзиѐев для участия в очередном заседании Совета глав
государств-членов Шанхайской организации сотрудничества прибыл в
Астану.
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Президент в отведенной для него резиденции встретился с Премьерминистром Исламской Республики Пакистан Навазом Шарифом. На встрече
обсуждены текущее состояние и перспективы дальнейшего развития
сотрудничества между нашими странами, вопросы укрепления региональной
безопасности.
Узбекистан поддержал прием Пакистана в ШОС в качестве государствачлена, уделил особое внимание данному вопросу во время своего
председательства в организации.
Наши страны поддерживают друг друга на международной арене.
Между
Узбекистаном
и
Пакистаном
заключено
около
50
межгосударственных,
межправительственных
и
межведомственных
документов
в
политической,
торгово-экономической,
культурногуманитарной и других сферах. В нашей стране действуют 55 предприятий,
организованных в сотрудничестве с Пакистаном.
Узбекистан
экспортирует
в
Пакистан
хлопковое
волокно,
кожгалантерейное сырье, транспортные и туристические услуги. Пакистан
поставляет в нашу страну лекарственные средства, химическую и
сельскохозяйственную продукцию, оказывает транспортные услуги.
Президент нашей страны Шавкат Мирзиѐев подчеркнул, что Узбекистан
и в дальнейшем будет развивать многоплановое и взаимовыгодное
сотрудничество с Пакистаном.
Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф отметил, что Пакистан
заинтересован в дальнейшем расширении сотрудничества с Узбекистаном во
всех сферах.
25 лет отношениям Узбекистана с Пакистаном
25 years of Pak-Uzbek Relations
Muhammad Asif Noor. The Nation. May 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/22-May2017/25-years-of-pak-uzbek-relations

A famous proverb ―in all the other parts of the world light descend upon
earth. From holy Samarkand and Bukhara, it ascends,‖ reflects the great
knowledge and cultural history of the country and the people whose geniuses and
intelligence made this region shinning out of the other geographical regions of the
world.
Central Asia in general and Uzbekistan in specific is at momentous junction
of the prehistoric world and today‘s modern civilisations with its own splendor and
glamour of history, heritage and traditions. Wealth and ideas from all over the
world merged and synergized there, giving academics the opportunity and means
of making new breakthroughs. The region, what we now called as Uzbekistan has a
history of thousands years of work of great and prolific scholars who had spend
their lives working and discovering what today‘s modern science, medicine and
other fields have taken aspirations from. This region has remained the centre of
world‘s economic attention because of the great Silk Road, making it the great
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centre of excellence for travelers from across the world. The great route had also
turned into the reason behind spreading new principles, religions, ideologies, arts,
crafts, traditions, values, cuisines and technologies. The multicultural architecture
of Tashkent, Samarkand, Bukhara and Khiva demonstrate the ancient and varied
nature of the country‘s historical heritage. One gets loss of words while describing
the splendors and grandeurs of these scholars and the amount of impact they had
on today‘s world felt from Middle East till East Asia that include Imam Bukhari,
Imam Tirmzi, Al-Khorezmi, Abu Nasr al-Farabi, Abu Rayan al-Biruni, Abu Ali
Ibn Sina, Ulugbek, Alisher Navoi and many others in the development of Modern
Civilizations.
The region of what is called as today‘s Pakistan has equally been inspired and
affected by the cultural, rich traditions, values of the great civilization sprouted in
the region from today‘s Uzbekistan. Pakistan and Uzbekistan though have 25 years
diplomatic relations but they have deep rooted historical roots. These relations
gained strength over the years because of the religious and cultural affinity and
shared values hence both state worked towards having close cooperation with each
other at the international and regional level. Pakistan and Uzbekistan are situated in
a region of great geo strategic importance. Cooperation between the two distant
neighbors is significant for the political and economic well being of the entire
region. Establishment of the relations between Pakistan and Uzbekistan dates back
to the time when both states open their first diplomatic missions in each state after
Uzbekistan gained independence. Pakistan was one of the first countries to
recognize the independence of Uzbekistan.
Both Pakistan and Uzbekistan share similar views on major regional and
international issues and collaborate closely on multilateral forums including the
United Nations, Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Economic
Cooperation Organization (ECO) and Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).
Various high level visits to each other‘s countries on regular basis reflects a strong
desire to make substantial head ways in enhancing cooperation and collaboration in
various identified fields. Prime Minister of Pakistan, Muhammad Nawaz Sharif
was in Uzbekistan and later last year in June while President Mamnoon Hussain
visited the country and met the Late President Islam Karimov during the sidelines
of SCO Summit of Heads of states. While we have witnessed presence of Deputy
Prime Minister of Uzbekistan Mr.Ulugbak Rozukulov during the ECO summit
where he has called or enhanced collaboration in agriculture sector. These high
level visits to Uzbekistan are reflective of the priority and broader commitment to
further strengthen Pakistan‘s engagement with the Central Asian regional
countries. During these visits it was agreed to enhance trade to 300 million in the
next three years. To achieve this target, both sides have reflected strong urge to
work together day and night in multi sectors and look out for ways for cooperation.
One of the major challenge between Pakistan and Uzbekistan was the direct
link, which was resolved when the direct flights were resumed their operations
from Tashkent to Lahore in April this year. After the resumption of the flights, to
everyone‘s surprise and astonishment, at the very first month, there were more than
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2000 visitors from both the countries. This number is growing continuously as
there has been strong urge from both sides to enhance partnerships in various
fields. In business field and trade cooperation, quite recently KASB group and
Uzbek Export Corporation signed agreement to establish Pak-Uzbek Trade House
which is meant to introduce the new technologies in the field of agriculture in
Pakistan as Pakistan is struggling to enhance the per-acre yield of the cotton in
case of use of old technologies and techniques. Uzbekistan being the leading cotton
producing economy is having high valued and mechanized agriculture machinery
which is better for the farmers in Pakistan and will enhance the yield. The KASB
Group at first planed to focus on the cotton and wheat production areas in the
regions and has introduced the cotton picking tractors for furthering the yield and
quality of the production. There is also a need to establish a joint business council
and joint commission to further move forward the processes of business
development.
Our trade volume is standing startling around 40 million USD and is
obviously not reflecting what we can together achieve despite having potentials for
further partnerships. It is a good omen that regular meetings of PakistanUzbekistan Joint Ministerial Commission (JMC) held on regular basis. There is
also a need that there should be joint Pakistan-Uzbekistan Business Council.
Pakistan can offer export of engineering goods, medical equipment, sports goods,
and textile fabrics while Uzbekistan may export of cotton fiber, silk, minerals,
fertilizers, cables, construction material, transmission lines, transformers,
consumer electronics, mobile phone and building materials along with agriculture
machinery, chemicals and aircraft to Pakistan. Currently, both states desired to
enhance trade volume to 300 million USD where in Pakistan is importing cotton,
yarn, clothes, iron, steel plastic, telecommunications equipment and electric items
from Uzbekistan. Hence a need is there to make exports and imports a broad based
agenda. There is an agreement of cooperation has also been signed between the
national chamber of commerce of both countries. . With emergence of China
Pakistan Economic Corridor, both Pakistan and Uzbekistan will be linked through
the several projects and this may be done by provide the opportunity to the Uzbek
businessmen for the shortest and viable trade routes to the larger markets of the
world.
Another interesting step in enhancing relations and understanding between
both sides is that Institute of Oriental Studies, Tashkent and University of World
Economy and Diplomacy in Uzbekistan has Urdu Departments. One of the
important works that faculty and students recently published is the compilation of
Urdu-Uzbek dictionary which reflects 4000 words common in both languages.
There are also frequent exchange of scholars, who visit different Universities of
both states to give lecturers and engage in talks with faculty members and students
at each other‘s academic and research institutions. There are deep rooted linkages
has been established with different institutions of both states. For example,
Pakistan Foreign Services Academy and National Defense University provide
training to various officials representatives from Uzbekistan on regular basis.
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This year, both states are celebrating their 25th years of togetherness and it is
high time now reflect back on the achievements over these years and challenges
that may require our special attention including trade, development, people to
people contacts and others in times ahead. Uzbekistan always stood by Pakistan in
its war against terror and recognised not only regionally but internationally also the
services and sacrifices made by the Pakistan and people of Pakistan. Both states
also can play significant role in promoting peace processes in the region and
economic revival with the special focus on the trade and investment.
Overall the region is marred with conflicts and growing threat of terrorism but
there is an urge and need identified by the leadership and people of both Pakistan
and Uzbekistan that to have indigenous solutions to the entire challenging
emerging indigenous problems with more emphasis on enhanced investment on the
peaceful future.
Узбекистан и Пакистан намерены укреплять сотрудничество
Информационное
агентство
«REGNUM».
https://regnum.ru/news/polit/2275594.html?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews.
16.05.2017.

Узбекистан и Пакистан намерены укреплять сотрудничествоПрезиденты
Узбекистана Шавкат Мирзиѐев и его пакистанский коллега Мамнун Хусейн
обменялись поздравительными посланиями по случаю 25-летия
установления дипломатических отношений между двумя государствами,
сообщает МИД Узбекистана.
«Президент Узбекистана в послании с удовлетворением констатировал,
что прошедшие четверть века двусторонние отношения развивались на
дружественной основе, в обстановке взаимного уважения и доверия», —
говорится в сообщении.
Мирзиѐев выразил уверенность, что совместные практические шаги и
взаимная поддержка позволят углубить партнерство двух стран и «укрепить
мост дружбы между Узбекистаном и Пакистаном».
В свою очередь, пакистанский президент Мамнун Хусейн подчеркнул,
что Пакистан и Узбекистан связывают «теплые и тесные исторические,
религиозные и культурные узы».
«Пакистан готов к дальнейшему укреплению сотрудничества с
Узбекистаном в различных областях», — говорится в послании Хусейна.
Отношения между Узбекистаном и Пакистаном до сегодняшнего дня
характеризовались рядом узбекских экспертов как «холодные».
В разделе сайта МИД Узбекистана о сотрудничестве со странами
Среднего, Ближнего Востока и Африки до настоящего времени не
фигурируют данные о двусторонних отношениях с Пакистаном.
Национальная авиакомпания Узбекистана возобновила полеты в Лахор
http://www.anons.uz/article/other/19166/. 6.04.2017.
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5 апреля текущего года НАК «Узбекистон хаво йуллари» выполнила
первый рейс в Пакистан. Теперь полеты будут осуществляться два раза в
неделю по средам и четвергам на комфортабельном лайнере А320
пассажиров по следующему графику (время местное):
Среда: HY 463 Ташкент 10:30 – Лахор 12:50
HY 464 Лахор 23:55 – Ташкент 02:25 (четверг)
Четверг: HY 461 Ташкент 22:40 – Лахор 01:00 (пятница)
HY 462 Лахор 10:15 (пятница) – Ташкент 12:45
Узбекистан будет экспортировать стройматериалы в Пакистан
Sputnik
Узбекистон.
8.03.2017.
uz.com/economy/20170308/4938336/Pakistan-Uzbekistantorgovlya.html?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews

http://ru.sputniknews-

Соответствующий меморандум о сотрудничестве подписали между
собой компания "Бахрия Таун" и АО "Узсаноатэкспорт" в рамках визита
узбеской делегации в Исламабад.
ТАШКЕНТ, 8 мар — Sputnik. Узбекистан будет поставлять в Пакистан
стройматериалы
и
комплектующие
для
строительной
отрасли.
Соответствующее соглашение было подписано по итогам визита в Исламабад
делегации РУз, сообщает ИА "Жахон". В рамках визита узбекской делегации
во главе с заместителем премьер-министра республики Улугбеком
Розукуловым в Пакистан состоялась церемония официального открытия
постоянного выставочного зала посольства РУз в Исламабаде "Торговый
караван: Сделано в Узбекистане". В мероприятии приняли участие
представители правительства Пакистана, торгово-промышленных палат
Исламабада, Сиалкота, Лахора, деловых кругов этой страны, включая
крупных строительных компаний. На выставке были презентованы более 170
наименований товаров узбекского производства, среди которых
строительные материалы, электрооборудование, бытовая техника и
сантехника. В рамках встречи был подписан меморандум о сотрудничестве в
сфере строительства между пакистанской компанией "Бахрия Таун" и АО
"Узсаноатэкспорт" по организации экспорта строительных материалов из
Узбекистана. Кроме того, ряд крупных строительных компанией и
операторов мобильной связи Пакистана заявили о заинтересованности в
налаживании прямых деловых контактов с партнерами в Узбекистане.
Представители пакистанских компаний высоко оценили качество
представленной узбекской продукции и выразили заинтересованность в
расширении сотрудничества в этой сфере.
Делегация Узбекистана примет участие в Саммите ЕСО в Исламабаде
Информационное агентство "UzReport". http://news.uzreport.uz/news_2_r_148501.html.
23.02.2017.
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22 февраля в Министерстве иностранных дел Республики Узбекистан
состоялась встреча с Чрезвычайным и Полномочным Послом Исламской
Республики Пакистан Риазом Хусаином Бухари.
Стороны обсудили актуальные вопросы узбекско-пакистанской
повестки дня, а также практические аспекты участия официальной делегации
Узбекистана в предстоящем 1 марта 2017 года Саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ЕСО) в г.Исламабаде.
«Узбекистон хаво йуллари» запускает рейс Ташкент-Лахор-Ташкент
Интернет-портал «Anonz.ru». 8.02.2017. http://www.anons.uz/article/other/18850/

С 5 апреля Национальная авиакомпания «Узбекистон хаво йуллари»
начинает выполнение полѐтов в Лахор, Пакистан.
Рейсы по маршруту Ташкент-Лахор-Ташкент будут выполняться с 5
апреля 2017 года по следующему расписанию:
HY 463 Ташкент-Лахор по средам, вылет из Ташкента в 10:30, прилет в
Лахор в 12:50.
HY 464 Лахор-Ташкент по средам, вылет из Лахора в 23:55, прилет в
Ташкент в 02:25 в четверг
HY 461 Ташкент-Лахор по четвергам, вылет из Ташкента в 22:40,
прилет в Лахор в 01:00 в пятницу
HY 462 Лахор-Ташкент по пятницам, вылет из Лахора в 10:15, прилет в
Ташкент в 12:45.
Время во всех пунктах указано местное.
Бронирование и покупка авиабилетов онлайн доступны в разделе
«Онлайн-бронирование», а также во всех пунктах продажи.

ПАКИСТАН – ТАДЖИКИСТАН1
Шойгу заявил об ухудшении ситуации в Афганистане (визит в
Таджикистан)
Дмитрий
Зубарев.
Деловая
https://vz.ru/news/2017/10/12/890636.html

газета

«Взгляд».

12

октября

2017,

Ситуация в Афганистане динамично меняется не в лучшую сторону,
заявил министр обороны генерал армии Сергей Шойгу в ходе встречи с
главой военного ведомства Таджикистана генерал-лейтенантом Шерали
Мирзо.
«Военно-техническое сотрудничество России и Таджикистана
развивается. Мы проводим много совместных учений, направленных на
уменьшение рисков и повышение стабильности в регионе. Естественно, с
оглядкой на то, что происходит на границе Таджикистана. В первую очередь
я имею в виду Афганистан и угрозы, идущие оттуда в связи с нестабильной
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ситуацией, которая меняется. И не в лучшую сторону», - передает РИА
«Новости» слова Шойгу.
По слова министра, речь идет и о помощи, поддержке в модернизации
Вооруженных сил Таджикистана. «Здесь у нас неплохо идет реализация
большой программы. Думаю, сегодня мы можем обсудить дальнейшие этапы
реализации программы», - сказал глава Минобороны.
При этом Шойгу отметил, что «есть вопросы, связанные с работой
российской военной базы». «Думаю, мы их обсудим и найдем приемлемые
решения. Во всем остальном наше сотрудничество в военной и военнотехнической сфере развивается достаточно успешно», - добавил он.
В ходе встречи с министром обороны Узбекистана генерал-майором
Абдусаломом Азизовым Шойгу также заявил, что повышающаяся
нестабильность Афганистана диктует необходимость более тесного
сотрудничества с Узбекистаном в борьбе с международным терроризмом.
«Идет большая работа по укреплению военного, военно-технического
сотрудничества. Нарастание угроз, которые идут со стороны Афганистана,
заставляют нас все более тесно сотрудничать в борьбе и с международным
терроризмом, и по обеспечению безопасности в регионе», - сказал Шойгу
Он отметил, что Россия и Узбекистан - стратегические партнеры не
только на словах. Он поздравил Азизова с назначением на должность
министра обороны Узбекистана и пожелал коллеге успешной работы.
Напомним, ранее директор Федеральной службы безопасности
Александр Бортников заявил, что международные террористические
организации переходят в Афганистан, оттуда они уже пытаются совершать
атаки и против России.
Президент Таджикистана хотел бы использовать порт Гвадар для
торговли.
Tajik president expressed desire for trade through Gwadar port: PM
The Nation. July 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Jul-2017/casa-1000-willincrease-regional-growth-prospects-pm-nawaz

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said on Thursday cooperation between Pakistan
and Central Asian Republics in diverse fields is progressing by leaps and bounds.
He was talking to journalists on board his plane while returning home after
completing his two-day official visit to Tajikistan.
The prime minister said Tajikistan wants to further strengthen communication
links with Pakistan. He said the Tajik president expressed desire for trade through
Gwadar port.
He said Pakistan wants to have better relations with the neighbouring
countries. He said the deteriorated situation in Afghanistan has left negative impact
on the region.
Earlier in Tajikistan, Nawaz Sharif said that Pakistan needs energy for its
socio-economic development and to run its industrial sector to its full potential. He
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said the project would help generate employment opportunities and uplift standards
of living of people of Pakistan.
He expressed satisfaction that some of the world‘s leading manufacturers
have expressed their keen interest to provide Converter Stations for CASA-1000.
He also pointed out that tenders for transmission lines from Kyrgyzstan to
Tajikistan and from Tajikistan to Afghanistan have been floated and are currently
being evaluated.
Nawaz Sharif described CASA-1000 as flagship project in the region
connecting Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan in Central Asia to Afghanistan and Pakistan
in South Asia through an electricity grid.
He said on its completion, Pakistan will get 1,000MW and Afghanistan
300MW electricity in summer time, from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. This project
will help bring a number of economic, social and environmental benefits to
member countries, he continued.
The premier said the project is an important step toward realization of the
planned Central Asia, South Asia regional electricity market. He said it will be a
good example of promoting cooperation between energy-deficient South Asia and
energy-rich Central Asia.
Nawaz Sharif said CASA-1000 Power Project will not only bring revenues to
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan but will also reduce electricity shortages in Pakistan and
Afghanistan and increase the prospects for growth.
Визит Наваз Шарифа в Таджикистан – расширение торговли, связей в
военной сфере, энергетике
Pakistan, Tajikistan to boost trade, energy, defence ties
The Nation. July 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Jul-2017/pakistan-tajikistanto-boost-trade-energy-defence-ties

Islamabad offers Dushanbe access to ports, connectivity with rest of world
DUSHANBE - With a focus on regional connectivity, trade and energy,
Pakistan and Tajikistan Wednesday agreed on exploring new avenues of
cooperation by increasing collaboration in economy, defence and security,
agriculture and education sectors.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who is here in the Tajik capital on a two-day
official visit, along with President Emomali Rahmon inked the Joint Declaration
aimed at enhancing regional connectivity between the two countries and the region
at large.
The two leaders emphasised close collaboration between Pakistan and
Tajikistan both at the government and people levels, besides giving a further boost
to their bilateral relations.
The two leaders also witnessed inking of memorandum of understanding on
trade cooperation. Minister for Commerce Ghulam Dastgir Khan signed the MoU
on trade cooperation along with Tajik Minister of Economy Naimatullah
Hikmatullah Zada.
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The MoU on cooperation between University of Arid Agriculture, Rawalpindi
and Agriculture University, Dushanbe was signed by its Rector Naimatullah
Faizullah and Adviser to PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz.
The prime minister in his statement to the press at the conclusion of his oneon-one and delegation-level talks with President Emomali, said he was impressed
by the "remarkable political stability, social cohesion and impressive economic
progress" of Tajikistan.
He said the two sides discussed the importance of road, rail and air
connectivity and said it was vital for regional integration, promotion of bilateral
trade, tourism, people to people contacts.
"We have, therefore, resolved to multiply our efforts to increase connectivity
between our two countries," he said.
Sharif said his visit had provided an opportunity to translate their close
political ties into strategic cooperation in all spheres particularly economy, trade,
investment energy and defence.
During the talks, the two sides also agreed to continue cooperation at
international fora including the United Nations, Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, Organization of Islamic Cooperation and Economic Cooperation
Organization.
Vowing joint steps against terrorism, the two sides agreed on holding first
meeting of Pakistan-Tajikistan Joint Working Group on countering international
terrorism.
Prime Minister Sharif said the two sides also identified the need for increased
cooperation in agriculture, industry, education and culture.
He said Pakistan views with admiration the laudable socio-economic
development and progress achieved under President Rahmon's leadership.
Prime Minister Nawaz said Islamabad attaches great importance to its
relations with Central Asian countries, particularly Tajikistan. Both leaders agreed
that connectivity holds key to regional integration.
The two leaders expressed satisfaction on the progress achieved so far in the
economic sphere particularly with regard to CASA-1000 Project and hoped it
would soon move into the construction phase. The prime minister stressed the need
for further enhancing trade, energy and defence cooperation.
Prime Minister Sharif referred to the bilateral trade between Pakistan and
Tajikistan and said as agreed in 2014, the two countries need to take measures to
boost it to us $500 million in the next three years.
At the delegation level talks with his Tajik counterpart Qohir Rasulzoda here
at the State Guest House, the prime minister discussed a whole range of bilateral
issues.
He was accompanied by Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Minister of
Commerce Khurram Dastgir and Minister for Water & Power Khawaja
Muhammad Asif.
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Prime Minister Sharif said both the sides were committed to further
strengthening their relationship in diverse spheres so as to build into a multidimensional partnership.
The two leaders noted the improvement in bilateral trade and called for
identifying the weak areas and to take necessary measures to address these issues.
They pointed the need to determine new traditional and non-traditional
trading goods and services.
In this regard, they directed the Joint Ministerial Commission to formulate a
comprehensive framework. Both the sides also agreed on the need to holding
exhibitions to promote their products.
Prime Minister Qohir welcomed Pakistan's inclusion into the SCO and hoped
it would be beneficial for the security of the entire region. He also pointed to the
holding of the Joint Commission on Energy and Infrastructure on the sidelines of
his visit.
Prime Minister Sharif reiterated Pakistan's offer to utilise its ports and
connectivity with the rest of the world to boost Tajik exports to the rest of the
world. He said Gwadar was the gateway to other Central Asian countries and
beyond.
They also noted the need of resumption of flights between the two countries
to boost people-to-people and business-to-business contacts.
Earlier, Prime Minister Sharif and Tajik President Emomali Rahmon on
Wednesday held one-on-one meeting and stressed close collaboration between the
two countries in trade, energy and defence sectors.
In a meeting held at the Palace of Nation, the two leaders emphasised on
tapping the opportunity to translate their close political ties into strategic
cooperation.
PM Sharif and President Emomali expressed satisfaction that Pakistan and
Tajikistan were celebrating 25 years of their friendship.
Sharif said Pakistan gave utmost importance to CASA-1000 electricity project
which would increase regional cooperation.
He said the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would boost regional
connectivity and highlighted that the Traffic Transit agreement of Tajikistan with
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan would be beneficial in this regard.
Sharif said Pakistan gave immense sacrifices in fight against terrorism and
extremism and mentioned that Raddul Fasaad and Zarb-e-Azb were launched as
counter-terror operations.
Prime Minister Sharif said Pakistan wanted to resolve the issue of Kashmir
with India through peaceful means.
He called upon international community to reject Indian policies on Kashmir.
He said peace and stability in Afghanistan was in the interest of Pakistan.
The two sides also identified the need for increased cooperation in agriculture,
industry, education and culture.
Later the two leaders were joined by their aides for a delegation-level meeting
at the presidential palace.
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Пакистан подписал трехстороннее Соглашение о сотрудничестве – с
Таджикистаном и Афганистаном
Islamabad in tie-up with Kabul, Dushanbe
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
6,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1451218/trilateral-collaboration-islamabad-tie-kabul-dushanbe/

ISLAMABAD: Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Pakistan are set to establish a
Joint Commission on Trilateral Cooperation to develop and implement a mutual
strategy on political, economic, trade, transport and communication, industrial,
agricultural, cultural, educational, environmental and people-to-people cooperation
between the three countries.
The commission will work under the ministers of foreign affairs or ministers
and heads of other relevant authorities of these countries.
It is learnt that the joint commission was likely to be forged during the
tripartite meeting between Presidents of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon,
Afghanistan‘s Muhammad Ashraf Ghani and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on
Thursday (today) in Dushanbe.
ADB offers $1b loan for TAPI gas pipeline
Subsequently, a joint statement would be issued the same day.
During the meeting, presidents of the three countries are likely to focus on the
importance of enhancing beneficial relations in all areas crucial to sustaining peace
and stability, socio-economic development, progress and solidarity of the three
countries.
They will also emphasise upon the importance of respecting norms of
international laws and principles of the UN Charter besides expressing their
commitment to support international efforts in reviving peace and stability,
political, economic and social development in Afghanistan.
The three countries will also emphasise upon the importance of the Afghanled and Afghan-owned peace negotiations and national reconciliation process in
Afghanistan, and support the ‗Kabul Process‘.
Islamic Development Bank offers $500m for TAPI pipeline
They will also call upon all armed groups to agree to a ceasefire and quickly
start the process of peace negations with the Afghan government.
They will pledge support to efforts in countering international terrorism and
extremism and recognise the importance of strengthening trilateral and multilateral
cooperation in the fight against extremism, terrorism, illicit drug trafficking and
other trans-national organised crimes.
They will emphasise upon the need for implementing effective initiatives in
liquidating sources of military and financial support of terrorism and extremism.
They will instruct relevant authorities in the three countries to set up a Joint
Working Group on Security and undertake necessary efforts to exchange
information, ensure reliable border cooperation, design joint operations on
liquidation of terrorists and prevent promotion of extremist and radicalisation
through cyberspace.
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They will acknowledge that sustainable Afghanistan is vital for regional
integration.
With a view to boosting trade and economic cooperation, they will instruct
chambers of commerce and industry to consider arranging regular exhibitions of
industrial, agricultural and handicraft goods, joint economic, trade and investment
fora and other necessary activities.
The parties concerned will also acknowledge the importance of concerted
efforts for implementing joint projects such as construction of railway lines and
highway networks between the three countries and attracting investments and
undertaking effective measures to ensure the security of transit highways in
transport and energy sectors.
Pak-Afghan trade halves ‗due to transit trade glitches‘
They will acknowledge the importance of the outcomes of the Economic
Cooperation Organization‘s 13th Summit held in Islamabad and implementation of
the ‗ECO Vision 2025‘ Agenda.
They will emphasise the need to continue cooperation within the framework
of the UN and its specialized agencies, as well as the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, Islamic Cooperation Organization and the Economic Cooperation
Organization. The three countries will coordinate their positions on important
international and regional issues.
Подписаны новые документы о сотрудничестве между Таджикистаном и
Пакистаном
Азербайджанский
сайт
«Новая
эпоха».
Расул
Гасымов.
5.07.2017
http://yenicag.ru/podpisany-novye-dokumenty-o-sotrudnichestve-mezhdu-tadzhikistanom-ipakistanom/

В завершении переговоров высшего уровня по итогам двусторонних
встреч с участием и в присутствии глав государств Эмомали Рахмона и
Мухаммада Наваза Шарифа был подписан ряд новых документов о
сотрудничестве, пишет НИАТ «Ховар».
Президент Республики Таджикистан Эмомали Рахмон и Премьерминистр Исламской Республики Пакистан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф
подписали Совместное заявление глав государств «Путь к стратегическому
партнерству для регионального взаимодействия» между Республикой
Таджикистан и Исламской Республикой Пакистан. Также, в присутствии глав
государств был подписан Меморандум о сотрудничестве между
Правительством Республики Таджикистан и Правительством Исламской
Республики Пакистан о торговле и Меморандум о сотрудничестве между
Таджикским аграрным университетом имени Шириншо Шотемура и
Аграрным университетом Равалпинди Пакистана имени Пир Али Шох
Мехра.
На сегодняшний день договорно-правовая база сотрудничества состоит
из 50 документов.
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После завершения церемонии подписания документов Основатель мира
и национального единства – Лидера нации, Президента Республики
Таджикистан Эмомали Рахмон и Премьер-министр Исламской Республики
Пакистан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф провели пресс-конференцию для
широкого круга отечественных и зарубежных журналистов, где оценили
результаты встреч и переговоров высокого уровня значительными для
дальнейшего развития дружественных отношений и сотрудничества между
Таджикистаном и Пакистаном.
CASA и оборонное сотрудничество: Таджикистан посетит премьер
Пакистана
«Sputnik Точикистон». http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/country/20170617/1022602989/premyerpakistana-sharif-posetit-tadzhikistan.html?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews.
17.06.2017.

Министр воды и энергетики Пакистана Хаваджа Мухаммада Асиф
предположил, что саммит по CASA, который планируется провести в
середине июля, может быть организован в Душанбе во время визита
премьера Пакистана Наваза Шарифа.
ДУШАНБЕ, 17 июн — Sputnik. Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз
Шариф посетит Таджикистан в июле, сообщает издание Express Tribune. Как
ожидается, будут проведены переговоры по двустороннему энергетическому
и оборонному сотрудничеству. Пакистан и Таджикистан в течение многих
лет работают над программой энергоснабжения стран Центральной Азии —
проект CASA-1000. Они добились значительного прогресса в продвижении
проекта в последние месяцы. Напомним, проект CASA-1000 (Central Asia —
South Asia) предусматривает генерацию электроэнергии в Кыргызстан и
Таджикистан и ее дальнейшую транспортировку в Афганистан и Пакистан,
где наблюдается дефицит электроэнергии. © Sputnik / Сергей
МальгавкоЭксперт: строить одновременно и Рогун, и CASA-1000
бесперспективно Посол Таджикистана в Пакистане Шерали Джононов
пригласил министра воды и энергетики Пакистана Хаваджа Мухаммада
Асифа сопровождать премьер-министра во время его поездки в Таджикистан.
Министр, в свою очередь, приняв предложение, назвал визит возможностью
обсудить энергетическую сферу, а также другие важные двусторонние и
региональные вопросы на самом высоком уровне. Он предположил, что
саммит по CASA, который планируется провести в середине июля, может
быть организован в Душанбе во время визита премьера Шарифа. Асифа
выразил надежду, что отношения между Пакистаном и Таджикистаном будут
укрепляться с течением времени. Напомним, представители вооруженных
сил Таджикистана, Китая, Пакистана и Афганистана договорились усиливать
сотрудничество для борьбы с терроризмом. Стороны согласились, что
необходимо выполнять консенсус лидеров стран по борьбе с терроризмом,
непрерывно углублять практическое сотрудничество сторон по этому
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вопросу, непрерывно усиливать потенциал стран по борьбе с терроризмом и
обмен информацией по этой проблеме.
Эксперт: строить одновременно и Рогун, и CASA-1000 бесперспективно
http://ru.sputnik-tj.com/analytics/20160714/1020157176.html. 14.07.2016

Сможет ли Таджикистан выполнить свои обязательства по CASA-1000,
если вся паводковая вода будет использоваться на заполнение
водохранилища строящейся Рогунской ГЭС? Построим, а потом
посмотрим.ДУШАНБЕ, 14 июл — Sputnik. В завершении дискуссии по
проекту "Энергообменный мост Таджикистан-Кыргызстан" его автор
Анатолий Колесниченко подробно ответил на критический комментарий
известного таджикского энергетика Бахрома Сироджева, который заявил, что
обмениваться электроэнергией бессмысленно. О компетентности и
неустойках Бахром Сироджевич заявил, что я неправильно истолковываю
технологический процесс возведения плотин из местных материалов. Он
отметил, что "вода всегда идѐт следом за строительством плотины, она
должна отставать не более чем на метр-полтора. То есть строительство
должно идти одновременно с заполнением водохранилища и Рогуну (до
полного окончания) понадобятся 10-12 лет, а не 25 лет как заявил
Колесниченко". © Sputnik / Виталий Аньков"Энергообменный мост
Таджикистан-Кыргызстан": панацея или миф Это обвинение меня просто
шокировало, — говорит Колесниченко. — Ну, в самом деле: человек хоть и
академик, но за всю жизнь не построивший ни одной плотины обвиняет
инженера, участвовавшего в строительстве буквально всех плотин на Вахше,
да плюс ещѐ и плотин в Иране и в Сирии в некомпетентности! Во-первых,
уверяет инженер, горизонт воды в водохранилище не всегда должен
следовать за ростом плотины. Плотину можно построить на всю высоту, а
затем заполнять водохранилище, придерживаясь определѐнной, заданной
проектом интенсивности (обычно 0,5 — 1,0 метров в сутки), так как это
имеет место ежегодно при заполнении построенной Нурекской ГЭС и как
это, скорее всего, будет и в Рогуне. Во-вторых, если академик на лекции
будет объяснять студентам о запасе плотины над уровнем водохранилища в
0,5-1,0 метров, то они несказанно удивятся, а наши оппоненты в
Узбекистане, проливающие крокодиловы слѐзы по поводу опасности
перелива воды через плотину, сочтут его своим союзником, — продолжает
специалист. В-третьих, в условиях Рогуна, горизонт воды не может следовать
за ростом плотины, так как карьер галечника — основного материала
плотины Рогунской ГЭС, находится в верхнем бьефе и затапливается даже
при пропуске первого паводка после перекрытия, не говоря уже о первой
очереди плотины. Весь этот материал, в объѐме свыше 40 миллионов
кубометров необходимо заранее вывезти на промежуточные склады,
расположенные на не затопляемых отметках. И в том числе вторично
перелопатить и вывезти те 15-20 миллионов, которые уже вывезены, но по
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некомпетентности как раз на затопляемые отметки. Анатолий Колесниченко
задает вопрос Бахрому Сироджевичу: "представляете ли вы, во что это
обойдѐтся?". "Далее, может быть, энергетик подскажет место, куда этот
материал можно будет вывезти? А, может быть, он знает, сколько
потребуется времени для такой операции? Я, проработавший на Рогуне в
общей сложности 15 лет в должности заместителя главного инженера, этого
не знаю, как не знают этого и проектировщики Гидропроекта да, пожалуй, и
Заказчик", — говорит специалист. © Sputnik / Всеволод ТарасевичРябикин:
Россия должна включиться в проект "Энергообменный мост" С другой
стороны, по исследованию самого же Сироджева, цитирую: "нам потребуется
15-16 лет, чтобы набрать полный объѐм водохранилища (95% его),
осуществляя набор только в многоводные и полноводные годы". Таким
образом, — продолжает Колесниченко, — если даже до начала строительства
плотины удастся вывезти на склады весь объѐм галечника, то потребуется 1516 лет на заполнение водохранилища и то, при условии совпадения по
времени располагаемой ѐмкости водохранилища и паводков многоводных и
полноводных лет. В-четвѐртых, и это самое главное, как Бахром Сироджевич
собирается выполнять обязанности Таджикистана по CASA-1000, если вся
паводковая вода будет использоваться на заполнение водохранилища?
Построим всю инфраструктуру CASA-1000, а воды-то нет! Вы представляете
себе, во что выльются все неустойки? А какие при этом вырисовываются
сроки окончания строительства Рогуна? Я, например, считал, считал, но так
ничего и не насчитал. А всѐ потому, что тут снова возникают сценарии… О
возможных сценариях Сценарий первый, по мнению инженера-гидротехника,
заключается в следующем: мы строим всю инфраструктуру проекта CASA1000 и начинаем передавать летнюю энергию в Пакистан и в Афганистан,
добросовестно выполняя свои обязательства. Одновременно строим и
Рогунскую ГЭС, но для заполнения еѐ водохранилища воды нет. Она
транзитом проходит через туннели Рогуна в Нурек, чтобы получить летнюю
энергию и передать еѐ нашим друзьям в Афганистане и в Пакистане.
Построенная плотина стоит "сухая", как памятник нашим неумеренным
амбициям и некомпетентности. Сценарий второй. Мы строим Рогун,
набираем воду в водохранилище и воплощаем в жизнь нашу заветную мечту,
но при этом не строим CASA-1000. А тем временем, до начала заполнения
Рогунского водохранилища (сколько бы ни продолжался этот период), за два
года решаем проблему зимней энергии в наших странах посредством
Энергообменного моста. "Как видите, наши страны, да и страны всего
Центрально-Азиатского региона находятся на этапе судьбоносного выбора.
Так и хочется сказать: "Соберитесь на саммит. Закажите банковское ТЭО, и
совместно выберите сценарий", — говорит Колесниченко и отмечает, что
если это невозможно в рамках всего региона, по каким бы то ни было
соображениям, необходимо собраться хотя бы Таджикистану и Кыргызстану.
О маловодье и преступных действиях Далее по комментарию Бахрома
Сироджева. © Sputnik / Сергей МальгавкоАнатолий Колесниченко: проект
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CASA-1000 должен быть пересмотренБахром Сироджевич говорит, что
"обмениваться энергией просто бессмысленно", потому, что мы живем все в
одном регионе и если у кого-то из нас маловодье, то и у другого тоже и,
таким образом, мы не сможем обмениваться электроэнергией. И добавляет,
что "нельзя на 5 лет вперѐд знать, какая вода потечѐт по реке", — продолжает
Колесниченко. — Начнѐм с конца. Если мы этого не знаем, так как же
работают наши ГЭС? Дело в том, что мы знаем и Сироджев это знает, что
май-июнь-июль-август — это период паводка и в этот период набирается
вода в водохранилище, сентябрь-апрель — это период маловодья и что
существуют обоснованно разработанные диспетчерские графики. Инженер
объясняет, что у нас действительно идентичные погодно-климатические
условия, как и говорил Сироджев, но вот у наших рек характер питания не
идентичен — у Нарына преимущественно снеговое питание, а у Вахша
преимущественно ледниковое и, следовательно, водность рек не совпадает,
как не совпадают и периоды прохождения их максимальных расходов. А
теперь самое главное из обсуждаемого тезиса, — продолжает Колесниченко.
— Предлагаю оппоненту продолжить сравнения, а именно: "вы Таджикистан
и Кыргызстан и у вас маловодье. Следует вопрос, а что вы будете передавать
в Афганистан и в Пакистан по линии CASA-1000?". А ведь периоды
маловодья могут длиться и 10 и 15 лет и Сироджеву это прекрасно известно.
Я отвечу: если господин Сироджев откроет варианты I-V моего проекта, то
увидит, что даже в реальном, близком к маловодному 2008 году, энергообмен
между энергосистемами Таджикистана и Кыргызстана не только возможен,
но и достаточно эффективен. Видимо Бахром Сироджевич не достаточно
внимательно познакомился с моими расчѐтами. Далее, перейдя к проекту
CASA-1000, Сироджев говорит: "основная цель модернизации проекта
(предлагаемая Колесниченко) — это перевод электротока ЛЭП-500 с
постоянного тока… на переменный ток, благодаря чему появляется
возможность отбора электроэнергии по трассе ЛЭП для прилегающих к ней
районов. Так вот, ЛЭП должна строиться на постоянном токе". И объясняет
— почему. "Считайте, с Нурека до Регара линия 100 километров, с Регара до
Сангтуды — 130 и плюс 750 километров — до Пешавара. В общем 980. А у
линии в 500 кВ радиус действия наиболее экономичный — 500 километров.
При переменном токе, как предлагает Колесниченко, будут потери в сетях на
уровне 18-20 %. Это преступно". А у меня встречный вопрос, — говорит
Колесниченко: "а вкладывать в строительство преобразовательных
подстанций 342 миллионов долларов плюс модернизация внутренних сетей
24 миллиона долларов — это не преступление?". © Официальная страница
пресс-службы президента РТ в FacebookCASA-1000. Плюсы и минусы
стройки века По словам Колесниченко, Афганистан по этой причине уже
отказался участвовать в проекте CASA-1000 в качестве импортѐра. Инженер
предлагает в банковском ТЭО всѐ подсчитать и выбрать вариант. "Я
соглашусь с любым из 10-ти моих вариантов, который будет рекомендовать
ТЭО, и даже с другим вариантом, который будет им обоснован и
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рекомендован, — говорит Колесниченко. — Кстати, зачем передѐргивать, я
не предлагаю передавать энергию через перечисленные пункты, а передавать
еѐ непосредственно из Нурека в Пешавар по линии длиной 800 километров,
смотрите внимательно расчѐты. Кроме того, пишет далее Сироджев, вставка
постоянного тока исключает параллельную работу энергосистем
Таджикистана и Пакистана. При переменном токе они должны были бы
работать параллельно, это сложно, всѐ время диспетчеры должны
согласовывать между собой, какой уровень напряжения держать, какую
частоту, чтобы не развалить систему друг друга". Я же считаю, что при
работе ЛЭП в базисе суточного графика нагрузки обоих энергосистем и, имея
в виду небольшой объѐм передаваемой энергии, по сравнению с ѐмкостью
энергосистемы Пакистана, указанные сложности преувеличены, — говорит
инженер. О ТЭЦ-2 и "войне" за воду К разговору о ТЭЦ-2, с помощью
которой, по словам Бахрома Сироджева, можно решить проблему дефицита
зимней энергии до готовности Рогунской ГЭС. По словам Сироджева ТЭЦ-2,
мощностью 400 Мвт. даст 1,73 млрд.квт.ч., но вот по заявлению автора
проекта Китайской компании ТВЭА Дзунг Шаоху, цитирую: "при выходе на
полную мощность ТЭЦ будет вырабатывать 100 Мвт.в час или 2,5
млн.киловатт электроэнергии в сутки. А это значит за 5 месяцев всего 375
млн. квт.ч., а не 1,73 миллиардов. Кому верить?— задается вопросом
Колесниченко. — Я бы поверил всѐ-таки автору проекта. Но это ещѐ не всѐ,
по словам гидротехника, необходимо иметь топливо для этой ТЭЦ. "Но ведь
мы знаем, что существующая ТЭЦ постоянно страдает от его нехватки.
Может быть, Сироджев предлагает построить железнодорожную линию к
месторождению угля в Камаробе?— спрашивает он. — А может быть возить
уголь из Зидды грузовиками, загрязняя рекреационную зону отдыха
душанбинцев — Варзобское ущелье. Или, может, имеется под рукой
дешѐвый газ Туркменистана или Узбекистана? По словам Бахрома
Сироджева, "если бы идея Колесниченко осуществилась, и по его проекту
начали бы работать, в регионе могла бы начаться война". По мне, так это
феноменальный опус. Выходит, что Таджикистан, строя Рогунскую ГЭС,
которая "заморозит" в зоне мѐртвого объѐма водохранилища около 5,0
кубических километров воды не вызовет войны, а проект Колесниченко,
который не предполагает никаких безвозвратных изъятий стока реки
Амударьи, ликвидирует угрозу подтопления поймы реки Сырдарьи и
переведет режим работы Кайраккумского водохранилища из энергетического
в ирригационный (о чѐм только мечтают в Узбекистане и Казахстане) —
приводит к войне? В заключении Анатолий Колесниченко отмечает:
"вынужден повториться, что, не являясь гражданином Таджикистана, я не
могу комментировать такие опасные заявления. Пусть последнее слово
скажет общественность и руководство Республики Таджикистан".
Брюссель заинтересовался строительством Рогунской ГЭС
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Глава МИД Таджикистана Сироджиддин Аслов в Брюсселе по
приглашению Совета по сотрудничеству между Душанбе и Евросоюзом дал
пояснения по строительству Рогунской ГЭС и убеждал парламентариев в
необходимости завершения проекта. Интерес европейцев не праздный. Уже
две компании из Италии и Франции вовлечены в реализацию неоднозначного
таджикского проекта. В следующем году ожидается запуск первой турбины
ГЭС. Внешних помех для сдачи объекта в эксплуатацию нет – создававший
препоны категорическими выступлениями против возведения гигантской
плотины станции соседний Узбекистан занял выжидательную позицию и
происходящее пока не комментирует.
В бельгийской столице Сироджиддин Аслов на встрече c генеральным
секретарем Европейской службы внешних действий ЕС Хельгой Шмид и
генеральным секретарем Энергетической Хартии Урбаном Руснаком обсудил
вопрос строительства Рогунской ГЭС. Он вновь стал актуальным после того,
как Душанбе возобновил строительные работы. Полгода назад специалисты
перекрыли русло реки Вахш. А президент Эмомали Рахмон лично принимал
участие в работах, управляя грейдером. На минувшей неделе глава
государства вновь осмотрел работы по возведению плотины. Он выразил
надежду на скорое завершение этого долгостроя, подчеркнув, что выполнена
значительная работа по строительству шлюза. Глава государства также
распорядился начать подготовительные работы по затоплению. «В этом
процессе должна быть ускорена работа по переселению населения и
созданию для них необходимых условий жизни на новых местах», – сказал
Рахмон.
Международная организация Human Rights Watch (HRW) подвергла
критике реализацию проекта. По мнению ее представителей, многие семьи,
проживающие в районе строительства, столкнутся с жилищными
проблемами, сложностями в доступе к продовольствию, воде и образованию
после того, как правительство переселит их в другие районы.
Сироджиддин Аслов заверил европейских парламентариев, что
нарушений при строительстве Рогунской ГЭС нет. «Душанбе всегда
принимал во внимание население и интересы соседних государств, включая
Узбекистан», – сказал Аслов. По его словам, «водных ресурсов в
Центральной Азии хватит на все пять стран региона – Таджикистан,
Узбекистан, Киргизию, Туркменистан и Казахстан». Единственная проблема
в использовании воды – ее иррациональное расходование. «Мы должны
приложить совместные усилия для сохранения водных ресурсов в каждой из
стран региона, и я надеюсь, что все страны ЦА осознают важность этих мер»,
– сказал он.
Как сказал «НГ» директор Центра стратегических исследований при
президенте Таджикистана Худоберды Холикназаров, ничего удивительного в
том, что на вопросы Брюсселя отвечал министр иностранных дел
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Таджикистана, нет. «Сироджиддин Аслов еще и хороший специалист в
вопросах энергетики. Несколько лет подряд он представлял Таджикистан в
Фонде Арала. Поэтому он смог доступно объяснить значение Рогунской ГЭС
для республики. Что же касается переселения людей, то районы их будущего
проживания определены давно, и уже построены равноценные дома в
близлежащем Файзабадском районе, а также в Дангаринском районе.
Переселять их будут за счет государства. Беспокоиться нет причин», – сказал
Холикназаров.
Вчера Аслов уже в Люксембурге встретился с вице-президентом
Европейского инвестиционного банка Вазилом Худаком, с которым также
обсудил вопросы национальных проектов, в том числе энергетический
CASA-1000 – проект перенаправления электроэнергии из Таджикистана в
Афганистан и, возможно, в Пакистан. У Кабула свои ожидания, связанные с
Рогуном. Из-за нехватки электроэнергии зависли афганские проекты по
разработке меднорудного месторождения Айнак и железорудного
месторождения Хаджикег в Бамиане. Если Айнак достался китайцам, то
Хаджикег приобрела Индия. Она, к слову, выиграла и тендер на реализацию
энергетического проекта CASA-1000. «Окончательное подписание
соглашения по проекту состоится в Душанбе на ближайшей встрече стран–
участниц проекта», – сообщил глава афганского энергохолдинга «Брешна»
Кудратулла Делавари. В Афганистане и в соседних странах надеются: если
пойдет электричество, заработают энергоемкие комбинаты, то афганцы
отложат мотыги для производства мака и оружие.
Отношения Таджикистана с Пакистаном расширяются
Relations with Pakistan deepening: Tajikistan
Daily Times. 18/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/18-Mar-17/relations-withpakistan-deepening-tajikistan

DUSHANBE: President of the Republic of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon
expressed his satisfaction with the strengthening and expansion of the multilateral
ties with Pakistan since the establishment of diplomatic relations.
In a meeting with Federal Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Asif, the
Tajik leader stressed that the relations between the two countries have grown
rapidly in the field of energy and security. Both sides highly appreciated the results
of Pak-Tajik cooperation in the field of security and defense to combat challenges
and threats in the region as well as the fight against terrorism and extremism. Both
the leaders discussed the issues of cooperation in the areas of mutual importance,
including energy, oil and gas, use of transport and transit opportunities. The two
leaders deemed it reasonable to revitalize the Joint Working Group on Energy and
Infrastructure Issues and the effective work of its Joint Subgroup on Oil and Gas
Cooperation in the field of implementation of CASA-1000 power project. In order
to increase the volume of trade turnover between the two countries, taking into
account the great opportunities in this direction, it was suggested to use the
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effective activity of the Intergovernmental Commission on Trade and Economic
Cooperation. Meanwhile, Khawaja Asif met with Foreign Minister of Tajikistan
Sirojidin Aslov. Both leaders discussed matters of mutual interest. Khawaja Asif is
in Dushanbe to discuss progress on CASA-1000 and other issues in order to
cement relations between the two countries. Ambassador of Tajikistan to Pakistan
Sherali Jononov is also in Dushanbe to facilitate visit of Pakistani delegation to
Dushanbe.
Таджикистан намерен строить дорогу в Пакистан в обход Афганистана
Tajikistan to join Pakistan road link bypassing Afghanistan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1337274/tajikistan-join-pakistan-road-link-bypassing-afghanistan/

ISLAMABAD: While Kabul is reluctant to finalise a transit trade agreement
with Islamabad, Tajikistan is poised to join a separate initiative which will connect
Pakistan to Central Asia, bypassing Afghanistan entirely.
Officials told The Express Tribune that Tajikistan‘s request for inclusion into
the Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement (QTTA) — a deal between China,
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan for facilitating transit traffic and trade — has
been approved. The Central Asian state will now become a formal participant once
its parliament approves the move, they said.
Tajikistan looks to promote trade in Pakistan
Inclusion in QTTA — which was signed in Islamabad in 1995 — will grant
landlocked Tajikistan access to Pakistan‘s ports, including Gwadar, without having
to depend on Afghanistan. It will provide safe passage to traders from both
Pakistan and Tajikistan. Trade between the two countries has risen steadily from
$15 million in 2011 to $90 million in 2016, and Tajikistan wants to bring the
volume up to $500 million.
Up till now, Pakistani traders have had to rely on the land route through
Afghanistan to access Tajikistan and other Central Asian States. Pakistan and
Afghanistan had been negotiating a transit trade agreement but Kabul‘s insistence
that India be included in the arrangement led to a deadlock in discussions. Due to
tensions with India over unrest in Occupied Kashmir and Delhi‘s attempts to
implicate Islamabad in rebel attacks on military installations, Pakistan could not
accommodate Kabul‘s demand. But while Afghanistan‘s President Ashraf Ghani
threatened to cut off Pakistan‘s access to Central Asia if it did not include India in
the transit deal, China revived QTTA to further tap the potential of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor, officials said. QTTA provides Pakistan a gateway to
Central Asia by using the Karakoram Highway — which links Gilgit-Baltistan to
China‘s Xinjiang region — as a transit corridor.
Tajikistan‘s hydel power production – a model to follow
With Pakistan‘s exports declining by over $4 billion over the last few years, it
has looked to tap the potential of Central Asian and Russian markets. Kyrgyzstan
has offered a route to Russia to Pakistani traders. At the same time, Pakistani ports
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provide landlocked Central Asian states the closest maritime facilities for trade.
Currently, they rely on seaports in China, Turkey, Iran, Russia and the Baltic
States.

ПАКИСТАН – ТУРКМЕНИСТАН1
Энергетические перспективы Туркменистана в Евразийском регионе
Алексей Давыдович Хайтун (доктор экономических наук, профессор, Институт
Европы РАН). «Независимая газета». 12.12.2017. http://www.ng.ru/ng_energiya/2017-1212/9_7134_turkmenistan.html

Туркменистан является одним из перспективных поставщиков
природного газа. Страна, по оценкам международных экспертов, занимает
четвертое место в мире по разведанным запасам газа. В одном только
месторождении «Галкыныш», что на востоке страны, его, как считают
местные геологи, свыше 26 трлн куб. м. Это примерно вдвое больше, чем в
российском Уренгое. По состоянию на конец 2012 года общие геологические
запасы в этой стране оцениваются в 71,21 млрд т у. т., 18,2 млрд т – морского
шельфа (доказанные запасы равны 25,2 трлн куб. м). Однако известный
немецкий эксперт Роланд Гетц из берлинского фонда «Наука и политика» в
своей работе «Европа и природный газ Каспийского региона» приводит
данные немецкого ведомства по геологии и сырью (Bundesanstalt fuer
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe), согласно которым на конец 2005 года
туркменские газовые резервы оценивались в 2,8 трлн куб. м, а ресурсы в 6
трлн куб. м. Правда, отмечает он, в каких размерах открытое в 2006 году
месторождение «Южный Иолотань» и открытое в марте 2007 года
месторождение «Осман» должны вести к переоценке имеющихся данных. Но
немцы полагают, что с учетом открытых месторождений их общий запас не
превысит 10 трлн куб. м. В то же время, по результатам второго этапа
независимого аудита запасов месторождений Туркменистана, начальные
геологические запасы зоны газовых месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман», «Мианара» и «Яшлар» подтверждены в максимальном объеме 26,2
трлн куб. м газа. Такую оценку 11 октября 2011 года озвучил представитель
британской аудиторской компании Gaffney, Cline&Associates (GCA) Джим
Гиллетт. По его словам, эти данные не окончательные, запасы могут быть
выше. На сегодня еще не определены пределы северо-западной, юговосточной и западной границ месторождений «Южный Иолотань» –
«Осман».
Такой объем запасов ставит «Южный Иолотань» на второе место в
мире после «Южного/Северного Парса» (28 трлн куб. м, поделено между
Ираном и Катаром). На третьей позиции Уренгойское месторождение
«Газпрома» с 7 трлн куб. м.
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По данным азербайджанского издания Trend, в настоящее время
госконцерн «Туркменгаз» совместно с привлеченными на сервисных
условиях компаниями из Китая, Республики Корея и ОАЭ реализует проект
по первоначальному обустройству «Южного Иолотаня» на общую сумму
около 10 млрд долл. США. Разработка началась на основании
первоначального аудита, представленного GCA в 2008 году, когда
приблизительные запасы этого месторождения оценивались в пределах 14
трлн куб. м газа. Конечно, такой разброс данных о запасах туркменского газа
не позволяет сделать окончательный вывод о перспективности
Туркменистана как ведущей газоснабжающей державе региона для Европы.
Месторождения газа находятся в основном в центральной части
страны, где сосредоточено 80% добычи. Хотя газовое месторождение
«Южный Иолотань» находится в юго-восточной части Туркмении рядом с
границей Ирана и Афганистана. В геологическом отношении эта территория
относится к Мургабской нефтегазоносной области – крупной одноименной
позднемезозойской впадине, располагающейся на южной оконечности
молодой эпипалеозойской Туранской плиты.
Месторождение «Южный Иолотань» расположено недалеко от города
Иолотань (50 км от областного центра Марыйского велаята города Мары).
Площадь месторождения около 3 тыс. кв. км. В своей юго-восточной части
поднятие осложнено небольшим валом, к которому приурочено
месторождение «Осман».
Целью Туркменистана к 2030 году является наращивание добычи газа
до 250 млрд куб. м. Экспорт газа намечено увеличить до 180 млрд куб. м в
год. Проблема в том, как доставить это энергетическое сырье зарубежным
покупателям.
Наряду с Россией Туркменистан – одно из немногих государств в СНГ,
которое могло бы быть экспортером природного газа в Европу. До 2009 года
экспорт туркменского газа проходил по газопроводам на территории
Казахстана и России, построенным еще в советские времена. Россия скупала
туркменский газ, а затем продавала европейским клиентам, как правило по
спотовым ценам, или снабжала им регионы на юге России. Немецкий эксперт
Восточного комитета немецкой экономики Мартин Хоффман пишет на сайте
немецкого государственного информационного агентства Deutsche Welle
(DW), что когда мировые цены на газ в 2008–2009 годах снизились, сделка
стала для России убыточной, ведь у Туркменистана приходилось покупать
топливо по подписанным ранее долгосрочным контрактам и по ставшим
завышенными ценам, которые европейские покупатели платить отказались.
«Зная, что у Туркменистана нет экспортных альтернатив, – говорит
Хоффман, – Россия в ультимативной форме потребовала от Ашхабада
снизить цены до рыночных, а когда туркмены заупрямились, просто
перекрыла трубу, объяснив такую меру некими техническими причинами».
Прекращение поступления газа вызвало серьезные технические неполадки в
газопроводной системе Туркменистана. Поэтому во время визита президента
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Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова в ноябре 2009 года в Москву
состоялись переговоры с тогдашним российским президентом Дмитрием
Медведевым об увеличении импорта Москвой туркменского газа. Агентство
AFP отмечало, что переговоры Бердымухамедова и Медведева состоятся на
фоне усилий Туркменистана возобновить экспорт газа в Россию в полном
объеме после того, как в апреле в результате взрыва на туркменском
газопроводе экспорт голубого топлива в Россию из Туркменистана
практически прекратился.
Ашхабад настаивал на выполнении российскими партнерами своих
контрактных обязательств, однако переговоры не привели к положительному
результату. Таким образом, Россия резко сократила импорт туркменского
газа в период падения спроса в Европе. Туркменистан в результате лишился
ежемесячных доходов в размере почти 1 млрд долл.
В январе 2016 года Москва окончательно отказалась от закупок
туркменского газа. По сообщению ГК, «Туркменгаз ОАО «Газпром» с начала
2015 года не платил по долгам «за предоставленные объемы туркменского
природного газа». Об этом говорилось на сайте Министерства нефтегазовой
промышленности и минеральных ресурсов Туркменистана 8 июля 2015 года.
«Газпром» стал неплатежеспособным по своим контрактам купли-продажи
природного газа в связи с продолжающимся мировым экономическим
кризисом и введенными западными странами экономическими санкциями
против России», – отмечалось в сообщении ведомства. Позже текст на сайте
«Туркменгаза» был изменен, но не принципиально. «Туркменской стороне
непонятны мотивы, почему российский энергетический гигант не полностью
платит за полученный газ, видимо, у него наступили не самые лучшие
времена в отношении финансов», – говорится в измененном тексте
сообщения, датированного уже 11 июля. Следует напомнить, что в 2003 году
Россия и Туркменистан заключили соглашение о сотрудничестве в газовой
сфере сроком на 25 лет. Согласно условиям этого соглашения, Туркменистан
должен был поставлять в РФ 70–80 млрд куб. м газа ежегодно. В 2006–2008
годах Россия выкупала весь производимый на территории Туркменистана
газ, а также обеспечивала его транзит в Украину. Кроме того, в рамках
среднесрочных контрактов «Газпром» выполняет функции оператора
транзита туркменского газа по территории Узбекистана и Казахстана.
Понятно, что Туркменистан извлек уроки из тех событий и сделал
ставку на диверсификацию газового экспорта, чтобы повысить
независимость от российского транзита. В Ашхабаде считают, что
современная ситуация на мировом энергетическом пространстве, в том числе
в его газовом сегменте, ставит перед нами ряд серьезных и непростых задач.
Главная из них – необходимость обеспечения долгосрочной,
всеобъемлющей, инклюзивной энергетической безопасности как решающего
условия для поступательного и сбалансированного развития глобальной
экономики и межгосударственного сотрудничества. С особой остротой эта
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необходимость проявляется сейчас – на фоне негативных тенденций на
международных энергетических рынках, замедления

Строительство газопровода ТАПИ в
2016 году на туркменском участке. Фото с
сайта www.turkmenistan.gov.tm

роста крупнейших мировых экономик, известных политических событий,
которые наблюдаются в различных регионах земного шара. Решающим
фактором обеспечения глобальной энергетической безопасности является, по
мнению Ашхабада, диверсификация поставок углеводородов. Именно
диверсификация, создание многовариантной и разнонаправленной
трубопроводной системы сегодня в состоянии гарантировать рост и
устойчивое развитие глобальной энергетики, обезопасить ее от
политических, экологических, техногенных и других рисков. Очевидно
также, что вовлеченность в международную энергосистему новых
пространств и рынков способна придать дополнительный мощный импульс
мировому промышленному производству, торговле, инвестициям,
стимулировать создание рабочих мест. Именно под этим углом зрения и
следует рассматривать возвращение Ашхабада к проекту Транскаспийского
газопровода, разговоры о котором ведутся уже более 20 лет. В июне
текущего года по итогам переговоров между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС было принято решение о создании
постоянной рабочей группы, которая должна приступить к проработке
различных вариантов доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Более того,
озвучены предварительные сроки этих поставок. Сейчас можно
констатировать наличие активного и заинтересованного диалога по
осуществлению проектов поставок туркменского природного газа в западном
направлении между Туркменистаном, Азербайджаном и Турцией при
участии Европейского союза. В этом плане запущенный в конце 2015 года в
эксплуатацию по территории Туркменистана газопровод «Восток–Запад»
протяженностью 773 км может стать предтечей или первым этапом на пути
Туркменистана в Европу. Строительство газопровода обошлось в 2,5 млрд
долл., его пропускная способность составляет 30 млрд куб. м газа в год,
сообщает агентство Reuters. По нему голубое топливо может перекачиваться
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из крупнейших месторождений «Галкыныш» и «Довлетабад» на востоке
страны к побережью Каспийского моря, или же по другому газопроводу в
западном направлении.
Куда пойдут трубопроводы
Одни из известных российских специалистов по Каспию Сергей
Жильцов и Игорь Зонн в своей книге «Каспийская трубопроводная
геополитика» приводят слова американского политолога Збигнева
Бжезинского о том, что вопросы прокладки трубопроводов до сих пор
являлись едва ли не самыми главными в определении будущего бассейна
Каспийского моря и Центральной Азии. Он подчеркивал, что «если основные
трубопроводы в регион будут по-прежнему проходить по территории России
к российским терминалам в Новороссийске на Черном море, то политические
последствия этого дадут о себе знать без какой бы то ни было открытой
демонстрации силы со стороны России, Регион останется в политической
зависимости, а Москва при этом будет занимать сильные позиции, решая, как
делить новые богатства региона. И наоборот, если один трубопровод
проляжет через Каспийское море к Азербайджану и далее к Средиземному
морю через Турцию, а другой протянется через Афганистан к Аравийскому
морю, то не будет никакого единовластия в вопросе доступа к региону».
Под таким же углом зрения рассматривает потенциальные
возможности региона и Роланд Гетц. Он, в частности, отмечает, что на
первом плане в интересах Европы стоят газовые месторождения данного
региона. Они составляют примерно 6% мировых запасов и почти сравнимы с
газовыми запасами Африки, которые в значительной степени потребляются
европейцами. В Европе выступают за политическую поддержку газового
потенциала Каспийского региона, которая позволит газ из этого региона
сделать доступным для Европы и одновременно и страны Каспийского
региона, и Европу освободить от господствующего положения России на
континенте.
Стоит напомнить также статью в немецком журнале Spiegel-online, что
решая проблему диверсификации поставок газа в Европу, Еврокомиссия
готова форсировать заключение соглашений с такими странами, как,
например, Азербайджан и Туркменистан. «ЕС будет использовать все
внешнеполитические инструменты, чтобы укрепить стратегическое
энергетическое партнерство со странами-производителями и транзитерами»,
– цитирует Spiegel-online документы, подготовленные Брюсселем еще в 2015
году для Энергетического союза ЕС. К этим странам, как считает журнал,
относятся Алжир и Турция, Азербайджан и Туркменистан, государства
Ближнего Востока и несколько африканских стран.
«Западное направление является одним из приоритетных направлений
нашего энергетического партнерства», – отмечал в 2015 году президент
Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов на церемонии запуска
газопровода «Восток–Запад». По его словам, теперь «совместная работа с
европейскими партнерами обретает качественно новое содержание»,
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сообщает Reuters. Как отметил Бердымухамедов, ввод в эксплуатацию
газопровода «Восток–Запад» создает новые возможности для предметного
сотрудничества с прикаспийскими странами по вопросу строительства
Транскаспийского газопровода.
При этом Ашхабад всегда подчеркивает: все реализованные и
потенциальные газопроводные проекты, в которых участвует Туркменистан,
не обусловлены никакими геополитическими соображениями или
причинами, а продиктованы исключительно экономической и коммерческой
выгодой для всех стран, по территории которых проходят маршруты
поставок газа. Ашхабад также считает необходимым придерживаться
разумных, экономически обоснованных цен за потребляемые энергоносители
и их транспортировку по транзитным территориям.

Газотранспортная
система
Туркменистана. Карта Михаила Митина

С таких же позиций подходит к экспорту туркменского газа и комиссар
ЕС по энергетике Марош Шефчович. По его мнению, опубликованному в
немецком информационном агентстве Deutsche Welle (DW), Евросоюз мог
бы получать туркменский газ через территорию Ирана. По его словам, есть
два варианта доставки туркменского газа в Европу. Это поставки через Иран
или по подводному трубопроводу по дну Каспийского моря. Однако Иран
уже много раз высказывал свою оппозицию такому проекту, утверждая, что
построить наземный трубопровод через его территорию проще и
экономичнее.
Ожидается, что экспорт туркменского газа в Европу может начаться с
2019 года. Понятно, что решение проблемы Каспийского моря могло бы
помочь Туркменистану в решении вопросов транспортировки его газа в
Европу. Новые трубопроводные проекты анализируются на фоне активного
переговорного процесса о международно-правовом статусе Каспийского
моря, который, как считает туркменская сторона, близится к своему
завершению.
Проект ТАПИ
Туркменистан проводит активную политику в сфере диверсификации
маршрутов углеводородных ресурсов. Показательным в этом плане является
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трубопроводный
проект
Туркменистан–Афганистан–Пакистан–Индия
(ТАПИ).
История появления данного проекта уходит корнями в начало 1990-х
годов, когда прикаспийские страны и их месторождения углеводородных
ресурсов оказались в центре внимания многих государств и нефтегазовых
компаний. Однако тогда данный проект в силу различных причин так и не
был реализован, хотя в последнее десятилетие идея обсуждалась не раз. В
последние годы Туркменистан вновь усилил внимание к трубопроводному
проекту. Ашхабад рассматривает его как пример равноправного,
уважительного и взаимовыгодного сотрудничества, образец ответственного и
реалистичного
подхода
стран-участниц,
осознающих
общность
долгосрочных интересов и целей развития. Свидетельством понимания
важности проекта является поддержка ТАПИ и партнерами в Азии и Европе,
финансовыми институтами, в первую очередь Азиатским банком развития.
По предварительным подсчетам проект помимо прямых поставок газа в
Афганистан позволит обеспечить поступление в бюджет этой страны около 1
млрд долл. только за транзит газа. Помимо этого, будут созданы условия для
открытия более 12 тыс. рабочих мест в тех афганских провинциях, по
которым пройдет трубопровод. На этом пути уже есть реальные достижения:
в декабре 2015 года Туркменистан приступил к строительству своего участка
газопровода, достигнута договоренность о проведении (в следующем году)
изыскательских работ на афганской части маршрута ТАПИ.
Надо сказать, что проект ТАПИ заинтересовал и российскую сторону, и
буквально на днях по сообщению EGF Gazprom Monitor «Газпром» и
Национальная иранская нефтяная компания (NIOC) подписали Меморандум
о взаимопонимании по сотрудничеству в газопроводе Иран–Пакистан–
Индия, хотя некоторые эксперты DW и утверждали, что проект ТАПИ
является конкурирующим для имеющихся и планируемых газопроводов
«Газпрома», да и реализация ТАПИ, мол, приведет к созданию в регионе
такого альянса, в котором влияние Москвы будет минимальным. Поэтому
утверждается, что российская сторона и вовсе предпочитает другой проект –
CASA-1000.
Действительно, у ТАПИ имеется конкурент. С точки зрения Андрея
Тибольда из Energy Delta Institute (EDI), речь идет о проекте CASA-1000.
Этот проект ориентирован на поставку в те же самые страны электроэнергии,
где в качестве поставщиков предлагают себя Таджикистан и Киргизия. В
январе прошлого пакистанские СМИ распространили заявление посла
Таджикистана в Исламабаде Шерали Джононова, что ТЭО проекта якобы
уже завершено, а прокладка ЛЭП от Киргизии и Таджикистана в Афганистан
и Пакистан должна вот вот начаться. Как отмечает DW, ссылаясь на слова
посла, к 2018 году Таджикистан через CASA-1000 уже сможет
транспортировать электроэнергию в Пакистан. Однако в Афганистане уже
сформировались две лоббистские группы, из которых одна выступает за
газовый проект, а другая – за электроэнергетический. После того как эти
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проекты пришли в движение, отмечает DW, эти группы проводят
мобилизацию. В частности, талибы уже дали понять, что на определенных
условиях они не будут препятствовать реализации проекта ТАПИ. Да и
крупные игроки по-разному относятся к этим проектам. Пакистану
необходимы как газ, так и электроэнергия. Но электрификация будет больше
способствовать индустриализации Афганистана, который Пакистан
предпочел бы видеть слабым и зависимым. США, по оценке агентства,
поддерживают ТАПИ.
DW ссылается на Андрея Грозина, эксперта Российского института
стран СНГ. По его мнению, США рассчитывают на то, что как ТАПИ, так и
CASA-1000 смогут привлечь ряд стран региона к проведению в нем
экономической активности. Но большое значение для их реализации имеет
позиция Пекина. Формально Китай не против, но без его участия, полагает
Грозин, «оба проекта остаются сомнительными». Он считает, что по CASA1000 пока отсутствуют технически выверенные данные, на которые можно
было бы положиться. «Нет четкого просчета, как эта система будет работать,
кто ее будет потреблять и по каким тарифам. Отсутствует также понимание
того, из каких источников эту энергию будут брать. Если не будут построены
Рогунская и Камбаратинская ГЭС, считает эксперт, то имеющихся
мощностей Таджикистана и Киргизии даже в летний период не хватит, чтобы
полноценно обеспечить поставки электроэнергии для Афганистана и
Пакистана. Но, как известно, сооружение этих ГЭС наталкивается на
сопротивление со стороны Узбекистана, опасающегося, в частности, влияния
строительства Рогунской ГЭС на режим стока реки Вакши, соответственно
реки Амударья, которое будет разрушительным для обеспечения водной,
продовольственной и экологической безопасности нижележащих государств.
Однако надо исходить из того, что пока неустойчивая ситуация в
Афганистане фактически препятствует реализации обоих проектов.
Китайское и иранское направления
В настоящее время экспорт туркменского природного газа
осуществляется по транснациональному трубопроводу Туркменистан–
Узбекистан–Казахстан–Китай, введенному в эксплуатацию в декабре 2009
года. Трубопровод состоит из трех ниток (А, В, С) общей мощностью 55
млрд куб. м и предназначен для поставок в КНР газа в объеме 40 млрд куб. м
в год. В 2014 году по нему было экспортировано в общей сложности 23,8
млрд куб. м природного газа.
Также планируется строительство четвертой нитки (Д) газопровода в
Китай через территории Узбекистана, Таджикистана и Кыргызстана, что
позволит увеличить ежегодную транспортировку туркменского газа
дополнительно на 25 млрд куб. м и довести, таким образом, общий объем
поставок в Китай к 2021 году до 65 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Российские
эксперты считают, что Китай, расширяя сферу своего влияния в регионе,
преследует не только коммерческие, но и геополитические цели. Пекин
стремится не допустить внешнеполитической переориентации Астаны и
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Ашхабада на Запад, а также ограничить влияние западных нефтяных
компаний. Китай сосредоточил усилия на решении долгосрочных задач и
нацелен на интенсификацию казахстанско-китайских и туркмено-китайских
отношений в сфере поставок углеводородного сырья.
Другой реализованный проект – поставки туркменского газа в
Исламскую Республику Иран по двум новым маршрутам: Корпедже
(Туркменистан) – Курткуи (Иран) и Довлетабад (Туркменистан) – Серахс
(туркмено-иранская граница) – Хангеран (Иран). В 2014 году по этим
газопроводам в Исламскую Республику было поставлено 5,9 млрд куб. м
туркменского природного газа. Общая проектная мощность газопроводов
позволяет довести поставки до 20 млрд куб. м ежегодно. Наряду с
диверсификацией маршрутов поставок газа в восточном и западном
направлениях Туркменистан усилил внимание к южному направлению
экспорта, в сторону Ирана. В свою очередь, Тегеран также проявляет интерес
к туркменскому газу, рассчитывая через расширение энергетического
сотрудничества с Туркменистаном усилить свою вовлеченность в
реализацию проектов по экспорту каспийских углеводородов на внешние
рынки. В 2014 году Туркменистан поставил в Иран 6,5 млрд куб. м и в
перспективе рассчитывает увеличить поставки до 14 млрд в год. К этому
Туркменистан подталкивает выгодное географическое положение Ирана,
территория которого представляет собой наиболее удобный путь для
экспорта центральноазиатских ресурсов. Тем более что отстранение Ирана от
обсуждения и реализации новых трубопроводных проектов, которое
произошло после введения санкций со стороны западных стран, затормозило
освоение углеводородного потенциала Каспийского региона.
При этом не стоит забывать, что с 2006 года до 6 млрд куб. м
туркменского газа поступает через ответвление от иранского газопровода в
Турцию. Не стоит забывать, что Анкара выступает в качестве главного
лоббиста поставок туркменских углеводородов в Европу через Азербайджан.
В июле 2017 года в Баку состоялась встреча министров иностранных дел
Азербайджана, Турции и Туркмении, где обсуждались вопросы дальнейшего
сотрудничества в энергетической сфере. Подписанная ранее Бакинская
декларация заложила основу трехстороннего формата отношений наиболее
близких в культурном и языковом отношении тюркоязычных государств. Как
отмечает Роланд Гетц, он ожидает увеличения этого транзита до 10–15 млрд
куб. м. Конечно, расширение поставок туркменского газа в Европу через
Турцию во многом будет определяться российско-турецкими отношениями в
контексте развития геополитической ситуации на Ближнем и Среднем
Востоке.
Газовые возможности региона
За более чем 20-летнюю историю независимого развития страны
Центральной Азии и Каспийского региона добились значительных успехов в
создании собственной базы по добыче и экспорту углеводородных ресурсов
на внешние рынки.
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Итак, возможности ЦАР по нефти и газу уже сейчас делают регион
значимым фактором мировой и особенно европейской энергетической
политики: суммарные доказанные запасы нефти в странах Прикаспия
(Казахстане, Азербайджане, Туркмении и Узбекистане) достигают 15 млрд т
(около 2% мировых). При современном уровне годовой добычи нефти в
регионе этих запасов хватит на 65 лет, а экспорт нефти уже к 2015 году мог
бы составить 140–160 мл т в год. Подавляющая часть запасов нефти ЦАР
сосредоточена в Казахстане, Туркменистане и Азербайджане. Добыча и
производство нефти в регионе колеблется в пределах 80–90 млн т,
потребление – на уровне 20 млн т нефти в год.
Среди ископаемого топлива потребление газа будет развиваться
самыми высокими темпами: 1,9% в год. Нефть сохранит первое место в
потреблении энергоресурсов (28%), второе займет уголь, газ – третье место
(26%), альтернативные возобновляемые источники (ВИЭ) – только 7%
мирового энергопотребления.
Конкуренция на европейском рынке газа усилится, а это означает, что
юг
Европы
может
рассчитывать
на
энергетические
ресурсы
преимущественно
тех
стран,
логистика
которых
делает
невыгодными поставки топлива в Северную и Центральную Европу,
главный регион – потребитель энергии. Страны ЦАР, в первую очередь
Азербайджан, Туркменистан и Узбекистан, владеют существенными
запасами нефти и особенно природного газа, но не имеют пока
самостоятельного выхода на европейский (тем более мировой)
энергетический рынок. По своему географическому положению эти страны
являются
потенциальными
конкурентами
российских
топливноэнергетических компаний.
Вместе с тем следует иметь в виду, что, хотя нефть ЦАР более
экономична при подаче в Европу, нежели тюменская, и та и другая находятся
в замыкающей зоне мировой торговли. По подсчетам Министерства
энергетики США и Международного энергетического агентства, добыча и
доставка каспийской нефти в США и Западную Европу более чем в 10 раз
дороже, чем при расконсервации нефтяных скважин на шельфе
Мексиканского залива и Северного моря.
Страны региона не в полной мере самостоятельны при контроле
объемов поставок и цен на свое энергетическое сырье, поэтому
Туркменистан и Азербайджан ищут возможности энергетического
взаимодействия с приграничными им Ираном и Турцией.
По нашим оценкам, для того чтобы обеспечить независимый выход
нефти и газа ЦАР в Европу (для нефти и СПГ – в Атлантический океан),
потребуется суммарно 30–35 млрд долл. в течение 10 лет. Это должны быть
прямые инвестиции в строительно-монтажные работы, бурение, закупку
оборудования, проведение геологических работ.
В странах ЦАР организационных и инженерных структур, способных
реализовать эти инвестиции, не имеется, они будут привлекать инвесторов,
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подрядные фирмы и специалистов из Европы, США и России. Как
указывалось, кадровый потенциал в Азербайджане есть, а механизм его
привлечения выработан транснациональными нефтяными компаниями,
оперирующими на постсоветском пространстве.
Главный шанс России на активное участие в Транскаспийском
нефтяном проекте лежит в нашем совместном прошлом: специалисты
республик ЦАР и Казахстана в массе своей русскоязычны, многие учились в
российских вузах. Негативным фактором является проявление политики,
свойственной некоторым кругам энергетических монополий. Компромисс
или конфликт. По нашим наблюдениям, в торговле нефтью и газом по оси
Восток–Запад наличествуют две связанные между собой парадигмы,
принципиально различные по способам разрешения: одна, обусловленная
географией и советской предысторией, долгосрочная политическая и вторая,
преходящая, присущая монопольной специфике российского нефтегазового
сектора.
Российские государственные монополии «Газпром», «Роснефть»,
«Транснефть» заинтересованы в монопольной ренте и сохранении своих
организационно-хозяйственных структур. Энергетические компании стран
ЦАР и независимые компании России, напротив, заинтересованы в
самостоятельном выходе своих энергоносителей на мировой рынок и потому
налаживают взаимодействие по транзиту энергоресурсов через Грузию и
Турцию,
ищут
возможности
энергетического
взаимодействия
с
приграничным им Ираном. То есть в этом конфликте они выражают
рыночное начало.
Эти конкурентные факторы действуют уже сейчас. Если же учесть, что
базовые месторождения России – Тюмень и Татарстан – на фазе снижения, а
месторождения Восточной Сибири размещены далеко от европейских
центров потребления; что новые площади на шельфах арктических морей и
морском дне вокруг Северного полюса находятся на начальной стадии
освоения, которое ожидается весьма затратным, – тогда контроль над
коридорами транзита нефти и газа из стран ЦАР в Европу становится крайне
актуальным. И мы полагаем, что долгосрочные интересы России
заключаются в политике компромисса, нахождении общих интересов со
странами ЦАР, и не в последнюю очередь с Туркменистаном.
Становится все более очевидной востребованность действенных шагов,
призванных обеспечить учет и баланс интересов производителей,
транзитеров и потребителей газа, выработки ясных, прозрачных и
недискриминационных принципов взаимоотношений между ними. Именно
такой подход лежит в основе энергетической политики Туркменистана,
определяет содержание и направленность предложений и практических
действий в этой сфере.
Мировые энергетические запасы и природный газ как важнейшая и
самая экологически чистая их часть – достояние всего человечества. Мы, как
государства, обладающие этим богатством, несем особую ответственность за
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его использование во благо людей, во имя мира, сотрудничества, развития и
прогресса.
Устойчивость мировой экономики сегодня опирается на устойчивость
мировой энергетики. Это означает необходимость выработки проверенных,
подкрепленных международным правом механизмов деятельности
государств в этой сфере, формирования прочных, незыблемых и
универсальных принципов, регулирующих ход глобального энергетического
взаимодействия. Как ответственный и надежный производитель и поставщик
энергоресурсов, Туркменистан готов к тесному сотрудничеству с
государствами, международными институтами с целью выработки
согласованных, транспарентных подходов ко всем вопросам глобальной
энергетической стратегии. Особый упор на этом аспекте взаимодействия
делается в ходе председательства Туркменистана в Энергетической хартии в
2017 году.

Туркмения хочет поставлять газ в Европу по трубам «Газпрома»
Артур
Топорков.
«Ведомости».
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2017/11/03/740554-turkmeniya-hochet

3.11.2017.

Вслед за Россией, Ираном и Катаром Туркмения занимает 4-е место в
мире по объему доказанных запасов газа
«Газпром» не будет помогать потенциальному конкуренту, уверены
эксперты
«Туркменгаз» готов экспортировать газ в страны СНГ и Восточной
Европы, сообщил «Интерфакс» со ссылкой на слова временно исполняющего
обязанности председателя госконцерна «Туркменгаз» Мырата Арчаева. В
качестве возможного маршрута для этого мог бы быть использован
газопровод Средняя Азия — Центр — «действующая система магистральных
газопроводов в северном направлении, по которой Туркмения исторически
экспортировала природный газ в Россию и другие страны СНГ», считает
Арчаев. Но для того чтобы начать такие поставки, сначала необходимо
договориться не только с потенциальными покупателями, но и со странамитранзитерами, уточнил Арчаев. Маршрут газопровода Средняя Азия —
Центр проходит через территорию России. Представители «Газпрома» и
«Газпромэкспорта» комментировать возможность транзита туркменского
газа по своим трубопроводам не стали. Российская монополия не пустит в
Европу прямого конкурента, уверены эксперты.
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Туркмения лишилась крупного покупателя газа в лице Ирана
Прежний крупный клиент – «Газпром» в новых поставках по старым
ценам не заинтересован
Вслед за Россией, Ираном и Катаром Туркмения занимает 4-е место в
мире по объему доказанных запасов газа — 17,5 трлн куб. м (9,4% мировых
запасов, данные BP). Программой социально-экономического развития,
принятой в 2011 г. правительством страны, было предусмотрено увеличение
добычи газа до 230 млрд куб. м в год к 2030 г. Почти 80% этого объема (180
млрд куб. м в год) предполагалось поставлять на экспорт. В качестве
основных рынков сбыта рассматривались Китай, Индия, Россия и Иран, но
реализовать эти планы пока не получилось. Проект трубопровода
Центральная Азия — Китай, по которому предполагалось поставлять
китайской CNPC до 65 млрд куб. м газа в год, реализован лишь частично.
Строительство его четвертой, самой мощной ветки (30 млрд куб. м в год) так
и не началось. Проект еще одного трубопровода - через Афганистан и
Пакистан в Индию (TAPI, мощность 33 млрд куб. м в год) - до сих пор под
вопросом из-за сложной геополитической обстановки в регионе. С Россией,
когда-то крупнейшим покупателем, страна не сумела договориться о новой
контрактной цене газа — в 2016 г. «Газпром» полностью прекратил импорт
из Туркмении. А 1 января 2017 г. «Туркменгаз» по собственной инициативе
прекратил поставки в Иран, обвинив National Iran Gas Co в неуплате около $2
млрд долга (по данным «Интерфакса»).
Отказ от сотрудничества с «Газпромом» уже заставил Туркмению
сократить добычу газа — с 69,6 млрд куб. м в 2015 г. до 66,8 млрд куб. м в
2016 г. Собственное потребление на уровне 29,5 млрд куб. м и потеря всех
рынков сбыта, кроме китайского, может привести к профициту добычи газа в
стране еще в 8 млрд куб. м в год.
Срочно искать выходы на новые рынки Туркмению заставляет
возросшая конкуренция в Китае, предполагает директор Энергетического
центра бизнес-школы «Сколково» Татьяна Митрова. «Основной импортер
туркменского газа — Китай — не только заметно снизил цены, но и сократил
объемы закупок. С Ираном взаимоотношения выстраиваются непросто.
Себестоимость добычи в Туркмении невысока. И, поскольку сейчас ее
приходится просто снижать из-за снижения экспорта на восток,
«Туркменгаз», скорее всего, был бы готов поставлять газ в Европу по
достаточно низким ценам», — делится мнением Митрова. Но существующие
газопроводы [САЦ] идут через Россию и нет ни одной причины, по которой
«Газпром» захотел бы сейчас пускать в Европу своего прямого конкурента,
предполагает Митрова. «Если Россия отказывалась предоставлять такой
транзит даже во времена газового дефицита и еще будучи участником
Энергетической хартии (договор предусматривал свободу транзита, Россия
вышла из ДЭХ в 2009 г.), то непонятно, с чего вдруг она стала бы это делать
на затоваренном рынке», — считает эксперт. Кроме того, у «Газпрома»
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простаивает большая часть своих мощностей по добыче, напоминает
Миткова.
У «Газпрома» очень удобное положение — физические потоки газа из
Средней Азии в Европу зависят от него, говорит директор East European Gas
Analysis Михаил Корчемкин. «Газпром» много лет скупал среднеазиатский
газ и перепродавал на своих условиях. Компания вряд ли согласится перейти
от этой схемы к простой продаже услуг по транзиту. Свободные мощности
для транзита туркменского газа есть и у России и у Украины. Но «Газпром»
не согласится выводить Туркмению на европейский рынок. В лучшем случае
пойдет на переговоры, которые никогда не закончатся. Или просто сразу
откажет», — предполагает Корчемкин.
В случае если «Газпром» откажется предоставлять транзитные
мощности, шансы «Туркменгаза» осуществить свои планы по выходу
европейский рынок становятся призрачными. Существует проект
строительства Транскаспийского газопровода с дальнейшим подключением к
Трансанатолийскому газопроводу (TANAP), который совместно строят
Турция и Азербайджан. «Мы прилагаем большие усилия для того, чтобы
туркменский газ также стал частью этого проекта», — передавал 30 октября
слова президента Турции «Интерфакс». Но проект трубы по дну Каспия
обсуждается уже почти 20 лет. Построить ее мешает отсутствие
договоренностей прикаспийских стран о территориальном статусе моря.
Поставки туркменского газа в Европу через TANAP позволили ли бы
Турции получить дополнительные транзитные доходы, объясняет позицию
Анкары Корчемкин. «Привлечь финансирование для строительства
Транскаспийского газопровода можно было бы под новые контракты. Но
потребление газа в Европе уже не растет, поэтому вероятность их
заключения невысока. Строительство новых газопроводов вообще перестало
быть для Европы вопросом первоочередной необходимости», — убежден
Корчемкин.
Пакистан хочет, чтобы Туркменистан снизил цену продажи газа по
ТАПИ
TAPI pipeline: Pakistan to press for reducing gas import price
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
16th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559593/2-tapi-pipeline-pakistan-press-reducing-gas-import-price/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to ask Turkmenistan to slash gas price
by linking it with Brent crude oil rates under a revised pricing formula for the
transnational gas pipeline that the Central Asian country is building to meet energy
needs of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
―The government has decided to re-negotiate the price under the gas salepurchase agreement with Turkmen Gas Company in the light of prevalent rates of
liquefied natural gas (LNG) and comparable fuels,‖ said a senior government
official while talking to The Express Tribune.
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Iran wants Pakistan to revive gas pipeline project
―The matter will be taken up in a meeting of the steering committee for the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (Tapi) gas pipeline project which will be
held next month in India.‖
Earlier, the gas price was linked with the Japan crude cocktail at 64% of its
value. The same formula was applied to the Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project.
However, Pakistan has secured a 15-year LNG deal with Qatar at 13.37% of
the Brent crude price.
Later, the government entered into LNG contracts at further lower price at
11.99% of crude oil rate with Italian energy giant Eni under a long-term
arrangement.
―Now, we will try to match this price,‖ the official said while pointing out
that there was a clause in the gas pipeline agreements that if Pakistan succeeded in
importing gas at cheaper rates, then Turkmenistan and Iran would have to match
those prices.
Pakistan has already asked Iran to bring down the gas price for the IP
pipeline. However, this project has been stalled in the wake of US sanctions on
Tehran.
For the Tapi project, the laying of pipeline and development of gas field
have started in Turkmenistan. Simultaneously, efforts to achieve financial close are
under way and the project is expected to come on stream as per schedule.
The four countries participating in the Tapi project have already signed an
investment agreement for the $10-billion transnational pipeline in a bid to kick off
work, update feasibility study and finalise pipeline route in Afghanistan.
Leaders of the four countries performed the ground-breaking of the project
in December 2015, which would help ease energy deficit in South Asia.
With the title of peace pipeline, the Tapi project is expected to bring peace
and stability in the region because of cooperation among regional countries and
reliance on each other for satisfying energy demand. The pipeline will connect
South and Central Asia.
Turkmenistan will invest around $25 billion to deliver 3.2 billion cubic feet
of gas per day (bcfd) to energy-hungry Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
Tunnelling thieves stole gas worth over a billion
Of the total, $15 billion will be invested in developing the gas field whereas
$10 billion will be poured into laying the pipeline over 1,680 km connecting
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India with Turkmenistan.
The official said a consortium of Japanese companies was working on fast
track to develop the gas field in Turkmenistan whereas a Chinese company was
working on building the pipeline.
Туркменистан и Пакистан обсудили вопросы реализации проекта
газопровода ТАПИ
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«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
14.08.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2852359-Туркменистан-и-Пакистан-обсудили-вопросыреализации-проекта-газопровода-ТАПИ/

Ашхабад. Туркменистан и Пакистан обсудили вопросы реализации
проекта газопровода ТАПИ (Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия).
Об этом сообщило туркменское внешнеполитическое ведомство.
Обсуждения были проведены во время встречи с новым чрезвычайным и
полномочным послом Пакистана Мурадом Ашрафом Джанджуа в
министерстве иностранных дел Туркменистана.
Дипломат на встрече отметил стратегическую роль проекта газопровода
ТАПИ (Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия) и выразил всемерную
приверженность дальнейшему сотрудничеству с Туркменистаном.
"Отмечая
динамичное
развитие
политико-дипломатического
взаимодействия, стороны обсудили вопросы очередного заседания
межправительственной комиссии, которое планируется провести в
ближайшее время в Ашхабаде", - цитирует информацию ведомства Trend.
Стороны обсудили возможности развития сотрудничества в сферах
экономики, торговли, культуры и образования. Посол Пакистана отметил
активное взаимодействие двух стран, основой которых является общность
истории, культуры и традиций двух народов.
Строительство
туркменского
участка
газопровода
ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров началось в декабре 2015 года. На
афганском и пакистанском участках на данном этапе проводятся
изыскательские работы.
Являясь лидером TAPI Pipeline Company Limited, госконцерн
"Туркменгаз", имеющий контрольный пакет акций, выполняет функции
основного финансиста и управленца проектом. В консорциум также входят
Афганская газовая корпорация, пакистанская Inter State Gas Systems (Private)
Limited и индийская GAIL.
Консорциум при участии Азиатского банка развития продолжает
активные переговоры со всеми заинтересованными сторонами. Изучаются
различные варианты участия в проекте, такие как участие в доле компании,
проектное финансирование, финансирование через международные банки
развития и с помощью экспортно-кредитных агентств со всего мира.
Общая протяженность трубопровода мощностью 33 миллиарда
кубометров газа в год составит 1814 километров, в том числе 774 километра по территории, Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного
пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Газопровод ТАПИ будет
экспортировать топливо с газового месторождения Галкыныш в
Туркменистане, второго крупнейшего в мире.
Туркменистан
газопровода ТАПИ

приступает

к

строительству

афганского

Все об Афганистане. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111928.html. 7.07.2017

участка
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КАБУЛ, 7 июля. После завершения ТЭО афганского участка
газопровода ТАПИ Туркменистан намерен незамедлительно приступить к
реализации проекта, заявил генеральный директор Мухуммет Мурат Аманов.
СМИ: Компания ―Siemens‖ предоставит кредит в 2,5 млрд. долларов на
реализацию проекта ТАПИ
Прокладка трубопровода на территории Афганистана начнѐтся в течение
года. В настоящее время проводятся исследования местности и окружающей
среды вдоль предполагаемой зоны строительства. Подрядчиком по проекту
выступает компания «Туркменгаз». Предполагается, что эти работы будут
закончены к ноябрю текущего года.
Для строительства трубопровода Афганистан планирует привлечь
инвесторов из частного сектора, заявил советник президента ИРА Аджмал
Ахмади. По его мнению, проект ТАПИ предоставляет бизнесменам большие
возможности, которыми они будут рады воспользоваться. Сходную точку
зрения высказал Хан Джан Алокозай, вице-глава Торгово-промышленной
палаты Афганистана, отмечает афганский телеканал «Толо».
«Проект ТАПИ поможет нам удовлетворить растущие потребности
Афганистана в источниках энергии. Но, кроме того, он создаст условия для
развития промышленности, борьбы с бедностью, появления новых рабочих
мест», — резюмировал ожидания от проекта ТАПИ и.о. министра
горнодобывающей и нефтегазовой промышленности Наргиз Нехан.
Газопровод
ТАПИ
(Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия)
является глобальным региональным проектом, стоимость реализации
которого оценивается приблизительно в 7,6 млрд. долларов. После его
реализации Афганистан сможет получать до 400 млн. долларов в год за
транзит газа через свою территорию, а также снизить свою зависимость от
поставок топлива из Ирана.
Президенты Афганистана и Туркменистана обсудили вопросы развития
сотрудничества
«Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111809.html. 4.07.2017

КАБУЛ, 4 июля. Накануне президент Афганистана Мохаммад Ашраф
Гани совершил официальный визит в Ашхабад, где провѐл переговоры со
своим туркменским коллегой Гурбангулы Бердымухамедовым.
Президент Афганистана направился с визитом в Туркмению
В ходе двусторонней встречи главы государств обсудили перспективы
развития двустороннего сотрудничества, а также обменялись мнениями по
вопросам регионального и международного уровня.
Стороны отметили значимость отношений, взаимной солидарности и
уважения между двумя странами, выразив намерение поспособствовать
дальнейшему укреплению афгано-туркменских связей.
Президенты сошлись во мнении о том, что восстановление мира и
стабильности
в
Афганистане
поспособствует
региональному
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экономическому росту, при этом туркменская сторона заверила Кабул в
своей поддержке, передаѐт информагентство «Пажвок».
На переговорах были рассмотрены конкретные направления
экономического сотрудничества между двумя странами, в частности,
нефтегазовая, химическая и лѐгкая промышленность, сельское хозяйство,
торговля и транспорт.
Также президенты обсудили проекты регионального уровня, в которых
задействованы их страны, в частности, строительство транснационального
газопровода ТАПИ (Туркменистан – Афганистан – Пакистан – Индия),
расширение региональной сети поставок электроэнергии и перспективу
участия в транспортных торгово-транзитных проектах совместно с
Таджикистаном, Азербайджаном, Грузией и Турцией.
По итогам переговоров правительства двух стран подписали 7
соглашений о двустороннем сотрудничестве, в том числе поставке
туркменской электроэнергии в афганские провинции Бадгис и Джаузджан,
расширении взаимодействия в транспортной сфере, как по автомобильным,
так и железнодорожным маршрутам, взаимодействии по направлениям
дипломатии, науки и образования, а также лѐгкой промышленности.
В заключение Ашраф Гани пригласил туркменского коллегу посетить
Афганистан. Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов принял приглашение, отметив,
что дата ответного визита будет впоследствии согласована по
дипломатическим каналам.
Реализацию проекта ТАПИ продолжают освещать авторитетные
мировые СМИ
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10175. 16.03.2017

Туркменистана

«TurkmenPortal».

Канадское интернет-издание «Natural Gas World», а также интернетиздание «The Gulf Today» (ОАЭ) опубликовали на своих сайтах материалы о
ходе работ по реализации проекта газопровода ТАПИ.
В частности, в них говорится о недавно состоявшейся в столице
Пакистана Исламабаде официальной инаугурации начала работ по
разработке предварительного проектирования (Front End Engineering Design FEED) участка газопровода ТАПИ по территории Пакистана.
Британское издание «Worldpipelines» также опубликовало статью о
реализации проекта газопровода ТАПИ. В материале говорится о встрече
Президента Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова и премьерминистра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа в рамках саммита ОЭС, в ходе которой
обсуждалась реализация проекта газопровода ТАПИ.
Такой резонанс в мировых СМИ о реализации проекта газопровода
ТАПИ еще раз свидетельствует как о большом региональном, так и
международном значении проекта.
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В настоящее время проект газопровода ТАПИ осуществляется уже на
территории трех государств. Как ранее сообщалось, недавно в Пакистане
начались работы по разработке предварительного проектирования проекта
газопровода.
Соответствующие работы ведутся и в Афганистане. В феврале 2017 года
в Кабуле был дан старт проведению изыскательских работ на территории
Афганистана по реализации проекта строительства газопровода ТАПИ.
Активные работы ведутся и на туркменском участке газопровода ТАПИ
протяженностью 214 километров. В настоящее время строительные работы
на участке ведутся в соответствии с графиком.
Туркменистан и Пакистан доверительно обсудили ход реализации
проекта по строительству газопровода ТАПИ (саммит ОЭС в Исламабаде).
«Neftegaz.RU». 02 марта 2017 г. http://neftegaz.ru/news/view/158806-Turkmenistan-iPakistan-doveritelno-obsudili-hod-realizatsii-proekta-po-stroitelstvu-gazoprovoda-TAPI

Туркменистан рассматривает Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнера в
контексте наращивания сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии.
Перспективы сотрудничества 2 марта 2017 г президент Туркменистана
Г. Бердымухамедов обсудил с премьер-министром Пакистана М. Н.
Шарифом.
Встреча проходила в рамках участия в XIII саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС) в г Исламабаде.
Глава правительства Пакистана поздравил Г. Бердымухамедова с
убедительной победой на недавних выборах и переизбранием на высший
государственный пост.
Г. Бердымухамедов отметил широкие перспективы взаимодействия
Туркменистана с Пакистаном, в партнерстве с которым реализуются
масштабные совместные проекты.
В качестве ключевого проекта Г. Бердымухамедов назвал строительство
магистрального газопровода (МГП) Туркменистан - Афганистан - Пакистан Индия (ТАПИ), прокладка которого послужит социально-экономическому
развитию региона.
Строительство туркменского участка МГП ТАПИ стартовало 13 декабря
2015 г.
Общая протяженность газопровода составит 1814 км, в т.ч 214 км - по
территории Туркменистана, 774 км - Афганистана, 826 км - Пакистана до
границы с Индией.
Пропускная способность (пропускная мощность) газопровода составит
33 млрд м3.
К началу февраля 2017 г. на туркменском участке газопровода
завершились основные мероприятия по исследованию и измерению на
участке протяженностью более чем 208 км.
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В Афганистане в феврале 2017 г был дан старт изыскательским
работам по МГП ТАПИ на территории страны, в ближайшее время
ожидается, что в эту работу включится и Пакистан.
На встрече Г. Бердымухамедов и М. Н. Шариф обсудили и другие
направления взаимовыгодного партнерства, в т.ч в торгово-экономической и
топливно-энергетической сферах, строительстве, сельском хозяйстве.
Так, создание в рамках ОЭС энергетических и транспортно-транзитных
коридоров стимулирует реализацию других инфраструктурных проектов.
В соответствии с подписанным в декабре 2015 г 3-сторонним
документом о сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, предусмотрено
строительство инфраструктуры для поставок электроэнергии из
Туркменистана в Афганистан и Пакистан.
В рамках
строительства
ЛЭП
сейчас
реализуется
крупный
телекоммуникационный проект, предусматривающий прокладку волоконнооптической линии связи в этом направлении.
Ашхабад и Исламабад обсудили газопроводный проект ТАПИ
«Агентство нефтегазовой информации». 2 марта 2017 г. http://www.angi.ru/news/2847081%C0%F8%F5%E0%E1%E0%E4%20%E8%20%C8%F1%EB%E0%EC%E0%E1%E0%E4%20%EE%E
1%F1%F3%E4%E8%EB%E8%20%E3%E0%E7%EE%EF%F0%EE%E2%EE%E4%ED%FB%E9%20
%EF%F0%EE%E5%EA%F2%20%D2%C0%CF%C8/

Баку. Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов провел
рабочую встречу с премьер-министром Пакистана Мухаммадом Навазом
Шарифом. Стороны отметили перспективы сотрудничества при
строительстве
газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия
(ТАПИ).
Туркменский глава прибыл в Исламабад для участия в работе саммита
Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС), передает Trend.
Бердымухамедов
отметил
открывающиеся
широкие
перспективы
взаимодействия Туркменистана с Пакистаном, в партнерстве с которым
реализуются масштабные совместные проекты, в первую очередь, по
строительству крупнейшей энергомагистрали континента - газопровода
ТАПИ, прокладка которого послужит социально-экономическому развитию
региона.
Туркменистан рассматривает Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнера в
контексте наращивания сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии. На
встрече обсуждались направления взаимовыгодного партнерства в самых
разных
сферах,
включая
торгово-экономическую
и
топливноэнергетическую, строительство, сельское хозяйство.
Строительство туркменского участка ТАПИ стартовало 13 декабря 2015
года. Общая протяженность газопровода составит 1814 километров, в том
числе 214 километров - по территории Туркменистана, 774 километра Афганистана, 826 километров - Пакистана до населенного пункта Фазилка на
границе с Индией. Годовая мощность составит 33 миллиарда кубометров.
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Президент Туркменистана выступил с новыми инициативами на
Саммите ОЭС в Исламабаде
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10064

Туркменистана.

1.03.2017

Сегодня Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
принял участие в XIII Саммите глав-государств членов-стран Организации
Экономического Сотрудничества (ОЭС) в Исламабаде.
Нынешняя
встреча
с
участием
глав
государств
и
правительств, высокопоставленных представителей стран-членов ОЭС и
международных структур стала важным этапом в деятельности Организации
с точки зрения оценки и анализа пройденного пути, определения
перспективных направлений на будущее.
Форум проходил в отеле «Серена». Перед началом заседания состоялась
церемония официального совместного фотографирования его участников.
Выступая на Саммите высокого уровня, туркменский лидер отметил, что
более 20 лет назад, 15 марта 1995 года, именно здесь, в Исламабаде
состоялась 3-я встреча глав государств и правительств стран-членов
Организации Экономического Сотрудничества, по итогам которой была
принята Исламабадская декларация по поддержанию инициативы о
присвоении Туркменистану нейтрального статуса.
Также в своем выступлении Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
заявил, что Туркменистан признает систему поставки энергоресурсов на
международном уровне в качестве одной из структурообразующих
составляющих глобальной экономики. Выступив с соответствующим
предложением, опираясь на поддержку Организации Объединѐнных Наций,
наша страна последовательно претворяет в жизнь эту инициативу.
Формирование современной транспортно-коммуникационной системы –
еще одно из приоритетных направлений государственной политики
Туркменистана, сказал Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов.
Национальная
программа
развития
транспортной
системы
Туркменистана связана с расширением регионального и международного
сотрудничества на данном направлении, отметил глава государства,
подчеркнув, что наша страна инициирует крупные инфраструктурные
проекты и претворяет их в жизнь совместно с зарубежными партнѐрами.
В ряду этих проектов Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
обозначил строительство транснациональных железных дорог КазахстанТуркменистан-Иран, Туркменистан-Афганистан-Таджикистан, создание
транзитных транспортных коридоров Узбекистан-Туркменистан-Иран-Оман,
Афганистан-Туркменистан-Азербайджан-Грузия-Турция.
Также имеются другие транспортные проекты по направлениям «СеверЮг», «Восток-Запад», отметил глава Туркменистана, подчеркнув, что их
реализация, напрямую соответствуя интересам стран-членов Организации
Экономического Сотрудничества, открывает широкие возможности для
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сотрудничества с другими регионами на Евразийском континенте. В данном
контексте Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов заявил, что считает
необходимым активизировать совместные усилия в этой области.
Говоря о масштабных проектах регионального значения, инициируемых
Туркменистаном, Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов отметил, что
создание в рамках Организации Экономического Сотрудничества
энергетических и транспортно-транзитных коридоров стимулирует и
реализацию других инфраструктурных проектов. В частности, отмечена
возможность рядом со строящимися трубопроводами проложить новые
электросистемы и другие коммуникации.
В целях выполнения решений данной конференции высокого уровня
Президент Туркменистана призвал активизировать сотрудничество и в
рамках ОЭС, предложив в этой связи провести в нынешнем году в Ашхабаде
встречу министров транспортной отрасли стран-членов данной Организации.
Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов напомнил, что в декабре 2015
года Туркменистан, Афганистан и Пакистан подписали трехсторонний
документ о сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, согласно которому,
для поставки из Туркменистана в Афганистан и Пакистан электроэнергии
предусмотрено формирование соответствующих инфраструктур. В
настоящее время ведутся работы и по проекту прокладки оптико-волоконной
линии в этом трехстороннем формате Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан.
Отметив, что 14-15 ноября 2017 года в Ашхабаде состоится седьмая
Региональная конференция экономического сотрудничества по Афганистану,
глава государства сказал, что во время данного форума можно будет более
детально ознакомиться с реализацией подобных и других проектов
регионального значения.
Участие Афганистана в реализации крупных региональных и
международных инфраструктурных проектов является более эффективным
методом на данном направлении, сказал глава Туркменистана, отметив, что
именно в этом мы видим стратегическое будущее для Афганистана, его роль
в региональных и глобальных вопросах, залог процветания и благополучия
афганского народа.
Мы, страны-члены Организации экономического сотрудничества,
можем считать эти достигнутые результаты совместно накопленным
положительным опытом, подчеркнул туркменский лидер. Однако, время не
стоит на месте. Нынешние обстоятельства, тенденции в мировой экономике,
особенности ситуации в регионе, требует от нас разработки новаторских
подходов в деятельности Организации, сказал Президент Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов.
«Мы не должны политизировать данную Организацию, не должны
допускать уклонений от еѐ экономического содержания как основного
механизма сотрудничества государств, стремящихся реализовать совместные
проекты, нацеленные на наращивание потенциала и достижение успехов во
имя всеобщих интересов», подчеркнул туркменский лидер.
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В завершение выступления глава Туркменистана выразил уверенность в
том, что все участники встречи присоединяются к этой мысли.
Организация Экономического Сотрудничества (ОЭС) – региональная
межгосударственная экономическая структура, образованная в 1985 году
странами Средней Азии и Ближнего Востока. Туркменистан стал членом
ОЭС в 1992 году.
Президенты Туркменистана и Турецкой Республики высказались за
укрепление взаимодействия в различных сферах
Информационный
2.03.2017.

портал

Туркменистана.

http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10066.

Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов в рамках
участия в XIII саммите Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС)
встретился в Исламабаде с Президентом Турецкой Республики Реджепом
Тайипом Эрдоганом, сообщает Государственное информационное агентство
Туркменистана.
С удовлетворением констатировав поступательную динамику
межгосударственного диалога, носящего характер стратегического
партнѐрства, Президенты Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов и Реджеп Тайип
Эрдоган подчеркнули, что его фундаментом выступают нерушимые узы
дружбы, историческая, культурная и духовная общность, объединяющая
народы двух стран.
Собеседники высказались за укрепление взаимодействия. В числе
приоритетных направлений – торгово-экономическая сфера, энергетический
сектор, транспорт и коммуникации, строительная индустрия и ряд других
отраслей. Подчеркивалась заинтересованность деловых кругов Турции в
расширении взаимовыгодных связей с Туркменистаном. Значимая роль
отводится
Межправительственной
туркмено-турецкой
комиссии,
совместному Деловому совету, регулярным бизнес-форумам и отраслевым
выставкам. Отмечалось, что важной составляющей отношений выступает
гуманитарно-культурная сфера.
Стороны обменялись мнениями по ряду аспектов региональной и
глобальной повестки дня, подчеркнув, что схожесть или совпадение позиций
Туркменистана и Турецкой Республики по жизненно важным вопросам
современности, в первую очередь, касающимся обеспечения всеобщего мира,
безопасности и устойчивого развития, является надѐжной основой для
дальнейшего продвижения конструктивного партнѐрства на мировой арене.
Отмечалось, что Турция высоко ценит проводимую нашей страной
политику позитивного нейтралитета и поддерживает выдвигаемые
туркменским лидером международные инициативы, в том числе
предложения, озвученные на нынешнем Саммите ОЭС.
В частности, это касается сотрудничества в таком важном секторе, как
транспорт, где Туркменистан инициирует крупные международные проекты
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по формированию транзитно-транспортных коридоров по направлениям
«Север-Юг» и «Восток-Запад». В их числе – проект по созданию
транснационального коридора Афганистан-Туркменистан-АзербайджанГрузия-Турция, призванного стать важным звеном современной
международной мультимодальной транспортной инфраструктуры.
Как подчѐркивалось, претворение в жизнь инициируемых туркменской
стороной проектов в данной сфере отвечает интересам стран-участниц и в
целом государств-членов ОЭС, открывая перспективы активизации
экономического партнѐрства на Евразийском пространстве.
Президенты Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов и Реджеп Тайип Эрдоган
подтвердили приверженность Туркменистана и Турецкой Республики
отношениям дружбы и полномасштабного взаимовыгодного сотрудничества.
Саммит ОЭС. Президент Туркменистана и Премьер-министр Пакистана
обсудили новые направления партнерства
Информационный
2.03.2017.

портал

Туркменистана.

http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10065.

Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов в рамках
участия в XIII саммите Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС)
встретился в Исламабаде с Премьер-министром Исламской Республики
Пакистан Мухаммадом Навазом Шарифом, сообщает Государственное
информационное агентство Туркменистана.
Глава правительства дружественной страны, пользуясь случаем,
поздравил Президента Туркменистана с убедительной победой на недавних
выборах и переизбранием на высший государственный пост.
Собеседники были единодушны во мнении, что доверительный характер
отношений позволяет странам прорабатывать новые направления
партнѐрства, в активе которого – взаимодействие в торгово-экономической и
топливно-энергетической сферах, строительстве, сельском хозяйстве. Было
выражено стремление развивать сотрудничество, получившее мощный
импульс благодаря договоренностям в рамках регулярных переговоров, в
частности, по итогам официального визита Президента Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедова в Пакистан в марте прошлого года.
Как подчеркнул глава государства, Туркменистан рассматривает
Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнѐра в контексте наращивания
сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии, выстраивая межгосударственные
отношения на двусторонней и многосторонней основе.
Касаясь повестки дня саммита ОЭС, Мухаммад Наваз Шариф отметил
актуальность выдвигаемых Президентом Гурбангулы Бердымухамедовым
международных инициатив, нацеленных на создание прочной основы для
устойчивого развития.
Поблагодарив за оказываемую поддержку, лидер нации отметил
открывающиеся перспективы взаимодействия с государствами-членами
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Организации экономического сотрудничества, в том числе, с Пакистаном, в
партнѐрстве с которым реализуются масштабные совместные проекты, в
первую очередь, по строительству газопровода Туркменистан-АфганистанПакистан-Индия.
Президент Туркменистана и Премьер-министр Пакистана выразили
твѐрдую уверенность в том, что сотрудничество получит достойное
продолжение за счѐт новых совместных проектов.
Отмечая конструктивный подход Туркменистана к вопросам
сотрудничества, в том числе в рамках ОЭС, Мухаммад Наваз Шариф высоко
оценил проводимую нашей страной работу по продвижению и воплощению в
жизнь инициатив по обеспечению энергобезопасности и формированию
современной
транспортно-коммуникационной
системы.
Как
было
подчѐркнуто в выступлении на саммите Президента Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедова, создание в рамках Организации Экономического
Сотрудничества энергетических и транспортно-транзитных коридоров
стимулирует и реализацию инфраструктурных проектов. Так, в соответствии
с подписанным в декабре 2015 года трехсторонним документом о
сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, предусмотрено строительство
инфраструктуры для поставок электроэнергии из Туркменистана в
Афганистан и Пакистан, в настоящее время ведутся работы и по проекту
прокладки оптико-волоконной линии в этом направлении.
Поддержав прозвучавший на форуме призыв туркменского лидера о
необходимости разработки новаторских подходов к деятельности
Организации, накопившей большой положительный опыт работы, Премьерминистр Пакистана также был един во мнении с Президентом Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедовым,
считающим
недопустимым
уклонение
от
экономического содержания как основного механизма сотрудничества
государств, стремящихся реализовать совместные проекты.
Президент
Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов
поблагодарил
главу
правительства дружественной страны за оказанное гостеприимство и
высокий организационный уровень представительного форума.
Как отмечалось, близость взглядов двух стран на происходящие в
мировой политике процессы, их активная позиция в международном диалоге
способствует
эффективному
политическому
и
экономическому
взаимодействию.
Президент Туркменистана примет участие в XIII Саммите ОЭС в
Пакистане
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10054. 28.02.2017

Туркменистана

«TurkmenPortal».

Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов примет участие
в очередном Саммите ОЭС, который состоится 1 марта в столице Пакистана
Исламабаде. В рамках форума глава государства проведет ряд двусторонних
встреч.
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ОЭС – межгосударственная экономическая организация, образованная в
1985 году в составе Турции, Ирана, Пакистана. С 1992 года деятельность
ОЭС активизировалась в связи с присоединением Азербайджана,
Афганистана, Казахстана, Кыргызстана, Таджикистана, Туркменистана и
Узбекистана.
Цель структуры – обсуждение путей по улучшению развития и
стимулирования торговли и инвестиционных возможностей. Предыдущий
саммит ОЭС состоялся в 2012 году в Баку.
Туркменистан инициировал ряд региональных проектов в сфере
транспорта и в области поставок энергоносителей. С участием Ирана и
Казахстана был реализован железнодорожный проект "Север"Юг".
В декабре 2009 года введен в эксплуатацию газопровод из
Туркменистана через Узбекистан и Казахстан в Китай. С декабря 2015 года
началось строительство туркменского участка газопровода ТуркменистанАфганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ).
В настоящее время ведутся переговоры между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС по проекту Транскаспийского газопровода,
который нацелен на вывод энергоресурсов Каспийского региона на
европейский рынок.
Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов пригласил Премьер-министра
Пакистана посетить Туркменистан
Информационный
портал
Туркменистана
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/9953. 15.02.2017

«TURKMENPORTAL».

Сегодня состоялся телефонный разговор Президента Туркменистана
Гурбангулы Бердымухамедова и Премьер-министра Исламской Республики
Пакистан Мухаммада Наваза Шарифа, сообщает Государственное
информационное агентство Туркменистана.
Руководитель правительства Пакистана сердечно поздравил главу
Туркменистана с убедительной победой на Президентских выборах и
пожелал больших успехов на ответственном государственном посту.
Премьер-министр также передал тѐплые слова приветствия от Президента
Исламской Республики Пакистан Мамнуна Хусейна, адресовавшего
Президенту Гурбангулы Бердымухамедову и всему туркменскому народу
пожелания счастья, мира и процветания. Как было подчѐркнуто, Пакистан
придаѐт большое значение всестороннему развитию отношений с
Туркменистаном, который достиг больших успехов во всех сферах.
В ходе телефонного разговора собеседники обменялись мнениями по
ключевым аспектам межгосударственных отношений, неуклонному
упрочению которых напрямую способствует установившийся доверительный
и взаимоуважительный диалог на высшем уровне.
Констатировав наличие огромного потенциала двустороннего
сотрудничества в различных отраслях экономики, и, прежде всего, в
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топливно-энергетическом секторе, сферах транспорта и связи, стороны особо
подчеркнули важность строительства транснационального газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия, имеющего большое значение
как в региональном, так и в глобальном масштабах.
В ходе беседы состоялся обмен мнениями по вопросам региональной и
международной политики, представляющим взаимный интерес.
Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов пригласил Премьер-министра
Мухаммада Наваза Шарифа посетить Туркменистан.
Президент Туркменистана обсудил с Послом Пакистана реализацию
проекта ТАПИ и перспективы двустороннего сотрудничества
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/9586. 11.01.2017.

Туркменистана

«Turkmenportal».

Сегодня
Президент
Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов
принял
Чрезвычайного и Полномочного Посла Исламской Республики Пакистан
Абдула Малика, завершающего свою дипломатическую миссию в нашей
стране.
Как
сообщает
Государственное
информационное
агентство
Туркменистана, в ходе встречи Президент страны и пакистанский дипломат
обменялись мнениями о перспективах наращивания сотрудничества.
Г-н Абдула Малик отметил значение проекта строительства газопровода
Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия,
практическая
реализация
которого будет способствовать развитию экономического взаимодействия в
региональном и глобальном измерении.
Как известно, строительство туркменского участка магистрали ТАПИ
началось 13 декабря 2015 года. Общая протяженность газопровода составит
1814 километров, в том числе 214 километров – по территории
Туркменистана, 774 километра – Афганистана, 826 километров – Пакистана
до населенного пункта Фазилка на границе с Индией. Годовая мощность
газопровода составит 33 миллиарда кубометров. Сдать его в эксплуатацию,
включая вспомогательную наземную инфраструктуру, планируется в декабре
2019 года.
Дипломат также отметил важность проекта по поставке в Пакистан
туркменской электроэнергии. Как подчѐркивалось, Пакистан поддерживает
инициативы туркменской стороны, касающиеся создания международных
транспортно-транзитных
коридоров
и
обеспечения
глобальной
энергетической безопасности.
Глава государства и полпред Пакистана обсудили также вопросы
взаимодействия в гуманитарной сфере, где стороны сотрудничают по линиям
науки, образования и здравоохранения. Была отмечена важность
установления прямых контактов на уровне научных и образовательных
учреждений, творческих центров.
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ПАКИСТАН – АЗЕРБАЙДЖАН1
Пакистан предложил Азербайджану и Турции создать общий военнопромышленный комплекс
Pakistan offers Azerbaijan, Turkey to create joint mily-industrial
complex
The Nation. December 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Dec-2017/pakistan-offersazerbaijan-turkey-to-create-joint-mily-industrial-complex

Baku to buy training aircraft from Islamabad, Pakistan asked to join BakuTbilisi-Kars railroad
BAKU - Pakistan , Azerbaijan and Turkey can establish a joint militaryindustrial complex, Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif said on Thursday.
The foreign minister made the remarks at a joint press conference with
Azerbaijani Foreign Minister Elmar Mammadyarov and Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu in Baku.
In
his
turn,
Mammadyarov
said
that Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey closely cooperate in the defence industry in
a bilateral format and stressed the need for a tripartite format of cooperation in that
sphere. "We can establish joint ventures for the production of defence products and
develop cooperation in this sphere in a trilateral format," Mammadyarov added.
Meanwhile, Cavusoglu stressed that the sides have the potential to
strengthen cooperation in defence industry. "We do not compete with each other in
this sphere, but complement each other," Cavusoglu said.
Mammadyarov also announced that Azerbaijan will soon sign an agreement
with Pakistan on the acquisition of training aircraft.
―The occupation of 20 percent of Azerbaijani lands necessitates the
development of the defence sphere,‖ Mammadyarov said at the joint press
conference following the first trilateral meeting with his Turkish and Pakistani
counterparts.
Mammadyarov said Pakistan can use the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railroad to
transport various goods. Mammadyarov said the corresponding agreement was
reached during the tripartite meeting.
The Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway was built on the basis of the AzerbaijaniGeorgian-Turkish interstate agreement. The maximum volume of cargo
transportation along the BTC corridor is projected at the level of 17 million tons
per year. At the initial stage, this indicator will be at the level of 6.5 million tons of
cargo. Also up to one million passengers will be transported.
―This first trilateral meeting is another milestone in our relations. We agreed
to increase the trade turnover. We support each other in international organisations
and also intend to intensify cooperation in the defence sphere,‖ noted the
Azerbaijani minister.
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Cavusoglu, for his part, noted that the next meeting of the three countries‘
ministers will be held in Pakistan in 2018. He also confirmed the need for
deepening cooperation in the defence sphere.
―We
intend
to
bring
the
trilateral
relations
of Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey to a higher level,‖ said the Turkish foreign
minister.
Khawaja Asif, for his part, noted that Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey have
great potential for increasing the trade turnover.
Asif said the three countries share a common stance on the issues of
Kashmir, Nagorno-Karabakh and Northern Cyprus. "We decided
that Pakistan , Azerbaijan and Turkey make more extensive use of the trilateral
format,‖ said the foreign minister.
He noted that this meeting focused on the discussion of cooperation in the
defence sphere and increasing trade turnover between the three countries. "Our
cooperation in this area can develop in the trilateral format. There is no direct
airline between Azerbaijan and Pakistan . With this restoration, relationships will
grow stronger,‖ added Asif.
Cavusoglu said Azerbaijan , Pakistan and Turkey are strategic partners. ―The
first trilateral meeting of the Azerbaijani, Turkish and Pakistani foreign ministers
resulted in intensive consultations,‖ he said.
The Baku Declaration adopted following the trilateral meeting will play a
role of roadmap for future cooperation, stressed Mammadyarov.
Mammadyarov went on to say: ―Our cooperation in the defence sphere is
highly intensive. Transport relations are one of the topics of discussion. At the
meeting, we emphasised the importance of restoring air transport on bilateral and
trilateral basis. This creates great opportunities for tourism in the region.‖
Meanwhile, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev on
Thursday received a Pakistani delegation led by Khawaja Asif.
Следующая встреча глав МИД Азербайджана, Пакистана и Турции
пройдет в Исламабаде
Интернет-сайт
«Москва-Баку.ru»
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/politics/sleduyushchaya_vstrecha_glav_mid_azerbaydzhana_pakistana_i_turtsii_pr
oydet_v_islamabade/ 30.11.2017.

На встрече министров иностранных дел Азербайджана, Пакистана и
Турции в Баку была достигнута договоренность о проведении ежегодных
трехсторонних встреч между государствами-членами в алфавитном порядке.
Как сообщает АПА, это отмечено в Бакинской декларации, принятой
по итогам встречи министров.
Была достигнута договоренность о проведении следующей встречи в
2018 году в Исламабаде.
Пакистан договаривается с Азербайджаном о подключении к коридору
"Север-Юг"
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«Агентство
нефтегазовой
информации».
23.10.2017.
http://www.angi.ru/news/2854727-Пакистан-договаривается-с-Азербайджаном-оподключении-к-коридору-Север-Юг-/

Баку. Баку и Исламабад ведут переговоры о подключении Пакистана к
проекту транспортного коридора "Север-Юг". Об этом сообщил посол
Пакистана в Азербайджане Саид Хан Мохманд.
По его словам, Исламабад и Баку активно обсуждают транспортные
проекты.
"Даже во время недавнего визита президента Азербайджана Ильхама
Алиева в Пакистан стороны обсудили вопрос о соединении транспортного
коридора "Север-Юг" с пакистанским портом Гвадар, а затем с КитайскоПакистанским экономическим коридором (КПЭК). Потому что это обеспечит
тесный доступ Азербайджана к Китаю. Переговоры по этому вопросу
продолжаются, и мы ведем определенную переписку", - цитирует дипломата
Trend.
Посол отметил, что транспортный коридор "Север-Юг" и КПЭК
предоставляют прекрасные возможности для расширения экономических
связей между странами региона.
"Как только будет готова железная дорога Казвин – Решт - Астара,
являющаяся частью коридора "Север-Юг", мы получим прямое
железнодорожное соединение с Пакистаном, так как он и Иран уже связаны
железной дорогой. После завершения процесса соединения начнется процесс
развития торговли в Азербайджане, Иране и Пакистане", - сказал Мохманд.
Транспортный коридор "Север-Юг" призван соединить Северную
Европу с Юго-Восточной Азией, в том числе объединить железные дороги
Азербайджана, Ирана и России. На первом этапе по коридору планируется
транспортировать пять миллионов тонн грузов в год, а в дальнейшем - более
10 млн тонн грузов.
Азербайджан купил у Пакистана учебные MFI-395 Super Mushshsak.
«AircargoNews.ru». https://aircargonews.ru/2017/07/31/azerbaydzhan-kupil-u-pakistanauchebnye-mfi-395-super-mushshsak.html. 31.07.2017.

27 июля командующий военно-воздушным флотом Азербайджана,
генерал Рамиз Тахиров, подписал в Исламабаде контракт на покупку 10
единиц учебно-тренировочных самолетов MFI-395 Super Mushshsak.
Самолеты этой модели производит Pakistan Aeronautical Complex
(РАС). Воздушное судно является модернизированной версией шведских
Saab MFI-17 Supporter, производимых в Пакистане под названием Mushshak с
1981 г.
Азербайджан, таким образом, стал десятым государством,
использующим MFI-395 Super Mushshsak. До сих пор PAC продал за границу
около 160 штук самолетов этой модели. Больше всех купил Ирана (25),
Саудовская Аравия (20), Оман(8) и Сирия (6). 5 единиц Super Mushshak
купила частная компания из Южно-африканской республики Uni Group
Holdings (Pvt) Ltd. В мае 2017 контракт на 52 единиц MFI-395 компания
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PAC заключила с Турцией. Производство их будет локализовано в Турции.
Стоимость контракта не раскрывается.
Пакистан осуждает нападки Армении на азербайджанцев
Pakistan condemns targeting of Azeris by Armenians
The Nation. July 07, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Jul-2017/pakistan-condemnstargeting-of-azeris-by-armenians

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday condemned targeting of civilians in
Azerbaijan by the Armenian forces. In a statement issued here, the Foreign Office
spokesperson said: ―We condemn the targeting of civilians in Azerbaijan by the
Armenian forces in which, among others, a two-year old girl has lost her life.‖ The
statement added: ―We understand the sentiments of the Azerbaijan people in this
situation since this happens on a daily basis with the Indian forces deliberately
targeting civilians in Azad Jammu and Kashmir across the Line of Control from
Indian occupied Kashmir, killing scores of innocent civilians, including children,
and damaging civilian properties.
В Рамадан нуждающиеся семьи Пакистана получили помощь от Фонда
Гейдара Алиева (фото)
Информационный
сайт
"Москва-Баку".
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/society/nuzhdayushchiesya_semi_v_pakistane_poluchili_pomoshch_ot_fonda_gey
dara_alieva_foto/. 13.06.2017.

Фондом Гейдара Алиева ряду сел региона Абботабад Пакистана
вручены праздничные подарки в связи с месяцем Рамадан.
В посольстве Азербайджана в Пакистане, данная акция охватила более
400 нуждающихся семей в регионе, сообщает Report.
На мероприятии с участием заместителя председателя Национальной
ассамблеи Пакистана Муртузы Джавида Аббаси, ряда депутатов Ассамблеи,
интеллигенции, общественно-политических деятелей выступил посол
Азербайджана в Пакистане Али Ализаде. Он отметил, что между
азербайджанским и пакистанским народами имеется близость культурная и
по вероисповеданию, общие ценности, народы разделяют радость и горе друг
друга.
Посол сказал, что, как и во всех других отраслях, связи Азербайджана и
Пакистана в гуманитарно-социальной сфере тоже развиваются. Он также
отметил роль Фонда Гейдара Алиева в развитии этих связей, выделил, что
Фондом в Пакистане реализован ряд проектов гуманитарно-социального
направления.
Российские эксперты: О поставках каких вооружений
договориться Азербайджан и Пакистан – саммит ОЭС.

могли
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Нана
Хоштария.
"Москва-Баку.ru"
1.03.2017.
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/society/rossiyskie_eksperty_o_postavkakh_kakikh_vooruzheniy_mogli_dogovorit
sya_azerbaydzhan_i_pakistan/

В ходе визита Ильхама Алиева в Пакистан для участия в 13-м Саммите
Организации экономического сотрудничества, между Баку и Исламабадом,
как сообщают СМИ, было достигнуто соглашение о новых поставках
вооружения.
Следует отметить, что Пакистан является давним партнером
Азербайджана в области поставок вооружения.
Так,
в
октябре
2016
года
председатель
Пакистанского
аэронавигационного комплекса (Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Kamra),
маршал ВВС Аршад Малик заявил, что страна готова обеспечить ВВС
Азербайджана истребителями JF-17 Thunder. Добавим, что в истребителях
JF-17 возможно использование боеприпасов российского производства, а
также производства стран НАТО. А в ноябре 2016 года президент Пакистана
Мамнун Хусейн во время встречи с первым вице-премьером Азербайджана
Ягубом Эюбовым на Международной выставке оборонной промышленности
İDEAS 2016 заявил о необходимости дальнейшего укрепления оборонных
связей с Азербайджаном. Мамнун Хусейн отметил, что пакистанские ученые
и специалисты разрабатывают экономически выгодное и качественное
оружие и выразил надежду на то, что Азербайджан извлечет выгоду из
данного сотрудничества. По словам президента Пакистана, Азербайджан мог
бы воспользоваться и услугами оборонных институтов страны для
подготовки военного персонала. В свою очередь Ягуб Эюбов подчеркнул,
что Азербайджан впечатлен опытом Пакистана в создании продукции
оборонного значения.
О поставках каких вооружений могли договориться Азербайджан и
Пакистан рассказали «Москва-Баку» российские военные эксперты.
Военный эксперт Павел Фельгенгауэр считает вполне вероятным, что
Пакистан может поставлять в Азербайджан ракеты средней дальности в
качестве контрмеры переданным Россией Армении оперативно-тактических
ракетных комплексов «Искандер».
"Пакистан производит совместно с Китаем собственные ракетные
системы разной степени дальности. Возможно, что Азербайджан и Пакистан
договорились о поставках этих ракет, может быть, средней дальности в
качестве контрмеры «Искандерам», которые появились у Армении", предположил Фельгенгауэр.
Речь могла идти и об истребителях JF-17 Thunder, которые Пакистан, в
отличие от того же Израиля, также производит.
По мнению эксперта, Пакистан сегодня в состоянии конкурировать с
Россией и Израилем, которые являются главными поставщиками вооружения
в Азербайджан.
"Во-первых, - считает эксперт, - в том случае, если это же вооружение
Пакистан продает дешевле. Во-вторых, Исламабад может продать Баку то,
что ему не могут поставить ни Россия, ни Израиль".
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Военный эксперт Дмитрий Литовкин отмечает, что Пакистан –
индустриально развитая страна, в том числе в сфере военно-технической
промышленности, и поэтому неудивительно, что у него вполне могут быть
системы, представляющие интерес для Азербайджана.
"Судя по закупкам Азербайджана, его интересуют самые современные
виды вооружения, которые могли бы противостоять оружию, которое имеет
Армения. Спектр того, что Азербайджан может закупить у Пакистана,
достаточно большой. Это могут быть новые средства связи, разведки и
целеуказания", - поясняет эксперт.
Литовкин также, как и Фельгенгауэр, напоминает о пакистано-китайских
истребителях JF-17 Thunder .
"Пакистан сотрудничает с Китаем в области авиации, через Пекин
получает ракетные технологии. Эта сфера тоже интересует Азербайджан", считает Литовкин.
Упоминает эксперт и о таком факторе как ценовая политика.
"Разумеется, государства считают деньги. И если, к примеру, Пакистан
предлагает ту технику, которую остальные продают дороже, почему бы ее не
купить. В любом случае, у Баку есть возможность сравнивать весь спектр
вооружения и в ценовом плане, и в плане его характеристик, и при
необходимости покупать там, где это наиболее выгодно" - уверен эксперт.
Литовкин отмечает, что в последнее время Пакистан также развивает
военно-технические связи и с Россией, которая традиционно сотрудничала с
недружественной для Исламабада Индией.
"Этот политический фактор не помешал Пакистану обратиться к России
по поводу закупки современных вертолетов Ми-35 и другой военной
техники.
По
всей
видимости,
Пакистан
делает
ставку
на
высокотехнологичное оружие и ищет партнеров, в том числе для
производства этого оружия. А как мы знаем, Азербайджан также является
производителем
военной
техники.
Поэтому
военно-техническое
сотрудничество Азербайджана и Пакистана в любом случае может быть
эффективным" - заключил Литовкин.
Между тем азербайджанский военный эксперт Рашад Сулейманов со
ссылкой на министра обороны Пакистана недавно заявил, что Азербайджан
будет закупать у Пакистана боевые и учебные самолеты.
"Это боевой самолет JF -17 Thunder и учебный Super Mushshak. Турция
заказала у Пакистана 52 учебных самолета Super Mushshak. На днях министр
обороны Пакистана рассказал мне на выставке, что самолеты готовы к
экспорту в Азербайджан. Также эти самолеты можно использовать для
поисково-спасательных и разведывательных операций", - сообщил
Сулейманов AzVision.az.
Саммит ОЭС. Ильхам Алиев прибыл в Пакистан
Информационный
сайт
«Москва-Баку.ru».
baku.ru/news/politics/ilkham_aliev_pribyl_v_pakistan_foto/

28.02.2017.

http://moscow-
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Президент Азербайджана Ильхам Алиев во вторник прибыл с визитом в
Пакистан, сообщает официальный сайт главы государства.
В международном аэропорту Беназир Бхутто в Исламабаде в честь
Президента Ильхама Алиева был выстроен почетный караул.
Главу государства встретили высокопоставленные официальные лица
Пакистана. Затем был дан орудийный залп, прозвучали государственные
гимны Азербайджана и Пакистана.
Президент примет участие в 13-ом саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС).
Лидеры стран-членов ОЭС обсудят в Пакистане планы по расширению
торговых связей.
Позже состоялась встреча Ильхама Алиева с премьер-министром
Пакистана Навазом Шарифом. По сообщению пакистанских СМИ, главы
государств ведут переговоры о двустороннем сотрудничестве в различных
сферах, представляющих взаимный интерес.
Пакистан планирует расширить сотрудничество с Азербайджаном в
сфере обороны
Информационный
сайт
«Москва-Баку.ru».
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/politics/pakistan_planiruet_rasshirit_sotrudnichestvo_s_azerbaydzhanom_v_sfere_
oborony/. 20.02.2017.

Пакистан планирует расширить сотрудничество с Азербайджаном в
сфере обороны, об этом заявил министр оборонной промышленности
Пакистана Рана Танвир Хусейн, передает Minval.az.
«Между Азербайджаном и Пакистаном существуют хорошие
отношения, в том числе и в области оборонной промышленности», - говорит
Хусейн.
По его словам, Пакистан заинтересован в расширении сотрудничества с
Азербайджаном в сфере обороны и реализации совместных проектов.
Напомнив о предстоящем визите президента Азербайджана в Пакистан,
Р. Т. Хусейн высказался, что этот визит будет способствовать углублению
отношений в сфере обороны:
«Мы можем сотрудничать в большом спектре оборонной
промышленности, начиная с малых боеприпасов до производства
самолетов», - пояснил Хусейн.
Касаясь вопроса экспорта в Азербайджан самолетов JF-17 Thunder и
Super Mushak, министр Пакистана заявмл, что тут никаких проблем не
существует:
«Мы готовы привести в Баку самолеты Super Mushak».
Пакистанцы смогут приезжать на работу в Азербайджан
Pakistan set to export its manpower to Azerbaijan
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Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329437/human-capital-pakistan-set-export-manpower-azerbaijan/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is poised to sign an agreement with Azerbaijan for
the export of manpower to the fast-growing country, in addition to buying oil and
gas from the energy-rich Central Asian region.
Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev will visit Pakistan to attend a meeting of
the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) slated for March 1.
Senior officials and ministers of ECO member-countries will meet from
February 26 to 28 to deliberate on a number of issues. Azerbaijan officials and
ministers will also join them and they are expected to sign an agreement with
Pakistan on manpower import. They will also ink an inter-governmental agreement
for trade in oil and gas and setting up a liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in
Pakistan.
At present, Middle Eastern countries like the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are big suppliers of oil and gas to Pakistan to meet
its energy needs.
UAE and Saudi Arabia are also big sources of remittances because of a huge
number of Pakistanis working in these countries.
Owing to financial constraints in Saudi Arabia following a sharp fall in prices
of crude oil – its main export product, Pakistani expatriates are encountering
problems and many Saudi companies have been shut down, leaving employees,
including those from Pakistan, jobless.
Now, Pakistan is planning to make forays into the Central Asian labour
market and Azerbaijan appears to the first country in this region that is expected to
import Pakistan‘s manpower.
Azerbaijan, a former Soviet republic on the Caspian Sea, is situated at the
border of eastern Europe and western Asia and is the most populated nation of the
Caucasus.
According to officials aware of the development, Azerbaijan has expressed
the desire to sign an agreement for manpower import from Pakistan. The Overseas
Pakistanis and Human Resources Development Division has received a draft
agreement on cooperation in the field of labour, employment and social protection
from the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of Population of Republic of
Azerbaijan.
Pakistan‘s foreign and economic affairs divisions have already given its
consent to the draft agreement while the Law and Justice Division has vetted the
draft.
Figures released by the Azerbaijan government in January this year reveal
that the number of foreigners, registered in the personal accounting system last
year, reached 33,940 with an increase of 6,078 people. Of these, 720 were
Pakistanis.
Azerbaijan‘s economy has seen steady growth in recent years. The country is
rich in oil and gas reserves, which account for a large proportion of the gross
domestic product – the size of national economy.
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Western companies have invested millions in the development of
Azerbaijan‘s energy sector in recent years. Other important sectors are agriculture
and mining as the country has rich deposits of gold, manganese, cobalt, silver,
titanium and copper.
In recent years, Azerbaijan has had one of the fastest growing economies in
the world. Although Azerbaijan is not a popular expatriate destination in relation to
European countries, the energy sector has seen an influx of foreigners seeking
work opportunities.
Сотрудничество Пакистана с Азербайджаном в области нефти и газа
Energy cooperation: Pakistan, Azerbaijan close to signing oil, gas deal
The Express Tribune, February 12th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1323977/energycooperation-pakistan-azerbaijan-close-signing-oil-gas-deal/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Azerbaijan are likely to sign an oil and gas trade
deal during the visit of Azerbaijan‘s president at the end of the current month.
Following the signing of an inter-governmental agreement for energy
cooperation, the two sides will also explore a commercial contract to execute the
proposed oil and gas trade deal. The two countries have already agreed on a draft
government-to-government agreement for the energy sector and the cabinet has
endorsed the draft.
Foreign Affairs and Law and Justice Divisions have also cleared the draft
from political and legal points of view.
Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev will arrive in Pakistan on February 26.
―Azerbaijan has offered export of crude oil, petroleum products and liquefied
natural gas (LNG) to Pakistan,‖ said a senior official of the Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Resources.
It has also expressed interest in constructing a terminal as well as LNG and
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) storages in a joint venture between Azerbaijan‘s
state oil company Socar and a Pakistan-designated company.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had approved a proposal on March 10, 2015 for
the start of negotiations with Azerbaijan on a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) for mutual cooperation in the area of oil and gas exploration and
production.
In the sixth session of the Pakistan-Azerbaijan Joint Economic Commission
held in April 2016, both sides agreed to promote investment opportunities in the
energy sector including exploration and production of oil and its products, broaden
cooperation in the supply of crude oil and its products and set up an LNG and LPG
terminal in a joint venture between nominated enterprises of the two countries.
The prime minister had allowed the Ministry of Petroleum to negotiate with
energy companies of different countries including those of Azerbaijan. During
negotiations, Pakistan and Azerbaijan agreed on an inter-governmental draft
agreement.
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Pakistan and Azerbaijan have also agreed on conducting joint research by
setting up a laboratory and undertaking oil and gas production tests.
Furthermore, they will share scientific and technological developments in oil
and gas exploration and production, while also committing to the training of
professionals working in the petroleum industry.
Пакистан может
Азербайджана

инвестировать

в

технопарки

и

промкварталы

Информационный
портал
«Москва-Баку.ru».
11.02.2017.
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/economy/v_pakistane_rassmatrivayut_vozmozhnosti_investirovaniya_v_tekhnopa
rki_i_promkvartaly_azerbaydzhana_1/

Пакистан рассматривает возможность вкладывания инвестиций в
технологические парки и промышленные кварталы Азербайджана, сообщает
Trend со ссылкой на посла Азербайджана в Пакистане Али Ализаде.
В Азербайджане уже создан ряд технологических парков и
промышленных кварталов, где есть благоприятные условия для бизнеса,
предлагаются льготные механизмы, в том числе освобождение от налогов,
упрощенные процедуры для привлечения иностранных инвестиций и
предпринимательской деятельности, предоставляются государственные
гарантии, и все это интересно также и для пакистанских деловых кругов,
сказал дипломат.
По словам Ализаде, посольство предоставляет государственным и
частным предприятиям Пакистана, деловым людям страны информацию о
технопарках и промкварталах Азербайджана. Интерес к этим проектам в
Пакистане немалый и имеются существенные возможности у пакистанских
бизнесменов получить выгоду от участия в этих проектах, сказал дипломат.
В настоящее время в Азербайджане ведутся работы по созданию заводов
и предприятий в Сумгайытском химико-промышленном парке, Балаханском,
Гарадагском, Мингячевирском и Пираллахинском промышленных парках,
Сумгайытском и Мингячевирском парках высоких технологий, а также в
Нефтчалинском и Масаллинском промкварталах.
Резиденты промышленных парков Азербайджана на семь лет
освобождаются от налогов на недвижимость, землю, прибыль и от НДС на
импорт оборудования.
Азербайджан будет поставлять Пакистану нефть и газ
Интернет-сайт
"Москва-Баку".
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/economy/azerbaydzhan_budet_postavlyat_pakistanu_neft_i_gaz/. 4.02.2017.

Министерство иностранных дел Пакистана поддержало инициативу о
создании новых договоренностей по поставке нефти и газа из Азербайджана,
сообщает Report.az.
Данный шаг позволит уменьшить энергозависимость Пакистана от стран
Ближнего Востока.
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Как сообщил официальный представитель министерства нефти и
природных ресурсов Пакистана, Азербайджан предложил пакистанскому
правительству проект организации экспорта сырой нефти, а также продукции
нефтехимической отрасли и сжиженного газа в Пакистан.
Также была выражена заинтересованность в совместной реализации
проекта строительства в Пакистане терминала, а также СПГ-хранилища.
Пакистан стремится подписать Соглашение по импорту нефти из
Азербайджана; импортировать углеводороды из Средней Азии.
Away from Gulf, Pakistan set to import from Central Asia
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
4th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1316410/diversifying-energy-sources-away-gulf-pakistan-setimport-central-asia/

Foreign Office clears way for signing energy agreement with Azerbaijan
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is poised to start oil and gas imports from Central
Asian states as the Foreign Office has given the go-ahead to the signing of an
agreement with energy-rich Azerbaijan, in a move that will lessen Pakistan‘s
excessive reliance on Middle Eastern countries.
At present, Pakistan is importing oil from Gulf Arab countries including the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. To meet gas needs, it is
purchasing the commodity from another Gulf country, Qatar.
Pakistan‘s oil production reaches two-year high
Talking to The Express Tribune, a senior official of the Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Resources revealed that Azerbaijan had offered to export crude oil,
petroleum products and liquefied natural gas (LNG) to Pakistan.
It has also expressed interest in constructing a terminal as well as LNG and
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) storages in a joint venture between Azerbaijan‘s
state oil company Socar and a Pakistan-designated company.
The official recalled that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had approved a
proposal on March 10, 2015 for the start of negotiations with Azerbaijan on a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) for mutual cooperation in the area of oil
and gas exploration and production.
In the sixth session of Pakistan-Azerbaijan Joint Economic Commission held
in April 2016, both sides agreed to promote investment opportunities in the energy
sector including exploration and production of oil and its products, broaden
cooperation for the supply of crude oil and its products and set up an LNG and
LPG terminal in a joint venture between nominated enterprises of the two
countries.
The prime minister had allowed the Ministry of Petroleum to negotiate with
energy companies of different countries including those of Azerbaijan.
During negotiations, Pakistan and Azerbaijan agreed to an inter-governmental
draft agreement, which was also cleared by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Law and Justice Division from political and legal points of view respectively.
‗Pakistan has received Rs1.6tr as investment in oil and gas sector‘
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The cabinet, in its meeting held on December 15, 2016, also reviewed the
possibility of signing the inter-governmental agreement for cooperation in the area
of energy and gave the green light to the petroleum ministry.
The agreement will allow the two countries to enter into multibillion-dollar
arrangements for trading in oil and gas without going through the bidding process.
This is being adopted along the same lines as an LNG deal with Qatar and a
petroleum product accord with Kuwait.
Pakistan has long been an importer of crude and refined oil products from
Middle Eastern countries and is now exploring opportunities of LNG import from
other countries. In a recent tender, Italian firm Eni quoted the lowest price for LNG
supply to Pakistan.
Pakistan and Azerbaijan have also agreed on conducting joint research by
setting up a laboratory and undertaking oil and gas production tests.
Furthermore, they will share scientific and technological developments in oil
and gas exploration and production, while also committing to the training of
professionals working in the petroleum industry.
Under the draft agreement, both sides will also move to jointly evaluate the
possibility of supporting relevant sides in oil and gas exploration and development
projects in the two countries.
В парламенте Пакистана осудили оккупацию Арменией земель
Азербайджана
Информационный
портал
"Москва-Баку".
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/politics/v_parlamente_pakistana_osudili_okkupatsiyu_armeniey_zemel_azerbaydz
hana/. 3.02.2017.

Постоянный комитет по иностранным делам Национального собрания
Пакистана накануне принял резолюцию, осуждающую оккупацию Арменией
азербайджанских территорий, сообщает khybernews.tv.
Решение принято в ходе заседания Комитета, состоявшегося в
Исламабаде.
В резолюции также осужден геноцид, совершенный армянскими
вооруженными силами в азербайджанском городе Ходжалы 26 февраля 1992
года против гражданского населения.
Комитет вновь подтвердил поддержку суверенитета и территориальной
целостности Азербайджана в пределах его международно признанных
границ.
Комитет потребовал осуществления резолюций Ассамблеи Совета
безопасности и Генеральной ассамблеи ООН по немедленному, полному и
безоговорочному выводу всех армянских сил со всех оккупированных
территорий Азербайджана и призвал международное сообщество и
международные организации подтолкнуть Армению к осуществлению этих
решений.
Комитет поддержал усилия Азербайджана по урегулированию армяноазербайджанского нагорно-карабахского конфликта мирным путем.
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ПАКИСТАН – УКРАИНА1
О вероятном контракте на поставку украинских танков Т-84 «Оплот-М»
в Пакистан
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37179. 20 августа, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, представители ВС Пакистана и Харьковского
конструкторского бюро двигателестроения ГП «Завод имени Малышева»
(ХКБМ) после непродолжительных переговоров еще в мае 2017 г. подписали
меморандум о сотрудничестве на поставку партии танков Т-84 «Оплот-М».
Следует отметить, что по данным из разных источников количество танков
варьируется от 88 до 100 единиц. Внимание китайских специалистов к
перспективному контракту стоимостью 600 млн долл. США между одним из
основных предприятий оборонно-промышленного комплекса Украины и
официальным Исламабадом обусловлено несколькими причинами.
Во-первых, после событий 2014 г. украинские оборонные предприятия
находятся в условиях жесточайшей нехватки финансовых средств на ремонт
бронетехники Сухопутных войск ВС Украины и практически не занимаются
разработкой новых образцов техники. Кроме того, часть предприятий ОПК
Украины осталась на территории подконтрольной Донецку и Луганску, что
также негативно сказалось на нескольких проектах в области вооружений и
военной техники. В свете недостаточного финансирования украинские
специалисты не в состоянии доработать новый турбированный дизельный
двигатель 6ТД-3, который по оценкам китайских специалистов должен
обладать мощностью от 1400 до 1500 л.с.
Известно, что основные боевые танки «Аль-Халид 1» и «Аль-Халид 2»
СВ ВС Пакистана оснащены проверенными украинскими дизельными
двигателями предыдущего поколения – 6ТД-2, которые отлично
зарекомендовали в местных сложных климатических условиях. Китайские
специалисты признают, что 6ТД-2 обеспечивает приемлемый уровень
мощности даже при температуре воздуха +55 °C, тогда как китайские
двигатели серьезно теряют мощность уже при температуре +39 °C
По данным китайских источников, пакистанские танкостроители
заинтересованы в серийных поставках 6ТД-3, которые позволят реализовать
национальный план по созданию основного боевого танка нового поколения
под обозначением «Аль-Хайдер». Вполне вероятно, что «пакистанский
контракт» позволит украинским специалистам «довести 6ТД-3 до ума».
Установка такого двигателя обеспечит пакистанским танкистам серьезное
преимущество перед ВС Индии, чьи подразделения укомплектованы
российскими Т-72Б и Т-90С.
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Представляется возможным указать, что китайские двигателестроители
разработали новый V-образный восьмицилиндровый турбодизельный
двигатель 8V150 мощностью боле 1000 л.с., который в сочетании с
автоматической коробкой переключения передач CF1000B устанавливают в
танки Тип-96Б. Данные бронемашины предназначены для участия в
«Танковом биатлоне» и демонстрации технологий. Однако ресурс этих
форсированных двигателей недостаточен для повседневной эксплуатации.
Кроме того, система фильтрации воздуха требует регулярного и грамотного
обслуживания.
Во-вторых, пакистанские военные обратили внимание на Т-84 «ОплотМ» поскольку это единственный доступный для них танк, оснащаемый
многоступенчатой системой защиты, которая предназначена для борьбы с
противотанковыми
боеприпасами
российского
и
американского
производства, которые уже или будут приняты на вооружение ВС Индии.
Следует отметить, что китайские оружейники на протяжении последних трех
лет предлагают официальному Исламабаду приобрести основной боевой танк
VT-4, который не оснащается системой активной защиты в отличие от Т-84
«Оплот-М». Однако, это не означает, что в КНР разработки в данном не
ведутся.
По данным китайских обозревателей, специалисты крупнейшей
корпорации оборонно-промышленного комплекса Поднебесной – НОРИНКО
активно работают над совершенствованием системы активной защиты (САЗ)
под обозначением GL-5, которая предназначена для установки на танки Тип96 и VT-4. За прошедшие два года конструкторы НОРИНКО смогли наладить
бесперебойную работу радиолокационной станции с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой, которую устанавливают на башне танка. Данная РЛС
предназначена для обнаружения противотанковых боеприпасов, летящих со
скоростью от 305 до 1800 м/сек и последующего применения снарядовперехватчиков.
Вероятно, на доводку САЗ GL-5 до возможности перехвата
противотанковых снарядов, обладающих скоростью полета 2000 м/с
китайским специалистам потребуется время. Очевидно, что пакистанские
военные не могут допустить получения Индией решительного преимущества
в военных технологиях и потому вынуждены обратиться к конструкторам из
Украины, которые создали комплекс оптико-электронного противодействия
(КОЭП) «Варта».
По расчетам пакистанских военных, данный КОЭП должен в
перспективе защитить танк и экипаж от противотанковых управляемых ракет
AGM-114R-3 «Hellfire-II», которые поступят на вооружение подразделений
армейской авиации ВС Индии вместе с ударными вертолетами АН-64Е.
Следует отметить, что китайские специалисты также заинтересованы в
доступе к КОЭП «Варта», поскольку одновременно с разработкой САЗ ведут
работы по созданию новых систем пассивной защиты танка.
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В-третьих, в стоимость контракта могут внести дополнительные пункты
о модернизации прицельных систем 320 танков Т-80УД (по другим данным
302), которые были закуплены Исламабадом в начале 90-х прошлого
столетия. Китайские наблюдатели отмечают, что украинским техническим
специалистам предстоит выполнить значительный объем работ, поскольку
145 из 302 танков на момент поставки уже находились в эксплуатации и их
техническое состояние оставляет желать лучшего.
Китайские аналитики полагают, что сомнения пакистанских военных о
надежности украинских поставщиков были «перекрыты» чрезвычайно
заманчивой ценовой политикой ХКБМ. По данным китайской стороны,
представители украинского предприятия назначили чрезвычайно низкую
цену на сменно-запасные части для танков, а также пообещали проводить все
работы по ремонту и модернизации Т-80УД на территории Пакистана с
передачей части технологической документации.
Следует отметить, что иностранные поставщики вооружения и военной
техники постепенно занимают место китайских оружейников на
пакистанском рынке вооружений, поскольку способны предложить более
привлекательную цену, тогда как стоимость продукции ОПК КНР
постепенно растет и в некоторых аспектах это особенно заметно по малым
сериям образцов техники. Вероятно, пакистанские военные хотят получить
от своих давних китайских партнеров более заманчивое в техническом плане
предложение по бронетехнике, однако в данном аспекте все упирается в
возможности конструкторских бюро ОПК КНР.
Пакистан вводит «теневые санкции» против Украины
Сергей
Перелесов.
Интернет-сайт
https://politros.com/economy/28431/

«ПолитРоссия».

22.01.2017.

Правительство Пакистана с 2017 года начало жѐстко регулировать
внутренний рынок металлопроката с целью развития собственной тяжѐлой
промышленности.
По сообщению Национальной тарифной комиссии Пакистана (NTC),
начиная с 19 января 2017 года, начинают действовать специальные
антидемпинговые пошлины на ввоз холоднокатаных металлических листов и
рулонов. Их размер будет варьироваться от 13,17% до 19, 04%.
Пакистанский регулятор отметил, что пошлины не будут вводиться на
импорт, который применяется в качестве сырья для производства готовой
продукции с целью еѐ дальнейшей продажи за рубежом.
Согласно оценке NTC, в период с апреля 2014 года по март 2015 года 13
производителей стали из Украины и Китая начали активно демпинговать
цены на своѐ сырьѐ, реализуемое на территории Пакистана. Собственные
производственные объѐмы данного вида сырья в государстве составляют
около 800 тысяч тонн в год, в то время как внутренняя потребность
превышает 1 миллион тонн.
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Пакистан является одним из ключевых партнѐров Украины в сфере
сбыта металлопроката. Введение подобных пошлин фактически приведет к
созданию внешних искусственных барьеров для украинских производителей,
которые будут терять более 20% выручки за реализацию своей продукции,
что может серьѐзно ударить по развитию металлопроката на Украине.
Фактически, данный шаг NTC можно назвать «теневыми санкциями»
против Киева: агрессивный демпинг украинских производителей поставил
под удар внутреннюю промышленность Пакистана, что является
недопустимым в доверительных двухсторонних отношениях данных
государств. Вынужденная мера позволит в долгосрочной перспективе
«охладить пыл» настойчивого поставщика и оценить приоритетные
направления развития тяжѐлой промышленности в Пакистане.

ПАКИСТАН – БЕЛАРУСЬ1
Беларусь и Пакистан намерены нарастить товарооборот до $1 млрд
Белорусское информационное агентство «Чеснок». https://4esnok.by/novosti/belarusi-pakistan-namereny-narastit-tovarooborot-do-1-mlrd/. 18.11.2017.

Проекты по строительству в Исламской Республике Пакистан являются
новым шагом во взаимодействии с Беларусью. В Гродно в пятницу стороны
заключили соглашение о производственно-промышленной кооперации,
передают информагентства.
В этом году пакистанцы получили 5 тыс. белорусских тракторов, в
следующем 2018-м в Пакистане планируется открытие сборочного
производства сельхозтехники. Если говорить в общем про товарооборот, то
его в ближайшие три года страны намерены увеличить до $1 млрд.
«Беларусь
сильна
в
машиностроении,
производстве
сельскохозяйственной техники, Пакистан славен текстилем. Чтобы
достичь поставленной цели по товарообороту, нужно плотнее
сотрудничать именно в этих сферах. Кроме торговли, важно сделать упор
на обмен инвестициями между нашими странами», – об этом заявил
федеральный министр торговли и текстиля Пакистана Мохаммед Малик.
Беларусь хочет создать в Пакистане механизированную агроферму
Belarus asked to set up agri-machinery firm
The Express Tribune, November 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559633/2belarus-asked-set-agri-machinery-firm/

ISLAMABAD: Minister for National Food Security and Research Sikandar
Hayat Khan Bosan urged Belarusian investors on Wednesday to establish a joint
agriculture machinery manufacturing company to take advantage of growing
demand in Pakistan.
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Speaking at the fourth meeting of Pakistan-Belarus joint working group for
cooperation in agriculture, he said joint ventures in the agricultural sector would be
beneficial for both Pakistan and Belarus as tools of job creation and sources of
investment gains for investors.
Cooperation deal between Pakistan, Belarus to be signed next month
During the meeting, an exhibition was also organised in order to highlight
the trade and investment opportunities existing in the agricultural sector of both
countries and to explore areas of mutual interest for enhancing cooperation.
The event was organised by the Ministry of National Food Security and
Research in collaboration with the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council. The
minister expressed the government‘s resolve to provide an enabling environment
for foreign investors in order to pave the way for establishing joint ventures in the
agricultural sector.
He said Pakistan‘s agricultural sector constituted about 20% of gross
domestic product (GDP) with 60% of the labour force directly or indirectly
connected with it.
Bosan called Pakistan a food-secure country which was producing surplus
crops of wheat, maize, mangoes and citrus to fulfill food requirements of a
population of around 220 million.
―The agricultural sector is rapidly shifting towards modern and mechanised
farming,‖ he said, adding this period of transformation provided opportunities for
Belarusian investors to gain maximum benefit by initiating joint ventures with
local investors.
Minister offers incentives to Belarusian investors
He also invited Belarus to explore investment opportunities in other sectors
including poultry, halal meat, milk and dairy production and meat and poultry
processing.
He said regular organisation of such exhibitions and business-to-business
interactive sessions would open new ways and means of developing bilateral trade
and investment links between the two countries.
Визит премьер-министра Пакистана (в Беларусь) и бизнес-форум
перенесены из-за отставки Шарифа
Информационное
агентство
https://news.tut.by/economics/553672.html?utm_campaign=newsfeed&utm_medium=novoteka&utm_source=rss-news. 31.07.2017

«TUT.BY».

Визит премьер-министра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа в Минск,
запланированный на эту неделю, перенесен на неопределенный срок.
На неопределенный срок перенесен и белорусско-пакистанский бизнесфорум. Об этом сообщает Белорусская торгово-промышленная палата.
«В связи с переносом официального визита премьер-министра
Исламской Республики Пакистан Наваз Шарифа в Беларусь ранее
запланированный на 2 августа белорусско-пакистанский бизнес-форум
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переносится. О новой дате проведения бизнес-форума будет сообщено
дополнительно», — сообщили в БелТПП.
Напомним,
28 июля
Верховный
суд
Пакистана постановил
отстранитьот должности премьер-министра страны Наваза Шарифа
по результатам расследования подозрений в коррупции в отношении главы
правительства и его семьи. После этого Шариф подал в отставку.
Наваз Шариф, покинувший пост премьер-министра Пакистана, назвал
своим преемником собственного младшего брата Шахбаза Шарифа.
Занимающий в настоящее время пост министра нефти и природных ресурсов
Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси будет временно исполнять обязанности
премьер-министра.
Суд инициировал расследование в связи с публикацией в апреле 2016
года документов одной из юридических фирм в так называемом Панамском
досье. Из них следовало, что два сына премьера (Хусейн и Хасан) и его дочь
Марьям, а также родственники двух жен брата Шахбаза Шарифа — брата
Наваза Шарифа и главного министра провинции Пенджаб, тайно
владели по меньшей
мере
тремя
офшорными
компаниями,
зарегистрированными на британских Виргинских островах.
Ранее президент Беларуси Александр Лукашенко пригласил премьерминистра Пакистана Наваза Шарифа посетить вместе с семьей Беларусь.
До этого Шариф уже посещал Минск. В августе 2015 года премьер-министр
Пакистана вместе с супругой и сыном побывал в гостях у президента
Беларуси Александра Лукашенко в его резиденции «Озерный» в Минском
районе. Экскурсию по резиденции для семьи премьер-министра
Пакистана проводил младший сын белорусского президента Николай.
Пакистан может взять на вооружение белорусские технологии в
сельском хозяйстве
Новости Беларуси. 9.06.2017. http://www.ctv.by/pakistan-mozhet-vzyat-na-vooruzheniebelorusskie-tehnologii-v-selskom-hozyaystve

Беларусь поставит в Пакистан в 2017 году детское питание на миллион
долларов. Планы обсудили в Минске на встрече с делегацией из Исламабада,
сообщили в программе Новости «24 часа» на СТВ.
Пакистан заинтересован в создании совместных предприятий по
переработке продовольственной продукции, а еще в закупке нашей
сельскохозяйственной техники. Партнеров интересует опыт наших аграриев
и уровень механизации.
Ахмад
Джамаль,
заместитель
министра
национальной
продовольственной безопасности и исследований Пакистана:
В Республике Беларусь производится очень много продуктов с высокой
добавленной стоимостью переработанной продукции. Поэтому мы
настроены развивать переработку сельскохозяйственной продукции с
производством продукции с высокой добавленной стоимостью в Пакистане.
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Современные технологии, применяемые в сельском хозяйстве
Республики Беларусь, могут быть применимы и в Пакистане.
Стороны планируют увеличивать товарооборот. Белорусам предлагают
покупать рис и фрукты, а экспортировать молоко, сливочное масло, сыры,
продукты из мяса и птицы.
Александр Лукашенко провѐл переговоры с премьер-министром
Пакистана в Пекине
http://www.oreanda.ru/gosudarstvo/Aleksandr_Lukashenko_provel_peregovory_s_premerministrom_Pakistana_v_Pekine/article1143338/. 14.05.2017.

ОРЕАНДА-НОВОСТИ. Президент Беларуси Александр Лукашенко 14
мая во время встречи с Премьер-министром Пакистана Навазом Шарифом в
Пекине пригласил его посетить вместе с семьѐй Беларусь.
"Спасибо, что помните нюансы и детали нашей встречи в Минске. Если
Господь и Аллах даст, мы с Вами встретимся в начале августа снова в
Минске. Мы Вас ждѐм. Только я хочу, чтобы Вы больше побыли у нас в
Беларуси, чтобы я смог Вам показать не только наши возможности в сфере
производства, основных направлений нашего сотрудничества, но и прелесть
этого клочка земли в центре Европы", - сказал Александр Лукашенко.
"У нас будет что обсудить во время Вашего визита", - заметил
Президент. Глава государства рассчитывает, что Наваз Шариф посетит
Беларусь вместе со своей семьѐй.
В свою очередь Премьер-министр Пакистана подчеркнул, что рад в
очередной раз встретиться с Александром Лукашенко, а последний визит в
белорусскую столицу вызывает у него только самые тѐплые воспоминания.
"За очень короткий промежуток времени нам удалось поднять уровень
взаимоотношений Беларуси и Пакистана на очень высокий уровень.
Безусловно, таких темпов мы достигли благодаря нашим личным
отношениям. Вы являетесь фундаментом данных отношений, и мы можем по
праву этим гордиться", - заявил он.
Наваз Шариф признался, что с нетерпением ждѐт очередного визита в
Беларусь. "Спасибо за отдельное приглашение для моей семьи. Безусловно,
она присоединится ко мне, и наконец-то две семьи встретятся в полном
составе", - добавил он.
Руководители двух стран сошлись во мнении, что регулярный обмен
визитами на высшем и высоком уровнях позволит совершить прорыв в
двусторонних отношениях. Крепкие политические связи, убеждены они,
должны придать толчок и динамичному развитию экономического
взаимодействия.
Также Александр Лукашенко и Наваз Шариф констатировали
углубление парламентского взаимодействия и договорились развивать его
еще более эффективно. Особо была отмечена деятельность пакистанско-
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белорусских групп дружбы, которые служат важными звеньями в
налаживании контактов между людьми.
На встрече обсуждалось развитие промышленной кооперации,
существующие проекты и перспективы создания новых совместных
предприятий в Пакистане. Беларусь призывает активнее проводить работу в
этом направлении. Ещѐ одной темой переговоров стали поставки
белорусских продуктов на пакистанский рынок, где они очень востребованы.
Президент Пакистана Мамнун предлагает Беларуси присоединиться к
КПЭК
President Mamnoon invites Belarus to join CPEC
The Express Tribune, April 12th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1381013/presidentmamnoon-invites-belarus-join-cpec/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan regards Belarus as an important country and is keen
to further bilateral relations in various sectors to the mutual benefit of both
countries, said Pakistan President Mamnoon Hussain on Tuesday.
Talking to Belarus National Assembly House of Representatives Chairman
Vladimir Andreichenko, Hussain welcomed Belarus to join the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) hoping it would quicken the pace of development in
the region.
This country‘s eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
He appreciated efforts of the political leadership of Belarus to promote
bilateral relations with Pakistan and hoped that the anticipated visit of Pakistan
prime minister to Belarus in August this year would be instrumental in furthering
bilateral ties between the two countries.
He said positive developments on economic and political fronts between the
two countries had provided solid basis to bilateral cooperation, adding that regular
exchange of high-level visits and parliamentary delegations was reflective of
growing partnership between Pakistan and Belarus.
The president underlined that there was scope for mutual cooperation in
agriculture, pharmaceutical, manufacturing of light machinery, oil and gas sectors
between the two countries.
Also speaking on the occasion, Andreichenko said his country was desirous of
enhancing bilateral relations with Pakistan and called for launching joint ventures
in various sectors to the mutual benefits of the two countries.
He said there was a lot of scope for investment in pharmaceutical sector of
Belarus and invited Pakistani pharmaceutical companies to take advantage of the
opportunities.
Romania wants a slice of CPEC
Both countries should work together for increasing bilateral trade as
envisaged by the leaders of two countries, the Belarus representative added.
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National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq, Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs Chairman Sardar Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari and other senior
officials were also present.
Беларусь и Пакистан готовы создать СП по переработке мяса птицы
«AgroNews». http://agronews.by/news/vlast/22250.html. 11 Апреля 2017.

Эти и другие вопросы парламентская делегация Беларуси обсудила во
время официального визита в Пакистан.
Председатель Палаты представителей Национального собрания РБ
Владимир Андрейченко встретился с министром национальной
продовольственной безопасности и исследований Пакистана Сикандаром
Хаятом Ханом Босаном.
Стороны обсудили вопросы поставок белорусской продовольственной
продукции в Пакистан и встречных потоков из Пакистана, вопросы создания
совместных предприятий с перспективой выхода на рынки третьих стран. В
частности, речь шла о создании предприятий по переработке мяса птицы,
строительстве теплиц, зерносушильных комплексов. Кроме того,
поднимались вопросы сотрудничества с учеными и специалистами
Пакистана в области ветеринарии, а также оказания услуг в области
мелиорации, сообщает пресс-служба Палаты представителей.
Также белорусская парламентская делегация посетила Совет по
сельхозисследованиям Пакистана.
Владимир Андрейченко проведет переговоры с президентом и премьерминистром Пакистана
Информационно-аналитическая
газета
Беларуси
«NewsBel.by»
http://newsbel.by/04/06/vladimir-andrejchenko-provedet-peregovory-s-prezidentom-i-premerministrom-pakistana/. 6.04.2017.

С 10-го по 12-ое апреля председатель Палаты представителей
Национального собрания Беларуси Владимир Андрейченко будет находится
с официальным визитом в Пакистане, сообщает корреспондент NewsBel.by.
По информации пресс-службы белорусского правительства, в этот
период Андрейченко проведет переговоры с президентом Пакистана
Мамнуном Хусейном и премьер-министром этой страны Навазом Шарифом.
Также запланированы встречи со спикером Национальной Ассамблеи
парламента Пакистана Сардаром Садиком и председателем сената Мианом
Раза Раббани, руководителями Министерства торговли Пакистана,
Министерства планирования, развития и реформ, Министерства водных
ресурсов и энергетики, Министерства национальной продовольственной
безопасности и исследований.
МТЗ запустит сборочное предприятие в Пакистане
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http://ugspectehnika.ru/%d0%bc%d1%82%d0%b7%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%81%d1%82%d0%b8%d1%82%d1%81%d0%b1%d0%be%d1%80%d0%be%d1%87%d0%bd%d0%be%d0%b5%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b5%d0%b4%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b8%d1%8f%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%
b5-%d0%b2/. 6.04.2017.

Минский тракторный завод планирует запустить сборочное
производство техники «BELARUS» в Пакистане.
«Мы готовы инвестировать вместе с вами в совместное предприятие. В
ближайшее время мы хотели бы обсудить условия, на которых возможна
совместная работа, чтобы заключить контракт как можно скорее», – заявил
Шейх Аллауддин, министр промышленности правительства провинции
Пенджаб.
Производственная площадка может появится в одной из специальных
экономических зон провинции Пенджаб.
Генеральный директор ОАО «МТЗ» Федор Домотенко в свою очередь
предложил не ограничиваться лишь сборкой тракторов, а поставлять
пакистанским фермерам технику вместе с земледельческими технологиями.
«Гомсельмаш» отправит первый комбайн в Пакистан
«AgroNews». http://agronews.by/news/kombaynostroyeniye/21963.html. 20 Марта 2017.

Гомельский холдинг подписал договор на поставку в Пакистан первого
зерноуборочного комбайна КЗС-575 «Палессе GS575».
Соответствующие документы подписаны во время недавнего заседания
белорусско-пакистанской
комиссии
по
торгово-экономическому
сотрудничеству.
Прежде белорусское предприятие поставляло в Пакистан только
прицепные агрегаты — косилки-измельчители и косилки-плющилки. Как
отметил начальник управления продаж в дальнее зарубежье предприятия
Юрий Рафеев, сотрудничество с пакистанскими аграриями может иметь
широкие перспективы. Это подтвердили и переговоры, которые проходили
во время заседания комиссии по торгово-экономическому сотрудничеству,
передает Agriculture.
Основу сельхозотрасли Пакистана составляют небольшие крестьянские
хозяйства, площадь земельных участков которых часто не превышает один
гектар. Поэтому зерноуборочный комбайн КЗС-575 «Палессе GS575» вполне
может для них подойти.
«Он компактный, маневренный, предназначен в первую очередь для
сельхозпредприятий, имеющих относительно небольшие посевные площади
под зерновые культуры и мелкоконтурные поля. Подтверждение этому
предположению мы планируем получить после проведения испытаний», —
рассказал Юрий Рафеев.
Пакистан готов покупать белорусскую картошку вместо польской
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«AgroNews». http://agronews.by/news/ovoschi-i-frukty/21658.html. 24 Февраля 2017.

Государство заинтересовано в частичной замене импортируемого
польского картофеля белорусским. Об этом на заседании белорусскопакистанской рабочей группы по сотрудничеству в области сельского
хозяйства заявил первый заместитель министра национальной
продовольственной безопасности и исследований Пакистана Абид Джавед.
«Нас очень впечатлили белорусские технологии выращивания
картофеля, поэтому мы заинтересованы частично заместить польский
картофель белорусским», — подчеркнул он.
Пакистанская делегация уже провела несколько встреч в Национальной
академии наук Беларуси, познакомилась с современными технологиями в
сфере сельского хозяйства.
«Одна из основных областей нашего дальнейшего взаимодействия —
это механизация, мы впечатлены тем прогрессом, которого добилась
Беларусь в сфере сельской механизации. Кроме того, планируем развивать
совместные научные исследования в области садоводства и
плодоовощеводства. Также мы намерены развивать сотрудничество в
области генетики и селекции растений, в области семеноводства, особенно
в части разработки новых семян овощей», — пояснил представитель
пакистанской стороны.
По его словам, делегацию впечатлили достижения Беларуси и в сфере
переработки мяса и молока. «По этому направлению мы также планируем
сотрудничать. Взаимодействие между нашими странами будет
расширяться и, естественно, товарооборот будет увеличиваться», —
заявил Абид Джавед.
Беларусь и Пакистан подписали три межведомственных меморандума о
взаимопонимании: по вопросам сотрудничества в области сельского
хозяйства, карантина растений и применения фитосанитарных мер, а также в
области ветеринарии и санитарии. Следующее заседание белорусскопакистанской рабочей группы по сельскому хозяйству планируется провести
в марте 2018 года в Пакистане, передает БЕЛТА.
Богданов: Беларусь нарастит поставки детского питания в Пакистан
«AgroNews». http://agronews.by/news/potrebrynok/21653.html. 24.02.2017.

В 2017 году белорусские производители планируют нарастить экспорт
детского питания в Пакистан до 1,1 млн долларов.
Об этом перед заседанием белорусско-пакистанской рабочей группы по
сотрудничеству в области сельского хозяйства рассказал начальник главного
управления ВЭД Минсельхозпрода Алексей Богданов, передает БЕЛТА.
«Что касается экспорта в Пакистан, то в 2016 году темп его роста
составил 138%. Мы поставили продукции на 981 тыс долларов. В основе
нашего экспорта — детское питание ОАО «Беллакт». В 2017 году Беларусь
планирует нарастить поставки детского питания в Пакистан до 1,1 млн
долларов», — отметил чиновник.
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Беларусь и Пакистан определили
сотрудничества в промышленности

приоритетные

направления

«Чеснок».
http://4esnok.by/novosti/belarus-i-pakistan-opredelili-tri-prioritetnyenapravleniya-sotrudnichestva-v-promyshlennosti/. 24.02.2017.

Сегодня состоялась встреча главы белорусского диппредставительства в
Пакистане Андрея Ермоловича с пакистанским федaральным министрoм
прoмышленности и прoизводств Ханом Жатой. В рамках встречи стороны
определили несколько приоритетных векторов, по которым страны будут
взаимодействовать в промышленности. Передают информагентства,
ссылаясь на белорусское диппредставительство в Исламской Республике.
В приоритете по сотрудничеству в промышленности у сторон оказались
следующие направления: совместно производить автокомпоненты,
сельхозтехнику и оборудование, электротехнические изделия и
оборудование.
Кроме этого в обсуждении стороны коснулись мер, которые бы помогли
активизировать взаимодействие между государствами в промсекторе.
Беларусь и Пакистан обсуждают возможность создания СП по
переработке пищевой продукции
«Агро Перспектива» (г. Киев). http://www.agroperspectiva.com/ru/news/164665. 24.02.2017

Беларусь и Пакистан обсуждают возможность создания совместных
предприятий по переработке пищевой продукции. Об этом сообщил сегодня
журналистам начальник главного управления внешнеэкономической
деятельности Министерства сельского хозяйства и продовольствия Алексей
Богданов, который принимал участие в заседании белорусско-пакистанской
рабочей группы по сотрудничеству в области сельского хозяйства, передает
корреспондент БЕЛТА. «Идет разговор о создании совместных предприятий
по переработке белорусского сырья (сухого молока, мяса птицы) на
территории Пакистана с использованием белорусских технологий. Например,
обсуждается вопрос, чтобы Беларусь передала свои технологии по
производству цельномолочной продукции и мороженого из белорусского
сухого цельного и обезжиренного молока и масла. Такая идея
прорабатывается: сейчас мы ищем партнера с пакистанской стороны,
который будет реализовывать проект», — пояснил Алексей Богданов.
Начальник главного управления ВЭД подчеркнул, что сотрудничество
должно быть выгодно обеим сторонам. «Пакистанских коллег интересует
возможность поставок фруктов на наш рынок. Кроме того, обсуждаются
варианты обучения их специалистов в наших сельскохозяйственных вузах.
Причем речь идет как о студентах, так и о фермерах», — отметил Алексей
Богданов. Он рассказал, что в Беларуси для переподготовки кадров
и повышения квалификации в аграрной отрасли разработаны специальные
учебные программы на английском языке, рассчитанные на две-три недели.
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Следующее заседание белорусско-пакистанской рабочей группы по
сельскому хозяйству планируется провести в марте 2018 года в Пакистане.
Беларусь намерена поставлять молочную продукцию (скотоводства) в
Пакистан
Belarus eager to export dairy products to Pakistan
Parvez Jabri. BR. Feb 21st, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/21/337508

ISLAMABAD: Belarusian Province Brest Oblast wants to export its dairy
products to Pakistan in 2017 to promote mutual trade between the two countries.
According to a press release issued by Belarus Embassay, here on Tuesday, a
meeting was held between Mikhail Serkov, Deputy Chairman of the Brest Oblast
Executive Committee and Governor, Balochistan, Muhammad Khan Achakzai,
who is on official visit to Belarus.
He said that "We have already made some groundwork for exporting worth
$2 million merchandise to Pakistan," adding that it was a task for the prevailing
year".
Serkov further said that "We will be able to export dairy products and will
secure a market in Pakistan for our other products.
The head of the Pakistani delegation underlined th need to take concrete steps
to promote mutual trade between the two countries.
He said that Belarus and Pakistan will reach a new level of mutual
cooperation in future.
Serkov said that "I think other ideas for working together will also be
discussed." During the meeting, Anatoly Lis and Muhammad Khan Achakzai
agreed that the regions should establish contacts in industrial sector, logistics, civil
engineering, education and tourism as well as other fields.
The Balochistan Province delegation arrived in Belarus upon the invitation of
the Brest Oblast Governor. While in Belarus representatives of Pakistan are
expected to visit top companies in Brest Oblast and hold negotiations with the
management.
Members of the Pakistani delegation will also meet with officials of
Belarusian Industry Ministry.
Руководство Брестской области и делегация провинции Пакистана
Белуджистан встретились за столом переговоров
Информаицонный портал «Новости Беларуси». http://www.ctv.by/rukovodstvobrestskoy-oblasti-i-delegaciya-provincii-pakistana-beludzhistan-vstretilis-za-stolom. 20.02.2017.

Новости Беларуси. Пять тысяч километров – не помеха для
взаимовыгодной торговли. 20 февраля за столом переговоров встретились
руководство Брестской области и делегация пакистанской провинции
Белуджистан. Как выяснилось, у регионов много общих интересов. В одном
из самых густонаселенных районов мира готовы покупать белорусскую
молочную продукцию и одежду.
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К слову, первая партия под маркой BY на 2 миллиона долларов будет
отправлена уже в 2017 году. Пакистанские партнеры готовы перенять и
технологии в строительной отрасли. И все же самыми перспективными
являются легкая и пищевая промышленности, сообщили в программе
Новости «24 часа» на СТВ.
Михаил
Серков,
заместитель
председателя
Брестского
облисполкома:
Население Пакистана больше, чем население Российской Федерации и
Украины вместе взятых. Интерес к нашей продукции, к нашему детскому
питанию, к молочной продукции, безусловно, будет очень высок. Кроме того,
мы заинтересованы в поставках хлопка, рыбы.
Мухаммад Хан Ачакзаи, губернатор провинции Белуджистан
(Пакистан):
Это была очень полезная встреча. Мы смогли обменяться основными
идеями, обозначили основные приоритеты нашего сотрудничества. И
абсолютно уверены, что в ближайшем будущем наше сотрудничество
выйдет на совсем другой уровень. Хотя уже сейчас мы не только говорим, а
уже экспортируем и импортируем.
В свою очередь предприятиям Брестской области Пакистан предложил
поставлять морепродукты, в частности креветки и мидии. После переработки
у нас их можно будет выгодно продавать на рынках Европы.
Андрей Кобяков: Беларусь готова стать для пакистанских компаний
площадкой для продвижения продукции в страны Евросоюза и ЕврАзЭС
Белорусские новости «24 часа». http://www.ctv.by/novosti-minska-i-minskoyoblasti/andrey-kobyakov-belarus-gotova-stat-dlya-pakistanskih-kompaniy. 2.02.2017.

Новости Беларуси. У Беларуси и Пакистана есть все возможности для
достижения такого товарооборота уже к 2020 году. Перспективы
двустороннего сотрудничества обсудил 2 февраля глава белорусского
государства на встрече с председателем сената парламента Пакистана.
Между странами сложились дружеские отношения, налажены крепкие
политические связи, время наращивать объем взаимной торговли.
Пакистан – шестая по численности населения страна в мире. Для
Беларуси – это рынок почти в 200 миллионов человек. В том, что дружба –
залог прочных торгово-экономических отношений, убедились в программе
Новости «24 часа» на СТВ.
Анастасия
Иванникова,
СТВ:
Дипломатическим отношениям Беларуси и Пакистана уже больше двух
десятилетий, но особенно активизировались они последнее время. С 2014
заметный скачок, сразу после открытия нашего посольства в Исламабаде.
Два раза Александр Лукашенко приезжал в Исламскую Республику с
официальными визитами. В свою очередь у нас был премьер-министр
Пакистана Наваз Шариф, теперь – председатель сената парламента.
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Очевидно: высокий уровень политических связей между странами
достигнут. Время наращивать объем взаимной торговли. Мы по-прежнему
экспортируем в Пакистан тракторы, калийные удобрения, шины, детское
питание. Основные импортные статьи – рис, ткани, текстиль. За 2016 год
товарооборот не слишком большой, поэтому здесь есть над чем работать.
Александр
Лукашенко,
Президент
Республики
Беларусь:
Зная, какую роль играют парламенты в обеих странах, я хочу просить вас,
чтобы вы в Пакистане взяли на контроль исполнение той дорожной карты,
по которой мы договорились действовать в среднесрочной и ближайшей
перспективах.
Мы договорились, что к 2020 году мы достигнем уровня миллиарда
долларов в торговле двух стран.
Потенциал наших государств, да и не только потенциал, но уже и
реальные возможности для этого существуют. Мы даже можем превзойти
этот уровень. Нам надо не просто делать заявления, но стремиться к
этому уровню, обозначая не только конкретные направления
сотрудничества, но и надо обозначать тот уровень и объемы товаров,
которые мы можем поставлять взаимно на наши рынки.
Вы наши возможности знаете, у нас запрещенных тем нет. Мы можем
с вами сотрудничать по всем направлениям. У нас сегодня нет разногласий
практически, но надо начинать действовать. С моей стороны мы будем
всячески поддерживать сотрудничество, я вам это обещаю.
Помочь еще больше активизировать диалог как раз могут
парламентарии. Пакистанский гость в должности с марта 2015. Юрист по
образованию, не один год занимал должность министра права, в составе
комитетов парламента с 1996 года.
Его кандидатуру на должность председателя сената выдвинул альянс
оппозиционных партий. Премьер-министр Наваз Шариф поддержал. Кстати,
парламент Пакистана, как и Беларуси, двухпалатный. Нижняя палата –
Национальная ассамблея, верхняя – Сенат. Гость подчеркнет: несмотря на
холодную погоду, в Синеокой встретили по-настоящему тепло.
Миан Раза Раббани, председатель сената парламента Пакистана:
Я уверен, что взаимоотношения и сотрудничество Беларуси и Пакистана в
дальнейшем будут развиваться и крепнуть. За короткое время мы
подписали более 70 соглашений. В самых различных сферах, от экономики до
военно-технического сотрудничества.
Пакистан – шестая по численности населения страна в мире. Для
Беларуси – это рынок почти в 200 миллионов человек, а еще ресурсы.
Страна с субтропическим зноем тепло принимала и главу белорусского
государства. Премьер-министр лично встречал Александра Лукашенко у
трапа самолета дважды. Вот такой знак особого уважения и дружбы.
Май 2015. Как продвинуть общую экономику? Какие сферы
сотрудничества в приоритете? Эти и другие темы обсуждали Беларусь и
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Пакистан. А еще база двух стран пополнилась пакетом из 20 соглашений:
договорились о диалоге в промышленности, науке, образовании.
Октябрь 2016. Белорусская делегация подпишет полтора десятка
документов. За три дня двухстороннего диалога общая сумма контрактов
составила больше 50 миллионов долларов. Но главное – от договоренностей
на бумаге переходить к конкретным действиям.
Можем и хотим развивать сотрудничество в промышленности. В
Пакистане знают наши тракторы. Примерно половина жителей этой
исламской республики занята в сельском хозяйстве. Выращивают рис,
пшеницу, хлопок. Поэтому нужна и техника, и шины. Стороны даже готовы
создавать совместные предприятия.
Андрей Кобяков, премьер-министр Республики Беларусь:
Беларусь готова стать для пакистанских компаний площадкой для
последующего продвижения продукции в страны Евросоюза и выхода на
более чем 180-миллионный потребительский рынок Евразийского
экономического союза.
В свою очередь, Пакистан – в пятерке мировых экспортеров хлопка.
Даже президент Мамнун Хусейн когда-то начинал свою карьеру в семейном
текстильном бизнесе. Как организовано подобное производство у нас? С
экскурсией на специализированном предприятии гости из Пакистана.
Супруга председателя сената качество оценила и даже приобрела зимнее
пальто.
Кстати, сотрудничать с Пакистаном намерен и Китай. Поднебесная
вложила десятки миллиардов долларов в инфраструктуру и энергетику
страны. Беларусь как раз сможет стать частью треугольника Минск–
Исламабад–Пекин. Кроме того, наша страна может поучаствовать в
инфраструктурных проектах, которые Пакистан реализует с Китаем.
Намерения о сотрудничестве скрепили подписями под совместным
заявлением.
А еще проекты в сфере науки, технологий, образования – здесь
перспективы тоже большие. Парламенты двух стран настроены на серьезное
сотрудничество.
Владимир Андрейченко, председатель Палаты представителей
Национального
собрания
Республики
Беларусь:
Надо участвовать в работе комиссий по торгово-экономическому, научнотехническому, военно-техническому сотрудничеству. Возможности такие у
нас есть.
Чем-то похожи и народы двух стран. Например, одинаково чтим и
уважаем традиции. Вот и 2 февраля парламентская делегация возложила
цветы к монументу Победы.
И пусть официальный Минск и Исламабад разделяет 5000 километров,
зато объединяет многое. В первую очередь дружба, которая с каждым годом
лишь крепнет.
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Товарооборот между Беларусью и Пакистаном вырастет до $1 млрд
TV канал «Мир24». http://mir24.tv/news/economy/15660110. 2.02.2017.

Минск и Исламабад договорились о миллиардном товарообороте через
три года. Сегодня президент Республики Беларусь Александр Лукашенко
встретился с председателем сената парламента Пакистана Миан Раза
Раббани.
«У нас есть хорошая договоренность к 2020 году окончательно
выстроить фундамент наших отношений в виде торгово-экономических
отношений. Мы договорились, что к 2020 году мы достигнем уровня
миллиарда долларов в торговле двух стран. Потенциальные возможности
существуют», - сказал Лукашенко.
Сейчас между странами подписано около 70 соглашений, но пока
дорожная карта действует формально. Хозяин встречи предложил гостю
перейти от документов к конкретным шагам. Минск готов строить в
Пакистане любые объекты и создавать совместные предприятия. Александр
Лукашенко надеется, что и депутаты обеих парламентов начнут действовать
более активно.
Парламентская делегация Пакистана находится в Беларуси с
четырехдневным визитом. В программе запланированы встречи с
руководством страны, переговоры на предприятиях и экскурсии по музеям.
Лукашенко: Беларусь и Пакистан имеют реальные возможности для
достижения взаимного товарооборота в $1 млрд к 2020 году
Информационно-аналитическая
газета
Беларуси
«NewsBel.by».
http://newsbel.by/02/02/lukashenko-belarus-i-pakistan-imeyut-realnye-vozmozhnosti-dlyadostizheniya-vzaimnogo-tovarooborota-v-1-mlrd-k-2020-godu/. 2.02.2017.

Президент РБ А.Г. Лукашенко провѐл встречу с председателем
Сената Парламента Пакистана Мианом Раза Раббани, во время которой
уверенность в реальной возможности наращивания товарооборота между
государствами до $1 млрд к 2020 году.
Информация об итогах состоявшихся переговоров предоставлена в
четверг (второго февраля) на сайте пресс-службы главы белорусского
государства. Александр Лукашенко акцентировал внимание собеседника на
том, что между Беларусью и Пакистаном сложились дружественные
отношения. Но в настоящее время важно не просто делать заявления, а
«стремиться к этому уровню, обозначая не только конкретные направления
сотрудничества, но и объемы товаров, которые можем взаимно поставлять на
рынки друг друга».
В свою очередь, представитель пакистанской стороны Миан Раза
Раббани выразил уверенность в дальнейшем успешном расширении
сотрудничества с Беларусью.
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К сведению: между Республикой Беларусь и Пакистаном заключено
более 70 соглашений и договоров в различных сферах, в том числе в
экономике.
Делегацию Пакистана во главе с председателем Сената в аэропорту
встретил Михаил Мясникович
Новости Беларуси (TV). http://www.ctv.by/novosti-minska-i-minskoy-oblasti/delegaciyupakistana-vo-glave-s-predsedatelem-senata-v-aeroportu. 1.02.2017.

Новости Беларуси. Беларусь и Пакистан на пути углубления
сотрудничества. В Минск с официальным визитом прибыла парламентская
делегация этой страны во главе с председателем Сената. В аэропорту коллег
встретил председатель Совета Республики Михаил Мясникович.
В ходе визита парламентской делегации предстоит продуктивно
поработать: запланирован ряд переговоров.
Дорожная карта сотрудничества Беларуси и Пакистана была подписана в
2015 году. Тот год, кстати, стал переломным в отношениях двух стран.
Именно в 2015 состоялся первый официальный визит в Пакистан нашего
Президента. Объем торговли между странами последнее десятилетие
колеблется в пределах от 50 до 120 миллионов долларов в год.
Однако лидеры государств поставили задачу увеличить цифры до 1
миллиарда долларов.
Белорусы в Пакистане закупают в основном рис, фрукты, изделия и
материалы из кожи, ткани, текстиль и спортивный инвентарь. А вот
Пакистан нуждается в наших тракторах, запасных частях к ним, калийных
удобрениях, шинах, сухих детских смесях. К слову, кроме тесного
политического диалога и торгово-экономического интереса страны связывает
и взаимодействие на международной арене, сообщили в программе Новости
«24 часа» на СТВ.

ПАКИСТАН – ЮГО-ВОСТОЧНАЯ АЗИЯ1
О расширении военно-технического сотрудничества Пакистана с
Республикой Корея и Турецкой Республикой
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35585. 13 июня, 2017.

По информации СМИ КНР, ВС Пакистана получили первую партию
буксируемых гаубиц КН-179 калибра 155 мм. южнокорейского производства.
Известно, что корейская гаубица представляет собой серьезно
модифицированное американское орудие М114А1, которое впервые было
выпущено в США в 1942 г. и было основным орудием полевой артиллерии в
ходе Второй мировой войны и вьетнамской компании ВС США.
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Опытно-конструкторские работы были проведены инженерами и
специалистами компании Kia Machine Tool Company в течение трех лет в
период с 1979 по 1982 гг. Корейские специалисты разместили на лафете
ствол длиной 39 калибров, что позволило увеличить дальность стрельбы
стандартным осколочно-фугасным снарядом до 22 км, а активно-реактивным
до 30 км. Следует отметить, что М114А1 имела максимальную дальность
стрельбы 15 км.
При весе 6,89 тонны гаубицу КН-179 можно перевозить на внешней
подвеске тяжелого транспортного вертолета СН-47D или в грузовом отсеке
военно-транспортного самолета С-130. Следует отметить, что данное орудие
предназначено для стрельбы с закрытых позиций, поскольку для борьбы с
бронетехникой на открытой местности необходим бронещит, который в
целях экономии веса конструкторы убрали.
В отношении ствола орудия известно, что он изготавливается из
высокопрочного аллюминиево-стального сплава с дополнительной
температурной закалкой, что обеспечивает высокую надежность и долгий
срок службы. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что поскольку орудие имеет
гладкую внешнюю поверхность, то расчет КН-179 (восемь военнослужащих)
не должен превышать максимальную скорострельность в 4 выстрела в
минуту, а при продолжительном ведении огня темп стрельбы должен быть
снижен до 2 выстрелов минуту.
Именно превышение темпа стрельбы и последовавший перегрев ствола
на месте стыковки с казенной частью привел к разрыву орудия 3 декабря
2009 г. на приморском испытательном оружейном полигоне Научноисследовательского отдела национальной обороны Республике Корея в
районе г. Пхочхон провинции Кѐнгидо.
В боекомплект гаубицы входят стандартные осколочно-фугасные,
активно-реактивные, кассетные, осветительные и дымовые боеприпасы
американского и европейского производства. Известно, что корейские
оружейники за последние 30 с лишним лет освоили производство данных
боеприпасов и составляют серьезную конкуренцию производителям из США
и ЕС.
По данным китайских источников, компания-производитель выпустила
около 1000 гаубиц КН-179, т.е. данные орудия составляют более половины от
артиллерийских систем, стоящих на вооружении СВ ВС РК. Известно, что
первой буксируемые гаубицы КН-179 для национальных ВС приобрела
Индонезия.
Следует отметить, что гаубица М114А1 уже известна артиллеристам СВ
ВС Пакистана и по этой причине проблем с освоением КН-179 не
предвидится, а кроме того южнокорейские компании на регулярной основе
поставляют Исламабаду боеприпасы разных калибров.
Именно стабильные поставки высококачественных боеприпасов из-за
рубежа позволяют командованию СВ ВС Пакистана закупать более
современные турецкие гаубицы калибра 155 мм под обозначением Panter.
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Данное орудие спроектировано специалистами известной турецкой
государственной компании Makina ve Kimya Endustrisi Kurumu (англ.
Mechanical and Chemical Industry Corporation), а серийное производство
налажено на оружейном заводе №1011 в Анкаре.
Известно, что в разработке данного орудия прининали участие
специалисты Singapore Technologies Kinetics, которые впоследствии
заимствовали наработки турецких коллег при создании собственной гаубицы
под обозначением FH-2000.
Представляется возможным указать следующие тактико-технические
характеристики гаубицы Panter:
– вес 18 тонн;
– длина ствола 52 калибра;
– длина гаубицы в походном положении 11 м;
– высота 2,6 м;
– ширина 3,3 м;
– угол возвышения от -3 до +65;
– максимальная скорострельность: 9 выстр/мин;
– рабочая скорострельность: 3 вытср/мин;
– максимальная продолжительность непрерывного огня не более 30 мин.
Дальность полета снаряда в зависимости от типа боеприпаса
варьируется от 24 до 40 км. Наведение на цель обеспечивает система
управления огнем BAIKS-2000 производства турецкой компании ASELSAN.
Орудие обслуживает расчет из шести военнослужащих, которые
переводят его из походного положения в менее чем за пять минут. При
необходимости расчет может сменить место расположения орудия благодаря
вспомогательному дизельному двигателю с воздушным охлаждением
мощностью 160 л.с производства немецкой компании DEUTZ. Данный
силовой агрегат обеспечивает орудию максимальную скорость движения по
шоссе 20 км/ч.
Кроме того, турецкая Makina ve Kimya Endustrisi Kurumu может
поставить пакистанским военным еще одну свою разработку – легкую
авиадесантную буксируемую гаубицу калибра 105 мм под обозначением
Boran. Известно, что данное орудие полностью отвечает требованиям
командования СВ ВС Турецкой Реcпублики. Для выполнения задач в
современно вооруженном конфликте гаубица Bosan комплектуется системой
управления огнем, инерциальной системой навигации, дульной
радиолокационной станцией и лазерным дальномером производства
ASELSAN.
Максимальная скорострельность орудия достигает 6 выстр/ мин, тогда
как нормальная скорострельность при продолжительном ведении огня
снижена всего лишь до 5 выстр/мин. Максимальная дальность стрельбы
составляет 17 км.
Очевидно, что благодаря подобным контрактам военно-политическое
руководство Пакистана пытается провести модернизации парка ствольной
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артиллерии, поскольку основной региональный конкурент – Индия
прикладывает значительные усилия по модернизации собственных
артиллерийских подразделений за счет приобретения сверхлегких
авиадесантных гаубиц М777ER (пр-во США), поступающих на вооружение
горно-стрелковых подразделений. Кроме того, южнокорейские оружейники
поставляют официальному Нью-Дели самоходные артиллерийские установки
К-9 Vajra, которые также известны турецким оружейникам и приняты на
вооружение ВС Турецкой Республики под обозначением К-9 Firtina.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, очевидно, что южнокорейские и
турецкие оружейники вступают в серьезную конкурентную борьбу с
оборонно-промышленным комплексом КНР за пакистанский оружейный
рынок.
Малайзия и Пакистан стремятся расширить торговые связи.
Pak, Malaysia focus on trade diversification to improve bilateral trade
volume
Parvez Jabri. BR. May 4th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/05/04/346998/pakmalaysia-focus-on-trade-diversification-to-improve-bilateral-trade-volume/

ISLAMABAD: Dr. Hasrul Sani Mujtabar, High Commissioner of Malaysia
Thursday said that Pakistan and Malaysia were the first two Islamic countries that
had signed FTA long time ago, but the bilateral trade was still confined to few
products.
He said this during his visit with a 13-member trade mission of Malaysia to
Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ICCI), said a statement issued
here on Thursday.
The delegation headed by Tunku Rizal was representing various sectors
including hydropower generation, construction, manufacturing, water filtration
technology, cosmetics, sea food etc.
Speaking at the occasion, Hasrul Sani said there was an urgent need to focus
on diversification of trade for improving trade figure.
He said both countries had good relations in education and defense fields as
over 5000 Pakistani students were studying in Malaysia while Malaysia used to
send its military officers to Pakistan for training.
However, he said it was high time that both countries should intensify efforts
for improving two-way trade that would bring far better results for their
economies.
He said that Pakistan should further streamline its visa policy for Malaysian
businessmen so that they could easily visit Pakistan for exploring new business
opportunities.
On the occasion, Tunku Rizal said that Pakistan and Malaysia had good
potential to enhance cooperation in many fields and the two countries should
encourage frequent exchange of trade delegations to explore all untapped areas of
potential cooperation.
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He said Malaysia could help Pakistan in hydropower generation, designing
and construction of industrial parks, hotels, tourism and other sectors.
He hoped that visit of Malaysian delegation to Pakistan would lead to
finalization of some business deals between the private sectors of both countries.
In his welcome address, Khalid Iqbal Malik, President, ICCI said that PakMalaysia signed FTA in 2007 had not achieved the desired results.
He said the main reason of low trade volume was that both countries were
doing trade in few items.
He stressed that both should focus on new products to improve two-way
trade.
He said many Pakistani products including non-basmati rice, wheat, mangoes,
halal food, seafood, meat products, cutlery and sports goods, spices, handicrafts,
light engineering goods, hospital and surgical equipment, pharmaceuticals and
gems and jewelry could find good market in Malaysia.
He said many sectors of Pakistan's economy including palm oil cultivation
and refining, construction of low cost housing schemes and highways, livestock
and dairy, energy, education, transportation, IT, shipbreaking, food processing,
sports goods and Halal industry offered good potential to Malaysian investors.
He urged that more Malaysian investors should visit Pakistan to explore
investment and joint ventures in CPEC projects and other areas of interest.
Khalid Malik Senior Vice President ICCI, Tahir Ayub Vice President ICCI,
Tariq Sadiq, Zafar Bakhtawari, Zahid Maqbool and others also spoke at the
occasion.
Малайзия хочет пользоваться портом Гвадар
Malaysia wants to utilise Gwadar port
The Express Tribune, April 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1375524/malaysiandelegation-wants-utilise-gwadar-port/

ISLAMABAD: In a bid to capitalise on the rise of regional integration, a
Malaysian delegation on Wednesday expressed its interest to help develop projects
like ferry service operation, construction of dedicated terminals at Pakistani ports
and establishment of industry in the Gwadar port free zone.
CPEC will ‗pave way for development‘
Both countries agreed that a joint working group on maritime cooperation of
Pakistan and Malaysia may be established.
These decisions were reached at a meeting held between a high level
delegation headed by former Prime Minister of Malaysia, Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, and Pakistan‘s Minister for Port and Shipping Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo.
The visiting delegation included leading industrialists and businessmen. The
meeting discussed potential avenues of investment and explored possibilities of
joint ventures in Pakistan‘s shipping sector.
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The visiting delegation was briefed by Bizenjo about ongoing projects being
executed by the ministry and the future plans for development of the maritime
sector.
Minister for Ports and Shipping emphasised on the importance of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Gwadar Port, stating that the port held a
central place in CPEC and would be a transshipment hub in the future.
He said the government had announced incentives, including income tax and
customs duty exemptions for the Gwadar Free Zone Area. Participants of the
meeting were briefed that the ministry had taken an initiative to allow the public
and private sector to start the ferry service to facilitate tourists and pilgrims to Iran
and the Middle East. This would stimulate economic growth through the tourism
industry.
Britain eyeing to become key partner of CPEC
It also discussed that modern dedicated terminals for liquefied natural gas
(LNG), coal and clinker and containers have been completed at Karachi Port and
Port Qasim.
The delegation was also apprised that Pakistan had announced complete tax
exemptions for import and registration of ships.
Многие страны присоединились к КПЭК (в т.ч. Южная Корея).
South Korea in CPEC
Dr Ahmad Rashid Malik (Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Strategic Studies
Islamabad). The Nation. 7/02/2017/ http://nation.com.pk/columns/07-Feb-2017/south-korea-incpec

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) offers huge business and
investment opportunities to all countries and global institutions.
Since the project was formally launched in April 2015, it has opened up
multiple businesses in physical infrastructure, transportation, energy, and trade,
and even more.
The best opportunities exist for Pakistan‘s investment partners.
China could motivate Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan to invest in the CPECrelated projects. In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
are traditional and sizeable investors in Pakistan. Both countries are part of the One
Belt One Road (OBOR) and have special ties with Pakistan. They could play a
significant role in CPEC investment. The United Kingdom, Germany, France,
Turkey, Russia, Romania have joined the CPEC. Other investors from Europe
such as Switzerland and Norway should also show interests in CPEC projects.
In East Asia, Japan is an investor in Pakistan, and in the past, it has played a
pivotal role in investment in Pakistan especially in the auto sector in the 1990s.
Since then, unfortunately Japan‘s investments in Pakistan have rather declined.
In the past decade, Japan did not invest for a variety of reasons, which need
to be revived.
As Japan is a leader in investment in Asia, its participation in the CPECrelated business and investment would open many other windows for other
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investors. This would also revive traditional strong ties between Pakistan and
Japan and would create a balanced view of Pakistan in East Asia instead of heavily
leaning toward China for investment.
A diversified investment policy of Pakistan would be more attractive for
investors from East Asia and within the parameters of ―Vision East Asia‘‘ policy
adopted in 2004, but it largely remained inactive.
Pakistan cannot not afford to bypass South Korea in its CPEC vision.
China came much later to construct the Gwadar Port in 2001.
It was the South Korean multinational Daewoo, which offered loan of US$
630 million and constructed Pakistan‘s first limited access motorway between
Lahore and Islamabad (M-2) from 1993-97.
It was a time when no donor, country or a global financial institution, was
interested in that project.
Pakistani economy was facing an economic crunch at that time and largely
depended on donors.
The first PML-N Government faced that hardship.
The motorway contract was signed in 1992.
The length of the project was 339 km.
The construction of the project within five years, when four governments
including two care-take government were changed, wrote history of speedy and
exemplary projects in Pakistan.
Motorway was the largest project built in Pakistan after Tarbela and Mangla
dams in the 1960s.
When the motorway was build in Pakistan, there was no vision of a
motorway existed in South Asia and Central Asia.
The motorway was a shining example of cooperation between Pakistan and
the South Korean private sector.
In fact, CPEC vision was practically laid down by the Lahore-Islamabad
motorway. The rest is an extension. Therefore, South Korea should take high
stakes in CPEC projects especially in the field of motorways construction, tunnels,
bridges, and transportation. The Lowari tunnel is another monument of South
Korean infrastructural development in Pakistan.
At the higher level, Pakistani leadership should invite South Korean
multinational companies to take part in CPEC projects.
South Korea emerged as the second largest source of investment after the
United States in Pakistan in 1994. The country was well competing with Japan at
that time and laying infrastructural in Pakistan.
South Korean role in public transportation was another hallmark for its
business participation in Pakistan, which had transformed Pakistani transportation
culture.
At that point, Chinese investment was non-existent in Pakistan.
South Korea opened up the real door for infrastructural development in
Pakistan.
Its role in Pakistan was commendable in the 1990s.
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The sudden change of the government on 12 October 1999 was the main
reason for the South Korean businessmen‘s decline of interest in doing business
and investment in Pakistan and, for long, they stayed at the bay and watched the
situation.
Since the country was returned to normal democracy in 2008 and the
incumbent government attained many goals such as wiping out terrorism,
improvement of law and order in Karachi, and a number of economic objectives
that were achieved, this has paved the way for South Korean investors to come
back to Pakistan again and participate in its economic turnaround.
An economically stable and politically sound Pakistan could attain many
goals and attractive investors from East Asian countries.
The CPEC is a window of economic operation to lure investors.
The results are in the pipeline and hope the political climate will not be
damaged by any misadventure as happened in the past when the motorway
momentum was built in the 1990s.
The CPEC gives a new breath to Pakistani economy.

АФРИКА1
Торговые связи Пак-на с Нигерией
Call to promote Pakistan-Nigeria bilateral trade
Daily Times, December 9th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/155641/call-promotepakistan-nigeria-bilateral-trade/

ISLAMABAD: Ambassador of Nigeria to Pakistan Maj Gen (r) Ashimiyu
Adebayo Olaniyi said that Pakistan and Nigeria have many commonalities that
should be leveraged for promoting bilateral trade and economic relations between
the two countries.
He said Nigeria had excellent cooperation with Pakistan in defence field, but
the bilateral trade was not encouraging. He said both countries have big consumer
markets and huge potential to cooperate with each other in many fields including
agriculture, minerals, pharmaceuticals, oil & gas, energy and others. He said
Pakistani pharmaceuticals, tractors and many other products have great potential in
Nigeria.
This, he said while addressing business community at Islamabad Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (ICCI).
The Nigerian envoy said that Pakistan and Nigeria should develop strong
cooperation between their SMEs that would help in upscaling the two-way trade.
He said Pakistan International Airlines should consider launching direct flights
between Pakistan and Nigeria that would help in improving trade volume. He said
Nigeria had made same liberal investment policy for foreign investors as that of
Pakistan and urged that Pakistani investors should explore Nigeria for investment
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opportunities. He said an international trade fair would be held in Abuja, Nigeria in
February 2018 and added that it was a good opportunity for Pakistani businessmen
to take part in it and explore business prospects in Nigeria.
Speaking at the occasion, ICCI President Sheikh Amir Waheed Chamber
said that Pakistan and Nigeria were doing trade in limited items due to which the
bilateral trade was not up to the mark and stressed that both countries should focus
on diversification of trade to achieve better results. He said both countries have
good potential to get better access to bigger markets by enhancing cooperation as
Nigeria was a gateway for Africa and Pakistan was a gateway for South Asia.
He said both countries could help each other in manufacturing, agriculture,
energy, natural resources and many other sectors for which direct connectivity
between their private sectors was key requirement. He said many Pakistani
products including agriculture machinery, electrical products, medical equipment,
pharmaceuticals, textiles & garments, sports goods, surgical instruments could find
good market in Nigeria.
ICCI Senior Vice President Muhammad Naveed and Vice President Nisar
Mirza said that Nigerian investors should explore joint ventures and investment in
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project. They said that Pakistan could help
Nigeria in setting up sugar, cement, fertiliser, engineering and other industrial
plants. They said frequent exchange of trade delegations and holding single
country exhibitions would help in identifying all untapped areas of potential
cooperation.
Пакистан будет ввозить газ и нефть из Нигерии
Pakistan gives go-ahead for oil, gas import from Nigeria
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
1st,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1496339/pakistan-gives-go-ahead-oil-gas-import-nigeria/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistani government has given the go-ahead to the
Ministry of Energy for kicking off negotiations with Nigeria to explore the
possibility of cooperation in oil and gas production and trade including import of
crude oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG) without going into the bidding process,
officials say.
The ministry is seeking close partnership with energy-rich Nigeria in a
government-to-government arrangement in order to encourage and promote
investments in each other‘s petroleum upstream and downstream industries.
Govt plans to strike LNG deals with big African producers
Under a proposed deal, the two countries will exchange technical and other
information as well as data on mutually beneficial projects and activities.
They will also ensure cooperation of academia and science institutes in the oil
and gas field at national, regional and international levels.
At present, Pakistan is annually importing 4.5 million tons of LNG and the
volume will shoot up to 9 million tons before the end of current calendar year.
Projections show the country will annually need 20 million tons of LNG within
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three years and 30 million tons in five years. Although Nigeria LNG Limited‘s
production dropped 1.8 million tons in 2016, the company still kept its position as
one of the top five LNG exporters in the world.
According to the International Gas Union‘s World LNG 2017 report, Nigeria
featured among top five LNG exporters by share between 2015 and 2016. The
order of the top five exporters was Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Nigeria and
Indonesia.
As part of the proposal, Pakistan and Nigeria will explore the possibility of
crude oil, oil products and LNG supplies and setting up refining facilities. They
will share experience and assist in gas infrastructure development, gas
consumption and optimum utilisation of flare gas.
The two countries will also conduct joint development studies, evaluate the
possibility of well drilling, examine production data including samples of work
areas and exchange results of studies.
They will undertake studies in collaboration with Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation and Pakistan‘s state-owned companies – Pakistan
Petroleum Limited and Oil and Gas Development Company.
Pakistan gears up for another LNG terminal
This will lead to joint ventures in exploration and production through separate
agreements covering offshore areas and unconventional shale and tight gas
reserves in onshore areas.
Pakistan and Nigeria will look at state-to-state joint venture opportunities in
storage facilities for oil and oil products, marketing, distribution and retail.
They will develop human capital and conduct research and development work
in hydrocarbon sectors of both countries through exchanges at various levels. They
will also engage in geological studies in the mining sector.
Военное сотрудничество Пакистана с ЮАР
Defence cooperation MoU signed with South Africa
Dawn, March 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1323316/defence-cooperationmou-signed-with-south-africa

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and South Africa signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) on Monday on defence cooperation.
Titled ―Defence and defence industrial cooperation‖, the MoU was signed by
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif and South African Minister of Defence and
Military Veterans Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula.
A South African defence delegation is on a four-day visit to Pakistan. It is the
first visit by a defence minister from South Africa to Pakistan Defence relations
between Pakistan and South Africa have recently witnessed growth.
Chief of South African National Defence Force Gen Solly Zacharia was the
main guest at this year‘s Pakistan Day parade .
A defence ministry note said the MoU would provide for strengthening and
diversifying through formal structures collaborative programmes, exchange of
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information and training of armed forces‘ officers, and acquisition of defence
equipment as well as cooperation in research and development, transfer of
technology, coproduction and joint ventures.
The two countries will establish a joint defence committee to steer the
cooperation.
Ms Mapisa-Nqakula later visited the General Headquarters for a meeting with
Chief of the Army staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa.
―During the meeting, views were exchanged on issues of mutual interest,
including defence and security cooperation between the two countries and the
overall regional security situation,‖ the ISPR, the military‘s public relations wing,
said.

ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОГО СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА - ОЭС1
Пакистан опасается, что Афганистан может не пропускать товары по
Соглашению в рамках ОЭС
Islamabad fears Kabul may block goods supply to ECO states
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
August
30th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1494406/islamabad-fears-kabul-may-block-goods-supply-eco-states/

ISLAMABAD: As the diplomatic row escalates, Pakistan voices fear that
Afghanistan may create hurdles to prevent the use of its territory for goods
transportation to member states of the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO)
and European countries.
At present, Pakistan and China are executing a $57-billion economic corridor
project. In the wake of this, Pakistan is exploring the option of connecting to the
Central Asian states via land routes.
Pakistan, Afghanistan discuss ways to boost bilateral trust
Earlier, Pakistan and Tajikistan were desirous of signing a transit trade
agreement with Afghanistan, but the latter was hesitant and demanded inclusion of
India in the agreement. However, Pakistan dismissed the demand, saying India
could not be part of the deal unless it improved diplomatic ties.
Pakistan is a signatory of the ECO Transit Transport Framework Agreement
(TTFA), which came into force on May 19, 2006. Its objectives include
development and maintenance of mutually beneficial transit transport
arrangements for regional and international trade.
However, Pakistan, along with Afghanistan, has so far not accepted the
Convention on the Contract for International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)
while other ECO member states are party to the agreement.
Without accession to the CMR and the regulatory framework, the
transportation of goods by Pakistani vehicles via land routes to the ECO member
states and European countries will not be permissible.
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In a meeting held on August 4, sources said, cabinet members emphasised
that all the authorities concerned, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and all provinces
backed Pakistan‘s accession to the CMR convention, 1978.
They cautioned that the move would not bear fruit if Kabul did not accept the
convention, which would create hurdles to the use of land routes linking with
Central Asia and Europe.
The cabinet members felt that more consultation needed to be undertaken and
put off decision on the critical issue at a time when Pakistan‘s exports had
weakened steadily.
In the first four years of the current government, exports of the country dipped
around $4 billion, prompting the government to aggressively explore markets of
Central Asia and Russia, which were energy and trade hubs.
Pakistan is close to Central Asia that may become a gateway to Russia and
Europe. However, there is no land connection, making it difficult for Pakistan to
gain access to markets of these countries.
ECO is an inter-governmental regional organisation established in 1985 by
Iran, Pakistan and Turkey for promoting economic, technical and cultural
cooperation. Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan later joined the bloc.
Pakistan, Afghanistan agree to boost cooperation for peace, stability
All ECO member states, except for Uzbekistan, signed the TTFA in May
1998. It is a broad-based agreement with eight protocols approved by the 3rd ECO
ministerial meeting on transport and communications held in Islamabad in April
2000.
These are pertaining to road, rail and inland water transportation, motor
vehicles including third-party policy insurance, customs control and terms of
reference for the Transit Transport Coordination Council.
Проблемы в торговле в рамках ОЭС.
Snags in the ECO trade agreement
MUHAMMAD ASHRAF. Business & Finance weekly, March
https://www.dawn.com/news/1321663/snags-in-the-eco-trade-agreement.

20th,

2017.

The joint declaration, at the conclusion of the 13th Economic Cooperation
Organisation summit, resolved to ―double the current level of intra-ECO trade
within the next 3-5 years.‖
Despite a lapse of 25 years, since its expansion in 1992, ECO‘s performance
has remained subpar.
Total intra-region trade is 9pc of ECO‘s global trade of $650bn, compared
with ASEAN‘s 24pc and EU‘s 61pc.
To be an effective instrument for regional trade integration the
agreement needs to be renegotiated afresh
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ECO Vision 2025 is optimistic that a large part of the remaining 91pc trade
―can be diverted to ECO countries if the ECO Trade Agreement (ECOTA) is
operationalised.‖
However, a dispassionate analysis is warranted to see if ECOTAs has the
strength required to achieve this target.
Firstly, the Agreement has structural flaws which have hampered its
implementation. Article 39(1) of ECOTA makes its operationalisation conditional
to accession by five out of ten member states.
Though Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan and Tajikistan agreed in 2008 to
operationalise ECOTA, it has yet to be implemented due to disagreement between
members on the interpretation of its core provisions and non-ratification of the
agreement‘s annexes by Tajikistan.
The pre-condition of a minimum of five members‘ accession has hamstrung
the Agreement‘s implementation.
Secondly, the Agreement has textual flaws. Article 4 provides a positive list
which shall constitute 80pc of tariff lines (products) actually traded between the
Contracting Parties on the date of entry into force of the Agreement; tariffs on
these products shall be reduced to maximum 15pc.
Disagreement emerged on the interpretation of this Article between parties.
Turkey, whose MFN tariff on more than 80pc tariff lines is already below 15pc,
claimed that it was free to include these products in the positive list; it meant no
further tariff reduction by Turkey for its ECOTA partners.
On the other hand Pakistan, which was designated as the Coordinating
Country for ECOTA, contended that 80pc of only those products can be included
in the positive list which have a tariff of more than 5pc, as the inclusion of
products below 15pc tariff into the positive list neutralises ECOTA‘s trade
liberalisation objective.
Seven rounds of circular negotiations from 2008 to 2017 have failed to break
the deadlock on the interpretation.
Thirdly, in the current agreement, the three major contracting parties i.e.
Turkey, Pakistan and Iran perceive inequitable costs from trade liberalisation
which is contrary to the objective of ECOTA that the ―Agreement shall be based
and applied on the principles of overall reciprocity and mutuality of advantages in
such a way as to benefit equitably all Contracting Parties.‖
Turkey, having more than 80pc of the tariff lines with tariff already below
15pc, sees ECOTA as an opportunity sans cost. Turkish interpretation of Article 4
essentially means zero tariff reduction and a free ride in case of reduction by other
partners.
Iran, not being a WTO member, maintains high tariff levels and with no
anticipated additional market access in Turkey — the largest ECO market — does
not find the ECOTA interesting enough.
For Pakistan, ECOTA is attractive only as much as the additional market
access in Turkey and Iran. Pakistan, therefore, is not keen on the Turkish proposal
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of operationalising ECOTA as a trilateral arrangement between Pakistan, Turkey
and Afghanistan.
It would rather negotiate a bilateral agreement with Turkey based on
reciprocity than granting unilateral concessions under ECOTA.
Afghanistan and Tajikistan, jointly, make only 1.97pc of the ECO region‘s
global trade and, therefore, don‘t constitute the critical mass which can make a
substantial contribution to intra-ECO trade.
Lastly, even if the agreement is implemented by consensus on the most liberal
interpretation of tariff reduction modalities, the potential for trade growth under
ECOTA is quite limited.
Article 3 allows the contracting parties to maintain a sensitive list of 1pc
products (at six-digit level) which will be out of the ambit of the Agreement; in
addition, 20pc products can be excluded from tariff reduction under Article 4.
The agreement fails to acknowledge that intra-ECO trade is concentrated in
few products. For instance, Pakistan‘s total imports from ECO members in 2015
were $876m against 1,373 tariff lines (at the six-digit level).
The top 1pc products constituted 57pc of Pakistan‘s imports from ECO
partners whereas top 20pc products accounted for 96pc of total imports. The
allowance to exclude 57pc from ECOTA and 96pc from tariff reductions would
render the Agreement meaningless.
To conclude, though the ECO region, constituting a consumer base of 440m
people, offers significant potential for diversion of 91pc of the region‘s global
trade from external to internal partners, the ECOTA in its present form lacks the
vitality to serve as an enabler.
The Agreement has eluded operationalisation for more than a decade due to
multiple reasons.
Even operationalised, its current architecture lacks the strength to
significantly stimulate intra-ECO trade and achieve the 13th ECO Summit‘s target
of doubling trade in 3-5 years.
To be an effective instrument for regional trade integration, the Agreement
needs to be renegotiated afresh. The sooner, the better.
Рынок стран ОЭС надо использовать для продовольственного экспорта
Time to focus on ECO market for food exports
Mohiuddin
Aazim.
Economic
&
Business,
March
13th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320010/time-to-focus-on-eco-market-for-food-exports

2017.

PAKISTAN can boost its food exports to ECO countries as it now leads this
10-nation economic bloc for next five years and as the China Pakistan Economic
Corridor opens up a lot of fresh opportunities.
Afghanistan is already one of the country‘s biggest food exports market. Food
exports to Iran are growing after lifting of US-led international sanctions on that
nation. Chances for boosting food exports to Turkey have also brightened after the
establishment of Halal certification authority in Pakistan. ―And, food exports to
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Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are
expected to rise as they have start realising that trading with us is easier and
strategically important in the CPEC era,‖ says a senior official of Trade
Development Authority of Pakistan. ―Already 80pc of our total exports to these
countries fall in foods category and demand keeps growing.‖
Officials of the ministry of commerce say our food exports to ECO nations
that totalled $620m or so in FY16 can hit $1bn, if not this year, maybe next year.
Their optimism is rooted in the enthusiasm shown by member countries of this
regional bloc during the recently-concluded summit. ―But a lot depends on our
relationship with Afghanistan,‖ one senior official conceded in an obvious
reference to current unease in Pak-Afghan political ties.
According to an old study conducted by the ECO secretariat, out of the 15 top
items that Pakistan can export to ECO countries, five fall in food category. These
are: rice, cereals cereal preparations, animal and vegetable fats, fruits and
vegetables and live animals.
In the first half of this fiscal year, out of the total $102m earnings from
wheat and wheat flour exports, $97m came from Kabul
Currently hundreds of items including these five categories and even more,
for example, seafood and meat and meat preparations are exported to the ECO
nations.
Meat and meat preparations had long been on the list of export items to
Afghanistan. But exports of seafood to Central Asian countries began when
exports started diversifying export markets to reduce dependence on the Middle
East, exporters say.
―Whenever Pakistan is surplus in wheat the nearest export market is
Afghanistan if there is any shortfall there,‖ says a TDAP official. In the first half of
this fiscal year, out of the total $102m earnings from wheat and wheat flour
exports, $97m came from Kabul.
And in FY16, $122m, or 98pc of the total $125m earned through wheat and
wheat flour exports to Afghanistan.
In the last fiscal year, $191m or more than 10pc of total rice export earnings
originated from the ECO nations, chiefly from Afghanistan ($128m) but also from
Kazakhstan, Iran and Turkey.
―The potential market is much larger,‖ says an official of Rice Exporters
Association of Pakistan. ―But we need to boost our Basmati production (which is
in more in demand in the ECO region) and we need stronger branding. Dubaibased Indian traders continue to import Pakistani rice in bulk and resell the same as
Indian rice to Iran and other countries.‖
In FY15, Iran had bought $9m worth of Pakistani rice mainly long-grain,
aromatic super Basmati. But in the last fiscal year, rice exports to Iran fell o $2.4m
due to overall inadequate local supplies of Basmati that forced buyers to cater to
more permanent rice export markets first (like GCC region), leading exporters say.
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Pakistan‘s food exports to six ECO Central Asian countries have seen a surge
since FY2010 then for two basic reasons. First, Russia began beefing up its food
stocks and curbed its food exports to them. And secondly, these countries also
witnessed a declining trend in food trade with each other as they started
diversifying trading sources.
―In this backdrop, Pakistan entered this market aggressively and now our total
food exports of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan exceeds $50m,‖ says an official of the Ministry of Commerce citing
FY16 statistics.
―Food exports must be prioritised in all our efforts to increase overall exports
to ECO countries, because except in case of Turkey and to some extent Iran our
key exports to ECO falls in foods category.‖
As a gesture of goodwill Iran lifted ban temporarily on imports of kinnow
from Pakistan just a day before the March 1 ECO summit in Islamabad. The
Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry has demanded that
the ban be lifted permanently.
If it is done, Pakistan will be able to export as much as 60,000 tonnes of
kinnow to Iranian markets every year. But for that to happen, we‘ll have to remove
Iranian concerns regarding the quality of the kinnow we export there, officials say.
They say that Pakistan would soon take up this issue with Iran.
Free movement of goods throughout the ECO region using road and rail
transport is expected to become easier — thanks to CPEC projects.
Саммит ОЭС в Исламабаде – успех Пакистана
ECO Summit: A success story
Athar Z Abbasi. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/11-Mar2017/eco-summit-a-success-story

Recently, 13th Summit meeting was held in Islamabad. Mr. Muhammad
Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister of Pakistan chaired the summit. It was attended by
H.E. Mr. Ilham Aliyev, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, H.E. Mr. Hassan
Rouhani, President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, H.E. Mr. Emomali Rahmon,
President of the Republic of Tajikistan, H.E. Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdogan, President
of the Republic of Turkey, H.E. Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, President of
Turkmenistan, H.E. Mr. Bakytzhan Sagintayev, Prime Minister of Kyrgyz
Republic, H.E Mr. UlugbekRozukulov, Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, H.E. Mr. Askar Myrzakhmetov, First Deputy Prime Minister of the
Republic of Uzbekistan and H.E. Mr. Hazrat Omer Zhakhilwal Special Envoy of
the President of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.
Mr. Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister of Pakistan, was elected as the
Chairman of the summit. Prime Minister in his welcoming remarks, highlighted
the importance of the ECO region and appreciated ECO‘s performance in various
fields, reiterated the commitment of Government of Pakistan to the objectives of
the Organisation and expressed the hope that progress towards regional integration
would be further accelerated to transform the lives of over half a billion people. In
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their remarks at the Summit, the Heads of State/Government of the Member States
underscored the need for expansion of cooperation in various fields under the
framework of ECO and reaffirmed their support to the goals and objectives of the
Organisation.
Prime Minister of Pakistan has always been a staunch advocate of regionalism
and connectivity and he always aims at developing economic ties through
multilateralism. He himself takes interest in developing economic and diplomatic
relations with all countries. His participation in World Economic Forum was also a
step to create good economic ties at multinational forums. Hosting of ECO Summit
is also a step in this direction.
During the Summit, the Heads of State/Government reviewed the
performance of the ECO, the progress made since the Baku Summit in 2012, and
underlined the challenges and opportunities lying ahead, giving directions to pace
up progress in various sectors. The Secretary General of ECO, Mr. Halil Ibrahim
Akca, in his report to the Summit, outlined the performance of the Organization
since the 12th ECO Summit held in Baku in 2012.
Prime Minister of Pakistan in his speech of 13th Summit Meeting of ECO
said, ―Pakistan‘s strategic location at the crossroads of the Middle East has always
been prized for South Asia, Central Asia and its economic potential. The current
performance of Pakistan‘s economy is living up to its promise. Indeed, Pakistan‘s
economy has come to be acknowledged as one of the great success stories of recent
years by global financial institutions and observers. Last year, Pakistan had the
best performing stock market in South Asia and the fifth best in the world. Our
economic indicators are up and pointing in the right direction. Inflation is low and
GDP growth has been robust.‖
Undoubtedly, the policies of present government have steered the economy of
Pakistan on the right direction. China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a big
opportunity for the whole region to boost their economies by connecting with it.
Economies and nations are inter-dependant for their development and connectivity
has key role in this regard. ECO countries have also immense trade potential and
all member countries can take advantage from each other by using their
connectivity with other regions and States. It is direly needed that all member
countries of ECO develop, operationalise and commercialise the ECO intraregional transit networks as well as corridors connecting ECO Region with other
regions in line with the ECO rail and road development plans, with a view to
building the required infrastructure needed for bolstering trade and transport
connectivity within the Region and beyond. It has also rightly been enshrined in
the Declaration of the recent ECO Summit. The member countries have also
agreed to ensure continued and enhanced cooperation in the areas of common
interest through effective, timely and result-oriented projects and programmes in
the Organisation and to undertake to implement the long-term sectoral priorities of
ECO on development of transport and communication infrastructure; facilitation of
trade and investment; and effective use of the region‘s vast energy resources and to
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consider ways and means to promote ECO connectivity with other regions in these
areas.
It was also emphasised at the summit that there would be enhanced regional
cooperation in the energy sector, focusing on energy efficiency, energy
infrastructure development, intra-regional energy trade and access to affordable
energy. CASA-1000 is a good step in helping countries like Pakistan to overcome
their electricity shortage. With growing populations and developing economies,
both Pakistan and Afghanistan have fast-growing demand for electricity. At the
moment, these countries‘ potential for growth is not fully exploited due to shortage
of electricity. By building new transmission facilities, the CASA-1000 Project
would give a much-needed boost to Pakistan‘s electricity situation. This is a good
omen that the project has been materialised between ECO member countries.
Pakistan has an ideal location and it has political stability, and, now
increasingly, the physical infrastructure to achieve our common vision for making
ECO a powerful economic bloc and an engine of growth. Now it is high time to
work on streamlining our institutional mechanisms. All member countries of ECO
should now operationalise trade agreements, while respecting and accommodating
each Member State‘s interests and concerns.
We know that meaningful trade can only take place with better cooperation on
transport infrastructure among member states. The existence of efficient trade,
transit and transport corridors across the region will help economic development
and prosperity of peoples of member states.
The summit unanimously adopted the Islamabad Declaration 2017 that
represents the collective political will of member states to focus on connectivity of
energy, infrastructure, transport, and trade for regional prosperity. Another
important outcome of the Summit is ECO Vision 2025 which provides guidelines
to the organisation in all spheres of ECO activity.
It is a matter of great honour for Pakistan and the whole nation to host the
ECO Summit in Pakistan. There had been immense enthusiasm amongst the
Pakistanis during the Summit. All the State institutions geared up themselves for
hosting this Summit and the institutions/organisations involved in conducting the
Summit did commendable job. We hope that connectivity for regional prosperity
as envisioned by ECO member countries will continue to bolster the economic and
trade ties among member states and these would exploit their real potential of trade
for the prosperity of the whole region.
ОЭС находится в сложном положении
ECO in search of a purpose
M A Niazi. The Nation. March 10, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/10-Mar-2017/ecoin-search-of-a-purpose

The Summit of the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) Summit in
Islamabad was not just attended by the nine members. Though much attention was
focused on the failure of Afghan President Ashraf Ghani to attend, perhaps of
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greater significance was the presence of the Chinese Executive Vice-Foreign
Minister, Zhang Yesui.
ECO started out as the Regional Cooperation for Development, which in turn
was the economic wing for CENTO, the military alliance of the USA, Turkey, Iran
and Pakistan, which was part of the ring that the USA threw around the USSR. Just
as much as Turkey was the southern-most and eastern-most member of NATO,
Pakistan was the southern-most and eastern-most member of CENTO, and also the
northern-most and western-most member of SEATO. Just as NATO members also
constituted (to an extent) the EEC, CENTO members formed the RCD and SEATO
members ASEAN.
The conversion of military alliances to economic groupings left the USA to
practice the Monroe Doctrine through NAFTA and the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), though the latter fell flat as the costs of globalisation, the process of
lowering national barriers to promote efficient use of labour and capital, included
costing the USA jobs. There was also a number of other economic groupings
formed, such as the SAARC, ECOWAS and CARICOM, none of which were
preceded by American military alliances. While CARICOM and SAARC members
were all once British colonies, with CARICOM once members of the abortive
West Indies federation, ECOWAS comprised ex-colonies of the UK, France, Spain
and Germany. It was a natural step for the USA to promote SAARC once it had
entered the region through its new friendship with India and its invasion of
Afghanistan. Thus, Afghanistan joined not only SAARC, but also ECO.
The expansion of ECO also allowed the Central Asian Republics, which came
into being after the collapse of the USSR in 1991, a place in the sun. The CARs
became important to the USA when Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, along
with Russia itself were activated as the Northern Distribution Network when the
Salala incident made Pakistan suspend US supplies to Afghanistan. The NDN
proved very expensive, but it ensured that the USA had a route to Afghanistan
alternative to the one from Pakistan.
However, the CARs are also members of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation, founded by Beijing primarily for regional cooperation against
terrorism and militancy. At the last summit, last year, when Pakistan was given
admission, China had made the share of the members in the New Silk Road a
sweetener. While that inducement might not loom as large for members as the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor does for Pakistan, it is still an important
inducement. Importantly, Russia is being brought on board on the entire venture.
This is raising US suspicions that China and Russia are ganging up. That is a
suspicion that precedes World War II, and thus the Cold War, and has been given
greater currency by its famed Pivot East. As it is growing more antagonistic to
China, a trend which is likely to be accelerated under President Trump, Pakistan
may well find that it comes under increasing pressure as it tries to maintain what it
sees as a special relationship with both countries.
The SCO is attractive to the members of ECO, for not only are Uzbekistan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan members, but Iran and Afghanistan are
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observers, Azerbaijan and Turkey dialogue partners and Turkmenistan a special
invitee.
Pakistan has not just got ECO or the SCO for interacting with its members.
All are UN members, as well as members of the OIC. In effect, this grouping is the
non-Arab core of the Islamic world. Malaysia, Indonesia and Borneo are also nonArab, but the ECO non-Arab core is influenced by Iran and Turkey.
While the Chinese Vice Foreign Minister did not attend the Summit, his
presence was an indication that there was a new sense of purpose to a grouping that
had important historical links, but which did not have strong economic linkages. It
is significant that the CARs find a place in New Silk Road project in ECO because
that would obviate any possible Russian discomfort. While the CARs are still
integrated into the old Soviet economic system, with further reinforcement from
being part of the NDN along with Russia, the latter would not like to see Chinese
influence wane in them, and American increase while its own decreases, because
of the New Silk Road.
China is also engaged in a search for international legitimacy, particularly
with regard to Taiwan. Acceptance of China‘s claim to be the ‗true China‘ has
been weakened by President Trump‘s recent remarks, thereby jeopardising
virtually all of the USA‘s diplomacy since Nixon went to China in 1972. This
seems a response to China‘s growing profile, helped by a phenomenal growth rate,
which makes it one of the countries likely to become a great power, likely to
challenge the USA‘s present dominance. Trump‘s apparent reflexive anti-Chinese
rhetoric should be related to his slogan ‗Make America Great Again.‘ China is also
one of the BRICS countries, which are predicted to be emerging powers. While
India is one of the BRICS states, it has aligned itself to the USA, and sees China as
a rival on the Asian continent. It should be noticed that Russia is the only other
BRICS country at the SCO, and there was no other at the ECO Summit.
ECO is to be seen within the context of the SCO. It should also be noted that
while both precede the War on Terror, both have been overtaken by it, and though
essentially economic organisations, have to be seen also as tools to fight it. China
is also feeling the heat of militancy, mainly because of its occupation of Chinese
Turkestan. While Turkey has always backed Uighur rebels out of pan-Turk
sentiment, the Uighurs are culturally and linguistically more akin to the residents
of Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. Incidentally, Uzbeks are an important minority in
Afghanistan. Therefore, because of its occupation of Xinjiang, China has an
interest in the stability of Afghanistan.
There are other shoals ahead. Russia itself may intervene in Afghanistan
again, because the Afghan National Army is unable to control the Taliban or Daesh
elements there, and because it needs to secure its own backyard. It is not only the
same reason it has given in Syria, but it should be noted that this will impact
directly on ECO, as virtually all its governments face replacement by Islamists
should they come to power. The pro-Russian element, the vast majority of ECO, is
also pro-Indian, as the Central Asian members are following the old Soviet policy
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which had India as an ally. There is thus a convergence of interests of all member
governments.
There are also problems which only the future will resolve. ECO, from a
Cold-War economic adjunct to SCENTO, has evolved into a sort of Central Asian
branch servicing China‘s New Silk Road. This makes it overlap the SCO, which is
evolving into a similar organisation. ECO has the big difference that China is not a
member. This is a disadvantage, but it might be seen as an advantage if it were to
become a sort of trade UNION. In that case, not only will the Islamabad Summit
be remembered as a precursor, but the Chinese representative may well address
future Summits.
13 саммит ОЭС: новые горизонты организации
Дунаева Елена Викторовна. «ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА. Сетевой аналитический
журнал Института востоковедения РАН». 4.03.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7023

1 марта в Исламабаде прошел 13-й саммит Организации экономического
сотрудничества (ECO)– регионального межгосударственного союза, в состав
которого входят 10 государств: Иран, Пакистан, Турция, Азербайджан,
Афганистан, Казахстан, Кыргызстан, Таджикистан, Туркменистан и
Узбекистан, и который по охвату территории и численности населения
является вторым региональным объединением в мире. В начале 90-х годов
деятельность ОЭС, созданной на базе организации Региональное
сотрудничество ради развития, учрежденной Ираном, Турцией и Пакистаном
еще в 1964 г., получила новый импульс. 25 лет тому назад в ее состав
вошли 6 бывших советских республик. Позже к ней присоединился
Афганистан.
За прошедшие годы, несмотря на значительный экономический
потенциал членов этой структуры и успешно выработанные приоритетные
направления развития и перспективные проекты, организация не оправдала
возлагающихся на нее надежд и не смогла стать реальным механизмом
экономического
взаимодействия
входящих
в
нее
государств.
Разнонаправленные политические интересы, отсутствие стабильности в
регионе, различия в уровнях экономического развития входящих в нее
государств, недостаток финансовых средств у большинства из них, слабость
рыночных механизмов, низкая эффективность частного сектора в ряде странчленов, сходство в номенклатуре экспортно-импортной продукции,
технологическая зависимость от Запада и раздутый бюрократический
аппарат стали мощным тормозом для экономической интеграции. Развитие в
регионе альтернативных региональных структур также подтачивало позиции
ОЭС.
Эту структуру можно рассматривать лишь как сообщество
соседствующих государств, не образующих единой системы, в рамках
которой члены могли бы в полной мере обеспечивать потребности друг
друга.
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Объем внутрирегиональной торговли в 2015 г. составлял 58 млрд. долл.
или 8% стоимости совокупного внешнеторгового оборота ее членов.
Сохраняется значительный дисбаланс отношений между странамиучредителями и новыми членами. Многочисленные программы развития и
планы действий, принятые на саммитах ОЭС, остались декларациями. В
последние пять лет организация переживала период застоя. С 2012 г. не
проводились саммиты ОЭС, а с 2013 г. – встречи министров иностранных
дел. Приостановка работы была связана как с усилением дестабилизации в
регионе и осложнением экономической ситуации, так и с иранским ядерным
досье. Наложенные на ИРИ - одного из наиболее активных членов ОЭС международные санкции и ее активное противодействие США привели к
снижению уровня взаимодействия внутри организации и затормозили
осуществление ряда проектов.
Формирование ЕАЭС, расширение ШОС, китайская инициатива One
way - One road и в ее рамках создание китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора, предложения России о сопряжении ЕАЭС, ШОС,
ЭПШП
и
АСЕАН
активизировали
интеграционные
процессы
на евразийском пространстве. Ныне поставлены задачи создания
современной транспортно-коммуникационной системы Евразии. В этих
условиях члены ОЭС, обладающие уникальным транзитным потенциалом и
значительными энергетическими ресурсами, осознают свои возможности
стать одним из полюсов развития новой макрорегиональной системы. Их
стремление к максимальному использованию открывающихся перспектив
подтолкнули руководство входящих в организацию стран к восстановлению
взаимодействия. Договоренности Ирана с мировым сообществом, его курс на
развитие международного сотрудничества, включающий «Новый взгляд на
Восток», сняли барьеры на пути расширения контактов.
Интерес к восстановлению ОЭС может определяться и потребностью в
установлении многосторонних контактов в условиях нарастания рисков и
угроз с целью предотвращения дестабилизации региона и поиска баланса
интересов. Поэтому, несмотря на то, что ОЭС позиционировала себя
исключительно как экономическая структура, ее площадка использовалась
для выражения взглядов по политическим проблемам.
13-й саммит глав государств и правительств ОЭС, проводившийся под
лозунгом «Контакты во имя процветания региона», подтвердил готовность
ее членов к укреплению сотрудничества и одобрил Концепцию
деятельности ОЭС до 2025 г. Основными направлениями были названы
развитие транспортных проектов и коммуникационных сетей с выходом на
другие регионы - «Стратегия развития коридоров», стимулирование
внутренней торговли и капиталовложений, эффективное использование
энергетических
ресурсов,
объединение
энергосетей
и
создание
регионального рынка электроэнергии, внедрение информационных
технологий. Важным направлением деятельности останется восстановление
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экономики Афганистана. Предполагается, что до мая 2017 г. будет
выработана «Программа ОЭС по поддержке Афганистана».
В Концепции был поставлен вопрос о необходимости реорганизации
ОЭС с целью вдохнуть в нее новую жизнь. Причем основным средством
активизации
деятельности должно стать укрепление доверия и
взаимопонимания, сближающее позиции государств, сглаживающее
противоречия. В этой связи особое внимание уделяется развитию народной
дипломатии и туризма. Многовековые культурно-цивилизационные связи
народов региона, общая религия, схожесть традиций и морально-этических
норм могут стать стимулом расширения культурных, образовательных,
научных, религиозных внутрирегиональных контактов и базой для
углубления региональной интеграции.
Останется ли новый документ лишь еще одной политической
декларацией или сможет подтолкнуть членов ОЭС, сталкивающихся с
многочисленными внутренними проблемами и внешними угрозами,
находящихся под влиянием различных международных акторов, к
осознанию необходимости преодолеть разногласия во имя стабильности и
устойчивого развития своих стран и региона, покажет время. Учитывая, что
разработанные ОЭС планы сопрягаются с другими региональными
интеграционными проектами, вполне можно предположить, что эта
организация может обрести себя как полноценный игрок на экономическом
пространстве региона.
Саммит ОЭС – что это такое прошло в Исламабаде?
Islamabad‘s ECO Summit
Ozer
Khalid.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1344259/islamabads-eco-summit/

March

3rd,

2017.

That Islamabad spearheaded the 13th ECO Summit on 1st of March, 2017 is a
welcoming multilateral diplomatic milestone bolstering Pakistan`s foreign policy
sway. Pakistan has historically and politically always kept one foot in South Asia
and another in Central Asia, to cautiously cement the latter bears witness to the
cultural proximity Pakistan enjoys with an increasingly influential, if somewhat
unstable, Central Asian Region.
Countering India‘s hegemony via the ECO is paramount as India unduly
leverages its clout, pushing its own agenda and negatively influences Kabul.
Afghanistan‘s Northern Alliance have always toed Delhi`s line. How India
sabotaged the SAARC summit which was due to be held in Islamabad in
December 2016 is a glaring example of shameless hubris and obstructionism. Just
as Delhi strategically pivots toward Washington and ASEAN for deeper
integration, Pakistan too must replicate such efforts and go even further by
strategically aligning itself with ECO nation-states.
The sad and sour reality remains that Kabul and their internally fractured
National Unity government, by succumbing to Delhi`s script, by not sending any
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senior high-ranking government official to Islamabad`s ECO Summit, missed an
historic opportunity at diplomatic dialogue and bridge-building, at turning the tide
and underscoring Kabul`s desire to be a strategic gateway for the region.
Afghanistan remains a strategic nerve-center connecting six of the ten ECO
countries. Regional connectivity without Afghanistan is possible for Pakistan
through Tajikistan; however this should always be a last resort rather than a first
option. It is high time the ISI and the NDS, Islamabad and Kabul had an intensified
diplomatic tete–a–tete.
Islamabad‘s taking the ECO Summit lead cements ties with a Muslimmajority Islamic bloc as Muslims, the world over, are teetering on a razor`s edge of
geo-political uncertainty. The ECO, has hitherto been a toothless paper tiger. Now,
however, if given proper teeth, it can raise some crucial issues, from Kashmir to
Palestine to the plight of the Rohingya.
Islamabad intuitively recognises that the political pendulum has swung, that
the West, to a large extent, has hit economic saturation and stagnation, and that the
real promise and potential for our 21st century lies in an economically resurgent
Asia. As the EU fissures like never before, as Brexit could be a denouement
leading to a wave of other countries defecting from Brussels, as Trump`s
government seals its borders, rekindling such timely alliances is crucial in an
increasingly uncertain isolationist world.
Islamabad by giving multi-lateral vigour to the ECO fortifies CPEC
credibility, bolsters its influence in an ever-growing Central Asia, rekindles the
strategic acquisition of crucial gas supplies and moderates an ECO region of 440
million citizens, yearning for connectivity, convergence and free trade.
Islamabad has shown the region and the world at large that it will neither be
isolated nor contained. Attempts by Delhi to prove otherwise will fail. The ECO
Vision 2025 and the Islamabad Declaration loftily speak of free trade areas,
integrated sustainability, knowledge sharing and connectivity; though these are
noteworthy aspirations they lack binding enforcement. Legal ratification
instruments need to evolve for the Islamabad Declaration and ECO Vison 2025 to
gain institutional traction. More intensified public private partnerships must be
afoot. Following up is key, and will decide if the 13th ECO Summit was a mere
talking shop or the first crucial step toward a credible geo-strategic institutional
framework.
Multiple other challenges abound for the ECO. The ECO Summit takes place
once every five years, annual meetings will be required for this emerging trading
bloc to bear any significant influence. TAPI and the Pakistan Iran gas pipeline
have not yet materialised despite countless pleas, pledges and meetings. In addition
to multilateralism, bilateral diplomacy merits strengthening, especially between
Islamabad, Kabul and Tehran, which have historically been fraught with an
unhealthy mutual suspicion. The trust deficit between Islamabad, Kabul and a
recently nuclear resurgent Tehran must be bridged.
The Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan rightly observed that
bureaucracies of all the ECO Summit states must be fully on board. Pakistan`s
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bureaucrats naturally work with the EU, but Islamabad`s Foreign Office`s DNA
must now forge a new Eastward pivot and reset.
The ECO Declaration could have done much more to address the immediate
cancer plaguing the region, namely the specter of multinational terrorism and
collectively countering extremism in the 21st century. Security remains a most
strategic topic. The ECO Summit could have focused more on skills transfer and
digital footprint as a lot of the Central Asian Republics are lacking in this respect.
Post-summit if ECO Presidents and Prime Ministers do not give a sustained
push, if they do not exert influence on the ECO Secretariat, the Islamabad
Declaration will remain a mere paper tiger. If the ECO agenda is left to
bureaucracies alone, where the urgent takes precedence over the important, civil
servants by themselves will not fast-track the lofty ideals proclaimed in the 2025
Vision. It is essential that binding resolve with specific measurable timelines and
benchmarks be adhered to. Lofty declarations must concretise. It is high-time to
evolve the ECO from a ‗glorified talking shop‘ to an ‗influential regional bloc‘.
ECO‘s vision looks fantastic on paper, but the time is ripe to turn paper
declarations into living breathing socio-economic regional realities. This is an
historic opportunity to move from words to actions, and from form to substance.
Саммит ОЭС дал хороший импульс региональному экономическому
росту.
ECO summit to inject new impetus to regional economic growth: China
Parvez Jabri. BR. Mar 2nd, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/02/338180

BEIJING: A spokesperson of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Thursday said the 13th Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) summit
recently held in Islamabad would inject a new impetus to the regional economic
growth.
"China would focus on inter-connectivity and regional cooperation and
following this spirit, China is positive and open towards all the regional
arrangements that are conducive to the connectivity, infrastructure building and
regional cooperation," Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson, Geng Shuang
responding to a question about significance of the summit, during a regular press
briefing held here said.
He said China's Executive Vice Foreign Minister Yesui Zhang led a
delegation to the summit as a special guest.
The summit was attended by all the ECO member states, including Pakistan,
Iran, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.
The spokesman informed that China would host a Belt and Road Forum for
international cooperation this May.
To yet another question, he said China opposed terrorism in all its
manifestation and was actively engaged in international cooperation in fighting
terrorism.
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About a question regarding World Trade Organization (WTO), he said,
"China has been supportive of the WTO and its position would not change."
Исламабад вывел из спячки группу из 10 стран
Владимир
Скосырев.
02/7_6939_islamabad.html

«НГ».

2.03.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-03-

В столице Пакистана состоялся саммит Организации экономического
сотрудничества (ОЭС). То, что в нем участвовали президенты Ирана Хасан
Рухани, Турции Реджеп Тайип Эрдоган, Азербайджана Ильхам Алиев, –
успех политики пакистанского премьера Наваза Шарифа. Дело в том, что
Дели, обвиняющий Исламабад в поддержке террористов, добивается его
осуждения на международной арене. Аналогичный курс проводит Кабул.
Тем не менее Исламабад сумел оживить структуру, которую считали
замороженной, и даже зазвать в гости видных политиков.
Пациент скорее жив, чем мертв. Это можно сказать об ОЭС, саммит
которой заседал последний раз пять лет назад в Баку. У Организации
экономического сотрудничества довольно длительная история. Основанная
Пакистаном, Турцией и Ираном, она включает в себя семь других
региональных стран: Азербайджан, Афганистан, Казахстан, Киргизию,
Таджикистан, Туркмению и Узбекистан.
Как пишет иранская газета Tehran Times, основатели организации –
Иран и Турция, так же как и Пакистан, находятся на ножах друг с другом в
том, что касается Ближнего Востока. Тегеран и Анкара поддерживают
противоположные стороны в конфликте в Сирии. Иран помогает
правительству Башара Асада, а Турция – элементам оппозиции. Эрдоган
сказал, что Тегеран дестабилизирует обстановку в регионе.
Помимо того что ОЭС раздирают политические противоречия,
организация к тому же не смогла разработать и одобрить интегрированную,
единую экономическую политику, констатирует газета.
Так какой же смысл в существовании этой организации? Этот вопрос
«НГ» задала заместителю директора Института востоковедения РАН
Вячеславу Белокреницкому. «Выросла эта группировка из структуры
«Региональное сотрудничество ради развития» (РСР), включавшей Пакистан,
Иран, Турцию. Затем она в 1985 году была переименована в ОЭС. А после
распада СССР в нее вошли шесть мусульманских стран бывшего Советского
Союза и Афганистан. В начале 1990-х этому проекту придавали большое
значение».
Но в 2000–2010 годах он практически сошел на нет. Сами Пакистан,
Иран и Турция не очень большое внимание уделяли этой форме
сотрудничества. Однако как бюрократическая организация она сохранялась.
Нынешний саммит – это прежде всего попытка Пакистана оживить этот
процесс. «Думаю, она имеет поддержку со стороны США. Возможно, и
Китай одобряет такую инициативу. Хотя, кроме декларативного, эта
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организация вряд ли имеет какое-то другое большое значение. Это
дипломатическая площадка для переговоров. Она оказалась востребованной
в связи со сложными отношениями между Ираном и Турцией и другими
политическими факторами».
Действительно, для Пакистана ОЭС имеет очень важное значение.
Исламабад как бы отвечает на вызовы со стороны Дели. Индия постаралась
оттеснить Пакистан от структур регионального сотрудничества в Южной
Азии. А Пакистан восстанавливает кооперацию с мусульманскими странами.
«Это достаточно гомогенная группа. Но экономического лидера нет.
Потенциал экономического развития небольшой. За время существования
мало что было сделано. Но то, что многие страны прислали своих лидеров, –
это большой успех пакистанской дипломатии. В Пакистане сейчас нелегкая
внутренняя ситуация. И то, что Пакистан выступил организатором и
председателем конференции, повышает реноме правительства во внутренних
делах», – заключил эксперт.
О том, что Исламабад воспринимает встречу в контексте
дипломатического противостояния с Индией, говорит и выступление
секретаря МИД Пакистана Айзаза Чаудхри. «Такой высокий уровень участия
(в саммите. – «НГ») не обычен. Он показывает, что Пакистан никогда не был
изолирован и не будет изолирован. Никто не сможет этого сделать», – сказал
Чаудхри, касаясь политики Индии.
Недавно Пакистан сам пострадал от нападений террористов. Поэтому
саммит проходил в условиях строжайших мер безопасности. Все дороги,
ведущие к зданию, где прошла конференция, были перекрыты полицией и
солдатами. Большинство учреждений, школ, компаний и фирм не работали.
Афганистан не прислал ни президента, ни министра иностранных дел. Эту
страну представляли посол и специальный посланник главы государства.
Президент Туркменистана выступил с новыми инициативами на
Саммите ОЭС в Исламабаде
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10064

Туркменистана.

1.03.2017

Сегодня Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
принял участие в XIII Саммите глав-государств членов-стран Организации
Экономического Сотрудничества (ОЭС) в Исламабаде.
Нынешняя
встреча
с
участием
глав
государств
и
правительств, высокопоставленных представителей стран-членов ОЭС и
международных структур стала важным этапом в деятельности Организации
с точки зрения оценки и анализа пройденного пути, определения
перспективных направлений на будущее.
Форум проходил в отеле «Серена». Перед началом заседания состоялась
церемония официального совместного фотографирования его участников.
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Выступая на Саммите высокого уровня, туркменский лидер отметил, что
более 20 лет назад, 15 марта 1995 года, именно здесь, в Исламабаде
состоялась 3-я встреча глав государств и правительств стран-членов
Организации Экономического Сотрудничества, по итогам которой была
принята Исламабадская декларация по поддержанию инициативы о
присвоении Туркменистану нейтрального статуса.
Также в своем выступлении Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
заявил, что Туркменистан признает систему поставки энергоресурсов на
международном уровне в качестве одной из структурообразующих
составляющих глобальной экономики. Выступив с соответствующим
предложением, опираясь на поддержку Организации Объединѐнных Наций,
наша страна последовательно претворяет в жизнь эту инициативу.
Формирование современной транспортно-коммуникационной системы –
еще одно из приоритетных направлений государственной политики
Туркменистана, сказал Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов.
Национальная
программа
развития
транспортной
системы
Туркменистана связана с расширением регионального и международного
сотрудничества на данном направлении, отметил глава государства,
подчеркнув, что наша страна инициирует крупные инфраструктурные
проекты и претворяет их в жизнь совместно с зарубежными партнѐрами.
В ряду этих проектов Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов
обозначил строительство транснациональных железных дорог КазахстанТуркменистан-Иран, Туркменистан-Афганистан-Таджикистан, создание
транзитных транспортных коридоров Узбекистан-Туркменистан-Иран-Оман,
Афганистан-Туркменистан-Азербайджан-Грузия-Турция.
Также имеются другие транспортные проекты по направлениям «СеверЮг», «Восток-Запад», отметил глава Туркменистана, подчеркнув, что их
реализация, напрямую соответствуя интересам стран-членов Организации
Экономического Сотрудничества, открывает широкие возможности для
сотрудничества с другими регионами на Евразийском континенте. В данном
контексте Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов заявил, что считает
необходимым активизировать совместные усилия в этой области.
Говоря о масштабных проектах регионального значения, инициируемых
Туркменистаном, Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов отметил, что
создание в рамках Организации Экономического Сотрудничества
энергетических и транспортно-транзитных коридоров стимулирует и
реализацию других инфраструктурных проектов. В частности, отмечена
возможность рядом со строящимися трубопроводами проложить новые
электросистемы и другие коммуникации.
В целях выполнения решений данной конференции высокого уровня
Президент Туркменистана призвал активизировать сотрудничество и в
рамках ОЭС, предложив в этой связи провести в нынешнем году в Ашхабаде
встречу министров транспортной отрасли стран-членов данной Организации.
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Президент Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов напомнил, что в декабре 2015
года Туркменистан, Афганистан и Пакистан подписали трехсторонний
документ о сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, согласно которому,
для поставки из Туркменистана в Афганистан и Пакистан электроэнергии
предусмотрено формирование соответствующих инфраструктур. В
настоящее время ведутся работы и по проекту прокладки оптико-волоконной
линии в этом трехстороннем формате Туркменистан-Афганистан-Пакистан.
Отметив, что 14-15 ноября 2017 года в Ашхабаде состоится седьмая
Региональная конференция экономического сотрудничества по Афганистану,
глава государства сказал, что во время данного форума можно будет более
детально ознакомиться с реализацией подобных и других проектов
регионального значения.
Участие Афганистана в реализации крупных региональных и
международных инфраструктурных проектов является более эффективным
методом на данном направлении, сказал глава Туркменистана, отметив, что
именно в этом мы видим стратегическое будущее для Афганистана, его роль
в региональных и глобальных вопросах, залог процветания и благополучия
афганского народа.
Мы, страны-члены Организации экономического сотрудничества,
можем считать эти достигнутые результаты совместно накопленным
положительным опытом, подчеркнул туркменский лидер. Однако, время не
стоит на месте. Нынешние обстоятельства, тенденции в мировой экономике,
особенности ситуации в регионе, требует от нас разработки новаторских
подходов в деятельности Организации, сказал Президент Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов.
«Мы не должны политизировать данную Организацию, не должны
допускать уклонений от еѐ экономического содержания как основного
механизма сотрудничества государств, стремящихся реализовать совместные
проекты, нацеленные на наращивание потенциала и достижение успехов во
имя всеобщих интересов», подчеркнул туркменский лидер.
В завершение выступления глава Туркменистана выразил уверенность в
том, что все участники встречи присоединяются к этой мысли.
Организация Экономического Сотрудничества (ОЭС) – региональная
межгосударственная экономическая структура, образованная в 1985 году
странами Средней Азии и Ближнего Востока. Туркменистан стал членом
ОЭС в 1992 году.
Саммит ОЭС. Президент Туркменистана и Премьер-министр Пакистана
обсудили новые направления партнерства
Информационный
2.03.2017.

портал

Туркменистана.

http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10065.

Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов в рамках
участия в XIII саммите Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС)
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встретился в Исламабаде с Премьер-министром Исламской Республики
Пакистан Мухаммадом Навазом Шарифом, сообщает Государственное
информационное агентство Туркменистана.
Глава правительства дружественной страны, пользуясь случаем,
поздравил Президента Туркменистана с убедительной победой на недавних
выборах и переизбранием на высший государственный пост.
Собеседники были единодушны во мнении, что доверительный характер
отношений позволяет странам прорабатывать новые направления
партнѐрства, в активе которого – взаимодействие в торгово-экономической и
топливно-энергетической сферах, строительстве, сельском хозяйстве. Было
выражено стремление развивать сотрудничество, получившее мощный
импульс благодаря договоренностям в рамках регулярных переговоров, в
частности, по итогам официального визита Президента Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедова в Пакистан в марте прошлого года.
Как подчеркнул глава государства, Туркменистан рассматривает
Пакистан в качестве ключевого партнѐра в контексте наращивания
сотрудничества со странами Южной Азии, выстраивая межгосударственные
отношения на двусторонней и многосторонней основе.
Касаясь повестки дня саммита ОЭС, Мухаммад Наваз Шариф отметил
актуальность выдвигаемых Президентом Гурбангулы Бердымухамедовым
международных инициатив, нацеленных на создание прочной основы для
устойчивого развития.
Поблагодарив за оказываемую поддержку, лидер нации отметил
открывающиеся перспективы взаимодействия с государствами-членами
Организации экономического сотрудничества, в том числе, с Пакистаном, в
партнѐрстве с которым реализуются масштабные совместные проекты, в
первую очередь, по строительству газопровода Туркменистан-АфганистанПакистан-Индия.
Президент Туркменистана и Премьер-министр Пакистана выразили
твѐрдую уверенность в том, что сотрудничество получит достойное
продолжение за счѐт новых совместных проектов.
Отмечая конструктивный подход Туркменистана к вопросам
сотрудничества, в том числе в рамках ОЭС, Мухаммад Наваз Шариф высоко
оценил проводимую нашей страной работу по продвижению и воплощению в
жизнь инициатив по обеспечению энергобезопасности и формированию
современной
транспортно-коммуникационной
системы.
Как
было
подчѐркнуто в выступлении на саммите Президента Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедова, создание в рамках Организации Экономического
Сотрудничества энергетических и транспортно-транзитных коридоров
стимулирует и реализацию инфраструктурных проектов. Так, в соответствии
с подписанным в декабре 2015 года трехсторонним документом о
сотрудничестве в сфере электроэнергетики, предусмотрено строительство
инфраструктуры для поставок электроэнергии из Туркменистана в
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Афганистан и Пакистан, в настоящее время ведутся работы и по проекту
прокладки оптико-волоконной линии в этом направлении.
Поддержав прозвучавший на форуме призыв туркменского лидера о
необходимости разработки новаторских подходов к деятельности
Организации, накопившей большой положительный опыт работы, Премьерминистр Пакистана также был един во мнении с Президентом Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедовым,
считающим
недопустимым
уклонение
от
экономического содержания как основного механизма сотрудничества
государств, стремящихся реализовать совместные проекты.
Президент
Гурбангулы
Бердымухамедов
поблагодарил
главу
правительства дружественной страны за оказанное гостеприимство и
высокий организационный уровень представительного форума.
Как отмечалось, близость взглядов двух стран на происходящие в
мировой политике процессы, их активная позиция в международном диалоге
способствует
эффективному
политическому
и
экономическому
взаимодействию.
Жээнбеков примет участие в саммите ОЭС в Исламабаде
Информационный сайт «Aspnova». http://aspnova.ru/novosti-v-mire/zheenbekov-primetuchastie-v-sammite-oes-v-islamabade/. 01.03.2017.

Премьер Кыргызстана Сооронбай Жээнбеков 28 февраля прибыл в
Исламабад (Пакистан) для участия в 13-м саммите Организации финансового
сотрудничества (ОЭС), информирует pr-служба руководства. В мероприятии
примут участие президент Ирана Хасан Рухани и президент Турции Реджеп
Эрдоган, информирует источник агентства.
ОЭС начала твою деятельность в 1985-ом в составе 3-х стран — Ирана,
Пакистана и Турции.
Напомним, что саммит ОЭС пройдет в Исламабаде 1 марта.
ОЭС действует на основе устава — Измирского контракта,
подписанного тремя странами учредителями — Ираном, Пакистаном и
Турцией в начале весны 1977. Сегодня в состав организации входят Иран,
Пакистан, Турция, Казахстан, Азербайджан, Афганистан, Киргизия,
Таджикистан, Туркмения и Узбекистан.
Российские эксперты: О поставках каких вооружений
договориться Азербайджан и Пакистан – саммит ОЭС.

могли

Нана
Хоштария.
"Москва-Баку.ru"
1.03.2017.
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/society/rossiyskie_eksperty_o_postavkakh_kakikh_vooruzheniy_mogli_dogovorit
sya_azerbaydzhan_i_pakistan/

В ходе визита Ильхама Алиева в Пакистан для участия в 13-м Саммите
Организации экономического сотрудничества, между Баку и Исламабадом,
как сообщают СМИ, было достигнуто соглашение о новых поставках
вооружения.
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Следует отметить, что Пакистан является давним партнером
Азербайджана в области поставок вооружения.
Так,
в
октябре
2016
года
председатель
Пакистанского
аэронавигационного комплекса (Pakistan Aeronautical Complex Kamra),
маршал ВВС Аршад Малик заявил, что страна готова обеспечить ВВС
Азербайджана истребителями JF-17 Thunder. Добавим, что в истребителях
JF-17 возможно использование боеприпасов российского производства, а
также производства стран НАТО. А в ноябре 2016 года президент Пакистана
Мамнун Хусейн во время встречи с первым вице-премьером Азербайджана
Ягубом Эюбовым на Международной выставке оборонной промышленности
İDEAS 2016 заявил о необходимости дальнейшего укрепления оборонных
связей с Азербайджаном. Мамнун Хусейн отметил, что пакистанские ученые
и специалисты разрабатывают экономически выгодное и качественное
оружие и выразил надежду на то, что Азербайджан извлечет выгоду из
данного сотрудничества. По словам президента Пакистана, Азербайджан мог
бы воспользоваться и услугами оборонных институтов страны для
подготовки военного персонала. В свою очередь Ягуб Эюбов подчеркнул,
что Азербайджан впечатлен опытом Пакистана в создании продукции
оборонного значения.
О поставках каких вооружений могли договориться Азербайджан и
Пакистан рассказали «Москва-Баку» российские военные эксперты.
Военный эксперт Павел Фельгенгауэр считает вполне вероятным, что
Пакистан может поставлять в Азербайджан ракеты средней дальности в
качестве контрмеры переданным Россией Армении оперативно-тактических
ракетных комплексов «Искандер».
"Пакистан производит совместно с Китаем собственные ракетные
системы разной степени дальности. Возможно, что Азербайджан и Пакистан
договорились о поставках этих ракет, может быть, средней дальности в
качестве контрмеры «Искандерам», которые появились у Армении", предположил Фельгенгауэр.
Речь могла идти и об истребителях JF-17 Thunder, которые Пакистан, в
отличие от того же Израиля, также производит.
По мнению эксперта, Пакистан сегодня в состоянии конкурировать с
Россией и Израилем, которые являются главными поставщиками вооружения
в Азербайджан.
"Во-первых, - считает эксперт, - в том случае, если это же вооружение
Пакистан продает дешевле. Во-вторых, Исламабад может продать Баку то,
что ему не могут поставить ни Россия, ни Израиль".
Военный эксперт Дмитрий Литовкин отмечает, что Пакистан –
индустриально развитая страна, в том числе в сфере военно-технической
промышленности, и поэтому неудивительно, что у него вполне могут быть
системы, представляющие интерес для Азербайджана.
"Судя по закупкам Азербайджана, его интересуют самые современные
виды вооружения, которые могли бы противостоять оружию, которое имеет
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Армения. Спектр того, что Азербайджан может закупить у Пакистана,
достаточно большой. Это могут быть новые средства связи, разведки и
целеуказания", - поясняет эксперт.
Литовкин также, как и Фельгенгауэр, напоминает о пакистано-китайских
истребителях JF-17 Thunder .
"Пакистан сотрудничает с Китаем в области авиации, через Пекин
получает ракетные технологии. Эта сфера тоже интересует Азербайджан", считает Литовкин.
Упоминает эксперт и о таком факторе как ценовая политика.
"Разумеется, государства считают деньги. И если, к примеру, Пакистан
предлагает ту технику, которую остальные продают дороже, почему бы ее не
купить. В любом случае, у Баку есть возможность сравнивать весь спектр
вооружения и в ценовом плане, и в плане его характеристик, и при
необходимости покупать там, где это наиболее выгодно" - уверен эксперт.
Литовкин отмечает, что в последнее время Пакистан также развивает
военно-технические связи и с Россией, которая традиционно сотрудничала с
недружественной для Исламабада Индией.
"Этот политический фактор не помешал Пакистану обратиться к России
по поводу закупки современных вертолетов Ми-35 и другой военной
техники.
По
всей
видимости,
Пакистан
делает
ставку
на
высокотехнологичное оружие и ищет партнеров, в том числе для
производства этого оружия. А как мы знаем, Азербайджан также является
производителем
военной
техники.
Поэтому
военно-техническое
сотрудничество Азербайджана и Пакистана в любом случае может быть
эффективным" - заключил Литовкин.
Между тем азербайджанский военный эксперт Рашад Сулейманов со
ссылкой на министра обороны Пакистана недавно заявил, что Азербайджан
будет закупать у Пакистана боевые и учебные самолеты.
"Это боевой самолет JF -17 Thunder и учебный Super Mushshak. Турция
заказала у Пакистана 52 учебных самолета Super Mushshak. На днях министр
обороны Пакистана рассказал мне на выставке, что самолеты готовы к
экспорту в Азербайджан. Также эти самолеты можно использовать для
поисково-спасательных и разведывательных операций", - сообщил
Сулейманов AzVision.az.
Ильхам Алиев прибыл в Пакистан, участвовать в ОЭС
Информационный
сайт
«Москва-Баку.ru».
baku.ru/news/politics/ilkham_aliev_pribyl_v_pakistan_foto/

28.02.2017.

http://moscow-

Президент Азербайджана Ильхам Алиев во вторник прибыл с визитом в
Пакистан, сообщает официальный сайт главы государства.
В международном аэропорту Беназир Бхутто в Исламабаде в честь
Президента Ильхама Алиева был выстроен почетный караул.
Главу государства встретили высокопоставленные официальные лица
Пакистана. Затем был дан орудийный залп, прозвучали государственные
гимны Азербайджана и Пакистана.
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Президент примет участие в 13-ом саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС).
Лидеры стран-членов ОЭС обсудят в Пакистане планы по расширению
торговых связей.
Позже состоялась встреча Ильхама Алиева с премьер-министром
Пакистана Навазом Шарифом. По сообщению пакистанских СМИ, главы
государств ведут переговоры о двустороннем сотрудничестве в различных
сферах, представляющих взаимный интерес.
А также президент Азербайджана Ильхам Алиев встретился в
Исламабаде со своим пакистанским коллегой президентом Мамнуном
Гусейном.
Как сообщает АПА, информацию об этом распространила пресс-служба
президента.
Итоги саммита ОЭС – пустота!
ECO member states agree for enhanced cooperation in areas of common
interest
Business Recorder. 1/03/2017/ http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/01/338108

ISLAMABAD: The member states of the Economic Cooperation
Organization (ECO) Wednesday agreed to ensure continued and enhanced
cooperation in the areas of common interest through effective, timely and resultoriented projects and programmes in the Organization.
This was agreed by the ECO heads of state and government, who gathered in
Islamabad for the 13th ECO Summit held under the theme "Connectivity for
Regional Prosperity", and was hosted by Pakistan.
With eight heads of state and government, the Summit was attended by all
ECO member states, including Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Afghanistan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstam, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.
They also reiterated their political will and strong commitment for realizing
the aims and objectives of the Organization for economic development, common
prosperity, regional integration, and peace and stability in the ECO region.
The ECO Summit concluded after adopting the Islamabad Declaration, which
reads:
"We, the Heads of State and Government of the Member States of the
Economic Cooperation Organization, gathered on the occasion of the thirteenth
ECO Summit Meeting, in Islamabad under the theme "Connectivity for Regional
Prosperity", at the invitation of the Government of the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan, on the first day of March 2017, to review the objective conditions and
progress in implementation of ECO programmes and projects and to exchange
views on regional and global issues of common interest to the ECO Region with
the aim of consolidating ECO as an organization, bolstering cooperation and
building on shared values and mutual interests;
We, therefore, while:
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Reiterating our political will and strong commitment for realizing the aims
and objectives of the Organization for economic development, common prosperity,
regional integration and peace and stability in the ECO Region;
Celebrating the silver jubilee of the expansion of the membership of the ECO
that ushered in a new era and prospects of enhanced regional cooperation for
development, and Welcoming further enlargement and outreach of the
Organization through full membership to the interested states, and observership to
the interested states/organizations, on case to case basis, adding value to the
Organization;
Reaffirming our commitment to the principles and objectives enshrined in the
Treaty of Izmir, and attaching great importance to the cooperation frameworks
developed under the different agreements concluded between the member states
and the momentum created in different fields of cooperation which can underpin
and complement each other for meeting the objectives of the Economic
Cooperation Organization;
Recalling our commitment to the purposes and principles of the UN Charter
including in particular the respect for political independence, sovereignty and
territorial integrity of states, development of friendly relations among nations, and
pacific settlement of disputes;
Sharing our assessment of the constantly evolving global and regional
environment and new developments that present multiple challenges and
opportunities;
Resolving to work together, including by positioning the ECO to effectively
address these challenges and to seize the opportunities for the collective benefit of
the region and its people;
Noting the positive political, economic, cultural and technological
developments that can facilitate the realization of the long-held dream of transEurasian connectivity, including in the ECO Region;
Approaching connectivity as a dynamic concept that encompasses multiple
dimensions including cyber, energy, rail, road, and ports and shipping;
Encouraging further development of educational and scientific linkages, and
cultural and people to people contacts;
Underlining the significance of fully exploiting the complementarities offered
by shared geography, history and culture, and the comparative advantages and
diversity of resources of member states to bring about greater connectivity and
economic integration in the ECO Region;
Appreciating the value and importance of a steady and flexible approach to
regional connectivity and integration that enables Member States to contribute to,
be part of and benefit from the various connectivity and integration programs in a
gradual and progressive manner according to their respective state of preparedness;
Recognizing the existence of various connectivity initiatives in the ECO
region, and welcoming that these projects feed into the overall vision of
comprehensive ECO connectivity and integration;
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Reiterating commitment to promote intra-ECO trade as an instrument of
enhanced economic cooperation and revitalization in the Region;
Underlining the importance of the Post 2015 Development Agenda and the
role that can be played by the ECO Member States for achieving the goals and
targets set out therein and in this context Recalling that promotion of conditions for
sustainable development through mobilization of economic and social potential of
the ECO Region requires further strengthened cooperation and collaboration
especially through enhanced trade and connectivity among the Member States in
order to further strengthen the deep-rooted historical and cultural ties among the
peoples of the Region;
Recognizing the importance of moderation as an approach to counter all
forms of extremism and promote dialogue, mutual respect, understanding and
social harmony, thereby contributing towards the achievement of sustainable and
inclusive development, equitable growth, stability and prosperity in the ECO
Region;
Acknowledging the importance of Afghanistan for ECO Region and
reiterating our continued support to the national, regional and global efforts for
reconstruction and sustainable development as well as peace and security in
Afghanistan; Welcoming the recently adopted United Nations General Assembly
Resolution (A/RES/71/222) on proclaiming International Decade for Action
"Water for Sustainable Development " 2018-2028;
Welcoming the adoption of the ECO Vision 2025 as a comprehensive
document outlining the core principles and areas of cooperation within ECO, and
resolving that Member States as well as ECO Secretariat, ECO Specialized
Agencies and Regional Institutions will take necessary steps for implementation of
ECO Vision 2025 in a timely and effective manner;
Have agreed to:
Ensure continued and enhanced cooperation in the areas of common interest
through effective, timely and result-oriented projects and programmes in the
Organization.
Undertake to implement the long-term sectoral priorities of ECO on
development of transport and communication infrastructure; facilitation of trade
and investment; and effective use of the region's vast energy resources and to
consider ways and means to promote ECO's connectivity with other regions in
these areas.
Underscore the three core principles of ECO Vision 2025, i.e. sustainability,
integration and conducive environment; and Emphasize the need to augment
cooperation in the areas of trade, transport and connectivity, energy, tourism,
economic growth and productivity and social-welfare and environment as
identified in Vision 2025.
Envision a more efficient and effective ECO, equipped with required
capabilities and resources, to better serve the noble objectives of the Organization;
and hereby Task our relevant Officials and the ECO Secretariat to take necessary
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and effective measures, using inside and outside resources, to bring about
necessary reforms in the Organization.
"Encourage Member States to accede to relevant agreements developed
within the ECO framework in order to achieve the objectives set forth under the
Treaty of Izmir and the ECO Vision 2025; and Task hereby our relevant Ministers
and authorities to consider joining these agreements.
Enhance ECO-wide connectivity in terms of transport and transit;
telecommunications; cyber; and all forms of energy; as well as people-to-people
exchanges, including through regional tourism arrangements.
Welcome in this regard the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as a
far-reaching initiative that would act as catalyst for the development of the entire
region.
Encourage giving priority to, and cooperate on full implementation of the
TTFA and its annexes as ECO's approved and most comprehensive and wellstudied Transit Transport Framework for ECO Region.
Note that the multi-dimensional connectivity in road, rail, energy, trade and
cyber and associated infrastructure and industrial development can promote
integration and economic development of the wider region. And to encourage all
relevant international and regional financial institutions to actively cooperate with
ECO Member States in financing the development of ECO transport corridors,
related connectivity and energy projects.
Work to double the current level of intra-ECO trade within the next 3-5 years,
including through implementation of ECO Trade Agreement (ECOTA) and other
ECO trade-related arrangements; as well as identification and elimination of
physical and non-physical barriers to this end.
Acknowledge the crucial role of financing projects on regional development,
appreciate the ECO Bank's growing scope of activities in this regard and underline
the need to further strengthen the Bank through augmenting its resource base, as
well as increasing its membership.
Call for making ECO Reinsurance Company operational at the earliest and
encourage other Member States to join it. Enhance regional cooperation in energy
sector, focusing inter alia, on energy efficiency; energy infrastructure development
including oil and gas pipelines, intra-regional energy trade, particularly electricity
trade; and access to affordable energy resources, including renewable energy
resources by promoting green energy investment and the development of
environmentally friendly energy technologies; and Task respective authorities to
consider possibility of pursuing the ongoing initiative of establishment of ECO
Regional Electricity Market with the widest possible intra- regional power grid
interconnection.
Support the coordination of measures in the field of sustainable growth
including, inter alia, the use of environmentally friendly, renewable energy and
clean energy, the conservation and efficient use of water and energy resources.
Develop, operationalize and commercialize the ECO intra- regional transit
networks as well as corridors connecting ECO Region with other regions in line
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with the ECO rail and road development plans, with a view to building the required
infrastructure needed for bolstering trade and transport connectivity within the
Region and beyond.
Express satisfaction at the successful implementation of corridor-based
strategy among the Member States, further express appreciation for the ECO
Secretariat for its active role in the execution of the TTFA.
Stress the importance of strengthened and continued cooperation among all
stakeholders to build and run information structures in order to bridge the digital
divide in the region.
Recognize that information and communication technologies have the
potential to provide new solutions to development challenges, particularly in the
context of globalization, and can foster economic growth, competitiveness, access
to information and knowledge, poverty eradication and social inclusion that will
help expedite the integration of all Member Countries into the global economy, and
in this context, welcome the joint Study undertaken by ITU and ECO on the ICT in
the ECO Region, which would be presented to the 2nd ECO ICT Ministerial
Meeting in Azerbaijan for its approval as well as its subsequent Action Plan.
Develop a robust regional tourism industry, built on the vast natural
endowments and cultural resources, as potential contributor to the economic
growth and sustainable development of ECO Region, and to the strengthened
affinities within our nations; and, therefore, task our tourism and other related
authorities to ensure that a multi-sector and multi-purpose tourism industry will be
in place in the ECO Region as per ECO Vision by the end of 2025.
Express concern about the existing unresolved conflicts in the ECO region,
including Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict, which hinder the economic growth and
realization of the full economic potential of the region and impede the
development of economic cooperation on regional as well as broader level, and
Stress the importance of making increased efforts for the earliest resolution of
these conflicts based on the norms and principles of international law, in particular
the principles of respect to sovereignty and territorial integrity;
"Acknowledge the internationally agreed norms and principles, concerning
sovereignty and express concern over the attempts by certain quarters to threaten
democracy discriminatory immigration policies by some states and use of
unilateral economic sanctions and coercions by some states.
Further acknowledge the need for supporting measures to immediately
address the threats to democratic governments, including coup d'etats aimed at
overthrowing the democratically elected governments and constitutional orders of
the Member Countries and the foreign occupation of the territories of the Member
States, including economic strangulation, which undermine the role of the
legitimate democratic governments in pursuing their socio-economic development
and programmes.
Recognize the inter-linkage between development, peace and security for
lasting prosperity and stability in the Region and expressing grave concern over the
security challenges of the region, including inter alia terrorism, in all its forms and
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manifestations which pose a great threat to individuals' lives and national, regional
and global security.
Reiterating that terrorism cannot and should not be associated with any
religion, nationality, civilization or ethnicity and expressing our resolve to combat
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.
Recognize that the expansion of regional cooperation has, direct or indirect,
impacts on safety, prosperity and welfare of our peoples and societies, including
environment and climate change, health, food security standards, disaster risk
reduction and education, which continue to be on the agenda of the Organization;
And task our relevant ministers and officials as well as ECO Secretariat to
streamline these important issues and concerns in the activities/projects of the
Organization.
Support the efforts of the Government of Republic of Azerbaijan aimed at
promoting and strengthening Islamic solidarity among Muslim States and in this
regard note with appreciation that proclamation of 2017 as the Islamic Solidarity
Year in Azerbaijan by the President of Republic of Azerbaijan.
To this end, Call Member States to actively participate in this event to be
organized within the framework of the Islamic Solidarity Year in Azerbaijan, as
well as in the 4th Islamic Solidarity Games and 4th World Forum on Inter-Cultural
Dialogue to be held in May 2017 in Baku.
Take note of the establishment of Islamic Organization for Food Security
aimed at the developing cooperation among ECO Member States in agriculture.
Welcome the "International Day of Nowruz" as a factor contributing to the
strengthening of friendship between nations, and in this context, urge the Member
States to actively participate in the celebration and preparation of joint events.
Acknowledge the important role that can be played by the National
Parliaments of the Member States in giving more effect to the agreed frameworks
within the ECO and welcome the offer by the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to host
the 2nd Parliamentary Conference of Parliamentary Assembly of the Economic
Cooperation Organization (PAECO) at Islamabad in 2017.
Recognize the important role of the small and medium size enterprises
(SMEs) in the economic growth of the Member States and the Region as a whole
and task our relevant authorities to undertake necessary measures to strengthen the
SMEs, including those that enhance women entrepreneurship and knowledge based
enterprises.
Ensure that the existing regional arrangements and programmes in ECO to
combat the menace of drugs and transnational organized crimes, including, inter
alia, human trafficking, are in place and continue to function and that effective
regional mechanisms for cooperation in law enforcement, judicial issues, capacity
building, as well as other relevant areas are established.
Renew our strong desire for a secure, prosperous and peaceful Afghanistan,
and recalling our recent commitments made in the Brussels Conference on
Afghanistan, task our relevant authorities and the ECO Secretariat to develop a
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comprehensive ECO advocacy programme for Afghanistan in the upcoming "ECO
Special Conference on Afghanistan" to be held in May 2017 in Kabul.
Express support to the implementation of the UN General Assembly
Resolution (A/RES/71/222) on International Decade for Action "Water for
Sustainable Development" 2018-2028, adopted on December 21, 2016, and
instruct the relevant authorities as well as the ECO Secretariat to consider this issue
in the framework of the activities and projects of the Organization.
Appreciate the initiative of the Kyrgyz Republic to host 1st and 2nd World
Nomad Games on 8-14 September 2014 and 3-8 September 2016, respectively, and
encourage Member States to actively participate in the 3rd Games scheduled for
2018, which will contribute to the cooperation between Member States.
Welcome the International Exhibition EXPO 2017 to be hosted in Astana,
Kazakhstan from 10th June to 10th September 2017 and OIC First Summit on
Science and Technology to be hosted in Astana, Kazakhstan on 10th -11th
September 2017, and encourage Member States to actively participate in these
Events.
We also express our thanks to H.E. Mr. Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, Prime
Minister of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan under his leadership the 13th ECO
Summit reached a successful conclusion.
We also extend our gratitude to the Government and People of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan for the warm hospitality and the excellent arrangement made
for the Summit."
Саммит ОЭС – министерская встреча
Pakistan for transforming ECO into economic bloc
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 1.03.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Mar-2017/pakistan-fortransforming-eco-into-economic-bloc

Sartaj Aziz advocates free trade region | Foreign ministers approve
Islamabad Declaration
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan yesterday said the Economic Cooperation
Organization member countries should exploit the resources to transform the ECO
into a formidable economic bloc.
Addressing the meeting after assuming chairmanship of the 22nd Council of
Ministers Meeting, Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
said intra-regional trade was far below the potential which needed immediate
attention.
He advocated implementation of ECO trade agreement and removal of trade
and non-trade barriers, besides establishment of a Free Trade Area in the region.
Aziz said that lack of regional connectivity was a major impediment to
economic cooperation. ―For movement of goods, there should be focus on
corridor-based projects for greater connectivity,‖ he said.
He maintained there was a need to increase the membership, scope and
activities of ECO Trade and Development Bank as well as ECO Re-Insurance
Company. He proposed enhanced cooperation of public and private sectors of
member states through ECO Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
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The foreign ministers‘ meeting approved ‗Islamabad Declaration‘ and the
ECO Vision 2025. Islamabad Declaration 2017 contains the salient points of
cooperation among the members of ECO in connectivity, trade, transport and
energy fields.
The declaration will be adopted at the ECO summit today (March 1) to be
attended by heads of state and government from the member countries.
Aziz said as one of the founding members of the ECO, Pakistan firmly
believed that ECO has the potential to bring economic prosperity and progress to
the region.
―For the ECO region that stretches from the Himalayas in the East to the West
of Dardanelles and from the Arabian Sea in the South to Russian Urals and Siberia
in the North, the concept of regional connectivity offers immense potential for
progress, prosperity and development of its 450 million people,‖ he said.
Accordingly, he said, Pakistan was hosting the 22nd ECO Summit on the
theme of ‗Connectivity for Prosperity.‘
Aziz said as envisaged in the Draft ECO Vision 2025, ―we need to
collectively work towards realizing the three long-term sectoral priorities of ECO
which include development of transport and communication infrastructure,
facilitation of trade and investment and effective use of the region‘s vast energy
resources.‖
He said the ECO had achieved substantial results in the past, ―but we have a
long way to go in realizing our shared vision of an integrated, inter-connected and
prosperous region.‖
Aziz said the long-term prospects of ECO depend on renewing the necessary
political will of all member states and to find common ground in promoting
effective regional cooperation and establishment of efficient and effective
institutions that can transfer actual benefits to all member states.
―Global peace, stability and prosperity cannot be achieved in silos in the interconnected world of today. Our region is faced with a number of challenges.
Therefore, innovative approaches and concerted efforts would be required for the
socio-economic and human development of our people,‖ he said.
ECO region, he said, due to its vast natural and human resources, had the
potential to become a formidable economic bloc. ―However, there were certain
priority areas which need our immediate attention: First, the trade figures of ECO
reflect a dismal picture of a region that is one of the least integrated in the world,
operating far below its potential, as compared to regional blocs such as ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations) and NAFTA (North American Free
Trade Agreement).‖
He said the implementation of ECO Trade Agreement or ECOTA was
essential in order to remove the existing trade and non-trade barriers and
establishment of a Free Trade Area in the ECO region.
―Although ECOTA entered into force in 2008, some member states still have
reservations on some aspects which, I hope, we can address without delay,‖ he
said.
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Aziz said secondly lack of regional connectivity and integration of
infrastructure was one of the major impediments. He said, for efficient movement
of goods the member states need to focus on the corridor - based approach for
greater connectivity between different corridors, where feasible.
―Finally, there is a need to focus attention on ECO‘s specialised agencies
which can complement the activities of our organizations and promote greater
economic and cultural integration. In this regard, there is a need to increase the
membership, scope and activities of ECO Trade and Development Bank,‖ he said.
―We have also made good progress in combating the scourge of terrorism. We
are therefore confident of providing safe transit passage for smooth flow of trade
activities without any barriers,‖ he elaborated.
The adviser said: ―The ECO region can benefit from the CPEC and Gwadar
Port as it would bring down the cost and time of transportation considerably.‖
Speaking on the occasion, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif – the outgoing
chairman of the Council of Ministers - said the member countries should invest
more time and energy on implementation of ECO Vision 2025.
Zarif said the ECO members want the ECO to focus on projects and
programmes which bring about maximum economic benefits to members and the
region as a whole. He said continued regional cooperation within the ECO
framework would require enhanced institutional and operational capacities in the
organisation.
The Iranian foreign minister expressed the confidence that the Vision 2025
and associated plans of action would broaden regional integration and cohesion.
Secretary General of ECO Halil Ibrahim, in his address, stressed the need for
sustained efforts and exploring all possibilities to harness the full potential for
development and prosperity.
After the foreign ministers‘ meeting, Aziz said the summit will discuss the
global and regional circumstances. ―The ECO members will agree on cooperation.
ECO has a long way to go,‖ he remarked.
Meanwhile, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said all was set for
13th ECO summit to be held in Islamabad. He said Islamabad Declaration was
expected to help peace, economic boost and regional connectivity.
About Afghanistan‘s participation in the ECO summit, he said: ―They are
playing their due role. We all agree that development and prosperity will ensure
peace in Afghanistan.‖
A separate statement by the foreign ministry said the Council of Ministers of
ECO deliberated the progress made since the last COM.
Secretary General ECO Halil Ibrahim Akca briefed the Council on the recent
activities of the Secretariat and progress made in various fields, inter alia, trade and
investment; transport and communications; agriculture and food security; energy
and environment; and international relations.
The COM adopted the ECO Vision 2025 as recommended by the senior
officials meeting. The vision document focuses on sectoral priorities of the
Organization and serves as a roadmap/guideline for the medium-term success of
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the Organization. The Agenda for the 13th ECO Summit to be held on March 1
(today) was also finalised.
The COM recommended to the Summit adoption of the Islamabad
Declaration 2017, the statement added.
Саммит ОЭС – Наваз Шариф призвал к большему экономическому
сотрудничеству
Nawaz calls for greater collaboration between ECO member states
Dawn.
1.03.2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1317749/nawaz-calls-for-greatercollaboration-between-eco-member-states

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has called for greater collaboration between
members of the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) with the aim to turn
the region into "a model of peace, progress and prosperity", Radio Pakistan
reported.
Addressing the 13th ECO Summit 2017 in Islamabad on Wednesday after
assuming its chairmanship, PM Sharif said the Islamabad Declaration would reflect
the consensus and resolve of ECO member states to collectively take on
contemporary economic challenges.
Earlier the same day, Nawaz had inaugurated a key economic summit aimed
at improving trade ties.
The prime minister had called for a sustained focus on key areas identified for
cooperation in the Islamabad Declaration, which include trade, transport and
energy.
"Meaningful trade in the region cannot take place without better cooperation
on transport, infrastructure and connectivity among the member states," he said.
The premier was of the view that time has come for ECO to take meaningful
steps for the practical realisation of the theme of the summit, "Connectivity for
Regional Prosperity".
He said the theme of the summit has assumed special relevance, as countries
of the bloc are already making large investments in connectivity projects.
―Central Asia has emerged as a Trans-Eurasia land bridge, and oil and gas
pipelines are linking our markets with the rest of the world,‖ he observed.
The premier noted that the ECO region is a vast geographical expanse that is
home to 16 per cent of the world's population, regretting that trade within the ECO
region is a small fraction of each country's trade with the rest of the world.
Economic activities transferring from West to East: Rouhani
In his address, Iran‘s President Hassan Rouhani stressed the need to
strengthen ECO. He said that with greater understanding between the heads of
states and governments, the member countries would be able to take larger strides
in advancing the programmes and activities of the organisation.
He was of the view that ECO can play a vital role in shaping the future
economy of the region.
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Rouhani termed the 21st century as the 'era of emerging Asia', adding that
economic activities are being transferred from the West to the East.
Iran‘s president also suggested that ECO countries be interconnected through
highways.
Resolve political disputes to tackle terrorism: Erdogan
In his address, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan stressed cooperation
in energy and said his country would support all initiatives aimed at the realisation
of this objective.
Erdogan also urged the need for the resolution of political disputes and joint
efforts in tackling the menace of terrorism.
He called for an early completion of reforms in ECO, strengthening of the
human resources of the ECO Secretariat, and an evolution of a mechanism for
ownership of projects.
Turkey‘s president also underscored the need for greater cooperation in
agriculture, environment and tourism.
He said Turkey is implementing a number of big infrastructure projects that
would link the country with neighbouring countries and regions through rail, road,
sea and air links.
25th ECO Summit
Islamabad is hosting the 10-nation ECO summit to finalise a plan to expand
"trade and prosperity" among member nations.
Turkey, Iran and Pakistan founded the organisation in 1985, and Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan are
among the heads of state in attendance.
Pakistan deployed a heavy security contingent to guard Islamabad, where all
offices, schools and businesses were closed for the day.
The 13th summit, taking place after a gap of five years, coincides with the
25th anniversary of the expansion of the bloc. The summit‘s theme is
‗Connectivity for Regional Prosperity‘. Discussions at the meeting will focus on
prospects of cooperation in the fields of connectivity, trade, transport and energy.
Афганистан не будет участвовать в саммите ОЭС
Afghan president won‘t attend ECO summit: Aizaz
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 28.02.2017.
2017/afghan-president-won-t-attend-eco-summit-aizaz

http://nation.com.pk/national/28-Feb-

ISLAMABAD - Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani will not attend the 13th
Economic Cooperation Organization summit to be held tomorrow (March 1) as
Pakistan and Afghanistan struggle to improve ties.
Addressing a news conference here after the conclusion of two-day Senior
Officials Meeting (SOM) of the ECO-member countries, Foreign Secretary Aizaz
Ahmad Chaudhary said that Afghanistan would be represented by a ―special
representative‖ of Kabul who had been selected by President Ghani.
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To a question, he said, Afghan Ambassador to Pakistan Omar Zakhilwal was
the ―special representative‖ who would participate in the summit.
Chaudhry said that five heads of state, three heads of government, one deputy
prime minister, and one special envoy will attend the summit meeting on March 1.
The secretary said that Pakistan wanted peace in Afghanistan and the region.
―We also expect Afghanistan to stop use of its soil against Pakistan,‖ he said.
Chaudhry said that Pakistan was an independent nation and would take its
own decisions.
―Our agenda is peace in the region and the world. We never conspire against
any country and expect others to respect peace. Like us Afghanistan is also a
sovereign country and can take its own decisions,‖ he added.
The secretary said that Pakistan never faced isolation as it wanted to work
with the neighbours and the world.
―The isolation is a mere propaganda. We are part of the global system and
want to work with all the nations,‖ he contended.
Earlier, the member countries finalised the draft of the Islamabad Declaration
– focusing on connectivity - for the 13th ECO summit to be held tomorrow (March
1).
Chaudhary said that the Islamabad Declaration would be adopted at the ECO
summit to be attended by heads of the state and government.
―Our main agenda is connectivity. All the members agree on this. We will
focus on energy, transport, trade and infrastructure among the regional countries.
This should be expanded beyond the region too,‖ he said.
On the first day of the ECO SOM, Chaudhry had said the 13th ECO Summit
had adopted the topical theme of ―Connectivity for Regional Prosperity‖ as its key
focus.
Chaudhry said that there was a need to create a world-class logistics
infrastructure within the ECO region for speedy movement of goods and people at
a reduced cost that would stimulate investment and growth.
The 13th Meeting of the ECO heads of state and government is being hosted
by Pakistan.
The summit will be preceded by the 22nd Meeting of the ECO Council of
Foreign Ministers (COM) today (February 28).
Senior officials from the member states met yesterday to make final
preparations for the COM summit before the top leaders meet on March 1.
The ECO Secretariat said that the summit was expected to review the state-ofaffairs of the ECO in the light of the new and emerging global and regional
circumstances and agreed on the course of actions the ECO should follow in
expanding regional economic cooperation among its member states.
The new ECO Vision 2025 is also expected to be adopted.
The last ECO Summit was held in October 2012 in Baku.
The 21st COM meeting was held in November 2013 in Tehran.
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Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhary said that the recommendations of
the Senior Officials Meeting would be presented to the Council of Ministers
meeting of the ECO-member states today (February 28).
He said that Pakistan had always supported the ECO and paid its dues in time.
―It is not an ordinary thing that 80 percent of the top leadership of the member
countries is attending the summit. It shows commitment,‖ Chaudhary added.
He said that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) was until now a
Pak-China plan but it could spread out to other regional countries.
―We believe our neighbours can benefit from the CPEC. Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are already linked with western China,‖ Chaudhary
elaborated.
He said that five countries had signed the ECO trade agreement so far.
―In the next five years, we expect more countries to stamp their approval.
ECO‘s agenda is an agenda of peace and prosperity,‖ Chaudhary remarked.
The secretary said that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif would meet the visiting
presidents and other dignitaries on the sidelines of the summit.
Meanwhile, yesterday the foreign ministry said that the SOM - preceding the
22nd Meeting of the COM of the ECO hosted by Pakistan - was held on February
26-27.
The SOM Meeting was chaired by Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad
Chaudhry.
The meeting was attended by senior officials from Afghanistan, Azerbaijan,
Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan.
Secretary General of the ECO Halil Ibrahim Akca as well as representatives
of the ECO specialised agencies and regional institutions were also present.
The SOM deliberated, inter alia, on issues such as the work plan of the ECO,
reports and recommendations emanating from sectoral meetings, follow up of the
implementation of decision of the previous ministerial meetings as well as
preparation for 22nd COM and the 13th Summit.
The agenda for the 22nd ECO COM meeting, to be held on February 28, was
also finalised, said a foreign ministry statement issued on Monday.
The secretary-general of the ECO presented a report containing activities of
the ECO since the 12th Summit of the Organization in the Republic of Azerbaijan.
The SOM approved the ECO Vision 2025 and decided to place it before the
COM meeting to be held on 28 February 2017.
The vision document outlines tangible goals for the organisation in various
areas of cooperation including trade and transit in medium term, it said.
The SOM agreed on text of the Islamabad Declaration and recommended its
approval by the COM.
Islamabad Declaration 2017 contains salient points of cooperation among the
members of the ECO in the fields of connectivity, trade, transport and energy, the
statement said.
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The participants also exchanged views on the ongoing activities and projects,
and future programme of action in various key areas, it added.
Президент Туркменистана примет участие в XIII Саммите ОЭС в
Пакистане
Информационный
портал
http://turkmenportal.com/blog/10054. 28.02.2017

Туркменистана

«TurkmenPortal».

Президент Туркменистана Гурбангулы Бердымухамедов примет участие
в очередном Саммите ОЭС, который состоится 1 марта в столице Пакистана
Исламабаде. В рамках форума глава государства проведет ряд двусторонних
встреч.
ОЭС – межгосударственная экономическая организация, образованная в
1985 году в составе Турции, Ирана, Пакистана. С 1992 года деятельность
ОЭС активизировалась в связи с присоединением Азербайджана,
Афганистана, Казахстана, Кыргызстана, Таджикистана, Туркменистана и
Узбекистана.
Цель структуры – обсуждение путей по улучшению развития и
стимулирования торговли и инвестиционных возможностей. Предыдущий
саммит ОЭС состоялся в 2012 году в Баку.
Туркменистан инициировал ряд региональных проектов в сфере
транспорта и в области поставок энергоносителей. С участием Ирана и
Казахстана был реализован железнодорожный проект "Север"Юг".
В декабре 2009 года введен в эксплуатацию газопровод из
Туркменистана через Узбекистан и Казахстан в Китай. С декабря 2015 года
началось строительство туркменского участка газопровода ТуркменистанАфганистан-Пакистан-Индия (ТАПИ).
В настоящее время ведутся переговоры между Туркменистаном,
Азербайджаном, Турцией и ЕС по проекту Транскаспийского газопровода,
который нацелен на вывод энергоресурсов Каспийского региона на
европейский рынок.
К открытию саммита ОЭС.
CPEC to complement ECO economies: Pakistan
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. February 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Feb2017/cpec-to-complement-eco-economies-pakistan

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry on Sunday
stressed the need for creating a world-class logistics infrastructure within the
Economic Coordination Organisation (ECO) region for speedy movement of goods
and people at a reduced cost that would stimulate investment and growth.
Addressing senior officials‘ meetings ahead of the March 1 ECO Summit in
Islamabad, the foreign secretary said Pakistan was happy to host the 13th ECO
summit and looked forward to advancing ―our mutual goals in the coming days
leading up to the summit.‖
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―Our deep appreciation is due to Halil Ibrahim Akca, Secretary General ECO
and his team for their hard work and support in making these events successful. I
would also like to acknowledge the valuable contribution made by the member
states of ECO towards regional cooperation and economic integration,‖ he said.
The secretary said that Pakistan had always attached immense importance to
the organisation and its objective as demonstrated by its active role in the ECO.
Chaudhry said that the 13th ECO summit had adopted the topical theme of
―Connectivity for Regional Prosperity‖ as its key focus.
―The economic integration and connectivity are the main pillars to galvanise
economic growth, create job opportunities, expand trade, improve competitiveness
and usher prosperity in the region,‖ he added.
Chaudhry said there was a need to create a world-class logistics infrastructure
within the ECO region for speedy movement of goods and people at a reduced cost
that would stimulate investment and growth.
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor, he said, was a major initiative in this
regard. ―This is a mega project which would benefit the entire region. The CPEC is
anticipated as a game changer not only in Pakistan-China context but it would also
complement the economies of the entire neighbourhood, especially the ECO
region,‖ he maintained.
Chaudhry said that the ECO Vision 2025 was an important document which
would steer the Organization and serve as a roadmap for the success of the
organisation in the coming years.
―Its emphasis on infrastructure development, facilitation of transit among
member states and free trade offer potential and practical remedies for the region‘s
socio-economic development. We see the adoption of Vision 2025 as a step in the
right direction,‖ he said.
The foreign secretary said that importance of trade figures showed that ECO
countries cannot be overemphasized. Pakistan, he said, gave importance to its trade
relations with the ECO countries and desired to significantly raise the volume of its
trade with the member states.
The Financial health of ECO Secretariat, he said, was essential. ―The issue of
outstanding arrears by some Member States has become a serious impediment in
the smooth functioning of the Secretariat. We hope that the member states in
arrears would take measures for the payment of their dues at the earliest,‖ he
explained.
As regards Scale of Assessment, he said, some of the member states including
Pakistan had agreed to the proposal of ECO Secretariat. ―Pakistan is working out a
plan in this regard,‖ he added.
He thanked the permanent representatives for diligently working on the draft
and clearing almost 75% of the Islamabad Declaration. ―The remaining
paragraphs, I am confident, would be adopted in a spirit of cooperation, and mutual
accommodation. Pakistan would be glad to work with the colleagues for evolving
consensus on the draft declaration,‖ he hoped.
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Chaudhry was optimistic that under the guidance of the august house ―we will
examine closely the progress achieved so far and work together to take the
Organisation forward, I am confident that with our collective efforts we can make
ECO a vehicle for progress and prosperity in our region.‖
He said Pakistan had always attached great importance to ECO and will
remain in the forefront for the actualization of its agenda.
Chaudhry also said that Pakistan fully supported peace in Afghanistan. He
said that Pakistan was largely affected by instability in the neighbouring country.
―Peace in Afghanistan is very dear to us. Pakistan considers Afghanistan its
twin brother and fully supports the peace process in Afghanistan. We welcome the
upcoming ECO special meeting on Afghanistan in Kabul this year and let me
assure our Afghan brothers that we would continue to contribute to ECO‘s efforts
to provide assistance to Afghanistan,‖ he said.
Chaudhry said that Pakistan wanted peace in Afghanistan and supported all
efforts to achieve this goal.
Addressing the session, Secretary General ECO Halil Ibrahim said the summit
was being held a time when the region was faced with new challenges.
Initiatives in the area of road, energy and trade, he said, will open new vistas
of opportunities for the regional countries. The secretary general said institutional
reforms of the ECO were also on the agenda of the meeting.
Earlier, the Foreign Secretary opened the initial round of the ECO summit scheduled for March 1 - with the SOM meeting. He welcomed the delegates to
Pakistan. The meeting of senior officials will continue today (Monday) and will be
followed by the ECO summit on March 1.
13-ый саммит ОЭС скоро откроется
13th ECO Summit proceedings starts from Sunday
Parvez Jabri. Feb 25th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/25/337866

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is hosting the 13th ECO Summit here on 1 March
and it would be preceded by the Senior Officials' Meeting (SOM) on February 2627, and Council of Foreign Ministers' Meeting (COM) on February 28.
Briefing the media persons at the foreign Office here Saturday about the 13th
ECO Summit and the expected outcomes, he said that Pakistan earlier hosted the
3rd ECO Summit at Islamabad in May 1995.
Most of the member states have already confirmed participation at Heads of
State or Heads of Government level.
To a query, he said seven out of ten member states have confirmed the
partition at highest level whereas Afghanistan and Azerbaijan have not yet
confirmed. However, Afghanistan's participation at the Foreign Minister level has
already been confirmed.
High level participation of the member states will greatly enhance the vitality
and substance of the Summit, he said.
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ECO Observers and special guests have also been invited to attend the
Summit.
Replying to a question, he said elaborate and comprehensive security
arrangements have been made for the Summit and asserted that it would send a
very positive message to the world.
To another question about India's bid to isolate Pakistan in the comity of the
nations, Sartaj said that no such effort has so far borne any fruit. "Our importance
and strategic role in Muslim countries is still vitally significant and we continue to
participate in the proceedings of the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC). We were away from the SAARC summit only."
He informed that the Secretary General of SAARC (Pakistan's Foreign Office
Official) is expected to join the SAARC Secretariat next month.
He said the theme of ECO Summit is "Connectivity for Regional Prosperity"
and the Summit will deliberate and decide on ways and means to augment
cooperation in the areas of connectivity, trade, energy, tourism, investment,
industry, economic growth, productivity, social welfare and environment.
Initiatives for furtherance of education and scientific linkages, cultural and
people-to-people contacts within the ECO would also be deliberated upon during
the Summit, he added.
Делегация Узбекистана примет участие в Саммите ЕСО в Исламабаде
Информационное агентство "UzReport". http://news.uzreport.uz/news_2_r_148501.html.
23.02.2017.

22 февраля в Министерстве иностранных дел Республики Узбекистан
состоялась встреча с Чрезвычайным и Полномочным Послом Исламской
Республики Пакистан Риазом Хусаином Бухари.
Стороны обсудили актуальные вопросы узбекско-пакистанской
повестки дня, а также практические аспекты участия официальной делегации
Узбекистана в предстоящем 1 марта 2017 года Саммите Организации
экономического сотрудничества (ЕСО) в г. Исламабаде.
Пакистан предложит странам-членам ЭКО участвовать в сооружении
КПЭК.
CPEC to be extended to ECO member states
Muhammad
Saleh
Zaafir.
The
News.
February
14,
2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/186210-CPEC-to-be-extended-to-ECO-member-states

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan will offer China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) extension to the member countries of the Economic Cooperation
Organisation (ECO) during its 13th summit being hosted in Islamabad. The ECO
viewed as the robust regional organisation taking keen interest in the CPEC since
it could help the member countries for establishing easy connection with the world.
All ten members of the organisation have conveyed their consent to attend it.
Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif who is also retaining the portfolio of the
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Foreign Affairs chaired a high echelon meeting at the prime minister house on
Monday and issued guidelines for the summit and its agenda. Pakistan has planned
to convert the CPEC and its close collaboration with the member countries of the
ECO, a gigantic leap for generating economic activities in the region.
The sources in the Prime Minister House told The News that Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif has personal friendly relations with all leaders of the ECO countries.
They have assured the prime minister to attend the summit. The prime minister
personally spoke on phone with leaders of most of the member countries. The
visiting leaders would avail the opportunity to have brief but beneficial bilateral
interaction with prime minister Nawaz Sharif and the host senior officials.
The preparatory meeting at the Prime Minister House reviewed arrangements
for the forthcoming summit. It has been officially stated that senior officials and
ministers of the member countries of ECO will meet from February 26 to 28 in
Islamabad. The prime minister was briefed on the agenda, likely outcomes, and the
arrangements made for the summit.
The prime minister was briefed that ‗Islamabad Declaration‘ of the summit
will focus on theme `Connectivity for Regional Prosperity' in the meeting. The
briefing further elaborated that the 13th summit of the council is also expected to
decide ECO's vision 2025; including the core principles of development,
sustainability, regional integration and achieving a conducive environment for
people of the region to realise their potential.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will host lunch in honour of the visiting leaders.
The leaders belonging to various groups in the Parliament would also be invited for
the lunch including Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will inaugurate the summit with his theme
explaining address. It has been decided that stringent security would be in place
for the summit and preparatory meetings. Services of the Rangers would be
acquired during the meetings. The Red-Zone of the federal capital would be sealed
during the ECO engagements, the sources said.
The cooperation areas earmarked for the summit consist of trade, transport &
connectivity, energy, tourism, economic growth & productivity, social welfare and
environment. The presidents of Iran, Azerbaijan, president / prime minister of
Kazakhstan, prime minister of Kyrgyzstan, president of Tajikistan, president of
Turkey, president of Turkmenistan and deputy prime minister of Uzbekistan and
Foreign Minister of Afghanistan will represent their countries at ECO summit.
The prime minister directed to ensure all necessary formalities and
arrangements for the visiting delegations. The sources said that international media
has shown great interest in the coverage of the ECO summit and it is likely that
special arrangements would be made for media coverage of the ECO.
Cаммит Организации экономического сотрудничества пройдет 1 марта в
Пакистане
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Интернет-сайт
"Москва-Баку.ru".
24.01.2017.
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/economy/cammit_organizatsii_ekonomicheskogo_sotrudnichestva_proydet_1_mar
ta_v_pakistane/

XIII саммит Организации экономического сотрудничества (ОЭС)
пройдет 1 марта в Пакистане, сообщает Report со ссылкой на пакистанские
СМИ.
Предыдущий саммит ОЭС состоялся в 2012 году в Баку.
Отметим, что членами организации являются Иран, Азербайджан,
Турция, Пакистан, Казахстан, Кыргызстан, Таджикистан, Туркменистан и
Узбекистан. ОЭС - евразийская политическая и экономическая
межправительственная организация, основанная в 1985 году Ираном,
Турцией и Пакистаном.
Цель структуры - обсуждение путей по улучшению развития и
стимулирования торговли и инвестиционных возможностей.

СААРК1
Индия воздерживается от сотрудничества в рамках СААРК по
энергетике
India abstains from Saarc energy regulators‘ moot
Dawn, October 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366020/india-abstains-fromsaarc-energy-regulators-moot

ISLAMABAD: India has abstained from an ongoing two-day conference of
Saarc Energy Regulators called to finalise common grid codes, laws and
regulations for regional energy trade.
The second meeting of the Saarc Council of Experts of Energy Regulators
(Electricity) began here on Tuesday and was represented by all the member states
except India. An official said the council had been waiting until Oct 23 for the
confirmation of Indian team‘s visit but no word was received.
He said the Asian Development Bank and the Saarc Secretariat were
coordinating with member states for the conference. ―They (Indian regulator)
neither nominated its delegates, nor declined or accepted the invitation.We were
kept waiting until Monday,‖ said an official of host National Electric Power
Regulatory Authority (Nepra).
Nepra Chairman Tariq Saddozoi presided over the first session of the
meeting. In his opening remarks, he talked about the need and importance of
increasing cross-border trade of electricity and said the regional cooperation in this
regard could play a major role in helping overcome challenges to sustain rapid
economic growth and eliminate loadshedding.
This in turn will ―bring down energy prices, mitigate power shocks, relieve
shortages, facilitate decarburisation and provide incentives for market extension
and integration‖, he said.
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Mr Saddozoi said ‗bilateral electricity trade would lead to development of
regional pools where real-time electricity trade would become possible‘. He
believed that multilateral agencies particularly ADB, World Bank and Japan
International Cooperation Agency (Jica) could play an important role in the form
of carrying out feasibility studies, providing financial support, review of the
relevant laws of the member countries.
Министры иностранных дел стран СААРК обсудили вопросы развития
в рамках 72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Pak, Russian FMs discuss Afghan peace
The Nation. September 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Sep-2017/pak-russianfms-discuss-afghan-peace

Meanwhile, on Friday, Asif participated in the Informal Meeting of the
Council of Ministers of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(Saarc) on the sidelines of the UNGA.
The meeting was hosted and chaired by the foreign minister of Nepal and
was attended by the foreign ministers of the SAARC member states.
In his remarks, Asif reiterated Pakistan‘s full commitment to the Saarc‘s
principles and objectives, and highlighted the organisation‘s potential in promoting
progress and prosperity in the South Asia through enhanced regional integration.
He also stressed that Pakistan considered the Saarc an important platform for
organising a collective response to regional challenges, particularly the region‘s
development needs.
Pakistan wanted the Saarc to utilise the full potential of the region and called
for constructive engagement towards this end.
Пакистан и Индия – торговля в рамках СААРК
Trading with neighbours
BR, 26.07.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/26/361394/trading-with-neighbours/

Currently, a high level delegation of the private sector is visiting Bhutan,
representing Pakistan in the forth coming 70th executive committee meeting of
SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Across the globe, Federal
Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan led a Pakistani trade delegation to
Senegal on July 20-21.
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As part of TDAP‘s goals, it seems Pakistan is working towards
geographically spreading out its exports. However, exploring Pakistan‘s trade
potential with a continent thousands of miles away (read ―Exercises in Futility‖
published on 25 June, 2017) makes little sense while SAFTA is underutilized.
Since the signing of WTO, trade globally has moved towards increased
volumes within regional trading blocs. North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Latin America‘s
Southern Common Market (Mercosur) are some examples of successful trading
blocs. Compared to them, SAFTA is hardly used at all by its member countries.
It is widely recognized that SAFTA is underutilized because the two main
economies of SAARC, Pakistan and India, are too deeply at odds with one another
to promote trade within the region. Given the size of India‘s 1 billion people
market, if trade was to be liberalized between the two countries, Pakistan stands to
gain more than India.
Keeping India-Pakistan bilateral trade aside, within SAFTA most countries
trade with India rather than Pakistan. Within SAFTA, trade with India comprises
of 15 percent of total international trade of all SAARC countries (excluding
Pakistan). The corresponding figure for Pakistan is 2 percent.
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This makes sense since Bangladesh, Bhutan, and Nepal share borders with
India. However, while Pakistan does not have even a toehold share of international
trade with Bhutan, Maldives, and Nepal, India has $755 million trade with
Afghanistan.
Pakistan‘s trade should be directly related to the economic size of its partner
countries and inversely related to the distance between them. Yet, trade delegations
explore the potential benefits of partnering with ECOWAS while SAFTA
continues to amble ignored in the background like it has been doing so since its
formation.
Even if trade with India is considered unfeasible due to ground realities, there
is no reason to ignore trade potential with other member countries of SAFTA. For
example, Sri Lanka‘s trade with India is 12 times more than Sri Lanka‘s trade with
Pakistan, despite the Pakistan-Sri Lanka FTA. Similarly, while India-Maldives
bilateral trade was at nearly $300 million in 2016, with Pakistan it was at $6
million. Comparing the four regional trading blocs, a certain degree of inertia can
be observed. Within Mercosur, ASEAN, NAFTA and SAFTA, there has been no
increase in intensity of international trade within member states over the last
decade.
While for NAFTA it means that Mexico, Canada and America‘s international
trade is deeply linked, for Pakistan it implies that strong political and strategic
policymaking is required to change the status quo that has prevailed for decades.
Наваз Шариф обвиняет Индию в развале СААРК (в ходе визита на
Мальдивы)
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Nawaz accuses India of harming Saarc
The Nation. July 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jul-2017/nawaz-accuses-indiaof-harming-saarc

Male - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday accused India of harming the
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc) and undermining the
spirit of the regional forum.
Addressing a joint news conference with Maldives President Abdulla Yameen
Abdul Gayoom in Male, Nawaz said ―India caused harm to the Saarc by seeking
postponement‖ of the grouping‘s summit in Islamabad last year. This was not the
first time that India harmed the forum as it ―had done so on four occasions‖, he
added.
India ―undermined and violated the spirit of the Saarc charter by casting
shadows of bilateral issues and problems on a multilateral forum for regional
cooperation‖, he maintained. ―We, however, remain grateful for President Abdulla
Yameen‘s support regarding the Saarc Summit in Islamabad,‖ he said.
Nawaz and Gayoom agreed to work together to make Saarc a ―vibrant
organisation‖. Both leaders agreed to further enhance their bilateral relations in
various fields and overcome common challenges.
Nawaz said that they exchanged views and ideas to further expand and
strengthen bilateral relations in all areas of mutual interest, including trade,
education, tourism, defence and people-to-people contacts.
Nawaz is on a three-day official visit of Maldives on the invitation of
President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom, and will be the chief guest at the 52nd
Independence Day celebrations of the country today (Wednesday).
Nawaz said they had a complete meeting of minds on the need to overcome
common challenges such as climate change and terrorism.
He said they also agreed to work together to make Saarc a vibrant
organisation and a vehicle to realise their shared dreams for a peaceful and
prosperous region.
Nawaz said during the meeting, he also highlighted the ongoing brutal
repression and gross human rights violations by the Indian occupation forces in the
Indian-occupied Jammu and Kashmir.
Nawaz also briefed President Abdulla Yameen on Pakistan‘s efforts to fight
the scourge of terrorism. ―The brave people and Armed Forces of Pakistan have
been resolute in the face of terror and have rendered untold sacrifices,‖ he said.
―We have launched successful operations against terrorists and have won
important victories.‖ It was Pakistan‘s contribution to the peace and stability of the
entire region, he added.
He said President Yameen shared with him his vision of promoting
cooperation and friendly relations between the Maldives and other countries.
Pakistan stood ready to support his efforts, he added.
He said that both the countries had signed a number of memorandums of
understanding (MoUs) for enhancing bilateral cooperation in the fields of tourism,
trade, education, capacity building of civil servants and training for diplomats.
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He said that Pakistan-Maldives Joint Business Council and Joint Working
Group had been established, which would serve as platforms for enhanced trade
and investment cooperation by facilitating collaboration between businesses and
institutions.
In order to sustain on the progress already achieved in bilateral relations, the
Prime Minister said that both the countries had constituted four joint working
Committees.
The Committees would oversee the implementation of the MoUs signed
between the two counties, including those concluded during President Abdulla
Yameen‘s visit to Pakistan in 2015, he said and added the MoUs related to sports,
health, education and combating illicit drugs.
Nawaz said he briefed President Abdulla Yameen on the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the contribution that the truly historic initiative
would make to the region‘s economic integration, connectivity and shared
prosperity.
He announced establishment of a medical college for the people of Maldives.
Pakistan would provide all resources for it, he added.
Further, he said that from this year on, they would also provide five additional
slots for Maldivian students to study medicine, engineering, pharmacy and
dentistry in Pakistan.
Congratulating the people and leadership of Maldives on their 52nd year of
independence, Nawaz said it was a matter of great happiness for him to share in the
celebrations.
Speaking on the occasion, President Yameen said he had received the same
feelings of warmth, friendliness and mutual respect that he carried from the people
of Pakistan for the people of the Maldives during his visit to Pakistan in 2015.
He said Pakistan had made a tremendous contribution to Maldives in the
fields of education and thanked the Prime Minister for setting up a medical college.
He said that they also agreed to join their efforts for eradication of terrorism and
extremism.
Meanwhile, Pakistan and Maldives signed six MoUs related to trade,
education, climate change, tourism, training of diplomats and capacity building of
civil servants. The MoUs would help in further consolidating the bilateral relations
between the two South Asian countries.
Встреча бизнесменов в рамках СААРК
SAARC business forum urges economic cooperation
The Express Tribune, June 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446581/saarcbusiness-forum-urges-economic-cooperation/

Officials want cooperation between Afghanistan, Pakistan and China
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A group photo after SAARC meeting in Islamabad.

LAHORE: Trilateral cooperation between Pakistan, Afghanistan and China
will bring about peace and prosperity in the whole region, according to officials of
the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc) Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (Chamber).
The comments come in the wake of China‘s proposal of creating a trilateral
mechanism for ensuring peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan along with
coordination of counter terrorism activities between the two states.
Saarc Chamber Vice President Iftikhar Ali Malik said that the Chamber will
continue to strengthen economic ties between the three countries while extending
an olive branch to Afghanistan for renewed friendship.
We will continue to play our part in promoting trading ties between
Afghanistan and Pakistan,‖ he said, adding that a special Afghan Desk has been
established to facilitate traders of both countries.
―The next phase of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would be
extended to Central Asia via Afghanistan as part of the wider One Belt One Road
(OBOR) initiative,‖ he said. Afghanistan is South Asia‘s only link to the natural
resources rich Central Asian countries-except for the tiny Wakhan corridor- which
makes it a natural transit corridor.
Malik also claimed that Afghanistan‘s infrastructure projects can be wholly
aligned with OBOR enabling cost reductions and shared prosperity, adding that
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existing close people-to-people and business-to-business relations would make the
task easier.
He suggested reduction in tariff rates on essential commodities, removal of
non-tariff barriers and trade facilitation through lowering transaction costs and
provision of concessionary export refinancing facilities as necessary short term
steps for boosting trade between the two countries.
«На саммите СААРК в конце этого года нужно выработать совместные
действия по развитию торговли», - считает госминистр торговли Индии
Нирмала Ситхараман
SAARC start-ups‘ meet to work out mutually beneficial ideas
The Hindu. 19.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/saarc-start-ups-meetto-work-out-mutually-beneficial-ideas/article19104758.ece?homepage=true

It could help build linkages for similar thinking minds, says Nirmala
Sitharaman
India will host a summit for start-ups from SAARC nations later this year to
tap the complementarities that ventures across South Asia may bring to the table,
Minister of State for Commerce and Industry Nirmala Sitharaman said on Monday
―I am going to work towards having a SAARC countries‘ meet for start-ups,‖
said Ms. Sitharaman.
―Many things are happening simultaneously. Probably with such an exchange,
you will know the wheel need not be reinvented but at the same time, mutually
beneficial ideas can be worked out,‖ she said.
The eight-member South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation
(SAARC) could also be a forum that helps build linkages for similar thinking
minds and start-ups, Ms.Sitharaman said.
Apart from India, the SAARC includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Nepal, Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
‗Exchange of ideas‘
A similar dialogue is also being organised by the Centre between German and
Indian start-ups, Ms.Sitharaman said.
―There will be an exchange of ideas between the two countries‘ start-ups, so
our entrepreneurs can stay in touch with what‘s happening there and if there are
some things their government has done, that we could replicate,‖ the Minister
explained.
Fresh steps are on the anvil to help start-ups, including a new credit guarantee
fund and extending the exemption from labour law inspections for a period of five
years instead of the current benefit of three years, Industrial Policy and Promotion
Secretary Ramesh Abhishek said earlier.
Credit guarantee fund
―The Finance Ministry has just last week approved a new Credit Guarantee
Fund for start-ups, under which they would be able to get a loan of ₹ 5 crore each
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without collateral… We hope to take this up to the Cabinet for approval by the end
of July,‖ Mr. Abhishek said.
While 12 states had advised their labour departments to allow start-ups to
submit self-certification for compliance with six major labour laws for a period of
three years, the secretary said the Centre now decided to extend this period to five
years. Almost 85% of the 1300-odd start-ups that had been recognised for such
benefits by the Centre belong to nine States.
МИД Пакистана объяснил, почему Пакистан отказался участвовать в
проекте «спутника Южной Азии» - Индия хотела все это сделать тоько в
одиночку
FO explains why Pakistan quit Saarc satellite project
Dawn, May 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1331412/fo-explains-why-pakistanquit-saarc-satellite-project

ISLAMABAD: India‘s unwillingness to allow other Saarc countries to
participate in the development of a Saarc satellite made Pakistan quit the project.
Foreign Office spokesman Nafees Zakaria, while explaining Pakistan‘s
absence from the South Asian Satellite launched by India on Friday, said: ―As
India was not willing to develop the project on a collaborative basis, it was not
possible for Pakistan to support it as a regional project under the umbrella of
Saarc.‖
Mr Zakaria recalled that India had at the 18th Saarc (South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation) summit in Kathmandu in 2014 had offered to gift Saarc
satellite to member countries, but it turned out that India wanted to build, launch
and operate the satellite all by itself except for registering it with the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) as a Saarc Satellite.
―Pakistan, which has its own space programme at an advanced level, was
ready to share its expertise and technological know-how and was keen to
participate in the project but India‘s solo flight caused Pakistan to opt out of the
project,‖ the spokesman said.
The satellite, after Pakistan‘s departure from the project, was renamed as the
South Asian Satellite.
Asked for update on the case of a retired colonel, who went missing in Nepal
last month, the spokesman said that the matter was being pursued with the
Nepalese government, but there had been ―not much progress‖.
He said the outcome of the investigations being carried out by the Nepal
government was awaited.
Лидеры южноазиатскиз стран (кроме Пакистана) благодарны Моди за
запуск «спутника Южной Азии».
South Asian leaders pat Modi for gifting satellite to the region
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 6.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/southasian-leaders-pat-modi-for-gifting-satellite-to-the-region/article18393669.ece?homepage=true

PM hosts ‗Mini-SAARC summit‘ via video-conferencing after GSLV launch.
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Taking both space diplomacy and India‘s outreach to the neighbours into a
―new orbit‖, Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed a unique joint
videoconference of the leaders of all SAARC countries, apart from Pakistan who
had declined to join the South Asia satellite programme, shortly after the
successful launch of the GSLV GSAT 9.
India launches satellite to help South Asian nations
―The South Asia satellite demonstrates that our collective choices for our
citizens will bring us together for cooperation, not conflict; development, not
destruction; and prosperity, not poverty,‖ Mr. Modi told the leaders on the
videoconference, including Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani, Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, Bhutan PM Tshering Tobgay, Maldives President
Abdulla Yameen, Nepal Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal Prachanda and Sri
Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena. Ambassadors of all six nations were also
invited to witness the lift-off at ISRO‘s Satish Dhawan Space Centre in
Sriharikota.
The video-conference, which had not been declared prior to the event, was
announced by PM Modi as a ―surprise‖ barely moments after he congratulated
ISRO scientists for the successful launch on twitter.
―The support and presence of these leaders will add even more joy in the
hearts & minds of our region,‖ Mr. Modi said, adding, ―We are a united family of
South Asian countries, united in our pursuit of peace, progress & prosperity of our
region & the entire humankind.
Speaking by turn the other leaders congratulated India for its technological
success as well as Mr. Modi personally for turning his ―vision to reality‖ by seeing
the Rs. 450 crore launch through.
―I am grateful to PM Modi and the people of India for the very special gift to
the South Asian region and compliment the PM and India‘s visionary
‗Neighbourhood first‘ policy,‖ said Maldivian President Yameen. ―The launch of
the South Asia satellite is historic for the world as this is the first time a country
has launched a satellite for the free use of its neighbours,‖ added Bhutan PM
Tobgay, calling it an ―impressive milestone in regional cooperation.‖
Nepal‘s PM particularly noted the satellite‘s role in developing
communications in his country‘s mountainous and remote areas. Both Bangladesh
PM Hasina and Sri Lankan President Sirisena also praised the potential uses of the
GSLV GSAT 9 in meeting developmental needs in the areas of tele-medicine, teleeducation, banking and television KU-band broadcasting opportunities.
Mr. Modi had proposed the plan for the shared satellite as a gift to the
neighbourhood, during the SAARC summit in Kathmandu in 2014. However, after
Pakistan pulled out of the project, it was called the ―South Asia satellite‖ rather
than the SAARC satellite.
Pakistan Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesman Nafees Zakaria said the
country was initially "keen to participate in the project‖, but claimed ―India was
not willing to develop the project on a collaborative basis‖.
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Referring to Pakistan‘s refusal to also join India‘s proposal of a SAARC
motor vehicle agreement that had stopped Afghanistan from being linked to it,
Afghan President Ghani said in his address on the videoconference that ―If
cooperation through land is not possible, it is certainly possible through sky and we
are confident that [South Asia] will integrate.‖
The successful launch is seen as a success for both the government‘s declared
objective of working with SAARC countries ―minus Pakistan‖ if it refused to
cooperate, as well as an important step in South Asian connectivity just ahead of
the major Belt and Road forum in China that India is staying out of, but other
South Asian countries have joined.
―This launch tells us that even the sky is not the limit when it comes to
regional cooperation,‖ PM Modi said as he thanked the leaders for joining him in
the celebration of the GSLV launch.
Индия пригласит Пакистан на семинар по СААРК
India to invite Pakistan to Saarc seminar
Dawn. 15.04.2017.
saarc-seminar

https://www.dawn.com/news/1327109/india-to-invite-pakistan-to-

NEW DELHI: Despite a bitter row over the death sentence awarded to former
navy commander Kulbhushan Jadhav, India has cleared a proposal to host a
disaster management seminar in Gandhinagar for officials from Pakistan and
other member countries of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation,
the Indian Express said on Friday.
The seminar is likely to be held in May.
―We have finalised the Saarc training plan, and Pakistan will be invited. But it
is up to Islamabad to decide whether it wants to send their representative or not,‖
the paper said, quoting a home ministry official.
The Saarc Disaster Management Centre (SDMC), which was being run from
Delhi since last year, was shifted to the Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management
(GIDM) in January after Pakistan said it had ‗no objection‘ to the move. Other
Saarc nations — Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka
— had already given their nod, officials said.
According to the home ministry‘s proposal, the GIDM will hold a module on
‗application of space technology and managing risks‘ and ‗programme on shortrange regional early warning system‘.
Пакистан и СААРК: выход из изоляции
Замараева Наталья Алексеевна.
аналитический
журнал
Института
https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7067

«ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА. Сетевой
востоковедения
РАН».
6.03.2017.

1 марта 2017 г. пакистанский дипломат Амджад Хусейн Сиал возглавил
Ассоциацию регионального сотрудничества стран Южной Азии
(СААРК). Он стал 13-м генеральным секретарем регионального блока.
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Таким образом, представитель Пакистана второй раз в истории организации
занял эту лидирующую позицию. Генеральным секретарем СААРК
назначаются лица из числа государств-членов на основе принципа ротации в
алфавитном порядке сроком на три года.
Это на первый взгляд рядовое событие позволяет сделать вывод, что
проводимая Индией политика системной изоляции Пакистана дала трещину.
Официально образованная в декабре 1985 г., СААРК ставила целью
развитие сотрудничества в торгово-экономической сфере между
государствами региона: Бангладеш, Бутаном, Индией, Мальдивами, Непалом,
Пакистаном и Шри-Ланкой. В апреле 2007 г. на 14-м саммите организации
Афганистан стал восьмым ее членом.
Совокупная численность населения стран СААРК составляет около 23%
от общей численности населения Земли. Государства-члены имеют много
схожих черт, общие исторические и культурные традиции и ценности. В то
же время они различаются по площади, численности населения, уровню
экономического развития, религиозным конфессиям. Большинство
государств сталкивается с такими вызовами как социальная и политическая
нестабильность, рост цен, повышение уровня бедности. Помимо дефицита
электроэнергии, отсутствия необходимой инфраструктуры, растущей
зависимости от импорта углеводородов, СААРК на протяжении многих лет
страдает и еще от одной проблемы - высокого уровня взаимного недоверия
между его членами.
Организация оказывается практически вне рамок других региональных
форумов. Подчеркивая большой потенциал государств-членов, их
значительные природные и человеческие ресурсы, Пакистан видит в качестве
одной из причин слабой репрезентативности САРК в разобщенности ее
рядов.
В 2015 г. в Катманду успешно прошел очередной саммит СААРК.
Помимо укрепления связей между странами-членами организации, ставилась
задача всестороннего содействия транзитным перевозкам в регионе.
Планировалось, что транспортные магистрали пройдут по территории
Пакистана и Афганистан в обоих направлениях. Несмотря на положительное
решение других членов организации, Пакистан под благовидным предлогом
отказался в те дни подписать соглашения о пассажирских и грузовых
автотранспортных перевозках, а также по железнодорожному транспорту.
Предполагалось, что документы будут готовы до запланированного согласно
официальному графику саммита 2016 г. в Исламабаде.
Отказ пакистанской стороны Индия расценила как блокаду продвижения
ее товаров на рынки Афганистана и Центральной Азии.
Ассоциация уже давно стала заложницей пакистано-индийского
конфликта. В 2016 – начале 2017 г. СААРК переживал очередной трудный
этап. В октябре 2016 г. премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди отказался
принять участие в 19-ом саммите СААРК, хозяином которого должен был
выступить Исламабад. В качестве основной причины отказа Индия
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выдвинула обвинение в причастности Пакистана к теракту в местечке Ури в
индийском секторе Линии контроля 18 сентября 2016 г. Примеру Нью-Дели
последовали Дакка, Кабул, Бутан. Месяцем позже Индия уведомила
Пакистан о возможном расформировании странами-членами ЮжноАзиатской ассоциации регионального сотрудничества и одновременно о
формировании нового регионального форума под названием Инициатива
стран Бенгальского залива по многостороннему техническому и
экономическому сотрудничеству (ИCБМТЭС).
В феврале 2017 г. Нью-Дели предпринял попытки блокировать на
«процедурных основаниях» назначение пакистанского дипломата. Странычлены высказывали опасения, что Секретариат СААРК может остаться без
руководителя в течение длительного времени. В те дни Исламабад
опубликовал заявление, что ввиду возникших препятствий, СААРК не
смогла
полностью
выполнить
миссию,
которая
на
нее
возложена
государствами-учредителями. Тем не менее, секретариат
СААРК может играть важную роль в качестве катализатора объединения
всех государств-членов и обеспечить своевременное и эффективное
выполнение программы организации. МИД Пакистана проделал большую
работу, чтобы прорвать изоляцию страны, встречаясь на постоянной основе
с членами СААРК.
Несмотря на внутренние разногласия в СААРК, страны-члены осознают
необходимость принятия конкретных мер с целью реализации планов по
строительству электрических сетей, взаимосвязанных энергетических
систем, что позволит сформировать региональный энергетический рынок.
В назначении Амджада Хусейна Сиала Пакистан
увидел
потенциальную
возможность
скорейшего
проведения
в
Исламабаде очередного (но отложенного – Н.З.) 19-го саммита СААРК и
вероятного участия в его работе представителей Индии.
Пакистан стал Председателем СААРК
After many months, Pakistan gets its official elected as Secretary General
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
2.03.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pakistan-returns-to-saarc-gets-secretary-generalpost/article17396190.ece?homepage=true

But officials say the election is of administrative nature
After months of difficulty, Pakistan on Wednesday succeeded in getting its
official elected to the post of Secretary General of the South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC). Pakistan was backed by all members, including
India, which made the selection consensus- based.
Officials at the SAARC Secretariat, however, said the election was of
administrative nature and diplomatic intent should not be read in it. ―As the
incoming chair, Pakistan was supposed to provide the next Secretary General and
all members of the SAARC allowed the smooth transition from Nepal to Pakistan,‖
said a source at the Secretariat in Kathmandu.
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Veteran diplomat
The new chief of SAARC, Amjad Hussein B Sial, is a veteran diplomat, who
was expected to take charge a year ago. However, India‘s tough stance on crossborder terrorism posed a problem for the candidate, who has been in waiting since
March 2016.
Sources at the SAARC secretariat said the election of Mr. Sial was possible as
India and Pakistan had indicated a greater willingness to allow SAARC to
function.
Earlier, India opposed the holding of the 19th SAARC summit in Islamabad
in November 2016 after the terror strike in Uri.
The Hindu had reported that India had sent delegates, including Joint
Secretary in charge of SAARC, for a meeting of SAARC representatives in the
first week of February to finalise the issue of budget and other administrative
matters.
The Ministry of External Affairs has not yet commented on the issue.
СААРК работает слабо
SAARC should be allowed to drift into oblivion
Pramit
Pal
Chaudhuri.
The
Hindustan
Times.
21/02/2017/
http://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/saarc-should-be-allowed-to-drift-into-oblivion/storylkiULsWDJjfp7doqHGiodM.html

The shadow of a participant is seen on a map illustrating China's "One Belt,
One Road" megaproject at the Asian Financial Forum in Hong Kong . South Asian
regional cooperation has today become a Great Game of Connectivity ever since
China began rolling out its Belt-Road Initiative. (Reuters)
The SAARC is sinking into irrelevance. Again. It was a recognition that the
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation has entered yet another trough
that led many at the recent regional speaker‘s summit in Indore to call for an end to
the member‘s veto and other radical reforms.
However, whatever SAARC‘s fate, subcontinental togetherness matters a lot
more today for India than it did in the past. The reason: the efforts by China to
serve as the new glue for South Asia. SAARC may be in coma, but other Indiandriven efforts at South Asian unity are being revived. Hence New Delhi‘s renewed
interest in a number of regional acronyms like the ungainly named BIMSTEC,
BBIN and even SASEC.
Read: Stalled Saarc process shows signs of resumption
SAARC is now over 30 years old and has remarkably little to show for its
efforts. The most obvious reason is that India and Pakistan have for years used it as
a duelling ground against each other. After years of fast economic growth, India is
now so dominant that Pakistan has given up its earlier attempts to assemble a
SAARC bloc of its own. Today, Islamabad merely bats defensively. SAARC has
become a test match being played to a draw.
As India‘s foreign secretary, S. Jaishankar, complained, ―If you say that I will
be a regional member but I will not allow regional trade, I will not allow regional
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connectivity, will not allow regional motorways, I will not allow regional railways,
then what is it about?‖
Pakistan has been unusually obstreperous, even by its relatively low
standards, in SAARC. The conspiratorial might argue that there is a purpose in its
bloody-mindedness. South Asian regional cooperation has today become a Great
Game of Connectivity ever since China began rolling out its Belt-Road Initiative.
If SAARC moves in freeing up motor vehicle movement are blocked, that leaves
regional transport all the more dependent on what China does.
Right now, Beijing is just pouring concrete and laying tarmac. There is of
course the economic corridor that would tie-up Afghanistan and Pakistan. There
are plans for a web connecting Bangladesh to Southeast Asia. Beijing has also
been dangling the idea of railheads into Nepal and widened highways into Bhutan.
If all of this were to come to fruition, most of the SAARC countries would be
better connected to China than to each other. China‘s leader, Xi Jinping, began
readying the commercial paperwork that would have to overlay the physical
infrastructure when he visited Bangladesh recently and signed 26 agreements with
Dhaka, including one on furthering the Belt-Road Initiative.
Read: Saarc is dead. Press on with connectivity
India faces a quandary. With Pakistan having put SAARC to the sword and
given India‘s own protectionist trade policies and poor infrastructure record, India
could eventually find itself partly isolated from the other countries in the
subcontinent. This sounds slightly impossible in regards to, say, Nepal. But
Bangladesh officially already trades almost as much with China as it does with
India. At the very least, India needs to make sure it is an alternative logistics hub to
whatever Beijing is putting together.
SAARC is and should be allowed to drift into the doldrums. Some Indian
scholars have argued it should be disbanded. That would severely dent India‘s
regional image. Among other things, it would raise Big Brother bogeys in
Colombo and Sri Lanka. These two governments founded SAARC to allow them
to engage India in a forum where they would have equal voting power. SAARC
also makes economic sense. The Asian Development Bank has shown that intraregional trade in South Asia is barely a third of its actual potential.
In addition, at a time when global multilateralism is under threat from
America First, European Union Last and China Uber Alles, regional powers like
India are being forced to seek stability in their immediate region. It is a key reason
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been touring the Indian Ocean, making forays
in the troubled waters of the Persian Gulf and wooing littoral Africa. SAARC
remains the only all-South Asian organisation so keeping it in cold storage until an
Indo-Pakistani thaw makes sense. The stars are crossed for regional bodies these
days anyway. China has reduced the Association of Southeast Asian Nations to
rubble and the obituaries are being written for the mighty EU.
Read: India can‘t afford to wait for an obstinate Pak and a moribund Saarc
The real test for India, however, is whether it can make something of the
moribund BIMSTEC or BBIN. This will not be easy for a New Delhi which has a
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commerce ministry that largely believes in economic non-cooperation and which
has practised border development with the idea of blocking foreign trucks and
buses. This will have to change as concrete moves in regional cooperation are a
geopolitical necessity.
Делегация ТПП СААРК была принята Сартадж Азизом.
Delegation of SAARC Chamber of Commerce & Industry Calls on
theAdviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs
A Press Release of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan is attached for information. PR.
No.42/2017. Islamabad, 30 January, 2017

A delegation of SAARC Chamber of Commerce & Industry (SCCI) led by
Mr. Suraj Vaidya, President of the SCCI called on the Adviser to the Prime
Minister on Foreign Affairs Mr. Sartaj Aziz today.
In the meeting, the Adviser reaffirmed Pakistan‘s commitment to regional
cooperation under the umbrella of SAARC for acceleration of economic and
commercial growth. The Adviser recognized the efforts of the SAARC Chamber of
Commerce & Industry in promoting economic, trade and investment linkages
across the region. He underscored Pakistan‘s support for enhancement of trade and
business amongst the countries of the SAARC region.
The President of SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry appreciated
the positive approach Pakistan has been following to strengthen regional
cooperation under the SAARC process. He assured the commitment of SAARC
Chamber of Commerce in further strengthening the SAARC.
The SCCI delegation is visiting Lahore and Islamabad for Pakistani
component of its 68thExecutive Committee Meeting after having met in Amritsar
on 26-27 January 2017.
Индия торпедирует развитие СААРК, - заявил Сартадж Азиз
India impeding Saarc process: Aziz
The Nation. January 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/28-Jan-2017/india-impedingsaarc-process-aziz

ISLAMABAD - Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz on
Friday said that India was impeding the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (Saarc) process as Islamabad remained committed to the regional
body.
The adviser said that Pakistan was looking forward to welcoming the Saarc
leaders for the 19th Summit that was scheduled in Islamabad last November, but
was postponed when India impeded the Saarc process and violated the spirit of the
organisation‘s charter.
―Pakistan remains committed to hosting the 19th Saarc Summit at Islamabad
at the earliest so that the objectives of regional cooperation under the Saarc
umbrella can be pursued more vigorously,‖ he said, while talking to Arjun Bahadur
Thapa, the outgoing Saarc secretary-general, here.
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Thapa is on a visit to Pakistan.
Tensions have been on the rise ever since the killing of a Kashmiri freedom
fighter, Burhan Wani, by the Indian forces in July, and an attack on an Indian
military camp in held Kashmir in September that resulted in the death of 19
soldiers.
In the recent months, Pakistan has been more positive, showing restrain along
the Line of Control (LoC) and by speaking about the dialogue process.
Aziz also participated in the Heart of Asia Conference in December, despite
India‘s decision to skip the Saarc summit in November.
The Saarc meeting was eventually postponed after other countries also walked
away.
At the Heart of Asia Conference too, India launched attack on Pakistan
accusing it of ―promoting terrorism.‖
During the meeting with the outgoing Saarc Secretary-General Aziz
reaffirmed Pakistan‘s commitment to regional cooperation under the umbrella of
the organisation for promoting welfare of the people of South Asia, improving
their quality of life, economic progress, social uplift and cultural cooperation.
The adviser said that due to several impediments and challenges, the Saarc
had been unable to fulfil the vision that was laid out for it by its founding
members.
He believed that the Saarc Secretariat could play an important role as a
catalyst to bring all the member states together and ensure timely and effective
implementation of programme and activities that would benefit the region.
Saarc secretary-general emphasised the need to overcome the difficulties that
the organisation faced and expressed the hope that the 19th Saarc Summit would
be held in Islamabad as soon as possible.
Earlier, Thapa also held a meeting with Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmed
Chaudhry.
The foreign secretary appreciated Arjun Bahadur Thapa‘s contributions to the
SAARC process and reiterated Pakistan‘s commitment to the objectives of the
organisation.
Chaudhry also emphasised that internal and bilateral problems of member
states must not be allowed to affect the organisation, and that 19th Saarc Summit
should be held as soon as possible to put the whole Saarc process back on track.
Thapa who hails from Nepal, is the 12th secretary-general of the Saarc.
He completed his tenure on February 28th, after which Amjad Hussain Sial,
former special secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan is to take charge
as the new secretary-general of the SAARC.
Later, on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Syed Zulfiqar Gardezi,
Additional Secretary (Asia Pacific) hosted a lunch for the secretary general, which
was attended by Amjad Hussian Sial, secretary general-elect of the Saarc.
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ОИК1. ОИС1
О внеочередном саммите стран-членов Организации исламского
сотрудничества
Ласкарис Ф.И. 17 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39980

13 ноября в Стамбуле начал свою работу внеочередной саммит
Организации исламского сотрудничества (ОИС), посвященный основной
проблеме – статусу Иерусалима в свете недавнего решения американской
администрации признать этот город в качестве столицы Государства
Израиль.
48 мусульманских стран прислали своих представителей, 16 из которых
являются лидерами, правителями или высшими должностными лицами
исполнительной власти.
Среди глав делегаций в столицу Турции прибыли эмир Катара, шейх
Тамим бен Хамад Аль Тани, правитель Кувейта, шейх Сабах Ахмед альДжабер ас-Сабах, глава ПНА Махмуд Аббас, президент Ирана, Х.Роухани,
президент Азербайджана, И.Алиев, президент Сомали, Мохаммед Абделла
Формаджо, президент Йемена, Абдель Рабо Мансур Хади, премьер-министр
Таджикистана. Среди достаточно редко встречаемых персон замечен
президент Турецкой Республики Северного Кипра, Мустафа Акинджи,
принимающий участие в работе саммита в качестве «члена-наблюдателя», по
версии турецкого информационного агентства «Анадолу».
В Стамбул также прибыл король Иордании, Абдалла II, министр
иностранных дел АРЕ, Самех Шукри, представители Афганистана,
Бангладеш, Индонезии, Ливии, Ливана, Того, Судана и Гвинеи.
Премьер-министры в своей категории также не остались обделѐнными,
и среди гостей присутствовали главы правительств Джибути, Малайзии,
Пакистана. Гостем мероприятия стал венесуэльский лидер, Николас Мадуро,
приглашенный Р.Т.Эрдоганом.
Более чем представительная площадка Стамбульского саммита вновь
подчеркнула на самом деле никуда не девшуюся, а лишь ретушированную
остальными драматическими событиями в регионе, главную проблему
ближневосточного урегулирования – палестинскую, вершиной которой
является вопрос о суверенитете арабской Палестины и статусе ее столицы.
Которая с легкой руки президента США, Д.Трампа, с позапрошлой среды,
теперь считается столицей Израиля, и куда разрешено перевести посольство
США. То, что это решение не разумное даже на исполнительском уровне,
понятно любому, кто представляет себе, как выглядят посольства США в
странах Ближнего Востока. Более напоминающие военные лагеря, опутанные
колючей проволокой и обнесенные стенами с пулеметными вышками, эти
объекты имеют сложную систему безопасности и оборудование их стоит
сотни миллионов долларов и требует значительных площадей, которых,
кстати, в Иерусалиме не так и много.
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Поэтому это решение чисто политическое, направленное, главным
образом, для поддержки американско-израильских отношений, в последнее
время, несколько охладевших, но переживающих сейчас ренессанс, в том
числе и на фоне поступления на вооружение ВВС Израиля новейших
американских истребителей F-35 «Лайтнинг-2». Правомочен вопрос, а не
является ли это достаточно спорное и неожиданное решение Д.Трампа
своеобразной платой за беспроблемную приемку этих самолетов израильской
стороной? Ведь все остальные заказчики самолетов F-35 сталкивались с
многочисленными техническими проблемами при их приемке и вводе в
строй, а некоторые даже взяли паузу. И только ВВС Израиляикак-то просто и
заурядно акцептовали очередную партию «Лайтнингов» и даже якобы успели
обкатать несколько истребителей в ходе профилактических рейдов на
объекты «Хизбаллы» в Сирии.
Посол Палестины в Турции, Файед Мустафа считает, что настало время
«решительных совместных действий всех исламских стран для оказания
давления на Вашингтон даже не с целью заставить его отказаться от решения
по Иерусалиму, а с тем чтобы вернутся к самой сути палестинской
проблемы». Всем им следует прибегнуть «ко всему имеющемуся арсеналу
средств для давления на Вашингтон и коррекции тех интересов, которые
связывают его с Израилем», — убежден палестинский дипломат.
Турецкие представители в свою очередь обратились к международному
сообществу признать Восточный Иерусалим столицей арабского государства
Палестина. Об этом шла речь в выступлении премьер-министра Турции,
Мевлюта Чавушоглу на встрече премьеров стран ОИС, которое
предшествовало пленарному заседанию организации. По мнению турецкого
премьера, организации «следует призвать все страны мира организовать
признание Палестину в границах 1967 года со столицей в Восточном
Иерусалиме».
Что бы ни стояло за решением Д.Трампа, ясно со всей очевидностью,
что для турецкого президента, тут же воспользовавшегося этой
возможностью, произошедшее стало отличным шансом еще раз заявить о
своих претензиях «собирателя всех исламских земель». Помимо этого, вряд
ли следует ожидать от ОИС каких-то практических действий в направлении
давления, или санкционных шагов против американской администрации –
слишком многое связывает некоторых руководителей стран-членов
организации
с
Вашингтоном,
—
считает
президент
Центра
внешнеполитических и экономических исследований «Эдам» в Стамбуле,
Сенан Ольген. По его мнению, те же Саудовская Аравия и страны
Персидского залива куда как более заинтересованы в сохранении хороших
отношений с Вашингтоном, в контексте противостояния с Ираном, нежели
чем печься об интересах палестинцев. Собственно, позицию турецкого
эксперта подтверждают итоги встреч иорданского монарха в Эр-Рияде и
главы ПНА в Каире, состоявшиеся буквально накануне открытия саммита.
М.Аббас заявил о своем решительном «нет» инициативе Д.Трампа. Только и
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всего. Правда, при «решительной поддержке, в том числе, Иордании, Египта
и Саудовской Аравии». Ну, можете так и записать в протоколе, правда,
никаких, повторимся практических шагов, никто из упомянутой тройки
делать не собирается. У всех них свои, давние и весьма неплохие отношения
с Израилем и без США.
Поэтому итог Стамбульского саммита ОИС можно свести к
следующему:
Мировое сообщество еще не совсем забыло о проблеме Палестины и
самая продвинутая часть его считает, что такое независимое государство
может быть создано.
И второе – Р.Т.Эрдоган продолжает стремится к роли лидера
исламского мира. Что углубляет раскол в отношениях Турции с США и
аравийскими монархиями (кроме Катара, разумеется). Сама аравийская
коалиция медленно «дрейфует» в сторону Израиля.
Ну, и собственно, США, продолжают делать что и как хотят.
Отношения ОИС и Трампа
OIC and Trump
Khurram Minhas.The Nation. December 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/17-Dec-2017/oicand-trump

Formed in 1969, spanning over four continents with 57 member countries,
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) who claims itself a ‗collective voice‘ of
Muslim world has gradually lost its effectiveness due to internal rift and competing
national interests among its member states. Trump‘s recent decision on Jerusalem
has presented OIC another opportunity to revive its effectiveness and respect
among Muslim world.
In reaction to recent Trump‘s Jerusalem decision Turkey as chair of the OIC
had called ‗extraordinary‘ Summit of OIC. This was sixth ‗extraordinary‘ Summit
of OIC since its establishment. During the Summit, OIC has appealed to world to
recognise Jerusalem as occupied capital of Palestine. It has also reiterated its
support for Palestinian cause. OIC has condemned the violence of Israeli Defence
Forces (IDF) on Palestinian nonviolent protestors including women and children.
Palestinian President, Mehmood Abbas had condemned the US decision of
recognising Jerusalem as capital of Israel. He had also said that the US has lost its
position as a mediator.
However, the current OIC summit seems another episode of OIC‘s lip service
over Palestinian cause. Contrary to emotional claims at OIC forums, some member
states of OIC have very good relations with Israel. For instance, Israel imports
more than 77 percent of its oil from Kurdish region of Iraq through Turkish port of
Ceyhan. Likewise, due to national and regional security imperatives, the US
maintains cordial relations with majority of OIC member countries. Many OIC
member countries wait anxiously for the US aid every year. In this backdrop, will
OIC member countries abandon their relations with the US or Israel? Will Turkey
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(current chair of OIC) and Iraq discontinue oil transactions to Israel? The answer
of all above mentioned questions is utterly ―NO‖.
So question arises what OIC can do beyond words? Sometimes, it is better to
face reality and act pragmatically. Perhaps, OIC can adopt three concrete and
practical measures, which can not only sensitise Palestinian cause but these
measures can also rejuvenate effectiveness of the organisation.
Firstly, the OIC extraordinary summit might not break silence of United
Nations Security Council (UNSC). Hence, OIC can evoke special session of
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). UN Charter‘s Article 20 of Chapter
IV allows evoking such special sessions of UNGA. It says ―Special sessions shall
be convoked by the Secretary General at the request of the Security Council or of a
majority of the Members of the United Nations‖. Since 1947, 30 special sessions of
UNGA have been called by the members of the UNSC or UN General Secretary.
Among these 30 special sessions of UNGA, two sessions were called on the
Palestinian conflict in 1947 and 1948 by the United Kingdom (UK) and UNSC
respectively. It is highly unfortunate that Muslim countries have never evoked
special session of UNGA either for Palestine or Kashmir. By evoking UNGA
special session, OIC can present resolution for condemnation of Trump‘s decision
and Israel‘s illegal occupation of Palestine.
Secondly, member states of OIC can make their own relations with countries
(other than Israel and the US) dependent on their reaction to Trump‘s decision on
Jerusalem at various levels with seriousness. This proactive approach of OIC can
increase list of supportive countries for Palestinian cause. This act will help in
restraining diplomatic manoeuvring of Israel for recognition of Jerusalem as its
capital. The focus should be on passing resolution in UNGA against Trump‘s
decision and Israel‘s occupation.
Lastly, OIC has not remained consistent in sensitising Palestinian issue. It had
passed several resolutions of solidarity with Palestinians in past but couldn‘t
practically sensitise and successfully develop a collective approach to deal with
this issue. Last year on March 7, 2016 OIC had called its fifth ‗extraordinary‘
session in Jakarta and repeated same words, what have been said in Istanbul on
December 13, 2017. Hence, rather passing more resolutions and convening
‗extraordinary‘ sessions, OIC must practically engage other countries (particularly
the western community) consistently to put diplomatic pressure on the US and
Israel for resolution of Palestinian dispute.
To conclude, it is less expected that another episode of lip service by OIC
could change the fate of Palestinians. OIC must take practical measures – evoke
UNGA special session, make relations dependent with other countries on
Palestinian cause, consistently manoeuvre for diplomatic actions – in order to
provide a hope to Palestinians whose two complete generations have experienced
occupation and repression from Israel.
Пакистан и саммит ОИС
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Pakistan‘s chance at OIC
Daily Times, December 13th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/158286/pakistans-chanceoic/

This is the moment that Recep Tayyip Erdogan has been waiting for. Trump
Town‘s Jerusalem shuffle couldn‘t have come at a better time, quite frankly, for
the Turkish president. His emergency meeting of the OIC will, he hopes, help
crown him the Muslim world‘s man of the moment.
Though it is unlikely that that either Erdogan or, indeed, the 57-member
bloc, will be able to deliver anything of substance. Talk of imposing economic
sanctions on the US has already been dismissed as all but unrealistic. And we have
to agree. Then there is the irony of a nation chairing this crisis session that last year
sought to repair ties with the Jewish state. This has not been lost on us. Just as we
sincerely hope is the case regarding the top Pakistani leadership who will have by
now arrived in Istanbul; with the sitting Prime Minister accompanying the Chief
Minister Punjab.
So maybe the time has now come to get serious about language. And while
nitpicking over semantics when an entire people have been living in military
shackles for half a century may smack of so-called First World problems — we
say, if not now, then when will the Muslim world sit down and make a concerted
effort to change the narrative on Palestine?
This is what expatriate Israeli historian Ilan Pappé has long called for: the
doing away with such dangerously juxtaposing vocabulary as ―occupation‖ and
―peace process‖. For this suggests that all Israel has to do is withdraw its forces for
peace to be magically ‗restored‘. Whereas, according to Professor Pappé, the
Jewish state is guilty of waging a war of ethnic cleansing and colonisation against
the Palestinian people in their own land. Indeed he goes as far as talking of the
Israelis imposing two military models on those whom it subjugates: an open prison
system on the West Bank and a maximum security prison in the Gaza Strip. How
else to describe the former — a land where the Palestinian President must wait for
his Israeli jailers to open the gates for him? And the latter is where the Jewish state
locks away from the outside world those whom it enslaves.
This is where the Pakistani leadership really has to step up to the mark. It is
well placed to draw parallels with the prevailing narrative on Indian-held Kashmir
that talks of cross-border terrorism instead of disputed territory. It also can never
recognise the Israeli state until Palestine is free — regardless of how close Gen
Musharraf might or might not have come to this point — if, that is, it wants to
settle and not surrender Kashmir.
We therefore would urge PM Abbasi to stress going back to the UN on a
priority basis to have Palestine formally recognised. Of course, this would be
nothing more than a symbolic gesture given that the US would veto any moves
towards this end. But this shouldn‘t stop the OIC from tabling resolution after
resolution. At the very least this might well end up strengthening the Muslim
lobbies in the US. And as hard as this is for us to admit: this is the audience that
the OIC must woo. For if, as has been said in certain circles that Trump made this
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Jerusalem announcement with both eyes firmly on the US mid-terms scheduled for
next year, then why should we not play the same game? And ‗manipulate‘ the
American elections — not through bribery and corruption — but by putting human
rights back on the agenda. *
Премьер прибыл в Стамбул для участия в саммите ОИС
PM arrives in Istanbul to attend OIC Summit
The Nation. December 13, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/13-Dec-2017/pm-arrives-in-istanbulto-attend-oic-summit

ISTANBUL - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Tuesday arrived here
to attend the extraordinary summit of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) on Al-Quds Al-Sharif on the invitation of President of Turkey.
The Prime Minister was accompanied by Foreign Minister Khawaja
Muhammad Asif, Chief Minister Punjab Mian Muhammad Shehbaz Sharif and
other high officials.
The Prime Minister and his delegation, upon arrival at the Istanbul
International Airport, were received by senior officials of Turkish government,
Ambassador of Pakistan to Turkey Syrus Sajjad Qazi while other senior Embassy
officials were also present.
The extraordinary summit which is being held on Wednesday has been called by
the President of Turkey in his capacity as the Chair of OIC.
Heads of state and government of about 26 Islamic countries were expected to
attend the extraordinary summit and would also explore ways to deal with the
situation.
The conference will be preceded by the Council of Foreign Ministers Meeting
which will be attended by Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif.
Prime Minister Abbasi will convey the sentiments of the people and the
Government of Pakistan of the unequivocal support to the people of Palestine.
He will stress upon the OIC for a united stance on the issue of Al-Quds AlSharif and call upon the US administration to review its decision.
ОИС полностью поддерживает кашмирцев в их борьбе в индийской
части Кашмира
OIC fully supports legitimate Kashmiri Struggle in IHK: SG OIC
The Nation. November 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Nov-2017/oic-fully-supportslegitimate-kashmiri-struggle-in-ihk-sg-oic

ISLAMABAD:Dr Yousaf Bin Ahmed Al-Othaimeen, the OIC Secretary
General, reiterated OIC‘s full support to the people of Kashmir in their legitimate
struggle for the fundamental right to self-determination.
He said this at a seminar and Photo Exhibition on Kashmir jointly organized
Thursday at the OIC Secretariat in Jeddah in collaboration with the Pakistan
Consulate. The Secretary General called on the Indian Government to stop using
force against the Kashmiri people.
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According to a report received from APP scribe here from Jeddah, in his
welcoming remarks, Consul General Shehryar Akbar Khan said that the event was
organized to mark the illegal entry of Indian forces into occupied Jammu and
Kashmir in 1947. He urged the international community to support the people of
Kashmir in their legitimate struggle against Indian occupation.
Syed Faiz Naqashbandi, True Representative of Kashmiri People, briefed the
audience about prevailing situation and continued human rights violations in the
Indian Occupied Kashmir. He called on international community and the OIC in
particular to play its role so that Kashmiri people can exercise their inherent right
to self-determination.
In his concluding remarks, Khan Hasham bin Saddique, Ambassador of
Pakistan to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia thanked the OIC and Saudi Arabia for
supporting the cause of the people of Kashmir.
He highlighted the plight of the people of Kashmir under Indian occupation
and urged the international community to persuade India to end human rights
violations. He said that the Government of Pakistan will continue to extend all
moral, political and diplomatic support to the Kashmiri people in their historic
struggle.
Members of the Kashmir Committee Jeddah presented a resolution,
calling OIC to redouble its efforts to resolve the Kashmir issue.
The photo exhibition and seminar on Indian occupied Kashmir at
the OIC Secretariat has become an annual feature for the past five years.
The event was well attended by high level OIC officials including
Ambassador Abdullah Al-Alim, OIC‘s Secretary General‘s Special Representative
on Jammu and Kashmir, Saudi officials, members of Diplomatic Corps, local
dignitaries and representatives of Pakistan community.
The Consulate also organized other events to commemorate Kashmir Black
Day this year. A meeting of Kashmir Committee Jeddah Chapter was also held at
the Pakistan Consulate General on October 25. Another event is the gathering of
members of the community, local Saudis and media at the residence of Consul
General on November 9.
Страны ОИС хотят расширить совместные проекты.
OIC countries vow to launch joint research projects
Dawn, September 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356883/oic-countries-vowto-launch-joint-research-projects

ASTANA: Member states of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
on Sunday expressed their resolve to enhance their collective capabilities in the
fields of science and technology, and launch joint projects for the purpose.
Some 56 representatives of the member states gathered in the Kazakh capital
on Sunday to attend the first OIC Summit on Science and Technology, which
followed adoption of the Astana Declaration that contained pledges to alleviate
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poverty, enhance education spending and meet the goals set forth in the OIC 2025
plan and the UN Sustainable Development Goals 2030.
Representatives of OIC member countries congratulated Kazakh President
Nursultan Nazarbayev for hosting the summit and organising the Astana Expo
2017, a special event showcasing innovative technologies in the field of renewable
energy.
The OIC also praised the stewardship of President Mamnoon Hussain, the
chairman of Comstech, for providing benefits to the member states by
strengthening cooperation among them.
Pledge to increase education spending
The leaders of the Muslim world reaffirmed their commitment to the
objectives enshrined in the OIC Charter and agreed to pursue cooperation among
their countries for sustainable development of their peoples, and to confront the
societal challenges of the 21st Century.
Vowing to make knowledge and its application essential features of the way
people in the OIC member states live, the leaders underlined the need to increase
investments in science, technology and innovation (STI).
They stressed the need to create a well-integrated ―enabling ecosystem that
included incentives for all stakeholders‖, and urged the member states to work for
the development and implementation of STI policies, programmes and action plans
at regional, sub-regional and national levels.
The OIC countries agreed that necessary measures should be taken for
implementation of the recommendations of the bloc‘s S&T Agenda 2026. In this
regard they urged all the member states to prepare joint programmes and proposals,
through active consultation with leading academics, scientists and technologists,
The leaders resolved to achieve the goals of the S&T Agenda 2026 through a
series of initiatives and programmes in the fields of education, skill development,
and basic and applied sciences.
The OIC members also pledged to increase spending on development of
education, science, health and water to achieve the goals set forth in the OIC 2025:
Plan of Action and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
They also called for promoting and supporting collaborative research
programmes in the areas of agriculture, food security, conservation of ecosystems,
including the fight against drought and desertification and efforts for effective
management of water resources.
The meeting also welcomed the offer made by Uzbekistan to host the
Second OIC Summit on Science and Technology.
Speaking at a working session, President Hussain said the summit would
allow the member countries to benefit from each other‘s expertise. Any joint
projects, he said, would help turn the initiatives into a cost-effective ventures.
The president said that Pakistan was planning to send teams of scientists to
Antarctica for research and invited the other Muslim nations to join the project.
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ОИС призывает Индию выполнять Резолюцию ООН по Кашмиру
OIC urges India to implement UN resolutions on Kashmir
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
12,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1455905/foreign-ministers-meet-oic-urges-india-implement-unresolutions-kashmir/

ISLAMABAD: The OIC Council of Foreign Ministers (CFM) on Tuesday
condemned India‘s state terrorism in held Kashmir and demanded of it to
implement the UN Security Council resolutions on the disputed valley.
The demand and condemnation came during the 44th session of the CFM
held in Abidjan, Republic of Cote d‘Ivoire. The two-day session concluded on
Tuesday.
The 56-member council – through a unanimous resolution – also called upon
the United Nations and the international community to play their due role in
stopping the continuing bloodshed in the Indian-Occupied Kashmir (IOK).
OIC can help resolve Kashmir dispute: Lodhi
The resolution noted that Kashmir remains a core dispute between India and
Pakistan, and its early resolution is imperative for bringing peace in South Asia.
The council expressed its support to the widespread indigenous movement of
the Kashmiris for their promised right to self-determination and observed that the
just struggle cannot be equated with terrorism.
It also deplored the continued use of live ammunition and pellet guns by
Indian forces causing mass blindness and killings of innocent Kashmiris.
AJK PM seeks OIC involvement over Kashmir dispute
The foreign ministers condemned India for illegal detention of Kashmiris and
incarceration of Hurriyat leaders. They also paid rich tributes to the Kashmiris for
their heroic struggle for realising their inalienable right to self-determination.
They also noted with deep concern that the Indian attempts to bring
demographic changes in IOK is in violation of its obligations under the UN
resolutions and the international law.
The foreign ministers of the Muslim countries urged India to immediately
stop the human rights violations in IOK and resolve the longstanding dispute by
implementing the UN Security Council resolutions.
ОИС просит Дели прекратить зверства в Кашмире
OIC asks Delhi to end brutalities in held Kashmir
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. June 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/20-Jun2017/oic-asks-delhi-to-end-brutalities-in-held-kashmir

ISLAMABAD - The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on Monday
raised the issue of ―alarming use of violence‖ in Kashmir against the civilians.
In a statement issued here by the foreign ministry, the OIC condemned the
continued and alarming use of violence by the Indian security forces in the Indian
occupied Kashmir (IOK) against the innocent civilians.
OIC Secretary-General Dr Yousef A al-Othaimeen ―expressed his sorrow
over the recent incidents resulting in the death and injury to several Kashmiris.‖
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He condemned the continued use of force by the Indian security forces and
called upon India to immediately stop these excessive acts of systematic human
rights violations of the Kashmiri people.
The secretary general noted that the Kashmiris remain victims of the denial of
their inalienable right to self-determination and have been suffering from nonimplementation of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC).
Othaimeen reiterated the OIC‘s principled position in support of the
Kashmiris for their just struggle for the right of self-determination.
India has also been violating the Line of Control (LoC) and targeting civilian
settlements in Azad Jammu and Kashmir.
The two sides have been summoning each other‘s envoys on the LoC firing.
Ties between Pakistan and India have been tense since last July, when the
Indian forces killed freedom fighter Burhan Wani.
The tension reached dangerous levels in September when 19 Indian soldiers
were killed in Uri in an attack.
India blamed Pakistan of supporting the attackers. Pakistan denied the
allegation.
There have been skirmishes along the LoC since the Uri attack with
causalities and injuries on both sides.
Kashmir, the bone of contention between the two nuclear powers, is divided
between Pakistan and India since 1947 when they gained independence from the
British rule. It is a longstanding issue with the United Nations, which remains
unresolved.
For the last few weeks, Pakistan is considering options to take the Kashmir
issue to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) without violating the bilateral
agreements with India.
The idea received consideration after India got a stay order from the UN court
over convicted spy Kulbhushan Jadhav‘s execution.
Earlier, India‘s External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj claimed that
Pakistan could not take the Kashmir issue to the ICJ under the Shimla Agreement
and the Lahore Declaration.
Under the Simla Agreement of 1972 the two countries had agreed to ―settle
their differences by peaceful means through bilateral negotiations.‖
The 1999 Lahore Declaration reiterated the determination of both countries to
implementing the Simla Agreement in letter and spirit.
Pakistan and India agreed to resolve all the issues including the Kashmir
dispute peacefully.
Организация Исламского Сотрудничества
Пакистана по Кашмиру
OIC backs Pak stance on Kashmir

поддерживает

позицию
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SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 11.04.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Apr-2017/oicbacks-pak-stance-on-kashmir

ISLAMABAD - Calling for peaceful solution to Kashmir and Palestine, the
Organization of Islamic Cooperation and Pakistan Monday asked the world to shun
Islamophobia as terrorism had no race or religion.
Addressing a joint news conference here after holding talks, OIC SecretaryGeneral Dr Yousef bin Ahmad Al-Othaimeen and Adviser to PM on Foreign
Affairs Sartaj Aziz said Islam teaches peace and discourages extremism.
Al-Othaimeen said that the OIC supported Pakistan and had the same position
on the issues of Kashmir, Palestine, Islamophobia and plight of Muslim
communities in non-Muslim countries.
―We want resolution of all these issues. Islamophobia has been created by
anti-Islam elements. Islam does not teach terrorism. It teaches love,‖ he added.
Al-Othaimeen said that India should not shy away from talks on Kashmir as
there was no other solution to the decades-old issue.
―There should be a dialogue process for peaceful resolution of the Kashmir
issue,‖ he said.
Al-Othaimeen said that the OIC condemned terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations.
―We need to work together to defeat terrorism. We acknowledge Pakistan‘s
efforts against terrorism,‖ he said.
Al-Othaimeen said that Kashmir had always been on top of the OIC agenda.
―We have been asking India to give us access to occupied Kashmir but they
have declined each time. We want to check the human rights situation in Kashmir
ourselves,‖ he said.
Last month, Independent Permanent Human Rights Commission of the OIC
urged India to provide access to the IPHRC fact-finding mission for independent
investigation into the allegations of human rights abuses in occupied Kashmir.
They undertook a three-day visit to Islamabad and Azad Jammu and Kashmir
from March 27 to March 29.
The delegation was disallowed to visit occupied Kashmir by India.
Al-Othaimeen said that despite India‘s reluctance to stop human rights
activists and organisations to visit the held Kashmir, pressure should be exerted on
New Delhi to stop brutalities in the occupied territory.
He said that the two sides discussed holding of the upcoming summit of the
OIC on Science and Technology to be presided over by Pakistan president.
Questioned on the conflict in Syria, the OIC secretary-general said that the
issue had two dimensions that were political and humanitarian.
―The thousands of displaced persons should be provided every possible help
to alleviate their sufferings. Political solution should be found for the issue,‖ he
added.
Al-Othaimeen said that an OIC Contact Group on Refugees was expected to
be formed in the next meeting of the OIC Foreign Ministers on the Syria conflict.
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He said that the OIC was making efforts to launch a dialogue process with the
European countries on the issues of the Muslims living in the region.
Speaking on the occasion, Sartaj Aziz said that joint efforts were needed to
combat Islamophobia and hatred against the Muslims.
―Pakistan condemns terrorism. Our religion also teaches love. Islam should
not be linked to terrorism. The terrorists have no religion or race,‖ he maintained.
Aziz added: ―We agreed to work together to combat Islamophobia and
formulate joint Islamic action against publication of blasphemous material
including on the social media.‖
Aziz thanked the OIC and the Muslim-majority countries for their consistent
support on the issue of Kashmir.
The adviser said that he had briefed Al-Othaimeen on human rights violation
by Indian forces in occupied Kashmir.
―There was 100 per cent unanimity of views on all issues facing the Ummah
and the way forward,‖ he said.
Aziz said that Pakistan had handed over a dossier on human rights violations
of the minorities living in India.
―Muslims are especially being victimised in India. Hopefully the OIC will
take action,‖ he said.
During the meeting before the media interaction, the two sides also discussed
ways to improve the standing of the Muslim-majority countries across the world.
―Pakistan condemns terrorism. Our religion also teaches love. Islam should
not be linked to terrorism. The terrorists have no religion or race,‖ he maintained.
Aziz added: ―We agreed to work together to combat Islamophobia and
formulate joint Islamic action against publication of blasphemous material
including on the social media.‖
Aziz thanked the OIC and the Muslim-majority countries for their consistent
support on the issue of Kashmir. The adviser said that he had briefed AlOthaimeen on human rights violation by Indian forces in occupied Kashmir.
―There was 100 per cent unanimity of views on all issues facing the Ummah
and the way forward,‖ he said. Aziz said that Pakistan had handed over a dossier
on human rights violations of the minorities living in India.
―Muslims are especially being victimised in India. Hopefully the OIC will
take action,‖ he said.
During the meeting before the media interaction, the two sides also discussed
ways to improve the standing of the Muslim-majority countries across the world.

ШАНХАЙСКАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА - ШОС1
КПЭК и ШОС идут рядом рука об руку
CPEC, SCO Side By Side
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The Nation. December 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/04-Dec-2017/cpec-sco-side-by-side

CPEC is a project that the entire world has its eyes on. No one can refuse its
importance for Islamabad and Beijing and of its potential to usher in a new era of
prosperity and economic stability in Pakistan. This is not an exaggeration of the
benefits of the project, for different participants who attended SCO conference
held recently in Russia also discussed CPEC and its potential to change the lives of
millions of people in the region.
Pakistan‘ Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, while addressing the
participants of the conference expressed Islamabad‘s desire to see CPEC‘s
connectivity with SCO‘s corridors. If Pakistan‘s desire of such connectivity
materializes, the long dream of connecting Europe, South Asia, China, and South
East Asia will come true. CPEC and SCO‘s platform, if deliberated upon cleverly
and tackled with adeptness, hold enormous gains for Pakistan. In fact, the whole
region and people living here can enjoy the fruits of such development and
cooperative schemes. The Chinese Premier while referring to One Belt, One Road
project‘s initiative CPEC , mentioned Pakistan and South Asia as massive
economic markets for the SCO as the region has a significant population.
It is true that with the completion of projects like OBOR and CPEC South
Asia and Southeast Asia can rise as the driving engines of global economic growth.
Countries in these two regions complement each other economically; thus there is
an excellent possibility of regional cooperation as well.
While there are some fears among critics of the CPEC project; that Chinese
products will leave local manufacturers devastated, Chinese Ambassador, talking
to Waqt News, opined that China understands that Pakistan will face difficulties in
the trade with China. And to boost up Pakistani business, China is identifying areas
within Chinese markets where Pakistani exports can be adjusted. The next phase of
the scheme will empower Pakistani investors to raise their production capabilities
and to increase their exports to Chinese and other regional markets.
PM, Abbasi in his address stressed upon the need of not politicizing projects
like CPECand OBOR for such projects will prove helpful in taking out people
from abject poverty. Needless to say that development projects like CPEC and
platform like SCO change the fate of the regions long suffering from poverty,
hunger, insecurity. Instead of criticizing, states should consider the broader
benefits attached to such schemes. Pakistan has already taken such an initiative,
where instead of objecting to SCO‘s decision of making India a full member,
Abbasi congratulated India on the achievement. It is time for India to return the
gesture.
Саммит ШОС в Сочи – встреча Аббаси и Медведева
SCO summit: Pakistan is adamant to fight terrorism, says PM Abbasi
Irfan Ghauri. The Express Tribune. December 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1573635/1pm-abbasi-meets-russian-counterpart-sco-summit/
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Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi held a bilateral meeting with the Prime Minister of the Russian
Federation H.E. Mr. Dmitry Medvedev in Sochi.

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Friday held a bilateral meeting
with Prime Minister of the Russian Federation HE Dmitry Medvedev in Sochi.
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation Dmitry Medvedev received PM
Abbasi at the meeting of Heads of Delegations of SCO Member States in the
restricted format.The Heads of the delegations had a group photo prior to the start
of the meeting.
The meeting is mandated to focus on the strategy, prospects and priorities
for SCO‘s developmental cooperation.
PM Abbasi leaves for Russia today to attend SCO summit
PM Abbasi addresses SCO summit
Addressing the auspicious summit, Abbasi shared saying that peaceful
political settlements are the need of the hour and Pakistan is ready to contribute to
SCO‘s mandate. Pakistan is fully committed to eliminate the evil of terrorism, the
PM said as he mentioned that terrorism cannot be identified with any specific
religion, country or nationality.
He further added that the future of SCO depends on deep bilateral relations,
enhancing communication and connectivity through various means.
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Harmonizing laws, movement of merchandise, removal of tariff and nontariff barriers will further support SCO. Creating synergies between AIIB and
regional stability through just means and investing more in fields of sports,
medicine, education is imperative.
He also added saying that this is a historic opportunity for a trans-continental
reach and Pakistan‘s blithely ready to contribute for their mutual advantage.
PM Abbasi thanked China for their constant support and congrtulated
Tajikistan as the next host for SCO summit.
PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi meets PM of Kyrgyzstan Sapar Isakov
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi held a bilateral meeting with Prime
Minister of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan H.E. Sapar Isakov in Sochi today. Prime
Minister congratulated Mr Isakov on assumption of office as Prime Minister of
Kyrgyzstan recently and expressed gratitude for Kyrgyzstan‘s support for
Pakistan‘s SCO memberships. Prime Minister Isakov welcomed Pakistan as a
valuable member of the SCO.
The two Prime Ministers exchanged views on ways to enhance cooperation
in the framework of the SCO as well as bilaterally.
They expressed satisfaction that all agreements regarding CASA-1000
Project had been signed and the project was now in its implementation stage.
Both sides agreed to further enhance cooperation in all areas of mutual
interest including trade and defence. They also agreed on the need for greater
cooperation between the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the two
countries.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi underscored that the development of
a network of highways and motorways underway in Pakistan would benefit
Kyrgyzstan and other countries of the region by providing connectivity to Gawadar
and other ports of Pakistan. In this regard, he highlighted the significance of the
Quadrilateral Traffic in Transit Agreement signed between Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan,
China and Kazakhstan. The Prime Minister also underscored the importance of
connectivity within the ECO region, to which both Pakistan and Kyrgyzstan
belong. Pakistan holds the Chair of the ECO.
Both sides agreed to develop a strong partnership between Pakistan and
Kyrgyzstan. Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi extended invitation to Prime
Minister Sapar Isakov to pay an official visit to Pakistan at his earliest
convenience. The invitation was accepted.
Pakistan, along with India, in June became full member of the SCO.
Historic day: Pakistan joins SCO at Astana summit
Pak-Russia partnership strengthening positively will resolve
outstanding issues forthwith: Khurram Dastgir
Minister for Defence Engineer Khurram Dastgir Khan while concluding the
5th Pak-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission (IGC) in Moscow as Pakistan coChair with his Russian counterpart, Minister for Trade and Industry Denis V.
Manturov said,―Pakistan and Russia have made tremendous, substantive strides in
their partnership since 2013. Defense cooperation has been the vanguard of this
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new chapter in Pak-Russia relationship, but will soon be matched by vast energysector cooperation.‖
The Pakistani and Russian Ministers signed the formal protocol after a
plenary session of the IGC that concluded three days of multi-faceted dialogue and
negotiations between the Pakistan and Russian contingents.
Speaking to the media after the signing ceremony, the Pakistan co-Chair
announced that both sides have accelerated ongoing negotiations on numerous
energy sector investments by Russia into Pakistan.
Pakistan has been an observer with the SCO since 2005 and applied for its
full membership in 2010. The decision, in principle, to give membership to
Pakistan was taken by the SCO Heads of States meeting held in Ufa, Russia, in
2015.
The SCO was founded at a Summit in Shanghai in 2001 by the presidents of
Russia, China, Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
Pakistan, India and Iran were admitted as observers at the 2005 Astana
Summit.
В Сочи проходит саммит ШОС – туда прибыл премьер Аббаси
PM in Russia to attend SCO meeting
Dawn, December 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373978/pm-in-russia-toattend-sco-meeting

SOCHI (Russia): Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi arrived here on
Thursday to participate in the 16th meeting of the Council of the Heads of
Government (CHG) of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
Upon his arrival at the airport, the prime minister was warmly received by
Deputy Governor of Krasnodar Region Vasiliv Shvetz, Pakistan‘s ambassador to
Russia Qazi M. Khalilullah and other officials.
Prime Minister Abbasi is participating in the SCO meeting on the invitation
of Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, which is being held from Nov 30 to
Dec 1 (today).
It will be the first SCO heads of government meeting in which Pakistan will
participate after assumption of full membership in June this year.
The meeting is mandated to focus on the strategy, prospects and priorities
for SCOs developmental cooperation.
Mr Abbasi will participate in the SCO retreat being hosted by the Russian
prime minister with his other SCO counterparts.
The retreat will be followed by a plenary session of the council of heads of
government where Prime Minister Abbasi will deliver a statement.
At the plenary, he will outline Pakistan‘s commitment to the SCOs
objectives including fighting terrorism, sincere interest in regional peace, stability
and development.
The meeting will close with on a signing ceremony of decisions and joint
communiqué by the heads of delegations.
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Prime Minister Abbasi will also hold bilateral meetings on the sidelines of
the summit.
SCO now has eight member states: Pakistan, China, Russia, India,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
It also has four observer states: Iran, Afghanistan, Belarus and Mongolia and
six dialogue partners including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Nepal, Sri Lanka
and Turkey.
Почему демократическая Индия вступает в «антизападный» клуб
России и Китая — в Шанхайскую организацию сотрудничества?
Сальваторе Бабонес (Salvatore Babones.) (Оригинал публикации: Why Is Democratic
India Joining Russia And China's 'Anti-Western' Club, The SCO? Forbes. 29.11.2017.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/salvatorebabones/2017/11/29/why-is-democratic-india-joiningrussia-and-chinas-anti-western-club-the-sco/#6fcff0d54cac

На этой неделе премьер-министр Индии Нарендра Моди (Narendra
Modi) приехал в Россию на саммит Шанхайской организации сотрудничества
(ШОС), в котором Индия впервые принимает участие как полноправный
член этой организации. На Западе ШОС часто пренебрежительно называют
«клубом диктаторов»: по шкале уровня развития демократии, разработанной
организацией Freedom House, из восьми членов ШОС пять считаются
«несвободными», два — «частично свободными», а последний член… Им
оказалась Индия.
Что такая энергично развивающаяся демократия, как Индия, делает
в компании таких стран, как Россия, Китай, Казахстан, Киргизия,
Таджикистан и Узбекистан? Если коротко, то Индия пытается
подстраховаться, стремясь укрепить свои стратегические связи с США
и Японией и одновременно с этим сохранить многолетние связи с Россией
в области безопасности.
Начало ШОС
ШОС была основана в 2001 году Россией и Китаем, которые хотели
помешать бывшим советским республикам попасть под влияние США.
Внешне быстрая и легкая победа США в Афганистане заставила Россию
и Китай поспешно создать союз. Президент России Владимир Путин был
тогда молодым и энергичным лидером, решительно настроенным
восстановить статус
России на международной арене,
а слабый
и изолированный Китай был готов дружить с любой страной, которая на это
согласится.
С тех пор прошло 15 лет, и теперь Путин является младшим партнером
китайского лидера Си Цзиньпина. Хронически низкие цены на нефть,
ужесточение экономических санкций и стремительный подъем Китая
существенно ухудшили стратегическое положение России. Россия отчаянно
ищет способы сбалансировать мощь Китая, чтобы ее клиенты в Центральной
Азии не перешли в китайский лагерь.
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И тут на сцене появляется Индия. Возможно, Индия является
стремительно
развивающимся,
англоязычным
демократическим
государством, однако ее армия до сих пор использует российские танки Т-90,
ее ВВС до сих пор летают на российских самолетах «Сухой», а ее
единственный авианосец — это «Викрамадитья», который еще недавно был
«Адмиралом Горшковым», а до этого «Баку» (русским пришлось изменить
его название, когда Баку стал столицей независимого Азербайджана).
ШОС охватит полмира
EurasiaNet
09.06.2017
Полмира в ШОС
Yeni Akit
14.06.2017
Россия между Китаем и Индией
Forbes
20.11.2017
Конфликт Китая и Индии в Гималаях
The Washington Post
18.08.2017

Деловая элита Индии поддерживает тесные связи с США, однако
индийских аналитиков в области безопасности беспокоят два фактора:
Пакистан и Китай. С момента обретения независимости Индия успела
принять участие в шести войнах: в четырех войнах с Пакистаном и двух
войнах с Китаем. И это без учета мелких столкновений, таких
как противостояние на плато Доклам, произошедшее этим летом.
Ситуацию усугубляет еще и то, что Пакистан и Китай связывает
чрезвычайно крепкая дружба, которая в значительной мере перевешивает
неохотное
и вялое
сотрудничество
Пакистана
с США
в борьбе
с терроризмом.
Индия как противовес
По вполне понятным причинам Индия испытывает серьезное
беспокойство в связи с тем, что ее окружают враждебно настроенные страны,
поэтому она охотно сближается со всеми влиятельными державами, которые
на это соглашаются. И Россия воспользовалась удобной возможностью,
чтобы вовлечь Индию в ШОС в качестве противовеса Китаю. В ответ на это
Китай потребовал, чтобы его союзника, Пакистан, тоже приняли в ШОС. В
результате на саммите в Астане в июне 2017 года обе эти страны были
приняты в ШОС. Баланс был достигнут.
Или не достигнут. Пакистан не способен существенно изменить баланс
сил внутри ШОС, в которой уже были четыре преимущественно
мусульманских полицейских государства.
Индия — это другое дело. Будучи энергично развивающейся
демократией с независимым гражданским обществом и свободной прессой,
Индия, возможно, не захочет играть по авторитарным правилам ШОС. Она
вряд ли спровоцирует какие-либо серьезные проблемы, но также она вряд ли
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будет поддерживать решения других членов в области безопасности —
решения, которые являются основой программы ШОС.
Учитывая, что ШОС уже столкнулась с проблемами, связанными
с этническим
конфликтом
между
Киргизией
и Узбекистаном,
территориальными спорами между Таджикистаном и Узбекистаном
и политическими баталиями между президентами Киргизии и Казахстана,
довольно трудно представить себе, как эта организация сможет принять
нового члена, который уже успел обменяться ударами с Китаем и устроить
перестрелку с Пакистаном за короткий период между вступлением в ШОС
и ее первым саммитом.
Россия добивалась вступления Индии в ШОС, чтобы помешать Китаю
захватить контроль над этой организацией. Но вместо этого вступление
Индии, скорее всего, лишит эту организацию дееспособности. Еще
на прошлой неделе программа саммита, который должен проходить 30
ноября и 1 декабря, не была окончательно согласована. Восемь глав
правительств, несомненно, найдут, о чем можно поговорить на встрече
в Сочи, однако они вряд ли сумеют договориться по многим вопросам.
Пакистан и Китай договорились углубить двусторонние связи (в т.ч. в
рамках ШОС)
Pakistan, China agree to bolster ties
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/21-Nov2017/pakistan-china-agree-to-bolster-ties

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and China Monday agreed to further augment
cooperation in various multilateral fora including the United Nations and the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
The eighth Round of Strategic Dialogue between Pakistan and China was
held in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs here, said a statement released by the
foreign office.
Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua led the Pakistani delegation, while the
Chinese side was led by Assistant Foreign Minister of Foreign Affairs for Asian
and Consular Affairs Kong Xuanyou. ―Both sides held comprehensive discussions
on the entire spectrum of bilateral relations between Pakistan and China ,‖ said the
statement.
China is investing close to $57 billion under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor project, which speaks volumes about the two nations‘
friendship. Pakistan had also handed over control of Gwadar Port to China‘s stateowned China Overseas Ports Holding in February 2013.
Gwadar Port - built by Chinese workers and opened in 2007 - is undergoing
a major expansion since. China also supports Pakistan for the membership of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group against India. Both Pakistan and India have applied to be
members of the 48-member NSG that regulates global nuclear commerce. While
the US is backing India for the seat, China supports Pakistan .
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Beijing maintains if India, a non-signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
was
given
membership,
then Pakistan too
should
be
taken
on
board. Pakistan claims it has strong credentials and expertise to become member of
the NSG.
Islamabad emphasises the need for a transparent, objective and nondiscriminatory criteria for the group‘s membership of non-members of the NPT.
The foreign ministry statement said Pakistan and China discussed the Belt
and Road Initiative and specifically, the CPEC, bilateral trade, defence, counterterrorism and culture, education and people-to-people exchanges.
―The two sides also agreed to further strengthen cooperation in all mutuallyrelevant areas for the benefit of the two countries,‖ it added.
The foreign secretary and her Chinese counterpart also exchanged views on
issues including the regional situation in Afghanistan, the US policy in South Asia,
and matters relating to the Korean Peninsula.
Janjua also apprised her counterpart of the dire situation faced by the people
of the Indian Occupied Kashmir and the ongoing human rights violations
committed by India.
She expressed hope that the international community would play its role in
urging India to put an end to blatant human rights violations in held Kashmir. ―The
two sides reiterated the commitment to strengthen and enhance bilateral mutual
cooperation in all fields including political, security and economic issues, and to
further coordinate on issues of regional and international significance,‖ said the
statement.
КПЭК обеспечит страны ШОС электроэнергией, расширит торговые
связи.
CPEC provides opportunities to SCO members to boost energy export,
trade potential
PARVEZ JABRI. BR. 4.11.2017. https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/04/378925/cpecprovides-opportunities-to-sco-members-to-boost-energy-export-trade-potential/

BEIJING: Pakistan Ambassador to China, Masood Khalid has said that the
development of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) with its linkage with
other similar initiatives under the Belt and Road provides opportunities to the
member states of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) to boost their energy
export and trade potential by using Pakistan as a transit point.
Speaking at the Belt and Road Innovation and Development Forum held in
Hong Kong, he said, the Belt and Road Initiative has become a key instrument to
regional and international connectivity. Just like the historical Silk Road, it offers
wide avenues of cooperation based on mutual prosperity and cooperation. It is set
to bring together different regions and shrink the distance among civilizations,‖ he
added.
The Ambassador said that Pakistan, with a long coastline, is a key transit
point on the Maritime Silk Road. The CPEC is a 3,000 kilometer network of roads,
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railways and pipelines to transport oil and gas from southern Pakistan‘s Gwadar
Port to Kashgar city in Northwest China‘s Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region.
SCO Secretary General Rashid Alimov on the occasion said the
organization, covering 60 percent of the Eurasian continent and nearly half the
global population, has created a huge space for cooperation within Eurasia.
―According to the statistics in 2016, the overall GDP of countries related to
our organization reached $15 trillion, while the overall trade volume reached $5.9
trillion,‖ Alimov said.
―Along with the joining of India and Pakistan, we have become the biggest
comprehensive regional organization.‖ SCO is an inter-governmental organization
founded in Shanghai in 2001, whose member states are India, Kazakhstan, China,
Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
With more opportunities and better connectivity brought by the Belt and
Road, Alimov said SCO will continue to promote international and regional
cooperation, with a focus on mutual respect and mutual interest.
To fulfill that, he said economic cooperation is of great importance;
investment in infrastructure, telecommunications and trade will continue.
Alimov expected to build a logistics hub in the region to connect southern
China, northwestern Europe and the Middle East for cross-border investment, and
SCO will work to improve transportation infrastructure, simplify customs
procedures and provide one-stop solutions for future logistics.
ОДКБ и ШОС: комплексные меры по обеспечению безопасности
Дмитрий Бокарев. «Новое восточное обозрение». 19.10.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/10/19/odkb-i-shos-kompleksny-e-mery-po-obespecheniyu-bezopasnosti/

Ситуация в Афганистане является одним из важнейших вопросов для
Организации Договора о коллективной безопасности (ОДКБ), в которой
состоят Армения, Белоруссия, Казахстан, Кыргызстан, Россия и
Таджикистан, а также для Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС:
Индия, Казахстан, Китай, Кыргызстан, Пакистан, Россия, Таджикистан,
Узбекистан). Гражданская война и террористическая активность на
афганской территории уже долгие годы является угрозой стабильности во
всей Центральной Азии.
В сентябре 2017 г. в Нью-Йорке на полях 72-й сессии Генеральной
Ассамблеи ООН прошло заседание глав МИД стран-членов ОДКБ.
Основными темами на встрече были сотрудничество с ООН в
миротворческой деятельности, безопасность и противодействие терроризму,
а также проблемы Афганистана. Было принято несколько совместных
заявлений, в том числе о положении в Афганистане и угрозе усиления
позиций террористических организаций в северных провинциях этой страны.
Следует напомнить, что именно на севере Афганистан граничит с
одной из стран ОДКБ – Таджикистаном, поэтому таджикско-афганская
граница является зоной особого внимания ОДКБ. Протяженность границы
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составляет 1344 км, при этом она идет по труднодоступным горным районам,
которые сложно пересечь, но не менее сложно охранять. Также северные
районы Афганистана граничат с Узбекистаном и Туркменистаном, которые
не входят в ОДКБ, но безопасность в которых также крайне важна для всего
региона.
29 сентября 2017 г. в таджикистанской столице Душанбе, в Центре
стратегических исследований при президенте Таджикистана состоялась
международная конференция «Борьба с терроризмом и экстремизмом
в Евразии: общие угрозы и совместный опыт». В конференции участвовали
представители Афганистана, Таджикистана, Туркменистана, Узбекистана,
Казахстана, Кыргызстана и России. Также присутствовали члены
Секретариата ОДКБ и Исполкома Региональной антитеррористической
структуры ШОС.
Участники
мероприятия
обсудили
вопросы
региональной
безопасности, самые значительные угрозы и противодействие им,
включающее различные меры внутренней политики участвующих стран и
международное сотрудничество, в том числе в рамках ОДКБ и ШОС.
Одной из главных тем вновь стала ситуация в Афганистане. К осени
2017 г. около 50% афганской территории оказалось под контролем
террористической организация «Талибан» (запрещена в РФ). При этом речь
идет в основном именно о северных районах, близких странам-участницам
конференции. По словам российского посла в Таджикистане Игоря ЛякинаФролова, выступавшего на мероприятии, обстановка там крайне
напряженная, особенно на таджикско-афганской границе.
Однако, по мнению заместителя председателя Комитета Совета
Федерации РФ по обороне и безопасности Франца Клинцевича, «Талибан» не
имеет целей за пределами Афганистана и Пакистана и не станет нарушать
границу с северными соседями. Гораздо большее опасение вызывает
активность другой террористической организации – ДАИШ (запрещена в
РФ), для которой Афганистан – плацдарм для проникновения в Россию и
страны СНГ. По имеющимся данным, вблизи таджикско-афганской границы
находится более тысячи членов «Талибан» и ДАИШ. Тем не менее, по
словам Ф. Клинцевича, таджикские и российские военные готовы отразить
атаку в случае прямого вторжения боевиков.
Россия видит в странах Центральной Азии стратегических партнеров и
верна своим обязательствам ОДКБ. Кроме того, нестабильность в странах
Центральной Азии является угрозой для южных рубежей РФ. Поэтому
Россия оказывает всестороннюю помощь своим партнерам по обеспечению
безопасности. Особо развито это сотрудничество между РФ и
Таджикистаном. Страны совместно охраняют таджикско-афганскую границу
и взаимодействуют в военно-технической сфере.
На территории Таджикистана продолжает работать 201-я база
Вооруженных сил РФ, где несут службу более 7 тыс. российских
военнослужащих, подготовленных для решения специфических задач по
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борьбе с терроризмом, в том числе в сложных горных условиях. Это
крупнейшая зарубежная сухопутная военная база РФ, располагающая
мотострелковыми, артиллерийскими, зенитно-ракетными, вертолетными и
авиационными подразделениями. В составе базы имеется три полигона, на
которых постоянно проводятся тренировки как для российских военных, так
и совместные с военными Таджикистана.
Так, 29 сентября 2017 г., в тот же день, когда состоялась упомянутая
конференция по борьбе с терроризмом, пресс-служба Центрального военного
округа, в составе которого находится база №201, сообщила о новом тактикоспециальном учении. Автомобилисты батальона материально-технического
обеспечения успешно прошли курс экстремального вождения на горных
серпантинах, доставив продовольствие и боеприпасы в труднодоступный
район. Было задействовано около 600 военнослужащих и 70 единиц военной
техники.
В ноябре 2017 г. в Таджикистане должны пройти крупномасштабные
военные учения Коллективных сил оперативного реагирования ОДКБ. В этих
учениях примут участие военные из всех стран Организации.
Таким образом, можно сделать вывод, что от прямой военной агрессии
из Афганистана Таджикистан и другие страны ОДКБ вполне в состоянии
защититься.
Единственная возможность для боевиков дестабилизировать
обстановку в Таджикистане – действовать через подпольные организации.
Однако власти Таджикистана не намерены допустить этого и ведут
профилактическую работу.
По словам начальника управления по противодействию терроризму и
экстремизму Генпрокуратуры Таджикистана Рахима Абдулхасаниена,
который также выступал на конференции, по инициативе его ведомства
признаны экстремистскими и запрещены 15 организаций, работавших на
таджикистанской территории.
Однако запретительных мер для профилактики экстремизма среди
населения не достаточно. Необходимо социально-экономическое развитие во
всех заинтересованных государствах. Подъем уровня жизни людей лучше
всего способствует снижению радикальных настроений. По-видимому, связь
между социально-экономическими проблемами и экстремизмом достаточно
осознается руководством России и стран Центральной Азии. Об этом
свидетельствует, например, тот факт, что экономическому взаимодействию
начала уделять серьезное внимание ШОС. Как упоминалось выше, в эту
организацию входят Россия, Китай, Казахстан, Таджикистан, Кыргызстан и
Узбекистан, то есть именно те страны, которые больше всего заинтересованы
в стабильности на территории Афганистана (кроме Туркменистана), а также,
с недавних пор, Индия и Пакистан, которые также периодически ощущают
отголоски тревожных афганских событий. Главной изначальной целью
создания «Шанхайской пятерки», на основе которой в 2001 г. была основана
ШОС, было укрепление сотрудничества в оборонной области. И сейчас
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основными задачами ШОС являются поддержание безопасности, борьба с
терроризмом и наркотрафиком. Экономическое сотрудничество считалось
второстепенным. Однако такой подход уходит в прошлое.
28 сентября 2017 г. в Уфе состоялся Третий форум малого бизнеса
регионов стран-участниц ШОС и БРИКС. На мероприятии выступил
спецпредставитель президента РФ по делам ШОС Бахтиер Хакимов. По его
словам, экономическое взаимодействие в ШОС необходимо довести до
такого же уровня, на котором развито политическое сотрудничество стран
этой организации. Также Б. Хакимов заявил, что руководители государств
ШОС понимают важность этой задачи и постепенно движутся к ее решению.
Сейчас ШОС занимается реализацией соглашения о создании
благоприятных условий для автомобильных перевозок, подписанного в 2014
г. Также идет обсуждение возможности создания Банка развития и Фонда
развития ШОС. Ведется работа по сопряжению работы ШОС с такими
объединениями, как ЕАЭС (Евразийский экономический союз) и АСЕАН
(Ассоциация стран Юго-Восточной Азии), а также с китайским глобальным
инфраструктурным проектом «Один пояс – один путь». Внутри ШОС
выстраиваются отношения между деловыми кругами и наращивается
межгосударственное сотрудничество на региональном уровне.
Таким образом, можно заключить, что Россия и государства
Центральной Азии не полагаются на одну лишь военную силу в борьбе с
терроризмом и поддержании стабильности. Понимание этими странами того,
что только комплексные меры могут покончить с террористической угрозой,
вселяет надежду, что в ближайшие годы террористическая угроза в регионе
может пойти на убыль.
Афганистан ищет в ШОС дополнительную опору
Игорь
Субботин.
«Все
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/115321.html

об

Афганистане».

13.10.2017.

В ходе заседания контактной группы ШОС-Афганистан, которая
прошла в Москве после восьмилетнего перерыва, представитель
официального Кабула заявил о необходимости поддержать полноправное
членство Исламской Республики в организации. С учетом того, что ШОС
рассматривается как сфера влияния России, в экспертной среде видят в
действиях афганского руководства попытку найти дополнительную точку
опоры в условиях, когда ситуация даже ввиду новой стратегии Соединенных
Штатов становится еще более турбулентной.
«Заместитель главы МИД Афганистана заявил на заседании, что
страны должны поддержать наше полноценное членство в ШОС и что
Афганистан с этого момента должен стать постоянным сопредседателем
контактной группы по Афганистану», – прокомментировал российской
прессе итоги встречи в российской столице директор департамента по
вопросам политики и стратегии МИД Афганистана Мухаммед Ашраф
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Хайдари. Отметим, что заседание, в отличие от предыдущих, проходило на
более высоком уровне: государства представляли заместители министров
иностранных дел. Новым было и то, что на заседании присутствовали
недавно принятые в ШОС индийская и пакистанская стороны, для которых
афганский кризис имеет большое значение.
По оценке официального представителя МИД России Марии
Захаровой, диалог о судьбе Афганистана получился обстоятельным. «В ходе
заседания, на котором председательствовал заместитель министра
иностранных дел РФ Моргулов, состоялся обстоятельный обмен мнениями
по вопросам борьбы с вызовами и угрозами безопасности в регионе,
содействия усилиям Афганистана по восстановлению мирного, стабильного
и экономически процветающего государства, – сообщила на своем брифинге
дипломат. – Единодушно почеркнута необходимость углублять дальнейшее
взаимодействие ШОС и Афганистана в рамках этого консультативного
механизма в интересах решения указанных задач». По словам Захаровой,
следующее заседание контактной группы должно состояться в начале 2018
года в Пекине.
При этом в ходе встречи Россия предложила усилить взаимодействие
между Региональной антитеррористической структурой Шанхайской
организации сотрудничества (РАТС ШОС) и Афганистаном. «Мы
предложили более активно реализовать потенциал взаимодействия между
РАТС и Афганистаном, Афганистан поддержал наше предложение и выразил
готовность активно работать по решению этой задачи», — рассказал ТАСС
специальный представитель президента РФ по делам ШОС, посол по особым
поручениям МИД Бахтиер Хакимов. По словам дипломата, официальный
Кабул готов участвовать в проектах по развитию транспортной
инфраструктуры, развивать сотрудничество с ШОС в области образования и
подготовки кадровой. «Российская сторона предложила активнее
использовать возможности Университета ШОС и налаживать контакты с
Молодежным советом ШОС», — сообщил Хакимов.
В российской экспертной среде полагают, что ШОС для Афганистана –
это страховка на тот случай, если американская линия в регионе станет
чересчур непредсказуемой. «В Кабуле страхуются от непредсказуемой
политики США, потому что та стратегия, которую провозгласил Дональд
Трамп, не является реализуемой, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» замдиректора
Института стран СНГ Владимир Евсеев. – Уничтожить радикалов путем
очень незначительного увеличения численности сил США невозможно,
поставка вооружений будет совершена непонятно в каком объеме. Поставка
тяжелых вооружений в виде танков не планируется. Совсем неясно, как
США будут реализовывать то, что сказали. С этой точки зрения Россия
является дополнительной точкой опоры. Использование формата ШОС – это
для Афганистана еще одна точка опоры в условиях крайне турбулентной
ситуации».
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Аналитик отмечает: непонятно, как будет реализовываться политика
США при Дональде Трампе. «Политика всех прежних президентов была не
то, что ошибочной, но была неэффективной, – считает Евсеев. – При
сегодняшнем уровне управления нынешней администрации скорее всего
будет еще более неэффективнее. США серьезно противодействовать не
смогут. Они будут стараться сохранить свое влияние. Однако, скорее всего,
оно постепенно будет уменьшаться и ставиться вопрос – насколько
эффективно тратятся деньги? Во всяком случае я не вижу для США разумной
стратегии, которая помогла бы им нарастить свое влияние. Для них самое
главное – сохранить его, но если они будут тратить весь свой потенциал на
противодействие, полагаю, их влияние может стать еще меньше».
Считается, что вступление в ШОС – довольно долгая процедура.
«Заявка рассматривается очень долго, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» политолог и
востоковед Владимир Сотников. – Индии и Пакистану потребовалось
больше полутора лет. Думаю, для начала Афганистан должен привести
внутреннюю ситуацию к более-менее стабильному состоянию. Тогда заявка,
наверное, будет одобрена всеми полноправными членами ШОС. Сейчас нет
какой-то страны из числа лидеров ШОС, которая бы однозначно
поддерживала эту заявку. Пока ситуация далека от стабильности, поэтому
сложно говорить, что в ближайший год-два Афганистан будет принят на
правах полноправного члена. Рассчитывать на то, что это будет в течение
года, не совсем правильно».
Аналитик указывает на то, что Афганистан сможет войти в
организацию без запрета со стороны своих союзников и спонсоров.
«Афганистан – это не враждебно настроенная по отношению к нам страна, –
отмечает Сотников. – Это страна-партнер, страна, которой мы оказываем
помощь в том числе в военной области. Поставками стрелкового оружия и
подготовкой военных офицеров Афганской национальной армии. Тут я не
вижу каких-то противоречий». Эксперт считает, что в ШОС мало подать
заявку – нужно, чтобы эту заявку еще и приняли. «Еще нужно рассмотреть
все аспекты, связанные с внутренней ситуацией, изучить, какая
террористическая активность существует в Афганистане. Еще может быть
сценарий, при котором через Афганистан и афгано-пакистанское
приграничье будут прорываться боевики «Исламского государство»
(запрещено в РФ) в страны Центральной Азии. Это тоже надо учесть».
Перспективы и препятствия членства Ирана в ШОС
Саркисян И.В. 4 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36145

Прошедший июнь прошел в обсуждениях на различных уровнях вопроса
о членстве Ирана в Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС). Почву
для обсуждения создал высокопоставленный китайский дипломат Ли Хаи
Лай, заявив в Астане на саммите ШОС, что Китай поддерживает вступление
Ирана в организацию. Вопрос членства Ирана на рассмотрение поставила
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Россия в прошлом году, однако тогда остальные члены ШОС отказались
поддержать предложение.
Иран уже давно стремится к постоянному членству в ШОС, однако
многолетние санкции являлись главным препятствием на пути интеграции
Исламской Республики в различные региональные и глобальные процессы.
Отмена санкций в январе прошлого года позволила России заявить, что ИРИ
может стать частью организации.
Помощник министра иностранных дел Китая Ли Хаи Лай заявил, что
долгое время Иран является страной-наблюдателем и за это время внес свой
позитивный и действенный вклад. На прошедшем саммите к ШОС
присоединились Индия и Пакистан, и по словам китайского дипломата,
привлекательность организации будет расти, а территория расширяться.
Ранее Китай являлся главной страной, не согласной с принятием
Исламской Республики в ряды членов ШОС. Дело в том, что для Китая
приоритетом является экономическое развитие, и Пекин пытался избежать
политизирования ШОС. Иран же в свою очередь видит в организации силу,
противостоящую Западу, с которым Китай активно сотрудничает в
экономической сфере.
С другой стороны, КСА является одним из главным поставщиков
энергоносителей в Китай и последний всячески старался сохранять баланс
между двумя враждебными странами Ближнего Востока и пользоваться их
экономическими преимуществами. В Тегеране считают, что членство Ирана
в ШОС обяжет Пекин отдавать предпочтения Исламской Республике,
вступив в противоречия с КСА
Сегодня, когда угроза терроризма стала глобальной, а Китай имеет на
своей территории источник потенциальной угрозы в лице уйгуров,
компактно проживающих в Синьцзян-Уйгурском Автономном Районе, то
значение Ирана для Китая значительно возросло. Иран имеет большой опыт
борьбы с терроризмом, как на своей территории, так и за пределами страны,
и может внести неоценимый вклад в совместную систему безопасности
стран-членов ШОС.
После терактов 7 июня в Тегеране советник президента России Юрий
Ушаков, принимавший участие в саммите организации в Астане, заявил, что
настало время принять ИРИ в ШОС. По мнению иранского агентства Fars
News ИРИ на сегодняшний день соответствует всем требованиям для
постоянного членства в ШОС, и обладает потенциалом для усиления
организации, как в экономической сфере, так и в области безопасности.
Агентство Tasnim в своей публикации пришло к выводу, что вступление
ИРИ в организацию пойдет на пользу всем заинтересованным сторонам,
однако, кажется, что некоторые политические соображения мешают
завершить реализацию этого процесса.
Наличие двух сил, как Россия и Китай, с одной общей целью – не
допустить нестабильность в своих странах и на их границах – увеличивает
значение деятельности всей организации, считают в Иране. Остальные
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страны-члены стремятся использовать эту силу, чтобы обеспечить свою
безопасность и стабильность.
Организация имеет и другие цели, как использование Китаем
потребительского рынка Центральной Азии, коммерческая значимость
региона для таких проектов как «Новый Шелковый путь» и Евразийский
экономический союз, нефтяные ресурсы Каспийского моря, и конечно,
противостояние влиянию США и НАТО в регионе.
Говоря о возможности полного членства Ирана, следует отметить, что
ИРИ в последние годы осуществляет успешную деятельность в деле борьбы
с терроризмом, имеет положительный опыт взаимоотношений со странами
Центральной Азии, т.е. позиция Тегерана вполне соответствует целям
организации. Еще одним преимуществом членства Ирана в ШОС, Tasnim
считает тот факт, что Иран не является членом какого-либо другого
регионального союза. Из Лиги арабских государств и Совета сотрудничества
арабских государств Персидского залива ИРИ исключена по требованию
саудовских властей. ЭКО также не является эффективным функциональным
союзом. Другие организации не имеют возможности влиять на
международные процессы. В связи с этим, вступление Ирана в ШОС:
 сократит политические и экономические затраты Ирана в сфере борьбы
с терроризмом, экстремизмом и контрабандой,
 укрепит региональное сотрудничество со странами Центральной Азии,
возрастет взаимное доверие,
 укрепит
экономические и торговые отношения, увеличится
товарооборот между странами-членами, облегчится связь стран-членов
ШОС с международным рынком через Иран, а Иран получит от этого
свои дивиденды,
 совместными силами страны смогут противостоять мировым угрозам, с
гораздо меньшими затратами.
Примечательным фактом является то, что против вступления ИРИ в
ШОС выступает и Таджикистан, который является дружественной Ирану
страной, учитывая активную роль Тегерана в деле прекращения гражданской
войны в стране, их исторические, культурные связи и т.д. Тем не менее,
светское правительство Таджикистана, опасаясь исламистских и
экстремистских групп на своей территории, и понимая воздействие
Саудовской Аравии на эти группы, дабы обеспечить безопасность стране и ее
экономики, сблизилось с Эр-Риядом. Формальным поводом даже стало
участие Мухиддина Кабири, лидера Партии исламского возрождения
Таджикистана, на исламской конференции в Тегеране.
На фоне сказанного примечательным кажется закрытие торгового и
культурного представительств посольства Ирана в городе Худжанд,
Согдийской области по требованию властей Таджикистана. Иранское
посольство отказалось от комментариев, но разлад в отношениях двух стран
становится очевидным.
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ШОС является одной из инициатив Китая в качестве ответа на
региональные угрозы. После терактов 2001 года тремя основными целями
организация были определены – борьба с терроризмом, сепаратизмом и
экстремизмом, и, как пишет агентство Tasnim, организация остается верной
своим главным задачам. Согласно иранскому эксперту по Китаю Мохаммаду
Зарру, подобное поведение Китая показывает, что страна все еще слишком
чувствительна к угрозе террористических групп внутри страны, способных
создать нестабильность, поэтому стремится использовать все рычаги, в
частности, ШОС, чтобы обеспечить безопасность своих стратегических
интересов, особенно «Нового Шелкового пути». Кроме того, стратегической
задачей Китая является усилить свои позиции в Центральной Азии, путем
«социализации» источников своего влияния. Эксперт считает, что Китай
рассматривает угрозу безопасности в качестве опасности той системе
экономики и влияния, которую страна выстраивала долгие годы, поэтому
борьба с этой угрозой для Пекина первостепенна.
Сложность принятия ИРИ в ШОС состоит в том, что несмотря на
схожесть позиции по целому ряду вопросов, представление о глобальном
устройстве в мире у ИРИ и Китая разнятся, и когда эти различия
проявляются на более низких уровнях, то глобальный подход еще более
различается, считает М.Зарр. Так, например, учитывая цель Китая установить
свое влияние в Центральной Азии, то усиливающаяся роль Ирана в том же
регионе не соответствует китайским целям. До недавнего времени Китай не
имел стратегических взглядов на Иран, и отсутствие этих взглядов очевидно
как в ШОС, так и в стратегии экономического пояса «Нового Шелкового
пути». Вместе с тем, эксперт уверен, что экономика не может вечно быть
объединяющим фактором для страны, и необходимы новые стратегические
альянсы. Последние высказывания китайского лидера, возможно,
свидетельствуют о некой смене подходов по отношению к ИРИ с учетом
мировой угрозы терроризма.
ШОС и КПЭК
The SCO and CPEC
Yasir
Masood.
The
Express
Tribune,
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2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442328/the-sco-and-cpec/
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Pakistan has indisputably achieved a diplomatic feat with the acquisition of
full-fledged membership in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) this
month. The 17th summit of the SCO at Astana, Kazakhstan, on June 8-9 formally
announced a new security architecture covering approximately 60% of Eurasia,
with extensive implications for the entire world. With India and Pakistan officially
attaining full membership of the organisation, the total population of the SCO
countries will be almost 3.5 billion, which roughly accounts for half of the world,
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and the combined GDP is estimated to be exceeding 25% of the global GDP.
Accordingly, the SCO is destined to become the cornerstone of economics and
politics in Eurasia and a game changer on the global agenda.
Pakistan‘s SCO membership will strengthen its ability to seamlessly sail
through an economic sea change, the result of landmark projects of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Since Pakistan‘s flag has risen at Beijing, the
headquarters of SCO, this may usher in a new era of economic and trade growth
coupled with the success of CPEC. Both SCO and CPEC complement each other.
Russian, Eurasian and Central Asian states are eyeing to partake in CPEC, and in
return for participation in CPEC, Pakistan can tap minerals, gas and oil resources
from these states to satisfy its energy needs. In fact, CPEC was an underlying
reason for Pakistan‘s entrance into the SCO, since infrastructure developments
under CPEC will engender immense opportunities for the SCO member countries.
In particular, landlocked Central Asian states will be privy to the shortest access to
trade and economic routes through CPEC.
Pakistan‘s membership will give it influence in the global arena, and the SCO
will serve as a platform for the expression of the country‘s commitment to peaceful
regional cooperation. At this multilateral forum, other members may also learn
from Pakistan‘s pursuit of the eradication of terrorism and extremism through a
robust anti-terrorism apparatus. Moreover, on the strategic chessboard, this
regional bloc offers two vital prospects for Pakistan‘s foreign policy: first, it will
present a positive and responsible image around the globe, and second, it will
debunk contrived narratives centered on anti-CPEC rhetoric.
Despite the current stalemate between Pakistan and India, meetings between
both counterparts at the SCO can mitigate friction to some extent and leverage of
China and Russia can also thwart India‘s malicious designs of turning SCO into
another Saarc. Pakistan and Afghanistan provide the shortest routes for India to
connect to Central Asia and Eurasia. Myopic strategy towards ―One Belt, One
Road‖ Initiative (OBOR) and CPEC is not in India‘s national interest, since it also
envisages access to Central Asian markets and in exchange may utilise their oil and
gas reservoirs. Pakistan may also enormously profit by becoming a secure transit
route for goods and energy supplies from Central Asia to India and vice versa.
It is an irrefutable truth that the security and stability of a state are a precursor
to sustainable economic and trade development. Thus, the SCO is also a beacon of
hope to resolve the ongoing conundrum in Afghanistan. This might only be
possible if all member states formulate a multilateral approach for peace and
stability whilst relinquishing unilateral interests. Currently, a resurgent Taliban
coupled with strong presence of IS in Afghanistan can wreak havoc upon a
regional and transnational spillover. Nevertheless, positive engagement at the SCO
in partnership with the CPEC transit trade routes can help Afghanistan wriggle out
of its current plight.
To conclude, unity between the SCO and CPEC was memorably articulated
by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif in his speech at the summit. He said, ―China‘s
OBOR initiative has transformed the global economic landscape. In Pakistan, we
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are diligently implementing CPEC. These mega projects will benefit the entire
SCO community.‖
Вступление Пакистана в ШОС
Pakistan‘s entry into SCO
Athar Z Abbasi. June 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/19-Jun-2017/pakistan-sentry-into-sco

On 9 June, 2017, Pakistan was granted membership to the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization. Pakistan had been its observer since 2005. The
organisation decided to grant Pakistan status of a full member its 2015 Summit
held in Ufa Russia. SCO is a powerful Eurasian body.
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation is the forerunner of the 1996 organisation
Shahghi-5, comprising members China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan. It was renamed in 2001 after the inclusion of Uzbekistan. The primary
objective of the organisation was to enhance trade among member countries by
connectivity and regional cooperation, to protect political integrity of the member
countries and promoted security, economic and trade cooperation between them
and to promote regional connectivity. The organisation has expanded its domain
from regional trade and included cooperation on counterterrorism.
The presence of two big regional economic powers i.e. China and Russia
makes this organisation effective. The charter of this organisation clearly states the
main goals and tasks of SCO are, ―to strengthen mutual trust, friendship and good
neighborliness between the member States; to consolidate multidisciplinary
cooperation in the maintenance and strengthening of peace, security and stability in
the region and promotion of a new democratic, fair and rational political and
economic international order; to jointly counteract terrorism, separatism and
extremism in all their manifestations.‖ China has already taken a big initiative in
the form of the One Belt One Road project, through which it intends to connect
regions of Asia, Africa, Middle East and Central Asia by building highways,
railways and sea routes. Pakistan China Economic corridor is also one of the parts
of this vision.
EU‘s precursor the European Economic Community (EEC) was also formed
as a trade union of various countries of Europe. With the passage of time, its
domain was enhanced from trade to a kind of loose confederating system having its
own parliament, currency, visa free policy and other incentives for its member
countries. Though dented with UK‘s decision to depart from the union, the EU is
still a great influencing factor in the world affairs and has strong economic
standing in the world economy.
Shanghai Cooperation Organization is also a window of opportunity for the
countries of this region. Countries like Pakistan, India and Afghanistan can work
together from the platform of this organisation. Pakistan and India have been
granted status of full members during the recent Summit whereas Afghanistan is
having status of an observer in the organisation. Central Asia is an oil and gas rich
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region. The road connectivity and regional trade can change the trade ratio in the
region. Central Asian countries are landlocked, Pakistan would be an opportunity
for them to access the Sea ports and use this route for trade. Stability in
Afghanistan is also a key for the economic uplift of this region. Pakistan has
always been ardent advocate of Afghanistan‘s stability. Hopefully, this regional
connectivity and having a shared decision of countering terrorism would help in
bridging ties among countries of this region. On the sidelines of the Summit,
Afghanistan and Pakistan agreed to restore quadrilateral talks. China and USA are
also part of this Quadrilateral Coordination Group. There is urgent need to resume
these talks and give peace a chance for bringing an end to the lingering conflict in
Afghanistan.
This is an ideal and opportune time for the countries of South Asia. India
should also realise that we need to have a way for a secure and prosperous future
for coming generations. It should stop its tirades against Pakistan. It should also
stop sowing hostility in the region.
Mr. Nawaz Sharif has rightly reiterated his commitment to peaceful
coexistence in the summit. He clearly spelled out his vision in SCO Summit saying
―As leaders, we should leave a legacy of peace and amity for our future
generations, not a toxic harvest of conflict and animosity. Instead of talking about
counterweights and contaminants, let us create shared spaces for all.‖
Undoubtedly, time is changing vey fast and, presently, economic tilt is in favour of
Asia. Countries like Pakistan and India should take advantage of this.
The Astana Summit is historic for Pakistan and will have long term
repercussions in the region. Prime Minister has rightly mentioned in his speech that
―the SCO had been transformed into true transcontinental organisation. The SCO
played the role of sheet anchor for regional progress and prosperity in view of the
global changes.‖ As a torchbearer of peace in the region, Mr. Sharif congratulated
first India for becoming full members of SCO but the hawkish remarks of Mr.
Modi in his speech showed that the policy makers in India are not in a mood to
normalise relations with Pakistan. Pakistan is pursuing its policy of peaceful
coexistence and non interference. Sooner or later, Indian leaders would also realise
that the panacea for all ills is in dialogue and having good neighborly relations in
the region.
SCO is an economic bloc representing half of humanity as the total population
of its member countries is half of the world population. The total GDP of the
organisation accounts for one quarter of the world GDP. Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation is a big opportunity and Pakistan has joined it at a right time.
Pakistan is expanding its influence in the region and inviting other countries to join
the march of development. We hope that at some time in future, countries of South
Asia also realise the importance of regional connectivity and economic prosperity.
Индия и Пакистан усилили ШОС, но не избавили от рисков
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Игорь Субботин. «Все об Афганистане». http://afghanistan.ru/doc/111206.html.
16.06.2017.

В штаб-квартире Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС) в
Пекине состоялась церемония поднятия флагов новых членов организации –
Индии и Пакистана. «Когда мир продолжает сталкиваться с новыми
вызовами и угрозами, ШОС твердо выступает за объединение усилий
против всех сил зла», – заявил по этому случаю генеральный секретарь ШОС
Рашид Алимов. Эксперты считают: расширение организации даст
положительный эффект, в том числе в области борьбы с терроризмом в
Афганистане и в других точках региона, но неразрешенные противоречия
между Индией и Пакистаном могут притормозить положительную
динамику.
Теперь трансрегиональная структура, оформленная в начале 2000-х гг.
по инициативе России, Китая, Казахстана, Таджикистана, Узбекистана и
Киргизии, объединяет 44% населения Земли. «Благодаря географическому
положению ШОС стала естественным связующим звеном между АзиатскоТихоокеанским и Атлантическим регионами, со странами Южной Азии и
Ближнего Востока. В этом контексте большие перспективы открываются для
дальнейшего развития взаимодействия со странами АСЕАН», – отметил
Алимов. Он выразил уверенность, что возросший потенциал ШОС окажет
положительное влияние не только на экономические процессы, но и на
борьбу с терроризмом. Для обсуждения вопросов террористической угрозы
китайская сторона уже предложила провести форум ШОС по оборонной
безопасности.
Однако наблюдатели смотрят на вступление в ШОС новых членов с
опасением. Между Нью-Дели и Исламабадом до сих пор остается целый
комплекс нерешенных противоречий, главное из которых – проблема
Кашмира. Такие страхи есть и у государств, входящих в ШОС. Так, на
церемонии поднятия флагов в Пекине помощник главы МИД КНР Кун
Сюанью выразил надежду, что новоиспеченные члены организации будут
выполнять ее устав, в котором говорится, что проблемы двусторонних
отношений не должны отражаться на работе международной структуры. «Эта
организация имеет свои собственные правила и процедуры. Мы надеемся,
что эти правила будут соблюдаться всеми государствами-членами», – заявил
дипломат. На днях МИД РФ также выступил с заявлением, что разногласия
между Индией и Пакистаном должны решаться на двусторонней основе,
согласно пунктам Симлского соглашения 1972 года и Лахорской декларации
1999 года.
«С одной стороны, положительное значение принятия и Индии, и
Пакистана очевидно, – заявил «Афганистан.Ру» заместитель директора
ИМЭМО им. Е. М. Примакова РАН Геннадий Чуфрин, работавший в
посольствах СССР в Индии и Пакистане (1973-1978 гг.). – Скажу об этом
только то, что факт вступления этих двух стран в ШОС поднимает ее
авторитет, уровень, престиж, увеличивает потенциал – экономический,
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демографический и иной. С другой стороны, всем хорошо известно, что
Индия и Пакистан находятся не в лучших отношениях друг с другом. Как
будут их отношения влиять на работу ШОС – сказать очень сложно.
Хотелось бы надеяться на лучшее. В интересах России вступление в ШОС не
только Индии, но и Пакистана: это дает шанс на прямой диалог между
Москвой и Исламабадом, который не будет вызывать ненужных спекуляций
по поводу того, чем этот диалог обусловлен».
Исламабад и Нью-Дели, как отмечает эксперт, заинтересованы в
решении проблемы международного терроризма. «Индия традиционно
выступает за решение целого ряда проблем на территории Кашмира, а также
на территории Афганистана, — отметил Чуфрин. – А гражданское
правительство Пакистана заинтересовано, чтобы продолжалась борьба с
международным терроризмом, с радикализмом, с наиболее экстремистскими
проявлениями различного рода исламистских организаций. В интересах и
Индии, и Пакистана добиться политическими средствами решения
террористической проблемы на территории Афганистана. С моей точки
зрения, главная угроза там – это не «Талибан», а то, что там усиливаются
позиции так называемого «Исламского государства» (запрещенная в РФ
группировка – «Афганистан.Ру»). Талибы – не подарок, но ИГ – это
неизмеримо хуже. Здесь интересы всех членов ШОС совпадают».
По мнению другого российского эксперта, вероятность того, что
внутренние споры между новыми членами ШОС могут перетечь в повестку
дня всей структуры, остается. «Это будет тормозить положительный эффект
от реализации того, что может сделать эта международная организация, –
пояснил «Афганистан.Ру» ведущий научный сотрудник Института
востоковедения РАН Владимир Сотников. – Думаю, следовало бы после
принятия Индии и Пакистана в качестве полноправных членов ШОС
договориться всем странам-членам о том, что внутренние противоречия не
будут выноситься на обсуждение всех участников. Одно дело – когда это
зафиксировано в учредительных документах, другое дело – реальная
политика». Однако ШОС, по мнению аналитика, может сыграть
положительную роль в смягчении напряженности между Нью-Дели и
Исламабадом. «Несмотря на то, что работу организации могут тормозить
споры между Индией и Пакистаном, страны ШОС способны оказать
давление, чтобы эти государства не подходили к краю вооруженного
конфликта», – пояснил Сотников. Однако, по его словам, уйти от
рассмотрения спора между Исламабадом и Нью-Дели ШОС вряд ли удастся.
Вступление Индии и Пакистана в Шанхайскую организацию даст ее
работе положительный импульс, в том числе в борьбе с терроризмом на
территории Афганистана. Однако у членства Нью-Дели и Исламабада есть и
другие нюансы, напоминает аналитик. «Традиционным союзником и
стороной, которая автоматом проталкивала Пакистан в ШОС, был Китай, а
Индия в этом вопросе искала поддержку России, – отмечает Сотников. –
Если брать во внимание эти моменты, то остается впечатление, что могут
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возникнуть какие-то вещи, которые касаются соперничества между Россией
и Китаем на площадке ШОС. Но это гипотетический сценарий. Если
говорить о реальных вещах, то национальным интересам России членство
Индии и Пакистана в ШОС соответствует. Два ядерных государства теперь
вовлечены в сугубо мирную, невоенную авторитетную группировку стран».
Пакистан и Индия стали членами ШОС, - подчеркивает Индия на
приеме в Пекине
Pakistani tableau at SCO meet shows Red Fort with Indian flag as
Lahore‘s Shalimar Gardens
The Hindustan Times. Jun 15, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/pakistani-tableau-at-sco-meet-shows-red-fort-with-indian-flag-as-lahore-s-shalimargardens/story-yVuz4thW5kPXh3kNWnhfSM.html

India and Pakistan were admitted as members into the six-member SCO at the
Astana Summit last week.
A reception held by the SCO at its Beijing headquarters highlighting the entry
of India and Pakistan turned out to be an embarrassment for the organisers as
India‘s Red Fort with the tricolour was shown as Lahore‘s Shalimar Gardens in a
Pakistani tableau.
Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi, Indian envoy to China Vijay Gokhale
along with the ambassadors of Pakistan Masood Khalid and other Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) members attended the function on Wednesday.
The first colourful event, however, caused an embarrassment for the
organisers as India‘s Red Fort with an Indian flag was shown as Lahore‘s Shalimar
Gardens on the tableau of Pakistan.
Both Indian and Pakistani diplomats pointed out the faux pas to the
organisers.
SCO officials were apologetic about the gaffe, saying that they failed to cross
check the photos on display as this was the first event involving India and Pakistan.
The SCO headquarters will raise the flags of India and Pakistan on Thursday
and Gokhale and Khalid will beat a drum, heralding the entry of their countries
into the organisation.
India and Pakistan were admitted as members into the six-member grouping
at the Astana Summit last week.
The group is now comprised of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia,
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, India and Pakistan.
Afghanistan, Belarus, Iran and Mongolia have an observer status in the
grouping that is increasingly seen as a counterweight to NATO.
Пакистан стал полноправным членом ШОС
Pakistan becomes full SCO member
The News. 10.06. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/209782-Pakistan-becomes-full-SCOmember
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Nawaz says it is historic day; backs Chinese president‘s suggestion of signing
five-year accord of good neighbourhood; calls for joint efforts against terrorism;
congratulates India on becoming full member of organisation; meets Afghan
president; discusses regional security, terrorism and fence along Pak-Afghan
border; terms his meeting with Russian president positive
ASTANA: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has maintained that Pakistan has
joined the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) with the confidence that they
would be able to change the world for the better.
―We would do so by harnessing the SCO‘s enormous potential and proven
competencies, as well as by leveraging the strong political will of the nations
represented in the SCO. Pakistan stands ready to contribute to this collective
endeavour.‖
He expressed these views while addressing the Heads of State Council of the
SCO here on Friday and said, ―Today is a historic day for Pakistan, India and the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO). With immense pride and high
expectations, Pakistan enters into this prestigious and important organisation as a
full member. On this occasion, I thank the founding members of the SCO -- China,
Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan – for their staunch
support to Pakistan‘s membership. We are grateful to the SCO Secretary General
and his efficient team for their assistance in the membership process.‖
He conveyed his profound gratitude to President Nazarbayev and the people
of Kazakhstan for hosting the important summit and for extending warm
hospitality. He said that Pakistan is not unfamiliar with the SCO. In fact, over the
last decade, it has developed a deep association with the organisation as its active
observer. ―We have attended all summits and worked earnestly with the SCO
institutions such as its Business Council, Interbanking Consortium, SCO Forum
and the Regional Anti-terrorist Structure. So, in a sense, we come prepared but we
realize that we have a lot to learn from the wisdom of the founding members, as we
orient our foreign policy in a changing international environment.‖
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said, ―With SCO members, we share deep
historical and cultural ties, as well as strong economic and strategic linkages.
SCO‘s goals resonate with Pakistan‘s national ethos; and so do the core values of
the Shanghai Spirit and the SCO Charter with our own quest for a peaceful
neighborhood. ―In this contact, I welcome the proposal made by President XI on
the need for a long term treaty of good neighbourhood for the next 5 years among
SCO members. As leaders, we should leave a legacy of peace and amity for our
future generations; not a toxic harvest of conflict and animosity. Instead of talking
about counterweights and containment, let us create shared spaces for all.‖
He congratulated India on joining the SCO family. ―Today, in its outreach,
the SCO is truly transcontinental. In coming decades, it would serve as a strong
link between the Asia-Pacific, East Asia, West Asia and the Atlantic region,‖ he
said and added that over the years, the SCO had emerged as a sheet anchor for
regional stability. ―Now it is destined to become a cornerstone of global politics
and economics, with economics gaining primacy. The SCO gives us a powerful
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platform for partnerships to promote peace, build trust, and spur economic
development for shared prosperity. Moreover, it helps us all combat terrorism,
reduce arms race, eliminate poverty, fight epidemics, deal with natural disasters,
tackle climate change, and ensure water security,‖ he said adding, ―We fully
endorse the SCO resolve to fight twin evils of terrorism and extremism. Pakistan
has fought its own fierce war against international terrorism and violent extremism
and with the grace of God, we have been able to turn around the security and
economic situation in our country.‖
He said, ―The SCO expansion takes place at an opportune time, as the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) transforms global economic landscape and in Pakistan,
we are diligently implementing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
which is the flagship of the BRI. What is more, these mega projects will benefit the
entire SCO community.‖
Meanwhile, Pakistan and Afghanistan agreed to establish verifiable
mechanism for checking terror activities across the border under the Quadrilateral
Monitoring Group (QMG) of Pakistan, Afghanistan, China and the US.
Under the system, the two countries will make it impossible to use their soils
against each other. The understanding was reached in an important meeting
between Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Afghan President Ashraf Ghani here on
Friday. The meeting took place on the request of the Afghan president.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, later while talking to media persons in his
hotel, said that he had discussed with the Afghan president scope of cooperation in
various fields, including trade, economy and security. The outcome of the meeting
will be known in a couple of weeks.
To a query, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said that he had discussed and
raised the issue of human rights violations in Indian Held Kashmir (IHK), Kashmir
dispute with United Nations Secretary General and Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) leaders with whom he had met here, including Chinese
President Xi Jinping.
―Pakistan‘s becoming full member of the SCO would help in resolving
bilateral disputes with India and give new impetus to its efforts for greater regional
connectivity and improvement in the economy,‖ he said.
He maintained that Pakistan joined the SCO comprising regional group which
represents more than 40 percent of the world population and the region that is fast
developing while Pakistan is also desperately trying to achieve the same objectives
in the development.
He reminded that Pakistan is the third largest country in the SCO and moving
at faster pace on the path of progress by overcoming its difficulties. ―Pakistan is
moving forward with stability and its development could reach the echelon the
most developed countries of region have attained. We have shown development to
the tune of 5.3 percent and God willing we can reach at nine to ten percent within a
few years,‖ the premier said.
Talking about the Kashmir issue, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said that it
was impossible for the Indian forces to continue their atrocities for a longer period
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of time since former IHK chief minister Umar Farooq and a former RAW chief
had confessed publicly that Indian forces couldn‘t suppress the people of Kashmir
any further. The Indian leaders and public opinion had been conceding that youth
and Kashmiri people had come out from the towns and cities against the brutalities
of the occupied forces. ―They are asking the Indian government to have talks with
Pakistan and Kashmiri people about the dispute without further delay," he said.
The prime minister said that UN Secretary General who had his maiden
meeting with him earlier in the day had also conceded that the Kashmir dispute
should be settled peacefully since he knew that it was among the issues which were
to be resolved and pending on the agenda of the world body.
To another question, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said that the government
was exploring all sophisticated methods to enhance power generation for catering
to future needs but ―we are satisfied that we have made arrangement for fulfilling
our immediate requirements of the energy but we should also work on saving the
energy as well.‖ Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif parried the questions about the
domestic political situation since he was standing on a foreign soil but said that the
people of the country understood the conspiracies being hatched by certain
elements to stall the progress of the country. He brushed aside the impression that
he had any meeting with his Indian counterpart on the fringes of the SCO summit
on Thursday evening. It was just a handshake and exchange of formal words, he
added.
The prime minister said that the SCO leaders did aspire for restoration of
normal ties between Pakistan and India. He termed his meeting with Russian
President Putin extremely good and positive.
Путин заявил, что вступление Индии и Пакистана в ШОС сделало его
более влиятельным
Pakistan, India joining SCO to make bloc more influential: Putin
The News. 10.06.2017 https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/209793-Pakistan-India-joiningSCO-to-make-bloc-more-influential-Putin

ASTANA: Leaders of the SCO member states, namely Russia, China,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, signed the decree on
admitting India and Pakistan to the bloc, on Friday.
"Today, new full members join the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation… The
expansion of the SCO will undoubtedly contribute to ensuring that it will become
more powerful and influential in the political, economic and humanitarian
spheres," Putin said at the SCO leaders‘ meeting in Astana.
Putin also said that the decision to start the process of India's and Pakistan‘s
admission to the SCO had been made during the 2015 summit in Ufa under
Russia‘s presidency in the organisation, and stressed that these countries had
fulfilled all requirements to enter the SCO in less than two years.
"Now, our task is to help the new partners to integrate into the extensive work
ongoing within the SCO," Putin added. Putin also said that the SCO members
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should work on combing economic cooperation efforts and national strategies to
bring together the capacities of the existing integration projects in Eurasia,
including the Eurasian Economic Community (EURASEC) and the One Belt, One
Road initiative.
"As for the economic aspects, I am sure that we must focus on combining
efforts, coordination of national strategies and multilateral projects throughout the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. The aim is to combine the potentials of the
Eurasian Economic Community, SCO, Association of Southeast Asian Nations
[ASEAN] and the Chinese initiative One Belt, One Road."
The topic will be discussed in detail at the forthcoming Eastern Economic
Forum in Russia's Vladivostok set to take place on September 6-7, the SCO highlevel conference on trade and economic cooperation in Moscow and the third
forum on small business of the SCO and BRICS regions in Ufa on September 2829, the Russian president stressed.
"I take the opportunity to invite all our partners to take part in these events,"
Putin said. The SCO is a political, military and economic alliance. Its two-day
summit kicked off on Thursday in the Kazakh capital of Astana. The agenda of the
summit includes issues related to cooperation in fight against international
terrorism, security and the situation in the Middle East and Afghanistan.
Что означает для Пакистана вступление в ШОС, - разъяснение бывшего
дипломата
Explainer: What joining SCO means for Pakistan
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
June
10th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1338546/explainer-what-joining-sco-means-for-pakistan

2017.

The Foreign Office hailed Pakistan‘s admission in the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) on Friday as ―a historic occasion‖ and ―an important foreign
policy milestone‖.
Pakistan‘s former permanent representative to the United Nations in Geneva,
Ambassador Zamir Akram, explains to Dawn the SCO‘s evolution, its importance
as a regional political and security bloc, and the significance of Pakistan‘s
membership. He also takes a look at how Pakistan-India disputes could affect the
organisation.
Q: When was the SCO formed and what were its objectives?
A: The forerunner of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation was the
Shanghai-5, which was set up in 1996 and comprised China, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. Then when Uzbekistan joined in 2001 it became the
SCO.
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union (in 1991) and emergence of the
United States as the sole superpower, countries like Russia and China — the
aspiring major powers — felt the need to engage and cooperate with each other to
protect their interests, especially in Central Asia. The objectives of the SCO,
therefore, are to protect political interests of the member countries and promote
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security, economic and trade cooperation between them. Over time with the
emergence of a terrorist threat to these countries, counterterrorism has also become
a key area for cooperation in the SCO. Another very important consideration for
the SCO has been to promote regional connectivity.
Q: When and how did Pakistan first become associated with the SCO?
What objectives would Pakistan like to achieve as a full member?
A: Pakistan, due to its close friendship with China and because of the
emergence of independent states in Central Asia, has always been interested in
promoting regional connectivity and itself as a pivotal state or as a bridge,
especially for landlocked Central Asian states. Pakistan has been very much
interested in projecting itself and its interests within the region. Therefore, Pakistan
became an observer in the SCO in 2005.
From that time till Friday when we were admitted as a full member, it has
been our endeavour to work in concert with this very important regional
organisation, which represents the largest geographical bloc in the world and has
also now become the biggest bloc in terms of population with the inclusion of
Pakistan and India. Pakistan has acquired further importance because of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). In that sense it is a tremendous achievement
and also presents a big opportunity to Pakistan.
Q: Terrorism has been a major concern for the region, particularly after
emergence of the militant Islamic State (IS) group. How far could the SCO be
helpful in facilitating Pakistan in cooperating with other members in dealing
with this threat?
A: President Vladimir Putin today in his statement recognised Pakistan‘s role
in counterterrorism. The Chinese also acknowledge that. In fact Pakistan, China,
Russia and Iran are highly concerned about the emergence of IS in their
neighbourhood. The SCO would provide a platform for all of us to work together.
Moscow has hosted a regional conference on Afghanistan and it was also part of
this effort. Pakistan wants to work with SCO partners for countering the terrorism
threat in the region. Unfortunately, India talks about terrorism, but is involved in
promoting terrorism in Pakistan by using Afghanistan‘s territory, where they are
supporting Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and funding terrorism in Balochistan.
I expect that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif would have raised this concern with
SCO partners.
Q: Pakistan and India have assumed full membership of the SCO
together. Would their confrontation weigh down SCO‘s activities and impede
the realisation of its objectives?
A: Pakistan will respect, as it has always respected, the mandate and
parameters of organisations that it is part of. We will not use the SCO to find
solution for disputes with India, just as we have not used Saarc or other regional
forums to find solutions for disputes with India. There are of course other
international organisations, the UN and its various organs, for instance. Moreover,
we are ready to engage with India in a bilateral dialogue on those disputes.
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However, what can happen is that with the SCO providing a platform for
regional cooperation and connectivity, it can contribute to better relations between
Pakistan and India. If that happens, it will improve the prospects for resolution of
our bilateral issues as well. Unfortunately, India does not look at the SCO in that
context. Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s statement at the SCO today illustrates
that. He used the platform to castigate Pakistan. On one hand, they say disputes
with Pakistan are not international or multilateral, but then they use multilateral
forums for raising bilateral complaints. India should realise that if it wants peace
with Pakistan, the SCO provides a platform for achieving that.
Пакистан присоединился к Блоку по безопасности
возглавляемому Китаем и Россией
Pakistan joins security bloc led by China, Russia

(ШОС),

Dawn, June 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338647/pakistan-joins-securitybloc-led-by-china-russia

ASTANA: Pakistan formally became a full member of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) during the 17th meeting of its Heads of the State
Council here on Friday.
Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev made an announcement to this effect
after signing of documents by the founding members at the conclusion of the
summit.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif along with a delegation, including Foreign
Affairs Adviser Sartaj Aziz, Commerce Minister Khurram Dastagir and Minister of
State for Petroleum Jam Kamal, attended the meeting.
India also joined the SCO on the occasion.
President of China Xi Jinping, Russian President Vladimir Putin, President of
Kyrgyzstan Almazbek Atambayev, President of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon,
President of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev, President of Afghanistan Ashraf
Ghani, President of Belarus Alexandar Lukashenko and President of Mongolia
Tsakhiagiin Elbegdorj, in their speeches, extended felicitation to Prime Minister
Sharif.
In his address at the summit, Mr Sharif said Pakistan, as a full member of the
SCO, would strive further to achieve collective objectives of the organisation for
regional cooperation, connectivity and economic prosperity.
He said Pakistan pursued a policy of peaceful neighbourhood and called for
promotion of peace and harmony for future generations.
With its expansion, he said, the SCO had been transformed into a true
transcontinental organisation. The SCO played the role of a sheet anchor for
regional progress and prosperity in view of the global changes.
He said the SCO provided the member states a platform for shared prosperity
and connectivity and to overcome terrorism and extremism, poverty and
unemployment and tackle climate change and water security.
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The premier said the objectives of the SCO resonated with Pakistan‘s core
values for shared prosperity.
Pakistan was diligently implementing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,
a flagship of One Belt, One Road initiative, which would be beneficial for all SCO
members, he said.
Congratulating India on attaining the full member status of the SCO along
with Pakistan, the prime minister said it was a historic day for Pakistan and the
SCO members and thanked the founding members, including China and Russia,
for their staunch support to Pakistan to become its full-fledged member.
Earlier, a welcoming ceremony was held in which Prime Minister Sharif was
warmly received by the Kazakh president in the powerful Eurasian body.
Pakistan has been an observer with the SCO since 2005 and applied for full
membership of the organisation in 2010. The decision to give membership to
Pakistan was taken, in principle, at a meeting of the SCO heads of states in Ufa,
Russia, in 2015.
Handshake with Putin, Modi
The leaders of Pakistan and India met for the first time in 17 months, at
Astana, officials said, despite renewed tensions over Kashmir. Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Mr Sharif shook hands and exchanged greetings at
the opening of the meeting late on Thursday evening.
Russian President Putin, with whom Prime Minister Sharif had a handsake,
congratulated Pakistan on becoming a full-fledged member of the SCO.
Mr Modi and Mr Sharif had last met on the sidelines of the Paris climate
summit in Dec 2015 before Mr Modi surprised the world with an impromptu visit
to Pakistan the same month.
An Indian foreign ministry official said as it was the first contact between the
two leaders since Mr Sharif underwent surgery, Mr Modi inquired about his health.
He also inquired about Mr Sharif‘s mother and his family, the official said.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Sharif also met Afghan President Ashraf Ghani
on the sidelines of the SCO summit.
Sartaj Aziz was also present during the meeting.
На саммите ШОС Моди особо отметил необходимость борьбы с
терроризмом (имея ввиду Пакистан)
At SCO summit, PM Modi takes veiled dig at Pakistan in strong antiterror pitch
The Times of India. 9.06.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/at-sco-summitpm-modi-takes-veiled-dig-at-pakistan-in-strong-anti-terrorpitch/articleshow/59075004.cms?utm_source=TOInewHP_TILwidget&utm_medium=ABtest&u
tm_campaign=TOInewHP

•India's entry into the SCO family will give a new momentum to the grouping
in dealing with terrorism and other pressing challenges facing the region: PM
Modi
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•Terrorism is a major threat to humanity, there is a need for concerted efforts
to defeat terrorism and radicalisation: PM
ASTANA: India and Pakistan on Friday joined the SCO+ with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi asserting that unless strong and coordinated efforts are made, the
issues of radicalisation and financing and training of terrorists would be impossible
to address, in a veiled dig at Islamabad.
"Whether it is the issue of radicalisation, recruitment of terrorists, their
training and financing, unless we take coordinated and strong efforts, it is
impossible to find a solution," PM Modi said in the presence of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif at the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) Summit.
In his address at the annual summit of the SCO in the Kazakh capital, PM
Modi said India's entry into the SCO family will give a new momentum to the
grouping in dealing with terrorism and other pressing challenges facing the region.
"Terrorism is a major threat to humanity," PM Modi said, adding that there
was a need for concerted efforts to defeat terrorism and radicalisation.
"I have full confidence that the India-SCO cooperation will give a new
direction and strength to the fight against terrorism," PM Modi said.
Terrorism is violation of human rights and basic human values. The fight
against terrorism is an important part of the SCO cooperation, he said.
The Prime Minister also spoke of the need for enhancing connectivity in the
region and said it was the key for boosting trade and investment.
"We have extensive cooperation with SCO nations. We want to deepen the
focus on connectivity," he said.
The Prime Minister, speaking in the presence of Chinese President Xi Jinping
and the Pakistan Prime Minister among others, also asserted that sovereignty and
territorial integrity should be the key factors+ in such a cooperation.
"Connectivity with SCO member countries is a priority for India and we
whole-heartedly support it. We want connectivity to pave way for enhancing
cooperation and confidence among the societies and young people. Respect to
sovereignty and regional integrity is necessary. It is also important to ensure
inclusivity and sustainability," the Prime Minister said.
His remarks assume significance as they come weeks after India boycotted
the high-profile Belt and Road Forum held in Beijing in which 29 world leaders
took part.
India abstained from the Summit+ to highlight its concerns over the $50
billion China Pakistan Economic Corridor which is part of the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), the pet project of Xi, and passes through Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK).
Earlier in the day, PM Modi met Xi on the sidelines of the Summit+ and
underscored the need to respect each other's "core concerns" and appropriately
handle the disputes.
During the meeting, PM Modi said India and China should tap their potential
in cooperation, strengthen communication and coordination in international affairs,
respect each other's core concerns and appropriately handle their disputes.
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Following Modi's address at the summit, India and Pakistan became full
members of the SCO, the first-ever expansion of the China-dominated security
grouping that is increasingly seen as a counterweight to NATO.
"India and Pakistan are now members of the SCO. It is a very important
moment for us," Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev, who is the current
chair of the SCO, said, making the announcement of the induction of India and
Pakistan, capping a two-year-long accession process.
PM Modi, in his address, also thanked the SCO countries for granting
membership to India.
The Prime Minister said India's SCO membership will certainly take
cooperation among member states to new heights.
"The drivers of which will be energy, education, agriculture, defence,
minerals, capacity building, development partnership, trade and investment," he
said.
PM Modi said today marked a historic turn in the SCO's journey and India
was ready for an active and positive participation in the grouping.
He said the development of the SCO will mean development of a huge section
of the world's population.
The Prime Minister also called for efforts by the SCO to tackle climate
change.
He said that the SCO will help in bringing peace in war-torn Afghanistan.
India's membership was strongly pushed by Russia while Pakistan's entry into
the grouping was backed by China. With the first expansion of the grouping since
its inception in 2001, the SCO will now represent over 40 per cent of humanity and
nearly 20 per cent of the global GDP.
The SCO was founded at a Summit in Shanghai in 2001 by the Presidents of
Russia, China, Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
India, Iran and Pakistan were admitted as observers at the 2005 Astana
Summit. The Tashkent SCO Summit in June 2010 had lifted the moratorium on
new membership, paving the way for the expansion of the grouping that is
increasingly seen as a counterweight to the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO).
India is also keen on deepening its security-related cooperation with the SCO
and its Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure (RATS) which specifically deals with
issues relating to security and defence.
As an SCO member, India is expected to have a bigger say in pressing for
concerted action in dealing with terrorism as well as on issues relating to security
and defence in the region.
Индия и Пакистан стали членами ШОС (оценка индийской стороны)
India, Pakistan become full members of SCO
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
9.06.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-pakistan-become-full-members-of-shanghaicooperation-organisation-sco/article18912600.ece
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As an SCO member, India is expected to have a bigger say in pressing for
concerted action in dealing with terrorism as well as on issues relating to security
and defence in the region.
India on Friday became a full member of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO), ending an administrative process that began two years ago.
India‘s membership at the SCO was announced by the President of Kazakhstan,
Nursultan Nazarbayev, who also welcomed Pakistan as a new member into the
organisation.
―India and Pakistan are now members of the SCO. It is a very important
moment for us,‖ President Nazarbayev said, concluding the two-year accession
process. New Delhi has acceded to a set of 38 documents covering a range of
activities of India in the organisation.
India and Pakistan were admitted as observers in 2005 and began the
administrative process of joining the organisation, which began in 2001 in
Shanghai, in 2015.
Friday‘s ceremony however, comes in the backdrop of India-Pakistan tension
over cross-border terrorism and India‘s objection to China‘s Belt and Road
Initiative which passes through territories that India claims.
Fight against terror
Highlighting India‘s concerns, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said India‘s
arrival into the organisation would boost the fight against terrorism. ―Terrorism is a
major threat to humanity. I have full confidence that the India-SCO cooperation
will give a new direction and strength to the fight against terrorism,‖ he said.
Earlier, President Xi and Mr. Modi met on the sidelines of the summit in
Astana following which Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar described the bilateral ties
between the two countries as a ―factor of stability‖ in the age of global instability.
Dangal praised
Both leaders discussed the Kailash Mansarovar yatra, trade and investment
issues, industrial parks, counter terror cooperation and parliamentary exchanges.
―There was a fairly detailed discussion on cultural cooperation. President Xi in fact
spoke very highly of Indian films. He said the film Dangal was doing well in
China and that they were looking forward to the next International Day of Yoga
(June 21),‖ said Mr. Jaishankar.
Mr. Modi also held a bilateral with the President of Uzbekistan Shavkat
Mirzyoyev and discussed medical tourism and trade between the two countries.
Mr. Modi also held an important meeting with President Ashraf Ghani of
Afghanistan.
Моди и Наваз Шариф встретились на саммите ШОС.
Modi, Nawaz Sharif meet at SCO summit
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 9.06.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/narendramodi-meets-nawaz-sharif-at-sco-summit/article18872114.ece

India and Pakistan will be inducted as full members at the summit.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday and his Pakistani counterpart
Nawaz Sharif met in Astana, capital city of Kazakhstan, ahead of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit.
Mr. Modi and Mr. Sharif were attending a welcome banquet to the small
grouping that comprises China, Russia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan.
Modi to meet Xi to repair bilateral ties
India and Pakistan are to be inducted as full members of the SCO at the
summit.
Sources said the two Prime Ministers exchanged pleasantries at the function,
but no bilateral meeting was expected.
"Since it was the first occasion when the two leaders came across each other
after Mr. Sharif's operation, Mr. Modi enquired about his health. He also enquired
about Mr. Sharif's mother and family," an official source present there, said.
Иран и процесс его членства в ШОС
Месамед В.И. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35533. 11 июня, 2017.

В столице Казахстана Астане 9 июня завершился очередной ежегодный
двухдневный саммит Шанхайской организации сотрудничества (ШОС).
Саммит обсудил актуальные вопросы деятельности Организации, такие
глобальные проблемы как борьбу с терроризмом, ситуацию на Ближнем
Востоке. Важным вопросом нынешней повестки дня явилось обсуждение в
соответствии с Уставом ШОС вопросы о расширении числа полноправных
участников ШОС с 6 до 8. Говоря другими словами, участники Организации
вынесли решение о предоставлении Индии и Пакистану статуса
полноправных членов организации. Кроме того, по традиции ежегодных
саммитов, принята Декларация, в которой, как сообщают информационные
агентства, «отражены консолидированные подходы государств-членов к
дальнейшему развитию организации и согласованы оценки по ключевым
международным проблемам, Конвенция о противодействии экстремизму,
Заявление глав государств – членов ШОС о совместном противодействии
международному терроризму и др.»
Отметим, что ШОС постепенно превращается во влиятельную
международную структуру, членами которой до нынешнего саммита
являлись Россия, Казахстан, Киргизия, Китай, Таджикистан и Узбекистан. Ее
вес обусловлен как демографическими показателями – общая численность
населения превышала 1,6 млрд. человек, то есть четверть населения Земли,
так и экономическими — совокупный ВВП равен 12 трлн долларов. Однако
эти цифры резко увеличились после саммита в Астане, когда, по данным
российского интернет-портала eurasianet.org, со вступление Индии и
Пакистана ШОС расширил свой географический охват до 70% территории
Евразийского
континента.
Отныне
в
государствах
–
членах
Организации проживает около половины населения планеты». Комментатор
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этого же портала назвал ШОС «противовесом западным организациям
политического, экономического и военного сотрудничества».
В структуре этой организации представляет интерес трехуровневая
система участия. Есть страны–основатели, подписавшие Декларацию о ее
создании в Шанхае в июне 2001 г. Это — Казахстан, Киргизия, Китай,
Россия, Таджикистан и Узбекистан. Есть и страны-наблюдатели. До 9 июня
это были Афганистан, Белоруссия, Индия, Иран, Монголия и Пакистан. Две
из них – Индия и Пакистан стали отныне полноправными участниками. Есть
и 6 стран в статусе партнѐров по диалогу — Азербайджан, Армения,
Камбоджа, Непал, Турция и Шри-Ланка. Как видно из списка участников
разного уровня, в ШОС есть и полностью европейское государство –
Беларусь. Все страны считают важным для себя продвижение в направление
укрепления статуса в ШОС. Во время саммита ШОС в Уфе (Россия) в июле
2015 г. был подписан документ о предоставлении Беларуси статуса
наблюдателя. Заявку Минск подал еще в 2005 г., обладая с 2010 г. статусом
партнера по диалогу с ШОС. В новом статусе он занимает в ШОС равные
позиции наряду с Ираном, Афганистаном и Монголией. Нужно понимать,
повышение статуса дает каждой стране в основном имиджевые
преимущества, сигнализируя о возможности участия в той или иной степени
в работе достаточно авторитетной международной организации. Так,
Беларуси, не участвующей в ряде форумов на европейском направлении,
весьма эффективна возможность обсуждения разных вопросов даже в
кулуарах ШОС. Глава МИД РБ В.Макей расценил участие Беларуси в
ШОС «как дополнительную площадку для выстраивания диалога между
руководителями государств». Все сказанное по поводу Беларуси релевантно
и для Исламской Республики Иран. Она тоже в течение ряда лет находилась
в статусе партнера по диалогу в рамках ШОС, затем перешла в статус
наблюдателя.
Вопрос повышения статуса в ШОС решается посредством
консенсуса. На июнь 2016 г., т.е., на время проведения саммита ШОС в
Ташкенте, имелось принципиальное согласие всех 6 стран-членов
организации на прием ИРИ, однако, по сообщениям СМИ, «в последнее
время появились определенные нюансы, которые препятствуют
незамедлительному рассмотрению этой заявки». Впрочем, вряд ли можно
назвать нюансами тот факт, что все центральноазиатские страны –
учредители ШОС в той или иной мере противились повышению статуса
Ирана в этой организации: Узбекистан решительно заявил о том, что не дает
согласия, Казахстан в момент проведения Ташкентского саммита «колебался,
Киргизия выжидала». Однозначно о праве Ирана на повышение статуса в
ШОС заявила устами своего президента В. Путина лишь Россия: «Иран
полностью готов к членству в организации, а после подписания ядерного
соглашения больше нет причин отклонить его заявление». Хотя ранее
сообщалось, что прием в ШОС Ирана планируется при первом же
расширении организации, однако в Ташкенте этого не произошло. Повторим,
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что все решения в ШОС принимаются на основании консенсуса, а среди ряда
членов этой структуры имелись «натянутые отношения». Безусловно, это
влияло т на принятие тех или иных решений. Понятно, что с принятием
Ирана в ряды ШОС многие физические показатели Организации претерпели
бы значительное развитие. Как писала в июне 2016 г. влиятельная иранская
газета «Ресалат», присоединение к ШОС Ирана с его громадным
энергетическим, индустриальным и научно-техническим потенциалом
принесет ШОС ощутимые плюсы. Однако, сообщали международные СМИ,
после саммита в Ташкенте ИРИ сможет достичь этой цели не ранее лета
2018 г.
Активными лоббистами вступления в ШОС Ирана являются Россия и
Таджикистан. Таджикистан не раз делал заявления о том, что поддержка
Ирана на всех этапах его участия в ШОС является одним из главных
направлений его внешней политики как государства-основателя этого
государства. Однако более эффективной и авторитетной является
поддержка России. На эту тему не раз высказывался российский президент
В.Путин, являющийся убежденным сторонником членства ИРИ в ШОС. За
день до открытия нынешнего саммита помощник президента России
Ю.Ушаков еще раз поделился мнением своей страны о том, что Иран пора
принять в состав ШОС. По словам Ю.Ушакова, есть все предпосылки для
того, чтобы положительно рассмотреть заявку (Ирана на вступление в ШОС).
Действительно, Иран оформил заявку на участие в ШОС почти десять
лет назад, в 2008 г., однако тогда этому препятствовали санкции Совбеза
ООН. Подписание 14 июля 2015 г. Венских договоренностей и начало их
имплементации 16 января 2016 г. открыло Ирану возможность продвижения
про линии достижения полноправного членства в ШОС. Ю.Ушаков сказал,
что на астанинском саммите не стоит ожидать прорыва, ибо имеются до сих
пор «нюансы» в позициях сторон. Именно поэтому нельзя ждать больших
сдвигов . «Но тем не менее,- цитирует слова помощника президента России
ИРНА, — мы считаем, что этот вопрос нужно рано или поздно решать.
Лучше — рано». Заявление по этому поводу сделал и заместитель министра
иностранных дел РФ И.Моргулов, высказавший убеждение о том, что
«первая волна расширения нашей организации должна включать также и
Иран — с учѐтом его …участия в работе ШОС в качестве наблюдателя».
Подобным образом высказался и его шеф – глава российского
внешнеполитического ведомства С.Лавров: «Иран полностью соответствует
критериям членства в ШОС». В комментарии иранского информационного
агентства ИСНА под заголовком «Москва: расширение ШОС должно
включать Иран» отмечается, что членство Ирана в ШОС окажет
благотворное воздействие на деятельность организации во всех сферах,
включая сферы безопасности, экономики, гуманитарную область». Об этом
же шла речь на встречах главы иранского МИДа М.Д.Зарифа в кулуарах
астанинского саммита со своим российским коллегой С.Лавровым,
политиками и лидерами других стран. Все это делает прогноз о переходе
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Ирана к полноценному членству в ШОС на ежегодном саммите 2018 г.
вполне основательным.
Пакистан и Индия могут улучшить отношения после вступления в ШОС
Pak, India likely to improve bilateral relations after joining SCO
Parvez Jabri. BR. Jun 1st, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/01/351777/pak-indialikely-to-improve-bilateral-relations-after-joining-sco/

BEIJING: China Thursday hoped that Pakistan and India, after becoming the
full members of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) during upcoming
Astana Summit, would strictly follow the idea of good neighborliness and improve
their bilateral relations by upholding the Shanghai spirit.
"We hope, Pakistan and India will strictly follow the charter of SCO and the
idea of good neighborliness, uphold the Shanghai spirit to improve their relations
and inject new impetus to the development of SCO," Spokesperson of Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hua Chunying said during her regular press briefing
here.
She said both Pakistan and India would complete process of becoming full
members of the SCO making it the world's most populous and largest regional
cooperative organization, which would bring unprecedented development capacity
and cooperation potential.
"Now, the SCO will complete the first membership expansion since its
establishment and it will become a regional organization with largest coverage and
involving the biggest population," she said while responding to question asked by
the APP correspondent.
About the completion of membership process, she informed that in the SCO
Summit held at Ufa, Russia, the member countries of the SCO had launched the
process to accept membership of Pakistan and India.
"Now, the members of the SCO are accelerating the legal process on
implementation of a memorandum of understanding in this regard and everything
is going smoothly," she added.
Hua Chunying hoped that India and Pakistan would be full members at
Astana Summit to be held this month, adding, "We also expect the Astana Summit
will fulfill the admission procedures of the two countries."
The SCO summit is likely to be held this month in Astana, Kazakhstan when
welcoming its seventh and eighth member nations would be a key item on the
agenda.
This year marks the 15th anniversary of the signing of the SCO Charter and
the 10th anniversary of the signing of the treaty on long-term good-neighborliness,
friendship and cooperation by SCO members.
China will take over the SCO rotating presidency after the Astana summit.
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Китай считает, что после вступления Пакистана и Индии в ШОС они
должны улучшить свои отношения
China says India, Pakistan should mend ties after joining Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation
The Hindustan Times. 1.06.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/indiapakistan-should-mend-ties-after-joining-shanghai-cooperation-organisation-china/storync5fsNdDetFXHWNKHLZqcO.html

Members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation are worried that the
hostility between India and Pakistan could affect the bloc.
China said on Thursday India and Pakistan should improve their ties and
―uphold‖ the spirit of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) after
becoming its members later this month.
India and Pakistan are slated to become members of the SCO, a regional
security bloc led by Beijing, at the group‘s summit in Astana in Kazakhstan later
this month. This is the first time since its launch in 2001 it will expand its
membership.
A flag-raising ceremony is scheduled to take place at the SCO headquarters in
Beijing on June 15 to mark the new admissions.
The group‘s current members are China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.
Until now, Afghanistan, India, Iran, Mongolia and Pakistan were observers
while Belarus, Turkey and Sri Lanka were dialogue partners.
―Hope India and Pakistan strictly follow the charter of the SCO and the idea
of good neighbourliness, uphold the SCO spirit, improve their relations and inject
new impetus to the development of the SCO,‖ Hua Chunying, spokesperson of the
ministry of foreign affairs (MFA) said on Thursday at the regular ministry briefing.
India to formally become SCO member in a week: Russian prez Putin in
meeting with PM Modi
India, Pak hostility shadows SCO summit, both sides mum on a possible
meeting
Hua was referring to the unease among the original member countries about
the inclusion of the two because of the state of ties between India and Pakistan.
Observers here feel that after the inclusion of the two countries, the SCO
could face a rocky diplomatic path ahead, given New Delhi and Islamabad‘s
hostilities over issues such as Kashmir, terrorism and the path to peace in
Afghanistan.
―The hostility between the two states is unlikely to be dispelled in the short
time. Together with their complicated relations with China and Russia, analysts
believe their admission may have negative effects on the SCO, bringing more
internal conflicts and lowering the level of mutual political trust and the efficiency
of multilateral cooperation,‖ Sun Zhuangzhi, secretary-general of CASS‘s
SCO Research Centre, had written in the state media last year.
There are positives as well.
―The scope of the group will be expanded from China, Russia, and Central
Asian countries to South Asia, covering over 60% of Eurasia. In addition, more
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opportunities will be brought to the SCO,‖ Sun wrote. It was at the SCO summit in
Ufa in Russia in 2015 that the founding members launched the process to accept
the membership of India and Pakistan.
―The member states of the SCO are accelerating the procedures with the two
countries and everything is going very well,‖ Hua said.
―We hope India and Pakistan (will join) as full members at the Astana
summit. We also expect the Astana summit will complete the admission
procedures for the two countries,‖ Hua said.
―Now the member states of the SCO are accelerating the legal processes.
Everything is going on smoothly. Now, the SCO will complete the first
membership expansion since its establishment. It will become a regional
organisation with largest coverage involving the biggest population (in the world),‖
she said.
Из Пекина: Вхождение Индии и Пакистана в ШОС улучшит
региональную стабильность
India, Pak‘s SCO entry will boost regional stability: Global Times
The Hindu. 15.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-paks-sco-entrywill-boost-regional-stability-global-times/article17465628.ece?homepage=true

The entry of India and Pakistan into China-led Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) may help boost anti-terrorism cooperation between the two
countries and provide a platform to resolve their differences, the official Global
Times has said.
Report says this may help boost bilateral cooperation in areas such as
infrastructure and anti-terrorism efforts.
The entry of India and Pakistan into China-led Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) may help boost anti-terrorism cooperation between the two
countries and provide a platform to resolve their differences, the official media said
on Wednesday.
India and Pakistan are expected to be admitted into the six-member SCO
during its next summit to be held at Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan, in June this
year.
―In a bid to become members of the SCO, India and Pakistan, which have a
long-time rivalry concerning the issues of anti-terrorism and Kashmir, will need to
sign a number of documents and pledge to perform in accordance with the SCO
laws, including the SCO Member States Agreement on Border Defence
Cooperation that was signed in 2015,‖ an article in the state-run Global Times said.
―The entry of the two nations into the SCO may help boost cooperation
between India and Pakistan in areas such as infrastructure and anti-terrorism
efforts,‖ the article said.
Preventing a conflict, if needed
As per the framework of the SCO, a third party could step in to prevent an
outbreak of conflict between the two countries, it said.
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―Though New Delhi may try to seek fairly flexible multilateral agreements
with the SCO countries, both India and Pakistan will have to adhere to the
principle and basic framework under the SCO to strengthen security and antiterrorism cooperation,‖ it said.
―The hostility between India and Pakistan is unlikely to be dispelled in a short
time, but the SCO is likely to provide a fresh platform for the two nations to
gradually resolve disputes,‖ it said.
―Additionally, a third party could step in to mediate the situation within the
SCO framework to prevent an outbreak of conflicts between Pakistan and India,‖ it
said.
Counter-terror issues
The SCO, which is headquartered in Beijing, focuses mostly on security
related issues like counter-terrorism cooperation in Central Asia.
It comprises China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan as full members. Afghanistan, Belarus, India, Iran, Mongolia and
Pakistan have observer status.
Its 2015 summit in Ufa, Russia, the SCO formally adopted a resolution which
started the procedures to admit India and Pakistan into the grouping.
―The entry of the two nations into the SCO is likely to contribute to the
stability and security of the region, thus boosting economic growth and speeding
up regional economic integration,‖ it said.
The admission of India and Pakistan into the SCO may accelerate the South
Asia‘s highway network construction, it said.
CPEC
―Improving Pakistan‘s transportation infrastructure is a major aspect of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and hopefully the entry of Pakistan
and India into the SCO will bring new momentum to the development of the
CPEC,‖ it said.
―Pakistan‘s entry will also likely offer convenience for attracting new
partnerships into the CPEC,‖ it said.

МВФ1
Визит регионального директора МВФ отложен ввиду отсутствия
премьера.
Irked by PM‘s absence, new IMF director cancels visit to Pakistan
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
12,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581855/2-irked-pms-absence-new-imf-director-cancels-visitpakistan/
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ISLAMABAD: International Monetary Fund‘s (IMF) top man for Middle
East and Central Asia Jihad Azour has postponed his scheduled visit to Pakistan
due to non-availability of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi.
Azour was scheduled to join the post-programme monitoring talks currently
going on between the IMF authorities and Pakistani officials to find solutions to
the problems of the external sector and chronic circular debt, said sources in the
Ministry of Finance.
Apart from meeting Premier Abbasi, Azour was also scheduled to meet
Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, but now both these meetings had been
cancelled, they added.
The talks that began on December 5 would now conclude before the
scheduled date of December 14, said the sources, adding that Azour was scheduled
to join the policy dialogue from Monday.
IMF wants safeguards against reckless borrowing, unchecked expenditures
―The visit of Azour has been postponed,‖ confirmed IMF‘s Resident
Representative in Islamabad Tokhir Mirzoev, adding that the postponement of the
visit would not have any implications for the ongoing talks.
―The IMF‘s director postponed his visit to Pakistan due to non-availability
of PM Abbasi, who is leaving for Turkey to attend an emergency meeting of the
Organisation of Islamic Countries,‖ verified Special Assistant to Prime Minister on
Economic Affairs Miftah Ismail.
However, Ismail said that Azour would visit Pakistan in the future.
Azour had assumed the responsibilities of IMF director for Middle East and
Central Asia in March this year. He replaced Pakistani-born Masood Ahmed who
left the fund in October last year.
Azour has served as finance minister of Lebanon from 2005 to 2008.
Pakistan and the IMF are holding first post-programme monitoring talks
under which the fund is assessing Pakistan‘s ability to pay back its loans and meet
medium-term challenges to the country‘s economic viability.
The sources in the finance ministry said that the IMF and Pakistan had a
difference of opinion on the issue of exact damage to the country‘s external sector
in the past one year.
They said the IMF was not accepting Pakistan‘s projections for current
account deficit, external financing requirements and exact financing gap that the
country was facing during the current fiscal year. The IMF was terming Pakistan‘s
projection rosy, they added.
The sources said that according to the IMF the financing gap that the country
was facing during the ongoing fiscal year was close to $10 billion – significantly
higher than roughly $6 billion that Pakistan pitched.
They said that the projections of the current account deficit and trade deficit
that IMF made just six months back also went wrong.
The IMF also wanted steep devaluation of the rupee against the dollar and
demanded that the rupee value be set at Rs112-Rs114 to a dollar within a week as
against Rs105.50 on the day both the countries began talks.
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Although the State Bank of Pakistan allowed the rupee to settle around
Rs110 to a dollar, the IMF demanded that over a few months the rupee should
value Rs120 to Rs122 to a dollar, said the sources.
However, Ismail said Pakistan had not made any promise with the IMF to
devalue the rupee.
Sheer size of CPEC portfolio appals IMF
According to the sources, the IMF was not satisfied either with Pakistan‘s
explanation on mounting circular debt. After the end of the IMF programme, the
flow of circular debt crossed Rs400 billion that Pakistan had promised to restrict to
Rs322 billion, and that made the IMF uneasy. The Rs400 billion flow of circular
debt was in excess to the stock of the circular debt that is also over Rs400 billion.
The sources said that the IMF had also set a budget deficit target of Rs1.479
trillion, which is equal to 4.1% of the gross domestic product (GDP). They said the
IMF‘s assessment was that the deficit would be close to 5.5% of the GDP in the
current fiscal year.
The sources said the IMF was also skeptic that the government would revive
the privatisation plan in its last months in power, although the government tried to
assure the Fund that it would put the privatisation programme back on track.
Эксперты МВФ об экономике Пакистана – девальвация рупии грядет
In talks with IMF, Pakistan agrees to depreciate rupee
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, December 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375449/intalks-with-imf-pakistan-agrees-to-depreciate-rupee

ISLAMABAD: Amid a policy decision on Friday to allow rupee
depreciation, Pakistan and an International Monetary Fund (IMF) delegation
concluded the first round of discussions on the country‘s economy. Now members
of the IMF delegation and Pakistan team are taking a two-day break to prepare for
the policy-level wrap-up by Dec 13-14.
A senior official told Dawn that the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) would
now let the currency exchange rate to adjust to market conditions after many
months, rather years, of resisting expectations. The timing of the move was
planned for Friday to ensure materialisation of $2.5 billion worth of receipts from
two international bonds launched last month.
This calculated move allowed the currency rate to touch Rs110 to a dollar on
Friday before settling down at around Rs107 and did not go beyond official
estimates. The two weekend holidays would give a breathing space instead of oversteaming the exchange rate.
Devaluation of rupee is not the answer if the root cause persists
The sources said that the IMF had concerns over the health of Pakistan‘s
external sector, but the government authorities had different opinions. As the two
sides concluded technical talks, the IMF team will prepare a report of its
assessment over the weekend and share with Pakistan officials on Monday for the
feedback and discussions.
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While the government team, led by secretary of finance Shahid Mehmood
will review the assessment, the IMF mission to Pakistan, led by Harald Finger, will
visit Lahore next week for talks with provincial authorities including Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif and independent observers and researchers from the
business community and representatives of a private-sector university.
The authorities believed the currency adjustment would help shift foreign
currency holdings from commercial banks currently standing at a higher level of
around $6 billion back to official reserves and help divert remittances to official
channels with declining gap among the official, banking and open market rates.
For the first time after many months, the central bank is reported to have
noticed exporters to offload their positions. In the long run, the recent imposition
or increase in the import duties and regulatory duties would make unnecessary
imports expensive.
An official said that projections for CPEC-related repayments were within
the range already discussed by the two sides in connection with debt sustainability
analysis as $23 billion worth of projects were currently under various stages of
implementation, including $17 billion in the energy sector by the private sector.
About $6 billion worth of projects are in the road sector.
While a clean certificate of economic health from the IMF is useful for
international financial institutions and investment sentiment, the two sides are
reported to have noted that recent bond results were very positive for the fact that
this was the first fund raising from international capital market without the IMF
programme after many years and attracted favourable response and rates despite
high twin deficits, showing confidence of international investors and good
reflection of fundamentals.
The IMF director of Middle East and Central Asian Department (MCD),
Jihad Azour, the former finance minister from Lebanon, will also join the final
round of talks next week. While the Pakistani side will continue to be led by Mr
Mehmood, a meeting of the IMF mission could also be arranged with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi who holds the portfolio of the finance minister,
depending on the gaps in policy positions, a source said.
Pakistan would continue to remain under the IMF‘s post-programme
monitoring (PPM) until about 2023 for borrowing significantly higher than its
quota. The threshold for Pakistan to move out of the PPM is estimated at 1.4
billion special drawing rights (SDRs) of the IMF that now stand around 4.3 SDRs.
Secretary Finance Shahid Mahmood, when contacted, said that the two sides
held various rounds of technical discussions over the last week and covered a host
of areas including macroeconomic situation, developments in energy, financial,
monetary and social sectors. He said that he shared with the IMF delegation an
overview of the economy which was on track and key economic indicators were
moving in the positive direction. He said that significant growth had been achieved
in revenue generation in the current fiscal year.
He said that Pakistan had achieved fiscal consolidation without
compromising on expenditures on development and social protection and the
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government had set its eyes on achieving 6pc GDP growth which was inclusive,
pro-poor and sustainable. Mr Mahmood said that the recent successful launch of
Sukuk and Euro Bond were also discussed briefly.
Переговоры с МВФ – как погасить долг в 6.2 млрд. долл.
Pakistan, IMF begin post-programme monitoring talks
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
December
6th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1576947/2-pakistan-imf-begin-post-programme-monitoring-talks/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) began
their post-programme monitoring talks on Tuesday to gauge Islamabad‘s capacity
to repay the $6.2 billion loan amid a rigid exchange rate policy that is eating up
precious foreign currency reserves.
The talks would continue for about 10 days in which the global lender would
highlight risks to the country‘s medium-term economic viability and give advice
on avoiding looming dangers to make sure that Islamabad repays its debt.
The IMF‘s Washington-based Mission Chief Harald Finger is leading the
talks. It is expected to be Finger‘s last visit to Pakistan. Along with IMF Resident
Representative to Pakistan Tokhir Mirzoev, Finger will be completing his current
tenure in a few months.
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
After retirement of Masood Ahmad, who was director Central and West
Asia Department of the IMF, there is no sympathetic voice in Washington left that
could plead Islamabad‘s case. Due to its political compulsions, the government has
also left the post of Senior Advisor to the IMF Executive Director vacant for the
last ten months. The government has been using these foreign posts to
accommodate favourite District Management Group‘s bureaucrats for the last four
years, which has adversely affected the country‘s position in these important
financial institutions.
As of June 2017, Pakistan owed $6.109 billion to the IMF which it has to
repay over six years, starting from 2018. The repayments will peak in 2021 when
Pakistan will return over $1 billion.
The Post Programme Monitoring (PPM) is an important part of the Fund‘s
safeguards‘ architecture focusing on members with significant outstanding Fund
credit or heightened vulnerabilities that are no longer in a programme relationship
with the Fund, according to the IMF‘s PPM guidelines.
The PPM‘s goal is to identify risks to medium-term viability, provide early
warnings on risks to the Fund‘s balance sheets, and deliver advice that will assist
the member country to repay the Fund.
After the end of the $6.2 billion IMF programme in September last year,
Pakistan‘s external account has deteriorated at a rapid pace, exposing the
hollowness of reforms under the three-year IMF programme. The current account
deficit has already widened to over $5 billion during the first four months of this
fiscal, which is more than double the previous year‘s level.
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The State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) official foreign currency reserves slid to
$13.54 billion -down by $5 billion since the expiry of the IMF programme. The
central bank used a significant chunk of $5 billion in defending the overvalued Pak
rupee on advice of the federal government, said sources in the SBP. They said that
this will be one of the contentious issues between Pakistan and the IMF during the
ten-day long talks. The rapid deterioration of the external account has also put the
current IMF team in an awkward position, as the same team was giving good
health reports to IMF‘s top management hardly over a year ago.
―Pakistan has sufficient buffers to absorb medium-sized economic shocks
because of the three-year stabilisation programme‖ Tokhir Mirzoev had said in
August last year.
But due to rapid deterioration of the external account, the government rushed
to global capital markets and raised $2.5 billion by floating two sovereign bonds
last week. The $2.5 billion are expected to be transferred in the next couple of
days.
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
―Doing nothing and merely placing faith in half-hearted policy measures
supplemented by more borrowing to stave off these pressures would be
unsustainable and the recent flotation of bonds has bought us only a few months,‖
wrote Shahid Kardar, former SBP governor in an article for Dawn on Tuesday.
He further stated that for a new bailout package the IMF is unlikely to talk to
a government with a remaining life of seven to eight months or the caretaker setup,
especially when big moves supposedly have to be made to tackle the problem.
We anticipate that the IMF will once again push the case for devaluation of
Pakistani rupee against the US dollar to curb external sector challenges, said
sources in the Ministry of Finance. In its Article-IV report that the IMF gave in
July this year, the IMF stressed that reversing the recent decline in foreign
exchange reserves and allowing for greater exchange rate flexibility are needed to
rebuild external buffers, which are below adequate levels.
It said that Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate is overvalued by almost
10% to 20 % and sought ―greater exchange rate flexibility, fiscal adjustment, and
structural reforms‖ to correct the imbalance.
The sources said that other sensitive issue in the eyes of the IMF will be
massive fiscal slippages in the last fiscal year as well as in the first quarter of this
fiscal. In its Article-IV report the IMF advised Pakistan to ensure stronger
consolidation in fiscal year 2017-18 than planned in the budget, which means
levying more taxes.
On the structural front, progress in energy sector reforms would be
discussed, as the power sector is again heavily bleeding with total circular debt
touching Rs800 billion.
МВФ и Всемирный банк провели ежегодную сессию – Пакистан там
объявил о желании ускорять рост экономики
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Pakistan expected to remain on sustained growth path
The Express Tribune. October 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531764/pakistanexpected-remain-sustained-growth-path/

ISLAMABAD: A high-level Pakistani delegation held various bilateral
discussions on the sidelines of the International Monetary Fund/World Bank
annual meetings, according to a press release received on Saturday.
The delegation, comprising Finance Secretary Shahid Mahmood, State Bank
of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Tariq Bajwa and Economic Affairs Division Secretary
Arif Ahmed Khan, was participating in the 98th ministerial meeting of G-24 in
Washington DC.
As economy weakens, govt mulls cutting tax for agri sector
The delegation met IMF Deputy Managing Director Mitsuhiro Furusawa,
US Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Kaplan and International Fund
for Agriculture Development (IFAD) President Gilbert Houngbo, besides attending
a number of other events.
The delegation discussed the current economic situation in Pakistan, the
release said, adding positive economic developments taking place in the country,
particularly the highest economic growth rate in the last 10 years along with
contained inflation, were highlighted.
They expressed the hope that ongoing China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) projects, improved security situation and growth in private sector credit
off-take, especially fixed investments, would lead to a sustained and inclusive
higher growth trajectory for Pakistan in coming years.
‗Sindh governor praised economy‘
Referring to the main challenges facing the economy, they mentioned that
the current account deficit was partly driven by higher machinery imports which in
coming years should add to the growth momentum of the economy through
increased economic activity.
However, the external account situation was being closely monitored and
steps were being taken to address it, the delegation members said.
МВФ считает, что Пакистан сможет обойтись без его займов
IMF says Pakistan can manage without its support
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
20th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1510988/imf-says-pakistan-can-manage-without-support/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) urged Pakistan to
take immediate policy actions to tackle challenges to stability of the external sector
and the budget, but was sceptical about success of the government‘s plan to
increase customs duty for containing imports.
―Despite a strengthening growth momentum, Pakistan‘s imbalances on both
external and fiscal fronts increased in the last fiscal year and require attention of
the policymakers,‖ said Tokhir Mirzoev, IMF Resident Representative in Pakistan,
while talking to The Express Tribune.
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―Economic policies take time to impact the economy. Therefore, taking
corrective policy action early is important to address these rising challenges,‖
advised the IMF representative. This is the first response of the IMF since the
external sector has started unraveling.
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
To a question about the need for another IMF programme, Mirzoev said
―Pakistan still has sizeable external buffers which need to be preserved with the
right policy mix aimed at correcting both external and fiscal imbalances. With
sufficient policy effort, Pakistan can address these challenges without the IMF.‖
The country booked record current account and budget deficits in the last
fiscal year 2016-17, giving rise to speculations that it may have to seek another
IMF programme.
Pakistan recorded $12.1 billion worth of current account deficit in FY17
against official projection of $4.5 billion. Budget deficit also widened to Rs1.863
trillion or 5.8% of gross domestic product against the target of 3.8%.
With respect to the fiscal situation, Mirzoev said ―significant effort will be
needed to meet this fiscal year‘s ambitious targets, especially with respect to
revenue mobilisation. At the same time, policymakers have to find solutions to
shortcomings of the fiscal federalism system. As highlighted during last Article IV
consultations, it is unbalanced and prone to shocks.‖
One of the reasons behind the record Rs1.863-trillion budget deficit was
extra spending of Rs163.2 billion by the provinces. The federal government had
hoped that the provinces would generate a cash surplus of Rs339 billion to keep
the overall budget deficit within limits.
―The challenges facing Pakistan‘s economy are significant,‖ Mirzoev said.
―Without a supportive policy mix, the current fiscal year could be difficult on both
external as well as fiscal fronts.‖
Mirzoev also struck a positive note, saying ―not everything is going wrong
in the economy. The economic growth has been strong and is picking up. The
challenge is to make this growth more balanced, so that it involves more exports
and does not overburden the balance of payments.‖
He said August also brought good news for the economy. ―Stronger exports,
remittances and foreign direct investment on the one hand and some moderation in
import growth on the other have brought some relief to the balance of payments.
Tax revenue outcome was also particularly encouraging.‖
―It is too early to tell whether the month of August was an exception or a
sign of normalisation,‖ he said. ―But policies need not wait to see what happens. A
supportive policy framework to tackle both fiscal as well as external sectors is still
needed. Early rebalancing of policies will help address potential challenges down
the road in a timely manner.‖
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
The State Bank of Pakistan on Tuesday released the balance of payments
position that showed $2.6 billion in current account deficit during July-August
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FY17, higher by 102% or $1.31 billion over the same period of previous fiscal
year.
In order to contain the growing trade deficit, the federal government is
considering increasing customs duty on imported goods. However, Mirzoev was
sceptical when asked about IMF‘s views.
―Using administrative measures to correct the external imbalances is rarely
effective. Such measures tend to have a limited impact and often produce
significant distortions in the economy. Most importantly, administrative measures
do not make an economy more competitive in the long run,‖ he said.
МВФ предполагает рост мировой экономики в 2017 г. на 3.5% (Китай –
6.7% в 2017 и 6.4% в 2018 г.)
For China, the IMF said it now expected stronger growth of 6.7 percent in
2017, up 0.1 percentage point from the April forecast. China's growth will still
moderate in 2018 to 6.4 percent, but the IMF said that was up 0.2 percentage point
from the April forecast because of expectations that Beijing will maintain high
public investment.
МВФ просит Пакистан не снижать темпы реформирования экономики
Don‘t let this moment of opportunity slip away, IMF warns Pakistan
Khurram Husain. Dawn, July 22nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346748/dont-letthis-moment-of-opportunity-slip-away-imf-warns-pakistan

KARACHI: In a wide-ranging conversation with Dawn, the Resident
Representative of the IMF to Pakistan followed up on the fund‘s warning that the
macroeconomic stability earned through stabilisation in the past three years needs
to be used to make these gains more permanent.
―The moment of opportunity earned through the stabilisation programme is a
hard-earned opportunity to advance deeper structural transformation of the
economy to ensure future stability,‖ Tokhir Mirzoev said, cautioning that present
trends could undermine macroeconomic stability ―if the reforms do not continue‖.
Key trends he pointed towards were widening of the current account deficit
and a still vulnerable fiscal framework. ―Realising the budgeted revenue will
require significant effort,‖ he emphasised, while the decline in reserves and the
growing current account deficit were sources of concern.
Also read: Is the 'strong' rupee policy benefiting Pakistani economy?
―Currently the economy is flying on one engine,‖ he says, ―and that engine is
importing sectors, while the second engine —exports — is lagging. Greater
exchange rate flexibility will help rectify this imbalance, but beyond that, the
government will need to engage with the exporter community more proactively to
develop the plans with which to revive exports.‖
―Adding more generation capacity to the system is crucial,‖ he agreed when
asked about the nature of the reforms that need to be undertaken, ―but more
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generation without reforming a leaky distribution system could add to the circular
debt and may compromise long-term sustainability of new energy projects. In this
context, finding a permanent solution to power sector arrears will be critical in the
period ahead.‖
Mr Mirzoev is currently on rounds meeting with business and opinion leaders
around the country following the latest Article IV report released by the fund this
week. ―One important message of the report‖ he says, ―is the need to rebalance the
federal-provincial fiscal relations. There are important gaps in the devolution of
resources and responsibilities to the provinces under the last NFC award‖. That
accord has created a mismatch between provincial government incentives and
responsibilities, he emphasised. ―The provincial governments should be
empowered, but the devolution of powers needs to be better aligned with the
devolution of resources; and the interests of the provinces could be better aligned
with those of the centre and the broader national objectives.‖
The outcome of this mismatch, he points out, is a fiscal system that is
unbalanced, insufficiently flexible, and less prepared to absorb large shocks. In
addition, provinces have a say in key national policy decisions, but often do not
bear the equal obligation when it comes to funding such policies.
It is important to take appropriate steps to address the growing imbalances
early on, he said, and not allow the economy to come back full circle to where it
was before the ―moment of opportunity‖ was attained. He refrained from speaking
of or pointing towards a potential balance of payments crisis in the future,
preferring to say that a ―soft adjustment can be engineered given the right
reforms‖. He declined to get specific about the implications such an adjustment
could have on the growth rate.
―Reserves are still adequate for the foreseeable future, and there is still some
debt carrying capacity, so the situation is not exactly dire. But its recent trend is
worrisome and to reverse this will require some concerted effort.‖
МВФ считает, что отдача от КПЭК будет постоянно расти – до 4.5 млрд.
долл. к 2024.
CPEC outflows to peak at $4.5bn: IMF
Dawn, July 15th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345414/cpec-outflows-to-peak-at45bn-imf

KARACHI: In a detailed look at the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) cautions that corridor projects will
generate outflows of as much as $4.5 billion by 2024, while the export benefits of
the projects ―will likely accrue gradually over time‖. Filling the gap in between
could pose a policy challenge.
―These considerations warrant policymakers‘ attention to two priority areas in
order to realise the transformational potential of Pakistan‘s investment programme
while maintaining external stability,‖ the IMF report says.
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The first challenge is to ramp up export revenue and build foreign exchange
buffers, which ―will be important to cushion the period of increased BoP
outflows‖. Ramping up exports will require ―improving competitiveness and the
business climate‖ in order to realise the potential benefits from the increased
energy supplies and transport infrastructure that the corridor projects will create.
The second big challenge is bringing ―full cost recovery‖ in power
distribution. ―Routing the increased generation capacity through a loss-making
distribution sector could result in faster accumulation of circular debt and fiscal
costs, as well as undermine long-term financial sustainability of the new energy
projects,‖ the report adds.
The report stops short of advocating a specific path for improving recoveries,
but points towards greater private-sector participation in metering and recoveries
while ―maintaining a strong and enabling regulatory framework‖. The language
could be aimed at the government‘s proposed reforms to the Nepra Act that seek to
parcel out many of the powers the regulator currently enjoys to the federal and
provincial governments and their departments.
The report also cautions against going too far down the road of granting
incentives to certain categories of investor. It urges the government to ―rationalise
and limit tax incentives and exemptions [and] maintain uniformity of the tax
regime with respect to all investments‖ and ensure that new external commitments
are in line with expected balance of payments trends.
The report notes the positive impact that CPEC projects can have on
Pakistan‘s economy. It says the direct impact of corridor projects on GDP will go
from $2bn in 2017 to $4bn by 2024. By that point in time, the indirect, secondround impacts could commence, which could be ―significant‖ but ―will depend on
many other supportive factors.‖
The report notes that the investments coming under the early-harvest scheme
could close Pakistan‘s power deficit as 8,600MW are envisaged to be
commissioned under CPEC over the next seven to nine years, out of a total
capacity expansion of 24,000MW currently in the investment plan. ―[T]his
expansion will help eliminate Pakistan‘s deficit of about 6GW in 2016 to a surplus
as early as end-2018.‖
МВФ считает, что Пакистану нужно внешнее финансирование в размере
16 млрд. долл.
IMF projects Pakistan‘s external financing requirements at $16.2b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
15th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1458250/imf-projects-pakistans-external-financing-requirements16-2b/

ISLAMABAD: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said that
Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements would amount to $16.2 billion in
the new fiscal year – a projection that does not fully reflect implications of external
vulnerabilities the global lender itself mentioned in the same report.
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A critical review of the IMF‘s Article-IV report on the state of Pakistan‘s
economy reveals fundamental contradictions and formal projections of the external
sector. The estimates of gross external financing requirements, current account
deficit, balance of trade and gross official foreign currency reserves do not match
with the warnings that the IMF has given while discussing these issues in the
report.
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
The IMF released the report on Thursday – a month after its Executive Board
gave its approval. Even optimistic projections of the external sector have shown
the external debt at $87.1 billion including $67.3 billion external public debt.
―External vulnerabilities have increased with a widening current account
deficit and rising medium-term external repayment obligations,‖ said the IMF in its
report. It also noted that external financing needs are expected to pick up amid a
widening current account deficit. Rising imports, stagnant remittances, and weakly
recovering exports are weighing on the current account deficit.
However, when it came to translating these issues into formal projections, the
IMF has somehow painted an optimistic picture.
The IMF has projected Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements for
fiscal year 2017-18 at $16.2 billion, which is even a billion dollar less than the last
fiscal year. The $16.2 billion figure has been worked out by assuming that the
current account deficit will be equal to 3.2% of the Gross Domestic Product or
$10.1 billion. The external debt payments including short-term have been
estimated at $6.2 billion.
Although the final current account deficit figure for last fiscal year is not
available yet, the central bank reported the eleven-month deficit at $10.6 billion or
3.8% of the GDP. The Planning Commission officials said that the current account
deficit for the full year would be close to $11.5 billion or 4.1% of the GDP for last
fiscal year. This will be 250% more than the official projection of the government.
For the new fiscal year, the government has pitched the current account
deficit figure at roughly $9 billion or 2.6% of the GDP. The independent estimates
show that the current account deficit would be close to $13.5 billion – $3.5 billion
higher than the IMF‘s projection, for the fiscal year 2017-18.
The gross external financing requirements would increase by the same
amount to roughly $19.7 billion, said Dr Hafiz Pasha, the former finance minister.
He said that the mismatch between the IMF analysis and its formal projection was
primarily because the Fund did not want to scare investors in an election year.
Against the backdrop of a record trade deficit of $32.6 billion in the last fiscal
year, the IMF has painted a rosy picture of the trade sector in the new fiscal year.
This is despite the fact that government does not have a plan to address issues
leading to constant reduction in exports and mushroom growth in imports.
The IMF has projected over 9% growth in exports in the new fiscal year as
against 1.63% reduction in the last fiscal year. The Fund has advocated significant
devaluation of Pak rupee against the US dollar to make Pakistani exports
competitive in the global market. Contrary to this, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has
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formally launched an inquiry to find out the reasons behind 3.1% deprecation of
local currency on July 5 that he got reversed by influencing the market.
The IMF has projected almost 7% growth in imports in the new fiscal year,
which is less than half of the growth rate that Pakistan witnessed in the last fiscal
year. The IMF acknowledged surge in imports in the new fiscal year due to ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor-related imports but it did not translate this surge into
projections.
Against $16.2 billion gross external financing requirements, the indicated
inflows in the IMF report totalled to roughly $11 billion, leaving a financing gap of
$5.2 billion even after taking an optimistic view. Yet, the IMF has shown the gross
official foreign currency reserves at $18.9 billion by end of the new fiscal year,
higher than last fiscal year‘s reserves of $16.1 billion.
After taking into account the $19.7 billion gross external financing
requirements by assuming relatively realistic current account deficit, the financing
gap will be close to $9 billion, which will either have direct bearing on the official
foreign currency reserves or the external borrowings will significantly increase.
Global lender warns of risks to Pakistan‘s economic stability
―My professional estimates suggest that Pakistan‘s gross official foreign
currency reserves will slip below $10 billion,‖ said Dr Pasha. He said that the IMF
report showed the reserves at $18.5 billion by June 30 of this year, which actually
were $16.1 billion.
The IMF has shown the gross external debt of Pakistan at $87 billion in the
new fiscal year by taking a relatively optimistic view of the current account deficit
and official foreign currency reserves.
МВФ и Пакистан не могут однозначно оценить состояние пакистанской
экономики
IMF, Pakistan fail to see eye to eye in assessment of economy
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
14th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1457449/imf-pakistan-fail-see-eye-eye-assessment-economy/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and International Monetary Fund (IMF) remained
poles apart in their assessment of the country‘s economy, as Islamabad took an
optimistic view of the external and fiscal sector while the global lender cautioned
about emerging challenges that are posing risks to the favourable outlook.
The IMF once again sought significant devaluation of the Pakistani rupee
against the US dollar to curb external sector challenges, as it said that foreign
exchange reserves have already fallen ―below a comfortable level‖.
Pakistan can treble per capita income by reducing fertility
The IMF released on Thursday the Article-IV consultation report on the state
of the economy that showed that there was a disagreement between it and Pakistani
authorities over a number of issues. They had divergent views on the external
sector vulnerabilities, slowing fiscal consolidation and structural reforms.
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The IMF staff stressed that reversing the recent decline in foreign exchange
reserves and allowing for greater exchange rate flexibility are needed to rebuild
external buffers, which are below adequate levels.
It said that Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate is overvalued in the range
of 10 to 20%, seeking ―greater exchange rate flexibility, fiscal adjustment, and
structural reforms‖ to correct the imbalance. The fund advocated that greater
exchange rate flexibility would strengthen Pakistan‘s competitiveness, which has
been affected by real effective exchange appreciation.
The IMF said that the exchange rate continued to remain stable against the US
dollar, supported by the State Bank of Pakistan‘s (SBP) foreign exchange
interventions, and further appreciated in real effective terms 6% during this fiscal
year. Cumulatively, Pakistan‘s real effective exchange rate appreciated 18% over
the past three years, according to the IMF assessment.
―Resumption of accumulation of reserves – including through allowing
downward exchange rate flexibility – is needed to further strengthen buffers while
also supporting competitiveness,‖ it advised. Prudent monetary policy and greater
exchange rate flexibility will be key, to preserve low inflation and re-build external
buffers.
Pakistan is now a $300-billion economy
However, the IMF said that Pakistani authorities‘ own assessment suggested
significantly lower currency overvaluation. In addition, Pakistan viewed reserves
as adequate as they cover more than three months of imports.
After an end of the $6.2 billion IMF programme in September last year,
Pakistan‘s external account has deteriorated at a rapid pace, exposing the
hollowness of reforms under the three-year programme. The current account deficit
has already widened to $10.6 billion, which is more than double the assessment of
the IMF and Pakistan for the fiscal year ended on June 30. The IMF said that the
structure of financial account of Pakistan showed reliance on debt issuance rather
than on Foreign Direct Investment flows, which have been on a declining trend
over the last decade.
―The pace of fiscal consolidation has slowed, public debt remains high, and
mobilisation of tax revenue needs to be further strengthened,‖ it added. The IMF
said that external vulnerabilities have increased with a widening current account
deficit and rising medium-term external repayment obligations linked to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and other large investment projects.
Foreign exchange reserves have declined to $16.1 billion since the end of the
EFF-supported programme and ―remain below comfortable levels‖. The $16.1
billion reserves are sufficient to finance only 3.4 months of imports. These reserves
are inclusive of $3.6 billion that the SBP obtained through derivative position. The
IMF said that $3.6 billion forward position could put additional pressure on
reserves.
The IMF assessment showed that fiscal consolidation in Pakistan slowed
substantially in fiscal year 2016-17. It added that the fiscal year 2017-18 budget is
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also subject to risks and reaching the deficit target will likely require significant
additional revenue measures during the course of the year.
It advised Pakistan that gradual fiscal consolidation should continue through
the medium-term to address debt-related vulnerabilities. A stronger consolidation
in fiscal year 2017-18 than planned in the budget, in line with the deficit target
under the revised FRDL Act, would have been preferable, it said.
The IMF said that public debt and fiscal deficit are projected to be above the
ceilings set in the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Act. It added
that Pakistan will face increasing government and CPEC-related external
repayment obligations, and external financing needs are projected to increase to
nearly 7.5% of GDP over the medium-term, highlighting the need for
macroeconomic and structural policies supporting competitiveness.
Domestic risks could arise from political polarisation in the pre-election
period and security issues. In the staff‘s view, fiscal pressures could rise during the
period leading up to the mid-2018 general elections, and growth-supporting
reforms could slow.
On the structural front, progress in electricity sector reforms has been mixed,
with a renewed build-up in circular debt; and financial losses of ailing public sector
enterprises (PSEs) have continued. The IMF staff stressed the need to strengthen
DISCOs‘ performance and adjust end-consumer tariffs to reflect higher input costs,
also in view of upcoming increases in generation capacity.
Рост экономической помощи Пакистану.
Country debt growth
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312946/country-debt-growth

February

6th,

2017.

Amid an ongoing debate over foreign debt, the government has conceded
receiving loans of $26.124bn and grants of $1.64bn in three years, from Dec 1,
2013 to Nov 30, 2016.
In response to a question from Muhammad Muzammil Qureshi, MNA,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants
amounted to around $27.8bn.
The largest chunk of the loan came in the shape of $6.4bn from the IMF,
followed by $4.5bn bonds from the international capital market. The World Bank‘s
share was $4.4bn, the Islamic Development Bank‘s $2.7bn and the Asian
Development Bank provided $2.43bn. The Chinese government and the China
Development Bank put together $2.9bn.

ВСЕМИРНЫЙ БАНК1
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Всемирный банк предоставил кредит в 825 млн. долл. на ЛЭП (425
млн.) и введение законов в жизнь (400 млн.).
World Bank grants $825mln loan to improve power transmission
system
The News. 21/12/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/258570-world-bank-grants825mln-loan-to-improve-power-transmission-system

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank approved a package of $825 million to
improve the national power transmission system and help the government
overcome financial management inefficiencies.
―The $425 million National Transmission Modernization Project-I (NTMPI) will modernise the national transmission system to enable new power generation
to reach consumers by upgrading, expanding and rehabilitating selected 500kV
(kilovolt) and 220kV substations and transmission lines,‖ the Bank‘s statement
said.
NTMP-I will improve supply reliability and lower losses in the transmission
network. The project will also modernise the information and communication
technology infrastructure and strengthen financial and accounting systems of the
National Transmission and Dispatch Company using information technology. The
project aims at improving operational efficiency and business decision-making
processes, leading to higher productivity and upgraded staff skills.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, part of the World
Bank Group that lends to credit-worthy low and middle income countries financed
NTMP. It is a fixed-spread loan with a maturity of 21 years, including a grace
period of six years.
―With a substantial volume of new generation now coming online, the
strengthening of the transmission and distribution systems is critical,‖ the
statement quoted Illango Patchamuthu, country director for Pakistan at World
Bank as saying. ―The improved power supply will help meet the unserved demand
from consumers and reduce the number and duration of power outages.‖
Government officials said approximately 10,000 megawatts of electricity
would be added to the system during the next year.
Another $400 million public financial management reform program by the
World Bank will address challenges in public financial management through the
enactment of a robust public finance management law, which will lead to
decentralisation of payment and empower the frontline service delivery managers.
The International Development Association, the World Bank‘s fund for the
poor, financed the PFM reform program with a maturity of 25 years, including a
grace period of five years.
The program will also focus on strong cash management, timely and
comprehensive reporting, improved federal-provincial coordination, timely release
of funds, streamlined payroll and pension systems, efficient and transparent
procurement, and user-friendly reports for citizen engagement.
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―The public financial management (PFM) challenges undermine the delivery
of health and education services to the population,‖ Illango said. ―The new
program will support the government to strengthen their public financial
management and make it more transparent and accountable by introducing new
aspects like, social audit of public expenditures by beneficiaries.‖
The statement said public financial management inefficiencies contribute to
Pakistan‘s weak performance in health and education sector, and despite a
substantial increase, financial resources fail to reach clinics and schools on time.
Всемирный банк продлил финансирование Гидропроекта Дасу еще на 1
год.
WB may extend deadline for use of Dasu project funds
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373112/wb-may-extenddeadline-for-use-of-dasu-project-funds

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank is likely to approve Pakistan‘s request to
extend the deadline till November next year for the utilisation of funds given by
the bank for the Dasu hydropower project.
The World Bank approved two different loans — $19.3 million and $398.1m
— for Pakistan in August 2014 for the Dasu hydropower project and the funds
were meant for land acquisition and resettlement of the people affected by the
project, it was officially learnt here.
The government wrote a letter to the World Bank on Nov 15 seeking
extension in the deadline till Nov 20 next year for the utilisation of the funds meant
for land acquisition and resettlement of the people.
The two loans became effective in August 2014, with June 30, 2022 as the
closing date.
The World Bank has termed the Dasu hydropower project a ―high-risk, highreward‖ operation aimed at providing low-cost, non-carbon renewable energy. The
project will initially have an installed capacity of 2,160MW on the Indus, which
can be expanded to 4,320MW in future at a very low cost.
The land acquisition process for the project started late due to delay in
reaching agreement with the people and departments concerned on compensation
rates and this delay also continued due to various administrative hurdles.
Consequently, the time given by the bank under the agreement for the use of
funds for land acquisition and resettlement, including the one year extension
approved in 2016, was lost.
According to a World Bank report, initially the process of land acquisition
was slow because of inadequate coordination between Wapda, the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa government and the Dasu district administration, but lately it has
improved. The report, however, notes that procurement of key contracts has been
slow due to cancellation of the previously awarded contracts and court cases
holding up the rebidding.
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Всемирный банк предоставил кредит 400 млн. долл. на развитие
образования и здравоохранения.
$400m World Bank loan to help improve education, heatlh
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372914/400m-world-bank-loan-to-help-improve-education-heatlh

ISLAMABAD: The government is seeking a $400 million loan from the
World Bank to implement Public Finance Management Strategy (PMS) 2018-27 to
bring improvement in procurement systems and accountability in service delivery
for the health and education sectors.
A World Bank document says that the current Public Finance Management
(PFM) limits the impact of ongoing health and education operations through
inefficient and ineffective management of funds, lack of transparency which can
undermine accountability, and coordination challenges between federal and
provincial governments.
The proposed programme will address these challenges through
transformative measures like, enactment of a robust PFM law, which will lead to
empowerment of front-line service delivery managers by decentralisation of
payment processing and availability of real-time budget execution reports for
timely decision-making.
Furthermore, greater transparency and accountability will be achieved
through establishment of e-procurement; audit trails of procurementsp; tracking of
expenditure to service delivery level; allowing for direct beneficiary monitoring of
public expenditure through social audit to improve delivery of services; auditing of
performance information in financial statements.
The reform strategy will consolidate PFM progress and make incremental
improvements to ensure that systems deliver to their full potential in an
accountable and transparent manner.
The PFM strategy is further supported by the approved Department of the
Auditor General of Pakistan strategic plan (2015-2019); the CGA action plan; and
the National Procurement Strategy and Training Plan (2017-2021).
The ‗Vision-2025‘ envisages a responsive, inclusive, transparent and
accountable system of governance as a crosscutting foundation for all its pillars.
The government programme as indicated in PFM reform strategy consists of
six pillars, and these are: revenue mobilisation; fiscal management; service
delivery and results-based management; public investment management and public
private partnership; oversight, transparency and accountability; and vertical
integration.
The World Bank Country Partnership Strategy (2015-19) recognises service
delivery in health and education as key areas of the bank.
It also envisages seeking opportunities to address malnutrition in a multisectoral way by adding nutrition components to programmes in various sectors.
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The proposed strategy will reinforce key results areas, which consist of legal
framework and internal management system in line ministries and service delivery
units.
Очередной обзор Всемирного банка – экономика Пакистана (2 раза в
год проводит обзоры)
Pakistan Development Update: November 2017.
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
November
13th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1370076/pakistan-development-update-november

2017.

Pakistan Development Update, a twice-a-year publication sheds light on the
state of the economy.
The World Bank launched its Pakistan Development Update, a twice-a-year
publication shedding light on the state of the economy and its future prospects, on
Thursday. Below are some of the highlights:
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МВФ и Всемирный банк провели ежегодную сессию – Пакистан там
объявил о желании ускорять рост экономики
Pakistan expected to remain on sustained growth path
The Express Tribune. October 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531764/pakistanexpected-remain-sustained-growth-path/

ISLAMABAD: A high-level Pakistani delegation held various bilateral
discussions on the sidelines of the International Monetary Fund/World Bank
annual meetings, according to a press release received on Saturday.
The delegation, comprising Finance Secretary Shahid Mahmood, State Bank
of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Tariq Bajwa and Economic Affairs Division Secretary
Arif Ahmed Khan, was participating in the 98th ministerial meeting of G-24 in
Washington DC.
As economy weakens, govt mulls cutting tax for agri sector
The delegation met IMF Deputy Managing Director Mitsuhiro Furusawa,
US Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Kaplan and International Fund
for Agriculture Development (IFAD) President Gilbert Houngbo, besides attending
a number of other events.
The delegation discussed the current economic situation in Pakistan, the
release said, adding positive economic developments taking place in the country,
particularly the highest economic growth rate in the last 10 years along with
contained inflation, were highlighted.
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They expressed the hope that ongoing China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) projects, improved security situation and growth in private sector credit
off-take, especially fixed investments, would lead to a sustained and inclusive
higher growth trajectory for Pakistan in coming years.
‗Sindh governor praised economy‘
Referring to the main challenges facing the economy, they mentioned that
the current account deficit was partly driven by higher machinery imports which in
coming years should add to the growth momentum of the economy through
increased economic activity.
However, the external account situation was being closely monitored and
steps were being taken to address it, the delegation members said.
Как явствует из бестолкового Доклада Всемирного банка – Пакистану
нужно якобы 31 млрд. долл., чтобы быть на плаву в 2017/18 г.
Muddled World Bank report: Pakistan ‗needs‘ $31b this year to stay
afloat
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
10,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526999/muddled-world-bank-report-pakistan-needs-31b-year-stayafloat/

ISLAMABAD: A World Bank report warns that Pakistan‘s external sector
situation could become unsustainable due to a lack of policy actions. The report,
however, appears to exaggerate the problem due to the claim that Islamabad needs
$31 billion this year to meet foreign financial obligations.
In its twice-a-year South Asia Economic Focus (SAEF) report, released on
Monday, the bank said that external account pressure has persisted in the fiscal
year 2017-18. ―The current external situation can become unsustainable in absence
of adequate policy response,‖ warned the global lender.
It added that the official foreign currency reserve coverage for current
account deficit, external debt payments, and portfolio investment has also declined.
One year ago, Pakistan was in a comfortable position, as international reserves
were large enough to cover the current account deficit, the service of external debt,
and even the total volume of foreign portfolio investments in the country,
according to the report.
Pakistan may soon be ineligible for World Bank loans
The report said that international reserves can still cover the current account
deficit and external debt payments, but not liabilities of foreign portfolio
investment. It added that addressing the sources of this increased vulnerability
should be a priority for the government.
In the report, the bank claims that Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs
– the money required to meet foreign obligations, would be equal to 9% of gross
domestic product (GDP). At the current estimated size of Pakistan‘s economy, this
translates to a whopping $31 billion.
The $31 billion foreign financing requirements are more than double
Pakistan‘s gross official foreign currency reserves of $13.8 billion.
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The World Bank has worked out the nine per cent annual external financing
requirements by including foreign portfolio investments, which is not a traditional
method of working out the financing requirements. The bank estimated foreign
portfolio investment at 4% of GDP, or $13.8 billion. The inclusion of foreign
portfolio investments in the external financing requirements blows the problem out
of proportion, said Dr Hafiz Pasha, a former federal finance minister and a wellrespected fiscal expert.
Controversial dams: Pakistan asks World Bank to set up arbitration court
He added that even the claim that foreign portfolio investments equalled 4%
of GDP was also incorrect.
There is a consensus among the country‘s leading independent economists
that Pakistan‘s external financing requirements will be close to $20 billion, or
5.8% of GDP during the current fiscal year.
World Bank response
World Bank Chief Economist for South Asia Martin Rama explained to The
Express Tribune that the purpose of including foreign portfolio investment was
only to highlight the problem. In 2016, Pakistan was in a very comfortable position
when reserves were not only sufficient to cover the gross external financing needs
of the country but even the entire stock of portfolio investments, Rama said in a
written response.
He further stated that in 2017-18, the reserves are expected to be slightly
below the sum of the current account deficit and scheduled debt repayments,
creating an external financing need. ―The stock of portfolio investments is not part
of the financing needs of the country, but the figure is meant to highlight the
importance of maintaining a solid reserve buffer going forward,‖ he explained.
This point, however, does not appear in the report, which may create
unnecessary problems for Pakistan, which is already struggling to balance its
external sector.
Since the IMF programme came to an end a year ago, external economic
indicators have deteriorated. The current account deficit has doubled to 4% of GDP
or $12.1 billion, which rang alarm bells.
World Bank gives $3.8m to save forests
Just last week, Pakistan‘s federal cabinet announced a host of measures to
correct the imbalances in the external sector that include offering more incentives
to exporters and placing restrictions on previously unrestricted imports.
In its report, the World Bank said that new data for July and August showed
that the deterioration of the external sector would continue. ―Efforts to reverse the
current imbalances and continued implementation of structural reforms will be
needed for sustaining and accelerating growth and improving welfare,‖ said the
bank.
It said that improving the external balance hinges upon a revival of exports,
a slowdown in imports, and stable remittance flows. In the absence of any of these
factors, the persistent current account deficit will put further pressure on alreadydwindling reserves.
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The fiscal position is also expected to deteriorate during the election cycle,
which would affect debt trends and maintain debt at the around the already-high
level of 68.2% of GDP, it added.
The bank also said that despite concerns about its weakening
macroeconomic discipline, economic growth in Pakistan is expected to increase to
5.5% in the current fiscal year.
Водный кризис решается слабо, хотя ВБ предоставил помощь на эти
цели в 73 млн. долл.
Water management: Bureaucratic wrangling stalls WB-funded project
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
21,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1440775/water-management-bureaucratic-wrangling-stalls-wbfunded-project/

$73m scheme aimed to better manage water resources in Indus River basin
ISLAMABAD: Despite a looming water crisis, bureaucratic wrangling has
stalled implementation on a World Bank-funded $73 million project that will deny
the country the intended benefits from better management of water resources in the
Indus River basin.
In its latest report on the Water Sector Capacity Building and Advisory
Services Project, known as WCAP, the World Bank has described progress on the
project as ―moderately satisfactory‖.
Since its start in 2008, the project has been facing delays and things are at a
standstill after the approval of additional financing of $35 million in November
2015.
The stated project objective is to improve management and investment
planning of water resources in the Indus River Basin. A World Bank mission
visited Pakistan last month to review progress against the agreed actions.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
―Unfortunately, demonstrable progress since February has been minimal,‖
notes the implementation status and results report of the project that the World
Band released on Monday.
With Pakistan being a water-deficient country, the interventions planned
under the loan were aimed at enhancing the economic usage of the scarce resource,
improving governance and enhancing technical efficiency.
However, the Ministry of Water and Power‘s desire to keep control over the
project through its grade 21 officer has stalled work on the project.
There is no permanent project director for the $73 million project and the
affairs of the scheme are in the hands of Additional Water and Power Secretary
Hassan Nasir Jamy.
WB approves $223m with focus on banking services, Karachi
The proposed actions on institutional capacity building were aimed at timely
completion of the current World Bank-funded projects. The project documents
showed that due to delay in the construction of ongoing hydropower projects the
country‘s Gross Domestic Product would be 1.36% less.
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The World Bank mission noted that discussions with Jamy and Joint
Secretary Syed Mehr Ali Shah confirmed that the project management and policy
implementation unit (PMPIU) ―currently remains dysfunctional due to a leadership
vacuum, and disbursements and procurement are all but stalled‖.
The bank further stated that the Ministry of Water and Power had on multiple
occasions suggested new arrangements for the project leadership but the authorities
concerned did not implement any such arrangements, and as a consequence project
implementation has effectively stalled.
The bank said the ministry assured to re-scope the project to more
strategically address key issues in water resource planning and management in the
Indus Basin, but the re-scoped activities are yet to be considered and endorsed by
the Project Steering Committee and communicated to the bank in writing.
World Bank assures financial and technical assistance for Pakistan‘s hydropower projects
In November 2015, the World Bank had approved an additional credit of $35
million to scale up project activities and consolidate the gains made under the
initial phase. The board had also extended the project implementation period by
five years and five months to allow time for the implementation of new and scaledup activities.
In June 2008, the World Bank initially approved a $38 million loan to
improve management and investment planning of water resources in the Indus
River system. However, project implementation was slow during the first three
years.
As a result of the first restricting took place in the PPP government, the funds
were diverted towards planning document – PC I – for the Tarbela 4th Extension
Hydropower Project and the Dasu Run-of-River Hydropower Project.
The World Bank has recommended Pakistan that new and appropriate project
leadership arrangements be implemented quickly, and a meeting of the steering
committee should be convened as soon as possible to seek endorsement of the
proposed re-scoping of the project.
World Bank agrees to finance Peshawar-Kabul highway
The World Bank mission noted that there has been no progress on formal
monitoring and evaluation of project outcomes, and this remains an important task
for the incoming project leadership. Also, only five more telemetry stations could
be upgraded since 2008.
Due to bureaucratic tussles, work on important studies like upgrading
capacity of the Federal Flood Commission in managing floods and upgrading of
the Master Plan of Flood Management of Hill Torrents of Pakistan has been
delayed.
Всемирный банк одобрил кредит Пакистану в 223 млн. долл. га
улучшение работы банковской системы
WB approves $223m with focus on banking services, Karachi
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17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1437562/wb-approves-223m-focus-banking-services-karachi/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has approved two loans amounting to $223
million to enable Pakistan to expand access to banking services across the country
and improve living conditions in parts of Karachi.
The Washington-based lending agency approved the Financial Inclusion and
Infrastructure project estimated to cost $137 million, although the Planning
Commission had initially raised concerns over the long-term viability of the
scheme and huge sums allocated for paying consultancy fees. The lender also
approved another loan of $86 million to improve living conditions in Saddar,
Korangi and Malir areas of Karachi.
Pakistan aims to borrow another $8.1b in the coming year
Both credits are financed by the International Development Association, the
World Bank‘s fund for the poor, with a maturity of 25 years, including a grace
period of 5 years.
The two new projects have a strong element of inclusion that is at the heart of
the World Bank‘s partnership with Pakistan, especially where women, youth and
the poor are concerned, said Illango Patchamuthu, the Country Director for
Pakistan. He said that 5% of the world‘s unbanked population lives in Pakistan and
there is a need to change this to empower people financially, especially women.
The World Bank said that the project will help upgrade Pakistan‘s payment
systems to ensure affordable and faster payment services. The project is designed
to implement selected actions of the National Financial Inclusion Strategy.
The lender plans to work closely with the Central Directorate of National
Savings to provide more efficient and convenient access to financial services to 7
million clients through computerisation of their financial systems.
The project will improve access to financial and banking services for 50% of
all adults, half of them women, throughout Pakistan by 2020. It will also boost
private sector credits to small and medium businesses to 15% from 7% in 2015.
However, the Pakistani authorities have pushed through the project in haste
without a proper cost-benefit analysis. Last month, the Executive Committee of
National Economic Council (Ecnec) had cleared the project despite reservations
expressed by the Planning Commission over its planning and proposed execution.
A significant portion of the loan will be used up in paying consultancy fees in
the name of expanding access to finance for small- and medium-scale enterprises.
According to the Planning Commission, the finance ministry did not conduct a
feasibility study before processing the loan request.
The sustainability mechanism of activities to be executed under the project
has not been provided in the PC-I document, says the Planning Commission. Even
the interest rate, payback period of the loan and its terms and conditions had not
been mentioned in the PC-I document, demonstrating the finance ministry‘s illplanning. The Planning Commission was not given enough time for the project‘s
technical evaluation. Moreover, the finance ministry wants to carry out some
activities under the project, already being carried out under another project. The
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Planning Commission had also objected to Rs238 million consultancy cost built in
the project and the purchase of two vehicles in the name of national financial
inclusion.
The Ecnec had set up a committee under the chair of Secretary Planning
Shoaib Siddiqi to address these concerns. The committee‘s meeting has taken place
and the finance ministry has addressed the concerns, said Secretary Planning while
talking to The Express Tribune.
The World Bank also approved $86 million loan for the Karachi
Neighborhood Improvement Project that it said will benefit almost 1 million
residents, business owners and commuters by improving living conditions in the
Saddar, Korangi and Malir areas of Karachi.
Karachi contributes about 15% of the country‘s economy and the support
would improve public spaces, mobility and safety for its citizens, said Illango.
Garment manufacturers seek Rs60b for export industry
The project will help improve the safety, accessibility, and attractiveness of
public spaces in Karachi, such as streets, parks, city squares and pedestrian areas. It
will ensure equal access to all including women, youth and the poor. The project
will also make it easier for the public and investors to access services such as
construction permits and business registrations.
This project will support the setting up of a multi-member Steering
Committee that includes the local government, civil society and private sector. It
will guide the development of the city by laying out a vision.
Всемирный банк считает, что «Панамагейт» наносит серьезный вред
имиджу Пакистана – доклад ВБ.
Panama Papers issue raises political risks in Pakistan: WB
Amin Ahmed. Dawn, May 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1334431/panamapapers-issue-raises-political-risks-in-pakistan-wb

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank on Saturday warned that the Panama Papers
issue has ―enhanced political risks in Pakistan‖ and created ―some policy
uncertainty‖.
In its report titled ‗Pakistan Development Update‘, launched on Saturday, the
bank cautioned that the country was ―exposed to natural disasters, political events
and terrorism‖ on the domestic front, while the upcoming national elections may
affect ―reform momentum and macroeconomic policy orientation‖.
Released twice a year, according to a World Bank statement, the report sets
out ―recent developments across the economy and identifies risks and opportunities
in the near-term future before focusing on a handful of key development
challenges‖.
The bank is not the first international financial institution to warn that Panama
Papers issue may have consequences for Pakistan‘s growth.
Ex-govt adviser says investors have gone into ‗wait-and-see‘ mode
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Last year, International Monetary Fund President Christine Lagarde had noted
that the perception of corruption in Pakistan would hurt private investment and
impede efforts to promote sustainable and inclusive growth.
Increasing transparency, making people accountable and removing red tape
could help address the issue of perception of corruption, she had advised.
A former economic adviser to the Ministry of Finance explained that the
Panama Papers issue had raised political risks, since investors had already gone
into ‗wait-and-see‘ mode. This, he said, was due to the uncertainty surrounding the
issue.
―When political risks increase, economic growth falls,‖ Dr Ashfaque Hassan
Khan said, adding that the bank‘s projections for the country‘s economic growth
over the next two fiscal years were not consistent.
Since the Supreme Court‘s decision to form a joint investigation team to
probe the assets of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family, experts are
divided over whether this would yield concrete results or whether it was a mere
―eyewash‖.
Despite this, the bank notes that Pakistan‘s economic growth is expected to
climb to 5.2pc during the fiscal year ending in June, which is the highest in nine
years.
However, there are significant downside risks to the projected outlook, and
the country remains vulnerable to domestic and external shocks.
According to the report, the country‘s growth rate will continue to accelerate,
reaching 5.5pc in FY2017-18 and 5.8pc in 2018-19.
Slower progress in much-needed structural reforms would weaken growth
prospects and discourage private investment, while a stable rupee-dollar exchange
rate has resulted in the appreciation of the real effective exchange rate, which can
erode Pakistan‘s export competitiveness. Protracted global economic weakness,
especially in the EU area, could negatively affect exports, it warned.
―Pakistan‘s accelerating growth is good news and reflects the country‘s
success in building confidence. But the pace of reforms has slowed and it is
important for the structural reforms to accelerate,‖ a statement quoted World Bank
Country Director for Pakistan Illango Patchamuthu as saying.
Всемирный банк рассматривает вопрос о финансировании сооружения
дороги Пешавар-Кабул
World Bank to help build Peshawar-Kabul highway
ANWAR IQBAL. Dawn, April 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1328851/worldbank-to-help-build-peshawar-kabul-highway

WASHINGTON: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has urged the World Bank to
finance a major project in the Pak-Afghan region, which could greatly enhance
intra-regional trade.
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The project — Peshawar-Kabul highway — would not only link Peshawar
with the Afghan capital but would also be a major commercial link between the
South and Central Asian regions.
The finance minister discussed this and other projects with senior officials of
the World Bank group in Washington last week on the sidelines of the group‘s
spring meetings.
Dar says private sector can select CPEC projects of its choice
The Pakistan Embassy, which released the details of these meetings, said the
World Bank had agreed in principle to finance the Peshawar-Kabul highway
project. Mr Dar also asked the World Bank to consider leading a consortium to
finance the Diamer-Bhasha dam project.
In his talks with officials of the World Bank group, the minister underlined
the structural changes the government had introduced to encourage sustainable
economic development in the country. He pointed out that the changes enabled the
country‘s stock market to become one of the top five stock markets in the world.
The government was also trying to strengthen the role of the private sector in
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, giving it an opportunity to select projects of its
choice, he added.
CPEC focuses heavily on the energy sector. So far projects worth $34 billion
have gone to this sector. Projects for around 25,000MW have been identified and
are at different stages of implementation. Out of this, 10,000MW will be added to
the system by March 2018.
Mr Dar claimed that because of these measures there had been no
loadshedding in the industrial sector for three years and the government hoped to
completely end loadshedding by early 2018.
The minister also discussed with the World Bank officials the government‘s
master plan for the energy sector which, he claimed, would give the economy the
much-needed jump-start by taking care of the future demands.
For an inclusive and sustainable high growth, the government is also reaching
out to the poorer segments of society by extending microfinance facilities to them.
This includes tripling the allocation for the Benazir Income Support Programme,
which has increased the number of beneficiaries to 5.4 million.
Mr Dar told the World Bank officials that parliament had already passed 24
laws to encourage growth and investment and was working on 10 more.
The World Bank mostly agrees with this upbeat assessment of the Pakistani
economy and recently revised the country‘s growth rate to 5.2 per cent for 2017
and 5.5pc for 2018. Its previous estimate was 5pc for 2017 and 5.4pc for 2018.
But the bank has warned that the upcoming national elections may force the
government to opt for populist policies, which can hurt Pakistan‘s economy. The
World Bank also identified various risks to the projected positive outlook for
Pakistan: slower progress on much-needed structural reforms, lingering uncertainty
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about the US economic policy, a strong rupee and protracted global economic
weakness.
Earlier this year, the International Monetary Fund and the Asian Development
Bank had also expressed similar concerns.
Experts warn that slower progress on the structural reforms could weaken
growth prospects. They also noted that in early 2017, a stable nominal exchange
rate of the rupee versus the US dollar resulted in appreciation of the real effective
exchange rate, which was hurting exports.
The World Bank pointed out that Pakistan was also vulnerable to any
significant decline in remittance flows, particularly from oil-rich countries that
contributed about two-thirds of all remittances. The bank advised the government
to take effective measures to reverse imbalances and continue implementing
structural reforms to ensure a sustainable growth.
In Washington, Finance Minister Dar also met his Afghan counterpart Eklil
Ahmed Hakimi and the two talked about coordinating their policies to enhance
bilateral trade and economic ties. They agreed to hold the next meeting of the
Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Economic Commission as soon as possible, said an
official statement issued after the meeting.
Рост экономической помощи Пакистану.
Country debt growth
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312946/country-debt-growth

February

6th,

2017.

Amid an ongoing debate over foreign debt, the government has conceded
receiving loans of $26.124bn and grants of $1.64bn in three years, from Dec 1,
2013 to Nov 30, 2016.
In response to a question from Muhammad Muzammil Qureshi, MNA,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants
amounted to around $27.8bn.
The largest chunk of the loan came in the shape of $6.4bn from the IMF,
followed by $4.5bn bonds from the international capital market. The World
Bank‘s share was $4.4bn, the Islamic Development Bank‘s $2.7bn and the Asian
Development Bank provided $2.43bn. The Chinese government and the China
Development Bank put together $2.9bn.
Всемирный банк будет спонсировать туризм в Пакистане (маршруты
вдоль КПЭК).
World Bank to sponsor tourism projects in Pakistan
The Express Tribune. 31.01.2017.
sponsor-tourism-projects-pakistan/

http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311636/world-bank-

ISLAMABAD: In a bid to promote Pakistan‘s tourist attractions, the World
Bank has pledged its support to the Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation
(PTDC).
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The bank is committed to developing tourist facilities and resorts in the
country by sponsoring different projects.
These assurances came in a meeting held between PTDC officials and a
World Bank delegation on Monday.
World Bank, AIIB to give $720m for power and governance projects
PTDC Managing Director Abdul Ghafoor said the World Bank was also
supporting the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), besides several other
development projects, which would benefit over three billion people in the region.
The PTDC will develop tourist facilities and resorts along the CPEC route
through joint ventures and private investments.
After restoration of peace in the country, a remarkable increase in foreign
tourists has been recorded compared to previous years.
The planned projects include a bus terminal at Nankana Sahib, one motel each
at Hawks Bay (Karachi), Moenjodaro and Baran Kalay as well as tourist
facilitation centres in Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad, Muzaffarabad, Gilgit, Peshawar
and Quetta.
11 tourist attractions to visit in Pakistan
Ghafoor told the delegation that PTDC land was open for investment
specifically meant for tourism projects.
Delegation head, private-sector specialist and tourism expert Wouter
Schalken said Pakistan‘s tourist destinations were worth more than any other part
of the world. ―All we lack is appropriate publicity and promotion.‖
―We recommend the PTDC to promote tourist destinations of the country
over national and international media aggressively to bring more foreign tourists to
Pakistan,‖ Schalken said.
Пакистан намерен и далее укреплять связи со Всемирным банком
Pakistan to further strengthen partnership with WB: Dar
Imaduddin. BR. 19 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/pakistan/business-aeconomy/335108-pakistan-to-further-strengthen-partnership-with-wb-dar.html.

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar Thursday
said Pakistan looked forward to further strengthen development partnership with
the World Bank (WB).
Ishaq Dar was talking to Pakistan's Executive Director in the WB, Nasir
Mahmood Khosa who called on him.
The minister said the government would welcome the visit by Chief
Executive Officer WB Kristalina Georgieva by the end of this month.
He stated that the government acknowledged and appreciated the support
provided by the World Bank for achieving macroeconomic stability and economic
development in the country.
He directed to ensure quality contributions by Pakistan's constituency in the
WB on matters of policy and future plans of the bank.
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Earlier, Khosa briefed the finance minister on matters relating to the WB's
financing of various programmes and projects.
The executive director informed regarding the upcoming visit of newly
appointed WB's Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Kristalina I. Georgieva.
The WB CEO would be visiting Pakistan from January 26 to 28.
This would be her first visit to any member country after her appointment as
the CEO of WB.
Всемирный банк считает, что экономический рост Пакистана в 2016/17
г. составит 5.2%.
World Bank revises Pakistan‘s growth rate upwards to 5.2% in FY17
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1291709/worldbank-revises-pakistans-growth-rate-upwards-5-2-fy17/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank has revised Pakistan‘s growth rate upwards
to 5.2% for fiscal year 2017 and 5.5% for 2018.
It previously estimated growth in Pakistan‘s gross domestic product (GDP) at
5% and 5.4% for FY17 and FY18, respectively.
The report ‗Global Economic Prospects; weak investment in uncertain times‘,
states that the uptake in activity is spurred by a combination of low commodity
prices, increasing infrastructure spending, and reforms that lifted domestic demand
and improved the business climate.
In Pakistan, growth is forecast to accelerate from 5.5% in fiscal year 2018 to
5.8% in fiscal year 2019-20, reflecting improvements in agriculture, infrastructure,
energy and external demand.
The report further mentioned the successful conclusion of the IMF Extended
Fund Facility (EFF), aimed at supporting reforms and reducing fiscal and external
sector vulnerabilities, lifted consumer and investor confidence.
‗Pakistan Development Update‘: World Bank projects economy will grow at
5%, miss govt target
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project is also tipped to
increase investment in the medium-term, and alleviate transportation bottlenecks
and electricity shortages.
Earlier in November, whilst releasing its report ‗Pakistan Development
Update – Making growth matter‘ the World Bank had projected Pakistan‘s
economy to grow at 5% in the ongoing fiscal year, meaning that the country was to
miss the government-set target of 5.4%.
The Washington-based lender, in that report, added that the country‘s
economy could see a growth of 5.4% in FY18 on the back of continued mushroom
growth in the services sector, recovery of agriculture and uptick in infrastructure
investment.
―The services sector, which comprises more than half of the economy, is
expected to be the primary source of growth,‖ stated report.
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Additionally World Bank Country Director for Pakistan, Patchamuthu
Illangovan, has stressed on the need for increased investment in social sectors like
health, education and nutrition. ―All this would lead to a vibrant and dynamic
society as well as the economy,‖ he has stated.
With additional input from APP
Пакистан призывает Всемирный банк возобновить посредничество в
Договоре о разделе вод Инда.
Islamabad urges World Bank to restart arbitration
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, January 9th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307291/islamabadurges-world-bank-to-restart-arbitration

WASHINGTON: Pakistan has asked the World Bank to restart the process of
arbitration in its water dispute with India despite New Delhi‘s objections.
In its communications with the bank, Pakistan argued that only arbitration can
save the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT), which has successfully resolved water
disputes between India and Pakistan for more than half a century.
That‘s why Pakistan wants the bank to restart arbitration, even if India
disagrees with the suggestion, as ―much precious time has already been lost‖.
Examine: Assessing India's water threat
Pakistan first asked for arbitration on Aug 19, 2016.
Last month, the World Bank paused the arbitration process, asking India and
Pakistan to decide by the end of this month how they want this dispute resolved.
The bank said it was doing so to protect the treaty.
The 1960 IWT gives Pakistan the right to demand the formation of the court
of arbitration 60 days after submitting a formal request. That deadline expired on
Oct 29, 2016.
The current dispute concerns two hydroelectric plants — Kishanganga and
Ratle — that India is building on the rivers whose waters were given to Pakistan
under the IWT.
The treaty recognises the World Bank as a guarantor and arbitrator and gives
both India and Pakistan the right to seek arbitration if they fail to resolve a dispute
bilaterally.
On Thursday, a World Bank representative, Ian H. Solomon, visited India to
hold discussion on the dispute. Indian officials told Mr Solomon that Pakistan‘s
request for setting up a court of arbitration was not acceptable to New Delhi.
Instead, they urged the bank to appoint a neutral expert.
Pakistan demands a court of arbitration because it believes the dispute
involves both legal and technical issues and while a neutral expert can consider the
technical aspects, only a court can deal with legal problems.
Pakistan has also completed the formality of directly inviting India to appoint
three umpires.
India‘s refusal gives Pakistan the right to demand the drawing of lots for the
appointment of these umpires, as provided for in the IWT.
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Refusal by one party to participate in the drawing of lots authorises the other
to request the president of the World Bank to nominate a person to draw lots. The
requesting party, however, is required to provide the World Bank with a copy of its
submission to enable the bank‘s president to fulfil his responsibilities. Pakistan has
completed these formalities.
Pakistan also has conveyed its willingness to accept the three appointing
authorities identified in the treaty for nominating members of the court of
arbitration. These are the secretary general of the United Nations, the rector of the
Imperial College of S and T, London and the Lord Chief Justice of England.
Pakistan told the bank that after a series of negotiations with India, it
concluded that the disputes could not be resolved by bilateral negotiations.
And that‘s why it decided to institute arbitration proceedings.
Inconclusive talks
In March 2016, Pakistan asked India to settle the dispute amicably and named
four negotiators for the talks.
India responded on April 28, accepting Pakistan‘s offer of negotiation and
named four of its own negotiators.
The negotiators met in New Delhi on July 14-15, 2016 and presented their
respective arguments but there were no significant changes in positions on either
side. No compromise was reached on any of the disputes. This was followed by
more meetings but all remained inconclusive.
Pakistan told the World Bank that it could not verify the precise status of
construction because, until the July 14-15 meeting, India had refused to permit its
representatives to visit the sites of the projects despite repeated requests.
Pakistan also shared with the bank the concern that despite its objections,
India has continued to build the two plants.

АзБР1
АзБР выделил кредит в размере 275 млн. долл. на сбор урожая хариф
$275m ADB loan to boost Kharif crops‘ productivity
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372738/275m-adb-loan-to-boost-kharif-crops-productivity

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Friday approved
the Jalalpur Irrigation Project, with a loan of $275 million, that will enhance the
Kharif crop‘s growth by 50 per cent, besides improving crop yield and reduce land
degradation, directly benefitting over 200,000 rural people along the right bank of
River Jhelum.
The project approved by the ADB board of directors, will help build surface
irrigation system to increase agricultural production and improve food security in
the Jhelum-Khushab districts.
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The construction of over 200km new irrigation canals will create new nonperennial irrigation services for enhanced agricultural production of about 80,000
hectares in Pind Daden Khan and Khushab districts. ―Having a sufficient and
effective irrigation system is fundamental in the development of Pakistan‘s
agriculture sector - a significant driver of the country‘s economy,‖ said Ryutaro
Takaku, Principal Water Resources Specialist at ADB‘s Central and West Asia
Department. ―ADB‘s support will help increase agricultural production and
improve food security in Pakistan.‖
The project will construct a diversion structure, a 117km main canal, 97km
secondary and tertiary canals, and 485 watercourses. It will also assist in forming
485 water user associations (WUAs) and involve them in planning, designing, and
constructing watercourses.
The WUAs and the farmers will be trained to improve their agriculture and
water management capacity. Advanced technologies like laser land leveling and
high-efficiency irrigation systems will be introduced by the project.
About 660 agricultural demonstration plots will be established, and 6,000
farm households will learn climate-smart agriculture practices and more profitable
farm management.
Agriculture remains a crucial component of Pakistan‘s economy,
contributing 20pc of gross domestic product and employing 42pc of the total
labour force in FY2015, with Punjab contributing more than 80pc of agricultural
output.
Because of the country‘s semi-arid climate, more than 90pc of agricultural
output depends on irrigation. Pakistan‘s advantage is the Indus Basin Irrigation
System, which draws water from the Indus River.
However, about 20pc of the country‘s cultivable area including the project
area is outside the Indus Basin Irrigation System.
Farming in most of these areas is rain fed, resulting in low agricultural
productivity. Some of the country‘s poorest people live in these areas and depend
on agriculture for their income.
АзБР повышает шансы Пакистана на рост ВВП, но с оговорками
ADB raises growth forecasts for Pakistan, but with a caveat
The
Business
and
Finance
Weekly,
October
3rd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1361397/adb-raises-growth-forecasts-for-pakistan-but-with-acaveat

In an update of its annual economic publication, Asian Development
Outlook 2017, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) reviewed its prospects for
developing Asia, including Pakistan.
Here we take a look at the ADB‘s future prospects for Pakistan and its
current standing within the South Asian region which comprises Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka
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For 2017-18, the bank maintained projections for growth and inflation, but
stated that the current account deficit is expected to exceed the earlier forecast
again by a wide margin.
The report states: assuming better growth prospects in advanced and
developing economies alike, a continued revival in world trade volumes, and
continued improvement in the security and business environment, GDP growth is
expected to accelerate to 5.5 per cent.
The main impetus for industry and services growth will be expanded
infrastructure investments under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
other energy investments, and government development expenditure. Agriculture
should expand by trend rates.
The government needs to address fiscal and external sector vulnerabilities
that have reappeared with the wider current account deficit, falling foreign
exchange reserves, rising debt obligations, and consequently greater external
financing needs. Possible loss of momentum for making policy decisions may
hamper growth prospects.
A key challenge will be to finance Pakistan‘s burgeoning trade deficit as
remittance inflows, however substantial, continue to fall
Rising domestic demand fuelled by economic expansion is expected to stoke
inflation in FY2018. However, the ADO 2017 projection for 4.8pc inflation could
stand with continued central bank policy vigilance, a muted increase in global oil
prices, and some expected easing of global food prices.
An 18pc increase in tax collection and larger non-tax revenues would boost
total revenue to 17.2pc of GDP.
Development expenditures are forecast to reach 6.3pc of GDP after public
sector development programme allocations increased by half in FY2017.
The federal budget for FY2018 assumes two-thirds of deficit financing will
come from domestic bank and non-bank sources with no borrowing from the
central bank.
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Achieving such a large reduction in the general government budget deficit
and this ambitious financing target appears to be very difficult, but a continued
large deficit would again require very substantial foreign financing.
Further large government borrowing risks creating inflationary pressure;
accordingly, the central bank needs to vigilantly shape monetary policy to
emerging circumstances in FY2018.
A key challenge will be to finance Pakistan‘s burgeoning trade deficit as
remittance inflows, however substantial, continue to fall.
Better prospects for global growth and trade are expected to further the
recent improvement in export performance, however weak, in FY2017. Exports are
likely to take off, though, only with adequate and reliable power supply and other
supporting infrastructure and policy.
Imports are expected to continue to increase as growth spurs domestic
demand that domestic production cannot meet. July 2017 imports were, though
eight per cent less than the peak in June, 50.9pc above a year earlier.
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Petroleum accounted for a quarter of the increase, while imports doubled for
power generation machinery and construction, much of it apparently related to the
CPEC.
Worker remittances have shown some unexpected improvement, in the first
two months of FY2018, increasing by 13.2pc from the same period in FY2017. If
this rebound can be sustained for the rest of FY2018, it may ameliorate the
projected deficit.
In any case, the authorities may need to consider a rapid currency
depreciation at some point to rein in import growth, or increase foreign borrowing
to finance the external gap, to prevent an undue weakening of foreign exchange
reserves.
Over the medium term, increasing government and CPEC-related repayment
obligations highlight the need to carefully manage external debt, the balance of
payments, and their financing requirements, while instituting macroeconomic and
structural policies to support economic stability and make Pakistan more
competitive.
АзБР одобрил кредит на создание торгового коридора со странами
Центральной Азии.
ADB approves $800m to improve connectivity
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Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360258/adb-approves800m-to-improve-connectivity

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved on Tuesday
$800 million multi-tranche financing facility to help enhance regional connectivity
and trade in the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) corridors
in Pakistan.
Under the CAREC corridor development investment programme, the
National Highway Authority will rehabilitate and upgrade the road network of 747
kilometres, constituting the CAREC Corridors mainly in Sindh, Punjab, and
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).
The investment programme will expand Pakistan‘s regional connectivity
links while helping to improve road traffic efficiency. Road networks in Sindh,
Punjab, and KP will be rehabilitated and upgraded with the multi-tranche financing
facility (MFF) first tranche, worth $180m in 2017. The second and third tranches,
worth $260m and $360m, respectively, are expected to be approved in 2019 and
2021.
In 2013, the CAREC transport corridors were extended to Pakistan to
provide Afghanistan, Central Asia, and China with connection to Gwadar and
Karachi port at the Arabian Sea. The CAREC Transport and Trade Facilitation
Strategy 2020 endorsed by the CAREC ministers at the ministerial conference in
2013 proposed $5.6 billion of investment projects to build the extended CAREC
corridors.
The country‘s national highway N-55 offers the shortest north-south bound
CAREC spin-off transport corridor through Pakistan to link landlocked
Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Xinjiang province of China with the Arabian Sea
ports at Karachi and Gwadar.
ADB says that the upgrading of selected sections of N-55 into 4-lane dual
carriageway through this MFF will be an important step to enhance national and
regional connectivity and trade via the CAREC Corridors 5 and 6, by improving
the efficiency for road traffic along the CAREC corridors in the country.
Highway N-55 starts at M-9 near Petaro in Sindh, traverses through southern
part of Punjab and terminates at N-5 near Peshawar. Currently N-55 is mostly a
two-lane single carriageway, which is in very poor condition and requires
upgrading to 4-lane dual carriageway to sustain the presumed future traffic loads
from CAREC countries.
―Pakistan‘s unique geographic location - at the crossroads of Central Asia,
China, and South Asia - provides a unique potential and opportunity for the
country to become a regional transport and trade hub,‖ said Dong-Soo Pyo, ADB‘s
Director, Transport and Communications Division, Central and West Asia
Department.
―The investment programme will help the government realise this potential,
improving trade and connectivity in the CAREC corridors with the long-term goal
of achieving inclusive growth and sustainable development in mind,‖ he said.
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Pakistan joined the CAREC programme in 2011 and its transport corridors
offer the shortest route to the sea for landlocked Afghanistan, Central Asia, and
Xinjiang province. Pakistan‘s accession to the CAREC will enable sub-regions in
Asia and Europe to be virtually integrated and seamlessly connected from East
Asia through South Asia and Central Asia to Europe.
Pakistan‘s trade has been centered on sea traffic while transit trade through
the country remains limited as poor and costly transport and cross-border
infrastructure and services hinder the realisation of this untapped potential.
Upgrading the country‘s current 263,000km of road, while ensuring transport
safety, will be critical to the country‘s export competitiveness as well as overall
economic growth.
In the context of Afghanistan‘s exploiting markets in South and Southeast
Asia for their agricultural products, China‘s exploring access to the Arabian Sea,
and India‘s pursuing connection to Central Asia, all through Pakistan, completing
the CAREC corridors and serving the needs of surrounding countries will benefit
Pakistan not only for the growth of the economy and trade but also for deepened
regional integration and resultant stable geopolitics, and ultimately help achieve
the vision of the CAREC, ADB says.
Займ от АзБР (900 млн. долл.) «завис» из-за бюрократии – на 2
угольные ТЭС
$900m ADB loan stuck in red tape
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1510215/900m-adb-loan-stuck-red-tape/

19,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Much of the $900 million loan, approved by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) for Pakistan almost four years ago despite opposition
from the US, is yet to be disbursed because of the bureaucratic red tape and
cumbersome procedure adopted by both the lender agency and the borrower.
Less than $10 million or just 1.1% has so far been disbursed by ADB which
had approved the loan in December 2013 for the construction of a 660MW coalfired power plant at Jamshoro and switching an existing fuel oil-based 660MW
power plant to supercritical coal technology.
Infrastructure development: Govt clears Rs244.5 billion worth of projects
―Due to almost negligible financial and physical progress on the scheme, it
is highly unlikely that the 1,320MW projects will be operational by April 2019,‖
said sources in the Power Division.
They said the target to improve the energy mix by reducing the share of
furnace oil-based generation would also be missed.
The total cost of the project is $1.5 billion. In addition to the $900 million
ADB loan, Pakistan had also secured $220 million from the Islamic Development
Bank.
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However, till June this year, the ADB has disbursed less than $10 million or
just 1.1% of the total loan. The loan signing ceremony was held at the Prime
Minister‘s Office in February 2014 with a fanfare.
Of the total $900 million, the country had obtained $870 million at a higher
interest rate and $30 million on concessional one.
Since November 2014, the country has been paying 0.15% of the total
amount in commitment charges on undisbursed amount.
Jamshoro power plants are an important part of the government‘s plan to
increase the share of coal-based power generation to 24% of the total fuel mix by
2019. This will be achieved by reducing the share of oil-based power generation
from 34% to 14%.
―Any significant disbursement against the Jamshoro power project will be
possible only if the project contracts are awarded,‖ said the sources in the ADB.
World Bank to provide $900m for flood relief
Both the Power Division and the ADB have wasted significant time in
finalising the bid documents which, according to the sources, was one of the main
reasons behind the negligible progress made so far on the project.
Almost negligible progress on financial and civil work means that the
government would miss its April 2019 deadline to complete the project.
The project was originally conceived by the Pakistan Peoples Party
government and a loan agreement was signed during the first year of the PML-N
government.
Despite opposition by the US, the ADB approved the $900 million loan to
convert Jamshoro into coal-fired power project.
During a meeting of the ADB‘s board of directors, the US had cast its vote
against Pakistan. However, Canada, Germany, Australia, New Zealand and Japan
cast their votes in favour of Pakistan.
ADB to lend $900m for power generation
The Obama administration was opposing new coal-fired power plants
because of environment-related concerns.
For the sake of obtaining the loan, Pakistan had also lifted a ban on import
of coal-fired power plants. Former prime minister Raja Pervez Ashraf had placed
the ban on imported coal-powered plants in a bid to encourage consumption of
Thar coal in such projects.
The Jamshoro power plant will use 80% imported sub-bituminous coal and
20% locally-produced lignite coal.
At the time of the approval, the ADB had claimed that the coal-fired power
plant would generate electricity at a lower cost, saving about $535 million per year
on fuel imports compared to oil-fired power plants.
During the recently-concluded review of the ADB-funded projects in
Pakistan, it was revealed that by July this year, the ADB was still in the process of
technically evaluating the bids submitted for the installation of 600MW
supercritical coal-fired power units. The ADB has put the Jamshoro project on its
watch list.
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The ADB issued the bidding documents for soil bioremediation work in
March 2017. There are also issues with the construction of coal receiving and
transporting infrastructure because both the parties are still in the process of
finalising those arrangements.
АзБР намерен предоставить 6 млрд. долл. помощи в следующие 3 года.
ADB hints at $6 billion in new loans during next three years
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
7th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1452014/adb-hints-6-billion-new-loans-next-three-years/

2017.

Lending agency will give around $2b per annum; final disbursement will
depend on projects‘ readiness
ISLAMABAD: Amid Pakistan‘s growing financing needs, the Vice President
of Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Thursday hinted at giving $6 billion in new
loans to Islamabad in the next three years and showed its willingness to expand its
policy-based lending.
The ADB would give roughly $2 billion per annum to Pakistan during the
next three years but the final disbursement would depend upon the projects‘
readiness, said ADB Vice President Wencai Zhang, while speaking to media
persons here in Islamabad.
Wencai is visiting Pakistan to assess the country‘s financing needs for the
period of 2018 to 2021. He said that the cost overruns and delays in projects
processing and executions were somehow affecting the final disbursements. He
said that Islamabad wants $2.5 billion per annum lending by the ADB but all
would depend upon projects readiness.
Wencai said that during fiscal year 2016-17 that ended on June 30, the
Manila-based lending agency gave over $1.8 billion and the figure could have
touched $2 billion but two projects could not be timely processed.
ADB green-lights $300m loan for PR reforms
Due to a low revenue base and high project financing requirements, Pakistan
meets a significant part of its financial requirements by borrowing from foreign
lenders.
The vice president said that Pakistan‘s short-term economic vulnerabilities
have reduced and the country‘s economic outlook was positive. He, however,
maintained that the country needs to build on its gains by ensuring implementation
of deep-rooted structural reforms.
He said that political and economic stability was a must for continuation of
reforms. To a question, Wencai said that it was up to Pakistan to decide whether it
needs another bailout programme from the International Monetary Fund.
The vice president also showed keenness to give policy loans to Pakistan in
new areas after ADB‘s experiment with giving loans for Public Sector Enterprises
and Energy Reforms remained successful.
The ADB‘s Senior Advisor for Central and West Asia Department, Werner
Liepach, counted publication of financial accounts by the PSEs and enforcement of
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PSEs Governance rules as success stories. However, his argument was not
convincing. Despite giving $1.1 billion for energy reforms in the past two years,
the sector could not become financially viable.
Wencai also called on Finance Minister Ishaq Dar. He was accompanied by
ADB Country Director for Pakistan Xiaohong Yang.
The vice president said that development cooperation has expanded between
Pakistan and ADB during the last few years, which has resulted in impressive
levels of approvals and disbursement of aid from ADB to Pakistan in fiscal year
2016-17.
He said that ADB is interested in learning more about the government‘s new
initiatives, including the Pakistan Development Fund (PDF) and the Pakistan
Infrastructure Bank (PIB), with a view to potentially collaborate on them with the
government. The vice president said that the ADB‘s recent experience of policybased lending for reforms in Pakistan has been very successful.
ADB to provide Pakistan $1.055b for nine projects
Both sides agreed to identify further areas where reforms are required, which
may be good candidates for policy-based lending. The areas that are being
explored in this regard include governance and public sector enterprise reforms. He
reiterated ADB‘s commitment to supporting development initiatives in Pakistan.
The finance minister appreciated the role of ADB as a development partner
for Pakistan.
The finance minister said that, after having achieved macroeconomic stability,
the government is now focused on achieving higher, sustainable and inclusive
economic growth. He said that both ADB and the government of Pakistan must
work together to further strengthen this relationship.
АзБР выделил займ в 335 млн. долл. на развитие автобусной сети в
Пешаваре
ADB approves $335m loan for Peshawar bus project
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
1st,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447430/adb-approves-335m-loan-peshawar-bus-project/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Friday approved a
$335 million loan for building a sustainable urban transport system in Peshawar
through the creation of the city‘s first integrated Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor.
The board of directors of the Manila-based lending agency approved the loan
for the construction of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa‘s first mass transit infrastructure at a
total cost of $587 million.
In addition to the $335 million ADB loan, the K-P government – led by the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) – will obtain two other loans from two European
financial institutions.
Karachi‘s water, green line projects to get Rs25b
The Agence Française de Développement (AFD) and the European
Investment Bank are also expected to provide $75 million each in co-financing.
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The ADB will administer the loan from the AFD, according to an official handout
from the bank.
The provincial government will arrange $102 million from its own resources
for the project which includes capacity building of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
Mobility Authority and the Trans-Peshawar Company. The company will be
responsible for the BRT operations.
In May, the Central Development Working Party of the federal government
had approved the mass transit project at a downward revised cost of Rs56.8 billion.
However, the provincial government and the lenders had prepared the plan at a
cost of over Rs61 billion or $587 million.
The BRT corridor will consist of 31 stations and will run from Chamkani to
Hayatabad. The project can be used as an opportunity to restructure the entire
public transport industry – from minibus and Bedford bus, and from wagon and
Suzuki to Qingqi, according to an environment assessment study of the project.
Many positive impacts on the environment are expected from the proposed
project due to the use of a cleaner and more fuel-efficient fleet as well as reduction
in vehicular exhaust emissions owing to a decrease in kilometres travelled by
private vehicles, according to the study.
ADB Country Director for Pakistan Xiaohong Yang said: ―A modern and safe
urban transport system is essential for the growth and development of cities like
Peshawar and in the improvement of quality of life of its residents.‖
She added: ―The BRT corridor will not only provide safer, more efficient and
comfortable transportation options for the people in Peshawar, it will also improve
the air quality, reduce carbon emissions, foster gender equity, and make the city
more liveable.‖
The project features the construction of a 26-kilometre, 31 station BRT
corridor and associated facilities including two depots, park-and-ride facilities,
bicycle lanes, sidewalks, streetlights and an improved drainage to climate-proof the
corridor.
The project will require demolishing and relocating some of the structures
within the Right of Way such as water supply pipes, drainage structures and
electric and communication cables. Temporary suspension of services can affect
the economy, industries, businesses and residents‘ daily lives.
There is only one historical site within the project area, i.e. the Bala Hisar
fort.
The current public transport has low usage among women passengers. The
project will establish universal access and safety features for women and children,
as well as for the disabled, including proper lighting and monitoring, segregated
areas, and staff trained to deal with harassment incidents. Of the 4,000 jobs
expected to be generated by the project, 10% are expected to be for women.
Green Line bus to make Karachi less green
The Peshawar BRT is considered a ‗third-generation‘ BRT system – an
innovation which allows BRT vehicles to travel along the BRT corridor in the
busiest parts of the city and to travel off-corridor in less congested areas.
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This approach expands the system‘s reach and capacity, lessens passenger
transfers, and increases ridership and financial sustainability. The initial BRT fleet
will be procured under the project. The system is expected to benefit 500,000
people in the city.
The project will have significant resettlement impacts on 535 households due
to acquisition of private arable land and demolition of permanent structures of two
underpass markets having 84 shops.
АзБР одобрил займ Пакистану в 300 млн. долл. на реформирование
предприятий госсектора
ADB approves $300 million to support Pakistan‘s Public Sector
Enterprises Reform
Shoaib
Ur
Rehman
Siddiqui.
BR,
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2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/06/22/355845/adb-approves-300-million-to-support-pakistanspublic-sector-enterprises-reform/

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Pakistan here on
Thursday signed a $300 million loan to support Pakistan's efforts to implement
major structural reforms and efficiency initiatives to improve the performance,
transparency, and financial sustainability of the country's federal government-run
public sector enterprises (PSEs).
Xiaohong Yang, ADB's Country Director for Pakistan and Tariq Mahmood
Pasha, Secretary Economic Affairs Division (EAD) for the government of Pakistan
signed the loan agreement here, said a press release.
"Pakistan's state-owned enterprises provide vital services to the people and
country's economy," said Xiaohong Yang.
"ADB is proud to support the government of Pakistan's commitment to
implement reforms that will ensure financially sustainability of these firms while
improving efficiency and cost-effectiveness."
The financial performance of many federal government PSEs in Pakistanwhich employ more than 400,000 people have been weak in recent years, despite
significant budget support from the federal government.
The Program will support government's efforts to improve the performance of
the PSEs by improving corporate governance and accountability, identifying and
reducing financial burdens arising out of direct budgetary transfers to PSEs.
This will strengthen fiscal sustainability and freeing of finances for priority
development projects.
ADB's assistance is the second sub program under the PSEs Reform Program,
bringing total ADB financing for critical reforms in PSEs to $600 million since
June 2016.
With ADB's assistance, under the Public Sector Enterprises Reform Program,
the government of Pakistan has carried out significant structural reforms and
efficiency initiatives to help improve financial sustainability and operational
efficiency of PSEs, and helped improve the compliance to the Corporate
Governance Rules 2013.
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Many policy actions have been introduced under the program to improve the
financial transparency, monitoring, and corporate governance in PSEs.
A critical target under the program's second subprogram is to increase the
compliance rate of companies to Corporate Governance Rules to 50pc. The
restructuring and reform of selected public sector enterprises, particularly Pakistan
Railways, have also been initiated. Under the program, government has started
publishing the financial performance report of all federal PSEs which will be
available on its website.
ADB, based in Manila, is dedicated to reducing poverty in Asia and the
Pacific through inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth,
and regional integration.
Established in 1966, ADB is celebrating 50 years of development partnership
in the region. It is owned by 67 members-48 from the region. In 2016, ADB
assistance totaled $31.7 billion, including $14 billion in cofinancing.
Развитие энергетики – АзБР выделил еще 300 млн. долл.
Energy reforms: ADB, Pakistan ink $300m agreement
The Express Tribune, June 17th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1437571/energyreforms-adb-pakistan-ink-300m-agreement/

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Pakistan signed on
Friday the formal agreement that would see the Manila-based lending agency
provide $300 million for financing the Sustainable Energy Sector Reforms
Program.
Pakistan to get $600m ADB loans to bolster FX reserves
The programme envisages supporting Pakistan in improving reliability,
affordability and sustainability of the energy sector to support economic growth.
The ADB, which approved the loan on Thursday, was represented by Country
Director Xiaohang Yang who signed the agreement with Secretary Economic
Affairs Division Tariq Pasha. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar also attended the signing
ceremony.
The programme will back reforms to reduce power losses, encourage
involvement of the private sector in the power sector, and improve transparency
and accountability.
―Our focus is an actionable and credible program that can be supported over
the medium term by ADB,‖ Dar said, adding that ADB is appreciative of the
achievements Pakistan has made so far in overcoming the energy crisis.
Eurobond debt paid off with Chinese loan
Dar assured that there would be no load-shedding after November.
Xiaohang also highlighted the importance of the programme for Pakistan‘s
quest to overcome its energy crisis.
АзБР вкладывает деньги в ирригацию Пакистана
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Asian Development Bank to give $86.4m loan for Pehur canal extension
Dawn, June 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338594/asian-development-bankto-give-864m-loan-for-pehur-canal-extension

ISLAMABAD: The government and the Asian Development Bank signed on
Friday a loan agreement of $86.41 million for extending the Pehur High Level
Canal Project in Swabi and Nowshehra districts which will become part of the
Indus basin irrigation system.
The project will develop a new irrigated area of over 8,727 hectares in Swabi
and Nowshehra districts. These areas currently depend on rainfall for agriculture
water.
The project will increase agriculture production by increasing availability of
water, improving water-use efficiency and farm management capacity in the area.
The ADB Country Director for Pakistan, Xiaohong Yang, and the Secretary
for Economic Affairs Division Tariq Mahmood Pasha signed the agreement with
the secretary of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa‘s irrigation department.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, who was present at the agreement signing
ceremony, said full assistance was being provided to provinces to complete their
ongoing development projects.
The Pehur project is in line with the ADB‘s Country Partnership Strategy and
also included in its Country Operations Business Plan.
―Bolstering water resource management is an important step to increase farm
productivity across Pakistan,‖ said Yang.
―The Pehur Canal Irrigation Project will help support agriculture output and
raise income opportunities of the farming families in the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
province,‖ she said.
The project, formerly known as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Water Resources
Project, will be built on the earlier phase of the Pehur High Level Canal developed
with ADB‘s help by increasing the availability of water to farmers through new
irrigation canals and pipeline over 65 kilometres and improving water-use
efficiency and farm management capacity to secure the province‘s food security
targets.
The project, started in 1993 with the ADB‘s financing, realised the full
agricultural potential of about 40,300 ha by doubling irrigation supplies to about
35,800 ha; reclaimed about 8,000 ha of waterlogged land and developed irrigation
in about 4,310 ha of mainly rain-fed land. The project was successfully completed
in 2003.
АзБР одобрил заем 20 млн. долл. на развитие микро-, малых и средних
предприятий
ADB approves $20m loan for micro, small and medium enterprises
The Express Tribune, May 23rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1416543/adbapproves-20m-loan-micro-small-medium-enterprises/
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KARACHI: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved a $20
million loan to help Khushhali Microfinance Bank Limited (KMBL) expand access
to credit for agriculture-related borrowers and small businesses in Pakistan.
The assistance will help KMBL increase the provision of financial services to
micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises from 5,700 at present to over 30,000
by 2020.
ADB to provide Rs100m loan to acquire land for new ring road
―Agriculture and small business are critical sectors in Pakistan‘s economy that
play a significant role in job creation and poverty reduction,‖ said ADB Private
Sector Financial Institutions Division Director Christine Engstrom. ―ADB‘s
assistance will help support KMBL‘s goal to improve financial inclusion to these
sectors through their extensive expertise and outreach to under-served
populations.‖
Additionally, women are expected to comprise up to 25% of the loan
recipients. Also, a separate technical assistance program will support the
establishment of a training academy as well as investments in KMBL‘s technology
up gradation program.
―ADB‘s support will deepen the market penetration of KMBL into the rural
economy and enhance access to small businesses vital to economic growth and
prosperity,‖ KMBL President Ghalib Nishtar.
―In the past 16 years, KMBL has led the way towards financial inclusion by
offering loans and savings products tailored to the low-income segment of the
market, and empowering women entrepreneurs belonging to the marginalized
communities by creating awareness and providing opportunities of financial access
through its value propositions,‖ he added.
ADB ties $400m loan to merger of two boards
Currently, access to finance in the country is limited, with only 24% of the
adult population having a bank account with a formal financial institution.
Meanwhile, KMBL has a nationwide presence in Pakistan with a network of
144 branches and the largest client base among microfinance banks in the country.
АзБР предоставляет помощь Пакистану в размере 2 млрд. долл.
Pakistan eyes $2.5 billion a year from ADB
The Express Tribune. 4.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1401380/pakistan-eyes-2-5billion-year-adb/

Dar voices hope allocation will be increased, would help 2019 GDP growth
target of 7%
YOKOHAMA: Pakistan is looking at greater financial assistance from the
Asian Development Bank (ADB), said the country‘s finance minister, as it hopes
to achieve 7% economic growth by fiscal year 2018-19.
Annual allocation for Pakistan, under the ADB‘s infrastructural financing
package, is currently $2 billion a year, which Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said was
requested to be enhanced, keeping in view the country‘s increasing needs.
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―I have asked them to reconsider the package, keeping in view the
infrastructure needs of the country,‖ Dar told The Express Tribune on the sidelines
of the ADB Board‘s 50th Annual Meeting in Yokohama, Japan. ―This will
significantly help boost the country‘s gross domestic product and help us achieve
our FY19 target of 7%.‖
The next millennium belongs to Asia: Ishaq Dar
Dar said he had convinced ADB officials to increase Pakistan‘s annual
allotment to $2 billion last year in Frankfurt, and voiced confidence that the
package would be enhanced by another $500 million.
―There have been several productive meetings with ADB President Takehiko
Nakao, and Pakistan‘s annual fund allowance could increase to $2.5 billion.‖
The finance minister revealed that he will be engaging in several meetings for
the next three days and these will mostly be of bilateral and multilateral nature.
―Pakistan‘s association with the ADB has been a fruitful one and it will
continue to bear benefits for the country in light of its big plans for our
infrastructural growth.‖
ADB to provide Pakistan $1.055b for nine projects
Dar also revealed he will be meeting the finance ministers of Maldives,
Indonesia and the Philippines.
―In terms of multilateral meetings the Pakistan team will be sitting down with
representatives from the ADB, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).‖
In a bid to prepare for contingencies, Dar said that the ADB had committed
$1.2 billion to the National Disaster Risk Management Fund, out of which $200
million had already been awarded.
Пакистан отказался от займа АзБР (на сооружение ж/д линии) после
того, как Китай высказал свое недовольство по этому поводу.
Pakistan refuses ADB loan for railway as China becomes sole financier
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, April 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329651/pakistan-refusesadb-loan-for-railway-as-china-becomes-sole-financier

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has refused part financing from the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) for the $8 billion Karachi-Peshawar Railway Line
(ML-1) after China said it wanted to fund the project single-handedly.
―China strongly argued that two-sourced financing would create problems and
the project would suffer,‖ Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal told
a news conference on Thursday.
The minister said he would not comment whether the Ministry of Railways
has resisted the Chinese request for fears of monopoly, but said the entire financing
would now come from China. The project was originally planned to be partly
funded by the Manila-based ADB.
Minister claims Planning Commission saved Rs560bn in four years
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He said the ADB would be accommodated in some other projects, such as
those under the Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation programme.
Under the original plan, the ADB had to provide $3.5bn for the 1,700kilometre-long line considered the backbone of the country‘s logistics connecting
two major ports with the rest of the country for transporting goods and passengers.
The minister said the Chinese government therefore wanted that the project
financing should be kept single-sourced. Pakistan and China are expected to sign a
formal agreement in this regard next month.
Mr Iqbal said the Planning Commission was making efforts to maximise
allocation of funds for the next year‘s development programme as it would be the
final year of the current government. Therefore, the government would like to
complete maximum number of projects during this period so as to support the
growth momentum.
He said it was also important to have larger development portfolio for the
next year because it would trigger activity in the construction industry on which a
number of other growth-oriented industries were dependent because of its potential
to create jobs.
―But we also have to balance ways and means,‖ he said, adding that the
Planning Commission demanded Rs1 trillion for the of next year‘s public sector
development programme (PSDP), but the finance ministry has put a ceiling of
Rs700bn.
He said the finance minister and the prime minister would be requested to
increase development allocations. The minister said the annual plan coordination
committee would meet on May 17 to finalise next year‘s development programme.
And for a formal approval, the Planning Commission has proposed a meeting of
the National Economic Council on May 21 or 22, depending on prime minister‘s
availability.
Mr Iqbal said that since the current government came to power in 2013, the
commission has saved Rs560bn by cutting project costs, transparency and scrutiny.
This included $1.6bn saving in highway projects under the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Rs70bn in Jamshoro Coal Power Project. He said
another $1bn saving has been secured from three liquefied natural gas–based
power projects through competitive bidding by the executing agencies.
He said the increased development portfolio has exposed the capacity of the
various ministries and executing agencies to process a massive workload. Also,
these agencies have formulated their project papers on the basis of feasibility
studies prepared by international consultants.
Mr Iqbal said the government has decided not to include any major project in
the PSDP without completion of technical designs and financial closures. Previous
governments included thousands of projects through ―token allocations‖ without
protecting major ongoing projects, he added.
He said it was observed that 70pc of cost overruns were resulting because of
inadequate financing in the PSDP. For example, the Bolan Medical College was
started by former prime minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto at an estimated cost of Rs7.5
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million, but it was finally completed at a cost of Rs130m due to inadequate
funding.
This also inflates projects‘ cost, delays implementation, and results in
hundreds of white elephants like Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Project, which was
started at cost of Rs80bn but ended up costing more than Rs500bn because the
project‘s design kept changing as the implementation progressed.
He said the government also revived some of the dead projects which had
already consumed a lot of funds. Some of these included Quetta-Gwadar Highway
(N-85) that was under suspension and was revived by the current government and
made a connection under the western route of the CPEC.
Lowari Tunnel, Islamabad International Airport, Katchhi Canal and Chitral
Hydropower Project were some other important projects that became a subject of
neglect, corruption and mismanagement, but they have been revived and would be
completed during the current fiscal year, he said.
Responding to a question, the minister said the current development portfolio
involved 752 projects of Rs7.3tr.
Пакистан получил от АзБР 6.4 млрд. долл. в виде займов, но не смог
использовать 4.6 млрд. долл.
Granted $6.4b in loans, Pakistan fails to utilise $4.6b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
19th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1359294/2016-granted-6-4b-loans-pakistan-fails-utilise-4-6b/

In case of Jamshoro power generation project, the total contract award
amounted to only $22.8 million or 2.5% of the approved loan amount even after
58% of time had elapsed.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has failed to utilise $4.6 billion or almost threefourths of the $6.4 billion in loans the Asian Development Bank (ADB) gave for
various projects, and is paying extra charges on ‗idle money‘.
Usual bureaucratic inefficiencies, startup delays and extremely complex
procedures defined by the ADB for awarding contracts of projects remained some
of the key reasons behind the dismally low disbursements.
As of the end of December 2016, Pakistan could utilise only $1.8 billion or
27% of the total loans, showed official documents of the Manila-based lending
agency.
ADB‘s lending
As there is a time value of money as well, Pakistan is paying 0.15% in
―commitment charges‖ on majority of the undisbursed amount. The $4.63 billion
includes both expensive and concessionary loans.
In 2016, it took almost five months to make a project loan effective after its
approval from the Board – a time that can easily be shortened to a couple of weeks.
However, projects‘ start-up compliance was better than the previous year‘s when it
stood close to seven months.
World Bank indirectly backs harmful projects, says report
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The ADB-financed portfolio is not moving at a swift pace despite the fact that
its Country Director, Werner Liepach, has easy access to Q Block – the seat of the
Finance Ministry – and to Finance Minister Ishaq Dar. In other countries, it is rare
that heads of lending agencies meet with the top political leaderships, according to
officials who have worked in these organisations at the international level.
This week, the ADB and Pakistan completed the review of the country
portfolio for the period of December 2016. By end 2016, the ADB-financed total
active portfolio increased to $6.7 billion including policy loans. The portfolio is
comprised of 37 investment projects and one sector reform programme.
OICCI suggests scrapping super tax in budget proposals
However, the project portfolio review revealed that the chronic issues
affecting the disbursement of loans largely remained unaddressed even in the last
year. This denied or delayed the intended benefits the policymakers conceived
while seeking these foreign loans.
―The Executing Agencies/Implementing Agencies‘ delays in decisionmaking, inherent problems of administering the contracts and performance of
supervisory and management consultants undermine economy and efficiency in
delivery‖, noted the ADB documents.
Due to slow progress, the ADB even cancelled $193.6 million loan amount in
2016. Six projects remained problematic last year.
Problems
The situation was equally worse in the energy sector- supposedly the PML-N
government‘s top priority area. There were 14 active loans worth $2.9 billion in the
energy sector but disbursements stood at only $440 million last year.
At the end of 2016, out of 30 active loan projects, 24 projects were rated as
―on track‖ but the amounts could not be fully disbursed in these projects. The pace
of work on the project could be one genuine reason for less disbursement. But
when one compares the figures of contract awards with the cumulative
disbursements, the bureaucratic inefficiency appears to be the reason behind the
slow financial progress. The cumulative contract awards stood at $2.9 billion by
the end of last year but the disbursements against these awards amounted to $1.8
billion.
ADB stresses ‗full recovery‘ of consumer bills
The ADB said that in 2016 the institutional arrangements of Project
Management Units (PMUs) remained a challenge. The project management unit of
Energy Efficiency Investment Program could not be made functional despite lapse
of seven long years. A PMU at NTDC remained understaffed for almost all of
2016 and resultantly project implementation suffered in the absence of adequate
resources.
The PMUs of CAREC Border Services Project, Water Resources
Development Project could not be fully established by the end of 2016.
In terms of lending modality, the multi-tranche financing facility (MFF)
accounts for 31% of the active loan portfolio. However, except for the MFF in the
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Agriculture sector, more than half of the MFF amount remained uncommitted. A
substantial underutilisation was in the transport and energy sectors.
Since 2011, the energy sector accounted for nearly half of Pakistan‘s active
portfolio, standing at $2.9 billion by end of 2016.
In case of Jamshoro power generation project, the total contact award
amounted to only $22.8 million or 2.5% of the approved loan amount even after
58% of time lapsed. Some of the key reasons for delayed procurement are related
to unavailability of designs, weak procurement capacities of the government
agencies, litigation and delays in PMU establishment, according the ADB.
However, Pakistani authorities blamed the ADB for the delay due to complex
procedures for the award of contracts.
In the eyes of the ADB, lack of effective understanding of ADB‘s
procurement guidelines, general lack of understanding of national and provincial
procurement rules, absence of a fully functional internal approval mechanism and
frequent transfer/posting of key project staff were reasons behind the delays.
Рост экономической помощи Пакистану.
Country debt growth
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312946/country-debt-growth

February

6th,

2017.

Amid an ongoing debate over foreign debt, the government has conceded
receiving loans of $26.124bn and grants of $1.64bn in three years, from Dec 1,
2013 to Nov 30, 2016.
In response to a question from Muhammad Muzammil Qureshi, MNA,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants
amounted to around $27.8bn.
The largest chunk of the loan came in the shape of $6.4bn from the IMF,
followed by $4.5bn bonds from the international capital market. The World Bank‘s
share was $4.4bn, the Islamic Development Bank‘s $2.7bn and the Asian
Development Bank provided $2.43bn. The Chinese government and the China
Development Bank put together $2.9bn.

МЕЖДУНАРОДНЫЕ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ1
АСЕАН – что это такое? Саммит на Филиппинах в ноябре 2017 г.
Президент Филиппин официально открыл саммит АСЕАН
https://news.mail.ru/politics/31616228/?frommail=1. 13.11.2017.
МАНИЛА, 13 ноября. /ТАСС/ В Маниле (Филиппины) в понедельник
официально открылся 31-й саммит Ассоциации государств Юго-
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ВосточнойАзии (АСЕАН), принимающей в эти дни лидеров из 19 государств,
передает коррепондент ТАСС.
Открыл саммит президент Филиппин Родриго Дутерте, который начал
свое выступление с того, что напомнил собравшимся «об освобождении
филиппинскими войсками менее месяца назад города Марави (центр
провинции Южный Ланао — прим. ТАСС) от террористов». Дутерте
поблагодарил членов международного сообщества, оказавших республике
помощь в борьбе с террористической угрозой.
«Я извиняюсь, что задал такой тон в самом начале своего
выступления, — сказал филиппинский лидер. — Я просто хотел
подчеркнуть, что наши встречи в ближайшие два дня и содержательные
дискуссии коснутся важных международных проблем, включая терроризм
и экстремизм, ставшие угрозой для мира и стабильности в нашем регионе».
Гости саммита АСЕАН в Маниле облачились в национальные рубашки
Кроме глав государств, непосредственно входящих в АСЕАН,
на открытии форума также присутствовали другие мировые лидеры, чьи
страны являются партнерами по диалогу «азиатской десятки». В частности,
здесь собрались президент США Дональд Трамп, премьер Госсовета КНР Ли
Кэцян, премьер-министры Японии Синдзо Абэ и Канады Джастин Трюдо,
глава правительства Индии Нарендра Моди, генеральный секретарь ООН
Антониу Гутерриш, а также главы правительств Новой Зеландии
и Австралии Джасинда Ардерн и Малколм Тернбулл. Россию на манильских
встречах представляет премьер-министр Дмитрий Медведев.
Саммиты АСЕАН проходят дважды в году, весной и осенью.
Заключительный, осенний саммит традиционно является не только
внутренним форумом для стран Юго-Восточной Азии, но и местом для более
широких международных дискуссий. В рамках этого мероприятия проходят
Восточноазиатский саммит, а также деловой саммит АСЕАН, объединяющий
в этом году более 800 делегатов из мира бизнеса и политики. Основные
мероприятия саммита АСЕАН и связанные с ним события проходят
в Маниле с 10 ноября и продлятся до 14 ноября включительно.
В повестке саммита АСЕАН значатся вопросы, связанные
с противодействием
экстремизму,
экономической
интеграцией,
строительства региональной инфраструктуры. Одним из ключевых
документов, который будет принят в ходе конференции, как ожидается,
станет соглашение по защите прав трудовых мигрантов. Этот документ
направлен на усиление социальной защиты, доступа к правосудию
и здравоохранению мигрантов из стран Юго-Восточной Азии. АСЕАН
объединяет такие страны как Бруней, Вьетнам, Индонезию, Камбоджу, Лаос,
Малайзию, Мьянму, Сингапур, Таиланд и Филиппины.
Пакистан выступает против расширения Совета безопасности ООН
Pakistan opposes UNSC expansion
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The Nation. November 9, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Nov-2017/pakistan-opposesunsc-expansion

UNITED NATIONS - Pakistan has told the United Nations General
Assembly that lack of political will on part of India, Brazil, Germany and Japan known as G-4 - continued to threaten efforts to reform the Security Council,
warning that the resulting inertia risked jeopardising the 15 member body's
credibility and that of the entire UN system.
"These countries seek a privileged and unequal status for themselves,
anchored in power politics, which is in sharp contradiction to the democratic spirit
of our times," Ambassador Maleeha Lodhi said, referring to the G-4's push for
permanent membership in an expanded Security Council.
In this regard, she reaffirmed Pakistan‘s consistent opposition to the creation
of new permanent seats, as they contravened principles of democracy,
accountability and transparency.
Such a measure would promote the self-serving interests of a few and would
compromise the Council's efficiency and effectiveness, Maleeha Lodhi
added. Meanwhile, she said that Pakistan favoured expansion in the nonpermanent category of membership, based on equitable geographic distribution, as
the natural starting point for any reform of the Council.
The Security Council is currently composed of five permanent members -Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States -- and 10 non-permanent
members that are elected in groups of five to two-year terms. Full-scale
negotiations to restructure the Security Council began in the General Assembly in
February 2009 on five key areas -- the categories of membership, the question of
veto, regional representation, size of an enlarged Security Council, and working
methods of the council and its relationship with the General Assembly.
Despite a general agreement on enlarging the Council, as part of the UN
reform process, member States remain sharply divided over the details.
Maleeha Lodhi, associating herself with the statement made by Uniting for
Consensus (UfC) Group, said that certain delegations had been blaming others for
the slow pace of Council reform when the responsibility for the impasse lay
squarely on them.
While they remained firmly wedded to their own positions, they asked
others to be flexible, she added.
"It is not a lack of will on the part of the many, but a lack of will on the part
of a few, that remains the most persistent stumbling block in the way of achieving
a more representative, transparent, accountable and effective reform of the Security
Council," the Pakistani envoy added. The General Assembly decision 62/557, she
said, provided the overarching framework for intergovernmental negotiations and
agreed parameters for reform.
Unfortunately, she said, there had been a tendency by some to sidestep
consensus through quick fixes and procedural manoeuvres. Such attempts
undermined mutual trust and betrayed a lack of common understanding over the
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fundamentals of the issue, she said. Seeking to introduce a text into this chasm
would only widen differences, Maleeha Lodhi said.
"What is required is not setting artificial deadlines, but instead, to heed the
call for flexibility and readiness and to find common ground," she said. The UfC
has lived this ideal, by calibrating its position to reflect the interests and aspirations
of all member States - small, medium-sized and large, she said. It is time for others
to show the same spirit of compromise and flexibility, she added.
In conclusion, Maleeha Lodhi reaffirmed Pakistan 's commitment towards a
comprehensive reform of the Security Council. Anything less would be a great
disservice to the United Nations and the inspiring vision that it espouses for our
collective humanity, she stated.
20 лет организации «Стамбульский саммит». 9-й саммит в Турции.
Abbasi to land in Turkey today for D-8 Summit
The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct-2017/abbasi-to-landin-turkey-today-for-d-8-summit

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will leave for
Turkey today to attend the D-8 Summit being held tomorrow (October 20).
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif is attending the 17th Council of Ministers
meeting that will precede the summit, said a foreign ministry statement.
This is the ninth summit of eight developing countries that is Bangladesh,
Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Nigeria, Pakistan and Turkey.
Pakistan is the current chair of the D-8.
It assumed chair at the eighth Summit of D-8, held in Islamabad in
November 2012.
Pakistan continued to hold the chair beyond the normal period of two years.
During Islamabad Summit in November 2012 two landmark documents
were signed: the D-8 charter and global vision.
The prime minister will hand over the chairmanship of the D-8 Summit to
Turkey.
The Istanbul Summit is expected to adopt a declaration and a plan of action,
the statement said.
Major areas of cooperation in D-8 Charter are; industry, agriculture and food
security, energy, trade, transportation and tourism.
The Istanbul Summit will inter-alia be an occasion to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the organization.
The prime minister is expected to interact with the leaders of D-8 member
states on the sidelines of the summit.
Пакистан избран в Совет ООН по правам человека
Pakistan elected to UN Human Rights Council, polling 151 votes
The Nation. October 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Oct-2017/pakistanelected-to-un-human-rights-council-polling-151-votes
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UNITED NATIONS - Pakistan Monday won a key election by securing a
seat on the United Nations Human Rights Council when the General Assembly
elected 15 countries to serve on the 47-member body.
―This victory is a ringing endorsement of Pakistan‘s strong commitment to
human rights,‖ an elated Maleeha Lodhi, Pakistan‘s permanent representative to
the United Nations, said in a post-election interview with APP.
―Pakistan‘s entire leadership, parliament and judiciary have all proactively
pushed the human rights agenda,‖ Ambassador Lodhi said.
The election in the 193-member Assembly was by secret ballot, with a
simple majority required. Pakistan polled 151 votes, when 97 were needed.
There were five candidates contesting for four Asia-Pacific seats on the
Council. Apart from Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal and Qatar also won seats on the
Council. Malaysia, with 129 votes, could not get elected.
The contest was only in the Asian-Pacific group. Other groups put up agreed
candidates: (African States): Angola, Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria and
Senegal; (Latin America/Caribbean States): Chile, Mexico and Peru; (Western
European States): Australia and Spain, and (Eastern European States): Slovakia
and Ukraine.
Members of the Council serve for a period of three years and are not eligible
for immediate re-election after serving two consecutive terms.
The Council is an inter-governmental body within the UN system
responsible for strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights around
the globe and for addressing situations of human rights violations and make
recommendations on them.
The Geneva-based Council is mandated to promote and protect human rights
and prevent human rights violations.
This is the fourth time Pakistan has been elected to the 47-member Council
— the first success came in 2006 when the Council was created by the UN General
Assembly.
―Our victory is a manifestation of the international community‘s trust in
Pakistan,‖ Ambassador Lodhi said. ―Pakistan‖, she said, ―is humbled by and
grateful for the overwhelming support received from the world community.‖
―Pakistan‘s election gives the lie to those who claim that Pakistan is
isolated.‖
Asked what will be Pakistan‘s objectives in the Council, Ambassador Lodhi
said: ―We will use our membership to protect our core national interests, uphold
universal values, be a bridge builder between polarised positions and expose
human rights abuses by India in occupied Kashmir.‖
All of the Human Rights Council‘s members are elected by the world body‘s
General Assembly, and it has the ability to discuss all thematic human rights issues
and situations that require its attention throughout the year. It meets at the UN
Office at Geneva.
The Council‘s membership is based on equitable geographical distribution
and seats are distributed as follows: 13 seats for African States, 13 seats for Asia
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Pacific States, 8 seats for Latin American and Caribbean States, 7 seats for
Western European and other States, and 6 seats for Eastern European States.
Речь Аббаси на 72 сессии Генассамблеи ООН (главное)
Pakistan won't be a 'scapegoat' in Afghan war, PM Abbasi tells UN
General Assembly
Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359305/pakistan-wont-be-ascapegoat-in-afghan-war-pm-abbasi-tells-un-general-assembly

Pakistan refuses to be a ―scapegoat‖ for Afghanistan's bloodshed or to fight
wars for others, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi told the United Nations on
Thursday.
Addressing the UN General Assembly, Abbasi did not explicitly criticise US
President Donald Trump's new strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia but made
clear his displeasure with the renewed onus on Pakistan.
―Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global
counterterrorism campaign, it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the
military or political stalemate in Afghanistan,‖ Abbasi said.
―We are not prepared to be anyone's scapegoat,‖ he said.
Full text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN here.
―What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan's
soil. Nor can we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the
suffering of the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries,‖
he said.
Abbasi said that 27,000 Pakistanis have been killed by extremists since the
launch of the US war on terror after the September 11, 2001 attacks.
He called for a priority on eliminating extremists, including from the
militant Islamic State (IS) group and Al Qaeda, in Afghanistan but ultimately a
political solution with the Taliban.
He said that Pakistan had fought the war against terror from its own
resources with economic losses estimated at over US$120 billion.
―Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our National Action Plan
against terrorism and extremism,‖ he reiterated.
US and Afghan officials have long accused Pakistan of playing a double
game and maintaining ties with extremists.
Trump, unveiling a new strategy last month, pledged to take a tougher line
on Pakistan — making public what had long been more private US frustrations.
Trump has sent thousands more US troops into Afghanistan in a bid to
defeat the Taliban, reversing his previous calls to end America's longest-ever war.
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani in his own speech to the United Nations
appealed to Pakistan for dialogue, saying that the neighbours can work together to
eliminate extremism.
Taliban 'safe havens' not in Pakistan
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Prime Minister Abbasi reiterated in his speech that Taliban 'safe havens' are
not located in Pakistan "but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban
in Afghanistan". He said cross-border attacks did occur, but those were mostly
conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists from the "safe havens" across the border.
―To end all cross-border attacks we ask the Afghan government and the
Coalition to support and complement Pakistan's ongoing efforts to strengthen
border controls and monitor all movement across it.‖
The prime minister said the people of two countries had suffered the most
from four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan, blighting
Pakistan with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs and millions of
refugees.
―They have set back our economic development by decades. Even today,
Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees,‖ he said.
Prime Minister Abbasi said, ―No one desires peace in Afghanistan more than
Pakistan‖. However, after 16 years of war in Afghanistan, it was clear that peace
would not be restored by the continuing resort to military force.
―Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the Afghan Taliban, can impose a
military solution on each other.‖
He said Pakistan believed that the urgent goals in Afghanistan should
include concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al
Qaeda and their affiliates, including the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan and Jamaat-ulAhrar, which was recently declared a terrorist organisation by the Security
Council.
He suggested promotion of negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan
Taliban — in the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format
— to evolve a peaceful settlement in Afghanistan.
India's human rights violations in Kashmir 'war crimes'
Abbasi, who took office last month after his predecessor Nawaz Sharif was
disqualified from office by the Supreme Court, used his UN address to renew
Pakistan's condemnation of India's rule in held Kashmir.
Accusing India of ―massive and indiscriminate force‖ in held Kashmir,
Abbasi urged an international investigation and warned of escalation on their
military frontier, the Line of Control.
―Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC,
or acts upon its doctrine of limited war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and
matching response,‖ he said.
He was referring to an Indian strategic doctrine, rarely discussed openly, of a
limited military response on Pakistan that is intended to stop short of triggering a
nuclear reprisal.
Human rights violations by India in India-held Kashmir clearly constitute
war crimes and violate the Geneva Conventions, Abbasi said, adding that India
refuses to implement the UN Security Council resolution on Kashmir that
mandates a UN-supervised plebiscite for the people of Jammu and Kashmir "to
freely decide their destiny".
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"India's deployment of 700,000 troops in IHK to suppress Kashmiri
movement is the most intense foreign military occupation in recent history," he
said, according to a tweet by Foreign Office spokesmanNafees Zakaria.
Abbasi said Pakistan urges the international community to call on India to
halt pellet gun attacks on unarmed Kashmirs, stop "use of rape as instrument of
state policy", end media blackouts, rescind its "draconian emergency laws", and
free all Kashmiri political leaders.
"We ask that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High
Commissioner for Human Rights send an inquiry Commission to occupied
Kashmir."
'Pakistan developed nuclear weapons after India did'
The prime minister said Pakistan, confronted by a "hostile and increasingly
militarised neighbour", had been obliged to maintain the capability for credible
deterrence.
He said Pakistan had developed its nuclear weapons only when those were
introduced in the region by its neighbour.
―Our strategic assets are vital to deter oft-threatened aggression. They are
tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely acknowledged by experts.‖
He said the world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on
a non- discriminatory basis.
'Rohingya ethnic cleansing an affront to humanity'
The prime minister said the renewed East-West tensions might engulf
Europe in another Cold War, while peace and prosperity in Asia was threatened by
emerging big powers' friction and rising tensions in South, East and West Asia.
Abbasi said the Middle East was wrecked by war and violence — in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere. Terrorist violence has intensified across the Middle
East and Africa and other parts of the world, he added.
―There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine,‖ he said and pointed out
that Israel's prolonged occupation and expansion of illegal settlements might lead
to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
He said rising racism and religious hatred is erecting physical walls and
psychological barriers between nations and peoples.
―The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of
humanity but also challenges our collective conscience,‖ he said.
'We seek good relations with all states'
Abbasi in his speech termed climate change a new and existential threat to
mankind's future. He said the multiplying extreme climate events were global and
indiscriminate.
"As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe that it is
in our collective interest to pursue and realise the goals of the Paris Agreement," he
said.
Prime Minister Abbasi shared with the world body that Pakistan's economy
had recorded a "remarkable" turnaround in the past four years. He said the China-
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Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would further contribute to the economic
upsurge.
―Pakistan's integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide
a firm foundation for Pakistan's rapid economic development.‖
With 207 million youthful population, he said, Pakistan is confident that an
economic strategy anchored on rising incomes, consumption and production would
propel it towards greater prosperity.
―To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace
within our country and security around our borders,‖ he said.
―*We seek good relations with all states on the basis of sovereign equality,‖
he remarked.
Полный текст Выступления Аббаси на 72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Complete text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN General Assembly
Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359314/complete-text-of-pmabbasis-speech-at-un-general-assembly
Let me first congratulate Mr. Miroslav Lajcak on his election as the President of the 72nd
session of the General Assembly. I am confident that his long experience in public service and
international relations will be an asset in successfully guiding this august Assembly to address
the imposing challenges of security, development and governance that confront the world today.
Mr. President,
For over 70 years – despite the Cold War, the nuclear arms race and scores of regional
conflicts – our world was able to avoid a global conflagration. This can be ascribed in large
measure to the adherence by most States to the prohibition of the use or threat of use of force
except under the authority of the UN Charter.
Unfortunately, the principles of the UN Charter have been progressively eroded in the
new millennium. In recent years some countries have displayed a growing proclivity to resort to
unilateral force and intervention against other States. Coercion and threats have emerged again
as the main currency in the management of inter-state disputes and differences.
Renewed East-West tensions may engulf Europe in another Cold War. Peace and
prosperity in Asia is threatened by emerging big power friction and rising tensions in South, East
and West Asia.
The Middle East is wracked by war and violence – in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere.
Although Daesh appears to have been weakened in Iraq and Syria, terrorist violence has spread
and intensified across the Middle East and Africa and other parts of the world.
There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine. Israel‘s prolonged occupation and
expansion of illegal settlements may lead to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
The legitimate struggle for self-determination of the people of Jammu and Kashmir
continues to be brutally suppressed by India‘s occupation forces.
Rising racism and religious hatred – manifested in xenophobia and Islamophobia – is
erecting physical walls and psychological barriers between nations and peoples even as our
world becomes increasingly interdependent.
The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of humanity but also
challenges our collective conscience.
While the pillars of world order are being eroded, the imperative of international
cooperation – to address poverty, disease, climate change, nuclear proliferation, terrorism and
forced displacement – is intensifying.
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Today, more than ever, we need the United Nations to provide the parameters, processes
and platforms for global cooperation that is essential to address the wide ranging challenges to
peace, security, and development.
Pakistan welcomes the efforts launched by Secretary General Antonio Guterres to
revitalize the United Nations‘ capabilities in Peace and Security, Development and Management.
We are also committed to reform that transforms the Security Council into a more
representative, democratic and accountable body rather than an expanded club of the powerful
and the privileged.
Mr. President,
Pakistan celebrated the 70th anniversary of its independence last month. This month
marks the 70th anniversary of Pakistan‘s membership of the United Nations.
Pakistan‘s commitment to the principles of the United Nations is evident from the long
record of its constructive role in the initiatives and contributions that have shaped the decisions
and discourse at this world body on decolonization, development, trade, international law,
human rights, refugees, peacekeeping, security, disarmament and the United Nations‘ budget and
management.
Pakistan has consistently been one of the world‘s top troop contributors to UN
peacekeeping. We will remain on the frontlines of peacekeeping and continue to offer
professional and well-trained personnel to the United Nations, despite our own security
challenges.
Mr. President,
Our adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter flows from the declaration
of our Founding Father, Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah who said: ―Our foreign policy is
one of friendliness and goodwill towards all nations of the world‖.
Unfortunately, from day one of its creation, Pakistan has faced unremitting hostility from
its eastern neighbor. India refuses to implement the unanimous resolutions of the UN Security
Council, which mandate a UN supervised plebiscite to enable the people of Jammu and Kashmir
to freely decide their destiny.
Instead India has deployed nearly 700,000 troops in occupied Kashmir to suppress the
legitimate struggle of the Kashmiris to exercise their right to self-determination. This is the most
intense foreign military occupation in recent history.
As in the past, today the Kashmiri people are waging a heroic and popular struggle to rid
themselves of India‘s oppressive rule. They come out in the streets daily to call on India to leave
Kashmir.
India has responded with massive and indiscriminate force to suppress the Kashmiris,
shooting indiscriminately at children, women and youth. Hundreds of innocent Kashmiris have
been killed or injured. Shotgun pellets have blinded and maimed thousands of Kashmiris
including children. These and other brutalities clearly constitute war crimes and violate the
Geneva Conventions.
Pakistan demands an international investigation into India‘s crimes in Kashmir. We ask
that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights send
an inquiry Commission to occupied Kashmir to verify the nature and extent of India‘s human
rights violations, secure the punishment of those responsible and provide justice and relief to the
victims.
Pakistan also urges the international community to call on India to: halt pellet gun attacks
and other violence against unarmed demonstrators; stop the use of rape as an instrument of state
policy; end media blackouts; rescind its draconian emergency laws; and free all Kashmiri
political leaders.
Mr. President,
To divert the world‘s attention from its brutalities; India frequently violates the ceasefire
along the Line of Control in Kashmir. Despite over 600 violations since January this year
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Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC, or acts upon its
doctrine of ―limited‖ war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and matching response.
The international community must act decisively to prevent the situation from a
dangerous escalation.
Mr. President,
The Kashmir dispute should be resolved justly, peacefully and expeditiously. As India is
unwilling to resume the peace process with Pakistan, we call on the Security Council to fulfill its
obligation to secure the implementation of its own resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir.
To this end, the UN Secretary-General should appoint a Special Envoy on Kashmir. His
mandate should flow from the longstanding but unimplemented resolutions of the Security
Council.
Mr. President,
Let me reiterate, Pakistan remains open to resuming a comprehensive dialogue with India
to address all outstanding issues, especially Kashmir and discuss measures to maintain peace and
security. This dialogue must be accompanied by an end to India‘s campaign of subversion and
state sponsored terrorism against Pakistan, including from across our western border.
Mr. President,
Apart from the people of Afghanistan, Pakistan and its people have suffered the most
from four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan. These wars have
blighted our country with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs as well as
an influx of millions of refugees. They have set back our economic development by decades.
Even today, Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees. No one desires peace in
Afghanistan more than Pakistan.
From 16 years of the ongoing war in Afghanistan, it is clear that peace will not be
restored by the continuing resort to military force. Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the
Afghan Taliban, can impose a military solution on each other. The international community – as
expressed in several United Nations resolutions – has concluded that peace can be restored in
Afghanistan only through a negotiated settlement.
Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global counter terrorism
campaign it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the military or political stalemate
in Afghanistan. We are not prepared to be anyone‘s scapegoat. Taliban ―safe havens‖ are located
not in Pakistan but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban in Afghanistan.
Yes, cross border attacks do occur. These are mostly conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists
from ―safe havens‖ across the border. To end all cross border attacks we ask the Afghan
government and the Coalition to support and complement Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts to
strengthen border controls and monitor all movement across it.
What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan‘s soil. Nor can
we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the suffering of the people of
Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries.
Pakistan believes that the urgent and realistic goals in Afghanistan should be: One,
concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al-Qaeda and their affiliates
including the TTP and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, which was recently declared a terrorist organization by
the Security Council.
Two, promote negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan Taliban – in the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format – to evolve a peaceful settlement in
Afghanistan.
These two steps offer the most realistic prospect of restoring peace and stability in
Afghanistan and our region.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism credentials cannot be questioned. After 9/11 it was Pakistani
efforts that enabled the decimation of Al-Qaeda. Pakistan‘s military campaigns have succeeded
in clearing our tribal areas of almost all militant groups.
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We took the war to the terrorists. We have paid a heavy price. Over 27,000 Pakistanis
including 6,500 military and law enforcement personnel have been martyred by terrorists. 50,000
Pakistani nationals have been injured, including 15,000 army personnel, many of whom have
lost their limbs.
Mr. President,
We have fought the war against terror with our own resources. Pakistan‘s economic
losses are estimated at over $120 billion. Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our
National Action Plan against terrorism and extremism. Defeating terrorist violence is vital to
realize our overriding priority of rapid economic and social development.
Mr. President,
Terrorism is now a global phenomenon, which must be addressed comprehensively. We
see two major gaps in the global counter-terrorism strategy. First, the international community
has failed to address the issue of state sponsored terrorism. This is an instrument of choice of the
agents of chaos and aspiring hegemons. In several regions, stability will be difficult to restore
unless State sponsored terrorism is condemned, prohibited and punished.
Second, to eliminate terrorism, its root causes must be addressed. These are not only
poverty and ignorance; terrorism is even more an extreme response to real or perceived political
and other grievances, including foreign intervention, oppression and injustice. Unless such root
causes are addressed, it will be difficult to counter the twisted narrative of terrorist groups.
Mr. President,
Confronted by a hostile and increasingly militarised neighbor, Pakistan has been obliged
to maintain the capability for credible deterrence. My country developed nuclear weapons only
when these were introduced in our region by this neighbor. Our strategic assets are vital to deter
oft-threatened aggression. They are tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely
acknowledged by experts. The world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Mr. President,
Climate change poses a new and existential threat to mankind‘s future. Extreme climate
events are multiplying: Their consequences – flooding in Texas, landslides in Nepal and Sierra
Leone, devastation in the Caribbean and Puerto Rico, disappearing Himalayan glaciers – are
global and indiscriminate. As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe
that it is in our collective interest to pursue and realize the goals of the Paris Agreement and
build a new and greener model for growth and development.
Mr. President,
Growth and development remain the primary objectives of the developing countries. The
United Nations‘ Sustainable Development Goals represent the most ambitious development
agenda in history. The development challenge has become more imposing due to the combined
constraints of climate change, rising protectionism, fraying international cooperation and
proliferation conflicts.
The vision of shared growth – spelt out in Chinese President Xi Jinping‘s Belt and Road
initiative – offers a solid path to prosperity and a model of South-South cooperation worthy of
emulation.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s economy has recorded a remarkable revival in the past four years. The ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will further contribute to our economic upsurge. This will
expand exponentially as the Pakistan-China partnership extends beyond energy and
transportation to many other sectors.
Pakistan‘s integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide a firm
foundation for Pakistan‘s rapid economic development. With a youthful population of 207
million people, we are confident that an economic strategy anchored on rising incomes,
consumption and production will propel Pakistan towards greater prosperity.
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To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace within our
country and security around our borders. We seek good relations with all States on the basis of
sovereign equality. We will respond positively to all offers of friendship and cooperation.
Mr. President,
We are poised at a critical inflection point in history. The world order that has prevented
a global war for over 70 years is under threat. Yet, revolutionary advances in science and
technology, the immense capacity for global investment, production, consumption and trade,
especially in the developing countries, and the availability of structures and mechanisms for
collective action offer an opportunity, unprecedented in human history, to address the diverse
challenges that we face today. It is here, through the United Nations, that the peoples of the
world can seize the opportunities to achieve our shared vision of a more just, peaceful and
prosperous world.
I thank you, Mr. President!

Россия считает, что Декларация БРИКС в Сямэнь приведет к росту
терроризма в регионе – (З. Кабулова индийцы поносят).
Brics declaration to lead to more action against Pak-based terror
groups: Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
12,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/brics-declaration-to-lead-to-more-action-against-pakbased-terror-groups-russia/articleshow/60471111.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Russia worked actively with China to convince it to drop its opposition to
naming Pakistan-based terror groups in BRICS declaration.
 The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough.
NEW DELHI: Russia has hailed the Xiamen Brics declaration and its
naming of Pakistan-based terror groups as a victory for countries concerned about
terrorism in the region.
Despite it being seen as defending Pakistan from pressure exerted on the
latter by the US on the issue, Moscow's position on Islamabad has been quite
nuanced as official sources here confirmed Russia worked actively with Beijing to
convince it to drop its opposition to name-checking Pakistan based Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohamed (JeM).
The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough in Xiaman as Beijing had stalled all such attempts by both
Russia and India during last Brics summit in Goa.
"We see the declaration and the naming of terror groups as an important
breakthrough for countries who share concerns on terrorism in the region and we
expect it to lead to more concrete action against such terrorist organisations," said a
top Russian diplomat here, Sergey Karmalito, to TOI.?
After the naming of Jaish in the Brics declaration, which is an accused in
both Pathankot and Uri terror attacks of 2016, the next logical step for India is to
also get its chief Maulana Masod Azhar proscribed by the UN. China has
continued to block all attempts to include Azhar in the UNSC sanctions list despite
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the fact that the organisation he continues to helm is blacklisted by the same
Security Council.
Indian officials are now hoping that Moscow will be of help to India in
convincing Beijing to give up its opposition to the ban on Azhar too. According to
diplomatic sources, Moscow is of the view that on the limited issue of Azhar,
China may in the near future come round to India's view that a ban on Azhar will
indeed be a positive step in the fight against terrorism.
"Beijing knows it has limited bargaining power with Azhar. NSG (Nuclear
Suppliers Group) and CPEC of course are different issues," said a source who did
not wish to be quoted.
India's foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had earlier this year publicly
appealed to Russia to convince China to support India's NSG membership bid but
Moscow is not hopeful of a breakthrough anytime soon. However, while there are
concerns here about Moscow's attempts to engage Taliban in the Afghanistan
peace process, Russia is also trying to involve India more in that process.
INDIA India to offer more defence aid for Afghanistan
This is evident from the fact, as sources said, from a proposal by Moscow
that President Vladimir Putin's special envoy for Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov visit
India soon. The visit could take place as early as October this year.
Kabulov is not the most popular Russian figure in India with some of his
comments on peace and stability in the region seen here as a sign of Russia's
growing strategic embrace of Islamabad. After President Trump attacked Pakistan
while announcing his new Afghanistan policy, Kabulov responded by saying that
putting pressure on Pakistan would only further destabilise the region.
While Kabulov recently denied allegations by the US that Russia was
supplying military aid to the Taliban, he also said that there was a stalemate in
Kabul's conflict with Taliban and that in this situation it was necessary ``to make
the most active efforts to search for ways to launch the intra-Afghan dialogue."
With the Taliban now controlling almost 45 per cent of Afghan territory, Moscow
believes it is impossible to keep them out of any dialogue for sustainable peace in
the country.
Сямэнь: БРИКС расширяет круг влияния на трѐх континентах
Виктор
Пироженко.
5.09.2017.
«Фонд
стратегической
культуры».
https://www.fondsk.ru/news/2017/09/05/sjamen-briks-rasshirjaet-krug-vlijania-na-trehkontinentah-44600.html

3-5 сентября в городе Сямэнь на юго-востоке Китая прошла 9-я встреча
лидеров БРИКС. В этом году Китай в качестве страны-организатора встречи
лидеров стран БРИКС выдвинул новый формат «БРИКС плюс». На встречу
были приглашены главы Египта, Гвинеи, Мексики, Таджикистана и
Таиланда. В рамках встречи состоялся деловой форум, в котором
участвовали более 1000 топ-менеджеров 630 крупных китайских и
зарубежных компаний. Лидеры стран БРИКС приняли участие в диалоге с
Деловым советом БРИКС и провели между собой двусторонние встречи.
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Международный фон встречи в Сямэне задали тревожные события:
ядерное испытание КНДР, приблизившее ещѐ на шаг военное вмешательство
США
на
Корейском
полуострове,
обострение
индо-китайских
территориальных споров из-за плато Доклам (к счастью, накануне встречи
споры всѐ же закончились примирением). И если индо-китайские
противоречия к чести обеих сторон были преодолены, то действия США, как
и состояние западного мира в целом, остаются источником долгосрочных
вызовов странам БРИКС.
В повестке встречи лидеров БРИКС в Сямэне эти вызовы нашли своѐ
отражение. Темами обсуждения стали ситуация в мировой экономике, в
частности преодоление финансового, торгового и инвестиционного
протекционизма и изоляционизма, улучшение мирового экономического
управления, формирование более широкого круга партнѐров группы БРИКС
на мировой арене, международные и региональные конфликты. В центре
обсуждения участников был поиск решений по интенсификации мировой
торговли и инвестиций в целом в условиях застоя в мировой экономике.
Демонстрацией новых подходов стал расширенный формат проведения
встречи БРИКС+. Председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин объяснил свою
инициативу
необходимостью
сформировать
открытую
и
диверсифицированную сеть партнѐров БРИКС по развитию, которая будет
способствовать укреплению сотрудничества стран БРИКС с развивающимися
странами.
Выступления лидеров БРИКС показали, что партнѐры по «пятѐрке»
чѐтко осознают условия, которые помогут объединению стать центром
нового и справедливого миропорядка: повышение веса совокупного ВВП
«пятѐрки» в мировом ВВП, развитие инновационной экономики, создание
более упорядоченного рынка внутри БРИКС, интенсификация торговоэкономического взаимодействия между участниками группы.
Сямэньская Декларация – совместный итоговый документ встречи –
подтвердила намерение стран БРИКС выработать и внедрить на практике
более
справедливые
правила
международного
экономического
взаимодействия, свободного от излишнего протекционизма и прочих
искусственных барьеров в торговле, наподобие экономических санкций как
инструмента политического давления. Предпосылкой успеха здесь является
то, что, будучи многосторонним и внеидеологичным механизмом
сотрудничества, БРИКС выводит развивающиеся рынки и государства на
видные места в мировом управлении. А это усиливает для других стран
привлекательность партнѐрства с БРИКС.
За последние 10 лет доля в мировом ВВП стран БРИКС выросла с 12%
до 23%, а доля внешней торговли этих стран – с 11% до 16%. Поэтому ядро
нового мирового полюса экономического влияния в виде БРИКС уже
существует, хотя без собственных развитых финансовых инструментов
мирового уровня это объединение полноценным полюсом ещѐ не стало.
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Сейчас такие инструменты создаются, и если эта работа будет успешной,
соотношение сил в мировой экономике изменится.
Одной из тем сямэньской встречи стал вопрос об активизации
деятельности Нового банка развития (НБР) и сопутствующих финансовоэкономических проектов – Фонда технического содействия по подготовке
проектов при НБР, а также пула условных валютных резервов БРИКС. Среди
ближайших задач банка – получение международного кредитного рейтинга и
выпуск ценных бумаг на рынке государств «пятѐрки».
Президент России В. Путин, выступая на встрече, проинформировал,
что по линии банка подготовлен целый ряд крупных инвестиционных
проектов, а три из них скоро будут запущены на территории России. Речь
идѐт о совершенствовании судебной системы, строительстве автодороги под
городом Уфой, а также о модернизации водохозяйственных объектов в
городах бассейна Волги.
Президент России призвал быстрее переходить на кредитование в
национальных валютах БРИКС, создать фонд облигаций БРИКС и
интегрировать рынки капитала государств «пятѐрки». Облигации в
национальных валютах сделают более доступным капитал банка БРИКС, что
важно для финансирования экономического роста стран-участниц и
нейтрализации санкционного давления США.
В то же время повышению роли БРИКС в мире препятствует ряд
внутренних диспропорций. Платѐжеспособный рынок в Китае растѐт
медленнее, чем объѐмы промышленного производства, что по-прежнему
стимулирует КНР поддерживать экономический рост в значительной мере за
счѐт экспорта продукции и зарубежных инвестиций. Поэтому Китай
продвигает на всех площадках (и БРИКС не исключение) в первую очередь
антипротекционистскую и глобалистскую повестку, что видно было и в
Сямэне.
Си Цзиньпин сказал об этом в докладе на встрече БРИКС: «Китайское
правительство продолжит поощрять выход за рубеж отечественных
предприятий и их укоренение в других странах мира», пригласив
одновременно в КНР зарубежные компании. Экономическое положение
России, да и у остальных партнѐров, требует от них большей осторожности в
данном вопросе. Пока же КНР, как пообещал Си Цзиньпин, выделит 500 млн.
юаней (76.61 млн. долларов США) на экономическое и технологическое
сотрудничество между странами БРИКС.
Формат БРИКС+ в целом оправдан в долгосрочном плане, но,
пользуясь своим финансовым превосходством, расширение БРИКС в этом
случае будет происходить за счѐт преимущественно экономических
партнѐров Китая. Здесь также предстоит работа по гармонизации взаимных
интересов всех участников.
Не следует, видимо, переоценивать (пока, во всяком случае) роль
БРИКС как мирового общеполитического фактора, поскольку в «пятѐрке» на
первом плане находятся сугубо экономические вопросы, что Си Цзиньпин
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специально подчеркнул. Здесь осторожность проявляет в первую очередь
Китай.
Далее. Говоря о значении БРИКС, китайские наблюдатели отмечают,
что у КНР нет намерения заместить влияние США и Запада в мировой
экономике. Речь в Китае идѐт о том, что в интересах «мирового процветания»
необходимо позитивное дополнение «к существующему порядку».
В плане стабилизирующего влияния на ход мировых процессов встреча
однозначно подтвердила выход на первый план тандема РФ – КНР. Открытое
согласование в Сямэне общей российско-китайской позиции по
северокорейскому вопросу уже оказывает сдерживающее влияние на США в
их стремлении начать агрессию против КНДР.
В целом партнѐрам по БРИКС предстоит ещѐ очень большая и
кропотливая работа, чтобы, по словам Си Цзиньпина «сделать пирог мировой
экономики больше» и чтобы сама «пятѐрка» могла влиять на формирование
более справедливого мирового экономического порядка. Предпосылки к
этому есть.
Китай вновь заверил Пакистан в своей полной поддержки после
БРИКС в сент. 2017 г.
China reassures Pakistan after BRICS statement on terrorism
Atul Aneja. The Hindu. 9.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/china-reassurespakistan-after-brics-statement-on-terrorism/article19645336.ece?homepage=true

Wang Yi says Islamabad has done its best to counter terror ―with a clear
conscience.‖
After agreeing to list Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) and
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) as international terror groupings during this week‘s BRICS
summit, China on Friday re-assured Pakistan that there was no shift in its policy of
recognising Islamabad‘s role in countering global extremism.
During a press conference with his Pakistani counterpart Khawaja Asif,
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi stressed that Beijing saw Pakistan as a close
ally which was a key part of the solution to defeat international terrorism.
‗Good brother and iron friend‘
Mr. Wang embarked on a post-BRICS balancing act when he praised
Pakistan as Beijing‘s ―good brother and iron friend‖.
―For years, Pakistan has been a victim of terrorism. More importantly,
Pakistan is an important participant in the international cooperation against
terrorism.‖
He added: ―When it comes to the issue of counter-terrorism, Pakistan has
done its best with a clear conscience. In comparison, some countries need to give
Pakistan the full credit that it deserves.‖
‗Friends should not be tested‘
Ahead of his visit, and following the statement at the BRICS summit, Mr.
Asif had told geo-news , in reference to China‘s decision to endorse a ban on the
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JeM and LeT during the BRICS summit that ―friends should not be tested [every
time], particularly in the changed scenario.‖
―Instead, we should impose some restrictions on the activities of elements
like LeT and JeM, so that we can show the global community that we have put our
house in order,‖ he observed
Much of the press conference was devoted to the joint role of Beijing,
Islamabad and Kabul, for ensuring durable peace in Afghanistan.
―China‘s crucial role‖
Mr. Asif said that China had played a crucial role in bringing Pakistan and
Afghanistan together. ―To support that initiative Pakistan has already undertaken
many steps and will pursue those steps for improving relationship with Kabul.‖
The visiting Foreign Minister underscored that Islamabad is working on ―a
substantive and robust engagement with the Kabul… [at the] political level,
security level, military level, intelligence level.‖
Mr. Asif said that he would be meeting his Afghan counterpart on the
sidelines of the upcoming UN General Assembly session in New York.
Escalating engagement with Kabul
The Chinese have escalated their engagement with Kabul, especially after
the collapse of the four-party talks involving the United States, China, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. In June Mr. Wang had visited Kabul and Islamabad to reinforce a
Beijing driven initiative in Afghanistan. During that visit, ―Pakistan and
Afghanistan agreed that they are building up a new mechanism of crisis
management, including information sharing and intelligence cooperation. China
supports these kind of bilateral efforts,‖ said Hu Shisheng, Director of the Institute
of South and Southeast Asian and Oceanian Studies at the China Institutes of
Contemporary International Relations, in a conversation with The Hindu.
At the Friday press conference, the Chinese Foreign Minister said that
Beijing was ―exploring‖ hosting a China-Pakistan-Afghanistan conference later
this year. ―I want to let you know that with the communication between the three
parties, there is initial progress in trilateral cooperation. Before the end of this year
there would be the first China, Pakistan, Afghanistan Foreign Ministers meeting in
China.‖
Mr. Wang said that ―strategic communication, security dialogue and
practical cooperation‖ would be the pillars of the new platform for regional
cooperation.
Referring to the trilateral proposal, Dr. Hu said that, ―The significance is that
with this kind of mechanism, China will do its best to stabilise the bilateral
relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.‖
From China, Mr. Asif will travel to Iran on the second leg of his visit.
БРИКС и Пакистан – террористические группы в Декларации Сямэень.
The wall of BRICS
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IF you hide from reality for long enough, you can land up in a place from
where it is next to impossible to find your way back. Something like that may be
happening to Pakistan, where for more than a quarter century, our state has come
to be virtually held hostage by a reality that we have been denying in almost every
forum around the world. This reality is that within Pakistan, as a matter of official
policy, violent militant groups have been nurtured, trained, supported and nestled
within the general population for use as assets in an underground geopolitical game
that we have tried to play in the region.
This history has been told so often, within and outside Pakistan, and
evidence of the official patronage that these groups and their larger milieu enjoys
has now mounted to such levels, that it has become an act of wilful schizophrenia
to actually deny it now. Where exactly does one even begin to explain this to those
who remain unaware of this fact even today, and resistant to really internalising its
import?
For years, we have found different rationales to either justify or explain this
away. Most recently, when the BRICS countries pointed to three specific groups in
Pakistan and labelled them as terrorist entities, they were only echoing what the
UN Security Council had done more than a decade and a half ago. Still the line
came up that ‗these groups are already proscribed in Pakistan‘, as a rationale or
soft justification for the fact that the groups not only exist, but operate freely and
openly, propagate their literature in society, operate giant administrative
operations, and in some cases, are actually being mainstreamed into society as
bona fide political parties.
What does proscription actually mean in Pakistan when the same members
of the group in question need only start another organisation under a different
name?
What does proscription actually mean in Pakistan when the same members
of the group in question need only start another organisation under a different
name and carry on business as usual? One need only take a close look at what
happened to the case against the Lal Masjid cleric who less than a decade ago had
taken up arms against the state, and triggered a confrontation that actually resulted
in the deaths of scores of military personnel. The case fell apart (take a look
sometime at how this happened), and the cleric in question continues to live and
preach openly in the same mosque. How did this come about if some form of
official support was not available to him?
Another line told us that we need not worry. The countries that are crying
foul over this situation are biased against us, and need to be perceived more as
enemies than allies. Now we have China, we were told, which will stand by us and
has no intention of similarly wagging a finger at us on this point. And with China
we have CPEC, which is our road to future prosperity, something we have believed
for generations now is given by a big brother, not earned through one‘s own smarts
and hard work.
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Well now China has added its voice to the list of those countries pointing out
that the presence of militant groups in Pakistan is a problem. To add meat to the
proposition, they point to a ―comprehensive approach in combating terrorism‖, to
include countering radical ideologies, halting the movement of terrorist fighters as
well as their recruitment, interdicting their finances and much more. This is a
heavy menu, and notice that all of what the BRICS declaration is committing to is
within the framework of the United Nations, and an extension of what other
leading powers in the world have already been saying for many years.
If anybody out there thought that somehow the emergence of China on the
global stage, and its growing stakes in our neighborhood as well as others, along
with its creed to not interfere in the ‗internal affairs‘ of other countries, meant that
finally we would have a free pass to engage our great game fantasies without let or
hindrance, they ought to be in for a rude shock. The person who is still spinning
the words to mean something other than what they say is like that person who has
lived so long with his or her lies that they are unable to find their way back to
reality.
Everything in the declaration shows that the BRICS countries, that include
Russia and China, will not advance an alternative set of norms to those around
which the Euro-American world order is constructed. To combat terror financing,
for example, they seek to work with the UN resolutions and the Financial Action
Task Force that has for years been pointing out the vulnerability of the Pakistan
financial system to being used by designated terrorist groups because the latter
operate with impunity in Pakistan.
Yes there have been huge successes in our own war against terror. Groups
like the TTP have been pushed out of Swat and North and South Waziristan, and
the sacrifices made by Pakistan‘s soldiers in the course of this fighting have been
admirable and deserve commendation. Yes, the security situation has improved
from a decade ago, although much ground remains to be covered.
And yes, let‘s also add that much of the finger-wagging from the West,
particularly America, is in bad faith. America is not losing the war in Afghanistan
because of Pakistan. America is losing the war for the simple reason that no sooner
had the fighting commenced in earnest in Afghanistan, it lost its focus and went
barrelling into Iraq instead. All else is detail.
But there is a reason why Pakistan has had such a difficult time getting the
world to recognise this simple reality: because we have been lying to ourselves and
our allies about the nature of our involvement in this war all along. If Abbottabad
didn‘t establish this, surely the death of Mullah Mansour on Pakistani soil, with
Pakistani credentials in his pocket, did.
БРИКС. Непонимание и неверное толкование
BRICS: Misunderstood and misinterpreted
Malik
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The BRICS Declaration, among a host of issues, mainly focused on
opposition to protectionism, denouncing North Korea‘s latest nuclear test, tougher
measures against terrorist groups and the UN reforms. It is however the naming of
the terrorist outfits in the declaration that is being commented upon in the Pakistani
media and the intellectual circles. There has been too much reading between the
lines and drawing of out-of-context inferences.
A headline in a National English daily said ―BRICS concerned over terror
outfits in Pakistan‖ Some commentators have called the development a failure of
Pakistan‘s foreign policy and some even went to the extent of saying that it was for
the first time Pakistan‘s all weather friend has explicitly called out militant groups
in the country—and tacitly Pakistan as well and the declaration has played into
India‘s narrative against Pakistan.
I have read the paragraphs 47-51 of the declaration that deal with the
phenomenon of terrorism several times and found nothing which could be
construed as an indictment of Pakistan and endorsement of the Indian narrative
against it. In paragraph 47 the declaration condemns the terrorist attacks in
Afghanistan and extends support for peace initiatives that can help to bring peace
in the country; a position very much supported by Pakistan. In the paragraph 48
concern has been expressed on the security situation in the region and violence
caused by Taliban ISIL/DAISH, Al-Qaida and its affiliates including Eastern
Turkistan Islamic Movement, Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, the Haqqani
network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad, TTP and Hizb ut-Tahrir. This is
the paragraph which is actually the subject of all sorts of comments. It does not
talk about safe havens in Pakistan as is being claimed. It talks in general terms
about terrorism in the region and the entities involved in carrying it out. Pakistan
also condemns terrorism in all its manifestations and considers all these
organisations as terrorist outfits. There is no clash of views on their role as terrorist
entities.
Paragraph 49 says: ―We deplore all terrorist attacks worldwide, including
attacks in BRICS countries, and condemn terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations wherever committed and by whomsoever and stress that there can
be no justification whatsoever for any act of terrorism. We reaffirm that those
responsible for committing, organizing, or supporting terrorist acts must be held
accountable. Recalling the primary leading role and responsibility of states in
preventing and countering terrorism, we stress the necessity to develop
international cooperation, in accordance with the principles of international law,
including that of sovereign equality of states and non-interference in their internal
affairs. We reaffirm solidarity and resolve in the fight against terrorism, value the
2nd BRICS Counter-Terrorism Working Group Meeting held in Beijing on 18
May 2017, and agree to strengthen our cooperation.‖ There is a condemnation of
acts of terrorism wherever they occur and whosoever commits them. Recalling the
responsibility of every state to prevent terrorism it calls for holding accountable
those who commit, organise or support terrorist acts. Here again no names have
been named. The declaration talks about terrorism on the global level and
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condemns it out rightly no matter who commits it and wherever it happens. It
surely has a wider meaning than our media and intellectuals are trying to interpret.
It is really strange that in spite of there being no mention of safe havens in the
declaration we keep insisting on it while interpreting it. When the declaration says
it condemns terrorism wherever it occurs it can also be interpreted as pertaining to
terrorist attacks occurring in Pakistan by the same logic. The fact is that the
declaration talks in general terms and has not targeted Pakistan as such.
In my view the declaration has been totally misunderstood and
misinterpreted by certain circles of the media and the intellectual circles as well as
some politicians. The insinuation about China having changed her stance in this
regard is also very misleading.
The most prudent and correct assessment of the declaration has come from
none other than the Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif who talking to a private
Channel dismissed the notion that the declaration was against Pakistan and that it
represented failure of Pakistan‘s foreign policy saying ―I do not get why people are
so surprised over the terrorist names included in the BRICS Declaration. These
organisations are also banned in Pakistan. The BRICS declaration which named
terrorist groups in South Asia region cannot be termed as failure of country‘s
foreign policy.‖ The Minister nevertheless accepted that Pakistan had make some
mistakes in the past as the country should not have participated in the proxy war in
Afghanistan as well as the war on terror. He said, ―We need to erase our false
image. We have no stake but here is a baggage. We need to accept history and
correct ourselves.‖ The Minister probably also emphasised the need for a new
foreign policy in the same context and the changed regional situation.
The envoys moot has also been convened in Islamabad to discuss the
situation in the backdrop of the announcement of US policy on Afghanistan and
South Asia and other regional development in which an exhaustive review of the
existing policy will be made and necessary adjustment required to be effected to
realign it with the emerging realities, will be deliberated upon. It is a timely
initiative. Pakistan does need a review of its past policies and present its real and
changed face to the international community, based on its efforts to fight the
scourge of terrorism and the unparalleled sacrifices and sufferings that it had to
endure.
It is said that the worth of a nation in managing international affairs is
inextricably linked to its internal unity, economic and military strength. All our
efforts must therefore be geared to making Pakistan strong in these areas so that its
voice has a value and is heard on the global level. There is no escape from this
reality.
Страны БРИКС ищут для "пятерки" новых членов
Юрий Паниев. «НГ». 05.09.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-09-05/1_7066_brics.html

Расширение структуры может стать одним из достижений
председательства Китая
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Сегодня в китайском Сямэне завершается 9-й саммит БРИКС
(Бразилия, Россия, Индия, Китай, ЮАР). Глобальная экономика,
международные и региональные конфликты, а также национальная
безопасность – неполный перечень вопросов, которые обсуждают лидеры
«пятерки». Хозяин форума председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин выдвинул
инициативу дальнейшего развития объединения, получившую название
БРИКС+.
Ожидается, что сегодня Си Цзиньпин сделает более конкретные
заявления по поводу того, что Китай понимает под формулой БРИКС+.
Впрочем, китайский лидер уже затронул тему увеличения состава БРИКС в
выступлении на Форуме деловых кругов 3 сентября.
Там он особо подчеркнул, что «значение сотрудничества БРИКС
выходит за рамки пяти государств-участников» и в этой связи необходимо
расширить его и создать «диверсифицированную партнерскую сеть»
развивающихся стран и стран с растущими рынками.
Что касается потенциальных кандидатов для включения в число
участников БРИКС, то китайский подход достаточно очевиден. Он
просматривается по списку пяти приглашенных на саммит стран – Гвинея,
Египет, Мексика, Таджикистан и Таиланд. В китайской прессе нынешний
саммит называют встречей пяти континентов, и по такому же принципу,
возможно, Китай хотел бы осуществить подбор других участников «круга
друзей БРИКС».
По мнению председателя президиума научного совета национального
комитета по исследованию БРИКС Владимира Давыдова, БРИКС+
представляет собой интересную и перспективную идею, способную изменить
традиционные представления о том, как надо выстраивать интеграционные
процессы в ХХI веке. «В настоящее время серьезно меняется статус-кво в
системе международных отношений. Инициатива БРИКС+ дает шанс многим
экономикам мира найти свое место в новой системе, где есть множество
вариантов формирования взаимовыгодных альянсов», – отметил он в беседе с
«НГ».
По словам эксперта, БРИКС становится структурой, которая внушает
определенные надежды на достижение стабильности, имея в виду
внушительный финансово-экономический потенциал Китая. «Думаю, что
БРИКС+ – веление времени. Идея отражает потребности не только самого
БРИКС, которому нужно искать широкие альянсы, но и целого ряда стран,
которые видят в «пятерке» своего рода якорь в бурном море международных
отношений современности», – сказал Давыдов. Он подчеркнул, что в случае
успеха китайская инициатива могла бы стать одним из центральных
направлений работы БРИКС на многие годы вперед.
На вопрос, какие все-таки страны могут пополнить БРИКС, эксперт
ответил: «Разумеется, это прерогатива лидеров объединения сделать
предложение той или иной стране. На предварительных консультациях по
этому вопросу, в которых участвовал и я, многие настаивали на формуле
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«Союз союзов». Имеется в виду, что каждая страна БРИКС является членом
регионального сообщества или группировки. И если лидеры БРИКС
окажутся по тем или причинам не готовыми назвать конкретные страныкандидаты, то нужно действовать в рамках этой формулы».
В свою очередь, представитель Сбербанка в Китае Сергей Цыплаков
обратил внимание «НГ» на еще один момент: если ранее китайская сторона в
контексте БРИКС+ делала акцент на сотрудничество по линии Юг–Юг, то
сейчас Си Цзиньпин наметил еще один азимут – «диалог Юг–Север», что
подразумевает отношения между развивающимися и развитыми
экономиками. «При таком варианте нынешний БРИКС, и в первую очередь
сам Китай, возьмет на себя функции представителя развивающихся экономик
в процессе переговоров с ведущими странами Запада об изменении системы
международных экономических и финансовых организаций, – пояснил он. –
В любом случае думается, что реализация идеи трансформации БРИКС будет
происходить поэтапно, на основе любимого принципа Дэн Сяопина –
переправляться через реку, нащупывая камни».
Не исключено, что реализация концепции начнется с деятельности
Нового банка развития БРИКС. Он нуждается в увеличении капитала и числа
перспективных объектов для инвестиций. Шаги в этом направлении уже
предпринимаются. В частности, банк намерен открыть свой региональный
центр в Африке и изучает возможности привлечения новых членов.
По итогам вчерашнего расширенного заседания лидеры БРИКС
приняли Сямэньскую декларацию из 68 пунктов. В ней говорится, что
БРИКС осуждает «односторонние военные интервенции, экономические
санкции и произвольное использование односторонних принудительных
мер». Кроме того, главы государств подчеркивают важность открытой и
инклюзивной мировой экономики. При этом они договорились о расчетах и
прямых инвестициях в национальных валютах.
Тема продвижения расчетов в национальных валютах в сфере торговли
и инвестиций всегда занимала видное место на саммитах БРИКС. «В
структуре БРИКС действует консультационный механизм руководителей
центральных банков и министерств финансов стран-участниц. Только в этом
году заседания данной рабочей группы проводились дважды, – подчеркнул
Цыплаков. – Но следует отдавать себе отчет в том, что тема с заменой
доллара на национальные валюты сильно политизирована и часто желаемое
выдается за действительное. При нынешних объемах торговли внутри
БРИКС около 350 млрд долл., а также взаимных инвестициях в сумме около
27 млрд говорить о дедолларизации в краткосрочной перспективе всерьез не
приходится. Скорее это некая довольно отдаленная цель».
Среди стран БРИКС наиболее сильными позициями обладает
китайский юань, который с октября 2016 года официально включен в список
мировых резервных валют. Следует учитывать также, что процесс
интернационализации юаня, который шел довольно быстро после мирового
финансового кризиса 2008–2009 годов, в последнее время существенно
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замедлился. В прошлом году наблюдалось сокращение использования юаня в
торговле самого Китая, уменьшился также объем юаневых депозитов за
рубежом. В то же время Китай не отказывается от планов дальнейшей
интернационализации своей национальной валюты, в том числе путем
предоставления кредитов, номинированных в юанях для объектов в основном
инфраструктурного характера. В этом плане, полагает Цыплаков, такого рода
сотрудничество со странами БРИКС вполне отвечает долгосрочным
интересам Пекина.
Декларацию БРИКС (о террористических группах) нельзя недооценить
BRICS declaration
Dawn, September 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355909/brics-declaration

The message is uniform from friend and foe alike: Pakistan‘s tolerance for
externally oriented militant groups is no longer acceptable and a serious national
effort needs to be made if the country is to remain on the right side of international
opinion. The significance of the BRICS declaration that included a condemnation
of violence in Afghanistan and a specific mention of the Afghan Taliban, the
Haqqani network, Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammad should not be
underestimated. The presence of India in the five-nation bloc clearly influenced the
language of the declaration in implicitly pointing towards Pakistan, but China,
Russia, Brazil and South Africa will only have added their voices to the growing
chorus of concern because of genuine considerations of their own. Pakistan must
not make the mistake of dismissing the signal from the world‘s leading emerging
economies. It does not appear to be an aberration and cannot simply be ascribed to
overwrought allegations and concerns of India, Afghanistan and the US.
In truth, while Pakistan has made significant strides in the domestic fight
against militancy, there is a contradiction at the heart of the country‘s efforts to
fight militancy, terrorism and extremism: an unwillingness to acknowledge that
past policies, and an ongoing selective approach to fighting militancy, have
contributed to the problem. Without an honest reckoning with the past, the
reorientation of the state from one that supported jihad under the umbrella of the
Cold War to one that recognises the great cost that it inflicted on Pakistan‘s
economy, society and standing in the global community cannot be complete. And
without recognising that Pakistan‘s record in fighting militancy, terrorism and
extremism at home has been patchy and inadequate, greater success is likely to
prove elusive. The bewildering aspect of the state‘s anti-militancy strategy is that it
continues to pursue perfunctory measures such as banning militant groups without
any real determination to shut down the operations of those groups in various
guises. The only real attempt at drawing up a comprehensive anti-militancy
strategy is the flawed National Action Plan, which has been implemented poorly
and without uniformity.
Certainly, some outside allegations by India, Afghanistan and the US either
seek to place excessive blame on Pakistan or are meant to try and dissuade the
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latter from pursuing its legitimate security interests. It is also the case that the
important gains Pakistan has made in its fight against militancy often go
unacknowledged and unappreciated. But on this there must be clarity: Pakistan‘s
fight against militancy is its own fight for its own long-term peace and prosperity.
Too often external criticism has been used by the state to deflect and deny
legitimate critiques of its anti-militancy policy. The BRICS declaration suggests an
international trend that Pakistan cannot afford to ignore. The domestic fight against
militancy must be made smarter, harder and more purposeful.
Саммит БРИКС.
BRICS leaders meet in shadow of North Korea nuclear test
Dawn. 4.09.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355584/brics-leaders-meet-in-shadowof-north-korea-nuclear-test

From left, Brazil's President Michel Temer, Russian President Vladimir Putin, Chinese President Xi
Jinping, South Africa's President Jacob Zuma and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi pose for a group photo
during the BRICS Summit at the Xiamen International Conference and Exhibition Center in Xiamen, southeastern
China's Fujian Province on Monday.— AP

Chinese President Xi Jinping on Monday opened an annual summit of
BRICS leaders meant to underline Beijing's claim to developing-world leadership,
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but which has been upstaged by North Korea's latest nuclear test. The countries
also expressed concern over several terror groups.
The BRICS — Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa — gathered in
the southeastern Chinese city of Xiamen hoping to counter accusations the
grouping was becoming irrelevant.
The countries, adopting the Xiamen Declaration, agreed to strengthen
cooperation against a range of terror groups.
A statement issued by the participants deplored "all terrorist attacks
worldwide" and condemned terrorism "in all its forms and manifestations wherever
committed and by whomsoever and stress that there can be no justification
whatsoever for any act of terrorism".
"We express concern on the security situation in the region and violence
caused by the Taliban, the Islamic State, Al Qaeda and its affiliates, including the
Haqqani Network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad, Tehreek-i-Taliban
Pakistan and Hizbut Tahrir," it added.
The statement said nations should unite to fight the groups in accordance
with the principles of international law, but emphasised the importance of not
interfering in the sovereign affairs of individual states. Indian official Preeti Saran
confirmed the text of the declaration posted online.
North Korea, however, overshadowed the carefully choreographed display in
Xiamen by announcing on Sunday that it had detonated a powerful hydrogen bomb
that it claims can fit on a long-range missile, dramatically raising the stakes in its
standoff with the world.
The nuclear test was a slap in the face to Beijing, North Korea's longtime
patron, and China's foreign ministry condemned it.
The summit includes Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, and presidents
Vladimir Putin of Russia, Michel Temer of Brazil and South Africa's Jacob Zuma.
Pyongyang's actions marked the second time this year that unpredictable
North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un timed use of his banned weapons programmes
apparently to steal Xi's thunder on the world stage.
In May, Pyongyang conducted a missile test that embarrassed Xi just as he
was hosting a large international summit to showcase his drive to promote global
trade and infrastructure development.
Analysts have said such provocations by North Korea may be aimed at
pressuring China to in turn push Washington to engage directly with Pyongyang.
The nuclear test and H-bomb claim could throw divisions over how to deal
with Pyongyang into sharper relief.
Trump, who has previously threatened to rain ―fire and fury‖ on North
Korea if it made moves that raised the nuclear stakes, denounced the nuclear test as
―very hostile and dangerous‖ and left open the possibility of a military response.
Russia and China, however, have pressed for a diplomatic solution.
Putin condemned the test, North Korea's sixth and most powerful, in a phone
call with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, according to the Kremlin.
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But it said Putin reiterated the crisis ―should be resolved only by political
and diplomatic means‖.
Xi opened the BRICS summit Monday with an address that avoided any
mention of the brewing crisis. It was not clear whether BRICS would issue a joint
statement on the nuclear issue. Both Xi and Putin are due to hold press conferences
on Tuesday in Xiamen.
Family feud
BRICS was already struggling to paper over doubts about its own cohesion
that have spiked as nuclear-armed China and India engaged in a protracted
standoff over a disputed Himalayan region.
They backed off last week — perhaps to avoid ruining the summit — but the
issue remains tense and eyes will be on the interplay between Modi and Xi in
Xiamen.
BRICS nations comprise more than 40 per cent of humanity. The grouping
came together a decade ago to advocate for the developing world's interests.
But policy analysts have increasingly questioned its usefulness, pointing out
that its members have little in common and are too distracted by economic
challenges of their own to achieve much as a group. Xi alluded to these questions
in his speech on Sunday.
―Some people, seeing that emerging markets and developing countries have
experienced growth setbacks, assert that BRICS countries are losing their lustre,‖
he said, admitting the group's members faced various ―headwinds‖.
The diverse group includes Communist-ruled China, authoritarian Russia
and the democracies of India, Brazil and South Africa.
China's economic powerhouse is slowing while India seems on the rise.
Slumping commodity prices have hit hard the economies of exporters
Russia, Brazil and South Africa, while Temer and Zuma face political turmoil at
home.
Many economists view BRICS agreements to date as low-hanging fruit that
take the bloc little closer to its goal of realigning the global economic and
governance system.
Intra-BRICS trade also is heavily tilted in China's favour, fuelling
complaints from fellow members.
Ответ Пакистана на Декларацию БРИКС о терроризме в Южной Азии
(что упомянутые
Афганистане).

в Декларации

террористически

группы

в основном в

Terror outfits scattered in South Asia: Pakistan
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. September 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Sep2017/terror-outfits-scattered-in-south-asia-pakistan

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan on Tuesday said that the terror groups
were scattered in the South Asian region with hideouts mainly in Afghanistan.
Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria - in response to the declaration
issued by the Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa summit in Xiamen –
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said Pakistan was also ―seriously concerned‖ about the ―threat posed by terrorism
and extremism in the South Asian region.‖
―Many terrorist groups based in the region, including in Afghanistan, such as
the TTP [Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan] and its associates like JuA [Jamaatul Ahrar]
have been responsible for extreme acts of violence against Pakistani people,‖ he
said in a statement.
The spokesperson added: ―We are deeply concerned at the presence of
groups such as Daesh, ETIM [East Turkestan Islamic Movement] and IMU
[Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan] in the ungoverned spaces in Afghanistan as
they pose a threat to peace and security in the region.‖
Zakaria said Pakistan also remained concerned at the rise of extremist
ideologies and intolerance in the region encouraging social stratification and
systematic targeting of minorities.
This week, India celebrated as BRICS summit concluded with a declaration
naming some terror networks allegedly operating in Pakistan.
Officials at the foreign ministry said Pakistan was not shocked reading the
BRICS summit‘s statement as Islamabad had already banned those networks for
direct or indirect involvement in terrorism.
The officials said Beijing had assured Pakistan that it would never support
India against Pakistan.
The BRICS nations, condemned terror in a strongly-worded declaration.
India claimed a diplomatic win as the declaration named groups such as Lashkar-eTaiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed and the Haqqani network.
However, there was no mention of Pakistan in the joint statement.
―We strongly condemn terrorist attacks resulting in death of innocent
Afghan nationals. We, in this regard, express concern on the security situation in
the region and violence caused by the Taliban, ISIL/DAISH, Al-Qaeda and its
affiliates including Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement, Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan, the Haqqani network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed, TTP
[Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan] and Hizbut Tahrir,‖ said the declaration issued by the
BRICS countries.
The BRICS declaration added: ―We deplore all terrorist attacks worldwide,
including attacks in BRICS countries, and condemn terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations wherever committed, and by whomsoever and stress that there can
be no justification whatsoever for any act of terrorism. We reaffirm that those
responsible for committing, organising, or supporting terrorist acts must be held
accountable.‖
Officials said the word ―TTP‖ was used in the declaration on the insistence
of China to keep the word ―Pakistan‖ out.
Earlier, China had ruled out any discussions on Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism
efforts at the BRICS summit.
Beijing said it would not be an appropriate topic to be taken up by the group.
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Yesterday, Defence Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan said that Pakistan
rejects the declaration released by the BRICS member countries adding there were
no ―safe havens‖ for terrorists in Pakistan.
Speaking at a meeting of the National Assembly‘s Standing Committee on
Defence, he said 40 per cent of Afghanistan was a safe hideout for militants.
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif will visit the regional countries – beginning
with China – on September 8 to discuss the foreign policy and the future strategy.
The tour of the important regional countries comes after US President
Donald Trump‘s anti-Pakistan speech last month.
Meanwhile, on Tuesday, a three-day conference of selected Pakistani envoys
began here to discuss important foreign policy matters.
The participants discussed the potential strength of the foreign policy and
options available in view of the current geo-political and regional situation.
БРИКС. Террористические группы угрожают региональному миру.
BRICS summit: LeT, JeM ‗threat to regional peace‘
The Express Tribune. 5.09.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1497836/brics-declarationnames-jem-let-ttp-among-groups-regional-concern/

XIAMEN, CHINA: Leaders of the five emerging economic powers have for
the first time named militant groups as a security concern in the South Asia region
while urging the United Nations to develop a ―genuinely broad international
counter-terrorism coalition‖ to combat militancy.
The move came in a declaration passed by heads of state from Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) at a summit in the Chinese city of
Xiamen on Monday.
The group called for an immediate end to violence in Afghanistan.
―We, in this regard, express concern on the security situation in the region
and violence caused by the Taliban, (Islamic State), al Qaeda and its affiliates
including Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM), Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan, the Haqqani network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad, TTP and
Hizb ut-Tahrir,‖ the leaders said in the declaration as they called for the patrons of
these organisations to be held to account.
China-India spat signals last hurrah for BRICS
The declaration noted that states had a primary leading role and
responsibility in preventing and countering terrorism, stressing that there is a
necessity to develop ―international cooperation, in accordance with the principles
of international law, including that of sovereign equality of states and noninterference in their internal affairs.‖
it also noted that establishment of sustainable peace required a
comprehensive, concerted and determined approach, based on mutual trust, mutual
benefit, equity and cooperation, which addresses the causes of conflicts, including
their political, economic and social dimensions.
―We condemn unilateral military interventions, economic sanctions and
arbitrary use of unilateral coercive measures in violation of international law and
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universally recognised norms of international relations. We emphasise that no
country should enhance its security at the expense of the security of others,‖ stated
the declaration.
Pakistani articles ‗cited more than BRICs put together‘, says report
The group also called on the international community to form a broad
coalition to counter terrorism with the UN taking up a central role in this regard.
However, it noted that the world body needs to undergo reforms.
―We … reaffirm the need for a comprehensive reform of the UN, including
its Security Council, with a view to making it more representative, effective and
efficient, and to increase the representation of the developing countries so that it
can adequately respond to global challenges,‖ the declaration read.
‗Nothing new‘
Cold water was poured over the jubilation of Indian media over the inclusion
of some militant groups in the BRICS declaration with former Pakistan High
Commissioner to India Abdul Basit noting that the groups mentioned were already
sanctioned in Pakistan.
―Bizarre! Pakistan has long banned these outfits,‖ noted Basit who had
retired from the hot seat in New Delhi in July.
―We‘re also mentioned in Amritsar Heart of Asia declaration paragraph-14
with Pakistan on board,‖ he added, referring to the December 2016 summit in
India.
―So what‘s new?‖ the former diplomat asked on microblogging site Twitter
on Monday evening.
China tells India to refrain from pointing fingers at Pakistan
The group had named Lashkar-e-Taiba, which India blames for cross-border
attacks including the 2008 assault on its financial capital Mumbai in which 166
people were killed. Pakistan banned the group in 2002.
Jaish-e-Mohammad, which New Delhi blames for a 2001 attack on its
parliament, was banned by Islamabad in 2002.
Islamabad also denies any involvement in attacks in India including in the
disputed region of Kashmir and says it is itself a victim of attacks.
There was no immediate reaction to the statement from the Foreign Office in
Islamabad.
Террористические группировки осуждены в Декларации БРИКС
BRICS name Pakistan-based militant groups as regional concern
The Nation. September 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/04-Sep-2017/brics-namepakistan-based-militant-groups-as-regional-concern

The leaders of the five emerging market BRICS powers have for the first
time named militant groups based in Pakistan as a regional security concern and
called for their patrons to be held to account.
India welcomed the move -- which came at a summit in the Chinese city of
Xiamen -- as an important step forward in the fight against militant attacks, of
which it has been a target.
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Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa make up the BRICS grouping.
China has generally been supportive of its ally Pakistan in the past.
The group called for an immediate end to violence in Afghanistan.
―We, in this regard, express concern on the security situation in the region
and violence caused by the Taliban, (Islamic State)..., Al-Qaeda and its affiliates
including Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement, Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan,
the Haqqani network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad, TTP and Hizb utTahrir,‖ the leaders said in the declaration.
Lashkar-e-Taiba is a militant group based in Pakistan which India blames for
cross-border attacks including the 2008 assault in its financial capital Mumbai in
which 166 people were killed.
Jaish-e-Mohammad, another anti-India group based in Pakistan, was blamed
for a 2001 attack on parliament.
India has long demanded that Pakistan take action against these groups.
Islamabad denies any involvement in attacks in India including in the disputed
region of Kashmir and said it is itself a victim of attacks.
Indian foreign ministry official Preeti Saran told reporters on the sidelines of
the summit that wording in the communiqué was a ―very important development‖
and that there was recognition that the world cannot have double standards when
dealing with militant attacks.
―You cannot have good and bad terrorists, and it is a collective action.
Members of the BRICS countries have themselves been victims of terrorism, and I
would say that what has come of today acknowledges the fact that we must work
collectively in handling this.‖
China is a close ally of Pakistan and has in the past sprung to its defense,
especially when India tried to isolate its arch rival in international fora.
India‘s local media said naming the Pakistan-based groups in the BRICs
resolution was an important win for Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s
administration which at last year‘s summit called Pakistan the mother ship of
terrorism.
There was no immediate comment from Pakistan on the BRICs resolution.
China, though, has repeatedly blocked India‘s attempt to get the head of
Jaish-e-Mohammad added to a UN blacklist of groups linked to al Qaeda.
БРИКС. Китай согласился включить в итоговую Декларацию БРИКС
осуждение действий террористических группировок, укрывающихся в
Пакистане.
Why China agreed to include Pak-based terror groups in BRICS
declaration?
The News. 4.09.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/227741-Why-China-agreed-toinclude-Pak-based-terror-groups-in-BRICS-declaration

BEIJING: China on Monday said that Pakistan-based terrorist outfits like
JeM, LeT and the Haqqani network have been included in the BRICS joint
declaration due to concerns about their violent activities in the region.
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Defending the move to include these terror groups for the first time in the
BRICS joint declaration, foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said BRICS
countries have "shown their concerns to the violent activities raised by these
organisations".
"These organisations are all sanctioned by the UN Security Council and have
a significant impact for Afghanistan issue," Geng told in a written response to a
strong reference in the BRICS countries about these terror groups.
He, however, skirted a response to a question on whether the naming of
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) by the BRICS in which China is a prominent member
marks a change in Beijing's stand of opposing the UN ban against the group's chief
Masood Azhar.
"On the counter terrorism cooperation among the BRICS countries, we are
very satisfied with the achievements made by the BRICS. We have a working
group on terrorism," he said.
Индия на саммите БРИКС – 10 основных позиций
India at BRICS: Top 10 developments
Times of India. Sep 4, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-at-brics-top10-developments/articleshow/60365734.cms
HIGHLIGHTS

On the second day of the BRICS Summit, as the five-nation group jointly
named terror outfits based in Pakistan as a regional security concern and adopted a
resolution to combat them. The move has been welcomed by India as an important
step forward in the fight against terror attacks, of which it has been a target.
Here're the highlights of the day's events and how they're significant for India:
1. In a significant diplomatic win for India, BRICS countries today named
for the first time Pakistan-based terror groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)
and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) for causing violence in the region and said those
supporting terror acts must be held accountable.
2. The summit adopted the 'Xiamen Declaration', which strongly denounces
terror activities carried out by the Taliban, ISIS, al-Qaeda and its affiliates,
prominently the JeM and LeT, and resolves to collectively prevent and counter
terrorism in all its forms.
3. The declaration identifying JeM and LeT as terror outfits augurs well for
India, which has held the Pakistan-based groups responsible for terror attacks here.
It may also signify a slight shift in Beijing's view about terror organisations
operating out of long-time ally Pakistan.
4. It remains to be seen whether this alters China's stand on designating
Jaish's chief Masood Azhar as a global terrorist by the UN, a proposal which it has
consitently stonewalled in the past.
5. In another key development, the Ministry of External Affairs said Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is all set to meet Chinese President Xi Jinping for a
bilateral dialogue on the sidelines of the BRICS summit on Tuesday. This will be
the first meeting between the two leaders since the resolution of the tense stand-off
between Indian and Chinese forces at Doklam.
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According to reports, Modi and Xi are expected to discuss ways to create
confidence building measures, among other matters of mutual interest.
6. The BRICS nations signed four pacts to deepen economic and trade ties,
joint innovation efforts, and strategic cooperation. All these instruments are aimed
at giving a big boost to business and investment within the five-nation grouping.
7. Addressing the plenary session of the BRICS Summit, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi sought a stronger partnership among the 5-nation group to spur
economic growth, regional stability and mutual prosperity.
"In an environment where we seek stability, sustainable development and
prosperity. BRICS leadership will be crucial in driving this transformation...
BRICS countries can deepen partnership for win- win results," he said.
8. PM Modi observed India was rapidly transforming into one of the most
open economies in the world, and highlighted programmes like Digital India, Start
Up India and Make in India that are changing the economic landscape of the
country. In his intervention at the Dialogue with BRICS Business Council, he also
pitched the Goods and Services Tax in a big way, touting it as India's biggest
financial reform.
9. Prime Minister Narendra Modi held talks with Russian President Vladimir
Putinand discussed ways for boosting bilateral trade and investment along with the
security situation in Afghanistan. Meeting on the sidelines of the BRICS summit,
the two leaders also discussed cooperation in the oil and natural gas sector, tourism
and cultural exchanges.
10. PM Modi also met Brazilian President Michel Temer and discussed a
partnership based on a "common global vision". The two had last met at the 2016
BRICS Summit hosted by India in Goa. Bilateral relations between India and
Brazil have acquired the dimension of a strategic partnership in the last decade.
Саммит БРИКС проложит новый курс
Сергей Цыплаков (представитель Сбербанка в Китае, к.э.н.). «НГ». 4.09.2017.
http://www.ng.ru/courier/2017-09-04/9_7065_briks.html

Наполненный ветром и окрашенный в национальные цвета странучастниц парус стал эмблемой девятой встречи лидеров стран БРИКС.
Саммит стартовал 4 сентября в одном из наиболее живописных приморских
городов Юго-Восточного Китая – Сямэне, история и сегодняшний день
которого неразрывно связаны с морем, и морская символика в данном случае
весьма уместна.
Но дело не только в месте проведения саммита. По мысли его хозяев,
нынешняя эмблема должна подчеркивать динамизм и устремленность в
будущее самого объединения БРИКС, которое вступает во второе
десятилетие своей истории. Этот замысел отражен и в девизе встречи:
«Углублять партнерство для еще более светлого будущего». Основной
вопрос – какой курс выберет корабль под парусом БРИКС.
10 лет назад, когда БРИКС только создавался, объединение
задумывалось как клуб стран с быстро растущими рынками, которые во
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многом будут определять тенденции развития мировой экономики. На фоне
ожиданий быстрых перемен в архитектуре международной финансовоэкономической системы, появления в ней новых центров силы казалось, что
объединение столь разных по структуре экономики стран, как Бразилия,
Россия, Индия, Китай и ЮАР, не лишено логики. Через 10 лет многое
изменилось: перемены идут медленнее, чем ожидалось, а сама группа БРИКС
стала еще более неоднородной.
Драйверами мирового экономического роста по-прежнему остаются
Индия, вышедшая начиная с 2015 года в мировые лидеры по темпам
прироста ВВП, и Китай, который по-прежнему находится на верхних
строчках мирового рейтинга. А вот экономики России, Бразилии и ЮАР явно
отстают. Кризис последних лет больно ударил по ним, и только сейчас они
понемногу начинают оправляться от его последствий.
Основной движущей силой сотрудничества внутри БРИКС и
экономическим тяжеловесом объединения, бесспорно, является Китай. В
2016 году в суммарном ВВП членов БРИКС на него приходилось почти 2/3.
Доля следовавшей за ним Индии составляла только 13%. Это объективно
дает Китаю возможность оказывать определяющее влияние на формирование
экономической повестки деятельности БРИКС.
Китай занимает ведущие позиции в торговой сфере. Его удельный вес в
совокупной внешней торговле стран БРИКС составляет почти 70%. В 2016
году он занимал первое место во внешней торговле России, ЮАР и Бразилии,
четвертое – во внешней торговле Индии, будучи при этом лидером по объему
поставок на индийский рынок.
Место стран БРИКС во внешней торговле Китая значительно скромнее.
Удельный вес партнеров по объединению в экспорте и импорте Китая в
прошлом году составлял соответственно 6,2% и 7%. В результате Индия,
Россия и Бразилия заняли только 13–15-е места в списке основных торговых
партнеров Китая, а ЮАР была еще ниже.
Динамика торговли между странами БРИКС в последние годы была
отрицательной. На нее повлияли, с одной стороны снижение цен на сырьевые
и промышленные товары, что больно ударило по поставкам из этих стран в
КНР, а с другой – резкие колебания валютных курсов, что ослабило спрос на
китайские товары. В результате внешнеторговые показатели в 2016 году в
стоимостном выражении оказались ниже уровней 2011 года. В нынешнем
году положение стало постепенно изменяться к лучшему, но процесс этот
идет медленно и неуверенно. Он тормозится усиливающимся
протекционизмом, участившимися случаями применения мер защиты рынка.
Постоянно звучащие на встречах БРИКС призывы к «сближению рынков» и
«устранению барьеров» пока остаются лишь благими пожеланиями.
Сферу инвестиционного взаимодействия без преувеличения можно
назвать китайской вотчиной. Почти весь инвестиционный поток внутри
БРИКС обеспечивается Китаем. В 2016 году объем прямых зарубежных
инвестиций всех стран БРИКС составил примерно 197 млрд долл., из
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которых 170 млрд, или 86%, приходилось на инвестиции из Китая. Впрочем,
на инвестиции внутри БРИКС идет только 6% от общего инвестиционного
потока.
Самая большая часть китайских инвестиций достается Бразилии. В
прошлом году объем китайских инвестиций туда увеличился на 13% и достиг
8,4 млрд долл.
По сделкам в форме слияний и поглощений Китай впервые опередил на
бразильском рынке США. Объем накопленных китайских инвестиций в
бразильской экономике подошел к отметке в 40 млрд долл. В нынешнем
году, несмотря на общее снижение динамики инвестиций КНР за рубеж,
поток китайских капиталовложений в Бразилию не иссякает и за первое
полугодие достиг 6 млрд долл.
ЮАР продолжает оставаться главным получателем китайских
инвестиций в Африке. На конец прошлого года их накопленный объем
оценивался в 13 млрд долл. Динамика инвестиций из Китая в Индию за
последние два года резко возросла. В 2016 году в годовом исчислении их
объемы увеличились в шесть раз. Индия стала магнитом, притягивающим
ведущие высокотехнологичные компании. Однако в абсолютных цифрах
инвестиционный поток невелик. В прошлом году он был чуть больше 1 млрд
долл., а объем накопленных инвестиций составлял 2,3 млрд. Перспективы
китайско-индийского взаимодействия во многом будут определяться
состоянием политических отношений, а они, мягко говоря, неясны.
В то же время, как показала практика инвестиционного сотрудничества
Китая и России, наличие отличных политических отношений отнюдь не
гарантирует большого притока капиталов. В 2014–2016 годах объемы
китайских инвестиций в Россию сокращались. Китайские эксперты
увязывают это с высоким уровнем рисков инвестиций в Россию.
Рассчитывать на поворот к лучшему можно будет только по мере улучшения
состояния российской экономики. Пока же объем накопленных китайских
инвестиций в нее оценивался на начало текущего года приблизительно в 14
млрд долл.
Практическим результатом сотрудничества членов БРИКС в
финансово-банковской сфере стало создание в 2015 году Нового банка
развития БРИКС с головным офисом в Шанхае. Масштабы деятельности
банка пока довольно скромные. В прошлом году он утвердил первую партию
из семи кредитов на общую сумму, эквивалентную 1,5 млрд долл., часть из
которых была номинирована в юанях. Эти средства предназначаются для
реализации проектов в области зеленой энергетики. Среди намеченных
объектов финансирования есть и российский проект по строительству миниГЭС в Карелии.
Руководство банка намерено продолжить расширение кредитного
портфеля и выдать новую партию из 10–15 кредитов на общую сумму 2,5–3
млрд долл. В перспективе банк предполагает расширить географию своей
деятельности, открыть центр в Африке, укреплять взаимодействие с другими
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региональными институтами, проработать возможности привлечения к
членству в нем новых стран, не входящих в БРИКС.
Стремясь придать БРИКС второе дыхание, Китай выдвинул
инициативу дальнейшего развития объединения, получившую название
«БРИКС+». Китайские эксперты называют ее инновационной. Эти
утверждения не лишены оснований. Инициатива БРИКС+, во всяком случае,
внешне имеет немало схожего с так называемой бизнес-моделью Agile,
которая все чаще берется на вооружение многими крупными китайскими
компаниями.
Предлагается превратить БРИКС в своего рода платформу, участники
которой будут не только развивать сотрудничество между собой, но и
выстраивать вокруг нее взаимодействие с другими крупными
развивающимися странами, а также региональными международными
организациями, из которых должен сформироваться расширенный «круг
друзей БРИКС».
Руководство КНР активно взялось за продвижение этой идеи. Китай
явно становится державой с глобальными амбициями, и с учетом его
удельного веса в БРИКС такой вариант трансформации объединения,
конечно, отвечал бы его долгосрочным интересам, тем более что он всегда
позиционировал себя как развивающаяся страна. Не совсем понятно, правда,
как отнесутся к инициативе БРИКС+ остальные участники объединения и
способны ли они предложить альтернативы, либо с оговорками двинутся в
указанном Пекином направлении.
Многое будет зависеть от позиции Индии. Отношения между двумя
азиатскими гигантами далеко не идеальны. И дело тут даже не столько в
инцидентах на границе, сколько в более глубоком расхождении интересов и
обострении политического и экономического соперничества, что ведет к
утрате стратегического доверия. Этому есть немало подтверждений, из
которых наиболее неприятными для Китая стали демонстративный отказ
Индии от участия в организованном Китаем форуме «Один пояс, один путь»,
а также ее наметившееся сближение с США.
БРИКС. В Сямэне открылся саммит лидеров стран БРИКС
https://news.mail.ru/politics/30886006/?frommail=1. 4.09.2017.

СЯМЭНЬ, 4 сен — РИА Новости, Анна Раткогло. Открытие саммита
стран БРИКС (Россия, Китай, Бразилия, Индия и Южно-Африканская
Республика) состоялось в южнокитайском прибрежном городе Сямэнь в
понедельник.
Лидеры пяти стран прибыли в Сямэньский международный конференццентроколо 10.00 по местному времени (5.00 мск), где их встретил
председатель КНР Си Цзиньпин. После этого главы пяти странучастниц объединения, взявшись за руки, сделали традиционное групповое
фото на фоне государственных флагов.
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Путин призвал «не поддаваться эмоциям» в связи с ядерным
испытанием КНДР
После этого главы пяти государств направились на заседание в узком
составе, в ходе которого они обсудят ситуацию в мировой экономике,
глобальное экономическое управление, международные и региональные
конфликты, а также национальную безопасность и развитие.
Китай, председательствующий в БРИКС в этом году, обозначил целями
саммита усиление взаимовыгодного и всеобъемлющего партнерства
ради поддержания мира и стабильности, продвижение всеобщего развития
и улучшение системы глобального управления.
В понедельник также пройдет заседание в расширенном составе
в формате «1+20», участники выскажутся по практическому взаимодействию
в целях общего развития, гуманитарным и культурным обменам, а также
по вопросам развития механизмов сотрудничества БРИКС.
По итогам заседаний планируется принятие совместной Сямэньской
декларации. Саммит продлится 4—5 сентября.
ООН приняла Резолюцию Пакистана по наркотрафику
UN adopts Pakistan-sponsored resolution on drug trafficking
Daily Times. 19/03/2017 http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/19-Mar-17/un-adopts-pakistansponsored-resolution-on-drug-trafficking

VIENNA: The 53-member United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs
(CND) has unanimously adopted a Pakistan-sponsored resolution calling for
curbing drug trafficking and related crimes.
The resolution was adopted on the occasion of 60th anniversary session of
CND, and its theme was "Strengthening international cooperation to assist the
states most affected by the illicit transit of drugs, especially developing countries,
based on the principle of common and shared responsibility".
The resolution was co-sponsored by several countries including Algeria,
Argentina, China, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Serbia, Tajikistan,
Turkey and United States. The resolution calls on the international community to
enhance capacity-building assistance to such states including in the areas of
countering illicit drug trafficking, drug law enforcement, criminal justice, border
management, cross-border cooperation and countering illicit proceeds of drugrelated crime. The resolution also provides for strengthening international l support
to the most affected transit States in addressing the increasing use of narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances at domestic level. In this regard, the resolution puts
emphasis on reinforcing drug use prevention programmes and expanding treatment
and rehabilitation facilities, particularly for women and children. The Viennabased UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs is the leading policy making entity on
drug-related issues within the United Nations system. In 2015, Pakistan was reelected as a member of the Commission for a four-year term from 2016-19.
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ПОСТУПЛЕНИЯ ОТ ПАКИСТАНЦЕВ ИЗ-ЗА РУБЕЖА1
Некоторый рост поступлений от пакистанцев из-за рубежа за 5 месяцев
2017/18 г. (в сравнении…).
Remittances decline 2.57% to $1.57b in November
The
Express
Tribune,
December
12th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581861/2-remittances-decline-2-57-1-57b-november/
KARACHI: Pakistan received remittances amounting to $1.576 billion in
November 2017, which is 2.57% lower compared with $1.618 billion the country
received in the same month of the previous year, according to data released by the
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Monday.
Overall, overseas Pakistani workers remitted $8.021 billion in the first five
months (July to November) of fiscal year 2018, up 1.28% compared with $7.919
billion received during the same period of the preceding year.
Remittance: Even our saving grace is now letting us down
Remittances play a major role in stabilising Pakistan‘s external sector, as
they make up almost half the import bill and cover the deficit in the trade of goods
account. Nevertheless, in recent times, they have come under pressure due to a
global economic slowdown on the back of low crude oil prices. In November 2017,
Pakistan received $213 million in remittances from the UK, which is 10% higher
than $193 million that the country received in the same month of the previous year.
Similarly, the increase was also noted in remittances coming from the US as
the country received $204 million from the US in November 2017, up 5%
compared with $194 million in the same month last year.
Overseas Pakistanis living in the European Union (EU) sent back $49
million in November 2017, up 32% compared with $37 million in the same month
of last year.
Saudi Arabia and the UAE left behind
Remittances from Saudi Arabia and the UAE – the two most important
sources of remittances for Pakistan in the Gulf – are continuously declining.
Documentary to raise awareness of illegal remittance channels
Remittances from Gulf countries, which have historically accounted for the
largest share annually, dropped drastically due to a sharp fall in crude oil prices
that hurt the region‘s economies. Pakistan received remittances of $409.5 million
from Saudi Arabia in November 2017, down 12% compared with $465 million in
the same month of 2016.
Similarly, the country received $353 million from the UAE, down 2.75%
compared with $363 million from the same month of the last year.
Remittances coming from the GCC (other than the UAE and Saudi Arabia)
countries remained almost flat. Pakistan received $192 million from the GCC
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countries in November 2017 compared with $193 million in the same month last
year.
Кризис в арабских странах негативно влияет на пакистанские
поступления оттуда
Gulf crisis casts a pall on remittances
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371701/gulf-crisis-casts-a-pall-on-remittances

THE number of Pakistani workers going to the six-nation Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) is on the decline, fuelling fears of a consequent fall in remittances
from there, particularly at a time when the entire region in general and Saudi
Arabia in particular is undergoing dramatic political and economic changes.
Pakistan‘s remittances from the GCC — a regional union comprising
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
— started growing rapidly from 2002, partly owing to post-9/11 developments and
increased manpower export to that region.
But from 2014, our manpower export to the UAE, the largest market of the
Pakistani workforce, has been on the wane. And from 2015, the same has been the
case with Saudi Arabia, the second largest market.
Besides, as Saudi Arabia is now reshaping with its fiscal policies and
expanding non-oil economy and as the UAE is fast emerging as a global business
centre, the dynamics of manpower exports are also changing.
Though Pakistan has not yet experienced any major setback in remittances‘
flow from these two countries, some signs of weakening are quite visible now.
As Saudi Arabia, UAE and other GCC nations are reshaping their
economies, future inflows would depend on the quality of our manpower export
If we look at annual remittances from Saudi Arabia, no big change has
occurred in the past five years despite the fact that our manpower export to that
country has seen a declining trend after 2015.
A major reason is that remittances coming from the more than two million
Pakistanis already working in the kingdom and fluctuations in manpower export
for one or two years cannot majorly disturb remittances.
However, 2017 is unique because during the first nine months of this year
our manpower export to Saudi plunged to less than 25 per cent of what it was in
2016. Such a big decline is bound to affect the inflows from there.
The monthly average of remittances from Saudi Arabia fell to $443m in
January-October this year from $484m a year ago. The impact of an even larger
decline this year would reflect accordingly in next year‘s remittances.
The 2018 remittances from the kingdom may also reflect a fuller impact of
the July 2017 levy under which a tax of 100 riyals (Rs2,800) per month was
imposed on each unemployed family member of foreigners living in the kingdom.
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Many Pakistanis unable to afford this tax have started coming back home,
and those who would prefer living there would obviously not be able to send as
much foreign exchange as they did before the levy.
Pakistan has sought concession in this tax for its citizens living in Saudi
Arabia, but it is difficult to predict whether the Saudi government can grant it.

Moreover, the kingdom‘s recent decision to allow its women to drive might
also affect Pakistani workers, a large number of whom are drivers, thus affecting
the flow of remittances to Pakistan.
In the nine months through September, our manpower exports to the UAE
also fell but less steeply than in the case of Saudi Arabia. Besides, many Pakistanis
who go to the UAE for jobs find opportunities of doing their own part-time
business far easily than in Saudi Arabia.
That is why remittances from the UAE declined just 2pc in the last calendar
year. And in January-October this year, average monthly remittances from there
improved to $396m compared to about $361m a year earlier.
However, remittances from the UAE may also start falling if the government
gets more serious in tracking down an estimated $8 billion investment from
resident Pakistanis in the emirates‘ real estate market.
―One reason why UAE‘s remittances may not falter too much despite falling
manpower export is that part of the inflows are proceeds of the transactions made
in Pakistanis‘ real estate investment in Dubai,‖ officials of exchange companies
say.
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Another thing that may offset a declining trend in remittances from the UAE
is that many Pakistanis previously settled and employed in the United States,
Britain or Canada have shifted to the UAE.
Cumulative remittances from the remaining GCC nations — Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar and Oman — kept growing for a long time, but fell marginally to
$2.325bn in 2016-17 from $2.423bn in the preceding year. A similar trend
remained in sight in the July-October period this year, a look at recently released
data reveals.
Our cumulative manpower export to these countries fell to 53,032 in
January-September this year from 63,787 in the entire 2016 and 69,722 in 2015.
The lifting of the ban in 2016 on manpower exports to Kuwait has yet to
make any significant impact, despite tall claims of the government.

Declining manpower exports combined with fewer opportunities of work for
overseas Pakistanis living in these countries, each one focusing on promoting jobs
for local population or on revisiting policies of foreign workers‘ hiring at a time of
low oil prices, may keep inflows to Pakistan lower, bankers say.
One important determinant of the volumes of remittances from the GCC
region, or from anywhere else for that matter, is the quality of our manpower
exports. Our record is poor on this count. In January-September this year, fewer
than 1,800 professionals (engineers, doctors, nurses, teachers, accountants and
managers) went abroad for jobs compared to 45,484 drivers and 155,556 labourers.
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As Saudi Arabia, UAE and other GCC nations are reshaping their
economies, much would depend on the quality of our manpower exports there in
determining future remittances.
Поступления от пакистанцев из-за рубежа небольшие
Remittances see small annual rise
Shahid
Iqbal.
Dawn,
October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362976/remittances-see-small-annual-rise

11th,

2017.

KARACHI: Remittances increased one per cent to $4.79 billion in JulySeptember on a year-on-year basis, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported on
Tuesday.
However, inflows amounted to $1.29bn in September, down 33.8pc from
August.
The nominal growth recorded in the first quarter of 2017-18 is in sharp
contrast with an increase of 13pc registered in July-August.
Remittances from the Arab countries, which are the largest source of
remittances, showed no positive sign.
The monthly decline in September was most notable in inflows from Saudi
Arabia, which is still the largest source of remittances for Pakistan. Inflows from
the kingdom declined 7.2pc year-on-year to $1.23bn in the first quarter.
Remittances from the same country registered a decline of 8.1pc in 2016-17.
Inflows in September decreased 34pc on a monthly basis
In September, inflows from the kingdom fell 39pc to $308m from the
preceding month.
Although remittances from the United Arab Emirates in the first quarter
showed an annual improvement of 0.2pc to a little over $1bn, inflows in September
fell 31pc on a month-on-month basis.
The highest increase was noted in remittances from the United Kingdom.
They increased 17pc in the first quarter on a year-on-year basis to $642m.
However, remittances from the kingdom in September fell to $194m from
$249m in August.
Another important source of remittances is the United States from where
inflows went up 2pc to $625m in the first quarter. But inflows fell in September to
$171m from $260m in August.
First-quarter figures are not discouraging for the government, but the overall
trend in September should worry economic managers.
The external sector is already in bad shape due to the erosion of foreign
exchange reserves and a growing current account deficit.
Pakistan largely failed to export manpower to the Arab region during the last
year or so apparently because of the poor economic conditions in the Gulf
countries. In addition, Arab governments are also sending back foreign nationals to
save jobs for their local population.
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Роль мусульманских государств в формировании
пакистанцев из-за рубежа
Remittances: heavy reliance on GCC nations is imprudent

поступлений

Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 21st, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1352855/remittances-heavy-reliance-on-gcc-nations-is-imprudent

The remittances‘ market is undergoing a transformation as politico-economic
conditions of host countries continue to change.
Reliance on GCC nations (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and
Bahrain) for attracting the bulk of remittances is not misplaced given the size and
quality of Pakistani workforce employed there.

Combined inflow of remittances from these six countries stood at $12.1bn, or
about 63pc of the total $19.3 billion.
But to keep relying on GCC nations without being mindful of changing
ground realities is imprudent.
Saudi Arabia, from where we get 28pc of total remittances, is transforming,
both politically and economically.
The UAE, responsible for 22pc of total remittances, is welcoming more
labour from India, not solely due to economic reasons but also to deepen its
relationship with New Delhi, analysts say.
The recent involvement of Pakistan in Qatar‘s rift with the rest of the GCC
nations has backfired politically.
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Besides, in all GCC countries the ongoing drive for diversification of
economies to reduce dependence on oil and localisation of jobs has changed the
dynamics of the expatriate labour market. The UAE, in fact, has already emerged
as a nation focused on technology and innovation-driven economy.
―We, therefore, cannot and should not count on the GCC region for continued
growth in our remittances if fresh export of the workforce is not according to their
specific requirement and if Pakistan does not remain as much a favourite as it
should be in the changing regional political environment,‖ says a senior central
banker.
In late April this year, Saudi Arabia‘s Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
and General Authority of Transport signed a MoU in late April this year to localise
200,000 jobs in the car rental and transport sector.
This, according to promoters of overseas jobs in Saudi Arabia, is a serious
blow to Pakistani labour employed there in the transport sector and one big reason
for a recent decline in export of Pakistani labour to the kingdom.
From July, Saudi Arabia has also imposed a tax of 100 riyals per month on
every non-earning member of expatriates living in the kingdom. Whereas the
government claims it is trying to get this tax relaxed for Pakistanis, so far nothing
concrete has emerged.
In fact, some Pakistani families with one earning member and several others
non-earning have already returned home and it is feared that this trend might
continue.
The number of Pakistanis going to the Kingdom for jobs has already gone
down for a host of economic and political reasons and it is feared that the levy of
the said tax could only serve as another impediment to labour export.
Manpower export to Saudi Arabia between Jan-June this year fell to about
13,000 workers per month from well over 38,000 per month in 2016, an analysis of
data released by Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment reveals.
This means in the long run our remittances from Saudi Arabia may start
falling quite rapidly unless we are able to export to the kingdom high-quality
workforce that can find jobs in those sectors of the Saudi economy like ICT,
management, finance, marketing and development of allied industries.
Following the Saudis, the UAE is also fast localising jobs and in its bid to
become a knowledge-based economy now requires expatriate manpower of
superior quality. Can Pakistan count on it for a large chunk of its total remittances
is anybody‘s guess?
―And don‘t forget that Pakistanis based in the UAE often have more
opportunities for investment in the real estate and financial markets than in
Pakistan,‖ points out the head of a forex company.
―Besides, our effort to curb the menace of illegal transfer of funds (through
hundi or hawala), mostly originating in the UAE, has so far met with partial
success.‖
As for four other GCC nations i.e. Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Bahrain (from
where we get 12pc of our total remittances), we can work to ensure sustained
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growth in remittances, more so because Kuwait has recently lifted its years‘ long
ban on import of manpower from Pakistan.
―But in these countries, too, jobs for expatriates are becoming quite
competitive with Indian and Bangladeshi workers offering their services at
extremely cheap rates.‖
Combined flow of remittances from the US and the UK equals to that from
Saudi Arabia, or one fourth of our total. The US, under president Trump, is all set
to provide more jobs to locals than expatriates. Besides, since 9/11, 2001 not many
Pakistanis have been going to the US for jobs and remittances from there comes
mostly from those settled there.
They send some money back home in Pakistan to support their extended
families or to make investment in the real estate and other sectors.
Although export of Pakistani manpower continued to the UK even after 9/11,
though with frequent disruptions, the troubles in the UK economy, particularly
after Brexit, and the country‘s policy to keep unemployment rates in check do not
leave much room for optimism for us to continue exporting manpower there in a
big way, analysts warn.
We should not hope for any immediate rise in remittances from these two
countries at least in the near future, overseas job promoters in Pakistan agree.
Поступления от пакистанцев из-за рубежа в 2013-2017 гг.
Remittances FY17
BR. Jul 12th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/12/358688/remittances-fy17/

And so it happened. Annual remittances to the country for FY17 took a first
plunge in 13 years. The yearly figure for these foreign inflows stood at $19.3
billion, down by 3.08 percent year-on-year. Last year, the expatriates remitted
$19.9 billion, a growth of 6.38 percent (in FY16).
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This column has been revising its projections for remittance for FY17 based
on seasonality as well as the monthly fundamentals; the latest in May 2017, it
estimated full-year number to be $19.5 to $19.7 billion given that this year‘s
Ramadan inflow still had to come. However, June 2017 numbers have been low
out of the blue. The past ten-year history at least shows that money sent home by
the remitters has always been up in June on a year-on-year basis (see ChartPercentage change in June remittances).
June remittances down by over 11 percent year-on-year, can be an important
factor in lower than estimated FY17 remittances as it was expected that inflows
would be higher due to month of Ramadan falling largely in June. Usually, those
particular months in which bulk of Ramadan falls witness a sharp spike in
remittance inflows. However, this narrative took a turn this time around with June
2017 figures dragging the annual remittances.

Overall, FY17 foreign receipts from the overseas Pakistanis have witnessed a
decline from all major markets. To be precise, remittances from Saudi Arabia,
UAE, UK, and USA were down by 8.35, 1.27, 9.36 and 3.22 percent in FY17
versus those in FY16.
Channel checks with experts suggest that the growth in remittances will
remain lukewarm in the coming fiscal year as well because of subdued oil prices
and light labour markets in the GCC world, which accounts for the bulk of inward
remittances.
SBP in its latest quarterly report also highlights that the decline in remittances
has been observed from all major corridors, including Saudi Arabia, UAE, US and
UK. However, it raises hopes by pointing out that the decline of remittances from
Saudi Arabia is expected to be compensated by a gradual pick up in inflows from
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other GCC countries, going forward; the likes of Expo 2020 in Dubai, FIFA World
Cup 2022 in Qatar and Kuwait‘s recent decision to lift visa restrictions for
Pakistanis will have positive impact on remittance inflows. Moreover, it also
stressed that the government is planning to launch Pakistan Development Fund for
the Pakistani diaspora in order to channelize their remittances more effectively,
which might boost remittances like PRI did.
Поступления от пакистанцев из-за рубежа в 2016/17 г. впервые за
последние 13 лет сократились на 3% и составили 19.3 млрд. долл.
Remittances record first annual dip in 13 years
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, July 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1344523/remittancesrecord-first-annual-dip-in-13-years

KARACHI: For the first time in 13 years, remittances recorded a year-on-year
drop in 2016-17, data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) showed on
Monday.
Remittances declined 3.08 per cent to $19.3 billion in the last fiscal year,
sending a warning signal to the government that already faces tough challenges on
the external front.
In absolute terms, the decline of $613 million does not seem to be significant.
But the year-on-year drop marks a change in the long-term trend as remittances
kept increasing for well over a decade. Inflows recorded a growth of 6.36pc in
2015-16 even though the oil price crisis was at its peak.
Thousands of Pakistanis lost their jobs in the oil-rich Gulf region when oil
prices nosedived and led to low remittances. In 2016-17, the share of remittances
from the Gulf region in total inflows fell to 62.6pc from 64pc a year ago.
Inflows decreased 3pc to $19.3bn in 2016-17
Growing remittances played a key role in bridging the trade deficit as imports
rose and exports fell during the last five years. In particular, 2016-17 was an
extremely difficult year for the government as it faced record-high trade and
current account deficits along with declining exports. Revised figures for the
current account deficit issued on July 5 further worsened the external account.
The revised current account deficit for July-May is $10.6bn, up $1.7bn from
the previously reported figure of $8.9bn. It is more than double the gap recorded in
the first 11 months of the preceding fiscal year. Analysts believe the current
account deficit for 2016-17 can widen up to $12bn.
The huge current account deficit is likely to affect foreign exchange reserves
and can destabilise the exchange rate regime.
The exchange rate recently received a shock of 3.1pc devaluation, but the
government managed to contain the slide in the rupee‘s value to 2pc.
Country-wise data shows a major decline in remittances from Saudi Arabia.
They fell $472m to $5.49bn, translating into an annual decline of 8.35pc.
Remittances decreased from almost all important sources, including the
United States and United Kingdom. Inflows from the United States declined 3.2pc
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to $2.44bn against a decrease of 6.58pc recorded in 2015-16. Remittances from the
United Kingdom posted a decline of 9.36pc and amounted to $2.33bn.
Remittances from the United Arab Emirates fell 1.27pc to $4.3bn. Inflows
from other countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council declined 4pc to $2.32bn.
Oil prices and the political situation are still volatile in the Middle East, which
can hurt job opportunities for Pakistani workers.
Поступления от пакистанцев из-за рубежа за 11 месяцев составили 17.5
млрд. долл.
Remittances drop to $17.5bn
Dawn, June 10th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338600/remittances-drop-to-175bn

Pakistan received remittances of $1.59bn per month in July-May. But
Ramazan-related inflows in June can possibly be double the average monthly
remittances, pushing the annual figure close to $19.9bn.—White Star
KARACHI: Remittances sent by overseas Pakistanis slightly decreased in
July-May to $17.46 billion, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported on Friday.
Remittances during the first 11 months of the current fiscal year were down
2.13 per cent or $380 million from a year ago.
The latest remittance figure does not reflect the usually high inflows that are
recorded before and during Ramazan as overseas Pakistanis send charity, donations
and Zakat every year. Analysts believe Ramazan-related inflows will be reflected
in June figures.
Exchange companies said remittances increased in Ramazan. But they don‘t
have data to back up their claim about increased inflows in the holy month.
Internationally known charity organisations in Pakistan attract hundreds of
millions of dollars during Ramazan as donations and Zakat.
Details show remittances declined from all major sources, except the
European Union.
The monthly average inflow this year has been $1,587m. With only one
month left before the end of 2016-17, total remittances in the current fiscal year are
expected to be around $19bn. However, Ramzan-related inflows can push the
annual figure close to the total of the preceding year. Inflows in Ramazan can
possibly be double the usual monthly remittances.
Inflows posted the growth of 6.4pc in 2015-16 as they touched the record high
of $19.9bn. Remittances in the last fiscal year were higher than their annual target
of $19bn.
After a decade of consistent growth, remittances started falling year-on-year
mainly on account of a drop in global oil prices. It affected the Gulf countries that
employ millions of Pakistanis. Pakistan receives about 65pc of its total remittances
from the Middle East.
The highest inflows were from Saudi Arabia during the 11 months. Pakistan
received $5.03bn from the kingdom, down 6.57pc from a year ago.
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Remittances from the United States and United Kingdom also fell 3.22pc and
8.13pc, respectively. Inflows from the United States were $2.18bn and $2.1bn
from the United Kingdom in July-May.
Remittances from the United Arab Emirates amounted to $3.9bn, registering a
decline of 0.88pc year-on-year.
Remittances from the European Union, which was the only region from which
inflows rose in July-May, amounted to $425m, up 15pc year-on-year.
Inflows from member-countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council, except
Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates, declined 4.5pc to $2.09bn.
Система Contact запустила денежные переводы в Пакистан
Елена
23.03.2017

Гафарова.

http://www.banki.ru/news/lenta/?id=9629070&r1=rss&r2=novoteka.

Платежная система Contact заключила партнерское соглашение с
компанией Dollar East Exchange — одним из ключевых операторов денежных
переводов в Пакистане.
Сеть Dollar East Exchange насчитывает порядка 40 собственных офисов
во всех четырех провинциях страны. Переводы Contact выплачиваются в
офисах Dollar East Exchange наличными в пакистанских рупиях в течение 15
минут после отправки.
Помимо офисов Dollar East Exchange, переводы Contact можно получить
в сети выплаты U Remit и Prahbu. Тариф составляет 1,25% от суммы
перевода свыше 1 500 долларов; фиксированные комиссии 10 и 15 долларов
установлены на суммы до 500 и до 1 500 долларов соответственно.
«По данным Всемирного банка, Пакистан и Индия входят в десятку
крупнейших стран — получателей переводов. Основными отправителями
переводов в Пакистан, которые составили в 2015 году 19,3 миллиарда
долларов, являются США и Великобритания. Россия, Азербайджан и
Таджикистан также формируют значительную долю в обороте входящих
переводов», — сказала вице-президент системы Contact по развитию в
странах дальнего зарубежья.
Пакистанцы смогут приезжать на работу в Азербайджан
Pakistan set to export its manpower to Azerbaijan
Zafar
Bhutta.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
17th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329437/human-capital-pakistan-set-export-manpower-azerbaijan/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan is poised to sign an agreement with Azerbaijan for
the export of manpower to the fast-growing country, in addition to buying oil and
gas from the energy-rich Central Asian region.
Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev will visit Pakistan to attend a meeting of
the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) slated for March 1.
Senior officials and ministers of ECO member-countries will meet from
February 26 to 28 to deliberate on a number of issues. Azerbaijan officials and
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ministers will also join them and they are expected to sign an agreement with
Pakistan on manpower import. They will also ink an inter-governmental agreement
for trade in oil and gas and setting up a liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in
Pakistan.
At present, Middle Eastern countries like the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are big suppliers of oil and gas to Pakistan to meet
its energy needs.
UAE and Saudi Arabia are also big sources of remittances because of a huge
number of Pakistanis working in these countries.
Owing to financial constraints in Saudi Arabia following a sharp fall in prices
of crude oil – its main export product, Pakistani expatriates are encountering
problems and many Saudi companies have been shut down, leaving employees,
including those from Pakistan, jobless.
Now, Pakistan is planning to make forays into the Central Asian labour
market and Azerbaijan appears to the first country in this region that is expected to
import Pakistan‘s manpower.
Azerbaijan, a former Soviet republic on the Caspian Sea, is situated at the
border of eastern Europe and western Asia and is the most populated nation of the
Caucasus.
According to officials aware of the development, Azerbaijan has expressed
the desire to sign an agreement for manpower import from Pakistan. The Overseas
Pakistanis and Human Resources Development Division has received a draft
agreement on cooperation in the field of labour, employment and social protection
from the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of Population of Republic of
Azerbaijan.
Pakistan‘s foreign and economic affairs divisions have already given its
consent to the draft agreement while the Law and Justice Division has vetted the
draft.
Figures released by the Azerbaijan government in January this year reveal
that the number of foreigners, registered in the personal accounting system last
year, reached 33,940 with an increase of 6,078 people. Of these, 720 were
Pakistanis.
Azerbaijan‘s economy has seen steady growth in recent years. The country is
rich in oil and gas reserves, which account for a large proportion of the gross
domestic product – the size of national economy.
Western companies have invested millions in the development of
Azerbaijan‘s energy sector in recent years. Other important sectors are agriculture
and mining as the country has rich deposits of gold, manganese, cobalt, silver,
titanium and copper.
In recent years, Azerbaijan has had one of the fastest growing economies in
the world. Although Azerbaijan is not a popular expatriate destination in relation to
European countries, the energy sector has seen an influx of foreigners seeking
work opportunities.
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Рост поступлений от зарубежных рабочих в свои страны замедляется в
2017 г., но не в Пакистан!
Growth in remittances nearly stagnated in developing countries with
‗exception‘ of Pakistan
The Express Tribune, July 13th, 2016. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1140499/flowremittances-growth-nearly-stagnated-pakistan-exception/

KARACHI: Growth in remittances flowing into developing countries has
―nearly stagnated,‖ with the exception of Pakistan where the year-on-year increase
in net inflows appears ―quite decent,‖ according to the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP).
Overseas Pakistanis sent remittances amounting to over $17.8 billion in JulyMay, up 5.6% from a year ago. In contrast, year-on-year growth in remittances had
clocked up at 17.8% in the first 11 months of the preceding fiscal year, which is
reflective of a sharp drop in the pace of net inflows.
Overseas Pakistanis send $16 billion in remittances, up 5.25%
Remittances have slowed down around the world for a number of reasons,
such as stagnant growth in developed countries, falling oil prices and consequent
changes in labour markets of the Gulf countries, tighter regulations for crossborder money transfers and the refugee crisis in Europe, the SBP said in its latest
commentary on the state of the economy.
Although the slowdown in the year-on-year increase in remittances flowing
into Pakistan looks ―unimpressive‖ in view of the pace recorded in the recent past,
the SBP said Pakistan has fared relatively better than other regional countries.
―We believe growth could have been slightly higher if not for the
government‘s decision to reduce the effective subsidy on the remittance business,‖
the SBP said while referring to the reduction of subsidy from 25 Saudi riyals to 20
Saudi riyals on every remittance transaction from July 1, 2015. In addition, the
government also increased the minimum transaction amount to qualify for the
rebate to $200 (or equivalent) from $100.
These measures will limit the expansion of the overall remittance business,
the central bank noted. It also urged banks to establish new alliances with money
transfer operators (MTOs) and introduce innovative solutions to grow the
remittance business.
Two of the major sources of remittances for Pakistan are the Gulf countries
and the United States. SBP data shows the pace of inflows from each of these
sources has slowed down markedly in the past 11 months.
Remittances sent by overseas Pakistanis reach $11.2b
The Gulf corridor
With almost $5.4 billion, inflows from Saudi Arabia have been the largest
source of remittances for Pakistan in Jul-May. But these went up only 5.7%
compared to the year-on-year increase clocked up at 19.6% in the corresponding
period of the last fiscal.
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The SBP believes a reduction in fuel subsidies and an increase in taxation will
decrease savings of expatriate workers in the short term, thus squeezing the amount
they can remit back home.
Remittances received in Jul-May from the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
increased just 3.2% as opposed to a massive surge of 35.3% in the same period of
the preceding fiscal year, SBP data shows. Similarly, remittances from Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, excluding Saudi Arabia and the UAE, grew
11.5% in Jul-May in contrast with 16.1% growth recorded in the comparable
period of the preceding fiscal year.
Yet the SBP believes Pakistan has been spared the worse. While overall
remittance flows from the GCC have definitely slowed down, the SBP said these
have not declined as in the case of India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
According to the SBP‘s ―wishful arrangement,‖ diplomatic arrangements
should be made with the GCC to shield Pakistani workers from any discriminatory
action in the region.
July-Feb: Remittances amount to $12.7 billion
The US corridor
Remittances from the United States remained $2.2 billion in Jul-May, down
8% on a year-on-year basis. In contrast, remittances from the United States had
grown 8.8% in the same period of the preceding fiscal year.
The SBP blames stringent regulations faced by money transfer operators
(MTOs) for the decline in remittances from the United States. These regulations
have ―significantly increased‖ compliance costs for banks and MTOs, the SBP
said, adding that they have also created operational difficulties in the remittance
transfer business.
Banks have traditionally been more regulated, but the inclusion of large
MTOs under a new regime has had a wide-ranging effect on the remittance
business, it noted.
The US Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) in October 2013
introduced stern measures to ensure compliance with anti-money laundering and
counter-financing of terror (AML/CFT) rules by money service businesses. As a
result, MTOs have had to invest sizable amounts in integrating their systems and
upgrading their technological infrastructure, it said.

ПРОЧИЕ СТРАНЫ1
Визит Наваз Шарифа на Мальдивы
Maldives visit: Nawaz accuses India of harming SAARC
The Express Tribune. July 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1466715/maldives-visitnawaz-accuses-india-harming-saarc/
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MALE: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said on Tuesday that India harmed the
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and undermined the
spirit of the regional forum.
Addressing a joint news conference along with Maldivian President Abdulla
Yameen Abdul Gayoom in Male, he said both the countries share common views
to make SAARC a vibrant organisation for regional development.
The prime minister said he also exchanged views with the Maldivian
President over ongoing brutal repression by Indian forces in Occupied Kashmir.
Unfazed Nawaz leaves for Maldives today
He said Pakistan is ready to extend all possible cooperation to Maldives for
welfare and development of its people.
He said the two countries have agreed to enhance cooperation in diverse
areas, including trade, education, defence, tourism, and people to people contacts,
and several Memoranda of Understanding were signed for the purpose.
Nawaz said four joint working committees have been set up to oversee
implementation of the MoUs. He said Pakistan-Maldives Joint Business Council
and Joint Working Group have been established.
Earlier, a formal welcoming ceremony in honour of the Prime Minister was
held at president‘s office, where Maldivian President Abdulla Yameen Abdul
Gayoom greeted him.
Unanimous resolution: Sindh Assembly wants PM to quit
A smartly turned out contingent of the armed forces of Maldives presented
Guard of Honour to the prime minister. Seven gun salute was also offered to greet
him.
Nawaz inspected the Guard of Honour and national anthems of the two
countries were played.
President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom introduced the cabinet members
and others to the premier.
First Lady Kasloom Nawaz and Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz are
accompanying the prime minister on his three-day visit.
Nawaz Sharif will be Chief Guest at the celebrations of 52nd Independence
Day of Maldives being celebrated today (Wednesday).
Several Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) were signed between
Pakistan and Maldives in Maley today.
These MoUs include cooperation in various sectors like trade and
development of human resources, tourism, higher education, climate change and
foreign, civil services.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Maldivian President Abdullah Yamin
Abdul Gayoom were also present on the occasion.
Наваз Шариф выступает за тесные военные связи со Шри Ланка.
PM for boosting defence ties with Sri Lanka
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The Nation. May 04, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/04-May-2017/pm-for-boostingdefence-ties-with-sri-lanka

ISLAMABAD - Commander of the Sri Lankan Army Lt Gen AWJC De Silva
called on Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif at the PM‘s House on
Wednesday where defence cooperation between the two countries came under
discussion.
Expressing satisfaction over the level of existing cooperation between
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, the prime minister emphasised further strengthening
defense-related cooperation between the two countries.
Sharif stated that Pakistan and Sri Lanka needed to enhance cooperation in
various fields and work jointly for achieving regional peace and stability.
Lt Gen De Silva thanked the prime minister for the warm welcome extended
to him during his visit to Pakistan.
Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Minister for Defense and Lt Gen (retired) Nasser
Khan Janjua, national security adviser were also present during the meeting.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant General AWJC De Silva appreciated Pakistan Army‘s
achievements and contributions towards national and regional security.
The visiting General expressed these views during his meeting with Chief of
Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa at the GHQ Rawalpindi.
The chief of Sri Lankan Army thanked Pakistan Army for incessant support to
Sri Lanka‘s fight against terrorism and expressed full confidence in Pakistan‘s
ability to completely overcome the menace in the near future.
Upon arrival at the GHQ, the visiting general laid floral wreath at Yadgar-eShuhada, and was later given briefing about Pakistan Army‘s continuing campaign
against terrorist and banned organisations.
Speaking to the visiting dignitary, General Qamar Javed Bajwa thanked his
Sri Lankan counterpart for his visit and acknowledgment.
Both sides reaffirmed their determination to work together for enhancing
regional security and continuing existing military-to-military cooperation.
Куба – Пакистан: отношения развиваются
Pakistan, Cuba agree to maintain upward trajectory in bilateral ties
Daily Times. 3/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/03-Mar-17/pakistan-cubaagree-to-maintain-upward-trajectory-in-bilateral-ties

Raza Rabbani says potential of Pakistan-Cuba relationship holds
immense promise and prospects in this age of globalisation
HAVANA/ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Cuba on Thursday agreed to
maintain their upward trajectory in bilateral relations witnessed in the recent past.
This was stated during a meeting of Senate Chairman Mian Raza Rabbani
with Cuban Vice President Miguel Diaz-Canel in Havana as a part of the Senate's
parliamentary delegation visit to Cuba.
"We need to further augment the existing warmth and goodwill to forge a
mutually beneficial and future-oriented relationship between our two countries",
said Rabbani, adding that the two parliaments maintain close cooperation through
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exchange of visits and coordination at the Inter Parliamentary Union (IPU) on
issues of common interest.
The Senate chairman said that people of Pakistan fondly remember and
greatly appreciate the medical assistance provided by Cuba to Pakistan in the
aftermath of the massive earthquake in 2005 and that kind gesture brought the two
countries and people ever closer. Pakistan has also reciprocated by sending aid
during the devastating hurricane in Cuba in 2008 and has also offered 100
scholarships in various fields for Cuban students. The government of Pakistan also
donated 15,000 metric tonnes of rice to the people of Cuba in commemoration of
the 60th anniversary of Pakistan-Cuba diplomatic relations.
Raza Rabbani said that the gesture of goodwill has brought our two countries
and people closer and opened up new avenues of cooperation. He asserted that
Pakistan wishes to further strengthen bilateral cooperation with Cuba in all fields
and there is a lot of potential for expansion in our relations, which once properly
harnessed could benefit both sides considerably.
The Senate chairman said that in this age of globalisation where physical
distances are losing relevance, the potential of Pakistan-Cuba relationship holds
immense promise and prospects. He believed we should explore the areas to
expand trade and investment avenues as economic cooperation provides the
essential vehicle for adding content and substance to the bilateral relations. He said
that the volume of bilateral trade is far below the actual potential and called for
concerted efforts to enhance economic cooperation in new areas.
Raza Rabbani also informed the Cuban vice president that Pakistan's strategic
geographical location puts us in a unique position to act as a trade corridor
connecting Iran, Central Asia, and China. He also expressed his hope for the
enhancement of people-to-people contact, cooperation in education, science and
technology, as well as supporting each other on multilateral issues.
The Senate chairman affirmed that Pakistan is committed to peaceful
coexistence with its neighbours, especially Afghanistan and India, on the basis of
mutual respect and equality.
Pakistan has suffered the most at the hands of terrorists and no nation has
done more to eliminate terrorism more than Pakistan. He reiterated that Pakistan is
committed to a meaningful dialogue with India, while on the contrary, the Indian
side not only continues to escalate tensions and hype the media frenzy, it also
armed twisted smaller SAARC members to undermine the Islamabad summit. He
said that it is important to recognise that the Indian narrative of equating the
movement of Kashmiri youth for the right to self-determination cannot be accepted
and the human rights violations by the Indian occupation forces in Indian-held
Kashmir cannot be negated. The international community should come forward to
curb these human rights violations, he asserted.
Австралия и Пакистан имеют большие возможности
сотрудничества, - считает посол Австралии в Пакистане

для
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‗Great potential between Pakistan and Australia‘
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Asghar.
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Tribune,
January
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KARACHI: There is significant potential for Australia-Pakistan trade and
investment relationship to continue to grow, building on the positive trend of the
last few years.
This was stated by Australian High Commissioner Margaret Adamson in an
interview with The Express Tribune.
When asked about trade in general, she noted that in 2015, total merchandise
trade between Australia and Pakistan grew by 45% to AU$920 million (Rs69.5
billion).
Pakistan‘s trade with Brazil exposes country‘s weaknesses
―If we include our two-way services trade of AU$626 million (Rs47.3
billion), total bilateral trade in 2015 stood at more than AUD1.5 billion (Rs113
billion),‖ said Adamson.
The high commissioner explained that there is great potential for expansion in
energy and resources, specifically in the ―supply of LNG, the mining sector value
chain and renewable energies‖.
Talking about the role of Australia‘s cattle and dairy sector expertise, she
said, ―In addition to the ongoing success of Australian cattle and industry expertise
in Pakistan‘s dairy sector, Pakistan can work with Australia to develop large
feedlot farms for meat production.
Pakistani goods have great potential in Australia
―Here Pakistan can work with Australia to not only set up farms, but also to
acquire knowledge in raising animals for quality meat.‖
The Australian official also spoke of Australia‘s credentials as a major
exporter of halal meat, which can provide a further basis for ―technical and
vocational education and training partnerships, which are already on the rise in
other specialisations, including hospitality, nursing and mine safety training‖.
Adamson said that the Australian Trade and Investment Commission
(Austrade) played an active role in supporting Pakistani firms which do business
with Australia.
―It provides information on buying products and services from Australia,
supporting business delegation visits and highlighting key trade events in Australia
and Pakistan.‖
Pakistani goods have great potential in Australia
The Express Tribune, November 14th, 2015.http://tribune.com.pk/story/991110/pakistanigoods-have-great-potential-in-australia/

LAHORE: All efforts would be made to enhance bilateral trade, Australian
High Commissioner Margaret Adamson said while speaking at the Lahore
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI).
She underlined the need for boosting trade relations between Australia and
Pakistan as the meagre volume of bilateral commerce did not reflect the cordial ties
between them.
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Pakistan has shut market access routes for itself
She said power generation, agriculture, livestock, sports goods, information
technology, health and education were the key sectors wherein Pakistani
businessmen could take advantage of Australian technological advancements to
play their role in economic turnaround of the country.
The high commissioner said, ―Pakistan could avail Australian expertise in
vocational training as Australian vocational training modules are the best in the
world.‖
She stressed the need for frequent exchange of business delegations so that
both the sides could have first-hand knowledge of the available opportunities.
China wishes to shift industries to Pakistan: Iqbal
She called Pakistani goods among the best in the world that had a huge
potential in the Australian market.
Speaking on the occasion, LCCI President Sheikh Muhammad Arshad said
the scenario in Pakistan was not as bad as portrayed in the international media and
the country had become a safe zone because of joint efforts of the government and
armed forces.
He said Pakistan was blessed with extensive natural resources, including oil
and gas reserves, the fourth-largest coal reserves and immense potential for
hydropower production. Additionally, Pakistan offers marvellous opportunities to
Australian businessmen.
Pakistan proposes free trade accord with Belarus
LCCI Vice President Nasir Saeed said business houses like the Lahore
Chamber and chambers of commerce and industry in Australia could also play a
vital role in enhancing trade ties between the two countries.
Trade fairs, single-country exhibitions as well as exclusive country weeks
could be arranged on a reciprocal basis to achieve the goal.

ИНОСТРАННАЯ ПОМОЩЬ1
Пакистану в 2017/18 финансовом году требуется внешняя помощь в
размере 18 млрд. долл. (в первую очередь из-за огромного торгового
дефицита)
Pakistan‘s external financing needs $18 billion, says ministry
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
31,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1597158/2-pakistans-external-financing-needs-18-billion-saysministry/

ISLAMABAD: In a bid to avoid a run on the dollar, the Ministry of Finance
has moved to pacify jittery sentiments and claimed that Pakistan‘s gross external
financing needs are $18 billion for this fiscal year.
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But the $18 billion figure again appears unrealistic as it does not fully take
into account the ever-widening current account deficit and ballooning external debt
repayments.
The finance ministry made this claim on Saturday after lawmakers expressed
concerns that the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) could freeze the foreign currency
accounts. The fear about freezing of accounts grew after the SBP borrowed $6.12
billion from domestic commercial banks to inflate its fast-depleting gross official
foreign currency reserves of $14.13 billion. The $6.12 billion amount belongs to
private depositors.
Pakistan hits back, rejects World Bank‘s estimate of financing needs
―Pakistan‘s gross financing need for 2017- 18 is estimated at $17 to $18
billion, which are equal to 5% to 5.3 % of the GDP,‖ said the finance ministry
spokesman, adding that the gross financing need represents current account deficit,
medium long term amortisation and stock of short-term external debt.
He said that in the last fiscal year [2016-17] Pakistan‘s gross financing needs
were 17.107 billion, i.e. 5.6% of the GDP of that year. As such the external gross
financing need this year would be less than the last year‘s in terms of percentage of
the GDP, he added.
After accounting for these arrangements, the net financing gap that the
country faces this year is estimated to be in the range of $2 to $2.5 billion,
according to the spokesman. However, both these assertions about gross and net
external financing requirements are apparently not valid.
World Bank: Pakistan‘s macroeconomics conditions have significantly
worsened
During recent talks with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the finance
ministry upward adjusted its current account deficit projections to $14.5 billion.
This appears again conservative as the current account deficit has already widened
to $6.6 billion in just five months of this fiscal year.
On Friday, the finance ministry admitted that its public debt related
obligations were $6.1 billion. This is exclusive of $2 billion publicity guaranteed
and private sector related external debt obligations.
Even adding official projections of current account deficit and public debt
external repayments obligations, the gross external financing needs would come
closer to $20.6 billion, which are $2.6 billion more than finance ministry‘s fresh
claims.
Trade deficit jumps 30% in 1QFY18
Secondly, the finance ministry‘s conservative estimation of $2.5 billion net
financing gap is tantamount to an admission that the current gross official reserves
of $14.1 billion would deplete by the same amount. Independent economists are
predicting return to the IMF programme in next few months to remain afloat.
But the finance ministry insisted on Saturday that Pakistan‘s gross external
financing requirements in FY 2018 have been misreported, with different media
reports putting the figure differently ranging between $31 billion to $26 billion and
$17 billion to $12 billion.
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According to the spokesman, Pakistan continues to maintain a healthy level
of foreign exchange reserves despite pressures. He said arrangements are in place
to meet the gross external financing need of the country.
Ministry ‗too busy‘ to brief Senate panel on swelling foreign loans
These arrangements include government official inflows from multilateral
and bilateral sources, Sukuk and Euro bonds, privatisation proceeds, foreign direct
investment (FDI), private capital inflows and commercial financing, if necessary.
After accounting for these arrangements, the net financing gap that the
country faces this year is estimated to be in the range of $2 to $2.5 billion. The
spokesman said data for the first five months of the current financial year revealed
a rebounding external sector of the economy.
After remaining in negative territory successively for several years, exports
have shown 12% growth in the first five months of this year. Remittances have
now returned to growth zone after remaining negative last year. The FDI registered
a phenomenal growth of 57% in first five months of this year.
IMF projects Pakistan‘s external financing requirements at $16.2b
More importantly, imports are showing visible deceleration on month-onmonth basis. With these multifaceted, positive trends further strengthening in the
second half of the current financial year, Pakistan will be able to make up for the
external gross financing comfortably while maintaining the foreign exchange
reserves at a healthy level, according to the spokesperson.
―Any speculation with respect to the foreign exchange reserves of the
country and the sustainability of the external account should best be avoided,‖ he
concluded.
Пакистан получит только 345 млн. долл. от США в 2018 г. как
военную и экономическую помощь.
US economic, military aid to Pakistan likely to further plummet in 2018
The Express Tribune. November 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1572424/1-useconomic-military-aid-pakistan-will-plummet-2018/

As compared to $526 million in 2017, Pakistan will only receive $345
million next year
Pakistan will face a decline in US aid for economic and military assistance
as per the research report prepared by Congressional Research Service.
The country had already lost around half of the aid ($1118 million) it was
receiving in 2016 as in 2017 it only got $526 million. The trend seems to be more
plummeting as the United States is set to grant only $345 million to Pakistan next
year that is 2018.
The most affected category in the aid program is Coalition Support Funds
(CSF) which is provided to Pakistan for managing the Pak-Afghan border. The
CSF grant is still pending because apparently, the US is not satisfied with
Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism operations against Afghan Taliban.
War on terror aid: Pakistan received $33.4bn from US
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The research elaborated that the US Administration did not issue
certifications for FY2015 or FY2016 due to which the decision for aid grant in
2017 and 2018 is still pending.
The decline can be seen as the result of new US policy in the region as
President Donald Trump had said while announcing it that Pakistan would have to
change its approach of supporting and harbouring certain militant outfits.
Islamabad, however, rejected the allegations and said it could not be made
scapegoat for US failures in Afghanistan.
Later on, rejecting the relentless criticism of Pakistan from the Trump
administration, army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa told a top US military
commander in August, 2017 that Pakistan doesn‘t need aid, all it wanted was
acknowledgement of its efforts in the fight against terrorism.
The statement by the COAS came in the wake of Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson announcement at the Congress hearing that the US Defence Department
withheld $50 million in Pakistan military payments as Pentagon chief Jim Mattis
accused Islamabad of not doing enough to counter the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani
network.
On the other hand, the United States has also completely halted the
assistance categorised as Food Aid, International Disaster Assistance, Migration
and Refugee Assistance, and Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund.
Всемирный банк предоставил кредит 400 млн. долл. на развитие
образования и здравоохранения.
$400m World Bank loan to help improve education, heatlh
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372914/400m-world-bank-loan-to-help-improve-education-heatlh

ISLAMABAD: The government is seeking a $400 million loan from the
World Bank to implement Public Finance Management Strategy (PMS) 2018-27 to
bring improvement in procurement systems and accountability in service delivery
for the health and education sectors.
A World Bank document says that the current Public Finance Management
(PFM) limits the impact of ongoing health and education operations through
inefficient and ineffective management of funds, lack of transparency which can
undermine accountability, and coordination challenges between federal and
provincial governments.
The proposed programme will address these challenges through
transformative measures like, enactment of a robust PFM law, which will lead to
empowerment of front-line service delivery managers by decentralisation of
payment processing and availability of real-time budget execution reports for
timely decision-making.
Furthermore, greater transparency and accountability will be achieved
through establishment of e-procurement; audit trails of procurementsp; tracking of
expenditure to service delivery level; allowing for direct beneficiary monitoring of
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public expenditure through social audit to improve delivery of services; auditing of
performance information in financial statements.
The reform strategy will consolidate PFM progress and make incremental
improvements to ensure that systems deliver to their full potential in an
accountable and transparent manner.
The PFM strategy is further supported by the approved Department of the
Auditor General of Pakistan strategic plan (2015-2019); the CGA action plan; and
the National Procurement Strategy and Training Plan (2017-2021).
The ‗Vision-2025‘ envisages a responsive, inclusive, transparent and
accountable system of governance as a crosscutting foundation for all its pillars.
The government programme as indicated in PFM reform strategy consists of
six pillars, and these are: revenue mobilisation; fiscal management; service
delivery and results-based management; public investment management and public
private partnership; oversight, transparency and accountability; and vertical
integration.
The World Bank Country Partnership Strategy (2015-19) recognises service
delivery in health and education as key areas of the bank.
It also envisages seeking opportunities to address malnutrition in a multisectoral way by adding nutrition components to programmes in various sectors.
The proposed strategy will reinforce key results areas, which consist of legal
framework and internal management system in line ministries and service delivery
units.
АзБР выделил кредит в размере 275 млн. долл. на сбор урожая хариф
$275m ADB loan to boost Kharif crops‘ productivity
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372738/275m-adb-loan-to-boost-kharif-crops-productivity

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Friday approved
the Jalalpur Irrigation Project, with a loan of $275 million, that will enhance the
Kharif crop‘s growth by 50 per cent, besides improving crop yield and reduce land
degradation, directly benefitting over 200,000 rural people along the right bank of
River Jhelum.
The project approved by the ADB board of directors, will help build surface
irrigation system to increase agricultural production and improve food security in
the Jhelum-Khushab districts.
The construction of over 200km new irrigation canals will create new nonperennial irrigation services for enhanced agricultural production of about 80,000
hectares in Pind Daden Khan and Khushab districts. ―Having a sufficient and
effective irrigation system is fundamental in the development of Pakistan‘s
agriculture sector - a significant driver of the country‘s economy,‖ said Ryutaro
Takaku, Principal Water Resources Specialist at ADB‘s Central and West Asia
Department. ―ADB‘s support will help increase agricultural production and
improve food security in Pakistan.‖
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The project will construct a diversion structure, a 117km main canal, 97km
secondary and tertiary canals, and 485 watercourses. It will also assist in forming
485 water user associations (WUAs) and involve them in planning, designing, and
constructing watercourses.
The WUAs and the farmers will be trained to improve their agriculture and
water management capacity. Advanced technologies like laser land leveling and
high-efficiency irrigation systems will be introduced by the project.
About 660 agricultural demonstration plots will be established, and 6,000
farm households will learn climate-smart agriculture practices and more profitable
farm management.
Agriculture remains a crucial component of Pakistan‘s economy,
contributing 20pc of gross domestic product and employing 42pc of the total
labour force in FY2015, with Punjab contributing more than 80pc of agricultural
output.
Because of the country‘s semi-arid climate, more than 90pc of agricultural
output depends on irrigation. Pakistan‘s advantage is the Indus Basin Irrigation
System, which draws water from the Indus River.
However, about 20pc of the country‘s cultivable area including the project
area is outside the Indus Basin Irrigation System.
Farming in most of these areas is rain fed, resulting in low agricultural
productivity. Some of the country‘s poorest people live in these areas and depend
on agriculture for their income.
Помощь Пак-ну в июле-октябре 2017 г.
Pakistan borrows another $500m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has obtained yet another foreign commercial loan
of $500 million from the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), a
move aimed at stopping official foreign currency reserves from slipping to
dangerous levels.
With the fresh foreign loan that Islamabad contracted on October 11, total
foreign commercial borrowings in the first four months of this fiscal year have
crossed $1 billion, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
The finance ministry had informed parliament in June this year that it would
obtain $1 billion as commercial loans during 2017-18 that will end in June next
year. However, it has already breached the limit with eight months remaining.
China says Pakistan a priority in neighbourhood diplomacy
So far, Citibank has given $267 million and Credit Suisse AG loaned $255
million. Pakistan had signed a $450-million short-term foreign commercial loan
contract with the Credit Suisse-led consortium in order to boost reserves and pay
off a previous loan of Credit Suisse.
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Citibank and ICBC are among half a dozen banks that Pakistan has engaged
as joint lead managers to float Sukuk and Eurobonds. The road shows for the
Sukuk and Eurobond began on Wednesday to raise $2 billion to $3 billion for
propping up official foreign currency reserves.
The ICBC had also given $300 million commercial loan in the last fiscal
year. The loans were obtained to stop the downward slide of the official foreign
currency reserves that currently stand at $13.67 billion. The finance ministry was
trying hard that the reserves do not slip below two-and-a-half-month import bill
cover.
The official foreign currency reserves have depleted by $2.5 billion since
July this year due to a high import bill. The current account deficit during the first
four months of the fiscal year widened to over $5 billion – higher by 122% over
the same period of the previous fiscal year.
During the past four and a half years, the PML-N government has been
subjected to severe criticism for acquiring expensive foreign debt and increasing
the overall debt pile. Pakistan‘s debt sustainability indicators have worsened in the
past one year and its external debt to foreign exchange earnings ratio has further
deteriorated, affecting repayment capacity.
Foreign loans are only productive when these are utilised for asset building
as this provides a source of earnings, according to a study carried out by renowned
economist Dr Kaiser Bengali. His work suggested that with a shift in focus from
project to programme loans, the country‘s infrastructure is completely ignored and
it has started to collapse.
Bengali argued that as long as the rate of return is at least 1% higher than the
cost of borrowing, foreign debt does not create trouble in debt
management. However, most of the fresh borrowings are going to meet budget
financing needs, which adds to the burden on the government.
During July-October period of this fiscal year, Pakistan obtained $2.3 billion
worth of foreign loans, which is equal to 30% of the annual budgetary estimates of
$7.6 billion.
China banks on regional support amid ‗Indian threats‘ to CPEC
During the first four months (July-October) of this fiscal year, Pakistan
obtained new loans amounting to $2.3 billion and overwhelming majority of them
are meant for filling the massive budget deficit gap and building foreign currency
reserves.
The share of foreign commercial banks in total loans stood at 44% or $1.022
billion. China was the largest source that gave $917 million. Beijing gave $500
million as a commercial loan and another $417 million for project financing.
The Islamic Development Bank was the second largest contributor with
$509 million.
The Asian Development Bank disbursed only $161 million for projects‘
financing in the first four months, which was about 14% official annual estimate of
$1.2 billion. The World Bank released $154 million in July-October period – equal
to 15% of the official annual estimates of $1.03 billion.
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Внешнее финансирование в 2017/18 г., как считает Всемирный банк,
требуется Пакистану все же в размере 17 млрд. долл., а не 31 млрд. долл. –
Пакистан добился своего (снизил утверждения ВБ).
World Bank revises downwards Pakistan‘s needs to $17b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
17,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533183/world-bank-revises-downwards-pakistans-needs-17b/

ISLAMABAD: After a fierce reaction from Pakistan, the World Bank on
Monday admitted its mistake of projecting $31 billion in external financing needs
for this fiscal year to cover the rising current account deficit and debt payments
and lowered the estimate to $17 billion.
The lender issued a statement from Washington to rectify the mistake after
holding meeting with a Pakistani delegation, led by Finance Secretary Shahid
Mehmood.
―The bank management clarified to the delegation that media reports
referring to the external financing needs of 9% of GDP (gross domestic product),
or $31 billion, were an extrapolation of data published in the recent South Asia
Economic Focus report,‖ said the statement.
K-P to take $200m loan from World Bank
The bank agreed with the delegation that foreign portfolio investments were
not part of the external financing needs of Pakistan. Therefore, gross external
financing needs for current fiscal year 2017-18 were 5-6% of GDP or around $17
billion, to cover the current account deficit and debt payments, it said.
The $17 billion figure is $1 billion less than what the Ministry of Finance
has projected for 2017-18.
In the biannual South Asia Economic Focus (SAEF) report released on
October 9, the World Bank said Pakistan‘s external sector was becoming unstable
and its foreign currency reserves were sufficient to cover only the current account
deficit and external debt payments, but not liabilities of foreign portfolio
investment.
The inclusion of foreign portfolio investment in gross external financing
needs surprised the government and independent experts.
In the report, the bank claimed that Pakistan‘s gross external financing needs
– the money required to meet foreign obligations – would be equal to 9% of GDP.
The bank worked out the 9% external financing requirement by including
the foreign portfolio investment, which is not a traditional method of arriving at the
financing requirements. The bank estimated foreign portfolio investment at 4% of
GDP or $13.8 billion.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Monday said the World Bank had
misinterpreted the data and did not follow the internationally accepted definition
for calculating the external financing needs.
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The bank reiterated its commitment to continuing to support Pakistan in the
implementation of broad economic reforms and addressing current risks to
achieving the development aspirations.
On the macroeconomic outlook, both sides acknowledged that Pakistan had
done well in stabilising its economy over the past four years and in achieving the
10-year high growth of 5.3% in financial year 2016-17, according to the statement.
World Bank sponsoring $3.8m forest-protection programme
However, the bank cautioned that ―the country was facing headwinds in the
external sector and a rising fiscal deficit that could put macroeconomic
management at risk‖.
It urged Pakistani authorities to take prompt policy actions to arrest the
downward trend on the external and fiscal fronts.
The Pakistani delegation apprised the bank management of the recent
performance in revenue mobilisation, exports and remittances.
The bank said discussions with the Pakistan delegation covered a range of
topics including the macroeconomic outlook, human capital development,
renewable energy, private sector development as well as infrastructure financing.
It pointed out that productive talks during the World Bank-International
Monetary Fund annual meetings in Washington DC were held with a Pakistan
delegation including Shahid Mahmood, Secretary Finance Division, Tariq Bajwa,
Governor State Bank of Pakistan and Arif Ahmed Khan, Secretary Economic
Affairs Division.
The delegation had also met with a World Bank team, led by Annette Dixon,
Vice President South Asia Region.
АзБР одобрил кредит на создание торгового коридора со странами
Центральной Азии.
ADB approves $800m to improve connectivity
Dawn, September 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1360258/adb-approves800m-to-improve-connectivity

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved on Tuesday
$800 million multi-tranche financing facility to help enhance regional connectivity
and trade in the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) corridors
in Pakistan.
Under the CAREC corridor development investment programme, the
National Highway Authority will rehabilitate and upgrade the road network of 747
kilometres, constituting the CAREC Corridors mainly in Sindh, Punjab, and
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).
The investment programme will expand Pakistan‘s regional connectivity
links while helping to improve road traffic efficiency. Road networks in Sindh,
Punjab, and KP will be rehabilitated and upgraded with the multi-tranche financing
facility (MFF) first tranche, worth $180m in 2017. The second and third tranches,
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worth $260m and $360m, respectively, are expected to be approved in 2019 and
2021.
In 2013, the CAREC transport corridors were extended to Pakistan to
provide Afghanistan, Central Asia, and China with connection to Gwadar and
Karachi port at the Arabian Sea. The CAREC Transport and Trade Facilitation
Strategy 2020 endorsed by the CAREC ministers at the ministerial conference in
2013 proposed $5.6 billion of investment projects to build the extended CAREC
corridors.
The country‘s national highway N-55 offers the shortest north-south bound
CAREC spin-off transport corridor through Pakistan to link landlocked
Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Xinjiang province of China with the Arabian Sea
ports at Karachi and Gwadar.
ADB says that the upgrading of selected sections of N-55 into 4-lane dual
carriageway through this MFF will be an important step to enhance national and
regional connectivity and trade via the CAREC Corridors 5 and 6, by improving
the efficiency for road traffic along the CAREC corridors in the country.
Highway N-55 starts at M-9 near Petaro in Sindh, traverses through southern
part of Punjab and terminates at N-5 near Peshawar. Currently N-55 is mostly a
two-lane single carriageway, which is in very poor condition and requires
upgrading to 4-lane dual carriageway to sustain the presumed future traffic loads
from CAREC countries.
―Pakistan‘s unique geographic location - at the crossroads of Central Asia,
China, and South Asia - provides a unique potential and opportunity for the
country to become a regional transport and trade hub,‖ said Dong-Soo Pyo, ADB‘s
Director, Transport and Communications Division, Central and West Asia
Department.
―The investment programme will help the government realise this potential,
improving trade and connectivity in the CAREC corridors with the long-term goal
of achieving inclusive growth and sustainable development in mind,‖ he said.
Pakistan joined the CAREC programme in 2011 and its transport corridors
offer the shortest route to the sea for landlocked Afghanistan, Central Asia, and
Xinjiang province. Pakistan‘s accession to the CAREC will enable sub-regions in
Asia and Europe to be virtually integrated and seamlessly connected from East
Asia through South Asia and Central Asia to Europe.
Pakistan‘s trade has been centered on sea traffic while transit trade through
the country remains limited as poor and costly transport and cross-border
infrastructure and services hinder the realisation of this untapped potential.
Upgrading the country‘s current 263,000km of road, while ensuring transport
safety, will be critical to the country‘s export competitiveness as well as overall
economic growth.
In the context of Afghanistan‘s exploiting markets in South and Southeast
Asia for their agricultural products, China‘s exploring access to the Arabian Sea,
and India‘s pursuing connection to Central Asia, all through Pakistan, completing
the CAREC corridors and serving the needs of surrounding countries will benefit
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Pakistan not only for the growth of the economy and trade but also for deepened
regional integration and resultant stable geopolitics, and ultimately help achieve
the vision of the CAREC, ADB says.
МВФ считает, что Пакистан сможет обойтись без его займов
IMF says Pakistan can manage without its support
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
20th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1510988/imf-says-pakistan-can-manage-without-support/
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ISLAMABAD: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) urged Pakistan to
take immediate policy actions to tackle challenges to stability of the external sector
and the budget, but was sceptical about success of the government‘s plan to
increase customs duty for containing imports.
―Despite a strengthening growth momentum, Pakistan‘s imbalances on both
external and fiscal fronts increased in the last fiscal year and require attention of
the policymakers,‖ said Tokhir Mirzoev, IMF Resident Representative in Pakistan,
while talking to The Express Tribune.
―Economic policies take time to impact the economy. Therefore, taking
corrective policy action early is important to address these rising challenges,‖
advised the IMF representative. This is the first response of the IMF since the
external sector has started unraveling.
IMF says Pakistan‘s hard-won economic stability at stake
To a question about the need for another IMF programme, Mirzoev said
―Pakistan still has sizeable external buffers which need to be preserved with the
right policy mix aimed at correcting both external and fiscal imbalances. With
sufficient policy effort, Pakistan can address these challenges without the IMF.‖
The country booked record current account and budget deficits in the last
fiscal year 2016-17, giving rise to speculations that it may have to seek another
IMF programme.
Pakistan recorded $12.1 billion worth of current account deficit in FY17
against official projection of $4.5 billion. Budget deficit also widened to Rs1.863
trillion or 5.8% of gross domestic product against the target of 3.8%.
With respect to the fiscal situation, Mirzoev said ―significant effort will be
needed to meet this fiscal year‘s ambitious targets, especially with respect to
revenue mobilisation. At the same time, policymakers have to find solutions to
shortcomings of the fiscal federalism system. As highlighted during last Article IV
consultations, it is unbalanced and prone to shocks.‖
One of the reasons behind the record Rs1.863-trillion budget deficit was
extra spending of Rs163.2 billion by the provinces. The federal government had
hoped that the provinces would generate a cash surplus of Rs339 billion to keep
the overall budget deficit within limits.
―The challenges facing Pakistan‘s economy are significant,‖ Mirzoev said.
―Without a supportive policy mix, the current fiscal year could be difficult on both
external as well as fiscal fronts.‖
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Mirzoev also struck a positive note, saying ―not everything is going wrong
in the economy. The economic growth has been strong and is picking up. The
challenge is to make this growth more balanced, so that it involves more exports
and does not overburden the balance of payments.‖
He said August also brought good news for the economy. ―Stronger exports,
remittances and foreign direct investment on the one hand and some moderation in
import growth on the other have brought some relief to the balance of payments.
Tax revenue outcome was also particularly encouraging.‖
―It is too early to tell whether the month of August was an exception or a
sign of normalisation,‖ he said. ―But policies need not wait to see what happens. A
supportive policy framework to tackle both fiscal as well as external sectors is still
needed. Early rebalancing of policies will help address potential challenges down
the road in a timely manner.‖
IMF data bloats Pakistan forex reserves by $3bn
The State Bank of Pakistan on Tuesday released the balance of payments
position that showed $2.6 billion in current account deficit during July-August
FY17, higher by 102% or $1.31 billion over the same period of previous fiscal
year.
In order to contain the growing trade deficit, the federal government is
considering increasing customs duty on imported goods. However, Mirzoev was
sceptical when asked about IMF‘s views.
―Using administrative measures to correct the external imbalances is rarely
effective. Such measures tend to have a limited impact and often produce
significant distortions in the economy. Most importantly, administrative measures
do not make an economy more competitive in the long run,‖ he said.
Займ от АзБР (900 млн. долл.) «завис» из-за бюрократии – на 2
угольные ТЭС
$900m ADB loan stuck in red tape
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1510215/900m-adb-loan-stuck-red-tape/

19,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Much of the $900 million loan, approved by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) for Pakistan almost four years ago despite opposition
from the US, is yet to be disbursed because of the bureaucratic red tape and
cumbersome procedure adopted by both the lender agency and the borrower.
Less than $10 million or just 1.1% has so far been disbursed by ADB which
had approved the loan in December 2013 for the construction of a 660MW coalfired power plant at Jamshoro and switching an existing fuel oil-based 660MW
power plant to supercritical coal technology.
Infrastructure development: Govt clears Rs244.5 billion worth of projects
―Due to almost negligible financial and physical progress on the scheme, it
is highly unlikely that the 1,320MW projects will be operational by April 2019,‖
said sources in the Power Division.
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They said the target to improve the energy mix by reducing the share of
furnace oil-based generation would also be missed.
The total cost of the project is $1.5 billion. In addition to the $900 million
ADB loan, Pakistan had also secured $220 million from the Islamic Development
Bank.
However, till June this year, the ADB has disbursed less than $10 million or
just 1.1% of the total loan. The loan signing ceremony was held at the Prime
Minister‘s Office in February 2014 with a fanfare.
Of the total $900 million, the country had obtained $870 million at a higher
interest rate and $30 million on concessional one.
Since November 2014, the country has been paying 0.15% of the total
amount in commitment charges on undisbursed amount.
Jamshoro power plants are an important part of the government‘s plan to
increase the share of coal-based power generation to 24% of the total fuel mix by
2019. This will be achieved by reducing the share of oil-based power generation
from 34% to 14%.
―Any significant disbursement against the Jamshoro power project will be
possible only if the project contracts are awarded,‖ said the sources in the ADB.
World Bank to provide $900m for flood relief
Both the Power Division and the ADB have wasted significant time in
finalising the bid documents which, according to the sources, was one of the main
reasons behind the negligible progress made so far on the project.
Almost negligible progress on financial and civil work means that the
government would miss its April 2019 deadline to complete the project.
The project was originally conceived by the Pakistan Peoples Party
government and a loan agreement was signed during the first year of the PML-N
government.
Despite opposition by the US, the ADB approved the $900 million loan to
convert Jamshoro into coal-fired power project.
During a meeting of the ADB‘s board of directors, the US had cast its vote
against Pakistan. However, Canada, Germany, Australia, New Zealand and Japan
cast their votes in favour of Pakistan.
ADB to lend $900m for power generation
The Obama administration was opposing new coal-fired power plants
because of environment-related concerns.
For the sake of obtaining the loan, Pakistan had also lifted a ban on import
of coal-fired power plants. Former prime minister Raja Pervez Ashraf had placed
the ban on imported coal-powered plants in a bid to encourage consumption of
Thar coal in such projects.
The Jamshoro power plant will use 80% imported sub-bituminous coal and
20% locally-produced lignite coal.
At the time of the approval, the ADB had claimed that the coal-fired power
plant would generate electricity at a lower cost, saving about $535 million per year
on fuel imports compared to oil-fired power plants.
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During the recently-concluded review of the ADB-funded projects in
Pakistan, it was revealed that by July this year, the ADB was still in the process of
technically evaluating the bids submitted for the installation of 600MW
supercritical coal-fired power units. The ADB has put the Jamshoro project on its
watch list.
The ADB issued the bidding documents for soil bioremediation work in
March 2017. There are also issues with the construction of coal receiving and
transporting infrastructure because both the parties are still in the process of
finalising those arrangements.
Помощь США Пакистану
Военные новости: Пакистану больше не нужны США?
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170907/240216888.html. 7.09.2017.
Илья Плеханов. «Военные новости, не попавшие на первые полосы». Выпуск № 42 (167).
7.09.2017.

Президент США сделал свой выбор и в Афганистан отправились
дополнительные американские силы. Все это на фоне обвинений Трампа, что
Пакистан укрывает террористов, и что пора бы Пакистану
продемонстрировать свою приверженность цивилизации, порядку и миру.
В Пакистане речь Трампа на этот раз на удивление не вызвала
привычного эффекта. Обычно после уже стандартных американских
обвинений в поддержке талибов в Карачи развивали бешеную
дипломатическую активность, чтобы оправдать себя и не потерять
поддержку США.
Можно также отметить, что в этот раз на улицы страны вышло всего
несколько сотен протестующих людей, хотя раньше разъяренные тысячи
пакистанцев на камеру жгли бы американские флаги у посольства США.
Возмущение американцев с одной стороны понятно. С 2002 года они
влили в Пакистан около 33 миллиарда долларов. Но справедливости ради
надо отметить, что из этой суммы только около 8 миллиардов ушло
непосредственно на обеспечение безопасности и военную поддержку, а 14
миллиардов пошли на оплату логистической активности сил Коалиции и 11
миллиардов на гуманитарные и экономические проекты. В 2016 году
Конгресс США одобрил выделение Пакистану еще 1,1 миллиарда долларов,
и в рамках этого пакета было забронировано 255 миллионов долларов
непосредственно на военные нужды. Но доступ к этим деньгам Пакистан
получит лишь при соблюдении ряда условий по ужесточению борьбы с
террористами.
Почему Пакистан не реагирует как обычно?
Частично ответ лежит в экономической плоскости и растущих
связях с Китаем.
Частные американские компании инвестировали за этот год в Пакистан
около 700 миллионов долларов, в то время как китайские — 1,2 миллиарда
долларов. Торговый оборот между Пакистаном и США составляет 5,7
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миллиарда долларов, а между Пакистаном и Китаем — превысил 13
миллиардов долларов. Также надо учитывать, что в рамках проекта по
созданию китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора Китай
инвестирует в инфраструктуру Пакистана более 65 миллиардов долларов.
Цифры говорят сами за себя, хотя для Пакистана есть и слабое звено: в США
Пакистан экспортирует товаров на сумму 3,6 миллиарда долларов, а в Китай
пока всего на 1,7 миллиарда. Но это все может быстро измениться.
Пакистан получил 33 млрд. долл. в качестве помощи от США после
2002 г.
U.S. gives $225 million worth of conditional assistance to Pakistan
The Hindu. 31.08.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/us-gives-225million-worth-of-conditional-assistance-to-pakistan/article19592509.ece?homepage=true

But Pak can access (к 225 млн. долл.) only if it takes more action against
terror groups.
The Trump administration has notified Congress that it has given $ 225
million worth of conditional military assistance to Pakistan that the country can
access only if it takes more action against terror groups.
The announcement comes over a week after President Donald Trump hit out
at Pakistan for providing safe havens to terror groups that kill Americans in
Afghanistan. He also warned Pakistan that it has ―much to lose‖ by harbouring
terrorists.
The Trump administration notified Congress on Wednesday that it was
putting $255 million in military assistance to Pakistan into the equivalent of an
escrow account that Islamabad can only access if it does more to crack down on
internal terror networks launching attacks on neighbouring Afghanistan, The New
York Times reported.
An escrow account is an account of conditional deposition where the funds
are kept blocked until the pre-agreed conditions are met.
America could strike inside Pakistan, says Tillerson
The move comes, at a time when the relationship between the two countries
have strained.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Pakistan National Assembly passed a resolution alleging that the recent
statements of the US President and his senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and
threatening.
The US, however, insists that it wants Pakistan to take action against terrorist
groups.
According to the report, State Department officials have said Mr. Trump‘s
promised changes will bring ―explicit‖ conditions on military aid.
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―Once Pakistan more aggressively pursues the Taliban and Haqqani network,
the aid will be released — a determination to be made by Secretary of State
Tillerson,‖ officials were quoted by the report as saying.
The $255 million in military assistance was the largest portion of $ 1.1 billion
in aid authorised by Congress in 2016 that also included money for counter
narcotics operations and health initiatives, the daily reported.
The US has provided Pakistan more than USD 33 billion in aid since 2002.
―If the State Department had failed to notify Congress in the next few weeks
of its intention to spend the money, it would have been returned to the United
States Treasury,‖ it said.
Early in the day, the State Department said it wants Pakistan take decisive
action against terrorist groups and safe havens.
―We value our cooperation with Pakistan and want to see it continue,‖ a State
Department spokesperson told PTI.
―The President has been clear that we are looking to the Pakistani government
to take decisive action against militant groups based in Pakistan that are a threat to
the region. It is vital to US interests that Pakistan prevent terrorist sanctuaries,‖ the
spokesperson said.
After Trump‘s policy announcement last week, there has been sharp reaction
from Pakistan, which has accused the US of making unjustified allegations against
it.
Возможности получения помощи помимо МВФ
Borrowing options besides the IMF
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, August
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354425/borrowing-options-besides-the-imf

28th,

2017.

When the PML-N government returns to the international capital market in a
few days, the most important factor would be its quest for $1 billion foreign
exchange to support its dwindling international reserves at a critical strategic
threshold — three months of import cover.
This is important because a country is ineligible to qualify for loans from the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) — a concessional
arm of the World Bank Group — if its international currency reserves fall below
three months of its import bill. This is quantitative criteria with no international
politics involved.
Pakistan comfortably met this threshold on the basis of foreign exchange
reserves at June 30, the close of the fiscal year. But then it faced a $2bn current
account deficit in July that would obviously have a more or less equivalent
negative impact on reserves.
But equally important will be to contract this loan at a lower price that does
not destabilise repayment costs beyond the ongoing basket range.
Lobbying from salesmen for a Eurobond is currently at its peak and renowned
banks will be making impressive presentations. They make a case that previous
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international financing was raised from the Middle East and hence the turn this
time should be for the European and American markets.
Investors from the Middle East are also aiming to have the ijara sukuk rolling
out. To their advantage is a portion of a motorway available for collateral that cuts
the bond pricing by at least two per cent when compared with the Eurobond.
Practically, the motorway asset remains under the control of the government of
Pakistan, notwithstanding its pledge on the paper.
But when all is said and done, the decision will boil down to the interest rate
available when Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi make the final pick.
This also has a context. Pakistan‘s domestic borrowing cost was around 12pc
and 10-year Treasury bill price around 9.5-10pc in 2014. The interest rate has
come down to 8-10pc and the T-Bill rate to about 6pc. With an average 3.5pc to
4pc fall, the refinancing of domestic maturities is done at a cheaper rate.
On the external front, about 12.5pc of the portfolio relates to Eurobond, sukuk
and commercial loans. The remaining 87.5pc loan portfolio is built up of relatively
cheaper multilateral loans.
This has helped bring down the weighted average domestic interest from 89pc by 2.25pc in three years which, coupled with replacement from foreign loans,
has cumulatively reduced overall debt repayment cost by about 6.25pc, according
to the Ministry of Finance.
As the government goes back to the negotiating table, what are the factors that
will influence who it ultimately turns to for monetary aid?
In overall terms, external debt stood at around $48.1bn four years ago and the
current government has added about $14bn from a reserve base of about $6bn in
June 2006 which hovered at $16bn by end-June 2016, showing an increase of
$10bn.
Total external public debt has since increased to $58.4bn at end-March 2017
including $11.9bn from the Paris Club, $25.9bn from multilateral institutions,
$5.2bn worth of other bilateral loans, $5.6bn of Islamic and Eurobonds, $2.2bn of
commercial credits and $6bn of the IMF, besides some smaller deposits.
The latest non-Paris Club loans contracted are from China, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia all having an interest rate of six-month Libor plus 2.8pc with a 12-year
maturity. Among the multilaterals, the ADB has provided around $1.3bn worth of
19-24 year loans carrying 2pc fixed and six-month Libor plus 0.6pc.
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank has provided a $300 million loan for 19
years at six-month Libor plus 0.75pc while the World Bank has extended an IDA
loan at $745m for 24 years at 1.88pc to 3.2pc fixed interest rates. It has also
provided another $690m IBRD loan at six-month Libor plus 0.5pc-0.75pc for 1921 years.
On the other hand, the China Development Bank is lending medium-term
loans for three years at Libor plus 3.02pc, ICBC China at three-month Libor plus
2.75pc and Noor Bank at three-month Libor plus 2.5pc.
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The sukuk bond issued last year for $1bn is carrying an interest rate of 5.5pc
for five years against 8.25pc of $1bn Eurobond at 8.25pc interest rate for 10 years.
And during this four-year period, a cumulative current account deficit of
$20bn was financed out of national reserves including $11bn last year alone. This
is the main cause of concern because reserves may have been $36bn instead of
$16bn had there been no such current account deficit.
This partly explains why Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has been averse to
currency devaluation in the absence of commensurate increase in global export
demand and domestic exportable surplus.
Foreign debt has increased significantly over the past few years but that was
perhaps unavoidable with the induction of CPEC pumping imports into the energy
sector and helping the economy expand at above 5pc. Still, while external debt
growth has a positive cash flow, a continuous export decline remains one of the
most serious concerns.
Пентагон заблокировал предоставление военной помощи Пакистану в 50
млн. долл.
Pentagon blocks $50m Coalition Support Fund payment to Pakistan
Dawn, 24.07.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1346732/pentagon-blocks-50m-coalitionsupport-fund-payment-to-pakistan

The US Defense Department withheld $50 million in Pakistan military
payments after Pentagon chief Jim Mattis accused Islamabad of not doing enough
to counter the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani network, an official said Friday.
―Secretary Mattis told congressional defense committees that he was not able
to certify that Pakistan took sufficient actions against the Haqqani network to
permit full reimbursement of the fiscal year 2016 Coalition Support Funds,‖
Pentagon Spokesman Adam Stump said.
The United States had allotted $900m in military aid to Pakistan through the
special fund. The country has already received $550m of that, but Mattis's decision
means $50m will be withheld. The remaining $300m was rescinded by Congress as
part of a broader appropriations act.
―This decision does not reduce the significance of the sacrifices that the
Pakistani military has undertaken over previous years,‖ Stump said. ―Pakistan still
has time to take action against the Haqqani network in order to influence the
secretary's certification decision in FY17,‖ he added.
Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who is also the Taliban's deputy leader, the group
has carried out numerous operations deep in the heart of Kabul and has been
blamed by Afghanistan for a devastating truck bombing that killed more than 150
people in the capital in May.
Пакистан получил в 2016/17 г. помощь (займы) на сумму в 10 млрд.
долл.
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Foreign loans in 2016-17 recorded at historic high
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
21st,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1462725/foreign-loans-2016-17-recorded-historic-high/

2017.

Pakistan borrowed $10.1b to repay old debt and support falling foreign
exchange reserves
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan obtained a record high $10.1 billion in foreign loans
during 2016-17, as it looked to repay old debt and support foreign exchange
reserves after the government‘s failure to mobilise non-debt creating foreign
inflows.
About 37% or $3.9 billion of the total external borrowing came from China
alone -Islamabad‘s new lifeline. This includes $2.3 billion in commercial loans and
another $1.6 billion under the bilateral economic assistance.
The $10.1-billion loans that include a record breaking $4.4 billion short-term
foreign commercial loans as well were obtained during fiscal year 2016-17 that
ended on June 30, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
This is the first time in Pakistan‘s history that any government has taken over
$10 billion as fresh foreign loans in a single year. About $4.4 billion of these loans
were used to repay previous loans. The $10.1 billion loans were 26.3% or $2
billion higher than the government‘s own estimates it had placed before the
parliament in June last year.
Pakistan pays $4.8b in external debt servicing
An alarming factor was the federal government‘s growing reliance on shortterm foreign commercial borrowings. Against the budgetary estimates of $2
billion, the federal government took whopping $4.367 billion foreign commercial
loans. Out of this, $2.3 billion came from Chinese financial institutions. The
government took $1.7 billion from the China Development Bank, $300 million
from Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, another $300 million from Bank
of China. It also obtained $445 million from Noor Bank of UAE, $650 million
from a consortium of Suisse Bank, UBL and ABL, $275 million from Citi and
$700 million from Standard Chartered Bank, London.
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Since the PML-N government came into power, the country‘s reliance on
non-conventional borrowings has rapidly grown. By including $1 billion Sukuk
bonds borrowing, the total non-conventional borrowing in the last fiscal year was
equal to 52.5% of the total external loans.
Historically, the bilateral and multilateral modes of foreign financing were the
preferred options for the successive governments. However, during the last fiscal
year, bilateral loans stood at $2.1 billion and these predominantly came from China
which gave $1.6 billion loans under this category. The bilateral economic
assistance stood at about one-fifth of the total fresh borrowings.
Similarly, the loans by the multilateral lenders were recorded at $3.13 billion
or 29.2% of the total assistance. More than half of the multilateral assistance came
from Asian Development Bank that gave $1.6 billion in fresh loans. However,
loans from the World Bank stood at $958 million and were only 65% of the
government‘s budgetary estimates.
One of the main reasons behind the growing reliance on foreign lenders is the
government‘s inability to enhance exports that have been constantly declining
since the PML-N government came into power. In the last fiscal year, the exports
stood at only $20.44 billion, which were just 6.7% of the total size of the economy.
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However, the foreign direct investment slightly picked to $2.4 billion in the
last fiscal year but it was still significantly below the government‘s estimates.
Senator Saleem Mandviwalla, former finance minister in the PPP
government, said on Wednesday that the government‘s policy to borrow more to
repay the previous debt could create serious problems for the economy.
During the fiscal year 2016-17 -the current account deficit had widened to
$12.1 billion or 4% of the GDP, said the central bank.
To bridge the deficit gap, the government resorted to reckless borrowings as it
wanted that the implications on the official foreign currency reserves should be
minimal. Still, the central bank held official foreign exchange reserves fell by $2
billion to $16.1 billion by June 30.
Pakistan gets $4.6b in fresh foreign loans
For the new fiscal year 2017-18, the International Monetary Fund has said
that Pakistan‘s gross external financing requirements would be $16.2 billion. The
$16.2 billion figure has been worked out by assuming that the current account
deficit will be equal to 3.2% of the GDP or $10.1 billion. The external debt
payments including short-term have been estimated at $6.2 billion.
However, former finance minister Dr Hafiz Pasha has estimated that the gross
external financing requirements would increase to roughly $19.7 billion. He said
that the financing gap will be close to $9 billion, which will either have direct
bearing on the official foreign currency reserves are the external borrowings will
significantly increase.
For the new fiscal year, the government has again budgeted $8 billion foreign
loans.
Pakistan‘s gross official foreign currency reserves could slip below $10
billion by end June 2018, said Dr Hafiz Pasha.
Конгресс увязывает помощь Пакистану с его успехами в борьбе с
терроризмом
Congress tightening screws on US aid to Pakistan
Dawn, July 14th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1345205/congress-tightening-screwson-us-aid-to-pakistan

WASHINGTON: A key Congressional panel started hearing a proposal on
Thursday to make US civil and military aid to Pakistan conditional to Islamabad‘s
support to the fight against the Afghan Taliban.
The tougher language on Pakistan forms part of the 2018 State and Foreign
Operations Appropriations draft bill, which was distributed among the members of
the House Appropriations Committee on Wednesday.
The draft continues current requirements regarding assistance for Pakistan but
prevents the Secretary of State from giving a full national-interest waiver. The
secretary can now only issue a waiver for 85 per cent of the funds appropriated
under the Foreign Military Financing (FMF).
Examine: Pakistan‘s anxiety
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The bill underlines the US concerns about Pakistan‘s commitment to
combating terrorism in the Pak-Afghan region, saying: ―The committee remains
concerned with the commitment by Pakistan to US strategic objectives in the
region, including combating terrorism‖.
In recent days, senior US officials and lawmakers have both sent clear
messages to Pakistan, urging it to help the United States and the Afghan
government defeat the Taliban militants. They also said that the failure to do so
would force the United States to reconsider its relationship with Pakistan.
The bill also suggests withholding $33,000,000 of funds until the Secretary of
State reports to the Committee that Dr Shakil Afridi has been released from prison
and cleared of all charges related to the assistance he provided to the United States
in locating Osama bin Laden.
The committee recommends $642.2 million as assistance for Pakistan.
Carryover funds for assistance for Pakistan are projected to total about $1.371
billion.
The committee also recommends $115-542m for diplomatic operations in
Pakistan.
The bill provides $47.4bn in both regular discretionary and Overseas
Contingency Operations (OCO) funding. This is $10bn below the fiscal year 2017
enacted level.
The Secretary of State is asked to certify that Pakistan is cooperating with the
United States in counter-terrorism efforts against the Haqqani network, the Quetta
Shura Taliban, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed, Al Qaeda, and other
domestic and foreign terrorist organisations, including taking effective steps to end
support for such groups and prevent them from basing and operating in Pakistan
and carrying out cross-border attacks into neighbouring countries.
The secretary of state is also required to certify that Pakistan is not supporting
terrorist activities against the United States or coalition forces in Afghanistan, and
Pakistan‘s military and intelligence agencies are not intervening extra-judicially
into political and judicial processes in Pakistan.
The certification needs to include that Pakistan is not financing or otherwise
supporting schools supported by, affiliated with, or run by the Taliban or any
designated foreign terrorist organisation and that Islamabad is preventing the
proliferation of nuclear-related material and expertise.
The bill also says that the funds made available under the ‗Foreign Military
Financing Programme‘ can only be used to support counter-terrorism and
counterinsurgency capabilities in Pakistan. This prevents Pakistan from using this
fund to buy F-16 fighter jets, as it did in the past.
АзБР намерен предоставить 6 млрд. долл. помощи в следующие 3 года.
ADB hints at $6 billion in new loans during next three years
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
7th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1452014/adb-hints-6-billion-new-loans-next-three-years/

2017.
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Lending agency will give around $2b per annum; final disbursement will
depend on projects‘ readiness
ISLAMABAD: Amid Pakistan‘s growing financing needs, the Vice President
of Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Thursday hinted at giving $6 billion in new
loans to Islamabad in the next three years and showed its willingness to expand its
policy-based lending.
The ADB would give roughly $2 billion per annum to Pakistan during the
next three years but the final disbursement would depend upon the projects‘
readiness, said ADB Vice President Wencai Zhang, while speaking to media
persons here in Islamabad.
Wencai is visiting Pakistan to assess the country‘s financing needs for the
period of 2018 to 2021. He said that the cost overruns and delays in projects
processing and executions were somehow affecting the final disbursements. He
said that Islamabad wants $2.5 billion per annum lending by the ADB but all
would depend upon projects readiness.
Wencai said that during fiscal year 2016-17 that ended on June 30, the
Manila-based lending agency gave over $1.8 billion and the figure could have
touched $2 billion but two projects could not be timely processed.
ADB green-lights $300m loan for PR reforms
Due to a low revenue base and high project financing requirements, Pakistan
meets a significant part of its financial requirements by borrowing from foreign
lenders.
The vice president said that Pakistan‘s short-term economic vulnerabilities
have reduced and the country‘s economic outlook was positive. He, however,
maintained that the country needs to build on its gains by ensuring implementation
of deep-rooted structural reforms.
He said that political and economic stability was a must for continuation of
reforms. To a question, Wencai said that it was up to Pakistan to decide whether it
needs another bailout programme from the International Monetary Fund.
The vice president also showed keenness to give policy loans to Pakistan in
new areas after ADB‘s experiment with giving loans for Public Sector Enterprises
and Energy Reforms remained successful.
The ADB‘s Senior Advisor for Central and West Asia Department, Werner
Liepach, counted publication of financial accounts by the PSEs and enforcement of
PSEs Governance rules as success stories. However, his argument was not
convincing. Despite giving $1.1 billion for energy reforms in the past two years,
the sector could not become financially viable.
Wencai also called on Finance Minister Ishaq Dar. He was accompanied by
ADB Country Director for Pakistan Xiaohong Yang.
The vice president said that development cooperation has expanded between
Pakistan and ADB during the last few years, which has resulted in impressive
levels of approvals and disbursement of aid from ADB to Pakistan in fiscal year
2016-17.
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He said that ADB is interested in learning more about the government‘s new
initiatives, including the Pakistan Development Fund (PDF) and the Pakistan
Infrastructure Bank (PIB), with a view to potentially collaborate on them with the
government. The vice president said that the ADB‘s recent experience of policybased lending for reforms in Pakistan has been very successful.
ADB to provide Pakistan $1.055b for nine projects
Both sides agreed to identify further areas where reforms are required, which
may be good candidates for policy-based lending. The areas that are being
explored in this regard include governance and public sector enterprise reforms. He
reiterated ADB‘s commitment to supporting development initiatives in Pakistan.
The finance minister appreciated the role of ADB as a development partner
for Pakistan.
The finance minister said that, after having achieved macroeconomic stability,
the government is now focused on achieving higher, sustainable and inclusive
economic growth. He said that both ADB and the government of Pakistan must
work together to further strengthen this relationship.
Пакистан занял у Европейского банка 700 млн. долл.
Pakistan borrows another $700m to ease pressure off reserves
The Express Tribune, June 30th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1446537/pakistanborrows-another-700m-ease-pressure-off-reserves/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has obtained another $700 million loan from a
European commercial bank for 10 years in a bid to take pressure off its foreign
currency reserves, increasing its borrowings to around $9 billion in the past almost
one year.
The fresh $700 million loan has been obtained at an interest rate of 4.47%,
which is significantly lower than the return the country paid in the past on
borrowings through Sukuk and Eurobonds.
The cost is also lower than what Pakistan paid on the $1 billion raised through
a relatively cheaper mode of Islamic financing – Sukuk – in September last year.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
However, the loan has been got on a policy-based guarantee provided by the
World Bank, which will charge 0.5% fee per annum for providing its shoulder.
This will increase the overall borrowing cost to 4.97% – still better than previous
issues. Pakistan also paid a one-time 0.25% upfront fee to the World Bank.
With the fresh borrowing, the government has so far got a whopping $3.6
billion in loans from foreign commercial banks since September last year.
Total borrowings in the past almost one year swelled to about $9 billion – the
highest-ever in a single year in Pakistan‘s history, although final figures will be
available by the end of next month.
This also includes two $622 million loans of Asian Development Bank
(ADB). Most of the $9 billion has been borrowed to pay off pervious loans.
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The borrowing from foreign commercial banks is a new phenomenon
introduced by the PML-N government after coming to power in mid-2013. This
borrowing is done without competitive bidding, unlike raising money by floating
international bonds.
World Bank Country Director for Pakistan Illango Patchamuthu also tweeted
about the fresh loan.
―Past week two World Bank guarantees helped Pakistan secure over $1
billion in international commercial financing at very attractive rates,‖ he tweeted
on Wednesday.
He said the World Bank guarantees helped expand market access and achieve
better terms, saving $120 million in interest payments and increasing repayment
period to 10 years from the usual three years. He did not elaborate on the savings.
In addition to the $700 million, the World Bank also provided guarantees for
$350 million in commercial loan for financing the construction of Dasu dam.
The finance ministry had to borrow more to meet external requirements after
disbursements under the Coalition Support Fund, foreign remittances and export
receipts fell far below projections.
Pakistan‘s external sector has come under immense pressure in the past one
year due to a phenomenal increase in the current account deficit that widened to $9
billion from July to May excluding the impact of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC)-related imports.
The government has not recorded about $4 billion worth of CPEC imports in
the current account data as these payments are made outside of Pakistan banking
channels.
The $9-billion deficit is double than the $4.5-billion projection, which has put
pressure on the central bank‘s foreign currency reserves. Former finance minister
Dr Hafiz Pasha has called the overshooting of the deficit target by over 100% a
―big error‖.
The Monetary Policy Committee of the central bank that met on May 20 also
acknowledged that the ―external account situation remained under pressure‖ due to
the widening of current account deficit, according to minutes of the committee
meeting.
Foreign currency reserves held by the State Bank of Pakistan increased to
$16.376 billion by June 23 following the release of three loans from the World
Bank and the ADB.
Pakistan‘s total external debt and liabilities increased to $76.7 billion at the
end of March 2017, according to the central bank. The external public debt is put at
$58 billion, but it is not reliable as the Ministry of Finance has twice amended the
public debt definition in the past one year to understate the debt.
World Bank to finance solar power projects in Pakistan
For the outgoing fiscal year, the government had budgeted $2 billion in loans
from foreign commercial banks. In revised estimates in May, the government
increased the borrowing projection to $3.7 billion.
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About 55% of foreign commercial loans – $2 billion to be precise – came
from Chinese financial institutions.
For fiscal year 2016-17, the government had budgeted $8 billion in foreign
loans, but it has now revised the estimate upwards.
Пакистан намерен получить 8.1 млрд. долл. в 2017/18 г. (в виде займов)
в качестве помощи.
Pakistan aims to borrow another $8.1b in the coming year
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
25.05.20217.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1418544/pakistan-aims-borrow-another-8-2b-coming-year/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan plans to obtain $8.1 billion new loans in next fiscal
year for project and budget financing – 27 per cent or $3 billion – less than the
revised budget estimates for the outgoing year, suggesting that the government is
not telling its exact borrowing plan to parliament.
The Finance Ministry estimated receiving $8.1 billion – or Rs853 billion – in
foreign economic assistance for fiscal year 2017-18, said sources in the ministry.
New loans will be obtained to return a few previous loans and to finance projects
of federal, provincial and autonomous bodies.
Just as the outgoing fiscal year‘s original budget estimates of $8 billion, the
plan for the new year also appears highly unrealistic in view of the country‘s
higher foreign financing requirements.
The Foreign Economic Assistance plan for 2017-18 will be tabled in
parliament on Friday when Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will present his
government‘s fifth budget.
For fiscal year 2016-17, the government had budgeted $8 billion in foreign
loans, but it has now revised the estimates upwards. New estimates showed that
actual foreign borrowings might even cross the $11-billion-mark, sources said. If
the revised borrowing plan materialises, this will be the highest-ever borrowing in
a single year in the country‘s history.
PML-N‘s priorities versus allocations
The Finance Ministry had to borrow more to fulfil external sector
requirements after Coalition Support Fund disbursements, foreign remittances and
exports receipts fell far below expectations.
This will also be the first time in years when the country will receive $3
billion or 38.5 per cent more than the original budgetary estimates, pointing
towards issues that bar the authorities from projecting the exact foreign financing
requirements at the time of making budget.
The sources said that the finance ministry did not want to make the exact
financing requirement public to avoid criticism and exploitation by foreign lenders.
The main reasons behind $3 billion additional borrowing in the outgoing
fiscal year were mounting foreign debt repayments and interest requirements. The
additional $3 billion are primarily originating from China – the country‘s new
lifeline after change of mood in Washington.
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Sources in the Q-Block said that against original estimates of $572 million,
China is expected to disburse $2 billion in the outgoing fiscal year. Another source
of additional foreign loans is commercial banks and again a major chunk is coming
from Chinese banks.
For the outgoing fiscal year, the government had budgeted $2 billion loans by
foreign commercial banks. But revised estimates show that we may end up taking
$3.7 billion worth foreign commercial loans, said the Finance Ministry sources.
About 62 per cent of foreign commercial loans – $2.3 billion to be precise – are
coming from Chinese financial institutions.
Garment manufacturers seek Rs60b for export industry
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China gave $300 million, the China
Development Bank is expected to provide $1.7 billion, including $1 billion coming
this month, and the Bank of China is likely to give $300 million.
The country would obtain $700 million foreign commercial loans under
World Bank Policy Based guarantees. It is also seeking another $300 million
foreign commercial loans before the end of next month, said the sources.
2017-18 borrowings
About one-fifth of new loans, or $1.6 billion, would be obtained from China
for project financing. This will be the highest contribution by any single source,
followed by $1.56 billion by the Islamic Development Bank (IDB). IDB loans will
be expensive, as the country again intends to use this short-term facility.
The World Bank will provide $1.34 billion or $16.6 per cent of the estimated
new loans, said sources in the Finance Ministry.
Pakistan also plans to issue $1 billion worth of Eurobonds in the next fiscal
year, besides obtaining another $1 billion in foreign commercial loans, said the
sources.
They said that in the next fiscal, foreign commercial borrowings may again
remain higher than the estimates.
Because of growing public debt, which has limited the country‘s repayment
ability, the government gets such short-term borrowings rescheduled each year.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is expected to provide $1.2 billion or
15 per cent of the estimated foreign economic assistance, said the sources.
The borrowings from other traditional sources would not be very significant
and the countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Japan and European nations would
not contribute much except France which is giving $157 million next year, said the
sources.
The United Kingdom may provide $115 million grant in the next fiscal year,
said the sources. The United States contribution on account of Kerry-Lugar aid is
estimated at $118 million, said the sources.
Sub-division
Of $8.1 billion, $1.84 billion would go to the provinces for development
projects, said the sources. Punjab will get $1.1 billion, followed by Sindh $400
million, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa $280 million and Balochistan nearly $60 million.
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Autonomous bodies will get $1.35 billion loans, primarily the National
Highway Authority (NHA) $810 million, PEPCO $350 million and Wapda nearly
$200 million.
АзБР предоставляет помощь Пакистану в размере 2 млрд. долл.
Pakistan eyes $2.5 billion a year from ADB
The Express Tribune. 4.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1401380/pakistan-eyes-2-5billion-year-adb/

Dar voices hope allocation will be increased, would help 2019 GDP growth
target of 7%
YOKOHAMA: Pakistan is looking at greater financial assistance from the
Asian Development Bank (ADB), said the country‘s finance minister, as it hopes
to achieve 7% economic growth by fiscal year 2018-19.
Annual allocation for Pakistan, under the ADB‘s infrastructural financing
package, is currently $2 billion a year, which Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said was
requested to be enhanced, keeping in view the country‘s increasing needs.
―I have asked them to reconsider the package, keeping in view the
infrastructure needs of the country,‖ Dar told The Express Tribune on the sidelines
of the ADB Board‘s 50th Annual Meeting in Yokohama, Japan. ―This will
significantly help boost the country‘s gross domestic product and help us achieve
our FY19 target of 7%.‖
The next millennium belongs to Asia: Ishaq Dar
Dar said he had convinced ADB officials to increase Pakistan‘s annual
allotment to $2 billion last year in Frankfurt, and voiced confidence that the
package would be enhanced by another $500 million.
―There have been several productive meetings with ADB President Takehiko
Nakao, and Pakistan‘s annual fund allowance could increase to $2.5 billion.‖
The finance minister revealed that he will be engaging in several meetings for
the next three days and these will mostly be of bilateral and multilateral nature.
―Pakistan‘s association with the ADB has been a fruitful one and it will
continue to bear benefits for the country in light of its big plans for our
infrastructural growth.‖
ADB to provide Pakistan $1.055b for nine projects
Dar also revealed he will be meeting the finance ministers of Maldives,
Indonesia and the Philippines.
―In terms of multilateral meetings the Pakistan team will be sitting down with
representatives from the ADB, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).‖
In a bid to prepare for contingencies, Dar said that the ADB had committed
$1.2 billion to the National Disaster Risk Management Fund, out of which $200
million had already been awarded.
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Пакистан получил от Китая еще 750 млн. долл. помощи
Pakistan likely to borrow $750m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
8th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377579/repay-eurobond-debt-pakistan-likely-borrow-750m-china/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan may borrow another $750 million as a short-term
foreign commercial loan from China, ironically to pay back the Eurobond debt
incurred during the rule of Gen (retd) Pervez Musharraf, also underscoring that the
country is no more able to retire its debt from own resources.
Due to the relatively low cost of borrowing from foreign commercial banks,
the government is considering taking another commercial loan to return $750
million Eurobond debt, said sources in the Ministry of Finance.
Pakistan gets $4.6b in fresh foreign loans
In 2007, the Musharraf government had issued 10-year bonds at a 6.875%
interest rate, maturing on May 24 this year.
Earlier, the Finance Ministry had a plan to issue another sovereign bond
equivalent to $750 million to return the previous debt. The country‘s Foreign
Economic Assistance Plan for fiscal year 2016-17 included a $1 billion sovereign
bond and a $750-million Sukuk bond. In September last year, the government
raised $1 billion by floating Sukuk bond at 5.5% interest rate. It has not yet called
the bids for hiring financial advisors to float another international bond.

The possibility is that the government will get this loan from China, which
could be the third major borrowing from Beijing in the past six months, said
sources. Earlier, Chinese banks gave $1.3 billion to support the balance of
payments situation and providing a cushion to foreign currency reserves.
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Compared with borrowing through international bonds, taking loans from the
commercial banks is hassle free, sources said. The government also opted for
short-term foreign commercial bank loans to avoid scrutiny that it had to face after
its second last launch of $500 million Eurobond in September 2015.
The Finance Ministry quietly borrows from foreign commercial banks
without inviting competitive bids, which makes the job easier for officials at QBlock.
The sources said that China was offering these loans at around 3.3% interest
rate, which is far better than even the best rate of 5.5% that Pakistan got against $1
billion Sukuk bond issued last year. Its previous foreign commercial borrowings
were at around 4.7% interest rate.
CREATIVE COMMONS
However, it‘s a tradeoff between cost and rollover risk. Compared with fiveto ten-year tenures of the bonds, these short-term loans are taken for one year to
one-and-a-half-year period, which increases risks attached with exchange rate
fluctuation.
Pakistan‘s borrowing history
Borrowing from foreign commercial banks is a new phenomenon for Pakistan
in the 21st century, as both the military dictator-led government and PPP did not
use this window, which is considered expensive compared with the loans that
Pakistan has been historically taking from multilateral and bilateral sources.
After assuming power, the PML-N government has borrowed over $3.3
billion from foreign commercial banks. In addition to this, it borrowed $4.5 billion
by issuing dollar-denominated Euro and Sukuk bonds in the past three years.
In three years, Pakistan has taken on $25b in fresh loans
Pakistan has started borrowings to retire past borrowings, suggesting its
inability to pay back the loans from its own resources. Independent economists see
it as a sign of debt trap, which has now increased the cost of debt servicing.
Until late last year, the federal government was boasting about the ―highest
ever‖ official foreign currency reserves maintained by State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP). As the International Monetary Fund programme ended, the reserves, largely
maintained through expensive foreign borrowings, also started sliding.
After reaching a peak of $19.5 billion, the SBP‘s official foreign currency
reserves have now slipped to $16.4 billion again – a result of reduction in exports
and remittances receipts and increase in foreign debt repayments.
The cost of foreign commercial borrowings is also low because the
government has been waiving of all types of taxes on these borrowings. Just last
month, the federal cabinet waived off 15% income tax on profit that foreign
commercial banks were earning on $2.7 billion loans that these financial
institutions extended to Pakistan.
The move to waive off interest rate was aimed at making a claim that the
government obtained these loans at below 5% interest rate in dollar terms. By
including the 15% interest cost, the interest rate could have been above 5%.
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The cabinet also gave ex-post facto approval of these loans that the Finance
Ministry had borrowed without its prior approval and also by bypassing the
competitive process.
China‘s loans to Pakistan are growing at a rapid pace than its investment
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. In total, Pakistan obtained $2.1
billion loans from China from September to February 2016-17. Out of that, $1.3
billion were on commercial terms while another $1 billion were for project
financing.
Кому помогают США?! (данные за 2016 г.)
Which Countries Could Suffer as Trump Puts Aid on Chopping Block?
Jordan Yadoo. 17.03.2017. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-16/whichcountries-could-suffer-as-trump-puts-aid-on-chopping-block

См. также Доклда Конгрессу США об экономической помощи на 49
млрд. долл.: https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R40213.pdf
Middle East and Africa regions received largest shares of foreign assistance
in 2015
Trump Proposes Historic Budget Cuts to Fund Defense
Staying true to promise, it appears President Donald Trump really is putting
America first with his call for slashing foreign aid.
The administration's fiscal 2018 budget proposal — entitled "America First"
— calls for "deep cuts" to foreign assistance, such as a 28.5 percent funding
reduction from fiscal 2016 for international programs, including the State
Department and the U.S. Agency for International Development. The
president's initial spending requests to Congress were released on Thursday.
While the so-called "skinny budget" affirms America's commitment to U.S.
ally Israel and pledges to maintain funding for certain global health initiatives in
"low-resource" countries, it's otherwise scant on details as to how the U.S. may
geographically or thematically shift resources.
That said, it's worth taking a look at which parts of the world currently receive
— and may therefore stand to lose — the most in U.S. assistance under Trump's
proposed cuts.
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In 2015, the most recent year for which reliable data are available according
to a Congressional Research Service report released in June, the U.S. provided a
total of $49 billion in aid to about 144 countries to support various objectives, from
economic growth to expanding health care access and countering terrorism.
Topping the list were Afghanistan, Israel, Iraq, Egypt and Jordan, reflecting
America's counterterrorism drive and its strategic interests in the Middle East. Nine
of the 10 next-biggest recipients were in sub-Saharan Africa.
The map of aid distribution has changed considerably over recent decades in
response to America's evolving foreign policy interests and shifting needs for
assistance around the globe.
While the Middle East and North Africa region has consistently secured at
least 30 percent of U.S. aid, Africa's share has nearly tripled, from 11 percent in
1995 to 32 percent in 2015, reflecting significant increases in HIV/AIDS programs
in the region. South Central Asia has similarly received a steadily growing share of
assistance, largely because of aid to Afghanistan and Pakistan. At the same time,
the portion of aid to the Europe and Eurasia region has receded with the
"graduation" of many former aid recipients in Eastern Europe, according to the
CRS report.
Trump's outline says the budget "refocuses economic and development
assistance to countries of greatest strategic importance to the U.S," without naming
any specific countries or regions. Revealing some of the finer points, it also
proposes reducing funding to the United Nations and multilateral lenders like the
World Bank, while maintaining sufficient resources toward global programs to
vaccinate children and fight tuberculosis, malaria and HIV/AIDS such as the
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President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, or Pepfar, which is a legacy initiative
of former Republican President George W. Bush.
Any final plan would be subject to congressional approval. In the coming
months of debate over government spending, it'll be worth remembering that
foreign aid accounted for just over one percent of the budget in 2015.
But the administration's budget director, Mick Mulvaney, told reporters on
Thursday that Trump was elected in part on his pledges to cut back on
international expenditures. "The president said specifically, hundreds of times —
you covered him — 'I am going to spend less money on people overseas and more
money on people back home.' And that's exactly what we're doing."
Пакистан опасается, что ему сократят военную помощь со стороны
США
Pakistan Fears Billions in Military Funds Under Scrutiny Amid Trump
Aid Cuts
Chris Kay, Kamran Haider. «Bloomberg Politics». 21 марта 2017 г.
https://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2017-03-20/pakistan-fears-military-funds-underscrutiny-amid-trump-aid-cuts

Billions of dollars of military aid to Pakistan is under fresh scrutiny as
pressure mounts on U.S. President Donald Trump from top generals, officials and
research groups for a policy review on the nuclear-armed South Asian nation.
With relations between the long-term allies frayed, Pakistan should expect a
reduction in aid under the new U.S. government, said a U.S. diplomat, who asked
not to be identified as there hasn‘t yet been a decision from the Trump
administration.
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Any further cut in U.S. military aid, which includes direct financing and
training to Pakistan‘s powerful army, would be an added blow to the nation‘s
widening current account and fiscal deficits. It may also threaten the country‘s
improved security situation following an army push against insurgents that came
after more than 100 students were killed by the Pakistani Taliban in 2014.
Since the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001, Pakistan has received billions of dollars in
U.S. military aid while providing supply lines for its invasion of Afghanistan. Ties
between the countries have long been uneasy and complex -- Pakistan is accused of
harboring militants carrying out attacks in neighboring Afghanistan and India, and
the U.S. has demanded it take action.
For its part, Pakistan has denied using proxy forces to influence foreign policy
objectives, pointing to the thousands of its soldiers who have died battling
domestic insurgent groups.
―After over $40 billion in assistance to Pakistan, helping build Pakistan‘s
military and boost its economy, Pakistan is still seen as a country that supports
jihadi groups that kill Americans, hurts American interests and refuses to change
its policies,‖ said Husain Haqqani, Pakistan‘s former ambassador to the U.S.
There is strong support in the U.S. and the new administration to reduce
military funding to the country, said Haqqani, now director for South and Central
Asia at the Washington-based Hudson Institute.
Trump has said little about Pakistan since his election victory. In December,
he called Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ―a terrific guy‖ and offered to help resolve
the country‘s outstanding problems, according to details of a phone conversation
released by Sharif‘s office.
But he hasn‘t always felt so warmly. In 2012, he tweeted: ―Get it straight.
Pakistan is not our friend‖ and called on Pakistan to ―apologize to us for providing
safe sanctuary for Osama Bin Laden for 6 years? Some ‗ally‘.‖
Last week, Trump‘s fiscal 2018 budget proposal — entitled ―America First‖
— called for ―deep cuts‖ to foreign assistance with a 28.5 percent funding
reduction for international programs, including the State Department and the U.S.
Agency for International Development. Pakistan is the sixth largest recipient of
American aid.
―We would like continuity in the support for the fight‖ against terrorism, said
Musadiq Malik, a spokesman for Sharif.
‗Holistic Review‘
While Pakistan‘s military has cracked down on militants in northern
Waziristan, suffering heavy casualties in the process, the Afghan Taliban and
Haqqani Network still use bases in Pakistan to launch attacks on U.S.-backed
forces, according to General John W. Nicholson, who heads NATO forces in
Afghanistan. Nicholson said the U.S. needs a ―holistic review‖ of its policy toward
Pakistan.
―It‘s very difficult to succeed on the battlefield when your enemy enjoys
external support and safe haven,‖ Nicholson told the U.S. Senate Armed Services
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Committee on Feb. 9. ―We need to improve the pressure applied on the Haqqanis
and the Taliban on the Pakistan side of the border.‖
In August, the U.S. withheld $300 million to Pakistan after then-Defense
Secretary Ash Carter found he couldn‘t certify that enough action had been taken
against the Haqqani Network. In late January, in a move interpreted as an attempt
to placate the U.S., Hafiz Saeed, the alleged planner of the 2008 Mumbai attacks,
was placed under house arrest in Lahore. He has denied involvement in the India
attacks and has never been charged despite being detained multiple times.
Pressure has been building to reduce U.S. military aid to Pakistan, according
to Shaista Tabassum, chairwoman of the international relations department at the
University of Karachi.
Global Responsibility
―Even during the Obama administration there were objections on Pakistan‘s
policy‖ on the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani Network, she said. ―So how could we
expect a new president to give a free hand to Pakistan to go and do what they want
to do in Afghanistan?‖
Relations with the U.S. are likely to deteriorate ―unless Pakistan follows up its
actions against Saeed with meaningful steps to combat other terrorist groups,
particularly the Haqqani Network,‖ Sasha Riser-Kositsky, a South Asia analyst at
Eurasia Group, said in a report last month.
A further cut in military aid would come as an added blow to Pakistan‘s
widening deficits, he said.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said in an interview that continuity of funding
would be welcomed given the cost of a recent extension of anti-terrorism
operations. Pakistan suffered a spate of bombings last month -- which Dar said was
related to a renewed push against militants.
Dar said he may travel to the U.S. to meet Trump‘s team before a routine visit
in April for meetings with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
―Defeating terrorism is a global responsibility and we are playing our due
part,‖ he said.
Пакистан получил от АзБР 6.4 млрд. долл. в виде займов, но не смог
использовать 4.6 млрд. долл.
Granted $6.4b in loans, Pakistan fails to utilise $4.6b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
19th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1359294/2016-granted-6-4b-loans-pakistan-fails-utilise-4-6b/

In case of Jamshoro power generation project, the total contract award
amounted to only $22.8 million or 2.5% of the approved loan amount even after
58% of time had elapsed.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has failed to utilise $4.6 billion or almost threefourths of the $6.4 billion in loans the Asian Development Bank (ADB) gave for
various projects, and is paying extra charges on ‗idle money‘.
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Usual bureaucratic inefficiencies, startup delays and extremely complex
procedures defined by the ADB for awarding contracts of projects remained some
of the key reasons behind the dismally low disbursements.
As of the end of December 2016, Pakistan could utilise only $1.8 billion or
27% of the total loans, showed official documents of the Manila-based lending
agency.
ADB‘s lending
As there is a time value of money as well, Pakistan is paying 0.15% in
―commitment charges‖ on majority of the undisbursed amount. The $4.63 billion
includes both expensive and concessionary loans.
In 2016, it took almost five months to make a project loan effective after its
approval from the Board – a time that can easily be shortened to a couple of weeks.
However, projects‘ start-up compliance was better than the previous year‘s when it
stood close to seven months.
World Bank indirectly backs harmful projects, says report
The ADB-financed portfolio is not moving at a swift pace despite the fact that
its Country Director, Werner Liepach, has easy access to Q Block – the seat of the
Finance Ministry – and to Finance Minister Ishaq Dar. In other countries, it is rare
that heads of lending agencies meet with the top political leaderships, according to
officials who have worked in these organisations at the international level.
This week, the ADB and Pakistan completed the review of the country
portfolio for the period of December 2016. By end 2016, the ADB-financed total
active portfolio increased to $6.7 billion including policy loans. The portfolio is
comprised of 37 investment projects and one sector reform programme.
OICCI suggests scrapping super tax in budget proposals
However, the project portfolio review revealed that the chronic issues
affecting the disbursement of loans largely remained unaddressed even in the last
year. This denied or delayed the intended benefits the policymakers conceived
while seeking these foreign loans.
―The Executing Agencies/Implementing Agencies‘ delays in decisionmaking, inherent problems of administering the contracts and performance of
supervisory and management consultants undermine economy and efficiency in
delivery‖, noted the ADB documents.
Due to slow progress, the ADB even cancelled $193.6 million loan amount in
2016. Six projects remained problematic last year.
Problems
The situation was equally worse in the energy sector- supposedly the PML-N
government‘s top priority area. There were 14 active loans worth $2.9 billion in the
energy sector but disbursements stood at only $440 million last year.
At the end of 2016, out of 30 active loan projects, 24 projects were rated as
―on track‖ but the amounts could not be fully disbursed in these projects. The pace
of work on the project could be one genuine reason for less disbursement. But
when one compares the figures of contract awards with the cumulative
disbursements, the bureaucratic inefficiency appears to be the reason behind the
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slow financial progress. The cumulative contract awards stood at $2.9 billion by
the end of last year but the disbursements against these awards amounted to $1.8
billion.
ADB stresses ‗full recovery‘ of consumer bills
The ADB said that in 2016 the institutional arrangements of Project
Management Units (PMUs) remained a challenge. The project management unit of
Energy Efficiency Investment Program could not be made functional despite lapse
of seven long years. A PMU at NTDC remained understaffed for almost all of
2016 and resultantly project implementation suffered in the absence of adequate
resources.
The PMUs of CAREC Border Services Project, Water Resources
Development Project could not be fully established by the end of 2016.
In terms of lending modality, the multi-tranche financing facility (MFF)
accounts for 31% of the active loan portfolio. However, except for the MFF in the
Agriculture sector, more than half of the MFF amount remained uncommitted. A
substantial underutilisation was in the transport and energy sectors.
Since 2011, the energy sector accounted for nearly half of Pakistan‘s active
portfolio, standing at $2.9 billion by end of 2016.
In case of Jamshoro power generation project, the total contact award
amounted to only $22.8 million or 2.5% of the approved loan amount even after
58% of time lapsed. Some of the key reasons for delayed procurement are related
to unavailability of designs, weak procurement capacities of the government
agencies, litigation and delays in PMU establishment, according the ADB.
However, Pakistani authorities blamed the ADB for the delay due to complex
procedures for the award of contracts.
In the eyes of the ADB, lack of effective understanding of ADB‘s
procurement guidelines, general lack of understanding of national and provincial
procurement rules, absence of a fully functional internal approval mechanism and
frequent transfer/posting of key project staff were reasons behind the delays.
Всемирный банк даст кредит 450 млн. долл. на борьбу с бедностью, на
развитие среднего и малого бизнеса.
WB approves $450m to aid poor people of Pakistan
Daily Times. 16/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Mar-17/wb-approves450m-to-aid-poor-people-of-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank (WB) has approved a package worth 450
million dollars to support the government‘s efforts to help the poorest and most
vulnerable people of Pakistan.
The program aims to raise financial access throughout Pakistan to fifty
percent of adults, including twenty-five percent women by 2020.
Similarly, in the next three years, it aims to boost private sector credit access
to small and medium enterprises to fifteen percent from seven percent in 2015.
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Additionally, the Bank will also provide fifty million dollars under Punjab
Tourism for Growth Project to strengthen institutions and improve infrastructure to
support the tourism sector in the province.
Meanwhile, in a statement World Bank Country Director for Pakistan
IllangoPatchamuthu acknowledged that Pakistan has made significant progress in
the implementation of economic reforms.
США предоставил грант Пакистану на 550 млн. долл. от Фонда
поддержки коалиции
US disburses $550 million under CSF to Pakistan
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1351303/us-disburses-550-million-csf-pakistan/

10th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The United States has disbursed $550 million under the
Coalition Support Fund (CSF) grant to Pakistan, rekindling Islamabad‘s hopes for
a better external account position that had come under stress due to delay in release
of the money.
The Trump administration transferred the funds this month with a fresh
tranche of $200 million coming early this week, said an official of the finance
ministry. However, despite the beginning of the process of release of CSF funds, it
is unlikely that Islamabad will get $1.65 billion in CSF disbursements before the
end of June.
US cut funds for Pakistan by 73%: Congress report
The finance ministry had projected $1.65 billion receipts from Washington on
account of CSF when making the budget for the current fiscal year. The
government expects to receive at least another $400 million but there is no surety
that Washington will disburse this amount on time.
Pakistan‘s ambassador-designate to the US Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry met
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Thursday before his departure for Washington. Dar
asked Chaudhry to put efforts for further augmenting Pak-US economic
cooperation and trade. Although the $550 million appears a small sum for a $300
billion economy, it still matters a lot due to Islamabad‘s dependence on external
dole-outs.
The $1.65 billion or Rs170 billion are part of the government‘s non-tax
revenues and any shortfall against these estimates would widen the budget deficit
by the same amount, which will force the government to borrow from the banks.
In the last fiscal year too, Pakistan received roughly $1 billion from the US
against its budget estimates of $1.7 billion.
US Senate panel clears bill to block $300m military aid to Pakistan
The CSF disbursements are also very crucial for building foreign currency
reserves, maintaining dollar-rupee exchange rate parity and lessening strains on the
external accounts. During the week ending on March 3, SBP‘s reserves increased
by $289 million to $17.14 billion, announced the central bank on Thursday. It
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added that during the last week SBP received $350 million under CSF and made
payments of $62 million on account of external debt servicing.
The $200 million came after March 3, therefore are not part of the $17.14
billion reserves, held by the SBP. Had the central bank not received $350 million
early this month, its reserves would have fallen further due to debt payments. The
CSF payments again increased the reserves level to $17 billion.
Пакистан получил с июля 2016 г. по январь 2017 г. займов на сумму 4.6
млрд. долл. (1.9 млрд. – от Китая).
Pakistan gets $4.6b in fresh foreign loans
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
March
2,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1343412/declining-forex-reserves-pakistan-gets-4-6b-fresh-foreignloans/

ISLAMABAD: In order to offset declining foreign currency reserves and
meet external debt obligations, Pakistan obtained fresh foreign loans worth $4.6
billion over the past seven months, including $1.9 billion from China alone.
The foreign economic assistance stood at $4.57 billion between July and
January of this fiscal year, according to the data compiled by the Ministry of
Finance and Economic Affairs. These included borrowings amounting to $2.3
billion for budgetary and balance of payments support – areas that do not offer
return on investments and make it difficult to repay loans without resorting to
additional borrowings.
Pakistani cash in Swiss banks pulled out?
The $2.3 billion borrowings include $1 billion in Sukuk Bonds, which were
floated by pledging the Lahore-Islamabad Motorway and $1.2 billion from foreign
commercial banks. Both these loans were aimed at meeting the needs of budget
financing and foreign currency reserves.
The $4.6 billion foreign loans were about 57 per cent of the annual economic
assistance of $8 billion that the government projected it would receive during the
current fiscal year 2016-17.
Дар Саудовской Аравии Пакистану в 2014 г. в 1.5 млрд. долл.
Pakistan to borrow $600m from China
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322240/pakistan-borrow-600m-china/

10th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has decided to borrow $600 million from China to
boost its dwindling foreign currency reserves that have depleted by $1.7 billion
since expiry of the International Monetary Fund programme.
It is the second time in the last three years that the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz government has decided to ask a friendly country to boost its foreign
currency reserves. Earlier, Saudi Arabia had gifted $1.5 billion to Pakistan in two
equal tranches in 2014.
Pakistan‘s debt pile soars to Rs22.5tr
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Рост экономической помощи Пакистану. Долг Пакистана
Country debt growth
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Business
&
Finance
weekly,
http://www.dawn.com/news/1312946/country-debt-growth

February

6th,

2017.

Amid an ongoing debate over foreign debt, the government has conceded
receiving loans of $26.124bn and grants of $1.64bn in three years, from Dec 1,
2013 to Nov 30, 2016.
In response to a question from Muhammad Muzammil Qureshi, MNA,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants
amounted to around $27.8bn.
The largest chunk of the loan came in the shape of $6.4bn from the IMF,
followed by $4.5bn bonds from the international capital market. The World Bank‘s
share was $4.4bn, the Islamic Development Bank‘s $2.7bn and the Asian
Development Bank provided $2.43bn. The Chinese government and the China
Development Bank put together $2.9bn.
In response to a question from an MNA, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
reported in writing that total foreign loans and grants amounted to around
$27.8bn
Mr Dar said the government repaid $12bn foreign loans in three years.
Separately, in its Debt Policy Statement 2016-17, the ministry of finance
reported that the stock of public external debt has now touched $58.7bn at the endSeptember 2016 against $48.1bn at end-June 2013.
The total external debt (including private sector, public sector entities and
banks) reached $71bn as of end-September 2016 against $57.8bn in 2013.
Total external debt and liabilities, on the other hand, rose to $74.6bn from
$60.9bn during the same period.
Required under the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act, the policy
statement said that external public debt servicing declined for the second
consecutive year and recorded at $4.34bn during 2015-16 as compared to $4.475bn
a year before. When adjusted for rollovers, external public debt servicing increased
from $5.47bn in 2014-15 to $5.59bn in 2015-16.
This decline was mainly due to lower principal repayments made to the IMF.
Servicing of public external debt in first quarter of the current fiscal year (up to end
September 2016-17) was recorded at $1.3bn which actually goes beyond $2.3bn in
the first quarter if rollovers are also accounted for.
The debt policy statement said there was limited pressure from external debt
repayments in the medium term because projected principal repayments to the IMF
against the EFF programme were stretched over a longer timeframe, starting at
$0.2bn in 2018 and rising to $0.8bn in 2020, with final payment due in 2025.
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An amount of $0.75bn due in June 2017 is the only Eurobond maturing until
2019 while repayments for official development assistance from the Paris Club
began in 2016 but are over a 23-year period.
The policy statement said the net public debt increased to about Rs18.3tr at
end-September 2016, up from Rs13.48tr in 2013. Gross public debt was pitched at
Rs20.54tr in September last year against Rs14.32tr in 2013, registering an increase
of 43.4pc.
Putting the net domestic debt at Rs14.4tr in September 2016, the debt policy
statement said this had increased from Rs8.6bn in 2013, showing an increase of
67pc. External debt in Pak rupee stood at Rs6.14tr in September, up 28pc from
Rs4.8tr in 2013.
The net public debt to GDP ratio in rupee terms remained unchanged at
60.2pc in 2013 and end-June 2016 and is estimated further down at 54.5pc at endSeptember 2016 as the size of GDP increased from Rs22.38tr in 2013 to Rs33.5tr
in September 2016.
The DPS said the increase in public debt was higher than financing of fiscal
deficit during 2015-16.
Apart from fiscal deficit, increase in government credit balances with the
central bank and commercial banks, debt from the IMF and dual revaluation loss
on account of depreciation of the US dollar against other foreign currencies, as
well as depreciation of Pak rupee against the dollar, contributed to the increase in
public debt.
External debt in dollars increased by 13pc during 2015-16 due to net external
inflows and revaluation loss due to depreciation of dollar against other foreign
currencies.
It went on to add that a large part of the increase in external debt was
contributed by concessionary borrowing from international financial institutions
which also contributed towards reducing the cost of overall public debt portfolio
and the government was able to meet the IMF ceiling on borrowing from the
central bank and zero quarterly limit.
The DPS said the cost of domestic borrowing has substantially reduced as the
weighted average interest rate on government domestic debt was reduced to a
single digit as at end June 2016. Accordingly, the government interest expenditure
reduced to 26pc of total revenue during 2015-16 as compared to 31pc in 2014-15.
Domestic debt recorded an increase of Rs772bn during first quarter of the
current fiscal year while government domestic borrowing for financing fiscal
deficit was Rs369bn during this period.
The differential is mainly because of government credit balance with
SBP/commercial banks during first quarter of current year which was mostly
utilised by the government in October 2016.
Under the amended FDRLA 2015, the government is now required to limit
fiscal deficit excluding foreign grants to 4pc of GDP during the three years
beginning from fiscal year 2017-18.
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It said the amended law required reducing total public debt to 60pc of GDP
within a period of two years beginning 2016-17.
The public debt to GDP ratio witnessed an increase in 2015-16 despite
reduction in fiscal deficit that was contributed by dual revaluation loss, IMF
inflows and increase in credit balances but the government would deliver on the
target of reducing this to 60pc by 2017-18 as required under the law.
The law requires the government to reduce public debt by 0.5pc of GDP every
year between 2018-19 and 2023 and then 0.75pc annually until 2033.

ИНОСТРАННЫЙ КАПИТАЛ1. ИНВЕСТИЦИИ1
Китай занимает первое место в прямых иностранных инвестициях в
Пакистан
China continues to dominate as FDI jumps 150% in Oct
The Express Tribune, November 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559629/2china-continues-dominate-fdi-jumps-150-oct/

KARACHI: Pakistan received foreign direct investment (FDI) worth $288
million in October 2017, up by a significant 150% compared with inflows of $115
million in the same month of previous year, according to data released by the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Wednesday.
Of the total FDI in October 2017, $202 million came from China, which has
been dominating in investment flow mainly due to capital injection under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Other countries that made significant investments in October 2017 were the
Netherlands ($27 million), France ($9.5 million) and Singapore ($9 million).
Total FDI in the first four months of fiscal year 2017-18 touched $940
million, up 74% compared with $539 million in the same period of preceding year.
Pakistan stops bid to include Diamer-Bhasha Dam in CPEC
In July-October FY18, Chinese investments in Pakistan jumped to $632
million, up 224% compared with $195 million in the corresponding period of
previous year.
The second highest FDI came from Malaysia which amounted to $107
million in the first four months, up 1,088% compared with just $8 million in the
corresponding period of previous year.
France stood at third position with investment flow of $38 million and the
Netherlands at fourth with $33 million. Hungary brought $28 million, the US and
the UAE injected $27 million and $24 million, respectively.
Sector-wise investment
The power sector received the highest FDI in October 2017 as the country
got $154 million for the sector. The construction sector received $53 million while
the trade sector got $43 million.
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So far, in the first four months of FY18, the power sector led the FDI inflow,
which stood at $422 million. Analysts believe this is happening due to investments
going into mega power projects under CPEC.
Overall, the construction sector came at the second place as it received $177
million in the first four months of FY18. Other notable sectors were financial
business ($76 million), communications ($69 million) and oil and gas exploration
($58 million).
India spending $500 million to sabotage CPEC: Gen Zubair
Analysts say while Chinese investment is crucial, other countries including
the US and western European countries have been increasingly shying away since
the financial crisis of 2008, which should be a cause for concern for policymakers
of the country.
Pakistan received $2.41 billion in FDI in the fiscal year ended June 30,
2017, up 5% from $2.3 billion in the previous year. It got $5.4 billion in 2007-08,
which was the highest inflow in the country‘s history, according to the Board of
Investment.
However, the country has been recording low levels of foreign investment
since 2008. Many foreign investors, especially from western countries, have pulled
out due to persistent energy crisis, poor governance and security challenges.
Пакистан скатился с 144 места в «Doing Business» на 147 место из 190
стран мира.
Pakistan now ranked 147th in World Bank‘s Ease of Doing Business
Index
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
1st,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1546434/2-pakistan-now-ranked-147th-world-banks-ease-businessindex/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has slipped three places on the Word Bank‘s Ease
of Doing Business Index and is now ranked a lowly 147th among 190
economies, denting the government‘s pro-business image ahead of next general
elections.
The index is mostly used as a guide by foreign investors to learn more about
a country, aiding decisions on pouring in money in the economy.
Pakistan, however, slipped from its last year‘s rating despite the introduction
of some reforms in areas of starting a business and making international trade
relatively easier. If one government department is to be blamed for the overall poor
performance, it is the Ministry of Finance, as the country‘s ranking nosedived on
the indicators of paying taxes and getting credit.
Last year, Pakistan was ranked at 144th position.
Looking to make the next Silicon Valley in Pakistan
The findings of the report serve as a reminder to the PML-N government
that has claimed making Pakistan an easier place to do business in, while also
helping it become one of the fastest 25 growing economies of the world. Instead,
the country was ranked at 43 from the bottom on the influential global index.
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The World Bank released the Doing Business 2018 report on Tuesday that
covers 190 economies and measures how close each economy is to global best
practices in business regulations.
In South Asia, Bhutan, at the 75th place in the Doing Business rankings, is
the highest-ranked economy followed by India (100) and Nepal (105). Pakistan, at
the 147th position, was at number 6 in South Asia followed by Bangladesh (177)
and Afghanistan 183.
International investors consult the report and the Global Competitiveness
Index of the World Economic Forum before taking decisions about their
investment plans.
This year, Pakistan did make it easier to ‗start a business‘, ‗register
property‘, ‗strengthened minority shareholders protection‘ and made it easier to ‗do
trade across the border‘. It also introduced electronic processing of documents for
exports and imports and strengthened port infrastructure.
The report is based on surveys carried out in Karachi and Lahore.
Paying taxes
Pakistan lost 16 positions on the indicator of paying taxes, standing at 172,
according to the 2018 report. Last year, Pakistan‘s ranking was 156. One of the
reasons behind the dismal performance was the increase in overall tax rates that
surged to 33.8% of total profits.
Although the PML-N government reduced the overall corporate tax rate to
30%, it imposed Super Tax on big companies that jacked up tax contribution. Due
to multiplicity of taxes, people and companies made 47 tax payments every year
which consumed 311.5 hours, according to the report.
Instead of broadening the tax base, the government relied heavily on the
existing extremely narrow tax base to meet its additional revenue requirements.
This made business uncompetitive.
Pakistan‘s freelancing industry is thriving
Getting credit
Pakistan also lost 23 positions on the indicator of getting credit for doing
business. The country stood at 105th position this year as against 82nd last year.
Due to the government‘s growing budget financing needs, very little capital was
left for the business to expand.
On the indices of starting a business and registering property the country lost
one position standing at 142 and 170, respectively. There are 12 kinds of
procedures that require about 18 days to complete them. Similarly, for registering a
property about 155 days were required.
Getting electricity
Although the country improved its position by three notches, it still
remained at 167th on the index of getting electricity. There were about six kinds of
procedures that an applicant has to complete for getting a connection. The country
did not make any progress on the issue of reliability of supply and transparency in
electricity tariffs.
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Survey results showed that despite the government‘s focus on the energy
sector the people perceptions did not change.
On the index of dealing with construction permits, the country improved its
ranking by nine notches and stood at 141. There are 15 types of procedures that
require 252 days for an investor to get a construction permit.
On the index of trading across the border, Pakistan did improve its position
by one notch but it still remained at 171 -among the bottom 20 economies. For
fulfilling border compliance, an exporter needs 75 hours and the cost of
documentary compliance was $257. The cost of border compliance was $457.
In the case of imports, the cost of documentary compliance is $735 and
border compliance is $936.6.
On the index of enforcing contracts, the country was ranked at 156 – a notch
above last year‘s ranking. Similarly, Pakistan improved three positions on the
index of resolving insolvency and stood at 82.
Международное агентство S&P считает завышенным инвестиционный
рейтинг Пак-на из-за высокого импорта и бюджетного дефицита
Standard & Poor‘s maintains Pakistan‘s investment rating at ‗highly
speculative‘
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
31st,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1545615/2-standard-poors-maintains-pakistans-investment-ratinghighly-speculative/

ISLAMABAD: Standard and Poor‘s credit rating agency has kept Pakistan‘s
investment rating unchanged at ‗highly speculative‘, but lowered its expectations
for better external and fiscal performance due to an upsurge in imports and higher
budget deficit ahead of next general elections.
The S&P – one of the top three credit rating agencies of the world – has
retained Pakistan‘s long and short-term rating at B, while taking a stable long-term
view of the country‘s economy. Bond investments in B-rated countries are
considered highly speculative that yield good returns for investors.
The S&P‘s decision to keep the rating unchanged would provide a sigh of
relief to the Finance Ministry that is planning to issue over $2 billion in
international bonds next month to take pressure off its external account.
Affirmation of Pakistan‘s rating says economic prospects remain favourable
and external and fiscal metrics of the country will not worsen materially from their
current level, said the Ministry of Finance on Monday while welcoming the rating
agency‘s decision.
S&P upgrades Pakistan‘s credit ratings
However, the agency has downward revised its expectations for better fiscal
and external account performance.
―We have revised downward our expectation of Pakistan‘s external
performance due to the surge in imports,‖ stated the report. It added the surge
stems from substantial energy and infrastructure-related projects under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) plan for the next two years. In addition, the
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S&P has anticipated that further fiscal consolidation will be challenging due to
lower-than-expected performance at the provincial government level and the
upcoming elections in June 2018.
Due to these reasons, the credit rating agency has projected budget deficit at
6% of the Gross Domestic Product or Rs2.2 trillion. This is about 2% of the GDP
or Rs716 billion higher than the official estimates.
Similarly, the rating agency said that the current account deficit will also
remain high in the next two years, with narrow net external debt hovering at about
150% of current account receipts. It said that the 150% ratio was ―substantially
higher than we expected previously‖.
Former governor of the State Bank of Pakistan Dr Ishrat Husain also said
last week that the central bank should have sleepless nights due to weakening debt
repayments capacity.
The S&P said that although CPEC was a decade-long initiative, the bulk of
the capital goods imports happen in the first three years. Because of this reason, the
rating agency expects that the external account deterioration will be a temporary
phenomenon and will likely reverse from mid-2019 onwards.
The rating agency noted that it ―may raise ratings on Pakistan if the
country‘s security environment settles to an extent that economic growth continues
to trend higher, strengthening the country‘s fiscal and external positions‖. At the
same time, the rating may be lowered ―if the current infrastructure investments do
not yield any positive impact on macroeconomic stability‖. Indications of this
would include GDP growth below our forecast, or external or fiscal imbalances
higher than what we expected, it added.
Credit rating: S&P puts Pakistan in speculative bracket
The S&P said that the ratings on Pakistan remain constrained by a narrow
tax base and domestic and external security risks, which continue to be high. These
factors weaken the government‘s effectiveness and weigh on the business climate,
it added.
It also said that Pakistan‘s interest-servicing burden has reduced but remains
extremely heavy as a share of fiscal revenue. The interest expense consumes nearly
a third of government revenue, partly a function of its narrow tax base. Pakistan‘s
ratio of tax revenue to GDP remains one of the lowest among sovereigns.
S&P expects the government to continue its reform agenda and retain key
economic targets while maintaining macroeconomic stability, reducing fiscal and
external vulnerabilities and promoting growth supporting reforms.
The S&P further expects Pakistan‘s GDP to grow at an average of 5.7% in
the period 2017-2020. This stronger growth projection reflects large scale
investments taking place under CPEC in energy and infrastructure sectors of the
economy.
It said that Pakistan suffers from domestic security challenges and longlasting hostility with neighboring India and Afghanistan. Inadequate infrastructure,
mainly in transportation and energy, acts as further bottlenecks to foreign direct
investments.
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Прямые иностранные инвестиции выросли в июле-сентябре 2017 г. с
423 млн. до 662 млн. долл. (65% - из Китая).
Foreign direct investment jumped 56pc in July-Sept
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, October 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364684/foreigndirect-investment-jumped-56pc-in-july-sept

KARACHI: Foreign direct investment (FDI) increased 56 per cent year-onyear in the first quarter of 2017-18, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported on
Wednesday.
This is in contrast to the overall trend as inflows remained largely poor
during the last four years.
FDI in July-September rose to $662 million from $423m a year ago, an
increase of $238.5m.
The government is under pressure because of rising current account and
trade deficits. The twin deficits are making it difficult for the country to meet
foreign obligations.
The other two important sources of foreign exchange — remittances and
exports — have also shown positive signs with the beginning of 2017-18.
Data shows Chinese investment was $430m, or about 65pc of total FDI
received during the first quarter.
FDI from China was 216pc higher year-on-year in July-September. Pakistan
received just $136m in the same quarter a year ago.
Chinese investment constitutes 65pc of total inflows of $662m
FDI in September was $204.8m. The inflow from China amounted to
$178.7m and was the highest in September. Inflows from only two countries were
in double digits last month. FDI from Kuwait and the Netherlands amounted to
$15m and $14.5m, respectively.
Pakistan relies heavily on Chinese investment for its FDI. Investments from
all other countries amounted to just $232m during the three-month period.
The second-highest FDI came from Malaysia, which invested $111m during
the quarter. Inflows from all other countries were less than $30m.
Inflows from the United Arab Emirates, United States and Hungry were
about $22m each while FDI from France remained $28.5m.
Overall foreign private investment, which includes foreign portfolio
investment, showed a growth of 29.5pc to $583.7m during the quarter. The country
witnessed a net outflow of $78.2m in portfolio investment during the quarter,
which reduced the impact of higher FDI. During the same quarter of last fiscal
year, portfolio investment witnessed an inflow of $27.5m.
The government is struggling to maintain foreign exchange reserves at a
level that provides the import cover for three months. Imports have been increasing
while exports showed slight improvement in July-September. The imbalance led to
a current account deficit of $2.6 billion in the first two months of 2017-18.
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Pakistan‘s external financing needs stand at $18bn for the current fiscal year.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar recently said the country can comfortably fulfil
external financing needs, but many independent economists question the claim.
The government is also planning to borrow up to $1bn through sukuk. The
government borrowed heavily from commercial banks in 2016-17. This indicates
that the trend will not change in the current fiscal year because of a growing need
for dollars to meet foreign obligations.
Обвинения против Исаак Дара
вызывают их недовольство.
Corridors of power at a standstill

нервируют

предпринимателей,

Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, October
http://www.dawn.com/news/1362593/corridors-of-power-at-a-standstill?preview

9th,

2017.

The markets have been in a tailspin ever since PML-N supremo Nawaz
Sharif was sent packing through a Supreme Court decision that also ordered a
reference to be filed against his all-powerful finance minister, Ishaq Dar.
Opposition parties in parliament and the Senate Standing Committee on
Finance have since been calling for Mr Dar‘s resignation, saying it is embarrassing
for the country to have a finance minister tainted with allegations of financial
impropriety. Mr Dar has denied all charges that he accumulated assets and funds
through unfair means.
The PML-N has cold-shouldered opposition demands for Dar‘s exit and has
decided to continue his economic and financial supervision till the end — to ensure
consistency ahead of elections — unless forced otherwise on a legal basis.
The fragile PML-N government appears to be moving towards a phase
where dealing with day-to-day affairs has become a priority rather than long-term
policy direction. Businesses are getting nervous and investor sentiment eroding
An Islamabad-based accountability court has indicted the finance minister
on the request of the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) for allegedly
accumulating assets and funds beyond his known sources of income.
Political uncertainty has taken root since then, affecting the country‘s
economic outlook at a critical juncture. The benchmark 100-share index of the
Pakistan Stock Exchange has plunged almost 7,000 points since the July 28
decision of the apex court.
This reflects adversely on the country‘s long-term economic and financial
transition ahead of political change eight to 10 months down the road. While
domestic investor sentiments have yet to take off as the country moves closer to
ending chronic energy shortages, the lack of equilibrium in different pillars of the
state is likely to take its toll on the nascent macroeconomic recovery.
Still hanging on his shoulders is the potential reopening of the Hudaibiya
Paper Mills case that involved a confessional statement Mr Dar is reported to have
made during retired Gen Musharraf‘s early days in power, suggesting he
transferred funds abroad on behalf of the Sharif family through benami accounts.
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Until the Panama Papers controversy, Mr Dar expressed anger if anyone
asked him about the confession that, according to him, was ―a piece of trash
written under duress‖ and ―thrown in the dustbin by the high courts‖ in 2014.
Without its own investigation, the National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
has filed a case against Mr Dar on the basis of a report prepared by a specially
constituted six-man joint investigation team (JIT) probing allegations of money
laundering against the Sharif family.
The case states that ―the accused acquired assets and pecuniary interests and
resources in his own name and/or in the name of his dependants of an approximate
amount of Rs831.678 million‖, showing 90 times increase in a few years which
were ―disproportionate to his known sources of income for which he could not
reasonably account for‖.
In the interim reference, however, NAB appeared not fully convinced with
the evidence against Mr Dar when it told the accountability court that foreign
countries had been requested to provide certain records which, if materialised,
would be produced before the court.
The accountability court under the direction of the Supreme Court is
required to complete the trial in six months.
In the meanwhile, the fragile PML-N government under the short-term
prime minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, appears to be moving towards a phase
where dealing with day-to-day political challenges and economic affairs has
become a priority rather than long-term policy direction and a proactive approach.
Businesses are getting nervous and investor sentiment eroding.
There are already indications about a possible delay in the launch of a
planned $1 billion sukuk bond because the government is busy firefighting in the
evolving political and legal environment. The primary focus remains on fighting a
legal battle for survival, rather than going the extra mile to leave a stable plate for
the successor.
That, in a manner, appears to be a repeat of 2008 when Pakistan had to
postpone a couple of transactions in the international capital markets to offload
some blue chips at the eleventh hour under the coalition government of the PPP
and PML-N. What followed was a serious balance-of-payments problem and a
tough bailout programme from the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
The pattern returned ahead of the 2013 general elections as political
uncertainties returned amid growing tensions among various state organs, energy
projects stalled, reforms were blocked, and the national kitty is now facing the
brunt leading to another IMF injection.
Even if the government goes ahead with the bond launch, its price would
keep growing with each passing day as a premium for the uncertainty.
On top of that, roadshows and investor conferences not only require a
confident team, with an unblemished reputation, of economic managers to respond
to critical questions from outsiders, but also a couple of stable weeks to smoothly
sail through the process. When you are questioned at home for integrity, what
message would a foreign investor get?
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A unified national stance can build on the country‘s weaknesses and
strengths with resilience but the message of a divided house is a recipe to a free
fall.
The biggest sufferers, as always, would be the common people, who deserve
a better standard of living after a long, back-breaking low-growth journey.
Заметно растут прямые иностранные инвестиции в 2017/18 г.
(китайские тоже)
Chinese investment in Pakistan continues to increase, FDI up by 155
percent in 2MFY18
Khurshid
Ahmed.
Daily
Times,
September
19th
2017.
http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/19-Sep-17/chinese-investment-in-pakistan-continues-toincrease-fdi-up-by-155-percent-in-2mfy18

KARACHI: The Foreign Direct investment (FDI) continues to show
encouraging growth trend as in the first two months of current fiscal year (JulyAugust), 2MFY18, the FDI has posted substantial growth of 155 percent to $457.2
million as compared to $179.4 million invested during the same period of the
previous fiscal year.
China topped as the single largest foreign investor in Pakistan with total
investment of $262.4 million made during the period of July-August 2017, up from
$186.7 million invested in August 2017, according to the data released by the State
Bank of Pakistan.
The contribution of Malaysia to Foreign Direct Investment was second
biggest to the tune of $110.8 million, which is far higher than the investment of
$1.3 million made during the same period of last fiscal year 2MFY17.
Other major contributors to the FDI were France $19 million, UAE $18.6
million, Japan $16.6 million, Hungary $13.3 million, United States of America
$13.6 million, and United Kingdom invested $9 million during the first two
months of current fiscal year.
Pakistan is currently suffering due to constant energy shortage, which has
multiplied the cost of industrial input and pushed the country far behind other
export competitors, resulting in decline in exports.
However, during the current fiscal year the power sector has attracted a
major chunk of investment, which is evident from the inflows of foreign
investment of $215.2 million. The major chunk of investment was made in the coal
sector, which stood at $ 171.1 million, thermal $20.7 million and hydroelectric
$23.4 million. In August 2017, the power sector attracted $158.6 million while in
July 2016 the sector had received only $26.1 million, SBP data shows.
The other prominent sector to attract foreign investment was construction,
which received $61.2 million.
The communication sector received $115.1 million during 2MFY18 while
financial businesses attracted $14.9 million during the same period.
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Trade received $5.6 million, construction $2.3 million, and transport
equipment received $8 million of which cars manufacturing sector attracted $7.6
million.
During the last fiscal year FY17, overall volume of investment was $2,410.9
million as the China stood out single biggest investor with total investment of
$1,240.3 million.
The foreign investment in Pakistan remained subdued due to many reasons
including the law and order situation. However, the investment, in the backdrop of
ongoing mega projects under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
mainly from China is gradually increasing, which is likely to attract other countries
to reap the financial benefits of the mega projects.
Иностранные компании вывезли из Пакистана в 2016/17 г. прибыли на
сумму в 2.1 млрд. долл.
Reverse remittances rise to $142m
Dawn, August 26th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353944/reverse-remittances-riseto-142m

KARACHI: Profits and dividends on foreign direct investment (FDI)
repatriated in July amounted to $142 million compared to $125m in the same
month of last fiscal year, the central bank reported on Friday.
FDI in July was significantly higher than a year ago. It amounted to $222.6m
compared to $84.7m in July 2016. However, the repatriation of profits in July this
year was not as high as FDI inflows.
Total reverse remittances on foreign investments in July were $164m
compared to $145.8m in the corresponding period of last fiscal year.
Pakistan received substantial remittances in July, which is a healthy sign for
the economy. But reverse remittances are a problem for the country that is already
facing a decline in foreign exchange reserves.
In 2016-17, foreign companies sent abroad $2.1 billion as profits and
dividends.
Англия – Пакистан: прямые инвестиционные связи
UK working to increase FDI in Pakistan
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1465025/uk-working-increase-fdi-pakistan/

24th,

2017.

KARACHI: UK Deputy High Commissioner in Karachi Belinda Lewis has
said that her government is working on plans to increase foreign direct investment
(FDI) in Pakistan in a sustainable way.
―We plan to have long-term mutual benefits through trade and investments,‖
she said in an interview with The Express Tribune.
Governments of both Pakistan and the UK are trying to increase bilateral
trade, but trade and investment numbers have not reached desired targets.
Pakistan experiences uptick in FDI during April
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In 2017, Pakistan has become a $300-billion economy after achieving 5.3%
economic growth, the highest in a decade. However, its exports have declined
more than 20% from the peak and it desperately needs FDI to create new jobs.
Pakistan received $2.41 billion in FDI in fiscal year 2017, up 5% compared to
the previous year, but much lower than the record high of $5.4 billion received in
fiscal year 2008.
FDI from leading western economies has been on the decline in Pakistan for
the past few years and the UK is no exception. FDI coming from the UK fell to just
$69 million in FY17, down 54% from $151 million in the previous year.
Talking about UK‘s declining investment in Pakistan, the deputy high
commissioner said, ―it would be interesting to see if the UK‘s FDI is declining
generally (in other countries as well) or is it specific to Pakistan. I would be
surprised if it would be just Pakistan.‖
Despite a slow improvement in bilateral trade, Lewis believes the two
countries can increase trade ties due to the inherent potential that has not been
tapped yet.
For instance, she said, British companies generally do not know that the
situation in terms of regulations has improved in Pakistan and it is easy to do
business here than it used to be.
When representatives of British companies come here for the first time, they
desire to come again to find out right partners for businesses.
About 120 British companies – many of them world renowned – operate in
Pakistan in different sectors like consumer goods, banking, energy,
pharmaceutical, education, etc.
Tesco Plc – UK‘s largest and world‘s third largest retailer in terms of turnover
– in February 2017 partnered with Alpha Supermarkets to launch its food and nonfood products in Pakistan.
Photo competition celebrates Pak-UK shared heritage
Currently, Tesco is not investing in Pakistan, but its local partners say it may
enter the market if its experience goes well.
Lewis believes Tesco can come to Pakistan independently due to its fast
growing retail market, growing middle class and the overall size of population.
Speaking about major concerns of UK investors, she said regulations and
legal framework came on top when new investors looked towards Pakistan as an
investment destination.
―Finding a right partner is also very important, there are some new UK
companies that are entering Pakistan because they have partnered with their
partners of choice,‖ she added.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции – основа
урбанизация способствует их притоку
Pakistan‘s FDI challenges amid rapid urbanisation

роста

экономики;
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2017.

ISLAMABAD: Foreign direct investment (FDI) is considered a prime
determinant of sustained and higher economic growth.
It not only leads to capital inflows, but also involves transfer of advanced
technology that improves the technological base of host countries. It allows
economies to increase their export share in global market as well.
The experience of Southeast Asian economies proves this assertion. A more
relevant example for Pakistan can be that of Bangladesh.
Bangladesh‘s technological base has improved markedly due to foreign
investment. Pakistani textile investors transferred their operations in droves to
Bangladesh during the peak of energy crisis. Subsequently, Bangladesh‘s textile
exports have grown at a faster pace compared to Pakistan.
Monetary policy: Central bank independence critical for price stability
Investors of different countries are moving to Bangladesh in order to exploit
cheap input cost options available in the country. This kind of FDI is called
efficiency-seeking investment.
Though it is a popular belief among policy-makers and academics that
Pakistan too provides such cheap options to foreign investors, the country is not
receiving this kind of FDI.
Pakistan‘s weak contract enforcement and intellectual property rights (IPR),
high tariff barriers for the import of key inputs and an ever increasing tax burden
are discouraging foreign investors from making efficiency-seeking FDI in
Pakistan.
Urbanisation-induced FDI
The only attractive feature of Pakistan‘s economy for foreign investors is the
country‘s swiftly urbanising population. As a result, most of the FDI that Pakistan
is receiving is market-seeking.
Growing at an annual pace of 3%, which is the fastest in South Asia, it is
expected that by 2025 almost half of the Pakistani population will be living in
urban centres.
Urban population with higher average income provides a lucrative market for
multinational companies (MNCs) to expand in such areas. Such MNCs can be
more aptly described as being transnational corporations (TNCs).
Although the two terms are used interchangeably, the latter can more suitably
convey the nature of such corporations. Such TNCs usually operate through their
subsidiaries with the sole aim of ensuring sustained revenue growth through
worldwide sales. The nature of TNCs, which have expanded to Pakistan over the
last two decades, proves this point. Coca-Cola has recently enhanced its operations
in Pakistan through its affiliate in Turkey. The content of its advertisement strategy
has a broad urban inclination.
This shows that its market strategy is more tended towards wooing Pakistan‘s
urban population. As a result, Coca-Cola‘s share in the cola market of Pakistan has
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increased markedly. Currently, it is the dominant choice of urban consumers of
soft drinks in the country.
Quite a bunch of UAE-based investors have invested in retail and wholesale
trade, hotels and modern shopping complexes. Other examples include Germany‘s
retail giant Metro Cash & Carry and Japan‘s Yamaha motorcycle assembly.
Foreign banks have also established their branches in urban areas of Pakistan. Such
products and services appeal mostly the consumer base of urban centres.
UK working to increase FDI in Pakistan
How has Pakistan‘s economy benefitted from this kind of FDI? Employment
opportunities have increased, local types of cash & carry retail businesses have
emerged, Pakistani cola brands have also come up, we are even manufacturing our
own motorcycles and domestic investors are also pouring money into shopping
complexes.
Such market-seeking FDI is not going to improve Pakistan‘s technological
base that can put the country on the path of sustained economic growth and
provide higher export share in global markets. This kind of FDI also involves a
high rate of profit repatriation which puts pressure on Pakistan‘s balance of
payments.
Solution
Pakistan needs to complement this urbanisation-induced market-seeking FDI
with efficiency-seeking investment. This can be achieved through joint ventures or
technical collaborations between foreign and local companies in the form of
parent-affiliate arrangement.
Pakistan‘s technological base will improve through this arrangement.
Research has shown that whenever FDI comes outside of this parent-affiliate
relationship, the process of technological transfer is minimal. In the past, Pakistan
has received FDI of this sort. Mobilink, which can be considered a pioneer in
Pakistan‘s mobile telephone industry, started as a joint venture between Saif
Group, a Pakistani conglomerate, and Motorola Inc. Pakistan‘s telecommunication
sector is quite technologically on a par with telecommunication sectors in other
emerging economies.
Joint ventures and other such collaborations can only be considered a viable
option by foreign investors if they are sure that business contracts are upheld, their
intellectual property rights are not infringed upon and their profits are not eaten
away by high tax rates. These can be considered as soft business infrastructure.
Currently, Pakistan‘s performance in soft business infrastructure is very
dismal. Improvement in this area can truly turn Pakistan into a cheap input option
for foreign investors and promote efficiency-seeking FDI.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции в 2016/17 г. составили 2.4 млрд. долл.
(2.3 млрд. в 2015/16 г.).
China leads as Pakistan sees FDI of $2.41b in 2016-17, up 5%
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
18th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1460346/china-leads-pakistan-sees-fdi-2-41b-2016-17-5/

2017.
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KARACHI: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) increased by 5% to $2.41
billion in fiscal year 2016-17 which ended on June 30, compared to $2.30 billion in
the previous year, according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)
on Monday.

Pakistan received $5.4 billion in fiscal year 2007-08, which is the highest
amount in the country‘s history, according to the Board of Investment (BoI).
However, the country has been recording low levels of foreign investment
since 2008. Many foreign investors, especially from western countries, have pulled
out due to the persistent energy crisis, poor governance and security challenges.
CPEC praised for enhancing regional connectivity
China dominates with 49% share
Chinese investors are pouring cash due to the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) projects mainly in major infrastructure projects. Pakistan‘s
eastern neighbour leads the list of individual countries pouring investment in FY17
with $1.186 billion, up by 11% from $1.064 billion in the last year.
In June 2017 alone, the country received net FDI of $104 million from China.
Netherlands emerged as the second leading country with FDI of $463 million
in FY17 compared to just $29.9 million in the same period of last year. This comes
on the back of a $448-million acquisition of Engro Foods by FrieslandCampina – a
Dutch food company.
Turkey came at number three with $136 million in FY17 compared to just
$17 million in the same period of last year while France brought in investments of
$119 million compared with $95 million in the corresponding period.
Major decline from Norway, Egypt, UK and UAE
Fiscal year 2017 saw a major decline in FDI coming from Norway, which
dropped to a negative $13 million from $172 million in FY16. Similarly, this year
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Pakistan did not receive any FDI from Egypt though it got a decent FDI of $141
million from the North African country in 2016.
The FDI coming from UK declined to $69 million in FY17, down 54% from
$151 million in last year. Likewise, the country received just $59 million from the
UAE in FY17, down 46% compared to $110 in the previous year.
Overseas investors find 94% reduction in crime
Sector breakdown
Power sector received the highest FDI of $795 million in FY17, but it was
still significantly down from $1.159 billion from the previous year.
This was followed by the food sector where the country received $493 million
in FY17 compared to net outflow of $56 million in the previous year.
Surprisingly, construction was also among the fastest growing sectors in
FY17; receiving a significant $468 million compared to just $46 million in FY16.
The electronics sector also received a respectable $143 million compared to just
$34 million in FY16.
Зарубежные инвесторы отметили снижение преступлений в Пакистане
(что препятствовало инвестициям в экономику Пакистана)
Overseas investors in Pakistan find 94% reduction in crime
The Express Tribune, July 18th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1460324/overseasinvestors-find-94-reduction-crime/

KARACHI: Overseas investors in Pakistan have observed up to 94% decline
in different crimes all over the country in 2017, according to the annual survey
conducted by Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI).
Respondents of the OICCI security survey 2017 experienced a drop in the
overall street crimes with a 69% reduction in minor crimes (like mobile and cash
snatching) and 90% decrease in major street crimes (like car snatching).
CPEC praised for enhancing regional connectivity
In terms of serious crimes like abductions/hostage taking and extortion
(bhatta) – respondents across Pakistan reported major reductions as compared to
2016, ranging from 94% decrease in Lahore, closely followed by the rest of Punjab
and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (93%) and Karachi (92%).
Security survey 2017 is conducted in June and highlights a positive
movement in the OICCI members‘ perception of the country‘s security
environment. This comprehensive security survey has been conducted every year
since 2015. It reflects the foreign investors‘ perception on the improving security
environment in the country especially after the launch of 2013 Karachi operations.
OICCI members have reported significant improvement in confidence and
comfort of their staff on security matters, which went up further after the 86%
increase reported in the previous survey, as the staffs now feel even more
comfortable in their everyday commute to/from the workplace.
More significantly, a noteworthy feedback from the latest OICCI security
survey is that a higher number of expatriate business visitors have travelled to
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Pakistan in the past one year and most of the business related meetings are now
being held within Pakistan. Prior to August 2013 these were conducted in other
countries due to security concerns.
This is a strong indicator that Pakistan as a destination has improved on the
security concerns map and that such foreign businessmen are being granted travel
permissions for their visit to Pakistan from their respective embassies and travel
security agencies.
An overwhelming 62% respondents reported substantial increase in the
number of overseas visitors to Pakistan as compared to last year. The highest
number of OICCI members‘ foreign visitors was from European countries
followed closely by visitors from Middle East, China, Singapore, USA and Japan.
The 2017 survey once again re-affirms that threats and security concerns have
substantially reduced in Pakistan for all key stakeholders of businesses including
OICCI members.
―The security environment has substantially improved not only for the survey
participants, meaning foreign investors, but also for their customers, suppliers and
employees,‖ said OICCI President Khalid Mansoor.
IMF projects Pakistan‘s external financing requirements at $16.2b
The 2017 OICCI security survey result mirrors the improved security
environment all over Pakistan, especially in Karachi in comparison to the last year
and greatly enhanced since the time prior to August 2013.
A significant majority of the respondents were confident that the general
threats to business had reduced compared to last year and a look at the last survey
in June 2016 echoed the improvement nation-wide with Karachi‘s security
situation being given the thumbs up by 89%, closely followed by Lahore and the
rest of Punjab with 85% and 82%.
Overall, security survey 2017 feedback points to a clear appreciation by
foreign investors of the various initiatives of the government and the security
agencies in proactively tackling the security, law and order challenges which had
serious repercussions on the image of the country as a safe destination for FDI,
added Mansoor.
Encouraged by the significant improvement to date, the authorities are urged
to maintain high level focus on further improving security, law and order to bring it
on a par with the international standards in order to help boost inflow of FDI in
addition to the CPEC investment planned for the country in the near term,
according to a press release.
Китай занимает первое место среди прямых иностранных инвестиций в
мае 2017 г.
China dominates as FDI increases 154% in May
The Express Tribune, June 22nd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1441550/chinadominates-fdi-increases-154-may/
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KARACHI: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Pakistan rose to $295
million in May, up by 154% from $116 million in to the same month of the
previous year.
Cumulatively, FDI increased by 23% to $2.03 billion in the first 11 months
(Jul-May) of the ongoing fiscal year compared to $1.65 billion in the same period
of the previous year, according to data released by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) on Wednesday.
Growth improves, but targets missed
Pakistan received $5.4 billion in fiscal year 2007-08, which is the highest
amount in the country‘s history, according to the Board of Investment (BoI).
However, the country has been recording low levels of foreign investment
ever since 2008. Many foreign investors, especially from western countries, have
pulled out due to the persistent energy crisis, poor governance and security
challenges.
44% of total FDI comes from China
At a time when western investors are withdrawing their investments from
Pakistan, Chinese investors are pouring cash mainly due to the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.
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China leads the list of individual countries pouring investment in Pakistan in
the first 11 months (Jul-May) of the current fiscal year with $879 million, up by
34% from $657 million in the same period last year. In May alone, the country
received net FDI of $161 million from China.
China is followed by the Netherlands with FDI of $466 million in the first 11
months of the current fiscal year, compared to just $29.3 million in the same period
of last year. This comes on the back of a $448 million acquisition of Engro Foods
by FrieslandCampina – a Dutch food company.
France came at number three with $181 million compared to $84.2 million in
the same period of last year, while Turkey brought in investments of $135 million
compared with just $17 million in the corresponding period.
Food was leading all sectors up until the first 11 months (Jul-May) of the
current year, but the trend was changed in May 2017 due to the inflows of $125
million in power sector from China.
The biggest jump in FDI was recorded in the power sector that attracted $548
million as opposed to inflows of $703 million in the corresponding period of
previous year.
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Trade deficit soars to $30 billion, more borrowing likely
The second highest jump was recorded in the food sector where the country
received $476 million compared to net outflow of $53 million in the same period
of last year.
Construction is the fastest growing sector this year; it received $418 million
in the first 11 months of the ongoing fiscal year, up by a massive 828% from just
$45 million in the same period last year. The electronics sector also received $149
million compared to just $35 million in the period under review.
Пакистан на одном из последних мест в мире по ведению бизнеса
Pakistan among riskiest countries for businesses
The Express Tribune. 10.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1406394/pakistan-amongriskiest-countries-businesses/

Terrorism, political instability and being prone to natural disasters has placed
Pakistan in the list of the riskiest countries in the world to do business, according
to a new study.
The report has been published by property insurance group FM Global based
on data from the World Economic Forum, World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund.
It lists Pakistan, Nepal, Ethiopia, Chad, Haiti and Venezuela as the riskiest
countries, while Switzerland is the safest destination for business.
That reflects the fact that the Alpine country is ―among the best in the world
for its infrastructure and local suppliers, its political stability, control of corruption
and economic productivity‖, an FM Global press release states.
Pakistan ranks third on list of countries with worst reputation
Luxembourg took the second spot, having risen from eighth in 2013, partly as
a result of its reduced reliance on oil for economic productivity and continued
growth in the importance of its services sector.
FM Global also said that Luxembourg is ―well-placed to benefit from
financial institutions that may be seeking a new home, following the UK‘s
departure from the European Union.
Sweden, Austria, Germany and Belgium took third, fourth and fifth spot
respectively, while the UK ranked 16th, lagging behind countries such as
Australia, Belgium, Qatar, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark and Norway.
China and the US were both subdivided into three regions for the ranking
because of their vast geographical area and varying levels of exposure to natural
disasters. US East ranked 10th, Central ranked 9th and West ranked 18th, while
China Zone 1 ranked 68th, Zone 2 ranked 72nd and Zone 3 was ranked 66th.
Pakistan ranked fourth most unsafe country in the world
Pakistan ranked 125th, while the Carribean Island of Haiti, which was
ravaged by Hurricane Matthew last year, was ranked last at 130.
Several Middle Eastern nations remain on the list of high-risk countries
because of their vulnerability to cybercrime. The four countries ranking lowest in
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the index for inherent cyber risk were Saudi Arabia, ranked 56th out of 130 in the
overall index, Bahrain, ranked 44th, United Arab Emirates, ranked 32nd, and
Qatar, ranked 13th.
The study found that in general, countries ranking high in internet penetration
and low in civil liberties were most at risk of succumbing to a cyber-attack, which
in turn would place them further down the overall ranking.
The complete data can be explored on FM Global‘s site as an interactive
feature as well.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции в Пакистане в 2016/17 г.
FDI: New approach needed
BR. Apr 19th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/04/19/344447/fdi-new-approachneeded/

The story of nine-month FDI inflows is not very different from that in the
preceding eight months. On a net basis, the FDI is up 12 percent. Wonderful?
Hiding behind that growth is an 11 percent fall in gross FDI inflows, which was
more than offset by 58 percent decline in gross FDI outflows. March 2017 did see
some improvement in gross FDI inflow; about 39 percent year-on-year. But it was
too little to change the overall nine-month picture.

FDI

Gross FDI inflows and outflows include cash received for investment in
equity, intercompany loans, capital equipment brought in/out, equity in accounts
abroad, and reinvested earnings. The last item, i.e. reinvested earnings, are first
recorded as an outflow and then recorded as an inflow, as per international
balance-of-payment reporting standards followed by the State Bank of Pakistan.
The graph comparing nine-month FDI flows across FY15-FY17 shows how
the rise in net FDI is because of falling outflows. What are the underlying
explanations behind it? In the absence of detailed data, it is anybody‘s guess.
Despite its importance, the central bank‘s publicly released numbers do not reveal
the break-up of gross FDI inflows and outflows, which limits any meaningful
analysis of foreign direct investments in the country.
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FDI-1

In the year to date, food, power, and construction sectors dominate the FDI
list. The electronics sector too saw some activity in the shape of Turkish firm
Arcelik acquiring the home-appliance company Dawlance Pakistan for $258
million earlier this fiscal year. Transactions expected in the pipeline are
concentrated in construction-allied, automobile, and food industries. Whether they
will materialize in the ongoing fiscal year is difficult to say at the moment, since
some of them are still in limbo such as the Renault transaction.
Aside from energizing the Board of Investment, easing the time and cost of
doing business, and improving international perception abroad, Pakistan also needs
to focus on two things to help boost the FDI.

FDI-2

At the one end, federal and provincial governments need to come up with
attractive sector-specific policies. The latest Automotive Development Policy
2016-2021 seems to be attracting multiple foreign carmakers that have shown
interest in stepping into the Pakistani market and forming joint ventures with local
conglomerates. Similar policies in the fields of agri-businesses (including meat and
dairy), surgical goods, gems, mines and minerals, etc. need to be explored to both
tap the export potential of non-traditional sectors, and also bring foreign direct
investments in the sector.
Second, as Dr. Vaqar Ahmed of SDPI maintains, there is a need to explore
and tap the Pakistani diaspora abroad – Pakistanis who have done well and set up
successful businesses in America, Europe, or Australia.
In the wake of Trump-ism, an increasing number of successful Pakistani
expatriates may like to have some stakes in Pakistan as well – stakes that are more
than just that dead capital called real estate. Therefore, PM Nawaz and the BOI
should take a leaf from PM Modi on the east, and pay special attention to the
Pakistani business community abroad.
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As is the case with exports, FDI needs a multi-source and multi-sector
approach. Focusing on merely a few sectors or only one country (China) is not a
wise strategy by any stretch of the imagination. Hopefully, that wisdom will dawn
soon in Islamabad.
Прямые иностранные инвестиции в июле 2016 г.-январе 2017 г. достигли
1.16 млрд. долл.
Foreign direct investment amounts to $1.16b in 7MFY17, up 10%
Farhan
Zaheer.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
16th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1328206/foreign-direct-investment-amounts-1-16b-7mfy17-10/

KARACHI: Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Pakistan increased by 10% to
$1.16 billion in the first seven months (Jul-Jan) of the ongoing fiscal year 2016-17,
compared with $1.06 billion in the same period of the previous year, according to
data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Wednesday.
In January 2017, however, FDI amounted to $80.8 million, up 3.4% compared
with $78.1 million in January 2016.
Pakistan has recorded low levels of foreign investment in recent years. Many
foreign investors especially from western countries have pulled out because of a
persistent energy crisis, poor governance and security challenges.
At a time when western investors are withdrawing their investments from
Pakistan, Chinese investors are pouring cash mainly due to the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.
However, the Netherlands is the leading investor in Pakistan in the first seven
months (Jul-Jan) of 2016-17.
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Overall, FDI inflows from the Netherlands touched $456 million in the first
seven months (Jul-Jan) of the current fiscal year 2016-17 compared with just $9.6
million in the same period of last year.
China came at second place with total FDI inflows of $244 million in the first
seven months, down by a massive 48% compared to $466 million in the same
period last year.
Turkey was at number three as it brought investments of $130 million in the
seven months of 2016-17 compared with just $8 million in the corresponding
period of last year.
Winners
The biggest jump in FDI was recorded in the food sector that attracted $468
million in the first seven months as opposed to the outflow of $33 million in the
corresponding period of previous year. In July 2016, the Netherlands-based dairy
company bought 51% shares in Engro Foods at an estimated $448 million, the
single largest private-sector FDI in Pakistan in recent years.
The second highest jump was recorded in the electronics sector where the
country received $135 million in Jul-Jan 2016-17, up 335% compared with $31
million in the same period of last year. The sector remained in the limelight in
2016 because of Turkish investment in a major electronics company in Pakistan.
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Losers
The power sector attracted $245 million in the first seven months, down 50%
compared with $489 million in the same period of last year.
FDI, which is a vital driver of a country‘s economy, has dropped significantly
in Pakistan since 2008 mainly because of political uncertainty, security issues and
energy shortages.
Pakistan received $5.4 billion in fiscal year 2008, which was the highest FDI
in the country‘s history, according to the Board of Investment (BoI).

НАЦИОНАЛЬНЫЕ КОМПАНИИ1
20 монополистических групп получают 30% всех банковских займов
‗20 business groups get 30pc of total bank loans‘
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, July 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1348453/20-businessgroups-get-30pc-of-total-bank-loans

KARACHI: A research report by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) said 30
per cent of banks‘ exposure is to only 20 business groups.
Growth in credit depends heavily on the appetite of the corporate sector,
which currently receives nearly 70pc of total bank lending, according to ―Bank
Credit to Private Sector: A Critical Review in the Context of Financial Sector
Reforms‖ issued earlier this week.
The penetration of bank credit in the economy is quite low compared to
regional and emerging economies. The gap is widening over time, it said.
―Over the past 25 years, however, the ratio of private credit-to-GDP has
shrunk even in absolute terms,‖ said the report.
In focusing exclusively on the corporate sector, banks have marginalised
other niche segments like small and medium enterprises (SMEs), agriculture and
housing, it said, adding that the risk for the banking system has increased as
reflected in its loan concentration within a few conglomerates.
SBP report says banks are not effectively channelling depositors‘ savings into
loans for businesses and individuals
―The overall credit growth in Pakistan has remained subdued as a number of
big, cash-rich conglomerates have increasingly begun using their own resources to
fund growth rather than borrowing from commercial banks,‖ said the report.
The overall environment for private credit growth appears to have
deteriorated over time. Banks are not effectively performing their core function of
channelling depositors‘ savings into loans for creditworthy businesses and
individuals, it said.
―The repercussions have been quite overwhelming for the economy, namely
the dismal state of private investments, and financial and social exclusion of a
large segment of the population.‖
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The report said things began to change course following the deterioration in
the overall macroeconomic and investment climate 2008 onwards. Not only did the
global financial crisis trigger a sense of uncertainty, but also the growing security
concerns and energy shortages significantly dented domestic business prospects, it
added.
Balance-of-payment constraints also have a sizeable impact on the financial
system‘s liquidity, it said, adding that the country‘s net foreign assets-to-GDP ratio
averaged only 5pc in 2006-15 compared to other countries like Thailand (42pc),
Malaysia (36pc), India (18pc) and Bangladesh (8pc).
From a cross-country perspective, however, it appears that high fiscal deficits
and a higher allocation of bank liquidity to budgetary lending cannot explain such
a low level of private credit-to-GDP ratio for Pakistan, said the report.
More specifically, India, Sri Lanka, Egypt, Turkey and Malaysia ran a
persistently high level of fiscal deficits over the past 15 years. Yet their credit
growth through these years has been nothing short of enviable, it said.
More importantly, India, Egypt and Brazil even have a very high level of
bank claims on government. Still their banks managed to contribute meaningfully
to the private sector‘s growth, it said.
While estimates put the contribution of agriculture and SMEs to Pakistan‘s
GDP within 30-40pc, these enterprises get only 6pc of bank credit, said the report.
―Increasing credit to the private sector is not the ultimate aim in itself. The
end goal is to ensure that deserving entrepreneurs and households, which are
currently excluded from access to finance, can avail credit on equitable terms,‖
said the report.
Фирма «Пак-Сузуки» продвигает свой бизнес в Пакистане
Pak Suzuki to invest in automobile glass manufacturing company
The Express Tribune. 23.04.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1306796/pak-suzuki-investautomobile-glass-manufacturing-company/

KARACHI: Pak Suzuki Motor Company – the largest carmaker in Pakistan
with over 50% market share – on Wednesday announced that it intends to invest in
a joint venture company that will manufacture automobile glass, according to a
company notice sent to the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX).
The Board of Directors passed the resolution on its Wednesday meeting
authorising the company to invest long term equity investment of Rs344.4 million
by way of purchase of 34,440,000 ordinary shares of Rs10 each for setting up
Tecno Auto Glass Limited.
Pak Suzuki says no launch of new model for 2 years
Tecno Auto Glass will be a joint venture between Pak Suzuki and Techno
Pack Telecom (Pvt) Limited (TPT) where Pak Suzuki will hold 40% of paid up
capital and the rest 60% with be with TPT and its nominees.
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Tecno Auto Glass will be a public limited company (unlisted) and an
associated company of Pak Suzuki due to its 40% shareholding in it, the notice
said.

ВНУТРИРЕГИОНАЛЬНОЕ РАЗВИТИЕ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Против создания 5-й провинции на месте Гилгит-Балтистан выступают
сепаратисты (в индийском Кашмире - пишут индийцы).
Don‘t declare Gilgit-Baltistan as a province, separatists warn Pak.
Peerzada Ashiq. The Hindu. 18.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/dontdeclare-gilgit-baltistan-as-a-province-separatists-warn-pak/article17523856.ece?homepage=true

India, Pak. have no right to alter geographical status of J&K, they say
Separatists on Friday opposed the Pakistan government‘s move to declare
Gilgit-Baltistan as its fifth province.
In a joint statement, Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz Umar Farooq and Mohammad
Yasin Malik said, ―Kashmir, Ladakh, Jammu, Azad Kashmir [Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir] and Gilgit-Baltistan is a single entity.‖
The separatists said since the political destiny of Jammu and Kashmir was yet
to be decided any proposal to declare Gilgit-Baltistan as the fifth State of Pakistan
was ―unacceptable.‖ Referring to Pakistan as ―a prime party to the Kashmir issue‖,
the separatists said such a step may hamper the disputed status of Kashmir. ―We
hail the role of Pakistan regarding the issue in international fora. However, any
deviation in its stance about Kashmir and its geographical entity is improper and
will prove detrimental for the Kashmir cause.‖
They said no division, alteration and changes were acceptable unless the
people of erstwhile J&K get an opportunity to decide the future course of the State
through a referendum. ―Both India and Pakistan have no authority or right to alter
the geographical status of the State,‖ they added.
Mr. Geelani, the Mirwaiz and Mr. Malik expressed the hope that Pakistan
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ―will fulfil the country‘s commitment regarding the
geographical entity of Jammu and Kashmir.‖
The separatists‘ reaction comes days after, a committee, headed by Pakistan‘s
Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, had proposed giving the status of a
province to Gilgit-Baltistan.
The committee suggested that a constitutional amendment be made to change
the status of the region, through which the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) passes.
Placed under house arrest
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Senior separatist leaders, including Mr. Geelani, the Mirwaiz and Mr. Malik,
were placed under house arrest on Friday in the wake of their call to hold ―peaceful
street protests after Friday prayers.‖
JKLF chairman Malik, while condemning the police action, said, ―Casting or
boycotting vote is a democratic right of every human. If the rulers really believe in
democracy, battle of ideas and freedom of speech and choice, they should refrain
from terrorising pro-boycott people and allow the resistance camp to run a boycott
campaign in a peaceful way.‖
Two parliamentary constituencies, Srinagar and Anantnag, are having bypolls on April 9 and 12 respectively.
Индия резко против образования 5-й провинции в Пакистане – ГилгитБалтистан
‗No rethink on Gilgit-Baltistan‘
The Hindu. 17.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/no-rethink-on-gilgitbaltistan/article17489001.ece?homepage=true

Delhi rejects Pak. move to integrate province, rebuffs comments on
Assemanand
Taking strong exception to Pakistan‘s plans to turn Gilgit-Baltistan region
into a province, India on Thursday asserted that the entire State of Jammu and
Kashmir, including Gilgit-Baltistan constitutes its sovereign territory.
―The position of the government regarding Jammu and Kashmir is well
known. The entire State of Jammu and Kashmir acceded to India in 1947. It has
been, is and will always be an integral part of India. A part of Jammu and Kashmir
has been under illegal occupation of Pakistan. Any unilateral step by Pakistan to
alter the status of that part will have no basis in law and will be completely
unacceptable,‖ said the MEA pokesperson.
The response from the MEA followed reports from Pakistan that a committee
has suggested integration of Gilgit-Baltistan into the federal structure of Pakistan.
The recommendation is unique as despite being part of Pakistan since the first
India-Pakistan war of 1947, Gilgit-Baltistan is the only geographical unit which
has so far not sent members to the Pakistan National Assembly. Gilgit-Baltistan is
significant for Pakistan as it hosts a part of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
On Wednesday, addressing a security conference in the capital, Jammu and
Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti spoke favourably about the CPEC which
passes through Gilgit-Baltistan. ―China and Pakistan have economic corridor. Why
can‘t we be partners to the corridor? Pakistan wants us to be part of the CPEC. We
should join,‖ Ms Mufti had said. However, the MEA reiterated its opposition to the
CPEC .
Asked about Pakistan having expressed concern over acquittal of
Assemanand in the Ajmer Sharif blast case, Mr. Baglay said India completely
rejects Pakistan's ―efforts and intention to meddle‖ in the country's internal affairs,
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including in the Indian judicial process. ―We also reject the ulterior link which is
sought to be established by Pakistan with any other matter under the purview of
Indian courts. .‖
Район Гилгит-Балтистан может стать 5-й провинцией Пакистана. (Индия
встревожена!)

Gilgit-Baltistan to be declared a Province
- The Hindu. 16.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/gilgit-baltistan-tobe-declared-a-province/article17468297.ece?homepage=true

China‘s concerns about Gilgit-Baltistan's unsettled status prompted
Pakistan's move.
The move may raise concerns in India as it borders the disputed Pakistanoccupied Kashmir.
Pakistan is planning to declare the strategic Gilgit-Baltistan region as its fifth
Province, a move that may raise concerns in India as it borders the disputed
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
Pakistan‘s Minister for inter-provincial coordination Riaz Hussain Pirzada
told Geo TV on Tuesday that a committee headed by Advisor of Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz had proposed giving the status of a Province to Gilgit-Baltistan. He
also said that a constitutional amendment would be made to change the status of
the region, through which the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
passes.
Gilgit-Baltistan is treated as a separate geographical entity by Pakistan. It has
a regional Assembly and an elected Chief Minister. It is believed that China‘s
concerns about its unsettled status prompted the move, which could signal a
historic shift in the country‘s position on the future of the wider Kashmir
region, Dawn newspaper had quoted experts as saying.

ПАНДЖАБ1
Всемирный банк выделил 300 млн. долл. на модернизацию сельского
хозяйства Панджаба
World Bank approves $300m to modernise Punjab‘s agriculture
The Express Tribune. December 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1586097/2-worldbank-approves-300m-modernise-punjabs-agriculture/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank approved $300 million on Friday to
modernise agriculture in Punjab to raise farmers‘ income, give consumers better
quality and safer food at lower prices, create jobs on farms and agribusinesses, and
improve the use of irrigation water.
The resources provided by the World Bank will be part of a larger
programme of the government of Punjab that aims to better harness the enormous
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potential for farming in the province, with its fertile soil and extensive irrigation
system, according to a statement issued by the bank.
The programme addresses the paradox that while Punjab‘s farmers earn too
little, people pay high prices for low-quality food. This situation is largely the
result of farm policies that have hardly changed in the last 50 years.
These include extensive subsidies that are inefficient and ineffective, and
government spending that does not provide widespread benefits and results in
wasteful water use.
World Bank explores housing finance
―Agriculture in Punjab has great potential but requires a paradigm shift to
unlock growth opportunities,‖ said World Bank Country Director for Pakistan
Illango Patchamuthu. ―The government of Punjab is determined to help farmers
grow high-value crops and significantly increase their incomes,‖ he added.
The programme is estimated to create 350,000 jobs and lift 1.7 million
people from poverty.
―The bank stands ready to support the government of Punjab in this exciting
endeavour.‖
The World Bank-supported Strengthening Markets for Agriculture and Rural
Transformation (SMART) project will support much-needed reforms for
agriculture and livestock productivity, improve agriculture‘s resilience to climate
change and foster agribusiness in Punjab over the next five years.
It will also reduce inequality and expand opportunities for women and
youth.
The project will shift Rs55 billion (about $520 million) a year that is
currently spent on inefficient and ineffective subsidies towards SMART input
subsidies for small farmers, agricultural research and farmers‘ training and support
for high-value and climate-smart agriculture.
Additionally, SMART will help improve the sustainability of agricultural
production by strengthening the management of irrigation water and help tackle
groundwater depletion.
―Key reforms supported by the project include the transition towards highvalue agriculture, which will substantially raise farm incomes and employment in
Punjab,‖ said Hans Jansen, Senior Agriculture Economist at the World Bank.
World Bank sponsoring $3.8m forest-protection programme
―This will be done by shifting resources away from ineffective subsidies
towards supporting farmers to produce higher-value products such as vegetables,
fruits, pulses, oilseeds, milk and meat, whose demand is growing many times faster
than lower-value crops such as wheat.‖
The SMART project is supported through the World Bank‘s Program-forResults (PforR) financing instrument. PforR‘s features include using a country‘s
own institutions and processes, and linking disbursement of funds directly to the
achievement of tangible results.
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Билавал Бхутто обещает создать еще одну провинцию – Южный
Панджаб
Bilawal promises South Punjab province
Muhammad Irtaza. The Nation. 16.12.2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Dec-2017/bilawalpromises-south-punjab-province

Multan - Pakistan People‘s Party‘s Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari Friday
launched a scathing attack on his rivals and also pledged to address the grievances
of the people of South Punjab by giving the region provincial status.
Addressing a political rally here at Qasim Bagh, Bilawal took aim at PTI
chief and Sharif brothers and went on to claim that the next election would be the
last for Imran Khan.
"Listen Mr Khan! It will be my first and your last
election," Bilawal declared.
Former president Asif Ali Zardari, former prime ministers Syed Yousuf
Raza Gilani and Raja Parvez Ashraf, opposition leader Syed Khurshid Shah and
other top leaders of the party also spoke on this occasion.
Bilawal alleged that the PTI chief introduced foul language in the politics
and they could not answer him in the same language. He also declared Khan the
ideological soldier of Maulana Samiul Haq and said that Khan needed to learn
principles of politics and manners.
He denounced the Khan‘s claim of being the youth representative saying he
had done nothing for the youth.
Instead, the PPP chairman gave a rosy picture for the youth under PPP in
future that would offer equal opportunities, employment and education to them.
He also took a jibe at ousted prime minister for his claim of being an
ideology in himself. "Let us know what your ideology is. Is it the ideology that you
pledged to protect while standing on the grave of Ziaul Haq, or when you hatched
conspiracies against all prime ministers from Junejo to Gilani, or when you
attempted to topple the government of Bibi with the help of Osama's dollars or
when you went straight to Jeddah palace from Attock jail?" he questioned.
He said Nawaz disrespected the constitutional assemblies and imposed
personal dictatorship and added that the people were in a poor state while
democracy was feeble due to Nawaz.
He also held Zia and Musharraf's dictatorships responsible for barring
Pakistan from moving forward.
Bilawal said some elements utilised religion for politics and promoted
extremism and sectarianism and they didn‘t want Islam but Islamabad.
The PPP chairman did not forget to mention Shehbaz Sharif and said that he
would have to give answer for his oppression, corruption, Hudaibia Paper Mills
case, Multan Metro Corruption, 14 martyrs of Model Town and deprivations
of South Punjab . "Junior Mian (Shehbaz) thinks that the burden for all sins has
been borne by the senior Mian but it's not like that," he maintained.
He claimed that the budget for planting flowers in Lahore was higher than
the one for South Punjab 's health.
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The PPP chairman pointed out that Muzaffargarh, Rajanpur, Dera Ghazi
Khan and Bahawalpur were the most backward districts of Punjab. "It is because
the Takht-e-Raiwind has restrained all resources at Raiwind while depriving this
(South Punjab) region of its rights," he added.
Outlining PPPP's plan, he said that his party would modernise villages, offer
employment to the residents of rural areas and strengthen agriculture.
He alleged that the government was going to play a vicious game of killing
small growers but the PPP would not let the rulers accomplish their plan. "They
(rulers) want to appease their capitalist friends and bring corporate farming in the
country but we will introduce cooperative farming," he announced.
He assured the residents of South Punjab that he would stand by them. "But I
can't do anything alone. I need your support and strength. If you're with me, I
assure you that we'll make your province and a new era will usher in," he declared.
Speaking on the occasion, former president Asif Ali Zardari warned the
government that the PPP might hatch a conspiracy against them now, although it
had not done this so far. "Although they hatched every possible conspiracy against
us, we showed them how to accomplish five-year term," he added. ―The (NA)
speaker thought that the government might go but I say that it is going,‖ he
claimed.
Zardari said that Nawaz Sharif and his flawed policies were responsible for
Musharraf's coming to the power and it was the wiser strategy of the that led to
Musharraf‘s ouster.
He said that ill-advised policies of Nawaz Sharif caused his ouster. "And
now he is asking as to why he is ousted. You were a curse on the masses and you
have been ousted by Allah," he added.
He said the rulers did not have any manifesto. "They even don't know the
meaning of CPEC. They consider it just a loaning agency where they can get loans
from for their friends. But beware! They'll demand these loans back too," he added.
Addressing the public meeting, Syed Yousuf Raza Gilani said that Shaheed
Bhutto settled the Khatam-e-Nubuwat issue forever through his wisdom while the
current rulers teased the Muslims across the world due to their ineligibility. He said
the PPP demanded Trump to review its decision of recognising Jerusalem as
Israel's capital otherwise this issue would ruin the world peace.
He said that being the son of soil he demanded his party to create
separate province for the residents of South Punjab after coming into power. He
criticised the government and said that how could those accomplish their term,
who could not complete quorum. He added that one leader claimed to create new
Pakistan and then marry. "I want to tell him that old Pakistan is sufficient for us.
We'll fix it and serve it," he added.
Opposition leader Syed Khurshid Shah said the masses did not want a
leadership that abused others rather they needed a leader like Bilawal . He claimed
that the PPP would fulfil historic desire of the residents of South Punjab regarding
creation of a separate province . He added that the PPP had tabled the resolution
for creation of separate province in the parliament but people did not support it.
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Ex-prime minister Raja Parvez Ashraf warned that the PPP would not let
anyone rob it of its mandate. "We'll not allow RO elections this time. We'll die but
not let anyone steal our mandate," he declared. He said that those who claimed that
PPP had vanished were in fact afraid of its power.
PPPP general secretary Nayyar Bokhari, south Punjab president Makhdoom
Ahmad Mahmood, Natasha Daultana and other leaders also spoke on this occasion.
Верховный суд разрешил прав-ву Панджаба строить Оранжевую
линию метро, отменив решение Лахорского суда.
SC allows Punjab Govt to construct Orange Line Train project
The Nation. December 8, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec-2017/sc-allows-punjabgovt-to-construct-orange-line-train-project

Supreme Court of Pakistan has allowed construction of Orange Line Train
project, reported Radio Pakistan.
A five member bench of the apex court, headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan,
announced the reserved verdict in Islamabad on Friday.
The court declared judgement of Lahore High Court as null and void and
allowed the Punjab Government to complete the project.
Supreme Court had reserved judgement in the case in April this year.
Мэр Лондона приехал в Пакистан из Индии и принес новости о мире.
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Mayor of London brings peace tidings from India to Pakistan
Intikhab Hanif. Dawn, December 7th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375089/mayor-oflondon-brings-peace-tidings-from-india-to-pakistan

Mayor of London Sadiq Khan entering Pakistan from India through the Wagah border crossing on Wednesday.—APP

LAHORE: Mayor of London Sadiq Khan arrived in Lahore via the Wagah
border on an official visit on Wednesday, with the message that many Indians
wanted good relations with Pakistan.
This is the first time a mayor of London has visited Lahore. Mr Khan is on a
six-day mission to India and Pakistan to strengthen cultural and economic ties with
the British capital. He had earlier stayed in India for three days where he met
politicians and other important personages in Mumbai, Delhi and Amritsar.
Accompanied by a delegation of investors and officials, London‘s mayor
was received warmly at the Wagah border by Mayor of Lahore retired Col
Mubashar Javed and senior officials of the Punjab government.
Earlier in the day, while visiting the Golden Temple at Amritsar in India, Mr
Khan called on the British government on Wednesday to make a formal apology
for the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre in which nearly 400 people were shot dead
by British Indian army soldiers. He called the massacre one of the most horrific
events in Indian history. ―It is wrong that successive British governments have
fallen short of delivering a formal apology to the families of those who were
killed,‖ he said.
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Mr Khan later called on Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif at the latter‘s Model
Town residence and attended a luncheon there. British High Commissioner
Thomas Drew was also present on the occasion. The delegation included London‘s
Deputy Mayor for Business Rajesh Agrawal, Turkish Consul General Serder Deniz
and US Consul General Elizabeth Kennedy.
Calls for UK apology over Jallianwala Bagh massacre
Prior to Mr Khan‘s arrival in the city, CM Sharif had tweeted: ―We welcome
Mayor Sadiq Khan from the historic city of London to the historic city of Lahore.‖
Mr Khan had a one-on-one meeting with the chief minister and later visited the
Badshahi Mosque and the Lahore Fort, before attending a dialogue at Alhamra.
According to a spokesperson for the Punjab government, Mr Sharif said that
Pakistan accorded great importance to its relations with the UK. A large number of
Pakistanis were settled in London, playing an important role in enhancing bilateral
relations between the two countries, he said, adding that promoting cordial
relations between the UK and Punjab was the need of the hour.
The chief minister was quoted as saying that Pakistan had achieved great
success in its war on terrorism, and would win it by introducing various socioeconomic reforms. The government, in collaboration with the Department for
International Development of the UK, had already introduced far-reaching reforms
in education, healthcare and skills development sectors. ―We appreciate the
cooperation of British people,‖ he said.
Earlier while meeting CM Sharif, the delegation of British investors had
expressed interest in investing in projects under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). The chief minister said that the CPEC had opened new avenues
of foreign investment in Pakistan and British investors should fully avail the
opportunity.
Mr Khan said that the cities of London and Lahore enjoyed good relations
and expressed the desire to enhance cooperation and investment with Lahore in
various sectors.
Speaking at a dinner reception given by the mayor of Lahore, Mr Khan said
he was impressed by the hospitality of the people of Lahore. He was happy to note
that Pakistan and its society were progressing. ―I am happy to know that Pakistan‘s
economy is growing,‖ he said, while thanking the mayor for according him a warm
welcome. ―I found Lahore as I had heard of it. It is the heart of Pakistan and is
certainly the hub of Pakistani culture,‖ he said.
Lahore‘s mayor thanked Mr Khan for visiting and shared that he wished to
strengthen social and cultural ties with London.
Gifts were exchanged — owner of Peshawar Zalmi Javaid Afridi presented
Mr Khan Shahid Afridi‘s cricket bat, cap and shirt. Mr Khan was scheduled to
leave for Islamabad after the reception, and to later visit Karachi.
Шехбаз Шариф принимает мэра Лондона Sadiq Khan и предлагает
расширять английские инвестиции
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Shehbaz meets London mayor in Lahore, invites British investment in
CPEC
The Express Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1577616/1shehbaz-meets-london-mayor-invites-british-investors-cpec/

London Mayor Sadiq Khan and Punjab CM Shehbaz Sharif arrive for a lunch in Lahore on
Wednesday. PHOTO: Govt of Punjab

Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif has invited British investors to take
full advantage of investment opportunities arising through the multi-billion dollar
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.
―The CPEC has opened doors for foreign investment in Pakistan,‖ he was
quoted as saying during a lunch hosted to honour London Mayor Sadiq Khan, who
arrived in the country earlier in the day through the Wagah border. The delegation
was received by Lahore Mayor Colonel (retd) Mubashir.
―It was a pleasure to host Mayor of London @SadiqKhan (who speaks Urdu
really well) & his delegation in Lahore. Had a thorough discussion on promoting
trade and investment between our two countries. The UK-Pakistan partnership
continues to deepen with passage of time,‖ CM Sharif tweeted.
British High Commissioner Thomas Drew, London Deputy Mayor for
Business Rajesh Agarwal and a large number of British officials and investors
attended the lunch hosted by the Punjab chief minister.
Khan expressed gratitude for the warm welcome accorded to the visitors,
saying London and Lahore enjoyed very good ties.
He said he was happy to visit the country of his ancestors, and proud that his
father was a Pakistani.
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―Pakistan has a bright future in international market… it can cement it place
in London and other international economies,‖ he said.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan arrives in Lahore
The British delegation also thanked the provincial government for the warm
welcome and hospitality.
Punjab, under Shehbaz‘s leadership, presented great business opportunities,
a delegation member said. ―CM Sharif has taken exemplary steps for the progress
of Punjab,‖ he added.
Speaking on the occasion, Shehbaz said the Punjab government wanted to
extend cooperation in public transport, sanitation and traffic departments with
Britain so people of the two sides were benefitted.
Speaking about his government‘s achievements, Shehbaz said by
maintaining high standards and transparency in power generation projects, billions
have been saved from the national resources.
Appreciating British cooperation, he said accomplishments were achieved in
education, health and skill development in Punjab.
Earlier this week, Khan visited India where he met top businessmen and
celebrities of the country.
Тахир-уль-Кадри против Шехбаз Шарифа
Shehbaz Sharif should resign forthwith: Qadri
Daily Times, December 6th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/153567/shehbaz-sharifresign-forthwith-qadri/

LAHORE: Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT) chief Tahirul Qadri demanded
on Tuesday that Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif should immediately step
down after an inquiry report had held him ‗responsible‘ for killing of 14 people in
Model Town some three years back.
Qadri said the name of Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif along with his
address and other officials responsible for the Model Town tragedy was clearly
mentioned in the commission‘s report.
Throwing light on the party‘s over three-year-long struggle to seek justice,
Qadri told a press conference that the Punjab government put all-out efforts to
trash the Model Town incident report. He said that the PAT leadership did not let
the case die out despite the provincial government made all efforts to divert the
attention of the authorities concerned from the commission‘s report. ―We did not
form the commission … it was solely constituted by the Punjab government after
terming it a serious public concern and appointing Justice Baqar Najafi as head of
the commission,‖ he said. Despite all these facts, the provincial government was
still averse to releasing the Justice Baqar Najafi inquiry report into killings of 14
PAT activists, he said.
Hailing Lahore High Court (LHC)‘s decision of releasing the report of the
judicial inquiry into Model Town killings, Qadri said that his party had been
waiting for the justice for past over three years.
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Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Панджаб?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Punjab to pitch new
SEZs
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371691/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-punjab-topitch-new-sezs

THE Punjab government is ready to pitch at least two under-construction
industrial estates in the province for their inclusion in the list of the 27 priority
special economic zones (SEZs) to be established across the country under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The case for the two industrial estates in Faisalabad and Sheikhupura will be
made at the seventh meeting of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC), scheduled
to be held in Islamabad on Nov 20-21 to review progress on the projects already
under way.
Punjab is said to be the largest beneficiary of the official and private Chinese
investments being made under the CPEC project, especially in the energy and
transport infrastructure.
Mujtaba Paracha, the provincial industries‘ secretary, told this writer that
Punjab has completed comprehensive feasibility reports regarding both the
economic estates to be presented for their inclusion in the CPEC projects.
The development of the Faisalabad industrial estate was at an advanced
stage, he said, and hoped that it would be added to the list of SEZs under the
corridor initiative that will connect China‘s western-most region with the rest of
the world through the Gwadar deep-sea port.
The province has completed comprehensive feasibility reports regarding
both Faisalabad and Sheikhupura estates to be presented in this JCC
The new SEZs will be owned, controlled and operated by the provinces. But
the federal government hasn‘t announced the framework under which these zones
will operate and what kind of benefits will be available to the investors.
Local businessmen as well foreign companies operating in Pakistan fear that
these zones are being created exclusively for Chinese companies where they will
enjoy extensive tax and labour law exemptions, creating an uneven field for
existing domestic and foreign firms.
The local businesses as well as foreign companies have long been
demanding that the SEZs not exclude them.
The government has not yet come up with any explanation. In fact, the new
apparel park along the Lahore-Islamabad motorway near Sheikhupura is expected
to be exclusively for Chinese investors.
Mr Paracha said the Punjab government also planned to raise the concerns of
the business community from Punjab about their share in the future industrial
cooperation between the two nations, as work on the trade route and SEZs gains
momentum. ―We will convey the sentiments of our businessmen that these
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economic zones should not be exclusive to China, and investors from Pakistan as
well as other countries should also be allowed to invest there.‖
In addition to pitching the two industrial estates for inclusion in the SEZ list,
Iftikhar Ali Sahu, Punjab‘s planning and development department secretary, said
projects like the Lahore-Multan motorway and Multan-Sukkur motorway would
also be discussed on the first day of the meeting between officials of the two
neighbouring countries.
The secretary said the projects related to tourism and agriculture will be
taken up at a later stage ―because other sectors are our main priority at the
moment‖.
A provincial agriculture department official confirmed that no project related
to agriculture was on the table at present.
Punjab Industries, Commerce and Investment Minister Sheikh Allauddin
said the province will also pitch Chunian, Vehari and Rahim Yar Khan industrial
estates for inclusion in the CPEC. But he too expected only the industrial estate in
Faisalabad to be included on the list of SEZs at this stage
―The [$1.65 billion] Lahore Orange Line Metro Train project was discussed
at the last JCC meeting in China. The delay in the completion of the project
[because of cases against it pending in the courts] may also be taken up in the next
review,‖ Mr Sahu said.
He explained that the JCC met every six months to review the progress on
the ongoing projects under the trade route initiative as well as to discuss new ones.
―On the first day, Pakistani government officials meet their counterparts and
on the second day the political leadership of both the countries hold discussions,‖
he said.
The six-month review of CPEC projects is a regular feature and it would
continue till 2030.
―We will have four working sessions to discuss in detail the progress on the
projects in seven sectors: infrastructure, energy, transport, Gwadar, banking,
tourism and agriculture,‖ he said.
―We have outlined long-term plans for 2030, mid-term for 2025 and shortterm (for two to three years). While reviewing the progress made so far, the
meeting will analyse sector-wise development. If there are delays in any project we
try to address the issue on a top priority basis so that it doesn‘t linger on for
another six months,‖ he said.
Punjab Industries, Commerce and Investment Minister Sheikh Allauddin
said the province will also pitch Chunian, Vehari and Rahim Yar Khan industrial
estates for inclusion in the CPEC. But he too expected only the industrial estate in
Faisalabad to be included on the list of SEZs at this stage.
Hassan Khawar, who has done extensive research on the CPEC, told this
writer that the most important thing to be discussed at the next JCC meeting was
the long-term CPEC plan. ―In the previous meetings, the long-term CPEC plan was
neither presented nor discussed. This time it will be signed and discussed by both
parties. After that this document will be available to the public.‖
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The long-term plan will actually reveal the direction of future bilateral
cooperation between the two countries in the industrial and agriculture sectors.
ТПП Лахора требует от правительства Панджаба
промышленные предприятия, закрытые якобы из-за «грязности»
Smog disappears — but industrial units still closed

открыть

The Express Tribune, November 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559586/2smog-disappears-industrial-units-still-closed/

LAHORE: The Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) has
demanded that the Punjab government immediately reopen all those industrial
units that were closed on the ―baseless‖ grounds of smog.
Industrial closure in the wake of smog had increased the ranks of
unemployed in the province as thousands of workers were working in these units,
it said.
Smoking, air pollution behind surge in COPD
―Closure of industries is sheer injustice as it is targeted to hide incompetency
of the government departments concerned,‖ said LCCI Acting President Zeshan
Khalil in a statement on Wednesday.
Khalil said the LCCI had repeatedly made it clear that industries were not
responsible for smog, adding various factors were playing a role and the major one
was delay in rains which was a natural process and industries had nothing to do
with it.
He pointed out that deforestation, smoke emitted by millions of vehicles and
stubble burning were playing havoc with the environment, but instead of
controlling these factors, the environment department had shifted the blame on to
industries.
The LCCI acting president noted that industrial closure was causing a huge
damage to the businesses which were already working in difficult conditions.
Apart from this, thousands of daily-wage workers are struggling to make both ends
meet while the government is losing revenue.
―Although the smog has almost disappeared after rains in the province, the
issue cannot be resolved until and unless true reasons are found and tackled,‖ he
remarked.
Khalil offered the Lahore Chamber‘s assistance, saying it was ready to play
its role by holding seminars and workshops in order to create awareness amongst
the masses.
Over 600 PIA flights disrupted in two weeks due to smog
He asked Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif to take notice of the issue
and direct the environment department to immediately reopen the closed industrial
units as their closure and large-scale unemployment was against the provincial
government‘s vision.
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Загрязнение окружающей среды в Лахоре
Environmental emergency
Malik Amin Aslam Khan. The Express Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1557467/6-environmental-emergency/

November

14th,

2017.

Lahore, the famed city of gardens, has been choking under a veil of
hazardous haze for the past few days and at its source lies an unsustainable growth
model based on an endless expansion of roads and traffic, rising concrete jungles,
open burning of waste and crop residues, unregulated industrialisation, merciless
slashing of trees and the excavation of the whole city in the name of mega
development.
The balance of nature has been disturbed through a rapid and ill-planned
urban spread and, not surprisingly, nature is now striking back. The most precious
casualty is the clean air we breathe for sustenance and which has been taken for
granted. The first warnings ominously flashed last November, when the particulate
matter readings shot to almost 20 to 25 times the permissible levels.
Satellite image shows magnitude of smog caused by aerosol pollution in
Pakistan
The air in Lahore on 2nd November became almost unbreathable as a toxic
cocktail hit the lungs. In what would have warranted a declaration of an
environmental emergency in most urban cities, passed as business as usual in
Lahore. Not surprisingly, after another year of neglect, the unbreathable air is back
with a vengeance and with a haze that is now lasting longer, infiltrating deeper and
with a wider spread across the province. It is reinforcing the fact that nature is most
unforgiving if pushed beyond its thresholds.
As if living in denial, the government is neither measuring or monitoring this
hazardous risk in the city nor, to date, has a cohesive policy and prevention plan in
place. For a city of over 11 million residents and spread over 600 square miles,
there is minimal air pollution monitoring and reporting being done. There are,
reportedly, only four functional meters present while some ambient air quality
stations (JICA funded) remain dysfunctional and rotting away for lack of proper
maintenance. This criminal negligence now threatens life in the city.
The solutions to this problem are not rocket science. The Nature
Conservancy in its seminal study ―Planting clean air‖ concluded that trees are the
single best infrastructure investments that cities can make, and the only costeffective solution addressing both deteriorating air quality and rising urban
temperatures. Unfortunately, Lahore‘s tree cover remains at a paltry 5% as
compared to the global average of around 20% for livable green cities and even
this low figure remains under constant threat from merciless land developers.
Protecting and expanding green spaces, instituting vehicular traffic control,
controlling pollution of industries, managing construction dust and restricting crop
burning are all logical measures that need to be taken but they can only happen if a
committed political will supports them. That, however, remains the gaping
weakness in the response to date. The Punjab Environment Council, constituted in
2012 has only met twice in almost five years.
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A World Bank study, back in 1996, warned that air pollution is one of the
biggest environmental challenges facing the country causing almost 50% of the
environmental damage which, at that time, was estimated at almost Rs1
billion/day. Since that report came out we have, unfortunately, slid further
downward in the abyss of environmental degradation.
Two women dead in road accidents as smog still envelopes parts of Punjab
A promising exception has been the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province. Earlier
plagued by rapid deforestation and a reigning timber mafia, the province has
bucked the trend through a commitment for green growth. With an environmental
budget in 2016 almost seven times its own provincial allocation in 2013 and more
than the combined environmental budget of the federal government plus all other
provinces and with a ―billion trees‖ now delivered on the ground, the province is
leading the pack in combating climate change as well as fighting and filtering air
pollution. It is a trend which is not only necessary but indispensable.
This hovering haze is neither the first, and definitely not the last, episode of
alarming air pollution in Lahore. It is essential that the government gets its act
together to deal with this problem and accords it the financial priority it deserves.
Кислотные дожди в Лахоре и в целом – в Панджабе
Smog is acid rain
Rasul
Bakhsh
Rais.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1558735/6-smog-acid-rain/

November

15th,

2017.

People living in Punjab, and Lahore, the ‗heart of Pakistan‘ in particular,
have been breathing acid rain for years. It becomes more visible, dense and hurting
when the temperature begins going down around November-December. Who is to
be blamed for smog and what has the ‗development-oriented‘ government of the
PML-N done to reduce it or eliminate it? Three misperceptions need to be
addressed.
First, smog or acid rain is not a natural phenomenon, as one federal cabinet
member asserted. It seems coming from the ‗heavens‘ but it is man-made pollution
— the result of bad policy choices for industrialisation, transport, urbanisation and
power generation. Second, smog has been a persistent issue for the past couple of
decades; so it is not something new that the Punjab or the federal government are
witnessing. Third, there can, and there are scientific and policy interventions that
we need to address the problem. Finally, it is not just humans that are suffering
from acid rain, it is the plants, animals and micro-biological life that are equally
affected.
Any purported solution of any environmental issue that focuses just on
humans and leaves the plant and animal life out of policy debate is based on
ignorance about the constituent elements of the environment. Environment in
which we live, breathe, grow food and benefit from the bounty of nature is
integrated into an eco-system. When animals and plants are affected by our evergrowing greed for property development — reducing greener space — or smoke
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and acid from vehicle, industries and power plants, we, humans also get affected.
Protecting all animal forms from bees, birds, fishes to mammals and vegetation
from wild grasses to trees, we protect our own health and quality of life. The
environment is not just for us; it is for all living things.
Who is to be blamed for the acid rain? There is a tendency to push
deterioration of the environment in Pakistan to the collective sphere — by saying,
as I heard many say on the ill-informed media, ‗we all responsible‘. Not really, it is
the government first and last. Those in power now and in the past, and the
permanent-government, the bureaucracy, have to be blamed for weak regulation,
bad and ineffective policies and wrong-development priorities.
It is true, and it is a matter of common observation anywhere in Pakistan that
people litter, throw away trash into streets, in green areas, or collect and burn
garbage, including cancer-causing polythene bags and wrappings. These days, you
may witness stubble burning fires along the motorways. Neither the governments
nor the agriculture universities have come with the cheap and affordable
alternatives to burning stubble—the agricultural waste than can used for organic
fertiliser or even for generating power. Who has the responsibility to educate the
public and regulate behaviour causing environmental degradation? None other than
the government.
For matters pertaining to governance, Pakistan represents a situation of
anarchy. The public at large has grown very pessimistic of the political class and
their style of governance. A common dictum for decades has been ‗nothing will
change‘ in Pakistan, so why to waste one‘s time. It is the role of the media and the
public intellectual to break and counter pessimistic outlook. Things can change,
and must change, but no change can be possible without public participation, and
generating popular pressure against the governments.
The industrialised states have controlled pollution and people breathe in
cleaner air because of true democracy. This is possible here too, but if people elect
those who will govern Pakistan better, not the corrupt and inept political
establishment.
О роли китайских транспортных компаний в развитии транспортной
системы в Пакистане на примере метрополитена г. Лахор
Казанин М.В. 22 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38560

По сообщениям СМИ КНР, 9 октября 2017 г. во втором по значимости
городе Пакистана — Лахоре (столица провинции Пенджаб) состоялось
открытие оранжевой ветки городского метрополитена, которая связывает
северную и южную части города и имеет длину 25,58 км. Всего на ветке 26
станций, из которых только две подземные. На торжественном мероприятии
присутствовали губернатор провинции, главный советник правительства
провинции, генеральный консул КНР в провинции Пенджаб, а также
высокопоставленные сотрудники китайских подрядных организаций.
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Как отметили китайские представители, метрополитен Лахора повысит
привлекательность города как местных жителей, так и для иностранных
предпринимателей, которые стремятся расширить свое торговоэкономическое присутствие во втором по значимости города Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что проект Лахорского метро был обсужден еще в
ходе первого визита председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина в Пакистан в апреле
2015 г. Руководитель китайского государства подписал межгосударственное
соглашение о строительстве первого в истории Пакистана метро, а с
пакистанской стороны свою подпись поставил бывший премьер-министр
Наваз Шариф.
Известно, что на строительство оранжевой ветки Экспортноимпортный банк КНР выделил 1,6 млрд долл. США. Все геологические
изыскания, проектирование и строительные выполняли геодезические,
строительные и монтажные бригады из состава China Railway Corporation
(государственная корпорация, эксплуатирующая ж/д сеть КНР), China
Railway International Group (специальное юридическое лицо для реализации
зарубежных контрактов), Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive (один из трех
производителей пассажирского подвижного состава в КНР) и China North
Industries Co.,Ltd (также известна как НОРИНКО). По данным китайских
источников, срок выполнения всего комплекса работ составил 27 месяцев.
Примечательно, что кроме трех компаний железнодорожного профиля
в реализации проекта Лахорского метро приняла участие крупнейшая
корпорация оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР – НОРИНКО, которая
предоставила свое строительное оборудование, а также системы
безопасности (видеокамеры, рентгеновские установки, металлодетекторы,
датчики взрывчатых веществ), которыми оборудованы станции метро в
городах КНР. Китайские проектировщики достаточно подробно проработали
вопросы безопасности, поскольку в Пакистане регулярно происходят
террористические акты с большим количеством погибших и раненных.
Вероятно, станции метро станут первыми объектами транспортной
инфраструктуры Пакистана, которые перейдут под охрану новых
подразделений безопасности и антитеррора, которые готовят китайские
военные советники.
Китайские обозреватели полагают, что китайские строители обучат
военнослужащих инженерных подразделений СВ ВС Пакистана
пользованию сложной строительной подземной техники, поскольку местные
военные крайне заинтересованы в создании сети подземных укреплений под
рассматриваемым городом на случай начала вооруженного конфликта с
Индией.
Очевидно, что все работы, а также оборудование было поставлено
китайским компаниями, которые следуют требованиям национальных
стандартов КНР. Подобный проект позволил китайским подрядчикам
провести обучение небольшой группы пакистанских строителей и
инженеров, однако это только начало долгого процесса по формированию
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собственной архитектурно-строительной школы в Пакистане. По словам
руководителей китайских подрядных организаций, для китайских инженеров
и конструкторов важно обкатать некоторые новые технологические решения,
которые в будущем будут использованы при реализации контрактов в
государствах Юго-Восточной Азии и Африки.
В отношении подвижного состава известно, что китайские
вагоностроители использовали специальную нержавеющую сталь для
изготовления вагонов, которая обладает высокой коррозионной стойкостью и
прочностью при эксплуатации в жестком температурном режиме г.Лахор где
температура в летний период может достигать 60 градусов Цельсия.
Китайские инженеры специально разработали высокоэффективные
экономичные кондиционеры для вагонов, а кроме того, практически все
освещение на станциях и подвижном составе изготовлено с использованием
LED диодов.
Известно, что компания Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive поставит только
для оранжевой ветки 27 составов по пять вагонов в каждом. Двигательная
схема составлена следующим образом – три тяговых вагона и два для
торможения. Максимальная скорость вагонов в современной комплектации
составляет 80 км/ч, однако ветка рассчитана на превышение скорости на 1015 км/ч. Следует отметить, что при разработке дизайна вагонов китайские
специалисты учли национальные, культурные и религиозные особенности
местного населения и изобразили на подвижном составе религиозные
достопримечательности Пакистана.
По расчетам китайских специалистов, благодаря вводу в строй только
этой ветки метро, ежедневно более 250 000 человек сможет добираться из
южной части города в северную за 45 минут, тогда как при использовании
автомобильных дорог общего пользования для этого необходимо 2.5 часа. С
точки зрения экономики перевозок, только одна оранжевая ветка принесет в
казну г.Лахор 89 млн долл. США, а местные жители смогут сэкономить на
транспортных расходах 54 млн долл. США.
Как отмечают китайские аналитики, успешная реализация проекта
Лахорского метро продемонстрирует всем критикам стратегического плана
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпина «Один пояс, один путь», что китайские
государственные корпорации могут учесть: юридические особенности
функционирования инфраструктурных проектов за рубежом; сложные
климатические условия, которые напрямую обуславливают высокую
сложность работ, а значит их стоимость. На примере метрополитена г. Лахор
видно, что китайская схема развития ключевой инфраструктуры
иностранного государства позволяет предпринимателям из Поднебесной
получать значительную прибыль даже на начальной стадии проекта и скорее
всего в последствии китайские подрядчики получат доход в процессе
эксплуатации метро.
Вполне вероятно, что в ходе реализации такого крупного
инфраструктурного проекта как «Китайско-пакистанский экономический
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коридор»
китайские
подрядчики
построят
системы
легкого
железнодорожного транспорта в других ключевых городах Пакистана и
подключат их к основной железнодорожной ветке, которая свяжет южный
портовый город Гвадар и китайский районный центр Кашэ в Синьцзянуйгурском автономном районе КНР. Протяженность дистанции Гвадар-Кашэ
составит около 1900 км.
В отношении развития железнодорожной сети Пакистана известно, что
китайские строители планируют продолжить несколько веток, которые
позволят связать Исламабад, Карачи, Пешавар, Гвадар и еще несколько
десятков населенных пунктов в Пакистане с расчетом на то, что в
перспективе появится возможность прокладки ж/д пути в Афганистан и
Иран. Стоимость строительства ветки (Лахор — Карачи) составляет 8 млрд
долл. США. Китайские банки выделили указанную сумму на данный проект
в форме кредита по ставке 2% годовых.
Одновременно с формированием железнодорожной сети китайские
телекоммуникационные компании будут устанавливать вышки сотовой связи
(стандарта 4G c возможностью перехода на стандарт 5G), чтобы обеспечить
уверенную
передачу
информации
на
всем
маршруте
движения пассажирского/грузового состава.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
представляется
возможным
согласиться с китайскими специалистами в оценках того, что успешная
реализация пакистанских инфраструктурных проектов позволит китайским
строителям и инженерам получить новый опыт и заработать положительную
репутацию, что очень важно, так как Япония и Южная Корея активно
продвигают свою продукцию и предлагают услуги по строительству
железнодорожной сети на разных континентах.
В Панджабе построят ТЭС на газе 1260 мВт стоимостью 800 млн. долл.
Punjab seeks tariff for LNG power project
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1523887/punjab-seeks-tariff-lng-power-project/

6th,

2017.

KARACHI: The Punjab government has kick-started the process for
construction of the fourth liquefied natural gas (LNG)-fired power project of 1,263
megawatts at an estimated cost of over $800 million.
Despite expectations of surplus electricity next year, the provincial
government has asked the power regulator to award sales tariff to the project,
which will be built on a fast track so that local financial institutions can be
convinced to provide financing.
The provincial government is the sole sponsor of the project being
constructed at Jhang by its wholly owned company – Punjab Thermal Power
(Private) Limited, according to the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority
(Nepra).
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Amid low foreign exchange reserves, Punjab gets go-ahead for imported
LNG power plant
The government will inject equity equivalent to 25% of the total cost and the
remaining 75% will be met through borrowing from local financial institutions.
It would soon release the first instalment of Rs10 billion for construction of
the project. Besides, it would be a major beneficiary as well as it is entitled to a
guaranteed return of 16% on equity injection.
The Punjab government took special permission for building the project
from the Cabinet Committee on Energy in June 2017 as the central government
had banned new projects on imported fuels to save foreign exchange keeping in
view availability of surplus power in the near future.
Nepra reported that Punjab Thermal Power (Private) Limited was targeting
to arrange full financing for the project by the end of current calendar year.
―Financial close is targeted for December 2017.‖
The project is to start commercial production in 30 months or by JanuaryFebruary 2020.
Lead arrangers and the petitioner (government of Punjab) are currently
negotiating terms and conditions for the financing facility.
―Finalisation of the financing terms is subject to determination of a viable
tariff by Nepra,‖ the project owner said in an application seeking the award of
tariff.
Punjab Thermal Power (Private) Limited has worked out a levelised tariff of
Rs7.0947 per unit on re-gasified LNG for 30 years and Rs12.78 per unit if the plant
is run on high-speed diesel in the absence of LNG. The company has asked Nepra
to approve the proposed tariffs.
Pakistan shelves $2b LNG project
The project sponsor is also exploring the possibility of availing supplier
credit for equipment and plant through credit agencies. If it succeeds, the expected
additional financing cost will be adjusted accordingly. Project costs also include
spur gas pipeline cost of 92 km from the off-take point at Kabirwala to the power
plant site near Haveli Bahadur Shah/Trimmu Barrage, Jhang over an area of 170
acres.
The proposed net production capacity after auxiliary consumption is
1,242.7MW on re-gasified LNG and 1,081.8MW on diesel.
Punjab has established a Special Protection Unit (SPU) for providing
security to the foreign nationals, especially the Chinese, working on different
development projects in Pakistan.
Although the project is not part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), the level of security being provided to the Chinese and other foreign
workers matches that in CPEC projects.
SPU not only provides security to the foreign nationals at the work site, but
also at their residences, offices and during their movement.
SPU‘s cost for the project is estimated at $8.257 million in line with the
previous LNG power projects.
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Зарубежные поездки Шехбаз Шарифа
Shehbaz here today, gone tomorrow
Rameez
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1512981/jet-setting-shehbaz-today-gone-tomorrow/

22,

2017.

LAHORE: In an unexpected change of plans, Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz
Sharif, who only returned from consecutive foreign visits to the United Kingdom
and Turkey on September 17, will fly to London again in a few days.
Much of the Sharif family is already in London for various reasons.
Officials close to the Punjab chief minister confirmed he was scheduled to fly
to London ―soon‖, adding they were not sure how long the trip would be.
They speculated that the Punjab CM might return in four or five days and that
the purpose of the trip is to ―discuss things‖ with his brother, former prime minister
Nawaz Sharif.
Shehbaz Sharif advised to stay put in Punjab
Shehbaz‘s last visit to London was supposed to be a three-day trip to see his
sister-in-law Kulsoom Nawaz, who is being treated for cancer there. That trip
ended up lasting for nine days.
Immediately after his return to Pakistan, Shehbaz left for Turkey for a ―oneday trip‖, which was extended to two days.
Meanwhile, the Punjab government seemed unaware of the CM‘s planned trip
as the energy department had made arrangements for a groundbreaking ceremony
for a gas power plant at Hawali Bahadar Shah on Thursday.
According to sources in the PML-N, the Punjab chief minister will convey
some important messages to the deposed prime minister regarding the current
political scenario in the country.
It is also significant that the reopening of the Hudabiya Paper Mills case has
created headaches not only for the family of Nawaz Sharif but that of Shehbaz as
well. Shehbaz and his children were not subjects of the Panama Papers probe.
Additionally, Thursday‘s court order to make the Justice Baqar Najafi report
into the Model Town incident public would only create more issues for the already
troubled Sharif family.
Шахбаз Шариф предпринял дополнительные меры безопасности
Security threats make Shehbaz restrict movement
Sajid Zia. The Nation. September 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/01-Sep2017/security-threats-make-shehbaz-restrict-movement

LAHORE - Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is taking extra care of his
security keeping in view recent terror threats to VIPs in the province.
The chief minister has been facing terror threats for the last three years due
to his stance on elimination of terrorism from Punjab and every part of Pakistan.
Recently, he survived a major terror strike when a suicide bomber blew himself up
near Arfa Karim IT Tower on July 24. At least 26 people, including nine
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policemen, were killed in this strike, which was carried out on the route of the
chief minister. The fact that Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif was target of the attack
was vindicated by Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor, director general of the Inter-Services
Public Relations, during an interaction with the media on counterterrorism
measures and their outcome on August 21.
Previously, on a number of occasions, the media had flashed reports about
terror threats to VIPs in Punjab. The name of the chief minister had also been
mentioned in these reports. In view of this situation, the chief minister took some
security measures, without compromising his inspections of development and
welfare projects in Punjab. The chief minister has been in contact with bureaucrats
and administrative officers of the province over the last two years, mainly through
video link, and guiding them about development projects and law and order
situation.
Shehbaz, who has been frequently visiting various development sites and
public places, has cut his road travel short. Now he travels by air for most of his
visits to public hospitals, kilns and wheat sale points. The chief minister‘s last
public appearance was on August 12 when he spoke to a PML-N gathering at Data
Darbar on the conclusion of a four-day long GT Road rally of former prime
minister Nawaz Sharif.
Besides Chief Minister‘s Secretariat on Club Road, Shehbaz holds meetings
with officials at four other places as well. Tight security is maintained when he
travels to these venues, which are equipped with videoconferencing facilities.
Despite limiting his outdoor movement, the chief minister stays in contact
with the media for interaction on national and the provincial issues. The measures
taken by the chief minister are precautionary and not due to any fear. A cabinet
committee on counterterrorism has been set up on special instructions of the chief
minister besides an anti-terrorism force and a full-fledged counterterrorism
department in the province.
Earlier this year, a plot to assassinate Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif was
thwarted when counter-terrorism department (CTD) killed Lashkar-e-Jhangvi‘s
new leader Asif Chotoo in an alleged encounter.
According to CTD officials, the LeJ leader was planning to target the Punjab
chief minister. They said Columnist Ataul Haq Qasmi was also target of the
terrorists, who were demanding extortion from influential figures.
The four militants, including Chotoo were killed in a shootout in
Sheikhupura by CTD acting on a tip that the group was planning an attack in
Lahore.
―Big chapters of terrorism, target killings have been closed today,‖ the
statement added. ―These terrorists were merciless killing machines,‖ the statement
issued by CTD said.
Шахбаз Шариф считает целесообразным оставаться Главным министром
Панджаба, а не становиться премьер-министром Пакистана
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Shehbaz Sharif advised to stay put in Punjab
Rameez Khan. August 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1472027/shehbaz-sharifadvised-stay-put-punjab/

LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is likely to suggest to the
PML-N chief and former prime minister Nawaz Sharif to reconsider his decision to
get him (Shehbaz) elected as the next prime minister of Pakistan and to allow him
to continue working as chief minister of Punjab.
After the apex court on July 28 disqualified prime minister Nawaz Sharif for
hiding assets in his nomination papers for 2013 polls, Nawaz had named his
younger brother, Shahbaz, as his successor during the PML-N‘s parliamentary
party meeting.
However, as Shehbaz must first enter parliament by contesting the seat left
vacant by Nawaz, the party had decided to elected Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the
former petroleum minister, as a stop-gap prime minister.
WhatsApp enforcer: Shehbaz to bring new style to premiership
However, well-placed sources in the party told The Express Tribune that
Shehbaz has been advised by senior party leaders from Punjab against taking the
‗risky decision‘ of contesting by-election at NA-120 seat, where he is likely to face
a tough competition from the PTI candidate.
The leaders believe that an adverse outcome of the by-election scheduled for
September 10 could damage the party position in the upcoming 2018 general
elections.
―The CM has been advised to remain in his stronghold of Punjab that would
suffer greatly if he is elevated to premiership,‖ said a PML-N leader, while
requesting anonymity.
He said Shehbaz had done a great deal of work administratively and
politically. ―Anyone succeeding him may be able to handle administrative matters
with his (Shehbaz‘s) oversight; however he won‘t be able to handle political
dynamics this close to the general elections,‖ he added.
Another leader said Nawaz Sharif would continue to work as a de facto PM
and right now only a dummy prime minister was needed for which Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi will fit the bill.
―Shehbaz is told he would waste himself in Islamabad in a post where he will
only be taking orders from Nawaz,‖ he said.
CM calls Imran ‗conspirator‘ against prosperity
He said if this followed through, Shehbaz would eventually have to select a
dummy CM to handle matters of Punjab from Islamabad. ―What is the need then
of having a dummy PM and a dummy CM. It would be a far better option to let
Shehbaz stay in Lahore rather than sending him to Islamabad.‖
Source said Nawaz Sharif might have nominated Shehbaz in view of his
rapport with ‗certain institutions‘ However, they said, Shehbaz and Chaudary Nisar
were already handling matters with those certain institutions in their own
capacities.
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They said Shehabz had agreed with these suggestions and shared almost the
same opinion. However, the CM won‘t be able to take this decision on his own that
is why he is expected to talk to Nawaz Sharif in the coming days, they said, adding
that ultimately it would be Nawaz Sharif‘s decision.
Another source who had earlier claimed that Shehbaz would resign this week
told The Express Tribune on Tuesday that political dynamics had changed now so
noting could be said as yet.
Talking to The Express Tribune, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah
admitted that he had also advised the CM not to disturb Punjab‘s politics and
government by assuming the charge of PM. He said several mega projects were
near completion and the CM‘s absence would hamper the pace of work needed to
complete the projects before elections.
―Punjab government has progressed at an unprecedented pace, under the
leadership of Shehbaz Sharif. After the unfortunate incident [of the PM‘s ouster],
there is no need to allow instability to seep into Punjab with a change in
command,‖ he added.
He said Nawaz Sharif had ruled for over four years and the remaining few
months would be a continuation of his policy.
―I have given my opinion to the CM but it is up to him whether he considers it
or not. If he is elevated as premier then the party will nominate as CM whoever it
deems appropriate,‖ he added.
Смена премьер-министра не
внешнеполитический курс Пакистана

окажет

серьезного

влияния

на

Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36732. 30 июля, 2017.

Младший брат Наваза Шарифа, подавшего в пятницу в отставку с поста
премьер-министра Пакистана, является наиболее вероятным кандидатом на
пост главы правительства. Решение поддержать кандидатуру Шахбаза
Шарифа было принято на заседании руководства правящей в стране партии
«Пакистанская мусульманская лига» (ПМЛ). Шахбаз Шариф, который
является сейчас главой правительства провинции Пенджаб, может быть
назначен премьер-министром Пакистана, когда будет избран депутатом
национального парламента. По ряду данных, это произойдет через полтора
месяца. Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф объявил о сложении с
себя полномочий после того, как Верховный суд в пятницу признал его
несоответствующим занимаемой должности в связи с обвинением в
коррупции. Глава правительства отметил, что имеет «серьезные претензии» к
решению судей и будет использовать «все возможности, предусмотренные
Конституцией и правовыми нормами страны», чтобы оспорить решение.
Отметим, что вместе с ним постов по приговору суда лишились министр
финансов Исхак Дар и зять Мухаммад Сафар, который был депутатом
нижней палаты парламента. Между тем генеральный прокурор Пакистана
Аштар Асаф Али сообщил журналистам в пятницу, что Наваз Шариф будет
исполнять обязанности премьер-министра до того момента, пока не получит
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указаний на этот счет от президента. Он уточнил, что в соответствии со
статьей 190 Конституции Пакистана именно президент Исламской
Республики Пакистан принимает решение об отставке действующего
премьер-министра.
В этой связи эксперты задаются закономерным вопросом: каким
образом нынешние события окажут влияние на внешнеполитический курс
Исламабада и стоит ли ждать каких-то резких трансформаций? Начнем с
того, что практически все эксперты сходятся во мнении, что ПМЛ сохранит
свои господствующие позиции в парламенте и сможет сформировать
подконтрольное себе правительство даже несмотря на нынешний скандал.
Кстати, не первый в карьере Н.Шарифа, которого военные уже в 1992 году по
таким же примерно обвинениям от власти на пару с тогдашним президентом
Гулямом Исхак Ханом убирали. И это обстоятельство не помешало
Н.Шарифу в дальнейшем еще два раза возглавлять кабинет министров. На
этот раз армия соблюдает полный нейтралитет и отстраненность от
происходящего. Что же касается оппозиции, то она вряд ли сможет развить
какой-либо электоральный успех от нынешнего скандала, в том числе и по
причине того, что основной политический конкурент Н.Шарифа в лице
лидера партии «Тахрик-е-Инсаф» Имран Хан сам находится в качестве
объекта расследования Верховного суда. К тому же его позиции в самом
густонаселенном штате страны и электоральном бастионе ПМЛ Пенджабе
остаются крайне слабыми. Но главным преимуществом ПМЛ в предстоящем
голосовании остается конечно экономическая положительная динамика , что
и будет определять в большей степени выбор избирателей. За время
премьерства Н.Шарифа страна достигла несомненного прогресса.
Пакистанская экономика растет более чем на 5 процентов в год, а внутренний
ВВП составил 300 млрд долларов США. Запущен глобальной экономический
проект Экономического коридора КНР-Пакистан, который подразумевает
инвестиции в 62 млрд долларов США в инфраструктурные и энергетические
проекты. Сама по себе реализация этого проекта будет означать не только
окончательное решение проблемы дефицита электрической энергии, но
фундаментальный сдвиг в трансформации всей экономики. Эта общая
положительная экономическая динамика дает партии Н.Шарифа безусловное
преимущество на предстоящих выборах, несмотря на все коррупционные
скандалы, которые собственно считаются в пакистанской политической
жизни чем-то вроде само собой разумеющимся. В этой связи эксперты
называют трех основных преемников нынешнего премьера, которые с
большей долей вероятности возглавят будущий кабинет. Это уже
упомянутый выше брат премьера и губернатор Пенджаба Шахбаз Шариф,
министр обороны страны и серьезный функционер ПМЛ Шхваджа Асиф
Мухаммад и спикер нижней палаты парламента Аяз Садик. И пока позиции
Ш.Шарифа выглядят наиболее перспективными, остальные кандидаты явно
играют «вторым номером» на случай непредвиденных обстоятельств типа
разрастания коррупционного скандала. Такой сценарий будет означать
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преемственность нынешнего пакистанского курса на практически всех
основных векторах внешней политики Исламабада, начиная от продолжения
перманентной борьбы с Нью-Дели на всех фронтах, и заканчивая возросшей
активностью в Афганистане. Это означает, что пакистанская армия, которая
внешне дистанцирована от внтуриполитических баталий, тем не менее будет
продолжать играть системообразующую роль в зоне племен на пакистаноафганской границе, где проводятся уже две крупные общевойсковые
операции с наращиванием там сил и средств пакистанского силового блока.
Образование недавно в этом районе Управления кибербезопасности говорит
о том, что эти действия армии и спецслужб выходят на новый уровень.
Безусловно продолжится курс на укрепление альянса и с иранцами в
Афганистане, который позволит не только проводить совместные операции
против белуджей, но и в общем-то структурировать ситуацию в движении
«Талибан», стабилизировать ее и даже более того — создать устойчивую
модель сопротивления всем попыткам американцев и и их афганских
союзников переломить ситуацию в свою пользу. В этом скрытом пакистаноамериканском противостоянии на афганской площадке Исламабад будет
искать точки опоры среди иных региональных держав, а значит курс на
сближение с Россией и КНР в политико-экономическом плане через систему
двусторонних отношений и формат ШОС будет сохраняться на прежнем
уровне, и с большей долей вероятности — интенсифицироваться. То же
самое справедливо и по отношению к области ВТС с Россией, к чему
Исламабад стал проявлять повышенное внимание на фоне ухудшений
аналогичных отношений с США. В любом случае смена премьера и
коррупционный скандал окажут самое минимальное воздействие на
основные векторы внешнеполитической активности Исламабада.
Разные игрищи в высшем руководстве Пакистана
A game of thrones in Pakistan's dynastic politics
The Express Tribune. July 31, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1470403/game-thronespakistans-dynastic-politics/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif has passed the
leadership baton to his brother, ensuring the continuation of a dynastic political
system in a country where government has long been run as a family enterprise.
In Pakistan‘s stratified, semi-feudal society, patronage and kinship play a
huge role in politics, often dominating ideology.
Some analyst estimates say that more than half of seats — at both national
and provincial level — have been passed from father to son, brother to brother,
keeping the business of politics firmly within the family.
Nawaz named his younger brother Shehbaz as his successor to the country‘s
top office in a defiant speech the day after he was disqualified by the Supreme
Court on corruption charges.
Does Nawaz‘s ouster mean chaos for Pakistan?
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The move maintains the eponymous Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) party‘s hold on power, with Nawaz continuing to act as puppet master from his
position as head of the party.
―The subtext in all this is that Nawaz Sharif will still have an influence in how
things are carried out until the next election and perhaps through the next election,‖
said political analyst Umair Javad.
―This was his (Nawaz‘s) way of convincing the party that this brand still
exists.‖
Shehbaz — currently chief minister of Punjab province, the family‘s power
base — is expected to slide into his brother‘s vacated National Assembly seat
before being rubber stamped as prime minister in a parliamentary vote.
Meanwhile local media has reported that Shehbaz is lining up his son Hamza
to take his position as Punjab Chief Minister, though he too must first be elected to
his father‘s provincial assembly seat in a by-election.
But some warn that the PML-N will not rally behind Shehbaz — considered
less charismatic than his older brother — in the same way that it did Nawaz,
possibly fracturing the party.
―Nawaz has personal political appeal in a way that his brother doesn‘t. I think
that the dynasty will fray under his brother,‖ said journalist and commentator Omar
Waraich.
‗Stronger brand‘
Another power dynasty, the Bhutto family and its Pakistan People‘s Party
(PPP) lost its footing after the 2007 death of its leader, the country‘s first female
prime minister Benazir Bhutto.
Founded by her father Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the PPP was once a formidable
political force, dominating Pakistani politics for nearly four decades.
But since Benazir‘s assassination and despite being nominally led by her son
Bilawal, the PPP has become a shadow of its former self, and lost 76 seats in the
last general election in 2013.
―The leaders have a much stronger brand than the parties. Benazir was always
a much stronger brand than the Pakistan People‘s Party. Nawaz Sharif is a much
stronger brand than what the PML-N will be without him,‖ said Waraich.
Similarly the country‘s main opposition party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf,
which paints itself as a grassroots movement, is ultimately centred around the
personality of its leader, cricketer-turned-politician Imran Khan.
―One of the appeals of Imran Khan is that he breaks this dynastic hold. But he
only does it through the form of a personality cult,‖ said Waraich.
Imran has lead the PTI since its inception over two decades ago, seeking to
galvanise the youth vote and the urban middle class with a promise to root out
corruption.
But observers say he has still failed to turn PTI into a truly national party —
and challenger to the PML-N dominance.
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Imran held a rally attended by thousands of dancing, celebrating supporters
late Sunday in which he criticised the dynastic nature of the Sharif transfer of
power.
PTI, PPP workers celebrate ‗disqualification‘ of PM
―Is there no one else in your (Nawaz‘s) party to make prime minister?‖ he
asked the festive crowd. ―It‘s not democracy, it‘s a kingdom.‖
Nawaz now has to face down corruption allegations that have swept up three
of his children, including his daughter Maryam Nawaz who had long been touted
as his presumptive political heir.
The family will likely be in and out of court for the next six months as
investigators pick over every detail of their luxury lifestyle and extensive wealth.
Сын Шахбаз Шарифа может стать Главным министром штата Панджаб
Hamza being considered for Punjab CM slot
Zulqernain Tahir. Dawn, July 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1348521/hamzabeing-considered-for-punjab-cm-slot

KARACHI: Authorities of the Jinnah International Airport remove former
prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s photo on Saturday after his disqualification by the
Supreme Court in the Panama Papers case.—PPI
LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, who is set to succeed his
brother at the Centre in less than two months, is looking towards his son, Hamza
Shabaz, as his replacement in Punjab so as to keep the position in the family, but
also because he enjoys a degree of comfort in dealing with his son, say Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) insiders.
According to the party insiders, however, the final say on who gets to helm
Punjab rests with ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, who is looking to
consolidate the party‘s control in Punjab. The PML-N cannot afford to lose its grip
on Punjab at this time, especially since the next general elections are barely a year
away, says a senior PML-N leader.
―Shahbaz wants his son, who is already acting as the deputy chief minister, to
succeed him for the remaining term in Punjab. However, [it is up to] Nawaz Sharif
to decide whether Hamza will be the right choice for the post or not,‖ a senior
PML-N legislator from Punjab told Dawn. ―Whoever is nominated for the CM post
will follow instructions from Shahbaz...but his level of comfort with his son will be
higher than with an ‗outsider‘. At the same time, Shahbaz wants to give his son the
experience he needs to serve at the top level.‖
The PML-N leader added that Shahbaz would continue to oversee matters in
Punjab indirectly, while his elder brother (Nawaz Sharif) would govern the Centre
from his Raiwind residence.
Provincial minister may keep seat warm for Shahbaz‘s son for 45 days
―After installing a new chief minister, Shahbaz‘s duties will be doubled —
partially looking after the affairs at the Centre, and keeping an eye on matters in
Punjab full time. If Hamza manages to get the CM slot in Punjab he will be a
strong candidate for this post in the 2018 polls as well,‖ the leader said.
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On Saturday, the deposed prime minister formally announced that Shahbaz
would be his successor, while Petroleum Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will be
premier for 45 days till Shahbaz contests the by-election from NA-120 in order to
get to the National Assembly.
―But the decision to hand over Punjab to Hamza is not easy for Nawaz Sharif
since he may not want to see his younger brother and his son ruling at the Centre
and in Punjab...virtually taking over the party at the end of the day,‖ the PML-N
leader said, adding that the selection of Shahbaz‘s replacement would be more
difficult than at the Centre.
Rumours of Hamza‘s political tiffs with the former premier‘s family and
children abound. He had not openly defended his uncle (Nawaz) in the Panama
Papers case, choosing not to comment too much on the issue. Hamza is an MNA
from NA-119, Lahore, and if selected for the post of CM, will have to contest the
by-election from Raiwind, the seat his father will vacate. Nevertheless, both
families have often vehemently denied rumours of any political disagreement.
A provincial minister told Dawn that the names of three of his colleagues —
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah, Information Minister Mujtaba Shujaur Rehman and
Food Minister Bilal Yasin — were also being considered for the CM slot. ―Any of
these ministers will get the slot for 45 days if Hamza gets a go-ahead from the
party leadership. In case Hamza fails to secure the blessing of the party leadership,
one of the three ministers will get the full remaining term,‖ he said.
The minister added that Rana Sanaullah enjoyed a seamless equation with
Shahbaz Sharif as the former was considered one of the CM‘s most trusted
lieutenants. Nevertheless, there was a chance that the law minister may not be the
ultimate choice for the CM slot as the Sharifs need someone ―more pliant‖.
Mujtaba Shujaur Rehman hails from an influential Arian family of Lahore
with strong roots in the PML-N. His father Mian Shujaur Rehman was the lord
mayor of the Lahore Metropolitan Corporation and had close relations with the
Sharif family.
Bilal Yasin is a relative of Kalsoom Nawaz, wife of Nawaz Sharif, which
could be all the credential he needs to be selected for the slot.
Dawn‘s request for comments sent to Hamza Shahbaz remained unanswered.
Партия Имран Хана требует отставки Шахбаз Шарифа (дескать, он
занимается частным бизнесом будучи на официальной службе)
PTI seeks Shahbaz Sharif's disqualification over 'violation of oath'
Idrees Sheikh. Dawn, July 17, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1345891/pti-seeksshahbaz-sharifs-disqualification-over-violation-of-oath

The petition alleges that Shahbaz Sharif remained associated with private
business despite holding public office.
The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) on Monday filed a petition in the Supreme
Court seeking disqualification of Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif over
allegations of a conflict of interest.
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The petition filed by Babar Awan on behalf of PTI Chairman Imran Khan
named Shahbaz Sharif and the Election Commission of Pakistan as respondents.
The petition alleged that Sharif remained involved in his private business
despite holding a public office and thus "violated his oath" that he took when he
assumed the office of Punjab chief minister.
"Mr Shahbaz Sharif...preferred his personal interest over national interest by
abuse of his influence and through his official conduct as well as by misuse of his
official decisions," the petition said.
The application added that the joint investigation team probing the Sharif
family's businesses abroad said in its report that the Sharif's assets do not match
their declared income.
The application claimed that Shahbaz Sharif had given Nawaz Sharif gifts
worth Rs6 billion, however no money trail of the hefty sum was provided.
It also accused the Punjab chief minister of misusing his authority to protect
his sugar mills, alleging the mill was established "without the approval [of] the
Environment Impact Assessment" and is therefore illegal.
Lahore High Court's Justice Shahid Karim will begin hearing the case
tomorrow.
Бюджет Панджаба на 2017/18 г.
Punjab budget 2017-18: Punjab to raise funds from capital market
Nasir Jamal. The Business and Finance Weekly, June 5th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1337536/punjab-budget-2017-18-punjab-to-raise-funds-fromcapital-market

Punjab is expected to become the first province to directly borrow Rs25
billion from domestic debt markets by selling bonds, during the next financial year.
―The government plans to raise debt from the capital market through issuance
of (provincial) government securities,‖ the budget documents for FY2017-2018
say.
The funds thus raised will be used to ―enhance the size of the provincial
annual development programme (of Rs635bn for the next fiscal year).
The provincial securities are to be issued with the help of the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) and will be classified in two categories: Punjab Treasury Bills
(PTBs), and Punjab Savings and Investment Bonds (PSIBs).
ADVERTISEMENT
The provincial T-bills are discount instruments with maximum maturity of
one year or less and bonds are coupon bearing fixed rate instruments with
maturities of more than one year, the budget documents explain. The securities will
be tradable in the secondary market, which will help discover and determine the
market-based pricing of the Punjab government‘s debt.
The float will help the provincial government diversify the maturity profile of
its debt since these can be issued for a variety of tenor.
―(This) will have a positive impact on the repayment capacity and
creditworthiness of the Punjab government,‖ the budget documents elaborate. ―The
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issue will provide the provincial government access to potential lenders and
investors like pension funds, provident funds, mutual funds, insurance companies,
corporate treasuries, individuals, and so on in addition to domestic banks.‖
The debt secured through the sale of provincial securities will form just less
than four per cent of its planned development investment next year.
The Shahbaz Sharif government has decided to borrow a small portion of
money required to increase the size of its development programme under a
previous National Economic Council (NEC) permission to the provinces to borrow
from the domestic debt market a total of 0.5pc of GDP (gross domestic product)
according to the National Finance Commission (NFC) award formula.
The federal government last month raised the limit for procurement of
domestic debt to 0.85pc of GDP as the provinces were demanding it be enhanced
to 1pc of GDP. However, the new NEC decision is yet to be notified.
At present, Punjab‘s limit for domestic debt procurement is calculated to be
Rs61.75bn.
The government also plans to launch municipal bonds at a later stage for
raising money for investments and development at the district level as well.
―We had the option of borrowing from banks flushed with liquidity these days
to raise the funds for our development programme in one go.
―But we are choosing to start a bond programme to develop a sub-national
bond programme instead of direct borrowing from the banking system,‖ a senior
Punjab finance department official told Dawn after the announcement of the new
budget.
He claimed that the debt thus raised will cost the provincial government less
than bank borrowings.
Officials say the province plans to issue the debt in instalments every three
months (rather than mopping it up in one go) to generate float and create a cycle to
leverage for investment without burdening the budget with huge repayment
demands. Besides, it will help the government keep the window open for
emergency borrowing from the market.
The official said the finance department had already drafted a provincial law
— Fiscal Debt Responsibility Law— which would soon be brought to the cabinet
for approval. It restricts the use of domestic debt (raised through the sale of
government papers or borrowings from banks) for investment and development
purposes alone to boost sustainable economic growth.
―The federal government‘s decision does not stop the provinces from using
the funds raised from the domestic debt market for unproductive spending. But the
passage of the provincial draft law will hopefully put certain restrictions on the
mode of borrowing, quantum and use.‖
It is unclear if the government intends to launch the bonds before the passage
of the draft law.
―Unless you put restrictions on the use of the debt for productive investments
and development projects, you will end up adding to the burden of debt on the
provincial finances and taxpayers,‖ the official argued.
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Бюджет Панджаба на 2017/18 г.
Punjab Budget 2017-18: Rs635bn set aside for development
Amjad Mahmood. Dawn, June 3rd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337008/punjabbudget-2017-18-rs635bn-set-aside-for-development

LAHORE: The Punjab government has allocated a record Rs635 billion for
the Annual Development Programme (ADP) for 2017-18 under a strategy to
optimise investment decisions. The allocation is 15.45 per cent higher than
Rs550bn for the outgoing fiscal year.
The budget documents say recognising the scarcity of resources a shift is
being made in the planning by developing an ADP portfolio containing only the
approved schemes and side-stepping from block allocations against ―concept
schemes‖ and unallocated pools.
It argues that the step will ensure immediate implementation of development
project with the budget cycle resulting in better utilisation and smaller throwforwards.
One-third allocations go to social sector, education, health, water supply and
sanitation
Like in the previous ADP, priority has been given to develop the social sector,
education, health, water supply and sanitation, with an allocation of Rs201bn, or
32pc of the ADP.
The second priority has been assigned to infrastructure development as it gets
more than Rs172bn with major focus on roads construction (Rs90.7bn) and
irrigation (Rs41 bn). Each sub-sector contains Rs16bn foreign-aid component.
Major initiatives in the irrigation sector include construction of intake and
allied structures on Ravi River to augment water supply to Lahore, construction of
Kas Umar Khan canal system, Papin and Dadoacha dams, and phase-II of the
Greater Thal Canal project.
A sum of Rs103bn has been earmarked for service delivery. Of this, the
transport sector claims the lion‘s share of Rs97bn, including Rs93.5bn foreign-aid
component.
The production sector, which includes agriculture, cooperatives, forestry,
wildlife, fisheries, food, livestock, industries, etc, has been earmarked Rs51.69bn.
Of this, agriculture lays claim on Rs21bn and industries Rs15bn.
A huge chunk of Rs88bn has been apportioned for special initiatives.
The highlights of the ADP included earmarking of Rs15bn for Kissan
Package and a similar amount for the prime minister‘s Sustainable Development
Goals programme.
A sum of Rs3bn has been set aside for a special loan plan under a credit
scheme for small and medium enterprises.
Under the regional development programme for less-developed districts, an
allocation of Rs5bn has been made.
To develop the districts falling along the western route of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor in the province, an allocation of Rs1bn has been made.
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Besides, Rs50bn has been allocated to modernise the police and its
capabilities under the Punjab Safe City Project.
At least Rs15bn has been earmarked for constructing classrooms and
providing missing facilities in public schools, whereas 500 new schools will be
opened under the Punjab Education Foundation.
Allocations have also been made for Ujala Programme to provide off-grid
solar power to 10,000 schools, setting up the Punjab Agriculture, Food and Drug
Authority and the Women Protection Authority.
A sum of Rs25bn has been made for the ‗Saaf Pani‘ project to ensure clean
water for un-served and underserved rural areas. Moreover, Rs15bn has been set
aside for comprehensive rural sanitation and solid waste management programme.
An amount of Rs53.5bn has been allocated for good governance initiatives
and information technology while Rs45bn will go to Local Development
Programme for the provision of basic amenities in backward and leftover areas of
the province.
To attract foreign investment in the textile sector, the government plans to
establish an apparel park near Lahore. The province will also start work on the
135-megawatt Taunsa Hydel Power project, a biomass power project at Faisalabad,
and an energy resource centre in Lahore.
Foreign-funded projects
In collaboration with world development partners, the government is
launching Strengthening Markets for Agriculture and Rural Transformation
(SMART) to remove market distortions, develop skills of youth, provide easy
access to IT and finance.
To preserve religious sites of Sikh, Buddhist and Hindu communities and to
promote religious tourism, Punjab Cultural Heritage and Economic Growth Project
will be initiated with a $50 million World Bank fund.
The public-private partnership will be encouraged with a $100m plan and
skills of youth will be developed with a $50m credit facility from the International
Development Association.
Likewise, the quality of life in five towns — Sialkot, Sahiwal, Bahawalpur,
Rahim Yar Khan and Sargodha — will be improved through the Intermediate
Cities Improvement plan, while the World Bank will provide $300m for the threeyear Education Support Project-III.
The World Bank will also provide $130m for high-efficiency irrigation
technologies and fostering agricultural value chains.
Пакистан: опасный и гостеприимный (Лахор)
Медиаплатформа
«Безопасность».
23.05.2017.
tv.ru/articles/pakistan_opasnyj_i_gostepriimnyj_10209

https://bezopasnost-

Военные на улицах, теракты, высокий уровень преступности, а еще
болезни, о которых европейцы давно позабыли или не знали вовсе. О
Пакистане много рассказывают, но не так много людей там бывали — что и
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говорить, направление, не самое популярное среди туристов. Мы съездили в
пакистанский Лахор, чтобы рассказать вам о системе «Безопасный город»,
которую сейчас строят в этом десятимиллионном городе. А еще понять, так
ли опасен Пакистан, как о нем рассказывают.
Осторожно, желтая лихорадка
О том, что в Пакистане есть пара-тройка смертельно опасных
заболеваний, вы узнаете еще в самолете. В миграционной карте среди прочих
будут вопросы, общались ли с зараженными и не поднималась ли
температура. При выезде галочки «Да/Нет» нужно будет поставить напротив
«желтой лихорадки» и «малярии».
Местные жители советуют пить воду только из заводских бутылок, быть
осторожнее с уличной едой и почаще мыть руки. Санитарное состояние улиц
Лахора оставляет желать лучшего: мусор здесь повсюду, а горожане нередко
ходят в масках. Впрочем, это не только защита от болезней, но и от пыли, в
которой тоже нет недостатка.
Платок, женщина!
Больше 90 процентов пакистанцев исповедуют ислам, и этот факт,
конечно, накладывает отпечаток. Женщины ходят в платках, хиджабах и
сари, мужчины — в камисах (удлиненные рубашки). Впрочем, к европейцам
пакистанцы относятся снисходительно и много не требуют. Если вы не
посещаете мечеть, то вполне можете обходиться светской одеждой, главное,
не слишком оголяться.
Еще одно правило: не подавайте местным жителям левой руки,
мусульмане могут подумать, что вы сознательно хотите их оскорбить. Дело в
том, что в исламе, где особое внимание уделяется правой и левой частям
человеческоого тела, левой рукой совершаются «грязные» дела
Красный свет и встречная полоса
Страшнее желтой лихорадки и протянутой левой руки в Пакистане разве
что дорожное движение. ПДД в исламской республике – это отсутствие ПДД.
Самый опасный участник дорожного движения – водитель моторикши. Тот,
что вез нас, например, решил, что до разворота слишком далеко, потому
просто поехал по встречке.
В десятимиллионном городе подобный маневр настолько рискованный,
что вся жизнь пронеслась у нас перед глазами. Успокаивает только то, что к
такому вождению в Пакистане готовы, мало того — здесь так ездят все.
Уворачиваются от встречных машин, объезжают пешеходов на зебре, и
неистово давят на клаксон, предупреждая, что будут двигаться на красный.
Терроризм
Лахор – второй по величине город в Пакистане после Карачи. Он
является столицей провинции Пенджаб, которая находится прямо на границе
с Индией. Здесь, без преувеличения, опасно, поэтому по всему городу
расставлены блокпосты, всюду автоматчики и колючая проволока. Лахор
внешне живет по правилам военного времени, что понятно — только в 2017
году здесь произошло шесть терактов.
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Проверка автомобилей – это не формальность, как часто бывает в
России. Полицейский обязательно пройдется с зеркалом по периметру
машины, откроет капот, а потом багажник, проверит документы и
пристально посмотрит в глаза. Вблизи важных объектов на дорогах
появляются бетонные блоки, и автомобилям приходится двигаться
«змейкой». Все для того, чтобы начиненная взрывчаткой машина не смогла
набрать скорость.
БТР у аэропорта – тоже дело обычное. Проверки внутри гораздо более
тщательные, чем это можно представить. Перед тем, как окажетесь у стойки
регистрации, вам придется пройти два этапа контроля, на каждом из них –
детальный осмотр. Детальный настолько, что может показаться
унизительным. Поэтому женщин проверяют только женщины, и в отдельных
кабинках.
«Безопасный город»
В таких условиях дополнительные системы безопасности Пакистану
просто необходимы. Год назад китайские инженеры начали строить здесь
аппаратно-программный комплекс «Безопасный город». Это система камер
видеонаблюдения по всему городу, оценка рисков, мониторинг интернетпространства, единая база данных для всех служб. В здании ситуационного
центра сидят медики, пожарные, полицейские. У них есть доступ ко всей
информации, и они всегда знают, где находится тот или иной сотрудник.
Около восьми тысяч камер следят за обстановкой в городе. И уже есть
первые результаты: время ответа на вызов за год работы комплекса
сократилось двое, а количество уличных преступлений — примерно на
четверть.
Со временем образование и медицина тоже будут интегрированы в
систему. И, вполне возможно, жить и путешествовать в Пакистане станет
безопаснее. Впрочем, пока ситуационный центр «Безопасного города»
закрыт высоким забором, и охраняют его автоматчики.
Гостеприимство и темперамент
Пакистанцы – народ гостеприимный и очень приветливый. Незнакомец
вполне может поздороваться с вами на улице, а спустя десять минут
знакомства пригласить на обед. Отказываться не стоит, это оскорбит
пакистанца. Помочь туристу – тоже легко, это касается, как рядовых
граждан, так и полицейских. Когда мы не решались перейти дорогу (зебра,
как вы помните, для пакистанских водителей ничего не значит), к нам
подошел сотрудник полиции и остановил плотное движение автомобилей,
моторикш и мотоциклов. За что ему большое спасибо, переход пакистанской
улицы для европейца – огромный стресс.
Уже в финале нашего путешествия сотрудник аэропорта вызвался
помочь и провел без очереди, благодарности не требовал, хотя и не стал
отказываться.
В общем, гостеприимство и желание помочь – определенно
национальная черта этих людей. Правда, в том случае, если они считают вас
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другом. Один из россиян, что временно работал в Пакистане, рассказал, как
ему пришлось бежать от толпы и спешно укрываться в отеле. Гнев народа
вызвала бейсболка, на которой пакистанские мужчины рассмотрели
американский флаг. Объяснять, что не американец и вещь сделана в Китае
времени не было.
Пакистан готов принять всех, кто ему не навредит. Нужно только знать
несколько правил, и хотя бы одним глазком посматривать в сторону
полицейских. Их здесь, к счастью, много.
Проект создания метро в Лахоре будет реализован
Lahore metro train project can‘t be stopped: SC judge
Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. April 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaperpicks/14-Apr-2017/lahore-metro-train-project-can-t-be-stopped-sc-judge

Protect still intact heritage sites | Petitioner‘s counsel questions Punjab
govt‘s move to deny permission to Unesco team for project‘s appraisal
ISLAMABAD - A Supreme Court judge said on Thursday that though the
Lahore Metro Train project could not be stopped, measures should be taken to
protect the undamaged heritage buildings and sites.
―We must keep in mind those buildings which have not been destroyed and
not those which have already been razed. We cannot stop the train project but the
(unharmed) heritage structures must be conserved and protected,‖ observed Justice
Ejaz Afzal Khan, who is heading a five-member bench hearing appeals of
NESPAK, the Lahore Development Authority, the Punjab Transit Authority and
the Punjab government against Lahore High Court verdict that has restrained work
on the project.
The judge passed the remarks, when Asma Jehangir, who represented Kamil
Khan Mumtaz, an architect, objected that when the authorities were not allowed to
carry out construction within 200 feet of the heritage sites why diligent approval
through an NOC was given. She said that the committee which had issued the
NOC should have evaluated each aspect of the project. ―This is the matter of
committee‘s credibility. There seems to be no application of mind,‖ she said.
She said that if the Punjab authorities were serious to protect the national
heritage, they should have allowed a team of UNESCO World Heritage Committee
to visit the sites selected for the under-construction rapid transit line.
According to media reports, the UNESCO team was denied visa in January
and they again intended to visit in April but the provincial authorities were using
delaying tactics to entertain their request.
Asma contended if the provincial authorities did not like to follow the laws
why they have been made. ―The law for keeping 200 feet distance between the
heritage buildings and the construction site has been violated to run the train,‖ she
argued.
The LHC had set aside the NOC issued by the Archaeology Department,
restraining work on the project.
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Justice Ijaz ul Ahsan said that there should be a permanent system for
conservation and protection of the heritage. He said that local experts instead of
UNESCO should be involved to protect the historical.
Asma said that in no ways they opposed the project but pleaded not to ruin the
heritage because once that was effaced it would be irreversible.
Justice Maqbool Baqir said that monuments did not belong to any group but
those were of the people of Pakistan. Asma said: ―We have to leave the heritage
for the next generation.‖
She said that if the court and the authorities were satisfied then it was ok.
Justice Ejaz said: ―We are not for quid pro quo. We have to decide the matter and
for that, we are examining everything objectively.‖
Justice Azmat Saeed noted that many old buildings were destroyed in the past
adding that the Panorama Centre on Mall Road was constructed by demolishing a
100-year-old structure. Asma said that now there should have been some
realisation. Justice Ejaz said: ―We are not living in the era of 1999 as now there is
rule of law.‖
Asma said that the reliance of the authorities was on NESPAK and Opel
reports, which did not talk about the wheel structure of the train and the supporting
structure, while they also did not take into account the Pamela Rogers report,
which had called for putting in place stringent measures. She argued why the
authorities were going backward and forward to justify themselves and making
calculations on the assumption.
Asma contended that it was also the violation of Article 28 of Constitution,
which talks about preserving and promotion of culture and script.
Justice Ejaz observed that the appellants‘ stance was that they have taken into
account the worst case scenario. However, Justice Baqir remarked, ―what was the
worst case scenario, we like to know‖. Justice Ijaz said that ―it means zero
vibration or no vibration‖.
Asma argued that if the Punjab government was running an election campaign
it must do it but ―don‘t change the character of the city‖. ―How the authorities
dared to conceive this idea [metro train project],‖ she said adding Lahore was not
for the train. She said the authorities should not act like ‗Mogul kings‘ and this was
not their heritage but the peoples‘ of Pakistan.
«Вертолеты России» поставят в Пакистан вертолет Ми-171Е
«Ростех». http://rostec.ru/news/4520143. 4.04.2017.

Холдинг «Вертолеты России» Госкорпорации Ростех укрепляет
позиции на рынке гражданских вертолетов Южной Азии. Новый контракт
на поставку гражданского многоцелевого вертолета Ми-171Е заключен с
правительством провинции Пенджаб. Вертолет Ми-171Е будет изготовлен
на мощностях Улан-Удэнского авиационного завода.
По условиям заключенного контракта передача вертолета заказчику
состоится во втором квартале 2017 года. Вертолет будет изготовлен в
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конвертируемом варианте, что позволит использовать машину как в
транспортной версии, так и в конфигурации «VIP-салон», способной взять на
борт 13 пассажиров в сопровождении бортпроводника. В транспортной
конфигурации Ми-171Е сможет перевозить до 27 пассажиров на откидных
сиденьях и до 4 тонн грузов внутри грузовой кабины или на внешней
подвеске.
«Высокие летно-технические характеристики вертолетов российского
производства в сочетании с высокой надежностью, простотой обслуживания
и эффективностью применения в широком диапазоне температур, режимов и
высот полета обеспечивают их популярность во всем мире. Заключению
контракта с правительством провинции Пенджаб способствовала
положительная репутация холдинга «Вертолеты России» как надежного
поставщика вертолетной техники», – отметил заместитель генерального
директора холдинга «Вертолеты России» по маркетингу и развитию бизнеса
Александр Щербинин.
Ожидается, что руководство провинции Пенджаб будет использовать
многоцелевой вертолет Ми-171Е для пассажирских и грузовых перевозок,
санитарных заданий, патрулирования и ликвидации последствий
чрезвычайных ситуаций. Область возможностей применения вертолета
дополнительно расширена за счет установки набора поисково-спасательного
оборудования – лебедки ЛПГ-150 и прожектора TSL-1600. Повышенная
безопасность полетов обеспечивается благодаря установке системы раннего
предупреждения близости земли.
СМИ: в Афганистане ликвидирован полевой командир "Аль-Каиды"
«ТАСС».
http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnayapanorama/4111620?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews 22.03.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 21 марта. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Американский
беспилотный летательный аппарат нанес в понедельник ракетный удар по
автомобилю с террористами на востоке Афганистана. Как сообщает во
вторник газета Doon, в результате уничтожены четыре вооруженных
экстремиста, в том числе один из полевых командиров "Аль-Каиды"
(запрещена в РФ - прим. ТАСС).
По имеющейся информации, беспилотник выпустил две ракеты по
легковой автомашине, двигавшейся по шоссе в приграничном с Пакистаном
районе афганской провинции Пактика.
Два ликвидированных боевика опознаны. Одним из них оказался Кари
Ясин, также известный как Устад Аслам, который являлся одним из
влиятельных полевых командиров террористической группировки "АльКаида на Индийском субконтиненте". В пакистанской провинции Пенджаб,
выходцем из которой он был, за голову террориста назначена награда в 5 млн
пакистанских рупий ($50 тыс.). Кари Ясин подозревался в организации ряда
резонансных террористических атак, в том числе неудавшегося покушения
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на президента Первеза Мушаррафа и нападения на штаб-квартиру
пакистанской армии в Равалпинди.
Еще один ликвидированный боевик, уточняет издание, опознан как
Амин Шах Махсуд из "Движения талибов Пакистана". Он был инструктором,
готовившим террористов-смертников для этой группировки.
Пакистан пропустил сикхов при переписи (как конфессию)
Pakistan missing minority in census
Sajid Zia. The Nation. March 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/21-Mar2017/pakistan-missing-minority-in-census

Sikh leader decry ‗bureacratic conspiracy‘ in PA session
LAHORE - The 27th session of Punjab Assembly was prorogued indefinitely
on Monday on a note of resentment from a minority member against the missing
column for Sikh community in the national census forms.
The last day of the session started 100 minutes late of the due time and
practically lasted only 60 minutes after which the House could not resume the
proceedings as the Treasury failed to gather the required minimum strength of 93
members when the incomplete quorum was pointed out by the PTI‘s Saadia Sohail
Rana. It was the second time general debate on Food could not take place due to
shortage of quorum.
The House, chaired by Speaker Rana Muhammad Iqbal Khan took up
questions on Archeology and Auqaf and Religious Affairs.
On a point of order, Sikh Treasury member Sardar Ramesh Singh Arora
raised the issue about the missing column for Sikh Pakistani nationals in the census
forms and groused it was done through a conspiracy to dilute their identity with
others under the head of scheduled caste. Arora said Sikhs were one of the leading
minorities in the country but their separate column was missing among those
specified for Muslims, Christians, Hindus and Ahmadies in the census forms.
―It is a bureaucratic conspiracy,‖ he added and pointed out he has received a
number of calls from the members of his community from UK, US, Canada and
others parts of the world who have expressed serious concerns over this move.
Arora demanded immediate inclusion of column for Sikhs in the forms so that
their number could be counted and their identity as Pakistani Sikhs could be
established.
On a privileged motion, the PTI member from PP-72 Faisalabad, Khurram
Shehzad blamed the defeated candidate of the PML-N, Khwaja Muhammad Salam,
for impersonating himself as MPA to get the development schemes approved
through the office of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner concerned. Calling
the PML-N candidate ‗fraud‘ and the biggest ‗qabza group of the sub-continent‘,
Khurram said he holds written proofs that Khwaja showing himself as MPA on his
letter head got the development approved.
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The Speaker wanted the PTI MPA to show respect to Khwaja who, he said,
has been a ‗honouable member‘ of this house. But Khurram did not take back his
words.
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah Khan, who also belonged to Faisalabad and
smilingly heard tale of the opponent member, said he would recommend action if
the documentary proofs would establish Khwaja Salam had really forged the letter
head to portray himself as MPA. However, the law minister said no offence would
be made out if he had used the prefix ex-MPA on his letter head.
During the question hour, Treasury MPA Bao Akhtar Ali said the contract for
Shalimar Gardens canteen is all the time awarded to the same persons who are
heavily overcharging the visitors without any check from the administration. The
questioner found a sort of ‗monkey business‘ about the award of the contract.
Parliamentary Secretary Zulqurnain Sahi invited the member for joining the
committee which would award the contract next time.
To another question, the parliamentary secretary told the House that all the
shrines under Auqaf are not profit earning and needs at those shrines are met from
the money received from other shrines. A central Auqaf Fund has been established
to monitor spending of the money received from 73 main shrines in Punjab and the
Fund acted strictly according to the law, he added.
Dr Farzana complained about lack of washrooms and shade facilities for the
ladies at the two main shrines of the town. The secretary promised to look into the
same.
After the quorum was found incomplete despite waiting for about 50minutes
to let the required number of members to meet, the Chair announced the session to
be prorogued. With that the Punjab Assembly has completed 85 days of its
mandatory 100 days sitting.
Теракт в Лахоре – 8 убитых, 21 ранен.
Eight killed, 21 injured in bomb attack in Lahore's Defence
Muhammad Shehzad. February 23, 2017, https://tribune.com.pk/story/1336495/two-killedblast-lahores-defence-area/

LAHORE: At least eight people were killed and 21 others injured after a
blast ripped through an under-construction building in Lahore‘s Defence Z block
area on Thursday, officials said.
―Eight people were killed as a result of the explosion in Lahore‘s Defence
area today,‖ said Punjab Health Minister Khwaja Salman Rafique, adding that
forensic teams are working on the case, and are ascertaining facts.
―It was a bomb attack,‖ Nayab Haider, a spokesperson for the Punjab police
said. Rescue services spokesperson Deeba Shehnaz provided the casualty toll.
Television footage showed a smouldering building and several crumpled cars
with their windows blown out.
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The explosion took place in the particularly affluent Defence Housing
Authority suburb of the city, replete with upscale boutiques and cafes as well as an
academy for the international hair salon Toni & Guy.
Another blast was heard in Lahore‘s Gulberg area. The second blast
reportedly occurred outside a restaurant. However, Punjab Law Minister Rana
Sanaullah, as well as Rescue 1122 officials denied reports of a second blast in
Lahore‘s Gulberg area.
Army mounts new nationwide offensive
Lahore General Hospital has received four bodies, while four patients of the
23 admitted in the hospital, are in critical condition‖, said Rafique.
A few days earlier the same market was evacuated by law enforcement
agencies after a bomb threat.
A day earlier, Pakistan‘s military announced the launch of a new nationwide
military offensive, codenamed Radd-ul-Fasaad (suppressing mischief), with an aim
to eliminate remnants of terrorists, following a sharp spike in terrorist attacks,.
Sehwan blast aftermath: Over 90 detained in search operations in twin cities
The decision to mount the operation was taken at a high-level meeting chaired
by army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa at the corps headquarters in Lahore.
Attendees included the head of Punjab Rangers and officials of intelligence
agencies.
Earlier on February 13, at least 10 people, including Traffic DIG Ahmed
Mobin, were killed and at least 83 others injured in an explosion near the Punjab
Assembly in Lahore. The incident occurred as hundreds of chemists were
protesting nearby against a new regulatory law, Punjab Law Minister Rana
Sanaullah said.
Pakistan has been hit by a series of suicide bomb attacks in recent days,
claiming more than 100 lives.
At least 88 people were killed when a suicide bomber blew himself up at the
Lal Shahbaz Qalandar shrine in Sindh‘s Sehwan town last week. In response,
Pakistan launched a security crackdown, killing over 100 militants.
Почему сахарный тростник вытесняет хлопок в Панджабе? (роль семьи
Шарифов)
‗Why sugarcane has replaced cotton crop in southern Punjab?‘
Daily Times. 22/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/punjab/22-Feb-17/why-sugarcane-hasreplaced-cotton-crop-in-southern-punjab

Sharifs lawyer says ban on shifting mills is against fundamental rights
LAHORE: A division bench of the Lahore High Court sought arguments on
the point that if a ban on sugar mills was imposed in the national interest, then why
has the cultivation of sugarcane replaced cotton crop in southern Punjab - a
province once known for its cotton which is now being imported from overseas.
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The bench was hearing a petition challenging the shifting of Chaudhry Sugar
Mills Ltd, Rahim Yar Khan; Ittefaq Sugar Mills, Bahawalpur; and Haseeb Waqas
Sugar Mills, Muzaffargarh of the Sharifs.
Ali Sibtain Fazli, counsel of Haseeb Waqas and Chaudhry Sugar Mills
advanced his arguments against the ban on relocating the cane crushing mills. He
submitted under the policy made in 2015 to stop the relocation of sugar mills and
the whole province was considered as one unit where permission for shifting or
relocating mills was not mandatory.
He said that government data showed that farming of sugarcane had increased
in these areas and it had not been regulated under the law. He believed the ban on
shifting mills was against the fundamental rights as enshrined by the constitution.
The counsel submitted reports of the ministries concerned regarding the
establishment of mills and it seemed as though the ban was planned in order to
damage the industry.
The counsel was on his feet when the bench postponed the hearing till
February 23rd.
As the bench announced the postponement, a farmer appeared before court,
pleading that the establishments of mills in the region had changed their lives and
the value of their lands. The other farmers present in the court room joined him and
they loudly added that they had been suffering due to poverty and hunger and the
mills had changed their lives. The Bench ordered them to maintain court decorum
and observed that the court will decide the matter after hearing their counsels'
arguments.
On February 14th, the bench had ordered three concerned sessions judges to
seal three sugar mills including, Chaudhry Sugar Mills Ltd, Ittefaq Sugar Mills and
Haseeb Waqas Sugar Mills Muzaffargarh if they were still operating despite a
restraining order of the Supreme Court. The Bench had also directed the concerned
district police to accompany the sessions judges and render them their full support
in carrying out the inspection of these mills.
The order stated that if these mills were still operational in their
manufacturing process, they would be sealed immediately.
The session judges of Rahim Yar Khan, Bahawalpur, and Multan had
submitted their reports that all three sugar mills were found to not be violating the
court's orders.
The Supreme Court on February 9th - while remanding the case to the LHC
on the application of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf General Secretary Jahangir Tareen had ordered the suspension of these sugar mills.
Earlier, the petitioner counsel had said that Secretary of Industries issued the
impugned notifications on December 4th, 2015 with mala fide intention to
facilitate the desired relocation of these sugar mills. He said under section 3 of
Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment and Enlargement) Ordinance, there
was a restriction on the establishment of industrial undertakings without the
provincial government's permission.
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He submitted that under this section, various notifications had been issued
imposing restrictions on establishing new sugar mills in the province. He pleaded
that it was the government's consistent position that relocation amounts to the
establishment of a new industrial undertaking.
Теракт в Лахоре дискредитирует ислам!
Lahore attack: Lal Masjid calls TTP Ahrar anti-Islam group
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
15th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327115/lahore-attack-lal-masjid-calls-ttp-ahrar-anti-islam-group/

Says the banned outfit‘s terrorist attacks defaming Islam and Jihad
ISLAMABAD: A day after the Jamaatul Ahrar faction of the TTP said the
Lahore attack was part of its ‗Ghazi operations‘ likening it with the killing of
Abdul Rashid Ghazi, the deputy imam of Lal Masjid, the mosque administration
distanced itself from the group calling it anti-Islam and anti-state entity.
The blast that took place on Monday in Lahore killed over 10 people,
including two senior police officials, and injuring more than 70 others.
Lahore attack: Defence analysts hold authorities responsible
The TTP Ahrar has said in a statement that the attack was part of its ‗Ghazi
operations‘, linking it with Abdul Rashid Ghazi, who was killed in the 2007
military raid on Lal Masjid.
The ‗Shuhada Foundation,‘ which represents Lal Masjid and deals with the
cases of the students killed in the bloody stand-off, strongly condemned Ahrar for
naming its activities after Abdul Rashid Ghazi and dubbed the outfit anti-Islam and
anti-state.
Hafiz Ehtesham Ahmad, spokesman for the foundation, said Ahrar has no
relations with Islam and Pakistan and is ―carrying out terrorist activities in Pakistan
at the behest of the Indian agency RAW.‖
―The terrorism by the TTP Ahrar is not only destabilising Pakistan but is also
defaming Islam and Jihad,‖ he said in a statement.
He said Rashid Ghazi had ―sacrificed his life for the supremacy of Islam and
opposed oppression until his death.
―But Ahrar has unleashed worst kind of terrorism and has massacred innocent
people in the name of Islam.‖
He said the TTP spokesman Mohammad Khorasani and the Ahrar leader
Ehsanullah Ehsan had never been associated either with Lal Masjid or any of its
institution.
Lahore attack would‘ve been avoided by implementing NAP: Imran
The spokesman said the TTP Ahrar has not only showed disrespect to the
sacred mission of Abdul Rashid Ghazi by killing innocent people but also hurt the
feelings of Lal Masjid sympathisers.‖
Ehtesham urged the state institutions to take tough action against Ahrar and
other anti-state groups and clear Pakistan of groups working at the behest of
foreign agencies.
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―Shuhada Foundation will fully support every action of the state agencies
against anti-state elements,‖ he said.
Нехватка газа в Панджабе
Gas crisis worsens in Punjab
Khalid Hasnain. Dawn. Jan 16, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1308749/gas-crisisworsens-in-punjab

LAHORE: Gas crisis worsened in Punjab on Sunday after the shortfall surged
to 400MMCFD, forcing the Sui Northern Gas Pipelines (SNGPL) to divert to the
domestic sector a supply of about 275MMCFD, out of over 400MMCFD liquefied
natural gas (LNG) meant for the industrial, power and CNG sectors.
Although the situation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is not as dire as in Punjab,
consumers have started complaining about low gas pressure there as well.
The SNGPL claimed to have launched a campaign against those using
compressors to extract gas in parts of Punjab and KP, causing low gas pressure.
At present, the company supplies around 1,400 to 1,500MMCFD to the
domestic sector, which needs supplies ranging between 1,800 and 1,900MMCFD
to meet the demand of about five million consumers in Punjab and KP.
LNG supply to industrial, power and CNG sectors cut to meet domestic
demand
―Following severe cold, the situation appears to be tough these days. The
shortfall has surged to 400MMCFD amid a demand of 1,800-1,900MMCFD, even
though we have curtailed LNG supply to two major fertiliser plants, as many
power plants and the CNG sector, and diverted it to the domestic sector,‖ SNGPL
managing director Amjad Latif told Dawn.
The fertiliser plants — Fatima Fertiliser (Pvt) in Sheikhupura and Pak Arab
Fertilisers (Pvt) in Multan — consume 90 to 100MMCFD of gas.
Likewise, gas supply to the Rousch Power Plant, the Abdul Hakim Power
Plant (in Kabirwala and Khanewal respectively) and the Liberty Power Plant, in
Mirpur Mathelo, has been suspended for an indefinite period.
―The Rousch Power Plant was being supplied 90 to 95MMCFD while Liberty
consumes 40 to 45MMCFD... However, the supply to Liberty Power Plant has
been curtailed on account of non-payment of bills... and not for overcoming the gas
crisis,‖ the MD said.
He said the supply to other industries, including textiles, continued. The
textile sector and other industries that have switched over to LNG are being
supplied 100 to 150MMCFD.
But the supply to different industrial units in Punjab, which have not shifted
to LNG despite repeated requests, was curtailed last month.
―The situation is really problematic these days and we are trying hard to
ensure gas supply to at least domestic consumers during winter,‖ Mr Latif said.
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To a question, he said the use of compressor by some consumers to extract
gas was a headache for the company as it made it difficult to keep pressure. During
the last 30 days or so, over 3,000 consumers in Punjab and KP have been caught
red-handed for using compressors.
The SNGPL has cut connection of such consumers for three months.
―Keeping in view the situation, we have asked the federal government to
amend the laws and provide judicial powers to the SNGPL to enable it to take stern
legal action against those using compressors to extract gas,‖ the MD said.
After curtailment of gas supply, power generation of over 600MW by the
plants (400 by Rousch and 235 by Liberty) has been stopped, leading to an
increase in the electricity shortfall and enhancing loadshedding hours in parts of
the country.

СИНД1
Сннд усилил охрану христианских церквей после взрыва в церкви в
Кветте
Sindh increases security for places of worship after Quetta church
attack
Hasan
Mansoor.
Dawn,
December
18th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377215/sindh-increases-security-for-places-of-worship-afterquetta-church-attack

KARACHI: Reacting to the terrifying attack on a church in Quetta, the
Sindh government on Sunday raised the security bar to protect worship places
belonging to religious minorities across the province.
Provincial home minister Sohail Anwar Siyal asked law enforcement
agencies to tighten security arrangements in and around the worship places and
other places of religious significance for the non-Muslims against any possible
threat.
Officials said the minister also asked for increasing security for mosques,
shrines, Imambargahs etc.
―Those who are adamant to destroy peace in the country are ulcerous and the
entire nation is united against their nefarious designs,‖ said the minister.
Officials said the worship places of the minorities were already being
protected — though, with limited resources — yet the government‘s order to raise
the bar might have a little impact on the existing arrangement.
―Police guards and other law enforcement agencies have been posted with
the limited manpower and strength in the province. It requires more funds and
manpower to raise the bar,‖ said a senior official in the home ministry.
Nation is united against those adamant to destroy peace in country, says
minister
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Officials said a project costing Rs400 million was being launched to make
safe temples, churches and other places of worship across the province.
They said the ambitious project would chiefly invest in the purchase of
surveillance cameras, planned to be installed in and outside more than 1,200 places
of worship across Sindh.
The provincial government has initiated a project in which security
surveillance cameras would be installed at temples, churches and gurdwaras.
―This project will greatly enhance the level of security at places of worship
and protect the rights of minorities,‖ claimed a senior official.
He said the project involved establishment of a modern surveillance and
monitoring system at each place of worship using multiple video cameras installed
at strategic locations around it.
Officials added that the project was planned in line with the directive of the
ruling Pakistan Peoples Party‘s chairman, Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari, after a number
of attacks on temples in Larkana, Hyderabad and other districts of Sindh during the
past three years.
After those attacks, the provincial government deployed security on an
average of less than two police guards per worship place across the province.
The Sindh Police have prepared a report and sent it to the home ministry
saying that a total of 1,253 worship places belonging to the religious minorities had
been documented in Sindh, which included 703 Hindu temples and 523 churches.
Besides, 21 such places belonged to Ahmadi community and the remaining six are
Sikh gurdwaras.
A total of 2,310 policemen have been deputed to guard all those places.
According to district-wise break-up of the worship places given in the
report, most of them — 494 to be precise — are situated in Karachi, which
included 387 churches and 107 temples.
Karachi East has the most churches (200) followed by 116 in Karachi West
and 71 in South district. Most temples (61) are documented in Karachi South,
followed by 39 in Karachi East and seven in West district.
Hyderabad has 238 worship places, including 156 temples and 72 churches
while 10 belonged to Ahmadi community.
Similarly, Benazirabad and Mirpurkhas have respectively 50 and 112
temples, 12 and 21 churches and six and five Ahmadi establishments.
Larkana has 141 temples, seven churches and five gurdwaras while Sukkur
has 137 temples, 24 churches and one gurdwara.
Officials said there are 232 policemen deputed to guard 239 churches and
temples in Karachi East — less than one for a worship place. To bridge the gap,
they added, 11 guards have been provided by various NGOs in the district.
The security cover to 116 churches and seven temples is much impressive in
Karachi West where 364 policemen have been deployed while NGOs have
provided 43 additional guards.
In Karachi South‘s 132 temples and churches, the authorities have provided
213 policemen while NGOs have stuffed them up with 83 additional guards.
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The report also documented five violent attacks on worship places of
religious minorities during the recent past — all of them against Hindus.
Three temples — Radha Kishan in Hyderabad, Shanga Bhawani in Makli,
Thatta and Hanuman in Tando Mohammad Khan — and a Dharamsala in Larkana
were attacked.
Officials in the home ministry conceded the deployment of security was
generally disproportionate in districts, particularly in Karachi East, where the
number of policemen was less than the number of worship places they were
supposed to secure.
Питьевая вода в Синде – с фекалиями
'Drinking water in Sindh contaminated with human waste'
The Express Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1577301/1human-waste-used-drinking-water-sindh-sc-tells-murad-ali-shah-mustafa-kamal/

Chief Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Justice Saqib Nisar has expressed
dissatisfaction over the prevalent conditions of availability water in Sindh.
He made the comments during a hearing regarding non-functioning water
filtration and treatment plants in Karachi. Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah
and Former Mayor-Karachi Mustafa Kamal were summoned, according to Express
News.
―The situation [in Sindh] is very painful for me,‖ he said. ―Human waste is
being used in drinking water.‖
Chiding Shah for the incompetence of Sindh government in providing clean
drinking water, the CJP asked Shah if he was ready to drink the water.
In August, a report submitted to the judicial commission constituted by the
SC to investigate authorities‘ failure to provide clean drinking water and poor
sanitation conditions in Sindh, headed by Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro, found
up to 90 per cent of water supplied in Karachi is unfit for human consumption due
to the presence of bacterial contamination.The report was based on laboratory
analysis of water samples collected from surface and underground water sources
from different parts of the metropolis.
Karachi‘s water unfit for human consumption
The prosecutor presented court with a video showing the current state of
treatment plants in Karachi. The CJP said that the video presented in the courtroom
should be televised by all media channels to spread awareness among the masses.
However, the Sindh CM rejected the video, saying it exaggerated the
conditions. ―If I get the opportunity, I will present another video to court soon,‖
said Shah.
Responding to Shah, the CJP remarked that the Sindh CM may reject the
video but he should read the commission report. ―Review the gravity of the
situation by reading the commission report,‖ he said. ―Try to find solutions through
it.‖
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―Do not take this negatively,‖ the CJP said. ―We will find out who was
responsible for past mistakes in the next phase.‖
―I wish Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) chairman Bilawal Bhutto was present
here to see and become aware of the situation in Larkana,‖ the CJP added. ―You‘re
an elected leader. Only those nations succeed that believe in knowledge,
leadership, and law,‖ he told Shah.
He ordered the provincial CM to to resolve the problem. ―What future will
we offer to our children if we provide them water with human waste?‖
―Please tell us how long will you take to find a solution, one week or 10
days,‖ he asked.
He said once the plan was outlined, the apex court and the government could
work together to solve the problem in six months. Shah, however, sought more
time to resolve the issue.
The CJP said the period could be extended if the Sindh CM presented the
court a timeline regarding the solution, adding that he was aware of corruption in
the processes but was not going to make any accusations. ―Give us a plan, and we
will cooperate with you,‖ he said.
―We do not want to step on the government,‖ the CJP noted. ―We are
playing a constitutional role in public interest. Whenever there will be a void, the
judiciary will continue to fill it.‖
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Синд?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Sindh makes efforts, and
excuses
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371692/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-sindh-makesefforts-and-excuses

KEEN to make up for the lost time, beat the perception of underperformance
and generate political capital for next year‘s general elections, Sindh‘s team burned
the midnight oil to get ready to claim the province‘s share in the multibillion-dollar
CPEC pie.
It intends to push three new projects in the CPEC fold in the seventh
meeting in Islamabad of the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC), the apex
decision-making forum jointly chaired by Pakistan‘s planning minister and vicechairman of National Development and Reform Commission of China.
The PPP-led provincial government has identified the Karachi Circular
Railway (KCR), Dhabeji special economic zone (SEZ) and Keti Bandar as projects
that in its view promise widespread returns to its electorate and will be most
economically rewarding in terms of closing the infrastructure gaps in Sindh.
Insiders say the province is not expecting a breakthrough in all three
projects, but it is hopeful that the KCR — already approved by all pre-JCC forums
— would get the green light during the moot and take off as early as January.
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Naeem uz Zafar, chief economist at Sindh‘s planning department, sounded
positive. ―We are all set to pitch in and present a strong case for making the said
projects part of the CPEC deal,‖ he said.
Under the CPEC, 13 projects have so far been located in the southern
province. These include: Matiari-Lahore transmission line, Matiari-Faisalabad
transmission line, Port Qasim power plant, Engro Thar power plant, an open-pit
mine in block-II of Thar coalfield, upgrade of ML-1, Thar coal block-I and minemouth power plant, Gwadar-Nawabshah LNG terminal and pipeline, KarachiLahore motorway, and Dawood, Jhimpir, Sachal and China-Sunec wind farms.
‗It‘s the easiest for provinces to blame the Centre and cover up their own
incompetence,‘ an official says
However, all of these projects were said to be conceived and developed by
the federal government in collaboration with the Chinese, with minimal input from
the provincial government.
When confronted on the exclusion of Sindh in the planning phase of the
corridor project, a key character in Pakistan‘s CPEC story told this writer last year
that the pressure from the Chinese side to move quickly did not allow the federal
government time to fully integrate the provinces initially.
―Besides, we did not expect quality input because of the limited capacity of
the provinces, particularly the smaller three. Our position was vindicated when we
did try to take them on board and asked them to send project proposals complete
with feasibility reports. It took them months to send half-baked list that required
work to shape up,‖ he said.
―It‘s the easiest for provinces to blame the Centre and cover up their own
incompetence,‖ he argued, banging the table.
Responding to a question about Punjab‘s participation and the perception of
the unfair preferential treatment it gets by the ruling party, a federal minister
dismissed the argument as baseless.
―Who has stopped others to deliver? Yes, [Punjab Chief Minister] Shahbaz
Sharif is a go-getter, but who is forcing Murad Ali Shah, Sanaullah Zehri and
Pervaiz Khattak not to perform?‖ he wondered, referring to chief ministers of
Sindh, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. ―Sharif directly approached the
Chinese with viable projects and earned their support. It is unfair to blame others
for your failings.‖
Muhammad Waseem, chairman of Sindh‘s planning and department board,
believed that unlike Punjab, Sindh has not been able to publicise the progress on
multiple development projects. He was particularly boastful of the work done
ahead of time in Thar coalfield. He was confident and looking forward to the
CPEC meeting.
However, another senior member of the hierarchy in Sindh laughed off the
accusatory tone of Centre, and contested PML-N‘s claim to take credit for the
CPEC.
―It‘s true that the marriage was consummated in the tenure of the current
government, but the affair started five years before it assumed power,‖ commented
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a top bureaucrat in Sindh. ―It is an undeniable historical fact that the groundwork
for close economic cooperation between Pakistan and China started and progressed
under the last PPP government.‖
Insiders say the province is not expecting a breakthrough in all three
projects, but it is hopeful that the KCR would get the green light
An agitated politician asserted that the politics of oppression of smaller
provinces can‘t be brushed aside in Pakistan by calling it a figment of imagination
of disgruntled, misguided elements. ―It‘s like blaming the poor for their
misfortune,‖ he said.
―Decades of deprivation have left their mark. The provincial government has
been trying to deal with the situation, but infusing confidence and building
capacity is a long, arduous process in a province where the situation is as complex
as in Sindh,‖ he said, indirectly accepting flaws in the governance framework.
Sindh‘s planning and development department did develop a long list of
projects it considered crucial for the socio-economic development of the province
and harnessing its potential with China‘s support.
They covered piped water supply to households, the extension of sewage
network, upgrading of irrigation, agriculture modernisation, industrial parks near
farms, transport, and health and education.
Currently, however, the department has prioritised three projects, as
mentioned above. Of them, the Sindh hierarchy expects tangible progress on the
KCR during the Islamabad huddle. The other two, though endorsed in principle by
the federal government and the Chinese, might be deferred till the next
deliberations because of an already heavy agenda for the JCC.
Naheed Memon, chairperson of the Sindh Board of Investment, was not in
agreement. ―We expect the commission would also approve the Dhabeji SEZ to be
developed as a priority project and the framework agreement for the KCR to be
approved to be ready for negotiation and implementation.‖
There was nothing to suggest that the provincial government involved the
private sector or lower tiers of the government in crafting its proposals for the JCC.
Противоречия между Синдом и Центром по поводу переписи (Синд
считает, что население провинции недооценено).
PM Abbasi to discuss provisional census results in CCI meeting today
The Nation. November 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Nov-2017/pm-abbasi-todiscuss-provisional-census-results-in-cci-meeting-today

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will be chairing a meeting of the
Council of Common Interests (CCI) today to discuss the provisional results of the
census conducted this year.
The meeting will be represented by the provincial chief ministers as well as
selected members of the federal government.
The census results have been a bone of contention between Sindh and the
federal government, with the former‘s claim that its population has been
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undercounted and the latter denying the claim. This has created a deadlock on the
passage of the required legislation on the delimitation of new constituencies in
accordance with the latest population count results.
Parliamentary parties, despite having met several times have failed to reach
consensus on the issue of the new delimitation of constituencies for the National
Assembly.
The ruling party in Sindh, Pakistan People's Party (PPP) had demanded that
the matter be taken up by the CCI.
Despite the deadlock, all political parties demand that the 2018 general
elections be held on time.
«Совет общих интересов» - Синд согласился провести выборы на
основе переписи 2017 г.
CCI breaks deadlock on delimitation
Amir Wasim. Dawn. November 14, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370333/ccibreaks-deadlock-on-delimitation

ISLAMABAD: The Council of Common Interests (CII) on Monday
succeeded in breaking the deadlock over the issue of fresh delimitation of
constituencies, when Sindh agreed to hold elections on the basis of provisional
census data, following assurances from the federal government that a third-party
audit of certain population blocks would be conducted.
The breakthrough, which could pave the way for elections to be held as per
schedule, came at the CCI meeting, chaired by Prime Minister Shahid Kahqan
Abbasi and attended by all the four chief ministers.
Talking to Dawn soon after the CCI meeting, a satisfied Interior Minister
Ahsan Iqbal, who was given membership of the council in place of Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar hours before the meeting, said the government would soon
convene a session of the National Assembly after all parties agreed to the
constitutional amendment bill that was required by the Election Commission of
Pakistan (ECP) to carry out delimitation of the constituencies ahead of the
elections due to be held in August next year.
The prime minister, who remained busy throughout the day with party
meetings in Lahore, had convened the CCI meeting on the one-point agenda of
delimitation when the matter was referred to him by National Assembly Speaker
Ayaz Sadiq.
The speaker had failed to garner support from parliamentary leaders for the
constitutional amendment bill seeking a re-allocation of seats in the five
legislatures on the basis of the provisional census.
The speaker had to refer the matter to the federal government after the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) refused to support the legislation without approval
from the CCI.
Briefing reporters, PM‘s spokesperson Musadiq Malik announced that the
CCI had given the go-ahead for delimitation of constituencies on the condition that
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the data of at least 1pc population blocks across the country would be audited by
the Statistics Division through a third-party.
Mr Malik said these blocks would be chosen through a draw and the whole
exercise would be completed within three months. He said that a comparison of the
data of the selected blocks would be made with other blocks in order to remove
misunderstandings on the census data.
Sources privy to developments told Dawn that ECP Secretary Babar Yaqoob
Fateh Mohammad was specially called to brief the meeting about the hurdles
facing the ECP in the conduct of elections due to the delay in delimitation of
constituencies.
They said the secretary told the CCI that it was their duty to hold elections
on time, adding that the best scenario would have been the issuance of a final
notification, which the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) says will only be
possible by April 2018.
The ECP secretary said that if results were published in April, followed by
allocation of seats under Article 51(5) of the Constitution according to the last
census, it would not be possible to conduct fresh delimitation as required by the
Constitution.
He was quoted as saying that the ECP had no preferred solution and was
only interested in holding elections on time without compromising on
constitutional provisions.
The ECP was required, under the new election law, to announce its plan of
action for the electoral exercise four months before the polls. He also pointed out
that the ECP was required to complete door-to-door verification of voters by May
5.
The sources said all the four chief ministers stressed the need to hold
elections on time. It was pointed out that the population of Punjab was 56pc of the
country‘s total population, according to 1998 census, but had now come down to
52pc — which clearly meant that the number of seats allocated to the province
would be reduced.
Only the well-prepared Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah
expressed reservations over the provisional census data, whereas other chief
ministers did not raise any objections.
Meanwhile, PPP Spokesperson Farhatullah Babar claimed that the CCI had
decided that any population bloc other than the selected ones could be opened if
someone brought forth ―preliminary evidence‖ that the data of that bloc was
incorrect.
Talking to Dawn after being briefed by the Sindh chief minister, Mr Babar
said the PPP had agreed to support the constitutional amendment bill only because
it did not want to see the elections delayed.
Mr Babar said the Sindh chief minister had initially demanded audit of 3pc
blocs, but other participants did not agree.
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He said the third-party could be any ―independent chartered accountant‖ on
which the federal government and the respective provincial governments have
confidence.
Following the breakthrough, the speaker has called a meeting of
parliamentary leaders tomorrow (Wednesday) to discuss the strategy for the
smooth passage of the constitutional amendment, introduced by Law Minister
Zahid Hamid in the National Assembly on Nov 2.
Руководитель Объединенного народного движения Dr Farooq Sattar
считает, что 15 млн. жителей Карачи «выпали» из переписи 2017 г.
15 million Karachiites missing in census, claims Sattar
FARAZ ISRAR. The Nation. November 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov-2017/15million-karachiites-missing-in-census-claims-sattar

KARACHI - Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P) Convener Dr
Farooq Sattar on Sunday termed initial census results fake and demanded the
government to recount the resident of urban region of Sindh province.
Sattar expressed these views while addressing the protest rally at
Liaquatabad flyover. MQM-P members of coordination committee, MPAs, MNAs
and elected representatives of local bodies were also present on the occasion.
A large numbers of MQM-P supporters including women participated in the
protest rally. They were carrying party flags and placards inscribed with slogans
―We reject injustice with Mohajir Community‖, ―We reject Census results‖,
―Fair Census Our Right‖ and others.
Addressing the participants, Sattar said that injustice was done with the
Sindh people just before the holding of general election while party would not
tolerate such tactics and would extend the protest if demands were not met.
Sattar said only 15 million of the Karachi was counted while the remaining
15 million has been missing from the census count. It looks like that the process is
not aimed for counting people but to hide them, he added. He said that today our
count is being decreased and it is aimed at decreasing our share in employment,
water and other resources.
―It is not only the issue of Mohajir community but the issue of all those
living in Karachi and other parts of the Sindh province,‖ he said. He said that the
rigging in 2018 election has been begun through low count of our people
in census process.
Sattar said that if they are not represented on true count then they would be
forced to ask for their resources as per their given taxes and revenue generation. It
is unfortunate that the disabled people were not counted,‖ he claimed.
He further said those who were elected with people‗s vote have face value
and the real voters were still standing with MQM-P since 1986 to till date. ―Those
who had left MQM-P could return if even grounds are given to the party once
again,‖ he said.
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He said that the next public gathering of MQM-P would break record COP
historic public gathering. ―Those who had announce to boycott the public
gathering today should see that the people had boycotted their version,‖ he
said. He said that MQM Pakistan is a reality and those who are conspiring against
it had to realize it as a reality in future.
We are protesting over ―Why I was not Counted‖ in the census said Faisal
Sabziwari in his speech adding that the demonstration is not against political force
but it is against the propaganda lifted against the party.
Terming entire process of the census null and void, MQM-P leader said
that censusresults were declared after consuming ―Bhang‖. PPP is not worried
about the irregularities being done during the census process in the urban region of
province as its leadership only focus to rob the money from the Karachi and other
cities of Sindh.
―PPP is on the agenda of looting taxpayers‗ money and transferring aboard‖
he said adding that on the other hand MQM always used the money for the
development of the urban region of province.
―We have not forgotten our responsibilities. We fight for the rights of the
people earlier and now once again on roads to register our protest over the injustice
with the resident of Urban region of province‖, he added.
People who claimed that MQM era has ended should witness the attendance
of today party gathering. MQM is untied and it has written off all the rubbish being
claimed by the opponents.
MQM-P leader Khawja Izharul Hassan addressing participants said asked
Pak Sarzameen Party (PSP) leadership to bowl out the wickets of the other political
forces including PTI and PPP as targeting MQM would only harm the entire
community residing in urban region of Sindh.
He further said that the efforts were in progress to weaken our strength, I
urged all the workers and supporters to stay united under the party‗s banners.
MQM is actually the voice of common man it cannot be eliminated while the
person who takes MQM as a soft target should remember the party leadership has
always defeated all the conspiracies hatched against it, added Izhar.
On the occasion Mayor Karachi Waseem AKhter demanded the ruling party
to halt injustice with 30 million people of Karachi. He said that fake counts would
not only harm Karachi but it would also harm Pakistan.
Without naming PSP, Waseem said that some so-called political groups
were pressurizing MQM-P members to change their loyalties. Is it right to establish
a party with undemocratic and illegal move questioned Waseem and claimed that
this so-called group of some people would be vanished in next general election.
MQM-P leaders including Kanwar Naveed Jameel, Kishwar Zehra, Rauf
Siddiqui and other also spoke on the occasion.
8 террористов из группировки Ansarul Shariah Pakistan (ASP)
застрелены в Карачи.
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8 Ansarul Shariah terrorists killed in Karachi
Daily Times. OCTOBER 22, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/128957/8-ansarul-shariahterrorists-killed-karachi/

LAHORE: Eight suspected terrorists were killed in an exchange of fire with
Rangers and Counter-Terrorism Department (CTD) personnel in Baldia Town,
Karachi on Saturday night.
According to a press release issued by the Rangers, the joint raid was carried
out after receiving intelligence reports about the presence of Ansarul Shariah
Pakistan (ASP) terrorists in Raees Goth area of Baldia Town.
It further stated that the five suspected terrorists were killed on the spot and
three others succumbed to their injuries while being taken to the hospital. The gun
battle also left on CTD official and two Rangers personnel wounded.
ASP Chief Sheheryar, alias Dr Abdullah Hashmi, was also among the eight
terrorists killed in the operation.
Weapons and explosive materials were recovered from the suspected
militants‘ hideout, it said.
The press release also claimed that the two of the killed terrorists have been
identified as Shehyrar, the chief of the militant organization, and Arsalan Baig who
was a member of ASP‘s target-killing team.
The identification of other terrorists is in the process yet.
The Economist назвал самые опасные города в мире - Карачи - самый
опасный город в мире
«Корреспондент.net».
12
октября
2017.
http://korrespondent.net/lifestyle/travel/3895769-The-Economist-nazval-samye-opasnye-horodav-myre

На первом месте расположился портовый город в Пакистане.
Пакистанский Карачи оказался самым опасным в мире городом. Об
этом говорится в исследовании The Economist, передает Lenta.ru.
Населенный пункт набрал 38,77 балла из 100 возможных.
Издание подчеркивает, что при составлении рейтинга учитывались
такие параметры, как личная безопасность, цифровая безопасность,
безопасность для здоровья и безопасность инфраструктуры.
Второе место рейтинга занял Янгон (Мьянма, 46,47 балла), третье —
столица Багладеш Дакка (47,37 балла). Также в десятку лидеров вошли
Джакарта, Хошимин, Манила, Каракас, Кито, Тегеран и Каир.
Самыми безопасными в мире признаны Токио (89,8 балла), Сингапур
(89,64 балла) и Осака (88,87 балла).
Напомним, канадский Торонто возглавил рейтинг городов с
наибольшим риском возникновения "пузыря" на рынке недвижимости.
Китай поможет восстановить
пакистанском городе Карачи (КПЭК)

круговую

железную

дорогу

в
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https://novostivl.ru/msg/24873.htm. 9.10.2017.
Официальные власти Пакистана намерены возродить заброшенную
круговую железнодорожную ветку при финансовой поддержке КНР
Премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хаган Аббаси совместно с
кабинетом министров приняли это решение на встрече в пятницу. Проект
будет реализован при поддержке Китайско-Пакистанского экономического
коридора. Объем финансирования составит 1,95 миллиард долларов,
сообщает ЕНВ.
Железная дорога открылась в крупнейшем городе страны в 1964-м, но
движение по ней прекратилось в 1999 году. Сегодня идея восстановления
железнодорожной ветки снова становится актуальной.
Отметим, что ранее японское правительство рассматривало вопрос о
предоставлении финансовой поддержки проекту. Японское агентство
международного сотрудничества начало проводить исследование на
железной дороге ещѐ в 2006 году.
Однако источники заявляют, что Пакистан сообщил в конце прошлого
года японской стороне о намерении продолжить работу с Китаем. Такое
решение было принято, поскольку Пекин стремится усилить свое влияние в
регионе. КНР вкладывает значительные средства в Пакистан в рамках своей
экономической инициативы "Один пояс, одна дорога". Деньги в рамках
проекта тратятся, главным образом, на инфраструктуру и улучшение
системы распределения товаров.
Карачи - на 4-м месте по прямым иностранным инвестициям
‗FDI Strategy‘: Karachi placed 7th in global survey
The Express Tribune, October 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524738/fdistrategy-karachi-placed-7th-global-survey/

KARACHI: Karachi has secured 7th position in the top 15 Asia-Pacific
Cities of the Future survey under the FDI Strategy category for 2017-18, an
incredible increase from its 14th position in 2015-16.
The findings are part of a survey, ‗fDi‘s Asia-Pacific Cities of the future
2017-18‘, conducted by the fDi Intelligence division of the Financial Times to
determine economic prospects of the cities in the region.
The FDI Strategy category of the survey is the only qualitative category, and
does not feed into the overall result. This is the sixth category for which there were
15 submissions. In the previous rankings, FDI Strategy had been included in the
overall ranking.
According to the survey, Perth, Australia, secured the first position in the
FDI Strategy list while Brisbane, Australia, and Hong Kong came on second and
third position respectively. Other cities in the list include Auckland, New Zealand,
(4th position), Wuxi, China, (5th), Melbourne, Australia, (6th), Yokohama, Japan,
(8th), Newcastle, Australia, (9th) and Osaka, Japan, (10th).
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―Due to painstaking efforts and strong determination, we have been ranked
seventh in terms of FDI Strategy,‖ said KCCI President Muffasar Atta Malik.
He said that the Karachi Chamber first participated in fDi Intelligence
survey last year by providing valuable inputs about Karachi. Consequently, our
city managed to secure the 14th position in the top 15 Asia-Pacific Cities of the
Future 2015-16 – FDI Strategy, which has greatly improved this year.
Malik said that Karachi has left behind many prominent cities around the
world including Yokohama (Japan), Newcastle (Australia) and Osaka (Japan) who
are ranked 8th, 9th and 10th, respectively in the Top 10 FDI Strategy Asia-Pacific
cities of the future 2017-18.
Karachi has also been ranked 4th in terms of cost effectiveness in the list of
Top 5 Asia-Pacific Mega Cities of the future 2017-18 by the fDi Intelligence.
Lahore also made it to the list and secured the 5th position.
Appreciation his R&D department for providing credible input to fDi
Intelligence, which has helped in diluting many misconceptions about Karachi, the
president said that it was undoubtedly a notable achievement for the city.
―KCCI has been struggling hard for the past many years to promote the
positive image of Karachi and highlight it as the right destination for foreign
investment.‖
He said that he is fairly optimistic that Karachi will be able to secure even
higher ranks in future as the city has gained further business momentum.
Overall Top 10 Asia-Pacific Cities of the Future 2017-18
In the overall ranking, Singapore once again took fDi‘s crown as AsiaPacific city of the Future, while Tokyo retained its second place and Hong Kong
rose to third position. On the other hand, Seoul got 4th position, Shanghai 5th,
Taipei 6th, Beijing 7th, Sydney 8th, Osaka 9th, and Kuala Lumpur came in at 10th
position.
To create a shortlist for fDi‘s Asia-Pacific Cities of the Future 2017-18, the
fDi Intelligence collected data using specialist online tools fDi Markets and fDi
Benchmark. In total, 163 locations were analysed for the study.
Синд: его постоянные проблемы
Sindh and its perennial issues
Mohammad Hussain Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, September 25th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359726/sindh-and-its-perennial-issues

THE planning and development department of Sindh set up a special unit in
May to ensure the Global Goals are achieved. Three of these goals — SDGs 2, 6
and 13 — are directly linked with the country‘s agricultural sector.
Sindh holds a special place as far as its contribution to the overall agrarian
economy of the country is concerned, though the province is confronted by many
issues ranging from poor governance, lack of support to small and medium-sized
farmers and a fragile regulatory framework.
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―Despite having a climatic advantage, Sindh‘s crop yields are decreasing.
It‘s a serious issue,‖ said Dr Fateh Marri, project coordinator of the multimillionrupee Sindh Agriculture Growth Project (SAGP) being funded by the World Bank.
Sindh is also believed to have huge productivity potential, but it remains
largely untapped.
Moreover, the province is faced with a large influx of people from other
parts of Pakistan who put an additional burden on its resources and infrastructure.
Provisional results of the latest census have not gone down well with
Sindh‘s political leadership. They believe that by showing a reduced population of
the province the federal government wants to deprive it of its increased share in the
divisible pool in the National Finance Commission Award.
‗We need to develop crops under a research-oriented approach. After all,
it‘s the farm sector that has to ensure food security and zero hunger,‘ an official
says
Mahmood Nawaz Shah, vice president of the Sindh Abadgar Board, believes
that the province comes up with an impressive output of wheat every year despite
pre- and post-harvest losses at various stages.
Since the province lacks storage capacity, only a limited quantity is procured
from farmers at support price and the rest is hoarded or sold in the market at lower
prices.
Sindh‘s total official wheat storage capacity is close to 700,000 tonnes. Of
the four million tonnes of wheat produced by the province, only 1.3m tonnes are
procured every year after hiring rented premises.
―We need to look into these issues. Some baseline data and scientific studies
can help us achieve the SDGs directly related to our agriculture sector,‖ Mr Shah
says. ―We need to develop crops under a research-oriented approach. After all, it‘s
the farm sector that has to ensure food security and zero hunger.‖
Another issue is the worsening quality of water. An inquiry report submitted
recently to the Sindh High Court found that more than three quarters of water in 14
districts of the province was unsafe for human consumption.
In addition, the contamination of freshwater bodies, including major canals
and lakes such as Manchhar, face a perennial disposal of effluent or domestic and
industrial wastewater.
The lake awaits its rehabilitation that could revive economy of the thousands
of fishermen whose livelihood depends on it.
The timely availability of water remains essential for achieving desired
growth in the agriculture sector. However, being a lower riparian region, Sindh
continues to face water shortage more often than not. The shortage of water in
early Kharif season adversely affected the rice crop.
However, this time water flows were available timely, brightening the
outlook for a bumper rice crop.
The provincial SDGs support unit has now started working to connect the
dots at different level. Rehana Ghulam Ali Memon, the unit‘s project coordinator,
says the provincial government has sped up work to streamline, localise and
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implement the 2030 development agenda. She believes that while the unit will
oversee implementation phases, it is the departments concerned that have to play a
proactive role.
The good news perhaps is that draft of the agriculture policy has been shared
with stakeholders in Sindh under SAGP. The project also addresses the issues
concerning onion, date palm, paddy and chillies. The livestock sector is a separate
component of the project.
The policy is now being aligned with national food security policy being
worked out by the Ministry of National Food Security and Research.
Growers‘ bodies, private sector and the departments concerned are in the
loop and officials hope that aligned departments would perform better under the
unit‘s umbrella to ensure Sindh meets the global targets.
―Now there is a great emphasis that this policy should be framed in the light
of the SDGs. We need to produce not only food, but it should be nutritious too,‖
says Dr Fateh Marri of the SAGP.
Террористические группы в Карачи сформированы Аль-Каидой
Militant group formed by former al-Qaeda operatives active in Karachi
Daily Times. 13/09/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/11-Sep-17/militant-groupformed-by-former-al-qaeda-operatives-active-in-karachi

LAHORE: According to counter-terrorism authorities, Ansar al-Sharia is a
militant group formed by former al-Qaeda operatives in early 2017.
The group rose to prominence when it started carrying out the killing of
policemen in Karachi and. As of today, it has been linked with 7 terror attacks in
Karachi alone, including the murder of a police officer on Faisal Highway in
Karachi, the responsibility for which the group reportedly claimed. According to
counter-terrorism officials, the group is said to operate in areas between Sindh and
Balochistan.
The recent attack on MQM lawmaker Khawaja Izharul Haq brought the
group into limelight and the involvement of intelligence agencies in the
investigation that followed led to some of its members being unmasked.
The members that allegedly comprise its main kill team were found to be
students with academic degrees. This revelation raised the concerns about the role
of some academic institutions in harbouring and promoting extremism in the
country. Reportedly, the group has no official cell present in Karachi University
(KU) but is known to be a haven for those disillusioned by other militant groups
such as al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS) and Islamic State (IS). The
presence of non-violent extremist groups such as Hizb-ut-Tahrir (HuT) in
academic institutions such as KU may also influence the vulnerable youth to find
violent militant groups such as Ansar al-Sharia to put into practical use the idea of
jihad against ‗infidels‘.
Ansar al-Sharia considers the former Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Ladin to
be its ideological father and is greatly influenced by his idea of jihad.
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The group allegedly maintains a social media presence as well but the
authenticity of its Twitter account is questionable.
В Карачи выявлена террористическая
университетов («Ансар-уль-шариат Пакистан»).

ячейка

из

сотрудников

«Новости планеты». 6.09.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10671-v-karachivyjavlena-terroristicheskaja-jacheika-iz-sotrudnikov-universitetov.html

Три члена террористической группировки «Ансар-уль-шариат
Пакистан» арестованы полицией в южном портовом городе Карачи,
сообщили сегодня пакистанские средствах массовой информации.
Ссылаясь на сообщения властей, СМИ пишут, что в ходе операции
правоохранительных органов, проведенной во вторник вечером, был
задержан Абдулла, руководитель недавно образованной группы «Ансар-ульшариат Пакистан», что привело к аресту других членов группы с помощью
информации, полученной от него.
«Все члены группы - высококвалифицированные специалисты из
известных университетов Карачи, в том числе Карачинского университет,
Инженерного университета и Университета Дауда», - заявил представитель
полиции. В экстремистскую группировку входят от 10 до 12 членов. Лидер
террористов был выпускником Карачинского университета и работал в
компьютерном отделе университета в качестве эксперта по информационным
технологиям, сообщает издание "Dunya News".
Сам Абдулла признался, что они нацеливались на силы безопасности и
планировали связаться с «Аль-Каидой». Участники прошли военную
подготовку в афганском районе Шаравак и доставили оружие из
Афганистана, признался он во время допроса. Группа совершала нападения
на сотрудников полиции и военных, провела несколько саботажных акций в
городе, а самое последнее нападение было совершено на местного политика.
Силы безопасности провели рейды в разных районах города после
этого нападения, арестовав несколько человек и захватив ноутбуки,
мобильные телефоны и оружие. Данные, найденные в электронных
устройствах, помогли раскрыть всю террористическую организацию.
Дожди привели к плохим урожаям в Синде
Monsoon rains damage 10-15% of cotton, onion crops in Sindh
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
2nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1497149/monsoon-rains-damage-10-15-cotton-onion-crops-sindh/

Sindh produces 20% of cotton out of total production of around 14 to 15
million bales in the country.
KARACHI: A three-day spell of monsoon has slightly impacted the standing
Kharif crops in parts of Sindh, but agriculturalists warn if the downpour does not
stop, it will badly harm the ready-to-pick crops and inflict financial losses on
farmers.
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―Wednesday‘s widespread rains in agricultural fields have damaged 10-15%
of cotton crop and up to 10% of onion crop. If the downpour persists, it will badly
impact the standing crops,‖ Sindh Abadgar Board Vice President Syed Mehmood
Nawaz Shah said while talking to The Express Tribune on Friday.
Mango farmers fear loss as intense heat damages crop
The province produces 24% of the total agriculture produce of Pakistan. Its
share in agriculture stands close to 20% in the country‘s gross domestic product
(GDP) of over $300 billion, according to the Economic Survey of Pakistan 201617.
Shah said Sindh produced 20% of cotton in the total production of around 14
to 15 million bales. Similarly, it produces 55% of onion in a year.
Other Kharif crops of Sindh include paddy (raw rice), sugarcane and banana.
They are initially rain-resilient crops, which are currently at different stages of
cultivation and harvest.
―Accumulation of rainwater beyond a certain level and a few days may harm
these crops as well,‖ Shah added.
Sindh produced 50% of paddy, 30% of sugarcane and 85% of banana, he
said.
Talking about the impact on price levels, Shah said, ―The 10-15% damage to
the cotton and onion crops may not trigger price hike in the country. A disaster-like
situation in the fields may trigger inflation, which is not the case at present.‖
The Met office has forecast no more rains in the province while the current
monsoon season is nearing its end on September 15.
Shah said Sindh cultivated onion over 200,000 to 250,000 acres of land in
different districts and divisions including Hyderabad, Tando Allahyar, Matiari,
Mirpurkhas, Nawabshah and Tando Muhammad Khan.
―The standing crop is about 80% of what is produced in Sindh. In the near
future, the rest of the 20% will also be planted.‖
Experts advise farmers to learn use of fertiliser
The cotton crop is at multiple stages of cultivation and harvest in different
parts of the province, which sows the crop on a big scale.
Farmers were engaged in the first picking of cotton in some parts while its
flowers had appeared in other parts for second picking, he said.
Major areas where cotton is cultivated include Khairpur, Ghotki, Jacobabad,
Sanghar, Mirpurkhas, Tando Allahyar, Matiari and Tando Muhammad Khan.
В Карачи из-за дождей погибли 12 человек
«Новости планеты». 31.08.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10625-v-karachi-iz-zadozhdei-pogibli-12-chelovek.html

12 человек погибли и еще несколько других получили ранения из-за
проливных дождей, обрушившихся на южный пакистанский порт Карачи,
сообщают местные СМИ сегодня.
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Проливные дожди, в сочетании с сильным порывисты ветром, ударили
по городу в среды вечером, что привело к гибели 12 жителей, говорят
спасатели. Согласно сообщениям агентства ARY News, семь из жертв
погибли от поражения электрическим током, а другие люди в инцидентах,
связанных с обрушением крыш и стен в разных частях города.
Подача электроэнергию во многие районы города временно
приостановлена, в то время как школьная администрация Карачи объявила о
приостановке обучения из-за тяжелого ливня.
По данным Метеорологического департамента Пакистана, в ближайшие
сутки в городе могут пройти сильные дожди и грозы. Большое количество
осадков могут привести к наводнениям, если муниципальные власти не будут
принимать меры, предупредили метеорологи.
Это второе стихийное бедствие, поразившее страну за последние 10
дней. 20 августа 22 человека погибли и еще несколько человек получили
ранения из-за подобных ливней.
Сильные дожди затопили Синд.
Widespread rain in Sindh forecast for today, tomorrow
Bhagwandas. Dawn, August 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354786/widespread-rainin-sindh-forecast-for-today-tomorrow

Rainwater accumulated on M.A. Jinnah Road after Tuesday‘s shower
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KARACHI: Various areas of the city received rain — some nine millimetres
in Saddar — on Tuesday afternoon, said a Meteorological department official,
adding that two- to three-day rain and thundershowers were expected to hit the
metropolis on Wednesday.
The Met department advised fishermen not to venture out in the deep sea till
Sept 2. It also advised the departments concerned to remain vigilant.
Traffic jams were witnessed on almost all major thoroughfares — including
M.A. Jinnah Road, Sharea Faisal, University Road etc — of the city as many
people in the markets and offices following the afternoon rain tried to rush back to
their homes. The congestion, however, relaxed in the late hours of the evening.
Many city roads inundated by rainwater, causing severe traffic jams
Responding to Dawn‘s queries, the Met official said that Tuesday‘s rain was
just the side effect of the monsoon weather system coming from India, which was
due to enter south-eastern parts of Pakistan on late Tuesday night and the actual
rains owing to that system were expected to begin on Wednesday and could
continue for a couple of days.
He said the Indian port city of Mumbai that had been receiving a battering
from the downpour had received over 100mm — about six inches — of rain since
Tuesday morning.
He said the Mumbai rain was also caused by the same weather system that
was coming from the Indian states of Gujarat to Maharashtra, but the intensity of
the rain here might not be as strong as that of the capital of the Indian state of
Maharashtra.
A weather warning issued by the Met department on Tuesday evening said
that a strong monsoon system from India was heading towards Sindh and was
likely to enter south-east Sindh on late Tuesday. Under its influence widespread
rains/thundershowers with a number of moderate to heavy and a few very heavy
falls with strong gusty winds might occur in lower divisions of the province,
including Karachi, and at scattered places in upper divisions of Sindh from
Wednesday to Friday.
Heavy rainfall might generate urban flooding in vulnerable areas in lower
Sindh, said the warning.
All authorities concerned had also been advised to take precautionary measure
during this period, the weather warning added.
The weatherman said that Saddar in the city received 9mm of rain on Tuesday
afternoon while PAF Base Masroor received 3.5mm. He said that though reports
were pouring in from different parts of the city concerning rainfall,
measurement/amount of the rain was not available till late in the evening.
He said the minimum temperature recorded in the city on Tuesday was 27.5
degrees Celsius and the maximum was 40.5 degrees Celsius. He said humidity —
amount of moisture in the atmosphere — was 56 per cent in the morning and 78pc
in the evening.
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He said the weather in the city on Wednesday was expected to remain cloudy
with chances of thundershowers with gusty winds and the maximum temperature
was expected to remain between 36 and 38 degrees Celsius.
Rain emergency declared
Karachi Water and Sewerage Board chief Hashim Zaidi declared a rain
emergency and cancelled leaves of its relevant staff. Additional power generators
with fuel had been made available to the staff to supply electricity to the pumping
stations in case of power failures sparked by the expected heavy rains.
He said the staff had been directed that in case of rain they should rush to the
spots/and main thoroughfares where traditionally rainwater accumulated so that it
could be drained out and people did not face any hardship.
Mayor Wasim Akhtar, presiding over a meeting after Tuesday‘s rain, again
directed the staff concerned to remain vigilant and instantly respond to complaints
and along with equipment reach the spots where reports of accumulated rainwater
were received to drain it immediately.
He also urged the people to approach the KMC‘s rain emergency centres on
telephone numbers: 0332 2685090; 0335 7553976 and also on 1339 to register
their complaints.
Сельское население Карачи выросло (по переписи) на 275%
Karachi‘s rural population increases by over 275pc in census
Azfar-ul-Ashfaque.
Dawn,
August
30th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1354776/karachis-rural-population-increases-by-over-275pc-incensus

KARACHI: While the urban population of Karachi division comprising six
districts has increased by over 63 per cent since the previous census conducted in
the country 19 years ago, a surge of over 275pc was recorded in the rural
population of the division during the corresponding period.
In the 1998 census, the total population of Karachi division was 9.856 million
— 9.44m urban population and 407,510 rural population.
However, according to the provisional results of the 2017 census, the total
population of Karachi division is 16.051m with 1.14m rural population — about
triple that of 1998‘s figures — and 14.91m urban population.
The provisional results suggested that the rural population increased with an
average annual growth rate of 5.56 per cent.
The gender-wise break-up of Karachi‘s total population is 8.439m male,
7.610m female and 1,497 transgender. Of the 1.14m rural population, there are
606,588 males, 534,499 females and 82 transgenders. The urban population
comprises of 7.83m males, 7.07m females and 1,415 transgenders.
Four of the six Karachi districts do not have any rural population/area. The
total rural population is concentrated in Karachi‘s West and Malir districts.
According to the district-wise data for Karachi division, population of Central
district (all urban) is 2.971m compared to 2.277m in the 1998 census. The
population increased with an average growth rate of 1.41pc.
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The population of Karachi East (all urban) has almost doubled in the last 19
years as it was 1.472m in 1998 and now it stood at 2.907m with an average growth
rate of 3.64pc.
Karachi South‘s population (all urban) in the current census is 1.791m
compared to 1.478m in 1998. The annual growth rate is 1.02pc — lowest in any of
Sindh‘s districts.
Korangi‘s population (also all urban) is 2.457m compared to 1.561m in 1998
with an average annual growth rate of 2.41pc.
The West district of Karachi division has a total of 3.914m people compared
to 2.089m in the 1998 census. The average annual growth rate is 3.35pc. The rural
population in the district in 2017 increased with the annual growth rate of 7.34pc to
reach 283,247 (73,568 in the previous census). The urban population increased
with the growth rate of 3.14pc to 3.631m (2.015m in 1998).
The total population in Malir district is 2.008m in 2017 (more than double
than of 1998, which was 976,193). It increases with an average annual growth rate
of 3.86pc. However, the rural population in the district increased to 857,922 from
333,942 in 1998 with 5.08pc annual growth. The urban population increased to
1.150m compared to 642,251 with an annual growth rate of 3.11pc.
Hyderabad division
Besides Karachi division, there are five more divisions in Sindh and
Hyderabad came as the second most populated division after Karachi.
The total population of Hyderabad division that comprises nine districts —
Badin, Dadu, Hyderabad, Jamshoro, Matiari, Sujawal, Tando Allahyar, Tando
Mohammad Khan and Thatta — in the 2017 census is 10.592m compared to
6.829m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.33pc.
The total population of Hyderabad district is 2.199m — 366,708 rural and
1.832m urban — compared to 1.494m in the previous census. The average growth
rate in the district is 2.05pc.
Badin district‘s population is 1.804m — 1.414m rural and 390,378 urban —
compared to 1.106m in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.60pc.
The population of Dadu district is 1.550m — 1.167m rural and 383,169 urban
— compared to 1.106m in the previous census. The average growth rate in the
district is 1.79pc.
Jamshoro‘s population in 2017 increased to 993,142 — 558,955 rural and
434,187 urban — from 582,094 with an average growth rate of 2.85pc.
The population of Matiari district is 769,349 — 586,759 rural and 182,590
urban — compared to 494,244 in the last census. The average growth rate in the
district is 2.35pc.
Sujawal‘s population is 781,967 — 696,262 rural and 85,705 urban —
compared to 513,702 in the last census. The average growth rate in the district is
2.23pc.
The population of Tando Allahyar increased to 836,887 —575,094 rural and
261,793 urban — compared to 493,526 in 1998 with an average annual growth rate
of 2.81pc.
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Tando Mohammad Khan‘s population is 677,228 including 535,178 rural and
142,050 urban. It is the smallest district in terms of population in Sindh.
The population of Thatta district is 979,817 — 803,759 rural and 176,058
urban — compared to 599,492 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 2.61pc.
Sukkur division
The total population of Sukkur division that comprises three districts —
Sukkur, Ghotki and Khairpur — in the 2017 census is 5.538m compared to 3.447m
in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.52pc.
Sukkur district‘s total population is 1.487m — 767,788 rural and 720,115
urban — compared to 931,387 in the 1998 census. The average growth rate in the
district is 2.49pc.
The population of Ghotki district is 1.646m — 1.242m rural and 403,538
urban — compared to 968,797 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 2.82pc.
Khairpur‘s total population is 2.404m — 1.628m rural and 775.850 urban —
compared to 1.547m in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.34pc.
Larkana division
The total population of Larkana division that comprises five districts —
Jacobabad, Kashmore, Qambar Shahdadkot, Larkana and Shikarpur — in the 2017
census is 6.192m compared to 4.210m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is
2.05pc.
The population of Jacobabad district is 1.006m — 709,170 rural and 297,127
urban — compared to 727,190 in the last census. The average growth rate in the
district is 1.72pc.
Kashmore‘s total population is 1.089m — 835,556 rural and 253,613 urban
— compared to 677,120 in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.53pc.
Qambar-Shahdadkot‘s population is 1.341m — 943,478 rural and 397,564
urban — compared to 727,190 in the previous census. The average growth rate in
the district is 1.97pc.
The population of Larkana district is 1.524m — 822,754 rural and 701,637
urban — compared to 1.001m in the 1998 census. The average growth rate is
2.23pc.
Shikarpur district‘s population is 1.231m — 928,232 rural and 303,249 urban
— compared to 880,438 in the last census. The average growth rate is 1.78pc.
Mirpurkhas division
The total population of Mirpurkhas division that comprises three districts —
Mirpurkhas, Tharparkar and Umerkot — in the 2017 census is 4.228m compared
to 2.585m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is 2.62pc.
Mirpurkhas district‘s population is 1.505m — 1.080m rural and 425,752
urban — compared to 1.006m in the last census. The average growth rate is
2.14pc.
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The population of Tharparkar district is 1.649m — 1.517m rural and 132,071
urban — compared to 914,291 in the last census. The average growth rate is
3.15pc.
Umerkot‘s population is 1.073m — 829,785 rural and 243,361 urban —
compared to 664,797 in 1998. The average growth rate in the district is 2.55pc.
Shaheed Benazirabad division
The total population of Shaheed Benazirabad division that comprises three
districts — Sanghar, Naushahro Feroze and Shaheed Benazirabad — in the 2017
census is 5.282m compared to 3.510m in 1998. The average annual growth rate is
2.17pc.
The population of Sanghar district is 2.057m — 1.468m rural and 588,405
urban — compared to 1.319m in the last census. The average growth rate is
2.36pc.
Naushahro Feroze‘s population is 1.612m — 1.232m rural and 379,802 urban
— compared to 1.087m in the last census. The average growth rate is 2.09pc.
The population of Shaheed Benazirabad district is 1.612m — 1.123m rural
and 489,337 urban — compared to 1.102m in the last census. The average growth
rate is 2.02pc.
Возражения оппозиции по переписи в Синде
PPP, MQM-P cast doubts on census results
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. August 27, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/27Aug-2017/ppp-mqm-p-cast-doubts-on-census-results

ISLAMABAD - Two major opposition parties - PPP and MQM-P – Saturday
expressed dissatisfaction over the 6th population census results.
The provisional summary results of the 6th Population and Housing Census2017 shows that Pakistan‘s population has touched 207.8 million mark with an
increase of 57 per cent since 1998.
The population, in the last 36 years, grew by 146.6 per cent (since the last
census-1981), and a declining trend was observed in the growth rate in the two
bigger provinces - Punjab and Sindh.
Both PPP and MQM-P having maximum strength in Sindh province raised
objections over the results of census.
Although the final results will be available next year, the opposition parties
expressed doubts over the counted figures of population census carried out after 19
years.
Opposition Leader in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah, while
expressing dissatisfaction over the provisional summary results, remarked that
there was a need to compare the headcount results of the Statistic Division and
army to ascertain the reality.
A couple of months before PPP had filed a petition in the Sindh High Court to
challenge the procedure put in place during the census, seeking disclosure of all
data collected during the process. The petition was filed against the federal
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government, as well as other parties, over alleged irregularities in the census
procedure.
Having almost same reservations over results in Sindh, Muttahida Qaumi
Movement (MQM-P) has also out rightly rejected the results of census.
―The provisional results are not acceptable especially related to the portion of
Sindh,‖ MQM-P Ali Raza Abidi said this while talking to The Nation.
According to the results, Sindh is the most urbanised province, where 52.02
per cent population lives in. The results saw a declining trend in the growth rate in
Sindh.
Commenting on Sind population, Abidi said it was strange to know about the
declining trend of two bigger cities of the country.
―Sindh‘s population was expected to be 55 million minus Karachi, which has
23 million population, according to some previous leaked reports,‖ he said.
There are many areas in Karachi, he claimed, which if the media investigates
have not been visited by census staff at all. ―In 2005, Karachi was divided into 16
towns with a population of about 1.3 million average. So, how can the population
reduce in the past decade,‖ said MQM-P lawmaker of National Assembly.
The MQM-P was also seen in media complaining about the modus operandi
of the national population census. It criticised Chief Census Commissioner for
adopting two separate procedures for rural and urban areas of Sindh.
MQM-P Chief Dr Farooq Sattar had also written a letter to Chief Census
Commissioner, expressing his reservations about conducting the census in Sindh
province.
Other MQM‘s lawmaker Tahir Mashahadi, in his tweet, also raised doubts
over the census results. ―It is obvious that census figures have been manipulated by
vested interests in Sindh. Wrong figures have very adverse effects,‖ Senator
Mashahadi mentioned in his tweet.
Likewise, Pakistan Sarzameen Party (PSP) Chief Mustafa Kamal also rejected
the provisional results of national population census.
The opposition parties would raise their reservations regarding census results
in the upcoming National Assembly proceedings.
These provisional census results were approved by the reconstituted Council
of Common Interests (CCI) on last Friday. These census results are assumed to
help the government formulate future plans in health, education, delimitation of
constituencies and other sectors
Статистический департамент Пакистана опровергает обвинения
оппозиции (в Синде) о фальсификации данных переписи населения
PBS defiant about census results as opposition cries foul
Imran Ali Kundi. The Nation. August 29, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/29Aug-2017/pbs-defiant-about-census-results-as-opposition-cries-foul

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) Monday rejected the
allegations of Sindh government over the results of 6th population census by
saying it was conducted in transparent way with the help of Pakistan Army.
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―The Sindh government should share the proof if any area left without
counting,‖ said Habib Ullah Khan, spokesperson of the PBS while talking to The
Nation. He further said that Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah had not
raised any concerns on population census results during the meeting of Council of
Common Interests (CCI).
The PBS had conducted the census with the help of Pakistan Army and
officials of the district governments of all the provinces, he explained. Khan made
it clear that PBS had conducted the census in transparent manner.
The Sindh government had rejected the results of the census and decided to
call an all parties conference (APC) on this issue.
Opposition parties Monday expressed their dissatisfaction with the
preliminary results of the national census, with Muttahida Qaumi Movement
Pakistan (MQM-P) and PPP leaders threatening to stage protests against what they
described as "rigged" data.
MQM-P leader Dr Farooq Sattar, rejecting the census results, claimed the
census results had been "rigged". He alleged that the population figure for Karachi
had been marked down as "it cannot be less than 30 million". Sattar called for a
protest against the 'manipulated' figures.
Provisional census data presented to the Council of Common Interest last
week shows that the population of the entire province is 47.9m, with Karachi
housing 14.9m people.
Similarly, as the Sindh government rejected the census data, the ruling PPP's
senior lawmaker Nisar Ahmed Khuhro alleged that an incorrect population figure
been released by authorities for Sindh under a preconceived plan. Khuro claimed
that under the 'plan', the figure of Sindh's population had been marked down so that
the portion of financial awards allocated to the province did not have to be
increased.
Calling for an all parties conference to protest the statistics, Khuhro said that
Sindh would not relinquish its rights.
Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Khursheed Shah reiterated
the party's demand that the data collected by the statistics division and the Pakistan
Army should be compared to get a true picture. "No one is satisfied with the census
results," Shah said. PPP leader Manzoor Wassan, too, expressed his reservations
regarding the census data and threatened to hold protests.
Calling the census data "suspicious", Qaumi Watan Party (QWP) chief and
member of National Assembly Aftab Ahmad Khan Sherpao said that while the
population of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas stood at 10m, the results
had marked it down to 50,000 people.
On Sunday, opposition parties had voiced serious concerns over the census
results. The PPP, which did not conduct a census in the five years it was in power,
had been quite vocal in its criticism of the ruling PML-N for delaying the
enumeration exercise beyond 2016.
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However, following the release of the data, the party claimed the government
had treated the enumeration exercise as a mere formality, adding that no one was
satisfied with the way the census was conducted.
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf leaders, too, had voiced their concerns over the 57
per cent increase in the national population. Senator Shibli Faraz said the census
had been conducted in a shabby and non-transparent manner.
The federal government had conspired to reduce Sindh population in the
census, said Sindh‘s provincial minister Nisar Ahmed Khuhro in a statement.
―This move is aimed at reducing Sindh‘s share in the National Finance
Commission as well as in the national and provincial assembly seats and the job
quota in federal government services,‖ he said.
Неожиданные результаты переписи в Карачи
‗Unexpected‘ Karachi figures worry MQM factions
Azfar-ul-Ashfaque.
Dawn.
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KARACHI: All the three factions of the once unified Muttahida Qaumi
Movement expressed their concerns over the provisional results of the sixth
population census in the country with a specific reference to Karachi and urban
Sindh whose population results they alleged were manipulated.
According to the data released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), the
population of Sindh stands at 47.89 million and 52.02 per cent — 24.91m — of the
people live in urban parts of the province.
While the city-wise provisional results have not been made public by the
PBS, the three political parties — the MQM-Pakistan, MQM-London and the Pak
Sarzameen Party — do the maths on their own and conclude that the population of
Karachi stands somewhere between 14m and 16m, which they believe does not
reflect the situation on the ground.
Both the PSP and MQM-L issued their separate statements, voicing concerns
on the census results. However, the MQM-P — which still enjoys mandate of the
people of Karachi in parliament, provincial assembly and local government
institutions — shied away from issuing any official statement.
MQM-P spokesperson Aminul Haq told Dawn that the party‘s relevant forum
was ―studying the provisional results‖ and soon ―the coordination committee will
issue a statement‖.
But some party leaders and lawmakers took to social media to express their
feelings about the provisional results.
―Provisional results of #Census2017 don‘t look promising for Khi.if Urban
Sindh is 25 mil then Khi is? Lhr is 12 & Khi is 17-18 mil? Not Ok,‖ senior MQM
leader Faisal Subzwari tweeted. ―Hope to see our concerns addressed timely as this
Census wasn‘t only monitored but executed by Armed forces. Fairness is expected
from it.‖
Pak Sarzameen Party
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Terming the provisional results of the census ‗dubious‘, PSP chairman
Mustafa Kamal said that his party rejected the results of the census in Pakistan,
including urban and rural Sindh.
He said any manipulation in the census results would cause an irreparable
damage to the people of Karachi and Pakistan. In a statement, he said that the PBS
submitted a report to the prime minister in which the population of urban Sindh
was shown at 24.9 million.
Based on these statistics the population of Karachi stood around a mere 13m,
which was absolutely wrong.
He said formulation of a new national finance commission award and
distribution of resources to provinces on the basis of these figures would create a
lot of problems for the whole country, especially Karachi.
Meanwhile, the London-based leadership of the MQM also rejected the
provisional census report and said that the population of Karachi had crossed 30m,
but it was shown 16.7m in the provisional census results, which was highly
condemnable.
Нехватка воды в Карачи
Karachi residents to face water shortage for two days
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KARACHI: The entire city will be affected with a shortage of water for more
than 48 hours, as a pipeline measuring 72 inches in diameter connected to the
Dhabeji pumping station burst during the wee hours of Tuesday.
According to Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) spokesperson, the
dent in the city‘s water supply is caused due to the fluctuation in K-Electric‘s
feeder that resulted in creating a surge in the huge pipeline at around 1:30am. The
72-inch pipeline provides 55MGD water to Karachi and is considered as one of its
10 main pipelines connected to Dhabeji pumping station.
Abdul Rehman Shaikh, the superintendent engineer of bulk water supply told
The Express Tribune, ―Around 150 million gallons of water (MGD) will be lost
because of the bursting of the water pipeline‖. Currently, the water being supplied
to Karachi after the bursting of pipeline is only 450MGD, even though the demand
is as high as 1,100MGD in the metropolis.
‗Sindh is suffering from more than 50% water shortage‘
The technical team of KWSB, along with heavy machinery, was sent to the
affected area after the pipline burst. ―The repair work was initiated at 8 am on
Tuesday morning. The repair work can last up to 24 hours, whereas another 24 to
36 hours will be required for charging the line,‖ Shaikh told to The Express
Tribune.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, KWSB Managing Director Hashim Raza
Zaidi expressed concern over the electricity suspensions or fluctuations
experienced at Dhabeji and other pumping stations. According to him, the line was
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laid in 1972 and gets affected on a continuous basis at weak points due to back
pressure of water caused by sudden disruption at the pumping stations that pump
water to 4-bay, the highest point from where the water goes by its gravity.
Sindh lends 23,000 cusecs water to Balochistan
However, Zaidi claimed the water supply will be managed and no particular
areas of the city will get affected with the shortage of water caused due to the burst
of water pipeline. The distribution will be managed accordingly, as nine other
pipelines have been supplying water to Karachi, he added.
K-Electric refuses to take the blame
―Blaming K-Electric for the bursting of water supply line is incorrect,‖ said
Sadia Dada, the power utility‘s communications director. However, she admitted
that due to unforeseen reasons, power supply to Dhabeji pumping station was
affected during the wee hours of Tuesday.
She clarified that the pumping station is exempted from load-shedding and a
team of technicians have been appointed by K-Electric to overcome any fault in the
area because the power utility believes that water is an important utility.
Бюджет Синда на 2017/18 г.
Sindh Budget 2017-18: CM Murad‘s first budget to have Rs14bn deficit
Habib Khan Ghori. Dawn, June 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337733/sindhbudget-2017-18-cm-murads-first-budget-to-have-rs14bn-deficit

KARACHI: Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah on Monday unveiled
a Rs1,043.185 billion deficit budget for the financial year 2017-18 in the Sindh
Assembly amid protest by opposition lawmakers. The budget showed total receipts
of Rs1,028.865bn and estimated expenditures of Rs1,043.185bn, indicating a
deficit of Rs14.32bn.
In his two-hour-long speech, the chief minister highlighted the achievements
of his government in the social sector and fiscal management.
He said his government had allocated the highest percentage of resources for
education in 2017-18. It will see an increase of 24 per cent over allocation of
current financial year. For the next financial year, ―we propose to enhance the
budget for education to Rs202.2bn from Rs163.12bn. Grants for universities and
education institutions have been kept at Rs5bn,‖ he said. He announced a 15pc
increase in the basic salary of all employees.
In the health sector an allocation of Rs100.32bn was proposed as against
Rs79.88bn of 2016-17. The development programme for the health sector is
pitched at Rs15.50bn compared to Rs14bn for the current financial year. While for
law and order budgetary allocation was proposed at Rs92.91bn, reflecting an
increase of 10pc over allocation of Rs84.26bn during the current financial year.
The chief minister claimed that this was a tax-free budget with slight
amendments in the Stamp Act, Registration Act and Sindh Sales Tax Act with the
objective to widen the tax net. For the next financial year, there is a proposal to
rationalise rate of Sindh Sales Tax on telecom services, and bring it on a par with
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other provinces, by increasing it from 19pc to 19.5pc. He said the telecom sector is
already charging this amount from consumers. This will allow the government to
generate an additional amount of Rs400 million.
The CM said that Sales Tax on travel agents and tour operators was being
reduced from 10pc to 8pc. The budget proposed to reduce SST on services
provided by specific class of indenters and call centers from 13pc to 3pc and from
8pc to 3pc on the services of renting immovable property services.
Mr Shah told the house that the Sindh Revenue Board would be able to collect
Rs78bn during the current financial year. For the next financial year, the target is
being enhanced to Rs100bn as per the Sindh Tax Resource Mobilisation Plan.
AGRICULTURE INCOME TAX: Mr Shah said at present Agriculture
Income Tax collection stands at Rs393m. In consultation with leading
agriculturists, farmers and parliamentarians, the target of this tax has been
increased to Rs1bn for the next financial year.
He said the federal government is the major contributor to Sindh‘s finances
comprising of 75pc in its entirety. He added that these shares inevitably fall short
of the estimates we provide every year. He urged the federal government to ensure
that Sindh is given its fair share of resources in a timely and efficient manner.
Giving details of the revised budget, 2016-17, he said that against an
estimated budgetary amount of Rs854.5bn, the revised receipts of the province
stand at Rs873.9bn. ―We are facing a shortfall on account of federal transfers,‖ he
said.
ENERGY: The chief minister said that during 2016-17 the major
achievements in the energy sector include setting up of 100 MW Sindh Nooriabad
Power Company established through Public-Private Partnership. He said the plant
is fully functional and contributing to mitigate power shortages of Karachi. Sindh
Transmission & Dispatch Company has been established. This is the first ever
transmission line established by any provincial government. 132KV Double
Circuit from Nooriabad to Karachi has been successfully laid for Rs1.95bn to
supply 100MW to K-Electric and 477MW of wind power has been added to the
national grid. Total installed capacity of wind power projects now stands at
785MW. It will be enhanced to 1,085MW in the next financial year.
The chief minister said that Thar coal project at Block-II is on schedule and
the Sindh Engro Coal Mining Company has removed 35pc overburden from the
coalmine. The company is now working to expand the coalmine to 22 MTPA and
generate 2,600MW by the year 2021.
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY: In the alternative energy sector, he said, some
important projects, including 35 wind power plants for 2,685MW power
generation, 24 solar power plants of 1,500MW under IPP mode and two 24MW
run of the river power generation projects, have been approved.
TRANSPORT: Mr Shah said that the rehabilitation of Karachi Circular
Railway has been included in the CPEC for $2.4bn. For 2016-17, Rs241m have
been allocated for construction of boundary fencing along the existing alignment of
the KCR.
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He said in 2017-18 for Green Line BRTS Bus operation and fare collection
‗integrated intelligent ticketing system‘ would be outsourced through PPP mode.
Orange Line BRTS would be completed by September 2017.
AGRICULTURE: The chief minister proposed to increase allocation for the
agricultural sector from Rs 12.75bn to Rs 14.13bn. He said Rs 2.1bn have been
provided as wheat subsidy and Rs5bn been allocated for the next financial year.
OPPOSITION: The chief minister‘s speech was punctuated with thumping
of desks from the treasury benches when he referred to the government‘s
achievements while opposition raised the slogans of ―No corruption‖ when her
talked about development schemes. The opposition parties including PML-F,
PML-N and PTI also staged a protest by walking out from rest of the session.
Бюджет Синда на 2017/18 г.
Sindh Budget 2017-18 : Rs274bn earmarked for development
Shahid Iqbal. Dawn, June 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337626/sindhbudget2017-18-rs274bn-earmarked-for-development

KARACHI: Sindh has allocated Rs274 billion for development for the next
fiscal year, an amount which ―is unprecedented and an all-time high‖, Chief
Minister Murad Ali Shah said during his budget speech on Monday.
By including Rs27.3bn of federal grants and Rs42.7bn of foreign project
assistance, the total development budget comes out at Rs344bn. The revised
estimate for the outgoing fiscal year is about Rs248.7bn.
The provincial government allocated the highest amount of Rs105.2bn for
social protection compared to Rs47.88bn a year earlier. However, the revised
estimate rose to Rs111.78bn for 2016-17.
Under the development budget, Rs82.68bn will be spent on economic affairs
in the next fiscal year compared to revised budgetary estimates of about Rs61.7bn
in FY17.
Under the head of economic affairs, Rs6.985bn will be spent on agriculture.
The highest amount under the economic development will be spent on irrigation,
i.e. Rs37.295bn. The budgetary estimate for FY17 for irrigation was Rs26bn but
the revised estimate became almost double to Rs48.23bn. Moreover, Rs840 million
will be spent on forestry.
The government will spend Rs19.55bn on mining and manufacturing; of this,
Rs16.775bn has been allocated for ‗other sector‘. For mining for mineral resources,
an amount of Rs2.745bn has been allocated.
An amount of Rs14.695bn has been allocated under the head of development
spending for construction and transport. The budgetary document shows the
estimated budgetary allocation for FY17 was Rs17.195bn but the revised estimate
was as low as Rs1.509bn.
Besides, the government will spend Rs400m to protect environment against
Rs288m in the outgoing year.
The government has decided to spend Rs15.4bn for the health sector in the
next financial year compared to Rs15bn for FY17. However, the revised estimate
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for this health sector presents a poor picture as the revised estimate was just
Rs10bn.
The province will spend Rs21.4bn for the development of education affairs
and services compared to revised estimate of Rs12.4bn for FY17. This year‘s
budgetary estimate was Rs17.866bn.
Under the head of social protection, the government will spend Rs73.5bn on
administration side for social welfare measures. The revised amount for FY17 was
Rs86bn. Another major allocation of Rs30bn was made for the district programme
which was higher by Rs5bn compared to revised estimate of Rs25bn.
The ADP of health is pitched at Rs15.5bn compared to Rs14bn for the current
financial year. The chief minister said the next financial year will witness an
increase of 26 per cent in total allocation for the health sector.
In terms of resource allocation, the share of Home Department — including
police, jails, Rangers and other law-enforcement agencies — is the second largest
at Rs92.91bn, a year-on-year increase of 10pc.
The government has allocated the highest percentage of resources towards
education in the year 2017-18. It will see an increase of 24pc over current year‘s
allocation.
―For the next financial year we propose to enhance the budget for education
to Rs202.2bn from Rs163.12bn. Grants for universities and education institutions
have been kept at Rs5 billion,‖ the chief minister said.
Китай построит НПЗ в Синде стоимостью 2 млрд. долл.
Chinese firm keen to set up $2b oil refinery in Sindh
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KARACHI Pakistan is expected to slash its spending on import of petroleum
products as a Chinese company has shown keen interest in setting up a huge oil
refinery with an investment of $2 billion in Sindh.
―The refinery will have an installed capacity to process 10 million tons crude
oil annually,‖ said a handout from the Sindh government.
China‘s Mingyuan Holdings Group Company Limited Chairman Ji Hong
Shui, who led an 11-member delegation, met Sindh Board of Investment (SBI)
chairperson Naheed Memon and her team at SBI on Friday.
He said refined petroleum products will cater to the domestic market‘s
requirements and be exported from Pakistan as well.
Kuwait wins approval for setting up oil refinery in Balochistan
Memon told The Express Tribune that the Chinese company is very keen to
invest here. Initially, it has expressed interest to acquire 400-500 acres of land in
Sindh to set up the refinery, she added.
―It will submit 1-2 pages‘ brief business model to the SBI in two to four
days,‖ she said.
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Most probably, the firm will want to establish the refinery at around Port
Qasim or it may also consider setting it up at Dhabeji, Gharo, Nooriabad, Thatta or
Kotri.
She said the investor also discussed establishing and/or catering companies
for the oil industry in upstream and downstream activities.
―It has inquired for tax incentives, but I have made no commitments,‖ she
said, adding SBI would try its best to facilitate the investor.
Up in arms: Protest over construction of oil refinery
―It was the very first meeting,‖ she said. ―Details about the project are yet to
come up.‖
The firm may consider establishing the refinery at a special economic zone to
acquire tax incentives, she added.
The 1-2 pages‘ brief business model would explain as to how much crude oil
it would import and/or acquire from local exploration companies. It would also
state as to how much refined petroleum products it intends to sell in the local
markets and export markets; how much water, electricity, gas and other utilities it
would require to run the refinery; what will be the actual size of investment; and
how much employment it would need.
Refineries mix cheaper oils with diesel, make billions
She said it was a private holding group company of China. However, it has
nothing to do with China‘s multibillion dollars ($54 billion) investment project in
Pakistan – the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, she added.
Pakistan is a net oil importing country. It meets 75 per cent need for oil for
transport, electricity production and industrial and commercial use through import
of petroleum products. Remaining need is met through local oil exploration where
refineries play a very important role in catering to the domestic markets‘ needs.
Погодные катаклизмы в Пакистане - Карачи затопило
Karachi swamped as Pakistan shivers
The Express Tribune, January 15th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295410/karachiswamped-pakistan-shivers/

12 killed as temperatures drop below freezing point
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Motorists face difficulties after downpour floods Karachi‘s roads. PHOTO: PPI

PESHAWAR / KARACHI / ISLAMABAD: Pakistan began counting the
cost of a cold snap sweeping across the country as the first winter showers in
Karachi swamped roads, thoroughfares and streets, leading to massive traffic snarls
on Saturday.
The country‘s mountainous regions received fresh snowfall as people endured
the below-freezing temperatures. Weather forecasts have predicted a further plunge
in temperatures with more rains and snowfall in the country.
On Saturday, the lowest temperatures ranged between -14°C in Skardu and 2°C in Chilas, according to the Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD). The
inclement weather claimed at least 12 lives – half of them in Karachi alone.
It‘s raining in Karachi and no one can handle it
The first winter showers in Karachi, which started on Friday and continued
intermittently overnight, brought down the temperatures by three degrees Celsius
below normal on Saturday.
Due to the inadequate civic facilities and choked drains, the rainwater
swamped the roads and streets, bringing the teeming city to a grinding halt. At
least six people died of electrocution due to snapped wires and in road accidents.
More rain, snowfall
Balochistan received its first snowfall of the season, dropping the temperature
to -3°C in Zhob. Rain with snowfall was also reported in Chagai, Qilla Abdullah,
Chaman and other areas of the province.
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The PMD predicted that the westerly wave, affecting Balochistan and Sindh,
is expected to grip upper parts of the country and is likely to persist till
Wednesday. More snowfall is expected in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Kashmir, GilgitBaltistan and Fata today (Sunday).
PMD‘s Director General Dr Ghulam Rasul said the winter season, which
started in Pakistan a little late, is expected to last till mid-February. ―The ongoing
spell of rain and snowfall will further bring down the temperatures. And another
spell of rain is expected by the end of this month,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
He added that the current spell would help Pakistan meet its water
requirements for the winter crop.
Fatalities
Most deaths were reported in Karachi where six people were killed in rainrelated incidents. Another nine people were wounded. Elsewhere, four people died
in Khyber Agency and Chitral district.
Casualties: Six killed in rain-related incidents
Two infants lost their lives in Khyber Agency after contracting pneumonia,
children‘s specialist Dr Rasim Shah Shinwari told The Express Tribune.
―We fear the number of children suffering from pneumonia may go up if the
cold snap persists in the area,‖ he said adding that more than 30 children have
already been hospitalised.
Hundreds of vehicles were stranded at the Lowari Tunnel after heavy
snowfall battered Chitral. ―At least 1,800 vehicles were stranded on both sides of
the tunnel for the past 48 hours. Two infants died in the harsh weather conditions
where the temperature had dropped to -10°C during the day and –20°C in the
night,‖ Jamaat-e-Islami‘s local leader Mulana Sher Aziz said .
Army troops cleared the Lowari Top for vehicular traffic later in the day.
―Road blockage caused due to snow at the Lowari Tunnel was cleared and all
stranded passengers and light vehicles passed the 9-km-long tunnel, connecting
Chitral with the rest of the country.
Punjab snowfall
In Punjab, Fort Munro was blanketed in white as the area received its first
snowfall of the season. The hilly resort in the mountainous Sulaiman Range and
Anari Hills witnessed intermittent snowfall.
A large number of people from Dera Ghazi Khan, Muzaffargarh, Rajanpur,
Multan, Bahawalpur and adjacent areas thronged Fort Munro to enjoy the snowfall.
Since the snow started falling on Friday night, residents remained without
electricity and water for over 18 hours.
Climate change
―Pakistan continues to bear the brunt of climate change effects due to which
the winter season is now shrinking and the summer season is prolonging,‖ said
Ghulam Rasul.
Karachi expected to receive rain throughout weekend
He warned of a more abrupt change in climate later in the year, suggesting
there would only be a brief spring before the onset of an unusually early summer.
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―Due to prolonged summers, Pakistan will become more vulnerable to intense
heat waves, and urban areas will be at high risk,‖ he said, adding that the spring
season would soon be eliminated.
―The shrinking of winters and prolonged summers will have a direct impact
on the availability and use of water in the country,‖ he warned. ―In the summer, the
need for water rises automatically, therefore the longer the season lasts, the more
water will be required to meet needs,‖ he said.
Порт Карачи. Первый глубоководный терминал откроется в апреле 2017
г.
Pakistan‘s first deep-water terminal to be ready in April
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KARACHI: The much-delayed Pakistan‘s first deep-water container terminal
at the Karachi Port has eventually entered the final phase of infrastructure
development to welcome mother vessels by mid-April this year, say officials.
Mother vessels have the capacity to carry 17,000-18,000 containers of 20-foot
each. Existing container terminals in the country house vessels of the capacity of
around 8,000 TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) due to deep water and other
handling constraints.
Dredging of the outer approach channel to 16-metre depth is the last project
of the Pakistan Deep Water Container Port (PDWCP), which is in progress.
PM open to ferry service between Pakistan, Oman
―KPT (Karachi Port Trust) has awarded the dredging contract to Van Oord
Dredging and Marine Contractors BV of the Netherlands for Rs2.98 billion,‖ a
KPT official told The Express Tribune.
It was among four shortlisted firms including companies of China and
Belgium.
The firm is to complete dredging work within 120 days from the date of
issuance of the letter of commencement on December 5, 2016. ―It must finish the
assignment by April 4-5,‖ he said.
The Prime Minister‘s Secretariat wants the PDWCP to be inaugurated in the
middle or at the end of February – much earlier than it is ready to welcome mother
vessels.
South Asia Pakistan Terminals (SAPT), a subsidiary of Hutchison Port
Holdings of Hong Kong, is a partner of the KPT in the project.
KPT has provided land for the terminal, facilitated the dredging of approach
channel and port basin, and developed roads to transport import and export cargo
to and from the terminal.
SAPT is responsible for constructing and developing the terminal, deploying
equipment and operating the terminal.
Total cost of the project is $1.4 billion including KPT‘s share of $800 million
and SAPT‘s contribution of $600 million.
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Trade via Karachi Port records 15% increase
A SAPT official said, ―The terminal is 100% ready to welcome mother
vessels, but…the much-delayed dredging of approach channel is now finally in
progress.‖
The project, initiated in 2007, was originally scheduled to start operations in
2011-12. However, slow pace of progress on infrastructure development kept
delaying the commencement of operations. Major delay was seen in dredging of
the outer approach channel.
Earlier, China Water and Electric had done dredging of the port basin at a cost
of Rs19.28 billion. However, it refused dredging of the outer approach channel,
arguing it was not part of the contract awarded to it.
Later, the KPT tried to do it by itself, but it did not succeed. The SAPT
official explained that at present large to very large vessels carrying cargo for
Pakistan went to deep-sea ports like Jebel Ali in the UAE to offload and reload the
cargo on smaller vessels that can be accommodated on Pakistan‘s shores.
―The percentage of such cargo is big…All this means extra costs, time delays,
higher risks, more documentation and overall inefficiency,‖ he said.
According to the official, Pakistan has recorded a growth of 12% in
containerised cargo traffic from January-October 2016 compared to the same
period of last year. ―We foresee 15% growth in calendar year 2017,‖ he said.
The official said first two of the total of four berths of 375-metre each would
be ready by April or May 2017 and the remaining two would be completed by
December 2020. ―Work on the first berth is over.‖
In phase-II, the depth of the outer approach channel will be enhanced to 18
metres by December 2018. SAPT has plans to invest another $200 million in the
phase.
Сельскохозяйственная выставка (достижения) в Карачи
Agriculture industry: Foreign companies to participate in Sindh fair
The Express Tribune, January 13th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1293108/agricultureindustry-foreign-companies-participate-sindh-fair/

Livestock, Dairy, Fisheries and Agriculture Exhibition to be held on Jan 2122
KARACHI: Over 60 exhibitors are going to participate in the sixth edition of
the Livestock, Dairy, Fisheries and Agriculture (LDFA) Exhibition and Seminar,
according to Sindh Board of Investment (SBI) and Sindh Enterprise Development
Fund (SEDF) Chairperson Naheed Memon.
The exhibition would be held at the Sindh Agriculture University, Tando Jam
on January 21-22, said a press release.
Memon said a number of foreign investors, foreign companies and
international agricultural experts were expected to participate in the LDFA fair.
There will be 20 exhibitors promoting exotic birds, while 13 agricultural
companies, 19 local and international companies and banks, two dairy and
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livestock companies, six poultry and fishery companies and 10 associated
institutions and trade bodies will also participate. Sindh Agriculture University
Tando Jam Vice Chancellor Professor Dr Memon Mujeebuddin Sahrai said the
SEDF and SBI chairperson would launch on the inaugural day the ‗Agri Business
Challenge‘ for students of the university. In the competition, three best proposals
will be sponsored by the SEDF for their implementation.
SEDF CEO Mehboobul Haq saw a huge potential in the livestock, dairy and
fisheries sectors in Sindh as Pakistan was ranked the fifth largest milk producer
with annual production of 38.69 billion litres. However, out of this quantity, only a
small fraction is processed.
Discussing the livestock population, the CEO added, 28% of buffaloes, 27%
cattle, 24% sheep, 28% camels and 40% poultry were found in Sindh.
―The potential of Halal meat exports and the ever-rising gap between the
demand and production of meat and milk makes Sindh a very lucrative investment
destination,‖ he added.
SBI Director Projects Abdul Azeem Uqaili said the government of Sindh was
committed to promoting the dairy sector not only for food security but also for
improving value addition and the value chain.
The objectives of LDFA 2017 are to position Sindh as an economically viable
province by identifying the areas and locations for investment, and to engage
financial institutions and investors for promoting the agriculture sector.
Sindh Agriculture University Director Muhammad Ismail Kumbhar told the
media that the last five exhibitions had cumulatively generated Rs1 billion worth
of business and commercial deals and boosted the agrarian economy of Sindh.
Жители Карачи стремятся сделать город чистым
Make Karachi an encroachment free city
The Nation. January 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/letters/10-Jan-2017/make-karachi-anencroachment-free-city

For Karachi tackling encroachment has become a nightmare for the Karachi
Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) as despite the removal of squatting they end up
at the same place with the same people the next day. In busy market areas like
Empress Market, Regal, Saddar, Liquatabad and old city areas, almost all of the
footpaths and two-thirds of the area of the roads are encroached by pushcart men
and other vendors despite court orders.
Pedestrian rights campaigners have suggested to install grills on footpaths, so
that they could be used only by pedestrians. They claim that there is an inbuilt
handicap to remove squatting on roads and footpaths, because encroachers pay
bribes, locally called Bhatta, to people in KMC, district municipal institutes and
traffic police. When these departments face pressure, especially court directions,
they carry out cosmetic anti-encroachment operations to show their performance,
however, these lukewarm operations do not give the desired results as there is a
lack of strong will due to the bribery factor and political pressure as local office-
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bearers of different political parties also benefit due to the fact that they receive
protection from such activities as well.
The government should implement its minibus re-routing plan, reactivate the
idle project of Saddar Car Parking Plaza and declare the whole area from Mazar-eQauid to Burns Road as a no parking area, besides installing iron grills on
footpaths. Fitting surveillance cameras to monitor traffic flow and encroachment
situation could also be a preventative measure.
Taking an anti-encroachment operation is relatively easy but ensuring that the
removed encroachments do not re-emerge is really a difficult task and presently a
nightmare for the KMC. However, the anti-encroachment cell officials with the
support of police should not only continue its anti-encroachment operations, but
also take steps to make the operations sustainable and result oriented to facilitate
general public.

СЗПП1. ХАЙБЕР ПАХТУНХВА1
Лидер партии Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl выступает за предоставление
ТПФУ статуса провинции
JUI-F chief seeks province status for Fata
Amir Wasim. Dawn, December 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379889/jui-fchief-seeks-province-status-for-fata
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ISLAMABAD: Maulana Fazlur Rehman on Saturday called for the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) to be granted the status of a province,
and vowed to continue his stand against the proposed merger of the tribal areas
with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
―If Gilgit-Baltistan can get its own government, why can‘t Fata be given a
provincial government system?‖ the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) chief
asked the participants of a rally that descended on China Chowk, a stone‘s throw
from Parliament House.
This was the first major rally organised by the JUI-F and attended by groups
opposed to the merger of the tribal areas with KP.
Earlier on Dec 12, Fata and KP natives had staged a brief sit-in near the
same spot to demand the merger of the two areas. Organised by the Jamaat-iIslami, the demonstrators had demanded that the government implement the
recommendations of the special committee, constituted by former prime minister
Nawaz Sharif to make proposals for the mainstreaming of the restive tribal areas.
Ayesha Gulalai not allowed on stage at rally against proposed KP-Fata
merger
In his speech, delivered primarily in Pashto, the JUI-F chief said the people
of the tribal areas would decide their own future and would never allow anyone to
change their ―independent identity‖.
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―If we talk about the right of self-determination for the people of Kashmir,
then why not for Fata?‖ he asked, adding that the people of Fata should be allowed
to live independently.
He said that parliament was supreme and had the power to legislate and
amend the Constitution, but ―they cannot change the geographical boundaries of
the country‖.
The JUI-F chief alleged that some of the elected representatives from Fata
were supporting the merger with KP because they were ―under pressure‖.
―Elected representatives of Fata can be pressurised, but the tribal people can
never be pressurised,‖ he declared, amidst slogans.
He said that no system could forcibly be imposed on the people of Fata, who
had rendered great sacrifices for Pakistan and for the cause of peace in the country.
He said that no reforms that were prepared without consulting them would be
acceptable to the people of Fata.
Maulana Fazlur Rehman claimed his party would continue to support the
people of the tribal areas, come what may. He said that he had endured prison
when he opposed the decision of the former military dictator Gen Pervez
Musharraf to join the US-led war on terror in 2001, and was prepared to go to jail
again today over his support for the Fata cause. He also called on all political
parties supporting the merger to ―reconsider‖ their policy.
The rally was also attended by a number of JUI-F parliamentarians and other
notables from Fata.
Interestingly, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) dissident Ayesha Gulalai also
came to participate in the rally, but was not allowed onto the stage. The organisers
of the rally told Ms Gulalai that they could not allow a woman to sit with the men
on stage, in accordance with tribal traditions.
Ms Gulalai then left the venue after an argument with the organisers.
Принято историческое решение о слиянии ТПФУ и провинции Хайбер
Пахтунхва
Historic decision on Fata-KP merger taken
Ismail
Khan.
Dawn,
December
26th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378852/historic-decision-on-fata-kp-merger-taken
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PESHAWAR: The high-powered National Implementation Committee
(NIC) on Fata Reforms has endorsed the merger of tribal regions with
northwestern Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and agreed that Islamabad would make a
policy statement in this regard, two senior figures involved in the deliberations
confirmed to Dawn.
The NIC, which met last week and was chaired by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi, also decided and agreed to let Fata elect 23 members to the KP
Assembly in the general elections scheduled to be held in July 2018.
Besides Mr Abbasi the meeting was attended by Chief of the Army Staff
Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, federal Minister for States & Frontier Regions retired Lt
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Gen Abdul Qadir Baloch, KP Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra, Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak, chairman of the Cabinet Committee on Fata Reforms Sartaj Aziz and the
federal law secretary, who deputised for special assistant to the prime minister on
law, Barrister Zafarullah Khan.
The meeting which took the landmark decisions on Dec 18, but did not make
them public, also decided to do away with the controversial sections of the Frontier
Crimes Regulations and allow the colonial-era regulation to continue as a
supplementary dispute and conflict resolution mechanism with a sunset clause to
repeal it in its entirety once a proper judicial system was in place in the tribal
region.
Read: The Fata merger: Towards a brave new world
Significantly enough, neither was the meeting publicised nor any statement
issued at the end of it. However, three days later, on Dec 21, Prime Minister
Abbasi, in an apparent follow-up to the meeting, met former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif at his Jati Umra residence in Lahore.
Meeting attended by PM, army chief on Dec 18 decides to let tribal regions
elect 23 members to KP Assembly in next polls
PM Abbasi and Gen Bajwa had met the JUI-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman
in the prime minister‘s chambers at the Parliament House to discuss Fata reforms
and attempt to persuade him to drop his opposition to the proposed merger plan.
No statement was issued from the Prime Minister House but the JUI-F
leader would say only that consultations would continue over the matter.
His party and Mehmood Khan Achakzai‘s Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
are the only two political parties opposed to Fata‘s proposed merger with KP.
Both are political allies of the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz, but it
is only the JUI-F leader whose opposition to the merger plan is weighing heavy on
the mind of former prime minister Sharif.
Media reports only said the two leaders agreed to address the reservations of
the JUI-F chief on the Fata Reforms Bill.
Those Dawn has spoken with say Mr Abbasi was supposed to make a public
policy statement regarding Fata‘s merger with KP to remove any ambiguity in
terms of mainstreaming of the tribal region but that the announcement is being
withheld to enable the ruling political leadership to persuade the JUI-F chief to
drop his opposition.
Efforts by PM Abbasi and Gen Bajwa to bring Maulana Fazl on board have
not made any headway.
Those familiar with the deliberations say that any development on the
merger plan and giving Fata representation in the KP Assembly in 2018 is directly
linked with getting the JUI-F chief to agree to the Fata Reforms Bill.
The bill seeks to extend the jurisdiction of the Peshawar High Court (PHC)
and the Supreme Court of Pakistan to the tribal regions. ―This is directly linked
with the other two issues‖, one senior figure said.
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Ruling party figures remain optimistic that the wily politician from Dera
Ismail Khan can be persuaded to support the merger plan. ―He has toned down his
rhetoric‖, said the other figure.
However, Maulana Rehman has let it be known that he would never agree to
the extension of the PHC to Fata, which by its very implication would mean Fata‘s
merger with KP.
―How can the jurisdiction of the provincial high court be extended to federal
areas?‖ he told reporters after his meeting with the civil-military leadership last
week.
Unity of command
Another key decision was to combine the office of the Fata‘s additional
chief secretary with the proposed chief operating officer, Fata, to allow for unity of
command.
But while the JUI-I chief continues to stick to his opposition and a clueless
federal government remains reluctant to follow-through on its decision to make a
policy statement, the government in KP and the 11th Corps in Peshawar has nearly
finalised an implementation plan.
Dawn has a copy of the 99-page draft plan but a security official in Peshawar
said its final version was ready and would be shared with the GHQ in the next few
days after necessary tweaking.
The plan that has been firmed up through due consultation between the KP
government and the 11 Corps, being the major stakeholders in the light of the
cabinet decisions on Fata reforms, provides for the full embrace of Fata with KP by
addressing the many legislative and constitutional issues involving the merger and
the judicial, administrative, security and development systems required to be put in
place with timeline and the resources needed to implement the full spectrum of the
reform package.
―Let there be no ambiguity of the direction that Fata is going to go into‖, the
security official said in a background interview. ―The direction should be clear and
it should take us toward merger.‖
―There must not be any confusion‖, he said. ―This nation and its armed
forces have paid unparalleled and unprecedented sacrifices for Fata and any delay
could pose risks to the gains we have achieved.‖
―It would be naïve to think that only the passage of a reform bill would bring
about a change in Fata. It needs a clear plan with bench marks and timeframe with
matching investment to improve the socio-economic condition of its people‖, the
official said.
However, there has been no forward movement on getting the resources to
finance the reform plan.
An NIC meeting chaired by PM Abbasi in October had directed the finance
minister ―to seek, as a matter of priority, endorsement of the National Finance
Commission to the proposal to allocate a share from the divisible pool for Fata the
next 10 years.‖
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But despite the fact that ruling parties in all the four provinces — the PMLN, the PPP and the PTI, besides the federal government — which have publicly
endorsed the reform plan, there has been no progress on bringing about a
consensus on allocation of three percent of the National Finance Commission
Award to fund it.
―Any delay in implementing the plan for the sake of political expediency
would be a disservice to the people of Fata in particular and Pakistan in general‖,
the official said.
Премьер и Глава армии обсуждают слияние FATA и Хайбер Пахтунхва
с Партией Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F).
PM, army chief discuss Fata issue with Fazl
Syed
Irfan
Raza.
Dawn,
December
20th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377680/pm-army-chief-discuss-fata-issue-with-fazl
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ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Chief of the
Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa met Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) chief
Maulana Fazlur Rehman at Parliament House on Tuesday to discuss the proposed
merger of the tribal areas with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
The meeting took place in the prime minister‘s chambers, but there was no
official word on it from the Prime Minister‘s Office. However, speaking to reporters afterwards, Maulana Fazl shared some details and said more meetings were
expected to take place over the issue.
The army chief‘s participation in the meeting is being viewed as a
significant development, since most of Fata is being looked after by the army,
especially the areas where military operations are in progress.
Talking to reporters, Maulana Fazl — whose JUI-F is one of only two
parties in parliament opposing the merger of Fata and KP — said he presented his
party‘s stance on the Fata reforms.
He and Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) chief Mehmood Khan
Achakzai are the only two stakeholders who continue to stonewall efforts to pass
fresh legislation to change the status of the tribal areas.
He said further consultations with the government would continue over the
reforms bill. ―However, there will be no further meeting with the military
leadership on the issue,‖ he added.
Informing the media about his Monday night meeting with the prime
minister, Safron Minister Abdul Qadir Baloch and National Security Advisor
retired Lt Gen Nasser Janjua, the JUI-F leader said: ―We had a detailed discussion
on the matter and decided to continue our discussions,‖ he said.
The JUI-F chief said he met the COAS Gen Bajwa in the prime minister‘s
chambers after he was informed that the latter wished to meet him.
―We presented our stance to them; that they have to obtain the approval of
the JUI-F supreme council on Fata,‖ he said, adding that PM Abbasi acceded to his
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request and had expressed his willingness to meet the supreme council and try to
get them to agree on the matter.
―It is now up to the prime minister when he meets the JUI-F‘s supreme
council of Fata jirgas,‖ he said.
Answering a question, he said the JUI-F was not opposed to Fata reforms,
but said there were some constitutional constraints in the way of the merger, which
should be resolved first. ―How can the jurisdiction of the provincial high court be
extended to federal areas?‖ he asked.
Meanwhile, the opposition continued to boycott proceedings of the National
Assembly over the inordinate delay in tabling the Fata reforms legislation.
One by one, Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed
Khursheed Shah, Jamaat-i-Islami‘s Sahibzada Tariqullah, Muttahida Qaumi
Movement‘s Sheikh Salahuddin and Awami National Party‘s Ghulam Bilour all
protested the way the government had made a mockery of parliament by first
including the bill on the agenda, and then removing it at the eleventh hour.
Mr Tariqullah warned that if parliament could not solve the tribesmen‘s
issues, they would take to the streets and resort to holding sit-ins to press for their
rights.
After his speech, Speaker Ayaz Sadiq observed that the draft bill might be
tabled before the house on Wednesday (today), adding that the house might soon
get ―the good news‖.
Исламская партия (Fazl) считает, что Партия Имран Хана уничтожает
культуру пуштунов в Хайбер Пухтунхва.
PTI introduced in KP to destroy Pakhtun culture: Fazl
Said Alam Khan. The Nation. December 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Dec-2017/ptiintroduced-in-kp-to-destroy-pakhtun-culture-fazl

PESHAWAR - Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman
said on Sunday that Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal would not let the secular forces to
come into power in future, as such forces had last time taken the advantage of nonexistence of MMA in 2013 elections.
―The secular elements are working to impose their agenda in the country and
the religious forces will stop their way,‖ he said this while addressing the Khatm-eNabuwat Conference.
He maintained that in future, the MMA will play a leading role in country‘s
politics as well as in the upcoming general elections.
Without mentioning any name, Fazl said that some secular forces had taken
advantage of the non-existence of MMA and came to power in the aftermath of
2013 elections. But in future, the MMA, an alliance of religious parties, would not
give them a chance to come into power.
He alleged that Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf was introduced in the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa to jeopardize Pakhtun‘s culture and their loves for Islam, which was
the best option for the secular forces to bring them into power in KP.
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The western forces were supporting a specific party to change the culture of
the country; he said and vowed they would stop the ways of such forces.
About FATA, Maulana Fazlur Rehman said that certain political parties had
confused and complicated the simple solution of the tribal areas, saying now the
army chief had too declared that they would accept the tribal people‘s choice about
the future status of tribal areas.
The JUI-F, he said would honor the decision of the tribesmen, saying the
jurisdiction of the Peshawar High Court could not be extended to FATA unless
Article 247 and FCR are abolished from the Constitution. Referring to the PTI-led
government‘s initiative to allocate public money for some seminaries, the JUI-F
chief said that taking money from the government would tarnish the image of
religious institutions. Moreover, he said that Ulemas would not accept the
provincial government‘s offer of giving salaries to them. He said that the
provincial government was making an attempt to change the loyalties of the
Ulemas and religious scholars, but they are not greedy to sell out themselves for
sake of salary.
About the changes in finality of Prophet Mohammad (SAW), he said that the
JUI-F was the first political party inside the parliament which had raised concern
against the amendment in oath-taking process and within 48 hours restored it in its
original form.
Maulana Fazlur Rehman also condemned the attack on a church in Quetta
and expressed his sympathies to the victim families. He said that after the 9/11,
religious seminaries were dubbed as safe heavens for terrorists, which is totally
wrong, besides, those who were wearing turbans and having beard being called as
terrorists. Condemning the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital, he praised
the Islamic countries for standing with Palestinian Muslims. Moreover, he also
condemned the Army Public School incident and called for its proper judicial
inquiry.
Протесты против слияния FATA с Хайбер Пахтунхва
Fata jirgas oppose merger plan
The Express Tribune. December 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584278/1-fatajirgas-oppose-merger-plan/

JAMRUD/GHALANAI: Scores of Khasadar force members on Thursday
protested at the historical Bab-e-Khyber (Khyber Gate) in Jamrud against the
proposed deployment of police in the Federally-Administered Tribal Areas (Fata).
Raising slogans like ―No to Police in Fata‖, the protesters asked the federal
government to protect the jobs. They also announced they would launch a protest
movement against the deployment of the police in the tribal region.
The protest came as two tribal jirgas – one held by the Jamiat Ulema-eIslam-Fazl (JUI-F) in Teddi Bazar in Khyber Agency and the other in the Ghalanai
town of Mohmand Agency – opposed the proposed merger of Fata with KhyberPakhtunkhwa province.
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Tribesmen oppose FATA merger plan
The protesters at the Khyber Gate reminded the government of the sacrifices
rendered by the Khasadars in the war against terrorism. ―We faced the most critical
and dangerous situation without enough resources,‖ Subedar Jahangir Khan said at
the protest.
―We can best perform our duties if we are provided with the needed
resources,‖ he said, adding that the government was planning to remove hundreds
of Khasadars from their jobs and replace them with policemen.
Major Jalal Khan, another Khasadar at the protest, said the future of
Khasadar force would be uncertain after the police deployment in Fata. ―Police in
Fata is not acceptable to anyone. The government should have rewarded us for our
sacrifices but instead they are removing us from our jobs.‖
He said they would start a protest movement against the government‘s
decision to replace Khasadar with police force. ―The final decision will be taken in
a jirga of Khasadars and Subedars from all the agencies in Peshawar‘s Baagh eNaran.‖
Historic step: Lawmakers agree to merge FATA with K-P
FATA merger opposed
Earlier, elders of Fata and leaders of the JUI-F held a jirga at Teddi Bazar
against the merger of Fata with K-P and deployment of the police in the region.
The participants of the jirga hoisted black flags on their vehicles and displayed
banners against the Fata merger plans.
The participants, including Malik Waris Khan, Malik Khan Marjan, Malik
Bahadar Shah, Mufti Abdul Shakoor, Mufti Ijaz Shinwari, Malik Salahuddin and
Malik Nadir Mohmand, expressed concerns over the Fata merger.
They accused the federal government of not listening to their viewpoint on
the matter and taking unilateral decisions about the tribal belt. They rejected report
of the Fata Reforms Committee, chaired by Sartaj Aziz, and called it ―factually
incorrect‖.
The speakers said the political parties who were supporting the Fata merger
plans had no existence in their region. They agreed to hold a power show of the
tribal people in Islamabad on December 23 to demand provincial status for Fata,
instead of its merger with K-P.
The participants warned they would not accept ―Thana [police station]
culture‖ in their areas. ―If a person in any tribal agency gave the land for the
construction of police station, he will be treated with heavy fine,‖ the jirga was
told. The speakers said 28,000 Khasadars would lose their jobs if the force was
replaced by the police.
Merger with K-P: Govt in a fix as allies renew opposition to FATA reforms
Mohmand Jirga
A jirga at the Mohmand Press Club in Ghallanai, which was attended by
elder from tribes including Haleemzai, Khwaizai, Baizai and Tarakzai, Safi and
Utmankhel, opposed Fata‘s merger with K-P and urged the government to refrain
from getting the Fata reform bill passed.
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They warned that any bill regarding the merger plans would create unrest in
the tribal areas. They said in such cases the tribesmen would not abide by the
territorial ―collective responsibility‖ clause of the Frontier Crimes Regulation
(FCR).
The tribal elders stressed that decisions regarding mainstreaming of Fata
should be taken with the consent of the tribal people. They also warned the promerger political parties against ignoring their concerns. The jirga stressed that they
wanted to keep their tribal identity.
Проблемы слияния FATA c Хайбер Пахтунхва
Another setback to FATA merger
Daily Times, December 14th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/158861/another-setbackfata-merger/

After yet again backtracking on its commitment to table the FATA reforms
bill on Monday, the government finds itself in a tight spot.
On Monday, the united opposition had boycotted the National Assembly
session and announced that it would not attend the proceedings until the bill was
tabled in the Parliament. Then, the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) threatened to stage a sit-in
at the Faizabad interchange if the process for FATA merger is not kicked off by
December 31.
Alongside the mainstream opposition parties, a newly-formed FATA youth
jirga has also been raising its voice on the issue, demanding expedited efforts for
the merger of the region with the Khyber-Pukhtunkhwa (KP) province.
Unlike mainstream parties, however, the jirga members have rightly
protested the failure of the authorities concerned to take into account the views of
women and other marginalised communities of the region. These are legitimate
concerns and must be addressed as the merger process gets underway. Addressing
these concerns will entail ensuring wide-ranging consultations with FATA‘s civil
society and political actors.
Mainstreaming FATA should have been done 70-years ago. The region has
been a part of this country and yet has been governed using draconian colonial era
Frontier Crimes Regulation. This has robbed generations after generations in
FATA of their fundamental right of self-determination, not to mention that it has
made a mockery of Pakistan‘s credentials as a democratic republic.
Only two parties in alliance with the ruling PML-N have consistently been
opposing the merger option. The ruling party needs to fast track its consultations
with these allies. The fate of an entire region and its people cannot be held hostage
to the wishes of two political parties, who may or may not be popular in the region
to begin with.
The constitution needs to be extended to the region immediately. *
Сложная ситуация с присоединением FATA к Хайбер Пахтунхва
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The way the government has been handling these proposals and their
presentation to the House amply proves that some political parties have lost all
ability to think beyond their selfish agenda of gaining more and more power
The government once again went back on its commitment to introduce the
FATA reforms bill in the lower house of the parliament, despite putting it on the
Order of the Day for the third sitting of the 50th session of the National Assembly.
For the third consecutive day, the opposition continued its boycott of the house
proceedings against this withdrawal. Citing ―technical reasons‖, the Parliamentary
Affairs Minister Sheikh Aftab Ahmad said the government desired to present the
Fata reforms bill in parliament after developing consensus among all parties. There
are none in this position as the opposition was never briefed about the ‗technical
reasons‘ cited, nor was nay discussed in either the business advisory committee or
with the leader of the opposition.
This was not the first time that the government faltered on its commitments
pertaining to FATA reforms, apparently under the severe pressure of its coalition
partners who want to grind their own axe while the coalition leader, PMLN, is
fighting for survival after the disqualification of Mian Nawaz Sharif. The problems
which emerged for the party in the aftermath of the Faizabad sit-in, the offshoot of
which is still lingering in Lahore, has also continue to make life difficult for the
PML-N.
Ever since the process of Fata reforms was initiated in the wake of the
establishment of the FATA Reforms Committee under the chairpersonship of
Sartaj Aziz, there has been a fierce display of conflicting vested interests from
different quarters including the bureaucratic structure that has been in
unquestionable, unchallengeable control of FATA, and the political parties
pursuing their narrow and selfish political agenda.
For the JUI-F, the best-case scenario is if FATA becomes a seperate
province. This otherwise marginal party cannot foresee itself heading a provincial
government in KP or Balochistan where it has pockets of influence
The Committee had proposed in 2015 a set of political, administrative,
judicial and security reforms alongside a comprehensive and phased program for
reconstruction and rehabilitation in order to prepare FATA for the eventual merger
with KP in five years. The recommendations included in addition to the merger,
the repeal of the draconian colonial FCR imposed upon the hapless people of
FATA. The federal cabinet approved this package of necessary reforms along with
the phased program for implementation, on March 2, 2017.
But before that, the government had already announced the plan in January
2017 to eventually merge FATA with KP as was recommended by the
Committee.Following which, the Bill was approved by the Cabinet in March. One
bill, the Tribal Areas Rewaj Bill 2017 was presented in the National Assembly in
May. Instead of referring it to the Standing Committee on Law & Justice, the
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Speaker sent it to the Committee on SAFRON. It was the wrong decision because
the SAFRON ministry has conflict of interest as far as FATA‘s merger with KP is
concerned. The ministry would stand dissolved in case of a merger, or at lease,
would completely lose its relevance. It was not rocket science to see that not only
would the Committee not get an objective brief from its corresponding ministry,
but also, the bill would not have gotten objective treatment from the committee
chaired by a member whose party has been (and still is) fiercely against the
merger. Which is exactly what happened. The Chair of the Committee abruptly
called off the meeting and deferred the discussion on the bill indefinitely.
Subsequently, the government decided to bring a new bill in place of the
Tribal Areas Rewaj Bill, which became controversial because of its provisions that
safeguarded continuation of the FCR. The new bill was to abolish the Frontier
Crimes Regulation (FCR) and extend the jurisdiction of the superior judiciary to
FATA. But when it came out finally, it proposed extension of Islamabad High
Court to FATA instead of the previously decided Peshawar High Court. FATA
parliamentarians, range of politicians, civil society and intelligentsia belonging to
FATA strongly protested. Upon which, consensus was developed during a meeting
held in Islamabad on 29 September. Minister for SAFRON Lt-Gen (Retd) Abdul
Qadir Baloch chaired the meeting while 16 out of the 19 lawmakers from FATA
attended it. The three absent lawmakers were also consulted via phone that also
agreed on the merger. SAFRON Minister announced this new consensus in a
presser the same evening. After a long wait of over two months and massive
protest sit-in by the FATA people, this new bill had come once again. Only to be
taken off the agenda yet again, without any debate.
The way the government has been handling these proposals and their
presentation to the House amply proves that some political parties have lost all
ability to think beyond their selfish agenda of gaining more and more power. The
brown sahibs of bureaucracy, who have been ruling FATA like Moguls for seven
decades have their vested interest in maintaining the current status quo. The
powers that have been using FATA as an invisible buffer belt between Afghanistan
and ‗settled‘ Pakistan, also appear to be adamant on keeping the FATA people
invisible and unsettled irrespective of their public claims of supporting the reforms
process. Every power-holder seems to have its own definition of ‗reforms‘.
For the JUI-F, the best-case scenario is if FATA becomes a separate
province. This otherwise marginal party in other provinces cannot foresee itself
heading a provincial government in either KP or Balochistan — the two provinces
where it has some pockets of influence. In FATA on the other hand, this party
seems to have more sway than any other party owing to state policies that have
historically supported religious puritanism and socio-cultural retrogression, mainly
to counter the progressive but ethno-nationalist ideologies. If FATA was to
become a separate province, the JUI-F would have its own Chief Minister in at
least one province alongside an equal number of seats in the Senate. By insisting
on a separate province — despite having a pan-Islamist ideology that discourages
boundaries among Muslims — this party can milk the status quo till the lengthy
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and slow process of the establishment of a new province. Being very politically
shrewd, the JUI-F leadership knows very well that Pakistan‘s current state of
economy cannot afford a new province. Since the situation suits a powerful
‗strategic lobby‘, the Maulanas see green pastures ahead.
For the ethno-nationalist, progressive and almost secular (although its
manifesto doesn‘t use the word secular), PkMAP, the merger of FATA and KP
would mean the dilution of its political rhetoric on the Durand Line, which in its
leadership‘s view would be compromised if FATA loses its special status and
becomes settled in near-mainland Pakistan. More than the people of FATA, this
party appears to be caring more for its strategic constituency among the ethnonationalists in Afghanistan, which is quite upset on the merger proposal and has
expressed so in no uncertain terms.
Amidst all this, FATA people are still waiting for their rights. Seventy years
on.
Имран Хан пообещал провести «Марш протеста» в случае, если
отложится соединение Хайбер Пахтунхва с FATA
Imran warns of ‗march‘ over Fata-KP merger delay
Amir
Wasim.
Dawn,
December
10th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375720/imran-warns-of-march-over-fata-kp-merger-delay

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan on
Saturday threatened to march on Islamabad if the government did not take any
positive step towards merger of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata)
with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province by tomorrow (Monday).
Speaking at his party‘s Fata Youth Convention, Mr Khan said the PTI
wanted to see the merger of Fata with KP taking place before the 2018 general
elections as further delay in this regard could provide another opportunity to the
terrorists to ―get hold of the area‖.
―If you agree that the merger should take place before the 2018 general
elections, then be ready for a call. The PTI is already in practice of street protests.
We will bring the people from the tribal areas and the KP to Islamabad as merger
is the right of the Fata people,‖ Mr Khan said, without using the term ‗long march‘.
The PTI chief said they would be meeting on Monday (tomorrow) to review
the government‘s actions in this regard, after which ―we will give the call‖.
A 10-point declaration was issued at the end of the convention which was
also addressed by KP Chief Minister Pervez Khattak and attended by
representatives of civil society, including media personnel and lawyers.
The PTI chief issued the threat a day after federal Minister for States and
Frontier Regions retired Lt Gen Abdul Qadir Baloch and Planning Commission‘s
deputy chairman Sartaj Aziz announced that the government would table a bill on
reforms in Fata in the National Assembly on Monday.
Mr Baloch had stated that Fata‘s merger with KP could take a year or two as
the merger was not possible without complete preparations. He had also stated that
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the government was committed to abolishing the Frontier Crimes Regulation on a
priority basis because it denied residents of the tribal region the right to lodge any
appeal in any court for change in conviction, the right to legal representation and
the right to present reasoned evidence.
However, the PTI chief alleged the rulers did not have the ―political will‖ to
―mainstream‖ the troubled tribal areas due to political compulsions. He accused the
government of intentionally delaying the merger process.
Mr Khan hit out at two government allies — Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam chief
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party president Mehmood
Khan Achakzai — for ―opposing the merger of Fata with KP‖.
―The whole assembly agrees on merger. Only [Maulana] Fazlur Rehman and
[Mr] Achakzai are the hurdles,‖ he said amidst slogans ―diesel, diesel‖ against the
JUI-F chief. He regretted that Mr Achakzai was creating hurdles even though ―he
had nothing to do with the matter‖.
The PTI chief said that war-torn Fata needed development and
reconstruction which was not possible without its merger with KP. He was of the
view that if they failed to merge Fata and KP now then it would only be possible in
2023 and by that time it would be too late.
He also called for holding local government elections in Fata as a first step
towards its ―mainstreaming‖. The tribal areas would have some 33 representatives
in the KP assembly after its merger and these representatives would be able to raise
their voice for the rights of the tribal people.
The PTI chief declared Fata Secretariat a ―den of corruption‖ and called for
its immediate abolition. He alleged that under the present set-up, political agents
and bureaucrats were minting money through corruption and smuggling.
Mr Khan said that no one should have any doubt about Fata people‘s love
for Pakistan. He regretted that some 73 per cent of the tribal people were living
below the poverty line.
He lamented the mistreatment of the Fata people in Sindh and Punjab
provinces and alleged that some of these tribal people had been killed in police
encounters. He also criticised the government move of blocking the identity cards
of thousands of Fata people.
He termed the decision of initiating a military action in the area on the
―dictation of the US‖ a big crime. This decision, he said, had pitched the army
against its own people.
He said the people of Fata had been trapped between the army and the
Taliban due to the military operation.
The declaration issued at the end of the convention urged the federal
government to ―immediately start‖ the integration of Fata with KP province as ―per
the wishes of the people of Fata‖.
―The federal government and the provinces must commit resources for
initiation of 10-year development plan by allocating three per cent of the federal
divisible pool on an annual basis so that Fata could be brought at par with the rest
of the country,‖ said the declaration.
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It said that ―only the KP government has conveyed its agreement to the
federal government to deduct its share of funds for the purpose. The KP chief
minister will lead the campaign for persuading the three provinces and the federal
government to agree on the three per cent allocation‖.
It further said ―the FCR should be abolished and all the laws of Pakistan
extended in a phased manner under a given timeframe.‖
Партия Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam chief Maulana Fazlur Rehma требует
провести референдум по поводу слияния ТПФУ с провинцией Хайбер
Пахтунхва
Fazl demands referendum on Fata-KP merger
Riaz Khan. The Nation. November 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/24-Nov-2017/fazldemands-referendum-on-fata-kp-merger

MARDAN - Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman on
Thursday asked the federal government to hold a referendum on the merger issue
of Federally Administered Tribal Areas with the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province.
―We are not against the FATA‘s merger with the KP province but we want
to know the opinion of the residents through a referendum about the proposed
amalgamation. If the United Kingdom, Scotland, and Turkey can conduct
a referendum to settle such type of issues, then why the government of Pakistan
cannot do on the merger issue,‖ he said while addressing an Ulema convention at
Gujjar Ghari village in Mardan.
―Through an international conspiracy, political crises and instability have
been generated in the country,‖ he. He said that his party was standing by the
Constitution and the Parliament. Rehman said that the next general election might
be delayed owing to uncertain circumstances in Pakistan.
Rehman said that international forces through a conspiracy want to
destabilized Pakistan and accomplish their nefarious agenda. ―The current political
crisis in the country is part of that international conspiracy,‖ he said. The JUI-F
chief said that Pakistan was bogged down in internal and external difficulties while
America and other western countries want to further strengthen their grip on the
international economy and for this, ―they have started another cold war‖. He said
that China was emerging as an economic power on the world stage and it has its
own financial ideology as compared to the capitalist economy of America and
other western powers.
―The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is the first step of this economic
ideology of China and, due to this, no one wants the progress and development of
Pakistan, creating hurdles in its way,‖ he said. The JUI-F chief said that under the
current critical time, all political and religious parties will have to work with
wisdom. He asked all political and religious forces to be mindful as Pakistan was
passing through a very critical juncture on both internal and external fronts.
He said that if all religious and religious leaders were on the same page on
the terrorism issue, our army would have succeeded by now.
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He said that Islam was a complete code of life and that was why politics
could not be separated from religion. He claimed that it was the religious forces
and political parties which have saved Pakistan from internal and external
conspiracies. He lamented that despite sacrifices, actions were being taken against
religious parties and seminaries.
JUI-F provincial chief Maulana Gul Naseeb and other leaders also spoke and
strongly criticized KP government policies. They said that the PTI-led provincial
government failed to fulfill its promises which they had made before coming to
power.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: KP‘s CPEC plans get a
nasty jolt
Mubarak Zeb Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371694/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-kps-cpecplans-get-a-nasty-jolt

Ahead of a high-level meeting, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government has
approached the federal government to jointly push forward to include priority
development projects of the provincial government in the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor framework.
These projects will be discussed in the upcoming Joint Cooperation Council
at Islamabad.
The move came from the provincial government amid fears that Chinese
may drop some of the key priority projects of the KP government as was hinted in
the recent Joint Working Group meeting in which China has backed out from its
earlier stance, especially the understanding reached on the highly trumpeted project
of establishing a special economic zone over 1,000 acres along the M-1 Motorway
in Nowshera near Rashakai.
In the 6th CPEC JCC meeting held in 2016, different sites for the
establishment of SEZs were identified. In KP‘s case, 17 sites were identified for
SEZs. Only two of the 17 sites were referred to the JWG for consideration — SEZ
at Rashakai as priority and Hattar Phase VII industrial zone (alternative).
As per agreement, Rashakai SEZ from KP has been nominated as a priority
SEZ — KP‘s Flagship industrial project at an area of 1000 acre expandable to
2600 acres.
An official of the KP government said that based on the feedback received
from the experts of National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC),
formerly state planning commission of China, regarding outstanding points,
ground work is also being started at the site. ―We are working on ground-breaking
ceremony of the site‖, the official said, the earlier tentative date was November 17.
There are fears that the Chinese may drop some key priority projects of the
province, as was hinted when China backed out of the Rashakai economic zone
The PTI-led coalition government projected Rashakai industrial estate as one
of the major projects to be on ground ahead of the next general election. But to the
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surprise of the KP government, in the CPEC JWG meeting held in Islamabad on
November 9, the NDRC showed keen interest in Hattar industrial zone instead of
Rashakai.
According to a source in KP planning department, Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak was not happy at all with the sudden change in the original plan. A letter is
being sent to Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal who also holds the planning and
development portfolio, to include Rashakai SEZ in the CPEC framework as
envisaged. It was emphasised in the letter that Hattar is the second choice of the
KP province and may be offered in addition to, not in replacement of, Rashakai
SEZ.
―We are certain that the Mr Ahsan Iqbal will appreciate that KP has in place
a sound provincial Industrial Policy, with incentives properly funded by its own
resources, backed by a proper disbursement mechanism. Hence KP is qualified and
equipped to host SEZs‖, the letter said as quoting the chief minister.
Uncertainty also prevails on whether these SEZs will be established as a
joint venture or be purely owned by Chinese companies. One source in the
provincial government said that one of China‘s largest state-owned companies,
China Road and Bridge Corporation, has shown an interest in acquiring 1000 acres
to develop an exclusive zone at Hattar. However, according to the source this
proposal has not received substantive support from the provincial government.
According to a source in KP planning department, Chief Minister Pervez
Khattak was not happy at all with the sudden change in the original plan. A letter
is being sent to the interior minister
―We are not clear about the Chinese government‘s policy because it keeps
changing‖, the source said, adding the only issue is the writing of minutes in the
Chinese language. It was observed on many occasions that the spirit of the
decisions changed when they were translated to English.
KP sees the CPEC framework as a timely and appropriate vehicle for
economic uplift and for sharing the dividends of peace with people in the province.
In this background, the provincial government has offered the federal
government consider SEZ at Hattar instead of one originally envisaged in
Islamabad Capital Territory for inclusion in CPEC framework. It is believed it will
serve needs of Islamabad-Rawalpindi/Western Punjab which is a severely an
under-developed area.
As per proposed plan, the Hattar SEZ may be connected (for light-medium
traffic) directly with ICT through the proposed Dhorian — Pind Muneem —
Tunnel under Margalla / Shah Allah Ditta — Islamabad D-12. This project may be
clubbed together with Hattar SEZ and included in the CPEC Framework, for the
benefit of the people of ICT as well as remote Hazara, said an official of the
provincial investment board.
For the November 20-21 CPEC 7th JCC meeting KP has sought help of the
federal government to include projects in the framework. These include Rashakai
SEZ, including 225MW CCGT Power Plant and Cargo Terminal linked to ML-1.
It was also proposed to include Hattar SEZ, including 225 MW CCGT Power Plant
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and Cargo Terminal linked to ML-1, and Hattar — ICT Link Road in CPEC
framework.
The proposal from the provincial government includes establishment of D I
Khan 225 MW CCGT Power Plant for SEZ. In April 2017, the power plants have
already been presented to the expert group of the energy and power JWG.
KP believes the inclusion of these projects will set an example of national
integration and collaboration for the benefit of all people.
Реформирование FATA (выдача средств от Национальной финансовой
комиссии) сдерживается нежеланием провинций делится средствами
FATA reforms: Provinces averse to sharing receipts from NFC award
Riazul
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1562483/1-fata-reforms-provinces-averse-sharing-receipts-nfcaward/

ISLAMABAD: Provinces‘ reluctance to share with Fata the money allocated
to them under the National Finance Commission (NFC) Award is one of the major
reasons behind delay in the implementation of reforms in tribal areas, apart from
the government‘s failure to persuade two of its allies over the area‘s merger with
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had, in the recent meeting of the Fata
committee, categorically stated that the provinces were not ready to pay from their
NFC Award for reforms in tribal areas.
―Except for Balochistan, no other province is ready to pay from their kitty,‖
said PML-N‘s Member of National Assembly Shahbuddin, who was present in the
meeting. He said the PM categorically told them that provinces were unwilling to
share their piece of cake with Fata.
FATA reforms shelved indefinitely yet again
The Lawmaker from Fata further stated that opposition parties were also not
pushing the agenda as they had vested interests in Sindh, K-P and Punjab. He
added that deposed PM Nawaz Sharif was more serious in Fata reforms to the
extent that he once stated in a meeting that if the provinces did not pay from their
divisible pool, the federal government would pay from its own share.
According to the recommendations from the Fata reforms committee, a 10year development plan has to start with an aim to bring the tribal belt on a par with
the rest of the country. For the purpose, the NFC would be asked to allocate 3%
from the divisible pool for the implementation of the plan.
Apart from Shahbuddin, two finance ministry officials have also confirmed
the opposition from the provinces.
―Persistent opposition was witnessed during various meetings with
provincial heads and bureaucracy on the question of sharing from the NFC award,‖
said a ministry officials, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
Federal Minister for States and Frontiers Region (Safron) Ghalib Khan,
when contacted, said they were working on the issue and would soon reach an
amicable solution.
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When asked about opposition from the Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam-Fazl and the
Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party, the minister said, ―We are negotiating… [going
for] some give and take.‖ But he did not elaborate on the nature of negotiations.
After Ghalib Khan was given the charge of the Safron ministry, the reforms
committee has also taken a new turn.
In October, Ghalib chaired a meeting of Fata lawmakers who demanded
immediate merger of the tribal areas with K-P. They also made other demands.
FATA reforms per tribesmen, Nawaz‘s wishes: Muqam
―We are doing our part of the job, and it is the government and other
powerful stakeholders who have the final say,‖ said Fata MNA Sajid Hussain Turi,
who was also part of that meeting.
The government is also facing problems at the legal front as the Rewaj bill
was struck down by the National Assembly when it was introduced in the standing
committees.
One ministry official, however said nobody knew who was doing what on
the Fata reforms.
Another official lamented, ―There is no infrastructure in Fata to support the
policing and justice system even if the merger is announced, while the Fata
lawmakers have opposed the Rewaj Bill without knowing its essence.‖
He said that with an inexperienced staff and non-availability of revenue
record, ―how would the things move on?‖
Партия Jamaat-e-Islami пригрозила провести с 10 декабря «Марш
миллионов», если не будет реформирования FATA (вхождение в Хайбер
Пахтунхва или устранение неравенства?).
JI announces long march on Islamabad for Fata rights
Said Alam Khan. The Nation. November 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Nov-2017/jiannounces-long-march-on-islamabad-for-fata-rights

PESHAWAR - Jamaat-e-Islami here on Friday announced to launch a longmarch for the fulfilment of promises made by the government for the rights of the
people of the Federally-Administrated Tribal Areas.
According to schedule, the JI activists will launch the long-march on
December 10 and to stage a sit-in in front of the Prime Minister‘s House against
the delay in the implementation of Fata reforms package.
The long-march would begin from Bab-e-Khyber, Khyber Agency and
would proceed to Islamabad to stage a sit-in in front of the PM House. Thousands
of people from Fataand KP would attend the march , the JI KP chapter chief
Mushtaq Ahmad Khan informed.
He was speaking at a news conference at Almarkaz-e-Islami, the provincial
headquarters of the party.
This march would enter the democratic struggle of the tribal people into a
decisive phase, he said.
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Khan said that other political parties would also be invited to participate in
the march . Not only this, he informed that tribal elders, students, Ulemas, and
traders would also join the marchers.
The federal government was delaying the process of implementation
of Fata reforms package for no reason. This step-motherly attitude completed the JI
would call for a march on Islamabad as time had come to give all
fundamental rights to dwellers of the ever-neglected areas of the country.
It is out of control to further tolerate delaying tactics on the part of the
federal government, adding that about 10 million tribesmen had been kept deprived
of their basic rights , while just a few individuals are living luxurious lives. He
blamed that the federal government was responsible for all these injustices meted
out to tribesmen since long.
Though, a committee constituted by the government with a purpose to
bring Fata into the mainstream had proposed in its recommendations that tribal
areas should be made part of the KP province.
This proposal had already been approved by the federal cabinet
in March this year, but since then there is a complete silence on the part of federal
government to go ahead on implementing the reforms package, he said.
Mushtaq Ahmad Khan said that it was actually an attempt to disgrace the
committee and the cabinet members as they both had approved the
recommendations months back.
It was an unfortunate that legislation is done within a day time just to make a
disqualified person as party head, but there is no progress on Fata reforms at all,
the JI local leader deplored. The forthcoming general elections are nearing day by
day, but the federal government has yet to approve giving representation to Fata in
the KP Assembly, he said.
This process should be expedited so that the tribal people also have
provincial lawmakers in the province. Prior to the 2018 elections, it is a must to
give representation to Fata in the KP Assembly. If the government doesn‘t do so, it
means that the federal government wants to keep tribal people deprived of
their rights for more five years, Mushtaq explained.
Предлагаемые правительством Хайбер-Пахтунхва проекты не вошли в
КПЭК
No K-P-proposed projects land among CPEC
Sohail
Khattak.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
17,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1560637/1-no-k-p-proposed-projects-land-among-cpec/

2017.

PESHAWAR: The federal government has ignored all the projects proposed
by the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa government for financing under the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The K-P government had proposed several projects for inclusion in CPEC,
but the federal government did not say yes to any of them, according to the
provincial government officials.
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―None of the projects we sent to the Ministry of Planning, Development and
Reforms have been included in the CPEC,‖ said an official who requested not to be
named.
Budget 2017-18: K-P proposes 57 projects in power sector
The K-P government had sent seven hydropower projects to be constructed
in Chitral having a total generation capacity of 1,978 megawatts and costing
around $6.9 billion, two grid stations of 500kV to be built each in Chitral and
Chakdara (Dir Lower) with total cost of $80 million and a 225 kilometres
transmission line, costing $112 million.
K-P has also sent the long-pending Chashma Right Bank Canal (CRBC)
Project along with the project of Greater Peshawar Mass Transit-Circular Rail and
3-Combined Cycle Gas Turbine power plants — each having the capacity to
generate 225 megawatts electricity to be built in the industrial estates of K-P — for
inclusion in CPEC.
The officials said the K-P government had already signed memoranda of
understanding with different Chinese companies for the energy projects.
―None of these projects have been reflected in any meeting minutes nor have
they been displayed or put on the website of CPEC maintained by the federal
government,‖ the official said, adding, ―Only Suki Kinari hydropower project has
been included in CPEC but the project is executed by the private sector.‖
The official said the federal government removed the construction of
Diamer-Bhasha Dam from CEPC projects and added it created a cushion against
including new energy projects in CPEC.
K-P govt for inclusion of 9 projects in CPEC
―The federal government did not want to give share in the cushion to K-P.
We agitated and then Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi sit with us to discuss
the matter,‖ the official said.
K-P Energy and Power Secretary Naeem Khan when asked about the issue
said that the representatives of K-P government, including K-P Chief Minister
Pervaiz Khattak, chief secretary and other administrative secretaries have been
holding rounds of meetings with the planning ministry for the past three days
He added a pre-Joint Coordination Committee on CPEC meeting was also
held along with a meeting which was attended by Prime Minister Abbasi himself in
which the K-P government had pushed to include its projects in CPEC.
Naeem said after the removal of Diamer-Bhasha Dam from CEPC, 3,500
megawatts space got created in the energy portfolios under CPEC and added that
the K-P government agitated to include its energy projects as the federal
government was ignoring them.
―The prime minister has directed the ministry of planning to give due share
to K-P in the project,‖ Naeem said, adding the prime minister also directed
payment of Rs32 billion of K-P share under the head of net hydel profit which the
federal government had not paid since the last fiscal year.
The K-P government expressed its resentment over the feasibility studies of
all the projects (in both hard and soft forms) to the ministry of planning on
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Thursday. Officials also said the additional chief secretary of K-P has sent a letter
to the secretary of planning, development and reforms on Thursday in this
connection.
―We are trying but still there is no outcome as of now,‖ said the official,
although the K-P energy and power secretary claimed that the prime minister has
told the ministry of planning for including K-P projects.
Достигнут полный консенсус по поводу соединения FATA и
провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва
Complete consensus on Fata merger with KP: PM
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/17-Nov2017/complete-consensus-on-fata-merger-with-kp-pm

Says govt has adopted go-slow policy as JUI-F, PkMAP have reservations
ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said on Thursday
that there was a complete consensus between federal and provincial governments
on the merger of the Federally Administrated Tribal Areas with the KhyberPakhtunkhwa (KP) province.
Taking to a Jirga comprising youth wings of various political parties
from Fata , Abbasi the high-level implementation committee, established in this
context, was ensuring that all the constitutional, administrative and legal matters
related to the merger were resolved as soon as possible within the domain of the
Constitution and the law.
―The government has adopted a go-slow policy on the Fata merger with the
KP as coalition partners – the Jamiat Ulema-e Islam-Fazal and the Pakhtunkhwa
Milli Awami Party - have reservations over the package finalized by the
government. The government plans to hold further consultations on
the Fata reforms package to evolve a consensus before its implementation,‖ the
premier said.
Qaumi Watan Party chief Aftab Sherpao had warned that the government
was losing credibility for delaying the merger of the tribal belt with the KP
province. He believed the merger was a ‗settled issue‘ after an agreement of the
stakeholders.
He ridiculed the government for failing to convince its own allies – the JUIF and the PkMAP – on the issue while expecting others to give their verdict.
Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s ally, Maulana Fazlur Rehman, is not
ready to expect a merger at this point. He recently said the proposed merger would
be a ‗fraud‘ with the people living in tribal areas.
Until now, Fata is a semi-autonomous tribal region in northwestern Pakistan,
consisting of seven tribal agencies or districts and six frontier regions. These areas
are directly governed by the federal government through a special set of laws
called the Frontier Crimes Regulations.
Fata borders provinces of KP and Balochistan to the east and south, and
Afghanistan's provinces of Kunar, Nangarhar, Paktia, Khost and Paktika to the
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west and north. The main towns of the territory are Parachinar, Miramshah,
Razmak, Wanna, Jamrud, and Landi Kotal.
Prime Minister Abbasi said the federal and the provincial governments were
committed to mainstreaming Fata and merging it with the KP to ensure its
development.
The delegation members said setting aside political affiliations, the people
and the youth of Fata were demanding mainstreaming of Fata on a fast-track basis
and its merger with KP.
The delegation thanked the prime minister for inviting the representative of
the youth from Fata at the PM‘s House and providing them an opportunity to
present their point of view on the important national issue, said an official
statement.
They stressed that Fata‘s merger must not be delayed at behest of a few
people and the matter must be settled on an urgent basis.
Federal Minister for States and Frontier Regions Abdul Qadir Baloch also
attended the meeting. The Fata youth delegation comprised of representatives from
the Muslim Students Federation, the Insaf Students, the Qaumi Watan Party Youth
Wing, the Islami Jamiat Tulaba, the Fata Students Organization, the Khyber
Students Organization and other organizations.
Пакистан: реформа Территории племен федерального управления
Н. А. Замараева. Восточная аналитика. 2017, №2.

В феврале 2017 г. центральное правительство Пакистана утвердило
пакет реформ для Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ),
который предусматривает реализацию четырех основных проектов –
административного, судебного, экономического и социального.
Незначительный по численности населения (пять млн. чел.) и
площадью всего 27.2 кв км. административный район играет важную роль во
внутренней и внешней политике страны на протяжении всех лет
независимого существования Пакистана. В состав ТПФУ входят семь
политических агентств (административных единиц), которые подчиняются
Исламабаду. Планы центрального правительства по реформированию зоны
племен ставят целью дальнейшее укрепление государственности, усиление
центростремительных тенденций.
ТПФУ сегодня вновь в фокусе внимания региональных и мировых
держав. Исторически сложилось так, что зона расселения пуштунских
племен граничит с Афганистаном. Эта территория географически является
местом сопряжения Центральной, Западной и Юго-Восточной Азии. Ее
геостратегическая значимость возросла в апреле 2015 г. с началом
имплементации проекта Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК) в рамках инициированного Пекином проекта нового Шелкового
пути (частично маршрут КПЭК планируется по землям ТПФУ).
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В 2001-2014 гг., когда в Афганистане бушевала антитеррристическая
кампания Международных сил содействия безопасности (МССБ),
возглавляемой США, Пакистан играл роль прифронтового государства.
ТПФУ была наводнена местными и иностранными боевиками, которые
использовали Территорию в качестве тыловой базы, переходили пакистаноафганскую границу и вели вооруженную борьбу против МССБ. В ряде
административных центров агентств Южный Вазиристан, Северный
Вазиристан и Хайбер функционировала инфраструктурная сеть боевиков, в
других агентствах располагались их тренировочные лагеря, тюрьмы для
заключения противников, базы хранения оружия и т.д.
Военно-гражданские власти Пакистана осознавали, что добиться
социально-экономической и политической стабильности в ТПФУ после
вывода в декабре 2014 г. большей части войск МССБ из соседнего
Афганистана возможно при условии:
 выдворения антигосударственных элементов путем проведения серии
военных операций силами федеральной армии, и уничтожения
террористической инфраструктуры,
 реализации комплекса социально-экономических реформ.
Приказ о начале военной операции в агентстве Северный Вазиристан
ставка отдала в июне 2014 г. В сентябре того же года войска вошли в
агентство Хайбер. Целями этих действий были ликвидация или выдворение с
территории Пакистана вооруженной оппозиции. Позднее власти признали
операцию успешной, однако, по заявлению ставки командующего армией,
еще требуется время до окончания ее завершающей стадии.
О реформе ТПФУ говорили давно и военные, и гражданские власти,
начиная с первых лет ХХI века. Президент Пакистана Асиф Али Зардари
(2008-2013 гг.) сумел ввести в практику ряд демократических актов: отменил
запрет на деятельность в ТПФУ политических партий, жителям было
предоставлены права свободы ассоциаций, свободы слова и т.д.
Действующий премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф (2013 г. – н.
время) заявил о полном реформировании ТПФУ.
В 2014-2017 гг. действующая администрация поставила цель
включить население ТПФУ в поле современной политики страны и
предоставить ему равные права с гражданами других районов Пакистана.
Задача оказалась непростой.
Власти заявляют об уважении уникальности родоплеменной структуры
пуштунских племен, подтверждают важность сохранения их обычаев и
традиций. Одновременно комитет по реформированию Территории признает,
что местные жители сталкиваются с многочисленными вызовами:
хронической нищетой (самый высокий показатель в стране), отсталостью
социально-экономического развития (самый низкий показатель), дефицитом
прав человека (включая право на жизнь. В силу разных причин ТПФУ, как
административный субъект, финансировалась из федеральной казны явно
недостаточно. Например, в течение последних пяти лет население
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ТПФУ получило на 45% меньше инвестиций на душу населения, чем в
основных провинциях страны.
Для решения многочисленных проблем Территории федеральные
власти сформировали Комитет по реформе ТПФУ. Основной вопрос (как для
пуштунских племен, так и федеральных властей) - административный статус
Территории. Рассматривалось четыре варианта:
 пролонгация нынешнего статус-кво (при одновременном проведении
судебных и административных реформ и осуществлении проектов
социально-экономического развития),
 автономный статус (Совет ТПФУ) по образцу Гилгит-Балтистана,
 формирование отдельной (пятой в стране) провинции,
 интеграция ТПФУ с провинцией Хайбер-Пахтунхва (ХП).
Постоянный комитет по приграничным районам Национальной
ассамблеи
(верхней палаты парламента) поддержал вариант слияния
ТПФУ с провинцией ХП. Оправдывая это решение, власти стремились
сбить накал требований о формировании отдельных провинций для других
этнических групп Пакистана – хазарейцев, сирайки и т.д. В то же время
оппозиционные праворелигиозные партии выступили против этого
предложения.
Комитет по реформе ТПФУ определил несколько основных пунктов
пакета реформ. Приоритетным оставалось экономическое развитие
Территории. Результатом антигосударственных действий боевиков и
последовавших военных операций стало разрушение (полное или
частичное) инфраструктуры, социальных учреждений, многих деревень и
поселений
Территории.
В
первую
очередь
вопрос
стоял
о
полномасштабных восстановительных работах, осуществляемых силами
федеральной
армии:
ремонта
дорог,
ирригационной
системы, восстановления тоннелей, медицинских и образовательных
учреждений, жилого фонда и т.д.
Следующий этап - реабилитация временно перемещенных лиц (ВПЛ).
Реабилитация – долговременный и многоэтапный процесс, и начался он с
возвращения ВПЛ в районы постоянного проживания. По разным оценкам
3.4 млн местных жителей были вывезены из ряда агентств ТПФУ силами
федеральной армии до начала военных операций - еще осенью 2009 г. из
Южного Вазиристана. Но массовый вывоз населения пришелся на летние осенние месяцы 2014 г. – до и во время военной операции «Удар меча» в
Северном Вазиристане и Хайбере. Первоначально планировалось
возвращение всех переселенцев до конца 2016 г., но сроки постоянно
сдвигались.
В рамках реформы ТПФУ гражданские власти разработали План
десятилетнего развития ТПФУ. Он включает строительство плотин,
разработку месторождений полезных ископаемых, а также программы в
области здравоохранения и профессионального образования.
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Одним из проблем изменения статуса ТПФУ является правовая
реформа. До настоящего времени среди пуштунского населения традиционно
осуществляется
правоприменительная
практика;
бытовой
уклад
населения строго регламентируется вековыми традициями.
Правовая реформа предусматривает заменить действующие Правила
регулирования, принятые еще в 1901 г., Законом о надлежащем управлении
ТПФУ 2016, который исходит из принципа индивидуальной ответственности
в отправлении правосудия, а не коллективной. Законом предусмотрено
расширение юрисдикции Высшего суда провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва и
Верховного суда Пакистана на территории ТПФУ. С этой целью планируется
внесение поправки в Статью 247 Конституции. Одновременно сохраняются
такие традиционные институты как Совет старейшин и система джирги,
коллективное мнение которой будет учитываться при рассмотрении
уголовных и гражданских споров.
Планируется, что слияние ТПФУ и провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва
будет происходить постепенно, в течение пяти лети. Власти признают, что в
случае невыполнения реформы в ближайшее время, завоеванные ходе
военной операции результаты могут быть потеряны.
В феврале 2017 г. центральное правительство Пакистана утвердило
пакет реформ для Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ),
который предусматривает реализацию четырех основных проектов –
административного, судебного, экономического и социального.
Незначительный по численности населения (пять млн. чел.) и
площадью всего 27.2 кв км. административный район играет важную роль во
внутренней и внешней политике страны на протяжении всех лет
независимого существования Пакистана. В состав ТПФУ входят семь
политических агентств (административных единиц), которые подчиняются
Исламабаду. Планы центрального правительства по реформированию зоны
племен ставят целью дальнейшее укрепление государственности, усиление
центростремительных тенденций.
ТПФУ сегодня вновь в фокусе внимания региональных и мировых
держав. Исторически сложилось так, что зона расселения пуштунских
племен граничит с Афганистаном. Эта территория географически является
местом сопряжения Центральной, Западной и Юго-Восточной Азии. Ее
геостратегическая значимость возросла в апреле 2015 г. с началом
имплементации проекта Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК) в рамках инициированного Пекином проекта нового Шелкового
пути (частично маршрут КПЭК планируется по землям ТПФУ).
В 2001-2014 гг., когда в Афганистане бушевала антитеррристическая
кампания Международных сил содействия безопасности (МССБ),
возглавляемой США, Пакистан играл роль прифронтового государства.
ТПФУ была наводнена местными и иностранными боевиками, которые
использовали Территорию в качестве тыловой базы, переходили пакистаноафганскую границу и вели вооруженную борьбу против МССБ. В ряде
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административных центров агентств Южный Вазиристан, Северный
Вазиристан и Хайбер функционировала инфраструктурная сеть боевиков, в
других агентствах располагались их тренировочные лагеря, тюрьмы для
заключения противников, базы хранения оружия и т.д.
Военно-гражданские власти Пакистана осознавали, что добиться
социально-экономической и политической стабильности в ТПФУ после
вывода в декабре 2014 г. большей части войск МССБ из соседнего
Афганистана возможно при условии:
 выдворения антигосударственных элементов путем проведения серии
военных операций силами федеральной армии, и уничтожения
террористической инфраструктуры,
 реализации комплекса социально-экономических реформ.
Приказ о начале военной операции в агентстве Северный Вазиристан
ставка отдала в июне 2014 г. В сентябре того же года войска вошли в
агентство Хайбер. Целями этих действий были ликвидация или выдворение с
территории Пакистана вооруженной оппозиции. Позднее власти признали
операцию успешной, однако, по заявлению ставки командующего армией,
еще требуется время до окончания ее завершающей стадии.
О реформе ТПФУ говорили давно и военные, и гражданские власти,
начиная с первых лет ХХI века. Президент Пакистана Асиф Али Зардари
(2008-2013 гг.) сумел ввести в практику ряд демократических актов: отменил
запрет на деятельность в ТПФУ политических партий, жителям было
предоставлены права свободы ассоциаций, свободы слова и т.д.
Действующий премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф (2013 г. – н.
время) заявил о полном реформировании ТПФУ.
В 2014-2017 гг. действующая администрация поставила цель
включить население ТПФУ в поле современной политики страны и
предоставить ему равные права с гражданами других районов Пакистана.
Задача оказалась непростой.
Власти заявляют об уважении уникальности родоплеменной структуры
пуштунских племен, подтверждают важность сохранения их обычаев и
традиций. Одновременно комитет по реформированию Территории признает,
что местные жители сталкиваются с многочисленными вызовами:
хронической нищетой (самый высокий показатель в стране), отсталостью
социально-экономического развития (самый низкий показатель), дефицитом
прав человека (включая право на жизнь. В силу разных причин ТПФУ, как
административный субъект, финансировалась из федеральной казны явно
недостаточно. Например, в течение последних пяти лет население
ТПФУ получило на 45% меньше инвестиций на душу населения, чем в
основных провинциях страны.
Для решения многочисленных проблем Территории федеральные
власти сформировали Комитет по реформе ТПФУ. Основной вопрос (как для
пуштунских племен, так и федеральных властей) - административный статус
Территории. Рассматривалось четыре варианта:
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пролонгация нынешнего статус-кво (при одновременном проведении
судебных и административных реформ и осуществлении проектов
социально-экономического развития),
 автономный статус (Совет ТПФУ) по образцу Гилгит-Балтистана,
 формирование отдельной (пятой в стране) провинции,
 интеграция ТПФУ с провинцией Хайбер-Пахтунхва (ХП).
Постоянный комитет по приграничным районам Национальной
ассамблеи
(верхней палаты парламента) поддержал вариант слияния
ТПФУ с провинцией ХП. Оправдывая это решение, власти стремились
сбить накал требований о формировании отдельных провинций для других
этнических групп Пакистана – хазарейцев, сирайки и т.д. В то же время
оппозиционные праворелигиозные партии выступили против этого
предложения.
Комитет по реформе ТПФУ определил несколько основных пунктов
пакета реформ. Приоритетным оставалось экономическое развитие
Территории. Результатом антигосударственных действий боевиков и
последовавших военных операций стало разрушение (полное или
частичное) инфраструктуры, социальных учреждений, многих деревень и
поселений
Территории.
В
первую
очередь
вопрос
стоял
о
полномасштабных восстановительных работах, осуществляемых силами
федеральной
армии:
ремонта
дорог,
ирригационной
системы, восстановления тоннелей, медицинских и образовательных
учреждений, жилого фонда и т.д.
Следующий этап - реабилитация временно перемещенных лиц (ВПЛ).
Реабилитация – долговременный и многоэтапный процесс, и начался он с
возвращения ВПЛ в районы постоянного проживания. По разным оценкам
3.4 млн местных жителей были вывезены из ряда агентств ТПФУ силами
федеральной армии до начала военных операций - еще осенью 2009 г. из
Южного Вазиристана. Но массовый вывоз населения пришелся на летние осенние месяцы 2014 г. – до и во время военной операции «Удар меча» в
Северном Вазиристане и Хайбере. Первоначально планировалось
возвращение всех переселенцев до конца 2016 г., но сроки постоянно
сдвигались.
В рамках реформы ТПФУ гражданские власти разработали План
десятилетнего развития ТПФУ. Он включает строительство плотин,
разработку месторождений полезных ископаемых, а также программы в
области здравоохранения и профессионального образования.
Одним из проблем изменения статуса ТПФУ является правовая
реформа. До настоящего времени среди пуштунского населения традиционно
осуществляется
правоприменительная
практика;
бытовой
уклад
населения строго регламентируется вековыми традициями.
Правовая реформа предусматривает заменить действующие Правила
регулирования, принятые еще в 1901 г., Законом о надлежащем управлении
ТПФУ 2016, который исходит из принципа индивидуальной ответственности
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в отправлении правосудия, а не коллективной. Законом предусмотрено
расширение юрисдикции Высшего суда провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва и
Верховного суда Пакистана на территории ТПФУ. С этой целью планируется
внесение поправки в Статью 247 Конституции. Одновременно сохраняются
такие традиционные институты как Совет старейшин и система джирги,
коллективное мнение которой будет учитываться при рассмотрении
уголовных и гражданских споров.
Планируется, что слияние ТПФУ и провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва
будет происходить постепенно, в течение пяти лети. Власти признают, что в
случае невыполнения реформы в ближайшее время, завоеванные ходе
военной операции результаты могут быть потеряны.
Администрация
агентства
Южный
Вазиристан
информацию о якобы возвращении талибов туда
S. Waziristan administration contests Dawn report

анализирует

Dawn, November 16th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1370755/s-waziristanadministration-contests-dawn-report?preview

PESHAWAR: The political administration of South Waziristan Agency
acknowledged on Wednesday that unknown elements had circulated pamphlets late
last month warning people against holding ―cultural and social activities‖ like
music and dance.
―A few ‗criminal-minded‘ people who were not representing the tribes or
will of the people in Wana held a meeting to ban certain social activities,‖ said an
official statement issued by the administration in response to a report published in
Dawn‘s Wednesday issue under the headline ―Peace committee slaps Taliban-style
curbs on Wana‖.
The Dawn report said unidentified people claiming to be members of a
―peace committee‖, besides ―banning‖ music and dance, had warned women
against leaving their homes unescorted by a male relative.
According to the administration, the elders of the region called a ―grand
Jirga‖ to deliberate on the threat. The Jirga ―agreed not to allow such elements to
harm the social fabric‖, the statement added.
The Jirga decided to deal sternly with ―such unwanted elements‖. The
administration had order-ed arrest of the culprits, the statement said.
Dawn‘s correspondent in Wana adds: No Jirga was held in Wana after the
circulation of pamphlets in areas dominated by the Ahmadzai Wazir tribe.
Instead, announcements were made from mosques asking people to obey
decisions of the so-called peace committee.
The committee has a strong influence in the area and people approach it for
arbitration instead of the political administration. These commanders impose fines
and operate their own lock-ups.
Activists of political parties seek permission from the ―peace committee‖ to
hold meetings.
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Провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва готовится принять в свои ряда FATA
KP prepared to take over Fata: Imran
Nader Buneri. The Nation. October 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/07-Oct2017/kp-prepared-to-take-over-fata-imran

PESHAWAR - Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan here Friday
demanded merger of Fata into KP and warned if the matter was delayed it would
increase miseries of tribesmen, besides providing militants with chances of
germination and reorganisation.
Addressing a press conference at the chief minister‘s house, Imran Khan said
the fate of tribal people must be decided before 2018 general elections, giving
them chances of due representation in the elected forums to raise their issues.
He said governing system of Fata has been in limbo and the only option
available at present is its merger with KP for which the province is fully prepared.
He said the merger would introduce local government system in Fata that would
pave the way for mainstreaming of tribal areas.
He asserted the tribal people who face hardships after military operations
and displacement deserve solution to their problems immediately.
He pointed out massive corruption is underway in Fata that has led to misuse
of funds allocated for tribal people, adding KP is economically and
administratively fit to govern the tribal areas.
The PTI chief said if the decision of merger was delayed, it would produce
negative implications, including chances for the enemies to germinate.
To a question, he said they support the Fata parliamentarians who have
planned a sit-in in Islamabad on October 9.
He said PPP and PMLN should avoid naming candidates for the slot of NAB
chairman as both the parties have been involved in corrupt practices.
He hoped the parliamentary committee would consider the name among the
persons submitted by PTI for the slot.
On this occasion, Mufti Sajjad of JUI-F announced joining PTI, reposing
confidence in the leadership of Imran Khan.
Provincial Information Minister Shah Farman who was present on the
occasion faced embarrassment when some of the journalists complained he was not
cooperating with media persons.
At the outset of the press conference, Peshawar Press Club President
Alamgir complained of the behaviour of the provincial government, especially the
CM and the information minister, and said their problems were being ignored. He
said nobody in the provincial government listened to their problems and priorities.
Supporting PPC President, Arif Yousafzai and Tariq Afaq warned to boycott
activities of PTI in the province if the PTI leadership did not mend their ways.
They told Imran Khan that the KP information minister always skips journalists
whenever they approach him for seeking comments of the government on various
matters.
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ANP DEMANDS FATA‘S MERGER WITH KP: Awami National Party

Parliamentary Leader in KP Assembly Sardar Hussain Babak has asked the federal
government to merge Fata with the province prior to the forthcoming general
elections so that tribesmen could elect their representatives for the provincial
assembly.
He said various important steps which are prerequisite to make Fata part of
the province should immediately be taken by the federal government, adding time
has come to remove the line drawn by the British rulers just to divide Pakhtuns.
The ANP leader said there is no justification to enforce the FCR law in Fata,
which had been done just to have a tight control over the people of the region. This
law should be replaced with the regulations being exercised in Pakistan.
Talking to various delegations of the party that called on him at Bacha Khan
Markaz here on Friday, he said ANP Chief Asfandyar Wali Khan has also
announced to launch a struggle for amalgamation of Pakhtun-dominated areas in
Balochistan with the province.
Bringing all Pakhtuns living in Pakistan at a single platform, he said he
would give strength to them in making policies and decisions in the future.
He announced ANP would fully participate in the protest rally to be held in
Islamabad on October 9 to force the federal government to implement Fata reforms
package immediately. Babak said there is no viable option other than merger of
Fata with KP.
Население FATA хочет войти в состав Хайбер Пахтунхва.
FATA residents demand merger with K-P
The Express Tribune, September 25th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1515351/fataresidents-demand-merger-k-p/

LANDI KOTAL: Elected and non-elected leaders of various political parties
and who hail from the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) on Sunday
demanded that the government grant the tribal area its due share in the national
finance commission award and to implement its merger with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
before the next general election.
The clamour for the merger grew louder in a political gathering at Bar
Qamber Khel village in Bara Tehsil of Khyber agency on Sunday.
MNA Shahjee Gul Afridi and MNA Shahabuddin Khan – the former an
independent and the latter from the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) – said that residents of Fata have sacrificed their lives for the stability of the
federation and the country.
But now, their due right of a merger with K-P has been delayed by a few
political forces on the demand of federation.
―We have joined the country via a referendum and through our own choice,
nobody forced us. Yet, we are deprived of our rights and laws of the British
continue to rule us,‖ Afridi complained.
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―We fought the English rule for longer than any other in the sub-continent,
we also suffered while military operations in the war against militancy were
conducted, yet we still suffer under the draconian law of Frontier Crimes
Regulation (FCR),‖ the independent MNA said.
―The British rule has gone, but their law was still intact.‖
He demanded that Fata should be merged into K-P and that the move should
be finalised before the next general elections. Moreover, their provincial seats and
constituencies should be announced before the government announces the next
elections.
Shahabuddin said that they too were a part of Pakistan.
―We are securing the western border against Da‘ish, Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP), and their affiliate forces, yet we do not have our due share in the
national finance commission, which is just three per cent of the shares of all other
provinces,‖ the PML-N parliamentarian said.
―We also demand that supreme court and high court branches and their
jurisdiction should be extended to Fata at once, and if the demands are not met as
soon as possible, all the residents of Fata will march on to the capital in protest,‖
he warned.
Прав-во одобрило реформирование FATA (присоединение ТПФУ к
провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва).
Cabinet approves bill for reforms in FATA
Daily Times, September 13th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/13-Sep-17/cabinetapproves-bill-for-reforms-in-fata

Bill to be placed before parliament seeks to abolish FCR and extend
jurisdiction of Supreme Court and Islamabad High Court to tribal areas
ISLAMABAD: In a major step towards mainstreaming of the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), the federal cabinet on Tuesday approved
placing of a bill before the parliament that seeks to extend jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court and the Islamabad High Court to the tribal areas.
The decision was taken during a meeting of the federal cabinet with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in the chair.
It was decided that after passage of the bill from the parliament, abolition of
the FCR, extension of jurisdiction of the superior courts and implementation of
normal laws of the country would be enforced in the tribal areas in a phased
manner. This will be reinforced through a massive development effort which will
be financed through allocation of additional resources from the divisible pool after
concurrence of all stakeholders.
A National Implementation Committee under the prime minister has already
been constituted for overseeing the political, legal, administrative and
developmental mainstreaming of FATA, the cabinet was informed.
Besides, the cabinet also accorded approval to the Finance Division for
laying the Annual Report of SECP for the year 2015-16 and that of Competition
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Commission of Pakistan for the year 2013 and 2014 in the parliament after
publication in the Gazette of Pakistan.
The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority‘s Annual Report for
2015-16 and state of Industry Report for 2016 were also presented before the
cabinet.
The prime minister directed the ministry concerned for a comprehensive
presentation to the cabinet on power generation, distribution and transmission,
liabilities and recoveries and load management in the country.
The cabinet approved signing of agreement between the Government of
Pakistan and the Government of Tanzania on abolition of visa for diplomatic and
official passport holders. Separately, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
chaired a meeting to review trade balance and measures to boost country‘s exports.
The Ministry for Commerce presented various short-term and medium-term
options to increase exports and contain imports.
The prime minister directed the ministry to ensure that no option considered
should have a dampening impact on Pakistan‘s economic growth rate and
development.
The meeting also focused on GSP Plus status and reviewed various measures
to expand and deepen exports to the European markets.
The prime minister stated that he would like the Pakistani diplomatic
missions abroad to serve as economic and trade ambassadors of Pakistan.
The prime minister took notice of revision of export numbers by the Bureau
of Statistics and instructed that all reports should be duly verified for accuracy
before public announcements. The prime minister appreciated that the overall
balance of trade has improved in the month of August.
Успешная военная операция по борьбе с терроризмом в долине Раджгал
(провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва)
Rajgal cleansed of terrorists as military concludes Operation Khyber-IV
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
August
22,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1487260/army-announces-completion-operation-khyber-4/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The army on Monday announced the successful completion
of its ground offensive in Khyber Agency‘s Rajgal Valley, a rugged and difficult
terrain that was seen as key infiltration point for terrorist groups including Da‘ish
to cross over from neighbouring Afghanistan to Pakistan.
In over a month-long campaign supported by Pakistan Air Force, the army
gained full control of the Valley that shares border with Afghanistan‘s Nangarhar
province, known as a hotbed of Da‘ish.
―We have successfully completed the operation in Rajgal Valley,‖ announced
chief military spokesperson Major General Asif Ghafoor at a news conference in
Rawalpindi.
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Security forces went into one of the last two remaining pockets to be cleared
from terrorists in the tribal areas on July 15 after intelligence reports suggested that
Da‘ish in Afghanistan could use Rajgal valley to infiltrate into Pakistan.
US army delegation visits North Waziristan Agency
During the campaign, 52 terrorists were killed, 32 injured, four of them
surrendered while one was arrested, the Director General Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) said.
He added that two soldiers also embraced martyrdom and six others were
injured in the six-week long counter-terrorism operation.
The minimum casualties from security forces were attributed to the army‘s
better planning and intelligence gathering. The DG ISPR pointed out that since
there was no ground operation going on at the time of launch of Khyber-IV, all the
best available resources were employed in order to ensure minimum losses to the
army.
Rajgal Valley is spread over an area of 250 square kilometres and was seen as
one of the most difficult areas for military operation. Also lack of road networks
and other communication means made it difficult for the army to carry logistics.
That was the reason choppers were used for this purpose, Gen Ghafoor told
reporters.
PHOTO: ISPR
He said Afghan security forces did not take any measure on their side of the
border but acknowledged that US resolute mission indeed took certain steps to
check movement of fleeing terrorists.
The chief military spokesperson said the security forces were now conducting
a ‗sanitisation operation‘ and consolidating gains. Huge cache of ammunition and
explosive as well as IEDs were also seized. Some of the IEDs had the marking of
‗Made in India,‘ he revealed.
PHOTO: ISPR
PHOTO: ISPR
Sharing overall progress of Raddul Fassad, he said over 124,000 intelligencebased operations were conducted across Pakistan. Contrary to reports of rise in
crime and other incidents in Karachi, Ghafoor said only one terrorist attack was
reported from the port city this year as compared to 57 in 2013 and 34 incidents of
target killings compared to 965 in 2013.
Ghafoor disclosed that recent terrorist attack near Arfa Kareem Tower in
Lahore was to target Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif. He said the chief
minister was to attend an event there but changed his plan at the last minute.
US greatly appreciates efforts undertaken by Pakistan in fighting terrorism:
General Joseph L Votel
‗No sectarian divide‘
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The army spokesperson gave stunning details as to how militants disguised as
Shias targeted a Sunni seminary in Rawalpindi during the Muharram procession in
2013 to create a sectarian divide.
At least eight people were killed and over 80 others injured during an Ashura
procession when unidentified men snatched guns from policemen and opened fire
on them. A mosque was also set on fire, and a number of shops were gutted.
It was suspected that the attack in Raja Bazaar was carried out by a Shia
organisation. The incident prompted authorities to clamp down curfew in
Rawalpindi as army troops were called in to control the situation.
However, DG ISPR said the attack was not carried out by a Shia organisation.
Instead it was carried out by a Sunni militant outfit. He said a network that was
behind the attack was busted.
A confessional video of suspects involved in the attack was played during the
briefing. Two suspects identified as Shazaib and Ajmal were shown claiming how
they planned and orchestrated the Raja Bazaar attack in 2013.
PHOTO: ISPR
Hailing from Bajaur Agency, Shahzaib, the prime suspect, in his confessional
statement revealed that he and a group of seven others were given the task to carry
out the Raja Bazzar attack. They were asked to wear black clothes in order to pose
as Shias.
Another suspect Ajmal corroborated the statement of his commander
Shahzaib. He said Shahzaib was in contact with a commander in Kunar,
Afghanistan.
Ghafoor said the group appeared to be linked to Indian RAW and Kulbhushan
Jadhav network. He insisted that there was no Shia-Sunni divide in the country but
forces inimical to Pakistan were creating fault lines to achieve their objectives.
When asked, the army spokesperson said Pakistan had conveyed all its
concerns to the US regarding the involvement of RAW and Afghan intelligence
agency.
In view of the repeated US demand seeking action against the Haqqani
Network, Ghafoor insisted that Pakistan had carried out indiscriminate operation
against all groups including the Haqqani Network.
He said US military delegations were offered to choose the place and timing
to verify Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism successes. The US was even given evidence
in this regard, he said, adding that repeated US demands had more to do with
global politics.
He said Pakistan would take decisions in its best interest if US takes any
‗coercive measures‘ in its new Afghan strategy to be announced on Tuesday by
President Trump.
No civil-military rift
Speaking against the backdrop of speculations that all is not well between
civil and military leadership following the ouster of prime minister Nawaz Sharif,
DG ISPR claimed that the term ‗civil-military‘ should not even be used.
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Abbasi says govt not on warpath with institutions
―There is no civil-military divide…we are all one,‖ he claimed. ―In the kind
of environment we live, there may be differences but that should not be labelled as
civil-military issue.‖
―Statecraft doesn‘t work in ideal way and we should accept the difference of
opinion on functional issues in a positive way,‖ he stressed.
On making public the findings of the Dawn Leak inquiry report, he said it was
the prerogative of the government to take such decisions.
He also distanced the army from recent statements given by former military
ruler General (retd) Pervez Musharraf. ―His [Musharraf‘s] services for the army
remain part of the record.‖
However, he was giving statement as the ex-president and head of his
political party and not as the ex-army chief. ―We cannot own his political
statements because he is in politics now,‖ Ghafoor added.
Responding to a question that outlawed Jumatul Ahrar formed a group to fight
against India in Kashmir, DG ISPR said Pakistan, though provide political,
diplomatic and moral support, would not allow anyone to interfere in the disputed
territory.
He, however, insisted that Kashmir struggle could not be branded terrorism
since it was internationally recognised disputed.
АзБР выделил займ в 335 млн. долл. на развитие автобусной сети в
Пешаваре
ADB approves $335m loan for Peshawar bus project
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
July
1st,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447430/adb-approves-335m-loan-peshawar-bus-project/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) on Friday approved a
$335 million loan for building a sustainable urban transport system in Peshawar
through the creation of the city‘s first integrated Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor.
The board of directors of the Manila-based lending agency approved the loan
for the construction of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa‘s first mass transit infrastructure at a
total cost of $587 million.
In addition to the $335 million ADB loan, the K-P government – led by the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) – will obtain two other loans from two European
financial institutions.
Karachi‘s water, green line projects to get Rs25b
The Agence Française de Développement (AFD) and the European
Investment Bank are also expected to provide $75 million each in co-financing.
The ADB will administer the loan from the AFD, according to an official handout
from the bank.
The provincial government will arrange $102 million from its own resources
for the project which includes capacity building of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
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Mobility Authority and the Trans-Peshawar Company. The company will be
responsible for the BRT operations.
In May, the Central Development Working Party of the federal government
had approved the mass transit project at a downward revised cost of Rs56.8 billion.
However, the provincial government and the lenders had prepared the plan at a
cost of over Rs61 billion or $587 million.
The BRT corridor will consist of 31 stations and will run from Chamkani to
Hayatabad. The project can be used as an opportunity to restructure the entire
public transport industry – from minibus and Bedford bus, and from wagon and
Suzuki to Qingqi, according to an environment assessment study of the project.
Many positive impacts on the environment are expected from the proposed
project due to the use of a cleaner and more fuel-efficient fleet as well as reduction
in vehicular exhaust emissions owing to a decrease in kilometres travelled by
private vehicles, according to the study.
ADB Country Director for Pakistan Xiaohong Yang said: ―A modern and safe
urban transport system is essential for the growth and development of cities like
Peshawar and in the improvement of quality of life of its residents.‖
She added: ―The BRT corridor will not only provide safer, more efficient and
comfortable transportation options for the people in Peshawar, it will also improve
the air quality, reduce carbon emissions, foster gender equity, and make the city
more liveable.‖
The project features the construction of a 26-kilometre, 31 station BRT
corridor and associated facilities including two depots, park-and-ride facilities,
bicycle lanes, sidewalks, streetlights and an improved drainage to climate-proof the
corridor.
The project will require demolishing and relocating some of the structures
within the Right of Way such as water supply pipes, drainage structures and
electric and communication cables. Temporary suspension of services can affect
the economy, industries, businesses and residents‘ daily lives.
There is only one historical site within the project area, i.e. the Bala Hisar
fort.
The current public transport has low usage among women passengers. The
project will establish universal access and safety features for women and children,
as well as for the disabled, including proper lighting and monitoring, segregated
areas, and staff trained to deal with harassment incidents. Of the 4,000 jobs
expected to be generated by the project, 10% are expected to be for women.
Green Line bus to make Karachi less green
The Peshawar BRT is considered a ‗third-generation‘ BRT system – an
innovation which allows BRT vehicles to travel along the BRT corridor in the
busiest parts of the city and to travel off-corridor in less congested areas.
This approach expands the system‘s reach and capacity, lessens passenger
transfers, and increases ridership and financial sustainability. The initial BRT fleet
will be procured under the project. The system is expected to benefit 500,000
people in the city.
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The project will have significant resettlement impacts on 535 households due
to acquisition of private arable land and demolition of permanent structures of two
underpass markets having 84 shops.
163 гидропроекта будут завершены в Хайбер Пахтунхва в 2017 г.
163 hydro power projects to be completed by end of this year
The Nation. June 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Jun-2017/163hydro-power-projects-to-be-completed-by-end-of-this-year
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, work on construction of 163 hydro power projects in
Malakand and Hazara Divisions is speedily underway, reported Radio Pakistan.
Sources of Pakhtunkhwa Energy and Development Organization told Radio
Pakistan Peshawar Correspondent that these projects will be completed by the end
of this year.
The sources said so far one hundred and ninety-three hydel power projects
have been completed in these divisions.
The projects on completion will generate two thousand megawatts of
electricity.
Бюджет провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва на 2017/18 г.
KP Budget 2017-18: KP budget focuses on rapid transport, education
Manzoor Ali. Dawn, June 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338192/kp-budget2017-18-kp-budget-focuses-on-rapid-transport-education

PESHAWAR: The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government on Wednesday
presented its Rs603 billion election-year budget, promising a Rapid Bus Transit
corridor for the provincial capital at a cost of Rs53bn. Finance Minister Muzafar
Said presented the budget in the provincial assembly, which he termed ‗tax-free
and balanced‘.
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The Rs603bn budget is 19.41 per cent higher than Rs505bn for the current
year, which in the revised estimates has been fixed at Rs516bn, indicating 2.3pc
increase over budgetary estimates.
The budget documents project the federal transfers to be close to Rs425.63bn,
while the province‘s own tax and non-tax revenue has been pitched at Rs45.12bn.
The province is set to receive Rs326bn from the federal divisible pool,
Rs39.17bn in lieu of 1pc of federal tax assignment for the war on terror, Rs24bn
straight transfers and over Rs35bn net hydel profit proceeds and its arrears.
In addition to this, the province would borrow Rs25bn, including Rs15bn
from the proceeds of its Hydel Development Fund and domestic borrowing of
Rs10bn.
In the revised estimates for the current year, the finance department also
claimed ‗expected less expenditure‘ of Rs40.30bn due to its austerity measures.
The provincial government has projected its current revenue expenditures at
Rs395bn, 15pc higher than the current fiscal year.
In the current revenue expenditure, the province would spend Rs49.86bn on
law and order, Rs26.89bn on health, Rs27.55bn on education, Rs6.7bn on housing
and community amenities and Rs6bn on social protection.
The finance minister said the government has increased higher education
budget by 31pc, health 20pc and elementary and secondary education by 17pc.
On the current side, the budget documents note an alarming increase in salary
and pension liabilities of the province.
―Estimated budget for pay and pension makes up for about 70pc of the total
current revenue expenditure for 2017-18,‖ the documents read. It shows that the
provincial government workforce recorded an increase of 104,555 personnel
during past four years of the PTI rule, while the number of pensioners stands at
160,000. The salary budget has been pitched at Rs218bn from Rs179bn in the
current year, a staggering increase of Rs33bn.
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The provincial tax machinery again failed to achieve its tax target of
Rs32.46bn for the current year, revised downward from original Rs49.50bn. The
documents show actual collection of Rs20.91bn over a period of 10 months till
April.
Tax target for the 2017-18 fiscal has been pitched at Rs45.21bn.
The development outlay has been projected at Rs208bn. The development
portfolio would consist of 1,632 projects, of which 1,182 are ongoing and 450 are
new.
It is also 29pc higher than the current ADP, which stood at Rs161bn and its
provincial component, was revised upwards to Rs145bn from Rs125bn, while the
foreign component slashed to Rs22bn from Rs36bn.
Core development component has been allocated at Rs98bn, while Rs28bn
has been allocated to three tiers of district governments across the province.
The province‘s foreign aid outlay has been pitched at Rs82bn, including
Rs29.4bn grants from international donors and Rs52.2bn loan from the Asian
Development Bank to finance Peshawar BRT project.
Development programme also shown inclusion of a CPEC or Chinese
investment portfolio having cost of Rs2,452.5bn; however, in the ADP a token
allocation of Rs1 million has been made for it.
Mr Said announced that the government was merging 10pc Ad hoc Relief
Allowance of 2010 in government employees‘ basic pay and would give 10pc
allowance on the merged amount.
He said pay and pension raises and other perks and privileges would cost the
provincial kitty Rs16bn per annum.
The minister announced 10pc increase in pension, besides swelling minimum
labour wage to Rs15,000 from Rs14,000 per month.
Mr Said also presented before the house supplementary budget of Rs47.25bn,
including Rs19.28bn current expenditures and Rs27.9bn development
expenditures.
Through an amendment in the KP Finance Bill, 2013, ride hailing services
have also been included in taxable services.
The Finance Bill 2017-18 also increased taxes on urban immovable properties
throughout the province and increased taxes on petrol pumps and CNG stations
with convenience stores to Rs22,500 from Rs15,000 and on those without stores to
Rs11,500 from Rs7500 per annum.
It also increased tax on service stations to Rs20,000 from Rs15,000, besides
enhancing professional tax rates on various professionals and businesses.
Бюджет провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва на 2017/18 г.
KP Budget 2017-18: Rs208bn allocated for development schemes
Mohammad Ashfaq. Dawn, June 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1338072/kpbudget-2017-18-rs208bn-allocated-for-development-schemes

PESHAWAR: Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Finance Minister Muzaffar Said on
Wednesday unveiled the Annual Development Programme (ADP) worth Rs208bn
for 2017-18.
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The development outlay envisages provincial and foreign components of
Rs126bn and Rs83bn, respectively. Within the foreign component, Rs29.44bn (36
per cent) is grant while Rs52.55bn (64pc) is loan. The major chunk of the loan is
for the establishment of the Peshawar Bas Rapid Transit.
The provincial component of the development outlay is Rs98bn while the
district component is around Rs28bn.
The development portfolio consists of 1,632 schemes. As many as 1,182
projects are ongoing while 450 projects are new.
ADVERTISEMENT
As for the total ADP, 81pc allocations are for the ongoing projects while the
rest are for the new ones.
The outlay for 2017-18 is 29pc higher than the current ADP of Rs161bn, with
provincial and foreign components of Rs125bn and Rs36bn, respectively.
But as per the revised estimates, the provincial component was adjusted
upward to Rs144bn and foreign component adjusted down to Rs22bn.
In the next year‘s development outlay, foreign assistance increases 127pc to
Rs83bn. The huge increase in the foreign component is because of the inclusion of
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) loan for the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).
Throw-forward liabilities stand at Rs567bn. A new sector of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) or Chinese investment has been created with
84 projects and an outlay of Rs2,452.58bn. However, a token allocation of Rs1
million has been made for this in the ADP.
Districts‘ ADP: The budget allocates Rs28bn for the three tiers of the local
government system. It includes Rs13.1bn for the village and neighbourhood
councils, Rs7.45bn for tehsils and towns and Rs7.45bn for districts.
Elementary, secondary education: An allocation of Rs14bn has been made for
a total of 77 projects. Out of these, 60 projects are ongoing with an allocation of
Rs12.6bn while 17 projects are new with an allocation of Rs1.35bn.
The development projects include standardising primary education across the
province, ensuring the completion of primary schooling by all children, addressing
gender disparity by promoting gender equality, affirmative action and the
empowerment of women.
Roads: The government has allocated Rs13.73bn to execute 349 road projects.
Out of these, 305 are ongoing projects while 44 are new. About Rs12.93bn is
allocated for the ongoing projects while Rs793m is for the new ones.
Major targets in this sector include the construction of RCC Bridges at
Swausar Kasai, Gulibagh and Sromanzai Dir Upper, realignment and black topping
of Garam Chashma Road from Shaghore to Mough and the construction of dual
carriageway from Chamkhani to Badaber via Sureazai with a link to Peshawar
Ring Road.
HEALTH: The provincial government has allocated Rs12bn to the health
sector for a total of 101 projects. Out of these, 75 are ongoing projects with an
allocation of Rs9.96bn while 26 are new ones with an allocation of Rs2.03bn.
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Development funds will be used in purchasing equipment for, among others,
Hepatitis Centre at Nishter Abad, PGMI at Hayatabad Medical Complex, Casualty
Block at Khyber Teaching Hospital, Institute of Kidney Diseases, and newly
constructed additional wards at Lady Reading Hospital.
HIGHER EDUCATION: An allocation of Rs6.32bn has been made for higher
education for a total of 65 projects. Out of these, 38 projects are ongoing with an
allocation of Rs3.99bn and while the rest are new ones with an allocation of
Rs2.32bn.
Salient features include the government‘s plan to upgrade existing university
campuses to fully fledged universities and performance-based grants to publicsector universities.
URBAN DEVELOPMENT: An allocation of Rs6.16bn has been made for a
total of 30 projects out of which 24 are ongoing with an allocation of Rs5.62bn.
Major targets include the establishment of a Health City in Regi Model Town,
construction of CPEC Tower, development of Civic Centre in Hayatabad under the
CPEC and construction of the northern section of Ring Road (Missing Link) from
Warsak Jamrud Road.
WATER: An amount of Rs7.05bn has been allocated for the water sector in
KP for 2017-18. A total of 209 projects have been listed in budget documents. Out
of these, 192 are ongoing projects with an allocation of Rs6.95bn while 17 projects
are new with an allocation of Rs95.12m.
The remodelling of Warsak Canal System in Peshawar and Nowshera
districts, improvement and upgrade of roads along canal and drainage systems,
construction and improvement of flood protection works, improvement of channels
and rehabilitation of canal roads in southern districts, and improvement and
remodelling of existing irrigation and drainage infrastructure are the major targets
for the next fiscal year.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT: A total of Rs4.51bn has been allocated for
development schemes that will be executed by the local government and rural
development department.
The budget documents show 35 projects in total. Out of these, 26 projects are
ongoing with an allocation of Rs2.36bn while nine projects are new and have an
allocation of Rs2.14bn.
The budget documents show a development package for Kumrat and Barawal
Valley as well as purchase of land/construction and installation of a sewerage
treatment plant in Mansehra.
HOME DEPARTMENT: An amount of Rs2.42bn has been allocated for 59
projects. As many as 40 of these projects are ongoing, which will have an
allocation of Rs1.98bn.
The projects include the establishment of a Forensic Science Laboratory,
facilitation of female prosecutors in the prosecution offices and construction of a
traffic warden headquarters.
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Потери Пакистана от терроризма (в ТПФУ) – за 6 лет 5700 убиты, 80
тыс. домов разрушены
'5,700 people killed in terror attacks in FATA during last six years'
Qadeer
Tanoli.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
28,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421599/5700-people-killed-terror-attacks-fata-last-six-years/

ISLAMABAD: More than 5,700 people, including paramilitary force
officials, have lost their lives in Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) in
terrorist attacks during the last six years.
The Ministry of States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON) revealed this figure
during the recently-concluded 42nd session of the National Assembly in a written
response to a query by lawmaker Abdul Qahar Khan Wadan of the Pakhtunkhwa
Milli Awami Party.
According to surveys conducted by the ministry to assess losses sustained as a
result of the ongoing war on terrorism, 5,740 people have been killed in the last six
years and an estimated 80,000 houses damaged of which the government had
validated 22,471 for compensation.
50,000 killed, $80 billion loss incurred in war on terror, NA told
The ministry informed lawmakers that 234 levies, 174 khasadars and 5332
civilians were killed in terrorist attacks in Fata and 6,427 others injured.
Levies are part of a security apparatus in Fata and settled areas, known as the
frontier regions. They are appointed by the political administration on merit and
provided weapons by the government. On the flip side, khasadars, referred to as
tribal police, are enlisted from among the tribes, usually nominated by maliks, and
carry their own weapons.
The SAFRON ministry further added that Rs3.04 billion had been spent under
the Rs3.56 billion Shuhada package which the government had earmarked.
Integration of FATA
Under the Citizen Losses Compensation Programme, the government is
providing Rs400,000 to Fata residents to rebuilt houses that have been completely
destroyed because of militancy and Rs160,000 for partially damaged houses.
The ministry further stated that the Fata Secretariat had released Rs6.3 billion
to the political administrations of five agencies where internally displaced people
(IDPs) had started returning, while Rs5.27 billion had been distributed among
15,139 beneficiaries.
During the fiscal year 2016-17, Rs1.73 billion was released to the armed
forces for the rehabilitation of IDPs of the sum of Rs1.8 billion that was earmarked
for this purpose.
Similarly, Rs50 million have been approved for the revamping of mosques in
South Waziristan.
В 2004-2014 гг. в Пакистане были убиты 50 тыс. человек и убытки
составили 80 млрд. долл.
50,000 killed, $80 billion loss incurred in war on terror, NA told
Zahid
Gishkori.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
5,
2014.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/802231/50000-killed-80b-loss-incurred-in-war-on-terror-na-told/
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ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly was informed on Friday that Pakistan
has suffered losses of $80 billion dollars and 50,000 lives in the war on terror over
the last 10 years.
Parliamentary Secretary for Interior Maryam Aurangzeb said that the Ministry
of Interior and Narcotics Control recorded at least 11, 285 were killed in the last
five years.
―More than 28, 561 people sustained injuries in various blasts in the past five
years,‖ she added.
The interior secretary further said that extremist groups have been active
throughout the country with their own ideologies during the last 10 years.
Further, she informed the House there is currently a bar on issuance of arms
licenses in the federal capital, while, under the 18th Amendment, provinces have to
set their own rules.
She upheld several policy steps have been taken for controlling and
improving the law and order situation in the country.
―The government has prepared a new policy for strengthening internal
security and to improve law and order.‖
Meanwhile, MNA Shaikh Salauddin sought details of estimated losses to
Pakistan in the war against terrorism.
По бюджету на 2017/18 г. намечены новые энергетические объекты в
Хайбер Пахтунхва
Budget 2017-18: K-P proposes 57 projects in power sector
Sohail
Khattak.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
28,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421149/budget-2017-18-k-p-proposes-57-projects-power-sector/

PESHAWAR: In the upcoming fiscal year 2017-18, the KhyberPakhtunkhwa (K-P) government has proposed allocations for 57 development
projects in energy and power sector. These projects include 24 new and 33 existing
projects.
The K-P Energy and Power Department has sent its proposals for the
development schemes to the K-P Planning and Development Department (P&D) in
order to be included for completion in the Annual Development Programme (ADP)
for 2017-18.
According to the documents sent to the P&D – a copy of which is available
with The Express Tribune – the proposed schemes would cost around Rs209.5
billion, including Rs50.3 billion for the ongoing schemes and Rs159.2 billion for
the new projects.
K-P to add 1,123MW to national grid
Majority of the proposed projects would be financed from the K-P Energy
Development Fund – formerly known as Hydel Development Fund (HDF) — and
would also be financed through foreign funds.
―Only token money would be allocated for the projects in the ADP. Most of
them will be financed from the K-P Energy Development Fund (KPEDF) and
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would also be foreign-funded,‖ said an official of the K-P Energy and Power
Department, requesting not to be named.
The proposals include development projects in hydel, oil and gas and solar
sectors. In hydel sector, the proposed new projects include construction of 300MW
Balakot Hydro Power Project (HPP), 22MW Patrak-Shiringal HPP and 47MW
Barikot-Patrak HPP.
K-P Education minister says PC-I has been approved
The Asian Development Bank is providing 80% of the finances for the
Balakot HPP while the World Bank will provide 80% finances for the other two
HPPs and the remaining 20% would be provided from the KPEDF.
In the oil and gas sector, the prominent projects include Rs5.5 billion
investment in the oil and gas exploration in Lakki Petroleum Block.
In a meeting of KPEDF board — held on April 10,2017 with K-P Chief
Minister Pervez Khattak in the chair — it was decided that the K-P government
would get 100% share of a petroleum concession block in the province, and Lakki
block was selected, said the official who was present in the meeting.
K-P proposes inclusion of 17 energy projects in CPEC
―Currently, we have only 2.5% shares in the already operational blocks, so we
don‘t get much revenue. Having our own block would not only increase our profit
but would also increase the confidence of investors, who are aspiring to invest in
oil and gas sector in K-P,‖ said the official.
He said the department would conduct seismic study of the Lakki block in the
next six months and if it was positive then the government would get 100% shares
of the block. It also includes a project of investing Rs4.2 billion to purchase shares
in the producing fields of the province.
The projects also include construction of 400MW gas turbine combined cycle
power plant in Kohat. The project would need 50MMCFD gas and cost around
Rs12.5 billion, all provided from the KPEDF.
K-P proposes alternative routes for CPEC western alignment
It also includes construction of Urea Fertilizer Plant in Hangu. Costing Rs15.7
billion, it would produce 500,000 metric ton urea per annum.
The proposals also include a project for development of surface facilities for
all active oil and gas seepages across the province. The K-P has 24 active seepages
sites of oil and gas for which the project will be initiated at a cost of Rs5 billion.
In the oil and gas sector, the projects also include construction of a warehouse
in Kohat or Karak for keeping machinery and vehicles which are to be used in oil
and gas sector.
K-P govt for inclusion of 9 projects in CPEC
The government would also establish a seismic recorder unit at a cost of
Rs1,000 million for measuring and analysing seismic activities in the oil and gas
blocks in the province.
In the solar sector, the government has proposed solar electrification of 1,000
mosques across the province. The project would be funded from the KPEDF and
would cost Rs967.6 million.
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Реформирование FATA (присоединение к Хайбер Пахтунхва).
Fata reforms: Tribal MPs weighing several options to pressure govt
Riazul
Haq.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
28,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421148/fata-reforms-tribal-mps-weighing-several-optionspressure-govt/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Claiming support of major opposition parties with presence
in parliament, lawmakers from the Federal Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) said
on Saturday they were considering several options to persuade the government to
reinitiate the process of implementing the shelved Fata reforms.
―We have support of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI), Jamaat-e-Islami, Awami National Party and Qaumi Watan Party for
the cause of Fata reforms,‖ said MNA Shah Jee Gul Afridi while addressing a
seminar on Fata at the National Press Club.
Afridi, who is the parliamentary leader of Fata lawmakers in the National
Assembly, hails from Khyber Agency and has been on the forefront for
implementation of Fata reforms.
FATA reforms shelved indefinitely yet again
―We are considering every option for achievement of our goals. These options
include marching to Islamabad along with tribal people and staying there until our
demands are met,‖ he said.
The government on May 15 convened a session of the National Assembly
particularly for discussing two important legislations – a constitutional amendment
to create seats for Fata in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) Assembly and Rewaj
Bill to establish a new judicial system in the tribal region.
However, on May 17 Minister for States and Frontier Regions (Safron) Lt
Gen (retd) Abdul Qadir Baloch told the Fata lawmakers that the government could
not go ahead with the legislation in parliament.
On Khyber visit: Rabbani wants Fata reforms soon
The development took place following a telephonic conversation between
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam Fazl (JUI-F) chief
Maulana Fazlur Rehman, who has been against the merger of Fata with K-P.
The last-minute disruption in the reforms process disappointed Fata
lawmakers and since then they are planning various strategies taking along
parliamentarians from the opposition parties.
Afridi said had also written to the Prime Minister on Friday requesting him to
advise the President of Pakistan to exercise his legislative competence under
Article 247(5) of the Constitution and issue order to extend the approved Fata
reforms to the tribal areas ‗for peace and good governance‘.
Fata reforms: Asfandyar slams govt over ‗volte-face‘
―Other Fata lawmakers are also in contact with each other to devise a future
strategy,‖ he added.
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Shahbuddin Khan, a PML-N MNA belonging to Bajaur Agency, told The
Express Tribune that they were weighing several options to push their demands
forward. However, he refused to share details.
Another Fata lawmaker said the opposition was also considering boycotting
the annual speech of the president before a joint session, as a first option. ―This
would cause embarrassment to the government,‖ he said.
Afridi said the Safron minister had told them that ―the ‗establishment‘ did not
want going ahead with reforms in tribal areas.‖ However, PPP Senator Farhatullah
Babar rebutted the claim and said that the recent statement issued after a military
huddle gave an opposite impression.
Reforms delay: FATA alliance gives call for protests
―It seems the military wants the reforms to be implemented as vowed by them
in the meeting‖, he said, adding it also pointed to the intentions of those not willing
for the reforms.
When The Express Tribune asked Leader of the Opposition in the National
Assembly Khursheed Shah about plans regarding Fata reforms, he replied: ―The
government has deceived the nation and the people of Fata, and we will go to any
extent to hold the government accountable for this.‖
Safron Secretary Arshad Mirza declined there were ‗bottlenecks‘ in the
implementation of reforms and said all would go well. He said he had held two
meetings last week with Adviser to PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, who
headed the six-member committee that finalised Fata reforms proposals.
Задержки со слиянием FATA и Хайбер Пахтунхва, - критика со стороны
президента Awami National Party Asfandyar Wali Khan
Fata reforms: Asfandyar slams govt over ‗volte-face‘
The Express Tribune. May 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415689/fata-reformsasfandyar-slams-govt-volte-face/

KARACHI: Awami National Party President Asfandyar Wali Khan on
Sunday criticised the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government for
backtracking on its pledge to merge the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(Fata) with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
―The federal cabinet has approved the recommendations — that enjoy a broad
political consensus — of the FATA Reforms Committee, but Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif is continuously lying about it,‖ he said while addressing a huge
public gathering at Walika Ground in SITE.
The large number of people participated in the gathering impressed the ANP
president who said this must have surprised the party detractors who brushed it as a
dead party, adding the good show had sent a clear message to them that the party
was very much alive.
ANP chief asks Imran Khan to clarify Rs10b bribe claim
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―Those who think that the ANP has lost its popular support and is no more a
vibrant party should see the number of people present today,‖ Wali said while
referring to the people present to listen to him.
Expressing anger over delay in enacting Fata reforms, the ANP president said
that the matter had been left in limbo, and added ―There should be no doubt that
Fata will become part of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.‖
―The premier is forgetting his promises,‖ Wali said.
He also criticised Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman and
Pukhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party‘s Mehmood Khan Achakzai for not raising the
issues of people of Fata ―yet they claim to be the leaders of the Pukhtuns‖.
Nawaz has clean-bowled Imran: Asfandyar
He said both the leaders were slaves of the ‗Britishers‘ and their system and
vowed to continue the struggle for the rights of the people of Fata. ―People will
soon see the merger of Fata with K-P‖.
Pointing out loopholes in the political and administrative system of the
country, Wali expressed that a lot of blood had been spilled due to the defective
system.
―We need to structure our foreign and interior policies.‖
―Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar should tell how successful he has been in
implementing the National Action Plan,‖ Wali said and added: ―Tehreek-eTaliban‘s spokesman Ehsanullah Ehsan is a terrorist and therefore he should be
hanged because he was responsible for killing our innocent children and people.‖
Criticising Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan and his party‘s
government in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Wali said: ―He should focus on governance
rather than staging useless protests and sit-ins.‖
He added that his own party members had been raising fingers on corruption
of the party and asked ―has he taken any on the accusations?‖
Китайские инвесторы финансируют 7 энергопроектов в Хайбер
Пахтунхва.
Chinese investors interested in seven K-P power projects
The Express Tribune, May 2nd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398639/chineseinvestors-interested-seven-k-p-power-projects/

K-P Power and Energy Department completes feasibility studies for five mega
projects to generate 1,123MW power
PESHAWAR: The Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) Power and Energy
Department has completed feasibility studies for five mega projects in the province
to generate 1,123 megawatts (MW) of power.
Officials in the department told APP that during the recently held roadshow in
Beijing from April 17-19, the provincial government had presented plans for
building seven hydropower projects with a total capacity of 1,978MW as part of
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
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Subsequently, Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) had been signed with
different Chinese companies to build these projects.
Chinese investors to bring $150b after CPEC: BoI chief
Among these seven projects, feasibility studies for five projects had been
completed and are ready for execution. The cost-benefit analysis for the remaining
two projects is expected to be completed soon.
The projects are expected to cost $6.92 billion and would be constructed in
Chitral.
Even though the MoUs have been signed, it is yet to be decided what part of
the cost would be borne by the K-P government and how much would the Chinese
companies pay. These details are expected to be finalised when proper agreements
for the projects are signed.
The official claimed that around 900 Chinese companies had participated in
the road show and 82 MoUs had been inked for 86 prepared projects in different
sectors. He added that one Chinese company had agreed to installing solar panels
to power 10,000 schools and 400 hospitals in K-P.
To gain a better understanding of the technicalities, a delegation of Chinese
investors is expected to visit K-P in July this year.
Что происходит в FATA? Нет роста.
Bringing prosperity to FATA
Hasaan Khawar (fellow of the Consortium for Development Policy Research). The Express
Tribune, April 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1375445/bringing-prosperity-fata/

The recent announcement of a merger of the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata) with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has invited a mixed reaction, with
proponents on both sides fervently voicing their arguments. Keeping politics of
this merger aside, it is indeed heartening to see the renewed focus on Fata reforms
and political mainstreaming of this tribal terrain, which in recent years has been the
hotbed of terrorism. However, with the high level of poverty and years of war
taking a toll on Fata‘s social and physical infrastructure, this impoverished region
is in desperate need of prosperity, without which no reform can be successful or
sustainable.
Fata has a fairly small economic base, with construction, mining and
extraction claiming a major share. Much of the population is involved either in
subsistence agriculture and livestock rearing or in services sectors such as
transport, storage and communication. A significant proportion of local economy
revolves around illegal production and trade of narcotics and smuggling of goods,
arms, timber, marble, minerals and gems.
Unemployment in the region is quite high, trailing far behind the national
average, with severe gender disparity and less that 6% women participating in the
labour force. Limited skilled job opportunities exist, with almost 50% of labour
force in Fata employed in unskilled jobs, leading to limited household income.
Even the skilled labour, wherever employed, has low level skills.
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With no functional airports in the region and a limited road network, the
region is considered mostly inaccessible. A set of special laws have so far
governed Fata, with only case-by-case adoption of national laws, creating an
uncertain regulatory environment. There is limited presence of financial
institutions in the region and any large transactions are executed using the illegal
channel of hundi or hawala. Communal ownership of land, preventing use of land
as collateral, and virtually non-existent credit facilities restrict easy access to
finance, with more than 80% of investment claimed by personal financing,
precluding large investments in plant and buildings required for industrial
development.
A host of these challenges, including the grave law and order situation, are
likely to keep the investors at bay in Fata, with the poverty-ridden local population
not even offering an attractive consumer market to any outside investor.
While the civil and military security agencies are tackling the law and order
challenges in the region, policymakers need to develop a well thought out strategy,
addressing these bottlenecks to stimulate economic growth in Fata. Any such
strategy should rest on three key pillars – opening up this isolated region, using
planned infrastructure investments as a stimulus and cultivating indigenous
strength and resources.
Opening up Fata would essentially mean strengthening road and rail links,
building airports and ensuring digital connectivity. The locals have already
demanded construction of an expressway from Bajaur up to Wana in South
Waziristan. This could be immediately commissioned, improving local
connectivity. Furthermore, the only rail track in Fata runs from Peshawar to Landi
Kotal, which isn‘t working at the moment. The Pakistan Railways has announced
plans to undertake a feasibility to link Fata with Torkham and Peshawar,
eventually connecting with ML-1 Karachi-Peshawar line. It is important to follow
through on this announcement and the feasibility should be commissioned
immediately leading to actual construction of this rail track.
Building the air link might be easier as Fata has a non-functional airport in
Parachinar, where operations can be resumed with little investment. Similarly, the
nearby airport of Dera Ismail Khan and Bannu should also be reopened.
The overall broadband penetration in Fata is dismally low, with 75 per cent of
Fata without any optic-fibre connectivity, leading to a severe digital divide. Telcos
have traditionally shied away from investing in Fata, due to higher costs and lower
returns. The government should subsidise their risky investment and engage with
private telcos and other partners to enhance digital connectivity. The proposed
optic fibre from China under CPEC should also be linked with Fata. Secondly,
there is a need to ensure that any planned investments should directly benefit the
local population. The government has approved an uplift package of Rs110 billion
for Fata, while the Sartaj Aziz-led committee on Fata reforms has proposed
formulation of a 10-year comprehensive development plan, including major
infrastructure and irrigation projects, mineral development programme and
establishment of industrial zones with special incentives. All such infrastructure
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investments should include a focus on developing indigenous resources covering
local labour, service providers, vendors and industries. The local population should
be provided basic education and skills training to take advantage of jobs created
through infrastructure investments, while contractors should be encouraged to
ensure maximum sourcing to local vendors.
Lastly, it is important to recognise that despite all these ambitious plans to
revitalise Fata, it will be a long time before the region can attract outside national
or international investors. It is, therefore, critical to cultivate local strength and
resources. Any efforts in this direction may include reviving the local sick
industrial units and supporting existing industrial clusters such as arms
manufacturing, construction industry, etc. Hydro-power potential of the region
should also be exploited. The region has confirmed deposits of copper, chromite,
soapstone and gypsum, besides presence of, precious and semi-precious
gemstones, granite and marble, which should be capitalised on with investment in
the mining and extraction sector.
The government must also realise that even the best plan for the revival of
Fata will only be as good as its implementation. The need for capacity to
implement all such reforms, coupled with regulatory improvements, therefore
holds the key to a prosperous future. The Fata Reforms Committee has already
proposed a number of institutions including Directorate of Transition and Reform,
Large Infrastructure Unit, Strategic Coordination and Policy Unit, etc, which must
immediately be established to initiate reforms in Fata. Engagement with local,
national and international investors should inform broader regulatory reforms,
facilitating investments and reforming the business environment. Stimulating
economic growth in Fata would be challenging but persistent efforts in the right
direction are likely to bring dividends in the years to come.
Неизбежность присоединения FATA к Хайбер Пахтунхва.
Inevitability of FATA reforms
Maria Rashid Malik. The Nation. March 18, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/columns/18-Mar2017/inevitability-of-fata-reforms

In a landmark decision the incumbent Cabinet has approved FATA reforms
committee‘s proposals including: merger of FATA in KPK, complete abrogation of
Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR), establishment of benches of High Court and
Supreme Courts, jurisdiction of regular law of the land supreme to the Rawaj
system in the areas and induction of 20,000 personnel to look after security in the
longer run. Before an analysis of these reform proposals meant to be completely
implemented in 10 years it is pertinent to recall political, geostrategic dynamics of
FATA and its history of reforms.
The complexity of terrain, unusual political norms and unique yet entrenched
judicial system of our tribal areas named Federally Administrated Tribal Areas
(FATA) was undoubtedly among the plethora of challenges that Pakistan inherited
from the partition of the sub-continent. In the initial years Pakistan successfully
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overcame the dire administrative and resources challenges and made it evident to
the world that no matter how hard the circumstances this land of pure is meant to
shine and survive. It was the call of the hour that these areas were embraced in
their entirety with their unique outlook and then later their elders be consulted for
permanent solutions for complete a normalisation of these areas.
Throughout history successive governments have tried time and again to
initiate this process of FATA reforms yet none of the efforts bore fruit. The reason
of failure or partial success of earlier reforms attempts was that they were not
wholesome in nature. FATA reforms cannot be effectively implemented unless and
until they cover reforms in all of vital areas of administration, legal, political,
social, internal and international security challenges. Half baked reforms proposals
as have been attempted earlier were meant to die as rhetoric as they focused on one
area and left the other. In 1996 the government introduced adult franchise in FATA
but this decision could not improve the governing situation of the inhabitants of
FATA because it didn‘t have provincial status and provincial representatives were
not chosen through this franchise. In 2002 efforts were made to effect local bodies
in FATA but it failed to improve any ground situation because local
representatives there had no real powers. In 2006, a committee recommended
FATA reforms primarily focusing on administrative aspects. As a result, after
2006, the FATA secretariat became more independent with increased development
funds and a separate Additional Chief Secretary. However, these reforms totally
ignored the legal and social aspects and as a consequence governance and
development indicators were not promising. In 2011 legal reforms were prescribed
for FATA according to which few parts of Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR)
were to be amended. However, these legal reforms fell short of the vital aspect of
bringing these areas under the jurisdiction of the normal court system of Pakistan
and awarding fundamental rights to the people of the area as par with rest of the
citizens of Pakistan.
In the light of analysis of earlier efforts of FATA reforms, the recently
approved reform proposal seems having all the ingredients to succeed because it
appears comprehensive in its nature while covering administrative, political,
judicial and societal aspects of these areas. FATA merger in a regular province will
address its administrative deficiencies and to facilitate it Federal government has
also proposed that additional 3% funds to be given for development of these areas.
Abrogation of the FCR will bring the judicial system of these areas at par with
the rest of the country. The continuation of the Rawaj system is under jurisdiction
of regular Courts, High court and Supreme Court benches which are proposed to
be established in the area will be fully operational and authorised to uphold rule of
law and law of the land. On the political side of the picture it is heartening to note
that FATA MNAs fully supported these reforms and they are insisting on and
immediate merger into KPK so that to participate in coming general elections.
However, the government took the wise step of not doing it in hurry as all tribal
leaders and complex geostrategic situation should be given enough time to be fully
prepared for wholesome, meaningful and permanent reforms.
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Moreover the location of these areas has serious internal, regional and
international security and political dynamics which should be carefully accounted
for before implementing any reforms. The seven tribal agencies situated in the
north west of Pakistan have ever been crucial in defining our security situation, our
bilateral relations with Afghanistan and geostrategic diplomacy and politics of the
regions and of the world. The Pashtun populated FATA namely Bajor, Mehmend,
Kurram, Orakzai, Khaiber, North Wazisitan and South Waziristan agencies border
with troublesome provinces of Afghanistan like Kunar, Khost, Paktika, etc. Thus,
governmental policy or reform efforts for FATA have multiple direct implications.
Being border areas FATA has been vulnerable to overt external intrusions like
drones and mal-intended covert conspiracies by foreign hostile elements. Through
one pretext or another the presence of drone strikes have been violating the
sovereignty of Pakistan. When Pakistan claims of uprooting terrorism and
incorporating these areas as regular provincial areas there should be no space left
for any such drone ventures.
To remedy covert conspiracies hosted in these areas, Pakistan‘s valiant armed
forces and civil and military leadership took the brave steps of launching an armed
operation in the tribal areas and of launching nationwide Operation Zarb-e-Azb.
Militant hideouts in Swat Valley, North Waziristan, South Waziristan were
brought under scathe of a ruthless armed operation. Later, a full scale armed
operation named Zarb-e-Azb daringly led by Gen Raheel Sharif in all tribal areas
along with intelligence based operations (IOBs) across the country, dismantled the
infrastructural presence of militants in our country. And as a logical next step
operation Radd ul Fasaad has been launched throughout the country to eliminate
the facilitative base of such terrorist elements so that to curb this menace forever. It
is a progressive development for FATA which has been physically purged of
terrorism, that the government under directions of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
has very timely approved FATA reforms.
История реформирования FATA
History of FATA reforms
Sartaj
Aziz.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1349941/history-fata-reforms/
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In November 2015, the PM set up a six-member Fata reforms Committee ―to
propose a concrete way forward for the political mainstreaming of Fata areas.‖ At
its very first meeting on November 21, 2015, the Committee decided to carry out
an in-depth study of all previous attempts for Fata reforms to determine why
successive governments had failed in the past six decades to introduce meaningful
reforms or undertake substantial development efforts. It soon became clear that the
political mainstreaming of Fata would be a very complex process because it would
also involve legal, administrative and security mainstreaming. Equally important
would be the sequencing of these reforms and their complementarity in terms of
timing and scale. Various attempts for reforms in the past 40 years, though useful,
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did not bring about a fundamental mainstreaming of Fata because these elements
were missing.
Efforts to introduce the system of local bodies in Fata have unfortunately,
totally failed. In 2002, the Government extended the Local Government Regulation
to Fata and in 2004 some Agency Councillors were nominated by the Political
Agents. However, the system did not take off because the general public had no
confidence in the nominated office-bearers who had no powers. In 2012, the Fata
Local Government Regulation 2012 was prepared to establish local bodies in Fata.
However, the Regulation was never promulgated. Another serious attempt at Fata
reforms was made in 2006, through a special committee, chaired by Imtiaz Ahmad
Sahibzada. But in the absence of major legal reforms and concentration of all
powers in the hands of political agents, there was no visible improvement in
governance or development indicators. A Committee on legal reforms, chaired by
Justice (Retd) Mian Mohammad Ajmal, was constituted in 2005 ―to recommend
modifications in FCR after public consultation across Fata.‖ The Committee
recommended many important amendments to the FCR. Many of these were
accepted and implemented in 2011. Following the introduction of the Adult
Franchise Act of 1996, the Political Parties Order 2002 was also extended to Fata
in 2011, to allow political parties to campaign freely in Fata. But in the absence of
provincial elections, its impact was limited. During its visit to all the seven Fata
agencies, the Committee met not only jirgas of tribal elders and maliks but also
representatives of political parties, civil society, traders and journalists. The
Committee concluded fairly early in these deliberations that Fata could no longer
be retained as a ―buffer against foreign aggression.‖ It must be fully integrated
with Pakistan and basic legal reforms introduced to restore peoples‘ fundamental
rights. At the same time extraordinary efforts would be required to accelerate
development of Fata to bring it on a par with the rest of Pakistan. That led to the
key recommendation that 3% of gross divisible pool i.e., Rs90-100 billion should
be allocated every year for the next 10 years, to finance a comprehensive socioeconomic development plan for Fata. The Committee also carefully examined the
option of a separate province for Fata but concluded that it was not a feasible
option. Fata does not have the financial resources or the administrative capacity to
manage a separate province. The merger of Fata with K-P, the Committee
concluded, was the only viable option for mainstreaming Fata.
The next important issue was timing of the merger option. Fata had to be
prepared for merger. As a minimum, the rehabilitation and reconstruction in North
Waziristan, South Waziristan and Orakzai had to be completed.
Moreover, the task of extending the provincial boundary right up to the
international border with Afghanistan, would be a major strategic undertaking and
would require a careful realignment of the security infrastructure and recruitment
and training of additional FC personnel for the Frontier Corps and the levies. In
addition, an inter-provincial consensus will be required to allocate 3% of the
divisible pool to finance the proposed 10-year development plan for Fata.
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Considering all these factors, the Committee recommended that the merger of
Fata with K-P will require a transition period of about five years. Meanwhile, local
bodies elections can be held in Fata and the possibility of enabling the people of
Fata to elect their representatives to the K-P Assembly in 2018 could be examined.
The demand for abolishing the FCR, a legacy of the colonial era, was
widespread and virtually unanimous. But many tribal elders wanted their
traditional rewaj system of justice through jirgas to continue because the court
system in Pakistan, they said, was ―time consuming, expensive and corrupt.‖ The
Committee tried to balance these viewpoints by proposing a blended judicial
system. The FCR will be abolished and the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and
the High Court extended to Fata. But the traditional Rewaj System retained as a
local dispute-resolution mechanism. The criticism that the proposed Rewaj Act
would continue the FCR in another form is not correct because FCR would be
abolished and the jurisdiction of courts will be extended. Within this system, the
Rewaj Act will allow parties, if they so wish, to ask the Agency Judge (not the
political agent) to appoint a jirga, whose decision will be appealable. In addition,
the new law will also ensure that the Rewaj System is consistent with fundamental
rights laid down in the Constitution.
Under Article 247(vi) of the Constitution, ―the President may at any time
direct that the whole or any part of the Tribal Area shall cease to be tribal area,
provided that before making any order under the clause, the President shall
ascertain the views of the people of the Tribal Areas concerned, as represented in
Tribal Jirga‖. The Committee has fulfilled this requirement by holding jirgas in all
the seven Agencies and consulted about 3,000 tribal maliks and elders. In addition,
the Committee received over 29,000 comments on the hotline of the Ministry of
SAFRON and most of them supported the merger of Fata with K-P and abolition
of FCR.
Despite this extensive process of consultations, there are demands from
certain quarters for a referendum on the future of Fata. Given Pakistan‘s unpleasant
experience with referendums in the past, this option was not considered politically
advisable.
The jubilation, with which the news of the Government‘s decision of March 2
has been received in Fata, further reinforces the Committee‘s conclusion that these
reforms would be widely welcomed by the majority of the people of Fata. After all,
the main objective of these reforms is much needed improvement in the lives of the
people of Fata.
If the recommendations of the Committee chaired by Gen (R) Naseerullah
Babar to merge Fata with K-P (then called NWFP) had been implemented in 1976,
Fata would not have become ―the most dangerous area in the world‖, as former US
President George Bush called it. Similar views were expressed by General David
Patraeus, US Commander of ISAF.
In conclusion, it must be emphasised that the implementation of these reforms
may not be smooth or easy because, apart from the inherent complexity of this
multi-dimensional process, there are strong vested interests, which would like the
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status quo in Fata to continue. But history will not forgive us if we lose this
historic opportunity to mainstream Fata.
Старейшины в FATA против слияния с Хайбер Пахтунхва.
Tribesmen oppose FATA merger plan
Abuzar
Afridi.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1346936/tribesmen-oppose-fata-merger-plan/

6th,

2017.

Tribal elders railed against the federal government on Sunday for approving
the FATA's merger with K-P
LANDI KOTAL: Tribal elders railed against the federal government on
Sunday for approving the Federally Administered Tribal Areas‘ merger with
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa while drawing up plans for protests against the move.
Federal cabinet approves FATA‘s merger with K-P, repeal of FCR
The decision to organise the protests will be taken after a meeting with JUI-F
chief Fazlur Rehman on March 11 in Peshawar, members of a grand Jirga said.
Tribesmen from the seven tribal agencies constituting Fata met in Hayatabad on
Sunday.
―The government has imposed a decision on the masses of Fata without their
consultation or holding a referendum in the agencies. Such a decision of a few
people from the majority is not democratic and we oppose any such act of the
federal government,‖ the Jirga stated in a unanimous resolution.
JUI-F hits out at gradual merger of Fata with K-P
The resolution also said tribal elders and political groupings would also meet
with the JUI-F chief in Peshawar. The Jirga also agreed in principle to hold a rally
each day in the headquarters of each agency to register their protest against the
decision.
Парламент Хайбер Пахтунхва считает, что Центр задерживает слияние
FATA с провинцией.
KP legislators slam Centre for delay in FATA-KP merger
Wisal Mashal. Daily Times. 3.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/khyber-pakhtunkhwa/03Mar-17/kp-legislators-slam-centre-for-delay-in-fata-kp-merger

PESHAWAR: The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa legislators of different political
parties criticized the Federal Government in the provincial assembly on Thursday
for delaying the merger of Fata in KP for five years.
The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly session was chaired in the chair of
Speaker Asad Qaiser, on the point of order Senior Minister Inayat Ullah criticized
the federal government on delay of merger of Fata in KP for five years, adding that
the abolition of FCR from Fata is appreciated.
He added that his party will always raise voice for Pashtoons and will fight
for their rights, adding that soon they will call All Parties Conference to discuss
this issue.
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He added that the provincial assembly of KP had already passed many
resolutions on the merger of Fata in KP, adding that Fata people face many
difficulties and this was the right time to give status to the people of Fata.
Sikander Khan Sherpao of Qaumi Watan Party said and condemned the
decision of Federal Cabinet, adding that the federal cabinet for delay in the merger
of Fata in KP violates all the resolutions of KP.
He added that for settle area in the country there is a separate law while for
Fata people there is another law, adding that in a country there is not carry
different constitution for the right of people.
Minister for Public Health and Engineering Shah Farman said and condemned
the decision of Federal government, adding that the federal cabinet approves the
general election after 2018 which is not good as we want that after 2018 election
Fata representation is also in the provincial assembly.
He informed that for the last many decades Fata people have been suffered by
militancy and terrorism, adding that the federal government always behave like
step mothers with Pakhtoon nation.
Opposition leader of the provincial assembly Mulana Lutf ur Rehman not
given statement on the delay of merger of KP and Fata and harsh on the provincial
government on the lapses of budget.
He added that the provincial government was lapses all budget and in the
coming financial budget it will face difficulty, adding that soon the provincial
government has no fund for developmental sector in the province.
He further informed that the provincial government allocate billion rupees for
Tree Sunami but there were no updates that how many plants have been grown,
adding that for the Tree Sunami budget the opposition were not taken in
confidence.
Earlier the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly passed seven resolutions
unanimously from the floor of the house.
План присоединения FATA к провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва рассчитан
на 5 лет.
Govt sets KP-FATA merger ball rolling
Ijaz Kakakhel. Daily Times. 3/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/03-Mar-17/govtsets-kp-fata-merger-ball-rolling

5-year plan envisages mainstreaming of FATA; repeal of FCR; establishment
of high court and Supreme Court benches and recruitment of locals in Levies
ISLAMABAD: The federal cabinet on Thursday approved in principle
recommendations of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) Reforms
Committee, which included the merger of the tribal areas with KhyberPakhtunkhwa and repeal of the Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR).
The federal cabinet met under the chairmanship of Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif. Secretary SAFRON Arbab Shahzad briefed the cabinet on
recommendations of Fata Reforms Committee (FRC).
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The cabinet gave go ahead to the merger of the tribal region with Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, the most contentious issue hindering the implementation of the FRC
report.
Speaking on the occasion, Nawaz stressed the need for focusing on
development of under-developed areas for improving the living standards of the
people. The premier said due share would be given from the national resources to
Azad Kashmir, Gilgit Baltistan and FATA people.
He said it was obligatory for the federal and provincial governments to work
for the welfare of the people of these regions.
The prime minister said equal opportunities should be provided to everyone.
"Pakistan belongs to every Pakistani and all areas of the country should have
equal rights and access to national resources," he said.
Nawaz said development of FATA was the responsibility of the entire nation
and country.
"Mainstreaming and developing these less developed areas is not the sole
responsibility of people living in Islamabad, but every Pakistani must contribute in
this process," he said.
He said tribal people were patriotic and they love Pakistan. He said time had
come that the tribal people would be brought into mainstream to end their sense
deprivation.
Earlier, a committee headed by Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz had
formulated a set of recommendations for bringing the tribal areas into the national
fold including the merger with KP. PML-N ally JUI-F had opposed the merger and
it was on Fazlur Rehman's pressure that the matter was removed from agenda of
the last cabinet meeting.
The FATA parliamentarians had threw their full weight behind the committee
report and even demanded immediate merger to enable the tribesmen take part in
2018 general elections.
A 10-year plan envisaged development of FATA; repeal of the FCR;
establishment of high court and Supreme Court benches; merger with KP;
recruitment of 20,000 locals in Levies to replace army troops.
The government committee had in its reforms package proposed a three
percent of national resources for the development of FATA areas until it was
merged with the KP and if the package was held in abeyance on any pretext the
tribal belt would continue to be deprived of additional financial resources to
change their economic and infrastructure development for, any fund that was
released through the present system would had no assurance it would be
judiciously spent.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra attended the cabinet
meeting on special invitation.
Later in the day, Adviser to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz
shed light on the recommendations approved in the cabinet meeting. He said the
premier "approved in principle to the recommendations of the committee to
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mainstream Fata in five years in consultation with different stakeholders of the
area".
Provisions would be made through a constitutional amendment to enable the
people of FATA to elect their representatives to the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Assembly in the 2018 elections, said Aziz.
The Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) would also be repealed and replaced
by the new Riwaj Regulation for Tribal Areas, in which provisions related to
collective responsibility would be omitted, thereby making an individual
responsible only for his own acts.
He said further that the National Finance Commission would be requested to
consider allocating 3% of the gross federal divisible pool on an annual basis for the
implementation of the FATA Development Plan. This would be in addition to the
existing allotment of Rs 21 billion from the annual Public Sector Development
Programme (PSDP).
The recommendations also include the target date for repatriation of all IDPs,
which was April 30 this year, while reconstruction activities in areas affected by
military operations would also be completed by 2018.
Пакистан: реформа Территории племен федерального управления
Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7002. 24.02.2017

В феврале 2017 г. центральное правительство Пакистана утвердило
пакет реформ для Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ),
который предусматривает реализацию четырех основных проектов –
административного, судебного, экономического и социального.
Незначительный по численности населения (пять млн. чел.) и площадью
всего 27.2 кв км. административный район играет важную роль во
внутренней и внешней политике страны на протяжении всех лет
независимого существования Пакистана. В состав ТПФУ входят семь
политических агентств (административных единиц), которые подчиняются
Исламабаду. Планы центрального правительства по реформированию зоны
племен ставят целью дальнейшее укрепление государственности, усиление
центростремительных тенденций.
ТПФУ сегодня вновь в фокусе внимания региональных и мировых
держав. Исторически сложилось так, что зона расселения пуштунских
племен граничит с Афганистаном. Эта территория географически является
местом сопряжения Центральной, Западной и Юго-Восточной Азии. Ее
геостратегическая значимость возросла в апреле 2015 г. с началом
имплементации проекта Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК) в рамках инициированного Пекином проекта нового Шелкового
пути (частично маршрут КПЭК планируется по землям ТПФУ).
В 2001-2014 гг., когда в Афганистане бушевала антитеррристическая
кампания Международных сил содействия безопасности (МССБ),
возглавляемой США, Пакистан играл роль прифронтового государства.
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ТПФУ была наводнена местными и иностранными боевиками, которые
использовали Территорию в качестве тыловой базы, переходили пакистаноафганскую границу и вели вооруженную борьбу против МССБ. В ряде
административных центров агентств Южный Вазиристан, Северный
Вазиристан и Хайбер функционировала инфраструктурная сеть боевиков, в
других агентствах располагались их тренировочные лагеря, тюрьмы для
заключения противников, базы хранения оружия и т.д.
Военно-гражданские власти Пакистана осознавали, что добиться
социально-экономической и политической стабильности в ТПФУ после
вывода в декабре 2014 г. большей части войск МССБ из соседнего
Афганистана возможно при условии:




выдворения антигосударственных элементов путем проведения серии военных
операций силами федеральной армии, и уничтожения террористической
инфраструктуры,
реализации комплекса социально-экономических реформ.

Приказ о начале военной операции в агентстве Северный Вазиристан
ставка отдала в июне 2014 г. В сентябре того же года войска вошли в
агентство Хайбер. Целями этих действий были ликвидация или выдворение с
территории Пакистана вооруженной оппозиции. Позднее власти признали
операцию успешной, однако, по заявлению ставки командующего армией,
еще требуется время до окончания ее завершающей стадии.
О реформе ТПФУ говорили давно и военные, и гражданские власти,
начиная с первых лет ХХI века. Президент Пакистана Асиф Али Зардари
(2008-2013 гг.) сумел ввести в практику ряд демократических актов: отменил
запрет на деятельность в ТПФУ политических партий, жителям было
предоставлены права свободы ассоциаций, свободы слова и т.д.
Действующий премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф (2013 г. – н.
время) заявил о полном реформировании ТПФУ.
В 2014-2017 гг. действующая администрация поставила цель включить
население ТПФУ в поле современной политики страны и предоставить ему
равные права с гражданами других районов Пакистана. Задача оказалась
непростой.
Власти заявляют об уважении уникальности родоплеменной структуры
пуштунских племен, подтверждают важность сохранения их обычаев и
традиций. Одновременно комитет по реформированию Территории признает,
что местные жители сталкиваются с многочисленными вызовами:
хронической нищетой (самый высокий показатель в стране), отсталостью
социально-экономического развития (самый низкий показатель), дефицитом
прав человека (включая право на жизнь. В силу разных причин ТПФУ, как
административный субъект, финансировалась из федеральной казны явно
недостаточно. Например, в течение последних пяти лет население ТПФУ
получило на 45% меньше инвестиций на душу населения, чем в основных
провинциях страны.
Для решения многочисленных проблем Территории федеральные власти
сформировали Комитет по реформе ТПФУ. Основной вопрос (как для
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пуштунских племен, так и федеральных властей) - административный статус
Территории. Рассматривалось четыре варианта:






пролонгация нынешнего статус-кво (при одновременном проведении судебных и
административных реформ и осуществлении проектов социально-экономического
развития),
автономный статус (Совет ТПФУ) по образцу Гилгит-Балтистана,
формирование отдельной (пятой в стране) провинции,
интеграция ТПФУ с провинцией Хайбер-Пахтунхва (ХП).

Постоянный комитет по приграничным районам Национальной
ассамблеи (верхней палаты парламента) поддержал вариант слияния ТПФУ с
провинцией ХП. Оправдывая это решение, власти стремились сбить накал
требований о формировании отдельных провинций для других этнических
групп Пакистана – хазарейцев, сирайки и т.д. В то же время оппозиционные
праворелигиозные партии выступили против этого предложения.
Комитет по реформе ТПФУ определил несколько основных пунктов
пакета реформ. Приоритетным оставалось экономическое развитие
Территории. Результатом антигосударственных действий боевиков и
последовавших военных операций стало разрушение (полное или
частичное) инфраструктуры, социальных учреждений, многих деревень и
поселений
Территории.
В
первую
очередь
вопрос
стоял
о
полномасштабных восстановительных работах, осуществляемых силами
федеральной
армии:
ремонта
дорог,
ирригационной
системы, восстановления тоннелей, медицинских и образовательных
учреждений, жилого фонда и т.д.
Следующий этап - реабилитация временно перемещенных лиц (ВПЛ).
Реабилитация – долговременный и многоэтапный процесс, и начался он с
возвращения ВПЛ в районы постоянного проживания. По разным оценкам
3.4 млн местных жителей были вывезены из ряда агентств ТПФУ силами
федеральной армии до начала военных операций - еще осенью 2009 г. из
Южного Вазиристана. Но массовый вывоз населения пришелся на летние осенние месяцы 2014 г. – до и во время военной операции «Удар меча» в
Северном Вазиристане и Хайбере. Первоначально планировалось
возвращение всех переселенцев до конца 2016 г., но сроки постоянно
сдвигались.
В рамках реформы ТПФУ гражданские власти разработали План
десятилетнего развития ТПФУ. Он включает строительство плотин,
разработку месторождений полезных ископаемых, а также программы в
области здравоохранения и профессионального образования.
Одним из проблем изменения статуса ТПФУ является правовая
реформа. До настоящего времени среди пуштунского населения традиционно
осуществляется
правоприменительная
практика;
бытовой
уклад
населения строго регламентируется вековыми традициями.
Правовая реформа предусматривает заменить действующие Правила
регулирования, принятые еще в 1901 г., Законом о надлежащем управлении
ТПФУ 2016, который исходит из принципа индивидуальной ответственности
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в отправлении правосудия, а не коллективной. Законом предусмотрено
расширение юрисдикции Высшего суда провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва и
Верховного суда Пакистана на территории ТПФУ. С этой целью планируется
внесение поправки в Статью 247 Конституции. Одновременно сохраняются
такие традиционные институты как Совет старейшин и система джирги,
коллективное мнение которой будет учитываться при рассмотрении
уголовных и гражданских споров.
Планируется, что слияние ТПФУ и провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва будет
происходить постепенно, в течение пяти лети. Власти признают, что в случае
невыполнения реформы в ближайшее время, завоеванные ходе военной
операции результаты могут быть потеряны.

В феврале 2017 г. центральное правительство Пакистана утвердило
пакет реформ для Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ),
который предусматривает реализацию четырех основных проектов –
административного, судебного, экономического и социального.
Незначительный по численности населения (пять млн. чел.) и площадью
всего 27.2 кв км. административный район играет важную роль во
внутренней и внешней политике страны на протяжении всех лет
независимого существования Пакистана. В состав ТПФУ входят семь
политических агентств (административных единиц), которые подчиняются
Исламабаду. Планы центрального правительства по реформированию зоны
племен ставят целью дальнейшее укрепление государственности, усиление
центростремительных тенденций.
ТПФУ сегодня вновь в фокусе внимания региональных и мировых
держав. Исторически сложилось так, что зона расселения пуштунских
племен граничит с Афганистаном. Эта территория географически является
местом сопряжения Центральной, Западной и Юго-Восточной Азии. Ее
геостратегическая значимость возросла в апреле 2015 г. с началом
имплементации проекта Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора
(КПЭК) в рамках инициированного Пекином проекта нового Шелкового
пути (частично маршрут КПЭК планируется по землям ТПФУ).
В 2001-2014 гг., когда в Афганистане бушевала антитеррристическая
кампания Международных сил содействия безопасности (МССБ),
возглавляемой США, Пакистан играл роль прифронтового государства.
ТПФУ была наводнена местными и иностранными боевиками, которые
использовали Территорию в качестве тыловой базы, переходили пакистаноафганскую границу и вели вооруженную борьбу против МССБ. В ряде
административных центров агентств Южный Вазиристан, Северный
Вазиристан и Хайбер функционировала инфраструктурная сеть боевиков, в
других агентствах располагались их тренировочные лагеря, тюрьмы для
заключения противников, базы хранения оружия и т.д.
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Военно-гражданские власти Пакистана осознавали, что добиться
социально-экономической и политической стабильности в ТПФУ после
вывода в декабре 2014 г. большей части войск МССБ из соседнего
Афганистана возможно при условии:
 выдворения антигосударственных элементов путем проведения серии
военных операций силами федеральной армии, и уничтожения
террористической инфраструктуры,
 реализации комплекса социально-экономических реформ.
Приказ о начале военной операции в агентстве Северный Вазиристан
ставка отдала в июне 2014 г. В сентябре того же года войска вошли в
агентство Хайбер. Целями этих действий были ликвидация или выдворение с
территории Пакистана вооруженной оппозиции. Позднее власти признали
операцию успешной, однако, по заявлению ставки командующего армией,
еще требуется время до окончания ее завершающей стадии.
О реформе ТПФУ говорили давно и военные, и гражданские власти,
начиная с первых лет ХХI века. Президент Пакистана Асиф Али Зардари
(2008-2013 гг.) сумел ввести в практику ряд демократических актов: отменил
запрет на деятельность в ТПФУ политических партий, жителям было
предоставлены права свободы ассоциаций, свободы слова и т.д.
Действующий премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз Шариф (2013 г. – н.
время) заявил о полном реформировании ТПФУ.
В 2014-2017 гг. действующая администрация поставила цель
включить население ТПФУ в поле современной политики страны и
предоставить ему равные права с гражданами других районов Пакистана.
Задача оказалась непростой.
Власти заявляют об уважении уникальности родоплеменной структуры
пуштунских племен, подтверждают важность сохранения их обычаев и
традиций. Одновременно комитет по реформированию Территории признает,
что местные жители сталкиваются с многочисленными вызовами:
хронической нищетой (самый высокий показатель в стране), отсталостью
социально-экономического развития (самый низкий показатель), дефицитом
прав человека (включая право на жизнь. В силу разных причин ТПФУ, как
административный субъект, финансировалась из федеральной казны явно
недостаточно. Например, в течение последних пяти лет население
ТПФУ получило на 45% меньше инвестиций на душу населения, чем в
основных провинциях страны.
Для решения многочисленных проблем Территории федеральные власти
сформировали Комитет по реформе ТПФУ. Основной вопрос (как для
пуштунских племен, так и федеральных властей) - административный статус
Территории. Рассматривалось четыре варианта:
 пролонгация нынешнего статус-кво (при одновременном проведении
судебных и административных реформ и осуществлении проектов
социально-экономического развития),
 автономный статус (Совет ТПФУ) по образцу Гилгит-Балтистана,
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формирование отдельной (пятой в стране) провинции,
 интеграция ТПФУ с провинцией Хайбер-Пахтунхва (ХП).
Постоянный комитет по приграничным районам Национальной
ассамблеи
(верхней палаты парламента) поддержал вариант слияния
ТПФУ с провинцией ХП. Оправдывая это решение, власти стремились
сбить накал требований о формировании отдельных провинций для других
этнических групп Пакистана – хазарейцев, сирайки и т.д. В то же время
оппозиционные праворелигиозные партии выступили против этого
предложения.
Комитет по реформе ТПФУ определил несколько основных пунктов
пакета реформ. Приоритетным оставалось экономическое развитие
Территории. Результатом антигосударственных действий боевиков и
последовавших военных операций стало разрушение (полное или
частичное) инфраструктуры, социальных учреждений, многих деревень и
поселений
Территории.
В
первую
очередь
вопрос
стоял
о
полномасштабных восстановительных работах, осуществляемых силами
федеральной
армии:
ремонта
дорог,
ирригационной
системы, восстановления тоннелей, медицинских и образовательных
учреждений, жилого фонда и т.д.
Следующий этап - реабилитация временно перемещенных лиц (ВПЛ).
Реабилитация – долговременный и многоэтапный процесс, и начался он с
возвращения ВПЛ в районы постоянного проживания. По разным оценкам
3.4 млн местных жителей были вывезены из ряда агентств ТПФУ силами
федеральной армии до начала военных операций - еще осенью 2009 г. из
Южного Вазиристана. Но массовый вывоз населения пришелся на летние осенние месяцы 2014 г. – до и во время военной операции «Удар меча» в
Северном Вазиристане и Хайбере. Первоначально планировалось
возвращение всех переселенцев до конца 2016 г., но сроки постоянно
сдвигались.
В рамках реформы ТПФУ гражданские власти разработали План
десятилетнего развития ТПФУ. Он включает строительство плотин,
разработку месторождений полезных ископаемых, а также программы в
области здравоохранения и профессионального образования.
Одним из проблем изменения статуса ТПФУ является правовая
реформа. До настоящего времени среди пуштунского населения традиционно
осуществляется
правоприменительная
практика;
бытовой
уклад
населения строго регламентируется вековыми традициями.
Правовая реформа предусматривает заменить действующие Правила
регулирования, принятые еще в 1901 г., Законом о надлежащем управлении
ТПФУ 2016, который исходит из принципа индивидуальной ответственности
в отправлении правосудия, а не коллективной. Законом предусмотрено
расширение юрисдикции Высшего суда провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва и
Верховного суда Пакистана на территории ТПФУ. С этой целью планируется
внесение поправки в Статью 247 Конституции. Одновременно сохраняются
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такие традиционные институты как Совет старейшин и система джирги,
коллективное мнение которой будет учитываться при рассмотрении
уголовных и гражданских споров.
Планируется, что слияние ТПФУ и провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва будет
происходить постепенно, в течение пяти лети. Власти признают, что в случае
невыполнения реформы в ближайшее время, завоеванные ходе военной
операции результаты могут быть потеряны.
Террористы атаковали армейский блок-пост на границе с Афганистаном
Terrorists attack Pakistan Army checkposts on Afghan border
The Express Tribune. 12.02.2017. (нет Интернте-адреса)

Terrorists from Afghanistan attacked a Pakistan Army checkpost in Mohmand
Agency late Friday night.
The military‘s media wing, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), said,
Pakistan military effectively responded to the fire in Baizai Tehsil of Upper
Mohmand, rendering it ineffective. Soon after the incident, militants fled back to
Afghanistan, ISPR added.
11 killed, 31 injured in Jamrud check post blast
Sources in the area revealed that at least two checkposts came under attack in
the Ulai area. ―Several militants were killed in the exchange of fire, with one minor
injury on the Pakistani side,‖ the source added.
The outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan Jamaat-ul-Ahrar on Saturday stated
that it lost two men while three others were injured after they launched an
overnight attack on a Pakistani checkpost.
Govt-run boys‘ school comes under attack in Mohmand Agency
Last year, at least eleven people were killed and 31 others injured as a suicide
bomber blew himself up near a check post in Karkhano Market, adjacent to Jamrud
in Khyber Agency. ―Eleven people have been killed and 31 others injured,‖
officials of Hayatabad Medical Complex told The Express Tribune. Casualties are
feared to rise, the officials added. Further, a hospital source said a child and four
security officials are among the dead.
О слиянии FATA с провинцией Хайбер Пахтунхва – есть разные мнения
Fata MPs differ on merger with KP
Javaid-ur-Rahman. February 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/11-Feb2017/fata-mps-differ-on-merger-with-kp

ISLAMABAD - FATA parliamentarians, intending to call All Parties
Conference (APC) on FATA reforms, are not on same page for merger of tribal
region with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
The FATA members, even after the assurance of Prime Minister to call a
separate cabinet meeting on FATA reforms, are still adamant to register a strong
protest. The FATA lawmakers had already warned the incumbent government for
taking to streets on March 12.
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At the same time, there was a division among the FATA members about
merger of the region with KP. ―We (FATA parliamentarians) are not on the same
page on merger of FATA with KP,‖ said FATA MNA Bismillah Khan while
talking to The Nation.
All the FATA members, he said, are in favour of ‗FATA reforms‘ but are not
unanimous on merger of FATA with KP. ―I don‘t think KP will easily deal with
the affairs of FATA,‖ he added. Bismillah Khan was of the view that even majority
of FATA members do not support merger with KP.
When contacted, FATA Senator Sajid Toori said all the FATA members are
united on their stance. ―Majority are in favour of merger of FATA with KP but a
very few could be against it,‖ he said.
Shah G Gul Afiridi, Parliamentary leader of FATA MNAs, said they were not
ready to accept Prime Minister‘s assurance to deal FATA parliamentarians issue in
a separate cabinet meeting. ―We (FATA members) are still sticking to our stance
on March 12 protest,‖ he said.
However, Afridi said the matter will thoroughly be discussed in the APC in
coming week. ―Dropping agenda of FATA reforms from cabinet meeting has
clearly reflected the intentions of government so now decision will be made in the
APC,‖ he added.
Another MNA from FATA, Nasir Khan was seemingly not in favour merger
of FATA with KP. ―If there was no other option to deal with this matter then
merger will be okay,‖ he said.
The FATA members had already expressed their concerns in National
Assembly proceedings for dropping the ‗FATA reforms‘ from last cabinet meeting.
―If our reforms package is not approved, we will not let a single branch of the
government function until we receive the rights being enjoyed by the rest of
Pakistanis,‖ Afridi had warned the government in the National Assembly floor.
In a bid to placate these FATA parliamentarians, Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif has recently announced to discuss ‗FATA reforms package‘ in a separate
cabinet meeting. ―On my directives, extensive consultation has been carried out
with all stakeholders,‖ said the Prime Minister.
Sources said the FATA members before calling APC will hold a separate
meeting of FATA parliamentarians to once again deliberate merger of FATA. ―We
will make efforts to adopt a same stance on merger of FATA to present it in the
APC,‖ said a FATA member, desiring not to be named.
Терроризм в FATA снизился в 2016 г.
Downward trend in Fata terror attacks in 2016
The Nation. January 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/26-Jan2017/downward-trend-in-fata-terror-attacks-in-2016

ISLAMABAD - Terrorist attacks in Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(Fata) have seen a slight downward trend in 2016 as compared to the previous
year.
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A report published by the Fata Research Centre in Islamabad reveals that 130
militant attacks were recorded in 2016, compared to 146 in 2015. Similarly, 881
casualties were recorded during 2016 which is a significant decline, compared to
2,240 casualties in 2015. While overall terrorist incidents declined by 11 per cent,
there was a 60 per cent decline in total number of casualties in 2016.
According to the report, 52 incidents of militant attacks on civilians, 56
militant attacks on military, 17 cross-border attacks by militants on civilians and
military while five militant attacks on peace lashkar have been recorded in the year
2016.
The report further states that a total of 84 counter-terrorism incidents
including 64 search operations, 18 aerial strikes and two drone strikes were carried
out by the Pakistani security forces during 2016 to counter terrorism. Among the
total casualties that occurred in Fata during the year 2016, militants‘ casualties
comprised 52 per cent of the total casualties, while civilian and military casualties
were recorded as 27 per cent and 19 per cent respectively.
The highest number of casualties were reported from North Waziristan
Agency (23 per cent), followed by Mohmand and Khyber agencies respectively.
Orakzai Agency remained largely peaceful as compared to other agencies of Fata,
with two terrorist attacks reported in 2016.
Irfanuddin, Research Analyst at Fata Research Centre, when contacted, stated
that the continuous decline in militancy incidents shows the effectiveness of
ongoing military operations in Fata. ―It shows that majority of the militant
networks in Fata have been dismantled although few groups are still operating in
pockets along the Pak-Afghan border,‖ he said. He was of the view that amidst
increasing control of Afghan Taliban inside Afghanistan, the regrouping of
Pakistani Taliban in Afghanistan poses serious threat to already fragile state of
security situation in Fata.
Слияние FATA с Хайбер Пахтунхва: FCR будет отменено в процессе
реформирования FATA
FATA merger: ‗FCR will be repealed through reforms‘
The Express Tribune, January 19th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1299970/fatamerger-fcr-will-repealed-reforms/

ISLAMABAD: President Mamnoon Hussain on Wednesday said that the
Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR) Act, governing the tribal areas, would be
repealed through the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) reforms.
He said the Fata reforms committee had given valuable proposals under
which the tribal traditions, values and culture would be protected besides these
would be effective in repealing the oppressive collective responsibility regulation.
The president told the elders that the Fata reforms committee had laid down
significant proposals for extending jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the high
court to the tribal areas.
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Besides, proposals about increase in vacancies of Levies force for peace and
modifying them on the pattern of police force were an important part of the
reforms committee‘s task which would be finalised soon, he added.
The president said the relevant authorities and departments were also being
directed by the federal government to improve the functioning of administration in
tribal areas.
The reforms committee had also proposed special development fund for Fata
which would be considered in the next National Finance Commission meeting.
He further told the gathering that proposal report about the merger of Fata
with K-P was also presented by the committee in Parliament which would be
decided soon.
The president said that to bring Fata at a par with the rest of the country,
health and education facilities would be increased. In this connection, new tehsils
and public facilities would be established in South Waziristan.
Similarly, new NADRA offices and power grid stations are to be built, he
said, adding that the tribal areas would witness an era of progress and prosperity.
Митинг за слияние FATA с провинцией Хайбер Пахтунхва.
Protest rally: Tribesmen call for FATA‘s merger
Zulfiqar
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
5th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1284916/protest-rally-tribesmen-call-fatas-merger/
DERA ISMAIL KHAN: A protest rally was staged here on Wednesday
under the banner of the Fata Siyasi Ittehad, urging the authorities concerned to
abolish the Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR) and merge the FederallyAdministered Tribal Areas (Fata) with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
The rally began from the Tank Adda Bazaar, heading towards the Topanwalla
Chowk.
Protesters were holding banners and chanting slogans ‗Go FCR, Go‘ and
‗Merge Fata with K-P‘.
―FCR is a black law dating back to the colonial era … It is inhuman and
tribesmen have consistently been rejecting it. Tribesmen no longer want to live
under its tyranny,‖ said PTI‘s Nasirullah Khan Wazir from South Waziristan
Agency.
―Tribesmen are now aware and have launched a movement against FCR,‖
Wazir said.
Hayat Mehsud, a social activist, said: ―Today, we are burying FCR and this is
manifested by the large number of people attending the rally … From today
onwards, no worldly power can impose FCR upon us.‖
―We want the government to abolish FCR and merge Fata with KhyberPakhtunkhwa,‖ he said.
The protest rally disrupted the traffic flow on the Circular Road, creating
public nuisance.
The Fata Siyasi Ittehad is an alliance of political parties campaigning against
the FCR and calling for merging Fata with K-P, besides pressing the government
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to immediately implement Fata Reforms. Two other political parties, the Jamiat
Ulema-e-Islam (JUI-F) and Pashtoonkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) oppose
the Ittehad‘s stance.
After differences emerged among political parties over Fata reforms, the
implementation on the report compiled by the PM‘s Fata Reforms Committee, an
essential part of the National Action Plan, has been delayed.
Впервые за последние 5 лет в провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва снизилось
число терактов
KP witnessed decline in terrorist attacks in 2016
The Nation. January 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/17-Jan-2017/kpwitnessed-decline-in-terrorist-attacks-in-2016

PESHAWAR - First time in the last six years, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
witnessed a visible decline in terrorist attacks and deaths in 2016.
This was revealed by Additional IG CTD Salahud Din during a detailed
briefing to the Inspector General of Police Nasir Khan Durrani.
During the year 2016, 238 incidents of terrorism took place as compared to
610 and 297 in the year 2014 and 2015 respectively.
Similarly, the incidents of kidnapping for ransom and extortion also showed a
remarkable decrease as compared to the past three years. Besides, 100 cases of
extortion took place as compared to 344 incidents in the year 2014 and 178
incidents in the year 2015.
Meanwhile, 22 incidents of kidnapping for ransom took place as compared to
110 and 53 incidents in 2014 and 2015 respectively.
During the year 2016, 238 number of terrorism took place, in which
181person died. These incidents included attack on Bacha Khan University,
Charsadda, NADRA office and Kacheri in Mardan and attack on FC convoy in
Peshawar etc.
Police personnel showed extreme bravery by obstructing the suicide bombers
and were martyred.
During the briefing, positive results of operation Zarb-e-Azb were also
discussed and it was found that the Army Operation in Fata has remarkable effects
on the overall security situation in the province.
The IGP was also briefed about the challenges for Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
police in the face of Zarb-e-Azb. There were two major challenges for KhyberPakhtunkhwa police that were nabbing the fleeing militants who had escaped to
settled area, as a result of operation and to stop their further infiltration.
In this connection, the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa police responded very
effectively and arrested 1,195 hardcore militants while 121 Proclaimed Offenders
(POs), carrying head money were also arrested. He also revealed that 1,192 cases
of terrorism were traced and challaned.
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The IGP CTD highlighted this aspect during the briefing that had these
militants escaped from Fata were not arrested, they could have played havoc in
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Similarly, in order to stop the infiltration and denying bases to the militants in
settled areas, the police undertook an extensive campaign of search and strike
operations and also against land lords, who had let out their places without
informing police. In this connection 22,506 cases have been registered.
IGP appreciated the role of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa police in general and CTD
in particular for rising up to the challenge and taking effective steps for
neutralizing the militants in settled areas.
35% школ в Хайбер Пахтунхва не имеют электричества
No electricity in 35% K-P schools
Asad
Zia.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
16th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1296201/contradicting-claims-no-electricity-35-k-p-schools/

2017.

PESHAWAR: A report compiled by the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Elementary
and Secondary Education Department appeared to belie the provincial
government‘s claims about achieving ‗record development‘ in the education sector
over the past three years.
A report collated by the Independent Monitoring Unit set up by the provincial
government showed that 35 per cent of schools were still without electricity, 12 per
cent had no toilets and 11 per cent were still without boundary walls.
According to the Education Department‘s data, nearly 17,000 schools had
been made functional across the province over the past three years. The number
included 539 primary schools.
Another claim: ‗Electricity output to rise by 11,000MW‘
The report stated that 386 schools were upgraded to middle school level, 385
middle schools upgraded to high schools while 207 high schools were upgraded to
higher secondary schools.
The report showed that 12,000 additional classrooms, 13,600 school boundary
walls, 16,000 toilets had been built in schools across the province.
Similarly, the government also provided electricity to 9,800 schools,
including primary, middle and high schools in 25 districts.
Over the period under review, the government launched several initiatives,
including the establishment of an independent monitoring unit (IMU), supported
poor students under voucher scheme, introduced automatic management action
system and trained around 83,000 teachers.
But according to a report issued by the provincial government‘s own IMU in
December last year, 35 per cent of schools across the province were still without
electricity, 11 per cent were without boundary walls, 12 per cent had no toilets and
25 per cent were still without clean drinking water.
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The IMU report showed that teachers‘ attendance improved after it was
determined that 86 per cent of teachers took regular classes while 82 per cent of
non-teaching staff was available in schools.
Programme Manager at the Centre for Governance and Public Accountability
(CGPA) Malik Massood Khan said that although the incumbent government was
more focused on education, it failed to achieve set targets.
Stop telling lies, PM tells rivals
According to him, children in rural areas were still deprived of their right to
education.
Criticising the government for not formulating a law in conformity with
Article 25-A, he urged the provincial government to conduct a need-based survey
across the province and fulfill the needs in all districts.
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa‘s Elementary and Secondary Education Minister
Muhammad Atif Khan said that the government was forging ahead with its new
policy for schools with a minimum requirement of six classrooms and six teachers
in every government school.
В Хайбер Пахтунхва обнаружены большие запасы газа.
Energy-rich: K-P has 16 trillion cubic feet of gas deposits
Imran
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
15th,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295031/energy-rich-k-p-16-trillion-cubic-feet-gas-deposits/

2017.

Identifies 26 spots that have huge hydrocarbon reserves
FAISALABAD: Pakistan is producing only 96,000 barrels of oil per day
(bpd), far lower than its demand for 400,000 bpd, which can mostly be met by
energy-rich Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) that has huge hydrocarbon reserves, says
a high official of the province‘s energy company.
―Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has reserves of 16 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and
1.1 billion barrels of oil,‖ disclosed Nouman Akbar, Director General Human
Resources, Corporate Affairs and Marketing of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Oil and
Gas Company Limited (KPOGCL).
Speaking to members of the Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(FCCI), he said K-P was catering to 57% of Pakistan‘s crude oil production and
contributing 15% to the demand for natural gas. In addition to these, it accounts for
25% of the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) production in the country.
World Bank agrees to fund three hydro projects in K-P
Akbar said KPOGCL had been set up to step up work and explore the
untapped oil and gas resources in order to make Pakistan self-reliant in energy
production.
The government has allocated five blocks to the company, of which
exploration work on the Lucky block is in full swing. ―The Potohar region is rich
in hydrocarbon resources and in many cases gas is oozing out of the soil,‖ he said.
Similarly, shallow digging also leads to the discovery of oil reserves. At least,
26 spots had been identified where oil and gas reserves were present in abundance
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and Akbar emphasised that efforts should be expedited in collaboration with the
private sector to tap the resources.
He was of the view that at least $110 million were required from the private
sector for development of the five exploration blocks. The amount could be made
available in the form of shares, which could also be purchased by small investors,
he said.
The K-P government has finished geological mapping of the province and is
setting up a technical testing laboratory in Peshawar in a bid to conduct analysis of
the soil data collected from various sites.
Earlier, soil samples were sent to laboratories of other countries that charged a
fee in dollars, but now these tests could be conducted in the country with a nominal
fee.
―Plans are also on the cards to establish a most modern refinery for the
processing of crude oil. This refinery, expected to be operational within four years,
will be able to cater to the needs of the country,‖ Akbar said.
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan look to boost energy, trade ties
Responding to a question about the safety of investment, he suggested that a
separate fund management company could be created to address the financial
issues.
He pointed out that exploration work was going on at a slow pace because of
the lethargic licensing and taxation processes.
Listing them among the most discouraging factors, he suggested that all
provinces should make a collective representation to the federal government,
proposing the abolition of tax at the initial stage of geological surveys and drilling.
FATA и провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва должны быть объединены перед
выборами в 2018 г.
FATA and KP should be united before 2018 polls: Sherpao
Daily Times. 8/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/khyber-pakhtunkhwa/08-Jan-17/fataand-kp-should-be-united-before-2018-polls-sherpao

PESHAWAR: Qaumi Watan Party Chairman Aftab Ahmed Khan Sherpao
has univocally demanded an end to the line dividing Pakhtoons between settled
and tribal areas saying that FATA and KP should be united before the elections of
2018.
Uniting Pakhtoons in Pakistan would usher an era of peace and prosperity in
the country, Aftab Sherpao expressed these views while addressing the
inauguration ceremony of two small dams in Matta area of District Charsadda.
While addressing the gathering, Sherpao clarified that Pakhtoon nation have
rendered numerous sacrifices financially and with their lives and its time that the
federal government realises their sacrifices instead of turning a deaf ear towards
their demands.
He said that KP is the largest producers of gas and oil in Pakistan. Moreover
the area of Pakhtoona is rich in natural resources. But the federal government,
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under its malicious design, has taken control over these resources due to which
people of KP have been deprived of any prospects of development.
Additionally, the federal government is also trying to single out KP from the
developmental schemes associated with the CPEC project. Aftab Khan appealed to
the Pakhtoon nation to unite and start a peaceful struggle demanding their due
rights and to unite the people of KP and FATA.
The chairman clarified that it is important to provide all the federating units in
Pakistan with their due rights in order to ensure a strong federation. He stated that
if the federal government limits its developmental agenda to Punjab, and ignores
the sacrifices of Pakhtoon nation, it will have a negative impact on the federation.
The chairman also criticized the federal government regarding the Munda
dam and clarified that despite the completion of its feasibility study, the federal
government has been delaying its construction program due to which there is
shortage of electricity and water for irrigation purposes.
With regard to the construction of two small dams, the chairman directed the
Senior Minister for irrigation, Sikandar Khan Sherpao to ensure construction of
approach roads for the locals along with ensuring provision of jobs to the local
people.
While addressing the gathering, Senior Minister Sikandar Khan Sherpao
added that with the successful completion of two small dams, irrigation will
become possible on 3000 acres of land along with providing access to clean
drinking water for over 10000 people.
The minister also stated that an approach toad will be constructed along with
the dams in addition to ensuring provision of jobs to the local people of the area.
The minister also ensured due compensation to people whose land will be occupied
by the construction of the dams. The minister also directed the authorities
concerned to complete a detailed design of the dam within 4 months time in order
to ensure its timely completion.
MPAs Arif Ahmed zai, Khalid Khan, Sultan Muhammad Khan and Advisor
Arshan Khan Umarzai were also present on the occasion.

БЕЛУДЖИСТАН1
Развитие Белуджистана в рамках КПЭК
CPEC Balochistan and Western Route
Durdana Najam. The Nation. December 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Dec2017/cpec-balochistan-and-western-route

We are living in a world that in spite of advancement is also fastened to the
barbaric ways that justify annihilation in the name of personal interests. Previously
if territorial disputes had torn the world apart, today ideological and cultural
differences under the prevailing concept of sovereignty have disrupted the world
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order. We have never yearned for peace as much as we do today. The new
phenomenon of non-state actors has given rise to a faceless enemy who is hard to
identify, easy to buy, and capable of causing incalculable and unexpected
destruction. Terrorism is a new name of world conflict. Its scourge inflicts almost
the entire world and Pakistan is no exception. For the last 15 years, since the start
of the war against terror in Afghanistan, Pakistan is struggling to eliminate this
menace. Almost 70,000 people have died that includes casualties of army and
police officers. It obliterated Pakistan‘s economic hub, Karachi into, pieces. It
rampaged through our schools killing innocent children. It turned the peaceful
terrains of FATA into terror machinery. It diverted our resources from education
and health to the capacity building of security and law enforcement forces.
Unfortunately, Pakistan has to face conflicts on two fronts, one from India and
another from Afghanistan. Now with both joining hands to stop Pakistan from
getting its share of global economic development from China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), the need is greater than ever to learn, how to avoid war, resolve
conflicts and establish peace. In times to come Pakistan, because of its strategic
location, and being an essential partner in the CPEC , would rise and shine. And
the jewel in this decoration would be Balochistan . Pakistan‘s future lies
in Balochistan . It is for this very reason that the country should focus
on Balochistan , especially the economic, social and political implications
of CPEC on the Western Route . Running through one of the toughest and most
underdeveloped regions, the Western Route is seen both as the reason for hope and
fear for the people living there.
Balochistan is areas-wise the largest and the least populated province of
Pakistan. Rich in mineral resources, the province has been the source of comfort
and economic activity for the rest of Pakistan. The irony is that the province itself
could not savour the benefits of its resources. Most of the blame for this
underdevelopment is laid on the tribal chiefs who by design wanted to see their
people uncultured, uneducated and poor. However, it was the responsibility of the
centre to ensure that Balochistanreceived its share of socio-economic development.
Education, health and law and order were federal subjects until the arrival of 18th
Amendment in 2010. Somehow inertia prevailed both in the provincial and federal
governments on providing the Baloch their due rights. Consequently, a sense of
deprivation led to a feeling, in the natives of Balochistan , that the state was biased
and the Punjab-led bureaucracy and military had exploitative relations
with Balochistan . These negative feelings against the state, compounded with the
insurgency in Balochistan , kept the province politically unstable for decades. Five
military operations have been carried out so far to suppress the insurgency. An
Army Corps along with police, frontier constabulary and different shades of law
enforcement agencies have been put in place to keep Balochistan from withering.
Local Lashkars were raised to defeat insurgents, but a toxic mixture of sectarian
and Islamist militants made these Lashkars even more deadly. Balochistansaw the
worst sectarian killing of the Hazara Shias at the hands of Lashkar-e-Jhangvi. The
group has been largely supressed.
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Balochistan today needs more attention than a simple development strategy
does. A policy shift to empower the people of Balochistan so that they become the
real stakeholders of the project is required. It makes essential for the government to
look at the Western Route from five angles. One, the development of economic
zones, so that the route does not comprise just roads passing through difficult
terrains. Two, development of human resource to give ownership of the project to
the locals so that they are directly involved in economic activities. Three,
arrangements are made to manage migration and urbanisation. Four, development
of a policy framework to handle ethnic and sectarian divide likely to ensue due to
in-migration and urbanization. Five, increasing peace prospects with countries that
could potentially intervene to disrupt development in Balochistan . India could
challenge CPEC in more than one ways.
The question is what kind of peace do we want in Balochistan ? A peace
obtained by just averting conflicts or insurgency would have no real value. Often
oppressive policies leading to the human rights violation are used to enforce such
superficial calm. This kind of peace has existed in Balochistan for over seven
decades with the result that the province gives a spectacle of a garrison.
What we require today is lasting or positive peace. Peace, resulting from
respect for human rights. Peace, incurred from justice dispensed to every person
without discrimination. Peace, borne out of maintenance of the rule of law, good
governance, and social cohesion. It is this peace that would eventually bring about
a sustainable change in Balochistan . No foreign hand would be able to play any
negative role to the extent that it annihilates our system if our people have faith in
the state and its institutions.
Unfortunately, in Pakistan injustice and institutional and administrative
corruption has made people desperate. People take law into their hands without
qualms. The powerful make the weak rot in subjugation. Health and education
have become so expensive that people survive to eventually die of incurable
diseases and a lead a life devoid of knowledge and learning. Such treatment makes
people lose their trust in the government.
In this equation, China would be loath to see Pakistan at war with itself.
China knows that terrorism will haunt CPEC and that the hostile regional forces
would try to sabotage this initiative. But China would have little patience for
Pakistan‘s policies leading to political instability. The roots of ethnic and sectarian
violence are entrenched in the psyche of this nation. One spur and people can start
killing one another. Balochistancan be engulfed in this fire easily unless the
government in the centre makes Balochistan autonomous under the 18th
Amendment and trusts its people for their loyalty towards the state.
Правительство Белуджистана предлагает пересмотреть кабальные
условия Договора о сдаче в аренду Китаю порта Гвадар (по которому Китай
получит 91% прибыли от порта).
Govt asked to review accord with China on Gwadar
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Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373106/govt-asked-toreview-accord-with-china-on-gwadar

QUETTA: A former speaker of the Balochistan Assembly has expressed
dismay over terms of the federal government‘s agreement on Gwadar Port with
China and called for a review of the accord.
According to a statement made in the Senate, China is set to get 91 per cent
of the revenue generated from the port while the remaining 9pc will go to the port
— a federally controlled authority — for the next 40 years.
Former speaker Mohammad Aslam Bhootani said that people had been told
that China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would usher in an era of
prosperity and a better life.
Gwadar was the jewel of CPEC, he said and added that ―its land, deep sea
and everything else belong to the people of Balochistan, who in return will be
getting nothing out of the billion-dollar project‖.
Former Balochistan Assembly speaker expresses dismay over terms of
agreement on port
―The disclosure of [terms of] this agreement has reinforced our
apprehensions and shows this will add to the suffering of the people of the
province and the injustices they have faced,‖ he said.
The former speaker of the provincial legislature urged the federal
government to revisit the CPEC agreement and protect the legitimate rights of the
provinces.
―The international powers who have already expressed their reservations on
CPEC may not be given the opportunity to make Balochistan a battlefield to settle
their score and the only way forward is to make the people of Balochistan the real
stockholders of the project…,‖ he said.
Mr Bhootani added that the Chinese companies should review their
agreement and incorporate Balochistan‘s share in the project as ―the people of
Balochistan love and respect the country‘s friendship with its neighbour‖.
Китай получит 91% от всех доходов порта Гвадар в ближайшие 40 лет.
China to get 91pc Gwadar income, minister tells Senate
Iftikhar
A.
Khan.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372695/china-to-get-91pc-gwadar-income-minister-tells-senate

ISLAMABAD: The Senate was told on Friday that 91 per cent of the
revenues to be generated from the Gwadar port as part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) would go to China, while the Gwadar Port Authority
would get 9pc share in the income for the next 40 years.
This was disclosed by Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping Mir Hasil
Bizenjo after senators expressed concern over the secrecy surrounding the CPEC
long-term agreement plan, with many observing that the agreement tilted heavily
in China‘s favour.
The minister said that the agreement was based on a build-operate and
transfer model spread over 40 years. That means that Pakistan will take over the
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operation of the port along with the infrastructure to be built on it during the period
to enhance the port‘s cargo-handling capacity.
However, Senator Kalsoom Parveen of the ruling Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) pointed out that the agreement had not been signed on the basis
of equality as had been done with India. She asked Senate Chairperson Raza
Rabbani to convene a meeting of the committee of the whole of council, in which
all relevant departments which signed the pact would be called. Mr Rabbani,
however, pointed out that there were already two committees on the CPEC,
including a Senate committee and a parliamentary panel. He advised her to take up
the issue at the Senate committee on CPEC.
PPP leader warns defence minister against committing to terms of Saudi-led
coalition without first informing Senate
Senator Sardar Azam Musakhel of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
(PkMAP) lamented that neither of the chairmen of the two committees was from
Balochistan, and alleged that they had given China a ‗concession‘. Senator Mohsin
Aziz of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf stressed that the business community must be
involved in signing such business agreements, a task which, he claimed, should not
be left to bureaucrats with no business savvy.
Senator Javed Abbasi of the PML-N, however, defended the agreement
saying it would greatly benefit Pakistan. He added that the power projects under
the CPEC would alleviate Pakistan‘s severe energy crisis. He pointed out that most
of the power projects would be constructed in Balochistan and Sindh. The project
would bring $56 billion investment into Pakistan, he said, adding that the CPEC
would include infrastructure projects as well as industrial zones that would
generate employment opportunities.
While speaking on a point of order, Senator Farhatullah Babar of the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) warned the defence minister not to commit to the
terms of the Islamic Military Counter Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC) without
bringing it to the notice of the Senate first.
He reminded the government that the defence minister had assured the house
that he would share the terms of reference for participation in the alliance with the
Senate before taking any decision.
He said the military commander of the coalition had been quoted as saying
that the coalition ‗encompassed four key areas of ideology, communications,
counterterrorism financing and military to fight terrorism and to join other
international security and peace keeping efforts‘.
Each of these areas, particularly the one pertaining to ideology, presented
potential pitfalls and challenges with far-reaching consequences for Pakistan, he
said, and demanded clarity on issues involved and stressed the need to lay down all
the facts before parliament.
Senator Rabbani endorsed this demand, and said that then defence minister
Khawaja Asif, now the foreign minister, had assured them that the house would
taken on board before the government became party to any such venture with the
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Saudi-led military alliance. The alliance announced in December 2015 has 41
members, and Pakistan was a part of the first 34 countries to join the coalition.
Lawmakers from both sides of the aisle expressed concern over the absence
of senators, which delayed voting on the delimitation bill pending before the
Senate. Some have suggested the possibility of ‗hidden hands‘ in preventing
passage of the bill which would ensure that elections could be held in a timely
manner next year.
Senator Usman Khan Kakar of the PkMAP was blunt in saying that the
parliamentary system was under threat, and urged senators from various parties to
show up on Monday and pass the bill in order to end the confusion. ―Parliament is
facing a threat from people who had never accepted this system,‖ he said, referring
to the two-week long sit-in at Faizabad.
Azam Musakhel said that the bill was being delayed on purpose on orders of
the ‗hidden powers‘. He added that the bill could not be passed for the third
consecutive time, and every time, members from all parties, including the PML-N,
had stayed mysteriously absent from proceedings.
Senator Rabbani ruled that the Federal Investigation Agency‘s (FIA) report
on the implementation of the Pakistan Electronic Crimes Act 2016 should be
brought in the House, and thereafter be referred to the relevant committee for incamera discussion on it. Further, he directed the government to provide complete
information during the in-camera proceedings. In his ruling, he observed that it
was ―sorry state of affairs‖, that the FIA report did not adhere to the requirements
of the law, and directed the government to formulate the rules for preparing reports
for submission to the House in 30 days, and place the same before the senate
committee on delegated legislation.
The ruling came after a senator asked whether the FIA‘s report could be
brought before an open house, or if it had to be treated as a classified document for
discussion only in in-camera meeting of the IT committee of the senate. The house
will now meet on Monday at 4pm.
Что хочет включить в КПЭК провинция Белуджистан? Гвадар?
What are provinces pitching at seventh JCC?: Nothing beyond Gwadar
for Balochistan
Zahra Anum. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371693/what-are-provinces-pitching-at-seventh-jcc-nothingbeyond-gwadar-for-balochistan

Much has been said of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor‘s (CPEC) role
in boosting the country‘s economy. While provinces have tried to grasp the
opportunity to use the huge Chinese investment to develop their own industrial
zones and enhance sectoral capacity, Balochistan, apart from Gwadar, has been
slow on the uptake.
With the seventh Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meetings coming up,
the province aims to propose six new projects, according to official information
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provided. A look at these shows a rigorous focus on progressing Gwadar‘s
development along with further logistic advancements.
The six projects that the province will present in the JCC are: Financial
assistance from EXIM Bank for Gwadar; Construction of alternate harbour with
allied facilities and establishment of necessary facilities for boat building industry
on West-bay of Gwadar; Model Fisherman Residential village; Northern bypass
(77 KM); Extension of airport road to New Gwadar International Airport; and
Extension of Jinnah Avenue towards Koh-e-Batil and Northern bypass.
For work on CPEC projects to continue smoothly, the belief that the
initiative is benefiting only a select few areas needs to be combated
Even though Balochistan led the way with 13 projects that were approved in
the sixth JCC meetings in December last year, there has been criticism from
various quarters that the thrust of the development has been focused on Gwadar
leading to unequal growth in the province.
Some officials spoken to were of the opinion that, along with Gwadar, until
and unless the rest of the provincial economy was not integrated within the CPEC
project, sustainable progress would not take place. There were multiple mentions
of Lahore‘s Rapid Mass transit projects as a first step towards this holistic growth.
When pointed out by this writer that the provinces were free to put forth
plans that would bring about this integration, they lamented the fact that projects
related to the socio-economic development of the province were not really of
interest to the Chinese and were, therefore, rejected.
Projects focused on the afore-mentioned socio economic development, and
which were supposed to be presented in the upcoming JCC, were the Quetta Mass
Transit projects, the transportation of water from Pat-Feeder to Quetta project and
the Bostan Special Economic Zone. All of these will now be postponed as the
initial work for their presentation has not been completed.
On an enquiry into the reasons why the initial work had not been completed
an official made a case for the province‘s capacity constraints. He was of the
opinion that the federal government should support the province by providing
technical assistance and bemoaned the federal departments‘ indifference.
When asked, Additional Chief Secretary (Dev), planning and development,
Mr Qamar Masood stated that the government‘s current focus in Balochistan was
on Gwadar and developing communications channels.
Stating his point of view regarding the criticism that all development was
Gwadar-centric with the rest of the province being neglected, he sounded weary,
like a man tired of explaining the same thing multiple times to not very bright
children ―This is a misunderstanding. While port development and connectivity is
the current focus, things are going step by step and development is taking place
side by side.‖
He said where economic expansion was concerned, it was a part of the
CPEC and Balochistan was not going to be left behind; all investors wanted good
labour, water and electricity but providing them was not a six or 10 month long
issue. It would take time.
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He referenced the Bostan Special Economic Zone as an example of
simultaneous projects from which the entire province would benefit, stating that
―while it has a lot of issues, consultants are working on the feasibility which will
be completed around March. It is the most feasible project. Projects take different
time frames for completion; this is not about politics but the nature of the project‖.
Mr Masood also dismissed the case regarding the lack of aid from the
federal government. He vociferously stated that this was ―not true. The federal
government has increased support, look at the figures, it has been very generous.‖
Planning and Development Secretary Asfandyar Kakar, addressing the
Quetta Mass Transit Project said ―My department has taken up the task of hiring a
consultant to complete the groundwork. Now we‘re trying to increase our capacity
and step up our game‖.
Irrespective of everything Mr Kakar went on to say that in his opinion the
CPEC ―will definitely be a game changer if we keep the province‘s interest in the
forefront‖.
Be it capacity constraints or a lack of a proactive approach one thing is
certain, for work on CPEC projects to continue smoothly and for a semblance of
equivalent development to be put forth, the belief that the project is benefitting
only a select few areas needs to be combated.
A major step in this direction would be the approval of projects like the
Quetta mass transit, Quetta water and to an extent the Bostan SEZ; all three of
which have been postponed for another year that too based on their feasibility
studies.
Правительство выделило 20 млрд. рупий на развитие Белуджистана
PM announces Rs20b package for Balochistan
Sharif Khan. The Nation. November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov-2017/pmannounces-rs20b-package-for-balochistan

QUETTA - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Tuesday announced a
10-year uplift package worth Rs20 billion for development of Balochistan aimed at
elevating the province at par with the other developed areas of the country.
The premier arrived in Quetta for one day visit where he presided over a
meeting to review the law and order situation and uplift projects related to CPEC
and other ongoing schemes.
PM Abbasi also held meetings with Balochistan Governor, CM and
provincial cabinet members at Governor House.
Talking to media persons at Governor House after chairing the meeting, the
prime minister reiterated that he had visited Balochistan on the invitation
of Balochistan CM to review the ongoing development projects, law and order
situation and underway uplift schemes in the province.
Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai, Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah
Zehri, Federal Minister for States and Frontier Regions Lt-Gen (r) Abdul Qadir
Baloch, State Minister for Science and Technology Mir Dostain Khan Domki,
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National Security Adviser Nasser Khan Janjua and provincial ministers were also
present.
Worst traffic jam was witnessed in Quetta on arrival of the prime minister as
key roads adjacent to Governor House were closed for traffic while educational
institutes situated at Zarghoon Road were also closed due to VIP moments.
Abbasi hoped that the 10 years uplift package for Balochistan would help
elevate the living standards of people in the province as per other developed areas
of the country.
He was of the view that, apart from CPEC related projects, the ongoing
schemes inaugurated for stipulation of fundamental life amenities to people would
guarantee a bright and prosperous future for Balochistan .
The substantial amount of Rs20 billion – earmarked for the 10-year
uplift package – would be spent on installing Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
plants in each district headquarters of the province, on provision of potable water,
quality education, healthcare services and other vital life amenities, said the PM.
Replying to a query, the prime minister said that the PML-N regime would
complete its constitutional tenure and electoral process would commence in June
as per constitution.
Abbasi asserted that all institutions of the country were dicharging their due
responsibilities in accordance with law and urged that democratic process should
continue.
The PML-N prioritized development of Balochistan and was ready to offer
all out support for its uplift, durable peace and provision of basic facilities for the
people, he added.
Prime Minister Abbasi – backing the CM,– assured that the federal
government would extend every possible cooperation for the prosperity and
development of the province.
The prime minister directed the provincial government to delineate future
planning in this regard and dispatch it to the federal government and these projects
would be incorporated in the federal PSDP.
Abbasi held a meeting with the members of provincial cabinet at Governor
House where Chief Minister Balochistan Nawab Sanaullah Zehri floated the
proposal of outlining 10-year uplift package worth Rs20 billion for development of
various sectors including education, health, gas, electricity, agriculture and
irrigation of the province.
The prime minister agreed with the proposal and said it was decided that the
federal and as well as provincial governments would jointly provide funds for the
project.
Abbasi reiterated that the federal government would continue its cooperation
for developing Balochistan .
Balochistan was the backward unit of country, no doubt, admitted the
Premier in cabinet meeting, and said the new 10-year uplift package would
certainly create development balance among all provinces.
The sense of deprivation of the province could be ended by this, he added.
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PM after holding meetings in Quetta left for Islamabad.
Очередной теракт в Кветте – 4 убиты
AIG Hamid Shakeel among 3 martyred in Quetta blast
Syed Ali Shah. Dawn. November 09, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369414/aighamid-shakeel-among-3-martyred-in-quetta-blast

Additional Inspector General (AIG) Telecommunications Hamid Shakeel
and two other police officials were martyred in a suicide attack on Thursday
morning in Quetta, according to police officials.
Four others have been injured, police and hospital sources told DawnNews.
A photograph of the damaged vehicle targeted in the blast. ─ DawnNews
The blast targeted senior police official Hamid Shakeel who was leaving his
residence and was passing near Chaman Housing Scheme at the time, police said.
Senior Superintendent Police Naseebullah told DawnNews that the blast was
a suicide attack.
The injured have been admitted to Civil Hospital Quetta for treatment,
where emergency has been imposed.
Sources told DawnNews that the AIG's car was badly damaged in the
explosion.
The area has been cordoned off and a search operation is underway in the
surrounding areas.
Born in 1960, Hamid Shakil has previously served as deputy inspector
general operations, acting DIG investigations, and AIG operations, as well as
holding a number of other posts throughout his career with the Balochistan police.
Balochistan Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai and Chief Minister (CM)
Sanaullah Zehri strongly condemned the attack.
The government will not bow down before terrorists, the CM said, adding
that the culprits behind the attack would be brought to justice.
Balochistan police in the line of fire
Police officers are said to be high-risk targets in Balochistan. After an attack
on Quaidabad police superintendent Mubarak Shah Achakzai, a police official
told Dawn "We expect more attacks in the near future."
Explore: Situationer: Balochistan police in the line of fire
Balochistan has been divided into two areas – A and B – based on how their
security is organised.
Siddique Baloch, editor of the Balochistan Express, explained to Dawnin
July that police are responsible for maintaining law and order in areas that fall
under category A.
The category covers 10 per cent of the province‘s area, while the remaining
province (category B) is under the control of the Balochistan Levies.
"As much as 90 per cent of violent crime occurs in areas covered by police,"
Mr Baloch said.
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The primary reason he cited is the high level of organisation in police ranks,
a fact that seems to incite violence against it by terrorist outfits.
Around 2001, at the onset of the deterioration in Balochistan‘s security
situation, Baloch separatists would target police constables in Quetta, mainly
because most cops hailed from Punjab.
With the passage of time, as the ethnic composition of the police department
changed, sectarian and militant outfits began carrying out attacks against cops. In
recent years, most targeted attacks against policemen have been claimed by the
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) or the TTP.
According to security analysts, military operations in the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) pushed militants towards the northern Pakhtun
belt of the province. They have managed to regroup there and collaborate with
sectarian outfits to target state installations and security forces.
Journalist Shahzada Zulfiqar had said in July that the recent attacks on
police officers suggest that militants are still capable of carrying out attacks in
Quetta and elsewhere in the province.
"It is their (militants‘) strategy to target police or other law enforcers, remain
in hiding, change their position, and move here and there. This is just to show that
they exist and are still powerful."
According to the police department, it has lost as many as 834 officers and
constables in different incidents since 1979.
Белуджистан используют солнечную энергию для работы трубчатых
колодцев
Balochistan to install 30,000 solar-run tube wells
The Express Tribune, November 3rd, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1548340/2balochistan-install-30000-solar-run-tube-wells/

ISLAMABAD: The federal and Balochistan governments have agreed to
undertake feasibility studies in the next one month in a bid to clear the path for
installation of 30,000 solar tube wells in the province by replacing the existing
conventional tube wells.
The reliance on solar-powered tube wells in Balochistan will lead to annual
savings of Rs23 billion as the federal government will not need to release billions
of rupees in electricity subsidy.
‗Solar energy project funds have been misappropriated‘
The decision was taken in a meeting on Thursday chaired by Federal
Minister for Power Division Sardar Awais Ahmed Khan Leghari. It was attended
by representatives of the Government of Balochistan, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Planning and Power Division.
Meeting participants agreed that the Quetta Electric Supply Company
(Qesco) would frame technical proposals for a smooth transition to solar power.
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Qesco and the Balochistan government will jointly prepare workable
documents covering technical modalities as well as financial proposals for
installing the solar tube wells within the set time frame.
The Power Division minister, while expressing his views, said the federal
government was paying Rs23 billion per year in subsidy on 30,000 tube wells in
Balochistan and their shift to solar power would ease the burden on the national
exchequer. The switch to clean and renewable energy would also ensure power
supply at affordable prices to agriculturists and would help increase crop
productivity, he said.
Leghari voiced hope that the move would help conserve electricity as all
illegal connections associated with the tube wells would be exposed with the
connection to solar panels and proper action would be taken against stealing.
―Electricity theft from these tube wells will come to a halt.‖
The meeting participants were informed that the federal government was
ready to pour capital into the solar tube well project and would extend all-out
support. ―This step will bring an off-grid solution to far flung areas of Balochistan
in the near future,‖ the meeting was told.
Going Solar: 20,000 schools to be solarised: CM
A senior government official pointed out that farmers were not paying bills
to the public power utility in Balochistan and the absence of payments was adding
to the country‘s growing inter-corporate debt.
He estimated that Balochistan farmers had to pay Rs150 billion in electricity
bills, but aired hope that the replacement of existing tube wells with solar-powered
ones would resolve the issue of unpaid bills.
47 человек ранены во время взрыва ручных гранат в Белуджистане
Grenade attacks injure 47 in Balochistan
Sharif Khan. The Nation. October 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/20-Oct2017/grenade-attacks-injure-47-in-balochistan

MASTUNG - At least 47 people sustained injuries in two hand grenade
attacks – one in Balochistan‘s northwest district of Mastung and the other in port
city of Gwadar – on Thursday.
According to police, a hand grenade exploded with a powerful bang near
Sultan Shaheed Chowk in Mastung, injuring 21 persons. The subversive attack
also partially damaged four shops and two vehicles on the spot, the police said.
The rescue teams immediately shifted eight wounded persons to Nawab
Ghaus Bakhsh Hospital and seven patients to District Headquarters Hospital
Mastung.
―Imran, a Mastung blast victim, was shifted to Civil Hospital Quetta,‖
confirmed Dr Waseem Baig, the hospital spokesman, adding his condition now
was out of danger.
Meanwhile, over two dozen labourers were injured in another hand grenade
attack on a local hotel in Gwadar.
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―As many as 26 labourers sustained injuries when terrorists hurled a hand
grenade on a local hotel at Syed Hashmi Avenue on Airport Road,‖ said Gwadar
DIG police Nadeem Hussain.
The DIG revealed the hotel was attacked when labourers were busy having
food. Some of the workers were reportedly wounded due to stampede. He said 15
of the labourers were from Sindh and 11 from Punjab. He added three of the
critically injured had been referred to Karachi for treatment.
Balochistan Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai and Chief Minister
Nawab Sanaullah Zehri condemned the attacks in Mastung and Gwadar and
expressed profound sorrow and grief over the terror incidents.
They ordered the law-enforcing agencies to mobilise all resources to wipe
out menace of terrorism from the province. They directed the health authorities to
provide the best healthcare facilities to the wounded.
On May 13, Baloch Liberation Army gunmen shot dead 10 workers in
Gwadar. The surge in terror attacks has jolted the naturally-rich but terror-plagued
Balochistan, raising questions over the security lapses.
Meanwhile, Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri issued directives for
placing security on high alert in the wake of recent terror attacks in Quetta,
Mastung and Gwadar. He also ordered coordinated crackdowns against anti-state
elements throughout the province.
He ordered IG Police, home secretary and all divisional commissioners and
DIGs to keep security on high alert.
Punjab forensic team visits blast site
The Punjab Forensic Laboratory team arrived Quetta on Thursday for the
investigation of a suicide attack on Elite Force truck in the city. The team visited
Sariab Road and collected evidences.
Теракт в Белуджистане – 38 ранены
38 people injured in twin blasts in Pakistan
The Hindu, 20.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/38-people-injuredin-twin-blasts-in-pakistan/article19887854.ece?homepage=true

Chief Minister of Balochistan Sanaullah Zehri has condemned the incidents
and asked the authorities to submit a report on the blasts.
Two grenade blasts have rocked Pakistan‘s restive south-western province of
Baluchistan, injuring at least 38 people, police said.
The twin blasts took place within minutes in the Mastung and Gwadar
districts, police said.
According to senior police officials, around 12 people were injured, three of
them seriously, when two men on a motorcycle wearing helmets threw a hand
grenade at a crowd in the Sultan Shaheed area in Mastung town on Thursday.
The injured were shifted to a hospital while three were moved to Quetta as
their condition was serious, local police official Gulab Khan said.
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The second attack took place when two men on a motorcycle threw a hand
grenade at Al-Zubair hotel outside a mobile market in Safar Khan area of Gwadar
town.
―At least 26 people were injured in the blast,‖ local police official Ayaz
Baluch said.
He said the injured included 15 labourers from Sindh and 11 from Punjab
who had gathered after work to have tea.
―Three of them have been shifted to Karachi for treatment,‖ he said.
The injured have been shifted to District Headquarters (DHQ) Hospital
Mastung.
Chief Minister of Balochistan Sanaullah Zehri has condemned the incidents
and asked the authorities to submit a report on the blasts.
The attacks have come, a day after a suspected suicide bomber hit a police
truck in Quetta, Baluchistan‘s capital, killing seven policemen and a civilian and
injuring 22 others.
Теракт в Кветте – взорван полицейский автомобиль, убиты 7 человек
7 martyred in suicide hit on police truck
SHARIF KHAN. The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct2017/7-martyred-in-suicide-hit-on-police-truck

Quetta - A suicide bomber rammed his car into a police vehicle Wednesday
morning in Quetta, killing six police officials and one civilian.
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfraz Bugti confirmed the death toll, saying
the elite police were targeted as they headed to work during morning rush-hour, at
8:25 am.
The minister said that 21 others were injured in the attack on Sariab Road
near Darakhshan Railway Phaatak, while a police official put the number of
wounded at 25.
Later in the day, unidentified gunmen shot dead CTD Police Inspector
Abdul Salam at Qambrani Road of the provincial capital, said police.
Talking about the Sariab Road attack, Bugti said that a car rammed the
police vehicle before catching fire, adding it was ―apparently a suicide attack‖.
His account of the incident was confirmed by Deputy Inspector General of
Police Abdul Razzaq Cheema, who said two police trucks carrying 37 Elite Force
Jawans were moving from Qasim Line to Police Line when one of those was hit.
The attacked police truck, a nearby tractor and two motorcycles also caught
fire after the blast, the bang of which was far and wide in the city.
Soon after explosion, heavy contingents of police and Frontier Constabulary
reached at the spot and cordoned off the area.
Rescue teams shifted the dead bodies and wounded to Quetta Civil Hospital
(QCH), Bolan Medical Complex (BMC) and Combined Military Hospital (CMH).
Health Minister Mir Rehmat Saleh Baloch condemned the terror attack and
placed QCH and BMC under emergency.
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―Seven dead bodies and 15 wounded have been brought to the Civil
Hospital,‖ hospital spokesman Dr Waseem Baig said.
He said the bodies were badly burnt, adding that two critically injured
victims had been shifted to BMC‘s burn ward.
Reports said that 10 of the injured were taken to CMH.
No group had claimed responsibility for the car bombing.
Home Minister Bugti said that Indian and Afghanistan spy agencies may be
behind the attack as they have perpetrated such attacks in the past. He expressed
the resolve to continue the war against terrorism ―till the elimination of the last
terrorist‖.
Nature of blast
The bomb disposal squad confirmed that it was a suicide hit in which around
100kg explosives material was used.
Director General of Civil Defence Muhammad Aslam said ―a leg and some
other body parts of the bomber have been found from the location.‖ He said the
bomb was so powerful that they could find only the engine of the car used in the
blast.
Home Minister Bugti said that a forensic team was coming from Lahore to
investigate and confirm the exact nature of attack, for which the road would remain
closed until Thursday.
Security lapse
Acting IGP Muhammad Ayoub Qureshi said the terrorists succeed in hitting
one of the two Elite Force trucks despite the fact that a police squad was escorting
them, while policemen were also deployed along the way for added security.
He said that they would investigate if there was any security lapse or a
loophole in their security system and mend it accordingly.
Security meeting
Following the blast, Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri chaired an
emergency meeting on law and order situation which was attended by provincial
ministers, Chief Secretary, IGP and DIG.
The meeting received a briefing and decided to revisit the security paradigm
in Quetta city in order to prevent such attacks in further. It was also decided that
crackdown against terrorists would be sped up.
The CM condemned the car blast as well as the killing of Police Inspector
Abdul Salam. The participants prayed peace to the departed souls and wished early
recovery to the injured. The CM, along with ministers, also visited CMH and Civil
Hospital to enquire after the patients.
Balochistan, which borders Iran and Afghanistan, has oil and gas resources
but is afflicted by religious militancy, sectarian violence and a separatist
insurgency.
Members of the minority Shia community and security forces are frequently
attacked by militants in the province.
On June 23, 13 people including seven policemen were martyred in a suicide
explosion in front of Balochistan IGP Office.
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On July 11, DPO Qillah Abdullah Sajid Khan Mohmand lost his life in the
line of duty when a suicide bomber blew his explosive vest close to his vehicle in
the border city of Chaman.
On July 13, SP Quaidabad Mubarak Shah was targeted by two motorcyclists
in Quetta.
Теракт в Кветте.
At least 6 killed, 10 injured in Quetta blast
The Nation. October 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Oct-2017/explosioninjures-3-policemen-in-quetta

At least five killed and 10 injured in an explosion at Sariab Road area of
Quetta, Balochistan.
According to media reports, the bomb exploded at Sibbi Phattak near police
vehicle. At least 30 policemen were in the truck at the time of blast.
policemen are among the dead and injured.
The injured have been shifted to Jinnah Hospital. Security forces have
cordoned the area off. Nature of the explosion is not determined yet.
On August 12, a blast in Quetta killed at least 15 and injured 32
people, police said. Security officials said the explosion set on fire multiple
vehicles at Pishin Stop in the provincial capital of Balochistan.
According to media reports, the injured were being shifted to Civil Hospital.
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfraz Bugti said the nature of the blast couldn't
be ascertained, adding that security forces might be the target.
Mineral-rich Balochistan, where Gwader is located, has been plagued for
decades by a separatist insurgency and sectarian killings.
В Пакистане совершен теракт против шиитов
Интернет-сайт «Hronika.info». http://hronika.info/mir/265441-v-pakistane-sovershenterakt-protiv-shiitov.html. 9.10.2017.

Пять человек погибли и двое были ранены, сообщает местная полиция.
В столице провинции Белуджистан Кветте, Пакистан, боевики напали
на автомобиль, в котором ехали мусульмане-шииты.По данным полиции,
погибли четыре человека, которые были в авто, и один прохожий, сообщает
интернет-издание Хроника.инфо со ссылкой на liga.net.
Еще двое прохожих были ранены.
Пока ни одна из группировок не взяла ответственности за нападение,
но экстремисты-сунниты регулярно нападают на шиитов в Белуджистане и
других регионах Пакистана.
5 октября 2017 года террорист-смертник взорвался возле святыни
шиитов в Пакистане, убив 12 человек и ранив 30.
Смертник подорвался в суфийском храме в Белуджистане (район Jhal
Magsi) – 13 убиты, 20 ранены.
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Suicide attack kills 13 outside shrine in Balochistan
The Nation. October 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Oct-2017/blat-at-dargahfatah-pur-in-jhal-magsi-scores-injured

A suicide bomber blew himself up outside a Sufi shrine in Pakistan's restive
southwest Thursday, killing 13 people and wounding at least 20 others, officials
said.
The incident took place in the Jhal Magsi district of the oil and gas rich
Balochistan province, bordering Iran and Afghanistan.
"A suicide bomber blew himself up after he was intercepted by police guards
on duty outside the shrine, killing 13 people and wounding at least 20 others,"
senior local administration official Asad Kakar told AFP.
A bomb attack on the same shrine killed 35 people in 2005.
"The suicide bomber struck outside the shrine at a time when it was packed
with people, attending anniversary celebrations of Syed Cheesal Shah," Kakar said.
Members of Sunni and Shiite sects visit the shrine daily, with attendance
climbing significantly during festivities.
Senior local police official Muhammad Iqbal also confirmed the incident
and death toll.
Balochistan government spokesman Anwaar-ul-Haq Kakar said: "We have
confirmed reports it was a suicide attack."
«Террористические атаки в Белуджистане исходят из западных границ»
(т.е. из Ирана), - заявил министр МВД Minister Ahsan Iqbal
Attacks in Balochistan directed from across western border, says Ahsan
Iqbal
The Express Tribune, September 8th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1500697/attacksbalochistan-directed-across-western-border-says-ahsan-iqbal/

ISLAMABAD: Elements from across the country‘s western border are
responsible for a surge in terrorist attacks in Balochistan, Interior Minister Ahsan
Iqbal said on Thursday.
The minister told British High Commissioner Thomas Drew that Pakistan‘s
achievements and sacrifices in the war against terrorism were unparalleled, which
must be acknowledged and appreciated by the international community.
Drew called on Iqbal here on Thursday, according to a statement from the
Interior Ministry. In the meeting, bilateral issues came under discussion. The
minister termed the Pak-UK ties cordial and long-lasting and based on strong
historic links and the Pakistani community in Britain.
The minister said that the surge in terrorist incidents in Balochistan was
because of the attacks perpetrated by elements from across the country‘s western
border. ―However, we are resolved to defeat any conspiracies against our
motherland,‖ he added.
Iqbal orders bulletproof vehicles for FC personnel
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Iqbal said the international community must acknowledge the sacrifices
rendered by Pakistan for peace and stability in the region. ―Achievements and
sacrifices by Pakistan against terrorism are unparalleled,‖ he asserted.
―New image of Pakistan is evolving in the international arena and we are
striving for good relations with all the nations to preserve the image of Pakistan as
a peace-loving country. It is our goal to bring peace and stability in Pakistan and
the region.‖
Iqbal said that the anti-terror National Action Plan (NAP) was being
implemented with full vigour, adding that the government was making concerted
efforts to modernise the law-enforcement agencies. He told the UK envoy:
―Security institutions are strictly monitoring the activities of proscribed
organisations in Pakistan.‖
The British high commissioner lauded the sacrifices rendered by the
Pakistani security personnel in the war against terrorism. ―Britain will not allow
any citizen to sow the seeds of disharmony in any other country,‖ he added.
10 боевиков убиты на юге Пакистана
«Новости планеты». 1.09.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10630-10-boevikovubity-na-yuge-pakistana.html

10 боевиков были ликвидированы в ходе операции силы безопасности в
юго-западной провинции Белуджистан в Пакистане, сообщили местные
СМИ.
Военнослужащие пограничных подразделений провели рейды в районе
Харнай в четверг, говорится в сообщении, в ходе боевики были убиты в
результате обмена огнем между силами безопасности и повстанцами. Три
укрытия были уничтожены в ходе операции, которая проводилась по данным
разведки. Большой склад запас оружия и боеприпасов был найден в укрытиях
экстремистов, которые были связаны с запрещенной организацией.
Ранее 14 августа восемь солдат были убиты и еще несколько ранены в
результате взрыва бомбы в том же районе.
Рудник Саиндак (золото, медь) будет передан властям Белуджистана.
Saindak copper gold project: Federal govt likely to transfer project to
Balochistan
Fawad Yousafzai. The Nation. August 29, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/29Aug-2017/federal-govt-likely-to-transfer-project-to-balochistan

ISLAMABAD - The federal government is likely to approve today (Tuesday)
the transfer of Saindak Copper Gold Project (SCGP) to the Government of
Balochistan, it was learnt on Monday.
The federal cabinet, which has been convened here today, will consider eightpoint agenda, which also includes the transfer of SCGP to Government of
Balochistan, sources told The Nation here.
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The federal government has already shown its readiness to hand over the
Saindak Project to the provincial government when the agreement with the Chinese
company will expire in October this year.
The Government of Balochistan has been demanding for the past many years
for the control of Saindak project.
Under the Aghaz-e-Huqooq-e-Balochistan (AHB) package, it was decided
that Balochistan will receive 35 per cent of sales proceeds from the minerals
extracted from Saindak mines, if it gains administrative control of the SML.
Under the current arrangement the proceeds from Saindak are split halfway
between Pakistan and China; only five per cent is given to Balochistan. It was also
decided under the AHB, that the SCGP may be transferred to Balochistan.
The other agenda items include amendments in the Rules of Business 1973.
The summary is moved by the Cabinet Division regarding the division of business
between the Water and Power Division.
Under the proposed amendment to the Rules of Business 1973, the
government will bring Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda), the
Indus River System Authority (Irsa) and the Indus Basin Treaty under the Water
Resource Division.
Similarly, it has also been proposed that matters related to development of
power resources of the country, electric utilities, liaison with international
engineering organisations in power sector, federal agencies and institutions for
promotions of special studies may be transferred to the Power Division.
The next agenda item is briefing on broadening the tax base 2013-2017 and
onwards, the summary is moved by the Revenue Division. Similarly, amendments
in the guidelines of Prime Minister‘s Global SDGs achievement programme are
also on the agenda of the meeting, the summary is moved by the Cabinet Division.
The exemption of two road projects, of Ministry of Kashmir Affairs and
Gilgit-Baltistan, from applicability of Public Procurement Regulatory Authority
Rules 2004 is also on the agenda of the meeting.
The meeting will also consider amendment in Rule 17(1) of Rules of Business
1973. The cabinet will also be briefed about the working of the National Security
Division.
При взрыве в Пакистане погибли восемь военных
Независимое информационно-аналитическое издание «Ура-информ». 15.08.2017.
http://ura-inform.com/ru/neformat/2017/08/15/pri-vzryve-v-pakistane-pogibli-vosem-voennykh

На
юго-западе
Пакистана
в
провинции
Белуджистан
взорвалась неизвестный предмет похожую на гранату, в результате чего
погибли
восемь
солдат. Соответствующие
сведения
сообщает информационное агентство Reuters.
Как отмечается, это уже второе нападение в течении несколько дней в
проблемном регионе.
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К примеру, в понедельник жертвами взрыва на востоке Пакистана в
городе Кветта стали 15 человек, еще 40 получили ранения.
В связи с этим Сепаратистская "Освободительная армия Белуждистана"
взяла ответственность за данный взрыв.
Отмечено, что боевики в Белуджистане десятилетиями вели кампанию
против центрального правительства, требуя большей доли ресурсов в богатой
газом провинции, которая является…
При взрыве в Пакистане погибли 15 человек
Корреспондент.net. 13.08.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3876949-pry-vzryve-vpakystane-pohybly-15-chelovek

Еще 40 человек получили ранения.
Жертвами взрыва на востоке Пакистана в городе Кветта стали 15
человек, еще 40 получили ранения. Как сообщает Reuters со ссылкой на
местные власти, взрыв произошел рядом с транспортным средством сил
безопасности.
Серия терактов в Пакистане: почти 40 погибших
Представитель вооруженных сил рассказал, что боевик въехал в
военный транспорт.
Власти считают, что атака была направлена именно на военных.
Отмечается, что среди погибших есть как сотрудники местной службы
безопасности, так и гражданские лица. В городе был введен режим
чрезвычайной ситуации в связи с терактом.
Ответственность за него взяла на себя террористическая организация
"Исламское государство".
Ранее в результате взрыва на овощном рынке в пакистанском городе
Лахоре в понедельник, 24 июля, погибли не менее 25 человек, в том числе
как минимум 10 полицейских.
Несколько шиитов убиты в пакистанском Белуджистане
«Новости планеты». 19.07.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10262-neskolko-shiitovubity-v-pakistanskom-beludzhistane.html

Четыре шиита были убиты сегодня в юго-западной провинции
Пакистана Белуджистане, в нападении, которое местная полиция назвала
сектантских.
Недавнее насилие в Белуджистане вызвало обеспокоенность по поводу
безопасности проектов в экономическом коридоре Китая в Пакистане
стоимостью 57 млрд. долларов, транспортном и энергетическом канале,
который планируется запустить из западного Китая в южный порт Пакистана
в Гвадаре.
Провинциальный министр внутренних дел Сарфраз Бугти сообщил, что
трое мужчин и женщина из общины Хазара направлялись в южный город
Карачи, когда вооруженные люди на двух мотоциклах атаковали их
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автомобиль на шоссе, близко к столице провинции Кветта. «Шииты были
целенаправленны атакованы из-за их веры», добавил Газанфар Али,
начальник полиции города Мастунг, расположенного примерно в 50 км к югу
от Кветты.
Пока ни одна из экстремистких группировок не взяла на себя
ответственность за инцидент. Если подтвердится участие радикальных
исламистов, это убийство станет четвертым таким нападением в последние
недели в Белуджистане, граничащем с Афганистаном и Ираном. Сторонники
пакистанского Талибана и Исламского государства несут ответственность за
четыре нападения, в том числе два, в которых было убито шесть
полицейских.
Исламистские боевики убили тысячи людей в Пакистане с начала 2000-х
годов в их стремлении навязать жесткую версию ислама.
4 хазарейца убиты в Белуджистане
Four Hazaras gunned down in Mastung
Sharif Khan. The Nation. July 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/20-Jul2017/four-hazaras-gunned-down-in-mastung

Mastung - Four Hazara community members including a woman were shot
dead in a sectarian attack in Mastung on Wednesday morning.
The driver sustained bullet injuries in the gun attack. The assailants managed
a good escape after committing the grisly act.
―Four people were gunned down in Mastung,‖ said District Police Officer
SSP Ghazanfar Ali Shah.
The police sources said the assailants targeted a vehicle with four Hazara
community members onboard at Regional Cooperation for Development Highway
(RCD) near Chutho village of Mastung – the northwest district of Balochistan
located some 49Km distance from Quetta. The vehicle was going to Karachi.
No one had claimed responsibility for the attack till filing of this report.
The police and Frontier Corps personnel rushed to the village after the
incident and cordoned off the surrounding areas to apprehend the perpetrators, said
the DPO Mastung. Fear gripped the area after the incident.
The Edhi teams shifted the dead bodies and wounded driver to Shaheed
Ghaus Bakhsh Raisani Hospital Mastung for treatment and medico-legal
proceedings.
The Edhi sources identified the victims of Mastung gun attack as Murtaza,
Muhammad Asif, Ghulam Sarwar and Rukhsana Bibi –members of Hazara Shia
community. Abdul Satar, the driver, who survived bullet injuries was said to be
from Hyderabad.
The bodies will later be transported to Quetta amidst tight security, said
Ghazanfar Ali Shah, DPO Mastung.
The injured driver was shifted to Civil Hospital Quetta for better healthcare
facilities, said Dr Waseem Baig, the spokesman of CHQ.
The wounded was admitted to Trauma Center, however, his condition was not
out of danger, said Dr Waseem.
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For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
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District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
В Пакистане четверо полицейских стали жертвами теракта
Интернет-сайт «Terrorizm.net» «Горячие события в России и мире». 14-07-2017 г.
http://terrorizm.net/archive/12640-v-pakistane-chetvero-policejskix-stali-zhertvami-terakta.html

В четверг, 13 июля, четверо полицейских погибли в результате
террористического нападения исламистов в юго-западной части Пакистана,
сообщает сайт радиокомпании «Голос Америки».
Представитель
провинциального
правительства
Белуджистана
проинформировал, что в Кветте, центральном городе провинции, было
совершено вооруженное нападение на ежедневный полицейский патруль.
Боевики смогли перехватить полицейский автомобиль и изрешетили его
пулями, прежде чем покинуть место преступления. Среди погибших
офицеров был полицейский суперинтендант Мубарак Шах.
Ответственность за эту атаку взяла на себя отколовшаяся часть
пакистанского «Талибана», называющая себя Джамаатул Ахрар. Кроме того,
«Исламское государство» (ИГ- запрещенная в РФ), как сообщает
информационное агентство Amaq, также решило взять ответственность за
этот теракт.
Ранее, на этой неделе ООН включила движение «Джамаатул Ахрара» в
список глобальных террористических организаций, заявив, что эта
группировка действует из соседней восточной провинции Афганистана в
Нангархаре.
В понедельник террорист-смертник, ехавший на мотоцикле, подорвал
себя возле полицейского транспортного средства в городе Чаман, недалеко от
афганской границы, убив начальника местной полиции, а также еще двух
человек. Пакистанский филиал «Талибана» (запрещен в РФ) заявил о своей
ответственности за эту террористическую атаку.
Теракт на переходе Чаман в Белуджистане (далее дорога ведет в
Кандагар), 3 убиты (включая полицейского), 11 ранены.
Pakistan: Three including senior cop killed, 11 injured in blast in
Balochistan
The Hindustan Times. 11/07/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/pakistanthree-including-senior-cop-killed-11-injured-in-blast-in-balochistan/storyi0ncwl3IT7xzOkkBH8VrVL.html

The bombing took place in Chaman, a tense border town in southwestern
Balochistan province, which has seen many bombings and extremist attacks in the
past.
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A senior Pakistani police official, his guard and a civilian were killed and 11
others injured on Monday in a bomb attack in the country‘s restive Balochistan
province.
The bombing took place in Chaman, a tense border town in the southwestern
province, which has seen many bombings and extremist attacks in the past.
Although initial reports suggested the blast was caused by an Improvised
Explosive Device, sources later said it was a suicide attack targeting the vehicle of
the police officer.
District Police Officer (DPO) Killa Abdullah Sajid Mohmand, who was
critically wounded in the blast, succumbed to his injuries in the hospital.
―The DPO, his guard and a civilian were killed while another 11 people were
injured,‖ police spokesman Shazada Farhat said.
Farhat said police found a badly destroyed motorcycle at site of the blast.
An emergency has been declared in hospitals and law enforcement and rescue
officials have been dispatched to the site of the incident.
No one immediately claimed responsibility for the bombing.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has strongly condemned terrorist attack on
police convoy.
Interior minister Chaudhry Nisar and Balochistan home minister Mir Sarfaraz
Ahmed Bugti also condemned the attack. Nisar sought a report probing the
incident.
Chaman is considered a sensitive town in Balochistan as it shares a border
with Afghanistan‘s volatile Kandahar province.
Российский вертолет прибудет скоро в Белуджистан
Russian helicopter for Balochistan to arrive next week
Saleem Shahid. Dawn. 15.06.2017.
helicopter-for-balochistan-to-arrive-next-week

https://www.dawn.com/news/1339655/russian-

QUETTA: A Russian-made helicopter purchased by the Balochistan
government in January will be handed over to the provincial authorities next week.
The Balochistan government concluded a contract with Russian Helicopters
for a Mi-171 civil helicopter.
Finance Secretary Akbar Hussain Durrani visited Moscow last month to
finalise arrangements for delivery of the helicopter in Balochistan. The pilot and
crew of the Mi-171 have already completed their training in Moscow.
The copter, which costs $15.2 million, would arrive in Lahore by June 21, and
would be handed over to the Balochistan government later.
Бюджет Белуджистана
Balochistan Budget 2017-18: Rs52.1bn deficit Balochistan budget
announced
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https://www.dawn.com/news/1339841/balochistan-budget-2017-18-rs521bn-deficit-balochistanbudget-announced

Rs11bn Quetta uplift package okayed. Unspecified amount for CPEC-related
projects
QUETTA: The Balochistan government plans to spend Rs328.5 billion on its
operations and infrastructure development in the province during the next financial
year despite a much smaller estimated resource envelope of Rs276.4bn, showing a
hefty deficit of Rs52.1bn or 15pc of the total budget outlay.
More than two-fifths (Rs140.7bn) of the total proposed expenditure will be
spent on pay and pensions of provincial government employees and well over a
quarter (Rs86bn) on the development of social and economic infrastructure to ‗reap
the benefits of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)‘. The budget has
allocated significant but unspecified funds for completing CPEC-related projects in
the province.

Other major expenditure includes grants, subsidies and transfers (to local
body institutions) of Rs35.9bn, debt repayment of Rs28bn, investment of Rs10bn
in the yet-to-be created Balochistan Bank and Rs3bn in the pension fund. Almost
16.5pc of the total development and current expenditure has been set aside for
education, 17.4pc for law and order, 7.4pc for health, 7.7pc for transport and road
development and 7pc for irrigation and agriculture and 5pc for energy.
The size of the non-development expenditure (Rs242.5bn) is estimated to
have gone up by 11pc from the original target (Rs218.2bn) for the outgoing year
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while the development spending has been spiked by just over a fifth to Rs86bn
from Rs71.1bn, according to the budget for 2017/2018 announced by Adviser to
the Chief Minister on Finance Aslam Bizenjo on Thursday.
Much of the cash for the provincial expenditure will come from federal
transfers of Rs229.9bn in the form of Balochistan‘s share from the divisible tax
pool (Rs202.7bn) and gas royalty and arrears (Rs27.3bn). The rest of the cash will
be raised from the provincial taxes (Rs7.3bn), non-tax receipts (Rs5bn), domestic
debt (Rs15.7bn) from the State Bank of Pakistan and soft foreign project loan
(Rs6bn) for immunisation and other projects.
The budget documents do not tell readers as to how the government plans to
cover the huge gap between its expenditure and income. But officials told Dawn
that they will cut down on their non-development spending to fill the gap instead
of cutting down their development programme – for which the province has an
identifiable resource of only Rs33bn. Nevertheless, they conceded, the expenditure
cuts would narrow the gap but will not fill it completely.
Election-year budget
With a view to returning to voters in 2018, the provincial government has
announced small sops for the different segments of population in the next budget.
These include creation of 7,944 new jobs in the public sector, which will cost its
budget Rs3.9bn next year. It also announced up-gradation of schoolteachers,
clerical staff at government departments, khateebs and district sports officers
besides raising allowances for doctors.
Additionally, the minister said in his speech the government planned to
provide subsidised fertilisers to farmers, interest-free loans of Rs1bn for the
fishermen, scholarships for 14,000 college and university students, and a grant of
Rs250 million for lawyers aspiring to get a higher foreign degree in law.
Journalists also received a grant of Rs200m each for the Quetta Press Club and the
Journalists‘ Welfare Fund.
The government also gave a Quetta Development Package for the
construction of an Express Way, flyovers, road widening and repair and so on at a
cost of more than Rs11bn. Besides, it also allocated half a billion for improving
sewerage system in the city and Rs200m for establishing a food street near railway
station.
Major initiatives announced in the budget include creation of a provincial
bank with a capital of Rs10bn, establishment of five companies for solid waste
management, skill development, plantation, etc. The decision to set up a social
sector investment company was also announced to improve social sector in the
province and bring foreign investment for this purpose. The minister said the
government will continue to implement austerity measures to cut its expenditure to
narrow budget deficit and launch land revenue management information system in
four districts – Quetta, Gwadar, Pishin and Jaffarabad.
Взрыв бомбы в Пакистане: погибли четверо военных
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http://hronika.info/mir/201411-moschnyy-vzryv-v-pakistane-desyatkipogibshih.html. 24.04.2017.

Взрыв бомбы в Пакистане: погибли четверо военныхПровинция
Балуджистан - одна из наиболее неспокойных в Пакистане.
В Пакистане погибли четверо военных, трое ранены из-за подрыва
бомбы, заложенной на обочине.
Об этом сообщает Хроника.инфо со ссылкой на Укринформ.
По сообщению пакистанских военных, это произошло 23 апреля в
городе Турбат, в провинции Балуджистан, на границе с Ираном.
Пока ответственность за нападение никто не взял.
На протяжении более десяти лет Пакистан борется с боевиками.
Провинция Балуджистан - одна из наиболее неспокойных в Пакистане.
Развитие сельского хозяйства в Белуджистане
Balochistan to focus more on agriculture
Mohiuddin
Aazim.
Economic
&
Business,
April
17th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1327372/balochistan-to-focus-more-on-agriculture

2017.

ENCOURAGED by increased farm productivity but irked by water shortages,
the Balochistan government is set to allocate more funds for irrigation and
agriculture in the next fiscal year.
―Our next year‘s agricultural development budget would be higher than this
year‘s and we will roll out several new schemes in such key areas as on-farm crop
management and monitoring, orchard caring, solar tube-wells, tunnel farming,
agricultural extension and value-chain upgradation,‖ a senior official of
Balochistan agriculture department told this writer.
For the current fiscal year, Rs7.4bn was earmarked for ongoing and new farm
development schemes in agriculture sector. And, Rs1.8bn was set aside for
irrigation development.
Officials say on both heads, development spending would be increased,
adding, that the provincial government has identified lack of adequate water
supplies and absence of proper value-chain as two key constraints to agricultural
growth.
In recent years agriculture in Balochistan has shown some progress in farm
yields. The output of rice, cotton, fruits (particularly apples) and vegetables has
increased. But the agriculture sector is still beset by complex structural problems.
―Water shortages, collapsing prices of farm produce, issues in payment of
minimum support prices, inadequate farm-to-market infrastructure and near
absence of proper storage and marketing facilities make it difficult to put
agriculture on a higher growth trajectory,‖ according to a top official of the
provincial government. In the last 10 years (between FY06-FY15), annual growth
in Balochistan‘s agriculture averaged at just 2.6 pc.
Farmers say the performance of provincial authorities is also wanting on
many counts but most notably in their failure to persuade banks to meet the
borrowing needs of the farming community.
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The total output of fruits in Balochistan has also shown a rising trend in
the last four years, from 1.08m tonnes in FY12 to an estimated 1.21m tonnes
in FY16, a cumulative 12pc growth
Against the annual agricultural lending target of Rs7bn for FY16 actual
lending in the province remains half a billion rupees. Provincial officials say that in
addition to taking up this issue with the State Bank of Pakistan, they are also
working on setting up the Balochistan Bank with the provincial government being
its largest shareholder.
―Hopefully, we may be able to give good news in this regard in the next
budget,‖ one senior official of the provincial finance department told this writer.
Despite limitations, the province‘s farming sector is doing reasonably well,
officials claim. Cotton output in Balochistan has increased 33pc to 76,000 bales
(up to April 3) from last year‘s 57,000 bales, thanks to improved pest management,
they say.
Cotton growers say the output is expected to touch 1m bales next year,
pinning their hopes on such factors like the province‘s partnership with Better
Cotton Initiative of the WWF Pakistan increased awareness among farmers about
fixing cotton crop issues on time.
Wheat production in the province is also expected to reach the target of 0.9m
tonnes this year, despite a 5pc decline in wheat sowing areas and shortage of
drought like situation in rain-fed areas.
According to officials of the Ministry of National Food Security and
Research, wheat was sown over 3.6m hectares in Balochistan against the target of
4m hectares.
―Still we can reach closer to the target of 900,000 tonnes on the basis of
higher per-hectare yields,‖ says an official of provincial agriculture department
boasting of how the province‘s wheat yield has been showing a consistent increase
for some years.
Per-hectare yield of wheat remained range bound between 2,100-2,200kg in
the last 10 years, but officials claim this year it is set to surpass this level.
Officials and growers say that drought like situation in Balochistan had an
impact on rice production in the last season adding that the production target of
0.61m tonnes could not be met. Actual output data will be announced by the
federal committee on agriculture in its meeting on April 20.
Provincial officials and growers claim, however, that the per-hectare yield of
non-basmati Irri rice (that has already been on the rise in the province) is estimated
to have risen further to about 3,400kg in the last season from less than 3,200kg
four years ago, largely due to adoption of new techniques for growing paddy with
less water.
The per hectare yield of basmati rice remains a shade below 3,000kg per
hectare and its production above 0.5m tonnes. Officials and rice growers say no big
improvement is in sight in these numbers.
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Total output of fruits in Balochistan has also shown a rising trend in the last
four years, from 1.08m tonnes in FY12 to an estimated 1.21m tonnes in FY16, a
cumulative 12pc growth.
Production of all vegetables (including potato) had begun faltering after
touching a peak of 525,000 tonnes in FY12 but this, too, is estimated to have
returned to the same level in the last fiscal year, officials say.
Output of other smaller crops, most notably castor seeds, has also been on the
rise with improved cropping methods. Extensive research in castor seed farming in
2000s had boosted its per-hectare yield, thereby gradually attracting farmers to the
crop in the last four, five years.
20 лидеров боевиков в Белуджистане сдались властям
20 ‗RAW funded‘ militant leaders surrender in Balochistan
The Nation. March 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Mar-2017/20-raw-fundedmilitant-leaders-surrender-in-balochistan

20 militant commanders in Balochistan surrendered in front of the security
authorities today, the Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) said.
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The military media wing added that the commanders have admitted that they
were funded by Indian intelligence agency RAW.
―The surrendered commanders have appealed to the other militants to
surrender,‖ said the ISPR, adding that the commanders have vowed to lead a
peaceful and productive life henceforth.
―They also seek forgiveness for their previous doings,‖ the ISPR said.
The militants have reportedly confessed to being funded through Baloch
separatist leadership.
―RAW used to help us through Brahmdagh Bugti,‖ they told the authorities.
Коррупция в Белуджистане
Corruption In Balochistan
The Nation. January 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editorials/09-Jan-2017/corruption-inbalochistan

JUI-F lawmaker Sardar Abdul Rehman Khetran on Saturday, addressing the
Balochistan assembly alleged that the former Inspector General of Balochistan
Police Mushtaq Ahmed Sukhera took 28 provincial owned vehicles with him to
Punjab after he retired.
The news read like just another fact of life in Pakistan, where VIPS and
VVIPS act like they have rights over what does not belong to them.
In this case it points to the blatant sense of entitlement that a select few
officials working in Balochistan feel.
Pakistan has suffered long and Balochistan even longer due to corrupt
governance, unrest and chaos.
When massive wads of money were discovered by the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) in May last year, from the residence of Balochistan
Finance Secretary Mushtaq Ahmed Raisani, there was an uproar over the
conditions in Balochistan and the unabashed looting from local government
development funds.
The NAB recovered more than Rs730 million from the house, an amount so
large, if utilised properly, had the potential to transform the backward province.
The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) made two controversial plea
bargain deals with Raisani, enforcing the fact, that cheaters will be allowed to
prosper.
The IG probably understood as much when he decided to keep the official
motorcade, and if the accusation is unfounded, a clarification must be given.
If it is true, he should be investigated and prosecuted to the full extent of the
law.
Former federal minister Sardar Yar Mohammad Rind had brought to attention
the Raisani case in October 2014, and it took three years for the NAB to take
action, only to allow a way out for the corrupt.
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Rind alleged that the Raisani-led government had committed massive
corruption in the Reko Diq gold-cum-copper project deal and the province still
awaits justice.
How long will it take to get to the bottom of this one?

ВНУТРЕННЯЯ ПОЛИТИКА1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Наваз Шариф считает, что будущим премьером станет Шехбаз Шариф
Shahbaz is next premier: Nawaz
The News.
premier-nawaz

21/12/2017/

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/258601-shahbaz-is-next-

LAHORE: Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) President Nawaz
Sharif has nominated his brother Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif as the
candidate for the prime minister in the next elections.
Nawaz announced this decision after a meeting of PML-N bigwigs at his Jati
Umra residence. According to sources present in the meeting, Nawaz praised the
chief minister for his hard-working nature and devotion to public service.
―Shahbaz has always worked to further the party policies for public welfare
and this unflagging attitude earned him the opportunity to be trusted for a higher
office. We are a democratic political party where everyone is free to voice their
mind. Shahbaz has had difference of opinion over some issues yet his commitment
to the party overrules all else, which is why he has never violated the party
discipline,‖ said the former prime minister.
He lauded Shahbaz‘s vision of swift progress and development and the
success he has achieved as chief minister and said there was no harm in
consultation and/or agreement with the younger brother. ―Shahbaz Sharif has never
disappointed me,‖ said the PML-N president.
Putting his foot down regarding the party discipline, Nawaz said those who
claimed to be in the PML-N should stand by the party and the party‘s stance in
testing times instead of creating and fanning discord.
―Such behaviour will not be tolerated,‖ he warned and added that the
dissenting statements were not being appreciated in the party. Nawaz warned that
the orchestrators of the religious sit-in would [inevitably] understand the dangerous
long-term consequences of this action. Talking about the future, he said the
election campaign and movement for non-partisan across-the-board justice and
supremacy of civilians in democracy would be run jointly.
―These two principles of civilian supremacy in democracy and sanctity of
vote will be the slogans for the 2018 election campaign,‖ he made it clear. The
announcement has huge implications. At the one end, it announces a truce between
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the two brothers over the disagreements that had been widely reported by the
media. The statements given by Maryam Nawaz, Shahbaz and Hamza Shahbaz
after several meetings too hinted that both sides were trying to convince each other
to adopt their stance.
Nawaz‘s decision on not nominating Shahbaz as the party head after his
disqualification was also seen by some an outcome of the rift and the resultant
distrust between the two. This announcement could very well be seen as an
announcement of an end to that friction.
Выборы состоятся 15 июля 2018 г., - объявил премьер Аббаси
Elections to be held on July 15: PM
The Nation. December 17, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/17-Dec-2017/elections-to-be-heldon-july-15-pm

KOHAT - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has said that the general
elections will be held in the country on July 15 next year.
Prime Minister Abbasi said that Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
government firmly believed in serving the masses with concrete steps instead of
paying mere lip-service to public aspirations and demands.
He said the PML-N politics revolved around decency and truthfulness that
was the reason, the masses throughout the country, were witnessing a string of
mega development projects completed by the government.
Addressing a public gathering in Kohat on Saturday, the prime minister
expressed his conviction that the people would support the PML-N on the basis of
its performance in next general elections to be held on time in 2018 after the
completion of his government‘s tenure.
The PML-N always undertook development works unlike its political
opponents who only banked upon tall claims and politics of indecent talks, he
added.
He said the PML-N always talked about Pakistan and stood for the unity of
the country and never divided the brothers.
The prime minister said a dictator had ruled over the country for eight years,
followed by PPP government but no tangible development work could be initiated
in the country.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and other areas of the country, the people would only
cite the development projects completed by Nawaz Sharif and the PML-N, he said,
adding, the only reason was because the PML-N had the motto of serving the
people.
The prime minister referred to his earlier ground-breaking of dualisation of
128-km Sarai Gambila-Kohat Road and 73-km Pindigheb-Kohat Road.
He said both roads would be completed at the total cost of Rs22 billion and
Rs10 billion respectively.
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Governor Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Zafar Iqbal Jhagra, adviser to prime minister
Engineer Amir Muqam, high officials and a number of PML-N elected leaders
were also present on the occasion.
During the previous regimes, the prime minister maintained, the area did not
witness any development activity and recalled his earlier visit to Kohat. He said the
area people were well-versed in politics and they could easily discern the
difference between hollow slogans and concrete measures. They abhorred politics
of mere accusations.
The prime minister also advised his political adversaries to serve the people if
they wanted to enlist their support in the next general elections .
In 2018, he said the elections would be held on time, the PML-N government
would complete its term and go to polls on the basis of its performance, referring
to its achievements in education, health, road infrastructure and energy sectors.
The menace of terrorism was confronted and tackled by the PML-N
government and now the countrymen did not feel insecurity, he added.
Every week, completed mega projects were being inaugurated whereas
several others were lined up, he said, fearing that few among them could not be
inaugurated due to the hectic busy time frame.
The prime minister recollected the tragic incident of Army Public School
Peshawar three years back, and said after the tragedy, the political parties and
Pakistan army confronted the threat collectively with the support of the nation and
defeated it.
He said the law and order situation in the country had improved manifold
when compared with the situation in 2013. ―Now, everyone feels secure. Our hard
work and sacrifices paid for peace in the country,‖ he added.
About Fata, the prime minister said the PML-N government had undertaken
the initiative for mainstreaming of the tribal areas and introduced a bill in the
National Assembly.
He said the Fata reforms process would be implemented by the PML-N which
would be another feather in its cap as everyone wanted this issue to be settled and
called upon the political elements to support the process. No one opposed merger
of Fata with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
On this occasion, the people in the gathering raised their hands to support
government‘s efforts.
The prime minister said quality education for the females in the area was
ensured with inauguration of Kohat University of Science and Technology (KUST)
women campus.
About local issues pertaining to gas supply and construction of stadium, the
prime minister said these would be fast tracked with support of the federal
government‘s funds.
Возрастает роль Шехбаз Шарифа в политической жизни Пакистана
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Two Pakistani PMs at OIC summit?
Kuki Raza. The Nation. December 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/13-Dec-2017/twopakistani-pms-at-oic-summit

What is noticeable was that from no angle it appeared that there is a person
who is not a head of a state
As every one of us know that Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif along
with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi participated at an extraordinary
summit of Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in Istanbul, Turkey, over US
President Donald Trump's decision to recognise Jerusalem as the Israeli capital.
Before start of the OIC summit today, the Punjab chief minister had a detail
historic interaction with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, in which he expressed complete support of
Pakistan to the Muslim world over Jerusalem‘s issue. Talking to the Palestinian
President, the CM openly condemned President Donald Trump's action
over Jerusalem , and called it a huge setback to the Palestinian peace process. He
was strongly of the opinion that this decision has reinforced the Palestinians' lack
of trust in the honesty of the Trump administration as a peace broker, and now, the
situation will become worse in the Palestine as there will be more bloodshed.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan warmly welcomed the Pakistani
delegation, and appreciated Pakistan‘s stance on this imperative matter.
The Punjab chief minister especially appreciated Turkey for making sincere efforts
in organising this extraordinary summit of OIC. Particularly, the CM
acknowledged Turkey‘s support to Punjab‘s social sector, and expressed pleasure
over the unfailing support and assistance from Turkey in intensifying mutual
collaboration across a vast range of areas in Punjab .
The amazing aspect in both these interactions was the impactful presence of
Shahbaz, who looked very vigilant and focused to the cause for which he is there.
What is noticeable was that from no angle it appeared that there is a person who is
not a head of a state. Instead, his expressions were so assertive that it reinforced the
opinion of him being currently part of Recep Tayyip Erdogan‘s remarkable league
as present great Muslim leaders in the world.
The Punjab chief minister's keenness towards this summit is visible from his
brilliant tweet today, in which he quoted the wonderful words of the founder of
Pakistan, Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
Выборы пройдут на базе переписи 2017 г. и не будет их досрочное
проведение (назначены на август 2018 г.).
Census 2017 rules out early polls
The News. 14.12.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/255829-census-2017-rulesout-early-polls

ISLAMABAD: The political parties demanding early polls may end up
helping the formulation of a caretaker set-up for a longer period as the census 2017
has almost ruled out the possibility of early polls.
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The standoff between the government and the opposition in the Senate over
constitutional amendment, required for on-time general elections in August next
year on the basis of 2017 census, may delay the election 2018 but it can‘t be held
early.
Early polls can only be held on the basis of 1998 census but it would be
unacceptable to KP, Balochistan and Islamabad Capital Territory as they are bound
to gain additional seats in the National Assembly on the basis of the 2017 census.
The option of holding elections on the basis of 1998 census may suit Punjab
but it would be like depriving KP, Balochistan and ICT of their due representation
in parliament. Even if the political parties, PTI and PPP and the provincial
governments particularly KP and Balochistan, agree to have less representation in
the National Assembly, this case is bound to go to the court of law.
Any legal mind could easily assess what a court of law would decide in such
a matter as the census 2017 has already been carried out and created additional
representation for KP, Balochistan and ICT. Because of this scenario, holding of
elections on the basis of the 1998 census is almost impossible now.
The official result of the census 2017 will be announced in April next year.
The provisional result of the latest census, however, has already been announced.
According to the Constitution, general elections would be held on the basis of last
officially announced census. As of today, the last officially announced census is of
1998 whereas the census 2017 will be officially notified in April 2018.
The constitutional amendment bill, which has been passed by the National
Assembly but facing a standoff in the Upper House, makes way for holding the
2018 polls on the basis of 2017 census while ensuring that the delimitation of the
electoral constituencies is completed by the Election Commission of Pakistan on
the basis of provisional results of the 2017 census to avoid delay in the next
general elections.
The process of delimitation will take five to six months. If the constitutional
amendment bill is not passed by the Senate, the delimitation process will start after
the April 2018 notification of 2017 census. It would mean that the delimitation of
constituencies will be completed by September-October 2018 only after which the
election schedule would be announced.
Имран Хан вновь призвал провести как можно быстрее всеобщие
выборы
Imran Khan reiterates call for early election
Daily Times. DECEMBER 13, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/158746/imran-khanreiterates-call-early-election/

LAHORE: Reiterating his call for holding early elections, Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan said that a ―fresh mandate‖ was needed for
bringing stability in the country as the federal government had failed to fulfill their
duties.
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Addressing a press conference on Monday, Imran stressed upon holding
early elections saying: ―It is better for the government to hold elections as early as
possible.‖
Imran dubbed Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi as a ―puppet‖ of the
Sharif family and accused him of working only for saving the ―Sharif family‘s
corruption‖.
Referring towards the recent decrease in the value of rupee, he said that the
government did not have the ability to deal with the economic crises.
He went on to say that the economy of the country would continue to get
worse if the government would carry on.
Demand for FATA-KP merger
Imran continued to demand the merger of Federally Administrated Tribal
Areas (FATA) with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa saying: ―The National Action Plan has
clearly stated that FATA must be mainstreamed and merged with KP.‖
‖FATA should be merged with KP as soon as possible,‖ said the PTI chief.
He further said that the delay in FATA-KP merger would allow terrorism to
return in the province.
Model Town inquiry report
Commenting on the Model Town inquiry report, Imran said that the report
had clearly implicated Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif and Provincial Law
Minister Rana Sanaullah.
―How the both can be prosecuted, if the power remains in their hands,‖ he
said.
He also demanded them to resign immediately.
Министр МВД заявил, что нежелательное Соглашение с исламистами
все же помогло избежать насилия.
‗Undesirable‘ accord helped country avoid religion-based violence:
minister
Dawn, November 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373517/undesirable-accordhelped-country-avoid-religion-based-violence-minister

KARACHI: Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal said on Tuesday the six-point
agreement that ended the Faizabad sit-in was not a ―desirable‖ one, but it saved the
country from the threat of ―religion-based violence‖.
In an attempt to dismiss a widely-held view that the army-brokered accord
with protesters amounted to total surrender on the part of the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz government, Mr Iqbal tweeted that although the agreement ―was
not desirable‖ the government was left with no choice.
―Document of finishing dharna [sit-in] was not desirable but there was little
choice because if [the] situation had persisted [for] another 24hrs there would be
riots,‖ he tweeted, according to dawn.com.
But an hour later, he tweeted again, claiming that the civil and military
leadership had acted ―collectively‖ in making the deal with the protesters.
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―Civil & military leadership acted collectively 2 save the country from threat
of religion-based violence. We must heal wounds 2 unite nation,‖ read his tweet.
Army‘s assurance
Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah chief Khadim Hussain Rizvi revealed
that it was the army which ensured that the government met the protesters‘ terms.
―We told them [the government] that we cannot talk to you,‖ Mr Rizvi told
Samaa TV on Tuesday. ―Then the army came in the middle and our companions
met army and ISI [Inter-Services Intelligence] bigwigs, generals, etc.‖
―They told us they will get all of our demands accepted,‖ he said in a
startling revelation that shed light on why the government seemed to have
capitulated so completely to the protesters, according to dawn.com.
Army assured protesters of getting their demands accepted, claims sit-in
leader
Mr Rizvi said his team never met the interior minister — who also put his
signature on the six-point agreement — and it ―must have been‖ the army
leadership which asked Mr Iqbal to sign the document.
After the weeks-long protest, which virtually paralysed the capital and led to
several people losing their lives, the government finally yielded to the protesters on
Monday after law minister Zahid Hamid resigned from his post.
The minister‘s resignation came in the aftermath of Saturday‘s botched
operation against protesters at Faizabad and successful negotiations with leaders of
the sit-in late on Sunday night.
Six people were killed and hundreds wounded during the operation. The
terms of the agreement included blanket immunity for all those arrested during the
crackdown on the agitating protesters.
The agreement between the government and the protesters to end the sit-in
has subsequently faced much criticism.
Most prominently, Islamabad High Court Justice Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui had
on Monday questioned how the army could act as a mediator between the
government and a group that had committed an act of terrorism.
―You have put a question mark over civilian supremacy. What have you
done?‖ the judge asked Interior Minister Iqbal during proceedings regarding the
sit-in by religious parties.
―It is also very strange that efforts of Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa have been
acknowledged in the following words: ‗This agreement materialised through the
special efforts of chief of army staff and his team‘,‖ the judge noted in his order.
―Prima facie, [the] role assumed by the top leadership of army is besides the
Constitution and law of land. Armed forces, being part of the executive, cannot
travel beyond its mandate bestowed upon it by the organic law of the country i.e.
the Constitution.‖
Оппозиция в Парламенте требует – религия не должна использоваться
в политических целях (о протестном сидении)
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Khursheed Shah opposes use of religion for political objectives
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https://www.dawn.com/news/1373278/khursheed-shah-opposes-use-of-religion-for-politicalobjectives

SUKKUR: Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed
Khursheed Ahmed Shah said on Monday that religion should not be used for
achieving political objectives.
Talking to reporters at his residence here, he said the trend of using religion
for achieving political objectives was dangerous for the country.
Mr Shah criticised the federal government‘s handling of the Faizabad sit-in,
saying that instead of tackling the issue politically the government had ordered a
crackdown on the protesters. After the botched crackdown, he added, it seemed
that the government had transferred all its powers to the director general of Punjab
Rangers to settle the issue.
He criticised the government also for banning TV news channels and placing
curbs on social media networks.
Opposition leaders criticise government‘s handling of Faizabad sit-in
Talking about the changing political situation in the region, he said Pakistan
needed to review its foreign policy because it was losing its friends in the region.
He said the government should take measures for improving the country‘s relations
with its neighbours.
Rejecting the demands for an early election in the country, the opposition
leader said that the next general elections should be held according to the schedule.
He said the country‘s future was attached with democracy, adding that if civilian
governments were allowed to function properly the country would be in a much
better position economically after 20 to 25 years.
Answering a question, he claimed that there were serious differences
between senior leaders of the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N). He
claimed that PML-N president Nawaz Sharif did not want to see former interior
minister Chaudhry Nisar in the PML-N anymore. But he does not want to expel Mr
Nisar from the party and he is hoping that the former interior minister will himself
quit it. However, he claimed that Mr Nisar did not want to quit the PML-N.
Mr Shah rejected the impression that there was a difference in the political
views of Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari and chairman
Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari. He said the PPP had faced many difficult situations since
its formation, but it had always worked for the prosperity of the country.
On a question about Sunday‘s public meeting in Sukkur by some anti-PPP
parties and their plan to form a ‗grand democratic alliance‘ to contest the next
elections, Mr Shah said that all these parties did not enjoy the support of the
masses.
В Парламенте задаются вопросом – кто финансировал протестное
движение? Хотят вызвать министра МВД «на ковер»!
Parliament to protect Constitution, democratic system: Rabbani
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ISLAMABAD: As the senators assailed the government for mishandling the
sit-in that had paralysed life in the federal capital for about three weeks, and raised
questions as to who had backed and financed the protesters, Senate Chairman Mian
Raza Rabbani declared on Monday that parliament would protect, preserve and
defend the Constitution and democratic system.
―Be it Musharraf or technocrat formula, we would not let anybody cause
harm to the democratic system,‖ he said, adding that only the 1973 Constitution
could keep the federation intact.
Noting that the civilian government had gone on back foot, he said
parliament would try its best to assert the writ of the state that had been badly
eroded.
Mr Rabbani lambasted Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal for not bothering to
come and brief the Senate on the extremely significant developments where the
country remained on the verge of civil war for two days, members of parliament
had been attacked, the army had to be summoned and the law minister had to step
down under an agreement.
Call for judicial probe into all sit-ins since 2013 to expose hidden hands
―Where is the interior minister?‖ he asked Minister of State for Interior Talal
Chaudhry, who sought a day for briefing the Senate on developments concerning
the sit-in by a ‗politico- religious party‘.
This further infuriated an already angered Rabbani who said the interior
minister could reach the high court on a 15-minute notice, but chose to stay away
from parliament at this critical juncture.
When the chairman was told that the Islamabad High Court had issued a
contempt of court notice against the minister, he said he too could issue a
―contempt of parliament notice‖ to him.
He said that rather the prime minister should have been here, making it clear
that any meeting in Riyadh or Jeddah was not more important than what was
happening in Pakistan. He said the happenings of last two days were very serious
and a matter of concern for the entire nation. He lamented that some unprecedented
trends were emerging which were dangerous not only for democracy and politics
but also for the state of Pakistan.
Mr Rabbani observed that all political forces, intellectuals and professionals
must put their heads together and collectively hammer out a national narrative to
arrest these trends. He said parliament had a lead role to play in it irrespective of
the government‘s attitude of ignoring parliament instead of drawing strength from
it.
He said it was appalling that the government chose to ignore parliament after
life coming to a standstill for 22 days and the situation reaching a stage where the
army chief had to intervene.
He referred to the issuance of a flawed notification calling in the army under
Article 245 of the Constitution to assist the civil administration and also to the
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attacks on the properties of lawmakers and the incidents of kidnapping of law
enforcement personnel and a complete blackout of the electronic media for 27
hours.
When the chairman was told by Talal Chaudhry that the interior minister
was not in the city and was in a plane right now, he said: ―You are not interested in
running the system. The house is in session and the interior minister decided to
leave the city. This house cannot be hostage to the interior minister. You are
accountable to the house under the Constitution.‖
He told a totally confused Mr Chaudhry: ―This house wants to know why the
army had been summoned. You better outsource the government. You are taking
for granted parliament which could become a source of strength for you‖.
Senator Farhatullah Babar of the PPP called for a judicial probe into all sitins held since 2013 to expose the hidden hands behind them.
He said sit-ins had become a regular feature of ―our political landscape and
instead of a lawful means to air grievances, they are now used to paralyse the state
and society. Dharnas over long periods of time require huge financial and
managerial resources. It is time that a judicial probe is held into all the dharnas of
2013, 2014, 2016 and 2017 to expose if there were hidden hands behind them‖.
He termed unwise the press release about the telephonic call of the army
chief to the prime minister advising that the sit-in be handled peacefully and
avoiding violence on both sides. ‗‗The term ‗both sides‘ equates the sit-in people
already declared terrorists by the Islamabad High Court making demands at
gunpoint with a legitimate government that is constitutionally bound to protect the
life, property and honour of citizens.‘‘
Mr Babar said the interior minister had mishandled the situation, but his
error of judgement was no reason to equate the two sides — the government and
protesters.
He said the army and the civilian government must speak to each other
through available mechanisms, and not through the media.
In the context of protesters chanting death threats, avoidance of violence by
both sides was impossible and blurred the distinction between rule by the mob and
rule of the law, he said, adding that force could only be used by the state and those
who had successfully carried out Raddul Fasaad knew it very well.
The senators criticised the interior minister for his refusal to take ownership
of the abortive operation against the protesters and for claiming that the district
administration had directly taken the initiative on the orders of the court.
A senator proposed a ban on sit-ins in future and said that those who did it
should be booked for treason.
Leader of the House in the Senate Raja Zafarul Haq said the protesters had
refused to leave the area even after signing the agreement till all their men taken
into custody were released and the injured discharged from hospitals.
The senators took the opportunity to also demand action against those
responsible for changing the Khatm-i-Nubuwat declaration and called for
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immediately making public the report of the committee headed by Raja Zafarul
Haq.
The house was prorogued sine die without passing the 24th constitution
amendment bill it had originally been convened for.
Судебные органы взбешены ролью военных в решении конфликта с
властями (протестное сидение).
IHC enraged by military role in agreement to end protest
Malik Asad. Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373272/ihcenraged-by-military-role-in-agreement-to-end-protest

ISLAMABAD: The government and the military received a thorough
dressing-down from the Islamabad High Court (IHC) on Monday as Justice
Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui questioned how the army could act as a mediator between
the government and a group that had committed an act of terrorism.
―You have put a question mark over civilian supremacy. What have you
done?‖ the judge asked Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal during proceedings regarding
the sit-in by religious parties that had paralysed the twin cities for two and a half
weeks.
In a fiery hearing on Monday, Justice Siddiqui said the deal confirmed
widely-held impressions about who was behind the sit-in and ordered the district
administration, the Intelligence Bureau and Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
Barrister Zafarullah Khan to submit separate reports on various aspects of the
Khatm-i-Nubuwat issue that led up to the sit-in, as well as the identities of those
backing the protest.
In its written order, the IHC bench also directed the attorney general to help
the court determine how the armed forces could act as an arbitrator.
Justice Siddiqui furious at interior minister for ceding ‗civilian supremacy‘
At the outset, when the Islamabad chief commissioner read out the text of
the agreement between the government and the protesting Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya
Rasool Allah, the judge took issue with the military playing the role of mediator.
―Most alarming is that Maj Gen Faiz Hameed put signature as one through
whom agreement arrived at. It is also very strange that efforts of Gen Qamar Javed
Bajwa have been acknowledged in the following words: ‗This agreement
materialised through the special efforts of chief of army staff and his team‘,‖ the
judge noted in his order.
―Prima facie, [the] role assumed by the top leadership of army is besides the
Constitution and law of land. Armed forces, being part of the executive, cannot
travel beyond its mandate bestowed upon it by the organic law of the country i.e.
the Constitution.‖
―Where is Raddul Fasaad and all those operations against the terrorists?‖ the
bench remarked, adding that a clash between state institutions was harmful to the
country.
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During the hearing, the bench expressed its displeasure over the army‘s
alleged role in the settlement made with the protesters, remarking: ―Army officers
eager to participate in politics should first return their guns to the state, take
retirement and then join politics‖.
He also observed that it would have been impossible to stage such a sit-in
near General Headquarters. Addressing the interior minister, the judge remarked
that through this agreement, the federal government had laid bare the army‘s role
in this sit-in.
The order noted that ―most abusive and filthy language was used against
honourable judges of the Supreme Court, but the federal government and arbitrator
did not bother to persuade the leadership of [Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah]
to even tender an apology in this regard.‖
During proceedings, the judge asked the minister why a major general was
engaged to hold dialogue with those who had violated the law and committed an
act of terrorism by blocking public roads.
This gave the impression that the civil administration was not capable of
performing its lawful job and the army was the only institution which could handle
such matters, he observed, and asked why the military had not been deployed
under Article 245 of the Constitution to disperse the mob.
―We requisitioned the army, but they sought clarification on certain points,
which have been addressed,‖ the minister replied, referring to a letter expressing
certain apprehensions over the proposed operation against protesters, which was
leaked to the media a couple of days ago.
He directed the Islamabad chief commissioner and IB to furnish reports on
the failure of the Faizabad clearance operation and the identities of those who
provided support, such as lethal weapons, tear gas and gas masks, to the protesters.
Justice Siddiqui raised many eyebrows when he remarked that he could be
assassinated, or may end up joining the ranks of the missing persons, but it was his
duty to speak the truth. ―Everyone should know that there are no followers of
Justice Munir in the courts anymore,‖ he said, referring to the former chief justice
who gave legal cover to the dissolution of Pakistan‘s first constituent assembly.
During the hearing, he also observed that the government was trying to save
Minister of State for Information Technology Anusha Rehman by scapegoating
Zahid Hamid. However, the minister insisted that it was not yet clear whether she
had any role in the matter.
When the judge asked who had prepared the draft of the election law and the
amended declaration, Mr Iqbal said it was a whole committee.
He also took issue with one of the clauses of the agreement between the
government and protesters, which stated that the federal and provincial
governments would compensate the losses incurred by protesters, asking why the
state should do so.
―Had I not ordered the clearing of Faizabad Interchange, who would have
been responsible for removing the protesters?‖ the judge inquired.
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In response, Mr Iqbal said that while this was the responsibility of the civil
administration, this particular protest was very complicated as it was based on a
religious issue. ―Had it been a political dispute, the situation would have been
entirely different,‖ he said.
This prompted Justice Siddiqui to observe that the court had already saved
the government last year, when the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf announced its
intention to lock down the capital.
Addressing Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Sector Commander Arfan
Shaheed Ramay, Justice Siddiqui said that the army should have sided with the
government at any cost, and asked how they became arbitrators. Inamur Rahim, the
counsel for one of the petitioners, also pointed out that Pakistan Army Act (PAA)
did not allow militarymen to become arbitrators.
The hearing was adjourned until Nov 30, but the judge gave IB and the
district administration until Dec 4 to submit their reports.
Протестное сидение в Фаизабаде закончилось, когда армия через
посредников (рейнджеры) подписала сделку (несколько изменят
формулировку в клятве депутатов) – 6 пунктов Соглашения
Faizabad sit-in ends as army brokers deal
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Law minister Zahid Hamid resigns
ISI official signs agreement as ‗guarantor‘
Interior minister seeks proposals to prevent future sit-ins
ISLAMABAD: Protesters from various religious groups on Monday cleared
Faizabad interchange and called off their countrywide protest after over 20 days
when the government accepted most of their major demands under an armybrokered agreement.
Though the government started implementing the apparently one-sided
agreement — starting with the resignation of Law Minister Zahid Hamid — the
administration was not able to completely open Faizabad interchange until late in
the night.
The protesters, who continued to block Murree Road until the evening, had
earlier reportedly refused to leave until all those arrested during the three-week
standoff were released.
The six-point accord agreed upon by representatives of the federal
government and the protesting parties in secret talks held on Sunday night, was
presented before the Islamabad High Court (IHC) by officials of the Islamabad
administration on Monday.
Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah later told Dawn that the talks were
held at the Punjab House in Islamabad.
Mr Hamid had already agreed to resign during a meeting with Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif in Lahore on Sunday. State-run Pakistan Television
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reported that Mr Hamid had presented his resignation to Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi to bring the country ―out of a state of crisis‖.
Mr Abbasi accepted the resignation before his departure for Saudi Arabia
along with the army chief.
The agreement reached between the two sides — a day after six protesters
were killed during a botched operation — carries the signatures of Interior Minister
Ahsan Iqbal and Interior Secretary Arshad Mirza from the government side, and
leaders of Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah (TLYRA) Khadim Hussain Rizvi,
Afzal Qadri and Mohammad Waheed Noor as representatives of the protesters.
Maj Gen Faiz Hameed of the Inter-Services Intelligence also signed the
agreement in the capacity of ‗guarantor‘.
In the agreement, the government has sought a guarantee from the religious
leaders that after the removal of the law minister, they would not issue any Fatwa
(decree) against him.
The government has also agreed that the report of the three-member
committee, headed by Senator Raja Zafarul Haq, would be made public within 30
days and those responsible for changing the language of the electoral declaration
for candidates would be taken to task in accordance with the law.
Through the agreement, the government has also agreed to release all those
arrested during the protest within one to three days, after fulfilling legal
requirements. It has also committed to drop all cases and release those put under
house arrest.
The agreement says that a board will be constituted, in consultation with
protesting parties, to hold an inquiry into the incidents of Nov 25, when the
government carried out a failed operation against the protesters, and has asked for
action against those responsible to be initiated within 30 days.
ISLAMABAD: Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah leader Khadim Hussain
Rizvi announces the end of the sit-in on Monday.—Tanveer Shahzad/White Star
The agreement stipulated that the federal and the Punjab governments would
compensate for the losses to public and private property, which was damaged
during the standoff.
Both sides also express their gratitude to Chief of the Army Staff Gen
Qamar Javed Bajwa, saying the agreement came about as a result of efforts made
by the army chief and his team.
―We are thankful to him as he has saved the nation from facing a huge
disaster,‖ reads the agreement, written in Urdu.
The sixth point of the agreement says that the points already agreed upon
with the Punjab government should be implemented in letter and spirit. While the
text of the agreement says that these points have been annexed with the agreement,
no annexures were provided to the media or the court.
The agreement opens with the sentence: ―Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool
Allah is a peaceful party and does not believe in violence and unrest.‖
The agreement blames the government for mishandling the issue, stating:
―this party raised the issue of the controversial change in the laws regarding
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Khatm-i-Nubuwat and Namoos-i-Risalat, but regretfully, [the government] used
force instead of giving a proper reply.‖
Punjab Rangers Director General (DG) Azhar Naveed Hayat, who was
charged with clearing and handling the sit-in by the federal government, later
visited Faizabad, where he was warmly received by the protesters.
Later, the DG distributed cash envelopes among the protesters. A video clip
showing the DG Rangers distributing money among the protesters went viral on
social media with people questioning the act.
Police officials present at the time told reporters that the protesters had been
given Rs1,000 in cash each so that they could return to their homes.
Police sources said that out of the 400 men arrested, 30 had already been
released following the agreement between the government and the protesters.
They said 23 cases had been registered against the protesters since Nov 8 at
various police stations in Islamabad, adding that they could not release some of the
activists, despite the agreement, since under the law, only trial courts have powers
to release them on bail and decide their fate.
Earlier, Mr Rizvi held a news conference at the site of the sit-in and
announced that their main demand had been accepted.
He claimed it was propaganda against his group that that they had been sent
to Islamabad by someone, adding that Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah would
also appear before a panel of ulema to probe remarks made by him against the
persecution of Ahmadis.
He announced that the board would be headed by Pir Afzal Qadri and
include Pir Haseenuddin Shah, Mufti Muneebur Rehman, Pir Inayatul Haq and
Mufti Subhan Qadri.
He further stated that the ministries of foreign affairs and interior should
take steps for the release of Dr Aafia Siddiqui and the public holiday on the birth
anniversary of Allama Iqbal should be restored.
Moreover, he said, two representatives of their movement would be included
in the board which would recommend changes in the syllabus, with an aim to
incorporate the translation of the Holy Quran and other Islamic material.
He said that no leniency would be given to those convicted by courts for
blasphemy and demanded that there should be no ban on the use of loudspeakers.
He also announced that the chehlum of those who died in the operation
would be held on Jan 4 in Rawalpindi‘s Liaquat Bagh, while Nov 25 would be
observed as ―Martyrs of the Prophet‘s Honour Day‖ every year.
Mr Rizvi said they would start packing up within 12 hours of the release of
their arrested comrades.
Meanwhile, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal constituted a three-member
committee under the interior secretary to make an assessment of the failed
operation of Nov 25 and to suggest steps to prevent such sit-ins in the future.
The minister directed that a 1,000-man special force be established to deal
with sit-ins.
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According to a statement issued by the interior ministry, Mr Iqbal has called
for steps to end the holding of sit-ins in the future, in the light of the court‘s
decisions.
Исхак Дар ушел с поста министра финансов на 3 месяца по состоянию
здоровья (премьер стал временно вместо него).
The fall of Dar
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 27th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373179/the-fall-of-dar

FINALLY, the Ministry of Finance is without Ishaq Dar — the man who led
the PML-N‘s economic team for the third time after replacing senior party
colleague Sartaj Aziz in November 1998.
To ensure a decent exit, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi immediately
approved his request for a leave of absence on health grounds permissible under
the rules for a maximum of three months.
Prime Minister Abbasi, however, had started to gradually withdraw powers
from Mr Dar ever since he replaced ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, under
whose leadership the former finance minister wielded maximum influence,
practically acting like a deputy prime minister heading more than four-dozen
committees in various spheres.
While approving the leave of absence, Mr Abbasi also withdrew Mr Dar‘s
remaining ministerial portfolio of finance, revenue and economic affairs.
He was initially clipped of privatisation and statistics portfolio the day Prime
Minister Abbasi took oath of office. A week later, he was removed as the head of
economic cabinet committees like the Economic Coordination Committee,
Executive Committee of National Economic Council, Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation and Cabinet Committee on Investment where he had resisted many
proposals from Mr Abbasi‘s erstwhile Ministry of Petroleum And Natural
Resources. Early this month, Mr Abbasi removed Mr Dar as a member of the
Council of Common Interests.
Mr Dar has been in the middle of headwinds ever since the Panama leaks
assumed centre stage in Pakistani politics, culminating in a judicial scrutiny for
allegedly helping Mr Sharif and amassing wealth beyond his known sources of
income.
Mr Dar was formally indicted by an accountability court on this count on
Sept 27, because of which he couldn‘t attend the high-profile annual meetings of
the World Bank-IMF in Washington for the first time in four years.
His tenure is characterised by his successful stabilisation of the economy
and for his inability to introduce deep-rooted structural reforms
A month later, on Oct 27, he took a one-way flight to Tajikistan aboard a
special plane of the prime minister to attend the 16th Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation ministerial conference which he had earlier regretted to
attend due to court appearances.
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He then reportedly travelled to Saudi Arabia to meet the ousted prime
minister — also a close relative — before reaching London and getting admitted to
a hospital for medical treatment on Nov 4.
In speedy accountability proceedings, the NAB court issued non-bailable
warrants against Mr Dar for not appearing before it on Nov 14 and declared him an
absconder a week later on Nov 21. In his absence, leaks started to flow out of the
Prime Minister Secretariat predicting his imminent exit.
Mr Dar is credited by friends and foes alike for successfully stabilising the
national economy for three years after 2013, but was criticised by many for his
inability to introduce deep-rooted structural reforms towards sustainable growth.
With the PML-N under political and judicial pressure, sadly, the journey to
reform had already become the least priority and foreign exchange reserves had
started a downhill route. This happened amid Mr Dar‘s reluctance to allow
currency depreciation to avoid its translation into higher debt stock in the absence
of support from exports, which have been on the decline for almost four years.
He had the guts to keep a tight control on the public purse despite increasing
political demands in an election year.
Under security-related pressures, even though the fiscal deficit at the end of
the last financial year was almost two per cent higher than budgeted, the firstquarter gap between revenues and expenditure this year was reported lowest at
0.9pc even though fiscal operations for the period are yet to be made public.
While there were limited expectations for further economic reforms, the only
continuation should have been the fiscal discipline that may be the next casualty as
the Abbasi-led political government moves towards the next elections with a
headless Ministry of Finance.
This comes at a time when Mr Dar‘s trusted Secretary Finance Shahid
Mehmood will also be on leave leading to his retirement before the New Year sets
in.
Under a stopgap arrangement, the additional charge of secretary finance has
now been given to an officer of another, ministry with prime minister‘s principal
secretary Fawad Hasan Fawad calling the controlling shots.
Mr Dar was perhaps the only minister of the Sharif cabinet who did not
allow Mr Fawad to have a say in administrative or policy-level decision-making
relating to his ministry.
Mr Dar had already selected a consortium of banks for the launch of two
separate bonds. As the decision-making suffered following political uncertainties,
the government has now decided to launch both bonds simultaneously with a larger
size.
Two of Mr Dar‘s trusted aides, Governor State Bank of Pakistan and
outgoing secretary finance are currently holding road shows abroad to raise up to
$3 billion of sukuk (Islamic bonds) and conventional Eurobond, most probably by
this weekend, subject to favourable investor response.
The Ministry of Finance has been trying to ensure, sometimes through shortterm commercial loans, to sustain national forex reserves above $14bn — a
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threshold for three months of import cover — to remain an uninterrupted recipient
of the World Bank loan.
The two successful bond launches would uplift this limit to a comfortable
zone for a couple more quarters as exports and remittances show signs of
improvement.
But despite sympathetic credit ratings, the bond pricing may not be as
favourable as secured in previous launches because of a prevailing sense of
political instability and tension among institutions.
Markup and profit rates on bonds are generally directly linked to the
vulnerability and eagerness factor of the fund-raising client, but these funds are
very crucial amid the large current account deficit to avoid heavy drawdown on
reserves.
While Prime Minister Abbasi has kept Mr Dar‘s portfolio to himself and
may chip in a junior minister for parliamentary requirements, leaving day-to-day
matters being run by his principal secretary, such an arrangement would send a
confusing, rather negative, signal to the market.
A full-time federal minister or a powerful adviser has to take the driving seat
along with the responsibility of steering the country at this transitory stage.
СМИ в США выражают большие сомнения в политической
стабильности в Пакистане (протестное сидение в Фаизабаде)
Protests create doubts about political stability: US media
Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373104/protests-createdoubts-about-political-stability-us-media

WASHINGTON: Protests in Islamabad have created fresh doubts about the
stability of the present political setup in Pakistan, the US media warned on Sunday,
as almost all key newspapers carried reports about clashes between protesters and
security forces at Faizabad.
―The latest spasm of violence has raised concerns about the stability of the
government of the governing party, which is already weakened from the
disqualification of its leader, Nawaz Sharif, in July,‖ The New York Times
commented.
―Political analysts say that the current turmoil will worsen if the government
does not take a political initiative to calm the unrest. For now, the authorities have
deployed Rangers and members of a paramilitary force to some parts of the
capital.‖
It noted that the Islamabad High Court had ordered the government last
week to clear the interchange, but the sit-in continued.
CNN reported that the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah (TLYRA), the
party behind the protest, was formed by followers of Mumtaz Qadri, who was
executed last year for killing Punjab Governor Salmaan Taseer in 2011.
The report said after Qadri‘s death, TLYRA had been attracting political and
religious support throughout the country.
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The Washington Post noted that the group is from the mainstream Barelvi
school of thought, which has the largest following in Pakistan. It said that ―facing
thousands of security forces, the protesters resisted for hours, even throwing back
tear gas canisters.‖ The reports of sympathetic rallies elsewhere ―created a growing
sense of confrontation and loss of government control,‖ the newspaper added.
US-backed radio service Radio Free Europe reported that army troops were
called in Islamabad to secure sensitive installations, diplomatic enclaves, as well as
the offices of the judiciary, parliament, presidency, prime minister and foreign
ministry.
CNN also referred to Law Minister Zahid Hamid‘s video message, which
shows him apologising to protesters on Sunday for provoking outrage and assuring
the nation that he believes in the finality of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
According to the report, the protesters accused Mr Hamid of amending a law
— weakening rules that require lawmakers to reference the Prophet (peace be upon
him) when taking their oaths.
After reading the oath in a video shared on social media, Mr Hamid said: ―I
further want to say I love Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) from the depth of my
heart.‖
He added: ―My family and I are prepared to lay down our lives for the
honour and sanctity of the Prophet (PBUH).‖
Лидер партии Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F) Maulana Fazlur Rehman
назвал протестное сидение в Фаизабаде международным заговором (осудил)
Fazl terms Faizabad sit-in international conspiracy
M.B. Kalhoro. Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373113/fazlterms-faizabad-sit-in-international-conspiracy

LARKANA: Chief of his own faction of the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F)
Maulana Fazlur Rehman has said that the political crisis in the shape of a sit-in at
Faizabad in Islamabad was created under an international conspiracy.
Addressing a ‗Shaheed-i-Islam conference‘ at Municipal Stadium here on
Sunday, he said the political crisis had been created just after the Supreme Court
verdict disqualifying Nawaz Sharif as prime minister and threats from the US
president.
He said the United States wanted to sabotage China‘s new policy of progress
and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
He said the county‘s economy could not be given in the hands of others and
Ulema were fighting for solidarity and integrity of Pakistan.
The Maulana said a collective approach should be adopted to end the
Islamabad sit-in. ―I am against using force to handle the situation. We don‘t know
where the decisions are taken. We should start consultations to be on one page to
resolve the issue. If the D-chowk sit-in can be tolerated, then why not a negotiated
solution to the Islamabad sit-in is found out,‖ he said.
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The JUI-F chief said all institutions — parliament, judiciary, establishment,
bureaucracy, the government and opposition — should join hands to resolve the
issue.
He said the Shaheed-i-Islam conference held to pay homage to the sacrifice
of late Dr Khalid Mehmood Soomro had added a new chapter to history. He said
his party would liberate the poor from the clutches of jagirdars.
JUI-F worker from Matyari Alam Khan Chutto died of heart attack while
attending the gathering. Another worker Haji Shaukat was referred to the
cardiology unit of Chandka Medical College Hospital after he suffered a heart
attack.
The conference adopted 14 resolutions. In a resolution, the conference said
that no law or conspiracy would be allowed and accepted against Khatm-iNubuwat.
The JUI-F stood against dividing Sindh and making Karachi a new province.
The congregation rejected the construction of Kalabagh dam terming it an
anti-Sindh project.
It expressed concern over tribal feuds and clashes in Sindh and called for a
ruthless action against thier supporters and protection to sufferers.
The conference condemned the ―murder of merit‖ in Sindh where jobs were
dished out at rulers‘ whims and wishes.
It called for removing the name of JUI-F leader Qari Sher Afzal from the
Fourth Schedule.
It condemned the double standards of education and called for framing new
education policy in which handover of schools to NGOs should be discouraged.
The meeting called for ensuring transparent elections in 2018.
It called for allowing registration of new madressahs in the country.
The conference said that corruption had crept into all departments in Sindh
and called for initiating accountability and bringing to book the culprits involved in
siphoning off billions of rupees.
It demanded starting sugarcane crushing in Sindh where majority of sugar
mills were owned by the rulers. The delay had caused colossal losses to the small
growers and abadgars.
The conference said ‗jagirs‘ should be confiscated and the land be
distributed only among haris.
Maulana Fazl launched seven books on the occasion, including a biography
of Dr Khalid Mehmood Soomro.
People from Shahdadkot, who had left the PPP, announced thier decision to
join the JUI-F, while Nawabzada Mir Zakir Bullo from Panoakil, along with his
friends and family members, also joined the Maulana Fazl‘s party.
Имран Хан потребовал отставки премьер-министра и министра МВД за
неумение решить политический кризис в Фаизабаде (протестное движение).
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Imran asks PM, interior minister to resign. Dawn, November 27th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373097/imran-asks-pm-interior-minister-to-resign

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan has
called for resignation of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Interior
Minister Ahsan Iqbal for what he called mishandling the Faizabad situation and
bringing the country to the brink of disaster.
The PTI chief also reiterated his demand for immediate resignation of Law
Minister Zahid Hamid.
―Chairman PTI, Imran Khan, today called for the immediate resignation of
Prime Minister Abbasi and Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal, but the law minister
should also have taken responsibility (for his role in the amendment to the Khatmi-Nubuwat oath in the Elections Act 2017) and resigned much earlier,‖ a statement
issued by the party on Sunday said.
―It is time that the Sharifs‘ puppet prime minister, along with the interior
minister, resign at once as they have totally mishandled a situation that could have
been dealt with in a timely and prudent manner.‖ The government‘s stated position
was that they would make public the Zafarul Haq Committee report on the
amendment controversy and punish the guilty, Mr Khan said. This was also
demanded by Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, he added.
―By backtracking on this position and allowing the highly sensitive issue to
fester and then conducting an operation that ended in a disaster and led to violence
spreading across the country, the prime minister and the interior minister have
brought the country to a dangerous brink,‖ he said.
Alluding to the aftermath of the botched operation against the Fiazabad
protesters, the PTI leader said death and destruction had been spread throughout
the country with people being killed, hundreds injured and public and private
properties destroyed.
―By not exposing those responsible (for the fiasco), the government has also
raised suspicions that there is something sinister to hide. Just as Dawn leaks was a
deliberate attempt to reiterate the Indian narrative of maligning the Pakistan army,
the question that has now arisen is whether the Khatm-i-Nabuwwat issue was
deliberately created and allowed to linger on in order to play to another powerful
lobby cultivated by international forces,‖ he said.
―It is apparent that the present government is obsessed with saving the Sharif
mafia and their corruption even if it means destabilising the country and
undermining its democratic structures,‖ Mr Khan said. However, ―this cannot be
allowed to continue. To save democracy and restore peace and stability, the PTI
demands immediate resignation of the prime minister and the interior minister as
well as early elections.‖
Политическая нестабильность дорого стоит экономике
ситуации в Пакистане и в мире) – падение темпов роста ВВП
The cost of political uncertainty

(анализ
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Pakistan).
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https://www.dawn.com/news/1373171/the-cost-of-political-uncertainty

HOW much are Pakistanis paying for the political uncertainty affecting the
country?
Economic literature emphasises that the cost of political uncertainty is
painfully high as policy direction becomes unclear, decisions, investments and key
appointments are postponed, approvals remain pending, new initiatives are
discouraged, and pressure groups have a field day.
In a study conducted from 1960 to 2004 and involving 169 countries, two
IMF economists found that ―an additional cabinet change (a new premier is named
and/or 50 per cent of cabinet posts are occupied by new ministers) reduces the
annual real GDP per capita growth rate by 2.39 percentage points.‖
Other studies have suggested the same. Investigating the relationship
between political uncertainty and GDP growth in 113 countries from 1950-82, a
study by four economists from Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and the US Fed states: ―In
countries and time periods with a high propensity of government collapse, growth
is significantly lower than otherwise.‖
The result is intuitive and our experience bears it out. Pakistan‘s economic
growth has had sharp drops after periods of political turmoil. The most dramatic
drop came with the creation of Bangladesh when GDP growth fell from 11.35pc in
1970 to 0.47pc in 1971.
Some of the other transitions have also been quite costly. Following the
removal of the PML-N government in 1992, growth fell from 7.7pc to 1.75pc in
1993. After the dismissal of the PPP government in 1996, it fell from 4.85pc to
1.01pc in 1997.
And while we are currently experiencing the highest economic growth in a
decade, we risk losing the growth momentum to political uncertainty.
Let‘s make a conservative estimate. If our 2016 GDP of $283.7 billion grew
5pc instead of the targeted 6pc owing to ongoing political uncertainty, then the cost
of political uncertainty in one year alone would be around $2.84bn (Rs300bn).
What this loss of GDP growth means is that there will be fewer economic
opportunities, from getting education to finding a job. We will also have to pay
more in terms of indirect taxes and inflation.
One may argue that politics is inherently uncertain, therefore, an adverse
affect on growth is inevitable. That‘s a fair point, but what we are experiencing is
not inherent uncertainty, such as that caused by elections, but an avoidable element
caused by a clash among the institutions in Pakistan.
One may also argue that isolating the effect of political uncertainty on
economic growth is difficult because there are other factors at work and poor
economic performance could be the cause rather than the effect.
That‘s also a fair point, but it does not negate that political uncertainty is a
key factor and its cost ought to be measured. In Pakistan, the uncertainty caused by
the clash of institutions is not because of economic performance but in spite of it.
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Each time an elected government is removed ahead of its term, we hope that
better governance by those coming in would make up for the loss caused by the
disruptive transition. The problem is that every time it remains just that: hope.
Time and again, those coming in have not done any better than those going
out. Each time we think things would be different but they are not. Reality is that
we are better off respecting the term of a government to let its economic decisionmakers get a fair chance in making and implementing their policies. That‘s the
certainty we need.
In spite of its significance, the cost of political uncertainty is left out of some
of the key reports on our economy. Take the example of the 92-page ‗Pakistan
Development Update‘ by the World Bank. It is labelled ‗Managing risks for
sustained growth‘ but it takes great care to avoid any reference to the political
uncertainty created by the clash of institutions affecting the sustainability of our
growth.
The 5.5pc growth forecast for the current fiscal year by the World Bank
necessarily assumes a decisive political government, which we may no longer
have.
Perhaps we are apathetic towards the cost of political uncertainty because we
cannot touch and feel it like some other costs, such as the recent hike in the price
of tomatoes that created uproar in the media. If the cost of political uncertainty
could be quantified and sent to each Pakistani like the bill of his mobile phone,
there would surely be much wider support for political stability.
Every other day we see some number being thrown around in the media on
our per-capita national debt. There are issues regarding the accuracy and meaning
of this number. But it serves a useful purpose: it communicates that we have a
serious problem touching all of us and it must be addressed.
We need to do the same here. We need to put a price tag on this latest wave
of avoidable political uncertainty caused by the clash of our institutions to make
Pakistanis aware of its staggering cost.
Убытки от 2-х недельного протестного сидения составили для бизнеса
почти 4 млн. долл. только в Карачи.
Sit-ins diminish industrial output in Karachi
Aamir
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Khan.
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KARACHI: Deteriorating law and order on Saturday in the aftermath of an
operation by law enforcement agencies against protesters in the federal capital hurt
commercial and trading activities in the metropolis.
Sit-ins in key industrial areas also affected factory output and the movement
of goods.
A number of workers in Karachi failed to reach industrial units, especially in
the second shift, after angry protesters blocked thoroughfares.
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Site Association of Industry President Jawed Bilwani said all industrial units
were open in the morning, but the output remained limited due to the thin
attendance of workers.
Business leaders estimate a loss of up to Rs4bn
As a result, production in the industrial area plummeted by at least 50 per
cent, he said, adding that export shipments and supplies to up-country were also
suspended. The movement of production materials from one industrial area to
another also suffered due to road closures.
Korangi Association of Trade and Industry President Tariq Malik said
almost half of 4,500 units did not operate fully due to the workers‘ poor
attendance.
―Industrial units will not be able to operate on Monday in case tension
persists,‖ he said, claiming that exporters managed to ship their products.
Landhi Association of Trade and Industry President Islamuddin Zafar said
the morning shift operated at full capacity due to 80-90pc attendance of staffers.
F.B. Area Association of Trade and Industry former president Masroor
Ahmed Alvi said the morning shift registered 70pc production. But thin public
transport and road closures kept the production in the second shift limited to 40pc.
All Karachi Tajir Ittehad Chairman Atiq Mir said all city markets were open
by noon. But the situation became worse after the start of the operation in
Islamabad as protesters resorted to road closures and sit-ins.
Protesters also came into the markets and created panic among traders, he
said. Up to 80pc markets closed down by 3pm as workers started leaving for home,
he added.
―The estimated loss caused by one day of suspended trade activities is
Rs3.5-4 billion,‖ he said, putting the onus of the market shutdown on the
government.
He said that although law enforcement agencies did not stop people from
holding sit-ins and rallies, they tried to avert a complete showdown to some extent.
A trader from Boulton Market said shops opened around 11am but closed
down by noon. The market in the Garden area also closed down by 3pm when
some people forced shopkeepers to put up the shutters.
The president of the Meethadar Garment Market Association and the Sindh
Tajir Ittehad, Jameel Ahmed Paracha, put the loss estimate at Rs3bn owing to only
20pc trading activity in the city.
Meanwhile, business leaders in Lahore asked the government to control the
law and order situation on an urgent basis. ―I don‘t foresee an improvement in the
situation until Sunday. If the clashes continue, Pakistan may face a big economic
issue,‖ said Shahzad Ali Khan, former chief of the All Pakistan Textile Mills
Association.
He said the roads leading to Lahore‘s Sundar Industrial Estate were closed
because of the sit-ins that prevented workers from reaching their workplaces.
―It‘s an international conspiracy against Pakistan. The government has
handled the situation badly,‖ he said.
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Армия не хочет ввязываться в разгон протестного движения, а передала
это дело Рейнджерам.
Faizabad handed over to Rangers
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ISLAMABAD: Rangers personnel stand alert after taking control of areas around Faizabad interchange
on Sunday.—Tanveer Shahzad / White Star

ISLAMABAD: Top civil and military leaders on Sunday went into a huddle
to review and assess the law and order situation developing in the country in the
aftermath of Saturday‘s botched operation against protesters at Faizabad
interchange, and decided to re-initiate the process of negotiations with the
leadership of the protesting religious groups after the army showed a reluctance to
directly take on the protesters.
Soon after the meeting, presided over by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi and attended by Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, Inter
Services Intelligence (ISI) Director General Naveed Mukhtar, Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif and Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal, the government issued
a notification, putting the Islamabad police and the Punjab police under the
command of the Rangers for one week.
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―Maj Gen Azhar Naveed Hayat Khan, Director General Rangers (Punjab), is
hereby appointed as overall in-charge of the operation to handle and clear the sit-in
organised by activists of Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah at Faizabad
interchange and at other places in Islamabad and Rawalpindi with effect from Nov
26 till Dec 3, 2017,‖ said the notification issued by the Ministry of Interior,
indicating the possibility that there would be no further action against protesters
until Eid Miladun Nabi, on Dec 1.
Army ‗reluctant‘ to take on protesters directly; negotiations with sit-in
leaders to resume
Sources in the military said that during the meeting, the army chief had
opposed the use of army against the sit-in participants, saying that force could not
be applied against its own people ―as the people of Pakistan love and have trust in
[the] army, which can‘t be compromised for little gains‖.
―Anarchy doesn‘t suit our image in [the] world community. We have to stay
cohesive and united,‖ the army chief is said to have told the prime minister.
Sources claimed that Gen Bajwa asked the government to ―identify and punish‖
those responsible for the chaotic situation prevailing in the country.
The military leadership told the government that the army, as an instrument
of the state, would perform any task. But since the use of the military represents
the application of force, it should therefore be employed as a last resort, when all
other options have been exhausted and if there is a threat to the state.
Sources said that no additional troops were being moved as the few already
stationed in Islamabad could take over the security of government buildings from
police and Rangers personnel. The army chief also called for lifting of ban on
private TV channels‘ transmissions.
Talking to Dawn, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal defended his decision to
stop the operation midway and blamed the media for the chaotic situation faced in
the aftermath of the police action on Saturday. He said the operation was going
smoothly, but the media‘s live coverage incited armed people from nearby areas
and madressahs to head towards Faizabad and attack police. Since the police was
―de-weaponised‖, they had no option but to retreat, he said.
The minister said that Saturday‘s incidents proved that what he told the
court, i.e. that the protesters were armed and wanted bloodshed, had proven true.
He said the protesters used modern tear-gas shells, which were not even available
to the country‘s law enforcement agencies.
However, Mr Iqbal claimed that there were no casualties during the
operation, adding that the deaths were reported in incidents that took place after the
operation was called off, when the mob started attacking private properties,
including the residence of former interior minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan.
When asked if the army had refused to directly take part in the operation, Mr
Iqbal simply said that the army was always used as a last resort. He said the
government still had the option of using police and Rangers to improve the
situation and disperse protesters.
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The minister said they had been successfully engaging the protesters in
dialogue over the past two weeks and were close to a resolution, but the
administration had to launch the operation on the directives of the high court. He
said the court had already declared that the minister had no role and that the
administration should implement its orders.
Earlier in the day, the military leadership responded to the federal
government‘s directive seeking deployment of troops to control the situation in
Rawalpindi and Islamabad and raised some legal and technical objections, stating
that ―employment of army implies application of a force which is traditionally not
just used for dispersal of crowd/protesters but to quell commotion‖.
There was no official confirmation from the federal government or the
military about the authenticity of the letter, apparently written by the Military
Operations Directorate of the General Headquarters (GHQ) and available with
most sections of the media. Military sources, however, claimed that the letter was
genuine.
Глава пакистанского минюста подал в отставку из-за беспорядков в
Исламабаде
Наталья
Ануфриева
.
https://vz.ru/news/2017/11/27/896982.html

«Взгляд».
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Министр законодательства и юстиции Пакистана Захид Хамид подал в
отставку из-за протестов религиозных активистов в Исламабаде, сообщила
местная газета Express Tribune.
Отставка Хамида была одним из ключевых требований протестующих,
передает РИА «Новости».
Отмечается, что министр покидает пост добровольно, так как считает,
что это выведет страну из «сложившейся критической ситуации».
Движение «Техрек-е-Лабаик», организовавшее протесты, уже
пообещало прекратить демонстрации и беспорядки, в ходе которых погибли
семь человек и 200 были ранены, передает ТАСС.
Поводом для манифестаций стали изменения в тексте присяги, которую
приносят депутаты парламента. Клятва содержит в себе слова о том, что
Мухаммед - единственный пророк. Первоначально приверженность этому
постулату подтверждалась словами «я торжественно клянусь», но в
правительстве решили заменить это формулировкой «я верю», которую
можно перевести с английского как «я считаю».
Религиозные консерваторы посчитали изменения святотатством. Три
недели назад они начали акцию протеста и развернули палаточный лагерь в
Исламабаде, перекрыв движение на крупной автомагистрали, соединяющей
столицу исламской республики и город-спутник Равалпинди.
В субботу власти попытались разогнать демонстрантов, из-за чего
начались массовые беспорядки и акции протеста в других крупных городах
Пакистана.
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Руководство обратилось к армии — Беспорядки в Пакистане
Турецкий
интернет-сайт
Gursesintour.com.
http://gursesintour.com/aktualnyenovosti/rukovodstvo-obratilos-k-armii-besporyadki-v-pakistane/1053242/. 27.11.2017.

В столице Пакистана продолжаются столкновения протестующих
с полицией.
В субботу утром пакистанская милиция начала проводить операции
против активистов религиозной группы Tehreek-e-Labaik, начавшей сидячий
протест, заблокировав главную автомагистраль в Исламабаде на 20 дней.
По предварительным последним сведениям СМИ, в итоге
столкновений между правительственными силами и демонстрантами
пострадали не менее 100 служащих служб безопасности.
Столичная милиция и пограничная милиция, которые развернули свои
силы в Исламабаде, начали операцию в субботу утром после последнего
предупреждения протестующим, которое было сообщено в конце пятницы,
чтобы манифестанты разошлись. Демонстрации выплеснулись и за пределы
столицы. В том числе, информируют о митингах в Карачи, Лахоре и Кветту.
Протесты в государстве начались после введения поправок в закон
о выборах.
Протестующие добиваются отставки министра законодательства
и юстиции страны Захида Хамида. В свою очередь руководство решило
закончить вещание всех новостных каналов, заблокировав доступ
к социальным сетям фейсбук, Твиттер иYouTube. «Мы будем сражаться
до конца», —
объявил
корреспондентам
агентства
по телефону
уполномоченный религиозной оппозиционной группировки Эйжаз Ашрафи.
Глава Армии Баджва просит премьера Аббаси решить проблему
сидячих протестующих мирным путем.
Army chief asks Abbasi to deal with Islamabad sit-in ‗peacefully‘
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372931/army-chief-asks-abbasi-to-deal-with-islamabad-sit-inpeacefully

ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa called for government
restraint on Saturday in dealing with protests led by Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool
Allah and cautioned that violence would hurt national interest and cohesion.
Gen Bajwa made the call during a telephonic conversation with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi as police and Frontier Constabulary personnel
clashed with the protesters, who had been occupying Faizabad interchange for
about 18 days to press for Law Minister‘s Zahid Hamid‘s ouster, whom they hold
responsible for an omission in the election law related to the finality of
prophethood of Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
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The gist of the conversation between the army chief and the prime minister
was released to the media on Twitter by military‘s media wing ISPR, whereas
there was complete silence from the PM‘s Office on the matter.
ISPR releases statement on Twitter, while PM Office remains silent
ISPR chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted: ―COAS telephoned PM.
Suggested to handle Islamabad Dharna peacefully avoiding violence from both
sides as it is not in national interest and cohesion‖.
The tweet came as rumours swirled that the government was mulling
invocation of Article 245 for calling the army in aid of civil power because of
expanding agitation. Therefore, many interpreted the military‘s message as a signal
of the army‘s refusal to deploy troops for quelling protests that had by afternoon
spread countrywide.
The timing of the tweet also coincided with the decline in intensity of the
police action against the protesters, although isolated incidents continued
afterwards.
The ISPR tweet was immediately followed by a tweet by Minister of State
for Information and Broadcasting Marriyum Aurangzeb, which said: ―Islamabad
Administration is responsible to ensure enforcement of Islamabad High Court
Order to restore public convenience in Faizabad area.‖
It wasn‘t clear if the information minister‘s tweet was in response to the one
by the military spokesman or it was a mere coincidence.
In remarks made on a TV channel late on Wednesday night and later shared
with media by the ISPR, military spokesman Gen Ghafoor had said that it was
government‘s prerogative to call the army in its aid.
He had, however, then also insisted on an amicable and peaceful settlement
of the issue. It was not a political issue and was a sensitive matter, the spokesman
had cautioned.
Армию призвали власти разогнать протестующих – 6 убиты, сотни
ранены, когда судебные органы попытались убрать протестантов.
Army called in after botched operation
Aamir Yasin, Mohammad Asghar, Munawer Azeem. Dawn, November 26th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372930/army-called-in-after-botched-operation

ISLAMABAD/RAWALPINDI: The army was called in on Saturday to deal
with the aftermath of a botched operation against protesters from religious parties
that had all but paralysed the twin cities of Islamabad and Rawalpindi for over a
fortnight.
As many as six people were killed and hundreds wounded as law
enforcement agencies finally acted under court orders to disperse protesters who
had amassed at Faizabad Interchange.
But the ill-planned action only added fuel to the demonstrators‘ fire and not
only failed to dislodge them, but also fanned smaller protests in other parts of the
country.
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• Six killed, hundreds injured in clashes across Islamabad, Pindi • Protesters
maintain hold on Faizabad • Action sparks countrywide protests, law minister‘s
home attacked in Pasrur
Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal told Dawn on Saturday night that a formal
requisition for the deployment of troops in Rawalpindi and Islamabad had been
sent to the army.
Initially, the interior ministry released an erroneous notification, which was
replaced by a fresh one later in the night. The latter requisitioned the army under
Article 245 of the Constitution to protect the life and property of the residents of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad.
However, no troops had been deployed in either city until the filing of this
report.
Although security personnel deployed around the venue of the sit-in vastly
outnumbered the participants, a combination of ill-planning on the part of the
authorities and guerilla tactics from the demonstrators helped the latter turn the
tables on law enforcement personnel, who seemed to have the upper hand early on
Saturday morning.
The operation began just before 8am, after the final deadline given to the
leadership of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah expired. Police, Frontier
Constabulary and Punjab Constabulary personnel converged on the protesters from
all sides with tear gas, rubber bullets and batons, but were met with fierce
resistance.
But over the course of the next couple of hours, the participants of the sit-in
were successfully dispersed by police and hundreds of people were taken into
custody, while the injured were sent to hospital for treatment.
But after being cornered and forced to retreat towards the truck occupied by
Khadim Hussain Rizvi and sit-in other leaders — in the centre of the Faizabad
flyover — protesters rallied and managed to outflank law enforcers, who were
forced to retreat, providing openings for the riled-up participants of the sit-in to
slip through.
Consequently, the demonstrators spread across Rawalpindi and blocked key
intersections, such as Katchery Chowk near the military‘s General Headquarters,
and Committee Chowk in the heart of the garrison city.
A number of protesters pursuing injured policemen even broke into
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan‘s residence, breaking down the gate and damaging a
section of the wall, and only dispersed when policemen fired at the mob.
The six men killed on Saturday were identified as Hafiz Mohammad Adeel,
Jahanzaib Butt, Abdul Rehman, Mohammad Sharjeel, Zohaib Ahmed and
Mohammad Irfan. In addition, nine police officers and a polio vaccinator was also
injured in the melee and taken to various hospitals in Rawalpindi.
A number of senior police officials were also injured when protesters who
had occupied the Metro Bus Station at Shamasabad were invited for negotiations
by Rawalpindi Police chief Israr Abbasi. However, the ambushed the officials,
injuring Mr Abbasi and SP Syed Ali.
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Although Rangers personnel were deployed in Islamabad around the site of
the sit-in, they did not participate in the action against protesters.
A senior police official told Dawn that no security personnel was killed in
the violence, even though there were conflicting accounts of a policeman being
killed in clashes.
The protesters also set fire to police vehicles and damaged public property
on Murree Road, damaging metro bus stations, CNG pumps and a furniture market
near Faizabad.
A lull in the operation allowed the protesters to retake all the areas that had
earlier been cleared and by Saturday night, things stood exactly where they were
the previous night, with protesters still occupying Faizabad.
News of the police action prompted a swift backlash, and even as the
government ordered TV channels off-air in a bid to control the flow of
information, protests broke out in several other parts of the country too.
Lahore, which is the traditional stronghold of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya
Rasool Allah, saw the strongest backlash, with protesters blocking all routes in and
out of the city and bringing life to a standstill. Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) leader Mian Javed Latif was injured trying to negotiate with protesters
near Batti Chowk.
The ancestral home of Law Minister Zahid Hamid was also attacked in
Pasrur, near Sialkot, while one person was killed, allegedly by police, during a
rally in Gujranwala. Protests also paralysed Multan, Gujrat, Okara and, as a result,
nearly all major motorways and highways in Punjab remained blocked for traffic.
In Karachi, 35 people – including two policemen – were injured as protesters
blocked main arteries such as Sharea Faisal and forcibly closed down shops in
Saddar.
В результате массовых беспорядков в Пакистане ранены более ста
человек
Власти решили привлечь армию для наведения порядка
http://ipress.ua/ru/news/v_rezultate_massovih_besporyadkov_v_pakystane_r
aneni_bolee_sta_chelovek_235191.html. 25.11. 2017.
Как сообщает Reuters, в результате столкновений полиции с
представителями одной из местных исламистских течений "Техрик-еЛабаик" пострадали более ста человек, не менее 65 из них - правоохранители.
Протестующие заявляют об убийстве четырех активистов, однако
полиция отрицает, что в результате противостояния были погибшие.
Столкновения между полицией и исламистами произошли после того,
как последние установили палаточный городок на одной из автомагистралей
в Исламабаде. Правоохранители потребовали свернуть лагерь, однако
протестующие отказались подчиняться, что привело к силовым
столкновениям.
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По данным СМИ, кроме Исламабада, массовые беспорядки охватили
еще несколько крупных городов Пакистана.
Власти Пакистана решила привлечь военных для противодействия
демонстрантам.
Министерство внутренних дел Пакистана опубликовало сообщение, в
котором отмечается, что в соответствии с положениями конституции страны,
армия на запрос столичной администрации может быть привлечена для
помощи гражданским лицам и для восстановления законности и порядка в
Исламабаде. В сообщении министерства не указывается, будут военные
направления привлечены для разгона демонстрантов.
Политические мотивы стоят на протестным сидением в Фаизабадае
Political motives behind sit-in, ISI tells Supreme Court
Nasir
Iqbal.
Dawn,
November
25th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372716/political-motives-behind-sit-in-isi-tells-supreme-court

ISLAMABAD: Activists of the Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah shout slogans on a blocked
flyover during the sit-in on Friday.—AFP

ISLAMABAD: The Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), in its report submitted
to the Supreme Court, has stated that the protesters blocking the Faizabad
interchange have a political agenda to fulfil.
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―The Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah is determined to exploit the situation
and gain political mileage to gain support for the next general elections,‖ said a
six-page order issued by a two-judge bench consisting of Justice Mushir Alam and
Justice Qazi Faez Isa.
The bench had taken suo motu notice of the disturbance to public life due to
the ongoing sit-in at Faizabad earlier this week.
In its order, the apex court observed that force and violence had no place in
Islam, and that the word ‗Islam‘ itself meant peace. ―But unfortunately the
protesters are disregarding the commands contained in the Holy Quran and are
preventing Muslims to live their lives in accordance with the injunctions of Islam,‖
the order noted.
Apex court says protesting leaders are undermining ‗glory of Islam‘
Whatever the protesters‘ agenda may be, ―which the ISI states to be
political‖, the order said, ―they cannot be permitted to disrupt the lives of the
citizens and to expose them to harm and even death, as in the fatality of [a] child‖,
whose ambulance was blocked from reaching the hospital in the early days of the
sit-in.
The court noted that the protesters were directed to abide by the stipulations
of the Holy Quran, emulate the exemplary conduct of the Holy Prophet (peace be
upon him) and to abide by the Constitution of Pakistan and the law, in the
expectation that better sense may still prevail, the order said.
―We cannot be unmindful when the protesters attempt to denigrate the glory
of Islam by their wilful disregard of the injunctions stipulate in the Holy Quran.
Sadly, even the avoidable death of a child has failed to soften the hearts of the
protesters, let alone to atone for it,‖ the court regretted.
Terming the protesters‘ nonchalance about the court‘s earlier order
unfortunate, the bench said that while freedom of speech and expression is a
fundamental right, the same provision stipulates that such speech and expression
cannot be used to undermine the ―glory of Islam‖ or to incite an offence or to
commit contempt of the court.
The intelligence report stated: ―To keep the participants of the sit-in engaged
and charged, the leadership of the protesters resorted to delivering provocative
speeches‖ which were aired through social media.
The Supreme Court also expressed its disappointment that the ISI report
only provided the names of the organisations and persons who were at the forefront
of the illegal occupation of Faizabad, without details such as their profession, place
of work or where they obtained their funding from, etc.
In separate reports, Attorney General Ashtar Ausaf and the Islamabad
inspector general also gave details of the various violations committed by the
protesters.
The reports stated that the protesters did not obtain the required permission
from the district administration before staging the sit-in, nor did they obey the
orders of the district administration when it asked the protesting leaders to relocate
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to the designated Democracy Park and Speech Corner in Shakarparian, since
Section 144 was in force in the capital city.
The court observed that from all accounts it appeared that the protesters were
well rested, well-fed, bathed and clothed in clean clothes. ―They also have access
to broadcast paraphernalia, while assembled in the middle of public highways,
where there are no such facilities. It therefore appears that they are going about
freely under the noses of the police and the other law enforcement agencies.‖
In its order, the court ordered the ISI, IB and Islamabad police to submit
fresh reports, adding that secret or sensitive information should be submitted under
sealed cover. The government has also been directed to provide details of the
expenditure incurred on account of the sit-in.
Верховный суд Исламабада признал «протестное сидение в Фаизабаде
как теракт
Islamabad High Court declares Faizabad sit-in ‗a terrorist act‘
Malik Asad. Dawn, November 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1372696/islamabadhigh-court-declares-faizabad-sit-in-a-terrorist-act

ISLAMABAD: The Islamabad High Court (IHC) on Friday declared the
ongoing sit-in at the Faizabad interchange an ―anti-state activity‖ and ―an act of
terrorism‖.
Another show cause notice was issued to the interior minister for not
implementing the court‘s orders to clear Faizabad, observing that Ahsan Iqbal had
―stopped the [Islamabad] administration from acting upon the order passed by this
court.‖
IHC Justice Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui further asked ―why contempt of court
proceedings may not be initiated against him. He is directed to appear in person on
the next date‖.
In his order, Justice Siddiqui noted that ―calling the honourable judges of
superior judiciary and other respectable persons with names is intolerable‖, adding
that the ―leadership of dharna, prima facie, [are] involved in an act of terrorism.‖
He also ordered that the persons identified in the report of the Raja Zafarul
Haq-led committee should not be allowed to leave the country.
Judge asks agencies to dispel impression they are supporting demonstrators
―Patients dying for want of access to hospitals, traders crying for lack of
business activity, students are being deprived from their right to education and
right of free movement of almost six million people of twin cities usurped by
dictatorial act of one person and passive approach of law enforcing agencies [is]
adding to the miseries of citizens‖, the order noted.
In the order, Justice Siddiqui stated that faith in the finality of the
Prophethood of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was ―of every
Muslim and few persons cannot be allowed to claim exclusive right for its
protection‖.
However, the court order advised the district administration not to use
―firearms‖ during the clearance operation, if one was required.
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It also directed the interior secretary to ―ensure the production of report of
the committee headed by Senator Raja Zafarul Haq.‖ The report shall not be made
public till next date of hearing, the court noted.
During the hearing, counsel Lt-Col Inamur Rahim asked the court to direct
the Intelligence Bureau (IB) chief to trace the call records of the Tehreek Labbaik
Ya Rasool Allah leadership to ascertain who was backing the protest.
―There is serious need for our sensitive institutions to dispel this impression
that [the] Faizabad dharna is sponsored by the intelligence agencies, therefore,
sector commander of Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and DG IB are directed to
appear in person on the next date,‖ the bench ordered.
On Friday, Islamabad Chief Commissioner Zulfiqar Haider told the court
that the interior minister had stopped the ICT administration from acting upon the
orders of the court so that negotiations may continue.
The IHC expressed its astonishment and said: ―It is beyond understanding
how a federal minister or even a prime minister can sit over an order passed by the
court of competent jurisdiction, unless not reversed by the appellate court.‖
The IHC bench directed the registrar‘s office to fix the two petitions of
Maulana Allah Wasaya and Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah for Monday (Nov
27) instead of Nov 29. The petitions seek orders to publicise the report of the
committee led by Senator Raja Zafarul Haq to fix responsibility for the amendment
of the oath regarding Khatm-i-Nubuwat in the election law.
Earlier, the two petitions were fixed for hearing on Nov 29, but bench in its
latest order noted that due to the sensitivity of the situation, the petitions should be
heard two days earlier.
The bench directed the registrar‘s office to issue notices to the respondents
and their counsel for Nov 27. The hearing was then adjourned until Nov 27.
Жертвой протестного движения стал ребенок – из-за невозможности
проехать по дороге в больницу (скорая помощь).
Sit-in at Faizabad
M A Niazi. The Nation. November 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/24-Nov-2017/sit-in-atfaizabad

The Tehrik Labbaik Ya Rasoolallah sit-in at Faizabad has proven a headache
for anyone travelling to Islamabad, or between it and Rawalpindi, and has
claimed at least one victim, the child who died because he could not make it to
PIMS in time, but it has sent out a number of messages, and scored a number of
points.
Perhaps the most significant is that it has established followers of the Brelvi
school of thought as a major source of street power. Previously, it was assumed
that the Jamaat Islami and the Jamiat Ulema Islam enjoyed street power through
their student wings, the Islami Jamiat Tulaba, which was strong in ordinary
colleges and universities, and the Jamiat Tulaba Islam, which drew strength from
Deobandi madressahs, respectively. The 2015 sit-in not only boosted Imran Khan
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and his Pakistan Tehrik Insaf, but also highlighted the staying power of Allama
Tahirul Qadri‘s Pakistan Awami Tehrik, which was Brelvi in inspiration.
The Faizabad sit-in has shown that not only has there emerged a new player
in the street power stakes, but a new contender for the position of the wielder of
Brelvi street power has also emerged. The touchbutton issues are established as
anti-Ahmedi-ism and the blasphemy laws. It should be remembered that the TLYR
is a new platform, and mobilises the outpouring of support for Mumtaz Qadri, the
police guard who killed Punjab Governor Salman Taseer in 2011, and was
ultimately hanged for this crime in February 2016.
This sits ill with the common concept of Brelvis as more peace-loving and
tolerant than Deobandis, who are thought to be under Salafi influence, originating
in Saudi Arabia and its Wahhabi brand of Sunni Islam. It must not be forgotten that
Brelvi and Deobandi is a distinction which merely identifies where a particular
cleric studied, and which school the founder of that institution attended. To take an
example, graduates of the Jamia Haqqania in Akora Khattak are accounted
Deobandis because the Founder of the Jamia, Maulana Abdul Haq (father of its
present head, Maulana Samiul Haq) studied at the Nadwatul Uloom, Deoband. The
late Pir Pagaro claimed that he was neither Deobandi nor Brelvi, because his
madressah, the Jamia Rashidiyya in Pir Jo Goth, had been founded before either
madressah at Deoband or Bareilly.
Both Deobandis and Barelvis have the same course of study, sharing texts in
common. Both belong to the Hanafi school of the Sunni sect, and the only
difference lies in attitudes towards Pirs. It is more a question of attitude: Deobandis
are as fervent believers in tariqat as Brelvis. It is among the Wahhabi Ahle Hadith
that it is denied, even though certain Ahle Hadith ulema are no less rigorous in
their spiritual observances.
Because of the commonality of texts, Brelvi scholars do not deny the
doctrines of jihad, blasphemy and on Ahmedi-ism. They may not stress them, but
they hold them to be correct. Any attempts to make these doctrines confirm to a
nonviolent interpretation have to come from individual scholars. It is perhaps one
of the strengths of Islam that it possesses no central authority. There is no authority
which can command obedience. The only authority was the Caliph, but after the
Caliphate was abolished in 1924, even that was no more. This is not to say that
some posts are not prestigious, and given more weight than others, such as the
Grand Mufti of Al-Azhar. However, a refusal to accept his opinion casts no one
outside the pale of Islam; in the way that refusal to accept the Pope‘s
pronouncement would take a Roman Catholic out of the Church.
Coming to the recent imbroglio, nothing better illustrates the saying
originated by Italian dictator‘s longtime Foreign Minister Ciano, but revived by US
President John F. Kennedy: ―Victory has many fathers, but defeat is an orphan.‖
Though an internal party inquiry has been conducted by a committee headed by
Senate Leader of the House Raja Zafarul Haq, and a report presented to party chief
Mian Nawaz Sharif, the public stance of the government is that it does not know
who is responsible. Law Minister Zahid Hamid denies any responsibility for the
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offending change in the MNA‘s declaration. He piloted not just the legislation of
which that change was a part, but also the legislation which reversed it. Zahid
Hamid, a former Musharraf-era Law Minister, is one of those rare persons who
straddles both Musharraf‘s and Mian Nawaz‘s governments. The extent to which
the matter has gone is shown by his having had to deny that he was an Ahmadi. It
should be remembered that his father, the late Brigadier Hamid Nawaz had been a
Bhutto-era MNA, his brother Shahid a Punjab Governor in the 1990s, and the
question of whether they had been Ahmadis would have been settled by now.
It should be noted that the Anti-Ahmadi riots of 1953 were led by Maulana
Abdus Sattar Niazi, who was a Brelvi too. The assumption by outside observers
that Brelvis are somehow more amenable to abandoning the use of violence,
should not ignore the use of Sufi orders by the Osmanlis in their Janissary corps,
and the role of these orders in the 19th century Daghestani resistance, which is
symbolized by Imam Shamyl, who was a Sufi master.
The use of the sit-in tactic has two apparent sources. First, there was Imran
Khan‘s sit-in. Second, there was a sit-in after Mumtaz Qadri‘s chehlum in March
2016, by which the TLYR had already been formed. Further, the by-election in NA
120 which followed Mian Nawaz‘s disqualification saw a TLYR-backed candidate
get more votes than the MML-backed candidate, and both more than the PPP
candidate.
The TLYR would thus get votes that would normally go to the PML(N). The
TLYR showed in the NA 120 by-election that there were more Brelvis out there
than Ahle Hadith. While Ahle Hadith are still a minority, Brelvis are part of the
mainstream.
People are not used to think of themselves as Brelvi or Deobandi, probably
because they share common doctrines, and are identical in personal law. However,
there are certain clear distinguishing features setting apart the Sunni, Ahle Hadith
and Shia sects. Nonetheless, all have in common the Quran and a corpus of Hadith
(the Sunnis and Ahle Hadith have the same corpus; the Shia have their own
sources, but there is enough overlap for them to be followers of the same religion).
No matter how one tries to look at it, all three sects prescribe the same rewards for
martyrdom, and thus the same fearlessness.
If one was to accept that the PTI had its sit-in scripted, it is easy to see the
TLYR one as equally scripted, and by the same scriptwriter. It thus becomes yet
another effort to co-opt an important part of the political spectrum. Just as the PTI
is meant to erode the PPP, the TLYR is supposed to wear down the PML(N). This
is one context within which to see the sit-in, but not the only one.
Верховный суд в претензии к правительству – оно не предпринимает
действия против протестантов на площади
Faizabad sit-in: SC blames government for not taking timely action
The Express Tribune. November 23, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1566101/1faizabad-sit-sc-blames-government-not-taking-timely-action/
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The Supreme Court on Thursday blamed the government for not taking
timely action to avert the Faizabad sit-in.
The Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior submitted their reports to
the bench during the hearing of the notice taken by the Supreme Court on the
Faizabad sit-in.
Reading the reports Justice Mushir Alam asked the Attorney General if he
had gone through the reports himself.
―The Punjab government was aware of the entire situation,‖ Justice Mushir
Alam said while reading from the report.
Supreme Court takes notice of Faizabad sit-in
Also part of the bench, Justice Qazi Faez Isa remarked that though there
were differences the parties should have approached the courts.
―If something is against the Shariah we have a Shariah Court to resolve the
matter,‖ Justice Isa said adding that this sit-in is setting a bad precedent as anyone
can bring the city to a standstill to get their demands across.
―The govt and protesters are missing a key point while negotiating that Islam
teaches to remove even a stone from someone‘s way,‖ Justice Isa remarked.
Second deadline to call off Faizabad sit-in ends, protest continues
The Supreme Court of Pakistan on Tuesday took notice of the sit-in at
Faizabad Interchange that has paralysed twin cities for almost 20 days.
SC had summoned Inspector General Punjab, Inspector General Islamabad
and Attorney General of Pakistan.
The protesters have been demanding resignation of Federal Minister for Law
Zahid Hamid for allegedly altering the declaration of lawmakers with regard to
Finality of the Prophethood – a change which the government called a ‗clerical
error‘ and has already reversed.
Где это видано, чтобы Ислам позволял перекрывать дороги или
использовать ругань?!
‗Which Islam allows blockade of roads, use of abusive language?‘
The News. 22.11.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/247123-which-islam-allowsblockade-of-roads-use-of-abusive-language

ISLAMABAD: Questioning which Islam allows blockade of roads and use of
abusive language, the Supreme Court on Tuesday took notice of the Islamabad sitin by religious parties that has paralysed the twin cities of Rawalpindi and
Islamabad and caused severe hardships to dwellers of the cities for the last 15
days.
A two-member bench of the apex court, headed by Justice Mushir Alam
while hearing a separate case, took notice of the fundamental rights being usurped
by the clerics the Tehreek-e-Khatm-e-Nabuwwat, Tehreek-e-Labbaik and the
Sunni Tehreek in the twin cities.
During the hearing, AOR Rafaqat Hussain Shah sought an adjournment in
the case, saying Ibrahim Satti, learned counsel for the petitioner, will not attend the
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court solely on the ground that he resides in the vicinity where the area was
blocked by the protesters.
The court sought the assistance of Deputy Attorney General Sohail
Mahmood, who stated that on account of the sit-in, he himself was facing
tremendous difficulties while approaching the court and he left his home at 6:30am
to reach the court. The court issued notices to secretaries defence, interior, and
advocate general, Punjab.
The court in its order directed the attorney to file comments of the Ministry
of Defence and interior, intelligence agencies under their respective ministries,
including Intelligence Bureau (IB) and Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), and to
submit what, if any, measures had been taken to ensure that the constitutional
rights of citizens of Pakistan are protected and enforced and in accordance with
law. The court further ruled it appears that at the hands of a few miscreants,
Islamabad and Rawalpindi are being held hostage whilst the state functionaries
appear to be parleying with them rather than clearing the way for the public, who
are being denied access to courts, schools, etc.
It has also been reported that access of ambulances and patients to hospitals
is impeded. The court noted that the leaders of dharna are also reported to be using
abusive language. It said the prevailing It said the prevailing situation demonstrates
that the matter is one of public interest and a number of fundamental rights of the
citizens enshrined in the Constitution including right to life, freedom of movement,
right to education are prima facie being infringed which enables the court to take
notice under Article 184(3) of the Constitution. It further said those in dharna or
ostensibly advocating a religious cause without recourse to the courts including the
Federal Sharait Court and by taking the law into their own hands and by sowing
divisions and differences against the clear proscription by Almighty Allah in Surah
Ash-Shura (42) Ayat (13), Surah Al-Imran (3) Ayat 103 and 105.
―Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) expanded on the Divine
message, warning: ‗Do not engage in disagreement thereby causing discord among
your hearts,‘‖ says the order. The court further ruled that when two Muslims were
loudly arguing in disagreement about the meaning of the Quranic verse, the
Prophet (PBUH) said; ―People before you perished only because of their
disagreement about the scripture‖. In his famous sermon delivered at Mount
Arafat, the Prophet (PBUH) said: ―Every Muslim is a Muslim brother and that
Muslims are brethren.‖ The Prophet (PBUH) abhorred dissension. Shortly before
his death, the Prophet (PBUH) said, ―Oh people, the fire has been kindled, and
dissension has set in like segments of a dark night,‖ the court noted and ruled that
the question, therefore arises whether those voicing such views in the sit-in are
attempting to undermine the glory of Islam (Article 19) and acting contrary to
Article 227 of the Constitution.
Earlier, during the hearing, Justice Qazi Faiz Isa questioned as to which
Islam allows blockade of roads and causing hardships to the people and further
asked which Islam allows using of such abusive language being used in the sit-in.
He further questioned as to which Shariah and religion allows blockade of roads
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and causing hardships to the people. Justice Isa observed that Article 14 of the
Constitution ensures free movement of the people, adding that blocking roads and
disrupting free movement of dwellers of the twin cities of Rawalpindi and
Islamabad is violation of fundamental rights. Meanwhile, the court sought replies
form the federal government until tomorrow (Thursday).
Заменить Исхак Дара пока что не собираются – будет назначен
Госминистр финансов, а пока что премьер взял на себя полномочия Дара как
федерального министра
Govt zeroing in on option to replace Dar
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
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ISLAMABAD: Indications coming from within the government suggest that
an arrangement is being worked out to appoint a minister of state to handle day-today matters of the finance ministry, while strategic decision-making and the
portfolio of finance will remain with the prime minister.
Sources close to the prime minister‘s camp told Dawn that under the
arrangement being considered, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi would
continue chairing the Economic Coordination Committee of the cabinet and
various other important committees.
The indications also suggest that the name of MNA Rana Mohammad Afzal
is being considered as potential candidate for minister of state (MoS) and the
arrangement will be supported by an advisory committee comprising four to six
members who will provide input to the government on economic issues.
Those working on the arrangement term it the ―Shaukat Aziz model‖,
alluding to the Musharraf-era prime minister who retained the finance portfolio and
appointed Omar Ayub Khan as his MoS for running day-to-day affairs of the
finance ministry.
According to a source, the decision is still under consideration to make a
formal arrangement for running the affairs of the finance ministry. The MoS will
look into parliamentary affairs and appear before committees to defend
government decisions, besides fulfilling other responsibilities.
There is a suggestion to include two businessmen in the proposed advisory
committee.
However, another group in the ruling party is sceptical about the proposed
arrangement. They are of the opinion that the job of managing the country‘s
economic policy is too complex and varied to be distributed across a number of
individuals and committees.
They argue that a single financial adviser vested with ministerial powers is
the better option. At the tail end of the Musharraf regime, Dr Salman Shah held
such a portfolio, and in the last PML-N government, Dr Hafiz Pasha held a similar
position for a few weeks.
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Currently, the government has appointed four advisers, and as per the
Constitution one more can be appointed.
The discussions are taking place following the ―leave application‖ submitted
by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Nov 20. The prime minister withdrew the
portfolio of finance and economic affairs from Mr Dar on Nov 22 after granting
him leave.
Those being considered for the proposed advisory committee include, but
are not restricted to, Shaukat Tarin, Dr Ishrat Husain, Special Assistant to the
Prime Minister on Economic Affairs Miftah Ismail and Special Assistant to the PM
on Revenue Haroon Akhtar Khan.
Имран Хан назвал нынешнего премьера Аббаси кукольным премьером
Imran terms Abbasi ‗puppet PM‘
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan has
dubbed Shahid Khaqan Abbasi a ―puppet prime minister‖ and said he is so
powerless that he cannot even remove a ―corrupt‖ minister from his cabinet.
Apparently commenting on media reports that the ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-N had left it entirely to Finance Minister Ishaq Dar to take a decision about
his own resignation, the PTI chairman in a message on Sunday on the social media
website Twitter said it was ―shocking‖ that the prime minister was unable to
remove Mr Dar.
Mr Khan alleged that Mr Dar was not being sacked ―simply because the
Sharif mafia was petrified that he might spill more beans about their [Sharifs‘]
money laundering‖.
―Shocking! Puppet of [PML-N president] Nawaz Sharif, PM Abbasi can‘t
remove Finance Minister Dar, the Sharif mafia‘s front man and absconder from
justice facing multiple charges of corruption and money laundering, simply
because Sharif mafia [is] petrified he may spill more beans about their money
laundering post his earlier confession,‖ tweeted Mr Khan.
Assails premier for not sacking minister
The latest tweet by the PTI chief prompted a response from Maryam Nawaz,
the daughter of Mr Sharif, who declared that the PTI chief himself was a ―puppet‖,
accusing him of issuing the statement through Twitter after getting orders from
somewhere.
―Puppet is a word synonymous with you [Imran Khan]. Aaj ye tweet kerne
ka hukam mila hai [today you have been ordered to tweet this],‖ she wrote on her
Twitter account.
A spokesman for Prime Minister Abbasi, Musaddiq Malik, had stated on
Saturday that Finance Minister Dar would himself make a decision about quitting
or staying in the federal cabinet depending upon his health, claiming that so far the
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minister had been looking after the day-to-day affairs of his ministry in an efficient
manner in consultation with the finance secretary.
Mr Malik had refuted the reports that work at the finance ministry was
getting affected in the absence of the minister.
Mr Dar was indicted by an accountability court on Sept 27 in a corruption
reference but has continued to serve as minister amid strong criticism from
opposition parties.
The accountability court on Nov 14 issued non-bailable arrest warrants for
the minister due to his absence from court.
The court is hearing the corruption reference against the minister who is
accused of accumulating assets worth an estimated Rs831.7 million, which is
disproportionate with his known sources of income.
A central spokesman for the PTI, Fawad Chaudhry, also lashed out at the
prime minister. ―The incumbent prime minister seems handcuffed to remove his
own corrupt finance minister,‖ he said in a statement issued by the PTI‘s Central
Media Department.
Mr Chaudhry said the PML-N must learn that governments could not be run
―by begging‖. He further stated that it was extremely reprehensible that the sitting
prime minister was unable to remove a corrupt minister from his cabinet.
Taking a jibe at the Sharif family, he said they frequently spoke of ―a
conspiracy‖ whenever someone referred to their ―exposed crimes‖ but kept mum
about the billions that were transferred to their accounts overnight.
Выборы. Партии Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) и Jamiat Ulema-i-IslamSami (JUI-S) объединились к предстоящим выборам.
PTI, JUI-S agree to prepare ‗joint strategy‘ for elections
Dawn, November 20th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1371609/pti-jui-s-agree-toprepare-joint-strategy-for-elections

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) and the Jamiat Ulema-iIslam-Sami (JUI-S) have agreed to formulate a ―joint strategy‖ for the next general
elections.
The decision was made by the leaderships of the two parties at a meeting
also attended by JUI-S chief Maulana Samiul Haq and PTI chairman Imran Khan,
said a handout issued by the PTI‘s media department here on Sunday.
The leaders of the two parties agreed to continue consultations and contacts
with each other so that they could come closer before the next elections.
Move comes when efforts are being made to revive MMA
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, Information Minister
Shah Farman, Maulana Hamidul Haq Haqqani and Maulana Syed Samar Yousuf
were present on the occasion.
―In the meeting, the leaderships of both the parties in principle agreed to
continue consultative meetings to prepare a joint strategy for the next elections so
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that the two parties could jointly struggle to bring the country out of the present
crises and difficulties,‖ said the statement.
The PTI chief was of the view that the country could not make any progress
without eradicating corruption.
Maulana Sami praised the KP government‘s ―pro-Islamic steps‖ in the
province. He said the country had been besieged by enemies and there was a need
for a united struggle to face the current situation.
The Maulana, who is also known as the ―father of Taliban‖, said the
ideologies of the two parties had similarities and they could work together.
Some analysts thought the meeting between Maulana Sami and Mr Khan
was an important event as it had taken place at a time when the country‘s key
religious parties had launched efforts to revive the Muttahida Majlis-i-Amal, a
political alliance.
The JUI-S was an important part of the nine-party MMA that had been
formed by the religious parties to contest the general elections in 2002 from a joint
platform.
Выборы. Наваз Шариф обещает
предвыборную кампанию.
Nawaz vows to return to power

вернуться

к

власти,

начал

The Nation. November 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/20-Nov-2017/nawaz-vows-toreturn-to-power

ABBOTTABAD - Ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif vowed to stay in
Pakistan and in politics as he formally launched his ruling party‘s 2018 election
campaign with a public gathering in Abbotabad on Sunday.
Claiming innocence and rejecting his disqualification by the Supreme Court,
he said his ouster was the result of a conspiracy. He then reiterated the
development feats of his government and expressed the hope he would
eventually return to power owing to his popularity.
Nawaz Sharif, who appeared happy to see the great rush at the venue, told
the crowd he really loves them. He told them that ―no court decision can break the
ties‖ between him and his supporters.
The Supreme Court verdict in Panama Papers case has thrown the powerful
Sharif family into an existential crisis. Not only Nawaz has been de-seated as
prime minister, he and his family members are facing gruelling corruption cases in
the accountability courts, thanks to a damning report by a Joint Investigation Team
(JIT) which claimed the family has accumulated wealth far beyond its known
sources of income.
But Nawaz Sharif, who heads the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N), maintains that the cases against him and his family members are actually
political in nature.
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The disgruntled ex-premier reiterated before the Abbottabad gathering that
no allegation of corruption was proven against him yet he was ousted from his
office.
He said those who are talking about ‗minus-Nawaz formula‘ are unaware of
the fact that Nawaz Sharif was the name of an ideology, which was aimed at
serving the masses and making Pakistan a developed country. That ideology, he
added, would bring a revolution in the country.
―A whole drama was staged in the name of Panama Papers and my entire
family was dragged into courts… but we still accepted the accountability calls
because we are not guilty,‖ he said.
Nawaz Sharif said he was disqualified on a petition which was earlier
rejected by the court. He said his whole family faced the court and was
investigated by the joint investigation team, but corruption of not even a single
penny was proved. He said no one had questioned the people who had looted the
country‘s wealth during last 70 years.
He expressed resentment that he was ousted for not taking salary from a
company owned by his son. ―When all attempts were in vain, they disqualified me
on this incomprehensible context,‖ he said. ―Have you heard any such verdict
anywhere else in the world? This only happens in Pakistan. We need to change this
trend.‖
The ex-PM said nothing could keep him away from the people as ―today‘s
huge enthusiast gathering reminded me of the warm welcome I had received
during the campaign for general election 2013‖. It was a message for those who
wanted to oust him from politics, he added.
He maintained that people of Pakistan will give their verdict on the review
petitions regarding Panama Papers case.
―I will come back to you again in 2018 general elections with an aim to
change fate of Pakistan... Together we would bring a revolutionary change in the
country.‖ He added that the people‘s confidence was his main strength and he had
brought his case to their court.
The former premier claimed that the joint investigation team formed to
probe Panama Papers and his family‘s alleged connection with it would soon be
exposed before the public.
No one could now usurp power by force as the people wanted democracy in
the country and that was the reason that he had filed his ‗review petition‘ in the
public court, he said.
Nawaz Sharif said the country had made progress during the democratic
regimes. It was time to strengthen the democratic system with upholding the
sanctity of ‗vote‘.
He said when he took the charge of the government after the election 2013,
Pakistan‘s economy was at the verge of collapse with terrorist incidents
and power load-shedding were order of the day. Electricity outages and long lines
of vehicles at CNG stations had made the people psychiatric patients.
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However, it was his government which put the country on the path of
economic growth by eliminating terrorism and overpowering power load-shedding,
he added.
Nawaz Sharif said the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) made
sacrifices for the country, but he was disqualified.
The former prime minister said during the 2013 election campaign, he had
made some promises with the people of Hazara, but motorway was not included in
those promises. However, he later inaugurated the construction of six-lane
motorway and its Burhan to Havelian section was near completion and would be
opened for traffic next month, he added.
―When we were initiating mega projects in the country, opponents were
staging sit-ins,‖ he said, adding that those making tall claims of eliminating
corruption and ending electricity outages in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa had done
nothing.
Pakhtunkhwa Awami Milli Party chief Mehmood Khan Achakzai, and
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Aviation Sardar Mehtab Ahmed Khan also
addressed the gathering.
KP Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra, National Assembly Deputy Speaker
Murtaza Javed Abbasi, Federal Minister for Religious Affairs Sardar Muhammad
Yousaf, General (r) Salahuddin Trimzi, PML-N KP President Ameer Muqam,
former Information minister Senator Pervez Rasheed, Senator Dr Asif Kirmani,
BISP Chairman Marvi Memon, Member National Assembly Capt (r) Safdar and
others were also present on the occasion.
Nawaz Sharif earlier reached Islamabad in a special plane from Lahore and
was received by Islamabad Mayor Sheikh Ansar Aziz at the airport.
He also met Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) chief Mahmood
Khan Achakzai, his party ally, at the airport and exchanged views on current
political situation. The disqualified premier then reached his home in Murree, and
left for Abbottabad after a while.
Исхак Дар не ушел в отставку, - сообщила госминистр информации
Dar has not resigned: Marriyum Aurangzeb
The Express Tribune. November 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1562504/1-darnot-resigned-marriyum-aurangzeb/

ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting
Marriyum Aurangzeb on Saturday said that Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had not
resigned; and even if he did so, it would be for the prime minister to accept or
reject his resignation.
―Dar has made commendable efforts in revival of the economy in line with
the vision of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif,‖ the minister said while talking
to the media on the eve of a friendly rugby match between Italy and Pakistan.
PM weighing multiple options for replacing Dar
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―The economy of the country is far stronger and far more stable than in
2013,‖ she claimed.
Dar – who is facing a graft case filed by NAB – is currently in London for
treatment of his heart problem.
During his absence from the country, Dar has been removed as member of
the Council of Common Interests by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi.
Marriyum said from now on the country would be run in line with the will of
the masses and as a consequence of the political maturity shown by the political
parties in resolving the delimitation issue, general elections would be held on time.
The development would have silenced those who were demanding early
polls in the country, she said, adding that the country was fast moving towards
political stability, and democracy was strengthening with every passing day.
She observed that the federal and provincial governments and law
enforcement agencies had played a very significant role in establishing peace in the
country with an unfaltering determination and commitment.
The minister, in response to a question regarding desertions from the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), said a big number of PTI members did not agree
with the brand of politics practiced by the party leadership and it appeared that
more and more of them would leave it in the coming days.
Anybody daring to speak the truth, she added, would be expelled from the
PTI because how could a person, who himself was a great liar, tolerate those who
told the truth. ―Imran Khan is reaping now what he had sowed earlier,‖ she added.
Regarding the sit-in at Faizabad, Marriyum observed that the government
wanted an amicable solution to the stalemate. The government was used to sit-ins
which were a gift from the PTI chief, she added.
NAB wants Dar‘s name on ECL
To a question on the freedom of expression, she said it must be enjoyed with
utmost sense of responsibility.
Responding to another question, the minister reiterated that ensuring
ascendency of law and Constitution in the country was the vision of Sharif.
Pakistan had grappled with the scourge of terrorism for the last 35 years and the
government was continuing its efforts to restore complete peace in the country, she
added.
Исхак Дар ушел в отставку по состоянию здоровья
Ishaq Dar decides to resign due to 'bad health': sources
The Nation. November 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Nov-2017/ishaq-dar-decidesto-resign-due-to-bad-health-sources

Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has decided to resign from the ministry due to
'bad health'.
According to sources, the minister took this decision after National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) requested accountability court to put his name in
Exit Control List (ECL).
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The minister is currently under medical treatment for cardiac issues in
London.
The accountability court has already issued non-bailable arrest warrants for
finance minister as he failed to appear before court on graft case hearing.
The NAB has filed references against him for holding more assets then
known income sources. Furthermore, his name is also in Hudaibiya Paper Mills
case which is re-opened by NAB.
Исхак Лар может уйти с поста министра финансов
‗Embattled‘ Dar may leave finance ministry soon
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ISLAMABAD: The decision to replace embattled Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar has been made at the highest levels of government, a senior government
official told Dawn.
According to the official, the only option the government now has is to
replace Mr Dar. ―The decision was taken after getting a green signal from former
prime minister Nawaz Sharif,‖ he said.
The source added that it had not yet been decided whether an adviser on
finance would be appointed or a full-fledged minister, who must be a member of
parliament.
What was most likely, he said, was that a non-elected adviser would be
appointed and the decision would be made public in the next couple of days.
The source said a list of likely advisers had already been drafted. Two of the
people being considered for the job are Shaukat Tarin, who served as finance
minister in the PPP government, and Dr Ishrat Husain, who was governor of the
State Bank of Pakistan during Pervez Musharraf‘s regime. But the list contains
other names too which the source was not willing to divulge.
List of possible ministers or advisers ready
Speculation rife in Islamabad and in the media suggests that name of Special
Assistant to the Prime Minister on Economic Affairs Miftah Ismail is also on the
list, as is that of Ahsan Iqbal, currently holding the twin ministerial portfolios of
interior and planning. A final decision on who the replacement for Mr Dar will be
has yet to be made.
Mr Tarin told Dawn that he had not been contacted by anyone in the
government about this. He also ruled out the idea of becoming a finance minister
or a financial adviser.
―I am very clear on this: I do not wish to be finance minister or an adviser‖
he said, but added that he could consider helping out in some other capacity, ―such
as on some council or committee, but even that depends on who else is going to be
a member,‖ he said.
―If a council is stuffed with useless people, there is no sense in serving on
it.‖
The source painted a picture of disarray in the bureaucracy.
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No bureaucrat in the finance ministry had the courage to move any file,
resulting in delays in major decisions, he said.
―There is complete chaos within the tax machinery as well,‖ he said. FBR
chairman Tariq Pasha has started seeking approval from Mr Dar even on minor
issues like the issuance of press statements.
Mr Pasha worked with Finance Minister Dar very closely and was
considered his close associate. He was also likely to be replaced as the new adviser
would consider his own team, the source added.
Mr Dar was indicted on Sept 27 in a corruption reference but has continued
to serve as finance minister amid strong criticism from opposition parties.
An accountability court on Nov 14 issued non-bailable arrest warrants for
the minister due to his absence from court.
The court is hearing the corruption reference against the finance minister
who is accused of accumulating assets worth an estimated Rs831.7 million, which
is disproportionate with his known sources of income.
Министр информации Пакистана призвал собрать Совет улемов для
урегулирования проблемы протестного сидения
Ahsan calls for urgent meeting of Ulemas to discuss situation on sit-in
today
The Nation. November 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/20-Nov-2017/ahsan-calls-forurgent-meeting-of-ulemas-to-discuss-situation-on-sit-in-today

According to Radio Pakistan, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal has convened an
emergency meeting of Ulema belonging to all schools of thought in Islamabad
today to discuss situation arising from the sit-in at Faizabad Interchange by a
religious group in the federal capital.
According to Interior Ministry statement, final consultation would be held
with Ulema to cope with the situation.
The meeting will also evolve a course of action to keep the nation united
over Khatm-e-Nabuwwat issue.
Interior Minister has urged the religious group protesting in Islamabad to
obey the law of land and call off their sit-in as the law regarding Khatm-eNabuwwat has been made more sound and effective.
Addressing a news conference in Islamabad, he said that no one can even
think about compromise on the issue of Khatm-e-Nabuwwat.
The Minister said public pressure on the government is increasing and
despite Islamabad High Court's orders, the government is avoiding to take strict
action.
Правительство обратилось к ученым с просьбой утихомирить
протестующих (протестное сидение)
Govt turns to scholars to placate Faizabad protesters
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ISLAMABAD: The government on Sunday convened a grand meeting of
leading clerics in an effort to find a peaceful solution to the protracted sit-in that
has paralysed the twin cities of Rawalpindi and Islamabad for the last two weeks.
The interior ministry has so far not taken any administrative decision against
the far-right leaders spearheading the protest, fearing any heavy-handed response
might result in bloodshed.
The Islamabad High Court on Friday had ordered the district administration
to take all necessary steps to clear the area latest by Saturday morning.
The protesters have been demanding the resignation and punishment of
Federal Minister for Law and Justice Zahid Hamid for allegedly altering the
declaration of the Finality of the Prophethood (pbuh) for lawmakers – a change
which the government called a ‗clerical error‘ and has already reversed.
―A strategy will be devised (in the meeting) to unite the nation over (the
matter of) Khatm-e-Nabuwwat,‖ a statement issued by the Ministry of Interior said
on Sunday.
Ulema from various schools of thoughts would attend the meeting and try to
find an amicable solution to the protest of the religious group led by Khadim
Hussain Rizvi, the statement added.
The focus of the grand meeting would be to tackle the situation arising out
of the protest sit-in at the Faizabad Interchange.
Protest enters 12th day: Second deadline to call off Faizabad sit-in ends
Meanwhile, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal on Sunday said, ―All options are
available to disperse the protesters,‖ adding, ―Launching a security operation is the
last option because the government want to avoid bloodshed at all costs.‖
Iqbal also urged the religious group protesting in Islamabad to obey the law
of land and call off the sit-in as ―the law regarding Khatm-e-Nabuwwat has been
made more sound and effective‖.
Addressing a news conference in the federal capital, he said, ―No one can
even think about compromising on the matter of the finality of the Prophethood
(pbuh).‖
Calling upon protesters once again to call off the sit-in, he expressed hope
they would agree to the suggestions made by the religious personalities included in
the talks, adding now he was conducting contempt of court by allowing the protest
to continue in the federal capital.
At present, negotiations between a select group of religious leaders and the
protesters are still under way and no solution had been found yet.
The minister, along with others, has been engaged in negotiations with the
protesters, who have occupied the key Faizabad Interchange of the capital for
nearly two weeks, but failed to reach a breakthrough.
The interior minister said the government had requested religious leaders
and scholars to play their role in resolving the matter.
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He said the government on Saturday had already agreed to the suggestions
of a thirty-member delegation and it is hoped that the leaders of the protesters will
also agree with them.
The minister said the protest was also making Pakistan look bad for the
international community. He also talked about the delegation of the Joint
Coordination Committee of CPEC and the visit of the Chinese delegation which is
expected today (Monday) in Islamabad.
Clear Faizabad, Islamabad admin told
He said over eight million people in the twin cities have been besieged as a
result of the protest sit-in of the religious group.
―Patients can‘t be taken to hospitals, students‘ education is badly affected;
businesses are being deteriorated as the result of the sit-in.‖
He said the government was attempting to find a solution to the matter. He
said the protesters had no reason to continue with the sit-in.
Responding to a question he said the protesters wanted the resignation of
Law Minister Zahid Hamid. However, he added, there was no proof that the law
minister actually was responsible for the mistake.
―A committee has been formed in this regard that will probe the matter so
there is no justification for the protest,‖ he said.
The minister said public pressure on the government was increasing and
despite the Islamabad High Court‘s orders, the government was avoiding to take
strict action. He also framed the protest as being political rather than religious.
―Such organisations take these steps to advance their political agenda,‖ He said.
Minister of State for Religious Affairs Aminul Hasnat Shah said the
government was making its utmost efforts to resolve the issue peacefully.
С протестующими в Исламабаде (сидячие) достигнута некоторая
договоренность
Breakthrough in sight after talks with Islamabad protesters
Munawer
Azeem.
Dawn,
November
19th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371494/breakthrough-in-sight-after-talks-with-islamabad-protesters

ACTIVISTS of religious groups continue their sit-in at Faizabad on
Saturday despite stern warnings by the Islamabad administration to clear the
arterial road.—Online
ISLAMABAD: Signs of a negotiated end to the sit-in organised by some
religious parties at Faizabad emerged on Saturday night when a ministerial-level
government team held marathon meetings with the protest leaders.
Reports claimed the government had offered the sit-in leaders that all cases
registered against them would be withdrawn and a committee would be appointed
to look into claims that Law Minister Zahid Hamid was behind the now-withdrawn
controversial change into the Khatm-i-Nubuwat declaration for electoral
candidates.
The representatives of the protest leaders were expected to give their
response to the offer after consulting their leadership.
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Interior minister says no discussion on issue of withdrawal of cases against
sit-in members
The meetings were held at the residence of senior Pakistan Muslim LeagueN leader Raja Zafarul Haq, a member of the official team which included Interior
Minister Ahsan Iqbal, Minister of State for Religious Affairs Pir Muhammad
Aminul Hasnat Shah and Islamabad Mayor Sheikh Ansar.
Those who took part in negotiations from the protesters were Pir of Golra
Sharif Ghulam Moinuddin, Pir Ijaz Ashrafi, Maulana Waheed Noor and Shafique
Amini.
Meanwhile, talking to reporters at around midnight, Mr Iqbal said the
government wanted to end the crisis through dialogue. He said this was not a
political sit-in, rather the people had gathered due to religious emotions.
The minister said that ulema were playing a very positive role and they had
also given some good advice.
He, however, rejected the protesters demand for the law minister‘s
resignation. He said the minister could not be asked to resign without solid
evidence against him.
He said the Islamabad High Court had set a deadline for Sunday to remove
the protesters. He said the government would request the court to give some more
time as ulema would now talk to the protesters. He expressed the hope that soon
the issue would be resolved amicably and without use of force or violence.
The minister said the sit-in had been causing great difficulties to millions of
residents of Rawalpindi and Islamabad. He added that another patient lost his life
because he could not be taken to hospital due to the road blockade.
He said that protesters should congratulate the government for the historic
work of restoring a law that had lapsed in 2002 and now the Khatm-i-Nubuwat
issue had been settled once and for all.
He said that in the next few days the nation would be celebrating Eid
Miladun Nabi and, therefore, the protesters should ensure that no tense situation
was created during these days.
In response to a question, he said talks were still on and there had been no
discussion on the issue of withdrawal of cases against the protesters. He said the
law provided a mechanism for registration of cases and their withdrawal. He said
the committee under Raja Zafarul Haq was yet to come out with its findings.
The government wants the sit-in to end latest by Sunday so that Islamabad
could host the seventh JCC meeting of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor with
the capital free of all political agitation. The two-day meeting will start on Monday
and will be attended, among others, by a delegation from China.
Earlier in the day, the interior minister stopped the capital police and
administration from taking action against the protesters to avoid bloodshed. The
minister, officials said, also deferred the plan to remove the protesters by force for
another 24 hours.
Sources said that some members of the government team also visited the site
of the sit-in before the negotiations began.
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When Dawn attempted to contact Mr Haq late at night, one of his staffers at
his residence said that ―Raja Sahab cannot talk as he is sitting with some people
and discussing some important matter‖.
ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Religious Affairs Pir Aminul Hasnat
arrives at the residence of Leader of the House in Senate Raja Zafarul Haq for
negotiations between government‘s representatives and leaders of religious groups
which staged a protest sit-in at the Faizabad interchange.—Online
However, the sources claimed that the protesters were not ready to budge
from their demand and insisting on Zahid Hamid‘s removal because they held him
responsible for the change in the Khatm-i-Nubuwat declaration.
Mr Haq had been given the task of holding the negotiation with the
protesters because he was the head of the three-member committee that had been
constituted by PML-N president Nawaz Sharif last month to fix responsibility for
the change in the declaration.
The committee has submitted its report to Mr Sharif and the protesters are
demanding that it be made public.
The change in the language of the candidates‘ declaration form in the
Elections Act 2017 enraged religious parties, who launched an agitation against it
which they claimed had been made intentionally to carry out the Western agenda.
Though the government has already reversed the change besides restoring
the declaration for the Ahmadi voters, the protesters are insisting that those
responsible for this faux pas be identified and punished.
Earlier, the interior ministry in a statement appealed to the ulema and
religious scholars to persuade the protesters to call off the sit-in because the
country could not afford lawlessness and chaos.
The minister said that the compliance of the Islamabad High Court‘s (IHC)
order to remove the protesters was a legal requirement.
There was no justification to continue the sit-in when parliament had already
passed the law about the Khatm-i-Nubuwat, the minister was quoted as saying.
The protesters have been demanding removal of the federal and Punjab law
ministers which the officials said was not acceptable to the government.
The IHC had asked the protesters on Friday to end the sit-in and ordered the
capital administration and police to remove them if they failed to obey the court
order and submit a compliance report on Saturday.
The capital administration and police prepared for action despite police
intelligence wing‘s suggestion for negotiations. About 8,000 personnel of the
capital police, Rangers, FC and PC were deployed around Faizabad.
Officials said the strength of the protesters kept changing, but it never fell
below 2,000.
Police officials said that since Friday about 30 protesters were picked up
from different areas of the capital.
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Исламистам из Фаизабада получили 24 час отсрочки – закончить
протестное сидение в Исламабаде
Operation against Faizabad protesters postponed for 24 hours
AISHA
MAHMOOD.
BR.
18.11.2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/18/382001/operation-against-faizabad-protesterspostponed-for-another-24-hours/

Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal ordered on Saturday morning the district
administration to give another 24 hours to the protesters to disperse and end sit-in
at Islamabad‘s Faizabad Interchange.
A heavy contingent of Islamabad Police, Frontier Corps and Rangers
personnel arrived on Saturday morning at the Faizabad, equipped with tear gas and
shell guns to disperse the crowd that have been protesting since 12 days at the
interchange.
In a bid to find a peaceful solution to the protest, the interior minister
appealed to the religious leaders and protesters to end their sit for the sake of
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Ahsan said that it was the duty of the protesters to
oblige to the orders of Islamabad High Court.
The parliament had already restored on Thursday clause related to Khatm-eNabuwwat declaration to its original form.
Justice Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui had ordered on Friday the Islamabad district
administration to take whatever measures required to clear the Faizabad
Interchange by 10am Saturday. The protesters have been refusing to budge from
their ongoing sit in until the Supreme Court takes notice of the Khatm-eNabuwwat oath issue.
For late 12 days, two religious parties have been protesting against a reversed
change in the Khatm-e-Nabuwwat oath in the Elections Act 2017 in their sit-in. In
protest to the government‘s controversial amendment and reversal in the finality of
Prophethood oath for lawmakers, the parties, Tehreek-i-Labaik Ya Rasool Allah
and the Sunni Tehreek Pakistan, have been protesting.
Протестное сидение исламистов в Фаизабаде - изнурительная война.
Faizabad sit-in: A war of attrition
Umer Farooq. Herald. 18.11.2017. https://herald.dawn.com/news/1153906/faizabad-sitin-a-war-of-attrition

The Faizabad sit-in is a worrying example of the state and government being
held hostage by a religious group largely obscure until now. Thousands of greenturbaned religious foot soldiers of the Tehreek-e-Labaik Pakistan (TLP) have
managed to paralyse Islamabad and Rawalpindi since November 8 by blocking the
main link between the twin cities interprovincial traffic. They are led by Khadim
Hussain Rizvi, a religious leader whose entry in the federal capital was banned by
the government in September this year.
Hundreds of thousands of commuters use the Expressway to enter the
federal capital from areas on its periphery every day. Even on the best of days, a
minor accident or blockade can result in miles-long traffic jams. The sit-in of
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religious zealots over a change in law that has already been reversed is a diversion
the government is neither prepared nor willing to tackle.
The government and city administration started out by deploying huge
containers on main roads to block the influx of protesters. This threw traffic into a
tailspin. By the morning of November 9, patients were unable to get medical
attention, students could not attend classes and people could not make it to their
workplaces.
The demand to reverse a change in the law pertaining to the finality of
prophethood has already been accepted. But the TLP group is vying to raise its
public profile. It joined electoral politics and bagged over 7,000 votes in the bypolls for NA-120 following Nawaz Sharif‘s disqualification. Since the right-wing
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) is concerned about religious parties like
TLP causing a dent in its vote bank, it earlier refused to acknowledge the group‘s
legitimacy by either negotiating with them or confronting them directly. But its
policy of waiting for the protest to fizzle out did not work either. The government
has now invited representatives of the TLP for talks after a violent clash between
protesters and police left several people injured last Tuesday.
The government‘s inaction is seen as a sign of weakness by its opponents.
―They are not in control. They are very weak," says Fawad Chaudhry,
spokesperson for the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI). He claims the crisis could
have been easily averted with strict administrative measures. "We see a clear
distinction between a legitimate political cause for which the Constitution grants
you the right to protest and illegitimate political causes which cause chaos in
society," he says of his own party‘s stance.
It was, however, the PTI‘s 'dharna' in 2014 that paved the way for religious
groups to march to the capital to protest and press for their demands. The violent
protest over the hanging of Mumtaz Qadri, who assassinated Punjab governor
Salman Taseer, in March last year also paralysed the capital and inconvenienced
commuters in a similar way.
Though Chaudhry insists a ―strong government‖ would be able to tackle
such groups with ease, any future PTI-led government would be subject to the
same vulnerabilities and pressure. The PTI and PMLN share the right-wing vote
bank in Central Punjab and do not want to alienate conservative voters over
sensitive religious issues.
The clergy, on the other hand, is disconnected from society and its problems.
In its fight to preserve orthodoxy, it is pitting orthodoxy against the interests of
ordinary people. The protesters do not even see themselves causing any trouble to
commuters. "Our sit-in and protest should not be blamed for the trouble of the
city‘s people … it‘s the government which is responsible for blocking roads and
creating problems," says Muhammad Bilal, a personal aide of the firebrand
Khadim Hussain Rizvi.
"We have only one demand: remove law minister Zahid Hamid from office
as he is the one responsible for amending the affidavit that contained the clause
about the finality of prophethood," Rizvi said while addressing protesters at
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Faizabad. "If you don‘t remove Zahid Hamid, we don‘t care if the whole assembly
dies."
Истек предупредительный срок для прекращения сидячей забастовки
исламистов, но они сидят
Deadline to end sit-in expires but Islamabad protesters refuse to move
The Express Tribune. November 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1561277/1deadline-to-end-sit-in-expires-but-islamabad-protesters-refuse-to-move/

Members of the Tehreek-e-Labaik Pakistan, an Islamist political party, gather during a sit-in in
Rawalpindi, Pakistan November 17, 2017. PHOTO: REUTERS/Faisal Mahmood

Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal continues to persuade religious protesters
blocking Faizabad Interchange to end their sit-in peacefully as an Islamabad
administration‘s deadline to do so, expired on Saturday.
The interior minister‘s last-minute plea on Friday to religious protesters
blocking Faizabad Interchange to end their sit-in fell on deaf ears following which
an operation is expected today.
Islamabad administration had told the protesting parties on Friday to end
their sit-in by Saturday morning (10am) or face a joint operation by Rangers,
Frontier Constabulary and police to disperse them.
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Iqbal late Friday night had also urged the protesters to end their sit-in, hours
after Islamabad High Court (IHC) ordered the capital administration to clear the
flyover.
Khatm-e-Nabuwwat bill also gets Senate‘s nod
Roughly 2,000 protesters are demanding the resignation of Law Minister
Zahid Hamid over a hastily-abandoned amendment to the Prophethood Declaration
Clause in the Electoral Reforms Bill 2017.
―I urge the protesters to end their blockade of Faizabad Interchange as their
demands have already been met,‖ Iqbal had said while addressing a news
conference yesterday.
The Election (Amendment) Elections Bill 2017 has been passed both by the
National Assembly and Senate, bringing the Khatm-e-Nabuwwat (finality of
Prophethood) clause to its original form.
The protesters, Iqbal added, need to end their sit-in, otherwise, the
government will be compelled to implement the court orders.
According to the interior minister, to propagate a notion on the social media
is if there is a campaign underway against the legislation relating to the finality of
Prophet-hood is wrong.
В Исламабаде намечается конфликт между властями и исламистами
«Новости планеты». 17.11.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11253-v-islamabadenamechaetsja-konflikt-mezhdu-vlastjami-i-islamistami.html

Правительство Пакистана предупредило сегодня членов исламской
партии о жестких мерах за блокирование дороги в столицу, вызывая
опасения по поводу насильственного столкновения.
Сотни сторонников пакистанской партии «Техрик-и-Лабаик» почти 10
дней заблокировали главную дорогу в Исламабад, требуя введения закона за
богохульство. «Вам всем дают последнее предупреждение», - сказал
заместитель комиссара Исламабада в приказе. «После этого окончательного
объявления, вы все должны закончить незаконное сидение немедленно». Суд
уже приказал партии прекратить протест. «Все ресурсы могут быть
использованы, чтобы прекратить это сидение», - говорится в
предупреждении заместителя комиссара.
Протесты исламистов начались с обвинения министра Захида Хамида в
том, что он внес изменения в предвыборную клятву, что предполагает
богохульство.
Представитель партии «Лабаик» Эйжас Ашрафи отказался выполнить
приказ. «Мы не уйдем», - сказал он. Правительственный чиновник Халид
Аббаси говорит, что протестующие организовали пикеты вдоль маршрута,
который они занимают, а некоторые протестующие вооружены железными
прутьями и палки.
Опасаясь насилия, правительство заблокировало несколько дорог
транспортными контейнерами, чтобы угодить протестующим, но это вызвало
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частые пробки в столице и вокруг нее. В 2007 году конфронтация между
властями и сторонниками радикальных проповедников в мечетях в
Исламабаде привела к гибели более 100 человек.
Протестное движение в виде сидячей забастовки в «Красной зоне»
бессмысленно
Sit-ins remain fruitless but make people‘s lives miserable
The News. 17.11.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/245214-sit-ins-remainfruitless-but-make-people-s-lives-miserable

ISLAMABAD: The sadistic pleasure that some political parties and religious
groups take in making lives of people of Islamabad and Rawalpindi miserable by
staging sit-ins has become boundless over the past a few years.
Intriguingly, this always happened during the tenures of civilian
governments while no such adventure was undertaken in the last dictatorial rule.
The perennial target has been democracy. Second important outcome of these
protests is that no government, regardless of being extremely weak and cornered,
never accepted any of the demands of these parties, and finally the agitators have
to go home empty-ended.
The federal capital has become the much-loved spot for such elements to
protest and blockade movements of Islamabadites, Rawalpindites and thousands of
people, who come to these cities every day from the suburbs and other cities and
towns in connection with their mundane affairs, official jobs or businesses.
Much tormented and tortured are always the school-going children and
women. A predominant majority of the people keep condemning these parties and
groups, but are unable to do anything more except looking to the government to
act. If there are powerful citizens‘ committees in place, their protest against such
activities may be more effective and pronounced, forcing these entities to wrap up
their occupation of essential points.
Every time such protest made the writ of the government a laughing stock
and painted Pakistan black in the outside world. Every government was always
absolutely helpless, handicapped and incapacitated to deal with such agitators. The
only reason behind such restrained, timid policy is the effort not to do any bodily
harm to the protesters, lseading to casualties. But sadly, the sponsors of these
dramas constantly wanted dead bodies for their politics.
The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) learnt a highly bitter lesson
in June 2014 when a dozen people were killed in clashes between police and
activists of the Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT) of Dr Tahirul Qadri in Model
Town, Lahore. This is certainly a worst scar on the Punjab administration. In the
following months and years, Qadri premised his entire politics on this tragic
episode while he has hardly any other political issue to hammer to remain relevant
and effective.
The incident haunts the ruling party so much so that some of its detractors
keep talking or expressing their desire that the case will finally entangle its key
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leaders in the next couple of months to further debilitate the government especially
the Sharif brothers. After this gory occurrence, the PML-N became exceedingly
careful and aggressively avoided using force to break protests.
The D-Chowk, which is situated in the high security Red Zone and caters to
abundant traffic going to and coming from key national institutions, is the favourite
location of all the agitating entities so that the government business is totally
choked. If the Jinnah Avenue is blocked, the main business centre, the Blue Area,
comes to a standstill. Every protesting party wants to occupy this road on which
the metro bus also passes.
Regardless of the party in power, every administration has remained helpless
before a few hundreds or thousands of protesters, besieging the federal capital,
suspending the normal life of the citizens.
In the past, after becoming sick and tired of unlawful barricading of
Islamabad, the capital administration earmarked a space on the pattern of Hyde
Park of London in the Fatima Jinnah Park for the protesting political parties and
groups to undertake their activities there, but none of them was ever impressed and
no such activity has ever been held there.
Later, the Islamabad authorities allocated the spacious Parade Ground for
political activities including sit-ins, rallies and demonstrations. Some parties have
held their public meetings at this place, but those who have a different agenda
reject the site.
Every time the beleaguered people urged the government to move against
the protesters to clear roads and the agenda-driven TV anchors taunted and jeered
at the administration for not restoring the writ of the state. But hidden in their
assertions has been their desire to create dire consequences for the government by
resorting to use of force, resulting in casualties.
The same was the case when the Lal Masjid was captured for weeks during
Pervez Musharraf‘s era. When an operation was conducted leading to deaths, the
regime came under tremendous pressure and attack from the same people, who had
been asking it to do away with the seizure without loss of any time.
Before the ongoing sit-in at the Faizabad intersection by a religious group
for over a week that has paralysed life in several parts of the capital and
Rawalpindi, another protest of the same kind was organised at the Jinnah Avenue
by a faction of the present protesters. After sometime, they had left the place, and
as the negotiations with them became successful.
In 2013, Dr Tahirul Qadri of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PAT) organised a
sit-in at the D-Chowk for some days. He received a devastating blow from the then
Chief Justice, Iftikahr Muhammad Chaudhry, who threw away his petition for
electoral reforms, challenging his locus standi for being a Canadian citizen, who
can‘t even contest an election in Pakistan for being a dual national.
Then came the disastrous and worst sit-ins of August 2014 organised by the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) and PAT. Any amount of illegalities and
unconstitutionalities committed in any protest would be considered mean
compared to what havoc was played in this agitation. The activists raided the
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capital and kept the D-Chowk occupied for 126 days, but at last they have to pack
up empty-handed as none of their demands was accepted. But before wrapping up,
they unprecedentedly abused and attacked top government leaders and national
institutions and physically stormed key government buildings and beat police
personnel. Everything was preserved by the eye of the TV cameras, but still Imran
Khan says the four criminal cases instituted against him in connection with his
unlawful actions are politically motivated.
Over the past a few decades, Islamabad has seen a number of political
movements including long marches. The most famous marches and protests were
sponsored by late Benazir Bhutto, Nawaz Sharif, when they were in opposition,
and religious groups. But they were not as violent as the one arranged by the PTI
and PAT was.
Исламисты не помешают своим протестным сидением соорудить
КПЭК
Ahsan Iqbal warns sit-in organisers of extreme action
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
16th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1370766/ahsan-iqbal-warns-sit-in-organisers-of-extreme-action

ISLAMABAD: Reaffirming that governments of the four provinces, three
regions and the Centre are united to push forward the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) for development and industrialisation, Minister for Interior and
Planning Ahsan Iqbal on Wednesday said that there were a few people who wanted
‗bodies‘ to create chaos in the country.
He was speaking to journalists after a preparatory session with provincial
and regional governments for a meeting of the CPEC Joint Cooperation Council
(JCC) to be held on Nov 20-21.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, AJK Prime Minister
Raja Farooq Haider Khan, Deputy Speaker of Gilgit-Baltistan Assembly Jafferulla
Khan and KP Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra endorsed his views in their brief talk.
Mr Iqbal said it was ironic that an exceptional situation had been created
three years ago when the CPEC was being launched and the precedent set by a
political party by holding a prolonged sit-in was being followed by others to
exploit religious sentiments, even though no political government could
compromise on the finality of the Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
Minister says CPEC is being pushed forward by all provinces and regional
govts
Mr Iqbal said the love for the Prophet (PBUH) did not demand creating
problems for patients, students and public at large by holding a sit-in on the road
between Rawalpindi and Islamabad and nobody had the power to issue certificates
of belief in Allah and His Prophet (PBUH).
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He alleged that there were a couple of people among those participating in
the sit-in who were inciting violence and carrying weapons so that there could be
violence and an emergency-like situation.
Responding to a question, he said people were now demanding action
against the sit-in as it was creating problems for the general public, but because of
those few armed men the government did not want a repeat of the Model Town
tragedy.
―Action can have a cost and hence we request the protesters not to test our
patience. But this cannot go on forever,‖ he warned, adding that the government
wanted to exhaust all options before taking an extreme step. ―There has to be an
end. If the current situation continues, the government will have to take an extreme
step.‖
Mr Iqbal said that senior officials from China and Pakistan would meet on
Nov 20, followed by leadership-level huddle led from the Chinese side by the vice
chairman of the National Development and Reforms Commission and represented
from Pakistan by all the chief ministers and representatives of the Federation of
Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
He said the first phase of CPEC involving energy and infrastructure was in
advanced stages and the project was entering the next level of industrial
cooperation with involvement of all stakeholders. He said all the participants
would attend the 7th JCC meeting with expressed commitment to completing the
historic initiative as early as possible.
Mr Iqbal said the government had taken on board all political forces, the
private sector and other stakeholders in the CPEC framework to ensure absolute
inclusiveness reaching across the country, tribal region, AJK and Gilgit-Baltistan.
He said details of the Karachi Circular Railway and Main Railway Line
(ML-I) were final and a few issues for their crossings would be settled before the
JCC.
He said that 85 million jobs were expected to be relocated from China to
other countries and the CPEC offered Pakistan an opportunity to grab maximum
share out of it.
He said that establishment of nine economic zones would bring maximum
employment for local youth and the ownership of industrial zones had been given
to the provinces to ensure inclusive development.
CM Khattak said the CPEC was a project of entire Pakistan and it would
benefit all the provinces. He said the meeting was informed that not only the
western route but a number of other projects in the road network were in progress
in KP.
Mr Jhagra said the sphere of economic zones was being expanded to the
tribal region that would be helpful in mainstreaming of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas.
AJK PM Farooq Khan thanked the federal government for including in
CPEC the 280km Mansehra-Muzaffarabad-Mirpur highway project and an
economic zone which would bring economic revolution to the region.
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Jaferrullah Khan said four projects proposed by the GB government,
including Chitral-Chakdara road, two hydropower projects and a special economic
zone, had been made part of the next phase of CPEC.
Разгул исламского фанатизма в Исламабаде
The capital under siege
Zahid Hussain. Dawn, November 15, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370547/thecapital-under-siege

FOR the past one week, Islamabad has been virtually under siege with the
followers of a radical cleric blocking the expressway connecting the city to the
airport. The administration‘s move to enclose the Red Zone with containers has
added to the chaos.
While the clerics blast the civil and military leadership with their highly
inflammable harangue, inciting their supporters to violence, there is no sign of the
government moving against them. Seldom has one witnessed such a state of inertia
with the security agencies unable to act against even a small group of zealots
paralysing the seat of government.
It is a case of a matter being blown out of proportion and used by the
extremist clerics to whip up religious sentiments. It is all about an oversight,
missing a clause in the Election Act related to the finality of the Holy Prophet
(PBUH) in an oath that was turned into a religious and political controversy.
Although the omission was immediately rectified, it has failed to satisfy some
radical clerics.
It is mainly the weakness of the administration and an increasingly divided
state authority that has given these zealots complete impunity. The demand that
includes the resignation of the law minister is certainly not acceptable. Although
the hard-line clerics have failed to draw any significant public support on the issue,
some vested political interests have joined in to keep the matter alive.
Why are those who preach hate allowed to participate in electoral politics?
However small the number of those laying siege to the capital, the episode is
a manifestation of a more serious problem related to the rise of a new and more
radical Barelvi sectarian movement that publicly espouses violence in the name of
its narrow view of religion. The siege has coincided with the emergence of a new
political outfit, by the name of Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah, or TLY, whose
members are spearheading the protest.
Led by a firebrand cleric, Khadim Hussain Rizvi, who is notorious for his
vitriolic sermons, the TLY announced its appearance in the electoral politics by
putting up candidates in the recently held National Assembly by-elections in
Lahore and Peshawar. In both constituencies, TLY candidates received a
significant number of votes, eating into the support base of old mainstream
religious political parties like the Jamaat-i-Islami.
What is more worrisome is that its entire campaign revolves around the
glorification of Mumtaz Qadri, the assassin of Punjab governor Salmaan Taseer. In
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fact, the group has gained momentum after Qadri‘s execution. The group that
represents a new Barelvi militancy is now planning to go into the 2018 general
elections using the highly sensitive blasphemy issue to mobilise votes. The
Islamabad sit-in seems to be a part of its election campaign.
A major question is how these preachers of hate are allowed to participate in
electoral politics in violation of the country‘s laws. It is likely to stoke the fires of
violent sectarian extremism, threatening the democratic political process in the
country. Not surprisingly, the Islamabad siege and the arrival of the TLY on the
electoral scene have triggered a host of conspiracy theories about its backers.
Many in the ruling party smell a conspiracy to destabilise the government.
There is, however, no substance to these wild theories imagining a ‗hidden hand‘
behind everything. What is missing in the whole discourse is the stark failure of the
state to contain the spread of religious extremism in the country. The National
Action Plan has long been dead and buried, providing complete freedom to parties
like the TLY to operate and hatemongering clerics to preach violence from the
pulpit.
While the security agencies have been quick to take action against some
bloggers espousing secular views and branded them ‗traitors‘ for questioning the
establishment‘s policies, no action is being taken against clerics like Rizvi who
publicly instigate violence against the civil and military leadership. Their vitriolic
speeches are freely posted on social media.
Now the monster is coming back to haunt us. Last year, the same group had
occupied Islamabad‘s D Chowk for several days threatening to storm key
government installations. The stand-off was defused through negotiations and with
a promise not to take any action against the clerics. That further emboldened the
group.
It is quite intriguing that the march that started from Lahore was allowed to
enter Islamabad this time too. Instead of stopping the protesters on the way, the
administration is playing ostrich and enclosing part of the city with containers.
That has become a common practice of the Islamabad administration while dealing
with such protest marches.
It is apparent that the country‘s civil and military leadership has never taken
counter-extremism policies seriously. That may be either out of political
expediency or a fear of backlash or both. It may be true that the situation is not yet
completely out of control, but continuing with the current state of inaction could
create a very dangerous situation and reverse the gains made in the battle against
terrorism.
The siege of Islamabad and the induction of the TLY into electoral politics
are ominous developments. Not only will they add fuel to violent sectarian
extremism, they will also cause the space for moderate Islamic parties to shrink.
The results of the NA-120 and NA-4 by-elections showed a marked rise in
electoral support for TLY candidates though at the expense of right-wing parties.
Its participation would cast a huge shadow over the elections, particularly in
Punjab that has been the stronghold of sectarian-based politics — not a good omen
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for democratic politics in the country. The present political uncertainty and the
worsening tension between the civil and military leaderships provide a favourable
atmosphere for the extremist groups that have recently emerged on the political
scene.
It is a tragic commentary on our state policy which gives such leeway to a
group that glorifies a murderer and exhorts its supporters to follow his example.
The siege of Islamabad gives some insight into the shape of things to come.
Выборы. Партия Имран Хана предлагает провести выборы в апреле
2018 г., а не в августе 2018 г.
PTI to reconcile its early polls stance
Mubashir Hassan. The Nationю November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov2017/pti-to-reconcile-its-early-polls-stance

LAHORE - PTI will reconcile its official stance on early elections after
taking a different position in the meeting of the Council of Common Interests
(CCI) by agreeing with the majority view about holding of next elections on their
scheduled time.
In order to balance this inconsistency in its stance on early polls ,
the PTI intends to suggest a proviso in the proposed legislation on new
delimitations.
Khan‘s party is facing criticism after the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief
Minister accepted the viewpoint of other chief ministers on holding of elections at
their scheduled time.
This was in contradiction to PTI‘s official stance that elections should be
held by April next year instead of August 2018.
When contacted, PTI‘s spokesperson Fawad Ch said that the KP Chief
Minister had to agree with the majority view in the CCI meeting out of local
compulsions specific to his province which will be getting five additional seats of
National Assembly as a result of the new legislation.
―But the PTI has decided to suggest a proviso in the draft legislation on
demarcation of constituencies to reconcile its official stance with the one taken in
the CCI meeting,‖ he said.
Fawad further stated that the proposed proviso will make it binding on the
government to hold elections under Article 224 of the Constitution if the
government collapsed before completion of its tenure and the process of
delimitations was still underway.
In this scenario, he said, holding of elections will become inevitable within
90 days of the dissolution of assemblies.
Asked to explain his point, the PTI spokesperson said that his party was of
the firm belief that present government will not be able to complete its mandated
tenure.
―Majority of the PML-N lawmakers have already stopped attending the
National Assembly session. A time will come in the near future that Prime
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Minister Abbasi will be asked to seek vote of confidence from the assembly. He
will not be able to get a fresh mandate from the House as majority of the members
would either opt not to come to the assembly on that particular day or would not be
voting for him,‖ he said, painting a picture of the likely scenario his party believes
is sure to come any time soon.
Staff Reporter from Peshawar adds: After getting no support from any
political party, PTI‘s demand of holding early elections failed to impress the
participants of the CCI, when the matter was raised at the high-level forum, which
met with PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in the chair on Monday.
At the CCI meeting, the KP Chief Minister Pervez Khattak reportedly
proposed holding of early elections, but it was rejected by all the other chief
ministers as well as the prime minister.
Following which, all participants including the KP CM agreed on holding
the elections on time, quashing the ongoing rumours about the possibility of early
elections to a great extent.
It is yet to be determined that whether the PTI has changed its stance on snap
elections or the KP chief minister just decided to agree with the holding of general
elections on time in the CCI meeting to avoid any deadlock for the time being.
The PTI , which has been ruling the KP since 2013, has been demanding
snap elections since September this year.
No political party has supported the PTI‘s demand of snap elections.
All the other political parties want polls following the completion of the
tenure of the incumbent rulers.
However, some political pundits say that Imran Khan by demanding snap
elections just wishes to keep the ruling PML-N under pressure.
Railways Minister Khawaja Saad Rafique said on Monday that the PTI was
isolated politically in its demand for early elections, saying those talking about
early elections were living in a fool‘s paradise.
The government has time and again reiterated that polls would not be
delayed and would be held on time but the PTI too has stick to its stance .
The PTI leadership says early elections are called when a ruler‘s mandate
becomes questionable, while the ruling PML-N, PPP and even small parties
disagree with the notion and say that the incumbent government must complete its
tenure.
Meanwhile, in his recent statement, PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has
reiterated that the government will complete its tenure and elections will be held on
time.
On the other hand, in support of his demand, the PTI chief quotes the
examples from different countries, saying Theresa May of UK and Recep Tayyip
Erdogan in Turkey called elections in their respective countries as the process
strengthens democracy.
However, not only the ruling party but even those sitting in opposition have
not been impressed by the demand for early elections.
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Правительство пообещало разгонять протестное движение в виде
сидячей забастовки в Исламабаде
Islamabad sit-in: Govt hints at using force to disperse protesters
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov2017/islamabad-sit-in-govt-hints-at-using-force-to-disperse-protesters

ISLAMABAD - As the sit-in at the main Faizabad Interchange entered the
7th day, the government on Tuesday warned that it would exploit all legal means
to disperse the protesters of Tehreek-e-Labaik Ya Rasool Allah and Sunni Tehreek
after a final round of talks with them.
Addressing a press conference, State Minister for Interior Talal Chaudhry
said that the government wanted to give one more chance to leaders of
the protesters for a final round of talks, otherwise, the government would have to
clear the main avenue of the capital and the interchange.
Chaudhry said that the government wanted to resolve the issue through
negotiations without any point-scoring. He said that most demands of
the protesters , out of total 12, were illegal and out of the ambit of law. He also
ruled out any possibility that the government would accept the protesters‘ demand
for sacking Law Minister Zahid Hamid. ―They have no rationale to justify the
removal of the law minister.‖
Giving an example of the illegal demands of the leaders of the protesting
religious parties, the minister said that they were demanding exclusion of names of
some religious leaders from the Fourth Schedule — the government‘s anti-terror
watch list — and a relaxation on a ban on the use of the loud speaker. The
government has banned the use of loudspeaker under the National Action Plan
(NAP). He said that the 10 demands of the protesters had no relation with the issue
of Khatm-i-Nabuwwat (the finality of prophethood.
The protesters , who had entered the capital last Wednesday and captured the
main Faizabad Interchange — the entry well as the exit point of the capital and
city‘s main avenue — have paralyzed the life of residents of the twin cities of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad. They are demanding the resignation of Law Minister
Zahid Hamid over a controversial amendment in the declaration form for electoral
candidates regarding the finality of prophethood in the Electoral Reforms Bill
2017.
Accompanied by Religious Affairs Minister Sardar Muhammad Yousaf and
State Minister of Capital Administration and Development Division Tariq Fazal
Chaudhry, Talal Chaudhry said that several rounds of talks with the leaders of the
two protesting parties were unsuccessful and majority of their demands were
illegal. ―The government has exhausted all its options of talks,‖ he said. ―Dr Tariq
Fazal Chaudhry, Peer Aminul Hasnat and I took part in the negotiations. The
Punjab government also held negotiations with the religious leaders,‖ he said.
He said that it was unfair to hold responsible the law minister for an
amendment in the declaration form as the bill was unanimously approved by the
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33-member parliamentary committee having a representation of all parliamentary
parties.
―The residents are facing hardships due to roads‘ closure, children are unable
to attend schools and business activities in both cities have suffered very much,‖ he
said while cursing at the protesters . He questioned whether it was morally and
religiously fair to paralyze the life.
About the three member-committee formed by ousted prime minister Nawaz
Sharif to probe who was responsible for making controversial changes in the
declaration form, Talal said the report of the committee was still awaited.
―According to the preliminary information, the committee has not fixed
responsibility on anyone and that it was not a single person‘s mistake,‖ he said.
The minister said that the sacking of law minister would put his life in danger. He
said that negotiators from the protesters had shown their confidence in the Leader
of House in the Senate and PML-N leader Senator Raja Zafarul Haq who heads the
probe committee. He said that the committee would take some more days to
complete its probe. He said that the committee was questioning members of
different parliamentary parties—a reason for the delay in the finalisation of the
report.
The minister also made it clear that all agencies and state institutions were
on board vis-à-vis the protest sit-in. He said that a wrong propaganda was being
spread that some forces from the establishment were behind the protest, ―However,
we have found some clues of their foreign funding and the matter is under probe,‖
he said.
Responding to a question, Talal Chaudhry said that the protesting leaders
had some political motives rather than religious, otherwise, the issue could be
resolved within minutes. He said that they backed out from their promises they had
made with the Punjab government and added that Islam did not teach this. ―There
is no room in Islam that anyone would create hurdles for patients and students,‖ he
said adding that the government was showing patience.
Religious Affairs Minister Yousaf said that the law regarding the
controversial amendment in the declaration form had already been reversed.
Исхак Дар, судя по всему, лишится поста министра финансов
Ishaq Dar likely to lose ministerial slot
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. November 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Nov-2017/ishaqdar-likely-to-lose-ministerial-slot

ISLAMABAD - Finance Minister Ishaq Dar , once the most powerful men
in the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz government, is likely to be removed
from ministerialslot in the wake of corruption case against him while his role has
drastically been curtailed in governmental affairs.
Sources in the ruling PML-N informed The Nation although Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, in his maiden address to the Parliament after assuming the office of prime
minister, admired the finance minister for his role in restoring the economy, now
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wants his removal from the ministerial slot owing to serious corruption charges
and the pending case against him in the Accountability Court Islamabad.
The sources informed The Nation that over the past few weeks, Prime
Minister Abbasi was taking up the case of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar with former
premier Nawaz Sharif as due to his absence the work of the finance ministry was
adversely affected; at the same time the overall reputation of the government was
also tainted.
Sources in the party said Prime Minister Abbasi, during his recent visit to
London, had advised Ishaq Dar to step down as the minister, but he refused to do
so.
They said in the meeting held in Lahore last Monday morning, the issue of
the finance minister‘s replacement and others relating to the party‘s strategy to deal
with the accountability court cases also came under discussion.
The plan to launch a mass-contact campaign to counter the PTI chairman‘s
public rallies was also discussed, the sources said.
Sources in the party informed The Nation that as Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar was suffering from serious heart ailment and was unlikely to return in the near
future, a replacement would be required to properly look after the working of the
finance ministry,.
These sources said as the Accountability Court Islamabad was not showing
any laxity towards him and was likely to issue non-bailable arrest warrants for him
on Tuesday (today), the government would come under severe public criticism.
Some close aides of former premier Nawaz Sharif said although no final
decision was taken about the removal of the finance minister, he was likely to be
removed from the ministerial slot in the next few days to avoid further
embarrassment.
The decision to remove the finance minister as a member of Council of
Common Interests on Monday was also made with the approval of former premier
Nawaz Sharif and it was agreed, in principle, that in case of his prolonged stay in
London for health reasons, the government would bring some new face to run the
affairs of the finance ministry.
The sources in the party further said matters would become tougher for
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar as he would be behind bars as soon as the probe into
the case was re-initiated because he was removed from the list of the accused after
he turned approver, but later he backed out of the statement he had recorded under
Section 164 of CrPC.
According to legal experts, the first man to go behind bars after the
reopening of the investigation into the Hudaibiya Papers Mills case would be Ishaq
Dar for retracting from his statement as an approver.
It is pertinent to mention here that Finance Minister Ishaq Dar who acted as
de-facto prime minister in the Nawaz Sharif government has already relinquished
over two dozen positions he was holding other than the ministerial slot and the
recent in line was his removal from the membership of Council of Common
Interests (CCI).
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Выборы в Пакистане в 2018 г. пройдут в ранее определенное время, –
заявил глава Избиркома Пакистана
General elections 2018 to be held in time
PARVEZ
JABRI.
BR.
10.11.2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/10/380380/general-elections-2018-to-be-held-in-time/

ISLAMABAD: Chief Election Commissioner (CEC) Justice Sardar
Muhammad Raza on Friday said that next general elections 2018 will be held in
time in the country.
He was talking to media after attending the launching ceremony of vote
registration facility at time of new computerized identity card (CNIC) here at
National Database and Registration Authority‘s (NADRA) Mega Centre.
Addressing the ceremony, the Chief Election Commissioner said that this
joint venture of ECP and NADRA will be helpful to facilitate the citizens to having
their place of vote registration on their own choice.
He said that this service will be provided to the citizens on issuance of new
CNIC by getting their option of registration of vote as per permanent or temporary
address.
He said the ECP wants to prepare electoral rolls in transparent way to
prevent from objections of any political party.
He said that with the help of NADRA the election commission will make
electoral rolls for election process accurate and unmistakable.
He appealed the citizens to cooperate with the NADRA staff for registration
of their vote in accurate electoral rolls of their own choice. He termed as historical
day as NADRA and ECP have joined hands to serve the country‘s people.
Chairman NADRA Usman Mobin termed this facility as major achievement
and outcome of ECP and NADRA cooperation to facilitate the people. He added
still there were key challenges like non-registration of voters.
He said that the ECP had asked NADRA to introduce a system of
registration of vote on issuance of national identity card by obtaining the choice of
the CNIC applicant.
He added with this service, the applicant of CNIC will be asked for
registration of their vote as per temporary or permanent address.
He said that NADRA will tag their address on GPS map to have knowledge
of their location. He said that there will be mention of their choice in NADRA
CNIC form from onward.
Тропа демократии (для Индии и Пакистана после 1947 г.). – почему
демократия после 1947 г. развивалась в двух странах по-разному (причины).
Democracy‘s path
Owen Bennett-Jones (British journalist and author of Pakistan: Eye of the Storm). Dawn,
November 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369350/democracys-path

The writer is a British journalist and author of Pakistan: Eye of the Storm.
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THE fact that there are only 193 member states of the United Nations gives
political scientists a problem. Their research into the way nation states work is
highly constrained by the small number of cases they have to study. It is not easy
to build explanatory models on the basis of such a limited sample. It is one reason
why the field of comparative politics has produced so few reliable predictions of
how nation states will behave.
The situation of India and Pakistan in 1947 does, however, open up some
intriguing possibilities for research. In 1947, the two new countries had much in
common. After a shared experience of colonialism, they achieved independence at
the same time. And as they tried to build new political systems, both India and
Pakistan were governed by a single party that had opposed British rule.
Congress and the Muslim League were faced with identical tasks: writing a
new constitution and uniting a population with a low standard of living. Yet the
two countries took very different paths. So how come Pakistan‘s democratic
development has been much more troubled than that of India? What accounts for
the different trajectories they took?
Some have cited Mohammad Ali Jinnah‘s early death and his assumption of
viceregal powers as key factors. They argue that Pakistan either needed someone
who would embed a distribution of power and authority or a longer-standing
charismatic leader who could overcome the initial challenges of nation building.
To have a strong leader who died early was the worst of both worlds.
They had identical tasks but went down different roads.
Despite his legal background, Jinnah showed little interest in the separation
of powers. Nehru, by contrast, was more of a Westernised liberal. But explanations
that rely on the personality of individuals have limited utility. And over many
years academics such as Ian Talbot, Christophe Jaffrelot, Maya Tudor, Katherine
Adeney and Andrew Wyatt have tried to identify deeper, underlying factors behind
the different rates of democratic progress in India and Pakistan. These explanations
can be split into two categories — those that relate to the pre-Independence period
and those that cite factors that emerged after 1947.
Before Partition, India‘s Muslim community had good reason to be
suspicious of democracy. As the minority, it always feared that any British attempt
to introduce elections would result in the Muslims losing. But there was more to it
than that. While Congress to a significant degree represented the aspirations of
middle-class Indians seeking a stake in their society, the Muslim League was
controlled by landowners who wanted to keep privileges hardwired into their
outlook during the Mughal era. Many of those powerful families remain strong to
this day. Class politics have played an important role in both countries.
There were also important differences in the way Britain treated different
parts of the subcontinent. Many of the places that became Pakistan were colonised
primarily for security rather than economic reasons. As a result, they had less
experience of representative government in the colonial era.
Other factors kicked in after Independence. For all the talk of equal
treatment in the way Partition was handled, Pakistan got the worst deal and had to
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start creating government structures from scratch. The early accounts of the postIndependence ministries run by men using packing cases for desks show how big
the challenge was. India never faced that.
And the early Pakistanis also had to worry about building an army. Because
they feared India would try to reverse Partition, there was an urgent need to create
a force capable of defending the country. As a result the military, from the outset,
absorbed more than half of all public expenditure and consequently became a
disproportionally powerful force in the land.
Some have pointed to Pakistan‘s diversity as a factor in its lack of
democratic development on the grounds that it is difficult to build a cohesive,
stable nation when there are such sharp regional rivalries. Against that it can be
argued that India has even more diversity than Pakistan. But that perhaps misses
the point that the division of Pakistan into two separate geographic entities posed a
particularly difficult problem. The fight to keep hold of East Pakistan — and the
shock of losing it — significantly distorted Pakistan‘s political progress.
One factor Western historians of Pakistan tend not to discuss is the role of
Islam in influencing the country‘s political development. Since 9/11, there has
been increasing attention paid to the idea that Islam is in some way incompatible
with democracy.
There is now a vast literature dealing with this issue but, to put it briefly, the
significant democratic progress in countries such as Tunisia, Indonesia and others
in Southeast Asia undermines the assertion that Islam and democracy are
necessarily at odds with each other. And as the case of Pakistan indicates, nonreligious historical factors can explain stunted democratic development.
Тот факт, что есть только 193 государства-члена Организации Объединенных
Наций, дает проблемы политологи. Их исследование того, как работают национальные
государства, сильно ограничено небольшим количеством дел, которые они должны
изучать. Нелегко построить объяснительные модели на основе такого ограниченного
образца. Это одна из причин, почему поле сравнительной политики дало так мало
надежных предсказаний о том, как будут вести себя национальные государства.
Однако ситуация в Индии и Пакистане в 1947 году открывает некоторые
интригующие возможности для исследований. В 1947 году две новые страны имели много
общего. После совместного опыта колониализма они достигли независимости в то же
время. И поскольку они пытались построить новые политические системы, как Индия, так
и Пакистан управлялись одной партией, которая выступала против британского
правления.
Конгресс и Мусульманская лига столкнулись с идентичными задачами: написание
новой конституции и объединение населения с низким уровнем жизни. Тем не менее, у
двух стран были разные пути. Так почему же демократическое развитие Пакистана было
гораздо более тревожным, чем в Индии? Что объясняет разные траектории, которые они
взяли?
Некоторые цитировали раннюю смерть Мохаммада Али Джинны и его
предположение о викереальных полномочиях в качестве ключевых факторов. Они
утверждают, что Пакистану нужен был кто-то, кто включил бы распределение власти и
власти или более давнего харизматического лидера, который мог бы преодолеть
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первоначальные проблемы государственного строительства. Быть сильным лидером,
который умер рано, был худшим из обоих миров.
У них были одинаковые задачи, но они шли по разным дорогам.
Несмотря на свою юридическую основу, Джинна не проявлял особого интереса к
разделению полномочий. Неру, напротив, был скорее западным либералом. Но
объяснения, которые полагаются на личность людей, имеют ограниченную полезность. И
на протяжении многих лет такие ученые, как Ян Тэлбот, Кристоф Джаффрелот, Майя
Тюдор, Кэтрин Аденей и Эндрю Уайат, пытались выявить более глубокие, лежащие в
основе факторы, связанные с различными темпами демократического прогресса в Индии и
Пакистане. Эти объяснения можно разделить на две категории: те, которые относятся к
периоду до независимости, и те, которые приводят факторы, возникшие после 1947 года.
До раздела Индии мусульманская община имела веские основания подозревать
демократию. Будучи меньшинством, он всегда боялся, что любая попытка
Великобритании провести выборы приведет к тому, что мусульмане проиграют. Но этого
было больше. В то время как Конгресс в значительной степени представлял стремления
индейцев среднего класса, ищущих долю в их обществе, мусульманская лига
контролировалась землевладельцами, которые хотели сохранить привилегии, связанные с
их мировоззрением во времена Моголов. Многие из этих сильных семей остаются
сильными и по сей день. Политика класса сыграла важную роль в обеих странах.
Существовали также важные различия в том, как Великобритания относилась к
различным частям субконтинента. Многие из мест, которые стали Пакистаном, были
колонизированы в первую очередь для безопасности, а не по экономическим причинам. В
результате у них было меньше опыта представительного правительства в колониальную
эпоху.
После Независимости произошли другие факторы. При всех разговорах о равном
обращении с тем, как обрабатывался раздел, Пакистан получил худшее дело и должен был
начать создавать правительственные структуры с нуля. Ранние счета министерств после
независимости, которыми управляют мужчины, использующие упаковки для столов,
показывают, насколько велика была проблема. Индия никогда не сталкивалась с этим.
И ранним пакистанцам также пришлось беспокоиться о создании армии. Поскольку
они опасались, что Индия попытается обратить вспять раздел, возникла настоятельная
необходимость создания силы, способной защищать страну. В результате военные с
самого начала поглотили более половины всех государственных расходов и,
следовательно, стали непропорционально мощной силой на суше.
Некоторые из них указали на разнообразие Пакистана как фактор отсутствия
демократического развития на том основании, что трудно построить сплоченную,
стабильную страну, когда есть такая резкая региональная конкуренция. Напротив, можно
утверждать, что Индия имеет еще большее разнообразие, чем Пакистан. Но это,
возможно, не соответствует тому, что разделение Пакистана на два отдельных
географических образования представляет собой особенно сложную проблему. Борьба за
поддержание Восточного Пакистана - и шок от ее потери - значительно исказили
политический прогресс Пакистана.
Один из факторов, который западные историки Пакистана, как правило, не
обсуждают, - это роль ислама в влиянии на политическое развитие страны. С 11 сентября
все больше внимания уделяется идее, что ислам каким-то образом несовместим с
демократией.

Выборы должны быть проведены в августе-сентябре 2018 г.
No possibility of next polls on fresh delimitations
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LAHORE - The possibility of holding general elections in time next year on
the basis of fresh delimitations appears to have been lost owing to the duplicity of
all the main ruling and opposition parties.
After completion of the five-year term of the sitting PML-N government, the
next general elections in the country are due in August-September 2018. After
Census 2017, there were bright chances that the next elections would be held on
the basis of freshdelimitations though Punjab was to face the deficit of seven
general seats against increase of four general seats in KP, two in Balochistan and
one in the federal capital. The number of general seats was to remain 272 after
the fresh census.
In order to incorporate the fresh tally of seats according to their provincewise division, amendment in Article 51 of the Constitution is a prerequisite. For
this purpose, the Election Commission of Pakistan has set November 10 as
deadline so that it could get adequate time for fresh delimitations , inclusion of
over one million new people in the electoral rolls and updating them under various
demographical heads.
The ruling Pakistan Muslim-Nawaz and its partners in the government are
voicing for the holding of the elections in time next year and that too on the basis
of delimitations to be done in the light of the fresh census. The main opposition
party, in the National Assembly, PPP too, is calling for timely elections, but it has
serious reservations about the Sindh population which, it says, has been shown less
than the actual number in the Census 2017.
Although it is not a partner with the PPP government in Sindh, the MQM,
the second largest party in the province, has rejected the census results outright; it
also wants timely elections, but half-heartedly.
As to the third leading political party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), it is
insisting on the early elections, which means it is not interested in
the fresh delimitations and wants the elections on the basis of old delimitations of
2002.
The PML-N which commands majority in the National Assembly failed
twice to bring the required strength of 228 members necessary for the purpose of
amending the constitutional provision. The opposition parties have also shown
lukewarm interest in carrying forward the matter of amending the law for
reshuffling the NA seats.
The National Assembly session has been prorogued and probability is quite
dim about the amendment taking place by November 10 even if the assembly
session is called immediately. As such the ECP‘s timeframe for legislation on the
subject is not likely to be met.
The National Assembly speaker who sees constitutional hurdle in case the
new census is not used for delimitations held a meeting of the parliamentary
parties‘ heads, but no breakthrough has come about for showing presence of at
least 228 members in the assembly for the purpose of amending the Constitution.
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PML-N President Nawaz Sharif has also constituted a five-member
committee of the party legislators with the task to contact all the parties to
convince them on amendment to the law.
But the question arises why the members of the ruling parties did not take
interest in showing presence in house on the last two occasions. This gesture of the
ruling party has created impression among the political analysts that the ruling
party does not want the amendment for protecting the seats in Punjab, which
otherwise will be slashed through delimitations .
The same line is being adopted by the PPP. It also wants timely elections
and that too through new delimitations , but only when the Sindh seats are
increased. This party has questioned the results of the census which it believes has
shown the Sindh population less by 10 million. Therefore, the elections on the
basis of the new census do not seem possible.
Former Election Commission of Pakistan secretary Kanwar Dilshad said the
old delimitations carried out on the basis of Census 1998 would be available for
timely elections if the assembly fails to legislate on new delimitations . The former
ECP secretary observed the census report was finalised late by the statistical
division, for which it had sought time till last week of April next although the
Supreme Court had been assured of completing this exercise by November 2017.
In his view, the interim report by the division has no legal value for the purpose
of delimitations . Therefore, this fact is another hurdle in new delimitations apart
from political push and pull. He opined the existing delimitations can be effective
to hold next elections in time and increase in the population shown by the new
census can be proportionally added to the voter lists of every constituency.
Kanwar Dilshad further said determining number of constituencies is the
prerogative of the Election Commission but it has been carried out by the NA
committee in the light of the new census. Supporting elections under the
existing delimitations , the former secretary said any hurdle in that course can be
removed through a presidential order.
Senior PML-N parliamentarian Rana Muhammad Afzal was quite optimistic
about the election to be held in time through fresh delimitations . He told this
scribe that the government will legislate on the subject by November 20 and the
extra time consumed over the ECP-set deadline will be covered by expediting the
process. Rana Afzal said in case legislation is not carried out, timely elections can
be held on the basis of the existing delimitations . When asked why the PML-N
legislators failed to show up in the NA session to get the amendment passed, he
said the amendment item was not on agenda. He added the PML-N is quite willing
to hold elections in time, adding other parties are running from polls for fear of
defeat.
Выборы. Правительство и оппозиция занимают разные позиции по
поводу выборов на базе переписи 2017 г. или 1998 гг.
Govt, opposition differences over census jeopardise timely polls
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ISLAMABAD: Differences between the government and opposition over the
census results have cast a shadow on timely holding of the next general elections.
Opposition Leader in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah on
Monday said the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) did not take a U-turn on the issue
of delimitation of constituencies of the National Assembly but had raised questions
over the provisional results of the latest population census in Sindh.
―The PPP will have no issue if the elections were held on the basis of the
1998 census as question marks have been raised on the provisional results of the
population census of 2017, so that the elections could be held on scheduled time,‖
he said while talking to media persons here at his chamber in the Parliament
House.
He said the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) had won the
elections in its constituencies and thus it shouldn‘t object to holding the general
elections under the same delimitations. Commenting on the proposal of the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) for early elections, the opposition leader said the
PPP is not supportive of early elections. ―The assemblies should complete their
constitutional tenure and the elections should be held on time,‖ he said.
Talking about former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, Khursheed Shah said
Nawaz Sharif knows who his enemy is. ―Conspirators against Nawaz Sharif were
the people very close to him and very close people to Nawaz Sharif are the ones
conspiring against him,‖ he said.
The opposition leader said Nawaz Sharif‘s politics will end permanently if
he flees this time. ―If Nawaz Sharif comes back to the country with same thinking
which he used to advise the others for respecting the judiciary and face it, then it
will be good for him,‖ he said.
He said Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi calling a disqualified man his
prime minister is ‗the joke of the year‘. ―Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is a powerless
acting prime minister and even calls Nawaz Sharif a prime minister. If he wants to
say Nawaz Sharif prime minister, then he could say it off the record,‖ he said.
Khursheed Shah said while the political parties were fighting over their own
interests, no one was bothered about the plight of the poor.
Agencies add from Peshawar: Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal said not holding
the general elections according to the fresh census will create a constitutional
crisis.
Talking to the media in Peshawar after inaugurating an executive passport
office and Nadra mega centre, the minister said the federal government has no
domain to differentiate between the urban and rural areas, adding that it was the
responsibility of the provincial governments. He said certain quarters were
spreading rumours regarding the population census and wanted general
elections on the old population consensus. He said holding elections without new
population census would create new problems in the country.
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The minister said nobody would be allowed to create dispute over the
matter. He said the population census was conducted by the Pakistan Army and
civil government in a very transparent manner for which both deserve appreciation.
He said according to the new census, the constituencies in KP and Balochistan
have been increased and any constitutional and legal battle over the matter would
jeopardise the upcoming general elections.
Ahsan Iqbal said some elements wanted to create an environment of mistrust
between the army and the government. He said officials of the Pakistan Army
sacrificed their lives in the war against terror and "we are proud of their supreme
sacrifices".
The minister said political stability was must for making the country an
economic giant among the comity of nations. He said the PML-N government had
put the country on the road to progress and prosperity. He called for refraining
from blame game and developing national cohesion, adding that such things would
end up in political turmoil.
The minister recalled that the PML-N came into power in 2013, when the
country was in total disarray and its economy was like a sinking ship where there
was no electricity and peace. He said 20 hours loadshedding was a routine matter,
economic wheels were stopped while there was a big energy crisis. "However, with
the blessing of Allah Almighty, today we proved all the speculations being made in
2013 wrong and put the country on fast track of development,‖ he said.
Ahsan Iqbal lauded the performance of Nadra, saying that after making
reforms within the organisation, now other countries were also benefiting from the
authority‘s services. The minister said the growth rate of the country has increased
from 3 to 5 percent, whereas 10,000MW electricity would be added to the national
grid by 2018. He recalled that during last 66 years, only 16,000MW electricity was
generated. He said that the industrial sector was being provided uninterrupted
electricity. He said the crime ratio has dropped by 80 to 90 percent whereas new
blood has been injected into economic rigs.
Ahsan Iqbal said backbone of the terrorists has been broken. However, he
regretted that a specific group in the country was spreading disappointment in a bid
to snatch self-confidence from the people, which he said would not be allowed.
Referring to the report of Transparency International, he said if the economic
pace which the country has attained remained so, Pakistan would soon be among
the largest 20 economies of the world. He said the PTI chief Imran Khan has
introduced a trend in politics that was casting negative impact on the educated lot
of the country.
Зардари во всех бедах Пакистана обвиняет Наваз Шарифа (в первую
очередь – отключение электроэнергии)
Zardari slams Sharif over electricity shortage
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1550733/1-zardarislams-sharif-electricity-shortage/#
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan People Party (PPP) Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari
on Sunday fired a broadside at deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif for his failure
to fulfil one of his major campaign promises to end power shortage in the country.
The former president, in a statement, said, ―On one hand people are facing
loadshedding of up to 20 hours while the rulers have been minting money through
commissions.‖ He added that whether it‘s health or education, every sector of the
country was facing a crisis.
Zardari calls for immediate arrest of Nawaz, his family
Leaving no holds barred, the PPP co-chairman said that the Sharif
government was insensitive towards the hardships faced by the people. He also
claimed, ―More cases of corruption by the Sharif family and the ruling elite will
soon be exposed.‖
The former president alleged that his party was victimised in all three
tenures of Sharif and that they only got relief through the courts.
While talking about the Panama case, Zardari said ―The Sharif family wants
to avoid accountability in the garb of lame excuses but the people are well aware of
their tactics.‖ He added that the Sharif family would not succeed in hoodwinking
the people.
Economy on the verge of bankruptcy due to PML-N‘s policies: Zardari
The PPP co-chairman also called for equal treatment for everyone in the
accountability process.
The former president also hit out at Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman
Imran Khan for promoting ‗foul language‘ in politics and harming the opposition.
The PPP Co-chairman said, ―Imran Khan is devoid of political acumen and
his claims of change in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa have been fully exposed. His style of
politics is the biggest hurdle for change.‖
The former president also claimed that the people will reject negative
politics of Imran in next elections and claimed that his party would win the next
elections and form governments in the centre and provinces.
Visit to K-P: Sharif has not learnt a thing, says Zardari
Countrywide protests
Responding to PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto‘s call, PPP workers took to the
streets to protest against the government‘s decision to increase petrol prices in the
country.
Multiple protests and rallies were held across the country by the party
workers including the Lahore Press Club. Similar protests were also held across
Sindh and a large number of party workers came out on the streets in Karachi and
other parts of Sindh carrying banners and placards inscribed with slogans against
the increase in fuel prices.
Workers and supporters of the party also took out rallies and staged protests
in Quetta and other towns of the province against price hike.
Zardari dismisses talk of deal in his acquittal
The PPP rally in Quetta was headed by the party‘s provincial president Ali
Madad Jattak and general secretary Iqbal Shah. The participants carried placards
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and banners inscribed with their demands and chanted slogans against the ruling
PML-N.
Jattak and other leaders strongly criticised the federal government for
increasing the petrol prices.
They said that there was no justification for the increase as the oil prices
were decreasing across the world. They added that the federal government has
failed to give any relief to the people who were already facing many problems.
Meanwhile, protests were also held in Dera Murad Jamali, Dera Allah Yar
and other towns of Balochistan. In Dera Murad Jamali the party took out a rally,
which was led by PPP district president Nobat Khan Jhakrani to demand the
government to withdraw the price increase.
ПМЛ(Н) предостерегает о разговорах об отсрочке выборов
PML-N warns of election delay
Mubashir Hassan. The Nation. November 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/05-Nov2017/pml-n-warns-of-election-delay

Invites all parties to sort delimitations issue for passing requisite law, Saad
criticises unwelcoming Zardari but says Nawaz ‗not desperate‘ to meet him
LAHORE - The government has warned that general elections could be
delayed due to differences over delimitation issue, and urged all the political
parties to support it for passing a requisite law.
Saad Rafique Saturday criticised opposition PPP and PTI for their
‗unsupportive‘ attitude, reminding them of the November 10 deadline given by
the election authorities for the legislation to ensure on-time elections.
He was speaking to the media after he, along with some other senior PML-N
leaders, called on ex-prime minister Nawaz Sharif at his Raiwind residence to
discuss different issues – especially the future line of action in the face of
challenges to the party and the Sharif family.
National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayyaz Sadiq and Abdul Qadir Baloch
accompanied Saad to the meeting – which also deliberated on the delimitation of
constituencies, rifts in the party and initiation of an early election campaign,
according to the party sources.
The doves among them reportedly attempted persuading the party chief to
keep a cool head on all the controversial issues, though it could not be known if
they succeeded in their effort to convince Nawaz – who seems to be hell bent on
taking on all those whom he considers responsible for his ouster.
Talking to the media after the meeting, Saad Rafique invited all the political
parties to support the government on issue of delimitation of constituencies
necessitated after the national census.
He said that the election commission have warned the government that they
would not be able to conduct elections on time unless the parliament amends the
constitutional clause regarding delimitation of constituencies by the November 10
deadline.
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The minister complained that the attitude of Pakistan Peoples Party and
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf was not democratic at all. He added that it was desirable
in a parliamentary system that political parties keep a certain level of interaction
with each other.
―Any politician refusing to do so should not call himself a politician,‖ he
said in reference to PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari‘s refusal to meet Nawaz.
He urged Zardari to play his role in the constitutional amendment regarding
the national census as, he added, it was the most urgent thing to do at the moment.
The minister also asked PTI chief Imran Khan to sit with the government to
settle the issue of delimitations instead of addressing public rallies.
He said those not accepting the results of national census should show a big
heart. ―We have accepted the census results though Punjab‘s share of seats has
been curtailed‖, he added.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said on the occasion, ―Some parties
are concerned over delimitation of constituencies and some people do not wish a
democratic Pakistan to thrive.‖
‗Unfair‘ treatment
Saad Rafique claimed that the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz was being
unfairly treated while its leadership is being illegally trapped.
He lamented that while the judges who had supported the dictators and the
martial law were seen of with honour on retirement, none of the elected prime
ministers received this treatment.
Answering a question, Saad said that Nawaz Sharif was attending the court
despite having reservations on the whole process.
―Despite reservations, Nawaz Sharif came back to Pakistan to face the
courts. There is no question of his not appearing before the courts,‖ he added.
Reacting to a question, Saad said there were no major differences between
Mian Nawaz Sharif and his younger brother Shehbaz Sharif but both had their own
style of doing politics.
NA Speaker Ayyaz Sadiq also said that Nawaz Sharif will continue to
appear before the court. He said the talk of not giving security to the ex-prime
minister was not appropriate.
To a question, he said there was no such move on the cards to bring the army
and the judiciary within the ambit of new accountability law. He however declared
there was no space for a technocratic setup in the constitution.
Answering a question about Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, the speaker said he
was sick and under treatment at a London hospital.
‗Sour sweets‘
Saad Rafique in his media talk alleged that Asif Ali Zardari was working on
some unknown agenda, unlike Imran Khan whose agenda was known to the
people.
The federal minister also admitted that the advice given to Nawaz Sharif in
the past about not meeting the PPP leader was wrong. He, however, did not name
the person who gave this advice to the party chief.
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This realisation has come after Zardari‘s repeated refusals to meet Nawaz
despite best efforts from the PML-N side. This also vindicates the PPP chief‘s
stance that he would not be meeting the PML-N leader at any cost.
Saad however said that Nawaz Sharif was not desperate to meet Zardri,
reminding one of the hungry fox who declared the grapes sour after failed attempts
to get hold of them.
―Is he (Zardari) distributing sweets? We don‘t need the sweets he is
distributing as we don‘t have a strong stomach to digest them,‖ he remarked with
an expression on his face which made one wonder if it was a smile or grin.
The minister said that contrary to Zardari‘s claims, Nawaz in the past had
put his own popularity at stake to save the Pakistan People‘s Party government.
―Mr Zardari shouldn‘t be complaining against the PML-N.‖ In fact, it was
Asif Zardari who went back on the Charter of Democracy, he said.
―The PML-N doesn‘t need crutches to carry on, as we depend on our voters
and the masses will elect the PML-N again in the next general elections,‖ Saad
said.
PPP Secretary Information Ch Manzoor reacted by saying that Asif Zardari
had ―closed the shop‖ offering sweets to Mian Nawaz Sharif which would please
his taste buds. He said PPP had never acted upon anybody‘s agenda; it rather stood
with the democracy and the constitution.
He also posed some counter questions in reaction to Saad‘s remarks about
the present conduct of the PPP leader.
―Whose agenda was he (Nawaz) carrying forward when he refused to meet
Asif Ali Zardari [who wanted to meet him only to offer condolence over the
demise of his younger brother]?‖ he asked.
Manzoor also made a reference to the PML-N chief‘s stance on the
memogate and reminded the people of time when Nawaz Sharif reached the court
wearing a black coat.
«Никакие обвинения против Наваз Шарифа не подкреплены
доказательствами», - заявил мининдел Хаваджа Асиф.
No allegations proved against Nawaz Sharif: Khawaja Asif
SHOAIB
UR
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ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif on Thursday
said that allegations levelled by Pakistan Tehrik e Insaf (PTI), against Nawaz
Sharif were not proved.
Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif had declared all assets before the
courts but he was disqualified on having ―Iqama‖, he said while talking to a private
news channel.
The Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz (PML-N) was a big political party of
the country which held majority in the Parliament, he added.
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Nawaz Sharif was the president and leader of PML-N and the party was
taking guidance from him, he said.
Nawaz Sharif had served thrice as Prime Minister of Pakistan and twice as
Chief Minister of Punjab, he added. Despite illness of his wife, Nawaz Sharif was
appearing before the courts, he said, adding that there should be no politics on it.
He said that the PML-N was running the government in the Federal, Punjab,
Balochistan, AJK, and Gilgit-Baltistan.
The PML-N government after coming into power in 2013 general election
had made efforts for resolving energy crisis and eliminating terrorism.
The economy of the country was improving due to the prudent policies of
the PML-N government, he said.
To a question, Khawaja Muhammad Asif said that the present government
would complete its constitutional tenure and next general election would be held
on time.
To another question he said that Pakistan wanted to have good relations with
the United States based on mutual respect. He said that Pakistan had given a lot of
sacrifices in the war against terrorism.
He said that India was involved in human rights violations and killing of
innocent Kashmiris. The FM said Pakistan will continue its political, moral and
diplomatic support for the cause of Kashmir.
Выборы. Численность Национальной Ассамблеи останется без
изменений – 272 места, но изменится соотношение между провинциями.
Parties agree to retain 272 NA seats
Atif Khan. The Nation. November 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Nov-2017/partiesagree-to-retain-272-na-seats

Punjab to lose nine seats. KP to get five more. Balochistan four. Sindh and
Fata seats to remain unchanged. Federal capital to have one more
ISLAMABAD - The parliamentary leaders on Tuesday decided
to retain 272 seats of the National Assembly.
The parliamentary leaders‘ huddle held with NA Speaker Ayaz Sadiq in the
chair agreed on a redistribution of seats among the provinces without increasing or
decreasing the total number of seats in the assembly.
The meeting was called on the request of the government to discuss the reallocation of seats in the National Assembly in accordance with the provisional
results of the recent census.
The speaker, while briefing media men, said, the meeting of the
parliamentary leaders with Election Commission, Nadra and statistics division,
decided to keep the 272 seatsof the National Assembly unchanged. He said the
change indicated in the census would be addressed by changing allocation to the
provinces.
He said delimitation was decided on the basis of population, adding they
would get data up to tehsil level tomorrow.
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Ayaz Sadiq hoped the bill of delimitation of constituencies would be tabled
on Thursday at the National Assembly session.
The speaker said the Election Commission had requested the parliament to
consider the issue on priority basis so that general elections could not be delayed
on this account.
He said the number of seats for Punjab would decrease, KP and Balochistan
would see an increase, while an additional seat would be allocated to Islamabad.
It was decided in the meeting that nine seats of Punjab – seven general and
two reserved for women – would be decreased.
However, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa would witness an increase of five seats –
four general and one reserved for women.
Balochistan would see an increase of three – two general and one for
females. Sindh and Fata seats would remain unchanged, while Islamabad Capital
Territory would have one more seat.
The NA speaker affirmed after the National Assembly passed the bill, it
would be sent to the Senate.
He pointed out that the decision was taken after realising the time constraints
faced by the Election Commission of Pakistan.
Earlier, Election Commission of Pakistan Secretary Babar Yaqoob said that
after the new census, it was not possible to conduct polls as per the old
constituencies. The government should take decision in this regard immediately so
that the ECP could complete their pre-election task on time, he added.
The federal cabinet last week discussed three formulas for delimitation of
constituencies before the next general elections on the basis of the provisional
census data.
It was suggested that if seats had to be reallocated on the basis of provisional
results of 2017 Census, without changing the existing total number of general seats
(272) and women seats (60), increase in two general and one women seat in
Balochistan, five general and one reserved seat in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, two
general seats in Sindh and one seat in the capital was suggested. In Punjab,
reduction of four general seats and two reserved seats was suggested in the said
formula.
The other proposal was to increase the number of general seats from 272 to
300. Experts believe the decision would save precious time and help conduct next
general elections on time.
The parliamentary leaders have very wisely opted to keep the seats
unchanged otherwise any increase or decrease in the National Assembly seats and
possible litigation could have delayed the next elections by six months, former
ECP secretary Kanwar Dilshad said.
He said, according to Section 224 of the Constitution, without having final
results of the census, no new delimitations could be made. The parliament would
have to approve the amendment to carry out delimitations on the basis of the
provisional results, he pointed out.
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Although the representatives of all the parties were present in the meeting,
PTI expressed some reservations. ―It will take another six months in delimitations
if we carry out the whole process,‖ Asad Umer said, adding in that case the next
elections could not be held by August. He said his party wanted fresh elections
under the present structure and the winning party could carry out new
delimitations.
На встрече в Лондоне было решено, что, если Наваз Шариф не сможет
занять пост премьер-министра (плсде выборов 2018 г.), то им будет Шахбаз
Шариф
Shahbaz Sharif chosen as PM candidate in London meeting
Dawn, November 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367590/shahbaz-sharifchosen-as-pm-candidate-in-london-meeting

LAHORE: The London meeting of the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz(PML-N) top leadership has decided to put forward Shahbaz Sharif as prime
ministerial candidate after the 2018 elections if party president Nawaz Sharif
remains ineligible to run for office.
The meeting, held on Monday, was presided over by Nawaz Sharif and
attended by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Punjab Chief Minister
Shahbaz Sharif and federal ministers Ishaq Dar, Khawaja Asif and Ahsan Iqbal.
The decision ―coincided‖ with a full-page result of a ―national opinion
survey‖ published in an Urdu daily in which 60 per cent of respondents declared
Shahbaz Sharif as the best choice for the prime ministerial job. According to the
survey, conducted by a little known US institute Global Strategic Partner in
September, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf chairman Imran Khan was the choice of 47pc
of total 4,540 respondents from across the country.
Editorial: The PML-N of today is a nepotistic disgrace
A senior PML-N leader told Dawn here on Tuesday that the decision to pitch
the Punjab chief minister for the office had been taken in view of the fact that
disqualification of the elder Sharif under the Supreme Court orders in the Panama
Papers case might not be overturned by the vote due after about nine months.
The PML-N official, considered close to the Punjab chief minister, said
Shahbaz Sharif had always been the party‘s candidate for the office of prime
minister after his brother‘s ouster.
Saad Rafique says ‗Hamza and Maryam are not our leaders‘
Asked if the younger Sharif‘s name could be withdrawn like in the recent
past when he had been publicly nominated by none other than the disqualified
prime minister himself for this and the office of party president only to change the
decisions later, the official, requesting not to be named, said that earlier plans of
elevating the chief minister to the federal role had to be reverted when the decision
led to the emergence of a number of claimants to the office of the provincial chief
executive.
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According to him, at least three members of the Punjab cabinet were among
the claimants and appointing anyone of them or any ―junior‖ to the office could
have created a rift in the party in its stronghold at a time when it needed unity and
harmony the most.
He rejected a perception that there were any two views in the party on the
nomination of Shahbaz Sharif for the greater role or that the chief minister lacked
the ability to take along all shades of opinion.
The official saw the same claimants behind reports of division in the party
on the issue.
‗Minus-one‘ formula
A day after the top-level meeting declared that the PML-N would never
accept a ―minus-one‖ formula, former prime minister Nawaz Sharif said in London
on Tuesday that no individual could decide either to ―plus or minus‖ anyone.
Mr Sharif, who had announced that he would return to Pakistan on Nov 2 to
appear before an accountability court the next day, was asked by the media to
comment on the meeting with PM Abbasi and Shahbaz Sharif. His comments were
also sought on the much-talked about ―minus-one‖ formula.
―As far as ‗minus one or plus one‘ is concerned...such decisions are taken
only by the people of Pakistan...these are not the decision of any individual or
someone else,‖ he said.
Only on Monday, Mr Sharif himself dismissed rumours of internal party rifts
and insisted that there was no ―minus-Nawaz‖ formula in play.
PM Abbasi and CM Sharif also shared similar views with the media
following the high-level meeting.
Удастся ли реализовать «Лондонский» план?
The London plan
Zahid Hussain. Dawn, November 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367506/thelondon-planhttps://www.dawn.com/news/1367506/the-london-plan

LONDON has long been a centre of activity for Pakistani politicians. It is
often used as a venue for secret negotiations and deals that influence the course of
Pakistani politics. The British capital is also the preferred destination for Pakistani
politicians fleeing the country to avoid persecution.
Many political leaders have made the city their second abode and often
summon the entire top party leadership for important consultations. Such activities
invariably stoke all kinds of conspiracy theories. The term ‗the London plan‘ has
become part of the Pakistani political lexicon.
Predictably, the latest huddle of the top PML-N leaders in the city has set in
motion the rumour mill once again. Many media persons described it as the launch
of a new ‗London plan‘. Indeed, the meeting assumed much greater significance in
the backdrop of the bailable arrest warrant being issued for Nawaz Sharif and his
sons for failing to appear before the accountability court and the brewing revolt
within the party ranks.
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Despite the show of solidarity with Nawaz Sharif at the London huddle, all is
not well within the party.
It is not for the first time that Sharif summoned to London the prime
minister and several members of the cabinet for deliberations. But the issue this
time was much more serious. The meeting was called to chart the future course of
the ruling party and to demonstrate solidarity with the ousted prime minister.
Under the so-called London plan, Sharif will return to the country to face
trial thus ending the ambivalence generated by his skipping the previous hearing.
Most significant, however, is the decision to shun the policy of confrontation with
other institutions and, instead, focus on the coming elections. It seems the party has
also given a green signal to Shahbaz Sharif to work on reconciliation with the
generals. That may be seen as a victory, at least for now, for those advocating
moderation.
Whatever doubt there was about Nawaz Sharif‘s staying as president of the
party has apparently been removed. The party‘s campaign in the coming elections
will revolve around him. That certainly has strengthened Sharif‘s position as party
supremo. According to some reports, the party has decided that the younger Sharif
would be prime minister if the party returns to power in the elections.
It may help calm down the dissidents who are demanding that the younger
Sharif brother be installed at the top. The meeting has categorically rejected what
they called a ‗minus-Nawaz Sharif‘ formula. But, does any such formula exist?
That simply means that the party has not yet reconciled to the possibility of Nawaz
Sharif being convicted by the accountability court.
It is apparent that the PML-N intends to go into the general elections in
Nawaz Sharif‘s name notwithstanding the outcome of the trial. Indeed, there is no
other option for the beleaguered party that is fighting back to keep its political hold
especially in battleground Punjab.
Undoubtedly, Nawaz Sharif remains the vote puller and the party would like
to use him. But the situation could dramatically change in the next few months
following the court ruling in the corruption cases against the Sharif family. Until
then, the ousted prime minister would effectively be controlling the Abbasi
government and influencing key policy decisions.
That may create its own problems and could affect relations between the
Abbasi administration and state institutions, especially the security establishment.
It may add to the state of uncertainty. In the larger interest of the party, and for the
democratic process to continue, it is imperative that the present PML-N
government be allowed complete freedom to run the administration.
In an attempt to defuse the intra-family and intra-party conflict, the meeting
has reportedly barred Maryam Nawaz from issuing policy statements. Her growing
political profile and controversial statements have certainly been a major cause for
the widening gulf within the family and have also antagonised some senior
members of the party.
Maryam‘s recent interview with The New York Times, in which she said
that the family had long decided that she be given a leadership role has irked her
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detractors. This sense of entitlement indicates her ambition that makes senior party
leaders and her uncle uncomfortable.
Notwithstanding the criticism, she has built her own support base among the
younger lot who see her as more dynamic and charismatic than anyone else in the
party. For the past few weeks, Maryam has been on the mass contact trail raising
her political profile. Her focus on her family constituency in Lahore is indicative of
her plan to be a candidate from this seat in the next elections.
Her aggressive campaign may have added to the party‘s problems, but it has
also helped mobilise the party workers. The reported restriction on her not to speak
on party policy matters may not work given her determination to assert herself. But
her ambition may not be fulfilled as there is the possibility of her being convicted
by the accountability court.
Despite the show of unity and solidarity with the ousted prime minister at
the London meeting, all is not well within the party. Former interior minister Nisar
Ali Khan‘s latest statement lamenting that the PML-N has been turned into a party
to serve the interests of its leader is a direct attack on Nawaz Sharif.
His warning that Pakistan is facing a crisis even worse than in 1970, when
the country lost its eastern wing, is quite meaningful. He has directly blamed the
party leadership for the tension with the military, indicating that moves for
reconciliation may not work in the existing atmosphere of distrust. The former
interior minister may not be a popular figure in the party, but certainly enjoys close
ties with the military establishment.
Sharif‘s return may change the political atmosphere in the country. The
focus will once again be shifted to the accountability court. That may raise the
political temperature. That will test the patience of the ousted prime minister and
his daughter as the judicial noose tightens around them. It remains to be seen how
the London plan works.
После «Лондонского плана» возникают вопросы
Questions after PML-N meeting
Dawn, November 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367509/questions-after-pml-nmeeting

THE Panama Papers saga is turning into a Sharif family saga that the
country neither needs nor deserves at the moment. A Sharif summit in London
attended by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi appears to have been an
attempt to paper over the cracks in the Sharif family and the PML-N. It remains to
be seen whether former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, Punjab Chief Minister
Shahbaz Sharif and Prime Minister Abbasi were able to forge a united party
strategy, but the London spectacle was awkward enough to raise a number of
questions. A key problem is the uncertainty about the elder Sharif‘s intentions. Did
Nawaz Sharif reinstall himself as president of the PML-N as a prelude to forcing a
constitutional amendment through parliament that will allow him to contest
elections again? If so, does that mean Mr Sharif intends to become prime minister
for a fourth time, irrespective of the outcome of his trial in an accountability court?
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While there can be legal and normative arguments about the wisdom of such
a path taken, there is little doubt that it would deepen the political crisis in the
country. At what point do Mr Sharif‘s personal ambitions and stubbornness
become detrimental to the demands of democracy in the country? Or perhaps the
principal dispute in the Sharif family and the PML-N is which branch of the family
— Nawaz or Shahbaz — will lead the party into the next elections as a prelude to
an inter-generational transfer of power? There again, a great deal of the blame for
the uncertainty must be borne by Nawaz Sharif himself. If Maryam Nawaz is the
former prime minister‘s preferred heir apparent, Mr Sharif has allowed much
confusion on the matter to accumulate. While Ms Nawaz‘s increasing political
profile is no accident, at no point has Mr Sharif expressly spoken of a desire for his
daughter to succeed him as party leader. Leaving aside cultural and family
nuances, the PML-N is the largest political party in the country and issues of
leadership and succession ought to be approached more professionally and
transparently.
Perhaps most importantly of all, the Sharif family leadership struggle has
left Pakistan with a government only in name. The claim by Mr Abbasi that he had
taken a one-day leave from the government to attend the London huddle
underlined the extent to which the business of the state has become subservient to
intra-PML-N politics. With Nawaz Sharif having pledged to return to Pakistan this
week, why could the meeting not be held here? While individually such decisions
can seem trivial, collectively they can lead to an erosion of public support for the
political class, which in turn could result in the rise of anti-democratic forces in the
country. The PML-N has a right to choose its own leader, but as a governing party,
it has responsibilities to the country too.
Совещание главного руководства ПМЛ(Н) в Лондоне решило, что
партия невозможна без Наваз Шарифа.
No PML without ‗N‘, say leaders
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
30,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1545314/1-pml-n-london-huddle-pm-snubs-rumours-shehbazreplacing-nawaz-party-chief/

ISLAMABAD: The top leadership of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML) on Monday rejected a ‗minus-Nawaz‘ formula for the party and warned
they would not accept any unconstitutional step in the country.
Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif said that there was no divisions in the
party and they he would return to Pakistan this week to appear before an
accountability court hearing three National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
references against him and his children.
Sharif held critical discussions with the top party leadership in London on
numerous thorny issues that present serious challenges facing the ruling camp.
After a lengthy meeting, Sharif decided to appear before accountability court on
November 3.
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According to a media report, it was decided in the meeting that any minusNawaz would not be accepted. The party also opposed any supra constitutional
step.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz
Sharif, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar were all in
London to meet the former prime minister. Abbasi was scheduled to leave London
for Pakistan on Monday night.
Interestingly, the PML-N leaders landed in the British capital on different
pretexts. Abbasi left Islamabad on Sunday, citing ‗personal‘ engagements. Shehbaz
flew from Lahore to ‗see his sister-in-law, Kulsoom Nawaz‘. Dar went to in
London for ‗medical treatment‘, and Sharif went from Jeddah to attend his ailing
wife.
Sources said that Monday‘s talks aimed at ironing out internal party
differences and evaluating legal options for Sharif regarding the trial at the
accountability court. They added that Dar was part of the parleys but was kept out
of the consultation process.
NAB‘s references against Sharifs riddled with gaffes
According to a report, Sharif also held a separate meeting with Abbasi in the
office of Hussain Nawaz, which was also attended by Shehbaz. The PML-N chief
later told reporters he would return to Pakistan on November 2 to attend the
accountability court hearing on November 3. He said neither there was any rift in
the party nor any minus-Nawaz formula.
He also took another jibe at his disqualification by the Supreme Court in the
Panama Papers case, complaining that he did not get a fair trial. ―What kind of
stability, what kind of progress can be expected when an elected PM is disqualified
in Panama [Papers case] in the name of Iqama,‖ Sharif asked.
Sharif claimed credit for economic progress of the country, bringing
international cricket to Pakistan, and reducing load-shedding. ―Our government has
done a lot for the country, but when the government is weakened, the country
weakens.‖
In his talks, Abbasi confirmed Sharif would appear before accountability
court on November 3. When asked about reports of attempts to create divisions in
the party and elevate Shehbaz Sharif as the PML-N president, the prime minister
retorted, ―Why don‘t you tell me who wants to do that?‖
Abbasi said the Sharif deserved a fair trial in court. ―How fair is this trial?
You can see for yourself.‖ Shehbaz Sharif, who was also present, endorsed
Abbasi‘s statement, saying that Sharif deserved a fair trial.
Nawaz fears coming back after seeing how Sharjeel was treated: Aitzaz
Sources told The Express Tribune that the London meetings took place at
Abbasi‘s behest – part of his attempts to mediate between the Sharif brothers. They
denied that Sharif had summoned party leaders to London because he was not
inclined to meet his younger brother anytime soon.
The PML-N chief changed his mind at the insistence of Abbasi, the sources
added. The prime minister visited Lahore last week and met Shehbaz to convince
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him to fly to London and mend fences with his elder brother after it became clear
that Sharif would not be returning to Pakistan on any set schedule.
Other issues reportedly discussed in London included legal options for the
Sharif to avoid conviction in the accountability court references and the change in
Khatm-e-Nabuwwat clause in the previous draft of the Election Bill 2017.
Министр МВД обеспокоен, что возможен приход к власти военных
Ahsan Iqbal fears martial law next in line
ASFIA
AFZAL.
BR.
OCT
30TH,
2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/30/377610/ahsan-iqbal-fears-martial-law-next-in-line/

The Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal on his social media accounts has shared a
timeline of the country, which shows a pattern of the country‘s governments with
martial law and democracy alternating from the 50s till the 10s. However,
expressing his concern of martial law being next in-line, he wondered if the ‗cycle‘
will be broken this time.
The interior minister said that all measures would be taken to break the
attempt of hidden hands and inertia of history who were trying to drift the
democratic process into same old design.
―Pakistan‘s history has oscillated between decades of democracy and martial
laws following a pattern,‖ he said. Iqbal wondered if this cycle will be broken
down as all ‗except a troika of failed politicians, disgruntled media anchors, and a
few retired servicemen‘ were committed to preserve continuity of democratic
process.
While talking to media on Saturday, Iqbal had made similar comments and
said that a particular lobby is hell-bent on constructing a narrative to provoke
unconstitutional acts in the country so that they get their jobs back. ―But this
conspiracy will fall flat as Pakistan has become a stable democracy that can no
longer be derailed,‖ he said.
Recently at an event in Sialkot, Iqbal alleged that some disgruntled elements
wanted to pit the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz against the army. ―They will
never succeed in materialising their nefarious designs,‖ he said. ―Democracy is
reigning supreme in the country and the next general elections will be held on
time‖.
Нагнетание политической напряженности ссорит военных
гражданских и вредит росту экономики, - считает министр МВД Пак-на
Troika wants to put govt against army: Ahsan

и

The News. 30.10.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/240478-Troika-wants-to-putgovt-against-army-Ahsan

LAHORE: Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal said a particular lobby is hell-bent
on constructing a narrative to provoke unconstitutional acts in the country, they
present the same narrative ―so that they get their jobs back‖.
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Talking to the media on Saturday after attending the International Business
Conference and Exhibition (IBCE-2017) here on Saturday, he said that a troika has
been formed, which wants to pit the PML-N government against the army. He said
the ―troika comprising failed politicians, retired generals, and TV talk show hosts‖
keep making claims about political and economic instability everyday on TV
channels. Ahsan reiterated that there is no clash between the state institutions,
adding the elections will be held on time in 2018.
He said that the debt-to-GDP ratio was balanced in the country. Loans had
been taken for production and not for enjoyment, he added. Citing a World Bank
report, the interior minister said that the country's economy has hit a 10-year high.
He said the failed politicians had firm realisation of the fact that they could
do nothing once 2018 elections would be held under the incumbent democratic
system. He said political developments, including Panama Papers, caused a huge
loss to the country‘s economy. He said peace and political stability were
imperative for development of economy and added that China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) and the operation Raddul Fasaad had been launched for a better
economy and peace in the country.
Ahsan said the government took several constructive steps for establishing
peace to attain the goal of sustainable economic development. Today
internationally-recognised institutions are acknowledging the economic
achievements of Pakistan, he added.
Earlier, the minister addressed the inaugural session of IBCE-2017,
organised by the University of Management and Technology (UMT) and
underscored the need for academia-industrial linkages for more economic
empowerment and rapid development in the country. He said the country had
attracted over $16 billion in foreign direct investment.
APP adds: Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal said the elements busy in hatching
conspiracies every day were trying to sink Pakistan. He was addressing the
audience after inaugurating the newly-established Narowal district jail.
He said the government was successfully foiling all local and international
conspiracies against the country, adding the political elements rejected by masses
were now playing into the wrong hands for their vested interests and weakening
Pakistan politically and economically. The minister said political stability is vital
for economic stability of the country and effective and constructive policies of the
government were taking Pakistan ahead. He said the PML-N government has put
the country on the right path to economic and political stability despite the hurdles,
created by the negative political elements.
Ahsan Iqbal said the CPEC project would change the destiny of Pakistan, as
the two countries were taking ahead the project to its next stages successfully. He
said the world should acknowledge Pakistan‘s sacrifices in the war against
terrorism globally.
The minister said the PML-N government had completed a record number
of social welfare and human development projects across the country. He termed
the development of infrastructure from Gilgit to Gwadar an important milestone in
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the history of the country. He said due to its strong policies, the government has
been able to overcome the energy shortage. "In the past, the country was facing 20hour long electricity shortages. Now electricity is available for 20 hours a day."
Earlier, Ahsan visited the kitchen, hospital and female barracks at Narowal
district jail. On this occasion, The senior jail officials told the minister that all 375
male and female prisoners belonging to Narowal district have been shifted to the
newly established Narowal district jail. Provincial Minister for Prisons Malik
Ahmed Yar Hunjra, IG Prisons Mirza Shahid Saleem Baig and others were also
present on the occasion.
Партия ПМЛ(Н) не видит возможности для Марьям Наваз стать
лидером партии
PML-N considering no role for Maryam
The Nation. October 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/29-Oct-2017/pml-n-considering-norole-for-maryam

LAHORE - The PML-N has proposed no role for Maryam Nawaz in the
party in the foreseeable future, well-informed party sources said on Saturday.
Talking to The Nation, the sources said PML-N had not so far discussed
who would lead the party in case the court struck down the law under which
Nawaz Sharif was elected as its president in spite of being disqualified by the
Supreme Court in the Panama case.
There was a controversy about the role of the former prime minister‘s
daughter after her interview to The New York Times that the family had decided
that she should take the party‘s reins. She, however, immediately denied the
statement as a misquotation.
The publication wrote: ―She hesitated to directly say whether she had
ambitions to become prime minister, saying it was her family‘s decision that she
would take the party‘s reins.‖
Maryam said in a tweet: ―The statement that the family decided that I should
be leading the party was wrongly ascribed to me. There has never been any such
decision.‖
She further said, ―Nawaz Sharif is and Insha‘Allah will be leading PML-N. I
am not even an aspirant. I am happy to be working as a PML-N worker.‖
The PML-N sources claimed Maryam was neither interfering in the party
matters nor did Nawaz Sharif allow anyone to do so.
Asked what the situation would be in case the court struck down the very
law under which Sharif became the party head even after being disqualified, the
sources said: ―Striking down the said law would not an easy task.‖
Critical of the PPP‘s role in the passage of another law in the Senate that
reverses the parliament‘s earlier decision on a disqualified person‘s eligibility to
lead the party, the PML-N sources said the move had exposed the PPP. ―It‘s an
undemocratic attitude‖.
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The sources said the party had not so far even considered how the party
would be run in case the impugned legislation was struck down.
―Whether Nawaz Sharif remains the party chief or not, he will run it, no
matter who leads the party on papers.‖
Марьям Наваз намекнула, что и она может стать лидером ПМЛ(Н)
Maryam‘s ‗leadership boast‘ jolts embattled PML-N
Syed
Irfan
Raza,
Masood
Haider.
Dawn,
October
29th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1367008/maryams-leadership-boast-jolts-embattled-pml-n

2017.

MARYAM tweets on Saturday that ‗Nawaz Sharif is ... leading PML-N. I
am not even an aspirant. Am happy to be working as [a party] worker‘.
ISLAMABAD/NEW YORK: The ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N), which is already reeling from rumours of a split in the wake of the
ouster of Nawaz Sharif, was thrown another curveball on Saturday after
the daughter of the former prime minister hinted that she might be given a
leadership role in the party.
Although Maryam Nawaz Sharif — who celebrated her 44th birthday on
Saturday — told the New York Times in a recent interview that there were people
who thought she was ―meant for a certain role‖, she denied ever saying that her
family had decided that she should take the reins of the party.
―The statement that ‗the family decided that I should be leading the party‘ is
wrongly ascribed to me. There never has been any such decision. Nawaz Sharif is
and Insha‘Allah will be leading PML-N. I am not even an aspirant. Am happy to
be working as [a party] worker,‖ she tweeted on Saturday.
Ex-PM‘s daughter disputes NYT quote; leaders say too early to say whether
she or Hamza will lead the party
Although both she and senior party leaders deny the impression that the
PML-N is a ―divided house‖, insiders admit there are ‗differences of opinion‘
within the party, especially over the leadership vacuum created in the wake of the
former prime minister‘s ouster.
The impression is strengthened by reports of a rivalry between Ms Sharif
and her cousin, Hamza Shahbaz, which is said to have been quelled only after the
Punjab chief minister mediated between the two at a recent meeting.
In the NYT interview, Ms Sharif only had praise for her uncle and supported
his chances of becoming the next prime minister. ―He‘s the most competent
person. He‘s my hero. I love him to death,‖ NYT quoted her as saying about
Shahbaz Sharif.
Local PML-N leader and former MNA Shakil Awan, who defeated Sheikh
Rashid Ahmed in the 2010 by-elections, endorsed Ms Sharif‘s view, saying that
there was no split in the party. However, he maintained that if Nawaz Sharif left
office, it was his younger brother Shahbaz who deserved to take his place.
The whole party, he said, had complete confidence in Nawaz Sharif‘s
leadership. ―There is no question about who will become party chief while Nawaz
Sharif is still around,‖ he said.
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However, Mr Awan admitted that there were concerns in the party, based
mainly on the cases instituted against the Sharif family.
―The whole party is disturbed over why only one family is being targeted in
the name of accountability, while those who openly committed corruption and
became billionaires within in few years were still free to do anything,‖ he said.
The whole party believed that while Shahbaz Sharif and even former interior
minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan could have differences of opinion with Nawaz,
but they all firmly backed the elder Sharif as their leader.
Nisar and his erstwhile cabinet colleague Riaz Hussain Pirzada have recently
gone public with their own opinions about who should succeed the elder Sharif; the
former doubting Maryam‘s credentials and the latter suggesting that Shahbaz
Sharif take over from his brother.
Cabinet minister and senior party leader Mushahidullah Khan, however, saw
a political conspiracy behind such reports. The opposition, especially the Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf, he said, wanted to gain political mileage by propagating the
narrative that there were rifts within the Sharif family.
―Nawaz Sharif is our party president and his decisions are unquestioningly
accepted by party leaders and workers,‖ he said.
When asked about the possibility of Maryam or Hamza playing a leadership
role in the party, he said that all such speculation was purely hypothetical while
Nawaz Sharif was still there.
But, if such a decision was to be taken, it would also be made by Nawaz
Sharif, he concluded.
Another PML-N leader, Rana Afzal, said that both Maryam Nawaz Sharif
and Hamza Shahbaz had different kinds of political experience, but it was not yet
time to consider them to lead the party.
Шехбаз Шариф усиливает влияние в ПМЛ(Н), но ситуация до конца не
ясна
Shehbaz moves to exert control on PML-N
Sardar
Sikander.
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Tribune.
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ISLAMABAD: Amidst reports of widening cracks in the ruling camp,
Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is holding marathon meetings with officebearers of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) from across the country
in an apparent bid on his part to exert control over the party.
The development has set off alarm bells in the party circles close to the NLeague‘s chief and former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, while efforts for a
reconciliation between the two Sharif brothers have not worked so far, The Express
Tribune has learnt.
Recently, the CM met in Lahore a delegation of the PML-N‘s Sindh chapter,
led by its President Saleem Zia. In the past few days, Shehbaz has held meetings
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with party office-bearers from various parts of Pakistan — Azad Kashmir, GilgitBaltistan and Federally Administered Tribal Areas.
PM meets Shehbaz amid growing calls for leadership change in PML-N
Details of some of these meetings were made public but others were kept
secret or low key since the office-bearers involved did not want the party‘s central
leadership to know about their interaction with the members of the ‗Shehbaz
camp‘, it is learnt.
This is said to have sent shockwaves in the elder Sharif‘s camp at a time
when reports are doing the rounds that the PML-N is on way to getting
transformed into a ‗Shehbaz league‘ with the Punjab CM as its head.
―He (Shehbaz) is a provincial government functionary. For him to meet the
party office-bearers from different parts of the country means ‗something is going
on‘,‖ said a PML-N senator, wishing to be kept unnamed.
Shehbaz is also the Punjab PML-N President. ―The pattern of the recent
meetings indicates that he is set to make inroads at the centre,‖ the source said.
Shehbaz meets Nisar to ‗woo him into not holding press conference‘
On the other hand, an insider in the PML-N‘s Punjab chapter said the
meetings were taking place at the request of the party‘s office-bearers. ―There has
been much confusion and uncertainty in the party since Mian Sahib has been
disqualified as prime minister and he has lately been staying in London. The party
members need a leader to look to.‖
About reports of Shehbaz being set to taking over the party‘s reins, the
politician said, ―Someone has to take the charge — a party like ours with
representation in all parts of the country cannot be left to run like that.‖
Source said the senior party leaders had been making efforts to mediate
between the two Sharifs but the situation had not change mainly due to a rigid
stance of the elder brother. ―Mian Sahib is not ready to mend his ways and listen to
his brother‘s advice. He is on a collision course with state institutions and has
sidelined party loyalists, including none other than his own brother. Things are not
going to work this way.‖
Punjab‘s Law Minister and the CM‘s close aide Rana Sanaullah termed
Shehbaz‘s meetings with party-office bearers a routine practice. ―There is nothing
new and unusual about these meetings. Even when PML-N was not in power at the
centre or other provinces, such meetings continued because office-bearers interact
with each other. That‘s how political parties work.‖
Shehbaz to head ruling PML-N after ECP de-notifies Nawaz as party
president
The minister said Shehbaz is respected in the party for his contribution and
sacrifices for the PML-N. ―What the Punjab CM has done for the PML-N is for
everyone to see. He had a great role in keeping the party intact during Musharraf‘s
era when the dictator was all set to destroy us. This is the reason he commands
wide respect and party leaders take guidance from him after Nawaz Sharif. He is
like an ‗elder brother‘ whose tall political standing is beyond any doubt.‖
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Lately, Shehbaz has mostly remained tight-lipped on his reported differences
with his elder brother. On the other hand, the ex-PM‘s daughter Maryam Nawaz
has repeatedly denied the reports of a rift between the two Sharifs. She has also
denied a recent statement attributed to her by a foreign media outlet that the
‗family‘ had decided that she should be leading the party.
Оба брата Шарифы отбывают в Лондон, туда же едут Аббаси и Асиф
Nawaz and Shehbaz are off to London
The Express Tribune. October 29, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1544145/1-nawazshehbaz-off-london/

LAHORE: Ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif is expected to return from
London to Pakistan on November 2 so that he can attend a court hearing on
November 3, a senior PML-N leader revealed. Nawaz, who was currently in Saudi
Arabia, is expected to leave for London on Sunday (today), he said.
Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is also leaving for London for two
days on Sunday. Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Foreign Minister
Khawaja Asif are expected to leave for London from Islamabad soon.
They are expected to hold important meetings in London to discuss the
current political scenario. Sharif‘s return to Pakistan would also be discussed in the
meeting.
NAB‘s references against Sharifs riddled with gaffes
He further disclosed that according to the plan, Sharif will return to Pakistan
on November 2 and will attend the court proceedings on November 3.
The CM office confirmed that Shehbaz may leave for London on Sunday.
They did not, however, confirm how long the trip would be or the purpose of the
visit.
Sharif was earlier expected to return to Pakistan on October 23 to attend
court proceedings, but those plans changed and he proceeded to Saudi Arabia.
Later, there were suggestions from party officials that he would fly back by
October 25 to attend the previous accountability court hearing, but that plan was
also scrapped.
Внутриполитические проблемы не повлияют на внешнюю политику
Пакистана
Карпов Д.А. 26 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38682

В ближайшее время состоится судебное заседание в рамках
рассмотрения дела бывшего премьер-министра страны Н.Шарифа, который
был вынужден покинуть свой пост в связи с утечкой в прессу информации в
отношении «панамского оффшора». Понимая видимо всю шаткость
предъявленных обвинений, судебная власть инициировала 19 октября в
дополнение еще два обвинения в коррупции: в отношении самого бывшего
премьера, его дочери и зятя. Сам он и его родственники естественно
безусловно отрицают все обвинения.
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По оценке экспертов, при любых обстоятельствах этот эпизод уже
самым серьезным образом повлиял на расклад сил в пакистанском
политическом
сообществе.
Если
трижды
бывший
премьером
Н.Шариф будет признан виновным, то он попадет в тюрьму, что ставит
большой знак вопроса над его дальнейшей политической карьерой. Хотя
пакистанская история знала случаи и такого чудесного ренессанса. Тем
более, что Н.Шариф, несмотря на все обвинения, и лишившись поста
премьера, сохранил свой пост председателя правящей сейчас партии
Пакистанская мусульманская лига-Наваз (PML-N).
Его полномочия были подтверждены 3 октября. В данном случае
эксперты говорят о том, что вся история с обвинениями Н.Шарифа в большей
степени связана с политикой. А вернее с политической борьбой как внутри
самой партии, так и по линии армия-гражданские. В этой связи эксперты
указывают на ожесточение внутрипартийной борьбы между Навазом
Шарифом и его братом, премьер-министром Пенджаба Шахбазом Шарифом.
Помимо того, что именно Пенджаб является основной электоральной базой
правящей партии, сам Шахбаз Шариф пользуется безусловной симпатией со
стороны военных в отличие от своего брата. Поэтому противостояние несет в
себе отклик обострившейся проблемы дисбаланса между, по определению
политологов, «выбранных» и «невыбранных» институтов власти. Или если
говорить проще — между гражданской и военной ветвями власти.
Под последней следует считать институт пакистанской армии, которая
мечтает, если не о восстановлении своего безусловного влияния на
политическую жизнь страны, то, по крайней мере, о серьезном усилении
такого влияния. И сделать это армейская верхушка планирует в союзе с
братом бывшего премьера Ш.Шарифом и нынешним премьером Ш.Аббаси,
который ставит своей приоритетной целью снижение уровня разгорающейся
борьбы между гражданскими и военными.
Ш.Аббаси как раз является той самой «компромиссной фигурой»,
которая устраивает многих в PML-N и армии. Сам же Н.Шариф открыто
называет свое уголовное преследование результатом сговора между
«военными и судебной властью страны, которая явно превышает свои
полномочия». В этой связи очень легко предположить, что в случае, если
Н.Шариф в этой борьбе одержит верх, то судебному корпусу придется очень
несладко. Судебная власть в Пакистане — это вечный бич для премьеров
страны, ни один из которых не сумел полностью отбыть свой срок на этом
посту, становясь либо жертвой юридического преследования, либо —
военного переворота или покушения со стороны аффилированных с военной
разведкой группировок.
В любом случае эксперты пока сходятся во мнении, что судебное
преследование бывшего премьера независимо от результата сможет самым
серьезным повлиять на результаты предстоящих в 2018 году парламентских
выборов. При этом практически все эксперты уверены, что правящая партия
сумеет победить на них, но оппозиция безусловно потеснит ее в парламенте.
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При этом успех PML-N будет обеспечен за счет массовой поддержки партии
в самом многочисленном пакистанском штате Пенджаб. Это обстоятельство
автоматически выводит на первые места в партии и будущей архитектуре
исполнительной власти брата Н.Шарифа Шахбаза.
Все эти внутренние трансформации безусловно никоим образом не
повлияют на внешнюю политику Пакистана, которая по-прежнему будет
ставить в качестве приоритетной для себя цели глобальное противостояние
влиянию Индии в регионе, а также использование талибов в качестве
основного механизма для установления своего доминирования в соседнем
Афганистане.
В этой связи в Исламабаде очень чутко будут прислушиваться к итогам
встречи госсекретаря США Р.Тиллерсона с индийским премьеромминистром Н.Моди, которая произойдет в рамках нынешнего турне по
странам региона главы американской дипломатии. Мы уже сообщали, что
надежды США на более активное участие Индии в афганском конфликте
успехом не увенчались. Собственно в Вашингтоне никто всерьез такую
опцию и не рассматривал, понимая, как такой сценарий мог бы серьезно
воспринят в Исламабаде.
Но такие планы были, и его сторонники в Пентагоне и ЦРУ США
указывали на то, что даже символическое присутствие индийских военных в
Афганистане могло самым серьезным образом стимулировать Исламабад на
переговоры с Вашингтоном и Кабулом на условиях последних. Сомневаемся
в реальности именно такого развития событий. Скорее всего, это привело бы
к очень серьезному обострению ситуации как в самом Афганистане, так и по
линии разграничения между Индией и Пакистаном.
Но в Нью-Дели такой негативный сценарий просчитали и
категорически отказались посылать своих военных в Афганистан. Таким
образом, в центре переговоров Р.Тиллерсона в Нью-Дели будет помимо
формирования глобального альянса по совместному противостоянию
китайской экономической и политической экспансии в регионе ЮгоВосточной Азии, еще и афганское направление, как важнейшая площадка для
формирования такого противостояния.
Индия в принципе согласилась на активизацию своего экономического
присутствия в Афганистане, которое будет включать в себя 116 проектов в 31
одной афганской провинции. И эти проекты будут составлять львиную долю
в общем объеме индийской помощи Афганистану, который с 2001
года составил 3 млрд долларов США. Советник премьер-министра Индии по
вопросам безопасности А.Довал посетил Кабул 16 октября. Он обсуждал
поставки Кабулу спецтехники для спецслужб и вопрос подготовки афганских
сотрудников спецслужб в Индии. Напомним, что этот визит состоялся в тот
же день, когда в Омане состоялось первое заседание переговорной группы по
Афганистану в составе представителей США, Афганистана, КНР и
Пакистана. 24 октября афганских президент А.Гани посетил Нью-Дели. И
реакция в Исламабаде всех политических и военных сегментов власти на эти
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проявления афгано-индийского сближения было солидарно негативной. А
это в свою очередь лишь подтверждает тезис о том, что при всех внутренних
трансформациях отношение пакистанской элиты по отношению к
афганскому конфликту останется неизменным.
Широкие возможности для Шехбаз Шарифа - для лидера партии
ПМЛ(Н).
Shehbaz Sharif - only way out
Syed Shoaibuddin. The Nation. October 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/28-Oct2017/shehbaz-sharif-only-way-out

Lahore - The PML-N top brass have put their heads together to decide who
will be the next party head in case of political unrest in the country.
Meanwhile, party‘s current president Nawaz Sharif, who has reached
London from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is keeping abreast of the latest
situation in this respect.
Due to the crises being faced by the party, Mr Nawaz should now choose a
capable person to lead the party. However, it is as clear as day that he would select
none other than his brother and Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif for the top
party slot as there is no other leader than Shehbaz who is capable of running the
party affairs amicably and efficiently.
As Shehbaz Sharif has cordial relations with the establishment, his political
role as the party leader will also help bridge gap between the establishment and the
civilian government. Moreover, the party leaders and workers are also desirous of
coming out of the state of confusion and a decision in this regard would lull them
into ease.
Political pundits are of the view that it would not only improve the relations
between the government and the army but also improve the political and economic
situation of the country.
Owing various cases against Nawaz Sharf and his other family members
even after the Panama issue, the army feels hesitant to hold negotiations with him
while his younger brother has repeatedly met with Chief of Army Staff General
Qamar Javed Bajwa, and in some meetings, also Ch Nisar Ali Khan accompanied
him.
Though Mr Nawaz had got the constitution amended for holding the party
reins, now the Senate has passed a bill under which he will have to leave the
political office. However, the bill needs to be passed from the lower house – the
National Assembly – as well and then signed by the president to become the law.
On the other side, the PML-N has two-third majority in the National Assembly.
But a rift has also emerged in the party which may change the perception as some
pundits are of the view that the ruling PML-N has split into two factions led by
Riaz Pirzada and Ch Nisar Ali Khan each.
Two days after his disqualification, Mr Nawaz had suggested Shehbaz
Sharif for the party presidentship however later, Sardar Yaqoob Nasir was made
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the party head. Afterwards, he thought for making his younger brother prime
minister of Pakistan but the second thought too faced the same fate.
Some political experts think that Shehbaz Sharif should not quit as chief
minister of Punjab where he has launched some mega projects and over half of the
National Assembly seats belong to the same province.
Meanwhile, their opponents have sped up the campaign against Nawaz
Sharif propagating that the elder brother had betrayed the younger brother by not
selecting him for the party leadership. Shehbaz can thwart such conspiracies
against the Sharif family.
In Saudi Arabia, Nawaz Sharif along with his mother performed Umrah and
instead of coming back home went to London and did not appear before the
Accountability Court.
Media reports say that Nawaz during his stay in Saudi Arabia met with some
important members of the Royal Family and sought help from them as they did in
year 2000. Earlier, Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa had also visited KSA and met
with Saudi rulers including Prince Muhammad Bin Salman and Prime Minister
Sheikh Muhammad Bin Rashid. Now, the visit of American foreign minister to
KSA is also of utmost importance.
Суд выдал ордер на арест Наваз Шарифа
Arrest warrants issued for ex-PM Sharif
Malik Asad. Dawn, October 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1366553/arrestwarrants-issued-for-ex-pm-sharif

MADINA: Ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif arrives at Roza-i-Rasool
(Peace be upon him) to pay his respects and offer Nawafil on Thursday.—Online
ISLAMABAD: An accountability court of Islamabad on Thursday issued
arrest warrants for former prime minister Nawaz Sharif in two references related to
the companies owned by his sons in the UK and Saudi Arabia.
Accountability Judge Mohammad Bashir dismissed the application filed by
Mr Sharif, through his pleader Zaafir Khan, seeking exemption from personal
attendance and a one-week adjournment.
The judge issued bailable warrants, remarking that ―it would be the last
chance‖ for the accused. In case Mr Sharif continues to remain absent from
proceedings, the court would issue non-bailable arrest warrants in his name.
Accountability judge chides NAB prosecutor for commenting on court
proceedings; Maryam denies running media cell
In the third reference, related to the four flats owned by the Sharif family in
Avenfield House, Park Lane, UK, the court issued notices to Mr Sharif‘s
guarantors for Nov 3.
On that day, the accountability court will resume proceedings in three
references dealing with Flagship Investments and other companies in the UK, AlAzizia and Hill Metal Establishment in Saudi Arabia and the Avenfield properties.
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This is the third time the court has heard Mr Sharif‘s application seeking
exemption. However, his daughter Maryam Nawaz Sharif and son-in-law retired
Captain Mohammad Safdar have not sought exemption from personal attendance
and have appeared before the trial court in person at regular intervals.
On Oct 9, the court exempted Mr Sharif from personal attendance for 15
days, since the former PM wanted to visit his ailing wife Kulsoom Nawaz in the
UK.
The court has already indicted Mr Sharif, Maryam and Capt Safdar in the
Avenfield reference on Oct 19 and on Thursday, the first witness was scheduled to
testify before the court.
However, when the accountability judge resumed hearing on Thursday, Mr
Sharif‘s counsel Khawaja Haris filed an application seeking further exemption for
his client.
He informed the court that Mr Sharif was ready to appear before it, and had
left the UK for this purpose, stopping over in Saudi Arabia to perform Umra.
Advocate Haris told the court Kulsoom Nawaz‘s medical consultant informed Mr Sharif via email on Oct 25 that though his spouse‘s health was improving,
she needed to undergo further treatment.
He also shared a printed copy of the email in question, saying that this
forced Mr Sharif to return to the UK, since it was not possible for him to leave his
spouse at such a critical time.
But NAB Deputy Prosecutor General Sardar Muzaffar Abbasi opposed the
exemption plea, terming the former premier‘s absence ―deliberate‖.
He pointed out that the court had accepted an earlier application seeking
exemption for the accused and appointed a pleader for a fortnight on Oct 9.
He said following the expiry of that period, the pleader ceased to exist,
therefore he could not file an application on Mr Sharif‘s behalf, adding that the
court should issue arrest warrants for the accused due to his deliberate absence.
But even as the judge was considering this matter, a NAB special prosecutor
invited his ire when he passed irresponsible remarks against the court.
Contrary to court practice, Afzal Qureshi addressed the judge in
comparatively loud voice, saying that ―the accused are taking the court very easy‖
due to the leniency of the judge.
This incensed the judge, who warned the prosecutor to ―not pass such
comments on the court‖, adding: ―This is a court, not a public gathering where you
are free to make such [comments]‖.
―Tell me even a single instance where I have shown leniency for the accused
persons,‖ the judge continued, remarking that the court had issued warrants for the
accused in the past as per the law and had also directed them to submit sureties.
―The way you are arguing is not acceptable in anyway,‖ the accountability
court judge warned the special prosecutor.
Since proceedings began against Mr Sharif, his children and Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar, the prosecution has been seen by many as being offensive and
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aggressive, but this was the first time the accountability judge has censured a
member of the prosecution team.
Maryam‘s press talk
Speaking to mediapersons after appearing before the court, Maryam Nawaz
Sharif said that the prosecution seemed to be ―extra vigilant‖ in cases related to the
family of the former prime minister.
―There seems to be different law for a military dictator and a [different one]
for an elected leader who was disqualified for holding an Iqama,‖ she observed.
―If this watchfulness is for a single family, then it puts a question mark over
the process of the dispensation of justice‖ she said.
―When we talk about democracy, they label it treason. If someone demands
justice, they term it contempt of court,‖ Ms Sharif remarked, adding that her father
would return to Pakistan to face all cases pending against him.
Responding to a question regarding the arrests of activists allegedly linked to
her media cell, Ms Sharif clarified that she did not run or control any such cell.
Conceding that she was looking after media management while her father
was in power, she claimed that she had stopped dealing with the media after his
ouster.
―I know who is spreading such fake information against me and why they
are running a campaign against me,‖ she said.
Американские эксперты о политической ситуации в Пакистане
Карпов Д.А. 17 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38469

Американские эксперты отмечают, что в Пакистане сейчас явно
обозначилась тенденция по снижению роли армии в пользу усиления именно
гражданского сегмента пакистанской политики.
В качестве доказательства такой тенденции американцы указывают на
отказ избирательной комиссии зарегистрировать в качестве политической
партии недавно сформированную мусульманскую лигу Милли, являющуюся
фактически политическим крылом известной террористической организации
«Лашкар е-Тойба», которая известна своими атаками индийских целей, в том
числе и резонансным нападением на Мумбаи в 2008 году.
Отметим, что эта группа в общем-то находится под плотной опекой
пакистанских военных, и попытка ввести в юридически-легитимный оборот
страны политический формат этой группировки расценивалось многими
политологами как четкий ответ пакистанской армии на попытки Вашингтона
усилить взаимодействие с Нью-Дели по вопросу более активного участия
Индии в афганском конфликте.
Отметим, что в данном случае отказ избирательной комиссии
зарегистрировать Милли к качестве политической партии имеет под собой не
только традиционное противостояние в политической сфере гражданских и
военных. Фактическая легитимизация «Лашкар е-Тойбы» безусловно несла
репутиционные риски для самого Исламабада, поскольку она входит во все
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международные списки и реестры террористических организации, в том
числе и в ООН.
Вхождение фактически подконтрольной военным группировки в
политическую жизнь страны (и прежде всего, в Кашмире, где она пользуется
наибольшей популярностью среди населения) означало не только усиление
роли армии в пакистанской политической жизни, но и начало жесткой
конкуренции на площадке электоральной поддержки самой правящей сейчас
в стране Пакистанской народной партии (ПНП), которая и так понесла
определенные издержки в результате последнего по времени
коррупционного скандала с бывшим премьером Навазом Шарифом.
Кроме того, ряд влиятельных членов в руководстве ПНП пребывают в
уверенности, что военные в той или иной степени способствовали недавней
вынужденной отставке премьера Наваза Шарифа в результате организации
утечки в СМИ ряда материалов о его коррупционных преступлениях. И
поэтому любые попытки усиления военного крыла в политической жизни
страны ими рассматривается как желание со стороны военных взять некий
реванш.
Но основным моментом, который, по нашей оценке, повлиял на
решение избирательной комиссии, стало фактическое дезавуирование НьюДели самой перспективы направления своих вооруженных сил в Афганистан.
Об этом Индия очень четко проинформировала по различным каналам и
Исламабад, и Вашингтон, и остальных основных участников, вовлеченных в
афганское конфликт. Собственно явное представительство откровенно
антииндийских сил в официальной политической жизни страны
рассматривалось Пакистаном как один из основных механизмов сдерживания
Индии именно от такого сценария своих действий. И аннулирование
регистрации Милли в данном случае надо расценивать, помимо прочего, как
сигнал со стороны Исламабада в адрес Нью-Дели об удовлетворении таким
решением руководства Индии. Все это естественно не отменяет общего
напряжения в пакистано-индийских отношениях, а свидетельствует лишь
только о том, что стороны благополучно стараются избежать его острой
фазы. По крайней мере сейчас.
Вторым моментом, который, по оценке американских экспертов,
свидетельствует о желании светской части пакистанской элиты усилить свои
позиции во внешней политике страны является воссоздание полноценного
поста министра иностранных дел. Наваз Шариф в период своего премьерства
в большей степени полагался на консультации своего советника по
иностранным делам. К тому же в блоке отношений с Индией большую роль
играл и бывший начальник штаба армии, который явно занимался
несвойственными своим прямым обязанностям функциями координатора
внешнеполитических усилий Исламабада на этом направлении. При этом
пакистанская армия традиционно выступает против полной нормализации
двусторонних отношений с Нью-Дели. Особенно сейчас, когда у власти в
Индии находится националистическая «Бхарата джаната парти». Вывод этого
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компонента своей внешней политики под кураторство чисто гражданского
министра является еще одним сигналом Нью-Дели по вопросу желания
Исламабада достичь с ней компромисса по вопросу, в том числе, и
афганского конфликта.
В настоящее время в рамках сдерживания индийского присутствия в
Афганистане пакистанская армия начала процесс силового обеспечения
административного слияния двух провинций страны: собственно «зоны
племен» (FATA) и соседней провинции Хибер-Пактхунква. Делается это с
целью снижения градуса вооруженного противостояния армии со стороны
проиндийских и проафганских, в том числе, группировок в этой провинции.
Интересно, что в отдельную задачу перед военными поставлена и
минимизация присутствия в этой провинции афганских сторонников
«Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России), которые находится под
контролем Катара. В качестве задачи-максимум в данном случае является и
установление серьезного пограничного контроля над приграничными к
Афганистану территориями, что помешает инфильтрации в Пакистан
террористических групп.
В случае успеха этой миссии, по оценке Исламабада, общая обстановка
в приграничных к Афганистану зонах в значительной части стабилизируется.
При этом, по оценкам американцев, такой ход Исламабада обусловлен
крайним дефицитом личного состава собственно самой пакистанской армии,
которая не в состоянии сейчас серьезно демонстрировать свое присутствие
на двух альтернативных участках — на границах Индии и Афганистана.
Успокоение «зоны племен» таким образом позволит пакистанскому
военному руководству высвободить необходимое количество войск для
концентрации их непосредственно на границах с Индией. Все это говорит
нам о том, что нынешние шаги Исламабада по видимому дистанцированию
военных от внутренней и внешней политической жизни носят тактический,
но не стратегический характер. Сдерживание Индии от его активного
участия в афганском конфликте в общем контексте регионального усиления
Нью-Дели будет продолжаться и впредь с использованием всего комплекса
мер военного и политического воздействия.
На пути к выборам – правительство снижает бюджетный дефицит
Ahead of elections: Pakistan restricts deficit, sparking hopes of fiscal
discipline
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
10th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526986/pakistan-restricts-deficit-sparking-hopes-fiscal-discipline/

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan government has managed to restrict the overall
budget deficit to Rs324 billion in the first quarter in the wake of strict controls over
federal development spending, giving early hopes of fiscal discipline in an election
year.
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In July-September quarter of the current fiscal year, the budget deficit of
Rs324 billion was equal to 0.9% of gross domestic product (GDP), announced the
Ministry of Finance on Monday.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar chaired a meeting to review provisional fiscal
accounts of the first quarter and decided to release the figures. The results were
contrary to expectations of a high budget deficit due to 2018 being an election
year.
Revenue from CPEC will increase more than state‘s budget: experts
The first quarter closed on strong fiscal performance, remarked Finance
Secretary Shahid Mehmood.
The 0.9% deficit was in line with the annual target of 4.1% or Rs1.479
trillion. However, the continuation of fiscal discipline will depend on the ability of
federal and provincial governments to show restraint in coming months as well.
The budget deficit – difference between income and expenditure – was about
26% lower than the same period of previous fiscal year.
In the first quarter of last year, the gap was recorded at Rs438 billion or
1.3% of GDP. The federal government had closed last year at a record deficit of
Rs1.863 trillion.
The Rs324-billion deficit in first quarter had been achieved due to robust tax
collection and lower expenditure, said the finance ministry. Reduced fiscal deficit
meant lower public debt accumulation, which supported alignment to the targets
defined in the amended Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act, it added.
The federal development spending stood below Rs80 billion or 8% of the
annual budget of Rs1.001 trillion. The finance ministry did not loosen public purse
strings and released about 46% of the budget sanctioned by the planning ministry
for the first quarter. The planning ministry had authorised Rs169.2-billion
spending for the quarter.
A Dar-ing move to understate Pakistan‘s budget deficit
CREATIVE COMMONS
―Expenditures on defence and interest on loans were also within limits,‖
commented an official of the finance ministry.
He said the ministry tried hard to make sure that things did not slip out of
hands after poor results in the last fiscal year.
Provincial governments recorded a cash surplus of Rs80 billion out of the
Rs570 billion that the federal government transferred as their share under the
seventh National Finance Commission award.
The amount represented 37% increase in transfers to the provinces as in first
quarter of the previous fiscal year they had received Rs416 billion.
There are doubts about the continuation of this positive trend, however. In
the first quarter of previous year, the provinces had also shown Rs80.5 billion in
cash surplus but they closed the year with Rs163-billion deficit.
The finance secretary stated that provisional data suggested that the FBR‘s
tax collection remained robust. Total collection stood at Rs765 billion in JulySeptember 2017, a growth of over 20% compared to the same period of last year.
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Owing to the higher tax collection, the funds transferred to the provinces
also increased substantially.
Pakistan‘s debt burden high, deficit to exceed official projections: Moody‘s
The federal government maintained a strict fiscal discipline. Against an
expenditure of Rs914 billion in the first quarter of last year, it spent Rs894 billion
in the first quarter of this year, which was about 2% lower.
In a statement, the finance minister reiterated the government‘s resolve to
continue to move on the path of fiscal discipline. He directed officials to ensure the
achievement of fiscal targets in the remaining three quarters of the current year.
He stressed the need for keeping focus on accelerating economic growth for
a consistent reduction in unemployment and poverty.
Пентагон шантажирует власти Пакистана
Владимир
Скосырев.
05/7_7088_pentagon.html

НГ.

5.10.2017.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-10-

Разведка Исламабада взяла исламистов на содержание
Шеф Пентагона Джеймс Мэттис попытается договориться с
Исламабадом о взаимодействии. Если не получится, то США ударят дронами
по боевикам в Пакистане или лишат его статуса союзника. Выступление
министра в Конгрессе дополнил председатель объединенного комитета
начальников штабов Джозеф Данфорд. Он заявил, что пакистанская разведка
связана с террористами. По мнению экспертов, угрозы Вашингтона могут
усугубить внутриполитический кризис в стране, вызванный отстранением от
власти премьера Наваза Шарифа.
Американо-пакистанские отношения остаются напряженными в
течение последних 10 лет. Чиновники в Вашингтоне были недовольны той
ролью, которую Пакистан играет в Афганистане. Комментарии Мэттиса, как
передает Reuters, вероятно, вызовут тревогу в Исламабаде, и особенно среди
пакистанских военных.
«Нам нужно попытаться еще раз договориться с ними о стратегии. И
если наши самые большие усилия потерпят неудачу, президент готов сделать
любые необходимые шаги», – сказал министр обороны, выступая в комитете
вооруженных сил Палаты представителей.
По его словам, администрация президента США Дональда Трампа
обсуждает разные варианты ответа пакистанцам, если они не перестанут
поддерживать боевиков «Талибана» (запрещен в России) в Афганистане.
Предполагается увеличить число ударов с беспилотников по целям в
Пакистане. Кроме того, возможно лишить Пакистан статуса важного
союзника, не состоящего в НАТО.
В один день с Мэттисом в комитете Сената по делам вооруженных сил
выступал председатель Объединенного комитета начальников штабов США
генерал Джозеф Данфорд. Он сказал, что пакистанская военная разведка ISI
связана с террористическими группировками. По существу, Данфорд
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повторил обвинение, которое еще в 2011 году выдвинул его предшественник
на посту председателя объединенного комитета адмирал Майк Маллен. Тот
заявил, что сеть боевиков из клана Хаккани, как установлено, является
ответвлением пакистанской военной разведки.
По мнению американских комментаторов, США усиливают нажим на
Исламабад в связи с тем, что они собираются послать дополнительно 3,5 тыс.
солдат в Афганистан. Это обойдется американской казне дополнительными
расходами в 1,1 млрд долл. в год. Но какова будет реакция пакистанцев?
В беседе с «НГ» заместитель директора Института востоковедения
РАН Вячеслав Белокреницкий отметил, что «если США осуществят свои
намерения, то это вызовет острую реакцию со стороны пакистанских
государственных деятелей и общественности. Удары дронов, которые
наносились еще при администрации экс-президента США Барака Обамы,
были одним из главных раздражителей в отношениях США и Пакистана».
Были и другие раздражители – убийство в Пакистане Усамы бен
Ладена, убийство американцем двух пакистанских агентов в Лахоре. Это все
происходило в 2011–2112 годах. Потом ударов дронов стало меньше, и в
последнее время их, судя по всему, не было совсем. Если американцы сейчас
возобновят эту практику, то она приведет к серьезному демаршу со стороны
Пакистана.
«На мой взгляд, заявления американских военных деятелей – это
средство дипломатического давления на Пакистан, – полагает эксперт. –
Исламабад будет реагировать тоже дипломатическим путем, заявлять
протесты. Тем не менее взаимосвязь между Пакистаном и США остается
очень серьезной, и до полного разрыва дело не дойдет. Даже если
возобновятся удары дронов».
Должностные лица двух стран встречаются, взаимодействуют. Недавно
премьер Пакистана был принят вице-президентом США. В то же время
политика США в отношении Пакистана очень сильно зависит от того, как у
США складываются отношения с Индией. Для США Индия очень важна в
связи с Китаем. Кстати, Мэттис озвучил свои угрозы после поездки в Индию.
Там его убедили, что Пакистан – главный виновник того, что происходит в
Афганистане. И Мэттис решил рассказать об этом публично. «Это, на мой
взгляд, еще одно свидетельство того, что американская администрация не
очень хорошо определилась в своих отношениях с регионом – Индией,
Пакистаном и Афганистаном», – заключил Белокреницкий.
Потенциальный конфликт Вашингтона с Исламабадом может, как
пишет Financial Times, усугубить внутриполитический кризис в Пакистане.
Дело в том, что верховный суд при поддержке военных отстранил в июле от
власти главу правительства Наваза Шарифа. Он обвиняется в коррупции. Суд
указал, что Шариф не может быть ни премьером, ни депутатом парламента.
Но в минувший вторник правящая партия опять избрала Шарифа своим
лидером. То есть он собирается снова добиваться поста премьера. Но ведь в
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Пакистане армия – это государство в государстве. Вопрос состоит в том, как
военные ответят на этот вызов.
«Темное дело» о собственности Имран Хана и Тахир-уль-Кадри в ряде
городов Пакистана
Attack on SSP Junejo: Commissioner, IGP given week to file property
details
Rizwan
Shehzad.
The
Express
Tribune,
October
7th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524769/attack-ssp-junejo-commissioner-igp-given-week-fileproperty-details/

ISLAMABAD: An anti-terrorism court on Friday ordered the capital‘s chief
commissioner and the Inspector General (IG) of Police to provide details of
properties belonging to two high-profile proclaimed offenders implicated in the
attack on a former Islamabad senior superintendent of police by next week.
ATC judge Shahrukh Arjumand on Friday issued notices to the
commissioner and IG of Islamabad Police to submit details of properties owned by
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan and the chief of Pakistan
Awami Tehreek (PAT) Dr Tahirul Qadri which are located in Islamabad, Lahore
and Mianwali by the hearing of the case – scheduled for October 13.
The directions came after the Secretariat police failed to provide details of
the properties despite repeated court directions to do so issued since July.
―You are not taking any pains [to secure the details] … you are taking the
court‘s order lightly,‖ the judge remarked when the police told the court on Friday
that the relevant departments have been asked to provide details of the properties
owned by the suspects but yet to receive a reply.
Обвинения Имран Хана в коррупции со стороны ПМЛ(Н)
Disqualification case: Imran submits more documents to SC
The
Express
Tribune.
October
7,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524827/disqualification-case-imran-submits-documents-sc/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan on
Friday submitted details in the Supreme Court related to the disqualification case
filed against him by Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) leader Hanif
Abbasi.
The PTI chief submitted documents detailing bank transactions in
connection with his assets and accounts of his offshore company Niazi Services
Ltd (NSL).
Banigala property: Gifts from wife not declarable: Imran
In a written response that accompanied the documents, Imran said he had
mentioned the transfer of money from his account to ex-wife Jemima Khan in
financial documents submitted before the Election Commission of Pakistan in
2003.
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The reply maintained that the accounts of NSL clearly showed that the loan
taken by Imran from Jemima had been repaid. Documents of the receipt of the
amount by Jemima from the Anglo Irish Bank were also furnished.
The documents also showed that Jemima had transferred £79,000 as
payment to Imran for the blueprint of the Bani Gala residence. According to the
documents, the £79,000 was repaid to Jemima as part of the £562,000 amount.
Bani Gala property: No fraud detected in money trail: CJP
There was nothing left in the NSL account which Imran could have shown in
his assets declarations or tax returns, the reply states, adding that Imran was an
MNA from 2002 to 2007 and in that time period he did not get a penny from the
£99,000 nor was it a receivable.
By the time of 2013 general election, the NSL account was empty and thus
nothing in it could be shown in the nomination papers.
ПНП обвиняет Наваз Шарифа в невнимании к армии, создании
«Великого Панджаба» и проч.
Dr Asim accuses Sharif of plotting against Pakistan
The Exprtess Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524824/dr-asimaccuses-sharif-plotting-pakistan/

KARACHI: PPP leader and former federal minister Dr Asim Hussain has
accused deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif of hitting out at the state
institutions, particularly the army, in a bid to destabilise Pakistan and pave the way
for the creation of ‗Greater Punjab‘.
―Nawaz Sharif has decided to fight the military leadership – which actually
comes from the people. He wants to break the country and is in favour of
establishing Greater Punjab,‖ Dr Asim said on Friday at Karachi Airport on his
return to Pakistan after a month-long treatment in London.
―Sharif wants to remain in power for taking kickbacks. He is under the false
impression and hope that he may get a portion of Pakistan [to rule]. However, the
PPP will save Pakistan as it supports the military leadership [in this fight] and will
continue to do so,‖ he added.
Dr Asim Hussain granted bail – finally
The PPP leader, who remained in the custody of paramilitary Rangers under
a slew of charges and is being tried by an accountability court for alleged
corruption, said he had proven the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) wrong
as NAB used to claim that he would not return if allowed to go abroad.
―NAB has been proven wrong as I have returned after my successful
treatment. I want to tell Nawaz Sharif that I cannot be an absconder like you.
Pakistan is our country and we shall live and die here,‖ he added.
Sindh Assembly‘s Deputy Speaker Shehla Raza and a large number of party
workers were present at the airport to welcome Dr Asim, who heads the PPP‘s
Karachi chapter.
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«ПМЛ(Н) постоянно хочет привести военных к власти», - считает
Имран Хан.
On warpath: PML-N inviting martial law, says Imran
Izhar
Ullah.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
7,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524504/govt-wasting-opportunity-merge-fata-k-p-imran-khan/

PESHAWAR: The ruling PML-N‘s leadership and ministers‘ statements are
inviting martial law. This was the opinion of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief
Imran Khan on Friday when asked for his opinion on the current political situation.
Khan said he doesn‘t believe the military intend to do any such thing, but the
PML-N‘s constant attacks on institutions such as the army and judiciary may force
its hand.
He also referred to the interior minister‘s statement in light of the bubbling
interior ministry-Rangers feud statement on the paramilitary deployment at courts
in Islamabad. Ahsan Iqbal had said ―a state within state couldn‘t be tolerated‖.
About attacking the judiciary, he said the same judiciary which was praised
by the PML-N following the disqualification of Yousaf Raza Gilani, is now being
attacked by the party when Nawaz Sharif himself has been disqualified.
PTI‘s former Punjab president quits party saying he‘s not ‗rich enough‘
Earlier, PTI Chairman Khan said that the federal government was wasting a
good opportunity to merge the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) with
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) and demanded that the merger should take place
immediately to help in institutional reforms.
At a press conference at Chief Minister House in Peshawar, Khan said that
the people of Fata were facing several problems including the military operations
against insurgents and the drone attacks that have left hundreds displaced.
The infrastructure, he added, had also been damaged and many people had
lost their businesses, but the federal government was now delaying the merger.
About institutional corruptions in Fata, the PTI chief alleged that region‘s
secretariat had become a bastion of corruption and embezzlement, and even the
developmental funds had not been spent on the people.
―Millions of rupees are taken for appointment of political agents in Fata,‖ he
said, adding that the tribal region needed to have its own government
representatives in K-P Assembly so that problems of the area could be raised and
resolved.
The K-P government, he maintained, was administratively and economically
prepared to accept the merger, but the federal government was reluctant to give a
go-ahead before the general election next year.
Petition against Tareen: Judge urges SC protection for taxpayers
―The PML-N government has stopped its entire merger plan at the behest of
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Mehmood Khan Achakzai who are least interested in
the region,‖ he said, adding that Achakzai mostly stressed on the interests of
Afghanistan.
Khan suggested that his party wanted to have a local government setup in KP which should be extended to Fata so that powers should be devolved to the grass-
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roots level but few elements including the Fata secretariat and political agent did
not want to end status quo in the region.
Speaking about importance of merger, he said language and culture of tribal
people were similar to those in K-P and there would not be an issue in the reforms.
―Administrative systems are different but will be streamlined with the passage of
time,‖ he added.
Criticising the PML-N government‘s recent law, he said it never happened
in the world‘s history that a government had passed a bill to allow a disqualified
person to chair a political party.
Кто был наилучшим руководителем Пакистана за 70 лет, - опрос
общественного мнения (читатели Dawn).
Survey results: Who has been Pakistan's best ruler?
Dawn. 29.08.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354690/survey-results-who-has-beenpakistans-best-ruler

Find out who scored high (and low) on our Rulers of Pakistan survey.
Ahead of the 70 year anniversary to mark Independence, Dawn.com asked
its readers to rate past rulers of the country based on their time in power.
A survey conducted in July this year listed each ruler with a rating scale of 1
(very poor) to 5 (excellent) for respondents to vote on.
The results, arranged in order of best to worst ruler, are below.




Respondent demographics
A total of 18,544 Dawn.com readers took the survey
1 - Liaqat Ali Khan
Highest ranked ruler of Pakistan based on an average of total responses
Liaqat Ali Khan was ranked number two (under Ayub) in KP, Punjab and
'Others' within Pakistan.
He was also ranked number two (under ZA Bhutto) by Balochistan
respondents.
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2 - Ayub Khan
Received the highest percentage of 'Excellent' votes (27%)
Ayub Khan was ranked the number one ruler by KP and Punjab respondents,
slightly beating Liaqat Ali Khan.
Balochistan respondents ranked him two points below the average (from 2 to
4).
Unlike all the other locations, Balochistan had no military rulers in its top
three.
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3 - Pervez Musharraf
Musharraf was ranked two points lower than the average (from 3 to 5) by
Balochistan respondents.
He was also ranked one point lower in KP and Punjab.
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4 - ZA Bhutto
Last ruler to have a score above 'Average (3)' from total responses
ZA Bhutto was ranked the number one ruler by Balochistan respondents. In
Balochistan, unlike all other provinces, the top 3 ranked rulers were all
civilians.
He was ranked one point higher (from 5 to 4) by KP and Punjab
respondents, beating Musharraf.
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RANKED BELOW AVERAGE PERFORMANCE
5 - Benazir Bhutto
Benazir was ranked third (up two points) by Balochistan respondents.
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6 - Malik Ghulam Muhammad
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7 - Nawaz Sharif
Nawaz was ranked one point higher (from 7 to 6) by Punjab and Balochistan
respondents.
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8 - Ziaul Haq
Zia was ranked slightly higher (6 instead of 8) by KP respondents.
He was ranked slightly lower (9 instead of 8) by expats.
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9 - Iskander Mirza
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10 - Yahya Khan
Yahya Khan was ranked bottom (from 10 to 11) in KP and Balochistan.
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11 - Asif Zardari
Zardari ranked the worst ruler in all locations except KP and Balochistan,
where he rose one point, beating out Yahya Khan.
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«Имран Хан должен уважать законы, а не заниматься постоянной
критикой», - заявила госминистр информации Марьям.
Imran should respect the law instead of criticising others: Marriyum
Daily Times, October 3rd 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/03-Oct-17/imranshould-respect-the-law-instead-of-criticising-others-marriyum

ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Information, Broadcasting and
National Heritage Marriyum Aurangzeb said on Monday that Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf chief Imran Khan should present himself for accountability before criticising
others.
In a statement, she said: ―Imran Khan, who attacked the parliament, has no
concern with legislation, electoral reforms or the supremacy of law. He should be
ashamed of himself for abusing state institutions and making them controversial.
Before talking about the accountability of others, he should first present himself
before the law.‖ ―On the other hand, Nawaz Sharif has presented himself for
accountability despite his false allegations. The reason Imran is trying to do so is to
raise his political stature,‖ she said. The minister said that Nawaz Sharif always
talked about progress, prosperity, peace and security of Pakistan and prayed for
Imran‘s reformation. ―Whereas, Imran Khan has lied to the nation, tried to obstruct
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development, sided with the enemies of the country, denigrated and abused the
state institutions and attacked the parliament house. Muhammad Nawaz Shairf has
presented the account of his three generations spanning over 30 years.
Imran Khan should only explain what he has been doing during the last three
years,‖ she said. ―Imran must answer the questions about who accepted funds for
the party from Hindus and Jews. Who gambled for raising party funds? And from
which betting proceeds he bought the property at Bani Gala?‖ she asked. The
minister said that Imran himself had confessed to his crime and now he should wait
for the punishment from the court of law as well as the court of the people. She
said that with a view to conceal the corruption of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
government, Imran had locked down the accountability commission. The minister
said that Imran Khan was an agent of the enemies of the country and the people
had seen his true face. ―The people of KP will avenge what Imran Khan has been
done to their province during the last four years,‖ she said. ―When will he
apologize to the people of Pakistan, ask for forgiveness from Allah and feel
ashamed over his actions?‖ she asked.
Имран Хан – враг Пакистана
Imran Khan still Pakistan‘s enemy
KK Shahid. The Nation. October 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/03-Oct2017/imran-khan-still-pakistan-s-enemy

PTI chief Imran Khan almost singlehandedly took Taliban apologia to a
point where it took a terror raid as unprecedentedly gruesome as the APS attack to
finally establish groups, with destruction of the Pakistani republic as their raison
d‘etre, as the state‘s enemy.
Imran Khan, himself an opportunistic liberal-conservative yoyo, had
fabricated such a resonating rallying cry that progressive minded individuals
managed to summon the cognitive prowess of involuntarily interpreting a jihadist
group targeting markets, parks, hospitals filled predominantly by Muslim citizens –
miles away from any security, let alone US-linked, installation – as an act of
resistance to American foreign policy.
But it was a unique perspective for a mainstream Pakistani politician.
For, everyone else had backed the Taliban on purely, or quasi, Islamist grounds –
which, of course, Khan played with, but never completely co-opted.
Hence, this played its part in both catapulting him to as the obvious political
alternative circa 2013 for a completely untested vote-bank, and to the laps of the
powers that be.
Over the next four years, that lap of honour has been the only realm of
respite for Khan, as his status as a viable alternative plunged, owing to the broken
record that his rhetoric became.
Nawaz Sharif‘s ouster in July was Imran Khan‘s sole success story over the
past four years.
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But ironically, he can‘t truly embrace his own triumph, having to downplay
the extent of his involvement – only if opposition protests alone sufficed in getting
premiers disqualified in Pakistan…
But PML-N has presented the case for itself as having rebounded in the two
months since Nawaz‘s disqualification.
This was done through rallies, a prominent by-election triumph, but most
notably the civilian government upping the ante on reiterating those very policies
that had helped influence – at the very least – the former premier‘s exit.
It in this context that Imran Khan unleashed his tirade against Foreign
Minister Khawaja Asif on Twitter last week, virtually coming clean about his onepoint election manifesto for 2018: the aforementioned lap of honour.
It was the civilian-military disagreement over militant groups – especially
the eastbound jihadists, spearheaded by Hafiz Saeed – that resulted in the much
publicised rift, which is now etched in the folklore of Pakistani power games as
Dawn Leaks.
With the foreign minister bringing up the likes of Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-eMuhammad in his speech at the Asia Society, and even saying that Nawaz Sharif
paid the price for his efforts to improve relations with India, the ruling PML-N
government is not only maintaining its position as one that – at least in talk, if not
action – is in favour of complete erasure of these groups, and the long
boomeranging ‗Good/Bad Taliban‘ policy.
Imran Khan allying himself with the establishment‘s narrative, and more
crucially opposing the government‘s, is a no-brainer.
But what is also obvious is that it rekindles his apologia for jihadist groups –
one-half of the two pronged existential threat for a democratic state in Pakistan –
and continues to establish Imran Khan as an enemy of democracy and civilian
supremacy in the country.
There could‘ve been many better ways to criticise Khawaja Asif‘s speech
than to label him as ―worse than the enemies of Pakistan‖.
He could‘ve argued that an incumbent foreign minister should not act as
defensively, and should choose representing the state over acting on behalf of the
ruling government, regardless of the intra-state differences.
But, by unequivocally dumping Asif‘s inward-looking critique – which only
maintained that it‘s not easy to completely eradicate the jihadist groups, and didn‘t
even hint at the establishment‘s involvement, on the contrary accusing US of
hypocrisy and duplicity – Khan has managed to carve out the argument that
equates admission of these groups‘ presence in the county, with ‗disrespect for the
Armed Forces‘, and in turn treason against Pakistan itself.
So, while the likes of Haqqani Network, JeM and LeT, continue to function
in Pakistan and overlap with the Pakistani – especially Punjabi – Taliban to
orchestrate attacks all over the country, acknowledging them as a problem is now
‗anti-Army‘ and ‗anti-Pakistan‘.
Khan‘s Taliban apologia 2.0 – coming in the build up to elections just like
the first edition – reconfirms him as a megalomaniac that would continue to patch
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up excuses and/or denial just to get one over the current ruling party that he would
do anything to replace.
If the Pakistani foreign minister admitting the state‘s diplomatic and security
flaws makes him anti-Pakistan, what does six years of nothing but throwing mud at
just about everything in the country – except those responsible for killing over
70,000 citizens and their strategic backers – make Imran Khan?
‗With a foreign minister like Khawaja Asif, who needs enemies?‘ is what
Khan tweeted following the Asia Society speech, and has reiterated the same over
the past week.
But with a self-styled enemy like Imran Khan, Pakistan might
metamorphose into a rogue and/or totalitarian state, where any ministries would be
superfluous anyway.
Оппозиция хочет убрать мининдел Хаваджа Асиф (за интерес к
сотрудничеству с Индией).
Opposition calls on Khawaja Asif to step down
The
Express
Tribune,
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1519544/opposition-calls-khawaja-asif-step/

30th,

2017.

LAHORE: The opposition benches protested against the controversial
statement of Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif, alleging he is supporting
India‘s perspective.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI)‘s legislator and opposition leader Mian
Mehmoodur Rasheed submitted a resolution in the Punjab Assembly, demanding
Khawaja‘s termination from his important position and called for an explanation.
Opposition wants Dar‘s immediate resignation
Asif had said that former prime minister Nawaz Sharif believed that
friendship with India would bring benefits for both countries. The foreign minister
added that people from both sides of the border were part of the ―same stock‖, but
partition created two separate nations.
In his resolution, he said that people have strong reservations over the
foreign minister‘s statement, which according to him, had tarnished Pakistan‘s
image internationally.
Joining forces: PTI-MQM talks for new opposition leader on 26th
Rasheed said that the foreign minister was making complete efforts to
appease India and the US. He added that the minister‘s statement was tantamount
to degrading Pakistan abroad. The statement also had a negative impact over the
sacrifices of the military forces, he said. He added that nobody knew whose
interests were being protected. ―Khawaja is speaking India‘s words, which is
regrettable.
He demanded the government sack Asif from his position and the foreign
minister be made to provide an explanation for his words.
Opposition leader Mian Mehmoodur Rasheed submitted a resolution on
Thursday in the Punjab Assembly, demanding the resignation of Finance Minister
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Ishaq Dar after charges were framed against him in a money-laundering case. ―The
ministry should be given to a ‗sadiq‘ and ‗ameen‘‖, he said.
Имран Хан рвется в премьеры
Imran Khan is the real prime minister
Herald. September 2017 issue. https://herald.dawn.com/news/1153851/imran-khan-isthe-real-prime-minister

In 1990, Benazir Bhutto was ousted by Nawaz Sharif. Nawaz Sharif became
prime minister.
In 1993, Nawaz Sharif was ousted by Benazir Bhutto. Benazir Bhutto
became prime minister.
In 2017, Nawaz Sharif was ousted by Imran Khan. Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
became prime minister.
But Imran is prime minister in all but name. Or position. Or political capital.
Or electoral ability. Other than that, he is the de facto prime minister of Pakistan.
Who needs any of those things anyway? The match is never over until the umpire
takes away the players‘ balls. All Imran needs to become the prime minister is the
finger, the umpire‘s finger.
Nawaz is out. Imran believes that Pakistan has won. He asserts that he has
no personal agenda against Nawaz. He laughs hysterically for ten minutes trying to
keep a straight face after that assertion. The Constitution clearly states that if the
prime minister is disqualified, then the leader of the third largest party will become
the prime minister. There‘s no stopping Imran now.
Imran has already started discussing his economic agenda as the prime
minister — the plan is to mimic Chinese economic policy. After successfully
imitating their political policies, consisting of eliminating all parties except one,
The Imran Khan's, the next logical step is to make Pakistan an economically
prosperous Chinese colony.
Imran is not concerned with provincial politics anymore; he has to think
about the entire country. He is a nationalist, not a prejudicial provincialist, who has
not thought about provincial government once before forming a government in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Who wants chappli kebab when you can have beef nihari?
Who wants Jamrud Fort when you can have Minar-e-Pakistan? Who wants
Kashmir Chowk when you can have D-Chowk?
Imran Khan was convinced he would be prime minister in 2013.
Imran Khan was convinced he would be prime minister in 2014.
Imran Khan is convinced he will be prime minister in 2018.
I see no reason why the nation should not trust him this time. There are only
so many times a man can be wrong.
Until Nawaz completes his hat-trick and manages to oust a third sitting
prime minister, thus becoming the world champion at political musical chairs,
Imran is the prime minister. If you do not trust me, just believe everything you read
on Facebook.
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Imran has managed to usher in a new era. He says, ―It is the first time the
law has worked against the sitting prime minister in Pakistan.‖ Indeed, Pakistan
has no history of sitting prime ministers being disqualified or removed from office
or a prime minister even being hanged by the courts. It‘s all a story concocted by
those behind the Dawn Leaks.
It is Imran wearing the shalwar kameez and waistcoat now — and who will
stay prime minister forever. As long as he refuses to take off his uniform, he can
stay in office as long as he likes.
Naya Pakistan is here and it is here to stay, at least until Imran is ousted in
favour of the new poster boy for yet another version of Naya Pakistan. If Nawaz
can be the face of change for at least four separate movements for democracy in
Pakistan, then Imran deserves at least one stab at the chair. I, for one, hope he
enjoys the chair till the music stops and the emperor decides that the party is over
and all the kids need to go home now. For all the king‘s horses and the king‘s men
wouldn‘t be able to put Immy together again.
Счетная палата отсрочила рассмотрение дела Наваз Шарифа (после его
короткого визита туда)
Nawaz Sharif leaves after brief appearance before accountability court
Rizwan
Shezad.
The
Express
Tribune.
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1516328/nawaz-sharif-appears-accountability-court/

26,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: An accountability court in Islamabad adjourned the hearing
of references filed against Nawaz Sharif by the National Accountability Bureau
after the deposed prime minister briefly appeared before the court on Tuesday.
Nawaz was mandated by the Supreme Court in its judgment in the
Panamagate case to face the references filed against him by the NAB. The former
premier arrived at the accountability court in the federal capital amid tight security
and was accompanied by close aides. However, after an appearance of a few
minutes the hearing of the case was adjourned.
According to Express News, Nawaz was asked to leave after he informed the
court that his wife is not well.
Sharif consults with aides on NAB references
Nawaz returned to Pakistan on Monday after spending more than three
weeks in London and went straight into several consultation sessions with party
leaders about his future plans.
He left for London on August 30 days after his wife, Kulsoom Nawaz, was
diagnosed with lymph node cancer. Since then, she had undergone three surgeries
in the British capital, with Sharif and their sons beside her.
The former premier landed at Benazir Bhutto International Airport
Islamabad by a Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) flight PK-786 on Monday
morning. Following his arrival, the former PM had a packed schedule. He met top
government functionaries and party leaders, including Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi. Former interior minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, who has lately
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been in the spotlight for criticising his own colleagues in the ruling Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz, also called on Nawaz.
Sharif is back — to face accountability
According to party insiders, ties between Khan and Nawaz were not ―as bad
as being projected‖. They said Khan might be opposed to certain circles in the
PML-N but he had unconditional loyalty to Sharif, something that the former PM
acknowledges.
Most of Nawaz‘s interactions with his political and legal aides focused on
the ongoing accountability trial and Nawaz‘s possible return as PML-N president
and his further future plans, the party insiders said.
Recently, the Senate passed the election reforms bill with an amendment,
paving the way for Nawaz‘s elevation as party president. Given the PML-N
majority, the bill is likely to have an easy sailing in the National Assembly.
However, there were apprehensions within some party circles that the move
could be challenged in the courts. In this context, consultations continued between
the deposed premier and his legal team, to put up an effective legal defence in case
the matter lands in the court.
Nawaz Sharif leaves for London to meet ailing wife
One of the close aides to Nawaz told The Express Tribune that the former
premier would also visit NA-120 Lahore, his home constituency, in the coming
days to thank voters for supporting his wife in the recently held by-poll.
Speaking to the media on Monday after Nawaz‘s arrival, PM‘s Special
Assistant on Political Affairs Senator Asif Kirmani confirmed that Sharif would
appear before the NAB court and hold a press conference thereafter.
He said consultations between the former premier and his aides were going
on to deal with legal and political issues. ―Mian Sahib did not go to London out of
choice but out of compulsion. He had to be there to attend his ailing wife,‖ he said.
Responding to a query as to when Nawaz would return as PML-N president,
Kirmani told The Express Tribune the party‘s general council would take a
decision in this regard. Asked whether Sharif would stay in the federal capital for
long, Kirmani said, ―You‘ll get to know about his schedule soon.‖
Одно из главных свидетельств против Исаак Дара (коррупция)
провалилось
Key witness against Dar sacked, NAB told
Danish
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524017/key-witness-dar-sacked-nab-told/

6,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The National Database and Registration Authority
(NADRA) informed the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) on Thursday that
one of the key prosecution witnesses in a graft reference against Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar has been removed from service.
The development surfaced after NAB sent a ‗notice of readiness‘ to NADRA
Operations Director Syed Qaboos Aziz, directing him to be ready to record his
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statement along with necessary documents in connection with the reference
pending before an accountability court. Aziz is one of the 28 prosecution witnesses
in the case.
―You are prosecution witness in the reference. Hence you are requested to be
available for recording of evidence along with necessary record in this month on
short notice,‖ the NAB notice said.
NADRA responded that the officer had been ‗separated from service‘ and
that he might be contacted at his residential address. NADRA also informed NAB
that for any other assistance it had appointed another officer, Ghazali Zahid, as the
focal person on behalf of the authority.
Ishaq Dar will be behind bars within three months, says PTI‘s Fawad
Chaudhry
Aziz‘s service was terminated two days after he submitted the record of
members of Dar‘s family to the anti-corruption watchdog in connection with the
preparation of the reference against him over the accumulation of assets beyond his
known sources of income.
Keeping in view the NAB‘s allegation of acquiring assets in his own and his
dependents‘ names, Qaboos is a valuable witness as he provided the complete
family tree of Dar, which enabled the bureau to identify some assets abroad in the
name of a relative of his.
A NADRA spokesperson clarified that Aziz could appear as a witness before
the accountability court; however, for any further assistance the authority had
appointed a new focal person.
Aziz was appointed as the focal person after NAB asked NADRA to assign a
senior officer to courier by hand to its investigators the information about Dar‘s
family that was needed in connection with investigations regarding the reference
filed on September 8. The package was handed over to NAB investigators by Aziz
on August 21.
Assets reference: Ishaq Dar indicted over corruption
On August 23, he was handed a termination letter without assigning any
particular reason. ―It is to inform you that your service contract is hereby
terminated with immediate effect,‖ the letter said, citing a clause of the contract
with binds NADRA to pay three-month salary to an employee at the time of the
termination of his service. Qaboos had joined NADRA in 2001 as a database
administrator.
According to a source, Qaboos may file an application with the monitoring
judge of the Panamagate case, Justice Ijazul Ahsan, against his termination from
service.
Наваз Шариф и Исаак Дар возвратились сегодня в Пакистан из
Лондона – предстанут перед Счетной палатой
Nawaz, Dar coming back to face NAB cases
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. September 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Sep2017/nawaz-dar-coming-back-to-face-nab-cases
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PML-N decides to ‗stop confronting‘ state institutions
ISLAMABAD - In an unexpected move former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif will land back in the country Monday morning and will appear before an
accountability court on Tuesday in the corruption references against him and his
family members.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, who was also in London, will also be returning
back in the small hours of Monday (today) in a special plane along with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi. He will also appear before the accountability
court in the assets-beyond-means case against him today, confirmed the sources in
the ruling PML-N.
The decision of Nawaz and Dar‘s return to face the courts was taken by the
PML-N bigwigs in their Sunday‘s London meeting, – attended by Punjab Chief
Minister Shehbaz Sharif, PM Abbasi, Foreign Minister Kh Asif, Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar and others.
Importantly, the meeting also decided to stop confronting the state intuitions
to make an enabling environment for eventual deliverance of Sharif family from
the trouble they are in, sources told The Nation.
The former premier decided to take a private flight and avoided returning
with the PM Abbasi as he did not want media and his political opponents make an
issue out of it, a senior party leader informed.
Minister for Climate Change Mushahidullah Khan confirmed the arrival of
Nawaz in Islamabad on PIA flight PK-786 at 7:45am Monday, but he did not
confirm if he would appear in the accountability court.
However, ex-PM‘s son Hussain Nawaz confirmed to the media that his
father would be appearing in the court on Tuesday (Sept 26).
There were speculations that Sharifs could avoid appearing in the
accountability courts like they kept off the NAB investigation – dubbed by the top
party leaders an exercise to victimise the former ruling family.
Even in her interview with a private television channel Nawaz Sharif‘s
daughter Maryam Nawaz had called the accountability trial a farce and said they
would not join it as they had done during the NAB investigation before filing of
references in the court.
Maryam on Sunday took to Twitter to state: ―Knowing what he faces is NOT
accountability, the man decides to return. It is not about his person anymore. It is
the battle of 200 million. It takes great amount of courage & valour to be willing to
pay the price for challenging what needs to be changed. Not everyone can do that.‖
The court has issued summons to former premier‘s sons Hassan and Hussain
Nawaz, daughter Maryam and son-in-law Muhammad Safdar, but they won‘t be
appearing in the court.
They all are in London to take care of Nawaz Sharif‘s wife Kalsoom Nawaz
– who is receiving treatment for lymphatic cancer.
The children would be staying back in London to look after Begum Kalsoom
and her treatment would take some more time, a senior party leader informed The
Nation.
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He said that former premier would place the details of her wife‘s ailment and
treatment before the court to avoid unilateral action against the family.
Sources said that on Nawaz‘s appearance before the court the defendants‘
lawyers would seek exemption from personal appearance in the corruption cases,
which most likely would be granted to the Sharif family members.
Sources aware of the deliberations of the party leaders in London informed
that former PM decided to return on the advice of his political and legal aides who
believed there would be enormous political damage by the issuance of the arrest
warrants for the Sharif family over non-compliance with the court orders.
Sources further informed that senior lawyer Kh Haris - who had represented
Nawaz Sharif in the Panama case after the presentation of the JIT report and later
had also filed review petition on his behalf - had advised the former prime minister
to appear before the court as abstaining from it would only spoil his case.
Later, during the huddle of the senior party leaders, various options
including abstaining the court proceedings came under threadbare discussion and
finally in the last session it was decided that both Nawaz and Dar would
immediately return and face the trials.
The meeting further decided to tone down the harsh position the party had
taken against establishment. All the senior party leaders would be communicated
to stop giving provocative comments and remarks against the institutions, they
agreed.
These sources said that the saner elements in the party were of the view that
by turning the institutions against the party they would only add to their problems,
so, instead of locking horns with the institutions the party should carve out a way
forward to get out of the political and legal quagmire facing the top party
leadership.
As for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, the legal experts saw no hurdle in
confirmation of his bail from the court as the court had issued bailable arrest
warrants for him.
However, judge Mohammad Bashir warned that if Dar failed to appear on
Sept 25, non-bailable arrest warrants would be issued for the accused. The court
had further directed Dar to furnish a bail bond of Rs1 million and a personal surety
to secure bail.
The minister would need to meet this requirement when he appears before
the court today (Monday), a Supreme Court lawyer Ajam Naz commented.
Sources said that former premier Nawaz Sharif would likely present his case
before the court on his own and would explain to the court the reasons for his
failure to appear before the court when summoned for the first time by the court.
He would also prayed to the court for granting time to his children to join the
court proceedings as all of them were with their mother in London in connection
with her treatment and it was expected that court would take lenient view of it, the
lawyer further said.
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Nawaz Sharif in the Panama case after the presentation of the JIT report and
later had also filed review petition on his behalf - had advised the former prime
minister to appear before the court as abstaining from it would only spoil his case.
Later, during the huddle of the senior party leaders, various options
including abstaining the court proceedings came under threadbare discussion and
finally in the last session it was decided that both Nawaz and Dar would
immediately return and face the trials.
The meeting further decided to tone down the harsh position the party had
taken against establishment. All the senior party leaders would be communicated
to stop giving provocative comments and remarks against the institutions, they
agreed.
These sources said that the saner elements in the party were of the view that
by turning the institutions against the party they would only add to their problems,
so, instead of locking horns with the institutions the party should carve out a way
forward to get out of the political and legal quagmire facing the top party
leadership.
As for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, the legal experts saw no hurdle in
confirmation of his bail from the court as the court had issued bailable arrest
warrants for him.
However, judge Mohammad Bashir warned that if Dar failed to appear on
Sept 25, non-bailable arrest warrants would be issued for the accused. The court
had further directed Dar to furnish a bail bond of Rs1 million and a personal surety
to secure bail.
The minister would need to meet this requirement when he appears before
the court today (Monday), a Supreme Court lawyer Ajam Naz commented. Sources
said that former premier Nawaz Sharif would likely present his case before the
court on his own and would explain to the court the reasons for his failure to
appear before the court when summoned for the first time by the court.
He would also prayed to the court for granting time to his children to join the
court proceedings as all of them were with their mother in London in connection
with her treatment and it was expected that court would take lenient view of it, the
lawyer further said.
Пришло время менять министра финансов?
Time for a new finance minister
Dawn, September 22nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359280/time-for-a-newfinance-minister

With Finance Minister Ishaq Dar facing legal challenges along with the
Sharifs, it is becoming increasingly clear that he will have to tackle some difficult
questions in the days to come.
Even though he has not spoken publicly in recent days, it is fair to surmise
that the action taken by the National Accountability Bureau is seen by him as a
politically motivated witch-hunt. That is, after all, how Maryam Nawaz has
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described the ongoing proceedings, and there is little reason to believe that Mr Dar
disagrees with this view.
Whatever may be one‘s take on the political developments, one thing has
now become certain: Mr Dar needs to step down as finance minister. This is not
only because he is now hobbled by legal entanglements. Even more importantly, it
is high time Pakistan had a finance minister who is willing and able to
acknowledge that the economy is in a downward spiral and that if urgent corrective
action is not undertaken, the country will find itself in a crisis very soon.
Mr Dar has prided himself on his track record of restoring growth and the
level of the foreign exchange reserves. To some extent, he is correct. But the
positive aspects are limited, and Pakistan now needs a finance minister who is
more forward-looking, rather than constantly harking back to a rapidly receding
moment of respite.
Whatever turnaround in the fortunes of the economy that we have seen in the
past four years is now falling apart, rapidly, as the current account deficit continues
to climb, reserves decline, and the growth momentum is increasingly revealed to
be highly patchy and thinly layered.
The structural bottlenecks that have constricted the economy remain in place;
in any case, it was always a matter of time before reality caught up with rhetoric.
Now that this is fast happening, the country must have a finance minister who is
unfettered by political and legal entanglements of the sort that Mr Dar is caught in.
A finance minister is now required who comes in with a limited mandate.
Whoever it is should begin his or her brief term by first acknowledging the
downward spiral that the economy is in, and outline a credible action plan. That
action plan should seek to shore up reserves, allow the exchange rate to adjust,
address the growing circular debt in the power sector, and plug the fiscal
framework to restrain the deficit.
In short, the country needs a finance minister who can embark on a policy
course that leads gently towards macroeconomic adjustment, even if this comes at
the cost of growth. It is now abundantly clear that Mr Dar is not that person, and he
should step down from his position.
Жена Наваз Шарифа одержала серьезную победу в Лахоре на выборах
в Нац. Ассамблею (реабилитировала отставку моужа)
People‘s court vindicates Nawaz
Mubashir Hassan. The Nation. September 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18Sep-2017/people-s-court-vindicates-nawaz

Lahore - In a hotly contested and closely watched bye-election Begum
Kalsoom Nawaz won the national assembly seat lost by her husband but by a
narrow margin, leaving the ruling party vulnerable in the general elections.
According to unofficial results for the polls in bellwether constituency of
NA-120 (Lahore), Kalsoom secured 61,254 votes – 30,412 less than her husband
had obtained (91,683 votes) in 2013 elections.
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Runners-up Dr Yasmin Rashid of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf bagged 47,066
votes – 5,255 less than she had secured in 2013 elections while contesting against
Nawaz Sharif at that time.
Contrary to the expectation, the turnout remained quite low. Though a low
turnout is a hallmark of all by-elections, it was not an ordinary contest by any
means. Also, all parties ran a vigorous campaign for a month to woo the voters.
The election results however came as a great solace to the shattered PML-N
after the ouster of Nawaz as prime minister and subsequent filing of NAB
references against members of the Sharif family.
The ex-PM was disqualified as member of the parliament by the Supreme
Court in July after a legal battle over charges that he and his family had hidden
their wealth overseas.
His wife Kalsoom is currently hospitalised in London with lymphoma and
she won Sunday‘s electoral race in absentia, with her daughter Maryam Nawaz
running a vigorous campaign to bring the party and the family a direly needed
victory.
Despite the defeat, the main opposition candidate Dr Yasmin Rashid did
unexpectedly well. A medical doctor and teacher by profession, she ran a hectic
day-and-night campaign which she continued even on Eid days.
The two parties had made it a fight between those who stood with the
Supreme Court decision of disqualifying Nawaz and the ones who did not accept
that decision. But both failed to clearly establish their respective stance as they saw
considerable reduction in their vote bank in the constituency: the PML-N by
30,412 and the PTI by 5,255 votes.
Many analysts however said the relatively close margin was in itself an
astounding and historic upset as the voters in the longtime PML-N stronghold
signaled they were looking for change.
The PML-N has seen its vote bank in the constituency shrink since 2008. In
the general elections of 2008, its candidate Bilal Yasin defeated his main rival,
Jehangir Badr of the PPP, by a wide margin of 41,566 votes. In 2013, Nawaz
Sharif secured victory over Dr Yasmin by a margin of 39,229 votes. Now, the
margin of victory has been further reduced to 14,188 votes - leaving the PML-N
vulnerable in the next general elections due after nine months.
The surprisingly strong showing for the PTI could put its leader Imran Khan
– a former cricket champion and the Sharifs‘ leading nemesis – in a position to
challenge them for political dominance in Punjab Province, and thus nationwide.
―It seems Kalsoom Nawaz is going to be the Hillary Clinton of NA-120,‖
Ayaz Amir, a veteran commentator, told a TV news channel two hours before the
final tally. A narrow victory for the Muslim League, he predicted, would be seen as
a virtual defeat. ―This is their stronghold,‖ he said.
In a video leaked to a news channel, Maryam Nawaz seemed quite upset
over the polls result. She reportedly told her team it was time for sole-searching for
the party. However, she adopted an altogether different tone in her victory speech,
terming the results a great victory against those who conspired against her father.
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The NA-120 contest was being seen as a test of Maryam‘s political
prospects also. The 43-year-old daughter and heir-apparent of Nawaz Sharif spoke
at dozens of outdoor rallies, accompanied by booming music and showered by
truckloads of rose petals. Each time she asked voters to vindicate her father‘s
name, remember his hard work for the nation and choose ―the lion‖ [party symbol].
She has also become a de-facto family defender in the continuing legal
battles which continue even after Nawaz Sharif‘s ouster. An accountability court
has called on the ex-PM and his children to appear on charges of corruption next
week.
Interestingly, the PPP candidate, Faisal Mir was nowhere near to the runner
up in the contest which saw another third power emerging in the constituency.
Yaqoob Sheikh, backed by Milli Muslim League – a political face of the
banned JwD of Hafiz Saeed - secured third position by securing 4,500 votes
leaving behind Tehreek Labaik Pakistan, the PPP and Jamaat-e-Islami candidates
who secured fourth, fifth and sixth position respectively.
Faisal Mir could not even improve on the tally of his party‘s candidate,
Zubair Kardar who got 2,605 votes in 2013 elections. Mir‘s vote count ended at
2,520 votes.
Mir attributed his defeat to excessive use of funds by his rival candidates on
the electioneering.
―Independent candidate Shiekh Yaqoob has spent even more money than the
PTI and PML-N candidates‖, he said, adding that despite huge investment the two
major parties saw their vote bank eroded.
In her brief interaction with the media last night, Dr Yasmin Rashid ascribed
her defeat to presence of 29,000 unverified votes in the voters‘ list. She said she
would announce PTI‘s future strategy ‗tomorrow‘ (today) after getting complete
results from the Election Commission.
―I have already made it clear that the issue of unverified voters would be
raised regardless of the election results,‖ she said.
Yasmin thanked her voters especially the women for what she called coming
out in such a large number to support an opposition party. She also thanked the
media for bravely covering the election campaign of the PTI.
―Contesting by election against the ruling party candidate is an uphill task.
But the victory margin has decreased considerably despite use of government
machinery and all the sources and resources,‖ she said.
―Ministers, advisers, city mayor, councillors and Patwaris were busy in the
constituency. Quorum remained the major issue at Punjab Assembly as ministers
and MPAs were deputed for election campaign‖, she alleged.
Her campaign incharge, Ijaz Chaudhry said that it was a pity that the rulers
were complaining about rigging in the election.
―PML-N is in power both in Islamabad and Lahore. Instead of complaining,
the rulers should step down,‖ he said, adding that the PTI would launch a
campaign for stopping of official announcement of the election results till a court
verdict on the unverified votes is out.
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MML spokesperson Nadeem Awan expressed satisfaction over the outcome
of election results.
―Our party‘s age is less than 30 days and we contested against 30 years old
parties. It was our first experience and we will continue our efforts to create
awareness among the people regarding Pakistan Ideology,‖ he told The Nation.
Agencies add: For the first time in the country, some 100 biometric voting
machines were used on trial basis at 39 polling stations in this election.
There are total 321,786 registered voters in the constituency, including
179,642 male and 142,144 female. The Election Commission had established 220
polling stations - 103 for male, 98 for female and 19 combined - with total 573
polling booths (312 for male and 261 for female).
The polling remained peaceful throughout the day as no major complaint
was lodged by any party. Police were remained fully alert for a quick response,
reaching a place within five minutes of receiving any complaint.
At least 8,000 policemen including six SPs, 18 DSPs, 46 SHOs, remained
on-guard to ensure peaceful voting process and implement the ECP‘s code of
conduct.
No one was allowed to move with armed private guards during the election,
whereas zero tolerance policy was adopted in displaying or carrying of arms, and
jubilant firing.
Все 5 судей считают отставку Наваз Шарифа с поста премьер-министра
правомочной
All 5 judges agreed on disqualifying Nawaz: Justice Khosa on Panama
review petitions
Haseeb Bhatti. Dawn. September 13, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357413/all-5judges-agreed-on-disqualifying-nawaz-justice-khosa-on-panama-review-petitions

Justice Asif Saeed Khosa, who headed the five-member Supreme Court
bench that issued the decisive Panama Papers verdict disqualifying former prime
minister Nawaz Sharif, made clear on Wednesday that all judges on the bench had
agreed on the July 28 judgement.
The content of the minority judgement of April 20 [where the verdict was 32] and majority judgement of July 28 may have been different, but they both
reached the same conclusion: Nawaz Sharif stands disqualified, said the judge.
The same five-judge bench that decided upon the Panama case began
hearing on Wednesday the review petitions filed by former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, his children and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar against the July 28 judgement.
The bench also comprises justices Gulzar Ahmed, Ejaz Afzal, Azmat Saeed and
Ijazul Ahsan.
Senior counsel Khawaja Haris, who appeared on behalf of Sharif, argued
that the two judges who had written dissenting notes against the former premier in
the initial April 20 judgement of the case could not have signed the verdict issued
by the five-member bench on July 28.
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The two dissenting judges in the April 20 order — Justice Khosa and Justice
Gulzar — had signed on a "different" verdict on July 28, Haris maintained, after
which they were no longer a part of the bench.
Justice Khosa, however, informed the counsel that the final verdict had been
signed by all five judges, and the bench members had previously disagreed only
over the formation of the Joint Investigation Team(JIT).
"None of the three judges [who ruled in favour of further investigation on
April 20] had disagreed with the minority verdict [of disqualifying Sharif]", he
emphasised.
Justice Khosa said that the two judges who ruled in favour of
disqualification on April 20 did not add anything in the July 28 verdict.
Dissenting judges also sign final judgements, he said, adding that similar
examples existed in judicial history.
'Right to a fair trial'
Haris said that Sharif was disqualified under Article 62(1)(f), arguing that
the former prime minister should have been issued a show-cause notice to explain
himself.
"Sharif should have been given the chance of a fair trial," he contended.
The counsel also brought up the SC's decision to appoint a supervisory judge
to oversee proceedings of the references against the Sharif family in the
accountability court, saying that it was in violation of the petitioners' fundamental
rights.
No past examples can be found of the decision to appoint a judge who was a
part of the five-member bench as the supervisory judge, contended Haris.
Through its judgement, the counsel said, the SC has become a complainant
in the case itself.
Haris claimed that the apex court had praised JIT members in its judgement.
"We even praised you," quipped Justice Saeed in response. At this, the
counsel offered that the praise for him could be expunged from the verdict, but the
bench refused the idea.
Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan acknowledged that the court had praised the JIT
investigation, saying that the findings would be scrutinised in the trial court.
When Justice Ijazul Ahsan pointed out that the petitioners had not
challenged the April 20 verdict — implying that they had accepted it — the
counsel responded that his clients had accepted only the majority judgement that
ordered the formation of a JIT.
Multiple appeals
Chief Justice of Pakistan Mian Saqib Nisar had on Tuesday ordered the
formation of a five-member larger bench to hear the review petitions filed by
Sharif, his children and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar against the Panama Papers case
verdict.
Sharif's review petition had contended that his unceremonious
disqualification under Article 62(1)(f) of the Constitution could not have been
invoked without conducting a regular trial. It further objected to the fact that five
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members of the bench had signed the July 28 verdict, even though only three
judges had examined the JIT report.
It added that the order to protect the tenure of service of the JIT members
and not take any adverse action against them without informing Justice Ijazul
Ahsan — the monitoring judge assigned to oversee the filing of references by the
National Accountability Bureau — had violated Article 175(2) of the Constitution,
as well as the principle of separation of powers.
Earlier this month, an apex court bench, headed by Justice Dost Mohammad
Khan, had expressed displeasure over the performance of Irfan Naeem Mangi, the
director general of Balochistan NAB, but regretted the court‘s inability to proceed
against him since another bench had passed the order for the protection of the
tenure of members of the Panama JIT. Mangi was a member of that JIT.
The review petitions filed by Maryam, Hussain, Hassan and Capt Safdar
objected to the constitution of the JIT under the supervision of the apex court, and
regretted that the manner in which the JIT had conducted its proceedings and
compiled its report and the recommendations made by the court had blocked the
petitioners‘ access to justice in accordance with the law.
They have requested the apex court bench to review its order of appointing a
supervisory judge of the SC to oversee NAB‘s proceedings as well as the
accountability court, terming it a denial of justice because the arrangement was
inimical to the separation of powers envisaged by the Constitution.
In his review petition, Ishaq Dar had pointed out that the only allegation
against him was based on his ‗confession‘ recorded on April 20, 2000 in the
Hudaibia Paper Mills reference while he was in NAB‘s custody. He contended that
no such allegation had been levelled against him in that case.
Moreover, he had said, the SC had not given the six-member JIT any
directive to investigate him. He alleged that the team had evidently gone above and
beyond its mandate. However, the petition added, the court had erred by issuing
the directive, which prima facie was an error on the face of the record.
Исаак Дар может уйти со своего поста министра финансов
Finance czar may be on his way out
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1511985/finance-czar-may-way/

September

21,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: With the noose tightening around Ishaq Dar‘s neck, there are
reports that he may not continue as federal finance minister.
The Express Tribune has learnt that Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is
considering replacing Dar with either Dr Miftah Ismail, his special assistant on
economic affairs, or Sartaj Aziz, the deputy chairman of the Planning Commission.
Also being slated as Dar‘s likely successor are Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal,
Commerce Minister Pervez Malik and Punjab Finance Minister Ayesha Ghouse
Pasha.
Accountability court issues arrest warrants against Dar
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Aysha Ghouse‘s elevation as federal finance minister is linked with Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif‘s future role in the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N), according sources.
Dar‘s role has already been curtailed in Abbasi‘s cabinet. The finance
minister was also not proactively handling the official business lately, particularly
at a time when decisions are required on an urgent basis to control the downward
trend in the economy.
The opposition Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) is also piling pressure on the
government to remove Dar. ―If Ishaq Dar is not willing to resign, then the PM
should take action and replace him,‖ tweeted party‘s central leader Asad Umer on
Wednesday. ―[The] economy [is] in crises and the finance minister is absent.‖
Sources, however, insist that Abbasi would not ask Dar to resign as finance
minister until he gets himself sidelined.
Absent from the country, Dar has currently been in London, along with
deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif and other members of the Sharif family.
NAB raids Ishaq Dar‘s house; questions employees
Dar‘s absence from the country came up for discussion at the Senate
Standing Committee on Finance on Wednesday after the Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR) chairman announced that refund payments would be made only after the
finance minister announced a date to this effect.
Tariq Pasha, the FBR chairman, assured the parliamentary panel that Dar
would return soon. ―God willing, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will come back to
Pakistan,‖ said Pasha before the committee.
Saleem Mandviwala, the chairman of the committee, was sceptical that Dar
would return to Pakistan given the prevailing political situation.
Wednesday turned out to be a bad day for Dar. On the one hand an
accountability court issued bailable warrants for his arrest and on the other, the
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) filed an appeal in the Supreme Court to
reopen the Hudabiya Papers Mills case.
Dar‘s problems were further compounded after NAB‘s regional office in
Lahore ordered that he could not sell or transfer his properties until the
investigation is pending against him.
Mandviwala, meanwhile, lamented that after becoming minister, Dar had
ignored the standing committee and hardly attended its meetings.
―I have stopped requesting Dar to attend the meeting because of his
indifference towards the parliamentary business,‖ he said.
He also took exception to Tariq Pasha‘s statement that the finance minister
would announce the new date for paying refunds.
―There was a time when a low-cadre officer of the FBR would give
taxpayers‘ refunds,‖ the senator said, adding, ―We should be ashamed of the fact
that now refunds are being given by the finance minister and the prime minister.‖
For the past four years, the PML-N government used taxpayers‘ genuine
refunding to inflate its revenue collection, which has adversely affected working
capital requirements of the businesses.
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According to some estimates, the FBR is withholding around Rs250 billion
genuine refunds.
The FBR chairman‘s statement that Dar would decide about the refunds
payments is contrary to the Income Tax and Sales Tax laws that describe the
procedure to pay taxpayers‘ money.
Исаак Дар выпущен на свободу под залог – сообщает Счетная палата
NAB team raids Ishaq Dar residence in Islamabad
The Nation. September 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/20-Sep-2017/ecp-issuesbailable-arrest-warrants-for-ishaq-dar

The team of National Accountability Bureau (NAB) has reached at resident
of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar in Minister Enclave in Islamabad.
According to details, NAB team reached with accountability court summons.
The team interrogated servants of his resident, sources stated.
Bailable arrest warrants for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar have been issued by
the accountability court today.
He failed to show up during proceedings in NAB references.
Protocol officer Fazal Dad told the court that Ishaq Dar was in London and
wont be able to appear for the hearing.
By 25th September the concerned authorities have been ordered to present
Dar before the court.
National Accountability bureau (NAB) had submitted references against the
ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif and his sons Hassan Nawaz and Hussain
Nawaz after removing the objections raised by the Registrar Office of the
Accountability Court on September 8.
Верховный суд Пакистана согласился рассмотреть апелляцию семьи
Наваз Шарифа (и заявление Исхак Дара) по поводу его отстранения от власти
(создать судебное жюри из 5 судей, а не 3).

Pakistan SC accepts Sharif family's plea against disqualification
The Times of India. Sep 12, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistan-scaccepts-sharif-familys-plea-against-disqualification/articleshow/60476574.cms

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan's Supreme Court on Tuesday accepted a plea to form
a five-judge bench to hear the review petitions of ousted prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, his children, son-in-law and finance minister Ishaq Dar challenging his
disqualification in the Panama Papers scandal.
The separate petitions were filed by Sharif and his family against the
judgement on July 28 that disqualified 67-year-old Sharif for dishonesty and ruled
that corruption cases be filed against his family and Dar over the scandal.
Sharif, his daughter Maryam, sons Hussain and Hasan, son-in-law
Muhammad Safdar and Dar in their petitions asked the court to review the
judgement as it violated several provision of law.
A three-member bench headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan and comprising
Justice Sheikh Azmat Saeed and Justice Ijazul Ehsan too up the petitions.
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Lawyer of Sharif's children Salman Akram Raja asked the bench to make a
large bench as the decision was issued by five-members and three-member panel
was not empowered to hear the review petitions.
He referred to a written plea already submitted by Sharif's children against the
hearing of review petition by a three-member bench instead of a five-judge bench.
After preliminary argument, the judges accepted the plea and announced to
ask the Chief Justice to from a five-member panel for the hearing of review
petition.
Уход Наваз Шарифа не означает застой в экономике.
Political change and economic progress
Shahid Javed Burki. The Express Tribune, September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1502930/political-change-economic-progress/

11th,

2017.

Some of the commentary in the West following the removal of Nawaz Sharif
from his seat in the National Assembly and hence from the position of prime
minister has concluded that political instability has returned to the country.
According to Pamela Constable writing for The Washington Post, ―the historic
ruling while hailed by Sharif‘s opponents as a victory for Pakistani democracy,
threw the country‘s political future into turmoil.‖ No elected Pakistani prime
minister has completed his or her full five-year term in office, she reminded her
readers.
There is also the suggestion that the political change may have come about
because of military intervention. History, in other words, was repeating itself.
Commenting on the political change, The New York Times‘ Salman Masood was of
the view that ―the Pakistani military has seldom been able to wield as a potent a
mix of policy control and popular acclaim as it does now. The fragile democratic
system…again appears to be on shaky ground.‖ Sharif always had difficult
relations with the military establishment. His earlier tenures were cut short either
by the military operating behind the scenes — in 1993 — or by its direct
intervention — in 1999. Continued Masood: ―During his most recent tenure, Mr
Sharif had an uneven relationship with the military. His overtures of more
openness toward India, Pakistan‘s longtime foe, backfired as generals spurned his
efforts.‖
What is actually the lesson of history? Before attempting an answer to the
question, it may be useful to refer to current development theory. As economists
belatedly have begun to recognise, there is a strong relationship between political
stability and economic progress. This is certainly the case in Pakistan. In a recent
book, two academics, an economist, Daron Acemoglu from MIT, and a political
scientist, James Robinson from Harvard University, collaborated and wrote, Why
Nations Fail. In the book they explored how political and economic systems
interact with one another. They divided institutions into two categories: exclusive
and inclusive. One without the other won‘t produce progress in the desired
direction. For a country to have an inclusive economic system in which rewards of
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growth are reasonably equitably distributed, they must also have an inclusive
political system. Pakistan‘s history has many examples to show that these two
authors are correct in positing these relationships.
Peaceful and orderly transfer of power is an important component of
political development. In Pakistan‘s history this did not happen on five occasions:
1958, 1969, 1971, 1977 and 1999. As President Ayub Khan wrote in his
autobiography, Friends Not Masters, he was distressed by the way politicians had
conducted themselves in the period immediately after the country gained
independence. While India, Pakistan‘s sister state, took less than two years to write
a constitution, the Pakistani leadership worked on their basic governance document
for almost a decade. Ayub Khan believed that Pakistan‘s political establishment
was more interested in staying in power than in developing the institutions of good
governance. When they did and adopted a Constitution, the result was weak state.
He decided to intervene in order to make the state strong. Four years after he had
appointed himself the country‘s president, he came up with a presidential form of
government. The Constitution of 1962 written by the military administration
concentrated all power in the hands of the president.
Viewed from the perspective of economic growth, the period of Ayub Khan
(1958-69) was a great success. The economy grew at a rate close to 7 per cent a
year, more than twice the rate of increase in the previous decade. But the political
system put in place by the 1962 Constitution was not inclusive; it did not cater to
the demands of some significant members of society. While the peasantry had done
well especially after the adoption of the ―green revolution,‖ the urban working
classes were of the view that they were not given their legitimate share in the
increase in incomes of the owners of capital. Ayub Khan had to give up power
once people came out in the street to protest that they had not been rewarded by
what the military ruler had called the ―decade of development‖ — 1958-68. The
military intervened and placed the country under martial law. His departure was
not the consequence of the working of political institutions.
Pakistan‘s economic and political development has been uneven over the
last 70 years. The ‘60s and ‘80s were periods of high rates of economic growth as
were the early 2000s. During these three periods, the military was in charge and
that meant forced political stability. Also during these periods, there were large
flows of external capital, mostly from the United States. Washington, in pursuing
its strategic objectives in the areas in which Pakistan is located, was prepared to aid
Islamabad when that suited it. However, once the United States‘ strategy changed
and Pakistan lost its importance, Washington walked away. Each period of rapid
growth was followed by brief interludes of near-democratic governance and loss of
economic momentum. Each time the rate of economic growth declined by almost
two percentage points. Washington under President Donald Trump is pulling out of
Pakistan once again. This is one area where history indeed is repeating itself. That
is not the case in terms of political development.
It seems to me that for once change in the regime has been precipitated by
actions taken by the institutions of governance and has not been forced by the men
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in uniform. If that is the case, with this episode Pakistan will emerge politically
strong. That in turn will help in making economic advance and dealing with
America‘s withdrawal.
Аббаси полностью проводит ту же политику, что и Наваз Шариф (наказ
партии ПМЛ/Н/), особенно в сфере энергетики
In his first month, Abbasi talks energy
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, The Business and Finance Weekly, September 5th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1355748/in-his-first-month-abbasi-talks-energy

The first 30 days of Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in Prime Minister Office mark a
continuity of economic and social policies initially followed by his ousted leader,
Nawaz Sharif.
If bureaucrats and businesses were upbeat over a man from the corporate
sector with an interest in the economy replacing an old-styled, king-like,
businessman presiding over sessions on government affairs, their high hopes
appear to be fading as Mr Abbasi adopts a ‗business as usual‘ route.
They were happy for having been asked the right and on-spot questions but
disappointed with the outcome — no policy initiative has come about as yet except
for the usual statements.
This was particularly true about various sessions on health, education and
similar subjects of common interest where the ‗desires‘ and ‗directives‘ of the new
prime minister were announced even though the federal government has a limited
role to play in such matters.
The hallmark of PM Abbasi‘s brief stint has been the creation of a ministry
of energy through restructuring the petroleum, power and water divisions. The
move was part of the PML-N manifesto, but its implementation was delayed by the
then leadership to ensure completion of energy projects without confusion.
The new prime minister moved quickly to centralise economic decisionmaking, becoming the head of key forums — in some cases by virtue of his
position and in others by design — thereby curtailing Finance Minister Ishaq Dar‘s
role as a de facto deputy prime minister. In the same breadth, the privatisation and
statistics division were also separated from Mr Dar‘s domain.
Mr Abbasi as PM was required to head the country‘s highest decisionmaking National Economic Council, the Council of Common Interest (CCI), the
federal cabinet and National Security Committee (NSC).
PM is under instructions from the party head to ensure continuation of
policies and completion of projects launched during the last four years
He, however, made sure to personally head the ECC, Executive Committee
of the National Economic Council (Ecnec) and a series of other cabinet committees
such as privatisation.
He also made sure to call and preside over at least one session of all these
forums in his first 30 days in office, advised by top bureaucrats, advisers and
technocrats of Nawaz Sharif to complete a cycle of briefings from all arms and
wings of the federation in order to send a message of stability.
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But the substance of decision-making, if any, has not been impressive. In his
first speech on the floor of the national assembly, the new prime minister touched
upon the need for expanding the country‘s tax base and banning licences of
automatic weapons to civilians.
He has seen at least three dedicated briefings on taxation policies and the
economic situation but without any apparent direction to broaden the tax net.
To his embarrassment, former Interior Minister and cabinet colleague Nisar
Ali Khan publicly announced that he had banned licences of automatic weapons in
the initial days of the PML-N government four years ago.
The economic fundamentals have either worsened or remained unchanged
since Mr Abbasi entered the PM Office on Aug 1.
The stock market — the so-called barometer of the national economy —
started sliding ever since the PML-N supremo Nawaz Sharif appeared to be losing
the Panamagate battle and has continued on a downhill journey since then.
His engagements with businessmen in Karachi have been of little help and
so has the tale of declining exports, notwithstanding huddles with textile and other
exporters because of the missing substance in policy.
Most of the decisions under PM Abbasi pertained to routine approval of
projects and day-to-day economic coordination.
They remained energy centric — his prime area of interest as former
minister for petroleum and incumbent energy minister, in addition to his
premiership. That was evident from nine out of ten items in his first ECC
meeting‘s agenda coming from the petroleum division.
The first sessions of Ecnec, too, focused on energy-related projects, besides
a major motorway project approved earlier under former prime minister Sharif.
Most of the policy guidelines emerging from Prime Minister Office relate to
the implementation of initiatives and projects announced and approved under the
2017-18 federal budget like clean drinking water for all and energy for all.
He has yet to make any move that suggests Pakistan was going to deliver on
international commitments such as the Sustainable Development Goals.
Mr Abbasi made sure to inaugurate the first LNG handling terminal near
Karachi, completed two years ago and since contributing 200-600mmcfd of
imported LNG to the system — an achievement he claims credit for as petroleum
minister and not as a prime minister.
He has issued directives to ensure a balanced mix of energy sources — a
position his party has been claiming since it came to power four years ago without
being able to reduce tariffs.
But the ‗balance energy mix‘ is a fungible term that can facilitate an
expensive plant and then balance it with another cheaper plant.
Importantly, the PML-N is left with limited time to change policy course on
energy projects. It has already committed generation capacity addition to a level
which the former managing director of the National Transmission and Despatch
Company got sacked within weeks of describing as a ‗capacity trap‘.
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On ground, the roads leading to Mr Abbasi‘s Islamabad residence were
freshly carpeted before he could return home after his swearing-in. In a positive
contribution to the people, a 30km main road in his home constituency Murree,
that later links with the Azad Kashmir region, is also under repair after decades of
neglect.
Also, he saw to it, while presiding over the first meeting of the reconstituted
ECC, that two LPG Airmix projects earlier planned for Hajira and Forward Kahuta
in Azad Kashmir are shifted to his Murree-Kahuta constituency in the Rawalpindi
region. As petroleum minister he had pushed through, at the expense of natural gas
consumers, the concept of 60 or so LPG plants in far-flung areas where natural gas
provision is difficult.
In the absence of a major policy initiative over the month, the propaganda
machine has been activated to articulate the prime minister‘s focus on ensuring
transparency, effective planning, human development and environment protection
during his nine-month tenure.
It would be unfair to expect drastic functioning and policy changes in the
final year of the party‘s five-year tenure.
In fact, Mr Abbasi is under instructions from the party head to ensure
continuation of policies and completion of projects launched during the last four
years to deliver on promises before the next elections — with ending the energy
shortfall on the top of the list.
Экс-президента Пакистана объявили укрывающимся от суда
http://kareliyanews.ru/eks-prezidenta-pakistana-obyavili-ukryvayushhimsya-ot-suda/ 31.08.2017

Экс-президент Пакистана Первез Мушарраф, проходящий обвиняемым
по делу об убийстве премьер-министра страны Беназир Бхутто, объявлен
скрывающимся от правосудия, сообщает телеканал GeoTV.
Как сообщается, антитеррористический суд Пакистана вынес приговор
по делу об убийстве Бхутто в четверг. Два человека были признаны
виновными. Их приговорили к 17 годам заключения. Еще пять человек были
оправданы.
Экс-премьер и популярный лидер оппозиции Беназир Бхутто была убита
боевиком-смертником 27 декабря 2007 года во время многотысячного
предвыборного митинга в городе Равалпинди, когда смертник сначала
открыл огонь по ее автомобилю, а потом взорвал себя рядом с ним.
Суд Пакистана оправдал пятерых обвиняемых в убийстве Беназир
Бхутто
Gursesintour.com (Новости туризма Турции и мира). http://gursesintour.com/aktualnyenovosti/sud-pakistana-opravdal-pyaterih-obvinyaemih-v-ubiystve-benazir-bhutto/928222/
1.09.2017.

Суд в пакистанском городе Равалпинди огласил вчера вердикт по делу
об убийстве экс-премьера страны Беназир Бхутто.
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Суд также вынес решение о конфискации всех активов Мушаррафа,
который в данный момент проживает в ОАЭ. Их признали виновными
в содействии убийцам посредством скрытия улик.
Двое управляющих милиции города Раваллинди, где было совершено
убийство Бхутто, получили по 17 лет тюрьмы.
Пакистанский суд оправдал в четверг 5 обвиняемых в убийстве
прежнего премьера страны Беназир Бхутто, а еще объявил лицом,
укрывающимся от правосудия, экс-президента страны Первеза Мушаррафа,
проходившего по этому делу в качестве обвиняемого, информирует ТАСС
ссылаясь на канал Geo TV. Сам Первез Мушарраф назвал все обвинения
беспочвенными и политически мотивированными.
Напомним, Бхутто убили 27 декабря 2007 во время митинга ее
приверженцев в городе Раваллинди. Боевик-смертник вначале открыл огонь
по ее автомобилю, а потом подорвал себя рядом с ним. В 1996-ом году ее
руководство было распущено. «До того времени пока Мушарраф не ответит
за свои правонарушения, ни о каком правосудии говорить не приходится», —
написала на собственной странице в социальная сеть Twitter дочь Беназир
Бхутто Асефа Зардари. После выстрела смертник привел в действие взрывное
устройство. В итоге теракта погибли не менее 20 человек.
Убийство Беназир Бхутто – 2 полицейских осуждены на 17 лет, 5 оправданы
Benazir Bhutto assassination: Pervez Musharraf declared proclaimed
offender
Mubashir
Zaidi.
The
Hindu.
1.09.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/benazir-bhutto-assassination-pervez-musharrafdeclared-proclaimed-offender/article19594376.ece?homepage=true

Two police officers get 17 years in jail; 5 others acquitted.
An anti-terrorism court in Pakistan on Thursday acquitted five Taliban
members accused of assassinating former prime minister Benazir Bhutto in
Rawalpindi.
Two senior police officials have been sentenced to 17 years in prison for their
criminal negligence in washing the crime scene immediately after the murder.
The court has declared former president and military ruler General Pervez
Musharraf as absconder in the case for repeatedly failing to appear before it.
Judge Mohammed Asghar Khan of the Anti-Terrorist Court announced the
decision in the high-security Adiala prison.
The judge's reader later told the media about the ruling.
The two police officials convicted by the court are former Rawalpindi Police
Chief Saud Aziz and SSP Operations Khurram Shahzad. They were arrested after
the judge announced the ruling as they were out on bail earlier.
Justice not done, says PPP
The Pakistan People‘s Party expressed disappointment and shock over the
verdict in the Benazir Bhutto assassination case announced on Thursday by the
Anti-Terrorism court in Rawalpindi.
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It said justice has not been done, nor seems to have been done.
The acquittal of Al Qaeda/Taliban terrorists against whom evidence had been
provided was most surprising and raised several questions. On its face it seemed a
triumph of Al Qaeda militants, the party said.
Two police officers have been convicted and sentenced. But the question as to
who had ordered them to wash the place of occurrence and destroy crucial
evidence had not been addressed. The conviction of the police officers will remain
weak unless those giving orders to them were also tried and convicted.
The prosecutor in the case Chaudhry Zulfiqar was assassinated just when he
had reached the critical stage and set to oppose the bail application of General
(Retired) Pervez Musharraf
The FIR in the case was registered by the Punjab police without consulting
the family and without making the PPP a party to it.
The Party recalled the apprehensions expressed by Benazir about the plot to
assassinate her. It is common knowledge and she had stated it in so many words
that Gen. Musharraf had threatened her that if she returned to Pakistan before the
elections her life would be in danger.
Since the PPP was not a party to the case it demanded that the government
immediately file an appeal against the verdict. The PPP would also employ legal
instruments to mount its claim to become a party to the case and file an appeal
against the verdict.
The Party will give a detailed response after the full judgment has been made
public.
Those acquitted by the anti-terrorism court on Thursday were Taliban
members Rafqat Hussain, Hasnain Gul, Abdul Rashid, Sher Zaman and Aitzaz
Shah. Former Taliban chief Baitullah Mehsud was believed to have hatched the
conspiracy to kill Benazir Bhutto. Mehsud was killed in a U.S. drone strike in
Pakistani tribal agency South Waziristan in August 2009.
The two-time Prime Minister was killed on December 27 2007 after she
concluded her election rally in Liaquat Bagh, Rawalpindi. Her car was attacked by
a suicide bomber and a shooter. But investigations said she was killed after she fell
inside her sun-roof and hit the ledge. Many still believe she was shot in her head.
A United Nations-led investigation team by Scotland Yard also concluded
that she was killed but did not probe the cause of her death or her killers or their
objective as it was not in its mandate.
Пакистан занимает 106 место по степени совершенности (развитости)
судебной системы
Global survey: Pakistan ranks 106th in world for justice system
The
Express
Tribune.
Rizwan
Shehzad.
August
26,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491301/global-survey-pakistan-ranks-106th-world-justice-system/
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan ranks at 106 among 113 countries in the category of
civil justice system, according to a World Justice Project survey whose findings
were released on Friday.
The survey shows that the country‘s ranking is slightly better in the areas of
government accountability (72) and criminal justice (81). It is in the area of civil
justice (106) and regulatory enforcement (109) that the country‘s performance is
the worst.
The survey, which was conducted in Pakistan in collaboration with Gallup
Pakistan, reveals that the country‘s justice system was in a very bad shape. The
findings of the survey were released at a Seminar on ‗Rule of Law in Pakistan‘ in
Islamabad.
Judicial reforms: Proposals sought for revamping criminal justice system
The country‘s overall ranking is 106, which is not just very low by global
comparisons but also lower when compared with its South Asian neighbors and
other low-income countries.
The survey also shows that a very few Pakistani choose to take their disputes
to the court. When asked, around 40% of the respondents said they had
experienced a serious dispute in the last 12 months. However, most of the
participants said that they chose to do nothing about it.
Amongst the minority that did pursue disputes, most chose to take their
dispute to a traditional gathering or local leader for resolution.
Few of those, who approached a state institution, chose the police. Only a tiny
fraction of all disputes went to courts.
Commenting on the findings, speakers at the seminar said the irony is that the
state-supported court system seems to be failing in handling even the small
fractions of disputes that do come to it for resolution.
Umer Gilani, a lawyer who acted as consultant for the project, commented
that ―the worst performing part of our judicial system is civil justice.‖
Flawed justice system: 10% of death row convicts children: report
―Everyone knows that you just can‘t go to a court and get a simple contract
enforced,‖ he said, adding unfortunately reform of the civil justice system is
simply not on anyone‘s agenda. ―We hope that these findings will stimulate some
fresh thinking amongst judges, parliamentarians and law reform experts,‖ he said.
Chief Research Officer of WJP Dr Alexandro Ponce, who spoke via a video
link, pointed out the ‗silver linings‘ in the survey‘s findings, saying, ―Pakistanis
seem to have a high degree of trust in their fellow citizens. Crime rates are lower
than in many other countries. And while trust in the court system is low by global
comparison, it is still more than the trust people have in the police.‖
Criminal justice system: ‗Conviction rate low as judicial system in need of
reform‘
Additional Attorney General for Pakistan Afnan Karim Kundi told the
audience that while the present situation is grim, reform is possible. He called for
the re-structuring of bar councils in order to ensure stricter regulation of legal
education and legal practice.
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The World Justice Project is a US-based think tank which conducts scientific
surveys on the topic of rule of law and access to justice in 113 countries of the
world. Those interviewed in this survey include a mixture of common people and
lawyers drawn randomly from major cities of the world.
Панамский кризис обошелся Пакистану убытками в 14 млрд. долл.
Panama crisis cost $14b to national economy
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. August 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Aug2017/panama-crisis-cost-14b-to-national-economy

ISLAMABAD - Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal Saturday said that national
economy faced a loss of around $14 billion due to the political instability created
by the Panama crisis in the country.
The minister gave the statement a day after ousted prime minister Nawaz
Sharif raised 12 questions over the legal proceedings adopted by the Supreme
Court in the Panama case.
Pakistan was moving on a fast-track development but the national economy
suffered a loss of around $14 billion during the last three to four months due to
political instability created by some political figures, the minister said after
reviewing the losses at ―Sasta Bazaar‖, located in Sector H-9 caused by
Wednesday morning‘s inferno.
His statement is first of its kind as earlier the finance ministry never told
about such losses. He also did not quote any source of his information to
substantiate his claim.
The minister was referring to the time period of three to four months, the time
from the establishment of Joint Investigation Team (JIT) over Panama Papers case
to the July 28 verdict of the Supreme Court.
He also said the nation had to bear the cost of the decision that disqualified
Nawaz Sharif for not getting salary of 10,000 dirhams from his son‘s company.
Accompanying the State Minister for Capital Administration & Development
Division (CADD) Dr Tariq Fazal Chaudhry and Mayor Islamabad Metropolitan
Corporation (IMC) Sheikh Anser Aziz, Ahsan Iqbal said conspiracies and progress
could not move side by side in any country. He added that the government wanted
to see stability and durable peace in the country.
About US President Donald Trump‘s plan for Afghanistan and his antiPakistan remarks, he categorically stated that the government would safeguard
national interests at all costs. Pakistan‘s resolve against terrorism is for its own
interest, and not for serving the interests of the United States, he added. He said
Pakistan would continue playing its due role for peace and stability in the region in
collaboration with the regional states.
Ahsan said the political and military leadership has reviewed in detail the US
President Donald Trump‘s strategy regarding Afghanistan and South Asia and
outrightly rejected his assertions of giving billions of dollars to Pakistan over the
years on account of eliminating terrorism.
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The US narrative is wrong as Pakistan‘s view is that Washington is yet to pay
Islamabad billions of dollars under the previous agreements regarding logistic
support to the United States, he said.
He stressed the need for forging unity among ranks of countrymen to send
across a message that the nation is united to face any conspiracy.
About making public the report of Dawn Leaks, the interior minister said that
a joint investigation was conducted over the issue and was taken to its logical end.
―Now Dawn Leaks is a past and closed transaction,‖ he said and added: ―We
should think over bigger things now.‖
To another question about prevailing situation in Afghanistan and other
Muslim countries, the minister said that he himself had time and again pointed out
the conspiracies being hatched in the countries surrounding Pakistan. ―Pakistan is a
distinguished country among comity of the nations and it will continue its efforts
for regional peace in collaboration with friendly countries,‖ he remarked.
He also said the interior ministry would continue to play an effective role
under the National Action Plan (NAP) for establishment of peace and stability in
the country.
The minister also assured the affected shopkeepers of the bazaar that the
government would help re-establish about 600 shops that burnt to ashes the other
day. A damage assessment committee had been constituted, which would prepare
its report within two days for onward submission to the Prime Minister for
compensation, he added.
He said rescue operation was started promptly because of CCTV cameras
installed under the Safe City Project and other safety measures adopted by the
district administration otherwise the volume of losses would have been higher.
The minister said the blaze was controlled within two hours and it could be
dozed off in initial stage, if shopkeepers would have followed the prescribed safety
measures and installed fire extinguishers.
He directed the Capital Development Authority (CDA) to make an assessment
of all business centres and high-rise shopping malls in the capital whether they
were following the required safety measures or not, besides asking to make the city
fire-brigade department more efficient.
He advised that all commercial sites should be fully equipped with the
gadgets to meet emergencies as it was must for safety of all. Ahsan Iqbal said his
ministry would make Islamabad police a role model force for other provinces.
Moreover, he said police stations were being equipped with latest technologies and
peace and reconciliatory committees were also being activated to facilitate citizens.
Наваз Шариф продолжает опровергать решение Верховного суда о его
коррупции
Nawaz Sharif files another review petition in SC challenging Panamagate
verdict
Haseeb Bhatti. Dawn. August 27, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1354087/nawazsharif-files-another-review-petition-in-sc-challenging-panamagate-verdict
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Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif submitted another review petition in the
Panamagate case in the Supreme Court (SC) on Saturday — this time against the
judgement presented by the three-judge bench on July 28.
In the fresh review petition, Nawaz Sharif, while asking the SC to declare its
verdict void and revoke it, has argued that not drawing a salary and not declaring it
cannot be made the basis of disqualification.
The ousted premier has asked how his disqualification came about on the
basis of matters concerning Capital FZE, when there was no mention of the firm in
the original petition against the Sharif family filed by the plaintiffs.
In an effort to further his argument regarding the matter of not drawing a
salary from Capital FZE, the petitioner raised the point that according to Pakistan's
income tax laws, a salary is that which has been received by the filer.
The petitioner maintains that in light of this, the law cannot disqualify him
even if he were to declare his salary from Capital FZE.
On the matter of not declaring his assets, Nawaz Sharif has said in the petition
that a relevant forum exists to deal with such concerns and had the SC directed the
matter towards that forum, he would have had the chance to defend himself.
In his petition, Nawaz Sharif has also has objected to the fact that the
defendants' reservations regarding the joint investigation team (JIT) were
dismissed.
The petitioner maintains that asking the trial court to wrap up its proceedings
within six months will affect the verdict, adding that no law in Pakistan allows for
the monitoring of a trial court and thus the SC's orders to conduct such monitoring
are against the law.
Previously, Nawaz Sharif had already filed three petitions against the verdict
presented by the five-member SC bench on April 20.
Finance minister Ishaq Dar also filed a review petition against the
Panamagate verdict on August 21, just one day before the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) summoned him to appear before investigators for a probe into his
assets and funds.
Nawaz Sharif's children — Hussain, Hassan and Maryam — and his son-inlaw retired Captain Mohammad Safdar filed review petitions challenging the SC's
July 28 verdict, on August 25.
«Наваз Шариф не пользуется поддержкой народа», - считает Зардари
Sharif doesn‘t have people‘s support: Zardari
The Express Tribune. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491360/sharifdoesnt-peoples-support-zardari/

LAHORE: PPP Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari has claimed that the PML-N
has never had the public mandate and that Nawaz Sharif has always been brought
into power by other forces.
―In 1988, Nawaz Sharif was brought into power by Ghulam Ishaq Khan and
[former Inter-Service Intelligence chief] Hamid Gul. Sharif is my political
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opponent and I have no soft corner for him,‖ Zardari said while talking to a news
channel on Friday.
The former president said the apex court rightly called Sharif a mafia
godfather. ―If he speaks softly, so does a godfather. He has Rs10b portfolio in
Pakistan. The companies I am mentioning are public limited and their directors are
other people,‖ he added.
Zardari claimed that Sharif‘s businesses were increasing in Punjab. ―They are
merchants of Punjab. They owned only one business once but now they have 25
businesses. It is the job of NAB [National Accountability Bureau] to unearth the
properties of Nawaz Sharif.‖
Step down if SC rules against you, Zardari tells Nawaz
The PPP leader said PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had accepted that Sharif was
his prime minister. ―Sharif still gets the security of a premier. He has destroyed all
institutions,‖ he added.
He said the PTI has no presence in Sindh and Balochistan and it will lose its
hold on the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) as well in the next general elections.
―There will be competition among the PML-N, the PPP and the PTI in central
Punjab,‖ he added.
He said history had done justice for Benazir Bhutto. It [her sacrifice] will not
go wasted. It will always provide security to the tree of democracy,‖ he added. He
also lambasted the MQM and claimed that it was the party of Kalashnikovs, not
Karachi.
Пакистан: Шарифы возглавили избирательную кампанию 2018 г.
Наталья Замараева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 22.08.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/08/22/pakistan-sharify-vozglavili-izbiratel-nuyu-kampaniyu-2018-g/

Временная растерянность Н.Шарифа в связи с дисквалификацией 28
июля 2017 г. и лишением поста премьер-министра сменилась его активными
действиями и возглавляемой им партии Пакистанской мусульманской лиги
Наваз (ПМЛ Н).
Объяснение этому заключается во всеобщих парламентских выборах,
которые согласно конституции 1973 г. состоятся в 2018 г. Клан Шарифов
планирует вновь получить большинство голосов в Национальной ассамблее
(НА), нижней палате парламента и, как следствие, заветное место главы
кабинета министров.
В августе 2017 г. ПМЛ Н поставила цель сохранить и усилить
политический потенциал, накопленный Н.Шарифом за 2013-2017 годы его
третьего
срока
управления
страной,
т.е.
укрепить
команду
единомышленников, расширить социальную базу сторонников, учесть
промахи прошлых лет.
Первым шагом в этом направлении стало выдвижение и инаугурация
своего сторонника на пост премьер-министра 2 августа 2017 г. Шахида
Хагана Аббаси, который по решению партии возглавит кабинет министров
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до даты окончания срока полномочий в 2018 г. нынешнего состава депутатов
НА.
Вторым шагом следует рассматривать формирование 43-го
федерального правительства. Экс-премьер лично принимал решения по
каждой кандидатуре; и 28 федеральных, и 18 государственных министров
приведены к присяге 4 августа 2017 г.
Третий шаг — Шахбаз Шариф (родной брат экс-премьера) не покидает
пост главного министра крупнейшей провинции Панджаб, как писали
пакистанские СМИ сразу после отставки Н.Шарифа, с тем чтобы
баллотироваться в НА. Избирательная комиссия еще 1 августа 2017 г. издала
уведомление о дате выборов на вакантное место NA 120 в Лахоре.
Но правящая элита предприняла и четвертый шаг. Кандидатура Бегум
Калсомы Наваз, жены дисквалифицированного экс-премьера Н.Шарифа, 11
августа 2017 г. выдвинута на вакантное место избирательного участка в
Лахоре. Таким образом, клан Шарифов и его правящая ПМЛ Н
задействовали все активы для «политической оккупации» крупнейшей
провинции, в которой проживает более 60 процентов населения страны с
единственной целью победить на всеобщих выборах 2018 г. Давно известно,
что тот, кто побеждает в Панджабе, побеждает в Пакистане. К очередной
победе Н.Шариф готовился все последние годы. Многие социальные,
инфраструктурные, транспортные проекты в 2013-2017 гг. Шарифы
реализовывали на родине.
С особой тщательностью ПМЛ Н подошла к новому составу кабинета
министров. Он изменился незначительно. Произведены кадровые
перестановки, включены только три новых члена. Все это свидетельствует о
продолжении курса Н.Шарифа во внутренней и внешней политике.
Назначение Х.Асифа министром иностранных дел стало основным
нововведением. Н.Шариф одновременно занимал пост премьер-министра и
главы внешнеполитического ведомства. Многие объясняли подобное
положение дел стремлением премьера контролировать внешнюю политику,
которой формально руководил советник премьер-министра по иностранным
делам 88-летний кадровый дипломат С.Азиз. Х.Асиф в 2013-2017 гг. занимал
пост министра обороны.
Основные направления внешней политики на период до парламентских
выборов 2018 г. новый глава МИД Пакистана определил следующим
образом:



оказание моральной, политической и дипломатической поддержки в борьбе народа
оккупированного Кашмира за право на самоопределение;
продолжение экономической дипломатии с целью использования потенциала
Пакистана в беспроигрышных партнерских отношениях с другими странами. Из-за
разногласий в прежние годы с Н.Шарифом экс-министр внутренних дел Чоудхри
Нисар Али Хан не получил приглашение в новый кабинет министров, несмотря на
верность служения ПМЛ Н с 90-х годов ХХ века.

Руководство ключевым министерством возглавил А.Икбал, бывший
министр планирования, сугубо гражданский чиновник. Это лишний раз
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подтверждает, что правящая ПМЛ Н не отказалась от конфронтации с
генералитетом по вопросу проводимых с 2014 г. военных операций против
боевиков во внутренних районах страны, в мегаполисе Карачи и родном для
клана Шарифов Панджабе.
Исхак Дар (Ishaq Dar) продолжит работу на посту министра финансов,
несмотря на судебный иск по обвинению в коррупции. Решение Верховного
суда (ВС) 28 июля 2017 г. о дисквалификации Н.Шарифа на посту премьерминистра, бывший премьер не признал. Он отрицал предъявленные судебные
обвинения. Таким образом, повторное назначение И.Дара является открытым
вызовом всей судебной системе Пакистана.
Вызовом стало включение в лист федерального кабинета министров и
М.Хана (Mushahidullah Khan). На этот раз вызов был генералитету. Н.Шариф
в 2015 г. вывел М.Хана за рамки кабинета за обвинения в адрес Межвидовой
разведки ISI, которая, по его словам, поддержала оппозиционную Партию
справедливости (Tehreek-e-Insaf ) в 129-дневной забастовке в 2014 г.
Формированием нового кабинета министров лидеры ПМЛ Н ставили
цель максимально расширить представительство партии. С этой целью они
включили в состав кабинета сына экс-президента С.Легхари — А.Легхари (в
2002-2007 гг. в правительстве П.Мушаррафа он занимал пост министра по
информационным технологиям).
Большая работа над ошибками также была проведена Шарифами. Они
пригласили в кабинет министров одного из членов праворелигиозной
Джамаат улема-и-Ислам-Фазл (ДУИ Ф). Несмотря на поддержку ДУИ Ф в
избирательной кампании 2013 г., лидер партии тогда так и не получил
министерский портфель. В 2016 г. маулана Ф.Рехман поставил свою подпись
под судебным иском против Н.Шарифа. Включение члена ДУИ Ф в
федеральное правительство подтверждает примирение ПМЛ Н с
политической партией, которая имеет влияние на избирательный лекторат
Территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ) на границе с
Афганистаном. Это важно в период, когда с уходом Н.Шарифа с поста
премьера, реализация реформы ТПФУ фактически отложена на
неопределенное время. ДУИ Ф противилась вхождению зоны пуштунских
племен в состав провинции Хайбер-Пахтенхва в рамках административной
реформы. Запрет на функционирование политических партий в зоне
пуштунских племен в конце ХХ века – первой декаде ХХI способствовал
установлению монополии ДУИ Ф.
И еще одно небольшое новшество: включение генерал-лейтенанта в
отставке С.Тирмизи в состав кабинета министров Пакистана — дань
уважения влиятельному военному истеблишменту страны.
Правящая партия ПМЛ Н 11 августа 2017 г. выдвинула кандидатуру
Бегум Калсомы Наваз Begum Kulsoom Nawaz, жены дисквалифицированного
экс-премьера Н.Шарифа, на вакантное место в Национальной ассамблее от
одного из избирательных участков в Лахоре. Крупные оппозиционные
партии предложили свои кандидатуры.
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Тем временем ПМЛ Н организовала массовую агитационную кампании
в поддержку Н.Шарифа, который, в свою очередь, призвал к проведению
широкого народного диалога. Призывы Н.Шарифа к выработке нового
социального направления в стране вызвали волну возмущения в
пакистанском обществе. Коррупция, в которой судейское сообщество и
обвинило экс-премьера, для многих в стране, как пишет газета «Dawn»,
представляет «социальную опасность, поскольку ведет к организованной
преступности, разрушает государство, создает угрозу для женщин и девочек,
способствует деградации окружающей среды, торговле людьми, подрывает
основы общества и разрушает будущее».
Многие в Пакистане подчеркивают, что страна становится трудно
управляемой из-за традиционного вызова — ухудшения военно-гражданских
отношений. К этому вызову добавился конфликт между судебной властью и
правящей партией.
Мобилизация людей в Панджабе, рост популярности ПМЛ Н в родной
провинции имеет решающее значение для установления гражданской
администрации под руководством Шарифов, поскольку в отличие от голосов
с периферии голос большинства населения страны нельзя игнорировать.
ПМЛ (Н) обдумывает вариант смены лидера партии (не обязательно
Шахбаз Шариф)
PML-N mulls over options for new party chief
Amjad Mahmood. Dawn, August 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351861/pmln-mulls-over-options-for-new-party-chief

LAHORE: Leaders of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) have
been unable to arrive at a decision over who would replace former prime minister
Nawaz Sharif as the party chief in accordance with a notice from the top electoral
watchdog following Mr Sharif‘s disqualification from office.
At a consultative meeting on Tuesday, chaired by Mr Sharif at his Raiwind
residence, the leaders, however, decided to continue with the party‘s ―mass-contact
drive‖ in the wake of a ―positive‖ response from supporters along the ex-PM‘s
rally on GT Road.
Those who attended the meeting include National assembly Speaker Sardar
Ayaz Sadiq, Punjab Governor Rafiq Rajwana, Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif,
Foreign Minister Khwaja Muhammad Asif, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal,
Railways Minister Khwaja Saad Rafiq, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah,
MNA Hamza Shahbaz, Senator Pervaiz Rashid, Anushe Rehman, former law
minister Zahid Hamid and ex-IG Rana Maqbool.
―We did discuss all available options for a new party chief but could not
arrive at a decision...we decided to hold huddles for a couple of more days keeping
in view various legal and political sensitivities involved with the issue,‖ Mr Rafiq
told reporters outside the meeting‘s venue.
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Though he did not share details about the meeting, sources said that a new
face, other than Shahbaz Sharif, is being considered so that the chief minister could
continue focussing his attention on Punjab‘s mega development projects.
Read: Nawaz Sharif files 3 petitions against Panamagate verdict in SC
Decides to ride the recent wave of public support and continue with its masscontact drive
Last Tuesday, party chairman Raja Zafarul Haq had said that Shahbaz Sharif
had been finalised as the new PML-N president and a formal announcement to the
effect would be made within two days.
Mr Shahbaz had also previously been touted as the next prime minister, while
PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was to serve as a stopgap arrangement till the Punjab
CM could be elected to the National Assembly. The plan changed after some party
leaders opposed the ―unnecessary‖ disturbance in the existing political setting.
A party official claims that former first lady Begum Kulsoom might be the
next party president and that her nomination was pending clearance of her
candidature for NA-120 by-polls with the Election Commission. She is to appear
before the returning officer on Wednesday (today) as her rival candidates have
raised objections to her nomination papers.
The delay in announcing a new candidate for the PML-N president gives
credence to such reports.
The party has to comply with the ECP‘s notice and elect a new president by
Aug 25, the last date for withdrawal of nominations in the NA-120 by-polls, in
which Begum Kulsoom is a party nominee. Otherwise, she may not be allotted the
PML-N‘s election symbol — tiger.
After the Supreme Court‘s verdict on July 28, the Election Commission asked
the PML-N on Aug 7 to elect a new chief as election laws do not allow a person
who does not qualify to become a member of parliament to serve as an officebearer of a political entity.
The PML-N‘s constitution, too, requires it to nominate an acting president
within seven days and to fill the vacancy with a permanent office-bearer within 45
days.
Mass contact
Mr Rafiq said the party had decided to continue with its mass-contact drive
and was finalising its modalities. ―The party will do continue and pace up the
mass-contact drive...its various aspects are being reviewed... A schedule of the
rallies and public meetings will be issued soon.‖
A participant of the consultative meeting told Dawn that security concerns
had kept the participants divided on whether Mr Sharif should simply address
public meetings or, like with the GT Road rally, lead rallies to various towns.
He said party leaders from Faisalabad had insisted that Mr Sharif visit their
city first, claiming that the response from party activists there would be more
impressive than what was witnessed in Lahore, when he had arrived for the first
time after being disqualified.
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Responding to a query, Mr Rafiq rejected the suggestion that there were any
serious differences among party ranks on the issue of a mass-contact drive or any
other issue for that matter.
Третья отставка премьер-министра Пакистана: причины и последствия
Fresh-News.org.
11-08-2017.
http://fresh-news.org/politika/285642-tretya-otstavkapremer-ministra-pakistana-prichiny-i-posledstviya.html

28 июля 2017 года премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф подал в
отставку, после того как Верховный суд страны признал его
несоответствующим занимаемой должности в связи с обвинением в
коррупции. Это уже не первый случай отстранения Шарифа от должности
главы правительства за последние 7 лет. Как это отразится на
внутриполитической ситуации в Пакистане и отношениях с Россией и
США, – в статье эксперта клуба «Валдай», заместителя директора
Института востоковедения РАН, доктора исторических наук,
профессора Вячеслава Белокреницкого.
Наваз Шариф побил мировой рекорд. Трижды (в 1990-м, 1997-м и 2013м) он вступал в должность главы пакистанского правительства и трижды (в
1993-м, 1999-м и 2017-м) уходил или смещался с неѐ.
Первый раз он подал в отставку одновременно с президентом, конфликт
с которым вызвал политический кризис. Во второй раз – пал жертвой
генералитета, установившего военный режим на долгих 9 лет. На этот раз всѐ
выглядит не столь драматично.
Возглавляемая Шарифом партия «Пакистанская мусульманская лига»
одержала убедительную победу на парламентских выборах в мае 2013 года и
сохраняет прочное большинство в нижней палате Маджлисе-е-Шура
(парламента), которому подотчѐтно правительство. Может показаться, что
решение Верховного суда, вынесенное 28 июля 2017 года, о смешении
премьера с его должности выглядит превышением полномочий. Но на деле
это не так.
Суд поступил в соответствии с Конституцией, в которой прописано, что
пост премьера имеет право занимать только избранный член парламента. В
ряде статей Конституции (62–63) подробно перечислены те случаи, которые
могут привести к дисквалификации члена нижней палаты. Высшая судебная
инстанция в полном составе (пять судей) вынесла постановление о лишении
Шарифа депутатского мандата, обвинив его в «нечестности» (сокрытии
данных о своей доле в оффшорной компании). Шариф в тот же день подал в
отставку, а члены его партии начали консультации, чтобы решить, кто из них
возглавит кабинет министров.
Выбор пал на министра нефти в прошлом правительстве – Шахида
Аббаси. 1 августа он был приведѐн к присяге в качестве нового премьера.
Сформированный им кабинет, непривычно многочисленный, состоит из
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членов Пакистанской мусульманской лиги, которая остаѐтся правящей
партией вплоть до следующих выборов, назначенных на июнь 2018 года.
Кстати, это не первый случай, когда Верховный суд отстраняет от
должности премьер-министра. В 2012 году он дисквалифицировал главу
кабинета Юсуфа Реза Гилани за «оскорбление суда». Ситуация тогда
развивалась аналогично с нынешней. Обладавшая большинством в
парламенте после выборов 2008 года Пакистанская народная партия
выдвинула на пост премьера другого своего представителя и сохранила
конституционный строй до очередных выборов.
Будет ли пакистанская история и дальше развиваться по этому
сценарию? Стоит отметить, что после ухода военных с политической
авансцены в 2008 году в Пакистане сложилась треугольная конструкция
власти. Одной из вершин треугольника является парламент и правительство,
другой – армия, руководство вооружѐнных сил, третьей – судебная
корпорация, Верховный суд и высшие суды провинций. Отношения между
вершинами треугольника никогда не были гладкими, каждая из них
стремится отстоять свои частные корпоративные интересы. Но если
судебные и военные корпорации выступают, как правило, единым фронтом,
то среди политиков, естественно, преобладает конкуренция. Ею при случае
не прочь воспользоваться представители двух других вершин.
Представляется, что на данный момент сложилось некое равновесие сил.
Общественное мнение, как можно судить, в целом негативно восприняло
решение об отставке Шарифа. Он остаѐтся популярной среди избирателей
фигурой и уже начал агитационную кампанию, которую можно
рассматривать как начало предвыборной борьбы. Однако Верховный суд не
только дисквалифицировал премьера, но и передал материалы дела по
обвинению Шарифа и членов его семьи в коррупции на рассмотрение
Национальной счѐтной комиссии. Таким образом, ему, его взрослым детям,
брату Шахбазу, занимающему пост главного министра крупнейшей
провинции страны Пенджаба, грозят новые неприятности. Для проведения
расследования Счѐтной комиссии отведѐн срок в полгода. Еѐ решения станут
известны накануне решающей стадии подготовки к выборам и могут оказать
существенное влияние на их ход и исход.
Представляется, что новое правительство Пакистана будет в ближайшее
время действовать согласно линии предшествующего кабинета как во
внутренней, так и во внешней политике.
Новый премьер Аббаси, как отмечается в пакистанской печати, имеет
личные связи с военными. Его отец служил в ВВС, а отец жены возглавлял
одно время могущественную Межвидовую войсковую разведку (Inter-Service
Intelligence). Аббаси – инженер по образованию (полученному в США) –
известен как сторонник использования сжиженного газа для решения крайне
острых энергетических проблем страны. Это, быть может, улучшит
перспективы реализации (с помощью России) проекта сооружения
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трубопровода «Север – Юг», соединяющего главный портовый город Карачи
со столицей Пенджаба Лахором.
Как скажется на КПЭК отставка Наваз Шарифа?
Can CPEC weather Pakistan's political storm?
Afshan Subohi. The Business and Finance Weekly, August 7th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1350124/can-cpec-weather-pakistans-political-storm

2017.

In a highly partisan political environment, China reiterated its neutrality
towards the internal affairs of the country by stating its resolve to abide by ‗a
strategic cooperative partnership with Pakistan‘.
Despite this stance the momentum of the CPEC initiative seems to have been
compromised over the last two months.
Senior officials in Islamabad, who coordinate with the Chinese side for the
CPEC, informed Dawn that the political crisis did hamper the pace of progress,
particularly on projects in the pipeline.
―Yes, the divide blurs the line between civil and military leaders as Generals
vow to secure and support CPEC related project as much, if not more, than civil
political leaders.
―This unity of opinion is not enough. For CPEC to stay on course a conducive
investment environment is absolutely necessary‖, commented a business leader
who wished anonymity.
A statement on the subject mailed to Dawn by the Chinese Embassy reads, ―It
hopes that all parties and sections in Pakistan can prioritise state and national
interests, properly deal with their domestic affairs, maintain unity and stability and
keep focusing on economic and social development.
―The all-weather friendship between China and Pakistan has withstood the
test of time. We believe that the China-Pakistan strategic cooperative partnership
will not be affected by the change in the situation inside Pakistan.
―China stands ready to work with Pakistan to continue jointly building the
Belt and the Road and build a community of a shared future, which serves the
fundamental interests of the two countries and peoples and promotes peace and
development in the region and beyond‖.
Prime Minister Khaqan Abbasi, in his very first speech on the floor of the
house after his election, mentioned his intent to fasten the pace of progress on
CPEC related projects.
Dr Nadeem Javed, Chief Economist, Planning Commission, admitted the
comparative slow down but insisted that the fortnightly coordination committee on
the CPEC meets regularly.
The said body is attended by related departments and ministries. It tracks and
monitors progress and provides a forum to unwind bureaucratic knots.
―How can anyone deny that happenings of the past two months distracted the
government‘s attention from the economy and compromised its effectiveness? Yes
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we could have covered more ground had we been able to handle the situation
better.
―There were exchanges and two-way travelling by relevant ministers and
officials over the past two months but the private sector, particularly in Pakistan,
withdrew into its shell, citing uncertainty‖ he said.
He saw harmony and enthusiasm in state level interaction but was not happy
with the level of interest in the private sector. ―The reluctance of local investors is
hard to digest. Their attitude might change as plans of nine special economic zones
start materialising‖, he said.
―The CPEC is a large package of Chinese investment projects with the
potential to transform Pakistan‘s economy by relieving supply-side constraints to
growth through investment in power generation and transport infrastructure.
―If implemented as planned, the CPEC would lift Pakistan‘s potential GDP
growth significantly and catalyse higher private-sector investments and exports.
―However, security-related issues and Pakistan‘s weak track record of public
project implementation suggests that the pace of execution will be relatively slow.
―Moving forward, continued support for the CPEC project across all branches
of government will be critical to its success and full implementation,‖ said
Moody‘s in a current report on the country.
Some business leaders contacted blamed the tilt in policies that suit Chinese
investors better.
―The policy framework is unfair towards locals. In their enthusiasm
policymakers go the extra mile and roll out the red carpets for foreign investors.
However, if we ask for what is our due they play deaf‖, a business leader retorted.
―PM Abbasi may claim what he wants but hollow words will not in-still
confidence in the private sector.
―The government will need to move decisively towards confidence building
measures to motivate local investors‖, he added.
Наваз Шариф утверждает – Решение по его отставке было принято еще
до суда.
Panamagate: Decision to disqualify me had been taken before the
judgement, Nawaz alleges
Sammar
Abbas.
Dawn.
August
07,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1350157/panamagate-decision-to-disqualify-me-had-been-takenbefore-the-judgement-nawaz-alleges

"The decision to disqualify me had already been taken, only a justification
was being sought," ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif alleged while discussing
the proceedings of the Panama Papers case with television anchors on Monday.
Sharif said that his upcoming rally from Islamabad to Lahore is not "a
protest" but "a journey back home". He added that he was travelling via the Grand
Trunk road on Wednesday because "risks need to be taken for the country".
Sharif repeated the allegation that the members of the joint investigation team
(JIT) probing Sharif family's business dealings "were chosen through WhatsApp".
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"Never have officials from Military Intelligence (MI) and Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) been included in an inquiry," he said.
He also expressed his displeasure at the Supreme Court's decision to have a
judge oversee the National Accountability Bureau's (NAB) proceedings against his
family, saying it jeoparidises his right of appeal.
Sharif, who was disqualified for not declaring the salary accruing to him from
his employment in the UAE, said that he had not been involved in any
misappropriation of public funds during his tenure and lamented that he was
disqualified for a minor thing when nothing was found against him in the Panama
Papers case.
"The judges, in their remarks, stated that there are no allegations of corruption
or misuse of authority against Nawaz Sharif," he claimed.
"Five 'noble' people throwing out someone with the mandate of millions is not
appropriate," Sharif said, warning that the country cannot be run the way it is being
tried to run.
Expressing sadness at the Panamagate verdict, Sharif said that he was "hurt"
by the remarks of the SC judges. "One judge even said that 'prime minister should
know that there is a lot of space in Adiala jail'," Sharif said, adding that it does not
behoove a judge to make such remarks.
"I will not run away like Musharraf," Sharif claimed, and asked whether there
were judges in the country who could hold the dictator accountable.
Шахбаз Шариф может не выиграть выборы в 2018 г. – конкуренция
семьи (жена, дочь).
‗Shahbaz made to miss golden opportunity‘
Zulqernain Tahir. Dawn, August 6, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349673/shahbazmade-to-miss-golden-opportunity

LAHORE: A number of PML-N leaders in Punjab believe that Nawaz Sharif
has ‗smartly deprived‘ his younger brother of an opportunity to become prime
minister in this tenure of the party and at the same time shattered the dreams of his
nephew (Hamza) to take up the reins in Punjab.
According to them, Shahabaz has missed or made to miss a ―golden
opportunity‖ to succeed his elder brother as there is no guarantee he will make it to
Islamabad to don the premier‘s cap in 2018 in case the PML-N wins the election as
more players from the elder Sharif family may be in the race for the top slot.
Nawaz‘s wife Kalsoom may be there if his daughter, Maryam, gets entangled
in the accountability process till 2018 election, they say.
―There will certainly be many a slip between cup and lip (prime ministership)
for Shahabaz in 2018. He has either failed to convince his elder brother or the latter
played smart politics to keep him in Punjab,‖ a PML-N leader who is close to
Shahbaz told Dawn on Friday.
―Perhaps Shahbaz missed the golden chance of becoming premier. Who
knows about 2018 election‘s outcome and family politics then,‖ he adds.
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Another leader said: ―Nawaz played excellent family politics. First he
announced Shahbaz his successor. Later a campaign within the PML-N was built
that Shahbaz‘s absence from Punjab would be disastrous for the party.‖
According to him, Shahbaz had tried his best to convince Nawaz not to worry
about Punjab and leave it to his son (Hamza). To consolidate his case, Shahbaz
managed to send a request to him (Nawaz) from more than 300 PML-N MPAs
from Punjab, endorsing father in the centre and son in Punjab.
―Once the decision was conveyed to Shahbaz, he asked his confidant Rana
Sanaullah to tell the media that how most party members wanted him in Punjab. It
was only a face saving for Shahbaz.‖
A federal minister told Dawn that the decision to ‗retain‘ Shahbaz had been
finalised. ―The extended cabinet of Mr Abbasi is a proof of it,‖ he said, adding the
current arrangement suited the leadership as Nawaz Sharif would see matters in the
Centre and Shahbaz Sharif in Punjab.
A mere ―official‖ announcement is left from the PML-N about withdrawing
Shahbaz from the NA-120 race. Nawaz had announced after his disqualification by
the Supreme Court that his younger brother would be prime minister after an
interim arrangement of 45 days for which Mr Abbasi was selected.
Some federal ministers including Khawaja Asif and Khurram Dastgir have
already confirmed that the party wants Shahbaz in Punjab which is a stronghold of
PML-N. ―Since Shahbaz has good equation with all MPAs in Punjab and all
ongoing development projects are on his finger tips, a larger section of the party is
of the view that he should continue delivering in Punjab,‖ Dastgir told a private TV
channel.
Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah said: ―The decision that Shahbaz Sharif
will continue serving in Punjab is almost certain.‖
Punjab government spokesman Malik Ahmad Khan told Dawn on Friday that
the parliamentary party headed by Nawaz Sharif was authorised to announce
reversal of its earlier decision (to nominate Shahbaz for prime minister‘s slot).
Mr Khan however denied any differences in the Sharif brothers saying the
crisis had even further united them and Shahbaz would follow his elder brother‘s
instructions.
Грустная история пакистанских премьер-министров
Livemint, Индия. 05.08.2017. http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170805/239984441.html

Отставка премьер-министра Наваза Шарифа может быть просто
лизоблюдством судей, играющих вместе с армией
Наваз Шариф — хрестоматийная кошка с девятью жизнями. Но третий,
самый длинный, и, наконец, последний срок на посту премьер-министра
подошел к концу, когда Верховный суд лишил его возможности занимать
государственные должности. И хотя атмосферу омрачал «Панамагейт» и
документы, в котором фигурировали счета оффшорных компаний,
предположительно принадлежавших членам семьи Шарифа, решение суда
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касалось гораздо более пустого обвинения в сокрытии информации о
потенциальном доходе от некоей фирмы в Дубаи. Способен ли Шариф
вернуться еще раз? Подобное развитие событий обеспокоило экспертов всего
мира, следящих за становлением пакистанской демократии, ведь такая
вероятность номинально сохраняется.
Были ли судебный приговор лишь прикрытием для действий армии? Это
вполне реально для Пакистана, где судебная власть неоднократно
обращалась к «доктрине о необходимости», легитимируя все перевороты,
осуществляемые генералами. Объединенная следственная группа по делу
Шарифа включала в себя членов военной разведки (MI) и межведомственной
разведки (ISI). Однако использование судебной власти для выведения из
игры демократически избранных премьер-министров, не такой уж и старый
прием. В прошлый рай раз Юсеф Раза Гилани был отправлен в отставку
Верховным Судом в 2012 году по обвинению в неуважении к суду. Премьерминистров снимали и раньше — фактически ни один из них не завершил
своего срока — но это делалось через аппарат Президента. Армия же была
неизменным фактором.
Этот случай едва ли был связан с коррупцией: это было понятно с
самого начала. Один из судей во время слушания съязвил, сравнив семью
Шарифа с мафией из «Крестного отца» Марио Пьюзо. В конце концов,
обвинение Шарифу было предъявлено по закону, принятому во время
правления генерала Зии уль-Хака. В случае с Гилани поводом также
послужила коррупция, но тогда процесс пошел обходным путем. Гилани был
обвинен в отказе исполнять постановление суда по поводу дела о коррупции
в отношении президента Асифа Али Зардари.
Обвинения в коррупции и покупке недвижимости в Великобритании
легли в основу обвинения премьер-министра Беназир Бхутто со стороны
президента Фарука Легари в 1996 году. Верховный Суд, как по команде,
поддержал решение об отставке. Это не значит, что пакистанские политики
кристально чисты. Напротив, государственные посты активно используются
чиновниками для личной выгоды. И вряд ли кто-то мог поручиться за
недостоверность сведений в отношении семей Шарифы или Бхутто-Зардари.
Но факт остается фактом: обвинения в коррупции выстраиваются против
партии власти, что играет на руку армии. И, как верно отметила
исследователь Аиша Сиккика, армию чиновников, извлекающую
максимальную выгоду из неконтролируемых денежных потоков, никто
никогда не трогает.
Невозможно, чтобы отставка Шарифа состоялась без зеленого сигнала
со стороны армии. Впрочем, назвать такое развитие событий «мягким» или
«судебным переворотом» было бы преувеличением. Что же касается
контроля армии над всеми уровнями власти, то он остается неизменным. В то
время как Шариф получил свой мандат в 2013, уже в 2014 армия показала
ему его место. Бывший игрок в крикет, пришедший в политику, Имран Хан и
религиозный деятель Тахир-уль-Кадри были использованы в качестве
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провокаторов протестов, с которыми Наваз Шариф не смог справиться без
помощи армии, а именно тогдашнего главнокомандующего Рахиля Шарифа.
С тех пор армия регулярно по кусочку отбирала полномочия у гражданского
правительства, без особых претензий со стороны Наваза Шарифа.
Внешняя политика — не только в отношении Индии и Афганистана —
практически полностью контролируется армией. Шарифа заставили
отказаться от его намерения предать суду бывшего диктатора Первеза
Мушаррафа (президент страны с 2001 по 2008 год, пришедший к власти в
результате военного переворота — прим. ред.). Пакистанская армия
наложила вето на идею Шарифа решить проблему «Техрик-и-Талибан»
(террористическая исламистская организация, действующая на территории
Пакистана — прим. ред.) посредством диалога. В рамках операции «Зарб-еАзб» (военная наступательная операция пакистанской армии против
исламистских группировок, начавшаяся 15 июня 2014 года — прим. ред.)
армия усилила свое влияние почти во всех провинциях Пакистана.
Исключением не стала и родная провинция Шарифа — Пенджаб. Армия
смогла создать военные суды для рассмотрения дел, касающихся терроризма.
Даже выбор последнего военоначальника, Камара Джаведа Баджва, не был
обусловлен амбициями установить контроль над армией, как это было с
выбором «Мухаджира» в 1998 году в Мушаррафе.
Вопрос в том: почему же Шариф должен был уйти, если он итак
настолько урезан в своих полномочиях? Четкого ответа нет. Возможно,
армия, хочет еще больше снизить авторитет премьер-министра. Шехбаз
Шариф, младший брат Наваза Шарифа, назначенный им в качестве
преемника, не считается амбициозной фигурой, хотя он и не намерен
отходить от линии Наваза Шарифа. В случае его дальнейшей отставки это
будет снова совместная игра пристрастных судей и армии. В любом случае
армия сохраняет способность удерживать или сместить любого нового
претендента на власть — будь то Шехбаз Шариф сейчас или Хан позже.
Очевидно, что свержение Наваза Шарифа никоим образом не укрепит
демократию в Пакистане и не поможет решить проблему коррупции.
Новые министерства, ведомства созданы для ускорения экономического
роста (после отставки Наваз Шарифа).
New ministries, divisions created for speedy implementation of economic
policies
Mubarak Zeb Khan. Dawn, August 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349605/newministries-divisions-created-for-speedy-implementation-of-economic-policies

ISLAMABAD: In a major development on Friday, Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi created new ministries and divisions, as well as reconsolidated the
functioning of three existing ministries to improve governance and implementation
of economic policies.
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An official source said the new federal ministries were created to
accommodate new ministers.
The new ministries and constituent divisions were created under the
provisions of Rule 3 of the Rules of Business, 1973.
An official source told Dawn that reorganisation of economic ministries to
improve coordination within different divisions was long overdue. The World
Bank had also recommended the reorganisation, especially in the Ministry of
Water and Power, the source added.
According to the decision, the prime minister has created a new Federal
Ministry of Energy, with two constituent divisions — Power Division and
Petroleum Division.
Another new federal ministry has been created with the name of Ministry of
Water Resources with one constituent division — Water Resource Division.
The water and power ministry has been done away with, petroleum ministry
reorganised into a division
As per the decision, the existing Water and Power Ministry has been
dismantled by creating a separate Power Division and transferred its businesses to
be looked after by the federal energy minister.
The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources has been converted into
Petroleum Division. However, those departments of the petroleum ministry which
deal with power production will be placed under the Power Division.
The water issues and subordinate departments will fall under the division of
water resources.
A federal secretary is the principle accounting officer of each division.
According to the source, the new divisions were created on the model
currently in practice in Turkey and India.
―This will help the government to improve coordination in power production
and installation of new power projects as well,‖ the source said.
The move will also help accelerate the implementation of power projects
under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, he added.
A new Federal Ministry of Commerce and Textile has been created with two
constituent divisions — Commerce Division and Textile Division. Accordingly,
the current business of the two existing divisions of commerce and textile industry
shall be placed under the new ministry.
In 2013, the two divisions were created and placed under one minister.
However, in 2014 the two divisions were separated and made full-fledged
ministries. There was a full-fledged commerce minister while the Ministry of
Textile Industry was under the administrative control of prime minister since
March 2015.
To adjust new ministers, the prime minister has also created three new
ministries and their constituent divisions.
As per decision, Ministry of Statistics has been created with one constituent
division — Statistics Division; Ministry of Privatisation, with one constituent
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division — Privatisation Division; and Ministry of Narcotics Control, with one
constituent division — Narcotics Control Division.
Accordingly, the residual ministries will now be named as the Ministry of
Finance, Revenue and Economic Affairs, comprising three divisions — Finance
Division, Revenue Division and Economic Affairs Division; and Ministry of
Interior, comprising the Interior Division only.
Another ministry was created namely Ministry of Postal Services, with one
constituent division — Postal Services Division.
The business of the existing Communications Division to the extent of postal
services shall be transferred to the new division while residual business shall
remain with it.
The Cabinet Division will take further action immediately to implement the
prime minister‘s orders.
Сформировано новое правительство Пакистана
PM Abbasi's cabinet takes oath
Dawn. 4.08.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349562/pm-abbasis-cabinet-takes-oath

Members of the new federal cabinet took oath at a ceremony organised at the
Presidency in Islamabad on Friday morning.
President Mamnoon Hussain administered the oath to 46 members of Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi's cabinet comprising mostly old faces but with
some reshuffled portfolios.
The cabinet is comprised of 28 federal ministers and 18 state ministers.
The names of the cabinet members and their portfolios were finalised by PM
Abbasi after six-hour-long consultations with his predecessor Nawaz Sharif and
Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif in Murree on Thursday.
Khawaja Muhammad Asif will serve as the country‘s new foreign minister
whereas Ahsan Iqbal will be in charge of the key interior ministry in the
government of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Radio Pakistanreported.
Ishaq Dar will continue as finance minister whereas Pervez Malik will be the
new minister for commerce in place of Khurram Dastagir Khan, who will take
charge of the defence ministry.
Saad Rafique will retain his post as minister of railways.
Daniyal Aziz from Narowal, Talal Chaudhry from Faisalabad, Arshad
Leghari from Rahim Yar Khan and Junaid Anwar Chaudhry from Toba Tek Singh
are among the newcomers in the cabinet.
Marriyum Aurangzeb, Zahid Hamid and Dr Tariq Fazal Chaudhry are
expected to retain their previous portfolios. Hamid was law minister and
Aurangzeb minister of state for information in the previous cabinet of the ousted
prime minister Nawaz Sharif. She had replaced Pervez Rashid. Tariq Fazal was in
charge of the Capital Administration and Development Division.
PMl-N's information secretary Mushahidullah Khan returned to the cabinet as
minister of climate change. He had been expelled by Sharif for issuing a
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controversial statement accusing the ISI of sponsoring the Pakistan Tehreek-Insaf‘s
sit-in in 2014.
The PML-N had been deliberating over membership of the new cabinet over
the past few days, as well as its contender for the upcoming NA-120 by-poll for the
seat left vacant by ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif.
The federal cabinet was dissolved after Sharif stepped down following
a landmark Supreme Court ruling on the Panama Papers case.
The court in its July 28 verdict concluded that Sharif had been 'dishonest' by
not declaring in his nomination papers for the 2013 General Election ─ as required
under Section 12(2)(f) of the Representation of the People Act (ROPA), 1976 ─ a
salary of 10,000 dirhams receivable as chairman of the board of Dubai-based
company Capital FZE owned by his son Hassan Nawaz.
Following the prime minister's ouster, PML-N leader Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
was nominated as the party's choice for interim prime minister. He was elected
premier by MNAs on Tuesday, and took oath on the same day.
Abbasi, in his maiden speech to the National Assembly following his election,
put forward his vision to improve the socio-economic conditions and security
situation in the country, showing that he has some personal ambitions apart from
PML-N guidelines.
"I am the country‘s prime minister. If I am here for 45 days, I will do 45 years
of work in this time," he promised.
США намерены работать вместе с Аббаси
US vows to work with Abbasi
The Nation. August 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/02-Aug-2017/usvows-to-work-with-abbasi

ISLAMABAD - The United States on Tuesday vowed to work with the new
Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, for a democratic Pakistan.
In a statement issued here by the US embassy, American Ambassador David
Hale congratulated Prime Minister Abbasi on his election by the National
Assembly. ―We look forward to working with him to advance our shared interests
in a secure, democratic, peaceful, and prosperous Pakistan and region,‖ the envoy
said in his message.
Earlier in the day, Abbasi was elected as the new premier, replacing Nawaz
Sharif who was disqualified by the Supreme Court last week.
Abbasi, who will hold the office for around two months, secured 221 votes.
Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP)‘s Naveed Qamar received 47 votes, while
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s candidate Sheikh Rashid Ahmed got 33 votes.
Only four votes were cast for Jamaat-e-Islami‘s Sahabzada Tariqullah.
Shehbaz Sharif, brother of ousted premier Nawaz Sharif will contest by-polls
in September and would be eventually elected as the premier for the remaining
term of Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) in the government until June 2018.
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In 2013, Nawaz Sharif had won 224 votes from the lower house when he was
elected as the prime minister.
In the recent past, the Pak-US ties have been tense.
The tension started last year, when the US refused to share the price of the F16 jets that were to be sold to Pakistan and it reached its peak when Afghan
Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansour was killed in Balochistan in a US drone
strike. Pakistan protested against the extension of drone attacks but the US refused
to budge an inch.
Washington has also showed its tilt towards India on international issues.
This month, Pentagon withheld $50 million to be paid under the Coalition
Support Fund (CSF) to Pakistan. The US Defence Secretary, Jim Mattis, said at a
meeting of the Congress defence committees that he was unable to verify
Pakistan‘s efforts against the Haqqani group.
Islamabad said that Pakistan would not give up its right to the CSF and
convince the US to release the funds as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, on Tuesday, US embassy spokesperson Fleur Cown held a
farewell reception for the Pakistani journalists here. She introduced the new
spokesperson, Richard W Snelsire, to the journalists.
Cown and other members of the media team will leave Pakistan this week
after completing their terms and will be replaced by Snelsire, Melanie L Bonner
and others.
Китай готов работать с новым премьером Пакистана над развитием
отношений.
http://kareliyanews.ru/kitaj-gotov-rabotat-s-novym-premerom-pakistana-nad-razvitiemotnoshenij/. 03.08.2017.

Китай готов работать с новым премьер-министром Пакистана Шахидом
Хаканом Аббаси над продвижением всестороннего стратегического
сотрудничества двух стран, заявил официальный представитель МИД КНР
Гэн Шуан.
«Китай горячо поздравляет господина Аббаси со вступлением
в должность
премьер-министра
Пакистана,
под его
руководством
правительство Пакистана продолжит отстаивать единство страны
и стабильность, а также работать над продвижением экономического
и социального
развития», —
говорится
в заявлении
дипломата,
опубликованном на сайте внешнеполитического ведомства КНР. Гэн Шуан
подчеркнул, что «Китай готов сотрудничать с Пакистаном, чтобы сохранить
тенденцию стремительного развития пакистано-китайских отношений
и совместно
продвигать
строительство
китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора, а также развивать и углублять наше всестороннее
стратегическое партнерство».
Избранный премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси 1 августа
принес присягу президенту страны Мамнуну Хуссейну и официально
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вступил в должность. Он был назначен на пост главы правительства
большинством голосов. Аббаси сменил Наваза Шарифа, лидера партии
Пакистанская мусульманская лига (Н), которого на прошлой неделе
Верховный суд отстранил от власти по итогам антикоррупционного
расследования. Как Аббаси заявлял ранее, состав правительства будет
сформирован по итогам консультаций руководства правящей партии.
Аббаси будет занимать пост временно — около полутора месяцев, —
пока в парламент страны в ходе довыборов не изберется преемник Наваза
Шарифа, его младший брат Шехбаз Шариф. Такая схема передачи власти
была согласована руководством ПМЛ (Н) и одобрена лично опальным
премьером в прошлую субботу. Сам Шехбаз Шариф в настоящее время
является главой правительства провинции Пенджаб. Чтобы иметь
возможность стать премьер-министром, он должен стать депутатом
Национального собрания.
Армия считает, что демократия в Пакистане развивается
Democracy progressing, says COAS
The Nation. August 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Aug-2017/democracyprogressing-says-coas

Islamabad - Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa has said that the
democracy is progressing in the country.
General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Tuesday attended the oath-taking ceremony
of newly-elected Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi at the Aiwan-i-Sadr,
where he also interacted with the guests. When asked by a journalist as to how
does he see the democratic process, the army chief replied: "Democracy is
progressing; it is a good thing."
Politicians, parliamentarians, services chiefs and diplomats attended the oathtaking ceremony.
Among those who attended the ceremony were Speaker National Assembly,
Governors of Punjab, Sindh, KP, Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan, President and
Prime Minister of Azad Jammu & Kashmir, Chief Ministers of Balochistan and
Gilgit-Baltistan, Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee, Services Chiefs,
Parliamentarians, senior politicians, diplomats and high level civil officials. The
entire swearing-in ceremony of the office of the prime minister was administered
in the national language.
Шахбаз Шариф считает целесообразным оставаться Главным министром
Панджаба, а не становиться премьер-министром Пакистана
Shehbaz Sharif advised to stay put in Punjab
Rameez Khan. August 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1472027/shehbaz-sharifadvised-stay-put-punjab/

LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is likely to suggest to the
PML-N chief and former prime minister Nawaz Sharif to reconsider his decision to
get him (Shehbaz) elected as the next prime minister of Pakistan and to allow him
to continue working as chief minister of Punjab.
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After the apex court on July 28 disqualified prime minister Nawaz Sharif for
hiding assets in his nomination papers for 2013 polls, Nawaz had named his
younger brother, Shahbaz, as his successor during the PML-N‘s parliamentary
party meeting.
However, as Shehbaz must first enter parliament by contesting the seat left
vacant by Nawaz, the party had decided to elected Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the
former petroleum minister, as a stop-gap prime minister.
WhatsApp enforcer: Shehbaz to bring new style to premiership
However, well-placed sources in the party told The Express Tribune that
Shehbaz has been advised by senior party leaders from Punjab against taking the
‗risky decision‘ of contesting by-election at NA-120 seat, where he is likely to face
a tough competition from the PTI candidate.
The leaders believe that an adverse outcome of the by-election scheduled for
September 10 could damage the party position in the upcoming 2018 general
elections.
―The CM has been advised to remain in his stronghold of Punjab that would
suffer greatly if he is elevated to premiership,‖ said a PML-N leader, while
requesting anonymity.
He said Shehbaz had done a great deal of work administratively and
politically. ―Anyone succeeding him may be able to handle administrative matters
with his (Shehbaz‘s) oversight; however he won‘t be able to handle political
dynamics this close to the general elections,‖ he added.
Another leader said Nawaz Sharif would continue to work as a de facto PM
and right now only a dummy prime minister was needed for which Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi will fit the bill.
―Shehbaz is told he would waste himself in Islamabad in a post where he will
only be taking orders from Nawaz,‖ he said.
CM calls Imran ‗conspirator‘ against prosperity
He said if this followed through, Shehbaz would eventually have to select a
dummy CM to handle matters of Punjab from Islamabad. ―What is the need then
of having a dummy PM and a dummy CM. It would be a far better option to let
Shehbaz stay in Lahore rather than sending him to Islamabad.‖
Source said Nawaz Sharif might have nominated Shehbaz in view of his
rapport with ‗certain institutions‘ However, they said, Shehbaz and Chaudary Nisar
were already handling matters with those certain institutions in their own
capacities.
They said Shehabz had agreed with these suggestions and shared almost the
same opinion. However, the CM won‘t be able to take this decision on his own that
is why he is expected to talk to Nawaz Sharif in the coming days, they said, adding
that ultimately it would be Nawaz Sharif‘s decision.
Another source who had earlier claimed that Shehbaz would resign this week
told The Express Tribune on Tuesday that political dynamics had changed now so
noting could be said as yet.
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Talking to The Express Tribune, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah
admitted that he had also advised the CM not to disturb Punjab‘s politics and
government by assuming the charge of PM. He said several mega projects were
near completion and the CM‘s absence would hamper the pace of work needed to
complete the projects before elections.
―Punjab government has progressed at an unprecedented pace, under the
leadership of Shehbaz Sharif. After the unfortunate incident [of the PM‘s ouster],
there is no need to allow instability to seep into Punjab with a change in
command,‖ he added.
He said Nawaz Sharif had ruled for over four years and the remaining few
months would be a continuation of his policy.
―I have given my opinion to the CM but it is up to him whether he considers it
or not. If he is elevated as premier then the party will nominate as CM whoever it
deems appropriate,‖ he added.
Агентство «Моди» выражает обеспокоенность по поводу дальнейшей
политики Пакистана.
Moody‘s expresses fears about continuity of policies
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn, August 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349081/moodysexpresses-fears-about-continuity-of-policies

ISLAMABAD: The New York-based credit rating agency Moody‘s on
Tuesday expressed fears that Nawaz Sharif‘s disqualification as a member of
parliament in the Panama Papers case could pose risks to continuity of policies in
Pakistan and might impact adversely on its rating.
―If heightened political uncertainty and strife among the various branches of
government disrupt the administration‘s economic and fiscal agenda,
macroeconomic stability and the government‘s access to external finance could be
impaired, weighing on Pakistan‘s credit profile,‖ the agency said.
A ridiculously expensive accountability
Investigations into the financial affairs of Nawaz Sharif and his family
followed the 2015 publication of Panama Papers, which disclosed his children‘s
vast and previously unreported wealth. The Supreme Court‘s ruling in the case
included an instruction for the National Accountability Bureau to initiate further
investigations in the case.
―High domestic political risk [is] embedded in Pakistan‘s credit profile,‖ said
Moody‘s and explained that the probability of political events that could affect
sovereign credit profile was high and that such events would have a large impact
on policymaking and thereby on the economy and the government‘s access to
finance.
Implementation of CPEC likely to be slow, says rating agency
Pakistan‘s politics has long been ‗characterised‘ by military coups and strife
between the executive, judiciary and military. The persistence of heightened
political risk has weakened government effectiveness and its control over
corruption.
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Following the country‘s first democratic transfer of power in 2013, when his
party secured an absolute electoral majority, it appeared that Mr Sharif might
become the first civilian prime minister in the country‘s history to complete a full
five-year term.
―His ouster now could trigger another period of political instability,
undermining Pakistan‘s ability to address pressing domestic economic challenges,
bolster investor confidence and attract external financial support from official
creditors and donors,‖ Moody‘s said.
Talking about uncertainty regarding policy continuity beyond Mr Sharif‘s
immediate succession, the rating agency said some political continuity would be
maintained in the near term as Mr Sharif had announced that his brother Shahbaz
would replace him as prime minister and standard bearer of the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz.
Shahbaz Sharif has been serving as the chief minister of Punjab and has
overseen several high-profile development projects. Prior to becoming prime
minister he must step down as chief minister and get elected to the National
Assembly on the seat vacated by his brother. In the meantime, Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi will serve as the prime minister.
Given the PML-N‘s strong support in Punjab and Shahbaz‘s popularity as
chief minister, his victory in the by-election appears highly likely.
However, with the next general election due by August next year, the change
in PML-N leadership and the ongoing investigations into the financial affairs of the
Sharif family could disrupt the policymaking process and economic reforms.
―Credit implications depend on impact on government reforms [and] access to
external finance. We expect domestic political risk to continue to constrain
Pakistan‘s credit profile in the near and medium term, due to both recent events
and the country‘s longstanding history of domestic security challenges, disruptive
politics and military coups.
―The extent to which these events detract from economic and fiscal
policymaking, and reduce government effectiveness in general, will ultimately
determine their impact on Pakistan‘s credit profile. Under Nawaz Sharif‘s
leadership, in September 2016, Pakistan completed a three-year International
Monetary Fund [IMF] Extended Fund Facility programme that helped to stabilise
the economy,‖ said the US-based agency.
―Through its reforms, the government reduced the fiscal deficit, introduced
more rigorous inflation management, and rebuilt foreign exchange reserves. More
recently, fiscal consolidation has slowed, reserves have declined anew, and
external pressures have started to build. ―Continued government commitment to
policies that preserve macroeconomic stability gains and advance fiscal
consolidation would limit future widening of the twin deficits, supporting
Pakistan‘s creditworthiness. Conversely, slippage from such commitments would
exert negative pressure on the credit profile.‖
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In addition to the IMF programme, Nawaz Sharif oversaw a major expansion
of Pakistan‘s economic relationship with China through the launch of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project in 2015.
The CPEC is a large package of Chinese investment projects with the
potential to transform Pakistan‘s economy by relieving supply-side constraints to
growth through investment in power generation and transport infrastructure. If
implemented as planned, CPEC would lift Pakistan‘s potential GDP growth
significantly and catalyse higher private-sector investments and exports.
―However, security-related issues and Pakistan‘s weak track record of public
project implementation suggest that the pace of execution will be relatively slow.
Moving forward, continued support for the CPEC project across all branches of
government will be critical to its success and full implementation,‖ said Moody‘s.
Игра престолов по-пакистански
"Русский
pakistanski.html

Мир".

1.08.2017.

http://rusmir.su/world/93887-igra-prestolov-po-

Позиции военных традиционно сильны в пакистанской политике, а
среди них самих сильны проамериканские и отчасти просаудовские
настроения.
В первый день августа Пакистан должен получить нового главу
правительства. Правда, «новым» его можно будет называть чисто формально,
потому что он, скорее всего, будет носить ту же фамилию, что и
отстраненный от власти Наваз Шариф. Вашинтонский след очень явно
прослеживается в этих событиях, случившихся менее чем через два месяца
после вступления страны в ШОС. Именно сейчас там очень сильны
настроения наступить на хвост китайскому дракону и на лапу русскому
медведю, тем более, если подворачивается случай сделать это одновременно
Касты и династии не мешают борьбе с коррупцией, но...
Обстановка в Пакистане в конце прошлой недели обострилась до
предела. С поста главы правительства ушел, вернее, был вынужден уйти
Наваз Шариф. Верховный суд признал обвинения в коррупции в адрес
Шарифа обоснованными и сместил его. Во вторник Национальная ассамблея
(парламент) должна выбрать нового премьер-министра, который будет
возглавлять кабинет до следующих парламентских выборов, намеченных на
2018 год. Масла в огонь недовольства добавляет и то, что временно
исполнять обязанности премьера, скорее всего, будет брат смещенного
Шарифа. В Пакистане и в XXI веке сохраняется жесткое расслоение
общества по кастам. Связи и родство играют в политике основополагающую
роль. Страной правят политические династии. Наиболее яркие представители
— те же Шарифы, а также Бхутто, доминировавшие в политической жизни
страны более четырех десятилетий. Власть до сих пор зачастую передается
от отца сыну (дочери), от брата брату и т. д.
Эту систему отчасти уравновешивает то, что смещение самых
высокопоставленных политиков по обвинениям в коррупции не редкость, а
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норма. Достаточно сказать, что за 70 лет независимости ни одному
пакистанскому премьер-министру не удалось до конца отработать
положенный по конституции срок. Наваз Шариф — один из самых
авторитетных и опытных политиков в стране. Он четыре раза руководил
национальным кабинетом министров и дважды возглавлял правительство
провинции Пенджаб, считающейся главной опорой власти семейства
Шарифов. Однако пережить нынешний скандал несмотря на весь свой опыт и
политическую изворотливость не сумел и он.
Имя как самого Навала, так и его ближайших родственников часто
встречалось в так называемых Панамских бумагах, списке оффшорных
счетов и активов политиков разных стран, обнародованных журналистами в
прошлом году. Созданная Верховным судом комиссия почти год
расследовала обвинения в адрес Наваза Шарифа и в конце концов пришла к
выводу, что он виновен в коррупции. В частности, ему вменяется в вину то,
что он не раскрыл источник дохода, благодаря которому его семья купила в
Лондоне роскошные квартиры, выходящие на Гайд-парк.
Верховный суд в минувшую пятницу не только отстранил Наваза от
должности премьера и поставил жирный крест на его долгой политической
карьере, навсегда запретив занимать выборные должности, но и постановил
начать уголовное расследование обвинений в коррупции. Причем, не только
самого бывшего премьера, но и членов его семьи: сыновей Хуссейна и
Хасана, дочери Мариам Наваз, которую многие в Пакистане считают
политической наследницей Шарифа, и ее мужа Мухаммада Сафдара Авана.
Следователей также интересует его брат Шабаз, нынешний главный министр
Пенджаба и наиболее вероятный кандидат на пост временного премьера.
Вместе с Навазом Верховный суд отстранил от должности, кстати, и
министра финансов Исхака Дара, тоже родственника Шарифа.
...борьба с коррупцией не мешает ей процветать
В свое оправдание Наваз Шариф может, пожалуй, сказать, что воруют и
берут взятки в Пакистане все. К слову, бывший крикетист, а ныне лидер
оппозиции Имран Хан и лидер Пакистанской народной партии (РРР), вдовец
Беназир Бхутто, Азиф Али Зардари тоже обвиняются в коррупции и
отмывании денег. Не удивительно, что в последнем Рейтинге восприятия
коррупции организации Transparency International Пакистан занимает 117-е
из 168 мест. Наваз Шариф покинул пост премьер-министра, но остался
лидером правящей «Пакистанской мусульманской лиги-Наваз» (PML-N),
которой принадлежит в 342-местной Национальной ассамблее 188 мест. Это
позволит ему, по мнению наблюдателей, и после выборов временного
премьера сохранить контроль над деятельностью правительства. Учитывая,
что у партии Шарифа большинство не только в центральном, но и в
провинциальных парламентах, проблем с избранием на вакантное место
главы правительства его выдвиженца, младшего брата Шабаза, скорее всего
не возникнет.
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Правда, для этого Навазу Шарифу необходимо убедить в правильности
такого выбора однопартийцев в Нацассамблее. Говорить, что в партии
существует оппозиция лидеру, будет преувеличением. Однако несколько
настораживающих моментов есть. Во-первых, по популярности и авторитету
65-летний Шабаз значительно уступает старшему брату; а во-вторых, немало
членов PML-N недовольны тем, что Наваз Шариф при назначениях на посты
в правительстве отдал предпочтение не членам партии, а родственникам.
Спокойствие не наступит, останется ли рост?
Можно прогнозировать, что даже в случае избрания новым премьерминистром Шабаза Шарифа спокойствие в стране наступит едва ли. Как
обычно во времена политических потрясений, много будет зависеть от
пакистанской армии, которая большую часть новейшей истории Пакистана
доминировала в политической жизни. Не стоит забывать и оппозицию,
которая обвиняет Шарифа в создании политической династии. Лидер
оппозиции Имран Хан назвал возможное избрание Шабаза Шарифа формой
монархии. Его партия «Техрик-е-Инсаф» (Движение за справедливость) (PTI)
организовывала и возглавляла уличные протесты. В воскресенье в
Исламабаде прошел многотысячный митинг с танцами и песнями, на
котором оппозиция праздновала смещение премьера. Наваз Шариф обвинил
в своей отставке политических врагов. Выступая перед сторонниками в
воскресенье вечером, он заявил, что его партия несмотря на козни
недоброжелателей продолжит курс на развитие экономики Пакистана. В
качестве доказательства своей эффективности он, кстати, привел быстрые
темпы ее роста. При Шарифе рост пакистанской экономики достиг почти 5%
в год и правительство обещало довести его до 7% в 2018 году. В Исламабаде
надеются, что такой высокий рост даст толчок частному сектору, который
сейчас играет крайне маленькую роль в развитии страны; уменьшит
безработицу и создаст серьезную альтернативу экстремизму, что особенно
важно для молодежи.
Опорная процинция Шарифов, Пенджаб играет ведущую роль в
экономике страны. По некоторым данным, ее доля в ВВП Пакистана
составляла в 2000 году 54,7 % и 59 % в 2010-м. Здесь выращивается более
половины сахарного тростника в стране, являющегося одной из основных
сельскохозяйственных культур Пакистана, чья экономика в очень
значительной мере является аграрной. Тут же производится львиная доля
удобрений и 90 процентов бумаги.
Чья интрига?
Есть веские основания усматривать в пакистанских событиях не только
внутреннюю, но и внешнюю интригу. Russian.rt.com отмечает, что дело в
отношении Наваза Шарифа более года рассматривалось в Верховном суде
после публикации тех самых «Панамских досье». RT цитирует политолога из
Бангладеш Ахмед Раджив, который говорит, что после того, как долгие годы
Пакистан был одним из главных союзников США в регионе, именно при
Навазе Шарифе он начал сближаться с Китаем и Россией.
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В июне 2017 года Пакистан вместе с Индией присоединился к ШОС на
саммите этой организации в Астане в июне 2017 года. По мнению аналитика
из Бангладеш, раскручивание коррупционного скандала вокруг премьерминистра Пакистана имеет в первую очередь политическую подоплѐку.
Вообще говоря, это выглядит как прямое и непосредственное наказание за
присоединение к ШОС. Нужно добавить, что Китай отводит Пакистану очень
важное место в свом евразийском проекте «Один пояс — один путь».
По словам Ахмеда Раджива: «Те, кто отвечают в США за процесс
принятия решений, очень вероятно, стремятся сменить режим в Пакистане
для того, чтобы дестабилизировать страну, чтобы, в свою очередь, подорвать
проект Китайско-пакистанского экономического коридора и сближение
России с Пакистаном».
Кроме того, у семьи Шарифа прочные связи с правящей верхушкой
Катара, в то время как последний рассорился недавно с союзником
американцев в регионе - Саудовской Аравией и другими арабскими
государствами. Именно Катар дал объяснения тому, каким легальным
образом у семьи Наваза Шарифа появилась лондонская недвижимость,
которая фигурирует в коррупционном деле.
Есть и ряд других фактов, говорящих о том, что не коррупция как
таковая стала причиной оставки Наваза Шарифа. Но, судя по тому, что
премьеом становится его брат, новая фаза игры престолов по пакистански
только началась.
Временным премьер-министром Пакистана избран Шахид Хаккан
Аббаси
НГ. 2.08.2017. http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-08-02/6_7042_pakistan.html

Бывший министр нефти и природных ресурсов Шахид Хаккан Аббаси
избран временным премьер-министром. Решение принято большинством
голосов депутатов Национальной ассамблеи. Вместе с Аббаси,
представлявшим правящую партию «Пакистанская мусульманская лига»
(фракция Наваза), на пост претендовали кандидаты от оппозиционных
Пакистанской народной партии и «Движения за справедливость», а также
религиозной партии «Джамаат-э-Ислами». Хаккан Аббаси будет исполнять
обязанности главы кабмина в течение 45 дней. Cтолько времени, как
ожидается, понадобится младшему брату и официальному преемнику
бывшего премьера Наваза Шарифа Шахбазу Шарифу, чтобы, отказавшись от
должности главного министра провинции Пенджаб и депутатского мандата в
ее законодательной ассамблее, принять участие в довыборах в
Нацассамблею, после чего его кандидатура как премьера будет вынесена на
голосование. Прежний кабинет министров ушел в отставку вечером 28 июля
вместе с премьер-министром Навазом Шарифом, которого Верховный суд
утром того же дня признал не соответствующим занимаемой должности в
связи с обвинением в коррупции.
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Аббаси стал временным премьер-министром
Abbasi likely to retain Nawaz‘s ministers
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1472033/abbasi-likely-retain-nawazs-ministers/

2.08.2017.

ISLAMABAD: The newly-elected Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi is
likely to retain all those ministers who had served under Nawaz Sharif, with the
exception of a few.
Former interior minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan is unlikely to rejoin the
cabinet under the leadership of the ‗interim‘ prime minister.
Other members of the cabinet are expected to take oath with the same
portfolios they were holding till Friday when Nawaz Sharif was disqualified by the
Supreme Court as prime minister and his cabinet stood dissolved.
According to sources in the PML-N, Nisar may rejoin the cabinet, but only
after a ‗regular‘ prime minister – most likely Shehbaz Sharif – takes charge for the
rest of the ruling party‘s tenure till June 2018.
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi takes oath as PM
As a makeshift arrangement, the additional charge of the interior ministry can
be assigned to Muhammad Baligh-ur-Rehman, who was minister of state for
interior in the previous cabinet or to former minister for states and frontier regions
(Safron) Abdul Qadir Baloch.
―The cabinet formed by Mian Sahib would function the same way, barring
one or two portfolios,‖ said a source, who is also expected to rejoin the cabinet.
Ishaq Dar, who remained one of the most powerful ministers in the ruling
camp, may resume his responsibilities as finance minister but his fate remains
uncertain owing to a reference moved in the National Accountability Bureau
(NAB) as ordered by the Supreme Court in the Panamagate case.
In case Dar does not rejoin the cabinet, Abbasi‘s government would be facing
a major challenge to pick a new finance minister.
Unlike the PM‘s ‗interim‘ cabinet, Shehbaz‘s future cabinet is expected to see
some major changes amid reports that he is inclined towards bringing his own team
of confidantes.
Some party circles believe Khawaja Asif and Dar, who reportedly don‘t enjoy
cordial terms with Shehbaz, may not be in his cabinet.
In bad taste: Shah Mehmood Qureshi refuses to shake hands with new PM
According to sources, Shehbaz who, unlike his elder brother, is known to be
on good terms with the security establishment may take certain steps to
‗accommodate‘ security bosses with the appointment of a ‗regular‘ defence
minister and foreign minister.
In the cabinet of elder Sharif, a regular defence minister was not appointed.
Instead, the defence ministry‘s additional charge was assigned to Asif, who is
known for his critical views about the security establishment.
This is said to be one of the key reasons of differences between the security
apparatus and the civil government since the latter came into power in June 2013.
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Moreover, reports often did rounds in the past that the security establishment
wanted Sharif to appoint a foreign minister which he did not.
The former prime minister assigned his close aides Sartaj Aziz and Tariq
Fatemi to run the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as PM‘s adviser on foreign affairs
and special assistant, respectively.
―I think Shehbaz would not adopt the practices his brother followed that
ended up in offending the power centres. He would be somewhat accommodating,‖
the PML-N source said.
In Punjab, the provincial cabinet is not either expected to see major changes
in the near future in case any of Rana Sanaullah, Hamza Shehbaz or Bilal Yasin is
appointed as chief minister.
However, in case Nisar is appointed to the top slot in the province, he may
make appointments as per his choice.
Currently, the four mentioned names are under consideration for the slot of
Punjab chief minister, according to sources.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah
neither confirmed nor denied that he was a candidate for chief minister. ―This
decision rests with the party. Whoever the party deems suitable for any position
shall be assigned the related responsibilities, accordingly.‖
Regarding the provincial cabinet and a possible reshuffle in the federal
cabinet under Shehbaz‘s command, Sanaullah said: ―At the federal level, I can‘t
say anything. He (Shehbaz) will have to settle down and make a few changes as
per his preferences. At the provincial level, I don‘t see anything like that. A cabinet
is already in place that is doing well.‖
Аббаси избран временным премьером с большим отрывом от остальных
претендентов
Abbasi elected PM with thumping majority
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. August 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Aug2017/abbasi-elected-pm-with-thumping-majority

Secures 221 votes in 342-member house.
PPP‘s Naveed Qamar bags 47.
PTI nominee Rashid 33
ISLAMABAD - PML-N‘s nominee, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, on Tuesday
defeated all his three rivals from the divided opposition, winning the election of
prime minister by securing 221 votes in the 342-member National Assembly.
Later, President Mamnoon Hussain administered the oath to the newly elected
Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, at an impressive and dignified ceremony
held at the Aiwan-e-Sadr.
PPP‘s Naveed Qamar secured 47 votes, AML chief Sheikh Rashid 33 and
Jamaat-e-Islami‘s Sahibzada Tariq Ullah only four votes. Both ANP‘s Ghulam
Ahmad Bilour and BNP‘s Essa Nori abstained from the voting process. Despite
being an opposition party, MQM lawmakers also cast votes in favour of PML-N
candidate.
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The election process was held amid heavy sloganeering, exchange of hot
words and verbal brawl between opposition and treasury lawmakers.
The National Assembly‘s house throughout the four-hour proceedings
witnessed rumpus as many moments came when the verbal brawl was feared to
convert into fist fight.
The eventful day also saw the photo session with Prime Minister-elect Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi by majority of treasury legislators even before the announcement
of results, taunts and teasing remarks for PM‘s contender Sheikh Rashid by the
government members and Chaudhary Nisar‘s conversation with over 20 members
of the ruling party for over 15 minutes. PML-N MNAs were also holding placards
with pictures of former PM Nawaz Sharif in the house.
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, in his maiden address as the prime minister, made
several hard pledges to the nation, including collection of taxes.
Amid repeated interruption during the speech, Abbasi also kept responding to
the comments and taunts from the opposition benches, unlike other prime ministers
of the country.
Abbasi, taking a sip of water from bottle, started his speech with thanks to
lawmakers from both sides of the aisle who cast votes in his favour and against. ―I
am grateful to you all for following the democratic process whether you voted for
or against me,‖ said Abbasi thrice wiping sweat from his forehead.
He pledged to introduce tax collection system with the support of his cabinet
members. ―It is a wrong perception that paying taxes is optional. If the cabinet
approves, I will set my sights on non-taxpayers,‖ he said.
About the tenure of interim PM (around 45 days), Abbasi said he would work
hard as the Prime minister of the country. ―I stay as PM for 45 days or 45 hours,
but would work for the country,‖ he said amid slogans of LNG scandal from
opposition side. ―Baita (son), I am ready to talk on LNG anytime,‖ he responded to
the opposition members from PTI.
The newly-elected PM said he would continue taking difficult decisions as he
promised to take action against private militias to provide security to citizens.
―There is no country in the world which allows licence of automatic guns for
citizens. Here, If you go outside the parliament right now, you will see private
guards carrying automatic guns,‖ he said.
A second PM from Potohar region (after Raja Pervaiz Ashraf) vowed to
eliminate loadshedding by November this year. About Nawaz Sharif, Abbasi said
various infrastructure and development projects initiated by his party‘s government
are examples of its commitment to the country‘s growth. ―In Pakistan‘s history,
power projects with the capacity to generate 17,000 megawatts have been
established. We have added 10,000MW to the system,‖ he said.
He also talked about focusing on agriculture, education and health services. ―I
am not an agriculturalist, but I feel agriculture is the backbone of the country,‖
Abbasi said and called for improvement in the higher education and need for a
national testing mechanism.
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About the SC verdict to disqualify Nawaz Sharif, the PM said the verdict on
the Panama case was accepted by his party although it was unprecedented. ―My
party did not challenge the courts,‖ he said, dispelling the impression that there
was any division in the PML-N.
He said everybody wants the prime minister‘s chair. ―Tell me who in this
house does not want to get this slot. Credit goes to PML-N that all party members
unanimously accepted the decision of the leadership,‖ he said. At the end of his
speech, he said the real prime minister of Pakistan is Nawaz Sharif and he will
return to the slot.
Soon after the announcement of PML-N‘s victory by NA Speaker Ayaz
Sadiq, the house echoed with the slogans in favour of Nawaz Sharif.
Naveed Qamar, PM‘s contender from PPP, advised the newly-elected prime
minister to consider parliament as a pivot of policies.
AML chief Sheikh Rashid, facing teasing remarks mainly from treasury
member Abid Sher Ali, congratulated the newly-elected prime minster. ―You (PM)
should have talked about foreign policy of the country in your speech,‖ he said,
accepting the challenge to debate the LNG scandal at any TV channel. Rashid
faced so much interruption that he seemingly preferred to wind up his speech when
saw the emotions of some treasury lawmakers. He was talking about the daughter
of former prime minister in the Panamagate when Abid Sher Ali and Capt (r)
Safdar asked him to her name with respect. ―If I was killed, my FIR should be
registered against Nawaz Sharif and his family,‖ he remarked.
PkMAP Chief Mehmood Achakzai said there was a need to respect the
constitution of the country. ―This is the time to seriously deliberate on the issue
related to the fate of prime ministers of the country,‖ he said, adding everyone,
including generals and judges, should respect the constitution of the country.
―We do not accept any general who doesn‘t follow the constitution of the
country,‖ he said. ―Without peace, this country cannot become an Asian tiger,‖ he
said, underlining need to respect the parliament and the constitution.
MQM‘ Farooq Sattar , on his turn, asked the Prime minister-elect to focus on
the largest city of the country (Karachi). ―There is a need of complete peace in the
country,‖ he said.
ANP‘s Ghulam Ahmed Bilour criticised the verdict of the Supreme Court on
the Panamagate. ―The decision was on an Iqama, not on corruption,‖ he said,
adding he abstained from voting in the process of election of PM.
The house saw thin presence of lawmakers (around 70) after the speech of the
prime minister. Even Shahid Khaqan Abbasi left the house during the speeches of
different party members. Imran Khan missed the important session.
На что реально влияет отставка Наваз Шарифа
The real impact of Nawaz Sharif‘s disqualification
Ravi
Singh.
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Express
Tribune.
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Most of the reactions on social media on the disqualification of former prime
minister Nawaz Sharif by the Supreme Court seemed to only focus on politics. For
a lot of people in the online Pakistani community, the concern was primarily the
corruption charges, and they cheered the decision of the Supreme Court.
While news and social media was busy, the markets started showing jitters. In
fact, ever since the investigation on Panama Papers scandal began the market took
a dip of 17 per cent. The KSE-100 had already seen a lot of volatility this year,
partly due to the listing of Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) in the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index.
What no one was talking about in the media was the long-term economic
impact of political instability. The incident reiterated once again that, rather than
the voters removing the Pakistani PM, judges, bureaucrats, the military
establishment and even assassinations have done that job. To say that the
international credit rating agencies, the IMF and the MSCI are not watching this
event closely is being too naïve.

Despite the PSX not getting the weightage that they wanted in MSCI-EM
Index (0.10 per cent rather than the expected 0.19 per cent), political stability, a
clean handover of the democratic reign from the Pakistan People‘s Party to the
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the ambitious plans/reforms
promised by this government, was the primary factor that drove the inclusion. It
was also the reason for the IMF to be cautiously ‗optimistic‘ about the country.
Pakistani economy for now is being propped up by a lot of debt. Whether it
was the multiple bailouts from the IMF or Chinese state-owned enterprises
investing through the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, Pakistan needs ‗at least‘
4-5 per cent of consistent GDP growth for the next two decades to tide over any
possibility of a mega-default.
Keeping aside the opinions on political parties, ideologies or political struggle
within Pakistan, what is worrisome is that if the nominated PM, Shehbaz Sharif,
faces similar scrutiny due to the Panama Papers case or any other case and is
weakened or worse removed before his term ends, there will be a backlash from
international investors. There may be a possibility that rating agencies might
downgrade Pakistan Government Bonds negatively impacting the ability of the
state to raise funds to bridge fiscal deficits.
Too much debt is a toxic mix with political instability, which will put pressure
on Pakistan‘s currency leading to more depreciation. The MSCI-EM might also
reduce their exposure to Pakistani stocks in their kitty, especially bank stocks.
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Chinese investments are a whole different ball game, as there is no public data
available on what rate of returns or sovereign guarantees the Pakistan government
has promised to their Chinese counterparts. It‘s difficult to comment that, but one
can safely guess it will be on the higher side.
There is no political party in the National Assembly, which can stand up to
the majority that the PML-N holds. Holding another elections and if it brings a
hung National Assembly that might trigger a market panic.
In short there are no real good choices. The best strategy will be to take the
least painful path. Pakistan‘s political leaders will have to be careful; they have too
much at stake to gamble.
Временный премьер Аббаси продолжит политику Наваз Шарифа
Nawaz policies to continue, says Abbasi
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. August 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/03-Aug2017/nawaz-policies-to-continue-says-abbasi

New PM to form cabinet in couple of days
ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi yesterday said
consultation on formation of the federal cabinet was underway and it would be in
place in the next couple of days.
He was talking to media persons after spending several hours in Murree at
two meetings – first with former PM Nawaz Sharif and second with the select
party parliamentarians to finalise the ruling PML-N strategy in the postdisqualification scenario.
Abbasi said Nawaz Sharif wanted to give the message that the party could
change the prime minister, but there would be no change in policies, particularly
the development agenda of the government.
Nawaz Sharif congratulated Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on assuming the office of
prime minister and directed him to further speed up work on the ongoing
development projects.
Nawaz Sharif expressed satisfaction over the number of votes cast in favour
of Shahid Khaqan Abbassi and hoped PML-N would move forward and
accomplish the development targets set for the last year of their term with unity
and cohesion.
In a one-on-one meeting which was later joined by Punjab Chief Minister
Shehbaz Sharif, the party‘s strategy on tackling post-Panama verdict scenario on
legal and political fronts was discussed. It was decided that the PML-N leaders
should project the party position and point of view on the disqualification of
Nawaz Sharif forcefully.
Sources in PML-N revealed it was decided in the select parliamentarians‘
meeting that the ministerial slots given to coalition partners would not be altered,
while majority of the cabinet ministers would almost remain the same. They
further said most likely JUI-F would be getting the portfolio of postal services
which is falling vacant after the election of Maulana Abdul Ghafoor Haideri as the
Senate deputy chairman.
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They said as some of former heavyweights in the cabinet like Nisar Ali Khan
and Ishaq Dar were reluctant to join the interim cabinet of Shahid Khaqan Abbasi,
the party leadership was facing difficulties in looking for their substitutes. Efforts
were, however, being made to convince these leaders. A senior party leader
confirmed Nisar Ali Khan and Ishaq Dar would not join the cabinet.
The sources said in case the party failed to bring in Ch Nisar Ali Khan, LtGen (r) Abdul Qayyum or Lt-Gen Abdul Qadir Baloch could be given the
portfolio. Similarly, Haroon Akhtar would likely to look after the Ministry of
Finance as adviser to the prime minister, they said.
The sources added efforts were still on to convince Ishaq Dar to continue
taking care of the finance ministry as he had quite effectively managed financial
issues, which was also acknowledged by Shahid Khaqan Abbasi in his maiden
speech as prime minister.
As Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi would keep the portfolio of
ministry of petroleum and natural resources with him, most likely the new cabinet
would have a full-fledged foreign minister. Previously, this portfolio was with the
then prime minister Nawaz Sharif.
Reportedly, the party is planning to also bring in a full-fledged defence
minister as earlier the portfolio was with Khawaja Muhammad Asif as an
additional charge.
Sources in the ruling PML-N informed The Nation that the chances of
bringing in some new faces in the cabinet was also under consideration as Nawaz
Sharif wanted to keep this cabinet till the culmination of the mandated term in June
next year.
Explaining the point, the sources said the party was taking time in the
finalisation of the cabinet because it was decided in the meeting held under the
chair of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif that even after Shahbaz Sharif‘s
taking over as prime minister after his victory in by-election from NA 120 in
September, the cabinet composition would remain the same.
Sources in the party affirmed some fresh faces from south and central Punjab
districts could be inducted to appease the dissidents who in the past had expressed
their serious reservations over the party‘s high-ups‘ indifference towards them.
As all disgruntled elements stand by the party in this difficult time, the party
leadership would definitely be accommodating some of them as state ministers,
advisers and special assistants, a source confirmed, adding those issues were
delaying the cabinet formation.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, after returning from Murree
Wednesday evening, drove straight to the Prime Minister‘s Office where he was
given briefing by the staff. He also disposed of some pending routine work.
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi also decided not to stay at the Prime Minister‘s House
and would continue living at his residence in the federal capital where the official
security and other staff had already been deputed.
In a media chat at Murree, Abbasi said he did not like protocol and wanted to
meet the people of his constituency, but could not do so for security reasons. He
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further said that as directed by Nawaz Sharif, they would further expedite work on
the ongoing development projects like motorways, power generation and other
development works.
Abbasi expressed his optimism that the ruling PML-N would return victorious
in next general elections on the basis of its performance.
Как будут избирать нового премьера
Here's how the next prime minister of Pakistan will be elected
Jahanzeb Hussain. Dawn. August 01, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1348772/hereshow-the-next-prime-minister-of-pakistan-will-be-elected

Following the ouster of PML-N leader Nawaz Sharif from the prime
minister's seat on July 28, the National Assembly will be voting for a new head of
government today, August 1.
On Saturday, the ruling PML-N unanimously nominated Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, who was until last week the minister for petroleum and natural resources,
as their candidate for the vacancy.
The party has nominated Abbasi as an 'interim' prime minister, who will
eventually pave the way for the current Chief Minister Punjab, Shahbaz Sharif, to
take over as Pakistan‘s chief executive.
Shahbaz Sharif will first have to win an election from a National Assembly
constituency, and he is likely to contest the one vacated by his outgoing brother. If
he is victorious, which is considered a foregone conclusion, he will take over from
Abbasi in the next couple of months.
The opposition parties, on the other hand, have failed to agree on a joint
candidate: each party in the Assembly has fielded its own nominee for the top
office. However, even if there was unanimity in the opposition, the chance of their
candidate getting elected is slim, since the majority of the seats in the Assembly
belong to the PML-N and the possibility of defections or dissenting votes from the
ranks of the ruling party is considered to be low.
How the prime minister will be elected
Pakistan‘s new prime minister will be elected by the National Assembly in
accordance with the Second Schedule of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of
Business in the National Assembly, 2007.
To be a candidate for prime minister, one has to be a Member of the National
Assembly (MNA). As the first step, the candidate has to be proposed for the
position of prime minister by any fellow MNA. The nomination then has to be
seconded by any another lawmaker. The candidate thus has to have a proposer and
a seconder.
Since Pakistan is an Islamic Republic, the head of government also has to be
of Muslim faith.
The nomination papers have to be filed to the Secretary the day before the
session, by 2pm. The nomination is assessed by the Speaker of the National
Assembly on the same day, by 3pm.
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If they wish, candidates can withdraw their nomination at any time before
polling.
As per the rules,
―Before voting commences, the Speaker shall direct that the bells be rung for
five minutes to enable members not present in the Chamber to be present.
Immediately after the bells stop ringing, all the entrances in the Lobby shall be
locked and the Assembly staff posted at each entrance shall not allow any entry or
exit through those entrances until the voting has concluded.‖
Then,
―The Speaker shall read out to the Assembly the names of the validly
nominated candidates who have not withdrawn, hereinafter referred to as the
contesting candidates, in the order in which their nomination papers were received
and proceed to hold the poll in accordance with the procedure set out in the Second
Schedule.‖
After that,
―The Speaker shall ask the members who wish to vote in favour of the
candidate[s] to pass in single file through the entrance where tellers shall be posted
to record the votes. On reaching the desk of the tellers, each member shall, in turn,
call out the division number allotted to him [or her] under the rules.
The tellers shall then mark off his [or her] number on the division list,
simultaneously calling out the name of the member. ln order to ensure that his [or
her] vote has been properly recorded, the member shall not move off until he [or
she] has clearly heard the teller call out his [or her] name. After a member has
recorded his [or her] vote, he [or she] shall not return to the Chamber until bells are
rung.‖
At the end,
―When the Speaker finds that all the members who wished to vote have
recorded their votes, he shall announce that the voting has concluded. Thereupon
the Secretary shall cause the division Iist to be collected, count the recorded votes
and present the result of the count to the Speaker. The Speaker shall then direct
that the bells be rung for two minutes to enable the members to return to the
Chamber. After the bells stop ringing, the Speaker shall announce the result to the
Assembly.‖
Once the votes are tallied,
―lf there is only one contesting candidate and he [or she] secures the votes of
the majority of the total membership of the Assembly, the Speaker shall declare
him [or her] to have been elected.‖
However,
―lf there is only one contesting candidate and he [she] fails to secure the votes
of the majority of the total membership of the Assembly, all proceedings shall
commence afresh.‖
And,
―lf there are two or more contesting candidates and if no contesting candidate
secures such majority in the first poll, a second poll shall be held between the
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candidates who secure the two highest numbers of votes in the first poll and the
candidate who secures a majority of votes of the members present and voting shall
be declared to have been elected as Prime Minister.‖
But,
―If the number of votes secured by two or more candidates securing the
highest number of votes is equal, further poll shall be held between them until one
of them secures a majority of the votes of the members present and voting.‖
Сын Шахбаз Шарифа может стать Главным министром штата Панджаб
Hamza being considered for Punjab CM slot
Zulqernain Tahir. Dawn, July 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1348521/hamzabeing-considered-for-punjab-cm-slot

KARACHI: Authorities of the Jinnah International Airport remove former
prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s photo on Saturday after his disqualification by the
Supreme Court in the Panama Papers case.—PPI
LAHORE: Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, who is set to succeed his
brother at the Centre in less than two months, is looking towards his son, Hamza
Shabaz, as his replacement in Punjab so as to keep the position in the family, but
also because he enjoys a degree of comfort in dealing with his son, say Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) insiders.
According to the party insiders, however, the final say on who gets to helm
Punjab rests with ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, who is looking to
consolidate the party‘s control in Punjab. The PML-N cannot afford to lose its grip
on Punjab at this time, especially since the next general elections are barely a year
away, says a senior PML-N leader.
―Shahbaz wants his son, who is already acting as the deputy chief minister, to
succeed him for the remaining term in Punjab. However, [it is up to] Nawaz Sharif
to decide whether Hamza will be the right choice for the post or not,‖ a senior
PML-N legislator from Punjab told Dawn. ―Whoever is nominated for the CM post
will follow instructions from Shahbaz...but his level of comfort with his son will be
higher than with an ‗outsider‘. At the same time, Shahbaz wants to give his son the
experience he needs to serve at the top level.‖
The PML-N leader added that Shahbaz would continue to oversee matters in
Punjab indirectly, while his elder brother (Nawaz Sharif) would govern the Centre
from his Raiwind residence.
Provincial minister may keep seat warm for Shahbaz‘s son for 45 days
―After installing a new chief minister, Shahbaz‘s duties will be doubled —
partially looking after the affairs at the Centre, and keeping an eye on matters in
Punjab full time. If Hamza manages to get the CM slot in Punjab he will be a
strong candidate for this post in the 2018 polls as well,‖ the leader said.
On Saturday, the deposed prime minister formally announced that Shahbaz
would be his successor, while Petroleum Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will be
premier for 45 days till Shahbaz contests the by-election from NA-120 in order to
get to the National Assembly.
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―But the decision to hand over Punjab to Hamza is not easy for Nawaz Sharif
since he may not want to see his younger brother and his son ruling at the Centre
and in Punjab...virtually taking over the party at the end of the day,‖ the PML-N
leader said, adding that the selection of Shahbaz‘s replacement would be more
difficult than at the Centre.
Rumours of Hamza‘s political tiffs with the former premier‘s family and
children abound. He had not openly defended his uncle (Nawaz) in the Panama
Papers case, choosing not to comment too much on the issue. Hamza is an MNA
from NA-119, Lahore, and if selected for the post of CM, will have to contest the
by-election from Raiwind, the seat his father will vacate. Nevertheless, both
families have often vehemently denied rumours of any political disagreement.
A provincial minister told Dawn that the names of three of his colleagues —
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah, Information Minister Mujtaba Shujaur Rehman and
Food Minister Bilal Yasin — were also being considered for the CM slot. ―Any of
these ministers will get the slot for 45 days if Hamza gets a go-ahead from the
party leadership. In case Hamza fails to secure the blessing of the party leadership,
one of the three ministers will get the full remaining term,‖ he said.
The minister added that Rana Sanaullah enjoyed a seamless equation with
Shahbaz Sharif as the former was considered one of the CM‘s most trusted
lieutenants. Nevertheless, there was a chance that the law minister may not be the
ultimate choice for the CM slot as the Sharifs need someone ―more pliant‖.
Mujtaba Shujaur Rehman hails from an influential Arian family of Lahore
with strong roots in the PML-N. His father Mian Shujaur Rehman was the lord
mayor of the Lahore Metropolitan Corporation and had close relations with the
Sharif family.
Bilal Yasin is a relative of Kalsoom Nawaz, wife of Nawaz Sharif, which
could be all the credential he needs to be selected for the slot.
Dawn‘s request for comments sent to Hamza Shahbaz remained unanswered.
Как зарубежные СМИ оценивают отставку Наваз Шарифа?
How international media covered Nawaz Sharif's disqualification
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While the Supreme Court‘s verdict of disqualifying Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif on Friday stirred a political storm at home, it also made headlines
worldwide.
The top court, in addition to declaring the premier ineligible for the post, also
directed the National Accountability Court to initiate references against Nawaz, his
children and son-in-law.
The Express Tribune has compiled how newspapers and media organisations
around the globe viewed, interpreted and covered the decision‘s outcome.
Nawaz wants his brother, Shehbaz, to step into his shoes
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While many international outlets linked the premier‘s disqualification with
the Panama Papers probe, others viewed it in a different light. The Hindu saw the
development as negative for Pakistan-India relations.
Similarly, Bloomberg maintained that the outcome would have negative
effects on Pakistan‘s future and economy.
The New York Times
The Hindu
Bloomberg
CNN
The Guardian
BBC
Meanwhile, the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) has set
aside any possibility of a mid-term election, with reports suggesting Nawaz‘s
younger brother, Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, among other party leaders,
was the mostly likely to secure his seat.
В Пакистане объявлено имя нового премьера
Gursesintour.com. (Турция). 30.07.2017. http://gursesintour.com/aktualnye-novosti/vpakistane-obyavleno-imya-novogo-premera/890150/

Правящая в Пакистане Пакистанская мусульманская лига утвердила
в качестве следующего премьера Шехбаза Шарифа.
По располагаемым достоверным сведениям источника, решение
о передачи власти было принято в конце рабочей недели на встрече
руководства «Пакистанской мусульманской лиги». Иных подробностей канал
не приводит.
Для того чтобы получить пост премьера, Шарифу необходимо
отказаться от депутатского мандата в провинциальной ассамблее Пенджаба,
после этого принять участие в довыборах в Национальную ассамблею
(нижняя палата парламента) на место, которое, в соответствии с устоявшейся
в государстве практикой, освободит для него один из депутатов от ПМЛ,
также добровольно сложив с себя полномочия.
Между тем, Шехбаз Шариф в данный момент не может возглавить
руководство, так как главой правительства может быть только избранный
депутат государственного собрания. Ему предстоит избраться в парламент
в рамках довыборов от какого-нибудь округа. В связи с этим,
непосредственным преемником его брата будет переходная персона, однако
имя данного человека пока не известно. Об этом сообщило печатное издание
Dawn ссылаясь на источники.
Наваз Шариф мог попасть в тюрьму
Nawaz could have faced imprisonment
Irfan
Ghauri.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1469899/nawaz-faced-imprisonment/

July

30,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court‘s Friday verdict to disqualify prime
minister Nawaz Sharif is unconventional. It is silent over the period for which
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Nawaz would remain disqualified; though many legal experts believe it is a
lifetime disqualification.
Normally, the case of submitting false or incorrect declaration by any
lawmaker falls under ‗corrupt practices‘ according to section 78 of the
Representation of Peoples Act, 1976 (ROPA).
Penalty for corrupt practice is prescribed in Section 82 of the same law. It
entails punishment with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years,
or with fine which may extend to five thousand rupees, or with both.
In case of the former prime minister, the apex court has disqualified him
under section 99(f) of ROPA, and Article 62(1)(f) of the Constitution. ROPA‘s
section 99(f) is simply a reproduction of Article 62(1)(f) of the Constitution.
Full text of Supreme Court verdict in Panama Papers case
Delineating qualifications for membership of parliament, the Article 62
Section (f) describes the criteria to be eligible for membership of parliament. ―He
is sagacious, righteous, non-profligate, honest and ameen…‖ it says. The Friday‘s
verdict solely relies on this provision.
It reads: ―It is hereby declared that having failed to disclosed his unwithdrawn receivables constituting assets from Capital FZE Jebel Ali, UAE in his
nomination papers filed for General Elections held in 2013 in terms of Section
12(2)(f) of the Representation of the People Act, 1976 (ROPA), and having
furnished a false declaration under solemn affirmation respondent No 1 … Nawaz
Shairf is not honest in terms of Section 99(f) of ROPA and Article 62(1)(f) of the
Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 and therefore he is
disqualified to be a Member of the Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament).‖
After this paragraph, the Supreme Court gives directives to the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP) to de-notify Sharif as a member of the National
Assembly. The verdict is silent over period of his disqualification or about any
further proceedings against him.
In many previous such cases where any member was found guilty of filing
false declaration, like in cases where some members were found to have fake
educational certificates during 2008-2013 term of the assembly, the lawmakers
were de-seated and their cases were sent to trail courts.
Legal community in celebratory mode
Some of them had to undergo imprisonment as well. Those convicted in any
such crime had to face disqualification for a period of five years. The period of
disqualification starts after lapse of imprisonment term.
However, in Nawaz‘s case the court has based its decision purely on Islamic
injunctions incorporated during military ruler General Ziaul Haq‘s era. Legal
experts believe the precedent set through the decision could open room for many to
inculpate their political opponents on one pretext or the other.
―This can open a new Pandora‘s box. In the existing laws, if you are
convicted of murder still you can qualify to contest elections after going through
punishment. But if you have been found violator of any Islamic injunction, you
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would face lifetime disqualification,‖ said Barrister Masroor Shah, who is also a
spokesman for Aftab Sherpao‘s QWP.
Interestingly, during the PPP‘s last government, when a number of changes in
the Constitution were being discussed before 18th amendment package, it was the
PML-N that had opposed rectifying the provisions included during Zia‘s regime.
SC emerges as most powerful institution
Members of the five-judge larger bench – in their first judgment in Panama
Papers case on April 20 –drew attention of the parliament towards these provision
and mentioned that till they were part of Constitution, the courts were bound to
follow them.
Senator Taj Haider of the PPP recalls that when his party signed the Charter
of Democracy with the PML-N in 2006, Nawaz was intransigent that no provision
of Constitution introduced through 8th amendment by General Zia should be
touched, expect for Article 58(2)(b) once any of these parties come into power.
―Subsequently, when the PPP – at the time of 18th amendment – proposed
changes in Articles 62 and 63, the PML-N was among the parties that had strongly
opposed it and the proposal had to be shelved. Ultimately, Sharif himself was
ousted under the same provisions that he had been guarding,‖ he added.
В Пакистане суд отстранил от власти премьера.
http://smiua.net/ekonomika/174762-v-pakistane-sud-otstranil-ot-vlasti-premera.html.
07-2017.
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Верховный суд Пакистана отстранил от власти премьера страны Наваза
Шарифа из-за обвинений в коррупционных злодеяниях в адрес членов его
семьи. Милиция выдвинула подозрения, что два сына и дочь Шарифа тайно
обладают тремя оффшорными компаниями, зарегистрированными на
английских Виргинских Островах.
Напомним, ранее говорилось, что в Германии уголовная милиция
приобрела информационную базу «панамских документов». «Он больше
не имеет права быть членом парламента, и он перестает занимать должность
премьер-министра», — объявил судья Эджаз Афзал Хан. Также суд
постановил начать уголовное дело против Наваза Шарифа. Сделано было это
по результатам антикоррупционного расследования в отношении самого
депутата и его семьи.
Наваз Шариф был премьер-министром Пакистана с июня 2013 г. Наваз
Шариф категорически отрицал, что его дети нарушили закон. Решение
об отстранении Шарифа от власти было принято единогласно пятью
судьями. Суд также порекомендовал антикоррупционным органам проверить
информацию относительно его дочери Шарифа Марьям и ее мужа Сафдара,
а кроме этого минфина Исхака Дара. Такое решение 28 июля вынес
Верховный суд.
«Панамское досье» — расследование интернационального консорциума
корреспондентов, которое сделали после исследования документов
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панамской юридической компании Mossack Fonseca было размещено
к середине весны прошедшего года.
Имран Хан поблагодарил Верховный суд за историческое решение
(отставка Наваз Шарифа).
Imran announces ‗thanksgiving‘ rally
The Nation. July 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/28-Jul-2017/imran-announcesthanksgiving-rally

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan on Friday announced a
thanksgiving rally, saying Supreme Court has announced an historic decision.
―I would like to congratulate the people of Pakistan. We have won against
corruption,‖ Imran told reporters outside his Bani Gala residence in Islamabad.
―We have different laws for the rich and poor. We need to get rid of such
discriminatory laws,‖ he added.
The PTI chief also praised the six-member Joint Investigation Team which
said in its report the Sharif family could not account for its vast wealth.
―They (JIT) have done a tremendous job. Compiling such a huge data in 60
days was a difficult task,‖ he said.
Imran said his party would celebrate the Panama verdict by offering prayers
and organisig a thanksgiving rally at Parade Ground on Sunday.
Статья 62 Конституции – как мы получили Закон, который отстранил
Премьера от власти
Article 62: How we got the law that cost PM his office
Vaqas
Asghar.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1469127/article-62-got-law-cost-pm-office/

29,

2017.

KARACHI: On March 2, 1985, General Ziaul Haq issued The Revival of
Constitution of 1973 Order (RCO), changing 67 clauses and sections of 280
articles of the Constitution. It represented the largest number of changes in a single
stroke in the history of Pakistan.
The change was in response to the relative lack of success his pawns had in
the elections held three days earlier on February 28.
The purpose was to rework the Constitution to concentrate all power with the
dictator.
Article 62 — a law that Nawaz‘s party had defended becomes his undoing
Some of the controversially reworked language was clauses in Article 62,
which now required members of parliament to meet the conditions of being Sadiq
and Ameen – two Arabic terms which were never clearly defined in English, the
language of the Constitution. For years, the clause has been a favourite tool of
right-wing politicians, especially those spawned by the Zia regime, to smear
‗liberal‘ opponents.
Meanwhile, in the same 1985 elections, a member of the Punjab Advisory
Council, the eldest son of a Zia confidant who was appointed by the junta, was able
to win a seat in the provincial assembly and appointed chief minister.
Thus began the rise to prominence of Nawaz Sharif.
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How do we apply Article 62, judge asks Imran‘s counsel
On July 28, 2017, history went full circle when, based on a reading of Article
62, the Supreme Court ordered Nawaz‘s disqualification from the National
Assembly for ‗dishonesty‘ – namely his failure to declare certain assets.
Ironically, during the drafting of the 18th Amendment to the Constitution in
2009 and 2010, the PML-N had opposed the removal of Article 62.
Then, two years ago, Justice Asif Saeed Khosa, in Ishaq Khan Khakwani
case, had described the words Sadiq and Ameen as obscure and impracticable and
had also talked about ‗nightmares of interpretation and application that they
involved‘.
‗SC may disqualify Nawaz under Article 62-B‘
Justice Khosa had said that some provisions of Article 62 of the Constitution
certainly contained strong moral overtones but noted that the provisions introduced
by General Ziaul Haq had not been undone by popularly elected parliaments in the
last three decades.
While sections ‗A‘, ‗B‘, and ‗C‘ of Article 62 only deal with age and
citizenship requirements, the controversy begins with section ‗D‘, which requires
members to be ―of good character‖ and ―not commonly known as one who violates
Islamic Injunctions‖; ‗E‘, which requires members to have ―adequate knowledge of
Islamic teachings‖ and ―practise obligatory duties prescribed by Islam as well as
abstain from major sins‖; and ‗F‘, which requires members to be ―sagacious,
righteous and non-profligate, honest and ameen,‖ with ―there being no declaration
to the contrary by a court of law‖.
The final section of the article refers to patriotism, while an exemption exists
within the Article for non-Muslims, who are only required to have ―good moral
reputation‖ without fulfilling the other requirements of sections ‗D‘ and ‗E‘.
Шехбаз Шариф «влезет в туфли» Наваз Шарифа
Shehbaz set to step into Nawaz‘s shoes
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
29,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1469157/next-prime-minister-shehbaz-set-step-nawazs-shoes/

ISLAMABAD: The worst nightmare of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) has come true. The apex court has ousted Nawaz Sharif, the prime
minister, but as the head of the ruling party he will be able to nominate his
successor.
A guessing game had been ongoing much before Friday‘s judgment that the
party was planning to bring in an interim prime minister for a few weeks before
electing Sharif‘s younger brother Shehbaz Sharif to the coveted post.
Many senior leaders of the party are being tipped for the stopgap
arrangement. Among them are key cabinet members Khawaja Asif, Ahsan Iqbal
and Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq.
Shehbaz would have to step down as chief minister of Punjab and be elected
to the National Assembly before he is eligible to become prime minister. Sources
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say there would not be any change in the federal cabinet once the new prime
minister takes over, though some portfolios might be reshuffled.
Imran Khan will not visit SC for Panamagate verdict
The PML-N‘s parliamentary party is expected to formally approve the
nomination of Shehbaz and an interim prime minister today (Saturday). Sharif‘s
successor would be required to get a vote of confidence from the National
Assembly which is expected to convene on Monday.
Since Sharif has also been disqualified as president of the PML-N, sources
say the PML-N‘s parliamentary party meeting has been convened by leader of the
house in the Senate Raja Zafarul Haq, in his capacity as chairman of the PML-N.
Meanwhile for the interim period, the names of Asif, Ahsan, Abbasi and
Sadiq are making round in the media. Technically, the PML-N might face
problems in picking Asif and Ahsan because they, too, have turned out to be
holders of ‗Iqamas‘ (foreign work permits) in the Middle East.
Sources, however, say the PML-N leadership believes it is not an issue. ―Our
leadership is not worried about this. Right now, the party command is set to throw
its weight behind its favourite candidates irrespective of consequences,‖ a senior
PML-N leader said requesting anonymity. ―In case the scandals involving them
[Asif and Ahsan] end up in litigation, the cases will be contested.‖
Sources say the party leadership has not been on good terms with the security
establishment since it objected to the presence of a member of a premier security
agency in the Joint Investigation Team which probed the Sharif family‘s murky
financial dealings abroad and paved way for the ouster of the prime minister.
Panamagate: Some case record tampered with, says JIT
Party insiders say the PML-N leadership would like to see Asif in the Prime
House against the backdrop of the government‘s confrontation with the
establishment. ―Khawaja Asif and Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan have never been on
good terms due to the former‘s critical views about the security establishment.
Elevating him as interim prime minister would imply that Sharif is in no mood to
mend fences with the establishment,‖ one insider told The Express Tribune.
If Shehbaz is picked for the top slot, which in all likelihood he will be, the
PML-N would have to bring in someone to step into his shoes in Punjab. The
names of Rana Sanaullah, Chaudhry Nisar, and Hamza Shehbaz under
consideration for the slot of chief minister Punjab, the insider said.
Nisar, who stopped short of quitting politics a day earlier, came to the Prime
Minister House in solidarity with Sharif and to attend the consultative sessions on
Friday where JUI-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman also showed up to renew his
support for Sharif in the critical hour.
ECP‘s former secretary Kanwar Dilshad argues that in the absence of the
prime minister and his cabinet, an ‗informal‘ presidential rule is in place in the
country. ―In such a situation, the president runs the affairs of the government till a
new premier takes over,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
The president, he says, runs the government‘s affairs through the secretary
establishment division. ―Such situations are rare when the government becomes
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headless due to the absence of the premier and his cabinet. but whenever such a
situation arises, the cabinet division secretary assumes one of the most important
roles as the president runs the government through the secretary cabinet division,‖
Dilshad said.
Lahore reacts following SC‘s Panamagate verdict
He said the National Assembly would be required to elect a new speaker
before the election of the leader of the house (PM) in case Ayaz Sadiq is chosen
for the PM‘s slot. ―But I can‘t see this happening. I think the government would
not want to get into complexities.‖
The members of the Sharif family, including the former prime minister, his
wife, daughter, son-in-law and other family members, have vacated the Prime
Minister House on Friday evening and moved to the Punjab House following
Sharif‘s disqualification.
An official source told The Express Tribune that though the family has shifted
from the PM House, their belongings were still in the official mansion which
would be moved out gradually in the coming days. It is expected that Sharif and
his family would shift to their Raiwind residence in Lahore soon.
Преемником Шарифа стал его младший брат
Вести. 28 июля 2017. http://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2915088

На встрече правящей в Пакистане партии (Пакистанская мусульманская
лига, ПМЛ) в качестве следующего премьер-министра был выбран Шехбаз
Шариф, брата отстраненного ранее главы правительства Наваза Шарифа.
Как отмечает РИА Новости, изначально Шахбаз Шариф рассматривался
как основной кандидат на пост премьера, так как в силу семейных связей
партия ПМЛ выстроена вокруг состоятельного семейства Шарифа.
Между тем, Шехбаз Шариф сейчас не может возглавить правительство,
поскольку главой правительства может быть только избранный депутат
Национального собрания. Теперь Шехбазу предстоит избраться в парламент
в рамках довыборов от какого-либо округа. В связи с этим,
непосредственным преемником его брата будет переходная персона, имя
этого человека пока неизвестно.
Верховный суд Пакистана постановил отстранить от власти премьерминистра Наваза Шарифа по итогам антикоррупционного расследования в
отношении главы правительства и его семьи.
Шехбаз Шариф с 2008 года был главным министром штата Пенджаб,
а также занимал этот пост в 1997-1999 годах.
Это – конец династии Шарифов?
End of Sharif dynasty?
Zahid Hussain. Dawn, July 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1348319/end-ofsharif-dynasty

THE inglorious exit of Nawaz Sharif may have come as a serious blow to the
country‘s most powerful political dynasty. The devastating ruling by the fivemember Supreme Court bench has not only seen the former prime minister
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disqualified for life but has also indicted almost all the Sharifs who have
dominated the country‘s political scene for more than three decades, whether in or
out of power. But one is not sure if it marks the end of the family‘s political legacy.
It is evident that the baton of leadership will now be passed on to Shahbaz Sharif,
thus maintaining the dynastic hold over power at least for now.
Indeed, the unprecedented judicial action against a sitting prime minister is a
watershed moment for the country‘s democratic evaluation and has been described
as a step forward in efforts towards establishing the rule of law. Notwithstanding
the scepticism over the judgement perceived as radical, the action came from
within the system and not outside the constitutional framework. It also signifies a
milestone in the development of an independent judiciary not subservient to the
executive, though the perceived harshness of the ruling can rightly be disputed.
For sure, the ruling appears to have generated an upheaval and a period of
political uncertainty — that is bound to happen when any entrenched political
dynastic order is shaken. It also appears that the ruling has further deepened
political polarisation in the country. But it certainly does not threaten the
democratic political process as speculated by Sharif‘s supporters.
The judgement is a serious blow to dynastic politics but one is not sure if it is
the end.
In fact, it is a serious blow to dynastic politics that has been the biggest
impediment to the development of democratic institutions and values in the
country. The Panama ruling has also broken the widespread perception that Sharif
being a Punjabi leader was untouchable while leaders from Sindh and the other
smaller provinces could easily be dispensed with.
So this hue and cry over the fall from grace of Sharif and describing the
events as a setback to democracy is beyond comprehension. The case against
Sharif went through a whole legal process and cannot be described as part of a
conspiracy or a judicial coup.
It became quite apparent that the prime minister was in deep trouble after the
JIT report came out with a damning indictment of him and his family. It went
beyond the family‘s failure to provide a money trail for the London properties and
included charges of perjury and non-disclosure of some foreign financial assets.
But such extreme action against the entire family and a consensus ruling came as a
shock not only to the government but also to those outside.
Indeed, indictment of other family members and sending corruption cases
against them to NAB has disrupted the dynasty‘s succession plan. While the court
ruling against Maryam Sharif was expected after the allegation of forged
documents, the inclusion of Shahbaz Sharif in the list was unexpected. That has
exacerbated the PML-N‘s leadership predicament.
But many in the party appear confident that the junior Sharif can still lead
them despite facing charges in NAB. There is a move by the PML-N to play the
victimhood card and project the ousted prime minister as a ‗political martyr‘. But
one is not sure that will work in the present situation. Sharif‘s influence over the
party has become limited with his moral and political position weakened.
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A child of the establishment Nawaz Sharif was politically baptised by Gen
Zia‘s military government in the early 1980s as part of the plan to prop up an
alternative leader to challenge Benazir Bhutto. His trajectory from Punjab chief
minister to prime minister in the 1990s owed to the backing of the military and the
powerful civil establishment of Punjab. That political power also saw a massive
rise in the family‘s business fortunes. That financial scandal continued to dog him
throughout his political career particularly after his ascent to the country‘s top
position. It finally caught up with him after the Panama Papers named his family,
and caused his downfall.
With his rise to the pinnacle of political power, Nawaz Sharif tried to break
away from the influence of the military establishment that also brought him down
in his previous terms. The former protйgй turned into the nemesis of the military
establishment. It is not surprising that he remained locked in perpetual conflict
with the military leadership throughout his third term in office.
Although the Muslim League has historically remained close to the military
establishment, Nawaz Sharif tried to transform it into a mass populist party, though
he may not have been fully successful in his endeavour. Still, over the years,
despite ups and downs, Sharif developed a popular mass base that elected him to a
record third term in office. The backing of the powerful Punjabi civil
establishment, including the bureaucracy and sections of the judiciary, also
appeared to have helped his family‘s stranglehold over Punjab.
A big question is whether a disgraced Nawaz Sharif will be able to keep the
party united. More importantly, will the Punjab establishment continue to back the
PML-N under the younger Sharif‘s leadership after the damning indictment of the
family? Previously, cracks showed up in adverse situations. The biggest example
was the formation of the PML-Q after Musharraf‘s coup. Interestingly, many
defectors returned to the ranks with a sizeable number on the treasury benches,
even in the cabinet. That will be the most serious challenge to the Sharif family.
Party unity will also depend on the ability of the PPP and PTI to make inroads in
the PML-N stronghold in Punjab that remains the main political battlefield. The
other provinces are not affected by Nawaz Sharif‘s downfall.
There doesn‘t seem much chance of his return to power, but one is not sure if
the family rule is over.
Верховный суд Пакистана отстранил от власти Премьер-министра
Шарифа
Информационное агентство «Татар-информ». 28 июля 2017. http://www.tatarinform.ru/news/2017/07/28/564973/

Суд решил открыть дела не только против политика, но и против его
детей – дочери Мариам и сыновей Хасана и Хуссейна.
Казань, 28 июля, «Татар-информ»). Верховный суд Пакистана решил
отстранить от власти Премьер-министра страны Наваза Шарифа по итогам
расследования антикоррупционного дела в отношении его самого и его
семьи. Об этом сообщает телеканал Geo TV, передает «Газета.Ru».
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Решение об отстранении Шарифа от власти поддержали все пять судей.
Один из них подчеркнул, что политик больше не имеет права становиться
членом пакистанского парламента.
Национальное антикоррупционное бюро должно будет провести новое
расследование обвинений в коррупции, выдвинутых против главы
Правительства.
Верховный суд решил открыть дела не только против Наваза Шарифа,
но и против его детей – дочери Мариам и сыновей Хасана и Хуссейна. Из так
называемого «Панамского досье» следует, что на них были оформлены
офшорные компании, через которые якобы проводились деньги для покупки
недвижимости в столице Великобритании Лондоне. Именно этот эпизод и
рассматривал суд, отмечает «Русская служба Би-би-си».
Кроме того, суд отстранил от должности министра финансов Пакистана
Мухаммада Исхака Дара, считавшегося одним из наиболее влиятельных
членов кабинета.
Наваз Шариф стал Премьер-министром Пакистана в июне 2013 года.
Ранее он возглавлял Правительство с 1990-го по 1993 год, в 1993 году и в
1997–1999 годах.
Напомним, «Панамское досье» два года назад опубликовал
Международный консорциум журналистов-расследователей (ICIJ). Это
несколько миллионов документов панамской фирмы Mossack Fonseca,
которая занималась обслуживанием оффшорных счетов, принадлежавших
мировым знаменитостям и политикам.
Билавал Бхутто присоединился к Имран Хану в требовании отставки
Наваз Шарифа.
Bilawal joins Imran to demand PM‘s resignation
The Express Tribune. 11.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454801/bilawal-joinsimrans-demand-pms-resignation/

KARACHI: Demanding prime minister‘s resignation following the
submission of the Joint Investigation Team‘s report before the Supreme Court,
Pakistan Peoples Party Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari said on Monday that
delaying the decision to step down will not solve any problems but only invite
crisis.
―PPP believes that the JIT report submitted before the Supreme Court today
starkly concluding that the prime minister has failed to justify assets and the means
of income is a stinging indictment after which Nawaz Sharif has totally lost moral
and political authority to continue in office and must therefore resign,‖ he said.
Bilawal, in a statement issued, said that two honourable judges of the initially
formed five-member bench of the apex court has already pronounced the prime
minister to be guilty.
PM and his family‘s assets beyond their known means, observes JIT
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―The remaining three honourable judges did not disagree with the findings of
the two honourable judges but only called for further investigations through a JIT,‖
the PPP chairman added.
He further said that as a result of the JIT‘s confirmation of a vast and
inexplicable gap between known sources of income and the wealth accumulated by
the Sharif family there was no other option for the PM but to resign before he is
formally convicted by the Supreme Court.
‗Game over‘: PM must resign now, demands Imran Khan
―The PPP also rejects the notion that the current situation poses any threat to
the democratic system,‖ he added.
―Demanding the prime minister to resign as a result of serious questions of
propriety of conduct having been established beyond doubt does not pose any
threat to the system. If anything, it indicates that the system has the strength and
resilience to demand and withstand change of guard in accordance with democratic
traditions and principles,‖ Bilawal said.
He added that the time for taking correct political decisions is short and
advised Premier Nawaz Sharif to resign forthwith.
Оппозиция объединяется: Партии Имран Хана и ПНП требуют ухода в
отставку Наваз Шарифа
United in opposition: With one voice, PTI, PPP ask PM to step down
The Express Tribune. July 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454704/game-pm-mustresign-now-demands-imran-khan/

ISLAMABAD/KARACHI: After unveiling of the JIT‘s report, both the two
major opposition parties – PTI and PPP – on Monday demanded that Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif must immediately resign, with the PTI chief Imran Khan
also calling for putting names of the PM and his family members on the no-fly list.
―This is game, set and match. Now, it is a matter of time to see when they will
leave the PM House. I will say [names of] entire [Sharif] family needs to be put on
the Exit Control List,‖ Imran told a press conference shortly after the Supreme
Court made the JIT report public.
Jang Group served notice by top court over controversial story
Flanked by senior party leadership, Imran congratulated the nation: ―Now, the
PTI does not need a street movement; rather the party will soon have to hold street
celebrations.‖
Before holdimg the press talk, the PTI chief chaired a consultative meeting
attended by senior party leaders. In the meeting, the PTI‘s legal team briefed the
participants on the JIT report.
―He [Nawaz Sharif] has been declared a criminal. The next Monday (when
SC will hold hearing of the case) is too far away. What morality does he have to sit
in the Prime Minister‘s office?‖ Imran Khan questioned, adding that the PTI had
brought the ‗ruling mafia‘ under the laws of Pakistan.
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Imran said the JIT report vindicated the PTI stance that it was extremely
difficult to carry out this investigation against Nawaz Sharif as multiple attempts
were made to obstruct justice.
―They [Sharifs] misused institutions to save their skins. They blackmailed and
coerced institutions and tried to undermine their credibility to hide their
corruption,‖ he said, adding that his family and the PTI workers were also targeted
when they raised voice against injustice and corruption.
He said after the release of JIT report, the National Assembly Speaker Ayaz
Sadiq should also resign, as in the past when the PTI asked him to send a reference
against the PM, he [Sadiq] ‗in an attempt to blackmail‘ sent a reference to the ECP
against him [Imran].
―What credibility does he [Sadiq] have now? They (the ruling party) tried to
blackmail us in the assembly as well. They are rightfully named the godfathers as
they blackmail and coerce and have been doing so for 30 years,‖ Imran added.
He once again criticised owner of the Jang/Geo group, Mir Shakil-urRehman, saying the SC decision about the group and its owner and publisher was
commendable and endorsed the PTI‘s long-standing stance over the issue.
―I am so happy Mir Shakil has been brought to this point today as well where
contempt notices are issued to him [and his group]. The Jang group has tried to
save a criminal by printing stories to discredit the JIT,‖ he said, adding: ―Mir
Shakil is fully complicit in these attempts to obstruct justice.‖
PML-N bins the report as a ‗piece of trash‘
Imran was of the view that today‘s SC proceedings and presentation of the
JIT report before it was the beginning of a New Pakistan where the law would be
equal for all and the powerful would be held to account under the law.
―If the Supreme Court was not independent today we would see them [the
PML-N] attacking it again. But the nation set a precedent during the lawyers
movement and they know the nation will not let anything happen to our courts,‖
Khan said.
Talking about a defamation case filed against him by Punjab CM Shehbaz
Sharif, Imran said the CM should be ashamed of himself as he was member of a
corrupt family.
Как правил Зия-уль-Хак
HOW ZIA RULED: 1977-1988
Dawn,
Jul
02,
2017.
http://www.zetaclear.com/v2/presale.php?CID=1022fd78b978c17682bb5777fb3f84&SID=4550
58&SRC=&AID=265850&ARD=667139&OID=2566&ORD=&aff_sub4=&aff_sub2=6149984
41&aff_sub3=&PLAT=STATS&SID2=614998441&SID3=&SID4=&SID5=

July 5, 1977
Gen Zia removes Bhutto in a bloodless coup, suspending the constitution and
declaring martial law. He announces elections will be held in 90 days. But
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simultaneously begins a censorship regime. Political activists and journalists are
arrested and flogged in public
May 13, 1978
Eleven journalists are sentenced by military courts. Four journalists —
Masudullah Khan, Iqbal Jafri, Khawar Naeem Hashmi and Nasir Zaidi — are also
flogged
December 2, 1978
Shariat benches constituted at the high court levels while an appellate Shariat
bench constituted at the Supreme Court level. Shariat benches could revisit any law
deemed to be un-Islamic. Prayers to be offered in congregation at all government
offices during working hours. All offices and shops to remain shut at the time of
Friday prayers
April 4, 1979
ZAB is hanged in Rawalpindi jail despite a split verdict and international
appeals
October 15, 1979
Gen Zia clamps down further on press freedoms. Two days later, the Daily
Musawat and Daily Sadaqat are both banned
December 24, 1979
Soviet Union invades Afghanistan. Gen Zia drags Pakistan into the jihad
sponsored by the Americans and Saudis
May 26, 1980
Establishment of Federal Shariat Court is announced
December 19, 1984
Zia holds referendum on ‗Islamisation‘ which will give him five more years at
the helm. His government claims that more than 95 percent of votes cast were in
support of Zia
February 25, 1985
National polls are held on non-party-basis
March 2, 1985
Articles 62 & 63 of the Constitution amended to make parliamentarians‘
qualifications subject to ‗Islamic‘ morality
November 9, 1985
Eight Amendment to the Constitution comes into force, giving Zia the power
to dissolve the parliament under Article 58-2(B)
September 17, 1977
ZAB is arrested for ―conspiracy to murder‖
October 1, 1977
Elections postponed indefinitely
January 1, 1978
Gen Zia declares 1978 as Year of ‗Islamisation‘. Education committee
constituted to review syllabi and revise them to include an ‗Islamic bias‘
September 16, 1978
Gen Zia assumes office of president; retains the office of army chief
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February 10, 1979
Islamic penal laws enforcing ‗Hadd‘ are promulgated in pursuance of ‗Nizami-Islam‘. These include the Prohibition Order and the Zina Ordinance as well as
separate laws for amputation for theft and punishment by whipping
March 18, 1982
Changes introduced to the Pakistan Penal Code; Section 295-B now stipulates
a life term for defiling, damaging or desecrating a copy of the Holy Quran
February 9, 1984
Government bans all students‘ unions
April 27, 1984
Ban imposed on use of Islamic nomenclature by Ahmadis
March 23, 1985
Martial law is lifted and Muhammad Khan Junejo is sworn in as Prime
Minister
October 5, 1986
The use of derogatory remarks for the Holy Prophet (PBUH) is criminalised.
The offence is made punishable by death or life imprisonment
May 29, 1988
Zia dissolves parliament and dismisses Junejo‘s government. He promises
elections in the next 90 days
June 15, 1988
Zia promulgates the Shariat Ordinance, making Sharia supreme law of the
land
August 17, 1988
Gen Ziaul Haq is killed, along with 31 others, in a plane crash near
Bahawalpur
Зардари критикует Наваз Шарифа за отсутствие министра иностранных
дел
Zardari slams Sharif for staying away from NA sessions
Abdul
Aziz,
Zulfiqar
Memon.
Dawn,
July
2nd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1342711/zardari-slams-sharif-for-staying-away-from-na-sessions

NAUSHAHRO FEROZE: Pakistan Peoples Party co-chairman Asif Ali
Zardari has criticised Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif over his role as the leader of
the house in the National Assembly.
Addressing a gathering of party workers and supporters at a lunch hosted by
Sindh Law Minister Zia-ul-Hassan Lanjar in Moro on Saturday, he said that Mr
Sharif had attended only four sessions of the assembly in as many years. Former
prime minister Mohammad Khan Junejo must have attended more sessions than
Mr Sharif.
He said that such a precedent would lead to poor attendance in National
Assembly sessions by leaders of the house in future.
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The former president claimed that it was due to him that Mr Sharif was prime
minister as he had given powers back to parliament through the 18th Amendment.
Otherwise, Mr Sharif would have opted for the office of president and would have
remained there (in Presidency) for a lifetime, he added.
Says country must have a foreign minister and clear foreign policy
He criticised the prime minister for his scant concern over foreign policy and
said that the country must have a foreign minister with a clear foreign policy.
It was Zulfikar Ali Bhutto who laid the foundation of Pakistan‘s friendly ties
with China which were later strengthened by Benazir Bhutto and him (Zardari), the
PPP leader said.
In an apparent reference to India, he said that there was only one country
against the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and that country was a ―friend of
Nawaz Sharif‖.
There was no other country of the world that had objected to economic
growth in Pakistan, Mr Zardari said.
Pakistan had never threatened anyone nor did it have the intention to do so,
the former president said.
He said that Kashmir was an integral part of Pakistan and the Kashmir cause
was the most important agenda item for the country and close to the heart of its
people. He recalled that the United Nations‘ decades-old resolution on Kashmir
remained unimplemented and said that the government had no foreign policy (to
promote the Kashmir cause).
Mizoram, Nagaland and Nepal were under Indian control and the world never
looked into it, he said and added that Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi was
being hugged by people (during his foreign tours).
―On the other hand, Mian Sahab is busy playing with pets in Murree while
Pakistan is passing through a critical time.‖
He recalled that PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari had urged PM Sharif
two years ago to appoint a foreign minister and strengthen the foreign ministry as
he was losing a diplomatic war.
About the recent wave of PPP leaders joining the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf, he
said that those changing loyalty were rotten eggs and even Captain [Imran Khan]
was not taking them seriously and would not award them party tickets for the
coming general elections.
The country was teeming with resources of every kind and what was required
to take benefit from them was a sharp brain, he said, adding that Babus sitting in
Islamabad needed to understand this. He said that during her government, Benazir
Bhutto had constituted a committee for setting up power plants and was expecting
$40 billion investment in the sector but later they [Nawaz Sharif] saw a dream that
these were wrong projects.
―We always came into power when the country was in crisis and left it in a
better shape,‖ the PPP leader said.
Former chief minister Syed Qaim Ali Shah and Leader of the Opposition in
the National Assembly Syed Khurshid Shah also spoke at the event.
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Имран Хан надеется, что уже в июле с.г. Наваз Шариф уйдет в отставку
(в связи с «Панамагейт») и будут досрочные выборы
Imran sees Nawaz going by July-end, early polls
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. June 23, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/23-Jun2017/imran-sees-nawaz-going-by-july-end-early-polls

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief is seeing the
disqualification of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif by the end of July as well as early
elections after the Supreme Court verdict in the Panama Papers case.
―I am confident that the prime minister would face disqualification by the end
of July as a result of the findings of the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing the
offshore wealth of the Sharif family,‖ he said during an informal chat with a select
group f of journalists at an Iftar dinner he hosted.
While responding to a question by The Nation, Khan said that he was seeing
that it would become difficult for the government to run its affairs after Panama
case verdict and thus there would be no option except for holding early elections.
―This is why we are preparing for the early elections,‖ he said. He further said that
he was seeing 2017 as the election year and because of the same reason, his party
had conducted the intra-party polls.
―It looks that I am about to win the test match of Panama,‖ the PTI chief went
on to say. He said that Nawaz Sharif should take some tranquilizers or sleeping
pills as the JIT was about to give its findings.
Explaining his point of view about early elections, the PTI chief said that after
the disqualification of PM Sharif, the PML-N will have no option but to nominate
Maryam Nawaz for the slot of the prime ministership and she could not become
the premier as she is not the member of the parliament. ―Practically, the
government should complete its tenure after the disqualification of the prime
minister,‖ he said adding that it did not look doable.
He said that the disqualification of the prime minister was writing on the wall
as the ruling family could not give any proof to the JIT. ―The SC has already made
it clear that if the Qatari prince did not come to record his statement to JIT, his
letter would be discarded in the dustbin,‖ he said adding that PM Sharif had got the
opportunity to prove himself innocent before the JIT but he apparently lost it.
He said that the PTI was ready to start a movement against the government
after Eid if the government continued to attempt to make the JIT controversial.
The PTI chief said that the impression being given by the government and a
media group was wrong that perhaps the PTI was going to derail the democratic
system under the garb of its campaign over the Panama leaks. ―This is the ruling
party that wants to derail the system,‖ he said.
Khan said that the PML-N was not a political party but a ―mafia‖ and ―a
coalition of interest‖ and ―it is used to bribing people for decades‖. ―The PML-N
recently bribed PTI counselor Sohail in Mianwali for a sum of Rs 9 million to vote
for a PML-N candidate in local bodies elections. Sohail came to me and announced
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to give the money to Namal College of Mainwali,‖ he said. ―Now the Punjab
police are raiding Sohail‘s home to arrest him,‖ he said.
Khan avoided answering a question on the criticism by some circles that the
chief of army staff announced Umrah tickets for the cricket team from the national
kitty for winning the ICC Champions Trophy.
Replying a question, Khan avoided disclosing the name of a businessman
who, according to PTI chief, had offered him Rs10 billion on behalf of the ruling
PML-N to remain silent on the Panama case. ―They know and he lives in Lahore,‖
he said.
Khan said that he was not sure about the number of constituencies of
Rawalpindi from where he would contest the next election. ―This is sure that I will
contest the election from Mianwali and Lahore,‖ he said.
―I am going to invite Awami Muslim League chief Sheikh Rasheed Ahmed to
join the PTI but he is unaware of my offer,‖ he said adding that Rasheed was the
person who faced this mafia alone.
About his meeting with Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, he said that the
army chief had given him assurance for transparent elections. ―The COAS had said
that one army man would be deputed inside each polling station and one outside to
ensure transparent elections.
Responding to a question, Khan said that he had no intention to tie the knot
till the next general elections. ―No marriage till next general elections,‖ he said. He
also announced that the PPP government‘s law minister and Senator Babar Awan
is joining the PTI today.
Волнения в Пакистане в связи с отключением электричества
Protest for power goes violent
The Nation. May 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/30-May-2017/protest-for-powergoes-violent

One dead, several injured in Dargai clashes, Demos also staged in Peshawar,
Charsadda, PM orders action to minimise loadshedding
MALAKAND/Peshawar/Islamabad - Violent protests erupted in Pakistan
Monday as crippling electricity cuts left hundreds of thousands of people without
power in soaring temperatures during the first two days of the holy fasting month
of Ramazan.
At least one person died and 14 others injured on Monday in Dargai area of
Malakand division as hundreds of protesters ransacked a Pesco office and clashed
with levies officials.
―The protesters first tried to torch the electricity power station and then they
attacked a police station,‖ Zafar Ali Shah, a senior government official in
Malakand district said, adding that the demonstrators also attacked government
buildings, offices and vehicles.
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Protesters later blocked a main highway linking Malakand and the Swat
valley to the rest of the country, Shah added, saying that authorities are negotiating
with local leaders to defuse the demonstrations.
The man who died was identified as Javed Khan Tufan, an activist of Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) and a former president of its youth wing. The injured
included Assistant Commissioner Dargai Sardar Bahadar and two personnel of the
Levies force.
Eyewitnesses said that thousands of residents from Wartair, Dobandi and
Qadamkhel union councils took out a rally to record protest against prolonged and
unscheduled power outages in their areas.
The enraged protesters attacked the office of Peshawar Electricity Supply
Company (PESCO) Sub-Division-2 at Dargai, and set it on fire, destroying official
record, furniture and parked vehicles.
The paramilitary force was called to disperse protesters. In a bid to control the
situation, levies officials fired teargas shells and rubber bullets on the protesters,
who pelted stones and sticks at the soldiers.
The Levies personnel allegedly also shot live ammunition at the protesters
after sensing that the situation was getting out of control.
Both sides blamed each other for the bloodshed. Senior levies officials denied
reports of any straight fire causing the death of the PTI official and instead alleged
the shot that killed him came from the protesters.
The 14 injured included Shahab Khan, Niaz Ali, Ibrahim Said and
Muhammad Shah. Those wounded critically were referred to Mardan.
The deceased Javed Khan Tufan was a son Bawar Khan. He was a PTI
activist and a former president of Insaf Students Federation (ISF) at Government
Degree College Dargai.
After reports of Tufan‘s death, the protesters went more furious. They
marched towards Dargai Chowk, damaging on the way telephone and cable wires,
CCTV cameras installed on the main road and uprooting sign boards of different
political parties.
The enraged protesters also pelted stones at vehicles and shops at Dargai
Bazaar.
The body of Tufan was brought from hospital to Dargai Chowk, wherefrom it
was taken to the Levies station, where the protesters once again staged a protest
and chanted slogans against Pesco and Levies.
The protesters then took to attacking and setting on fire the Levies station,
after which more contingents of security personnel were called out.
Traffic on Mardan-Malakand Road remained suspended for hours while the
situation was still highly tense in the area. Till filing of this report, no FIR was
registered against anyone.
PESCO spokesperson stated in a press release that miscreants attacked the
office of the SDO1 and SDO2 in the early morning of the day and set ablaze the
office records as well as shattering the doors and windows of the office. The
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statement also said that the protesters burned down the vehicles present at the
premises.
He said Wapda was working on the Palai line and power had been cut off
from the area due to the working of Wapda employees on the line. Whereas, local
elders and members of the jirga were also taken into confidence in this regard.
Protests in Peshawar, Charsadda
People also took to streets in the provincial capital Peshawar on Monday
against hours-long loadshedding of electricity.
Some 800 protesters took over two power stations, demanding government
employees continue the electricity supply without interruption.
Led by PTI MPA Fazal Elahi, the protesters also staged a demonstration on
Ring Road. As a result, traffic in the area was halted for almost two hours.
In his speech, the MPA said that if loadshedding was not eliminated, they
would again come to streets. Moreover, he said that similar protests would be held
in other parts of the province.
Residents in Peshawar said they face cuts for six to eight hours a day, while
rural areas can receive electricity for as little as three to four hours a day.
In Charsadda, enraged power consumers staged a protest demonstration at
Umerzai area, which led to blockade of traffic on Tangi-Charsadda Road. They
warned authorities against carrying out loadshedding during Sehr and Iftar times.
Earlier on May 17, hundreds of enraged PTI activists broke down the gate of
the Wapda House in Peshawar and stormed inside during their protest against
persistent power outages in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Led by MPA Ayesha Gulalai, the protesters demanded that the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz-led (PML-N) federal government and Wapda officials stop
the hours-long spells of power outages in the province and fulfil their promise of a
load-shedding-free Pakistan.
Deeping power crisis
The country has for years been struggling to provide enough power for its
nearly 200 million citizens. Its chronic energy crisis sees daily power outages
which are amplified in the summer heat.
Despite tall claims of authorities about minimising loadshedding, the situation
of power supply has been far from unsatisfactory since the onset of summer. It has
further worsened in the holy month Ramazan. The outages are particularly intense
across the country during sehri and iftar, as temperatures in the country touched
near-record highs over the weekend.
Most parts of Karachi, the biggest city of the country, were without electricity
on the first sehar of Ramazan, which led to protests against K-Electric.
Water distribution - already unreliable in the megacity of some 25 million
people - is reliant on the electricity supply, leaving thousands unable to drink, cook
or wash ahead of the first day of fasting.
Authorities said the power outage extended to more than a dozen districts in
the southern province of Sindh of which Karachi is the capital, where temperatures
topped 40 degrees Celsius (104 Fahrenheit).
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The situation is no different in rural areas of Punjab, which is the power
bastion of ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
has vowed to solve the crisis by 2018, when elections must be held.
PM expresses displeasure
The prime minister on Monday expressed displeasure over the loadshedding
schedule currently being followed and directed that minimum loadshedding be
carried out during the month of Ramazan.
He was chairing meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Energy (CCE) in
Islamabad. It was informed that by March 2018 a total of 9,107 MW power would
be added to the transmission system, provided timelines are met.
Taking serious notice of the long hours of loadshedding and protests by the
people across the country, the prime minister directed that proactive and solution
oriented approach should be adopted by all line departments with the aim to
provide maximum relief in summer season.
Nawaz Sharif stated that the government is fully cognisant of the problems
faced by masses due to power shortage and will not rest till a significant relief is
provided. Keeping in view the urgency of the situation, he has called another
meeting of the CCE today (Tuesday).
Water & Power secretary briefed the meeting on implementation status of
previous decisions taken by CCE, current load management plan, circular debt,
transmission and distribution of power from upcoming power projects and status of
utilisation of idle power plants.
The CCE was informed that Bhikki and Haveli Bhadur Shah plants were
facing normal mechanical problems in some of their turbines which are being
resolved with the manufacturer. The prime minister directed to complete repairs at
the earliest.
It was further informed that monitoring of power generation and distribution
systems was being undertaken regularly with physical and field monitoring of 270
projects. Regular meetings were being held with CEOs of DISCOS to resolve
operational issues.
It was informed that a special committee of the Ministry of Petroleum &
Natural Resources is working on a balanced conversion plan from conventional
fuels to LNG. The minister also briefed the CCE regarding new gas transmission
pipelines being built for LNG from Karachi to Lahore. CCE expressed satisfaction
over the pace of work on gas pipelines.
Манифест ПМЛ(Н) на 2018-23 гг. к выборам.
The PML-N manifesto 2018-23
Dr Pervez Tahir. May 28, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421076/pml-n-manifesto2018-23/

What is remarkable about the PML-N‘s fifth and the last budget of the tenure
is not what it states to have achieved — and this is no mean list — but what it has
not been able to achieve. In the budget speech, the last paragraphs list out in some
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detail what needs to be done, most of it in the field of human development: By
2023, every child should be in school; the infant mortality rate and the maternal
mortality rate should be reduced by half; every child should be immunised; all
citizens should have access to clean drinking water; there should be universal use
of latrines; every youth should be skilled; women should be empowered; above
30% of women should be in the labour force; each household should have
electricity; per capita income should be doubled; the overwhelming majority of
citizens should be financially and digitally integrated. The CPEC infrastructure
projects should be completed in the shortest possible time and start reaping the
benefits of regional connectivity.
At the centre of our economic policymaking is the goal of poverty alleviation.
Over the next five years, we should focus on provision of welfare services to the
low-income segments of the society with the aim to reduce poverty from the
current 29% to less than 10%. For food security, improvements in yields of staple
crops and import substitution of imported food items should be pursued to ensure
availability of essential food items for all at affordable prices. We should ensure
that regional disparity in all socio-economic indicators is annihilated by focusing
our attention on the less developed areas.
Pakistan needs to focus on second generation reforms including deepening of
financial market, improving ease of doing business, enforcing property rights,
improving regulatory apparatus, enforcing rule of law, creating a credible and
efficient judicial system and to build an institutional foundation that can sustain
economic growth and give protection against external shocks. Our exports have
suffered due to slow-down in international trade and decline in commodity prices.
Going forward, we should focus on enhancing export competitiveness and taking
our export to GDP ratio to around 12%. Reforming public-sector enterprises is
foreseen in corporatisation and efficiency improvements.
An economic vision should be followed with these key elements. We should
target growth consistently at above 7%, driven by investments and the environment
of competition and innovation with the private sector as an engine of growth. The
government institutions should be reformed to focus on improved service delivery
and better regulations to support the growth momentum. Governance,
transparency, accountability and business-friendly environment should become the
key focus of our policies. For sustainable economic environment, macroeconomic
stability should be fostered through fiscal consolidation. While tax rates should be
rationalised to facilitate the private sector, emphasis should be on broadening the
tax base, and reforming the FBR. A new National Finance Commission Award,
that balances the functional responsibilities and budgets of Federal and provincial
governments should be announced with the view to support service delivery at the
provincial level. Focus on results in our plans and budgets should be enhanced
with the view to provide better services to the people.
Water security is necessary for our agriculture and consumption. A
considerable amount of water passes through our rivers each year. Absence of
dams means that a lot of water is wasted which we should preserve. Over the next
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five years, we should concentrate on substantially completing Diamer-Bhasha dam,
and simultaneously improving water conservancy. In addition to the 15,000MW in
the pipeline to come in generation mode in the period beyond 2018, energy
security requires we should plan to add another 10,000MW of electricity and
another 2 to 3 billion cubic feet of gas per day.
Published in The Express Tribune, May 28th, 2017.

Задержки со слиянием FATA и Хайбер Пахтунхва, - критика со стороны
президента Awami National Party Asfandyar Wali Khan
Fata reforms: Asfandyar slams govt over ‗volte-face‘
The Express Tribune. May 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1415689/fata-reformsasfandyar-slams-govt-volte-face/

KARACHI: Awami National Party President Asfandyar Wali Khan on
Sunday criticised the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government for
backtracking on its pledge to merge the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(Fata) with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
―The federal cabinet has approved the recommendations — that enjoy a broad
political consensus — of the FATA Reforms Committee, but Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif is continuously lying about it,‖ he said while addressing a huge
public gathering at Walika Ground in SITE.
The large number of people participated in the gathering impressed the ANP
president who said this must have surprised the party detractors who brushed it as a
dead party, adding the good show had sent a clear message to them that the party
was very much alive.
ANP chief asks Imran Khan to clarify Rs10b bribe claim
―Those who think that the ANP has lost its popular support and is no more a
vibrant party should see the number of people present today,‖ Wali said while
referring to the people present to listen to him.
Expressing anger over delay in enacting Fata reforms, the ANP president said
that the matter had been left in limbo, and added ―There should be no doubt that
Fata will become part of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.‖
―The premier is forgetting his promises,‖ Wali said.
He also criticised Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman and
Pukhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party‘s Mehmood Khan Achakzai for not raising the
issues of people of Fata ―yet they claim to be the leaders of the Pukhtuns‖.
Nawaz has clean-bowled Imran: Asfandyar
He said both the leaders were slaves of the ‗Britishers‘ and their system and
vowed to continue the struggle for the rights of the people of Fata. ―People will
soon see the merger of Fata with K-P‖.
Pointing out loopholes in the political and administrative system of the
country, Wali expressed that a lot of blood had been spilled due to the defective
system.
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―We need to structure our foreign and interior policies.‖
―Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar should tell how successful he has been in
implementing the National Action Plan,‖ Wali said and added: ―Tehreek-eTaliban‘s spokesman Ehsanullah Ehsan is a terrorist and therefore he should be
hanged because he was responsible for killing our innocent children and people.‖
Criticising Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan and his party‘s
government in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Wali said: ―He should focus on governance
rather than staging useless protests and sit-ins.‖
He added that his own party members had been raising fingers on corruption
of the party and asked ―has he taken any on the accusations?‖
Касты и умиротворение подходят к концу, патриотизм останется считает главный министр штата Уттар Прадеш.
Casteism, appeasement will end, says Yogi Adityanath
The Hindu. 2.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/two-day-bjp-meeting-inuttar-pradesh/article18347298.ece?homepage=true

Adityanath was speaking at the two-day BJP meet which began in Lucknow.
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath said on Monday that the
politics of casteism and appeasement will end while the agenda of development
and devotion to the nation would sustain.
He was speaking at the two-day BJP meet which began in Lucknow.
―Politics of nepotism, casteism and appeasement will end, only politics of
development and ‗rashtra bhakti‘ (devotion to the nation) will sustain,‖ Mr.
Adityanath said.
Apart from top BJP leaders including the party president Amit Shah, Uttar
Pradesh state office bearers and hundreds of delegates are expected to participate
in the two-day event.
Средний класс в Пакистане растет быстрыми темпами
Pakistan‘s middle class continues to grow at rapid pace
Salman Siddiqui. May 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398602/pakistans-middleclass-continues-grow-rapid-pace/

KARACHI: The country‘s middle class is experiencing a rapid growth,
which is evident from the rising demand for consumer durables, education and
health, according to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
The central bank, in its latest report on the state of economy, said that the
growth in the consumption pattern in the country is indicative of a budding
economy.
―Several indicators show rising consumer demand in the country. These
include a rise in consumer financing, an increase in the sale of consumer durables
(automobiles and electronic goods) and a sharp growth in fuel consumption,‖ said
the SBP.
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―Furthermore, the IBA-SBP Consumer Confidence Index recorded its
highest-ever level of 174.9 points in January 2017, showing an increase of 17
points from July 2016.‖
While there are different parameters to count the number of people and
households in the middle class or the middle-income group of an economy,
consumer spending is one prominent barometer which provides a rough
assessment.
According to prominent political economist S Akbar Zaidi, Pakistan‘s middle
class has grown rapidly in the last 15 to 20 years on the back of rising remittances
sent home by expats and increase in foreign investment.
―The foreign investment, which came into the country after 2002, has had a
trickledown effect on thousands of lives,‖ he said, adding that increased access to
education and rising representation of people in political parties also reflected the
growth in the middle class.
Zaidi said that Pakistan‘s middle class is often referred to in the context of the
number of consumer goods it purchases, ranging from washing machines to
motorcycles.
Additionally, attempts to quantify the country‘s middle class, largely based on
income and the purchase of consumption goods, exhibit that 42% of the population
belong to the upper and middle classes, with 38% counted as the middle class.
―If these numbers are correct, or even indicative in any broad sense, then 84
million Pakistanis belong to the middle and upper classes, a population size which
is larger than that of Germany,‖ said Zaidi.
Meanwhile, Standard Chartered Middle East-North Africa and Pakistan
Senior Economist Bilal Khan said that domestic consumption and consumer
confidence are strong in the country.
―Monetary easing and lower energy prices can boost household discretionary
incomes and, in this context, a strong and stable currency can also be expected to
increase demand for imported consumer goods, both durables and non-durables,‖
he said.
On the other hand, in the central bank‘s report, it was mentioned that
electronic goods showed a sharp turnaround during first half (January-December)
of current fiscal year, recording a growth of 14.5%, against a contraction of 8.2%
during the same period of last year.
―Consumer durables like refrigerators (up 25%) and deep-freezers (up 54.4%)
mainly contributed to this improved performance,‖ the report said.
―Furthermore, rise in energy supply in coming months, increase in consumer
financing in a low interest rate environment, better market access for rural
population, expansionary plans of leading players and foreign investment, all
indicates a sustainable trajectory for the industry‘s growth going forward,‖ it
added.
Separately, consumer financing posted an increase of Rs37.6 billion during
first half of the current fiscal year. Auto finance continued to be the dominated
segment, while personal loans showed a pickup as well.
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―The net credit off-take of Rs13.7 billion of personal loans witnessed in first
half of the fiscal year is the highest half-year figure in about a decade,‖ the report
stated.
The SBP also highlighted a notable growth in the foods segment and a strong
growth in the sub-segment of soft beverage.
Published in The Express Tribune, May 2nd, 2017.

Лидер оппозиции Syed Khurshid Shah заявил, что отставка Наваз
Шарифа будет в интересах нации
PM‘s resignation in country‘s interest, says Shah
Dawn, April 27th, 2017.
countrys-interest-says-shah

https://www.dawn.com/news/1329533/pms-resignation-in-

ISLAMABAD: In the light of the Supreme Court‘s verdict, Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif‘s resignation would strengthen parliament and democracy in the
country, said Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed Khurshid
Shah while talking to a group of reporters at the Parliament House here on
Wednesday.
Recalling the demands put forward by the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and
Pakistan Awami Tehreek during the 2014 protests, Mr Shah said he had opposed
the demand for Mr Sharif‘s resignation as it would have damaged the democratic
system. This time around, democracy would suffer if the prime minister kept his
office, he said.
The Pakistan Peoples Party leader pointed out that the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz had a two-thirds majority in the National Assembly, more than 180
sitting MNAs, and should, therefore, not find it hard to nominate someone for the
office of the prime minister.
When the Supreme Court had disqualified Yousuf Raza Gillani as prime
minister, the PPP had immediately selected Raja Pervez Ashraf for the post even
though elections were only nine months away, he recalled. The PPP could have
dissolved the National Assembly while keeping the provincial assemblies intact,
but it saved the democratic and political system by nominating another party man
for the office of the prime minister, he said.
The opposition leader lashed out at the government‘s economic, security and
agricultural policies. He condemned police action against wheat growers in various
districts in Punjab on Tuesday, and said that the government was against farmers.
The police had baton-charged wheat growers at three procurement centres in
Narowal and Shakargarh, causing injuries to 11 of them. The police arrived after a
large number of farmers, who had gathered at wheat centres to collect gunny bags,
protested against alleged mismanagement in the distribution of the bags.
Mr Shah said the present government had, in the past, resorted to such
brutalities against farmers despite the fact that Pakistan had an agro-based
economy.
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The opposition leader also criticised the government for its failure to maintain
security in the country, particularly in Islamabad. He alleged that the federal
government had spent around Rs7 billion on improving the security apparatus in
Islamabad, but even foreigners were not safe in the city.
He said that despite Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan‘s claims
regarding the improvement of security in Islamabad, a Canadian senator had been
deprived of cash and valuables in the federal capital.
Mr Shah condemned the incident and expressed solidarity and sympathy with
Canadian Senator Salma Attaullah Jan who was robbed of cash, a pearl necklace
and her ID cards in Islamabad‘s F-6 area on Tuesday night.
В столице Пакистана прошел митинг за отставку Наваза Шарифа
Информационное
агентство
«REGNUM».
https://regnum.ru/news/polit/2269665.html?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews
29.04.2017.

Верховный суд Пакистана не стал прекращать расследование против
Шарифа
Несколько тысяч сторонников оппозиционного политика Имрана Хана
провели митинг с требованием отставки премьер-министра Пакистана
Наваза Шарифа, передает Associated Press.
Сообщается, что митинг в центре Исламабада продолжался несколько
часов, митингующие выкрикивали лозунг «Иди, Наваз! Иди!».
Лидер протестующих Имран Хан считает, что Шариф действительно
может уйти в отставку, не дожидаясь окончания следствия по делу о
коррупции.
Ранее 27 апреля стало известно, что Верховный суд Пакистана не стал
прекращать расследование против Наваза Шарифа, инициированное по
обращению Хана, и дал следователям два месяца для его завершения.
Представители правящей «Пакистанской мусульманской лиги» уже
заявили, что Наваз Шариф намерен оставаться на посту премьер-министра до
окончания полномочий в 2018 году.
Наваз Шариф четырежды избирался премьер-министром Пакистана,
однако трижды — до 1999 года, когда командующий армией Первез
Мушарраф, отправленный Шарифом в отставку, произвел военный
переворот и захватил власть в стране.
После переворота Шариф был приговорен к пожизненному заключению,
однако приговор вскоре заменили высылкой в Саудовскую Аравию. В
Пакистан Шариф вернулся в 2007 году, назначен премьер-министром в 2013
году.
Зардари (и Имран Хан) требует отставки Наваз Шарифа
Zardari raises ‗Go Imran Go‘ in Malakand
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The Nation. April 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Apr-2017/zardari-raises-goimran-go-in-malakand

Says one family controlling all resources of the country
MALAKAND - Pakistan People‘s Party Co-Chairman Asif Ali Zardari
slammed political rivals Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Imran Khan in the
party's Malakand rally on Tuesday.
Addressing a gathering of PPP supporters and workers in Malakand, Sakha
Khail, he claimed that PPP had provided the people of Fata with the NFC award
which was being misused currently.
"We gave you (the people) the NFC award, which unfortunately is being
misused today," he said. "We gave the Pakhtuns their separate identity," added
Zardari.
He slammed Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, stating that he was
stealing food from the bellies of the masses. He said it was a tragedy that the
corrupt were taking the credit of the CPEC. "I initiated the CPEC for you and for
the people of Balochistan," said Zardari.
Zardari flayed Nawaz in his speech, stating that the prime minister was a
student of Ziaul Haq and had conducted the same politics. He said a nation only
progressed when its people, instead of its rulers, became wealthy.
During his speech, Zardari also slammed PTI chief Imran Khan and referred
to him as 'Jaali Khan (fake Khan)'. He chanted the slogans of Go Imran Go.
The PPP leader accused Prime Minister Sharif of following philosophy of
former dictator Ziaul Haq and branded him his student.
Zardari said the country's leadership was deeply involved in all businesses
from poultry to electricity and all resources were controlled by one family.
He said no one dared to give identity to Pakhtoons but it was PPP who did
this job.
He said it was a huge crime to block CNICs of Pakhtoons. He strongly
condemned the move.
―If our party came into power in next general elections, we would give due
rights to Pakhtoons,‖ he added.
PPP co-chairman said that PPP raised national flag first time in Swat and had
launched military operation against terrorists. He added that Swat's people have
made a lot of sacrifices for peace. It was Bibi Shaheed's dream to restore peace in
Swat.
Zardari said, "One politician calls himself Pakhtoon but he is a fake
Pakhtoon.‖
He said that the philosophy of prime minister was responsible for killing of
Mashall Khan.
The former president claimed that PPP will form its government in all four
provinces including Khyber Pakhtunkhwa after next general elections and then all
the plunderers will be behind the bars.
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He said PM should tender his resignation on moral grounds though he knew
Sharif very well and he will not resign till the last extent, but PPP‘s struggle will
continue till the fulfillment of demands.
Zardari promised to double the funds for the BISP if his party would come to
power in next polls because the PPP WAS a party of poor people and it will
continue endeavor for the uplift and prosperity of the common man.
Средний класс в Пакистане
Middle class Pakistan
Syed
Mohammad
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1389218/middle-class-pakistan/

April

21st,

2017.

The middle class is finally growing by leaps and bounds. Not only is our
middle class growing but this phenomenon has the potential to ensure more
sustainable economic growth, and enable democracy to finally take root within the
country. The ongoing census should provide more tangible data concerning the
size of our middle class. Moreover, the lofty spill-over effects being attributed to
the supposed middle class growth are also by no means guaranteed.
Being a part of the middle class can mean different things in different parts of
the world. Nonetheless, it is hard to deny the importance of seeing more people
join the segment of a country‘s population which is decently educated, and
engaged in professional and business occupations. Such middle-class growth is
rightly said to provide the socio-economic backbone of any country.
The middle class is currently confronting challenges within both developing
and developed countries, due to elite-led growth, which has instead increased
concentration of wealth in the hands of a few. Pakistan is not immune to growing
inequalities either, yet, we have apparently seen some meagre benefits of growth
trickle down to our middle classes as well.
A couple of months ago, The Wall Street Journal, citing estimates largely
based on income and the purchase of consumption goods, had suggested that as
many as 42% of Pakistan‘s population may now belong to the upper and middle
classes. Official figures also show that the proportion of households that own a
motorcycle and washing machines has grown impressively over the past 15 years.
For MNCs, such trends are wonderful news, promising exploding demand for
their products, ranging from pasteurised milk to junk food and more expensive cell
phones. Pinning more ambitious hopes on this apparent rising middle class would
however be a mistake.
Even if we now have a sizable middle class, this fact alone is not enough to
ensure more sustainable and equitable economic growth. Nor does this trend
indicate an automatic bolstering of our fragile democracy.
The fact remains that economic growth in Pakistan may have helped reduce
poverty, but it has still done little to prevent growing inequalities. While there is a
dearth of data, the available evidence does indicate that income distribution has
clearly become less equal over the last three decades. It is not just inequality
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between individuals which has worsened, regional inequalities within and across
provinces is also striking.
The middle class also lacks a progressive vision, which is needed to reform
the underlying structures of inequality in the country. Academics like Akbar Zaidi
are right to point out that middle class politics in Pakistan is hardly progressive.
The Islamisation discourse, backed up by Saudi funding and growing jihadism, has
turned our middle class away from leftist or progressive tendencies, and instead
encouraged conservatism and intolerance, except in the realm of business.
Currently, middle class aspirations seem unable to transcend their own
myopic group interests, which are based on patronage economic and political
alliances with elite-led models of economic growth, also backed by the state
establishment. So, while we may have a growing middle class, the implications of
this phenomenon do not necessarily mean good news for addressing the
deprivation and disempowerment.
Yet, there are also other ongoing social changes, ranging from girls‘
education to technological profusion in communication technologies, which are
enabling counter-narratives to form within our middle class. While still very
limited in comparison to the prevailing crass consumerism and social intolerance,
there is also a growing sense of awareness concerning overarching social justice
issues amongst our educated youth. The impact of such trends on the country needs
further research. We need to understand how such trends can be nurtured, because
it is only by fostering a more inclusive vision amongst the middle class, can we
hope to make our country a better place for all its citizens.
Офицер индийской разведки приговорен в Пакистане к смертной казни
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4170354. 10.04.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 10 апреля. /ТАСС/. Сотрудник индийской разведки,
арестованный в марте 2016 года по подозрению в шпионаже, приговорен в
Пакистане к высшей мере наказания.
Об этом сообщили в пресс-службе вооруженных сил исламской
республики.
"Офицер внешней разведки Индии Кул Бхашан Ядав, арестованный
ранее по подозрению в шпионаже, признан военным трибуналом виновным
по всем выдвигаемым против него статьям и приговорен к смертной казни", информировал журналистов официальный представитель ВС Пакистана
генерал-майор Асиф Гафур. По его словам, в ходе судебного процесса
индийская сторона неоднократно обращалась к властям Пакистана с
просьбой о выдаче Ядава, который, как установило следствие, является
офицером индийской внешней разведки - Отдела исследований и анализа
(Research and Analysis Wing).
Задержанный в городе Кветта (административный центр провинции
Белуджистан) Ядав, по данным официального Исламабада, является
офицером военно-морских сил этой южноазиатской страны в звании
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капитана. Официальный Исламабад утверждает, что индиец находился на
территории Пакистана с фальшивыми документами, выполняя задания по
сбору сведений об одном из самых крупномасштабных проектов
экономического взаимодействия с Китаем - так называемом китайскопакистанском экономическом коридоре (СPEC).
Как стало известно, пакистанские спецслужбы более года следили за
перемещениями и активностью индийца. Было установлено, что он
поддерживал контакты с представителями действующих в провинции
Белуджистан сепаратистских группировок и передавал им солидные
денежные вознаграждения в обмен на информацию.
У индийского разведчика были обнаружены незарегистрированные симкарты некоторых операторов сотовой связи Афганистана и Пакистана, а
также детальные карты отдельных районов пакистано-афганских
приграничных территорий.
Военный трибунал приговорил капитана (индиец) Ядава к смертной
казни за шпионаж.
Military tribunal sentences Jadhav to death
BAQIR
SAJJAD
SYED.
Dawn,
April
11th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1326144/military-tribunal-sentences-jadhav-to-death
KULBHUSHAN Jadhav in a recorded statement released last year confessed
to ‗directing various activities in Balochistan and Karachi at the behest of
RAW‘.—INP
ISLAMABAD: Described as the biggest proof of Indian interference in Pakistan, Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav has been court-martialled and sentenced to
death by a military tribunal for espionage and fomenting terrorism in Pakistan.
―Indian RAW Agent / Naval officer 41558Z Commander Kulbhushan Sudhir
Jadhav alias Hussein Mubarak Patel was arrested on March 3, 2016 through a
Counter Intelligence Operation from Mashkel, Balochistan, for his involvement in
espionage and sabotage activities against Pakistan.
―The spy has been tried through Field General Court Martial (FGCM) under
Pakistan Army Act (PAA) and awarded death sentence,‖ the military‘s public
affairs wing, ISPR, announced on Monday.
The FGCM is the military equivalent of a civilian criminal trial and is
conducted by a military tribunal.
ISPR says lawyer was provided to the Indian spy; Delhi to consider it a
pre-meditated murder if the convict is hanged
The sensational spy story that began in March last year and witnessed several
twists climaxed with the sentencing and analysts feel it would not be the end of the
tale and rather it would be sometime before it reaches a closure.
The ISPR announcement did not say when the trial commenced, how long it
continued and when the verdict was handed down. It only mentioned that the
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sentencing had been ratified by Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa
on Monday.
Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz had last month told the Senate that a
criminal case against Jadhav was being registered for prosecuting him for his
involvement in terrorism.
Earlier in January, Pakistan‘s envoy at the United Nations Dr Maleeha Lodhi
had submitted a dossier to Secretary General Antonio Guterres containing proof of
Jadhav‘s subversive activities.
The confession and trial
Jadhav was tried under Section 59 of the Pakistan Army Act (PAA) 1952 and
Section 3 of the Official Secret Act (OSA) 1923 and found guilty of all charges,
the Inter-Services Public Relations said.
Section 59 of the PAA provides for the trial of those accused of civilian
offences. Section 3 of the OSA, meanwhile, is a wide-ranging law covering various
espionage-related activities.
Jadhav had in a recorded statement released last year, weeks after his arrest,
confessed that he had been, ―directing various activities in Balochistan and Karachi
at the behest of RAW [Research and Analysis Wing] and deteriorating law and
order situation in Karachi.‖
He had disclosed that he reported to Anil Kumar Gupta, joint secretary of
RAW, helping him liaise with his contacts in Pakistan, especially in the Balochistan Student Organisation.
According to the ISPR, Jadhav had recorded the confessional statement in the
presence of a magistrate in which he accepted that he had been tasked by RAW to
―plan, coordinate and organise espionage / sabotage activities aiming to destabilise
and wage war against Pakistan by impeding the efforts of Law Enforcement
Agencies for restoring peace in Balochistan and Karachi‖.
Pakistan envoy summoned
India reacted angrily. Pakistan High Commissioner to India Abdul Basit was
summoned to the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) and handed a demarche in
which the Indian government questioned Jadhav‘s capture in Pakistan and fairness
of the trial.
The Indian stance was that their high commissioner in Islamabad was never
intimated about the start of the trial and dismissed the FGCM‘s proceedings as
―farcical‖ and the provision of defence lawyer as ―absurd‖. The MEA said India
had sought consular access to Jadhav 13 times since his arrest was made public.
It may be recalled that the bilateral consular access agreement signed in 2008
does not provide for those arrested for spying.
The ISPR insists that Jadhav was accorded due process during the trial and
had been provided a defence lawyer.
India, meanwhile, according to the Indian media, has decided to stop the
release of 12 Pakistani prisoners, who were to be repatriated this week after
completing their sentences.
Future course of action
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Jadhav now has got 40 days to file an appeal against the FGCM in the army‘s
court of appeal, according to retired Col Inamur Rahim, a military law expert.
In case the appeal court upholds the FGCM verdict, Jadhav would have the
opportunity to seek mercy from the army chief and the president of Pakistan.
Simultaneously, Col Inam said, the convict could approach a high court if he
felt that due process was not observed during his trial and his fundamental rights as
an accused were not fulfilled.
Government reaction
The government in Islamabad preferred silence after the decision was released
to media. There was no official statement from any of the ministries concerned.
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif, talking to a TV channel, said that the FGCM
decision would send a strong message to those involved in terrorism and
conspiring against Pakistan.
However, the Indian government said that if Jadhav was hanged it would be
tantamount to pre-meditated murder.
According to Indian reports, Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar while delivering
his demarche to High Commissioner Basit described the trial proceeding as
‗farcical‘.
‗Premeditated murder‘
The Indian official highlighted what he claimed was the absence of any
credible evidence against Jadhav.
―If this sentence against an Indian citizen, awarded without observing basic
norms of law and justice, is carried out, the Government and people of India will
regard it as a case of premeditated murder,‖ the demarche stated.
Reports quoted the demarche as saying that Jadhav‘s presence in Pakistan was
never explained and, it added, that he was kidnapped from Iran.
―The claim in the ISPR release that Shri Jadhav was provided with a
defending officer during the so-called trial is clearly absurd in the circumstances,‖
it said.
Приговор - смертная казнь Ядава неправомерна, считает разведка Индии
Jadhav's death sentence can be legally challenged, say intelligence
sources
The Hindu. 11.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/jadhav-sentence-can-bechallenged/article17914369.ece?homepage=true

Officials said Jadhav has been sentenced under controversial amendments to
the Pakistan Army Act
Several observers and intelligence sources have questioned the legality of the
Pakistan Army‘s court martial by which the former Naval Commander Kulbhushan
Jadhav was awarded the death sentence.
According to an official Pakistan statement, the Chief of the Army Staff,
General Qamar Javed Bajwa, confirmed the death sentence.
Diplomatic challenge
―I think it can be challenged diplomatically,‖ a former intelligence chief said.
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Indian officials believe that Mr. Jadhav has been sentenced under the
controversial amendments to the Army Act introduced two years ago, which
allows civilians to be tried under terrorism charges secretly in Army courts. In the
past two years, under the provision, 160 people have been sentenced to death.
―It is legally not a very tenable thing. How could they apply the same
provision to an unarmed foreigner whose identity is known?‖ another officer said.
‗First instance‘
―I can‘t recall another instance of an Army general court martial sentencing
an Indian like this,‖ a retired intelligence officer said. ―We have had Pakistani civil
courts sentencing Indians accused of spying,‖ he said.
Another retired official speculated that the Pakistani court-martial
proceedings would not only name R&AW (Research & Analysis Wing) but some
of its officials. ―It is not good news for us,‖ he said.
―As far as we are concerned he is a veteran who retired about 15 years ago.
Beyond that we do not know anything,‖ a senior naval officer said.
Commander Jadhav joined the National Defence Academy in 1987 and was
commissioned into the Indian Navy in 1991.
According to the Navy, he retired from service in December 2001.
The Pakistan move to award the death sentence to Mr. Jadhav has been
received with much disbelief by his former Naval colleagues and intelligence
circles, though most of them were confident that he would be back home.
Пока что предварительные прогнозы выборов 2018 г. преждевременны
Census, delimitations make premature poll impossible
Ashraf Mumtaz. The Nation. April 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Apr2017/census-delimitations-make-premature-poll-impossible

A reference to SC needed to hold election on the basis of existing
constituencies
LAHORE - Although former president Asif Ali Zardari claims that his party
is prepared to face fresh election even if held during the current year, there is little
possibility of the PML-N agreeing to premature poll, no matter what the longawaited decision in the Panama case.
PML-N sources insist that the incumbent government will complete its
mandated five-year term, which means the election will be held sometime after
June next year, not during the remaining nine months of the current calendar.
Whatever the plans of the ruling party to meet any eventuality, a former
secretary of the Election Commission of Pakistan says procedural formalities for
fresh election cannot be completed during the current year, especially because of
the steps necessitated by the ongoing housing and population census.
But before sharing Kanwar Dilshad‘s calculation/analysis with our readers,
let‘s see what strategy the PML-N may follow after the Panama case verdict.
There are two possibilities as far as the fate of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is
concerned. Either the decision will go in his favour or against him. If the verdict is
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favourable, the PML-N will try to exploit the victory by projecting the
integrity/honesty of the prime minister and failure of the opposition parties to
tarnish his image. The party will like to stay in power to the last day of its term to
be able to complete the ongoing development projects worth billions and billions
of rupees. The party believes that even the wavering voters will support the PMLN once they tasted the comforts and benefits of the new projects.
It is argued that Mian Nawaz Sharif has still not forgotten how he was ousted
twice in the past without allowing him to complete terms; therefore, his party will
not like to shorten its tenure, which is avoidable option.
But in case the verdict goes against the prime minister, even then nobody will
like to think of premature election. Although the PML-N leaders say that the party
will not like to nominate anyone as successor to Mr Sharif, analysts say the party
will have no other option but to bring in a new face and let the assemblies
complete their term. The new man/woman will have the backing of Mr Sharif and
will follow the leadership‘s instructions. The idea again is to get time to complete
the projects started by the PML- N government.
Now let‘s share the analysis/calculation of Mr Kanwar Dilshad.
He says that after the census is completed, new delimitation of constituencies
will become imperative under Delimitations Act, 1974.
The draft of the census will be made public by June/July. Thereafter the
process of delimitations will start which may take about six months to complete.
The ECP seeks objections from the people, for which a period of three weeks
is given. The Commission takes another one month to take a decision on those
objections. This means February will be over by then.
According to Mr Dilshad, the ECP has conveyed to the Statistics Division that
it will start delimitations process on the basis of final, not draft census results.
He says the serial numbers of the existing constituencies will change because
of urbanization at a large scale. Notification of new constituencies, he says, will
not be possible before June next year. And this will be the month when the
assemblies complete their constitutional term.
Then the assemblies will be dissolved and the process for next elections
started which under the supervision of a caretaker setup will take two months to
complete.
The question is what will happen if, hypothetically speaking, the prime
minister uses his constitutional powers and dissolves the assembly before it
completes its term.
The former ECP secretary says in that case a reference will have to be moved
to the Supreme Court to seek permission to hold election on the basis of 2002
delimitations. And nobody knows how long the apex court will take to grant
permission.
Район Гилгит-Балтистан может стать 5-й провинцией Пакистана
Gilgit-Baltistan to be declared a Province
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The Hindu. 16.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/gilgit-baltistan-to-bedeclared-a-province/article17468297.ece?homepage=true

China‘s concerns about Gilgit-Baltistan's unsettled status prompted
Pakistan's move.
The move may raise concerns in India as it borders the disputed Pakistanoccupied Kashmir.
Pakistan is planning to declare the strategic Gilgit-Baltistan region as its fifth
Province, a move that may raise concerns in India as it borders the disputed
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
Pakistan‘s Minister for inter-provincial coordination Riaz Hussain Pirzada
told Geo TV on Tuesday that a committee headed by Advisor of Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz had proposed giving the status of a Province to Gilgit-Baltistan. He
also said that a constitutional amendment would be made to change the status of
the region, through which the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
passes.
Gilgit-Baltistan is treated as a separate geographical entity by Pakistan. It has
a regional Assembly and an elected Chief Minister. It is believed that China‘s
concerns about its unsettled status prompted the move, which could signal a
historic shift in the country‘s position on the future of the wider Kashmir
region, Dawn newspaper had quoted experts as saying.
Пакистан – это страна фанатиков, женоненавистников и насилия с
силовыми методами против богохульства, - считает пакистанская
журналистка Saima Baig (Karachi-based environmental economist, climate change
consultant and a freelance writer).

Pakistan: The land of bigotry, misogyny and violence with blasphemy
allegations as its raison d'etre
Saima Baig. The Nation. March 10, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/blogs/10-Mar2017/pakistan-the-land-of-violence-misogyny-and-bigotry-with-blasphemy-allegations-as-itsraison-d-etre

These events of the past week or so show that violence, misogyny and bigotry
define Pakistan and recourse to blasphemy is the cornerstone of its society
Here is what has happened this week in the land of the pure. A politician
(from PTI) punched another one (from PML-N) for calling his leader a traitor. In
response, the first politician stood in front of the media and made allegations
against his harasser‘s sisters. That‘s violence and misogyny taken care of, within a
space of 24 hours.
Let‘s move on to a few days before that. It seems that our judiciary is in need
of special hugs because one of its members, a judge in the Islamabad High Court,
professed to weeping inconsolably when he reads anything against his religion on
social media. He wants the government to ensure that ―blasphemers‖ are put on
Pakistan‘s pride and joy: the Exit Control List. One wonders why you would want
anyone who you think has made fun of your religion to remain in the country. The
answer is pretty simple. You don‘t want them to leave because you want to punish
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them. And punish them how? Blasphemers get the death penalty. It‘s not that these
people just want others to leave their religion alone, they want to ensure that they
get killed for criticizing it. After following the due process of the law, of course.
As an aside, please note that I always hear the word ―blasphemers‖ in John
Cleese‘s voice from the movie Life of Brian.
The Honorable Judge has had the support of various factions of the media and
other parts of society, who are ever ready to lay down other people‘s lives in the
name of religion. The issue for them is very clear: no one gets to criticize Islam.
That is how things are and should remain. On the other hand, nary a protest is
made when Christians are called by derogatory names and Hindus are called
―baniyas‖, as was done by another politician to criticize his opponent.
Now let‘s come to the last two days. Our Interior Minister Chaudhary Nisar
has also been triggered. He has professed to being very upset that social media
sites like Facebook are not providing him with information regarding some people
running a campaign against the Islamabad High Court judiciary. In his campaign to
support only those elements that want to suppress others through religion, he has
threatened to block social media sites in Pakistan, in an attempt to protect the very
sensitive citenzry from reading blasphemous content.
On the other hand, the statement by a blogger that he was kidnapped and
tortured by state institutions has had no impact on our esteemed leaders.
These events of the past week or so show that violence, misogyny and bigotry
define Pakistan and recourse to blasphemy is the cornerstone of its society.
If you are upset with an opponent, hit him. If you want to flex your muscles
against bloggers, kidnap and torture them. When you have nothing in response to
your rival, use the time-honoured practice of abusing the women in his family. And
always ensure that the blasphemy law is kept as a precious resource, to be used
whenever you require.
This is what we have reduced ourselves to: cultishly following leaders
without allowing any criticism of them. It is interesting to note that not even the
women leaders of PML-N called out their colleague on abusing women for point
scoring. Because misogyny is so entrenched in our minds that even women do not
think anything is wrong with it.
As for PTI, they also indulged in misogyny, while criticizing it. Their social
media teams made allegations of blasphemy and threats against a reporter for
recording a video of their esteemed leader.
These are the important aspects that define Pakistan. Our violent, bigoted,
misogynistic reactions to even the smallest of infractions.
These are the things that outrage us. Not our low scores in human rights and
education. Not the fact that while we wax eloquent about the Islamic golden age,
the country is below every other one for any scientific achievements (other than the
nuclear bomb and the water kit car of course), but the fact that our messiahs are
criticized and our ideologies are not given due deference.
Freedom of speech is an important characteristic of civilized society.
Censoring content and threatening people just ensures that the only kind of
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progress you make is in oppressing people. Using misogyny as a counter argument
does not make you macho; it just shows your pathetic mindset. And using religion
as a tool of the state has only ever meant clinging to backward notions of morality.
Notions, which have never resulted in progress.
The enlightenment ensured that the west moved on from being bogged down
by the same issues of violence, misogyny, bigotry and dependence on blasphemy.
They were in the same boat till they realized that antediluvian methods of living
one‘s life did not work anymore. That religion and state needed to be separate.
That life, liberty and freedom were important facets of civilized society. We need
to do the same.
Зачем гражданские противостоят продлению военных судов, когда
политическая система не в состоянии обеспечить судопроизводство
Why are civilian leaders bothered by military courts when the political
system continues to fail in providing justice?
Durdana Najam. The Nation. March 11, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/blogs/11-Mar2017/why-are-civilian-leaders-bothered-by-military-courts-when-the-judiciary-and-the-politicalsystem-continue-to-fail-in-providing-justice

Rehabilitate the lopsided democracy by strengthening the rule of law and
constitution. In the meantime, let the military court do the job left out by the
politicians
A general aversion is found among the civilians about military‘s stronghold
on the country. Generals are considered incapable of understanding democracy,
considered trained to see things only in black and white, eluding the interpretation
of the grey area where the actual meat is located. When both Nawaz and Benazir
were in exile, it was decided between the two that instead of conniving against
each other, it would be better to strive against the military rule. It became one of
the core clauses of the Charter of Democracy (CoD). Both the parties have so far
stood by this commitment while also getting the support from other political
parties. When Imran took to the streets of Islamabad for 120 days, the parliament
had back-to-back sessions---a show of solidarity with the CoD.
The opposition calls this solidarity Muk Mukka (taking turn to power). To the
PML-N and the PPP, it is democracy. Here hangs the conundrum. Which
democracy? Holding on to power. Having elections every five years. Making the
institutions subservient to the will of the power elite. Keeping the constitution
sacred in words only. Allowing the rule of law to be misused. Apparently, this
model of democracy is in place. It certainly suits the ruling elite but does little to
lift the lives of the people, who by definition should be the main beneficiary of
democracy. The commoner is found committing suicide or damaging their lives
because of lack of opportunities, and many times for lack of maturity of character
that leads to desperate actions. Many schools in interior Sindh and Punjab are in a
deplorable condition. About 84 per cent people do not have access to clean
drinking water, as disclosed the other day by the Minister for Science Technology
Rana Tanvir in the Senate. According to the Pakistan Education Statistic 2015-16
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Report, launched by the Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training,
44 per cent children in Pakistan between the age group of five and 16 are out of
school. The Supreme Court has as well given up on the National Accountability
Bureau.
This is just a glimpse of the mess we live around. Each institution has
become a den of corruption. Even judiciary is not spared. Resourceful persons,
both in term of money and connections, are the lucky few to get the speedy
resolution of their cases. Since the government has not been interested in
improving the quality of legal education, in increasing the strength of judges, in
creating benches in far-flung districts courts, in providing adequate resources to the
judiciary for a professional ambiance, and in doing away with the colonial legacy
of Code of Criminal Procedure – the system grinds justice at its slowest. Even
before landing in court the rusty claws of police leave the ordinary petitioners
bereft of hope, eventually relying on some miracle to happen.
Then why shed tears on the formation of military courts when the political
system favours the culprit and bridle the poor. Police, the first link in the judicial
process, in routine, fails to make a thorough investigation, leaving the second link,
the prosecution unproductive. The Lahore High Court had released Hijratullah,
convicted by an anti-terrorism court for attacking Manawan Police Academy in
2009, on the ground that the anti-terrorism court did not have the power to take up
the case of Explosion Act (under which Hijratullah was convicted) since the law
was introduced in 2012. What picture does this scenario paint of the lawmakers,
the law enforcers and the interpreters of the law?
The new irritants are the military courts, regarded incompatible to democracy.
Not in the above scenario, indeed. Not even when seen through the prism of the
law enforcement officers being killed conveniently by the terrorists. Jamaat-ulAhrar is entrenched in the Mohmand Agency and to get them out has claimed lives
of many military officers. How long does the civilian government see this
continuing? In the absence of an active, responsive and speedy legal system this
may continue forever. Rehabilitate the lopsided democracy by strengthening the
rule of law and constitution. In the meantime, let the military court do the job left
out by the politicians. Enough of the non-seriousness!
ПНП и JUI-F против продления сроков военных судов
PPP, JUI-F oppose govt bills on mily courts
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar2017/ppp-jui-f-oppose-govt-bills-on-mily-courts

ISLAMABAD - The government yesterday introduced two legislative bills to
expeditiously dispose of terrorism-related cases and award two-year extension to
the military courts.
The opposition Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) and the Jamiat-e-Ulema-eIslam (JUI-F) – which is a partner in the ruling coalition – opposed both the bills:
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The Constitution (Twenty-Eighth Amendment) Bill, 2017 and The Pakistan Army
(Amendment) Bill, 2017.
The government side is holding meetings with the rest of the parliamentary
parties to get both the bills passed unanimously.
The statement of objects of 28th amendment bill says that ―due to
extraordinary situation constituting grave threat to the security and integrity of
Pakistan from various terrorist groups, armed groups, wings and militia or their
members, it is proposed to continue special measures for a further period of two
years. These measures have yielded positive results in combating terrorism.
―Extraordinary situation and circumstances still exist, which demand
continuation of the special measures adopted for expeditious disposal of certain
offence[s] relating to terrorism, waging of war or insurrection against Pakistan.
―Terrorist groups including any such terrorists fighting while misusing the
name of religion or a sect or by committing grave and violent act of terrorism
against the state be tried in these [special military trial] courts.
―The people of Pakistan have expressed their firm resolve through their
chosen representatives to permanently wipe out and eradicate terrorists from
Pakistan.‖
Law Minister Zahid Hamid, while introducing the bill, was of the view that
the amendment would yield positive results. Nine meetings have been held and
most of the parties endorsed the government‘s proposals, he said.
―The country is still going through extraordinary circumstances and facing
many challenges. Therefore, it is necessary that these measures continue,‖ he said.
PPP‘s Azra Fazal Pechuho, expressing strong reservations, said that there
should be right of appeal for the accused in the bill. ―Some of the clauses are
discriminatory and should be removed,‖ she said.
Muttahida Quami Movement (MQM)‘s Sheikh Salahudin asked, ―For how
many more years the government will keep extending time for the military
courts?‖
JUI-F chief Fazlur Rehman strongly opposed the constitutional amendment.
―Terrorism should not be linked with religion as terrorists have no religion, sect, or
nationality or [are confined to a single] province,‖ the JUI-F chief said.
Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said that there was a need to create consensus on the
legislation.
Later, the house also passed "The Post Office (Amendment) Bill, 2016.‖
APP adds: Deputy Speaker National Assembly Murtaza Javed Abbasi on
Friday directed the Finance Ministry to sort out issue about registration of
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the forthcoming census.
He directed parliamentary secretary Rana Muhammad Afzal to sit with
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Shah Jee Gul Afridi and address their concerns.
Earlier, speaking on a point of order JUI-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman said
the IDPs could not return to their native areas so far. "It will create a problem, if
they (IDPs) are not registered in their ancestral areas in the census," he said.
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He said the IDPs should be given the right to register themselves in their
native areas.
Несмотря на разногласия, сегодня законопроект о продлении срока
военных судов будет представлен в Парламенте.
Amid disagreement, govt presenting military courts bill in NA today
Daily
Times.
10/03/2017/
http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/10-Mar-17/amiddisagreement-govt-presenting-military-courts-bill-in-na-today

PPP rubbishes Dar's claim that consensus reached on two-year extension to
military courts. Agreement reached on only two of PPP's nine points
ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar on Thursday said that
constitutional amendment bill for the establishment of military courts would be
presented in the National Assembly today (Friday).
Talking to the media after meeting parliamentary parties' heads, he said that it
had been decided that the government would lay the constitutional amendment bill
and the army act amendment bill in the National Assembly.
He claimed that consensus had been reached in the meeting on two-year
extension to military courts.
Dar said the Pakistan People's Party had withdrawn from its point to appoint
sessions or additional sessions judge in the military courts. He informed that some
of the proposed suggestions already existed in the constitution and political parties
had no objection on them.
The finance minister further revealed that the law of testimony would also be
implemented and the convict would have the right to appeal. He said that some of
the recommendations by the PPP were technical, and making further amendments
to the already amended bill was the basic right of all the parties. "All members of
parliament have the right to bring their amendments to the House for debate and
discussion for legislation."
The minister said there was no objection on evidence act and right of judicial
review, as all those points were clearly mentioned and defined in the constitution.
Meanwhile, the PPP rubbished reports that the party had agreed to a two-year
extension to military courts during a meeting of parliamentarians in Islamabad.
The party slammed the claims made by the PML-N ministers and denied that
any agreement had been reached on the draft legislative proposals prepared by the
government for revival of the courts.
The party had earlier pushed for a one-year extension to military courts and
had put forward nine recommendations regarding the operations of military courts
and how they should be handled.
"The PPP totally and roundly rejects any statement purportedly issued by any
official agency creating a false and erroneous impression of the PPP having agreed
to the draft proposals of the government," said a statement released by PPP Senator
Farhatullah Babar.
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In the second session of parliamentary discussions on the issue, the PPP
sought to push through its recommendations, but an agreement could be reached on
only two of the PPP's nine points raised before the session concluded.
PPP Central Information Secretary Chaudhry Manzoor said the PPP had not
agreed to drop any of its proposed amendments and would move its own
amendments. "These rumours have been spread by opponents of the PPP," he
claimed.
The PPP, in one of its proposed points, had recommended that the provisions
of the Qanoon-i-Shahadat, 1984 (Law of Evidence) should apply to military courts
and that the accused be granted the right to appeal.
The PPP had forwarded the following points: "Military courts shall be
presided over by one sessions judge or additional sessions judge with a military
officer; the sessions/additional sessions judge will be nominated by the chief
justice of Pakistan; period will be for one year from starting date; right of judicial
review by high courts under Article 199 of the constitution; high court shall decide
case within 60 days; accused to be produced within 24 hours before the court
concerned; accused to be supplied with grounds of arrest within 24 hours; accused
shall have right to engage counsel of his choice; and provisions of Qanoon-iShahadat 1984 shall apply."
It may be mentioned here that the military courts were disbanded this year on
January 7 after a sunset clause - included in the legal provisions under which the
tribunals were established - expired.
Though a revival of the controversial system seems closer now than before,
the government and the opposition have struggled to reach a consensus on the issue
despite frequent discussions. The primary concern of critics is the mystery
surrounding military court trials: no one knows who the convicts are, what charges
have been brought against them, or what the accused persons' defence is against
the allegations levelled.
Критика Наваз Шарифа за слабое противостояние с Индией по
вопросу терроризма (открытие индийского консульства в Афганистане
направлено на борьбу с Пакистаном) – со стороны Зардари
Zardari flays PM for not speaking against Indian terrorism
Daily Times. 1.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01-Mar-17/zardari-flays-pmfor-not-speaking-against-indian-terrorism

Former president says Nawaz needs to know role of Afghanistan-based
Indian consulates in anti-Pakistan activities
HUB: Former president Asif Zardari on Tuesday said India is involved in
sabotaging peace in Pakistan.
"Everyone knows that India is involved in anti-Pakistan activities in
Afghanistan, but the government has no realization of this issue. We do not
understand foreign policy of Mian Sahib. Government which cannot appoint
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foreign minister for four years how can it would be successful to present and get
accepted Pakistan's point of view before world powers.
He expressed these views while talking to reporters after condoling over the
murder of Levies Risaldar Bashir Bizenjo.
"Mian Sahib must know India has established its consulates in our neighbour
[Afghanistan] for what purpose and what India was doing there."
He said the government needs to take all federating units into confidence
regarding census.
Zardari said, "Reservations and apprehension of nationalist parties of
Balochistan should be removed. Our party would emerge victorious during coming
elections in all the provinces."
He was accorded a warm welcome by Chief of Bizenjo tribe Abdul Majeed
Bizenjo at Bizenjo House. A luncheon was also hosted which was attended by
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfaraz Bugti, PML-N Senator Shahbaz Durrani,
Muhammad Ali Rind and Fateh Muhammad Buledi.
He said it is his non-political visit as he has old relation with the Bizenjo
family and he has arrived Bizenjo House for condolence.
Zardari said people need employment, education, health and basic facilities.
"We during our period gave package for removing sense of deprivation of
people of Balochistan. After departure of our government Balochistan stands
where we had left it. Those coming to power after us too not steps for welfare of
people. Balochistan has scores of problems."
"Mian Sahib has a narrow thinking on all issues. By taking a tough decision
on holding of PSL final in Lahore, he only wants a public show to demonstrate that
there is peace in Lahore," Zardari said.
To a question, Zardari denied inclusion of PML-N's Irfanullah Marwat in the
PPP, saying that the Karachi-based politician has good relations with PPP but he
has not so far joined the party.
Zardari said "Twitter brigade" is behind the propaganda about Marwat.
Speaking on the occasion, MPA Abdul Quddus Bizenjo said Balochistan has
been custodian of historic traditions and as Zardari is also chief of a Baloch tribe
his visit as a tribal chief is of great importance. He said Zardari would return from
here with love of people. He said, "Our grandfather Adam Abdul Karim Bizenjo
has been associated with PPP and our closeness with PPP is not hidden to anyone."
Партии (за исключением ПНП) согласны с продлением действия
военных судов на 2 года
Parties, minus PPP, agree to revive mily courts for two years
The Nation. 1.03.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Mar-2017/parties-minus-pppagree-to-revive-mily-courts-for-two-years

Proposed bill to be tabled in National Assembly on March 6
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ISLAMABAD - The government will table proposal for extension of military
courts in the upcoming parliamentary session after most of the political parties
agreed to giving an extension to the tribunals for two years on Tuesday.
The decision is linked with a roadmap and timeline for the courts and a
parliamentary committee of the two houses will monitor them.
After a meeting of parliamentary leaders, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Shah Mehmood Qureshi told media that the
participants of the meeting agreed on a two-year extension for the military courts.
Dar vowed that there would be no politics on extension of courts.
While replying to a question regarding the reservations raised by different
political parties in previous sessions, the finance minister hoped that the
differences if any would be resolved in the parliament through discussion.
He said the National Assembly session had been proposed for March 6th, and
the proposed bill would be discussed in the session.
Answering a question regarding absence of PPP from the Tuesday‘s meeting,
Dar said they might be busy in their party meeting but hoped that the PPP would
not show any disagreement.
Qureshi termed military courts need of the hour. He said all the parties present
in the meeting agreed - as the situation in the country was still unusual and
country‘s integrity was under threat.
―Though military courts are need of the hour but our regular courts should
address this problem,‖ Qureshi said, adding after the tenure of military courts
expire, those cases would be referred to regular courts.
He said that a parliamentary sub-committee would oversee matters of military
courts and the NAP implementation. He said there would be a parliamentary
oversight which will meet every month or once in two months to review
implementation. The timeline of implementation plan will be decided and every
parliamentary leader will sign it, to ensure that the government sticks to the time
and there was no need for another extension.
Qureshi expressed reservations on the tenure of the military courts, and spoke
about the need to find a permanent solution to the issue but between the lines.
However some other political leaders were blunt in expressing themselves.
Aftab Khan Sherpao said that he hoped this would be the last time that the
army courts were given extension.
A Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) lawmaker was loud in expressing concerns of her
party. The lawmaker said terrorism should not be linked to Pashtuns and the
statements in that regard should end immediately.
MQM Pakistan leader Farooq Sattar came down hard on government. He
alleged the government was neither serious in the operation against terrorists nor
stern to wipe out their hideouts.
Sattar said that till when and to what extent they would cover the
incompetence of the government. He said the government was neither serious
about establishing army courts nor calling the APC, and it was also not serious to
reform the overall judicial system of the country.
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Sattar said the prime minister should brief the parliament that during the last
two years to what extent terrorism and militancy had decreased in Pakistan.
He said the government bought time during the last two years and it did not
do anything to curb terrorism. Sattar said like the previous operation, the army was
standing alone in the present operation Raddul Fasaad.
He said the government should call a conference of political parties and
should brief them about the whole operation and should give ownership to the
public, if it really wanted to make the military operation a success.
Sattar demanded that constitution of a national security committee should be
included in the proposed bill.
He said community policing and local government system was needed to
build a narrative among general public about the law and order and army efforts to
curb terrorism.
―We are spending national resources on terrorism but terrorism still reigns
supreme,‖ the MQM leader said.
Established through constitutional amendment following the attack on the
Army Public School in Peshawar in 2014, the military courts were given powers to
put anyone on trial on terrorism charges.
The courts ceased to function on expiry of the mandated period of two years,
earlier this year.
After the agreement of the parliamentary leaders the proposed amendments
will be approved from the parliament.
Online adds: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar made telephone calls to Leader of
the Opposition Syed Khursheed Shah and PPP senior leader Syed Naveed Qamar
on Tuesday.
Dar apprised them about the proceedings of the meeting of parliamentary
leaders. The minister said in view of the All Parties Conference (APC) called by
PPP on 4th March, the session of the National Assembly is being called on 6th of
March.
Парламентарии согласились на продление действия военных судов еще
на 2 года
Parliamentary leaders agree to extend tenure of military courts for two
years
The Express Tribune. 28.02.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1341420/parliamentaryleaders-agree-extend-tenure-military-courts-two-years/

―The issue of the extension of military courts has been resolved,‖ Awami
Muslim League leader Sheikh Rasheed said while addressing the media. ―All
political parties have agreed on extension of military courts for two years,‖ he
added.
He further stated that the extension will be accorded from January 7, 2017,
and after two years, the cases will be transferred to anti-terrorism courts.
Parliamentary leaders summoned to decide fate of military courts
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―Despite our differences with PML-N, we have agreed on the extension of
military courts in greater national interest, said Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Vice
Chairman Shah Mehmood Qureshi.
Agreeing with the decision, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said all parties should
avoid indulging in politics on the respective issue. ―The draft will be presented in
parliament on March 6,‖ said Dar.
The military courts had been established in the country through a
constitutional amendment in the backdrop of gory incident of Army Public School
in Peshawar in December 2014. Courts were established in January 2015 for a
period of two years. They ceased to function in January 2017 upon expiry of twoyear term.
Recently, the government – which wants to revive the military courts for
another term spanning over three years – has proposed a constitutional amendment.
Military courts: Opposition unimpressed by government briefing
However, the opposition parties – who were initially in favour of the
extension – later refused to adopt the draft constitutional amendment after
government introduced some changes to it. The opposition parties want the
extension in military courts for a period not exceeding a year-and-a-half rather than
the three years proposed in the government‘s draft.
Another point of serious contention among government and opposition parties
is a proposed amendment to Article 175 (3) which according to some opposition
parties could be used in future by the military to victimise political workers.
The military is single-handedly acting against terrorists: Farooq Sattar
Addressing the media on Tuesday, MQM-Pakistan leader Farooq Sattar said
that before extending the tenure of military courts, ―PM Nawaz should first address
our concerns on the issue of terrorism.
―He should at least confess about his party‘s incompetence before the
Parliament,‖ he said, adding that the premier had bought two-year period from the
parliament for the improvement of law and order in the country, however his
priorities were completely different.
―How can the nation expect the prime minister to work effectively against
terrorism when he did not live up to their expectations in two years.
―The military is single-handedly acting against terrorists and the federal
government is not standing by it,‖ Sattar said.
Military courts: PTI warms up to PPP‘s APC move
PTI will not attend PPP-called APC: Imran Khan
PTI chairman Imran Khan on Tuesday said the party will not attend the all
parties conference called by Pakistan Peoples Pary (PPP), to discuss the issue of
extending the tenure of military courts.
Вопрос о продлении действия военных судов (по борьбе с терроризмом)
Military courts: PTI warms up to PPP‘s APC move
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2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf is all set to throw its weight behind
Pakistan Peoples Party to hold an all parties conference on the issue of extending
the tenure of military courts.
PTI‘s senior leadership on Sunday confirmed the party‘s participation in the
moot scheduled to be held on March 4.
The PPP would formally invite PTI in a couple of days, not later than
Tuesday, while Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid has already accepted the invitation.
National Action Plan : Tenure of military courts should be extended: Muqam
―During deliberations through the platform of parliamentary committee on
military courts, PTI‘s standing over the issue remains almost similar to that of
PPP,‖ a senior PTI leader said confirming party‘s participation in the conference.
Talking to The Express Tribune, PPP‘s general secretary Nayyar Hussain
Bokhari said that he would be visiting Charsadda today (Monday) to formally
invite head of Awami National Party Asfandyar Wali Khan. Bokhari has been
tasked to lead a PPP delegation inviting various political parties to attend the moot.
He hinted at meeting the PTI leadership by Tuesday.
PTI spokesperson Fawad Hussain said the party would hold consultations and
deliberate if they should attend the conference hosted by the PPP.
He said the consultation would be held in a couple of days as senior party
leaders including Shah Mehmood Qureshi and Jehangir Khan Tareen were
currently out of Islamabad.
The PPP decided to hold a multi-party conference over the issue after the
government and the opposition parties during successive meetings failed to find a
common ground and narrow down their differences on the revival of military
courts. Last meeting of the parliamentary committee on military courts was held on
February 24 which too remained inconclusive.
The military courts had been established in the country through a
constitutional amendment in the backdrop of gory incident of Army Public School
in Peshawar in December 2014. Courts were established in January 2015 for a
period of two years. They ceased to function in January 2017 upon expiry of twoyear term.
Recently, the government – which wants to revive the military courts for
another term spanning over three years – has proposed a constitutional amendment.
However, the opposition parties – who were initially in favour of the
extension – later refused to adopt the draft constitutional amendment after
government introduced some changes to it. The opposition parties want the
extension in military courts for a period not exceeding a year-and-a-half rather than
the three years proposed in the government‘s draft.
Another point of serious contention among government and opposition parties
is a proposed amendment to Article 175 (3) which according to some opposition
parties could be used in future by the military to victimise political workers.
Opposition amenable to military courts‘ revival
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Talking to The Express Tribune, PTI vice chairman Shah Mehmood Qureshi
said the party leadership would keenly observe the agenda of the multi-party
conference and decide about its participation.
―The party is in favour of revival of these [military] courts to punish ‗jet black
terrorists‘,‖ Qureshi said.
He said senior party leadership would meet today (Monday) to hold
discussion on the issue and Imran Khan would announce his final decision.
ПНП против продления действия военных судов.
Deadlock over Military courts deepens due to PPP boycott
The Nation. February 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Feb-2017/deadlock-overmilitary-courts-deepen-due-to-ppp-boycott

ISLAMABAD: PPP announced to boycott the committee's session, today,
which was to be conducted under Parliamentary parties notice. In effect, the
decision regarding the restoration of military courts remained inconclusive.
Shireen Mazari notified before the sub-committee regarding reservations of PTI.
PPP leader Naveed Qamar said that the party will call for All Parties
Conference (APC) for consensus over military courts and terrorism and not
participate in parliamentary committee for restoration of military courts. Federal
Minister Zahid Hamid chaired the sub-committee meeting which was to consult
about the constitutional amendment summary for final decision regarding the
status of military courts. PPP leader Naveed Qamat criticised that the government
was not able to hold consensus over matters of military courts and terrorism.
Before leaving the meeting beforehand in an attempt to show concerns of
disapproval, PTI‘s Shireen Mazari said that old summary was amended to make a
party happy, while JUI-F‘s leader Naeema Kishwer supported the restoration bid
by demanding to extend military courts by one and a half years instead of three.
В Пакистане запретили праздновать День Валентина
Интернет-портал
«Корреспондент.net».
13.02.2017.
http://korrespondent.net/world/3814297-v-pakystane-zapretyly-prazdnovat-den-valentyna

В Верховном суде Исламабада подтвердили, что запрет касается всей
страны.
Суд в Пакистане запретил праздновать День святого Валентина в
общественных местах по всей стране. Соответствующее решение, по
информации заявителя Абдула Вахида, суд принял 13 февраля, информирует
Радио Свобода.
Вахид заявил, что обратился в суд, чтобы он запретил пропаганду Дня
Валентина, поскольку убежден, что печатные и электронные медиа освещают
этот праздник так, "если бы это была часть местной культуры".
В Верховном суде Исламабада подтвердили, что запрет касается всей
страны. Решение суда запрещает частным телеканалам транслировать любой
контент, связанный с Днем Валентина.
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В Пакистане праздник Валентина воспринимают неоднозначно. В
прошлом году президент Мамнун Хуссейн призвал граждан не праздновать
этот день, заявив, что это не мусульманский праздник.
Также индийские традиционалисты провели акцию протеста против
празднования Дня Святого Валентина.
У Пакистана есть не только внешние враги, но и внутренние, которые
прикрываются именем Ислама
Pakistan under threat from internal enemies
Daily Times. 11.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/11-Feb-17/pakistan-underthreat-from-internal-enemies

KHARIAN: Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan has said that the
country is not only facing an external danger but also a threat from "hidden
enemies that are spreading chaos in the name of Islam".
"Our armed forces are dedicated to the noble cause of defence of the
motherland," said the minister during his visit to the National Counter Terrorism
Centre (NCTC) to witness the graduation ceremony of the 9th National Integrated
Counter Terrorism Course.
In his speech, Nisar said that the war against terrorism was difficult but
Pakistan had gained numerous achievements because of sincere efforts and
sacrifices rendered by army, police and intelligence agencies. "We have to take
forward these achievements," he added.
The minister said that war on terror gains - "achieved through efforts of armed
forces" - were an example for the entire world. "The nation is proud of armed
forces and those who sacrificed their precious lives for the defence of the country,"
he said, adding, "We can never forget sacrifices of our martyrs who laid down their
lives to bring peace in Pakistan."
He lauded professional capabilities of those who completed their training at
the NCTC, and said that they had been assigned a noble task of defending the
motherland. A total of 388 individuals of Frontier Corps (FC), police, Rangers and
other law enforcing agencies graduated through the batch.
The minister also witnessed a demonstration given by trained personnel to
effectively deal with terrorism.
Since setting up of the NCTC, over 235,000 individuals, including
international military troops from different countries, have been trained by the
Pakistan Army.
According to sources, the training was organised on the directives of Chief of
Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa which shall continue to enhance
operational efficiency of police and other law enforcement agencies.
Earlier, upon his arrival, Central Command Commander Lieutenant General
Umar Farooq Durrani and Training and Evaluation Inspector General Lt General
Hadayatur Rahman welcomed the minister. The minister was briefed about the
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standard of the training being imparted to improve performance of security
personnel.
Earlier on February 3, the interior minister, urging the West to honour its
commitments and agreements, said terrorism could not be linked to any religion.
The minister was referring to a summit held in Washington on 'countering
violent extremism' in February 2015, and recalled that over 60 countries
participating in the moot agreed upon the need to delink terrorism from religion.
"The tendency to label every man with a beard and every woman wearing
hijab as potential terrorists should stop now," the interior minister had emphasised.
"To win the war against terrorism, there has to be an international coalition,
but this coalition should be based on mutual and greater understanding of regional
dynamics and regional compulsions," he added.
О слиянии FATA с провинцией Хайбер Пахтунхва – есть разные мнения
Fata MPs differ on merger with KP
Javaid-ur-Rahman. February 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/11-Feb2017/fata-mps-differ-on-merger-with-kp

ISLAMABAD - FATA parliamentarians, intending to call All Parties
Conference (APC) on FATA reforms, are not on same page for merger of tribal
region with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
The FATA members, even after the assurance of Prime Minister to call a
separate cabinet meeting on FATA reforms, are still adamant to register a strong
protest. The FATA lawmakers had already warned the incumbent government for
taking to streets on March 12.
At the same time, there was a division among the FATA members about
merger of the region with KP. ―We (FATA parliamentarians) are not on the same
page on merger of FATA with KP,‖ said FATA MNA Bismillah Khan while
talking to The Nation.
All the FATA members, he said, are in favour of ‗FATA reforms‘ but are not
unanimous on merger of FATA with KP. ―I don‘t think KP will easily deal with
the affairs of FATA,‖ he added. Bismillah Khan was of the view that even majority
of FATA members do not support merger with KP.
When contacted, FATA Senator Sajid Toori said all the FATA members are
united on their stance. ―Majority are in favour of merger of FATA with KP but a
very few could be against it,‖ he said.
Shah G Gul Afiridi, Parliamentary leader of FATA MNAs, said they were not
ready to accept Prime Minister‘s assurance to deal FATA parliamentarians issue in
a separate cabinet meeting. ―We (FATA members) are still sticking to our stance
on March 12 protest,‖ he said.
However, Afridi said the matter will thoroughly be discussed in the APC in
coming week. ―Dropping agenda of FATA reforms from cabinet meeting has
clearly reflected the intentions of government so now decision will be made in the
APC,‖ he added.
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Another MNA from FATA, Nasir Khan was seemingly not in favour merger
of FATA with KP. ―If there was no other option to deal with this matter then
merger will be okay,‖ he said.
The FATA members had already expressed their concerns in National
Assembly proceedings for dropping the ‗FATA reforms‘ from last cabinet meeting.
―If our reforms package is not approved, we will not let a single branch of the
government function until we receive the rights being enjoyed by the rest of
Pakistanis,‖ Afridi had warned the government in the National Assembly floor.
In a bid to placate these FATA parliamentarians, Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif has recently announced to discuss ‗FATA reforms package‘ in a separate
cabinet meeting. ―On my directives, extensive consultation has been carried out
with all stakeholders,‖ said the Prime Minister.
Sources said the FATA members before calling APC will hold a separate
meeting of FATA parliamentarians to once again deliberate merger of FATA. ―We
will make efforts to adopt a same stance on merger of FATA to present it in the
APC,‖ said a FATA member, desiring not to be named.
Наваз Шариф предложил политическим партиям начать подготовку к
выборам в 2018 г.
Nawaz tells party to start preparations for elections
Siddique Sajid. Daily Times. 5/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/05-Feb17/nawaz-tells-party-to-start-preparations-for-elections

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has given a green light to his
party members to start a campaign for general election 2018, sources told Daily
Times.
A Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz leader was of the view that Nawaz, during
a consultation with party leaders, made it clear that they should not wait for the
Supreme Court's decision in the Panama leaks case. They added that Special
Assistant to Prime Minister Asif Kirmani has prepared a schedule of meetings of
party lawmakers with Nawaz. During these meetings, lawmakers would be offered
developmental funds for their constituencies while the government has already
promised Rs 200 million for each constituency. Nawaz is also keen to inaugurate
some important schemes and he has issued directions in this regard, sources said.
They also said that it is expected that mostly party tickets would be given to the
current lawmakers and they have been directed to spent time in their
constituencies.
Пакистан: судьба военных трибуналов окончательно не решена
Замараева. «Восточная аналитика» (сетевой аналитический журнал ИВ РАН).
3.02.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=6772

В феврале 2017 г. очередной раунд переговоров между правящей
Пакистанской мусульманской лигой Наваз (ПМЛ Н) и оппозиционными
партиями по вопросу продления действия 21-ой поправки к конституции
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(восстановление работы военных трибуналов) окончился безрезультатно.
Противостояние в парламенте многие в Пакистане проецируют
на продолжающееся противостояние между гражданскими и военными
властями.
8 января 2017 г. военные трибуналы в Пакистане прекратили
функционировать в связи с истечением срока их мандата. Они были
учреждены 7 января 2015 г. в соответствии с 21-ой поправкой к конституции
1973 г. Коллегия военных судей получила полномочия рассматривать дела в
отношении гражданских лиц, совершивших террористический акт, а также
лиц, подозреваемых в его совершении.
В декабре 2014 г. вооруженное нападение боевиков запрещенной в
стране
организации
Движение
Талибан
Пакистана
(ДТП)
на общеобразовательную школу в военном гарнизоне близ Пешавара,
административной столице провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва (погибли более
140 учащихся и преподавателей) убедило премьер-министра Наваз Шарифа
отменить мораторий на смертную казнь (действовал в стране с 2006 г.).
Генералитет выступил с предложением о возобновлении функционирования
военных трибуналов для обуздания террора.
Придя к власти в июне 2013 г. премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз
Шариф,
инициировал
широкую
программу
реформирования
государственных институтов, включая судебную систему, систему
правоохранительных органов и т.д. Время подтвердило, что в реальности
реформы носили или половинчатый характер, или декларативный.
Антитеррористическая
кампания
гражданских
властей,
широко
разрекламированная в первой половине 2014 г., оказалась полностью
провальной. «Периодически судебная система была в состоянии стресса,
когда сами судьи подвергались насилию со стороны террористов», говорилось в заявлении, оправдывая создание трибуналов.
В кратчайшие сроки после теракта в декабре 2014 г. был подготовлен
текст 21-ой поправки к основному закону страны о легитимности военных
судов. 6 января 2015 г. депутаты обеих палат парламента одобрили, и в тот
же день президент страны Мамнун Хусейн подписал законопроект.
Конституционная поправка вступила в силу 7 января 2015 г.
В те дни пакистанские СМИ много писали об эффекте неожиданности и
жестком давлении генералитета на гражданские власти. На слушаниях в
парламенте ни одна из политических партий не выступила против военных
трибуналов. В то же время праворелигиозные партии Джамаат-и-Ислами и
Джамаат улема-и-ислам (Фазл) воздержались от голосования, выражая
несогласие с определением терроризма, заявлениями о предполагаемых
связях боевиков с медресе.
Пакистанское общество в те дни раскололось на два лагеря. Одни
утверждали, что степень террора достиг величины, которая угрожала
поглотить государство и общество. Другие, в основном представители
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юридического сообщества, сопротивлялись формированию военных
трибуналов, видя в этом активное участие армии в политике.
Несмотря на разные подходы к вопросу о военных трибуналах, все
оппозиционные партии резко критиковали центральное правительство за
провал политики реформ. Своевременная эффективная реформа судебной
системы, по их мнению, могла устранить причины, которые обусловили
необходимость
создания
военных
трибуналов»,
и,
следовательно, «легитимный» возврат военных во внутреннюю политику
страны. Таким образом, 21-ая поправка косвенно способствовала
формированию и укреплению широкой платформы политической
оппозиции, вытолкнув в стан противников премьер-министра Н.Шарифа
бывших его сторонников.
Первоначально формирование военных судов было обжаловано в
Верховном суде уже весной 2015 г. Податели петиции утверждали, что 21-я
поправка рассматривается ими как выражение недоверия существующей
судебной системе, нарушение основных прав человека и акт, подрывавший
основы Конституции. Но петиция была отклонена.
В феврале 2015 г. в Пакистане были сформированы 11 коллегий
военных трибуналов (три в провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва, три в Панджабе,
два в Синде и один в Белуджистане). Первые приговоры осужденным были
вынесены в апреле 2015 г., последние слушания состоялись 28 декабря 2016
г. В течение двух лет военные трибуналы рассмотрели 274 судебных дела.
Решения о смертной казни вынесены 161 осужденным (12 приговоров
приведены в исполнение), 113 осужденных получили различные сроки
тюремного заключения, включая пожизненный. Окончательный вердикт о
смертной казни подписывал лично начальник штаба сухопутных войск.
По информации пакистанских СМИ участие в терактах было доказано
членов различных запрещенных группировок:
Аль-Каида, Движение
Талибан Пакистана, Джамаатул Ахрар, Toхидвал Джихад Груп, Джаиш-иМухаммад, Хоркат-уль-Джихад-и-Ислами, Лашкар-и-Джангви, Лашкар-иДжангви Аль-Aлами, Лашкар-и-Ислами, и Сипах-и-сахаба.
Приговоры были вынесены за совершенные ими теракты: нападение на
общеобразовательную школу в армейском гарнизоне близ Пешавара,
убийства политических активистов, нападение на журналистов, побег из
тюрьмы в г. Банну (агентство Южный Вазиристан), теракт в мечете Парад
Лейн в Равалпинди, убийство иностранных туристов в базовом лагере Нанга
Парбат, нападение на автобус, перевозивший шиитских паломников в
Мастунге, расстрел армейского вертолета в агентстве Оракзай, взрыв отеля
Марриот, атака аэропорта Карачи, убийства членов религиозных меньшинств
и нападения на сотрудников правоохранительных органов, сопровождавших
медиков, участников кампаний по вакцинации населения. Военные судьи
привели доказательства, что большинство арестованных подозреваемых,
были задействованы в нескольких терактах.
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Согласно информации пакистанских СМИ 27 осужденных высказывали
критику в адрес военных трибуналов. Они утверждали, что слушания
проводились с нарушением статьи 10А Конституции, они не получили копии
приговора, им не была предоставлена возможность защитить себя.
Несколько судебных решений были обжалованы родственниками
осужденных в вышестоящих судах, но безрезультатно.
Генералитет, со своей стороны, утверждал, что учреждение военных
судов имело положительный эффект в вопросе снижения террористической
активности в стране. Действие 21-ой поправки ограничивалось двумя
годами. Именно это время требовалось генералитету Пакистана для
завершения основного этапа антитеррористической кампании – 1) военной
операции «Удар меча» против иностранных боевиков в агентстве Северный
Вазиристан Территории племен федерального правления на границе с
Афганистаном; 2) совместные с правоохранительными органами военные
операции в ряде урбанизированных центров страны (в мегаполисе Карачи, в
провинциях Панджаб и Белуджистан).
В 2017 г., как и два года назад, юридическое сообщество Пакистана
вновь поставило вопрос о назревшей необходимости реформирования
системы уголовного правосудия. Политические партии и юридические
эксперты продолжают критиковать правительство за не проведение
необходимых правовых реформ для устранения причин, которые обусловили
необходимость создания военных трибуналов. Многие в стране
рассматривали работу военных судов как стимул к модернизации
существующей системы уголовного правосудия. Но даже после истечения
срока их полномочий нет никаких признаков обещанных реформ.
Правительство и оппозиция пока не пришли к согласию относительно
восстановления действия военных судов.
Govt, opposition still deadlocked over military courts revival
Amir Wasim. Dawn, February 1st, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1311967/govtopposition-still-deadlocked-over-military-courts-revival

ISLAMABAD: A deadlock over revival of military courts continues as the
third round of talks between the government and opposition parties ended here on
Tuesday without arriving at a decision.
Speaking separately to reporters after attending an in-camera briefing on the
National Action Plan (NAP) and its achievements, several members of opposition
parties expressed concern over the continued absence of Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan from these meetings. National Assembly Speaker Sardar
Ayaz Sadiq presided over Tuesday‘s meeting and the session will now be held on
Feb 16.
Sources told Dawn that opposition members had expressed their
dissatisfaction over the briefing given by Law Minister Zahid Hamid. They had
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asked the government to present its proposals and a roadmap in clear terms so they
could discuss them within their parties before arriving at a final decision.
They were of the view that a decision on the revival of military courts should
be made at a larger forum and that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif should convene a
multi-party conference (MPC) on the issue as he had done previously.
There is an impression among political circles that all political parties,
including the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz, are not willing to revive
military courts and so the matter is being dragged intentionally.
Military courts were established and granted permission to try civilians
accused of terrorism in January 2015, after a terrorist attack on the Army Public
School in Peshawar in December 2014. These courts were given a two-year
constitutional cover as both houses of parliament passed the 21st constitutional
amendment with the inclusion of a sunset clause. There was the fear that these
tribunals would not be able to ensure due process to suspects and could undermine
democracy.
Talking to Dawn, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf leader Shah Mehmood Qureshi
said he had asked the government if it had taken its allies into confidence as the
Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) and the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
(PkMAP) had expressed reluctance in supporting the military courts.
He said he had also questioned the absence of the interior minister and other
senior security officials from the briefing. He said the PTI wanted to know if the
government wanted to develop a consensus at the committee level since similar
decisions had been made earlier at a meeting of parliamentary leaders and heads of
all parties presided over by the prime minister. Lastly, he said, they wanted to
know what steps the government had taken to reform the judiciary, since military
courts were set up on the condition that the government would introduce judicial
reforms.
The Pakistan Peoples Party‘s Syed Naveed Qamar termed the meeting
fruitless, while Law Minister Zahid Hamid claimed that the government had
replied to all questions raised by the opposition.
The meeting‘s participants were told that the military courts had awarded
death sentence to 161 persons in two years, and 13 of them had been executed. A
total of 56 cases were pending with the interior ministry and 92 cases were pending
with provincial home departments.
The participants were told that 17,563 people — 12,400 civilians and 5,163
security personnel — had lost their lives in 17,704 terrorism-related incidents since
2001.
The participants were informed that there had been significant decline in
terrorism and other crimes in Karachi since the operation was launched. There has
also been an 80pc decline in terrorism incidents in the city.
They were told that there has been a 69pc decline in incidents of targeted
killings, 50pc in murder cases and 30pc in robberies.
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Наваз Шариф намерен вновь баллотироваться на пост премьера, а Имран
Хан будет считать годы его правления, - заявила госминистр информации
Nawaz will continue to become PM again and again, says minister
The Express Tribune, January 23rd, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303981/hittingback-pti-nawaz-will-continue-become-pm-says-minister/

ISLAMABAD/PESHAWAR: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will continue to
become Prime Minister of Pakistan again and again and Imran Khan will continue
to count years of his rule, said Minister of State for Information Marriyum
Aurangzeb.
In a statement, the minister said there was contradiction between Imran‘s
words and deeds. The minister said that Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chief Imran
Khan was suffering from Nawaz Sharif phobia.
Nawaz Sharif foreseen to win 2018 polls: report
She said why people are not presenting evidences in the Supreme Court and
setting up their own courts outside the apex court. She asked Imran why he sought
immunity in the Election Commission case.
She said that Imran has a habit of standing on a container and levelling
baseless allegations and contesting cases.
She said Imran has done nothing for the people in the three and a half years.
She said that time has proved that the PTI chief cannot do anything except lie to
the nation. She said soon Imran would go on a long leave. She said if PTI had done
something for the masses, it would have run advertisements.
Meanwhile, a senior aide to the prime minister has said that PTI should
acknowledge the vision of Nawaz Sharif now that the PTI leadership has agreed
that CPEC is a great vehicle for economic change.
Nawaz re-elected PML-N president
Adviser Amir Muqam said this while addressing a gathering during the
inauguration of a Sui gas office at Mardan on Sunday.
He said that PTI leaders have accepted that CPEC is for the betterment of the
people and it would strengthen the economic system of the country.
Similarly, he said, the PTI leadership should acknowledge PM Nawaz, and his
leadership for the nation.
Реформа избирательной системы
Electoral reforms and policy on reserved seats
Peter
Jacob.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1300956/electoral-reforms-policy-reserved-seats/

20th,

2017.

The long awaited draft Election Bill 2017, prepared by the Parliamentary
Committee on Election Reforms (PCER), which brings together several laws
related to the conduct of elections into a single manual, is a subject of wide interest
and debate. The PCER‘s openness to suggestions that can be sent electronically is
also appreciable because there is always room to improve.
To start with, in Pakistan‘s context where the concept of ‗power to the people‘
has remained under threat due to manipulations, the bill would bring the direction
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and meaning to focus, if a strong reiteration to this effect is added. The danger
remains that without a mention of the ultimate purpose, the conduct of election
may be taken as an administrative function or occasion. Therefore, open to
manoeuvering of the process by the powerful, as practices in the status quo
suggest.
The language of the law must inspire confidence and ownership of the
common people who have suffered alienation for long. Electoral laws must
empower the marginalised sections of society as much as the institution of the
Election Commission that is assigned to bring the will of the people to the fore in a
free and fair manner. The proposed electoral law reiterates the policy of inducting
representation from women and religious minorities. It leaves the mode of
elections on these seats, for the Local Government, Provincial and Federal
parliaments, to the constitution or other legislation to decide. It is also possible that
the PCER did not get sufficient and qualitative input or time to address the
anxieties about the effectiveness and accountability of the representation from the
religious minorities.
The current mode, whereby, inductions are made through proportional
representation method, has been a source of discontentment. Political parties
submit a ‗priority list‘ of candidates to who are notified as elected in equation to
the number of seats won in general elections by the mainstream political parties.
Although restoration of joint electorate fulfills the minimum demands of the
democratic dispensation, the arrangement needs improvement to deliver the goods
on political inclusion of minorities. Since 2002 the political space for minorities
within the rank and file of political parties has somewhat increased though in the
given scale of the social discrimination, economic marginalisation and political
alienation, their role is still limited in lawmaking, governance, etc. However, using
the potential of principles of equality and inclusive democracy, to establish rule of
law primarily calls for more than symbolic appointments.
In the absence of a vibrant and accountable minority representation, that
would have worked effectively to dismantle institutional discrimination otherwise,
members of religious minorities have begun to develop a fascination over a mode
of filling reserved seats through a direct vote. This could mean return of the
separate electorate, a surrender of gains made so far on the non-discrimination
agenda. The relationship between the general seat or parliament at large and the
minority electorates will suffer.
Therefore, in order to give minorities a meaningful representation, it is
necessary that the political parties are required to make their priority lists using
criterion to draw their candidates from the whole geographic spread for the elected
house rather than those coming from a hand-full of urban centers. Secondly, the
priority lists of candidates, if prepared through intra-party elections, will manifest a
wider mandate from within the party rather than a selection committee.
The draft bill can help repair this situation by incorporating the mode of
election to intra-party elections and delimitation of constituencies for reserved
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seats. It does not need a constitutional amendment but an amendment to electoral
procedures which is already the mandate of the electoral reforms.
Ignoring the ramifications of religiously exclusive and negative idioms, the
draft bill has switched to the term ―non-Muslims‖ exclusively from a mixed use of
the term ‗minority‘ which the constitution of Pakistan and other electoral laws
used.
Developing a democratic culture will take time and effort but as long as the
direction is ascertained and adhered to, we can be confident that the national
aspirations will translate into reality in the future.
Минюст Пакистана: врач, оказавший помощь США по поимке Усамы
бен Ладена, освобожден не будет
«Русский репортер». http://rureporter.com/news/4771. 18.01.2017.

Заключенный в тюрьму пакистанский врач, который, как полагают,
помог ЦРУ выследить лидера «Аль-Каиды» Усаму бен Ладена, не будет ни
освобожден, ни передан Соединенным Штатам, заявил министр юстиции
Пакистана Захид Хамид, сообщают СМИ в среду.
Доктор Шейкил Афрайди, которого официальные лица США
приветствовали как героя, был арестован после того, как в мае 2011 года в
ходе секретной спецоперации в северном пакистанском городе Абботтабаде
американскими военными был убит Усама бен Ладен. С той поры непростые
отношения между двумя стратегическими партнерами погрузились до нового
минимума.
Власти Пакистана обвинили врача в организации фиктивной компании
по вакцинации, в которой он собирал образцы ДНК, чтобы помочь
Центральному разведывательному управлению США подтвердить личность
бен Ладена.
Афрайди был арестован сразу после облавы на бен Ладена и обвинен в
связях с воинствующими исламистами, которые он отрицал.
«Закон идет своим курсом и Афрайди ждет справедливое судебное
разбирательство», — цитирует ежедневная газета Daily Times заявление
Захида Хамида, который ответил на вопрос законодателя верхней палаты по
поводу сообщений о возможном освобождении врача.
«Афрайди работал против закона и наших национальных интересов, и
правительство Пакистана неоднократно говорило американцам, что согласно
нашим законам он совершил преступление и перед законом», — сказал
министр юстиции.
В 2012 году Шейкил Афрайди был приговорен к 33 годам лишения
свободы по обвинению в связях с боевиками группировки «Лашкар-эИслам».
Этот приговор был отменен в 2013 году. Затем Афрайди был обвинен в
смерти пациента, произошедшей 8 лет назад. В настоящее время он
находится в тюрьме в ожидании суда.
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Многих пакистанцев возмутило проведение спецоперации США по
поимке Усамы бен Ладена в военном гарнизоне Абботтабада,
расположенного всего в двух часах езды от столицы Исламабада.
Пакистанские
официальные
лица
рассматривают
длительное
присутствие бен Ладена в Абботтамабаде как оплошность служб
безопасности и отклоняют любое предположение о том, что ВС или
спецслужбы страны были замешаны в его сокрытии.
В мае 2016 года, МИД Пакистана подверг критике избранного
президента США Дональда Трампа за то, что тот заявил, что мог бы
заставить Исламабад освободить Афрайди «за две минуты».
Пакистан присоединился к возглавляемой США войне с терроризмом
после 11 сентября 2001 года.
Однако американские чиновники зачастую считают Исламабад
ненадежным партнером, который укрывает лидеров афганских талибов и
требует более жестких действий против военизированных группировок,
действующих вдоль границы с Афганистаном.
Имран Хан уверен, что Наваз Шарифу «не отмазаться» от «Панамагейт».
Sharif can‘t save himself in Panamagate, says Imran
Majeed Gill. Dawn. 9.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307296/sharif-cant-savehimself-in-panamagate-says-imran

BAHAWALPUR: Launching his party‘s mass contact campaign here on
Sunday, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan alleged that the
prime minister had bought assets abroad in the name of his daughter through ―illgotten money‖ and he would not able to save himself as the Panama case was
going to be decided soon.
Speaking at a public meeting at the Dring Stadium, he also targeted Defence
Minister Khawaja Asif and Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (F) chief Maulana Fazlur
Rehman, lambasting the former for his remarks that Panama leaks had nothing to
do with Pakistanis and terming the latter an agent of Nawaz Sharif.
The PTI chief asked Mr Asif if Panamagate was not an issue for Pakistanis,
then was it a problem for Indians.
Mr Khan branded the group of spokesmen for the ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-N, who often criticised him, as ―Motu Gang‖.
PTI chairman claims Islamabad sit-in made people aware of their rights
He recalled that during his earlier public meeting in Bahawalpur about twoand-a-half years ago, he had disclosed the date for the Islamabad sit-in, and now he
had launched his mass contact campaign from the city.
The PTI‘s Islamabad sit-in awakened people and made them aware of their
rights and, as a result, they had launched a struggle for a just society, he said. ―The
dharna has changed Pakistan.‖
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He expressed sympathy for the people of southern Punjab who, according to
him, had lagged behind other regions of the country.
Mr Khan went on to repeat his allegations that Mr Sharif had purchased
properties abroad in the names of his daughter Maryam Nawaz and other children.
The crowd waved their hands in his support when Imran Khan asked them
whether they would come out of their houses to join his mass contact drive.
―Had we made efforts even for 200 years, we could not have identified Nawaz
Sharif‘s properties in foreign countries. It is the Panama Leaks through which we
have came to know about his ill-gotten wealth,‖ he said.
Because of the trend of transferring money abroad, he observed, the country
was mired in debt.
He alleged that Prime Minister Sharif had been indulging in corrupt practices
for the last 30 years and now he had become an ―expert in corruption‖.
―Hassan Nawaz was studying in 1999, but only after two years he became a
millionaire,‖ he said.
―The children of corrupt people are healthy and chubby whereas children of
poor people, who comprise 45 per cent of the country‘s population, cannot even
get proper food.‖
The PTI chief declared that his party, with the support of masses, would
confront all corrupt elements and spare none of them.
The former captain of the cricket team expressed disappointment over defeats
of the present team and said it did not mean that the country faced dearth of talent.
After coming to power, he pledged, the PTI would try to improve the sports
system in the country.
Development funds
Mr Khan said that Multan‘s metro bus project was a waste of money.
The PTI general secretary, Jahangir Tareen, said if the government did not
release Rs2.5 billion for Lodhran development package promised by the prime
minister in Nov 2015. ―I, along with Sheikh Rashid Ahmed, will take an extreme
step against Nawaz Sharif‖.
Referring to a recent accident, he said had funds been released, six children of
Lodhran would not have lost their lives in the train accident.
Sheikh Rashid recalled that he had once been jailed in Bahawalpur, saying: ―I
am a suicidal politician and carry my shroud on my shoulders.‖
He alleged that the prime minister had destroyed bureaucracy.
Shah Mehmood Qureshi said that the PTI, in a bid to seek justice in the
Panamagate case, had knocked at the doors of the Supreme Court.
He alleged that the funds sanctioned for 163 development schemes of
southern Punjab had been diverted to Lahore.
Слияние FATA с Хайбер Пахтунхва: FCR будет отменено в процессе
реформирования FATA
FATA merger: ‗FCR will be repealed through reforms‘
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The Express Tribune, January 19th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1299970/fatamerger-fcr-will-repealed-reforms/

ISLAMABAD: President Mamnoon Hussain on Wednesday said that the
Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR) Act, governing the tribal areas, would be
repealed through the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) reforms.
He said the Fata reforms committee had given valuable proposals under
which the tribal traditions, values and culture would be protected besides these
would be effective in repealing the oppressive collective responsibility regulation.
The president told the elders that the Fata reforms committee had laid down
significant proposals for extending jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the high
court to the tribal areas.
Besides, proposals about increase in vacancies of Levies force for peace and
modifying them on the pattern of police force were an important part of the
reforms committee‘s task which would be finalised soon, he added.
The president said the relevant authorities and departments were also being
directed by the federal government to improve the functioning of administration in
tribal areas.
The reforms committee had also proposed special development fund for Fata
which would be considered in the next National Finance Commission meeting.
He further told the gathering that proposal report about the merger of Fata
with K-P was also presented by the committee in Parliament which would be
decided soon.
The president said that to bring Fata at a par with the rest of the country,
health and education facilities would be increased. In this connection, new tehsils
and public facilities would be established in South Waziristan.
Similarly, new NADRA offices and power grid stations are to be built, he
said, adding that the tribal areas would witness an era of progress and prosperity.
Митинг за слияние FATA с провинцией Хайбер Пахтунхва.
Protest rally: Tribesmen call for FATA‘s merger
Zulfiqar
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
5th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1284916/protest-rally-tribesmen-call-fatas-merger/
DERA ISMAIL KHAN: A protest rally was staged here on Wednesday
under the banner of the Fata Siyasi Ittehad, urging the authorities concerned to
abolish the Frontier Crimes Regulations (FCR) and merge the FederallyAdministered Tribal Areas (Fata) with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
The rally began from the Tank Adda Bazaar, heading towards the Topanwalla
Chowk.
Protesters were holding banners and chanting slogans ‗Go FCR, Go‘ and
‗Merge Fata with K-P‘.
―FCR is a black law dating back to the colonial era … It is inhuman and
tribesmen have consistently been rejecting it. Tribesmen no longer want to live
under its tyranny,‖ said PTI‘s Nasirullah Khan Wazir from South Waziristan
Agency.
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―Tribesmen are now aware and have launched a movement against FCR,‖
Wazir said.
Hayat Mehsud, a social activist, said: ―Today, we are burying FCR and this is
manifested by the large number of people attending the rally … From today
onwards, no worldly power can impose FCR upon us.‖
―We want the government to abolish FCR and merge Fata with KhyberPakhtunkhwa,‖ he said.
The protest rally disrupted the traffic flow on the Circular Road, creating
public nuisance.
The Fata Siyasi Ittehad is an alliance of political parties campaigning against
the FCR and calling for merging Fata with K-P, besides pressing the government
to immediately implement Fata Reforms. Two other political parties, the Jamiat
Ulema-e-Islam (JUI-F) and Pashtoonkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) oppose
the Ittehad‘s stance.
After differences emerged among political parties over Fata reforms, the
implementation on the report compiled by the PM‘s Fata Reforms Committee, an
essential part of the National Action Plan, has been delayed.
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2017 in review: Major terror attacks to strike Pakistan this year
Dawn. 30.12.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1379162/2017-in-review-major-terrorattacks-to-strike-pakistan-this-year

As the year draws to an end, Dawn.com looks back at major incidents of
terrorism that took place in 2017.
An overview of these attacks paints a grim picture of the state of security in
the country. Despite the launch of two major military operations this year —
country-wide Raddul Fasaad and Khyber 4, which focused primarily on Rajgal
Valley — the South Asian Terrorism Portal reports at least 484 civilians and 145
security forces' personnel were killed in various incidents of terror across the
country.
A total of at least 400 people were killed in the major terror attacks this year
which are highlighted in each of the tabs in this report.
The follow-up to a majority of the largest attacks this year also highlights the
state's knee-jerk response to terror instead of preemptive measures.
For instance, in the case of the terror attack targeting Peshawar's
Agricultural Training Institute, a senior superintendent police told DawnNews that
although police were told the hostel was among the more vulnerable areas in the
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city, it had not been adequately secured. The police's response after the attack was
reported, however, was swift.
Though security is almost always 'bumped up' at the sites of the attack, the
same areas continue to be targeted, as in the case of Parachinar — a town in
Kurram Agency that has seen repeated terror attacks over the last 10 years.
The majority of the attacks in this report targeted security forces, not
civilians. Jamaatul Ahrar this year declared open season on security forces,
threatening a nationwide campaign targeting civil and armed forces, judiciary,
media and political parties.
Interestingly, attacks orchestrated by the militant Islamic State (IS) had the
greatest number of casualties this year, despite top civil and military
officials' repeated denial of their presence in the country.
IS-claimed attacks took the lives of 160 people. Jamaatul Ahrar-claimed
attacks killed 104. The Lashkar-e-Jhangvi al-Alami only claimed two attacks this
year — both in Parachinar — and killed 92.
Another interesting takeaway from the data is that although the TTP claimed
the greatest number of attacks, the combined death toll came to 79. Their attacks
mostly targeted security forces and law enforcement personnel and, although high
in frequency, took fewer lives than those carried out by other groups.
Claims of responsibility for major attacks in 2017.
With respect to the pie chart above, it is pertinent to note that two of the
attacks were claimed by two groups each — Lashkar-e-Jhangvi al-Alami (LeJ-A)
and TTP jointly claimed responsibility for an attack on Parachinar's Sabzi Mandi;
Jamaatul Ahrar and IS both claimed responsibility for an attack near the
Balochistan police chief's office in Quetta.
Tragically, the largest proportion of victims of terrorism were killed in
attacks on places of worship this year.
As the Director General Inter-Services Public Relations Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor addressed a press conference on Dec 28, he spoke mostly of Pakistan's
response to the United States and regional tensions and security.
He did, however, speak of a "greater focus on Balochistan", confessing that
the military was unable to secure the province with the speed and efficacy
required. This much is evident from the number of attacks targeting police officials
in Balochistan.
"When we started action in Fata, the troublemakers turned to Balochistan,"
he observed.
"What we do today, you'll be seeing the results of in subsequent years."
Пакистан начал выпускать информационный бюллетень о своей
антитеррористической борьбе
Pakistan launches factsheet on counterterrorism
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
December
24th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378476/pakistan-launches-factsheet-on-counterterrorism

2017.
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WASHINGTON: Pakistan released a new factsheet on its efforts to counter
terrorism here on Friday night as an American scholar warned that US Vice
President Mike Pence‘s rhetoric against the country would not help the fight
against militancy.
The factsheet re-emphasises Pakistan‘s stance that the death of 122 children
at a Peshawar school on Dec 16, 2014 has galvanised the entire nation against
terrorism and the operations launched since then have targeted all terrorists without
exception.
Marvin G. Weinbaum, a leading scholar of South Asian affairs in
Washington, said at the launching ceremony that the factsheet ―makes a strong
case‖ about Pakistan‘s commitment to fight terrorism. Pakistan, he said, arrived at
this commitment not due to American pressure but because the Peshawar school
attack ―touched the national conscience‖.
Urging the United States to understand this change in Pakistan‘s approach,
Mr Weinbaum said that Mr Pence‘s statement about putting Pakistan on notice
―does not help the fight against terrorism‖.
In a speech in Kabul on Friday, Mr Pence claimed that Pakistan had
provided safe haven to terrorists for too long but those days are over now, as
President Donald Trump had ―put Pakistan on notice‖.
Pakistan reacted strongly to the statement, reminding Washington that
―allies do not put each other on notice‖.
Mr Weinbaum, while rejecting Mr Pence‘s remarks as inappropriate and
unhelpful, also emphasised the need for Pakistan to show the same commitment in
fighting other terrorist groups that it displayed against the banned Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan (TTP).
He said that recent activities of individuals like Hafiz Saeed and Maulana
Khadim Rizvi were a threat to the Pakistani society and harmed the country‘s
image in the international community.
―After achieving a national consensus against TTP, Pakistan now has to take
on other militant groups, as well, groups that are more dangerous and lethal,‖ he
said.
Сннд усилил охрану христианских церквей после взрыва в церкви в
Кветте
Sindh increases security for places of worship after Quetta church
attack
Hasan
Mansoor.
Dawn,
December
18th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377215/sindh-increases-security-for-places-of-worship-afterquetta-church-attack

KARACHI: Reacting to the terrifying attack on a church in Quetta, the
Sindh government on Sunday raised the security bar to protect worship places
belonging to religious minorities across the province.
Provincial home minister Sohail Anwar Siyal asked law enforcement
agencies to tighten security arrangements in and around the worship places and
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other places of religious significance for the non-Muslims against any possible
threat.
Officials said the minister also asked for increasing security for mosques,
shrines, Imambargahs etc.
―Those who are adamant to destroy peace in the country are ulcerous and the
entire nation is united against their nefarious designs,‖ said the minister.
Officials said the worship places of the minorities were already being
protected — though, with limited resources — yet the government‘s order to raise
the bar might have a little impact on the existing arrangement.
―Police guards and other law enforcement agencies have been posted with
the limited manpower and strength in the province. It requires more funds and
manpower to raise the bar,‖ said a senior official in the home ministry.
Nation is united against those adamant to destroy peace in country, says
minister
Officials said a project costing Rs400 million was being launched to make
safe temples, churches and other places of worship across the province.
They said the ambitious project would chiefly invest in the purchase of
surveillance cameras, planned to be installed in and outside more than 1,200 places
of worship across Sindh.
The provincial government has initiated a project in which security
surveillance cameras would be installed at temples, churches and gurdwaras.
―This project will greatly enhance the level of security at places of worship
and protect the rights of minorities,‖ claimed a senior official.
He said the project involved establishment of a modern surveillance and
monitoring system at each place of worship using multiple video cameras installed
at strategic locations around it.
Officials added that the project was planned in line with the directive of the
ruling Pakistan Peoples Party‘s chairman, Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari, after a number
of attacks on temples in Larkana, Hyderabad and other districts of Sindh during the
past three years.
After those attacks, the provincial government deployed security on an
average of less than two police guards per worship place across the province.
The Sindh Police have prepared a report and sent it to the home ministry
saying that a total of 1,253 worship places belonging to the religious minorities had
been documented in Sindh, which included 703 Hindu temples and 523 churches.
Besides, 21 such places belonged to Ahmadi community and the remaining six are
Sikh gurdwaras.
A total of 2,310 policemen have been deputed to guard all those places.
According to district-wise break-up of the worship places given in the
report, most of them — 494 to be precise — are situated in Karachi, which
included 387 churches and 107 temples.
Karachi East has the most churches (200) followed by 116 in Karachi West
and 71 in South district. Most temples (61) are documented in Karachi South,
followed by 39 in Karachi East and seven in West district.
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Hyderabad has 238 worship places, including 156 temples and 72 churches
while 10 belonged to Ahmadi community.
Similarly, Benazirabad and Mirpurkhas have respectively 50 and 112
temples, 12 and 21 churches and six and five Ahmadi establishments.
Larkana has 141 temples, seven churches and five gurdwaras while Sukkur
has 137 temples, 24 churches and one gurdwara.
Officials said there are 232 policemen deputed to guard 239 churches and
temples in Karachi East — less than one for a worship place. To bridge the gap,
they added, 11 guards have been provided by various NGOs in the district.
The security cover to 116 churches and seven temples is much impressive in
Karachi West where 364 policemen have been deployed while NGOs have
provided 43 additional guards.
In Karachi South‘s 132 temples and churches, the authorities have provided
213 policemen while NGOs have stuffed them up with 83 additional guards.
The report also documented five violent attacks on worship places of
religious minorities during the recent past — all of them against Hindus.
Three temples — Radha Kishan in Hyderabad, Shanga Bhawani in Makli,
Thatta and Hanuman in Tando Mohammad Khan — and a Dharamsala in Larkana
were attacked.
Officials in the home ministry conceded the deployment of security was
generally disproportionate in districts, particularly in Karachi East, where the
number of policemen was less than the number of worship places they were
supposed to secure.
ИГ взяла на себя ответственность за атаку на церковь в Пакистане
Информационное
агентство
"Москва-Баку".ru.
http://moscowbaku.ru/news/v_mire/ig_vzyala_na_sebya_otvetstvennost_za_ataku_na_tserkov_v_pakistane/.
17.12.2017.

Террористическая группировка ИГвзяла на себя ответственность за
нападение на церковь в пакистанском городе Кветта (провинция
Белуджистан). Об этом в воскресенье передает ТАСС со ссылкой на
агентство Reuters.
Ранее газета Dawn сообщила, что не менее двух террористовсмертников совершили атаку на церковь во время воскресной службы. По
данным местных властей, в здании находились около 400 прихожан. По
словам очевидца боевики ворвались в здание вместе с охранником церкви,
после срыва их попытки проникнуть незамеченными. Силы безопасности
открыли огонь по нападавшим.
Один из нападавших после полученных пулевых ранений привел в
действие жилет смертника. Другой боевик был ликвидирован силами
безопасности. По последним сведениям издания, в результате случившегося
погибли девять человек, еще 30 получили ранения.
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Взорвана христианская церковь в Кветте –
ответственность
Nine killed, over 50 wounded in Quetta church attack

ИГИЛ
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QUETTA: At least nine members of the Christian community were killed
and 57 others wounded when two suicide bombers struck a church in Quetta on
Sunday where worshippers were attending service ahead of Christmas, officials
said.
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfaraz Ahmed Bugti said one of the suicide
bombers was shot dead outside Bethel Memorial Methodist Church located on the
main Zarghoon Road, but the other assailant made it to the church‘s entrance hall
as Sunday services opened.
―The suicide bomber detonated himself outside the hall where Sunday
services were going on,‖ said the minister.
The dead included four women while a one-and-a-half-year old baby girl
was among the wounded.
Witnesses reported a heavy exchange of gunfire at around noon in the
church neighbourhood as police worked to clear the area of two bombers. The
firing continued for an hour,
In the meanwhile, personnel of Frontier Corps and the Quick Response
Force arrived at the scene and cordoned off the entire area.
Most of the casualties took place in the front portion of the main service hall.
―The victims received wounds inflicted by splinters, broken windowpanes and
wooden pieces of the main hall door,‖ said officials.
Shattered pews, shoes and broken musical instruments littered across the
blood-smeared floor of the church.
Naseem James said. ―I was inside the hall along with my wife and two
children when I heard the firing,‖ he said, adding, ―One of my sister‘s young
daughter has died in [the suicide] blast and two other injured.‖
―God blessed me and my family and saved us in the tragic incident,‖ he said.
Acme Roger (40), a cameraman for Geo TV, escaped unhurt in the attack.
―My mother, wife and two children were inside the hall when the blast took place
but they remained unhurt as they were sitting on the back benches,‖ he said
Wasim Baig, a spokesman for Quetta‘s main hospital, confirming the
attack‘s toll, said, ―We received nine bodies and 56 injured in civil hospital.‖
―A critically injured one-and-a-half year baby girl was also admitted to the
Trauma Centre,‖ he said, adding her mother was brought to the hospital carrying
blast wounds.
Balochistan IG Moazzam Jah Ansari confirmed that around 400 people were
present inside the church at the time of the attack.
―Security forces after killing one of the bombers at the church‘ gate took aim
at the second and injured him,‖ Ansari said, adding, ―His mobility to carry out
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mass killing was greatly reduced due to his injuries and prevented him from
entering the main hall and carry out mass killings.‖
―The loss of life could have been much higher if the suicide bombers, had
forced their entry into the hall where Sunday services were going on,‖ Ansari said.
He said there was adequate security in and around the Bethel Memorial
Methodist Church and other churches in the provincial capital in view of the
prevailing situation. He said police and other security forces were deployed on
rooftop of the church and a nearby pedestrian bridge.
Sources, however, claimed that one suicide bomber entered the church from
the main entrance gate while three others barged into the church from backside.
The two had managed to escape.
The home minister and Deputy Inspector General Quetta Abdul Razzaq
Cheema also said that the attackers were four in numbers and two of them escaped
after police killed their two accomplices.
Eyewitnesses claimed that they saw at least two people who were firing
towards the church while escaping.
Meanwhile, bomb disposal squad defused the explosives-laden jacket of the
suicide bomber who was killed by the security forces. Civil Defence Director
Aslam Tareen said 15kg of explosives was used in both the jackets.
A senior official on the condition of anonymity, said, ―The suicide bombers
looked like Uzbeks.‖
The security forces have sealed the church as a team of forensic laboratory
from Punjab will reach Quetta on Monday to inspect the site and collect evidence.
President Mamnoon Hussain, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Army
chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, Balochistan Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri and
other senior officials condemned the attack.
Also, Commander Southern Command, Lt-General Asim Saleem Bajwa and
IF Frontier Corps Major General Nadeem Ahmed Anjum visited the Trauma
Centre along with other senior military and civil officers.
They met the injured and inquired after their health and assured that all help
and assistance would be provided for their treatment.
Also, IS, in a brief statement on its Amaq news agency, claimed
responsibility for the assault.
Премьер Аббаси четко заявил, что надо создавать в Пакистане
демократическое общество, нетерпимое к терроризму
PM Abbasi for society with no tolerance for religious extremism,
violence
The Nation. December 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Dec-2017/pm-abbasi-forsociety-with-no-tolerance-for-religious-extremism-violence
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ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has urged the nation
to make a pledge to build a democratic society with zero tolerance for violence
and extremism in name of religion, sect, ethnicity or race.
In his message to the nation on the anniversary of the tragedy of Army
Public School (APS) Peshawar to be observed on Saturday (December 16), the
prime minister said the day would be remembered as black day in country‘s history
when barbaric elements had targeted the innocent children of the APS.
He said the children who had gone to school for study, returned either in
coffins or severely injured.
He said the Pakistani nation had rendered unprecedented sacrifices in war
against terrorism, more than any other nation in the world.
The prime minister viewed that the APS tragedy had led to the historic
national unity and promoted the nation to make a firm resolve for unanimously
launching a decisive action against terrorists.
He said the valiant security forces of Pakistan defeated the terrorists under
the National Action Plan and broke their back consequent to their tireless efforts.
The blood of the innocent people has come to fruition making the Pakistani
nation the only nation across the world that had defeated the terrorists.
Prime Minister Abbasi said the memory of the APS victims would continue
disturbing us. This day would keep recalling us as how much innocent souls we
had sacrificed to purge our homeland of terrorists.
He said December 16 was the day to pay tribute to those innocent people
and sympathize with their grieved parents and the nation would keep their
immortal sacrifice alive forever.
He said it was also the day to renew our national resolve against terrorism
and keep all of the extremists from our ranks.
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The prime minister said whole of the Pakistani nation pays tribute to its
innocent martyrs, Pakistan Army, police and security forces and make a pledge to
take this struggle to its logical end.
Террористы, расстрелявшие студентов Сельскохозяйственного ин-та,
проникли в Пешавар из Афганистана
Afghan soil used in Peshawar university attack
Nader Buneri. The Nation. December 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/03-Dec2017/afghan-soil-used-in-peshawar-university-attack

PESHAWAR - Pakistan Army said Saturday that Taliban‘s Friday attack at
a Peshawar college was guided from Afghanistan, and the issue of militant havens
there has been taken up with the Afghan authorities.
Three heavily-armed burqa-clad militants stormed a hostel of Agriculture
Training Institute early in the morning, after killing a lone gatekeeper.
They preyed on sleeping students, murdering nine of them and wounding 36
others, before being taken out by security personnel in a two-hour-long operation.
The attack was claimed by the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), who after
being uprooted from the country in military operations, have found refuge in
neighbouring Afghanistan.
Inter-Services Public Relations Director General Major Gen Asif Ghafoor
told TV channels that Afghan soil was used for the attack as the terrorists were in
contact with their leadership in Afghanistan.
―Afghan Director General Military Operations [DGMO] is visiting Pakistan
and substantial evidence of TTP sanctuaries [in Afghanistan] has been handed over
to him.‖
―Afghanistan has to act against terrorists on its side of the border,‖ Major
Gen Asif said, urging the Afghan government to preserve peace and order in their
country.
How it came
Police said the attackers reached the hostel in a rickshaw having fake
numbers on the plate and the chassis. The place proved an easy target as no armed
personnel was present at the gate. They killed the lone watchman deputed outside
and walked into the hostel without any resistance.
Blood smeared the corridor of the dormitory where the gunmen fired at
cornered students and lobbed hand grenades, with several victims said to be
teenagers hailing from far flung areas who preferred staying at the hostel than
going home on the holiday of Eid Miladun Nabi (SAW).
Some students were targeted in their beds, while others were shot at as they
came out of their rooms to assess the situation upon hearing gunshots.
―Some students got out to watch the gun-battle and they were shot by the
militants,‖ student Zahid Ullah, 16, told foreign news agency, AFP.
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Noor Wali, a 19-year-old student at the institute, who was woken by
gunshots, said: ―I rushed to the door and saw a fountain of blood pumping out of
the shoulder of my roommate who was standing outside the room.‖
Noor and another student rushed to his aid, and hid from the gunmen for
almost an hour before they were rescued by security forces.
―The other student was pressing the wound with his hands to stop the blood
and I had to put my hand on his mouth so that he cannot scream,‖ he said.
―We took shelter inside the bedroom and were begging the injured student
not to make any sound as the terrorists might hear it and kill us.‖
Police operation
Soon after the attack police reached the site and started an operation, which
was joined by other security forces.
―All of them were wearing suicide vests but they were killed before they
could blow themselves up,‖ said Salahuddin Khan Mehsud, police chief of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province.
Police recovered a huge quantity of unspent ammunition and explosives
from the scene. The officials said the terrorists could use only around 20 percent of
the deadly material they had brought with them.
Shedding light on the operation, ISPR chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor
commended Khyber Pakhtunkhwa police for their timely response and
competency. He said the police took effective measures while initiating the
operation which minimised the loss.
During the onslaught, TTP spokesman Muhammad Khurasani claimed
responsibility for the attack in a telephone call to AFP.
―Our mujahids have attacked the building because it was used as office for
ISI, God willing our fighters will fight till the last drop of blood,‖ he said, referring
to Pakistan‘s Inter Services Intelligence agency.
Hours after the attack , the Taliban sent video footage shot during the assault
to journalists. In the two-minute video, Taliban gunmen in white shalwar kameez
(traditional Pakistani dress) are seen storming the building and shouting ―Allahu
Akbar‖ (―God is greatest‖) as they walk through a corridor.
―Is this the ISI office?‖ one of them asks as they enter a room and start
shooting, at which point the video ends.
A photograph of the attackers sitting with their leader Mullah Fazlullah was
also sent to the media along with the video clip.
Victims details
The trapped students were evacuated in armoured vehicles while the injured
were shifted by Rescue 1122 and Edhi ambulances to nearby hospitals.
According to the administration, 18 injured were under treatment at
Hayatabad Medical Complex while 18 others were admitted in Khyber Teaching
Hospital.
ISPR chief in his TV talk said the injured included two policemen and a
journalist who were shifted to Khyber Teaching Hospital.
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As for the deceased students, incidentally the first name of three of them was
Bilal: Bilal Ahmad s/o Hussain Ahmad, resident of Shangla, Bilal s/o Khairul
Basar, from Lower Dir and Bilal s/o Mohammad Arif, from Mansehra.
The others were identified as Amin Jan s/o Saifur Rahman, from Bannu,
Sarzamin s/o Bakht Zamin Shah, from Buner, Muhammad Waseem s/o Qudrat
Hussain, from Orakzai Agency, Abdul Sadiq s/o Mussa Khan, from Kohistan,
Qasim Ali s/o Abdullah Shah, from DI Khan, and Abdul Hameed s/o Abdul
Waheed, from Peshawar .
Condemnations and compensation
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Inspector General of Police Salahuddin Mehsud
expressed deep concern over the loss of precious lives, however, praised the rapid
response of Peshawar police for minimise the loss.
KP Chief Minister Pervez Khattak also condemned the gruesome incident
and expressed heartfelt condolences to the bereaved families.
He said that the attacker took advantage of the off-day and the early morning
when police were just reaching for their duty stations.
Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal reached Peshawar and visited the injured at
Hayatabad Medical Complex and Khyber Teaching Hospital.
He directed the authorities to tighten the security measures across the
country to thwart such incident in the future.
He announced compensation of one million rupees for the martyred persons.
Rs 0.5 million were announced for critically injured and 0.2 million for the slightly
injured.
Security and military talks with Afghans
The area where the incident occurred is a hub of educational institutions,
including the University of Peshawar .
The attack bore striking similarities to a 2014 Taliban massacre at the armyrun school in Peshawar that killed 151 people, mostly schoolchildren.
Security in the area has improved drastically following the
school attack after multiple military operations targeting militants in the nearby
tribal belt largely succeeded in breaking insurgent strongholds and pushing fighters
across the border. However, sporadic attacks continue to target security
installations and civilians in the area.
A 7-member high level Afghan military delegation headed by Afghan Chief
of General Staff General Mohammad Habib Hesary is engaged in talks with
Pakistani counterparts on anti-terror cooperation and border management.
The delegation, arrived in Islamabad on Thursday, includes high ranking
officials from Afghan defence and foreign ministries as well as the intelligence
agency, National Directorate of Security (NDS), according to the Afghan Embassy.
For Pakistan Army border management is one of the key issues being taken
up with the Afghan side. Security officials insist that the outlawed TTP and
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar use their sanctuaries in the Afghan border regions.
At least five Pakistani security personnel lost their lives in a series of attacks
over the past two months on the border posts in Rajgal Valley in Khyber and
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Bajaur tribal region by militants operating from the Afghan side, according to
Pakistan army.
Новый теракт в Пешаваре – убиты 11, ранены 30 человек;
ответственность взяла Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan.
Peshawar attack: Eleven martyred, over 30 injured
Daily Times. 1.12.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/150948/peshawar-attack-12-includingjournalist-injured-clearance-operation-underway/

LAHORE: Eleven people were martyred and more than 30 injured
after four terrorists broke into the hostel of the Agricultural Directorate in
Peshawar on Friday morning.
Seven students, four security officials, two watchmen and a journalist were
among the injured, the police said.
A police official said the attackers‘ first target was the security guard of the
premises.
―They could have wreaked havoc but the police and army successfully
neutralised the threat,‖ he said further.
Clearance operation
The security forces later launched a clearance operation and killed all the
terrorists. However, Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) has confirmed three
terrorists have been killed so far.
Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) said two soldiers were injured in the
attack and shifted to Combined Military Hospital for treatment.
The attack was claimed by the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan.
В пакистанском Пешаваре террористы атаковали университет, погибли
9 студентов
«ИнтерНовости». 1.12.2017. http://www.internovosti.ru/text/?id=121319

В Пакистане не менее девяти человек погибли и около сорока были
ранены в результате террористической атаки, сообщает ТАСС.
Жертвами инцидента, случившегося в городе Пешавар (провинция
Хайбер-Пахтунхва) стали студенты сельскохозяйственного университета.
Со ссылкой на газету Doon уточняется, что четверо террористов
атаковали общежитие, где проживали студенты. Ранее были подтверждены
сведения о шестнадцати раненых. Кроме учащихся, в их числе были
пограничники, полицейский, сотрудник охраны общежития и представитель
СМИ.
По данным местных силовиков, все нападавшие были ликвидированы в
ходе спецоперации.
О своей ответственности за теракт уже объявили члены экстремистской
группировки "Техрик-и-талибан Пакистан". Эти боевики, действуя отдельно
от одноименного афганского движения, ранее уже заявляли о том, что
разделяют экстремистскую идеологию.
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Установлено, что террористы в целях маскировки были одеты в
паранджи. Подъехав к зданию общежития на рикше, они ранили охранника и
проникли внутрь, где начали беспорядочно стрелять по людям. Всего в
общежитии проживало свыше ста учащихся, но большая часть студентов на
праздники уехали домой.
Теракт в Пешаваре – 3 важных чиновника (военных) убиты
AIG police Ashraf Noor martyred in Peshawar blast
The Nation. November 24, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/24-Nov-2017/aig-police-ashrafnoor-martyred-in-peshawar-blast

At least three police officials including Additional Inspector General (AIG)
Headquarters Asharf Noor martyred and six policemen got injured in a blast at at
Tatatara Chowk, Hayatabad area of Peshawar.
The Peshawar police confirmed that AIG , his driver and gunman
were martyred in the blast. The blast may have been suicide blast, police sources
said.
The AIG was on way to his home from officer when motorcycle rider
bomber targeted his car. The vehicle caught fire after the blast.
While talking to media CCPO Peshawar Tahir Khan said that KP police will
get to the non-state actors behind this blast.
Prime Minister Shahid Abbasi condemned the attack and expressed his
condolences. He ordered the authorities to provide best available assistance to the
injured.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan also condemned that
attack stating these attacks are worst and tactics of cowards.
Администрация
агентства
Южный
Вазиристан
информацию о якобы возвращении талибов туда
S. Waziristan administration contests Dawn report

анализирует

Dawn, November 16th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1370755/s-waziristanadministration-contests-dawn-report?preview

PESHAWAR: The political administration of South Waziristan Agency
acknowledged on Wednesday that unknown elements had circulated pamphlets late
last month warning people against holding ―cultural and social activities‖ like
music and dance.
―A few ‗criminal-minded‘ people who were not representing the tribes or
will of the people in Wana held a meeting to ban certain social activities,‖ said an
official statement issued by the administration in response to a report published in
Dawn‘s Wednesday issue under the headline ―Peace committee slaps Taliban-style
curbs on Wana‖.
The Dawn report said unidentified people claiming to be members of a
―peace committee‖, besides ―banning‖ music and dance, had warned women
against leaving their homes unescorted by a male relative.
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According to the administration, the elders of the region called a ―grand
Jirga‖ to deliberate on the threat. The Jirga ―agreed not to allow such elements to
harm the social fabric‖, the statement added.
The Jirga decided to deal sternly with ―such unwanted elements‖. The
administration had order-ed arrest of the culprits, the statement said.
Dawn‘s correspondent in Wana adds: No Jirga was held in Wana after the
circulation of pamphlets in areas dominated by the Ahmadzai Wazir tribe.
Instead, announcements were made from mosques asking people to obey
decisions of the so-called peace committee.
The committee has a strong influence in the area and people approach it for
arbitration instead of the political administration. These commanders impose fines
and operate their own lock-ups.
Activists of political parties seek permission from the ―peace committee‖ to
hold meetings.
Очередной теракт в Кветте – 4 убиты
AIG Hamid Shakeel among 3 martyred in Quetta blast
Syed Ali Shah. Dawn. November 09, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369414/aighamid-shakeel-among-3-martyred-in-quetta-blast

Additional Inspector General (AIG) Telecommunications Hamid Shakeel
and two other police officials were martyred in a suicide attack on Thursday
morning in Quetta, according to police officials.
Four others have been injured, police and hospital sources told DawnNews.
A photograph of the damaged vehicle targeted in the blast. ─ DawnNews
The blast targeted senior police official Hamid Shakeel who was leaving his
residence and was passing near Chaman Housing Scheme at the time, police said.
Senior Superintendent Police Naseebullah told DawnNews that the blast was
a suicide attack.
The injured have been admitted to Civil Hospital Quetta for treatment,
where emergency has been imposed.
Sources told DawnNews that the AIG's car was badly damaged in the
explosion.
The area has been cordoned off and a search operation is underway in the
surrounding areas.
Born in 1960, Hamid Shakil has previously served as deputy inspector
general operations, acting DIG investigations, and AIG operations, as well as
holding a number of other posts throughout his career with the Balochistan police.
Balochistan Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai and Chief Minister (CM)
Sanaullah Zehri strongly condemned the attack.
The government will not bow down before terrorists, the CM said, adding
that the culprits behind the attack would be brought to justice.
Balochistan police in the line of fire
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Police officers are said to be high-risk targets in Balochistan. After an attack
on Quaidabad police superintendent Mubarak Shah Achakzai, a police official
told Dawn "We expect more attacks in the near future."
Explore: Situationer: Balochistan police in the line of fire
Balochistan has been divided into two areas – A and B – based on how their
security is organised.
Siddique Baloch, editor of the Balochistan Express, explained to Dawnin
July that police are responsible for maintaining law and order in areas that fall
under category A.
The category covers 10 per cent of the province‘s area, while the remaining
province (category B) is under the control of the Balochistan Levies.
"As much as 90 per cent of violent crime occurs in areas covered by police,"
Mr Baloch said.
The primary reason he cited is the high level of organisation in police ranks,
a fact that seems to incite violence against it by terrorist outfits.
Around 2001, at the onset of the deterioration in Balochistan‘s security
situation, Baloch separatists would target police constables in Quetta, mainly
because most cops hailed from Punjab.
With the passage of time, as the ethnic composition of the police department
changed, sectarian and militant outfits began carrying out attacks against cops. In
recent years, most targeted attacks against policemen have been claimed by the
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) or the TTP.
According to security analysts, military operations in the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) pushed militants towards the northern Pakhtun
belt of the province. They have managed to regroup there and collaborate with
sectarian outfits to target state installations and security forces.
Journalist Shahzada Zulfiqar had said in July that the recent attacks on
police officers suggest that militants are still capable of carrying out attacks in
Quetta and elsewhere in the province.
"It is their (militants‘) strategy to target police or other law enforcers, remain
in hiding, change their position, and move here and there. This is just to show that
they exist and are still powerful."
According to the police department, it has lost as many as 834 officers and
constables in different incidents since 1979.
Армия озабочена, что мало дел по терроризму передается в военный
трибунал; Баджва пожаловался Аббаси (дескать, военные суда простаивают)
COAS concerned as cases dry up at military courts
Sohail Chaudhry. November 3, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1548394/1-coasconcerned-cases-dry-military-courts/

ISLAMABAD: Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
has drawn the attention of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to the lack of
terrorism-related cases being transferred to military courts.
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He has informed the PM that the government has not forwarded any cases to
military courts since January this year.
A source privy to the development told Express News that Gen Qamar has
written a demi-official (DO) letter to explain the issue prior to it being referred
officially.
―I have no doubt that the government is serious about implementing the
National Action Plan. However, no case has been forwarded to military courts for
last many months,‖ the COAS wrote in the letter.
The source said that after receiving the Army chief‘s letter, PM Abbasi
requested that the interior ministry brief him on the status of the cases.
Pakistanis are a peace and sports loving nation: Gen Qamar
He said Abbasi has also directed the ministry to expedite the process of
transferring cases.
Cases in process
In response to the PM‘s notice, the interior ministry informed the PM office
that it has prepared recommendations for more than 90 cases to be transferred to
military courts, the source said.
He said the ministry has also informed the PM office that it will request
formal approval to transfer the cases during the next meeting of the federal cabinet.
He said the ministry was bound to submit the cases to the federal cabinet as
the Supreme Court has defined the federal cabinet as the federal government for
the purpose of case referrals.
He said that before January this year, the prime minister, on behalf of the
federal government, could unilaterally approval such transfers.
Усама бин Ладен не имел никакой поддержки со стороны
государственных структур Пакистана, когда он укрывался на территории
Пакистана – это исследование ЦРУ
Bin Laden had no help from state elements in Pakistan: CIA files
The Express Tribune. November 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1547731/1-binladen-no-help-state-elements-pakistan-cia-files/

Since the 2011 raid that took out the al Qaeda head honcho, there had been
much speculation in the Western world on whether Osama bin Laden had support
from within the Pakistani security establishment to hide at stone‘s throw from a top
military academy.
America‘s Central Intelligence Agency, or CIA, rummaged through a
treasure trove of document seized from Bin Laden‘s compound but couldn‘t find
anything that might suggest the world‘s most wanted terrorist had any support
from the establishment.
The al Qaeda chief was killed in a secret raid by US special forces at his
compound near the Pakistan Military Academy Kakul in Abbottabad in May 2,
2011.
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The controversial raid, denounced by Pakistan as violation of its
sovereignty, triggered intense speculation that the world‘s No 1 terrorist had
support from elements in the Pakistani security establishment.
CIA releases massive new tranche of materials seized in 2011 bin Laden raid
The CIA released nearly 470,000 additional files recovered during the
Abbottabad raid, revealing a lot of new information about the terrorist group.
There is a lot of interest in whether these documents contain details about
the people who were helping or supporting the ‗most wanted man in the world‘
while he was residing in the country.
Pakistan‘s role in the war on terror, and the help American forces have
received in the capture of some senior al Qaeda operatives down the years, has
swayed US administrations in the past.
But there have also been concerns that there is a state-sponsored militant
support group which helps terrorists like Bin Laden take shelter in the country.
Despite speculations, there is little evidence to lend credence to the claims
that there were elements within the Pakistani security establishment who helped
the al Qaeda chief reside in the country.
Tillerson talks tough to ‗incredibly important‘ Pakistan
However, a meticulous review of the newly released documents might shed
some light on this matter in the coming days.
According to The New York Times, one of Bin Laden‘s trusted associates,
whose mobile phone was seized during the raid, apparently had some contacts with
the Harkatul Mujahideen group, a banned militant outfit which operates in the
border region between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Al Qaeda has actively helped anti-state terrorist groups inside Pakistan wage
a war on its government and citizens from across the border in Afghanistan. And
some newly released files decry Pakistan‘s betrayal of the militants after the
terrorist attacks of September 11, and supposedly point the incident as the turning
point in the relationship between the two.
Although the members of US Special Forces took everything they could
from the compound, there was some intelligence left behind which was scooped up
by local law enforcement officials which have not been made public.
Whatever the verdict, the released documents do offer a unique chance for
journalists, experts, academics and public intellectuals to garner a better
understanding of the inner workings of al Qaeda.
Речь Аббаси на 72 сессии Генассамблеи ООН (главное) – о терроризме
Pakistan won't be a 'scapegoat' in Afghan war, PM Abbasi tells UN
General Assembly
Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359305/pakistan-wont-be-ascapegoat-in-afghan-war-pm-abbasi-tells-un-general-assembly
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Pakistan refuses to be a ―scapegoat‖ for Afghanistan's bloodshed or to fight
wars for others, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi told the United Nations on
Thursday.
Addressing the UN General Assembly, Abbasi did not explicitly criticise US
President Donald Trump's new strategy on Afghanistan and South Asia but made
clear his displeasure with the renewed onus on Pakistan.
―Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global
counterterrorism campaign, it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the
military or political stalemate in Afghanistan,‖ Abbasi said.
―We are not prepared to be anyone's scapegoat,‖ he said.
Full text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN here.
―What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan's
soil. Nor can we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the
suffering of the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries,‖
he said.
Abbasi said that 27,000 Pakistanis have been killed by extremists since the
launch of the US war on terror after the September 11, 2001 attacks.
He called for a priority on eliminating extremists, including from the militant
Islamic State (IS) group and Al Qaeda, in Afghanistan but ultimately a political
solution with the Taliban.
He said that Pakistan had fought the war against terror from its own resources
with economic losses estimated at over US$120 billion.
―Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our National Action Plan
against terrorism and extremism,‖ he reiterated.
US and Afghan officials have long accused Pakistan of playing a double game
and maintaining ties with extremists.
Trump, unveiling a new strategy last month, pledged to take a tougher line on
Pakistan — making public what had long been more private US frustrations.
Trump has sent thousands more US troops into Afghanistan in a bid to defeat
the Taliban, reversing his previous calls to end America's longest-ever war.
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani in his own speech to the United Nations
appealed to Pakistan for dialogue, saying that the neighbours can work together to
eliminate extremism.
Taliban 'safe havens' not in Pakistan
Prime Minister Abbasi reiterated in his speech that Taliban 'safe havens' are
not located in Pakistan "but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban
in Afghanistan". He said cross-border attacks did occur, but those were mostly
conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists from the "safe havens" across the border.
―To end all cross-border attacks we ask the Afghan government and the
Coalition to support and complement Pakistan's ongoing efforts to strengthen
border controls and monitor all movement across it.‖
The prime minister said the people of two countries had suffered the most
from four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan, blighting
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Pakistan with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs and millions of
refugees.
―They have set back our economic development by decades. Even today,
Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees,‖ he said.
Prime Minister Abbasi said, ―No one desires peace in Afghanistan more than
Pakistan‖. However, after 16 years of war in Afghanistan, it was clear that peace
would not be restored by the continuing resort to military force.
―Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the Afghan Taliban, can impose a
military solution on each other.‖
He said Pakistan believed that the urgent goals in Afghanistan should include
concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al Qaeda and
their affiliates, including the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar,
which was recently declared a terrorist organisation by the Security Council.
He suggested promotion of negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan
Taliban — in the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format
— to evolve a peaceful settlement in Afghanistan.
India's human rights violations in Kashmir 'war crimes'
Abbasi, who took office last month after his predecessor Nawaz Sharif was
disqualified from office by the Supreme Court, used his UN address to renew
Pakistan's condemnation of India's rule in held Kashmir.
Accusing India of ―massive and indiscriminate force‖ in held Kashmir,
Abbasi urged an international investigation and warned of escalation on their
military frontier, the Line of Control.
―Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC, or
acts upon its doctrine of limited war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and
matching response,‖ he said.
He was referring to an Indian strategic doctrine, rarely discussed openly, of a
limited military response on Pakistan that is intended to stop short of triggering a
nuclear reprisal.
Human rights violations by India in India-held Kashmir clearly constitute war
crimes and violate the Geneva Conventions, Abbasi said, adding that India refuses
to implement the UN Security Council resolution on Kashmir that mandates a UNsupervised plebiscite for the people of Jammu and Kashmir "to freely decide their
destiny".
"India's deployment of 700,000 troops in IHK to suppress Kashmiri
movement is the most intense foreign military occupation in recent history," he
said, according to a tweet by Foreign Office spokesmanNafees Zakaria.
Abbasi said Pakistan urges the international community to call on India to halt
pellet gun attacks on unarmed Kashmirs, stop "use of rape as instrument of state
policy", end media blackouts, rescind its "draconian emergency laws", and free all
Kashmiri political leaders.
"We ask that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High
Commissioner for Human Rights send an inquiry Commission to occupied
Kashmir."
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'Pakistan developed nuclear weapons after India did'
The prime minister said Pakistan, confronted by a "hostile and increasingly
militarised neighbour", had been obliged to maintain the capability for credible
deterrence.
He said Pakistan had developed its nuclear weapons only when those were
introduced in the region by its neighbour.
―Our strategic assets are vital to deter oft-threatened aggression. They are
tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely acknowledged by experts.‖
He said the world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on
a non- discriminatory basis.
'Rohingya ethnic cleansing an affront to humanity'
The prime minister said the renewed East-West tensions might engulf Europe
in another Cold War, while peace and prosperity in Asia was threatened by
emerging big powers' friction and rising tensions in South, East and West Asia.
Abbasi said the Middle East was wrecked by war and violence — in Syria,
Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere. Terrorist violence has intensified across the Middle
East and Africa and other parts of the world, he added.
―There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine,‖ he said and pointed out
that Israel's prolonged occupation and expansion of illegal settlements might lead
to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
He said rising racism and religious hatred is erecting physical walls and
psychological barriers between nations and peoples.
―The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of
humanity but also challenges our collective conscience,‖ he said.
'We seek good relations with all states'
Abbasi in his speech termed climate change a new and existential threat to
mankind's future. He said the multiplying extreme climate events were global and
indiscriminate.
"As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe that it is
in our collective interest to pursue and realise the goals of the Paris Agreement," he
said.
Prime Minister Abbasi shared with the world body that Pakistan's economy
had recorded a "remarkable" turnaround in the past four years. He said the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would further contribute to the economic
upsurge.
―Pakistan's integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide a
firm foundation for Pakistan's rapid economic development.‖
With 207 million youthful population, he said, Pakistan is confident that an
economic strategy anchored on rising incomes, consumption and production would
propel it towards greater prosperity.
―To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace
within our country and security around our borders,‖ he said.
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―*We seek good relations with all states on the basis of sovereign equality,‖
he remarked.
Полный текст Выступления Аббаси на 72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН
Complete text of PM Abbasi's speech at UN General Assembly
Dawn. September 22, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1359314/complete-text-of-pmabbasis-speech-at-un-general-assembly
Let me first congratulate Mr. Miroslav Lajcak on his election as the President of the 72nd
session of the General Assembly. I am confident that his long experience in public service and
international relations will be an asset in successfully guiding this august Assembly to address
the imposing challenges of security, development and governance that confront the world today.
Mr. President,
For over 70 years – despite the Cold War, the nuclear arms race and scores of regional
conflicts – our world was able to avoid a global conflagration. This can be ascribed in large
measure to the adherence by most States to the prohibition of the use or threat of use of force
except under the authority of the UN Charter.
Unfortunately, the principles of the UN Charter have been progressively eroded in the new
millennium. In recent years some countries have displayed a growing proclivity to resort to
unilateral force and intervention against other States. Coercion and threats have emerged again
as the main currency in the management of inter-state disputes and differences.
Renewed East-West tensions may engulf Europe in another Cold War. Peace and
prosperity in Asia is threatened by emerging big power friction and rising tensions in South, East
and West Asia.
The Middle East is wracked by war and violence – in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and elsewhere.
Although Daesh appears to have been weakened in Iraq and Syria, terrorist violence has spread
and intensified across the Middle East and Africa and other parts of the world.
There is no end in sight to the tragedy of Palestine. Israel‘s prolonged occupation and
expansion of illegal settlements may lead to renewed and wider violence in the Holy Land.
The legitimate struggle for self-determination of the people of Jammu and Kashmir
continues to be brutally suppressed by India‘s occupation forces.
Rising racism and religious hatred – manifested in xenophobia and Islamophobia – is
erecting physical walls and psychological barriers between nations and peoples even as our
world becomes increasingly interdependent.
The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas is not just an affront to all norms of humanity but also
challenges our collective conscience.
While the pillars of world order are being eroded, the imperative of international
cooperation – to address poverty, disease, climate change, nuclear proliferation, terrorism and
forced displacement – is intensifying.
Today, more than ever, we need the United Nations to provide the parameters, processes
and platforms for global cooperation that is essential to address the wide ranging challenges to
peace, security, and development.
Pakistan welcomes the efforts launched by Secretary General Antonio Guterres to
revitalize the United Nations‘ capabilities in Peace and Security, Development and Management.
We are also committed to reform that transforms the Security Council into a more
representative, democratic and accountable body rather than an expanded club of the powerful
and the privileged.
Mr. President,
Pakistan celebrated the 70th anniversary of its independence last month. This month marks
the 70th anniversary of Pakistan‘s membership of the United Nations.
Pakistan‘s commitment to the principles of the United Nations is evident from the long
record of its constructive role in the initiatives and contributions that have shaped the decisions
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and discourse at this world body on decolonization, development, trade, international law,
human rights, refugees, peacekeeping, security, disarmament and the United Nations‘ budget and
management.
Pakistan has consistently been one of the world‘s top troop contributors to UN
peacekeeping. We will remain on the frontlines of peacekeeping and continue to offer
professional and well-trained personnel to the United Nations, despite our own security
challenges.
Mr. President,
Our adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter flows from the declaration of
our Founding Father, Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah who said: ―Our foreign policy is
one of friendliness and goodwill towards all nations of the world‖.
Unfortunately, from day one of its creation, Pakistan has faced unremitting hostility from
its eastern neighbor. India refuses to implement the unanimous resolutions of the UN Security
Council, which mandate a UN supervised plebiscite to enable the people of Jammu and Kashmir
to freely decide their destiny.
Instead India has deployed nearly 700,000 troops in occupied Kashmir to suppress the
legitimate struggle of the Kashmiris to exercise their right to self-determination. This is the most
intense foreign military occupation in recent history.
As in the past, today the Kashmiri people are waging a heroic and popular struggle to rid
themselves of India‘s oppressive rule. They come out in the streets daily to call on India to leave
Kashmir.
India has responded with massive and indiscriminate force to suppress the Kashmiris,
shooting indiscriminately at children, women and youth. Hundreds of innocent Kashmiris have
been killed or injured. Shotgun pellets have blinded and maimed thousands of Kashmiris
including children. These and other brutalities clearly constitute war crimes and violate the
Geneva Conventions.
Pakistan demands an international investigation into India‘s crimes in Kashmir. We ask
that the United Nations Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights send
an inquiry Commission to occupied Kashmir to verify the nature and extent of India‘s human
rights violations, secure the punishment of those responsible and provide justice and relief to the
victims.
Pakistan also urges the international community to call on India to: halt pellet gun attacks
and other violence against unarmed demonstrators; stop the use of rape as an instrument of state
policy; end media blackouts; rescind its draconian emergency laws; and free all Kashmiri
political leaders.
Mr. President,
To divert the world‘s attention from its brutalities; India frequently violates the ceasefire
along the Line of Control in Kashmir. Despite over 600 violations since January this year
Pakistan has acted with restraint. But if India does venture across the LoC, or acts upon its
doctrine of ―limited‖ war against Pakistan, it will evoke a strong and matching response.
The international community must act decisively to prevent the situation from a dangerous
escalation.
Mr. President,
The Kashmir dispute should be resolved justly, peacefully and expeditiously. As India is
unwilling to resume the peace process with Pakistan, we call on the Security Council to fulfill its
obligation to secure the implementation of its own resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir.
To this end, the UN Secretary-General should appoint a Special Envoy on Kashmir. His
mandate should flow from the longstanding but unimplemented resolutions of the Security
Council.
Mr. President,
Let me reiterate, Pakistan remains open to resuming a comprehensive dialogue with India
to address all outstanding issues, especially Kashmir and discuss measures to maintain peace and
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security. This dialogue must be accompanied by an end to India‘s campaign of subversion and
state sponsored terrorism against Pakistan, including from across our western border.
Mr. President,
Apart from the people of Afghanistan, Pakistan and its people have suffered the most from
four decades of foreign intervention and civil wars in Afghanistan. These wars have
blighted our country with the flow of extremists and terrorists, guns and drugs as well as an
influx of millions of refugees. They have set back our economic development by decades. Even
today, Pakistan is host to over 3 million Afghan refugees. No one desires peace in Afghanistan
more than Pakistan.
From 16 years of the ongoing war in Afghanistan, it is clear that peace will not be restored
by the continuing resort to military force. Neither Kabul and the Coalition, nor the Afghan
Taliban, can impose a military solution on each other. The international community – as
expressed in several United Nations resolutions – has concluded that peace can be restored in
Afghanistan only through a negotiated settlement.
Having suffered and sacrificed so much due to our role in the global counter terrorism
campaign it is especially galling for Pakistan to be blamed for the military or political stalemate
in Afghanistan. We are not prepared to be anyone‘s scapegoat. Taliban ―safe havens‖ are located
not in Pakistan but in the large tracts of territory controlled by the Taliban in Afghanistan.
Yes, cross border attacks do occur. These are mostly conducted by anti-Pakistan terrorists
from ―safe havens‖ across the border. To end all cross border attacks we ask the Afghan
government and the Coalition to support and complement Pakistan‘s ongoing efforts to
strengthen border controls and monitor all movement across it.
What Pakistan is not prepared to do is to fight the Afghan war on Pakistan‘s soil. Nor can
we endorse any failed strategy that will prolong and intensify the suffering of the people of
Afghanistan and Pakistan and other regional countries.
Pakistan believes that the urgent and realistic goals in Afghanistan should be: One,
concerted action to eliminate the presence in Afghanistan of Daesh, Al-Qaeda and their affiliates
including the TTP and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, which was recently declared a terrorist organization by
the Security Council.
Two, promote negotiations between Kabul and the Afghan Taliban – in the Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) or any trilateral format – to evolve a peaceful settlement in
Afghanistan.
These two steps offer the most realistic prospect of restoring peace and stability in
Afghanistan and our region.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism credentials cannot be questioned. After 9/11 it was Pakistani
efforts that enabled the decimation of Al-Qaeda. Pakistan‘s military campaigns have succeeded
in clearing our tribal areas of almost all militant groups.
We took the war to the terrorists. We have paid a heavy price. Over 27,000 Pakistanis
including 6,500 military and law enforcement personnel have been martyred by terrorists. 50,000
Pakistani nationals have been injured, including 15,000 army personnel, many of whom have
lost their limbs.
Mr. President,
We have fought the war against terror with our own resources. Pakistan‘s economic losses
are estimated at over $120 billion. Yet, we remain committed to fully implementing our National
Action Plan against terrorism and extremism. Defeating terrorist violence is vital to realize our
overriding priority of rapid economic and social development.
Mr. President,
Terrorism is now a global phenomenon, which must be addressed comprehensively. We
see two major gaps in the global counter-terrorism strategy. First, the international community
has failed to address the issue of state sponsored terrorism. This is an instrument of choice of the
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agents of chaos and aspiring hegemons. In several regions, stability will be difficult to restore
unless State sponsored terrorism is condemned, prohibited and punished.
Second, to eliminate terrorism, its root causes must be addressed. These are not only
poverty and ignorance; terrorism is even more an extreme response to real or perceived political
and other grievances, including foreign intervention, oppression and injustice. Unless such root
causes are addressed, it will be difficult to counter the twisted narrative of terrorist groups.
Mr. President,
Confronted by a hostile and increasingly militarised neighbor, Pakistan has been obliged to
maintain the capability for credible deterrence. My country developed nuclear weapons only
when these were introduced in our region by this neighbor. Our strategic assets are vital to deter
oft-threatened aggression. They are tightly and effectively controlled, as has been widely
acknowledged by experts. The world community would be well served by enabling Pakistan to
join global non-proliferation arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Mr. President,
Climate change poses a new and existential threat to mankind‘s future. Extreme climate
events are multiplying: Their consequences – flooding in Texas, landslides in Nepal and Sierra
Leone, devastation in the Caribbean and Puerto Rico, disappearing Himalayan glaciers – are
global and indiscriminate. As one of the most vulnerable states to climate change, we believe
that it is in our collective interest to pursue and realize the goals of the Paris Agreement and
build a new and greener model for growth and development.
Mr. President,
Growth and development remain the primary objectives of the developing countries. The
United Nations‘ Sustainable Development Goals represent the most ambitious development
agenda in history. The development challenge has become more imposing due to the combined
constraints of climate change, rising protectionism, fraying international cooperation and
proliferation conflicts.
The vision of shared growth – spelt out in Chinese President Xi Jinping‘s Belt and Road
initiative – offers a solid path to prosperity and a model of South-South cooperation worthy of
emulation.
Mr. President,
Pakistan‘s economy has recorded a remarkable revival in the past four years. The ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will further contribute to our economic upsurge. This will
expand exponentially as the Pakistan-China partnership extends beyond energy and
transportation to many other sectors.
Pakistan‘s integration into the Eurasian Belt and Road network will provide a firm
foundation for Pakistan‘s rapid economic development. With a youthful population of 207
million people, we are confident that an economic strategy anchored on rising incomes,
consumption and production will propel Pakistan towards greater prosperity.
To achieve these priority goals for our people, Pakistan seeks to build peace within our
country and security around our borders. We seek good relations with all States on the basis of
sovereign equality. We will respond positively to all offers of friendship and cooperation.
Mr. President,
We are poised at a critical inflection point in history. The world order that has prevented a
global war for over 70 years is under threat. Yet, revolutionary advances in science and
technology, the immense capacity for global investment, production, consumption and trade,
especially in the developing countries, and the availability of structures and mechanisms for
collective action offer an opportunity, unprecedented in human history, to address the diverse
challenges that we face today. It is here, through the United Nations, that the peoples of the
world can seize the opportunities to achieve our shared vision of a more just, peaceful and
prosperous world.
I thank you, Mr. President!
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Исламабад признал неспособность
ситуацию на границе с Афганистаном

полностью

контролировать

«Все об Афганистане». 18.09.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/114490.html

КАБУЛ, 18 сентября. Пакистан не в состоянии справиться с
активностью боевиков, действующих в районе границы с Афганистаном,
заявил премьер-министр ИРП Шахид Хакан Аббаси.
В недавнем интервью накануне поездки на заседание Генассамблеи
ООН пакистанский лидер напомнил о крупной атаке смертника в Кабуле, в
мае текущего года послужившей причиной гибели более 90 человек и
спровоцировавшей глубокий политический кризис в Афганистане.
Аббаси признал тот факт, что исполнитель теракта вместе с
пособниками прибыл в ИРА с территории Пакистана. «Мне неизвестны все
детали, но похоже на то, что границу пересекли три или четыре человека, –
сообщил премьер. – Был автомобиль, прибывший из этого района в Кабул,
припаркованный на территории посольства незадолго до взрыва».
Ссылки по теме
Премьер-министр ИРП: Военная стратегия США не сработает в Афганистане
УНБ Афганистана: Теракт в Кабуле осуществила группировка Хаккани

Высокопоставленный государственный деятель подчеркнул, что его
страна прилагает усилия для контроля над ситуацией в приграничных
областях, но не в силах полностью искоренить вражескую активность,
отмечает издание ―Financial Times‖.
«В этих районах ведут бои 250 тысяч наших военных, но мы не
контролируем территорию полностью, – уточнил премьер. – С той
стороны границы часто производятся набеги и нападения на наших
жителей. Если афганская армия не может сдерживать боевиков, равно как
и американские войска, чего ожидают от нас?»
Комментируя предупреждения президента США Дональда Трампа о
возможном сокращении объѐма помощи Пакистану, Аббаси подчеркнул, что
Исламабад может ответить на подобные шаги контрмерами, в частности,
отказаться от приобретения американских боевых самолѐтов, сделав выбор в
пользу контракта с Китаем.
8 террористов из группировки Ansarul Shariah Pakistan (ASP)
застрелены в Карачи.
8 Ansarul Shariah terrorists killed in Karachi
Daily Times. OCTOBER 22, 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/128957/8-ansarul-shariahterrorists-killed-karachi/

LAHORE: Eight suspected terrorists were killed in an exchange of fire with
Rangers and Counter-Terrorism Department (CTD) personnel in Baldia Town,
Karachi on Saturday night.
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According to a press release issued by the Rangers, the joint raid was carried
out after receiving intelligence reports about the presence of Ansarul Shariah
Pakistan (ASP) terrorists in Raees Goth area of Baldia Town.
It further stated that the five suspected terrorists were killed on the spot and
three others succumbed to their injuries while being taken to the hospital. The gun
battle also left on CTD official and two Rangers personnel wounded.
ASP Chief Sheheryar, alias Dr Abdullah Hashmi, was also among the eight
terrorists killed in the operation.
Weapons and explosive materials were recovered from the suspected
militants‘ hideout, it said.
The press release also claimed that the two of the killed terrorists have been
identified as Shehyrar, the chief of the militant organization, and Arsalan Baig who
was a member of ASP‘s target-killing team.
The identification of other terrorists is in the process yet.
47 человек ранены во время взрыва ручных гранат в Белуджистане
Grenade attacks injure 47 in Balochistan
Sharif Khan. The Nation. October 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/20-Oct2017/grenade-attacks-injure-47-in-balochistan

MASTUNG - At least 47 people sustained injuries in two hand grenade
attacks – one in Balochistan‘s northwest district of Mastung and the other in port
city of Gwadar – on Thursday.
According to police, a hand grenade exploded with a powerful bang near
Sultan Shaheed Chowk in Mastung, injuring 21 persons. The subversive attack
also partially damaged four shops and two vehicles on the spot, the police said.
The rescue teams immediately shifted eight wounded persons to Nawab
Ghaus Bakhsh Hospital and seven patients to District Headquarters Hospital
Mastung.
―Imran, a Mastung blast victim, was shifted to Civil Hospital Quetta,‖
confirmed Dr Waseem Baig, the hospital spokesman, adding his condition now
was out of danger.
Meanwhile, over two dozen labourers were injured in another hand grenade
attack on a local hotel in Gwadar.
―As many as 26 labourers sustained injuries when terrorists hurled a hand
grenade on a local hotel at Syed Hashmi Avenue on Airport Road,‖ said Gwadar
DIG police Nadeem Hussain.
The DIG revealed the hotel was attacked when labourers were busy having
food. Some of the workers were reportedly wounded due to stampede. He said 15
of the labourers were from Sindh and 11 from Punjab. He added three of the
critically injured had been referred to Karachi for treatment.
Balochistan Governor Muhammad Khan Achakzai and Chief Minister
Nawab Sanaullah Zehri condemned the attacks in Mastung and Gwadar and
expressed profound sorrow and grief over the terror incidents.
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They ordered the law-enforcing agencies to mobilise all resources to wipe
out menace of terrorism from the province. They directed the health authorities to
provide the best healthcare facilities to the wounded.
On May 13, Baloch Liberation Army gunmen shot dead 10 workers in
Gwadar. The surge in terror attacks has jolted the naturally-rich but terror-plagued
Balochistan, raising questions over the security lapses.
Meanwhile, Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri issued directives for
placing security on high alert in the wake of recent terror attacks in Quetta,
Mastung and Gwadar. He also ordered coordinated crackdowns against anti-state
elements throughout the province.
He ordered IG Police, home secretary and all divisional commissioners and
DIGs to keep security on high alert.
Punjab forensic team visits blast site
The Punjab Forensic Laboratory team arrived Quetta on Thursday for the
investigation of a suicide attack on Elite Force truck in the city. The team visited
Sariab Road and collected evidences.
Теракт в Белуджистане – 38 ранены
38 people injured in twin blasts in Pakistan
The Hindu, 20.10.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/38-people-injuredin-twin-blasts-in-pakistan/article19887854.ece?homepage=true

Chief Minister of Balochistan Sanaullah Zehri has condemned the incidents
and asked the authorities to submit a report on the blasts.
Two grenade blasts have rocked Pakistan‘s restive south-western province of
Baluchistan, injuring at least 38 people, police said.
The twin blasts took place within minutes in the Mastung and Gwadar
districts, police said.
According to senior police officials, around 12 people were injured, three of
them seriously, when two men on a motorcycle wearing helmets threw a hand
grenade at a crowd in the Sultan Shaheed area in Mastung town on Thursday.
The injured were shifted to a hospital while three were moved to Quetta as
their condition was serious, local police official Gulab Khan said.
The second attack took place when two men on a motorcycle threw a hand
grenade at Al-Zubair hotel outside a mobile market in Safar Khan area of Gwadar
town.
―At least 26 people were injured in the blast,‖ local police official Ayaz
Baluch said.
He said the injured included 15 labourers from Sindh and 11 from Punjab
who had gathered after work to have tea.
―Three of them have been shifted to Karachi for treatment,‖ he said.
The injured have been shifted to District Headquarters (DHQ) Hospital
Mastung.
Chief Minister of Balochistan Sanaullah Zehri has condemned the incidents
and asked the authorities to submit a report on the blasts.
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The attacks have come, a day after a suspected suicide bomber hit a police
truck in Quetta, Baluchistan‘s capital, killing seven policemen and a civilian and
injuring 22 others.
Теракт в Кветте – взорван полицейский автомобиль, убиты 7 человек
7 martyred in suicide hit on police truck
SHARIF KHAN. The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct2017/7-martyred-in-suicide-hit-on-police-truck

Quetta - A suicide bomber rammed his car into a police vehicle Wednesday
morning in Quetta, killing six police officials and one civilian.
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfraz Bugti confirmed the death toll, saying
the elite police were targeted as they headed to work during morning rush-hour, at
8:25 am.
The minister said that 21 others were injured in the attack on Sariab Road
near Darakhshan Railway Phaatak, while a police official put the number of
wounded at 25.
Later in the day, unidentified gunmen shot dead CTD Police Inspector
Abdul Salam at Qambrani Road of the provincial capital, said police.
Talking about the Sariab Road attack, Bugti said that a car rammed the
police vehicle before catching fire, adding it was ―apparently a suicide attack‖.
His account of the incident was confirmed by Deputy Inspector General of
Police Abdul Razzaq Cheema, who said two police trucks carrying 37 Elite Force
Jawans were moving from Qasim Line to Police Line when one of those was hit.
The attacked police truck, a nearby tractor and two motorcycles also caught
fire after the blast, the bang of which was far and wide in the city.
Soon after explosion, heavy contingents of police and Frontier Constabulary
reached at the spot and cordoned off the area.
Rescue teams shifted the dead bodies and wounded to Quetta Civil Hospital
(QCH), Bolan Medical Complex (BMC) and Combined Military Hospital (CMH).
Health Minister Mir Rehmat Saleh Baloch condemned the terror attack and
placed QCH and BMC under emergency.
―Seven dead bodies and 15 wounded have been brought to the Civil
Hospital,‖ hospital spokesman Dr Waseem Baig said.
He said the bodies were badly burnt, adding that two critically injured
victims had been shifted to BMC‘s burn ward.
Reports said that 10 of the injured were taken to CMH.
No group had claimed responsibility for the car bombing.
Home Minister Bugti said that Indian and Afghanistan spy agencies may be
behind the attack as they have perpetrated such attacks in the past. He expressed
the resolve to continue the war against terrorism ―till the elimination of the last
terrorist‖.
Nature of blast
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The bomb disposal squad confirmed that it was a suicide hit in which around
100kg explosives material was used.
Director General of Civil Defence Muhammad Aslam said ―a leg and some
other body parts of the bomber have been found from the location.‖ He said the
bomb was so powerful that they could find only the engine of the car used in the
blast.
Home Minister Bugti said that a forensic team was coming from Lahore to
investigate and confirm the exact nature of attack, for which the road would remain
closed until Thursday.
Security lapse
Acting IGP Muhammad Ayoub Qureshi said the terrorists succeed in hitting
one of the two Elite Force trucks despite the fact that a police squad was escorting
them, while policemen were also deployed along the way for added security.
He said that they would investigate if there was any security lapse or a
loophole in their security system and mend it accordingly.
Security meeting
Following the blast, Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri chaired an
emergency meeting on law and order situation which was attended by provincial
ministers, Chief Secretary, IGP and DIG.
The meeting received a briefing and decided to revisit the security paradigm
in Quetta city in order to prevent such attacks in further. It was also decided that
crackdown against terrorists would be sped up.
The CM condemned the car blast as well as the killing of Police Inspector
Abdul Salam. The participants prayed peace to the departed souls and wished early
recovery to the injured. The CM, along with ministers, also visited CMH and Civil
Hospital to enquire after the patients.
Balochistan, which borders Iran and Afghanistan, has oil and gas resources
but is afflicted by religious militancy, sectarian violence and a separatist
insurgency.
Members of the minority Shia community and security forces are frequently
attacked by militants in the province.
On June 23, 13 people including seven policemen were martyred in a suicide
explosion in front of Balochistan IGP Office.
On July 11, DPO Qillah Abdullah Sajid Khan Mohmand lost his life in the
line of duty when a suicide bomber blew his explosive vest close to his vehicle in
the border city of Chaman.
On July 13, SP Quaidabad Mubarak Shah was targeted by two motorcyclists
in Quetta.
Теракт в Кветте.
At least 6 killed, 10 injured in Quetta blast
The Nation. October 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Oct-2017/explosioninjures-3-policemen-in-quetta
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At least five killed and 10 injured in an explosion at Sariab Road area of
Quetta, Balochistan.
According to media reports, the bomb exploded at Sibbi Phattak near police
vehicle. At least 30 policemen were in the truck at the time of blast.
policemen are among the dead and injured.
The injured have been shifted to Jinnah Hospital. Security forces have
cordoned the area off. Nature of the explosion is not determined yet.
On August 12, a blast in Quetta killed at least 15 and injured 32
people, police said. Security officials said the explosion set on fire multiple
vehicles at Pishin Stop in the provincial capital of Balochistan.
According to media reports, the injured were being shifted to Civil Hospital.
Balochistan Home Minister Sarfraz Bugti said the nature of the blast couldn't
be ascertained, adding that security forces might be the target.
Mineral-rich Balochistan, where Gwader is located, has been plagued for
decades by a separatist insurgency and sectarian killings.
Спасенная жена (американка) канадского гражданина утверждает, что
и Пакистан, и США врут по поводу их спасения.
Rescued woman says US, Pakistan telling lies
Syed
Rashid
Husain.
Dawn,
October
25th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1366124/rescued-woman-says-us-pakistan-telling-lies

2017.

TORONTO: Caitlan Coleman, a US national and wife of Canadian citizen
Joshua Boyle, has said that claims made by both Washington and Islamabad that
she and her family were rescued soon after crossing the Afghan border are false.
In a detailed interview with Canadian newspaper the Toronto Star she said:
―We were not crossing into Pakistan that day [Oct 11]. We had been in Pakistan
for more than a year at that point.‖
Talking to reporter Michelle Shephard at an Ottawa hospital on Monday, she
said: ―Right now everybody‘s shunting blame and making claims. Pakistan says,
no they were never in Pakistan, until the end. The US says, no they were always in
Pakistan; it was Pakistan‘s responsibility. But neither of those [claims] is true.‖
During the interview Ms Coleman added crucial details about her
kidnapping that has attracted widespread attention as well as wild speculations.
She termed the ―abortion of one of her children‖ a result of Mr Boyle‘s
refusal to heed to the Haqqani network‘s efforts to enlist him. ―They were very
angry because Joshua had been asked to join them, to work for them, and he said
‗no‘.
―They killed the baby by dosing the food. They put massive doses of
oestrogen in the food.‖
Last week the Afghan Taliban issued a statement that refuted the claim and
said she had had suffered a miscarriage.
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Ms Coleman said she and her husband kept her other two pregnancies secret,
and Mr Boyle delivered their youngest son and daughter with the help of flashlight
as she quietly writhed in pain.
The 31-year-old woman continues to wear a hijab but declined to say
whether or not she had converted to Islam.
She said the couple were moved quickly from Afghanistan to Pakistan after
being kidnapped and the first six or seven months were among the most difficult.
―They first took us out of Afghanistan; it was several days‘ drive. They took
us to Miramshah, in Pakistan, where we were kept for more than a year,‖ she said,
adding that Mr Boyle understood some Persian, which helped him understand at
times where they were.
―It was very bad. My husband and I were separated at that time. He wasn‘t
allowed to see Najaeshi [their eldest son] or spend any time with us.‖
Ms Coleman said they were then moved to the south of Miramshah, to the
house of a man who said he was called Mahmoud. ―He was very nice to Najaeshi
and would provide us with amenities we wouldn‘t have otherwise,‖ she said.
―He would take Najaeshi out to get him sunlight and nobody else did that at
any other point.‖
In 2014 and 2015, the family were moved often. It was during this period,
according to Ms Coleman, that she had to go through a forced abortion and was
raped.
They were then moved to Spin Ghar, just over the border in Afghanistan and
southeast of Kabul. They were there for months.
Later still, she said, they were taken back into Pakistan aboard what her
husband called ―a jungle truck‖, the brightly painted trucks found often in the
country.
They spent the final months of their captivity in what Ms Coleman called
Dar el Musa (the house of Musa). They were held in that house from ―November
last year‖ to two days before their rescue, when they were transferred to ―the mud
house‖, where the windows were covered with wet, packed dirt.
On Oct 11, she said, they were put in the trunk of the kidnappers‘ car, after
which some sort of car chase and a gun battle broke out before they were freed.
―Our first fear — why we were not poking our heads up and yelling for help
— was our fear that it was another gang trying to kidnap us. Possibly, just part of
the Haqqani network fighting with another part. They‘re all just bandits,‖ she said.
She said she didn‘t remember how she reacted when she realised they were
Pakistani security personnel. ―I think I was mostly just in shock.‖
Освобождение американо-канадских заложников – тайны остаются
US-Canadian hostages held for five years in Pakistan, claims CIA chief
The Express Tribune. October 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535997/uscanadian-hostages-held-five-years-pakistan-claims-cia-chief/
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WASHINGTON: The head of the CIA claimed on Thursday that a USCanadian couple kidnapped by the Taliban in Afghanistan were held inside
neighbouring Pakistan for five years before being freed last week.
―We had a great outcome last week when we were able to get back four US
citizens who had been held for five years inside of Pakistan,‖ CIA Director Mike
Pompeo told the Foundation for Defence of Democracies think-tank in
Washington.
A still image from a video posted by the Taliban on social media on
December 19, 2016 shows American Caitlan Coleman (left) speaking next to her
Canadian husband Joshua Boyle and their two sons.
Pompeo‘s remarks appeared to be the first time a US official has publicly
stated that the family spent their captivity in Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s military and government has indicated that US citizen Caitlan
Coleman, her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle and their children were rescued
shortly after entering Pakistan from Afghanistan.
Navy SEALs were ready if Pakistan failed to free US-Canadian hostage
family: report
The couple had been kidnapped in 2012 while backpacking in Afghanistan
and their children were born in captivity.
US officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, have previously said there
was no indication that the hostages had been in Afghanistan in the days before they
were freed, contrary to the Pakistani account. The officials said the United States
believed the hostages were probably held by the Haqqani network in or near its
headquarters in northwestern Pakistan the entire time.
A senior Pakistani security source said last Friday that Pakistani troops and
intelligence agents, acting on a US intelligence tip, zeroed in on a vehicle carrying
the family as they were being moved into Kurram Agency near Kohat, some 60 km
inside Pakistan.
Canadian-American couple‘s mysterious rescue raises new questions
Pakistani officials bristle at US claims Islamabad is not doing enough to
tackle militants, particularly the Haqqanis.
After the release of the family, they emphasised the importance of
cooperation and intelligence sharing by Washington, which has threatened to cut
military aid and other punitive measures against Pakistan.
However, two Taliban sources with knowledge of the family‘s captivity said
they had been kept in Pakistan in recent years.
США планировали освобождение захваченной канадской семьи (как это
было в Абботабаде), - расследование New York Times.
US had planned Abbottabad-style raid to rescue American-Canadian
family: NYT report
Dawn. October 18, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364631/us-had-plannedabbottabad-style-raid-to-rescue-american-canadian-family-nyt-report
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The United States (US) had allegedly readied a team of Navy SEALs to
launch a raid in Pakistan ─ much like the 2011 raid on Osama bin Laden‘s
compound in Abbottabad ─ after a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) drone
picked up footage of American hostage Caitlan Coleman and her children moving
in a militant camp, the New York Timesreported.
The Pakistan Army's recovery of the hostages "within hours of receiving
actionable intelligence" from the United States (US) has so far been seen as an
indicator of an uptick in the strained Pakistan-US relationship post the
announcement of Donald Trump's new South Asia and Afghan strategy. Trump
himself had reacted saying Pakistan was "starting to respect the United States
again".
The NYT report, which does not contain any named sources, offers a very
different narrative. It goes as far as to claim that the US government had, in fact,
pressured Pakistan into rescuing the hostages — with a SEAL team raid in the
cards as a backup option in case Islamabad failed to comply.
The report claims that a CIA drone had last month picked up grainy footage
of a young woman and children as it circled an alleged Haqqani network
encampment in a remote valley in the Kurram Agency.
The woman was identified as Coleman by intelligence analysts, a
backpacker who was kidnapped by the Haqqani network in Afghanistan in October
2012, along with her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle.
Explore: Everything you need to know about the kidnapping and recovery of
Caitlan Coleman and Joshua Boyle
SEAL Team 6 was subsequently mobilised to mount a rescue mission which
would have violated Pakistani airspace, the publication cited senior American
officials as saying. They even began rehearsing for the raid, which was to take
place close to where the CIA had originally spotted the family, according to a
military official quoted by the NYT.
However, the operation was called off as some US government officials
were not sure that the people spotted by the drones were in fact the abducted
hostages, the NYT said. There were also concerns regarding the terrain and the
moon, which was reportedly too bright for a nighttime airborne raid, the report
said.
On October 11, 2017, the militants headed to Kohat by road, hostages in
tow, upon which US intelligence officials decided to spring into action,
the NYT said. A plan to pressure Islamabad was formed by US officials, which
President Donald Trump was later briefed on.
If the Pakistani government declined to act on the information, Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson both advocated the idea
of a rescue mission by the team of elite Navy SEAL commandos, the NYT said.
As the militants drove the family out of the camp, United States Ambassador
David Hale allegedly delivered "an urgent message" to the government in
Islamabad: resolve the issue or the US would.
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According to the NYT, the implication behind the message was that the US
would set aside any concerns and launch a raid in Pakistan to free the hostages.
As Hale conveyed the Trump administration's demands, other senior US
officials, including Centcom chief Gen Joseph Votel, were also applying pressure
on Islamabad.
The Pakistan Army acted within hours to intercept the vehicle in a dramatic
encounter near Kohat.
Read more: Pakistan Army describes freeing Canadian-American couple
from terrorists
Residents in Kohat and adjacent tribal areas had told Dawn earlier that
drones had been seen flying over the areas for 10 days leading up to the recovery.
The drones were also spotted over the Hangu district and Kurram and North
Waziristan agencies, according to locals.
However, according to an Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) statement
released upon the recovery of Coleman, Boyle and their three children last week,
US intelligence agencies had "shared their shifting across to Pakistan on October
11, 2017, through the Kurram Agency border".
The Dawn report cited officials saying that the vehicle carrying the hostages
had entered through the Kurram tribal region and then moved to Kohat district. It
was intercepted near Nawe Kali, a remote area about 15 kilometres southwest of
Kohat.
Explore: US-Canadian couple, three children freed from terrorist custody in
Kohat
Speaking to NBC News earlier, the Director General ISPR Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor had said: "The vehicle was immobilised with sharp shooting. We
destroyed their tires. The hostages remained inside the vehicle. The driver and an
accomplice managed to escape to a nearby refugee camp [...] We moved the
hostages via helicopter to Islamabad. They were then handed over to US
authorities."
Officials who spoke to Dawn on condition of anonymity, however, had said
that one of the kidnappers had been taken into custody, one was injured, and two
accomplices had fled.
One of the hostages, Boyle, described a scene in which gunshots had rang
out as he, his wife and their children were intercepted by security forces while
being transported in the trunk of their captors' car.
Boyle told his parents there was a shootout in which some of his captors
were killed and said the last words he'd heard from the kidnappers were, "kill the
hostages". His father, Patrick, had conveyed this information to reporters after
speaking to his son.
Read more: Canadian-American family, kidnapped in 2012 in Afghanistan,
recovered by Pakistan Army
The CIA declined to comment on the recovery of the hostages, the NYTsaid,
while the Trump administration spun the rescue mission as a win for Pakistan
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without acknowledging that Islamabad had to be pressured into conducting the
operation, the publication alleged.
Вице-президент США поблагодарил Пакистан за операцию по
освобождению канадских заложников
Pence thanks Pakistan for safe recovery of hostages
The Nation . October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct-2017/pence-thankspakistan-for-safe-recovery-of-hostages

ISLAMABAD - United States Vice-President Mike Pence thanked the
Government of Pakistan for safe recovery of the US national Caitlin Coleman, her
spouse Joshua Boyle and their three children from the custody of terrorists.
In a telephonic conversation with Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the
US vice-president praised the professionalism of the Pakistan Army and the
intelligence agencies for swift response and safe recovery of the captives.
Pence reaffirmed the importance of bilateral relations and said that the US
would like to further build this relationship for peace and prosperity of the region.
Reaffirming Pakistan‘s resolve to eliminate terrorism from its soil, the prime
minister assured the US vice president that Pakistan would respond to any
actionable intelligence shared by the US side. The two leaders agreed to maintain
high-level of engagements to strengthen cooperation in areas of mutual interest.
Pence also accepted invitation of the prime minister to visit Pakistan in near future.
Earlier, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson also called to convey US
gratitude for the safe recovery of the hostages.
US commandos were ready to act if Pakistanis failed over hostages
Monitoring Desk adds: US military officials were reportedly ready to launch
a commando raid deep inside Pakistan to free an American and her family if the
Pakistanis did not act against the Taliban-linked Haqqani network that kidnapped
the family in 2012.
The New York Times, citing unnamed senior US officials, reported that
Navy SEAL Team 6 was mobilised to conduct a rescue days earlier but the
operation was called off.
Ambassador David Hale reportedly told the Pakistani government: Resolve
the issue or the US will step in. Officials in Pakistan reportedly acted within hours.
The Times reported that if Pakistan failed to act, it would bolster the belief
that the country provides a safe haven for the militant network.
Armed with information from US intelligence, Pakistani soldiers staged a
dramatic but successful rescue operation last week to free American Caitlan
Coleman, 31, and her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle, 34, and their three young
children after five years in Haqqani network captivity.
В Пакистане отбили у боевиков семью, которую похитили пять лет
назад
«Корреспондент.net». 13.10.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3895966-v-pakystaneotbyly-u-boevykov-semui-kotoruui-pokhytyly-piat-let-nazad

Семья была пять лет в плену у террористов
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Иностранцы попали в плен во время путешествия по Пакистану.
Семью иностранцев, которую боевики похитили пять лет назад в
Пакистане, удалось освободить 11 октября во время спецоперации. Об этом
сообщает Радио Свобода.
В пакистанской армии рассказали, что информацию получили от
официальных источников из США. В результате солдатам удалось
освободить американку Кейтлан Коулман, ее мужа-канадца Джошуа Бойла и
троих детей, похищенных в октябре 2012 года пакистанской сетью Хаккани,
террористы которой сотрудничают с Талибаном.
Военные перехватили машину, в которой боевики перевозили пленных,
в районе города Кохат на северо-западе страны. Оттуда семья была
переправлена вертолетом в Исламабад и находится сейчас в американском
посольстве.
Семья иностранцев попали в плен во время путешествия по региону. В
момент похищения в 2012-м Коулман была беременна, ее дети родились в
Афганистане. Боевики пытались обменять Коулман и Бойла на одного из
своих командиров, схваченных в Афганистане.
The Economist назвал самые опасные города в мире: на первом месте пакистанский Карачи.
The Economist назвал самые опасные города в мире - Карачи - самый
опасный город в мире
«Корреспондент.net».
12
октября
2017.
http://korrespondent.net/lifestyle/travel/3895769-The-Economist-nazval-samye-opasnye-horodav-myre

На первом месте расположился портовый город в Пакистане.
Пакистанский Карачи оказался самым опасным в мире городом. Об
этом говорится в исследовании The Economist, передает Lenta.ru.
Населенный пункт набрал 38,77 балла из 100 возможных.
Издание подчеркивает, что при составлении рейтинга учитывались
такие параметры, как личная безопасность, цифровая безопасность,
безопасность для здоровья и безопасность инфраструктуры.
Второе место рейтинга занял Янгон (Мьянма, 46,47 балла), третье —
столица Багладеш Дакка (47,37 балла). Также в десятку лидеров вошли
Джакарта, Хошимин, Манила, Каракас, Кито, Тегеран и Каир.
Самыми безопасными в мире признаны Токио (89,8 балла), Сингапур
(89,64 балла) и Осака (88,87 балла).
Напомним, канадский Торонто возглавил рейтинг городов с
наибольшим риском возникновения "пузыря" на рынке недвижимости.
В Пакистане совершен теракт против шиитов
Интернет-сайт «Hronika.info». http://hronika.info/mir/265441-v-pakistane-sovershenterakt-protiv-shiitov.html. 9.10.2017.
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Пять человек погибли и двое были ранены, сообщает местная полиция.
В столице провинции Белуджистан Кветте, Пакистан, боевики напали
на автомобиль, в котором ехали мусульмане-шииты. По данным полиции,
погибли четыре человека, которые были в авто, и один прохожий, сообщает
интернет-издание Хроника.инфо со ссылкой на liga.net.
Еще двое прохожих были ранены.
Пока ни одна из группировок не взяла ответственности за нападение,
но экстремисты-сунниты регулярно нападают на шиитов в Белуджистане и
других регионах Пакистана.
5 октября 2017 года террорист-смертник взорвался возле святыни
шиитов в Пакистане, убив 12 человек и ранив 30.
Смертник подорвался в суфийском храме в Белуджистане (район Jhal
Magsi) – 13 убиты, 20 ранены.
Suicide attack kills 13 outside shrine in Balochistan
The Nation. October 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/05-Oct-2017/blat-at-dargahfatah-pur-in-jhal-magsi-scores-injured

A suicide bomber blew himself up outside a Sufi shrine in Pakistan's restive
southwest Thursday, killing 13 people and wounding at least 20 others, officials
said.
The incident took place in the Jhal Magsi district of the oil and gas rich
Balochistan province, bordering Iran and Afghanistan.
"A suicide bomber blew himself up after he was intercepted by police guards
on duty outside the shrine, killing 13 people and wounding at least 20 others,"
senior local administration official Asad Kakar told AFP.
A bomb attack on the same shrine killed 35 people in 2005.
"The suicide bomber struck outside the shrine at a time when it was packed
with people, attending anniversary celebrations of Syed Cheesal Shah," Kakar said.
Members of Sunni and Shiite sects visit the shrine daily, with attendance
climbing significantly during festivities.
Senior local police official Muhammad Iqbal also confirmed the incident
and death toll.
Balochistan government spokesman Anwaar-ul-Haq Kakar said: "We have
confirmed reports it was a suicide attack."
Три террориста повешены в Пакистане
«Новости планеты». 4.10.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10888-tri-terroristapovesheny-v-pakistane.html

Три участника террористических группировок были казнены в
Пакистане, заявили представители армии.
В заявлении пакистанских военных говорится, что осужденные были
вовлечены в совершение преступлений, связанных с терроризмом, включая
нападение на самолет Международной авиакомпании Пакистан (PIA) в
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аэропорту Пешавара, убийство невинных гражданских лиц, нападение на
вооруженные силы Пакистана и сотрудников правоохранительных органов.
Террористы приговорены к смерти военными судами и отправлены на
виселицу в тюрьме северо-западной провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва, согласно
заявлению, распространенном представителями медиа-отдела «ИнтерСервис». Осужденные признали свои преступления перед судом.
Военные суды были созданы властями Пакистана после теракта в
военной школе в декабре 2014 года для быстрого судебного разбирательства
по обвинению в терроризме. Почти 150 человек, в основном студенты, были
убиты в результате атаки. Парламент страны в этом году продлил период
действия военных судов еще на два года.
По словам адвокатов, осужденные имеют право обжаловать свое
наказание президенту. Однако глава страны отклонил почти все обращения в
связи с серьезным характером преступлений, связанных с терроризмом.
Пакистанская межведомственная разведка имеет тесные связи с
террористами
Pakistan's ISI has clear links with terror, runs its own policy: US
Times
of
India.
Oct
4,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistans-isi-has-clear-links-with-terror-runsits-own-foreign-policy-top-us-general/articleshow/60934697.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
 US defense secretary James Mattis said if Pakistan doesn't rein in terror "
"sure it will be" an option to take away its 'major ally' status
 The US defense secretary said he'd "like to think we will be successful," in
putting pressure on Pakistan
 "There's an awful lot of advantage to Pakistan coming on line with the
international community," said Mattis
NEW DELHI: Pakistan's intelligence agency clearly has links with
terrorist groups+, said the US Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman General Joseph
Dunford on Tuesday, according to Washington publication The Hill.
US defense secretary James Mattis went a step further and said
that Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence+ even "appears to run its own policy".
Both officials were testifying at the US Senate Armed Services Committee
on theUS's strategy in Afghanistan+ . On the same day, they also testified at the
House Armed Services Committee on the same subject.
"We've seen the government of Pakistan come down on terrorists, when the
ISI appears to run its own policy," said Mattis, according to Russia Today.
When asked if taking away Pakistan's status as a major non-Nato ally is an
option on the table if it doesn't act to immediately to rein in terror, Mattis's
response was, "sure it will be."
Pakistan, of course, continues to deny there is state or institutional support
for terrorists, but the US isn't buying that falsehood, said Dunford.
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"It is clear to me that the Inter-Services Intelligence has connections with
terrorist groups," said Dunford, in his testimony at the Senate hearing.
Still, both Dunford and Mattis said they're willing to work with Pakistan
"one more time" before taking punitive measures against the country.
"We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them, by,
with and through the Pakistanis, and if our best efforts fail, President (Donald)
Trump is prepared to take whatever steps are necessary," said Mattis said at the
House hearing, reported The Hill.
The US defense secretary said he'd "like to think we will be successful," in
putting pressure on Pakistan, especially with upcoming visits to Islamabad by US
assistant secretaries and national security staff to discuss a clampdown on terror.
If nothing else, Mattis believes the fact that Pakistan is getting increasingly
isolated diplomatically, which will then affect it economically, should act as some
sort of catalyst for action.
"I think that right now with the growing consensus against terrorism, they'll
find themselves diplomatically isolated, they'll find themselves economically in
increasing trouble as countries that are damaged by this terrorism coming out of
there say enough is enough and take steps," he said.
"There's an awful lot of advantage to Pakistan coming on line with the
international community."
Пакистан сможет преодолеть экстремизм и терроризм, - заявил
Председатель Сената Раббани
‗Pakistan will overcome extremism, terrorism‘
Dawn. September 27,
overcome-extremism-terrorism

2017.

https://www.dawn.com/news/1360290/pakistan-will-

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistani nation will overcome extremism and terrorism
because it has an extraordinary capability to fight back, Senate Chairman Mian
Raza Rabbani said on Tuesday.
Mr Rabbani was speaking at an event titled ‘70 Years of Pakistan‘,
organised by the Senate Defence Committee and the think tank Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung at a local hotel.
Mr Rabbani said efforts began during Gen Ziaul Haq‘s regime to promote a
culture of extremism, to replace a culture of tolerance and love that is a specialty of
this land of Sufism.
―During the Zia regime, student unions were banned and students‘ healthy
activities were not encouraged. On the other hand, rightwing political parties were
given a free hand to have their student wings active in campuses to spread a culture
and ideology of extremism in the country,‖ he said.
He added that coffee culture, student unions and trade associations give
society liberal and progressive leadership with the capability to deal with issues
facing the average citizen.
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―We need to understand that our culture is not Arab culture. Our culture is a
bouquet of the cultures of Sindh, Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab.
However, I am quite sure that the nation will rise and overcome the challenges
being faced on social, political and economic fronts,‖ Mr Rabbani said.
Also speaking at the event, Senator Mushahid Hussain said the biggest
future challenge for Pakistan is that it does not ―become like India‖, where
religious extremists had become part of the electoral mainstream.
He also said that Pakistan has sought a successful inland war against
terrorism because of the sacrifices of soldiers and civilians, and the country has
also been hosting the largest refugee population for the longest period in modern
history.
Mr Hussain said in its 70 year history, Pakistan always sided with the
oppressed, such as the people of Kashmir, Palestine, Afghanistan, Algeria, South
Africa, Bosnia and the Rohingya.
―Pakistan was a vital player in the last 50 years‘ three geopolitical
developments i.e. the 1971 opening to China by the United States, the 1980s
Afghan War which resulted in the collapse of communism, the demolition of the
Berlin Wall and the breakup of the Soviet Union, and the post-9/11 war against
terrorism,‖ he said.
Historian Dr Dushka Saiyid said despite difficulties and opposition, Pakistan
came into being as a free land for Muslims and non-Muslims in the subcontinent.
She said the Quaid‘s vision of a forward-looking tolerant state must be translated
into a living reality.
―We should be grateful for Pakistan given what is happening in Kashmir and
to Muslims elsewhere. However there is need to give priority to both higher and
primary education if we want to convert Pakistan into a developed country,‖ she
said.
США приближаются к тому, чтобы объявить
террористическим государством (считает Индия).
US moves closer to designating Pakistan a terrorist state

Пакистан

Chidanand
Rajghatta.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
19,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/us/us-comes-closer-to-designating-pakistan-a-terroriststate/articleshow/60736610.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Islamabad readies tit-for-tat measures, may block access for Nato supplies
to Afghanistan.
 Pakistan has also warned that it will not buy any more F-16s from the US.
 The Trump administration has indicated it has more weapons up its sleeve.
WASHINGTON: Pakistan has indicated it might go for broke against
the United States with ties between the two countries reaching a new low.
Enraged at being called out by President Trump for nurturing terrorist
groups, Islamabad is said to have devised a ''three-option toughest diplomatic
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policy,'' including an extreme case scenario where it will block access for US and
Nato military supplies to land-locked Afghanistan.
Actions prior to this will include, according to the Pakistani media, limiting
diplomatic relations with US and reducing mutual cooperation on terrorism-related
issues and non-cooperation in US strategy for Afghanistan.
Pakistan has also warned that it will not buy any more F-16s from the US,
and will lean towards China in the future.
Small problem for Pakistan: Washington is not about to blink.
After giving Pakistan a taste of the kind of financial vulnerability it is under
by banning operations in the US of Habib Bank, the country's leading financial
institution, for regulatory violations, the Trump administration has indicated it has
more weapons up its sleeve.
Among them: Stripping Pakistan of the status of a non-Nato ally+ ,
cutting off all aid, imposing travel ban on suspected ISI personnel in the US
operating undercover, and finally, formal designation of Pakistan as a terrorist
state.
Withdrawal of non-Nato ally status and designating it a terrorist state would
limit weapons sales and probably affect billions of dollars in IMF and World Bank
loans, along with access to global finance, the Financial Times reported over the
weekend.
Pakistan partisans in the US have long argued that the country is ''too big to
fail'' and applying too much pressure on it will push it into China's arms, but the
Trump administration appears to have reckoned that the country is already firmly
in the Chinese camp, and Beijing can do little to stave off a financial meltdown if
Washington decides to put the squeeze on a country whose elites have greater
affinity for London and New York than for Beijing.
Talk of a western visa ban terrifies Pakistani military and political elites
such as General Musharraf and Nawaz Sharif who own prime property and camp
out in the west whenever things get too hot at home.
Pakistan bravado in threatening to cut off US access to Afghanistan came
ahead of a possible meeting of its new Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi with
vice-president Mike Pence in New York on sidelines of the UN General Assembly.
President Trump appears to have little time or patience with a country whose
proliferation activities are being recalled again following North Korea's
aggravations in the nuclear and ballistic missile sphere.
Even the State Department, whose bureaucrats have long advocated a
cautious line on Pakistan fearing its collapse and a "loose nukes" scenario appear
to have fallen in line with the White House's get-tough policy stemming from
Islamabad's continuing perfidy regarding using terrorism as a policy instrument.
''Some who recall being beguiled by late nights spent with military and
civilian leaders over Johnnie Walker Blue Label — the expensive whisky beloved
by Pakistan's elite in the officially dry country — say even forceful private
conversations regularly disappoint,'' the FT noted in a report, quoting James
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Dobbins, special envoy in 2013-14 saying, ''It's very difficult to deal with an
interlocutor who says he agrees with you but actually doesn't.''
On Pakistani television, some talking heads and anchors are now discussing
the imminent collapse of the country's economy if US puts the squeeze in
Islamabad.
Pakistanis are also stunned that many reports now rank Bangladesh, which
broke away from Pakistan in 1971, ahead of it in several economic metrics,
including exports and foreign exchange reserves. But the country's hardline
nationalists and fantasists believe China, and perhaps even Russia, will come to its
rescue.
Террористические группы в Карачи сформированы Аль-Каидой
Militant group formed by former al-Qaeda operatives active in Karachi
Daily Times. 13/09/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/11-Sep-17/militant-groupformed-by-former-al-qaeda-operatives-active-in-karachi

LAHORE: According to counter-terrorism authorities, Ansar al-Sharia is a
militant group formed by former al-Qaeda operatives in early 2017.
The group rose to prominence when it started carrying out the killing of
policemen in Karachi and. As of today, it has been linked with 7 terror attacks in
Karachi alone, including the murder of a police officer on Faisal Highway in
Karachi, the responsibility for which the group reportedly claimed. According to
counter-terrorism officials, the group is said to operate in areas between Sindh and
Balochistan.
The recent attack on MQM lawmaker Khawaja Izharul Haq brought the
group into limelight and the involvement of intelligence agencies in the
investigation that followed led to some of its members being unmasked.
The members that allegedly comprise its main kill team were found to be
students with academic degrees. This revelation raised the concerns about the role
of some academic institutions in harbouring and promoting extremism in the
country. Reportedly, the group has no official cell present in Karachi University
(KU) but is known to be a haven for those disillusioned by other militant groups
such as al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS) and Islamic State (IS). The
presence of non-violent extremist groups such as Hizb-ut-Tahrir (HuT) in
academic institutions such as KU may also influence the vulnerable youth to find
violent militant groups such as Ansar al-Sharia to put into practical use the idea of
jihad against ‗infidels‘.
Ansar al-Sharia considers the former Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Ladin to
be its ideological father and is greatly influenced by his idea of jihad.
The group allegedly maintains a social media presence as well but the
authenticity of its Twitter account is questionable.
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«Террористические атаки в Белуджистане исходят из западных границ»
(т.е. из Ирана), - заявил министр МВД Minister Ahsan Iqbal
Attacks in Balochistan directed from across western border, says Ahsan
Iqbal
The Express Tribune, September 8th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1500697/attacksbalochistan-directed-across-western-border-says-ahsan-iqbal/

ISLAMABAD: Elements from across the country‘s western border are
responsible for a surge in terrorist attacks in Balochistan, Interior Minister Ahsan
Iqbal said on Thursday.
The minister told British High Commissioner Thomas Drew that Pakistan‘s
achievements and sacrifices in the war against terrorism were unparalleled, which
must be acknowledged and appreciated by the international community.
Drew called on Iqbal here on Thursday, according to a statement from the
Interior Ministry. In the meeting, bilateral issues came under discussion. The
minister termed the Pak-UK ties cordial and long-lasting and based on strong
historic links and the Pakistani community in Britain.
The minister said that the surge in terrorist incidents in Balochistan was
because of the attacks perpetrated by elements from across the country‘s western
border. ―However, we are resolved to defeat any conspiracies against our
motherland,‖ he added.
Iqbal orders bulletproof vehicles for FC personnel
Iqbal said the international community must acknowledge the sacrifices
rendered by Pakistan for peace and stability in the region. ―Achievements and
sacrifices by Pakistan against terrorism are unparalleled,‖ he asserted.
―New image of Pakistan is evolving in the international arena and we are
striving for good relations with all the nations to preserve the image of Pakistan as
a peace-loving country. It is our goal to bring peace and stability in Pakistan and
the region.‖
Iqbal said that the anti-terror National Action Plan (NAP) was being
implemented with full vigour, adding that the government was making concerted
efforts to modernise the law-enforcement agencies. He told the UK envoy:
―Security institutions are strictly monitoring the activities of proscribed
organisations in Pakistan.‖
The British high commissioner lauded the sacrifices rendered by the
Pakistani security personnel in the war against terrorism. ―Britain will not allow
any citizen to sow the seeds of disharmony in any other country,‖ he added.
В Карачи выявлена террористическая
университетов («Ансар-уль-шариат Пакистан»).

ячейка

из

сотрудников

«Новости планеты». 6.09.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10671-v-karachivyjavlena-terroristicheskaja-jacheika-iz-sotrudnikov-universitetov.html

Три члена террористической группировки «Ансар-уль-шариат
Пакистан» арестованы полицией в южном портовом городе Карачи,
сообщили сегодня пакистанские средствах массовой информации.
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Ссылаясь на сообщения властей, СМИ пишут, что в ходе операции
правоохранительных органов, проведенной во вторник вечером, был
задержан Абдулла, руководитель недавно образованной группы «Ансар-ульшариат Пакистан», что привело к аресту других членов группы с помощью
информации, полученной от него.
«Все члены группы - высококвалифицированные специалисты из
известных университетов Карачи, в том числе Карачинского университет,
Инженерного университета и Университета Дауда», - заявил представитель
полиции. В экстремистскую группировку входят от 10 до 12 членов. Лидер
террористов был выпускником Карачинского университета и работал в
компьютерном отделе университета в качестве эксперта по информационным
технологиям, сообщает издание "Dunya News".
Сам Абдулла признался, что они нацеливались на силы безопасности и
планировали связаться с «Аль-Каидой». Участники прошли военную
подготовку в афганском районе Шаравак и доставили оружие из
Афганистана, признался он во время допроса. Группа совершала нападения
на сотрудников полиции и военных, провела несколько саботажных акций в
городе, а самое последнее нападение было совершено на местного политика.
Силы безопасности провели рейды в разных районах города после
этого нападения, арестовав несколько человек и захватив ноутбуки,
мобильные телефоны и оружие. Данные, найденные в электронных
устройствах, помогли раскрыть всю террористическую организацию.
Пакистан объявил «большую войну» терроризму. Но выиграет ли он
ее?
Хетиль Ханссен (Kjetil Hanssen).
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20160401/235948689.html

Aftenposten

(Норвегия).

1.04.2016.

После теракта в прошлое воскресенье в Пакистане были задержаны
более 5 тысяч человек, но большинство из них были быстро отпущены.
Во вторник 216 человек по-прежнему находились в камерах
предварительного заключения, против них велись следственные действия.
Теракт в Лахоре в первый день Пасхи, унесший жизни более 70 человек,
многими воспринимается как признак успеха в войне, которую Пакистан
ведет с террористами. Другие же полагают, что слово «фиаско» гораздо
больше подходит к определению этой войны.
После нападения на школу в 2014 году пакистанские власти объявили
терроризму решительную войну. Вот четыре вопроса об этой войне и ответы
на них.
1. Побеждает ли Пакистан в борьбе с террористами?
На одной стороне — те, кто считают, что борьба ведется успешно. Те,
кто придерживается этого мнения, говорят, что после нападения на школу в
Пешаваре в 2014 году, когда погибли 150 человек, изменилась само
отношение (к терроризму — прим. пер.). Теракт стал поворотным пунктом,
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появилось желание прибегнуть к активным мерам против экстремистов,
борьба в районах, находящихся под контролем племен, стала вестись более
решительно.
Потом было еще много терактов, но говорят, что если экстремисты
вынуждены прибегать к террору, это признак того, что борьба с ними ведется
успешно.
Прямо противоположная точка зрения заключается в том, что власти,
даже если они честно хотели бы этого, не в состоянии победить террористов.
Приверженцы этой точки зрения говорят, что террористы пользуются
существенной поддержкой у части населения, а прочее население им удается
запугать. Они считают, что победа просто немыслима, пока мощные силы в
правительстве заодно с радикальными группировками. Трудно сказать
наверняка, где же между двумя этими точками зрения находится истина,
говорит Кристиан Берг Харпвикен (Kristian Berg Harpviken), директор
Института исследования проблем мира в Осло (The Peace Research Institute
Oslo).
2. Смотрели ли власти сквозь пальцы на Талибан?
Харпвикен говорит, что нет никаких сомнений в том, что в Пакистане
существует «серьезная проблема» с радикальными группировками.
«Одна из причин этого заключается в том, что собственная
разведывательная служба страны и политики рассматривали их как один из
многих инструментов, которые нужно иметь про запас, в борьбе с соседней
Индией. Группы, между тем, развивались и превратились в эдакого
Франкенштейна. Нелегко бывает понять глобальные изменения, говорящие о
наступлении новой эры. Существует расхожая фраза о том, что Пакистан —
это вооруженные силы со страной, а не страна с вооруженными силами», —
говорит Харпвикен.
3. Поддерживают ли пакистанцы террористов?
Неизвестно, насколько большой поддержкой пользуются группировки
Талибана, но в целом радикальные исламисты встречают понимание в
Пакистане.
В опросе, проведенном Pew Research в прошлом году, лишь 28%
пакистанцев отнеслись к военизированной экстремистской группировке,
именующей себя «Исламским государством» (ИГИЛ), отрицательно.
В других странах, где преобладает мусульманское население, число
тех, кто относится к ИГИЛ негативно, было гораздо выше. Один из каждых
11 пакистанцев относится к ИГИЛ позитивно.
«В общем и целом нет никаких сомнений в том, что радикальные
группировки получают существенное признание. Но в ходе демократических
выборов партии, придерживающиеся подобных взглядов, успеха не
добились», — говорит Харпвикен.
Он ссылается на то, что преподавание как в религиозных
мусульманских школах, где изучают Коран, так и программа в
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государственных
учебных
заведениях,
способствует
воспитанию
нетерпимости.
«Те, кого привлекают экстремистские группы, вовсе не обязательно
учились в свое время в религиозных школах», — говорит он.
Пока власти объявляют войну террористам, тысячи радикальных
исламистов проводят в столице страны Исламабаде демонстрации, в
частности, с требованием строгого соблюдения законов шариата.
4. Изменится ли что-нибудь после преступления, совершенного в
первый день Пасхи?
«Это был сенсационный теракт, он был совершен в общественном
месте — в парке. Это может привести к тому, что люди станут
идентифицировать себя с жертвами и что сопротивление террористам
возрастет. С другой стороны, акция была направлена против христианского
меньшинства, и вполне вписывается в обычное сектантское измерение в
пакистанском терроризме. И все может остаться без изменений. Подобного
рода громкие теракты стали в Пакистане обычными, и я, к сожалению, не
уверен в том, что этот теракт был достаточно шокирующим, чтобы вызвать
сильную реакцию и активизировать борьбу с терроризмом», — говорит
Харпвикен.
Премьер-министр Наваз Шариф (Nawaz Sharif) выступил в
понедельник по телевидению с очень эмоциональной речью.
«Я здесь, чтобы повторить обещание: мы будем считать каждую каплю
крови, пролитую нашими мучениками. Мы будем взыскивать долги, и мы не
успокоимся, прежде чем за все будет заплачено», — сказал он.
Другие источники сообщили, что против террористов и их пособников
в провинции Пенджаб, административным центром которого является Лахор,
готовится крупная акция.
Старейшин в Пешаваре убивают, если они против талибов.
Anti-Taliban tribal elder among three killed in blast
Dawn, September 2nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355435/anti-taliban-tribalelder-among-three-killed-in-blast

PESHAWAR: Three men, including an anti-Taliban tribal elder, were killed
while two others injured when a roadside bomb went off in the Anbar tehsil of
Mohmand Agency on Friday.
Jamaatul Ahrar, a splinter group of the banned Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan,
claimed responsibility for the attack. In a statement, the group claimed that three
members of a peace committee were killed while its head, Ameer Rehman, was
critically injured.
According to officials, Rehman along with four others was on his way home
after offering Eid prayers in the Shati Meena area when the IED went off. Faqeer
Hussain, his father Shad Ali and son Maaz died on the spot. Rehman and Kaach
Haji were wounded.
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Шахбаз Шариф предпринял дополнительные меры безопасности
Security threats make Shehbaz restrict movement
Sajid Zia. The Nation. September 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/01-Sep2017/security-threats-make-shehbaz-restrict-movement

LAHORE - Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif is taking extra care of his
security keeping in view recent terror threats to VIPs in the province.
The chief minister has been facing terror threats for the last three years due
to his stance on elimination of terrorism from Punjab and every part of Pakistan.
Recently, he survived a major terror strike when a suicide bomber blew himself up
near Arfa Karim IT Tower on July 24. At least 26 people, including nine
policemen, were killed in this strike, which was carried out on the route of the
chief minister. The fact that Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif was target of the attack
was vindicated by Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor, director general of the Inter-Services
Public Relations, during an interaction with the media on counterterrorism
measures and their outcome on August 21.
Previously, on a number of occasions, the media had flashed reports about
terror threats to VIPs in Punjab. The name of the chief minister had also been
mentioned in these reports. In view of this situation, the chief minister took some
security measures, without compromising his inspections of development and
welfare projects in Punjab. The chief minister has been in contact with bureaucrats
and administrative officers of the province over the last two years, mainly through
video link, and guiding them about development projects and law and order
situation.
Shehbaz, who has been frequently visiting various development sites and
public places, has cut his road travel short. Now he travels by air for most of his
visits to public hospitals, kilns and wheat sale points. The chief minister‘s last
public appearance was on August 12 when he spoke to a PML-N gathering at Data
Darbar on the conclusion of a four-day long GT Road rally of former prime
minister Nawaz Sharif.
Besides Chief Minister‘s Secretariat on Club Road, Shehbaz holds meetings
with officials at four other places as well. Tight security is maintained when he
travels to these venues, which are equipped with videoconferencing facilities.
Despite limiting his outdoor movement, the chief minister stays in contact
with the media for interaction on national and the provincial issues. The measures
taken by the chief minister are precautionary and not due to any fear. A cabinet
committee on counterterrorism has been set up on special instructions of the chief
minister besides an anti-terrorism force and a full-fledged counterterrorism
department in the province.
Earlier this year, a plot to assassinate Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif was
thwarted when counter-terrorism department (CTD) killed Lashkar-e-Jhangvi‘s
new leader Asif Chotoo in an alleged encounter.
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According to CTD officials, the LeJ leader was planning to target the Punjab
chief minister. They said Columnist Ataul Haq Qasmi was also target of the
terrorists, who were demanding extortion from influential figures.
The four militants, including Chotoo were killed in a shootout in
Sheikhupura by CTD acting on a tip that the group was planning an attack in
Lahore.
―Big chapters of terrorism, target killings have been closed today,‖ the
statement added. ―These terrorists were merciless killing machines,‖ the statement
issued by CTD said.
10 боевиков убиты на юге Пакистана
«Новости планеты». 2.09.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10630-10-boevikovubity-na-yuge-pakistana.html

10 боевиков были ликвидированы в ходе операции силы безопасности в
юго-западной провинции Белуджистан в Пакистане, сообщили местные
СМИ.
Военнослужащие пограничных подразделений провели рейды в районе
Харнай в четверг, говорится в сообщении, в ходе боевики были убиты в
результате обмена огнем между силами безопасности и повстанцами. Три
укрытия были уничтожены в ходе операции, которая проводилась по данным
разведки. Большой склад запас оружия и боеприпасов был найден в укрытиях
экстремистов, которые были связаны с запрещенной организацией.
Ранее 14 августа восемь солдат были убиты и еще несколько ранены в
результате взрыва бомбы в том же районе.
Пакистан находится на переднем крае войны с террором, - считает
Китай
Pakistan a forefront state in War against Terror: China
The Nation. September 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Sep-2017/pakistan-aforefront-state-in-war-against-terror-gives-huge-sacrifices-china

China has reiterated that Pakistan as a forefront state in war against terrorism,
has rendered great sacrifices in this regard, reported Radio Pakistan.
Chinese Foreign Ministry's spokesperson Hua Chunying during her regular
press briefing in Beijing said that the international community should acknowledge
and fully recognize contributions of Pakistan.
She said that China is willing to work with Pakistan and other countries to
enhance cooperation on counter-terrorism and protect regional security and
stability.
Почему Пакистан не справляется с террористами?
Размышления террориста!
Mind of a killer
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Dawn, September 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355189/mind-of-a-killer

THE JIT report of Mufti Shakir‘s interrogation in Karachi‘s Central Prison in
March 2014 offers a chilling insight into the mindset of a violent extremist, while
the events that followed illustrate the terrible failings of our criminal justice
system. Mufti Shakir was arrested on suspicion of having masterminded the
bombing that had killed Sindh‘s counterterrorism chief Chaudhry Aslam in
January that year. During his interrogation — which included the confession that
he had also murdered 10 policemen and an army soldier — Mufti Shakir claimed
he had offered to undertake the suicide mission against SP Aslam himself.
However, a Lashkar-i-Jhangvi accomplice dissuaded him, saying that as a
‗religious scholar‘ his skills as a preacher were too important to be sacrificed. So
Mufti Shakir, says the JIT report, mentally prepared a 25-year-old named
Naimatullah over the course of a week for the task. The success of the operation
was a huge morale booster for the many extremist groups fighting the state and,
conversely, a major setback for law-enforcement authorities.
If given credence, the account confirms in several ways what is thus far
known about the ‗traditional‘ path to militancy for many in the ‘90s: poverty, a
madressah education with a lack of any substantial formal schooling, and a family
with equally hard-line religious beliefs. To this country‘s enduring misfortune,
there were at the time numerous jihadi outfits that young men with extremist
mindsets could join and where their inclination to violence would be nurtured and
given an outlet. Having worked his way through several of them, Mufti Shakir
joined the TTP in 2012. As a ‗commander‘ he proceeded to radicalise the next
generation of recruits — such as the young man who was cannon fodder in the
elimination of SP Aslam. With his violent past and clear potential for further
mayhem, not to mention the findings of the JIT report, it can scarcely be
comprehended how this high-level militant managed to get bail. The abject failure
by investigative authorities to build a prosecutable case against him has had deadly
consequences. It is believed that having fled to Afghanistan where he is running a
training camp for militants, Mufti Shakir has since dispatched operatives to target
police officials in Karachi. The confluence of single-minded militants and a
criminal justice system whose weaknesses defy belief amounts to a scenario in
which it will be near impossible for Pakistan to win its battle against terrorism.
10 боевиков убиты на юге Пакистана
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10630-10-boevikov-ubity-na-yugepakistana.html 1.09.2017.

10 боевиков были ликвидированы в ходе операции силы безопасности в
юго-западной провинции Белуджистан в Пакистане, сообщили местные
СМИ.
Военнослужащие пограничных подразделений провели рейды в районе
Харнай в четверг, говорится в сообщении, в ходе боевики были убиты в
результате обмена огнем между силами безопасности и повстанцами. Три
укрытия были уничтожены в ходе операции, которая проводилась по данным
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разведки. Большой склад запас оружия и боеприпасов был найден в укрытиях
экстремистов, которые были связаны с запрещенной организацией.
Ранее 14 августа восемь солдат были убиты и еще несколько ранены в
результате взрыва бомбы в том же районе.
МИД Пакистана разочарован обвинениями Трампа в укрывательстве
террористов.
http://kareliyanews.ru/mid-pakistana-razocharovan-obvineniyami-trampa-v-ukryvatelstveterroristov/. 23.08.2017

МИД Пакистана заявил, что критика со стороны президента США
Дональда Трампа вызывает разочарование, и опроверг обвинения в
поддержке террористических группировок, передает агентство Франс Пресс.
«Ни одна страна в мире не страдала больше, чем Пакистан, от такого
бедствия, как терроризм, часто от действий, совершаемых за пределами
наших границ. Таким образом, вызывает разочарование то, что политическое
заявление США игнорирует огромные жертвы, принесенные пакистанским
народом», — говорится в заявлении министерства иностранных дел страны.
Днем ранее президент США Дональд Трамп предупредил, что
Исламабад может многое потерять, если будет укрывать террористов. По
словам Трампа, Пакистан часто становится убежищем для террористов.
Успешная военная операция по борьбе с терроризмом в долине Раджгал
(провинция Хайбер Пахтунхва)
Rajgal cleansed of terrorists as military concludes Operation Khyber-IV
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune.
August
22,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1487260/army-announces-completion-operation-khyber-4/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The army on Monday announced the successful completion
of its ground offensive in Khyber Agency‘s Rajgal Valley, a rugged and difficult
terrain that was seen as key infiltration point for terrorist groups including Da‘ish
to cross over from neighbouring Afghanistan to Pakistan.
In over a month-long campaign supported by Pakistan Air Force, the army
gained full control of the Valley that shares border with Afghanistan‘s Nangarhar
province, known as a hotbed of Da‘ish.
―We have successfully completed the operation in Rajgal Valley,‖ announced
chief military spokesperson Major General Asif Ghafoor at a news conference in
Rawalpindi.
Security forces went into one of the last two remaining pockets to be cleared
from terrorists in the tribal areas on July 15 after intelligence reports suggested that
Da‘ish in Afghanistan could use Rajgal valley to infiltrate into Pakistan.
US army delegation visits North Waziristan Agency
During the campaign, 52 terrorists were killed, 32 injured, four of them
surrendered while one was arrested, the Director General Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) said.
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He added that two soldiers also embraced martyrdom and six others were
injured in the six-week long counter-terrorism operation.
The minimum casualties from security forces were attributed to the army‘s
better planning and intelligence gathering. The DG ISPR pointed out that since
there was no ground operation going on at the time of launch of Khyber-IV, all the
best available resources were employed in order to ensure minimum losses to the
army.
Rajgal Valley is spread over an area of 250 square kilometres and was seen as
one of the most difficult areas for military operation. Also lack of road networks
and other communication means made it difficult for the army to carry logistics.
That was the reason choppers were used for this purpose, Gen Ghafoor told
reporters.
He said Afghan security forces did not take any measure on their side of the
border but acknowledged that US resolute mission indeed took certain steps to
check movement of fleeing terrorists.
The chief military spokesperson said the security forces were now conducting
a ‗sanitisation operation‘ and consolidating gains. Huge cache of ammunition and
explosive as well as IEDs were also seized. Some of the IEDs had the marking of
‗Made in India,‘ he revealed.
Sharing overall progress of Raddul Fassad, he said over 124,000 intelligencebased operations were conducted across Pakistan. Contrary to reports of rise in
crime and other incidents in Karachi, Ghafoor said only one terrorist attack was
reported from the port city this year as compared to 57 in 2013 and 34 incidents of
target killings compared to 965 in 2013.
Ghafoor disclosed that recent terrorist attack near Arfa Kareem Tower in
Lahore was to target Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif. He said the chief
minister was to attend an event there but changed his plan at the last minute.
US greatly appreciates efforts undertaken by Pakistan in fighting terrorism:
General Joseph L Votel
‗No sectarian divide‘
The army spokesperson gave stunning details as to how militants disguised as
Shias targeted a Sunni seminary in Rawalpindi during the Muharram procession in
2013 to create a sectarian divide.
At least eight people were killed and over 80 others injured during an Ashura
procession when unidentified men snatched guns from policemen and opened fire
on them. A mosque was also set on fire, and a number of shops were gutted.
It was suspected that the attack in Raja Bazaar was carried out by a Shia
organisation. The incident prompted authorities to clamp down curfew in
Rawalpindi as army troops were called in to control the situation.
However, DG ISPR said the attack was not carried out by a Shia organisation.
Instead it was carried out by a Sunni militant outfit. He said a network that was
behind the attack was busted.
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A confessional video of suspects involved in the attack was played during the
briefing. Two suspects identified as Shazaib and Ajmal were shown claiming how
they planned and orchestrated the Raja Bazaar attack in 2013.
Hailing from Bajaur Agency, Shahzaib, the prime suspect, in his confessional
statement revealed that he and a group of seven others were given the task to carry
out the Raja Bazzar attack. They were asked to wear black clothes in order to pose
as Shias.
Another suspect Ajmal corroborated the statement of his commander
Shahzaib. He said Shahzaib was in contact with a commander in Kunar,
Afghanistan.
Ghafoor said the group appeared to be linked to Indian RAW and Kulbhushan
Jadhav network. He insisted that there was no Shia-Sunni divide in the country but
forces inimical to Pakistan were creating fault lines to achieve their objectives.
When asked, the army spokesperson said Pakistan had conveyed all its
concerns to the US regarding the involvement of RAW and Afghan intelligence
agency.
In view of the repeated US demand seeking action against the Haqqani
Network, Ghafoor insisted that Pakistan had carried out indiscriminate operation
against all groups including the Haqqani Network.
He said US military delegations were offered to choose the place and timing
to verify Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism successes. The US was even given evidence
in this regard, he said, adding that repeated US demands had more to do with
global politics.
He said Pakistan would take decisions in its best interest if US takes any
‗coercive measures‘ in its new Afghan strategy to be announced on Tuesday by
President Trump.
No civil-military rift
Speaking against the backdrop of speculations that all is not well between
civil and military leadership following the ouster of prime minister Nawaz Sharif,
DG ISPR claimed that the term ‗civil-military‘ should not even be used.
Abbasi says govt not on warpath with institutions
―There is no civil-military divide…we are all one,‖ he claimed. ―In the kind
of environment we live, there may be differences but that should not be labelled as
civil-military issue.‖
―Statecraft doesn‘t work in ideal way and we should accept the difference of
opinion on functional issues in a positive way,‖ he stressed.
On making public the findings of the Dawn Leak inquiry report, he said it was
the prerogative of the government to take such decisions.
He also distanced the army from recent statements given by former military
ruler General (retd) Pervez Musharraf. ―His [Musharraf‘s] services for the army
remain part of the record.‖
However, he was giving statement as the ex-president and head of his
political party and not as the ex-army chief. ―We cannot own his political
statements because he is in politics now,‖ Ghafoor added.
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Responding to a question that outlawed Jumatul Ahrar formed a group to fight
against India in Kashmir, DG ISPR said Pakistan, though provide political,
diplomatic and moral support, would not allow anyone to interfere in the disputed
territory.
He, however, insisted that Kashmir struggle could not be branded terrorism
since it was internationally recognised disputed.
При взрыве в Пакистане погибли восемь военных
Независимое информационно-аналитическое издание «Ура-информ». 15.08.2017.
http://ura-inform.com/ru/neformat/2017/08/15/pri-vzryve-v-pakistane-pogibli-vosem-voennykh

На
юго-западе
Пакистана
в
провинции
Белуджистан
взорвалась неизвестный предмет похожую на гранату, в результате чего
погибли
восемь
солдат. Соответствующие
сведения
сообщает информационное агентство Reuters.
Как отмечается, это уже второе нападение в течении несколько дней в
проблемном регионе.
К примеру, в понедельник жертвами взрыва на востоке Пакистана в
городе Кветта стали 15 человек, еще 40 получили ранения.
В связи с этим Сепаратистская "Освободительная армия Белуждистана"
взяла ответственность за данный взрыв.
Отмечено, что боевики в Белуджистане десятилетиями вели кампанию
против центрального правительства, требуя большей доли ресурсов в богатой
газом провинции, которая является…
При взрыве в Пакистане погибли 15 человек
Корреспондент.net. 13.08.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3876949-pry-vzryve-vpakystane-pohybly-15-chelovek

Еще 40 человек получили ранения.
Жертвами взрыва на востоке Пакистана в городе Кветта стали 15
человек, еще 40 получили ранения. Как сообщает Reuters со ссылкой на
местные власти, взрыв произошел рядом с транспортным средством сил
безопасности.
Серия терактов в Пакистане: почти 40 погибших
Представитель вооруженных сил рассказал, что боевик въехал в
военный транспорт.
Власти считают, что атака была направлена именно на военных.
Отмечается, что среди погибших есть как сотрудники местной службы
безопасности, так и гражданские лица. В городе был введен режим
чрезвычайной ситуации в связи с терактом.
Ответственность за него взяла на себя террористическая организация
"Исламское государство".
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Ранее в результате взрыва на овощном рынке в пакистанском городе
Лахоре в понедельник, 24 июля, погибли не менее 25 человек, в том числе
как минимум 10 полицейских.
Взрыв в Лахоре: число жертв увеличилось до 26 человек
Информационно-аналитическая газета Беларуси «NewsBel.by».
http://newsbel.by/07/24/vzryv-v-laxore-chislo-zhertv-uvelichilos-do-26-chelovek/

24.07.2017.

Взрыв прогремел в сегодня в Лахоре (Пакистан): погибли не менее 26-ти
человек, еще более 50 ранены.
По информации местных СМИ, теракт произошел в провинции Пенджаб
– городе Лахоре – недалеко от входа на овощной рынок. МВД страны
сообщает, что взрывное устройство привел в действие террорист-смертник.
По последним данным, погибло 26 человек, 57 пострадавших
госпитализированы, 11 из них в тяжелом состоянии.
Правительство страны выразило соболезнования семьям погибших и
пообещало всяческую поддержку.
Ответственность за теракт пока не взяла на себя ни одна из радикальных
группировок.
Теракт в Лахоре (26 человек убиты, около 60 – ранены) произошел в 100
метрах от резиденции/офиса Шахбаз Шарифа; ответственность взяла ТехрикТалибан-Пакистан
26 killed in suicide blast near Punjab CM Shahbaz Sharif‘s residence in
Lahore
Imtiaz Ahmad. Hindustan Times. Jul 24, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/11-killed-in-a-blast-near-arfa-kareem-tower-in-lahore-rescue-officials/storyp0aGdKGX9URQJirYb9sahK.html

At least 26 people were killed by a Taliban suicide bomber near the home of
chief minister Shahbaz Sharif in Pakistan‘s Lahore city.
Pakistani security officials inspect a destroyed vehicle after suicide bombing
in Lahore on July 24, 2017. The explosion killed 26 people and injured nearly 60
more in the eastern Pakistani city. The Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility for
the attack. (AFP)
A Taliban suicide attacker targeted a police team near the residence of Punjab
chief minister Shahbaz Sharif in the eastern Pakistani city of Lahore on Monday,
killing 26 people and injuring nearly 60 more, officials said.
Police officials said the bomber, who was on a motorcycle, detonated his
explosives near policemen deployed at Kot Lakhpat vegetable market, located
about 100 metres from the residence-cum-office of Shahbaz Sharif, the brother of
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Lahore police chief Amin Wains confirmed it was a
suicide blast.
Nine policemen, including two officers, were among the dead. Twenty people
were killed instantly and six more died in hospital.
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The banned Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) claimed responsibility for the
attack. ―Fida Hussain Swati - a member of our suicide squad - today attacked the
infidels on a motorcycle,‖ TTP spokesman Muhammad Khurasani said in a
statement.
―Our message to the frontline allies of infidels is not to come in our way as
we will impose Allah‘s system on this land,‖ he added.
Pakistani rescue workers prepare to remove a body from the site of a suicide
bombing in Lahore on July 24, 2017. Pakistani officials said the suicide bombing
killed 26 people and wounded nearly 60 more at a vegetable market in Kot
Lakhpat neighbourhood. (AP)
Shahbaz Sharif was in a meeting at his home in Model Town area when the
explosion occurred at 3.55 pm at the busy market near the Arfa Karim Software
Technology Park, officials said.
Punjab government spokesperson Malik Ahmed Awan said the policemen
were guarding officials of the local anti-encroachment department who were
conducting an operation against illegal structures in the area . A fire erupted at the
spot after the explosion, and glass panes of nearby buildings were blown out.
Local media described the area as one of the most protected neighbourhoods
of Lahore, with several layers of security around the chief minister‘s residence in
Model Town.
A rescue worker walks amid the crime scene after a suicide blast in Lahore,
Pakistan, on July 24, 2017. (Reuters)
Bomb blasts by militants are common in Pakistan, especially in the tribal
areas bordering Afghanistan, but attacks in Lahore have become less frequent
recently.
Lahore, a city of around six million people, is Pakistan‘s cultural hub and the
capital of its most populous and prosperous province of Punjab.
В Лахоре опять теракт (около овощного рынка)
Lahore in the crosshairs of terror
The Express Tribune. July 24, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1465491/explosionheard-near-arfa-tower-lahore/

LAHORE: At least 26 people – among them nine policemen – were martyred
on Monday when a suicide bomber detonated the explosives he was carrying at a
busy vegetable market in an attack that broke a brief lull in terrorist violence in the
country‘s second-largest city.
Dozens of people were also wounded in the attack claimed by the outlawed
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, the umbrella of terror groups blamed for most
violence in the country. The deadly bombing came days after the military mounted
a major offensive, codenamed Khyber-IV, to deny Afghanistan-based terrorists a
transit route in the Rajgal Valley of Khyber Agency.
The bomber wrought havoc at Kot Lakhpat Sabzi Mandi near Arfa Karim
Software Technology Park – hardly a mile away from the residence of Punjab
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif.
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Officials said the explosion took place at 4 in the evening during peak hours
on Ferozpur Road that cuts through the city, where people were standing at a bus
stop while police were clearing street vendors from the area.
Rescuers shifted the casualties to hospitals and a heavy contingent of police
cordoned off the bomb site as paramilitary Rangers also arrived at the scene.
Three motorcycles and a vehicle could be seen damaged at the crime scene.
Initial investigations suggest the suicide bomber riding a motorcycle
detonated the explosives strapped to his body. The sound of explosion was heard in
a radius of several kilometres.
―I heard a big bang and felt like the land was shaking,‖ said Abdul Basit, a
nine-year-old boy. ―I immediately rushed to the site, where people were crying for
help,‖ he added.
DIG (operations) Dr Haider Ashraf also confirmed it was a suicide attack. ―At
least 26 people are martyred while 62 others injured.‖
Hospitals corroborated the casualty count.
―Personnel of law-enforcement agencies are specifically targeted,‖ said the
DIG.
He said Lahore was a prime target of terrorists and because of that lawenforcement agencies were extra vigilant.
―They chose a very soft target,‖ he said, vowing, ―We will not let these
terrorists go [scot-free].‖
He said the investigation process has already been initiated and body parts of
the suspected attacker have been sent for chemical examination. ―The bomber
seems to be not more than 16 to 18 years old.‖
According to the bomb disposal squad, around 10-12kg of explosive material
was used in the suicide hit which also contained ball-bearings and shrapnel.
The area is the heart of the city where thousands of people pass through the
busy Ferozpur Road during peak hours. At the site of the blast, an old sabzi mandi
(fruit and vegetable market) is located where the Lahore Development Authority
(LDA) was busy conducting a full-day anti-encroachment drive.
Due to fear of resistance by street vendors, a large contingent of police was
deployed to meet any untoward situation.
Rescuers ferried the injured to hospitals, including the Lahore General
Hospital, Services Hospital, Jinnah Hospital and Ittifaq Hospital.
According to the hospitals, nine people were brought dead.
According to details collected from Lahore General, Ittifaq and Services
hospitals, those who embraced martyrdom were identified as Abid Ali (27),
Moazam (25), Ali Raza (21), Murtaza (26), Umair (24), Zaheer Hussain, Tariq
Farooq, Adnan Ashraf (30), Adnan, Shan (17), Tahir (18), Khalil-ur-Rehman (32),
Muhammad Amin, Muhammad Qasim (30), Ramazan, Khurram Nazir (32), Illyas
(34), Patras Azam (60), Khalid (35), Waqas and Shahbaz (20).
After the attack, police, Counter-Terrorism Department (CTD) and sensitive
agencies launched a search operation in nearby localities and arrested several
suspects while checking the identity of people through biometric machines.
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The CTD was investigating the matter from different angles. They have
collected call data records of suspicious phones after geo-fencing. They are also
collecting CCTV footage of nearby areas to locate the bomber, his hideout and the
route he used to reach the spot.
An official of the CTD told The Express Tribune: ―The modus operandi of the
attacker and the location suggest that the attacker has not acted alone.‖
―He must be staying there for quite some time and we must find out his
collaborators and deal with them with an iron hand.‖ The CTD also registered a
case on the complaint of Inspector Abid Baig.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif
condemned the grisly assault and expressed deep sense of sorrow and grief over
the martyrdom of policemen and passers-by in the blast. The chief minister also
sought a report from the acting IG Police and ordered to investigate the incident.
Несколько шиитов убиты в пакистанском Белуджистане
«Новости планеты». 19.07.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10262-neskolko-shiitovubity-v-pakistanskom-beludzhistane.html

Четыре шиита были убиты сегодня в юго-западной провинции
Пакистана Белуджистане, в нападении, которое местная полиция назвала
сектантских.
Недавнее насилие в Белуджистане вызвало обеспокоенность по поводу
безопасности проектов в экономическом коридоре Китая в Пакистане
стоимостью 57 млрд. долларов, транспортном и энергетическом канале,
который планируется запустить из западного Китая в южный порт Пакистана
в Гвадаре.
Провинциальный министр внутренних дел Сарфраз Бугти сообщил, что
трое мужчин и женщина из общины Хазара направлялись в южный город
Карачи, когда вооруженные люди на двух мотоциклах атаковали их
автомобиль на шоссе, близко к столице провинции Кветта. «Шииты были
целенаправленны атакованы из-за их веры», добавил Газанфар Али,
начальник полиции города Мастунг, расположенного примерно в 50 км к югу
от Кветты.
Пока ни одна из экстремистких группировок не взяла на себя
ответственность за инцидент. Если подтвердится участие радикальных
исламистов, это убийство станет четвертым таким нападением в последние
недели в Белуджистане, граничащем с Афганистаном и Ираном. Сторонники
пакистанского Талибана и Исламского государства несут ответственность за
четыре нападения, в том числе два, в которых было убито шесть
полицейских.
Исламистские боевики убили тысячи людей в Пакистане с начала 2000-х
годов в их стремлении навязать жесткую версию ислама.
4 хазарейца убиты в Белуджистане
Four Hazaras gunned down in Mastung
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Sharif Khan. The Nation. July 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/20-Jul2017/four-hazaras-gunned-down-in-mastung

Mastung - Four Hazara community members including a woman were shot
dead in a sectarian attack in Mastung on Wednesday morning.
The driver sustained bullet injuries in the gun attack. The assailants managed
a good escape after committing the grisly act.
―Four people were gunned down in Mastung,‖ said District Police Officer
SSP Ghazanfar Ali Shah.
The police sources said the assailants targeted a vehicle with four Hazara
community members onboard at Regional Cooperation for Development Highway
(RCD) near Chutho village of Mastung – the northwest district of Balochistan
located some 49Km distance from Quetta. The vehicle was going to Karachi.
No one had claimed responsibility for the attack till filing of this report.
The police and Frontier Corps personnel rushed to the village after the
incident and cordoned off the surrounding areas to apprehend the perpetrators, said
the DPO Mastung. Fear gripped the area after the incident.
The Edhi teams shifted the dead bodies and wounded driver to Shaheed
Ghaus Bakhsh Raisani Hospital Mastung for treatment and medico-legal
proceedings.
The Edhi sources identified the victims of Mastung gun attack as Murtaza,
Muhammad Asif, Ghulam Sarwar and Rukhsana Bibi –members of Hazara Shia
community. Abdul Satar, the driver, who survived bullet injuries was said to be
from Hyderabad.
The bodies will later be transported to Quetta amidst tight security, said
Ghazanfar Ali Shah, DPO Mastung.
The injured driver was shifted to Civil Hospital Quetta for better healthcare
facilities, said Dr Waseem Baig, the spokesman of CHQ.
The wounded was admitted to Trauma Center, however, his condition was not
out of danger, said Dr Waseem.
For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
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AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
В Пакистане четверо полицейских стали жертвами теракта
Интернет-сайт «Terrorizm.net» «Горячие события в России и мире». 14-07-2017 г.
http://terrorizm.net/archive/12640-v-pakistane-chetvero-policejskix-stali-zhertvami-terakta.html

В четверг, 13 июля, четверо полицейских погибли в результате
террористического нападения исламистов в юго-западной части Пакистана,
сообщает сайт радиокомпании «Голос Америки».
Представитель
провинциального
правительства
Белуджистана
проинформировал, что в Кветте, центральном городе провинции, было
совершено вооруженное нападение на ежедневный полицейский патруль.
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Боевики смогли перехватить полицейский автомобиль и изрешетили его
пулями, прежде чем покинуть место преступления. Среди погибших
офицеров был полицейский суперинтендант Мубарак Шах.
Ответственность за эту атаку взяла на себя отколовшаяся часть
пакистанского «Талибана», называющая себя Джамаатул Ахрар. Кроме того,
«Исламское государство» (ИГ- запрещенная в РФ), как сообщает
информационное агентство Amaq, также решило взять ответственность за
этот теракт.
Ранее, на этой неделе ООН включила движение «Джамаатул Ахрара» в
список глобальных террористических организаций, заявив, что эта
группировка действует из соседней восточной провинции Афганистана в
Нангархаре.
В понедельник террорист-смертник, ехавший на мотоцикле, подорвал
себя возле полицейского транспортного средства в городе Чаман, недалеко от
афганской границы, убив начальника местной полиции, а также еще двух
человек. Пакистанский филиал «Талибана» (запрещен в РФ) заявил о своей
ответственности за эту террористическую атаку.
Теракт на переходе Чаман в Белуджистане (далее дорога ведет в
Кандагар), 3 убиты (включая полицейского), 11 ранены.
Pakistan: Three including senior cop killed, 11 injured in blast in
Balochistan
The Hindustan Times. 11/07/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/pakistanthree-including-senior-cop-killed-11-injured-in-blast-in-balochistan/storyi0ncwl3IT7xzOkkBH8VrVL.html

The bombing took place in Chaman, a tense border town in southwestern
Balochistan province, which has seen many bombings and extremist attacks in the
past.
A senior Pakistani police official, his guard and a civilian were killed and 11
others injured on Monday in a bomb attack in the country‘s restive Balochistan
province.
The bombing took place in Chaman, a tense border town in the southwestern
province, which has seen many bombings and extremist attacks in the past.
Although initial reports suggested the blast was caused by an Improvised
Explosive Device, sources later said it was a suicide attack targeting the vehicle of
the police officer.
District Police Officer (DPO) Killa Abdullah Sajid Mohmand, who was
critically wounded in the blast, succumbed to his injuries in the hospital.
―The DPO, his guard and a civilian were killed while another 11 people were
injured,‖ police spokesman Shazada Farhat said.
Farhat said police found a badly destroyed motorcycle at site of the blast.
An emergency has been declared in hospitals and law enforcement and rescue
officials have been dispatched to the site of the incident.
No one immediately claimed responsibility for the bombing.
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Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has strongly condemned terrorist attack on
police convoy.
Interior minister Chaudhry Nisar and Balochistan home minister Mir Sarfaraz
Ahmed Bugti also condemned the attack. Nisar sought a report probing the
incident.
Chaman is considered a sensitive town in Balochistan as it shares a border
with Afghanistan‘s volatile Kandahar province.
Протестное движение в Парачинар – как результат постоянных терактов
Eight-day sit-in: Army chief helps end Parachinar protest
Mehdi
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
30,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447232/parachinar-protest-ends-successful-talks-army-chief/

PARACHINAR: Hundreds of protesters in Parachinar on Friday ended their
eight-day long sit-in after Army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa assured them of
better security, according to protest leaders and the military.
The protesters had been staging a peaceful sit-in following twin blasts at a
market last Friday that left over 70 dead, the latest in a series of bloody attacks that
have targeted hundreds in the Kurram tribal area.
Since then, demonstrators flocked to Shaheed Park, the venue of the sit-in,
with residents arriving to take part in the protest from across the Kurram tribal
district.
The standoff came to an end after a visit by the army chief concluded with
protest organisers announcing that their demands had been met.
Parachinar protest enters sixth day
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had announced that every family of the
Parachinar victims will receive one million rupees in compensation but the
protesters rejected the offer, saying victims of attacks in other places got more.
―We are immediately ending protests in all parts of Pakistan,‖ leaders of the
Dharna committee including Allama Muzammil Hussain, Shabbir Sajidi, and Saqib
Bangash, told reporters.
Hussain said most of their demands were accepted.
They said a committee that included General Hassan and Brig Malik Ameer
besides some members of the Dharna committee had been constituted which will
oversee the implementation of demands.
Army chief announces safe city project for Parachinar: DG ISPR
In a lengthy statement, the ISPR said Army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa
visited Parachinar on Friday. ―The COAS [has been] briefed in details about [the]
security situation and recent terrorist incidents. [The] COAS interacted with local
tribal elders and representatives of the sit-in.‖
The army chief expressed his grief over the loss of precious lives in the
terrorist attack in Parachinar last Friday and prayed for the departed souls, the
ISPR said.
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The army chief said he was out of the country and when he returned, bad
weather delayed his attempt to visit Parachinar.
Gen Qamar said, ―We as a nation have given unprecedented sacrifices in the
war against terrorism and we shall succeed. Our enemies shall never succeed in
lowering our resolve or dividing us.‖
Bad weather postpones COAS‘ Parachinar visit
Appreciating the FC and local administration for their efforts, Gen Bajwa
acknowledged their contributions.
So far, 126 soldiers of the FC K-P alone have sacrificed their lives and 387
were injured while performing their duties in Kurram Agency.
―The FC K-P is a professional force inclusive of all tribes and sects
performing their duties selflessly,‖ the army chief remarked.
Speaking on the occasion, tribal elders expressed their complete confidence in
Pakistan Army and its leadership. ―We stand with our security forces and our
blood is for our motherland. We all are Pakistanis and Muslim,‖ the elders
remarked.
Parachinar protesters reject PM‘s compensation offer
Gen Qamar vowed that Pakistan Army would continue its efforts to restore
normalcy in the country, adding that the threat continued to reside across the
border in Afghanistan with the Islamic State gaining strength there.
―We need to remain united, steadfast, prepared and vigilant against this threat
which has an agenda of exploiting the sectarian fault-line,‖ he noted.
―Our security forces are symbol of national integration so is our security
apparatus; we are one nation. Also, a greater Pakistan-Afghanistan border
coordination and security cooperation is required in this regard.‖
Later, the army chief also met the representatives of the sit-in and listened to
their concerns.
Death toll in Parachinar soars past 60
―While administrative concerns will be pursued with the executive body,
suggestions regarding security mechanism are being incorporated forthwith. We
can only be effective when locals are part of security and vigilance,‖ the army
chief said.
The COAS announced the following steps:
 While there are clear evidence of hostile foreign hands in recent incidents,
local facilitators and abettors have been apprehended who will be tried in
military courts.
 Additional army troops have been moved in Parachinar to enhance its
security while Frontier Constabulary (FC) troops are being beefed up on the
Pakistan-Afghanistan border to seal it effectively. Toori Razakars are also
being dovetailed on check-posts.
 A safe city project for Parachinar by installing CCTV cameras in line with
the ones in Lahore and Islamabad will be undertaken.
 The fencing of border is already in progress. More sensitive areas of
Federally-Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) are being fenced in Phase 1
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while the complete Pakistan-Afghanistan border including the portion falling
in Balochistan will be fenced in Phase 2.
 Firing by FC troops while handling the mob situation post-blast is being
inquired and those responsible shall not be spared. The FC commandant has
already been changed. Notwithstanding the irreparable loss, four martyrs
and those injured in firing have been compensated by the FC.
 The Army Public School Parachinar is named after Maj Gulfam Shaheed
and it will be upgraded to a Cadet College in due course.
 A trauma centre will be established in Parachinar by the army while the
area‘s civil hospital will be upgraded for better medical care by the civil
administration.
 The government has now announced compensation for Parachinar victims at
par with other such victims elsewhere in the country. All Pakistanis are
equal.
 The army fully supports mainstreaming of Fata – which is being pursued –
and its early implementation is essential for enduring peace and stability.
Commander Peshawar Corps Lieutenant General Nazir Ahmed Butt and
IGFC Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa were also present on the occasion.
9 детей подорвались на 2-х бомбах, замаскированных под обычные
игрушки
Nine children killed in toy bomb explosions
Arshad Yusufzai. Daily Times, June 26th, 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/khyberpakhtunkhwa/26-Jun-17/nine-children-killed-in-toy-bomb-explosions

PESHAWAR: At least nine children were killed and another seriously
wounded in two separate 'toy' bomb explosions in Mehsud area of South
Waziristan agency on Saturday and Sunday.
The first incident took place in Parto area of Tayarza Tehsil late on Saturday.
Two children were killed when a toy bomb they had picked from a field exploded.
On Sunday, the first day of Eidul Fitr in Waziristan, a toy bomb killed seven
children in Spin Mazak area of Sararogha tehsil.
Those killed in the second blast were identified as Anis, Tufail, Asim, Hassan
and Atiq. Three children injured in the incident were identified as Israr, Naqeeb
and Sanaullah. Two of them later died of their wounds, while another one is in
critical condition.
"Three children died on the spot in the explosion on Sunday, while two others
died on the way to Tank. A sixth child lost his life upon reaching the hospital in
Tank," a local journalist in Tank told Daily Times. He added that one of the injured
children later died at the hospital in Dera Ismail Khan.
The parents hurried the five injured children to the health facility in Tank,
some 90 kilometres away from the blast site. 'Toy' bombs were airdropped in
neighbouring Afghanistan by Soviet forces during the 1980s as weapons against
those who opposed their invasion.
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«Национальный план действий», а также Zarb-e-Azb не работают
(против терроризма), - считают пакистанские эксперты
No action plan
Saad Rasool. The Nation. June 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/25-Jun-2017/noaction-plan

On Friday, the enemies of Pakistan launched coordinated terrorist attacks in
Quetta and Parachinar (two places that have become all too familiar with the
sounds and sirens of terrorism), killing 63 people and injuring dozens of others.
As is now customary in the aftermath of such attacks, the Islamic State and
Jamat-ul-Ahrar (a splinter group of TTP) claimed responsibility for the attacks.
And our corrupt leaders (from all political parties) tendered their
disingenuous token condemnations.
However, despite five dozens coffins having been interred into the earth, on
this Eid weekend, there has been no talk (amidst our political elite) about the
National Action Plan and its (failed?) implementation.
In fact, after a brief interlude of ‗Breaking News‘ concerning this tragedy,
most of our media chatter also went back to Panama Leaks.
And almost instantaneously, in Pakistan, the sensationalism of politics
trumped all concerns of human agony, security failure, and institutional
responsibility.
Why is terrorism, and our failure to acknowledge it as the foremost issue of
our age, such a repetitive phenomenon in Pakistan? Despite khaki successes
(mostly as a credit to Raheel Sharif), why has there been no real implementation of
the National Action Plan by our civilian government? Why are we, as a people,
eager to ignore terrorism, each time a (juicier) political issue appears on the
horizon? Why are we still fragmented in our understanding and approach to
terrorism? Why do we continue to resist calling all forms of violence – be it
political, sectarian, or religious – as terrorism?
In Pakistan, terrorism is a multi-headed dragon; one that cannot be killed with
a single swing of the sword.
Over the course of the last three decades, we have deluded ourselves as to
how deep and entrenched the scrooge of terrorism festers in our society.
Hiding behind the nomenclature of ‗sectarianism‘, ‗provincialism‘,
‗wahabism‘, and a pristine image of noble ‗mujahideen‘ fighters, we have avoided
calling terrorists by their name.
And for this reason, above all – this inertia towards confronting all forms of
militancy as terrorism – over the past many years we have struggled to devise and
implement a comprehensive counterterrorism strategy that acknowledges the
various heads of terrorism, and attempts to eradicate each on its own turf.
In broad strokes, terrorism activities in Pakistan can be bucketed into five
distinct categories:
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1) religious and ideological terrorism against the State of Pakistan (e.g.
Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan, Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State);
2) religious sectarian terrorism (e.g. Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan and Lashkar-eJhangvi);
3) sectarian/provincial warfare (militant wings of MQM and Baloch
Liberation Front);
4) Cross border militant outfits (e. Lashkar-e-Tayyiba);
5) the apparatus of religious, social and ideological intolerance (e.g. Lal
Masjid and other hate-spewing madrassahs).
Any talk of a comprehensive national counterterrorism strategy must
incorporate a State and societal offensive against each of these categories.
After a long and murky history of duplicitous State policies (such as ‗doctrine
of strategic depth‘) and brittle political will (which was all too eager to kneel at the
altar of religious rhetoric), in the aftermath of the unprecedented horrors at Army
Public School, Peshawar, it seemed that political will had caught up with the
resolve and might of the then army leadership.
Consequently, for the first time in our history, there seemed to be a real
possibility of forging and implementing a sustainable and effective national action
plan to forever expunge this cancer of militancy from our collective souls.
This national action plan, which effectively is a noun for counterterrorism
strategy, was articulated to extend far beyond the military action in our
mountainous border regions.
It required the elusive ‗political will‘ to be brought into action.
However, under the tainted leadership of Nawaz Sharif (which continues to
nurture despicable individuals such as Rana Sanaullah) this political will has been
almost entirely caught in that mousetrap we call Panama Leaks.
During the past three years, owing primarily to the steel resolve of General
Raheel Sharif, Pakistan military has focused its efforts on fighting two kinds of
terrorist outfits: first, operation Zarb-e-Azb (now Radd-ul-Fassad) against the
religious and ideological militant outfits, based mostly on the Pak-Afghan border;
and second, against political militancy in the urban sprawl of Karachi.
While these efforts of General Raheel Sharif were commendable, his threeyear tenure did not allow enough time to complete the job.
To this end, despite the killing of Malik Ishaaq, our law enforcement
agencies have not yet expanded the arena of war against terror in a manner that
includes sectarian terror outfits.
Unfortunately, under the leadership of General Bajwa, there seems to have
been no palpable uptick in counter-terrorism operations.
Despite the capture of Kalbushan Yadav and Ehsanullah Ehsan (who was
presented as a ‗reformed‘ militant during the ISPR press-conference), there has
been no tangible surge in military operations.
The initial talks of a search and combing operation, across Punjab, were
quickly hushed by the Punjab government.
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And till date – despite attacks on Wagah Border, Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park, Mall
Road and Bedian – the repulsive Law Minister of Punjab is on the record for
having said that there are ―no militant networks in Punjab.
‖ In fact, the (un)worthy Minister is on the record for having had close ties
with Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan and (the late) Malik Ishaq.
And to make matters worse, who can forget the time that Chief Minster of
Punjab asked the militant not to carry out attacks in Punjab because ‗Punjab
Government was not against them‘.
In fact, dilating upon PML-N leadership‘s implicit support of sectarian
militancy, the Quetta Commission Report, authored by Mr.
Justice Qazi Faez Isa, also elaborated on how the Interior Minister had
resisted banning sectarian militant outfits, and seemingly enjoyed cordial relations
with Maulana Ahmed Ludhianvi, leader of the banned Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan
(SSP) and Ahl-e-Sunnat-Wal-Jamaat (ASWJ).
In the circumstances, is there any surprise that the PML(N) leadership could
not care less about terrorism… and are focused entirely on getting another lifeline
from the Supreme Court in Panama Leaks case.
In fact, I would reckon that if there was some way that PML-N‘s success in
Panama Leaks case could be tied to their effectiveness in countering terrorism, our
country would be rid of all forms of militancy, before the honourable Court gets
around to making a decision.
It is not that we do not have the weapons and soldiers to fight terrorism.
It is not that we do not have the manpower and technology to wipe out these
dastardly creatures.
It is simply that we do not have the political leadership that is willing to sever
its own ties with these militants.
We do not need our political leaders to launch a crusade against terrorism
(that would be too much to ask); we just need them to get out of the way, and stop
providing refuge to those who sympathise with terrorists, so that our institutions
can carry the counter-terrorism effort to its logical end.
And so, on this Eid, let us pray for the souls that were lost in these (and other)
terrorist attacks.
Let us pray for their families, and for the injured.
And, above all, let us pray that we find the democratic and constitutional
courage to rid ourselves of all such political leaders who remain sympathetic to
militants in our land.
Ameen.
Терроризм идет из Афганистана в Пакистан
Afghan Terror
The Nation. June 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editorials/25-Jun-2017/afghan-terror

In the last couple of months, the Af-Pak relationship has considerably
deteriorated.
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Afghanistan is persistent on playing the victim card instead of improving its
institutional setup and dealing with the problem of terrorism, while the government
of Pakistan has had a very soft approach towards the blame game.
Despite issuing border restrictions or closing off of borders, the civil
leadership has played a very understanding role.
However, the Afghans have not been able to decide what they precisely want.
They complain of cross border attacks but at the same time, when Pakistan
talks of restricting cross border movement and setting up a proper documentation
method, the Afghans retaliate.
When the civil leadership approaches them to work together against the
extremist outfits, they take to international platforms to describe an imaginary
problem of how they don‘t know whom to talk to in Pakistan for solving the
problem.
While their army is completely incompetent to fight off the threats, despite
constant help from the US; our army is busy carrying out operations against the
militants, with minimal support from our ―friends‖.
The Afghans still have the guts to say that nothing is being done in Pakistan
to solve their problems, while Pakistanis continue to die.
It is about time that Pakistan takes a hard stance against Afghanistan.
DG ISPR has announced that the recent terror attacks in Quetta and
Parachinar have sanctuaries across the border.
This clearly is a sign that Afghanistan does not understand the soft approach
and will keep on aggravating the situation until everyone accepts their narrative
against Pakistan.
They already have India on their side, they also highlighted to the US that
they are in an undeclared war with Pakistan, and also claim that Iran also accuses
Pakistan of meddling in their internal affairs.
Pakistan needs to up its diplomatic game.
It needs to negotiate with Afghanistan, while also building a softer narrative
of Pakistan in the eyes of Iran and the US.
Along with this, border fencing needs to be enforced and proper
documentation must be required for anyone wanting to cross the border, this time
regardless of concern for trade and Afghan feelings.
США жестко осудили теракты в Кветте и Парачинар
US condemns terror attacks in Pakistan
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, June 25th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341610/us-condemnsterror-attacks-in-pakistan

WASHINGTON: The United States, while condemning the recent terrorist
attacks in Pakistan, has emphasised the need to combat terrorism in the South
Asian region.
―We stand with the people of Pakistan and the broader South Asia region in
their fight against terrorism,‖ said a statement issued by the US State Department
hours after the attacks.
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―We will continue to work with the government of Pakistan and our partners
across the region to combat the threat of terrorism,‖ the department‘s spokesperson
Heather Nauert added.
―The United States condemns the attacks in Quetta and Parachinar, which
killed innocent civilians and police officers. We offer our deepest condolences to
the victims and their families,‖ she said.
APP adds: Strongly condemning the recent terrorist attacks and opposing all
forms of terrorism, a Chinese Foreign Ministry‘s spokesperson on Saturday said
that China would always stand behind Pakistan in its fight against terrorism and its
efforts for stability of the country and security of its people.
―We will always stand behind the Pakistani side in its fight against terrorism
and its efforts for the stability of the country and the security of its people,‖ he said
in a statement after reports of terrorist attacks which claimed lives of innocent
people.
Expressing deep shock and sorrow over the loss of lives and injuries to the
people, he said the Chinese side was deeply shocked and saddened by the terrorist
attacks.
―Our hearts go out to the families of those killed and injured and we mourn
for the lives lost,‖ he added.
Число убитых в Парачинар в ходе теракта достигло 67 человек.
Пакистан обвиняет Афганистан.
Parachinar blast toll rises to 67
The Nation. June 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Jun-2017/parachinar-blasttoll-rises-to-67

LeJ's Al-Alami faction threatens more attacks on Shias
RAWALPINDI - Pakistan Army has blamed terrorists‘ sanctuaries in
Afghanistan for recent bombings in the country, which claimed innocent lives on
Friday as the death toll in twin bomb blasts in Parachinar shot up to 67.
The statement comes hours after deadly bombings in Parachinar, Kurram
Agency. ―The recent terrorist incidents are linked to sanctuaries in Afghaniustan,‖
said ISPR DG Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor on twitter.
Lt-Gen Ghafoor said surveillance along the country‘s border with
Afghanistan had been enhanced, promising stringent actions against illegal border
crossers.
This is not the first time that Pakistan has blamed terrorist sanctuaries in
Afghanistan for bloodshed on its soil. In February, officials of the Afghan embassy
in Islamabad were summoned to the General Headquarters where they were
handed over a list of 76 terrorists orchestrating attacks inside Pakistani territory
from Afghanistan.
These Afghan officials were summoned after deadly attacks in Sehwan,
interior Sindh, and Lahore, which left more than 100 people dead. In February,
Pakistan also closed its border with Afghanistan, following the deadly attacks in
Sehwan and Lahore, which was reopened after nearly 20 days.
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Earlier, the ISPR DG said special intelligence-based and search operations
had been launched, with security tightened across the country. He added the
operations had been launched in coordination with intelligence and lawenforcement agencies.
Meanwhile, after the Parachinar tragedy, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali
Khan Saturday made telephonic contacts with Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen Bilal
Akbar, Sindh Rangers Director General Maj-Gen Muhammad Saeed and
Balochistan Frontier Corps Inspector General Maj-Gen Nadeem Anjum and agreed
to enhance monitoring at crossing points of Pak-Afghan border.
Nisar noted whenever the crossing points were opened, the country witnesses
increased acts of terrorism. He also found details of the current incidents of
terrorism and expressed grief over the loss of precious lives. He was told that the
purpose of this attack was to create a sense of uncertainty at the border.
The two blasts took place in Parachinar, the capital of Kurram district in the
tribal belt, killing at least 67 people and injuring over 300 others. According to the
political administration, the first blast occurred when people were busy in Eid
shopping in a crowded market. When people rushed to the site of the blast to
rescue the wounded, a second blast happened.
Nisar also revealed two terror alerts were issued before the blasts and raised
the question why precautionary measures were not taken by the provincial
government to avert the tragedy despite clear identification.
Nisar made it clear that neither the government‘s efforts to curb terrorism
were affected after this cowardly attack, nor was the nation‘s morale lowered. It
was a worrying sign to associate any terrorist activity with Pakistan without
investigation, he remarked.
Foreign Office Spokesperson Nafees Zakaria on Saturday said involvement of
Indian intelligence agency, Research and Analysis Wing, in recent wave of
terrorism in Pakistan could not be ignored.
Talking to a private news channel, he said, ―Pakistan has concrete evidence
regarding the Indian agency‘s involvement in sabotaging peace in Balochistan and
Karachi. We are well aware of the mindset that is trying to destabilise Pakistan,‖
he stated, adding Islamabad was ready to cooperate with Afghanistan to curb
terrorism.
Nafees Zakaria said, ―India is using agents and land of other countries to
sabotage peace efforts in Pakistan.‖ He said Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav had
confessed to his crime and involvement in terrorist activities in Pakistan, adding
complete legal procedure had been followed in his trial.
The death toll of Parachinar twin blasts surged to 67 as 22 more injured
succumbed to their injuries during treatment in different hospitals on Saturday,
pushing the death toll to 67. Sources said the condition of some 30 injured under
treatment in district headquarters hospital and Peshawar hospitals is stated to be
critical.
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi claimed responsibility for the twin bombs that hit a market
in the northwestern town of Parachinar.
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LeJ's Al-Alami faction said in a statement it was targeting Shi‘ite Muslims
and threatened more attacks on Pakistanis fighting Sunni militants in Syria‘s civil
war. LeJ Al-Alami, which has previously partnered with Middle East-based
Islamic State to carry out attacks in Pakistan, said it had previously warned the
Shia community of Parachinar to stop staining their hands with the blood of Sunnis
in Syria otherwise they would face deadly attacks.
Глава Армии Баджва обвинил Афганистан в пособничестве террористам
– «Афганистан-заповедник терроризма», - заявил он.
Terror surge sponsored by NDS, RAW: Army
The Nation. June 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Jun-2017/terror-surgesponsored-by-nds-raw-army

Gen Bajwa says it‘s time for Afghanistan, others to do more
Islamabad - Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
on Saturday said while counter-terrorism efforts by Pakistan would continue, it
was time now for the other stakeholders, particularly Afghanistan, to ‗do more‘.
The COAS was chairing a high-level security meeting held here in the
backdrop of the recent spate of terrorist activities in the country.
He was briefed in detail about the recent incidents and their manifest linkages
with terrorist sanctuaries in Afghanistan operating under the patronage of NDS and
RAW, an Inter-Services Public Relations news release said.
The COAS said that since 9/11, Pakistan was one of the few countries, which
had borne the brunt of terrorism and made monumental sacrifices to effectively
neutralise the menace in its state territories.
―Unfortunately our sacrifices against terrorism are not well acknowledged and
we are often subjected to demand of ‗do more‘,‖ he added.
He said while counter-terrorism efforts by Pakistan would continue, it was
time now for the other stakeholders, particularly Afghanistan to ‗do more‘.
The COAS reiterated, ―We will continue our efforts to positively contribute
towards regional peace and stability, and shall not allow use of our territory against
any other country.‖
He appreciated efforts of the security forces, intelligence and other law
enforcement agencies in foiling countless terrorist activities through the ongoing
Operation Raddul Fasaad.
The COAS expressed his resolve to eliminate the menace to ensure safety and
security of Pakistan and its resilient people, who were real strength of their brave
security forces.
NISAR LINKS TERROR WAVE TO PAK-AFGHAN BORDER
OPENING
Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Saturday linked the recent
wave of terrorism in the country to the opening of Pak-Afghan border.
He said this while discussing the incidents of terrorism in Parachinar, Quetta,
and Karachi in separate telephonic conversations with Chief of General Staff Lt-
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Gen Bilal Akbar, Director General Rangers Sindh Maj-Gen Muhammad Saeed and
Inspector General of FC Balochistan Maj-Gen Nadeem Ahmed Anjum.
―In his conversation with Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen Bilal Akbar, the
minister showed his annoyance that as soon as the government opens designated
crossing points along the Pak-Afghan border, terrorism activities spike in
Pakistan,‖ said a spokesperson for the interior ministry while quoting the minister.
During the discussion, it was agreed that Pakistani security forces would
enhance monitoring on these crossing points with strict surveillance of those
crossing the points.
―This is highly deplorable that Afghanistan blames Pakistan for every terrorist
activity inside its country without any investigations,‖ the minister said adding that
western countries never took notice of cross-border terrorism in Pakistan and the
involvement of foreign countries in the worst terrorist activities here.
―It is the need of the hour that we should have an effective monitoring and
defence system on our borders to stop the infiltration of terrorists from across the
border,‖ he said.
During the discussion, Nisar also showed his displeasure that the provincial
governments have failed to avert such incidents despite the fact that the interior
ministry issues timely threat alerts to them besides providing prior tip-off.
―This should be analysed that the interior ministry issued two separate threat
alerts about terrorist activities in Parachinar to the provincial government but no
preventive measures were taken to avert the Friday‘s attacks,‖ he said.
Nisar also instructed Balochistan FC IG and Sindh DG Rangers that all
available resources including the information provided by intelligence agencies
should be utilized to arrest the culprits, groups and their facilitators behind the
other day‘s three terrorism incidents.
The minister also directed both that a comprehensive strategy on security
should be devised to protect the life and property of the people on Eidul Fitr.
The interior minister also got the details about the evidence in these incidents
which surfaced as a result of investigations made in these cases so far. ―The
purpose of these incidents ahead of Eid is to create a chaos and uncertainty about
the security situation in the country,‖ noted the minister. ―But these coward acts
would neither low the morale of the nation nor would efforts our efforts to end
terrorism,‖ he stressed. The state would retaliate with full force and strong
determination to counter these terrorist activities, he said.
The minister in his telephonic conversation with IG FC Balochistan got a
briefing on the operation of FC recently launched in an area near Quetta. The
minister was informed that two dangerous terrorists belonging to a terrorist outfit
were killed in the operation. Their names were Nazar Muhammad alias Babrig and
Muhammad Jan alias Chota Lalla. They were involved in different terrorist
incidents including Quaid-e-Azam residency, Quetta Railway track, Quetta
Express and attacks on personnel of law enforcement agencies. The IG FC also
told the minister about the hit-and-run incident of the vehicle of member provincial
assembly Balochistan in which a traffic police sub-inspector was killed.
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―It is the need of the hour that we should have an effective monitoring and
defence system on our borders to stop the infiltration of terrorists from across the
border,‖ he said.
During the discussion, Nisar also showed his displeasure that the provincial
governments have failed to avert such incidents despite the fact that the interior
ministry issues timely threat alerts to them besides providing prior tip-off.
―This should be analysed that the interior ministry issued two separate threat
alerts about terrorist activities in Parachinar to the provincial government but no
preventive measures were taken to avert the Friday‘s attacks,‖ he said.
Nisar also instructed Balochistan FC IG and Sindh DG Rangers that all
available resources including the information provided by intelligence agencies
should be utilized to arrest the culprits, groups and their facilitators behind the
other day‘s three terrorism incidents.
The minister also directed both that a comprehensive strategy on security
should be devised to protect the life and property of the people on Eidul Fitr.
The interior minister also got the details about the evidence in these incidents
which surfaced as a result of investigations made in these cases so far. ―The
purpose of these incidents ahead of Eid is to create a chaos and uncertainty about
the security situation in the country,‖ noted the minister. ―But these coward acts
would neither low the morale of the nation nor would efforts our efforts to end
terrorism,‖ he stressed. The state would retaliate with full force and strong
determination to counter these terrorist activities, he said.
The minister in his telephonic conversation with IG FC Balochistan got a
briefing on the operation of FC recently launched in an area near Quetta. The
minister was informed that two dangerous terrorists belonging to a terrorist outfit
were killed in the operation. Their names were Nazar Muhammad alias Babrig and
Muhammad Jan alias Chota Lalla. They were involved in different terrorist
incidents including Quaid-e-Azam residency, Quetta Railway track, Quetta
Express and attacks on personnel of law enforcement agencies. The IG FC also
told the minister about the hit-and-run incident of the vehicle of member provincial
assembly Balochistan in which a traffic police sub-inspector was killed.
«Пакистан находится на передовых рубежах по борьбе с терроризмом», утверждает Китай.
Pakistan at forefront of anti-terror fight, says China
The Express Tribune. June 23, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442590/pakistanforefront-anti-terror-fight-says-china/

BEIJING: Terming Pakistan an important country in South Asia, China on
Thursday asked the international community to acknowledge and support the
counter-terrorism efforts made by Pakistan on the basis of respecting its
sovereignty and territorial integrity.
―Pakistan is on the forefront of the global fight against terrorism. It has been
firmly opposing terrorism and has made important sacrifices and contributions to
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the fight against terrorism and maintaining regional security and stability,‖ Chinese
Foreign Ministry‘s Spokesperson Gen Shuang said during his weekly press
briefing.
When his attention was drawn about a media report regarding the US
Administration considerations of beginning a policy review of relations towards
Pakistan – mainly because of current security situation in Afghanistan, he said,
―We have noted the relevant reports.‖
Visa policy for Chinese nationals under review
―Pakistan is an important country in South Asia. Peace stability and economic
development in Pakistan serves the interest of regional countries and people,‖ he
added.
Responding to a question about the Chinese foreign minister‘s proposed visits
to Pakistan and Afghanistan, he said, both Pakistan and Afghanistan are China‘s
neighbours and Beijing has friendly relations with the two countries as well as
close high-level exchanges. ―If we have any information regarding the visit, we
will release it in due course of time,‖ he added.
The spokesperson remarked that China sincerely hopes that Pakistan and
Afghanistan can enhance their communication so as to deepen mutual trust and
improve relations.
China dominates as FDI increases 154% in May
―They should also work together to improve and ensure regional peace and
stability and China would like to play a constructive role towards that end,‖ he
added.
While brushing aside a question that China has offered Pakistan to build a
dam in Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B) and integrate it with the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), he said CPEC is a new cooperation framework for the two
countries to achieve a long-term development.
He said the economic corridor will not only promote common and bilateral
development of the two countries but also contribute the development and
prosperity of the region.
Pak-US cooperation vital for regional peace: FO
―We know that there are some concerns about this corridor but we keep
stressing that this economic corridor is just an economic initiative for cooperation
and it targets no third country and does not connect with any sovereign disputes,‖
he added.
Geng Shuang hoped that the disputes between India and Pakistan will be
resolved properly through consultations and negotiations.
Regarding a question about update two Chinese nationals kidnapped in
Pakistan, he said the Chinese government attaches high importance to this case,
adding that they were still coordinating with the Pakistani side to verify the
situation.
Серия терактов потрясла Пакистан, 42 человека погибли и 121 ранены
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«Горячие события в России и мире». http://terrorizm.net/archive/12576-seriya-teraktovpotryasla-pakistan-42-cheloveka-pogibli-i-121-raneny.html. 24-06-2017 г.

Пешавар: в пятницу, 23 июня, двойные взрывы прогремели на
переполненном покупателями рынке в Парачинаре — основном городе
шиитов, в другом инциденте террорист-смертник подорвал начиненный
взрывчаткой автомобиль, а в третьем — боевики открыли огонь по
полицейским, в общей сложности в трех крупных городах Пакистана
погибли 42 человека и 121 ранены, передает индийская газета The Economic
Times.
Смертник взорвал свой начиненный взрывчаткой автомобиль вблизи
штаб-квартиры начальника полиции Эсхана Мехбоба в городе Кветт —
столице провинции Белуджистан, в результате которого погибло по крайней
мере 13 человек, в том числе 7 полицейских, 21 человек получили ранения.
В первоначальном докладе по данному расследованию установлено, что
при взрыве в Кветте использовалось взрывное устройство, эквивалентное
приблизительно 75 килограммам тротила. В произошедшим Какар склонен
усматривать индийский след.
Ответственность за взрыв взяли на себя как местный филиал
«Исламского государства» (ИГ – запрещена в РФ ), так и террористическая
группировка «Джамаат-уль-Ахрар (JuA), отколовшаяся ранее от группировки
«Техрик-е Талибан Пакистан».
Спустя несколько часов, два последовательных взрыва произошли на
переполненном людьми рынке в шиитском городе Парачинар в регионе
Куррам, убив по меньшей мере 25 человек, в основном шиитов, и ранив еще
100 человек. Первый взрыв прогремел в час пик на территории рынка, где
также расположен автобусный терминал. Второй — когда спасатели и
очевидцы бросились оказывать помощь пострадавшим при первом взрыве.
Ни одна из группировок боевиков пока не захотела взять на себя
ответственность за эти взрывы. Однако в прошлом суннитские боевики не
раз брали на себя ответственность за нападения в этом районе.
Местные представители власти заявили, что взрывы в последнюю
пятницу священного месяца Рамадан нацелены на людей, совершающих
покупки в этом районе, а также тех, кто уезжает из города в канун
праздников. Напомним, что в начале года Парачинар уже несколько раз был
объектом атак террористов-смертников.
Аварийно-спасательные службы были перенесены в штаб-квартиру
центрального учреждения Агентства Парачинара. Силы безопасности
оцепили всю территорию на месте взрывов и начали поисково-спасательную
операцию.
Подразделения пакистанской армии также прибыли к месту взрывов,
чтобы помочь в спасательных работах. Для эвакуации раненых в Пешавар
задействованы два военных вертолета.
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Вечером два вооруженных боевика на мотоцикле, со скрытыми под
шлемами лицами, открыли стрельбу по полицейским в придорожном кафе
города Карачи, убив четырех из них.
Премьер-министр Наваз Шариф осудил нападения, заявив, что
террористы, участвующие в нападениях, будут привлечены к
ответственности, и будут предприняты все необходимые меры для борьбы с
террористами.
Опять теракты в Пакистане
Tragedy strikes again
Dawn, June 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341375/tragedy-strikes-again

DESPICABLE attacks in Quetta and Parachinar yesterday — one of the most
sacred days of Ramazan — have caused a terrible loss of life and injury.
The immediate emphasis must necessarily be on providing the best possible
care to the wounded and the families of those who died in the cowardly attacks in
two very different regions of the country.
What the attacks suggest is that the approaching Eid holidays across the
country are very much a moment of elevated threat.
Whether it is the rising threat of the militant Islamic State group or the old
danger posed by the Pakistani Taliban, the militants, together or separately, have
demonstrated that they have the ability to strike inside Pakistan.
It is obvious that complacency will not keep the country safe over the
upcoming holidays and that safety will only be incrementally re-established if
security standards are urgently tightened.
The country has not suffered a major attack over the Eid holidays in several
years — a record for which the security forces deserve credit — but past successes
should not obscure the continuing threat.
Beyond Eid, however, there remain fundamental questions that have yet to be
answered.
Why, for example, has Quetta, a provincial capital that ought to be the most
secure of all regional cities, continued to suffer militant attacks?
Many a time, the attacks are on the outskirts of the city — a zone in which it
is difficult to provide security — but far too often the attacks occur in
neighbourhoods of the provincial capital where tightened security ought to prevent
militant infiltration.
The problem appears to be that any particular attack is not regarded as a
failure of defensive networks and that none has led to meaningful accountability or
change in standard operating procedure.
Quetta is a city that faces myriad threats, but it is also a city that has manifold
security resources that ought to prevent significant militant attacks.
Parachinar, of course, remains a region that years — perhaps more than a
decade — of counter-insurgency operations has not been able to return to
normality.
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Why? Some explanations focus on the terrain, a region in which it is possible
for militants to escape to multiple surrounding areas, while others focus on the
chronically inadequate resources committed by the state of Pakistan to fight the
sophisticated militant threat in the area.
More than a decade on since the first counter-insurgency operation in Fata, all
explanations are akin to excuses; there is no strategic, tactical or operational reason
why Parachinar continues to suffer such regular violence.
The difference is perhaps this: an attack in Lahore, Karachi or Islamabad
would attract such widespread anxiety that the state apparatus would necessarily
have to take actions to try and prevent further incidents.
Parachinar and Quetta deserve to be treated in the same way.
An attack anywhere in Pakistan is an attack against the entire country.
Серия террористических атак в Пакистане: 42 погибших, 121 раненый
Круглосуточный агрегатор
http://incident24.com/74240.html
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В результате трех взрывов, включая атаку террориста-смертника, и
вооруженного нападения боевиков в Пакистане погибли 42 человека, еще 121
человек получил ранения, сообщает 23 июня Press Trust of India.
Террорист-смертник на заминированном автомобиле атаковал штабквартиру начальника полиции города Кветта Эсхана Мехбоба в юго-западной
провинции Белуджистан.
Погибли по меньшей мере 13 человек, включая семерых сотрудников
полиции, еще 21 человек получил ранения.
Спустя несколько часов на рынке в северо-западном пакистанском
городе Парачинар прогремели два взрыва. Второй взрыв раздался через
несколько минут, когда люди бросились помогать раненым при первом
взрыве.
Погибли 25 человек, ранения получили еще 100 человек, 20 из них
находятся в критическом состоянии, заявил представитель местного
здравоохранения Хабир Хусейн.
Вечером этого же дня двое вооруженных боевиков открыли огонь по
полицейским в придорожном ресторане города Карачи, после чего скрылись
на мотоцикле с места происшествия. Погибли четверо сотрудников полиции.
Напомним, 31 марта текущего года в городе Парачинар погибли 23
человека и 70 получили ранения в результате взрыва заминированного
автомобиля. В январе этого года 25 человек погибли и 87 получили ранения
при взрыве бомбы на переполненном овощном рынке города Парачинар.
Опять взрывы в г. Парачинар (агентство Куррам)
Parachinar wrecked by back-to-back blasts
Mehdi
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
23,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1443149/10-feared-dead-two-explosions-parachinar/

2017.

PARACHINAR: Hours after a deadly suicide car bombing in Quetta, two
back-to-back blasts ripped through one of the busiest neighbourhoods in
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Parachinar, the main town of Kurram tribal agency, on Friday, killing at least 34
people and injuring more than 125 others.
Officials feared the death toll might go up, as the Agency Headquarters
Hospital struggled to treat such a large number of injured people.
The first blast took place around 5 in the evening in Turi Market, located on
the edge of the recently-designated Red Zone, said a senior administration official.
The second explosion went off as rescuers and bystanders rushed to help the
survivors of the first blast.
Some reports say a procession held in connection with Al-Quds Day was the
target. ―A rally was held in connection with Al-Quds Day immediately after Friday
prayers,‖ the official said. ―However, the procession culminated at the main
Imambargah after passing through its traditional route.‖
Participants then walked to the market to shop food items for Iftar when the
first explosion took place, the official said.
―The explosive device was planted in the market,‖ the official added. ―As
rescuers and bystanders rushed to help the casualties, a suicide bomber detonated
the explosives strapped to his body, causing maximum casualties.‖
The account account was corroborated by local lawmaker Sajid Hussain Turi.
―People who were busy shopping for Iftar rushed to the blast site,‖ he told The
Express Tribune. ―And minutes later a second explosion went off which caused the
maximum casualties,‖ he said.
A tribal elder told The Express Tribune by phone that 34 bodies had been
brought to the Central Imambargah. ―The hospital is strewn with body parts,‖
eyewitness Ali Hussain said. ―It is difficult to figure out how many people have
actually died.‖
Soon after the blasts security personnel rushed to the site and cordoned off the
area. The injured were rushed to the hospital.
The military‘s media wing ISPR said two helicopters rushed to Parachinar
and airlifted 15 critically injured to Peshawar.
ISPR Director-General Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted that ―Security/surv of
Pak-Afg Bdr enhanced. Stringent actions agst illegal Bdr crossers. Recent terrorist
incidents linked to sanctuaries across.‖
Angry protestors ransacked the Parachinar Press Club and severely injured
five journalists. The police resorted to aerial firing to disperse the protesters.
This was the third major bomb attack in the Kurram tribal agency this year.
Stringent security measures had been adopted after the first two incidents in which
58 people had died and more than 250 injured.
В Пакистане произошел ряд терактов, десятки погибших
Расул Гасымов. Информационный сайт «Новая эпоха». 23.06.2017. http://yenicag.ru/vpakistane-proizoshel-ryad-teraktov-desyatki-pogibshih/
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По уточненным данным, в результате трех отдельных взрывов в двух
крупных городах Пакистана погибли по меньшей мере 35 человек и около 100
человек получили ранения.
«Первый взрыв совершил смертник на автомобиле возле офиса
начальника полиции провинции в юго-западном городе Кветта, в результате
которого погибло по меньшей мере 11 человек и ранены 20 человек», —
говорится в сообщении.
Однако уже через несколько часов на рынке шиитского города
Парачинар произошли два взрыва с разницей в считанные минуты. Здесь
погибли 24 человека, преимущественно шиитские мусульмане.
Как отмечается, теракты произошли за несколько дней до
мусульманского праздника Эйд-аль-Фитр, завершающего священный месяц
Рамадан.
На данный момент ни одна террористическая группировка не взяла
ответственность за нападения, однако в прошлом за аналогичными взрывами
стояли суннитские боевые группы.
Самоубийца устроил теракт в Кветте.
Suicide car bombing kills 13 in Quetta
Mohammad
Zafar.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
23,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1442639/5-killed-bomb-explosion-outside-igp-office-quetta/
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QUETTA: At least 13 people – among them seven policemen – were killed
in a suicide car bombing outside the office of Balochistan‘s police chief on Friday
morning.
There were competing claims of responsibility for the attack which also left
over two dozen people injured including four military men, a woman, and a girl. At
least five of the injured are said to have life-threatening wounds.
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA), a splinter group of the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan, claimed it was behind the deadly bombing, while the Islamic State
terrorist group, also known by its Arabic acronym Da‘ish, said one of its followers
had carried out the carnage.
We have received 13 bodies and 20 injured people,‖ Wasim Baig, the
spokesman for Quetta‘s Civil Hospital, confirmed to The Express Tribune. The
four injured military men were driven to the Combined Military Hospital (CMH).
The bomber first tried to ram his explosives-laden car into a peripheral wall of
the office of IG Police, according to official sources. He did drive the car into the
wall, but it didn‘t explode. Unaware of the fact that the car was rigged with
explosives, the policemen present at the site retrieved the vehicle from the wall and
brought it to Shuhada Chowk. They asked the driver, who happened to be the
bomber, to get down and started searching the vehicle.
The driver refused to alight and instead triggered the explosives, killing seven
people, including four policemen, on the spot and injuring several others.
Balochistan Constabulary and Frontier Corps personnel and policemen cordoned
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off the site and shifted the casualties to the Civil Hospital where a state of
emergency was declared.
At the hospital, worried children stood by the bloodstained cots of wounded
relatives, and soldiers visited injured colleagues.
Stunned survivors could give few details about the attack. ―I was sitting on a
chair. There was an explosion. I got injured and fell down,‖ said one victim,
Gulzar Ahmad.
Abducted Chinese engaged in preaching
―The roads linking Shuhada Chowk were strewn with human limbs,‖ another
witness Muhammad Zahid told The Express Tribune. ―Some of the bodies were
mutilated beyond recognition.
Official sources confirmed it was a suicide blast. ―We have found body parts
at the site, but we have yet to identify the limbs of the bomber,‖ one police official
said.
DIG Abdul Razzaq Cheema told journalists at the site that it was not
immediately known who the bomber wanted to target. A provincial government
spokesperson, however, speculated that the IGP Office was the possible target.
―The blast took place near the IGP office when policemen standing guard there
started checking the car,‖ Anwarul Haq Kakar said.
Several important buildings, including Central Police Office, State Bank of
Pakistan, Army‘s Jinnah check-post, and residence of the provincial home
minister, are located in the neighbourhood where the bombing took place.
A checkpoint on Mission Road Chowk was wrecked by the bombing. A
vehicle carrying army troops was also damaged in the blast. As a result a captain
and three soldiers were wounded who were ferried to the CMH. Two other fourwheelers, two auto-rickshaws and two motorcycles were also destroyed in the
bombing.
The thud of the powerful blast smashed the windows of several buildings in
the neighbourhood and brought down the walls of a nearby girls school. Bomb
Disposal Squad officials said the car was possibly rigged with 90 to 95 kilos of
explosives.
Home Secretary Dr Akbar Harifal said security has been stepped up in Quetta
and other areas of the province. Authorities have identified 12 bodies and handed
them over to heirs after medico-legal formalities.
The victims have been identified as Sajid Ali, Ghani Khan, Ghulam Shabbir,
Faisal Khan, Sujjad Hussain, Muhammad Amin, Sanaullah, Anwar Ali,
Muhammad Naeem, Lal Khan, Muhammad Kashif and Dr Abdul Rehman.
The funeral prayers for the seven martyred policemen were offered at the
Police Lines where Commander Southern Command Lt Gen Aamer Riaz, AIG Dr
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman, DIG Abdul Razzaq Cheema, provincial ministers and other
senior civil and military officials were in attendance.
Top government officials condemned the deadly bombing and offered
condolences to the bereaved families.
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Теракт в Кветте: 9 убиты, включая 4 полицейских, свыше 12-ти ранены.
Car bomb explosion in Quetta killed 9 including 4 policemen
The Nation. June 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Jun-2017/explosion-near-igoffice-in-quetta-leave-2-dead-10-injured

Explosion near Inspector General of Police Ehsan Mehboob's office in Quetta
has killed 9 people, including 4 policeman, and over a dozen have been injured.
Four are said to be in critical condition, including a girl around 10 years of age.
According to initial reports from police, "a suicide bomber was driving a car
full of explosives towards the IG office and when he was stopped at the check post,
and there he exploded."
The car is said to have been destroyed and windows of nearby buildings
smashed due to the intensity of the blast.
Security teams have cordoned off the area and started an investigation.
The bomb disposal squad has been called to the site and investigations are
under way, a police spokesperson said.
Balochistan government spokesman Anwar-ul-Haq Kakar said that the
explosion took place at around 9:00 am when the police officers were checking the
suspected car. He also said, "There were already intelligence reports that an attack
would take place near Eid, we had increased security."
No one has claimed responsibility yet, but Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and
ISIS have previously targeted the province.
Minister of Interior Chaudary Nisar has condemned the incident and asked the
authorities to submit a report. Expressing grief and sorrow over the loss of precious
lives in the incident, he prayed for the early recovery of the injured.
Meanwhile, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif and Chief Minister
Balochistan Nawab Sanaullah Khan Zehri have strongly condemned the bomb
blast in Quetta.
In their messages, they expressed grief and sorrow over the loss of precious
lives in the bomb blast.
Balochistan Chief Minister directed the concerned authorities to provide
better medical facilities to the injured people.
According to police, extra security measures had being taken for 'Juma tul
wida' (the last friday in ramzan) and Eid ul Fitr.
This ramzan a number of terrorist attacks have taken place globally but
Afghanistan has been the worst hit.
Теракт в Кветте – 5 человек убиты
5 killed in blast in Pakistan‘s Quetta
The Hindustan Times. Jun 23, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/5-killedin-blast-in-pakistan-s-quetta/story-N6MIdZxlXoSFFY1Jr1xBhL.html

A blast on Friday in the southwestern Pakistani city of Quetta, capital of the
country‘s Baluchistan province, has left at least five people dead.
A blast on Friday in the southwestern Pakistani city of Quetta, capital of the
country‘s Baluchistan province, has left at least five people dead, a police official
told Reuters.
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―The blast took place near the IG office (inspector general of police) and it‘s
possible the assailants were trying to enter the (army) cantonment which is close
by,‖ said provincial government spokesman Anwar ul-Haq Kakar.
Television footage showed emergency services rushing to the area which was
covered in debris and security officials cordoning off the area.
Военнослужащие ВМФ Пакистана попали в засаду, есть погибшие
Круглосуточный
агрегатор
происшествий
http://incident24.com/73643.html. 19 июня 2017.

«INCIDENT24.com».

В Пакистане погибли два военнослужащих ВМФ в результате нападения
боевиков в провинции Белуджистан, заявили представители полиции, 19
июня сообщает Associated Press.
Автомобиль, в котором находились военнослужащие ВМФ, попал в
засаду в юго-западном прибрежном городе Дживани, два человека погибли,
трое получили ранения.
Нападавшие открыли огонь по автомобилю поздно вечером 19 июня,
заявил представитель полиции Абдул Хаким.
Премьер-министр Исламской Республики Пакистан Наваз Шариф
осудил нападение в провинции Белуджистан, которая граничит с Ираном и
Афганистаном. В провинции наблюдается активность исламистских
радикалов.
Ни одна террористическая группировка пока не взяла на себя
ответственность за нападение.
Напомним, 16 июня в провинции Пенджаб был предотвращен крупный
террористический акт, два террориста были ликвидированы, троим удалось
скрыться. Террористы планировали нападение на процессию в городе ДераГази-Хан.
Пакистан и терроризм
Pakistan and terrorism
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1433044/pakistan-and-terrorism/

June

12th,

2017.

If one follows the press in the West, it becomes apparent that in Europe and
the United States, Pakistan is regarded as one of the fountains from which flows a
great deal of terrorism affecting these countries. This impression has been created
not only in the minds of the people who follow the mainstream news media but has
also begun to form in the thinking of those making public policy in some of the
more important Western capitals. This is important since Pakistan has a number of
large diasporas across the world. How they are viewed and how they are treated is
significant for the country‘s overall economic and political progress.
As an example of how Pakistan is getting to be viewed in the West is the
stance adopted by President Donald Trump in the speech he gave at Riyadh, the
first stop in his maiden trip as the US chief executive. While referring to the
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countries that have suffered from terrorism, he mentioned India but not Pakistan.
Apart from Syria and Iraq, Pakistan has lost more lives to terrorist activities than
any other country. In Trump‘s view — and also possibly in the minds of several
other Western leaders — Pakistan is not regarded as a victim of terrorism but as a
place from which some of these activities originate.
There is, of course, good reason why Pakistan has begun to be identified as
one of the sources of international terrorism. A number of high-profile terrorist
attacks have been committed by men — and in one case a woman as well — of
Pakistani origin. The couple, Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik, that
murdered more than a dozen people in San Bernardino, California, were of
Pakistani extraction. The woman had gone to a religious school in South Punjab
before marrying a young man of Pakistani origin and moving to the United States.
What was an extraordinary circumstance about the couple was that they left behind
a child when they went on the killing rampage, knowing full well that they may not
survive the act they were setting out to commit. The same was the case of a man
involved in the London episode. Then there was the case of Feisal Shahzad who,
on May 1, 2010, tried to set off a bomb in New York City‘s Time Square. After
spending years in America, he took some time off and went to Pakistan and picked
up extreme religious views. The bomb failed to go off.
One of the three men who carried out the gruesome attack on innocent people
in London on June 3 was of Pakistani origin. Khuram Shahzad Butt was born in
Pakistan but moved to London at a young age. According to one account, ―he
spoke English salted with East London slang and was a fan of the Arsenal soccer
team.‖ He was wearing the soccer team‘s jersey when he and two other attackers
killed seven people and wounded 48 in the vehicular and knife attacks in central
London. Butt did not quite fit the typical profile of a violent extremist. He was not
an angry young man who was determined to attack the society that had failed to
absorb him. What stood out about him was extreme religiosity. He had joined Al
Muhajiroun, a religious organisation run by Anjem Choudary, a cleric who was
involved in radicalising hundreds of young Britons over the past two decades.
Many of these young men went to Syria and joined the ranks of the Islamic State.
However, Butt did not adopt a low profile. He appeared in a documentary The
Jihadis Next Door which showed him praying in a London park.
Is it possible to draw a composite picture of the perpetrators of these crimes?
What stands out about these individuals is religious extremism. For instance, Butt,
the London terrorist, had vocalised his extremist views for years, including ranting
that voting in British elections was ―against Islam.‖ Neighbours said Butt would
not address women outside of his family. His wife wore a full veil. But all that
notwithstanding, he was well integrated into the multi-racial community in which
he and his family lived.
Academics are struggling to understand what motivates ordinary people to
resort to extreme violence as a way of projecting their beliefs. ―There must be a
deviancy, an insanity even, that afflicts those who are motivated to kill for their
beliefs,‖ wrote Anjana Ahuja in an article published by the Financial Times. She
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reviewed the writings in the special issue of the journal American Psychologist
devoted to terrorism and radicalisation. After decades of inquiry, academics are no
closer to comprehending why some individuals are spurred to turn radical thought
into murderous deed. ―Efforts to understand terrorists abound in every academic
discipline but many questions remain on how to predict and prevent it remain
unanswered,‖ wrote John Horgan, who was the guest editor of the special issue.
The authors who contributed to the issue of the journal emphasised that
programmes for countering violent extremism that do not distinguish extreme ideas
from the extremist actions will needlessly multiply the terrorist threat.
These are important issues for Pakistan and were taken up by the country‘s
political leadership when they signed on to what was titled the National Action
Plan. The aim of NAP was to develop a well-rounded strategy for combating
terrorism. That document did not address the issue of terrorist activities undertaken
by members of the Pakistani expatriate communities. That needs to be done.
Потери Пакистана от терроризма (в ТПФУ) – за 6 лет 5700 убиты, 80
тыс. домов разрушены
'5,700 people killed in terror attacks in FATA during last six years'
Qadeer
Tanoli.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
28,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421599/5700-people-killed-terror-attacks-fata-last-six-years/

ISLAMABAD: More than 5,700 people, including paramilitary force
officials, have lost their lives in Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) in
terrorist attacks during the last six years.
The Ministry of States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON) revealed this figure
during the recently-concluded 42nd session of the National Assembly in a written
response to a query by lawmaker Abdul Qahar Khan Wadan of the Pakhtunkhwa
Milli Awami Party.
According to surveys conducted by the ministry to assess losses sustained as a
result of the ongoing war on terrorism, 5,740 people have been killed in the last six
years and an estimated 80,000 houses damaged of which the government had
validated 22,471 for compensation.
50,000 killed, $80 billion loss incurred in war on terror, NA told
The ministry informed lawmakers that 234 levies, 174 khasadars and 5332
civilians were killed in terrorist attacks in Fata and 6,427 others injured.
Levies are part of a security apparatus in Fata and settled areas, known as the
frontier regions. They are appointed by the political administration on merit and
provided weapons by the government. On the flip side, khasadars, referred to as
tribal police, are enlisted from among the tribes, usually nominated by maliks, and
carry their own weapons.
The SAFRON ministry further added that Rs3.04 billion had been spent under
the Rs3.56 billion Shuhada package which the government had earmarked.
Integration of FATA
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Under the Citizen Losses Compensation Programme, the government is
providing Rs400,000 to Fata residents to rebuilt houses that have been completely
destroyed because of militancy and Rs160,000 for partially damaged houses.
The ministry further stated that the Fata Secretariat had released Rs6.3 billion
to the political administrations of five agencies where internally displaced people
(IDPs) had started returning, while Rs5.27 billion had been distributed among
15,139 beneficiaries.
During the fiscal year 2016-17, Rs1.73 billion was released to the armed
forces for the rehabilitation of IDPs of the sum of Rs1.8 billion that was earmarked
for this purpose.
Similarly, Rs50 million have been approved for the revamping of mosques in
South Waziristan.
Потери Пакистана от терроризма в 2016/17 г. составили 3.9 млрд. долл.,
а всего, начиная с 2001 г. – 123 млрд. долл. (Econ. Survey 2016-17).
Terror-linked losses swell to $123b
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419271/terror-linked-losses-swell-123bn/

25,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s losses from war on terrorism surged past $123
billion in addition to the loss of thousands upon thousands of human lives since it
joined the global fight against extremism but it is still struggling to get the world
community to properly recognise its sacrifices.
The cost of war against terrorism rose to $123.1 billion with an addition of
$3.9 billion in the outgoing fiscal year alone, said Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on
Thursday at the launching of the Economic Survey of Pakistan for outgoing fiscal
year 2016-17.
Although the amount of losses is significant when compared with its impact
on public finances and national economy, the downward trajectory in annual
additional losses marks an improvement in the overall security situation.
The yearly losses of $3.9 billion were $2.6 billion or 40 per cent less than the
cost incurred by the country in the previous year, reflecting positive change as a
result of the Operation Zarb-e-Azb. The losses are lowest recorded in any single
year over the past 12 years.
―Pakistan is fighting the war in a dignified manner and is not seeking
financial support from other countries, although the government is bearing the
annual cost of Rs100 billion after the launch of Operation Zarb-e-Azb, said the
finance minister.
PML-N will not need another IMF bailout, says Dar
He said that the government has also raised 57 wings of civilian armed forces
to consolidate gains made by the armed forces.
Dar said that the improvement in security situation was an evidence of
success of Operation Zarb-e-Azb.
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According to him, more than 25,000 civilians and personnel of armed forces
had lost their lives and almost the same number of people had been injured.
After the successful completion of Operation Zarb-e-Azb, a country-wide
operation Radd-ul-Fassad had been launched for eliminating any residual or latent
threats, according to the Economic Survey.
―Pakistan continues to be a serious victim of terrorism, including foreignsponsored terrorism from our immediate neighbourhood,‖ the Survey stated.
After 9/11, Pakistan had started including the cost of terrorism in its annual
economic performance presentations, as the country heavily suffered on account of
human losses, economic opportunities and damages to infrastructure.
The US drone attacks also helped lower the direct losses to infrastructure and
human lives.
About 80 per cent of the total annual losses were because of loss of tax
revenue and loss of foreign direct investment.
‗Upcoming budget can make or break Pakistan‘s economy‘
The report stated that a substantial portion of national resources, both men
and material, had been diverted to address emerging security challenges and to
repair damaged infrastructure over the past several years.
It said in addition to economic losses, cross border terrorism in Pakistan has
also been responsible for untold human sufferings due to indiscriminate, brutal
terrorist attacks against civilian population.
After 9/11, the cumulative impact of these developments adversely affected
the overall growth rate in all major sectors of economy, according to the Economic
Survey of Pakistan
Pakistan can build eight dams like Diamer Basha dam with $123.1 billion.
The cost of war on terrorism was worked out by an inter-ministerial
committee, having representation of representatives of the ministries of finance,
interior, Foreign Affairs and a Joint Ministerial Group.
According to the survey, Pakistan incurred $3.9 billion losses in the outgoing
fiscal year, against losses worth $2.8 billion or 40.2 per cent lower than those
sustained during the same period last year.
The cost of foreign investment declined from $1.5 billion to $559 million in
the outgoing fiscal year. The losses on account of lower tax collection decreased
from $3.5 billion to $2.5 billion.
The survey stated that this situation had disrupted Pakistan‘s normal
economic and trading activities, which not only resulted in higher costs of business
but also created disruptions in production cycles, resulting in significant delays in
meeting export orders.
Furthermore, Pakistani products gradually lost their market share to
competitors and the economic growth has slowed down that also affected the
revenue collection.
Пять человек погибли в результате взрыва в Пакистане
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Сотрудники службы безопасности заявили, что взрыв произошел от
автомобиля «мирного комитета».
«Мирный комитет» — совет старейшин племен Пакистана,
оказывающих поддержку правительству страны в борьбе с террористами.
Количество пострадавших мирных граждан в настоящее время не
установлено, однако, как сообщается, транспортное средство было
полностью уничтожено.
Террористический акт был осужден «Пакистанской народной партией» в
лице ее сопредседателя Асифа Али Зардари.
Напомним, власти Пакистана сталкиваются с угрозой радикального
терроризма, в частности с группировкой «Техрик-е Талибан» (организация,
деятельность которой запрещена в РФ). Борьба с террористами потребовала
введения чрезвычайных мер. Так, 31 марта президент страны Мамнун
Хусейн подписал закон о введении военно-полевых судов, позволяющих
выносить смертные приговоры в ускоренном режиме.
КПЭК. 17 рабочих стройки погибли в Пакистане во время обстрела
(округ Гвадар)
http://www.5-tv.ru/news/127497/. 13 мая 2017 г.

Неизвестные на мотоциклах обстреляли строительную площадку в
населенном пункте на юге Пакистана, сообщает телеканал Geo TV, в округе
Гвадар провинции Белуджистан. Район атаки оцеплен полицией. Начата
спецоперация.
10 строителей убиты в результате теракта около порта Гвадар
10 construction workers gunned down near Gwadar
BEHRAM BALOCH. Dawn, May 14th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1333038/10construction-workers-gunned-down-near-gwadar

GWADAR: At least 10 men were killed and another was injured on Saturday
when unidentified motorcyclists opened fire on labourers working on a road meant
to connect remote towns with the port city of Gwadar, the gateway to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project.
The attack came a day after Deputy Senate Chairman Abdul Ghafoor
Haideri‘s convoy was targeted in Mastung. The bombing, claimed by the militant
Islamic State (IS) group, claimed 27 lives.
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Officials said that the gunmen attacked labourers in two places on a road
connecting the Pishikan and Ganz areas of Gwadar district. The proscribed Baloch
Liberation Army (BLA) has claimed responsibility for the attack.
Eyewitness says attackers lined up labourers before shooting them; BLA
claims responsibility
All 10 labourers belonged to Goth Haji Siddiq Lakha in the Kandiaro taluka
of Naushahro Feroze district in Sindh. Gwadar Deputy Commissioner Naeem
Bazai said the labourers had come to Balochistan to work on a month-long
contract.
―The victims include three brothers,‖ he said.
Lt Gen Aamir Riaz, commander of the Southern Command, went to Gwadar
along with other senior officials to attend the funeral of the victims and their
bodies were flown to their native village on a C-130 aircraft.
Qadir Bakhsh, an eyewitness, told Dawn the two armed men on a motorbike
lined up all the labourers working on the road construction site and shot them. He
said he was some distance from the construction site when the attack happened.
Eight labourers were killed on the spot, since they were shot at from close
range. The two assailants then made for another under construction building near
Pishikan, a small coastal town 25km from Gwadar.
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There, they killed another labourer and injured two others, said Hazoor
Bakhsh, one of the men injured in the second attack. The injured were taken to
hospitals in Pishikan and Gwadar, where one of the injured also died.
Gwadar Additional Deputy Commissioner Jamil Ahmed said the road was
being constructed by the provincial Buildings and Roads Department (B&R) from
Pishikan to Ganz. ―The incident took place when the labourers were working on
the road,‖ Mohammad Zareef, a senior levies official, told Dawn.
Hospital sources said all the victims received multiple bullet wounds. One
labourer, who was shot in the leg, is currently being treated at hospital and is said
to be in a stable condition.
The injured man claimed there were no security arrangements at the road
construction site, despite threats from the banned organisation. ―The contractor did
not take any security measures to protect labourers at the construction site,‖ he
complained.
Dur Mohammad, the contractor who has been working on the 15km road
between Pishikan and Ganz for over three years, was not available for comment.
Nine out of victims have been identified so far. They are: Mohammad Khan,
Ali Dost, Shahband, Abdul Hakeem, Rasool Bakhsh, Abdul Waheed, Zaheer
Ahmed, Mohammad Saddam and Mohammad Asif. One of the deceased men has
yet to be identified.
Balochistan Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri, who is currently in China along
with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, condemned the killing of the innocent
labourers, saying that those involved in this barbarous act would not be pardoned.
He sought a report on the incident from the authorities concerned and directed that
they be arrested as soon as possible.
Balochistan Home Minister Mir Sarfaraz Bugti also condemned the tragic
incident, saying: ―We will not surrender before terrorists and will bring to justice
all those involved in this brutal act‖.
СМИ: более 25 человек погибли при взрыве в Пакистане (ИГИЛ взяла
ответственность).
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4247365. 12.05.2017.

В числе пострадавших от взрыва оказался зампредседателя сената
страны Маулана Абдул Гафур Хайдери, кортеж которого был целью атаки
МОСКВА, 12 мая. /ТАСС/. По меньшей мере 25 человек погибли, 35
пострадали и были доставлены больницы в результате взрыва, который
прогремел в пакистанском округе Мастунг (провинция Белуджистан). Об
этом сообщает телеканал Geo Tv.
Ранее сообщалось о 20 погибших.
В числе пострадавших оказался заместитель председателя Сената
Пакистана Маулана Абдул Гафур Хайдери, кортеж которого был целью
атаки. Автомобиль, в котором находился заместитель председателя, был
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поврежден в результате инцидента, однако ранения, полученные Хайдери, не
представляют угрозы для его жизни.
Взрыв около здания школы прогремел в Пакистане
«Хроника событий со всего мира». http://hronika.info/mir/227580-vzryv-okolo-zdaniyashkoly-progremel-v-pakistane.html. 9.05.2017.

В результате взрыва на северо-западе Пакистана были ранены двое
полицейских.
Полиция Пакистана заявляет о взрыве возле одной из
специализированных школ близ города Пешавар, в результате которого двое
сотрудников полиции получили ранения, передает Хроника.инфо со ссылкой
на РБК-Украина.
Указано, что взрыв произошел возле специализированной школы для
девушек.
"Два сотрудники контртеррористического отдела были ранены во время
взрыва недалеко от города Пешавар, ни один ученик не пострадал, поскольку
занятия еще не начались", - говорится в заявлении полиции.
Как сообщается, взрывное устройство сработало в момент, когда
полицейский автомобиль проезжал мимо школы, сказал начальник полиции
города Мухаммед Тахир.
Боевики ИГ убили главаря «Талибана» в Пакистане
https://abnews.ru/2017/04/30/ig-ubili-glavarya-talibana/. 30.04.2017.

Во время столкновений группировок
Боевики террористической организации «Исламское государство» (ИГ,
запрещена в России) убили одного из главарей радикальной группировки
«Талибан» (запрещена в России) Маулви Дауда в Пакистане. Об этом
накануне передает агентство Reuters со ссылкой на афганских талибов.
По информации агентства, это произошло во время столкновений
группировок на окраине города Пешавар. Смерть Маулви Дауда также
подтверждает представитель «Талибана» Забихулла Муджахид.
Ранее талибы атаковали военную базу в городе Мазари-Шариф,
Афганистан. Сообщалось, что при нападении погибли 140 человек.
Афганским военнослужащим, в свою очередь, удалось убить нескольких
атаковавших боевиков. Тогда Забихулла Муджахид заявил, что атака стала
«возмездием» за убийства лидеров талибов на севере Афганистана.
При взрыве в Пакистане погибли десять человек
«Корреспондент.net». http://korrespondent.net/world/3843655-pry-vzryve-v-pakystanepohybly-desiat-chelovek. 25.04.2017.

Бомбу заложили рядом с дорогой, чтобы взорвать микроавтобус с
людьми.
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В результате взрыва на северо-востоке Пакистана погибли десять
человек, в том числе женщина и ребенок. Об этом сообщает Reuters со
ссылкой на представителя местной администрации во вторник, 25 апреля.
Согласно сообщению, на взрывном устройстве, заложенном у дороги
близ границы с Афганистаном, подорвался микроавтобус. По данным
местных властей, устройство было дистанционно управляемым и сработало,
когда пассажиры подходили к транспортному средству.
Пока ни одна группировка, действующая в регионе, не взяла на себя
ответственность за взрыв.
15 человек убиты в теракте в агентстве Куррам (против шиитов во время
переписи).
15 killed in Kurram as bomb hits bus
The Nation. 26/04/2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Apr-2017/15-killed-in-kurramas-bomb-hits-bus

JuA claims attack targeting Shias, census officials
PESHAWAR - Fifteen people were killed Tuesday after a roadside bomb
targeted a minibus in the Godar area of Kurram Agency.
Local government officials said the blast ripped through the bus as it travelled
through a Shia region of the tribal area, which borders Afghanistan. The area has a
long history of sectarian violence.
Five women and four children were among the 15 killed, while nine people
were wounded in the explosion. The injured included four Khasadar official who
were on way to perform census duty.
Jamat-ul-Ahrar, a breakaway Taliban faction, said it was behind the attack on
the Shias. A spokesman for the defunct organisation, Asad Mansur said in a
statement the explosive device had been intended to target the Shias and workers in
the area carrying out a census.
Sources said that the passenger minibus was on way from Godar to Sadda
when it was hit by the bomb near Pato Kot village.
Militants planted the remote-controlled bomb and when the passengers were
coming, they detonated it,‖ Kurram Assistant Political Agent Shahid Ali Khan
said.
Soon after the incident, locals rushed to the spot and shifted the injured to
Agency Headquarters Hospital in Parachinar, the main town of Kurram.
As the area do not have adequate medical facilities to treat the seriously
injured, an army helicopter was used to airlift them to the Combine Military
Hospital in Peshawar.
The identity of the deceased and the injured could not be ascertained
immediately.
For more than a decade, Pakistan has been fighting religious and sectarian
militants who have killed tens of thousands of people. Islamabad has also
undertaken several large-scale offensives in the tribal regions in an effort to rout
militants from the area.
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Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ordered officials to ―extend maximum support‖
for the treatment of the injured, his office said.
Pakistan, a mainly Muslim nation of about 190 million people, is conducting a
nationwide census but militants have frequently targeted officials collecting the
data.
Pakistani Taliban and other Sunni militant groups also often target minority
Shias whom they consider to be heretics. The Islamic State group has also claimed
several recent attacks in the country.
Since 2002, more than 2,600 Shias, who form about 20 percent of the
country‘s population, have been killed in sectarian attacks in the country, data from
the South Asia Terrorism Portal shows.
Sectarian tensions between Sunni majority and the Shia minority have
particularly flared in the recent past in Parachinar and the surrounding areas.
It was second attack targeting Shias in the area in the last 25 days as on March
31 a powerful explosion at the main bazaar of Parachinar had also claimed 20 lives
and injured dozens of others. In January, a bomb planted in a busy vegetable
market also killed 21 people. Both blasts were claimed by the JuA.
Теракт в агентстве Куррам.
10, including six children, killed in Kurram Agency blast
Iftikhar
Firdous.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392767/blast-rocks-parachinar/

April

25,

2017.

PESHAWAR: At least 10 people, including six children, were killed as a
landmine hit a passenger van in Gudar area of Central Kurram Agency early
Tuesday.
―An anti-tank mine was buried on the roadside and hit a pick-up van,‖ a
political administration official told The Express Tribune. ―It was a rutted path in
an area that is at a distance,‖ he added.
Thirteen others, including four Khasadar officials, were injured in the
explosion. The injured were shifted to a nearby hospital.
23 killed, over 100 injured as blast rocks Parachinar
The military‘s media wing, Inter Services Public Relations, said a special Mi17 helicopter has been sent to Parachinar to bring the injured to Peshawar for
treatment.
Last month, at least 28 people were killed and 100-plus wounded when a
suicide bomber detonated a car ‗rigged with explosives‘ outside an Imambargah in
a busy marketplace in the main town of Kurram tribal region. The grisly violence
sparked angry protests by local residents in Parachinar, the administrative
headquarters of the agency, which is prone to sectarian violence. Jamaatul Ahrar, a
splinter group of the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, claimed credit for the
deadly bombing in Parachinar, which came less than two months after a bomb
ripped through the main vegetable market in the same city on January 21.
Взрыв бомбы в Пакистане: погибли четверо военных
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«Hronika,Info».
http://hronika.info/mir/201411-moschnyy-vzryv-v-pakistane-desyatkipogibshih.html. 24.04.2017.

Взрыв бомбы в Пакистане: погибли четверо военныхПровинция
Балуджистан - одна из наиболее неспокойных в Пакистане.
В Пакистане погибли четверо военных, трое ранены из-за подрыва
бомбы, заложенной на обочине.
Об этом сообщает Хроника.инфо со ссылкой на Укринформ.
По сообщению пакистанских военных, это произошло 23 апреля в
городе Турбат, в провинции Балуджистан, на границе с Ираном.
Пока ответственность за нападение никто не взял.
На протяжении более десяти лет Пакистан борется с боевиками.
Провинция Балуджистан - одна из наиболее неспокойных в Пакистане.
Глава Армии заявил, что Пакистан сам является жертвой терроризма
We are victim of state-sponsored terrorism, COAS tells US
Daily Times. 19/04/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/19-Apr-17/we-are-victim-ofstate-sponsored-terrorism-coas-tells-us

Gen Bajwa rejects claims of using Pakistan-based proxies
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan itself is a victim of state-sponsored terrorism and it
strongly rejects allegations of employing proxies from its soil, Chief of Army Staff
(COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa told United States (US) National Security
Adviser Gen HR McMaster during a meeting, according to the Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR).
In a video of McMaster‘s subsequent meeting with Gen Bajwa, tweeted by
ISPR Director General (DG) Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor on Tuesday, visiting dignitary
was briefed on Pakistan‘s war on terror and its contributions to regional and global
stability.
The ISPR DG said that during the meeting, ―It was highlighted that
distinguished feature of Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism effort is focused against
terrorists of all hues and colours.‖
Maj Gen Ghafoor added that the US NSA had acknowledged the army‘s
efforts towards elimination of terrorists and their infrastructure, and had assured
―US support to bring peace and stability in the region and globe‖.
A day earlier, McMaster had held meetings with top civilian and military
officials, during which he was apprised of Pakistan‘s counter-terrorism efforts and
initiatives, which have resulted in a marked improvement in the overall security
situation.
Before his meetings in Pakistan, McMaster had visited Afghanistan, where he
hinted at the US taking a tougher line on Islamabad. In an interview with Afghan
news agency TOLO, McMaster said, ―As all of us have hoped for many, many
years, we have hoped that Pakistani leaders will understand that it is in their
interest to go after these [militant] groups less selectively than they have in the past
and the best way to pursue their interest in Afghanistan and elsewhere is through
diplomacy not through the use of proxies that engage in violence.‖
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Meanwhile, McMaster discussed the situation in Afghanistan with India‘s
prime minister on Tuesday. The US embassy said that the two also discussed ways
to increase defence and counter-terrorism cooperation, and McMaster assured
Modi of India‘s status as a major defence partner in the global fight against
terrorism.
Indian TV stations broadcast images of McMaster and Modi, each flanked by
officials, sitting together at Modi‘s home in the Indian capital. McMaster also held
two-hour-long talks with his Indian counterpart, Ajit Doval.
Террор на Пасху – студентка медколледжа должна была стать
смертницей
I was supposed to be the suicide bomber: Naureen
The Express Tribune. 18.04.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1386673/supposed-suicidebomber-naureen/

The innocent-looking Hyderabad‘s medical student, Naureen Laghari, who
was arrested after her husband was killed in an encounter in Lahore, has confessed
that she would have been used as a suicide bomber in the planned attack on Easter
celebrations if it wasn‘t for the security forces‘ timely intervention.
Law enforcement agencies released her official statement on Monday.
She confessed to the crime that wasn‘t committed, ―I was to be used as a
suicide attacker.‖
Security forces foil terror bid planned for Easter in Lahore
Giving the modus operandi of the planned attack, she said, ―The organisation
[Islamic State] had provided two suicide jackets, four hand grenades and some
bullets on April 1, 2017, which were to be used in a church during Easter
celebrations.‖
However, their plan was thwarted. In a special intelligence-based operation by
security forces near Punjab Housing Society, Lahore on Friday, Naureen‘s
husband, Ali Tariq, was killed, while four soldiers and two cops received injuries.
Family shaken by Naureen Jabbar‘s ‗arrest‘ in Lahore
―Ali had plans of terror attacks from the very beginning, like, suicide attacks
and kidnapping intelligence officials,‖ she said. ―A boy called Abu Fauji was
involved with him in such activities.‖
She made it clear through her statement that no one had kidnapped her as she
had left for Lahore on her own free will.
About herself, she said, ―My name is Naureen and I belong to Hyderabad. My
father‘s name is Abdul Jabbar who is a professor at Sindh University. I am a
student of second year MBBS in Liaquat University of Medical and Health
Sciences.‖
В Пакистане задержали смертницу, планировавшую теракт на Пасху
«Корреспондент.net». http://korrespondent.net/world/3840752-v-pakystane-zaderzhalysmertnytsu-planyrovavshuui-terakt-na-paskhu. 17.04.2017.
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Подозреваемой оказалась студентка мединститута.
Правоохранительные органы Пакистана задержали в Лахоре женщину,
которая является членом ИГИЛ. По словам официального представителя
вооруженных сил Пакистана, террористка собиралась взорвать себя во время
празднования Пасхи.
Подозреваемой оказалась студентка мединститута по имени Норин
Легари, которая выросла в южном городе Хайдарабад. Она уже дала
признательные показания, заявив, что действительно планировала атаку на
одну из христианских церквей и что у нее были два сообщника.
"У них было два пояса смертника и четыре ручных гранаты, и пояса
планировалось взорвать в какой-нибудь церкви во время Пасхи. Смертницей
должна была стать я", – заявила девушка.
Напомним, 5 апреля в пакистанском городе Лахор террорист-смертник
совершил взрыв, в результате которого шесть человек погибли и около 15
получили ранения.
Один из лидеров пакистанских талибов сдался властям
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9317-odin-iz-liderov-pakistanskihtalibov-sdalsja-vlastjam.html. 17.04.2017.

Высокопоставленный лидер пакистанских талибов Эсанулла Эсан
сдался силам безопасности, сообщают власти Пакистана.
Представитель армии Асиф Гафур на пресс-конференции в Равалпинди,
в провинции Пенджаб, заявил, что бывший чиновник запрещенной
организации Техрик-э-Талибан Пакистан, который позже присоединился к
Джамаат-уль-Ахрара и проводил нападения в Пакистане, сдался.
Это станет является серьезным ударом для исламских боевиков, так как
Эсан был одним из лидеров. Представитель армии не уточнил, о том, как
сдался высокопоставленный экстремист. Командование ТТП пока не
прокомментировало это заявление.
Спецслужбы Пакистана предотвратили планировавшийся на Пасху
теракт
«Карельские
новости».
http://kareliyanews.ru/specsluzhby-pakistana-predotvratiliplanirovavshijsya-na-pasxu-terakt/. 15.04.2017

Разведслужбы Пакистана предотвратили крупный теракт в городе Лахор
на северо-востоке страны, который планировался на Пасху, сообщает
издание Dawn со ссылкой на заявление пакистанских военных.
Сообщается, что силы безопасности страны в пятницу провели
спецоперацию, в результате которой был ликвидирован боевик,
подозреваемый в планировании атаки, а также задержана его подельница. В
ходе операции ранения получили четыре военных.
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Как говорится в заявлении, военные нашли пояса смертников и
взрывчатку. По данным издания, боевики планировали осуществить атаку в
воскресенье во время празднования Пасхи.
Весной прошлого года в парке развлечений города Лахор на северовостоке Пакистана в разгар празднования католической Пасхи террористсмертник совершил самоподрыв, в результате погибли более 70, ранены
свыше 300 человек.
Широкомасштабная борьба с терроризмом – ведут пакистанские
военные
Militant killed, 3 arrested in CTD operation in Lahore
The Nation. http://nation.com.pk/national/15-Apr-2017/militant-killed-3-arrested-in-ctdoperation-in-lahore-s-punjab-society. April 15, 2017.

A militant was killed while three, including a female ‗terrorist‘, were arrested
from Lahore today, reported Waqt News .
According to details, intelligence agencies and Counter Terrorism Department
(CTD) conducted an operation in Punjab Society of the provincial capital.
The militants were residing in a rented house. Four security personnel were
injured in cross firing, reported sources. Huge cache of weapons and suicide jacket
were retrieved from the militants.
The raid was conducted under Operation Radd-ul-Fasaad.
On February 22, Pakistan Army launched a countrywide operation for
―indiscriminately eliminating residual and latent threat of terrorism‖.
Operation ‗Radd-ul-Fasaad [eradication of violence/mischief]‘ was termed the
last phase of the armed action by country‘s security forces against terrorists, which
has been ongoing for over a decade.
The aim of the operation, according to a press release issued by the ISPR, is
to consolidate gains of earlier military operations like Zarb-e-Azb, Rah-e-Raast
and Rah-e-Najaat.
Besides ensuring more effective border management and continuation of
ongoing operations in troubled areas of the country as part of this process, one of
its key features is action of Rangers in Punjab – which has been a longstanding
demand of various segments of the society.
Additionally, the country would be de-weaponised through a national
campaign and a comprehensive explosives control regime would be put in place.
The announcement of the nation-wide anti-terror operation came after Army
Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa chaired a high-level security meeting in Lahore.
A sweeping action against suspected militant elements across the country had
already been initiated after a series of bloody extremist assaults killed dozens of
people across the country. Now, however, it has been formally named and its
objectives and scope have been clearly stated.
Pakistan Air Force, Pakistan Navy, civil armed forces (CAF) and other
security and law enforcing agencies (LEAs) are actively participating and
intimately supporting the efforts to eliminate the menace of terrorism from the
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country, the media wing of the military said, showing the scale and
comprehensiveness of this national operation.
The effort entails conduct of Broad Spectrum Security and Counter Terrorism
operations by Rangers in Punjab, said the ISPR, adding that pursuance of National
Action Plan will be the hallmark of this operation.
Earlier, military and paramilitary Rangers top brass met in Lahore to chalk
out a comprehensive action plan to eradicate terrorism in all its form and shades
across Punjab, through a province-wide operation to be led and spearheaded by
Punjab Rangers.
The meeting chaired by Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa was
attended by Corps Commanders from Punjab province, Punjab Rangers DG Major
General Azhar Naveed Hayat Khan and director generals of Inter-Services
Intelligence [General Naveed Mukhtar], Military Intelligence and Inter-Service
Public Relations [Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor].
Once the action plan is ready, it was placed before Punjab Chief Minister
Shehbaz Sharif to take the civil administration on board.
Interestingly, the same day the federal government approved a request
forwarded by the Punjab government for the deployment of Rangers personnel in
the province.
The province had requested the centre for deployment of over 2,000 Rangers
personnel, who would be given policing powers to conduct intelligence-based
operations (IBOs) against militants, wherever required and with full authority.
A well-placed security source confided to The Nation that the operation in
Punjab would be different than those of Karachi and Balochistan.
―Karachi is densely populated but it‘s a single city. Balochistan is an
extensive province but the population there is scattered. Punjab is an extensive area
with considerable population, but neither it is as extensive and hardly accessible as
Balochistan nor has as much population concentration as Karachi. Therefore, the
strategy and modes of operation have to be different‖, he explained.
He quoted former Army Chief Ashfaq Parvez Kayani of having said that
battle against terrorists would [ultimately] be fought in streets and ‗mohallahs‘ for
achieving the objective of rooting them out of society at the grassroots level.
In Punjab, the menace of terrorism is double-edged. Here, it‘s a combination
of sectarian militancy and outright terrorism based on negation of the state
existence. Therefore, he was of the view that a different approach would have to be
adopted to tackle the problem in this most populated province of the country. He
expressed optimism about the success of the proposed operation saying that it was
not possible to give a timeline on its progress and completion.
He said the operation would be intelligence-based and most part of it would
be conducted on the basis of information that is already available.
Asked if the operation on Pak-Afghan border was joint in nature, he replied in
the negative saying that the Afghan government and its military forces had no writ
on their side of the border which is occupied by the common enemy I.e. Afghan
and Pakistani Taliban, and Daesh.
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―Chief of Army Staff Gen Javed Qamar Bajwa had informed the Commander
of the US force Gen Nicholson about the operation in Pak-Afghan border area
before it was launched. The US General gave his nod realising it was well-intended
and indiscriminate as the targets are all terrorists belonging to different so-called
Jehadi outfits‖, the source added.
To a question, he said that Afghan government has now decided to move their
troops to the troubled area near Pak-Afghan border. ―This suits Pakistan very well
since it did not want this area to be freely available to such elements for use against
our soil‖, he remarked.
Asked about the decision of closing border crossings at Torkham and
Chaman, he said it was essential to curb terrorists‘ lifeline in terms of weapons,
ration and other essential items which were being supplied through these routes.
―Wait for a while and demand for reopening would be initiated by the Afghan
government. Normally, they maintain a stock of daily use items for a week and
when they run out of the stock, the panic starts‖, the source added.
The source said situation with India was different since it had writ on every
inch of its soil except held-Kashmir. Its armed forces are properly trained and
generally act under defined international laws and norms. India, by and large, is a
responsible state unlike Afghanistan, which has its writ over less than 30 percent of
the land while the rest is being held by different militant groups. Therefore, there is
no danger of similar situation arising on our eastern border, he said in definite
terms.
He bitterly criticised the media for consistently trying to create a rift between
the military and civilian leaderships which, he thought, would weaken the
combined strength of the state institutions. Such efforts by some elements in the
print and electronic media would benefit the terrorists and their facilitators.
Previous military operations
One of the stated purposes of the new operation is consolidation of the
previous military campaigns against terrorists. These operations included
Operation Rah-i-Haq-I in Swat valley and Shangla district (2007), Operation Rahi-Haq-II in Swat valley and Shangla (2008), Operation Sirat-i-Mustaqeem in
Khyber Agency (2008),Operation Sherdil jointly launched with Frontier Corps in
Bajaur Agency (2008), Operation Rah-i-Haq-III in Swat valley and Shangla
(2009),Operation Black Thunderstorm in Buner, Lower Dir and Shangla district
(2009), Operation Brekhna in Mohmand Agency (2009),Operation Rah-i-Rast,
commonly known as Swat Operation, (2009), Operation Rah-i-Nijat in South
Waziristan (2009) and Operation Zarb-i-Azb in North Waziristan and Khyber
Agency (2014).
О борьбе с терроризмом в Пакистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34030. 14 апреля, 2017.

На фоне последних резонансных терактов в Пакистане командование
пакистанских вооруженных сил начало новую крупномасштабную военную
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операцию «Радд-Аль-Фассад», которая проходит в индустриальном и
политическом центре страны Пенджабе. Это уже 11 военная операция с 2007
года. Эксперты в один голос утверждают, что инициирование новой военной
кампании связано напрямую со взрывом в суфийской мечети 16 февраля,
когда погибло 80 человек. Глава Генштаба пакистанской армии генерал
Камар Джавед Баджва объявил, что в фокусе новой операции будет
проведение контртеррористических рейдов силами иррегулярных сил
«Рейнджеров Пенджаба» и сил гражданского права. На сегодня уже
арестовано около 1300 человек, захвачено большое количество оружия,
амуниции и СВУ. При этом ряд экспертов говорит о том, что операция имеет
явно выраженный этнический характер, то есть острие репрессий направлено
на представителей конкретных этнических групп в лице пуштунов. Министр
юстиции Пенджаба Рана Санауллах подтвердил, что в основном целью
операции является «декриминализация» пуштунских групп. в том числе и не
зарегистрированных афганских беженцев. Если брать еще точнее, то усилия в
настоящее время направлены на разгром филиалов афгано-пакистанского
«Вилаета Хорасан», который позиционирует себя частью «Исламского
государства» (ИГ, запрещено в России). Эта группировка действует в тесной
координации с местными пуштунскими группами в Пенджабе — фракция
«Аль-Алами», которая структурно входит в антишиитскую «Лашкар еДжангви», и «Джамаат аль-Ахрар». Последние позиционируют себя как
сторонники пакистанских талибов. За последнее время «Вилает Хорасан»
взял на себя ответственность за три резонансных теракта в Белуджистане, в
Синде и в Пенджабе. При этом правоохранительные органы Пакистан уже
проводили в феврале с.г. операцию против «Джамаат аль-Ахрар» после того,
как ее боевики убили священнослужителя. Насколько эффективны подобного
рода военные операции против террористов? По оценке самих пакистанских
силовиков, они приносят свой ограниченный эффект, который выражается
прежде всего в снижении числа вооруженных нападений и терактов.
Например, с момента начала другой аналогичной операции в «зоне племен» в
2014 году количество обстрелов и вооруженных нападений со стороны
боевиков снизилось почти на треть. При этом сами военные четко отдают
себе отчет в том, что их меры носят характер лишь «вспомогательного
инструмента». Основным моментом в данном случае является необходимость
серьезного реформирования институт медресе в государстве. Первый раз об
этом заговорили после резонансного акта в 2014 году в кадетском училище,
когда погибло более 140 человек, большинство из которых были
несовершеннолетними. Правительство тогда запустило процедуру
разработки и принятия «всеобъемлющей программы по борьбе с террором»,
одной из главных пунктов которой была как раз необходимость
реформирования духовных учебных заведений. В частности указывалось на
необходимость регистрации и регулирования деятельности медресе, а также
внимательного мониторинга источника их финансирования. Наконец-то
пакистанцы начали осознавать корень проблемы. В Пакистане сейчас
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порядка 35 тыс. медресе, из них 95 процентов, по оценкам властей, находятся
«в русле закона». Что это означает по пакистанским понятиям, сказать не
беремся. Отметим лишь то, что данные учебные заведения предлагают
бесплатное образование, что привлекает беднейшие слои населения, и при
этом система государственного финансирования таких учреждений
фактически отсутствует. Это означает наличие зарубежных спонсоров,
которые формируют преподавательский состав и идеологию школы.
Например, в свое время первая генерация талибов вышла как раз из таких
медресе, и уровень их теологического образования оставлял желать сильно
иного. При этом реформа перестройки медресе идет крайне вяло, что
обусловлено во многом политическими факторами. В том числе и по причине
опасения пакистанских политиков из той же Пакистанской мусульманской
лиги (ПМЛ) потерять поддержку консервативных клерикальных кругов,
которые собственно с этих самых медресе в общем-то и «кормятся», и
которые обеспечивают нужное голосование среди прихожан мечетей. До
сорока процентов зарубежных грантов из стран Аравийского полуострова
«прилипает» к рукам именно этого сегмента пакистанского общества. Таким
образом, процесс реформирования нравится далеко не всем. В этой связи за
16 лет существования программы создания «идеальных медресе» таковых
создали только три. ПМЛ является правящей в Пенджабе, и там за время
действия всеобъемлющей программы по борьбе с терроризмом было закрыто
только два медресе из 14 000. Для сравнения в Синде, где правит
оппозиционная Народная партия Пакистана было закрыто порядка 14 тыс.
медресе за этой время. Таким образом, на примере этой реформы и битв
вокруг нее мы очевидно видим, что природа исламистского террора во
многом определяется исключительно борьбой и интересами местных
политико-клановых элит. К тому же те же самые террористические группы,
питательной средой которых были как раз те самые фанатичные выпускники
самопальных медресе, совсем недавно еще вовсю использовались
пакистанским спецслужбами для проведения тайных операций как в
Афганистане, так и в Индии. В Афганистане вообще с их помощью
Исламабад пытался установить лояльный себе режим. Потом нужда в них
потихоньку исчезла, уменьшилось финансирование, и в этой связи бывшие
агенты Межведомственной разведки стали искать себе новых спонсоров.
«Хвост стал вилять собакой», как это часто и происходит тогда, когда
спецслужбы имеют дело с откровенными террористами и исламистскими
радикалами. И нынешняя ситуация в Пакистане только еще один пример
этого.
СМИ: в Пакистане смертник атаковал людей, проводящих перепись
населения
ТАСС. 5.04.2017. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4154728
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ИСЛАМАБАД, 5 апреля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Шесть человек
погибли в результате атаки террориста-смертника на команду переписчиков
населения в городе Лахор (столица пакистанской провинции Пенджаб). Об
этом сообщает газета Express Tribune.
По имеющейся информации, террорист подорвал себя в
непосредственной близости от автомобиля с командой переписчиков и
сопровождавших их солдат. В результате погибли четверо военнослужащих
и два гражданских лица.
Ни одна из действующих в Пенджабе террористических группировок
ответственности за взрыв пока на себя не взяла.
Место происшествия оцеплено полицией и внутренними войсками.
Теракт унес жизни 6 человек (включая переписчиков населения)
6, including four soldiers, martyred in Lahore suicide blast
Muhammad
Shehzad.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1374649/loud-explosion-heard-lahore/
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2017.

LAHORE: A suicide bomber killed at least six people, including four
soldiers and wounded 19 when he blew himself up near a vehicle taking part in a
census in Lahore on Wednesday.
Security forces cordoned the area on Bedian Road after the blast, which
rescuers said occurred just before 8:00am. Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan claimed
responsibility for the attack.
Eight dead as mystery blast wrecks Lahore cafe
Rescue teams reached the site soon after the incident and shifted the injured to
General Hospital and Combined Military Hospital (CMH).
―There is a possibility that it was a suicide attack,‖ Lahore official Abdullah
Sumbal said. ―The census is a national duty, and we will complete this task,‖ he
added. ―There was no lack of security, but you know how difficult it is to deal with
suicide attacks.‖
The provincial government spokesperson Malik Ahmed Khan also confirmed
the death toll.
―It appears to have been an act of terrorism,‖ Punjab provincial law minister
Rana Sanaullah said in televised comments.
Following the incident, Lahore Corps Commander Lt Gen Mohammad Sadiq
Ali visited the injured at CMH.
Census will be completed at any cost: COAS
Army chief Geeneral Qamar Bajwa has said that despite the attack, the census
will be completed at any cost.
―Conduct of census is a national obligation. Sacrifice of precious lives of civil
enumerators and soldiers is beyond any doubt a great sacrifice. Conduct of census
will be completed at any cost,‖ the army chief was quoted as saying by the InterServices Public Relations.
House of Lahore blast facilitator demolished
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―These sacrifices will only strengthen our resolve and with the support of
entire nation we will cleanse the menace of terrorism from our soil,‖ the
communiqué added.
―My heart goes to bereaved families and my highest tributes to martyrs who
laid their lives in the line of duty,‖ Gen Qamar said.
Condemnation and condolences
Officials including Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, President Mamnoon
Hussain and Punjab CM Shahbaz Sharif, and Punjab Governor Rafique Rajwana
strongly condemned the attack.
The PM also expressed condolences on the loss of precious human lives in the
blast incident in Lahore that resulted into the loss of precious human lives.
At least 13 killed, several injured in Lahore blast
Lahore has been on edge since a wave of violent attacks across the country in
February killed 130 people and shook citizens emboldened by growing security.
The attacks included a bomb blast in on February 13, which killed 14 people
in an assault claimed by Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA), a faction of the banned Tehreek-eTaliban Pakistan.
Ten days later a fresh blast sent panic through the city when it killed eight
people, though officials later said it was a gas leak, not an attack as initially feared.
Wednesday‘s explosion came days after at least 22 people were killed and 57
wounded on March 31, when a car bomb tore through a market in a mainly Shia
area of Parachinar, FATA.
February‘s assaults also included a suicide blast at the Lal Shahbaz Qalandar
shrine in Sindh, which killed 90 people and was claimed by Islamic State.
In response, Pakistan Army launched a nationwide crackdown, killing dozens
of alleged militants across the country.
СМИ: в результате взрыва в Пакистане погибли 22 человека
ТАСС. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4142080. 31.03.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 31 марта. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. В результате
взрыва, прогремевшего в пятницу утром на рынке в городе Парачинар на
северо-западе Пакистана, погибли 22 человека, еще свыше 50 человек
получили ранения. Об этом сообщает газета Dawn.
Взрыв произошел на центральном рынке Шандак Базар, обычно
особенно оживленном в утренние часы пятницы. В качестве одной из
основных версий рассматривается атака террориста-смертника, целью
которого был расположенный на рыночной площади имамбарган (шиитский
молельный дом). На месте взрыва обнаружен осколок минометного снаряда.
Район происшествия оцеплен полицией. Ни одна из действующих в
"зоне племен" террористических группировок ответственности за взрыв пока
на себя не взяла.
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С осуждением теракта уже выступили премьер-министр Пакистана
Наваз Шариф и лидер оппозиционного "Движения за справедливость" Имран
Хан.
Город Парачинар является административным центром агентства
Куррам - единственной территории в приграничной с Афганистаном "зоне
племен" со значительным шиитским населением. В связи с этим в указанном
районе
регулярно
происходят
вспышки
насилия
на
почве
межконфессиональной розни.
СМИ: в Афганистане ликвидирован полевой командир "Аль-Каиды"
«ТАСС».
http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnayapanorama/4111620?utm_medium=source&utm_source=rnews 22.03.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 21 марта. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Американский
беспилотный летательный аппарат нанес в понедельник ракетный удар по
автомобилю с террористами на востоке Афганистана. Как сообщает во
вторник газета Doon, в результате уничтожены четыре вооруженных
экстремиста, в том числе один из полевых командиров "Аль-Каиды"
(запрещена в РФ - прим. ТАСС).
По имеющейся информации, беспилотник выпустил две ракеты по
легковой автомашине, двигавшейся по шоссе в приграничном с Пакистаном
районе афганской провинции Пактика.
Два ликвидированных боевика опознаны. Одним из них оказался Кари
Ясин, также известный как Устад Аслам, который являлся одним из
влиятельных полевых командиров террористической группировки "АльКаида на Индийском субконтиненте". В пакистанской провинции Пенджаб,
выходцем из которой он был, за голову террориста назначена награда в 5 млн
пакистанских рупий ($50 тыс.). Кари Ясин подозревался в организации ряда
резонансных террористических атак, в том числе неудавшегося покушения
на президента Первеза Мушаррафа и нападения на штаб-квартиру
пакистанской армии в Равалпинди.
Еще один ликвидированный боевик, уточняет издание, опознан как
Амин Шах Махсуд из "Движения талибов Пакистана". Он был инструктором,
готовившим террористов-смертников для этой группировки.
20 лидеров боевиков в Белуджистане сдались властям
20 ‗RAW funded‘ militant leaders surrender in Balochistan
The Nation. March 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Mar-2017/20-raw-fundedmilitant-leaders-surrender-in-balochistan
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20 militant commanders in Balochistan surrendered in front of the security
authorities today, the Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) said.
The military media wing added that the commanders have admitted that they
were funded by Indian intelligence agency RAW.
―The surrendered commanders have appealed to the other militants to
surrender,‖ said the ISPR, adding that the commanders have vowed to lead a
peaceful and productive life henceforth.
―They also seek forgiveness for their previous doings,‖ the ISPR said.
The militants have reportedly confessed to being funded through Baloch
separatist leadership.
―RAW used to help us through Brahmdagh Bugti,‖ they told the authorities.
Борьба с терроризмом – в Синде закрыты подозрительные исламские
2311 семинарии
Under NAP: Sindh closes 2,311 seminaries in geo mapping exercise
Qadeer
Tanoli.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
12th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353081/nap-sindh-closes-2311-seminaries-geo-mapping-exercise/
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ISLAMABAD: The Sindh government has taken the lead over other
provinces, emerging as the country‘s only province to have closed down over
2,300 seminaries while completing the geo-mapping of seminaries. This is in stark
contrast to the record of other provinces.
The provincial government closed down 2,311 seminaries across Sindh over
suspicious activities.
Geo-tagging and registration of seminaries was one of the key components of
the National Action Plan (NAP) devised in 2014 after terrorists massacred around
150 people, mostly children, in the Army Public School, Peshawar.
The statistics provided by the interior ministry to parliament show that Punjab
has so far closed down only two suspected seminaries while completing geomapping of religious seminaries.
Trouble spot: Sindh-Balochistan border in spotlight for crackdown
In a written reply to a question on the implementation status of the National
Action Plan (NAP), the ministry said Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) had completed
75 per cent of the geo-mapping of seminaries. It has shut down 13 seminaries on
suspicion of illegal activities.
The government of Balochistan has completed 60 per cent of the geomapping and closed just one suspected seminary in the province.
Surprisingly, no statistics have been submitted regarding the registration of
seminaries.
The registration and regulation of religious seminaries was among the 20
points defined in the NAP. Responsibility of registering seminaries lies with the
provincial government while the National Counter Terrorism Authority (Nacta)
was supposed to draft a uniform data registration form for religious seminaries
besides developing consensus of the provincial authorities on it. A uniform policy
on these issues, however, is still awaited.
Decline in sectarian terrorism
Sectarian-related terrorism incidents have significantly dropped in the past
two years under the NAP.
In 2016, only 34 cases of sectarian terrorism were registered while the
number stood at 79 in 2015. Previous to these years massive cases of terrorism
were being reported in the country, stated the reply. In 2014, 176 as such cases
were reported, in 2013, 127 cases, in 2012, 185 cases while in 2011, 70 incidents
of sectarian terrorism were reported.
Choking terror financing
A total of Rs885.385 million was recovered under the head of choking terror
financing.
Moreover, 681 cases of Hawala or Hundi were registered while 201 cases are
under investigation and 345 cases are under trial, the interior ministry. The reply
quotes the figure of 102 convictions and equal number of acquittals in this context.
Likewise, the ministry stated 931 cases of arrests under the head of measures
to chock terror financing.
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A total of 283 cases under the head of ‗anti-money laundering‘ have been
registered in which 136 cases were under investigation while 147 cases were under
trial. No conviction and no acquittal have been reported under this head while 414
persons have been arrested under the same head.
Karachi operation
The security operation in Karachi has achieved significant success by
lowering the crime rate under different heads, claimed the ministry.
It stated that terrorism had declined by 90 per cent in Karachi due to the
ongoing operation in Karachi which is headed by the paramilitary Rangers.
Targeted killings have dropped by 91 per cent, murder cases declined by 62 per
cent, robberies‘ incidents reduced by 48 per cent and 33,378 weapons recovered
during the operation in Karachi.
Soldiers martyred
Under implementation status of NAP, the ministry claimed to have curtailed
the visibility of armed militias and it quoted 1,865 terrorists as ‗killed‘ while 5,611
terrorists as ‗arrested‘ under the implementation status of NAP. A total of 414
terrorists were executed under Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA) or Pakistan Penal Code
(PPC).
Смертная казнь была назначена для 414 террористов в соответствии с
Национальным планом действий, - было заявлено в Сенате
Over 400 executed under NAP, Senate told
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar2017/over-400-executed-under-nap-senate-told

ISLAMABAD - The government on Friday, while revealing the actions taken
under the National Action Plan (NAP) informed the Senate that 1,865 terrorists had
been killed, another 5,611 arrested and 414 had been executed.
Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan in his written reply gave latest
updates to the house about the implementation status of 20-point NAP against
terrorism announced after the Army Public School (APS) terrorist attack in
Peshawar in December 2014.
The interior minister, while responding to the query of PPP Senator Sehar
Kamran informed the house that government had also registered 1,335 cases under
hate speech, - one the points of the NAP, while 2,465 persons were arrested in such
cases and 70 shops were sealed for possession of hate material.
Similarly, the government registered 16,267 cases for misuse of loudspeaker,
16,824 accused arrested and as many as 5,141 numbers of equipment were
confiscated.
Similarly, the house was informed that 681 cases regarding illegal business of
hawala as well as hundi have been registered to choke finances of terrorists under
the NAP.
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Out of 681 cases, 201 cases were under investigation in which 931 accused
were arrested, 345 under trial and the courts had made the convictions in 102
cases.
Similarly, money amounting to Rs885.384 million was also recovered.
The Senate was informed that the government registered 283 cases under antimoney laundering laws and of which 136 were under investigation, 147 under trial,
while 414 accused arrests have been made.
Similarly, the government received 148 suspicious transaction reports from
Financial Monitoring Unit of the State Bank of Pakistan.
The reply said that instruments were in place to check the terrorist financing
and banks have also frozen 4,461 accounts worth around Rs400 million of those
persons who were on the Fourth Schedule of the Anti-Terrorism Act, 1997.
In reply to another question asked by PPP Senator Farhatullah Babar, the
defence ministry avoided to give details regarding pension and other benefits
admissible to the officers of the rank of major general and above of the Pakistan
Army, Navy and Air Force on their retirement.
―The information is being concealed from parliament, while everything about
parliamentarian is available to all and sundry,‖ remarked Chairman Senate Mian
Raza Rabbani. The question is not top secret and would not create a storm, if the
information is shared with the parliament.
The chair asked for provision of all the information by Monday.
Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif in his written reply said that the
related information was being collected from the concerned departments and
would be provided on receipt.
SENATE SECRETARIAT
SERVICES BILL PASSED
The Senate on Friday unanimously passed the first-ever Senate Secretariat
Services Bill that would regulate the appointments and service structure of the
employees of the house.
This would be the first-ever legislation to regulate the service structure of
employees as earlier their appointments and service structure were being governed
under the rules, remarked Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani.
Rabbani said that with this legislation, the Senate had become the first house
among the parliament and four provincial assemblies to have a law for its
employees‘ service structure.
The statement of objects and reasons of the bill says that Article 87 provides
that Majlis-e-Shoora [Parliament] might by law regulate the recruitment and the
conditions of the services of persons appointed to the secretariat staff of either
house.
Till date the affairs of the Senate of Pakistan are being run under the Senate
Secretariat (Recruitment) Rules, 1973, which were formed with the approval of the
president under the Article 87.
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Therefore, the Senate has assumed its constitutional obligation and this bill
has been drafted after extensive deliberations, which are spread, over a period of
almost two years, within the Secretariat and with the experts, says the statement.
The bill is an attempt to streamline the services of employees working in the
Senate Secretariat and provide them a lucid career path, it concludes.
The heads of all parliamentary parties in the house have endorsed the bill that
was moved by Leader of the House Raja Zafarul Haq.
The chair said that the law minister had been conveyed to table this bill in the
National Assembly also.
The chair also referred the matter of leakage of question papers of some
compulsory subjects of the last CSS exam after Senator Saeed Ghani pointed out
that there were media reports that a female leaked the papers before time and
minted money from the candidates through social media.
He said there were some reports in 2014. If the people in civil service would
be selected through this dubious process, then the situation would become very
worrisome, he said.
He also pointed out that the Establishment Division had earlier misguided the
Cabinet Committee about the promotions in the civil bureaucracy.
The chair referred both the issues to the committee concerned.
Пакистан: от «Красной мечети» к «красному» уровню террористической
опасности
И.Н.Серенко. Сетевой аналитический журнал Института востоковедения
«ВОСТОЧНАЯ АНАЛИТИКА». https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=7004. 26.02.2017.

РАН

В рейтинге 163 стран мира Пакистан по степени террористической
активности занял в 2016 г. четвертое место после Ирака, Афганистана и
Нигерии, и это с учетом ее спада в результате осуществления в стране с 2014
г. масштабной поэтапной контртеррористической операции «Зарб-е-азб»
(«Разящий удар»), а также Национального плана действий по борьбе с
террором, начатого властями после кровавой атаки джихадистов на
патронируемую военными пешаварскую школу в столице провинции
Хайбер-Пахтунхва (16 декабря 2014 г.). Тогда от рук боевиков погибли более
140 учеников и их учителей. Предпринятые силовиками меры
способствовали значительному снижению числа терактов и диверсий (с 322 в
2015 г. до 172 в 2016 г.), вытеснению боевиков на территорию соседнего
Афганистана.
Однако события последних дней февраля наводят на мысль, что стране
вряд ли удастся в ближайшее время вырваться из смертоносного круга
террора, в котором она в очередной раз оказалась. Взрывы смертников вновь
стали практически ежедневно звучать повсюду: в Пешаваре, Кветте, Лахоре,
Сехване, Чарсадда и других городах и населенных пунктах страны. Только за
одну неделю февраля текущего года в стране было зарегистрировано 22
диверсионные и террористические вылазки джихадистов, в результате
которых погибли 205 человек.
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Серия прокатившихся по стране за последнее время терактов началась
13 февраля, когда в Лахоре в результате самоподрыва террориста-смертника
в толпе участников митинга фармацевтов и медиков, собравшихся на
площади перед парламентом провинции, погибли 16 человек и более 60
получили ранения различной степени тяжести. Среди погибших оказались и
находившиеся при исполнении служебных обязанностей сотрудники
полиции. Ответственность за теракт взяла на себя одна из группировок
Движения пакистанских талибов (ДПТ, "Техрик-е талибан Пакистан") «Джамаат-ул-Ахрар», созданная лидером ДТП агентства Моманд Омаром
Халидом Хорасани в августе 2014 г.).
В своем видеообращении 13 февраля джихадисты призвали к
объединению всех действующих группировок моджахедов для совместных
усилий в борьбе с общим врагом. Они подчеркнули, что этим
взрывом смертника они знаменуют начало своей «Операции Гази» в память
об имаме «Красной мечети» Абдул Рашиде Гази, ликвидированном
пакистанскими силовиками 10 июля 2007 г. во время предпринятого ими
штурма этого религиозного центра. Целью этой атаки было подавление
выступлений радикально настроенных студентов женского и мужского
медресе, требовавших с подачи своих идейных вдохновителей и наставников
- братьев Абдул Рашида и Абдул Азиза Гази создания в Пакистане
теократического государства.
Неудивительно, что «Операция Гази», по заявлению самих исламистов,
нацелена на подрыв существующих в стране институтов судебной и
законодательной власти. Силовые и правоохранительные структуры, а также
неправительственные правозащитные организации, средства массовой
информации и современные образовательные заведения совместного
обучения,
противоречат,
на
их
взгляд,
основополагающим
принципам истинно исламского государства, за создание которого они
ратуют.
Как представляется, «Красная мечеть» и по сей день остается главным
оплотом суннитского радикализма в стране. В декабре 2014 г. Абдул Азиз
Гази открыто заявил о своей поддержке международной террористической
организации «Исламское государство» (ИГ). В ноябре 2015 г. он возобновил
попытку создания исламского государства в Пакистане, выведя с этой целью
толпы студентов, студенток и преподавателей своих медресе на улицы
Исламабада.
Пакистанские власти на сей раз не пошли на обострение ситуации и
силовое противодействие религиозным радикалам, избрав тактику
компромиссов, увещеваний и шантажа, позволившую снизить накал
противостояния между властями и лидерами религиозной оппозиции. При
этом учебно-религиозный комплекс «Красной мечети» не был закрыт
властями. Он по-прежнему продолжает функционировать, распространяя
идеи религиозного экстремизма. В медресе Абдул Азиза общее число
учащихся превышает 5 тысяч студентов и студенток, обучение и воспитание
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которых проводится под руководством более чем 550 религиозными
наставниками.
Трудно поверить в искренность слов Абдул Азиза, поспешно
дистанцировавшегося от провозглашенной джихадистами «Операции Гази» и
назвавшего ее антиисламской, учитывая его экстремистские взгляды
и выступления против демократических преобразований в Пакистане. Ведь
до этого он заявлял, что в стране «продажные правители только делают вид,
что работают на благо бедных людей», а «молчаливое большинство
населения является сторонниками» создания в Пакистане справедливого,
истинно исламского государства, для достижения которого возможно
использовать любые средства, включая джихад. И здесь уместно напомнить,
что после подавления мятежа в «Красной мечети» исламисты из числа
студентов и сторонников этого учебно-религиозного комплекса создали
тогда «Армию Гази» или известную еще как «Бригада Абдул Рашида Гази»
(2007 г.), ставшую впоследствии боевой группировкой ДПТ,
специализировавшейся на подготовке террористов-смертников и проведении
терактов с их использованием. Небеспочвенными представляются поэтому
угрозы Абдул Азиза Гази пакистанским властям, что в его арсенале имеются
по меньшей мере 10 тысяч «живых бомб», готовых взорвать себя по его
приказу. И события последних дней февраля можно рассматривать как
подтверждение сказанному.
С 14 февраля в провинции Панджаб был введен высший, «красный»
уровень террористической угрозы. Власти страны пошли на столь
кардинальные меры в связи с поступившей по каналам силовых ведомств
разведывательной информации о вновь готовящихся нападениях
террористов-смертников на различные жизненно важные объекты
государственной инфраструктуры (школы, больницы, административные
здания и т.д.), а также на объекты реализуемого на территории провинции
совместного
международного
проекта
Китайско-пакистанского
экономического коридора. Здесь, в Панджабе и особенно в южных районах
этой провинции сосредоточена основная масса (42) из более 60 запрещенных
в стране исламистских организаций. Помимо них, по данным пакистанской
разведки, значительную угрозу безопасности представляют возвращающиеся
из Сирии и Ирака боевики ИГ, включая уйгуров из китайской провинции
Синьцзян. Непоследовательность, двойные стандарты пакистанских властей
в борьбе с терроризмом, деление исламистов на «плохих» и «хороших», а
порой и использование их в качестве инструмента для достижении своих
политических целей, способствует перегруппировке сил джихадистов, их
консолидации и координации действий.
Ответственность за крупнейший в Пакистане после пешаварской
трагедии теракт 16 февраля текущего года в синдском городе
Сехван,
который произошел
на территории мавзолея суфийского
философа и поэта Лалы Шахбаза Каландара, где собрались на ритуальное
поклонение сотни его последователей, взяла на себя международная
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террористическая организация «Исламское государство». Число погибших
составило 88 человек, многие из них женщины и дети. Более 300
пострадавших были ранены. Военная бюрократия и гражданская власть
вновь поспешили заверить общественность об ужесточении борьбы с
террористами и исламистской оппозицией. В результате последовавших
контртеррористических мероприятий в течение суток с 16 на 17 февраля в
стране было уничтожено более 100 боевиков, включая членов и сторонников
ИГ. В административном центре Мултан, расположенном в одноименной
области на юге Панджаба, сотрудниками Департамента провинции по борьбе
с терроризмом была проведена спецоперация по ликвидации боевиков
запрещенной группировки «Джамаат-ул-Ахрар», присягнувшей на верность
ИГ. В результате нее 6 членов группировки, оказавших ожесточенное
сопротивление силовикам, были уничтожены на месте. Руководство страны
22 февраля санкционировало переброску в Панджаб контингента
специальных военизированных подразделений рейнджеров для зачистки
территории провинции от террористов. Более того, пакистанские
Вооруженные силы, включая сухопутные войска, авиацию и флот, были
задействованы в начатой по всей стране широкомасштабной
контртеррористической операции «Радд-ул-Фасад» («Ликвидация раздора»).
Таким образом, уровень террористической опасности, уже достигший
критической «красной» отметки, продолжает возрастать, подогреваемый
деятельностью исламистов, одним из главных оплотов которых стала
«Красная мечеть». И, как свидетельствует опыт Пакистана, использование
одних только силовых методов может лишь частично способствовать
решению проблемы терроризма. Не меньшее значение, думается, следует
придавать противоборству идеологии исламистского радикализма через
модернизацию современной системы образования и реформирование
традиционной религиозной системы обучения. Стоит признать, что такие
попытки в Пакистане предпринимались неоднократно, но, к сожалению, так
и не получили своей практической реализации.
Власти Пакистана: взрыв в ТЦ Лахора – это не теракт
Информационно-аналитическая
газета
«ЕвроСМИ».
http://www.eurosmi.ru/905vlasti_pakistana_vzryv_v_tts_lahora_eto_ne_terakt.html. 24.02.2017.

Происшествие прокомментировали в ведомстве. Здесь сообщили, что
изучение образцов с места инцидента свидетельствует о том, что это был
взрыв газового баллона.
Речь идет о мощном взрыве в городе Лахоре, столица пакистанской
провинции Пенджаб. Здесь в ходе случившегося погибли 10 человек. Ранены
оказались еще 35.
О том, что это не был теракт стало известно в ходе пресс-конференции с
участием министра юстиции Пенджаба Рана Санаулла.
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Сам министр сообщил следующее: - "криминалистическая экспертиза
собранных на месте происшествия металлических осколков выявила
отсутствие на них следов взрывчатых веществ. Дальнейшее изучение этих
образцов показало, что в данном случае имел место взрыв газового баллона".
Несколько слов о самом взрыве. Он произошел днем в строящемся
здании торгово-развлекательного центра, отдаленный центр города районе
Лахора.
Теракт в Лахоре – 8 убитых, 21 ранен.
Eight killed, 21 injured in bomb attack in Lahore's Defence
Muhammad Shehzad. February 23, 2017, https://tribune.com.pk/story/1336495/two-killedblast-lahores-defence-area/

LAHORE: At least eight people were killed and 21 others injured after a
blast ripped through an under-construction building in Lahore‘s Defence Z block
area on Thursday, officials said.
―Eight people were killed as a result of the explosion in Lahore‘s Defence
area today,‖ said Punjab Health Minister Khwaja Salman Rafique, adding that
forensic teams are working on the case, and are ascertaining facts.
―It was a bomb attack,‖ Nayab Haider, a spokesperson for the Punjab police
said. Rescue services spokesperson Deeba Shehnaz provided the casualty toll.
Television footage showed a smouldering building and several crumpled cars
with their windows blown out.
The explosion took place in the particularly affluent Defence Housing
Authority suburb of the city, replete with upscale boutiques and cafes as well as an
academy for the international hair salon Toni & Guy.
Another blast was heard in Lahore‘s Gulberg area. The second blast
reportedly occurred outside a restaurant. However, Punjab Law Minister Rana
Sanaullah, as well as Rescue 1122 officials denied reports of a second blast in
Lahore‘s Gulberg area.
Army mounts new nationwide offensive
Lahore General Hospital has received four bodies, while four patients of the
23 admitted in the hospital, are in critical condition‖, said Rafique.
A few days earlier the same market was evacuated by law enforcement
agencies after a bomb threat.
A day earlier, Pakistan‘s military announced the launch of a new nationwide
military offensive, codenamed Radd-ul-Fasaad (suppressing mischief), with an aim
to eliminate remnants of terrorists, following a sharp spike in terrorist attacks,.
Sehwan blast aftermath: Over 90 detained in search operations in twin cities
The decision to mount the operation was taken at a high-level meeting chaired
by army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa at the corps headquarters in Lahore.
Attendees included the head of Punjab Rangers and officials of intelligence
agencies.
Earlier on February 13, at least 10 people, including Traffic DIG Ahmed
Mobin, were killed and at least 83 others injured in an explosion near the Punjab
Assembly in Lahore. The incident occurred as hundreds of chemists were
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protesting nearby against a new regulatory law, Punjab Law Minister Rana
Sanaullah said.
Pakistan has been hit by a series of suicide bomb attacks in recent days,
claiming more than 100 lives.
At least 88 people were killed when a suicide bomber blew himself up at the
Lal Shahbaz Qalandar shrine in Sindh‘s Sehwan town last week. In response,
Pakistan launched a security crackdown, killing over 100 militants.
Атака смертников в Пакистане привела к гибели пяти человек (на здание
суда, Чарсадда)
Информационный сайт «Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/8775-atakasmertnikov-v-pakistane-privela-k-gibeli-pjati-chelovek.html. 21.02.2016.

Несколько террористов-смертников взорвались возле здания суда на
северо-западе Пакистана во вторник, в результате чего погибли пять человек.
Нападение было последним в волне террористических атак по всей
стране, которые унесли жизни более 100 жителей Пакистана.
Ответственность за взрывы смертников были взяты различными исламскими
группировками, в том числе талибами. В атаке во вторник, трое нападавших
атаковали здание суда в городе в Танги в районе Чарсадда.
Один из террористов взорвался у главных ворот суда, в то время как
полицейские застрелили двух других нападавших, сообщают власти.
Застреленные также имели на себе пояса смертников.
Полицейские говорят, что 15 человек получили ранения в результате
нападения и доставлены в больницу. Группировка Джамаат-уль-Ахрара взяла
на себя ответственность за сегодняшнее нападение в текстовом сообщении,
направленном изданию Associated Press.
На прошлой неделе, десятки прихожан погибли при взрыве в
знаменитой суфийской святыне, когда сторонник исламского государства
совершил подрыв в главном зале святыни в южной провинции Синд. Число
погибших от этого нападения возросло до 90 человек.
Кровавая резня в г.Танги, район Чарсадда.
Terror in Charsadda: Police heroics avert possible carnage
Mureeb
Mohmand.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
22nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1335027/terror-charsadda-police-heroics-avert-possible-carnage/

CHARSADDA / TANGI: Police heroics averted what could have been a
possible carnage at a courts complex in Charsadda district of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
on Tuesday. A brazen attack by multiple suicide bombers on the Civil Courts in
Tangi tehsil was the latest in a series of assaults which have raised fears terrorists
are regrouping after a drubbing in military operations.
At least seven people were killed and 21 injured in the assault claimed by the
outlawed Jamaatul Ahrar (JuA) faction of the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, which
carried out a series of apparently coordinated assaults last week including a
powerful bomb blast in Lahore which killed 16 people.
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Peshawar attack: Roadside blast leaves 3 FC men injured
Three suicide bombers, also armed with assault rifles and hand grenades, tried
to enter the complex housing the court of the additional sessions judge and civil
courts from the main gates Tuesday morning.
―The policemen standing guard at the gates challenged and engaged them in a
gunfight,‖ DIG Mardan Ijaz Khan said. Unable to enter the court premises, two of
the bombers blew themselves up, while the third was taken down by the police.
Other police officials, however, gave a different account of what had
happened. They said one bomber was briefly on the loose inside the busy complex
but was killed by police some 20 minutes after the attack began. A second bomber
was shot dead by the police and a third died when he detonated his vest outside the
main gates, according to the officials.
The area was littered with human remains, while a pile of law books stained
with blood and riddled with bullets lay strewn outside an office. The police
scoured the area for evidence as military helicopters whirred overhead throughout
the operation and subsequent sanitization which continued until afternoon.
DIG Khan said each bomber carried seven kilos of explosives in his suicide
vest. They lobbed hand grenades and fired gunshots at the police standing guard at
the main gates in an attempt to enter the complex.
Two PPP local government representatives ‗held‘ in connection with Sehwan
blast
Manzoor Bashir, a member of the Tehsil Municipal Administration (TMA)
Tangi, said the police had set up a checkpoint on the main road leading to Tangi
Bazaar in view of security threats in Charsadda district, which borders Mohmand
Agency.
―I was discussing the fluid security situation in the country with Gul Shaid
Khan, the SHO of Tangi police station, when we heard heavy gunfire followed by
multiple blasts,‖ he told The Express Tribune. ―The bombers wanted to enter the
courts complex and the adjacent TMA offices. There might have been a bloodbath,
if they had managed to enter,‖ he added. ―The police heroics foiled their attempt.‖
Hundreds of people including lawyers, judges and citizens normally attend
the court complex.
Deputy Commissioner Tahir Abasi and District Nazim Fahad Riaz confirmed
the death toll. The injured were driven to the Tehsil Headquarters Hospital, where
Deputy Medical Superintendent Dr Ayaz Khan told The Express Tribune that those
with life-threatening wounds had been referred to the Lady Reading Hospital in
Peshawar.
Dr Adnan Khan, who was on duty, said that among the dead were a retired
schoolteacher Roohullah and his son Miftahullah, who worked as stamp papers
vendor and writer at the complex. Residents told The Express Tribune that
Miftahullah had got married only a few months ago.
Dr Adnan said a man, his son and a daughter, who were also among the
injured, were brought to the hospital. The father, oblivious of his wounds, kept
requesting the medics to save the lives of his children first,‖ Dr Adnan said. The
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man was later identified as Marifat Shah, owner of a tea stall at the courts complex.
Shah, his four-year-old son Hashir, and daughter Aisha were wounded when the
bombers struck. Shah and Aisha survived, but Hashir succumbed to his injuries.
According to a police source, security was tightened in the district after threat
alert had been issued by the authorities. ―Several search operations had also been
conducted in the district,‖ he told The Express Tribune. ―The police managed to
foil a possible carnage because they were already on high alert.‖
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s office condemned the assault. ―We are a
steadfast nation and will not be deterred by such attacks. Our government will
continue to fight against terrorist elements and we will succeed,‖ a statement said.
Lahore blast: Security beefed up in capital
A spokesman for JuA claimed responsibility for the attack in a statement
emailed to media. Last week, the militant faction released a video announcing a
new campaign of attacks against the government, including the judiciary, police
and the army.
A series of bombings last week, in which more than 100 people were killed,
has shattered a nascent sense that the worst of the country‘s militant violence might
be over.
The deadliest of last week‘s attacks was on the shrine of popular Sufi saint
Lal Shahbaz Qalander in Sehwan and was claimed by the Middle-Eastern militant
group Islamic State.(With additional input from Agencies)
Что стоит за волной терактов в Пакистане
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32784. 21 февраля, 2017.

В результате серии террористических атак в четырех провинциях и
«зоне племен» в Пакистане с 13 по 16 февраля с.г. погибло более 100
человек. При этом самой крупной атакой по числу жертв стал самоподрыв
террориста- смертника в суфийской мечети на юге страны в провинции Синд,
в результате чего погибло 83 человека. Ответственность в этом случае взяло
на себя афганское «Исламское государство» (ИГ, запрещено в России). Как
полагают американские эксперты, эта серия терактов стала ответом боевиков
на проводимую пакистанскими военными широкомасштабную операцию
«Зарб-е Азб» в «зоне племен» на афгано-пакистанской границе , которая
началась еще при прежнем руководстве пакистанской армии в 2014 году. Мы
рискнем с этим не согласиться. 13 февраля в пригороде Пешавара была
атакована автомашина, которая перевозила трех судей, а два дня спустя
военная фракция талибов «Техрик -еТалибан» взяла а себя ответственность
за подрыв смертника на митинге фармацевтов в Пенджабе, которые
протестовали против усиления государственного регулирования в сфере
производства и продажи медикаментов. Собственно сама операция «Зарб-е
Азб» была инициирована в первую очередь для того, чтобы покончить с
вольницей белуджей в «зоне племен», и на остальные провинции она не
распространяется. Вот как раз белуджей в числе исполнителей этих терактов
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и нет. Все эти три акта имеют разную природу и, естественно, разных
исполнителей. Теракт в Пенджабе явно имеет все следы попыток воздействия
неких силовых структур на профсоюз фармацевтов «нетрадиционными
методами» под прикрытием все того же «исламистского фактора». Бизнес по
производству
и
продажи
медикаментов
традиционно
имеет многомиллиардные обороты, и в данном случае очевиден характер
коммерческих «разборок». Тем более, что талибы теоретически далеки от
этого бизнеса, если, конечно, не принимать во внимание факта
опосредованного участия ряда их полевых командиров, в том числе, и в этой
сфере коммерции. Кашмир — это чисто пакистано-индийская история, и
ситуация в этом штате имеет в последнее время устойчивую тенденцию к
обострению, в том числе и по факту крупных перманентных волнений в
индийской части Кашмира и нападение на индийских силовиков группами,
которые курируются пакистанской разведкой. Для нас в данном случае
интересен теракт в суфийской мечети. Обратим внимание на сделанное
сразу же после теракта заявление начальника штаба армии Пакистана.
Представители посольства Афганистана в Исламабаде были вызваны в штабквартиру армии в Равалпинди (город-спутник столицы), где им заявлен
протест в связи с использованием территории их страны для организации
террористических атак против Пакистана. Об этом сообщил руководитель
армейской пресс-службы генерал-майор Асиф Гафур. Поводом для такого
шага послужил произошедший 16 февраля вечером теракт в суфийской
мечети в городе Сехван пакистанской провинции Синд, а не какие-то другие
атаки, которых было еще четыре. Сразу после теракта начальник штаба
армии Пакистана генерал Камар Джавед Баджва заявил о твердом намерении
Исламабада ответить на захлестнувшую страну волну террора. По
заверениям
пакистанской
стороны,
ответственные
за
недавние
теракты боевики действовали с территории Афганистана. Афганским
дипломатам также был передан список из 78 особо разыскиваемых
Исламабадом террористов, укрывающихся в Афганистане, с требованием к
Кабулу незамедлительно выдать их Исламабаду, либо самому принять
соответствующие
меры
пресечения
в
отношении
указанных
лиц. Одновременно по соображениям безопасности власти Пакистана также
закрыли на неопределенный срок для передвижения людей и грузов границу
с Афганистаном в районе контрольно-пропускного пункта Торкхам —
одного из наиболее загруженных погранпереходов между двумя
странами. Пакистанские власти вообще планируют ужесточить правила
прохождения КПП на афганской границе, а Торхам в данном случае
расценивался
пакистанскими силовиками,
как
основной
канал
проникновения в страну террористов. В этой связи снова подчеркнем два
основных момента, которые в какой-то степени проливают свет на причины
данного теракта. Первый — это официальное заявление ответственности за
него стороны афганского ИГ. Последняя структура, собственно, является
делом рук прокатарской фракции талибов, которые образовали ИГ в рамках
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ответных шагов по игнорированию роли Дохи, как одного
из внешнеполитических спонсоров внутриафганского урегулирования со
стороны официального Пакистана, с одной стороны, и Кабула и Вашингтона
— с другой. Образована это структура, разумеется, при активной финансовой
поддержке Дохи. В этой связи любые проявления террористической
активности, за которые берет ответственность афганское ИГ, надо
рассматривать именно как кульминацию кризиса попыток Катара войти в
число коспонсоров внутриафганского урегулирования. В связи с терактом в
суфийской
мечети
напомним,
что
в
конце
прошлого
года
были зафиксированы контакты представителей «катарского бюро» Талибана
с представителями властей Пакистана. Речь там шла как раз о
возможности инкорпорации прокатарской фракции движения в общий
переговорный пул пропакистанского крыла Талибана. Как теперь выходит,
договориться не удалось. Второй момент. Это, конечно, конференция по
внутриафганскому урегулированию в Москве, которая была запущена
российской стороной по инициативе Кабула, который прощупывает новые
форматы урегулирования за счет привлечения к нему Ирана, Пакистана, КНР
и Индии. Катара в нем снова нет, и налицо адекватная реакция прокатарских
боевиков. Заодно стояла цель сорвать наметившиеся пакистано-афганские
контакты по вопросам выхода из кризиса двусторонних отношений. В любом
случае подобного рода инциденты всегда будут сопровождать любые
попытки
организации
того
или
иного
формата
внутриафганского урегулирования, и вопрос в данном случае заключается
лишь в том, кого из ключевых игроков обошли вниманием в том или ином
случае.
Пакистан: террористические атаки боевиков
Замараева Наталья Алексеевна. Сетевой
востоковедения
РАН
«ВОСТОЧНАЯ
https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=6995

аналитический журнал Института
АНАЛИТИКА».
20.02.2017.

17 февраля 2017 г. взрыв в суфийской мечети на юге провинции Синд, в
результате которого погибли около ста человек, федеральные власти
Пакистана
назвали
одним
из
кровавых
террористических
актов. Ответственность одновременно взяли две группировки Джамаат-улАхрар (ДуА) и Исламское государство (ИГ).
Четыре теракта, совершенные в течение одной недели февраля 2017 г.,
свидетельствуют, во-первых, об усилении активности боевиков и, вовторых, неготовности властей оперативно и эффективно реагировать
на вызовы террора во внутренних районах страны.
Ситуация с безопасностью в Пакистане - результат несогласованности,
во-первых, военно-гражданских властей Пакистана в антитеррористической
стратегии и, во-вторых, разногласий между Исламабадом и Кабулом в
вопросе управления пакистано-афганской границы.
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В 2014 г. федеральная армия развернула широкомасштабную военную
операцию против иностранных боевиков в агентствах Северный Вазиристан
и Хайбер на территории племен федерального управления (ТПФУ) на
границе с Афганистаном. Главная цель - зачистка районов от боевиков для
поддержания государственности в ТПФУ. В 2015 г. военные власти
рапортовали о значительных успехах по ликвидации антифедеральных
повстанцев и мест их укрытий. Боевики, и местные, и иностранные, которые
на протяжении многих лет базировались в пакистано-афганском
пограничье, бежали из зоны пуштунских племен, в частности, в
Афганистан.
Внутренние разногласия между отрядами боевиков, «выдавленных» с
территории Пакистана, привели к перегруппировке сил. Наиболее
многочисленной из группировок вооруженной организованной оппозицией
является Движение Талибан Пакистана (ДТП). Федеральные власти
запретили ее еще в 2009 г. Оказавшись на территории Афганистана,
ДТП маневрировало, часть ее отрядов проводила совместные вооруженные
нападения против афганской национальной армии и иностранных войск.
Несколько лидеров ДТП были ликвидированы в результате авиаударов
американскими дронами. В свою очередь, смена лидеров ДТП, частичное
отступление от первоначальных целей и задач организации (2004-2007гг.)
привели к расколу в рядах ДТП и готовности продолжить на территории
Пакистана вооруженные акты против федеральной армии и религиозных
меньшинств.
Одна из группировок, вышедшая в августе 2014 г. из состава ДТП, из-за
разногласий с муллой Фазлуллой, тогдашним лидером ДТП , в сентябре
2014 г. заявила о самостоятельной фракции под названием Джамаат-ульАхрар (ДуА) . Она продолжила практику терактов в Пакистане. На ее счету
взрывы на погранпереходе Вагах близ Лахора в ноябре 2014 г.. в январе
2015 г, в Равалпинде, городе-спутнике Исламабада, убийства пакистанских
граждан, работавших в американских учреждениях в Пакистане и т.д.
По сообщениям пакистанской прессы группировка в основном состоит из
талибов, действующих в пакистанском агентстве Моманд ТПФУ. В августе
2016 г. США включили ДуА в список запрещенных организаций.
Военно-гражданские власти Пакистана выразили официальный
протест аккредитованным в Исламабаде афганским дипломатам. Они
подчеркнули недопустимость террористических актов в Пакистане,
совершенных группировкой Джамаат-уль-Ахрар из мест укрытий в
Афганистане, призвали принять срочные меры для ликвидации террористов
и мест их укрытий и блокировать финансовые источники. Внимание
Кабула было обращено на достигнутые ранее договоренности об обмене
разведданными, которые афганская сторона не предоставляла в полном
объеме.
Пакистанские военные закрыли погранпереходы на границе с
Афганистаном - сначала Торхам (провинция Хайбер-Пахтунхва), двумя
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днями позднее – Чаман (провинция Белуджистан). В 2014 г., отдав приказ о
начале военной операции «Удар меча» против боевиков, генералитет
федеральной армии одновременно разработал механизм противодействия им
и
за
прошедшие
годы
выполнил
ряд
мероприятий
по
управлению
пакистано-афганской границей: увеличил численность
погранзастав, ввел паспортный контроль на погранпереходе Торхам и т.д.
Пакистанские СМИ писали, что руководители разведывательных
ведомств двух стран согласились, во-первых, с необходимостью совместных
действий по координации профилактических мероприятий вдоль общей
границы, которые важны для успешного проведения контртеррористических
операций и повышения мер безопасности в обеих странах; во-вторых, с
необходимостью повышения темпов разведывательных операций с целью
демонтажа инфраструктуры терроризма.
В 2015-начале 2016 гг. сотрудничество военных и правоохранительных
органов Афганистана и Пакистана развивалось параллельно переговорному
процессу между властями Кабула и представителями Движения Талибан
Афганистана. Диалог был прерван, как обычно, внезапно. В мае 2016 г. в
результате авиаудара американского дрона, был ликвидирован лидер ДТП на
территории Пакистана. Исламабад возложил вину на Кабул.
И
в
начале
2017
г.,
несмотря
на
неоднократные
попытки международных посредников восстановления внутриафганского
диалога
и
переговорного
процесса
между
Афганистаном
и
Пакистаном, стороны лишь усиливают обвинения в адрес друг друга.
Правоохранительные органы Пакистана в рамках мероприятий по
обеспечению режима безопасности арестовали десятки подозреваемых в ряде
городов страны.
В феврале 2017 г. официальным лицам правительства Национального
единства Афганистана, аккредитованным в Пакистане, дважды предъявляли
протест в связи с использованием боевиками Джамаат-ул-Ахрар территории
Пакистана для совершения терактов. Одно из них было сделано начальником
штаба сухопутных войск генерал К.Баджва, который заявил, что
продолжающиеся
террористические
акты,,
организованные
с
территории Афганистана, тестируют текущую политику трансграничного
сдерживания,
и
требуют
адекватного
реагирования.
Днем
позже пакистанские СМИ опубликовали информацию о проведенных
федеральной армией рейдов и ликвидации мест укрытий и одного из
тренировочных лагерей группировки пакистанских боевиков Джамаат-улАхрар на территории Афганистана.
Согласно одной из резолюций ООН, принятой еще в 80-х годах ХХ
века, власти страны, на территории которой террористические группировки,
(базирующиеся в другой стране) совершают противоправные действия,
вправе преследовать эти группировки до мест их постоянного базирования
на территории иностранного государства. В феврале 2017 г. подразделения
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федеральной армии Пакистана уничтожили места укрытий боевиков в
афгано-пакистаном пограничье.
Особенностью современной природы террора в Пакистане является
взаимосвязь местных вооруженных группировок боевиков с организацией
Исламское государство, которая также заявила о причастности к теракту в
суфийской
мечети.
Федеральные
власти
долгое
время
не
подтверждали присутствие в стране членов ИГ. Первоначально, в 2012 –
2014 гг. и позднее иностранные боевики транзитом проезжали Пакистан,
направляясь в соседний Афганистан с целью наладить связи с афганскими
боевиками. В настоящее время ИГ укрепляет позиции во внутренних
районах страны.
В Пакистане
операция

проходит

общенациональная

Круглосуточный
агрегатор
http://incident24.com/56828.html. 22.02.2017.

происшествий

антитеррористическая
«Incident24.com».

Руководство Пакистана поклялось отомстить боевикам за теракт в
провинции Синд
В Пакистане началась общенациональная антитеррористическая
операция, согласно заявлению военного ведомства Исламской Республики,
сообщает 22 февраля Agence France-Presse.
Начальник штаба армии Пакистана генерал Камар Джавед Баджва
провел совещание по вопросам национальной безопасности в восточном
городе Лахор. После совещания было опубликовано заявление министерства
обороны.
Напомним, 16 февраля, после совершения теракта в мавзолее Лала
Шахбаза Каландара, руководство Пакистана поклялось отомстить боевикам.
В результате теракта в провинции Синд погибли более 70 человек, еще около
300 человек получили ранения.
Ответственность за взрыв взяли на себя террористические группировки
«Джамаат-уль-Ахрар» (организация, деятельность которой запрещена в РФ)
и «Исламское Государство» (организация, деятельность которой запрещена в
РФ). На следующий день после нападения силовики Пакистана
ликвидировали более 30 боевиков.
Пакистанские ВВС уничтожили десятки боевиков (в полосе племен).
Информационный сайт «Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/8764pakistanskie-vvs-unichtozhili-desjatki-boevikov.html. 20.02.2017.

Десятки боевиков были ликвидированы в понедельник в племенной
области вдоль афганской границы самолетами пакистанских ВВС, заявили
военные.
Авиаудары были проведены по убежищам боевиков в районе Wucha
Биби в Северном Вазиристане, говорится в заявлении пакистанской армии.
Борьба пакистанско армии и спецслужб с талибов в Северном Вазиристане
идет с середины 2014 года. Кампания была усилена после серии взрывов
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террористов-смертников на прошлой неделе, когда погибли более 100
человек, в том числе 88 прихожан в суфийском храме. За нападения взяли
ответственность боевики сепаратистских группировки Джамаат-уль-Ахрара,
сторонники Лашкар-э-Джангви и джихадисты Исламского государства.
Талибы и союзные им исламские группировки убили десятки тысяч
людей в попытке свергнуть пакистанское правительство и установить свою
собственную жесткую интерпретацию исламского права.
Кроме того, власти задержали более 100 афганских беженцев в югозападной части города Кветта по обвинению в незаконном пребывании в
стране, сообщили чиновники. Представитель полиции говорит, что 35
человек находятся у них под стражей, а еще 75 афганцев были задержаны
военизированными структурами. Пакистан был домом для 1,5 миллиона
зарегистрированных и примерно одного миллиона незарегистрированных
афганских беженцев.
Путин выразил соболезнования в связи с трагедией в Пакистане
Кира Латухина. «Российская газета». 17.02.2017. https://rg.ru/2017/02/17/putin-vyrazilsoboleznovaniia-v-sviazi-s-tragediej-v-pakistane.html

Президент России направил телеграмму соболезнования руководству
Пакистана.
США осудили четвертый за неделю крупный теракт в Пакистане
"Примите глубокие соболезнования в связи с трагическими
последствиями террористического акта в провинции Синд", - заявил
Владимир Путин.
"Это варварское преступление не может иметь никаких оправданий.
Рассчитываем, что его заказчики не уйдут от заслуженного наказания", подчеркнул российский лидер.
Глава государства подтвердил готовность к дальнейшему наращиванию
антитеррористического сотрудничества с пакистанскими партнерами - "как
на двусторонней основе, так и в рамках широких международных усилий".
Путин попросил передать слова искреннего сочувствия родным и
близким погибших, а также пожелания скорейшего выздоровления всем
раненым.
Взрыв прогремел вчера вечером в городе Сехван-Шариф в провинции
Синд на территории мавзолея суфийского философа и поэта Лалы Шахбаза
Каландара. Ответственность взяла на себя террористическая группировка
"ИГ" (запрещена в России - прим. "РГ"). Погибли 72 человека, несколько
сотен получили ранения.
Число жертв теракта в суфийской мечети в Сехване достигло 88
Sindh in mourning as death toll jumps to 88
Z
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1330861/sindh-mourning-death-toll-jumps-88/

18th,

2017.
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HYDERABAD: The country mourned Thursday‘s deadly bombing at the
shrine of a revered Sufi saint in the town of Sehwan in Sindh as the death toll
jumped to 88, with several others fighting for their lives at different hospitals of the
province.
Undeterred by the bloodbath, devotees of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar said they
would not give in to the intolerant and myopic ideology of the terrorists.
On Friday, police and paramilitary Rangers cordoned off the shrine, situated
some 200 kilometres northeast of Karachi. The white floor was smeared with
blood, with shoes, shawls, and baby bottles scattered on it. At 3:30 am the shrine‘s
caretaker stood among the carnage and defiantly rang its bell, a daily ritual that he
vowed to continue, saying he will ―not bow down to the terrorists.‖
The Sindh Health Department said the number of fatalities had soared to 88,
including at least 20 children, making it the deadliest attack in the country since the
2014 execution-style killing of 150-plus pupils and staff at Peshawar‘s Army
Public School.
World condemns Sehwan attack
Rural Sindh wore a sombre and gloomy look as families buried their loved
ones. Some of the victims had come from as far as Punjab and Balochistan to pay
their respect at the shrine of the popular, 13-century Sufi saint. ―We have buried
nine people in Nawab Khan Palari village and three in Hameed Palari village,‖
Ibrahim Palari, who lost his daughter in Thursday‘s suicide blast, told The Express
Tribune. The 12 victims – seven children, three women and two men – belonged to
the two villages in Nooriabad, Jamshoro district. Of all the deceased, 20 belonged
to Jamshoro, 12 to Larkana, and eight to Qambar Shahdadkot district.
As many as 343 people were injured when the suicide bomber had struck in
the midst of devotees performing dhamaal (ecstatic devotional dance) inside the
shrine. Of them, 76 are still hospitalised – some of them have lost their limbs.
The sickening bloodbath failed to deter the devotees who flocked to the shrine
in large numbers on Friday, even though it was partially sealed by authorities for
security reasons. The rush of the devotees forced the authorities to reopen the
shrine for devotees.
Investigations
Security agencies, meanwhile, scrambled to find clues to the bomber who
unleashed carnage at the shrine. Auqaf Secretary Riaz Soomro said 36 closedcircuit TV cameras were installed in and outside the shrine to monitor the
movement of devotees. ―Investigators have taken the captured footage into
custody,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
Soomro denied a news report attributed to him that a staffer of Auqaf at the
CCTV control room had spotted a suspicious person and conveyed the information
as well. ―It‘s for the investigators to tell whether any suspicious activity or person
had been seen [in the footage].‖
Security sources said a burqa-clad suspect was seen at different locations in
the shrine, moving stealthily and avoiding the CCTV cameras.
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A Counter Terrorism Department official, who wished not to be named, told
The Express Tribune that the bomber carried 10 to 12 kilos of explosives in the
vest which was also packed with ball bearings to inflict maximum casualties.
―Although it seems like a suicide attack, we are yet to establish it,‖ he added.
Over 100 militants killed in nationwide security crackdown following Sehwan
blast
The official added that the investigators have taken DNA samples of a
severed head from the bomb site. Unconfirmed reports, however, said that two
severed heads had been found at the shrine. Police and CTD sources said six
suspects from Sehwan and two from Hyderabad have been detained for
interrogation.
Jamshoro‘s Deputy Commissioner Munawar Mahesar told the media in
Sehwan that the shrine had been sealed for the investigators to collect evidence.
The dome and physical structure will also be examined by engineers. SSP Tariq
Wilayat said 40 Rangers and 100 policemen have been deployed at the shrine.
PM‘s visit
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa visited
Sehwan on Friday but returned without visiting the shrine or the taluka hospital,
where all the casualties were initially shifted to. At Sehwan airport, Premier Sharif
and Gen Qamar were briefed by the provincial chief secretary about the incident,
rescue measures and the victims.
Official sources said protests in Sehwan impeded the visit of the prime
minister, who before coming to Sehwan went to the Peoples Medical University
Hospital in Nawabshah to enquire after the injured.
The caretakers of various shrines in Sindh including that of Shah Abdul Latif
Bhittai gathered at Qalandar‘s shrine before the PM‘s visit. They were expected to
stage a protest on his arrival.
―Despite visiting Sehwan he did not come to the shrine,‖ opposition leader
Khursheed Shah said while talking to media in Sehwan. ―Perhaps he was told
about the security threats. At least [the] interior minister [Chaudhry Nisar] should
have come.‖
Афганским дипломатам в Пакистане заявлен протест в связи с терактом
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4031159. 17.02.2017.

Поводом для такого шага послужил произошедший в четверг вечером
теракт в суфийской мечети в городе Сехван пакистанской провинции Синд
ИСЛАМАБАД, 17 февраля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Представители
посольства Афганистана в Исламабаде были вызваны в штаб-квартиру армии
в Равалпинди (город-спутник столицы), где им заявлен протест в связи с
использованием территории их страны для организации террористических
атак против Пакистана. Об этом сообщил руководитель армейской прессслужбы исламской республики генерал-майор Асиф Гафур.
Поводом для такого шага послужил произошедший в четверг вечером
теракт в суфийской мечети в городе Сехван пакистанской провинции Синд,
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жертвами которого стали по меньшей мере 74 человека, свыше 300 получили
ранения.
Сразу после теракта начальник штаба армии Пакистана генерал Камар
Джавед Баджва заявил о твердом намерении Исламабада ответить на
захлестнувшую страну волну террора. По заверениям пакистанской стороны,
ответственные за недавние теракты боевики действовали с территории
Афганистана.
Афганским дипломатам также был передан список из 78 особо
разыскиваемых Исламабадом террористов, укрывающихся в Афганистане, с
требованием к Кабулу незамедлительно выдать их Исламабаду, либо самому
принять соответствующие меры пресечения в отношении указанных лиц.
По соображениям безопасности власти Пакистана также закрыли на
неопределенный срок для передвижения людей и грузов границу с
Афганистаном в районе контрольно-пропускного пункта Торкхам - одного из
наиболее загруженных погранпереходов между двумя странами.
Число жертв взрыва в мечети в Пакистане выросло до 74 человек
Деловая
газета
«Взгляд».
http://www.vz.ru/news/2017/2/17/858419.html

17

февраля

2017.

В результате теракта в суфийской мечети в пакистанском городе
Сехван погибли 74 человека, более 300 пострадали, сообщают СМИ.
Как сообщали очевидцы, смертник предпринял неудачную попытку
бросить гранату в толпу молящихся, а после подорвал себя, передает
ТАСС со ссылкой на Geo TV.
Он использовал для взрыва около 8 кг динамита с болтами и гайками в
качестве поражающих элементов.
Террористическая организация «Исламское государство» заявила, что
несет ответственность за теракт.
От места взрыва до ближайшего госпиталя - 40 км, к эвакуации
привлекли ВВС страны, передает РИА «Новости».
В ноябре в Пакистане в результате взрыва на территории храма погибли
более 50 человек, свыше 100 человек пострадали.
Тогда ответственность за взрыв также взяла на себя террористическая
группировка «Исламское государство».
Теракт в пакистанском мавзолее унес жизни более 70 человек. Не менее
250 получили ранения.
«Уралинформбюро».
http://www.uralinform.ru/news/incidents/268471-terakt-vpakistanskom-mavzolee-unes-jizni-bolee-70-chelovek/. 17.02.2017.

В результате теракта в южной провинции Пакистана Синд погибли по
меньшей мере 72 человека, около 250 получили ранения, пишет "Интерфакс"
со ссылкой на The News. Пострадавших эвакуировали на военных
вертолетах.
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Взрыв в городе Сехван-Шариф прогремел, когда люди пришли к
мавзолею философа Лала Шахбаза Каландара, почитаемого последователями
суфизма.
Бомбу привел в действие террорист-смертник. Ответственность за
теракт на себя взяли группировки "Джамаат-уль-Ахрар" и "Исламское
государство", передает "Уралинформбюро".
Кровавая бойня в храме в г. Сехван (Синд).
Bloodbath at Sehwan shrine
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329603/bloodbath-sehwan-shrine/

17th,

2017.

KARACHI / HYDERABAD: Terrorists are loath to anything and everything
that doesn‘t fit in their obscurantist ideology. An orgy of sickening violence was
played out at the shrine of a popular Sufi saint in Sindh on Thursday, capping a
bloody week of terrorist violence that shook the country‘s growing sense of
security and triggered calls from the army chief for ―revenge — immediate
revenge‖.
At least 72 people were killed and over 200 injured when a suicide bomber
struck in the midst of devotees at the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan
town, some 200 kilometres northeast of Karachi. The deadly attack was
reminiscent of a near-identical bombing at Dargah Shah Noorani, in Khuzdar
district of Balochistan, in November last year.
72 dead as suicide bomber strikes inside Lal Shahbaz Qalandar shrine in
Sehwan
The bomber entered the compound from the Golden Gate side and headed
straight for the area where a crowd of devotees was performing dhamaal (an
ecstatic devotional dance), sources told The Express Tribune. Since it was
Thursday, which is considered a sacred day for prayers, there was an extraordinary
rush of devotees at the shrine.
―So far 72 people — 43 men, 20 children and nine women — have been
killed and more than 150 wounded,‖ IG Sindh AD Khawaja said. ―Many wounded
people are in a critical condition and they will be shifted to Karachi as soon as
Navy helicopters and a C-130 plane reach the nearest airport.‖
Faisal Edhi of the Edhi Foundation gave a slightly higher toll, saying that 76
people have been killed. Senior police officer Shabbir Sethar feared the death toll
might go up.
Rescue officials said dozens of wounded people were being ferried in private
cars, in auto rickshaws, on carts, and on foot to hospitals. Emergency services are
basic in Sehwan, with the nearest main hospital some 130 kilometres away. Dr
Moeen, the medical superintendent of the Taluka Hospital Sehwan, said that they
had received 50 bodies — some of which were mutilated beyond recognition.
―More than 250 people are injured — 42 of them critically,‖ he said, adding
that those with life-threatening wounds were being moved to hospitals in nearby
districts. A state of emergency had been declared in hospitals in Dadu, Sehwan and
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Hyderabad. Provincial Health Minister Dr Sikander Mandro said an emergency
had been declared in Karachi hospitals too.
Army chief General Qamar Bajwa ordered immediate assistance to the
victims. And subsequently army and Rangers troops were moved to the shrine with
medical support. ―The Combined Military Hospital in Hyderabad has also been
directed to treat the injured,‖ DG ISPR Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor said in a series of
Twitter messages.
Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal Sohail Aman directed his force to utilise
the C-130 transport aircraft for evacuation of the casualties. ―The injured will be
treated at PAF hospitals,‖ he was quoted as saying by the DG ISPR. Similarly,
Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Zakaullah put all naval hospitals in Karachi on high
alert, saying they were ready to receive the injured through ‗night-capable
helicopters‘.
Lal Shahbaz Qalander is one of the country‘s most revered shrines, dedicated
to a 13th-century saint whose spirit is invoked by devotees in ecstatic daily dancing
and singing rituals in Sehwan Sharif. However, most of the country‘s myriad
radical militant groups despise Sufis and other religious minorities as heretics.
The Islamic State, the Middle East-based militant group which has a small but
increasingly prominent presence in Pakistan, claimed responsibility for the attack,
the group‘s affiliated news agency AMAQ reported. There were unconfirmed
reports that the suicide bomber was a woman. And based on preliminary
investigations, police said the bomber carried over 20 kilos of explosives in his
suicide vest.
Army chief vows revenge
Forensic Division Sindh sent its Crime Scene Vehicle, or Forensic Mobile
Station Van, along with forensic experts, to Sehwan to gather vital evidence. Sindh
Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah denounced the attack and directed the
provincial police chief to submit investigation report as soon as possible. He also
declared three-day mourning across the province.
The country has seen an upsurge in terrorist violence over the past few days,
with bombers striking in Lahore, Peshawar, Mohmand Agency, and now in Sindh.
Seven people were killed in two suicide attacks in Mohmand, while a bomber
targeted a van carrying lower court judges in Peshawar.
The high death toll in Thursday‘s bombing makes it one of the worst attacks
in the country in recent years. In August last year, at least 74 people, mostly
lawyers, were killed in a gun and suicide attack at Quetta‘s Civil Hospital. The
Jamaatul Ahrar (JuA) faction of the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and
Islamic State claimed responsibility for that atrocity. The JuA also said it was
responsible for a bombing in Lahore earlier this week that killed 13 people. (With
additional input from Agencies)
В результате взрыва бомбы в храме погибли 50 человек и 100 ранены (в
Синде).
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At least 50 dead as bomb rips through Lal Shahbaz shrine in Sehwan,
Sindh
Mohammad
Hussain
Khan,
Qurban
Ali
Khushik.
Dawn.
16.02.2017.
http://www.dawn.com/news/1315136/at-least-50-dead-as-bomb-rips-through-lal-shahbaz-shrinein-sehwan-sindh
http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Feb-17/shrine-blast-death-toll-feared-to-cross-100

At least 50 people have been killed and scores injured in a suicide attack on
the shrine of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan on Thursday evening.
There are conflicting reports about casualties. Taluka Hospital Medical
Superintendent Dr Moinuddin Siddiqui has said at least 50 bodies and scores of
injured have been brought to the hospital.
The Assistant Superintendent of Police in Sehwan said a suicide bomber
entered the shrine through its Golden gate. The attacker blew himself up after
throwing a grenade, which failed to explode, he said.
The explosion took place in the area where dhamaal (a Sufi ritual) was being
performed after evening prayers.
A large number of devotees, from across the country, frequent the shrine on
Thursdays as it is a popular day to visit Sufi shrines.
What we know so far



At least 50 deaths and scores injured
The explosion occurred in the area where the dhamaal was being performed after evening
prayers
 The shrine is located slightly off the Indus Highway
 The attack is reminiscent of the suicide bombing at the Shah Norani shrine in Balochistan
in November last year.
 Armed forces C-130 and helicopter to aid in shifting the injured
An emergency has been declared in all hospitals of the area, with the injured being shifted
to Liaquat Medical Complex Jamshoro and the sub-district hospital.

COAS appeals for calm
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa has directed that immediate
assistance be provided to civil authorities. Army contingents have been dispatched
along with medical personnel. Combined Military Hospital Hyderabad has also
been alerted to receive casualties.
В Индии в 2016 г. произошло больше всего в мире взрывов бомб – 406, в
Пакистане 161
India tops global bombing list with 406 blasts in 2016
The Express Tribune. 16.02.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327424/india-tops-globalbombing-lists-406-blasts-2016/

India has topped the global blasts list with some 406 bombings taking place
in the country, Daily Mail reported on Wednesday.
The country witnessed more blasts last year than war-torn Iraq, Afghanistan
and Syria did.
According to a report by National Bomb Data Centre (NBDC), there were
406 bomb incidents including IED blasts and ordnance explosive blasts.
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After India, Iraq came second with some 221 bombings taking place. The
report has not mentioned the number of casualties that resulted due to the
bombings.
In January alone: ‗Over 2,300 people died in different emergencies‘
Pakistan only witnessed 161 explosions during the year 2016, a number far
less than its arch-rival India, followed by Afghanistan‘s 132 bombings.
Some 92 bombings were witnessed in Turkey, 71 in Thailand, 63 in South
Africa, 56 in Syria, Egypt 42 and 29 in Bangladesh among others.
The report further said out of the staggering number of 406 bombings, 337
were of IED nature whole others were triggered by grenades and ammunition
shells.
Burhan Wani was an icon, says ex-RAW chief
March 2016 was the most violent month for India with 42 bombings recorded,
while
April
that
year
followed
with
36
bombings.
The report also analysed the volatile situation in Indian-occupied Kashmir that
worsened after freedom fighter Burhan Wani‘s murder in the valley. It said the
area saw 121 per cent increase in bombings last year.
―While 14 IED bombing incidents were reported in J&K in 2015, the numbers
went up to 31 last year. J&K saw an increase in blast incidents and causalities
particularly after the death of Burhan Wani,‘ the report said.
Два человека погибли при атаке смертника у административного здания
в Пакистане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4023435. 15.02.2017.

МОСКВА, 15 февраля. /ТАСС/. По меньшей мере два человека погибли
и трое получили ранения в результате взрыва, прогремевшего на северозападе Пакистана. Об этом сообщает агентство "Синьхуа".
Согласно заявлению пакистанских вооруженных сил, террористсмертник привел в действие взрывное устройство у входа в
административное здание в агентстве Мохманд пакистанской Зоны племен.
Как отмечается, жертвами нападения стали сотрудники охраны.
4 взрыва в агентстве Моманд
Four bombers strike in 24 hours
Mureeb Mohmand, Riaz Ahmad. The Express Tribune, February 16th, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1328451/terror-wave-four-bombers-strike-24-hours/

PESHAWAR / GHALLANAI: It appears terrorists have had enough time to
regroup in their ‗safe havens‘ in Afghanistan after receiving a drubbing in their
erstwhile bastions in Pakistan‘s tribal areas. They have come out of their forced
hibernation to unleash a reign of terror yet again. Two days after 13 people were
massacred in wanton violence in Lahore, four suicide bombers struck in Peshawar
and Mohmand tribal region, snuffing out seven innocent lives.
Five people were killed when a suicide bomber struck outside the office of the
political agent in Ghallanai, the administrative headquarters of Mohmand Agency,
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and hours later another bomber attacked a van carrying judges in Peshawar,
wounding four judges and killing their driver.
Six reported dead in cylinder blast inside house in Bahawalnagar
―Two suicide bombers approached the main Levies Gate of the administration
compound around 9am and tried to force their way in,‖ said political
administration official Asmatullah Wazir in a statement.
―The Levies force personnel challenged them, but the bombers fired a volley
of gunshots at them. The Levies force officials retaliated. One bomber was taken
down, while the second detonated his explosives vest after he was hit by a
gunshot,‖ he added.
The sprawling compound houses administration offices, two boys and one
girls school and residential quarters of the officials.
In the orgy of violence three Levies officials — Sepoy Zar, Taj Alam, and
Yasir Khan — schoolteacher Pazir Gul and a civilian, identified as Tahir, were
killed on the spot. Another five people, three Levies officials and two Christian
children, were also wounded. The injured Levies force officials were referred to a
hospital in Peshawar for treatment of their life-threatening wounds, while the two
children were treated at Agency Headquarters Hospital Ghallanai for their minor
wounds.
The military confirmed the incident in a statement issued from Rawalpindi.
―The terrorist bid was foiled by security agencies who had intelligence about
intrusion of suicide bombers from Afghanistan into Mohmand Agency‖, said the
military‘s media arm, the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR). Three Khasadar
(Levies) personnel and two civilian died in the blast.
Lahore attack: Cops killed in the line of duty
Subsequent to the blast, security forces cordoned off the area and mounted a
search operation. The main road between Bajaur Agency and Peshawar was closed
for five hours. A source in the paramilitary Frontier Corps said that in the search
operation in the Shiekh Banda area, near Ghallanai, five suspected terrorists were
killed while they were trying to flee the area.
In a second suicide attack, an FC official, Khayal Hussain, was killed in
Michini Mosal Kor area of Mohmand Agency. The bomber blew himself up after
he was intercepted by the FC official during a search operation in Lower
Mohmand, near the border with Charsadda district of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
The paramilitary force also detained 20 suspects and recovered ammunitions
from their possession.
Mohmand Agency, which shares a border with Afghanistan, has borne the
brunt of Taliban insurgency over the past few years. On September 16, 2016, three
dozen civilians were killed and as many injured in a suicide bombing at a Friday
congregation in a local mosque. And two paramilitary soldiers died when four
suicide bombers targeted an FC camp in Ghallanai on November 16, 2016.
Hours after Wednesday‘s bombings in Mohmand Agency, a motorcycleborne suicide bomber slammed his two-wheeler into a van carrying lower court
judges in an upscale neighbourhood of Peshawar.
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The van driver was killed as was the bomber, while one male and three
female judges were wounded in the bombing that took place in Phase V of
Hayatabad on Wednesday afternoon. Two passersby also suffered bruises. The
outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) claimed credit for the attack that came
two days after a suicide bomber mowed down 13 people – including two senior
police officers – outside the Punjab Assembly in Lahore.
Medics say the wounds of the injured judges are not life-threatening,
according to CCPO Tahir Khan. ―The bomber hit the van around 3.30pm when it
was crossing a square,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
CCPO Khan said the bomber was carrying around 15 kilos of explosives in
his suicide vest. ―Investigators have found the body parts of the bomber,‖ he said.
―There was no police escort with the judges‘ vehicle,‖ he said and advised the
media not to speculate and wait for the investigation to complete.
SP Cantt Imran Malik identified the slain driver as Khurshid, and the injured
judges as Asif Jadoon, Amina, Tahrina, and Rabia who were driven to the nearby
Hayatabad Medical Complex.
Suicide blast: Lawyers pay rich tributes to martyrs
Witnesses recounted the sickening images they had seen at the bombsite.
―When I heard the ear-splitting explosion I ran towards the square where I saw the
driver tossed out of his seat on the ground,‖ one witness told The Express Tribune.
―The area was enveloped in a cloud of dust and smoke.‖
The body of the bomber and the motorcycle were blown into pieces, he
added. In the meantime, Rescue 1122 workers reached the site and ferried the
casualties to hospital.
An official of the Bomb Disposal Unit said the bomber was wearing a suicide
vest, while his motorcycle was also rigged with explosives. ―The motorcycle has
been reduced to pieces which suggest it was rigged with around eight kilos of
explosives,‖ he told The Express Tribune. Investigators were scrambling to find the
chassis number of the two-wheeler. In an email message sent out to the media,
TTP‘s central spokesperson Muhammad Khurasani claimed responsibility for the
attack, saying that the target were the judges. A police official said the attack took
place hours before PTI Chairman Imran Khan was to visit the HMC.
Сенаторы недовольны невыполнением «Национального
действий».
Senators express concern over ‗non-implementation‘ of NAP

плана

Ijaz Kakakhel. Daily Times. 14/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/14-Feb17/senators-express-concern-over-non-implementation-of-nap

ISLAMABAD: The Senate was informed on Monday that the government
had established a helpline to receive people's complaints and to this effect about
250,000 calls were received which also covered complaints regarding hate speech.
Over the complaints to helpline 1717, a number of arrests have also been
made and substantial hate material has been seized. Minister of State for Interior
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Balighur Rehman expressed these views while speaking on a motion moved by
Sehar Kamran regarding status of implementation of the National Action Plan.
The minister claimed that the law and order has improved and economy was
on an upward trajectory due to effective implementation of NAP. The PM
monitored NAP to ensure significant progress on it which has resulted in reduction
of terrorist incidents. He said the government had released Rs 1.4 billion for the
National Counter-Terrorism Authority (NACTA). He said a number of
recruitments had been made while numerous others were underway to provide
manpower to the authority.
The minister also said counter-terrorism force had been established in Sindh,
Punjab, Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Islamabad, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad
Kashmir. He said 100 percent mapping of seminaries had been completed in
Punjab, Sindh and federal capital while KP and Balochistan were also in the
process of completion. He said Karachi operation was also launched after taking all
the political forces into confidence.
Speaking on the occasion, Senator Farhatullah Babar said until the state
abandons its policy of favouring militant groups that seek to target countries in the
region and until it curbs hate speech the fight against militancy would remain
elusive. Questioning the policy of blocking UN move to impose sanctions against
the head of a banned militant outfit, he said, "Such diabolical policies raised
serious questions about our intentions and policies." He said that activists
challenging state narrative on militancy and national security are silenced through
a vicious hate campaign on social and electronic media. "Today hate speech
flourishes while dissent with state narrative is not only silenced but also punished
covertly without recourse to law," he said adding, "This is a new and most
disturbing trend."
"The government must come out clean on the priorities it had in the fight
against militancy. Are we going to fight only those militants who are targeting our
citizens or are we going to fight those too whose target is across the borders?" he
asked. The Senate today passed "The Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary
Education (FBISE) (Amendment) Bill, 2016". The bill, moved by Nuzhat Sadiq,
provides to amend the Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education
Act, 1675. The House meets today (Tuesday) at 3pm.
Мощный взрыв произошел на митинге в Пакистане (Лахор)
https://news.mail.ru/incident/28759333/?frommail=1. 13.02.2017.

Москва. 13 февраля. INTERFAX.RU — Мощный взрыв произошел во
втором по величине городе Пакистана Лахоре, сообщает Associated Press.
По данным полиции, в этот момент на месте инцидента проходила акция
протеста фармацевтов, которые выступают против новых поправок,
касающихся продажи лекарств.
Как сообщает AP, движение Талибан взяло на себя ответственность за
взрыв.
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Пока неизвестно, сколько людей погибло или пострадало в результате
атаки, в ходе которой мотоциклист врезался в толпу протестующих, после
чего раздался взрыв.
Во время теракта в Лахоре погибли 13 и ранены 83 человека (во время
митинга фармацевтов против изменения правил торговли лекарствами).
13 martyred in Lahore suicide attack
Arshad Dogar. The News. February 14, 2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/18620113-martyred-in-Lahore-suicide-attack

DIG Capt Mobin Zaidi, SSP Zahid Gondal among victims; more than 80
injured, initial investigation suggests senior police officials were targeted during
protest staged by medical store owners; Jamaat-ul-Ahrar claims responsibility;
Punjab govt announces one-day mourning
LAHORE: DIG City Traffic Police Capt (retd) Ahmad Mobin Zaidi and
Acting DIG (Operations) Zahid Gondal were among the six police officials
martyred in a deadly suicide blast outside the Punjab Assembly on Monday
evening. In all, a total of 13 persons lost their lives and 80 others were injured.
Several vehicles were also destroyed and windowpanes of nearby buildings
smashed in the blast. Meanwhile, three persons were killed in a South Waziristan
blast and two were killed in a Dera Bugti blast.
In Lahore, the suicide bomber targeted the senior police officials who were
busy in holding final dialogue with theof Punjab Medical Stores Association and
the Chemist and Druggist Association to clear the Mall Road for traffic.
The outlawed Jamaat-ul-Ahrar claimed responsibility for the suicide attack,
naming DIG Mobin as an official of Counter Terrorism Department (CTD) in a
statement issued to journalists. The suicide bomber could have targeted the over
1,500-strong crowd of protesters but he went after the senior police officials,
especially DIG Mobin and SSP Gondal.
Officials of traffic police and Elite Police were also among the martyred
policemen, while some media representatives also sustained injuries. The experts
said the suicide jacket weighing 8-10 kg, which contained explosives and shrapnel,
was used in the terror strike, creating a huge impact in a crowded place.
The activists of Drugs Dealers Association, most of them labourers, were
protesting at Faisal Chowk (commonly known as Charing Cross) outside the
Punjab Assembly against the newly-introduced drugs rules since noon. They had
blocked the Mall Road for every kind of traffic for six hours.
CCPO Amin Wains, DIG Mobin, SSP Gondal and other police officials held
talks with their leaders, which proved successful. Afterwards, the CCPO left the
place just minutes before the suicide attack, while DIG Mobin and SSP Gondal
were trying to convince the protesters to disperse by removing trucks placed for
leaders as a stage so that the road could be opened for traffic.
The CCTV footage and the eyewitnesses‘ account show that a suspected
person approached the police officials at around 6:10 pm and exploded himself. As
a result, DIG Mobin, SSP Gondal and some of the protesters received fatal injuries.
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They were rushed to hospitals where doctors pronounced 13 of them as brought
dead.
Over 80 others received injuries add were shifted to different hospitals,
including Ganga Ram Hospital, Mayo Hospital and Jinnah Hospital, where the
condition of 15 of them was stated to be critical.
The suicide attack created panic as the protesters fled the scene fearing a
second blast. Some vehicles and bikes, including a DSNG van of Aaj News, caught
fire and gutted in the explosion. The bombing was captured live by the cameramen
of electronic media who were busy in the coverage of speeches of the Drugs
Dealers Association‘s leaders. Most of the media persons escaped unhurt.
Soon after the blast, Rescue 1122, Edhi, fire brigade and other rescue services
rushed to the scene. The rescuers said the crime scene was littered with blood and
the limbs of victims. An eyewitness said he was busy listening to the speeches of
his leaders when all of a sudden a blast occurred.
Another eyewitness said he was standing behind the Aaj News DSNG van at
time of blast, which caught fire within seconds as thick smoke filled the area. He
received a number of pellet injuries in his back and on other parts of the body.
The officials of law enforcement agencies, ISI, MP, Rangers, IB and CTD
reached the scene and cordoned off the area. The experts of Punjab Forensic
Science Agency (PFSA) collected forensic evidence, while the suicide attacker‘s
head had also been found.
Lahore GOC Maj Gen Tariq Aman, DG Rangers and senior officials of
Rangers and police also visited the blast site. The intelligence agencies started geofencing of the area to round up the facilitators of terrorists. Two suspects were also
taken into custody from the crime scene.
Further investigations are underway, while no case had been registered till the
filing of this report. Punjab IG Mushtaq Sukhera said the gunman of DIG Mobin
tried to stop bomber but he exploded the suicide jacket.
CTD SP Dr Iqbal said initial investigations suggested that the officials of law
enforcement agencies were the target, adding that they had sent evidence to PFSA
whose report would suggest about nature of explosives.
Similarly, Home Minister Rana Sanaullah, talking to media, said initial
investigation showed that the bomber targeted the police officials.
The statement issued by Asad Mansoor, the spokesperson of Jamaat-ul-Ahrar,
says the attack was carried out by Nasrullah alias Zabihullah. He also warned the
law enforcers of more attacks, ―Just keep in mind these attacks and blasts are just
the start of ‗Operation Ghazi‘.‖
It is worth mentioning that NACTA had issued threat alert for the provincial
metropolis on February 7 after which snap checking and search operations were
boosted. However, the police once again lessened patrolling and snap checking
during the last two days which resulted in the tragedy in the high security zone.
The investigators are of the view the bomber had targeted senior police
officials to create a big impact on the law enforcers and sabotaging the PSL final
scheduled to be held in Lahore.
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In a strong reaction to the suicide bombing, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said
the attacks would not weaken the country‘s resolve in fight against militancy. "We
have fought this fight against the terrorists among us, and will continue to fight it
until we liberate our people of this cancer, and avenge those who have laid down
their lives for us," the prime minister said in a statement.
Similarly, Chief of Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa instructed local army
commander and intelligence agencies to provide all necessary assistance to civil
administration for shifting injured to hospitals and apprehend those responsible for
this heinous act.
The Punjab government announced a one-day mourning, as Chief Minister
Shahbaz Sharif said, ―We equally share the grief of the bereaved families of the
martyrs and the entire nation is standing with them in this hour of distress.‖
The chief minister, who also sought a report from the provincial police chief,
the sacrifices of brave officials of Punjab Police, martyred during performance of
their duties, would not go to waste, adding that the brutal elements targeting
innocent people didn‘t deserve any leniency.
Former president Asif Ali Zardari, PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari,
PTI chief Imran Khan, ANP head Asfandyar Wali, Jamaat-e-Islami chief Siraj-ulHaq, Shia leaders Allama Sajid Ali Naqvi, Agha Hamid Ali Moosavi and other
political leaders too condemned the bombing, terming it as a cowardly act.
Meanwhile, according to a report from Wana three Frontier Corps (FC)
personnel were martyred in an explosion in Zarmelan area of South Waziristan
Agency on Monday.
The FC soldiers who were critically injured last night in an IED blast during
cordon and search operation embraced shahadat, says an ISPR statement.
Authorities said that the explosives were planted by the side of the road.
Soon after the blast security forces launched search operation in the area to
nab terrorists. Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif on Monday strongly
condemned the bomb blast in South Waziristan that resulted in martyrdom of three
FC personnel.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Governor Engineer Iqbal Zafar Jhagra condemned the
incident saying the war against terrorism will reach its conclusion. Interior
Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan also expressed sorrow and grief over the
martyrdom of the three FC personnel.
Meanwhile, according to a report from Quetts two persons were killed and
one injured in a landmine blast in Dera Bugti town, Monday. According to Levies
sources a water tanker was on its way when it hit the planted landmine beside the
road.
Теракт в Лахоре дискредитирует ислам!
Lahore attack: Lal Masjid calls TTP Ahrar anti-Islam group
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
15th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327115/lahore-attack-lal-masjid-calls-ttp-ahrar-anti-islam-group/

Says the banned outfit‘s terrorist attacks defaming Islam and Jihad
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ISLAMABAD: A day after the Jamaatul Ahrar faction of the TTP said the
Lahore attack was part of its ‗Ghazi operations‘ likening it with the killing of
Abdul Rashid Ghazi, the deputy imam of Lal Masjid, the mosque administration
distanced itself from the group calling it anti-Islam and anti-state entity.
The blast that took place on Monday in Lahore killed over 10 people,
including two senior police officials, and injuring more than 70 others.
Lahore attack: Defence analysts hold authorities responsible
The TTP Ahrar has said in a statement that the attack was part of its ‗Ghazi
operations‘, linking it with Abdul Rashid Ghazi, who was killed in the 2007
military raid on Lal Masjid.
The ‗Shuhada Foundation,‘ which represents Lal Masjid and deals with the
cases of the students killed in the bloody stand-off, strongly condemned Ahrar for
naming its activities after Abdul Rashid Ghazi and dubbed the outfit anti-Islam and
anti-state.
Hafiz Ehtesham Ahmad, spokesman for the foundation, said Ahrar has no
relations with Islam and Pakistan and is ―carrying out terrorist activities in Pakistan
at the behest of the Indian agency RAW.‖
―The terrorism by the TTP Ahrar is not only destabilising Pakistan but is also
defaming Islam and Jihad,‖ he said in a statement.
He said Rashid Ghazi had ―sacrificed his life for the supremacy of Islam and
opposed oppression until his death.
―But Ahrar has unleashed worst kind of terrorism and has massacred innocent
people in the name of Islam.‖
He said the TTP spokesman Mohammad Khorasani and the Ahrar leader
Ehsanullah Ehsan had never been associated either with Lal Masjid or any of its
institution.
Lahore attack would‘ve been avoided by implementing NAP: Imran
The spokesman said the TTP Ahrar has not only showed disrespect to the
sacred mission of Abdul Rashid Ghazi by killing innocent people but also hurt the
feelings of Lal Masjid sympathisers.‖
Ehtesham urged the state institutions to take tough action against Ahrar and
other anti-state groups and clear Pakistan of groups working at the behest of
foreign agencies.
―Shuhada Foundation will fully support every action of the state agencies
against anti-state elements,‖ he said.
Теракт в Лахоре
At least 10 dead, 58 injured in Lahore blast
The Nation. February 13, 2017, http://nation.com.pk/national/13-Feb-2017/severalreportedly-injured-in-blast-outside-punjab-assembly

An explosion near the Punjab Assembly in Lahore killed at least 10 people
and wounded dozens on Monday, a local emergency rescue service said.
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The Rescue 1122 service in Lahore stated that 58 people were wounded when
an explosion rocked a protest organised by chemist and pharmaceuticals
manufacturers.
"Apparently it was a suicide blast but police are still investigating to know the
exact nature of blast," said Punjab Police spokesman Nayab Haider, who
confirmed two high-ranking police officials were killed in the blast.
Among the dead are eight victims at Ganga Ram Hospital and five have been
identified as Bilal Amjad of Ravi Park, Mohsin Irshad of Sheikhupura, Umar of
Malik Park, and two elite force members Muhammad Aslam and Irfan Mahmood.
A spokesman for Jamaat-ur-Ahrar, a faction of the Taliban, called Reuters
and claimed responsibility for the suicide attack.
The militant group also warned the Lahore attack was the start of a new
campaign against government departments. "You are on our target across the
country," it added in a statement.
Jamaat-ur-Ahrar had also claimed responsibility for an Easter Day bombing in
Lahore last year that killed more than 70 people in a public park.
Security in Pakistan has vastly improved in recent years but militant groups
such as the Taliban and Islamic State still pose a threat and have carried out mass
attacks.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said the attacks will not weaken Pakistan's
resolve in fight against militancy.
"We have fought this fight against the terrorists among us, and will continue
to fight it until we liberate our people of this cancer, and avenge those who have
laid down their lives for us," he said in a statement.
The latest blast may jeopardise plans by Pakistan, a cricket-obsessed nation,
to host the final of its domestic Twenty20 tournament on home soil in Lahore in
March.
For years, Pakistan's international test cricket matches have been played
abroad and the current Twenty20 tournament is being played in United Arab
Emirates due to security fears.
Террористы атаковали армейский блок-пост на границе с Афганистаном
Terrorists attack Pakistan Army checkposts on Afghan border
The Express Tribune. 12.02.2017. (нет Интернте-адреса)

Terrorists from Afghanistan attacked a Pakistan Army checkpost in Mohmand
Agency late Friday night.
The military‘s media wing, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), said,
Pakistan military effectively responded to the fire in Baizai Tehsil of Upper
Mohmand, rendering it ineffective. Soon after the incident, militants fled back to
Afghanistan, ISPR added.
11 killed, 31 injured in Jamrud check post blast
Sources in the area revealed that at least two checkposts came under attack in
the Ulai area. ―Several militants were killed in the exchange of fire, with one minor
injury on the Pakistani side,‖ the source added.
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The outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan Jamaat-ul-Ahrar on Saturday stated
that it lost two men while three others were injured after they launched an
overnight attack on a Pakistani checkpost.
Govt-run boys‘ school comes under attack in Mohmand Agency
Last year, at least eleven people were killed and 31 others injured as a suicide
bomber blew himself up near a check post in Karkhano Market, adjacent to Jamrud
in Khyber Agency. ―Eleven people have been killed and 31 others injured,‖
officials of Hayatabad Medical Complex told The Express Tribune. Casualties are
feared to rise, the officials added. Further, a hospital source said a child and four
security officials are among the dead.
У Пакистана есть не только внешние враги, но и внутренние, которые
прикрываются именем Ислама, -заявил министр МВД
Pakistan under threat from internal enemies
Daily Times. 11.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/11-Feb-17/pakistan-underthreat-from-internal-enemies

KHARIAN: Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan has said that the
country is not only facing an external danger but also a threat from "hidden
enemies that are spreading chaos in the name of Islam".
"Our armed forces are dedicated to the noble cause of defence of the
motherland," said the minister during his visit to the National Counter Terrorism
Centre (NCTC) to witness the graduation ceremony of the 9th National Integrated
Counter Terrorism Course.
In his speech, Nisar said that the war against terrorism was difficult but
Pakistan had gained numerous achievements because of sincere efforts and
sacrifices rendered by army, police and intelligence agencies. "We have to take
forward these achievements," he added.
The minister said that war on terror gains - "achieved through efforts of armed
forces" - were an example for the entire world. "The nation is proud of armed
forces and those who sacrificed their precious lives for the defence of the country,"
he said, adding, "We can never forget sacrifices of our martyrs who laid down their
lives to bring peace in Pakistan."
He lauded professional capabilities of those who completed their training at
the NCTC, and said that they had been assigned a noble task of defending the
motherland. A total of 388 individuals of Frontier Corps (FC), police, Rangers and
other law enforcing agencies graduated through the batch.
The minister also witnessed a demonstration given by trained personnel to
effectively deal with terrorism.
Since setting up of the NCTC, over 235,000 individuals, including
international military troops from different countries, have been trained by the
Pakistan Army.
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According to sources, the training was organised on the directives of Chief of
Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa which shall continue to enhance
operational efficiency of police and other law enforcement agencies.
Earlier, upon his arrival, Central Command Commander Lieutenant General
Umar Farooq Durrani and Training and Evaluation Inspector General Lt General
Hadayatur Rahman welcomed the minister. The minister was briefed about the
standard of the training being imparted to improve performance of security
personnel.
Earlier on February 3, the interior minister, urging the West to honour its
commitments and agreements, said terrorism could not be linked to any religion.
The minister was referring to a summit held in Washington on 'countering
violent extremism' in February 2015, and recalled that over 60 countries
participating in the moot agreed upon the need to delink terrorism from religion.
"The tendency to label every man with a beard and every woman wearing
hijab as potential terrorists should stop now," the interior minister had emphasised.
"To win the war against terrorism, there has to be an international coalition,
but this coalition should be based on mutual and greater understanding of regional
dynamics and regional compulsions," he added.
Два человека пострадали в результате атаки на полицейский участок в
Пакистане
«ТАСС». 7.02.2017. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4001301

ИСЛАМАБАД, 7 февраля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. По меньшей
мере два полицейских получили ранения в результате атаки террористасмертника в округе Банну провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва на северо-западе
Пакистана. Об этом сообщает на своем сайте газета Dawn.
По имеющейся информации, неизвестный протаранил рано утром на
начиненном взрывчаткой легковом автомобиле ворота полицейского участка
населенного пункта Мандан. В результате последовавшего взрыва двое
дежуривших на входе в участок стражей порядка получили осколочные
ранения, а находившийся за рулем террорист погиб.
Ни одна из действующих в провинции террористических группировок
ответственность за атаку пока на себя не взяла.
СМИ: на юге Пакистана
преступников (Нур Мухаммад).

ликвидирован

один

из

опаснейших

«ТАСС». 2.02.2017. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/3990809

ИСЛАМАБАД, 2 февраля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. Пакистанские
рейнджеры (бойцы спецподразделения МВД исламской республики)
ликвидировали в четверг одного из самых разыскиваемых преступников
южной провинции Синд Нура Мухаммада. Об этом сообщает газета Dawn.
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По имеющейся информации, он был ликвидирован в рамках
спецоперации по зачистке одного из районов в Лияри (пригород
провинциальной столицы Карачи). При попытке задержания Мухаммад и его
сообщники открыли по рейнджерам огонь из стрелкового оружия и начали
забрасывать их ручными гранатами. В ходе получасовой перестрелки бандит
и двое его ближайших помощников - Сикандар и Мохаммад Ясин - были
уничтожены.
Банда Нура Мухаммада была замешана в целой серии нападений на
полицейских и мирных жителей, а сам он разыскивался сразу по 74
уголовным делам. За поимку бандита правительство Синда еще в 2012 году
назначило вознаграждение в размере 3 млн пакистанских рупий ($30 тыс.).
Ранее в местных СМИ неоднократно появлялась информация о том, что Нур
Мухаммад был ликвидирован в ходе перестрелки с иранскими
пограничниками в соседней с Синдом и граничащей с Ираном провинции
Белуджистан, однако затем она не подтверждалась.
Терроризм в FATA снизился в 2016 г.
Downward trend in Fata terror attacks in 2016
The Nation. January 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/26-Jan2017/downward-trend-in-fata-terror-attacks-in-2016

ISLAMABAD - Terrorist attacks in Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(Fata) have seen a slight downward trend in 2016 as compared to the previous
year.
A report published by the Fata Research Centre in Islamabad reveals that 130
militant attacks were recorded in 2016, compared to 146 in 2015. Similarly, 881
casualties were recorded during 2016 which is a significant decline, compared to
2,240 casualties in 2015. While overall terrorist incidents declined by 11 per cent,
there was a 60 per cent decline in total number of casualties in 2016.
According to the report, 52 incidents of militant attacks on civilians, 56
militant attacks on military, 17 cross-border attacks by militants on civilians and
military while five militant attacks on peace lashkar have been recorded in the year
2016.
The report further states that a total of 84 counter-terrorism incidents
including 64 search operations, 18 aerial strikes and two drone strikes were carried
out by the Pakistani security forces during 2016 to counter terrorism. Among the
total casualties that occurred in Fata during the year 2016, militants‘ casualties
comprised 52 per cent of the total casualties, while civilian and military casualties
were recorded as 27 per cent and 19 per cent respectively.
The highest number of casualties were reported from North Waziristan
Agency (23 per cent), followed by Mohmand and Khyber agencies respectively.
Orakzai Agency remained largely peaceful as compared to other agencies of Fata,
with two terrorist attacks reported in 2016.
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Irfanuddin, Research Analyst at Fata Research Centre, when contacted, stated
that the continuous decline in militancy incidents shows the effectiveness of
ongoing military operations in Fata. ―It shows that majority of the militant
networks in Fata have been dismantled although few groups are still operating in
pockets along the Pak-Afghan border,‖ he said. He was of the view that amidst
increasing control of Afghan Taliban inside Afghanistan, the regrouping of
Pakistani Taliban in Afghanistan poses serious threat to already fragile state of
security situation in Fata.
Ответственность за взрыв на рынке в Парачинар (агентство Куррам) в
Хайбер Пахтунхва взяла на себя группировка Техрик-и-Талибан Пакистан
(убиты 21 человек, ранены 50)
TTP claims responsibility for Parachinar attack
The Nation. January 21, 2017.
parachinar-kills-12-injuring-dozens.

http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Jan-2017/blast-in-

PARACHINAR: Around 21 people have been killed and over 50 are injured
in a powerful explosion that ripped through a crowded marketplace in Parachinar
Kurram tribal agency, according to officials.
Kurram Agency‘s political administration has confirmed the death toll and
said the injured were shifted to the agency headquarters hospital. There is shortage
of doctors and medical facilities in the hospital. The death toll is expected to
rise. Dr. Sabir Hussain at the Parachinar main hospital said 11 critically wounded
people who were brought from the vegetable market blast site died while being
treated. He said several of the wounded were in serious condition and being shifted
to other hospitals for better care.
Soon after the incident, the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban has claimed
responsibility for the blast in Parachinar. ―Saifullah alias Bilal carried out the
attack in Parachinar on Saturday,‖ TTP spokesperson Muhammad Khorasani said.
He further said the blast was in retaliation for killing Lashkar-e-Jhangvi chief Asif
Chotu, along with three others in an encounter. It was to avenge the killing of our
associates by security forces and to teach a lesson to Shiites for their support for
Bashar al-Assad," said the group's spokesman Qari Saifullah, referring to the
Syrian president.
Saifullah warned that his Sunni Muslim group will continue attacking Shiites
if they back Assad, whose regime is entrenched in a civil war that began in 2011
and has claimed more than 310,000 lives.
The explosion occurred at 8:50AM at the city's Eidgah market, where a large
number of people were shopping for fruit and vegetable. An IED that was placed in
a vegetable box which blew up.
Shahid Khan, an assistant tribal administrator, said the explosion took place
when the market was crowded with retailers buying fruits and vegetables from a
wholesale shop. He said the attack was being investigated.
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The Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR), the military's media wing, said
'20 shaheed and 30 Injured.Injured being shifted to CMH and LRH Peshawar
through Army helicopters. Army and FC troops are under taking relief and rescue
operations. It was carried out through an improvised explosive device (IED).
"Army and FC Quick Reaction Force reached at incident site and cordoned
off the area. Army helicopters flown for medical evacuation of injured to
hospitals," said the ISPR.
President Mamnoon and PM Nawaz Sharif has expressed grief over the loss
of life and directed concerned authorities to provide medical treatment to the
injured at all costs.
Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan has condemned the blast and
ordered for a detailed report regarding the incident. He further said that those
involved in the gruesome incident would not be spared.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra has also condemned the
blast, and sympathized with the bereaved families.
Governor said the war on terror will continue until the last terrorist is
eliminated. He said the cowardly terror attacks cannot weaken the nation's resolve
against the menace. Militants cannot lower courage of nation by such cowardly
attacks, vowing to end terrorism from the country soon. He said the war against
militancy will continue till ending of every single terrorist.
Information Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Mushtaq Ghani said that
emergency has been imposed in Peshawar, confirming that the blast was carried
out by a remote control device planted in a vehicle. He said the blast was carried
out at a busy market in order to target highest numbers of civilians. He said they
are ready to help any sort of to their tribal brothers.
PTI Chairman Imran Khan condemned the blast saying citizens would not
accept any such attacks and those who are attacking peaceful enemies of nation.
He said culprits would be brought before the justice. He directed the provincial
government to provide best medical facilities to injured people in the blast.
Former president Asif Ali Zardari also condemned the blast saying terrorists
would not be succeeded in their nefarious aims.
Chief Minister KP Pervaiz Khatakk, CM Punjab Shahbaz Sharif and JUI-F
chief Fazul-ur-Rehman have also condemned the attack in strongest words.
"We received 21 bodies of the local tribal people killed in the blast," Turi
said, adding that there would be a mass funeral and then a demonstration over the
attack. About 40 others were wounded in the blast in Kurram region, near the
border with Afghanistan, said Sajid Hussain Turi, member of the National
Assembly from the region.
Another Kurram official, Sabzali Khan, said early reports had suggested that a
suicide bomber was responsible for the blast.
Ashiq Hussain, who was lightly wounded, was being treated in Parachinar
hospital. He said he was purchasing fruits and vegetables loaded on a van when the
explosion took place. "There was big bang and dark cloud of smoke and dust I saw
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before passing out. There was no ambulance, and people had to carry the injured in
cars and private pickup trucks to the hospital," Hussain said.
After coming back into his senses Hussain said he saw bleeding bodies,
severed limbs and heard cries. "I was just bleeding from my leg," he said. "Thank
God I am alive."
A list of names have been released regarding people who have been killed or
injured in the attack.
No group has immediately claimed responsibility of the attack.
According to a Shiite leader Faqir Hussain, all the bodies have been brought
to a Shiite mosque.
Жертвами взрыва на рынке в Пакистане стали десятки человек
«Беларусь сегодня». http://www.sb.by/articles/zhertvami-vzryva-na-rynke-v-pakistanestali-18-chelovek.html. 21.01.2017.

На овощном рынке в племенной области Куррам на северо-западе
Пакистана прогремел взрыв, в результате которого как минимум 21 человек
погибли, а около 40 получили ранения. Эту информацию передает РИА
Новости со ссылкой на РЕЙТЕР.
Состояние многих пострадавших оценивается как критическое, а это
значит, что число жертв может увеличиться.
Взрыв случился в городе Парачинар сегодня утром - в самый "час пик".
Самодельная бомба, предположительно, была заложена на одном из
прилавков.
Район оцеплен, проводится операцию по поиску возможных
организаторов теракта. Пока ни одна действующая в Пакистане группировка
не взяла на себя ответственность за взрыв.
По меньшей мере 25 человек убиты во время теракта
Bomb wrecks crowded market in Parachinar
Mehdi
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
22nd,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303160/bomb-wrecks-crowded-market-parachinar/

2017.

PARACHINAR: A bomb tore through a crowded vegetable market in a
tribal region on Saturday morning, killing and maiming dozens of people and
breaking a relatively long lull in terrorist violence in the region.
Two terrorist groups — the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and Lashkar-eJhangvi Al Alami — claimed they had coordinated the attack in the vegetable
market, situated in the Eidgah Market area of Parachinar, the main town of Kurram
Agency.
While the Eidgah Market area has seen four terrorist attacks thus far, it was
the second deadly bombing in the vegetable market. In December 2015, at least 23
people had been killed in a similar blast at the same market.
The region‘s top administrator confirmed 25 people were killed and 87
wounded in Saturday‘s blast, revising an earlier toll given by the military. ―The
blast was caused by an improvised explosive device (IED) which was hidden in a
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vegetable crate and remotely detonated,‖ Political Agent Ikramullah Khan told The
Express Tribune.
Over 20 killed in Parachinar vegetable market blast
―The blast brought down the concrete shed at the market, burying several
people underneath the debris,‖ said witness Ali Hussain. ―There was no
ambulance, and people had to carry the injured in cars and private pickup trucks to
the hospital,‖ he told The Express Tribune. ―The victims were mostly vendors and
passersby.‖
Forensic experts from the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa police found traces of the
IED at the bombsite, according to the political agent. ―We believe the vegetable
crates were brought to the market from outside the agency, and the trail will lead
us to the culprits,‖ he added.
A police official said the device weighed around 18 kilos.
Television footage from the site showed chaotic scenes with people running
and shouting in panic and victims strewn in front of vegetables shops among
smashed crates and pushcarts. The victims could be heard screaming while
ambulances arrived at the site with sirens blaring.
Initially, the casualties were driven to the agency headquarters hospital, which
doesn‘t have the wherewithal to deal with an emergency of such magnitude.
Subsequently, 13 people with life-threatening wounds were airlifted in army
helicopters to the Combined Military Hospital in Peshawar, while another eight
were shifted by road, the ISPR said in a statement.
The directorate of health services of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
confirmed 24 people injured have been referred to hospitals in Peshawar. Imtiaz
Hussain, who accompanied an injured relative to Peshawar, claimed that more than
15 injured were in a critical condition.
A military official said the quick response force of the paramilitary Frontier
Corps and Kurram Militia reached the site immediately and carried out relief and
rescue operation. The mass funeral for the victims was held in Parachinar which
was attended by IGFC Maj Gen Shaheen Mazhar Mehmood and religious and
political leaders of the agency.
Kurram Agency had been a hotbed of sectarian violence, but of late harmony
was restored between the Shia and Sunni communities due to concerted efforts by
the authorities. The bombing came at a time when tribesmen from both
communities, who had fled communal violence, are returning to their native towns.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif expressed grief over the latest loss of life, his
office said in a statement. Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan directed the
authorities to submit a detailed report on the tragic incident.
The man who cheated death seven times
Pakistan‘s battle against the Taliban insurgency began in 2004 after the USled invasion of Afghanistan forced militants to flee across the border. Pakistan
Army launched an operation in June 2014 to wipe out militant bases in the tribal
regions and bring an end to a bloody insurgency that has cost thousands of civilian
lives since 2004.
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It has conducted a series of military offensives as well as concerted efforts to
block militants‘ sources of funding. Last year the country recorded its lowest
number of killings since 2007 when the TTP was formed. But the remnants of
militant groups are still able to carry out periodic bloody attacks.
В Пакистане ликвидирован новый главарь группировки "Лашкар-эджангви"
Информационное
агентство
«Росiнформбюро».
18.01.2017.
http://www.rosinform.ru/feed/295678-v-pakistane-likvidirovan-novyy-glavar-gruppirovkilashkar-e-dzhangvi/

Боевик был застрелен при попытке оказания сопротивления полиции
Главарь запрещенной террористической группировки "Лашкар-эджангви" Асиф Чоту ликвидирован в ночь с 17 на 18 января в перестрелке с
полицией в пакистанской провинции Пенджаб. Об этом сообщила на своем
сайте газета The Express Tribune.
По имеющейся информации, Асиф Чоту и еще трое боевиков "Лашкарэ-джангви" были застрелены при попытке оказать сопротивление
намеревавшимся задержать их сотрудникам контртеррористического
подразделения Министерства внутренних дел провинции Пенджаб в городе
Шейкхупура. Стражи порядка проверяли оперативную информацию о
подготовке указанными лицами теракта в административном центре региона,
Лахоре.
Асиф Чоту возглавил "Лашкар-э-джангви" после ликвидации в июле
2015 года одного из создателей этой группировки Малика Исхака, бывшего
ее главарем с 1996 года. "Лашкар-э-джангви", базирующаяся
преимущественно в центральной части Пакистана, была запрещена указом
президента Первеза Мушаррафа в 2001 году за десятки терактов в стране
против мусульман-шиитов, а также за ряд нападений в Афганистане.
Лидер террористической организации «Лашкар-и-Джангви» убит в
Лахоре
LJ chief among four killed in shootout: CTD
Imran Gabol. Dawn January 19th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1309396/lj-chiefamong-four-killed-in-shootout-ctd

LAHORE: Rizwan Ali Asif alias Asif Chotoo of Muzaffargarh, who had
succeeded Malik Ishaq as chief of the banned Lashkar-i-Jhangvi (LJ), was among
four militants killed in an ‗encounter‘ by the Counter-Terrorism Department of
police in Lahore late on Tuesday, a senior CTD official said.
Rizwan had previously worked with Hakeemullah Mehsud and Asmat
Moawia and was involved in extortion and the murder of almost 300 people, said
the official.
Malik Ishaq, his two sons and 11 accomplices were killed in an ‗encounter‘ in
Muzaffargarh in July 2015, after which Rizwan was made chief of the banned
outfit.
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He had spent time in prison between 2005 and 2012 before being released on
bail. He did not appear at a later court hearing to extend his bail and was declared a
proclaimed offender. The government had announced a Rs3 million bounty on
him.
The official spoke about his involvement in several sectarian killings,
including the murder of two Iranian brothers in Orangi Town, Karachi, and an
uncle and a nephew, both Iranian nationals, in Karachi.
Among the four killed by the CTD were Dr Shakir alias Ali Sufiyan and
Noor-ul-Amin alias Khalid Pathan, who were counted among the main leaders of
the LJ, he said.
Dr Shakir was chief of the LJ‘s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa chapter and was
accused of killing more than 50 people in KP and Punjab.
Noor-ul-Amin was from Charsada and was accused of having been involved
in the murder of Inspector Raja Saqlain in Rawalpindi and a suicide attack on an
Imambargah in Kocha-i-Risaldar. There was a Rs1 million bounty on him, said the
official.
A CTD spokesperson said they had received information that the new LJ chief
and four of his accomplices were planning to attack offices of an intelligence
agency in Lahore.
On Tuesday night, a CTD team had tried to stop the suspects near
Sheikhupura crossing, but they opened fire on policemen and fled towards the
cattle market, he said, adding that four of them were killed in a shootout while
three had managed to escape.
Минюст Пакистана: врач, оказавший помощь США по поимке Усамы
бен Ладена, освобожден не будет
«Русский репортер». http://rureporter.com/news/4771. 18.01.2017.

Заключенный в тюрьму пакистанский врач, который, как полагают,
помог ЦРУ выследить лидера «Аль-Каиды» Усаму бен Ладена, не будет ни
освобожден, ни передан Соединенным Штатам, заявил министр юстиции
Пакистана Захид Хамид, сообщают СМИ в среду.
Доктор Шейкил Афрайди, которого официальные лица США
приветствовали как героя, был арестован после того, как в мае 2011 года в
ходе секретной спецоперации в северном пакистанском городе Абботтабаде
американскими военными был убит Усама бен Ладен. С той поры непростые
отношения между двумя стратегическими партнерами погрузились до нового
минимума.
Власти Пакистана обвинили врача в организации фиктивной компании
по вакцинации, в которой он собирал образцы ДНК, чтобы помочь
Центральному разведывательному управлению США подтвердить личность
бен Ладена.
Афрайди был арестован сразу после облавы на бен Ладена и обвинен в
связях с воинствующими исламистами, которые он отрицал.
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«Закон идет своим курсом и Афрайди ждет справедливое судебное
разбирательство», — цитирует ежедневная газета Daily Times заявление
Захида Хамида, который ответил на вопрос законодателя верхней палаты по
поводу сообщений о возможном освобождении врача.
«Афрайди работал против закона и наших национальных интересов, и
правительство Пакистана неоднократно говорило американцам, что согласно
нашим законам он совершил преступление и перед законом», — сказал
министр юстиции.
В 2012 году Шейкил Афрайди был приговорен к 33 годам лишения
свободы по обвинению в связях с боевиками группировки «Лашкар-эИслам».
Этот приговор был отменен в 2013 году. Затем Афрайди был обвинен в
смерти пациента, произошедшей 8 лет назад. В настоящее время он
находится в тюрьме в ожидании суда.
Многих пакистанцев возмутило проведение спецоперации США по
поимке Усамы бен Ладена в военном гарнизоне Абботтабада,
расположенного всего в двух часах езды от столицы Исламабада.
Пакистанские
официальные
лица
рассматривают
длительное
присутствие бен Ладена в Абботтамабаде как оплошность служб
безопасности и отклоняют любое предположение о том, что ВС или
спецслужбы страны были замешаны в его сокрытии.
В мае 2016 года, МИД Пакистана подверг критике избранного
президента США Дональда Трампа за то, что тот заявил, что мог бы
заставить Исламабад освободить Афрайди «за две минуты».
Пакистан присоединился к возглавляемой США войне с терроризмом
после 11 сентября 2001 года.
Однако американские чиновники зачастую считают Исламабад
ненадежным партнером, который укрывает лидеров афганских талибов и
требует более жестких действий против военизированных группировок,
действующих вдоль границы с Афганистаном.
Впервые за последние 5 лет в провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва снизилось
число терактов
KP witnessed decline in terrorist attacks in 2016
The Nation. January 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/17-Jan-2017/kpwitnessed-decline-in-terrorist-attacks-in-2016

PESHAWAR - First time in the last six years, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
witnessed a visible decline in terrorist attacks and deaths in 2016.
This was revealed by Additional IG CTD Salahud Din during a detailed
briefing to the Inspector General of Police Nasir Khan Durrani.
During the year 2016, 238 incidents of terrorism took place as compared to
610 and 297 in the year 2014 and 2015 respectively.
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Similarly, the incidents of kidnapping for ransom and extortion also showed a
remarkable decrease as compared to the past three years. Besides, 100 cases of
extortion took place as compared to 344 incidents in the year 2014 and 178
incidents in the year 2015.
Meanwhile, 22 incidents of kidnapping for ransom took place as compared to
110 and 53 incidents in 2014 and 2015 respectively.
During the year 2016, 238 number of terrorism took place, in which
181person died. These incidents included attack on Bacha Khan University,
Charsadda, NADRA office and Kacheri in Mardan and attack on FC convoy in
Peshawar etc.
Police personnel showed extreme bravery by obstructing the suicide bombers
and were martyred.
During the briefing, positive results of operation Zarb-e-Azb were also
discussed and it was found that the Army Operation in Fata has remarkable effects
on the overall security situation in the province.
The IGP was also briefed about the challenges for Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
police in the face of Zarb-e-Azb. There were two major challenges for KhyberPakhtunkhwa police that were nabbing the fleeing militants who had escaped to
settled area, as a result of operation and to stop their further infiltration.
In this connection, the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa police responded very
effectively and arrested 1,195 hardcore militants while 121 Proclaimed Offenders
(POs), carrying head money were also arrested. He also revealed that 1,192 cases
of terrorism were traced and challaned.
The IGP CTD highlighted this aspect during the briefing that had these
militants escaped from Fata were not arrested, they could have played havoc in
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Similarly, in order to stop the infiltration and denying bases to the militants in
settled areas, the police undertook an extensive campaign of search and strike
operations and also against land lords, who had let out their places without
informing police. In this connection 22,506 cases have been registered.
IGP appreciated the role of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa police in general and CTD
in particular for rising up to the challenge and taking effective steps for
neutralizing the militants in settled areas.
МИД Пакистана отвергает обвинения в предоставлении своей
территории для терроризма (особенно для проникновения в Афганистан)
Foreign Office Rejects Allegations
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson of Ministry of Foreign Affairs is attached. PR.
No.18/2017. Islamabad, 13 January 2017. https://e.mail.ru/message/14843011730000001017/
http://www.dawn.com/news/1308203/pakistan-rejects-allegations-of-terrorist-safe-havensin-fata

In response to media queries regarding allegations of safe havens in FATA,
the Spokesperson out rightly rejected the claims and reiterated that Pakistan does
not allow its territory to be used for attacks against any other country. Pakistan‘s
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contribution to the international community‘s fight against terrorism and the
sacrifices that we rendered have been acknowledged by the world, including the
US at various levels of their leadership, EU and others. Pakistan has lost thousands
of its citizens and economic losses of over US$ 100 billion due to the menace of
terrorism. The successes of Zarb-e-Azb are manifested in the improved security
and economic situation in Pakistan, particularly near Pakistan-Afghanistan border.
The results of our military action are there for everyone to see through peace and
stability at our borders with Afghanistan. The US Parliamentarians and US
Commanders have visited the FATA Areas and publicly acknowledged the
successes of Pakistan‘s counter terrorism drive.
Afghanistan is infested with many terrorist organizations due to the instability
there, which has created space for the terrorist elements such as Haqqani Network's
leadership, TTA, TTP, Daesh, Al-Qaeda, Jamaat-ul-Ahraar, etc. It is, therefore, not
appropriate to blame others for the adversities due to the deteriorating security
situation in Afghanistan. The oft repeated claims regarding safe havens are,
therefore, more of a rhetoric than anything else.
We wish to reemphasize that some foreign elements are exploiting the
situation and using Afghan soil against Pakistan, in particular, and the region, at
large. The activities of Indian RAW and NDS nexus remains a matter of deep
concern to Pakistan.
Pakistan remains committed to peace efforts in Afghanistan as it is not only in
the interest of the region but more importantly, Pakistan. It is unfortunate that our
sincere efforts towards stability in Afghanistan are being maligned.
Pakistan wants peace and stability in Afghanistan. We are engaged in border
management which is imperative for effective counter terrorism. Pakistan will
continue its policy of cooperation with international community to defeat the
menace of terrorism. We will not indulge in blame game and expect others to do
the same.
Генерал Джон Николсон (руководитель действий в Афганистане)
доволен действиями пакистанской армии в борьбе с терроризмом
US general lauds Pakistan Army operations
The Nation. January 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Jan-2017/us-general-laudspakistan-army-operations

ISLAMABAD - Commander Resolute Support Mission (RSM) and US
Forces General John Nicholson on Monday appreciated successful operations
conducted against terrorists by the Pakistan Army.
General Nicholson made these remarks during visit to Miranshah bazaar in
his day-long visit to Pakistan.
The visiting dignitary acknowledged the requirement of bilateral border
security coordination.
According to the ISPR, on reaching Pakistan the visiting general had a
meeting with Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa. The
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COAS appreciated the role of erstwhile International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) and presently the Resolute Support Mission (RSM) Force for peace and
stability in Afghanistan.
The COAS acknowledged continuous support of the RSM to enable Afghan
National Security Forces (ANSF) for enhancing the capacity and capability to
independently tackle security challenges in Afghanistan.
The COAS emphasised requirement of the Pakistan-Afghanistan bilateral
border security mechanism for which the RSM can play an important role.
Later, General John Nicholson and General Qamar Javed Bajwa jointly
visited Miran Shah, North Waziristan Agency.
Visiting general was briefed by general officer commanding, on Operation
Zarb-e- Azb and progress on the socio-economic activities including return of the
displaced persons.
Visitors were taken to Miran Shah Bazaar where they saw the development
work being undertaken by Pakistan Army.
General Nicholson appreciated successful operations conducted by Pakistan
Army.
The visiting dignitary acknowledged the requirement of bilateral border
security coordination.
Earlier, on arrival at Miran Shah, Lt Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, commander
Peshawar Corps, received the visiting generals.
Военные заинтересованы в функционировании военных судов
Corps commanders hail performance of military courts
Siddique Sajid. Daily Times. 11.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/11-Jan17/corps-commanders-hail-performance-of-military-courts

ISLAMABAD: Presiding over his first corps commanders' conference on
Tuesday, Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa made it clear that
counterterrorism operations will continue in the country and the army will continue
to render full support to all state institutions.
The top general chaired 198th corps commanders' conference at the General
Headquarters. According to Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director
General (DG) Asif Ghafoor, The forum took comprehensive review of security
environment and operational preparedness of the army. The forum also expressed
satisfaction on the progress of Operation Zarb-e-Azb and its positive effects on
internal security, he added. The COAS said the counterterrorism operations would
continue and cleared areas be stabilised. He issued orders to intensify efforts for
return of the temporary displaced persons (TDPs) to their homes in Federally
Administered Tribal Areas. On January 9, Commander Resolute Support Mission
(RSM) and US Forces in Afghanistan General John W Nicholson and General
Bajwa visited Miranshah. The visiting general was briefed on Operation Zarb-eAzb and progress on the socio-economic activities, including return of the TDPs.
The COAS congratulated efforts of strategic organisations on successful test fire of
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Babur-3. Sources told Daily Times that military leadership hailed the performance
of military courts and said due to these courts the nation has seen a reduction in
terrorism. The conference also added that due to intelligence-based operations
Pakistan's overall security situation has improved.
ПНП
и
Джамаате-и-ислами
намерены
восстановлению военных судов
PPP, JI to oppose reinstatement of military courts

противодействовать

Muhammad Bilal. Dawn. 10.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307557/ppp-ji-tooppose-reinstatement-of-military-courts

Chairing a consultative meeting of opposition parties regarding the revival of
military courts, opposition leader Khursheed Shah on Tuesday said the Pakistan
People's Party (PPP) will oppose the reinstatement of military courts.
The veteran politician chaired a consultative meeting of opposition parties a
day after the federal government initiated consultations to introduce a
constitutional amendment reinstating the controversial courts for a period of time
all political parties agreed upon.
Also in attendance at the meeting were Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) senior
leader Shah Mahmood Qureshi and PTI's chief whip in the National Assembly
Shireen Mazari, PPP's Naveed Qamar, and Jamaat-i-Islami's Tariqullah.
Speaking to journalists about the PPP's stance on the revival of military
courts, Shah said, "This has been our point of view since day one."
The JI declared that they, too, would oppose the reinstatement of military
courts.
PTI's Qureshi said the PTI would first listen to the government's point of view
on the subject and then present its own.
Later today, the opposition parties are expected to hold a meeting with
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq.
Pakistan had legalised military court trials of terror suspects for a period of
two years in January 2015, soon after the terror attack on Peshawar's Army Public
School in Dec 2014, in which 144 people, most of them children, were killed by
Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan militants.
The two houses of parliament had on that occasion voted unanimously for the
legislation despite fears among the lawmakers that the tribunals they were
authorising would not be able to ensure due process to the suspects and might
undermine democracy.
An All Parties Conference (APC) gave the green light for the amendments to
the Pakistan Army Act to extend its jurisdiction for speedy trial of cases under
specified acts and provide the constitutional cover with a sunset clause of two
years from the date of enactment.
At first the 21st Amendment, as it is popularly known, was met with much
debate, but over time, military courts wove themselves into the fabric of Pakistan‘s
criminal justice system.
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The controversial special powers empower military courts to try civilian terror
suspects along with affording these proposed tribunals constitutional protection.
Military courts do not grant convicts the essential components of a fair and
free trial, as they lack in transparency and do not allow convicts the option to
appeal to civilian courts.
In its editorials, Dawn has criticised the establishment of military courts for
"simply not being compatible with a constitutional democracy."
Военное и гражданское руководство Пакистана пытается сохранить
существование военных судов и предлагает политическим партиям обсудить
этот вопрос.
Govt moves to keep military courts
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. January 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Jan2017/govt-moves-to-keep-military-courts

Civil, military leadership decides to extend courts‘ operation | NA speaker
calls parties meeting to evolve consensus
ISLAMABAD - Acknowledging the effectiveness of military courts, the civil
and military leadership of the country put their weight behind the move to grant
extension to the military courts for some more time.
The government has already initiated consultation for constitutional
amendment to continue the military courts for a period, to be agreed by the
political parties having representation in the Parliament, Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif informed a meeting he chaired on Monday.
The meeting of the civil and military leadership reviewed internal and
regional security situation. They agreed that the military courts had made
significant contribution to curbing terrorism and favoured continuation of their
operation.
National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq has called a meeting of the
heads of all the parliamentary parties today (Tuesday) to evolve consensus on
granting extension to these courts.
The military courts were established in the country through a sunset
legislation in the Parliament for the period of two years in January 2015 to speedily
deal with the cases of terrorists across the country.
As many as 11 military courts have been set up across Pakistan, including
three in KP, three in Punjab, two in Sindh and one in Balochistan.
Since February 2015, a total of 274 individuals have been convicted in these
courts. As many as 161 individuals have been sentenced to death (several have
them already executed) and 169 given jail terms (mostly life sentences).
The opposition parties in the Parliament, before attending the huddle called by
the speaker, have decided to have their separate meeting to devise their own
unanimous strategy on the issue.
A PTI spokesman said they would be attending the meeting called by the
speaker but before going there they would meet with the other opposition parties‘
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heads in the chamber of Leader of Opposition in the National Assembly to devise
some joint strategy.
Opposition parties, including PTI, MQM, Jamaat Islami and PML-Q leaders
have confirmed their participation in the meeting at Leader of Opposition‘s
chamber.
According to a press release issued by the prime minister‘s media, the
meeting of the civil and military leadership reviewed security situation in detail
with a view to strengthen the gains made against terrorism.
The participants reiterated Pakistan‘s clear policy of zero-tolerance against
terrorism and extremism to accomplish internal peace as well as supplement its
foreign policy initiatives. The meeting resolved for continued efforts at all levels to
achieve national policy objectives.
The participants agreed that Pakistan would continue its efforts for attaining
internal peace and play its due role for a peaceful region.
The meeting was attended by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Lt-Gen
Naveed Mukhtar, ISI DG, Adviser to PM on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Special
Assistant to PM Tariq Fatemi, National Security Advisor Lt-Gen (r) Nasser Khan
Janjua, Secretary to PM and other senior officials.
The meeting emphasised that the military courts have played an extremely
important role at a very crucial juncture of one action against extremism and
terrorism and translated the actions under operation Zarb-e-Azb to meaningful and
tangible national gains.
Zarb-e-Azb was launched after terrorists attacked Army Public School
Peshawar in December 2014, killing around 144 children.
The decision of bringing 21st Constitutional Amendment, which had paved
way for the constitution of military courts for two years, was also taken in an All
Parties Conference held in the aftermath of the APS attack.
Later at the time of legislation, Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl and Jamaat Islami
abstained from the voting on 21st Constitutional Amendment – citing reservations
on the definition of terrorism and its alleged linkage to religion and seminaries.
В Пакистане прекращают работу специальные военные суды
«Корреспондент.net». 7.01.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3797583-v-pakystaneprekraschauit-rabotu-spetsyalnye-voennye-sudy

Военные суды были созданы после нападения талибов на школу в
Пешаваре. Суды были учреждены в 2014 году.
В Пакистане с сегодняшнего дня, 7 января, должны прекратить работу
специальные военные суды, рассматривавшие дела, связанные с
обвинениями в терроризме.
Они были учреждены в 2014 году после нападения боевиков движения
"Талибан" на школу в Пешаваре, в результате которого погибли более 130
детей. За два года военные суды вынесли свыше 160 смертных приговоров,
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из них к настоящему моменту всего 12 были приведены в исполнение намного меньше, чем по приговорам гражданских судов за тот же период.
По словам пакистанских официальных лиц, военные суды "были
призваны ускорить отправление правосудия". Правозащитники, однако,
указывают, что военные суды действовали в обстановке секретности.
По сведениям активистов, в ряде случаев военные суды силой
добивались от подсудимых признания вины.
В Пакистане упразднены специальные антитеррористические трибуналы
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/3927430. 9.01.2017.

9 января, 14:56 UTC+3 ИСЛАМАБАД ИСЛАМАБАД 9, января. /ТАСС
Такие судебные инстанции были экстренно введены специальным указом
премьер-министра страны в декабре 2014 года после нападения на школу в
Пешаваре
ИСЛАМАБАД, 9 января. /ТАСС/. Специальные военные трибуналы,
рассматривавшие дела по обвинению в терроризме, прекратили свою работу
в Пакистане. Об этом сообщила пресс-служба вооруженных сил
южноазиатской страны.
Эти судебные инстанции были экстренно введены специальным указом
премьер-министра в декабре 2014 года после нападения боевиков на школу в
городе Пешавар, жертвами которого стали более 140 детей.
"За два года работы специальные военные трибуналы способствовали
снижению террористической активности. Отныне в них нет необходимости",
- резюмировал представитель пакистанской армии.
За время работы трибуналы рассмотрели 274 дела и вынесли 161
смертный приговор, из которых только 12 были приведены в исполнение.
Также 113 подсудимых были приговорены к различным срокам тюремного
заключения за причастность к террористическим группировкам.
Пакистанские правозащитники ранее неоднократно подвергали критике
эти судебные инстанции за якобы имевшие место многочисленные случаи
фальсификации обвинений в терроризме и несправедливо вынесенные
приговоры.
Конец военных судов
An end to military tribunals
The Express Tribune, January 8th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1287593/end-militarytribunals/

The militarisation of any justice system anywhere in the world is never good
news
The government has chosen to allow the special powers given to the army to
establish tribunals for the trying of civilians on terrorism charges to lapse. They
were given to the army under the 21st constitutional amendment in January 2015
and were controversial from the outset. There has been no formal statement from
either the military or the government other than a comment from Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Friday 6th January that the government had no plans
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to extend the military tribunals. Sources within the Interior Ministry say that
henceforward terrorism cases would be taken up by antiterrorism courts that had a
mandate to conduct trials expeditiously. At one level this is undoubtedly a
welcome development, but at another level there have to be concerns about the
efficacy and consistency of the civilian courts to deliver fast and consistent
decisions in respect of people presented before them accused of terrorist offences.
The ‗sunset‘ clause that has triggered the lapse of the legislation was put in
place in order to give the government two years to reform the criminal justice
system, close loopholes in the law and generally bring it into the 21 st century.
Judges, witnesses and prosecutors were to be afforded greater protection. To the
surprise of nobody that has not happened, and as with so much that is associated
with the National Action Plan formulated in the wake of the Army Public School
massacre there is considerably more talk than action.
During the two years the tribunals were operating they had heard 275 cases,
sentenced 161 terrorists to death and 116 to jail terms of varying length. Of those
awarded capital sentences 12 have been executed to date. About 27 convicts have
challenged their convictions and claimed that they have not had a fair trial, as
guaranteed under Article 10A of the Constitution. Their appeals are pending. The
tribunals had a 90 per cent conviction rate but lacked any transparency, a
consistent criticism throughout their life. Justice has to be seen to be done, and if
not seen then inevitably doubts arise as to the quality of justice being meted out.
With the long-term goal of revision of the justice system generally not having been
achieved the state reverts to a system that is open to political influence and outright
corruption as well as partiality on a sectarian basis.
This begs the question as to what extent the state is truly committed to the
eradication or even control of terrorism in all its aspects. The military have
fulfilled its part of the compact and rolled back extremist groups in both the
mountainous north and Karachi. The development of a national counterterrorism
policy should have been made in tandem with military activity. It was not, and
there is a gaping hole through which terrorism and extremism are free to walk in
the fabric of defence wrapped around the state. And walk they will. The perpetual
state of political delusion in respect of extremist penetration in Pakistan has created
a vulnerable underbelly. Those that wish ill to the state may be more quiescent,
there are fewer terrorist incidents and fewer fatalities to be sure — but neglect of
civil defences has created a space that is open to population by those that can
afford to bide their time.
The military tribunals have convicted people from a broad range of terrorist
groups, some of them banned by the government others not. There are reports that
the government is ‗working‘ on drafting new anti-terror legislation but it is some
way off being on the statute books. The militarisation of any justice system
anywhere in the world is never good news. Justice becomes arbitrary, invisible and
with the rules of evidence imperfectly applied or ignored. We welcome the
handing back of the scales of justice to a civilian judiciary, and utterly deplore the
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composite failure of the government to protect and preserve the people of Pakistan.
All the people.

МЕЖДУНАРОДНЫЙ ТЕРРОРИЗМ1
В Пакистане прошла Конференция 6-ти приграничных государств по
терроризму (включая Россию)
Speakers stress joint mechanism on connectivity, security
The Nation. December 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/25-Dec-2017/speakers-stress-jointmechanism-on-connectivity-security

Conference adopts 29-point declaration of partnership for development,
anti-terrorism action
ISLAMABAD - The heads of the parliaments from six regional countries at
the First Speakers‘ Conference on Sunday called for establishing
a joint mechanism to cope with the challenges of terrorism and security besides
promoting the inter-region connectivity.
The conference adopted 29-point ―Islamabad Declaration‖ of partnership for
regional peace, development and connectivity .
Hosted by the National Assembly of Pakistan, the three-day conference
commenced here with an objective to focus the parliamentary cooperation for
peace, connectivityand prosperity in the region. The theme of conference is ―the
challenges of terrorism and inter-regional connectivity‖.
Besides, Pakistan‘s National Assembly Sardar Ayaz Sadiq, Speaker of the
Wolisi Jirga of Afghanistan Abdul Rauf Ibraheemi, Speaker of the Shoora-e-Islami
of Iran Dr. Ali Larejani, Chairman of the State Duma of Federal Assembly of
Russia Volodin Vyacheslav Viktorovich, Speaker of Grand Turkish Assembly
Ismail Kehrman and Vice Chairman of the National People‘s Congress of China
Zhang Ping, addressed the inaugural session of the international event.
The guests appreciated Ayaz Sadiq for convening the conference to discuss
the important issue, presently confronting the whole world.
China‘s Zhang Ping in his address said ―no country alone can address the
challenges, being faced by the mankind and therefore, we will have to work
together to tackle them.‖
He said the six countries of the region have gathered here to discuss the
important challenges of the humanity. ―We should commit to secure peace and
stability through collective efforts‖. He said that China is working with the
international community to combat terrorism and stressed the need for joint efforts
to defeat this menace.
―China wants peaceful settlement of issues confronting the international
community‖ he added. He said that China‘s One Belt One Road (OBOR) project to
connect the whole world will be beneficial for all.
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Iranian Speaker Dr Ali Ardeshir Larijani said Islam is the religion of peace
and those, misusing the name of religion for terrorist activities are doing no service
to Islam.
He said occupation of other countries, poverty and under-development are
some of the causes of extremism and terrorism and these must be addressed to
overcome the problem. ―We have to see the root-causes of the terrorism while
fighting with it‖ he added.
Afghanistan‘s Abdul Raouf Ibrahimi said ―addressing the challenge of
terrorism should be our priority as our progress, peace and prosperity are deeply
linked to it.‖ He said the problem is assuming new dimensions as terrorist groups
have modern weapons and ammunition. The terrorists are targeting the civilians,
women and children in the name of religion.
The Afghan parliament chief said, ―Islam does not allow anyone to kill
people as it is against the humanity, killing one people means killing of whole
humanity.‖ Afghanistan is fighting against terrorism as a front line state, he added.
He said ―without joint efforts fight against terrorism cannot be won.‖
Russian Duma Chairman Vyacheslav V Volodin said ―we can defeat
terrorism through collective efforts.‖ He called for choking funding for terrorism
and strengthening legislative measures in this regard. ―We can only effectively
fight against terrorism jointly,‖ he added. Turkish assembly speaker Ismail
Kahraman said the conference is going to yield positive results and therefore, it
needs to be made permanent feature. He said Turkey has also remained a victim of
terrorism.
He said that for last many years, Turkey has been facing terrorism. He also
endorsed the idea of Sardar Ayaz Sadiq of establishing a permanent secretariat of
the speakers‘ conference.
The conference in its declaration recognised that peace was a prerequisite for
achieving development and promoting connectivity among the countries and
respective regions, agreeing on the need for more engagement and dialogue among
the Parliaments, government and the people.
They noted with concern the increasing links between drug trafficking and
other forms of transnational organised crime and terrorism.
The moot desired to maintain the momentum of high level exchanges and
consultations, providing impetus for deepening of ties among the countries.
The speakers stressed that cooperation among the states contributed to the
strengthening of peace, prosperity and stability for the peoples living in the region,
expressing satisfaction on multilateral cordial and close cooperation at regional and
multilateral fora.
They agreed to further strengthen collaboration within the framework of the
United Nations, Shanghai Cooperation Organization and other regional and
international organization, reaffirming the sovereignty, territorial integrity,
political independence and unity among the conference participating states.
The conference endorsed that connective was a key priority area of
cooperation, together with other agreed priority areas, besides it recognised that
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enhancing intra-regional connectivity would benefit all participating countries
through enhanced trade, investment, infrastructure, tourism, people-to-people
linkages and cultural exchanges.
Не Конференции 6-ти наций (Россия участвовала) были приняты
решения по совместной борьбе с терроризмом
Six nations call for joint anti-terror mechanism
Daily Times, December 25th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/166661/six-nations-calljoint-anti-terror-mechanism/

29-point ‗Islamabad Declaration‘ holds Trump decision on Jerusalem ‗null
and void‘ * Calls for resolution of Kashmir issue as per wishes of Kashmiri people
ISLAMABAD: The six-nation Speakers Conference Sunday adopted a 29point ‗Islamabad Declaration‘ of partnership for regional peace, development and
connectivity.
The moo, convened on the initiative of Speaker National Assembly Sardar
Ayaz Sadiq, was also attended by Speaker of Wolisi Jirga of Afghanistan Abdul
Rauf Ibraheemi, Speaker of Shoora-e-Islami of Iran Dr Ali Larejani, Chairman of
the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of Russia Volodin Vyacheslav
Viktorovich, Speaker of Grand Turkish Assembly Ismail Kehrman and Vice
Chairman of the National People‘s Congress of China Zhang Ping along with their
respective parliamentary delegations.
They discussed the significance of peace, development and connectivity
among the participating states and held in-depth and useful discussions to explore
ways for forging a partnership in mutually reinforcing areas.
The conference recognized that peace was a prerequisite for achieving
development and promoting connectivity among the countries and respective
regions, agreeing on the need for more engagement and dialogue among the
parliaments, government and the people.
The speakers also deliberated on the diversity and interconnectedness of
challenges and opportunities at the regional and global levels, besides discussing
the transformation of the world into a pluralistic multi-polar world where Asia was
leading the march towards globalization through inclusive cooperation with the
rejection of hegemonic approach or use of force, promoting equality of
opportunities for all nations and peoples.
Speakers of the international conference acknowledged the shared bonds of
history, culture and values between the peoples of the participating countries,
reiterating common resolve to comprehensively the relations across all security,
economy and trade.
They noted with concern the increasing links between drug trafficking and
other forms of transnational organized crime and terrorism.
The moot desired to maintain the momentum of high level exchanges and
consultations, providing impetus for deepening of ties among the countries.
The speakers stressed that cooperation among the states contributed to the
strengthening of peace, prosperity and stability for the peoples living in the region,
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expressing satisfaction on multilateral cordial and close cooperation at regional and
multilateral forums.
They agreed to further strengthen collaboration within the framework of the
United Nations, Shanghai Cooperation Organization and other regional and
international organizations, reaffirming the sovereignty, territorial integrity,
political independence and unity among the participating states.
The conference endorsed that connectivity was a key priority area of
cooperation, together with other agreed priority areas.
It reaffirmed support for the effective and timely implementation of all the
regional connectivity initiatives including infrastructure development, institutional
linkages and people-to-people connectivity.
The speakers said they would ensure support and facilitation to further
relevant cooperation among the participant countries in mobilizing resources and
expertise, information sharing and identifying specific cooperation projects for
improving connectivity.
Recognizing that terrorism was a common threat to the entire world, the
participants condemned this phenomenon in all its forms and manifestations.
The conference reaffirmed that terrorism could not and should not be
associated with any religion, nationality, civilization, culture or ethnic group,
underscoring the central role of the United Nations in the field of counter-terrorism
and calling for full and effective implementation of relevant, United Nations
Security Council resolutions and global counter-terrorism strategy.
The moot condemned the acts of terrorism targeted towards the parliaments
and expressed solidarity with the victims as well as the governments and people of
the countries attacked.
The conference agreed that for ensuring global and regional peace and
stability, the issue of Jammu and Kashmir needed peaceful resolution in
accordance with UN Security Council resolutions.
The speakers condemned the decisions and actions, which purported to have
altered the character, the status of demographic composition of the holy city of AlQuds, declaring them null and void having no legal effect.
They welcomed the recent significant achievements in defeating Daesh in
Iraq and Syria, and recognized that Daesh had continued to pose a serious threat to
the security and stability of countries of the region and urged for concerted joint
efforts to counter this threat. The speakers acknowledged the valuable achievement
in the framework of Astana process to reduce violence, facilitate humanitarian
delivery and provide conditions to find a political solution for Syrian crisis through
an inclusive, free, fair and transparent Syrian-led and Syrian-owned process as
envisaged by the UN Security Council Resolution No. 2254 (2015), which
preserved political unity and territorial integrity of this country.
They expressed willingness to help promote dialogue, trust and confidence
with a view to addressing the common challenge of terrorism in a unified,
coordinated and comprehensive manner.
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The speakers reiterated commitment to open, inclusive and transparent
international security architecture, based on the principles of international law,
indivisibility of security, peaceful settlements of disputes, non-use of force or
threat of force, for the benefit of strengthening peace, stability and sustainable
development in Asia and beyond.
They encouraged further development of multilateral diplomacy including
parliamentary diplomacy and supported efforts aimed at establishing mutually
beneficial and mutually enhancing relations among parliamentary organizations in
Asia and beyond.
Noting the economic complementarities among the countries and respective
regions, they agreed to support the efforts aimed at enhancing connectivity to
foster economic growth and bring countries, societies and people closer together.
The conference agreed to hold the next meeting in Tehran next year.
Earlier, Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People‘s
Congress of China Zhang Ping while addressing the conference said, ―No country
alone can address the challenges being faced by the mankind and therefore, we will
have to work together to tackle them.‖
He said the six countries of the region have gathered here to discuss the
important challenges of the humanity. ―We should commit to secure peace and
stability through collective efforts,‖ he said, adding that China was working with
the international community to combat terrorism. He stressed the need for joint
efforts to defeat the menace. ―China wants peaceful settlement of issues
confronting the international community,‖ he said. China‘s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) to connect the whole world will be beneficial for all, he added.
Speaker of Islamic Consultative Assembly of Iran Dr Ali Ardeshir Larijani
said Islam is the religion of peace and those misusing the name of religion for
terrorist activities are doing no service to Islam.
He said occupation of other countries, poverty and under-development are
some of the causes of extremism and terrorism and these must be addressed to
overcome the problem. ―We have to see the root causes of the terrorism while
fighting with it,‖ he said.
President of the Wolesi Jirga of Afghanistan Abdul Raouf Ibrahimi said
addressing the challenge of terrorism should be our priority as our progress, peace
and prosperity are deeply linked to it. He said the problem was assuming new
dimensions as terrorist groups have modern weapons and ammunition. He said the
terrorists were targeting the civilians, women and children in the name of religion.
He said, ―Islam does not allow anyone to kill people as it is against the humanity
… killing one man means killing of whole humanity.‖ He said Afghanistan was
fighting against terrorism as a front line state. He said without joint efforts, fight
against terrorism cannot be won.
Chairman of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian
Federation Volodin Vyacheslav Viktorovich said, ―We can defeat terrorism
through collective efforts.‖ He called for choking funding for terrorism and
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strengthening legislative measures in this regard. ―We can only effectively fight
against terrorism jointly,‖ he added.
Общий размер убытков Пакистана от терроризма после теракта в США
11 сентября 2001 г. составляет 119 млрд. долл.
Pakistan suffered over $ 119 billion loss due to terrorism since 9/11:
Ayaz
The News. 24.12.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/260209-pakistan-sufferedover-119-billion-loss-due-to-terrorism-since-911-ayaz

ISLAMABAD: Speaker National Assembly Sardar Ayaz Sadiq on Sunday
said Pakistan had suffered a loss of over 119 billion dollars to its economy since
9/11 due to cowardly acts of terrorism.
Addressing the three-day Speakers International Conference at a local hotel
he said, ―The colossal damage to global economy can be gauged from the fact that
since 9/11, Pakistan, alone, has suffered a loss of over 119 billion US dollars to its
economy because of such cowardly attacks.‖
He said that the problem had been aggravated further by the corresponding
rise in the illicit drug trade, which had largely remained unchecked and throbbed as
the major source of terror financing.
―Why has the global coalition against terrorism consistently failed to control
and destroy the booming poppy cultivation? The increased production facilities
and the expanding drug trade is a question that many fail to answer‖ he said.
Ayaz Sadiq termed the gathering of six countries speakers in Islamabad as a
historic occasion and noted that the parliamentary heads of these nations had
arrived here for the first time to reaffirm their commitment to shared peace and
prosperity and forge new grounds of mutual cooperation.
―It is a defining moment when we, the chosen representatives, take a giant
step to meet the aspirations of our people to live side by side in respect, trust and
friendship‖, he added.
―It is a new turning in the dictum‘s of multilateralism when parliamentary
diplomacy leads the executive towards a new regional alliance for collectively
addressing the common challenges,‖ he added.
He said the representatives of the six countries has assembled here,
represented a quarter of the total humanity on this planet and 3 percent total force.
―Three countries among us, namely China, Russian Federation and Iran,
rank among the top six nations with the largest deposits of natural resources in the
world‖, he observed.
The speaker said that China and Pakistan alone provide half of the world‘s
cotton adding, ―The untapped resources of Afghanistan could make it the richest
mining region on Earth while its mastery in infrastructural construction industry
has brought Turkey to the top rankings in the world.‖
Ayaz Sadiq said that the post cold-war world had proved to be more
dangerous and insecure than the bipolar era.
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On one side, the rise of unipolarism has given way to unilateralism and
global hegemony, while on the other, the ideals of respect for international borders
and nations‘ sovereignty are in danger with the introduction of the phenomenon of
non-state actors, he added.
He said that the seemingly unending spate of terrorist attacks during the last
ten years has rocked every corner of the world, claiming over two hundred
thousand lives.
―Almost half of these unfortunate victims were from our region‖, he added.
Ayaz said, ―Most of our respective countries have faced the maximum brunt
either through the Al-Qaida, the Taliban, the East Turkistan Islamic Movement and
now the eminent threat of the DAAISH.‖
He said that innocent men, women and children across continents have been
displaced and forced to leave their lands. Of the five top countries in the world,
hosting largest number of refugees, three are represented here; namely Turkey,
Pakistan and Iran.
He said, ―Although, religious fanaticism has been often cited as the main
cause of global terrorism, let us not forget that that rise of the Populist Right and
the sanctioning of oppression have also added fuel to the mayhem.‖
―From the burning fields of the Middle East to the denial of fundamental
right of self-determination in Kashmir, the world has failed to address the rootcauses of extremism‖ he added.
He said, ―The recent controversy, created around the status of the Holy city
of Jerusalem is not only a move to violate the International Law and the related UN
resolutions but also a deliberate attempt to undermine the peace efforts. It is a
move to divide the people of the world further and fan religious animosity.‖
Ayaz said, ―The 18th December‘s fateful vote in the Security Council, where
14 countries could not convince one country to show respect to the plight of the
Palestinian people further reminds us that the world needs a more just and
equitable order, based on respect for principles and ethics.‖
These are the very challenges, which pose a direct threat to our respective
nations; in fact the very existence of our countries,our mosques, temples and
churches, our schools and places of work and our homes are under attack, he
maintained.
―In our respective capacities as parliamentarians, we are trained to iron out
differences and create accords out of discords,‖ he added.
He said this was also the beauty of parliamentary diplomacy through which
the real representatives of the people could negotiate peaceful settlements of all
outstanding disputes, this should be the spirit of this Conference as well.
He said that the overall mutual trade volume of six countries gathered here
was just 366 billion dollars for the year 2016, which was merely 2 percent of the
entire global trade volume.
He said despite sharing common borders, the intra-regional connectivity had
remained at the lowest and added, ―We do not have reliable railway links while our
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respective airlines also do not fly frequently to each other. As a result, the tourism
among our six countries does not paint an exciting picture.‖
He said despite cherish cultural similarity, the people-to-people connectivity
was also hindered because of the language barriers. ―There has been a little effort
on respective state levels to promote regional language learning through our
respective academic institutions.‖
―We must turn it around. I am fully aware that the dark clouds of terrorism
in the region hinder our path. But let us not forget that there are silver linings as
well. By sharing our experiences on platforms like this conference, we can
collectively offer most viable solutions to contemporary problems,‖ he added.
Underlining the need to condemn terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations, he said Pakistan had repeatedly called for negotiated settlements of
all disputes, which plagued humanity and advocated home grown solutions to the
regional problems.‖
The speaker proposed that the forum should be given permanent footings
and the conference should become an annual feature. The National Assembly of
Pakistan, he said, would be pleased to act as its Secretariat till a permanent
secretariat and rules of the forum were jointly agreed.
He also proposed that the committees concerned on security, commerce and
trade in the respective parliaments should meet periodically to ensure a regular
follow-up of deliberations and continue to provide parliamentary wisdom to the
executives in their respective countries.
―Our forum must patronize the academia and the think-tanks of our
respective countries to jointly focus on our issues and bring our people closer. On
the part of my parliament, the Pakistan Institute of Parliamentary Services will be
readily available for such interaction‖ he added.
Пакистан начал выпускать информационный бюллетень о своей
антитеррористической борьбе
Pakistan launches factsheet on counterterrorism
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
December
24th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378476/pakistan-launches-factsheet-on-counterterrorism

2017.

WASHINGTON: Pakistan released a new factsheet on its efforts to counter
terrorism here on Friday night as an American scholar warned that US Vice
President Mike Pence‘s rhetoric against the country would not help the fight
against militancy.
The factsheet re-emphasises Pakistan‘s stance that the death of 122 children
at a Peshawar school on Dec 16, 2014 has galvanised the entire nation against
terrorism and the operations launched since then have targeted all terrorists without
exception.
Marvin G. Weinbaum, a leading scholar of South Asian affairs in
Washington, said at the launching ceremony that the factsheet ―makes a strong
case‖ about Pakistan‘s commitment to fight terrorism. Pakistan, he said, arrived at
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this commitment not due to American pressure but because the Peshawar school
attack ―touched the national conscience‖.
Urging the United States to understand this change in Pakistan‘s approach,
Mr Weinbaum said that Mr Pence‘s statement about putting Pakistan on notice
―does not help the fight against terrorism‖.
In a speech in Kabul on Friday, Mr Pence claimed that Pakistan had
provided safe haven to terrorists for too long but those days are over now, as
President Donald Trump had ―put Pakistan on notice‖.
Pakistan reacted strongly to the statement, reminding Washington that
―allies do not put each other on notice‖.
Mr Weinbaum, while rejecting Mr Pence‘s remarks as inappropriate and
unhelpful, also emphasised the need for Pakistan to show the same commitment in
fighting other terrorist groups that it displayed against the banned Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan (TTP).
He said that recent activities of individuals like Hafiz Saeed and Maulana
Khadim Rizvi were a threat to the Pakistani society and harmed the country‘s
image in the international community.
―After achieving a national consensus against TTP, Pakistan now has to take
on other militant groups, as well, groups that are more dangerous and lethal,‖ he
said.
Пакистан
смог
воспрепятствовать
распространению
Списка
террористических стран во время проведения Конференции министров
«Сердце Азии» в Баку 1.12.2017.
Pakistan‘s view on terror list accepted in new Heart of Asia declaration:
FO
Dawn, December 22nd, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1378107/pakistans-view-onterror-list-accepted-in-new-heart-of-asia-declaration-fo

ISLAMABAD: A list of proscribed groups attached with the Amritsar
Declaration of the Heart of Asia ministerial conference in Dec 2016 has been
dropped from the recent Baku Declaration, thanks to Pakistan‘s successful
diplomacy, the Foreign Office said on Thursday.
―India celebrated it as a huge diplomatic success over Pakistan and started
misusing the list for political point scoring,‖ FO spokesperson Dr Mohammad
Faisal told reporters at the weekly briefing.
―Pakistan had agreed to the list with positive intent... but subsequent Indian
behaviour, [i.e.] trying to use the listing of these groups to malign Pakistan forced
us to suggest a comprehensive list.‖
He said that at the recently held Heart of Asia conference in Baku on Dec 1,
2017, ―Pakistan emphasised the principle that selective listing should be avoided
and all terrorist groups should be condemned,‖ he said, adding that member
countries had agreed to drop the list from the recent declaration and had referred
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the matter to the Working Group on Counter-Terrorism, which would come up
with a comprehensive list of all terrorist groups in the Heart of Asia region.
Dr Faisal also said that the first phase of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) would be completed by 2020 while the entire project would be
functional by 2030.
The FO spokesperson said that Pakistan and China regularly monitored the
progress of CPEC projects, adding that the decision to include more projects and
highways in the economic corridor would be taken with consensus by the two
countries.
Talking about the convicted spy of Indian agency RAW, Kulbhushan
Jadhav, he said visas had been issued to his wife and mother and their meeting
would take place in Islamabad on Dec 25.
Replying to a question, he said the meeting between Jadhav and his family
would be held in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
There had so far been no decision on the implementation of the spy‘s death
sentence, he said.
Dr Faisal said Pakistan views the issues of Jadhav as the violation of the
relevant resolution of the United Nation Security Council.He said Pakistan had
repeatedly raised its serious concerns about the escalating presence of militant
Islamic State group in Afghanistan to the Afghan government and to the United
States as well.
He said most territories in Afghanistan were not under the control of the
Afghan government and they were being used for carrying out attacks in Pakistan.
Islamabad had conveyed its reservations to Kabul in this regard and expected that
it would take some concert steps regarding the matter, he added.
Replying to another question, he said that Indian malicious designs had
caused problems for the functionality of Indus Waters Treaty.
Dr Faisal emphasised that the fate of Indian-held Kashmir was not depended
on the orders of Indian courts, but on resolutions passed by the United Nations on
the disputed territory.
He said Indian atrocities on Kashmiris continued unabated and this week its
forces had killed four more people in the held valley, besides house arrest and
illegal detention of Hurriyat leaders continued. He said Pakistan condemned all
such actions as they are against basic human rights and international laws.
He said Pakistan had decided to release and repatriate 291 Indian fishermen
in two phases as a goodwill gesture and on humanitarian grounds.
He said that Pakistan wanted a political solution for the ongoing Yemen
crisis and believed that it was necessary for ensuring regional peace and stability.
The spokesperson also condemned the recent missile attack on Saudi Arabia.
Индия вновь подняла в ООН вопрос об укрывании террористов «в
странах, за пределами Афганистана».
Support for terror outfits must be forced to stop: India at UN
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The Hindu, 22.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/support-for-terroroutfits-must-be-forced-to-stop-india-at-un/article22216705.ece?homepage=true

―All safe havens and sanctuaries available to such groups outside Afghan
borders must end. Security Council has an important responsibility in this regard
in our collective interest,‖ Mr. Lal said.
Supporters of terror organisations like Taliban, Haqqani network and
Lashkar-e- Taiba must be forced to stop and all safe havens must end, India has
told the UN Security Council, expressing concern over the collapse of security
situation in Afghanistan.
Terrorists continue to attack the most vulnerable, including the sick in
hospitals, children in schools, devotees in mosques and even mourners at funerals.
Terrorist groups have gained territory, Deputy Permanent Representative of India
to UN, Tanmaya Lal said during an open debate of the Security Council on
Afghanistan.
―The support for terrorist organisations like the Taliban, the Haqqani
Network, Daesh, Al Qaeda and its designated affiliates such as Lashkar-e-Taiba
and Jaish-e- Mohammed from outside Afghanistan, must be forced to stop,‖ Mr.
Lal said.
―All safe havens and sanctuaries available to such groups outside Afghan
borders must end. Security Council has an important responsibility in this regard in
our collective interest,‖ Mr. Lal said.
―The continued resilience shown by the Afghan people and security
personnel has been exemplary but hopes of a better future still appear distant. Our
regular consultations and the work done by the Council have not been enough to
more effectively reverse the situation on the ground,‖ he added.
Mr. Lal said it has been painfully clear since long that the security situation
in Afghanistan has implications not only for the region but the entire world.
―While new threats emerge from the Daesh, the Security Council cannot
even decide whether to designate the new leaders of Taliban or to freeze the assets
of the slain leader of the group more than a year after the issue was brought to its
attention,‖ Mr. Lal said.
In his address to the Security Council Afghan Ambassador to the UN
Mahmoud Saikal said Afghanistan‘s patience on indiscriminate shelling from
across the border by Pakistan should not be tested.
―Under the pretext of receiving fire from our side, Pakistan‘s violations
across the Durand Line, including indiscriminate artillery shelling, has continued
unabated throughout 2017, resulting in the loss of innocent lives and destruction of
villages,‖ he said.
The proposal of Afghanistan for engagement and operational coordination
towards addressing these concerns has not seen any response, he told the UN
Security Council.
―At the same time, Afghanistan has the will and the capacity to defend its
territory and our patience should not be tested,‖ Mr. Saikal said.
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Afghanistan believes that confidence building measures can only be
successful when violations of this nature come to a complete halt, he said.
―In a similar vein, we are also in communication on the imperative of
addressing terrorists‘ regional safe havens and hope to see positive developments
on this front soon,‖ he said adding that Afghanistan looks forward to the upcoming
trilateral meeting in Beijing next week between the Foreign Ministers of
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and China.
Барак Обама уверен, что Пакистан ничего не знал о пребывании Усамы
бен Ладена на его территории
Obama says Pakistan did not know whereabouts of Bin Laden
Dawn. December 01, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1374059/obama-says-pakistandid-not-know-whereabouts-of-bin-laden

Former US president Barack Obama on Friday said Washington does not
distinguish between terrorist groups which target India and those that target the
United States.
He was speaking at the Hindustan Times Leadership Summit — an annual
meeting of business tycoons, world leaders and Nobel laureates.
This year's theme at the summit is ―The Irreversible Rise of India‖.
During the summit, while speaking to journalist Karan Thapar, Obama
pointed out a "consistent problem" that Washington has faced in its relationship
with Pakistan.
"Pakistan has been in many ways a partner in fighting against certain
terrorist outfits," Obama said. However, he added that, "there are some elements
that sometimes have not been good partners with us."
The former president went on to say that it was a "source of frustration" that
connections are made between "explicit terrorist organisations based in Pakistan
and elements that are connected to various more official entities inside of
Pakistan."
"But that's not just true for organisations directed at India, it is also true for
organisations, like Haqqani, that [have] killed US soldiers."
Osama Bin Laden's whereabouts: Pakistan complicit or unaware?
Another question Thapar posed to the former US president concerned the
2011 capture of Osama Bin Laden from Abbottabad and Pakistan's role in the
matter.
Thapar asked whether Pakistan had been hiding the Al Qaeda founder and
was, therefore, complicit. "Or, unaware and incompetent?"
In response, Obama said that "we had no evidence that Pakistan was aware
of his presence — that is something that we looked at."
Thapar also told Obama that "many Indians feel that when it comes to
questions of terror, the terror we face is treated differently from the one you face."
"America makes a distinction between the terror groups in Pakistan, like the
Haqqani Network, which target American interests in Afghanistan and terror
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groups such as Lashkar-e-Taiba [LeT], which primarily target this country,"
Thapar said.
"That's not how we viewed it," Obama responded.
India has alleged that the LeT was responsible for the 2008 attacks that
rocked India's financial hub. The allegation has been supported by Washington.
Obama recalled that at the time of the 2008 Mumbai attacks, Washington
was "just as obsessed with how to dismantle that network [LeT] as the Indians."
In 2012, Washington had announced a $10 million bounty for Hafiz Saeed,
the chief of the proscribed group Jamaatud Dawa, which is known to be affiliated
with the LeT.
"Our intelligence and military personnel were immediately deployed to work
with the Indian government in any way," Obama added.
"There is a historic recognition that terrorism of any sort, directed at any
country, metastasises," Obama added, elaborating on his view.
Пакистан приветствует предложение США бороться против «ТехрикТалибан-Пакистан» (особенно на границе с Афганистаном).
Pakistan welcomes US offer to take on Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
November
23rd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372340/pakistan-welcomes-us-offer-to-take-on-tehreek-i-talibanpakistan

WASHINGTON: Days before crucial talks with the US defence secretary,
Pakistan has welcomed an American offer to take action against militants involved
in cross-border raids from the Afghan soil, the Voice of America radio service
reported on Wednesday.
The official US news outlet also reported that Pakistan believed the US offer
―augurs well‖ for regional counterterrorism cooperation.
US Defence Secretary James Mattis is expected in Islamabad on Dec 3 for
talks aimed at enlisting Pakistan‘s support for implementing the new US strategy
for Afghanistan. The strategy seeks to force the Taliban to join the Afghan peace
process by defeating them in the battlefield.
Pakistan welcomes the US plan for persuading Taliban to seek reconciliation
with the Afghan government but says that there‘s no military solution to this
dispute.
Earlier reports had suggested that the US military chief Gen Joseph Dunford
could also visit Islamabad before Secretary Mattis for talks with his Pakistani
counterpart and other senior officials. But official sources in Washington now say
that Gen Dunford may not visit Islamabad, at least not before Secretary Mattis.
Diplomatic observers in Washington, however, see the US offer to take on
TTP militants, and Pakistan‘s acceptance of the offer, as a positive development.
In Rawalpindi, the chief spokesman for the Pakistani military, Major Gen
Asif Ghafoor, told VOA his country had always offered and sought cooperation to
strengthen border security.
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―Unilaterally Pakistan, having cleared all areas on Pakistan side, has restored
writ of [the] state, including steps like enhancing [troop] presence along the border
[with Afghanistan], establishing new forts and posts and has also started to fence
the border to deny freedom of movement to illegal crossers and terrorists,‖ Mr
Ghafoor explained.
The offer to take action against anti-Pakistan militants came from Gen John
Nicholson, who commands both US and Nato forces in Afghanistan.
Addressing a news conference in Kabul on Monday, Gen Nicholson said his
offer was meant to discourage Pakistan‘s army from shooting across the border
into Afghanistan while responding to border raids by militants.
―We have also offered if they [Pakistan] have a concern about anything on
this side of the Durand Line [the border] to let us know and we will act against it
so that it is not necessary for cross-border shelling to occur,‖ he said.
Afghan officials claim that last week Pakistani forces fired hundreds of
rounds of mortar shells into the Afghan border province of Kunar, forcing Afghan
villagers to flee their homes in harsh winter weather.
Индекс терроризма 2017 – Пакистан на 5 месте, Ирак – на 1 месте
Asia-Plus
(Таджикистан).
16.11.2017.
http://news.tj/ru/news/tajikistan/security/20171116/tadzhikistan-okazalsya-v-spiske-stran-s-nizkimurovnem-terroristicheskoi-ugrozi

Таджикистан оказался в списке стран с низким уровнем
террористической угрозы.
Таджикистан улучшил свою позицию в Глобальном индексе
терроризма, характеризующий уровень террористической угрозы в странах
мира.
Таджикистан в опубликованном лондонским Институтом экономики и
мира рейтинге Global Terrorism Index 2017 находится на 72-ом месте среди
163 стран мира. В прошлогоднем рейтинге наша республика расположилась
на 56-ом месте.
Согласно рейтингу, в 2017 году Таджикистан набрал 2.427 балла (чем
ниже балл, тем ниже угроза) и расположился среди стран с низким уровнем
террористической угрозы.
Таджикистан в рейтинге Doing Business поднялась на пять ступенек
Наиболее безопасной страной Центральной Азии признан
Туркменистан (134-ое место), где уровень террористической опасности
оценивается нулевым баллом. Узбекистан занимает 123-ое место (0,077
балла), Кыргызстан – на 79-ом (1,989 балла), а Казахстана – на 67-ом месте
(2,9500 балла). Россия находится на 33-ом месте (5,329 балла).
Самый же высокий уровень террористической опасности приписывают
Ираку (10 баллов), Афганистану (9.441 балла) и Нигерия (9.009 балла).
Iraq with 10 scores tops ten countries most affected by terrorism. It is
followed by Afghanistan (9.441), Nigeria (9.009), Syria (8.621), Pakistan (8.4),
Yemen (7.877), Somalia (7.654), India (7.534), Turkey (7.519) and Libya (7.256).
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(http://news.tj/en/news/tajikistan/society/20171117/tajikistan-listed-among-countrieswhere-the-terror-threat-is-low)

Наиболее же безопасными названы Португалия, Румыния, Латвия,
Сингапур, Словения и некоторые другие страны, имеющие, как и
Туркменистан, нулевой уровень террористической опасности.
Авторы доклада оценивают уровень террористической активности
внутри страны по следующим основным критериям: количество терактов,
число погибших и пострадавших, уровень материального ущерба.
«Институт экономики и мира» - независимая неправительственная и
некоммерческая экспертная организация с офисами в Нью-Йорке, Гааге и
Сиднее. Исследования в области терроризма организация ведет с начала 2000
года. Доклад Global Terrorism Index в этом году представлялся в пятой
редакции.
Tajikistan listed among countries where the terror threat is low
«Asia-Plus».
http://news.tj/en/news/tajikistan/society/20171117/tajikistan-listed-amongcountries-where-the-terror-threat-is-low. 17.11.2017.

Tajikistan has improved its rank on the 2017 Global Terrorism index (GTI)
moving from the 56th place to the 72nd place.
Tajikistan with 2.427 scores is listed among countries where the terror threat is
low.
In Central Asia, the safest country is Turkmenistan. Turkmenistan, which
received a score of zero in 2016, which indicates there was no recorded terrorist activity
between 2012 and 2016, ranks 130th.
Uzbekistan (0.077) ranks 123rd, Kyrgyzstan (1.989) – 79th, and Kazakhstan (2.95)
– 67th.
Russia with 5.329 scores ranks 33rd.
Iraq with 10 scores tops ten countries most affected by terrorism. It is followed by
Afghanistan (9.441), Nigeria (9.009), Syria (8.621), Pakistan (8.4), Yemen (7.877),
Somalia (7.654), India (7.534), Turkey (7.519) and Libya (7.256).
This is the fifth edition of the Global Terrorism Index (GTI). The report provides a
comprehensive summary of the key global trends and patterns in terrorism over the last
17 years in covering the period from the beginning of 2000 to the end of 2016. The GTI
is produced by the Institute for Economics & Peace (IEP) and is based on data from the
Global Terrorism Database (GTD). Data for the GTD is collected and collated by the
National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START); a
Department of Homeland Security Centre of Excellence led by the University of
Maryland. The GTD is considered to be the most comprehensive global dataset on
terrorist activity and has now codified over 170,000 terrorist incidents.
The 2017 GTI report highlights a turning point in the fight against radical Islamist
extremism. The main positive finding shows a global decline in the number of deaths
from terrorist attacks to 25,673 people, which is a 22 per cent improvement from the peak
in 2014. Terrorism has fallen significantly in the epicenters of Syria, Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Nigeria, which are four of the five countries most affected by
terrorism. The ten countries with the largest improvements experienced 7,348 fewer
deaths while the 10 countries with the largest deteriorations experienced only 1,389
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terrorism deaths. This highlights the strength of the positive trend with the number of
people killed by terrorism decreasing for the second successive year.
The Institute for Economics & Peace (IEP) is an independent, non-partisan, nonprofit think tank dedicated to shifting the world‘s focus to peace as a positive, achievable,
and tangible measure of human well-being and progress.
IEP achieves its goals by developing new conceptual frameworks to define
peacefulness; providing metrics for measuring peace; and uncovering the relationships
between business, peace and prosperity as well as promoting a better understanding of
the cultural, economic and political factors that create peace.
IEP is headquartered in Sydney, with offices in New York, The Hague, Mexico
City and Brussels. It works with a wide range of partners internationally and collaborates
with intergovernmental organizations on measuring and communicating the economic
value of peace.

В Конгрессе США звучать голоса о признании министром обороны
США позитивных шагов Пакистана в борьбе с сетью Хаккан, Лашкар-еТайба.
US bill delinks LeT from Haqqani network
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 14th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370332/usbill-delinks-let-from-haqqani-network

WASHINGTON: The US Congress has removed a provision from the
National Defence Authorisation Act 2018 that would have required the US
Secretary of Defence to certify that Pakistan has taken steps to ―significantly
disrupt‖ the activities of both Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and the Haqqani network.
The new version has confined this requirement to the Haqqani network only,
indicating a desire in Washington to focus entirely on Afghanistan as long as it
takes to subdue the Taliban insurgency there.
While the United States considers LeT a terrorist organisation, it also
realises that the group‘s main focus is Kashmir, not Afghanistan. Linking LeT to
the Haqqani network, however, creates an impression that the US not only wants
Pakistan to help it win the war against the Taliban but also wants it to change
Islamabad‘s position on Kashmir.
Since it already considers LeT a terrorist organisation, Washington will
continue to ask Islamabad to stop the group from carrying out attacks inside India.
But by delinking it from the Haqqani network, US policymakers are sending a
message to Islamabad, that fighting the Haqqani network is their first priority.
This distinction is clearly underlined in a congressional document, the
`conference‘ version of the National Defence Act 2018. As part of the US
legislative process, the House of Representatives and the Senate present their
separate versions of a bill and then they go into a`conference‘ to remove the
differences between the two versions.
This joint version places the following additional limitation on
reimbursements to Pakistan from the US Coalition Support Fund (CSF): Of the
total amount of $700 million of reimbursements and support authorised for
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Pakistan during fiscal year 2018, $350m shall not be available unless the Secretary
of Defence issues a certificate to the congressional defence committees.
His certificate should say that Pakistan continues to conduct military
operations that are contributing to significantly disrupting the safe havens,
fundraising and recruiting efforts, and freedom of movement of the Haqqani
network in Pakistan.
1. Pakistan has taken steps to demonstrate its commitment to prevent the
Haqqani network from using any Pakistan territory as a safe haven and for
fundraising and recruiting efforts.
2. Pakistan is making an attempt to actively coordinate with Afghanistan to
restrict the movement of militants, such as the Haqqani network, along the
Afghanistan-Pakistan border; and Pakistan has shown progress in arresting
and prosecuting senior leaders and mid-level operatives of the Haqqani
network.
The House receded with an amendment that would have required the
Secretary of Defence to issue a similar certification about LeT.
The conferees, however, expressed concern about the alleged persecution of
groups seeking political or religious freedom in Pakistan, including the Baloch,
Sindhi, and Hazara ethnic groups, as well as religious groups, including Christian,
Hindu, and Ahmadi.
The conferees urged the Secretary of Defence to ensure that Pakistan is not
using any assistance provided by the US to persecute minority groups.
In addition, the conferees authorised reimbursement of Pakistan for security
activities along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border, including providing training and
equipment for the Frontier Corps, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
However, the conferees expressed concern that Pakistan continues to delay
or deny visas for US personnel that could assist with the provision of such training.
Given this situation, the conferees recommended that the US Department of
Defence condition reimbursements for training and equipment with appropriate
access by the US personnel.
The House bill contained a provision that would state that it is the sense of
Congress that Dr Shakil Afridi is an international hero and that the government of
Pakistan should release him immediately from prison.
The Senate amendment contained no similar provision and the House
recedes.
The conferees noted the contributions of Dr Afridi to efforts to locate Osama
bin Laden, and said that they ―remain concerned about Dr Afridi‘s continuing
incarceration,‖ and urged the government of Pakistan to ―release him
immediately‖.
О терроризме глазами пакистанского очевидца
The fourth wave
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TRAVELLING in the US a couple of years ago, we drove up the scenically
splendid Pacific Coastal Highway of California. Inevitably, memories were stirred
of my very first trip to the US, when as a young man I had also travelled up this
road. The US at that time was a land where educated youth were radically
questioning the racism and neo-imperialism of their country. Rebellion, even
revolution, were in the air. Martin Luther King, Benjamin Spock, Tom Hayden,
and others were leading massive demonstrations in Washington. The revolutionary
anthems of troubadour Bob Dylan were being sung everywhere.
A visit to Hearst Castle, the magnificent and somewhat tasteless mansion of
millionaire publisher William Randolph Hearst, reminded us of the darker side of
the uprisings of the 1960s/70s. Hearst‘s granddaughter Patricia was first kidnapped
by, and then became an active member of, a band of violent terrorists called the
Symbionese Liberation Army.
Another, larger terrorist organisation at the time was the Weather
Underground, that carried out bombings and other attacks across the US during
their infamous ‗Days of Rage‘. There were also the Black Panther Party and,
outside America, the Baader-Meinhof Gang in Germany, the Red Army in Japan,
PLFP in Palestine, Red Brigades in Italy, and others elsewhere. All these groups
espoused pseudo-Marxist ideologies.
Facing a different kind of terror today brings up the question of whether
there is some kind of historical continuum between those leftist terrorists of the
1960s/1970s and today‘s Islamist gangs. Eminent Californian scholar David
Rapoport believes there is.
Today‘s terrorists propose no liberating ideologies.
Rapoport says there have been four successive manifestations, or ‗waves‘, of
modern terrorism. The first of these was the anarchist wave in late 19th-century
America and Europe, especially in Russia. Rapoport‘s second wave comprised the
nationalist/anti-colonial terror groups that operated in Asia, Africa, and elsewhere
between the 1920s and 1960s. The third wave was the 1960s-70s leftist groups
discussed here. And the fourth wave is that of the faux Islamist gangs of today.
Rapoport‘s categorisation demonstrates the equivalence of the kind of
people who joined terrorist gangs, whether they drew their ideological inspiration
from the left or the right. It is elegant, simple, inclusive, has a high degree of
explanatory power, and provides a good academic model. However, when it comes
to the present wave, there are certain peculiarities that distinguish this from the
earlier waves and these Rapoport fails to explain.
The first distinction is ideological. Previous waves were all, however
spuriously and superficially, linked with progressive political movements. The first
wave was anti-monarchist, and supported democracy and socialism. The second
wave operated on the fringes of the various national liberation and independence
movements. The third wave opposed warfare and promoted social and cultural
liberation. However conspiratorial and violent these groups may have been, they
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can be seen as storm crows riding the winds of wider political or social liberation
movements. But the fourth-wave terrorists of today, such as the Taliban, the
militant Islamic State group, and the various Lashkars and Jaishes, propose no
liberating ideologies. In fact, they are quite vocal about their violent opposition to
democratic or egalitarian ideals.
The second distinction is one of intention. The present-day terrorist is
indifferent as to whom or how many he kills, thus differentiating him from
operatives of earlier eras, such as Eva Zasulich, Joe Hill, Bhagat Singh, Bernadine
Dohrn, Leila Khalid, or Andreas Baader, all of whom chose tightly focused targets.
Cold-blooded lack of discrimination in target selection demonstrates that today‘s
terrorist is entirely uninterested in gaining political sympathy or support from
among the people. He does not seek sympathy for his cause; he seeks only to
terrify.
Thirdly, and this is especially significant, is the geographic extent of presentday terrorism‘s area of operation, and the wildfire way it has spread outwards from
the Pak-Afghan border areas, through the Middle East, down to West Africa, and
up into Europe. Nothing like this has been seen before.
All these exceptional features are explicable only if we appreciate that,
unlike Rapoport‘s first three waves, this fourth wave is not spontaneous or
autonomous. It has been driven by powerful state entities, including the sole
superpower, which made common cause with reactionary elements in Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria, in order to recruit, indoctrinate, organise, and unleash
these dangerous warriors. With this kind of large-scale loss of these countries‘
necessary monopoly of violence, state collapse and anarchy have become the order
of the day.
As I suggested in my last piece here, ―the seed of nihilism needs only to be
nurtured, given a ‗cause‘ as some kind of spurious justification, and provided with
the resources and means to kill‖. In the words of William Butler Yeats, ―the blooddimmed tide is loosed‖.
В Пакистане при нападении на пост убито два военнослужащих
(террористы проникли в Пакистан из Афганистана)

«Новости планеты». 13.11.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11215-vpakistane-pri-napadenii-na-post-ubito-dva-voennosluzhaschih.html
Боевики, проникшие на территорию Пакистана из Афганистана, убили
армейского офицера и солдата, заявили пакистанские военные в
понедельник.
Представители пакистанской армии утверждают, что четыре
пакистанских солдата были ранены в результате нападения на военный пост
в северо-западном районе Баджаур. Также сообщается, что до 10 нападавших
были убиты ответным огнем. По словам военных, отсутствие афганского
центрального правительства способствует таким атакам.
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Пакистан и Афганистан имеют границу в 2500 км. Соседи, оба из
которых являются важными союзниками США, обвиняют друг друга в
укрывательстве исламских боевиков и их две армии обмениваются огнем в
периоды напряженности в последние годы.
Нападение произошло через неделю после того, как неизвестные
боевики застрелили пакистанского дипломата возле его резиденции в
восточном афганском городе Джалалабад.
Нападение из Афганистана на пакистанских военных
Pakistan paying the price for security vacuum in Afghanistan: DG ISPR
The Express Tribune. November 13, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1557382/1pakistan-paying-price-security-vacuum-afghanistan-dg-ispr/

Pakistan Army‘s chief spokesperson said on Monday that the country is
paying the price for security vacuum on Afghan side of the border.
In a series of tweets, Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor, the director general of the InterServices Public Relations (ISPR), said that Pakistan has done its part including
cleared all areas of terrorists, border fencing, building new check posts, enhanced
presence along Pak-Afghan border and established of crossing points.
The DG ISPR comments came after two Pakistani servicemen – among them
a captain – were martyred in a cross-border attack by Afghanistan-based terrorists
in Bajaur Agency.
Размышления о сути «Исламского государства»
Щегловин Ю.Б. 10 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38995

Борьба с террористической организацией «Исламское государство»
(ИГ, запрещена в России) не завершится с поражением террористов в Ираке
и Сирии. Об этом заявил министр обороны США Джеймс Мэттис на
заседании коалиции по борьбе с ИГ, проходящем в рамках встречи
министров обороны НАТО. «С уничтожением сил ИГ и фактическим
падением «халифата» в Ираке и Сирии, они не утратят возможности
наносить удары в регионе и совершать нападения в наших городах (в США и
Европе). Эта борьба не закончится, она будет продолжаться еще длительное
время, и потребует всех наших совместных усилий, военных, экономических,
дипломатических, разведывательных, правоохранительных. Мы также
должны активизировать работу по борьбе с финансированием и пропагандой
терроризма», — заявил глава Пентагона.
При этом он подчеркнул, что «мы стабилизируем освобожденные от
ИГ территории в Ираке». Ранее генсек НАТО Йенс Столтенберг назвал
противостояние с ИГ «войной поколения». Рискнем не согласиться с
мнением чиновников НАТО и главой Пентагона. По одной причине – не надо
смешивать борьбу с ИГ с проблемой глобального джихадистского террора.
ИГ – это только лишь часть этого глобального явления, и вот борьба с
последним действительно может потребовать десятилетия. А ликвидация ИГ
как структурированной организации в общем-то уже произошла.
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В этой связи очень важно понимать, что такое ИГ. Это прежде всего
очень локальное проявление недовольства суннитских сообществ на
территории Ирака и Сирии. И именно это недовольство, которое было
стимулировано исключительно глупостью американцев, которые сначала
свергли С.Хусейна, а затем усугубили эту ситуацию путем своего
нейтралитета в ситуации, когда необходимо было восстанавливать
традиционную систему сдержек и противовесов в Ираке путем
насильственной для шиитов и курдов пропорциональной инкорпорации
суннитов во властные структуры, и привело в конечном счете к крайней
степени этого возмущения в виде ИГ.
И это было естественным финалом развития этого процесса, Тем более,
что на первом этапе становления организации и ее сирийской экспансии
плечо помощи подставил Катар. То есть по факту мы имеем по сути своей
жесткое националистическое движение с конкретными экономическими
целями, которое привлекало при этом идеями возвращения «к истинно
исламской справедливости» новых рекрутов.
Но и еще конечно возможностью спокойно пограбить представителей
«не тех» конфессий и получать ежемесячное жалование за свои военные
подвиги. Некий перефраз старой надарабской националистической
идеологии партии Баас, которая для универсальности применения в массах
была обернута в исламистскую обертку.
Почему исламизм и джихадизм используют практически все основные
зарубежные спонсоры этого явления? Просто потому, что все остальные
идеологии в арабском и мусульманском мире себя скомпрометировали или
не прижились в арабской массе, ислам же универсален. Все остальные
«франшизы» ИГ, за исключением «Вилайет Синай» (это отдельный проект
Катара и Турции по дестабилизации враждебного им режима в АРЕ),
таковыми по сути не являются, а лишь взяли на вооружение удачный
алгоритм решения своих сугубо националистических проблем, которые, как
правило, еще обострены и межконфессиональными противоречиями.
Никакого централизованного руководства и финансирования этих
«франшиз» из единого центра, что и является основным и главным
признаком вертикально структурированной организации, не было в помине.
Вот собственно и вся суть этого явления, которое решается предоставлением
суннитам или народности, которая ущемлена в своих экономических правах
и является адептом этой конфессии где-нибудь в Африке, широкой
социально-экономической автономии. Если мы вернемся к чисто иракскому
и сирийскому ИГ, которые никогда не организовывали свои ячейки за
рубежом в странах Запада, не финансировали и не проводили теракты в
Старом и Новом Свете (все проявления террористической активности под
лозунгом ИГ в Европе и США надо спокойно относить к проявлением
индивидуального террора, но никак не организованного. Тем более, что
никто из тамошних правоохранителей обратного пока не доказал), то
отметим, что для функционирования этого проекта было необходимо
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самофинансирование (за счет контроля над нефтяными полями и торговли
углеводородами, налоговой системы, контролем над основными
логистическими водными и сухопутными маршрутами, ирригационными
сооружениями, а также конфискации банковских авуаров и грабежа
представителей иных конфессий, и т.п.) и понятная система социальноэкономической автономии для суннитского населения. Таким образом
обеспечивалась поддержка на земле очень малыми силами.
Из сказанного следует, что ликвидация системы самофинансирования
путем вытеснения сторонников ИГ из ключевых для получения финансов зон
коренным образом этот проект хоронит. В том числе и в рамках
неспособности ИГ выполнять более функцию гаранта защиты для
суннитских племен, и истощение потока новых рекрутов, что определяется
прежде всего зарплатой и во вторую очередь идеями. И пока в
освобожденных районах Ирака или Сирии, где проживают крупные
суннитские племена, партизанской войны нет. По одной причине – сунниты
выжидают, и если они получат что-то социально-автономное, наподобие
того, что они имели при ИГ, то и не будет этой войны. Так что это вопрос не
«целого поколения», а только конкретных правителей конкретных стран в
очень ограниченный период времени. Что же касается исламистского террора
в Европе, то это проблема национальной самоидентификации мусульман,
которые испытывают в этой связи жесткий кризис правильности своего
вероисповедания как универсального средства для процветания. «Неверные»
живут лучше, а к правоверным, независимо от волны эмиграции и поколения
относятся как к чужим с легкой степенью пренебрежения и жалости. Так что
исламистский террор в Европе будет продолжаться, и он будет идти волнами,
потому как особо активны в этом действе как раз люди, уже родившиеся в
Европе. С учетом нынешней волны мигрантов, новой вспышки следует
ожидать лет через 15-20. Но к ИГ эта тема не имеет никакого отношения.
«Борясь» с терроризмом, США проталкивают боевиков в Пакистан.
«Politikus.ru». 6.11.2017. http://politikus.ru/events/101239-boryas-s-terrorizmom-sshaprotalkivayut-boevikov-v-pakistan.html

США продолжают делать вид, что усиленно борются с терроризмом на
Ближнем Востоке. Для Вашингтона это стало особенно актуально после
теракта в Нью-Йорке, который показал, что у ИГ длинные руки. На этом
фоне в американских СМИ появились сообщения о передаче Пакистану
списка из 20 террористических организаций госсекретарем США Рексом
Тиллерсоном во время его недавнего визита в Исламабад.
Ирония в том, что Вашингтон, пытаясь подорвать основы сирийской
государственности при помощи радикальных исламистов, создал все
условия, чтобы ИГ проникали в Афганистан и Пакистан. Ведь разветвленная
сеть террористической организации, с многочисленными базами по
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подготовке боевиков инструкторами из США на всем Ближнем Востоке явно
не способствует стабильности всего региона.
Более того, своей стратегией в Афганистане Вашингтон заставляет
военнослужащих наносить удары по боевикам в провинциях этой страны. В
итоге коалиционные войска под эгидой США выдавливают уцелевших
террористов в Пакистан. И уже здесь, в пограничных районах, американцы
планируют проводить военные операции по предполагаемым местам
укрытий террористов с помощью авиаударов дронами.
По этому поводу полгода назад в Исламабаде уже выражали
озабоченность из-за роста числа террористов на афганской территории,
граничащей с Пакистаном. От США и их союзников хотели элементарного:
чтобы они перекрыли возможность для лидеров террористических
группировок проникать в страну и осуществлять там теракты.
Однако США остались глухи и слепы. Зато приехав в Пакистан
Тиллерсон, по мнению Вашингтона, сделал «жесткое заявление». Мол,
властям Исламабада нужно вести борьбу с экстремистами и изгонять их из
укрытий на территории страны. «Пакистанская сторона утверждала, что в
случае получения информации от нас приступит к действиям. Мы намерены
проверить это, предоставив им подобную возможность», — сказал
Тиллерсон, когда передал данные о 20 группировках, орудующих в
Афганистане и Пакистане.
Подобный цинизм США не лезет ни в какие ворота. С июня 2014 года
Исламабад проводит масштабные военные операции по уничтожению как
иностранных, так и местных боевиков внутри страны и возле афганской
границы. Одновременно армия Пакистана активно обустраивает
пограничную
зону,
укрепляя
действующие
КПП,
устанавливая
дополнительные вышки для наблюдений и ограждение.
Но США все же умудрились обвинить Пакистан в укрывательстве
террористов. После этого Китай совместно с Саудовской Аравией призвали
Вашингтон и международную общественность признать вклад Исламабада в
дело борьбы с терроризмом. И вот теперь США «снизошли» до этого,
предоставив списки террористических организаций якобы для проверки
пакистанских властей.
Но очевидно, что США планируют и дальше дестабилизировать
ситуацию в этом регионе. Под предлогом неспособности или нежелания
Пакистана истреблять терроризм, Вашингтон стремится сам начать
бомбежку территорий страны, где укрываются террористы. Но уже хорошо
известно, что военное вмешательство со стороны США неизбежно ведет к
появлению глобального конфликта. При этом по примеру Сирии видно, что
вероятность уничтожения боевиков американцами ничтожно мала.
Это прекрасно понимают и в Пакистане. Поэтому там отрицают
военное решение кризиса в Афганистане, указывая, что действия
американских сил в течение 2001-2014 лет так и не привели к миру. В этой
связи, полагают в Исламабаде, возможно только политическое
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урегулирование. Но США не собираются следовать доводам разума и
пособничают террористам, обвиняя в этом всех, кроме себя.
20 террористических групп, которые США определили как наиболее
опасные (находятся в Пакистане).
U.S. shares names of 20 terror groups with Pakistan: report
The Hindu. 2.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/us-shares-names-of20-terror-groups-with-pakistan-report/article19968362.ece?homepage=true

Top on the list is the Haqqani network which, the U.S. says has safe havens
in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas in northwestern Pakistan
The U.S. has shared with Pakistan a list 20 terrorist groups like the LeT, JeM
and HUM that Washington believes are operating from its soil to target India and
Afghanistan, a media report said on Thursday.
Top on the list is the Haqqani network which, the U.S. says has safe havens
in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas in northwestern Pakistan and uses them
to launch attacks into Afghanistan, Dawn reported.
The list includes three types of militants groups: those who launch attacks
into Afghanistan, those who attack targets inside Pakistan and those who are
focused on Kashmir, the newspaper quoted diplomatic sources as saying.
India-specific terror groups like Harakatul Mujahideen, Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) and Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) are also on the list.
Harakatul Mujahideen is a Pakistan-based militant group operating primarily
in Kashmir. The U.S. says that group had links to Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda
as well, the report said.
JeM operates mainly in Kashmir.
The United States identified LeT as one of the largest and most active
terrorist organisations in South Asia. Founded in 1987 by Hafiz Saeed, Abdullah
Azzam and Zafar Iqbal in Afghanistan, the group had its headquarters in Muridke
in Punjab province. It too is focused on Kashmir, the report said.
Lashkar-e-Taiba was involved in the 2001 Indian Parliament attack and the
2008 Mumbai attacks.
The U.S. blames this group for committing hundreds of target killings and
dozens of mass attacks inside Pakistan.
The Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), an umbrella organisation of various
militant groups, was based in FATA, but has now relocated to Afghanistan. The
U.S. says that the group wants to enforce its own interpretation of Sharia and plans
to unite against NATO-led forces in Afghanistan. It has conducted hundreds of
terrorist attacks inside Pakistan.
Other groups on the list are: Harakatul Jihadi-i-Islami, Jamaatul Ahrar,
Jamaatud Dawa al-Quran and Tariq Gidar Group, which is one of 13 TTP
affiliates.
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The Tariq Gidar Group has been behind some of the deadliest attacks inside
Pakistan, including the Dec 16, 2014, massacre at the Army Public School in
Peshawar that left 132 schoolchildren and nine staffers dead.
The sources, however, rejected as incorrect the suggestion that U.S.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson gave a list of 75 terrorists to Pakistani officials
when he visited Islamabad last week.
Mr. Tillerson told the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Monday
that Pakistan was willing to target terrorists if provided specific information about
their whereabouts and Washington plans to give Islamabad the opportunity to do
so.
He said the information that the U.S. delegation gave Pakistan went ―beyond
just names of individuals‖ and also expected ―to receive information‖ from
Pakistan that would be useful in targeting militants.‖
Mr. Tillerson said that it was in the interest of Pakistan to change its ―longstanding‖ relationship with terrorist organisations.
―The conversation with the Pakistani government is for them to recognise
that they will be one of the greatest beneficiaries of a successful peace process in
Afghanistan,‖ Mr. Tillerson told lawmakers during a Congressional hearing on
Monday.
Mr. Tillerson, who also visited Afghanistan and India last week, responded
to questions on Pakistan‘s co-operation in the fight against terrorism in the
aftermath of U.S. President Donald Trump‘s South Asia Policy.
―Pakistan lives with two very unstable borders, one with Afghanistan, one
with India and our message to them is — You have to begin to create greater
stability inside your country and that means denying safe haven to any of these
organisations that launch attacks from your territory,‖ Mr. Tillerson said.
США предоставили Пак-ну шанс ударить по террористами (если
предоставят Пак-ну развед-информацию о месте их скопления)
US to give Pakistan chance to strike terrorist targets, says Tillerson
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, November 1st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367593/us-togive-pakistan-chance-to-strike-terrorist-targets-says-tillerson

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has informed
Congress that Pakistan is willing to target terrorists if provided information and
Washington plans to give Islamabad the opportunity to prove it.
At a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on Monday night,
American lawmakers also warned that if the United States insisted on having the
option of first strike against a nuclear-armed nation, it could send a wrong signal to
other nations with nuclear weapons. They particularly mentioned India and
Pakistan, two nuclear nations with strained relations.
Although the hearing was on the US president‘s authority to go to war,
Senator John Barrasso, a Wyoming Republican, asked Mr Tillerson to share with
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the committee what he heard from Pakistanis during his visit to Islamabad last
week.
―Pakistanis have indicated — if we provide them information they will act.
We‘re going to have to test that, give them an opportunity to do so,‖ Secretary
Tillerson replied. ―So, we are going to enter into an effort to have greater sharing
of certain intelligence information.‖
Senator Barrasso also referred to US President Donald Trump‘s Aug 21
speech who said that ―a pillar‖ of his new strategy for Afghanistan was ―to change
the approach in how to deal with Pakistan‖.
The senator reminded Mr Tillerson that while travelling in South Asia last
week, he too talked about ―setting certain expectations‖ for the government of
Pakistan and also about putting in place ―a mechanism of cooperation through
information sharing and action‖ to deny terrorist outfits the ability to launch
attacks.
―So, could you talk a little bit about what is the change in the approach to
Pakistan and maybe some of the expectations that you‘ve articulated for the
Pakistani government … in terms of what this cooperation is going to look like?‖
he asked.
Secretary Tillerson said he could only share ―some broad contours‖ of
Islamabad visit in a public hearing and if the senators wanted more, he was willing
to sit with them for a closed hearing.
―But the conversation with the Pakistani government is for them to recognise
that they will be one of the greatest beneficiaries of a successful peace process in
Afghanistan,‖ he said.
He noted that Pakistan had two very unstable borders, with Afghanistan and
India, so the message he delivered in Islamabad was — ―You have to begin to
create greater stability inside your country and that means denying safe haven to
any of these organisations that launch attacks from your territory‖.
Secretary Tillerson said he hoped his visit will pave the way Pakistan
reviews the Afghan situation. ―Pakistan will find it in their interests to begin to
disassociate these long-standing relationships that have developed over time with
certain terrorist organisations,‖ he added.
He claimed that Pakistan did have long-standing relations with the Haqqani
network and the Taliban, which might have served their purpose for stability in the
past but they no longer served that purpose.
―And it‘s up to Pakistan I think, to think about their longer-term stability and
their future by changing that relationship with these organisations,‖ said the chief
US diplomat.
The hearing also focused on the issue of presidential authority to launch a
nuclear strike, with the committee‘s chairman Senator Bob Corker noting that the
Senate hasn‘t conducted a hearing on this issue since the 1970s.
Some senators described President Trump as unpredictable and warned that
he could order a pre-emptive nuclear assault against North Korea or another
country with nuclear weapons.
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US Defence Secretary James Mattis and Mr Tillerson, however, said that the
president could only order a first strike if Washington felt an ―imminent threat,‖
but refused to define what that threat might look like.
Senator Edward Markey, a Massachusetts Democrat, asked the two
witnesses if Mr Trump could launch a ―first strike‖ without consulting any
members of Congress.
Secretary Mattis avoided a direct answer, but said he could imagine a
scenario where it‘s possible if another country were preparing to fire weapons of
mass destruction at the United States.
Another lawmaker pointed out that the Bush administration invaded Iraq
because it thought Saddam Hussein had nuclear weapons but their assumption was
proved wrong.
Mr Mattis said the process for launching nuclear weapons was very rigorous.
―No US president has forsworn first strike and that has served us well for 70
years,‖ Mr Tillerson added.
A Kentucky Republican, Senator Rand Paul, brought India and Pakistan into
the debate, saying keeping the first strike option sends a wrong signal.
―What signal does it send to enemies of other nuclear powers? Enemies of
Russia, enemies of China, enemies of Pakistan, of India that we‘re reserving the
right if we don‘t like what weapon you have and we think it might reach us, we
may as well just take you out,‖ he said.
―And we look Pakistan and India is pointed at each other. You‘ve got Israel
pointed at Saudi Arabia, pointed at Iran. You have all of these enemies and if we‘re
going to assert the yes, we have the right and the will and will take pre-emptive
war against a nuclear power,‖ he warned.
Полиция Австрии задержала «пакистанского мясника», подозреваемого
в убийстве 70 человек
«Ракурс».
25.10.2017.
http://racurs.ua/news-96120-policiya-avstrii-zaderjalapakistanskogo-myasnika-podozrevaemogo-v-ubiystve-70-chelovek

Задержанный — профессиональный киллер. Его нашли в венгерском
городе Бой, где он проживал среди нелегальных мигрантов
Профессионального киллера из Пакистана, на счету которого около
70 заказных убийств, задержала криминальная полиция Австрии. Об этом
говорится в сообщении на сайте австрийской полиции.
Как сообщается, 35-летний мужчина подозревается властями
Пакистана в убийстве 70 человек. Его внесли в список самых разыскиваемых
людей. В стране его называют «пакистанским мясником». Преступника
объявили в розыск по линии Интерпола.
Так, сотрудники правоохранительных органов получили информацию,
что разыскиваемый преступник перемещается между Венгрией и Австрией.
Спецслужбы обеих стран смогли установить его точное местонахождение —
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подозреваемый находился в венгерском городе Бой, где он проживал
среди нелегальных мигрантов.
В уголовной полиции Австрии отметили, что в ближайшие дни будет
принято решение о выдаче задержанного пакистанской власти.
Напомним, в международном аэропорту «Борисполь» пограничники
задержали гражданина РФ, которого разыскивал Интерпол за контрабанду
наркотиковв особо крупных размерах.
Исламабад признал неспособность
ситуацию на границе с Афганистаном

полностью

контролировать

«Все об Афганистане». 18.09.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/114490.html

КАБУЛ, 18 сентября. Пакистан не в состоянии справиться с
активностью боевиков, действующих в районе границы с Афганистаном,
заявил премьер-министр ИРП Шахид Хакан Аббаси.
В недавнем интервью накануне поездки на заседание Генассамблеи
ООН пакистанский лидер напомнил о крупной атаке смертника в Кабуле, в
мае текущего года послужившей причиной гибели более 90 человек и
спровоцировавшей глубокий политический кризис в Афганистане.
Аббаси признал тот факт, что исполнитель теракта вместе с
пособниками прибыл в ИРА с территории Пакистана. «Мне неизвестны все
детали, но похоже на то, что границу пересекли три или четыре человека, –
сообщил премьер. – Был автомобиль, прибывший из этого района в Кабул,
припаркованный на территории посольства незадолго до взрыва».
Ссылки по теме
Премьер-министр ИРП: Военная стратегия США не сработает в Афганистане
УНБ Афганистана: Теракт в Кабуле осуществила группировка Хаккани

Высокопоставленный государственный деятель подчеркнул, что его
страна прилагает усилия для контроля над ситуацией в приграничных
областях, но не в силах полностью искоренить вражескую активность,
отмечает издание ―Financial Times‖.
«В этих районах ведут бои 250 тысяч наших военных, но мы не
контролируем территорию полностью, – уточнил премьер. – С той
стороны границы часто производятся набеги и нападения на наших
жителей. Если афганская армия не может сдерживать боевиков, равно как
и американские войска, чего ожидают от нас?»
Комментируя предупреждения президента США Дональда Трампа о
возможном сокращении объѐма помощи Пакистану, Аббаси подчеркнул, что
Исламабад может ответить на подобные шаги контрмерами, в частности,
отказаться от приобретения американских боевых самолѐтов, сделав выбор в
пользу контракта с Китаем.
Что такое «Сеть Хаккани»
Who are the Haqqanis, Afghanistan's most feared insurgents?
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Times of India. Oct 17, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-asia/whoare-the-haqqanis-afghanistans-most-feared-insurgents/articleshow/61112522.cms

The rescue of an abducted US-Canadian family in Pakistan last week has
spotlighted their captors — the Haqqani network, former CIA assets now
considered one of the most dangerous factions fighting US-led Nato forces in
Afghanistan. Here's all you need to know about the US-designated terror group:
What is the Haqqani Network (HN)?
Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who doubles as the Afghan Taliban's deputy
leader, the extremist group has been blamed for spectacular attacks across
Afghanistan since after the US invasion.
Long suspected of links to Pakistan's shadowy military establishment, the
network was described by US Admiral Mike Mullen in 2011 as a "veritable arm"
of Pakistani intelligence.
Michael Kugelman, an analyst at top American think tank Wilson Center
said the Haqqanis are a major cause of concern for US officials.
Origin of the Haqqani Network
The group was founded by Jalaluddin Haqqani, an Afghan mujahideen
commander fighting the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s with the
help of the US and Pakistan.
Known for his organisation and bravery, Jalaluddin garnered attention from
the CIA and a personal visit from US congressman Charlie Wilson.
A fluent Arabic speaker, Jalaluddin also fostered close ties with Arab
jihadists, including Osama Bin Laden, who flocked to the region during the war
and later became a minister in the Taliban regime.
A dark past
Following the US invasion of Afghanistan, Taliban fighters flooded across
the border into Pakistan, where they regrouped before launching an insurgency
against the Americans.
That included the Haqqanis, who coordinated attacks on Nato from across
the border in their stronghold of Miran Shah, the biggest town in North Waziristan,
one of Pakistan's semi-autonomous border tribal areas.
How HN gained notoriety
Now designated a terrorist group by the US, the Haqqanis are known for
their heavy use of suicide bombers.
They were blamed for the truck bomb deep in the heart of Kabul in May that
killed around 150 people -- though Sirajuddin later denied the accusation in a rare
audio message.
The network has also been accused of assassinating top Afghan officials and
holding kidnapped Westerners for ransom.
That includes recently released Canadian Joshua Boyle, his American wife
Caitlan Coleman, and their three children -- all born in captivity -- as well as US
soldier Bowe Bergdahl, who was released in 2014.
Military action against HN
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The US has launched repeated drone attacks targeting the group -- including
one late Monday -- while Pakistan's military has conducted successive clearing
operations, though sceptical Afghan officials have noted they always seemed to
miss the Haqqanis.
Pakistan intensified a military operation in the area in 2014, however, and
some sources claimed the pressure has forced many of the Haqqanis underground
or over the border into their Afghan strongholds.
Pakistan's political machinations
Pakistan sees its arch-nemesis to the east, India, as an existential threat, and
has long sought influence over Kabul as a bulwark against Delhi.
The Haqqanis have frequently been accused of targeting Indian installations
in Afghanistan, spurring speculation they were overseen by Pakistani intelligence
agencies.
Analyst Michael Kugelman theorised that Pakistan views the Haqqanis and
also more broadly the Afghan Taliban as a useful asset to help push back against
the presence of India in Afghanistan.
Politicians and retired military officials in Islamabad acknowledge privately
that having open channels with the Haqqanis is vital.
US turns up the heat on Pakistan
Washington has long pressured Pakistan to crack down on militant groups,
with the Haqqanis a top priority.
US President Donald Trump turned up the heat this summer when he
accused Pakistan of playing a double game in Afghanistan and upbraided
Islamabad for sheltering "agents of chaos".
Islamabad has repeatedly denied the claims and accused Washington of
ignoring the thousands of Pakistani lives lost in its struggle with terrorism.
The recovery of Boyle, Coleman, and their children came weeks later, with
Pakistan using its role in securing their freedom to urge the US to trust it is doing
its best.
But, Pakistan's desire for strategic depth aside, a crackdown on the Haqqanis
might not be easy in a tribal society where social relations matter, warned Pakistani
political analyst Imtiaz Gul.
Террористическая сеть Хаккани
Haqqanis: Afghanistan's most feared insurgents
The Nation. October 17, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Oct-2017/who-are-thehaqqanis-afghanistan-s-most-feared-insurgents

ISLAMABAD: The rescue of an abducted US-Canadian family
in Pakistan last week has spotlighted their captors the Haqqani network, former
CIA assets now considered one of the most dangerous factions fighting US-led
NATO forces in Afghanistan.
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Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who doubles as the Afghan Taliban's deputy
leader, the extremist group has been blamed for spectacular attacks across
Afghanistan since after the US invasion.
Long suspected of links to Pakistan's shadowy military establishment, the
network was described by US Admiral Mike Mullen in 2011 as a "veritable arm"
of Pakistani intelligence.
"When you hear US officials, including in private settings, talking about
what worries them the most, they always talk about the Haqqanis," said analyst
Michael Kugelman, of the Wilson Center in Washington.
- Who are they? The group was founded by Jalaluddin Haqqani, an Afghan mujahideen
commander fighting the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s with the
help of the US and Pakistan.
Jalaluddin gained notoriety for his organisation and bravery, garnering
attention from the CIA and a personal visit from US congressman Charlie Wilson.
A fluent Arabic speaker, Jalaluddin also fostered close ties with Arab
jihadists including Osama Bin Laden who flocked to the region during the war.
Later, Jalaluddin became a minister in the Taliban regime.
Now designated a terrorist group by the US, the Haqqanis are known for
their heavy use of suicide bombers.
They were blamed for the truck bomb deep in the heart of Kabul in May that
killed around 150 people -- though Sirajuddin later denied the accusation in a rare
audio message.
The network has also been accused of assassinating top Afghan officials and
holding kidnapped Westerners for ransom.
That includes recently released Canadian Joshua Boyle, his American wife
Caitlan Coleman, and their three children -- all born in captivity -- as well as US
soldier Bowe Bergdahl, who was released in 2014.
- Where are they now? Following the US invasion of Afghanistan, Taliban fighters flooded across
the border into Pakistan, where they regrouped before launching an insurgency
against the Americans.
That included the Haqqanis, who coordinated attacks on NATO from across
the border in their stronghold of Miran Shah, the biggest town in North Waziristan,
one of Pakistan's semi-autonomous border tribal areas.
The US has launched repeated drone attacks targeting the group -- including
one late Monday -- while Pakistan's military has conducted successive clearing
operations, though sceptical Afghan officials have noted they always seemed to
miss the Haqqanis.
Pakistan intensified a military operation in the area in 2014, however, and
some militant sources say the pressure has forced many of the Haqqanis
underground or over the border into their Afghan strongholds, claims that AFP
could not confirm.
- Why are they linked to Pakistan? -
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Pakistan sees its arch-nemesis to the east, India, as an existential threat, and
has long sought influence over Kabul as a bulwark against Delhi.
The Haqqanis have frequently been accused of targeting Indian installations
in Afghanistan, spurring speculation they were overseen by Pakistani intelligence
agencies.
"For Pakistan the calculus comes down to India," said Kugelman.
"It views the Haqqanis and also more broadly the Afghan Taliban as a useful
asset to help push back against the presence of India in Afghanistan."
Politicians and retired military officials in Islamabad acknowledge privately
that having open channels with the Haqqanis is vital.
Some stressed the nature of the connection. "There's a difference between
contact and supporting them or being part of them," Mehmood Shah, a retired
brigadier who worked in Pakistan's tribal areas, told AFP.
- What does the US want Pakistan to do? Washington has long pressured Pakistan to crack down on militant groups,
with the Haqqanis a top priority.
US President Donald Trump turned up the heat this summer when he
accused Pakistan of playing a double game in Afghanistan and upbraided
Islamabad for sheltering "agents of chaos".
Islamabad has repeatedly denied the claims and accused Washington of
ignoring the thousands of Pakistani lives lost in its struggle with militancy.
The recovery of Boyle, Coleman, and their children came weeks later,
with Pakistan using its role in securing their freedom to urge the US to trust it is
doing its best.
But, Pakistan's desire for strategic depth aside, a crackdown on the Haqqanis
might not be easy in a tribal society where social relations matter, warned Pakistani
political analyst Imtiaz Gul.
"You can't simply pluck out somebody because they've gone politically
incorrect," he said.
Пакистан предложил США вместе бороться против сети Хаккани
Pakistan offered US joint operation against Haqqanis: Khawaja Asif
The Express Tribune. 10.10.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526969/pakistan-offersus-joint-operation-haqqani-network-asif/

While the United States continues to suspect Pakistan‘s fight against
terrorists, Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif says that Islamabad has offered
Washington an in-sync operation against the Haqqani network.
US President Donald Trump, while unveiling his strategy for Afghanistan in
August, pilloried Pakistan for harbouring ―agents of chaos‖ and the ―very enemy
US forces have fighting in Afghanistan‖ for the past 17 years.
‗No safe haven‘: Pakistan rejects US report on Taliban, Haqqani network
US and Afghan officials have accused Pakistan of sheltering the Haqqani
network – the deadliest of all the Afghan Taliban factions.
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―We have offered American authorities to visit Pakistan with evidence of
Haqqani network‘s safe havens in the country. If they find any activity [of
Haqqanis] in the targeted areas, our troops along with the US would destroy them
once and for all,‖ Asif told anchor Javed Chaudhry on the Express News show Kal
Tak.
Islamabad not to bow to ‗do more‘ demands
The foreign minister, who recently toured Washington and met top Trump
administration officials, went on to say that army chief General Qamar Javed
Bajwa had made the same offer to Afghan President Ashraf Ghani during his
Kabul visit earlier this month.
Referring to unsavoury criticism from the United States, Asif said, ―If the
Trump administration exerts more pressure on us, friendly countries, especially
China, Russia, Iran, and Turkey, will stand by our side.‖
He further added that ―If the US secretary of state and secretary of defence
are coming to dictate us, we will refuse to accept their dictates…and now we will
do what is in the best interest of our country.‖
Last week, AFP reported that President Trump will dispatch Rex Tillerson
and Jim Mattis to Pakistan in the coming weeks on a visit designed to drill home
the message that Pakistani state support for jihadi groups has to end.
Шумиха вокруг присутствия Исламского государства в Пакистане.
Есть ли это государство или нет?
IS denial in Pakistan
Imran
Jan.
The
Express
Tribune.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524635/is-denial-in-pakistan/
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2017.

The hoopla about the presence of the Islamic State militant group in Pakistan
is quite interesting, not for what it is but for what it does: discouraging Pakistani
leaders from summoning their grey cells, if they have any, and muster up all the
courage to speak the truth and also some common sense. However, it‘s what noise
is supposed to do: drowning out all other voices, especially the ones discrediting
the noise-maker.
Students of Jamia Hafsa sent a video message to the leadership of IS in the
Middle East to wage a war against the state of Pakistan to avenge the 2007 military
raid on Lal Masjid. Recently, an IS flag appeared on a major thoroughfare in
Islamabad with the text ―Khilafat is coming.‖ In January 2015, Yousuf al Salafi
was arrested in Lahore who confessed to working for the IS in Pakistan. He
revealed how he recruited people in Pakistan to fight alongside the IS in Syria,
charging $600 per person. The funds he received were routed through the US.
Disgruntled Taliban commanders have joined the Khorasan chapter of the IS.
Other accounts of banners, pamphlets and flags have occurred in several Pakistani
cities.
Trump to ‗cut all military aid to Pakistan‘, thinks Washington is being
‗ripped off‘ by Islamabad: report
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The US advocates the presence of IS in Pakistan. General John Nicholson,
the top US commander who commands US and Nato troops in Afghanistan,
claimed that 70% of Da‘ish fighters are from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) after they were driven out of Pakistan in the Zarb-e-Azb operation. The
Pakistani leadership either denied or reluctantly agreed that the IS is indeed present
in Pakistan. It is a wasted opportunity in my view.
If common sense was really common, the Pakistani leadership would have
jumped on the opportunity and advocated strongly for the presence of Da‘ish in
Pakistan. Let us briefly revisit how Da‘ish was created. Before the US invasion of
Iraq, the Jordanian militant Abu Musab al Zarqawi had been asking, literally
begging Osama bin Laden for funds to support his jihadist organisation in Iraq. Bin
Laden refused. Zarqawi was a nobody in the jihadist world. Then came Colin
Powell‘s UN speech, where he mentioned the name Abu Musab al Zarqawi 21
times to establish the link between al Qaeda and Iraq to justify the US invasion.
Almost overnight, Zarqawi was elevated to stardom in the jihadist world.
Zarqawi later aligned his militant group Jama‘at al-Tawhid w‘al-Jihad with
al Qaeda and formed the al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), primarily a sectarian violent
group. He was killed in a US drone strike in 2006. His successors rebranded AQI
to the IS. Its reclusive leader, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, spent 10 months in the largest
American prison in Iraq, Camp Bucca, for some unknown crime, along with 12 top
leaders of the IS. That prison served as an incubator for the IS and its leadership.
The IS was born in Camp Bucca. Cells organised within the prison along with
ousted Arab nationalist Ba‘ath Party members making some of the IS ranks. Upon
being released, al Baghdadi said to the guard on duty, ―I‘ll see you guys in New
York.‖
The Pakistani leadership should remind the US leadership that the IS is an
American creation. By that I don‘t mean the conspiracy theory that says America
and Israel created the IS for their hegemonic aims in the Middle East. But rather
that America is behind the creation of IS in that it created the conditions for the
birth and spread of this ideology by supporting radical Islam for decades and
especially, because of the invasion of Iraq. Pakistan can claim to be a victim of this
violent ideology rather than feeling embarrassed for its presence in the country. All
they need to do is concede to the US claims that the IS is present in Pakistan.
It is reminiscent of the computers in the late ‘90s, when antivirus software
had to be installed to prevent PCs from getting infected with viruses. It was
believed, and this may not be true, that the companies selling antivirus software are
the ones spreading those viruses to create the need for their software. America
complains over the presence of IS virus in Pakistan when really the virus is made
in America. More disturbingly, American leadership wants to militarily defeat the
virus. While antivirus software actually worked, such a Whack-A-Mole strategy is
doomed to fail because it created the virus in the first place and will multiply it
further.
How strong is Islamic State in Pakistan?
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Most importantly, the Pakistani leadership can remind the American
leadership that since 70% of IS fighters are from the TTP as claimed by the top US
commander, that implicates India because the link between the TTP and RAW is a
fact no more confined to the intelligence circles only. It is out in the public after an
Indian analyst, Bharat Karnad, wrote about it in The Hindustan Times. The TTP
has been behind devastating terror attacks inside Pakistan while it was supported
by RAW. The IS is the new TTP in Pakistan. All the more reason for Pakistan to
accept the US position on IS presence in the country.
The American leadership should direct their opprobrium at RAW since the
TTP is now working under the banner of IS. The more urgent aim seems to be
finding any loose ends so as to criticise Pakistan rather than the elimination of
terror in this region of which India is a sponsor. But as I wrote a couple of weeks
ago, Pakistan has to make noise — because noise, not actions, speaks louder.
Везде враги! Пентагон нашел пособников террористов в разведке
Пакистана
«Planet Today». 4 Октября 2017. http://planet-today.ru/novosti/v-mire/item/76588vezde-vragi-pentagon-nashel-posobnikov-terroristov-v-razvedke-pakistana.

Разведка Пакистана осуществляет борьбу с терроризмом лишь на
словах, а на практике делает ровно наоборот — то есть поддерживает
террористов. Так считают в Объединенном комитете глав штабов
Соединенных Штатов Америки.
В частности, с соответствующим заявлением выступил накануне
Джозеф Данфорд, председатель Объединенного комитета начальников
американских штабов.
"Мы постоянно видим фактическое нежелание Пакистана оказывать
хоть какое-нибудь реальное противодействие террористам. В стране, где
действуют сотни групп боевиков, это особенно преступно", — говорит
Данфорд.
По словам которого, американские спецслужбы подозревают в связях с
терроризмом сотрудников Пакистанского департамента межведомственной
разведки.
О том, что в Пакистане предоставляют убежище и разностороннюю
поддержку
террористическим
группам,
действующим
на
территории Афганистана (где американцы продолжают проводить военную
кампанию), в США говорят уже давно — заявления по теме делал, например,
действующий президент Америки Дональд Трамп. Воз однако, и ныне там —
Пакистан поддерживал террористов и продолжает делать это, а на обвинения
со стороны США здесь просто не обращают внимание.
Пакистанская межведомственная разведка имеет тесные связи с
террористами, - считают в США
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Pakistan's ISI has clear links with terror, runs its own policy: US
Times
of
India.
Oct
4,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pakistans-isi-has-clear-links-with-terror-runsits-own-foreign-policy-top-us-general/articleshow/60934697.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
 US defense secretary James Mattis said if Pakistan doesn't rein in terror "
"sure it will be" an option to take away its 'major ally' status
 The US defense secretary said he'd "like to think we will be successful," in
putting pressure on Pakistan
 "There's an awful lot of advantage to Pakistan coming on line with the
international community," said Mattis
NEW DELHI: Pakistan's intelligence agency clearly has links with
terrorist groups+, said the US Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman General Joseph
Dunford on Tuesday, according to Washington publication The Hill.
US defense secretary James Mattis went a step further and said
that Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence+ even "appears to run its own policy".
Both officials were testifying at the US Senate Armed Services Committee
on theUS's strategy in Afghanistan+ . On the same day, they also testified at the
House Armed Services Committee on the same subject.
"We've seen the government of Pakistan come down on terrorists, when the
ISI appears to run its own policy," said Mattis, according to Russia Today.
When asked if taking away Pakistan's status as a major non-Nato ally is an
option on the table if it doesn't act to immediately to rein in terror, Mattis's
response was, "sure it will be."
Pakistan, of course, continues to deny there is state or institutional support
for terrorists, but the US isn't buying that falsehood, said Dunford.
"It is clear to me that the Inter-Services Intelligence has connections with
terrorist groups," said Dunford, in his testimony at the Senate hearing.
Still, both Dunford and Mattis said they're willing to work with Pakistan
"one more time" before taking punitive measures against the country.
"We need to try one more time to make this strategy work with them, by,
with and through the Pakistanis, and if our best efforts fail, President (Donald)
Trump is prepared to take whatever steps are necessary," said Mattis said at the
House hearing, reported The Hill.
The US defense secretary said he'd "like to think we will be successful," in
putting pressure on Pakistan, especially with upcoming visits to Islamabad by US
assistant secretaries and national security staff to discuss a clampdown on terror.
If nothing else, Mattis believes the fact that Pakistan is getting increasingly
isolated diplomatically, which will then affect it economically, should act as some
sort of catalyst for action.
"I think that right now with the growing consensus against terrorism, they'll
find themselves diplomatically isolated, they'll find themselves economically in
increasing trouble as countries that are damaged by this terrorism coming out of
there say enough is enough and take steps," he said.
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"There's an awful lot of advantage to Pakistan coming on line with the
international community."
Россия считает, что Декларация БРИКС в Сямэнь приведет к росту
терроризма в регионе – (З. Кабулова индийцы поносят).
Brics declaration to lead to more action against Pak-based terror
groups: Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
12,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/brics-declaration-to-lead-to-more-action-against-pakbased-terror-groups-russia/articleshow/60471111.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


Russia worked actively with China to convince it to drop its opposition to
naming Pakistan-based terror groups in BRICS declaration.
 The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough.
NEW DELHI: Russia has hailed the Xiamen Brics declaration and its
naming of Pakistan-based terror groups as a victory for countries concerned about
terrorism in the region.
Despite it being seen as defending Pakistan from pressure exerted on the
latter by the US on the issue, Moscow's position on Islamabad has been quite
nuanced as official sources here confirmed Russia worked actively with Beijing to
convince it to drop its opposition to name-checking Pakistan based Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohamed (JeM).
The naming of these terror groups was seen by Indian officials as a major
diplomatic breakthrough in Xiaman as Beijing had stalled all such attempts by both
Russia and India during last Brics summit in Goa.
"We see the declaration and the naming of terror groups as an important
breakthrough for countries who share concerns on terrorism in the region and we
expect it to lead to more concrete action against such terrorist organisations," said a
top Russian diplomat here, Sergey Karmalito, to TOI.?
After the naming of Jaish in the Brics declaration, which is an accused in
both Pathankot and Uri terror attacks of 2016, the next logical step for India is to
also get its chief Maulana Masod Azhar proscribed by the UN. China has
continued to block all attempts to include Azhar in the UNSC sanctions list despite
the fact that the organisation he continues to helm is blacklisted by the same
Security Council.
Indian officials are now hoping that Moscow will be of help to India in
convincing Beijing to give up its opposition to the ban on Azhar too. According to
diplomatic sources, Moscow is of the view that on the limited issue of Azhar,
China may in the near future come round to India's view that a ban on Azhar will
indeed be a positive step in the fight against terrorism.
"Beijing knows it has limited bargaining power with Azhar. NSG (Nuclear
Suppliers Group) and CPEC of course are different issues," said a source who did
not wish to be quoted.
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India's foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had earlier this year publicly
appealed to Russia to convince China to support India's NSG membership bid but
Moscow is not hopeful of a breakthrough anytime soon. However, while there are
concerns here about Moscow's attempts to engage Taliban in the Afghanistan
peace process, Russia is also trying to involve India more in that process.
INDIA India to offer more defence aid for Afghanistan
This is evident from the fact, as sources said, from a proposal by Moscow
that President Vladimir Putin's special envoy for Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov visit
India soon. The visit could take place as early as October this year.
Kabulov is not the most popular Russian figure in India with some of his
comments on peace and stability in the region seen here as a sign of Russia's
growing strategic embrace of Islamabad. After President Trump attacked Pakistan
while announcing his new Afghanistan policy, Kabulov responded by saying that
putting pressure on Pakistan would only further destabilise the region.
While Kabulov recently denied allegations by the US that Russia was
supplying military aid to the Taliban, he also said that there was a stalemate in
Kabul's conflict with Taliban and that in this situation it was necessary ``to make
the most active efforts to search for ways to launch the intra-Afghan dialogue."
With the Taliban now controlling almost 45 per cent of Afghan territory, Moscow
believes it is impossible to keep them out of any dialogue for sustainable peace in
the country.
Борьба с терроризмом – Пакистан предупреждает США о сложностях в
случае сокращения помощи
Counterterrorism fight: PM warns US against ‗starving Pakistan of
funds‘
The Express Tribune. September 12, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1503575/ussanctions-will-hurt-counter-terrorism-efforts-pm-abbasi/

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi says it would be
counter-productive for the United States to sanction Pakistani officials or further
cut military assistance, warning that any such move would hurt both countries‘
fight against militancy.
US-Pakistan relations have frayed since President Donald Trump last month
set out a new Afghanistan policy and lashed out at Islamabad, accusing it of giving
‗safe haven to agents of chaos‘ by harbouring the Afghan Taliban and other
militants.
The United States has already begun conditioning future aid to Pakistan on
progress Islamabad makes in tackling the Haqqani Network militants, who, it
alleges, are Pakistan-based and have helped the Taliban carry out deadly attacks
inside Afghanistan.
War on terror aid: Pakistan received $33.4bn from US
Pakistan denies hosting militant sanctuaries, and Islamabad bristles at claims
it has not done enough to tackle militancy, noting the country has borne the brunt
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of violence in the war against terrorism, suffering tens of thousands of casualties
since 2001.
Abbasi, 58, told Reuters that any targeted sanctions by Washington against
Pakistani military and intelligence officials would not help US counter-terrorism
efforts. ―We are fighting the war against terror, anything that degrades our effort
will only hurt the US effort,‖ he said in an interview in Islamabad on Monday.
―What does it achieve?‖
US officials privately say the targeted sanctions would be aimed at Pakistani
officials with ties to extremist groups and are part of an array of options being
discussed to pressure Pakistan to change its behaviour, including further aid cuts.
Fighting terror: NAP implementation slips off govt radar
Washington‘s civilian and military assistance to Pakistan was less than $1
billion in 2016, down from a peak of $3.5 billion in 2011, and Abbasi warned that
the US will not achieve its counter-terrorism aims by starving Pakistan of funds.
―If the military aid cuts degrade our effort to fight war on terror, who does it help?‖
he said. ―Whatever needs to be done here, it needs to be a cooperative effort.‖
Abbasi said one practical side-effect of military aid cuts and the US
Congress blocking the sale of subsidised F-16 fighter jets to Pakistan will be to
force Islamabad to buy weapons from China and Russia. ―We‘ve had to look at
other options to maintain our national defensive forces,‖ he said.
The Trump administration‘s tougher stance is seen as pushing Islamabad
closer to Beijing, which has pledged about $60 billion in roads, rail and power
infrastructure in Pakistan as part of its ambitious Belt and Road initiative to build
vast land and sea trade routes linking Asia with Europe and Africa. ―We have a
major economic relationship with (China), we have a major military relationship
since the 1960s, so that‘s definitely one of our options,‖ Abbasi said.
Sixteen years after 9/11, ever-vigilant New Yorkers on edge
The prime minister said it was ―unfair‖ to blame Pakistan for all the troubles
in Afghanistan, stressing that Washington should show more appreciation for
Pakistan‘s losses from militancy and its role in hosting 3.5 million Afghan
refugees.
He added that Afghan-based militants have also launched cross-border
attacks on Pakistani civilians and military, prompting Islamabad to begin investing
‗several billion dollars‘ to fence the porous 2,500 km border. ―We intend to fence
the whole border to control that situation,‖ he added.
Abbasi also faces growing headwinds on the economy ahead of the general
election, likely in mid-2018. Growth in Pakistan‘s $300 billion economy surged to
5.3 per cent in 2016-17, its fastest pace in a decade, but the macroeconomic
outlook has deteriorated, stoking concerns Pakistan may need an International
Monetary Fund (IMF) bailout to avert a balance of payments crisis. Pakistan‘s
foreign exchange reserves have dwindled by almost a quarter to $14.7 billion since
last October, while the 2016-17 current account deficit has more than doubled to
$12.1 billion.
Anti-terror chiefs want social media help with ‗lone wolves‘
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Abbasi said the government was looking at a raft of measures to alleviate
current account pressures to avoid going back to the IMF, including reducing
imports of luxury goods, boosting exports, and possibly devaluing its currency.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar is a staunch opponent of a weaker rupee but the
Prime Minister said it had been discussed. ―There are pros and cons to devaluation,
but that could be a decision we take,‖ he said, adding that any devaluation would
not be drastic, and ―today, it‘s not on the table yet.‖
Abbasi is also pushing ahead with a wide-ranging tax reform agenda before
the elections. The ruling PML-N is looking for cross-party support for the reforms,
but Abbasi said radical changes would require an integrated approach, including
building confidence among tax payers, reducing income taxes and making it less
attractive to invest in a real estate sector that attracts black money. ―You not only
need to have a stick, you need to have a carrot also.‖
Abbasi, who has hinted his former boss, Nawaz Sharif, remains the power
behind the throne by repeatedly calling him ‗the people‘s prime minister‘, said the
three-time premier remains hugely popular despite his disqualification by the
Supreme Court on July 28. ―Politics is not decided in courts,‖ said Abbasi, who
was jailed along with Sharif after the 1999 military coup. ―Politically, Nawaz
Sharif is stronger today than he was on July 28.‖
США намерены сотрудничать с Пакистаном в борьбе с терроризмом,
несмотря ни на что, - заявил минобороны США Маттис.
US intends to work with Pakistan on taking down terrorists
Mattis says a responsible nation must play its part
The Nation. September 02, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Sep-2017/us-intends-to-workwith-pakistan-on-taking-down-terrorists

Washington - Amid strained relationship with Pakistan, Defence Secretary
James Mattis said the United States intends to work with Pakistan to take down
terrorists underlining that any responsible nation would want to that.
James Mattis was responding to questions on Pakistan's reaction to the
Afghan and South Asia Policy announced by US President Donald Trump last
Monday.
Trump hit out at Pakistan for providing safe havens to terror groups that kill
American soldiers in Afghanistan. He also warned Pakistan that it has "much to
lose" by harbouring terrorists.
Mattis did not respond to questions on timeline, if any, for Pakistan to take
action against terrorists and terrorist groups. "We intend to work with Pakistan in
order to take the terrorists down. I think that's what a responsible nation does,"
Mattis told Pentagon reporters on Thursday.
At the impromptu news conference at the Pentagon, Mattis said "Yes, I've
signed orders to send more US troops to Afghanistan, but it's not complete."
He would not say how many troops are deploying or what their exact roles
will be.
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Mattis stressed that Afghan forces will remain in the lead, with the extra US
troops taking a support role. "By and large, this is to enable the Afghan forces to
fight more effectively," Mattis said. "It's more advisers, more enablers," including
"fire support" teams, which he declined to specify but which could be artillery
units. He said the additional US troops have not yet arrived in Afghanistan.
"I just signed the orders," Mattis said. "It's going to take a couple of days."
Other officials have said the US plans to send as many as 3,900 more troops
- which would bring the number of publicly recognized troops in Afghanistan to
about 15,000.
Mattis said he and other senior administration officials are scheduled to brief
members of Congress on Wednesday about the latest deployments and the new war
strategy.
Critics have questioned whether sending a few thousand more troops will
make a decisive difference in a war that began when US forces invaded to topple
the Taliban regime in October 2001. The Afghan government only controls half of
the country and is beset by corruption and infighting.
In another piece of Trump's strategy, he has sought to ramp up pressure on
Pakistan, accusing it of harbouring Taliban leaders and other militants that are
battling American troops in neighbouring Afghanistan. On Thursday, officials said
the US will withhold up to $255 million in military assistance for Pakistan until it
cracks down on extremist groups.
Although the Trump administration had floated the possibility of curtailing
aid, hitting Islamabad with sanctions or severing its status as a major non-NATO
ally, it had been unclear until Thursday exactly what types of measures the
administration would pursue, or how quickly.
"We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars at the same
time they are housing the very terrorists that we are fighting," Trump said in his
speech last month. "But that will have to change."
Trump's administration had faced a Sept 30 deadline to say it planned to
spend the $255 million or else lose it. Ahead of that deadline, the administration
told Congress that it will indeed use the money but that it is putting a "pause" on
spending it or on assigning any funds to specific sales of military equipment to
Pakistan.
State Department officials said the funds won't be released until the US sees
that Pakistan is more successfully addressing US concerns about havens in the
country for groups including the Haqqani network, which is allied with the Afghan
Taliban and has been blamed for some of Afghanistan's worst attacks. The officials
weren't authorized to comment by name and requested anonymity.
The US has sought before to use aid to Pakistan as leverage to secure its
cooperation on Afghanistan, previously withholding Coalition Support Funds.
Trump has also dangled the possibility of bringing India - Pakistan's rival - deeper
into the Afghanistan process unless Pakistan is more cooperative.
Pakistan has fought for years with the Pakistani Taliban and homegrown
extremists but at the same time has tolerated the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
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network. It's widely believed that Afghanistan's Taliban leaders are living in
Pakistan and that Pakistani hospitals treat the group's wounded.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson.
Pakistan National Assembly passed a resolution alleging that the recent
statements of the US President and his senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and
threatening. The US, however, insists that it wants Pakistan to take action against
terrorist groups.
From page 1
for some of Afghanistan's worst attacks. The officials weren't authorized to
comment by name and requested anonymity.
The US has sought before to use aid to Pakistan as leverage to secure its
cooperation on Afghanistan, previously withholding Coalition Support Funds.
Trump has also dangled the possibility of bringing India - Pakistan's rival - deeper
into the Afghanistan process unless Pakistan is more cooperative.
Pakistan has fought for years with the Pakistani Taliban and homegrown
extremists but at the same time has tolerated the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani
network. It's widely believed that Afghanistan's Taliban leaders are living in
Pakistan and that Pakistani hospitals treat the group's wounded.
Pakistan has cancelled at least three high profile meetings with senior
American officials, including a visit of Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to
the US to meet Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. Pakistan National Assembly
passed a resolution alleging that the recent statements of the US President and his
senior officials on Pakistan were hostile and threatening. The US, however, insists
that it wants Pakistan to take action against terrorist groups.
Муфтий в Саудовской Аравии (во время Хадж) подчеркивает, что ислам
не имеет ничего общего с терроризмом, а сплачивает в братство…
Islam prohibits terrorism, bloodshed: Mufti
Stresses unity, brotherhood among Muslims as over two million perform Haj
The Nation. September 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Sep-2017/islamprohibits-terrorism-bloodshed-mufti
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ARAFAT - As more than two million faithful gathered to perform Haj in
Arafat on Thursday, Saudi Grand Mufti Shaikh Saad Bin Nasser invited Muslims
around the world to unity and said Islam was the religion of brotherhood and gave
the message of peace and tranquility, and it prohibits terrorism, violence and
bloodshed.
The grand mufti urged the Muslim Ummah during the Haj sermon from
Masjid-i-Nimra in Arafat to forge unity among its ranks to foil enemy designs. He
said Islam was the religion of peace and spread the message of peace and
brotherhood in its teachings around the world.
Mufti, who is a member of Council of Senior Scholars and an adviser to the
Saudi Royal Court, delivered Khutba-e-Haj at Masjid-e-Nimra on the Arafat Day.
The top Saudi cleric pleaded with the Muslim community around the world to: not
persecute each other, rebuff divisions based on regional politics, fulfil the
responsibility of uniting Muslim Ummah through sagacious use of social media,
avoid plunging into sectarian chasms, and fear Allah the way it ought to be done.
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He reminded the audience that the belief in the oneness of Allah was in fact
the stepping stone of piety; no wonder, then, that only pious ones will enter the
Jannah. He further stated that monotheism constituted the basic element of
teachings of all the messengers of Allah. ―All praise be to Allah, I testify that Allah
has no partners. Worship Him and prostrate before Him. I instruct myself, and all
of you, to fear Allah‖, he said.
The sermon then touched the socio-economic dimensions of life by reiterating
that Islamic teachings established brotherhood among human beings. The cleric
reminded the audience that Zakat obliges Muslims to reserve certain portion of
wealth for the needy. He said staying firm and offering prayers were guidelines
given by Allah.
Expounding Islam‘s principles related to morality, the honourable speaker
said that usury and embezzlement of any kind were prohibited in Islam. ―The
offspring are obliged to obey - and take care of –their parents. Islam proscribed
wickedness and obscenity. Allah has directed us not to predate on others‘ rightful
wealth‖, the cleric said.
The beauty of Islamic law, the Sheikh said, is that it organised financial and
economic systems along with regulations pertaining to one‘s life into a formal
arrangement on the face of the Earth. The top Saudi cleric rejected racism by
reminiscing the verses of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)‘s last sermon that: ―A
white man has no superiority over a black one nor a black has any superiority over
any white‖.
―Islam has forbidden us from humiliating Muslims and non-Muslims alike. It
is binding upon us to fully observe Shariah-stated instructions; a Muslim is obliged
to protect those boundaries that Allah has demarcated for him‖, he said.
Their palms facing the sky, around two million faithful gathered on Mount
Arafat for the highlight of the Haj pilgrimage, one of the world's largest annual
gatherings.
With temperatures pushing 40 degrees Celsius (104 Fahrenheit) under the
desert sun, the faithful climbed the hill east of Makkah where Muslims believe the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) gave his last sermon some 14 centuries ago.
The second day of the Haj - a five-day pilgrimage which all Muslims must
perform at least once in their lifetime if physically and financially able - is
dedicated to prayer and reflection.
"I came up here last night and prayed, took pictures and called my family and
friends," said Maolana Yahia, 32, who made the trip from Indonesia.
This year's Haj has seen the return of pilgrims from Saudi Arabia's arch-rival
Iran following a diplomatic row and a deadly stampede in 2015. But thousands
who would normally make the journey from neighbouring Qatar are absent apart
from a few dozen because of the diplomatic crisis shaking the Gulf.
Helicopters flew around the area as the pilgrims converged from dawn on the
Mount Arafat plain and the hill known as Jabal al-Rahma, or Mount of Mercy.
Forming a sea of white, the pilgrims ascended the hill and took up positions to
pray on rocks already heated by the morning sun.
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On the concrete pathways linking the plain to the hill, hundreds of thousands
of devout Muslims invoked God, as others rested in makeshift tents or on sheets
along the side of the road amid empty bottles and waste.
Tunisian mother-of-three Fatima Arfawi said she was moved beyond words.
"This is the first time I see anything like this, ever," she said. "This day is
dedicated to prayer for my three children and my family."
In a hospital opposite the mountain, an area was set aside for people suffering
dehydration or heat exhaustion.
Saudi Arabia's Red Crescent said it had deployed 326 ambulances along the
pilgrimage route to handle health emergencies.
"Some pilgrims, for example, forget to protect their heads with an umbrella
when they pray," said Bandar Al-Harthi, a nurse at a hospital facing Mount Arafat.
In the evening, the pilgrims set off for Muzdalifa where they will spend the
night before taking part in a symbolic stoning of the devil.
The Jamarat Bridge, where the ritual is held, was the scene of a stampede in
2015 that claimed the lives of nearly 2,300 pilgrims - the worst disaster in the
history of the Haj.
At the foot of Mount Arafat, mobile barriers have been installed to control the
movement of the crowds. "They will be moved to enlarge the passages when there
are more pilgrims," said Ahmed al-Baraka of the Saudi security forces.
Seated near the barriers at Mount Arafat, eight young women from Ghana
who are all related took a brief respite after making their way from Mina, east of
Makkah. Aged between 18 and 30, for some of them it was their first time away
from home.
"This is the first time I leave Ghana," said 25-year-old Khadija. "My husband
let me come alone because it is Makkah."
Франция активно призывает бороться с «Исламским терроризмом».
In first foreign policy speech, Macron vows to fight ‗Islamist terror‘
Dawn, August 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354815/in-first-foreign-policyspeech-macron-vows-to-fight-islamist-terror

PARIS: Fighting ―Islamist terrorism‖ is France‘s top foreign policy priority,
President Emmanuel Macron said on Tuesday, vowing to make his country a
leading power in an unstable, increasingly polarised world.
―Providing security for our citizens means that the fight against Islamist
terrorism is our first priority,‖ Macron told some 200 French diplomats gathered in
Paris. ―There‘s no place for naivety, nor for fear of Islam that confuses Islamism
and Islamic,‖ he said, adding that guaranteeing the security of the French was the
―raison d‘etre‖ of the country‘s diplomacy. Since early 2015, France has suffered a
series of terror attacks that have claimed more than 230 lives, making it the country
worst affected in western Europe.
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Its armed forces are in action as part of the US-led international coalition
fighting IS in Syria and Iraq, while French soldiers are also fighting jihadists in
west Africa.
Macron, who took power in May on a promise to boost France‘s international
standing, said he would work with the various powerbrokers in the Middle East —
including arch-rivals Iran and Saudi Arabia — to try eradicate the jihadist threat.
―Some have chosen [their camp]. It‘s a mistake. The strength of our
diplomacy is to speak to all sides,‖ he said in the first major foreign policy speech
of his five-year term.The 39-year-old also insisted there was no alternative to the
2015 nuclear deal with Iran, which saw sanctions eased on the Islamic republic in
exchange for curbs to its nuclear programme. It has been fiercely opposed by US
President Donald Trump who has called it a ―terrible‖ deal.
―There is no alternative to the non-proliferation agenda. It enables a
constructive and demanding relationship with Iran,‖ Macron said, underlining one
of many policy disagreements between him and the US leader.
Faced with weak approval ratings, Macron was looking to burnish his foreign
policy credentials with the speech, which is a fixture on France‘s political calendar.
He won kudos for making a bold start on the international stage, using frank
and uncompromising language with both Trump and Russian President Vladimir
Putin within his first weeks in office. He raised human rights with Putin and spoke
out against Trump‘s decision to withdraw the United States from the Paris accord
on fighting climate change before later rolling out the red carpet to the Republican
leader.
France‘s youngest-ever president has also irked some European partners,
notably Poland, which he accused of ―going against European interests in many
areas‖ last week.
Venezuela ‗dictatorship‘
On Tuesday, Macron singled out Venezuela for condemnation in far stronger
terms than his European allies, accusing President Nicolas Maduro of creating a
―dictatorship‖ in the crisis-hit South American country.
―A dictatorship is trying to survive at an unprecedented humanitarian cost,‖
he said, echoing the tough US position on the country.
Last week the White House piled financial pressure on Caracas, restricting
access to vital US capital markets.
Macron also fleshed out his plans for deepening the integration of the
European Union, which he placed at the heart of his successful election campaign
at the head of a new centrist political party. ―We should imagine a Europe of
several formats: going further with those who want to advance, while not being
held back by states which want... to progress slower or not as far,‖ he said.
His proposals include creating a budget for the 19-member eurozone which
will be overseen by a finance minister and new parliament — a major institutional
change.
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Тиллерсон заявил, что Индия тоже несет ответственность
нестабильность в Пакистане (по поводу поддержки террористов)
Tillerson urges India to seek rapprochement with Pakistan

за

Dawn, August 24th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353568/tillerson-urges-india-toseek-rapprochement-with-pakistan

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, while underlining the
measures the Trump administration can take to prevent Pakistan from allegedly
supporting the Afghan Taliban, has also reminded India of the need to ―take some
steps of rapprochement‖ for improving ties with Pakistan.
At his Tuesday afternoon news briefing, Mr Tillerson also asked India to
remove the reasons that create unstable elements inside the country.
―There are areas where perhaps even India can take some steps of
rapprochement on issues with Pakistan to improve the stability within Pakistan and
remove some of the reasons why they deal with these unstable elements inside
their own country,‖ he said.
Such a veiled and meek reference to the issues that divide the two neighbours
cannot persuade India to resume talks with Pakistan nor can it convince New Delhi
to do some soul-searching, as Mr Tillerson suggested. But it does indicate a
realisation in Washington that India does bear some responsibility for tensions in a
region where President Donald Trump sees the possibility of a nuclear conflict, as
he mentioned in his Monday night speech.
Indicates that New Delhi does bear some responsibility for instability in
Pakistan
The secretary also did not explain why he thought India would be interested
in improving stability within Pakistan, particularly when Washington endorses
New Delhi‘s position that all disputes between the neighbours should be resolved
in bilateral talks, without any mediation. And he reiterated this position at the
briefing as well, saying: ―India and Pakistan, they have their own issues that they
have to continue to work through.‖ Then he added his advice to India to help
stabilise Pakistan.
Mr Tillerson said that during months-long discussion on the new South Asia
strategy, US policymakers also discussed the measures they could take to persuade
Pakistan to stop its alleged support to the Afghan Taliban. These include ending or
reducing US aid and military assistance to Pakistan and rescinding Pakistan‘s
status as a non-Nato partner.
The secretary said the United States came to this conclusion because ―we
have witnessed terrorist organisations being given safe haven inside of Pakistan to
plan and carry out attacks against US servicemen‖.
―Don‘t you fear that too much pressure on Pakistan may destabilise Islamabad
and strengthen the Taliban?‖ asked a journalist.
―That is a concern, and that‘s why I made the comments I just made, that I
think it‘s important that Pakistan begin to think about its ability to contain these
groups as well,‖ Mr Tillerson replied.
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He acknowledged that the US alone was not going to change this dynamic
with Pakistan. Other regional players with strong interest in Pakistan, such as
China, should join this effort, he added.
―There are many areas in which we believe we should be having very
productive dialogue that serves both of our interests and regional interest as well,‖
Mr Tillerson said. ―(But ultimately,) Pakistan has to decide what is in Pakistan‘s
best long-term interest from a security standpoint for themselves and for their
people.‖
The top US diplomat claimed that if Pakistan continued ―to allow Taliban and
other such organisations to grow and maintain their presence inside the country‖,
they would become a threat to ―their stability and the survival of their government
in the years ahead‖.
Mr Tillerson said that Pakistan was important for the United States because
Washington wanted to engage the Taliban in peace talks whenever the conditions
permitted that.
―It, again, is why Pakistan is very important in this discussion as well.
Pakistan can facilitate much of that discussion,‖ he said.
The secretary said the United States had launched a global effort to deal with
North Korea and wanted to use the same approach with Pakistan. ―We have to
enlarge the circle of interest and bring others into the effort as well, and that‘s what
we‘ll be doing with Pakistan as well.‖
Обзор очередной контртеррористической операции ВС Пакистана (в
Афганистане)
Казанин М.В. 24 июля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36590

Как известно, ВС США и их союзники постепенно наращивают свое
военное присутствие в Исламской Республике Афганистан и возрождают
практику рейдов на территории подконтрольные движению «Талибан».
Конечно, эффективность этих рейдовых операций оставляет вопросы,
поскольку даже в период сосредоточения максимального количества
подразделений Сухопутных войск, Сил специальных операций, Корпуса
морской пехоты ВМС США военнослужащие ВС США всегда
взаимодействовали с авиацией, которая обеспечивала разведку и прикрытие.
Фактически на протяжении всей афганской кампании в ходе любого
специального мероприятия присутствие частей и соединений ВВС США, а
также их коллег из армейской авиации и подразделений штурмовой авиации
Национальной гвардии США являлось определяющим фактором.
В настоящее время на территории Афганистана действуют, как отряды
движения «Талибан», так и «Исламского государства» (ИГ, запрещено в
России), ведущие активные боевые действия против правительственных сил
за контроль над территорией. По оценкам американских специалистов,
подразделения ВС ИРА не способны бороться с новыми отрядами ИГ,
которые будут прибывать из районов боевых действий в Ираке и Сирии по
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мере сокращения «ареала обитания» в этих двух ближневосточных
государствах.
Очевидно, что официальный Кабул будет проигрывать противостояние
с исламистами по двум основным причинам.
Во-первых, правительственные подразделения не способны вести
активные боевые действия на нескольких направлениях одновременно, что
дает боевикам возможность перегруппировывать свои силы.
Во-вторых, у официального Кабула не хватает финансов на
приобретение нового вооружения, необходимого для проведения
крупномасштабной контртеррористической операции.
В этих условиях, власти соседнего Пакистана вынуждены продолжать
войсковую операцию Radd-ul-Fassad, которую подразделения специального
назначения – рейнджеры и коммандос, отряды саперов инженерных
подразделений Сухопутных войск Пакистана, эскадрильи ВВС проводят уже
с февраля 2017 г.
Новый этап операции, начатый в июле с.г. получил условное
обозначение Khyber IV. Командующий операцией – генерал-майор Шахин
Мажар Махмуд. Основные усилия пакистанские военные сосредоточили на
Территории племен федерального управления, а именно в долине Ражгал.
Сложный рельеф местности и большая высота над уровнем моря (более 3000
м) обуславливают применение высококвалифицированных отрядов
специального назначения, которые смогли за последние 20 дней захватить
ключевые возвышенности в регионе, используемые боевиками в качестве
наблюдательных пунктов.
По словам начальника межвидового отдела по связям с
общественностью ВС Пакистана – генерал-майора Асифа Гафура всего за
прошедшие 5,5 месяцев подразделения специального назначения во
взаимодействии со специальными службами провели:
– 46 ударных операций против отрядов ИГ;
– 9000 мероприятий по поиску тайников с оружием.
Кроме того, было организовано 1760 наблюдательных постов в
населенных пунктах долины Ражгал, что указывает на серьезные
человеческие ресурсы пакистанских спецслужб и военных. Всего под
контроль правительственных сил взято около 90 кв. км с учетом того, что
площадь долины Ражгал составляет 256 кв. км.
Следует отметить, что кроме ИГ целью военных стали отряды местных
исламистов, которые известны под названиями Tahreek-e-Taliban Pakistan,
Jumaat-ul-Ahrar, Lahskar-e-Islam, Lashkar-e-Janghvi и активно действуют на
территории других административно-территориальных единиц Пакистана
или в сопредельном Афганистане. Как отмечают пакистанские обозреватели,
исламисты предпочитают применять самодельные взрывные устройства на
путях следования подразделений ВС или проводить кратковременные
огневые налеты без вступления в непосредственный огневой контакт. Такие
приемы обусловлены тем, что местные боевики не обладают широкой сетью
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эмиссаров, как у ИГ, продолжающих вербовку новых «войнов Аллаха» по
всему миру.
Известно, что ВВС Пакистана для ударов по наземным целям
задействовали истребители F-16, оснащенные контейнерными оптикоэлектронными прицельными комплексами (ОЭПК) ASELPOD производства
известной турецкой компании ASELSAN. Как отмечают китайские
источники, ВВС Пакистана еще в начале 2017 г. приобрели пробную партию
ОЭПК ASELPOD в количестве восьми единиц, а в июне еще 16 комплексов,
что позволило полностью укомплектовать один полк истребителей F-16.
Основное предназначение ASELPOD – обнаружение наземных
подвижных и стационарных целей в дневное/ночное время суток при полетах
на высотах до 10000 м. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что ОЭПК
турецкого производства относятся к третьему поколению подобного
оборудования и по своим тактико-техническим характеристикам не уступают
американскому Sniper XR или французскому Damocles. Также ASELPOD
превосходит китайские ОЭПК WMD-7 и YINGS-III по такому основному
показателю как дальность обнаружения в дневном режиме – 55 км и ночном
– 25 км.
Конечно, в комплект турецкой системы входят не совсем современные
мониторы, устанавливаемы в кабине пилота, однако это не критичное
замечание к системе, которая обеспечивает истребителю возможность
нанесение точных ракетно-бомбовых ударов по наземным целям, что важно
при оказании огневой поддержки подразделениям. Единственным серьезным
минусом турецкого ОЭПК является невозможность наведения тяжелой
корректируемой оперенной бомбы LS-6 и других противорадиолокационных
боеприпасов китайского производства.
Следует отметить, что именно благодаря регулярным войсковым
контртеррористическим операциям (11 операций начиная с 2007 г.)
официальному Исламабаду удается снижать количество террористических
актов. Так если в 2014 г. на территории страны было совершено 1156
терактов, то в 2015 уже 161, в 2016 только 43, а за прошедшие семь месяцев
зафиксировано всего 9. Основной способ проведения террористического акта
– подрыв смертника или применение мощного взрывного устройства. В
случае реализации замысла террористам удается убивать от 10 до 100
человек и наносить ранения еще нескольким сотням мирных жителей.
Представители ВС Пакистана уверены, что строительство современной
системы охраны государственной границы с соседним Афганистаном
позволит в будущем повысить эффективность борьбы, как с исламистами и
террористами, так и с контрабандистами и наркосиндикатами, активно
использующими территорию Пакистана как транспортный коридор для
доставки оружия, наличных денежных средств и наркотиков в сопредельные
государства.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо добавить, что официальные
представители ИРА крайне негативно отнеслись к обоснованию к началу
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операции, поскольку, по словам начальника межвидового отдела по связям с
общественностью ВС Пакистана – генерал-майора Асифа Гафура, на
территории сопредельного государства борьба с исламистами практически не
ведется.
Кроме того, для усиления своей внешнеполитической позиции
Генеральный штаб ВС Пакистана направил в Кабул списки, в которых
указаны 76 полевых командиров исламистов, скрывающихся на территории
ИРА. Следует отметить, что пакистанские военные регулярно информируют
командующего контингента ВС США в Афганистане – генерала Джона
Николсона о ходе операции.
Теракт в Кабуле – 24 убиты, 42 ранены
At least 24 killed, 42 wounded in Kabul car bombing
The Express Tribune. July 24, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1465073/car-bombexplodes-western-kabul/

KABUL: At least 24 people have been killed and 42 wounded after a car
bomb struck a bus carrying government employees in western Kabul Monday, an
official told AFP, the latest attack to strike the Afghan capital.
―The car bomb hit a bus carrying employees of the ministry of mines during
rush hour,‖ interior ministry spokesman Najib Danish told AFP.
No militant group immediately claimed the blast, but it came as the Taliban
have stepped up attacks across the country in recent days, with several new
districts falling to the militants over the weekend.
Taliban deputy leader insists no hand in Kabul attacks
The neighbourhood in which Monday‘s bomb detonated is home to many
Shia Hazaras, a persecuted ethnic minority who have been targeted many times in
the past. It is also near prominent politician and former warlord Mohammad
Mohaqeq‘s home. Omid Maisom Mohaqiq, a spokesperson for the politician, said
the bomb had detonated near the first checkpoint approaching the house, ―killing
and wounding some civilians‖.
Kabul is regularly rocked by suicide bombs and attacks. A recent UN report
showed they accounted for nearly one-fifth of all civilian Afghan casualties in the
first half of 2017.
The UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan [UNAMA], which has been
documenting civilian casualties since 2009, said in its recent report that 1,662
civilians were killed and more than 3,500 injured in the first six months of the year.
At least one dead, 35 wounded in Kabul attacks
Many of those deaths happened in a devastating single attack in Kabul in late
May when a truck bomb exploded, also during the morning rush hour, killing more
than 150 people and injuring hundreds.
UNAMA put the civilian death toll at 92, saying it was the deadliest incident
to hit the country since 2001. The bloody toll for the first six months of 2017 has
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unsettled the government of President Ashraf Ghani, who has come under
increasing pressure since the May attack in Kabul.
Protests and deadly street clashes hit the Afghan capital in the wake of the
May attack as people incensed by security failures called for his government‘s
resignation.
The UNAMA report also said that nearly half of Afghanistan‘s 34 provinces
have seen an increase in civilian deaths in the first six months of the year, mainly
due to the rise in attacks by anti-government forces across the country.
NATO‘s combat mission in Afghanistan ended three years ago, handing sole
responsibility to the country‘s security forces, who has also suffered spiralling
casualties ever since as they try to beat back the resurgent Taliban and contain the
growing threat from the Islamic State group.
Доклад Госдепа США о международном терроризме в 2016 г. (―Country
Reports on Terrorism 2016‖) см.: https://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/crt/2016/
Непосредственно Главу этого Доклада по Пакистану и другим странам
Южной
и
Центральной
Азии
см.:
https://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/crt/2016/272233.htm#PAKISTAN
«Пакистан остается важным партнером США в борьбе с терроризмом,
хотя действует недостаточно активно», - отмечено в Докладе Госдепа США
Counter-terrorism cooperation with India deepened last year: U.S.
report
The report has named Hafiz Saeed's Lashkar-e-Taiba as one of the outfits
against which Pakistan has failed to take concrete action.
Notes Pakistan, an important counter-terror partner in 2016, failed to act
on militancy targeting India and Afghanistan.
Counter-terrorism cooperation between India and the United States deepened
in 2016, the U.S. State Department‘s annual ‗Country Reports on Terrorism‘
released on Wednesday said. The report said the ―Indian leadership expressed
resolve to redouble efforts, in cooperation with the United States and with other
like-minded countries, to bring to justice the perpetrators of terrorism.‖
The report said Pakistan remained ―an important counter-terrorism partner‖
last year, but it did not take sufficient action against groups that target India and
Afghanistan. ―The Pakistani military and security forces undertook operations
against groups that conducted attacks within Pakistan such as Tehrik-e Taliban
Pakistan. Pakistan did not take substantial action against the Afghan Taliban or
Haqqani Network, or substantially limit their ability to threaten U.S. interests in
Afghanistan, although Pakistan supported efforts to bring both groups into an
Afghan-led peace process.
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Pakistan did not take sufficient action against other externally focused groups,
such as Lashkar e-Taiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) in 2016, which
continued to operate, train, organize, and fundraise in Pakistan,‖ the report said.
Terror groups on the radar
The report noted that India and the U.S. pledged to strengthen cooperation
against terrorist threats from groups including Al-Qaeda (AQ), Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria (ISIS), JeM, LeT and D-Company, including through greater
collaboration on designations at the United Nations.
The report said, in 2016, U.S. and Indian officials exchanged terrorist threat
information in intelligence and law enforcement channels. The U.S. Department of
Justice officials worked with Indian officials, including at the National
Investigation Agency (NIA).
‗India arrested 68 ISIS supporters‘
Noting that while India has not joined the U.S.-led Global Coalition to Defeat
ISIS, the report said New Delhi has publicly recognised the serious threat ISIS
poses to global security and ―affirmed efforts to degrade and defeat this threat.‖
―Indian officials have stated that their government takes threats posed by ISIS
seriously and Indian law enforcement agencies arrested at least 68 ISIS supporters
in 2016. In some instances, clerics and family members supported government-led
deradicalisation efforts,‖ said the report.
«Пакистан слабо борется с талибами и сетью Хаккани» – Доклад США
по терроризму 2016 (опубликован 19.07.2017).
US says Pakistan failed to act against Taliban, Haqqani Network
Dawn. July 20, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1346317/us-says-pakistan-failed-to-actagainst-taliban-haqqani-network

The United States has once again accused Pakistan of not taking significant
action against the militant outfits and accusing them of operating from "Pakistanbased safe havens" to threaten the US and Afghan forces in Afghanistan.
The US State Department, in its annual ―Country Reports on Terrorism 2016‖
released on Wednesday, said Islamabad has failed to take significant action to
constrain the ability of the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani Network to operate from
"Pakistan-based safe havens".
It mentioned the Afghan Taliban, the Haqqani Network, Lashkar-i-Tayyiba
(LT), and Jaish-i-Muhammad (JM) as "groups located in Pakistan, but focused on
conducting attacks outside the country".
The report accused that the government did not take any significant action
against Jaish-i-Muhammad (JM) or Lashkar-i-Taiba (LT), "other than
implementing an ongoing ban against media coverage of their activities".
"LT and JM continued to hold rallies, raise money, recruit, and train in
Pakistan," it maintained.
"The government has not joined the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, although
it designated ISIS as a terrorist organisation in 2015. Police and security forces
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detained and killed a substantial number of ISIS-affiliated terrorists," the report
said.
Political reconciliation
The US State Department in its report, however, termed Pakistan an important
partner. "Pakistan remained an important counterterrorism partner in 2016," the
report read, adding that the government supported political reconciliation between
the Afghan government and the Afghan Taliban.
Shedding light on the domestic front, the report viewed that violent extremist
groups targeted civilians, officials, and religious minorities in the country.
"Major terrorist groups focused on conducting terrorist attacks in Pakistan
included the Tehrik-i Taliban Pakistan (TTP), Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA), and the
sectarian group LeJ. The militant group Islamic State's (IS) Khorasan Province
claimed several major attacks against Pakistani targets, likely conducted in
collaboration with other terrorist groups," the report reads.
Progress of securtiy agencies
The data mentioned in the report also shows a significant reduction in the
number of terrorism-related civilian deaths in Pakistan in 2016. Some 600 such
deaths were reported in 2016, far lower than the peak years of 2012 and 2013,
when terrorist acts killed more than 3,000 civilians each year (according to the
South Asia Terrorism Portal), it added.
Terrorists used a range of tactics – stationary and vehicle-borne improvised
explosive devices (IEDs), suicide bombings, targeted assassinations, and rocketpropelled grenades – to attack individuals, schools, markets, government
institutions, and places of worship, the report reads.
The US State Department said that the Pakistani government continued to
implement the National Action Plan (NAP) against terrorism, but with "uneven
results".
"Progress remained slow on regulating madrassas, blocking extremist
messaging, empowering the National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA),
cutting off terrorist financing, and strengthening the judicial system," read the
report.
Despite its extensive security infrastructure, the country suffered major
attacks, particularly in Balochistan, it added.
Антитеррористическая операция на границе с Афганистаном
Operation Khyber-4: Offensive launched to deny Da‘ish foothold in
FATA
The Express Tribune. 17.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1459312/radd-ul-fasaadarmy-launches-operation-khyber-agencys-rajgal-valley/

The army on Sunday launched a major ground offensive in one of the last two
remaining pockets in the tribal areas bordering Afghanistan as part of Pakistan‘s
ongoing efforts to establish state writ in the region and also deny Da‘ish any space
in the country.
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The operation, codenamed Khyber-4, has been initiated in Rajgal Valley,
considered to be the most difficult terrain in the entire Federal Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata).
Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director-General Maj Gen Asif
Ghafoor told reporters in Rawalpindi that the operation in Rajgal Valley was part
of the ongoing anti-terror campaign under Radd-ul-Fasaad.
The military spokesperson said Rajgal Valley was the most difficult terrain
for operation, as it spread over an area of 256 square kilometres with eight passes
and heights ranging from 12,000 to 14,000 above sea level.
RAW operating from Afghanistan to sabotage CPEC: Gen Zubair Hayat
―A full division of the army, including artillery, aviation and backed by
Pakistan Air Force, is taking part in the Rajgal operation,‖ Major Gen Ghafoor told
journalists.
The operation in Rajgal Valley, he said, was critical since it could provide a
key route to Da‘ish terrorists operating from Afghanistan to establish their foothold
in Pakistan.
He said splinter groups of banned Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) were
operating from Rajgal. He also disclosed that recent terrorist attacks in Parachinar
were also linked to Da‘ish in Afghanistan.
When asked, the ISPR director-general said every operation had certain
timeline but added that he could not divulge those details publically because of
operational reasons.
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To a question about the presence of Da‘ish, the army spokesperson clarified
that there was no organised presence of the terrorist outfit in Pakistan.
―There are splinter groups of the TTP such as JuA (Jumaat-ul-Ahrar) which
are trying to use the brand of Da‘ish.‖
The spokesperson said Afghanistan had been informed about the ground
offensive in Rajgal Valley in the hope that the neighbouring country would take
appropriate steps to take care of fleeing terrorists.
Maj Gen Ghafoor also clarified that there was no agreement on the joint
operation by Pakistan and Afghanistan against terrorists.
Группировка Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) включена ООН
террористических организаций – Пакистанская инициатива.
Pakistan gets JuA listed by UN as a terrorist group

в

список

Dawn, July 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1343874/pakistan-gets-jua-listed-byun-as-a-terrorist-group

ISLAMABAD: In a major diplomatic success, Pakistan on Thursday got
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) listed as a terrorist group by a United Nations committee.
Lalpura, an area in the Afghan province of Nangarhar, has been mentioned in
the terrorist designation notification as one of the group‘s headquarters.
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The Pakistani move was co-sponsored by the US, France, the United Kingdom and China and supported by Russia, which was an extraordinary line-up.
Entities and individuals sanctioned by the UN Security Council‘s 1267 ISIL
(Da‘esh) and Al Qaeda Sanctions Committee are subject to assets freeze, travel ban
and arms embargo.
The JuA‘s listing is said to be the first time that Pakistan has got a major
terrorist entity designated with the support of so many key countries and Russian
assent. As an implication, the UN action acknowledges that Pakistan is a victim of
cross-border terrorism.
The move was made possible through intense diplomacy and protracted
negotiations by the Pakistan mission at the UN in New York.
The US State Department had last August designated JuA a terrorist
organisation after it was found to be behind an attack in which two Pakistani
employees of the US consulate in Peshawar were killed in March 2016.
«Сеть Хаккани действует с территории Афганистана!», - заявляет МИД
Пакистана
Haqqani network operates from Afghanistan: FO
The Nation. July 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Jul-2017/pakistan-welcomeskhameni-s-statement-on-ihk-fo

ISLAMABAD: Foreign office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria said that Pakistan
welcomes statement of Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khameni‘s on Indian
Held Kashmir (IHK).
Ayatollah Khameni on Monday had suggested his country's judiciary to
increase support to the oppressed Muslims of Kashmir.
―The Muslim Ummah is worried about the human rights violations in Indian
Held Kashmir, adding that the secretary general of the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation has also denounced atrocities in IHK‖ Nafees Zakaria said.
Commenting on the recent inclusion of Hizbul Mujahideen chief Syed
Salahuddin in the Global Terrorist Watch list by the US government, the FO
spokesperson termed it an 'unjustified' action.
Zakaria also termed US Senator John McCain‘s recent visit to Pakistan as
positive, the republican senator, who heads the powerful Senate Armed Services
Committee, ―praised Pakistan‘s efforts to combat terrorism, Taliban and other
militant networks‖.
He further claimed that ―the remaining Taliban have escaped to Afghanistan.
The ‗Haqqani Network‘ operates from Afghanistan, not Pakistan and that many
leaders of the group have been killed in Afghanistan‖.
Боевики ИГ объявили об убийстве двух заложников (китайских)
ТАСС. 8 июня, 2017 г. http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/4324603

Как сообщает Reuters со ссылкой на так называемое информационное
агентство ИГ, убитые - граждане Китая, похищенные в Пакистане 24 мая
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МОСКВА, 8 июня. /ТАСС/. Террористическая группировка "Исламское
государство" (ИГ, запрещена в РФ) заявила, что ее боевики убили двух
граждан Китая, похищенных в Пакистане в конце мая. Об этом сообщило
агентство Reuters со ссылкой на так называемое информационное агентство
ИГ.
Два гражданина КНР, работавшие в Пакистане учителями китайского
языка, были похищены 24 мая в городе Кветта. Трое китайцев - мужчина и
две женщины - возвращались пешком домой с рынка в пакистанском городе
Кветта, когда им преградил дорогу автомобиль Toyota с вооруженными
людьми. Террористы силой посадили внутрь мужчину и женщину, однако
третей девушке удалось бежать от похитителей, потому что за нее вступился
прохожий.
Индия и Афганистан оказывают поддержку талибам в Пакистане
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9413-indija-i-afganistan-okazyvayutpodderzhku-talibam-v-pakistane.html. 26.04.2017.

Индийские и афганские спецслужбы предоставляют различную помощь
пакистанским боевикам Талибана для борьбы с Исламабадом, заявил бывший
пресс-секретарь группировки, который сдался на прошлой неделе. Видео
было опубликовано вооруженными силами Пакистана сегодня.
Афганистан решительно опроверг это утверждение, в то время как
чиновники из Министерства Индии иностранных дел сказали, что они пока
не будут комментировать видео. Кабул и Нью-Дели сами часто обвиняют
Пакистан в организации террористических актов на их территории.
Лиакат Али, более известный под своим псевдонимом, Эсанулла Эсан,
являлся высокопоставленным командиром пакистанских талибов, а затем
группировки Джамаат-уль-Ахрара. Эти исламистские боевики взяли на себя
ответственность за массовые взрывы и нападения в Пакистане.
В своем первом появлении после сдачи, Эсан утверждает, что
разведывательные ведомства Индии и Афганистана предоставили обширную
помощь пакистанским талибам. По его словам, эти отношения укрепились
после того, как пакистанские военные начали крупную военную кампанию
против талибов в их оплотах в Северном Вазиристане в 2014 году, заставив
экстремистов бежать через границу в Афганистан. "Они поддержали
Джамаат-уль-Ахрара, предоставлением финансовой помощи, а также давали
цели для каждой атаки", говорит Эсан в видео.
Лидеры пакистанских талибов пока не прокомментировали заявление
бывшего коллеги.
Представитель службы безопасности Афганистана отклонил претензии.
"Пакистан всегда выдвигал этот рассказ, что он является жертвой
терроризма, в то время как является фактом, что они спонсируют и
поддерживают террористическую деятельность в Афганистане и Индии",
говорит он. "Сейчас Пакистан находится под огромным давлением со
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стороны международного сообщества, которое заставляет его бороться с
экстремистами и пытается уйти от ответственности, играя в жертву".
Соединенные Штаты давно оказывают давление на Исламабад из-за
Сети Хаккани, группы, которую Вашингтон считает террористической
организацией, сотрудничающей с афганскими талибами.
Индия и Афганистан инициировали террористические
пакистанских боевиков в Пакистане
Indian, Afghan spies facilitate attacks: ex-militant leader

атаки

Dawn, April 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329538/indian-afghan-spiesfacilitate-attacks-ex-militant-leader

ISLAMABAD: The Army on Wednesday released a recorded statement of
former Taliban spokesman Ehsanullah Ehsan claiming that Indian and Afghan
intelligence services funded and facilitated Afghanistan-based Tehreek-i-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP) and Jamaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA) for terrorism in Pakistan.
―We fled to Afghanistan after the Army launched operations in North
Waziristan. There I saw these people develop contacts with NDS (National
Directorate of Security, Afghanistan) and RAW (Research and Analysis Wing,
India), which supported and funded them,‖ Ehsan, whose original name is Liquate
Ali, said in a 5-minute-53-second video clip released to media by the InterServices Public Relations (ISPR).
Military spokesman Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor, soon after the release of the clip,
tweeted: ―Ehsanullah Ehsan exposes hostile foreign agenda and their designs to
destabilise Pakistan. Our youth is our strength, shall never fall prey‖.
Confidence of Taliban based in Afghanistan was shattered after
Pakistani shelling on their sanctuaries
It is not known when the clip, described by the ISPR as a ―confessional
statement‖, was recorded. Ehsan has been in military‘s custody since early March.
The Army, however, announced on April 17 that he was being held and claimed
that he had voluntarily surrendered. The development was trumpeted as a success
of Operation Raddul Fasaad launched recently after a sudden spike in attacks in the
country.
JuA, the group with which Ehsan was last affiliated, had in a statement
contradicted the military‘s claim, saying he was captured on March 7 by the InterServices Intelligence along with ―three other colleagues‖, Long War Journal
reported.
Ehsan‘s custody was seen as a big achievement because security agencies
despite successful operations had got hold of only a few senior militant leaders.
Ehsan is seen in the video saying NDS and RAW gave ―targets‖ to TTP and
JuA, who received remuneration for every activity they carried out in Pakistan.
It has always been known that Pakistani terrorist groups having bases on
Afghan soil worked in collaboration with NDS and RAW for carrying out attacks.
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Ehsan‘s statement helps strengthen Pakistan‘s case that it is a victim of terrorism
unleashed by hostile spy outfits of its neighbours. Ehsan shed light on how the
communication between TTP/JuA and NDS/RAW worked.
―In Afghanistan they have formed committees through which they remain in
touch with RAW,‖ he said about contacts with the Indian intelligence.
Meanwhile, NDS facilitated the movement of Pakistani terrorists. He said
their movement always happened with the approval of NDS.
―NDS has issued Tazkiras (local ID documents) to them (TTP/JuA terrorists)
so that they could move from one place to another, without which movement is
difficult,‖ he said. A copy of one such document was shown in the video.
Speaking about the morale of the Pakistani militants in Afghanistan, Ehsan
said their confidence had been shattered after Pakistan‘s shelling on their bases and
centre in Lalpur and Parcha, in which several leaders had been killed and their
infrastructure damaged.
There was no immediate reaction from New Delhi and Kabul about Ehsan‘s
claims.
Disassociation
Ehsan, who was the main leader of JuA before being captured and serving as
TTP spokesman, throughout the clip looked to be distancing himself from the
groups with which he remained attached over the past nine years.
At one point he said he questioned JuA leader Omar Khalid Khorasani for
getting support from RAW.
―I told Khalid Khorasani that what we are doing is helping Kuffaar by
carrying out activities within our country and killing our own people. In a way we
are serving them,‖ he said, adding this led him to believe that militant leaders were
serving their personal interests and pursuing ―some sort of agenda‖.
Ehsan blamed his former colleagues for sending foot soldiers to fight Pakistan
Army, while keeping themselves safe in their sanctuaries. He spoke about turf wars
within the TTP, and said its leadership was misleading youths in the name of
religion and recruiting them for their own designs.
―Islam does not allow this,‖ said Ehsan, who had in the past claimed
responsibility for some of the most gruesome attacks. He mocked at TTP chief
Mullah Fazlullah‘s rise as the group‘s leader through a draw and accused him of
forcibly marrying his mentor Maulvi Soofi Mohammad‘s daughter.
This and his call for TTP, JuA ranks to give up arms and return to peaceful
life led many to believe that the security establishment could be rehabilitating him
much like Punjabi Taliban leader Asmatullah Moavia, who had been granted
amnesty.
There was no word from the military if Ehsan would be tried for the crimes
whose responsibility he had claimed.
РОССИЯ. Единый федеральный список организаций, в том числе иностранных и
международных организаций, признанных в соответствии с законодательством Российской
Федерации террористическими (на 25 октября 2016 г.)
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«Пакистан – фабрика терроризма», - заявил представитель Индии в
Комиссии ООН по правам человека
Pakistan becoming world‘s terrorism factory: India at UNHRC
The Indian Express. 16/03/2017/ http://indianexpress.com/article/india/pakistan-aterrorism-factory-has-illegaly-occupied-portion-of-jk-india-at-un/

It's (Pakistan) continued support for terror groups in J&K is main challenge to
protecting human rights of our citizens in the state, said India.
―We ask Pakistan to stop inciting and supporting violence and terrorism in
any part of India and refrain from meddling in our internal affairs in any manner,‖
the official said.
Calling Pakistan a terrorism factory, India on Wednesday lashed out at the
neighbouring country saying its terror policies have alienated its own people
through continued mistreatment of minorities. In the United Nation, India accused
Pakistan of spreading terrorism and illegally occupying some territories in
Kashmir.
Exercising its right to reply during a UN Human Rights Council session in
Geneva, the Indian Representative said Pakistan must rein in its ―compulsive
hostility‖ towards India. ―We ask Pakistan to stop inciting and supporting violence
and terrorism in any part of India and refrain from meddling in our internal affairs
in any manner,‖ the official said.
India Slams Pakistan At UNHRC, Calls It A Terrorism Factory
Once again Pakistan‘s delegation has chosen to misuse the Council to make
fallacious references about internal matters pertaining to Jammu and Kashmir, the
diplomat said.
Emphasising that terrorism is the grossest violation of human rights and
should be so acknowledged by any impartial and objective observer, the Indian
side said a part of the territories of Jammu and Kashmir remain under the forcible
and illegal occupation of Pakistan. ―We also demand that Pakistan must fulfil its
obligation to vacate illegal occupation of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK),‖ the
diplomat said.
―It is unfortunate that in recent times the people of PoK have become victims
of sectarian conflict, terrorism and extreme economic hardship because of
Pakistan‘s occupation and discriminatory policies,‖ the Indian side said.
―The Indian state of J&K is part of a pluralistic and secular democracy, where
an independent judiciary, an active media and a vibrant civil society guarantee
freedoms. In contrast, Pakistan-occupied Kashmir is administered by a ‗deep state‘
and has become a hub for the global export of terror,‖ the diplomat said.
The Indian side asserted that India does not accept attempts by Pakistan to
denigrate the democratic choice that has been regularly exercised by the people of
J&K over the last six decades since our independence. ―Pakistan‘s continued
support for terror groups operating in J&K is the main challenge to protecting the
human rights of our citizens in the State. Pakistan‘s selective approach in tackling
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terror groups operating outside Pakistan and within, despite the numerous solemn
promises made underscores the continuing unwillingness to acknowledge the
truth,‖ the Indian Representative said.
The Indian side said apart from becoming ―world‘s terrorism factory‖,
Pakistan has alienated its own people through continued mistreatment of Hindus,
Christians, Shias, Ahmadiyas and other minorities.
―In this Council, Pakistan has referred to situation of minorities in India.
Minorities in India have been Prime Ministers, Presidents, Vice-Presidents, senior
Cabinet Ministers, senior civil servants, cricket team captains, Bollywood
superstars-can the minorities of Pakistan claim even a shadow of this? All they
have are blasphemy laws and relentless abuse and violation of their human rights,‖
the Indian side said.
Генерал Рахил Шариф возглавит «антиисламское гос-во» коалицию (под
эгидой Саудовской Аравии) в мае 2017 г.
Gen Raheel to formally lead Saudi-led 39 countries‘ coalition in May
Kazam Khan. Daily Times. 12/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/12-Mar-17/genraheel-to-formally-lead-saudi-led-39-countries-coalition-in-may

LAHORE: Former army chief General (r) Raheel Sharif will formally join
and lead the Saudi-led 39 countries' coalition in May this year, Daily Times learnt
on Saturday.
According to sources, a letter seeking a no objection certificate (NOC) in this
regard was sent by the Saudi government to the Pakistani government.
In reply to the Saudi letter, Pakistan granted an official NOC on March 6,
2017, permitting the former army chief to head the military coalition. The
Kingdom has also planned to hold a conference in Riyadh, coalition's headquarter,
to formally announce General (r) Raheel's appointment as the head.
Sources also confirmed that this coalition would be consisting of serving as
well as retired army personnel from various countries with an aim to curb the
menace of terrorism from the face of Muslim countries.
The purpose of this coalition was to fight against ISIS and other militant
outfits operating in different countries. Turkey, Bangladesh, UAE, Bahrain,
Tunisia, Sudan, Malaysia, Egypt, Yemen and other countries are included in the
coalition.
The would-be coalition chief, after his formal announcement, will start
negotiations with Iran in order to convince the country join the coalition. Iran was
initially not included in the grouping which was translated by some as a vague
attempt to forge a Sunni Muslim alliance against Shiite Iran to curtail its influence
in Iraq, Syria, Yemen and the rest of Middle East.
At the time of its constitution, there were 34 countries in the alliance, the
number of which was raised to 39. For the last two years, the Saudi-led coalition is
busy conducting a military operation in Yemen, where Houthis drove out the
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government led by President Abdu Rabbu Mansour Hadi, who is believed to be in
exile in Saudi Arabia.
A senior government official, on the other hand, has denied regarding
issuance of any such NOC by the Pakistani authorities in reply to the Saudi
request.
Госминистр МВД Индии потребовал убрать из Раджья Сабха
законопроект, объявляющий Пакистан «государство-террорист».
We can‘t declare Pakistan a terror state: Centre
The Hindu. March 11, 2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/we-cant-declarepakistan-a-terror-state-centre/article17444416.ece

The government told Rajya Sabha on Friday that declaring Pakistan a
―terror state‖ could have ―diplomatic as well as other far-reaching
consequences.‖
Independent Member of Parliament Rajeev Chandrasekhar, who is also the
Vice-Chairman of the BJP‘s Kerala unit, had moved ‗The Declaration of Countries
as Sponsor of Terrorism Bill, 2016‘ to create a legal, economic and travel sanctions
regime for citizens of countries which promote terror.
The Bill came up for discussion on February 3, the end of the first half of the
Budget session and then it came up for discussion again on Friday.
The Hindu had reported on February 21 that Centre was set to oppose the Bill
as it would jeopardise international relations under the Geneva Convention.
On Friday, Minister of State for Home Hansraj Gangaram Ahir told Rajya
Sabha, ―The government has taken many steps to deal with terror. The existing
laws already have sufficient provisions for dealing with citizens of a terrorist
country. To declare a country as a terrorist state can have diplomatic as well as
other far-reaching consequences. Before doing so a detailed study is required.
Therefore I request Mr. Chandrasekhar to withdraw the bill.‖
MP finds support
Mr. Chandrasekhar then withdrew the Bill, which was, however, supported by
many other members.
Nominated member and noted lawyer K.T.S. Tulsi said, ―I am not opposed to
the Bill but I have my doubts. We need to examine the practical utility of declaring
Pakistan a terror state.‖ Congress member Abhishek Manu Singhvi suggested some
changes in the Bill, saying some actionable points should be included.
Американский законодатель Ted Poe внес в Палате представителей
законопроект, объявляющий Пакистан гос-вом, спонсирующем терроризм.
US lawmaker moves bill to declare Pakistan state sponsor of terror
The Nation/ March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar-2017/us-lawmakermoves-bill-to-declare-pakistan-state-sponsor-of-terror

Washington - Senior United States lawmaker Ted Poe, who has called for a
―radical reset‖ of ties with Pakistan, on Thursday introduced a legislation in the
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House of Representatives proposing that Pakistan be declared a state sponsor of
terrorism, reported BBC and Hindustan Times.
―Not only is Pakistan an untrustworthy ally, Islamabad has also aided and
abetted enemies of the United States for years,‖ the Republican from Texas, who
heads the House‘s sub-committee on terrorism and non-proliferation, said while
introducing the bill.
―From harbouring Osama bin Laden to its cosy relationship with the Haqqani
Network, there is more than enough evidence to determine whose side Pakistan is
on in the war on terror.‖
The legislation requires US President Donald Trump to submit a report within
90 days of its enactment if Pakistan has provided support for international
terrorism. After 30 days, the secretary of state will be required to file a report
saying Pakistan is a state sponsor of terrorism, or cite justification why it is not.
In an op-ed written jointly with former defence official James Clad on
Wednesday, Poe called for a ―radical reset‖ of ties with Pakistan, arguing,
―Something must change in our dealings with a terrorist-supporting, irresponsible
nuclear-weapons state, and it must change soon.‖
Poe had earlier introduced the bill in September 2016, which lapsed with the
previous congress. If enacted, it will limit financial aid to Pakistan, ban defence
exports and restrict exports of dual use.
«Индия способствует разгулу терроризма в Пакистане», - заявил Глава
Армии Баджва.
India fanning terror in Pakistan: COAS
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. February 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Feb2017/india-fanning-terror-in-pakistan-coas

Islamabad - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa Tuesday said
that Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan and the region is a ‗no
secret‘.
―We are fully aware of Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan
and the region,‖ General Bajwa said during his visit to troops at Mattewala,
Munaawar Sector on Line of Control (LoC).
He said that Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadev is one such evidence of these
efforts and his case will be taken to the logical conclusion.
Chief of Army Staff said that Indian ceasefire violations on one side is an
effort to divert world‘s attention from atrocities against innocent Kashmiris and on
the other side it is an attempt to dilute Pakistan‘s response against terrorism and
militancy.
According to ISPR, Army Chief while appreciating operational readiness of
the troops directed that unprovoked Indian ceasefire violations be responded
effectively.
He said the targeting of civilians along LoC is deliberate and highly
reprehensible.
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―We will continue our solidarity with people of Indian Occupied Kashmir
who are struggling for their right of self determination‖, ISPR quoted the army
chief as telling the troops.
He said that Pakistan Army will do its duty to protect people of Pakistan and
Azad Kashmir against all forms of Indian aggression.
Army Chief said Indian design and its support to terrorism in Pakistan and the
region has been fully exposed.
Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadev is one such evidence of these efforts and his
case will be taken to the logical conclusion.
Yadav, who was arrested last year in March, is an Indian spy, who confessed
his country‘s involvement in destabilising Pakistan by supporting the Baloch
separatist insurgency.
COAS said that Pakistan Army will do its duty to protect people of Pakistan
and Azad Kashmir against all forms of Indian aggression.
Indian security forces have committed hundreds of ceasefire violations along
the LoC and Working Boundary in 2016 in which 19 civilians were martyred while
80 others were injured.
This strategy continues even in 2017 as three Pakistan Army soldiers were
martyred in unprovoked firing along the Loc last week.
Earlier on arrival at LOC, the Army Chief was received by Commander
Rawalpindi Corps Lt Gen Nadeem Raza.
JuA website being operated from India
A major breakthrough was made in the investigation of Lahore blast and it
was revealed that the website of terrorist organisation Jamaat-ul-Ahrar is being
operated from within India.
According to a news report by NNI news agency, the IP address of the
terrorist outfit that carried out a number of horrific attacks in the country, including
a suicide blast in Lahore last week and Tuesday‘s attack on a Charsadda court, was
traced to the Chennai city of India.
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar claimed responsibility of Lahore blast while uploading the
photograph of the suicide bomber on its social media account.
Earlier, the security forces had arrested Anwar-ul Haq, a facilitator of the
suicide bomber who attacked a protest rally in Punjab‘s capital in which two top
police officers were also martyred. His two brothers Khalilullah and Hameedullah
were also arrested upon identification.
Пакистан потребовал передать ему 76 террористов из Афганистана
Pakistan asks Afghanistan to hand over 76 terrorists immediately
The Express Tribune. February 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1329655/pakistanasks-afghanistan-handover-76-terrorists-immediately/

Pakistan Army on Friday asked Kabul to hand over 76 terrorists hiding in
Afghanistan, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) said.
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The head of the military‘s media wing DG ISPR Major-General Asif Ghafoor
said Afghan Embassy officials were called to General Headquarters. ―Given list of
76 terrorists hiding in Afghanistan. Asked to take immediate action/be handed over
to Pakistan,‖ he said.
Army chief vows revenge
The move comes after a surge in terror attacks across Pakistan. On Thursday
night, minutes after the army chief vowed to respond to the recent wave of terror in
the country, security forces closed the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan
for all sorts of communication indefinitely.
―The Pakistan-Afghanistan border closed with immediate effect till further
orders due to security reasons,‖ ISPR DG Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted shortly
after Gen Qamar‘s statement.
72 dead as suicide bomber strikes inside Lal Shahbaz Qalandar shrine in
Sehwan
Speaking to The Express Tribune on condition of anonymity, a top security
official said the decision to close the border was taken in a high-level meeting on
Thursday. ―The border will remain closed for all sorts of trade, transport and
people crossing over to both sides,‖ the official said. He added that the border will
now only be reopened after thorough consultation with civil and military
authorities.
Террористическая группировка Jamaat-ul-Ahrar действует с территории
Афганистана
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar operating from Afghanistan: Pakistan
Daily Times. 17/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/17-Feb-17/jamaat-ul-ahraroperating-from-afghanistan-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Office (FO) Spokesperson Nafees Zakaria has said
that Jamaat-ul-Ahrar - a banned militant outfit - is launching terrorist attacks in
Pakistan from sanctuaries in Afghanistan.
He said that Afghan government had been asked to take action against the
banned outfit.
Responding to a question regarding Pak-Afghan border management, he said
that both countries should address "cancers" regarding the border management.
"There is a dire need to take strict measures for better Pak-Afghan border
management," said the spokesperson in a weekly media briefing here on Thursday.
Zakaria said Pakistan was aware of Indian plans to sabotage the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project. "Even Kulbhushan Yadav, an
arrested Indian spy, had admitted to making attempts to sabotage the CPEC."
Referring to India's defence build-up, he said massive purchase of weapons
by India could lead to instability in the region. He said that Pakistan had repeatedly
lodged protests with India in this regard.
He added that India's continued atrocities against defenceless Kashmiris in
Held Kashmir (IKH) were highly condemnable and the international community
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should call India to account for its crimes against humanity. "Indian forces are
repeatedly violating ceasefire violations on the Line of Control (LoC) and the
Working Boundary (WB) to divert the world's attention from the genocide and
grave human rights violations against defenceless Kashmiris in the occupied
valley." When his attention was drawn towards Held Kashmir's Chief Minister
Mahbooba Mufti's demand for opening Kargil-Ladakh Road and Siachen for
tourism, he said, "Since I had not read the statement, I can't comment on the issue."
He, however, said, "Elections in IHK are sham elections, and the government over
there is also a sham government, which is in violation of those UNSC resolutions
that clearly state that such elections in IHK cannot be a substitute to the plebiscite
promised to the Kashmiri people under UN resolutions." To another question,
Zakaria said that the figure of 39,000 Pakistanis reportedly deported from
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was exaggerated by media. "Pakistan is in contact with
Saudi authorities. Those repatriated to Pakistan were involved in violation of local
laws," he maintained.
Meanwhile, Pakistan has offered condolences on the sad demise of Juma-AlKaabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE) ambassador to Afghanistan, who sustained
serious injuries in a brutal terrorist attack in Kandahar in January 2017. "We are
deeply saddened to learn about the passing away of the UAE's ambassador to
Afghanistan. The government and people of Pakistan convey their heartfelt
condolences to the leadership and the people of the UAE and the family of the
martyred ambassador," said a Foreign Office statement on Thursday.
"Pakistan once again reiterates its strong condemnation of terrorism in all its
forms and manifestations, and stands with the government and people of the UAE
in this hour of immense grief," the statement added.
Террористическая группировка «Джамаат-уль-Ахрар (часть ТалибанПакистан) организует теракты в Пакистане с территории Афганистана!
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar launching terrorist attacks from sanctuaries in
Afghanistan: MoFA
Naveed Siddiqui. Dawn. Feb 15, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314951/jamaat-ulahrar-launching-terrorist-attacks-from-sanctuaries-in-afghanistan-mofa

An official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) met Afghan Deputy
Head of Mission Syed Abdul Nasir Yousafi in Islamabad on Tuesday to address
militant attacks in Pakistan by factions operating in Afghanistan, said a press
release from MoFA.
United Nations and European Commission (UN&EC) Additional Secretary
Tasnim Aslam raised the "grave concern [Pakistan has] about the continuing
terrorist attacks on Pakistani soil by the terrorist outfit Jumaat-ul-Ahrar (JuA)
[operating] from its sanctuaries inside Afghanistan," the release read.
Aslam also informed Yousafi that Afghan authorities had been informed
"earlier" about "actionable intelligence" where Pakistan pressed Afghanistan "to
take urgent measures to eliminate the terrorists and their sanctuaries, financiers and
[facilitators] operating from its territory," the statement read.
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The additional secretary also shared an 'aide-memoire' with the Afghan
deputy head of mission, which contained "details of the terrorist attacks and
supporting information".
Govt action
Following Monday's horrific suicide attack on Lahore's Mall Road, which
claimed 13 lives and left over 100 people injured, Punjab's law enforcement
agencies have launched a province-wide crackdown on banned militant
organisations.
The body parts of the suspected suicide bomber have been sent for DNA test
to establish his identity.
Officials involved in the investigation into the incident said that senior police
officials were the main target of the suicide bomber who blew himself up during a
protest by chemists.
They said that Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, an offshoot of the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
which claimed responsibility for the attack in a statement, had attached a
photograph of the bomber to the statement.
Пакистан, США и Исламский военный альянс: быть или не быть?
Наталья Замараева. «Новое восточное обозрение». 7.02.2017. http://ru.journalneo.org/2017/02/07/pakistan-ssha-i-islamskij-voenny-j-al-yans-by-t-ili-ne-by-t/

В январе 2017 г. Пакистан вновь оказался в центре ближневосточной
политики, когда Королевство Саудовская Аравия (КСА) сделало поспешное
заявление о его включении в состав Исламского военного альянса (ИВА), в
командующие которого Эр-Рияд намеревался назначить бывшего начальника
штаба сухопутных войск отставного генерала Р.Шарифа.
Стремление властей КСА сформировать военную коалицию из 39
мусульманских стран со штаб-квартирой в Эр-Рияде объясняется, во-первых,
стремлением подтвердить свою лидирующую роль на Ближнем Востоке. Вовторых, гарантировать безопасность собственных границ, например, со
стороны Бахрейна (учитывая настроения шиитского большинства населения
в результате политической и экономической активизации в регионе
шиитского Ирана). И, в-третьих, перехватить у России-Ирана-Турции
инициативу в борьбе с угрозой терроризма.
Успехи военной кампании России против ДАИШ в Сирии вызывают
раздражение монархии саудитов. Россия и КСА поддерживают
противоборствующие стороны в ближневосточном конфликте: Москва в
союзе с президентом Б.Асадом стремится к восстановлению контактов с
умеренными группами сирийской оппозиции, в то время как Эр-Рияд
поддерживает различные джихадистские группировки в Ираке и Сирии.
Эр-Рияд вынужден считаться с российским присутствием на Ближнем
Востоке и ее союзническими отношениями с его давним оппонентом
Ираном. Но раздражение КСА еще больше усилилось после присоединения
Турции к диалогу Россия-Иран и проведения Москвой и Анкарой 17 января
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с.г. первой совместной воздушной операции против ДАИШ с целью
обеспечения соблюдения соглашения о прекращении огня между воюющими
сторонами и урегулирования продолжающегося кризиса в Сирии. КСА
расценило это участие Турции как отступничество одной из стран уммы от
идеи «единения мусульманских сил в борьбе с террором».
Саудовская Аравия, которая продолжает оказывать поддержку
суннитским группировкам боевиков в Ираке и Сирии, в дни проведения
встречи сирийских властей с представителями вооруженной оппозиции 23-24
января с.г. в Астане, окончательно признала, что выпала из состава
участников урегулирования кризиса на Ближнем Востоке. Еще в конце 2016
г. КСА заговорило о формировании ИВА как о руководимой ею военной силе
в борьбе с ДАИШ. Основу ИВА, как предполагалось, должны были
составить подразделения федеральной армии Пакистана; о механизме
взаимодействия с армиями других мусульманских стран ничего не
сообщалось.
Это уже не первая попытка сформировать Исламский военный альянс. О
нем заговорили еще в феврале 2016 г., когда КСА провело на своей
территории военные учения «Северный шторм». Участие в них приняли
армии 21 мусульманского государства. В реальности учения носили скорее
показательный характер и были своего рода демонстрацией военной силы
суннитского крыла ислама шиитскому, в частности руководству Ирана и
хуситам Йемена.
Насколько изменилась ситуация в вопросе формирования Исламского
военного альянса спустя год? — Бросается в глаза синхронность действий
Москвы и Эр-Рияда. 7 января с.г. Министерство обороны России заявило о
начале вывода российских войск из Сирии, и спустя несколько часов
пакистанские и саудовские СМИ вбросили в эфир новость о якобы
назначении пакистанского генерала в отставке Рахила Шарифа на должность
командующего ИВА.
Мир по-разному отреагировал на новость. Естественно возникали
вопросы: это начало новой большой милитаристской игры суннитов
мусульманской уммы или очередное военное фиаско КСА, и какова роль
отставного пакистанского генерала в этой партии? Предложение Эр-Рияда
сулило для Исламабада много преимуществ: щедрую финансовую
поддержку, укрепление его позиций в регионе (особенно в период кризиса
отношений с Индией и Афганистаном), новый масштаб военных операций,
утверждение пакистанской армии в регионе и т.д.
Выбор
монархией
саудитов
подразделений
пакистанских
военнослужащих в качестве основы ИВА объясняется несколькими
причинами. Во-первых, именно Равалпинди (месторасположение штаба
сухопутных войск) сыграл значимую роль в становлении армий нескольких
государств Ближнего Востока в 60-90-е годы ХХ века. Во-вторых,
совместной наряду с Пакистаном и ОАЭ политической поддержкой режима
талибов Исламского эмирата Афганистан в 90-е годы. В-третьих,
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многолетним финансированием пакистанских экономических, военных
(включая ядерную программу) и образовательных проектов; спасение жизни
ныне действующего премьер-министра Наваза Шарифа в период его второго
срока премьерства после отстранения его от власти военными в 1999 г. и т.д.
Кандидатура генерала Р.Шарифа для властей КСА – идеальная для
командования ИВА: боевой генерал, организатор широкомасштабной
военной операции «Удар меча» против иностранных и местных боевиков на
границе с Афганистаном и ряде урбанизированных центров страны, один из
разработчиков Национального плана действий (Антитеррористический план
действий, управление границами, реформа медресе, административные
реформы и т.д.). Он «контролировал» региональный вектор внешней
политики Пакистана. И в переговорах с КСА проявил себя искусным
дипломатом. Следуя заявленной цели единения рядов мусульманской уммы,
достижения гармонии между странами региона, он выдвинул властям КСА
условие включить в альянс шиитский Иран. Он также потребовал мандат на
право выступать в качестве арбитра во имя единения и гармонии мусульман,
а во избежание давления со стороны КСА заявил об отказе служить под
чьим-либо командованием. В конце 2016 – начале 2017 гг. с визитом посетил
Саудовскую Аравию, встречаясь с ее руководством (однако тогда Исламабад
подчеркивал исключительно паломническую цель поездки экс-генерала).
Но хлопоты оказались пустыми, как и полтора года назад. Парламент
Пакистана высказался против утверждения в должности командующего
ИВА генерала в отставке Р.Шарифа. Формальным предлогом стал отказ в
выдаче ему Сертификата об отсутствии возражений, как госслужащему.
История повторилась. 10 апреля 2015 г. депутаты обеих палат Национальной
ассамблеи выступили против отправки пакистанских войск в Саудовскую
Аравию для участия в боевых действиях против хуситов Йемена. Исламабад
подтвердил только оказание военной помощи в случае возникновения
опасности территориальной целостности КСА и защиту мусульманских
святынь. Принятие предложения экс-генералом Р.Шарифом означало бы
отход Пакистана от одобренного в апреле 2015 г. решения парламента,
повлекло бы пересмотр современной стратегии внешней политики
Исламабада и параметры национальной безопасности.
Безусловно, идея создания ИВА – продуктивная, альянс имеет шанс на
становление. Мусульманский мир, охваченный войнами и межсектантской
враждой, настоятельно требует согласованного и скоординированного
подхода к борьбе с угрозой террора на просторах Ближнего Востока. Но КСА
вновь поспешило и допустило односторонний подход, продвигая
исключительно суннитскую составляющую альянса. Далеко не все лидеры
мусульманских государств полагаются на объективность саудитов в
региональной политике, учитывая глубокие противоречия между Эр-Риядом
и Тегераном.
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Но авторство КCА идеи формирования военного исламского союза не
означает руководство им. Ведь противостоять России на Ближнем Востоке
способны США, которые и могут встать за спиной нового военного альянса.
Основным приоритетом внешней политики 45-й президент США
Д.Трамп, вступивший в должность 22 января с.г., провозгласил «разгром
ДАИШ и других радикальных исламистских группировок». Борьба с
терроризмом, согласно его директивам, является составной частью развития
позитивных энергетических отношений с американскими союзниками в
Персидском заливе: An America First Energy Plan. Инструментами этой
борьбы новый хозяин Белого дома назвал ликвидацию источников
финансирования террористических групп, обмен разведывательной
информацией и успешное противостояние террористам в киберпространстве
с целью блокирования их пропаганды и вербовки новобранцев в их
организации.
Первый
абзац
краткого
изложения America
First
Foreign
Policy удивительным образом совпадает с основными положениями военной
доктрины Пакистана в борьбе с иностранными боевиками, а также
ключевыми пунктами выступления экс-генерала Р.Шарифа под названием
«Терроризм в эпоху цифровых технологий» («Terrorism in the digital age») на
Всемирном экономическом форуме в Давосе 17 января с.г. Созвучие этих
двух документов подтверждает близость позиций президента США Д.Трампа
и пакистанского отставного генерала Р.Шарифа в борьбе с террористической
угрозой и, таким образом, предоставляет последнему шанс выступить,
например, в роли советника нового военного альянса на Ближнем Востоке.
В 2016 г. в Пакистане были лишь 3 бомбардировки со стороны США
US bombings in Pakistan drop to record low
Dawn. 9.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307301/us-bombings-in-pakistan-drop-torecord-low

WASHINGTON: US bombings in Pakistan dropped to a record low – three –
in 2016, compared to more than 24,000 bombs it dropped in Iraq and Syria last
year, says a study by a US think-tank, Council on Foreign Relations.
The statistics indicate a change in situation on the ground in Pakistan‘s tribal
areas, which US defence experts say are used for launching attacks at American
and Afghan troops in Afghanistan.
In the past, a major terrorist attack on targets inside Afghanistan or the
increase in terrorist activities inside Pakistan‘s tribal areas led to US bombings
inside Pakistan.
Since June 2014, when Pakistan launched a comprehensive military operation
against terrorist hideouts in Fata, the terrorist attacks have decreased and as have
US bombings.
The statistics also show that the United States has shifted its focus away from
the Pak-Afghan region and is now targeting terrorist strongholds in Iraq and Syria.
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Most of the bombings conducted in 2016 sought to destroy the militant Islamic
State group (IS) positions in these two countries.
The increase in bombings in these two countries also indicate the Obama
administration‘s determination to lessen US ground combat operations in foreign
wars, except in Afghanistan where US troops still participate in combats.
The administration argues that ground operations not only put lives of
Americans at stake but also stir anti-America feelings in those areas. The
bombings, however, are more precise and are often carried out to help local
authorities in their fight against the terrorists.
But the Council on Foreign Relations noted that the administration‘s claim
that bombing ―reduces the threat posed by extremists operating from those
countries and improves overall security and governance on the ground -- is highly
contested‖.
In President Barack Obama‘s last year in office, the US dropped 26,171
bombs in seven countries. This estimate is undoubtedly low, considering reliable
data is only available for airstrikes in Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, and Libya, and a
single strike can involve multiple bombs or munitions. In 2016, the US dropped
3,027 more bombs -- and in one more country, Libya -- than in 2015.
Most bombs were dropped in Syria (12,192), followed closely by Iraq
(12,095). During the period, the US dropped 1,337 bombs in Afghanistan, 496 in
Libya, 34 in Yemen, 14 in Somalia and three in Pakistan.
The numbers are based on the total coalition airstrikes carried out in 2016 by
the US in Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR), the counter-IS campaign.
The Pentagon publishes a running count of bombs dropped by the US and its
partners (such as Britain), and the council found data for 2016 using OIR public
strike releases.
Using this data, the council concluded that in 2016, the US conducted about
79 per cent (5,904) of the coalition air strikes in Iraq and Syria, which together
total 7,473. Of the total 30,743 bombs that the coalition dropped, the US dropped
24,287 (79pc).
To determine how many US bombs were dropped on Iraq and Syria, the
council looked at the percentage of total OIR air strikes conducted in each country.
They were nearly evenly split, with 49.8pc (or 2,941 air strikes) carried out in Iraq,
and 50.2pc (2,963) in Syria. Therefore, the number of bombs dropped was also
nearly the same in the two countries (12,095 in Iraq; 12,192 in Syria). The US
conducted approximately 67pc airstrikes in Iraq in 2016, and 96pc in Syria.
Саудовский альянс в борьбе с ИГ в Сирии (возглавил Рахил Шариф).
Towards the Saudi-led military alliance
Muhammad Ali Ehsan (retired lieutenant colonel of the Pakistan Army and is currently
pursuing a PhD in civil-military relations from the University of Karachi). The Express Tribune,
January 13th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1293240/towards-saudi-led-military-alliance/

Raheel Sharif is being tipped to take over as the military chief of 34-member
military alliance of Muslim countries
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The 15th retired chief of Pakistan Army, General Raheel Sharif, is being
tipped to take over as the military chief of the Saudi led 34-member military
alliance of Muslim countries. Defence Minister Khawaja Asif confirmed the news
by stating that, ‗this thing was in the pipeline for quite some time and that the
Prime Minister was also part of the deliberations.‘
General (retd) Raheel Sharif built a huge support base in Pakistan while he
was in service. Judged by his actions and results he remained publicly the most
popular among the civil-military leadership lot before he retired. Would he be able
to retain the same level of popularity after taking over as the head of coalition
force? I doubt that and personally would not wish the story of General Raheel
Sharif to take this ending — ‗a brave, creative popular military leader of a nation
turned to a paid mercenary leading the coalition force of his undoing.‘
Would his decision to head the collation force benefit the country as much as
it will personally benefit him? Why has the government that disapproved of joining
this 34-nation‘s coalition force in parliament now willingly made available the
retired Pakistani general to lead the force? Would this not affect our ‗policy of
neutrality‘ towards Saudi Arabia and Iran given that all 34 members of the
collation are Sunni majority nations? Is there not this sectarian tinge in this military
alliance given the 100 per cent Sunni dominance of the countries that constitute the
alliance?
The job of any military is to create the appropriate favourable military
conditions for a subsequent political solution. In Middle East this is far from
possible. The stated primary objective of the collation force is ―to protect the
Muslim countries from all terrorist groups and terrorist organisations‖ but would
this be possible? Iran, Iraq and Syria are not part of this coalition but are the very
countries that are at the centre of all conflicts that affect the entire Arab World.
The alliance is also expected to deploy military forces in Syria to fight the IS. All
political estimates preceding such a deployment are already certifying such a
development as a great military mistake. Would the general be willing to head a
coalition that commits that mistake?
Despite the huge popularity the general enjoyed during his tenure as the
military leader in Pakistan, critics accuse him of ‗lacking the resolution of seeing
things through to an end.‘ Many consider the general far from being the ‗snake
charmer‘ that his predecessors were but him too they consider as the general ‗who
beat the grass to startle the snakes‘ but didn‘t do enough to draw all the snakes out
of their snake pits and crush them once and for all — something he could have
done. Now that after his retirement he still wants to dole a uniform to deprive the
world of evil why didn‘t he chose to do the same at home? How would a military
that offered huge sacrifices fighting against the evil forces in the country under his
command view his escalation to the new heights of royal engagement that opens up
flood doors of personal fortunes for the general. Lest we forget — the military that
he commanded continues to fight and looks at no such ‗post fight individually
beneficial appointments‘.
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One thing that profoundly differentiated General Raheel Sharif from any other
military chief before him was that as a general officer he always remained very
‗calculable and predictable‘. Despite the many hopes that the majority of people in
Pakistan associated with the general he (apparently) remained fixated with only
one thing that all good soldiers are always expected to be fixated with — the
enemy. He neither sought personal and political power like General Pervaiz
Musharaff nor was allegedly presumed to be amassing personal wealth and
benefits like General Kayani. Not a ‗gentleman soldier‘ like General Jahangir
Karamat who on being told by the civilian government that he crossed a red line
was effortlessly forced into submission and resigned. Nor a popped up lucky
General like Waheed Kakar who when appointed as a quiet and mild mannered
COAS became the only military chief (ruthless) in the history of this country who
forced both the President and the Prime Minister to simultaneously resign and
arrange holding of general elections (1993) in the country.
While in service General Sharif could hardly be compared to any of his
predecessors. The Lieutenant General rewarded for his services in the ISPR made
sure that the military leader remained a household name and a hero that was seen
to dominate a subdued civilian leadership discharging its responsibilities under the
shadow of a general overseeing the National Action Plan. The general or the ISPR
did nothing to put to rest the rumours that the general might undertake any extra
constitutional step or seek an extension. Between these two deeply polarized
possibilities the people of Pakistan were made to bank their hopes on the
possibility of creation of a ‗Raheel Reformed Pakistan‘ right up to the date of his
retirement — November 28, 2016.
Today the government supported and the government backed job that the
General is likely to take reveals a very different side of the General to all his
admirers including me. Like General Kayani he has agreed to take an extension in
his military service the only difference is that he will be serving Saudi Arabia and
not his own country. The least he could have done was not allowed the political
leadership to trumpet and take the credit for him landing this job.
A beneficiary of a civilian backed extension remains a beneficiary whether he
takes that extension inside or outside Pakistan. As long as military leaders continue
to extract personal benefits from the civilian leadership history will not judge them
as downright professional soldiers that they must be.
PS: I do recommend all generals to read the text of General Douglus
MacArthur‘s farewell address to Congress (April 19, 1951) in which he said ‗Old
soldiers never die they just fade away‘.
Генерал Рахил Шариф назначен главой антитеррористических сил 39
стран, действующих в Сирии
Gen Raheel to head Saudi-led anti-terror force: Khawaja Asif
The Express Tribune, January 7th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1287036/gen-raheelhead-saudi-led-anti-terror-force-khawaja-asif/
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ISLAMABAD: After weeks of speculation, Defence Minister Khawaja Asif
on Friday confirmed that former army chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif has been
appointed the commander of the Saudi-led 39-nation military coalition to combat
terrorism.
The defence minister told a private news channel that Gen Raheel‘s
appointment was made a few days back and that the government was taken into
confidence about the former army chief‘s new role. He, however, would not
provide further details.
Gen Raheel Sharif: A life in pictures
Well before Gen Raheel‘s retirement, there were rumours that he might be
made the head of coalition of likeminded Muslim countries Saudi Arabia had
cobbled together last year in the wake of the conflict in Yemen and other Middle
Eastern countries.
Speculations about Gen Raheel‘s appointment were rife after he was recently
spotted in Saudi Arabia. A video showing Gen Raheel escorted by security
officials while performing Umrah went viral on social media in the last few days.
However, there was no official confirmation about his visit to Saudi Arabia.
The Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR), the military‘s media wing, would
not offer any comment when approached about his appointment, saying that the
military‘s media wing was not authorised to say anything on his activities since he
is retired.
Since the defence minister has confirmed Gen Raheel‘s appointment, the
move is seen as significant given the fact that Pakistan was initially reluctant to
join the Saudi-led initiative. In fact, Pakistan‘s relations with Saudi Arabia saw an
unusual strain after Islamabad refused to send troops to Yemen to fight Houthi
rebels last year. Saudi Arabia was so upset with the parliament‘s resolution urging
the government to stay away from the conflict in Yemen that a senior Saudi envoy
at the time said the Kingdom felt betrayed.
Raheel Sharif named chief of Islamic military coalition, says Khawaja Asif
In order to pacify Saudi Arabia, Gen Raheel travelled to the Kingdom a few
times and eventually Pakistan agreed to join the Saudi-led military coalition. The
government, however, clarified that the Saudi coalition was not meant to interfere
in Syria or Yemen. It also insisted that Pakistan would not send ground troops to
any other country.
Officials here said the primary objective of the Saudi coalition was to
coordinate efforts to fight groups such as Da‘ish in the most effective manner.
Pakistan has maintained a somewhat neutral policy on some of the hotspots in
Middle East particularly in Syria and Yemen. The policy was aimed at ensuring a
delicate balance with both Saudi Arabia and Iran, which are at odds with each
other on the Middle Eastern politics. Gen Raheel even attempted to mediate
between Saudi Arabia and Iran but could not achieve much success.
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АРМИЯ1 В ПОЛИТИКЕ1
«Пакистан всегда готов сотрудничать с США в борьбе с терроризмом»,
- заявил пресс-атташе Межведомственной разведки генерал-майор Asif
Ghafoor
‗We‘ve done our job, you do yours now‘
The Nation. December 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/23-Dec-2017/we-ve-done-our-jobyou-do-yours-now

Lahore - Pakistan Army reiterated on Friday that the country has dismantled
terror networks on its soil, stressing that Islamabad needed nothing from
Washington except confidence and trust.
Army spokesman Major General Asif Ghafoor said Pakistan had cooperated
a lot with the US and ―we want to continue the same diplomacy and cooperation in
future too‖.
Talking to a private news channel, he said Pakistan had achieved many
successes at home front and also contributed a lot to war against terror in the
region through extending cooperation to the US in the Afghan war.
The US could not have achieved the success in war against terrorism and alQaeda without the cooperation of Pakistani forces, said the director general of Inter
Services Public Relations (ISPR).
Pakistan had dismantled the terrorist networks from the motherland and now
it was the responsibility of the allied and Afghan forces to eliminate the TTP and
other militant organisations from Afghanistan he said.
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Gen Asif Ghafoor suggested that Afghanistan should share intelligence with
Pakistan and ―we are ready to cooperate and coordinate‖ with the neighbour to
eradicate terrorism. He made it clear that Pakistan will not allow any country to
fight Afghan war from its soil.
The ISPR DG said the US cooperates with many countries in the field of
defence including Pakistan.
To a question he said Pakistan's nuclear assets were safe.
To another query he said that India had done massive violations along the
Line of Control and Working Boundary during 2017.
India was targeting innocent people along the border, while Pakistan only
targets the Indian check posts in retaliation, he added.
The Kashmiris freedom struggle and movement in Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir had been strengthened, instead of being suppressed as a result of the
Indian oppression, he said.
Глава Армии отчитался в Парламенте – хороший признак подчинения
армии гражданскому руководству
Gen Bajwa‘s briefing
Dawn, December
briefing?preview

21st,

2017.

http://www.dawn.com/news/1377961/gen-bajwas-

AMIDST myriad internal and external challenges and the country teetering
on the brink of crises, attempts to bridge the civil-military divide and foster
dialogue between institutions are particularly welcome.
Army chief Gen Qamar Bajwa‘s decision to visit parliament at the invitation
of the Senate and deliver a multi-hour, wide-ranging briefing alongside the DG
ISI, DG MI and DGMO suggests that the military is aware that the constitutional
order and national security need to be strengthened by inter-institutional
cooperation.
The interconnectedness between a strong democratic order in the country
and Pakistan‘s strength internally and regionally has often been obscured by bitter
partisan wrangling.
However, if the military leadership is willing to engage the political class in
frank dialogue, there is a possibility of aligning institutional interests so that the
country itself benefits. It is hoped that Gen Bajwa‘s maiden briefing to parliament
has set a precedent that will be regularly followed.
Yet, for dialogue to be successful, it must be genuine. Gen Bajwa is reported
to have told the Senate that the military welcomes parliament‘s setting the national
security strategy and that better relations with India are also a prerogative for
parliament to pursue.
That, however, is far from the reality that is known to most parliamentarians
and the public. Successive governments in this era of a transition to democracy
have tried to influence Pakistan‘s policy towards Afghanistan and India, but those
attempts have led to severe civil-military tensions.
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When the previous PPP-led coalition negotiated a historic civilian assistance
programme with the US, the Enhanced Partnership with Pakistan Act of 2009, it
was nearly derailed by military objections. While parliament has passed a
resolution calling for neutrality in the Yemen conflict, retired army chief Gen
Raheel Sharif has become the first commander of the Saudi-led Islamic Military
Counter Terrorism Coalition, a grouping with a distinct anti-Iran bias.
If the security establishment does want parliament to have a greater role in
the formulation of national security policy and strategy, it has to demonstrate that it
is willing to listen and implement ideas it may not necessarily agree with.
Perhaps one of the gestures that the military could consider is to have
civilian representatives present in the meetings that the army chief routinely has
with foreign leaders.
While uniformed representatives are often invited by the civilian
government to high-level meetings with foreign governments, the opposite is not
the case. The defence minister or the foreign secretary, for example, are hardly
ever present in meetings at GHQ with political representatives of foreign states.
Learning to work alongside each other is a necessary first step to learning to accept
non-coercive input from one another.
Certainly, the civilian leadership must also learn to analyse and speak about
national security matters in a more sophisticated manner. Fundamental change in
the national security domain is difficult, but it is also necessary.
Глава Армии заверил в Парламенте, что армия ни в коей мере не
дестабилизирует гражданское прав-во
Bajwa says army not destabilising civilian govt
Baqir
Sajjad
Syed.
Dawn,
December
20th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1377681/bajwa-says-army-not-destabilising-civilian-govt

2017.

Says military ready to back political leadership on normalisation of ties with
India
ISLAMABAD: Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa on
Tuesday reaffirmed his commitment to democracy and the rule of law and
categorically denied the military‘s role in destabilising the civilian government.
Speaking at an ‗in-camera session‘ of the Senate Committee of the Whole,
the army chief, who originally came to brief the legislators on national security
issues, deliberated on a wide range of topics from politics and frayed civil-military
ties to counterterrorism operations and foreign policy.
He was accompanied by Inter-Services Intelligence chief Lt Gen Naveed
Mukhtar, Director General of Military Operations Maj Gen Sahir Shamshad Mirza
and Military Intelligence Director General Maj Gen Asim Munir. The session
continued for nearly four-and-a-half hours.
Responding to a question by a ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
legislator, the army chief defended the brokering of the deal between the
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government and the organisers of the 22-day sit-in at Faizabad interchange, the
Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah.
He said the situation could have aggravated had the military not played its
part.
Gen Bajwa, according to the senators who attended the committee‘s session,
said he firmly believed in democracy and supremacy of the Constitution. However,
he did not deny mistakes in the past and, in a reference to generals Zia and
Musharraf, reportedly said he could not be held responsible for others. He is
reported to have even asked parliament to take the lead in framing foreign and
security policies and vowed to implement them.
Gen Bajwa was invited by Senate Chairman Mian Rabbani to share
military‘s position on certain key foreign policy and security issues. The official
agenda of the meeting was to have a ―briefing by the Chief of Army Staff and
Director General Military Operations on the emerging national security paradigm
for Pakistan with respect to recent visits and developments‖.
It was the first time that an army chief appeared before a Senate committee.
The last time an army chief came to parliament for a briefing was in 2011 after the
US raid on Al Qaeda chief Osama bin Laden‘s hideout in Abbottabad when then
army chief Gen Ashfaq Parvez Kayani and ISI director general Lt Gen Ahmed
Shuja Pasha were called to the joint sitting of parliament.
Gen Bajwa‘s unprecedented appearance before a Senate committee follows a
visit by Senate defence body‘s members to the GHQ. The army chief had on that
occasion expressed his desire for greater interaction with parliament and told the
visiting legislators that he was ready to appear before the Senate Committee of the
Whole to answer any question that the parliamentarians might have.
Senators, while speaking to Dawn on background, said the army chief was
very forthcoming and candid in responding to the queries, even though some were
very ―tough and tricky‖. The questioning was so wide-ranging and frank that
senators did not even shy away from asking questions about Hafiz Saeed, who is
on UN sanctions list but has managed to avoid national restrictions.
The lawmakers from both treasury and opposition benches found his
responses to be useful. The senators, however, differed over whether or not the
army chief‘s participation helped narrow the civil-military trust deficit.
―Forget about civilian and military leaders being on one page. Civil-military
issues are a reality,‖ Senator Mushahidullah told reporters after the session.
Senator Sherry Rehman said all parties were on one page as far as national
security was concerned.
Minister for Ports and Shipping Senator Hasil Bizenjo said Gen Bajwa had
underlined the division of work with governance being civilians‘ domain and
security being military‘s responsibility.
As a note of clarification, a senator said, Gen Bajwa distanced himself and
his institution from the views expressed by retired generals in their public
appearances. He reportedly said that those were their personal views and had
nothing to do with institutional view.
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Foreign policy
In a major gesture, the army chief reportedly said that the military was ready
to back political leadership‘s initiative for normalisation of relations with arch rival
India.
Gen Bajwa, according to a couple of senators, said that relations with all
neighbours had to be normalised and urged political leaders to try to improve
relations with India. He assured that their efforts would be fully supported by the
army.
The general‘s offer was particularly significant because Indians allege that
the army has been blocking peace efforts. Notwithstanding the army chief‘s
proposal, the prospects of progress towards normalisation remain dim because of
Indian intransigence.
At the same time, Gen Bajwa reminded the legislators that a large part of
Indian military deployments was mostly against Pakistan, even though it cited
other threats. He also recalled that India was fomenting instability and terrorism in
Pakistan and had in this regard developed a strong nexus with Afghan intelligence
agency NDS.
On Iran, Gen Bajwa said Islamabad and Tehran could not have adversarial
relations. He is reported to have also touched on Pakistan‘s efforts for a
rapprochement between Tehran and Riyadh and noted that the initiative received a
lukewarm response from Saudi Arabia.
In reply to a question about the Saudi-led military alliance of which Pakistan
is also a part, the army chief confirmed that the terms of reference governing the
alliance had not been finalised as yet and promised to share them with parliament
once they were decided. He, however, assured the lawmakers that the alliance
would not be allowed to acquire sectarian colours.
Gen Bajwa for revisiting madrassa teaching concept
Sharif Khan. The Nation. December 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec-2017/genbajwa-for-revisiting-madrassa-teaching-concept
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Quetta - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday
criticised religious seminaries for mostly teaching only Islamic theology, leaving
students ill-equipped for life in the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖ he
told a youth conference in Quetta, stressing the country needs to ‗revisit‘ the
religious schools concept.
The army chief also said that ―tomorrow‘s Balochistan will be engine of
national development‖ and prove an invaluable link from north to south and also to
west.
In a double entendre, he said he believes in democracy and even more so in
the democratic values of selfless service and supremacy of moral authority. ―All of
us have a duty to the nation.‖
The country has seen repeated military coups and apprehensions have been
expressed by different quarters about General Bajwa‘s intentions, especially after
the disqualification of ex-prime minister Nawaz Sharif – who believes that army is
behind his ouster.
Modernising madrassas, which have mushroomed nationwide, is a thorny
issue in Pakistan where religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of
youngsters but are the only education available to millions of poor children.
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General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an army chief criticising the religious seminaries, which are
often built adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious
hardliners.
General Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being
taught in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi school of thought alone.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (prayer leaders) or
they will become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build
enough mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa pass-outs.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying only the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to de-radicalise religious hard-liners
by ―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the
civilian government but which now appears to be taking form.
But this policy has suffered a setback as recently capital Islamabad was
paralysed for nearly three weeks by a blockade staged by a newly formed ultrareligious party belonging to the otherwise peaceful Sunni-Brelvi school of thought.
Pointing to the brighter side of the situation, he said ―our future is bright and
our youth is fully capable of taking on the mantle‖. Admiring Balochi youth, he
said they were ―as capable as youth of any area of Pakistan‖.
―We have enough resources we just need to improve our human resource.
The civil service needs to be made attractive so that the top talent comes to civil
service. It is the backbone of any country,‖ underlined Bajwa.
Highlighting armed forces and law enforcement agencies‘ share in educating
Baloch students, he mentioned that presently over 25,000 of them were receiving
quality education at various Army and FC-run schools and cadet colleges all over
Pakistan.
As many as 20,000 daughters of Balochistan were serving in Army
including over 600 as officers while 232 cadets are undergoing training at Pakistan
Military Academy in Kakul.
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Army chief added that so much was only the representation in Pak Army and
the number gets even higher when they took into account Baloch youth in Pakistan
Air Force, Pakistan Navy and other Law Enforcement Agencies.
The COAS announced establishment of an MRI centre at Turbat and
expediting work on already announced educational institutions.
―Army is a state institution meant to serve the nation. Army shall continue to
perform its role while national security and development remains a national
obligation for all state institutions, averred the Army chief at the seminar.
Renowned speakers from academia, civil society, media and politicians also
addressed the seminar titled ―Human Resource Development for the youth of
Balochistan – opportunities and challenges‖.
Chief Minister Nawab Sanaull Zehri in his address said that the dependency
of Balochistan on Centre would have to be ended by developing own resources as
the province was replete with boundless natural resources.
He clarified that Balochistan wouldn‘t develop unless its untapped resources
were exploited for its progress.
―Balochistan wastes 1.5 million acre floodwater due to lack of dams,‖ said
Zehri, adding if they were having resources, they can build dams to save this water
to make the province self-reliant in agriculture.
The chief minister added that Balochistan‘s population was meagre luckily,
and proper exploitation of resources may enable the government to give 15,000 to
20,000 rupees per month to each unemployed family.

Army chief says Pakistan should 'revisit' madrassa schools
The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/army-chief-sayspakistan-should-revisit-madrassa-schools
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Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday criticised
madrassas that have mushroomed nationwide for mostly teaching only Islamic
theology, saying the country needs to ―revisit‖ the religious school concept.
Modernising madrassa education is a thorny issue in Pakistan where
religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of youngsters but are the only
education available to millions of poor children.
General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an Army chief criticising madrassas, which are often built
adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious hardliners.
Bajwa said a madrassa education in Pakistan was inadequate because it did
not prepare students for the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖
Bajwa told a youth conference in Quetta, the capital of Balochistan.
Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being taught
in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi, a Sunni Muslim sub-sect that shares the
beliefs of the strictly orthodox Wahhabi school of Islam on the Arabian Peninsula.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (clerics) or they will
become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build enough
mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa students.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
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Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Islamist hardliners hold great sway in Pakistan, with the capital, Islamabad,
paralysed for nearly three weeks last month by a blockade staged by a newly
formed ultra-religious party.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to deradicalise religious hard-liners by
―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the civilian
government but which now appears to be taking form.
Глава Армии обратил внимание на переизбыток медресе («нет столько
мечетей, чтобы занять всех выпускников медресе»).
Отметил, что там дается только религиозное образование, а нужно современное
Army chief calls for widening scope of madressah education
Saleem
Shahid.
Dawn,
December
8th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375246/army-chief-calls-for-widening-scope-of-madressaheducation

The army chief recalls he had proposed to the ousted prime minister to send
more experienced bureaucrats to serve in Balochistan and take the province out of
the darkness of backwardness.
QUETTA: Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa has called for widening the
scope of education at madressahs (religious seminaries) to enable the students to
play a more positive and productive role in society.
Speaking at a seminar on ‗Human resource development — opportunities
and challenges‘ here on Thursday, he categorically stated that he was not against
religious seminaries.
The army chief said more religious seminaries were established in
Balochistan compared to modern and quality schools for local students during the
past four decades. ―Only religious education is being imparted to the students at all
these seminaries and thus the students are left behind in the race for development.‖
Bajwa says it is impossible to build enough mosques to employ the huge
number of madressah students
He deplored that more than 10,000 teachers were expelled in Balochistan,
extensively affecting the educational system and deteriorating the quality of
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education in the province. He called for better and quality education for handling
administrative issues in a better way.
He mentioned the deep impact of the Afghan civil war on this side of the
border as the law and order situation had undermined the pace of economic
development and stability to a greater extent in Balochistan.
Gen Bajwa called for supremacy of merit and economic development of
Pakistan that was inseparably linked with functional democracy.
He emphasised that the Army was in the service of the state of Pakistan and
its people and not any particular government.
He said competent and experienced bureaucrats were reluctant to serve in
Balochistan. He said he had proposed to the ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif to
send more experienced bureaucrats to serve in Balochistan and take the province
out of the darkness of backwardness.
The army chief said at present over 25,000 Baloch students were receiving
quality education at various schools and cadet colleges run by the army and
Frontier Constabulary all over Pakistan. Nearly 20,000 sons of Balochistan were
serving in the army, including over 600 as officers while 232 cadets were
undergoing training at the Pakistan Military Academy, Kakul. He said that
Balochistan had so much representation in the army and the number got even
higher when taken into account Baloch youths in the Pakistan Air Force, Navy and
other law enforcement agencies.
―Our future is bright and our youths are fully capable of taking on the
mantle. Baloch youths are as capable as youths of any area of Pakistan. We have
enough resources, we just need to improve our human resource,‖ he said.
Gen Bajwa said the civil service needed to be made attractive so that top
talent came to join it because it was the backbone of any country.
He announced establishment of an MRI centre at Turbat, while expediting
setting up of already announced educational institutions.
He said the army was a state institution meant to serve the nation. The army
would continue to perform its role while national security and development
remained a national obligation for all state institutions.
The army chief said he believed in democracy and even more so in the
democratic values of selfless service and supremacy of moral authority. ―All of us
have a duty to the nation.‖
He said that tomorrow‘s Balochistan would be the engine of national
development effort and an invaluable link from north to south and also to west.
A large number of politicians, local elites and civil and military officials
were also present at the seminar.
Reuters adds: Gen Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students
were being taught in madressahs. ―So what will they become: will they become
Maulvis (clerics) or they will become terrorists?‖ he asked, saying it was
impossible to build enough mosques to employ the huge number of madressah
students.
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The army chief said poor education was holding back the nation of 207
million people, and especially in madressahs.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
Военные в 1999-2008 гг. – диктаторский переворот Первез Мушаррафа
Special report: The military strikes back 1999-2008
S. Akbar Zaidi. Dawn. 1.12.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1372376/special-reportthe-military-strikes-back-1999-2008

General Pervez Musharraf overthrew an elected government, an offense
punishable by the Constitution of Pakistan.
President General Pervez Musharraf played his cards well till his hand was
pressed to let go of his uniform, which, practically, was the beginning of the end
for him. He is seen in the photograph above with Gen. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani
(right), the man who replaced him as the chief of the army staff, a day before
Musharraf was to be sworn in as a civilian president. | Photo by Tanveer Shehzad.
A dictator by any name
LEST it be forgotten, General Pervez Musharraf was always a military
dictator who, to start with, overthrew an elected government, which is a
treasonable offense punishable by death according to the Constitution of Pakistan.
The epithet added to him being a ‗liberal dictator‘, a crucial fallacy committed
even by otherwise smart and intelligent academics, glosses over and partially
legitimises the fact that he was, once and always, a military dictator.
The fascination by Pakistan‘s anti-democratic elite, particularly its
neoliberal, globalised elite, who partied long and hard with Musharraf and
entertained him (and his hand-picked prime minister Shaukat Aziz), of imagining
Musharraf as being some type of ‗liberal‘, was limited to his westernised lifestyle
which they shared.
There was nothing ‗liberal‘ about his dictatorial politics, an incipient style of
anti-democratic conduct, which the westernised elite also supported
wholeheartedly. Whether Musharraf‘s personal lifestyle-liberalism did any good in
opening up social spaces to this elite (and non-elite) – being more tolerant of
certain cultural and social practices, allowing women to occasionally find greater
political agency and so on – is an important, though secondary, consideration.
WITH army behind him, Pervez Musharraf – not always as solemn and
sombre as he appears here – ruled as he wished for about a decade which appears
to be the cut-off span for military dictators in Pakistan.
The fact that dictators can be, when they so choose, benevolent and do some
social good, needs to be sharply contrasted with their anti-democratic, authoritarian
interventions that often have serious consequences in the long run.
One so-called liberal dictator of a very different era, General Ayub Khan,
was partially responsible for the separation of East Pakistan; Musharraf, three
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decades later, left a legacy of violence, killings and suicide bombings under the
guise of militant Islam and jihadism, which are perhaps only now being addressed.
Despite the best of lifestyle-liberal intentions, political consequences of
decisions taken by dictators, leave their mark. Envisaging himself first as an
Ataturk, and often as a Jinnah, by the end of his reign in 2008, as numerous events
in 2007 were to reveal, Musharraf became another uniformed bully, hungry for
personal power ... just another military dictator dependent on the largesse of the
United States.
Since General Yahya Khan, unlike Pakistan‘s three coup makers, was more
an accidental and make-shift military ruler rather than a military dictator,
Musharraf needs to be viewed against the experiences provided by Generals Ayub
and Ziaul Haq. And, unlike his two military predecessors, General Musharraf‘s
nine-year-long presence on, and dominance of, Pakistan‘s political scene was far
more colourful and riddled with far greater contradictions. While Ayub and Zia
were ideologically opposites of each other, only sharing their distaste for civilian
politicians, one could argue that their agenda and their politics were far more
straightforward, simple and uncomplicated compared to Musharraf‘s brand of
lifestyle-liberalism mixed with a different brand of dictatorial politics.
One must also emphasise that the regional, global and domestic contexts – in
terms of ethnic politics, social classes, global linkages and capitalist accumulation
– of all three were also markedly different, though some similarities could be
drawn.
From the Cold War politics of the 1960s to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in the 1980s, to the US intervention in Afghanistan in the last decade,
one could argue that Pakistan‘s three military dictators shared some global and
regional similarities, but the 1960s, the 1980s and the 2000s were all considerably
different.
One major starting point to their coups which indicates how much the world
and Pakistan had changed over the 40 years since 1958, was that, unlike his
predecessors, Musharraf did not declare Martial Law when he dismissed and
subsequently banished prime minister Nawaz Sharif on October 12, 1999. In fact,
that he chose the title of Chief Executive as he wanted ―to serve people, rather than
rule‖ was clearly indicative of the sensibilities of a new generation and a different
world.
Pakistan‘s higher judiciary, in all its wisdom and based on many decades of
its institutional experience of endorsing and working with military dictators, gave
Musharraf three years after his coup to hold elections. As Pakistan‘s chief
executive, supported by the westernised elite, backed by numerous formerly
radical members of civil society and NGOs, with a finance (and later, prime)
minister specially invited from Citibank, Musharraf set up a technocratic
government based on his Seven Point Reform agenda, which would make any
autocrat proud.
The first three years of the Musharraf regime were troubled, although it was
popular in some domestic circles, with Pakistan still a pariah state internationally
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as a result of sanctions that had been imposed after the nuclear tests in 1998.
Things were made worse by the Musharraf coup in an era when military
interventions were no longer fashionable. This international isolation, with
consequences on Pakistan‘s economy, lasted till the fateful day in September 2001
when much of the world changed.
Pervez Musharraf was able to steal the show interacting with the Indian
media during the Agra Summit in July 2001, but that was also one of the reasons
behind the deadlock he ran into with Indian prime minister Atal Behari Vajpayee
(right).
Just as Gen Zia was rescued by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
Musharraf found after 9/11a longevity which he could not have expected in 1999.
Once Musharraf decided that he was with the US rather than against it, and was far
secure of his future, he began to unravel new interventions in the political and
governance structures he had prepared.
He started by building a new system of local government (prior to 2001),
doing away with the urban-rural divide and reducing the powers of bureaucrats. He
increased considerably the number of seats reserved for women at all tiers of
electoral representation. Having moved on from being a non-descript chief
executive to being the president of Pakistan in July 2001, he called for a
referendum in April 2002 to seek legitimacy from the people for his efforts,
receiving a ‗Yes‘ vote, in true dictator style, of 97.5 per cent.
Unlike Gen Zia‘s never ending ‗90 days‘, to his credit, Musharraf did hold
elections after the Supreme Court‘s three-year moratorium was over, in 2002. Yet,
one must recognise that after the US attack on Afghanistan, with his future
secured, he could easily afford to do so. With George Bush in the White House
backing his ‗buddy‘ in Islamabad fighting the War on Terror, Musharraf could get
away with a great deal at home. And he did.
Meddling with the Constitution after creating a King‘s Party of former tried
and failed politicians from Nawaz Sharif‘s party, he enforced electoral reforms
which specifically barred both Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif from becoming
prime minister again. He also lowered the voting age to 18 years, believing that
Pakistan‘s millennials would endorse his vision of Enlightened Moderation and
vote for candidates he approved of, making graduation a requirement to contest
elections.
Always under pressure from the religious right, however, he had to give in to
their demands of allowing religious non-graduate, seminary-trained individuals to
contest his graduate-only elections.
The result was that while he got a subservient parliament in Islamabad and
Lahore, he was forced to give away the NWFP [since renamed KP] to the
Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA), an alliance of religious parties opposed to
Musharraf‘s pro-West agenda and to his, and the GHQ‘s, U-turn on the Taliban.
Nevertheless, Musharraf learned to use the MMA presence in the NWFP as a
bargaining chip with the Americans to his significant advantage.
THE 2007 IMPLOSION
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THE year 2007 was quite eventful as, among other things, Musharraf
confronted the Superior Judiciary, symbolised by Justice Iftikhar Ahmed
Chaudhry, all year long and gradually found himself in a tight corner.
From 9/11 onwards, thinking that he was assured of a tenure reminiscent of
Ayub Khan, backed unequivocally by the US, pumped up by the hubris and
bravado of a commando that he once was, Musharraf unfolded another experiment
in praetorian democracy in the country that was different from what the country
had under Zia. Musharraf‘s experiment, having been initiated in 2002, imploded in
2007. If ever there was a year of supreme significance in Pakistan‘s political
history, with consequences well into its future, it was 2007. In March of that year,
Musharraf dismissed chief justice Iftikhar Chaudhry. It was an event which
resulted in not just the lawyers‘ movement, but played a key role in bringing
Musharraf down eventually, and in rebuilding Nawaz Sharif‘s political future.
The baton-wielding force at Lal Masjid set in motion a chain of events that
sucked the mighty force of the state in its vortex and left not just the capital
Islamabad but the entire country psychologically paralysed.
On May 12, Musharraf showed his true colours and demonstrated his vicious
streak in Islamabad that left many killed in Karachi as they awaited the arrival of
the deposed chief justice. Then in July, an attack on Lal Masjid by the army –
shown live on Musharraf‘s gift to the Pakistani people, a free-for-all, independent,
electronic media – led to the killing of an unknown number of militants. The
incident resulted in the country‘s worst wave of domestic terror which continued
for at least a decade, killing, by some accounts, up to 70,000. In October,
Musharraf signed the National Reconciliation Ordinance (NRO), granting amnesty
to many prominent politicians, a further sign of his weakening grip on power. On
November 3, Musharraf imposed a desperate mini-martial law, an Emergency, as
an uncertain future stared him in the face.
ADDING to his woes was the return of Benazir Bhutto in the wake of the
controversial National Reconciliation Order (NRO) Musharraf put his signature to.
Elections had been announced by then, and both Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz
Sharif had returned to the country and were challenging Musharraf under the
banner of a Charter of Democracy they had signed a year earlier in London.
Having survived an assassination attempt in Karachi on her return in October,
Benazir Bhutto fell victim to an assassin‘s bullet on December 27, bringing to an
end an extraordinary year.
ASSESSING MUSHARRAF
Pervez Musharraf was forced out by democratic forces in 2008. A decade
later, he threatens to return to Pakistan to contest elections, but remains an
absconder from the courts where he is under trial, among other cases, for treason.
Given Pakistan‘s political history, this is clearly a unique situation for a former
president who also happened to be the army chief.
Good intentions are one thing; eventual outcomes something else. Whatever
Musharraf thought he would leave as a legacy, he actually left Pakistan far more
unstable, more violent, less tolerant, and in further disarray.
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The Balochistan crisis, on which news continues to be suppressed, was a
creation of his regime, where the killing of Akbar Bugti stands out as yet another
case of state murder. Failure or success need to be evaluated in terms of what could
have been achieved, and what wasn‘t in assessing opportunities that were
floundered.
TOWARDS the end of his tenure, his public existence was a big headache to
handle for the man himself.
Musharraf and his technocratic whiz kids are to be held responsible for not
achieving a number of key reforms when they had undisputed power, with key
sections of the political class either in disarray or bought over, with support from
some key constituencies, and when those in power were awash with capital from
abroad. Just the fiscal space created on account of postponed debt repayments on
account of 9/11 amounted to an extra $5 billion each year which could have been
spent on social and infrastructure development. Yet, most was squandered in
speculative property and stock market machinations which produced nothing
tangible except making many of the cronies of the regime very rich.
Musharraf had a dictatorial model of politics, with crony capitalism his
sense of economics, and lifestyle-liberalism his social agenda, all backed up by
huge dependence on the United States.
A decade after his ouster, much of what Musharraf did has been undone,
reversed by popular and political mandate, been put aside completely, perhaps a
sign of maturity of the country‘s democratic transition and transformation.
While his regime left behind consequences that survived well beyond 2008,
history will prove Musharraf and his interventions to be far more fickle and
fleeting than he could have ever imagined. No wonder he is remembered only as a
lifestyle-liberal or ‗dictator chic‘ (as Edward Luce of the Financial Times has used
the phrase in a different context), who just happened to be Pakistan‘s third military
dictator.
The writer is a political economist based in Karachi. He has a PhD in
History from the University of Cambridge. He teaches at Columbia University in
New York, and at the IBA in Karachi.
This story is the thirteenth part of a series of 16 special reports under
the banner of ‗70 years of Pakistan and Dawn‘. Visit the archive to read the
previous reports.

HBL has been an indelible part of the nation‘s fabric since independence,
enabling the dreams of millions of Pakistanis. At HBL, we salute the dreamers and
dedicate the nation‘s 70th anniversary to you. Jahan Khwab, Wahan HBL.
Click on the buttons below to read more from this special feature
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Дочь одного из лидеров Партии справедливости резко осудила роль
армии в ее желании примирить (в ходе протестного сидения) исламистов и
правительства и принять их (исламисты) требования.
Pak politician's daughter slams Pak army
Shailaja
Neelakantan.
The
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HIGHLIGHTS
 Imaan Mazari, daughter of a Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Shireen
Mazari, uploaded a video to her Twitter account criticising the army
 Imaan's video mysteriously disappeared along with her Twitter account
after her clip was widely watched across Pakistan
 Imaan's mother has, meanwhile, distanced herself from her daughter's views
NEW DELHI: The daughter of a prominent Pakistani politician slammed her
country's army, using strong words, in a video talk she uploaded on Twitter, which
soon mysteriously disappeared along with her Twitter account, reported Pakistani
media.
Imaan Mazari, daughter of a Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Shireen
Mazari, uploaded a video to her Twitter account, "criticizing the role of the army in
the Faizabad sit-in and the aftermath of a botched operation by the federal
government," reported Pakistan Today. The video was widely watched in Pakistan
before it was taken down, said Pakistani media.
"Shame on the army," says Imaan in the video.
The Faizabad sit-in involved thousands of Islamists almost blocking the
main routes to Islamabad-Rawalpindi, protesting what they saw as a lax response
to so-called blasphemy. It ended with the Pakistani government caving in - by all
accounts - to the Islamists' demand that the law minister - an alleged blasphemerquits.
One of the main Islamists involved in the sit-in - Tehreek-i-Labaik Ya
Rasool Allah chief Khadim Hussain Rizvi - later revealed that it was the army
which ensured the government met the protesters' terms. "They told us they will
get all of our demands accepted," Rizvi said in a startling revelation, reported
Dawn. That explained to many wht the government capitulated so completely to
the Islamists.
Here's a link to the video Imaan made, from another Youtube account.
Timesofindia.com cannot verify that the video indeed features Imaan, although
Imaan's mother and Pakistani media say it does.
Imaan's mother has, meanwhile, distanced herself from her daughter's views.
"I want to make it absolutely clear that I do not share the views my daughter
Imaan expressed in the video she posted on Twitter. I also strongly condemn the
language she has used against the armed forces. I love my daughter but totally
disagree with her views & the language used," the PTI leader tweeted.
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I want to make it absolutely clear that I do not share the views my daughter
Imaan expressed in the video she posted on twitter. I also strongly condemn the
language she has used against the armed forces. I love my daughter but totally
disagree with her views & the language used.
Судебные органы взбешены ролью военных в решении конфликта с
властями (протестное сидение).
IHC enraged by military role in agreement to end protest
Malik Asad. Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373272/ihcenraged-by-military-role-in-agreement-to-end-protest

ISLAMABAD: The government and the military received a thorough
dressing-down from the Islamabad High Court (IHC) on Monday as Justice
Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui questioned how the army could act as a mediator between
the government and a group that had committed an act of terrorism.
―You have put a question mark over civilian supremacy. What have you
done?‖ the judge asked Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal during proceedings regarding
the sit-in by religious parties that had paralysed the twin cities for two and a half
weeks.
In a fiery hearing on Monday, Justice Siddiqui said the deal confirmed
widely-held impressions about who was behind the sit-in and ordered the district
administration, the Intelligence Bureau and Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
Barrister Zafarullah Khan to submit separate reports on various aspects of the
Khatm-i-Nubuwat issue that led up to the sit-in, as well as the identities of those
backing the protest.
In its written order, the IHC bench also directed the attorney general to help
the court determine how the armed forces could act as an arbitrator.
Justice Siddiqui furious at interior minister for ceding ‗civilian supremacy‘
At the outset, when the Islamabad chief commissioner read out the text of
the agreement between the government and the protesting Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya
Rasool Allah, the judge took issue with the military playing the role of mediator.
―Most alarming is that Maj Gen Faiz Hameed put signature as one through
whom agreement arrived at. It is also very strange that efforts of Gen Qamar Javed
Bajwa have been acknowledged in the following words: ‗This agreement
materialised through the special efforts of chief of army staff and his team‘,‖ the
judge noted in his order.
―Prima facie, [the] role assumed by the top leadership of army is besides the
Constitution and law of land. Armed forces, being part of the executive, cannot
travel beyond its mandate bestowed upon it by the organic law of the country i.e.
the Constitution.‖
―Where is Raddul Fasaad and all those operations against the terrorists?‖ the
bench remarked, adding that a clash between state institutions was harmful to the
country.
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During the hearing, the bench expressed its displeasure over the army‘s
alleged role in the settlement made with the protesters, remarking: ―Army officers
eager to participate in politics should first return their guns to the state, take
retirement and then join politics‖.
He also observed that it would have been impossible to stage such a sit-in
near General Headquarters. Addressing the interior minister, the judge remarked
that through this agreement, the federal government had laid bare the army‘s role
in this sit-in.
The order noted that ―most abusive and filthy language was used against
honourable judges of the Supreme Court, but the federal government and arbitrator
did not bother to persuade the leadership of [Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah]
to even tender an apology in this regard.‖
During proceedings, the judge asked the minister why a major general was
engaged to hold dialogue with those who had violated the law and committed an
act of terrorism by blocking public roads.
This gave the impression that the civil administration was not capable of
performing its lawful job and the army was the only institution which could handle
such matters, he observed, and asked why the military had not been deployed
under Article 245 of the Constitution to disperse the mob.
―We requisitioned the army, but they sought clarification on certain points,
which have been addressed,‖ the minister replied, referring to a letter expressing
certain apprehensions over the proposed operation against protesters, which was
leaked to the media a couple of days ago.
He directed the Islamabad chief commissioner and IB to furnish reports on
the failure of the Faizabad clearance operation and the identities of those who
provided support, such as lethal weapons, tear gas and gas masks, to the protesters.
Justice Siddiqui raised many eyebrows when he remarked that he could be
assassinated, or may end up joining the ranks of the missing persons, but it was his
duty to speak the truth. ―Everyone should know that there are no followers of
Justice Munir in the courts anymore,‖ he said, referring to the former chief justice
who gave legal cover to the dissolution of Pakistan‘s first constituent assembly.
During the hearing, he also observed that the government was trying to save
Minister of State for Information Technology Anusha Rehman by scapegoating
Zahid Hamid. However, the minister insisted that it was not yet clear whether she
had any role in the matter.
When the judge asked who had prepared the draft of the election law and the
amended declaration, Mr Iqbal said it was a whole committee.
He also took issue with one of the clauses of the agreement between the
government and protesters, which stated that the federal and provincial
governments would compensate the losses incurred by protesters, asking why the
state should do so.
―Had I not ordered the clearing of Faizabad Interchange, who would have
been responsible for removing the protesters?‖ the judge inquired.
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In response, Mr Iqbal said that while this was the responsibility of the civil
administration, this particular protest was very complicated as it was based on a
religious issue. ―Had it been a political dispute, the situation would have been
entirely different,‖ he said.
This prompted Justice Siddiqui to observe that the court had already saved
the government last year, when the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf announced its
intention to lock down the capital.
Addressing Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Sector Commander Arfan
Shaheed Ramay, Justice Siddiqui said that the army should have sided with the
government at any cost, and asked how they became arbitrators. Inamur Rahim, the
counsel for one of the petitioners, also pointed out that Pakistan Army Act (PAA)
did not allow militarymen to become arbitrators.
The hearing was adjourned until Nov 30, but the judge gave IB and the
district administration until Dec 4 to submit their reports.
Армия не хочет ввязываться в разгон протестного движения, а передала
это дело Рейнджерам.
Faizabad handed over to Rangers
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ISLAMABAD: Rangers personnel stand alert after taking control of areas around Faizabad interchange
on Sunday.—Tanveer Shahzad / White Star

ISLAMABAD: Top civil and military leaders on Sunday went into a huddle
to review and assess the law and order situation developing in the country in the
aftermath of Saturday‘s botched operation against protesters at Faizabad
interchange, and decided to re-initiate the process of negotiations with the
leadership of the protesting religious groups after the army showed a reluctance to
directly take on the protesters.
Soon after the meeting, presided over by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi and attended by Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, Inter
Services Intelligence (ISI) Director General Naveed Mukhtar, Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif and Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal, the government issued
a notification, putting the Islamabad police and the Punjab police under the
command of the Rangers for one week.
―Maj Gen Azhar Naveed Hayat Khan, Director General Rangers (Punjab), is
hereby appointed as overall in-charge of the operation to handle and clear the sit-in
organised by activists of Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah at Faizabad
interchange and at other places in Islamabad and Rawalpindi with effect from Nov
26 till Dec 3, 2017,‖ said the notification issued by the Ministry of Interior,
indicating the possibility that there would be no further action against protesters
until Eid Miladun Nabi, on Dec 1.
Army ‗reluctant‘ to take on protesters directly; negotiations with sit-in
leaders to resume
Sources in the military said that during the meeting, the army chief had
opposed the use of army against the sit-in participants, saying that force could not
be applied against its own people ―as the people of Pakistan love and have trust in
[the] army, which can‘t be compromised for little gains‖.
―Anarchy doesn‘t suit our image in [the] world community. We have to stay
cohesive and united,‖ the army chief is said to have told the prime minister.
Sources claimed that Gen Bajwa asked the government to ―identify and punish‖
those responsible for the chaotic situation prevailing in the country.
The military leadership told the government that the army, as an instrument
of the state, would perform any task. But since the use of the military represents
the application of force, it should therefore be employed as a last resort, when all
other options have been exhausted and if there is a threat to the state.
Sources said that no additional troops were being moved as the few already
stationed in Islamabad could take over the security of government buildings from
police and Rangers personnel. The army chief also called for lifting of ban on
private TV channels‘ transmissions.
Talking to Dawn, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal defended his decision to
stop the operation midway and blamed the media for the chaotic situation faced in
the aftermath of the police action on Saturday. He said the operation was going
smoothly, but the media‘s live coverage incited armed people from nearby areas
and madressahs to head towards Faizabad and attack police. Since the police was
―de-weaponised‖, they had no option but to retreat, he said.
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The minister said that Saturday‘s incidents proved that what he told the
court, i.e. that the protesters were armed and wanted bloodshed, had proven true.
He said the protesters used modern tear-gas shells, which were not even available
to the country‘s law enforcement agencies.
However, Mr Iqbal claimed that there were no casualties during the
operation, adding that the deaths were reported in incidents that took place after the
operation was called off, when the mob started attacking private properties,
including the residence of former interior minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan.
When asked if the army had refused to directly take part in the operation, Mr
Iqbal simply said that the army was always used as a last resort. He said the
government still had the option of using police and Rangers to improve the
situation and disperse protesters.
The minister said they had been successfully engaging the protesters in
dialogue over the past two weeks and were close to a resolution, but the
administration had to launch the operation on the directives of the high court. He
said the court had already declared that the minister had no role and that the
administration should implement its orders.
Earlier in the day, the military leadership responded to the federal
government‘s directive seeking deployment of troops to control the situation in
Rawalpindi and Islamabad and raised some legal and technical objections, stating
that ―employment of army implies application of a force which is traditionally not
just used for dispersal of crowd/protesters but to quell commotion‖.
There was no official confirmation from the federal government or the
military about the authenticity of the letter, apparently written by the Military
Operations Directorate of the General Headquarters (GHQ) and available with
most sections of the media. Military sources, however, claimed that the letter was
genuine.
Руководство обратилось к армии — Беспорядки в Пакистане
Турецкий
интернет-сайт
Gursesintour.com.
http://gursesintour.com/aktualnyenovosti/rukovodstvo-obratilos-k-armii-besporyadki-v-pakistane/1053242/. 27.11.2017.

В столице Пакистана продолжаются столкновения протестующих
с полицией.
В субботу утром пакистанская милиция начала проводить операции
против активистов религиозной группы Tehreek-e-Labaik, начавшей сидячий
протест, заблокировав главную автомагистраль в Исламабаде на 20 дней.
По предварительным последним сведениям СМИ, в итоге
столкновений между правительственными силами и демонстрантами
пострадали не менее 100 служащих служб безопасности.
Столичная милиция и пограничная милиция, которые развернули свои
силы в Исламабаде, начали операцию в субботу утром после последнего
предупреждения протестующим, которое было сообщено в конце пятницы,
чтобы манифестанты разошлись. Демонстрации выплеснулись и за пределы
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столицы. В том числе, информируют о митингах в Карачи, Лахоре и Кветту.
Протесты в государстве начались после введения поправок в закон
о выборах.
Протестующие добиваются отставки министра законодательства
и юстиции страны Захида Хамида. В свою очередь руководство решило
закончить вещание всех новостных каналов, заблокировав доступ
к социальным сетям фейсбук, Твиттер иYouTube. «Мы будем сражаться
до конца», —
объявил
корреспондентам
агентства
по телефону
уполномоченный религиозной оппозиционной группировки Эйжаз Ашрафи.
Глава Армии Баджва просит премьера Аббаси решить проблему
сидячих протестующих мирным путем.
Army chief asks Abbasi to deal with Islamabad sit-in ‗peacefully‘
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ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa called for government
restraint on Saturday in dealing with protests led by Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool
Allah and cautioned that violence would hurt national interest and cohesion.
Gen Bajwa made the call during a telephonic conversation with Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi as police and Frontier Constabulary personnel
clashed with the protesters, who had been occupying Faizabad interchange for
about 18 days to press for Law Minister‘s Zahid Hamid‘s ouster, whom they hold
responsible for an omission in the election law related to the finality of
prophethood of Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
The gist of the conversation between the army chief and the prime minister
was released to the media on Twitter by military‘s media wing ISPR, whereas
there was complete silence from the PM‘s Office on the matter.
ISPR releases statement on Twitter, while PM Office remains silent
ISPR chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor tweeted: ―COAS telephoned PM.
Suggested to handle Islamabad Dharna peacefully avoiding violence from both
sides as it is not in national interest and cohesion‖.
The tweet came as rumours swirled that the government was mulling
invocation of Article 245 for calling the army in aid of civil power because of
expanding agitation. Therefore, many interpreted the military‘s message as a signal
of the army‘s refusal to deploy troops for quelling protests that had by afternoon
spread countrywide.
The timing of the tweet also coincided with the decline in intensity of the
police action against the protesters, although isolated incidents continued
afterwards.
The ISPR tweet was immediately followed by a tweet by Minister of State
for Information and Broadcasting Marriyum Aurangzeb, which said: ―Islamabad
Administration is responsible to ensure enforcement of Islamabad High Court
Order to restore public convenience in Faizabad area.‖
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It wasn‘t clear if the information minister‘s tweet was in response to the one
by the military spokesman or it was a mere coincidence.
In remarks made on a TV channel late on Wednesday night and later shared
with media by the ISPR, military spokesman Gen Ghafoor had said that it was
government‘s prerogative to call the army in its aid.
He had, however, then also insisted on an amicable and peaceful settlement
of the issue. It was not a political issue and was a sensitive matter, the spokesman
had cautioned.
Армию призвали власти разогнать протестующих – 6 убиты, сотни
ранены, когда судебные органы попытались убрать протестантов.
Army called in after botched operation
Aamir Yasin, Mohammad Asghar, Munawer Azeem. Dawn, November 26th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372930/army-called-in-after-botched-operation

ISLAMABAD/RAWALPINDI: The army was called in on Saturday to deal
with the aftermath of a botched operation against protesters from religious parties
that had all but paralysed the twin cities of Islamabad and Rawalpindi for over a
fortnight.
As many as six people were killed and hundreds wounded as law
enforcement agencies finally acted under court orders to disperse protesters who
had amassed at Faizabad Interchange.
But the ill-planned action only added fuel to the demonstrators‘ fire and not
only failed to dislodge them, but also fanned smaller protests in other parts of the
country.
• Six killed, hundreds injured in clashes across Islamabad, Pindi • Protesters
maintain hold on Faizabad • Action sparks countrywide protests, law minister‘s
home attacked in Pasrur
Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal told Dawn on Saturday night that a formal
requisition for the deployment of troops in Rawalpindi and Islamabad had been
sent to the army.
Initially, the interior ministry released an erroneous notification, which was
replaced by a fresh one later in the night. The latter requisitioned the army under
Article 245 of the Constitution to protect the life and property of the residents of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad.
However, no troops had been deployed in either city until the filing of this
report.
Although security personnel deployed around the venue of the sit-in vastly
outnumbered the participants, a combination of ill-planning on the part of the
authorities and guerilla tactics from the demonstrators helped the latter turn the
tables on law enforcement personnel, who seemed to have the upper hand early on
Saturday morning.
The operation began just before 8am, after the final deadline given to the
leadership of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah expired. Police, Frontier
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Constabulary and Punjab Constabulary personnel converged on the protesters from
all sides with tear gas, rubber bullets and batons, but were met with fierce
resistance.
But over the course of the next couple of hours, the participants of the sit-in
were successfully dispersed by police and hundreds of people were taken into
custody, while the injured were sent to hospital for treatment.
But after being cornered and forced to retreat towards the truck occupied by
Khadim Hussain Rizvi and sit-in other leaders — in the centre of the Faizabad
flyover — protesters rallied and managed to outflank law enforcers, who were
forced to retreat, providing openings for the riled-up participants of the sit-in to
slip through.
Consequently, the demonstrators spread across Rawalpindi and blocked key
intersections, such as Katchery Chowk near the military‘s General Headquarters,
and Committee Chowk in the heart of the garrison city.
A number of protesters pursuing injured policemen even broke into
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan‘s residence, breaking down the gate and damaging a
section of the wall, and only dispersed when policemen fired at the mob.
The six men killed on Saturday were identified as Hafiz Mohammad Adeel,
Jahanzaib Butt, Abdul Rehman, Mohammad Sharjeel, Zohaib Ahmed and
Mohammad Irfan. In addition, nine police officers and a polio vaccinator was also
injured in the melee and taken to various hospitals in Rawalpindi.
A number of senior police officials were also injured when protesters who
had occupied the Metro Bus Station at Shamasabad were invited for negotiations
by Rawalpindi Police chief Israr Abbasi. However, the ambushed the officials,
injuring Mr Abbasi and SP Syed Ali.
Although Rangers personnel were deployed in Islamabad around the site of
the sit-in, they did not participate in the action against protesters.
A senior police official told Dawn that no security personnel was killed in
the violence, even though there were conflicting accounts of a policeman being
killed in clashes.
The protesters also set fire to police vehicles and damaged public property
on Murree Road, damaging metro bus stations, CNG pumps and a furniture market
near Faizabad.
A lull in the operation allowed the protesters to retake all the areas that had
earlier been cleared and by Saturday night, things stood exactly where they were
the previous night, with protesters still occupying Faizabad.
News of the police action prompted a swift backlash, and even as the
government ordered TV channels off-air in a bid to control the flow of
information, protests broke out in several other parts of the country too.
Lahore, which is the traditional stronghold of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Ya
Rasool Allah, saw the strongest backlash, with protesters blocking all routes in and
out of the city and bringing life to a standstill. Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) leader Mian Javed Latif was injured trying to negotiate with protesters
near Batti Chowk.
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The ancestral home of Law Minister Zahid Hamid was also attacked in
Pasrur, near Sialkot, while one person was killed, allegedly by police, during a
rally in Gujranwala. Protests also paralysed Multan, Gujrat, Okara and, as a result,
nearly all major motorways and highways in Punjab remained blocked for traffic.
In Karachi, 35 people – including two policemen – were injured as protesters
blocked main arteries such as Sharea Faisal and forcibly closed down shops in
Saddar.
Армия вовлекается в политику (ответ на милитаристские настроения
Индии)
Embedding the army in politics
Latha Jishnu (journalist based in New Delhi). Dawn, November 20th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371676/embedding-the-army-in-politics

EVERYONE wants an army tank these days. Or an RCL gun. Obsolete and
unusable, of course, but the symbolic hardware of war is much in demand in
educational institutions across India. A number of universities and schools, elite
institutions such as Delhi‘s Modern School and Lucknow‘s La Martiniere College
among them have sought and been allotted old Vijayanta or T-55 tanks by the
army. Ostensibly, this is to display the patriotism of the institution, or to instil it in
their students.
For the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) regime of Narendra Modi, which
equates its muscular nationalism with glorification of the military, it must be a
source of satisfaction that dozens of such military hardware have been installed in
educational institutions. Its trusted vice chancellors have taken up the cry for tanks
in campuses, while huge sums are being allocated for new war memorials. Military
rhetoric is used to gloss over policy muddles and administrative ineptitude. If
students were protesting in campuses over cuts in university grants, or if the poor
were becoming impatient at their inability to withdraw their money from banks
during the harrowing months of the demonetisation currency crunch, the soldier
has always come in as a handy totem of national duty.
The tedious refrain that continues to be played out in the public space and on
social media is always this: if the army jawan can stand for long hours at the
border to defend the country, surely Indians could stand — and die as it happened
— in bank queues to show their devotion to country? Some sharp putdowns by
army officers who had also suffered in the same queues did help to somewhat quell
the patriotic fervour of the BJP and its web of organisations that form a vast
saffron brigade of right-wing Hindu supremacist ideology.
The controversies over India‘s military are mounting as it begins to
encroach on civilian space.
The changing profile of the army in the new political landscape is deeply
worrying. The military and military rhetoric has dominated news for much of the
three years that Modi has been in power. The most unsettling was the prime
minister‘s comparison of the Indian Army to Israeli Defence Forces after ‗surgical
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strike‘ across the Line of Control. His boast that the Indian Army was no less than
the IDF was met with general approval, a disconcerting indication that the polity
could easily be militarised. It‘s common practice for BJP leaders to routinely
invoke the armed forces to crush political opponents, so much so that the Congress
now states that the military is above criticism! That‘s as dangerous as it can get in
a democracy. If politicians believe that the military cannot be challenged it begs
Juvenal‘s famous question quis custodiet ipsos custodes? (who shall guard the
guards?)
The concerns have deepened after Modi‘s handpicked man Bipin Rawat was
made chief of army staff. That appointment itself jolted the army since it was for
the first time that the government had abandoned the traditional practice of going
by the seniority. There were reports of deep resentment within the army that two
highly regarded generals had been sidelined for no reason. But if the political
establishment eschewed a time-honoured tradition, the army maintained its own
with a decorous silence even though opposition parties were highly critical of the
government.
The general has shown no hesitation in shedding the apolitical image of the
army, frequently taking political stances that no Indian army chief has dared to so
far. Provocative statements such as his bring-them-on challenge to the young stone
pelters of Kashmir have been ignored by the government. In a May 2017 interview
to a news agency, Gen Rawat said that he wished those pelting stones at security
forces in the Valley ―were firing weapons at us‖. ―Then,‖ he declared, ―I could do
what I want.‖
Rawat has even approached the central ministry handling education to
demand that stories about army valour be made part of the school curriculum.
Obviously, no one raps a handpicked general for stepping out of line. But his major
attempt to portray the army as a people-friendly organisation has run into a storm
of criticism, both inside and outside the army. This is the army‘s decision, clearly
at the behest of the defence ministry, to build three railways bridges in Mumbai.
Experts have been quick to point out that it is not the army‘s role to make up for
the inefficiencies of civilian departments except in times of emergencies such as
natural disasters when its skill and capacity to set up temporary infrastructure is
urgently needed. But unfazed by the criticism, Rawat told a Delhi paper that
―citizens [should] get to know their army by seeing us come to their assistance
with the efficiency and capability we are known for‖.
That could have unhealthy portents though. Defence analysts with a long
memory have noted that in 1953, when martial law was imposed in Lahore, the
Pakistan army had launched a similar campaign to project a friendly image of army
efficiency by cleaning the city. What happened thereafter is now history.
One of the biggest conceits — and strengths — of India‘s democracy is that
it has succeeded keeping the military out of politics these many decades. India‘s
ability to manage the military while juntas periodically took charge of
neighbouring countries has provided its citizens with a comforting sense of
security that the army remains safe for the world‘s largest democracy. In the
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recently published Army and Nation: The Military and Indian Democracy since
Independence, Steven I. Wilkinson contends that this is primarily because of the
critical choices made by the civilian leadership to curtail the army‘s autonomy.
Among other things, the army top brass was discouraged from making speeches.
Not any more though. Now the army (so far retired personnel belonging to a
wing of the BJP) is brought in to harangue civilians on what‘s wrong with India‘s
democracy, to fulminate on TV, to lecture to students on patriotism. But many
among them have also written openly about the dangers of this trend. Their
warning: there are serious dangers in making the army a vote bank.
«Отношения между гражданскими и военными нормально
развиваются, как это бывает в демократическом обществе», - заявил Аббаси
Civil-military relations are evolving: PM
The Nation. November 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/05-Nov-2017/civil-militaryrelations-are-evolving-pm

LONDON - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi remarked that civilmilitary relationsin Pakistan are evolving , reported a private TV channel.
Speaking at London School of Economics on Saturday, Prime Minister
Abbasi said "It is nothing to be worried about. It's an evolving relation in every
democracy". Abbasi‘s talk was a part of LSE Future of Pakistan Conference.
On Supreme Court‘s disqualification of former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, Khaqan said that "judiciary recently took a step, it removed the sitting
prime minister. We accepted the verdict, the prime minister left office.‖
He added, "however we have left it to history to judge whether history
accepts judgement or not." However, majority of the people were not happy with
the verdict, he claimed.
One of the members of the audience questioned the PM regarding
Pakistan‘s relationswith India. On the matter, PM said that the relations between
the two countries cannot improve till the Kashmir issue is resolved. ―Talks are the
only way forward, without talks no quantum change is possible,‖ he added.
Weighing in on the narrative surrounding ‗independent Kashmir‘, Abbasi
remarked that ―the idea is often floated around but has no reality.‖
There is no support for the independent Kashmir demand, he claimed. ―The
people of Kashmir should be given the right to self-determination.‖
Speaking about the tenure of Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz, he remarked
that all that institutions have improved since 2013. ―A majority of loans have been
spent on improving country‘s infrastructure,‖ he said, adding ―we are taking steps
to control Pakistan‘s deficit.‖
―Right now, our focus is on ensuring that the government completes its
tenure and we transition to free and fair general elections. No government in
Pakistan had completed its tenure till 2008 government. That government was
performing poorly but still completed its tenure.‖
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Pakistan is perhaps the most exciting country in terms of its politics. ―We
have had many coups, wars, turmoil…. It has been a real challenge to run the
country,‖ he said. ―There is never a dull moment in Pakistan‘s politics.‖
There is significant level of political instability but ―we are trying to counter
the challenges.‖ Pakistan‘s most positive aspect is that its people believe in
democracy, he added.
ABBASI, SHEHBAZ TALK POLITICS IN LONDON
INP adds: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi met with Punjab Chief
Minister Shehbaz Sharif and held discussions on important political matters here
on Saturday.
According to a report, the chief minister extended his London stay to hold
the meeting.
The prime minister arrived here on Friday afternoon to attend "Future of
Pakistan 2017" conference where he will make a keynote speech on the country,
while Shehbaz was in London to attend the high-level party meeting held last
Sunday.
The high-level huddle of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) in
London decided on Monday that if victorious in next year's general elections,
Shehbaz will be the party's prime ministerial candidate.
Правительство откликнулось на сетования Армии по поводу
отсутствия дел у военных трибуналов – им выдано 29 подсудных дел
Federal govt caters to COAS concerns, 29 new cases passed to military
courts
The Express Tribune. November 4, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1549648/1-federalgovt-caters-coas-concerns-29-new-cases-passed-miliary-courts/

The government has approved to handover 29 new cases of terrorism to the
military courts.
The federal government had been directed yesterday by Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to inquire about the status of transference of the cases.
The approval comes a day after the Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen Qamar
Javed Bajwa wrote a demi-official (DO) letter to explain the issue prior to it being
referred officially, sources have said.
COAS concerned as cases dry up at military courts
The source also added that these cases had been pending for approval by the
federal cabinet since July.
―Eighty more cases will be sent to military courts,‖ Interior minister Ahsan
Iqbal said in an interview with a private news channel. ―These 80 cases will be first
approved in the next cabinet meeting‖.
―After this, the interior ministry will not have any more pending cases,‖
Iqbal added.
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On March 28, the 28th Amendment Bill 2017, which sought the extension of
military courts for another two years, was passed in the Senate after two-third
majority votes came in its favour.
Pakistanis are a peace and sports loving nation: Gen Qamar
The Army Act 2017 further amends the Pakistan Army Act 1952. In January
2015 the Pakistan Army Act 2015, along with the 21st Constitution amendment,
was passed to try hardcore terrorists in military courts.
Армия озабочена, что мало дел по терроризму передается в военный
трибунал; Баджва пожаловался Аббаси (дескать, военные суда простаивают)
COAS concerned as cases dry up at military courts
Sohail Chaudhry. November 3, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1548394/1-coasconcerned-cases-dry-military-courts/

ISLAMABAD: Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa
has drawn the attention of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to the lack of
terrorism-related cases being transferred to military courts.
He has informed the PM that the government has not forwarded any cases to
military courts since January this year.
A source privy to the development told Express News that Gen Qamar has
written a demi-official (DO) letter to explain the issue prior to it being referred
officially.
―I have no doubt that the government is serious about implementing the
National Action Plan. However, no case has been forwarded to military courts for
last many months,‖ the COAS wrote in the letter.
The source said that after receiving the Army chief‘s letter, PM Abbasi
requested that the interior ministry brief him on the status of the cases.
Pakistanis are a peace and sports loving nation: Gen Qamar
He said Abbasi has also directed the ministry to expedite the process of
transferring cases.
Cases in process
In response to the PM‘s notice, the interior ministry informed the PM office
that it has prepared recommendations for more than 90 cases to be transferred to
military courts, the source said.
He said the ministry has also informed the PM office that it will request
formal approval to transfer the cases during the next meeting of the federal cabinet.
He said the ministry was bound to submit the cases to the federal cabinet as
the Supreme Court has defined the federal cabinet as the federal government for
the purpose of case referrals.
He said that before January this year, the prime minister, on behalf of the
federal government, could unilaterally approval such transfers.
Экономика Пакистана во время правления военных и гражданских –
все в пользу военных режимов
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Military vs civilian economic performance — II
Azam Mohammed (writer served as additional secretary at the ministry of commerce).
The Express Tribune, October 29th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1543970/6-military-vscivilian-economic-performance-ii/

Since 1947, Pakistan has been ruled for 32 years by the military and 38 years
by civilians or for 45% and 55% of the time, respectively. During these two
periods the average GDP growth was 6.3% during military rule and 4.2% during
civilian rule. GDP growth under the military regime has always been higher than
under civilian rule.
Growth
Pakistan‘s economic performance under civilian and military rule needs to
be analysed both in quantitative and qualitative terms for comparative analysis.
Noticeably, GDP growth performance was better during military rule than under
the civilian setup, but unfortunately, the country‘s performance continued to slide
over time with the result that the performance of President Pervez Musharraf was
poorer than President Ziaul Haq which was worse than President Ayub Khan. The
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) performed badly as compared to
Musharraf‘s regime but the Pakistan Peoples Party fared even worse. But these
should be seen in their context.
During Ayub Khan‘s period, economic growth was achieved through both
rapid industrialisation and the green revolution. Good relations with the United
States helped Pakistan acquire technical know-how. However, Ayub Khan ignored
distributive justice. This and the war of 1965 was used by Z A Bhutto against him
who took over with the breakaway of the country‘s eastern wing. Prime Minister
Bhutto‘s Islamic socialism was neither — leading to the introduction of wrong
policies like nationalisation. Private investment declined from 90% to 36%, forcing
Bhutto to make large PSDP investment in large scale and basic manufacturing with
a long gestation period which later, through no fault of Bhutto, became white
elephants. One stabilising factor achieved by Bhutto came via the deployment of
Pakistani manpower in the Gulf states.
During Zia‘s rule Pakistan enjoyed a period of economic development.
While the growth rate was healthy thanks partly to the injection of US aid, it came
at a great social cost introducing drugs, arms, violence, jihad and hypocrisy in the
society. In economic terms, President Zia did not negotiate well with the US and
settled for ―peanuts‖ resulting in the curse of unmanageable foreign loans, large
adverse trade balance and IMF dependency.
Inept policies and alleged corruption were the hallmarks of subsequent
civilian rule. While the economy improved under General Musharraf, Pakistan is
still suffering from the follies of Shaukat Aziz‘s total import liberalisation without
first ensuring a robust import-cum-export and export policy. As a result, Pakistan
today has a very large adverse trade of balance, the consequent fallout partly
averted due to the inflow of workers‘ remittances.
Despite these manmade disasters and natural disasters as well as exogenous
pressures in his short history including couple of wars with India, earthquakes,
floods, American war on terror and now its own war on terror, Pakistan manages to
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trudge along but at the core of its heart lies the central question of whether the
country would be better off under military or civilian rule.
Rupee-dollar rates
While the rupee value is linked to the market, many held the government
responsible for it even as Pakistan graduated from draconian and State Bankcontrolled forex regimes to manage floating and finally to a free forex
environment. While no proof has yet been established in court, it is safe to assume
that only the PML-N through its whizz-kid manipulated in forex for self-gain and
PPP may have upped their learning curve in this area in Rahman Malik, their
former interior minister.
The sharpest depreciation happened during the civilian rule of the ‘90s
followed by Bhutto‘s period, Zia‘s regime and the third PPP government. The
rupee depreciation is a story of disaster in every regime since Ayub era with
notable exception of President Musharraf and the latest round of the PML-N
government at least till October 2017. On this account both civilians and khakis
lose.
Public debt
Nothing attracts the public imagination more than its curiosity to find out
where do the debts, grants and loans actually go to? Not many, not even senior
bureaucrats or, for that matter, ministers can answer this question. How the dollars
coming in from abroad and rupee loans taken from local banks just seem to vanish
into thin air without leaving concrete results on the ground remains a mystery.
Misuse of foreign loans have been used in Pakistan to dislodge governments on
charges of corruption or leading the country to potential bankruptcies by being
forced to ―default‖ on payments. While statistics or proof of siphoning off debt
directly into somebody‘s pockets is hard to come by as the process is opaque and
cannot be unearthed other than through a forensic audit by experts, one thing is
certain. Most of the public perceive that the debt is ―eaten away‖ by the corrupt.
The public perception, however, tends to blame civilians more.
Another thing that is also certain is that public debt, particularly domestic
debt obtained by the PML-N in its current stint and the PPP in its last term, was
staggering. Technically, these regimes managed to show compliance with the
Fiscal Responsibility & Debt Limitation Act 2005‘s target of keeping Public Debt
within 60% of GDP (only 1 to 2% have been breached in net debt which is smartly
calculated to push the gross percentage of around 65% to around 60%) but the ratio
of domestic to foreign loan which generally was around 50%, was increased by
both regimes and now hovers around 70%-30%. This is alarming as the interest
rate on domestic loans is much higher than external loans.
Public debt during the end of the Ayub, Bhutto and Zia periods was Rs30b,
Rs97b and Rs 523b, respectively. During the 10-year stint of the PML-N and the
PPP in the ‘90s, public debt had swollen by more than six times to what Zia had
left them. Musharraf doubled it. By the time Musharraf handed over the reins of
power to the PPP, Pakistan‘s total public debt was Rs6.3 trillion accumulated over
60 years. Musharraf managed to get the Paris Club loan rescheduled on very
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favourable terms which virtually cancelled a good portion of the debt as a result of
becoming a post-9/11 American ally in 2001. But the dream of lowering debt and
its burden proved to be just a mirage. In just five years, the PPP added Rs8 trillion
to raise the public debt to Rs14.3 trillion. Not wishing to be left behind, the PMLN added Rs6.66 trillion in less than four years to burden the nation with over Rs20
trillion in public debt ! In nine years they managed to take 3.5 times more than
what the nation had earlier taken in the previous 60 years. This sharp increase
cannot be explained away by the rupee-dollar rate as 70% of the loan is a rupeebased domestic loan. This is indeed staggering and the public has a right to ask
where all the money has gone.
Исаак Дар против Главы Армии Баджвы
Dar vs the general
Khurram Husain. Dawn, October 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364734/darvs-the-general

AN extraordinary exchange has just occurred between the army chief and
the finance minister. It is worth going through their words carefully to determine
what exactly they have said to each other, since most commentaries on the matter
have missed the central point.
First consider what the general said in his remarks on Karachi on Oct 11. He
began with the premise that in our time, with the rising regional hostilities and the
changing face of conflict, ―security has once again become the foremost business
and task of the state‖. Pakistan cannot afford to have a ―gun vs butter‖ debate he
said, because ―we live in one of the most volatile regions of the world, dealing with
multiple crises since inception, but increasingly so during the last four decades‖.
Even though his words called for ―a balance between economy and
security‖, his intention through the talk was to emphasise the primacy of security
over economy. In other words, when deciding on the scarce allocation of the state‘s
material resources — revenues and foreign exchange reserves — the ―balance‖
must place security ahead of all other priorities.
Dar is emphasising the point that finite resources must be shared between
security and development priorities.
The finance minister responded in his news conference on Oct 16 that the
army has performed admirably in bringing down the level of terrorist violence in
Pakistan, especially since the decision in June 2014 to take the operations into
North Waziristan. ―There are costs to these operations,‖ he said, ―and we have
been paying these costs,‖ he emphasised, regardless of the difficulties involved,
such as the drying up of the Coalition Support Funds payments.
But he added another dimension. Levels of terrorist attacks have indeed been
brought down, but so has load-shedding, he said, underlining the fact that security
and development are shared priorities and as such, have equal rights to the material
resources of the state. Since those material resources, fiscal and foreign exchange
primarily, are finite, parties invested in both priorities need to understand that their
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requirements will not be met one hundred per cent. Powerful trade-offs are
involved when contemplating the ―foremost business and task of the state‖, and
everybody must learn to play together to make things work.
The general showed some understanding of this argument in his remarks,
since quite obviously this exchange did not begin on Oct 11 but has been taking
place in more private settings for years now. The army has been seeing its
requirements for resources increasing ever since it launched its myriad operations
at home, launched a drive to upgrade its hardware, and began the task of building
the CPEC security force, which is turning out to be a more expensive exercise than
originally envisioned.
What was new on Oct 11 was that the dialogue broke into public for the first
time. Recall, for example, that Finance Minister Dar was talking about an
―extraordinary security-related expenditure‖ that needed to be met and required a
relaxation of the fiscal deficit ceiling set in the IMF programme. In one news
conference at the conclusion of a round of talks with the Fund, he gave the figure
of Rs140 billion as the requirement for this ―one-off‖ expenditure.
But the expenditure item turned out to not be a one-off, but became a regular
feature. It is not reflected in the defence budget, so those analysts who are pointing
to the defence budget to argue that the amount of resources devoted to securityrelated expenditures has not changed over the years, are misleading us all. Many of
these expenditures are commissioned through supplementary grants and other off
budget operations.
Gen Bajwa showed that he is sensitive to the argument that the resources of
the state are finite. ―If I were a statesman or an economist, I would say that this is
high time for us to place economic growth and sustainability at the highest
priority,‖ he declared, before telling everyone that the economy is the top item on
the agenda in discussions at the National Security Council.
He listed the expanding the tax base and bringing in ―fiscal discipline‖ as
important economic priorities. ―Pakistan is capable of creating sufficient fiscal
space to address underlying structural problems through tax reforms, documenting
economy, diversifying the export base, and encouraging savings to finance a level
of investment that could sustain growth rate higher than the rise of population‖ he
went on.
Translation: if the resources of the state are finite, then growing the size of
the pie is the responsibility of the rulers, and that is something they must do.
Particularly because, as he put it, ―in today‘s world, security does not come cheap‖.
Repeatedly he emphasised the primacy of security, saying that the future of
CPEC ―hinges on one word, ‗security‘‖ and ―in order to maintain sustainable
growth and progress, we must ensure law and order in the entire country‖.
The finance minister tried to point out that much work has indeed been done
in growing the pie. He gave figures on the growth of revenues since 2013, the
growth rate of the economy since then, and the numerous projects launched in the
power sector and highways as examples of the efforts his government was taking
to grow the size of the pie.
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Dar is currently under immense pressure to accommodate the demands for
additional fiscal and foreign exchange resources emanating from the security
establishment, and he is being browbeaten into agreeing to them. He is on the back
foot, with calls for his resignation mounting and the public discourse turning
hostile towards him. But he is standing his ground on the point that the finite
resources of the state must be shared between security- and development-related
priorities.
Those heckling him for his difficulties, and his cabinet colleagues eager to
distance themselves from him due to his almost radioactive persona now, should
bear in mind that his successor will step into this conversation, which is, in fact,
decades old, and lies at the heart of our civil-military fault line.
«Глава Армии имеет право высказываться по экономике», - заявил
премьер Аббаси
Army chief has right to comment on economy: PM Abbasi
The Express Tribune. October 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533080/armychief-right-comment-economy-pm-abbasi/

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has said army chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa has every right to express his opinion on the country‘s economic
situation.
―If everyone is free to give their opinion on economy, then why can‘t the
army chief talk about economy‖ Abbasi said in an interview on Aaj television on
Monday night.
Premier Abbasi‘s comments came two days after one of his party‘s senior
lawmakers, Rana Afzal Khan, said the army chief should comment on the
economy only at the National Security Committee – and not publicly.
DG ISPR should refrain from commenting on economic issues: Ahsan Iqbal
The premier‘s remarks came in the backdrop of a simmering controversy
stirred by a recent spat between Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal and chief military
spokesperson Major General Asif Ghafoor.
Last week Maj Gen Ghafoor said in a TV interview that ―if the economy is
not bad, it isn‘t good either‖. Ahsan hit back immediately advising the military
spokesperson to ―refrain from commenting on the economy… [because]
irresponsible statements could damage Pakistan‘s image globally‖.
‗Disappointed‘ by Ahsan‘s knee-jerk reaction, Maj Gen Ghafoor said he, in
his capacity as the military spokesperson, spoke on behalf of Pakistan Army. And
that he had only repeated what army chief Gen Qamar said at a seminar in Karachi
a day earlier.
‗Sky high debt‘ worries COAS
Gen Qamar voiced concerns at the country‘s ‗sky-high debt‘ and called for
broadening tax base and bringing in financial discipline to break the ‗begging
bowl‘.
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The verbal duel provided grist to rumour mill as analysts and TV anchors
talked about strain in civil-military relations.
―There might be difference of opinion… [but] There is no civil-military
tension,‖ Premier Abbasi said in Monday‘s interview.
Противостояние военных и гражданских продолжается, даже несмотря
на отставку Наваз Шарифа.
Civil-military tensions continue even after Nawaz‘s ouster
Raza Rumi (editor, Daily Times). Daily Times, October 15th 2017.
https://dailytimes.com.pk/125019/civil-military-tensions-continue-even-after-nawazs-ouster/

The tense relations between the civilian government and the khakis indicate
that despite Nawaz Sharif‘s exit, the latter has not yet lost the political game
Pakistan‘s decade long democratic transition has entered into an uncertain
phase. As the second elected Parliament inches towards the end of its term, civilian
authority has eroded beyond repair. It is up to the democrats if they wish to regain
some of the lost ground or would let this slide continue.
The ouster of Nawaz Sharif in July 2017 by the Supreme Court on a mere
technicality highlighted the fragility of the democratic system. But the civilian
authority had been gradually eroding throughout Sharif‘s four years as the Prime
Minister. His failings aside, Sharif did not have much of a say in the country‘s
foreign and security policies. He periodically tried to assert himself but gave up
half way virtually allowing the former Army Chief Gen Raheel Sharif to act as
the de facto Foreign Minister. Military commanders posted in provinces steered
security and counter terrorism operations with Chief Ministers acting as
subordinates. The Parliament amended the constitution and allowed for
establishment of military courts. The main opposition party openly sided with the
military in the Nawaz-establishment duel.
Sharif‘s successor is an experienced cabinet minister and he is doing a fairly
good job given the circumstances, which are clearly pitted against the ruling party.
The Interior Minister — a firebrand Nawaz loyalist — was rebuked and not
allowed to enter into a court by Rangers which technically report to him. More
recently, the Army chief has opined about the perils faced by the economy. For any
sitting government such advice is potentially worrisome especially in an election
year. The Interior Minister once again challenged the locus standi of the Army
chief and the military spokesperson has expressed the institutional
‗disappointment‘ at the minister‘s impudence.
The tense relations between the civilian government and the khakis indicate
that despite Nawaz Sharif‘s exit, the latter has not yet lost the political game. And
his party‘s government in Islamabad considers him as its legitimate leader. He may
not enjoy the office but he still wields immense political power.
The continued squabbling among the arms of the state, and between the
political forces is neither good for the democratic system nor for the economy.
Perhaps it is time for the parliament to step in and find a way forward
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Sharif‘s ouster from the PM office was meant to push him out of politics.
But given that he is a creature of the ‗system‘, he has played his cards deftly thus
far. For starters, he blocked his brother‘s promotion as the PM. His party amended
a law enabling him to continue as the head of the party. Now with the Senate
elections in March his party will have a majority in the upper house thereby
opening doors for legislation that may serve is cause further.
As a ‗disqualified‘ PM, Sharif still retains his popular base in the Punjab
province. His wife has won an important by-election and clearly his daughter is the
political heir and not his brother who is viewed favourably by the
establishment. In terms of rhetoric, Sharif and his cronies have put the courts on a
defensive. Despite the fact that majority of private broadcast media is tilted against
the Sharif family, the largest TV network has not yet abandoned Sharif.
But this might change. There are plethora of corruption allegations against
Sharif and his immediate family that will be investigated by the accountability
courts. These investigations could lead to imprisonment or a negotiated exile of the
father-daughter duo. In that eventuality, it will be easier for the political
opportunists within PML-N to bid farewell. This gerrymeandering will perhaps
take place sooner than later, results of which remain unclear for at least four
reasons.
First, it will be difficult to undo the PML-N‘s hold over the electoral politics
in the Punjab. Nawaz Sharif brand still gets candidates votes and these may
decrease in 2018 but in many constituencies the additional vote leads a candidate
to victory. This is why the younger Sharif is hesitant to part ways with the brother.
A divided PML-N does not serve his interest either. Second, the parliamentarians
especially those who wish to get re-elected are not likely to lose the development
funds and other sources of patronage before the next election. PML-N is their
gateway. With PPP‘s virtual routing in the Punjab and PTI‘s shaky inroads, both
these parties are unable to challenge PML-N. Even the ‗electables‘ they get from
PML-N will face an uphill task. Finally, it is next to impossible to undertake
electoral manipulation that was possible earlier. In the age of dozens of news
channels, vibrant social media and citizen journalism, this is simply not a doable
option (and for these very reasons it is difficult for the military to takeover).
This is why Nawaz Sharif remains a problem. Perhaps even bigger than
when he occupied the office where he was restrained by decorum and other
niceties.
Historically, civilian governance has not lasted more than a decade. After a
decade of Pakistan‘s creation, the Armed forces stepped in and assumed the reins
of power. But this is highly unlikely in 2017. The international support and a
domestic consensus (even when manufactured) are missing today. The other softer
‗intervention‘ namely a technocratic national government was also ruled out by the
military spokesperson on Saturday.
The continued squabbling among the arms of the state, and between the
political forces is neither good for the democratic system nor for the economy.
Perhaps it is time for the parliament to step in and find a way forward. Chairman
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Senate‘s earlier call for a dialogue might work in these testing times for the
country.
Глава Армии Баджва попытался критиковать развитие экономики, но
«был посажен на место», функционерами из ПМЛ(Н).
Army chief says economy showing mixed indicators
Khurram
Husain.
Dawn,
October
12th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1363192/army-chief-says-economy-showing-mixed-indicators

KARACHI: Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa has said that
the army is keenly watching developments in the country‘s economy and shares
some of the apprehensions being voiced about it.
―The economy is showing mixed indicators,‖ he said before an audience of
businessmen and the military leadership of Karachi at a daylong event organised
by the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) and
Inter-Services Public Relations at the DHA Golf Club on Wednesday.
―Growth has picked up but the debts are sky high. [The situation regarding]
infrastructure and energy have improved considerably but the current account
balance is not in our favour.‖
The closest Gen Bajwa came to identifying economic priorities was when he
stressed the need for widening the tax base, bringing in fiscal discipline and
ensuring continuity of economic policies.
The event was held to discuss the intermingling of economy and security in
today‘s Pakistan and the keynote address by the chief of the army staff was
preceded by a rather wild and roving discussion among various panellists about
where the economy stands today. Almost all the speakers spoke at length about the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as the cornerstone of Pakistan‘s
economic future.
Speakers included Ishrat Husain, a former State Bank governor; Salman
Shah, the financial adviser during the regime of Pervez Musharraf; Ashfaque
Hasan Khan, former director general of the Debt Management Office, also under
Musharraf; Zubair Tufail, Lt Gen Muhammad Afzal; DG of the Frontier Works
Organisation; and the FPCCI president.
The army chief told the audience that in the past it was ―fashionable‖ to say
that economics had subsumed security, but with the reemergence of ―parochial
passions‖ today ―security has once again become the foremost business and task of
the state‖.
A little later he underlined the importance of the economy for sustaining the
security gains of the past few years, adding it ―is high time for us to [give]
economic growth and sustainability the highest priority. Let me share with you that
during the National Security Council meetings, economy remains one of our
highest concerns‖.
He described Pakistan as ―a strategically challenged state‖ where ―external
actors are attempting to assert control and dictate our security priorities that have
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strong linkages with our economic future. The centrepiece of this effort is the
CPEC‖.
The allusion appears to point towards the growing closeness between China
and Pakistan, which is shaping up to be a security as well as an economic
relationship. Most recently, US Secretary of Defence General James Mattis told
Congress that the United States opposed CPEC because ―it goes through disputed
territory‖.
The army chief himself described CPEC in grand terms. ―This corridor is not
just a collection of infrastructure and power projects — it is in fact a complete
development platform that has the potential to act as a powerful springboard for
shared development in the entire CASA (Central Asia-South Asia) region,‖ he said
during his prepared remarks.
―However, the completion of the project and, more importantly, optimisation
of its socio-economic dividend for Pakistan and the region hinges on one word:
‗security‘,‖ he added.
When talking of the effort to establish security, he said ―we need a
comprehensive effort to pursue [the] National Action Plan‖, and pointed towards
police and judicial reforms as obvious examples of the sort of measures that must
be implemented under it. Then he added madressah reforms to the list. ―Madressah
reforms are also vital — we cannot afford to leave a large segment of our youth
with limited options. Madressahs must enable their students to become useful
members of society who are not left behind in any field of life.‖
Gen Bajwa described Pakistan‘s external situation as ―a belligerent India on
our east and an unstable Afghanistan on our west‖, and twice called for peace with
neighbouring countries and his ―genuine desire to have normal and peaceful
relations with India; however it takes two to tango‖.
Through most of his speech, the COAS read from a prepared text, departing
from it on occasion. In one instance, he addressed a question raised by Marium
Saba Chaudhry of the FPCCI, in which she had criticised some of the speakers on
the panel discussion that preceded his keynote address, for referring to residential
areas in Gwadar as ―slums‖.
―These are not slums‖ she objected. ―The inhabitants are not occupying this
land illegally. These people live in these areas of Gwadar from where they fear
they are going to be evicted to make room for the CPEC-related projects,‖ she told
the panel, adding that when you refer to their neighbourhoods as ‗slums‘ it
heightens their fears that their claim to their homes is being weakened in the runup to a mass eviction.
The army chief began his remarks by acknowledging the point, telling Ms
Chaudhry: ―I will address your question after my remarks.‖ At the conclusion, he
addressed Ms Chaudhry by name and told her that Balochistan was close to his
heart. ―We have failed Balochistan. Pakistan has failed Balochistan and we will not
let it happen again.‖
He ended his speech by reminding the assembled businessmen of their duty
as he saw it, which included paying their taxes, since the contribution of direct
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taxes to Pakistan‘s treasury was abysmally low. ―We have done our part on the
security front, now it‘s up to you to take initiative and turn the economy around.‖
Глава Армии пусть критикует экономику не публично, - заявил
функционер из ПМЛ(Н).
Army chief should discuss economy at NSC meeting, not publicly: PMLN MNA
The Express Tribune. October 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531315/armychief-discuss-economy-nsc-meeting-not-publicly-pml-n-mna/

Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) MNA Rana Afzal Khan said on
Saturday that the army chief should raise his concerns over the country‘s economy
at the National Security Council‘s (NSC) meeting instead of doing so publicly.
―We should look at what the state of the country‘s economy was four years
ago,‖ the PML-N leader told reporters in Faisalabad. ―The country had gone
bankrupt back then.‖
He added that the economy had improved significantly during the tenure of
the PML-N government and there had been a marked improvement in tax returns.
―Even then if the army chief has any concerns over economic issues, all we
are saying is that he should take up the issue at the NSC meeting as that is the right
forum for it,‖ he remarked.
Sharif asks SC to club all references into one
Federal Water and Electricity Minister Abid Sher Ali, who was
accompanying Afzal, said the government respected the judiciary, but except a
few, all judges had references filed against them [with the Supreme Judicial
Council].
Abid held former president Gen (retd) Pervez Musharraf responsible for the
country‘s economic woes.
―Nor was there a single inch of transmission line installed during the nineyear tenure of the dictator [Musharraf] and the five-year tenure of the Pakistan
People‘s Party, nor were any development projects started,‖ he maintained.
The minister added that three [military] operations were launched during the
PML-N government‘s tenure.
―Resources were provided to the armed forces to combat terrorism,‖ he said.
―We stand by our jawans and acknowledge the sacrifices they have made.‖
Abid said Pakistan belonged to all its 22 million citizens, not to one
institution alone.
―The PML-N government is solving the issues faced by the business
community and keeping the development of the country its top priority.‖
Referring to the ruckus at an accountability court a day earlier, he said it
happened outside the court not inside it.
―Our daughter Maryam Nawaz was present at the court. Unlike Musharraf
she didn‘t use back pain as an excuse,‖ he added.
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Премьер Аббаси выступает резко против диктатуры (военных),
подчеркивая, что демократия и прогресс невозможны в условиях диктатуры
Dictators always halted progress: PM
Zamir Sheikh. The Nation. October 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/15-Oct2017/dictators-always-halted-progress-pm

KARACHI - Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi Saturday said no
progress was possible without democracy while dictators always failed to deliver
while their rule damaged the country.
Addressing the inauguration ceremony of the country‘s first coal, clinker and
cement terminal at Port Qasim during his one-day visit to the metropolis, Premier
Abbasi said whoever performed would be given a chance to rule again and those
who didn‘t deliver would be sent home.
The prime minister credited the people of Pakistan for their decision in
favour of democratic system and noted the continuity of the system would also
provide panacea to certain issues.
―Under a democratic system, people make their best choices and reject those
who fail to deliver according to their expectations,‖ he said.
The prime minister further said the country was facing numerous crises,
including the crippling power outages, when the PML-N government came to
power in 2013. He added only a democratic government could overcome crises and
face challenges.
Abbasi said the PML-N government had inherited a number of crises when
it started its term in 2013, but the government had made electricity available by
starting new projects to produce more than 10,000MW in the last four years. The
government had also ensured gas supply to each consumer.
―After December this year, people will get whatever amount of gas they
need and new connections will also be provided,‖ the premier said.
Abbasi asserted the country would not develop if there was no democracy,
adding its flaws would be eliminated only if the democratic process continued to
move forward.
He said a high-growth and low-inflation scenario existed in the country and
vowed to counter all the challenges being faced by the economy.
Abbasi quoted some examples of development projects successfully
completed during the present government‘s tenure and said Lowari tunnel was
unveiled by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 45 years ago, but was finally completed by Nawaz
Sharif with the cost of Rs 28 billion.
The premier noted the incumbent government had produced 10,000MW
electricity in the four years and said this was the first regime in Pakistan‘s history
which had completed development projects on time.
He said gas scarcity was also adversely affecting the fertilizer industry, CNG
stations and domestic consumers as well as other industrial units, so the
government took vital steps to resolve this issue.
The prime minister said a huge network of highways and motorways was
being arranged under the PML-N government. Under the China Pakistan Economic
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Corridor (CPEC), huge investment was made, which guaranteed prosperity, he
added.
Prime Minister Abbasi noted that a heavy investment had been made in the
Port Qasim terminal, which also happened to be eco-friendly. Pakistan had been in
need of this terminal since long. He reiterated the terminal was environmentfriendly and would be helpful for export of cement and clinker from Pakistan.
Sponsored by the Marine Group of Companies, Pakistan International Bulk
Terminal (PIBT) handles coal, clinker and cement cargo at Port Qasim.
Built at a cost of $285 million, the PIBT began commercial operations in
May. It can handle 12m tonnes of coal per annum.
Due to state-of-the-art mechanisation and full automation, the PIBT can
handle coal, clinker and cement in two days as compared to seven days by a coal
cargo ship at the Karachi Port.
The Pakistan International Bulk Terminal, under a 30-year built-operateand-transfer agreement with Port Qasim Authority, has built its own jetty equipped
with two coal ship unloading cranes and one cement/clinker loading crane.
The prime minister appreciated the role of Port Qasim Authority for
extending support in completion of the LNG terminals.
Earlier, upon his arrival in Karachi for a daylong visit, the premier was
received by Sindh Governor Muhammad Zubair and Chief Minister Murad Ali
Shah.
Военная диктатура всегда сдерживала развитие Пакистана, - заявил
премьер Аббаси.
Military dictatorship always halted progress in Pakistan: PM
The Express Tribune. October 14, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1531193/militarydictatorship-always-halted-progress-in-pakistan-pm/

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Saturday said that military
dictatorship always halted progress of the country.
The premier, who is in Karachi on a day-long visit, was speaking during the
inauguration ceremony of Pakistan International Bulk Terminal at Port Qasim on
Saturday.
The premier further said that the people of Pakistan should decide who they
want in the government and who they don‘t.
Technocrat govt can‘t resolve Pakistan‘s issues: PM Abbasi
―The masses have always elected political parties that have performed well
for them,‖ he said adding that leaders who do not perform well should be sent
home.
―But the process should be democratic and the people should decide,‖
stressed the premier.
Taking an apparent jibe at the army chief for his remarks for the country
being in ‗sky high‘ debt, the prime minister said that the PML-N –led government,
in its four years, has made the economy stable.
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According to him, the current government was successfully completing
power projects, initiated by the previous government, along with the ones the
ruling PML-N started.
He said load-shedding was the biggest crisis in the country during 2013 after
gas shortages but even then, the government was able to complete all of its power
projects within the given tenure.
Defence dependence on US has long ended, says PM
―The previous government faced an energy crisis, our government has
brought stability in the country and added 10,000MWs to the national power grid,‖
Abbasi added.
The Pakistan International Bulk Terminal at Port Qasim was completed at a
cost of $285 million early this year, according to a press statement, and has so far
provided berths to 12 coal ships. It has been dredged up to 13 metres and is capable
of handling ships of up to 65,000 tonnes.
Директор Межведомственной разведки всячески подчеркивает, что она
не несет угрозы демократии
Army poses no threat to democracy: ISPR
The Nation. October 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/15-Oct-2017/army-posesno-threat-to-democracy-ispr

ISLAMABAD - There is no threat to democracy from the army but there can
be a threat to democracy if its requirements are not met, Pakistan Army said
yesterday.
ISPR DG Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor commented this, during a press conference
Saturday evening, when he was posed a question about Interior Minister Ahsan
Iqbal‘s criticising his [Asif‘s] commenting on the state of country‘s economy.
On Friday, Ahsan – who also holds the portfolio of planning and
development – said the ISPR spokesperson should not be commenting on the
national economy, adding that ―irresponsible statements will bring disrepute to the
country‖.
Only a day before Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) director general
presented his views on a TV channel, Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa
addressed a business and trade conference in Karachi, presenting his views about
the state of the economy and pointing out the weaker areas.
All this was probably taken by the civilian government as an intrusion in the
economic affairs by the army, which is already believed to have a strong influence
on country‘s foreign and security policies.
―The government needs to continue and the established democratic system
needs to continue,‖ Asif Ghafoor said. ―I have to say this because there are a lot of
rumours about martial law and the technocratic government.‖
A lot have changed since the departure of General (r) Pervez Musharaf but
the civilians still remain fearful about army‘s throwing them out of power through
outright coup or political manipulation.
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Recently, rumours about threats to the democratic system intensified after
the disqualification of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif. And lately, there have
been talks of army‘s installing a technocrat government in the country.
Saying that ―I was expecting this question‖, ISPR chief said that he stood by
the statement he made about the economy, complaining that ―I was disappointed as
a soldier and as a citizen of Pakistan‖ by the statement of Interior Minister Ahsan
Iqbal.
―We conducted a seminar with the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry. There were three former finance ministers, one former
State Bank governor [in attendance]. The army chief gave a keynote address. I
talked about it in my beeper [to a private TV channel] as well,‖ he recounted.
The COAS said that economy and security being interlinked, poor economic
conditions can adversely affect security situation, ISPR DG said. Gen Bajwa also
stressed the need to broaden country‘s tax base, he added.
During that seminar, he said, the army chief was asked to take steps for
strengthening the economy and the chief asked the business community to pay
taxes.
Giving details of tax collection, Asif said, the taxes recovered were only 39
percent, and from the private sector the recovery was only 40 percent. ―It is too
meagre. That is all I said that the tax base needs to be increased and I stand by it,‖
he said.
―The Pakistan Army is a state institution and it is very important to sit and
talk about things,‖ he explained. ―If we need to improve the economy, we will
have to bring certain changes and the China Pakistan Economic Corridor needs to
be supported.‖
―Never did I say that Pakistan‘s economy has been destroyed or something
of that sort,‖ Asif clarified.
He also explained that ―when I say something here, I am speaking on behalf
of the armed forces. I am not speaking in a personal capacity, as I am the
spokesperson of the armed forces‖.
―We have all done a lot of work for the economy. And I have said the same
thing: we have to sit together. It is a very simple [request]: that everyone needs to
cooperate,‖ he said.
―The nature and character of war has changed because the direct strategy [of
waging war] has been replaced by indirect [warfare]. Social media has a huge role
in this. Do not forward as received. Research. Don‘t spread misinformation,‖ Maj
Gen Asif said.
―When it comes to Pakistan, the security and survival of Pakistan, we all are
one,‖ he said. ―Every Pakistani and every institution is one against them — the
outside forces should know this.‖
On being asked why the debate was brought to the public sphere, ISPR DG
said the army had not started the debate.
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―A lot of seminars happen. Who was present in the seminar? Traders and
economists,‖ he said. ―Karachi‘s security situation has improved, which is in the
interest of traders,‖ he explained as the reason the seminar was held.
―It [the economy discussion] is about [a glass] being half filled and half
empty. Should we be satisfied with half filled? Should we not take it further? If our
economy is self sustained and better, the national security decision-making will be
much independent [from foreign pressures],‖ he said.
―There was also talk about a financial emergency, but the conclusion was
that ‗no; the work is going on and it will continue‘. This is a positive process that
needs to be looked at positively, and we will continue to play our role,‖ he said. ―I
don‘t think the seminar and the conclusions of the seminar are in question,‖ he
added.
Recovery of foreigners from Taliban
Earlier he gave out some details about the recovery of a Canadian-US family
from Taliban‘s five years long captivity – the real issue for which the presser was
arranged.
ISPR chief said Pakistan Army carried out the operation against militants in
Kurram Agency on the intelligence information shared by the United States.
On the allegations of a deal with the militants for the release of hostages,
Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor said: ―Whenever there is a sign of improvement in Pak-US
relations, some forces unleash such baseless propaganda.
―The operation was conducted on the basis of US intelligence agencies,
which too had been tracking the [hostages] and shared their [hostages] shifting
across Pakistan with us.
―If there had been a deal, it could not be hidden from the US agencies, which
have openly acknowledged and appreciated the operation.‖
He said that the US ambassador contacted the military top leadership on
Wednesday and shared the details of Taliban convoy movement on that day, and
also sought the help of armed forces with a request to protect the couple and their
three children.
Following the information, he said, the Pakistan Army moved troops to
Khurram Agency with the task to save the kidnapped family. He praised the Army
commandos for successful operation.
Asif clarified that no suggestion of a joint operation of Pakistan Army with
the US or any country in the territory was under consideration.
He said the cooperation with America should be continued as a previous
practice. He said that the US administration and President Donald Trump
welcomed and appreciated the Pakistan Army operation against the terrorists and
rescuing the hostage family.
ISPR chief said that US ties with Pakistan were based on trust and
cooperation and both countries will take all measures necessary for countering
terrorism and a trust-based relationship will be mutually beneficial.
―We are glad that there is [still a] level of trust with the US,‖ Maj-Gen
Ghafoor said. ―If the US wants ties with Pakistan based on trust and cooperation,
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we will take every possible measure that is necessary for the country and the
region for countering terrorism,‖ he added.
Где расходятся интересы военных и гражданских
Civil-military breaking point?
K. K. Shahid. The Nation. October 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/10-Oct2017/civil-military-breaking-point

Ever since former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was ousted by the Supreme
Court on July 28, following investigations into the Panama Papers scandal, the
narrative of the ruling party has been that it was the all-powerful military
establishment that was behind the ‗judicial coup‘.
The opinion that the Army has, at least in some part, influenced Nawaz
Sharif‘s ouster isn‘t restricted to the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N).
And events following Nawaz‘s dismissal have further given credence to that claim.
In the by-election to elect a National Assembly member on the seat vacated
by Nawaz Sharif, two radical Islamist parties won 11% of the overall vote to finish
above the likes of Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP), and even fellow religionist
Jamaat-e-Islami (JI).
The Tehrik Labaik Ya Rasool Allah (TLY) that finished third in the
September 17 by-poll with 7,130 votes is founded in reverence for Mumtaz Qadri,
the murderer of former Punjab Governor Salmaan Taseer over blasphemy
allegations, and now boasts of a growing militant wing as well.
The Milli Muslim League (MML), an offshoot of Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD), a
proscribed group that is affiliated with the banned Lashkar-e-Taiba, finished fourth
in the by-poll despite only being five weeks old at the time. The group, like its
parent organisations, is headed by Hafiz Saeed, who has been under house arrest
since January this year.
The mainstreaming of these radical Islamist parties, despite their loud
affiliations to individuals and groups sanctioned as terrorists by the Pakistani state,
serves two clear purposes for the establishment.
First, the sectarian affiliations of TLY (Barelvi) and MML (Ahl-e-Hadees)
means that ideological bait for voters that have historically chosen the PML-N as
the religious alternative to PPP, would dent the ruling party‘s vote bank – as it did
in NA-120 – in next year‘s general elections.
Secondly, and more importantly, legitimising these jihadist elements has
long been an end itself for the Pakistan Army, a reality that spiralled into public –
and world – knowledge through last year‘s Dawn Leaks, wherein the civil and
military leaders resoundingly disagreed over the future of militant groups, in turn
instigating a power standoff which is believed to have led to establishment‘s
involvement in Nawaz‘s exit.
Even so, while the former PM‘s dismissal was supposed to initiate a
turnaround in the ruling party‘s stance, if not its political fortunes altogether, the
PML-N has rebounded with even more venom.
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In the aftermath of US President Donald Trump‘s South Asia policy, which
singled out Pakistan for scathing critique, the Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa
asked the world to ‗do more‘ on the counter-terror front instead.
However, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said that Pakistan should
be focusing on putting ‗its own house in order‘, echoing Foreign Minister Khawaja
Asif, who named the likes of Haqqani Network and Jaish-e-Muhammad – whose
mention in the BRICS declaration earlier in September had been interpreted as an
attack on Pakistan – as problems that would take time to resolve. Asif even said
that Nawaz had ‗paid the price of trying to improve ties with India‘; implying
Army had taken the ex-PM out since the institution‘s interests were at stake.
Last week, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal called out the ‗state within state‘
after Rangers personnel – designated at Nawaz Sharif‘s hearing without written
approval from civilian authorities – had stopped him from entering an
accountability court. In reply, the Director General Inter Services Public Relations
Maj Gen Asim Ghafoor on Thursday told the media that the Rangers had been
deployed following a security threat.
In a detailed press conference, where Maj Gen Ghafoor delineated the
gaping hole that civil-military divide has metamorphosed into, all the while
downplaying it – even going as far as brining up martial law, ‗which is out of
question‘ – the DG ISPR maintained that the Rangers protocols have been the
‗same since 2014‘.
Of course, before Ahsan Iqbal, the Interior Minister was Chaudhry Nisar
who was notorious for his softness towards both military and militants. Nisar
recently lambasted both the PM and the foreign minister was looking inwards, and
has now been reduced in the periphery of the PML-N, despite his three-decade
affiliation with the party.
Meanwhile, last Monday the government passed the Electoral Reforms Bill
2017 to ensure that Nawaz Sharif could be re-elected as PML-N President on
Tuesday, despite being disqualified from holding public office.
While in his press conference Maj Gen Ghafoor admitted that the plan to
mainstream militant-linked groups is underway.
It is evident that instead of going on the back foot, the ruling PML-N has
gone gung-ho in its own show of strength through an electoral win, and now a
legal amendment dedicated to bringing their own ousted leader at the helm of the
party in complete defiance of the Supreme Court, all the while underlining the
Army as the actual antagonist.
But with a law being passed just to ensure a judicially disqualified civilian
leader becomes the ruling party‘s president, and the representative of the Army
nonchalantly mentioning martial law with complete lack of remorse with regards to
his institution‘s history and failing to explain its current overreach, it is evident that
the actual casualty in the power play is democracy and rule of law that both groups
claim to uphold.
It is evident that the civil-military tussle has reached its breaking point. But
with a hard coup out of menu, the end game is the 2018 elections and whether the
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PML-N can maintain its electoral authority, or if the security establishment further
clips the civilian wings.
Главы Армии после Первез Мушаррафа – возможен ли военный
переворот?
Coup talk
Cyril Almeida. Dawn, October 8th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362456/couptalk

THERE‘S a template for a coup and it goes something like this. The
government is paralysed, Nawaz is on the warpath, the boys have had enough, the
chief moves in.
Good enough for before, good enough for again.
Throw in a bit of anti-US and anti-India hysteria and you may even wonder
why we haven‘t already had a coup.
But the story has deviated a bit. No one seems to be cheering on the only
chap who can pull the trigger.
It‘s as if we still have a new chief; a fresher still finding his feet.
What‘s really needed is an institutional intervention, folk are suggesting.
This is bigger than any individual, folk are cautioning. Many will have to work
together if the country is to be saved, they are advising.
It‘s as if no one wants the chief to become chief executive.
Something is off. Rewind to Kayani and his ascent some 11 years ago; a
reluctant transfer of military power by Musharraf in the midst of a desperate
struggle to cling to political power.
It took a while for Kayani to settle in and assert control. There were the
snide remarks about the son of a JCO not being the best fit for the most prestigious
post in the land.
There were questions about whether a direct move from the ISI to GHQ was
a sound idea. There were murmurs of favouritism for political reasons and debates
about whether Musharraf had been conned.
Kayani eventually overcame all of that. But he had to work at it. Hard.
He declared a Year of the Soldier. He won over the troops with pay raises
and focusing on military matters. He cultivated the media. He developed a
professional mystique — the thinking soldier.
And he eventually figured out how to navigate institutional factions and
political circles to the point that pulled off the greatest of cons, a second term for
himself.
More than a decade later, the stain of the second term and political tumult at
the time of his ascension have obscured the original reality: Kayani had an
uncertain start as chief.
But then came Raheel. And the script was replayed.
Raheel too took a while to settle in and assert control. His pedigree was
impeccable but his intellect was questioned. Why had a mediocre general
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superseded at least one perfectly good candidate and been picked ahead of a couple
of quality options below him?
Was he the right man for the job? He wasn‘t going to be Nawaz‘s man, but
had Nawaz figured out that apolitical was all that he needed in his war against
Imran?
As the original dharna neared, the doubts deepened and the dissent
threatened to spill out into the open. Rumours of a cabal of generals trying to
pressure their boss into doing their bidding were unleashed.
Like Kayani before him, Raheel eventually overcame all of that. But he too
had to work at it. Hard.
After an uncertain 10 months or so, Raheel figured out that to be king you
had to make sure people knew you were king and feared you as a king. The cult of
Raheel began to be born.
Operation Zarb-i-Azb was its crown jewel and ThankYouRaheelSharif its
tagline.
And now to the problem. The same thing has happened with Bajwa. He
came in under a cloud of suspicion. How had number six been elevated to number
one? Why were Nawaz and co so sure he would be their man?
To the suspicions was added a bit of aggravation. There had been an heir
apparent. He was thought to have Raheel‘s support and was a favourite of the
troops.
He had the right credentials, the right reputation and the right approach. But
he was wronged; humiliatingly superseded for no other reason than civilian cherrypicking.
And perhaps most of all for the unlucky Bajwa, he‘s had to deal with the
shadow of Raheel and the seemingly never-ending strength of his faction.
Still, nothing that could not be overcome. And nothing fundamentally
different to what Kayani and Raheel had to endure.
The problem: the chief doesn‘t seem to be overcoming his uncertain start.
There‘s a political war out there, a foreign crisis brewing in Afghanistan and
DC, and institutions under attack. That‘s the kind of stuff out of which reputations
are made.
Even better, all the events have been slow-moving and relatively easy to
predict. Ten months in, it was set up rather nicely.
Chief becomes more assertive, a fawning public and braying media exhorts
him to do more and then — the chief either decides to let democracy continue out
of the goodness of his heart or goes in for the kill.
Except, this time no one seems to be cheering on the only chap who can pull
the trigger. It‘s as if no one wants the chief to become chief executive. It‘s as if we
still have a new chief; a fresher still finding his feet.
Something is off. And it may not be good for any of us.
The best-case scenario is a chief who is sure he can‘t take over, whether he
wants to or not. We‘re clearly no longer in that terrain.
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The next best thing is a chief who is sure he can take over, but doesn‘t want
to take over. If we were blessed, that‘s where we‘d be right now.
But in the realm of a chief who everyone thinks is too soft to take over and
in any case don‘t want him to take over?
We may be tempting the gods.
Глава межведомственной разведки ушел в отставку раньше времени
(занял этот пост в декабре 2016 г.)
Lt Gen Rizwan Akhtar, ex-ISI chief, decides to retire early
The Express Tribune. October 8, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1525846/lt-genrizwan-akhtar-ex-isi-chief-decides-retire-early/

Lieutenant General Rizwan Akhtar, who has served as the director general of
the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), has ―requested for premature release due to
some pressing personal commitments‖, according to sources.
Lt Gen Rizwan, who has also served as director general Rangers Sindh, is
currently President of the National Defence University in Islamabad.
New assignment: President congratulates Lt Gen Akhtar
Sources said Lt Gen Rizwan has sent his resignation to Chief of Army Staff
General Qamar Javed Bajwa.
―I want everyone knowing me to respect my decision and not succumb or
resort to speculation in any domain,‖ he was quoted as saying by sources. ―I shall
be available for any service in the army whenever needed.‖
He further said that he has taken the decision with a ―heavy heart but with
great satisfaction‖ to ―hang my uniform on 9th October 2017 after close to 35 years
of dedicated active commissioned service‖.
Army chief hails ISI for ‗strengthening national security‘
Lt Gen Rizwan added that he would like to place on record his sincere
gratitude for all his seniors, comrades and staff, including his family, who had
provided constant guidance to him throughout his long career.
He said it was a matter of great pride and honour for him to have served the
army of this great nation.
Formal arrival: Lt-Gen Rizwan Akhtar calls on Mamnoon
Lt Gen Rizwan was commissioned in the Army‘s Frontier Force Regiment
in September 1982. According to the ISPR, he is a graduate of Command and Staff
College Quetta and the National Defence University (NDU) Islamabad.
He also went to the United States for a war course. Lt Gen Rizwan has also
commanded an infantry brigade and division in the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata) and also served as DG Rangers Sindh and director general of the ISI.
Правительство не стремится поставить судебные органы и армию под
юрисдикцию проверок со стороны Счетной палаты (NAB) – (но нет дыма без
огня).
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No intention to bring judiciary, army under civilian accountability:
Hamid
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. October 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/07-Oct2017/no-intention-to-bring-judiciary-army-under-civilian-accountability-hamid

ISLAMABAD - The government Friday made it clear that it had no
intention to bring the judiciary and army under the umbrella of accountability
through a newly proposed accountability law that will replace the previous NAB
law.
The government also once again clarified that the Election Act 2017 that had
changed the provision of Khatm-e-Nabuwwat — the finality of the prophethood of
Hazrat Muhammad (Peace B Upon Him) – declaration for election candidates was
cleared by a sub-committee and the parliamentary committee having representation
of all parliamentary parties.
Law Minister Zahid Hamid along with Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal and
State Minister Barrister Zafarullah Khan while addressing a press conference at the
Press Information Department (PID) made it clear twice that the government was
not going to introduce any accountability law to bring the judiciary and the army
under the ambit of civilian accountability process.
Clarifying the government‘s position, he said, PPP Senator Farhatullah
Babar had proposed to the Parliamentary Committee on National Accountability
Law to introduce a broad-based accountability law. ―This is mere a proposal and
there was no consensus on it,‖ he said.
Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal said that Election Act 2017 that changed the
provision of Khatm-e-Nabuwwat declaration was cleared by the sub-committee
and then Parliamentary Committee on Electoral Reforms having representation of
all parliamentary parties.
He said that the impression being given in the social media and other
platforms was wrong that perhaps government silently made changes in it. He said
that report of the Election Bill 2017 was placed on the table of the National
Assembly weeks before its passage from the lower house and then Senate and it
was also shared with all the parliamentary parties. ―Only text was altered just to
simplify the declaration form of election candidates,‖ he said.
The interior minister said that the report of the electoral reforms remained in
the public domain for many months but no one objected to the declaration form
until JUI-F Senator Hafiz Hamdullah pointed out that nomination form should be
restored to its original form. ―However, the amendment could not be passed by the
Senate,‖ he said. He said that the whole process of the parliamentary committee
was transparent and recorded.
Ahsan stressed the Khatm-i-Nabuwwat was part of the faith of every Muslim
and no one could even think about compromising on it. ―So very soon all the
political parties decided to restore the declaration to its original form to remove
any ambiguity in the declaration form regarding the finality of prohethood of
Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH),‖ he said.
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The minister warned those elements for trying under the Cyber Crime Law
who were exploiting this issue on the social media and spreading hatred and
issuing decrees of infidels for others. ―Some have started a campaign against the
cabinet members and even the former prime minister Nawaz Sharif on the social
media in this regard,‖ he said. He said that some lawyers had said that the change
had no legal implications but even then the government had restored the original
declaration form.
The interior minister said that no one had the right to declare anyone infidel.
Pakistan is an Islamic democratic country and the state has only monopoly to
declare who is Muslim and who in non-Muslin. ―Secondly, it is the exclusive
domain of the state to punish anyone,‖ he said. He said that thirdly, the state had to
decide about the initiation of Jehad, when and against whom. ―The state had
exclusive domain on these three things,‖ he said and added: ―If the permit of
Jehad would be given in street, then we will become our own enemies.‖ He said
that hate mongers were the actual enemies of Pakistan but unfortunately some
people had become ―blind in politics‖.
Law Minister Zahid Hamid also said that there was no bad intention of the
government when the Election Act 2017 was in the draft stage and the whole
process was transparent. There were 13 members of sub-committee and the main
committee had 34 members. He said that all the members had consensus when the
declaration form was simplified. ―I cannot even dare to think to abolish the
declaration regarding provision of Khatm-e-Nabuwwat,‖ he said while clarifying
his own position. The minister added that he was the firm believer of the finality of
prophethood of Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH).
Barrister Zafarull Khan said that PML-N was basically a religious party and
its major vote bank comprised those people who were associated with Islam.
Regarding the clause 203 of Election Act that allowed the disqualified prime
minister Nawaz Sharif to again become the party head, Zahid Hamid said the
parliamentary committee with consensus had omitted this clause in November
2014 when there was no noise of Panama scandal. ―This is on the record,‖ he said.
Ahsan Iqbal responding to a question avoided to speak on action of the
Rangers regarding taking over the security of accountability court this week. He
said that he would be in a position to speak when the inquiry on the matter would
be completed. The inquiry would be completed after the reply of DG Rangers. He
however said that a disinformation campaign against the PML-N government was
underway and some elements wanted to have confrontation between the army and
the civilian government and are talking about introduction of technocratic set-up.
Talking about the Awami Muslim League Chief Sheikh Rasheed Ahmed, he
said that sometime Rasheed used to become the spokesperson of army and
sometime of the judiciary. He said that continuity of the democratic process and
the constitutional governance was the only way forward for Pakistan.
Responding to another question, the interior minister said the children of
ousted prime minister would only appear before the accountability court when
Begum Kalsoom Nawaz would recover from her illness. He indicated that children
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of Sharif would not appear in the next hearing of the accountability references
against them.
Многие в Пакистане убеждены, что Межведомственная разведка –
детище США (действует в интересах Исламского гос-ва).
IS denial in Pakistan
The Express Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524635/is-denial-inpakistan/

The hoopla about the presence of the Islamic State militant group in Pakistan
is quite interesting, not for what it is but for what it does: discouraging Pakistani
leaders from summoning their grey cells, if they have any, and muster up all the
courage to speak the truth and also some common sense. However, it‘s what noise
is supposed to do: drowning out all other voices, especially the ones discrediting
the noise-maker.
Students of Jamia Hafsa sent a video message to the leadership of IS in the
Middle East to wage a war against the state of Pakistan to avenge the 2007 military
raid on Lal Masjid. Recently, an IS flag appeared on a major thoroughfare in
Islamabad with the text ―Khilafat is coming.‖ In January 2015, Yousuf al Salafi
was arrested in Lahore who confessed to working for the IS in Pakistan. He
revealed how he recruited people in Pakistan to fight alongside the IS in Syria,
charging $600 per person. The funds he received were routed through the US.
Disgruntled Taliban commanders have joined the Khorasan chapter of the IS.
Other accounts of banners, pamphlets and flags have occurred in several Pakistani
cities.
Trump to ‗cut all military aid to Pakistan‘, thinks Washington is being
‗ripped off‘ by Islamabad: report
The US advocates the presence of IS in Pakistan. General John Nicholson,
the top US commander who commands US and Nato troops in Afghanistan,
claimed that 70% of Da‘ish fighters are from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) after they were driven out of Pakistan in the Zarb-e-Azb operation. The
Pakistani leadership either denied or reluctantly agreed that the IS is indeed present
in Pakistan. It is a wasted opportunity in my view.
If common sense was really common, the Pakistani leadership would have
jumped on the opportunity and advocated strongly for the presence of Da‘ish in
Pakistan. Let us briefly revisit how Da‘ish was created. Before the US invasion of
Iraq, the Jordanian militant Abu Musab al Zarqawi had been asking, literally
begging Osama bin Laden for funds to support his jihadist organisation in Iraq. Bin
Laden refused. Zarqawi was a nobody in the jihadist world. Then came Colin
Powell‘s UN speech, where he mentioned the name Abu Musab al Zarqawi 21
times to establish the link between al Qaeda and Iraq to justify the US invasion.
Almost overnight, Zarqawi was elevated to stardom in the jihadist world.
Zarqawi later aligned his militant group Jama‘at al-Tawhid w‘al-Jihad with
al Qaeda and formed the al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), primarily a sectarian violent
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group. He was killed in a US drone strike in 2006. His successors rebranded AQI
to the IS. Its reclusive leader, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, spent 10 months in the largest
American prison in Iraq, Camp Bucca, for some unknown crime, along with 12 top
leaders of the IS. That prison served as an incubator for the IS and its leadership.
The IS was born in Camp Bucca. Cells organised within the prison along with
ousted Arab nationalist Ba‘ath Party members making some of the IS ranks. Upon
being released, al Baghdadi said to the guard on duty, ―I‘ll see you guys in New
York.‖
The Pakistani leadership should remind the US leadership that the IS is an
American creation. By that I don‘t mean the conspiracy theory that says America
and Israel created the IS for their hegemonic aims in the Middle East. But rather
that America is behind the creation of IS in that it created the conditions for the
birth and spread of this ideology by supporting radical Islam for decades and
especially, because of the invasion of Iraq. Pakistan can claim to be a victim of this
violent ideology rather than feeling embarrassed for its presence in the country. All
they need to do is concede to the US claims that the IS is present in Pakistan.
It is reminiscent of the computers in the late ‘90s, when antivirus software
had to be installed to prevent PCs from getting infected with viruses. It was
believed, and this may not be true, that the companies selling antivirus software are
the ones spreading those viruses to create the need for their software. America
complains over the presence of IS virus in Pakistan when really the virus is made
in America. More disturbingly, American leadership wants to militarily defeat the
virus. While antivirus software actually worked, such a Whack-A-Mole strategy is
doomed to fail because it created the virus in the first place and will multiply it
further.
How strong is Islamic State in Pakistan?
Most importantly, the Pakistani leadership can remind the American
leadership that since 70% of IS fighters are from the TTP as claimed by the top US
commander, that implicates India because the link between the TTP and RAW is a
fact no more confined to the intelligence circles only. It is out in the public after an
Indian analyst, Bharat Karnad, wrote about it in The Hindustan Times. The TTP
has been behind devastating terror attacks inside Pakistan while it was supported
by RAW. The IS is the new TTP in Pakistan. All the more reason for Pakistan to
accept the US position on IS presence in the country.
The American leadership should direct their opprobrium at RAW since the
TTP is now working under the banner of IS. The more urgent aim seems to be
finding any loose ends so as to criticise Pakistan rather than the elimination of
terror in this region of which India is a sponsor. But as I wrote a couple of weeks
ago, Pakistan has to make noise — because noise, not actions, speaks louder.
ПНП обвиняет Наваз Шарифа в невнимании к армии, создании
«Великого Панджаба» и проч.
Dr Asim accuses Sharif of plotting against Pakistan
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The Exprtess Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524824/dr-asimaccuses-sharif-plotting-pakistan/

KARACHI: PPP leader and former federal minister Dr Asim Hussain has
accused deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif of hitting out at the state
institutions, particularly the army, in a bid to destabilise Pakistan and pave the
way for the creation of ‗Greater Punjab‘.
―Nawaz Sharif has decided to fight the military leadership – which actually
comes from the people. He wants to break the country and is in favour of
establishing Greater Punjab,‖ Dr Asim said on Friday at Karachi Airport on his
return to Pakistan after a month-long treatment in London.
―Sharif wants to remain in power for taking kickbacks. He is under the false
impression and hope that he may get a portion of Pakistan [to rule]. However, the
PPP will save Pakistan as it supports the military leadership [in this fight] and will
continue to do so,‖ he added.
Dr Asim Hussain granted bail – finally
The PPP leader, who remained in the custody of paramilitary Rangers under
a slew of charges and is being tried by an accountability court for alleged
corruption, said he had proven the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) wrong
as NAB used to claim that he would not return if allowed to go abroad.
―NAB has been proven wrong as I have returned after my successful
treatment. I want to tell Nawaz Sharif that I cannot be an absconder like you.
Pakistan is our country and we shall live and die here,‖ he added.
Sindh Assembly‘s Deputy Speaker Shehla Raza and a large number of party
workers were present at the airport to welcome Dr Asim, who heads the PPP‘s
Karachi chapter.
«ПМЛ(Н) постоянно хочет привести военных к власти», - считает
Имран Хан.
On warpath: PML-N inviting martial law, says Imran
Izhar
Ullah.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
7,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524504/govt-wasting-opportunity-merge-fata-k-p-imran-khan/

PESHAWAR: The ruling PML-N‘s leadership and ministers‘ statements are
inviting martial law. This was the opinion of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief
Imran Khan on Friday when asked for his opinion on the current political situation.
Khan said he doesn‘t believe the military intend to do any such thing, but the
PML-N‘s constant attacks on institutions such as the army and judiciary may force
its hand.
He also referred to the interior minister‘s statement in light of the bubbling
interior ministry-Rangers feud statement on the paramilitary deployment at courts
in Islamabad. Ahsan Iqbal had said ―a state within state couldn‘t be tolerated‖.
About attacking the judiciary, he said the same judiciary which was praised
by the PML-N following the disqualification of Yousaf Raza Gilani, is now being
attacked by the party when Nawaz Sharif himself has been disqualified.
PTI‘s former Punjab president quits party saying he‘s not ‗rich enough‘
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Earlier, PTI Chairman Khan said that the federal government was wasting a
good opportunity to merge the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) with
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) and demanded that the merger should take place
immediately to help in institutional reforms.
At a press conference at Chief Minister House in Peshawar, Khan said that
the people of Fata were facing several problems including the military operations
against insurgents and the drone attacks that have left hundreds displaced.
The infrastructure, he added, had also been damaged and many people had
lost their businesses, but the federal government was now delaying the merger.
About institutional corruptions in Fata, the PTI chief alleged that region‘s
secretariat had become a bastion of corruption and embezzlement, and even the
developmental funds had not been spent on the people.
―Millions of rupees are taken for appointment of political agents in Fata,‖ he
said, adding that the tribal region needed to have its own government
representatives in K-P Assembly so that problems of the area could be raised and
resolved.
The K-P government, he maintained, was administratively and economically
prepared to accept the merger, but the federal government was reluctant to give a
go-ahead before the general election next year.
Petition against Tareen: Judge urges SC protection for taxpayers
―The PML-N government has stopped its entire merger plan at the behest of
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Mehmood Khan Achakzai who are least interested in
the region,‖ he said, adding that Achakzai mostly stressed on the interests of
Afghanistan.
Khan suggested that his party wanted to have a local government setup in KP which should be extended to Fata so that powers should be devolved to the grassroots level but few elements including the Fata secretariat and political agent did
not want to end status quo in the region.
Speaking about importance of merger, he said language and culture of tribal
people were similar to those in K-P and there would not be an issue in the reforms.
―Administrative systems are different but will be streamlined with the passage of
time,‖ he added.
Criticising the PML-N government‘s recent law, he said it never happened
in the world‘s history that a government had passed a bill to allow a disqualified
person to chair a political party.
Пакистанской нации нужно гражданское правительство, а не военные
Civil-military silence: Nation wants a civil government, says Asma
The Express Tribune. October 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524869/civilmilitary-silence-nation-wants-civil-government-says-asma/

LAHORE: Former Supreme Court Bar Association (SCBA) president Asma
Jahangir has said silence on behalf of the government and the military is
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dangerous, but circumstances have proven that the nation wants a civil government
only.
―Attempts had been made in the past to make army chiefs heroes, but no one
shed a single tear when former president General (retd) Pervez Musharraf and
COAS General (retd) Raheel Sharif were sent home,‖ Asma told media-persons at
the Lahore High Court Bar Association on Friday, in connection with the press
conference of the Inter-Services Public Relations claiming their ―silence has a lot
of meanings‖.
The former SCBA president said, ―It means that the nation does not accept
such people as heroes.‖
Asma Jahangir censures SC
Asma said it has happened for the first time in the history of the country that
Punjab voted against the establishment in the NA-120 by-election, sending a clearcut message that they want a civil government only.
People of the constituency have decided to stand with the civil government,
and not the establishment, Asma added.
‗Darkest day‘ for judiciary: National security has trumped fundamental
rights: Asma
She said it is the establishment that created political consciousness in the
PML-N camp, adding that now every institution would have to work while
remaining within its limits.
Giving a word of caution, she said politicians would have to rule with
bravery if they want people‘s support.
Военные Пакистана допускают связи межведомственной разведки с
террористами
Pakistan military admits ISI has links to militants
Omer
Farooq
Khan.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
6,
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/pak-military-admits-isi-has-links-tomilitants/articleshow/60964126.cms

2017.

Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor, DG Inter-Services Public Relations, said there‘s a
difference between support and having links. Links can be positive, and the
US defence secretary James Mattis did not say there was support, he said
 He was answering a question about US claims of links between the ISI and
militants.
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan's military on Thursday admitted that its Inter
Services Intelligence (ISI) has links to "militants", saying this does not mean it
supports terrorist organisations, while also asserting that Milli Muslim League —
the political wing of banned Jamaat-ud Dawa — is free to contest elections.
Milli Muslim League, which draws support from Mumbai attack mastermind
Hafiz Saeed's JUD, was denied permission months ago from contesting bypolls by
the Election Commission, which has so far refused to recognize it as apolitical
party.
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Answering a question about US claims of links between the ISI and
militants, Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor, director general Inter-Services Public Relations,
said, "There's a difference between support and having links. Name any
intelligence agency which does not have links. Links can be positive, and the US
defence secretary James Mattis did not say+ there was support. The narrative
that I talked about is relevant here as well. We should not be a part of it. We have
our own narrative."
Mattis had said on Tuesday that the US would try "one more time" to work
with Pakistan in Afghanistan before President Donald Trump would turn to
options to address+ Islamabad's alleged support for militant groups.
His comments likely caused concern in Islamabad, especially in light of
General Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, telling the Senate
Armed Services Committee, that he believed ISI directorate, had ties to militant
groups. "It's clear to me that the ISI has connections with terrorist groups," General
Dunford said.
Addressing a press conference in Rawalpindi, Ghafoor said Pakistan's
eastern border is unsafe because of India's "inappropriate reactions". He said 222
Pakistani civilians were killed along the line of control this year in ceasefire
violations, more than any other year before.
"But India has also paid a price with our response and we will continue to
respond if it does not act with restraint," Ghafoor said, describing the threats from
India as perpetual. "We are a peaceful country and we do not want war with them,
but we will defend ourselves and have the capability to do so...
"It has military links but does not support them" Joke of the century.Karan
Agarwal
War is not the solution, so we are talking to them at all levels to stop this,"
he said. Ghafoor said Pakistan was facing a strategic threat on the western border
as well, forcing the country to keep the Army on the border. "Our western border
also meets Iran.
Our deployment is not against Iran or Afghanistan but against the Tehreek-iTaliban Pakistan and other such non-state actors," he said. When asked why a
press release was not issued after Wednesday's special corps commanders
conference at Army's General Headquarters (GHQ), he said, "Silence is also an
expression."
Военные исключили возможность введения военного положения в
Пакистане
Martial law is out of question: Army
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. October 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-Oct2017/martial-law-is-out-of-question-army

Islamabad - The military yesterday dismissed the possibility of a martial law
as a result of the friction between army and civilian authorities, saying ―it should
not even be talked about‖.
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In a lengthy media briefing that covered wide ranging issues, military‘s
media wing chief Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor said hostile foreign agencies were
hatching a terror plot in the country by using non-state actors to dent the gains
made in the war against terror.
But he said the security forces with the help of the people were effectively
countering all the internal and external threats facing the nation, and expressed the
hope the country will overcome all the challenges.
The director general of the Inter-services Public Relations (ISPR) called for
further strengthening cohesion among the national institutions in order to foil
hostile narrative of the enemies of the country.
He was speaking only a day after a stimulating statement from US Secretary
of Rex State Tillerson wherein he expressed concern about the future of the
government in Pakistan, clearing showing his country‘s backing to the civilian
setup in its tussle with the army.
―We are a country like any other in the world,‖ Maj Gen Ghafoor said as he
began responding to a question about civil-military relations – which remains
troubled since the Panama leaks trial and resulting disqualification of ex-PM
Nawaz Sharif, who believes he is being routed by the army.
―When in political discussion, allegations are hurled at the army directly or
indirectly,‖ ISPR DG said, apparently in reference to accusations that army was
behind Nawaz Sharif‘s ouster as well as the graft cases he and his family is facing
now in the accountability court.
―We have a role to play constitutionally, and we did. We obeyed whatever
the Supreme Court had ordered us to do. Whoever‘s domain anything falls in, they
will solve it,‖ Maj Gen Ghafoor said.
The Supreme Court had appointed two members from the ISI and Military
Intelligence to the joint investigation team (JIT) that investigated the Sharifs,
which was questioned widely by critics, and Nawaz Sharif ran a mass contact
camping after his disqualification wherein he openly condemned court decision
and kept suggesting that army was behind his political afflictions.
―Whatever order the army receives within the law and the Constitution, we
are required to follow it. In the JIT order, ISI and MI being included was a
constitutional order and we obeyed it. In that process, there was nothing that the
army produced or gave. We were not party — whatever the Supreme Court asked,
we did,‖ ISPR chief clarified.
―But saying that there is going be a martial law should not even be talked
about. We are busy in doing our duty as stated in the Constitution,‖ he stressed.
After a meeting with Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif on Wednesday, US
Secretary of Rex State Tillerson said, ―This is about the importance of Pakistan,
and Pakistan‘s long-term stability as well. We have concerns about the future of
Pakistan‘s government too... we want their government to be stable. We want it to
be peaceful.‖
―Many of the issues they‘re struggling with inside Pakistan are American
issues,‖ he further said without elaborating, alarming many in Pakistan as this was
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probably the first time a US top official had publicly addressed the political
conflict in Islamabad, clearly backing the political setup in their apparent tussle
with country‘s army.
Rangers issue
Explaining the issue of Rangers‘ deployment outside the accountability
courts on Monday which had resulted in a considerable controversy, Maj Gen
Ghafoor said that Rangers fell in interior ministry‘s purview.
―Three wings of Rangers were requisitioned under Article 147 for security in
the capital. Once the requisition has been made, coordination is carried out at the
local level between the police, the district administration and the Rangers,‖ he
explained. He said this has been happening since 2014 and the arrangement is
refreshed every three months.
―Sometimes it happens that the police ask the Rangers for assistance, and
they the Rangers take action. When the National Accountability Bureau had its
first hearing, there was some trouble when the former prime minister was
appearing for his hearing,‖ he recalled.
―A letter was subsequently written to the Rangers, and there was some
coordination in the night as well, so the Rangers reached the court at 7am on
Monday,‖ he added.
―If a soldier is doing his duty and is told not to allow irrelevant people ...
[Now] it is possible that someone who is not carrying a [authorised personnel] card
is [in fact] a relevant person, but Rangers personnel do not know this. Even if the
army chief does not have a [security clearance] card [when he arrives at a venue],
he is told by [the posted] personnel that he is not allowed [to pass].‖
―We need to appreciate the personnel for their [commitment to their] duty,‖
he said.
Silence is also an expression!
Army‘s chief spokesman said any type of instability political, economic or
developmental, cannot be in the country‘s interest, so the matter needs to be
resolved.‖
When asked why there had been no press release issued following a special
corps commanders conference at GHQ, Maj Gen Ghafoor only offered that
―Silence is also an expression.‖
The army chief had convened a special moot of the corps commanders on
Tuesday, the very day Nawaz Sharif was re-elected as president of PML-N –
thanks to an amendment in the election law only a day before [Monday].
Responding to a question about the Milli Muslim League, the political wing
of the Jamaatud Dawa, and its participation in the political process, he said that,
―Every Pakistani has the right to participate in the polling process.‖
Threats and countermeasures
During the briefing, Maj Gen Asif discussed the security threats at country‘s
eastern and western borders, stressing that the important question was ―whether the
threat is because of a state or non-state actors‖ and what the country‘s response to
it has been.
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―Pakistan is an indispensable reality,‖ he asserted. ―When multiple interests
collide, it is natural that conflicts arise,‖ he began.
―There has been war in Afghanistan for the past four decades. We fought
with the jihadis against the Soviet Union. We have fought well, as a nation, the war
that entered our borders after 9/11,‖ he said, apparently underscoring a recent
statement made by the foreign minister recalling the US‘s ―wining and dining‖ of
jihadi outfits during the Afghan-Soviet Union war.
―There are no organised bases of any terrorist organisation in the country
anymore,‖ Ghafoor stressed. ―On the ground, more than 50 per cent of Afghan
territory is out of their [Kabul‘s] control, which is also affecting Pakistan,‖ he said,
shifting the focus to the political instability afflicting Pakistan‘s western neighbour.
―There is a strategic threat that exists on the western front which forces us to
keep our army at the borders, because of the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan and other
such non-state actors.‖
―Our [western] border also meets Iran. It is important to mention that our
deployment is not against Iran or Afghanistan, but against non-state actors,‖ he
explained.
―In the east, we have a border with India which is unsafe because of India‘s
inappropriate actions,‖ he said.
―The ceasefire violations in 2017 are considerably more in number than any
other year before this, with 222 civilian casualties along the Line of Control.
However, India has also paid a price due to our response [to attacks] and we will
continue to do so [respond] if it does not act with restraint,‖ he warned.
―Threats from India are perpetual. We are a peaceful country and we do not
want war with them, but we will defend ourselves and have the capability to do
so,‖ he asserted.
Returning to relations with Iran, the DG ISPR said Pakistan had ongoing
coordination and contact with Tehran. ―The army chief will soon visit Iran to
improve relations,‖ he said.
Afghanistan visit of COAS
―There has been a lot of blame game, bombings in Kabul and on our side as
well,‖ the ISPR DG said as he began discussing the army chief‘s recent overtures
to the Afghan government.
He said: ―There was some discomfort in security and civil quarters, but it
was a great initiative taken by the army chief. In a one-and-a-half hour meeting in
a cordial, reassuring environment, our point of view was presented with logic.
―The good thing that no negative thing has come out of it. If the Afghan
government has not understood [in the past], it is prepared to understand what
Pakistan has done. It is doing a good job in its capacity.
―You know that 50 per cent of their territory is not under their control. We
have sent them a lot of offers. The army chief has even offered that we can make
fences [on their side of the border] like our own.‖
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―There are no sanctuaries. Some things are part of a narrative and others are
realities. Three million Afghans are in Pakistan — who knows who is what kind?
When coordination improves, mistrust will die down and things will get better.‖
ISI links
Responding to a question about alleged links between the ISI and militants,
he said: ―Having links is different from supporting. Name any intelligence agency
which does not have links. Links can be positive, and he [US Defence Secretary
James Mattis] did not say there was support, so the narrative [against Pakistan‘s
army and intelligence agencies] that I talked about is relevant here as well. We
should not be a part of it. We have our own narrative.‖
Overview of security conditions
Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor provided a bird‘s eye view of the security situation in
the country. ―Operation Raddul Fasaad is ongoing. Operation Khyber 4 is in the
ground-clearing phase,‖ he said.
Recalling that Muharram observations remained peaceful despite emergent
threats in Balochistan and Karachi, he also spoke of the Bohra community‘s
Ashura commemorations which saw 21,000 foreigners, including 12,000 Indian
citizens, visit the country to be in the company of their spiritual leader during the
month.
―Other smaller events also took place,‖ he added, naming the World XI
tournament, the Miranshah cricket match against foreign players, and an
international hockey match in Karachi.
―Show me a single country which was facing such threats in 2008 and 2009
[and stands where Pakistan does now]. There are no countries like this, because all
other countries who faced such problems have either collapsed or had to have
foreign armies take control.‖
―If a foreign team is ready to play in Miranshah on one phone call, it means
that they know what the situation there is. It takes time to get results,‖ he said,
―especially when you have spent 15 years fixing what the world wanted to
destroy.‖
―We have to take this war to its logical end. If we end bilateral contact,
things can be reverted. But if we are resolute, then nothing can happen to Pakistan.
Even right now, we have about four intelligence agencies working against us.‖
Tying this to the strengthening rhetoric against the army and its intelligence
arms, the spokesperson said: ―This is why you will hear the narrative that the
Pakistan Army and Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) are not in anyone‘s control.‖
―We have travelled a long way. We are moving towards our destiny, which
is a peaceful Pakistan. The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) could
never have succeeded without us,‖ he asserted.
Indian aggression at LoC
Responding to repeated incidents of cross-border firing along the Line of
Control in Kashmir, Asif Ghafoor said: ―Unlike India, we cannot fire
indiscriminately [in response] as there are Kashmiri brothers on the other side as
well. So when there are casualties on that side, it is [Indian] soldiers and
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infrastructure. Nonetheless, war is not a solution, so we are talking to them [Indian
officials] at all levels to stop this [ceasefire violations].‖
«Никто не может быть выше верховной власти, включая армию», заявил пресс-атташе межведомственной разведки.
No person above institutions; no institution above country: army
Daily Times, October 6th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/06-Oct-17/no-personabove-institutions-no-institution-above-country-army

* ISPR chief says Pakistanis are one irrespective of individual identity, cast,
creed, language and religion when it comes to external threats
ISLAMABAD: Director General Inter-Services Public Relations Maj-Gen
Asif Ghafoor Thursday said that no person was above institutions just like no
institution was above country.
―No institution, including Pakistan Army, is beyond the supremacy of
Pakistan. Even chief of army staff would have been stopped by Rangers if he had
tried to enter the Judicial Complex without [security clearance] card,‖ he said
while responding to a question about deployment of Rangers at the accountability
court premises on the occasion of proceedings against ousted prime minister
Nawaz Sharif in corruption reference, at a crowded press conference at the ISPR
headquarters.
Explaining the issue which had resulted in a controversy, the ISPR chief
said, ―If a soldier is doing his duty and is told not to allow irrelevant people ...
[Now] it is possible that someone who is not carrying a [authorised personnel] card
is [in fact] a relevant person, but Rangers personnel do not know this. We need to
appreciate the personnel for their [commitment to their] duty.‖
Maj-Gen Ghafoor explained that the Rangers fell in the Ministry of
Interior‘s purview. ―Sometimes it happens that the police ask the Rangers for
assistance, and they [the Rangers] take action. When the NAB court had its first
hearing, there was some trouble when the former prime minister was appearing for
his hearing,‖ he recalled. ―A letter was subsequently written to the Rangers, and
there was some coordination in the night as well, so the Rangers reached the court
at 7am [on Monday],‖ he explained.
The ISPR chief said discussion of interference by Pakistan Army in politics
was baseless. ―Army is directed through law and constitution, and the first task of
armed forces is to protect the country,‖ he stressed. ―Any type of instability, either
political, economic or developmental, cannot be in the country‘s interest, so [the
matter] needs to be resolved,‖ he added.
―When in political discussion, allegations are hurled at the army directly or
indirectly,‖ he said. ―We have a role to play constitutionally, and we did. We
obeyed whatever the Supreme Court had ordered us to do. Whoever‘s domain
anything falls in, they will solve it,‖ he said, apparently in reference to accusations
of army‘s interference in the Panama Papers case.
―Whatever order the army receives within the law and the constitution, we
are required to follow it. In the JIT order, ISI and MI being included was a
constitutional order and we obeyed it. In that process, there was nothing that the
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army produced or gave. We were not party — whatever the Supreme Court asked,
we did,‖ he stressed. ―But saying that there is going be a martial law should not
even be talked about. We are busy in doing our duty as stated in the Constitution,‖
he maintained.
To a question about the Milli Muslim League, the political wing of the
Jamaatud Dawa, and its participation in the political process, the ISPR chief said
that every Pakistani had the right to participate in the polling process.
Maj-Gen Ghafoor said not a single country has faced the threats that faced
Pakistan in 2008 and 2009. "There are no other countries like Pakistan, as all other
countries who faced such problems either collapsed or had to have foreign armies
take control. This is why you will hear the narrative that the Pakistan Army and
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) are not in anyone's control," he said, while
referring to recent media reports that ISI officials had ties to militant groups. "The
target of the hostile narrative is the power which stopped them … hence you will
hear the narrative that the Pakistan Army and ISI are not in control."
Maj-Gen Ghafoor said there are four hostile agencies planning to conduct
terror activities in Pakistan, and the same has been shared with the Foreign Office
as well. "We have to take this war to its logical conclusion. If our resolve stays
strong, then nothing can happen in Pakistan. Even now, we have intelligence about
four agencies working against us."
He added that Pakistan has come a long way and the country is moving
towards a peaceful Pakistan. "ISAF could never have succeeded without us," said
the army spokesman.
He also quoted a message by Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa wherein
he said, "We have travelled a long way amid threats and challenges. We are
moving towards our destiny which is a peaceful and prosperous Pakistan. While
doing all this, we have contributed beyond our capacity to the regional and world
peace. ISAF could never have defeated al-Qaeda without our support. We have
done our part, shall continue to contribute and assist in their part for Afghanistan
and beyond, but cannot take blame for lack of doing elsewhere by others. As
regards India, let it be known that no amount of threat or coercion can deter resolve
of Pakistan. There can be differences within, that is part of life and its construct. It
happens everywhere. But when it comes to external threat, let it be known that we
all are one, irrespective of individual identity, cast, creed, language, religion,
province or anything else and that is the spirit of Pakistan."
While discussing army chief's recent visit to Afghanistan, the DG ISPR said,
"There was some discomfort in security and civil quarters, but it was a great
initiative taken by the army chief. In a one-and-a-half hour meeting in a cordial,
reassuring environment, our point of view was presented with logic."
Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor also provided a bird's eye view of the security
situation in the country. "Operation Raddul Fasaad is ongoing. Operation Khyber 4
is in the ground-clearing phase," he said.
Responding to repeated incidents of cross-border firing along the Line of
Control in Kashmir, Ghafoor said, "Unlike India, we cannot fire indiscriminately
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[in response] as there are Kashmiri brothers on the other side as well. So when
there are casualties on that side, it is [Indian] soldiers and infrastructure.
Nonetheless, war is not a solution, so we are talking to them [Indian officials] at all
levels to stop this [ceasefire violations]."
Военное и гражданское руководство едины по всем вопросам, - заявил
премьер Аббаси (в ходе 72 Сессии Генассамблеи ООН).
Civil, military leadership united on all key issues: PM Abbasi
Anwar
Iqbal,
Masood
Haider.
Dawn,
September
23rd,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1359496/civil-military-leadership-united-on-all-key-issues-pmabbasi

UNITED NATIONS: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has rejected the
suggestion that civil-military differences in Pakistan have weakened Pakistan‘s
influence in the international community.
―There‘s no difference between the civilian and military establishments on
key national issues,‖ said the prime minister when asked if this ‗dispute‘ had also
impacted his visit to the United Nations.
―The military and civilian leaderships are united on all key issues. One
country, one policy, we are all on one page,‖ he said. ―We are all working for the
country. It‘s not nice to create rifts where there‘s none.‖
The premier completed his four-day visit to the United Nations headquarters
on Friday. Hours after his address at the General Assembly, he briefed the
Pakistani media on his meetings, both inside the UN and on its sidelines.
―No more do more. We did not hear it anywhere,‖ when asked if the
Americans were still asking Pakistan to do more.
Asked about the US proposal to send a delegation to Islamabad for talks on
bridging bilateral differences, Mr Abbasi said it was too early to talk about the
technical details of the proposed delegation, its agenda and Pakistan‘s
expectations. ―Both sides are now working on it.‖
US Vice President Mike Pence had suggested sending a delegation to
Islamabad during his meeting with the prime minister. The US wanted to send the
delegation soon after Mr Trump‘s Aug 21 policy speech but Pakistan requested
rescheduling.
Mr Abbasi also talked about his brief meeting with President Trump on
Tuesday night, saying it happened after his talks with Mr Pence. ―President Trump
pulled me aside and we talked for two or three minutes,‖ he said.
Responding to a question about the UN secretary general‘s response to a
dossier on Kashmir, Mr Abbasi said the UN had a mechanism for responding to
such documents. ―Our dossier on Indian atrocities in Kashmir had 250 to 300
pages and includes evidence and pictures. It will have an impact, on world leaders
and the international media. But such things take time,‖ he said.
Asked why the international community refuses to believe Pakistan‘s stance
that there are no terrorist safe havens on its soil, the premier said: ―It‘s not because
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our policy has failed [as the journalist suggested]. Diplomacy is a process. We
stated our position, based on facts and logic. It will have an impact,‖ he said.
―But bad news sells better. The claim about safe havens is juicy news. But
people are accepting Pakistan‘s stance as correct.‖
Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, who also addressed the news briefing,
pointed out that China, Russia and other nations had reacted positively to
Pakistan‘s position on Afghanistan. The US had some reservations but those too
would be removed, he added.
The prime minister and the foreign minister both rejected the suggestion that
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani had postponed a meeting with Mr Abbasi earlier
this week because of some differences.
They said the meeting was scheduled at 11am on Tuesday but President
Trump was still addressing the General Assembly then, so both sides agreed to
reschedule the meeting. ―We will meet soon,‖ said the foreign minister, adding he
met the Afghan national security adviser on Thursday and discussed several
sensitive issues, including cross-border attacks.
Responding to a question, the prime minister said there‘s no instability in
Pakistan. ―A government was removed, and returned in four days. Where‘s
instability? It only shows democracy‘s strength. Whomever I met at the UN,
praised this,‖ he said. ―We respect courts, but want them to use the same standard,
same process for all.‖
The prime minister said he did not mention Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav in
his talks at the UN because the visit was focused on other issues. ―Did I take any
name?‖ he asked.
To a question whether Pakistan was willing to recognise India‘s role in
Afghanistan, Mr Abbasi said: ―India‘s political or military involvement is not
acceptable to us. It has no role.‖
Глава Армии генерал Баджва признает верховенство гражданских
властей
Army chief Gen Bajwa believes in civilian supremacy
The News. 20/09/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/231174-COAS-believes-incivilian-supremacy

ISLAMABAD: Monday‘s meeting between Army chief Gen Qamar Javed
Bajwa and members of defence committees of the Senate and National Assembly
was really frank and candid with both the sides agreeing on greater interaction to
counter the challenges, both internal and external, haunting the nation.
Informed sources said that while the army chief referred to the past military
interventions with abhorrence and stated that he believes in democracy and civilian
supremacy, the parliamentarians appreciated the military‘s role in curbing
terrorism and admitted that misgivings of institutions against each other will only
damage Pakistan.
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According to one of the participants, the Monday‘s interaction was a great
step towards the realisation of the idea of encouraging formal interactions between
the institutions to promote constitutional rule and help face Pakistan serious
challenges it is facing.
―I never witnessed such a frank and candid discussion,‖ a parliamentarian
source said, hoping that there would be more such interactions to address the
misgivings against each other.
At the very outset of the meeting, it was agreed to discuss freely whatever
agitates any mind present there. The ISPR issued a brief press release about the
event while the parliamentarians are also hesitant to share with the media
everything discussed there to avoid spoiling what is seen as a great opportunity to
bridge the gap between civil and military leadership.
One of the parliamentarians approached by this correspondent, though said
he would not discuss what was discussed in the meeting, was found too excited to
share that the army chief said that he believes in civilian supremacy and is against
military interventions.
Being a government servant, the army chief told the parliamentarians, he is
bound to follow the policies framed by parliament. Both the sides were in favour of
enhanced interactions between them, so that while making policies, the
parliamentarians should have the viewpoints of all stakeholders, including the
military.
The parliamentarians agreed that on issues of national security and foreign
policy, the military‘s viewpoint is critically important and thus it should not be
ignored or avoided. The army chief, it is said, even agreed that he would be ready
to visit parliament and attend meetings on national security and defence for greater
understanding and unified policy formulation.
Head of the parliamentary delegation Lt Gen (retd) Abdul Qayyum
suggested to the army chief that he should attend the Senate‘s Committee of the
Whole. In his response, the army chief agreed to attend the meeting.
The meeting discussed that during the past 70 years, politicians, military and
judiciary all made mistakes which in actual had harmed Pakistan. To ensure that
such mistakes are not repeated again, it was pressed that lessons should be learnt
by all sides.
With regard to greater civil and military interaction, the army chief did refer
to incumbent Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s initiative of calling repeated
meetings of cabinet committee on national security for consensus policy decisions
on issues of national security and foreign policy.
Following the Monday‘s meeting, the ISPR press release said: ―A delegation
comprising members of Defence Committees of the Senate and National Assembly
headed by Senator Lt Gen Abdul Qayyum, Retd, visited GHQ today. The
delegation laid wreath at GHQ‘s Shuhada Monument and was given a detailed
briefing on evolving security environment, including situation on the borders and
Pakistan Army efforts for peace and security. The delegation also had an
interactive session with General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Chief of Army Staff
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(COAS). The session concluded with a resolve to continue our struggle against the
menace of violent extremism through a synergetic, whole-of-the-nation approach
based on the principle of ‗collective potential and shared responsibility‘.‖
Muhammad Anis adds: Chief of the Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa
made it clear that the Pakistan Army had nothing to do with the Panama case,
saying that all the institutions were performing within the constitutional
limits. Giving briefing to parliamentarians, he said that the Panama case was with
the courts and the Pakistan Army had nothing to do with it, the sources said.
Chief of the army staff said that he had good terms with both the former
prime minister and the sitting prime minister, saying that people have their own
guesses. ―We believe in strengthening democracy and respect of the Constitution,‖
he said.
The parliamentarians who attended the meeting while quoting the army chief
said that he also talked to Punjab chief minister Shahbaz Sharif and congratulated
him on the success of Begum Kulsoom Nawaz in by-elections.
The army chief said the Pakistan Army played its role in ensuring peaceful
elections in Lahore and would continue to perform the same responsibility in the
future also.
On the defence budget, General Qamar Javed Bajwa said that technically
speaking, the allocations for defence sector have come down. He said the defence
budget is 18pc of the total allocations which was not sufficient to meet the
expenses.
According to parliamentarians, the army chief also pointed out that many
problems were faced because of no full-fledged foreign minister. Citing the
example of release of accused (jet-black terrorists) in Benazir Bhutto case, he said
the military courts were established to punish terrorists.
The sources said the army chief also talked in detail about the relations with
Afghanistan and India. He said that India was responsible for the tense situation on
the Line of Control while the Afghan authorities ought to act against terrorists as
done by Pakistan‘s forces.
Meanwhile, an official press release issued by the National Assembly
Secretariat said that participants of the meeting were unanimous on holding
interactive sessions in the highest national interest for developing the policies and
strategies to strengthen all institutions in the country.
The chief of army staff and the parliamentarians held a detailed questionanswer session for three hours and addressed all the points raised during the
discussion. The briefing was attended by Shaikh Rohale Asghar, Chairman,
National Assembly Standing Committee on Defence, and the members of the
National Assembly and Senate who were present included MNAs Isphandyar M
Bhandara, Ms Surriya Asghar, Sanjay Perwani, Lt Col (retd) Ghulam Rasul Sahi,
Saeed Ahmed Manais, Sheikh Muhammad Akram, Dr Fehmida Mirza, Syed
Mustafa Mehmud, Dr Shireen Mehrunnisa Mazari, Shafqat Mahmood, Ms
Kishwer Zehra, Muhammad Ijaz-ul-Haq, Malik Muhammad Amir Dogar and
Senators Mr Ilyas Ahmad Bilour, Hidayat Ullah, Col (retd) Syed Tahir Hussain
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Mashhadi, Mir Kabeer Ahmed Muhammad Shahi, Lt Gen (retd) Abdul Qayyum,
Muhammad Javed Abbasi, Mrs Sehar Kamran, Saleem Mandviwala and Walayat
Khan, Secretary Committee.
Сотрудничество военных и гражданского прав-ва в Пакистане
Civil Military Cooperation
The Nation. September 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editorials/20-Sep-2017/civilmilitary-cooperation

The Chief of Army Staff (COAS), General Qamar Bajwa, on Monday had a
meeting with the Defense Committee of the Senate. Addressing the rumours
regarding army‘s involvement in the panama case and the general concerns over
the security situation, and the civil military tensions; the COAS reinforced the fact
that army as an institution completely and wholly supports democratic principles.
They want to establish good ties with the civilian set up to improve the security
lapses in the country. He also emphasized the fact that the army and he personally,
are answerable to the parliament, and would always be willing to come to the
Senate to answer questions and queries.
There are very positive and welcome overtures from the military, which
need to be followed up by actions that reinforce this stance. Politicians and interest
groups have been trying to pit the government and the military against each other
for a while now and efforts have redoubled following the US announcement of an
increase Afghanistan deployment and its response. In the face of such efforts both
the military and the government need to work together to dispel this notion - not
only to preserve internal stability but also to present a united front to the
international community.
While such statements go a long way to publically silence speculation, they
must be matched by polices and visible cooperation from the civilian side too. The
new cabinet has been making all the right noises on the issue of terrorism. The
Foreign Minister is speaking candidly of putting our ‗house in order‖, the Interior
Minister is detailing new polices and now the Prime Minister, Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, has supported the statements made by Khawaja Asif. However, action –
direct measurable action – is still missing.
If the military is truly willing to work with the government and listen to its
concerns, and the government has sorted out its stance on the terrorism issue, then
actionable policies shouldn‘t be far behind.
We have recently witnessed how success is inevitable when the two
institutions combine. The army and the government were very vigilant when it
came to ensuring not only the success of the PSL final but also the World XI
series. This is the precedent that should be set. Especially that in order to rid
Pakistan of extremism we need to put our own house in order.
Глава Армии Баджва хочет взаимодействия с Парламентом
COAS seeks more interaction with parliament
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Baqir Sajjad Syed. Dawn, September 19th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1358580/coasseeks-more-interaction-with-parliament

Members of defence committees of National Assembly and Senate have interactive session with
army chief at GHQ. —ISPR

ISLAMABAD: Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa on Monday said he
wanted enhanced interaction with parliament.
He was responding to questions raised by members of defence committees
of the National Assembly and Senate who were visiting the General Headquarters
(GHQ) for a briefing on military operations.
―The delegation...was given a detailed briefing on the evolving security
environment including the situation at the borders and Pakistan‘s Army efforts for
peace and security. The delegation also had an interactive session with General
Qamar Javed Bajwa, Chief of Army Staff (COAS),‖ the Inter-Services Public
Relations said in a press statement.
Of civil and military relations
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The parliamentarians had raised many of the oft-discussed issues including
security operations, military courts, defence budget, engagement with the United
States, tensions with India, problems in relations with Afghanistan, and civilmilitary relations. The interactive session, which was originally planned for 30
minutes, went on for nearly three hours.
Members of defence committees of National Assembly and Senate have
interactive session with army chief at GHQ
One of the participants in the meeting said that the engagement was meant to
showcase the army‘s achievements and to highlight the challenges it was facing.
Gen Bajwa told the parliamentarians that he was an ardent supporter of
democracy and believed in the supremacy of parliament. The army chief said he
was ready to appear before the defence committee or any ‗committee of the whole
House‘ and answer any queries that the parliamentarians might have.
He dismissed rumours of the army‘s alleged role in the Panama Papers case
as unfounded. One of the parliamentarians, quoting the army chief, said the
military had no role in ex-prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s ouster, and for him, the
current prime minister was as good as the previous one.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, during a brief stay in London before
heading out to New York for the UN General Assembly session, told media that
conspiracies against the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government
were continuing. Like his predecessor, he did not elaborate.
During his interaction with the parliamentarians, Gen Bajwa disclosed that
he had felicitated Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif over the PML-N‘s victory
in NA-120 (Lahore) by-poll in which Begum Kulsoom Nawaz, spouse of the
ousted prime minister, was elected on the National Assembly seat vacated by her
husband following his disqualification by the Supreme Court.
Talking about the perception that the defence budget consumed a major
portion of national resources, the general said, it comprised nearly 18 per cent of
the total budgetary outlay. He added that more money was required, particularly in
view of certain acquisitions that had to be made, some of which were overdue.
On the subject of foreign relations, he underscored that putting the house in
order was a pre-requisite for getting a respectful position in the comity of nations.
As a principle, he said, Pakistan desired good relations with all other countries
especially the neighbours.
According to the press statement issued by the ISPR: ―The session
concluded with the resolve to continue our struggle against the menace of violent
extremism through a synergetic, whole-of-the-nation approach based on the
principle of ‗collective potential and shared responsibility.‖
Отношения армии и гражданских
Of civil and military relations
Zahid Hussain. Dawn, November 30th, 2016. https://www.dawn.com/news/1299464
AS the baton has now passed to Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, there is no
shortage of free advice consisting of dos‘ and don‘ts for the new army chief. While
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some exhort him to follow in the footsteps of his hyperactive and populist
predecessor, others offer a word of caution for him to avoid the pitfalls and
demand a change in course. All eyes are now focused on the new chief as the era
of Gen Raheel Sharif comes to a close.
Indeed, expectations are unrealistically high. But this is not surprising in a
country where the position of army chief is considered the most powerful. Even a
smooth transition in the army leadership holds high political significance.
Predictably, the prime minister once again picked a dark horse for the
coveted post. It is obvious that the choice of Gen Bajwa was based more on
political considerations than the order of seniority or merit, though there is no
question about his professionalism and experience. Probably the thinking behind
the decision was to have someone who was amenable to civilian authority.
An increasing role in internal security has led to greater involvement of
the military in political matters.
One can hardly dispute the contention given the perpetual tensions between
the two state institutions. Yes, individuals matter, but past experience shows that
ultimately it is the institution that prevails irrespective of who is in command.
It is the third time Nawaz Sharif has appointed the army chief. Each time he
has chosen an officer who is lower down the list. Yet his relations with the military
leadership have never been tension-free. The confrontation with the generals cost
him his second government.
It is not just about the imbalance of power that has allowed the military to
dominate foreign and national security policies but also the power tussle that often
threatens to destabilise the democratic system. This sword of Damocles kept
hanging over the Sharif government over the last three years
Gen Bajwa has the reputation of an easygoing officer but a tough
professional. However, given the inherent complexities, there is little hope of him
being pliable. It is quite simplistic to think that the sources of tension would simply
go away with the transition in the army leadership. There is not only a need for
understanding the historical context of the divide but also what is required to tilt
the balance of power towards the civilian authorities.
One cannot agree more with Raza Rabbani, the Senate chairman, that the
civil-military divide is the gravest challenge for the democratic process in the
country. He may also be right that the centre of gravity of power must be shifted
from Rawalpindi to Islamabad. But there is still no clarity on the causes of this
imbalance. In the absence of any clear understanding of the issue, the call for
civilian supremacy has become merely political rhetoric that every political party
uses without offering any solution.
Although the civilian government now enjoys much greater political space
the military remains a veritable political force and every move, even the mere hint
of it, has reverberations in Islamabad. Its increasing role in internal security has led
to greater involvement of the military in political matters, and has widened the
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civil-military trust gap. The difference over implementation of the National Action
Plan has also been a source of tension between the civil and military leadership.
There is no indication that the military‘s institutional views on the matter will
change with a new man at the helm.
Given the gravity of the internal security challenges and the inability of
civilian security agencies to deal with them, the government‘s reliance on the
military has increased. The army‘s involvement has particularly increased with the
rising security requirements to protect CPEC projects and the difficult law and
order situation in Balochistan.
Meanwhile, the counter-insurgency campaign in the tribal areas is far from
over despite the military successes achieved in North Waziristan. A large number
of troops are still involved in combing and holding operations in almost all seven
Fata agencies.
It is not enough to clear the area of insurgents, but also to sustain peace and
establish a functional administration in the territories devastated by a decade of
fighting. Rehabilitation and repatriation of the displaced population too remains the
main responsibility of the army, with the civilian authorities staying in the
background as they do on other issues. Keeping troops in the region is indeed a
long-term matter.
Given its geostrategic situation and its long involvement in the regional
conflicts besides the three wars against its arch-rival India has turned Pakistan into
a national security state giving the military a predominant role in installing a
national security paradigm even when it is not directly ruling the country.
A major problem is that neither the government nor the military is willing to
accept the modern concept of national security and continue to still see it as a
purely military matter. In today‘s world, national security encompasses a broad
range of facets that include economic, food and environmental security.
Notwithstanding the rhetoric, there is no indication of the state changing its
narrow approach. With the growing tension with India and continuing instability in
Afghanistan, the national security policy will remain the sole domain of the
military establishment. A civilian government bereft of any vision can hardly be
expected to even attempt to take charge.
Another major area of contention is the military‘s control over various
spectrum of foreign policy. This situation is also not likely to change though there
is some indication that unlike his predecessor Gen Bajwa may not be that
interested in high-profile visits to world capitals. Again, it is the absence of a clear
policy guidance from the civilian authorities that has left a vacuum to be filled by
the military.
For sure, the change of army command may give some breathing space to
the Sharif government as it confronts several political challenges. But there is no
indication of any significant shift in the existing civil-military imbalance.
Армия отрицает напряженность в отношениях с гражданской властью.
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Army denies tiff in civil-military ties
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. August 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Aug2017/army-denies-tiff-in-civil-military-ties

ISPR announces completion of Khyber IV operation, Says RAW, NDS backing
terrorists, No terror outfit in country has organised infrastructure anymore
Islamabad - The Pakistan Army announced the successful completion of
Operation Khyber-IV near Afghan border on Monday, hours before Trump was to
deliver a speech outlining new US strategy on Afghanistan to end the military
stalemate there.
The army last month launched the major ground offensive in one of the last
two terror pockets in the tribal areas bordering Afghanistan, as part of country‘s
efforts to establish state writ in the region and also deny Da‘ish any space in the
country.
In a detailed press conference, ISPR DG Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor also said that
Afghan soil was still being used for spreading terrorism in Pakistan by Indian and
Afghan intelligence agencies.
He denied the impression there was a stress in civil military relations.
Major General Asif Ghafoor said 3,300 operations were carried out across the
country under operation Raddul Fasaad. He said that 1,728 intelligence based
operations were conducted in Punjab alone.
The ISPR DG claimed that now there was no organised infrastructure of any
terrorist organisation in the country.
Khyber IV operation
Giving details of Khyber IV operation, the ISPR head said this operation has
been completed with achievement of ground objectives in Rajgal and Shawal
valleys.
He said 52 terrorists were killed, 31 injured and four surrendered during
operation this operation.
He said two soldiers of Pakistan Army also embraced martyrdom and 15
others injured in the effort.
Gen Ghafoor said 152 landmines were dismantled during the operation.
―Khyber-IV was initiated following three earlier operations in Khyber Agency.‖
The process of clearance is underway in the agency, he said, adding 91 checkposts have been established in Rajgal valley.
ISPR DG said that 95 percent IDPs of the area have returned to their homes.
He said Fata reforms are imperative for development of the area.
‗Friction, not conflict‘
Answering a question, ISPR DG dispelled the notion that there was a conflict
between civilian institutions and the military.
―There is friction sometimes, but there are no problems between the civilian
[government] and the military. It is all part of statesmanship,‖ he said.
―These issues will not disappear overnight, you need to see how much we
have improved compared to the last 17 years. We want to — and are moving
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towards — a Pakistan where there is peace, stability, rule of law and [freedom for]
all institutions [to] work.‖
To another question, Major General Ghafoor said that the Dawn leak issue
has been resolved. He said it was the prerogative of the government to open
inquiry into any matter it deems fit, including Dawn leaks.
He was referring to the former interior minister Nisar Ali Khan‘s presser a
day earlier, wherein the latter demanded making the report public.
Foreign hand in terror
The ISPR chief said that terrorists were being operated and supported from
across the border.
He said militants tasked with carrying out terrorism and inciting sectarianism
were working at the behest of Indian spy agency RAW and Afghanistan‘s National
Directorate of Security (NDS).
―[Also,] as many as 250 cross border attacks from Afghanistan have been
foiled during the current year,‖ he said.
Major General Asif Ghafoor said Indian made improvised explosive devices
were recovered from the arrested terrorists.
―Some of the terrorists were affiliated with the group of self-confessed Indian
spy Kulbhushan Jadav‖, he added.
No real sectarian conflict
During his briefing, ISPR director general said there was no deep-rooted
sectarian divide in Pakistan.
He recalled the 2013 Raja Bazaar incident in Rawalpindi, when at least eight
people were killed and over 80 others injured during an Ashura procession after
unknown men snatched guns from policemen and opened fire. A mosque was also
set on fire, and a number of shops were gutted.
―The attack on the Sunni mosque was claimed by a Shia organisation,‖ he
said. ―However, the people who did this [...] carried out the attack posing as
[Shias] to fan the sectarian divide,‖ he said.
He played a video for his audience, asking them to ―decide for yourself
whether there is a sectarian divide in Pakistan or not‖.
The video was a taped confession of two suspected terrorists, one named
Shahzaib and the other Ajmal. Both were allegedly involved in the 2013 Raja
Bazaar attack.
Shahzaib, a ‗terrorist commander‘, narrated that he hailed from Bajaur
Agency. In 2013, he and a group of seven others were told to wear black clothes on
Ashura and incite chaos in Raja Bazaar with the aim to aggravate the sectarian
divide between Shias and Sunnis.
―We set fire at Fuwara Chowk during a Shia procession. After that we left,‖
he said.
Ajmal confessed to his involvement in the same operation, referring to
Shahzaib as his ‗commander‘. He additionally claimed that the team was in contact
with a commander based in Kunar, Afghanistan.
The details of his confession appeared to match the claims made by Shahzaib.
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Ghafoor claimed the group shared similarities with the network supporting
Indian spy Kulbhushan Jadhav, which he said had ties to the Afghan National
Directorate of Security and India‘s Research and Analysis Wing.
―Further investigation is ongoing,‖ he said, adding that since a Shia-Sunni
conflict did not exist to the extent that ―these people‖ wanted it, ―first they created
this faultline and now they are exploiting it.‖
Punjab CM was target
Gen Ghafoor said the suicide bomb attack which appeared to target police
officials outside Arfa Karim Tower in Lahore was, in fact, a bid to target Punjab
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif.
―We had prior intelligence and a threat warning and it was being worked on,‖
he said. ―The target was the CM Punjab: he had an engagement there but his
programme was changed at the eleventh hour, so they [the attackers] were
instructed to target police.‖
―More suicide bombers targeting the CM have been arrested,‖ he claimed.
Kashmir
ISPR Chief said that India wants to label the continuing freedom movement in
held Kashmir as terrorism. However, he added, resistance in the held valley was an
internationally-recognised freedom movement.
Replying to a question, he claimed that only one incident of terrorism had so
far taken place in Karachi in the continuing year, saying operation in the
metropolis had brought significant results.
―These issues will not disappear overnight, you need to see how much we
have improved compared to the last 17 years. We want to — and are moving
towards — a Pakistan where there is peace, stability, rule of law and [freedom for]
all institutions [to] work.‖
To another question, Major General Ghafoor said that the Dawn leak issue
has been resolved. He said it was the prerogative of the government to open
inquiry into any matter it deems fit, including Dawn leaks.
He was referring to the former interior minister Nisar Ali Khan‘s presser a
day earlier, wherein the latter demanded making the report public.
Армия считает, что демократия в Пакистане развивается
Democracy progressing, says COAS
The Nation. August 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/02-Aug-2017/democracyprogressing-says-coas

Islamabad - Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa has said that the
democracy is progressing in the country.
General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Tuesday attended the oath-taking ceremony
of newly-elected Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi at the Aiwan-i-Sadr,
where he also interacted with the guests. When asked by a journalist as to how
does he see the democratic process, the army chief replied: "Democracy is
progressing; it is a good thing."
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Politicians, parliamentarians, services chiefs and diplomats attended the oathtaking ceremony.
Among those who attended the ceremony were Speaker National Assembly,
Governors of Punjab, Sindh, KP, Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan, President and
Prime Minister of Azad Jammu & Kashmir, Chief Ministers of Balochistan and
Gilgit-Baltistan, Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee, Services Chiefs,
Parliamentarians, senior politicians, diplomats and high level civil officials. The
entire swearing-in ceremony of the office of the prime minister was administered
in the national language.
Армия не имеет никакого отношения к «Панамагейт».
Army has ‗no direct role‘ in Panama probe
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. 17.07.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Jul-2017/armyhas-no-direct-role-in-panama-probe

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Army says it has no "direct involvement" in the
Panamagate investigation, which appears to have brought the ruling Sharif family
into a blind alley.
Army spokesman Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor on Sunday also said that those who
believe that army was pulling the strings in Panama affair "are under foreign
influence" – a diplomatic way to call someone disloyal.
He was addressing a press conference to announce the launch of another
military offensive along the Pak-Afghan border and also tell the people how much
progress the armed forces have made against terrorism.
Codenamed as Khyber-IV, the new operation seeks to purge the Rajgal Valley
of terrorists and prevent infiltration of Daesh, which have got strongholds across
the border in Afghanistan, the director general of Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) informed the journalists.
When his attention was drawn towards speculation regarding the army's
involvement in the report submitted to Supreme Court by the joint investigation
team [JIT], he said there is "no direct army involvement".
"The JIT was made by the Supreme Court. Two of its members belong to the
Inter-Services Intelligence and Military Intelligence. It is a subjudice case, and it
will go to court," he said.
"There is no direct army involvement in the JIT," he asserted, adding that the
"Pakistan Army will continue playing its role for the security of Pakistan with
other institutions." Maj-Gen Asif added that "political talk is in the political
domain."
The SC-sanctioned JIT probed the Sharif family's wealth for around 60 days
as part of the Panamagate case and produced a report that is being considered too
damaging for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who is now being demanded by most
of the opposition parties to resign.
The ruling party says the whole affair is part of a conspiracy to dethrone
Nawaz. As the JIT during its investigations would repeatedly summon members of
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Sharif family and others, and grill them for hours, the PML-N leaders kept hinting
that army was the real write of the script.
Now that the probe team has submitted its report to the SC, which is resuming
Panama case hearing today, many neutral observers believe that army could be
supporting the efforts to at least send Sharifs packing, if not the whole government
and assemblies.
"Every person has freedom of opinion," the DG ISPR said. People who
believe that the army is doing its best for the country are not part of the campaign
to discredit the institution on social media, he said, adding that those who believe
otherwise "are under foreign influence".
Asif Ghafoor also read out a message from army chief during the press
conference.
"We are building peace in our country brick by brick and moving from
relative stability towards enduring peace. For this, the army should continue to
perform its role with support of all other state institutions," he quoted Genral
Qamar Javed Bajwa as saying.
Khyber-IV
About the new military operation, he said, ―The armed forces have launched a
major offensive in the Rajgal Valley as part of the ongoing [countrywide]
Operation Raddul Fasaad.‖
Daish has increased its influence on the Afghan side and the objective of this
operation is to check their cross border intrusion to carryout terrorist activities on
this side of the border, said the director general of Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR).
He said one division troops with the support of Pakis tan Air Force are taking
part in the operation as the Rajgal Valley is the toughest terrain in Fata.
He said international border with Afghanistan will be fully secured to check
infiltration of terrorists and to destroy their hideouts in our side of the border.
Asif Ghafoor said that around 500 families had been living in this area, who
are now staying at safer places as Temporarily Displaced Persons. He said due to
effective security operations in the tribal belt, incidents of terrorism have
reasonably been declined in the country.
Border fencing and coordinated actions
About Afghanistan, Asif Ghafoor said Afghan forces are losing their hold
over their areas. He said Afghan forces will have to strengthen their footprint to
check the influence of terrorist outfits like Daish.
He said Pakistan has also decided to fence its entire border with Afghanistan
and first phase of fencing is underway. He said we will also ensure physical and
technical surveillance of the fence. Pakistan believes in an open door policy with
Afghanistan however, he added.
Asif Ghafoor while referring to some reports suggesting a joint border
operation with Afghan forces clarified that such reports had surfaced during a visit
made by a top-level United States Congressional delegation.
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"The true meaning of a joint operation is when both forces conduct operations
at the same time. There is a coordinated and complementary operation on their
respective sides of the border."
Information would be shared with Kabul if the Afghan leadership wished to
conduct supporting operations and coordination in this regard is ongoing, he
elaborated.
ISPR DG however clarified that Pakistan Army itself would conduct all
operations on its side of the border. "No other force will have boots on the ground
in our country. All operations are conducted by Pakistani security forces," he
asserted.
Any coordinated operations with Afghanistan will be meant for actions by
both the countries on their respective territories, he added.
Answering another question, there is no timeline for the operation as yet;
Ghafoor said and added that the Pakistan army had informed Afghan security
forces ahead of the launch of the Khyber-4 operation in Rajgal.
To a question, Asif said Raymond Davis has written his book as contractor
and such books have their own agendas, which could be exposed later on.
LoC and Kulbhushan
Elaborating on the situation on the Line of Control, ISPR DG said India is
committing massive ceasefire violations on LoC to divert world attention from the
grave human rights violations and indigenous struggle of the people in the
Occupied Kashmir.
To a question, he said Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa will take a
final decision on the appeal of Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav at the earliest. He
assured that the decision of the army chief will be based on justice.
Answering a question, he said China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is very
critical for the development of the country. He said the security forces of Pakistan
are very vigilant to foil enemies' designs against CPEC.
Review on Raddul Fassad
Earlier, he gave a detailed review of the ongoing operation Raddul Fassad.
ISPR chief said 46 major operations and over 9,000 intelligence based operations
were launched, while 107,07 joint check posts were established across Pakistan.
Thirteen major operations and over 800 IBOs were conducted in Balochistan.
In Sindh, 522 terrorists voluntarily surrendered while 15 were killed.
In Punjab, six major operations and over 7,000 IBOs were carried out.
Twenty two terrorists were also killed.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 27 major operations were launched, while 817
intelligence based operations were also conducted.
Commenting on security situation in Karachi, ISPR DG said incidents of
terrorism have declined by 98 percent in the port city.
He said Pakistan has also decided to fence its entire border with Afghanistan
and first phase of fencing is underway. He said we will also ensure physical and
technical surveillance of the fence. Pakistan believes in an open door policy with
Afghanistan however, he added.
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Asif Ghafoor while referring to some reports suggesting a joint border
operation with Afghan forces clarified that such reports had surfaced during a visit
made by a top-level United States Congressional delegation.
"The true meaning of a joint operation is when both forces conduct operations
at the same time. There is a coordinated and complementary operation on their
respective sides of the border."
Information would be shared with Kabul if the Afghan leadership wished to
conduct supporting operations and coordination in this regard is ongoing, he
elaborated.
ISPR DG however clarified that Pakistan Army itself would conduct all
operations on its side of the border. "No other force will have boots on the ground
in our country. All operations are conducted by Pakistani security forces," he
asserted.
Any coordinated operations with Afghanistan will be meant for actions by
both the countries on their respective territories, he added.
Answering another question, there is no timeline for the operation as yet;
Ghafoor said and added that the Pakistan army had informed Afghan security
forces ahead of the launch of the Khyber-4 operation in Rajgal.
To a question, Asif said Raymond Davis has written his book as contractor
and such books have their own agendas, which could be exposed later on.
Число убитых военных не должно быть раскрыто, - считает Сенат
Пакистана
Number of martyred troops can‘t be disclosed, Senate told
Iftikhar A. Khan. Dawn, June 7th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1337974/numberof-martyred-troops-cant-be-disclosed-senate-told

ISLAMABAD: After a minister‘s hesitation to share the number of Pakistani
troops who laid down their lives in recent incidents of Indian firing from across the
Line of Control (LoC), Senate Chairman Mian Raza Rabbani on Tuesday held
that no information could be withheld from parliament.
Minister of State for Water and Power Abid Sher Ali informed the house that
as many as 66 civilians had been killed and 288 injured as a result of unprovoked
Indian firing from across the LoC, but the number of army troops martyred could
not be disclosed due to security reasons.
―We do not want our enemy to know how many soldiers laid down their
lives,‖ he said.
The minister said a letter had been written to the General Headquarters,
seeking more details which were expected to be available in a couple of days.
The chairman said the calling attention notice on the matter had appeared on
the agenda on Tuesday but it had been with the Senate secretariat for several days
and the information should have come by now.
―Will the order of parliament prevail or that of the Ministry of Defence or
GHQ?‖ he asked.
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Stressing that no information could be concealed from parliament, he said if
the government wanted, the session could be declared in-camera when it would be
shared.
He said parliament was supreme and he could not allow hiding of information
from the forum.
The chairman ordered that the information be provided to the house during
the current session.
He said that if any matter of national security was involved, there were two
options: either an in-camera session could be held or the information submitted to
the office of the Senate chairman where the members could go through it.
Senator Ateeq Sheikh of the Muttahida Qaumi Movement had moved the
notice to draw the government‘s attention towards the loss of precious lives of
Pakistani citizens in the Indian firing.
Afghan border
Speaking on an adjournment motion about firing on a census team by Afghan
security personnel, Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed of the PML-Q said Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi wanted to use Afghan soil to create instability in
Pakistan.
He said the United States was pursuing a dual policy on Afghanistan. He
recalled that there had been representation of the Haqqani network in a meeting
held in Murree where representatives from the United States, China and
Afghanistan met the Taliban. He said warlord Gulbadin Hekmatyar had joined the
Qaumi Ittehad (national unity) Government in Afghanistan.
―What is the harm in a dialogue with Taliban and the Haqqani network?‖ he
asked.
The senator said Afghan President Ashraf Ghani had talked of opening a
Taliban office in Afghanistan. The Afghan Taliban also had an office in Doha
where the US had the largest base, but it kept on pressuring Pakistan, he said.
He said the US had met failure in Afghanistan and now it needed a scapegoat
with its eyes focused on Pakistan.
He was of the view that Pakistan should appoint a special representative for
Afghanistan.
Senator Hafiz Hamdullah of the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl criticised the
policy of closing the Chaman and Torkham borders on the plea that they were used
by the Afghan National Directorate of Security (NDS) and Indian Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW) agents to find their way into Pakistan.
He pointed out that the border with Afghanistan was 2,900km long with many
small crossing points and the NDS and RAW people could also use them enter the
country. He said the economy of Chaman was linked with the border and its
closure was tantamount to punishing the people of the town.
Senator Taj Haider of the PPP said terrorists were a common enemy of
Pakistan and Afghanistan and called for joint action against them so that they could
not find shelter anywhere. He said economic relations were essential for peace,
which could not be achieved by closing the border.
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Беседа Наваз Шарифа и Главы Армии была плодотворной
PM, COAS have ‗fruitful‘ discussion
The Nation. May 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-May-2017/pm-coas-havefruitful-discussion

ISLAMABAD - The ostensible ‗tiff‘ in the civil-military relations on Dawn
leaks is heading for an amicable settlement after Chief of Army Staff General
Qamar Javed Bajwa had a meeting with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Thursday
night wherein the misunderstandings on the PM‘s directive on the inquiry report
were resolved.
Though there was no official word on the meeting between the two either by
the Prime Minister‘s media team or the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) but
some informed sources in both these quarters confirmed the meeting between the
two which was primarily on the Dawn leaks issue and the strong reaction of the
ISPR on the Prime Minister‘s directive on para 18 of the report.
These sources further said that COAS had placed before the Prime Minister
the stance of the Army on the whole issue and the pressure he was facing from the
Corps Commanders and the Army officers in general on the issue.
The sources further informed that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif assured the
Army Chief that the respect and sanctity of the Armed Forces was dear to him and
he would not tolerate anyone harm the institution in any form or shape.
The sources said the breakthrough was made mainly due to the back channel
efforts of Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif and Interior Minister Ch Nisar Ali
Khan who had managed the meeting between the Prime Minister and Army Chief
to pave way for removing the misunderstanding between the civil-military
leadership.
The sources further said that Shehbaz Sharif was also present in the meeting
and contributed a lot in diluting the things and assurance was given to the Army
Chief that all their concerns would be fully addressed when the Interior Ministry
would issue a formal notification in the light of the recommendations of the Dawn
leaks inquiry report.
Later on Friday afternoon Interior Minister Ch Nisar Ali Khan called on
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and discussed with him the Dawn leaks report in the
light of the discussion between the Prime Minister and Army Chief on Thursday
night.
In a couple of sessions the expected notification on Dawn leaks report came
under discussion wherein efforts would be made to fully address the concerns of
the Armed Forces on the issue.
Sources said that the initial directive of the Prime Minister on Dawn leaks
which was issued a few days back would remain intact while additional measures
in the light of the recommendations would be issued.
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A serious controversy was generated after the issuance of directive in Dawn
leaks by the Prime Minister and its prompt rejection by the Pakistan Army last
week.
Since then there was complete silence over the issue and there was no overt
remarks and comments by responsible people from both the sides. But through
backchannel contacts the efforts were made to remove the misunderstandings
between the civil-military leadership though the offices of Interior Minister,
sources in the party confirmed.
These sources said that the Interior Minister would be issuing the formal
notification on the issue in next few days.
However, these sources said that on making the report public it was agreed
that the same would be released to media at an appropriate time.
Противоречия между военными и гражданскими расширяются (утечка
из Dawn).
Civil-military chasm widens
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. April 30, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/30-Apr-2017/civilmilitary-chasm-widens
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ISLAMABAD - A big chasm in the civil-military relations surfaced on
Saturday when a directive issued by the prime minister‘s office in Dawn leaks
matter was rejected by the military, which called the notification ―incomplete‖.
The prime minister, through the office order, approved withdrawal of the
portfolio of Foreign Affairs to Syed Tariq Fatemi, while action was recommended
against Principal Information Officer Rao Tehsin Ali under Efficiency and
Discipline (E&D) Rules 1973.
The action came after a committee probing a controversial story, published by
Dawn newspaper in October 2016 about a security meeting of civilian and military
leadership, submitted its findings to Premier Nawaz Sharif. The inquiry report also
contained committee‘s recommendations on the matter.
Soon after the issuance of Saturday‘s directive from the PM Office the
withdrawal of Fatemi‘s portfolio was formally notified while Rao Tehsin was also
made officer on special duty (OSD) pending formal proceedings against him.
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The notification also said that the matter relating to the daily Dawn, its editor
Zaffar Abbas and reporter Cyril Almeida is being referred to All Pakistan
Newspapers Society (APNS) for necessary disciplinary action.
The APNS shall also be asked to develop a code of conduct for the print
media, especially when dealing with issues relating to security of Pakistan, and to
ensure that stories on issues of national importance and security are published by
abiding to basic journalistic and editorial norms, the notice added.
But to everyone‘s astonishment the prime minister‘s action was not taken well
by the military leadership.
Minutes after the issuance of his directives, Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) chief through a tweet termed the action in complete disagreement to the
recommendations of the inquiry committee report and came up with its outright
rejection.
―Notification on Dawn leak is incomplete and not in line with
recommendations by the Inquiry Board. Notification is rejected,‖ read the tweet by
ISPR Director General Major General Asif Ghafoor.
Baffled with this strong reaction from the military, the cabinet members came
up with some unimpressive justifications of the PM Office‘s action.
Interior Minister Nisar Ali Khan said that the PM Office notification was an
inter-ministerial communication to his ministry. He said the Prime Minister‘s
Office could not come up with such notification on its own as it was the sole
prerogative of the interior ministry.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, considered the closest confidant of the prime
minister, said the PM Office action just related to Paragraph 18 of the inquiry
report, giving the impression that further action would follow in the light of the
other recommendations given by the probe committee on Dawn leaks.
However, there was no word from the ruling PML-N about such a strong and
blunt reaction from the ISPR.
Political and defence analysts were terming the overt rejection of the prime
minister‘s directives in a certain matter by the ISPR as unprecedented, which had
completely exposed the tiff between the civil and military leadership on a key
issue.
Sources in the ruling PML-N said that since the prime minister was in Okara
at the time of these developments taking place back in the capital, so on his
direction both Nisar Ali and Ishaq Dar came up with some damage control
measures.
But it could not be confirmed yet whether Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had
any telephonic contact with the army chief.
Sources in the party said that the prime minister would likely have a huddle of
close party leaders on Sunday to evaluate the situation created after the tweet of the
ISPR DG.
They further said that the PM would likely contact the army chief to dilute the
situation, reassuring him that the government would take appropriate action to
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restore the damage caused to the reputation of the armed forces by the publishing
of the controversial news.
Immediately after the publication of the news story in daily Dawn on October
6 last year, the government had rejected it declaring it ―fake and fabricated news‖.
But the military, taking an exception to it, mounted pressure for a thorough
inquiry into the matter to determine those involved in the alleged ―planted story‖
about the meeting in which highly sensitive matters were discussed.
Faced with extreme pressure on the issue, the newspaper published an
Editor‘s note on October 11, 2016, taking the position that Almeida‘s story ―was
verified, cross-checked and fact-checked.‖
In the fallout of Dawn leak, Pervaiz Rasheed was sacked as information
minister as the government felt he should have told the newspaper not to publish it
but he failed to fulfil this responsibility.
Almeida‘s name was also placed on the Exit Control List after the publication
of the story, but later removed by the interior ministry after human rights and
media organisations condemned the move.
Later a committee was formed, comprising officials from civilian and military
side, which completed its inquiry and reported its findings to the prime minister
few days ago. The government has promised to make the probe report public after
completion of the necessary action and processes.
Не все руководители Пакистана рады назначению Рахил Шарифа как
лидера Саудовской коалиции в войне в Сирии.
PM restricts PML-N leaders from passing ‗controversial‘ comments
about Raheel Sharif
The Express Tribune. 10/04/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1379194/pmrestricts-pml-n-leaders-passing-controversial-comments-raheel-sharif/
Taking notice of a string of recent statements about General (retd) Raheel
Sharif, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has restricted Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz leaders from passing any more controversial remarks about the former
army chief.
―PM Nawaz Sharif takes notice of the statements against Gen (retd) Raheel
Sharif,‖ Radio Pakistan tweeted Sunday evening.
―Nawaz Sharif prohibits PML-N leaders from giving any controversial
statements about General (retd) Raheel Sharif,‖ read another tweet shared shortly
afterwards.
General Raheel to address Tehran‘s concerns: NSA
―The entire nation pays tribute to Gen (retired) Raheel Sharif for his
meritorious services,‖ a third tweet by Radio Pakistan quoted the prime minister as
saying.
Premier Nawaz‘s directions to leaders of his party came days after Sindh
Governor Muhammad Zubair called Raheel Sharif ‗just another general‘ and said
he should not be made larger than life.
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―Raheel Sharif was made larger than life and that‘s the reason that when he is
allotted a piece of land — which he deserves — it raises eyebrows,‖ Zubair told
reporters at the sidelines of the ‗Leaders in Islamabad‘ summit on Thursday.
―He is a normal general like any other generals and it‘s his right to acquire the
piece of land he was given … Let‘s be fair with him — let‘s not make him larger
than life. This will only create more problems for him,‖ he said. ―His [Sharif‘s] job
as chief of the Saudi-led alliance is also being seen as something extraordinary –
when it should be his prerogative as a normal person,‖ the Sindh governor added.
Raheel Sharif named chief of Islamic military coalition, says Khawaja Asif
Zubair also said ―the credit for the Karachi operation goes 100 per cent to
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif… although Gen (retd) Raheel Sharif also contributed
a lot towards that end.‖
Railways Minister Khawaja Saad Rafique tried to dissociate the federal
government from Zubair‘s remarks soon after the Sindh governor made them. ―The
statement of the Sindh governor was his own statement and not the government‘s
stance,‖ Rafique said in a statement hours after the governor‘s media talk.
Raheel Sharif‘s role pivotal: Imam-e-Kaaba
Imam-e-Kaaba Sheikh Saleh Bin Mohammad al Talib on Saturday said Gen
(retd) Raheel will play a pivotal role in countering terrorism as head of the Saudiled military alliance of 41 Muslim nations.
Speaking to a private news channel, he said by leading the alliance, the
former army chief will only bring prestige to Pakistan.
―Pakistan is now a peaceful country … all credit for that goes to Gen (retd)
Raheel Sharif and the government and people of Pakistan,‖ Sheikh Saleh said.
―Raheel Sharif‘s vast experience and knowledge will play a pivotal role in
countering terrorism,‖ he added.
The Imam-e-Kaaba said the Saudi-led alliance will only strengthen ties
between the member countries and the Muslim Ummah. He added that peace in
Islamic countries will translate into peace in the world.
Глава армии выступает за демократию, - заявил Имран хан после
встречи с ним.
Good news that COAS stands by democracy, Imran says after meeting
Gen Bajwa
Dawn. 4.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1324184/good-news-that-coas-stands-bydemocracy-imran-says-after-meeting-gen-bajwa

Hours after the military tweeted about a meeting between the two, Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan said on Saturday that Army Chief General
Qamar Javed Bajwa "stands by democracy".
He was speaking at an event about PTI's Billion Tree Tsunami project.
"The only thing I would like to say about the meeting is that the good news is
that the army chief stands by democracy," Mr Khan said.
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Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting Maryam Aurangzeb
termed the meeting as a positive development.
"It is a good step by Imran Khan and his approach towards integration is
welcome," said the minister.
She added Imran should meet continue meeting stakeholders as the province
of KP suffers from terrorism a refugee problem.
Social media was abuzz last night after Director General Inter-Services Public
Relations Major General Asif Ghafoor tweeted about the meeting saying….
Национальная Ассамблея проголосовала почти
продление действия военных судов (еще на 2 года)
NA votes heavily for military courts

единогласно

за

Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Mar2017/na-votes-heavily-for-military-courts

ISLAMABAD - The National Assembly yesterday passed the amendments to
revive military courts for another two years with an overwhelming majority but
failed to get a unanimous vote.
The house passed ‗The Constitution (Twenty Eighth Amendment)‘ and ‗The
Pakistan Army (Amendment)‘ bills with 255 votes in favour and four against.
Government partner PkMAP members, Mehmood Achakzai, Abdul Qahar
and Naseema Hafeez, and independent MNA Jamshed Dasti voted against the bills
moved by Law Minister Zahid Hamid.
Another ally of ruling PML-N, Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (JUI-F) abstained from
voting as their proposed amendments for excluding the words ‗religion‘ and ‗sect‘
were not accepted.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, after a long absence from the parliament,
remained present in the house to oversee the vote for the important legislation.
The previous two-year term of the military courts, established to expedite
terrorism cases, expired earlier this year and main opposition Pakistan Peoples
Party was against reviving these courts.
It was of the opinion that government was supposed to revitalise and
streamline the civilian judicial system during the earlier two years period of
military courts so that terrorism trials do not face unnecessary delays and fair
judicial process is ensured at the same time.
The House yesterday also passed a resolution for formation of a
Parliamentary committee to oversee the military courts, as PPP had proposed for a
monitoring body to keep a parliamentary check.
Winding up the debate, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said that government in
consensus with all the parliamentary political parties decided to revive the courts.
He said 15 meetings of parliamentary leaders and five meetings of the technical
committee were held in this regard.
―The decision has been taken because the country is facing extraordinary
challenges and the step will help to restore peace in the country,‖ he said.
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Law Minister Zahid Hamid said, ―Keeping in view the extraordinary situation
and circumstances constituting grave threat to the security and integrity of Pakistan
from various terrorist groups, armed groups, wings and militia or their members,
the Constitution (Twenty-first Amendment) Act, 2015 was passed‖ for holding
terrorism trials under the Pakistan Army Act, 1952.
He said necessary amendments were also made in the Pakistan Army Act,
1952 through the Pakistan Army (Amendment) Act, 2015.
The 28th Constitutional (Amendment) Bill stated that ―these measures
[establishment of trials in military courts] have yielded positive results in
combating terrorism. It is, therefore, proposed to continue these special measures
for a further period of two years through this Constitution Amendment Bill‖.
The constitutional amendment will today (Wednesday) be presented in the
upper house, where it will also need 2/3 majority for the passage.
It was stated that the aim of the resolution passed for formation of a
parliamentary committee to oversee the military courts is to discuss issues relating
to national security of urgent nature.
The aim is also ―to present periodical reports of the committee to vote the
houses of Majlis-e-Shura and to monitor process of the transfer of cases from
military courts to the civil courts through criminal justice reforms‖, according to
the resolution text.
The committee will also periodically review, monitor and oversee
implementation of National Action Plan (NAP).
Naeema Kishwar from JUI-F, speaking on amendments, said government had
not accepted their proposed amendment so they preferred to abstain.
The bill that was passed proposed to refer the cases of only those terrorists to
these courts for trial who were involved in terrorism activities while using the
name of ―religion‖ or ―sect‖, something unacceptable to the JUI-F, which sought
deletion of words ‗religion‘ and ‗sect‘.
MNA Jamshed Dasti, on his turn, proposed to also try such persons in
military courts as would ‗defile the Prophet (PBUH) or act against the integrity of
Pakistan or commit financial terrorism‘. Law Minister Zahid Hamid rejected his
amendments.
PML (Zia) leader Ejazul Haq supported the government. He said that military
courts should continue to work till the elimination of terrorism from the country.
ANP‘s MNA Ghulam Ahmad Bilour also supported the bill, saying that
elimination of terrorist mindset is necessary for eradication of terrorism from the
country.
Winding up the debate, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said that government in
consensus with all the parliamentary political parties decided to revive the courts.
He said 15 meetings of parliamentary leaders and five meetings of the technical
committee were held in this regard.
―The decision has been taken because the country is facing extraordinary
challenges and the step will help to restore peace in the country,‖ he said.
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Law Minister Zahid Hamid said, ―Keeping in view the extraordinary situation
and circumstances constituting grave threat to the security and integrity of Pakistan
from various terrorist groups, armed groups, wings and militia or their members,
the Constitution (Twenty-first Amendment) Act, 2015 was passed‖ for holding
terrorism trials under the Pakistan Army Act, 1952.
He said necessary amendments were also made in the Pakistan Army Act,
1952 through the Pakistan Army (Amendment) Act, 2015.
The 28th Constitutional (Amendment) Bill stated that ―these measures
[establishment of trials in military courts] have yielded positive results in
combating terrorism. It is, therefore, proposed to continue these special measures
for a further period of two years through this Constitution Amendment Bill‖.
The constitutional amendment will today (Wednesday) be presented in the
upper house, where it will also need 2/3 majority for the passage.
It was stated that the aim of the resolution passed for formation of a
parliamentary committee to oversee the military courts is to discuss issues relating
to national security of urgent nature.
The aim is also ―to present periodical reports of the committee to vote the
houses of Majlis-e-Shura and to monitor process of the transfer of cases from
military courts to the civil courts through criminal justice reforms‖, according to
the resolution text.
The committee will also periodically review, monitor and oversee
implementation of National Action Plan (NAP).
Naeema Kishwar from JUI-F, speaking on amendments, said government had
not accepted their proposed amendment so they preferred to abstain.
The bill that was passed proposed to refer the cases of only those terrorists to
these courts for trial who were involved in terrorism activities while using the
name of ―religion‖ or ―sect‖, something unacceptable to the JUI-F, which sought
deletion of words ‗religion‘ and ‗sect‘.
MNA Jamshed Dasti, on his turn, proposed to also try such persons in
military courts as would ‗defile the Prophet (PBUH) or act against the integrity of
Pakistan or commit financial terrorism‘. Law Minister Zahid Hamid rejected his
amendments.
PML (Zia) leader Ejazul Haq supported the government. He said that military
courts should continue to work till the elimination of terrorism from the country.
ANP‘s MNA Ghulam Ahmad Bilour also supported the bill, saying that
elimination of terrorist mindset is necessary for eradication of terrorism from the
country.
Пакистан одобрил восстановление тайных военных судов по терроризму
Интернет-портал «Карельские вести». 22.03.2017. https://kareliyanews.ru/pakistanodobril-vosstanovlenie-tajnyx-voennyx-sudov-po-terrorizmu/

Парламент Пакистана проголосовал во вторник за внесение поправки в
конституцию страны, касающейся восстановления тайных военных судов,
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занимающихся рассмотрением дел гражданских лиц, обвиняемых в
терроризме, передает агентство Рейтер.
Как сообщает агентство, пакистанские власти считают, что гражданские
судебные инстанции страны не имеют достаточной подготовки для разбора
подобных дел, в том числе из-за того, что судьи боятся стать жертвами
расправы со стороны боевиков.
По данным агентства, впервые военные суды были учреждены
парламентом Пакистана в начале 2015 года в ответ на нападение боевиков на
военное училище в городе Пешавар в декабре 2014 года, когда погибли 150
человек, включая более 130 школьников. Согласно данной системе,
обвиняемым не разрешается нанимать себе адвокатов, которые, в свою
очередь, предоставляются им со стороны военных. Также им запрещен
доступ к СМИ, время и место проведения судебных слушаний не
обнародуется вплоть до объявления вердикта военными властями.
За время существования суды вынесли 275 обвинительных приговоров,
включая 161 смертный приговор. Также было проведено 17 казней. Суды
такого рода не дают право на апелляцию, а судьям разрешается не
обосновывать свои решения.
Действие военных судов продлено на 2 года после урегулирования
отношений ПНП с Парламентом.
Military courts being revived next week
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. 17.03.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Mar-2017/militarycourts-being-revived-next-week

Consensus on 2-year extension reached after govt accepts PPP‘s four points.
JUI-F, JI‘s reservations to be addressed in final draft. NSC of parliament also to
be formed
ISLAMABAD - All political parties Thursday gave a nod to revive the
military courts for a fresh two-year term to try terrorists.
The political rivals reached consensus during a meeting of the parliamentary
parties held here with National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq in the chair.
Speaking after the meeting, Ayaz said four out of nine points proposed by the
Pakistan People‘s Party had been accepted by the government.
He said right-wing Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fazl and the Jamaat Islami still had
reservation over the use of phrase ‗terrorism in the name of religion‘.
―These reservations would be settled in the final draft. Apart from this, all
issues have been resolved. All parties have reached an agreement on the military
courts,‖ he added.
He said the National Security Committee of the parliament will also be
formed.
The military courts, established for two years previously in 2015, were
disbanded on January 7 after their term expired. Later, the government and the
opposition locked horns on their revival. The government was in a rush to reestablish the military courts as terror attacks increased in the recent weeks.
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PPP was not ready to support the government‘s move claiming the courts
were misused in the past. Former President Asif Ali Zardari said rights should not
be denied to the accused even if the military courts were inevitable.
This month, he proposed extension of the military courts for one year which
should be presided over by a Sessions Judge or Additional Sessions Judge along
with a military officer.
Zardari maintained the military courts were established to try terrorists but his
aide Dr Asim Hussain was also drawn in.
Ayaz Sadiq said agreement had been reached on four out of nine points
presented by PPP. These proposals included: the accused will be produced before
court within 24 hours [of their arrest], the accused will be supplied with grounds of
arrest within 24 hours, the accused shall have the right to engage a counsel of
choice, and the provisions of Qanun-e-Shahadat (law of evidence) 1984 shall
apply.
The speaker said the bill to revive the military courts for two more years will
be tabled in the National Assembly on March 20 to get it passed unanimously and
then put before the Senate on March 21.
Speaking on the occasion, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said all the parties had
reached an agreement to amend the constitution for the revival of the military
courts for two years.
PPP‘s Chaudhry Aitzaz Ahsan and Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaf leader Shah
Mehmood Qureshi said their parties had agreed to revive the military courts for
defeating terrorism.
Aitzaz said his party agreed to the extension in military courts‘ mandate as the
country was in a state of war. He said the PPP stood firmly against terrorism.
Qureshi said all the parties had shown flexibility on their demands to reach
consensus. ―There is a consensus that no particular religious community will be
targeted. There is unanimity against terrorism,‖ the PTI leader said.
Sherry explains PPP‘s position
PPP Vice President Senator Sherry Rehman said the military courts were
formed after the Army Public School attack on December 16, 2015 after the All
Party Conference agreed on 20 points with the government to form a National
Action Plan against terrorism and violent extremism.
She added, ―The government has yet to demonstrate what its national strategy
is pivoted on, other than outsourcing the fight against terrorism as a kinetic one to
the military, which has initiated one operation after another in an attempt to clear
territory.
―That is what militaries do, and in an attempt to fight the war with
constitutional cover, in the absence of judicial reform, they continue to ask for an
extension in the military courts timeline, in order to try terrorists that they
apprehend.‖
The Senator said the PPP naturally had apprehensions about the curtailment
of fundamental freedoms that this entails. ―We have stuck to the point, which is
restricting the scope of the definition to religious terrorism,‖ she added.
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The lawmaker said the PPP was the only party to stand up for any due process
caveats to be added; ―no other party was interested in protecting any fundamental
rights‖.
She said the PPP put the ―four main points onto the old draft of 2015, on
which everyone had agreed, not the government‘s new draft‖. The National
Security Committee of the parliament, she said, will be formed right away,
―parallel to this legislation‖.
She added: ―Our own preference as party would be to add more mitigations
and protections, but none of the other parties were either interested or willing. We
even called an APC on getting some democratic burden-share on this, but the PPP
remains alone in fighting for rights protections. There is no negotiability on the
definition of terrorists that will be apprehended.‖
Senator Rehman said the PPP‘s proposed amendment to Article 199 was reexamined due to the principle of separation of powers, as it was understood that the
Chief Justices will not allow sessions or additional judges to sit on executive
courts.
―In the judgment on the 21st Amendment by the Supreme Court (PLD 2015
SC 401, DB Association Rawalpindi Vs Federation of Pakistan) it has been
decided that the accused has a right to appeal in the higher courts. Many cases have
been sent up to the higher courts, and are under review,‖ she said. She said the PPP
was the only party standing for due process and fundamental protections. ―Pakistan
is fighting the largest inland war against terrorism. PPP is the only party standing
for a sustained, unequivocal fight against those who threaten our motherland
through terror, militancy and violent extremism,‖ she contended.
The lawmaker said the PPP sacrificed its leader – Benazir Bhutto – in this
fight, ―who swore in her last public rally to never allow the flag of Pakistan to be
uprooted from its territory.‖
She said the 2009 operation was started in her name and by the government of
Benazir Bhutto‘s party. ―The government of the day, under Prime Minister Yousuf
Raza Gilani and President (Asif Ali) Zardari‘s stewardship held a two-day joint
session of parliament in order to build the first national consensus against terrorism
and violent extremism,‖ she recalled.
Политические партии в Парламенте согласились на продление срока
военных судов на 2 года.
Political parties agree on 2-year extension for military courts
The Nation. March 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/16-Mar-2017/parliamentaryparties-agree-to-two-year-extension-for-military-courts

Parliamentary parties have agreed on a two-year extension for military courts,
and an amendment bill will be tabled in the National Assembly on Friday, reported
Waqt News.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said parliamentary parties had agreed
to four out of the nine recommendations of the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP).
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―We have reached an agreement on the extension of military courts. The
government will table the amendment bill tomorrow in the National Assembly,‖
said Sadiq.
The PML-N had tabled the 28th Constitutional Amendment Bill and the
Army Act Amendment Bill 2017 in the National Assembly last week for input
from all political parties but the parliament could not adopt the bills that would
have legalised trials before military courts after the PPP rejected them.
"The PPP totally and roundly rejects any statement purportedly issued by any
official agency creating a false and erroneous impression of the PPP having agreed
to the draft proposals of the government," PPP Senator Farhatullah Babar said in a
statement.
Military courts in Pakistan have been accused of fostering human rights
abuses and criticised for a lack of transparency and accountability. They had
ceased to function after expiry of tenure earlier this year.
Military trials of terrorism suspects were legalised in January 2015 with
lawmakers and the military arguing that civilian courts were unable to process
cases swiftly because many judges feared becoming victims of revenge attacks.
The courts have since delivered 275 convictions, including 161 death
sentences, and carried out 12 executions. These courts do not allow the right to
appeal and judges are not required to have law degrees or provide reasons for their
verdicts.
ПНП и JUI-F против продления сроков военных судов
PPP, JUI-F oppose govt bills on mily courts
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar2017/ppp-jui-f-oppose-govt-bills-on-mily-courts

ISLAMABAD - The government yesterday introduced two legislative bills to
expeditiously dispose of terrorism-related cases and award two-year extension to
the military courts.
The opposition Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) and the Jamiat-e-Ulema-eIslam (JUI-F) – which is a partner in the ruling coalition – opposed both the bills:
The Constitution (Twenty-Eighth Amendment) Bill, 2017 and The Pakistan Army
(Amendment) Bill, 2017.
The government side is holding meetings with the rest of the parliamentary
parties to get both the bills passed unanimously.
The statement of objects of 28th amendment bill says that ―due to
extraordinary situation constituting grave threat to the security and integrity of
Pakistan from various terrorist groups, armed groups, wings and militia or their
members, it is proposed to continue special measures for a further period of two
years. These measures have yielded positive results in combating terrorism.
―Extraordinary situation and circumstances still exist, which demand
continuation of the special measures adopted for expeditious disposal of certain
offence[s] relating to terrorism, waging of war or insurrection against Pakistan.
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―Terrorist groups including any such terrorists fighting while misusing the
name of religion or a sect or by committing grave and violent act of terrorism
against the state be tried in these [special military trial] courts.
―The people of Pakistan have expressed their firm resolve through their
chosen representatives to permanently wipe out and eradicate terrorists from
Pakistan.‖
Law Minister Zahid Hamid, while introducing the bill, was of the view that
the amendment would yield positive results. Nine meetings have been held and
most of the parties endorsed the government‘s proposals, he said.
―The country is still going through extraordinary circumstances and facing
many challenges. Therefore, it is necessary that these measures continue,‖ he said.
PPP‘s Azra Fazal Pechuho, expressing strong reservations, said that there
should be right of appeal for the accused in the bill. ―Some of the clauses are
discriminatory and should be removed,‖ she said.
Muttahida Quami Movement (MQM)‘s Sheikh Salahudin asked, ―For how
many more years the government will keep extending time for the military
courts?‖
JUI-F chief Fazlur Rehman strongly opposed the constitutional amendment.
―Terrorism should not be linked with religion as terrorists have no religion, sect, or
nationality or [are confined to a single] province,‖ the JUI-F chief said.
Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said that there was a need to create consensus on the
legislation.
Later, the house also passed "The Post Office (Amendment) Bill, 2016.‖
APP adds: Deputy Speaker National Assembly Murtaza Javed Abbasi on
Friday directed the Finance Ministry to sort out issue about registration of
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the forthcoming census.
He directed parliamentary secretary Rana Muhammad Afzal to sit with
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Shah Jee Gul Afridi and address their concerns.
Earlier, speaking on a point of order JUI-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman said
the IDPs could not return to their native areas so far. "It will create a problem, if
they (IDPs) are not registered in their ancestral areas in the census," he said.
He said the IDPs should be given the right to register themselves in their
native areas.
Javaid-ur-Rahman
This news was published in The Nation

Армия выступает за дальнейшую реализацию Национального плана
действий
Army for fast-track NAP implementation
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. March 10, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/10-Mar2017/army-for-fast-track-nap-implementation
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ISLAMABAD - The military top brass Thursday resolved to foil the designs
of foreign hostile agencies, which are trying to undo Pakistan's gains in security
and development especially the multi-billion dollars CPEC.
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa chaired the 200th Corps
Commanders Conference which thoroughly reviewed Geo-Strategic and security
environment with special focus on internal security, Pak-Afghan border situation
and Indian ceasefire violations (CFVs) along the Line of Control/working
boundary.
Earlier in the day, Pakistan Army‘s Director General Military Operations on
hotline with his Indian counterpart strongly rejected the concerns on terrorists'
movement along LoC and asked the Indian army to look inward and share
evidence. According to ISPR Bajwa apprised the commanders about his fruitful
visits to UAE and Qatar.
ISPR said the forum hailed performance of security forces, including police,
intelligence and other Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) for effective response to
recent terrorist incidents and security arrangements for PSL final at Lahore. The
forum discussed Operation Radd- ul-Fasaad (RuF) in details. Bajwa said RuF is a
comprehensive across the board operation and not against any particular race, sect
or group. The forum also acknowledged participation and support by PAF and PN
in ongoing operations.
The forum also discussed progress of the National Action Plan. It concluded
that through RuF implementation of NAP needs to be expedited jointly/by
respective stakeholders for lasting peace and stability in the country. He also
informed the participants about discussion during last security conference with
government authorities which included phased fencing of Pak-Afghan Border,
repatriation of Afghan refugees, judicial, police and madrassa/educational
institutions reforms and restarting execution of death sentences to terrorists
awarded by the military courts. Participants expressed their confidence on
performance of military courts. However, decision for reinstatement of courts rests
with the government. ―Dawn Leak issue has also been discussed,‖ said the ISPR.
The forum also reviewed army's support in conducting 6th Housing and
Population Census 2017. The COAS said the army shall undertake this task as a
national service. The Forum concluded that hostile agencies are trying to undo
Pakistan's gains in security and development especially CPEC. The forum pledged
that their design will be defeated.
WOMAN HURT IN INDIAN FIRING ACROSS LOC
Staff Reporter from Mirpur adds: India late on Wednesday night violated the
ceasefire along the Line of Control (LoC) and targeted the civilian population in
Bhimbher district of Azad Jammu and Kashmir injuring a woman critically.
The woman, Shamim Bibi, 35, a resident of Chahi Village in Samahni Valley
of Bhimbher, sustained critical wounds due to Indian firing and admitted to
hospital where her condition was stated to be in danger.
"Pakistani troops befittingly responded to the Indian firing silencing the
enemy's guns," an officer said quoting the reports.
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Несмотря на разногласия, сегодня законопроект о продлении срока
военных судов будет представлен в Парламенте.
Amid disagreement, govt presenting military courts bill in NA today
Daily
Times.
10/03/2017/
http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/10-Mar-17/amiddisagreement-govt-presenting-military-courts-bill-in-na-today

PPP rubbishes Dar's claim that consensus reached on two-year extension to
military courts. Agreement reached on only two of PPP's nine points
ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar on Thursday said that
constitutional amendment bill for the establishment of military courts would be
presented in the National Assembly today (Friday).
Talking to the media after meeting parliamentary parties' heads, he said that it
had been decided that the government would lay the constitutional amendment bill
and the army act amendment bill in the National Assembly.
He claimed that consensus had been reached in the meeting on two-year
extension to military courts.
Dar said the Pakistan People's Party had withdrawn from its point to appoint
sessions or additional sessions judge in the military courts. He informed that some
of the proposed suggestions already existed in the constitution and political parties
had no objection on them.
The finance minister further revealed that the law of testimony would also be
implemented and the convict would have the right to appeal. He said that some of
the recommendations by the PPP were technical, and making further amendments
to the already amended bill was the basic right of all the parties. "All members of
parliament have the right to bring their amendments to the House for debate and
discussion for legislation."
The minister said there was no objection on evidence act and right of judicial
review, as all those points were clearly mentioned and defined in the constitution.
Meanwhile, the PPP rubbished reports that the party had agreed to a two-year
extension to military courts during a meeting of parliamentarians in Islamabad.
The party slammed the claims made by the PML-N ministers and denied that
any agreement had been reached on the draft legislative proposals prepared by the
government for revival of the courts.
The party had earlier pushed for a one-year extension to military courts and
had put forward nine recommendations regarding the operations of military courts
and how they should be handled.
"The PPP totally and roundly rejects any statement purportedly issued by any
official agency creating a false and erroneous impression of the PPP having agreed
to the draft proposals of the government," said a statement released by PPP Senator
Farhatullah Babar.
In the second session of parliamentary discussions on the issue, the PPP
sought to push through its recommendations, but an agreement could be reached on
only two of the PPP's nine points raised before the session concluded.
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PPP Central Information Secretary Chaudhry Manzoor said the PPP had not
agreed to drop any of its proposed amendments and would move its own
amendments. "These rumours have been spread by opponents of the PPP," he
claimed.
The PPP, in one of its proposed points, had recommended that the provisions
of the Qanoon-i-Shahadat, 1984 (Law of Evidence) should apply to military courts
and that the accused be granted the right to appeal.
The PPP had forwarded the following points: "Military courts shall be
presided over by one sessions judge or additional sessions judge with a military
officer; the sessions/additional sessions judge will be nominated by the chief
justice of Pakistan; period will be for one year from starting date; right of judicial
review by high courts under Article 199 of the constitution; high court shall decide
case within 60 days; accused to be produced within 24 hours before the court
concerned; accused to be supplied with grounds of arrest within 24 hours; accused
shall have right to engage counsel of his choice; and provisions of Qanoon-iShahadat 1984 shall apply."
It may be mentioned here that the military courts were disbanded this year on
January 7 after a sunset clause - included in the legal provisions under which the
tribunals were established - expired.
Though a revival of the controversial system seems closer now than before,
the government and the opposition have struggled to reach a consensus on the issue
despite frequent discussions. The primary concern of critics is the mystery
surrounding military court trials: no one knows who the convicts are, what charges
have been brought against them, or what the accused persons' defence is against
the allegations levelled.
Исаак Дар считает, что надо продлить срок действия военных судов и
полагает неправильной позицию ПНП
Extension of military courts for two years imperative: Dar
Fawad
Maqsood.
BR.
Mar
8th,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/08/338703/extension-of-military-courts-for-two-yearsimperative-dar/

ISLAMABAD: Federal Minister for Finance Senator Ishaq Dar Wednesday
said that extension of military courts for the period of two years would be
imperative to address the issue.
Talking to a private news channel, he hoped that Pakistan Peoples Party
would accept the decision regarding the duration of military courts.
He said "We are working on a roadmap to upscale national action plan and
judicial reforms to prepare a parallel system before ending the period of military
courts".
He said that it was a national issue which would be resolved with the
consensus of political parties including Pakistan Peoples Party.
Ishaq Dar said that the whole nation wanted to see the country's leadership
united on the matter of terrorism.
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To a question, he said electoral reforms would be made before the next
general elections.
To another question, he said that some countries were using the soil of
Afghanistan against Pakistan.
To a question, he said that peace in Afghanistan was in the interest of the
region.
The minister said that Pakistan was going to sign an agreement with OECD
which would help control the tax evaders.
He said that Pakistan's economic position would be improved and it would
enter into the G20 countries soon.
ПМЛ-Q не согласна с проектами продления военных
представленных другими партиями. 3 проекта.
PML-Q to prepare its own draft of military courts bill

судов,

SYED
IRFAN
RAZA.
Dawn,
March
6th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1318709/pml-q-to-prepare-its-own-draft-of-military-courts-bill

ISLAMABAD: The opposition has further split over the issue of revival of
military courts as a group of four parties, led by the Pakistan Muslim LeagueQuaid (PML-Q), has decided to prepare its own draft of the 23rd constitutional
amendment bill.
Now three drafts — one each being prepared by the ruling PML-N, the
Pakistan Peoples Party and the PML-Q — are likely to be presented in parliament,
which will make it difficult for the government and the opposition to forge
consensus on any of them.
It has also not been decided whether the three bills will be tabled in the
National Assembly or they will be sent to the parliamentary parties for consultation
so that a consensus bill could be drafted.
―We want to present our own bill because we have our own point of view
about military courts,‖ PML-Q president Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain told Dawn
after a meeting with PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari at Zardari House on
Sunday.
The PPP had on Saturday hosted a multiparty conference on the issue, which
was not attended by the country‘s second and third biggest political parties — the
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement.
The PPP co-chairman desires that all opposition parties get united when the
issue of military courts is taken up by parliament.
He said the PML-Q wanted revival of military courts to ensure that exemplary
punishment was awarded to terrorists.
―However, we want that cases of only jet black terrorists should be referred to
military courts and other cases should be tried under Anti-Terrorism Act in normal
courts,‖ Mr Zardari added.
The three allies of the PML-Q which will work with it on a joint draft bill are:
Pakistan Awami Tehreek, Sunni Ittehad Council and Majlis-i-Wahdatul
Muslimeen.
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The PML-Q chief said he had convened a meeting of his allies on Tuesday to
finalise the draft bill.
Military courts were established in January 2015 to try civilians charged with
terrorism after a terrorist attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar in
December 2014. The courts have been non-functional since Jan 7 after the expiry
of two-year constitutional cover given to them.
It is believed that the decision of the PML-Q to present its own bill may cause
more complications as the government and the PPP are also drafting their separate
bills.
The government had on Feb 17 presented its draft at a meeting of the
parliamentary parties, but it was opposed by the opposition parties as the
government had proposed confinement of military courts‘ jurisdiction to ‗religious
groups‘ and ‗sects‘ and three-year term of the courts.
During another meeting of the parliamentary parties on Feb 24, the
government agreed to reduce the proposed term of military courts from three to
two years. But the meeting failed to reach a consensus on whether or not
jurisdiction of the courts should be confined to ‗religious groups‘ and ‗sects‘.
As the meeting remained inconclusive due to disagreement shown by the
opposition parties, the PPP called a multiparty conference on March 4.
When contacted, PPP spokesman Senator Farhatullah Babar said that Mr
Zardari and Chaudhry Shujaat discussed the PPP‘s draft bill for the 23rd
constitutional amendment. He said the political situation of the country also came
under discussion.
Всепартийная конференция по вопросу о продлении сроков действия
военных судов закончилась ничем.
PPP bid to forge consensus on mly courts fails
AMIR WASIM. Dawn, March 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318525/ppp-bidto-forge-consensus-on-mly-courts-fails

ISLAMABAD: The multiparty conference (MPC) hosted by the Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) here on Saturday ended without reaching a consensus on the
revival of military courts.
At the end of the conference, the PPP announced that it would prepare its own
draft of the constitutional amendment bill containing steps for removing political
parties‘ reservations over the working of the courts. The draft will be presented by
the party if restoration of military courts becomes inevitable at any stage.
Talking to Dawn, PPP spokesman Farhatullah Babar claimed that those
political parties which had already given their consent to the government‘s
proposal to extend the courts‘ period for two years, had declared in the MPC that
they would wait for the PPP‘s draft before making a final opinion on the issue.
Heads and representatives of 12 political parties attend moot
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The MPC was attended by the heads and representatives of 12 parties. The
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement had declined the
PPP‘s invitation, terming the conference a futile exercise after development of
consensus among the parties over restoration of the courts till Jan 7, 2019.
The consensus had been reached at a meeting of the parliamentary leaders
presided over by National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq on Feb 28. The
PPP had boycotted the meeting due to its reservations over the draft of the
constitutional amendment bill handed over to the parties by the government on Feb
17 and to register its protest over the role of the speaker in the exercise.
The PPP had not invited the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-N to the
conference.
Asked about the absence of representatives of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami
Party (PkMAP) and the Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-M), Mr Babar
said the names of the heads of the two parties were there in the list of the invitees,
but the PPP could not properly send invitations to them as both PkMAP president
Mehmood Khan Achakzai and BNP-M Senator Dr Jahanzeb Jamaldini were out of
the country.
―We are opposed to restoration of military courts. And we will present our
own draft of the bill after consultation with our lawyers, if the revival of the courts
becomes inevitable at any stage,‖ said PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari while
briefing reporters outside Zardari House soon after the MPC.
Flanked by Mr Babar and PPP secretary general Nayyar Bokhari, Mr BhuttoZardari claimed that the participants of the MPC were unanimous in their opinion
that the government had failed to implement the National Action Plan (NAP)
against terrorism.
He said the PPP wanted immediate merger of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (Fata) with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, adding that the government‘s
announcement to merge Fata with KP in five years was nothing but a ―fraud with
the Fata people‖.
He condemned the ongoing ―racial profiling‖ of Pakhtun people in parts of
the country in the context of operation against terrorism and called for its
immediate end.
The PPP chairman left the venue within two minutes leaving behind Mr Babar
and Mr Bokhari to respond to reporters‘ questions.
Mr Babar said the PPP had showed its policy on the revival of military courts
by declaring opposition to their restoration. In case of their inevitability, the PPP
will formulate legislative proposals to ensure respect of human rights and fair trial
of the accused and to prevent misuse of the courts for political victimisation.
He said the agenda before the MPC was to discuss revival of military courts,
implementation of the NAP, Fata reforms and the profiling of the Pakhtun people
in some parts of the country.
In response to a suggestion by political parties, PPP co-chairman Asif Zardari
had tasked former law minister Farooq Naek with urgently finalising draft
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legislation on military courts in case their restoration was deemed inevitable by all
parties, Mr Babar said.
Elaborating the PPP‘s reservations over military courts, he said merely
mentioning ‗terrorist organisation‘ or ‗terrorist group‘ in the proposed bill was
inadequate, and the terms required to be explained to prevent misuse of the
proposed law. To ensure fair trial as enshrined in Article 10-A of the constitution,
he said, it was necessary to allow the accused to engage a defence counsel of his
choice, the right of appeal and the presence of observers in a military court.
He said questions had been asked as to how a jet-black terrorist had been
defined and how many of 161 accused sentenced to death by the military courts
were considered jet-black terrorists; how many were allowed to engage a lawyer of
choice and how many were denied the charge sheet, copy of the judgment and
evidence.
He said the revival of military courts would only deflect attention from real
issues in reforming the criminal justice system and that was one reason why the
PPP opposed it.
Asked about the reasons for the failure of the parties to reach a consensus and
non-issuance of a joint declaration, Mr Babar said reaching consensus was not on
the agenda of the conference as its main purpose was to have brainstorming on the
issues.
Before the conference, PPP leaders had repeatedly said that the MPC was
being convened to develop a consensus on military courts after failure of the
government to do so.
Military courts were established to try civilians charged with terrorism in Jan
2015 after a terrorist attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar in Dec 2014.
The courts have ceased to function since Jan 7 after the expiry of the two-year
constitutional cover given to them.
Sources said Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman spoke
against the government‘s plan to merge Fata with the KP, but he did not get any
supporting voice during the conference.
According to a press release issued by the party, speaking at the conference,
PPP co-chairman Asif Zardari said delaying Fata reform implementation for five
years betrayed the government‘s insincerity and amounted to hoodwinking the
tribal people. He demanded immediate implementation of the reforms.
Talking to reporters outside Zardari House, Awami Muslim League chief
Sheikh Rashid Ahmed said that he had asked Mr Zardari to categorically state if
the PPP was against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif or not. He said that he had asked
the PPP to come out in streets against the government.
Those who attended the MPC included PML-Q president Chaudhry Shujaat
Hussain, Qaumi Watan Party chief Aftab Sherpao, Jamaat-Islami head Sirajul Haq,
Ghulam Ahmed Bilour of the Awami National Party, Mir Israrullah Zehri of the
BNP (Awami), Mir Hasil Bizenjo of the National Party and Shah Jee Gul Afridi
from Fata.
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Отношения военных и гражданских, «они должны быть хорошими», утверждает министр МВД
Good civil-military relations in interest of state, says Nisar
Daily Times. 3.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/03-Mar-17/good-civilmilitary-relations-in-interest-of-state-says-nisar

ISLAMABAD: Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Thursday said
good coordination and close cooperation between the civil and military leadership
was in the interest of the state.
"Better civil-military relations in Pakistan are always an eyesore for our foes
as well as those masquerading as our friends," the interior minister said while
addressing senior military officers at the National Defence University (NDU). He
added that improved relations between the two state organs had delivered results.
He also said the country faced many challenges and that joint efforts were
required by all state institutions to overcome them.
"Security today is a multi-pronged, multi-dimensional and a multi-faceted
issue," Nisar added.
"Improved situation of law and order is the result of our joint efforts, and
every institution of the state has contributed towards this improvement," he said,
adding that the enemy had been weakened but not completely eliminated. "There is
now an unholy alliance between our internal and external enemies, which is blatant
in its substance," he concluded.
Пакистан: судьба военных трибуналов окончательно не решена
Замараева. «Восточная аналитика» (сетевой аналитический журнал ИВ РАН).
3.02.2017. https://va.ivran.ru/articles?artid=6772

В феврале 2017 г. очередной раунд переговоров между правящей
Пакистанской мусульманской лигой Наваз (ПМЛ Н) и оппозиционными
партиями по вопросу продления действия 21-ой поправки к конституции
(восстановление работы военных трибуналов) окончился безрезультатно.
Противостояние в парламенте многие в Пакистане проецируют
на продолжающееся противостояние между гражданскими и военными
властями.
8 января 2017 г. военные трибуналы в Пакистане прекратили
функционировать в связи с истечением срока их мандата. Они были
учреждены 7 января 2015 г. в соответствии с 21-ой поправкой к конституции
1973 г. Коллегия военных судей получила полномочия рассматривать дела в
отношении гражданских лиц, совершивших террористический акт, а также
лиц, подозреваемых в его совершении.
В декабре 2014 г. вооруженное нападение боевиков запрещенной в
стране
организации
Движение
Талибан
Пакистана
(ДТП)
на общеобразовательную школу в военном гарнизоне близ Пешавара,
административной столице провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва (погибли более
140 учащихся и преподавателей) убедило премьер-министра Наваз Шарифа
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отменить мораторий на смертную казнь (действовал в стране с 2006 г.).
Генералитет выступил с предложением о возобновлении функционирования
военных трибуналов для обуздания террора.
Придя к власти в июне 2013 г. премьер-министр Миан Мухаммад Наваз
Шариф,
инициировал
широкую
программу
реформирования
государственных институтов, включая судебную систему, систему
правоохранительных органов и т.д. Время подтвердило, что в реальности
реформы носили или половинчатый характер, или декларативный.
Антитеррористическая
кампания
гражданских
властей,
широко
разрекламированная в первой половине 2014 г., оказалась полностью
провальной. «Периодически судебная система была в состоянии стресса,
когда сами судьи подвергались насилию со стороны террористов», говорилось в заявлении, оправдывая создание трибуналов.
В кратчайшие сроки после теракта в декабре 2014 г. был подготовлен
текст 21-ой поправки к основному закону страны о легитимности военных
судов. 6 января 2015 г. депутаты обеих палат парламента одобрили, и в тот
же день президент страны Мамнун Хусейн подписал законопроект.
Конституционная поправка вступила в силу 7 января 2015 г.
В те дни пакистанские СМИ много писали об эффекте неожиданности и
жестком давлении генералитета на гражданские власти. На слушаниях в
парламенте ни одна из политических партий не выступила против военных
трибуналов. В то же время праворелигиозные партии Джамаат-и-Ислами и
Джамаат улема-и-ислам (Фазл) воздержались от голосования, выражая
несогласие с определением терроризма, заявлениями о предполагаемых
связях боевиков с медресе.
Пакистанское общество в те дни раскололось на два лагеря. Одни
утверждали, что степень террора достиг величины, которая угрожала
поглотить государство и общество. Другие, в основном представители
юридического сообщества, сопротивлялись формированию военных
трибуналов, видя в этом активное участие армии в политике.
Несмотря на разные подходы к вопросу о военных трибуналах, все
оппозиционные партии резко критиковали центральное правительство за
провал политики реформ. Своевременная эффективная реформа судебной
системы, по их мнению, могла устранить причины, которые обусловили
необходимость
создания
военных
трибуналов»,
и,
следовательно, «легитимный» возврат военных во внутреннюю политику
страны. Таким образом, 21-ая поправка косвенно способствовала
формированию и укреплению широкой платформы политической
оппозиции, вытолкнув в стан противников премьер-министра Н.Шарифа
бывших его сторонников.
Первоначально формирование военных судов было обжаловано в
Верховном суде уже весной 2015 г. Податели петиции утверждали, что 21-я
поправка рассматривается ими как выражение недоверия существующей
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судебной системе, нарушение основных прав человека и акт, подрывавший
основы Конституции. Но петиция была отклонена.
В феврале 2015 г. в Пакистане были сформированы 11 коллегий
военных трибуналов (три в провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва, три в Панджабе,
два в Синде и один в Белуджистане). Первые приговоры осужденным были
вынесены в апреле 2015 г., последние слушания состоялись 28 декабря 2016
г. В течение двух лет военные трибуналы рассмотрели 274 судебных дела.
Решения о смертной казни вынесены 161 осужденным (12 приговоров
приведены в исполнение), 113 осужденных получили различные сроки
тюремного заключения, включая пожизненный. Окончательный вердикт о
смертной казни подписывал лично начальник штаба сухопутных войск.
По информации пакистанских СМИ участие в терактах было доказано
членов различных запрещенных группировок:
Аль-Каида, Движение
Талибан Пакистана, Джамаатул Ахрар, Toхидвал Джихад Груп, Джаиш-иМухаммад, Хоркат-уль-Джихад-и-Ислами, Лашкар-и-Джангви, Лашкар-иДжангви Аль-Aлами, Лашкар-и-Ислами, и Сипах-и-сахаба.
Приговоры были вынесены за совершенные ими теракты: нападение на
общеобразовательную школу в армейском гарнизоне близ Пешавара,
убийства политических активистов, нападение на журналистов, побег из
тюрьмы в г. Банну (агентство Южный Вазиристан), теракт в мечете Парад
Лейн в Равалпинди, убийство иностранных туристов в базовом лагере Нанга
Парбат, нападение на автобус, перевозивший шиитских паломников в
Мастунге, расстрел армейского вертолета в агентстве Оракзай, взрыв отеля
Марриот, атака аэропорта Карачи, убийства членов религиозных меньшинств
и нападения на сотрудников правоохранительных органов, сопровождавших
медиков, участников кампаний по вакцинации населения. Военные судьи
привели доказательства, что большинство арестованных подозреваемых,
были задействованы в нескольких терактах.
Согласно информации пакистанских СМИ 27 осужденных высказывали
критику в адрес военных трибуналов. Они утверждали, что слушания
проводились с нарушением статьи 10А Конституции, они не получили копии
приговора, им не была предоставлена возможность защитить себя.
Несколько судебных решений были обжалованы родственниками
осужденных в вышестоящих судах, но безрезультатно.
Генералитет, со своей стороны, утверждал, что учреждение военных
судов имело положительный эффект в вопросе снижения террористической
активности в стране. Действие 21-ой поправки ограничивалось двумя
годами. Именно это время требовалось генералитету Пакистана для
завершения основного этапа антитеррористической кампании – 1) военной
операции «Удар меча» против иностранных боевиков в агентстве Северный
Вазиристан Территории племен федерального правления на границе с
Афганистаном; 2) совместные с правоохранительными органами военные
операции в ряде урбанизированных центров страны (в мегаполисе Карачи, в
провинциях Панджаб и Белуджистан).
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В 2017 г., как и два года назад, юридическое сообщество Пакистана
вновь поставило вопрос о назревшей необходимости реформирования
системы уголовного правосудия. Политические партии и юридические
эксперты продолжают критиковать правительство за не проведение
необходимых правовых реформ для устранения причин, которые обусловили
необходимость создания военных трибуналов. Многие в стране
рассматривали работу военных судов как стимул к модернизации
существующей системы уголовного правосудия. Но даже после истечения
срока их полномочий нет никаких признаков обещанных реформ.
Правительство и оппозиция пока не пришли к согласию относительно
восстановления действия военных судов.
Govt, opposition still deadlocked over military courts revival
Amir Wasim. Dawn, February 1st, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1311967/govtopposition-still-deadlocked-over-military-courts-revival

ISLAMABAD: A deadlock over revival of military courts continues as the
third round of talks between the government and opposition parties ended here on
Tuesday without arriving at a decision.
Speaking separately to reporters after attending an in-camera briefing on the
National Action Plan (NAP) and its achievements, several members of opposition
parties expressed concern over the continued absence of Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan from these meetings. National Assembly Speaker Sardar
Ayaz Sadiq presided over Tuesday‘s meeting and the session will now be held on
Feb 16.
Sources told Dawn that opposition members had expressed their
dissatisfaction over the briefing given by Law Minister Zahid Hamid. They had
asked the government to present its proposals and a roadmap in clear terms so they
could discuss them within their parties before arriving at a final decision.
They were of the view that a decision on the revival of military courts should
be made at a larger forum and that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif should convene a
multi-party conference (MPC) on the issue as he had done previously.
There is an impression among political circles that all political parties,
including the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz, are not willing to revive
military courts and so the matter is being dragged intentionally.
Military courts were established and granted permission to try civilians
accused of terrorism in January 2015, after a terrorist attack on the Army Public
School in Peshawar in December 2014. These courts were given a two-year
constitutional cover as both houses of parliament passed the 21st constitutional
amendment with the inclusion of a sunset clause. There was the fear that these
tribunals would not be able to ensure due process to suspects and could undermine
democracy.
Talking to Dawn, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf leader Shah Mehmood Qureshi
said he had asked the government if it had taken its allies into confidence as the
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Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) and the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party
(PkMAP) had expressed reluctance in supporting the military courts.
He said he had also questioned the absence of the interior minister and other
senior security officials from the briefing. He said the PTI wanted to know if the
government wanted to develop a consensus at the committee level since similar
decisions had been made earlier at a meeting of parliamentary leaders and heads of
all parties presided over by the prime minister. Lastly, he said, they wanted to
know what steps the government had taken to reform the judiciary, since military
courts were set up on the condition that the government would introduce judicial
reforms.
The Pakistan Peoples Party‘s Syed Naveed Qamar termed the meeting
fruitless, while Law Minister Zahid Hamid claimed that the government had
replied to all questions raised by the opposition.
The meeting‘s participants were told that the military courts had awarded
death sentence to 161 persons in two years, and 13 of them had been executed. A
total of 56 cases were pending with the interior ministry and 92 cases were pending
with provincial home departments.
The participants were told that 17,563 people — 12,400 civilians and 5,163
security personnel — had lost their lives in 17,704 terrorism-related incidents since
2001.
The participants were informed that there had been significant decline in
terrorism and other crimes in Karachi since the operation was launched. There has
also been an 80pc decline in terrorism incidents in the city.
They were told that there has been a 69pc decline in incidents of targeted
killings, 50pc in murder cases and 30pc in robberies.
Глава Армии информировал Наваз Шарифа о ситуации с безопасностью
в стране
Army chief updates PM on security situation
The Nation. February 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Feb-2017/army-chiefupdates-pm-on-security-situation

ISLAMABAD - Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa on
Tuesday briefed Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on the overall law and order
situation in the country with specific reference to ongoing military operations.
Gen Bajwa, who called on the prime minister here, also briefed the premier
on the ongoing Zarb-e-Azb operation and the rehabilitation of the temporarily
displaced persons in the tribal areas.
Both the prime minister and the army chief also discussed the implementation
of the National Action Plan and the future course of action against militants in
settled areas of the country.
Pak-Afghan relations, the situation on borders and matters relating to the
return of Afghan refugees also figured in during the meeting, a government source
said.
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According to officials of the Prime Minister‘s Office, during the interaction,
the prevailing law and order situation came under discussion with both the leaders
reiterating the commitment not to let terrorists to use country‘s soil against any
other country.
Армия поддержит гражданское правительство (в т.ч. наведение порядка
в Карачи)
Army will continue support to government institutions in consolidating
budding peace in Karachi
Shoaib-ur-Rehman Siddiqui. BR. 19 January 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/topnews/front-top/335143-army-will-continue-support-to-government-institutions-in-consolidatingbudding-peace-in-karachi.html

RAWALPINDI: Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa,
on Thursday lauded operations by Rangers and Law Enforcement Agencies
(LEAs) in Karachi saying that army would continue to support government
institutions to consolidate the budding peace.
According to Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) the COAS visited
Karachi. He laid a wreath at Yadgar-e- Shuhada and offered fateha for the martyrs.
The COAS was given detailed briefing at Corps and Rangers headquarters.
He lauded operations by Rangers with LEAs, which have restored normalcy
in Karachi, significantly reducing terrorism, target killing and kidnapping for
ransom. The COAS reiterated, "Efforts to consolidate budding peace in the city
would continue unabated.
Army as a state institution would continue to give full support to all
government institutions involved in Karachi Operation particularly Sindh police
and civil administration."
While interacting with soldiers and officers, he appreciated their courage and
resolve to rid the city of the terrorists and criminals. COAS paid tribute to the
people of Karachi for their support to the security forces.
Later, business community of Karachi interacted with COAS at Corps HQ.
The COAS reassured that businesses and investment in Karachi will continue
to benefit from improving law and order and should, in turn, ensure national and
social obligations. Earlier on arrival at Karachi, COAS was received by Lieutenant
General Shahid Baig Mirza, Commander 5 Corps.
Отношения между военными и гражданскими
Civil-military ties: More manipulation on the cards?
Umair Javed. Herald. 19.01.2017. http://herald.dawn.com/news/1153647/civil-militaryties-more-manipulation-on-the-cards

On November 29, 2016, General Qamar Javed Bajwa took over as Pakistan‘s
16th Chief of Army Staff (COAS). The transition marks another phase in the
historically fractious civil-military relations in the country. Whether it is merely
about new personnel, or more substantive recalibration, remains to be seen.
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A section of the analysis remains fixated on the new chief‘s personality and
the personnel promoted to important offices, thereby suggesting that Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif may have chosen a COAS less adversarial and ambitious
than his predecessor. However, such analysis underplays the institutional dynamics
that underpin civil-military ties.
The nature of a rigidly hierarchical organisation, such as a military, means
that personnel commanding the apex exert significant influence on the operational
decisions of the organisation. However, the fact that top appointments are made
from a pool of career officers who rise from within the institution prescribes strong
limits to actual deviations in ideas and behaviour. Therefore, all the discussions
about points of persistent contention — such as civilian control of foreign policy
with regional and global powers, internal and external security strategy and even
aspects of political accountability, demonstrate strong continuity in recent years.
What does change, however, is the strategy deployed to pursue institutional
and national goals. In the case of General (retd) Ashfaq Parvez Kayani, behind-thescenes manipulation and politicking was seen as a preferred way to discipline
errant civilian leaders. With General (retd) Raheel Sharif, it was a public relations
campaign and moral acclaim, selective support to the sitting government against
political opposition, and a generally proactive approach towards security matters
that ensured the military‘s self-defined interests.
There is little in the new COAS‘s first month in charge that tells us about his
team‘s preferred strategies. It is likely that a blueprint will only emerge after a
conflict or contention emerges with the sitting government. What one may assert
with certainty, however, is that long-held institutional views on a number of
internal and external affairs will continue to define civil-military relations over the
next three years.
Отношения гражданского правительства и военных
Civil-military relationship
Sabina
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298382/civil-military-relationship/

January

18th,

2017.

The writer has a master‘s degree in conflict-resolution from Monterey Institute of International
Studies in California and blogs at http://coffeeshopdiplomat.wordpress.com

Plagued by the colossal ―Panama Leaks‖ scandal, the government is naturally
engaging in creating distractions. Instead of addressing the exposed corruption and
proving that a vigorous democracy is the answer to all of Pakistan‘s woes, this
government is focused on blaming the military for its failures. The government has
chosen to use its platform to bash another element of state rather than formulate
polices to tackle the numerous problems afflicting the country. Perhaps they are
not aware that they do have the power to pass a resolution and disband the Army if
it is such a problematic institution.
The elected government‘s foreign and domestic policies continue to fail. Was
it the military‘s decision not to have a foreign minister? This choice has resulted in
the lack of a clear vision or goals as far as relations with Afghanistan, India and the
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US are concerned. Ask any PML-N member about relations with neighbouring
states and their response will be the tired cliché of ―cooperation and peace‖ without
any real substance. Likewise, CPEC appears to be a business venture between
private citizens rather than between two governments. Transparency is needed to
see how much is Nawaz Sharif personally benefiting from CPEC projects.
Domestically, no military operation has been undertaken without the approval
of parliament. Why hasn‘t the government allowed further military operations in
Punjab to root out terrorism from the province? As far as the economy is
concerned, in the last three years, the PML-N government has borrowed $25
billion in foreign loans and an additional $30 billion domestically. In order to hide
the growing public debt, the government went as far as amending the Fiscal
Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act of 2005 which restricts public debt at 60
per cent of GDP. The PML-N is in violation of this restriction and has pushed
ahead the 2013 deadline to 2018 to reduce debt to 60 per cent of GDP. This type of
borrowing is unsustainable and will wreak havoc on the future generations of
Pakistan.
Most of the government institutions in Pakistan have either collapsed or
merely exist to go through the motions. They are a victim of government
sponsored nepotism and narrow-mindedness in lieu of merit based qualifications.
The Army, having ruled the country, also shares the blame for the collapse of these
institutions and is also responsible for the sad state that Pakistan currently faces.
However, any aberration brought about by military rule can easily be corrected
through constitutional amendments of which no civil government has found it
within themselves to enact. Nor have they attempted to reverse General Zia‘s
Islamisation of the constitution. Thus, there appears to be a tacit approval of the
policies in the past except for the 18th Amendment. More legislation continues to
be passed that is damaging to the country such as removing the requirement of an
educational degree needed to be a legislator. To make matters worse it appears that
the mullahs now have a license to influence and dictate Pakistan‘s foreign and
domestic policy.
Ultimately, it would be wise for the government to realise that it is surviving,
not despite the Army, but because of it. In the event of any major disaster, the
Army is called to intervene, e.g., the 2008 earthquake and 2010 floods. The Army
is also needed to conduct elections, the census and to even de-silt water channels,
etc. Such duties are key to a functioning civilian government and they, the elected
officials themselves, are clearly incapable of carrying out such critical services.
Instead of focusing on diversions to avoid discussing the names in the Panama
Papers, the government should prioritise the average citizen. Pakistan‘s biggest
misfortune is that ―democracy‖ only visits it either in the form of a Sharif or
Bhutto. This cycle needs to be broken before real progress will stand any chance of
materialising.
Оппозиция против военных судов.
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Stalemate on military courts revival persists
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298891/stalemate-military-courts-revival-persists/

18th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The opposition has accused the government of dilly-dallying
on extending the tenure of military courts, which ceased functioning earlier this
month after completing their mandated term.
The government has promised to update the opposition parties on its
counterterrorism initiatives and the performance of military within a couple of
weeks in an attempt to assuage the opposition‘s concerns.
Govt mulls reinstatement of military courts
The military courts, which had been established in 2015 for two years to try
hardcore terrorists, ceased functioning on January 7, 2017.
Currently, a parliamentary panel is discussing whether or not the military
courts should be granted an extension in tenure. Several political parties, including
some government allies, are reluctant to give them an extension.

In a crucial huddle of the parliamentary committee on Tuesday, the
government told opposition leaders that the security establishment was willing to
brief them on the two-year performance of military courts.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq presided over the meeting which was
attended by the leaders of parliamentary parties. Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Law
Minister Zahid Hamid and PM‘s Special Assistant Barrister Zafarullah represented
the government side.
Sources told The Express Tribune that the government has conveyed to the
opposition that the security establishment was demanding an extension in the
military courts‘ tenure and was ready to brief MPs on the issue.
None of the opposition leader voiced opposition to extension in military
courts‘ tenure but conveyed to the government that they needed time to ‗politically
secure‘ their respective positions on the issue.
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After mutual understanding, it was decided that in the next meeting of the
panel – to be held on January 31 – the government would provide details of its
counterterrorism drive, including steps taken on the implementation of National
Action Plan (NAP) against terrorism, reforms in the criminal justice system,
strengthening criminal prosecution and reforming seminaries.
Military courts stop functioning ‗on expiry of mandated period‘
Sources quoted the leaders of PPP and Jamaat-e-Islami as telling the speaker
that it was for the government to take a decision on extending the tenure of military
courts, and that the issue did not ‗concern‘ them.
After the meeting, Khursheed Shah told journalists that the opposition has
given the government two weeks to come up with details of the steps it has taken
thus far to counter terrorism.
PTI Vice Chairman Shah Mahmood Qureshi told The Express Tribune that
the government was using delaying tactics to keep the issue lingering.
―We were expecting that they would come prepared to answer the questions
we posed in the previous meeting about the progress the government has made in
strengthening the criminal justice system. However, they did not answer our
queries,‖ he said.

Qureshi confirmed he has demanded in the meeting that parliament‘s joint
session be convened to evolve a joint strategy against terrorism and that the
security and intelligence officials give an in-camera briefing to the lawmakers.
Khursheed Shah said the PPP and other opposition parties have effectively
projected their stance during Tuesday‘s meeting.
―At the end of the day, the government has to take a decision. We demand
transparency and fair play in dealing with the matter. Since the government has
consulted the opposition, we need valid explanations.
―We need to know what the government has done to introduce and strengthen
a system as an alternate to military courts. If not, we want to know why,‖ Shah told
The Express Tribune.
JI chief Sirajul Haq said the government has assured the opposition parties of
its sincerity in evolving consensus on extending military courts‘ tenure. However,
Haq questioned the government‘s ‗sincerity‘.
―What kind of sincerity is this when your allies are not with you and you
stand alone? Don‘t play games and don‘t try to fool everyone. It will backfire. The
government needs to make a decision and stick to it,‖ he said.
Haq was not part of the meeting and his party was represented by MNA
Sahibzada Tariqullah.
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Военные заинтересованы в функционировании военных судов
Corps commanders hail performance of military courts
Siddique Sajid. Daily Times. 11.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/11-Jan17/corps-commanders-hail-performance-of-military-courts

ISLAMABAD: Presiding over his first corps commanders' conference on
Tuesday, Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa made it clear that
counterterrorism operations will continue in the country and the army will continue
to render full support to all state institutions.
The top general chaired 198th corps commanders' conference at the General
Headquarters. According to Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director
General (DG) Asif Ghafoor, The forum took comprehensive review of security
environment and operational preparedness of the army. The forum also expressed
satisfaction on the progress of Operation Zarb-e-Azb and its positive effects on
internal security, he added. The COAS said the counterterrorism operations would
continue and cleared areas be stabilised. He issued orders to intensify efforts for
return of the temporary displaced persons (TDPs) to their homes in Federally
Administered Tribal Areas. On January 9, Commander Resolute Support Mission
(RSM) and US Forces in Afghanistan General John W Nicholson and General
Bajwa visited Miranshah. The visiting general was briefed on Operation Zarb-eAzb and progress on the socio-economic activities, including return of the TDPs.
The COAS congratulated efforts of strategic organisations on successful test fire of
Babur-3. Sources told Daily Times that military leadership hailed the performance
of military courts and said due to these courts the nation has seen a reduction in
terrorism. The conference also added that due to intelligence-based operations
Pakistan's overall security situation has improved.
ПНП
и
Джамаате-и-ислами
намерены
восстановлению военных судов
PPP, JI to oppose reinstatement of military courts

противодействовать

Muhammad Bilal. Dawn. 10.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307557/ppp-ji-tooppose-reinstatement-of-military-courts

Chairing a consultative meeting of opposition parties regarding the revival of
military courts, opposition leader Khursheed Shah on Tuesday said the Pakistan
People's Party (PPP) will oppose the reinstatement of military courts.
The veteran politician chaired a consultative meeting of opposition parties a
day after the federal government initiated consultations to introduce a
constitutional amendment reinstating the controversial courts for a period of time
all political parties agreed upon.
Also in attendance at the meeting were Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) senior
leader Shah Mahmood Qureshi and PTI's chief whip in the National Assembly
Shireen Mazari, PPP's Naveed Qamar, and Jamaat-i-Islami's Tariqullah.
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Speaking to journalists about the PPP's stance on the revival of military
courts, Shah said, "This has been our point of view since day one."
The JI declared that they, too, would oppose the reinstatement of military
courts.
PTI's Qureshi said the PTI would first listen to the government's point of view
on the subject and then present its own.
Later today, the opposition parties are expected to hold a meeting with
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq.
Pakistan had legalised military court trials of terror suspects for a period of
two years in January 2015, soon after the terror attack on Peshawar's Army Public
School in Dec 2014, in which 144 people, most of them children, were killed by
Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan militants.
The two houses of parliament had on that occasion voted unanimously for the
legislation despite fears among the lawmakers that the tribunals they were
authorising would not be able to ensure due process to the suspects and might
undermine democracy.
An All Parties Conference (APC) gave the green light for the amendments to
the Pakistan Army Act to extend its jurisdiction for speedy trial of cases under
specified acts and provide the constitutional cover with a sunset clause of two
years from the date of enactment.
At first the 21st Amendment, as it is popularly known, was met with much
debate, but over time, military courts wove themselves into the fabric of Pakistan‘s
criminal justice system.
The controversial special powers empower military courts to try civilian terror
suspects along with affording these proposed tribunals constitutional protection.
Military courts do not grant convicts the essential components of a fair and
free trial, as they lack in transparency and do not allow convicts the option to
appeal to civilian courts.
In its editorials, Dawn has criticised the establishment of military courts for
"simply not being compatible with a constitutional democracy."
Военные суды могут получить продление – будет обсуждение партий
Civil-military huddle: Military courts poised to get an extension
Sardar
Sikander.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
10th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1289772/civil-military-huddle-military-courts-poised-get-extension/

ISLAMABAD: The air of uncertainty surrounding the issue of military courts
finally cleared on Monday after the federal government announced it will introduce
a constitutional amendment to extend the courts‘ tenure for a period ―to be agreed
upon by all political parties represented in parliament‖. Consultations are on in this
context, the government said.
The development followed a top-level civil-military huddle presided over by
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif at the Prime Minister House. Army chief General
Qamar Javed Bajwa, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar, Inter-Services Intelligence Director General Lt Gen Naveed Mukhtar,
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Prime Minister‘s Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, Prime Minister‘s Special
Assistant on Foreign Affairs Tariq Fatemi, National Security Adviser Lt Gen (retd)
Nasser Khan Janjua and other senior officials attended the meeting.
Military courts stop functioning ‗on expiry of mandated period‘
―Military courts have played an extremely important role at a very crucial
juncture of one action against extremism and terrorism and translated the actions
under Operation Zarb-e-Azb to meaningful and tangible national gains,‖ a Prime
Minister House statement said. The meeting reviewed internal and regional
security situation in detail with a view to further strengthening the gains made
through counterterrorism operations, it added.
The Express Tribune had on Sunday reported that a much-awaited meeting
between the security command and the civilian government was expected soon
where both the sides were likely to share their views on a number of crucial issues,
including anti-terrorism laws, military courts and the National Action Plan (NAP).
The government has also moved up a meeting of parliamentary leaders of all
National Assembly parties to today (Tuesday) to discuss the extension of military
courts. The meeting was earlier supposed to take place on Wednesday.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Vice Chairman
Shah Mahmood Qureshi said opposition parties will discuss the issue today
(Tuesday) before holding meeting with the NA speaker. ―I have contacted PPP,
PML-Q, JI and other parties and we will exchange notes on military courts before
the meeting with the speaker,‖ he said.
He recalled that these courts were set up under abnormal conditions to deal
with abnormal challenges. ―Military courts have done a great job and have
drastically reduced terrorism but my question is: what has the government done in
two years to strengthen criminal justice system? Interior Minister Nisar earlier
said cases of terrorism will now be handled by anti-terrorism courts. We want the
government to clarify its policy – do they want to set up military courts? – and give
us valid reasons for it,‖ Qureshi added.
Official sources told The Express Tribune that the government will put
options regarding the extension of military courts‘ term before NA leaders in
today‘s meeting. The options include introducing another constitutional
amendment, amending the Criminal Laws Amendment Act, 2016 or restoring an
amended version of the Protection of Pakistan Act.
No extension for military courts as term expires
Senior PPP stalwart and Leader of Opposition in NA Khursheed Shah said the
government has not approached his party on military courts. ―As and when we are
approached on this issue, all options would be evaluated before taking a final
decision. We would like to hear from the government what circumstances have
prompted it to move for the extension and what alternatives are available.‖
Jamaat-e-Islami chief Sirajul Haq said his party believes in strengthening
civilian courts instead of seeking military‘s help to take hardcore terrorists to task.
―However, if opposition parties put their weight behind military courts, JI will
stand by parliamentary forces.‖
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Meanwhile, Minister of State for Information Marriyum Aurangzeb said on
Monday that military courts had played an important role in eliminating terrorism
from the country. She said Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah‘s statement about
military courts was ―based on his lack of knowledge regarding their
establishment.‖
В Пакистане прекращают работу специальные военные суды
«Корреспондент.net». 7.01.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3797583-v-pakystaneprekraschauit-rabotu-spetsyalnye-voennye-sudy

Военные суды были созданы после нападения талибов на школу в
Пешаваре. Суды были учреждены в 2014 году.
В Пакистане с сегодняшнего дня, 7 января, должны прекратить работу
специальные военные суды, рассматривавшие дела, связанные с
обвинениями в терроризме.
Они были учреждены в 2014 году после нападения боевиков движения
"Талибан" на школу в Пешаваре, в результате которого погибли более 130
детей. За два года военные суды вынесли свыше 160 смертных приговоров,
из них к настоящему моменту всего 12 были приведены в исполнение намного меньше, чем по приговорам гражданских судов за тот же период.
По словам пакистанских официальных лиц, военные суды "были
призваны ускорить отправление правосудия". Правозащитники, однако,
указывают, что военные суды действовали в обстановке секретности.
По сведениям активистов, в ряде случаев военные суды силой
добивались от подсудимых признания вины.
В Пакистане упразднены специальные антитеррористические трибуналы
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/3927430. 9.01.2017.

9 января, 14:56 UTC+3 ИСЛАМАБАД ИСЛАМАБАД 9, января. /ТАСС
Такие судебные инстанции были экстренно введены специальным указом
премьер-министра страны в декабре 2014 года после нападения на школу в
Пешаваре
ИСЛАМАБАД, 9 января. /ТАСС/. Специальные военные трибуналы,
рассматривавшие дела по обвинению в терроризме, прекратили свою работу
в Пакистане. Об этом сообщила пресс-служба вооруженных сил
южноазиатской страны.
Эти судебные инстанции были экстренно введены специальным указом
премьер-министра в декабре 2014 года после нападения боевиков на школу в
городе Пешавар, жертвами которого стали более 140 детей.
"За два года работы специальные военные трибуналы способствовали
снижению террористической активности. Отныне в них нет необходимости",
- резюмировал представитель пакистанской армии.
За время работы трибуналы рассмотрели 274 дела и вынесли 161
смертный приговор, из которых только 12 были приведены в исполнение.
Также 113 подсудимых были приговорены к различным срокам тюремного
заключения за причастность к террористическим группировкам.
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Пакистанские правозащитники ранее неоднократно подвергали критике
эти судебные инстанции за якобы имевшие место многочисленные случаи
фальсификации обвинений в терроризме и несправедливо вынесенные
приговоры.
Конец военных судов
An end to military tribunals
The Express Tribune, January 8th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1287593/end-militarytribunals/

The militarisation of any justice system anywhere in the world is never good
news
The government has chosen to allow the special powers given to the army to
establish tribunals for the trying of civilians on terrorism charges to lapse. They
were given to the army under the 21st constitutional amendment in January 2015
and were controversial from the outset. There has been no formal statement from
either the military or the government other than a comment from Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Friday 6th January that the government had no plans
to extend the military tribunals. Sources within the Interior Ministry say that
henceforward terrorism cases would be taken up by antiterrorism courts that had a
mandate to conduct trials expeditiously. At one level this is undoubtedly a
welcome development, but at another level there have to be concerns about the
efficacy and consistency of the civilian courts to deliver fast and consistent
decisions in respect of people presented before them accused of terrorist offences.
The ‗sunset‘ clause that has triggered the lapse of the legislation was put in
place in order to give the government two years to reform the criminal justice
system, close loopholes in the law and generally bring it into the 21 st century.
Judges, witnesses and prosecutors were to be afforded greater protection. To the
surprise of nobody that has not happened, and as with so much that is associated
with the National Action Plan formulated in the wake of the Army Public School
massacre there is considerably more talk than action.
During the two years the tribunals were operating they had heard 275 cases,
sentenced 161 terrorists to death and 116 to jail terms of varying length. Of those
awarded capital sentences 12 have been executed to date. About 27 convicts have
challenged their convictions and claimed that they have not had a fair trial, as
guaranteed under Article 10A of the Constitution. Their appeals are pending. The
tribunals had a 90 per cent conviction rate but lacked any transparency, a
consistent criticism throughout their life. Justice has to be seen to be done, and if
not seen then inevitably doubts arise as to the quality of justice being meted out.
With the long-term goal of revision of the justice system generally not having been
achieved the state reverts to a system that is open to political influence and outright
corruption as well as partiality on a sectarian basis.
This begs the question as to what extent the state is truly committed to the
eradication or even control of terrorism in all its aspects. The military have
fulfilled its part of the compact and rolled back extremist groups in both the
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mountainous north and Karachi. The development of a national counterterrorism
policy should have been made in tandem with military activity. It was not, and
there is a gaping hole through which terrorism and extremism are free to walk in
the fabric of defence wrapped around the state. And walk they will. The perpetual
state of political delusion in respect of extremist penetration in Pakistan has created
a vulnerable underbelly. Those that wish ill to the state may be more quiescent,
there are fewer terrorist incidents and fewer fatalities to be sure — but neglect of
civil defences has created a space that is open to population by those that can
afford to bide their time.
The military tribunals have convicted people from a broad range of terrorist
groups, some of them banned by the government others not. There are reports that
the government is ‗working‘ on drafting new anti-terror legislation but it is some
way off being on the statute books. The militarisation of any justice system
anywhere in the world is never good news. Justice becomes arbitrary, invisible and
with the rules of evidence imperfectly applied or ignored. We welcome the
handing back of the scales of justice to a civilian judiciary, and utterly deplore the
composite failure of the government to protect and preserve the people of Pakistan.
All the people.
Пакистан - о назначении нового главы Межведомственной разведки
Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31489. 21 декабря, 2016.

Мы уже сообщали, что массовая ротация высших командных чинов
пакистанской армии в принципе означает новый этап развития страны и
прежде всего усиление роли светского блока в лице нынешнего премьерминистра страны Наваза Шарифа и пропорциональное ослабление
традиционно сильного влияния военных.
Назначение главой Межведомственной разведки (ISI) Пакистана Навида
Мухтара служит этому ярком доказательством. Н.Мухтар является не просто
верной креатурой премьера, но и его родственником. Это, пожалуй, первый
случай в истории Пакистана, поскольку ранее военные не допускали в свои
высшие командные ряды представителей «штатских» кланов, что в принципе
и олицетворяло собой надзирательную и самостоятельную роль армии в
жизни государства. Причем сам факт такого назначения свидетельствует о
том, что Н.Шариф окончательно подмял под себя армейскую верхушку,
поскольку ранее все его попытки назначить на должность главы ISI
Н.Мухтара успешно высшим армейским командованием блокировались.
Назначение последнего, по оценке ряда обозревателей, надо
рассматривать в совокупности с назначением на должность начальника
штаба Сухопутных войск генерала К.Дж.Баджва, который считается
человеком в высшей степени приближенным к действующему главе
правительства.
В этой связи эксперты указывают, что в армии и ISI ожидаются очень
серьезные кадровые перестановки и их наполнение лицами, которые должны
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будут в полной мере нивелировать влияние традиционных военных элит. Сам
К.Дж.Баджва, который долгое время командовал корпусом на линии
соприкосновения с Индией в Кашмире, считается в вооруженных силах
«ястребом». Это не мешает ему однако поддерживать очень ровные рабочие
отношения с индийскими военными высшего ранга.
Он принадлежит к исламской секте ахмадийя и имеет репутацию
фигуры, которая настроена крайне анти-исламистски.
Это означает, что на высшую должность в военной иерархии премьер
назначил практически идеального кандидата. С учетом своей последней
работы в Управлении по учебной подготовке войск, К.Дж.Баджва прекрасно
знает лично практически всех командиров среднего уровня, начиная с
командиров дивизий и корпусов.. Он поддерживает устойчивые контакты в
среде традиционного духовенства, но при этом не терпит радикалов. При
всем этом он считается человеком Н.Шарифа и не проявляет ненужной
инициативы. По крайней мере, он точно не будет, как его предшественник,
стараться подменять собой в ряде случаев пакистанский МИД.
Тем не менее, Н.Шариф все-таки решил подстраховаться и назначить
главой главной военной разведывательной и контрразведывательной
структуры своего родственника, дабы он присматривал за новым
назначенцем.
Из этого пасьянса вытекают и главные задачи, которые премьер ставит
перед этим дуэтом. Это, безусловно, афганское направление. Что касается
ISI, то предыдущая деятельность этого ведомства на афганской площадке
ввергла Исламабад в роль догоняющего. Пакистанцы умудрились растерять
некогда практически монопольное право на распоряжение действиями
движения «Талибан».
Известие о смерти харизматичного лидера талибов муллы Омара
породило самый мощный системный кризис в этом движении и вызвала его
децентрализацию и фрагментацию. В условиях прекращения саудовской
финансовой помощи, что стало прямым следствием нежелания Исламабада
посылать своих военных для участия в боевых действиях аравийской
коалиции в Йемене и жесткой борьбы пакистанских военных с
сепаратистскими белуджистанскими группировками, которые Управление
общей разведки (УОР) КСА рассматривало как инструмент для подрывной
деятельности
против
Ирана,
«Талибан»
стал
стремительно
маргинализироваться.
Вместо некогда монолитного в целом движения теперь в Афганистане
действует порядка четырех его фракций, каждая из которых замыкается на
своего финансового зарубежного спонсора. К тому же некогда оплот ISI в
движении в лице «Кветтской шуры» все активнее пытается завязать контакты
с Ираном и играть самостоятельную роль внутри Афганистана. Отряды,
лояльные нынешнему формальному лидеру талибов Хабитулле Ахунзаде,
начали тренироваться в Иране и получают от КСИР оружие. Сама же
«Кветтская шура» предпринимает попытки перебазироваться в Афганистан,
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что окончательно минимизирует степень влияния на нее со стороны
пакистанских военных. К тому же Исламабад фактически отстранен
американцами и афганским руководством от процесса участия в переговорах
и консультациях на внутриафганском поле. Отсюда задача «номер один» для
нового главы пакистанской разведслужбы — стабилизировать центробежные
тенденции в «Талибане», сформировав устойчивое пропакистанское ядро,
которое могло бы оказывать серьезное влияние на процессы внутри
Афганистана.
Это главное условие возвращения Исламабада в пул основных
международных переговорщиков по проблемам выхода из кризиса. В данном
случае ISI не хватает только одного — денег. Лояльность большинства
полевых командиров талибов напрямую зависит от этого фактора. А вслед за
Эр-Риядом, объем финансовой поддержки по каналам прямой военной
помощи Исламабаду резко сократил и Вашингтон.
Таким образом, перед Н.Мухтаром будет стоять задача не только
«принятия его фигуры» старой кастой ISI, но и в условиях дефицита
финансов — выбрать приоритетные фигуры и структуры в среде «Талибана»,
которые были бы компактны, но в то же время влиятельны. О возвращении
контроля над всем движением и его переформатирование в
централизованную структуру на настоящий момент времени речи вообще не
идет. Задача-максимум — прорыв блокады Вашингтона и Кабула и
возвращение Исламабада в переговорный процесс в качестве ключевого
игрока.
Второе направление деятельности — это Кашмир. И в данном случае
эксперты ожидают очень выборочную поддержку пропакистанских групп.
Среди них ISI будет проводить ротацию с целью создания механизма по
устойчивому контролю за их действиями. Вообще прогнозируется
ослабление кураторства армии и спецслужб над основными ранее
«прирученными» террористическими группами типа «Лашкар е-Тойба». Оба
новых военных руководителя не являются сторонниками широкого
использования такого рода джихадистских групп в подрывных действиях.
При этом Н.Шариф просто в силу электоральных соображений не может
позволить себе игнорировать случаи репрессий со стороны индийских
силовиков против населения в Кашмире и выступления местных
сепаратистов. Но сам выбор К.Дж.Баджва, как главного куратора этого
процесса, свидетельствует о том, что Н.Шариф все-таки берет курс на
сближение с Индией.
Опыт нового высшего руководителя пакистанской армии и его связи с
индийскими коллегами должны послужить гарантией своевременной
локализации пограничных конфликтов с целью сохранения устойчивой
тенденции на улучшение двусторонних отношений. В основе такого
сближения — безусловно грандиозные экономические проекты типа «Нового
шелкового пути». И их обеспечение -также в ряду задач для новых глав
армии и спецслужбы. При этом эксперты ожидают, что сохранится
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тенденции на отход от связей по линии ВТС и спецслужб с КСА, но при этом
усилятся такие связи с КНР.

ПОЛИТИЧЕСКИЕ ПАРТИИ1
Зардари требует отставки Шехбаз Шарифа (солидаризируется с Кадри)
Zardari demands resignation of Shehbaz, Sana
Iftikhar Alam. The Nation. December 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/30-Dec2017/zardari-demands-resignation-of-shehbaz-sana

Qadri says senior politicians attending today‘s conference

LAHORE - PPP Co-Chairman Asif Ali Zardari called for registration of
murder case of 14 Pakistan Awami Tehreek workers against the Sharifs and
initiation of court proceedings against them.
At a news conference after a meeting with PAT Chairman Dr Tahirul Qadri
at Model Town yesterday, he also demanded resignation of Punjab Chief
Minister Shehbaz Sharif and Law Minister Rana Sanaullah.
An operation was carried out to remove barricades around PAT headquarters
in Model Town Lahore on June 17, 2014, during which police fired at the PAT
workers killing 14 of them and causing serious injuries to dozens.
Zardari said that Punjab Police opened fire at innocent people on the orders
of both Shehbaz and Sana .
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Earlier, Dr Qadri welcomed Zardari-led delegation at Model Town and held
an hour-long meeting. The sides exchanged views about the PAT-hosted multiparty conference scheduled for today (Saturday).
It was the second visit by Mr Zaradi to PAT head office in less than three
weeks. Senior party leaders Khurished Shah, Qamar Zaman Kaira, Senator
Rehman Malk, Sardar Latif Khosa, Dr Qayum Somro and others accompanied
him.
PPP co-chairman said that on the political front he always raised voice
against violence and added that the party stood united with PAT over its stance in
the Model Town case. He said that sacrifices rendered by 14 people in Model
Town would bear fruit one day or the other.
To a question, he replied that if former president Parvez Musharraf was a
brave person he would have come back to Pakistan and faced the courts.
To another question, the former president said the visits of Sharifs to Saudi
Arabai will prove futile, as it would not help them save their wealth and ensure a
safe exit. He said the kingdom was no more interested in helping Sharif family.
When asked if he was ready to join hands with Imran Khan, he said the PPP
had no issue to sitting with any other political party on the Model Town issue. PAT
spokesperson said Zardari thanked Dr Qadri for invitation to participate in the
multi-party conference. He said the two leaders deliberated over Model Town
massacre and developments concerning it in detail.
Dr Qadri, during the joint presser, announced that PPP agreed with all the
clauses put forth by PAT over Model Town incident and that the MPC would
formally begin at 12:45pm on Saturday. He said senior leadership of all opposition
parties were attending the conference.
It should be noted that the PAT had earlier called MPC on December 28 but
the date was pushed forward by two days by Dr Qadri.
МВД Пакистана отказался регистрировать мусульманскую партию
Milli Muslim League (MML) как смежную с террористическими партиями
Лашкар-е-Тайба и др.
Interior ministry opposes MML‘s registration as a political party
Malik
Asad.
Dawn,
December
23rd,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378346/interior-ministry-opposes-mmls-registration-as-apolitical-party

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The Ministry of Interior has termed the Milli Muslim
League (MML) an offshoot of proscribed entities and subsequently opposed its
registration as a political party with the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP).
The ministry formed its opinion on the basis of a security agency‘s report
which expressed apprehensions that the registration of MML as a political party
―would breed violence and extremism in politics.‖
The ministry in its written reply submitted to the Islamabad High Court
(IHC) on a petition filed by MML seeking its registration with the ECP requested
the court not to consider MML‘s plea and dismiss the petition accordingly.
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In September this year, MML-backed candidate Yaqoob Sheikh secured
5,822 votes and stood fourth in a by-election in Lahore‘s National Assembly
constituency NA-120.
The by-election was held after the disqualification of ousted prime minister
Nawaz Sharif by the Supreme Court.
Ministry calls MML offshoot of LeT, JuD
According to the interior ministry‘s reply, MML is the offshoot of the
banned Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and Jamaatud Dawa (JuD), organisations which
India has alleged were involved in the 2008 Mumbai attack and the 2001 attack on
Indian parliament.
The reply stated: ―ECP referred the matter to Ministry of Interior to seek
clarification of the position of MML with regard to Section 3(4) of Political Parties
Order (PPO) 2002.‖
As per the PPO, organisations which act in the manner prejudicial to
fundamental rights, undermine the integrity of Pakistan, promote sectarian,
regional or provincial hatred, bear a name as a militant group and impart any
military or paramilitary training to its members, do not qualify for registration as
political party.
The reply said: ―After receipt of the matter from ECP, interior ministry
processed the case as per procedure and requested the security agencies for report
in the matter.‖
It said a security agency opined that ―it is difficult to believe that MML will
tread its own path, completely at variance with its mother (LeT and JuD)
organisations,‖ adding that, therefore, the agency ―recommended that since
registration of such groups would breed violence and extremism in politics, such
groups be avoided‖.
Moreover, the interior ministry cited the response of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs against the MML‘s registration in view of international obligations.
As per the reply, the LeT, JuD and Falah-i-Insaniat Foundation (FIF) are
facing UN sanctions, therefore, the interior ministry ―furnished comments to the
ECP that the registration of MML, an offshoot of the same network of JuD/FIF
(which apparent in MML as well), was not supported‖.
MML challenged the ECP‘s order of Oct 11 that had declined its registration
as a political party due to the alleged interference of interior ministry.
The petition maintained that non-registration of the MML was violation of
administrative fairness, constitutional and statutory obligations and fundamental
rights.
According to the petition, the ECP order is also violation of PPO 2002. The
petitioner said time and again it had clarified that none of its members belonged to
any proscribed or banned organisation. ―All office-bearers of the party are
educated and there exist not even a fictitious FIR against them.‖
The petition contended that there were almost 352 political parties registered
with the ECP which neither fulfil criteria for a political party nor was there
democracy in these parties.
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A number of parties were formed on regional, religious, sectarian, linguistic,
tribal basis and were person-driven and devoid of democratic values, it added.
Исламская партия (Fazl) считает, что Партия Имран Хана уничтожает
культуру пуштунов в Хайбер Пухтунхва.
PTI introduced in KP to destroy Pakhtun culture: Fazl
Said Alam Khan. The Nation. December 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Dec-2017/ptiintroduced-in-kp-to-destroy-pakhtun-culture-fazl

PESHAWAR - Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman
said on Sunday that Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal would not let the secular forces to
come into power in future, as such forces had last time taken the advantage of nonexistence of MMA in 2013 elections.
―The secular elements are working to impose their agenda in the country and
the religious forces will stop their way,‖ he said this while addressing the Khatm-eNabuwat Conference.
He maintained that in future, the MMA will play a leading role in country‘s
politics as well as in the upcoming general elections.
Without mentioning any name, Fazl said that some secular forces had taken
advantage of the non-existence of MMA and came to power in the aftermath of
2013 elections. But in future, the MMA, an alliance of religious parties, would not
give them a chance to come into power.
He alleged that Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf was introduced in the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa to jeopardize Pakhtun‘s culture and their loves for Islam, which was
the best option for the secular forces to bring them into power in KP.
The western forces were supporting a specific party to change the culture of
the country; he said and vowed they would stop the ways of such forces.
About FATA, Maulana Fazlur Rehman said that certain political parties had
confused and complicated the simple solution of the tribal areas, saying now the
army chief had too declared that they would accept the tribal people‘s choice about
the future status of tribal areas.
The JUI-F, he said would honor the decision of the tribesmen, saying the
jurisdiction of the Peshawar High Court could not be extended to FATA unless
Article 247 and FCR are abolished from the Constitution. Referring to the PTI-led
government‘s initiative to allocate public money for some seminaries, the JUI-F
chief said that taking money from the government would tarnish the image of
religious institutions. Moreover, he said that Ulemas would not accept the
provincial government‘s offer of giving salaries to them. He said that the
provincial government was making an attempt to change the loyalties of the
Ulemas and religious scholars, but they are not greedy to sell out themselves for
sake of salary.
About the changes in finality of Prophet Mohammad (SAW), he said that the
JUI-F was the first political party inside the parliament which had raised concern
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against the amendment in oath-taking process and within 48 hours restored it in its
original form.
Maulana Fazlur Rehman also condemned the attack on a church in Quetta
and expressed his sympathies to the victim families. He said that after the 9/11,
religious seminaries were dubbed as safe heavens for terrorists, which is totally
wrong, besides, those who were wearing turbans and having beard being called as
terrorists. Condemning the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital, he praised
the Islamic countries for standing with Palestinian Muslims. Moreover, he also
condemned the Army Public School incident and called for its proper judicial
inquiry.
Билавал Бхутто обещает создать еще одну провинцию – Южный
Панджаб
Bilawal promises South Punjab province
Muhammad Irtaza. The Nation. 16.12.2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Dec-2017/bilawalpromises-south-punjab-province

Multan - Pakistan People‘s Party‘s Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari Friday
launched a scathing attack on his rivals and also pledged to address the grievances
of the people of South Punjab by giving the region provincial status.
Addressing a political rally here at Qasim Bagh, Bilawal took aim at PTI
chief and Sharif brothers and went on to claim that the next election would be the
last for Imran Khan.
"Listen Mr Khan! It will be my first and your last
election," Bilawal declared.
Former president Asif Ali Zardari, former prime ministers Syed Yousuf
Raza Gilani and Raja Parvez Ashraf, opposition leader Syed Khurshid Shah and
other top leaders of the party also spoke on this occasion.
Bilawal alleged that the PTI chief introduced foul language in the politics
and they could not answer him in the same language. He also declared Khan the
ideological soldier of Maulana Samiul Haq and said that Khan needed to learn
principles of politics and manners.
He denounced the Khan‘s claim of being the youth representative saying he
had done nothing for the youth.
Instead, the PPP chairman gave a rosy picture for the youth under PPP in
future that would offer equal opportunities, employment and education to them.
He also took a jibe at ousted prime minister for his claim of being an
ideology in himself. "Let us know what your ideology is. Is it the ideology that you
pledged to protect while standing on the grave of Ziaul Haq, or when you hatched
conspiracies against all prime ministers from Junejo to Gilani, or when you
attempted to topple the government of Bibi with the help of Osama's dollars or
when you went straight to Jeddah palace from Attock jail?" he questioned.
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He said Nawaz disrespected the constitutional assemblies and imposed
personal dictatorship and added that the people were in a poor state while
democracy was feeble due to Nawaz.
He also held Zia and Musharraf's dictatorships responsible for barring
Pakistan from moving forward.
Bilawal said some elements utilised religion for politics and promoted
extremism and sectarianism and they didn‘t want Islam but Islamabad.
The PPP chairman did not forget to mention Shehbaz Sharif and said that he
would have to give answer for his oppression, corruption, Hudaibia Paper Mills
case, Multan Metro Corruption, 14 martyrs of Model Town and deprivations
of South Punjab . "Junior Mian (Shehbaz) thinks that the burden for all sins has
been borne by the senior Mian but it's not like that," he maintained.
He claimed that the budget for planting flowers in Lahore was higher than
the one for South Punjab 's health.
The PPP chairman pointed out that Muzaffargarh, Rajanpur, Dera Ghazi
Khan and Bahawalpur were the most backward districts of Punjab. "It is because
the Takht-e-Raiwind has restrained all resources at Raiwind while depriving this
(South Punjab) region of its rights," he added.
Outlining PPPP's plan, he said that his party would modernise villages, offer
employment to the residents of rural areas and strengthen agriculture.
He alleged that the government was going to play a vicious game of killing
small growers but the PPP would not let the rulers accomplish their plan. "They
(rulers) want to appease their capitalist friends and bring corporate farming in the
country but we will introduce cooperative farming," he announced.
He assured the residents of South Punjab that he would stand by them. "But I
can't do anything alone. I need your support and strength. If you're with me, I
assure you that we'll make your province and a new era will usher in," he declared.
Speaking on the occasion, former president Asif Ali Zardari warned the
government that the PPP might hatch a conspiracy against them now, although it
had not done this so far. "Although they hatched every possible conspiracy against
us, we showed them how to accomplish five-year term," he added. ―The (NA)
speaker thought that the government might go but I say that it is going,‖ he
claimed.
Zardari said that Nawaz Sharif and his flawed policies were responsible for
Musharraf's coming to the power and it was the wiser strategy of the that led to
Musharraf‘s ouster.
He said that ill-advised policies of Nawaz Sharif caused his ouster. "And
now he is asking as to why he is ousted. You were a curse on the masses and you
have been ousted by Allah," he added.
He said the rulers did not have any manifesto. "They even don't know the
meaning of CPEC. They consider it just a loaning agency where they can get loans
from for their friends. But beware! They'll demand these loans back too," he added.
Addressing the public meeting, Syed Yousuf Raza Gilani said that Shaheed
Bhutto settled the Khatam-e-Nubuwat issue forever through his wisdom while the
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current rulers teased the Muslims across the world due to their ineligibility. He said
the PPP demanded Trump to review its decision of recognising Jerusalem as
Israel's capital otherwise this issue would ruin the world peace.
He said that being the son of soil he demanded his party to create
separate province for the residents of South Punjab after coming into power. He
criticised the government and said that how could those accomplish their term,
who could not complete quorum. He added that one leader claimed to create new
Pakistan and then marry. "I want to tell him that old Pakistan is sufficient for us.
We'll fix it and serve it," he added.
Opposition leader Syed Khurshid Shah said the masses did not want a
leadership that abused others rather they needed a leader like Bilawal . He claimed
that the PPP would fulfil historic desire of the residents of South Punjab regarding
creation of a separate province . He added that the PPP had tabled the resolution
for creation of separate province in the parliament but people did not support it.
Ex-prime minister Raja Parvez Ashraf warned that the PPP would not let
anyone rob it of its mandate. "We'll not allow RO elections this time. We'll die but
not let anyone steal our mandate," he declared. He said that those who claimed that
PPP had vanished were in fact afraid of its power.
PPPP general secretary Nayyar Bokhari, south Punjab president Makhdoom
Ahmad Mahmood, Natasha Daultana and other leaders also spoke on this occasion.
Премьер Аббаси уверен – на выборах победит ПМЛ(Н).
PML-N to win next polls: PM Abbasi
Tariq Naqash. Dawn, December 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1376939/pmln-to-win-next-polls-pm-abbasi

MUZAFFARABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Friday
expressed confidence about the future of his party and declared that people would
again elect the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz to power in the general elections
next year.
―We are not afraid of any conspiracy. We have come with the power of the
people and Allah willing the same power will again return the PML-N to power on
July 15, 2018,‖ he said in his speech at the inauguration ceremony of the 147megawatt Patrind hydropower project here.
The project has been completed by a South Korean company at a cost of
$346 million.
―We are not political orphans. The record of our government stands out. We
do not need support in this regard,‖ the prime minister added.
―These days I am coming across speculations over whether or not the
government will complete its term. I have a submission for these gentlemen. Please
carry on your wheeler-dealer ways; the government will complete its term till June
1 and [until then] every week a new mega project will be inaugurated,‖ he said.
―Then, whoever wants to fight us should do so in the electoral field on July
15, 2018,‖ he added.
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Inaugurates Patrind hydropower project
The prime minister said the people of Pakistan knew very well ―who has
been delivering and who has just been gossiping about others‖.
―We have never abused or defamed anyone; nor have we ever raised hollow
slogans. We have shown our performance on the ground,‖ he asserted.
He listed one by one several sectors where, according to him, the PML-N
government had delivered to the satisfaction of the masses.
―Today you visit any province or city, you will find the PML-N projects,‖ he
said.
Referring to the energy sector, he claimed that Pakistan was now selfsufficient in electricity. ―There is no doubt that now our capacity to produce
electricity is more than our demand, not only in winter, but also in summer.
―The projects that have been commissioned or are in the pipeline will meet
energy needs of Pakistan till 2030.‖
Drawing a comparison between ―the governments coming to power from
2000 to 2013 and the one that came to power in 2013‖, he pointed out that in 2013
the total electricity production in the country stood at 20,000-22,000MW,
including generation from Mangla and Tarbela dams.
―By the grace of Allah, this government has produced more than 4,500MW
in four and a half years and not only that projects worth several thousand
megawatts are under construction,‖ he said.
―There is a long queue of projects over the Jhelum river,‖ he said, adding
that the first phase of Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project would be completed by
February while the second phase was likely to be completed by May 2018.
Mr Abbasi said these projects had remained unattended for decades as
nobody bothered to initiate, let alone, complete them.
It was the government of Nawaz Sharif and the PML-N that completed these
projects with a great deal of effort and endeavour, he maintained.
―I challenge those who take part in TV talk shows to provide me a list of
power plants, dams, canals, highways they initiated or completed between 2000
and 2013, and the whole picture will be clear,‖ he said.
Referring to the Lowari Tunnel, he said that the project remained in limbo
for 45 years, but the PML-N government completed it by spending Rs 28 billion
on it.
Similarly, he said, the Bhasha dam project saw groundbreaking ceremonies
by some five previous governments, but the PML-N government actively took up
the project.
―I am fully confident that construction work will begin soon because it‘s the
country‘s requirement. We have to store water and use it for irrigation purposes.‖
Верховный суд Пакистана отклонил требование лидера ПМЛ(Н) Hanif
Abbasi о дисквалификации Имран Хана (дескать, не декларирует доходы, но
к «Панамагейт» не относится)
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Imran Khan disqualification case: A timeline
The Express Tribune. 16/12/2017/ https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584779/1-imran-khandisqualification-case-timeline/

PTI chairman Imran Khan addresses members of the media, after Pakistan's Supreme Court
dismissed a petition to disqualify him from parliament for not declaring assets, outside Jinnah
International Airport in Karachi, Pakistan December 15, 2017. PHOTO: REUTERS

The Supreme Court has dismissed Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) leader Hanif Abbasi‘s petitions for disqualification of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) chairman Imran Khan.
Here‘s a timeline to understand how it all began and came to an end:
November 2, 2016: PML-N‘s Hanif Abbasi files petition for Imran Khan‘s
disqualification, accusing him of money-laundering, concealing assets and
receiving funds from foreign sources for PTI
April 28, 2017: Three-member bench of the Supreme Court headed by Chief
Justice of Pakistan Justice Saqib Nisar accepts Abbasi‘s petition
May 3, 2017: Apex court begins hearing the case; quizzes Imran on Bani
Gala property
June 1, 2017: Jemima Goldsmith, Imran‘s former spouse, tweets that she
has found bank statements ‗to prove Imran Khan money trail/innocence in court‖
July 25, 2017: Imran‘s counsel submits money trail; Abbasi‘s counsel raises
issue of London flat; Supreme Court quizzes Abbasi‘s counsel on his plea to
disqualify Imran on the basis of Article 62(1)(f)
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September 28, 2017: CJP remarks Imran‘s counsel failed to satisfy the apex
court regarding the transfer of £562,000 by him to his ex-wife in 2003 after the
sale of his London apartment
Twitter reacts to top court‘s landmark verdict on Imran, Tareen
disqualification case
October 3, 2017: CJP quizzes Imran‘s counsel why the London flat was not
declared as an asset, says no element of fraud or malpractice found in money trail
for the purchase of the Bani Gala estate
October 6, 2017: Imran submits documents for offshore company, Niazi
Services Limited and transactions with Jemima
October 16, 2017: Imran submits revised documents regarding financial
details of Niazi Services Limited
November 14, 2017: Apex court reserves judgement in the case
December 15, 2017: Supreme Court rules in favour of Imran Khan
Религиозные партии объединяются в преддверии выборов
Religious parties join hands to revive MMA
The Nation. December 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Dec-2017/religious-partiesjoin-hands-to-revive-mma

Prominent religious and political parties have joined hands on Wednesday to
revive the defunct Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA).
A meeting was held at the residence of Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP) chief
Allama Awais Norani in Karachi where it was decided to revive MMA . During
the meeting Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fazal (JUI-F) chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman,
Ameer Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) Sirajul Haq, Markazi Jamiat Ahle Hadith president
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Senator Sajid Mir, head of the Tehreek-e-Islami Pakistan Syed Sajid Naqvi, JUP
chief Allama Awais Norani and others were present.
While speaking to media after the meeting, JUP chief Allama Awais Norani
said ―MMA will contest the next general election on the election symbol of ‗book‘.
During the meeting it was also decided that any party which a part of government
in the centre of the provinces will distance itself from the government within a
month.‖

Зардари обвиняет и Шарифа, и Имран Хана в создании кризиса в
стране
Zardari blames Sharif, Imran for ‗crisis‘
A.B. Arisar. Dawn, December 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1375926/zardariblames-sharif-imran-for-crisis

PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari claims that the PPP government had
initiated the CPEC project.
UMERKOT: Pakistan Peoples Party co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari has
accused ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif and Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf chief
Imran Khan of pushing the country into external and internal crises.
Addressing a public gathering after attending the wedding ceremony of Syed
Ameer Ali Shah, son of MPA Syed Ali Mardan Shah, at Kharoro Syed and later a
reception hosted by MNA Nawab Yusuf Talpur at Manjhakr, near Kunri, on
Sunday, the former president said the PPP would steer the country out of economic
crisis after coming to power.
He was accompanied, among others, by Leader of the Opposition in the
National Assembly Khursheed Ahmed Shah, Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali
Shah, Sindh PPP president Nisar Khuhro and Home Minister Sohail Anwar Siyal.
Mr Zardari claimed that the PPP government had initiated the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor project, but now the ruling Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz was taking credit for it.
He said the country was facing problems because of wrong policies of the
Sharif family, adding that only the PPP leadership was capable of solving them and
bringing about progress and prosperity.
He stressed the need for preserving water because the country was going to
face a crisis. He called for switching over to drip irrigation in irrigated areas and
introducing rainwater harvesting in Thar.
Mr Zardari claimed that the PPP would form the next government because
the Sharifs were ―no more sharifs‖ and Jaali (fake) Khan — a reference to the PTI
chief — only had ―hollow claims‖ and were befooling the nation in the name of
―new Pakistan‖.
―They don‘t know what the country needs and how to make it strong, stable,
rich, developed and peaceful. All this is possible if my party comes to power,‖ the
PPP leader said.
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He said the PPP-led government in Sindh had built 14 dams in Tharparkar
and more were being planned. He recalled that the last PPP government at the
centre had faced shortages of wheat and sugar, but it had overcome them and
ensured sufficient stocks of both commodities. He announced that he would soon
hold a ―huge public gathering‖ in Umerkot.
Earlier, Mr Zardari met chairmen, vice chairmen and members of the local
government who apprised him of their problems. The PPP co-chairman assured
them that he would try to address their complaints.
Yusuf Talpur claimed that he had ensured provision of irrigation water to
tail-end growers in the district. He said the road infrastructure destroyed during
2010-11 floods needed special attention. ―If the government is unable to widen it,
proper maintenance and repair work be ordered under a special package,‖ he
suggested.
Имран Хан со своей партии присоединится к Партии Тахир-уль-Кадри,
если второй выйдет на улицу с протестом.
PTI to join PAT if it comes on roads: Imran
SHAHID RAO. The Nation. December 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec-2017/ptito-join-pat-if-it-comes-on-roads-imran

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan Thursday
announced to support and join Pakistan Awami Tehreek whenever it comes out
on roads to protest against the Model Town incident.
He said this while talking to media after appearing before the anti-terrorism
court in four cases registered against him on charges of attacking Senior
Superintendent of Police Asmatullah Junejo, Pakistan Television Corporation
building and Parliament during the 2014 Islamabad sit-in.
Imran said Baqar Najafi report had exposed the lies of Punjab Chief Minister
Shehbaz Sharif and therefore, he and Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah must
resign for killing Pakistani citizens.
He was of the view that 2014 sit-in was peaceful and reiterated his demand
for resignation of Sanaullah and Shehbaz, saying they should be in jail for the
violence during the Model Town incident of 2014.
―Only a fascist government, product of a dictator, can implicate political
opponents in terrorism cases,‖ maintained PTI chief.
Imran said that he brought back his money to Pakistan instead of hiding it
abroad. He made it clear that he would not shake hands with criminals and would
send them to Adiyala Jail.
Imran also condemned US President Donald Trump‘s recognition of
Jerusalem as Israeli capital on behalf of all Muslims. The land of Palestinians was
occupied and their people are martyred, he commented.
He urged all Muslim countries to stand against Trump‘s decision and said
people like US President do not consider Muslims even humans.
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Earlier, during hearing of the cases before the ATC, Imran‘s counsel Babar
Awan stated that they had already challenged the jurisdiction of the ATC in the
case, and the court should first decide on the matter before proceeding with the
case.
The PTI chief requested the court to send the cases to sessions court. He
adopted before the court that he was protesting along with his party for the rights
of people.
The prosecutor objected on it and said that Imran provoked his workers to
beat police officers and to attack government buildings and there was solid
evidence against PTIchairman. He maintained that 10 sections of Anti-Terrorism
Act were applicable against Imran .
Imran‘s counsel responded that then half of the Punjab police should be
arrested in terrorism cases in the light of Justice Baqir Najafi‘s report. He added
that Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah
and Punjab chief secretary were also facing the same charges of terrorism.
Awan contended that federal government removed terrorism charges against
the protesters of Faizabad sit-in after making deal.
Later, the judge summoned reply from the police regarding the transfer of
cases to sessions court till the next hearing. The court also extended Imran‘s bail in
four cases till December 11.
Previously, the ATC had granted bail to Chairman PTI Imran Khan after he
appeared before the court in four terrorism cases registered against him.
The court had granted bail to Chairman PTI against the surety bonds worth
of Rs200,000 in each case and also ordered him to cooperate with the investigation
and get his statement recorded before the police.
It was February 3, 2017 when an ATC had issued perpetual arrest warrants
of Imranand Qadri in the case related to an attack on a senior police officer during
the 2014 sit-in protest which had paralysed Islamabad.
The ATC judge had issued the perpetual arrest warrants after police
submitted a report stating that the suspects could not be arrested despite a
proclamation being issued.
During the sit-ins in 2014, Senior Superintendent of Police Asmatullah
Junejo was beaten up by protesters on Constitution Avenue on his first day on the
job as SSP Operations of ICT Police.
Later, Secretariat police had registered four cases against
several PTI and PAT workers for their alleged involvement in vandalism and
attacking SSP Junejo.
Before departure from the court‘s premises, Imran expressed his anger over
his repeated appearances before the court. He seemed furious over his lawyer
Babar Awan after hearing the terrorism cases registered against him. Imran told
Babar Awan before sitting in the car that he thought it was going to be his last
appearance before the court. Babar Awan was still trying to explain himself
when Imran shut his car‘s door and left for his residence in Bani Gala. ―They will
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keep summoning me. I thought this was the last time [I was to appear],‖ he
complained to his lawyer Babar.
Зардари солидаризируется с Тахир-уль-Кадри, что Шехбаз Шариф
должен уйти в отставку
Zardari jumps onto Qadri's bandwagon
The Express Tribune. December 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1578212/1-asifzardari-meet-tahirul-qadri-lahore-today/

Backing Pakistan Awami Tehreek‘s (PAT) demand for resignation of Punjab
Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif, former president Asif Ali Zardari has said that
there is no possibility of a third force coming into power because the Nawaz Sharif
government left the country with $52 billion debt and only a political government
can resolve the lingering crisis.
The PPP co-chairman visited the PAT head office on Thursday to discuss
the political situation against the backdrop of the Justice Baqar Najafi commission
report about the 2014 Model Town clash between police and protesters that
claimed several lives.
Talking to media persons after their meeting, PAT chief Dr Tahirul Qadri
and Zardari said they had agreed to start a movement against the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) government in Punjab if the chief minister did not step
down.
Qadri garnered support for his planned protest from both the major
opposition parties during the day as Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief Imran
Khan also held out an assurance to him in this regard during a phone call.
Accusing Shehbaz of behaving like a Mughal emperor, Zardari said, ―He
will have to tender his resignation, otherwise I will stand with Dr Sahab on the
container.‖ Qadri had asked his supporters on Wednesday to prepare the container
used by him in his previous sit-ins for a new protest movement against the Punjab
government.
Hyderabad rally: Imran calls Zardari the ‗biggest disease plaguing Sindh‘
―Enough is enough – we are with Dr Sahab as N-League is not serving
democracy but acting against democratic norms,‖ Zardari said. ―We will support
PAT on all fronts for the survival of the Constitution as we cannot invite the third
force to come,‖ he added.
Paying tribute to the Model Town victims, he said these martyrs and injured
had not received justice as yet. ―We will not let the sacrifices of Model Town go in
vain,‖ he said.
Qadri said the Najafi report had pinpointed the culprits in the incident. ―Its
conclusion revealed that law enforcement agencies were not there to remove the
barriers, but to launch a crackdown against innocent people,‖ he said.
He claimed that the chief minister stood condemned after the report and such
a man did not deserve to rule the country‘s largest province. ―We are willing to do
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all that is necessary, within the ambit of the law and that our Constitution allows,
to ensure that our demands are met,‖ said Qadri.
Talking about the United States move to open its embassy in Jerusalem,
Zardari warned that it would open doors to terrorism. ―The whole world is
condemning America‘s announcement and it should reconsider the decision.‖
PPP leaders Khursheed Shah, Qamar Zaman Kaira, Manzoor Wattoo and
Qayyum Somoro accompanied Zardari during his visit.
Тахир-уль-Кадри против Шехбаз Шарифа
Shehbaz Sharif should resign forthwith: Qadri
Daily Times, December 6th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/153567/shehbaz-sharifresign-forthwith-qadri/

LAHORE: Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT) chief Tahirul Qadri demanded
on Tuesday that Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif should immediately step
down after an inquiry report had held him ‗responsible‘ for killing of 14 people in
Model Town some three years back.
Qadri said the name of Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif along with his
address and other officials responsible for the Model Town tragedy was clearly
mentioned in the commission‘s report.
Throwing light on the party‘s over three-year-long struggle to seek justice,
Qadri told a press conference that the Punjab government put all-out efforts to
trash the Model Town incident report. He said that the PAT leadership did not let
the case die out despite the provincial government made all efforts to divert the
attention of the authorities concerned from the commission‘s report. ―We did not
form the commission … it was solely constituted by the Punjab government after
terming it a serious public concern and appointing Justice Baqar Najafi as head of
the commission,‖ he said. Despite all these facts, the provincial government was
still averse to releasing the Justice Baqar Najafi inquiry report into killings of 14
PAT activists, he said.
Hailing Lahore High Court (LHC)‘s decision of releasing the report of the
judicial inquiry into Model Town killings, Qadri said that his party had been
waiting for the justice for past over three years.
ПМЛ(Н) и ПНП договорились о сотрудничестве – не допустить
прихода к власти технократов
PPP, PML-N agree to work together to avert technocrat govt
Amir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune.
December
1,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1573981/1-pml-n-ppp-agree-work-together-avert-technocrat-govt/

KARACHI: The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) have agreed to work together to avert the possibility of the
formation of a technocrat government in the country, RoznamaExpress has learnt.
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The two mainstream parties, who although have estranged ties, will utilise
all legal and constitutional options to put the speculation relating with any such
development to rest.
They will devise a strategy to work with other parties to adopt
legislation relating to delimitation of constituencies, accountability and other
national issues in Parliament.
Both the political groups will also work jointly regarding the upcoming
Senate elections in March 2018, formation of a caretaker government and holding
the next general elections as per schedule. A seat adjustment in Senate can also
take place, sources added.
Inside sources revealed that deposed premier and the ruling party‘s
chief Nawaz Sharif has held consultations with close confidantes on the situation
arising out of resignations of party members, speculation of a technocrat
government and legislation relating to the aforementioned.
Technocrat govt can‘t resolve Pakistan‘s issues: PM Abbasi
The party decided that the PML-N will restore relations with PPP on a
parliamentary level at all costs. Subsequently, Speaker National Assembly Ayaz
Sadiq contacted Opposition Leader in NA Khurshid Shah.
Shah then met PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari and party‘s chief Bilawal
Bhutto Zardari to convey the PML-N‘s message.
In this regard, Nawaz and Zardari can also meet in the near future.
Sources said Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam chief Fazlur Rehman played an
important role in stabilising relations between the two parties.
Reciprocating, the PPP has agreed to cooperate with the federal government
in strengthening the parliamentary system and relevant legislation.
PPP‘s recent public statement that the party stood with democracy and
democratic institutions was reflective of these backdoor contacts.
The two parties, however, will not support each other politically, and only
work on a parliamentary level.
ПНП уже долго существует на политической арене
PPP here to stay for another 50 years
The Nation. December 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/01-Dec-2017/ppp-here-to-stay-foranother-50-years

12 years from now in 2029, PPP will mark the 50th anniversary of the
hanging of its founding Chairman Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, and the grandson
of the man himself will be at the peak of his political career. In 12 years, it is also
likely that Gen. Zia‘s spiritual son Nawaz Sharif will be nowhere on the political
horizon of Pakistan and ‗THEIR‘ blue-eyed boy Imran Khan might also be living a
retired life in England.
On the 50th anniversary of Pakistan People‘s Party, the reincarnation of
Shaheed Bhutto & Shaheed BB will be with us in the form of Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari. Unlike most of the political elite of Pakistan, Bilawal Bhutto Zardari is
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likely to be the main player on the political landscape of Pakistan for several
decades to come.
Today, majority of Pakistan‘s population consists of youth. Seventy-five
percent of Pakistan‘s current population was not born yet during Shaheed Zulfiqar
Ali Bhutto‘s time, when he recovered 90,000 Pakistani soldiers from Indian
prisons, made Pakistan an atomic power, held a summit of the Islamic world,
carried out land reforms, and much more for the people of this country. Now
Bhutto‘s grandson has the opportunity to interact with that 75 percent directly.
Nor does the majority of Pakistan‘s youth know first-hand the account of
Shaheed Benazir Bhutto‘s struggle against Gen Zia. They are unaware of how she
got missile technology for Pakistan, her empowerment of Pakistani women, the
poor, and much more. Now her son is here to communicate with them in every
town and every city.
Nawaz Sharif‘s Panama mafia and Imran Khan‘s property mafia have
converted Pakistani politics into a billionaire‘s club by spending billions during
election campaigns and investing billions on the corporate media industry to
influence public opinion. After putting President Asif Ali Zardari behind bars with
false accusations, such mafias and their masters ran a vehement media trial
against PPP and its leaders, but still could not undermine the achievements of
President Asif Ali Zardari— his initiative for CPEC, devolution of power to
provinces, shares for labour in factories, policies to support farmers and much
more.
On the 50th anniversary of PPP , the forces who have always worked
together in attempts to destroy PPP are up in arms against each other. They are
being exposed at the hands of each other, and their ability to manoeuvre the
opinion of the people by financing the media and through other state organs are
getting weaker day by day. Artificial waves of popularity created by corporate
media and their self-created billionaire‘s club are dying down.
On the other hand, on the 50th anniversary of the PPP , the party is, under
the leadership of Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, ready to reorganise and regroup labour,
youth, students, peasants and commoners through PPP organisations to make it the
most resilient party across Pakistan.
On its‘ 50th anniversary, PPP will start its journey looking ahead to the next
50 years of Pakistani politics, whereas the leaders of the other two major political
parties are counting on these being the last and final elections of their life.
From the death cell of SZAB in a Rawalpindi jail to the heat and dust of
SMBB‘s cell in Sukkhar Jail, from 11 years of jailed torture on President Asif Ali
Zardari to the determination of Bakhtawar, Aseefa, and Bilawal Bhutto Zardari to
continue their fight for poor, when all their collective struggles are understood, the
dreams of Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto & Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto will
be fulfilled. Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari will materialise their dreams
becoming the youngest prime minister of Pakistan after Shaheed Mohtarma
Benazir Bhutto.
–The writer is a leader of Pakistan People‘s Party
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Лидер партии Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F) Maulana Fazlur Rehman
назвал протестное сидение в Фаизабаде международным заговором (осудил)
Fazl terms Faizabad sit-in international conspiracy
M.B. Kalhoro. Dawn, November 27th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373113/fazlterms-faizabad-sit-in-international-conspiracy

LARKANA: Chief of his own faction of the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F)
Maulana Fazlur Rehman has said that the political crisis in the shape of a sit-in at
Faizabad in Islamabad was created under an international conspiracy.
Addressing a ‗Shaheed-i-Islam conference‘ at Municipal Stadium here on
Sunday, he said the political crisis had been created just after the Supreme Court
verdict disqualifying Nawaz Sharif as prime minister and threats from the US
president.
He said the United States wanted to sabotage China‘s new policy of progress
and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
He said the county‘s economy could not be given in the hands of others and
Ulema were fighting for solidarity and integrity of Pakistan.
The Maulana said a collective approach should be adopted to end the
Islamabad sit-in. ―I am against using force to handle the situation. We don‘t know
where the decisions are taken. We should start consultations to be on one page to
resolve the issue. If the D-chowk sit-in can be tolerated, then why not a negotiated
solution to the Islamabad sit-in is found out,‖ he said.
The JUI-F chief said all institutions — parliament, judiciary, establishment,
bureaucracy, the government and opposition — should join hands to resolve the
issue.
He said the Shaheed-i-Islam conference held to pay homage to the sacrifice
of late Dr Khalid Mehmood Soomro had added a new chapter to history. He said
his party would liberate the poor from the clutches of jagirdars.
JUI-F worker from Matyari Alam Khan Chutto died of heart attack while
attending the gathering. Another worker Haji Shaukat was referred to the
cardiology unit of Chandka Medical College Hospital after he suffered a heart
attack.
The conference adopted 14 resolutions. In a resolution, the conference said
that no law or conspiracy would be allowed and accepted against Khatm-iNubuwat.
The JUI-F stood against dividing Sindh and making Karachi a new province.
The congregation rejected the construction of Kalabagh dam terming it an
anti-Sindh project.
It expressed concern over tribal feuds and clashes in Sindh and called for a
ruthless action against thier supporters and protection to sufferers.
The conference condemned the ―murder of merit‖ in Sindh where jobs were
dished out at rulers‘ whims and wishes.
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It called for removing the name of JUI-F leader Qari Sher Afzal from the
Fourth Schedule.
It condemned the double standards of education and called for framing new
education policy in which handover of schools to NGOs should be discouraged.
The meeting called for ensuring transparent elections in 2018.
It called for allowing registration of new madressahs in the country.
The conference said that corruption had crept into all departments in Sindh
and called for initiating accountability and bringing to book the culprits involved in
siphoning off billions of rupees.
It demanded starting sugarcane crushing in Sindh where majority of sugar
mills were owned by the rulers. The delay had caused colossal losses to the small
growers and abadgars.
The conference said ‗jagirs‘ should be confiscated and the land be
distributed only among haris.
Maulana Fazl launched seven books on the occasion, including a biography
of Dr Khalid Mehmood Soomro.
People from Shahdadkot, who had left the PPP, announced thier decision to
join the JUI-F, while Nawabzada Mir Zakir Bullo from Panoakil, along with his
friends and family members, also joined the Maulana Fazl‘s party.
Имран Хан потребовал отставки премьер-министра и министра МВД за
неумение решить политический кризис в Фаизабаде (протестное движение).
Imran asks PM, interior minister to resign. Dawn, November 27th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373097/imran-asks-pm-interior-minister-to-resign

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan has
called for resignation of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and Interior
Minister Ahsan Iqbal for what he called mishandling the Faizabad situation and
bringing the country to the brink of disaster.
The PTI chief also reiterated his demand for immediate resignation of Law
Minister Zahid Hamid.
―Chairman PTI, Imran Khan, today called for the immediate resignation of
Prime Minister Abbasi and Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal, but the law minister
should also have taken responsibility (for his role in the amendment to the Khatmi-Nubuwat oath in the Elections Act 2017) and resigned much earlier,‖ a statement
issued by the party on Sunday said.
―It is time that the Sharifs‘ puppet prime minister, along with the interior
minister, resign at once as they have totally mishandled a situation that could have
been dealt with in a timely and prudent manner.‖ The government‘s stated position
was that they would make public the Zafarul Haq Committee report on the
amendment controversy and punish the guilty, Mr Khan said. This was also
demanded by Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, he added.
―By backtracking on this position and allowing the highly sensitive issue to
fester and then conducting an operation that ended in a disaster and led to violence
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spreading across the country, the prime minister and the interior minister have
brought the country to a dangerous brink,‖ he said.
Alluding to the aftermath of the botched operation against the Fiazabad
protesters, the PTI leader said death and destruction had been spread throughout
the country with people being killed, hundreds injured and public and private
properties destroyed.
―By not exposing those responsible (for the fiasco), the government has also
raised suspicions that there is something sinister to hide. Just as Dawn leaks was a
deliberate attempt to reiterate the Indian narrative of maligning the Pakistan army,
the question that has now arisen is whether the Khatm-i-Nabuwwat issue was
deliberately created and allowed to linger on in order to play to another powerful
lobby cultivated by international forces,‖ he said.
―It is apparent that the present government is obsessed with saving the Sharif
mafia and their corruption even if it means destabilising the country and
undermining its democratic structures,‖ Mr Khan said. However, ―this cannot be
allowed to continue. To save democracy and restore peace and stability, the PTI
demands immediate resignation of the prime minister and the interior minister as
well as early elections.‖
Имран Хан считает, что он – единственный политик, способный спасти
Пакистан
I am the only leader to bring my assets to country: Imran
The
Express
Tribune.
Shahabullah
Yousafzai.
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KOHAT: PTI chief Imran Khan has said he is the only leader after the
Founder of the Nation, Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who has brought all
his assets to Pakistan while the PML-N chief and his aides have laundered
Pakistan‘s assets to London.
―The ousted premier, Nawaz Sharif, has laundered Rs300 billion from
Pakistan while I have brought all my assets to Pakistan,‖ Khan said on Wednesday.
―I am the only leader after the Quaid-e-Azam to do this,‖ he added.
PTI fails to submit response on foreign funding case in ECP again
The PTI chief was addressing media after inauguration of new Kohat Police
Line, Traffic Management School and the Counter Terrorism Department. KhyberPakhtunkwa (K-P) police chief Salahuddin, MNA Shehriyar Afridi and Education
Minister Atif Khan were also present on the occasion.
Khan said his party‘s government in K-P had provided resources to the
police department and that was why peace now prevailed in the province with a
significant drop in incidents of militancy.
PTI funding needs thorough probe: SC
―The PTI has brought drastic changes in police, health and education sectors
through positive reforms. The police are now free from political interferences and
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no political figure of the province could now interfere in the affairs of justice
deliverance,‖ he said.
―Due to these steps, morale of the force is at all-time high and now the K-P
police are a role model for the forces of other provinces, as they have delivered
peace and eradicated crimes,‖ he added.
ПМЛ(Н) это угроза Пакистану, - считает лидер партии Jamaat-e-Islami
(JI) Sirajul Haq
PML-N a threat to existence of Pakistan: Sirajul Haq
Mohammad
Zafar.
The
Express
Tribune.
November
21,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1564064/1-pml-n-threat-existence-pakistan-sirajul-haq/

2017.

QUETTA: Chief of Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) Sirajul Haq has said that Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government has failed to deliver on all the fronts
and had become a threat even to the geographical existence of the country.
Sirajul Haq said this while speaking at a seminar regarding the role of
women in the development of Pakistan held in Quetta on Monday.
JI chief said that the government had not brought forth the people behind the
conspiracy to abolish the Khatm-e-Nubuwwat oath even after the passage of 28
days and was thus responsible for the problems being faced by the residents of
Islamabad and Rawalpindi and the public at large.
Jamaat-e-Islami chief said if Law Minister Zahid Hamid was involved in the
conspiracy, he should be sacked and punished. He said this was the demand of the
entire nation and not a few hundred people participating in the sit-in in Islamabad.
Nawaz-Nisar tiff: Shehbaz, Raja Zafar busy effecting a patch-up
Sirajul Haq said that Jamaat-e-Islami was striving to promote the Islamic
way of life which was based on the values of justice and equality, adding that a
system based on the teachings of the Holy Quran and Sunnah could help solve the
problems the country faced today.
―Rulers trying to impose western culture in the country were undermining
national harmony by promoting regional, ethnic and racial biases,‖ Siraj-ul-Haq
said, adding that Jamaat-e-Islami would foil all such attempts.
He said that we find many examples in the history where women made huge
sacrifices for the glory and supremacy of Islam. Muslim women had rendered
valuable services during the Holy Prophet‘s (PBUH) migration to Madina and later
during the battle of Badr, Uhad and Hunain. He said that the women had also
played a leading role in the establishment of Pakistan.
He said the JI had the highest number of female members as compared to
other political parties and it was the custodian of women‘s rights. ―JI wants to
build an Islamic welfare state and this is not possible without the active
cooperation of women,‖ he said.
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ПНП надеется, что ПМЛ(Н) поддержит идею
коррупционных лидеров (Наваз Шариф) на пост главы партии
PPP hopes for PML-N support on ‗anti-Nawaz‘ legislation

невозврата

SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. November 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/18-Nov2017/ppp-hopes-for-pml-n-support-on-anti-nawaz-legislation

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan People's Party is hopeful that the ruling
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz will support its bill to restrict elevation of a
disqualified person as the party head – a move designed to remove ousted prime
minister Nawaz Sharif as party chief.
Senior PPP leader Aitzaz Ahsan said the PPP was in talks with the PML-N
to supportthe Elections (Amendment) Bill 2017 – passed recently by the Senate.
―Our parliamentary party in the National Assembly is in contact with the
PML-N to seek their support . Without their backing, we are obviously not in a
position [numerically] to get the bill passed,‖ he told The Nation.
Ahsan, who is the opposition leader in the Senate, said the ―PML-N should
support‖ the bill as it was in the interest of the nation.
The PPP stalwart said elevating a disqualified person as the party chief was
illogical. ―We are against person-specific legislation and the PML-N has done
exactly that to elect Nawaz Sharif as the PML-N president,‖ he said.
Hours earlier, PPP leader Syed Naveed Qamar was quoted by a television
channel as saying that PPP may consider to quit the National Assembly, if the
PML-N created hurdles in the way of Elections (Amendment) Bill 2017.
Qamar said the PPP had so far not considered resignations but if the
government did not allow tabling the bill, they could resign.
Last month, the Senate passed with majority ―The Elections (Amendment)
Bill 2017‖ to remove Nawaz Sharif as the PML-N head.
Sharif was disqualified as the premier in July by the Supreme Court but later
returned as the PML-N chief after his party bulldozed a law allowing all citizens to
become member of a party or head it.
The PML-N has a majority in the National Assembly and will easily reject
the amendment proposed by the PPP .
The opposition has majority in the Senate but the PML-N had rushed the Bill
through the Upper House taking advantage of some opposition members‘ absence.
Senator Farhatullah Babar, another PPP leader, told The Nation that the
opposition parties also planned to benefit from the habitual absenteeism of the
treasury benches in the National Assembly.
―We really want this law to be passed. This is not a pressure tactics at all.
We want to correct a mistake. The government passed the Bill in the Senate when
the opposition members were absent, we will do the same. There is a quorum issue
in the National Assembly daily,‖ he said.
Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif and his successor Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, who himself is a regular absentee, failed to ensure their party lawmakers to
attend the National Assembly proceedings during the last four years.
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For the last many months, the government has been facing embarrassments
as habitual absentees have caused quorum issues on a number of occasions.
Sharif had even conveyed it to the lawmakers that those skipping the
proceedings regularly might not be awarded party tickets in the general elections,
due next year.
Even this warning failed.
Senator Babar said the PML-N had passed a person-specific law but
the PPP was seeking to amend this for the sake of democracy.
―Our point is rational. A disqualified person should not lead a party,‖ he
added.
The lawmaker said the PPP had not considered resigning from the National
Assembly so far.
―We are aiming to pass the bill but until the law is there, Nawaz Sharif can
lead the PML-N. He can only be removed if the law is amended,‖ Babar said.
Президент ПНП в Карачи д-р Асим ушел из партии
Dr Asim Hussain resigns as PPP Karachi president
The Express Tribune. 18.11.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1561359/1-dr-asimhussain-resigns-ppp-karachi-president/

KARACHI: An internal rift within the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) Karachi
division finally compelled Dr Asim Hussain to tender his resignation from the post
of division president.
Though the impression is being given that Dr Asim is going abroad for
medical treatment and will be given a new assignment on his return, sources privy
to the development told The Express Tribune that many leaders of PPP‘s Karachi
division were against the decision to appoint Dr Asim as president.
―He had no idea about the party‘s organisational structure. Everyone was
against him. But his recent meeting with Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan
leader Farooq Sattar paved the way to serve him with a show-cause notice,
conveying the message to leave the coveted position of Karachi division head,‖ a
senior PPP leader revealed on the condition of anonymity.
Dr Asim, however, claimed that he had held the meeting with Sattar on the
instructions of PPP Co-Chairperson Asif Ali Zardari. However, Zardari‘s sister and
MNA Faryal Talpur, who actually manages the party in Sindh, denied that her
brother had ever done so.
SC allows Dr Asim to travel abroad for medical treatment
Sources said that the Karachi division‘s former president, Najmi Alam, and
incumbent secretary-general MPA Saeed Ghani were among others who played a
role in Dr Asim‘s removal.
In November 2016, he was appointed president of the party‘s Karachi
chapter on Zardari‘s instructions. Zardari is considered a close friend of the former
petroleum adviser who is being tried in corruption cases.
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Dr Asim was in the custody of the National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
when he was given the post in the party. According to party leaders, the decision
was aimed at gaining political mileage and disseminating a message internationally
that, with the arrest of its leader, the PPP was being victimised.
―In the initial days he was not happy with the party position,‖ a PPP leader
said, adding, ―When I congratulated him on being appointed Karachi division
president he was unhappy about it.‖
According to the senior party leader, when he asked Dr Asim about his
apparent annoyance over being congratulated, he had replied, ―Please congratulate
someone else. I am not interested in it.‖
Sources said that differences also emerged between Ghani and Dr Asim over
a number of matters, but the party‘s leadership avoided touching the matter and
asked Dr Asim to continue his work.
―He also failed to reorganise the party in Karachi. He has never even visited
any area and hardly held meetings with workers, which showed his lack of interest
in politics,‖ a Karachi division leader of the party complained.
Dr Asim meets Farooq Sattar, ‗conveys Zardari‘s special message‘
The spokesperson for Bilawal House refuted the internal rift and instead
quoted PPP Chairperson Bilawal Bhutto Zardari saying he appreciated Dr Asim‘s
services for the party.
Bilawal‘s message stated that Dr Asim worked dedicatedly for the PPP as its
Karachi division president despite his poor health that deteriorated during his
incarceration.
―After completion of treatment abroad, Dr Asim will be given a new and
important assignment upon his return to utilise his services for the party,‖ Bilawal
said.
Sources said Ghani, who has recently won the by-election in Mehmoodabad,
thereby defeating the MQM candidate, is a strong candidate to replace Dr Asim.
―Saeed Ghani is currently secretary-general of the Karachi division. He will
soon be appointed party head in Karachi,‖ a party leader predicted.
Dr Asim‘s spokesperson, however, said he was going abroad for medical
treatment due to incessant pain in his backbone. He vowed to continue working
for the PPP upon his return.
Верховный суд пообещал принять решение по поводу наличия в
оффшорах активов Имран Хана и Генсека Партии справедливости
Джехангир Тарина
Verdict in Khan, Tareen disqualification case to take time: CJP
Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov2017/verdict-in-khan-tareen-disqualification-case-to-take-time-cjp

ISLAMABAD - The Supreme Court on Tuesday reserved its verdict on a
petition of PML-N leader Hanif Abbasi, seeking disqualification of PTI chief
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Imran Khan and General Secretary Jehangir Tareen for having offshore companies
and not disclosing assets in their nomination papers.
A three-judge bench, headed by Chief Justice Saqib Nisar and comprising
Justice Umar Atta Bandial and Justice Faisal Arab, reserved the judgment after
hearing the case for almost one year. The chief justice said, ―We have closed the
case, but if the parties think something is to be filed in writing, they can do it later
on.‖
―Don‘t expect that verdict will be given tomorrow as the legal matters
and verdict take time ,‖ the Chief Justice remarked. ―We are in search of truth,‖ he
added.
Naeem Bukhari, representing Khan , contended that his client could not be
disqualified just on the plea that he has not declared the assets of his ex-wife,
Jemima Khan , in his nomination papers of 2002. He said if something was wrong,
the returning officers should have rejected his nomination papers in 2002.
―This could be culpable negligence or culpable omission, but not falsehood.
If non-declaration of wife‘s assets amounts to dishonesty, then how shall I contest
my case?‖ he questioned.
Justice Bandial said in the Shamona Bibi case, a parliamentarian did not
declare his wife‘s assets in the nomination papers and he was disqualified, but not
under Article 62(1) (f). The judge noted that the record of Niazi Services Limited
was provided to the court in a piecemeal manner and the Euro account was also not
shown when Khan was an MNA. He asked what the nature of this account was
when it was opened.
Bukhari said there was a vast difference between the cases of his client and
former prime minister Nawaz Sharif. ―There is no dishonesty in Imran‘s case. The
only fault of Imran was that he did not maintain accounts properly,‖ he said,
adding the court has to see where dishonesty ends and honesty begins.
Advocate Akram Sheikh, representing Abbasi, argued the PTI chief changed
his stance for 18 times. Imran Khan is trying to hide behind technicalities of his
shifting stances, he added.
He contended the shift in the stance has been held to be a ground
for disqualification by the minority opinions of two judges, Justice Asif Saeed
Khosa and Justice Gulzar Ahmed, in the Panama Papers case.
―Whether it is intentional or unintentional, the mental condition has become
irrelevant after the Panama leaks judgment,‖ he said and added the court has to see
non-declaration of assets in the nomination papers. Sheikh cited judgments in
Allah Dino Bahio and Najeeb-ud-Din Awaisi cases wherein the court had declared
that if a person commits mis-declaration in his previous nomination papers, it
could be a consequence for disqualification in the next elections. He said the
omission was treated dishonesty not only in the Panama Papers judgment but also
in many other judgments of the apex court.
Sheikh said: ―If this is the standard of honesty, integrity and impeccability of
conduct of a public representative, the mandate of the Constitution embodied in
articles 62 & 63 is thrown to the winds without any redemption/hope.‖
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He said Khan formed an offshore company, Niazi Service Limited, to
conceal income and evade taxes behind an artificial veil of incorporation. ―The
NSL was created to benefit Khan and the company operated on the command of
the PTI chief,‖ he said.
The PML-N leader‘s counsel said according to Khan‘s first concise
statement (CMA 7925/2016), the NSL was formed to purchase a flat. But it
remained operative till 2015 when it was liquidated after the sale of the flat in
2004.
He said that despite the court directions, Khan has not submitted a statement
of all accounts owned and operated by the NSL in dollars, Euros, and pounds. He
said: ―In view of Imran‘s past conduct and also before this court, he is an absolute
personification of neither Ameen nor Sadiq. Khan is guilty of dishonesty, nonsagacity, non-righteous and non-Ameen for non-declarations, false declarations
and contradictions.‖
Sheikh prayed to the bench to remove Khan from the office meant for those
who have to exercise the state power as a sacred trust where sovereignty belongs to
Almighty Allah. ―Let the hypocrisy of Imran Khan be put behind unbreakable bars
of impartial, upright and transparent judicial process and let this court speak its
heart and say no to hypocrisy in representing the voice of the people in the
legislature.‖
Justice Bandial said, ―There are connected and coherent documents before
the court. Moreover, they have Khan‘s affidavit.‖
Tareen‘s counsel, Sikandar Bashir, argued his client‘s offshore company –
Shiny View Limited (SVL) – was incorporated under British Virgin Island law and
the HSBC Bank was its trustee.
He said Tareen was neither legal nor beneficial owner of the company, but it
was with a trust (EFG). Justice Faisal remarked everything was happening on
Tareen‘s instructions. He said Tareen established the source, but did not disclose
the assets in the nomination papers.
Sikandar said, ―Imran Khan admitted that he held Drag Cot property (UK
flat), but Tareen‘s London flat is managed by the SVL‖.
The court observed Tareen and his wife, who are the lifetime beneficiaries of
the property, have neither mentioned it in their tax nor in nomination papers, but
his children who are only beneficiaries have mentioned the property in their tax
returns.
Justice Bandial said the company‘s accounts were with Tareen , but the
statements have not been supplied to the court. ―It is also not shown how the
certificates were encashed.‖
The chief justice asked Akram Sheikh whether the PTI chief‘s pleading is
not up to the standard. He further asked whether the court could not see anything
beyond the pleadings. Abbasi‘s counsel replied in the negative.
The chief justice expressed concern over the pleadings of Khan and Tareen ,
saying ―After the retirement, I must ask one question about this from Naeem
Bokhari and Sikandar Bashir.‖
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Генеральный секретарь ПМЛ(Н) – им стал министр ж/д Хваджа Саад
Рафик
Kh Saad likely to be new PML-N Gen Secretary
Sajid Zia. The Natio. November 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Nov-2017/kh-saadlikely-to-be-new-pml-n-gen-secretary

LAHORE - Railway Minister Khwaja Saad Rafiq has been tipped as new
General Secretary of Pakistan Muslim League-N.
Reliable sources in the party confided to this scribe on Monday that the high
command of the party has approved the name of Kh Saad for this position and a
formal notification in this behalf will be issued in due course.
It may be mentioned that the office of PML-N Secretary General is lying
vacant since March 4, 2016 when Iqbal Zafar Jhagra was appointed Governor
Khyber PK. Jhagra was named Secretary General of the party in March 2013. At
present the Federal Minister Ahsan Iqbal is performing the duties as
Additional Secretary . After re-election of ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif as
PML-N president on October 3 last, the slot of Secretary has been lying vacant to
which now KhSaad is being appointed.
Имран Хан поклялся засадить Наваз Шарифа и Зардари в тюрьму,
когда он придет к власти («все воры», считает он)
Imran vows to put Sharifs and Zardari in jail
The Nation. November 12, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/12-Nov-2017/imran-vows-to-putsharifs-and-zardari-in-jail

TAUNSA SHARIF - Issuing a stern warning to his political rivals –
Sharifs and Zardari , PTI chief Imran Khan said Saturday that he would send them
to jail when his party comes into power and promised to recover looted wealth
stashed abroad.
Addressing a political gathering in Taunsa Sharif, Imran lamented how the
rich and powerful in Pakistan were able to evade arrest while the poor thieves were
punished for petty crimes.
"For stealing thousands or a few hundreds of rupees, you are sent to jail .
But, the influential mint money in billions from corruption and are able to stash
them abroad," he added.
Imran said Ishaq Dar and Nawaz Sharif had secured a 'historic loan' for
Pakistan, obviously implying in a negative sense.
"We will catch Zardari , Nawaz, Shehbaz and Ishaq Dar," said Imran . "And
we will bring back their stolen wealth from abroad.
Imran urged people to rise above their fears and hold the corrupt elite to
account. He said that God had sent His messengers to the world to ensure that there
should be a difference between men and animals.
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"Currently there are two laws operating in the world," he said. "One is the
law of man and the other is the law of the jungle. God sent messengers in order to
make us civilised," he added.
Imran has frequently called for the arrest of Sharif family and also fired
shots at PPP Co-Chairman Asif Ali Zardari as well as his son Bilawal
Bhutto Zardari .
Announcing PTI‘s next move, the PTI chairman said that their next political
target was PML-N chief‘s younger brother Shehbaz Sharif for Hudaibiya Paper
Mills case. As for Nawaz, Imran boasted that he was out for good.
In his power show in Taunsa Sharif, the PTI chairman stated that he was
unaware that so many people were residing in Taunsa Sharif before arriving to
meet the locals.
He said that seeing so many people come to this jamboree, he was certain
that the people of Taunsa Sharif were wise and insightful.
Criticising the government, PTI chairman stressed that the rulers used 60
percent of development fund on their own city Lahore while depriving other cities
their rightful share.
Imran remarked that former prime minister Nawaz had gone now and he
won‘t return.
He remarked that ―now it‘s time for Shehbaz to go‖.
Speaking about prime minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, he remarked that
Abbasi was still saying that Nawaz was his leader. ―How do you accept a criminal
of the nation as your PM?‖
This proves only two things; either your internal conflicts have ended or you
are just as corrupt as them, Imran claimed.
Slamming the protocol received by Nawaz, Imran said, ―Country‘s biggest
criminal is given a protocol of 40 cars.‖
The PTI chief also reiterated his demand for snap elections. ―Snap elections
should be announced for the betterment of the country.‖
He also shared his plans after coming into power. "We have to fight the
curse of unemployment as it leads to poverty. We will fight poverty together."
Imran said that he wanted to uplift the farming and agricultural community.
"About 70 percent of people in the country are employed in the agricultural
sector."
When we come into power, we will give seeds to all the farmers and help
them out, he shared.
PTI chief also promised to improve the taxation system in the country.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chairperson Imran Khan, addressing a press
conference on Friday had said remarked that institutions protected the ‗corrupt
mafia‘, while addressing a press conference on Friday.
Continuing his tirade against the Sharif family, Imran remarked ―Sharif
family destroyed all institutions in the country.‖
Since the institutions had no power, they could not take any action ―when
money was being looted from the country.‖
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However, this is not the time for old politics anymore. ―It‘s time for change
and new politics,‖ he remarked.
―Politicians should lead by example,‖ he said, adding that in the four years
of governing Khyber Pakhtunkhwa he did not make any factory or abuse his
power.
―I don‘t want to abuse my power to benefit myself or my family members,‖
said PTI chief.
―Look at the all big names in politics now, look where they were before they
came into power and now where they stand,‖ he said.
Imran also said that he wanted to get rid of the ―curse‖ of development
funds. ―In what other democracy are MNAs and MPAs issued development
funds?‖
These funds are used to buy people and nothing more, he said.
Имран Хан - непотопляемый
Imran Khan the unstoppable?
Fahd
Husain.
The
Express
Tribune,
November
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1556103/6-imran-khan-unstoppable/

12th,

2017.

The optics suggest so. His stars are aligning in the right combination and the
chessboard is arranged to ensure a checkmate of his rival. Allies are lining up
nicely and electable horses, sniffing the wind, are cantering to his stables. In PTI
ranks, there is a whiff of victory and a scent of success. As election year
approaches, Imran Khan is the man to beat.
And yet what lies between him and his coronation as the next prime minister
of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan?
The treacherous terrain stretching from now till the elections is mined with
an array of improbable probabilities that can explode without warning. So far
Imran has successfully navigated the minefield and in the process laid a few mines
of his own.
It looks like a level playing field from his perspective because the field has
been leveled for him. There is panic in the enemy camp — and infighting in its
ranks — while the road to elections for the PTI is clear, paved and carpeted. What
could possibly go more right?
Here are five developments that could further cement Imran‘s position as the
leading contender for the office of the prime minister in 2018:
1. If Nawaz Sharif and his children are convicted by the Accountability
Court and sentenced to prison. The legal, moral and political blow to Imran‘s archrival will be devastating.
2. If the Supreme Court decides to re-open the Hudaibiya Mills case against
the Sharifs (after the hearing that starts tomorrow) and NAB files a fresh reference
leading ultimately to a trial against almost the entire family and engulfing Imran‘s
other rival Shehbaz Sharif in a legal bonfire.
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3. If political engineering in urban Sindh goes further awry leading the PSP
and the MQM-P to cannibalise each other (and their respective vote banks) leaving
space for Imran‘s party to make fresh inroads and perhaps grab a few seats from
Karachi.
4. If the establishment‘s efforts to conjure up an anti-PPP electoral alliance
in Sindh frees up space for PTI to establish a foothold in rural Sindh, helped of
course by deft seat adjustments in critical constituencies and fiery campaign by
Imran himself deep in the Sindh heartland to discredit the PPP leadership and its
corrupt and incompetent governance.
5. If the conviction of the elder Sharif and a possible Hudaibiya knockout
blow to Shehbaz leads to an internal haemorrhaging of the party. PML-N
electables then scramble across to the PTI camp enabling Imran to cherry-pick the
strongest and field them in key constituencies in Punjab. With a sizeable increase
in his seats in Punjab, a solid result in K-P and valuable additional seats from
urban and rural Sindh, the PTI could muster up enough numbers to make a bid for
forming a government with the help of independents and other parties.
These factors are buttressed by the more non-tangible one, led by the
clichéd tabdeeli mantra. It is clichéd, it is a mantra and it has not manifested itself
too gloriously in the province that Imran has ruled, and yet now more than ever it
may resonate among the electorate. Yes it may do so not because Imran has
suddenly gone all ideological again (he hasn‘t), or that he has presented a
revolutionary manifesto (he hasn‘t), or even that he has ignited a popular
movement that is swelling like a tidal wave (he hasn‘t) — no, the tabdeeli mantra
may find traction again not because of anything that Khan has done but what his
rivals have done (or not done).
That‘s a political reverse swing, if ever there was one.
The moral degradation of the PPP was thorough and comprehensive by the
time its five-year rule ended in 2013. The party that survived all these years on its
victimhood narrative ultimately became a victim of its own rapacious corruption,
unabashed cronyism and legendary incompetence. By the time elections 2013
came around, the PPP was a discredited caricature of its original self and few were
surprised when it was savaged by the electorate everywhere except in its home
province of Sindh. In the four years since then, the PPP has cemented its position
as an exceedingly unexceptional political entity out of tune with voters and with
times. Where once the Bhuttos elicited admiration, today they elicit snickers.
The PML-N is nowhere near that stage. Despite all the turbulence of the last
few months and the pummelling the party has received by the judiciary, it rules
quite comfortably at the centre and Punjab. Barring some unconstitutional move,
the PML-N is set to serve out its full term till the end of May 2018 and head to the
polls on the back of a narrative wrapped around ‗development and delivery‘.
And yet ‗Brand Sharif‘ is being morally degraded in slow motion as the
Panama disqualification morphs into the Accountability Court trial and now reopening of the Hudaibiya case relating to charges of money laundering. Moral
degradation is a slippery slope shaped by a strange combination of facts, rumours
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and perceptions. Once the slide begins, it is hard to stop. Real hard. Some may say
Brand Sharif is on the edge of this slope; others may argue it is already hurtling
down.
In either case it is clear that that taken together, Panama allegations,
Supreme Court proceeding, JIT report, SC judgments and now the trial itself have
all combined to bring Brand Sharif to a stage where Khan can equate Sharif to
Zardari and get people nodding. The tabdeeli mantra is taking on a new life.
But who is the architect of this tabdeeli today? Where Khan has successfully
painted Zardari and Sharif in the same hues, the counter-narrative by the PML-N
has also — rightly or wrongly — portrayed Khan as the Establishment‘s baby
leading the charge against them atop a tank. Tabdeeli is a powerful phenomenon
that often overshadows the change maker. Today, a few months before the
elections, Pakistan stands at a juncture where the road ahead could be full of
surprises, unexpected twists, and yes — ‗tabdeeli‘ too.
But will this tabdeeli be triggered by an urge for genuine change? Will it be
sparked off by a surge of popular sentiment hungering for reform by a new
leadership? Or will it be engineered to redraw the political landscape so it more
accurately reflects the national interests of Pakistan in an era of dizzying change?
Альянс Мушаррафа – мираж?
Musharraf‘s ‗alliance‘
Dawn, November 13th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370215/musharrafs-alliance

THE dream flickers on.
From self-imposed exile to treat a suspicious back ailment that allowed him
to escape a treason trial, retired Gen Pervez Musharraf has announced a remarkable
political alliance.
Remarkable because several of the members of the purported alliance have
expressed their surprise at their inclusion in the group.
Undeterred by such technicalities, Mr Musharraf appears willing to devote
his time to save Pakistan from the depredations of the very politicians that he tried
to save the country from nearly two decades ago.
The PPP and PML-N are horrible, the public is hoodwinked and only Mr
Musharraf and his ramshackle alliance can now deliver the kind of miracle
progress and advancement that the former dictator‘s decade-long rule was unable
to do.
Mr Musharraf also appears poised to return the country to his version of
enlightened moderation, with his new alliance roping together the left and the right
of the political spectrum. If only the people could understand that he knows what is
best for them.
Pathos aside, the twilight of Mr Musharraf‘s political career is a reminder of
the distortions that continue to be injected into the political system by antidemocratic forces.
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The new alliance is just the latest in a long line of peripheral political entities
either cobbled together by or vying for the support of the establishment.
In virtually all such instances, the voter has proved too savvy to fall for the
naked political manipulation.
On occasion, however, power has been flexed behind the scenes to ensure
favourable outcomes — sometimes stealing whole elections and at other times
rising to become a serious distraction for mainstream political forces.
It remains to be seen where Mr Musharraf‘s latest desperate attempt to
remain politically relevant falls. Will it become a comedic punchline or something
more unsavoury and menacing?
However, shame alone should have prevented Mr Musharraf from trying yet
again — his stint in power was a disaster for the country and the institution he once
led.
Мушарраф якобы образовал альянс из 23 политических партий (вроде
бы не получилось)
Musharraf announces 'grand alliance' of 23 political parties
Javed
Hussain.
Dawn.
November
10,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369641/musharraf-announces-grand-alliance-of-23-politicalparties

Former president Pervez Musharraf has announced a "grand alliance" of 23
political parties that will operate under the umbrella of the Pakistan Awami Itehad
(PAI), DawnNews reported on Friday.
The alliance will be headed by Musharraf, while Iqbal Dar has been
appointed Secretary General. The central office of the alliance will be in
Islamabad.
Addressing a press conference in this regard, Musharraf denied persistent
rumours that he had wished to lead the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM),
claiming that it was ridiculous to think that he would want to be head of a "minor,
ethnic party".
"MQM-Pakistan is merely half of what the [original] party used to be," he
said. "I am concerned about [the internal problems] of the party; however, I have
no interest in replacing Farooq Sattar or Mustafa Kamal even if their parties are
united," he insisted.
Criticising MQM, he said that the party and the muhajir community have
lost respect. The muhajir community would do better to abandon ethnic politics
and join PAI, he said.
He added that the alliance between MQM and the Pak Sarzameen Party
(PSP) could not last due to a lack of leadership. However, he said, that it would
still be better for both MQM and the PSP to form an alliance.
He expressed hope that Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid leaders Chaudhry
Shujaat and Chaudhry Pervez Elahi would join his grand alliance as well.
The former president also advised Pakistan Tehhreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman
Imran Khan to "join hands with a group that would take Pakistan forward" while
accusing him of only thinking about his own party (PTI).
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The political parties that have already joined PAI include the All Pakistan
Muslim League (APML), the Pakistan Awami Tehreek, Sunni Itehad Council,
Majlis-i-Wahdatul Muslimeen, Pakistan Sunni Tehreek, Muslim Conference
(Kashmir), PML-Junejo, PML-Council, PML- National, Awami League, Pak
Muslim Alliance, Pakistan Mazdoor Ittehad, Conservative Party, Muhajir Ittehad
Tehreek, Pakistan Insani Huqooq Party, Millat Party, Jamiat Ulma Pakistan (Niazi
Group), Aam Loug Party, Aam Admi Party, Pakistan Masawat Party, Pakistan
Minority Party, Jamiat Mashaikh Pakistan, Social Justice Democratic Party.
APML Secretary General Dr Amjad announced an upcoming convention in
Aiwan-e-Iqbal, Lahore and a "huge" rally that would take place in Karachi in
December.
Musharraf thanked the alliance for appointing him chairman and announced
that he would return to Pakistan soon, adding that he did not want any security
when he does since the country's situation is better now.
He said he will return at the "appropriate time" so that the "development
work in the country is not disturbed".
Ready to face the courts
Musharraf, who was charged with treason by a special court last year and
was declared an absconder in the Benazir Bhutto murder case in August this year,
claimed that he was ready to face all charges as the courts are not under "Nawaz
Sharif's control anymore".
"The accountability process should not be affected by my arrival [to
Pakistan]," the former president said, adding that the courts and the armed forces
must be "allowed" to function as both institutions are working in the country's
favour.
И Партия справедливости, и ПНП совместно критиковали Наваз
Шарифа за его негативную реакцию на вердикт Верховного суда о его
отставке
PTI, PPP lash out at strongly worded PML-N reaction to SC verdict
Amir Wasim. Dawn, November 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1369328/ptippp-lash-out-at-strongly-worded-pml-n-reaction-to-sc-verdict

ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court‘s detailed verdict rejecting the review
petitions of the Sharif family members against its July 28 order has caused uproar
in political circles with opposition parties and the legal fraternity taking opposing
sides.
A hard-hitting statement issued by the Pakistan Muslim League-N, after a
meeting chaired by deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif at the Punjab House,
prompted a harsh response from the opposition parties, including the Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Pakistan People‘s Party, which lashed out at the ruling
party for its direct criticism of the judiciary.
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The PML-N, however, found support from a section of the legal fraternity
when prominent lawyer and activist Asma Jahangir voiced concern over the
language used by the judges in their order.
The PML-N through a statement ―rejected‖ the court order which, it said,
contained some ―inappropriate remarks‖.
Asma Jahangir deplores language used in SC judgement
It alleged that the judges had tried to ―influence‖ lower courts and said,
―...the bench through its order has... also before time announced the judgement in
the appeal (to be filed later).‖ ―The detailed verdict is a very unfortunate example
of malice, enmity, anger and provocation from beginning to the end,‖ says the
statement, adding that ―the use of insulting and humiliating words for Mr Nawaz
Sharif (in the verdict) cannot be a matter of pride for any court in the world.‖
The party also took a strong exception to the use of poetry by the judges
only for, what it states, raising the issue of ―leadership.‖
―The nation knows that it were the (political) leaders who had founded this
country and offered sacrifices for it. And they (political leaders) have made this
country a nuclear power. They have suffered jails, sent on exile and were hanged.
But still they were declared disqualified,‖ says the statement, while indirectly
criticising the July 28 verdict of the SC court disqualifying Mr Sharif as member of
the parliament for not disclosing his Iqama (residence permit) for Dubai. The
PML-N also made an indirect attack on judges for validating military rule in the
past and taking the oath from the dictators.
―The doctrine of necessity was invoked to provide justifications and orders
that allowed the dacoits to operate. Orders were issued allowing the dacoits to play
with the Constitution. The question spreading over 70 years is that of justice and
not the leadership,‖ it says, adding: ―The leaders are facing the courts even today.
We would like to know where are the dacoits?‖
It ended with the same verse quoted in the SC ruling, but with one word
changed to imply that Pakistan‘s current socio-political turmoil was a result of the
apex court‘s inability to provide justice.
Tu idhar udhar ki baat na kar, yeh bata qafla kyun luta / Mujhe rahzanon se
gila nahi, mujhe teri munsafi ka sawal hai (Do not beat about the bush, tell me why
the caravan was robbed; I have no complaint with the dacoits, but the question is
about your justice), concludes the statement.
Meanwhile, PTI chairman Imran Khan, through a statement on a social
media website, lashed out at the ex-PM for his open criticism on the judiciary.
―Nawaz Sharif should be ashamed of himself for openly attacking judges of
the Supreme Court simply because they exposed his ill-gotten money and
corruption,‖ Mr Khan said in a message on his official social media page.
PPP co-chairman Asif Zardari said by declaring judicial verdict as judges‘
anger, Mr Sharif had exposed his ―anti-democratic agenda‖ and it validated the
PPP‘s stance that in the prevailing situation, holding a meeting with Nawaz Sharif
or any cooperation with him would mean becoming his collaborator in his antistate conspiracy.
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Talking to PPP leaders, the ex-president said, ―One hand, ... Shahbaz Sharif
and federal ministers issue statements against me and on the other, they send
messages to me for a meeting.‖
Asma Jahangir, talking to reporters, regretted the remarks passed by the
judges, saying judiciary believed that all the institutions had failed and only it
could bring improvement in them.
Ms Jahangir said that never ever the court had disqualified a person on
corruption charges while hearing petitions under Article 184(3) of the Constitution.
―We should all ponder as to who has fooled us and when‖ she said while
referring to an observation of a judge in the SC that ―one cannot make fool all the
people all the time.‖
―We know that politicians are not clean. But we cannot be fooled that he
(Nawaz Sharif) has been removed because of dishonesty,‖ she said.
Шехбаз Шариф обвинил Зардари в хищении 6 млрд. долл. (коррупция)
Shehbaz Sharif accuses Asif Zardari of Rs6 billion corruption
The Express Tribune. November 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1552308/1shehbaz-sharif-accuses-asif-zardari-rs6-billion-corruption/

Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif has said Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari was involved in the embezzlement of Rs6 billion of
tax-payers‘ money and urged him to refrain from issuing suggestive statements.
Speaking to the media after inaugurating a kidney transplant facility in
Lahore on Tuesday, he said the opponents have not been able to prove corruption
of even a single penny against the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) and the Sharif family, Express News reported.
PML-N is Pakistan‘s knight in shining armour: Shehbaz
Taking a jibe at Imran Khan and his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI), Shehbaz said those ruling the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) have done
nothing but plundering the province and were demanding early polls to sabotage
the ongoing Orange Train project.
―They [PTI] haven‘t given anything to people of K-P and also want to
deprive masses in Punjab of their rights,‖ he added.
The Punjab CM alleged Imran of wasting the nation‘s time in antigovernment sit-ins and asserted that a PML-N government would have controlled
the spread of dengue virus instead of enjoying time at mountains – a reference to
Imran‘s frequent leisure trips to Nathiagali in the recent past.
‗Will abide by decisions of elder brother‘
In an apparent attempt to tone down reports of power tussle between Sharif
brothers, Shehbaz said he would abide by all decisions of his elder brother Nawaz
Sharif – the deposed prime minister who is also the ruling party‘s chairman.
Rana Sanaullah denies Shehbaz will be PML-N‘s candidate for PM‘s slot
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In high-level party huddle in London last month, the ousted premier was
reportedly unhappy with the Punjab CM and his son Hamza Sehbabz‘s cold
response to the reconciliation efforts of his daughter Maryam Nawaz.
During the meetings in London, Shehbaz was said to have minced no words
in assuring his elder brother that he always stood by his side and would continue to
do so, but also said that the way loyalists were marginalised in the party at the
expense of promoting the ‗paratroopers‘ was costing the PML-N dearly.
Efforts afoot to reconcile Sharif brothers
The former prime minister was further urged by his younger brother that he
needed to differentiate between those who sacrificed for the party in the past to
keep it intact and those who brought the party to the point where it was today — on
the verge of isolation.
The elder Sharif reportedly sounded unhappy mentioning that senior cabinet
members and party leaders were openly criticising his policies and putting their
weight behind his younger brother.
Ирман Хан пообещал выйти на улицы, если Зардари и Наваз Шариф не
понесут наказание за коррупцию.
Zardari, Nawaz should not get another chance: Imran
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551397/1legislation-weaken-nab-will-cause-mass-agitation-warns-imran/

ATTOCK: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan said on
Monday that if the ‗thieves‘ tried to bring a law to hide their corruption and
attempted to suppress judiciary, he would take to the streets along with the youth.
―People like [Asif] Zardari and Nawaz [Sharif] should be not given another
chance. How did they become so rich? They have looted the country. People will
not spare them,‖ Khan said while addressing a public gathering at Lalazar Stadium
in Attock.
He said that corrupt people were targeting the army and the judiciary which
would not be tolerated. ―Nawaz and Zardari have formed a nexus to plunder the
wealth of the nation,‖ he alleged.
The PTI chief said that Maryam Nawaz, the ousted PM‘s daughter, was still
suffering from the shock of accountability. ―It has repeatedly been asked why
Nawaz was ousted. Now the people will throw him out,‖ he said.
Khan said Sharif would not be successful in his corrupt practices. ―When in
power, the PTI will show how fast the country can progress… it will provide free
education, improve the government system and strengthen the institutions,‖ he
vowed, adding that he would not let NAB become weak.
Imran‘s party to be eliminated from parliament in 2018 elections: Amir
Muqam
He said that the environment was also getting worse under the present
government. ―We will have to think about our next generations and improve the
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environment. The PTI has planted 1.18 billion trees in K-P while forests in Punjab
have been cut down,‖ he added.
Demanding early elections in the country, the PTI chief said, ―There is
nothing like a government in the country. The prime minister is visiting London.‖
He added that Punjab CM Shehbaz Sharif had promised that load-shedding would
come to an end but the situation had become even worse.
He said that in China, capital punishment was awarded to those involved in
corruption while in Pakistan, there was no such punishment. However, now that
the judiciary had become independent, ―accountability is being done in the country
for the first time‖.
Other leaders including Shah Mehmood Qureshi, Sheikh Rashid Ahmed,
Malik Amin Aslam, Qazi Ahmed Akbar and Changaiz Khan were also present at
the public gathering.
Религиозные партии намерены создать свой религиозный альянс к
выборам
Religious parties inching towards election alliance
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. November 06, 2017.
2017/religious-parties-inching-towards-election-alliance

http://nation.com.pk/06-Nov-

ISLAMABAD: - Religious parties‘ leadership is inching towards evolving
consensus
on
formation
of
a religious parties alliance as
all
the
component parties of defunct Muttahida Majlis-i-Amal (MMA) considered it vital
for their effective role in national politics.
Following the broader consensus on bringing the religious parties on one
platform to make them a formidable electoral force, a technical committee with
representation from all the component parties was formed to devise a powersharing formula among the members.
A source in the JUI-F informed that the technical committee in its first
meeting had addressed most of the issues and would be meeting again on
November 8 to prepare a final draft of agreement among the component parties on
seat adjustment and other nitty-gritty of the agreement.
The driving force behind the whole exercise was Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islam
(Fazl) and Jamaat-i-Islami leadership which so far remained instrumental in
bringing
other
stakeholders
closer
and
finally a
month
ago
the religious parties leadership, a six-member technical committee was formed at
the residence of JUI-F chief Moulana Fazlur Rehman to work out a blueprint of the
future alliance of the religious parties .
Jamaat-i-Islami central leader and member of the technical committee
Liaquat Baloch informed that the committee had held its first meeting which
concluded at a positive note while it would be meeting again on November 8 to
finalise its report along with recommendations and would table it in the meeting of
the heads of the religious partiesscheduled on November 9 at Jamaat-i-Islami
headqauarter Mansoora, Lahore.
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The committee comprising Liaquat Baloch, Ramzan Tauqeer, Shafiq Kasuri,
Akram Durrani and Anas Noorani would be preparing a report on inclusion of
other religiousparties in
the
future alliance as
in
MMA
some
six
mainstream religious parties were in alliance . The committee would also come up
with sharing of tickets in various districts and divisions across the country.
Sources in the committee informed that it was not decided yet whether the
new alliancewould operate under the name of Muttahida Majlis-i-Amal or it would
function under a new nomenclature.
When asked whether the parties , part of governments in centre and
provinces, would quit their respective governments before joining the alliance , a
source in the JUI-F said that it would be a trivial issue before the greater cause of
uniting religious forces on one platform.
Previously, talks on the revival of the religious parties‘ alliance did not take
off as JUI-F was not willing to leave the federal government while it was the
demand of the Jamaat-i-Islami and some other political parties that before
formation of any such alliance the religious parties which were part of any
government must walk out of it.
The religious parties‘ huddle, which was held at the residence of Fazlur
Rehman, was attended by Jamaat-e-Islami chief Sirajul Haq, Markazi Jamiat Ahle-Hadith head Prof Sajid Mir, JUI-Sami chief Maulana Samiul Haq and Islami
Tehrik leader Allama Sajid Naqvi and leaders of some other religious parties .
The sources said that there was a greater realization among the leaders that
bringing religious forces at one platform was need of the hour as united they could
turn into a formidable force to serve the cause of Islam and ideology of the country
in a real sense.
To a question, a source in the Jamaat-i-Islami said that the six-member
coordination committee was
empowered
to
decide
on
taking
more religious parties and groups into its fold.
The MMA , which was formed ahead of the 2002 general election , had
exhibited remarkable results in the polls. The alliance formed the government in
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, the then NWFP, single-handedly and a government in
Balochistan in alliance with PML-Q besides securing the position of the leader of
opposition in the National Assembly.
The MMA comprised of six religious parties — the Jamiat Ulema-iPakistan, the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam- Fazl, the Jamaat-i-Islami, the Tehreek-i-Jafaria
Pakistan, the Jamaat-i-Ahle Hadith and the Muttahida Deeni Mahaz.
Партия справедливости хочет досрочные выборы (до апреля 2018 г.), да
еще на основе переписи 1998 г.
PTI wants polls before April to avert crisis over census
Amir Wasim. Dawn, November 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1368647/ptiwants-polls-before-april-to-avert-crisis-over-census
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ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) has endorsed a proposal
of the Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah
that the next elections could be held on the basis of old census figures, but called
for the polls to be held in April next year.
Talking to Dawn on Sunday, PTI spokesman Fawad Chaudhry said there
was no harm in holding the general elections on the basis of 1998 census, but the
new assemblies should come into existence before the end of April, when the
announcement of the final results of the recently-held controversial census were
expected to be announced.
―When we can have elections in the country without a census for 19 years,
then what‘s wrong in holding another election on the basis of previous data without
waiting for the final results of the new census,‖ the PTI leader said while stressing
the need that his party did not want to see the elections getting delayed on any
excuse.
Ruling PML-N rejects demand
It was amid growing apprehensions that hiccups in the way of fresh
delimitation of constituencies may delay the 2018 elections that Mr Shah had
suggested that the vote could be held on the basis of old census figures.
ADVERTISEMENT
He had categorically declared that his Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) would
never support the constitutional amendment bill tabled by the government in the
National Assembly on Nov 2 seeking reallocation of seats of the national and
provincial assemblies, if the concerns of the Sindh province on the figures of fresh
census were not removed.
At the same time, Mr Shah stated that the PPP would never want to see
elections getting delayed.
Endorsing Mr Shah‘s viewpoint that the concerns of smaller provinces over
the census should be removed, Fawad Chaudhry said that instead of wasting
energy on developing a consensus on the constitutional amendment bill seeking
reallocation of seats and delimitation of constituencies, the ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-N (PML-N) and other parties should make efforts for developing a
consensus on early dissolution of the National Assembly and all the provincial
legislatures to pave the way for early elections.
―The PTI gives a commitment that it will dissolve the provincial assembly of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, if other parties agree on the proposal of early elections in
the country,‖ he added.
―The PTI will not allow any delay in the elections on any excuse, including
census,‖ he said, adding that Article 224 of the Constitution, which describes the
―time of election and by-elections‖, is very clear and unambiguous. He was of the
view that early elections had become necessary in the wake of multiple crises
being faced by the country.
When contacted, PML-N Information Secretary Mushahidullah Khan
rejected outright the PTI‘s demand for early elections, claiming that no other party
was demanding early polls.
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Mr Khan said if the PTI was sincere in its demand for early elections it
should first dissolve the KP Assembly without asking the others to do so.
When asked about the proposal of holding the elections on the basis of old
census data, Mr Khan said he personally saw this suggestion feasible, but PML-N
would make any such decision after holding an in-house consultation on the issue.
Law Minister Zahid Hamid had introduced the constitutional amendment bill
in the National Assembly on Nov 2 after an ―agreement‖ among all the parties
during a meeting of the parliamentary leaders of all the parties with Speaker Ayaz
Sadiq.
However, soon after the introduction of the bill, PPP‘s parliamentary leader
Syed Naveed Qamar declared the move ―unconstitutional‖, alleging that the
government had played a trick with them by telling them that the bill was being
moved in the light of the decision of the Council of Common Interests (CCI) but it
was not the case.
Similarly, parliamentary leader of the Muttahida Qaumi Movement Dr
Farooq Sattar also criticised the government‘s move to introduce the bill without
first taking any step to remove the concerns of Sindh.
Responding to the objections raised by the two opposition members, Law
Minister Zahid Hamid had claimed that Mr Qamar had not raised the CCI issue in
any of the two meetings of the parliamentary leaders and, therefore, raising
objections at this stage was uncalled-for.
Earlier, the heads of all the parliamentary parties had agreed that no change
would be made in the existing 272-seat strength of the National Assembly and that
of the provincial assemblies and that fresh delimitation of constituencies would be
made on the basis of the provisional results of the census held earlier this year.
Delimitation must after census
The delimitation of national and provincial constituencies is mandatory after
a fresh census and the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) had already called
for carrying out the required legislation as early as possible to allow it to conduct
the massive exercise of making fresh delimitation of constituencies and preparing
new electoral rolls.
Although the number of seats in the National Assembly will remain
unchanged at 272, fresh delimitation would affect Punjab as it stands to lose up to
nine seats. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will get five new seats, Balochistan will get three
and the Islamabad Capital Territory will receive one additional seat. The Federally
Administered Tribal Areas will retain its 12 seats in the assembly.
Commenting on Mr Shah‘s proposal, Law Minister Zahid Hamid had said
that there could be some legal hitches in it as the ECP had perhaps stated that any
such move could be challenged before the Supreme Court.
An ECP official had also raised objections to this new idea of holding
elections on the basis of old census, saying that in such a scenario, Punjab would
be over-represented as against its population by three per cent.
Meanwhile, the law minister told Dawn that the NA speaker had arranged a
meeting between the officials of the Statistics Division and the members of the
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PPP, the MQM and the PTI on Monday in an effort to address the concerns of
these parties over the census issue.
The meeting will take place just before start of the National Assembly
session.
Разногласия премьера /ПМЛ(Н)/ и ПНП не мешают им полететь в
Англию на одном самолете
PM Abbasi, PPP leaders share flight to London
Dawn, November 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1368262/pm-abbasi-ppp-leaders-shareflight-to-london

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi left for London on
Friday on a private visit.
Interestingly, Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) leaders Qamar Zaman Kaira and
Sherry Rehman also flew by the same plane. Adviser Mifta Ismail accompanied
the prime minister.
A source told Dawn that Mr Abbasi had gone to the UK to attend a function
at the London School of Economics. He will return on Sunday.
This is the prime minister‘s second visit to London in a week. Previously, he
went there to meet ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif.
ADVERTISEMENT
PPP spokesman Senator Farhatullah Babar when contacted said that Ms
Rehman and Mr Kaira had travelled to the UK on a purely private visit.
―In fact, a society of Pakistanis at the London School of Economic had
invited them to a function,‖ he said.
The spokesman said it was merely a coincidence and that there was no
politics.
ПНП не будет спасать Наваз Шарифа!
PPP won‘t rescue Nawaz in any case: Khurshid
The Nation. November 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/04-Nov-2017/ppp-won-t-rescuenawaz-in-any-case-khurshid

ISLAMABAD - Opposition leader Khurshid Shah on Friday said that the
Pakistan People‘s Party would not save Nawaz Sharif ―under any circumstances‖.
Reacting to former premier Nawaz Sharif‘s statement that PPP co-Chairman
Asif Ali Zardari was ―pleasing someone else‖ by abusing him, Shah said: ―Who
was NawazSharif pleasing when he [as the PM] cancelled a scheduled meeting
with Asif Ali Zardari [after a controversial speech by the PPP leader].‖
The opposition leader said the PPP had saved Nawaz Sharif once for the
sake of saving democracy when the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) staged a
mammoth sit-in in Islamabad but ―this time, we will not help him.‖
Shah said only Nawaz Sharif not the democratic system was in danger.
―He is trying to shift the burden on democracy. In fact Nawaz Sharif himself
is the main trouble for democracy,‖ he added.
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Earlier in the day, Nawaz Sharif said Zardari was ―abusing me to please
someone else.‖
Speaking to journalists after appearing before the accountability court, Sharif
said he had always made efforts to strengthen democracy.
The accountability court adjourned hearing of corruption references against
the Sharif family without any proceeding.
Meanwhile
on
Friday, PPP Secretary-General
Nayyar
Bokhari
said Nawaz Sharif had done nothing for the democracy.
He said Sharif had run away from the country under a deal with the then
military ruler Pervez Musharraf after the 1999 coup.
―We have saved him every time but he has always stabbed us in the back,‖
he said in a statement.
Separately on Friday, PPP Information Secretary Chaudhry Manzoor Ahmed
said the PPP was not pleasing anybody but the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
had a history of betrayals.
He said Nawaz Sharif, instead of claiming credit for strengthening
democracy should look at its history.
Ahmed said even the late political leader Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan had
mocked Sharif after he ―ran away‖ after striking a deal with Musharraf.
ZARDARI REFUSES TO MEET IRFAN SIDDIQUI
INP adds: Former President Asif Ali Zardari has also refused to meet
Adviser to the Prime Minister on National History and Literary Heritage Irfan
Siddiqui besides Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif.
Reliable sources told this scribe that Irfan Siddiqui, through PPP Senator Dr
Qayoom Soomro, had tried to meet Asif Zardari but did not succeed. The meeting
was expected in Dubai few weeks ago.
After this information, this news agency contacted Adviser to the Prime
Minister on National History and Literary Heritage Irfan Siddiqui, he said that he
had received the phone call of Dr Qayoom Soomro that Asif Zardari wanted to talk
to him and he had talked to him from 10 to 15 minutes.
Irfan Siddiqui said that Zardari had told him that he (Siddiqui) could contact
him (Zardari) for meeting during his Dubai tour.
He said that one month ago he had visited Dubai where he contacted the
staff of Asif Zardari including Dr Qayoom Soomro but did not succeed. He said
that he wanted to hold a meeting with Zardari.
Irfan Siddiqui said during the PPP government he had met President Zardari
for several times and he had no political agenda in Dubai meeting.
Имран Хан предсказывает уход ПНП с политической арены.
Imran predicts PPP ouster, Sharif-style
Z Ali. October 23, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1538591/1-imran-predicts-pppouster-sharif-style/
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HYDERABAD: In his second public meeting in Sindh in less than five
weeks, a seemingly buoyed Imran Khan promised assertively that Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s envisioned change is in the offing. That change, however, ―will
only come after the incumbent rulers at the Centre, Punjab, and Sindh are shown
the door and held accountable for their corruption‖, he asserted.
―Like [former prime minister] Nawaz Sharif, others will also soon start
saying, ‗Mujhe kiyon nikala [why was I ousted]‘,‖ he said, a comment directed at
Pakistan Peoples Party Co-chairman Asif Zardari, his sister MNA Faryal Talpur,
and Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif. ―One wicket has fallen. Now it‘s your
turn, Asif Zardari.‖
Sindh government is the most corrupt, claims Imran
Speaking to a charged crowd at his party‘s public meeting in Sehwan on
Sunday, he alleged that Zardari and Talpur are buying off politically influential
people and enlist support by means of threats and harassment. ―They work like
gangsters.‖
Khan demanded that the joint investigation team‘s report on Lyari gangster
Uzair Baloch‘s case should be made public. He claimed that Baloch disclosed to
interrogators that he killed people and gained control of 14 sugar mills along with
MPA Owais Muzaffar alias Tappi by forcing their owners to sell them. According
to Khan, Baloch even harassed the owners of houses around Bilawal House in
Karachi to compel them to sell their properties cheaply. ―Baloch disclosed that he
used to pay Rs10 million a month to Faryal Talpur from his extortion income.‖
The PTI leader challenged Zardari and Talpur to sue him in the court of law
if they believe that his statements are false, adding that if the siblings opted for the
court, he will get a chance to expose them for what they are.
Never seen a man as clever, wicked as Imran Khan: Bilawal
He accused the PPP leaders of creating a reign of fear in Sindh by using the
police to threaten their opponents and detractors by lodging fake cases against
them.
Khan complained about the bureaucratic obstacles PTI is confronted with
whenever they try to organise public meetings in Sindh. He specifically mentioned
Sukkur and Sehwan, where the PTI was denied access to their requested venues for
events.
―Why are you so afraid of us?‖ he asked while offering PPP co-chairman
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, who spoke at a public meeting in Peshawar on Sunday,
that he could hold rallies in any city of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa with complete
official assistance. ―All our stadiums in K-P are available for you.‖
PTI to oust PPP even from Sindh: Qureshi
The PTI chief declared that his party will not accept replacement of the
‗older Sharif‘ with the ‗younger Sharif‘ at the party‘s helm and demanded the
reopening of the Hudaibya Paper Mills case against Shehbaz. Referring to the
recent Supreme Court order to reinvestigate the mill case, he accused the Punjab
CM of laundering ill-gotten money from the mills. ―No corrupt politician can be
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tolerated now. We can‘t give another NRO [National Reconciliation Ordinance] to
any corrupt politician [because] the last NRO already damaged Pakistan a lot.‖
Khan sought reciprocity from the people, promising good governance and
development for their electoral support. He held that eradicating corruption and
instituting reforms to help the poor will be guiding principles of his party if it
comes to power.
He claimed PTI‘s provincial government has decreased poverty in K-P by
50% in the last four years while referring to numbers from a Federal Bureau of
Statistics report.
Imran pleads for Pakistani Rohingya languishing in Gitmo detention centre
He claimed that 60% of poor families in K-P have been given the health
insurance cards while the remaining will receive the card within a year. ―We have
learned and will keep learning from China, which lifted 700 million people out of
poverty in 30 years. We will lift 100 million people of Pakistan from that state.‖
He told the supporters about health, education, energy sector and policing
reforms which have been undertaken in K-P and promised to introduce same
measures in Sindh if elected to power. Khan also pledged to plant one billion trees
in each province of Pakistan after coming to power. ―It is my promise to you. We
have to turn Pakistan green. We will clean the rivers, lakes, and environment.‖
To highlight examples of bad governance, PTI Vice Chairman Shah
Mehmood Qureshi directed some questions at Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali
Shah, in whose constituency the public meeting was held.
FBR, NAB involved in mega corruption, says Imran
He asked why the terrorists involved in the attack on Hazrat Lal Shahbaz
Qalandar‘s shrine have not been arrested, why Manchar Lake remained polluted,
and why Gorakh Hill was neglected as a tourist spot.
―[In Sindh] before elections, ordinary voters can be seen in the guest houses
of MNAs and MPAs, but, after the elections, only contractors are found there.‖ He
questioned how Sindhi people, with their thousands of years of history, culture,
and language, can remain silent and be afraid of responding to the rulers‘ cruelties.
PTI‘s leader Jahangir Tareen, Sardar Yar Muhammad Rind, and Arif Alvi
also spoke.
Зардари обещает ограничить влияние ПМЛ(Н) в Панджабе.
Zardari plans to cut PML-N strength in Punjab
Mubashir Hassan. The Nation. October 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/23Oct-2017/zardari-plans-to-cut-pml-n-strength-in-punjab

Believes N-League will be out of Centre if restricted to 100 seats
LAHORE - Former president and PPP supremo Asif Ali Zardari is secretly
working on a plan to defeat the PML-N in the next general elections, mainly
through manipulations and other tactics.
The idea is to incapacitate the PML-N to form the next government at the
centre by making sure that Nawaz party does not get more than 100 general seats
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from Punjab, a province which decides who forms the federal government in any
election.
The remaining 48 seats from Punjab may be shared by the PPP, the PTI, the
PML-Q and the independent candidates. The PPP will also be open to any seat
adjustment formula with the opposition parties to ensure that the PML-N is not
able to bag more than 100 seats. And if the PTI performs exceptionally well in
Punjab and grabs more seats than expected, it will also be seen as a good sign to
oust the PML-N from the centre.
The PPP leader reportedly shared his election strategy with some of his
trusted aides during his recent stay in Lahore though he set out with the plan
couple of months before. He also had meetings with party ticketholders from
Lahore division.
In a House of 342, a party needs 172 votes to form the government at the
centre. As conceived in the plan, if the PML-N is restricted to 100 seats or so in
Punjab, it will not be able to get the magic figure needed to form the government.
Under the strategy, efforts are also underway to contain the PML-N in other
provinces especially in the KP where it won five general seats in the last elections.
The PPP‘s plan will work well even if the PML-N is able to retain its current
tally from other provinces.
The PML-N had obtained 120 general seats out of total 148 from Punjab in
2013 elections. The rest of 28 seats had gone to the independents, the PTI, the PPP
and the PML-Q. Its total seats from this province touched the figure of 163 as it
won 32 reserved seats of women and 11 independents also joined the party
considering it was going to form the next government.
In respect of other provinces, the PML-N had won five general seats from
KP and one each from Sindh and Balochistan. Its total strength in the National
Assembly rose to 188 after addition of women seats, those of non-Muslims and 17
independents who joined the party mainly from Punjab and Balochistan.
The insiders said that the ex-president was working on the assumption that
electorate would throw a split mandate this time for the National Assembly. The
PPP chief thinks that the PML-N will surely be losing its seats in the coming
elections as the party was on the path of self-destruction after the ouster of Mian
Nawaz Sharif from power and his continued confrontation with the establishment.
Asif Zardari is reportedly focusing on three-pronged strategy to restrict the
PML-N to 100 seats or so in the biggest province. Efforts are afoot to enlist the
support of at least 10 electables from Punjab before the coming elections. Zardari‘s
latest meeting with Sardar Zulfiqar Khosa was part of this strategy. Leaders like
Mian Manzoor Ahmad Wattoo, Faisal Saleh Hayat, Nauraiz Shakoor, Makhdum
Ahmad Mehmood and Haji Nawaz Khokar are already working on this plan.
The option of making seat adjustments with the PTI close to the next
elections will also be tried to achieve the desired results. A PPP source said that
there are at least 20 national seats in Punjab which could be snatched from the
PML-N if the opposition parties make seat adjustments on these.
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Sources said that Makhdum Ahmad Mehmood has been tasked to woo his
brother-in-law Jehangir Khan Tareen to convince Imran Khan on the need to make
such an arrangement with the PPP. Besides, the PPP is also concentrating on Sindh
to increase its existing tally from there. In 2013, the PPP had won 34 general seats
from its home province and now it plans to add a few more seats with the help of
electables. If the PPP manages to get even a few seats from KP and Balochistan, it
will place its leader in the position of a King maker after 2018 general elections.
ПНП обвиняет Партию Имран хана и ПМЛ(Н) в грязной политике.
PTI, PML-N polluted politics for self-interest: Bilawal
Said Alam Khan. The Nation. October 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaperpicks/23-Oct-2017/pti-pml-n-polluted-politics-for-self-interest-bilawal

Says ‗liar and anarchist‘ Imran will resort to any tactic to shift from Bani
Gala residence to PM House
PESHAWAR - Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) Chairman Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari on Sunday lashed out at his political rivals —the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
and the Pakistan Muslim League- Nawaz — saying both the parties had polluted
politics for their self-interest.
―Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif‘s development claim and Imran
Khan‘s slogan of change are both lies and farce. Both the parties are misleading the
nation with false claims of prosperity and provision of facilities to the masses. The
PTI and the PML-N have polluted the politics. Imran and Nawaz are befooling the
people,‖ he said while speaking at a public gathering on Peshawar's Kohat Road in
connection with the NA-4 Peshawar by-election. The gathering was attended by a
large number of people. The by-polls in the NA-4 constituency are scheduled for
October 26. The seat fell vacant after the death of former PTI MNA Gulzar Khan
in August.
―The PTI chief feels pleasure in using abusive language against senior
politicians. He (Imran) has no control over his tongue (language). So how will he
lead the nation,‖ he questioned.
"He [Imran] is the biggest liar I have ever seen. He cherishes the politics of
unrest and chaos. Khan is even unable to control his tongue," he said adding that
the PTI and the PML-N were ―responsible for dirty politics in Pakistan‖.
Lambasting the PML-N, he said the development claims made by Sharif
were nothing but just a deception. ―The fact is that only the wealth and assets of
the PML-N chief (Sharif) and not that of the country, have increased,‖ Bilawal
said, adding, Sharif clung to his chair until he was disqualified by the apex court.
―Imran is doing politics simply to gain power. The PTI chief is a liar and anarchist,
who would resort to any tactics to shift from his Bani Gala residence to the Prime
Minister‘s House,‖ the PPP chairman claimed.
―Traders and farmers are worried about their businesses and production. The
educated youth is not getting jobs and the poverty has been rising continuously, the
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propaganda (about development in the country and change in KhyberPakhtunkhwa) of both the parties is still going-on unabashedly,‖ Bilawal said.
―It was the PPP which changed the name of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
announced the NFC award,‖ he said, asking the people to defeat ―deceiving and
inept politicians‖ in the upcoming by-polls. He said that the PTI chief had no
vision and instead he was spreading provocation. He asked if he (Imran) had the
competence to be the leader of the nation, why corruption was rampant in KP,
while the PTI chief was portraying himself as an angel.
Criticising privatization of hospitals in the KP province, he said it would
bring further misery. He questioned if health and education was privatized then
where the people will go. ―No hospital has been built in KP in the last four years
but instead, allegations were levelled against the Sindh government where it was
establishing hospitals and trauma centres.‖
He also rejected tall claims of the PTI chief in reforming health and
education sectors and challenged to tell the names of only 100 students who have
shifted from private schools to the public sector schools in KP. ―The PTI-led
provincial government did not bring any change in both the sectors and teachers
and doctors are protesting on a daily basis due to its wrong policies,‖ Bilawal said.
He said the billion trees tsunami (project) did not made the province lush
green and instead it helped the leaders fill their pockets and Khan got wealthier.
―The PTI chief is using the resources of KP for doing politics in Punjab,‖
Bilawal claimed. He said that those who were claiming to eliminate corruption
within 90 days could not appoint the chairman of the Ehtisab Commission (in KP)
in the last three years. He said that ―the kitchen of Imran and the plane of Jehangir
Tarin were being run from the contracts of the KP government‖.
He said if Imran had formed the federal government in 2013, then its fate
would have been the same as that of the KP government.
Bilawal said the PPP was an ideological party with a vision and a
programme and had raised the voice for the rights of marginalized segments of
society including workers, farmers, traders and the youth. He said the PPP raised
its voice against terrorists when Imran was calling to negotiate with them while the
country was burning due to terrorism.
He said the PPP will win the NA-4 by-election as it had awarded the ticket
to an educated youth, Asad Gulzar Khan, who, he said, joined the PPP after seeing
the ―real face‖ of the PTI.
He said that Gulzar was his nominee who understands the problems of the
constituency and hoped that the people will vote for him. ―Defeat is the destiny of
the PTI and the victory is the fate of the PPP,‖ he said adding, October 26 was
going to be a day when inefficient and corrupt politicians would be defeated.
Волнения в партии ПМЛ(Н) – хотят главу партии Шахбаз Шариф,
иначе 80 основных членов партии уйдут оттуда.
Storm brewing in PML-N
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Sajid Zia. The Nation. October 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/22-Oct2017/storm-brewing-in-pml-n

LAHORE - After PML-N Federal Minister Riaz Hussain Pirzada‘s call for
replacing Nawaz Sharif with his younger brother as head of the PML-N and reports
about emergence of a forward bloc in Punjab favouring Shehbaz Sharif‘s
leadership, political observers are expecting important developments in next
couple of weeks.
Shehbaz and his close associates are conspicuously silent on the issue,
giving credence to claims that Punjab chief minister is gauging the strength of
support for his candidacy as the new supreme leader of the ruling party.
Opposition leader Sheikh Rasheed, who spent almost a whole political life in
the Nawaz-led League before deserting it, claimed the other day that as many as 80
parliamentarians of the PML-N were ready to leave the party.
He not only named Ch Nisar and PM Abbasi as being among that group but
also Saad Rafique – deemed to be a Nawaz loyalist. Saad however rejected
Sheikh‘s claim as a mere wish of the Awami Muslim League chief.
Apparently the situation is calm yet as of yet, the observers however see a
storm brewing in the PML-N, the outcome of which determine the future of the
ruling party and fate of its key leaders.
Observers say that Pirzada‘s statement is a feeler, and which side the
situation takes the turn would become clear only after a couple of weeks.
It‘s quite possible that Shehbaz once again strongly comes in support of his
brother and the dissent dies down. But things could go in the other direction if the
reports about deep split between House of Nawaz and House of Shehbaz are not
untrue, they say.
Political experts believe that Shehbaz would take the risk only if feels
confident that he can lead the party on his own and keep it largely intact despite
divorcing Nawaz – the man thought to be real vote-puller in the party.
The massive support for Nawaz Sharif in all the party cadres is beyond
doubt, but parliamentarians are against his policy of confrontation with the
judiciary and army. They believe that the war launched by Nawaz to save his own
skin and that of his family could ultimately ruin their (MPs‘) own political carriers.
This is what aptly explains the lukewarm resentment shown to Pirzada‘s
apparently outrageous statement, which tells one more than meets the eye.
AJK Prime Minister Raja Farooq Haider, Federal Minister Birjees Tahir and
some others have opposed Pirzada‘s statement but the resistance shown was not
that much strong as was expected, given the tall claims about Nawaz‘s popularity
and indispensability.
His idea has actually been reinforced by the favourable word of former
prime minister Zafarullah Jamali for Shehbaz Sharif.
Pirzada has played smartly by naming Shehbaz as his elder brother‘s
replacement. Shehbaz is the strongest man in the PML-N after Nawaz, and his
reconciliatory disposition for peaceful coexistence with the army provides the
party men the guarantee of their political survival and vibrancy.
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The information gathered from the party sources outline a situation wherein
not all but many are pensive about their political future which they believe is at
stake if confrontational politics of Nawaz and company is pursued.
Generally, everyone in the party wants continuation of the PML-N
government and completion of its term as it will not only pay the party off in the
March Senate election but also provide it a convincing position to take part in the
next election.
And that is possible only if the judiciary and the establishment are not
confronted head on and the NAB references are faced on legal and judicial plain,
instead of threats of political agitation and mass mobilisation.
It is learned from the sources that a thinking of securing individual political
survival has begun to take root in the party.
As such Pirzada‘s statement has been openly welcomed by a group in the
party which also includes some ministers.
A parliamentarian on the condition of not being named shared, they were
pushed to the corner after joining the PML-N and now will think twice before
becoming gun fodder for personal battle of anyone. As such, the best choice is
Shehbaz Sharif, he added.
The Parliamentarians who joined the party before the election and those
from southern Punjab are being said to be the greatest supports of the call for
replacing Nawaz as PML-N president.
A media report also revealed that a group with this mind held a meeting at
the residence of MPA Shaukat Ali Lalika. The meeting was apparently meant to
receive Minister Raja Ashfaq Sarwar on his return from Saudi Arabia after
performing haj, yet the Leaguers discussed the direction adopted by incumbent
president Nawaz Sharif and juxtaposed the same with that of Shehbaz Sharif‘s.
Pirzada‘s statement and the reported formation of the forward bloc for
sidelining Nawaz Sharif do not mean that the die has been cast. However it is a
clear indication that Nawaz, who has been accused of using party for his personal
interests in face of accountability cases, is losing support among party leaders
because of his confrontational style of politics.
Глава правительства и лидер партии - должен быть один человек –
Шехбаз Шариф
PML-N, govt head should be same person – as before
Ashraf Mumtaz. The Nation. October 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Oct2017/pml-n-govt-head-should-be-same-person-as-before

LAHORE - The PML-N is passing through a very difficult phase at present
and will have to take very careful decisions to be able to survive and show a good
performance in the next elections. Any mistake or miscalculation at this juncture
may affect the unity of the party and its future role.
Until recently when the PML-N was in power the head of the government
and the party used to be the same person – Mian Nawaz Sharif. This was the case
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during his first, second and third terms – till the July 28 judgment by the five-judge
Supreme Court bench that disqualified Mr Sharif as the head of government.
The dual office arrangement was to ensure PM‘s firm control both on the
government and the party.
But the situation has changed after Mr Sharif‘s disqualification as prime
minister. The Supreme Court verdict not only shattered all dreams of the Sharif
family but also landed the party in a quagmire.
Although MNS has again become the party chief as a result of a
controversial legislation by the bicameral legislature and the election staged by the
party, he may have to face dethronement as the enactment has already been
challenged before the court and legal experts say it is less likely to pass the judicial
test. The moment a negative verdict came, the leadership crisis in the party will
aggravate further.
The party leaders are aware that MNS is skating on thin ice as after
disqualification noose is also being tightened around him because of the corruption
references against him and his family members. Some people think that MNS
should get aside and let his brother – Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif – lead the
party. But it is generally believed that MNS wants the cane of authority passed
onto his daughter – Maryam – to continue the dynastic rule. That Maryam faces
corruption references and faces an uncertain future is not his consideration at the
moment. (PTI leader Shafqat Mehmud insists that Nawaz and Shehbaz are one and
the same thing and their mock rivalry being projected by the media is nothing but a
move to fool the masses).
If no miracle happens – and it is less likely to happen this time around as the
PML-N has antagonized both the army and the judiciary – Maryam is in no
position to steer the party out of the prevailing crisis. She is not likely to be
accepted as the party chief by senior leaders even if she is installed.
But will the situation normalise and the party have a bright future if Shehbaz
Sharif is brought to the fore as party head?
This is the question that needs serious consideration.
Apparently, if Shehbaz Sharis is the party president, Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi will have to seek instructions from him on policy matters. Will he
do that?
If he does, he will be setting a good precedent. But what if he doesn‘t on the
pretext that being prime minister he can‘t seek instructions from the man who is
also the Punjab chief minister?
Then, should the party chieftainship be given to the prime minister?
As a matter of principle, either Shehbaz Sharif should be made both prime
minister and PML-N president, or both the top offices should be entrusted to Mr
Abbasi.
While taking a decision on this important issue the party will also have to
keep in mind the requirements of the new elections.
Shehbaz Sharif, being the younger brother of the former prime minister, will
be in a better position to serve party interests.
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But the question is who should replace Shehbaz as the Punjab CM?
Party leaders should join heads and find an equally efficient and workaholic
replacement who can ensure timely completion of all projects in hand.
Newspapers have carried reports that PML-N leaders are confused at present
and are waiting for future instructions from the leadership. Also, they are
examining possibilities about their own future course of action.
Everybody knows that many in the PML-N are turncoats from the PML-Q,
who may change loyalties to serve their future interests. A person who can change
his political faith once will have no qualms doing it twice, thrice – depending upon
instructions from their masters. After all, they say, there is no final word in
politics.
Некоторые лидеры ПМЛ(Н) покинут эту партию, - считает глава
партии Авами Муслим Лиг Шейх Рашид.
PM Abbasi, Chaudhry Nisar, Saad Rafique will desert PML-N soon:
Sheikh Rasheed
The Express Tribune. October 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1536894/1-pmabbasi-chaudhry-nisar-saad-rafique-will-desert-pml-n-soon-sheikh-rasheed/

Awami Muslim League (AML) chief Shaikh Rasheed predicted on Friday
that the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) faced mass desertions by
its ranks and said that entire party leadership from southern Punjab was ready to
leave.
Addressing a rally outside Lal Haveli in Rawalpindi, Rasheed said that many
PML-N heavyweights, including Nawaz loyalist Saad Rafiq and critic Chaudhry
Nisar Ali Khan were preparing to quit the party. He went on claim that even Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi would leave the party.
―The PML-N‘s disintegration has begun,‖ he said. ―Saad Rafique, Chaudhry
Nisar and Shahid Khaqan Abbasi will soon leave Nawaz Sharif‘s party,‖ he added.
To pour scorn on his rivals, he said: ―Those who claim that I [Rasheed] won‘t
come to the assembly are themselves scared.‖
Party switch: Another PML-N leader defects to PPP
Rasheed, while referring to the Hudaibiya Paper Mill case against Sharif,
claimed that he alone fought the case and stood firm on his stance that ―Pakistan
and corruption cannot go together‖.
Criticising Sharif, he said the Hudaibiya Papers Mills reference in NAB
would be ―the last straw that broke the camel‘s back‖.
The AML chief said that Maryam Nawaz, Sharif‘s daughter, was being
investigated for corruption, theft and submission of fake documents yet she comes
to the court with a protocol as if she was the prime minister of the country.
He said those looting the country‘s assets were now retaliating too. ―These
are the people who deposited $33 million in a foreign bank,‖ adding, ―Each and
every document relating to the transaction is there to prove their guilt.‖
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Будущее ПМЛ(Н) тесно связано с Наваз Шарифом
PML-N in a bind over ex-PM‘s fate
Aamir
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Zulqernain
Tahir.
Dawn,
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Punjab minister Sarwar concedes most party members are ‗confused‘
 Lalika says MPAs never demanded or discussed Nawaz‘s replacement with
Shahbaz
 Sheikh Rashid predicts over 70 PML-N lawmakers will cut and run
LAHORE/RAWALPINDI: A
day
after
a
senior
PML-N
legislator criticised the election of a disqualified Nawaz Sharif as the party head
and suggested Shahbaz Sharif lead the ruling Muslim League instead, more people
on Friday appeared to be willing to embrace the idea.
Federal Minister for Inter-Provincial Coordination Mian Riaz Hussain
Pirzada told reporters at the National Press Club in Islamabad on Thursday that
Shahbaz Sharif should lead the party — apparently since Nawaz Sharif was facing
trial in corruption cases.
Editorial: Nawaz or Shahbaz?
Differences between the two brothers and their heirs apparent — Maryam
Nawaz and Hamza Shahbaz — became public knowledge when Hamza chose to
air his concerns before media after he and his father failed to dissuade the elder
Sharif and his daughter from adopting a policy of confrontation with institutions,
particularly after the Supreme Court announced its verdict in the Panama Papers
case ousting Nawaz Sharif from office.
Now it appears that Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif has been
cementing his position for an impending behind-the-scenes battle aimed at taking
up the reins of the party, as he met long-time friend former interior minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan on Friday to discuss party affairs with him.
And one of the Punjab cabinet members, Raja Ashfaq Sarwar, conceded that
the party lacked a clear direction and most of its members ―are confused‖.
The meeting between Chaudhry Nisar and Shahbaz Sharif was being seen as
of great importance since both have been on the same page since the Panama
Papers controversy emerged.
―Both want Nawaz Sharif and Maryam Nawaz to avoid a clash with the
army and the judiciary and face accountability without much complaint,‖ a PML-N
leader said.
A close aide to Nawaz Sharif said that even if the court had restrained the
former premier from holding the office of the party president the post might not
have been given to Shahbaz Sharif on a platter.
―Do not rule out Maryam Nawaz‘s chances to don the cap of the party
president in such a scenario,‖ he said, adding that Shahbaz Sharif‘s role would
remain confined to Punjab even after the next general elections.
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In a related development on Friday, Railways Minister Saad Rafique
telephoned Mr Pirzada and asked him about his proposal to replace Nawaz Sharif
with his brother.
―I told him [Saad Rafique] that what I had said is in the best interest of the
party,‖ Mr Pirzada said.
There were, however, some PML-N politicians who remained unconvinced.
Minister of State for Interior Affairs Talal Chaudhry said there could be a
difference of opinion in the party but ―there is one leader in the PML-N and he is
Nawaz Sharif‖.
Had anyone asked Shahbaz Sharif if he was interested in becoming the
president of the party, he raised the question.
―Similar ideas were floated during the Musharraf regime,‖ Mr Chaudhry
said, adding that after Nawaz Sharif, his brother was the most senior leader in the
party and he was always there to rescue the party when such a time came.
‗Lost‘ lawmakers meet
The situation has left the party‘s parliamentarians worried. They want
Nawaz Sharif to give them a ‗clear road map‘ going into 2018 elections and tell
them who will lead them in the election campaign.
They are having meetings in groups to share their growing concern about the
future of the party and its direction.
In background interviews, some PML-N legislators said it was the time both
brothers (Nawaz Sharif and Shahbaz Sharif) sat with the party men and told them
how they would go into 2018 — with confrontation mode with the judiciary and
the army or the party‘s development agenda. Besides, who will lead the party in
the election campaign when Nawaz Sharif and his children are facing the graft
cases.
A few of the PML-N lawmakers endorsed Riaz Pirzada‘s criticism of the
election of the party head and termed his proposal to replace Nawaz Sharif with his
brother a ‗workable solution‘.
―At the moment most of us (parliamentarians) are confused and want Nawaz
Sharif and Shahbaz Sharif to have a sitting with us to give us a clear direction
leading to next year‘s election,‖ Punjab Minister for Labour and Human Resource
Raja Ashfaq Sarwar told Dawn.
Mr Sarwar has recently attended a meeting of a group of over two-dozen
MPAs, mostly from south Punjab, in Lahore in which the proposal of either
forming a forward bloc to negotiate better terms with the Sharifs ahead of election
or backing Shahbaz Sharif as party president was reportedly discussed.
Answering a question, Mr Sarwar laughed off at the idea of forward bloc in
the PML-N, particularly in Punjab, and clarified that he and some 20 MPAs were
invited by MPA Shaukat Lalika at his residence, where they discussed growing
unrest in the party because of having no ‗future‘ direction.
―Similarly whenever the party legislators meet these days they discuss the
same things,‖ Mr Sarwar said and added that Nawaz Sharif on his return next week
would be requested to give them time and decide the future action plan.
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―So far the idea of replacing Mian sahib with Shahbaz Sharif is a non-issue
in the party. Nawaz Sharif is important for us and he has vote bank. But the party
men want to know how to move forward,‖ he said.
Mr Lalika told Dawn that he had hosted dinner for his uncle, Ashfaq Sarwar,
who recently performed Haj. ―I also invited about three dozen other party MPAs to
the feast. We discussed the party matters and the coming election.‖
He said the party was united under the Sharif brothers. ―We never demanded
or discussed replacement of Mian sahib with Shahbaz Sharif,‖ he said.
Punjab government spokesman Malik Ahmad Khan said: ―There has been
consensus in the PML-N that Mian sahib should remain the party president as it is
united under his leadership. The whole politics of the party revolves around him.
However, it is the advice of the pragmatists to the party president to restrain the
hawks to neutralise the ―PML-N G.T. Road political discourse and NA-120 by-poll
campaign‘s strategy of confrontation. There should be no confrontation with
institutions‖.
About the concerns of the party legislators, Mr Ahmad said: ―Our party men
want elections. Confrontational path may delay elections, they fear. And at the
same time if they are not told about who will be candidate for the office of prime
minister after the 2018 election, at least they should be told who will lead the
election campaign,‖ he said.
Sheikh Rasheed foresees end of ‗Sharif politics‘
Meanwhile, Awami Muslim League (AML) president Sheikh Rashid Ahmed
has predicted that the PML-N is a divided house and its parliamentarians will leave
the ―Pakistan Muslim League led by Nawaz Sharif‖ in the coming days.
―Earlier, I said 40 parliamentarians are ready to leave the party but now I am
sure that more than 70 will do so, including Prime Minister [Shahid Khaqan]
Abbasi, Chaudhry Nisar and Saad Rafique,‖ the AML chief claimed at a public
meeting outside his residence Lal Haveli in Rawalpindi.
The gathering was held to protest against the government for ―trying to bring
changes in Khatm-i-Nabuwwat laws‖.
Sheikh Rasheed said, ―Next three months are very crucial for Pakistani
politics and before March all the corrupt and the ruling elite of PML-N will be
kicked out.‖
He said the politics of the Sharif family would come to an end the day when
the Hudaibya Paper Mills case, which pertains to the ―mother of all crime‖, would
open.
Министр считает, что не Наваз Шариф, а Шахбаз Шариф должен
возглавить Партию мусульманская лига (Н).
Minister says Shahbaz should take over PML-N
Zulqernain
Tahir,
Kashif
Abbasi.
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ISLAMABAD / LAHORE: Minister for Inter-Provincial Coordination Riaz
Hussain Pirzada has criticised the decision of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
of electing disqualified prime minister Nawaz Sharif as party head.
Speaking at a meet-the-press programme at the National Press Club here on
Thursday, the minister said Shahbaz Sharif should take over the PML-N as he
better understood the people‘s issues. If Shahbaz Sharif led the PML-N, a major
political force in the country, it would be in the greater interest of the party, he
added.
Mr Pirzada also criticised the governance and judicial system of the country,
saying it was not helping the poor people.
―I still remember how my election results were changed in 1990. I had come
to know that the judge, who heard the case, received Rs500,000 as bribe from my
opponent,‖ the minister said.
Punjab govt spokesman says it‘s pragmatic to hand over reins of party to exPM‘s brother
He said there was a need to bring about real changes in the judicial system of
the country, particularly at lower courts where thousands of people come to seek
justice daily.
―All institutions are meant for people, so there should be equal opportunities
for all,‖ Mr Pirzada said.
Speaking on the indictment of Nawaz Sharif, his daughter Maryam and sonin-law retired Capt Mohammad Safdar, the minister said political leaders were
supposed to face trial if there were corruption charges against them. In the past, he
said, PPP leaders, including Asif Ali Zardari and Yousuf Raza Gilani, faced courts
on corruption charges.
The minister criticised Article 63A of the Constitution and said a member of
parliament should be free to vote in accordance with his conscience and free will.
This article barred members of national and provincial assemblies in certain
matters form voting according to their conscience because it bound them to the
decision of the party head, he added.
―Thank God, I was not in the country when parliament passed the Elections
Bill, 2017, recently,‖ he said. Through this bill the ruling party paved the way for
an otherwise ineligible Nawaz Sharif to head his own faction of the Muslim
League, he added.
The federal minister, who in the past took a stand against some decisions of
the ruling party such as the removal of the director general of the Pakistan Sports
Board, said there was no truth in the news of setting up of a government of
technocrats in the country.
―A caretaker set-up or technocrat government is not the solution of the
problems in the country, and therefore elected representatives who are supposed to
resolve the issues of people should fulfil their responsibility,‖ he said.
Despite the prime minister‘s statement that the Intelligence Bureau‘s letter
which linked 37 lawmakers to terrorist organisations was fake, the outspoken
cabinet member said the media did a great job by informing the lawmakers about
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the IB list. He said the government had got an FIR registered against the TV
anchor just to cover up its blunder.
Punjab government‘s reaction
Mr Pirzada‘s demand for handover of the PML-N presidentship to Shahbaz
Sharif did not come as a surprise to the Punjab government that supported his
viewpoint under current the political situation.
Punjab government spokesman Malik Ahmad Khan told Dawn that it was a
reality that PML-N politics revolved around Mian Nawaz Sharif.
―The moderate section in the party does not want confrontation with the
institutions and wants the system to work. We do not see Riaz Pirzada‘s suggestion
as unusual as it is a pragmatic approach to hand over the party‘s presidentship to
Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif. Mr Shahbaz always served his party and his elder
brother and after donning the cap of president (of the party) he will continue doing
so,‖ he while giving the Shahbaz administration‘s reaction to Mr Pirzada‘s
suggestion.
Mr Khan said if ―this hostility‖ [between the Sharif family and judiciary and
military establishments] continued, it might endanger the political process.
―Unconstitutional arrangements may be made if this Hobbesian state of nature
continues,‖ he said.
The Punjab government spokesman further said: ―We must realise that all
politically-motivated cases meet their logical end in the wake of a fresh mandate.
So we must have pragmatic approach and deal the situation accordingly,‖ he
added.
Имран Хан со своей стороны подал в суд Исламабада иск по поводу
его ареста со стороны Избирательной комиссии Пакистана
Imran moves IHC against ECP warrants
Shahid Rao. The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/19Oct-2017/imran-moves-ihc-against-ecp-warrants

ISLAMABAD - The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan
on Wednesday challenged before the Islamabad High Court (IHC) his non-bailable
arrest warrants issued by the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) in a
contempt case.
Khan moved the petition through his counsel Babar Awan advocate and
made ECP chairman and Akbar S Babar as respondents. The counsel for the PTI
stated in his petition that on October 12 the petitioner was neither required to
appear nor he was summoned thus orders of arrest warrants of his client were
tainted with malafide on facts and law.
The counsel continued that admittedly for all practical purposes and intents,
this was a case of civil contempt wherein repeated harsh and uncalled for orders
were being passed by the ECP chairman.
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He maintained that it was a case of split order, which called for the
interference of this court because the petitioner was being victimised at the
instance of his political opponents.
Babar contended that the arrest warrants issued by the ECP was against the
law and the facts of the case.
―The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) has no power to initiate
proceedings under question in view of express provision of Article 204 of the
Constitution,‖ adopted the counsel.
He argued that Imran never obstructed the administration of justice.
Therefore, proceedings initiated by the ECP were liable to be dropped in the
interest of justice, the counsel argued.
The PTI chief‘s counsel, in his petition, prayed to the court that the arrest
warrants issued on October 12 by the ECP against his client ―be set aside and
proceedings initiated [by the ECP] against the petitioner may be declared void,
unlawful, without lawful authority, against the Constitution and law on the subject
in the interest of justice.‖
«Полиция не может арестовать Имран Хана без моего разрешения», заявил спикер Национальной Ассамблеи Sardar Ayaz Sadiq
Police can‘t arrest Imran without my permission: NA speaker
Sajid Zia. The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/19-Oct2017/police-can-t-arrest-imran-without-my-permission-na-speaker

LAHORE - National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq has said the
Islamabad police cannot arrest Imran Khan without first taking permission from
him.
This was stated by him while responding to queries from media persons
during his visit to constituency NA-122 yesterday. The NAB had also sought
permission from him before taking Capt (r) Muhammad Safdar into custody on his
return from London, he affirmed.
It may be mentioned that Election Commission of Pakistan has issued nonbailable arrest warrants for PTI Chairman Imran Khan for his production on
October 26. Countering the ECP move, the PTI has also challenged the nonabailable arrest warrants order against Imran Khan before the Islamabad High
Court. The court is expected to take up the petition on Friday.
Answering a question on administering oath to Begum Kalsoom Nawaz
during his recent visit to London, the NA speaker vehemently denied the reports in
this regard and said a member-elect could take oath only in the parliament and not
even in the chamber of the assembly. Administering oath to Begum Kalsoom in
London was out of question, he added. Begum Kalsoom was elected to the
parliament in the by election in NA-120, Lahore, on September 17 while she was
under treatment for her cancer disease in London.
To a question about PML-N senator and former Punjab governor Sardar
Zulfiqar Ali Khan Khosa‘s joining PPP, the speaker hoped Khosa would not
change his decades-old loyalty to his party.
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PPP President Asif Ali Zardari met Khosa at his residence on Tuesday. After
this meeting, Sardar Zulfiqar Khosa had said that he would not disappoint former
president Zardari.
It may be mentioned here that Sardar Zulfiqar Khosa has sought time from
Zardari to consult his friends and well-wishers before joining PPP. Sardar Ayaz
said politicians do visit each other and it is part of democratic process.
Replying to a question on Maryam-Hamza meeting for ‗patch-up‘ through
mediation of Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif on Tuesday, the speaker said
they might have discussed the political situation. He questioned what harm was
there in a meeting of family members. The whole team of Hamza Shehbaz Sharif
was active in support of Begum Kulsoom Nawaz during the NA-120 campaign, he
added.
To a question regarding the doubt being cast on the completion of tenure by
the existing assemblies, he said such voices were being raised since 2002, but
every time they completed their constitutional terms. This time, too, the assemblies
would complete their term and the election would be held on time, adding PML-N
would secure a landslide victory.
To another question, the speaker said Nawaz Sharif was his leader and he
would soon come back to the country.
Две организации выдали ордер на арест Имран Хана
Double whammy for Imran Khan as both ECP and ATC order his
arrest
The Express Tribune. October 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533753/doublewhammy-imran-khan-ecp-atc-order-arrest/

ISLAMABAD: The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) directed the
Islamabad police on Tuesday to arrest Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chief Imran
Khanand produce him on October 26.
―You are hereby directed to arrest Imran Khan Niazi and produce him before
the Election Commission on 26-10-2017 at 10:00 AM,‖ read the ECP‘s letter to
SSP Islamabad.
On October 12, a five-member bench of the ECP issued the warrants after
the PTI chief ignored the polls supervisory body‘s August 24 show-cause notice
relating to a foreign funding case.
Imran earlier ignored half a dozen ECP summons to appear in person.
According to him, it was not within the commission‘s jurisdiction to conduct
contempt proceedings against a member of the parliament.
#MeToo: Ayesha Gulalai claims Imran Khan asked supporters to throw acid
on her face
However, in an expected move on Monday, the party decided that its chief
will ―voluntarily appear before ECP‖.
The contempt application was filed on January 23 by a PTI dissident
member Akbar S Babar who had turned against Imran in 2011 over alleged
corruption and illegal funding in the party.
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Imran and Babar are embroiled in a legal battle at the ECP and the IHC for
the last three years.
ATC orders Imran, Qadri‘s arrest
Separately, an anti-terrorism court in Islamabad issued non-bailable warrants
against Imran and Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT) chief Tahirul Qadri in
connection with an attack on a police official, SSP Asmatullah Junejo.
The court directed the police to arrest the accused ―wherever found and
produce them before the court‖.
Счета Партии справедливости Имран Хана проверяются в Избиркоме
Пакистана
ECP to scrutinise PTI accounts
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. October 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/17Oct-2017/ecp-to-scrutinise-pti-accounts

ISLAMABAD - The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) on Monday
decided to scrutinise accounts of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI).
The decision to this effect was taken during hearing of the party funding
case by a four-member bench headed by the Chief Election Commissioner Sardar
Muhammad Raza.
The hearing into the case was later adjourned till November 21.
The ECP decided to scrutinise documents submitted by the PTI regarding
the party's finances without sharing them with former PTI leader and petitioner in
the case, Akbar S Babar.
During hearing of the case, Babar's lawyer insisted that the PTI had not
submitted complete details of its finances.
The PTI's lawyer Saqlain Haider maintained, however, that all relevant
financial details had been shared with the ECP.
The ECP decided to scrutinise the PTI's bank accounts, but said that the
documents would not be shared with the petitioner.
The chief election commissioner said that account details would not be
provided to the petitioner unless the Islamabad High Court (IHC) asked the ECP to
share the information.
Later, while talking to newsmen outside the ECP, the petitioner Akbar S
Babar said Imran Khan could not escape disqualification as he was involved in
hiding the party funding and tempering with the records.
He said that the PTI chairman had committed forgery by submitting
fabricated evidence in the apex court.
Babar said that Imran had also concealed the records of his two illegal
companies in the United States.
The PTI had submitted account statements and documents detailing the
funding it received from foreign sources over the past seven years to the ECP on
September 18th after several warnings by the commission.
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The case was filed on November 14, 2014 by Akbar S Babar, after he
developed differences with the PTI chief over internal corruption and abuse of
laws governing political funding.
The petitioner had alleged that nearly $3 million in illegal foreign funds
were collected through two offshore companies, registered under Imran‘s
signature, and that money was sent through illegal ‗hundi‘ channels from the
Middle East to the accounts of the PTI employees.
He also alleged that the foreign accounts used to collect funds were
concealed from the annual audit reports submitted to the ECP.
In April 2015, after scrutinising the PTI‘s annual audit reports, the ECP had
ordered that the party had failed to disclose the sources and details of foreign funds
received.
However, instead of submitting the accounts, the PTI had challenged the
ECP‘s jurisdiction to scrutinise its accounts.
In July, the Islamabad High Court (IHC) rejected PTI's plea to prevent the
ECP from hearing Babar's petition, saying that the case had been going on since
2014 and had already once been referred back to the ECP.
Из 354 зарегистрированных в Избирательной комиссии Пакистана
партий могут реально придти на выборы лишь 38.
Only 38 parties out of 354 eligible to contest polls
Iftikhar Alam. The Nation. October 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/16Oct-2017/only-38-parties-out-of-354-eligible-to-contest-polls

ECP says large number of parties collecting donations but doing no political
activity
LAHORE - Only 38 political parties out of total 354 registered with the
Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) stand eligible to contest next elections.
As 316 parties have so far failed to fulfil the criteria to keep intact their
registration, the ECP will soon decide their fate, spokesperson of ECP Punjab has
told The Nation.
A political party registered with the ECP requires to submit its account
details with the commission and hold intra-party election every year. The ECP can
suspend or expel the party in a certain time limit if it fails to meet the criteria given
in Political Parties Rules 2002.
Owing to the ECP‘s failure to implement its rule and regulations in true
sense in the past, a massive increase in the registration of political parties had been
witnessed, which took their number to 354. And interestingly, more than 80
percent of the registered parties are unknown to public.
―A large number of parties are not involved in any kind of political activity
rather they register themselves only to collect donations and funds,‖ said Ms Huda
Gohar, a spokesperson for the commission.
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The ECP had sought details from the political parties about their intra-party
polls, accounts and present addresses through a public order around eight months
earlier. But, the parties had not bothered to submit any detail so far.
According to the ECP document, only 38 parties provided details of their
accounts and held intra-party elections till September 28 and hence they stand
qualified for contesting elections.
―The chief election commissioner (CEC) of Pakistan and four ECP members
will soon announce the fate of the parties so far failed to meet the criteria of their
registration,‖ Ms Huda said.
The parties stand eligible to contest elections are:
Awami Muslim League, Pakistan Muslim League Council, Markazi Jamiat
Ahle Hadith, Jamaat-e-Islami, Pakistan Muslim League, Majlis-e-Wahdatul
Muslimeen, PPP-Shaheed Bhutto, Mustaqbil Pakistan, Pakistan Muhammadi
Party, PTI, National Party, Islami Tehreek Pakistan, PPP Parliamentarians, Hazara
Democratic Party, PML-N, Pakistan Qaumi League, Sindh United Party, PPP,
Allah-o-Akbar Tehreek, Pakistan Rahe Haq, Move on Pakistan, Tehreek Tahufze
Pakistan, PPP Workers, Pakistan Women Muslim League, Pakistan Tehreek-eInsanyat, Awam League, Aam Admi Tehreek Pakistan, Aam Log Party Pakistan,
Pak Sarzameen Party, Pakistan People‘s Front, PML-Zia, Amun Taraqqi Party,
PML-Functional, Barabri Party Pakistan, Awami Workers Party and Tehreek
Labbaik Pakistan.
An official of the ECP seeking anonymity said the commission halted the
delisting process of dormant political parties for at least one month.
―The decision on parties eligibility is likely within a month,‖ he said, and
added the CEC issued direction that the inactive political parties should not be
delisted till next meeting of the commission.
The parties registered with ECP are:
Aalay Kalam Ullah Farman Rasool, Aam Admi Justice Party, Aam Admi Party of
Pakistan, Aam Admi Tehreek Pakistan, Aam Awam Party, Aam Loeg Ittehad, Aam Log Party,
Aam Pakistani Ittehad, Aam Pakistani Party, Aap Janab Sarkar Party, Afghan National Party,
Afghan Qaumi Movement (Pakistan), All Muttahida Baloch Qaumi Movement, All Pakistan
Aam Admi Party, All Pakistan Bayrozgar Party, All Pakistan Christian League, All Pakistan
Ghurba League, All Pakistan Ittehad League, All Pakistan Minorities Alliance, All Pakistan
Minority Movement, All Pakistan Muslim League, All Pakistan Peoples Qaumi Movement, All
Pakistan Sunni Tehreek, All Pakistan Tehreek, All Pakistan Youth Working Party, Allah-oAkbar Tehreek, Aam Admi Party, Amun Taraqqi Party, Awami Action Party, Awami Himayat
Tehreek Pakistan, Awami Inqlab Party, Awami Ittehad Party, Awami Jamhoori Party (AJP),
Awami Jamhuri Ittehad Pakistan, Awami Justice Party, Awami Muslim League Pakistan, Awami
National Party, Awami Party Pakistan, Awami Qiadat Party, Awami Raj Party, Awami Tehreek
Bahali-e-Soba Bahawalpur Pakistan, Awami Warkers Party, Azad Pakistan Party, Azmat-eIslam Movement, Bahawalpur National Awami Party, Bala Pir Tehreek Sadat Party Pakistan,
Balochistan National Congress, Balochistan National Movement, Balochistan National Party,
Balochistan National Party (Awami), Barabri Party Pakistan, Bedar Pakistan, Christian
Progressive Movement, Communist Party of Pakistan, Democratic Party of Pakistan, Falah-ePakistan League, Front National (Pakistan), General Pervez Musharaf Himayat Tehreek,
Ghareeb Awam Party, Ghreeb Admi Party Pakistan, Gujar Qaumi Movement, Ham Awam Party,
Haqiqi Jamote Qaumi Movement, Hazara Awami Ittehad Pakistan, Hazara Democratic Party,
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Hazara Qaumi Mahaz, Human Development Movement, I AM PAKISTAN, Islami Inqalab
Party, Islami Nazriati Tehreek Pakistan, Islami Peoples Party, Islami Siasi Tehreek, Islami
Tehreek Pakistan, Islamic Law Pakistan, Islamic Republican Party, Istehkam-e-Pakistan
Movement Party, Istiqlal Party, Ittehad Alam-e-Islam, Ittehad Milli Hazara, Jamaat Ahle Hadith
Pakistan (Ropri), Jamaat-e-Islami Pakistan, Jamiat Ahle Hadith Pakistan (Elahi Zaheer),
Jamhoori Wattan Party, Jamiat Ulama-e-Islam (F), Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (S), Jamiat Ulema-ePakistan (Noorani), Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan, Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (Imam Noorani), Jamiat
Ulema-e-Pakistan (Niazi), Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (Nifaz-e-Shariat), Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan
(Sawad-e-Azam), Jamiat–e-Mushaikh Pakistan, Jamote Qaumi Movement, Jannat Pakistan
Party, Jeev-e-Pakistan Party, Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (Nazryati), Justice and Development Party,
Kakar Jamhoori Party Pakistan, Karwan-i-Millat Pakistan, Khud Mukhtar Pakistan Party,
Khyber Union, Law of Quran Nizam-e-Mustafa, Lower Middle Party, Madadgar Pakistan,
Majlis-e-Wahdat-e-Muslimeen Pakistan, Markazi Jamaat Ahle Hadith (Zubair), Markazi Jamiat
Ahle Hadith (Lakhwi Group), Markazi Jamiat Al-Hadith (Sajid Mir), Markazi Jamiat Mushaikh
Pakistan, Markazi Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (Sharif Rizvi), Masih Awami Party, Menecracy
Action Party, Millat Party, Mohajir Ittehad Tehrik, Mohajir Kashmir Movement, Mohajir Qaumi
Movement Pakistan, Mohib-e-Wattan Movement, Mohib-e-Wattan Nowjawan Inqilabion Ki
Anjuman (MNAKA), Move on Pakistan, Muhib-e-Wattan Roshan Pakistan, Muslim Movement
Pakistan, Mustaqbil Pakistan, Mutahida Baloch Movement Pakistan, Muttahida Karwan-ePakistan Party, Muttahida Qabail Party, Muttahida Muslim League, Muttahida Qaumi Movement
Pakistan, Muttahida Aman Party, Muttahida Awami Ittehad Party, Muttahida Jamiat Ulema-ePakistan, Muttahida Pakistan Muslim League (Sarfaraz Group), Muttahida Tehreek Inqlab
Pakistan, Muttahida Ulema-e-Mashaikh Council of Pakistan, Muttahida Jamhoori Wattan Party,
Mutthida Majlis-e-Amal Pakistan, National Alliance, National Awami Party, National Justice
Party, National Party, National Peace & Justice, National Peace Council Party, National Peoples
Party, National Peoples Party Workers Group, Nazaria Pakistan Tehreek, Nizam-e-Mustafa
Party, Pak Islam Party, Pak Justice Party (Haqiqi), Pak Muslim Alliance, Pak Sarzameen Party,
Pak Wattan Party, Pakhtoonkhwa Qaumi Party, Pakhtun Millat Party, Pakistan Abasein Labour
Confederation, Pakistan Amn League, Pakistan Amn Party, Pakistan Amn Tehreek, Pakistan
Awami Inqalab, Pakistan Awami Party, Pakistan Awami Quwat Party, Pakistan Awami Raj,
Pakistan Awami Tehreek, Pakistan Awami Tehrik-e-Inqilab, Pakistan Bachao Party, Pakistan
Barabri Party, Pakistan Basic Rights Movement, Pakistan Brohi Party, Pakistan Citizen
Movement, Pakistan Conservative Party, Pakistan Democratic Front, Pakistan Democratic
League (PDL), Pakistan Democratic Party, Pakistan Development Party, Pakistan Dharti Maan
Party, Pakistan Falah Party, Pakistan Falahi Tehreek, Pakistan Fatima Jinnah Muslim League,
Pakistan Freedom Movement, Pakistan Freedom Party, Pakistan Gharib Party and others.

Премьер Аббаси обвинил ПНП в нарушении демократии
PM Abbasi assails PPP on its home turf
Abdul
Aziz,
Waseem,
Shamsi.
Dawn,
October
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362412/pm-abbasi-assails-ppp-on-its-home-turf

8th,

2017

NAUSHAHRO FEROZE/SUKKUR: On his first visit to the interior of
Sindh after assuming office, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Saturday
went on the offensive against the provincial government, saying that there were no
signs of development anywhere in the province under the Pakistan Peoples Party
(PPP).
The prime minister was speaking at a reception hosted by Minister for
Industries Ghulam Murtaza Jatoi, where he announced a Rs2.5 billion package for
Naushahro Feroze, including Rs1.5bn for gas schemes, Rs1bn for the road
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network, Rs200 million for the Mehrabpur municipal adminstration and a health
card scheme.
PM Abbasi, who also inaugurated the Kandhkot gas field later in the day,
criticised the PPP and the Sindh government, saying that even though the province
was a major producer of gas and was the recipient of a 50 per cent federal
government subsidy, there were no signs of any development in the province, and
no mega projects had been launched.
He said that all powers had been transferred to the provinces after the 18th
amendment, yet the provincial ruling party had not initiated any projects there. The
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government, he said, had added
10,000MW to the national grid over the past four years and had completed projects
that had been pending for over 20 years.
Accuses Sindh govt of ignoring development projects; inaugurates new gas
field in Kandhkot
Urging the people of Sindh to evaluate the performance of their rulers over
the past five years before voting in the next election, he said that political decisions
were made at the polling stations, not in courts or on the streets.
The PML-N has carried out various development schemes in the country for
the welfare of people, he said, adding that more than 100 gas reservoirs had been
discovered under the tenure of the present government.
He criticised those who thought that the Supreme Court decision of July 28
would cause chaos, saying that everything went off smoothly. He added that there
were no other aspirants for the PM‘s slot in the party.
Praising his predecessor, he said Nawaz Sharif was the only leader who had
managed to keep the country united.
The prime minister also called upon the PPP to ―mull over‖ the Charter of
Democracy, signed by the late Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif in 2005. ―The
Charter of Democracy ensured that the politics of vendetta will end and the
mandate of the masses will be respected. That is not what we see happening today,
unfortunately,‖ he regretted.
The PML-N was the only party that had proved with its words and deeds
that it wanted Pakistan to progress, he said.
Recounting PML-N‘s achievements, he said the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) would benefit the country over the next 50 years and would help
strengthen its economy in the long term.
―We are fighting a war against terrorism and 200,000 Pakistan Army troops
are in the field,‖ he said, expressing the hope that the country would soon be rid of
the scourge of terrorism.
Addressing the gathering, Mr Jatoi thanked the PM for his visit and revealed
that he too was asked to join the PPP. However, the minister said he had refused,
even though the party was facing victimisation and people were being pressurised
through local police to join the party.
He echoed the PM‘s view that the province had been deprived and no
development work had been carried out in his district.
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Партия Имран Хана проиграет на выборах
PTI to face defeat in next coming elections: Muqam
Business Recorder. 7.10.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/07/373578/pti-to-facedefeat-in-next-coming-elections-muqam/

PESHAWAR: Advisor to Prime Minister and Provincial President PML-N,
Eng. Ameer Muqam said that those who have surrendered before dengue would be
defeated by lion in next coming elections.
Addressing public gatherings in various areas of Shangla, he said that
provincial government has failed to control dengue outbreak and only misleading
people by spreading wrong information that the infections would be eliminated in
three months.
He said that party who was voted in power by people has achieved nothing
tangible and failed to address basic problems of people in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
He said that Imran and his aides would face defeat in coming elections. On
the occasion, people announced joining of PML-N and reposed confidence on
leadership of Muhammad Nawaz Sharif and Ameer Muqam. PM advisor also
inaugurated road and Ganshal Bridge in Olandar and announced new schemes for
Dherai, Kozkana and Olander.
Партия Имран хана запускает собственную ядерную программу
PTI starts nuclear program after successful launch of missile
Anees Hanif. Daily Times. 5-Oct-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/05-Oct-17/ptistarts-nuclear-program-after-successful-launch-of-missile

ISLAMABAD: After the successful launch of its own missile, Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) on Monday announced the launch of its own nuclear
program in a ceremony at Bani Gala, party chief Imran Khan‘s residence.
"As you know our nuclear assets are in the hands of Modi‘s friends like
Nawaz Sharif so we, the only patriotic party of Pakistan, cannot stay silent and
have launched this program under the supervision of our chief of staff Naeemul
Haque," Imran Khan told journalists at the launch.
The PTI chief was of the view that the party does not trust the ruling PML-N
with the country‘s nuclear program so its nuclear scientists Dr. Firdous Ashiq
Awan and Dr. Yasmeen Rashid took this upon themselves to initiate a nuclear
program for ‗Naya Pakistan‘.
"Plus I am sick of using the word Tsunami for my movement so I think a
nuclear attack will sound good for a party with the likes of Farhan Virk in its
ranks," said Imran Khan.
'Nuclear or Night Club'
Speaking on the occasion, PTI‘s Chief of Staff Naeemul Haque revealed that
when Imran Khan and the team of nuclear scientists came up with the idea he
approved it without knowing what they intend to do by "joining the nuclear club".
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"I thought nuclear club is some sort of a night club and will help me get over
my loneliness, I thought they want to stop me from discussing marriage with
party‘s women members. This is a good program nevertheless and I am happy to
become a part of it. I have no other option," said Haque.
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan, one of the nuclear scientists working on the
program, assured all that the nuclear program is in safe hands and rival parties
should not worry about possibility of a nuclear attack as "verbal abuses by our
party‘s social media team are enough to scare all our opponents".
Dr. Yasmeen Rashid, however, made it clear that a nuclear attack is a
possibility if the party‘s candidates lose again and again like I did in NA-120 bypolls.
"Look, the people are not voting for us, they need to be educated that we are
the only patriotic party in Pakistan and if they keep doing all this to us, we will
have no option but to scare them with a bomb, how can we make Naya Pakistan if
they don‘t vote for us," said Rashid.
The party chief Imran Khan, however, termed this difference between the
party‘s nuclear scientists‘ statements as a routine affair.
"Look we were not able to choose a opposition leader unanimously so how
can you expect us to be on one page regarding a nuclear program, so this is a
routine affair," said the PTI chief.
It is pertinent to note here that on October 1, PTI "Tigers" launched party‘s
first missile, terming it a "first in the history of Pakistani politics". The launch
informally revealed that the party has its own missile program.
Наваз Шариф избран главой правящей партии
«Новости планеты». 4.10.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10880-navaz-sharifizbran-glavoi-pravjaschei-partii.html

Бывший премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф переизбран на пост
главы правящей партии Пакистанской мусульманской лиги, через день после
того, как президент страны одобрил парламентский законопроект о
реформировании избирательной политики.
Шариф был избран практически единогласно, поскольку ни один
другой член партии не подавал документы о выдвижении кандидатуры для
участия в выборах. Избирательный комиссар партии Чаудхри Джаффар
Икбал официально объявил бывшего премьер-министра в качестве
партийного главы во время собрания общего совета ПМЛ-Н, в котором
приняли участие более 500 законодателей из провинциальных и
национальных собраний. Избирательная комиссия страны официально
объявит Шарифа в качестве президента партии немного позже.
После его ухода с поста премьер-министра страны по делу о коррупции
в июле этого года, Шариф также ушел с поста главы партии, поскольку
тогдашние
избирательные
законы
страны
не
позволяли
дисквалифицированному лицу возглавлять какое-либо политическое
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движение. Национальная ассамблея (нижняя палата) страны приняла
законопроект о внесении изменений в статью в понедельник, что позволило
Шарифу стать главой собственной партии.
Согласно недавно принятому закону, каждый гражданин Пакистана,
который не работает государственным служащим, имеет право образовывать
или быть членом политической партии. Две оппозиционные пакистанские
партии подали заявление в Высокий суд Синд против реформ выборов. Они
просили объявить законопроект о проведении выборов незаконным и
неконституционным.
Наваз Шариф выиграл пост президента ПМЛ(Н).
Nawaz wins PML-N crown again
Abrar Saeed. The Nation. October 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/04-Oct2017/nawaz-wins-pml-n-crown-again

ISLAMABAD - After getting re-elected as PML-N president unopposed,
former prime minister Nawaz Sharif said they have initiated a grand national
dialogue and asked the people to join him in devising an impeccable mechanism to
take forward the nation and democracy.
―There have been attempts again and again to exit me, but you will always
keep giving me an entry again and again,‖ Nawaz told party workers after his reelection. ―I congratulate that you‘re bringing Nawaz Sharif back with full force.‖
Earlier, the nomination papers of Nawaz Sharif for the slot of the PML-N
president were filed by Dr Tariq Fazal Chaudhry and Rana Afzal with the party
election commission chairman, Ch Jaffar Iqbal.
As no other contender for the slot had filed his nomination papers within the
given timeline, Ch Jaffar Iqbal announced Nawaz Sharif‘s unopposed victory.
The Convention Centre was filled to its capacity by the general council
members, other party leaders and activists who raised full-throat slogans when the
announcement of Nawaz Sharif‘s election as the party president was made.
Acting President Sardar Yaqoob Khan Nasir handed over the charge of the
party president to Nawaz Sharif and all those present there welcomed him by
clapping and raising slogans in his favour. Some of the enthusiasts even raised
slogans against those who, according to them, had conspired against their leader by
disqualifying him.
Nawaz once again seemed defiant in his address and criticised political
governments over the past 70 years.
Referring to the tragic incident of fall of Dhaka, Nawaz regretted that instead
of learning lesson from it, the country was treading on the same path which
weakened the system.
―It is due to these follies on our part that the country is lagging far behind
other nations,‖ Nawaz said, adding time has come to put the things right.
Nawaz said he signed Charter of Democracy with Mohtarma Benazir
Bhutto, extended support to the PPP government in 2008 with the same spirit and
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gave respectful send-off to President Asif Ali Zardari because he wanted to take
the things forward and avoid confrontation.
He further said that with the same spirit his party initiated a grand national
dialogue and asked the people to join him to stop ouster of political governments
so that the country‘s march on road to progress and prosperity could continue
unhindered.
―We have to change our policies for progress and prosperity of Pakistan,‖
adding the nations which ignore the changing demands of time are outpaced by the
time. ―We will have to change the culture of clash for the sake of 200 million
people,‖ he said, adding the country is stronger than it was in 2013.
The participants were also addressed by a number of senior party leaders,
including Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz
Sharif, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal, Balochistan Chief Minister Sana Ullah Zehri
and others.
Former interior minister Ch Nisar Ali Khan gave a low appearance at the
venue as he came late, quietly sat and seemed worried. He left the venue while
Nawaz Sharif was addressing the gathering.
Nawaz once again reiterated his stance against his disqualification on Iqama
and sarcastically said if they could not find any corruption and misappropriation of
public money on his part, they should have told the people that they were going to
oust him at all cost.
Tacitly grilling the judiciary, Nawaz said the verdicts from Molvi
Tamizuddin case to hanging of a prime minister and his ouster on Iqama instead of
Panama would only weaken the system.
He said he was hurt over his disqualification on a trivial matter as they failed
to bring out even an iota of corruption in his three terms as the prime minister. He,
however, added it was heartening to know that every time when he was ousted, the
people of Pakistan brought him back with full force. He also thanked the party
workers and activists for once again reposing confidence in him.
He said the legislation which a dictator had crafted to keep him out of power
was today revoked by the people by re-electing him as the party president. He
resolved to remove the anomalies introduced in the constitution during dictatorial
regimes.
He also spoke of the development agenda of his party and said he wanted to
see mega development projects like motorways, dams and CPEC thrive.
Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif grilled the opposition parties for
undue criticism on the legislation paving the way of Nawaz Sharif‘s re-election as
PML-N chief. He also advised Nawaz Sharif to take advice from the party workers
and those loyalists to the party instead of the newly found advisers who were just
interested in saving their perks and privileges.
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said though they had accepted the
apex court verdict in the Panama case, the people of Pakistan had rejected it. He
said the party would continue serving the people under his able guidance and
claimed PML-N would return even with more power in next general elections.
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Balochistan Chief Minister Sana Ullah Zehri and other speakers on the
occasion paid glowing tributes to Nawaz Sharif. They were of the view that the
court verdict disqualifying Nawaz Sharif was not accepted by the people of
Pakistan.
Staff Reporter from Lahore adds: Nawaz Sharif reached Jatiumra Raiwind
after his election as president of the PML-N in Islamabad. He is likely to chair
meetings of the party leaders on political and other issues today.
ИСЛАМАБАД. После переизбрания на пост президента ПМЛ-Н, бывший премьерминистр Наваз Шариф сказал, что они инициировали грандиозный национальный диалог
и попросили людей присоединиться к нему в разработке безупречного механизма для
продвижения нации и демократии.
«Были попытки снова и снова выходить из меня, но вы всегда будете давать мне
запись снова и снова», - сказал Наваз партийным работникам после переизбрания. «Я
поздравляю вас с возвращением Наваза Шарифа с полной силой».
Ранее документы номинации Наваза Шарифа для слота президента ПМЛ-Н были
поданы доктором Тариком Фазалем Чаудри и Раной Афзал с председателем партийной
избирательной комиссии Чжаффаром Икбалом.
Поскольку ни один другой соперник за слот не подавал свои документы о
выдвижении кандидатур в течение заданного периода, Чжаф Джаффар Икбал объявил о
непревзойденной победе Наваза Шарифа.
Конгресс-центр был заполнен до своих членов членами общего совета, другими
партийными лидерами и активистами, которые подняли лозунги с полным горлом, когда
было объявлено о назначении Наваза Шарифа в качестве президента партии.
Исполняющий обязанности президента Сардар Якоб Хан Насир передал обвинение
президента партии Навазу Шарифу, и все присутствующие там приветствовали его,
хлопая и поднимая лозунги в его пользу. Некоторые из энтузиастов даже выдвинули
лозунги против тех, кто, по их словам, сговорился против своего вождя,
дисквалифицировав его.
Наваз снова казался вызывающим в своем выступлении и критиковал политические
правительства за последние 70 лет.
Обращаясь к трагическому инциденту падения Дакки, Наваж выразил сожаление
по поводу того, что вместо того, чтобы изучать урок из этого, страна ступала по тому же
пути, который ослабил систему.
«Из-за этих глупостей с нашей стороны страна отстает далеко от других наций», сказал Наваз, добавив, что пришло время исправить ситуацию.
Наваз сказал, что он подписал Устав демократии с Мохтарма Беназир Бхутто, в
2008 году поддерживал поддержку правительства ПНП с таким же духом и почтительно
просил президента Асифа Али Зардари, потому что он хотел сделать все, что нужно, и
избежать конфронтации.
Далее он сказал, что в том же духе его партия инициировала грандиозный
национальный диалог и попросила людей присоединиться к нему, чтобы прекратить
свержение политических правительств, чтобы путь страны к пути прогресса и
процветания мог беспрепятственно продолжаться.
«Мы должны изменить нашу политику в отношении прогресса и процветания
Пакистана», добавив к тому времени, что страны, которые игнорируют меняющиеся
требования времени, опережают время. «Нам нужно будет изменить культуру
столкновения ради 200 миллионов человек», - сказал он, добавив, что страна сильнее, чем
в 2013 году.
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Участниками также выступили ряд высокопоставленных партийных лидеров, в том
числе премьер-министр Шахид Хаган Аббаси, главный министр Пенджаба Шехбаз
Шариф, министр внутренних дел Ахсан Икбал, главный министр Белуджистана Сана
Уллах Жери и другие.
Бывший министр внутренних дел Чис Нисар Али Хан дал низкий вид на месте
встречи, когда он пришел поздно, спокойно сидел и, казалось, волновался. Он покинул
место встречи, пока Наваз Шариф выступал на собрании.
Наваз еще раз подтвердил свою позицию по поводу его дисквалификации по Икаме
и саркастически сказал, что если они не смогут найти коррупцию и незаконное
присвоение государственных денег, они должны были сказать людям, что они собираются
выгнать его любой ценой.
Назаз, молчаливо нахмурив судебную систему, сказал, что приговоры по делу
Мольви Тамидзуддина к повешению премьер-министра и его отстранению от Икама
вместо Панамы лишь ослабили систему.
Он сказал, что ему было больно из-за его дисквалификации по тривиальному
вопросу, поскольку они не смогли выявить даже йоту коррупции на трех своих условиях в
качестве премьер-министра. Он, однако, добавил, что было приятно узнать, что каждый
раз, когда его вытесняют, народ Пакистана вернул его с полной силой. Он также
поблагодарил партийных работников и активистов за то, что он снова доверился ему.
Он сказал, что законодательство, которое диктатор разработал для того, чтобы
удержать его от власти, сегодня был отменен народом, переизбрав его как президента
партии. Он решил устранить аномалии, введенные в конституцию во время диктаторских
режимов.
Он также рассказал о повестке дня развития своей партии и заявил, что хочет
увидеть мегапроектные проекты, такие как автомагистрали, плотины и CPEC.
Премьер-министр Пенджаба Шехбаз Шариф зажег оппозиционные партии за
неоправданную критику в отношении законодательства, проложившего путь
переизбрания Наваза Шарифа в качестве начальника ПМЛ-Н. Он также посоветовал
Навазу Шарифу советоваться с партийными работниками и теми приверженцами партии,
а не с новыми советниками, которые были просто заинтересованы в сохранении своих
привилегий и привилегий.
Премьер-министр Шахид Хакан Аббаси сказал, что хотя они приняли вердикт
верховного суда по делу Панамы, народ Пакистана отверг его. Он сказал, что партия
будет продолжать обслуживать людей под его умелым руководством и утверждает, что
PML-N вернется с большей властью на следующих всеобщих выборах.
Главный министр Белуджистана Сана Уллах Жери и другие ораторы по этому
случаю высоко оценили Наваз Шариф. Они считали, что приговор суда,
дисквалифицирующий Наваза Шарифа, не был принят народом Пакистана.
Сотрудник Reporter из Лахора добавляет: Наваз Шариф добрался до Джатиума
Раивинда после его избрания на пост президента PML-N в Исламабаде. Сегодня он,
вероятно, возглавит встречи лидеров партии по политическим и другим вопросам.

Оппозиций хочет убрать мининдел Хаваджа Асиф (за интерес к
сотрудничеству с Индией).
Opposition calls on Khawaja Asif to step down
The
Express
Tribune,
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1519544/opposition-calls-khawaja-asif-step/

30th,

2017.
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LAHORE: The opposition benches protested against the controversial
statement of Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif, alleging he is supporting
India‘s perspective.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI)‘s legislator and opposition leader Mian
Mehmoodur Rasheed submitted a resolution in the Punjab Assembly, demanding
Khawaja‘s termination from his important position and called for an explanation.
Opposition wants Dar‘s immediate resignation
Asif had said that former prime minister Nawaz Sharif believed that
friendship with India would bring benefits for both countries. The foreign minister
added that people from both sides of the border were part of the ―same stock‖, but
partition created two separate nations.
In his resolution, he said that people have strong reservations over the
foreign minister‘s statement, which according to him, had tarnished Pakistan‘s
image internationally.
Joining forces: PTI-MQM talks for new opposition leader on 26th
Rasheed said that the foreign minister was making complete efforts to
appease India and the US. He added that the minister‘s statement was tantamount
to degrading Pakistan abroad. The statement also had a negative impact over the
sacrifices of the military forces, he said. He added that nobody knew whose
interests were being protected. ―Khawaja is speaking India‘s words, which is
regrettable.
He demanded the government sack Asif from his position and the foreign
minister be made to provide an explanation for his words.
Opposition leader Mian Mehmoodur Rasheed submitted a resolution on
Thursday in the Punjab Assembly, demanding the resignation of Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar after charges were framed against him in a money-laundering case. ―The
ministry should be given to a ‗sadiq‘ and ‗ameen‘‖, he said.
Есть пути для возвращения Наваз Шарифа на пост лидера партии
ПМЛ(Н)
Way paved for Nawaz return as PML-N chief
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. September 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Sep2017/way-paved-for-nawaz-return-as-pml-n-chief

ISLAMABAD - After day-long efforts, the government on Friday got the
amended Elections Bill 2017 passed from Senate amid a walkout by Chairman
Raza Rabbani.
The new legislation paves the way for ousted premier Nawaz Sharif to
become head of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) again.
The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) had de-notified Nawaz as a
member of the National Assembly in the light of the Supreme Court‘s July 28
verdict, virtually rendering him ineligible to lead his party as its president.
During the Senate proceedings, the treasury benches with the help of the
Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P) and the Balochistan National
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Party-Mengal (BNP-M) defeated an amendment — sought by Leader of
Opposition in Senate Aitzaz Ahsan in clause 203 — which stated that someone
who was no longer a member of the National Assembly could not become the chief
of a party either.
The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf supported the amendment moved by Ahsan.
The clause 203, to which Senator Ahsan had proposed an amendment,
envisages electoral reforms including a fine of up to Rs0.1 million on lawmakers
or three years in jail if irregularities were found in details of their assets and
termination of lawmakers' membership if they fail to submit asset details within 60
days. It also grants ECP additional powers allowing it to summon services of any
institution to investigate irregularities in asset details.
When the House resumed after Friday prayers, a vote count was held on the
proposed amendment in clause 203 of the bill with 38 lawmakers rejecting the
amendment against 37 lawmakers who pressed to pass it.
Railways Minister Saad Rafique played a key role in mustering the support
of the MQM-P and the BNP-M in defeating the amendment with one vote.
The Elections Bill 2017, which contains 241 clauses was moved by Minister
for Law Zahid Hamid, also envisages reforms to ensure free, fair and transparent
elections in the country. The bill also includes some amendments moved by
opposition members.
The bill, which was approved by the National Assembly in August, gives
every citizen the right to be part of a political party or create one, except those who
are in government service.
The law minister said that long and protracted deliberations were held to
craft this ‗consensus‘ document.
After the passage of the bill, PML-N leader and Minister for Climate Change
Mushahidullah Khan said that with the approval of clause 203, Nawaz Sharif could
become the party chief again.
―In fact, it can be considered that he has already become the party chief,‖ he
added.
Prior to the Friday prayers, Senate Chairman Rabbani staged a walkout from
the Upper House saying he had done so as the House had voted against his
decision to disallow Law Minister Zahid Hamid from moving an amendment for
undoing an amendment to clause 60 of the bill.
"During consideration of clause 60 of the bill, an amendment was moved
which was put to the House," Rabbani said in a statement. "Thirty-nine members
voted in favour of the amendment and 38 against the same. Consequently, the
amendment was carried."
"Subsequently, while the said clause was still under consideration, Law
Minister Hamid came with a proposal of moving an amendment to the amendment
to restore clause 60 to its original form and annul the amendment carried by the
House," Rabbani explained.
The Senate chairman said that he had used his discretion under rule 105 of
the Senate rules of procedure to deny permission to move the amendment.
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"However, he (minister) kept on pursuing the matter and pleaded that this
amendment was very important and members want to reconsider it. Despite the
fact that I had already given my decision, I bestowed my powers to the House to
take a decision in this regard," he said.
"The House voted against my decision, therefore, keeping in view ethical
standards of morality and parliamentary traditions, I decided not to sit in the House
for consideration of this bill.‖
Consequently, Rabbani called Senate Deputy Chairman Maulana Ghafoor
Haideri to assume the chair.
However, when the House resumed after Friday prayers, instead of Haideri,
Syed Muzaffar Hussain Shah chaired the proceedings.
The Elections Bill 2017 passed by the Senate will be sent back to the
National Assembly for approval because of the amendments, and if the Lower
House passes it, the bill will become a law after a formal assent by President
Mamnoon Hussain. If the assembly refuses to accept the bill, it will go to a joint
sitting of Parliament.
Партия справедливости (Имран Хан) направила в Верховный суд
обвинения против ПМЛ(Н) и ПНП
PML-N, PPP too received foreign funds: PTI to SC
Daily Times, September 13th 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/13-Sep-17/pml-nppp-too-received-foreign-funds-pti-to-sc

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) on Tuesday filed two
separate petitions in the Supreme Court, seeking directions to the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP) to investigate receiving of foreign funding through
prohibited sources by the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) and the Pakistan Muslim
League (PML-N).
The petitions were filed by PTI leaders Asad Umar and Shireen Mazari
under Article 184 (3) of the constitution read with Article 2 and 6 of the Political
Parties Order, 2002, along with Rule 6 of the Political Parties Rules 2002, making
PPP through its Chairman Asif Ali Zardari, PPPP through its Chairman Bilawal
Bhutto Zardari, PML-N and Election Commission of Pakistan respondents in the
case.
The petitions contended that the ruling PML-N and the PPP were foreign
funded parties and both had received funds from prohibited sources.
The petitions claimed that the funds contributed to the party by former prime
minister Nawaz Sharif were not mentioned in the details submitted by the PML-N
to the ECP. It has been contended in the petitions that Nawaz Sharif had
contributed Rs 100 million to the party in the head of funds, however he retrieved
Rs 40 million later. Petitions claimed the PML-N and PPP have made funding
agreements with private companies in the US, adding that the PPP also secured
funds through the Pakistan embassy. The PTI is facing two cases - one before the
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SC and other in the ECP - pertaining to alleged receiving of foreign funds through
prohibited sources.
Рассмотрение в Верховном суде запрета на деятельность Имран Хана и
его Ген. Секретаря партии.
SC to resume Imran Khan disqualification case from Sept 12
Haseeb Bhatti. Dawn. September 07, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1356186/sc-to-resumeimran-khan-disqualification-case-from-sept-12

The Supreme Court will resume the disqualification case against Tehreek-iInsaf chairman Imran Khan from September 12, announced the apex court on
Thursday.
The case, filed by PML-N's Hanif Abbasi, is being heard by a three-member
bench headed by Chief Justice Saqib Nisar. The petition asks for the
disqualification of Imran Khan and PTI Secretary General Jahangir Tareen for the
non-disclosure of assets, ownership of offshore companies, and for PTI being a
foreign-aided party.
Abbasi has alleged that Imran Khan had violated the Income Tax Ordinance
(ITO) 1979 by not declaring his offshore company — Niazi Services Limited
(NSL) — in his statement of assets and liabilities submitted to the Election
Commission of Pakistan while filing his nomination papers for contesting different
general elections, including that of 2013.
The petition also alleged that in his declaration of assets for tax year 2014,
Khan had willfully concealed his investment of Rs2.97 million to purchase a
luxury apartment at Constitution Avenue‘s Grand Hyatt locality in Islamabad.
This was a clear violation of sections 12(2) (f) and 42A, read with section 82
of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, and, therefore, he was liable to be
disqualified on this account alone, the petition said.
In the last hearing of the case, on August 03, while presenting his rebuttal to
PTI's arguments PMNL-N's lawyer Akram Sheikh had argued that Imran Khan
should be disqualified for not declaring a loan that he received from his former
wife, Jemima, as an asset.
The PML-N lawyer had kept drawing parallels between this case and the
Panamagate case, saying that the SC had disqualified former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif for not declaring a salary that he could have received from his son's
company in its ruling on the Panama Papers case.
Upon hearing this argument Justice Atta Bandiyal maintained that since the
Panama Papers case was related to the Sharif family's personal assets, the
comparison was invalid.
He had also suggested that Sheikh read the SC's verdict before commenting
on it.
Sheikh had also raised questions about the PTI chief's statements over the
purchase and ownership of his Bani Gala residence.
PTI‘s ‗foreign funding‘ case in ECP
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The Islamabad High Court (IHC) on Thursday ordered the PTI to present its
funding records to the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP).
The Commission was hearing a petition filed against the PTI by Akbar S.
Babar seeking the disqualification of Khan on the allegation that his party had
procured funding through illegal means.
In the last hearing of the case, the ECP had rejected PTI‘s appeal to halt the
election body's proceedings on the case, issuing the party yet another "last
chance" to submit its full financial records by September 7 (today).
Previously, the IHC had rejected PTI's plea to prevent the ECP from hearing
Babar's petition, saying that the case has been going on since 2014 and has already
once been referred back to the ECP.
Two foreign funding cases against PTI
It is pertinent to note that PTI and its chairman are currently involved in two
separate cases, both alleging that the party has acquired funds from prohibited
foreign sources.
Akbar S Babar's petition alleged that nearly $3 million in illegal foreign
funds were collected through two offshore companies, registered under Imran
Khan‘s signature, and that money was sent through illegal "hundi" channels from
the Middle East to accounts of PTI employees.
He also alleged that the foreign accounts used to collect funds were
concealed from the annual audit reports submitted to the ECP.
Meanwhile PML-N's Hanif Abbasi's petition, currently being heard by the
Supreme Court, seeks PTI chairman Imran Khan's disqualification, alleging that
his party acquired funds, amounting to millions of dollars, from prohibited foreign
sources, including multinational corporations.
The SC is expected to form a commission to investigate the issue.
Имран Хан считает, что Зардари смог избежать обвинения в коррупции
благодаря сговору
Imran sees collusion in Zardari's acquittal in corruption reference
Dawn, August 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354439/imran-sees-collusion-inzardaris-acquittal-in-corruption-reference

LAHORE: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf chairman Imran Khan on Sunday alleged
that the acquittal of former president Asif Ali Zardari in the last pending corruption
reference against him was a result of collusion.
Addressing a press conference, he said: ―What else should we expect if major
parties appoint the chairman of NAB (National Accountability Bureau)?‖
The PTI leader said he trusted neither the institution nor its prosecution. The
only thing he could trust was proceedings under or monitored by the Supreme
Court, he added.
He said Mr Zardari was on record having denied and then admitted owning
the Surrey Palace and money in Swiss accounts. How could he be given a clean
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chit, he wondered, adding that the only possibility was politics of accommodation
that both major political parties of the country had been practising.
PTI chief wants permission to take part in by-poll campaign
Mr Khan said that coming by-elections for the National Assembly seat
vacated after the disqualification of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif was a
defining event, which would set the direction for the country — whether the law
was supreme or the people wanted to be ruled by ―the same dacoits‖.
He said the rule of law had claimed a big scalp in Mr Sharif‘s ouster and the
PTI had sown renewed consciousness among the masses, thus Sept 17, the polling
day for the by-poll in NA-120, would define which way the country would go.
He urged the Election Commission to let him campaign for his party‘s
candidate. ―I am simply the party chairman, without any official portfolio. Why
should I be debarred from the campaigning?
―Neither me nor PTI MNAs are allowed to participate in the campaign. On
the other hand, the entire state machinery is involved in the election. Maryam
Nawaz Sharif is occupying the Chief Minister House and all PML-N ministers and
parliamentarians in Lahore are participating in the campaign against the PTI. The
Election Commission should take note of the situation,‖ he demanded.
―Our party‘s workers, especially women, are being harassed. The party holds
the inspector general of police directly responsible for the protection of political
workers. If he fails in his duty, the party will take him to the court,‖ he said.
He said the ousted prime minister had been controlling all state institutions.
―Now, the Supreme Court and the joint investigation team, growing out of that
control, have given a verdict against him. This very decision is taken by Nawaz
Sharif as a conspiracy. ‗How could state institutions go against me?‘ That is the
crux of the conspiracy for him.‖
«Наваз Шариф не пользуется поддержкой народа», - считает Зардари
Sharif doesn‘t have people‘s support: Zardari
The Express Tribune. August 26, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491360/sharifdoesnt-peoples-support-zardari/

LAHORE: PPP Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari has claimed that the PML-N
has never had the public mandate and that Nawaz Sharif has always been brought
into power by other forces.
―In 1988, Nawaz Sharif was brought into power by Ghulam Ishaq Khan and
[former Inter-Service Intelligence chief] Hamid Gul. Sharif is my political
opponent and I have no soft corner for him,‖ Zardari said while talking to a news
channel on Friday.
The former president said the apex court rightly called Sharif a mafia
godfather. ―If he speaks softly, so does a godfather. He has Rs10b portfolio in
Pakistan. The companies I am mentioning are public limited and their directors are
other people,‖ he added.
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Zardari claimed that Sharif‘s businesses were increasing in Punjab. ―They are
merchants of Punjab. They owned only one business once but now they have 25
businesses. It is the job of NAB [National Accountability Bureau] to unearth the
properties of Nawaz Sharif.‖
Step down if SC rules against you, Zardari tells Nawaz
The PPP leader said PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had accepted that Sharif was
his prime minister. ―Sharif still gets the security of a premier. He has destroyed all
institutions,‖ he added.
He said the PTI has no presence in Sindh and Balochistan and it will lose its
hold on the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) as well in the next general elections.
―There will be competition among the PML-N, the PPP and the PTI in central
Punjab,‖ he added.
He said history had done justice for Benazir Bhutto. It [her sacrifice] will not
go wasted. It will always provide security to the tree of democracy,‖ he added. He
also lambasted the MQM and claimed that it was the party of Kalashnikovs, not
Karachi.
Шехбаз Шариф будет назначен Президентом ПМЛ(Н) 7 сентября 2017 г.
Shehbaz to be appointed PML-N president on Sept 7
The Nation. August 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Aug-2017/shehbaz-to-beappointed-pml-n-president-on-sept-7

LAHORE - Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif will be appointed as the
president of PML-N next month, according to sources.
After reports of differences between members of the Sharif family, a meeting
was held between Nawaz Sharif, who was disqualified after the Panamagate
verdict last month from continuing as prime minister of Pakistan and consequently,
the head of PML-N, and Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif on Monday at the
former's Model Town residence in Lahore.
During the meeting, Nawaz took Shahbaz into confidence regarding his
appointment as PML-N president, said sources. In the general house meeting of the
party on September 7, Shehbaz Sharif will be formally elected as party president.
Last week, Senator Sardar Yaqoob Khan Nasir was appointed as the party's
interim president following an order from the Election Commission of Pakistan to
PML-N to elect a new leader by Aug 25.
The ECP notification had stated that election laws do not allow a person who
does not qualify to become a member of the parliament to serve as an office-bearer
of a political entity.
Had the party failed to comply with ECP's order, Begum Kulsoom Nawaz, the
former prime minister's wife, would not have been able to contest the upcoming
NA-120 by-polls.
Nasir was appointed to hold the post until the party decided upon a permanent
replacement. However the appointment of Sardar Yaqoob Khan Nasir was strongly
criticised by senior party leaders including Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan who said that
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if the appointment was to be made from Jati Umra, there was no need to convene
the PML-N meeting in Islamabad.
Shehbaz had previously also been touted as the next prime minister, while
incumbent PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was to serve as a stopgap arrangement till
the Punjab CM could be elected to the National Assembly. The plan changed,
however, after some party leaders opposed the ―unnecessary‖ disturbance in the
existing political setting.
PML-N assures ECP of electing permanent president within 45 days
The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) has assured the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP) in writing that the permanent president of the party
would be elected within 45 days.
The PML-N letter pertaining to selection of the interim president in the wake
of disqualification of Nawaz Sharif not only as prime minister but also to hold any
party position informed the ECP about the election of Sardar Yaqoob Nasir as
interim president of the party. Besides detailing the ECP about the election of
Sardar Yaqoob Nasir as the new party president the letter also assured the ECP that
PML-N will elect the permanent president of the party within 45 days. The EC had
removed Nawaz Sharf‘s name as president of PML-N after his disqualification by
the apex court by 5-0 verdict.
Ругань между ПНП (Билавал Бхутто) и Партией справедливости Имран
Хана
Bilawal says coming elections will be his first and Imran‘s last
Nisar
Ahmad
Khan.
Dawn,
August
20th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1352759/bilawal-says-coming-elections-will-be-his-first-andimrans-last

MANSEHRA: Pakistan Peoples Party chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari has
said that Nawaz Sharif is not innocent, rather he has been convicted and expelled
from prime minister‘s office because of his corruption and misdeeds.
Addressing a public gathering here on Saturday, Mr Bhutto-Zardari said:
―Mian Sahib, you ask people what your crime is and why the apex court de-seated
you. I tell you this: you are a criminal who has plundered national wealth and have
been disqualified by the apex court forever.‖
He said the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
were ―parties of traitors‖, adding that both would be rejected by people in the
coming general elections.
―Both Mian Nawaz Sharif and Imran Khan are running after prime minister‘s
office, but I am in politics to serve the masses, generate employment opportunities
and bring women on a par with men,‖ the PPP leader said. Addressing the
audience, he said, ―If you think I am sincere, give me your support.‖
ADVERTISEMENT
He said that Mr Sharif talked about revolution, the rule of law and civil
supremacy though (using) these (terms) did not suit him.
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―Mr Sharif, your GT Road show has flopped... talk of revolution never suits
you because you are product of a dictator and have never strived for supremacy of
civil rule,‖ he said.
He said that Mr Sharif has increased his bank balance but buried the nation
under rubble of loans.
Takes potshot at ousted prime minister Sharif
Mr Bhutto-Zardari reiterated his party‘s allegation that (in the past) Mr Sharif
had ‗hatched conspiracies against democracy and received funds from the late Al
Qaeda leader Osama Bin Laden to the destabilise elected government of his mother
Benazir Bhutto.
He spent about 20 minutes of his speech lashing out at Mr Sharif and PTI
chief Imran Khan. Targeting the latter, he said that the coming general elections
would be his (Mr Bhutto-Zardari‘s) first and Mr Khan‘s last poll.
He said that Mr Khan insisted that a leader should be Sadiq and Ameen, but
―whenever he takes the rostrum, he comes up with a new lie.‖
He asked Mr Khan to say something about ―corruption committed by the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa chief minster‖ while mentioning that the PTI leader proudly
boasted about the arrest of a sitting minister by the accountability commission
constituted by the KP government.
―Your are proud of the arrest of a minster of your party‘s government but
what would you say about corruption allegations levelled by that minster against
your chief minister,‖ he said.
Mr Bhutto-Zardari didn‘t spare Mr Khan either and alleged that ―his kitchen
and Jahangir Tareen‘s helicopter run on kickbacks received in lieu of awarding
minerals‘ contracts‖.
He said the PTI chairman kept on repeating the mantra of ‗a new Pakistan‘
and ‗change‘, but no visible change could be seen in KP where people were jobless
and hospitals offered no service.
He said that the PTI-led government in KP had no role in ending terrorism
from the province.
―Terrorism came to a halt because of the sacrifices rendered by security forces
and police. Credit doesn‘t go Imran Khan as he has never uttered a word against
terrorists.‖
The central and local leaders of the PPP also spoke on the occasion.
ПНП не видит семейство Шарифов в перспективе в политике
Do not see Nawaz or Sharif family in politics in future: Asif Zardari
Dawn. August 17, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1352140/do-not-see-nawaz-orsharif-family-in-politics-in-future-asif-zardari

Former president and PPP leader Asif Ali Zardari said that he doesn't see
Nawaz Sharif or his family playing an important role in Pakistan's politics in the
future.
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He was speaking at a press conference alongside PPP Chairman Bilawal
Bhutto in Lahore on Thursday.
"People are under the false impression that PPP supported Nawaz Sharif in
the past, whereas we had actually supported democracy. But currently, there is no
threat to democracy," Zardari said, dismissing the notion that the ousted prime
minister would get any support from him.
Clarifying his earlier statement about not having any relations with Nawaz,
Zardari said that the two had maintained contact when he was in the United States
and Nawaz was in exile, but they have not been in touch since then.
He also dismissed forming an alliance with any political party, including
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf, with elections around the corner. He hoped that his party
would perform better in the upcoming NA-120 elections and the general elections
in Punjab, saying party workers and candidates will find motivation from Zardari
and Bilawal's presence in Lahore.
"If the Sharif family expects a relief from the PPP, they will not get it," added
Bilawal Bhutto, who had also ruled out any support for the Sharifs earlier this
week.
ПМЛ (Н) обдумывает вариант смены лидера партии (не обязательно
Шахбаз Шариф)
PML-N mulls over options for new party chief
Amjad Mahmood. Dawn, August 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1351861/pmln-mulls-over-options-for-new-party-chief

LAHORE: Leaders of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) have
been unable to arrive at a decision over who would replace former prime minister
Nawaz Sharif as the party chief in accordance with a notice from the top electoral
watchdog following Mr Sharif‘s disqualification from office.
At a consultative meeting on Tuesday, chaired by Mr Sharif at his Raiwind
residence, the leaders, however, decided to continue with the party‘s ―mass-contact
drive‖ in the wake of a ―positive‖ response from supporters along the ex-PM‘s
rally on GT Road.
Those who attended the meeting include National assembly Speaker Sardar
Ayaz Sadiq, Punjab Governor Rafiq Rajwana, Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif,
Foreign Minister Khwaja Muhammad Asif, Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal,
Railways Minister Khwaja Saad Rafiq, Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah,
MNA Hamza Shahbaz, Senator Pervaiz Rashid, Anushe Rehman, former law
minister Zahid Hamid and ex-IG Rana Maqbool.
―We did discuss all available options for a new party chief but could not
arrive at a decision...we decided to hold huddles for a couple of more days keeping
in view various legal and political sensitivities involved with the issue,‖ Mr Rafiq
told reporters outside the meeting‘s venue.
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Though he did not share details about the meeting, sources said that a new
face, other than Shahbaz Sharif, is being considered so that the chief minister could
continue focussing his attention on Punjab‘s mega development projects.
Read: Nawaz Sharif files 3 petitions against Panamagate verdict in SC
Decides to ride the recent wave of public support and continue with its masscontact drive
Last Tuesday, party chairman Raja Zafarul Haq had said that Shahbaz Sharif
had been finalised as the new PML-N president and a formal announcement to the
effect would be made within two days.
Mr Shahbaz had also previously been touted as the next prime minister, while
PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was to serve as a stopgap arrangement till the Punjab
CM could be elected to the National Assembly. The plan changed after some party
leaders opposed the ―unnecessary‖ disturbance in the existing political setting.
A party official claims that former first lady Begum Kulsoom might be the
next party president and that her nomination was pending clearance of her
candidature for NA-120 by-polls with the Election Commission. She is to appear
before the returning officer on Wednesday (today) as her rival candidates have
raised objections to her nomination papers.
The delay in announcing a new candidate for the PML-N president gives
credence to such reports.
The party has to comply with the ECP‘s notice and elect a new president by
Aug 25, the last date for withdrawal of nominations in the NA-120 by-polls, in
which Begum Kulsoom is a party nominee. Otherwise, she may not be allotted the
PML-N‘s election symbol — tiger.
After the Supreme Court‘s verdict on July 28, the Election Commission asked
the PML-N on Aug 7 to elect a new chief as election laws do not allow a person
who does not qualify to become a member of parliament to serve as an officebearer of a political entity.
The PML-N‘s constitution, too, requires it to nominate an acting president
within seven days and to fill the vacancy with a permanent office-bearer within 45
days.
Mass contact
Mr Rafiq said the party had decided to continue with its mass-contact drive
and was finalising its modalities. ―The party will do continue and pace up the
mass-contact drive...its various aspects are being reviewed... A schedule of the
rallies and public meetings will be issued soon.‖
A participant of the consultative meeting told Dawn that security concerns
had kept the participants divided on whether Mr Sharif should simply address
public meetings or, like with the GT Road rally, lead rallies to various towns.
He said party leaders from Faisalabad had insisted that Mr Sharif visit their
city first, claiming that the response from party activists there would be more
impressive than what was witnessed in Lahore, when he had arrived for the first
time after being disqualified.
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Responding to a query, Mr Rafiq rejected the suggestion that there were any
serious differences among party ranks on the issue of a mass-contact drive or any
other issue for that matter.
Национальная Ассамблея сформирует спец. Комитет по изучению
обвинений Айша Гулалай против Имран Хана
NA to form special committee to probe Ayesha Gulalai's charges against
Imran Khan
Muhammad Bilal. Dawn. 6.08.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1349567/na-to-formspecial-committee-to-probe-ayesha-gulalais-charges-against-imran-khan

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Friday called for the formation of a
special committee to investigate the allegations of harassment levelled against
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan by MNA Ayesha Gulalai.
The premier was addressing the National Assembly shortly after his cabinet
took oath at a ceremony at the Presidency. Following the ceremony, Abbasi
presided over a meeting of the newly formed cabinet.
Abbasi, in his address to lawmakers, called for the formation of a special
committee to probe the allegations against Khan in-camera and suggested that the
committee present a report before the House after its investigation so that the
"matter can be closed". The assembly passed the motion and directed the
committee to submit its report within a month.
He assured both the accused and the accuser they would be respected, adding
that the PTI chief had the "right to defend himself".
Abbasi also promised round-the-clock protection for MNA Gulalai after she
claimed on television that she was scared for her life.
While announcing her departure from PTI earlier this week, Gulalai had
accused Khan and his "gang" of having an "immoral character".
The MNA from Waziristan alleged that Khan "would forward inappropriate
and explicit text messages to party women", claiming that she received the first
such message in 2013.
Debate in the assembly
Reacting to the call for a committee, PTI's chief whip Shireen Mazari said
that if investigations were to be conducted, they should start with the newly
appointed foreign minister, Khawaja Asif, as he had passed offensive remarks
against her on the floor of the assembly.
Last year in June, Asif had used derogatory language to refer to Mazari,
saying "Someone make this tractor trolley keep quiet" when she and some other
lawmakers protested to a speech he was delivering in the assembly.
During Friday's session, Mazari said that Asif had not apologised to her after
the incident, questioning why female members of the PML-N had not raised their
voices on her behalf at the time.
"If Ayesha Gulalai has proof, she should come forward with it. She does not
have proof," Mazari added.
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PML-N MNA Marvi Memon, on the other hand, paid tribute to Gulalai and
thanked her for bringing the "reality before the country". Memon said that Gulalai
had given a "voice to those who have remained silent".
"If a man had raised the matter, it would have been a different thing; a female
[member] of the PTI has raised this issue," Memon said, refuting PTI's claims that
Gulalai was being used by the PML-N to malign the party.
MNA Nafeesa Shah of PPP also addressed the House, saying that Khan had a
right to defend himself in the matter. She questioned if the PTI would take any
action against the party workers who had targeted Gulalai's sister.
Another PPP MNA, Shagufta Jumani, came to Gulalai‘s defence. ―If such
matters keep coming up, women will be forced to sit at home.‖
PTI and PML-N's war of words
Gulalai's allegations against Khan caused a furore among party members and
deepened an existing rift with the ruling PML-N, with PTI accusing them of
allegedly masterminding a ploy to malign the PTI chief.
Additionally, when Gulalai first announced she was parting ways with the
PTI, speculation was rife that she would be joining the PML-N following rumours
that she had held a recent meeting with PML-N leader Amir Muqam.
The ruling PML-N, as well as PPP, have backed Gulalai‘s allegations against
Khan, and have called for an investigation into the matter.
Earlier on Friday, Railways Minister Saad Rafique announced that PML-N
has decided to file a review petition against the Supreme Court judgement in
the Panama Papers case in which Nawaz Sharif was deemed "unfit to hold office".
The minister was speaking to the media shortly after the new cabinet was
sworn in.
Rafique said that Nawaz Sharif reserves the right to file a review petition after
a five-judge SC bench disqualified him for being "dishonest".
He added that since the verdict, Sharif has become an even more "dynamic"
political personality.
"Keeping politics aside, we believe that severe allegations have been levelled
against Khan," Rafique said.
He chided the PTI chairman, saying that Khan calls for politicians to resign
over the smallest of issues, [but] "where are his dialogues now?"
"He has no shame," Rafique added.
The minister called on Khan to present himself before an investigative
committee, "instead of levelling allegations against a woman to create [his] own
counter-narrative."
"Come and face the matter and prove [that allegations against you are not
true]," Rafique challenged the PTI chief.
Following Gulalai's claims, PTI has vehemently denied the allegations, saying
that the former PTI member's accusations were part of the PML-N's efforts to
malign Khan and his party.
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In an interview with a private news channel on Thursday, Khan had said that
the accusations had taken him by surprise. He suspected that the PML-N had used
Gulalai and their ―old smear tactics‖ to achieve their own ends.
Имран Хан обиделся на сравнение его и Наваз Шарифа
Imran resents comparison between him and Sharif
Amir Wasim. Dawn. July 24, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1347308/imran-resentscomparison-between-him-and-sharif

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan on
Sunday expressed resentment at being compared to his arch-rival, Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif, saying ―his case and my case are very different‖.
―He is accused of money laundering, tax evasion, concealment of assets and
forgery. I earned from abroad and brought all the money back to Pakistan, what
exactly is the case against me?‖ he asked.
He also lashed out at press coverage of the reply he submitted to the Supreme
Court, saying it was being portrayed as if he had failed to come up with a money
trail.
―The people are being misled,‖ he claimed, saying that he had provided
complete details of his banking transactions to the Supreme Court, as well as the
money trails for his London flat and his Banigala property.
PTI chief says bringing foreign-earned money into Pakistan not a crime
On Saturday, Mr Khan‘s counsel had told the Supreme Court that neither
Worcestershire nor Sussex, for whom he played county cricket between 1971 and
1988, maintained salary records beyond 20 years.
The three-judge Supreme Court bench, headed by Chief Justice Mian Saqib
Nisar, will resume hearing the petition of Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) leader Hanif Abbasi, which seeks the disqualification of Mr Khan and PTI
secretary general Jahangir Tareen, on July 25.
Following the press conference at Banigala, Mr Khan also tweeted his
indignation at the comparison with PM Sharif. ―Shameful to make fabricated
comparisons between NS, who is guilty of money laundering, tax evasion & assets
concealment, & myself,‖ he wrote on his Twitter account.
Flanked by his legal advisers, the cricketer-turned-politician told reporters he
used to pay his taxes abroad and everybody knew that he owned a flat in London.
His ex-wife Jemima had sent full details of her bank accounts, showing
transactions made to him in Pakistan, all of which had already been submitted to
the Supreme Court, he said.
―Jemima also provided decades old banking records viz Bani Gala - all
submitted before SC. Unlike Sharif clan my money trail is all there,‖ he tweeted
later.
Brandishing the documents before reporters, the PTI chief said that he had
played cricket for Sussex for 11 years and the county had issued him a certificate
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to this effect. The document states that during this time, tax was deducted from his
salary at-source.
However, he said, the club did not have the record of the money it had paid
him, adding that instead, he had submitted a copy of the contract between leg
spinner Mushtaq Ahmed and Sussex.
―His (Mushtaq‘s) contract says that he earned 70,000 pounds per year. The
reason I presented Ahmed‘s contract was to give the court an idea of how much I
would have earned as a [renowned] all-rounder of my time,‖ he added.
Mr Khan also showed documents and a letter from Austin Robertson — a
central figure in Kerry Packer‘s World Series Cricket — saying that he was among
the cricketers signed between 1977 and 1979.
He said that other cricketers, including Zaheer Abbas, Asif Iqbal and Javed
Miandad, were also signed by Packer. From his Twitter account, he lashed out at
media outlets for comparing Mr Robertson‘s letter to the Qatari royal‘s
communiqué in the Panamagate case.
The PTI chief maintained that even though he had never held public office, he
was presenting himself for accountability as a ―public figure‖.
Responding to a question, Mr Khan criticised Defence Minister Khawaja
Asif, who had accused the PTI chief of investing charity money abroad.
He challenged the minister to prove any wrongdoing or embezzlement in
charity funds and asked him to take the matter to court, if he had any proof.
Published in Dawn, July 24th, 2017

Партия Имран Хана требует отставки Шахбаз Шарифа (дескать, он
занимается частным бизнесом будучи на официальной службе)
PTI seeks Shahbaz Sharif's disqualification over 'violation of oath'
Idrees Sheikh. Dawn, July 17, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1345891/pti-seeksshahbaz-sharifs-disqualification-over-violation-of-oath

The petition alleges that Shahbaz Sharif remained associated with private
business despite holding public office.
The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) on Monday filed a petition in the Supreme
Court seeking disqualification of Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif over
allegations of a conflict of interest.
The petition filed by Babar Awan on behalf of PTI Chairman Imran Khan
named Shahbaz Sharif and the Election Commission of Pakistan as respondents.
The petition alleged that Sharif remained involved in his private business
despite holding a public office and thus "violated his oath" that he took when he
assumed the office of Punjab chief minister.
"Mr Shahbaz Sharif...preferred his personal interest over national interest by
abuse of his influence and through his official conduct as well as by misuse of his
official decisions," the petition said.
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The application added that the joint investigation team probing the Sharif
family's businesses abroad said in its report that the Sharif's assets do not match
their declared income.
The application claimed that Shahbaz Sharif had given Nawaz Sharif gifts
worth Rs6 billion, however no money trail of the hefty sum was provided.
It also accused the Punjab chief minister of misusing his authority to protect
his sugar mills, alleging the mill was established "without the approval [of] the
Environment Impact Assessment" and is therefore illegal.
Lahore High Court's Justice Shahid Karim will begin hearing the case
tomorrow.
Кто победит на выборах в 2018 г.?
It all comes down to PTI vs PPP: Will Imran Khan win the 2018
elections?
Sarah
Illahi.
The
Express
Tribune.
July
12,
2017
http://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/52721/it-all-comes-down-to-pti-vs-ppp-will-imran-khan-winthe-2018-elections/

(Голосование в пакистанской газете показало, что 90% отдают
победу PTI)
If Imran strategises and sticks to his promises, he could prove to be a
successful prime minister and a worthy leader.
Due to a fairly recent conflict between Babar Awan (read the main pillar of
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)) and co-Chairman Asif Ali Zardari, Awan left PPP to
join the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI).
The end of a two decade-long association with PPP was a shocking piece of
news for the opposition in the National Assembly. Furthermore, Awan is not the
only individual parting ways with PPP, as a couple of others have decided to do the
same as well. The Member of the Pakistan National Assembly (MNA) Noor Alam
Khan also joined the PTI, whereas former state minister Imtiaz Safdar Warraich
from Gujranwala has decided to quit PPP and is set to join PTI officially as well.
All three individuals were considered close allies of former President Zardari.
But that didn‘t stop PPP candidate Saeed Ghani from winning the PS-114
Karachi by-polls, securing a lead of more than 5,000 votes over the Muttahida
Qaumi Movement-Pakistan‘s (MQM-P) candidate, Kamran Tessori. Ghani was
followed by MQM-P‘s Tessori, who anchored 18,106 votes. Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz‘s (PML-N) Ali Akbar Gujjar came in third with 7,175 votes to his
credit, while PTI‘s Najeeb Haroon bagged 5,942 votes. PPP seems set and ready to
make its place in Sindh in the upcoming general elections.
While PPP and PTI are sailing smoothly through 2017, PML-N, on the other
hand, is having quite a tough time. Yesterday, the Supreme Court announced the
joint investigation team (JIT) report result in which the Sharif family was declared
guilty of corruption, money laundering, tax evasion and illegal sources of income.
Only time will tell what fate has in store for the ruling government.
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Meanwhile, Imran Khan can be seen rallying support for Nawaz‘s oust. The
man just doesn‘t give up, and in a way, we have him to thank for holding the Sharif
family accountable. If Nawaz does step down, PTI or PPP could be possible victors
of the 2018 elections. The important question here is – if PTI does win the 2018
elections, will they be able to replicate their tremendous Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) provincial results in all four provinces?
In 2014, a public survey by Gallup reported that public satisfaction in K-P
was the highest (57%) as opposed to that in Punjab and Sindh.
The K-P government has prohibited ministers, chief ministers, government
officials and other white collar employees from intervening in policing issues, and
hence the K-P police are not marred by political activity. Furthermore, the first
online FIR system was introduced in K-P. As reported on news channels, some of
the police stations in Peshawar have been centrally converted into model police
stations.
An ambitious agenda has also been finalised by a PTI coalition which is to be
implemented after the 2018 elections. The projects will strengthen revenue
collection from K-P and establish efficient institutions that will improve
governance in the province.
Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital (SKMCH) and its branches have been
serving numerous individuals across the country for a long time now. No other
party chairman has done such great work in such a short span of time. Thanks to
Imran, medicine and treatment is free in all government hospitals of K-P and the
government has also launched a campaign called Sehat Ka Insaf that aims to fight
polio.
Furthermore, the Tameer-e-School project was initiated by the PTI
government to raise funds for K-P schools. Girls are generally not encouraged to
pursue their education, hence in order to ensure that they attend school, the K-P
regime allocated a stipend of Rs200 to every school-going girl.
If Imran strategises and sticks to his promises, he could prove to be a
successful prime minister and a worthy leader.
On the other hand, we have Zardari, who is clearly not satisfied with the way
things are panning out in Sindh.
In retrospect, PPP has not done much for the betterment of Sindh. Rural Sindh
is the only zone where the party‘s votes are assured. As a result of corruption and
mismanagement, the party has witnessed a slow disintegration.
A while back, a survey covering the entirety of Pakistan was conducted, in
which 33% voted for PTI, 19% for PPP and 17% for PML-N. The following
question was put forth to the survey participants,
―If elections were held tomorrow, which political party you would vote for at
the federal level?‖
This question was asked on a provincial level and 40% voted for PTI in K-P,
50% for PPP in Sindh and 43% for PTI in Punjab.
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Despite the prevailing governance problems across Pakistan, Sindh is the only
province that seems to be going backwards in terms of introducing better policies
to ensure an effective administration.
The PPP government could have redeemed themselves through the Benazir
Income Support Program (BISP) wherein around 1.8 million people are given a
stipend of Rs5,000 every three months. This amount is transferred into their
accounts; however, beneficiaries have been unable to withdraw it.
As for Nawaz and PML-N, their party has been marred by the ongoing
corruption charges. Although we can‘t deny Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif‘s
achievements in Punjab, the question still sticks – what role is being played by
PML-N when it comes to other provinces?
All I can say is that PML-N may have succeeded in leading Punjab, but has
failed in leading the nation.
It‘s as if we have been conducting social experiments to see which leader
does what and whether they succeed or not. Nawaz and Zardari have already
gotten enough chances, it‘s time we give the captain a chance and I sincerely hope
he doesn‘t let us down.
Билавал Бхутто присоединился к Имран Хану в требовании отставки
Наваз Шарифа.
Bilawal joins Imran to demand PM‘s resignation
The Express Tribune. 11.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454801/bilawal-joinsimrans-demand-pms-resignation/

KARACHI: Demanding prime minister‘s resignation following the
submission of the Joint Investigation Team‘s report before the Supreme Court,
Pakistan Peoples Party Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari said on Monday that
delaying the decision to step down will not solve any problems but only invite
crisis.
―PPP believes that the JIT report submitted before the Supreme Court today
starkly concluding that the prime minister has failed to justify assets and the means
of income is a stinging indictment after which Nawaz Sharif has totally lost moral
and political authority to continue in office and must therefore resign,‖ he said.
Bilawal, in a statement issued, said that two honourable judges of the initially
formed five-member bench of the apex court has already pronounced the prime
minister to be guilty.
PM and his family‘s assets beyond their known means, observes JIT
―The remaining three honourable judges did not disagree with the findings of
the two honourable judges but only called for further investigations through a JIT,‖
the PPP chairman added.
He further said that as a result of the JIT‘s confirmation of a vast and
inexplicable gap between known sources of income and the wealth accumulated by
the Sharif family there was no other option for the PM but to resign before he is
formally convicted by the Supreme Court.
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‗Game over‘: PM must resign now, demands Imran Khan
―The PPP also rejects the notion that the current situation poses any threat to
the democratic system,‖ he added.
―Demanding the prime minister to resign as a result of serious questions of
propriety of conduct having been established beyond doubt does not pose any
threat to the system. If anything, it indicates that the system has the strength and
resilience to demand and withstand change of guard in accordance with democratic
traditions and principles,‖ Bilawal said.
He added that the time for taking correct political decisions is short and
advised Premier Nawaz Sharif to resign forthwith.
Оппозиция объединяется: Партии Имран Хана и ПНП требуют ухода в
отставку Наваз Шарифа
United in opposition: With one voice, PTI, PPP ask PM to step down
The Express Tribune. July 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454704/game-pm-mustresign-now-demands-imran-khan/

ISLAMABAD/KARACHI: After unveiling of the JIT‘s report, both the two
major opposition parties – PTI and PPP – on Monday demanded that Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif must immediately resign, with the PTI chief Imran Khan
also calling for putting names of the PM and his family members on the no-fly list.
―This is game, set and match. Now, it is a matter of time to see when they will
leave the PM House. I will say [names of] entire [Sharif] family needs to be put on
the Exit Control List,‖ Imran told a press conference shortly after the Supreme
Court made the JIT report public.
Jang Group served notice by top court over controversial story
Flanked by senior party leadership, Imran congratulated the nation: ―Now, the
PTI does not need a street movement; rather the party will soon have to hold street
celebrations.‖
Before holdimg the press talk, the PTI chief chaired a consultative meeting
attended by senior party leaders. In the meeting, the PTI‘s legal team briefed the
participants on the JIT report.
―He [Nawaz Sharif] has been declared a criminal. The next Monday (when
SC will hold hearing of the case) is too far away. What morality does he have to sit
in the Prime Minister‘s office?‖ Imran Khan questioned, adding that the PTI had
brought the ‗ruling mafia‘ under the laws of Pakistan.
Imran said the JIT report vindicated the PTI stance that it was extremely
difficult to carry out this investigation against Nawaz Sharif as multiple attempts
were made to obstruct justice.
―They [Sharifs] misused institutions to save their skins. They blackmailed and
coerced institutions and tried to undermine their credibility to hide their
corruption,‖ he said, adding that his family and the PTI workers were also targeted
when they raised voice against injustice and corruption.
He said after the release of JIT report, the National Assembly Speaker Ayaz
Sadiq should also resign, as in the past when the PTI asked him to send a reference
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against the PM, he [Sadiq] ‗in an attempt to blackmail‘ sent a reference to the ECP
against him [Imran].
―What credibility does he [Sadiq] have now? They (the ruling party) tried to
blackmail us in the assembly as well. They are rightfully named the godfathers as
they blackmail and coerce and have been doing so for 30 years,‖ Imran added.
He once again criticised owner of the Jang/Geo group, Mir Shakil-urRehman, saying the SC decision about the group and its owner and publisher was
commendable and endorsed the PTI‘s long-standing stance over the issue.
―I am so happy Mir Shakil has been brought to this point today as well where
contempt notices are issued to him [and his group]. The Jang group has tried to
save a criminal by printing stories to discredit the JIT,‖ he said, adding: ―Mir
Shakil is fully complicit in these attempts to obstruct justice.‖
PML-N bins the report as a ‗piece of trash‘
Imran was of the view that today‘s SC proceedings and presentation of the
JIT report before it was the beginning of a New Pakistan where the law would be
equal for all and the powerful would be held to account under the law.
―If the Supreme Court was not independent today we would see them [the
PML-N] attacking it again. But the nation set a precedent during the lawyers
movement and they know the nation will not let anything happen to our courts,‖
Khan said.
Talking about a defamation case filed against him by Punjab CM Shehbaz
Sharif, Imran said the CM should be ashamed of himself as he was member of a
corrupt family.
Пария ПМЛ(Н) ищет поддержку у других партий
PML-N decides to seek support of other parties
Amjad
Mahmood,
Syed
Irfan
Raza.
Dawn,
July
8th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1343883/pml-n-decides-to-seek-support-of-other-parties

2017.

ISLAMABAD/JHANG: The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
leadership met on Friday to discuss different options that could be adopted after the
Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing the Panama Papers case submits its report
to the Supreme Court on July 10, as Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, while speaking
at a ceremony in Jhang, challenged his rivals to defeat him in elections instead of
resorting to ―conspiracies against his government‖.
In Islamabad, the PM chaired a consultative meeting of senior leaders of the
PML-N which was attended, among others, by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Interior
Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan and Law Minister Zahid Hamid.
It has been learnt that the meeting at the PM House decided that the PML-N
would contact other political parties to seek their support amid prevailing high
political temperature in the country.
Weighs options for post-July 10 scenario
Talking to Dawn, the PM‘s spokesman Musaddiq Malik said the JIT‘s
procedure for collection of evidence had raised several questions.
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―The government conferred all powers on the JIT but it is astonishing why it
did not meet Qatari Prince Hamad Bin Jassim bin Jaber Al-Thani and go to
London and Panama to verify the evidence provided by the Pakistan Tehreek-iInsaf against the prime minister,‖ he said.
The Qatari prince, in his letter submitted to the Supreme Court, had claimed
that he had given money to the Sharif family which was used to buy London
property.
―We believe that the JIT has already made up its mind and wants to draw its
own conclusion, otherwise it could have exercised the option of mutual legal
assistance to contact the Qatari government for obtaining money trail of the Sharif
family from the Qatari prince,‖ the spokesman said.
When contacted, the PM‘s Adviser Barrister Zafarullah said any decision on
legal options could be taken once the JIT report was made public or submitted to
the court. ―We will challenge the report if any lacuna is found in it,‖ he said.
Talking about the role of the JIT members, he said the chief of the team Wajid
Zia also headed a JIT made in the treason case against retired Gen Pervez
Musharraf and he used to visit the latter‘s residence to record his statement. ―If Mr
Zia could go to Karachi to record Mr Musharraf‘s statement then why he or any
other JIT member could not meet the Qatari prince at his residence,‖ he asked.
Meanwhile, Minister of State for Information Marriyum Aurangzeb said the
JIT should have recorded the Qatari prince‘s statement before those of other
witnesses. ―The case against the prime minister could have been concluded if the
JIT had recorded statement of the Qatari prince earlier,‖ she added.
In Jhang, speaking at an inauguration ceremony of a power project, PM Sharif
said: ―I‘ll lay the foundation stone of the 4,500MW Dasu hydel project on July 10
when the JIT submits its report (to the Supreme Court).‖
Apparently addressing PTI chairman Imran Khan, Mr Sharif said:
―Sometimes you take cover of polls rigging and stage sit-ins, at others you
conspire in the name of accountability and take refuge behind the JIT as you know
that you cannot win elections. It‘s cowardice. Come and confront me in the
[political] field whenever you wish so.‖
The prime minister claimed that there was a ―fear of defeat‖ behind the PTI
chief‘s ―intriguing mind‖.
―You have been defeated by the PML-N not once, but repeatedly. And you
will be defeated in future as well.‖
Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif also spoke on the occasion.

Зардари считает, что «Панамагейт» не свергнет Наваз Шарифа, да и он
не желает отставки Н.Шарифа
Nawaz can still survive, believes PPP
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SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. July 04, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/04-Jul2017/nawaz-can-still-survive-believes-ppp

ISLAMABAD - Former president Asif Ali Zardari believes Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif was down but not out and can still survive as opposition keenly
awaits the climax of the Panama leaks case.
A close aide of the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) co-Chairman told The
Nation that Zardari was neither focused on the ouster of Nawaz Sharif nor was he
expecting it anytime soon.
―Zardari wanted Sharif to resign much earlier on moral grounds but he still
thinks the prime minister can survive and continue as the head of the government,‖
he said.
The close aide said the former president does not see Nawaz Sharif ―going
alone‖ as his ouster may pave way for a ―series of ousters‖.
―If Nawaz Sharif is disqualified, Imran Khan [the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
chief] may also get the same treatment. He may also be disqualified as his
eligibility has been challenged. And thereafter, there can be more such cases,‖ he
explained.
The joint investigation team, probing the offshore assets of Sharif family is
winding up its job and is set to submit its final report before the Supreme Court on
July 10th. PM Sharif was also interrogated by the JIT, while his sons Hassan
Nawaz and Hussain Nawaz appeared more than once before the investigators.
Sharif‘s daughter Maryam Nawaz has been directed to appear before the JIT on
July 5th.
Zardari had recently said that the rulers could not escape accountability by
targeting the judiciary. He said that the PPP believed in across-the-board
accountability of all but at the same time it would not ―permit subverting the
lawful investigative and judicial processes to escape accountability.‖
PPP chief Bilawal Bhutto Zardari had warned the government earlier that the
PPP would stand by the constitutional institutions in case of any confrontation.
PPP Vice President Senator Sherry Rehman said that if he PM Sharif did
survive the Panama leaks scandal, ―it will be without legitimacy.‖
―We understand that he is an elected prime minister, which is why his moral
standing is more important than anything else,‖ she told The Nation.
PPP Information Secretary Chaudhry Manzoor Ahmed said that even in case
of a decision against Nawaz Sharif, he would not be shown the door in July.
―The JIT will submit its report on July 10th and then the court will take some
time to reach a decision. This time can stretch to months,‖ he told The Nation.
Ahmed said that the PPP had nothing personal against PM Sharif and it only
supported the rule of law. ―If Nawaz Sharif has done something wrong he should
not be spared. But then he should not be targeted alone. The accountability process
should be across-the-board. We can see many people going if the PM is removed,‖
he maintained.
Ahmed predicted Imran Khan could also be disqualified if Sharif was held
ineligible in the Panama leaks case. ―There can be many others who may lose their
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jobs and positions. Sharif can survive and even if he doesn‘t his party is expected
to remain in power. The system should not be derailed,‖ he said.
Meanwhile, on Monday, PPP Senator Aajiz Dhamrah said that everyone knew
the magnitude of corruption by the Sharif family. ―Sharif family is making hue and
cry over accountability because it is the first time they are put to the test of
accountability,‖ he said in a statement.
Senator Dhamrah said that the Sharif family was used to victimising political
opponents in the garb of accountability in the past but now they were themselves
facing real accountability. It is a matter of record that Punjab Chief Minister
Shehbaz Sharif telephoned a judge asking him to give maximum punishment to
Benazir Bhutto and Asif Ali Zardari.
He said that Benazir Bhutto was the real daughter of the nation but Sharif
family victimised her and implicated her family in false and concocted cases.
Senator Dhamrah said that Sharif family had fled the country with the connivance
of Pervez Musharraf in the past but this time around they would be apprehended
and punished.
Имран Хан как политик – это диктатор
An open letter to Imran Khan and his followers
Farah Adeed. The Nation. July 02, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/blogs/02-Jul-2017/an-openletter-to-imran-khan-and-his-followers

Behaving liking a dictator while fighting for democracy does not justify
Imran‘s words
Let‘s acknowledge everything which Imran Khan has done for Pakistan. Let‘s
give him due credit for his all contributions; from winning a World Cup for us to
the massive political mobilisation to change or reform our outdated political
system. He really deserves our appreciation and support for what he has done, and
is still committed to do, for the welfare of people. Thank you Imran Khan for
everything!
But the problem with the top PTI leadership and their willful supporters like
other political giants and submissive workers in Pakistan is that they are not ready
to welcome even a fair account of criticism. PTI is desperate to get appreciation,
admiration, acknowledgment and perhaps political power. But there is an
unstoppable flood of criticism for those who dare to disagree with the politics of
PTI or Imran Khan.
The rule is simple; Imran Khan and his followers are happy as long as you are
with them and if you are not with them it simply means you are against them, and
perhaps against Pakistan. This logic seems a little silly and politically dangerous.
PTI definitely deserves our appreciation but it is not a party of all-wise-men
of the town. There is and should always be a room for constructive criticism so that
the process of growth and development does not stop at any level. This is what PTI
and its top leadership, and more importantly, their diehard political workers need
to understand.
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In this write-up, however, I intend to talk about the explicit and implicit
political and intellectual challenges which PTI is facing at the moment and it needs
to work, I argue,on some coping strategies. First comes politics.
First, PTI has a significant amount of support in urban areas of Pakistan. This
is why often PTI is said to be the party of urbanite-middle-class. The reason behind
this support and admiration of PTI in urban communities is quite simple and easyto-understand. People were tired of old slogans and perhaps old faces. It was PTI
that offered both; a new political discourse and young and fresh faces. It had a
massive appeal, and helped PTI to strengthen its political position at national level.
But with the passage of time things started getting changed. Old replaced
new. And in changed political model, new were supposed to be the back benchers.
This backfired and people slapped PTI in local government elections in Punjab and
particularly in Lahore where it miserably failed to have even some face-saving.
Things turned from bad to worse when old-lovers left their first-love - mother
political parties - so indifferently and decided to join PTI. Political love like reallife romance does not last forever. It is not based upon originality or the purity of
character rather its building is construed on a different political philosophy that is
called opportunism.
The opportunists came into the party and the party got disintegrated. There
are different groups in PTI like we see in PPP and PML-N. Ironically, so is the
case with the PTI voters. Some are happily following whatever their beloved leader
is doing and others are not comfortable to blindly follow some un-trusty-oldlovers, the opportunists.
The internal state of uncertainty and disunity is what will prove an atomicbomb in coming elections. These factions will be vibrant during elections and may
not support PML-N but will surely hit the PTI below the belt. This is an implicit
threat to the party.
Now the explicit: What do PTI and Imran khan have to convince the public to
vote for them in next elections? Will pointing out others‘ flaws compel people to
vote for PTI?
It is ironic to observe that Imran‘s politics are focused on others‘ flaws. He
believes bashing Nawaz Sharif and Zardari will make people love him. This is
again silly and politically incorrect. PTI is ruling in KP and there are a number of
people who want to see a model province as promised by Khan and his party. Does
PTI have a model province to show the people of Punjab and other provinces? Or
do they have any alternative?
Third, politics in rural Pakistan is still candidate-centered. The tags of
political parties in rural areas does not necessarily matter much. As a matter of fact
majority of people living in these areas are the staunch supports of ‗Sher‘ and most
of the candidates too have strong affiliation with the PML-N. There is a reason
behind this support in rural areas. PML-N understands the dynamics of electoral
politics and know how to make alliance and how to win votes, not hearts. On the
contrary the principal focus of the PTI seems to be urban areas throughout these
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four years. This is a big political challenge for PTI to devise some strategies to win
mass support in the rural areas in order to win elections.
Now intellectual challenge: There was a time when Imran Khan introduced
new things in a parochial political culture of Pakistan. There was (perhaps
theoretically) politics of principles, commitments, and of ideas. But with the
passage of time PTI is becoming intellectually drained and old political tools are
being used to silence those who criticise or dare to question Imran Khan‘s
dictatorial stance. The intellectual deficit is leading the party to moral corruption
which will presumably end up by transforming the PTI into the present-day PPP.
What PTI is doing to reform the ongoing political trends in the country? Or
does the PTI itself has stopped thinking and has decided to go with the flow?
The only way forward for the PTI is to have a serious self-introspection. PTI
needs to understand that by welcoming opportunists in the party does not mean the
party is getting stronger. Opportunists do not follow or believe in ideologies they
only use the most suitable and appropriate platform to capture political power.
Those who question the arrival of PPP‘s old friends are not so wrong. They
deserve to be answered in an appropriate way in order to reduce disunity within the
party.
Secondly, Imran khan needs to understand that he is leading a political party
not a crowd. People want to be listened. And as a rule democratic way in decision
making is the best available. Behaving liking a dictator while fighting for
democracy does not justify Imran‘s words.
Moreover, Imran‘s focus should have been on KP and not on Nawaz Sharif
and Asif Ali Zardari. Fighting against corruption is appreciable but doing one‘s
entire politics on it is politically immature.
Thirdly, PTI from top leadership to the political workers should review its
political ideology and their stance in these days. How do they treat their political
opponents? What do they want to achieve? How do they intend to get what they
have devised to achieve? And more importantly, how to respect those who do not
agree with PTI‘s politics?
Lastly, Imran Khan is making all efforts to become the Prime Minister of
Pakistan. I, however, have another view. Why doesn‘t Imran give us a strong
political institution based upon principles and democratic norms in form of PTI?
Don‘t you think it will be a greater service to the nation?
Объединенное народное движение Пакистана и Объединенное народное
движение (Лондон) в США ругаются
Internal affairs: MQM-P, MQM-L in altercation again
Zubair
Ashraf.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
30,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447222/mqm-londons-nadeem-nusrat-involved-anti-pakistanactivities-sattar/

KARACHI: The Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P) on Friday
reacted strongly to the activities of its rival London group (MQM-L) in the United
States, calling it a plot to tarnish the image of the patriotic Muhajir community.
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MQM-P head Farooq Sattar lambasted MQM-L spearhead Nadeem Nusrat for
meeting US Republican congressmen – believed to have an anti-Pakistan agenda –
in a presser at the headquarters of his faction of the party in Bahadurabad.
‗Muhajir parties should band together for the good of the community‘
―The [recent] audio messages from London and the activities of Nusrat in US
with an anti-Pakistan lobby are highly alarming and matter of national security,‖
Sattar told reporters.
The MQM-P ‗strongly‘ condemns these activities as they are tantamount to
hatching a conspiracy against the country and against the Muhajirs, he said, adding
that his party won‘t allow the London group to use the name of the community.
Referring to the August 22 incident which divided MQM into two factions,
Sattar said that the same was being repeated by the London group and the MQM-P
categorically rejected and condemned it.
On August 22 last year, MQM founder Altaf Hussain had delivered an
incendiary speech against the country which later sparked a nationwide crackdown
against the party.
During the presser, Sattar was flanked by his associates Amir Khan, Khalid
Maqbool Siddiqui, Khawaja Izharul Hasan, Aminul Haq and others.
He said that the real representatives of the Muhajirs were with them in the
country and taking part in parliamentary politics to get them their rights unlike the
London group.
«Ни Наваз Шариф, ни Имран Хан не уважают демократию», - заявил
лидер ПНП Зардари.
―Nawaz and Imran no respect for democracy‖
Daily Times. 30.06.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/features/29-Jun-17/nawaz-and-imranno-respect-for-democracy

Zardari says nation awaiting answer to several questions from prime minister
NAUSHAHRO FEROZE: Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) Co-chairman and
former President Asif Ali Zardari said that it is time Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
gets to know what accountability actually means on Thursday.
While addressing to an occasion in the district of Naushahro Feroze, he stated
the nation awaits several questions which arose from the Joint Investigation
Team‘s (JIT) Panama probe, as tasked by the Supreme Court. Zardari maintained
that the 2013 elections were hijacked by the Returning Officers (ROs).
He highlighted how his own party was held accountable several times during
the last tenure, and in the past. PPP co-chairman also criticised Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan, as a response to his accusations.
Zardari has said that Nawaz Sharif and Imran Khan had no respect for
democracy. He said that had he not given powers to the parliament, Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif could never have become the premier.
―Only I know the value of democracy,‖ Zardari said and adding that Imran
and Nawaz don‘t recognise the importance of democracy. I have faced jails and
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courts, I am a democratic man, He said that "I am person who believes in
democracy, I have served time in prison," he said. "However, no one has respect
for that," he added.
He said that a comparison can easily be drawn between the Pakistan that PPP
had handed over to the current ruling party and the Pakistan of today. "We gave
powers to the provinces through the 18th Amendment," he said. "Investment
opportunities with China are the gift of the PPP," he added.
The former president said that it was time the nation should make up its mind.
He said that there were lots of questions rose which went unanswered. "The
country is still standing where we left it several years ago," said Zardari. Former
Sindh Chief Minister Qaim Ali Shah also attended the event where he told that the
Sharif brothers are in hot waters since the Panama case inquiry. ―The people of
Punjab are waiting for Asif Zardari,‖ he said with conviction.
Почему ПНП поддержала Наваз Шарифа во время протесного сидения в
2014 г. и не поддерживает сейчас?
Why the PPP supported govt in 2014 and not siding with it now?
Mubashir Hassan. The Nation. June 26, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/26Jun-2017/why-the-ppp-supported-govt-in-2014-and-not-siding-with-it-now

LAHORE -The PPP which had supported the ruling PML-N at the time of
2014 sit-in is not siding with it now in the wake of latter‘s troubles emanating from
the Panama case.
For many political observers, PPP Senator Rehman Malik‘s appearance
before the JIT to testify against the Sharif family has marked the end of
reconciliation between the two parties. Three years on since the PTI‘s Islamabad
sit-in when the government‘s fall seemed imminent, analysts still believe it was the
PPP which averted an otherwise inevitable political crisis in the country.
But the PPP is not supporting the government in the present situation. It
would be happy if the sitting prime minister is shown the door by disqualification
by the court. Perhaps it views the two situations differently.
In August, 2014, the PTI supporters and activists remained in front of the
Parliament building for around four months demanding fresh elections in the
country. Before it, the PTI had rejected the 2013 election results leveling charges
of rigging and sought recounting of votes in at least four constituencies. Since the
government did not accept its demand, all the PTI lawmakers had tendered
resignations from their respective assemblies and joined the sit-in.
Pakistan Awami Tehreek of Allama Tahirul Qadri and Awami Muslim
League of Sheikh Rashid Ahmed also supported the PTI in that situation. PPP,
however, went against the tide to save the government at that time.
It is June 2017 now and the PPP has no love lost for the PML-N it had
supported three years ago. Why? The Nation talked to PPP‘s central Information
Secretary Ch Manzoor Ahmad to know the reason.
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―In 2014, an institution [Parliament] was under attack [by the undemocratic
forces], and the PPP came forward to defend a main pillar of democracy. Now,
another institution, [Judiciary] is under attack, and this time none else but from the
government itself. The PPP feels duty-bound to protect this institution also,‖ he
told this paper.
Ch Manzoor further stated that one should not draw a parallel between the
political situation at the time of 2014 sit-in and the present one which he said was
all about accountability of the ruling party. He stressed that it was wrong to say
that PPP had supported the government in 2014. ―We had defended the Parliament
which is the mother of all institutions,‖ he averred.
He also said the process of accountability should not stop and all those whose
names had appeared in the Panama Papers must be held accountable.
The PPP spokesperson expressed his displeasure over the derogatory remarks
of the PML-N leaders against the Supreme Court-formed JIT investigating the
money trail of Sharif family‘s assets. He reiterated his party‘s stance that PPP
would stand by the institutions if the government tried to attack any of these.
Asked if the political system was in danger at the moment, the PPP leader
said it was always in danger in a country like Pakistan. He added that Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif had also become a threat to the system since he was trying
to browbeat the judiciary. He, however, made it clear that PPP would stand with
the government if an attempt is made to topple it through unconstitutional means.
Имран Хан надеется, что уже в июле с.г. Наваз Шариф уйдет в отставку
(в связи с «Панамагейт») и будут досрочные выборы
Imran sees Nawaz going by July-end, early polls
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. June 23, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/23-Jun2017/imran-sees-nawaz-going-by-july-end-early-polls

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) chief is seeing the
disqualification of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif by the end of July as well as early
elections after the Supreme Court verdict in the Panama Papers case.
―I am confident that the prime minister would face disqualification by the end
of July as a result of the findings of the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing the
offshore wealth of the Sharif family,‖ he said during an informal chat with a select
group f of journalists at an Iftar dinner he hosted.
While responding to a question by The Nation, Khan said that he was seeing
that it would become difficult for the government to run its affairs after Panama
case verdict and thus there would be no option except for holding early elections.
―This is why we are preparing for the early elections,‖ he said. He further said that
he was seeing 2017 as the election year and because of the same reason, his party
had conducted the intra-party polls.
―It looks that I am about to win the test match of Panama,‖ the PTI chief went
on to say. He said that Nawaz Sharif should take some tranquilizers or sleeping
pills as the JIT was about to give its findings.
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Explaining his point of view about early elections, the PTI chief said that after
the disqualification of PM Sharif, the PML-N will have no option but to nominate
Maryam Nawaz for the slot of the prime ministership and she could not become
the premier as she is not the member of the parliament. ―Practically, the
government should complete its tenure after the disqualification of the prime
minister,‖ he said adding that it did not look doable.
He said that the disqualification of the prime minister was writing on the wall
as the ruling family could not give any proof to the JIT. ―The SC has already made
it clear that if the Qatari prince did not come to record his statement to JIT, his
letter would be discarded in the dustbin,‖ he said adding that PM Sharif had got the
opportunity to prove himself innocent before the JIT but he apparently lost it.
He said that the PTI was ready to start a movement against the government
after Eid if the government continued to attempt to make the JIT controversial.
The PTI chief said that the impression being given by the government and a
media group was wrong that perhaps the PTI was going to derail the democratic
system under the garb of its campaign over the Panama leaks. ―This is the ruling
party that wants to derail the system,‖ he said.
Khan said that the PML-N was not a political party but a ―mafia‖ and ―a
coalition of interest‖ and ―it is used to bribing people for decades‖. ―The PML-N
recently bribed PTI counselor Sohail in Mianwali for a sum of Rs 9 million to vote
for a PML-N candidate in local bodies elections. Sohail came to me and announced
to give the money to Namal College of Mainwali,‖ he said. ―Now the Punjab
police are raiding Sohail‘s home to arrest him,‖ he said.
Khan avoided answering a question on the criticism by some circles that the
chief of army staff announced Umrah tickets for the cricket team from the national
kitty for winning the ICC Champions Trophy.
Replying a question, Khan avoided disclosing the name of a businessman
who, according to PTI chief, had offered him Rs10 billion on behalf of the ruling
PML-N to remain silent on the Panama case. ―They know and he lives in Lahore,‖
he said.
Khan said that he was not sure about the number of constituencies of
Rawalpindi from where he would contest the next election. ―This is sure that I will
contest the election from Mianwali and Lahore,‖ he said.
―I am going to invite Awami Muslim League chief Sheikh Rasheed Ahmed to
join the PTI but he is unaware of my offer,‖ he said adding that Rasheed was the
person who faced this mafia alone.
About his meeting with Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa, he said that the
army chief had given him assurance for transparent elections. ―The COAS had said
that one army man would be deputed inside each polling station and one outside to
ensure transparent elections.
Responding to a question, Khan said that he had no intention to tie the knot
till the next general elections. ―No marriage till next general elections,‖ he said. He
also announced that the PPP government‘s law minister and Senator Babar Awan
is joining the PTI today.
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Глава партии «Авами Лиг(М)» Sheikh Rasheed Ahmad считает, что после
«Панамагейт» дни Наваз Шарифа сочтены.
Govt‘s days are numbered, says Sheikh Rasheed
Daily Times. 22.04.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/22-Apr-17/govts-days-arenumbered-says-sheikh-rasheed

ISLAMABAD: Awami Muslim League (AML) chief Sheikh Rasheed
Ahmad on Friday claimed that it was the last year of the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) government, as the country's political scenario had changed after
the Supreme Court verdict in Panamagate case.
Speaking in a morning show on Friday, he said, "Everything will happen this
year... now the voters clearly know who has looted the country." He claimed that
all political parties had started gearing up for elections, and that the slogan of 'Go
Nawaz Go' would now become an election slogan.
He advised Nawaz Sharif to step down morally after the SC judgement,
saying that the PML-N chief had lost his status as a ruler. "The PM has lost his
position as a ruler after the decision."
He said that those eating sweets would mourn after 60 days. Senior judges
who are next in line to become chief justices said in clear terms that Nawaz Sharif
was no longer sadiq and ameen (truthful and trustworthy), he said, adding that the
judged had also dumped the Qatari letter into the dustbin.
ПНП планирует создать мощную оппозицию Наваз Шарифу (после
расследования «Панамагейт»)
PPP plans to form grand anti-govt alliance
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. April 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/20-Apr2017/ppp-plans-to-form-grand-anti-govt-alliance

ISLAMABAD - Former President Asif Ali Zardari plans to form a grand
opposition alliance against the government after the Panama leaks verdict by the
Supreme Court today (April 20), sources said.
Zardari, the Pakistan People's Party co-Chairman, chaired a meeting of the
PPP leaders along with his son – party chief Bilawal Bhutto Zardari – here late
Wednesday night to decide their future line of action.
PPP sources said Zardari and the other leaders believed a grand alliance will
put pressure on the government before the general elections next year.
―For the time being like-minded parties will be contacted and later others
could be engaged,‖ said a senior PPP leader. He said the PPP did not have any
‗high expectations‘ from the Panama Leaks verdict.
PPP spokesperson Senator Farhatullah Babar told journalists that the meeting
will be held again today after the Supreme Court announced the verdict on the
Panama Leaks. ―We will then announce the future line of action. The party
discussed the issue today and considered options for the future,‖ he said.
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The PPP has already launched a mass contact drive in the country and Bilawal
had approved protests against the government for excessive load-shedding.
The PPP meeting was attended Yousuf Raza Gilani, Raja Pervez Ashraf,
Sherry Rehman, Rehman Malik, Latif Khosa, Murad Ali Shah, Nisar Khusro,
Makhdoom Ahmad Mahmood, Sardar Yaqub, Yousuf Talpur, Nayyer Bokhari ,
Qamar Zaman Kaira, Farhatullah Babar and others.
ПНП и JUI-F против продления сроков военных судов
PPP, JUI-F oppose govt bills on mily courts
Javaid-ur-Rahman. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Mar2017/ppp-jui-f-oppose-govt-bills-on-mily-courts

ISLAMABAD - The government yesterday introduced two legislative bills to
expeditiously dispose of terrorism-related cases and award two-year extension to
the military courts.
The opposition Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) and the Jamiat-e-Ulema-eIslam (JUI-F) – which is a partner in the ruling coalition – opposed both the bills:
The Constitution (Twenty-Eighth Amendment) Bill, 2017 and The Pakistan Army
(Amendment) Bill, 2017.
The government side is holding meetings with the rest of the parliamentary
parties to get both the bills passed unanimously.
The statement of objects of 28th amendment bill says that ―due to
extraordinary situation constituting grave threat to the security and integrity of
Pakistan from various terrorist groups, armed groups, wings and militia or their
members, it is proposed to continue special measures for a further period of two
years. These measures have yielded positive results in combating terrorism.
―Extraordinary situation and circumstances still exist, which demand
continuation of the special measures adopted for expeditious disposal of certain
offence[s] relating to terrorism, waging of war or insurrection against Pakistan.
―Terrorist groups including any such terrorists fighting while misusing the
name of religion or a sect or by committing grave and violent act of terrorism
against the state be tried in these [special military trial] courts.
―The people of Pakistan have expressed their firm resolve through their
chosen representatives to permanently wipe out and eradicate terrorists from
Pakistan.‖
Law Minister Zahid Hamid, while introducing the bill, was of the view that
the amendment would yield positive results. Nine meetings have been held and
most of the parties endorsed the government‘s proposals, he said.
―The country is still going through extraordinary circumstances and facing
many challenges. Therefore, it is necessary that these measures continue,‖ he said.
PPP‘s Azra Fazal Pechuho, expressing strong reservations, said that there
should be right of appeal for the accused in the bill. ―Some of the clauses are
discriminatory and should be removed,‖ she said.
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Muttahida Quami Movement (MQM)‘s Sheikh Salahudin asked, ―For how
many more years the government will keep extending time for the military
courts?‖
JUI-F chief Fazlur Rehman strongly opposed the constitutional amendment.
―Terrorism should not be linked with religion as terrorists have no religion, sect, or
nationality or [are confined to a single] province,‖ the JUI-F chief said.
Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said that there was a need to create consensus on the
legislation.
Later, the house also passed "The Post Office (Amendment) Bill, 2016.‖
APP adds: Deputy Speaker National Assembly Murtaza Javed Abbasi on
Friday directed the Finance Ministry to sort out issue about registration of
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the forthcoming census.
He directed parliamentary secretary Rana Muhammad Afzal to sit with
Maulana Fazlur Rehman and Shah Jee Gul Afridi and address their concerns.
Earlier, speaking on a point of order JUI-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman said
the IDPs could not return to their native areas so far. "It will create a problem, if
they (IDPs) are not registered in their ancestral areas in the census," he said.
He said the IDPs should be given the right to register themselves in their
native areas.
Несмотря на разногласия, сегодня законопроект о продлении срока
военных судов будет представлен в Парламенте.
Amid disagreement, govt presenting military courts bill in NA today
Daily
Times.
10/03/2017/
http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/10-Mar-17/amiddisagreement-govt-presenting-military-courts-bill-in-na-today

PPP rubbishes Dar's claim that consensus reached on two-year extension to
military courts. Agreement reached on only two of PPP's nine points
ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Senator Ishaq Dar on Thursday said that
constitutional amendment bill for the establishment of military courts would be
presented in the National Assembly today (Friday).
Talking to the media after meeting parliamentary parties' heads, he said that it
had been decided that the government would lay the constitutional amendment bill
and the army act amendment bill in the National Assembly.
He claimed that consensus had been reached in the meeting on two-year
extension to military courts.
Dar said the Pakistan People's Party had withdrawn from its point to appoint
sessions or additional sessions judge in the military courts. He informed that some
of the proposed suggestions already existed in the constitution and political parties
had no objection on them.
The finance minister further revealed that the law of testimony would also be
implemented and the convict would have the right to appeal. He said that some of
the recommendations by the PPP were technical, and making further amendments
to the already amended bill was the basic right of all the parties. "All members of
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parliament have the right to bring their amendments to the House for debate and
discussion for legislation."
The minister said there was no objection on evidence act and right of judicial
review, as all those points were clearly mentioned and defined in the constitution.
Meanwhile, the PPP rubbished reports that the party had agreed to a two-year
extension to military courts during a meeting of parliamentarians in Islamabad.
The party slammed the claims made by the PML-N ministers and denied that
any agreement had been reached on the draft legislative proposals prepared by the
government for revival of the courts.
The party had earlier pushed for a one-year extension to military courts and
had put forward nine recommendations regarding the operations of military courts
and how they should be handled.
"The PPP totally and roundly rejects any statement purportedly issued by any
official agency creating a false and erroneous impression of the PPP having agreed
to the draft proposals of the government," said a statement released by PPP Senator
Farhatullah Babar.
In the second session of parliamentary discussions on the issue, the PPP
sought to push through its recommendations, but an agreement could be reached on
only two of the PPP's nine points raised before the session concluded.
PPP Central Information Secretary Chaudhry Manzoor said the PPP had not
agreed to drop any of its proposed amendments and would move its own
amendments. "These rumours have been spread by opponents of the PPP," he
claimed.
The PPP, in one of its proposed points, had recommended that the provisions
of the Qanoon-i-Shahadat, 1984 (Law of Evidence) should apply to military courts
and that the accused be granted the right to appeal.
The PPP had forwarded the following points: "Military courts shall be
presided over by one sessions judge or additional sessions judge with a military
officer; the sessions/additional sessions judge will be nominated by the chief
justice of Pakistan; period will be for one year from starting date; right of judicial
review by high courts under Article 199 of the constitution; high court shall decide
case within 60 days; accused to be produced within 24 hours before the court
concerned; accused to be supplied with grounds of arrest within 24 hours; accused
shall have right to engage counsel of his choice; and provisions of Qanoon-iShahadat 1984 shall apply."
It may be mentioned here that the military courts were disbanded this year on
January 7 after a sunset clause - included in the legal provisions under which the
tribunals were established - expired.
Though a revival of the controversial system seems closer now than before,
the government and the opposition have struggled to reach a consensus on the issue
despite frequent discussions. The primary concern of critics is the mystery
surrounding military court trials: no one knows who the convicts are, what charges
have been brought against them, or what the accused persons' defence is against
the allegations levelled.
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Исаак Дар считает, что надо продлить срок действия военных судов и
полагает неправильной позицию ПНП
Extension of military courts for two years imperative: Dar
Fawad
Maqsood.
BR.
Mar
8th,
2017.
http://www.brecorder.com/2017/03/08/338703/extension-of-military-courts-for-two-yearsimperative-dar/

ISLAMABAD: Federal Minister for Finance Senator Ishaq Dar Wednesday
said that extension of military courts for the period of two years would be
imperative to address the issue.
Talking to a private news channel, he hoped that Pakistan Peoples Party
would accept the decision regarding the duration of military courts.
He said "We are working on a roadmap to upscale national action plan and
judicial reforms to prepare a parallel system before ending the period of military
courts".
He said that it was a national issue which would be resolved with the
consensus of political parties including Pakistan Peoples Party.
Ishaq Dar said that the whole nation wanted to see the country's leadership
united on the matter of terrorism.
To a question, he said electoral reforms would be made before the next
general elections.
To another question, he said that some countries were using the soil of
Afghanistan against Pakistan.
To a question, he said that peace in Afghanistan was in the interest of the
region.
The minister said that Pakistan was going to sign an agreement with OECD
which would help control the tax evaders.
He said that Pakistan's economic position would be improved and it would
enter into the G20 countries soon.
ПМЛ-Q не согласна с проектами продления военных
представленных другими партиями. 3 проекта.
PML-Q to prepare its own draft of military courts bill

судов,

SYED
IRFAN
RAZA.
Dawn,
March
6th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1318709/pml-q-to-prepare-its-own-draft-of-military-courts-bill

ISLAMABAD: The opposition has further split over the issue of revival of
military courts as a group of four parties, led by the Pakistan Muslim LeagueQuaid (PML-Q), has decided to prepare its own draft of the 23rd constitutional
amendment bill.
Now three drafts — one each being prepared by the ruling PML-N, the
Pakistan Peoples Party and the PML-Q — are likely to be presented in parliament,
which will make it difficult for the government and the opposition to forge
consensus on any of them.
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It has also not been decided whether the three bills will be tabled in the
National Assembly or they will be sent to the parliamentary parties for consultation
so that a consensus bill could be drafted.
―We want to present our own bill because we have our own point of view
about military courts,‖ PML-Q president Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain told Dawn
after a meeting with PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari at Zardari House on
Sunday.
The PPP had on Saturday hosted a multiparty conference on the issue, which
was not attended by the country‘s second and third biggest political parties — the
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement.
The PPP co-chairman desires that all opposition parties get united when the
issue of military courts is taken up by parliament.
He said the PML-Q wanted revival of military courts to ensure that exemplary
punishment was awarded to terrorists.
―However, we want that cases of only jet black terrorists should be referred to
military courts and other cases should be tried under Anti-Terrorism Act in normal
courts,‖ Mr Zardari added.
The three allies of the PML-Q which will work with it on a joint draft bill are:
Pakistan Awami Tehreek, Sunni Ittehad Council and Majlis-i-Wahdatul
Muslimeen.
The PML-Q chief said he had convened a meeting of his allies on Tuesday to
finalise the draft bill.
Military courts were established in January 2015 to try civilians charged with
terrorism after a terrorist attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar in
December 2014. The courts have been non-functional since Jan 7 after the expiry
of two-year constitutional cover given to them.
It is believed that the decision of the PML-Q to present its own bill may cause
more complications as the government and the PPP are also drafting their separate
bills.
The government had on Feb 17 presented its draft at a meeting of the
parliamentary parties, but it was opposed by the opposition parties as the
government had proposed confinement of military courts‘ jurisdiction to ‗religious
groups‘ and ‗sects‘ and three-year term of the courts.
During another meeting of the parliamentary parties on Feb 24, the
government agreed to reduce the proposed term of military courts from three to
two years. But the meeting failed to reach a consensus on whether or not
jurisdiction of the courts should be confined to ‗religious groups‘ and ‗sects‘.
As the meeting remained inconclusive due to disagreement shown by the
opposition parties, the PPP called a multiparty conference on March 4.
When contacted, PPP spokesman Senator Farhatullah Babar said that Mr
Zardari and Chaudhry Shujaat discussed the PPP‘s draft bill for the 23rd
constitutional amendment. He said the political situation of the country also came
under discussion.
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Всепартийная конференция по вопросу о продлении сроков действия
военных судов закончилась ничем.
PPP bid to forge consensus on mly courts fails
AMIR WASIM. Dawn, March 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318525/ppp-bidto-forge-consensus-on-mly-courts-fails

ISLAMABAD: The multiparty conference (MPC) hosted by the Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) here on Saturday ended without reaching a consensus on the
revival of military courts.
At the end of the conference, the PPP announced that it would prepare its own
draft of the constitutional amendment bill containing steps for removing political
parties‘ reservations over the working of the courts. The draft will be presented by
the party if restoration of military courts becomes inevitable at any stage.
Talking to Dawn, PPP spokesman Farhatullah Babar claimed that those
political parties which had already given their consent to the government‘s
proposal to extend the courts‘ period for two years, had declared in the MPC that
they would wait for the PPP‘s draft before making a final opinion on the issue.
Heads and representatives of 12 political parties attend moot
The MPC was attended by the heads and representatives of 12 parties. The
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and the Muttahida Qaumi Movement had declined the
PPP‘s invitation, terming the conference a futile exercise after development of
consensus among the parties over restoration of the courts till Jan 7, 2019.
The consensus had been reached at a meeting of the parliamentary leaders
presided over by National Assembly Speaker Sardar Ayaz Sadiq on Feb 28. The
PPP had boycotted the meeting due to its reservations over the draft of the
constitutional amendment bill handed over to the parties by the government on Feb
17 and to register its protest over the role of the speaker in the exercise.
The PPP had not invited the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-N to the
conference.
Asked about the absence of representatives of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami
Party (PkMAP) and the Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-M), Mr Babar
said the names of the heads of the two parties were there in the list of the invitees,
but the PPP could not properly send invitations to them as both PkMAP president
Mehmood Khan Achakzai and BNP-M Senator Dr Jahanzeb Jamaldini were out of
the country.
―We are opposed to restoration of military courts. And we will present our
own draft of the bill after consultation with our lawyers, if the revival of the courts
becomes inevitable at any stage,‖ said PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari while
briefing reporters outside Zardari House soon after the MPC.
Flanked by Mr Babar and PPP secretary general Nayyar Bokhari, Mr BhuttoZardari claimed that the participants of the MPC were unanimous in their opinion
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that the government had failed to implement the National Action Plan (NAP)
against terrorism.
He said the PPP wanted immediate merger of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (Fata) with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, adding that the government‘s
announcement to merge Fata with KP in five years was nothing but a ―fraud with
the Fata people‖.
He condemned the ongoing ―racial profiling‖ of Pakhtun people in parts of
the country in the context of operation against terrorism and called for its
immediate end.
The PPP chairman left the venue within two minutes leaving behind Mr Babar
and Mr Bokhari to respond to reporters‘ questions.
Mr Babar said the PPP had showed its policy on the revival of military courts
by declaring opposition to their restoration. In case of their inevitability, the PPP
will formulate legislative proposals to ensure respect of human rights and fair trial
of the accused and to prevent misuse of the courts for political victimisation.
He said the agenda before the MPC was to discuss revival of military courts,
implementation of the NAP, Fata reforms and the profiling of the Pakhtun people
in some parts of the country.
In response to a suggestion by political parties, PPP co-chairman Asif Zardari
had tasked former law minister Farooq Naek with urgently finalising draft
legislation on military courts in case their restoration was deemed inevitable by all
parties, Mr Babar said.
Elaborating the PPP‘s reservations over military courts, he said merely
mentioning ‗terrorist organisation‘ or ‗terrorist group‘ in the proposed bill was
inadequate, and the terms required to be explained to prevent misuse of the
proposed law. To ensure fair trial as enshrined in Article 10-A of the constitution,
he said, it was necessary to allow the accused to engage a defence counsel of his
choice, the right of appeal and the presence of observers in a military court.
He said questions had been asked as to how a jet-black terrorist had been
defined and how many of 161 accused sentenced to death by the military courts
were considered jet-black terrorists; how many were allowed to engage a lawyer of
choice and how many were denied the charge sheet, copy of the judgment and
evidence.
He said the revival of military courts would only deflect attention from real
issues in reforming the criminal justice system and that was one reason why the
PPP opposed it.
Asked about the reasons for the failure of the parties to reach a consensus and
non-issuance of a joint declaration, Mr Babar said reaching consensus was not on
the agenda of the conference as its main purpose was to have brainstorming on the
issues.
Before the conference, PPP leaders had repeatedly said that the MPC was
being convened to develop a consensus on military courts after failure of the
government to do so.
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Military courts were established to try civilians charged with terrorism in Jan
2015 after a terrorist attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar in Dec 2014.
The courts have ceased to function since Jan 7 after the expiry of the two-year
constitutional cover given to them.
Sources said Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-F chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman spoke
against the government‘s plan to merge Fata with the KP, but he did not get any
supporting voice during the conference.
According to a press release issued by the party, speaking at the conference,
PPP co-chairman Asif Zardari said delaying Fata reform implementation for five
years betrayed the government‘s insincerity and amounted to hoodwinking the
tribal people. He demanded immediate implementation of the reforms.
Talking to reporters outside Zardari House, Awami Muslim League chief
Sheikh Rashid Ahmed said that he had asked Mr Zardari to categorically state if
the PPP was against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif or not. He said that he had asked
the PPP to come out in streets against the government.
Those who attended the MPC included PML-Q president Chaudhry Shujaat
Hussain, Qaumi Watan Party chief Aftab Sherpao, Jamaat-Islami head Sirajul Haq,
Ghulam Ahmed Bilour of the Awami National Party, Mir Israrullah Zehri of the
BNP (Awami), Mir Hasil Bizenjo of the National Party and Shah Jee Gul Afridi
from Fata.
ПНП предлагает обсудить на Всепартийной конференции вопросы
продления военных судов, выполнения Национального плана действий и др.
PPP invites political parties to APC on NAP, military courts
Daily Times. 3/03/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/03-Mar-17/ppp-invitespolitical-parties-to--apc-on-nap-military-courts

Every party asked to send four-member delegation to conference being held
at Zardari House tomorrow
ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan People's Party has invited the heads of
mainstream political parties to attend an All Parties Conference to discuss issues
such as the National Action Plan and extending the term of military courts.
The conference is scheduled to be held on March 4th at Zardari House.
In the invitation, every party has been asked to send a four-member
delegation to the APC. The agenda of the conference is also attached with the
invitation.
Earlier, former president and Pakistan People's Party Co-chairman, Asif
Zardari, chaired a party meeting to review arrangements and finalise the agenda of
the APC.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf announced its decision to disregard the PPP
invitation for the APC. PTI Chairman Imran Khan tweeted that PTI will not be part
of PPP's APC as a meeting of leaders of parliamentary parties has agreed to give
powers to the military courts and the constitutional amendment bill to the effect
will be tabled in National Assembly on March 6th.
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Last week, parliamentary leaders agreed on the revival of military courts for
two years.
The understanding came during a meeting of parliamentary leaders held under
National Assembly (NA) Speaker Ayaz Sadiq in Parliament House. The meeting
was attended by leaders of different political parties.
Talking to newsmen after the meeting, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had said
all the parties, except the Pakistan People's Party, have agreed on an extension of
military courts for two years instead of three years.
He held that the process would require amendments in the constitution and the
relevant law and therefore, sessions of both the National Assembly and the Senate
are being convened. He stated the decision has been taken with majority consensus
and hoped that the PPP, which has convened a meeting of political parties on
Saturday, would also take a decision as per the requirements of the country.
ПНП против продления действия военных судов.
Deadlock over Military courts deepens due to PPP boycott
The Nation. February 23, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/23-Feb-2017/deadlock-overmilitary-courts-deepen-due-to-ppp-boycott

ISLAMABAD: PPP announced to boycott the committee's session, today,
which was to be conducted under Parliamentary parties notice. In effect, the
decision regarding the restoration of military courts remained inconclusive.
Shireen Mazari notified before the sub-committee regarding reservations of PTI.
PPP leader Naveed Qamar said that the party will call for All Parties
Conference (APC) for consensus over military courts and terrorism and not
participate in parliamentary committee for restoration of military courts. Federal
Minister Zahid Hamid chaired the sub-committee meeting which was to consult
about the constitutional amendment summary for final decision regarding the
status of military courts. PPP leader Naveed Qamat criticised that the government
was not able to hold consensus over matters of military courts and terrorism.
Before leaving the meeting beforehand in an attempt to show concerns of
disapproval, PTI‘s Shireen Mazari said that old summary was amended to make a
party happy, while JUI-F‘s leader Naeema Kishwer supported the restoration bid
by demanding to extend military courts by one and a half years instead of three.
ПНП немного ослабла, но отнюдь не исчезла.
PPP has weakened, not evaporated: Kaira
Ashraf Mumtaz. The Nation. 22.02.2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/22-Feb2017/ppp-has-weakened-not-evaporated-kaira

Says new manifesto to be based on original philosophy
Expects a better response from Punjab this time
LAHORE - The PPP‘s manifesto for the next election will be based on the
party‘s original philosophy - socialist democracy or democratic socialism – which
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makes it obligatory for the state to provide jobs, health and education facilities to
people, says the party‘s central Punjab president Qamar Zaman Kaira.
In an interview to The Nation yesterday, he said the general election might be
held even during the current year because of the likely outcome of the cases being
heard by various courts these days. The PPP, he said, expects a better response
from the people of Punjab this time because of the role the party played for the
rights of the people and to evolve consensus on projects of national importance. He
calls for a level playing field for all parties.
The following is the abridged version of questions and answers.
Q: You talk of reviving the PPP in Punjab. But before going for the exercise
have you ever analysed why the PPP disappeared from the country‘s biggest
province?
A: It would not be right to say that it has disappeared. Losing an election
doesn‘t mean the party has evaporated. It has weakened. We analysed all internal
and external factors that damaged the party. We faced a very difficult situation at
the time of 2013 general election. The Election Commission of Pakistan and then
chief justice Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudhry worked against the PPP. The media
was also biased against the PPP and it played an important role in molding public
opinion against the PPP. The PML-N‘s nexus with various institutions also took its
toll.
The media is not fair to the PPP even today. It is focusing on problems in a
single province (Sindh, where the PPP is in power).
The party is aware of its structural flaws and differences on policy matters.
The PPP is being reorganised at present. Offices will be given to capable
people with the consent of party workers. Secondly, the party manifesto is being
reviewed to bring it in harmony with the party‘s original policy. Party workers and
supporters‘ input in this respect is being given importance.
Q: What do you mean by ‗original philosophy‘ of the party?
A: We believe that socialist democracies are not working the way they should
be working. The capitalist system has also failed to deliver. As a result, the rich is
getting richer and the poor poorer. We want a democratic socialism or socialist
democracy. We can‘t think of handing over the country to unkind capitalism. It
should be the state‘s responsibility to provide jobs, health and education facilities
to the people. The new PPP manifesto would be reflective of these ideals.
Election results are reflective of a party‘s standing among the people. We are
trying to take the people along. But the role of the media also matters a lot. Then
the kind of terrorist threat that faces the PPP leaders is not faced by any other
party.
Q: What targets have you set for the next elections the achievement of which
will mean success for the PPP? Any number of seats that you think the party
should bag?
A: The PPP will want to win all seats, although it may not bag even a single
one. The number of votes cast to the PPP will also be a consideration. But the role
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of the state institutions and media towards the PPP matters a lot. The PPP wants a
level playing field for all parties.
Q: When, in PPP‘s assessment, the general election can be held?
A: The PML-N government may have to hold the election any time – even
during the current year - because of the likely outcome of the cases being heard by
various courts.
Q: Who will be the allies and rivals of the PPP?
A: The PML-N and all parties in opposition are rivals for the PPP. But
alliances are formed at the time of election. For the time being, nothing can be said
what kind of alliances will be made at that time.
Q: What has the PPP done for the people after the 2013 election that it can
expect a better response this time?
A: The PPP is an opposition party and its role should be gauged on that
touchstone. The PPP stood by the government in the ongoing war on terror; it
raised voice for the rights of the have-nots; played a role in evolving consensus on
the CPEC; and worked for an independent foreign policy.
Q: Any important figures who are likely to join or rejoin the PPP before the
election?
A: Individuals strengthen the party, but we are trying to strengthen the party
to an extent that the electables feel attracted to join it. At present the reorganisation
is going on and will be completed by the end of next month.
Партийцы выходят из партии Имран Хана и присоединяются к ПМЛ(Н),
видя неискренность Имран Хана
PTI founding member joins PML-N
The Express Tribune, February 7th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1318978/switchingloyalties-pti-founding-member-joins-pml-n/

People have realised double standards of PTI Chairman Imran Khan
PESHAWAR: Muhammad Tahir Khan Umarzai, one of the PTI‘s founders
and a close aide to Imran Khan, on Monday announced his joining the party‘s
erstwhile rival the PML-N.
―Imran Khan has used Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa for his own means and has
played with the sentiments of the people,‖ Umarzai told reporters at a news
conference at the Peshawar Press Club. He was flanked by PM‘s Adviser Engineer
Amir Muqam.
One of PTI‘s founding members set to join PML-N
Umarzai said: ―The PTI‘s foundation was laid down on principles but things
have completely changed,‖ adding, ―This forces me to leave the PTI and join the
PML-N.
Earlier, Muqam welcomed Umarzai to the PML-N fold.
He said people had realised double standards of PTI Chairman Imran Khan,
terming it the reason why Khan‘s close aides had been leaving him alone.
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Наваз Шариф предложил политическим партиям начать подготовку к
выборам в 2018 г.
Nawaz tells party to start preparations for elections
Siddique Sajid. Daily Times. 5/02/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/05-Feb17/nawaz-tells-party-to-start-preparations-for-elections

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has given a green light to his
party members to start a campaign for general election 2018, sources told Daily
Times.
A Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz leader was of the view that Nawaz, during
a consultation with party leaders, made it clear that they should not wait for the
Supreme Court's decision in the Panama leaks case. They added that Special
Assistant to Prime Minister Asif Kirmani has prepared a schedule of meetings of
party lawmakers with Nawaz. During these meetings, lawmakers would be offered
developmental funds for their constituencies while the government has already
promised Rs 200 million for each constituency. Nawaz is also keen to inaugurate
some important schemes and he has issued directions in this regard, sources said.
They also said that it is expected that mostly party tickets would be given to the
current lawmakers and they have been directed to spent time in their
constituencies.
ПМЛ-Н отвергает Резолюцию Партии Имран Хана, осуждающую
запрет Трампа на въезд некоторой категории мусульман
PML-N rejects PTI‘s resolution against Trump Muslim visa ban
Daily Times. 2.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/02-Feb-17/pml-n-rejects-ptisresolution-against-trump-muslim-visa-ban

Resolution wanted Pakistan to officially raise issue of visa ban at
international forums and summon US ambassador to convey him official stance on
the matter
ISLAMABAD: The PML-N legislators in the National Assembly on
Wednesday rejected the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)'s resolution against US
President Donald Trump's ban on immigrants from seven Muslim-majority
countries.
The resolution, presented by Dr Arif Alvi, Shireen Mazari, Asad Umer and
backed by other opposition parties, called for Pakistan to officially raise the issue
at different international forums. They highlighted the fact that people all over the
world were out on the streets protesting the Trump administration's move. They
also said the least the government could do as a Muslim country was call the US
ambassador and inform him about the nation's stance.
The resolution read that the Trump administration's move to ban immigrants
and refugees from seven Muslim countries was a violation of human rights.
However, Deputy Speaker Javed Abbasi could not let the PTI leaders submit
the resolution and told them that the resolution could only be accepted if it was
brought to him in accordance with NA rules.
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The legislators passed a unanimous resolution condemning terrorist attack on
Islamic Cultural Centre in Québec City of Canada targeting innocent Muslims
resulting in loss of six precious lives and injuring others. The resolution moved by
Law Minister Zahid Hamid expressed deepest condolences to the grieving families.
The resolution expressed solidarity with the government and people of Canada and
praised Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau for condemning the incident and
reaffirming the government's resolve to provide protection to the Muslims in the
country.
To another call attention notice moved by PPP lawmaker Shazia Marri and
others regarding alleged harassment of female anchors in PTV Network, State
Minister for Information Marriyum Aurangzeb told the House that an inquiry
committee was formed to investigate the matter. She said the committee had
submitted its report and it would be implemented. She claimed that the government
had zero tolerance against sexual harassment of women at workplace. She assured
the House that there would be no bias towards women.
To a call attention notice regarding charging of 16.50 percent markup by
Zarai Taraqiati Bank Limited from the farmers, Parliamentary Secretary for
Finance Rana Afzal said the figures were not correct. He said there were three
categories of agriculture sector loans. He said, "Under Kisan Dost Scheme, the
loan was being provided at 12.5 markup rate. Production loan was also being given
on the same rate. The development loans were being provided at the rate of 14.8
percent markup."
Премьер Наваз Шариф – самый популярный политический лидер
Пакистана 63% (опрос International Republican Institute).
Затем – Имран Хан, далее – Билавал Бхутто.
Самые непопулярные - Лидеры Объединенного народного движения, затем Asif Ali Zardari,
Tahir-ul-Qadri.
Провинции – на первом месте Панджаб, хатем Хайбер Пахтунхва, потом Синд, замыкает
Белуджистан

PM Nawaz Sharif, most popular leader in Pakistan: IRI.
Parvez Jabri. BR. 4.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/04/336341

ISLAMABAD: International Republican Institute (IRI) on Saturday stated
that Prime Minister (PM) Nawaz Sharif is the most popular in Pakistan politics.
According to a survey report, about 63 percent people of the country
expressed likeness towards the Prime Minister, PTI chief Imran Khan stood on
second slot with 39 percent result while Bilawal Bhutto gained appreciation of 32
percent people, a private news channel reported.
The survey further revealed that 85 percent citizens disliked Muttahida Qaumi
Movement (MQM) founder, followed by Asif Ali Zardari with 80 percent.
However, Tahir-ul-Qadri got 79 percent dislike votes.
With respect to governance at provincial level, Punjab stood on first position
with 79 percent rating, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) received 72 percent votes
whereas Sindh and Balochistan clinched 54 and 48 percent votes apiece.
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ПНП (Зардари, Билавал Бхутто) намерена обсудить с американцами
пакистано-американские отношения
Zardari, Bilawal to discuss Pak-US relations with senior American
officials
Daily Times. 16.01.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/16-Jan-17/zardari-bilawal-todiscuss-pak-us-relations-with-senior-american-officials

Pakistan People's Party Parliamentarians (PPP) President Asif Ali Zardari and
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari will discuss the improvement of US-Pakistan relations with
senior officials in the United States.
It is reliably learnt that PPP President Asif Ali Zardari left for Dubai on
Sunday evening to attend the inauguration ceremony of Donald Trump as US
president on January 20.
PPP sources told Daily Times that Zardari left the country on Sunday for
Dubai and later he further departs for the US to attend the inauguration ceremony
on January 20.
"Asif Zardari will stay in Dubai and will leave for United States on January
17 or 18," the source said, adding, "the PPP leader will attend the inauguration
ceremony of Donald Trump as 45th president of United States."
Meanwhile, Bilawal Bhutto Zardari will join his father (Asif Zardari) in the
United States, after Pakistan People's Party's (PPP) Lahore-Faisalabad rally on
January 19th. Zardari will also attend a lunch hosted by the out-going President
Barack Obama on February 2.
Another source stated PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto will leave for the United
States on the 25th to discuss the Pakistan-US relations with senior US officials.
Bilawal is expected to leave on January 25 and scheduled to meet senior US
officials. The father and son will meet the outgoing administration of Barack
Obama and president-elect Donald Trump administration in the United States.
They will meet various US senators, congressmen, and other key decision makers.
The party said that the agenda behind Bilawal's meeting would be
improvement of Pak-US ties.
The schedules for Asif Ali Zardari and Bilawal Bhutto Zardari have been set
for one week in the US.
Moreover, senior party leadership was not available to comment on the PPP
leaders visit to the United States nor did they share any schedule of meetings to be
held with the US officials.
Роль Билавал Бхутто растет в ПНП
The son rises in PPP again
Mubashir Hassan. The Nation. January 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/09-Jan2017/the-son-rises-in-ppp-again

Bilawal elected People‘s Party chairman, Zardari PPP-P president.
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LAHORE - The two factions of the Pakistan People‘s Party, the PPP and the
PPP-P concluded their intra-party polls at Bilawal House Karachi yesterday,
thereby, ending the speculation of their anticipated merger into one party.
The two parties will make an electoral alliance to contest any future elections,
by-elections or general, on one election symbol which would be ‗arrow‘.
According to Jamil Soomro, the spokesperson for Bilawal House, Bilawal
Bhutto has been elected as Chairman of the PPP. Previously, he was elected as
Patron-in-Chief of this party for the reason that he had not attained the age of 25 at
the time of election.
Former Senate Chairman Nayyar Ali Bokhari has been elected as new
Secretary General.
He has replaced Sardar Latif Ahmad Khan Khosa who held this office for
over five years. Ch Manzoor Ahmad from Kasur has been elected as central
Secretary Information. He has replaced Qamar Zaman Kaira who was nominated
as party‘s central Punjab President last month. Haider Zaman Qureshi from Mian
Channu (Punjab) has been elected as Finance Secretary.
Similarly, Asif Ali Zardari has been elected as President of the PPP-P while
Senator Farhatullah Babar has been elected as new Secretary General. Babar has
replaced former Prime Minister Raja Pervaiz Ashraf who was holding this office
since 2002.
Maula Bakhsh Chandio has been elected as new Secretary Information in
place of former Deputy Speaker National Assembly, Faisal Karim Kundi. Senator
Saleem Mandviwala has been elected as Secretary Finance.
Jamil Soomro told The Nation that party‘s CEC has accorded approval to the
new changes in the basic structure of the two parties.
The Secretary Generals of the two parties will send the list of their new
office-bearers to the Election Commission of Pakistan on Monday (today).
PPP‘s newly elected Secretary Information Ch Manzoor told The Nation that
party delegates nominated by party workers during Reorganisation Committees
meetings last year had acted as the Electoral College for the intra-party elections.
It may be noted here that holding of intra-party elections after every four
years is a legal requirement for all political parties.
Also, the reports of a possible merger of the PPP and PPP-P have subsided
after the intra-party polls in the two parties. It is also clear now that Asif Ali
Zardari and Bilawal Bhutto would be contesting the by-elections on the same
election symbol-‗arrow‘ by making an election alliance.
PPP‘s Secretary Information Ch Manzoor said that Asif Ali Zardari and
Bilawal Bhutto would be contesting by-elections on one election symbol, ‗arrow‘
after making an electoral alliance.
He said this arrangement was permissible under the law. He substantiated his
point by giving two examples. Manzoor said that PNA, an alliance of nine different
parties had contested the 1976 elections on one election symbol, ‗Hall‘ (Plough).
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In the recent past, he added, Maulana Sajid Mir of Jamiat-e-Ahle-Hadith
contested the last Senate election on the election symbol of ‗lion‘ which is in fact
the election symbol of the PML-N.
PPP-P s new Secretary General, Senator Farhatullah Babar told The Nation
that there was no likelihood of any merger of the two parties at this stage.
It is pertinent to mention here that the PPPP was formed in 2002 after General
(retd) Pervez Musharraf promulgated the Political Parties Order, 2002, declaring
that the head of a party must be present in the country to contest elections and that
a political party headed by a convicted person could not participate in polls.
The returning officer in Ratodero declared the two-time prime minister and
PPP Chairperson Benazir Bhutto could not contest elections for having failed to
appear before a court in a corruption case.
This led the party to change its strategy and fight electoral politics with a new
name. Pakistan People‘s Party Parliamentarians was then formed and Makhdoom
Amin Fahim was made its president.
After the death of Amin Fahim, debate started within the party to either
dissolve it or go ahead in the same manner. Later Asif Zardari took charge as the
president of the party.

ВООРУЖЕННЫЕ СИЛЫ1
ОБЩИЕ ВОПРОСЫ
Стоимость Су-35 – 45 млн. долл
Стоимость F-22 – 90 млн. долл.
Санкции стали влиять на продажу российского оружия
Ольга
Самофалова.
Деловая
газета
https://vz.ru/economy/2017/12/11/899013.html
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Одни предприятия в России наращивают продажу оружия, другие –
сокращают
Продажи мирового оружия впервые за пять лет снова начали расти.
Задают темп США, Россия и Южная Корея. Хотя не хватает Китая, который
не был включен в исследование Стокгольмским институтом исследований
проблем мира. При этом ряд российских оборонных компаний показали
падение. С чем оно связано?
Мировые объемы продажи оружия в 2016 году выросли впервые за
пять последних лет, говорится в докладе Стокгольмского института
исследования проблем мира (SIPRI).
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Согласно составленному институтом рейтингу 100 крупнейших
компаний, их объем продаж вырос почти на 2% – до 375 млрд долларов – по
сравнению с 2015 годом. А за 15 лет (с 2002 года) рост составил целых 38%.
В целом данные SIPRI не вызывают сомнений, репутация у института
чистая. Однако акценты авторы доклада расставили явно в пользу США и в
ущерб России.
Так, эксперты указывают, что больше половины объема продаж
приходится на американские компании. Они нарастили их на 4% – до 217
млрд долларов. Российские оборонные компании также нарастили продажи в
2016 году на 3,8%, до 26,6 млрд долларов (это 7,1% от общего объема
рейтинга). То есть динамика роста продаж у обеих стран почти одинаковая.
Между тем SIPRI указывает, что ростом продаж США обязаны
военным операциям американской армии за пределами своей страны и
закупкой американской военной техники другими государствами. А вот в
России успехов не видят. Они указывают на то, что пять компаний из России
показали увеличение объемов продаж, а другие пять – их снижение. Старший
научный сотрудник SIPRI Симон Веземан объяснил снижение темпов роста
общими экономическими проблемами, переживаемыми Россией в 2016 году.
На самом деле причины разнонаправленного развития ряда российских
компаний немного в другом. Российская экономика в целом в 2016 году уже
стала показывать признаки выхода из рецессии, которые окончательно
закрепились в 2017 году. При этом проблемы в экономике никак не
помешали ряду российских компаний серьезно нарастить продажи оружия.
Так, Объединенная авиастроительная корпорация поднялась в рейтинге
топ-100 с 17-го на 13-е место за счет наращивания продаж на 15,6%. Причем
если в 2015 году группа ОАК получила убыток в 69 млрд рублей, то в 2016
году она сумела получить прибыль от операционной деятельности – 11 млрд
рублей (данные МСФО). Положительные результаты операционной
деятельности позволили ОАК в значительной степени покрыть финансовые
расходы. В итоге удалось кардинально сократить убыток в 25 раз – до 4,5
млрд рублей, что стало лучшим показателем группы с 2007 года. Иными
словами, несмотря на кризис, группа в прошлом году, наоборот, и увеличила
продажи, и улучшила свои финансовые результаты.
На эту тему
Россия будет падать в рейтинге мировых военных расходов
Украине простят даже грязные оружейные сделки
Россия пытается расширить число покупателей своего оружия
Рост продаж также показали концерн «Алмаз – Антей» (поднялся в
рейтинге с 26-го на 24-е место), корпорация «Тактическое ракетное
вооружение» (сохранила 35-е место), холдинг «Высокоточные комплексы»,
известный своими комплексами «Искандер-М» (с 52-го на 44-е место),
Объединенная двигателестроительная корпорация (с 51-го на 50-е место),
Уралвагонзавод (с 69-го на 52-е место). Сохранили свои позиции и те же
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объемы продаж КРЭТ (53-е место), «Сухой» (53-е место), «Иркут» (63-е
место), УМПО (77-е место).
Однако ряд компаний действительно ушли в минус. Падение продаж
наблюдается у «Вертолетов России» (опустились в рейтинге с 24-го на 29-е
место), у Объединенной судостроительной корпорации (с 15-го на 19-е
место) и у Объединенной приборостроительной корпорации (с 50-го на 56-е
место).
«Наши продажи связаны с тем, что диктует рынок и политическая
ситуация. Когда повышается спрос на определенную военную продукцию, те
фирмы, которые могут ее поставлять, показывают рост. Когда снижается
спрос, то фирмы показывают падение продаж, – говорит руководитель
Центра международной безопасности Института мировой экономики и
международных отношений РАН Алексей Арбатов. – Конечно, на рынок
влияют также экономические санкции и политическое давление. Те страны,
которые хотели бы купить наше оружие, боятся это делать, чтобы не попасть
под американские санкции».
Однако в каждом отдельном случае падения продаж на это есть
причины, и они мало связаны с проблемами в экономике.
Так, поставки «Вертолетов России» действительно показали падение на
11% в 2016 году, тогда же и прибыль упала почти в три раза (данные
МСФО). С одной стороны, это объясняется стагнацией рынка вертолетов.
«Мировой рынок уже насытился среднетяжелыми вертолетами. А тяжелые
вертолеты – это специфический сегмент, в котором, впрочем, мы
продолжаем лидировать, но сегодня все больше требуются легкие вертолеты,
и тут мы отстаем», – отмечает первый вице-президент Российского союза
инженеров Иван Андриевский.
На это могло наложиться и решение Киева прекратить поставки
двигателей семейства ТВЗ-117, которые делают на «Мотор-Сич» в
Запорожье. Россия, конечно, уже производит альтернативные двигатели как
для Ми-8/17 и Ми-28, так и для Ка-27/31. Однако для выхода на те же
объемы производства, что и на «Мотор-Сич», который поставлял в Россию в
свое время по 600 двигателей, нам может потребоваться еще несколько лет.
«ОДК до сих пор исправляет ситуацию после потери украинского «Мотор
Сич», – отмечает Андриевский.
Впрочем, в этом году «Вертолеты России» обещают увеличить
продажи за счет роста выпуска вертолетов «Ансат», Ка-62 и Ми-38, а также
за счет лицензионной сборки Ка-226Т в Индии.
В ОСК, созданной 10 лет назад, так и не научились пока много строить
и продавать, несмотря на всю господдержку и гособоронзаказ. Но здесь
причины уходят далеко в прошлое, когда этот пласт промышленности был
сильно заброшен. Восстанавливать собственное судостроение Россия начала
относительно недавно, поэтому отдачи придется еще подождать.
«Производство судов – это очень длительный процесс, и наши мощности
здесь пока ограничены», – указывает Андриевский.
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«В конечном итоге важен не столько объем продаж, сколько размер
прибыли, и тут у нас ситуация неважная, судя по таблице SIPRI.
Проигрываем американцам значительно», – говорит Андриевский. Он
указывает на то, что Россия продолжает поставлять оружие в кредит в страны
Африки, Венесуэлу, Армению и другие страны, как это делали в СССР.
Причем эти сделки важней не в экономическом, а в политическом плане. С
другой стороны, Россия потеряла в числе покупателей нашего оружия
Украину, Восточную Европу и Прибалтику. Наконец, Россия теряет позиции
благодаря выходу на рынок вооружений Китая. СИПРИ не учитывает данные
Китая, потому что они полностью засекречены. Но исследователи уверены,
что Китай мог бы занять уверенные позиции в числе лидеров.
«Сегодня Китай активно «окучивает» не только большую часть Азии,
но и Африку, занимая в ряде африканских стран ключевые позиции, в том
числе по поставкам вооружений. Китай не под санкциями, он как бы
политически нейтрален, что значительно облегчает ему задачу по покорению
мирового рынка», – отмечает Андриевский.
Что касается западноевропейских компаний-производителей, входящих
в «первую сотню», то их продажи оставались стабильными и составили в
2016 году 91,6 млрд долларов, что лишь на 0,2% больше показателя 2015
года.
Зато SIPRI отмечает приход новых производителей из других стран, в
число которых входят Южная Корея, Бразилия, Индия и Турция. Лидер здесь
– Республика Корея, которая в 2016 году показала рост в 20,6%, в денежном
выражении ее продажи составили 8,4 млрд долларов.
«Южная Корея – мощная индустриальная держава, которая
производит оружие в основном по лицензии США и экспортирует его по
разрешению от США. Рост продаж связан с экономическим ростом – они и
для себя больше производят, и у них появляются дополнительные объемы,
которые могут выбрасывать на мировой рынок. Они таким образом
дополнительно зарабатывают. А обострение ситуации на Корейском
полуострове заставляет их больше денег тратить на оборону, оборонный
заказ и производство своих вооружений», – говорит Алексей Арбатов.
«Южная Корея поняла, что экспорт вооружений – это один из
двигателей экономического роста. Другие страны тоже с ростом своего ВВП
уверенно входят на этот перспективный рынок. Прежде всего это Индия.
Турция в меньшей степени, а Бразилия только пытается», – заключает
Андриевский.
Боевая эксплуатация истребителей СУ-35С в Сирийской Арабской
Республике: оценки китайских специалистов
Казанин М.В. 25 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37946

Обозреватели специализированного китайского военно-технического
издания «Вооружение» (официальный печатный орган оборонно-
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промышленной корпорации НОРИНКО) пристально наблюдают за
процессом эксплуатации наиболее ценных образцов вооружения и военной
техники ограниченного военного контингента ВС РФ в Сирийской Арабской
Республики.
Одним из объектов наблюдения является истребитель Су-35С, а
именно эскадрильи этих боевых самолетов поколения 4++, боевая обкатка
которых проходит в ходе российской военной операции в Сирии. Китайские
военные специалисты и сотрудники предприятий оборонно-промышленного
комплекса КНР внимательно отслеживают как отдельные информационные
сообщения в открытых источниках информации, так и детально анализируют
сюжеты на телеканалах Россия 1, Россия 24, Т24 и «Звезда». Благодаря
регулярным сюжетам российских СМИ, китайские специалисты точно
осведомлены о присутствии того или иного подразделения ВКС РФ на
авиационной базе «Хмеймим», а также о количестве вылетов, совершенных
каждым самолетом.
По подсчетам китайских обозревателей, пилоты рассматриваемых
истребителей выполнили уже более 4000 вылетов и уничтожили около 8000
объектов инфраструктуры международных террористических организаций,
транспортных средств, складов горюче-смазочных материалов, боеприпасов
и техники, размещенных на территории Сирии.
По данным китайских источников, российские истребители
традиционно укомплектованы двумя управляемыми ракетами (УР) «воздухвоздух» Р-73 и двумя ракетами Р-27, которые позволяют гарантированно
поражать воздушные цели на разных дальностях. Китайские обозреватели
отмечают, что российские военные оснащают Су-35С перед вылетом на
патрулирование или сопровождение УР Р-77, которые являются пока
единственным реальным образцом авиационного средства поражения нового
поколения. Эксперты НОАК полагают, что оборонно-промышленному
комплексу необходимо начать поставки в ВКС РФ действующие образцы
более современных ракет чем Р-27 и Р-73.
Остальные точки внешней подвески истребителя выделены под пять
свободнопадающих и корректируемых авиационные бомбы или под три
бомбы весом по 500 кг. каждая и два подвесных топливных бака по 1800
литров, что обеспечивает истребителю увеличенное время патрулирования.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что благодаря комплексу бортовой
аппаратуры истребитель Су-35С позволяет достаточно эффективно
применять самые простые и недорогие свободнопадающие бомбы ФАБ-250270.
Как известно, обнаружение воздушных целей и применение
вооружения обеспечивает бортовая радиолокационная станция (РЛС) с
пассивной фазированной антенной решеткой Н035 «Ирбис». Данная РЛС
позволяет обнаруживать цели с эффективной площадью рассеивания (ЭПР) 3
м² на дальности 400 км, а современные истребители с ЭПР менее 1 м² данная
станция способна обнаружить и принять на сопровождение только на
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дальности 110 км. Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что российскому
самолету необходима станция с активной фазированной решеткой, которая
позволит реализовать в полной мере боевые возможности истребителя,
который располагает 12 точками внешней подвески, позволяющими
разместить авиационные средства поражения общей массой 8000 кг.
В отношении силовой установки – двухконтурного турбореактивного
двигателя 117С китайские специалисты отмечают, что данный двигатель
обладает увеличенными до 1000 часов межремонтными интервалами и
суммарным ресурсом 4000 часов. В условиях Сирии техники ВКС РФ
обнаружили, что песок и пыль, которые в большом количестве попадают в
двигатели истребителей на взлете наносят серьезный ущерб лопаткам
вентилятора и компрессора.
Попадание посторонних предметов в двигатель истребителя
объясняется тем, что конструкторы были вынуждены отказаться
о регулируемых воздухозаборников поскольку им пришлось повысить
температуру горячей части двигателя, а недостаточное количество воздуха
может привести к выходу из строя даже «117-ого», турбинная часть которого
рассчитана на кратковременное превышение максимальной температуры.
По данным китайских специалистов, ходе операции ВКС РФ в Сирии
некоторые пилоты Су-35С столкнулись с отказом двигателя в полете.
Следует отметить, что на АвБ «Хмеймим» невозможно провести скольнибудь серьезный ремонт современных истребителей и по этой причине
пилоты ВКС РФ вынуждены перегонять истребители для ремонта на
авиастроительное предприятие в г. Комсомольск-на-Амуре.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что бортовой комплекс связи С-108
(пр-во ОАО НПП «Полет») истребителя Су-35С позволяет уверенно вести
обмен данными между подразделениями Сухопутных войск, Воздушнокосмических сил и Военно-морского флота даже в условиях особо сложной
электромагнитной обстановки. По данным китайских обозревателей, С-108
не предназначена для организации сетецентрических действий, поскольку не
обладает возможностями, сопоставимыми с аппаратурой стандарта Link-16,
установленной на американских самолетах 4-ого поколения.
В
отношении
системы
радиоэлектронного
противодействия
истребителя Су-35С китайские специалисты указывают, что ее возможностей
вполне достаточно для обеспечения безопасности в районах, где действуют
боевики с переносными зенитными комплексами, однако возможностей
российской электроники может быть недостаточно в случае столкновения с
истребительной авиацией ВВС США. Китайские военные специалисты
отмечают,
что
самым
эффективным
средством
самообороны
советских/российских самолетов остаются тепловые ловушки.
По данным китайских специалистов, российские пилоты максимально
используют возможности станции непосредственной радиотехнической
разведки Л-150-35, которая объединяет данные от бортовой РЛС, системы
РЭБ «Хибины» и других датчиков и позволяет летчику своевременно
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реагировать на появление в воздушном пространстве боевых самолетов и
разведывательно-ударных беспилотных летательных аппаратов иностранных
государств.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что после принятия
на вооружение Су-35С ВВС НОАК китайские специалисты признают за
российскими
конструкторами
способность
проводить
серьезную
модернизацию Су-27. В Поднебесной понимают, что «35-й» это всего лишь
самолет четвертого поколения, который вполне подходит для
противодействия
аналогичным
самолетам
вероятного
противника, действующим на Ближнем Востоке. Именно благодаря
сирийской операции, российские специалисты получают тот массив
объективной информации, которая поможет довести этот самолет до уровня
надежности и неприхотливости, присущий советской технике.
К недостаткам рассматриваемого истребителя китайские специалистам
относят высокую температуру в кабине, которую российские разработчики
пытаются снизить за счет нанесения атермальной пленки на фонарь кабины.
Также, летчики периодически сталкиваются со сбоями в работе
многофункциональных жидкокристаллических дисплеев. В этой сфере
российские технологии находятся не на самом высоком уровне.
Китайские аналитики отмечают, что хотя на Су-35С не используется
множество современных российских разработок, которые будут характерны
для истребителей пятого поколения, однако рассматриваемый боевой
самолет именно благодаря своему прочному планеру и двигателю с
отклоняемым вектором тяги способен выполнять маневры, которые на
практике не достижимы для пилотов ВВС США.
О китайско-пакистанских учениях ВВС «Шахиин 6»
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=36956. 8 августа, 2017.

По сообщениям СМИ КНР, в ночь с 3 на 4 августа 2017 г. на авиабазы
Хэтянь и Иньчуань ВВС НОАК прибыло 19 самолетов ВВС Пакистана для
участия в Шестых ежегодных учениях подразделений истребительной и
разведывательной авиации под обозначением «Шахиин 6» («Орел 6»). Цель
данных учений отработать порядок взаимодействия между летчиками двух
стран в случае начала вооруженного конфликта с третьей стороной.
Очевидно, что даты проведения учений этого года были установлены
заранее и вполне вероятно, что они могут подействовать умиротворяющее на
воинственно настроенное военно-политическое руководство Индии, которое
намеренно идет на обострение ситуации на отдельных участках китайскоиндийской и индийско-пакистанской границы.
Вполне вероятно, что китайские и пакистанские военные не стали
переносить даты учений, поскольку ожидать успокоения официального НьюДели не приходится, особенно с учетом воинственных призывов, звучащих в
индийском парламенте. Для китайских и пакистанских военных
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специалистов очевидно, что только сохранение технической готовности и
постоянное повышение квалификации позволит сохранить преимущество в
воздухе над ВВС Индии, а это очень важно в ходе вооруженного конфликта в
горной местности. Важность контроля воздушного пространства была
доказана ВВС Пакистана в военных столкновениях с Индией в 1965 г. когда
пакистанские истребители сбили 54 индийских самолета при этом потеряли
только восемь своих.
Следует отметить, что даты проведения этих учений плавающие, кроме
того, стороны попеременно предоставляют свои авиационные базы и
полигоны для проведения учебных мероприятий. Известно, что в этом году
командование ВВС НОАК приняло решение дислоцировать пакистанских
партнеров на двух базах одновременно, что позволит обеспечить
реалистичность действий в формате «красные против синих».
В этом году ВВС Пакистана направили в КНР смешанный полк
состоящий в основном из одномоторных истребителей JF-17Block I и II, J7PG, Мираж-3АЕ и Мираж-5, для координации действий которых в
воздушном пространстве КНР будет действовать самолет дальнего
радиолокационного обнаружения и управления (ДРЛОиУ) ZDK-003
«Каракорумский орел».
Как отмечает начальник педагогической лаборатории командного
факультета Авиационного университета ВВС НОАК старший полковник Ван
Минчжи, современный воздушный бой невозможен без самолетов ДРЛОиУ,
которые представляют собой воздушные пункты управления. Члены экипажа
таких самолетов обрабатывают информацию и выдают указания эскадрильям
истребительной или бомбардировочной авиации на применение вооружения.
Следует отметить, что ВВС Пакистана пока единственные в мире кто
приобрел и эксплуатирует самолеты ZDK-003, а в перспективе китайские
самолетостроители
и
разработчики
высокопроизводительных
радиолокационных станций предложат официальному Исламабаду новый
самолет ZDK-006.
В ходе перелетов с аэродромов базирования пакистанские истребители
производили дозаправку в воздухе от самолета-заправщика Ил-78, который
представляет собой модифицированный транспортный Ил-76, с
установленной топливозаправочной аппаратурой украинского производства.
Именно специалисты из Украины оказали неоценимую помощь ВВС
Пакистана в расширении возможностей боевой авиации.
Следует
отметить,
что
тактико-технические
возможности
перечисленных выше истребителей ВВС Пакистана не являются новостью
для китайских летчиков, поскольку JF-17Block I и II, это совместная
китайско-пакистанская разработка, а J-7PG китайские самолетостроители
создавали и модернизировали специально под требования официального
Исламабада в рамках программы «Супер 7». Устаревающие истребители
Мираж-3АЕ и Мираж-5 также хорошо известны китайским летчикам по
учениям предыдущих пяти лет и интересны только для молодых строевых
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китайских пилотов, которые впервые принимают участие в данных
мероприятиях.
Как отмечают командиры соединений ВВС НОАК, истребители
французского производства обладают отличной маневренностью на малых
скоростях, позволяют продолжительно совершать активные маневры с
максимальной перегрузкой до 9,4 G, резко набирать скорость до 1,3 МАХа и
при этом органы управления оберегают пилота от чрезмерных нагрузок в
ходе воздушного боя. Известно, что китайские пилоты используют учения
серии «Шахиин» для получения практики пилотирования истребителей типа
«Мираж», поскольку аналогичные китайские машины практически выведены
из эксплуатации в силу исчерпания летного ресурса.
Китайские военные обозреватели признаются, что основной интерес для
представителей
ВВС
НОАК
представляют
тактические
приемы пакистанских летчиков и приемы пилотирования, которые
используют пакистанские коллеги в случаях столкновения с более тяжелыми
двухдвигательными истребителями Су-30МКИ и МиГ-29 ВВС Индии.
По данным китайских источников, летчики истребительной авиации
ВВС Пакистана получают возможность пройти краткосрочные курсы
пилотирования таких истребителей как «Цзянь-10В», «Су-30МКИ», «Цзянь11Б»; истребителей-бомбардировщиков «Цзяньхун-7А».
Использование «Цзянь 10В» в этих учениях обусловлено стремлением
представителей
оборонно-промышленного
комплекса
КНР
продемонстрировать возможности одномоторного истребителя с улучшенной
аэродинамикой, новой радиолокационной станцией с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой, системой радиоэлектронной борьбы и компонентами
кабины пилотов, заимствованными от российского Су-30МКК.
По оценкам китайских обозревателей, в учениях «Шахиин-6» примут
участие новейшие истребители-бомбардировщики «Цзянь-16», которые
предназначены для замены устаревающих «Цзяньхун-7А». Известно, что
«Цзянь-16» были впервые официально продемонстрированы в рамках
авиационной части парада посвященного 90-летию НОАК. Упомянутое
мероприятие было проведено на территории крупнейшей межвидовой
учебно-тренировочной базы «Чжужихэ» (Автономный район Внутренняя
Монголия).
Подводя итог вышесказанному необходимо добавить, что по
завершению учений «Шахиин-6» летчики ВВС Пакистана примут участие в
совместных с ВВС и ВМС НОАК учениях по отражению массированных
налетов авиации на корабельные группы в нескольких учебных районах в
акватории Восточно-Китайского и Южно-Китайского морей. Это будет
первый случай участия пакистанских летчиков в межвидовых учебных
мероприятиях боевой подготовки.
«Рособоронэкспорт» снабжает оружием полсотни стран
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Дмитрий Крупнов. Известия. 28 июня
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2017.

http://iz.ru/611919/2017-06-

В 2016 году Россия поставила вооружения и военную технику в более 50
стран на сумму свыше 13 млрд долларов. Об этом рассказал журналистам
генеральный директор «Рособоронэкспорта» Александр Михеев, передает
«РИА Новости».
«В
рамках
военно-технического
сотрудничества
сотрудники
госкомпании ежедневно подписывают с зарубежными партнерами два-три
контрактных документа», - подчеркнул он.
Примерно такое же количество приходится на коммерческие
предложения.
На сегодняшний день портфель заказов компании составляет порядка 45
млрд долларов. Россия выполняет около 5 тыс. международных договоров в
сфере военно-технического сотрудничества.
Военные учения (международные) в Пакистане - Кашмир
О
китайско-пакистанских
военно-политических
контактах
и
перспективах участия ВС Пакистана в операции против хоуситов в Йемене
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33853. 7 апреля, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, 1 апреля 2017 года стартовали пятидневные
международные учения-соревнования подразделений антитеррора ВС
Пакистана, КНР, Турции, Иордании, Шри-Ланки, Малайзии и
Великобритании. Условное обозначение учений «Pakistan Army Team Spirit»,
в качестве района проведения мероприятий выбрана военная база в
пакистанской части штата Кашмир. В рамках учений команды сил
специального назначения отработают 31 учебно-боевую задачу, выполнят
марш-бросок на 60 км. Китайская команда составлена из военнослужащих
21-й армии Западного Военного Округа НОАК.
Открывал учения новый Начальник штаба (НШ) Сухопутных войск (СВ)
генерал-лейтенант Камар Джавед Бажва, он в ноябре 2016 г. сменил на этом
посту известного в Пакистане генерала Рахила Шарифа, который накопил
огромный опыт в деле повышении боеготовности подразделений и борьбе с
террористическими группировками.
По оценкам китайских аналитиков, выбор Камара Джаведа Бажвы на
место НШ СВ обусловлен следующими причинами:
во-первых, прохождение им стажировки в военных учебных заведения
США и Канады;
во-вторых, выполнение обязанностей начальника военных учебных
заведений;
в-третьих, опыт командования 10-й армией, зона ответственности
которой – штат Кашмир, а также выполнение задач в рамках миротворческих
миссий в Конго;
в-четвертых, что особенно значимо, генерал Камар Дажвед Бажва не
стремится привлекать внимание, обладает навыками переговорщика,
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последнее поможет «сглаживать» конфликтные ситуации между военными и
гражданскими руководителями. Подобные ситуации нередки в Пакистане,
поскольку ОПК страны обеспечивает значительную часть бюджета
государства;
в-пятых, в практике внешнеполитической деятельности Пакистана
нередко именно НШ СВ ВС участвует в переговорах на высоком уровне.
Следует отметить, что новый начальник штаба СВ Пакистана совершил
официальный визит в Пекин 16 марта 2017 г., в рамках которого провел
переговоры с членом Постоянного комитета Политбюро ЦК КПК Чжан
Гаоли, заместителем Председателя Центрального Военного Совета (ЦВС)
КНР генерал-полковником Фань Чанлуном, Начальником Объединенного
Оперативного Штаба (ООШ) при ЦВС генерал-полковником Фан
Фэнхуем, Командующим СВ НОАК генерал-полковником Ли Цзочэном,
заместителем начальника ООШ при ЦВС КНР генерал-лейтенантом Чжао
Юаньмином (до 8 февраля занимал должность заместителя начальника штаба
Ракетных войск НОАК).
Присутствие на переговорах военачальников двух стран представителя
высшего партийного руководства КНР и ближайшего соратника
председателя КНР указывает на то, что руководитель китайского государства
пристально наблюдает за процессом развития китайско-пакистанских
отношений. Кстати, Чжан Гаоли передал поздравительное сообщение от
председателя КНР Си Цзиньпиня пакистанскому генералу по случаю
вступления в должность.
По информации китайских источников, Камар Джавед Бажва довел до
сведения китайских собеседников мнение руководства Пакистана о том, что
Пекин и Исламабад должны укреплять свои дружественные отношения,
наращивать усилия по борьбе с террористической угрозой. Кроме того,
члены пакистанской делегации выразили надежду на расширение военнополитического и военно-технического сотрудничества с Поднебесной в свете
начала работ по строительству «Китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора» (КПЭК).
Также НШ СВ Пакистана подтвердил, что для охраны китайских
специалистов и объектов строящейся инфраструктуры Командование ВС
страны выделит до 15 000 военнослужащих, обучение которых уже проводят
китайские инструкторы.
В свою очередь, китайские собеседники заверили пакистанских гостей в
том, что военно-политическое и военно-техническое сотрудничество двух
стран будет подниматься на новый уровень, и выразили надежду, что
пакистанские военные не допустят нападений со стороны террористов и
исламистов на китайских граждан, ведущих коммерческую деятельность в
Пакистане.
Кроме того, представители китайской стороны довели до сведения
пакистанской делегации планы по реформированию СВ НОАК и увеличению
численности подразделений Морской пехоты ВМС НОАК до 100 тысяч
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военнослужащих, что позволит развернуть ограниченный контингент на
территории пакистанского порта Гвадар для его охраны.
Также пакистанская военная делегация провела переговоры с министром
иностранных дел КНР Ван И, в ходе которых руководитель китайского
внешнеполитического
ведомства
подтвердил
заинтересованность
государственного и частного сектора экономики Поднебесной в безопасной
реализации проекта КПЭК.
Однако отметим, что китайские специалисты внимательно наблюдают и
за действиями Исламабада на международной арене. Большой интерес
китайских аналитиков привлекает решение военно-политического
руководства Пакистана о направлении 5000 военнослужащих в Королевство
Саудовская Аравия (КСА) для подготовки местных военных и совместного
участия в антитеррористической операции в Йемене.
По данным китайских источников, пакистанский военный контингент
будет разделен на две части – первая, численностью 3000 военнослужащих,
будет направлена на саудовско-йеменскую границу для обеспечения
патрулирования и охраны; вторая, численностью 2000 в/с представляет собой
полубригаду инструкторов и специалистов в области проведения армейских
контртеррористических и специальных операций. По оценкам китайских
военных обозревателей, подобная военная помощь, вероятно, позволит
официальному Эр-Рияду переломить ситуацию на «йеменском фронте»,
поскольку именно личные качества и уровень подготовки личного состава
подразделений ВС КСА оставляют желать лучшего.
Кроме того, китайские наблюдатели, находящиеся в Пакистане,
внимательно отслеживают перемещение бронетехники в направлении
морских портов, поскольку официальный Исламабад направит контингент
только со своим вооружением и военной техникой. Вероятно, пакистанские
военные задействуют танки «Тип-85» или «Аль-Халид 1», бронемашины
пехоты М113, многоцелевые боевые бронированные машины «Хамза».
Для поддержки действий своих подразделений в операциях против
хоуситов ВС Пакистана готовы направить реактивные системы залпового
огня «Тип-83» и колесные самоходные артиллерийские установки SH-1
калибра 155 мм. Для повышения эффективности ствольной и реактивной
артиллерии СВ ВС Пакистана могут применять многофункциональные РЛС
артиллерийской разведки RA2, которые позволяют обнаруживать позиции
противника и одновременно сопровождать от 400 до 600 баллистических
целей. По заявлениям китайских специалистов, данная РЛС способна
классифицировать и определять траекторию как мин калибра 82 мм, так
и оперативно-тактических ракет «Боркан 1», которыми хуситы регулярно
наносят удары по территории КСА.
В отношении стрелкового вооружения известно, что военнослужащие
пакистанского контингента будут располагать:
автоматическими винтовками: «тип 56-2» (китайская копия Ак47), «тип 81» (пр-во КНР), М4 (пр-во США), G3A3 (пр-во Германия);
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помповыми ружьями «Бенелли М4» (пр-во Италия);
крупнокалиберными снайперскими винтовками «Баррэт М82» (пр-во
США);
зенитными пулеметами «тип 54» (пр-во Пакистан).
Вполне очевидно, что без вмешательства опытных пакистанских
военных Эр-Рияду не принесет успеха даже самая современная военная
техника и вооружение американского производства. По этому поводу принц
Султан бен Халед аль-Фейсал уже «оправдывался» на мероприятиях в
Вашингтоне в октябре 2016 г., где говорил о том, что подразделения
специального назначения ВС КСА нельзя обвинять в отсутствии прогресса,
ведь они обеспечивают высокоточное наведение для ракет и бомб на земле.
Эти слова являются доказательством неполноценного использования
авиационной техники, а именно, истребителей-бомбардировщиков F-15SA
(специальная модификация для КСА с модернизированной РЛС), которые по
своим возможностям борьбы с наземными целями (оснащены всеми
необходимыми средствами для обнаружения, сопровождения и уничтожения
наземных целей без дополнительной лазерной подсветки) превосходят F-15E
ВВС США.
Подводя
итог,
следует
отметить,
что
руководителем
контртеррористической операции коалиции арабских государств в
Йемене будет бывший НШ СВ ВС Пакистана Рахил Шариф, который после
обстрела посольства КСА в Иране совершил официальные визиты в Тегеран
и Эр-Рияд с целью призвать обе стороны к спокойному и конструктивному
диалогу. Влиятельность Рахила Шарифа обеспечена давними контактами и
регулярной помощью КСА в ходе ближневосточных конфликтов, а также
наличием ядерного оружия в арсеналах ВС Пакистана.
Доклад СИПРИ: расходы на военные нужды в мире увеличились
Интернет-сайт «Экономика сегодня». https://rueconomics.ru/242622doklad-sipri-rashody-na-voennye-nuzhdy-v-mire-uvelichilis. 24.04.2017.
Стокгольмский международный институт исследований проблем
мира (СИПРИ) отчитался о тенденции в военных расходах крупнейших
стран.
Как сообщают СМИ, в докладе СИПРИ сказано, что объем затрат на
военные нужды в мире в целом увеличился в 2016 году по сравнению с 2015
годом на 0,4 процента. В тройку лидеров в данной области вошли
Соединенные Штаты, Китай и Россия.
Пентагон в прошлом году потратил 611 млрд долларов. Рост военных
расходов США составил 1,7 процента.
Китайцам военные нужды обошлись в 215 млрд долларов. Расходы
выросли на 5,4 процента.
Россия, согласно докладу СИПРИ, в 2016 году потратила 69,2 млрд
долларов. Расходы на военные нужды выросли на 5,9 процента.
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SIPRI: Россия увеличила военные расходы несмотря на финансовые
трудности
Русская служба «BBC». 24 апреля 2017. http://www.bbc.com/russian/features39683307

Несмотря на высокие расходы на оборону, Россия тратит всего 27%
от общего объема военных расходов европейских членов НАТО
В 2016 году Российская Федерация увеличила расходы на оборону,
несмотря на финансовые и экономические трудности и падение цен на
энергоносители.
Россия увеличила свои расходы на 5,9% до 69,2 миллиарда долларов,
оказавшись на третьем месте в списке стран с самыми высокими военными
расходами, говорится в ежегодном докладе Стокгольмского международного
института исследования проблем мира (SIPRI).
Россия заняла третье место в мире по военным расходам после США и
Китая, впрочем, значительно от них отставая.
Военные расходы Китая увеличились на 5,4% и составили в 2016 году
215 миллиардов долларов, а лидеры списка США увеличили расходы на 1,7%
до 611 миллиардов долларов.
Мировые военные расходы в 2016 году составили 1686 миллиардов
долларов, или 2,2% мирового ВВП.
Доля военных расходов в ВВП была самой высокой на Ближнем
Востоке - в среднем около 6% ВВП. Самые низкие показатели были в
Северной и Южной Америке - примерно 1,3% от ВВП.
Перевооружение
В 2016 году 55 процентов российского военного бюджета шли на
финансирование госпрограммы вооружений.
В России эти программы идут "внахлест" - сейчас продолжает
действовать программа на 2011-2020 годы, но уже идет обсуждение
следующей, на 2018-2025 годы. Объем нынешней программы составляет 20
триллионов рублей (356 млрд долларов).
Министерство обороны изначально рассчитывало на то, что бюджет
новой программы будет составлять 55 триллионов, но чуть больше года
назад министр обороны Сергей Шойгу сообщил, что ее удалось
оптимизировать, снизив стоимость до 30 триллионов.
Российская пресса ранее сообщала, что министерство финансов
настаивает на еще меньшем объеме госпрограммы вооружений - на
совещаниях, согласно сообщениям, шла речь о 12 трлн рублей.
Оружие и нефть
Увеличение расходов на оборону в России, как говорится в докладе, в
2016 году шло на фоне резкого снижения таких трат среди
нефтедобывающих стран из-за падения цен на нефть.
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По данным исследователей SIPRI, Саудовская Аравия, например, с
2015 по 2016 год сократила военные расходы на 25,8 миллиардов долларов,
что стало рекордом среди стран-экспортеров нефти.
Страны Центральной Европы вооружаются, считая, что им угрожает
Россия.
Другие нефтяные державы в 2016 году также сократили бюджеты
министерств обороны - Венесуэла на 56%, Южный Судан на 54%,
Азербайджан на 36%, Ирак на 36%. Саудовская Аравия в 2016 году снизила
траты на оборону на 30%.
Лишь две из 15 стран с наибольшим падением военных расходов в 2016
году не являются экспортерами нефти, говорится в документе.
Вместе с тем Алжир, Иран, Кувейт и Норвегия, несмотря на падение
цен на нефть, смогли удержать планку расходов на оборону на прежнем
уровне.
НАТО вооружается
Лидером по военным расходам остаются Соединенные Штаты
Америки. Президент США Дональд Трамп собирается увеличить расходы на
оборону в 2018 году на 9%, или на 54 миллиарда долларов.
Однако расходы 2016 года также возросли по отношению к
предыдущему году. По данным SIPRI, они выросли на 1,7% и составили 611
миллиардов долларов.
Расходы на оборону стран Западной Европы растут второй год подряд в прошлом году они увеличились на 2,6%. Лидером в этой гонке являлась
Италия, чьи расходы увеличились на 11%.
Такая же картина наблюдается в странах Центральной Европы,
которые в прошлом году увеличили расходы на 2,4%.
"Рост расходов во многих странах Центральной Европы отчасти
объясняется восприятием России как страны, представляющей возросшую
угрозу. И это несмотря на то, что военные расходы России в 2016 году
составили всего 27% от общего объема военных расходов европейских
членов НАТО", - прокомментировал цифры старший научный сотрудник
Программы вооружений и военных расходов SIPRI Симон Веземан.
Военное сотрудничество Пакистана с ЮАР
Defence cooperation MoU signed with South Africa
Dawn, March 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1323316/defence-cooperationmou-signed-with-south-africa

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and South Africa signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) on Monday on defence cooperation.
Titled ―Defence and defence industrial cooperation‖, the MoU was signed by
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif and South African Minister of Defence and
Military Veterans Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula.
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A South African defence delegation is on a four-day visit to Pakistan. It is the
first visit by a defence minister from South Africa to Pakistan Defence relations
between Pakistan and South Africa have recently witnessed growth.
Chief of South African National Defence Force Gen Solly Zacharia was the
main guest at this year‘s Pakistan Day parade .
A defence ministry note said the MoU would provide for strengthening and
diversifying through formal structures collaborative programmes, exchange of
information and training of armed forces‘ officers, and acquisition of defence
equipment as well as cooperation in research and development, transfer of
technology, coproduction and joint ventures.
The two countries will establish a joint defence committee to steer the
cooperation.
Ms Mapisa-Nqakula later visited the General Headquarters for a meeting with
Chief of the Army staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa.
―During the meeting, views were exchanged on issues of mutual interest,
including defence and security cooperation between the two countries and the
overall regional security situation,‖ the ISPR, the military‘s public relations wing,
said.
Китай будет производить новые истребители по технологии «Стелс».
China inducts J-20 stealth fighters as part of military revamp
In this November 1, 2016 file photo, China unveils its J-20 stealth fighter on
an air show in Zhuhai, Guangdong Province, China.
Only a few jets likely to have been produced because of engine problems
China has inducted J-20 stealth fighters in its arsenal, marking a solid
incremental step in the transition of its air force to the next level.
Video footage on CCTV Channel 7 on Friday showed the indution of the
fighter jets in the People‘s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF), along with the Y20 transport planes and H-6K bombers, which are already part of the country‘s
military aviation assets.
The Y-20 planes, inducted last year, are essential for force projection as they
can carry heavy loads of personnel and equipment, possibly China‘s Type 99 series
tanks and troop carriers over long distances. The J-20 stealth fighters are designed
to compete with other fifth generation fighter jets, such as the F-22 Raptor of the
United States and the Russian PAK-FA.
However, the South China Morning Post quoted Macau-based military
observer Antony Wong Dong as saying that it is likely that only a small number of
J-20 jets have been produced on account of engine problems.
―Technical and production problem of WS-15 engines, which were in the J20, are not solved,‖ said Mr. Wong. ―The J-20 has not yet entered mass production
progress, and now just a few limited aircraft are able to serve in the air force,
similar to the Y-20.‖
Navy development
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China is also focusing on the development of its Navy, though its offensive
punch is still limited by the presence of only one aircraft carrier, which is mainly
used for training purposes.
Xinhua quoted Wang Huayong, deputy political commissar of the Eastern
Theatre Command, as saying that China‘s increasing Naval power does not pose
any threat. ―Our entire forces are for defence purposes,‖ he observed. ―The aircraft
carrier is still in training and trial stage. The marines remain weak, and the number
and quality of long-distance vessels do not meet expectations.‖
Aircraft carrier
Nevertheless, China‘s indigenous aircraft carrier, which would be the second
in its inventory, is in an advanced stage of construction. The second carrier will
have a displacement of 50,000 tonnes, and will fly J-15 fighters and other aircraft
from its deck, a Defence Ministry spokesperson had earlier said.
In an effort to transition to a more technology intensive military, China will
slash its Army reserves, while increasing reserves for the other services, Sheng
Bin, chief of the National Defence Mobilisation Department of the Central Military
Commission, said on the sidelines of an ongoing parliamentary session.
О закупках военной техники и вооружений некоторыми странами
Ближнего Востока и Северной Африки
Тереенков К.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32807. 22 февраля, 2017.

Согласно данным отчета, опубликованного во вторник 21 февраля
Стокгольмским институтом исследования проблем мира (SIPRI), Саудовская
Аравия вышла на второе место в мире по импорту военной техники и
вооружения. В число других лидирующих по этому, несколько
сомнительному показателю, стран, входит еще один аравийская монархия –
Катар, увеличивший свои военные закупки на 245%.
В
целом,
по
мнению
сотрудников
этого
авторитетного
исследовательского учреждения, объем мировой торговли оружием
находится на максимально высокой отметке, с конца «холодной войны», что
объясняется эскалацией напряжѐнности и конфликтной обстановкой на
Ближнем Востоке, в Юго-Восточной Азии и в Восточной Европе, где по
оценке экспертов СИПРИ, «Россия проводит угрожающую для соседних с
ней стран, политику».
Объем закупок оружия государствами Ближнего Востока за период
2012-2016 гг. вырос на 86% и составляет 29% от мировых оружейных
продаж.
Саудовская Аравия, увеличившая по сравнению с периодом 2007-2011
гг. свои военные закупки на 212%, уверенно вышла на второе место в мире,
следом за ней в региональном рейтинге следует Катар, увеличивший закупки
оружия за указанный в отчете период на 245%.
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По оценке СИПРИ, все, без исключения, ближневосточные страны
значительно увеличили объемы закупок оружия, хотя, и уступая, в темпах
роста саудовским и катарским «достижениям».
Питер Визман, ведущий специалист по проблемам поставок вооружения
и военных расходов полагает, что «все последние пять лет, ближневосточные
страны, толкаясь и тесня друг друга, старались перещеголять друг друга в
своем выстраивании обороны и опередить соседа в очереди за оружием,
заказываемого у США и у Европы».
«Несмотря на снижение цены на нефть, все они купили оружия в 2016
году больше, чем в предыдущем», — добавляет эксперт. Очевидно, таким
образом они рассчитывают обеспечить решение и найти выход из все более
обостряющихся региональных противоречий и угроз.
Африка, впрочем не отстает от Ближнего Востока, в ней «почетное»
первое место занимает Алжир, чья программа закупок вооружения за
последние пять лет заставляет задуматься о степени адекватности его
политического руководства. Не говоря уже о не самом благоприятном
состоянии дел в экономике страны, сам характер потенциальных угроз не
обуславливает ни приоритетов в закупках Алжиром современных и весьма
дорогостоящих систем вооружений, ни в их количестве. Складывается
впечатление, что алжирским властям на дают покоя лавры ливийской
Джамахирии при М.Каддафи, закупившей в свое время, в прямом смысле
слова, горы самой современной и разнообразной военной техники, которой
сейчас и пользуются с большим энтузиазмом жители этой страны, вкусившие
благ свободы и демократии. В целом, африканский континент, не подкачал, и
нарастил закупки оружия на 46%.
Россия, США и Китай остаются крупнейшими экспортерами оружия, по
данным отчета Стокгольмского института исследования проблем мира. На
США в 2012–2016 г. приходится треть всех экспортных поставок
вооружений, по сравнению с 2007–2011 гг. объем экспорта из США вырос на
21%. Почти половина поставок из США приходится на страны Ближнего
Востока, при этом американское оружие закупают не менее 100 стран мира.
Значительная доля в поставках приходится на ударные истребители, средства
авиационного вооружения и высокоточное оружие.
На Россию приходится 23% всех экспортных поставок вооружений. 70%
ее вооружений уходит в четыре страны: Индию, Вьетнам, Китай и Алжир.
По сравнению с 2007–2011 гг. в 2012–2016 гг. доля Китая в экспорте
вооружений выросла с 3,8 до 6,2%. В значительной степени, за счет поставок
оружия в Африку и в Латинскую Америку. Китай опережает Францию (6%) и
Германию (5,6%), Франция может нарастить поставки за счет крупных
контрактов, подписанных с ее традиционными заказчиками, тем же Катаром,
за последние пять лет, отмечает SIPRI. На эти пять стран приходится 74%
рынка экспорта вооружений.
Эксперты института констатируют общий рост объема международных
сделок с вооружениям с 2004 г. По сравнению с 2007–2011 гг. в 2012–2016 гг.
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их объем вырос на 8,4% и достиг максимума для любых пятилетних
периодов после окончания холодной войны. При этом, закупаются хоть, как
любят выражаться на западе, «конвенциональные» средства вооруженной
борьбы, но, преимущественно, наступательного характера: основные боевые
танки, артиллерийские системы и системы залпового огня, ударные самолеты
и вертолеты, подводные лодки. Увеличились поставки оружия в страны
Азии и Океании и на Ближний Восток, Европа и Америка стали закупать в
относительных пропорциях, несколько меньше.
Тенденция значительного роста поставок боевой техники и вооружения
в мире, в целом, и на Ближнем Востоке, в частности, по нашей оценке,
наглядно демонстрирует медленное, но верное сползание мирового
сообщества к крупному вооруженному конфликту, сценарии которого, увы,
все отчетливее начинают проявляться в ближайшей обозримой перспективе.
Морские учения «Аман-17» в Аравийском море – участвуют 9 стран.
Aman-17 naval exercise kicks off
The Nation. February 11, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Feb-2017/aman-17-navalexercise-kicks-off

PM vows freedom of navigation in Arabian Sea, Says maritime security
challenges in Indian Ocean are multidimensional
KARACHI - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif Friday said cooperation between
international navies was imperative to counter the threats of terrorism, drug
trafficking and piracy.
In a message on Pakistan Navy's Multinational Exercise AMAN-17, he said
Pakistan being a major stakeholder in maritime security of Arabian Sea was fully
committed to ensuring freedom of navigation and lawful maritime order.
About the Indian Ocean, the primer said the maritime security challenges
there were both multidimensional and multifaceted. Threats like maritime
terrorism, drug trafficking and piracy have acquired international dimensions, he
added.
He said cooperation between international navies was therefore imperative to
counter these emerging threats. "I am confident that AMAN-17 will be a big stride
towards this direction."
The prime minister said Pakistan's geostrategic prominence capitalised with
the launching of China Pakistan Economic Corridor, will become a `Game
Changer' for the region.
He said the mega project offers multitude of regional and trans-regional
economic prospects especially in the maritime sphere.
The growing reliance on maritime highways with their enormous economic
benefits have accentuated the need for keeping a safe and secure environment at
sea.
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AMAN-17 formally commenced at Pakistan Navy Dockyard, under the aegis
of Pakistan Navy with a colorful flag hoisting ceremony with a navy band playing
national songs.
Ships of the participating navies, observers, foreign diplomats and a large
number of Pakistan Navy officers and men attended the event.
The premier said he looks forward to a successful and rewarding exercise and
thanked all participating countries for taking part in this endeavour of readiness for
promotion of peace.
"I am glad that through AMAN series of exercises, Pakistan Navy has been
able to act as a bridge in the maritime domain by bringing together the navies of
East and West on one platform."
"I also appreciate the enthusiastic and vigorous efforts of Pakistan Navy for
successfully organising AMAN series of exercises since 2007," he added.
Address of Pak Fleet commander
Speaking on the occasion, Pakistan Fleet Commander Vice Admiral Arifullah
Hussaini said that ―we are here for a common purpose, for a common goal to
ensure security, to make this world safe for us and for rest of the humanity… that
is what our constitution mandates us to do‖.
He said, ―We believe in inclusive policy and we think that if the world stands
together, there will be great benefits for all of us.‖
The commander said that the region is experiencing swift geostrategic
changes which have arose a number of challenges for Pakistan but have also
provided many opportunities that promise a security improvement not only within
Pakistan but also in the region at large.
He said Pakistan Navy has always been a consistent security contributor in
Indian Ocean region. Being a lead nation, Pakistan‘s maritime forces are actively
participating with other navies in combating Narco trade, human smuggling, gun
running, terrorism and piracy at high sea.
―We need to make collective efforts to eliminate these threats for lasting
peace in the region,‖ he added. The importance of this collaboration will enhance
with the complete operationalisation of CPEC and Gwadar Port – which are meant
to bring prosperity not only to Pakistan but the region and beyond.
The vice admiral said the multinational exercise AMAN-17 is an effort which
will surely improve response, tactics and procedures among various maritime
forces operating in the region. The concept of exercise is to promote understanding
which will be developed through formal and informal interactions.
He said the exercise is expected to further refine the concept of ‗collective
and collaborative‘ security among the participants. Pakistan in general and
Pakistan Navy in particular takes immense pride in leading these efforts, he added.
Fleet commander extended warm welcome to the participating navies and
hoped that their presence and togetherness will forge a cooperation which will
prevent conflicts ―and should there be one, we will quickly resolve it to establish
and maintain lasting peace‖. He also valued participating nations for supporting
Pakistan‘s resolve for ensuring peace in the region.
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AMAN series of multinational naval exercises is being conducted biennially
by Pakistan Navy since 2007. The current exercise is 5th in the series. The
exercise, bringing in various navies under one umbrella, has a growing number of
participants. This year 36 nations are participating with their ships, aircraft, Special
Operating Forces, observers and speakers.
One of the key features, other than sea exercise, is international maritime
conference spread over three days, being organised by National Maritime Policy
Research Centre.
Россия впервые участвует в Международных морских военных учениях
(с подачи Пакистана).
Aman 17 kicks off: Russia makes its debut in multinational naval drill
Faraz
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1323128/aman-17-kicks-off-russia-makes-debut-multinationalnaval-drill/

Commanders of the 12 countries salute their flags during the inauguration
ceremony for AMAN 17 in Karachi.
KARACHI: Pakistan formally kicked off the fourth Aman-17 exercise at
Pakistan Navy Dockyard on Friday.
The fourth multinational exercise formally commenced, under the aegis of
Pakistan Navy with a colourful flag hoisting ceremony with the Navy band playing
national songs.
―Though a total 36 countries are participating this time, nine of these
countries are participating with their assets including ships, aircraft, special
operating forces with Russia participating for the first time,‖ an official of the
Pakistan navy told The Express Tribune.
―Even Sri Lanka‘s naval chief is in Pakistan to attend the exercise.‖
There will be three warships from China, four from the US, two from Russia
and one each from Indonesia, Australia, Turkey, Sri Lanka and United Kingdom
while two P-3C Orion aircraft from Japan are participating in the exercise.
The five-day drill will continue till February 14 while Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif will also attend the concluding ceremony.
One of the key features, other than the sea exercise, is the international
maritime conference spread over three days, organised by National Maritime
Policy Research Centre.
―We are here for a common purpose, for a common goal to ensure security, to
make this world safe for us, for the rest of humanity so that there is peace which
brings prosperity and progress that is what our constitution mandates us to do,‖
Commander Pakistan Fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini said.
―We believe in inclusive policy and we think that if the world stands together,
there will be great benefits for all of us.‖
The admiral said that the region is experiencing swift geo-strategic changes,
which have provided Pakistan with diversified challenges but also many
opportunities that mandate a secure environment not only within Pakistan but also
in the region at large.
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He reiterated that Pakistan Navy has always been a consistent security
contributor in the Indian Ocean region.
―Being a lead nation, Pakistan‘s maritime forces are actively participating
with other navies in combating Narcotics trade, human smuggling, gun running,
terrorism and piracy at high seas. We need to make collective efforts to eliminate
these threats for lasting peace in the region,‖ he added.
The importance of this collaboration will enhance with the complete
operationalisation of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Gwadar Port meant to
bring in prosperity not only to Pakistan but the region and beyond.
―Multinational exercise Aman 17 is an effort which will surely improve
response, tactics and procedures among various maritime forces operating in the
region,‖ the admiral added.
―The concept of the exercise is to promote understanding which will be
developed through formal and informal interactions. The exercise is expected to
further refine the concept of ‗collective and collaborative‘ security among the
participants. Pakistan in general and Pakistan Navy in particular takes immense
pride in leading these efforts.‖
Commander Pakistan Fleet extended warm welcome to the participating
Navies and hoped that their presence or togetherness will forge a cooperation, yet
brotherhood which will prevent conflicts and should there be one, we will quickly
resolve it to establish and maintain lasting peace. He also valued participating
nations for supporting Pakistan‘s resolve for ensuring peace in the region.
Пресс-релиз Посольства Пакистана в РФ б учениях «Аман-17» и
прибытии российского противолодочного корабля «Североморск в
сопровождении 2 судов.
FOREIGN
NAVY
SHIPS
ARRIVED
KARACHI
FOR
PARTICIPATION IN MULTINATIONAL EXERCISE AMAN 2017
A Press Release issued by Spokesperson Public Relations Department of
Pakistan
Navy
is
attached
for
information.
https://e.mail.ru/message/14867322330000000448/ 10.02.2017.
Karachi, Feb 09. Naval Platforms of 09 participating countries arrived
Karachi today to participate in Multinational Naval Exercise AMAN 2017
organised by Pakistan Navy. The exercise will be held from 10 th to 14th Feb 2017
at Karachi.
Being held since 2007, AMAN 17 is fifth Multinational Exercise of AMAN
series. Navies of 37 countries are participating in AMAN 17, out of which 09
countries are participating with naval assets including Australia, China, Indonesia,
Turkey, Sri Lanka, UK, USA, Japan and Russia.
The detail of countries participating with naval assests is given below:
1.

USA

2.
3.
4.

China
Russia
Sri Lanka

USS AMELIA EARHART (OILER), USCGS MAUI, USCGSAQUIDNEK
AND USS TYPHOON
HARBIN DDG 112, HANDAN FFG 575 and DONGPHINGU AO 960
SEVEROMORSK (ASW), ALTAY (буксир) Tug Boat and DUBNA Tanker
SLS SAMUDRA
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Turkey
UK
Indonesia
Australia
Japan

TCGGELIBOLU
HMS DARING
KRI SULTAN ISKANDARMUDA
HMASARUNTA
02x P3C ORION aircraft

Upon arrival, the visiting ships were given a warm welcome by senior
Pakistan Navy officials amid catchy tunes of national songs, played by PN band.
Officials of the consulates of visiting countries were also present on the occasion.
During this exercise participating units will rehearse various naval operations
to enhance mutual understanding and regional stability. Aim of this multinational
exercise is to display united resolve against terrorism and crimes in maritime
domain. The exercise will also help in enhancing Pakistan Navy‘s interoperability
with regional and extra regional navies thereby acting as a bridge between the
regions.
Международные военные учения «Аман-17» на Аравийском море
начинаются в Карачи (туда прибыл российский корабль «Североморск»).
'Aman 17' naval exercise kicks off in Karachi
Dawn. 10.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313970/aman-17-naval-exercise-kicksoff-in-karachi

The multinational 'Aman-17' naval exercise kicked off in Karachi Friday
morning with 37 countries, including Pakistan, taking part in the event.
Nine of the visitors — Australia, China, Indonesia, Turkey, Sri Lanka, the
United Kingdom, the United States, Japan and Russia — are participating with
naval assets.
'Aman-17' is the fifth such exercise that has taken place. Pakistan has been
holding the exercise every alternate year since 2007.
Commander of the Pakistani fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini, who was
the chief guest on the occasion, inaugurated the exercise by hoisting the Pakistani
flag at the Karachi dockyard.
Explore: As Russian submarine ship docks in Pakistan, India calls it normal
The vice admiral, speaking at the ceremony, said that the exercise would help
work against human trafficking, narcotics smuggling, and terrorism in the
region, Radio Pakistan reported.
The Pakistan Navy has played a vital role for ensuring safe passage of cargo
ships in the region, he added.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif extended a warm welcome to all participants
and said Pakistan, being a major stakeholder in maritime security of the Arabian
Sea, is fully committed to ensuring freedom of navigation and lawful maritime
order.
The premier pointed out that maritime security challenges in the Indian Ocean
are both multidimensional and multifaceted. Threats such as maritime terrorism,
drug trafficking and piracy have acquired international dimensions, he said.
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PM Nawaz Sharif emphasised that cooperation between international navies
is imperative to countering emerging threats.
Военно-морские учения пройдут в Аравийском море 10-14 февраля с.г.
вблизи Карачи («Аман-17»). Свыше 35 стран примут участие в них.
Over 35 countries to participate in 'Aman-17' naval exercise.
Dawn. 8.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313517/over-35-countries-to-participatein-aman-17-naval-exercise

International naval exercise 'Aman-17' will be conducted in the Arabian Sea
off the coast of Karachi from February 10-14, with more than 35 countries
participating in the event, according to China.org.cn.
Themed 'Together for peace', the 'Aman 17' naval exercise has helped clear
the Arabian Sea of pirates, Commander Pakistan Fleets Vice Admiral Syed
Arifullah Hussaini told a press conference in Karachi.
"These exercises help the participating countries come together and further
their relations," he added.
The joint exercise will be conducted by navies from 12 countries including
Australia, China, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Pakistan, Russia, Sri
Lanka, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States while envoys from 31 countries
will observe the exercises.
The exercise will feature harbour and sea phases, during which participants
will witness a variety of drills, where participants will witness a variety of
exercises, including search and rescue operations, gunnery drills, anti-piracy
demonstrations, replenishment at sea and maritime counter-terrorism
demonstrations.
'Aman-17' will include ships, aircraft, helicopters, Special Operations Forces
(SOF), Explosives Ordinance Disposal (EOD), marines and observers from
regional as well extra-regional navies.
Pakistan has held Aman naval exercises every alternate year since 2007. The
exercises aim to demonstrate the allied nations' capabilities to fight terrorism and
other maritime threats, as well as to provide a platform for participants to hone
their skills, and build cooperation and friendship to promote peace and stability.

ПАКИСТАНСКИЕ СИЛЫ1
О разработке малозаметного истребителя пятого поколения для ВВС
Пакистана в рамках «Проекта AZM»
Казанин М.В. 16 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39966

По данным китайских источников, спустя два месяца после
проведенных в октябре 2017 г. двусторонних учений подразделений ВВС
Пакистана и НОАК «Героический орел 6» до военно-политического
руководства в Исламабаде была доведен аналитический доклад о результатах
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учебных воздушных боев. Пакистанские технические специалисты отметили,
что в ходе соревновательных воздушных боев пакистанские летчики,
пилотировавшие одномоторные истребители JF-17 «Гром» даже при
действиях в парах проиграли более 90% схваток пилотам ВВС НОАК.
Известно, что китайские летчики действовали на тяжелых
двухмоторных истребителях «Цзянь-11», которые в настоящее время
являются одним из основных элементов авиации ПВО НОАК. По
информации СМИ КНР, что именно эти самолеты приняты на вооружение
подразделений истребительной авиации дислоцированных на искусственном
острове Юнсиндао и обеспечивают контроль воздушного пространства в
условиях регулярных полетов базовой патрульной авиации ВМС
США. Следует отметить, что американские военные используют в этом
регионе противолодочные самолеты Р-8А «Посейдон», которые также
приобрел официальный Нью-Дели в интересах обнаружения дизельэлектрических подводных лодок ВМС Пакистана в акватории Индийского
океана.
С учетом недостаточных возможностей одномоторных истребителей
французского, китайского и американского производства ВВС Пакистана,
военно-политическое руководство этого мусульманского государства
санкционировало начало работ по «Проекту AZM» (малозаметный
истребитель пятого поколения, рабочий проект под обозначением FGF).
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что пакистанские военные и
представители оборонно-промышленного комплекса (ОПК) подготовили
новое
сборочное
предприятие
на
территории
крупнейшего
авиастроительного завода на базе ВВС «Камра». Кроме того, сформирован
новый научно-исследовательский институт авиационного проектирования,
основной целью которого является проверка технологических решений
иностранных производителей боевых самолетов. По словам начальника
штаба ВВС Пакистана маршала авиации Сохаила Амана, новый истребитель
должен быть передан в войска для опытной эксплуатации через пять лет.
Новые производственные корпуса подготовлены для размещения
оборудования и начала работ сборке самолетов, которые по замыслу
пакистанской стороны, должны быть оснащены двумя турбореактивными
двигателями, что позволит летчику выполнять большой спектр задач за счет
установки в скрытые отсеки и на точки внешней подвески большого
количества авиационных средств поражения. На примере «Цзянь-11» высшие
офицеры ВВС Пакистана и представители ОПК удостоверились, что такой
самолет способен вполне успешно вести разведку за счет подвесных
контейнеров с оптико-электронными станциями, а кроме того, на самолетах
данной модели испытаны новые летные шлемы, позволяющие летчикам
уверенно действовать в сложных метеоусловиях и ночью.
Пакистанские специалисты указывают, что индийский истребитель
пятого поколения под обозначением АМСА сможет обеспечить возможность
применения двух типов управляемых ракет класса «воздух-воздух» разной
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дальности; противорадиолокационной ракеты, крылатой ракеты «Нирбхай»,
противокорабельной ракеты «Брамос», а также корректируемых по
лазерному лучу авиабомб весом 500 и 1000 кг.
В этой связи, пакистанские военные осознают, что двухмоторный
тяжелый истребитель способен с высокой эффективностью работать как по
воздушным, так и по наземным целям. Возможность действия в зоне
присутствия ПВО вероятного противника могут обеспечить встроенные и
контейнерные системы РЭБ, собственное производство которых в Пакистане
пока не налажено.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, пакистанские авиастроители
предпринимают попытки выполнения совместных разработок с компаниями
из разных стран. Так, одним из первых участников «Проекта AZM» стала
турецкая компания TAI, которая, как известно, пытается реализовать
собственный проект малозаметного истребителя под условным обозначением
TF-X.
Известно, что турецкие конструкторы разработали три варианта
истребителя, однако дальше тестов в аэродинамической трубе дело не
движется поскольку у компании TAI нет поставщика надежного и мощного
турбореактивного двигателя, что продиктовано сложными отношениями
президента Турецкой Республики Реджепа Тайипа Эрдогана с
государствами-членами ЕС, которые обладают необходимыми образцами и
разработками.
Вполне вероятно, что представители ОПК Пакистана проведут
переговоры о сотрудничестве со шведской компанией SAAB, британской
BAE и южнокорейской KAI в попытках получить наиболее выгодное для
Исламабада предложение по стоимости разработки подобного самолета.
Также отдельные переговоры будут проведены с компанией Eurojet с целью
получения образцов двигателей EJ200, которыми комплектуют истребители
«Еврофайтер Тайфун».
Следует отметить, что наибольшая вероятность успеха по совместной
разработке малозаметного истребителя пятого поколения для ВВС Пакистана
есть у шведских самолетостроителей, которые успешно выполнили два
контракта на поставку шести самолетов дальнего радиолокационного
обнаружения и управления SAAB 2000. Очевидно, что в данном случае за
основу будет взят истребитель Gripen-E, который занимает небольшую долю
на международном рынке боевой авиации.
В свою очередь, китайские самолетостроители из г.Чэнду и г.Шэньян
уже предложили два эскизных проекта двухмоторных истребителей, которые
могут заинтересовать ВВС Пакистана. Известно, что максимальная длина
перспективных самолетов не превысит 17,52 м; высота не более 4,46 м и
ширина 12,68 м. В обоих случаях, китайские производители боевых
самолетов предусматривают возможность установки китайских двигателей
WS-13 «Миньшань» или российских РД-93МК(М), которыми в настоящее
время укомплектованы три опытных образца истребителя «Цзянь-31».
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Второй вариант, который предлагают официальному Исламабаду
представители ОПК КНР – разработка нового истребителя на базе тяжелого
истребителя четвертого поколения «Цзянь-20», который уже принят на
вооружение ВВС НОАК. Известно, что первые двенадцать самолетов
направлены во 2-ю истребительную дивизию «Агрессоры южного моря»,
летчики которой имитируют действия вероятного противника – ВВС США,
Индии, Вьетнама, Японии, Республики Корея.
В дополнение к вышесказанному необходимо отметить, что
официальный Исламабад в вопросе финансирования программы разработки и
серийного выпуска истребителя пятого поколения полагается на помощь ЭрРияда. По данным китайских источников, военно-политическое руководство
Королевства Саудовская Аравия готово выделить на «Проект AZM» 1 млрд
долл. США. Очевидно, что указанной суммы будет достаточно только в том
случае если представители ОПК Пакистана применят уже существующие
наработки по данной тематике, которые можно будет приобрести в КНР, РК,
Турции, Великобритании и других странах ЕС.
О китайско-пакистанских военно-морских учениях «Дружба 2017»
Казанин М.В. 12 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39805

Как сообщают китайские источники, в период с 30 ноября по 2 декабря
2017 г. в одном из водных районов ВМС НОАК в районе г.Шанхай были
проведены
пятые
двусторонние
китайско-пакистанские
военноморские учения «Дружба 2017», в которых был задействован фрегат «Саиф»
(бортовой номер 253) проекта F22P (по классификации ВМС Пакистана
«Зульфигар»), а с китайской стороны принял участие сторожевой корабль
Восточного флота ВМС НОАК «Цзинчжоу» (проект 054А, по классификации
НАТО «Цзянкай 2»).
Известно, что в день прибытия командир пакистанского корабля –
капитан второго ранга Шахзад Икбал поднялся на борт китайского СКРа для
проведения церемониальной части начала учений. Пакистанского гостя
принимал командир СКР «Цзинчжоу» Ван Хунбин, который отметил, что он
как и Шахзад Икбал прошел подготовку в Даляньском институте надводных
сил ВМС НОАК.
В этой связи между командирами отмечено полное взаимопонимание в
процессе планирования и последующего разбора задач учений. Следует
отметить, что фрегат «Саиф» регулярно сопровождает корабельные группы
охраны ВМС НОАК, которые систематически выполняют задачи по борьбе с
пиратами в западной части Индийского океана.
Известно, что в течение трех суток два корабля выполнили курсовые
задачи в рамках обороны морского побережья. Так для координации
действий было проведено два заседания группы координации и три заседания
провели специалисты по корабельному вооружению. Следует отметить, что
при координации действий двух кораблей и групп морской пехоты ВМС
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НОАК и Пакистана командование учений сделало ставку на общение между
молодыми офицерами, поскольку более 20% командного состава фрегата
«Саиф» прошло долговременное/кратковременное обучение в учебных
заведениях ВМС НОАК с необходимой языковой подготовкой.
Известно, что китайская сторона предоставила пакистанским
партнерам свои карты водного района, а также разместила офицеров группы
координации на фрегате «Саиф». По данным китайских специалистов, в ходе
учений «Дружба 2017» были отработаны следующие задачи:
Боевая стрельба. Экипажи китайского и пакистанского корабля
отработали вопросы применения артиллерийских установок калибра 76 мм
по стационарной и подвижным целям.
Спасение экипажей терпящих бедствие. Для выполнения такой задачи
оба корабля оснащены катерами жестко-надувного типа.
Блокирование и досмотр подозрительных судов/катеров при помощи
корабельных групп специального назначения из состава подразделений
морской пехоты.
Высадка досмотровых групп при помощи вертолетов и скоростных
катеров.
Следует отметить, что в рамках военной реформы, проводимой в КНР в
течение последних двух лет, в состав сил Морской пехоты ВМС НОАК
введены еще четыре бригады, что позволит серьезно расширить возможности
этих высокомобильных подразделений. Для сравнения на протяжении
последних пятнадцати лет в распоряжении Командования ВМС НОАК
находились только 1-я и 164-я бригады МП.
В отношении корабельного состава учений представляется возможным
сообщить, что пакистанская сторона направила фрегат «Саиф», который был
спущен на воду на верфи Худун-Чжунхуа в г.Шанхай. Известно, что при
разработке данного корабля китайские судостроители использовали
проверенный временем проект СКРа 053Н3. В качестве систем вооружения
данный корабль располагает:
– автоматическим орудием калибра 76 мм, наведение которого
обеспечивает радиолокационная станция управления огнем «Тип 364»;
– противокорабельными ракетами типа «Инцзи 82» (максимальная
дальность пуска 120 км), размещены в двух счетверенных пусковых
установках типа CY, обеспечивающих возможность применения
противолодочных ракето-торпед типа «Рыба».
ПВО корабля обеспечивают два компонента:
Первый. Зенитно-ракетная система (ЗРС) FM-90N с механизированной
пусковой установкой на восемь управляемых ракет, которые позволяют
поражать цели на дальности до 13 км (самолет) и на высоте до 5500 м.
Скорость полета ракеты составляет 730 м/с. Наведение ракет и управление
огнем ЗРС обеспечивает РЛС MR35.
Известно, что данная ЗРС установлена на два СКР проекта 054 ВМС
НОАК, однако в дальнейшем китайские кораблестроители и оружейники
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смогли разместить в носовой части СКР проекта 054А универсальные
вертикальные пусковые установки, обеспечивающие пуск ракет малой и
средней дальности.
Второй. На крыше вертолетного ангара установлено две
семиствольные зенитные пушки типа H/PJ-12A (калибр 30 мм), наведение
которых обеспечивает РЛС типа 349А.
Известно, что поиск надводных и воздушных целей обеспечивает РЛС
SR 60 (экспортная версия «Тип 360»), а также станция дальнего обнаружения
«Тип 517». Для обнаружения низколетящих целей предназначена РЛС SR 64
(экспортная версия «Тип 364»), которая закрывает «слепые» зоны
предыдущих двух станций.
По данным китайских источников, фрегаты проекта F22P оснащены
системой
предупреждения
об
облучении
станцией
наведения
противокорабельных ракет вероятного противника, а также двумя системами
радиоэлектронной борьбы под обозначением NRJ-5 и H/RJZ-846,
предназначенными для постановки помех в отношении РЛС с пассивными и
активными фазированными антенными решетками. Примечательно, что
данные системы были разработаны специально по просьбе ВМС Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что фрегат «Саиф» ВМС Пакистана выполнил
переход практически на максимальную дальность, поскольку при
водоизмещении 3100 тонн данный корабль не способен выполнять задачи на
большом расстоянии от пункта базирования и нуждается в регулярном
пополнении топлива и других припасов.
В этой связи достаточно актуальным выглядит согласие Командования
ВМС Пакистана на проработку варианта поставки очередной партии
надводных кораблей китайского производства, которые будет иметь
водоизмещение 4000 тонн (экспортный вариант СКР проекта 054А).
Благодаря расширенному составу вооружения такие корабли смогут
выполнять задачи как по борьбе с морскими и воздушными целями, так и с
подводными лодками вероятного противника.
Известно, что в данном секторе китайским кораблестроителям
навязывают серьезную конкуренцию специалисты из Турции (корветы
проекта «Ада») и США, которым также необходимо расширять географию
поставок своей продукции.
По данным из открытых источников, китайские судостроительные
предприятия предлагают пакистанским военным морякам проекты легких
сторожевых кораблей на базе серийных корветов «проекта 056/056А»,
которые приняты на вооружение всех трех флотов ВМС НОАК в количестве
40 единиц. Кроме традиционных однокорпусных боевых кораблей китайские
конструкторы предлагают официальному Исламабаду рассмотреть
возможность приобретения боевых тримаранов и ракетных катеров
катамаранного типа.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
представляется
возможным
согласиться с оценками некоторых китайских специалистов о том, что
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учения «Дружба 2017» это сигнал официальному Нью-Дели в ответ на
проведенные ВМС Индии учения в районе Малаккского пролива, который до
сих пор остается «узким местом» транспортной и энергетической
безопасности КНР.
Кроме демонстрации возможностей кораблей, представители ВМС
НОАК и Пакистана провели переговоры о развитии программы обучения
пакистанских военнослужащих – экипажей надводных кораблей и
утверждении планов подготовки будущих экипажей подводных лодок
проекта S20P в учебном центре ВМС НОАК, расположенном в г. Далянь (рон Люйшунькоу).
О процессе разработки истребителя пятого поколения для ВВС
Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 11 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39765

По данным пакистанских военных, ВВС Индии планируют получить
первый истребитель пятого поколения (программа AМСА) к 2035 г., что
обусловлено отказом Индии инвестировать дополнительные 2 млрд
долл. США в российско-индийскую программу истребителя пятого
поколения под обозначением FGFA. Как сообщают китайские источники,
официальный Нью-Дели выделил уже 5 млрд долл. США на программу
FGFA, однако по мнению индийских технических специалистов и военных,
конечный продукт российского оборонно-промышленного комплекса под
обозначением Су-57 не отвечает требованиям, описанным в техническом
задании.
Кроме того, индийская сторона указывает на постоянные срывы в
процессе разработки самолета, что привело к серьезной задержке реализации
проекта. Китайские и пакистанские аналитики уверены, что претензии Индии
к РФ надуманы и инспирированы американскими лоббистами и политиками,
которые прикладывают значительные усилия для продвижения американской
военной техники на индийский рынок.
Представители ВВС НОАК и Пакистана отмечают достаточно высокие
летные характеристики Су-57, который является реальным конкурентом для
американских F-22 и F-35 в вопросе завоевания и обеспечения превосходства
в воздухе. Китайским специалистам известны практически все
положительные
и
отрицательные
стороны
американских
самолетов,
обусловленные высокой технической и программной
«сложностью» данных самолетов.
По данным СМИ КНР, 8 декабря 2017 на прошедшей в
Исламабаде
ежегодной
конференции,
посвященной
развитию
аэрокосмической техники, Начальник штаба ВВС Пакистана – маршал
авиации Сохаил Аман довел до сведения участников информацию о том, что
высшее
военно-политической
руководство
приняло
решение
о
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сотрудничестве с предприятиями оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР
по следующим направлениям:
– разработка истребителя пятого поколения в рамках «Проекта AZM»;
– разработка и запуск космических аппаратов разведки/дистанционного
зондирования земли и пилотируемых обитаемых космических аппаратов.
Известно, что в качестве места проведения указанного мероприятия
был выбран Университет ВВС Пакистана, что обусловило характер
доводимой информации.
В отношении процесса взаимодействия между китайскими и
пакистанскими самолетостроителями при разработке малозаметного
истребителя пятого поколения (по китайской классификации четвертого
поколения) известно, что Шэньянское авиастроительное предприятие
пытается продвигать свою разработку под обозначением «Цзянь-31»
(экспортное обозначение FC-31). Известно, что на данном предприятии
достаточно уверенно выполняют программу по выпуску тяжелых
двухмоторных истребителей «Цзянь-11», истребителей-бомбардировщиков
«Цзянь-16» для ВВС НОАК, а также палубных истребителей «Цзянь-15» для
ВМС НОАК.
Однако необходимо учитывать, что с ВВС Пакистана традиционно
сотрудничают авиастроители из г. Чэнду, которые разработали легкий
одноместный истребитель JF-17 «Гром» и успешно выполняют контракт на
поставку комплектующих. По данным китайских источников, 7 ноября 2017
г. на авиазавод в г.Чанша прибыл первый истребитель JF-17 «Гром» для
проведения капитального ремонта. Известно, что специалисты четырех
китайских
авиастроительных
предприятий
провели
специальные
подготовительные курсы для сотрудников авиаремонтного цеха.
Следует отметить, что в середине ноября 2017 г. на очередной прессконференции для национальных и иностранных СМИ министр оборонной
промышленности Пакистана Ранва Танвир Хусейн подтвердил, что
официальный Исламабад даже рассматривает возможность приобретения от
30 до 40 истребителей «Цзянь-31» при цене не более 75 млн долл. США за
единицу при условии, что китайские производители будут поставлять не
менее 4 самолетов в год.
Известно, что специалисты 601-ого НИИ (г.Шэньян) разработали две
модификации малозаметного истребителя «Цзянь-31», а именно «Цзянь31Н» предназначен для базирования на аэродромах ВВС и выполнения задач
только над континентальной частью страны, тогда как «Цзянь-31J» это
палубный истребитель. По данным СМИ КНР, на предприятии в г.Шэньян
проходит испытание уже третий опытный образец боевого самолета.
Возможность применения этого истребителя с палубы авианосца вполне
возможна благодаря умеренному взлетному весу и мощности двигателей РД93, которые китайские авиационные предприятия регулярно приобретают в
РФ.
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Представляется возможным указать следующие тактико-технические
характеристики истребителя «Цзянь-31»:
– длина: 16,8 (17,3) м;
– размах крыла: 11,5 м;
– высота: 4,8 м;
– номинальная масса самолета: 17,5 тонн;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 28 тонн;
– масса полезной нагрузки: 8 тонн;
– боевой радиус: 1200 (1250) км;
– максимальная скорость горизонтального полета: 1,8 МАХа;
– крейсерская скорость: 1,14 МАХа;
– практический потолок: 16000 м;
– диапазон перегрузок: от -3 до +9 G;
Известно, что корпус самолета на 30% состоит из композитных
материалов, что обеспечивает необходимый уровень малозаметности.
В состав авиационных средств поражения (АСП) входят управляемые
ракеты класса «воздух-воздух» «Гром-12D» (или SD-10) и высокоточные
корректируемые оперенные авиабомбы. Во внутренних ракетно-бомбовых
отсеках можно разместить шесть ракет или две ракеты и две бомбы, а на
внешних точках подвески еще шесть единиц авиационных средств
поражения (АСП).
Представляется возможным сформулировать следующие варианты
развития «Проекта AZM».
Вариант первый. ВВС Пакистана действуют по упрощенной схеме и
подписывают контракт с авиастроителями из Шэньяна на поставку партии
истребителей «Цзянь-31» и систематически получают боевые машины, на
которых распространяется гарантия производителя. В данном случае, ВВС
Пакистана смогут получить первые машины для опытной войсковой
эксплуатации в 2020 г.
В случае успешного устранения выявленных недостатков первые
серийные машины поступят на вооружение ВВС Пакистана уже в 2025 г., что
на 10 лет раньше, чем это сделают индийские военные при успешной
реализации национальной программы АМСА.
Вариант второй. Шэньянское предприятие размещает в Пакистане
сборочную линию и передает техническую документацию на определенную
долю комплектующих для их производства в Пакистане. Данный вариант
несколько задержит темпы производства конечного продукта, однако
позволит пакистанским инженерам повысить свою квалификацию.
Вариант третий. Пакистанские подрядчики организуют выпуск 60%
комплектующих на своей территории, что позволит снизить стоимость
самолета. Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что направление JF-17 «Гром»
на капитальный ремонт в г.Чанша указывает на недостаточный уровень
пакистанских
авиационных
инженеров
и
низкие
возможности
инструментальной базы, что обуславливает невозможность в сжатые сроки (в
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течение пяти лет, по замыслу ВВС Пакистана) самостоятельно разработать
малозаметный истребитель нового поколения. Китайские обозреватели
указывают, что общий бюджет ВС Пакистана не позволяет проводить
необходимые НИОКР, сопровождающие процесс разработки подобного
самолета.
Вариант четвертый. Чэндусское авиапредприятие также будет
активно участвовать в «Проекте AZM» и предложит абсолютно новую
модификацию истребителя JF-17 c двукилевым хвостовым оперением и
обновленным корпусом из композитных материалов. Фактически это будет
новый истребитель, который позволит ВВС Пакистана сохранить паритет с
тяжелыми истребителями Су-30МКИ ВВС Индии в небе региона.
Пятый вариант. Китайские специалисты рассматривают возможность
сотрудничества пакистанских авиастроителей с польским предприятием
Polska Grupa Zbrojeniowa S.A., представители которого готовы передать
официальному Исламабаду документацию по проекту малозаметного
двухмоторного штурмовика «Скорпион». Известно, что Начальник штаба
ВВС Пакистана – маршал авиации Сохаил Аман уже совершил
официальный визит в Польшу и провел переговоры с руководством Polska
Grupa Zbrojeniowa S.A. о сотрудничестве по данному вопросу.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо отметить, что указанные
варианты развития событий по «Проекту AZM» не учитывают
заинтересованности пакистанских военных в приобретении российских Су35С, которые уже поступили на вооружение ВВС НОАК.
О китайско-пакистанском сотрудничестве в области военного и
гражданского космоса
Казанин М.В. 11 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39767

По данным китайских источников, в рамках ежегодной конференции
по авиакосмической технике в Исламабаде AirTech 17, проведенной в период
с 6 по 8 декабря 2017 г. в Университете ВВС Пакистана Начальник главного
штаба ВВС – маршал авиации Сохаил Аман довел до сведения участников
информацию о развитии национальной космической программы. Основными
задачами программы по освоению космического пространства для
официального Исламабада являются:
–
создание
орбитальных
группировок
разведывательных,
навигационных и коммуникационных космических аппаратов;
– подготовка космонавтов для полетов на орбитальную обитаемую
станцию «Небесный союз», создаваемую китайскими специалистами.
По первому пункту представляется возможным сообщить, что еще в
1990 г. с космодрома Сичан при помощи ракеты-носителя «Великий поход
2Е» был выведен первый опытный космический аппарат (КА) пакистанского
производства
под
обозначением
«Бадр
1».
Второй
аппарат
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исследовательского назначения был выведен также с указанного космодрома
в 2001 г.
Подобный разрыв во времени между пусками объясняется тем, что
пакистанские инженеры не обладали собственными разработками в области
бортового радиоэлектронного оборудования космического назначения и
были вынуждены приобретать компоненты европейского производства.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что в начале 2000 г. европейские и
американские производители компонентов космического назначения
контролировали большую часть рынка комплектующих – системных плат,
двигателей для космических аппаратов, солнечных панелей и т.д.
В этих условиях, единственным вариантом для официального
Исламабада стало активное сотрудничество с китайскими конструкторами,
которые к началу нового тысячелетия уже имели большой опыт создания
разведывательных и метеорологических космических аппаратов разных
серий. Очевидным плюсом для пакистанских военных являлось то, что
китайские специалисты обеспечивали необходимый уровень секретности в
ходе подготовки к пуску, а кроме того, гарантировали надежность ракетыносителя, способную выводить полезную нагрузку как геосинхронные, так и
на геостационарные орбиты разной высоты.
По данным СМИ КНР, к 60-тилетнему юбилею установления китайскопакистанских отношений 12 августа 2011 г. с космодрома Сичан при помощи
ракеты-носителя «Великий поход 3В» (на тот момент 15-й успешный пуск
ракеты) был выведен спутник связи Paksat-1R (масса 5500 кг.), который
расположен на орбите с переменной высотой. Известно, что к моменту
запуска пакистанского КА ракеты-носители серии «Великий поход» успешно
выполнили 143 миссии.
Упомянутый КА создан при содействии китайских специалистов, на
базе серийного аппарата космической разведки «Красный восток 4» (спутник
фоторазведки). Передачу данных в двух диапазонах обеспечивает 30
направленных антенн и при необходимости пакистанские пользователи
могут задействовать еще три дополнительных приемо-передатчика.
В отношении разработок КА военного назначения известно,
что китайские специалисты во взаимодействии с пакистанскими инженерами
разработали два аппарата на основе проверенной временем серии аппаратов
«Яогань». По данным китайских источников, пакистанские военные на
первом этапе – в 2018 г. получат в свое распоряжение два спутникаразведчика.
Первый аппарат под обозначением PRSS-1 представляет собой спутник
оптико-электронной разведки, обладающий разрешением 2,5 м. Указанный
КА позволит обнаруживать объекты длиной от 2 до 16 м. в квадратах
местности размером 60х60 или 350х350 км.
Второй
КА
под
обозначением
PRSS-2
будет
оснащен
радиолокационной станцией с синтезированной апертурой, которая позволит
обнаруживать цели даже в условиях сильной и слоистой облачности. Два
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спутника разведчика позволят пакистанским военным наблюдать за
активностью индийских военных в спорных пограничных районах.
Необходимо отметить, что в последнее время соответствующие
подразделения ВС Индии ведут активную разведку над пакистанской
территорией при помощи гражданских квадрокоптеров производства
известной китайской компании DJI. Пакистанские военные неоднократно
сбивали квадрокоптеры из стрелкового оружия и обнаруживали внутри
аппаратов карты памяти, благодаря которым были установлены места взлета
и маршруты полета от индийских пограничных застав до объектов
пограничных войск ВС Пакистана.
В данной ситуации пакистанским военным необходимо развертывать
систему радиоэлектронного противодействия (РЭП) для блокирования
передачи управляющих сигналов на каналах системы GPS, модули которой
установлены в продукции компании DJI. Данный вопрос можно достаточно
просто решить при помощи поставок соответствующего оборудования из
КНР.
Создание сплошного поля радиоэлектронных помех создаст проблемы
и для самих пакистанских военных и в этом случае существенную помощь
могут оказать гражданские компании КНР, которые наладили выпуск
специальных «электронных ружей», предназначенных для направленной
постановки помех в направлении обнаруженных квадрокоптеров.
Необходимо указать, что в подразделениях Корпуса морской пехоты
ВМС США подобная техника уже принята в опытную эксплуатацию, а
военнослужащие отрабатывают тактику применения «электронных ружей» в
составе боевых троек при действии в населенных пунктах. По оценкам
пакистанских и китайских специалистов, такие средства РЭП будут
необходимы американским военным при плановом наращивании
численности контингента ВС США в соседнем Афганистане.
Благодаря долговременному военно-техническому сотрудничеству с
ОПК КНР пакистанские военные рассчитывают в перспективных КА
военного назначения разместить модули, позволяющие блокировать
применение гражданских и военных беспилотных летательных аппаратов,
которые будут взлетать с территории Индии. Вполне вероятно, что по
просьбе пакистанских военных, компания DJI внедрит в операционную
систему выпускаемых квадрокоптеров координаты регионов/районов,
закрытых для полетов.
Кроме разработки и запуска новых КА при содействии китайских
специалистов на территории Пакистана начато создание сети станций
непрерывного сигнала системы глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу».
Достоверно известно, что модули навигации по сигналам от спутников
данной системы:
– внедрены в головные части наведения баллистических ракет «Хатф7», «Хатф-8», «Шахиин-2»;
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– входят в состав боевых информационно-управляющих систем
фрегатов проекта «Зульфигар», перспективных дизель-электрических
подводных лодок проекта S-20 и основных боевых танков МВТ-2000, а также
в состав навигационно-пилотажного комплекса легкого истребителя JF-17
«Гром».
В отношении подготовки космонавтов из числа военнослужащих ВВС
Пакистана известно, что данная программа начата в 2011 г. после успешного
запуска китайского обитаемого модуля «Тяньгун 1». Вероятно, первый
пакистанский космонавт получит место в китайской ракете-носителе для
полета на орбитальную станцию в 2022 г.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что подобное тесное
сотрудничество двух стран стало возможным после подписания
соответствующего соглашения между Исследовательским советом по
космосу и верхним слоям атмосферы Пакистана и китайской промышленной
компанией «Великая стена», которая была создана в рамках «Китайской
аэрокосмической научно-технической корпорации». Именно налаженные
каналы связи между пакистанскими и китайскими конструкторами
позволяют активно развивать сотрудничество в космической сфере с учетом
того, что именно в КНР можно приобрести соответствующие
комплектующие по доступной для пакистанских военных и специальных
служб цене.
О военно-техническом сотрудничестве Пакистана и США в области
техники для ВМС
Казанин М.В. 27 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39364

По
данным
китайских
источников,
представители
кораблестроительных предприятий оборонно-промышленного комплекса
КНР проводят регулярные переговоры на поставку новых надводных боевых
кораблей для ВМС Пакистана, однако успехи китайских кораблестроителей
зависят от многих факторов – внутренних и внешних.
К факторам первой категории следует отнести личные позиции
Министра обороны и командующего ВМС Пакистана по отношению к ОПК
КНР. К внешним факторам относятся усилия западных, а именно
американских кораблестроителей, которые при поддержке крупных военных
корпораций успешно подписывают контракты на поставку надводных
кораблей различного водоизмещения для ВМС Пакистана.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что официальному Исламабаду
необходимо серьезно усилить свои ВМС, поскольку по расчетам офицеров
НИИ тактики ВМС НОАК даже при современном составе флота основного
регионального конкурента – Индии, военно-морские базы и основные порты
Пакистана могут быть полностью блокированы в течение трех дней.
К успехам американских кораблестроителей следует отнести контракт
компании Swiftships (штаб-квартира в г.Вашингтон) с ВМС Пакистана на
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поставку двух корветов проекта «Свифт» и партии скоростных катеров
проекта «Анаконда». Основное судостроительное предприятие указанной
компании располагается в г.Морган, штат Луизиана, а ремонтно-сервисные
подразделения расположены в г.Александрия (Арабская Республика Египет)
и на территории ВмБ «Ум-Каср» в Ираке.
По
данным
пакистанских
источников,
руководителем
ближневосточного подразделения данной компании является отставной
офицер ВМС Пакистана Хашим Раза, который прослужил на различных
должностях 27 лет (в течение 10 лет занимал командные должности на
кораблях) и за период военной службы получил дополнительное образование
в военных и гражданских заведения Великобритании.
Известно, что Х.Раза является специалистом в области планирования и
проведения операций ВМС с использованием сил и средств связи и РЭБ.
Кроме того, в область его интересов следует отнести:
– вопросы национальной и морской безопасности;
– анализ оперативной, тактической и стратегической обстановки на
морских ТВД;
– проверку деятельности и подготовки военнослужащих/подразделений
ВМС.
По причине секретности информации, об участии Х.Разы в реальных
боевых операциях ВМС Пакистана не известно, однако вероятно именно по
причине высоких показателей при подготовке в Колледже объединенной
службы управления и штабов ВС Великобритании, Королевском Колледже и
институте управления Chartered его заметили представители американской
разведки, которые порекомендовали руководству корпорации LockheedMartin принять его на работу в одно из своих структурных подразделений.
По мнению китайских специалистов, именно личное знакомство
Х.Разы с ключевыми высокопоставленными пакистанскими военными, в том
числе и с бывшим начальником штаба ВМС Пакистана контр-адмиралом
Мухаммедом Закауллой, позволило компании Swiftships подписать выгодный
контракт на поставку двух высокоскоростных многофункциональных
корветов
проекта «Свифт», обладающих следующими тактикотехническими характеристиками:
– длина: 75 м;
– ширина: 9,8 м;
– водоизмещение: 1640 тонн (при изготовлении корпуса из стали);
– водоизмещение: 1000 тонн (при изготовлении корпуса из алюминия);
– максимальная скорость: 30 узлов;
– экономическая скорость: 15 узлов;
– максимальная дальность плавания (на экономической скорости): 4000
миль;
– максимальная автономность плавания (на экономической скорости):
25 суток;
– мореходность: 6 баллов
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Следует отметить, что вопрос о применении алюминиевых сплавов в
конструкции корабля является спорным, поскольку и для пакистанских
военных не секрет, что при попадании противокорабельной ракеты с
большим запасом топлива алюминиевый корабль «превращается» в
огненную могилу для экипажа. Подобное случилось с быстроходным
катамараном типа «Спирхэд», который ВМС ОАЭ взяли в аренду у
американских военных, а после его уничтожения продали практически за
бесценок греческой утилизационной компании.
Указанные выше ТТХ при вполне скромных линейных размерах
корабля возможны благодаря четырем двадцатицилиндровым дизельным
двигателям серии 20V400 производства немецкой компании MTU, которые
передают крутящий момент на четыре винта или водомета и приводят в
работу три электрогенератора мощностью 300 кВт. Кроме того, в носовой
части ниже ватерлинии будет расположен винт для активного
маневрирования на малых скоростях или при швартовке в порту/базе.
Проектной документацией предусмотрено размещение на корабле
артиллерийской установки с орудием калибра 76 мм. в палубной надстройке
будут смонтированы вертикальные или наклонные пусковые установки (ПУ)
для противокорабльеных ракет типа Harpoon/Griffin/Exocet. Следует
отметить, что пакистанские конструкторы работают над созданием ПУ
крылатых ракет, предназначенных для ударов по наземным целям.
На верхнем срезе палубной надстройки будут размещены две зенитные
артиллерийские установки калибра 30 мм, а также механизированная ПУ для
зенитных управляемых ракет малой дальности, что позволит создать рубеж
самообороны корабля при отражении воздушного нападения. Также
предусмотрено два места для размещения пулеметов калибра 12,7 мм.
Следует отметить, что палубная надстройка совмещена с ангаром для
авиационной техники, оборудованным телескопическим воротами-жалюзи.
Боевая информационно-управляющая система корабля COMBATSS-21
позволит объединить информацию, поступающую от следующих
источников:
– трехкоординатной РЛС;
– подкилевой и буксируемой (выполнена в виде протяженного кабеля
увеличенного диаметра) гидроакустических станций;
– многоканальной оптико-электронной станции;
– многоканальных систем связи (КВ и УКВ диапазона).
После обработки информации личным составом (60 в/с), занимающим
боевые посты и командный мостик, указанная БИУС обеспечит применение
вышеперечисленных систем корабельного вооружения. Следует отметить,
что мостик корабля будет бронирован по классу NIJ-III. При необходимости
командный состав корабля может использовать программируемый
автопилот.
В кормовой части корабля запроектирована летная палуба,
обеспечивающая полеты средних противолодочных и транспортных
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вертолетов типа «Черный ястреб» или разведывательных беспилотных
летательных аппаратов типа Scan Eagle (основной БЛА в арсенале ЦРУ
США). Под вертолетной палубой расположено два отсека с резиновыми
лодками, необходимыми для проведения специальных (досмотровых,
контртеррористических, гуманитарных) операций.
В случае успешного выполнения программы приемо-сдаточных
испытаний ВМС Пакистана могут приобрести еще два однотипных корвета в
срок до 2020 г. Однако, кроме рассмотренных кораблей пакистанские
военные приобрели у Swiftships еще высокоскоростные катера проекта
«Анаконда», предназначенные для выполнения следующих задач на реках и в
прибрежной морской зоне:
– охрана береговых объектов и береговой черты;
– разведка и наблюдение;
– спасение утопающих;
– ликвидация пиратов и террористов;
Представляется возможным указать некоторые ТТХ катеров проекта
«Анаконда»:
– длина: 10,7 м;
– ширина 2,43 м;
– осадка: 0,53 м;
– водоизмещение 11 тонн;
– емкость топливных баков: 681 л;
– максимальная скорость: 50 узлов;
– крейсерская скорость: 35 узлов;
– дальность плавания (на крейсерской скорости): 200 миль;
– количество мест для десанта: 14;
– мореходность: 4 балла.
Корпус лодки выполнен двуслойным из алюминия по форме «глубокое
V». Закрытый объем между внешним и внутренним слоем заполнен
специальным пенным материалом, который не позволит судну утонуть даже
в случае пробития.
Высокая скорость и большой запас хода обусловлены установкой двух
экономичных дизельных двигателей (мощность 560 л.с. каждый,
электронный впрыск топлива), передающих крутящий момент на два
водометных движителя серии FF производства компании Rolls-Royce.
Следует отметить, что военнослужащие десанта при необходимости
могут использовать пулеметы типа Мк-240 (калибр 7,62 мм), Мк-19 (калибра
12,7 мм), шестиствольные пулеметы GAU-17/A, для размещения которых
предусмотрены пять точек крепления. Кроме того, конструкторы
предусмотрели возможность установки автоматической пушки калибра 30
мм, со скорострельностью 800 выстр/минуту. Для удобства посадки/высадки
десанта в носовой части лодки размещается откидная рампа.
При необходимости компания-производитель может поставить
заказчику дополнительный прицеп-трейлер, однако с учетом линейных
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размеров данные лодки можно перевозить внутри средних транспортных
самолетов типа С-130 Hercules или «Юнь-8», а также на внешней подвеске
тяжелых транспортных вертолетов типа СН-47 Chinook.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что еще в июне 2017
г. ВМС Пакистана подписали контракт с известной голландской
кораблестроительной компаний Damen Shipyards Group на поставку двух
патрульных кораблей морской зоны проекта OPV1800, которые при длине 90
м, имеют максимальное водоизмещение 1900 тонн и максимальную скорость
22 узла. Следует отметить, что пакистанские военные настояли на
пересмотре первоначального проекта, а именно, они отказались от
лемехообразной носовой части и по их просьбе на 100 тонн было увеличено
водоизмещение за счет увеличения длины корабля со стандартных 83 до 90
м.
Известно, что корабль будет выполнен из стали, а в
корпусе предусмотрено достаточно большое количество иллюминаторов.
Основное отличие данного контракта от американского состоит в том, что
второй корабль будет собран на судостроительном предприятии в г.Карачи,
что позволит пакистанским специалистам повысить свою квалификацию.
Очевидно, что военно-политическое руководство Пакистана пытается
выполнять программу модернизации ВМС и при этом «следует достаточно
опасным курсом» – приобретает небольшие партии кораблей в разных
странах, что осложнит их обслуживание в дальнейшем. В свою очередь,
китайские кораблестроители и оружейники прилагают все большие усилия
по поддержанию устойчивого военно-технического сотрудничества с
Пакистаном,
Оценки китайских специалистов военно-технического сотрудничества
Пакистана и США в области стрелкового вооружения
Казанин М.В. 20 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39194

Китайские оружейники и военные специалисты пристально наблюдают
за военно-техническим сотрудничеством (ВТС) между Пакистаном и США
поскольку пакистанским военным доступны те образцы вооружения и
военной техники, с которыми китайские специалисты пока не в состоянии
познакомится лично даже в рамках оружейных выставок, проводимых в
США. Кроме того, необходимо отметить, что Пакистан входит в пятерку
стран, которые передавали и продолжают передавать в КНР технологии и
технику военного назначения, что необходимо для обороннопромышленного комплекса КНР и НОАК.
Китайские специалисты признают, что пакистанские партнеры очень
требовательны и зачастую предъявляют слишком высокие требования,
которые китайские инженеры, конструкторы и металлурги не всегда в
состоянии выполнить. Примером такого сложного момента двустороннего
ВТС являются поставки личного стрелкового оружия для подразделений
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специального назначения ВС Пакистана, часть из которых готовят
специалисты – действующие военнослужащие НОАК.
Следует отметить, что китайские военные эксперты чрезвычайно
обеспокоены обстановкой безопасности в Пакистане, что обусловило
формирование специального соединения сил безопасности численностью
около 12000 человек, которое будет обеспечивать охрану строящихся
инфраструктурных объектов «Китайско-пакистанского экономического
коридора» и китайских специалистов, занятых в этом процессе.
Одновременно с подготовкой личного состава, китайские специалисты
пытаются договориться с пакистанскими партнерами о необходимости
принятия на вооружение штурмовой винтовки «Тип 95» (производственное
обозначение QBZ 95), которую специалисты 208 НИИ Китайской северной
промышленной группы компаний (известна как НОРИНКО), разработали
еще в середине 90-х гг прошлого столетия для замены устаревших автоматов
«Тип 54» (китайская копия АК-47).
С одной стороны китайским оружейникам удалось создать достаточно
компактной личное стрелковое оружие для обеспечения широко круга
военнослужащих, а с другой, среди специалистов оборонно-промышленного
комплекса КНР идут споры о реальной эффективности данного оружия и его
надежности. По данным из открытых источников, для штурмовой винтовки
«Тип 95» (экспортный вариант «Тип 97») был разработан малоимпульсный
патрон DBP 87 калибра 5,8х42 мм, сопоставим со стандартным
американским боеприпасом SS109 (калибр 5,56х45 мм) и российским 7Н6
(калибр 5,45х 39).
В 2017 г. в публикациях китайских специализированных военнотехнических изданий вышло несколько материалов посвященных
проблематике низкой пробивной способности и малой дальности подобных
боеприпасов. Китайские специалисты зафиксировали, что американские
военные всерьез рассматривают возможность полномасштабного перевода
большинства подразделений на патрон калибра 7,62х51 мм, что позволит
военнослужащим уверенно поражать цели на дальностях более 300.
По данным китайских источников, для подразделений Корпуса
морской пехоты США уже закуплено 4500 полуавтоматических снайперских
винтовок и 50000 штурмовых винтовок производства немецкой компании
Heckler&Koch.
В этой связи необходимо отметить, что в октябре 2017 г. пакистанские
военные приобрели для своих подразделений специального назначения
короткоствольные автоматические штурмовые винтовки модели 516 PDW
(PDW – Personal Defense Weapon) производства компании Sig Sauer,
основное предприятие которого находится в штате Нью-Гемпшир,
США. Основной особенностью данной винтовки от многих других образцов,
представленных на международном рынке стрелкового оружия –
возможность сравнительно быстрой смены ствола, а также установки более
длинного ствола при необходимости ведения огня на большую дистанцию.
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Следует отметить, что китайские оружейники пока не могут предложить ВС
Пакистана подобное стрелковое вооружение.
Представляется возможным сравнить некоторые тактико-технические
характеристики (ТТХ) штурмовой винтовки «Тип-95» и SSG 516 PDW.
Таблица 1.
Сравнение ТТХ штурмовых винтовок SSG 516 PDW и «Тип 95»
Характеристика/модель

SSG 516 PDW

Тип-95

Компания производитель

Sig Sauer

НОРИНКО

Вес (кг)

2,95

3,25

Длина общая (мм)

838

746

Длина ствола (мм)

190,5

463

Калибр (мм)

5,56х45 или 7,62х39

5,8х42

Автоматический,
одиночный

Автоматический,
одиночный

Боепитание

магазинное

Магазинное

Емкость магазина

10/20/30

30/75

Наличие
рукоятки

да

Нет

да

Нет

да

Нет

да

нет

Режимы ведения огня

тактической

Наличие
Пикатини

планок

Наличие
приклада

складного

Возможность установки
лазерного прицела

Анализ конструкции двух винтовок показывает, что американские
специалисты предусмотрели возможность установки тактической рукоятки,
которая облегчает обращение с оружием в закрытых помещениях при
проведении специальных/контртеррористических операций, кроме того, на
удобство обращения с оружием влияет и телескопический приклад. К
положительным моментам конструкции китайской «Тип-95» можно отнести
только возможность установки подствольного гранатомета калибра 35 мм, на
кронштейне которого можно дополнительно разместить и тактический
фонарик.
Для сравнения на корпусе штурмовой винтовки 516PDW установлено
пять планок Пикатини, которые позволяют установить оптические прицелы
любой конструкции и назначения, тактические фонарики, рукоятки и
лазерные целеуказатели. В отношении 516 PDW следует сказать, что именно
благодаря планкам Пикатини прицельные устройства можно разместить
максимально близко к оси ствола.
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На китайской винтовке прицел размещается на сложном креплении,
установленном на наклонной рукоятке поверх ствольной коробки. Кроме
того, для винтовок американского производства подходят магазины как
стандартные металлические магазины STANAG, так и пластиковые от
известной компании MAGPUL.
Известно, что пакистанские военные также приобрели партию
лазерных целеуказателей DBAL-I2 (в ВС США принят на вооружение под
обозначением PACK15 A) производства американской компании STEINER. В
отношении данного прицельного устройства известно, что оно состоит из
блока питания на сменных аккумуляторных батареях, одного лазерного
целеуказателя, одного лазерного и одного инфракрасного излучателя
предназначенных для подсветки цели в темное время суток и в затемненных
помещениях. Следует отметить, что китайские производители пока не
выпускают подобных устройств.
По отзывам пакистанских военных винтовки 516 PDW это достаточно
надежное и простое в обслуживание личное стрелковое оружие, которое
обладает широкими возможностями для трансформации. Отличительной
особенностью данного американо-пакистанского контракта является то, что
официальный Исламабад не пытается организовать лицензионное
производство данных винтовок на своей территории, как это было с тендером
на поставку основных штурмовых винтовок калибра 7,62х39 мм для
подразделений Сухопутных войск, который выиграла чешская оружейная
компания CZ.
С учетом вышесказанного, представляется возможным согласиться с
оценками некоторых китайских оружейников в том, что ВС Пакистана
прилагают значительные усилия для поиска и приобретения стрелкового
оружия, которое отвечает требованиям реального боя. Очевидно, что
западные производители оружия пока что больше преуспевают в этом
вопросе, чем китайские оружейники.
Оценки китайских специалистов военно-технического сотрудничества
Исламабада и Пекина и перспективных поставок истребителей «Мираж 20009» из ОАЭ
Казанин М.В. 15 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39088

По данным китайских источников, в настоящее время в распоряжении
ВВС Пакистана находится около 700 самолетов, из которых 470 это боевые
самолеты разных поколений, а именно:
около 70 истребителей JF-17 «Гром» в модификациях Block 1 и Block 2
(совместное пр-во КНР и Пакистан);
75 истребителей F-16 (пр-во США);
120 истребителей «Цзянь-7» (пр-во КНР);
около 150 истребителей «Мираж-3» (пр-во Франция). В отношении
последних следует отметить, что данные боевые самолеты стоят на
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вооружении ВВС Пакистана около 50 лет и аварийность полетов гораздо
ниже чем с аналогичными истребителями ВВС Индии.
Конечно, пакистанские военные вывели большинство «Миражей-3» на
базы хранения поскольку срок летной годности планеров практически вышел
и дальнейшая эксплуатация таких самолетов повлечет за собой
драматический рост воздушных происшествий, в результате которых будут
потеряны как самолеты, так и летчики. Вполне очевидно, что официальный
Исламабад не может позволить себе терять летчиков, которых можно
переучивать при содействии китайских партнеров, предоставляющих свои
одномоторные истребители третьего поколения «Цзянь-10B», а также
тяжелые двухмоторные истребители «Цзянь-11B, BS».
Китайские специалисты в своих публикациях указывают, что
официальный Исламабад осознает возможности национальных ВВС в случае
начала вооруженного конфликта с Нью-Дели и для поддержания высокого
уровня летного мастерства регулярно проводит двусторонние межвидовые
учения с ВВС НОАК, которые получили условное обозначение «Героический
орел». Данные учебные мероприятия проводятся ежегодно, каждая из
участвующих сторон попеременно предоставляет свои воздушные и
наземные полигоны.
Именно благодаря регулярным совместным двусторонним учениям
пакистанские летчики получают возможность повысить свою квалификацию
как в ходе учебных воздушных боев, так и при отработке прорывов рубежей
ПВО условного противника, которого имитируют китайские подразделения.
Следует отметить, что спустя почти три месяца после окончания упомянутых
учений, обозреватели китайских специализированных военно-технических
изданий продолжают анализировать отработанные курсовые задачи.
Так в ходе учений «Героический орел» ВВС НОАК и ВВС Пакистана
впервые отработали тактический прием под обозначением 2V2, который
подразумевает, что два тяжелых двухместных истребителя «Цзянь-11» со
смешанными пакистано-китайскими экипажами обеспечивают прикрытие
двум истребителям-бомбардировщикам «Цзяньхун-7». Боевые самолеты
второго типа действуют под управлением китайского пилота и пакистанского
штурмана на малых и сверхмалых высотах с целью прорыва рубежа ПВО и
выполнения пусков авиационных средств поражения по целям на мишенных
полигонах.
Также, китайские военные обеспечили пакистанским партнерам
возможность
практики
пилотирования
высотных
истребителейперехватчиков JZ-8, которые относятся к самолетам второго
поколения. Китайские оружейники и разработчики ориентируются на
поддержание боеспособности этих скоростных машин, позволяющих
отрабатывать компоненты перспективных бортовых РЛС и управляемых
ракет класса «воздух-воздух» при борьбе с малозаметными истребителями
вероятного противника на средних и малых дистанциях.
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К настоящему моменту вопрос обновления авиационного парка ВВС
Пакистана встал наиболее радикально поскольку, с одной стороны
американские законодатели заблокировали финансирование контракта на
поставку истребителей F-16 Block 52, а с другой стороны официальный
Вашингтон прикладывает максимум усилия для заключения контракта на
поставку ВВС Индии партии из 36 истребителей указанной модели.
Одновременно в Индии запланировано размещение сборочной линии для
производства американских боевых самолетов. Также американские
оружейники
реализуют
контракты
на
поставку
современных
разведывательно-ударных беспилотных летательных аппаратов MQ-9,
которые являются легкой мишенью для легких истребителей JF-17 «Гром»
ВВС Пакистана.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что со своей стороны прилагают
значительные усилия по развитию китайско-пакистанского легкого
одномоторного истребителя JF-17 «Гром». Самолет в модификации Block 1
не обладает системой дозаправки, а также оснащен РЛС с пассивной
фазированной антенной решеткой, а истребители модификации Block 2 уже
оснащены фиксированной штангой для дозаправки и более современной РЛС
с ФАР.
В перспективной модификации Block 3 самолет может получить
«стеклянную кабину», двукилевое хвостовое оперение, окраска корпуса
будет выполнена с использованием специального состава, обеспечивающего
незаметность в тепловом спектре. Известно, что данный состав уже
опробован китайским специалистами на опытных экземплярах тяжелых
истребителей «Цзянь-11B» модернизированных до модификации BG.
К ключевому элементу развития данного истребителя является
достижение соглашения между китайскими самолетостроителями и
российскими производителями турбореактивных двигателей, поскольку для
истребителя JF-17 Block 3 необходим более мощный двигатель, чем могут
предложить китайские производители. Единственным образцом является
российский РД-93МКМ, который в форсажном режиме (в течение
достаточно продолжительного периода времени) обеспечивает мощность
более 9100 кгс./см.кв., что позволит увеличить количество внешних точек
подвески авиационных средств поражения с пяти до семи и размещать
дополнительное радиоэлектронное оборудование (средства РЭБ) внутри
корпуса самолета. Конечно, упомянутая модификация истребителя пока
существует только на бумаге и в масштабных моделях и по причине высокой
степени секретности подобных разработок пока не представляется
возможным сообщить более подробно о производственном процессе.
По данным китайских источников, на очередной выставке
авиакосмической техники в Дубай (ОАЭ) , которая стартовала 11 ноября
2017 принимает участие три истребителя JF-17 «Гром» Block1 из состава
эскадрильи «Черные Пантеры» ВВС Пакистана. Очевидно, что
беспосадочный перелет из Пакистана в Дубай стал возможным благодаря
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применению подвесных топливных баков, производство которых успешно
налажено в Пакистане. Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что пакистанские
строевые пилоты продемонстрировали стандартные тактические приемы
пилотирования в небе ОАЭ и по скорости и перегрузкам лишь немного
уступили современным европейским истребителям – «Рафаль», «Тайфун»,
«Грипен».
Одним из ключевых событий выставки стал очередной раунд
переговоров между представителями ВВС Пакистана и ВВС ОАЭ о
возможности приобретения 32 одномоторных истребителей «Мираж 2000-9»
производства французской компании Dassault. Один из таких истребителей
выполнил демонстрационный полет перед посетителями выставки.
Следует отметить, что 32 истребителя «Мираж 2000-9» стоят на
вооружении ВВС ОАЭ с 2003 г., а всего в эмиратах находится 62 истребителя
«Мираж 2000», при этом 30 самолетов «Мираж 2000» были
модернизированы до уровня 2000-9 за счет установки нового пилотажного
оборудования, РЛС и т.д.
Обозреватели китайских специализированных изданий отмечают, что
«Мираж 2000-9» это очень эффективный истребитель третьего поколения,
мощный и надежный двигатель которого позволяет поднимать
максимальную нагрузку 6600 кг, которую можно разместить на девяти
точках внешней подвески.
Как сообщают китайские специалисты, пакистанские военные
ведут переговорный процесс с арабскими партнерами еще с 2009 г., т.е. с
момента когда они получили возможность внимательно ознакомится с
возможностями указанных самолетов в рамках совместных учений ВВС двух
государств под обозначением ATLC. Пакистанские военные отметили, что
практически половина «Миражей 2000-9» стоит на базах хранения и
находится в отличном техническом состоянии.
Причина такого обращения с техникой в ВВС ОАЭ объяснялась тем,
что в Абу-Даби планировали передать французским самолетостроителям
несколько «Миражей 2000-9» при покупке более современных истребителей
«Рафаль», однако такое предложение арабских военных не нашло ответа у
представителей ОПК Франции.
Известно, что кроме Исламабада возможность приобретения этих
боевых машин прорабатывали египетские и иракские военные. Именно в дни
выставки стало известно, что ВВС ОАЭ планируют подписать контракт с
французскими компаниями Dassault и Thales на модернизацию «Мираж 20009». Причина такого решения вполне очевидна – стоимость новейших
истребителей «Рафаль» высока даже для аравийских монархий.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
представляется
возможным
согласиться с оценками китайских специалистов в том, что если Абу-Даби и
Исламабад подпишут контракт на поставку 32 истребителей «Мираж 20009», то ВВС Пакистана получат достаточно эффективные боевые самолеты с
большим летным ресурсом. Данные самолеты могут быть направлены в
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авиационные части ВМС Пакистана, на вооружении которых приняты
противокорабельные/крылатые ракеты воздушного базирования. Кроме того,
необходимо учитывать достаточно высокую культуру технического
персонала ВВС Пакистана, который знаком с особенностями эксплуатации
ВВТ французского производства.
О расширении военно-технического сотрудничества Пакистана с КНР
и странами Южной и Юго-Восточной Азии
Казанин М.В. 13 ноября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39038

ВТС Пакистана и КНР
По информации китайских источников, ВВС Пакистана подписали
контракт на поставку 12 легких истребителей «Цзянь-10Б» и
дополнительный протокол о намерении приобрести всего около 150
самолетов данного типа. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что подписание
подобного документа стало возможным после того, как американские
законодатели отказали в софинансировании поставки партии истребителей F16 Block 52 для Исламабада, который не может позволит выделить
дополнительные 700 млн долл. США. Указанная сумма необходима с учетом
того, что стоимость одного американского истребителя достигает 80 млн
долл. США, тогда как один новый «Цзянь-10Б» обойдется пакистанским
военным всего 42 млн.долл.США.
С учетом того, что китайские самолетостроители выпускают по 2-3
истребителя указанной модели (модификации) в месяц, то такой контракт
может быть легко выполнен в течение ближайших шести месяцев с учетом
необходимых приемо-сдаточных испытаний.
Китайские специалисты сообщают, что ВМС Пакистана и
представители «Китайской кораблестроительной торговой компании» ведут
переговоры о поставках сторожевых кораблей, однотипных проекту С28А,
которые разработаны и поставлены ВМС Алжира. Представляется
возможным сообщить следующие тактико-технические характеристики
указанного СКР
Таблица 1.
ТТХ СКР проекта С28А
Характеристика/проект

С28А

Длина

120

Ширина

14,4

Осадка

3,87

Стандартное водоизмещение

2880

Полное водоизмещение

3144

Максимальная скорость

28

Экономическая скорость

15

5364
Дальность плавания

5000

Экипаж

70

Модель АУ, калибр (мм)

PJ26 , 76 (один ствол)

Скорострельность
(выстр/мин)

От 10 до 60

Максимальная
дальность
обстрела
наземной/морской/воздушной цели
(км)

12/8/6

ПКР (кол-во)

С-802 (8)

Торпедное вооружение
Зенитное
вооружение

ракетное

Зенитное
пушечное
вооружение, калибр (мм)
Силовая установка

2 трехтрубных торпедных аппарата
В-515 для торпед А-244
8 механизированных ПУ ЗУР
малой дальности FM-90N (ВМС НОАК
имеют обозначение HHQ-7) или Sea
Aspide
2 семиствольные зенитные пушки
730B, 30 мм
4 дизельных двигателя MTU серии
12V 1163 TB93 мощностью 5954 л.с./4440
кВт

Необходимо указать, что в «алжирском» варианте корабль насыщен
электронными
системами
европейского
производства,
которые
устанавливают специалисты западных компаний. Вполне возможно, что для
пакистанских партнеров китайские разработчики предложат свою
продукцию, что позволит создать корабль с приемлемой стоимостью.
Вероятно, такие корабли позволят ВМС Пакистана в ближайшее время снять
с вооружения морально устаревшие фрегаты проекта «Оливер Х.Пэрри»
американского производства.
ВТС Пакистана и Шри-Ланки
По данным СМИ КНР, военно-политическое руководство Пакистана и
Шри-Ланки достигли договоренности о поставке для ВВС островного
государства восьми новых легких одномоторных истребителей китайскопакистанского производства под обозначением JF-17 «Гром» в модификации
Block 1. Известно, что на вооружении четырех эскадрилий ВВС Пакистана
находится около 70 истребителей JF-17 «Гром» Block 1, тогда как пятая
сформирована из более современных самолетов второй модификации.
Согласно информации китайских специалистов, руководство ШриЛанки неоднократно тормозило переговорный процесс по нескольким
причинам.
Во-первых, представители ОПК РФ предлагали приобрести схожее
количество истребителей МиГ-29 после модернизации по цене от 20 до 25
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млн долл. США за единицу, в также предлагали ВВС Шри-Ланки провести
модернизацию наличных МиГ-27 и МиГ-23.
Во-вторых, индийские самолетостроители неоднократно выходили на
официальный Коломбо с предложение о поставке легких одномоторных
истребителей TEJAS, однако данный боевой самолет устарел морально еще в
процессе разработки, который занял почти 30 лет. Кроме того, ВВС ШриЛанки известны практически все случаи аварий данных истребителей, в
большинстве которых, основная причина – это отказ техники.
Однако даже с учетом указанных моментов, а также противодействия
официального Нью-Дели по выделению займов контракт на поставку новых
истребителей был заключен. Необходимо указать, что определенную роль в
этом сыграл бывший Командующий ВВС Шри-Ланки, совершивший не
менее десяти визитов в Пакистан, в ходе которых добился исключительно
выгодных условий от представителей ОПК КНР и Пакистана.
Следует отметить, что поставка истребителей третьего поколения JF-17
позволяет официальным Исламабаду и Пекину продемонстрировать как
возможности предприятий национальных ОПК в отдельности, так и
эффективность реализации совместных проектов в отличие от российскоиндийского взаимодействия, которое осложняется в свете активизации США
на индийском направлении. В случае если ВВС Шри-Ланки продолжат
практику безаварийной эксплуатации новых истребителей, то вполне
вероятно, что контракты на их поставку заключат и такие страны как Бутан,
Непал, Бангладеш и даже Мальдивы.
Отличительной особенностью истребителей JF-17 «Гром» в данной
модификации является отсутствие системы дозаправки в воздухе, однако это
вполне допустимо с учетом размеров государства, а значит площади
воздушного пространства, которое подлежит охране силами ВВС и ПВО.
Стоимость одного такого самолета составляет 29 млн долл. США.
С учетом указанной стоимости, очевидно, что ланкийские военные
получат новые машины, которые пакистанские специалисты собирают из
комплектующих китайского производства с применением турбореактивных
двигателей РД-93 российского производства. Вероятно, принятие на
вооружение таких боевых самолетов позволит частично обновить
авиационный парк ВВС островного государства, в котором находятся
китайские истребители «Цзянь-7», советские/российские МиГ-23 и МиГ-27 и
израильские Kfir C2, C7.
ВТС КНР, Пакистана и Мьянмы
Кроме того, следует обратить внимание, что китайские и пакистанские
партнеры уладили все вопросы по поводу контракта на поставку для ВВС
Мьянмы партии из 16 истребителей JF-17 в модификации Block 2. Указанные
боевые самолеты оснащаются системой дозаправки в воздухе (первый
успешный полет выполнен в 2016 г.), однако их выпуск налажен пока только
на авиастроительном предприятии в г. Чэнду.
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Следует отметить, что вместительность топливных баков истребителя
JF-17 Block 2 достигает 2300 литров, при этом максимальный взлетный вес
составляет 13000 кг. Именно благодаря системе дозаправки в воздухе данный
истребитель может при полном боекомплекте находится в воздухе более трех
часов, а его радиус боевого патрулирования может быть увеличен до 1300
км.
В отношении подготовки пилотов ВВС Мьянмы к выполнению
заправки в воздухе представляется возможным сообщить, что подобные
занятия как на тренажерах, так и с реальными самолетами могут обеспечить
ВВС НОАК и Пакистана, поскольку именно они обладают воздушными
танкерами на базе самолетов Ил, оснащенными системой заправки типа
«шланг-конус». Известно, что китайские военные при поддержке украинских
специалистов и оборудования украинского производства переделали три
российских транспортных самолета Ил-76 в воздушные танкеры, тогда как
ВВС Пакистана получили от Украины четыре Ил-78МР.
В 2017 г. пакистанские летчики провели самые масштабные учения с
воздушной дозаправкой в которых были задействованы все четыре
воздушных заправщика.
С учетом дополнительного боекомплекта, а также учебных
мероприятий и соответствующего тренировочного оборудования стоимость
контракта составляет по разным оценкам от 260 до 300 млн долл. США.
Согласно замысла командования ВВС Мьянмы, новые истребители
позволят снять с вооружения 24 устаревших истребителя «Цзянь-7» и 16
штурмовиков «Цян-5». Следует отметить, что боевые самолеты первого типа
до сих пор состоят на вооружении ВВС Пакистана последние 30 лет.
В отношении штурмовиков «Цян-5» известно, что данные машины
будут выведены на базы хранения ВВС НОАК для последующей переделки в
беспилотные самолеты-мишени, которые регулярно применяют на учениях
подразделений/соединений ПВО НОАК. Именно за счет возврата устаревших
машин ВВС Мьянмы не превысят бюджет контракта.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, представляется возможным отметить,
что Пакистан прочно занимает свое место в пятерке самых эффективных
партнеров КНР в области вооружения и военной техники. Именно благодаря
размещению производства некоторых видов ВВТ в Пакистане китайские
производители получают возможность расширения географии поставок
своей продукции и при содействии пакистанской разведки получают образцы
ВВТ западного производства.
Оценки китайских специалистов применения ВВС и ЦРУ США
беспилотных летательных аппаратов в операциях против исламистов в
Пакистане
Казанин М.В. 24 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38618
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По данным китайских источников, четыре разведывательно-ударных
беспилотных летательных аппарата MQ-9 «Жнец» ВВС США нанесли три
ракетных удара 15, 16 и 17 октября 2017 г. по объектам движения «Талибан»
в нескольких приграничных районах провинции Пактия. Следует отметить,
что американские БЛА наносили данные удары одновременно по нескольким
объектам, уже после того, как пакистанские спецслужбы смогли освободить
двух заложников – гражданку США и ее супруга, которые были похищены
боевиками одного из отрядов движения «Талибан» в Пакистане.
Китайские специалисты внимательно отслеживали информацию о
потерях среди боевиков, которая поступала из разных источников и пришли
к выводу, что талибы и их сообщники из «сети Хаккани» потеряли убитыми
16 боевиков и еще 15 было тяжело ранено.
Следует отметить, что американские спецслужбы нарастили
группировку своих БЛА в Афганистане после того, как президент США
Д.Трамп в марте 2017 г. одобрил план ЦРУ по борьбе с « сетью Хаккани» и
купированию террористической угрозы в условиях предстоявшего на тот
момент увеличения воинского контингента США в этом азиатском
государстве.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что американские спецслужбы
впервые используют тактику беспилотной ударной группы, т.е. четыре БЛА
MQ-9 «Жнец» вылетают в район предназначения с полным комплектом
авиационных средств поражения (АСП). Каждый аппарат укомплектован
четырьмя ракетами противотанковыми управляемыми ракетами (ПТУР)
AGM-114 «Хэлфайр» и двумя корректируемыми (по лазерному лучу)
малокалиберными
авиабомбами.
Подобные
средства
позволяют
гарантированно уничтожать глиняные постройки, которые используют
исламисты в Афганистане и Пакистане.
Известно, что в указанные даты MQ-9 действовали парами, т.е первая
пара БЛА при заходе в обозначенные районы («территория племен»)
выполняла разведку местности и фиксировала наличие сил противника по
заранее установленным координатам, вторая пара БЛА выполняла ракетные
пуски. В этот момент первая пара БЛА осуществляла контроль ракетных
пусков и бомбометаний, подтверждала поражение, а также фиксировала
новые цели для повторного боевого захода, который и выполняла.
В целом китайские военные отмечают высокую слаженность
операторов БЛА, а также высокую эффективность боеприпасов
американского производства. Вероятно, в состав АСП указанных БЛА
включена новая модификация ПТУР AGM-114 «Хэлфайр» повышенного
могущества и дальности пуска.
Также представляется необходимым отметить, что из-за низкого
качества подготовки спецопераций ВС и ЦРУ США по ликвидации
террористов в период с 2004 по 2016 г. в Пакистане и соседнем Афганистане
погибло 4472 и 6506 мирных граждан соответственно. Представляется
необходимым привести высказывание Министра Обороны США
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Дж.Мэттиса, который отметил, что «применение беспилотных аппаратов
дает ложное ощущение, что войной можно управлять».
Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что каждый третий полет БЛА MQ9 «Жнец» в Афганистане и Пакистане выполняется именно в интересах ЦРУ
США. По признанию высокопоставленных американских военных
эскадрильи беспилотной авиации действующие «под опекой» указанной
спецслужбы не испытывают проблем с обслуживанием, ремонтом и заменой
техники, а также с укомплектованностью личным составом. По данным из
открытых источников, за 2016 г. и 10 месяцев 2017 г. ВВС США получили 20
новых MQ-9 и еще 10 машины будет передано до конца 2018 г. согласно
контракта стоимостью 370,9 млн долл. США.
Китайские обозреватели отметили, что разработчики спецопераций
ЦРУ и ВВС США позаимствовали опыт ВКС РФ в Сирии, где была
сформирована и опробована многоступенчатая система контроля огневого
поражения. По признанию китайских специалистов, российские военные
достаточно активно применяют БЛА для разведки, но не для выполнения
ударных задач.
В условиях продолжающегося экономического давления со стороны
Запада, оборонный бюджет России будет подвержен сокращению и в этой
связи для официальной Москвы наиболее оптимальным решением будет
переход на применение разведывательно-ударных БЛА израильского (серия
«Гермес») или китайского производства (серия «Радуга» или «Птеродактиль1,2»). Указанные аппараты вполне пригодны к эксплуатации в условиях
Сирийской Арабской Республики.
По подсчетам китайских военных, для выполнения всего спектра
боевых задач в САР российским военным необходимо дислоцировать на
четырех-пяти авиабазах около 200 разведывательно-ударных БЛА.
Руководители соответствующих предприятий оборонно-промышленного
комплекса (ОПК) КНР, готовы поставить российским военным несколько
образцов проверенных временем БЛА «Радуга 4» и новых «Радуга 5»
(последние только в сентябре успешно выполнили программу ракетных
стрельб) и следует отметить, что китайские специалисты не обеспокоены
возможной утечкой «чувствительной» информации поскольку признают, что
находятся в состоянии постоянного совершенствования конструкций своих
аппаратов.
По
данным
китайских
источников,
основная
проблема
разведывательно-ударных БЛА китайского производства – отсутствие
мощного, надежного и экономичного турбовинтового двигателя, которую
пытаются решить как специалисты предприятий ОПК, так и гражданские
разработчики. Так, в октябре 2017 г. стало известно, что Шанхайская
компания Shangshi High Speed Turbo Power представила широкой
общественности свою разработку – турбовинтовой двигатель ТР1000,
который обладает максимальной мощностью 1200 л.с. (взлетный режим), а
постоянная мощность составляет 1000 л.с (полет на крейсерской скорости).
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По данным показателям, новый двигатель превосходит лучший из образцов в
этом классе – американский двигатель TPE-331-10GD, которыми и оснащают
упомянутые выше БЛА MQ-9 «Жнец».
Обозреватели китайских профильных военно-технических изданий
указывают, что в России ведутся работы по созданию собственных
средневысотных БЛА средней и большой продолжительности полета,
однако, даже сейчас очевидно, что ВС РФ серьезно отстают в этом сегменте
военной техники.
Другой существенный момент, который отметили китайские аналитики
это слабость системы ПВО Пакистана, которая пока не обеспечивает
сплошное прикрытие территории страны, а значит, официальному
Исламабаду необходимо оперативно принимать адекватные меры.
Во-первых, приобрести мощные трехкоординатные РЛС кругового
обзора и разместить их на преобладающих высотах, что обеспечит
своевременное обнаружение даже низколетящих воздушных целей, которые
пытаются использовать рельеф местности для повышения скрытности.
Во-вторых, пакистанским военным необходимо увеличить количество
мобильных
зенитно-ракетных
систем,
способных
бороться
с
малоразмерными/малозаметными воздушными целями.
В-третьих, китайские разработчики (Гуйчжоусское авиастроительное
предприятие) могут предложить пакистанским военным новый БЛА Harrier
Hawk
1,
который обладает
следующими
тактико-техническими
характеристиками:
– максимальный взлетный вес: 700 кг;
– максимальная масса полезной нагрузки: 60-100 кг;
– максимальная скорость: 230 км/ч;
– крейсерская скорость: 160 км/ч;
– практический потолок: 7500 м;
– продолжительность полета: от 12 до 16 часов;
– длина пробега при взлете: 400 м;
– длина пробега при посадке: 350 м.
Данные БЛА могут быть оснащены двумя управляемыми ракетами
(УР) класса «воздух-воздух» под обозначением TY-90 или пятью ПТУР
AKD-9/многофункциональными ракетами TL-2 По замыслу китайских
специалистов, малозаметный Harrier Hawk 1 (композитный корпус) позволит
бороться с другими БЛА именно при помощи УР TY-90.
Подводя итог, следует отметить, что китайские специалисты готовы
оказать любое содействие пакистанским партнерам в повышении
обороноспособности страны и обеспечении неприкосновенности воздушного
пространства, в котором достаточно свободно действуют ВВС США.
О продолжении военно-технического сотрудничества КНР и Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 20 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38540
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По данным китайских источников, военно-политическое руководство
Пакистана приняло решение о модернизации 600 основных боевых танков
«Аль-Халид» (в КНР выпускали под обозначением МВТ-2000), до
модификации «Аль-Халид 2» с использование комплектующих китайского
производства.
Как сообщает китайское специализированное военно-техническое
издание «Танки и бронемашины», пакистанские военные обратились к
китайским партнерам из Северной промышленно-оружейной корпорации
(известна как НОРИНКО) с просьбой о поставке 600 силовых установок
FX0011, которые представляют собой восьмицилиндровый V-образный
дизельный двигатель с турбонаддувом (мощность 1200 л.с.), совмещенный с
гидроэлектрической автоматической трансмиссией.
Подобный комплексный агрегат позволит пакистанским танкистам
совершать скоростные марш-броски и неожиданно выходить на наиболее
танкоопасные направления. Скоростной элемент очень важен для
бронетанковых подразделений СВ ВС Пакистана, поскольку индийские
военные располагают около 1900 основных боевых танков Т-72М1 «Аджэйя»
и постепенно наращивают количество Т-90С «Бхишма». По данным
китайских источников, с учетом износа техники к 2020 г. на вооружении
бронетанковых подразделений СВ ВС Индии будет находится 1640 танков.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты агрегат FX0011 можно
установить в моторно-трансмиссионное отделение «Аль-Халида» за 45 минут
даже в полевых условиях при наличии гусеничной ремонтно-эвакуационной
машины, ручного инструмента и трех-четырех специалистов.
С учетом вышесказанного следует упомянуть, что одновременно с
программой модернизации ОБТ «Аль-Халид» пакистанские военные активно
сотрудничают с танкостроителями из Украины и планируют серьезно
модернизировать наличные ОБТ Т-80УД, а также получить партию новых Т84 «Оплот». Китайские специалисты неоднократно высказывали сомнения в
правильности подобной диверсификации при обслуживании и поставок
бронетехники, поскольку политическая нестабильность на Украине
спровоцировала массовый отток специалистов с предприятий национального
оборонно-промышленного комплекса в другие страны.
Кроме того, вследствие нехватки оборотных финансовых средств у
предприятий ОПК Украины невозможно своевременное выполнение
абсолютного большинства заказов. Это подтвердил провал сделок на
поставку бронетранспортеров БТР-4 в Ирак и ОБТ Т-84 «Оплот» в
Королевство Таиланд (КТ). Вполне вероятно, что пакистанские военные
получили подтвержденные данные о том, что на смену украинским танкам
тайские военные приобрели 158 ОБТ VT-4 китайского производства
поскольку эти танки полностью отвечают требованиям Командования СВ ВС
КТ
Следует отметить, что украинские специалисты на протяжении
последних двадцати с лишним лет активно сотрудничают с китайским
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танкостроителями. Именно благодаря помощи украинских конструкторов,
китайские
специалисты
смогли
разработать
достаточно
надежные восьмицилиндровые дизельные двигатели, которые обеспечили
экипажам китайских танков высокие результаты на всех этапах «Танкового
биатлона» в 2016 и 2017 гг.
Пакистанские танкисты внимательно наблюдали за победой китайских
экипажей на модернизированных ОБТ «Тип-96Б» над индийскими Т-90С
«Бхишма», которые были даже предварительно облегчены за счет демонтажа
нескольких модулей динамической защиты. Кроме силовой установки
китайские специалисты поставят пакистанским военным новые модули
динамической защиты, более эффективные тепловизионные и ночные
прицелы, стабилизаторы танковых орудий. Скорее всего, китайские
специалисты будут устанавливать систему тактического управления
(многофункциональный дисплей, компьютер и систему цифровой связи),
которая позволят экипажу без выхода в радиоэфир получать всю
необходимую информацию в визуально режиме.
Также, пакистанские военные надеются на поставки более оперенных
бронебойных снарядов третьего поколения из КНР, которые на дистанции
2000 м. позволяют пробивать лист гомогенной брони толщиной 800 мм, а
значит надежно поражать индийские танки даже в лобовую проекцию.
Кроме модернизации указанных выше танков китайские специалисты
окажут помощь пакистанским военным в модернизации других бронемашин.
Следует отметить, что китайские специалисты оказывают содействие
пакистанским военным не только в вопросах совершенствования техники
Сухопутных войск, но и постоянно работают над повышением боевой
эффективности авиационной составляющей. Одно из основных направлений
совместной работы пакистанских и китайских специалистов – внедрение
модулей системы глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу» в наличные
авиационные средства поражения – крылатые, корректируемые авиабомбы,
которые по оценкам индийских специалистов отличаются более низкой
стоимостью в сравнении с продукцией ОПК Индии.
Как
сообщают
индийские
источники,
военно-политическое
руководство Пакистана проявляет повышенный интерес к китайской
национальной системе глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу», для
устойчивого функционирования которой на орбите сформирована
группировка из 18 космических аппаратов первого и второго поколения,
обеспечивающих точность определения координат с погрешностью не более
2,5 м в Восточной и Юго-восточной Азии.
Известно, что в ноябре 2017 г. состоится плановый запуск первого КА
системы «Бэйдоу» третьего поколения, который позволит в тестовом режиме
повысить точность навигации до 1 метра.
В отношении плана запуска космических аппаратов системы «Бэйдоу»
третьего поколения известно, что в 2017 г. на среднюю околоземную орбиту
будет выведено до 3 спутников, в 2018 г. – от 10 до 12 спутников, и в 2019
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— 2020 гг. еще 8 — 10 спутников. По данным китайских источников, два
спутника будут выведены на геостационарную орбиту и еще три спутника на
наклонную геосинхронную орбиту.
В результате на орбите будет сформирована группировка в составе 30
космических аппаратов, которые предоставят возможность точной навигации
и передачи коротких текстовых сообщений не более чем из 120 иероглифов.
Подобная
длина
текстовых
сообщений
вполне
обеспечивает
функционирование системы управления в тактическом звене рота-батальон.
С учетом вышесказанного, необходимо отметить, что индийские
военные внимательно наблюдают за деятельностью китайских компаний по
установке узловых станций приема-передачи сигнала и станций непрерывной
передачи сигнала, обеспечивающих определение места положения для
гражданских пользователей с точностью до двух метров, а для военных до
одного метра на территории Пакистана.
Подводя итог представляется возможным согласиться с оценками
индийских обозревателей, которые опасаются, что благодаря китайским
разработкам В С Пакистана получат превосходство над ВС Индии прежде
всего в вопросах надежности военной техники и точности вооружения.
Влияние новой «афганской» стратегии США на военно-техническое
сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 12 октября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38326

Как известно, военно-политическое руководство США откровенно
определило Пакистан в роли главного пособника террористов и исламистов в
соседнем Афганистане, что обусловило пристальное внимание как
пакистанских, так и китайских обозревателей к визиту министра обороны
США Джеймса Мэттиса в Кабул и Нью-Дели. В некоторых публикациях
китайские специалисты отметили низкую оперативность талибов в связи с
обстрелом аэродрома столицы Афганистана и низкую квалификацию
исполнителей этого неудачного нападения.
В отношении «индийского вектора» предстоящей кампании ВС США в
Афганистане китайские специалисты указывают, что у Белого дома не
получится заставить индийское руководство направить свой вооенный
контингент или получить сколь-нибудь значимое содействие. Китайские
специалисты отмечают:
– крайне низкую морально-психологическую подготовку индийских
военных, на которых оказывает влияние плачевное состояние техники –
регулярные летные происшествия (по техническим причинам потеряно 30
истребителей Су-30МКИ);
– низкие характеристики систем вооружения индийского производства
(отложено на год принятие нового ПТУР «Наг»);
– крайне низкая надежность боеприпасов. Так в сентябре 2017 г.
индийские военные, используя заряд национального производства к гаубице
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М777А2 (пр-во США), спровоцировали разрыв орудия и гибель расчета в
полном составе.
От внимания китайских наблюдателей не укрылся тот факт, что хотя
представители оборонно-промышленного комплекса США и достигли
понимания с индийскими партнерами о поставках истребителя F-16 и
размещения линии по сборке, однако, фактически, ВВС Индии получат 60
самолетов с баз хранения ВВС США. Американские инженеры проведут
комплекс работ по продлению срока летной годности и модернизации
отдельных элементов бортового радиоэлектронного оборудования этих
самолетов.
Очевидно, что американские стратеги ведут слишком сложную военнодипломатическую игру с Нью-Дели, которая лишена всякого здравого
смысла в сравнении с тем как взаимодействуют по военно-политической и
военно-технической линии Пекин и Исламабад.
Как заявил премьер-министр Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси в
интервью представителям национальных и зарубежных СМИ, «Пакистан
больше не полагается на США в вопросе обеспечения обороноспособности,
поскольку официальный Исламабад на протяжении последних 10-15 лет
активно работал над диверсификацией поставок вооружения и военной
техники из разных стран». Ш.Х.Аббаси откровенно заявил, что ВС
Пакистана приняли на вооружение технику как американского, так и
европейского, китайского и даже некоторые образцы российского
производства и намерены расширять сотрудничество с теми поставщиками,
которые желают работать с официальным Исламабадом на условиях
взаимовыгодного и доверительного партнерства.
По данным китайских источников, представители ВМС Пакистана
подписали соглашение о поставке сторожевых кораблей проекта 054А (по
классификации НАТО Jiangkai II), которые помогут сохранить боевой
потенциал в условиях масштабного перевооружения ВМС основного
регионального конкурента – Индии.
Представляется возможным указать некоторые тактико-технические
характеристики СКР проекта 054А:
– длина: 135 м;
– ширина: 16 м;
– осадка: 4,5 м;
– водоизмещение стандартное: 3500 тонн;
– водоизмещение полное: 4200 (4036) тонн;
– экипаж: 180 в/ч
В отношении силовой установки корабля известно, что она состоит из
четырех дизельных двигателей 16РА6STC разработки французской компании
S.E.M.T Pielstick, которые собирают и обслуживают по лицензии на заводе
китайской компании Shaanxi Diesel Engine Heavy Industry Co.,Ltd в
провинции Шэньси. Эти проверенные временем двигатели передают
крутящий момент через два вала на два винта постоянного шага, что
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позволяет кораблю развивать максимальную скорость 30 узлов. На
экономической скорости 18 узлов дальность плавания достигает 4000 миль,
что и позволяет этим сторожевым кораблям уверенно выполнять задачи по
борьбе с пиратами в западной части акватории Индийского океана.
Вооружение корабля представлено следующими системами:
– артиллерийской установкой PJ-26 калибра 76 мм;
– 32 вертикальными пусковыми установками для зенитных
управляемых ракет «Морское красное знамя 16А» (максимальная дальность
перехвата воздушной цели 50 км);
– двумя счетверенными наклонными пусковыми установками
противокорабельных ракет серии «Инцзи» (максимальная дальность пуска
290 км.);
– двумя 11-ти ствольными зенитными пушками «тип 1130» –
формируют рубеж самообороны корабля.
Кроме того, на СКР установлено два пусковых устройства для
постановки дымовых/аэрозольных/электромагнитных помех «тип 87». Для
обнаружения подводных лодок вероятного противника корабль оснащен
подкилевой и буксируемой активно-пассивной гидроакустическими
станциями, которые позволяют уверенно обнаруживать дизельэлектрическую подводную лодку проекта 636 на дальности от 18 до 25 км в
зависимости от гидрологии водного района. Поражение подводных целей
возложено на противолодочные вертолеты Ка-28 или «Чжи-9», на
вооружении которых находятся легкие торпеды китайского/итальянского
производства.
Применение вооружения, обработку данных от радиолокационных
станций и бортовых систем радиоэлектронной борьбы обеспечивает
тактическая боевая информационно-управляющая система ZKJ-4B, которая
скопирована с французской Tavitac.
Как видно из данных приведенных выше, такой корабль способен
выполнять задачи по противовоздушной обороне корабельной ударной
группы, наносить удары по кораблям противника и даже вести обстрел
наземных объектов вероятного противника при помощи артиллерийского
вооружения. По данным специальных служб США, Канады и Австралии в
наклонные пусковые установки рассматриваемого СКР могут быть
загружены крылатые ракеты СМ-602G, предназначенные для нанесения
ударов по сухопутным объектам противника на дальности до 600 км.
Очевидно, что принятие на вооружение таких СКР позволит
пакистанским военным морякам вывести из состава флота устаревшие
фрегаты класса «Оливер Хазард Перри» (пр-во США) или СКР проекта 21
(пр-во Великобритания), которые уже давно исчерпали свои ресурсы и не
подлежат модернизации.
В случае если официальный Исламабад приобретет такие корабли, то
это будет означать, что пакистанское военно-политическое руководство
получило более привлекательные условия в сравнении с турецкими
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кораблестроителями. Известно, что представители ОПК КНР также ведут
активную конкурентную борьбу с голландскими кораблестроителями за заказ
на поставку легких СКР для пакистанского флота.
Также, вполне вероятно, что китайские разработчики в конечном
варианте предложат ВМС Пакистана модернизированную версию
рассмотренного СКР в проекте 054В. На модернизированный СКР
планируется устанавливать орудие калибра 130 мм; в ВПУ размещать ЗУР
«Морское красное знамя 16В» (максимальная дальность пуска 75 км) и
увеличить боекомплект ракет до 128 ед.
Кроме того, Китаю крайне важно поддержать пакистанских партнеров
в свете начавшихся строительных работ по проекту «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора» и особо пристального внимания к
этому инфраструктурному объединению двух стран со стороны Пентагона.
По словам Д.Мэттиса, именно китайские инвестиции в экономику
соседнего государства и плотные контакты по линии спецслужб обусловили
сохранение группировки «Талибан» в сопредельном Афганистане. С учетом
вышесказанного, представляется возможным согласиться с оценками
китайских политологов, которые ожидают в ближайшее время
разнонаправленных попыток США осложнить обстановку в Центральной
Азии и Ближнем Востоке, а именно оказать согласованное давление на
Пакистан, КНР и Иран – страны, которые тесно сотрудничают в вопросе
разработки баллистического ракетного вооружения.
О перспективных направлениях военно-технического сотрудничества
КНР и Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 29 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=38041

Сотрудничество в области техники ВМС
В свете усиления ВМС Индии пакистанские военные проводят анализ
соотношения возможностей и приходят к выводу о том, что им необходимо
достичь качественного превосходства в технике и одновременно
поддерживать высокий уровень боевой подготовки военнослужащих
надводных, подводных и авиационных подразделений ВМС страны.
Благодаря публикациям в китайских источниках стало известно, что
начальник главного штаба ВМС Пакистана адмирал Мухаммад Закаулла
посетил несколько проектных институтов и судостроительных предприятий,
входящих в состав Китайской промышленной кораблестроительной
корпорации в Даляне, Шанхае и Ухани и убедился, что китайские
конструкторы, инженеры и строители способны построить авианесущий
корабль практически любого водоизмещения.
В ходе переговоров руководитель китайской корпорации подарил
высокопоставленному пакистанскому военному масштабную модель
авианесущего корабля проекта 001А, который, как известно, в настоящее
время находится у причальной стенки судостроительного завода в г.Далянь и
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практически готов к началу ходовых испытаний. Вероятно, пакистанские
военные заинтересованы в строительстве авианесущего корабля
водоизмещением около 40000 тонн в КНР поскольку возможностей
собственных верфей недостаточно для выполнения подобной задачи.
Некоторые офицеры ВМС Пакистана отмечают, что им необходим
современный корабль, способный обеспечить полеты авиации, поскольку
ВМС Индии наращивают свои возможности по нанесению удара с моря. По
оценкам пакистанских специалистов, именно «Викрамадитья» будет в
течении продолжительного времени самым боеспособным и мощным
надводным боевым кораблем ВМС Индии.
По оценкам некоторых китайских специалистов, перспективный
пакистанский авианосец позволит выполнять полеты палубным
истребителям (трамплинный взлет) и вертолетам, а также будет оснащен
пусковыми установками противокорабельных ракет С602, которые уже
приняты на вооружении ВМС Пакистана в составе СКР проекта 022 и
ракетных катеров проекта «Азамат».
Сотрудничество в области авиационной техники
По сообщениям СМИ КНР, в рамках официального мероприятия,
посвященного окончанию двусторонних межвидовых учений ВВС КНР и
Пакистана «Шахиин 6» прошедшего 27 сентября 2017 г. в штабе ВВС
Западного военного округа руководитель учений с китайской стороны
генерал-лейтенант Чжань Хоушунь вручил старшему офицеру пакистанской
авиационной группы масштабную модель истребителя четвертого поколения
национальной разработки «Цзянь-20» (по классификации НАТО «Огненный
зуб»). Известно, что в ходе прошедших учений, пакистанские летчики
выполнили около 500 полетов в трех разных учебных районах ВВС НОАК, а
также получили практику пилотирования истребителей Су-30МКК2, «Цзянь11БС»; истребителей-бомбардировщиков «Цзяньхун-7А». Следует отметить,
что китайские летчики получили возможность кратковременной практики
пилотирования истребителей «Мираж-3» и «Мираж-5» ВВС Пакистана.
В связи с передачей модели истребителя «Цзянь-20», возможности
которого позволяют противостоять большинству боевых самолетов ВВС
Индии представляется возможным указать следующие тактико-технические
характеристики рассматриваемого истребителя:
– длина: 20,3 м;
– размах крыльев: 12,88 м;
– высота: 4,45 м;
– эффективная площадь рассеивания: 0,05 кв.м;
– номинальный вес: 17000 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 37000 кг
– практический потолок: 20000 м;
– максимальная скорость: 2,5 МАХа;
– диапазон перегрузок: от -3 до +9,5 G
– дальность полета без дозаправки: от 4500 до 5500 км;
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– радиус боевого патрулирования: от 1500 до 2000 км;
– экипаж: 1 человек.
Вариативность некоторых характеристик обусловлена возможностью
установки двигателей двух моделей – WS-10 или WS-15. Первый из
указанных
турбореактивных
двухконтурных
двигателей
является
нелицензионной копией российского АЛ-31Ф1. По данным китайских
источников, российская сторона за прошедшие 20 с лишним лет поставила
для нужд ВВС НОАК около 1300 двигателей АЛ-31Ф разных модификаций.
Следует отметить, что 19 сентября 2017 г. на производственном
аэродроме в г.Чэнду прошли испытания очередного опытного образца
рассматриваемого истребителя с бортовым номером 2021, на котором, по
оценкам китайских обозревателей, установлены новые двигатели WS-15.
Разработка данных турбореактивных двигателей является одним из
приоритетов китайской двигателестроительной корпорации, для которой
государство выделило более 50 млрд юаней.
Китайские конструкторы с помощью украинских специалистов
планируют повысить надежность и увеличить ресурс этих силовых
установок. Кроме того, именно при помощи металлургов из Украины
китайские производители сталей и сплавов планируют разработать новые
высокотемпературные сплавы с добавлением вольфрама и рения для
изготовления горячей части турбины реактивных двигателей.
Известно, что КНР является одним из основных поставщиков
вольфрама на мировой рынок. На китайских месторождениях ежегодно
добывают 91500 тонн и только США приобретают ежемесячно около 3000
тонн. В отношении рения известно, что в провинции Шэньси разведано
месторождение данного редкоземельного металла, температура плавления
которого достигает 3000 °C.
В состав вооружения истребителя входят следующие образцы
авиационных средств поражения (АСП), которые можно размещать во
внутренних ракетно-бомбовых отсеках самолета.
Таблица 1
ТТХ АСП «Цзянь-20»

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздух-воздух»
PL-10Е
Характеристика/модель

Длина (м)

(разработана на
основе
южноафриканской
A-Darter)

3,69

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздухвоздух»
PL-12
(разработана
на основе
американской
AIM-120D и
российской Р77)
3,85 (3,6)

Управляемая
ракета класса
«воздухвоздух»
PL-15
(разработана
на базе
российской Х31)

5,7

Оперенная
планирующая
корректируемая
бомба
LS-6

3,0
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Диаметр (мм)

203

203 (177,8)

330

377

Вес (кг)

220

180 (199)

210

564

Дальность пуска (км)

60

70 (100)

200

65

Скорость полета
(МАХа)

4

4

4

Нет данных

Вес БЧ (кг)

20

20

10

Нет данных

Перегрузка (G)

35

38

Н.д

Нет данных

ГЛОНАСС,
«Бэйдоу»

2006

Система наведения

инфракрасное

Инерциальное
+ активное
РЛС

Инерциальное,
активное РЛС
и
инфракрасное
(по образу
цели)

Год выпуска

2013

2002

2016

По данным китайских источников, в номенклатуру АСП данного
истребителя входит управляемая ракета класса «воздух-воздух»
сверхбольшой дальности под обозначением PL-21, которая по замыслу
китайских конструкторов позволит истребителю обстреливать самолеты
радиотехнической разведки и управления, воздушные танкеры и
транспортные самолеты противника на дальности более 200 км. Кроме
ракетно-бомбового вооружения рассматриваемый истребитель оснащен
одной авиационной пушкой ГШ-301 российского производства.
Следует отметить, что одновременно с масштабной моделью
указанного боевого самолета пакистанским военным была передана модель
истребителя поколения 3++ под обозначением «Цзянь-10Б». Среди
военнослужащих ВВС Пакистана подготовлено 55 пилотов на данные
истребители, однако официальный Исламабад до сих пор не приобрел эти
самолеты, поскольку Пакистану необходимы более современные боевые
машины, позволяющие эффективно противодействовать ВВС Индии в случае
начала вооруженного конфликта.
С учетом вышесказанного, представляется возможным отметить, что
Исламабад и Пекин планируют сохранять достаточно тесное и эффективное
военно-техническое сотрудничество, на современном этапе которого
основная задача представителей оборонно-промышленного комплекса двух
государств состоит в совместном создании конкурентоспособного
вооружения и военной техники.
О китайско-пакистанских учениях ВВС «Шахиин 6»
Казанин М.В. 13 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37672

9 сентября 2017 на территории Западного военного округа Народноосвободительной армии Китая начались 20-тидневные двусторонние
межвидовые учения авиационных подразделений ВВС Пакистана и КНР,
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которые отрабатывают широчайший спектр боевых задач. Окончание учений
намечено на 27 сентября 2017 г., т.е. учение «Шахиин 6» является самым
продолжительным по сравнению с одноименными мероприятиями
предыдущих пяти лет.
По данным китайских источников, пакистанские военные направили на
указанные учебные мероприятия эскадрилью истребителей JF-17,
эскадрилью истребителей J-7PG, самолет дальнего радиолокационного
обнаружения и управления ZDK-03, два средних транспортных самолета С130. Следует отметить, что для максимального приближения обстановки к
реальной, китайские специалисты выделили несколько воздушных районов
над территорией Синьцзян-Уйгурского автономного района. Благодаря
работе китайских военных корреспондентов стало известно, что
пакистанские военно-транспортные самолеты сделали остановку в аэропорту
г.Коэрла для дозаправки.
С китайской стороны в учениях принимают участие тяжелые
истребители J-11BS (111-я бригада ВВС НОАК, АвБ Коэрла), высотные
истребители-перехватчики JZ-8F (110-я бригада ВВС НОАК, АвБ Урумчи),
истребители-бомбардировщики JH-7A (109-я бригада ВВС НОАК, АвБ
Чанцзе) и самолеты ДРЛОиУ KJ-200 (53-й специальный полк 20-й дивизии
ВВС НОАК, АвБ Цюнлай). Кроме того, дополнительно привлечены
истребители Су-30МКК (54-й полк 18-й истребительной дивизии Южного
военного округа ВВС НОАК).
Тяжелые двухместные J-11BS и одноместные Су-30МКК имитируют
действия индийских Су-30МКИ в ходе учебных воздушных боев, которым
противостоят пакистанские истребители JF-17. Следует отметить, что ранее
китайские военные использовали для этих учений истребители Су27СК/УБК, которые к настоящему моменту практически исчерпали свой
летный ресурс. Благодаря привлечению двухместных истребителей J-11BS
пакистанские летчики получили опыт пилотирования тяжелых машин,
которые по своим характеристикам не уступают боевым самолетам ВВС
Индии. По данным китайских источников, китайские организаторы
предоставили несколько десятков мишеней, которые пакистанские партнеры
поражали при помощи ракет «воздух-воздух» (РВВ) PL-12 средней
дальности (активное РЛС наведение) и ракет класса «воздух-воздух» PL-8
малой дальности, предназначенные для ведения маневренного ближнего
воздушного боя.
В свою очередь пакистанские летчики отработали пуски ракет класса
«воздух-воздух» PL-5EII и SD-10A. Представляется возможным указать
некоторые тактико-технические характеристики упомянутых выше
авиационных средств поражения (АСП).
Таблица 1.
Сравнительные тактико-технические характеристики АСП
Характеристика/модель

PL-5EII

PL-8
(на основе

PL-12
(SD-10A)

5380
французской
R550 Magic 2)
Длина (м)

2,89

3

3,85

Диаметр (мм)

127

160

203

Вес (кг)

83

120

180 (199)

Дальность пуска (км)

15-21

15

70 (100)

Скорость полета (МАХа)

2,2

2,5

4

35

38

Перегрузка (G)
Наведение

Инфракрасное

Пассивное
инфракрасное

Инерциальное +
активное РЛС

Год выпуска

1997

1987

2002

Следует отметить, что упомянутые ракеты разработаны китайскими
оружейниками при помощи именно пакистанских партнеров. Так РВВ PL5EII является китайской копией американской AIM-9M, L, UM, которые
США поставляли официальному Исламабаду вместе с истребителями F-16
C/D. Также благодаря тесным контактам Пакистана и КНР, специалисты
оборонно-промышленного комплекса Поднебесной получили в свое
распоряжение несколько РВВ AIM-120D и благодаря этим ракетам
разработали PL-12 (также известна как SD-10A). Еще одна РВВ PL-8
разработана на базе французской ракеты R550 Magic 2, которые входят в
боекомплект истребителей «Мираж-3 и 5» ВВС Пакистана. По данным
китайских специалистов, пакистанские самолеты до сих пор пригодны к
применению по предназначению по сравнению с индийскими Мираж-2000Н.
Истребители-перехватчики JZ-8F ВВС НОАК имитируют действия
истребителей Мираж-2000Н ВВС Индии, которые предназначены для
скоростного прорыва рубежей ПВО Пакистана и нанесения ударов по
объектам военной инфраструктуры на территории страны. Перехват этих
самолетов также возложен на истребители JF-17 и J-7PG. По данным
китайских источников, китайские специалисты в области тактики
разработали прием, в котором задействованы высотные истребители JZ-8F и
истребители-бомбардировщики JH-7A. Первые осуществляют вход в
заданный квадрат для отвлечения внимания сил перехватчиков, тогда как
вторые выполняют прорыв на малой высоте для нанесения ракетнобомбовых ударов по наземным целям с использованием оптико-электронных
систем. Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что привлечение JH-7A позволяет
отработать приемы противодействия истребителям-бомбардировщикам МиГ27Л (пр-во СССР) и SEPECAT JAGUAR(пр-во Франция) ВВС Индии.
Благодаря привлечению самолетов ДРЛОиУ пакистанские и китайские
летчики отработали задачи по управлению действиями смешанных
эскадрилий и крыльев, которые осуществляют прорыв рубежей ПВО, ведут
воздушные бои и прикрывают действия военно-транспортной авиации.
Вероятно, пакистанские и китайские военные отработали десантирование
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отрядов разведки ВДВ двух стран в рамках отработки захвата объектов
военного управления. Китайские специалисты отмечают, что ВВС НОАК
привлекают для учений самолет KJ-200, радиолокационная станция которого
обладает слепой зоной (в сравнении c ZDK-03) и по этой причине летающему
радару ВВС НОАК приходится осуществлять более энергичные маневры.
Кроме того, впервые командование ВМС НОАК приняло решение о
направлении своих истребительных подразделений из состава 8-й и 9-й
сводных авиационных дивизий, которые дислоцированы на АвБ Цзялай и
Линшуй в Южном военном округе ВМС НОАК. В данных учениях
задействованы подразделения ПВО НОАК, которые отрабатывают защиту
стационарных пунктов и колонн техники на марше с использованием
зенитно-ракетных комплексов «Красное знамя 16А, Б» и «Красное знамя
7Д».
Подводя итог вышесказанному необходимо отметить, что ВВС
Пакистана не направили свои самые современные истребители F-16 Block
50/52, что не позволило китайским специалистам отработать приемы
противодействия этим самолетам, которые США планируют серийно
выпускать в Индии. Китайские и пакистанские специалисты внимательно
наблюдают за переговорным процессом по контракту между ОПК США и
Нью-Дели, который стремится модернизировать свои ВВС при помощи
мелкосерийных закупок боевых самолетов западного производства.
Высокая оценка ВС Пакистана на международной арене
Военные новости: Пакистану больше не нужны США?
http://inosmi.ru/politic/20170907/240216888.html. 7.09.2017.
Илья Плеханов. «Военные новости, не попавшие на первые полосы». Выпуск № 42
(167). 7.09.2017.

Президент США сделал свой выбор и в Афганистан отправились
дополнительные американские силы. Все это на фоне обвинений Трампа, что
Пакистан укрывает террористов, и что пора бы Пакистану
продемонстрировать свою приверженность цивилизации, порядку и миру.
На этот раз все иначе.
Официальные власти сначала лениво и дежурно отвергли обвинения,
затем 30 августа Национальная ассамблея Пакистана приняла резолюцию, в
которой осудила несправедливость и враждебность слов американского
президента, Пакистан отменил ряд визитов своих чиновников в США,
включая визит министра иностранных дел, который вообще призвал
правительство страны приостановить с Вашингтоном все двусторонние
визиты на высоком уровне, а премьер-министр Пакистана и другие
высокопоставленные лица страны заявили, что «время США, угроз и
финансового шантажа» вышло.
Кроме укрепляющихся экономических связей с Китаем еще один
фактор становится важным для Пакистана — это растущая уверенность в
своих вооруженных силах. Объединенный королевский институт по
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исследованию вопросов безопасности и обороны (RUSI) отметил, что армии
Пакистана удается наводить порядок и сокращать количество
террористических атак в стране. Сыграла и свою роль операция «Зарб-эАзб», проведенная пакистанской армией летом 2014 года против
террористических группировок в Северном Вазиристане. Английский
генералитет даже заявил, что пакистанской армии удалось добиться там того,
чего не смогли англичане за 200 лет.
Бывший командующий сухопутными войсками Пакистана генерал
Рахиль Шариф (Raheel Sharif) вызывает восхищение главы Генштаба
Великобритании генерала Ника Картера (Nicholas Carter), а пакистанский
майор Укба Малик (Ukbah Malik) стал первым выходцем не из стран Запада,
который был приглашен обучать борьбе с террористами английских военных
в знаменитой академии в Сандхерсте. Пакистанских офицеров в качестве
преподавателей хотят видеть в своих военных академиях в Германии и
Чехии, а Турция желала бы видеть пакистанских летчиков в качестве
инструкторов по пилотированию F-16.
Деньги идут от Китая, вооруженные силы Пакистана стали более
эффективны. Остается вопрос вооружений.
Сегодня на 80% Пакистан удовлетворяет военные нужды с помощью
собственного производства и стремится стать все более независимым от
американского оружия. Здесь снова на помощь приходит Китай, который
совместно с Пакистаном работает над созданием самолетов, беспилотников,
танков и подводных лодок.
Кроме развития своего и совместного с Китаем производства Пакистан
активно диверсифицирует покупки вооружений. Буквально на днях Пакистан
получил заказанные в 2015 году у России вертолеты Ми-35М. Есть все
шансы, что военное сотрудничество России и Пакистана будет нарастать. У
Карачи есть интерес к турецкой и израильской продукции. Закупаются
вооружения во Франции, Италии, Испании, Швеции, Швейцарии, Сербии,
Бразилии. И если еще 7 лет назад США и Китай занимали равные позиции
(38-39%) в импорте вооружений Пакистаном, то сегодня доля американского
импорта оружия упала до 19%, а доля китайского выросла до 63%.
Пакистан, по словам представителей оборонной промышленности
Пакистана, также продает свою продукцию в более чем 40 стран, в первую
очередь в Саудовскую Аравию. Военной продукцией Пакистана
интересуются и те страны, которым отказывают в поставках тех или иных
вооружений США (например, Нигерия и Филиппины).
Таким образом зависимость Пакистана от американских денег, оружия
и военной помощи в борьбе с терроризмом стремительно сокращается.
Поставка китайских ЗРС малой дальности FM-90 для ПВО Пакистана
Казанин М.В. 3 сентября, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37378
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По данным китайских источников, подразделения ПВО Пакистана
получили из КНР шесть дивизионов зенитно-ракетных комплексов (ЗРК)
«Красное знамя 16А», которые предназначены для прикрытия ключевых
военных баз и объектов военного управления, поскольку обладают
ограниченными возможностями по перехвату воздушных целей
(максимальная дальность пуска зенитной ракеты 40 км).
Следует отметить, что для создания эшелонированной обороны
военных объектов и прикрытия позиций «Красного знамени 16А»
подразделения ПВО Пакистана могут применять мобильные зенитноракетные системы (ЗРС) малого радиуса действия третьего поколения под
обозначением FM-90 (в НОАК приняты на вооружение под обозначением
«Красное знамя 7Д»). Данные системы поставляет Китайская национальная
импортно-экспортная
корпорация
высокоточного
машиностроения,
организованная специально для поставок вооружений и военной техники за
рубеж в обход западных санкций.
По данным китайских источников, впервые ЗРС FM-90 были замечены
в Пакистане в 2015 г., однако до сих пор неизвестно точное количество
поставленных ЗРС и стоимость контракта.
Первая версия данной системы была создана специалистами НИИ
оборонного проектирования КНР еще в 1995 г на основе французской
«Кроталь» и предназначена для перехвата воздушных целей с эффективной
площадью рассеивания менее 1 кв. м. Известно, что повод к появлению
подобной системы послужил анализ китайскими военными специалистами
результатов операции ВС США «Буря в пустыне». Представляется
возможным указать тактико-технические характеристики рассматриваемой
системы:
– максимальная дальность обнаружения воздушной цели: 25 км;
– максимальная дальность принятия цели на автоматическое сопровождение: 20
км;
– максимальная дальность действия оптико-электронной станции наведения: 15 км;
– одновременное обнаружение: 48 целей;
– одновременное сопровождение: 24 целей;
– одновременный обстрел: 4 целей;
– скорость реакции системы: 6,5 секунд;
– интервал между пусками: 3 секунды;
– дальность перехвата самолета: от 15 до 6000 м;
– дальность перехвата вертолета от 700 до 150000 м;
– дальность перехвата дозвуковой крылатой ракеты: от 700 до 11000 м;
– дальность перехвата противорадиолокационной ракеты: от 700 до 7000 м;
– дальность перехвата корректируемых авиационных бомб типа JDAM: от 700 до
7000 м;
– высота перехвата воздушных целей: от 3 до 6000 м;
– вероятность перехвата цели одной ракетой: 80%;
– длина ракеты: 3м;
– диаметр: 0,156 м;
– вес: 84,5 кг;
– максимальная скорость: 3 МАХа;
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– максимальная перегрузка: 35G;
– Тип боевой части: осколочная, с радиусом поражения 8 метров

Одна батарея ЗРС FM-90 состоит из машины управления с
радиолокационной станцией (РЛС) обнаружения и сопровождения и
трех/четырех самоходных мобильных пусковых установок по четыре ракеты
на каждой, однако есть вариант с шестью ракетами на гусеничном шасси.
РЛС обнаружения и сопровождения создана с использованием технологии
активных фазированных антенных решеток
Кроме того, на каждой ПУ размещены РЛС подсветки цели «Тип 345»
S-диапазона, тепловизор, оптико-электронная станция и радиокомандная
система, что позволяет обеспечить четыре режима работы системы
наведения ракеты, а именно: по лучу РЛС, по тепловому следу от цели, по
телевизионному каналу и по радиоканалу. Один дивизион ЗРС FM-90 в
составе четырех батарей способен создать зону ПВО площадью 60 кв.км.
Следует отметить, что для повышения надежности рубежа обороны
подразделения ПВО НОАК выделяют для одной батареи сектор не более 45
градусов, т.е. для гарантированного кругового прикрытия одного объекта –
военной базы, авиабазы, порта и т.д. необходимо сосредоточить два
дивизиона. По данным официального печатного издания НОАК «Первое
августа» известно, что ЗРС FM-90 нормально функционирует в
высокогорной местности (на высотах 4000 м над уровнем моря), что
позволит подразделениям ПВО Пакистана успешно противостоять
вероятному воздушному противнику в горных районах страны.
В отношении мобильной ПУ представляется возможным сообщить, что
в первой версии машина получила колесную формулу 4х4, дизельный
двигатель мощностью 230 л.с. и бесступенчатую автоматическую
трансмиссию, однако после проведенной модернизации китайские
разработчики представили ПУ с более мощным двигателем и колесной
формулой 6х6, что позволило повысить проходимость машины по грунтовым
дорогам. Максимальная скорость движения зенитного дивизиона составляет
60 км/ч, а запас хода машин достигает 500 км.
Известно, что для обеспечения необходимого количества ПУ в
подразделениях ПВО НОАК предприятия ОПК КНР выпускают
буксируемый вариант установки, который оснащен двигателем и
генератором для потребителей. На одной транспортно-заряжающей машине
расположено от 8 до 12 ракет.
Основной минус ЗРС FM-90 – невозможность ведения огня в
движении, поскольку для безопасного пуска ракет установка должна быть
предварительно стабилизирована при помощи двух гидравлических опор.
Для увеличения дальности обнаружения низковысотных целей при
плохих погодных условиях и повышения надежности работы РЛС системы
FM-90 пакистанские военные применяют другую китайскую разработку –
двухкоординатную мобильную РЛС тревожного режима S-диапазона под
обозначением YLC-6.
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Поскольку установить точную модификацию станции YLC-6, принятой
на вооружение ПВО Пакистана не представляется возможным остается
указать ее усредненные ТТХ, а именно: максимальная дальность
обнаружения цели 100 км, максимальная мощность 6 кВт, сектор
наблюдения 150 градусов. Кроме того, в распоряжении пакистанских
военных находятся более современные станции под обозначением LLQ03C.
Следует отметить, что ПВО колонн бронетехники, а также рубеж
самообороны ЗРК в подразделениях ВС Пакистана составлен из ПЗРК
третьего поколения FN-6 и буксируемых спаренных зенитных пушек Тип 90
калибра 35 мм. В боекомплект последних входят новейшие
программируемые боеприпасы дистанционного подрыва и повышенного
могущества.
Известно, что при организации рубежа/района ПВО силами зенитноракетной бригады ПВО Пакистана используется система управления
смешанными вооружениями под обозначением ET90B-200, которая получает
информацию от указанных выше РЛС YLC-6, LLQ03C и по кабельным
линиям передает данные целеуказания в дивизионы/батареи ЗРС «Красное
знамя 16А», FM-90 и пушек Тип 90.
Для организации сплошного поля ПВО официальному Исламабаду
необходимо приобрести не менее 20 дивизионов более мощных ЗРК
«Красное знамя 9А», которые уже приобрели ВС Туркменистана и Ирака.
Именно
эти
комплексы
позволят
сформировать
полноценную
эшелонированную
систему
ПВО,
способную
эффективно
противодействовать вероятному противнику.
О поставках новых ударных вертолетов для ВС Пакистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37185. 21 августа, 2017.

Как сообщают зарубежные СМИ, на авиастроительном предприятии Bell
Helicopter (г.Амарилло, шт.Техас) были представлены первые три экземпляра
ударного вертолета AH-1Z Viper, который построен по контракту с
Пакистаном, согласно которого известное американское предприятие
поставит официальному Исламабаду 15 вертолетов. Первые три вертолета
поступят в распоряжение летчиков армейской авиации Сухопутных войск ВС
Пакистана до конца 2017 г., тогда как оставшиеся девять боевых машин
поступят в 2018 г.
По данным китайских источников, разрешение на поставку этих
вертолетов американский производитель получил от Сената США еще в 2015
г. Новые 15 вертолетов предназначены для поддержания боевой
устойчивости ВС Пакистана особенно в условиях начала реализации
контракта оборонно-промышленного комплекса США с официальным НьюДели на поставку ударных вертолетов АН-64Е.
Следует отметить, что суммарная стоимость упомянутого контракта на
поставку вертолетов AH-1Z Viper составляет 952 млн долл. США, однако
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следует учитывать, что на долю вертолетной техники приходится 228 млн,
тогда как остальная часть покрывает поставку 1000 многофункциональных
управляемых ракет класса «воздух-земля» с лазерной системой наведения
AGM-114R Hellfire II и ремонт 51 пакистанских вертолетов AH-1F/S Cobra,
которые практически исчерпали летный ресурс.
Новая модификация ударного вертолета АН-1Z Viper отличается от
моделей предыдущего поколения более эффективным двигателем T700-GE401C (пр-во американской компании General Electric) мощностью 1800 л.с.,
который позволяет экипажу вертолета выполнять полеты в жарком климате
Пакистана с боекомплектом в 16 противотанковых управляемых ракет.
Китайские специалисты пристально наблюдают за поставкой
американских ударных вертолетов, которые при всех своих плюсах отличает
довольно высокая стоимость, что привело к уменьшению количества
приобретаемых боевых машин с 22 до 15 единиц. Очевидно, что
пакистанским военным необходимы новые ударные вертолеты для более
эффективного противодействия терроризму.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что бортовая оптико-электронная
станция (ОЭС) американского вертолета позволяет экипажам обеспечивать
огневую поддержку подразделениям СВ, которые находятся в
непосредственном
контакте
с
террористическими
группами
в
труднодоступных горных районах на границе с Исламской Республикой
Афганистан. Следует отметить, что для выполнения контртеррористических
задач пакистанские военные приспособили средние транспортные самолеты
С-130В, на которые установили ОЭС Star SAFIRE III (пр-во американской
компании FLIR Systems).
Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что американские специалисты
будут проводить техническое обслуживание боевых вертолетов в
подразделениях армейской авиации СВ ВС Пакистана, поскольку
американские оружейники опасаются утечки «чувствительной» технической
информации в другие государства, а именно в Исламскую Республику Иран и
Китайскую Народную Республику.
Конструкторы зенитно-ракетных систем из ИРИ крайне заинтересованы
в получении информации о возможностях таких компонентах вертолета АН1Z Viper как:
– система предупреждения о ракетном обстреле AN/AAR-47 (пр-во компании Orbital
ATK, США);
– система обнаружения сигнала радиолокационной станции сопровождения
AN/APR-39C(v2) (пр-во корпорации Northrop Grumman);
– станция сброса тепловых ловушек AN/ALE-47 (пр-во корпорации BAE Systems).

Представители ОПК КНР заинтересованы в получении образцов
турбовальных двигателей T700-GE-401C, оптико-электронных систем
обнаружения и наведения AN/AAQ-30 (пр-во американской компании
Lockheed Martin) и нашлемных систем TopOwl от французской компании
Thales.
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Как отмечают китайские обозреватели, официальный Исламабад принял
решение приобрести одну эскадрилью ударных вертолетов Ми-35М за 153
млн долл. США, которые по своим характеристикам практически не
уступают американским машинам, однако ограниченное количество
российских вертолетов обосновано тем, что для них необходимо приобретать
боеприпасы российского производства, тогда как поставки неуправляемых
авиационных ракет (НАР) и других боеприпасов уже отлажены. Очевидно,
что пакистанские военные приобрели только одну эскадрилью Ми-35М с
тем, чтобы провести долгосрочное тестирование возможностей российских
ударных вертолетов, которые позволяют доставлять группы сил
специального назначения и выполнять медицинскую эвакуацию.
Кроме упомянутых выше АН-1Z Viper и Ми-35М, ВС Пакистана
пописали контракт на поставку 30 ударных вертолетов Т-129 Атак, при
разработке которого конструкторы Turkish Aerospace Industries использовали
итальянский вертолет А-129, а также однотипный с американским АН-1Z
Viper двигатель. Реализация программы поставок Т-129 Атак зависят
от поставок ключевых компонентов из США, а они, в свою очередь,
полностью зависят от стабильности межгосударственных отношений между
США и Турецкой Республикой.
В отношении приобретения вертолетов турецкого производства,
китайские специалисты отмечают следующий положительный момент для
пакистанских военных, а именно бортовая радиоэлектронная аппаратура Т129 Атак позволяет применять стандартные НАР калибров 57 и 70 мм
производства США. Кроме того, турецкие компании Aselsan, Havelsan
и Roketsan приняли обязательство по созданию производственных линий
боеприпасов для Т-129, а также мастерских по ремонту комплектующих
турецкого производства.
Подводя
итог
вышесказанному,
необходимо
добавить,
что
представители ОПК КНР «до последнего» надеялись на подписание
контракта с ВС Пакистана на поставку партии ударных вертолетов «Чжи10К», однако пакистанские военные отказались приобретать вертолеты
китайского производства, поскольку двигатель «Чжи-10К» обладает меньшей
на 500 л.с. мощностью по сравнению с американским, а сам вертолет весит
на 1600 кг больше, чем турецкий Т-129 Атак. Именно недостаточная
мощность двигателя китайского вертолета стала основным минусом при
определении победителя тендера.
Дополнительным минусом для «Чжи-10К» стала невозможность
применения НАР калибров 57 и 70 мм американского производства. Следует
отметить, что китайские оружейники в ходе соревнования за «пакистанский
контракт» внесли ряд изменений в конструкцию вертолета, однако это не
помогло в состязании с американским АН-1Z Viper, российским Ми-35М и
турецким Т-129 Атак.
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О вероятном контракте на поставку украинских танков Т-84 «Оплот-М»
в Пакистан
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37179. 20 августа, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, представители ВС Пакистана и Харьковского
конструкторского бюро двигателестроения ГП «Завод имени Малышева»
(ХКБМ) после непродолжительных переговоров еще в мае 2017 г. подписали
меморандум о сотрудничестве на поставку партии танков Т-84 «Оплот-М».
Следует отметить, что по данным из разных источников количество танков
варьируется от 88 до 100 единиц. Внимание китайских специалистов к
перспективному контракту стоимостью 600 млн долл. США между одним из
основных предприятий оборонно-промышленного комплекса Украины и
официальным Исламабадом обусловлено несколькими причинами.
Во-первых, после событий 2014 г. украинские оборонные предприятия
находятся в условиях жесточайшей нехватки финансовых средств на ремонт
бронетехники Сухопутных войск ВС Украины и практически не занимаются
разработкой новых образцов техники. Кроме того, часть предприятий ОПК
Украины осталась на территории подконтрольной Донецку и Луганску, что
также негативно сказалось на нескольких проектах в области вооружений и
военной техники. В свете недостаточного финансирования украинские
специалисты не в состоянии доработать новый турбированный дизельный
двигатель 6ТД-3, который по оценкам китайских специалистов должен
обладать мощностью от 1400 до 1500 л.с.
Известно, что основные боевые танки «Аль-Халид 1» и «Аль-Халид 2»
СВ ВС Пакистана оснащены проверенными украинскими дизельными
двигателями предыдущего поколения – 6ТД-2, которые отлично
зарекомендовали в местных сложных климатических условиях. Китайские
специалисты признают, что 6ТД-2 обеспечивает приемлемый уровень
мощности даже при температуре воздуха +55 °C, тогда как китайские
двигатели серьезно теряют мощность уже при температуре +39 °C
По данным китайских источников, пакистанские танкостроители
заинтересованы в серийных поставках 6ТД-3, которые позволят реализовать
национальный план по созданию основного боевого танка нового поколения
под обозначением «Аль-Хайдер». Вполне вероятно, что «пакистанский
контракт» позволит украинским специалистам «довести 6ТД-3 до ума».
Установка такого двигателя обеспечит пакистанским танкистам серьезное
преимущество перед ВС Индии, чьи подразделения укомплектованы
российскими Т-72Б и Т-90С.
Представляется возможным указать, что китайские двигателестроители
разработали новый V-образный восьмицилиндровый турбодизельный
двигатель 8V150 мощностью боле 1000 л.с., который в сочетании с
автоматической коробкой переключения передач CF1000B устанавливают в
танки Тип-96Б. Данные бронемашины предназначены для участия в
«Танковом биатлоне» и демонстрации технологий. Однако ресурс этих
форсированных двигателей недостаточен для повседневной эксплуатации.
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Кроме того, система фильтрации воздуха требует регулярного и грамотного
обслуживания.
Во-вторых, пакистанские военные обратили внимание на Т-84 «ОплотМ» поскольку это единственный доступный для них танк, оснащаемый
многоступенчатой системой защиты, которая предназначена для борьбы с
противотанковыми
боеприпасами
российского
и
американского
производства, которые уже или будут приняты на вооружение ВС Индии.
Следует отметить, что китайские оружейники на протяжении последних трех
лет предлагают официальному Исламабаду приобрести основной боевой танк
VT-4, который не оснащается системой активной защиты в отличие от Т-84
«Оплот-М». Однако, это не означает, что в КНР разработки в данном не
ведутся.
По данным китайских обозревателей, специалисты крупнейшей
корпорации оборонно-промышленного комплекса Поднебесной – НОРИНКО
активно работают над совершенствованием системы активной защиты (САЗ)
под обозначением GL-5, которая предназначена для установки на танки Тип96 и VT-4. За прошедшие два года конструкторы НОРИНКО смогли наладить
бесперебойную работу радиолокационной станции с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой, которую устанавливают на башне танка. Данная РЛС
предназначена для обнаружения противотанковых боеприпасов, летящих со
скоростью от 305 до 1800 м/сек и последующего применения снарядовперехватчиков.
Вероятно, на доводку САЗ GL-5 до возможности перехвата
противотанковых снарядов, обладающих скоростью полета 2000 м/с
китайским специалистам потребуется время. Очевидно, что пакистанские
военные не могут допустить получения Индией решительного преимущества
в военных технологиях и потому вынуждены обратиться к конструкторам из
Украины, которые создали комплекс оптико-электронного противодействия
(КОЭП) «Варта».
По расчетам пакистанских военных, данный КОЭП должен в
перспективе защитить танк и экипаж от противотанковых управляемых ракет
AGM-114R-3 «Hellfire-II», которые поступят на вооружение подразделений
армейской авиации ВС Индии вместе с ударными вертолетами АН-64Е.
Следует отметить, что китайские специалисты также заинтересованы в
доступе к КОЭП «Варта», поскольку одновременно с разработкой САЗ ведут
работы по созданию новых систем пассивной защиты танка.
В-третьих, в стоимость контракта могут внести дополнительные пункты
о модернизации прицельных систем 320 танков Т-80УД (по другим данным
302), которые были закуплены Исламабадом в начале 90-х прошлого
столетия. Китайские наблюдатели отмечают, что украинским техническим
специалистам предстоит выполнить значительный объем работ, поскольку
145 из 302 танков на момент поставки уже находились в эксплуатации и их
техническое состояние оставляет желать лучшего.
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Китайские аналитики полагают, что сомнения пакистанских военных о
надежности украинских поставщиков были «перекрыты» чрезвычайно
заманчивой ценовой политикой ХКБМ. По данным китайской стороны,
представители украинского предприятия назначили чрезвычайно низкую
цену на сменно-запасные части для танков, а также пообещали проводить все
работы по ремонту и модернизации Т-80УД на территории Пакистана с
передачей части технологической документации.
Следует отметить, что иностранные поставщики вооружения и военной
техники постепенно занимают место китайских оружейников на
пакистанском рынке вооружений, поскольку способны предложить более
привлекательную цену, тогда как стоимость продукции ОПК КНР
постепенно растет и в некоторых аспектах это особенно заметно по малым
сериям образцов техники. Вероятно, пакистанские военные хотят получить
от своих давних китайских партнеров более заманчивое в техническом плане
предложение по бронетехнике, однако в данном аспекте все упирается в
возможности конструкторских бюро ОПК КНР.
Анализ китайских специалистов
противостоять ВМС Индии

возможностей

ВВС

Пакистана

Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=37159. 19 августа, 2017.

В свете нагнетания обстановки на китайско-индийской и китайскопакистанской границе обозреватели китайских специализированных военнотехнических изданий проводят анализ возможностей ВВС Пакистана,
истребительным подразделениям которых необходимо быть готовыми к
отражению внезапной агрессии со стороны ВМС Индии. Следует отметить,
что этот военно-морской аспект обусловлен наличием общей морской
границы, тогда как КНР будет отвечать военными средствами на
территориальные претензии со стороны Индии только на сухопутном
направлении.
Как известно, протяженность морской границы Пакистана составляет
980 км. Китайские и пакистанские военные аналитики отмечают, что резкая
активизация индийских военных на китайском и пакистанском направлениях
связана с внутриполитической борьбой в высших эшелонах руководства
Индии.
Очевидно, что определенным образом сказывается начало поставок
новых образцов вооружения и военной техники американского производства
– сверхлегкие авиадесантные гаубицы М777А2 калибра 155 мм. и тяжелые
транспортные вертолеты СН-47. Кроме того, по результатам переговоров
премьер-министра Индии Нарендры Моди и президента США Дональда
Трампа достигнуто понимание по поставкам разведывательно-ударных
беспилотных летательных аппаратов MQ-1 Predator, продажи партии
истребителей F-16 IN (IN – модификация для ВВС Индии) и организации
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сборочной линии для этих боевых самолетов на одном из предприятий
оборонно-промышленного комплекса Индии.
Внимание пакистанских и китайских военных специалистов приковано к
возросшим возможностям ВМС Индии, которые за последние годы приняли
на вооружение серию фрегатов «Тальвар», «Калькутта» и «Дели», из которых
и
будет
составлена
авианосно-ударная
группа,
возглавляемая
«Викрамадитьей» или достраиваемым «Викрантом». По опыту предыдущего
вооруженного конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном известно, что
индийские военные самым активным образом могут использовать
тяжеловооруженные надводные корабли для блокирования действия авиации
и нанесения ударов по береговым целям и объектам в глубине территории
Пакистана.
В этой связи представляется необходимым проанализировать
возможности истребительных подразделений ВВС Пакистана, основной
задачей которых является борьба с крупными надводными соединениями
противника.
В условиях недостатка современных тяжелых истребителей у
официального Исламабада основную роль в обороне побережья, защите
военно-морских баз и других объектов военной инфраструктуры играют
одномоторные истребители китайско-пакистанской разработки JF-17,
которые уже позволяют пилотам применять ракеты класса «возудх-воздух»
SD-10A, PL-5E и планирующие корректируемые авиабомбы LS-6A.
Кроме того, в номенклатуре авиационных средств поражения
упомянутого истребителя находится дозвуковая противокорабельная ракета
(ПКР) воздушного базирования (ВБ) C-802A. По данным из открытых
источников, известны следующие тактико-технические характеристики ПКР:
– длина: 6,392 м;
– диаметр корпуса: 0,36 м;
– размах крыльев: 1,22 м;
– стартовая масса: 715 кг;
– масса второй ступени: 530 кг;
– масса боевой части: 165 кг;
– скорость горизонтального полета: 0,9 МАХа;
– высота полета на среднем участке полета: от 20 до 30 м;
– высота полета на конечном участке полета: от 5 до 7 м;
– дальность пуска от 12 до 150 км;
– наведение: инерциальное и радиолокационное.

По данным китайских источников, данная ракета способна выполнять
маневры уклонения на маршруте движения к цели с тем, чтобы выйти из
зоны действия корабельных систем радиоэлектронной борьбы, однако
система наведения ПКР (выполнена по схеме «пустил и забыл») не позволяет
выполнять резкий набор высоты для выхода из зоны поражения систем
самообороны корабля.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что боевая часть (БЧ) ракеты
выполнена полупроникающей, т.е. специальные датчики определяют момент
деформации головной части ракеты после контакта с бортом или другими
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конструктивными элементами корабля, после чего подается команда на
подрыв. Следует отметить, что дополнительный «зажигательный» эффект
создает ракетное топливо, которое провоцирует объемный пожар внутри
корабля.
По данным китайских источников, пуск ПКР С-802 возможен уже на
высоте 250 м, что позволяет пилоту выполнить снижение до 100 м и остаться
«невидимым» для РЛС надводных кораблей ВМС Индии. Наведение ракеты
на цель обеспечивает радиолокационная станция с активной фазированной
решеткой под обозначением KLJ-7 , которая разработана в 14-ом НИИ
электронных технологий г.Нанкин при помощи специалистов из Украины.
Китайские специалисты признают, что при содействии украинских
коллег стало возможным создание как указанной РЛС, так и других станций,
позволяющих обнаруживать малозаметные истребители пятого поколения F22 и F-35. Следует отметить, что пакистанские истребители могут выполнять
пуски ПКР С-802А без обнаружения цели собственной РЛС, поскольку
оборудование шифрованного обмена цифровыми данными стандарта 1553В
позволяет получать данные от самолетов дальнего радиолокационного
дозора ZDK-03 (пр-во КНР), которые способны обнаружить надводную цель
на дальности 250 км.
Необходимо учитывать, что китайские и пакистанские технические
специалисты работают над расширением возможностей самого истребителя
JF-17, который оснащают двигателем РД-93, однако в перспективе на данный
самолет могут начать установку более мощного двигателя АИ-9500,
спроектированного в украинском конструкторском бюро «Мотор Сич».
Следует дополнить, что китайские самолетостроители планируют проверить
упомянутые двигатели украинского производства на малозаметном легком
истребителе J-31, который в отдаленной перспективе позволит заменить JF17.
Китайские обозреватели отмечают, что возможностей российских
двигателей вполне достаточно для вылетов на боевые задачи с тремя ПКР С802А, однако при этом серьезно ограничена дальность полета истребителя,
поскольку отсутствует возможность установить подвесные топливные баки
(ПТБ), которые ВВС Пакистана активно используют при проведении
патрульных полетов. Известно, что емкость одного стандартного ПТБ
составляет 800 л, что позволяет значительно увеличить дальность полета и
время нахождения в воздухе без потери маневренности.
Как известно, по мере поступления на вооружение ВВС Пакистана
второй модификации истребителя JF-17 потребность в использовании ПТБ
несколько снизится, поскольку эти самолеты оснащают штангой для
дозаправки в воздухе. В связи с этим возникнет необходимость в самолетахзаправщиках, которые будут обеспечивать боевые машины топливом. В этом
аспекте также важна роль украинских конструкторов, которые уже
выполнили модернизацию трех транспортных самолетов Ил-76 ВВС НОАК в
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воздушные танкеры, которые могут заправлять до шести тяжелых
истребителей типа «Су» за один вылет.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что китайские и
пакистанские конструкторы работают над новой бортовой РЛС с АФАР для
истребителя JF-17, тестируют новые элементы планера, изготовленные из
композитных материалов, что позволит повысить эффективность боевого
самолета в перспективе.
Новейший голландский патрульный корабль заказал МО Пакистана
Военно-промышленный курьер (ВПК). http://vpk-news.ru/news/37258. 14.06.2017.

МО Пакистана оформило сделку с международной судостроительной
группой Damen Shipyards Group, предусматривающую постройку
патрульного корабля.
Как сообщил веб-ресурс navaltoday.com, министр обороны Пакистана
Хаваджа Мухаммад Асиф подписал контракт с международной (со штабквартирой в Нидерландах) судостроительной группой Damen Shipyards Group
на строительство в Пакистане патрульного корабля по проекту и при
содействии Damen. Строительство будет осуществлено пакистанской
государственной верфью Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works Ltd. (KSEW)
в Карачи, пишет блог bmpd.

Изображение патрульного корабля проекта Damen Offshore Patrol Vessel 1800 Sea Axe,
предположительно заказанного Пакистаном (с) Damen Shipyards Group

Параметры контракта и конкретный проект корабля не официально не
назывались, но пакистанский министр обороны сообщил, что корабль будет
иметь водоизмещение примерно 1900 тонн и длину 90 метров. Эти
характеристики примерно соответствуют патрульному кораблю проекта
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Damen Offshore Patrol Vessel 1800 Sea Axe. Пакистан, видимо, стал первым
заказчиком корабля этого проекта.
Предположительно, патрульный корабль предназначен для береговой
охраны Пакистана, именуемой Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) и
находящейся в подчинении ВМС Пакистана.
В настоящее время верфь KSEW в Карачи ведет строительство для
PMSA по контракту 2015 года с китайским внешнеторговым объединением
China Shipbuilding Trading Company (CSTC) двух патрульных кораблей
китайского проекта и при китайской технической помощи - одного 600тонного и одного 1500-тонного.
О приобретении ВВС Пакистана партии
радиолокационного обнаружения и управления
китайских специалистов

самолетов дальнего
СААБ-2000: оценки

Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=35188. 30 мая, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, 20 мая 2017 г. ВВС Пакистана и шведская
компания СААБ подписали контракт стоимостью 1,35 млрд шведских крон
(155,6 млн долл. США) на поставку четырех самолетов дальнего
радиолокационного обнаружения и управления (ДРЛОиУ) СААБ-2000,
оснащенные радиолокационной станцией (РЛС) с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой (АФАР) PS-890 ERIEYE.
В отношении данного самолета известно, что он обладает следующими
тактико-техническими характеристиками:
– длина 27.28 м;
– высота 7,73 м;
– размах крыла 24,76 м;
– чистый вес:13800 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес 22800 кг;
В качестве силовой установки использованы два двигателя Allison AЕ2100A мощностью по 4152 л.с. (3096 кВт) каждый, которые приводят
самолет в движение благодаря шестилопастным винтам производства
компании Dowty Rotol. Скоростные характеристики рассматриваемого
самолета следующие:
– максимальная скорость 682 км/ч;
– крейсерская скорость 594 км/ч;
– максимальная дальность полета на максимальной скорости 2185 км;
– максимальная дальность полета на крейсерской скорости 2868 км;
– практический потолок 31000 футов.
РЛС с АФАР PS-890 ERIEYE позволяет обнаруживать воздушные цели
на максимальной дальности 450 км, принимает их на автоматическое
сопровождение на дальности 300 км. Угол обзора 300 градусов.
Максимальная высота обнаружения цели составляет 25 км. Вес станции
составляет 900 кг. Передает данные на пять боевых постов.
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Кроме СААБ-2000, указанная РЛС устанавливается на самолеты ERJ145 (пр-во бразильской компании «Эмбрайер») и СААБ-340. Самолеты РЛС
созданные на базе ERJ-145 приняты на вооружение ВВС Индии, Бразилии,
Греции, а СААБ-340 приобрели ВВС Королевства Таиланд.
По словам начальника Главного штаба ВВС Пакистана – маршала
авиации Сухаила Амана, первый самолет будет передан в подразделение в
декабре 2017 г., две машины будут поставлены в 2018 г. и еще один самолет
в 2019 г. Следует отметить, что ВВС Пакистана еще в 2005 г приобрели
партию из трех самолетов ДРЛОиУ СААБ-2000. Эти самолеты были приняты
на вооружение в период с 2009 по 2011 гг. и из них была сформирована 3-я
эскадрилья ДРЛО.
Однако в августе 2012 г. в ходе террористической атаки на авиационную
базу (АвБ) «Минхас» два самолета были серьезно повреждены. Для ремонта
они были перевезены на АвБ «Камра», где располагается крупнейшее
авиастроительное и авиаремонтное предприятие Пакистана. После долгих
консультаций со специалистами компании СААБ пакистанские инженеры
смогли провести ремонт фюзеляжей и крыльев самолетов с использованием
композитных материалов. В результате только в 2016 г самолеты были
возвращены в состав эскадрильи.
Подобный контракт не совсем логичен в условиях достаточно плотного
военно-технического сотрудничества между Пекином и Исламабадом,
особенно когда на протяжении последних трех лет ВВС Пакистана успешно
эксплуатируют самолеты ДРЛОиУ под обозначением ZDK-03 (экспортный
вариант «Кунцзин-500», принят на вооружение НОАК).
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, ZDK-03 (пр-во КНР) обладает
большей максимальной скоростью – 670 км/ч и максимальной дальностью
полета 7800 км/ч. Соответственно время нахождения ZDK-03 в воздухе
также больше чем у шведского самолета. В герметичном отсеке
располагается почти в полтора раза больше боевых постов для офицеров
разведки ВВС. Кроме того, на борту китайского самолета созданы более
комфортные условия для экипажа.
Китайские конструкторы отмечают, что ZDK-03 также оснащен РЛС с
АФАР во вращающемся обтекателе, который обеспечивает освещение
воздушной обстановки на 360 градусов. Именно благодаря механизму
поворота антенны уменьшается размер «слепых зон» для РЛС, которые у
шведского самолета больше из-за неподвижной антенны станции PS-890 и
большой площади оперения.
Вполне вероятно, что пакистанских военных привлекла низкая
стоимость
самолетов
шведского
производства.
Для
сравнения
стоимость четырех самолетов ZDK-03 составляет 278 млн долл. США.
Кроме того технические специалисты ВВС Пакистана уже обладают
навыками эксплуатации и ремонта самолетов марки «СААБ». Третий довод
к приобретению СААБ-2000 это использование аппаратуры связи типа Link
16, которая позволяет передавать информацию о тактической обстановке на
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истребители F-16 ВВС Пакистана. Очевидно, что китайские самолеты ZDK03 не оснащаются такой аппаратурой и могут взаимодействовать только с
истребителями JF-17.
Конечно, с одной стороны, данный контракт наносит ущерб репутации
китайских самолетостроитей и изготовителей радиолокационной техники,
которые надеются расширить географию поставок самолетов ZDK-03, а
также предлагают собственный аналог шведского самолета ДРЛО, который
был представлен на выставке вооружений и военной техники в августе 2016
г. в г.Чжухай под обозначением ZDK-06.
С другой стороны, китайские специалисты могут получить доступ к
аппаратуре СААБ-2000, и после анализа возможностей РЛС PS890мспециалисты в области тактики ВВС НОАК выработают тактику борьбы
с данной станцией, которая входит в комплект оснащения самолетов ERJ-145
ВВС Индии. Кроме того, вполне вероятно, что на новой модификации СААБ2000, предназначенной для ВВС Пакистана будут установлены обновленные
системы радиотехнической разведки и самообороны самолета, анализ
которых позволит китайским конструкторам продвинуть свои разработки в
этой области.
Данный контракт – уже не первый пример военно-технического
сотрудничества Пакистана с другими странами. За последние два года ВС
Пакистана подписали несколько контрактов на поставку новых
боевых кораблей, легких ударных вертолетов, модернизацию подводных
лодок с турецкими компаниями.
По данным китайских источников, ВВС Пакистана не оставляют
надежды подписать контракт с США на модернизацию партии истребителей
F-16. Кроме того, пакистанские военные подписали контракт на поставку
партии автоматических винтовок с чешской компанией CZ. Очевидно, что
официальный Исламабад взял курс на диверсификацию поставок
вооружений и военной техники с целью снизить зависимость от китайского
оборонно-промышленного комплекса, стоимость продукции которого
постепенно повышается.
Вполне вероятно, что китайские предприятия ОПК неохотно передают
техническую документацию даже пакистанским партнерам, поскольку низкая
стоимость продукции ОПК Пакистана позволяет привлекать большую часть
клиентов из стран третьего мира, которые ранее приобретали ВВТ в Китае.
Двухместный пакистано-китайский истребитель JF-17 «Гром»
Казанин М.В. 29 апреля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34390

По данным СМИ КНР, 27.04.2017 на аэродроме Чэндусского
авиапромышленного предприятия (пров.Сычуань, г.Чэнду, р-он Цинян)
совершил первый испытательный полет опытный образец двухместного
легкого одномоторного истребителя JF-17B «Гром» (производственное
обозначение FC-1B «Злой Дракон», по другим данным FC-2). Известно, что
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истребитель JF-17 «Гром» является примером эффективного китайскопакистанского военно-технического сотрудничества. Также на сборочном
стапеле находятся еще два корпуса JF-17B, которые после установки всего
оборудования будут переданы на испытания пилотам ВВС Пакистана.
Программа строительства одноместного варианта JF-17 для ВВС
Пакистана выполнена почти на 30% – в строевые части поставлено около 80
самолетов и в этой связи необходимо принятие на вооружение двухместной
модификации, которая позволит повысить уровень подготовки молодых
пилотов JF-17, а также провести переучивание личного состава с других
типов истребителей. Первая эскадрилья двухместных учебно-боевых
истребителей JF-17B поступит в распоряжение инструкторов авиабазы
Мушаф, где дислоцировано летное училище ВВС Пакистана.
Конечно, кроме учебно-боевых задач двухместный вариант JF-17
позволит выполнять более широкий спектр боевых задач за счет размещения
в кабине дополнительного прицельно-навигационного оборудования для
второго пилота-штурмана. Вероятно, на месте второго пилота установлен
широкоформатный
жидкокристаллический
экран,
скопированный
китайскими специалистами с продукта американской компании L-3, который
устанавливается на малозаметные истребители F-35.
Анализ фотоснимков показывает, что на первом летном образце JF-17B
отсутствуют направляющие для ракетно-бомбового вооружения под
крыльями и центральной частью фюзеляжа, а также отсутствует штанга
системы дозаправки в воздухе. Из внешних нововведений заметны новые
фары на передней стойке шасси, изготовленные из диодных модулей. В
результате увеличения длины кабины конструкторам Чэндусского
авиастроительного предприятия пришлось изменить форму топливного бака,
который теперь размещен под полукруглым «горбом» в верхней части
корпуса.
Для упрощения конструкции, снижения стоимости и повышения
надежности китайские конструкторы выполнили остекление кабины пилотов
литым и откидным, которое фиксируется на пять замков. Форма остекления
позволяет утверждать, что пилотам обеспечен хороший обзор в большинстве
ракурсов.
По данным китайских источников, двухместный JF-17В обладает
увеличенными размерами по сравнению с одноместным вариантом, а
именно: длина самолета составляет 14,5 м (на 0,2 м больше), высота 4,6 м
(меньше на 0,3 м), размах крыла достигает 9,5 м (больше на 0,6 м). Кроме
того, при максимальном взлетном весе 9100 кг максимальный вес боевой
нагрузки увеличен с 3600 до 4500 кг. Практический потолок составляет
16500 м, а максимальная дальность полета без дозаправки 2500 км.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, для обеспечения подобных
характеристик на двухместный истребитель, вероятно, установили
турбореактивный двигатель М88-2 производства французской компании
Safran Aircraft Engines, которая поставила небольшую партию данных
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моторов в КНР еще в начале 2000-х гг. Благодаря уменьшенному весу
двигателя М88-2 (850 кг) по сравнению с российским РД-93 (1125 кг)
китайским конструкторам удалось добиться увеличения тяговооруженности
самолета.
Кроме того, французский двигатель отличается большей топливной
экономичностью, сниженным выбросом вредных веществ в атмосферу, а
также позволяет снизить тепловую заметность истребителя. Западные
специалисты отмечают, что продажа китайским специалистам французского
двигателя, который благодаря своим размерам и крепежным элементам
может быть легко заменен на новейший М88-4 (устанавливается на
истребители «Рафаль), серьезно подрывает систему европейских санкций в
отношении поставок в Поднебесную технологий/продукции военного и
двойного назначения.
Известно, что китайским двигателестроителям очень сложно создать
компактный, мощный и надежный двигатель для истребителя, поставляемого
на экспорт. Выбор основы для конструирования собственных двигателей
ограничен российским РД-93 и французским М88-2. Наибольший интерес
для китайских специалистов представляют недоступные им британские EJ200 и американские F414-GE-400, которые устанавливают на истребители
«Еврофайтер Тайфун» и F-16 соответственно. При этом можно
предположить, что офицеры военной разведки КНР предпринимают попытки
получить образцы названных двигателей. Причина пристального внимания к
продукции британских и американских производителей турбореактивных
двигателей для боевых самолетов заключается в их значительной мощности
и надежности.
В то же время российские специалисты уже создали и провели
испытания двигателя РД-93МК, который обладает максимальной мощностью
9500 кгс/кв.см. При условии приобретения китайской стороной партии новых
российских двигателей, вполне вероятно получение новых заказов на
самолет как от Пакистана, так и от других государств, проявляющих интерес
к данному истребителю. Действительно, именно РД-93МК может обеспечить
улучшение боевых возможностей JF-17 и JF-17B.
Пакистанские специалисты отмечают, что новому истребителю в ходе
тестовых полетов необходимо подтвердить скоростные характеристики, а
именно максимальную скорость в 1958 км/ч и величину радиуса боевого
патрулирования в 1351 км. Конечно, пакистанские летчики считают, что в
сравнении с индийскими Су-30МКИ и F-16 разных модификаций JF-17
достаточно тихоходная машина, которая не может адекватно противостоять
индийским визави в воздушном бою.
В этой связи специалисты 14-го НИИ Китайской электронной научнопромышленной группы компаний разработали и предлагают применять более
современную радиолокационную станцию (РЛС) с активной фазированной
антенной решеткой KLJ-7A (Х-диапазон), которая обладает следующими
тактико-техническими характеристиками:
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– обнаружение до 40 воздушных целей (с площадью отражаемой
поверхности до 5 кв.м.) на максимальном удалении до 130 км (по другим
данным до 105 км);
– обнаружение наземных целей на дальности до 85 км;
– одновременное сопровождение от 10 до 15 наиболее опасных целей;
– одновременный обстрел от 2 до 4 наиболее опасных целей;
– 5 режимов работы «воздух-воздух»;
– 6 режимов работы «воздух-земля»;
– 2 режима работа «воздух-корабль».
Указанная РЛС позволяет применять ракеты класса «воздух-воздух»
большой дальности SD-10 для борьбы с самолетами противника. Вес
РЛС KLJ-7А достигает 120 кг, т.е. китайская станция несколько легче
американской AN/APG-63V(2) и российской «Жук-АЭ», однако это
единственное ее преимущество перед РЛС российского производства.
Благодаря развитию радиоэлектронной базы в КНР пилоты JF-17 могут вести
обмен информацией по закрытому каналу связи стандарта 1553В.
При
создании
рассматриваемой
РЛС
китайские
конструкторы учитывали возможности американских станций AN/APG-77,
AN/APG-81 и AN/APG-81, которые устанавливаются на истребители F-22, F16V и F-35. Кроме РЛС на двухместном варианте будет установлен
контейнерный оптико-электронный комплекс WMD-III, позволяющий
применять высокоточные корректируемые авиабомбы и ракеты «воздухземля» в сложных метеоусловиях.
Важно, что китайские и пакистанские специалисты обладают
достаточной квалификацией, позволяющей оперативно создавать новые
модификации боевых самолетов. Следует отметить, что китайские
специалисты уже разрабатывают варианты модернизации истребителя JF-17,
на базе которого в перспективе планируется создание аналога американского
малозаметного истребителя пятого поколения F-35.
Новая модель китайского истребителя JF-17B успешно прошла
испытания
JF-17B aircraft successfully tested: PAF
Dawn, April 29th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329964/jf-17b-aircraft-successfully-testedpaf

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Air Force (PAF) announced on Friday that JF17B, a two-seat version of JF-17 Thunder fighter aircraft, had been successfully
tested.
Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief Marshal Sohail Aman witnessed the testflight in Chengdu, China.
The aircraft, produced jointly by Pakistan and China, was developed at the
Aviation Industry Corporation of China and it can be used both for training and
combat missions.
―The JF-17B dual-seat fighter aircraft is a major milestone towards selfreliance and would boost operational and training capabilities of the Pakistan Air
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Force. It will further enhance advanced combat training of PAF fighter pilots on
this indigenous war fighting machine,‖ the PAF said.
ADVERTISEMENT
The JF-17 aircraft was inducted into the PAF in 2007 and its five squadrons
have been raised so far.
―The JF-17 Thunder is an excellent fighter aircraft which can easily be
compared with the fourth generation aircraft of the world,‖ the PAF statement said,
adding that the aircraft in its fleet were actively engaged in all types of operations.
―The recently posted images confirm that the fighter has a larger swept-back
vertical stabiliser as seen in a model of the aircraft shown at Airshow China in Nov
2016. They also confirm that the variant has a deeper dorsal spine, which adds fuel
capacity to compensate for the additional weight,‖ Jane‘s Defence reported.
Defence analyst Dr Zafar Nawaz Jaspal says JF-17 was the result of
cooperation between Pakistan, China and Russia.
Китай и Пакистан будут производить баллистические ракеты и
современные истребители.
China to co-produce ballistic missiles, aircraft with Pakistan
The Nation. March 18, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Mar-2017/china-to-coproduce-ballistic-missiles-aircraft-with-pakistan

Beijing - Pakistan and China have discussed co-producing ballistic missiles
and advanced military aircraft as the Pakistani army chief made his first visit to
Beijing, Chinese media reported on Friday.
China had provided "authorisation to Pakistan to produce ballistic missiles,
cruise missiles, anti-aircraft missiles, anti-ship missiles and main battle tanks in
Pakistan," the Global Times, a tabloid published by the official People's Daily,
reported, citing Song Zhongping, a former officer of the PLA Second Artillery
Corps.
He said other weapons exchanges would be discussed besides missiles,
including the "mass production of FC-1 Xiaolong, a lightweight and multi-role
combat aircraft developed jointly by the two countries".
China's Foreign Ministry said it was not aware of any missile cooperation
agreement, which was also not mentioned in the Defence Ministry's official
statement of the meetings. Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying said:
"The Chinese military released information on meetings between the Pakistan
Chief of Army Staff with his [Chinese] counterpart. From the news release we
didn't see anything on an agreement on ballistic missiles. What I can tell you is
China and Pakistan maintain normal defence exchanges and relevant cooperation."
On Thursday, Pakistan Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa met top PLA
officials including Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission General Fan
Changlong, General Fang Fenghui, chief of the Joint Staff Department, and Army
Commander General Li Zuocheng.
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Unusually for a military chief, he also met Politburo Standing Committee
member Zhang Gaoli, the seventh-ranked leader.
Both sides also discussed "anti-terrorism cooperation at the meeting, vowing
to resolutely strike against terrorist forces including the East Turkestan Islamic
Movement". "Pakistan's military is willing to deepen the cooperation with the
Chinese army and fully support the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination
Mechanism in Counter Terrorism by Afghanistan-China-Pakistan-Tajikistan
Armed Forces," Bajwa said.
Пакистан успешно провел испытания противокорабельной ракеты –
ВМФ.
Pakistan Navy successfully tests land-based, anti-ship missile
Dawn. 16.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320864/pakistan-navy-successfullytests-land-based-anti-ship-missile

A press release from the Navy said that the trial was conducted from the
coastal region and the missile secured a hit on a target placed at sea.
The missile is equipped with advanced technology and avionics, which enable
engagement of targets at sea with a high degree of accuracy.
The event was witnessed by Vice Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Khan Hasham
Bin Saddique and senior officers of Pakistan Navy.
Admiral Saddique commended the successful accomplishment of the
objectives of the trial and lauded the hard work and efforts of all those who were
involved, specifically appreciating the crew of the missile unit.
Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah in his message said that
the weapon system has added a new dimension to the operational reach of Pakistan
Navy, allowing it to bolster seaward defences by giving the Navy the capability to
launch long-range, anti-ship missiles from land.
Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в области учебно-боевой авиации
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32782. 21 февраля, 2017.

В целях подготовки летного состава для подразделений ВВС Пакистана
официальные Исламабад и Пекин в начале 80-х гг. прошлого столетия
запустили программу создания реактивного учебно-боевого самолета (УБС),
который позволял бы проводить занятия основного курса для летчиков
истребителей и штурмовиков. Следует отметить, что на тот момент основу
парка учебной авиации ВВС Пакистана составляли 100 самолетов Т-37
производства американской компании Cessna.
Следует отметить, что китайские и пакистанские самолетостроители, а
также специалисты ВВС в то время уже имели опыт сотрудничества в
области учебно-боевой авиации. Так, в летных училищах ВВС Пакистана на
вооружении стояли УБС FT-5, FT-6, FT-7PG, которые позволяли проводить
занятия как базового, так и профессионального курса подготовки, однако их
небольшое количество и несоответствие современным требованиям пилотов
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истребительной авиации не позволяло ориентироваться на данные машины в
дальнейшем.
В результате совместной работы специалистов Хундусского
авиастроительного предприятия (англ. аббревиатура HAIG) и инженеровконструкторов пакистанской компании Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC) в
1996 г. был начат серийный выпуск УБС под обозначением К-8 «Каракорум»
(второе экспортное обозначение L-11）, который в НОАК имеет обозначение
«Цзяолянь-8».
Именно авиационные училища ВВС НОАК первыми получили 100
новых УБС, и они позволили выполнить плавный переход от «парты в
учебном классе» в район учебных полетов и на полигоны с практической
стрельбой. После успешного опыта ВВС командование ВМС НОАК также
приняло решение принять на вооружение 75 УБС «Цзяолянь-8», которые
позволили подготовить летчиков для тяжелых палубных истребителей
«Цзянь-15».
Благодаря публикациям в СМИ КНР, известные следующие тактико-технические
характеристики УБС К-8 «Каракорум»:
– длина: 11,60 м;
– размах крыла: 9,63 м;
– высота: 4,21 м;
– площадь крыла: 17,02 кв. м;
– вес пустого самолета: 2687 кг;
– максимальный вес топлива: 780 кг;
– максимальная боевая нагрузка: 950 кг;
– максимальный взлетный вес: 4330 кг;
– максимальная скорость горизонтального полета: 880 км/ч;
– скорость взлета: 200 км/ч;
– скорость посадки: 165 км/ч;
– скороподъемность 30 м/сек;
– практический потолок: 13 000 м;
– длина пробега при взлете: 410 м;
– длина пробега при посадке: 512 м;
– максимальная дальность полета без подвесного топливного бака: 1400 км;
– максимальная дальность с подвесным топливным баком: 2410 км;
– радиус боевого патрулирования: 600 км;
– максимальная продолжительность полета: 4 часа 25 минут;
– перегрузки: от +7,33 до -3G.

Подобные характеристики стали возможны благодаря реактивному
двигателю AI-25TLK производства украинской компании Мотор Сич либо
его китайской копии под обозначением WS-11 Следует отметить, что при
изготовлении китайских двигателей были использованы наработки
американских специалистов из компании Honeywell, которая поставила
китайским самолетостроителям несколько двигателей TFE731-2A. Вероятно,
в дальнейшем украинская сторона стала поставлять более современный
двигатель AI-222-25F (в КНР производится под обозначением WS-16) для
комплектования К-8 разных модификаций.
Известны следующие тактико-технические характеристики двигателя WS-11:
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– мощность: 1680 кгс;
– расход топлива: 0,58 кг/кгс в час;
– длина: 2860 мм;
– ширина: 868 мм;
– высота: 959.5 мм;
– вес: 350 кг.

Следует отметить, что первоначально УБС К-8 располагал четырьмя
точками внешней подвески, которые размещены под крыльями и позволяют
размещать автоматическую пушку калибра 23 мм в контейнерном
исполнении, неуправляемые реактивные снаряды калибров 57 и 70 мм,
корректируемые и свободнопадающие бомбы весом по 250 кг, или ракеты
класса «воздух-воздух» ближнего радиуса действия «Гром-5» и «Гром-7».
Благодаря проведенной модернизации количество точек подвески было
увеличено до пяти, что позволило применять подвесной топливный бак, это,
в свою очередь, обеспечило увеличение дальности полета до 2410 км.
Известно, что ВВС Пакистана пристально наблюдали за эксплуатацией
«Цзяолянь-8» в учебных подразделениях ВВС и ВМС НОАК на протяжении
восьми лет. Высокая надежность (ресурс фюзеляжа 8000 часов) и
эффективность данного УБС обусловили принятие решения о его
приобретении для учебных подразделений ВВС Пакистана под обозначением
К-8Р (латинская буква Р – обозначает Pakistan). Первая партия самолетов в
количестве 27 единиц была изготовлена на китайском авиастроительном
предприятии в течение 28 месяцев. Всего, по данным китайских
источников, ВВС Пакистана эксплуатируют 67 самолетов К-8Р.
Вторым крупным приобретателем УБС типа К-8 стали ВВС Арабской
Республики Египет. Официальный Каир заключил контракт стоимостью 345
млн долл. США, согласно которого Хундусское авиастроительное
предприятие передало сборочную линию и комплекты для сборки 80 УБС К8Е (версия для ВВС Египта) на территории североафриканского государства.
Для перемещения сборочной линии и всех необходимых компонентов было
использовано более 60 контейнеров. В рамках второго контракта китайские
авиастроители передали египетским партнерам комплектующих для
изготовления 40 УБС указанной модели.
Следует отметить, что официальный Исламабад внимательно
отслеживает перемещение УБС К-8, которые были поставлены за рубеж.
Самым настораживающим моментом является возможность поставки К-8Е из
Египта в Индию. Известно, что египетские дипломаты периодически
прорабатывают возможность обмена опытом между индийскими и
египетскими пилотами. Кроме того, официальный Каир намерен принять
участие в перспективном тендере на поставку партии УБС для ВВС Индии
именно с К-8Е.
Кроме Пакистана и Египта УБС К-8 были поставлены в следующие
государства: Танзания (6 ед.), Намибия (12 ед.), Гана (12 ед.), Мьянма (50
ед.), Замбия (16 ед.), Шри-Ланка (8 ед., из которых 1 потерян в результате
обстрела), Венесуэла (36 ед. в модификации K-8W), Зимбабве (12 ед./1
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потерян в результате авиационного происшествия), Судан (2 ед.) и Боливия
(шесть К-8 в модификации VB).
Стоимость новых УБС в модификации VB достигает 5 млн долл. США
за единицу, тогда как стоимость подержанных самолетов оценивается в 3
млн.долл.США.
С учетом контрактов с Пакистаном и Египтом Хундусское
авиастроительное предприятие поставило в ВВС иностранных государств
341 УБС данной модели в различных модификациях. В зависимости от
модификации УБС в кабине могут быть установлены многофункциональные
жидкокристаллические экраны, а на точках внешней подвески можно
устанавливать оптико-электронные системы разведки и наблюдения для
обнаружения наземных замаскированных объектов.
Благодаря накопленному опыту эксплуатации в различных условиях
китайские авиастроители впоследствии разработали такие известные модели
УБС, как «Цзяолянь-9», «Цзяолянь-10».
Следующая модификация УБС под обозначением L-15 привлекает
внимание специалистов зарубежных ВВС и китайские производители уже
заключили первый контракт на поставки указанных УБС в Замбию.
В целом военно-техническое сотрудничество Пекина и Исламабада в
области военной авиации достаточно эффективное, кроме того, его анализ
показывает способность предприятий ОПК двух государств производить
вполне конкурентоспособную продукцию.
Анализ результатов тендера на поставку штурмовых винтовок для
Сухопутных войск ВС Пакистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32762. |20 февраля, 2017.

По данным СМИ КНР, Вооруженные Силы (ВС) Пакистана планируют
провести замену 500 тысяч автоматов «Тип 56» китайского производства и
штурмовых винтовок G3 производства немецкой компании Heckler&Koch,
которые не удовлетворяют требованиям современного вооруженного
конфликта. Известно, что командование ВС Пакистана обратило свое
внимание на автомат CZ806 Bren 2 производства чешской компании CZ,
который выпускается под стандартный калибр ВС стран-членов НАТО
5,56х45 мм.
По информации китайских источников, благодаря опытной
эксплуатации модели CZ805 в Афганистане чешские оружейники получили
большое количество ценной информации, которая позволила серьезно
доработать конструкцию. Например, была улучшена эргономика
пистолетной и дополнительной рукояток, модифицирован приклад, который
лучше поглощает энергию выстрела. Вес CZ806 Bren 2 снижен с 4,10 кг до
2,99 кг.
Кроме того, чешские конструкторы предусмотрели быструю смену
ствола, ударно-спускового механизма и магазина с калибра 5,56х45 на
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7,62х39, что позволит использовать стандартные российские и китайские
боеприпасы. Улучшен доступ к газовой камере, что дает возможность
быстрее выполнять чистку оружия. Для патронов используются стандартные
отъемные магазины от американской штурмовой винтовки М16.
Следует отметить, что возможность использования стандартных
боеприпасов ВС стран-членов НАТО позволяет приобретать их в разных
странах и искать наиболее выгодные по стоимости предложения. Это
особенно важно в условиях, когда пакистанские военные стараются
максимально снизить стоимость импортной техники и одновременно
получить техническую документацию/лицензию на производство на
собственной территории.
Известно, что представители концерна Pakistan Ordnance Factories уже
ведут переговоры с чешскими оружейниками с целью подготовки к
подписанию «Соглашения о взаимопонимании при передаче технологий
военного назначения». Пакистанские оружейники будут выпускать на своей
территории рассматриваемую штурмовую винтовку под обозначением CZ807
(экспортное обозначение присвоено в Чехии).
Следует отметить, что чешские оружейники в ходе пакистанского
тендера одержали победу над такими известными компаниями, как Zastava
(представила автомат М21), FN Herstal (представили винтовку ScarH), Beretta (предложили на тендер винтовку ARX-200) и Heckler&Koch. По
мнению пакистанских военных, винтовки Scar-H, которые в различных
модификациях приняты на вооружение подразделениями Сил специальных
операций (ССО) ВС США, могут быть приобретены для нужд подразделений
специального назначения ВС Пакистана небольшими партиями.
В свою очередь, китайские оружейники предложили экспортную
модификацию автоматической винтовки «Тип 97», поскольку версия для
НОАК – «Тип 95» создана под боеприпас калибром 5,8х42 мм, а переход на
«нестандартный» для мирового рынка боеприпасов патрон не входит в планы
военного руководства Пакистана.
Еще один проблемный момент – подразделения Сухопутных Войск (СВ)
НОАК практически не используют дополнительное тактическое
оборудование для винтовок «Тип 95», а, значит, на территории КНР
практически не налажен их выпуск. Только в Канаде выпускаются некоторые
элементы сменного оборудования для экспортной «Тип 97».
По данным из открытых источников представляется возможным указать
следующие тактико-технические характеристики винтовки «Тип 95»:
– длина винтовки: 746 мм;
– длина ствола: 495 мм;
– вес: 3,25 кг;
– кол-во патронов в магазине: 30 шт.;
– начальная скорость пули: 915 м/с.
Следует отметить, что боеприпасы китайского производства DBP-87 в
сочетании с коротким стволом стандартных винтовок «Тип 95» не
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обеспечивают поражение цели на дальности больше 300 м, что крайне мало в
условиях боя на открытой или в горной местности Пакистана. Кроме того,
очевидно, что китайская винтовка тяжелее CZ806 Bren 2 почти на 300 грамм.
Единственным вариантом для китайских оружейников сохранить свое
присутствие на пакистанском рынке стрелкового оружия является
предложение штурмовой винтовки под обозначением QBZ-03 (также
известна как «Тип 03»), являющейся стандартным образцом вооружения для
подразделений Народной вооруженной полиции КНР.
Известны следующие тактико-технические характеристики винтовки
«Тип 03»:
– длина винтовки: 925 мм;
– длина винтовки со сложенным прикладом: 725 мм;
– длина ствола: 440 мм;
– вес: 3,5 кг;
– кол-во патронов в магазине: 30/75 шт.;
– начальная скорость пули: 930 м/с.
По информации СМИ КНР, первым иностранным покупателем винтовок
«Тип 03» могут стать ВС Филиппин, которым необходимо заменить 25000
винтовок М4А1 американского производства на новые. Известно, что
крупнейший производитель стрелкового вооружения в КНР – концерн
НОРИНКО уже поставил первую партию штурмовых винтовок CQ-A (калибр
5,56х45 мм), которые, фактически, являются нелицензионными копиями М4.
Рассматривая пакистанский тендер на основную штурмовую винтовку
для СВ, следует обратить внимание на новую линейку стрелкового
вооружения, к выпуску которой приступил 203-й завод ВС Тайваня
(г.Гаосюн). Специалисты данного оружейного предприятия в сотрудничестве
с офицерами Командования ССО ВС США спроектировали и протестировали
новую серию штурмовых и снайперских винтовок под боеприпас калибра 6,8
мм для подразделений СВ островного государства. В настоящее время на
мощностях предприятия осуществляется выпуск:
– штурмовых винтовок модели ХТ100 (стандартный ствол) и ХТ101
(удлиненный ствол);
– снайперской автоматической винтовки ХТ-98;
– снайперских винтовок моделей «Тип 93» (ручной затвор), «Тип 93К1»
(полуавтомат).
Кроме того, на 203-м заводе организован выпуск следующих
комплектующих: планки Пикатини, пламегасители, приборы для бесшумной
стрельбы, оптические и ночные прицелы, инфракрасные прицелы, сошки и
тактические фонарики.
Подобные образцы стрелкового вооружения вполне могут найти своего
покупателя среди развивающихся стран Юго-Восточной Азии, Ближнего
Востока и Африки. Единственным и самым серьезным препятствием для
распространения тайваньских винтовок является калибр боеприпасов, выпуск
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которых в основном сосредоточен на территории США и некоторых
дружественных Вашингтону европейских государств.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, следует отметить, что китайские
оружейники продолжают тесное сотрудничество с пакистанскими коллегами
в вопросах тяжелого стрелкового и зенитного вооружения. Так, на
прошедшей в г. Карачи в ноябре 2016 г. выставке вооружений высшему
военно-политическому руководству Пакистана был представлен зенитный
пулемет третьего поколения PK16 (он же «Тип 95»), который выпускается
по китайской лицензии. Для нового пулемета пакистанские и китайские
специалисты разработали оптический прицел, который повышает точность
ведения огня на дальности до 1600 м.
По данным из китайских источников, пакистанские производители
выпускают данный пулемет под боеприпасы калибров 12,7х108мм и 12,7х99
мм, что позволяет уверенно конкурировать с продукцией других
производителей на международном рынке вооружений. Известно, что
производство бронебойных, зажигательных, разрывных и осветительных
боеприпасов моделей М9 калибра 12,7х108 мм сосредоточено в КНР. Кроме
того, в Китае налажен выпуск оперенных бронебойных пуль с сердечником
из обедненного урана под обозначением М903 калибра 12,7х99 мм.
Также на упомянутом мероприятии корпорация НОРИНКО предложила
ВС Пакистана новую версию буксируемого двуствольного зенитного орудия
калибра 37 мм, которое оснащено лазерным прицелом LAS 786P (с
дальностью действия 10 км) и баллистическим вычислителем TBC789P.
Новая модификация надежной зенитки может действовать в ручном,
полуавтоматическом и автоматическом режимах.
Обзор выставки вооружений и военной техники «IDEAS 2016» в
г.Карачи (Пакистан)
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32743. 19 февраля, 2017.

На выставке вооружений и военной техники «IDEAS 2016», прошедшей
в ноябре 2016 г. в г.Карачи, американская компания Bell Helicopters
представила макет ударного вертолета AH-1Z Viper. По данным китайских
источников, в подразделениях армейской авиации (АА) Сухопутных войск
(СВ) ВС Пакистана находится 52 ударных вертолета модели АН-1 разных
модификаций. Поскольку военно-техническое сотрудничество между
Исламабадом и Вашингтоном переживает не лучшие времена, переговоры о
приобретении 15 новейших AH-1Z неоднократно переносились. По
имеющейся информации первая партия в количестве девяти вертолетов будет
поставлена в Пакистан только в 2018 году. Известно, что стоимость одного
ударного вертолета AH-1Z составляет около 34 млн долл. США. По данным
американских источников, эти вертолеты будут распределены между 31-й,
33-й и 35-й эскадрильями АА СВ ВС Пакистана. Основное предназначение
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американских ударных вертолетов – нанесение ударов по позициям боевиков
на территории провинции Северный Вазиристан.
По информации китайского специализированного издания «Наука и
техника оборонно-промышленного комплекса», на вертолеты AH-1Z
устанавливаются новые газотурбинные двигатели (ГТД) Т-700GE 401C
производства компании General Electric. Один двигатель обладает
мощностью 1800 л.с., а два таких ГТД обеспечивают вертолету
максимальную скорость горизонтального полета в 411 км/ч, радиус боевого
патрулирования в 685 км.
В перспективе компания Bell Helicopters планирует внедрить в состав
бортового радиоэлектронного оборудования AH-1Z систему управления
беспилотными летательными аппаратами (БЛА), которые будут размещаться
на внешней подвеске в количестве четырех единиц. Кроме того, в планах
компании-производителя указано внедрение на данный вертолет ракет класса
«воздух-воздух» AIM-9X и класса «воздух-земля» JAGM для нанесения
ударов по наземным целям без входа в зону действия ПВО вероятного
противника.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что американские конструкторы
предлагают пакистанским военным новейшую систему ночного видения для
пилотов, которая интегрирована в «стеклянную кабину». Для повышения
безопасности полетов в зонах боевых действий на вертолет устанавливают
систему радиоэлектронной борьбы EWSP.
Следует отметить что кроме вертолетов по контракту стоимостью 952
млн долл. США ВС Пакистана также получат:
– два запасных двигателя Т-700GE 401C;
– 1000 ПТУР AGM-114R Hellfire II в контейнерах;
– 36 тактических компьютеров Н-1;
– 17 систем подсветки целей AN/AAQ-30;
– 30 радиостанций КВ/УКВ диапазона 629F-23;
– 19 навигационных комплексов Н-764 (GPS+инерциальная система);
– 32 новейших летных шлема Optimized Top Owl для пилотов
вертолетов;
– 17 систем опознавания «cвой-чужой» APX-117A;
– 17 систем предупреждения о ракетном обстреле AN/AAR-47;
– 17 систем постановки инфракрасных помех AN/ALE-47;
– 18 систем предупреждения о радиолокационном облучении AN/APR39C(V)2;
– 15 систем планирования совместных операций;
– 17 трехствольных автоматических пушек калибра 20 мм M197.
Данный список комплектующих и систем вооружения составлен
американскими поставщиками из расчета, что вертолеты будут обслуживать
по три представителя (на ротационной основе) американской стороны в
течение 66 месяцев с момента принятия боевых машин на вооружение.
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На стенде итальянской компании Leonardo-Finmeccanica была
представлена радиолокационная станция с активной фазированной антенной
решеткой (АФАР) Vixen-1000E, которая одновременно получает
информацию от системы поиска и слежения в инфракрасном диапазоне
SkyWard и системы опознавания «свой-чужой» SELEX ES SIT 426. Вполне
вероятно, что пакистанские военные заключат контракт с итальянской
компанией на поставку партии РЛС Vixen-1000E, которые будут
смонтированы на второй партии одномоторных истребителей JF-17
модификации Block 2.
По данным китайских источников, система SkyWard по своим
возможностям схожа с той, что установлена на индийских и китайских
истребителях Су-30, и позволяет обнаруживать наземную цель за несколько
десятков километров без помощи РЛС с АФАР. Китайские специалисты
отмечают простоту конструкции системы SkyWard, которая позволяет
достаточно оперативно проводить ремонт и обслуживание, а также снижает
стоимость дальнейшей модернизации.
Известная южноафриканская компания Denel представила вниманию
посетителей выставки колесную самоходную артиллерийскую установку
(САУ) Т-5 с орудием калибра 155 мм. По мнению китайских военных
обозревателей, данная САУ создана специально под требования
артиллерийских подразделений СВ ВС Пакистана, которые на протяжении
достаточно большого периода времени ищут доступные по стоимости
варианты увеличения огневой мощи. Следует отметить, что в настоящее
время в распоряжении СВ ВС Пакистана находится 115 устаревших
гусеничных САУ М109А2 американского производства, которые способны
применять боеприпасы калибра 155 мм., однако длина ствола составляет
всего 39 калибров, что не обеспечивает необходимую дальность обстрела.
По данным издания «Наука и техника оборонно-промышленного
комплекса», орудие с длиной ствола 52 калибра размещено на платформе
восьмиколесного грузового автомобиля Т815-7 производства чешской
компании «Татра». При максимальном весе в 38,5 тонн (по другим данным
28 тонн) данная САУ развивает скорость 85 км/ч при движении по шоссе.
Запас хода составляет 600 км.
Дальность обстрела из указанной САУ варьируется в зависимости от
типа боеприпасов. Так, стандартный снаряд калибра 155 мм имеет
максимальную дальность полета 30 км, модифицированный обеспечивает
поражение цели на дальности до 42,5 км, а активно-реактивный снаряд VLAP (собственная разработка компании Denel) позволяет наносить удары по
целям на расстоянии до 58 км. Максимальная скорострельность достигает
восьми выстрелов в минуту. Орудие имеет максимальный угол возвышения
+80. Для развертывания САУ из походного положения в боевое экипажу в
составе шести военнослужащих необходимо не более минуты. Китайские
военные обозреватели отмечают высокую надежность узлов и механизмов
южноафриканской САУ, которая позволяет использовать боеприпасы
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китайского, американского, южнокорейского и европейского производства,
находящиеся на складах СВ ВС Пакистана.
Единственным конкурентом для Т-5 является САУ NORA B-52
производства сербской компании Yugoimport-SPDR. Данная установка
смонтирована на шасси «КАМАЗ 6350», обладает максимальной скоростью
90 км/ч и способна преодолевать до 1000 км без дозаправки. В случае выбора
между южноафриканской и сербской САУ представители ВС Пакистана
проведут консультации с коллегами из Мьянмы и Бангладеш, которые
приобрели суммарно около 54 ед. NORA B-52.
Кроме западных компаний на пакистанской выставке также была
представлена продукция китайских производителей. Так, корпорация Poly
Technologies Inc. предложила вниманию посетителей макеты лазерной
установки для уничтожения БЛА на малых высотах под обозначением LASS.
В КНР данная разработка получила название «Бесшумный охотник». Эта
установка может быть размещена на четырех и шестиколесном грузовых
шасси. По оценкам китайских специалистов, «Бесшумный охотник» имеет
минимальную мощность излучения 5 кВт, а максимальная составляет 30 кВт.
Это позволяет уничтожать БЛА с длиной корпуса два метра, летящие на
скорости до 216 км/ч на расстоянии от 200 до 4000 метров от установки.
По данным из открытых источников, установка типа LASS способна
непрерывно работать в течение 200 секунд, затем необходимо всего лишь
шесть секунд для перезарядки лазерного излучателя. Известно, что за десять
секунд «Бесшумный охотник» способен полностью уничтожить один БЛА.
Демонстрация подобных разработок на зарубежных выставках
свидетельствует
о
растущем
уровне
технической
школы
в
Поднебесной. Следует отметить, что в КНР уже разработана и проходит
тестирование линейка носимых лазерных излучателей для военнослужащих
под обозначением «Молниеносный». Китайские конструкторы представили
на испытания три лазерных системы вооружения PY123, PY131, WJQ2002 и
две системы лазерного ослепления А1201 и BBQ-905. Также при
необходимости создания более мощных мобильных лазерных излучателей
корпорация Poly Technologies Inc. готова предложить установку, которая
размещается на специальном шасси с колесной формулой 6х6.
Конечно, и пакистанские производители представили некоторые
новинки. Так, «Пакистанская национальная радиотелевизионная компания»
(англ. аббревиатура NRTC) предложила вниманию посетителей выставки
модульную многофункциональную колесную беспилотную платформу
«Хадаф». Данный четырехколесный аппарат способен перевозить груз
максимальным весом до 120 кг.
Кроме того, на «Хадаф» предлагается устанавливать:
– манипуляторы для подъема груза весом 13 кг;
– датчики радиационной, химической и биологической разведки;
– системы РЭБ или технической разведки;
– легкое стрелковое вооружение.
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Управление платформой осуществляется по радиоканалу на удалении до
1000 м. Максимальная продолжительность работы составляет 180 минут, а
максимальная скорость 15 км/ч.
Другая пакистанская компания ROF предлагает покупателям
гусеничного робота под обозначением ROWS, который может быть
вооружен пулеметом калибра 7,62 мм для оказания огневой поддержки
наземным подразделениям. Управление роботом осуществляется при
помощи ноутбука с модулем связи на частоте 2,4 ГГц. Максимальная
скорость движения ROWS составляет всего 8 км/ч, однако этот момент
компенсирован возможностью применения робота в опасных и узких местах.
В целом традиционная выставка вооружений в г. Карачи является
важной площадкой демонстрации новой продукции оружейных предприятий
многих государств, которая ориентирована как на покупателей из
развивающихся стран, так и из развитых.
О перевооружение ВВС Пакистана
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32730. 19 февраля, 2017.

По информации СМИ КНР, 16 февраля 2017 г. на авиационной базе
(АвБ) «Камра-Минас», расположенной в провинции Панджаб, 14-я
эскадрилья Rolling Tails ВВС Пакистана приняла на вооружение 16
истребителей JF-17 Block II, оснащенных штангами дозаправки в воздухе.
Ранее данная эскадрилья была укомплектована устаревшими истребителями
F-7P. Следует отметить, что на территории указанной АвБ обустроены 24
укрепленных железобетонных ангара для хранения истребителей, обновлено
асфальтовое покрытие единственной взлетно-посадочной полосы. Именно на
базе «Камра-Минас» располагается предприятие по сборке истребителей
JF-17 пакистанской «Самолетостроительной компании AMF».
Известно, что модернизация авиационных баз ВВС Пакистана была
проведена после того, как китайские военные инженеры предложили
варианты новых железобетонных ангаров, которые позволяют защитить
самолет в случае применения бетонобойных бомб весом до 1000 кг. Следует
отметить, что усиление огневого могущества бетонобойных боеприпасов
обусловливает необходимость дальнейшей модернизации инфраструктуры
большинства баз ВВС Пакистана, поскольку они являются основными
целями для истребительной и бомбардировочной авиации ВВС Индии.
По мнению китайских аналитиков, идеальным вариантом для
пакистанских баз является сооружение углубленных подземных ангаров с
несколькими грузовыми лифтами. Именно подземные ангары обеспечивают
идеальную защиту даже от бетонобойных боеприпасов весом 2000 фунтов и
при большой вместимости они практически незаметны для самолетовразведчиков вероятного противника.
Модернизированы следующие АвБ ВВС Пакистана: «Камра-Минас»,
«Чаклала», «Пешавар», «Кохат», «Мианвали», «Лахор», «Рафик», «Масрур»,
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«Самунли». На указанных базах на постоянной или временной основе
базируются 15 Cobras, 16 Black Panthers, 26 Black Spiders, 31 Lions, 34-я, 37-я
эскадрильи, укомплектованные истребителями JF-17 в модификациях Block I
и Block II.
Благодаря анализу фотоснимков, сделанных в ходе передачи новых
самолетов, представляется возможным дать описание оснащения кабины
истребителя JF-17 Block II (таблица 1).
Таблица 1
Функции жидкокристаллических дисплеев типа touch screen
истребителя JF-17 ВВС Пакистана
№

Дисплей

Содержание отображаемой информации
Информация с бортовой радиолокационной
станции
Дистанция до противника

1

Левый

Преимущественная траектория подхода к
цели
Данные о работе двигателя
Данные о запасе топлива
Навигационная информация

2

Центральный

Тактическая информация
Состояние вооружения
Контрольная информация о полете
План полета других самолетов
звена/эскадрильи

3

Правый

Карта местности
Рельеф местности
Расстояние до следующей точки дежурного
маршрута

По данным китайских источников, все три многофункциональных
дисплея имеют размер 12,5х12,5 см и разрешение 600х600 точек, что
позволяет пилоту адекватно воспринимать графическую информацию.
Кроме того, истребитель JF-17 оснащен тремя консольными приборами,
функции которых представлены в таблице 2.
Таблица 2
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Описание предназначения приборных панелей кабины истребителя JF-17
№

Консоль (прибор)

Предназначение
Посадочный режим
Выпуск шасси, тормозного парашюта,
торможение

1

Выпуск тепловых помех
Левая (Команднопилотажный прибор
Резервное управление самолетом на случай
№1)
отказа ручек управления
Резервная система связи
Управление контрастностью на индикаторе
прямого видения, выбор вооружения
Изменение частот радиосвязи КВ/УКВдиапазона
Загрузка плана полета и предварительной
информации о целях
Запись параметров полета

2

Центральная
(Прибор
навигационноплановый)

Установка максимальной воздушной
скорости и максимальной перегрузки
Установка времени выхода на цель
Расход топлива
Определение «свой-чужой»
Отображение информации о вооружении
Вторая резервная система связи
Управление двигателем

3

Правая (резервный
команднопилотажный
прибор)

Запись полетной информации и внесение
изменений в маршрут
Подсветка в кабине
Управление дополнительными функциями
ИПВ

Кроме указанных выше приборов и четырехкнопочной ручки
управления самолетом, истребитель традиционно оснащен индикатором
прямого видения (ИПВ), который предоставляет пилоту полетную
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информацию, данные о цели, расстояние до следующей точки дежурного
маршрута.
Вероятно, на самолетах, поступивших в 14-ю эскадрилью, установлена
обновленная цифровая тактическая система обмена данными DTS-03
стандарта 1553В, которая спроектирована и выпускается China Electronic
Technology Group Corporation. Данная система по своим возможностям
превосходит оборудование ВВС США стандарта Link 16 и предназначена для
высокоскоростного обмена данными (аудио, видео, фото) истребителями
ВВС Пакистана с подразделениями Сухопутных войск и кораблями ВМС
страны. Кроме того, DTS-03 позволяет в полной мере реализовать
возможности РЛС c активной фазированной антенной решеткой KLJ-7A.
Китайские специалисты отмечают, что пакистанские конструкторы
предпочитают устанавливать на самолеты местной сборки катапультные
кресла Мк16 US16T производства американской корпорации Lockheed
Martin, тогда как на истребителях китайской сборки устанавливаются кресла
HTY-5B производства китайской компании Aerospace Lifesaving Equipment
Co., Ltd (г.Сянян, провинция Хубэй), которые входят в оснащение
истребителей «Цзянь-10» и других самолетов ВВС НОАК. Данное кресло
относится к спасательному оборудованию «3+ поколения», однако работы по
созданию более совершенных устройств для спасения пилотов в КНР
продолжаются. Известно, что специалисты 610-го НИИ, 510-го и 520-го
заводов НОАК разработали более эффективное катапультное кресло под
обозначением HTY-8, которое входит в комплектацию тяжелого истребителя
«Цзянь-11 B/S», палубного истребителя «Цзянь-15» и истребителябомбардировщика «Цзянь-16».
Следует отметить, что истребители JF-17 могут быть укомплектованы
ракетно-бомбовым вооружением как китайского, так и западного
производства. По информации китайских обозревателей, на внешних точках
подвески (отвечают требованиям стандарта ВВС США MIL-STD-1760)
истребителя могут быть размещены:
– бетонобойные бомбы с лазерным наведением Mk.10/B Paveway II (вес
2000 фунтов, боевая часть типа Mk.84) и Mk.12/B Paveway II (вес 500 фунтов,
боевая часть типа Mk.82) производства американской корпорации Raytheon;
– бомбы для разрушения взлетно-посадочных полос BLU-107 Durandal
(пр-во компании MBDA, Франция);
– кассетная авиабомба для борьбы с бронетехникой Mk.20 Rockeye II
(также имеет обозначение CBU-100) производства американской компании
Marquardt;
– противокорабельные ракеты АМ39 Exocet (пр-во компании MBDA,
Франция), которые первоначально поставлялись к истребителям «Мираж 3»
и «Мираж 5».
Кроме того, в состав ракетно-бомбового вооружения рассматриваемого
истребителя могут входить свободнопадающие бомбы Mk.80, 82, 84, которые
пакистанские военные модернизируют за счет дополнительного набора
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оперения и хвостовых рулей, обеспечивающих хорошую точность и
увеличение дальности полета бомбы. Данный набор под обозначением REK
выпускает пакистанская компания Global Industrial Defense Solutions.
Известно, что эта компания выпускает собственную версию китайской
оперенной корректируемой авиабомбы LS-3 под обозначением TAKBIR.
Следует учитывать, что определенную роль в наращивании боевых
возможностей JF-17 играет южноафриканская компания Denel Dynamics,
которая доработала систему управления огнем истребителя из расчета
применения таких ракет класса «воздух–воздух», как A-Darter и Marlin с
дальностью пуска 20 и 100 км соответственно.
Подводя итог, следует отметить, что пакистанские самолетостроители
сохраняют вполне приемлемый темп производства истребителей JF-17, что
позволяет военно-политическому руководству страны рассчитывать на
сохранение паритета с Индией по вооружению ВВС. Также примечательно,
что в процессе модернизации и комплектования рассматриваемого
истребителя пакистанские самолетостроители и оружейники активно
взаимодействуют с зарубежными поставщиками. Китайские сторона
достаточно спокойно относится к этому многостороннему взаимодействию,
поскольку использование разного оборудования и вооружения «дает пищу»
для размышлений конструкторам ОПК КНР.
Сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана в области реактивных систем
залпового огня
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32232. 29 января, 2017.

Десятиствольная реактивная система залпового огня (РСЗО) А-100,
созданная конструкторами «Китайской экспортно-импортной корпорации
высокоточного машиностроения» (КЭИКВМ), была скопирована с советской
разработки 9К58 «Смерч». Фактически данная компания является
подразделением «Китайской авиакосмической научно-промышленной
корпорации» (КАНПК). Следует отметить, что КЭИКВМ не находится под
действием санкций стран Запада, именно поэтому китайским
ракетостроителям удается заключать контракты и приобретать компоненты
иностранной разработки.
Известно, что в тендере на разработку крупнокалиберной РСЗО для
нужд НОАК участвовала «Северная промышленная корпорация» (также
известна как НОРИНКО), конструкторы которой обладают большим опытом
создания ствольных артиллерийских систем. Однако опыт конструкторов
ракетной техники из КАНПК позволил победить в этом тендере и в 2002 г.
именно система А-100 была принята на вооружение НОАК, что послужило
основанием для командования ВС Пакистана по принятию на вооружение
данной системы. Следует отметить, что артиллерийские подразделения
Сухопутных войск ВС Пакистана получили свои первые РСЗО А-100 раньше,
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чем ВС Индии получили РСЗО 9К58 «Смерч» российского производства по
контракту стоимостью 450 млн долл. США.
В отношении боеприпасов для РСЗО А-100 известно, что они
выпускаются в модификациях А-100-311 (дальность пуска от 60 до 120 км) и
А-100-111 (дальность пуска от 40 до 80 км). Стандартная длина составляет
7,3 м, калибр 300 мм, стартовый вес боеприпаса 835/845 кг, а вес боевой
части составляет 235 кг. Установка способна вести обстрел при температурах
от -40 до +55 °C, что вполне удовлетворяет климатическим условиям
большинства стран мира. В зависимости от условий и модели боеприпаса
радиус поражения осколками составляет от 280 до 400 м.
Квалифицированный экипаж в составе 4 военнослужащих способен
подготовить установку и выполнить пуск в течение минуты. Для
последующей перезарядки необходимо семь минут.
Наведение боеприпасов осуществляется за счет применения систем
глобального позиционирования GPS (США) или «Бэйдоу» (КНР), а также
благодаря инерциальному блоку управления. Благодаря двойной системе
наведения коэффициент вероятного отклонения (КВО) находится в пределах
от 30 до 50 м. Известно, что китайская внешнеторговая компания ALIT
является авторизованным представителем КЭИКВЭМ по поставке
боеприпасов для РСЗО китайского производства.
По данным китайских источников, точность наведения дорогостоящих
боеприпасов для А-100 можно повысить за счет применения датчика
лазерного излучения, который будет воспринимать данные от системы
лазерной подсветки целей, устанавливаемой на БЛА «Радуга-3». Известно,
что лицензионная сборка данных БЛА развернута на территории Пакистана.
Очевидно, что для размещения 10 или даже 12 пусковых направляющих
реактивных снарядов при их достаточно внушительных размерах и весе
китайским конструкторам пришлось создать новые типы грузовых
автомобилей специального назначения. Известно, что в КНР созданы и
действуют четыре компании по производству колесной военной техники
большой и сверхбольшой грузоподъемности. Наилучшие модели для
мобильной РСЗО, поставляемых в Пакистан и другие страны, создали
конструкторы компании Taian Special Vehicle Company (г.Тайань,
пров.Шаньдун), которые испытывают жесткую конкуренцию с инженерами и
конструкторами из Sanjiang Space Wanshan Special Vehicle Co.,Ltd (г.Сяогань,
пров.Хубэй). Грузовые автомобили производства второй компании в
основном используются при создании мобильных РСЗО, пусковых установок
баллистических ракет разных типов, зенитно-ракетных систем, которые
приняты и принимаются на вооружение НОАК.
Сравнительные характеристики автомобилей производства компании
Taian Special Vehicle Company (г.Тайань, пров.Шаньдун) предназначенных
для размещения РСЗО серии «А» представлены в таблице ниже.
Таблица 1
Тактико-технические характеристики автомобилей производства компании Taian Special
Vehicle Company
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Характеристика/
тип
автомобиля
Вес (тонн)
Грузоподъемность (тонн)
Длина (м)
Ширина (м)
Высота (м)
Угол въезда (%)
Двигатель
Мощность (л.с.)
Запас хода (км)
Максимальная скорость
Колесная формула

TAS5380

TAS5450C

18
21
11
3
3
57
Дизельный
517
650
80 км/ч
8х8

25
25
12
3
3
45
дизельный
517
800
65 км/ч
8х8

Следует отметить, что удовлетворения спроса ВС Пакистана и других
стран, купивших РСЗО серии «А», компания Taian Special Vehicle Company
построила дополнительный завод в г.Сучжоу. По данным компаниипроизводителя, на автомобили TAS5380 и TAS5450 устанавливается
двигатель BF6M1015CP производства немецкой компании Deutz, а также
коробка переключения передач WSK400 от немецкой компании ZF.
Транспортно-заряжающая машина (ТЗМ) также изготавливается на базе
модели TAS5380. По данным китайских источников, при создании модели
TAS5450C китайские инженеры консультировались со специалистами
«Минского завода колесных тягачей» (Минск, Белоруссия), которые в
процессе создания мобильной платформы для РСЗО «Полонез»
спроектировали и провели испытания новой модели тягача под обозначением
МЗКТ-7930.
Кроме рассмотренной модели РСЗО, китайские оружейники предлагают
пакистанским клиентам более мощные установки под обозначением А-200 и
А-300 с максимальными дальностями пуска 200 и 290 км соответственно.
КВО данных установок не превышает 45 м. Следует отметить, что при
сохранении калибра 300 мм увеличение дальности полета снаряда стало
возможным благодаря уменьшению веса боевой части. Очевидно, что
поставки подобных систем позволят ВС Пакистана сформировать
подавляющее превосходство над подразделениями реактивной артиллерии
ВС Индии, которые вооружены российскими системами 9К58 «Смерч».
По данным СМИ КНР, китайские оружейники также предлагают
иностранным покупателям РСЗО серии WS (Weishi/«Страж»), которые
обладают разными дальностями пуска (таблица 2).
Таблица 2
Тактико-технические характеристики реактивных боеприпасов
Дальность
Модель
Калибр (мм)
(км)
WS-15
122
45
WS-1
301
100
WS-1B
302
180
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WS-2B
WS-2C
WS-2D
WS-22
WS-3
WS-3A
WS-32
WS-33
WS-43 (беспилотный
аппарат-снаряд)
WS-64

400
400
425
122
400
400
400
200

От 70 до 200
До 350
400
70
200
280
До 150
70

200

от 10 до 60

300

До 280

Исходя из данных, приведенных выше, представляется возможным
утверждать, что китайские конструкторы разработали довольно широкую
линейку реактивных боеприпасов с фугасными, осколочно-фугасными,
кассетными боевыми частями. Кроме того, известно, что боеприпасы
калибров 300, 400 и 425 мм могут быть оснащены боевыми частями (БЧ)
объемного взрыва.
По данным китайских источников, одна рота РСЗО серии А-100 или WS1 состоит из машины управления DZA-88 (DZ-4B), четырех или
шести пусковых установок MF-4, четырех или шести ТЗМ QY-88(QY-4B) и
высотной метеорологической радиолокационной станции «тип 702». В
случае необходимости количество пусковых установок и ТЗМ может быть
увеличено до девяти. В состав батальона входит три роты.
Кроме РСЗО серий «А» и WS корпорация КАНПК предлагает
иностранным покупателям две модели систем серии SY, а именно SY-300 и
SY-400, которые обладают максимальными дальностями пуска 130 и 200 км
соответственно. Вес БЧ варьируется от 200 до 300 кг.
В условиях преобладающей роли КАНПК в вопросе проектирования и
изготовления РСЗО для поставки на экспорт крупнейший производитель
систем вооружения для СВ в КНР – корпорация НОРИНКО также предлагает
вниманию иностранных военных РСЗО следующих моделей: AR-1 (калибр
300 мм), AR-2 (калибр 300 мм, в НОАК принята на вооружение под
обозначением PHL-03), AR-3 (калибр 370 мм, в НОАК присвоено
обозначение PHL-16) и SR-5 (калибр 122/220 мм). Последние два образца
являются разнокалиберными системами, которые позволяют из одной
пакетной установки выполнять пуски реактивных снарядов калибров 300 и
370 мм, или 122 и 220 мм соответственно. Представляется возможным
привести некоторые данные о боеприпасах, используемых в РСЗО
производства корпорации НОРИНКО» (табл. 3).
Таблица 3
Сравнительные характеристики реактивных боеприпасов систем AR и SR
Модель/тип
GRE7 фугасные
GR1 фугасные

Калибр
(мм)
122
220

Дальност
ь (км)
50
70

КВ
О (м)
25
3
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BRE2
осколочнофугасные
BRE3
осколочнофугасные
BRE6 корректируемые,
фугасные
BRE8 корректируемые,
фугасные
BRC3 кассетные
BRC4 кассетные

300

130

30

300

150

30

370

290

50

370

300

50

300
300

70
130

25
30

По данным из открытых источников, кассетные боеприпасы BRC3 и 4
оснащены кассетными поражающими элементами в количестве 623 и 414 шт.
соответственно, которые позволяют уничтожать, как пехоту, так и
бронетехнику
противника.
Наведение
указанных
боеприпасов
осуществляется благодаря приемникам «GPS» и «Бэйдоу» и системам
инерциального наведения, которые установлены в головной части.
С учетом всего вышесказанного представляется возможным утверждать,
что предприятия ОПК КНР способны удовлетворить перспективным
требованиям ВС Пакистана, стран Ближнего Востока и Африки.
Сотрудничество
вооружения

КНР

и

Пакистана

в

области

артиллерийского

Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32219. 28 января, 2017.

По данным китайских источников, Вооруженные Силы (ВС) Пакистана
продолжают сотрудничество с коллегами из КНР в части проверки
эффективности новых образцов ствольных артиллерийских систем. В
качестве первого примера успешного сотрудничества в этой области можно
привести самоходную артиллерийскую установку (САУ) «тип 09» (заводской
индекс PCL-09) производства «Северной промышленной корпорации», также
известной как НОРИНКО.
Известно, что указанная САУ принята на вооружение артиллерийскими
подразделениями Сухопутных войск (СВ) ВС Пакистана и представляет
собой гаубичное орудие «тип 96» калибра 122 мм (копия советской возимой
гаубицы Д-30), которое установлено на военный грузовой автомобиль
ХС2030 (второго поколения) производства Автомобилестроительного
предприятия провинции Шэньси.
По информации СМИ КНР, в боекомплекте САУ находится до 40
выстрелов следующих типов: осколочно-фугасные, ограниченного
осколочного поражения, бронебойные и осветительные, бетонобойные
корректируемые с лазерным наведением. В зависимости от типа боеприпаса
дальность выстрела может составлять 7 500, 13 000, 15 300, 18 000 или 21 900
метров. Максимальная скорострельность составляет 8 выстр/мин.
Максимальная толщина пробиваемой брони – 950 мм. Примечательно, что
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до сих пор пакистанские военные используют боеприпасы только китайского
производства, ОПК Пакистана не получило лицензию на их производство.
Именно благодаря размещению орудия на машине была повышена
скорость передвижения подразделений – на 30 км/ч. Кроме того, САУ
позволяет сократить время приведения орудия в боевую готовность, которое
при грамотных действиях личного состава не превышает 40 секунд. Шасси
ХС2030 выполнено по схеме 6х6 (постоянный полный привод), что
обусловило высокую проходимость и приемлемую скорость движения по
автомобильным дорогам – 90 км/ч.
Кабина САУ выполнена бронированной, что позволяет обеспечить
защиту экипажа (5 военнослужащих) в случае обстрела из легкого
стрелкового вооружения или осколочного поражения. При этом САУ не
комплектуется пулеметом калибра 12,7 мм, который является стандартным
оружием самообороны экипажа в случае столкновения с противником.
Следует отметить, что на базе упомянутого грузового автомобиля
возможно размещение артиллерийского орудия PLL01 калибра 155 мм с
длиной ствола 45 калибров, однако это потребует установки дополнительной
оси, что позволит обеспечить необходимую грузоподъемность и разместить
боекомплект в 20 выстрелов. Очевидно, что продукт китайских оружейников
обладает хорошим потенциалом для модернизации и позволяет снизить
расходы
на
перевооружение/наращивание
боевых
возможностей
артиллерийских подразделений ВС Пакистана или другой страны.
Принятие на вооружение высокомобильными и горно-стрелковыми
подразделениями, дислоцированными в Тибетском Военном Районе НОАК,
САУ «тип 09» состоялось на рубеже тысячелетий и способствовало
позитивному решению пакистанской стороны. Кстати, основной причиной
создания колесной САУ «тип 09» стала информация китайской и
пакистанской военных разведок о намерениях военно-политического
руководства Индии приобрести значительное количество (145 ед.)
американских легких мобильных гаубиц М777А1, которые в итоге были
приобретены и являются одним из трех элементов «горного треугольника
силы» Индии. Остальные два элемента – это тяжелые военно-транспортные
вертолеты СН-47D (позволяют перебрасывать артиллерию в высокогорные
районы)
и
военнослужащие
горно-стрелковых
подразделений.
Примечательно, что китайские специалисты смогли создать схожее с М777
по характеристикам орудие, которое предназначено для артиллерийских
подразделений ВДВ НОАК.
В качестве второго примера приведем САУ SH-1, которая также
является продуктом НОРИНКО, и представляет собой капотный
бронированный тягач с артиллерийским орудием калибра 155 мм. Длина
ствола составляет 52 калибра, что позволяет достичь максимальной
дальности выстрела в 53 км с учетом применения активно-реактивных
боеприпасов китайской разработки.
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По данным китайских источников, разработка указанной САУ была
начата в конце 90-х гг. прошлого столетия и первые образцы прошли
испытания в 2002 г., а через пять лет доступ к этим установкам получили
пакистанские военные. Благодаря совместной работе пакистанских военных
и китайских инженеров удалось повысить надежность узлов и механизмов,
дальность и точность обстрела. Более того, пакистанские специалисты
отмечают простоту и легкость в обслуживании установки SH-1.
Известно, что при создании данной САУ китайские оружейники за
основу
использовали
шестиколесный
тягач
WS-2250,
который
сконструирован специалистами компании Sanjiang Aerospace Wanshan Special
Vehicles (провинция Хубэй). По данным китайских специалистов, за образец
был взят американский военный многофункциональный грузовик М977 с
максимальной грузоподъемностью 10 тонн. Известно, что стандартная
численность экипажа установки SH-1 в ВС Пакистана составляет 5 человек,
однако при необходимости в бронированной кабине возможно размещение
дополнительного места для военнослужащего. Для самообороны экипажа на
крыше установлен пулемет QJC-88 калибра 12,7 мм.
Известно, что в тендере на разработку САУ SH-1 также принимала
участие компания «Стальная лошадь» (г. Чунцин), которая предложила свой
вариант колесной платформы под обозначением SC-2030/XC-2200 с
грузоподъемностью 7,5 тонн, однако победила именно компанияSanjiang
Aerospace Wanshan Special Vehicles, поскольку ее тягач позволяет перевозить
груз массой более 11 тонн. Максимальный вес SH-1 составляет 22,5 тонны.
Максимальная скорость движения по шоссе 90 км/ч, экономическая – 75
км/ч.
В отношении САУ SH-1, поставляемой для ВС Пакистана, известно, что
в боекомплект (20 выстрелов) входят следующие боеприпасы китайского
производства: DDB01 учебный; DDB02 фугасный; M92 дымовой; M92
осветительный; M92 зажигательный; DDM02 кассетный; DDB03 активнореактивный (разработан на основе российских снарядов «Краснополь»). На
данные боеприпасы могут быть установлены взрыватели следующих
моделей: ML-13A ударный; MS-15 механический с временной задержкой;
MD-81 радиоэлектронный.
Известно, что на выставках ВВТ, проводимых в КНР, китайские
оружейники представляют экспортные варианты указанных боеприпасов под
обозначением GP155, GP155A (наведение по лазерному лучу), GP155B
(наведение по спутниковому каналу). Кроме того, калибр и конструкция
орудия рассматриваемой САУ позволяет артиллеристам ВС Пакистана
применять боеприпасы американского (М549А1, М107, М728, М783, М514) и
южнокорейского производства (К307, К310).
Максимальная скорострельность САУ SH-1 составляет 10 выстр/мин.
Новейшим примером сотрудничества Пакистана и КНР в вопросе
создания высокомобильных подразделений артиллерийской поддержки
является поставка пакистанским военным нескольких минометов SM4
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калибра 120 мм, которые установлены на шестиколесном бронетранспортере
WZ551. Подчеркнем, что данный БТР является самой массовой
бронемашиной в подразделениях СВ НОАК.
В качестве силовой установки используется турбодизельный двигатель
немецкого производства мощностью 320 л.с, который во взаимодействии с
автоматической коробкой переключения передач 6НР500 позволяет машине
весом 13,3 тонны развивать максимальную скорость 80 км/ч по шоссе. Также
WZ551 способен преодолевать водные преграды за счет винтовых
движителей со скоростью 8,2 км/ч.
Для самообороны экипажа на крыше установлен пулемет QJC-88
калибра 12,7 мм, а также две счетверенные пусковые установки дымовой
завесы.
В качестве боеприпасов к SM-4 используются оперенные мины типа
GP120A (с лазерным наведением) и 120B (противотанковые), которые
обладают максимальной дальностью полета 8500 м, высокой начальной
скоростью (2000 м/сек) и высокой точностью. Одна рота SM-4 располагает
суммарным боекомплектом в 432 мины (200 шт. GP120A и 232 шт. GP120B),
что позволяет в течение 12 минут практически полностью уничтожить
мотострелковый батальон со всей бронетехникой.
Следует отметить, что для иностранных заказчиков концерн НОРИНКО
предлагает следующие модели САУ и универсальных орудий:
– с колесной формулой 6х6 – SH-2 (калибр 122 мм); SM-9 (калибр 120
мм, в НОАК принято на вооружение под обозначением «тип 05» или PLL05); SH-5 (калибр 105 мм);
– с колесной формулой 4х4 SН-9 (калибр 120 мм).
Подводя итог вышесказанному, представляется возможным утверждать,
что специалисты ОПК КНР будут продолжать работу по созданию более
эффективных колесных САУ и минометов, которые позволят СВ ВС
Пакистана адекватно и оперативно реагировать на угрозы военной
безопасности, исходящие со стороны Индии. В свою очередь, именно
пакистанские полигоны позволяют отработать технические решения
китайских оружейников в незнакомых условиях, что очень важно в борьбе за
место на международном рынке вооружений.
Арсеналы для радикалов (Пакистанская армия)
Александр Храмчихин (заместитель директора Института политического и военного
анализа). Общероссийская еженедельная газета «Военно-промышленный курьер». ВПК.
№ 3 (667), 25 января 2017 г. http://vpk-news.ru/articles/34856

Ядерный Пакистан – одна из главных угроз глобальному миру
Пакистан, обретший государственность в 1947 году, будучи населен
преимущественно мусульманами, почти сразу оказался в конфронтации с
Индией.
Между этими странами были еще две «большие» войны и более мелкие
конфликты. Стороны до сих пор имеют друг к другу значительные
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территориальные претензии, в первую очередь в Кашмире (на севере обеих
стран). Этим противостоянием определяется военное строительство в
Пакистане на протяжении всей его истории. В частности, именно для
сдерживания Индии были созданы собственное ядерное оружие и средства
его доставки.
―Пакистан – наш давний, проверенный враг как минимум со времен
афганской войны ‖
На протяжении полувека Исламабад является стратегическим
союзником одновременно Пекина и Вашингтона. Именно Китай и США, а
также Франция стали основными поставщиками боевой техники в Пакистан.
Такое положение сохраняется до сего времени, однако постепенно
Исламабад склоняется в сторону Пекина. По китайским проектам и
лицензиям в стране производятся танки и истребители, строятся боевые
катера. Активный участник этого сотрудничества – Украина, поставляющая
для совместной техники различные комплектующие, в частности двигатели.
Из-за засекречивания данных о производстве и закупках новых вооружений и
темпах вывода старых количество техники в ВС Пакистана известно лишь
приблизительно.
Исламабад оказывает очень большое влияние на ситуацию в соседнем
Афганистане, в значительной степени контролируя движение «Талибан».
Сухопутные войска организационно делятся на девять армейских
корпусов, три командования корпусного уровня и группу ССО.
1-й АК (штаб – в городе Мангла) включает 6-ю бронетанковую, 17 и 37ю пехотные дивизии, 11-ю бронетанковую, пехотную, артиллерийскую, ПВО
бригады.
2-й АК (Мултан): 1-я бронетанковая, 14 и 40-я пехотные дивизии,
бронетанковая, пехотная, артиллерийская, ПВО бригады.
4-й АК (Лахор): 10 и 11-я пехотные, 2-я артиллерийская дивизии, 3-я
бронетанковая, 212-я пехотная, артиллерийская бригады.
5-й АК (Карачи): 25-я механизированная, 16 и 18-я пехотные дивизии,
две бронетанковые, 31-я механизированная, артиллерийская бригады.
10-й АК (Равалпинди): 12, 19 и 23-я пехотные дивизии, 8-я
бронетанковая, 111-я пехотная, артиллерийская бригады.
11-й АК (Пешавар): 7 и 9-я пехотные дивизии, бронетанковая бригада.
12-й АК (Кветта): 33 и 41-я пехотные, артиллерийская дивизию,
бронетанковая и пехотная бригады.
30-й АК (Гуджранвала): 8 и 15-я пехотные дивизии, 2-я бронетанковая,
противотанковая, артиллерийская бригады.
31-й АК (Бахавалпур): 26-я механизированная, 35-я пехотная дивизии,
13-я бронетанковая и 101-ю пехотная бригады.
Командование северных территорий (Гилгит): 61, 62, 63, 80, 150, 323-я
пехотные бригады.
Командование ПВО (Равалпинди): 3 и 4-я дивизии ПВО.
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Командование стратегических сил (Равалпинди): 21 и 22-я ракетные
дивизии.
Командование ССО: три бригады (11, 22, 33-я), антитеррористический
батальон.
В настоящее время формируются стратегические командования по
географическому принципу (Северное, Центральное, Южное, Западное,
Восточное), но их структура не является устоявшейся. По-видимому, в
Северное командование войдет 1-й АК, в Центральное – 2, 4 и 10-й, в
Западное – 11-й АК, в Восточное – 30-й, в Южное – 5-й, 12 и 31-й.
Именно в сухопутных войсках – в командовании стратегических сил
находится весь ракетно-ядерный арсенал Пакистана. Его состав известен
лишь весьма приблизительно. На вооружении имеется до 40 БРСД «Гхори»
(создана на базе северокорейской «Нодон-1», дальность полета – 1300 км,
масса БЧ – 700–1000 кг), до 85 ОТР «Газнави» (на базе китайской М-11, 290–
400 км, 700 кг), до 16 ОТР «Шахин-1» (750 км, 700 кг), не менее 8 «Шахин-2»
(1500 км), 105 ТР «Хатф-1В» (70–100 км, БЧ – 500 кг), не менее 6 «Наср» (60
км, могут нести до 4 БЧ), не менее 8 КРНБ «Бабур» (350–700 км, до 3 БЧ).
Все ракеты способны нести ядерные БЧ, их количество – 140–160.
Разрабатываются новые ракеты, баллистические и крылатые.
Наиболее современные танки – 320 украинских Т-80УД и 358 «АльХалид», которые строятся в Пакистане по китайской лицензии и
представляют собой экспортную версию Туре 96. Имеются не менее 268
относительно новых китайских Туре 85II, 250 более старых Туре 69, до 1600
совсем старых Туре 59 (из которых от 500 до 600 модернизированы в
Пакистане под названием «Аль-Заррар»), а также 50 легких Туре 63, 32-50
ПТ-76.
На вооружении состоят 129 БРМ (45 итальянских LMV, 10 английских
«Феррет» и 74 «Шорланд»), 3172 американских БТР М113 и итальянских
VCC-1/2, не менее 500 созданных на их основе в самом Пакистане БТР
«Талха» и «Саад», 20 американских бронеавтомобилей «Кугар» и 22 МахРrо,
до 169 советских БТР-70 (используются в миссиях ООН за пределами
страны), до 100 немецких UR-416 и 10 «Динго-2», 6 чешских ОТ-64.
Имеется 50 старых американских САУ М7, 267 более новых М109 (152
А2, 115 A5), 90 китайских колесных САУ SH-1, 40 американских М110А2.
Буксируемые орудия: до 1000 английских QF, 50 итальянских М-56, до 300
американских М101А1, 143 китайских Туре 85 (копия советских Д-30), до
400 Туре 54-1, до 200 Туре 60, 260 Туре 59-1 и 100 их советских аналогов М46, 30 старых американских М59, 60 М114, 124 М198, от 60 до 72
южнокорейских «Пантер», 26 американских М115. Имеются 232 самоходных
миномета М125 (на шасси М113), 2350 французских минометов АМ-50 и М61. Все РСЗО – китайского производства. Это 52 «Азар» (Туре 83, собранные
в Пакистане), 40 KRL-122, 48 новейших А-100, скопированных с российского
«Смерча».
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На вооружении находится более 3000 старых немецких ПТРК «Кобра» и
1000 американских «Тоу» (в том числе 24 самоходных М901 и 232 на шасси
М113), 200 китайских ПТО Туре 56.
Войсковая ПВО имеет на вооружении до 2650 местных ПЗРК «Анза» и
200 китайских HN-5А (оба скопированы с советской «Стрелы-2»), 50
новейших китайских FN-6, 350 американских «Стингер», от 100 до 230
французских «Мистраль», 144 шведских RBS-70. Зенитные орудия: 248
швейцарских GDF-002/005, 310 китайских Type 55/65, 50 шведских L/60, 144
китайских Type 59 и 200 Type 72.
Армейская авиация располагает многочисленными легкими
самолетами – до 30 американских О-1Е, 3 «Цессна-208В», 1 «Цессна-421», 1
«Цессна-550», 1 «Цессна-560», 1–2 «Коммандер-690», 4 китайских Y-12.
Боевые вертолеты: 53 американских АН-1 «Кобра» (33 F, 20 S), 3 новейших
китайских Z-10. Многоцелевые и транспортные вертолеты: 6 европейских
AW139, 19 французских AS550, 6 AS350, до 27 SA315B, до 33 SA316, 36
SA330 и от 6 до 14 румынских IAR-330, 45 российских Ми-17 и до 11
советских Ми-8, 26 американских «Белл-412», до 20 UH-1, 6–8 «Белл-205А»,
от 13 до 18 «Белл-206В», до 10 «Хьюз-300С».
ВВС организационно делятся на пять командований – стратегическое
(Исламабад), Северное (Пешавар), Центральное (Лахор), Южное (Карачи),
ПВО (Равалпинди).
Наиболее современные боевые самолеты – 77 американских F-16 (34 А,
25 В, 12 С, 6 D) и не менее 48 китайских JF-17, которые производятся в
Пакистане по лицензии. Имеется более 300 старых истребителей – до 162
китайских J-7Р (в том числе до 50 PG, китайский вариант советского МиГ-21)
и до 29 учебно-боевых JJ-7, до 167 французских «Мираж-3» и «Мираж-5», 8
самолетов ДРЛО (4 китайских ZDK-03, 4 шведских «Сааб-2000») и 2 РЭР
(американские «Фалкон-20F»), 4 купленных на Украине советских
заправщика Ил-78.
Вертолеты: 3 российских Ми-17, 15 французских SA316.
Наземная ПВО включает 1 батарею (6 ПУ) китайского ЗРК HQ-2 (копия
советского С-75), 12 батарей (144 ПУ) французских ЗРК малой дальности
«Кроталь» и 10 батарей (до 80 ПУ) итальянского ЗРК «Спада-2000».
ВМС Пакистана насчитывают 5 французских ПЛ типа «Агоста» (2 более
старых «Агоста-70» «Хашмат», 3 новейших «Агоста-90Б» «Халид») и 3
итальянских диверсионных СМПЛ «Космос» MG110. С ПЛ «Халид»
возможен запуск КРМБ «Бабур-3».
Основу надводного флота составляют 10 фрегатов: «Аламгир»
(американский «Оливер Перри»), 4 «Зульфикара» (китайский пр. 053Н3), 5
«Тариков» (английские «Амазоны»).
Из 9 ракетных катеров 2 новейших типа «Азмат» построены в КНР, 3
«Джалалата» и 2 «Джуррата» – в Пакистане по китайским проектам, 2 MRTP33 – в Турции. Имеется 8 сторожевых катеров: 1 «Ларкана», 1 «Раджшахи»
(типа «Таун»), 2 МRТР-15, 4 «Барката» (в береговой гвардии). В строю 3
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тральщика типа «Мунсиф» (французские «Эриданы»). Десантные силы
состоят из 4 английских катеров на воздушной подушке типа «Грифон».
Морская авиация: 5–7 американских противолодочных Р-3С, 5
голландских патрульных F-27 и до 3 английских BN-2, 1 английский самолет
РЭБ «Хокер-850ХР», 2 итальянских транспортных ATR-72, 12
противолодочных вертолетов (6 американских «Си Кинг», 6 китайских Z-9С,
еще 3 английских «Линкс» на хранении), 2–4 французских многоцелевых
вертолета SA319В.
С учетом обладания ядерным оружием и средствами его доставки, а
также достаточно высокого уровня боевой и морально-психологической
подготовки личного состава ВС Пакистана можно считать сильнейшими в
исламском мире. Тем не менее они существенно уступают по своему
потенциалу ВС Индии («В здоровом Дели – здоровый дух»). Сдерживать
Дели от попыток военного разгрома Исламабаду помогают его собственный
ядерный арсенал и тесный союз с Пекином.
Существует, пусть и достаточно малая, вероятность прихода к власти в
Пакистане исламских радикалов, которые в этом случае получат доступ к
ракетно-ядерному арсеналу страны, что создаст угрозу для всего
человечества.
С Россией Пакистан не граничит и вообще довольно далеко от нее, тем
не менее это наш давний, проверенный и испытанный враг как минимум со
времен афганской войны. Самая очевидная угроза с его стороны сегодня –
поддержка талибов, которые после ухода натовцев из Афганистана могут
создать нам большие проблемы в Центральной Азии, а в худшем варианте –
и на нашей собственной территории. Угроза почти столь же очевидная –
вышеупомянутая вероятность прихода к власти в Пакистане исламских
радикалов. Пакистанские ракеты до России пока не долетают, но новые
образцы с китайской помощью разрабатываются очень активно. Следующее
их поколение уже будет достигать Сибири и Урала. При этом надо понимать,
что в отличие от нынешних иранских властей суннитские радикалы, получи
они доступ к ядерным ракетам, вполне способны пойти на шаги откровенно
самоубийственного характера. Суицидальный терроризм – чисто суннитское
порождение, а если в массовом порядке самоподрывами занимаются
отдельные индивидуумы, никто не сказал, что на это не может пойти целое
государство.
Впрочем, даже нынешний Пакистан, в котором радикалы к власти еще
не пришли, почти не скрывает готовности продать Саудовской Аравии
ядерные заряды для имеющихся у Эр-Рияда китайских ракет «Дунфэн-3»,
уже способных достать до юга России. При этом в Саудовской Аравии
(«Королевство без царя в голове») радикалы-ваххабиты по сути находятся у
власти уже сейчас.
Необходимо отметить еще один момент, на который у нас принято
закрывать глаза. Со времен нашей афганской войны из тогдашней
антисоветской коалиции сложилась неформальная ось Пекин – Исламабад –
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Эр-Рияд, к которой сегодня все сильнее примыкает Анкара. Пакистан
является здесь важнейшим связующим звеном, как географическим, так и
политическим. В частности, ядерное оружие Пакистан создал в основном на
китайских технологиях и почти исключительно на саудовские деньги.
Несколько десятилетий эта ось была не очень заметна. Но для нас она
принципиально враждебна независимо от текущих отношений стран этого
«четверного союза» с США. К сожалению, в России это понимают далеко не
все.
О развитии военно-технического сотрудничества между Китаем и
Пакистаном по линии ВМС
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32117 22 января, 2017.

Как известно, Пекин и Исламабад на протяжении последних 30 лет
активно сотрудничают в вопросах перевооружения ВМС Пакистана, а
именно в секторе «москитных сил». В начале 80-х гг. прошлого столетия на
кораблестроительных предприятиях Поднебесной было построено несколько
ракетных катеров (РК) проектов 021 и 024, которые были поставлены в
Пакистан, где местные конструкторы попытались на их базе создать
собственные катера под обозначениями «Джалалат-1» и «Джалалат-2».
Основное оружие китайских и пакистанских катеров осталось без изменений
– противокорабельные ракеты (ПКР) С-802 с дозвуковой скоростью полета и
дальность пуска 120 км. На катерах «Джалалат 2» были заменены
автоматические пушки калибра 25 мм на калибр 37 мм.
В рамках второго этапа развития двустороннего военно-технического
сотрудничества для нужд ВМС Пакистана совместными усилиями был
разработан проект малозаметного патрульно-ракетного катера «Азамат».
Первый катер был построен на китайском судостроительном предприятии
«Новый порт» в г.Тяньцзин, а остальные корпуса изготовлены силами
пакистанских специалистов.
Известны некоторые ТТХ патрульно-ракетного катера «Азамат»:
– длина: 60 м;
– водоизмещение стандартное: 350/400 тонн;
– водоизмещение полное: 500/600 тонн.
Вооружение ракетного катера представлено двумя счетверенными
наклонными пусковыми установками для ПКР С-802/802А, автоматической
спаренной пушкой калибра 37 мм и зенитным автоматом «тип 630» калибра
30 мм. Поиск, сопровождение целей и управление огнем возложено на две
радиолокационные станции (РЛС) «тип 352» и «тип 347». Кроме указанных
РЛС на катере установлена система радиотехнической разведки, которая
предупреждает экипаж об облучении РЛС управления огнем вероятного
противника, о лазерном облучении, а также позволяет осуществлять перехват
радиопереговоров между кораблями.
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Известно, что при проектировании рассматриваемого РК китайские
оружейники планировали разместить в носовой части артиллерийское орудие
калибра 76 мм, которые повысило бы боевой потенциал катера при
проведении патрульных миссий. Для самообороны катера от торпедных атак
подводных лодок вероятного противника планировалось установить перед
артиллерийским орудием две шестиствольные реактивные бомбометные
установки.
Также китайские проектировщики предусматривали установку более
современных РЛС с АФАР внутри единой мачты, что также снизило бы
радиоэлектронную заметность в случае действия таких летательных
аппаратов базовой патрульной авиации ВМС Индии, как Ил-38, Ту-142, Р-8I
«Посейдон» и Ка-31, которые способны вести сбор информации о наличии
надводных целей в заданном морском районе. Все эти идеи так и остались не
реализованными.
Следует отметить, что в качестве силовой установки использованы
дизельные двигатели китайского производства с максимальной суммарной
мощностью 17 000 кВт, которые передают крутящий момент через четыре
вала на четыре гребных винта. При максимальной скорости в 30 узлов
дальность хода катера составляет 600 миль, а на экономической скорости в
18 узлов уже 1200 миль, что позволяет использовать данный катер для
патрулирования морской границы государства. Примечательно, что
китайские и пакистанские специалисты приняли решение не использовать
водометные движители, которыми комплектуются современные РК «проекта
022», развивающие максимальную скорость 40–45 узлов. Причина выбора
традиционной схемы для силовой установки достаточно проста: ВМС
Пакистана нужны надежные и простые в эксплуатации РК, которые не
требуют дорогостоящего обслуживания в сухих доках. Согласно тактике
ВМС Пакистана, РК проекта «Азамат» должны действовать под прикрытием
более тяжелых фрегатов проекта F-22P, которые при помощи своих более
мощных РЛС будут выполнять поиск целей, а системы ПВО обеспечивать
эффективную защиту от средств воздушного нападения вероятного
противника.
По информации СМИ КНР, 3 января 2017 г. на кораблестроительном
предприятии в г.Карачи спущен на воду новейший РК малого
водоизмещения пакистанской постройки, оснащенный шестью ПКР С-602
(экспортный вариант «Инцзи-62») с максимальной дальностью пуска 290 км
и боевой частью весом 300 кг. Данные ракеты позволят эффективно бороться
с крупными надводными кораблями вероятного противника. Следует
отметить, что ПКР С-602 входят в состав вооружения ракетных катеров
«проекта 022» и мобильных ПУ береговых ракетных подразделений ВМС
НОАК.
Как сообщают китайские источники, пакистанские оружейники
предпринимают попытки интегрировать крылатые ракеты серии «Бабур» в
пусковые установки новейших РК, что позволит серьезно увеличить
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дальность обстрела – до 700 км. Следует отметить, что первые упоминания о
строительстве новых РК проявились в открытом доступе только в ноябре
2016 г., что свидетельствует о высоком уровне секретности разработок,
которые ведутся на предприятии в г.Карачи.
По оценкам китайских специалистов, новейшие катера, равно как и РК
серии «Азамат», будут обеспечивать охрану грузового порта Гвадар,
имеющего стратегическое значение для реализации проекта «Китайскопакистанского экономического коридора».
По данным публикаций в специализированном китайском издании
«Наука и техника оборонно-промышленного комплекса», пакистанские
специалисты обладают необходимой квалификацией для изготовления
катеров, кораблей и судов снабжения разных проектов. Так, 19 августа 2016
г. на судостроительном предприятии в г.Карачи был спущен на воду первый
универсальный транспорт снабжения водоизмещением 17 000 тонн, который
позволит надводным кораблям этого азиатского государства серьезно
повысить свои боевые возможности и гарантирует обеспечение дальних
морских и океанских походов.
Известно, что кроме китайских кораблестроителей и оружейников
интерес к заполнению пустующих ниш в арсенале ВМС Пакистана
проявляют и другие страны – Королевство Таиланд и Турецкая Республика.
В 2014 году тайская судоремонтная компания MARSUN пыталась
составить конкуренцию китайским кораблестроителям в тендере на
поставку РК для ВМС Пакистана со своим катером M39. Известны ТТХ
тайского катера:
– длина: 38 м,
– максимальная скорость: 38 узлов;
– дальность плавания: 1200 миль.
В качестве силовой установки были предложены три дизельных
двигателя с трансмиссиями ZF-7550. Следует отметить, что в качестве
основного вооружения тайская сторона предложила китайские ПКР С-802.
Основным препятствием для контракта стало то, что ВМС Королевства
Таиланд так и не приняли на вооружение разработку своих конструкторов.
Попытки вмешательства в сотрудничество КНР и Пакистана по военноморской тематике предпринимают и представители ОПК Турции. Известно,
что турецкая компания Savunma Teknolojileri Mühendislik ve Ticaret A.Ş.
предлагает официальному Исламабаду проект малозаметного ракетноартиллерийского катера (МРАК) FAC-55, который будет вооружен двумя
артиллерийскими установками калибра 76 мм (вероятно, продукция
компании «Ото Мелара») и двумя счетверенными поднимающимися
пусковыми установками для ПКР. Обнаружение, классификация и
сопровождение надводных целей будет выполнять РЛС SMART-S Mk.2
производства французской компании Thales.
Известно, что турецкие кораблестроители разработали МРАК FAC-55 в
рамках проекта «Скоростного ударного катера ВМС Турции» и в ходе
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НИОКР использовали данные о РК проекта «Хамина» ВМС Финляндии. По
информации компании-производителя, максимальная скорость FAC-55
составит 55 узлов, водоизмещение 535 тонн, а корпус перспективного МРАК
будет выполнен с учетом требований по снижению радиолокационной и
тепловой заметности. Самым серьезным недостатком катера будет
отсутствие систем ПВО.
Вполне вероятно, что Пакистан и Турция могут подписать контракт на
поставку подобных МРАК в будущем, поскольку у двух стран уже есть опыт
военно-технического сотрудничества, области которого были серьезно
расширены в ходе выставке ВВТ в г.Карачи, прошедшей в ноябре 2016 г.
Пакистан и Индия беспокоят США своими ракетными пусками
Pakistan missiles worry U.S.; 47 entities under strict watch
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
14.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pakistan-missiles-worry-U.S.-47-entities-understrict-watch/article17036380.ece?homepage=true

Shaheen-III of particular concern; Trump to follow Obama defence policy on
India
The United States government is increasingly worried over the rising range
and variety of Islamabad‘s missile capability and the recent decision of the Obama
administration to impose trade restrictions on seven Pakistani entities came out of
this concern, a source familiar with the developments told The Hindu.
The official announcement of the decision did not detail the reasons, but said
there was ―reasonable cause to believe, based on specific and articulable facts,‖
that these entities ―have been involved in actions contrary to the national security
or foreign policy interests of the United States‖. All the entities are linked to
Pakistan‘s missile programme. With the addition of these seven, there are 47
Pakistani entities that are under strict watch of the U.S agencies.
Shaheen-III the reason
What has triggered the alarm bells in Washington is Shaheen-III, which has a
range of 2,750 km. Pakistan has officially explained its longest-range missile to
date, tested for the first time in 2015, as a capability to strike the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, the farthest Indian territory from its shores. But the missile also
has Israel in its range, along with several European countries – something that the
U.S. strategic community finds unnerving. The entities put under trade restrictions
by the U.S include the Islamabad-based National Engineering and Scientific
Commission (NESCOM), and its subsidiaries, Air Weapons Complex (AWC),
Maritime Technology Complex (MTC) and New Auto Engineering (NAE).
Speaking at an event on nuclear security, Vice-President Joe Biden alluded to
this concern on Wednesday. ―Not just North Korea, but Russia, Pakistan, and
others have made counterproductive moves that only increase the risk that nuclear
weapons could be used in a regional conflict in Europe, South Asia, or East Asia.
Working with Congress, the next administration will have to navigate these
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dangers and — I hope — continue leading the global consensus to reduce the role
of nuclear weapons in our world.‖
It will be ditto Obama here
The incoming administration will continue with the existing U.S. policies
towards India, Pakistan and Asia in general, Defence Secretary-designate James
Mattis indicated during his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Forces
Committee. He complemented Pakistan for its action against terror groups that
operate within the country, adding that he would push for more effective targeting
of groups that were aimed at neighbouring countries. This is in line with the
Obama administration‘s efforts in the region.
Mr. Mattis said he would ―hesitate to use phrases such as ―rebalance‖ or
―pivot‖ as they imply that we are turning away from our commitments elsewhere,‖
but added that ―China‘s behavior has led countries in the region to look for
stronger U.S. leadership. ―If confirmed, I will examine ways to strengthen our
allies and partners, while taking a careful look at our own military capabilities in
the region,‖ he said.
Mr. Mattis also pledged to continue with the Obama policy of enhancing a
long-term strategic relationship with India ―based on the convergence of our
interests and our shared democratic values.‖ ―I note that the United States and
India recently cemented India‘s status as a Major Defence Partner. If confirmed, I
would assess what particular areas in the bilateral security relationship I should
focus on, and what steps can be taken to bolster the overall defence relationship.‖
‗We will work with Pakistan‘
Naming sanctuary and freedom of movement for the Afghan Taliban and
associated militant networks inside Pakistani territory as ―a key operational issue
faced by the Afghan security force,‖ Mr. Mattis, who has commanded the U.S
forces in Afghanistan, said he would work with Pakistan to improve the situation.
―Our relationship with Pakistan, including our military-to-military
relationship, has had highs and lows. We have long faced a lack of trust within the
Pakistani military and government about our goals in the region. If confirmed, I
will work to build the trust that we need for an effective partnership,‖ he told the
Senate Committee.
Оценки китайских специалистов программ развития баллистических и
крылатых ракет в Индии и Пакистане
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31922. 13 января, 2017.

Стало известно, что ВМС Пакистана 9 января 2017 г. с одной из дизельэлектрических подводных лодок (ДЭПЛ) проекта «Августа 90» (пр-во
французской компании DCNS) выполнили успешный испытательный пуск
крылатой ракеты (КР) «Бабур-3», которая преодолела расстояние в 450 км и
поразила цель на полигоне. Данное испытание является продолжением
отработки систем КР серии «Бабур», а также ответом на испытательные
пуски ВС Индии баллистической ракеты (БР) «Агни IV» и КР «Нирбхай»
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(«Бесстрашная»), которую разрабатывают специалисты Организации по
развитию и оборонным исследованиям Индии.
В отношении КР «Бабур-3» известно, что она оснащена системой
контролируемого подводного старта; система наведения создана с
использованием компонентов китайской национальной разработки – системы
глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу». Именно китайская система
позволит применять ракеты в условиях частичного или полного отключения
американской системы GPS. Кроме того, в составе системы наведения
применены новейшие разработки китайских специалистов в области
слежения за земной поверхностью и огибания рельефа. Следует отметить,
что компоненты системы наведения «Бабур-3» были проверены 13 декабря
2016 г. в ходе успешного испытательного пуска КР наземного базирования
«Бабур-2», которая создана с целью уничтожения элементов структуры
управления войсками в условиях эшелонированной системы ПВО/ПРО.
По данным китайских источников КР серии «Бабур» имеют следующие
ТТХ:
длина: 6,25 м;
диаметр: 520 мм;
размах крыла: 2,67 м;
максимальная взлетная масса: 1500 кг;
максимальная дальность пуска: 700 км;
высота полета над морем: от 7 до 15 м;
высота полета над равнинными районами: 50 м;
высота полета над горной местностью: 100 м;
максимальный вес боевой части: 300 кг.
По мнению китайских специалистов, на КР серии «Бабур» можно
устанавливать как обычные (фугасные, кассетные), так и ядерные боевые
части.
Следует отметить, что данные ракеты появились в Пакистане только
после того, как китайские специалисты смогли освоить и совместить
разработки советских инженеров, реализованные в виде ракет Х-55
(получены из Украины), и остатки двух ракет BGM-109 «Томагавк»,
которыми ВС США пытались ликвидировать лидера «Аль-Каиды»
(запрещена в России) Усаму бен Ладена еще в Афганистане. В результате
многолетней работы китайские специалисты смогли поставить на
вооружение КР «Длинный меч/Восточный ветер 10», которая размещается на
мобильной пусковой установке и обладает максимальной дальностью пуска
2000 км. Вероятно, экспортная версия данной ракеты имеет обозначение CM602G и официально может применяться только с наземных носителей или с
надводных кораблей. Фото- и видеоизображения пакистанской КР «Бабур» и
китайской «Восточный ветер 10» позволяют сделать вывод, что китайские
оружейники в очередной раз оказали помощь пакистанским коллегам в
вопросе укрепления обороноспособности страны.
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По данным китайских источников, за проведением испытания
наблюдали председатель Объединенного комитета начальников штабов ВС
Пакистана Зубайр Махмуд Хайат, начальник Управления стратегического
планирования (УСП) генерал-лейтенант Маджар Джамиль, командующий
ВМС Пакистана адмирал Асиф Сандила, а также сотрудники Института
стратегических исследований Пакистана. По информации СМИ КНР,
указанные ниже структурные подразделения УСП ВС Пакистана ведут
активную работу по развитию КР указанной серии и постоянно повышают
надежность двигателей и систем наведения:
Национальная комиссия по науке и проектированию;
Исследовательская комиссия по космосу и верхним слоям атмосферы;
Комиссия по атомной энергетике Пакистана;
Исследовательская лаборатория «Хан»;
Комплекс национального развития.
Поскольку КР «Бабур-3» предназначены для пуска из подводного
положения, ВМС Пакистана необходимо принять на вооружение новые
ДЭПЛ, которые будут оснащены вертикальными ПУ. Известно, что в этом
вопросе официальный Пекин также предложил свою помощь, которая
выражена в контракте на поставку восьми ДЭПЛ проекта S20P (экспортная
модификация проекта 041 «Юань»).
КР «Нирбхай» («Бесстрашная»), по информации китайских источников,
должна заполнить пустующую нишу в ракетном арсенале ВМС Индии, в
котором присутствуют сверхзвуковые противокорабельные ракеты БРАМОС
и баллистические ракеты К4. Для выполнения массированных ударов по
наземным целям командование ВМС Индии планирует разместить на
кораблях и атомных подводных лодках проекта «Арихант» КР «Нирбхай»,
которые обладают дальностью пуска от 700 до 1000 км, скоростью полета 0,7
МАХа и боевой частью массой 300 кг.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, для проведения испытательных
пусков КР на полигоне в Чандипуре построен отдельный тренировочный
комплекс. К настоящему моменту индийские специалисты выполнили четыре
испытательных пуска КР «Нирбхай» и все они по тем или иным причинам
оказались неудачными. Так, первый испытательный пуск состоялся 12 марта
2013 г., но через 20 минут после старта ракета самоликвидировалась, в ходе
второго испытательного пуска, который был проведен 17 октября 2014 г., у
ракеты отказал маршрутный компьютер и она совершила перелет мимо
мишенного района. Максимальная дальность полета составила 1010 км
вместо плановой 800 км. В процессе испытательных пусков 16 октября 2015
г. и 21 декабря 2016 г. у ракет отказали навигационные модули, что повлекло
их падение на 700 секунде полета. Известно, что на НИОКР по теме
«Нирбхай» из бюджета Индии было выделено около 700 млн долл. США,
однако положительных результатов так и не достигнуто. Ответственность за
реализацию программ КР разделят Агентство по развитию авиации Индии
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и Исследовательский центр «Имара», который является головным
предприятием по разработке ракет.
26 декабря 2016 г. в Индии состоялся четвертый и успешный запуск БР
«Агни-5» с мобильной пусковой установки. В целом индийские военные
специалисты удостоверились в надежности работы всех систем. Вероятно,
данная ракета имеет максимальную дальность пуска 5500–5800 км и
способна доставить к цели ядерную головную часть (ЯГЧ) максимальным
весом 1500 кг, или несколько разделяющихся маневрирующих головных
частей весом 220/250 кг. По признанию китайских аналитиков, индийские
военные атомщики обладают самыми совершенными технологиями по
созданию ЯГЧ среди государств азиатского региона и Ближнего Востока.
Следует отметить, что кроме крылатых и баллистических ракет Индия и
Пакистан также ведут разработку систем ПРО, которые позволят обеспечить
прикрытие важных стратегических объектов. По данным китайских
источников, индийские специалисты во взаимодействии с ОПК Израиля
работают над собственной системой ПРО, тогда как ВС Пакистана сделали
ставку на формирование рубежей ПРО с применением зенитно-ракетных
комплексов (ЗРК) китайского производства.
Так, ближний рубеж обороны будет сформирован из мобильных ЗРК
малого радиуса действия «Красное знамя 7Б», которые в КНР используются
для ПВО армейских колонн на марше. Средний рубеж ПРО, вероятно, будет
представлен мобильными и стационарными ЗРК LY-80N, модификации
которого были представлены широкой публике в ходе выставки вооружений
и военной техники в г.Чжухай в период с 1 по 6 ноября 2016 г.
По данным специализированных военно-технических изданий КНР,
рассматриваемый ЗРК (в составе 32 ракет) может быть установлен на
перспективных сторожевых кораблях проекта 057, что обеспечит
минимальный уровень защиты от ракет противника для корабельных
группировок и военно-морских баз ВМС Пакистана. Вероятно, в
конструкции ракет для LY-80N китайские оружейники использовали
технические решения, примененные в ракетах российских комплексов «БукМ1, 2», а также ракетах-перехватчиках модификации «Стандарт-2С» ВМС
США.
Китайские специалисты делают следующие выводы: во-первых, о
продолжении гонки вооружений в азиатском регионе, во-вторых, о более
результативной работе пакистанских оружейников по сравнению с
попытками индийских конструкторов в области создания крылатых ракет. В
то же время преимущество индийских разработок состоит в возможности
применения компактных ЯГЧ.
Что означает для Индии запуск ракеты «Бабур-III» с подводной лодки?
Does Pakistan pose a bigger threat to India after Babur-III launch?
Naveed
Ahmad.
The
Express
Tribune.
12.01.2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292733/pakistan-pose-bigger-threat-india-babur-iii-launch/
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Latest missile test means Pakistan now capable of launching nuclear weapons
from land, air and sea
Pakistan‘s recent launch of Babur-III missile signifies a massive change in
strategic calculus vis-a-vis India. The country‘s strategic community has long been
hoping that Pakistan completes its nuclear triad sooner, which in simple English
means possessing capability to launch nuclear weapons from land, air and sea.
The Babur-III test proved that Pakistan not only possess the ability to modify
its existing land-based Babur-II cruise missile with unwater-controlled propulsion
and terrain hugging and sea skimming flight characteristics but also to upgrade its
existing diesel-electric Agosta submarines to deliver the vital capability discreetly
and effectively.
Pakistan fires ‗first submarine-launched nuclear-capable missile‘
The news was anything but amusing for Pakistan‘s eastern neighbour and
arch rival. Typically, Indian ‗experts‘ and ―Pakistan watchers‖ congratulated China
for the successful test in North Arabian Sea. But the frustration and anger over
Islamabad achieving nuclear second-strike capability is natural and was expected.
The second-strike capability refers to a nuclear power‘s ability to attack the enemy
after its existing land and air-based nuclear delivery systems are destroyed. This
can only be ensured through arming its submarines with ability to launch the
nuclear-tipped missiles while sitting in depths of the sea away from the enemy‘s
preying eyes.
The data gathered after the first test will lead to further improvements and
more tests of the Babur III cruise missile in the future. Pakistan declared that the
sophisticated projectile has a range of 450 kilometres with precise targeting
characteristics of a cruise missile. Of course, Pakistan will work on extending its
range and payload significantly for it‘s the missile for the day after.
Since setting set up its Naval Strategic Force Command in 2012, Pakistan
actively worked on acquiring quieter air-independent propulsion (AIP) submarines
while modifying its existing cruise missile arsenal to serve its second-strike
requisites. Submarines are more vulnerable to detection when they surface to
recharge their air supply and refuel. The Agosta class submarines of French origin,
which were co-produced in Pakistan Navy‘s Karachi dockyard in the 1990s, are
being supplemented with eight ―Hangor Class SSK‖ equipped with advanced AIP
systems, which will enable them to stay underwater for longer durations.
Pakistan test-fires Babur cruise missile
India‘s naval prowess
India has already leased a second nuclear-powered Russian submarine while
simultaneously carrying on its joint venture programs with Moscow. The state-ofthe-art, with built-in reactors, modern nuclear submarines never have to surface to
refuel and replenish air supply. They enter service with the required nuclear fuel
for its projected lifetime of up to three decades. The miniaturised reactor results in
an underwater entity that is self-sufficient while being stealthy and lethal.
Alongside India‘s Russia-supplied nuclear submarines and Russian
conventional-yet-upgraded underwater vessels, it has also demonstrated the
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capability to use them to launch naval version of the Agni III in March 2014. It
later tested it from leased Russian submarine Arihant in 2016. India is working
with Russia to develop a naval version of their BrahMos cruise missile besides
extending its range.
Last year, India deferred its plan to go ahead with a proposed order for three
new French submarines alongside the six it is already building in the country after
leak of crucial secret data on the Internet. It may slow down India‘s own capability
enhancing program but without compromising its edge over Pakistan and
compatibility against China.
Submarine advances
New level of deterrence
With both the countries capable of second-strike capability, deterrence has
reached another level of parity. Like India, Pakistan too reportedly is in
negotiations to lease a Chinese nuclear-powered submarine. Does Beijing have the
flexibility to lend one of its vital strategic assets to a closer ally? Either side may
not answer the question. Given the significance of Gwadar port for Chinese
maritime interests, the possibility can‘t be ruled out. That‘s another matter as to
which of the two rival submarine fairs better in qualitative terms.
For now, India has superior submarines. Pakistan, for that matter, has an edge
in anti-submarine detection systems. The navy has remained neglected in terms of
weapon system upgrade. However, it can‘t be deferred any further anymore.
Though Pakistan‘s engagement with Russia is slow but steady; both may open a
chapter of naval cooperation for leasing submarines. Moscow has become
increasingly more liberal than it used to be in selling military hardware to any
country able and willing to purchase. Thus, the India factor may not hamper
Pakistan‘s deal if it can financially afford any weapon system available.
Meanwhile, the Pakistan Navy must be working on fine-tuning operational
protocols at the recently created strategic command on which effective use of
submarine-based deterrents depends largely.
Об испытании Пакистаном новой
базирования и его возможных последствиях

крылатой

ракеты

морского

Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31915. 12 января, 2017.

Американские эксперты отмечают, что в настоящее время резко
увеличились риски возникновения очередного этапа ядерной гонки между
Пакистаном и Индией. В данном случае инициаторами последней во многом
выступают именно пакистанские военные, которые озабочены нарастанием
диспропорций в системе ядерного паритета между странами. 9 января с.г.
Пакистан провел испытание новой крылатой ракеты «Бабур-3» морского
базирования, проведя запуск с подводной лодки.
Отметим, что это первые испытания ракет подобного класса в истории
Пакистана. Ракета имеет радиус действия порядка 450 км, что делает
уязвимыми практически все крупные индийские города, за исключением
Нью-Дели. Это испытание открывает новый этап развития военной
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концепции Пакистана в рамках диверсификации средств доставки
инструментов ядерного сдерживания.
Этот этап знаменателен тем, что новый виток ядерного соревнования
между Индией и Пакистаном будет сосредоточен именно на диверсификации
и модернизации средств доставки, а не самого ядерного оружия.
Пакистанские военные в качестве мотивировки для реализации данной
концепции высказывают следующие соображения. Индия в настоящее время
активно инвестирует в программу развития морских средств ядерного
сдерживания и систему ПРО. При этом упор в них делается именно на
баллистические ракеты.
Исламабад не может позволить себе содержать аналогичный с НьюДели военный бюджет, что вынуждает его идти на ассиметричные меры
достижения ядерного паритета. Это обусловило выбор в пользу крылатых
тактических ракет с ярко выраженным компонентом морского базирования.
Переход Индии и Пакистана именно к морским вариантам размещения
средств ядерного сдерживания объясняется необходимость диверсификации
своих ядерных инструментов с целью повышения степени их уязвимости.
На настоящий момент пакистанские пусковые установки, два аэродрома
базирования соответствующих самолетов и заводы, участвующие в ядерной
программе дислоцированы в основном на северо-востоке страны. Их
стационарность делает их уязвимыми и снижает возможность нанесения
ответного ядерного удара. Морское базирование делает задачу ликвидации
первым ударом основных средств ядерного сдерживания противника
фактически нереальной. Таким образом, Пакистан сделал выбор в пользу
качественной диверсификации средств доставки без попыток догнать или
перегнать Индию в их общем количестве. В данном случае в Исламабаде
учитывали и факт того, что Индия вынуждена рассматривать свои силы
ядерного сдерживания не только по отношению к Пакистану, но и КНР.
В реализации данной концепции Пакистан тем не менее столкнется с
рядом проблем. Первая и главная. Отсутствие достаточного количества
средств надводного и подводного базирования для размещения новых
крылатых ракет.
На сегодняшний день у пакистанских ВМС только пять надводных
кораблей, которые в состоянии осуществлять ракетные пуски. Из них только
два можно считать более или менее современными. К тому система
радиолокации и обнаружения, которыми сейчас располагают индийские
военные, делают эти суда сильно уязвимыми. В этой связи и с учетом
крайней лимитированности финансовых средств, что усилилось после
сокращения соответствующих программ военной помощи со стороны США,
было принято решение основной упор сделать на подводные дизельные
лодки как главный элемент морского инструмента ядерного сдерживания. В
этой связи в настоящее время обсуждается вопрос о закупке у Китая восьми
лодок класса «Юань». С целью повышения степени защиты новой эскадры
пакистанские военные в данный момент времени готовят перебазирование
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основной части своего подводного флота на новую базу ВМС в Ормаре из
Карачи. База в Карачи полагается теперь недостаточной с точки зрения ее
защиты. Хотя, скорее всего, силы подводного флота будут просто
рассредоточены из одной базы на две, что повысит их живучесть.
В этой связи американские эксперты делают вывод о том, что новый
виток ядерной гонки между Пакистаном и Индией не будет одномоментным,
а будет продолжаться довольно длительное время. Возможно, десятилетие.
Диверсификация средств доставки ядерного оружия и усиление морского
компонента безусловно является сдерживающим фактором для обеих стран.
Но при этом возникает риск задействования «человеческого фактора».
Имеется ввиду сильная засоренность пакистанских вооруженных сил
исламистами и радикалами. Наземный ядерный арсенал помимо хорошей
системы охраны имеет и систему защиты от несанкционированных пусков. У
средств морского базирования этого нет.
Повышение автономности средств доставки с одной стороны
увеличивает степень их защиты и неуязвимости в рамках глобального обмена
ядерными ударами. С другой она не гарантирует в полной мере от случайных
или несанкционированных запусков. При этом крылатые ракеты
снаряжаются ядерными боеголовками и системами наведения на берегу, в
море все или почти все зависит уже от командира корабля и экипажа. В этой
связи возникают определенные вопросы к системе безопасности и кадров,
которая на сегодняшний день существует в пакистанских вооруженных
силах.
Одновременно между Индией и Пакистаном не существует системы
предупреждения несанкционированных ядерных запусков по аналогии как
между США и РФ, что делает факт любого несанкционированного запуска
спусковым крючком для развязывания регионального ядерного конфликта.
Таким образом, в отсутствие такой системы, человеческий фактор и
исламизация армии, а также обоюдный курс на развитие автономных
морских средств доставки ядерного оружия серьезно повышает риски
локального ядерного конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном уже в
среднесрочной перспективе.
Индийско-пакистанский спор уходит под воду
Владимир
Скосырев.
10/8_6899_pakt.html

«НГ».

10.01.2016.

http://www.ng.ru/world/2017-01-

Пакистанские военные утверждают, что ракета Babur-3 снабжена новым
навигационным оборудованием для наведения на цели. Фото с сайта
www.pakistanarmy.gov.pk
Пакистан впервые запустил с субмарины крылатую ракету, способную
нести ядерную боеголовку. Этот шаг может усилить гонку вооружения в
Южной Азии. Тем более что боевики, пришедшие из Пакистана, на днях
совершили новое нападение на индийскую базу в Кашмире. Старое
соперничество между соседями осложняется тем, что в него косвенно
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втянуты Китай и Россия. КНР должна поставить Пакистану восемь подлодок.
А Россия в течение десятилетий строит подводные и надводные корабли для
Индии. Индийские моряки осваивают подлодку с ядерным двигателем,
полученную в аренду от РФ. Еще одна такая подлодка строится для индийцев
на Дальнем Востоке.
Ракета, запущенная Пакистаном, именуется Babur-3 и имеет дальность в
450 км. Военные в Исламабаде утверждают, что она способна нести
различные типы боезарядов и обеспечит стране возможность нанести
ответный удар. Как считают эксперты, Пакистан стал осуществлять
программу ядерного вооружения на море, так как опасается, что Индия
может уничтожить или нанести ущерб его ядерным ракетам, расположенным
на земле. До первого испытания ракеты, находящейся под водой, у
Пакистана были только ракеты на наземных платформах и на самолетах.
«Это завершение нашей ядерной триады», – сказал высокопоставленный
пакистанский чиновник.
«Индия создает морское орудие ядерного сдерживания главным образом
для того, чтобы не отстать от Китая. А Пакистан просто следует за Индией.
Если Пакистан сможет успешно построить средство сдерживания на
подлодках, теоретически это может избавить его от тревоги по поводу
превентивного удара Индии. Ведь оружие в море более живуче. Но такой
вариант создает условия для большего числа ошибок и инцидентов», –
говорит Уолтер Лэдвиг из Королевского колледжа в Лондоне.
В последние годы Пакистан увеличил расходы на оборону. Как
сообщает Financial Times, в 2015 году он заключил соглашение с Китаем о
поставке восьми подводных лодок. В денежном выражении это был самый
крупный контракт в области обороны.
Запуск пакистанской ракеты прошел две недели спустя после того, как
Индия испытала баллистическую ракету Agni-5 с радиусом действия 5 тыс.
км. Индия также опережает Пакистан в создании ракет морского
базирования. Она провела пуск крылатой ракеты с субмарины еще в 2013
году.
Большую роль в развитии индийских ВМС играет сотрудничество с
Россией. Военный обозреватель ТАСС полковник в отставке Виктор
Литовкин в беседе с «НГ» отметил, что Россия предоставила в аренду Индии
подводную лодку с ядерным двигателем. Это вторая субмарина, которая
передана Индии. «Сейчас на Дальнем Востоке на заводе «Звездочка» для
индийцев доводится до кондиции еще одна такая подлодка с ядерной
силовой установкой, – сказал эксперт. – Значение такой формы
сотрудничества состоит в том, что индийские моряки самостоятельно
осваивают эксплуатацию, изучают технологию управления этим видом
вооружения. В то же время индийцы строят свою собственную подлодку с
ядерной силовой установкой».
В эти дни в городе Гандинагар в индийском штате Гуджарат по
инициативе премьера Нарендры Моди проходит международный форум. В
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нем участвует делегация представителей ряда российских компаний во главе
с вице-премьером Дмитрием Рогозиным. Бизнесмены обсуждают конкретные
проекты. А на межгосударственном уровне речь пойдет и о военнотехническом сотрудничестве. Как отмечает South Asia Monitor, примерно
70% потребности Индии в вооружении было удовлетворено Россией. Но
Дели стремится диверсифицировать источники поставок. По ряду
направлений наши оружейники сталкиваются с острой конкуренцией со
стороны США, Франции, Израиля. Надо полагать, эти проблемы тоже найдут
отражение во время переговоров в Гандинагаре.
Очевидно, что как в живой силе, так и в вооружении Индия обладает
бесспорным превосходством над Пакистаном. Но индийские генералы
считают возможным потенциальным противником и Китай. Тем более что
территориальный
спор
между
азиатскими
гигантами
остается
неурегулированным. А китайские ВМС все активнее действуют в Индийском
океане. Вчера в прессе были опубликованы снимки двух китайских
подлодок, пришвартовавшихся в пакистанском порту Карачи. Как пишет
индийская газета Economic Times, Пекин состязается с Дели в борьбе за
контроль над Индийским океаном. При этом КНР всегда может рассчитывать
на поддержку со стороны своего младшего партнера – Пакистана.
Пакистан впервые запустил с подводной лодки ракету, способную нести
ядерный заряд
«НГ». 9.01.2017. http://www.ng.ru/news/567611.html

Пакистан произвел с подводной лодки первый запуск крылатой ракеты,
способной нести ядерный заряд. Об этом сообщает сегодня агентство Рейтер.
"Пакистан рассматривает это знаковое событие как шаг в сторону
укрепления политики эффективного минимального сдерживания", - цитирует
агентство заявление пакистанских военных.
По данным Рейтер, запуск крылатой ракеты, дальность полета которой
составляет 450 км, был произведен из неустановленной позиции в
Индийском океане.
В свою очередь пресс-секретарь Министерства обороны Индии не
прокомментировал агентству тестовый запуск Пакистана.
У Индии и Пакистана сохраняются напряженные отношения с тех пор,
как они получили независимость от Великобритании в 1947 году. Оба
государства разрабатывают ракеты различных диапазонов с тех пор, как
провели ядерные испытания в мае 1998 года.
Пакистан успешно запустил крылатую ракету
«Корреспондент.net» (Украина). 10.01.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3798515pakystan-uspeshno-zapustyl-krylatuui-raketu

Пакистан впервые запустил крылатую ракету с подводной лодки
Ракета была запущена с подводной лодки в Индийском океане и
поразила цель.
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Военные в Пакистане заявили об успешном испытании крылатой ракеты
"Бабур-3", способной нести ядерный заряд, передает русская служба ВВС.
Радиус действия ракеты составляет 450 км. Она была запущена 9 января
с подводной лодки в Индийском океане и поразила цель.
"Бабур-3" представляет собой морской вариант ракеты "Барбур-2"
наземного базирования, которая была испытана в декабре.
Как заявили пакистанские военные, она способна нести разные типы
боезарядов и обеспечит Исламабад возможностью нанести ответный удар.
По данным СМИ, Пакистан рассматривает свою ракетную программу в
качестве сдерживающего фактора в противостоянии с Индией.
Отмечается, что испытание ракеты возможно усилит напряженность в
отношениях двух стран.

ИНДИЙСКИЕ СИЛЫ1
Индия модернизирует свои вооруженные силы
Government draws Parliamentary panel fire on military modernisation
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
20,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/parliamentary-panel-slams-government-for-tardymilitary-modernisation-despite-china-pak-threat/articleshow/62139138.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
The Armed forces continue to grapple with critical operational deficiencies
on several fronts, ranging from submarines, fighter jets, howitzers etc.
Indian Army, Navy and IAF just got only 60%, 67% and 54% of the funds
they had sought for modernisation this fiscal.
The defence ministry continues to flounder to properly plan and spend even
the allocated funds, the panel said.
NEW DELHI: A parliamentary committee has slammed the government for
simply not doing enough to ensure military modernisation despite India being
confronted with a clear and present "collusive threat" from China and Pakistan+ .
Indian armed forces continue to grapple with critical operational deficiencies
on several fronts+ , ranging from submarines, fighter jets, howitzers and
helicopters to even basic gear like new-generation assault rifles, machine guns,
bullet-proof jackets and helmets.
But the Army, Navy and IAF hardly got any funds to undertake any concrete
modernization in the 2017-18 budget, with the Rs 2.74 lakh crore defence outlay
working out to just 1.56% of the projected GDP, the lowest such figure since the
1962 war with China.
(Курс индийской рупии к доллару – 64.5 рупий за 1 долл.)
The parliamentary standing committee on defence chaired by Major General
B C Khanduri (retd), in two reports tabled in Parliament on Tuesday, criticized the
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government for neither providing adequate funds for proper military
modernization, nor fast-tracking defence procurements to plug operational gaps.
Overall, the Army, Navy and IAF just got only 60%, 67% and 54% of the
funds they had sought for modernization this fiscal. The committee expressed
concern over the "adverse and cascading effect that the deficiency of funds" would
have on their operational preparedness.
To make matters worse, the defence ministry (MoD) continues to flounder to
properly plan and spend even the allocated funds. "Underutilization of funds
highlights the loopholes in the planning and budgetary exercise undertaken by the
MoD. Also, persistent failure to utilize the allocated funds has contributed to
reduction in the MoD's budget allocations by the finance ministry," said the panel.
The persisting critical military operational gaps have adversely affected the
country's defence preparedness. At least 45 fighter squadrons (18-21 jets in each),
for instance, are required by the IAF to tackle the two-front scenario. But it's
making do with just 33 squadrons as of now, which will go down to 19 by 2027,
and 16 by 2032 due to retirement of older jets.
The Rs 59,000 crore contract inked for 36 French Rafale fighters in
September 2016 in itself will do little to arrest this alarming drawdown. "The issue
of depletion in squadron strength has been taken up repeatedly by the committee
over the years. However, no concrete measures seem to have been taken (till
now)," said the panel.
The Navy, in turn, is saddled with just 13 conventional diesel-electric
submarines, only half of them operational at any given time since they are 17 to 32
years old, apart of course from the newly-commissioned INS Kalvari.
Moreover, the force has a shortage of 61 multi-role helicopters desperately
needed on warships to detect, track and destroy enemy submarines as well as at
least a dozen minesweepers.
"It is disheartening to find out that repeated delays have become an inherent
part and parcel of ship-building projects. The MoD must address these delays with
due seriousness and find solutions," said the committee.
Сделка с покупкой Индией французских истребителей Rafale одобрена
– 36 самолетов по цене в 7.9 млрд. евро
Rafale deal has better terms, cleared by CCS, says Nirmala
The Hindu. 18.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/rafale-deal-has-betterterms-cleared-by-ccs-says-nirmala/article21853744.ece?homepage=true

36 Aircraft being procured in fly-away condition, Defence Minister tells
Rajya Sabha
The Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA) with France for 36 Rafales was
arrived at to meet the critical requirement of the Air Force (IAF) and was cleared
by the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS), Parliament was informed on
Monday.
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―In the present procurement, 36 Rafale aircraft are being procured in direct
fly-away condition under IGA between the government of India and French
Republic. In the IGA, better terms have been achieved in terms of better pricing,
better maintenance terms and better delivery schedule,‖ Nirmala Sitharaman said
in a written reply in the Rajya Sabha.
In September 2016, India and France signed the €7.87-billion agreement for
the aircraft, spares, weapons, 10 years of annual maintenance and associated
equipment. The deal has a 50% offset clause to be executed by Dassault and its
partners.
In 2000, a proposal was mooted to procure 126 Mirage-2000 jets to replace
the Mig-21s in service which was later converted to the Medium Multi-Role
Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) for which the Request For Proposal (RFP) was issued
in 2007. Of the 126, 18 were direct fly-away aircraft and 108 were to be licence
manufactured in India.
On completion of field evaluation trials, only two of the six vendors were
found to be fully compliant and the Dassault Aviation was declared the L1, Ms.
Sitharaman said. ―The contract negotiations had reached an impasse and the RFP
was formally withdrawn on June 24, 2015. To meet the critical operational
requirements of the IAF, 36 Rafale were procured through the IGA route,‖ she
stated.
Dassault has tied with up Reliance Defence to execute its share of the offset
clause to which Ms. Sitharaman said the vendor was free to choose their partner.
Recently, the Congress party had alleged a ―huge scam‖ in the deal and
accused the Modi government of ―promoting the interests of Prime Minister‘s
crony capitalist friends‖.
Нарендра Моди дал «добро» спуску на воду новой подводной лодки
класса «Скорпио» (Индия наращивает свой ВМФ)
Narendra Modi inducts Scorpene-class submarine Kalvari into Indian
Navy
The Hindu. 14.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/narendra-modi-inductsins-kalvari-into-indian-navy/article21618713.ece?homepage=true

Kalvari is the first of the six Scorpene-class submarines handed over by
shipbuilder Mazagon Dock Limited
Prime Minister Narendra Modi commissioned India's first modern
conventional submarine, INS Kalvari, into Navy's fleet in Mumbai on Thursday, a
first in almost two decades.
Lauding the efforts of the Navy from disaster management to combating
piracy, Mr. Modi said "be it terrorism via sea, piracy, drug smuggling or illegal
fishing, India is playing an important role in combating them."
"I call it SAGAR — security and growth for all in the region," he added.
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INS Kalvari's maiden journey after she is inducted into the Navy.
Kalvari is an excellent example of ‗Make in India‘, said Mr. Modi and
assured that every defence vehicle from helicopter to submarines will be made in
India.
What is a Scorpene?
"Peace in Indian Ocean, which is the lifeline of global trade is better off with
INS Kalvari and her follow on submarines," Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said.
Kalvari is the first of the six Scorpene-class submarines handed over by
shipbuilder Mazagon Dock Limited (MDL). The submarines, designed by French
naval defence and energy company DCNS, are being built by MDL in Mumbai as
part of Project-75 of the Indian Navy.
A long saga from Kalvari to Kalvari
―Kalvari is a potent Man o‘ War capable of undertaking offensive operations
spanning across the entire spectrum of Maritime Warfare. She embodies cuttingedge technology and compares favourably with the best in the world,‖ the Navy
said in a statement on Wednesday.
The Navy last inducted a conventional diesel-electric submarine, INS
Sindhushastra, procured from Russia in July 2000.
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Kalvari, named after a deep sea tiger shark, weighs about 1,600 tonnes and
carries the sea skimming SM 39 Exocet missiles and the heavy weight wire guided
Surface and Underwater Target (SUT) torpedoes. For self-defence it has mobile
anti-torpedo decoys.
Navy chief Admiral Sunil Lanba, Vice Admiral Girish Luthra, Flag Officer
Commanding of the Western Naval Command, and top defence officials attended
the ceremony.

Т-90 и "Абрамс" столкнулись на полях Индии
Александр Шарковский (Заместитель ответственного редактора НВО). НГ.
17.11.2017. http://www.ng.ru/armies/2017-11-17/1_7117_abrams.html

Состоящие на вооружении индийской армии танки Т-72 как
российского, так и индийского производства скоро выработают свой ресурс и
будут списаны. Дели готовит новый тендер, поскольку собственному
оборонпрому не удалось создать новый надежный танк, удовлетворяющий
современным требованиям. Индия на протяжении многих десятилетий в этой
области сотрудничала с Москвой, на этот раз есть опасность, что Дели
предпочтет другого поставщика танков и технологий для их производства.
Вашингтон рассматривает Индию как выгодного партнера в оборонной
индустрии и как основного военного союзника в Азиатско-Тихоокеанском
регионе.
Индийская газета Hindu опубликовала материал, посвященный
объявлению командованием Вооруженных сил этой страны тендера на
закупку 2600 танков. Ранее высший офицер индийского Министерства
обороны генерал-лейтенант Шиван сделал заявление для СМИ, что вскоре в
программе Future Ready Combat Vehicle (FRCV), являющейся основой для
строительства индийских бронетанковых сил, предстоят существенные
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подвижки. Из его же уст стало известно, что в ближайшем будущем будет
списана большая часть ныне существующего танкового парка.
Сотрудничество в области танкостроения между Москвой и Дели
началось еще во времена СССР. Поставки российских танков Т-72 и
комплектующих для их сборки осуществлялись с 1978 по 2007 год. Всего в
настоящее время на вооружении индийской армии 2414 единиц боевых
машин этой марки. Из них 1108 – импортных танков и 1306 собранных из
машинокомплектов в Индии.
Параллельно с поставками из-за рубежа индийская Организация
оборонных исследований и разработок (DRDO, Defence Research and
Development) вела разработку собственного танка, 37 лет было потрачено на
создание образца под наименованием Арджун Мк I. К 2011 году на его
основе в результате глубокой модернизации был создан танк Арджун Мк II.
Но индийские военные признали этот танк неудачным и отказались от его
приобретения.
Дели вновь решили пойти по проторенному пути в этой области и
готовят новый тендер на поставку современных танков, которые должны
поступить на вооружение к 2025–2027 годам. Условием этого тендера будет
частичная закупка готовых машин с обязательным созданием их
производства на территории Индии. Параллельно DRDO продолжит
собственные разработки. Из списка вероятных претендентов на победу в
грядущем тендере можно исключить Китай, поскольку он является
вероятным военным противником (о чем свидетельствуют многочисленные
индийско-китайские пограничные конфликты) и союзником Пакистана.
Израильский танк «Меркава» вряд ли будет рассматриваться вообще из-за
своей специфики. У высокотехнологичного немецкого танка «Леопард» тоже
мало шансов быть принятым на вооружение индийской армии. В Германии
практически отсутствуют промышленные линии для серийного производства
этого танка, их восстановление, а равно создание таковых на территории
Индии сейчас весьма проблематично. Берлин вряд ли пойдет на передачу
всех необходимых для производства «Леопарда» технологий Дели. Есть еще
одно негативное обстоятельство: этот танк очень дорог в производстве. К
тому же он получил мощную антирекламу в ходе операции турецких войск
«Щит Евфрата» в Сирии.
Индию вполне может заинтересовать французский танк AMX-56
Леклерк, 388 этих машин находятся на вооружении армии Объединенных
Эмиратов, и арабы ими довольны. Более того, этот танк неплохо себя
зарекомендовал в ныне текущей войне в Йемене. Препятствием для франкоиндийского сотрудничества в этой области может стать отказ Парижа в
переносе производства этих машин в Индию и необходимость передачи
индийской стороне соответствующих технологий. Еще одной неприятностью
для Дели может стать тот факт, что Леклерк весьма недешев в производстве.
Скорее всего основная борьба развернется между американским танком
«Абрамс» и российским Т-90. Преимущество последнего в том, что, во-
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первых, он уже состоит на вооружении индийских войск (а это около 1000
единиц, и контракт на их модернизацию уже существует). Во-вторых, в
очном испытании, прошедшем в Саудовской Аравии, русская машина
быстрее американца прошла маршрут по пустынной пересеченной
местности, и затем Т-90 великолепно отстрелялся на полигоне, в то время как
у его оппонента орудие отказало после марша, тогда «Абрамс» вообще не
смог произвести ни одного выстрела. Бывший глава департамента развития
оборонно-промышленного комплекса Министерства промышленности и
торговли РФ Игорь Караваев, свидетель этих испытаний, в свое время заявил
представителям СМИ, что единственным танком, который прошел весь цикл
испытаний в Саудовской Аравии, а также осуществил после марш-броска
поражение 60% целей, был российский Т-90А, «ни «Леопард», ни «Леклерк»,
ни «Абрамс» до этого уровня не дошли. После этих событий этот Т-90
прошел дополнительную модернизацию. Еще немаловажно то, что
производство Т-90 обходится значительно дешевле, чем производство
«Абрамса».
К тому же Россия располагает хорошо развитыми, действующими
производственными мощностями, тогда как в США они на данный момент
законсервированы. Американские танкостроители сейчас занимаются
главным образом модернизацией существующих образцов и новые танки
серийно не выпускают. Скорее всего они предложат индийцам ту технику,
которая находится у них на хранении. Впрочем, запустить массовое
производство танков для них не проблема, как говорится, был бы спрос.
Учитывая все ранее сказанное, Т-90 практически по всем параметрам
выглядит более привлекательным, чем «Абрамс». Но в дело может
вмешаться непреодолимая для Москвы политическая целесообразность в
отношениях между Индией и США. Как известно, в последнее время
Вашингтон усиленно работает над укреплением всесторонних связей с Дели,
в первую очередь в области военного сотрудничества. В начале июня глава
Пентагона Джеймс Мэттис, выступая в Сингапуре, даже заявил, что Индия
является ключевым партнером США в оборонной отрасли.
Соединенные Штаты уже подписали с Дели соглашение о локализации
в Индии производства многоцелевых истребителей F-16 и о поставке 22
морских беспилотников MQ-9B «Гардиан». Ранее Индия закупила в США
вертолетоносец «Джалашва» (бывший LPD-14 «Трентон») и транспортный
самолет С-17, а также предпочла заключить контракты с Францией на
строительство подводных лодок «Скорпен» и 36 истребителей «Рафаль».
Индийский ВМФ расширяет патрулирование в Индийском океане
(против Китая)
Navy steps up patrolling of Indian Ocean Region
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 5.11.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/navy-stepsup-patrolling-of-indian-ocean-region/article19984925.ece?homepage=true
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Aims to check Chinese dominance in key corridors
The Indian Navy is broadening its patrol areas in the Indian Ocean Region to
cover all choke points in the face of increasing maritime threats, its chief Sunil
Lanba told The Hindu.
―Last year, we had a relook at our deployment pattern and we reached a
consensus within the Navy to have a mission-based deployment so that our areas of
interest can be kept under permanent surveillance. So the ingress and egress routes
of the Indian Ocean Region are being kept under surveillance so that we have
better awareness and know what is happening,‖ Admiral Lanba said on the
sidelines of the first Goa Maritime Conclave (GMC), which saw the participation
of 10 Indian Ocean littoral states.
Under the mission-based deployment, 12 to 15 ships are now permanently
deployed at the choke points and crucial sea lanes of communication.
Reference to China
Addressing the GMC, Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had expressed
concern that ―extra-regional nations maintain near permanent presence‖ in the
region, in an oblique reference to China. The Chinese have been sending ships to
the northern Indian Ocean in the name of anti-piracy operations and over the last
two to three years on average about 8-10 ships have been deployed. This August,
the number shot up to 14.
Full text of interview with Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of Naval Staff
Apart from getting access to several ports and facilities in the Indian Ocean,
China recently opened its first overseas military base in Djibouti in the Horn of
Africa, giving it the ability to monitor across the Gulf of Aden and the Persian
Gulf. ―Now‖, former Navy Chief Admiral Arun Prakash told The Hindu, ―it is
imperative that our Navy should be more visible in our own waters.‖
―Visibility is an important part of peacetime signalising,‖ he explained.
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, former Western Naval Commander, said
China, a huge importer of energy, has been trying to get past the Malacca dilemma,
a critical choke point, from which most of its supplies pass through. He named
three choke points for the Chinese — Gulf of Aden, Gulf of Hormuz and the
Malacca straits — and added that they now have Djibouti at the Gulf of Aden and
the Gwadar port and Chinese companies have acquired stakes in Kuantan port in
Malaysia, close to the Malacca Straits. ―Then all three choke points will be under
the surveillance of the Chinese. That will slightly restrict the Indian Navy and the
U.S. Navy,‖ he noted.
Speaking on the conclave, Admiral Lanba said the key takeaways were the
identification of common security threats across all countries and a broader
agreement for greater coordination and information sharing. The threats,
essentially non-traditional in nature, include maritime terrorism, unregulated
fishing, illegal fishing in the global commons, pollution, sea piracy, drug and
human trafficking.
While India is looking at cooperative frameworks to deal with common
threats, Adm. Lanba clarified that efforts like coordinated patrols and joint patrols
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will be done only with maritime neighbours. ―We only do coordinated patrols and
joint patrols with nations who are our maritime neighbours. We are not looking at
joint patrols with the U.S. Navy at this moment,‖ he added.
Over the last year, the Navy, to test the waters, stepped up its presence and
maintained round the clock surveillance on India‘s vital areas of interest across the
length and breadth of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). This allows India to position
itself as a net security provider in the region. ―Earlier, there were flag showing
missions in terms of overseas deployments for exercises and visits. The need of the
hour is to change the nature of deployments. All choke points (meaning straits
which connect seas or narrow water channels where ships and submarines of
adversaries can be choked off) and sea lanes are now under 24/7 surveillance. They
are now institutionalised deployments,‖ a senior Navy officer said.
The new mission-based deployment concept, which was unveiled in the
Naval Commander‘s Conference in May, has mission-ready ships and aircraft
being deployed along critical sea lanes of communications and choke points from
Malacca straits to the Persian Gulf. The biannual Naval Commander‘s Conference,
which recently reviewed its effectiveness, has formalised it.
The cycle of 12-15 ships in effect means a turnaround of 36-45 ships, with
one set deployed, one set in transit, and one set in maintenance.
―These ships are deployed always ready to meet any eventuality across the
spectrum of operations ranging from acts of maritime terrorism and piracy to
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) missions,‖ the officer stated.
Adm. Arun Prakash said the new maritime strategy had listed ―naval
presence‖ as a mission. "This is, firstly, to reassure our friends that you are there,
second to send a message to your adversaries and third, it is a measure of maritime
domain awareness."
In this backdrop, he said Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea can be effectively
monitored if India were to sit at the three choke points.
Another aspect is that India is positioning itself as the net security provider
in the region and the first responder in the case of natural disasters.
For instance, in May, the Indian Navy was the first to respond to heavy rain
and flooding in Sri Lanka as also to the requirements post Cyclone Mora in
Bangladesh and Myanmar.
Индия намерена закупить у Франции 111 вертолетов для своих ВМФ на
сумму в 217 млрд. рупий (3.3 млрд. долл.)
India gears up to buy 111 naval choppers worth Rs 21,738 crore
Rahul Singh. Hindustan Times. Oct 31, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/india-gears-up-to-buy-111-naval-choppers-worth-rs-21-738-crore/storyQNaFbXAMROC8NGtg4BIlTL.html

The government‘s defence acquisition council gave its go-ahead to the
project at a time when the Navy is struggling to bridge capability gaps, and a
majority of its 140 warships are operating without utility helicopters.
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India set the ball rolling for buying 111 naval utility helicopters (NUHs) on
Tuesday, with the defence ministry giving its stamp of approval for a Rs 21,738crore programme to replace the Navy‘s outdated fleet of French-designed Chetak
choppers.
The government‘s defence acquisition council (DAC), headed by defence
minister Nirmala Sitharaman, gave its go-ahead to the project at a time when the
Navy is struggling to bridge capability gaps, and a majority of its 140 warships are
operating without utility helicopters.
With the DAC according its ‗acceptance of necessity‘ (AoN) to the critical
project, the government has moved a step closer to releasing a global tender for the
five-tonne class helicopters. US, European and Russian rivals are expected to
compete for the lucrative deal by stitching up alliances with Indian firms under the
government‘s ‗strategic partnership‘ model.
A South Block source said 16 of the choppers would be bought in flyaway
condition from a foreign military contractor, and the remaining 95 will be built
here in partnership with an Indian firm.
Even under the Make in India plan, the country‘s arms procurement rules
allow for direct purchase of weapons and systems from the foreign vendor in
keeping with the ‗strategic partnership‘ policy. It stipulates that ―a minimum
number of platforms, not exceeding 10-15% of the units being procured, may be
manufactured on the premises of the original equipment manufacturer‖.
Such choppers are used for several purposes, including search and rescue
operations, medical evacuation, communication duties, anti-piracy and antiterrorism operations, humanitarian assistance, surveillance and targeting.
The Navy had released two requests for information (RFIs) for 123 naval
multi-role helicopters (NMRHs) and 111 NUHs this August. The multi-billion
dollar NMRH programme to replace obsolete Westland Sea King helicopters is yet
to come up for DAC approval.
The August RFI said that the NUHs being bought in flyaway condition
should be supplied within five years of the contract being signed, and the
remaining between five and 13 years of the contract under the ―make category‖
(built in India).
The twin-engine helicopter, meant to be flown by two pilots, will have
wheeled landing gear and blade-fold capability. India wants the choppers built in
the country to have 40% indigenous content.
A few basic helicopters may be initially delivered to meet the Navy‘s
immediate training and search-and-rescue needs. They will be later upgraded to
fulfil all requirements.
Индия одобрила расходы на покупку/производство 111 вертолетов для
своего ВМФ на сумму 3.2 млрд. долл.
India clears $3.2 billion purchase of naval choppers
The Express Tribune. November 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1546887/3-indiaclears-3-2-billion-purchase-naval-choppers/
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NEW DELHI: India will purchase more than 100 armed helicopters for its
navy to replace its outdated French-designed fleet in a military deal worth $3.2
billion, an official said Wednesday.
The defence acquisition council approved funding for the purchase of 111
multi-utility helicopters for attack missions, search and rescue, surveillance
operations and medical evacuation.
A spokesperson for the Indian navy said on Twitter the new aircrafts were a
huge step toward addressing a ―critical void of helicopters‖ for the naval fleet,
which currently uses the French-designed Chetak model.
Can India destroy Pakistan‘s nuclear arsenal?
The government will identify a foreign military hardware company and a
local defence firm to develop the helicopters in a joint partnership.
India, the world‘s largest defence importer, wants to build more of its
hardware in the country.
Under a new policy, it is inviting global military manufacturers to set up
shop as minority partners in India.
It is banking on foreign companies to bring in new technology in the crucial
defence sector, which imports 90 per cent of its equipment.
India has been investing tens of billions in updating its Soviet-era military
hardware to counter long-standing territorial disputes with its nuclear-armed
neighbours China and Pakistan.
The navy‘s ageing light-utility helicopter, the Chetak, is a licensed version
of a French model built by India‘s Hindustan Aeronautics Limited since 1975.
Закупки Индией оружия за рубежом, в т.ч. в России
‗Make In India‘ projects come undone
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/make-in-india-projects-comeundone/articleshow/61349989.cms

31,

2017.

NEW DELHI: Bureaucratic bottlenecks, long-winded procedures,
commercial and technical wranglings, coupled with the lack of requisite political
push and followthrough, have ensured that no major "Make in India" project in
defence has actually kicked off in the last three years.
Stock-taking of half-a-dozen mega projects, collectively worth over Rs 3.5
lakh crore, shows they remain stuck at different stages without the final contracts
being inked. They range from future infantry combat vehicles (FICVs), light utility
helicopters and Naval multi-role choppers to new-generation stealth submarines,
mine counter-measure vessels (MCMVs) and fifth-generation fighter aircraft
(FGFA). The initial request for information (RFI) for another major 'Make in India'
project, to manufacture 114 single-engine fighters in a second production line after
indigenous Tejas light combat aircraft, of course, is also about to be issued.
But though the Gripen-E (Sweden) and F-16 (US) jets are already in a
dogfight to bag the estimated Rs 1 lakh crore contract, it'll take years for
indigenous production to take off. Defence ministry (MoD) officials contend
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minister Nirmala Sitharaman is holding meetings of the defence acquisitions
council every fortnight, as also reviewing projects on a case-to-case basis, in a bid
to break the bureaucratic and other logjams.
"These are big complex projects for a country which cannot even
manufacture specialised ammunition. They will take some time," said a senior
official. Some steps have indeed been taken to boost the private sector's role in
defence production through "strategic partnership" and other policies, besides
according top priority to "indigenous design, development and manufacturing
(IDDM)" category in the Defence Procurement Procedure.
But India is still far away from reducing its strategically-vulnerable
dependence on foreign military hardware and software. PM Modi's talk of defence
as the cornerstone of his "Make in India" thrust is also yet to translate into concrete
reality.
The Rs 60,000 crore FICV project (see graphic), first approved in October
2009, for instance, remains deadlocked over whether two or all the five Indian
private firms in the fray, apart from the Ordnance Factories Board, be asked to
design and build prototypes. "Sitharaman is holding meetings to break the FICV
logjam... It will be resolved soon," said an official. Meanoffer," said the source.
The FGFA project with Russia to co-develop and coproduce an Indian
variant of its Sukhoi T-50 fighter, in turn, has taken a steep nose-dive after
the IAF raised doubts about its stealth capabilities, engine performance, high cost
and delivery time-frame. Under a 2010 pact, India and Russia conducted
preliminary design work worth $295 million, but the final R&D and production
contract has been hanging fire since then. It will take around $25 billion to make
127 such single-seat jets in India. "It will have to be a top political decision
whether to go in for the FGFA project or junk it," said a source.
Another project with Russia, the Rs 6,500 crore plan to manufacture 200
Kamov-226T light utility helicopters, is also in the doldrums despite an intergovernmental agreement in 2015. "The joint venture has been set up. But the
request for proposal is yet to be issued to the JV to submit its techno-commercial
offer," said the source.
Одобрение сделки американской продажи F-16 и F-18 Индии
Prior approval for sale of F-16 and F-18 in place: Keith Webster
Seema
Sirohi.
The
Times
of
India.
Oct
19,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/prior-approval-for-sale-of-f-16-andf-18-in-place-keith-webster/articleshow/61140217.cms

Keith Webster , a 32-year veteran of the US Defense Department, has joined
the newly launched US-India Strategic Partnership Forum(USISPF) as senior
vice-president for Defense and Aerospace. A big 'catch' for USISPF, Webster has
dealt with all aspects of the India relationship, from technology transfer to export
controls, from laying out new roadmaps to executing old ones. Few have his
overview of the sprawling US bureaucracy and its intricacies. He talked to Seema
Sirohi in Washington. Excerpts:
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Where are we in the defence relationship?
For the past four years plus, the Pentagon has led the Defence Technology
and Trade Initiative [DTTI]. It accomplished a couple of things – it was able to
transform views on India and to treat India as a very close partner… as if we were
allies in terms of capabilities, research and co-development. It was a historic period
in the Pentagon, serving as a cornerstone for the contemporary relationship. Then
on June 7, 2016, India was declared a major defence partner.
What‘s on the horizon now?
We have very transformational offers for two advanced fighter jets – F16 and F-18 in partnership with industry. The proposals have pre-positioned US
government approvals for co-production and tech transfer, which is unprecedented
for us. Previously, denials were automatic because India is not an ally but now we
treat India as if it were. Normally approvals come after the request is made. But
India said that was not helpful and challenged us to pre-position [pre-approve] and
we worked for two years with both Lockheed Martin and Boeing to develop
proposals for Make in India. I led the first briefing in April 2016. The Ministry of
Defence asked very significant questions and we drilled down another level. This
past February, I did another set of briefings. Now we are waiting for formal RFPs
[Request for Proposals]. It can come any day now.
India was less than impressed with the US offer for the MMRCA
[Medium Multi Role Combat Aircraft] in terms of performance and tech
transfer issues. What‘s changed?
Those were fair concerns a decade ago. The DTTI was launched in 2012 –
after the MMRCA. Today the proposals are completely different. They are far
more forward-leaning than MMRCA. There is a fair mix of technologies on offer
at various levels.
What about advanced technology?
Decisions on the most advanced capabilities will be incorporated over
time… not immediately transferred to India. The US is conservative about sharing
radar technology for national security reasons. I don‘t believe there are any
significant surprises in what will or not be transferred. It is a significant beginning
as we continue to build trust.India hasn‘t signed what were once called
'foundational agreements' but are now rebranded as 'enabling agreements'.The
Government of India wanted a different term. They were part of the discussion in
recent meetings. Secretary of Defence Mattis in a very subtle way showed he was
aware of them and put some emphasis. We need to find a way to move forward on
them at the right time… find innovative ways to work through them… when the
time is right politically.
How does their absence impact the defence relationship?
The absence of these agreements is not ideal. Our industries can‘t share
classified industrial information with the government of India and its industries.
That complicates timelines and our ability to move swiftly forward. We have to
find workarounds, which are not easily available. Then there is the thoroughness
issue. These issues are well understood by India. We have been successful in
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working around these obstacles but this will not be sustainable as we ramp up. It
will become apparent if and when the F-16/F-18 programmes move together.
What if India doesn‘t choose the F-16?
It would be a significant disappointment. Just to develop these Make in India
proposals took two years of intense work, to demonstrate DTTI and move beyond
MMRCA, to demonstrate this is a new relationship... It would begin fatigue in our
prime industries, not only in Boeing and Lockheed. But that is speculation. We
have had successes – Apache helicopters and M777 howitzers – but the
programmes were extended 12 or 13 times. I don‘t fully understand the decisionmaking process but I know there is incredible anxiety within the bureaucracy on
making a deal.
Еще одна атомная подводная лодка сойдет со стапелей в Визахаптанам
A bigger nuclear submarine is coming
Dinakar Peri, Josy Joseph. The Hindu. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/a-biggernuclear-submarine-is-coming/article19862549.ece?homepage=true

Blue power: The nuclear-powered INS Arihant is seen off Visakhapatnam.
After INS Aridhaman, focus will be on more potent version.
India‘s second strategic nuclear submarine Aridhaman is just a few weeks
from sea launch. But raising ambitions for the Navy‘s capability, there are plans to
build a bigger and more potent version of the indigenous nuclear submarine in the
immediate future, say sources.
That leap for India‘s ballistic nuclear submarine capabilities would come
with the fourth submarine planned in the same class, named S4-Star. It would have
a stronger weapons configuration integrated into an extra compartment that would
be added to Arihant‘s original design.
On the Aridhaman, sources said the ―final checks are under way. All the
three modules have been integrated. It is likely to be launched in late November,‖
an official source told The Hindu. Another source said a November launch may be
difficult, but ―in December, it will definitely be in the sea.‖
Fuel loading in the nuclear reactor for Aridhaman was completed in January,
but it would go critical only much later after initial sea trials. Once launched, the
submarine will be put to extensive harbour and sea trials, before being formally
commissioned in the next couple of years.
The indigenously built second nuclear submarine will add to India‘s growing
nuclear capabilities, in the face of the new strategic realities of the region,
including the assertive Chinese naval presence in the Indian Ocean.
Last October, India commissioned its first Ballistic Nuclear Submarine, INS
Arihant. The vessel, weighing 6,000 tonnes, is powered by an 83 MW pressurised
light water nuclear reactor.
Aridhaman, of the Arihant class, will carry several new pieces of equipment
including new-generation sensors and periscope, compared to the first ship.
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Construction of the third submarine of the same class is under way in four
different parts, and could be completed approximately in a year. This would also
be of the same size as Arihant and Aridhaman, but possess more advanced
weapons and sensors. The third submarine is planned for launch in late 2018.
As soon as Aridhaman is launched, the final integration of the third
submarine will begin in Visakhapatnam, it is learnt.
Indigenous capability
The project to build a strategic nuclear submarine to carry nuclear missiles
began as the Advanced Technology Vessel project in the 1980s, and the vessel
project was launched in 2009 by Dr. Manmohan Singh.
Arihant, which can carry nuclear tipped ballistic missiles, is of the ship
submersible ballistic nuclear class.
Продажа американского оружия Индии – визит Маттиса в Индию
Fighter jets, drones on table as Mattis visits key ally India
Daily Times. 25-Sep-17. http://dailytimes.com.pk/business/25-Sep-17/fighter-jets-droneson-table-as-mattis-visits-key-ally-india

Fighter jets, drone deals and shared concerns over Afghanistan‘s security
look set to dominate the agenda when US Defense Secretary James Mattis visits
India this week.
Mattis is scheduled to arrive late Monday and is set to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his new defence minister, in the first visit by a top US official
since Donald Trump became president in January.
―The United States views India as a valued and influential partner, with
broad mutual interests extending well beyond South Asia,‖ a Pentagon statement
said.
Trump and Modi met in June in Washington and the visit by Mattis is a sign
―the political leadership in both countries place defence cooperation as a top
priority‖, Mukesh Aghi, president of the US India Strategic Partnership Forum,
told AFP.
Delhi and Washington share concerns about Afghanistan, with Trump
announcing a new strategy for the war-torn country last month which cleared the
way for the deployment of thousands more US troops.
The president has urged India to increase assistance to Afghanistan‘s
economy, and has lambasted Delhi‘s arch-rival Pakistan for offering safe haven to
―agents of chaos‖.
Mattis ―will express US appreciation for India‘s important contributions
toward Afghanistan‘s democracy, stability, prosperity, and security‖, the Pentagon
said.
Experts are not expecting any Indian boots on the ground, though there may
be some role for Indian military expertise in supporting the US-led training and
advisory mission with Afghan security forces.
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India has long vied with Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, building
dams, roads and a new parliament in the troubled country. Last year it offered
some $1 billion in aid.
Delhi frequently accuses Islamabad of stirring up violence in Afghanistan
and harbouring militant groups.
In 2016 the United States designated India a ―Major Defence Partner‖ with
the aim of increasing military cooperation and cutting red tape to ease defence
deals.
Mattis‘s predecessor Ashton Carter pushed hard for stronger defence ties
and the Trump administration has not signalled any intention of changing course
on this.
Trump has praised India for contributing to regional peace and stability and
for buying US military equipment.
Mattis is likely to seek to persuade India to buy Lockheed Martin‘s F-16
Block 70 aircraft in a deal potentially worth $15 billion.
Lockheed Martin has offered the most upgraded version of the jet fighter to
India, the world‘s largest weapons importer.
The US manufacturer is competing with Swedish defence giant Saab, whose
Gripen E made its maiden flight in June.
India has said it needs at least 100 single-engine fighters to counter the
growing air threat posed by China and Pakistan.
Saab and Lockheed have both offered to build the jets locally to comply with
Modi‘s ―Make-in-India‖ initiative, which aims to cut imports and build a domestic
defence industry.
US giant Boeing has also offered to set up a plant in India for production of
its F/A 18 Super Hornet aircraft if it wins a deal.
A drone deal for the Indian Navy will also likely be up for discussion, a
source familiar with the negotiations told AFP.
―Since Chinese assets have started to dominate the Indian Ocean region, the
Trump administration is keen on fast-tracking the acquisition of the drones,‖ the
source said.
Many commentators have said that US-India cooperation is crucial to
countering an increasingly assertive China, which has been developing its military
capabilities in the Asia-Pacific.
But Afghanistan will be front and centre when Mattis meets Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, who will host her highest-level foreign delegation
since being appointed earlier this month.
The visit comes as the Indian army takes part in a two-week joint military
training exercise in the United States to forge closer ties on counter-insurgency,
regional security operations and peacekeeping.
Покупка водного самолета у Японии? Или вертолет?
Navy‘s dilemma: US-2 planes or helicopters?
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Dinakar Peri. The Hindu, 25.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/navysdilemma-us-2-planes-or-helicopters/article19747844.ece?homepage=true

On land and sea: The Japanese US-2 amphibious aircraft will add to the
Navy‘s fighting skills.
India, Japan continue discussions for purchase of US-2 amphibious
aircraft
The Navy‘s urgent priorities include helicopters and minesweepers, while
India continue discussions with Japan for buying the US-2 amphibious aircraft,
naval officials say.
―The US-2 is a good capability addition, but it is not a top priority. There is
a constraint of resources and there are other things on that list. The Navy is in
urgent need of helicopters, minesweepers and submarines among others,‖ one
naval source says.
India and Japan have been negotiating a deal for 12 ShinMaywa-built US-2
amphibious aircraft at a cost of around $1.3 billion, but differences over the pricing
offset clause have held it up.
Joint statement
The joint statement issued after talks between Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and his visiting Japanese counterpart, Shinzo Abe, earlier this month noted
Japan‘s ―readiness to provide its state-of-the-art US-2 amphibian aircraft‖, and the
two governments decided to ―continue their discussions in this regard‖.
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While the aircraft will be a great force multiplier for the Navy, they will
divert precious resources from other pressing needs. Of these, the most pressing
need is for helicopters, which are crucial in clearing way for ships and are also the
first responders in any emergency on the seas.
The inventory
The Navy‘s inventory currently consists of Chetaks, Russian Kamov-28 and
33s, six Sikorsky UH-3Hs, Seaking 42B & 42C and some advanced light
helicopters. Except the last, all others are of 1980s vintage.
―Flying does not mean anything. It has to be able to see and do the job. But
most of the sensors on the systems are obsolete,‖ another officer noted.
Surprisingly, while the force is inducting modern stealth ships, most of the
decks lie vacant because of a lack of copters. Beyond the off-shore patrol vessels,
all ships can accommodate two helicopters each. To meet these, there is a
requirement of over 123 naval multi-role helicopters.
―These helicopters are needed to sanitise the area around the high-value
assets and carry out attacks against enemy submarines at stand-off ranges,‖ an
officer says.
Early this month, the Request for Information (RFI) was issued to global
vendors for procurement of 123 NMRH and 111 Naval Utility Helicopters (NUH).
The procurement would be under the recently approved Strategic Partnership (SP)
model of the Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP). Past efforts to acquire new
helicopters have repeatedly failed.
In addition to helicopters, the Navy recently floated the tender for a new line
of six submarines under Project-75I, estimated to cost over ₹ 50,000 crore. Talks
for procurement of 12 minesweepers estimated at ₹ 32,000 crore are in advanced
stages.
Первая покупка Индией оружия у Японии
India likely to finalise first defence purchase from Japan
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
Sep
13,
2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-likely-to-finalise-first-defence-purchase-fromjapan/articleshow/60492286.cms
HIGHLIGHTS


India and Japan are teaming up to roll out big infrastructure and
connectivity projects in Asian and African countries
 India is looking to more collaboration with Japanese nuclear companies
 Japan is looking for defence partnerships that deliver ballistic and cruise
missiles to counter North Korea
Ahmedabad is all decked up to welcome Japanese PM Shinzo Abe. (AFP
photo)
NEW DELHI: India and Japan will not break new ground during Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's visit+ , which begins today. But as a detailed joint
statement, still being worked out, will reveal, the two sides are digging deep in
their bilateral relationship+ . Japan is now possibly India's closest strategic
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partner in the world, as both sides converge in their strategic and economic
outlook.
It will be in the field of defence and nuclear technologies that India and
Japan hope to get to the next level. India is likely to finalise the first defence
purchases from Japan, the US-2 amphibious plane that has been tossed around
between the two governments for some years. Some element of 'Make in India"
may be introduced, but the two sides are looking at a future where joint
development will be the key. Given the fact that bureaucracies in both countries
are notoriously slow and suspicious, this will take a while, needing strong political
push to get it off the starting block. On the other side, with the North Korean crisis
deepening, Japan is looking for defence partnerships that deliver ballistic and
cruise missiles, as was made clear by Katsuyuki Kawai, Abe's top foreign policy
adviser, who was in New Delhi last week.
Countering China, India and Japan are teaming up to roll out big
infrastructure and connectivity projects in Asian and African countries. The AsiaAfrica growth corridor is slowly getting off the ground, and while it will never be
as nimble as the Chinese OBOR, India and Japan are working on a different
philosophy, involving more local interests and participation.
With the completion of the civil nuclear deal, India is looking at more
collaboration with Japanese nuclear companies. The deal was finally signed
between India and Japan in November 2016, and the Japanese parliament cleared it
in June 2017.
The financial troubles of Westinghouse has necessitated a change in
strategy. The Indian government will roll out the proverbial red carpet for the
hundreds of Japanese nuclear companies whose expertise is desperately in need of
markets, after Fukushima closed doors in Japan and many western countries.
The model will be different from the Russian one, where the foreign partner
builds entire reactors from scratch, as would have happened with Westinghouse or
GE-Hitachi. Instead, Japanese companies like Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi and
numerous smaller nuclear companies are being invited to invest and provide
support services for designing, building and operating reactors to Indian
companies. For instance, Westinghouse, owned by Toshiba, is being invited to
prove technology, components and equipment as well as service expertise for six
reactors in Andhra Pradesh which would have earlier been a turn-key project, but
now may be done with an Indian partner.
Here the Indian government's decision in May to build 10 new nuclear
power reactors is expected to provide a glide path for Japanese companies. It also
shifts India's focus from negotiating for full reactors to using Japanese expertise
and technology to augment Indian capacities, and, India hopes, in time to look for
third country markets. It would have helped India if its membership to the NSG
was through, but there is little hope here that will be done anytime soon. Until
then, India plans to use the waiver granted to it in 2008 to the fullest.
The high speed railway (HSR) groundbreaking ceremony, India reckons is a
gateway to a different way of life and work for Indians, just as the Maruti Suzuki
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and the metro changed the face of urban transportation in India. The two sides are
already looking at adding new lines to the high-speed railway network, one of the
aims being to connect the major metropolises in India via HSR in the coming
years.
Продажа американского оружия Индии – на 15 млрд. долл. за 10 лет.
US military sales to India go from zero to $15bn in decade
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, September 12th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1357149/usmilitary-sales-to-india-go-from-zero-to-15bn-in-decade

WASHINGTON: US military sales to India went from zero to $15 billion in
the last 10 years and the United States hopes to get a major share in the $30 billion
India plans to spend in military modernisation over the next seven years, says a
senior American official.
At a recent hearing, Acting Assistant Secretary of State for South and
Central Asian Affairs Alice Wells told a congressional panel that Washington sees
India as a major defence and strategic partner and wants New Delhi to play a key
role in bringing peace and stability to its region. She also underlined the US desire
to sell nuclear components to India.
―The $10 billion in US export content in the potential nuclear deal, we
believe would generate 15,000 jobs,‖ said Ms Well in a testimony before the South
Asia panel of the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
―We obviously strongly support a prosperous India that plays a leading
global role, both China and India are leading powers, but our relationship with
India really stands on its own,‖ she said. ―And it stands on its own because it‘s
based on democratic values, on close political and economic ties.‖
―Look at the military relationship … we‘re currently holding the largest
military exercise with India and Japan … that brings together 10,000 personnel and
our largest carriers,‖ she said. ―With India as a major defence partner, we are able
to now offer advanced technologies.‖
Ms Wells recalled that during Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit
to the White House in June, US President Donald Trump made an ‗unprecedented
offer‘ of selling the Sea Guardian Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) to India.
The Indian Navy has been seeking a long-endurance UAS for maritime
surveillance for some years. The Sea Guardian provides a multimode maritime
surface search radar and a unique identification system. The offer demonstrates a
major change in US policy, as so far Washington has only provided this system to
a select few of America‘s closest defence partners.
―Now we want to build on that military partnership. India over the next
seven years, is projected to spend $30 billion in military modernisation.
Our companies, like Boeing and Lockheed, with the F- 18s and the F-16s,
are natural competitors. It would deeply enhance our interoperability with India,‖
Ms Wells said.
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The US official also noted that 70 percent of the infrastructure, required to
sustain and support the India of 2030, has yet to be built. This, she said, will be an
enormous opportunity for US companies to benefit from this expansion as they
already have the technology and expertise to help build the required infrastructure.
She pointed out that Boeing alone foresees a market for 2,000 commercial
aircraft in South Asia over 20 years, and India will be the largest buyer. During Mr
Modi‘s visit, the US and India announced of a potential sale of planes worth $23
billion.
―Planes, commercial aircraft as well as military aircraft, are a key sector for
exports in the future,‖ Ms Wells said.
The region‘s growth has the potential to create a half a billion new
customers for US businesses and consumer goods, financial services, technology,
infrastructure, the health sector, energy, education, tourism and more.
In 2014, the United States exported more than $22 billion worth of goods to
South Asia, making it the region‘s number one trading partner.
Ms Wells explained that to further enhance its trade with South Asia, the
United States wants to increase interregional connectivity as intraregional trade in
South Asia comprises only 2 per cent of their total trade, which is the lowest in the
world. Washington hopes that India would play a key role in promoting
interregional trade as well.
―India is one of our most important strategic partners and a country of
growing political and economic importance globally, with which our values and
national interests increasingly align,‖ Ms Wells said.
США-Индия. Трамп четко сказал, что будут поставки F-16 и F-18
Индии.
Trump administration says it strongly supports sale of F-16, F-18 jets to
India
The Hindustan Times. Sep 07, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/trumpadministration-strongly-supports-sale-of-f-16-f-18-jets-to-india/storyt4Or3cMVluPDzMQcoYLMxM.html

US official told Congress defence cooperation with India will be an
important pillar in the bilateral relationship as it needs the country to be a net
security provider in the Indo-Pacific region.
The Trump administration has told US Congress that it ―strongly supports‖
the sale of F-18 and F-16 fighter jets to India and asserted that the proposals have
the potential to take Indo-US defence ties to the next level.
Alice Wells, acting assistant secretary of state for the South and Central
Asian Affairs, told a Congressional Subcommittee in a written submission that
defence cooperation with India would be an important pillar in the bilateral
relationship as it needs the country to be a net security provider in the Indo-Pacific
region.
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In this context, the Trump administration has informed the Congress that it
―strongly supports‖ the sale of F-18 and F-16 fighter proposals put forward by
Boeing and Lockheed Martin respectively.
These proposals have the potential to take India-US defence relationship to
the next level, the official said.
US to launch anti-dumping probe against steel flanges from India, China
India, Japan to step up defence cooperation
―The reason why defence cooperation with India is so vital to US interests is
because we need India to be a net security provider in the Indo-Pacific,‖ Wells
said.
She highlighted that the region serves as the fulcrum of global trade and
commerce, with nearly half of the world‘s 90,000 commercial vessels, many
sailing under the US flag, and two-thirds of traded oil travelling through the region.
Wells is also scheduled to testify before the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific on ―Maintaining US Influence in South
Asia: The FY 2018 Budget‖.
She said in her submission that the Indo-Asia Pacific region is also home to
nearly half of the planet‘s population and some of the fastest growing economies
on earth.
―Working with like-minded partners, India has the strategic and economic
potential to uphold the international order that has served so much of humanity
over the past seven decades. The investments we make in our security partnership
now will pay dividends for decades to come,‖ she said.
As fellow democracies, countering terrorism is the critical priority for both
India and the United States, she asserted.
―India is situated in a dangerous neighbourhood, where terrorist attacks have
killed both Indians and Americans alike. Joint training and capacity building are
essential to expanding our counter terrorism cooperation,‖ she said, citing the State
Department Anti-Terrorism Assistance (ATA) programme in which more than
1,100 Indian security personnel have received training from the US since 2009.
Wells said India is among America‘s most important strategic partners in the
Indo-Pacific region.
―In the words of President Trump, the relationship between India and the
United States has never been stronger, has never been better,‖ she said in the
testimony.
―The President‘s first meeting with Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi in June
set a positive tone and ambitious agenda for strengthening bilateral ties,
particularly in the areas of defence, energy and trade,‖ she added.
Индия-Япония. Сотрудничество в военной сфере.
India, Japan to step up defence cooperation
The Hindustan Times. 6/09/2017/ http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-japan-tostep-up-defence-cooperation/story-Cttjc7Qmf5UaVyuqJITK9J.html
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India and Japan have agreed to collaborate closely in defence production,
including on dual- use technologies, as the two countries resolved to ramp up
overall military engagement under the bilateral special strategic framework.
The decision by India and Japan to boost defence ties comes amid escalating
tension in the region in the wake of the nuclear test by North Korea and China‘s
growing assertiveness in the South China Sea.
India and Japan have agreed to collaborate closely in defence production,
including on dual- use technologies, as the two countries resolved to ramp up
overall military engagement under the bilateral special strategic framework.
Defence Minister Arun Jaitley and his Japanese counterpart Itsunori
Onodera yesterday held wide-ranging talks, as part of the India-Japan annual
defence ministerial dialogue in Tokyo during which issues relating to the US-2
amphibious aircraft also figured, a joint press statement said.
The decision by India and Japan to boost defence ties comes amid escalating
tension in the region in the wake of the nuclear test by North Korea and China‘s
growing assertiveness in the South China Sea.
The two sides also agreed to commence technical discussions for research
collaboration in the areas of Unmanned Ground Vehicles and Robotics.
India plans to buy the US-2 ShinMaywa aircraft from Japan for its navy.
Last year, China had reacted angrily to reports that Japan plans to sell weapons to
India at cheaper prices, saying that such a move is disgraceful.
The two sides also agreed to ramp up counter-terror cooperation, besides
deepening engagement among navies, air forces and ground forces of the two
countries.
―The Ministers exchanged views and ideas with the aim to further strengthen
defence and security cooperation under the framework of the ‗Japan-lndia Special
Strategic and Global Partnership‘,‖ the statement said today.
It said Jaitley and Onodera deliberated on the current security situation in the
Indo-Pacific region and condemned in the strongest terms North Korea‘s latest
nuclear test and called upon the country to cease such action which adversely
impacts peace and stability of the region and beyond.
Reviewing bilateral defence ties, they commended the progress made in
discussions to identify specific areas of collaboration in the field of defence
equipment and technology cooperation for production of various military
platforms.
―They noted the effort made by both countries regarding the cooperation on
US-2 amphibious aircraft,‖ said the statement.
The ministers endorsed the importance of enhancing interaction between
governments and defence industries of the two countries to encourage
collaboration, including for defence and dual-use technologies.
In the meeting, Jaitley briefed about India‘s policy reforms in the defence
manufacturing sectors, saying the country offers huge opportunities for foreign
industries to play an active role.
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Seeking to further intensify naval cooperation, Onodera expressed his
intention to have state-of-the-art Japanese assets, including P-1 maritime patrol
aircraft to participate in next year‘s trilateral Malabar naval exercise which also
involves the US Navy.
―The two sides will consider inclusion of Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)
training to expand cooperation. In addition the ministers agreed to pursue
exchanges and training by ASW aviation units such as P-3C,‖ the statement said.
P-3C is an anti-submarine and maritime surveillance aircraft.
The Japanese side proposed to invite Indian Navy personnel to minecountermeasures training held by it.
Jaitley attended the dialogue with Japan as defence minister though Nirmala
Sitharaman was given the defence portfolio in the cabinet reshuffle on Sunday.
Jaitley had said there were logistical constraints for her to attend the dialogue.
At the talks, the two sides also welcomed the constructive engagement
between Japan‘s Acquisition, Technology and Logistic Agency (ATLA) and
India‘s Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO).
The defence and security cooperation between India and Japan is on an
upswing and both countries are exploring ways to further deepen it.
Prime Minister Modi had visited Japan in November last year during which
both sides had decided to ramp up bilateral defence and security cooperation.
Индийская армия получит современные ракеты среднего радиуса
действия к 2020 г.
Boost to Army's air power; to get medium range missile by 2020
The Times of India. Aug 27, 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/boost-toarmys-air-power-to-get-medium-range-missile-by-2020/articleshow/60244300.cms

•Indian Army will finally get an advanced medium-range surface to air
missile system by 2020
•The missile system will be able to shoot down ballistic missiles, fighter jets
and attack helicopters from a range of around 70 km.
•The missile system will be produced by DRDO in collaboration with the
Israel Aerospace Industries.
NEW DELHI: After years of wait, the Indian Army will finally get an
advanced medium-range surface to air missile (MRSAM) system by 2020 which
will be able to shoot down ballistic missiles, fighter jets and attack helicopters
from a range of around 70 km.
The missile system will be produced by premier defence research organisation
DRDO in collaboration with the Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), a senior army
official said.
The MRSAM system will be capable of shooting down enemy ballistic
missiles, aircraft, helicopters, drones, surveillance aircraft and AWACS (Airborne
Warning and Control Systems) aircraft, the official said on condition of anonymity
as he is not authorised to speak to the media.
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The current version of MRSAM is operational with the Indian Air Force and
the Navy.
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has signed a
Rs 17,000 crore deal with the IAI for the ambitious project.
The MR-SAM, a land-based version of the long-range surface-to-air missile
(LRSAM) for the Navy, will have a strike range of up 70 km, the official said. The
deal envisages 40 firing units and around 200 missiles.
"The MRSAM for Army's Air Defence is an advanced all weather, 360 degree
mobile land based theatre air defence system capable of providing air defence to
critical areas against a wide variety of threats in a combat zone," the official said.
The first set of missile system will be ready in the next three years, he said.
The Army has been pressing the government to enhance its aerial attack
capability considering the evolving security challenges.
In May, the Army successfully test fired an advanced version of the Brahmos
land-attack cruise missile in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
The Indian Army, which became the first land force in the world to deploy the
Brahmos in 2007, has raised several regiments of this formidable weapon.
In May 2015, the Army had inducted the indigenously- developed supersonic
surface-to-air missile Akash which is capable of targeting enemy helicopters,
aircraft and UAVs from a range of 25 km.
The Army thinks procurement of the MRSAM will mark a paradigm shift in
its strike capability.
Военное сотрудничество Индии и Израиля
Israel likely to become India‘s largest arms supplier
Pramit
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http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/israel-likely-to-become-india-s-largest-armssupplier/story-tZQFenVzYWzaQFnPqbznqM.html

Here is a short history of India-Israel defence relations.
India and Israel have had a long and complicated defence relationship,
characterised by New Delhi keeping Tel Aviv at arm‘s length till the 1990s, when
the two established full diplomatic ties. Since then, the two countries have warmed
up to each other, though it took 25 years for an Indian prime minister to visit Israel.
Here‘s a look at the timeline of India and Israel‘s defence ties
1962 and 1965
Caught by surprise by China‘s attack in 1962, India asked almost everyone
for weapons. Israel provided mortars and small arms. In 1965, faced with a US and
Soviet arms boycott, India went to Israel again and received similar weaponry.
Despite this, New Delhi refused to normalise ties with Israel.
1971
Indira Gandhi asked then Israeli prime minister, Golda Meir, for weapons to help
fight Pakistan. Meir agreed, diverting weapons ordered by Iran to India. RAW had
the arms shipped to Liechtenstein and then taken by air to India along with a team
of Israeli instructors. The weapons were used by Indian soldiers and the Mukti
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Bahini to liberate Bangladesh. Later, Meir asked for full diplomatic ties, but
Gandhi declined.
1983
Israel offered to carry out an aerial strike to destroy the Kahuta reactor and
Pakistan‘s embryonic nuclear weapons programme. India had only to allow its
fighter-bombers to use the Jamnagar air base for refuelling, and Indira Gandhi
reportedly agreed to the attack in March 1984. However, the CIA got wind of the
attack and warned Pakistan, which in turn warned India that it would bomb the
Trombay reactor in retaliation. India aborted the mission.
1991
Israel stepped in after the Soviet collapse to provide avionics to India‘s MiG 21 bis
fleet. Russia objected but lacked the technology and delivery skills of the Israelis.
This began a continuing tradition of India mating Russian bodies to Israeli brains.
Whether it is the Sukhois or the Brahmos cruise missile, the Russian airframes and
engines are mated to Israeli radar and electronic systems. It helps that the Israelis
are well versed with Russian weapons -- having captured so many when they
defeated various Arab armies.
1992
Former Prime Minister PV Narasimha Rao established full diplomatic ties with
Israel, part of a larger Indian push to move closer to the Western camp after the
Soviet Union‘s collapse. But Rao was later to tell Israeli diplomats that, for him,
the main motive was to find an alternative source of arms for India at a time when
its Soviet arsenal was immobilised by a lack of spares and the US continued to
impose sanctions on India.
1996
Then Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres called in at the then Indian ambassador
and outlined the nuclear doctrine of Israel. Both recognised remarkable similarities
in their respective nuclear strategies. Israel provided its technology to stabilise its
warheads, a problem that had afflicted small nuclear arsenals. Cooperation has
expanded since then. ―Today such technical assistance is just the tip of the
iceberg,‖ a senior Israeli official said.
1999
Israel technicians were flown in during the Kargil War to install Litening targeting
pods on the Indian Air Force‘s Mirage jets. The lack of targeting equipment made
it difficult for India to hit Pakistani targets in the mountains and post-Pokhran II
sanctions, made it impossible to get such equipment from elsewhere. The pods
helped India convert its 1000 dumb bombs into laser-guided munitions.
2000
The US vetoed the Israeli sale of Phalcon early warning aircraft to China. Israel
complained that without such big ticket exports, it could not sustain its domestic
arms industry. Bruce Riedel and Ken Lieberthal of the Clinton administration
recommended that Israel consider India as an alternative. A few years later, India
agreed to a $1 billion plus deal for the Phalcon, the accompanying Green Pine
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radar and the rights to use the Israeli Ofek 6 military reconnaissance satellite when
it passes over South Asia.
2007
Indian special forces inducted the Israeli Tavor assault rifle, now part of the
standard arsenal of many Indian security forces. There were complaints about its
reliability under certain Indian climatic conditions, but Tavor‘s maker signed a
joint venture with Punj Lloyd and the rifle may be made in India.
2009
The Barak 8 air defence system was sold to India for $1.1 billion. Israel agreed to
make this an India-Israel co-production product and by 2010, the Barak ll was
being produced with what the DRDO claimed were 70% Indian parts. It was tested
on the INS Kolkata and will soon be fitted on all major ships of the Indian Navy,
with the Israeli Navy planning to do the same. The Barak is now cited as a model
for bilateral military cooperation.
2015
India proved to be among the best customers for Israel‘s drone industry. In 2015,
India had a fleet of 176 Israeli-made UAVs, and in 2017, India has the largest fleet
of Israeli drones in the world – even larger than Israel‘s. India is expected to
purchase its first set of armed Heron drones from Israel this year — a UAV
especially adapted to fight in Kashmir‘s climate and altitude.
2012-2016
Israeli arms exports to India grew steadily during this period. India, according to
the SIPRI arms database, was the destination to 41% of these exports — by far the
largest client for the Israeli defence industry. Israeli firms clocked up $1 billion a
year in sales to India on average. In fiscal 2016-17, if India goes through with the
Spike anti-tank missile deal, Israel will be for the first time the largest arms
supplier to India.
2017
A few months after Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s visit, Indian Air Force
fighters will join Israel and five Nato air forces in the so-called Blue Flag joint air
force exercises. This will be the first time that the Indian military will be publicly
holding such manoeuvres with their Israeli counterparts.
Сумма заказов Индии в Рособоронэкспорте превысила $4 млрд
Анастасия Ольденбургская. Известия. 23 июня 2017. http://iz.ru/610040/2017-0623/summa-zakazov-indii-v-rosoboroneksporte-prevysila-4-mlrd

Генеральный директор «Рособоронэкспорта» Александр Михеев заявил
о том, что портфель заказов компании на поставку вооружений и военной
техники Индии превышает $4 млрд.
«Сегодня портфель заказов Рособоронэкспорта по контрактам и
соглашениям с Индией существенно превышает четыре миллиарда долларов
США. И это без учета документов, готовящихся к подписанию», — заявил
Михеев журналистам.
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Глава Рособоронэкспорта также подчеркнул, что сотрудничество России
и Индии в военно-технической сфере стало одним из базовых элементов
партнерства.
США продали Индии транспортный авианосец и 22 дрона.
Trump, Modi call on Pakistan to stem terrorist attacks
Dawn. 27.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341915/trump-modi-call-on-pakistan-tostem-terrorist-attacks

US President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
embraced each other as friends and partners Monday, vowing to work more closely
on combating terrorism, the war on Afghanistan and defence cooperation.
The two leaders called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used to
launch terrorist attacks on other countries, a statement from the White House said.
Trump and Modi also ―called on all nations to resolve territorial and maritime
disputes peacefully and in accordance with international law,‖ the statement said.
Addressing a small audience at the White House following a bilateral meeting
with senior members of their administrations, Trump said both the US and India
have been affected by the ―evils of terrorism‖ and the ―radical ideology that drives
them.‖
While Trump's relations with some traditional allies had a rocky start, he and
Modi appeared to strike up an immediate rapport in their first meeting, exchanging
hugs in the White House Rose Garden in front of reporters.
While there were no major announcements, Trump's administration confirmed
it had given the green light to the $366 million sale of a transport carrier to India,
along with a separate purchase of around 20 drones.
The United States has become the leading supplier of defense equipment to
India, signing contracts worth more than $15 billion since 2008.
Modi and Trump pledged their quest for economic growth would strengthen
rather than undermine ties between the world's two largest democracies.
Трамп одобрил продажу Индии 22 дрона на сумму около 2 млрд. долл.
Trump approves $2bn drone deal with India ahead of Modi meeting
Dawn. Jun 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341497

The Trump administration has authorised the sale of unarmed surveillance
drones to India, the manufacturer of the drones said Friday, as the two nations'
leaders prepare for their first face-to-face meeting.
India initiated its request to buy 22 Guardian MQ-9B unmanned aircraft for
maritime surveillance last year.
The deal is estimated to be worth about $2 billion. The offer is still subject to
congressional approval.
The green light from the administration marks a further deepening in defence
ties as India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi meets with US President Donald
Trump at the White House on Monday.
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However, Modi's two-day visit to Washington, which starts Sunday, takes
place amid uncertainty over the relationship between the two countries because of
differences on trade and other issues.
So far in his presidency, Trump has focused on outreach to China, India's
strategic rival, as he looks to Beijing to rein in North Korea. But Washington and
New Delhi share concerns about China's rise as a military power.
India reportedly wants the drones for surveillance of the Indian Ocean waters
that China's navy increasingly traverses after establishing its first overseas base in
the Horn of Africa nation of Djibouti.
―We are pleased that the US government has cleared the way for the sale of
the MQ-9B Guardian to the Indian government,‖ Linden Blue, CEO of the
manufacturer, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, said in a statement. Blue
added that it would ―significantly enhance India's sovereign maritime domain
awareness in the Indo-Pacific.‖
A congressional staffer familiar with the matter confirmed the administration
has approved the sale. The staffer was not authorised to discuss the potential deal
and requested anonymity.
David McKeeby, spokesman for the State Department bureau of politicalmilitary affairs, said it does not comment on proposed defence sales before
Congress is formally notified.
A senior White House official said Friday that the US is interested in
providing India the kind of high technology it provides to its closest allies and
defence partners.
That is important to the strategic partnership and for cooperation in areas like
the Indian Ocean, and also creates US jobs, said the official, who requested
anonymity to brief reporters on the preparations for Modi's visit.
India does not have a formal alliance with the US, but defence ties have
intensified in recent years with joint drills between the two militaries and defence
sales. The South Asian nation, which has traditionally bought most of its defence
equipment from Russia, is looking to upgrade its capabilities.
Since 2008, India has signed more than $15bn in US defence contracts,
including for C-130J and C-17 transport aircraft, P-8I maritime patrol aircraft,
Harpoon missiles and Apache and Chinook helicopters.
Ashley Tellis, an expert on South Asia at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, said the US decision to offer the Guardian aircraft to India is
significant as the US has a standing policy of declining export of such advanced
drones other than to allies involved in combined operations with US forces.
―Much bureaucratic china within the US government had to be broken to get
to this decision,‖ he said. There could still be push-back from Congress. While
there is bipartisan support for closer US-India security ties, some lawmakers
remain wary of the export of US drone technology to non-allies.
Modi, a Hindu nationalist, will be making his fourth visit to the US since he
took office in 2014. He forged a strong relationship with President Barack Obama,
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and on his last visit in June 2016, he addressed Congress and described the US as
an ―indispensable partner.‖
The visit is likely to be lower key and aimed at building a personal bond
between the two leaders, who have spoken twice by phone since Trump took
office. Modi will be the first foreign dignitary to be hosted for dinner at the White
House during Trump's presidency.
They share a populist streak and a knack for using social media, and are likely
to find common ground on combating Islamic extremism. Modi will be urging a
tougher stance on Pakistan over militants that India blames for attacks on its
territory.
But there could be increased strains on trade issues.
India is among nations singled out by the Trump administration for their trade
surpluses with the US, which in India's case totalled $30.8bn in 2016. New Delhi is
also closely watching the administration's review of the H1B visa program, under
which thousands of skilled Indian workers come to the US.
New Delhi was irked by Trump's decision to pull out of the Paris climate
accord. In making the announcement, the US president said New Delhi had made
its participation ―contingent on receiving billions and billions and billions of
dollars in foreign aid.‖ India denies that and says it will continue to be part of the
accord, regardless of US participation.
Индия будет просить у США дроны на 3 млрд. долл.
India flags U.S. military aid to Pakistan
Kallol
Bhattacherjee.
The
Hindu.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-flags-us-military-aid-topakistan/article19127691.ece?homepage=true

23.06.2017.

Agenda set for Prime Minister Modi‘s first meeting with President Donald
Trump later this week
PTI adds:
U.S. drones for India
The U.S. has cleared the sale of 22 drones to India, government sources said
on Thursday, a deal being termed as a ―game changer‖ ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi‘s visit here for his meeting with President Donald Trump. The deal
is estimated at about $3 billion.
Возможности покупки Индией у США 22 дрона за 2-3 млрд. долл.
Накануне визита Моди в США Индия стремится закупить морские
дроны у Америки (и другое оружие)
India eyes breakthrough on purchase of US surveillance drones ahead of
Modi trip
Dawn. 22.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341074/india-eyes-breakthrough-onpurchase-of-us-surveillance-drones-ahead-of-modi-trip

India is pushing for US approval of its request to buy a naval variant of the
Predator drone, officials said, as Prime Minister Narendra Modi tries to revitalise
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relations with Washington when he meets President Donald Trump for the first
time.
Securing agreement on the purchase of 22 unarmed drones is seen in New
Delhi as a key test of defence ties that flourished under former President Barack
Obama but have drifted under Trump, who has courted Asian rival China as he
seeks Beijing's help to contain North Korea's nuclear programme.
Modi's two-day visit to Washington begins on Sunday. Trump met Chinese
President Xi Jinping in April and has also had face-time with the leaders of nations
including Japan, Britain and Vietnam since taking office in January, prompting
anxiety in New Delhi that India is no longer a priority in Washington.
If the Indian navy gets the unarmed surveillance drones it wants to keep
watch over the Indian Ocean it would be the first such purchase by a country that is
not a member of the Nato alliance.
―We are trying to move it to the top of the agenda as a deliverable, this is
something that can happen before all the other items,‖ said one official tracking the
progress of the drone discussions in the run-up to the visit.
India, a big buyer of US arms recently named by Washington as a major
defence ally, wants to protect its 7,500 km coastline as Beijing expands its
maritime trade routes and Chinese submarines increasingly lurk in regional waters.
But sources tracking the discussions say the US State Department has been
concerned about the potential destabilising impact of introducing high-tech drones
into South Asia, where tensions are simmering between India and Pakistan,
particularly over Kashmir, which is divided between them.
Other strains have emerged, with the United States vexed by a growing
bilateral trade deficit and Trump accusing New Delhi of negotiating
unscrupulously at the Paris climate talks to walk away with billions in aid.
US officials expect a relatively low-key visit by Modi, without the fanfare of
some of his previous trips to the United States, and one geared to giving the Indian
leader the chance to get to know Trump personally and to show that he is doing so.
Modi is also not expected to press hard on a US visa programme the Trump
administration is reviewing to reduce the flow of skilled foreign workers and save
jobs for Americans, seeing limited gains from raising a sensitive issue, they said.
Indian Trade Secretary Ria Teaotia told reporters this week the H-1B visa
programme, under which Indian IT firms send large numbers of professionals to
the United States, would be one of the one issues on the table during Modi's visit.
Falling of the radar
There is a palpable fear in New Delhi that the new US president's lack of
focus on India, and limited appointment of South Asia focused advisers, has
resulted in India falling off the radar in Washington,‖ Eurasia Group's Shailesh
Kumar and Sasha Riser-Kositsky said in a note.
Defence deals, however, are one area where the two countries could make
progress because of bipartisan support, an Indian official involved in the
preparations for the visit said.
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The two sides have stepped up efforts in recent weeks to get inter-agency
clearance for the sale of the Guardian drone, made by California-based General
Atomics.
India has raised the issue of the drones with the Pentagon three times since
June 2016, officials said. US Senators John Cornyn and Mark Warner wrote in
March to Defense Secretary James Mattis and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
saying the Guardian deal, estimated at more than $2 billion, would advance US
national security interests and protect US jobs.
An industry official involved in promoting India-US business ties said the
drone sale enjoyed support from the White House and Congress, and was now
awaiting clearance from the State Department.
While the Guardian drones that India is pushing for are unarmed, the Indian
military had originally asked for missile-firing Predator Avenger aircraft, a request
turned down by the Obama administration.
Sources say there is some concern in the State Department that if India were
to get the surveillance drones New Delhi would renew its push to acquire armed
drones, which its military has eyed ever since they were deployed by US forces
against militants in Pakistan.
US export laws typically prohibit the transfer of such arms to a country unless
it is fighting alongside US forces.
Fighter jets
India and the United States will also discuss the sale of US fighter jets during
Modi's trip, in what could be the biggest deal since they began deepening defence
ties more than a decade ago.
On Monday, Lockheed Martin announced an agreement with India's Tata
Advanced Systems to produce F-16 planes in India, provided it won a contract to
equip the Indian Air Force with hundreds of new aircraft.
Lockheed has offered to shift its ageing F-16 production line from Fort
Worth, Texas as part of Modi's ―Make-in-India‖ drive while it ramps up
production of the high-end F-35 aircraft at home.
Since Trump's election on an ―American First‖ platform, US and Indian
officials have sought to play down any contradiction between his stated desire to
protect American jobs and Modi's ―Make in India‖ policy, arguing, for example,
that deals in which components made in the United States are shipped to India for
assembly benefit workers in both countries.
Компания Lockheed Martin подписала с Тата соглашение о производстве
истребителей F-16 в Индии.
Lockheed Martin signs pact with Tata to make F-16 planes in India
The Hindustan Times. Jun 19, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/businessnews/lockheed-martin-signs-pact-with-tata-to-make-f-16-planes-in-india/storylZvjju73YPMorAo5d3nrEN.html

Lockheed Martin signed an agreement with India‘s Tata Advanced Systems
on Monday to produce F-16 fighter planes in India, pressing ahead with a plan to
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shift its Fort Worth, Texas plant to win billions of dollars worth of order from the
Indian military.
India‘s air force needs hundreds of aircraft to replace its Soviet-era fleet, but
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s government has said foreign suppliers would
have to make the planes in India with a local partner to help build a domestic
industrial base and cut outright imports.
But Modi‘s Make-in-India drive runs the risk of conflicting with US President
Donald Trump‘s America First campaign under which he has been pressing for
companies to invest in the United States and create jobs instead of setting up
factories abroad.
In announcing their agreement at the Paris Airshow, Lockheed and Tata said
moving the production base to India would still retain jobs in the United States.
―F-16 production in India supports thousands of Lockheed Martin and F-16
supplier jobs in the US, creates new manufacturing jobs in India, and positions
Indian industry at the center of the most extensive fighter aircraft supply ecosystem
in the world,‖ a joint statement by the firms said.
Sweden‘s Saab is the other contender to supply the Indian Air Force, offering
to make its Gripen fighter in India. It has not yet announced a local partner for the
plane which it has pitched as a modern alternative to the F-16s.
The announcement comes days before Modi travels to Washington for a first
meeting with Trump, scheduled for June. 26. India and the United States have built
a close defence relationship in recent years with Washington emerging as among
the top three arms suppliers to India, along with Russia and Israel.
India will also have the chance to export the F-16 that is flown by air forces
around the world, the joint statement said. Some 3,200 of these planes are being
flown by 26 countries and the model that is being offered to India will be Block 70,
the most modern of all the F-16s.
―This unprecedented F-16 production partnership between the world‘s largest
defense contractor and India‘s premier industrial house provides India the
opportunity to produce, operate and export F-16 Block 70 aircraft, the newest and
most advanced version of the world‘s most successful, combat-proven multi-role
fighter,‖ the statement said.
Tata is already building airframe components for the C-130 military transport
aircraft.
India has not opened formal bidding for the jet order, which is expected to be
anything from 100 planes to 250.
Россия поставит Индии комплексы С-400

Пропал Су-30 в Индии.
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Российские Су-30 низкого качества.
Sukhoi-30 still missing: Five facts about Russian-origin fighter plane
Rahul Singh. Hindustan Times. May 24, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/sukhoi-30-still-missing-five-facts-about-russian-origin-fighter-plane/storyclhQ9HDSJm5fpUg9pnLjWK.html

The Su-30 fleet is plagued by engine trouble and poor serviceability.
An Indian Air Force Su-30 fighter plane is missing after it lost radio
contact 60km near Assam‘s Tezpur.
The Sukhoi-30 fighter plane that went off the radar in India‘s northeast on
Tuesday is still untraceable. The fate of its two pilots is also uncertain after the
Russian-made jet lost radio and radar contact 60km north of Tezpur in Assam.
Here are five things about the Indian Air Force‘s frontline Su-30 fighter
planes:
The fleet
The IAF has contracted 272 Su-30 MKI fighter planes out of which nearly
240 have been delivered. The remaining 32 fighters are likely to be inducted over
the next three years.
The first 50 jets came in ready from Russia, the remaining were and are being
built under licence by the state-owned Hindustan Aeronautics Limited.
Safety record
Seven Su-30 jets have crashed since 2009, while one is still listed as missing.
The IAF inducted its first Su-30 fighter at the Lohegaon air base in Pune in June
1997.
Engine trouble
India‘s Su-30 fleet is plagued by engine troubles. Russian-origin fighters
recorded 35 engine failures or engine-related problems between January 2013 and
December 2014.
Poor serviceability
The Su-30 fleet is also battling poor serviceability, standing at barely 60%.
Simply put, only 60 of 100 fighter planes are mission-ready at any given time.
Way forward
India and Russia signed two agreements in March for long-term supply of
spares for Su-30 fighter jets. The agreements lay down the terms and conditions for
technical assistance and supply of spares for five years, improving the fleet‘s
serviceability.
Новая сделка в сфере оборонных поставок между Израилем и Индией
Чернин В. (Велвл) http://www.iimes.ru/?p=34988. 22 мая, 2017.

Израильский концерн оборонной промышленности «Таасия авирит»
объявил в воскресенье о подписании им еще одной сделки с индийской
армией. На этот раз речь идет о поставках систем зенитной обороны LR-SAM
(военно-морской версии системы зенитной обороны «Барак-8») военноморскому флоту Индии. Объем этой сделки – 630 миллионов долларов США.
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Израильскими системами LR-SAM будут снаряжены 4 индийских боевых
корабля.
Впервые сделка о поставках вооружений была заключена израильтянами
с индийской правительственной компанией BEL (Bharat Elеtctronics Limited),
которая станет главным подрядчиком этого проекта. Такая перемена по
сравнению с предшествующими израильско-индийскими сделками по
поставкам вооружения и военной техники стала одним из проявлений новой
политики Make in India («Сделай в Индии»), проводимой правительством
Индии. В рамках этой политики преимущество предоставляется тем
зарубежным фирмам, которые готовы производить свою продукцию,
поставляемую Индии, на территории самой Индии и при участии индийских
фирм. Среди прочего эта политика обеспечивает рабочие места для
квалифицированной индийской рабочей силы. Еще одним эффектом,
достигаемым такой политикой, несомненно, является бóльшая и
долгосрочная привязанность иностранного поставщика к индийскому рынку,
что особенно существенно в случае военных поставок.
До подписания упомянутой сделки были с успехом проведены
оперативные испытания системы LR-SAM в условиях приближенных к
боевым. Сопоставление показанных LR-SAM результатов с результатами
других зенитных систем, имеющихся на вооружении индийских ВМС,
показало однозначное превосходство израильской системы. В рамках
испытаний была запущена цель, которую обнаружила, распознали и
сопровождали радары израильской системы управления и контроля
MFSTAR, установленная на индийских боевых кораблях. Полученные
радарной системой данные были переданы пусковой системе LR-SAM,
которая осуществила запуск самонаводящейся ракеты, точно поразившей
цель.
Йоси Вайс, генеральный директор концерна «Таасия авирит» заявил в
связи с заключением упомянутой сделки: «Эта сделка присоединяется к
целому ряду сделок, которые «Таасия авирит» подписала за последнее
десятилетие с вооруженными силами Индии. Она укрепляет позиции нашего
концерна качестве ведущей мировой фирмы в сфере систем зенитной
обороны. Этот уникальный проект является проявлением тесного
технологического сотрудничества между индийской правительственной
компанией DRDO и концерном «Таасия авирит», а также между армиями
двух государств. И мы продолжим наше сотрудничество и совместное
производство».
Система зенитной обороны LR-SAM была разработана концерном
«Таасия авирит» совместно с Министерством обороны Индии, которое
представляла фирма DRDO (Defence Research and Development Organisation)
— индийское государственное управление по разработке вооружений. Как
было сообщено в израильских СМИ, эта система имеет ряд ключевых
элементов, представляющих собой новое слово в сфере технологии:
современнейший дигитальный радар, систему управления и контроля
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MFSTAR, пусковые установки, боеголовки ракет и средства связи между
элементами системы.
Эта система дает ответ на широкий спектр угроз с воздуха, с моря и с
суши. Она находится на вооружении индийских ВМС, индийских ВВС и
израильских ВМС. В ближайшее время система LR-SАM будет также
поставлена на вооружение сухопутных сил индийской армии. Некоторые
элементы системы LR-SAM были разработаны концерном «Таасия авирит»
при участии местных, индийских дочерних компаний концерна. Прежде
всего, фирмой «Эльта». А также при участии широко известной израильской
фирмы, производящей оборонную продукцию, РАФАЭЛ.
Следует отметить, что Индия стала за последние годы крупнейшим
покупателем израильских систем вооружений и военной техники.
Углубление военного сотрудничества между Республикой Индия и
Государством Израиль напрямую связано с политикой на сближение с
еврейским государством, последовательно проводимой придерживающейся
идеологии индусского национализма (и, соответственно, антиисламистской)
правящей индийской партией «Бхаратия джаната парти», которую
возглавляет нынешний премьер-министр Индии Наренда Дамодардас Моди.
Индия потратит 250 млрд. долл. на модернизацию своей армии за 10 лет
India on Saturday finalised a policy that would allow local private companies
to work with foreign players to make high-tech defence equipment, in a boost to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s bid to cut reliance on imports.
India‘s army to get first howitzers in three decades
The policy, whose finer details are still to be formalised, will initially allow
the entry of private companies into the manufacture of submarines, fighter aircrafts
and armored vehicles through foreign partnerships, a statement issued by the
Defence Ministry said. ―In future, additional segments will be added,‖ the
statement said.
Industry experts have said that delays in finalising procurement policies have
undermined India‘s efforts to get local, largely inexperienced, companies to tie up
with foreign manufacturers, a necessary step if domestic firms are to utilise the
latest technology.
Prime Minister Modi has vowed to reverse India‘s dependence on imports by
building a local manufacturing industry. The government is forecast to spend
US$250 billion on modernisation of its armed forces over the next decade.
India deploys US-made surveillance drones along LoC
The policy, announced on Saturday, would allow Indian companies to partner
with global defence majors ―to seek technology transfers and manufacturing knowhow to set up domestic manufacturing infrastructure and supply chains,‖ the
statement said.
Foreign manufacturers such as Lockheed Martin, Boeing, BAE Systems and
Saab are looking to India as one of the biggest sources of future growth.
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«Сухие» истребители поступают на вооружение Индии
Sukhois join frontline squadron in Punjab
The Hindu. 25.04.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/sukhois-join-frontlinesquadron-in-punjab/article18201383.ece?homepage=true

Major force accretion as the ‗Valiants‘ are near the border
The Halwara-based 221 Squadron of the Indian Air Force, ―Valiants‖, has
inducted the frontline Su-30 MKI fighter aircraft. The squadron used to fly MiG23s till they were phased out in 2009.
This is a major force accretion as the squadron is based in Punjab facing
Pakistan. The Su-30MKI is the most modern multi-role fighter in the Indian Air
Force.
The aircraft were formally inducted by Air Marshal C. Hari Kumar, Air
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Western Air Command, on Monday during which
he handed over the official documents of the squadron to Wing Commander H.S.
Luthra, Commanding Officer of the Squadron, the IAF said in a statement.
The ―Valiants‖ were formed as an offensive fighter squadron on February 14,
1963 at Barrackpore and was equipped with the Vampires, Spitfire, Hurricane and
Su-7 aircraft. The ―Valiants‖ were the first to carry out strikes during the Kargil
war.
Индия-Израиль. Израильские ракеты для Индии на сумму в 2 млрд.
долл.
Israel signs $2 billion missile deal with India
The Indian Express. 7.04.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/israel-signs-2billion-missile-deal-with-india-4603159/

President Reuven Rivlin, who is said to have discussed the deal with Indian
leaders during his trip to India early this year, called to congratulate Weiss on this
"historic" deal terming it truly "exceptional".
The logo of state-owned Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), the country‘s
biggest defence contractor. (File)
Israel has signed a $2 billion contract with India to supply it with missile
defence systems, the state-owned Israel Aerospace Industries said today. Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI) in an announcement said that it has been awarded its
largest defence contract of almost $2 billion for supplying advanced mediumrange surface-to-air missile systems (MRSAM) to India.
IAI said it would also supply additional long-range air and missile defence
systems (LRSAM) for the first locally produced Indian aircraft carrier. The
contract is worth $1.6 billion for IAI, with the rest going to another state-owned
defence company Rafael, that will be providing components for the systems.
―The current contracts represent an enormous expression of confidence by the
government of India in IAI‘s capabilities and advanced technologies, which are
being developed with our local partners as part of the Indian government‘s ‗Make
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in India‘ policy,‖ IAI Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Joseph Weiss said in a
statement.
President Reuven Rivlin, who is said to have discussed the deal with Indian
leaders during his trip to India early this year, called to congratulate Weiss on this
―historic‖ deal terming it truly ―exceptional‖.
―Please pass on my congratulations to all who contributed to this important
achievement. You have come such a long way to arrive at this point, it is truly
exceptional,‖ Rivlin told IAI‘s CEO.
―Israel‘s willingness to share technology and form joint ventures with Indian
companies to develop and manufacture military equipment supporting the ‗Make
in India‘ initiative is said to have been well received in New Delhi.
In the case of MRSAM, an advanced air and missile defence system that
provides protection against a variety of aerial threats, the technology is said to have
been jointly developed by IAI and India‘s Defence Research and Development
Organisation in collaboration with Rafael and IAI‘s Elta division.
Indian companies such as Larsen & Toubro are said to have also participated
in the project.
MRSAM‘s current version is operational with the Indian Air Force, Indian
Navy and Israel Defence Forces (IDF).
The system includes an advanced phased-array radar, command and control,
mobile launchers and missiles with advanced RF seekers.
Правительство Индии намерено купить у Израиля противотанковые
ракеты и БЛА
Ивашин В.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33597. 29 марта, 2017.

Индия собирается подписать многомиллиардные сделки по
приобретению вооружений в ходе намеченного на июль текущего года
визита премьер-министра Нарендры Моди в Израиль. Речь идет, прежде
всего, о противотанковых ракетах Spike и ударных беспилотниках Heron TP.
Затянувшийся процесс одобрения сделки по приобретению
противотанковых ракетных комплексов (ПТРК) производства израильской
компании Rafael Advanced Defense Systems на сумму в 1 млрд долларов, как
ожидается, будет завершен на этой неделе. Контракт уже передан на
утверждение комитета по безопасности при кабинете министров Индии. Этот
возглавляемый премьер-министром орган является высшей инстанцией,
принимающей решения по закупкам вооружений.
Первичное соглашение было достигнуто еще в 2014 году. Оно
предполагало поставку в Индию 321 мобильной пусковой установки, 8356
управляемых противотанковых ракет и 15 учебных тренажеров. Но
дальнейшее продвижение сделки оказалось проблематичным из-за
законодательного запрета на закупку оружия на бесконкурсной основе —
предложение Rafael оказалось единственным.
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«Ситуация с единственным продавцом возникла после того, как другой
участник – американский Javelin, оказался слишком дорогим. Сделка на
бесконкурсной основе была принята в свете острой нужды индийской армии
в противотанковых управляемых ракетах третьего поколения», — пояснил
порталу Indian Defence News военный аналитик, бригадир в отставке Рахул
Бхонсле (Rahul Bhonsle)
Для Индии также важным является и готовность Израиля передать
технологии по производству пусковых установок и противотанковых
управляемых ракет. Соглашение предусматривает лицензию на производство
в Индии на мощностях Bharat Dynamics Limited 1500 пусковых установок и
30 тысяч управляемых противотанковых ракет Spike.
По заявлению Министерства обороны Индии, армии в ближайшие 20
лет потребуется порядка 40 тысяч современных противотанковых ракет. В
настоящее время на вооружении индийской армии состоят мобильные ПТРК
второго поколения Milan (дальность стрельбы 2 км), производимых в Индии
по лицензии Франции и «Конкурс» (дальность стрельбы 4 км) производимых
в Индии по лицензии России.
«Длительное время армия Индии являлась заложницей ПТРК старых
поколений, приобретенных, в основном, в России и Европе. Эти ПТРК имеют
проводное управление ракетами. Даже Spike не является системой
«выстрелил-забыл», так как управление ракетой осуществляется по
оптоволоконному кабелю»,- отмечает бригадир в отставке Рахул Бхонсле.
Министерство обороны Индии собирается перевооружить новыми ПТРК
382 пехотных батальона и 44 механизированных пехотных подразделений.
Первые ПТРК Spike начнут поступать в Индию через 58-60 месяцев после
подписания контракта.
Правительство Индии также рассмотрит предложение Израиля по
продаже Нью-Дели ударных БПЛА Eitan (Heron TP). Об этом предложении
индийские СМИ сообщили в понедельник 27 марта.
9 февраля 2017 года концерн Israel Aerospace Industries объявил о
создании новой экспортной версии Heron TP. Новый аппарат может нести
полезную нагрузку в 450 кг. Эту версию БПЛА Израиль намерен продавать
странам-участницам Режима за контролем ракетной технологии. Индия
присоединилась к Режиму в июне прошлого – 2016 года, став 35-й странойучастницей.
Этот контракт может быть подписан при условии передачи Израилем
технологий производства ударных БЛА.
«Требование Индии по передаче технологий крайне важно и
соответствует программе Make in India. Мы имеем печальный опыт по
передаче технологий различными производителями. Большинство из них не
хотело, чтобы Индия стала независимой. Но нам нужна иностранная помощь
в области таких важных технологий, как БЛА. Нам необходимы и
совместные с иностранными компаниями предприятия по производству
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специфических изделий», — заявил порталу Indian Defence News маршал
авиации в отставке Анил Чопра (Anil Chopra).
В настоящее время вооруженные силы Индии оперируют более чем 200
разведывательными БЛА. В основном, это израильские Heron и
производимый индийской Организацией оборонных исследований и
разработок (DRDO) Nishant. Ранее индийские военные надеялись получить
собственный ударный беспилотник. Но из-за сложностей с интеграцией
ракетного оружия на новейший БЛА Rustom («Воитель»), DRDO объявила,
что и последняя разработка – Rustom 2, также не будет ударным
беспилотником.
По данным портала Indian Defence News, Министерство обороны Индии
заинтересовано в приобретении для вооруженных сил ударных БЛА,
способных нести бомбы с лазерным наведением и ракеты класса «воздухземля».
Топ-5 самых выгодных российско-индийских военных проектов
Леонид
Нерсисян
(Forbes
Contributor).
http://www.forbes.ru/biznesphotogallery/340919-top-5-samyh-vygodnyh-rossiysko-indiyskih-voennyh-proektov 21.03.2017.

Большинство сделок в последние два десятилетия включали в себя
участие индийской стороны в разработке (речь, конечно, в основном идет о
финансировании) и/или производстве закупаемой продукции. И чем дальше,
тем сложнее становится что-то продать Индии без участия в программе Make
in India, подразумевающей передачу части технологий производства
заказчику
Военно-техническое сотрудничество (ВТС) с Индией является
ключевым для российского военно-промышленного комплекса (ВПК). Во
временной промежуток с 2011 по 2015 год 39% российского военного
экспорта пришлось на Индию, а с 2000 по 2015 год Москва поставила Дели
военной продукции на сумму $30 млрд (по курсу доллара 1992 года). Мы
составили рейтинг самых дорогих, эффективных и важных совместных
проектов в области ВТС России и Индии.
Многоцелевой истребитель Су-30МКИ
Самой крупной и выгодной военной сделкой между Индией и Россией
однозначно стала разработка и поставка 230 двухместных многоцелевых
истребителей Су-30МКИ ((законтрактовано 272 машины). Эта модификация
истребителя, созданная на базе истребителя четвертого поколения Су-27,
была разработана специально для военно-воздушных сил Индии. Позже на
базе получившегося очень удачным истребителя была создана модификация
Су-30СМ – уже для российских Воздушно-космических сил (ВКС). Стоит
отметить, что разработка Су-30МКИ была осуществлена в тяжелейшие для
российского ВПК 1990-е годы, когда государственное финансирование после
распада СССР фактически отсутствовало. Индия, вложившая в закупку 272
истребителей не менее $12 млрд, наряду с китайскими заказами
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(http://www.forbes.ru/biznes/335571-opasny-li-postavki-rossiyskogovooruzheniya-kitayu)на авиационную технику во многом спасла российский
военный авиапром.
С 2004 года истребители Су-30МКИ производятся по лицензии
индийской корпорацией HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Limited). Речь в
основном идѐт о сборке машинокомплектов, отправляемых из России, но
небольшую часть узлов самолета действительно производят в Индии. Близко
к подписанию соглашение на модернизацию почти всего имеющегося
индийского авиапарка Су-30МКИ до уровня Super Sukhoi – самолет должен
будет получить новые двигатели Ал-41Ф1С, радиолокатор с активной
фазированной антенной решеткой, новое радиопоглощающее покрытие и т.
п. Стоимость контракта может достигнуть фантастических $8 млрд.
С 2012 года пошел в производство Су-30СМ – уже для ВКС России. На
данный момент имеется контракт на 116 истребителей (каждый примерно за
$50 млн по ценам 2012 года), в перспективе их количество вполне может
превысить две сотни. Сам самолѐт относится к поколению 4+, занимая
промежуточное положение между 4-м и 5-м поколением самолѐтов.
Достаточно мощное бортовое радиоэлектронное оборудование, двигатели
Ал-31ФП с отклоняемым вектором тяги, большой боевой радиус действия и
высокая универсальность делают Су-30МКИ/СМ одним из лучших тяжелых
истребителей четвертого поколения в мире.
Военно-техническое сотрудничество Индии и Израиля. Часть 1
Ивашин В.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33430. 21 марта, 2017.

Сотрудничество Индии и Израиля в военно-технической сфере началось
в 1992 году после установления дипломатических отношений между двумя
государствами.
В настоящее время, по данным Стокгольмского института
исследований проблем мира (SIPRI), Израиль является третьим, после РФ и
США, поставщиком вооружений для Индии – 7,2% от общего объема
военных закупок (доля РФ – 68%, США – 14%). Для Израиля Индия является
крупнейшим покупателем вооружений – 41% от всего объема экспорта
израильской военной продукции*.
Согласно оценкам аналитического портала The Diplomat, общая сумма
сделок в оборонной области между Индией и Израилем превышает 1
миллиард долларов ежегодно**. Однако проверить данное утверждение не
представляется возможным, так как ни Индия, ни Израиль не раскрывают
полностью масштабы и специфику военно-технического сотрудничества.
Так, например, 6 марта 2017 года газета Hindustan Times в статье
посвященной предстоящему визиту в Израиль премьер-министра Индии
Нарендры Моди, упомянула, что Иерусалим «был партнером в создании
индийского ядерного арсенала». Однако каких-либо подтверждений этому
заявлению в открытых источниках не найдено.
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Модернизация боевой техники
Одним из направлений сотрудничества Индии и Израиля является
модернизация
состоящей
на
вооружении
индийских
ВС
советской/российской боевой техники. Израильские компании получили
возможность изучить особенности конструкций и технологий создания
этих видов вооружений, разработать и предложить проекты по их
модернизации. Стоимость подобных услуг при этом была вполне
приемлемой для индийской стороны. Со своей стороны, для израильских
компаний был ценен опыт наработок технологий модернизации образцов
советских/российских вооружений, которые сегодня они предлагают другим
странам. Например, в Индии, по данным индийских экспертов,
насчитывается около 2,5 тысяч танков Т-72. Всего же было произведено
порядка 30 тысяч танков Т-72, многие из которых и сегодня продолжают
состоять на вооружении армий ряда государств мира.
Что касается танкового парка Индии, то в 2015 году израильская
компания Elop-Elbit заключила контракт на оснащение 1000 индийских Т-72
ночными прицелами TIFCS (Thermal Imager Fire Control System), которые
позволяют обнаруживать цели на дальности до трех тысяч метров. Стоявшие
до этого приборы позволяли видеть всего на триста метров.
На международной выставке вооружений Defexpo India 2016,
проходившей в марте прошлого года в Гоа, израильская компания Nimda
предложила свои услуги по модернизации танков Ajeya – индийской версии
российского Т-72М1. Израильские специалисты сообщили о готовности
оснастить индийский Т-72 двигателем в 1000 л.с. вместо используемого
сейчас (780 л.с.). Новый двигатель предлагался с автоматической коробкой
передач, встроенной системой фильтрации воздуха и системой охлаждения
для экстремальных ситуаций.
Однако российская сторона предупредила, что Т-72 производится в
Индии по российской лицензии и использование «чужих» компонентов
чревато негативными последствиями в эксплуатации боевой машины. Россия
предложила модернизировать индийские Т-72 и Т-90 собственным, более
мощным двигателем, усовершенствованной ходовой частью, улучшенным
вооружением и датчиками, а также сделать защиту танков более
эффективной.
Аналогичные столкновения интересов были и ранее. В 1990-е годы, как
отмечают индийские военные аналитики, Индия планировала заключить с
Израилем контракт на модернизацию МиГ-21. Однако резкие заявления
представителей АНПК «МиГ» по поводу несанкционированных доработок на
их изделиях, во многом способствовали заключению контракта на
модернизацию МиГ-21 ВВС Индии с Россией, а не с израильскими фирмами.
Однако Индия все же закупила один из компонентов авионики в
Израиле. 125 из более чем 260 МиГов различных модификаций, состоящих
на вооружении ВВС Индии были модернизированы и получили обозначение
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МиГ-21 UPG (upgraded). На них были установлены системы управления
выбросом помех CMDS израильской фирмы TAAS.
Индийские военные эксперты сообщают и о плодотворном
сотрудничестве индийской Bharat Electronics Limited с Israel Aerospace
Industries в проекте модернизации ЗСУ-23-4 «Шилка».
Состоящий на вооружении индийской армии парк советских 130-мм
гаубиц М-46 был модернизирован специалистами израильской компанией
Soltam Systems.
БПЛА
В 1996 году Индия закупила в Израиле 32 разведывательных
беспилотных аппаратов Searcher Mark I производства Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI). Позднее – к 2000 году были закуплены БПЛА большего
радиуса действия и грузоподъемности — Searcher Mark II, а с 2001 года —
Heron-1. Эти разведывательные БПЛА поступили на вооружение
Сухопутных войск Индии, ВВС и ВМС. В 2006 году Индия создала свою
первую морскую разведывательную эскадрилью (342-я эскадрилья),
состоящую из 8 Searcher Mark II и 4 Heron-1. К концу 2012 года в составе
ВМС Индии было уже 3 эскадрильи разведывательных беспилотников (342я, 343-я и 344-я). По данным индийских источников, на данный момент
Индия располагает более чем 100 БПЛА Searcher Mark II и от 50 до 60 Heron1.
Сообщалось, что на вооружении Индии находится порядка 40
разведывательно-ударных БПЛА Harpy, производства Israel Aerospace
Industries. Особенностью этого БПЛА является то, что при обнаружении цели
аппарат «превращается» в самонаводящийся самолет-снаряд. По
неподтвержденным данным, Индия с 2011 года может располагать и
ударным БПЛА IAI Harop, созданного с учѐтом опыта эксплуатации
предыдущего проекта ударного беспилотника IAI Harpy.
В 2015 году стало известно, что Индия намерена в ближайшие 10 лет
принять на вооружение более 200 способных нести управляемое оружие
БПЛА. В ноябре 2016 Индия подписала с Израилем контракт, стоимостью
400 млн долларов, о закупке 10 ударных беспилотников IAI Heron TP. Эти
аппараты Индия получит через три года.
Стрелковое оружие
В 2002 году Индия подписала с Израилем контракт, стоимостью 20 млн
долларов на поставку 3070 автоматов TAR-21 Tavor.
В 2005 Израиль продает Индии 130 снайперских винтовок Galat‘z (Galil
7,62) и 450 тысяч патронов к ним за 1,4 млн долларов.
Согласно сообщениям индийских военных экспертов, на вооружении
различных подразделений сил специального назначения Индии находятся
также mini- и micro UZI и легкие пулеметы Negev (кал. 5,56).
——————————————
*эти данные из отчета SIPRI за 2016 год публикует индийская The Economic
Times*/http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/russia—still—indias—largest—
defence—partner/articleshow/57290157.cms/
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**The
Diplomat
/http://thediplomat.com/2016/02/revealed-india-close-to-signing-3billion-defense-deal-with-israel//

Военно-техническое сотрудничество Индии и Израиля. Часть 2
Ивашин В.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=33450. 22 марта, 2017.

Радиолокационные станции
В марте 2004 года в рамках трехстороннего российско-индийскоизраильского соглашения был подписан контракт о приобретении Индией 3-х
самолетов дальнего радиолокационного обнаружения и управления. Israel
Aerospace Industries смонтировала на российские Ил-76 радиолокационную
систему EL/W-2090 Phalcon AEW&C. Индия перечислила Израилю 1,1 млрд
долларов. В 2010 году в составе ВВС Индии уже были все три самолета
ДРЛОиУ.
В 2016 году Индия заключила с Израилем соглашение о поставках еще
2-х самолетов ДРЛОиУ оснащенных системой Phalcon. Стоимость сделки,
согласно индийским источникам, составила примерно 3 млрд долларов.
Самолеты должны будут поставлены в Индию через 2-3 года.
В 2007 и 2008 годах Индия купила у Израиля 2 аэростатные
радиолокационные станции компании Rafael. Стоимость сделки составила
около 60 млн долларов.
В июле 2002 и в августе 2005 годов Израиль поставил Индии 2 наземные
радиолокационные станции EL/M-2080 Green Pine, производства компании
Elta.
ВМС
В 1996 году Израиль продал ВМС Индии за 10 млн долларов 2
скоростных патрульных катера Super Dvora Mk II.
В последующие годы Индия продолжала закупать эти катера. В
настоящее время в составе ВМС Индии находится 7 катеров Super Dvora Mk
II.
В начале февраля 2017 года была введена в строй комплексная система
защиты военно-морского порта в Мумбаи. IUHDSS (Integrated Underwater
Harbor Defense and Surveillance System), созданная входящей в концерн Israel
Aerospace Industries компанией Elta, включает в себя интегрированные
системы подводного и надводного мониторинга, сканирования и раннего
предупреждения о различных угрозах, их отслеживания и распознавания.
IUHDSS способно обнаруживать даже малые лодки и катера, подводные суда
и аппараты (дроны), ныряльщиков, пловцов, и другие угрозы.
Ракетное оружие
Первый контракт по закупке ракетных вооружений был подписан в
1997 году, в ходе визита в Индию президента Израиля Эзера Вейцмана.
Индия приобрела у Израиля комплексы зенитных ракет Barak 1.
В 2014 году было дополнительно закуплено 262 зенитные ракеты.
Стоимость сделки составила 144 млн долларов
В 2008 году Индия заключила сделку по покупке 18 мобильных зенитных
ракетных комплексов Spyder ближнего и среднего радиуса действия,
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производимых консорциумом израильских компаний Rafael Advanced Systems
и Israeli Aerospace Industries. Первоначально сообщалось, что сумма сделки
составила 260 млн долларов. Однако ряд аналитиков полагает что
стоимость контракта намного выше – вплоть до 1 млрд долларов. В состав
комплекса входит радиолокационная станция Elta EL/M-2106NG ATAR 3D
(такая же, как и в израильском зенитно-ракетном комплексе «Железный
купол» (Iron Dome), зенитные ракеты различными системами
самонаведения: Python-5 c тепловизионной головкой самонаведения и Derby
с активной радиолокационной головкой самонаведения. В феврале 2017
сообщалось, что комплексы Spyder Индия начала разворачивать вдоль
индийско-пакистанской границы.
В 2014 году Индия выбрала израильский переносной противотанковый
ракетный комплекс Spike производства компании Rafael, отказавшись от
закупки аналогичного американского комплекса Javelin. Весной 2016 года
сделка была окончательно согласована. 250 пусковых установок и 5,5
тысячи противотанковых ракет обошлись Индии в 1 млрд долларов.
Завершение поставок комплексов в Индию ожидается через 48-60 месяцев.
Однако сделка включает в себя также положение о передаче
технологий. Израильская Rafael передала индийской Bharat Dynamics Limited
(BDL) лицензию на производство противотанковых комплексов в течение
последующих 25 лет. BDL намерена изготовить еще 1,5 тысячи пусковых
установок и 30 тысяч противотанковых ракет.
Особо необходимо отметить, что успешному развитию военнотехнического сотрудничества с Индией в немалой степени способствует
готовность Израиля передавать новейшие вооружения и передовые
технологии без оговорок и ограничений. Израиль также с готовностью
создает совместные с индийскими фирмами компании по разработке и
производству вооружений.
В феврале 2006 года было подписано соглашение о совместной
разработке израильской компанией Israel Aerospace Industries и индийской
Организацией оборонных исследований и разработок (DRDO) зенитной
ракеты среднего радиуса действия. Разработанный на основе ракеты Barak1
новый ЗРК, получивший обозначение Barak 8, был успешно испытан в
ноябре 2014 года.
В конце февраля 2017 года правительство Нарендры Моди одобрило
сделку на 2,5 млрд долларов по производству 40 зенитных ракетных
комплексов и 200 ракет Barak 8 для индийской армии. Производство будет
развернуто на предприятиях индийской государственной корпорации Bharat
Dynamics Limited. Новые комплексы ЗРК планируется получить к 2023 году.
Индийские военные эксперты сообщают, что сейчас ведутся переговоры
о содействии израильских специалистов в области ракетных технологий по
совершенствованию индийских баллистических ракет класса «земля-земля»
«Притхви» (Prithvi), баллистических ракет морского базирования (подводные
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лодки) «Сагарика» (Sagarika). Индия также надеется на техническое
содействие Израиля в совершенствовании зенитных ракет «Акаш» (Akash).
ВВС
Легкие многофункциональные истребители индийского производства
Tejas Mk1 в стандартной комплектации оснащены радарами EL/M-2032
(модификация Tejas Mk IA – радаром EL/M-2052) и комплексом
радиоэлектронной борьбы производства израильской компании Elisra,
принадлежащей Elbit Systems.
В 2016 году Индия купила у Израиля 164 подвесных контейнеров
целеуказания Litening-4, производства израильской компании Rafael. Этим
оборудованием могут оснащаться Су-30МКИ, МиГ-29, Мираж-2000 и легкие
истребители индийского производства Tejas. Сообщалось, что сделка
стоимостью в 500 млн долларов включает в себя поставки в Индии
неназванного количества высокоточных управляемых бомб Rafael Spice 250.
На Парижском авиашоу 2005 года индийская корпорация Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) демонстрировала легкий боевой вертолет Dhruv,
вооруженный пусковой установкой противотанковых управляемых ракет с
лазерной головкой наведения – LAHAT, производства Israel Aerospace
Industries. Однако подробности об этом проекте не сообщались.
Ствольная артиллерия
Согласно сообщениям индийских военных аналитиков, представленное
на международной выставке вооружений DefExpo India 2016 новейшее
дальнобойное 155-мм орудие Bharat-52 было создано индийской компанией
Kalyani Strategic Systems Limited при содействии израильского концерна Elbit
Systems.
Космические программы
В январе 2008 года индийская ракета-носитель PSLV, стартовавшая с
космодрома Шрихарикота, вывела на орбиту израильский разведывательный
спутник TecSAR. Позднее Индия купила у Израиля аналогичный спутник,
который был назван RISAT-2, и запустила его на орбиту в 2009 году.
Индийские ВВС получат к 2025 г. свои национальные легкие
истребители LCA Tejas
Air Force likely to get 123 LCA Tejas by 2024-25
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 20/03/2017/ http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/air-forcelikely-to-get-123-lca-tejas-by-2024-25/article17532355.ece?homepage=true

To enable this Hindustan Aeronautics Limited is in the process of setting up a
new assembly line.
If the present development and capacity enhancement plans go as per
schedule, the Indian Air Force will have 123 indigenous Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA) Tejas fighter jets in its fleet by 2024-25.
To enable this Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) is in the process of
setting up a new assembly line and is also involving the private sector in a big way,
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said the Chief Managing Director (CMD) of the public sector aerospace major T.
Suvarna Raju in a conversation with The Hindu.
The IAF has placed orders for 40 jets in two batches of which the first 20 are
in the Initial Operational Configuration (IOC) while the remaining 20 are in the
Final Operational Configuration (FOC). Last July the IAF for operationalised the
first Tejas squadron ‗45 flying daggers‘ with three aircraft. Two more aircraft will
join the squadron shortly.
Last November the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) had given initial
clearance for 83 aircraft in the Mk-1A configuration with specific improvements
sought by the IAF.
Mr. Raju said that about 45 improvements have been implemented in the 1A
and HAL has already floated a tender for the Advanced Electronically Scanned
Array (AESA) radar and Self-Protection Jammer (SPJ).
On the timeline for the development of the 1A, Mr. Raju said that the tender
would be opened by March end after which technical evaluation and commercial
negotiations would be held. ―We will be able to prove it on the 1A by 2018 and
start producing by 2019,‖ he observed.
Apart from the development, the induction is also delayed by the low
production rate of eight aircraft per year. The government has recently given
sanction for setting another assembly to increase production rate to 16 per year.
―The IAF will get Mk-1A in 2019 by that time our capacity will also go up to
16 aircraft per year,‖ Mr. Raju added.
To increase the production of the aircraft HAL has outsourced major parts of
the jet. ―We are trying to be an integrator rather than a manufacturer, he said.
The IAF is in urgent need of new fighters and the LCAs will replace the Mig
fighters that are currently being phased out. IAF is scheduled to phase out all 11
squadrons of Mig-21 and Mig-27 fighters by 2024 on completion of their technical
life.
On the issue of spares and supports which has been an area of constant
concern from the services, Mr. Raju said they have now signed long term supply
contracts with their vendors and stated that the availability of all platforms
manufactured by HAL has now gone ―above 65 percent.‖

Соглашение о поставках в Индию российских запчастей к Су-30
Long-term supply pact for Sukhoi jets inked
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 18.03.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/long-termsupply-pact-for-sukhoi-jets-inked/article17523088.ece?homepage=true

Agreement expected to address India‘s concerns with respect to Russianorigin military equipment
In a move to address a long-lasting concern of India with respect to Russianorigin military equipment, the two countries on Friday signed two long-term
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supply agreements for the Sukhoi fighter aircraft fleet of the Indian Air Force
(IAF) to address issues of life-cycle support and maintenance.
The deals were signed between Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) from
India and the United Aircraft Corporation and United Engine Corporations of
Russia at the first India-Russia Military Industrial Conference in the national
capital.
―Since most of our defence platforms and weapon systems are of Russianorigin, their maintenance and life-cycle support is extremely important for us from
the point of view of our defence preparedness,‖ Defence Minister Arun Jaitley said
after inaugurating the conference. Observing that India has the third largest armed
forces in the world, Mr. Jaitley said, ―We are also one of the largest importers of
defence equipment and this definitely is not a label we are happy with.‖
This agreement covers about 57,000 spares and components related to the Su30 aircraft, a defence official said.
Direct agreement
The deal follows a Russian legislation permitting its companies to enter into
direct agreement with foreign companies for long-term support agreements.
Currently, procurement of spares is a long and cumbersome process as India
cannot deal directly with the Original Equipment Manufacturers but designated
intermediaries like Rosoboronexport. Officials said they were exploring the
possibility of Russian OEMs allowing licence manufacture of the spares locally by
Indian vendors.
India has contracted 272 Su-30 fighter jets from Russia in various batches and
has so far inducted over 230 jets. However, their serviceability rate has been an
issue of constant concern with availability rates dropping below 50% at one point
and has improved to over 60% over the last couple of years.
Индия успешно провела испытания ракеты «Брахмос».
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile successfully test-fired: DRDO
The Indian Express. 11.03.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/brahmossupersonic-cruise-missile-successfully-test-fired-drdo-4564947/

This the third time that the missile has been test-fired in less than a month and
is part of an effort to put in place a multi-layer missile defence system.
India on Saturday has successfully test-fired the BrahMos supersonic cruise
missile from Odisha coast, DRDO officials said. The test launch comes just over a
week after an indigenously developed supersonic interceptor missile capable of
destroying any incoming enemy missile at low altitude was launched from
Odisha‘s Abdul Kalam Island.
This the third time that the missile has been test-fired in less than a month and
is part of an effort to put in place a multi-layer missile defence system.
On February 11, an incoming hostile ballistic missile target was successfully
intercepted at high altitude, above 50 km of the earth‘s atmosphere by an exoatmospheric interceptor missile off the Odisha coast.
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Пакистан озабочен массированными закупками оружия Индией
India‘s massive build-up of arms major concern for Pakistan: FO
Daily Times. 10.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/10-Mar-17/indias-massivebuild-up-of-arms-major-concern-for-pakistan-fo

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday said India's massive arms build-up and
testing of inter-continental ballistic missiles was a source of concern for the region,
however, Pakistan would not indulge in the arms race.
During the weekly press briefing, Foreign Office Spokesman Nafees Zakaria
said Pakistan would maintain minimum deterrence capability to safeguard its
national security. He also said that the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) considering
membership of India should keep this in mind that it had become one of the largest
buyers of weapons.
"India's massive arms buying spree, making it one of the top arms importers
in the world, was driven by its desire for regional hegemony and global power
status. Pakistan, on the other hand, had been compelled to acquire and maintain a
deterrent capability to ensure its national security."
He claimed that Pakistan never wanted to engage in any kind of arms race,
nuclear or conventional. "We have long maintained that the two countries need to
engage in a meaningful dialogue for mutual restraint measures and conflict
resolution for lasting peace and stability in South Asia."
The international community had a role to play in prodding India to positively
respond to Pakistan's proposal for a Strategic Restraint Regime in South Asia, he
said.
Several international reports and independent observers had drawn attention
to the rapid expansion in India's capability to produce fissile material for military
use, which had been made possible by the 2008 NSG waiver granted to India
without appropriate non-proliferation safeguards and the subsequent nuclear deals
struck with different countries.
Nafees Zakaria said violation of ceasefire along the Line of Control (LoC)
was also a source of concern for Pakistan. He said that India tried to deflect world's
attention from atrocities being perpetrated by its forces in Held Kashmir by
keeping the LoC issue hot. Pakistan condemned repeated instances of 'unprovoked'
firing by Indian troops across the LoC and slammed the targeting of civilian
population. Pakistani authorities had recorded their protest by repeatedly raising
the issue of ceasefire violations with Indian officials, the FO spokesman added.
India had violated the ceasefire agreement more than 1,400 times since 2013,
Zakaria said. "India violated the ceasefire 400 times in 2016 alone," he added.
To a question, the spokesman said the acquittal of a Hindu radical, accused of
masterminding the deadly 2007 Samjhota Express bombing, in a separate case was
"regrettable".
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An Indian court on Wednesday handed down a rare 'guilty' verdict to three
Hindu extremists over the 2007 bombing of the Ajmer Sharif Dargah, but cleared
Swami Aseemanand, the alleged mastermind of the attack.
Naba Kumar Sarkar, better known by his nickname Swami Aseemanand, the
alleged ringleader behind the religiously motivated attack, was among seven Hindu
extremists acquitted after prosecutors failed to prove their guilt. Aseemanand
remains in prison pending trial over his role in two separate bomb attacks, one on a
mosque and another on the Samjhota Express, that together killed nearly 75
people.
Индия размещает дроны из США на Линии контроля
India ‗deploys US-made drones‘ at LoC
The Express Tribune, March 9th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1350189/indiadeploys-us-made-drones-loc/

Spy craft with night-vision cameras deployed in Poonch, Rajouri sectors
ISLAMABAD: India has deployed US-manufactured drones along the Line
of Control (LoC) in the disputed Himalayan state of Kashmir region against
Pakistan in a development strategic and defence experts warn will destabilise the
region.
Although India is keeping mum on the deployment, sources in Pakistan
disclosed that the surveillance drones with night-vision cameras have been
deployed in Poonch and Rajouri sectors along the LoC.
India violates ceasefire along LoC
―The data centre of these drones has been established in Srinagar for
monitoring and dissemination of information to deployed troops,‖ sources added.
What is significant about the deployment is that it will not only add to the
already tense relationship between Pakistan and India but also complicate ties
between Islamabad and Washington.
Pakistan is upset over the development due to the fact that the United States
has refused to supply similar drones to Islamabad despite repeated requests.
―It is a matter of grave concern,‖ said former ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi.
He said Washington and New Delhi had signed a strategic partnership pact during
President Barack Obama‘s term and India has possibly acquired the US drones
under that agreement.
He suggested that the Pakistan government raise the issue with the US but at
the same time take appropriate measures to pre-empt any negative fallout of the
deployment of drones along the LoC.
India has been using surveillance drones supplied by Israel.
In July 2016, Pakistan shot down an Indian ‗spy drone‘ near the LoC in a sign
of the decades-old tension between the nuclear-armed neighbours. ―The spy drone
was being used for aerial photography,‖ the military‘s media wing said at the time.
But India‘s access to US-manufactured unmanned aerial vehicles is a real
worry for Pakistan.
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Defence analysts caution that supply of armed drones to India can further
speed up an arms race in the region and also push the two hostile neighbours closer
to a military conflict.
Pakistan apprehensive of US-India defence deal
In recent years, the Indian military establishment has been actively pursuing
programs to conduct swift and limited attacks against Pakistan, and acquiring
armed drones is a part of New Delhi‘s defence strategy.
For Lt Gen (retd) Talat Masood, who once headed the Pakistan Ordnance
Factories that supply arms and ammunition to the military, deployment of drones
would significantly increase the risk of war between Pakistan and India.
―The drones, which can reach anywhere in Pakistan, obviously can heighten
tensions and increase the risk of a conflagration,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
The development came at a time when tension between Pakistan and India is
running at an all-time high. The two states were close to a limited war when India
claimed that its special forces had conducted ‗surgical strikes‘ in Azad Kashmir in
the wake of a deadly attack on its military base in Uri in September last year.
Pakistan dismissed the claim as baseless and said India just staged a farcical
drama to divert global attention from a popular uprising in Occupied Kashmir.
The United States has dislodged Russia as the top arms supplier to India. New
Delhi is also on the cusp of sealing a US nuclear reactor deal worth billions of
dollars.
In return, Washington has given New Delhi access to high-end military
technology, such as a new system to launch planes off aircraft carriers, and leaned
on other countries to back India‘s membership in the Missile Technology Control
Regime, which cleared the way for the sale of the unarmed Predator.
India‘s military has also asked for the armed version of the Predator to help
target alleged militant camps in Pakistan but US export control laws prohibit such
a transfer.
In September, the US reportedly backed India‘s membership in the Missile
Technology Control Regime, a prerequisite for buying the drones, followed by a
letter from the Indian air force to the San Diego-based General Atomics, conveying
its willingness to purchase the Avenger.
The Avengers can fly for 18 hours, carry 3,500 pounds of munitions and
reach an altitude of 50,000 feet which will surpass Pakistan‘s more limited in range
and payload drone series. India‘s request for 22 Predator Guardian drones was
made in June, 2016.
Уже был печальный опыт с российскими Су-30МКИ, а теперь «мы
хотим от России истребители 5-го поколения». Возможно – но при условии
полной передачи нам технологии!!!
. The Times of India. 9.03.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/after-sukhoimistake-india-to-go-for-russian-5th-gen-fighter-only-with-full-techtransfer/articleshow/57546519.cms
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Индия ищет истребители за рубежом для своего авианосца.
F-18, Rafale or Gripen: Indian Navy looks for its next fighter jet
Rahul Singh. Hindustan Times. Mar 07, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/indianews/f-18-rafale-or-gripen-indian-navy-looks-for-its-next-fighter-jet/storyt4m5vBz4hRa6XVJeWVZN9I.html

The Indian Navy has launched a global search for maritime fighter jets it
plans to operate from future aircraft carriers and is awaiting response from top
military contractors on what they have to offer.
The navy wants 57 multi-role carrier-borne fighters (MRCBF) and the
potential order could get bigger with an option clause to buy more jets. The hunt
for new deck-based fighters comes at a time when the navy is left with just a
solitary aircraft carrier, INS Vikramaditya, following the decommissioning of
Viraat on Monday.
The navy issued a request for information for the multi-billion dollar MRCBF
project in January, giving aircraft manufacturers a four-month deadline to respond.
By May, the foreign firms have to answer queries on technical parameters,
budgetary estimates, likely level of indigenisation, transfer of technology and
schedule of deliveries after a contract is inked.
Read more
Spotted at Aero India 2017: Manohar Parrikar, Anil Ambani and IAF chief
India may ink Rs 32,000-cr deal for building minesweepers next month
French, Swedish, Russian and American firms are likely to compete for the
project to equip India‘s future carriers: Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC)-I or
Vikrant being built at Kochi and IAC-2, which is in a conceptual stage.
The navy has rejected the naval version of the light combat aircraft. It wants a
twin-engine fighter with a stronger airframe and landing gear to operate from a
flight deck with high-tempo flying cycles.
HT gives you the low-down on the planes that could fly from a future Indian
carrier:
RAFALE M:
French aircraft maker Dassault Aviation will compete for the MRCBF
programme with the Rafale M fighter. These fighters are embarked on French
Navy‘s nuclear-powered aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle.
File photo of a Rafale multi-role combat aircraft from Dassault Aviation of
France taking off at Yelahanka Airforce Station in Bengaluru. (AFP File Photo)
India signed a $8.7-billion deal with France last year for 36 Rafale warplanes
for the Indian Air Force. Dassault is hoping the IAF order could give it a head
start. The firm believes it makes better sense to equip the IAF and the navy with
the same platform as it would translate into better logistics, maintenance and
industrial support.
GRIPEN MARITIME:
Swedish aircraft maker Saab will throw its hat into to the ring with its Gripen
Maritime fighter. Saab says the maritime fighter has ―95% commonality‖ with the
Gripen E.
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The Swedish firm is closely tracking an IAF programme to build singleengine fighters in the country. Saab says the maritime fighter features all the
capabilities of the Gripen E and will come with a highly competitive operational
cost per flight hour.
Photo of a Gripen Maritime taken from the Saab website. (Saab.com)
Low maintenance requirements and high availability for operations make it an
ideal solution for the Indian Navy, a Saab spokesperson said.
F-18 SUPER HORNET:
US defence giant Boeing‘s F-18 fighter jet is also expected to be a strong
contender for the Indian Navy project. The F-18s operate from American super
carriers such as USS Nimitz and USS Ronald Reagan, with the US Navy
accounting for a fleet of more than 600 Super Hornets.
The American firm is also in discussions with the IAF to set up a production
line in the country to build twin-engine fighter planes.
The US has offered its electromagnetic aircraft launch system (EMALS)
technology and advanced arresting gear for IAC-2 or Vishal. India and the US
have formed a joint working group on aircraft carrier technology cooperation.
MiG-29K:
Russia will be eyeing the project with the MiG-29 fighter jet, already in
service with the Indian Navy. The deck-based fighter operates from INS
Vikramaditya, a second-hand carrier bought from Russia.
The navy commissioned its first squadron of MiG-29K fighters at Goa in May
2013, ahead of the induction of INS Vikramaditya.
It also plans to deploy the fighters on the IAC-1 having placed separate orders
for 45 MiG-29K fighters.
However, a 2016 report by the Comptroller and Auditor General revealed the
MiG-29 fighters are plagued by engine troubles and airframe problems.
Индия успешно провела испытания
уничтожению баллистических ракет.
India successfully tests interceptor missile

низколетящей

ракеты

по

The Times of India. 2.03.2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-successfullytest-fires-interceptor-missile/articleshow/57413985.cms

India on Wednesday successfully tested a low-altitude interceptor missile
which destroys incoming ballistic missiles, Times of India reported.
The missile fired off Abdul Kalam Island "successfully destroyed" the
incoming "enemy" Prithvi missile, Indian defence officials claimed.
The test is a step towards making the country's two-tier ballistic missile
defence (BMD) system, which incorporates both low-altitude and high-altitude
interceptor missiles, operational. It will be at least another two years before the
interceptor missile is ready for deployment to protect sensitive targets.
The Prithvi missile was launched from the integrated test range at Chandipur
over Bay of Bengal at 10:15am.
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"All the mission objectives were successfully met. The weapon system radars
tracked the target and provided the initial guidance to the interceptor which could
precisely home on to the target and destroyed it in the endo-atmospheric layer,"
India's Ministry of Defence said in a statement.
"The complete event, including the engagement and destruction, was tracked
by a number of electro-optical tracking systems using infrared imagery. Radars and
telemetry stations tracked the target and the interceptor till the destruction of the
target," the statement added.
Расширение военного сотрудничества между Израилем и Индией
Чернин В. (Велвл). http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32870. 25 февраля, 2017.

В минувший четверг на интернет-сайте индийской газеты India today
было сообщено о том, что правительство Индии достигло договоренности с
Израилем о сделке на 2,5 миллиардов долларов США, в рамках которой
Индия приобретет у израильского военно-промышленного концерна «Таасия
авирит» ракетные системы класса «земля – воздух» среднего радиуса
действия MR-SAM. Со ссылкой на неких неназванных высокопоставленных
представителей индийского правительства было сообщено также, что
премьер-министр Нарендра Дамодардас Моди лично согласовал условия этой
гигантской сделки «для того, чтобы защитить небо Индии от самолетов и
беспилотников ее врагов». Эта информация нашла довольно широкое
отражение в израильских СМИ.
Упомянутые ракетные системы начали разрабатываться в 2009 году,
причем работы велись одновременно как в Израиле, так и на территории
Индии. Система MR-SAM способна поражать воздушные цели на дистанции
50-70 км.
Упомянутая сделка включает в себя приобретение 40 единиц пусковых
установок и 200 ракет. Сообщается, что индийская армия намерена
мобилизовать и задействовать для обслуживания и эксплуатации этих
ракетных систем 5 полков. Поставки ракетных систем MR-SAM индийской
армии начнутся через 72 месяца с момента подписания договора, и они будут
готовы к развертыванию на местности в 2023 году.
Помимо этого, в израильских СМИ было сообщено со ссылкой на
индийские источники, что военно-промышленные концерны Израиля и
Индии совместно разрабатывают сейчас ракеты дальнего радиуса действия
класса «земля-воздух» LR-SAM. Эти ракеты будут устанавливаться на
боевых кораблях.
Как сами по себе факты соглашения о поставке израильских ракетных
систем индийской армии и совместных израильско-индийских военных
разработок, так и то, что о них было официально сообщено, являются
отражением продолжающегося на протяжении ряда лет процесса сближения
между двумя странами и изменения позиции Индии в отношении арабоизраильского конфликта.
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В этом контексте уместно напомнить о том, что в ноябре прошлого года
президент Израиля Реувен Ривлин посетил Индию по приглашению своего
индийского коллеги Пранаба Кунара Мукерджи. За год до этого президент
Индии впервые в истории посетил Израиль. В ходе своего визита он
выступил на специальном пленарном заседании Кнессета. «Связи между
нашими народами существуют еще с древности, с тех пор как евреи
высадились на нашем западном побережье более двух тысяч лет назад, —
сказал тогда индийский президент, — Еврейский народ был и всегда будет
неотъемлемой частью нашего общества (современное еврейское население
Индии составляет, согласно оценкам, всего 5 тысяч человек, из которых
более половины проживают в Мумбае. Помимо этого, в штатах Трипура и
Мизорам на востоке Индии проживают несколько тысяч представителей
народностей мизо и куки, перешедших в иудаизм. Численность
репатриантов из Индии и их потомков в Израиле превышает, согласно
оценкам, 100 тысяч – В.Ч. ). Индийский народ всегда ценил израильское
новаторство в сферах сельского хозяйства, науки и инженерии».
Посол Израиля в Индии Даниэль Кармон сказал тогда в беседе с
журналистами, что визит индийского президента в Израиль «является
проявлением отношений, которые вышли на поверхность. Отношения между
Индией и Израилем очень особенные, и они развиваются и укрепляются с
1992 года (…) В прошлом внешняя политика Индии основывалась на
предположении, что хорошие отношения с арабскими государствами якобы
противоречат укреплению связей с Израилем. Было умалчивание,
скрытность, избегание публичности в отношении этих связей. И конечно, не
говорили о военных связях».
В 1992 году Индия установила полные дипломатические отношения с
Израилем (до этого Израиль был представлен в Индии только консулом в
городе Бомбее — нынешнем Мумбае), где сосредоточена большая часть
евреев Индии. Однако пока у власти в Индии оставалась партия Индийский
национальный конгресс, отношения между двумя странами по-прежнему
были довольно прохладными. В 1998 году, когда националистическая
индуистская партия «Бхаратия джаната парти» («Индийская народная
партия») впервые пришла к власти, ее ставший премьер-министром лидер
Атал Бихари Ваджапаи считался одним из самых больших зарубежных
друзей Израиля. В сентябре 2003 года тогдашний израильский премьерминистр Ариэль Шарон совершил официальный визит в Индию.
Даниэль Кармон добавил в упомянутом выше выступлении перед
журналистами, что принципиальные перемены в индийско-израильских
отношения произошли, тем не менее, только после того, как в 2014 году
премьер-министром Индии был избран Наренда Дамодардас Моди,
нынешний лидер «Бхаратия джаната парти». Следует пояснить то, что посол
не счел тогда нужным разъяснять детально: «Бхаратия джаната парти»,
придерживающаяся идеологии индустского национализма, рассматривает
еврейское государство в качестве своего союзника в борьбе против
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исламской угрозы. Этим в первую очередь и объясняются радикальные
перемены в сторону улучшения отношений Индии с Израилем – и, в
частности, расширение двустороннего сотрудничества в военной сфере,
которые произошли после прихода этой партии к власти в Индии.
Индия создаст с помощью Израиля ракеты земля-воздух средней
дальности (50-70 км) – сделка на 2.5 млрд. долл.
India approves $2.5bn missile deal with Israel
The Times of India. 24.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1316713/india-approves25bn-missile-deal-with-israel

India on Friday approved a $2.5 billion deal with Israel to develop medium
range surface-to-air missiles for the Indian army, The Hindu reported.
The deal to build the missiles, reported to have a range of 50-70 kilometres,
was approved during a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Security, chaired by
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the daily reported.
Five regiments, which consists of 40 units and 200 missiles, are to be
developed under the deal.
The missile system will be developed jointly by the Defence Research and
Development Organisation and Israel Aircraft Industries and manufactured in
India.
―The system will be based on the older Barak system of Israel, which is in use
in India. It is being changed as per requirements,‖ the Hindu quoted defence
sources as saying.
Израиль и Индия развивают военные связи
India, Israel to develop missile for Army
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 24.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-israelto-develop-missile-for-army/article17356342.ece?homepage=true

17,000-crore deal approved by Cabinet panel ahead of Modi‘s visit to Tel
Aviv likely in June
Ahead of the first visit of an Indian Prime Minister to Israel later this year,
India has approved a deal to develop jointly a medium range surface-to-air missile
(MR-SAM) system for the Army in a 17,000-crore deal.
This is the latest in a series of other variants of SAM systems for the Navy
and the Air Force being jointly developed with Israeli help under deals estimated at
billions of dollars.
Joint development
The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS), headed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, which met on Wednesday, gave the go-ahead for the deal to be
executed by the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI). A source said Mr. Modi is likely to visit Israel in
June, and preparations were currently under way in both countries.
The deal is for five regiments of the missile, which consists of 40 units and
200 missiles. It has a range of 50-70 km.
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―The system will be based on the older Barak system of Israel, which is in use
in India. It is being changed as per requirements,‖ a defence source said on
Thursday.
The systems will be manufactured in India and would have an 80%
indigenous content.
The DRDO would play a crucial role in developing the target homing system.
Deliveries would begin in 2023, a source said.
The two countries are also in an advanced stage of negotiations for the
purchase of two more long-range Phalcon Airborne Warning And Control System
(AWACS). The CCS had approved the deal for additional AWACS last year
expected at a cost of 7,500 crore.
Russian partnership
India currently operates three Phalcon AWACS Israeli radars mounted on
Russian IL-76 transport aircraft, under a $1-billion tripartite deal with Russia,
signed in 2003.
Russian officials said at the recent Aero India that India had already ordered
two IL-76 aircraft to be converted to AWACS. Officials said they were hopeful of
a deal during Mr. Modi‘s visit, and added that discussions were under way for
additional long-range drones. India and Israel have stepped up their defence
relations since Mr. Modi came to power.
Военное сотрудничество России и Индии
Take lead in jet project: Russia
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 17.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Take-leadin-jet-project-Russia/article17316389.ece?homepage=true

Countries have a pact to jointly produce new design
The fifth generation fighter aircraft to be developed jointly by India and
Russia will be an entirely new machine based on the Russian fifth generation jet
which is already flying, a senior Russian industry official has said. The two
countries are negotiating the contract.
This year, India and Russia are likely to conclude several big-ticket deals
worth billions of dollars. They include the S-400 long range air defence systems,
Kamov-226T utility helicopters and additional Mi-17 helicopters.
―This is an entirely new project [FGFA] for building a new aircraft. We have
designs and plans … but we cannot commit ourselves unless we see a willingness
to continue [from India],‖ said Victor N. Kladov, Director of International
Cooperation and Regional Policy of Rostec, Russian state corporation. He was
speaking to a select group of journalists at Aero India on Thursday.
On the delay in concluding the contract, Mr. Kladov observed that there were
some deliberations within the Indian government on the project. ―The ball is on the
Indian side... we are waiting,‖ he said.
S-400 contract
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Mr. Kladov had on Wednesday held discussions with Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar, during which FGFA figured prominently.
In 2010, India and Russia signed a preliminary design agreement to jointly
produce the FGFA for use by both the countries, after which each had invested
$295 million for preliminary design. But despite several rounds of discussions, the
two countries have so far failed to reach a contract.
On the S-400 Triumf, Mr. Kladovv observed that negotiating a contract took
―no less than a year,‖ as there were thousands of documentations to be discussed.
―We made our initial request to India. In March, they invited us for negotiations…
We are hopeful of signing the contract this year… or in the first half of next year,‖
he said.
Истребители «Рафаль» (36 штук) поступят в Индию в 2019-2022 гг.
Can‘t advance Rafale deliveries: Dassault
Dinakar Peri. The Hindu. 16.02.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Can‘tadvance-Rafale-deliveries-Dassault/article17309183.ece?homepage=true.

India has ordered 36 jets, and the deliveries are scheduled between 2019 and
2022
Responding to India‘s request to advance the delivery schedule of Rafale
fighter jets, the manufacturer Dassault Aviation has stated that it was not possible
as the jets have to be customised.
―We are discussing the issue with the IAF. There is a schedule in the contract.
It is difficult to speed up production of a new aircraft. If it is matter of weeks, yes
we can,‖ Eric Trappier, CEO of Dassault Aviation, told a select group of
journalists at Aero India here on Wednesday.
India ordered 36 jets last year from France and deliveries are scheduled
between 2019 and 2022.
Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had earlier said that they would request
France to speed up deliveries further if possible.
Greater tech transfer
Mr. Trappier observed that 36 jets was a small number to enable greater
technology transfer, pitching for more Rafales for India to gain access to better
technologies under the ‗Make in India‘ drive.
―India has ordered 36. It is a good number, but it is not good enough for
competitive technology transfer. So it will depend on the future,‖ he said.
Training for pilots
Mr. Parrikar had already reiterated that India did not intend to order any more
Rafales. India-specific customisation was being currently undertaken, after which
production would begin.
Under the terms of the contract, Dassault will begin training Indian pilots and
technicians in operating the jets next year.
Dassault will also bid for the Navy‘s tender for at least 57 carrier based
aircraft.
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Mr. Trappier said Rafale was the only aircraft which had both land-based and
maritime variants.
Россия и Индия вновь вернулись к идее совместного строительства
вертолета в первую очередь в Индии (Ка-226), из 200 штук 140 – в Индии
India, Russia seek to revive stalled helicopter venture
The Nation. 15.02.2107. http://nation.com.pk/international/15-Feb-2017/india-russia-seekto-revive-stalled-helicopter-venture

BENGALURU: India and Russia are nearing a joint venture to make light
helicopters in India, reviving a plan announced by Russian President Vladimir
Putin in 2015.
Delhi needs to replace hundreds of ageing utility helicopters deployed along
its Himalayan border with China as well as in the disputed Kashmir region.
This means an initial order of 200 Kamov-226 helicopters, of which 140 will
be built in India as part of Prime Minister Narendra Modi's drive to build a
domestic defence industrial base and cut imports, is expected to be increased.
And final documents relating to the $1 billion Kamov deal involving Russian
Helicopters, Rosoboronexport and India's state-run Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL)
has been submitted to Putin, HAL's chief T. Suvarna Raju, told reporters on
Wednesday.
While India has sealed deals with the United States for 22 Apache attack and
15 heavy lift Chinook helicopters at total cost of about $2.5 billion, plans to buy
Russian helicopters and fifth generation fighter aircraft have been dogged by
problems.
"There are issues between parties, but these are being tackled," Sergey
Goreslavsky, deputy director general of Rosoboronexport, said at India's biggest
air show in the southern city of Bengaluru.
A team will assess the Indian manufacturing facilities over the next few
months. "We are keeping our fingers crossed about launching production this
year," an executive at Russian Helicopters said.
The executive, who did not want to be named, said the joint venture will be
modelled along the lines of Brahmos, the India-Russia entity producing supersonic
missiles, which which military analysts say are among the deadliest in their class.
Russia was long the main supplier of military equipment to India, but Delhi
has turned to France, Israel and increasingly the United States for supply of
hardware in recent years.
US aerospace and defence firms Lockheed Martin and Boeing have both
offered to set up production lines in India to make combat planes.
Шведский СААБ предлагает построить в Индии завод по производству
однодвигательных легких истребителей
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Swedish defence giant offers to build high-tech jet production factory in
India
Dawn. 13.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314179/swedish-defence-giant-offers-tobuild-high-tech-jet-production-factory-in-india

Swedish defence giant Saab has offered to build a state-of-the-art fighter jet
factory in India should it seal a lucrative deal to supply hundreds of military jets to
New Delhi.
Saab and its US competitor Lockheed Martin have emerged as the
frontrunners to supply around 250 single-engine combat planes to India's air force
which wants to revamp its Soviet-era military hardware.
The Saab proposal would see ―the world's most modern‖ military aircraft
factory roll out the Gripen E fighter not just for India but the global market.
Know more: India offers to buy 200 foreign combat jets — if they're made in
India
―It is an unrivalled offer that will set new standards in aeronautical
engineering excellence for decades to come, should India procure Gripen,‖ Saab
India chairman Jan Widerstrom said in a statement Friday.
The offer comes just days after Lockheed Martin indicated its plan to set up a
production line in India for its iconic F-16 combat aircraft was subject to approval
from the new administration under Donald Trump.
Saab's proposal also comes amid a push by Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
reduce India's reliance on expensive defence imports while it seeks to bolster its
military in the face of China's growing clout in the region.
Modi's government has raised the limit on foreign investment in the defence
sector and encouraged tie-ups between foreign and local companies under a 'Make
in India' campaign.
Saab said its proposal met the objectives of the world's largest defence
importer.
―Saab is offering an industrial facility that will be the centre-of-gravity for the
Made-in-India Gripen,‖ said Widerstrom.
Last year India signed a contract to buy 36 Rafale twin-engine fighter jets for
$8.8 billion after major delays and obstacles over the cost and assembly of the
planes in India.
Компания «Локхид» может изменить - производство новых 200-250 F-16
в связи с отсутствием заказа на них из Индии, а также с желанием Трампа
перевооружить ВВС США на F-35 (5-е поколение).
Lockheed says US may take 'fresh look' at its India F-16 plan
Dawn. 10.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1313757/lockheed-says-us-may-takefresh-look-at-its-india-f-16-plan

US defence firm Lockheed Martin wants to push ahead with plans to move
production of its F-16 combat jets to India, but understands President Donald
Trump's administration may want to take a ―fresh look‖ at the proposal.
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With no more orders for the F-16 from the Pentagon, Lockheed plans to use
its Fort Worth, Texas plant instead to produce the fifth generation F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter that the United States Air Force is transitioning to.
Lockheed would switch F-16 production to India, as long as the Indian
government agrees to order hundreds of the planes that its air force desperately
needs.
Trump has criticised US companies that have moved manufacturing overseas
and which then sell their products back to the US In his first few weeks in office,
he has pushed companies, from automakers to pharmaceutical firms, to produce
more in the United States.
In Lockheed's case, however, the plan is to build the F-16 to equip the Indian
Air Force, and not sell them back into the United States.
Lockheed said it has been talking to Trump's transition and governance teams
as well as the US Congress for several months on its plans, including the proposed
sale of F-16 planes to India, a spokesman told Reuters in Washington.
―We've briefed the administration on the current proposal, which was
supported by the Obama Administration as part of a broader cooperative dialogue
with the Government of India,‖ the spokesman said.
―We understand that the Trump Administration will want to take a fresh look
at some of these programs, and we stand prepared to support that effort to ensure
that any deal of this importance is properly aligned with US policy priorities.‖
India is expected to spend $250 billion on defence modernisation over the
next decade, analysts say, and there is concern that a veto on making the F-16 in
India would not only hit Lockheed, but also threaten other military contracts to
come up in India for Boeing, Northrop and Raytheon .
The White House did not respond to requests for comment on the plan to
build the plane in India.
No threat to US jobs
Lockheed has said that moving F-16 assembly to India would create 200
engineering jobs in the United States to help support the production line in India.
It has also said that about 800 workers in the United States making the nonLockheed parts for the F-16 would keep their jobs if construction shifts to India.
―We are offering to make the F-16 Block-70 aircraft with a local partner in
India. This is an offer exclusive to India,‖ Randall L. Howard, head of F-16
business development, told Reuters ahead of India's biggest air show beginning in
Bengaluru next week.
In India, the F-16 is up against SAAB's Gripen combat aircraft, which the
Swedish firm has also offered to make locally, as Prime Minister Narendra Modi
drives a Make-in-India campaign to build a domestic aerospace industry and
reduce costly imports.
The Indian government is expected to decide this year on which company will
build a single-engine fighter plane, in collaboration with a local partner.
A defence official said the process was at a very early stage.
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The Indian air force alone needs 200-250 fighters over the next 10 years, its
former chief Arup Raha said before he left office in December.
Defence ties between India and the United States have grown rapidly, with
US arms sales of more than $4 billion in 2012-15, mostly under government-togovernment foreign military sales, upstaging long-term supplier Russia and even
Israel.
Lockheed's executive director for international business development, Abhay
Paranjape, said his team has met with representatives from 40 defence and aviation
firms in India to help build the ancillary network for the aircraft assembly
programme.
―We want to be prepared, that's why we started the ground work,‖ he said,
adding Lockheed has also scouted possible factory sites in India.
Lockheed has a joint venture with India's Tata Advanced Systems Ltd to
make airframe components for the C-130J Super Hercules transport plane and the
S-92 helicopter.
―The capability for building components exists here, it's been proven with the
C-130s. The challenge now is to pick the right partners,‖ Paranjape said.
Подписаны военные контракты на сумму в 200 млрд. рупий
Urgent arms deals of Rs 20,000 crore inked to keep forces ready
Rajat
Pandit.
The
Times
of
India.
6.02.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/urgent-arms-deals-of-rs-20000-crore-inked-to-keepforces-ready/articleshow/56990170.cms

NEW DELHI: India is finally taking steps to make its armed forces fighting
fit. The country has inked a flurry of emergency deals for ammunition and spares
worth around Rs 20,000 crore over the last two to three months to ensure its
fighters and tanks, infantry and warships, are all ready to go to battle at short
notice.
Defence ministry sources said the aim was to guarantee the armed forces can
undertake at least 10 days of "intense fighting" without worrying about
ammunition, spares and other reserves. The pace for concluding the new contracts,
primarily with Russia, Israel and France, was set in motion after the terror attack in
Uri on September 18.
Apart from launching massive fire assaults across the Line of Control and the
"surgical strikes" on terror launch pads+ in Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir on
September 29, the government had also set-up empowered procurement
committees+ under the Army, Navy and IAF vice-chiefs with emergency financial
powers to "make up deficiencies" in stockpiles at the earliest, as was then reported
by TOI.
The 2017-18 Budget may not have allocated much for new military
modernisation projects, with the bulk of the Rs 86,488 crore capital outlay
earmarked for "committed liabilities", but the armed forces are gung-ho about the
fast-track procedures now in place to ensure "serviceability and availability" of
existing weapon systems and platforms.
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The IAF+ , for instance, has concluded 43 contracts worth over Rs 9,200
crore for ammunition and spares for its fighters like Sukhoi-30MKIs, Mirage2000s and MiG-29s, transport aircraft like IL-76s, mid-air refuellers like IL-78s
and the Phalcon AWACS (airborne warning and control systems).
The Army has inked around 10 contracts worth over Rs 5,800 crore with
Russian companies alone. These range from engines and 125mm APFSDS
(armour-piercing fin-stabilised discarding sabot) ammunition for its T-90S and T72 tanks to Konkurs anti-tank guided missiles and Smerch rockets.
"The emergency purchases will obviate the need for armed forces to present
long shopping lists to the government after every major terror strike. They can now
maintain operational readiness for different contingencies," said the source. The
new contracts for artillery, rockets, missiles, tank ammunition and the like come in
the backdrop of the 1.3-million strong Army holding not even one-third of its
authorised war wastage reserves (WWR) for 40 days of intense fighting, as was
first reported by TOI.
As per operational norms, the WWR should be sufficient for 30 days of
"intense" and 30 days of "normal" fighting. But the Army simply does not have
such reserves. The CAG, incidentally, had also taken note of this alarming state of
affairs in a report tabled in Parliament.
Пролет легкого истребителя Tejas – редкое зрелище.
In a rare display, Tejas to thunder over Rajpath
Dinakar Peri. 25.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/In-a-rare-display-Tejasto-thunder-over-Rajpath/article17089710.ece?homepage=true
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In a rare Republic Day flypast for a single-engine aircraft, the indigenously
developed light combat aircraft, Tejas, will set a record on Thursday. Three of
these aircraft will take off from Bikaner and fly in victory formation over Rajpath.
―After an incident in the 1980s, as a practice, single-engine aircraft have
generally been avoided in view of public safety,‖ a defence source said on
Tuesday.
In October 1989, a Mirage-2000 fighter crashed while performing
manoeuvres during the 57th anniversary celebration of the Indian Air Force at the
Palam Air Force station.
Single-engine jets are believed to face a greater risk from bird hits, low-flying
conditions and also in view of large public gatherings and presence of important
dignitaries. However, experts say that it is not a rigid rule.
―It is not an exception as MiG-21s and Mirage-2000 jets have flown on
Rajpath before. There is no rigid rule. But it is not common too,‖ said Air Marshal
(Retd) M. Matheswaran, former Deputy Chief of the Integrated Defence Staff.
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He said that it was a matter of pride that an Indian-designed aircraft was
leading the flypast. ―Today‘s reliability of single-engine fighters is as good as
double engines,‖ he added.
In addition, the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) is displaying the Dhanush
artillery gun, while the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
is displaying the Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System.
Dhanush is a 155-mm, 45-calibre gun with a maximum effective range of 38
km, upgraded from the Swedish Bofors howitzers India procured in the mid-1980s.
The ATAGS is a 155-mm, 52-calibre towed heavy artillery gun with a
maximum range of over 47 km. DRDO is developing it in collaboration with the
private sector and OFB.
Индия планирует расположить на границе с Пакистаном (Раджастан,
Панджаб) 460 танков Т-90, которые закупит у России (всего 900 танков на
сумму в 2 млрд. долл.).
India gears up to position hundreds of tanks along border with Pakistan
The Express Tribune. 23.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1303434/india-gearsposition-hundreds-tanks-along-border-pakistan/

India is planning to deploy over 460 main battle tanks (MBTs) along the
border with Pakistan.
Pakistan Army rubbishes India‘s claim of ‗surgical strikes‘ along LoC
The tanks, which will be imported from Russia at a cost of $2 billion, will
join 900 or so T-90S Bhishma tanks presently deployed in India‘s Rajasthan and
Punjab states. The purchase has yet to be green-lighted by the Defense Acquisition
Council.
Analysts posit the significant surge in tank deployment at the border could be
a manifestation of India readying to activate its Cold Start doctrine. The strategy is
premised on India‘s conventional forces executing holding attacks before
international intervention or nuclear retaliation from Pakistan.
India offers to buy 200 foreign combat jets, if they‘re ‗made-in-India‘
In an interview with India Today, Indian Army chief General Bipin Rawat
categorically stated that the ―doctrine existed for conventional military operations.‖
Пакистан и Индия беспокоят США своими ракетными пусками
Pakistan missiles worry U.S.; 47 entities under strict watch
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
14.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pakistan-missiles-worry-U.S.-47-entities-understrict-watch/article17036380.ece?homepage=true

Shaheen-III of particular concern; Trump to follow Obama defence policy on
India
The United States government is increasingly worried over the rising range
and variety of Islamabad‘s missile capability and the recent decision of the Obama
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administration to impose trade restrictions on seven Pakistani entities came out of
this concern, a source familiar with the developments told The Hindu.
The official announcement of the decision did not detail the reasons, but said
there was ―reasonable cause to believe, based on specific and articulable facts,‖
that these entities ―have been involved in actions contrary to the national security
or foreign policy interests of the United States‖. All the entities are linked to
Pakistan‘s missile programme. With the addition of these seven, there are 47
Pakistani entities that are under strict watch of the U.S agencies.
Shaheen-III the reason
What has triggered the alarm bells in Washington is Shaheen-III, which has a
range of 2,750 km. Pakistan has officially explained its longest-range missile to
date, tested for the first time in 2015, as a capability to strike the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, the farthest Indian territory from its shores. But the missile also
has Israel in its range, along with several European countries – something that the
U.S. strategic community finds unnerving. The entities put under trade restrictions
by the U.S include the Islamabad-based National Engineering and Scientific
Commission (NESCOM), and its subsidiaries, Air Weapons Complex (AWC),
Maritime Technology Complex (MTC) and New Auto Engineering (NAE).
Speaking at an event on nuclear security, Vice-President Joe Biden alluded to
this concern on Wednesday. ―Not just North Korea, but Russia, Pakistan, and
others have made counterproductive moves that only increase the risk that nuclear
weapons could be used in a regional conflict in Europe, South Asia, or East Asia.
Working with Congress, the next administration will have to navigate these
dangers and — I hope — continue leading the global consensus to reduce the role
of nuclear weapons in our world.‖
It will be ditto Obama here
The incoming administration will continue with the existing U.S. policies
towards India, Pakistan and Asia in general, Defence Secretary-designate James
Mattis indicated during his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Forces
Committee. He complemented Pakistan for its action against terror groups that
operate within the country, adding that he would push for more effective targeting
of groups that were aimed at neighbouring countries. This is in line with the
Obama administration‘s efforts in the region.
Mr. Mattis said he would ―hesitate to use phrases such as ―rebalance‖ or
―pivot‖ as they imply that we are turning away from our commitments elsewhere,‖
but added that ―China‘s behavior has led countries in the region to look for
stronger U.S. leadership. ―If confirmed, I will examine ways to strengthen our
allies and partners, while taking a careful look at our own military capabilities in
the region,‖ he said.
Mr. Mattis also pledged to continue with the Obama policy of enhancing a
long-term strategic relationship with India ―based on the convergence of our
interests and our shared democratic values.‖ ―I note that the United States and
India recently cemented India‘s status as a Major Defence Partner. If confirmed, I
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would assess what particular areas in the bilateral security relationship I should
focus on, and what steps can be taken to bolster the overall defence relationship.‖
‗We will work with Pakistan‘
Naming sanctuary and freedom of movement for the Afghan Taliban and
associated militant networks inside Pakistani territory as ―a key operational issue
faced by the Afghan security force,‖ Mr. Mattis, who has commanded the U.S
forces in Afghanistan, said he would work with Pakistan to improve the situation.
―Our relationship with Pakistan, including our military-to-military
relationship, has had highs and lows. We have long faced a lack of trust within the
Pakistani military and government about our goals in the region. If confirmed, I
will work to build the trust that we need for an effective partnership,‖ he told the
Senate Committee.
Оценки китайских специалистов программ развития баллистических и
крылатых ракет в Индии и Пакистане
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31922. 13 января, 2017.

Стало известно, что ВМС Пакистана 9 января 2017 г. с одной из дизельэлектрических подводных лодок (ДЭПЛ) проекта «Августа 90» (пр-во
французской компании DCNS) выполнили успешный испытательный пуск
крылатой ракеты (КР) «Бабур-3», которая преодолела расстояние в 450 км и
поразила цель на полигоне. Данное испытание является продолжением
отработки систем КР серии «Бабур», а также ответом на испытательные
пуски ВС Индии баллистической ракеты (БР) «Агни IV» и КР «Нирбхай»
(«Бесстрашная»), которую разрабатывают специалисты Организации по
развитию и оборонным исследованиям Индии.
В отношении КР «Бабур-3» известно, что она оснащена системой
контролируемого подводного старта; система наведения создана с
использованием компонентов китайской национальной разработки – системы
глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу». Именно китайская система
позволит применять ракеты в условиях частичного или полного отключения
американской системы GPS. Кроме того, в составе системы наведения
применены новейшие разработки китайских специалистов в области
слежения за земной поверхностью и огибания рельефа. Следует отметить,
что компоненты системы наведения «Бабур-3» были проверены 13 декабря
2016 г. в ходе успешного испытательного пуска КР наземного базирования
«Бабур-2», которая создана с целью уничтожения элементов структуры
управления войсками в условиях эшелонированной системы ПВО/ПРО.
По данным китайских источников КР серии «Бабур» имеют следующие
ТТХ:
длина: 6,25 м;
диаметр: 520 мм;
размах крыла: 2,67 м;
максимальная взлетная масса: 1500 кг;
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максимальная дальность пуска: 700 км;
высота полета над морем: от 7 до 15 м;
высота полета над равнинными районами: 50 м;
высота полета над горной местностью: 100 м;
максимальный вес боевой части: 300 кг.
По мнению китайских специалистов, на КР серии «Бабур» можно
устанавливать как обычные (фугасные, кассетные), так и ядерные боевые
части.
Следует отметить, что данные ракеты появились в Пакистане только
после того, как китайские специалисты смогли освоить и совместить
разработки советских инженеров, реализованные в виде ракет Х-55
(получены из Украины), и остатки двух ракет BGM-109 «Томагавк»,
которыми ВС США пытались ликвидировать лидера «Аль-Каиды»
(запрещена в России) Усаму бен Ладена еще в Афганистане. В результате
многолетней работы китайские специалисты смогли поставить на
вооружение КР «Длинный меч/Восточный ветер 10», которая размещается на
мобильной пусковой установке и обладает максимальной дальностью пуска
2000 км. Вероятно, экспортная версия данной ракеты имеет обозначение CM602G и официально может применяться только с наземных носителей или с
надводных кораблей. Фото- и видеоизображения пакистанской КР «Бабур» и
китайской «Восточный ветер 10» позволяют сделать вывод, что китайские
оружейники в очередной раз оказали помощь пакистанским коллегам в
вопросе укрепления обороноспособности страны.
По данным китайских источников, за проведением испытания
наблюдали председатель Объединенного комитета начальников штабов ВС
Пакистана Зубайр Махмуд Хайат, начальник Управления стратегического
планирования (УСП) генерал-лейтенант Маджар Джамиль, командующий
ВМС Пакистана адмирал Асиф Сандила, а также сотрудники Института
стратегических исследований Пакистана. По информации СМИ КНР,
указанные ниже структурные подразделения УСП ВС Пакистана ведут
активную работу по развитию КР указанной серии и постоянно повышают
надежность двигателей и систем наведения:
Национальная комиссия по науке и проектированию;
Исследовательская комиссия по космосу и верхним слоям атмосферы;
Комиссия по атомной энергетике Пакистана;
Исследовательская лаборатория «Хан»;
Комплекс национального развития.
Поскольку КР «Бабур-3» предназначены для пуска из подводного
положения, ВМС Пакистана необходимо принять на вооружение новые
ДЭПЛ, которые будут оснащены вертикальными ПУ. Известно, что в этом
вопросе официальный Пекин также предложил свою помощь, которая
выражена в контракте на поставку восьми ДЭПЛ проекта S20P (экспортная
модификация проекта 041 «Юань»).
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КР «Нирбхай» («Бесстрашная»), по информации китайских источников,
должна заполнить пустующую нишу в ракетном арсенале ВМС Индии, в
котором присутствуют сверхзвуковые противокорабельные ракеты БРАМОС
и баллистические ракеты К4. Для выполнения массированных ударов по
наземным целям командование ВМС Индии планирует разместить на
кораблях и атомных подводных лодках проекта «Арихант» КР «Нирбхай»,
которые обладают дальностью пуска от 700 до 1000 км, скоростью полета 0,7
МАХа и боевой частью массой 300 кг.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, для проведения испытательных
пусков КР на полигоне в Чандипуре построен отдельный тренировочный
комплекс. К настоящему моменту индийские специалисты выполнили четыре
испытательных пуска КР «Нирбхай» и все они по тем или иным причинам
оказались неудачными. Так, первый испытательный пуск состоялся 12 марта
2013 г., но через 20 минут после старта ракета самоликвидировалась, в ходе
второго испытательного пуска, который был проведен 17 октября 2014 г., у
ракеты отказал маршрутный компьютер и она совершила перелет мимо
мишенного района. Максимальная дальность полета составила 1010 км
вместо плановой 800 км. В процессе испытательных пусков 16 октября 2015
г. и 21 декабря 2016 г. у ракет отказали навигационные модули, что повлекло
их падение на 700 секунде полета. Известно, что на НИОКР по теме
«Нирбхай» из бюджета Индии было выделено около 700 млн долл. США,
однако положительных результатов так и не достигнуто. Ответственность за
реализацию программ КР разделят Агентство по развитию авиации Индии
и Исследовательский центр «Имара», который является головным
предприятием по разработке ракет.
26 декабря 2016 г. в Индии состоялся четвертый и успешный запуск БР
«Агни-5» с мобильной пусковой установки. В целом индийские военные
специалисты удостоверились в надежности работы всех систем. Вероятно,
данная ракета имеет максимальную дальность пуска 5500–5800 км и
способна доставить к цели ядерную головную часть (ЯГЧ) максимальным
весом 1500 кг, или несколько разделяющихся маневрирующих головных
частей весом 220/250 кг. По признанию китайских аналитиков, индийские
военные атомщики обладают самыми совершенными технологиями по
созданию ЯГЧ среди государств азиатского региона и Ближнего Востока.
Следует отметить, что кроме крылатых и баллистических ракет Индия и
Пакистан также ведут разработку систем ПРО, которые позволят обеспечить
прикрытие важных стратегических объектов. По данным китайских
источников, индийские специалисты во взаимодействии с ОПК Израиля
работают над собственной системой ПРО, тогда как ВС Пакистана сделали
ставку на формирование рубежей ПРО с применением зенитно-ракетных
комплексов (ЗРК) китайского производства.
Так, ближний рубеж обороны будет сформирован из мобильных ЗРК
малого радиуса действия «Красное знамя 7Б», которые в КНР используются
для ПВО армейских колонн на марше. Средний рубеж ПРО, вероятно, будет
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представлен мобильными и стационарными ЗРК LY-80N, модификации
которого были представлены широкой публике в ходе выставки вооружений
и военной техники в г.Чжухай в период с 1 по 6 ноября 2016 г.
По данным специализированных военно-технических изданий КНР,
рассматриваемый ЗРК (в составе 32 ракет) может быть установлен на
перспективных сторожевых кораблях проекта 057, что обеспечит
минимальный уровень защиты от ракет противника для корабельных
группировок и военно-морских баз ВМС Пакистана. Вероятно, в
конструкции ракет для LY-80N китайские оружейники использовали
технические решения, примененные в ракетах российских комплексов «БукМ1, 2», а также ракетах-перехватчиках модификации «Стандарт-2С» ВМС
США.
Китайские специалисты делают следующие выводы: во-первых, о
продолжении гонки вооружений в азиатском регионе, во-вторых, о более
результативной работе пакистанских оружейников по сравнению с
попытками индийских конструкторов в области создания крылатых ракет. В
то же время преимущество индийских разработок состоит в возможности
применения компактных ЯГЧ.
Индия спустила на воду подводную лодку класса «Скорпион» (вторая по
счету, оригинальная во Франции).
India launches Scorpene-class submarine
Dawn. 13.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307980/india-launches-scorpene-classsubmarine
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India launched it's second French-designed Scorpene-class submarine in
Mumbai on Thursday, NDTV reported.
The INS Khanderi, a diesel-electric submarine, can undertake a range of
missions, including anti-surface warfare, anti-submarine warfare, intelligence
gathering, mine laying and surveillance, according to Indian media.
The submarine has the ability to launch attacks with precision-guided
weapons and torpedoes, as well as tube-launched anti-ship missiles, both
underwater and on surface.
This class of submarine has stealth capability and is designed to operate in all
theatres.
It is set to undergo trials before it can be inducted into the Indian Navy.
Пакистан озабочен совершенствованием ракетной технологии Индии
India‘s missile programmes ‗a threat to regional peace‘
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292176/destabilisingelements-indias-missile-programmes-threat-regional-peace/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Wednesday cautioned that India‘s introduction of
destabilising systems such as missile defence programmes and inter-continental
ballistic missiles was posing a danger to regional peace and stability.
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These concerns were conveyed to a delegation of the Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR), a grouping of 35 states that seeks to prevent missile
proliferation by adhering to common export policy guidelines related to missile
technologies.
Pakistan says ―seriously concerned‖ by India‘s missile tests
The delegation headed by Ham Sang-Wook, Director General for NonProliferation and Nuclear Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic
of Korea, who holds the current MTCR Chair held talks with the Pakistani side led
by Tasnim Aslam, Additional Secretary (UN&EC) of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

A statement issued by the foreign office said the agenda for talks included
latest political and technical developments in the MTCR. Additional Secretary
Tasnim Aslam briefed the delegation on Pakistan‘s contribution to international
efforts aimed at preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
their means of delivery.
The MTCR delegation was briefed on the administrative, legislative and
regulatory measures for the establishment of a robust command and control
system, an effective and comprehensive export control regime as well as steps to
improve physical security at all levels.
―Pakistan‘s export control regime is at par with the best international
standards and its national control lists encompass the items and technologies
controlled by the MTCR,‖ she informed the delegation.
The Pakistan side underscored that efforts to prevent proliferation should not
hamper the right of developing countries to access advanced technologies for
peaceful purposes when appropriate safeguards were in place.
Will India become main manufacturer of Pakistan‘s beloved F-16 jets?
The Additional Secretary (UN&EC) also highlighted the risks posed to
regional peace and stability due to the introduction of destabilizing systems such as
missile defence programmes and inter-continental ballistic missiles.
Pakistan was, however, committed to avoiding any kind of arms race in South
Asia, she said, adding that Pakistan‘s proposal on establishing Strategic Restraint
Regime (SRR) in South Asia which covers nuclear and missile restraint remains on
the table.
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―Pakistan believes that progress on this proposal through meaningful dialogue
can promote peace and stability in the region,‖ she emphasised. ―Pakistan has been
engaging with the MTCR for several years. It has also been participating in the
MTCR technical meetings and has also hosted several outreach missions in
Islamabad,‖ the foreign office statement said.
Meanwhile, pursuant to the Export Control on Goods, Technologies, Material
and Equipment related to Nuclear and Biological Weapons and their Delivery
Systems Act 2004, the Government of Pakistan on Wednesday notified revised
Control Lists of Goods, Technologies, Material and Equipment related to Nuclear
and Biological Weapons and their Delivery Systems.
―The Act enables the Government to control export, re-export, trans-shipment
and transit of goods, technologies, material and equipment related to Nuclear and
Biological Weapons and their Delivery Systems,‖ the statement said.
As part of regular review process, the Strategic Export Control Division
(SECDIV) of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has revised/updated the Control
Lists, in consultation with other relevant Ministries and Departments.
The revised Control Lists have been notified vide Gazette of Pakistan S.R.O.
1142(I)/2016 dated 18 November 2016. It may be mentioned that the lists were
originally notified in 2005 and subsequently revised in 2011 and 2015. The
notification signifies the continuing resolve and policy of Pakistan as a responsible
nuclear state to advance the shared goals of non-proliferation and strictly adhere to
its commitments.
Индия стремится максимально модернизировать свои F-16 (400 штук)
Will India become main manufacturer of Pakistan's beloved F-16 jets?
Naveed Ahmad. The Express Tribune. 11.01.2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1291418/will-indiabecome-main-manufacturer-pakistans-beloved-f-16-jets/

India, wanting to upgrade its air force with 400 more fighter jets, has many
foreign companies vying for its multi-billion dollar manufacturing contract. Boeing
and Lockheed Martin from the US, SAAB Group from Sweden and Dassault
Aviation from France are all competing to win the production order.
Lockheed Martin, which builds Pakistan‘s beloved F-16 fighter jets, has
offered to completely shift the manufacturing of this aircraft from Texas to India.
The arrangement is subject to India agreeing to buy first 100 F-16s (Block 70-72) –
the most advanced version of the fighter jet. ―We make it in India, for India and
then we make it in India and export to the world. If the initial orders are not there,
it might not work for the industry,‘‘ an official for the Lockheed Martin had stated.
Turkey to modernise Pakistan‘s F-16s
The proposed jet – already titled F-16IN – is being offered with a new radar
system, stealth detection and threat detection capability. While F-16s in general
have a smaller radar cross-section, the new block won‘t have stealth capability.
If India chooses F-16s over other options, it could be a blow to Pakistan.
Pakistan Air Force has been flying F-16s since the 1980s and though it has other
multirole jets in its fleet, F-16s have been a crucial part of the country‘s air defence
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mechanism. With India becoming the main manufacturer of the fighter jet, it could
create hindrances for Pakistan to acquire the aircraft and its spare parts if not
completely choke the supply.
Good news for Pakistan
India has not yet decided whether it seeks Saab Group‘s JAS 39 Gripen or F16 (Block 70-72) to upgrade its air defence. Given the urgency to modernise the
fleet, the Indian Air Force may choose Sweden‘s Gripen jets with the objective of
customising to its future needs better over widely popular F-16s. The Gripen
system will be alien to both Pakistan and China and it will give India a perceived
edge over its regional rivals.
Blow to Pakistan? India could become next F-16 hub
Also, even if we assume Lockheed Martin is the victor, India may not have its
first F-16IN delivered before 2022. Installation of the plant will take a few months.
Then, it takes 36 months to deliver the first units. The total number of units per
year depends on the number of assembly lines. Meanwhile, the cumbersome
process of hiring and training the local manpower must be taken into account to
ensure Modi‘s envisaged Make-in-India goal.
Additionally, there‘s the Trump factor. Will the next US administration let
Lockheed Martin and other mega corporations invest billions of dollars in India
and make Americans jobless? Prima facie, US President-elect Donald J Trump has
categorically stated that the country was passing through the ―greatest jobs theft‖
in the history of the world by nations such as India, China, Mexico and Singapore.
He is already upping the ante for US corporations to stem outward flow of jobs.
Carrier, an air-conditioner manufacturer, was the first one to attract the presidentelect‘s attention against investing in Mexico. Meanwhile, the automobile industry
giant received an explicit threat to big border tax on vehicle manufactured at
foreign plants. Ford scrapped plans to build a $1.6 billion plant in Mexico. If
Lockheed Martin relocates F-16 manufacturing to India, over 2,000 Americans
will be losing jobs in Fort Worth unless the company manages to absorb them in
fledging F-35 program on the same campus.
Trump‘s protectionism comes in direct conflict with Modi‘s Make-in-India
initiative. In Lockheed Martin‘s case, the Bharatiya Janata Party-led government‘s
reclusive policy promises less to the foreign investor while seeking the lion‘s
share: ―self-reliance, indigenisation, technology upgrade and achieving economies
of scale including development of capabilities for exports in the defence sector‖.
Given these possible dangers, anxiety is soaring high in India with its largest
entrepreneurial body – Associated Chambers of Commerce of India – issuing the
following statement: ―India needs to watch out and must build bridges with the
upcoming American administration and assuage concerns about American jobs‖.
Lockheed‘s prospects ahead
During the Obama tenure, US-India bilateral trade has grown from $19 billion
in 2009-2010 to over $120 billion in 2015, say official estimates. Last year,
proponents of Make-in-India were hoping to boost the bilateral trade to $500
billion.
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India to have ‗eye in the sky‘ to spy on Pakistan, China
The country enjoys impressive support on both sides of the isle in Congress as
well as Senate. But with Trump in the picture now, it‘s obvious that the Obama
administration‘s emphasis on strengthening partnership with India won‘t escape
uncontested.
Delhi must be preparing for hard bargains and lobbying in Washington and
given these hurdles, it might like to wait for a more suitable time and even more
modern fighter aircraft for the Lockheed Martin to produce in India.
Золотая жила российской оборонки: сохранит ли Москва индийский
рынок вооружений
Леонид Нерсисян (Forbes Contributor). http://www.forbes.ru/story/333325-zolotayazhila-rossiyskoy-oboronki-sohranit-li-moskva-indiyskiy-rynok-vooruzheniy. 22.11.2016.

На лакомый индийский рынок активно стремятся все крупнейшие
экспортеры оружия, в первую очередь Франция и США. Что могут
противопоставить этому российские оружейники?
В этом году общий экспортный портфель российского военнопромышленного комплекса (ВПК) достиг рекордных $52-55 млрд (по разным
оценкам). При этом Россия по объемам продаж уже много лет уверенно
занимает 2-е место на мировом рынке вооружений после США. Надо сказать,
что не последнюю роль в этом сыграла Индия, являющаяся крупнейшим
импортером оружия в мире, а для России — самым большим рынком сбыта.
По данным Стокгольмского института международного института
исследования проблем мира (SIPRI) в период с 2011 по 2015 год 39%
российского военного экспорта пришлось именно на Индию. А с 2000 по
2015 год Москва поставила вооружения Дели на сумму $30 млрд (причем по
условному курсу доллара на 1990 год, сильно превышающему нынешний).
Что же уже было сделано за последние годы и какие перспективы имеются у
военно-технического сотрудничества двух стран?
Make in India: Россия всегда готова делиться технологиями
Одной из причин успеха российского оружия в Индии было то, что
Москва всегда была готова работать по концепции Make in India, которую
Дели продвигает уже много лет. Она заключается не в простой покупке
продукции (необязательно только военной), а в переносе ее производства в
Индию, а также передаче части технологий производства. Такой
подход позволяет Индии развивать промышленность и создавать новые
рабочие места, которых в стране катастрофически не хватает. При этом
мизерная по мировым меркам стоимость труда позволяет также снизить
издержки при производстве и сэкономить. Что же касается экспортеров, то
Дели может позволить себе торговаться с позиции силы (особенно в сфере
ВПК), так как речь всегда идет об очень крупных контрактах. Однако в
отличие от России далеко не все страны готовы работать на таких условиях.
Вкупе с тем, что российское вооружение в большинстве случаев стоит
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сильно дешевле западного, Москве удалось по некоторым пунктам
фактически полностью занять индийский рынок.
В ноябре этого года стало известно, что правительство Индии одобрило
подписание нового контракта на лицензионное производство 464 танков Т90МС – наиболее современной модификации данной машины. При этом
Дели стал стартовым заказчиком этого танка.
Стоимость контракта составила примерно $2 млрд, соответственно, один
танк Т-90МС обойдется индийскому бюджету в $4,3 млн – это почти вдвое
больше, чем за предыдущую модификацию Т-90С (она стоила $2,5 млн). В
общей сложности Индия по имевшимся контрактам (1657 единиц Т-90С) и
новому соглашению получит 2121 танк Т-90. Это количество превышает
таковое у всех остальных стран вместе взятых (в России, к примеру, имеется
около 500 Т-90 разных модификаций).
Успех Т-90, практически полностью захватившего индийский рынок,
можно объяснить несколькими причинами. Во-первых, это цена, которая
даже у новейшего Т-90МС заметно ниже, чем у конкурентов. Ценник у
западных танков составляет $6-8 млн в зависимости от конкретной модели и
комплектации. Примерно такой же получилась стоимость индийского танка
«Арджун». Во-вторых, заметно более низкий вес Т-90, чем у западных танков
(за счет того, что взамен места для четвертого члена экипажа в российских
танках устанавливается автомат заряжания), делает его более проходимым и
мобильным, что очень важно на индийском ландшафте. Именно этим
индийские военные мотивируют отказ от закупок «Арджуна» - он весит чуть
меньше 60 тонн (Т-90 весит 46-48 тонн в зависимости от модификации) и
имеет проблемы с надежностью ходовой. И в-третьих, с помощью
специалистов «Уралвагонзавода» в Индии было создано предприятие,
осуществляющее сборку и производство некоторых компонентов Т-90.
Контракты на поставки Т-90 в Индию позволяют России сохранять за
собой около 56% мировых продаж новых танков. Что касается дальнейших
«бронетанковых» перспектив, то здесь многое будет зависеть от успешности
проекта по созданию танка нового поколения Т-14 на тяжелой гусеничной
платформе «Армата», так как потребность в машинах уровня Т-90 скоро
исчерпается. По стоимости Т-14 уже сопоставим с западной бронетехникой,
однако если будут достигнуты заявленные тактико-технические
характеристики, то он однозначно будет стоить этих денег. На данный
момент уже заказана опытная партия в 100 машин для российской армии, что
может давать надежду на то, что танк действительно получается таким,
каким надо: с рабочей системой активной защиты «Афганит», способной
сбивать на подлете даже бронебойные подкалиберные снаряды, современной
системой управления огнем, мощным двигателем и т. п.
Озолотит
ли
FGFA
«Объединенную
авиастроительную
корпорацию»?
Пожалуй, самой успешной сделкой для российского ВПК в Индии стала
продажа многоцелевых истребителей Су-30МКИ – двухместная
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модернизированная версия российского Су-27, созданная специально с
учетом индийских требований (о чем сообщает буква «И» в индексе).
Большая часть самолетов, так же как и танки Т-90, собрана по лицензии в
Индии. В общей сложности за 272 единицы Су-30МКИ Индия заплатит
почти $12 млрд. На данный момент индийские ВВС имеют на вооружении
уже порядка 230 истребителей этого типа, окончание поставок ожидается в
2018-2019 году.
Первый контракт на поставку Су-30МКИ, заключенный в 2002 году, во
многом послужил сохранению научно-технического потенциала в
российском военном авиастроении, и в частности ОКБ «Сухого». Более того,
параллельно была создана и российская модификация истребителя – Су30СМ, которая с большим успехом была воспринята летчиками. В последние
годы эти самолеты активно поступают на вооружение ВКС России. Помимо
этого, часть вырученных средств пошла на разработку российского
истребителя пятого поколения Т-50 ПАК ФА (Перспективный авиационный
комплекс фронтовой авиации). Именно этот самолет является краеугольным
камнем для будущего российского военного авиастроения на мировом рынке
вооружений. И все опять-таки связано с Индией.
Дело в том, что экспортная модификация ПАК ФА создается Россией и
Индией. Самолет получил название FGFA (Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft).
Как и Су-30, эта машина является двухместной – индийские военные
предпочитают именно такой подход, считая, что два члена экипажа могут
действовать лучше, чем один, особенно при выполнении ударных задач.
Успех проекта FGFA для российского ВПК, и в частности
«Объединенной авиастроительной корпорации» (ОАК), имеет просто
колоссальное значение – Дели планирует в будущем приобрести около 200
самолетов данного класса.
При ожидаемой стоимости одного FGFA не менее $100 млн
минимальная выручка ОАК составит $20 млрд. При этом самолетам нужно
вооружение различного типа, обслуживание и запчасти, что на десятки лет
обеспечит заказом многие оборонные предприятия.
Тем не менее с FGFA все идет не так гладко, как этого хотелось бы.
Индийская сторона в 2010 году подписала контракт на эскизное
проектирование самолета стоимостью около $300 млн, после чего
продвижение проекта застопорилось. В индийской прессе появлялись
различные слухи о том, что российский истребитель, по мнению местных
военных,
не
соответствует
заявленным
тактико-техническимхарактеристикам. В разное время претензии предъявлялись к двигателям Ал41Ф1 (недостаточная тяга), возможностям радиолокационной станции и
технологиям снижения радиолокационной заметности самолѐта.
Как в итоге оказалось, проблемы были, вероятно, сильно преувеличены,
так как, судя по последним новостям, следующий этап работ все же скоро
будет согласован, однако при этом стоимость контракта на опытноконструкторские работы (ОКР) будет снижена на 40%. По имеющейся
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информации, стороны пришли к соглашению, что Дели и Москва вложат по
$4 млрд в ОКР. Ко всему прочему Дели за счет ведения торга в агрессивном
стиле добилась и увеличения количества деталей, которые будут
производиться в Индии. Теперь их доля составит примерно 40%, хотя раньше
речь шла о 25%.Тем не менее за счет упавшего курса рубля снижение
стоимости ОКР не должно сильно ударить по ОАК, а перспективы получения
миллиардных прибылей позволяют смотреть на проект FGFA с оптимизмом.
Да и очень уж велик индийский рынок сбыта, чтобы не считаться с его
требованиями. Одно можно сказать точно: если российско-индийский
истребитель пятого поколения будет создан и закуплен в ожидаемых
количествах, предприятия ОАК будут загружены заказами как минимум до
начала 2030-х. А это позволит и дальше развивать производство и создавать
новые самолеты.
Дели спасает российские корабли
Украинский кризис, начавшийся в 2014 году, привел к тому, что
Киев, несмотря на серьезную зависимость своего ВПК от российского
рынка, разорвал военно-техническое сотрудничество с Россией. Для Москвы
эта ситуация была неприятной, так как многие компоненты для военной
техники,
производившиеся
еще
со
времен
СССР
на
Украине, устанавливались на российскую продукцию. Однако с
замещением большей части компонентов российскому ВПК удалось
справиться довольно быстро. Исключением стали газотурбинные силовые
установки для фрегатов проекта 11356, которые строятся для Черноморского
флота РФ. Для серии из шести кораблей были поставлены только три
силовые установки, поэтому первые три корабля успешно построены, а два
фрегата так и «томятся» без двигателей (еще один не успели заложить).
Самым удобным выходом из сложившейся ситуации стала продажа этих
кораблей Индии, так как Дели оказался не против — тем более что страна и
ранее закупала очень похожие изделия в России. Фрегаты проекта 1135.6
«Тальвар» являются предшественниками проекта 11356 и были разработаны
специально для Индии в начале 1990-х, после чего Дели купил 6 таких
кораблей. Удачность конструкции корабля и мотивировала российских
военных заказать серию похожего вооружения для Военно-морского флота
РФ. Теперь Дели приобрел два недостроенных корабля (их доделают в
России), а также два новых, которые построят уже в Индии в рамках
программы Make in India. Украина уже согласилась поставить двигатели
Индии. Большим плюсом является и то, что корабли будут оснащены
противокорабельными ракетами (ПКР) BrahMos (экспортная модификация
ракеты П-800 «Оникс», разработанная специально под требования Индии).
Этой линейкой ПКР скоро будут оснащаться также истребители Су-30МКИ,
а в будущем и FGFA. Что касается военно-морской тематики – то здесь были
и другие крупные проекты: Дели получил российский авианосец
«Викрадиматья» (модернизированный тяжелый авианесущий крейсер
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«Адмирал Горшков» из состава ВМФ РФ). А совместно с Невским ПКБ
строится легкий авианосец Vikrant (очень похож на «Викрадиматью»).
Во время последнего визита президента России Владимира Путина в
Индию в рамках саммита БРИКС с индийской стороной был подписан ряд
новых оборонных соглашений, общую сумму которых можно оценить в $6-8
млрд.
Об одном из них мы уже говорили выше — речь идет о фрегатах
проекта 11356. Помимо этой важной сделки, которая спасла российских
судостроителей от серьезных финансовых потерь, были подписаны
соглашения о поставках 4 дивизионов самых современных российских
зенитно-ракетных комплексов большой дальности С-400, совместном
производстве 200 многоцелевых вертолетов Ка-226Т (с опционом еще на 200
машин) и лизинге еще одной атомной подводной лодки проекта 971 «ЩукаБ» (в 2012 году субмарина К-152 «Нерпа» была передана Индии сроком на 10
лет за 900 миллионов долларов). Вероятнее всего, Индии будет передана
атомная подлодка К-322 «Кашалот», которая пройдет модернизацию
согласно требованиям Дели, включающей в себя оснащение субмарины
противокорабельными ракетами BrahMos.
Ложка дегтя
Вышесказанное может ввести читателя в заблуждение, будто военнотехническое сотрудничество между Россией и Индией идеально и
сложностей для Москвы практически не возникает. Но это уже давно не так –
на лакомый индийский рынок активно стремятся ворваться все крупнейшие
экспортеры оружия. И нельзя сказать, что это не удается – свою долю на
индийском рынке заметно увеличили США и Франция. Во многом за счет
слабости российских предложений по некоторым позициям.
К примеру, в Индии проходил тендер MMRCA (Medium multi-role
combat aircraft), победитель которого должен был поставить стране 126
легких истребителей. Российский МиГ-35, являющийся глубокой
модернизацией МиГ-29 и существующий, по сути, только на бумаге, всерьез
даже не рассматривался, в итоге победили французы с истребителем Rafale.
Правда, индийское руководство в итоге закупило только 36 таких самолетов,
так как французские оружейники пересмотрели цены, заломили их выше, чем
у тяжелого Су-30МКИ, и отказались в требуемом объеме предоставить
технологии производства. Таким образом, потребность в легких
истребителях у Дели все еще есть, но России и сейчас особо нечего
предложить – МиГ-35 слишком дорог для легкого истребителя (во многом за
счет использования двух двигателей), а других альтернатив не имеется.
Поэтому выбор индусов по логике может пасть на давно зарекомендовавший
себя в этой категории американский однодвигательный истребитель F-16.
Другим проблемным проектом оказался MTA (Multi-role Transport
Aircraft) - тактический военно-транспортный самолет, который должен был
заменить более 100 устаревших транспортников Ан-32 в составе ВВС
Индии, а также Ан-12, Ан-26 и Ан-72 в составе ВКС России. Проект сулил
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большую прибыль и огромные объемы производства, однако стороны
столкнулись с непониманием еще до того момента, как появился хоть один
прототип «в металле». А в 2015 году Индия уже официально вышла из
проекта. Судя по публикациям в СМИ, главной проблемой стало разногласие
сторон по двигателю самолета – Россия предлагала установить самую новую
модификацию проверенного временем ПС-90, а Индия требовала создания
полностью нового двигателя, оснащенного электронно-цифровой системой
управления (FADEC), обеспечивающей минимальный расход топлива.
Данная потеря для ОАК крайне досадна, так как MTA был необходим и
российским ВКС, а в условиях снижающегося в результате экономического
кризиса финансирования создать машину без внешнего финансирования
будет очень сложно. Поэтому, возможно, стоит попробовать реанимировать
данный проект, особенно учитывая то, что у Индии не так много альтернатив
– либо закупать довольно дорогой американский C-130, который вряд ли
разрешат собирать в Индии, либо пока очень неудачный европейский A400M.

СОЦИАЛЬНАЯ ПОЛИТИКА1
Почему преступления против женщин игнорируются в Пакистане?
Why are crimes against women ignored?
Shandana Minhas. Herald. 10.12.2017. https://herald.dawn.com/news/1153932/why-arecrimes-against-women-ignored

Do men and women experience time differently? For weeks now, Islamabad
has been held hostage by men behaving badly and deadlines and schedules have
done no damage to their sense of self. Meanwhile, a different story is playing on
loop for a 16-year-old girl in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: every day she wakes up and
remembers that men stripped and paraded her naked through her village and there
is no justice in sight. Each day is a bullet for her; each day for those badly behaved
men is a blank.
The girl‘s public humiliation in October was a punishment for her brother‘s
(alleged) transgression. The police initially refused to file a first information report
and when it did, it filed one against her family and not those who had attacked her
and filmed it. As I write this, the Supreme Court has taken notice of the lack of
progress on the case and asked for weekly reports. I wonder how different those
reports will be from reports of similar incidents, stretching back decades. That is
how long this particular brand of vengeance has been recognised as a crime
punishable by life imprisonment or death in our penal code.
Revisiting stories about women and girls humiliated as revenge on their
brothers and fathers and sons and, in one 2012 case, son-in-law, a reader will find
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three recurring motifs: women are chattel, to be naked is to be powerless and
policemen are villains more often than they are heroes.
The first is not surprising. We are used to daily demonstrations of the most
profound, egregious misogyny. And that is only from the men in our lives, about
whom we will not speak because the darkest secret of patriarchy is that its
foundations are love. If an alien fell from the sky and asked, ―But there are so
many of you, why don‘t you just rise up?‖ millions of women would leap to
explain how just because their fathers, brothers, husbands, friends and sons
colluded daily in the maintenance of an oppressive social structure didn‘t mean
they liked doing it.

Illustration by Zara Contractor
The second is many things. A visual metaphor for helplessness. A reminder
of vulnerability, and that a woman‘s body is always just a body but never just her
body. Some years ago, a mother in Haripur was stripped in front of her entire
village, and her little son. In the video interview of her I saw on BBC, she said she
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hasn‘t gone back to the village since. She couldn‘t face the shame, she said. I
wanted to ask her what it was she was ashamed of. That strangers had seen her
naked? Or that the son she was raising finally understood she couldn‘t protect him
either?
Usually the villain and never the hero seems, I know, unfair to many
principled police officers. Have you seen the video of policemen beating up a
woman in Sialkot on court premises in September while their colleagues watched?
It helped me understand what the station house officer of my
neighbourhood thana meant when he said to his subordinate during my last visit:
―Yeh good family say hain. In ko thanay nahin aana chahiyay‖ (she is from a good
family, she should not visit a police station). We know that policemen have laid
down their lives for us, protected us from militants and terrorists and anti-nationals
and burglars and muggers and bad lifestyle choices. Why then is it that when it
comes to protecting us specifically from each other they can‘t do their jobs?
We are often told, when we complain about the conditions of our
metaphysical servitude, that it takes time to change things. Regional traditions,
tribal customs, cultural norms — it will take time to erode all this. The wise
woman will realise, and teach those who come after her, that t his patience, too, is
a clause in our indenture. The truth is – and this is possibly the reason that the
teenage girl will never get justice and the reason that the mother never went home
again – most men don‘t want things to change.
Дефицит воды (питьевой) в Пакистане
Water scarcity in Pakistan
Zahid Iqbal. The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/waterscarcity-in-pakistan

Water is the most important element necessary for human beings, animals,
insects, plants even for whole planet. Sources of water available in Pakistan are
rainfall, surface water available in rivers and underground water available below
the earth surface. After the Indus Water Treat, water of only two Rivers i.e. Jhelum
and Chenab are available for Pakistan while the availability of water in remaining
three Rivers i.e. Ravi, Sutlej and Bias will be under India‘s control. After the
construction of dams and barrages by India on River Chenab and Jhelum the Indus
Basin Treaty was violated, hence created problems of water shortage
for Pakistan which is still becoming more and more severe with the passage of
time.
According to the UNO report, Pakistan is at 7th position in the list of
countries which are facing water crisis. Presently, Pakistan has surface water of
153 MAF and underground water resources of only 24 MAF and may face water
shortage of 33 MAF during the year 2025.
The population of Pakistan is increasing at a rate of 3.2%. Currently, we
have to feed more than 200 million people and if population rate remains the same
then it will be almost double by the year 2025 and hence, the consumption of the
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underground water will also add to the problem which will further be aggravated
by the factors of global warming and the climatic changes.
According to a research study on water resources of Pakistan ,
approximately water having economic values of 70 billion dollars is being thrown
in the sea every year due to non-construction of water reservoirs. A water shortage
country which has foreign reserve of only 20 billion dollars cannot afford throwing
water of economic value of 70 billion dollars every year in the sea.
Study of Pakistan Counsel of Research on water Resources
of Pakistan (PCRWR) revealed that rapid depletion of ground water may soon
create worsening water crisis in Pakistan especially in major cities causing a
drought like situation. Such crisis need to be taken on war footings otherwise, a
large section of Pakistani population will be affected with severe shortage of water.
Due to excessive pumping of underground water quality of underground
water is contaminating rapidly with heavy metals like Copper, Nickel and Cobalt
etc which is an important cause of spreading Hepatitis and various other diseases.
The problem of water shortage in Pakistan has gained the momentum as our
water capacity is only for 30 days and Pakistan has the 4th highest rate of water
use in the world. It simply means that water intensity rate – the amount of water in
cubic meters used per unit of GDP is the world highest and no country economy is
more water intensive then Pakistan .
The remedial measures to overcome these horrible water shortage in Pakistanimmediate
steps to be taken include:
 Preparation of Country water policy.
 Construction of water reservoirs.
 National action plan to be formulate for judicial use of available water.
 Reduction of water losses through seepage, leaching and percolation by lining of Canals,
Distributaries and Water Channels.
 Controlled over pumping of underground water and over irrigation practices.
 By increasing the water use efficiency of the crops by switching from conventional
agriculture to conservative agriculture.
 By adopting water use efficient methods of irrigation like Sprinkler, Basin and Drip
irrigation.

Всемирный банк предоставил кредит 400 млн. долл. на развитие
образования и здравоохранения.
$400m World Bank loan to help improve education, heatlh
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372914/400m-world-bank-loan-to-help-improve-education-heatlh

ISLAMABAD: The government is seeking a $400 million loan from the
World Bank to implement Public Finance Management Strategy (PMS) 2018-27 to
bring improvement in procurement systems and accountability in service delivery
for the health and education sectors.
A World Bank document says that the current Public Finance Management
(PFM) limits the impact of ongoing health and education operations through
inefficient and ineffective management of funds, lack of transparency which can
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undermine accountability, and coordination challenges between federal and
provincial governments.
The proposed programme will address these challenges through
transformative measures like, enactment of a robust PFM law, which will lead to
empowerment of front-line service delivery managers by decentralisation of
payment processing and availability of real-time budget execution reports for
timely decision-making.
Furthermore, greater transparency and accountability will be achieved
through establishment of e-procurement; audit trails of procurementsp; tracking of
expenditure to service delivery level; allowing for direct beneficiary monitoring of
public expenditure through social audit to improve delivery of services; auditing of
performance information in financial statements.
The reform strategy will consolidate PFM progress and make incremental
improvements to ensure that systems deliver to their full potential in an
accountable and transparent manner.
The PFM strategy is further supported by the approved Department of the
Auditor General of Pakistan strategic plan (2015-2019); the CGA action plan; and
the National Procurement Strategy and Training Plan (2017-2021).
The ‗Vision-2025‘ envisages a responsive, inclusive, transparent and
accountable system of governance as a crosscutting foundation for all its pillars.
The government programme as indicated in PFM reform strategy consists of
six pillars, and these are: revenue mobilisation; fiscal management; service
delivery and results-based management; public investment management and public
private partnership; oversight, transparency and accountability; and vertical
integration.
The World Bank Country Partnership Strategy (2015-19) recognises service
delivery in health and education as key areas of the bank.
It also envisages seeking opportunities to address malnutrition in a multisectoral way by adding nutrition components to programmes in various sectors.
The proposed strategy will reinforce key results areas, which consist of legal
framework and internal management system in line ministries and service delivery
units.
В Пакистане родственники зарезали молодых супругов за свадьбу без
разрешения
«Вести». 28.11.2017. https://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2959499

Власти Пакистана арестовали десять человек за участие в так
называемом "убийстве чести" пары молодых людей, которые поженились, не
получив на то формального разрешения своих родственников, как это
требуется в соответствии с традиционными племенными обрядами.
Трагедия произошла в городе Карачи. Жертвами оказались 24-летний
Абдул Хади и 19-летняя Хасина Биби, зарегистрировавшие брак в начале
ноября, сообщает Independent.
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Тела молодых людей были обнаружены на одном из местных кладбищ
с ножевыми ранениями. По обвинению в их убийстве арестовали отца Хади и
еще девять родственников пары. Отец девушки при этом пока скрывается от
правоохранителей.
Все арестованные уже сознались в содеянном, сообщив, что убийство
было совершено по решению местного племенного совета за нарушение
юношей и девушкой пуштунских традиций.
По некоторым оценкам, ежегодно в Пакистане жертвами "убийств
чести", совершенных близкими родственниками, становятся до тысячи
женщин.
Ранее сообщалось, что в Пакистане родственники казнили
электричеством сбежавших 17-летнего юношу и 15-летнюю девушку.
Пакистан обещает ООН проводить политику защиты прав человека,
демократии
Policy to promote human rights continues, UN group assured
Dawn, November 20th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1371603/policy-to-promotehuman-rights-continues-un-group-assured

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has informed the Working Group of UN Human
Rights Council that its policy of improving and promoting human rights of all its
citizens with strengthened democracy, independent judiciary, free media and active
civil society will continue.
In its report, Pakistan told a meeting of the group held in Geneva recently
that in the pursuit of promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental
freedoms, it continues to face challenges such as terrorism, resource constraints,
capacity building, awareness raising, effective enforcement of laws and policies,
protection of vulnerable groups and natural disasters due to climate change.
Pakistan says its Ministry of Human Rights has formulated a draft national
policy framework for promotion and protection of human rights after completing
the consultative process at federal and provincial levels. The draft has been
circulated among the ministries for final consultation before submission to the
federal cabinet for its approval. Formulation of provincial strategies on human
rights is also in process in collaboration with provincial governments.
Working Group undertakes periodic review of human rights situation in
Pakistan
The report says that in order to further consolidate the progress made during
recent years as well as to overcome challenges, Pakistan will take bold measures
both in policy and legal reform and, where necessary, by undertaking effective
enforcement of its existing legislation and policy on human rights over the next
four years.
According to the report, a draft national policy on ending violence against
women and girls has been prepared by the Ministry of Human Rights, which
outlines prevention, response, protection and rehabilitation mechanism for gender-
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based violence. It also establishes coordination and cooperation mechanisms
among the relevant agencies with respect to the cases of gender-based violence.
The ministry conducted research study which would lead to designing ‗Men
Engage Model‘ for the elimination of gender-based violence.
Political commitment
It says that as a democratic and progressive state, Pakistan is firmly resolved
to uphold, promote and safeguard universal human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all. This is manifested in the high-level political commitment, and
policies and programmes of the government on human rights, and Pakistan‘s
longstanding and continued desire and readiness to work with the international
community to strengthen multilateral cooperation and mechanisms for the
promotion and protection of human rights.
The Working Group undertook periodic review of human rights situation in
Pakistan.
The Pakistani delegation was led by Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif at the
meeting. Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq, Barrister Zafarullah Khan, special assistant
to the prime minister on law, and other senior officials assisted the minister.
UN member countries made 289 recommendations during the periodic
review of report submitted by Pakistan on the human rights situation in the
country.
The recommendations made by 111 delegations are contained in a report
which the Working Group has drafted based on the interactive dialogue covering a
wide range of human rights issues.
Pakistan will study the recommendations and then report back to the Human
Rights Council in March next year, an official of the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights said.
The Working Group report obtained by Dawn from Geneva made it clear
that all conclusions and recommendations contained in the report reflect the
positions of the submitting states under review. They should not be construed as
endorsed by the Working Group as a whole.
The group‘s meeting ended on Friday.
According to the draft report, a list of questions prepared in advance by
Belgium, Brazil, Estonia, Germany, Liechtenstein, Norway, Portugal, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the US were transmitted to Pakistan
through the working group troika — Egypt, Iraq and Latvia.
Средний класс в Пакистане – его будущее.
Pakistan‘s ‗middle-class‘ future
Umair
Javed.
Dawn,
November
https://www.dawn.com/news/1371675/pakistans-middle-class-future

20th,

2017.

ON Oct 31, the Consortium for Development Policy Research and the
Washington D.C.-based Urban Institute hosted a discussion on Pakistan‘s
emerging middle class. There is a broad agreement among those on the panel, as
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well as within the larger research and policy community, that Pakistan has
witnessed considerable growth in its middle-income population.
One classification of this particular demographic is those with incomes
between $11 to $110 per day. Using this measure, Pakistan‘s middle-income
population is around 50 million individuals, or just under 25 per cent of the total.
Other definitional parameters will likely change the figure, but the trend we expect
to see over the next decade is continued growth in this segment.
The second point of consensus is that of growing consumption. With more
disposable incomes, Pakistan‘s middle-income demographic exercises — as Homi
Kharas puts it — choices in a number of domains. These include expenditure on
food (what and how much to eat and drink), housing, services (schooling, health),
future occupation, and entertainment and leisure. This is what distinguishes this
segment from those below, who‘re compelled to make difficult choices in
circumstances not of their creation or control, and from people above, who face
few trade-offs given largely limitless resources.
We can see middle-income groups exhibiting great variation in terms of
their political and social positioning.
The third fact is that such households are more likely to be found in urban
areas, and are more likely to invest in educational attainment. This has historically
been true for male members in middle-income households, and is now increasingly
true for female members as well. Enrolment rates for girls in schools and colleges
across urban Pakistan show remarkable improvement from just a couple of decades
ago, and the bulk of this can be traced back to upward mobility into the middle
strata. This particular transformation, however, has not translated into significantly
greater female participation in the labour force. Nor, as researchers from the
Institute of Development and Economic Alternatives have shown, has it improved
the gender gap in political participation.
Beyond these three facts, every other projected or current ‗trend‘ is an
anecdote or a generalisation. There are several that tend to re-emerge every now
and then, the most popular being the middle class will demand better public
services and thus broad-based improvements in governance. By the same logic,
some argue that it will push for greater and ‗purer‘ democratisation.
The reason why these views are built on relatively shaky ground is not just
because people cherry-pick data and history, but also because the demographic at
the centre of this conversation is wrongly thought of as a unified group and as one
interested in universal change. Talking about a middle class (instead of a middleincome strata) automatically forces people to think along the lines of a monolith
that simply does not exist. The image most conventionally attached to a middle
class is found in just one constituent portion of the middle-income population, ie
the educated, white-collar, ‗striving‘ demographic. However, a far greater portion
lies in other occupational categories, such as farming, retail-wholesale trade,
construction, and small-scale manufacturing.
Moreover, household income is merely one of several characteristics that
impacts social and political positions. Other determinants include ideology and
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moral-ethical disposition, ethnic and communitarian affiliation, and even sense of
place and belonging. All of these factors have, in a wide variety of country
contexts, been found to impact an individual‘s worldview and their life choices
contrary to what their income position or consumption patterns would dictate.
Going by Pakistan‘s own recent history, we can see middle-income groups
exhibiting great variation in terms of their political and social positioning. For
example, as researcher Ghazala Mansuri points out, while middle-income groups
are generally thought to be more vocal in demanding services, this demand may
not extend beyond their immediate selves. Karachi‘s example is instructive in this
regard wherein significant sections of the middle-income population have engaged
in a politics of ethnic rights or targeted delivery of services, rather than some
broad-based improvement in urban governance. The same holds true for urban
Punjab as well, where middle-income groups who‘ve supported the PML-N since
the 1990s demand particular kinds of service delivery, but are content to obtain it
through patronage, rather than programmatic politics.
The idea that growth in some type of middle-class will improve particular
long-standing problems in Pakistan is a seductive one, largely because it assumes a
degree of automation. It is assumed that the demand compulsions of this class will
naturally precipitate it towards seeking greater accountability. This view is
increasingly put in favour of the PTI, which is seen as an organic outcome of this
compulsion. While the PTI‘s rhetoric does dovetail with what some consider ideal
middle-class values, its organisational shape reproduces many of the same
conventional hierarchies and variants of elite factionalism seen in much of
Pakistan‘s history.
Across the world, groups historically locked out of political power or upset
with the status quo have sought to impact the world by mobilising and
contestation. Whether it was the industrial working class in 20th-century Europe,
or late 19th-century reformers looking to overthrow gilded age corruption in
American politics, a major component of their efforts required forming
autonomous organisations that were driven with clear ideological goals.
Eventually, the strength of these groups propelled their ideas into the political
mainstream.
As of now, middle-income segments in Pakistan have created no such
reform-oriented platforms, except of the Islamist variety. The other variants that do
exist primarily seek to advance sectional or occupational interests, such as the
Young Doctors Association, bar associations, or a myriad array of trader/business
organisations. While further growth in the middle-income population is a near
certainty, there is little in the present that can tell us about its eventual impact on
political and social life.
Положение женщин Пакистана по Глобальному гендерному индексу
2017 г.
Pakistan second-worst on Global Gender Gap index
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Daily Times. 2/11/2017/ https://dailytimes.com.pk/133689/pakistan-second-worst-globalgender-gap-index/

LAHORE: The World Economic Forum placed Pakistan as the second worst
country on gender equality in its Global Gender Gap index released on Thursday.
The index placed Pakistan 143rd out of 144 countries, worst in the South
Asian region that has an average remaining gender gap of 34% as noted by the
index. Bangladesh, ranked at 47, is the only country in the region to have made the
top 50 whereas India is at 108 after dropping 21 notches compared to its previous
position. Maldives ranked 106, Sri Lanka 109, Nepal 111 and Bhuttan 143.
The top 10 performing countries are Iceland – having closed nearly 88% of
its gap, it has been the world‘s most gender-equal country for nine years – Norway,
Finland, Rwanda, Sweden, Nicaragua, Slovenia, Ireland, New Zealand and the
Philippines.
Pakistan scored 0.546 on a scale where 1.0 score represents parity and 0 as
imparity. The country‘s female/male population sex ratio is recorded at 1.06. The
index notes country‘s widening the gender gap over the decade as it ranked 112 out
115 in the year 2006. In the 2017 index, Pakistan only beats Yemen and the wartorn Syria ranks ahead of Pakistan.
The index offers detailed breakdown of the rank in the following
categories:
Economic participation and opportunity: 143
Labour force participation: 139
Wage equality for similar work: 115
Estimated earned income: 139
Legislators, senior officials and managers: 125
Professional and technical workers: 122
Educational attainment: 136
Literacy rate: 127
Enrolment in primary education: 127
Enrolment in secondary education: 134
Enrolment in tertiary education: 106
Health and survival: 140
Sex ratio at birth: 139
Health life expectancy: 137
Political empowerment: 95
Women in parliament: 75
Women in ministerial positions: 139
Years with female head of state (last 50): 28

Pakistan has shown only a slight improvement towards the educational
attainment while in all other areas i.e. economic participation and opportunity,
health and survival and political empowerment, it has worsened over the decade.
The country ranked 135th in 2013, 141st in 2014 and 143rd in 2015, then again in
2016 and 2017.
This is how Pakistan‘s comparison with India looks like:
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The index notes the year 2017 as the slowest in the decade which otherwise
saw progress in closing the gender gap. It notes that the decade of slow but steady
progress in closing the gap came to a halt in the year 2017 with the gap looking
most widened since the World Economic Forum published its first index in the
year 2006.
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With the current progress to closing the global gender gap stands at 68% and
at this pace it will take 217 years to closing this gap.
―We are moving from the era of capitalism into the era of talentism.
Competitiveness on a national and on a business level will be decided more than
ever before by the innovative capacity of a country or a company. Those will
succeed best, who understand to integrate women as an important force into their
talent pool,‖ said Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman, World
Economic Forum.
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В Пакистане арестованы мужчины, водившие обнаженную девочку по
деревне
«Новости планеты». 2.11.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11122-v-pakistanearestovany-muzhchiny-vodivshie-obnazhennuyu-devochku-po-derevne.html

Пакистанская полиция арестовала восемь человек за то, что они
раздели догола 14-летнюю девочку и водили ее обнаженную по деревне в
качестве наказания за брата, запятнавшего семейную честь.
Это последний случай, когда пакистанские сельские советы
используют женщин для разрешения споров в обход официальной судебной
системы, с параллельным племенным законом, который ежегодно
приговаривает сотни женщин к смертной казни в убийствах чести.
По данным полиции в Дера-Ислами-хане, в провинции ХайберПахтунхва, где произошел инцидент, брат девочки имел романтические
отношения с женщиной вне брака, из-за чего местный совет постановил
провести наказание. Утром 27 октября, когда девушка набирала воду, группа
мужчин раздела ее и потащила по земле, а затем ее заставили ходить голой в
течение часа.
Сельские советы или джирги, являются незаконными, но широко
распространены в сельских районах. Три месяца назад совет из 26 человек в
районе Мултана в провинции Пенджаб приказал изнасиловать 17-летнюю
девушку в качестве наказания за насилие, совершенное ее братом.
«К сожалению, несмотря на законодательство, мы видим, что в
отдаленных
районах
женщины,
по-прежнему,
продаются
как
неодушевленные предметы», говорит Самар Минулла, правозащитник. «Мы
рассматриваем девочек или женщин как честь дома или общины, но мы их
обмениваем и передаем как компенсацию, чтобы прекратить споры? Это не
только незаконное, но и не по исламу», сказала она.
Морг в Пешаваре отказался принять тело трансгендера
Peshawar morgue ‗refuses‘ to keep transgender‘s body
Daily Times, October 22nd 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/128765/peshawar-morguerefuses-keep-transgenders-body/

PESHAWAR: The management of the Khyber Medical College (KMC)
morgue in Peshawar on Saturday refused to accept the body of a transgender
person who had been murdered in the Darmangi area earlier in the day.
―They [management] told us that the body was too decomposed…..it would
make their freezers dirty,‖ transgender rights activist Qamar Naseem said, adding
that the government contractor had also refused to bury the body. ―It is a matter of
great shame that the body of a human being is being treated thus,‖ Naseem said.
The activist said the body was now being handed over to the Edhi Foundation for
burial. ―We had asked the morgue‘s management to keep the body for just one
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night and they even refused to do that,‖ Naseem said. The morgue at the KMC is
the only such facility.
Малала Юсуфзай и Аббаси обсуждают женское образование в
Пакистане (в ходе 72-й Генассамблеии ООН).
Malala, PM Abbasi discuss female education in Pakistan at UN
The Express Tribune. September 21, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1512105/malalapm-abbasi-discuss-female-education-pakistan-un/

As world leaders, dignitaries and activists gather in New York for the 72nd
United Nations General Assembly, Pakistani Nobel Laureate Malala Yousafzai
called on Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi as the two met to discuss
promotion of female education in Pakistan.
During the meeting, Malala reinforced her commitment to raise awareness
about education, particularly female education, in Pakistan. Referring to the
commitment of PM Abbasi for expanding education in Pakistan, she expressed
hope that the premier would become a champion of education in Pakistan.
Влюбленных пакистанских подростков убили током ради чести
«Новости Федерации». 15.09.2017. http://regions.ru/news/2610721/

Пару влюбленных подростков, собиравшихся сбежать вместе и
пожениться, убили током в пакистанском городе Карачи. Об этом
сообщает "Лента.ру" со ссылкой на The Independent.
По подозрению в причастности к произошедшему задержаны
представители обеих семей. Вначале убили и закопали 15-летнюю Бакхт
Джан, на следующий день — ее 17-летнего бойфренда Рехмана.
По словам стражей порядка, непосредственное отношение к казни
могут иметь отцы и дяди убитых тинейджеров, а также 30 представителей
местного племенного совета, которые сейчас скрываются от следствия.
По сведениям издания, родители молодых людей уже согласились на
их свадьбу, однако в дело вмешались представители джирги — совета
старейшин. В частности, они пригрозили родственникам, что если те не
осуществят убийство чести, то их будут ждать большие проблемы.
Убийство чести — преступление, совершаемое родными в отношении
члена семьи, навлекшего на семью позор. В большинстве случаев жертвами
становятся женщины и девочки.
В октябре 2016 года в Пакистане приняли закон, ужесточающий
наказание за убийство чести. Ранее в том случае, если члены семьи жертвы
прощали убийцу, он освобождался от наказания и конфликт урегулировался
на основе соглашения сторон. Учитывая, что убийства чести зачастую
совершаются одним из родственников с одобрения всей семьи, прощение
убийце было гарантировано.
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Пакистан занимает 106 место по степени совершенности (развитости)
судебной системы
Global survey: Pakistan ranks 106th in world for justice system
The
Express
Tribune.
Rizwan
Shehzad.
August
26,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1491301/global-survey-pakistan-ranks-106th-world-justice-system/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan ranks at 106 among 113 countries in the category of
civil justice system, according to a World Justice Project survey whose findings
were released on Friday.
The survey shows that the country‘s ranking is slightly better in the areas of
government accountability (72) and criminal justice (81). It is in the area of civil
justice (106) and regulatory enforcement (109) that the country‘s performance is
the worst.
The survey, which was conducted in Pakistan in collaboration with Gallup
Pakistan, reveals that the country‘s justice system was in a very bad shape. The
findings of the survey were released at a Seminar on ‗Rule of Law in Pakistan‘ in
Islamabad.
Judicial reforms: Proposals sought for revamping criminal justice system
The country‘s overall ranking is 106, which is not just very low by global
comparisons but also lower when compared with its South Asian neighbors and
other low-income countries.
The survey also shows that a very few Pakistani choose to take their disputes
to the court. When asked, around 40% of the respondents said they had
experienced a serious dispute in the last 12 months. However, most of the
participants said that they chose to do nothing about it.
Amongst the minority that did pursue disputes, most chose to take their
dispute to a traditional gathering or local leader for resolution.
Few of those, who approached a state institution, chose the police. Only a tiny
fraction of all disputes went to courts.
Commenting on the findings, speakers at the seminar said the irony is that the
state-supported court system seems to be failing in handling even the small
fractions of disputes that do come to it for resolution.
Umer Gilani, a lawyer who acted as consultant for the project, commented
that ―the worst performing part of our judicial system is civil justice.‖
Flawed justice system: 10% of death row convicts children: report
―Everyone knows that you just can‘t go to a court and get a simple contract
enforced,‖ he said, adding unfortunately reform of the civil justice system is
simply not on anyone‘s agenda. ―We hope that these findings will stimulate some
fresh thinking amongst judges, parliamentarians and law reform experts,‖ he said.
Chief Research Officer of WJP Dr Alexandro Ponce, who spoke via a video
link, pointed out the ‗silver linings‘ in the survey‘s findings, saying, ―Pakistanis
seem to have a high degree of trust in their fellow citizens. Crime rates are lower
than in many other countries. And while trust in the court system is low by global
comparison, it is still more than the trust people have in the police.‖
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Criminal justice system: ‗Conviction rate low as judicial system in need of
reform‘
Additional Attorney General for Pakistan Afnan Karim Kundi told the
audience that while the present situation is grim, reform is possible. He called for
the re-structuring of bar councils in order to ensure stricter regulation of legal
education and legal practice.
The World Justice Project is a US-based think tank which conducts scientific
surveys on the topic of rule of law and access to justice in 113 countries of the
world. Those interviewed in this survey include a mixture of common people and
lawyers drawn randomly from major cities of the world.
Карачи – один из самых худших городов мира для жилья.
Karachi ranked among worst cities of the world to live in
Dawn. August 18, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1352353/karachi-ranked-amongworst-cities-of-the-world-to-live-in
(См. также – https://ru.scribd.com/document/356448205/2017-Global-Livability-Report)

Karachi has been named among the least liveable cities of the world by the
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) — the research and analysis division of The
Economist Group — in a report released earlier this week.
Karachi maintains its 134th rank in the listing of 140 cities, only managing to
fare better than Port Moresby, Dhaka, Tripoli, Lagos and Damascus.
The cities have been ranked according to qualitative and quantitative factors
falling broadly in the categories of stability, healthcare, culture and environment,
education and infrastructure.

Least liveable cities according to The Global Liveability Report 2017. —The Economist
Intelligence Unit

The survey only includes "cities or business centres that people might want to
live in or visit"; therefore, it excludes cities like Kabul or Baghdad, where conflict
is ongoing. However, cities like Damascus, which were in the near past relatively
unstable, have been included.
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Melbourne remains the most liveable city in the world for the seventh time in
a row, while two other Australian and three Canadian cities have made it to the 10
most liveable cities in the world.

Most liveable cities according to The Global Liveability Report 2017. —The Economist Intelligence Unit

Karachi, on the other hand, has maintained its spot for the third year in a row.
Interestingly, the city has neither improved nor worsened in any of the five
categories since 2015, according to the ranking.
Ситуация с правами человека в Пакистане
The good, bad and ugly situation of human rights in Pakistan
Faizan Ali Warraich. The Nation. July 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/featured/13-Jul2017/the-good-bad-and-ugly-situation-of-human-rights-in-pakistan

LAHORE: Human Rights Commission of Pakistan in its June to July human
rights monitoring shared positive and negative human rights developments in
country stated during three months 77 death row convicts were executed and as
many as 32 people were sentenced to death.
Courts had awarded death penalty to 13 persons in this period.
HRCP stated that issuance of first gender neutral passport in June is positive
human rights development in Pakistan. The first Pakistani passport with the ‗thirdgender‘ option was issued to Farzana Riaz, a transgender activist and president of
rights organisation TransAction.
The transgender community hailed the step as a positive step for the
transgender community in Pakistan and an important victory in the struggle for the
identity and rights of transgender population in Pakistan.
Another significant move was about restoration of the Section 7 of Christian
Divorce Act.
In May, Lahore High Court restored a key provision of the Christian Divorce
Act, 1869, which enabled members of the Christian community to end their
marriages in a dignified manner, without having to resort to false accusations of
adultery. In 1981, General Ziaul Haq had deleted Section 7 of the 1869 law
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through an ordinance (Federal Law and Clause Ordinance 1981) which effectively
left no justifiable ground for Christian citizens to seek divorce other than alleging
adultery.
The petitioner in this case was a Christian man who wanted to divorce his
wife but did not wish to do that by accusing her of adultery.
In the past, many Christian men and women felt compelled to either make
false claims of adultery against their spouses or denounce Christianity to in a bit to
seek dissolution of their marriages.
In June, a petition in the Sindh High Court by representatives of civil society
organizations and others challenged the prime minister‘s approval of handing over
the administrative control of the autonomous National Commission for Human
Rights (NCHR) to the federal ministry of human rights (MoHR).
The court ordered the NCHR to continue functioning in accordance with the
relevant laws, including the National Commission for Human Rights Act 2012.
According to statistics shared by the government-constituted commission of
inquiry on enforced disappearances, 144 new cases were brought to the attention of
the Commission from April to June 2017.
On April 27, a political worker of the ruling party PML-N in Gilgit-Baltistan
was allegedly threatened and later beaten up in Aliabad, Hunza. The political
worker faced this situation apparently for critcising his own party for failing to
fulfil its manifesto.
On May 13, 10 laborers were killed in Pishgan area of Gwadar when
unidentified armed motorcyclists shot at them at a construction site where they
were working. Militant insurgent group Balochistan Liberation Army (BLA)
claimed responsibility.
On May 18, a journalist working with a foreign media outlet, reportedly
received a call from a senior official of Federal Investigation Agency (FIA), asking
him to appear in person at the FIA headquarters for questioning and bring along
the electronic devices he used for his work.
On May 19, three workers working on the construction of a highway in
Balochistan were gunned down by suspected separatist insurgents. The victims
were going to the small town of Hoshab when the incident took place. The victims
belonged to the Kharipur area of Sindh province.
On May 12, 26 people were killed and at least 30 injured in a suicide attack,
targeting the convoy of Senate deputy chairman Abdul Ghafoor Haideri, in the
town of Mastung. The attack was claimed by the so-called Islamic State group.
In May, four political activists were abducted from four different villages in
Badin. In a press statement, HRCP demanded the immediate and safe recovery of
the victims and a detailed probe into the actions of the perpetrators.
On June 23, at least 72 people were killed and several others injured in two
consecutive blasts in Parachinar, Kurram Agency, days before Eid ul-Fitr. Militant
group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi claimed the bombings. Families of victims staged a
week-long sit-in. The sit-inended only after the army chief visited the protesters
and assured them that their demands would be met.
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On June 23, at least 14 people were killed, including 10 police personnel, in a
suicide bombing at a police checkpoint in Quetta. A militant group called Jamaatur-Ahrar claimed responsibility for the attack.
HRCP discussed in detailed about the mob violence tilted ―Mob violence
critical questions for society and state‖. The murder of Mashal Khan at the hands
of a mob of hundreds in Mardan district on April 13 elicited a much stronger
chorus of condemnation and outrage than that usually accompanying cases of ‗mob
justice‘ in the country.
A report compiled by a 13-member joint investigation team (JIT)
investigating Mashal‘s killing found that a group in the university had incited a
mob against Mashal. The investigation found no evidence regarding allegations of
blasphemy against him. The team concluded that the killing of the mass
communications student was planned in advance, by the leader of a student group
and president of the employees union at the university.
Панджаб призывает Китай вложить средства в водоснабжение и
санитарию в провинции
Punjab invites Chinese to invest in sanitation
Daily Times. 7-Jul-2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/07-Jul-17/punjab-invites-chineseto-invest-in-sanitation#

BEIJING: The Punjab government is planning to organise a roadshow to
invite Chinese companies to participate in the restructuring of urban water and
sanitation system in the province.
A high-powered delegation from Punjab government including technical and
working level teams will present different projects for investment during the
roadshow to be held in the last week of this month, a senior official in the Pakistan
Embassy confirmed on Thursday.
According to details, Punjab is following a cleaner city policy by improving
its municipal solid waste management system. The provincial government
authority will invite Chinese firms to help establish a commercial-scale bio gas
plant with a capacity to use more than 300 tons of cattle waste per day. The
produced biogas will be supplied to SNGPL for distribution to the local
community.
Роспотребнадзор предупредил о вспышках сибирской язвы в Индии и
Пакистане
Сетевое издание «m24.ru». http://www.m24.ru/articles/144677

Роспотребнадзор предупредил российских туристов о вспышках
сибирской язвы в Бангладеш, Индии и Пакистане, сообщает "Газета.ру".
В Бангладеш с 27 мая по 7 июня сибирской язвой заболели 25 человек.
Один ребенок умер и трое взрослых госпитализированы с подозрением на
инфекцию.
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На западе Индии сибирскую язву подозревают у семи человек, один
находится в больнице.
А в Пакистане от заболевания 10 июня погиб домашний скот.
Роспотребнадзор просит россиян планировать поездки, учитывая данную
ситуацию.
Пакистан: опасный и гостеприимный (Лахор)
Медиаплатформа
«Безопасность».
23.05.2017.
tv.ru/articles/pakistan_opasnyj_i_gostepriimnyj_10209

https://bezopasnost-

Военные на улицах, теракты, высокий уровень преступности, а еще
болезни, о которых европейцы давно позабыли или не знали вовсе. О
Пакистане много рассказывают, но не так много людей там бывали — что и
говорить, направление, не самое популярное среди туристов. Мы съездили в
пакистанский Лахор, чтобы рассказать вам о системе «Безопасный город»,
которую сейчас строят в этом десятимиллионном городе. А еще понять, так
ли опасен Пакистан, как о нем рассказывают.
Осторожно, желтая лихорадка
О том, что в Пакистане есть пара-тройка смертельно опасных
заболеваний, вы узнаете еще в самолете. В миграционной карте среди прочих
будут вопросы, общались ли с зараженными и не поднималась ли
температура. При выезде галочки «Да/Нет» нужно будет поставить напротив
«желтой лихорадки» и «малярии».
Местные жители советуют пить воду только из заводских бутылок, быть
осторожнее с уличной едой и почаще мыть руки. Санитарное состояние улиц
Лахора оставляет желать лучшего: мусор здесь повсюду, а горожане нередко
ходят в масках. Впрочем, это не только защита от болезней, но и от пыли, в
которой тоже нет недостатка.
Платок, женщина!
Больше 90 процентов пакистанцев исповедуют ислам, и этот факт,
конечно, накладывает отпечаток. Женщины ходят в платках, хиджабах и
сари, мужчины — в камисах (удлиненные рубашки). Впрочем, к европейцам
пакистанцы относятся снисходительно и много не требуют. Если вы не
посещаете мечеть, то вполне можете обходиться светской одеждой, главное,
не слишком оголяться.
Еще одно правило: не подавайте местным жителям левой руки,
мусульмане могут подумать, что вы сознательно хотите их оскорбить. Дело в
том, что в исламе, где особое внимание уделяется правой и левой частям
человеческоого тела, левой рукой совершаются «грязные» дела
Красный свет и встречная полоса
Страшнее желтой лихорадки и протянутой левой руки в Пакистане разве
что дорожное движение. ПДД в исламской республике – это отсутствие ПДД.
Самый опасный участник дорожного движения – водитель моторикши. Тот,
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что вез нас, например, решил, что до разворота слишком далеко, потому
просто поехал по встречке.
В десятимиллионном городе подобный маневр настолько рискованный,
что вся жизнь пронеслась у нас перед глазами. Успокаивает только то, что к
такому вождению в Пакистане готовы, мало того — здесь так ездят все.
Уворачиваются от встречных машин, объезжают пешеходов на зебре, и
неистово давят на клаксон, предупреждая, что будут двигаться на красный.
Терроризм
Лахор – второй по величине город в Пакистане после Карачи. Он
является столицей провинции Пенджаб, которая находится прямо на границе
с Индией. Здесь, без преувеличения, опасно, поэтому по всему городу
расставлены блокпосты, всюду автоматчики и колючая проволока. Лахор
внешне живет по правилам военного времени, что понятно — только в 2017
году здесь произошло шесть терактов.
Проверка автомобилей – это не формальность, как часто бывает в
России. Полицейский обязательно пройдется с зеркалом по периметру
машины, откроет капот, а потом багажник, проверит документы и
пристально посмотрит в глаза. Вблизи важных объектов на дорогах
появляются бетонные блоки, и автомобилям приходится двигаться
«змейкой». Все для того, чтобы начиненная взрывчаткой машина не смогла
набрать скорость.
БТР у аэропорта – тоже дело обычное. Проверки внутри гораздо более
тщательные, чем это можно представить. Перед тем, как окажетесь у стойки
регистрации, вам придется пройти два этапа контроля, на каждом из них –
детальный осмотр. Детальный настолько, что может показаться
унизительным. Поэтому женщин проверяют только женщины, и в отдельных
кабинках.
«Безопасный город»
В таких условиях дополнительные системы безопасности Пакистану
просто необходимы. Год назад китайские инженеры начали строить здесь
аппаратно-программный комплекс «Безопасный город». Это система камер
видеонаблюдения по всему городу, оценка рисков, мониторинг интернетпространства, единая база данных для всех служб. В здании ситуационного
центра сидят медики, пожарные, полицейские. У них есть доступ ко всей
информации, и они всегда знают, где находится тот или иной сотрудник.
Около восьми тысяч камер следят за обстановкой в городе. И уже есть
первые результаты: время ответа на вызов за год работы комплекса
сократилось двое, а количество уличных преступлений — примерно на
четверть.
Со временем образование и медицина тоже будут интегрированы в
систему. И, вполне возможно, жить и путешествовать в Пакистане станет
безопаснее. Впрочем, пока ситуационный центр «Безопасного города»
закрыт высоким забором, и охраняют его автоматчики.
Гостеприимство и темперамент
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Пакистанцы – народ гостеприимный и очень приветливый. Незнакомец
вполне может поздороваться с вами на улице, а спустя десять минут
знакомства пригласить на обед. Отказываться не стоит, это оскорбит
пакистанца. Помочь туристу – тоже легко, это касается, как рядовых
граждан, так и полицейских. Когда мы не решались перейти дорогу (зебра,
как вы помните, для пакистанских водителей ничего не значит), к нам
подошел сотрудник полиции и остановил плотное движение автомобилей,
моторикш и мотоциклов. За что ему большое спасибо, переход пакистанской
улицы для европейца – огромный стресс.
Уже в финале нашего путешествия сотрудник аэропорта вызвался
помочь и провел без очереди, благодарности не требовал, хотя и не стал
отказываться.
В общем, гостеприимство и желание помочь – определенно
национальная черта этих людей. Правда, в том случае, если они считают вас
другом. Один из россиян, что временно работал в Пакистане, рассказал, как
ему пришлось бежать от толпы и спешно укрываться в отеле. Гнев народа
вызвала бейсболка, на которой пакистанские мужчины рассмотрели
американский флаг. Объяснять, что не американец и вещь сделана в Китае
времени не было.
Пакистан готов принять всех, кто ему не навредит. Нужно только знать
несколько правил, и хотя бы одним глазком посматривать в сторону
полицейских. Их здесь, к счастью, много.
Предложение повысить возраст для замужества с 16 до 18 лет отклонено
Национальной Ассамблеей (признано противоречащим Исламу)
NA panel refuses to raise minimum marriage age for girls
Sehrish Wasif. The Express Tribune. 5.05.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1401584/napanel-refuses-raise-minimum-marriage-age-girls/

ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly‘s Standing Committee on Religious
Affairs on Thursday unanimously rejected a bill aimed at increasing the minimum
legal age for marriage of a girl to 18 years from 16.
‗The Child Marriage Restraint (Amendment) Bill, 2016‘, a private member‘s
bill, was moved by MNA Kishwer Zehra.
The NA committee — which met under the chairmanship of MNA Hafiz
Abdul Kareem — called the proposed amendment ‗un-Islamic‘ for being against
Sunnah. Even MNAs belonging to other religions endorsed the rejection
The committee also unanimously approved ‗The Education of Holy Quran
According to Recitation by Sighting and with Translation, Learning by Heart and
with Correct Pronunciation Bill, 2014‘.
This bill was moved by MNA Sahibzada Tariqullah and was approved as
―The Holy Quran (Education and Propagation, Recitation by Sighting, Translation,
Learning by Heart and Correct Pronunciation) Act, 2017‖.
Bill aiming to ban child marriages shot down
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The committee also discussed ‗The National Commission for Minority Rights
Act, 2015‘ at the request of MNA Lal Chand Malhi.
MNA Tariq Christopher Qaiser recommended increase in the number of
commission members, giving representation to all minorities. He also called for
allowing the minorities to directly elect their representatives.
In response, the committee constituted a sub-committee under MNA Ali
Muhammad Khan with MNAs Lal Chand Malhi, Tariq Christopher Qaiser and
Sahibzada Muhammad Yaqub as members.
Later, officials of the Ministry of Religious Affairs briefed the committee
about Hajj arrangements under the new Hajj policy 2017.
Protecting their future: Social activists push for anti-child marriage bill
The ministry officials expressed reservations over Rs10,000 increase in Hajj
expenses. They were briefed about reasons for the increase, including the cost of
various services provided to pilgrims.
They were informed that the Ministry of Religious Affairs would provide
three superior quality meals to all pilgrims as well as comfortable accommodations
and travel facilitates.
Средний класс в Пакистане растет быстрыми темпами
Pakistan‘s middle class continues to grow at rapid pace
Salman Siddiqui. May 2, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1398602/pakistans-middleclass-continues-grow-rapid-pace/

KARACHI: The country‘s middle class is experiencing a rapid growth,
which is evident from the rising demand for consumer durables, education and
health, according to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
The central bank, in its latest report on the state of economy, said that the
growth in the consumption pattern in the country is indicative of a budding
economy.
―Several indicators show rising consumer demand in the country. These
include a rise in consumer financing, an increase in the sale of consumer durables
(automobiles and electronic goods) and a sharp growth in fuel consumption,‖ said
the SBP.
―Furthermore, the IBA-SBP Consumer Confidence Index recorded its
highest-ever level of 174.9 points in January 2017, showing an increase of 17
points from July 2016.‖
While there are different parameters to count the number of people and
households in the middle class or the middle-income group of an economy,
consumer spending is one prominent barometer which provides a rough
assessment.
According to prominent political economist S Akbar Zaidi, Pakistan‘s middle
class has grown rapidly in the last 15 to 20 years on the back of rising remittances
sent home by expats and increase in foreign investment.
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―The foreign investment, which came into the country after 2002, has had a
trickledown effect on thousands of lives,‖ he said, adding that increased access to
education and rising representation of people in political parties also reflected the
growth in the middle class.
Zaidi said that Pakistan‘s middle class is often referred to in the context of the
number of consumer goods it purchases, ranging from washing machines to
motorcycles.
Additionally, attempts to quantify the country‘s middle class, largely based on
income and the purchase of consumption goods, exhibit that 42% of the population
belong to the upper and middle classes, with 38% counted as the middle class.
―If these numbers are correct, or even indicative in any broad sense, then 84
million Pakistanis belong to the middle and upper classes, a population size which
is larger than that of Germany,‖ said Zaidi.
Meanwhile, Standard Chartered Middle East-North Africa and Pakistan
Senior Economist Bilal Khan said that domestic consumption and consumer
confidence are strong in the country.
―Monetary easing and lower energy prices can boost household discretionary
incomes and, in this context, a strong and stable currency can also be expected to
increase demand for imported consumer goods, both durables and non-durables,‖
he said.
On the other hand, in the central bank‘s report, it was mentioned that
electronic goods showed a sharp turnaround during first half (January-December)
of current fiscal year, recording a growth of 14.5%, against a contraction of 8.2%
during the same period of last year.
―Consumer durables like refrigerators (up 25%) and deep-freezers (up 54.4%)
mainly contributed to this improved performance,‖ the report said.
―Furthermore, rise in energy supply in coming months, increase in consumer
financing in a low interest rate environment, better market access for rural
population, expansionary plans of leading players and foreign investment, all
indicates a sustainable trajectory for the industry‘s growth going forward,‖ it
added.
Separately, consumer financing posted an increase of Rs37.6 billion during
first half of the current fiscal year. Auto finance continued to be the dominated
segment, while personal loans showed a pickup as well.
―The net credit off-take of Rs13.7 billion of personal loans witnessed in first
half of the fiscal year is the highest half-year figure in about a decade,‖ the report
stated.
The SBP also highlighted a notable growth in the foods segment and a strong
growth in the sub-segment of soft beverage.
Published in The Express Tribune, May 2nd, 2017.
Средний класс в Пакистане
Middle class Pakistan
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The middle class is finally growing by leaps and bounds. Not only is our
middle class growing but this phenomenon has the potential to ensure more
sustainable economic growth, and enable democracy to finally take root within the
country. The ongoing census should provide more tangible data concerning the
size of our middle class. Moreover, the lofty spill-over effects being attributed to
the supposed middle class growth are also by no means guaranteed.
Being a part of the middle class can mean different things in different parts of
the world. Nonetheless, it is hard to deny the importance of seeing more people
join the segment of a country‘s population which is decently educated, and
engaged in professional and business occupations. Such middle-class growth is
rightly said to provide the socio-economic backbone of any country.
The middle class is currently confronting challenges within both developing
and developed countries, due to elite-led growth, which has instead increased
concentration of wealth in the hands of a few. Pakistan is not immune to growing
inequalities either, yet, we have apparently seen some meagre benefits of growth
trickle down to our middle classes as well.
A couple of months ago, The Wall Street Journal, citing estimates largely
based on income and the purchase of consumption goods, had suggested that as
many as 42% of Pakistan‘s population may now belong to the upper and middle
classes. Official figures also show that the proportion of households that own a
motorcycle and washing machines has grown impressively over the past 15 years.
For MNCs, such trends are wonderful news, promising exploding demand for
their products, ranging from pasteurised milk to junk food and more expensive cell
phones. Pinning more ambitious hopes on this apparent rising middle class would
however be a mistake.
Even if we now have a sizable middle class, this fact alone is not enough to
ensure more sustainable and equitable economic growth. Nor does this trend
indicate an automatic bolstering of our fragile democracy.
The fact remains that economic growth in Pakistan may have helped reduce
poverty, but it has still done little to prevent growing inequalities. While there is a
dearth of data, the available evidence does indicate that income distribution has
clearly become less equal over the last three decades. It is not just inequality
between individuals which has worsened, regional inequalities within and across
provinces is also striking.
The middle class also lacks a progressive vision, which is needed to reform
the underlying structures of inequality in the country. Academics like Akbar Zaidi
are right to point out that middle class politics in Pakistan is hardly progressive.
The Islamisation discourse, backed up by Saudi funding and growing jihadism, has
turned our middle class away from leftist or progressive tendencies, and instead
encouraged conservatism and intolerance, except in the realm of business.
Currently, middle class aspirations seem unable to transcend their own
myopic group interests, which are based on patronage economic and political
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alliances with elite-led models of economic growth, also backed by the state
establishment. So, while we may have a growing middle class, the implications of
this phenomenon do not necessarily mean good news for addressing the
deprivation and disempowerment.
Yet, there are also other ongoing social changes, ranging from girls‘
education to technological profusion in communication technologies, which are
enabling counter-narratives to form within our middle class. While still very
limited in comparison to the prevailing crass consumerism and social intolerance,
there is also a growing sense of awareness concerning overarching social justice
issues amongst our educated youth. The impact of such trends on the country needs
further research. We need to understand how such trends can be nurtured, because
it is only by fostering a more inclusive vision amongst the middle class, can we
hope to make our country a better place for all its citizens.
Так ли страшен и опасен Пакистан?
http://vybory.org.ua/?id=485737 (Украина). 12.04.2017.

Хотя Пакистан часто ассоциируется с ограничительной социальной
политикой и насилием талибов, в стране проживает большое количество
молодых, дальновидных жителей, которые работают, чтобы изменить свою
страну к лучшему. Расположенный на побережье Аравийского моря на юге
Пакистана, Карачи заслужил репутацию самого опасного города Пакистана
из-за высокого уровня насилия в бандах. Но за последние несколько лет
присутствие полиции в Карачи стало более безопасно.
Район Ляри, расположенный в самом центре города, известен как
худшая часть Карачи. Ляри особенно страдает от деятельности банд. Но
студенты в школе Киран считают, что репутация их района незаслуженно
плохая. Семьи, живущие в Ляри, не могут позволить себе посещать
высококачественные школы. Но благодаря Киранской школе эти дети
вдохновляются стать врачами, учеными, инженерами и художниками. Школа
Kiran - это не единственное молодежное учреждение, которое вдохновляет
детей Ляри.
Пакистан тесно связан с крикетом, но жители Карачи на самом деле
являются большими поклонниками футбола. Музыка стала мощным
инструментом социальных изменений. На развивающейся музыкальной
сцене Пакистана взошла новая рэп-звезда Али Гул Пир, который прославился
своими смешными, но трогательными песнями о социальных проблемах и
свободе слова.
Приглашение на казнь (смертные казни в мире, в т.ч. в Пакистане).
Александр
Сухаренко.
«Независимая
http://www.ng.ru/kartblansh/2017-04-12/100_smertkazn.html

газета».

12.04.2017.
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Как сообщила в своем ежегодном докладе международная
правозащитная организация Amnesty International, общее количество
смертных казней в мире за прошлый год сократилось более чем на треть: в 23
странах казнили 1032 человека (годом ранее – 1634). Снижение их числа
произошло в первую очередь за счет Ирана (–42%) и Пакистана (–73%). При
подсчетах не учитывались казни в Китае, так как достоверные данные об
этом засекречены. Проведенное расследование выявило, что сотни таких
случаев пропали из национальной интернет-базы, создание которой
китайские власти называли «решающим шагом к открытости судебной
системы».
Чаще всего такой вид наказания применялся в Иране (567 случаев),
Саудовской Аравии (154), Ираке (88) и Пакистане (87). На долю этих
государств приходится 87% всех казней в мире. Впервые с 2006 года США не
вошли в пятерку стран-лидеров. Количество казней там достигло
минимального с 1991 года уровня (20), что почти в 5 раз меньше, чем в 1999
году. Количество смертных приговоров (32) стало самым низким с 1973 года,
что свидетельствует о том, что суды постепенно отказываются от этого вида
наказания. Однако в камерах смертников до сих пор находится 2832
осужденных.
Между тем количество вынесенных смертных приговоров, наоборот,
увеличилось с 1998 до 3117. В большинстве стран приговоры выносили в
результате разбирательств, не отвечавших международным стандартам
справедливого
судопроизводства.
Особую
обеспокоенность
правозащитников вызывали судебные процессы, проходившие в Бангладеш,
Белоруссии, Вьетнаме, Египте, Индонезии, Ираке, Иране, Китае, Северной
Корее, Пакистане и Саудовской Аравии.
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В 2016 году смертные казни не проводились в 172 (89%) из 193
государств-членов ООН. В государствах, где все еще применяется высшая
мера, наиболее часто используются смертельные инъекции, расстрел,
обезглавливание и повешение.
Несмотря на отсутствие доказательств того, что смертная казнь обладает
уникальным сдерживающим эффектом, призывы к ее возобновлению как
средству борьбы с преступностью были зафиксированы в целом ряде стран.
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Что касается нашей страны, то с тем, что смертную казнь нужно
«восстановить в прежнем объеме», согласны 32% россиян, хотя еще 15 лет
назад их было 49%, свидетельствует январский соцопрос «Левада-центра».
Меньше стало и тех, кто хотел бы «расширить применение смертной казни»:
их доля сократилась с 19% до 12%.
Сохранить мораторий, то есть не выносить и не исполнять смертные
приговоры, но в то же время и не отменять казнь полностью, считают
необходимым 25% респондентов. В 2002 году так ответили 12%, 2009 году –
20%, а в 2015 году – уже 27%. Сторонники полной отмены смертной казни
по-прежнему в меньшинстве – за это выступают 16% сограждан (против 12%
в 2002 году). Самый высокий процент таких респондентов социологи
зафиксировали в апреле 2007 года, когда за отмену казни выступали 19%.
После терактов в питерской подземке председатель комитета Госдумы
по безопасности и противодействию коррупции Василий Пискарев
предложил отменить мораторий на смертную казнь. По его мнению, высшая
мера наказания должна применяться к организаторам терактов, их
пособникам и подстрекателям. Пока же этого не произошло, умерщвлением
террористов занимается недавно созданная Росгвардия. В прошлом году на
Северном Кавказе были уничтожены 82 участника незаконных вооруженных
формирований, в том числе 9 главарей бандподполья.
Малала – самый молодой посланец мира от ООН
Malala to become youngest UN Messenger of Peace
The Nation. April 08, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/08-Apr-2017/malala-to-becomeyoungest-un-messenger-of-peace

NEW YORK - Malala Yousafzai, the youngest winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize, is to become the youngest United Nations Messenger of Peace, the
organisation's chief said on Friday.
Yousafzai, 19, will be appointed on Monday by UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres and will help promote girl's education around the world as part
of her new role.
The Pakistani education activist came to prominence when a Taliban gunman
shot her in the head on her school bus in 2012 as punishment for campaigning for
girls to go to school which defied the militant group's ban on female education.
Yousafzai has since continued campaigning on the world stage and in 2014
became the youngest Nobel Peace Prize winner.
"Even in the face of grave danger, Malala Yousafzai has shown an
unwavering commitment to the rights of women, girls and all people," Guterres
said in statement.
"Her courageous activism for girls' education has already energised so many
people around the world.
Now as our youngest-ever UN Messenger of Peace, Malala can do even more
to help create a more just and peaceful world."
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Yousafzai, who received medical treatment in Britain where she has since
studied, has also set up the Malala Fund to support girls' education projects in
developing countries.
A regular speaker on the global stage, Yousafzai visited refugee camps in
Rwanda and Kenya last July to highlight the plight of refugee girls from Burundi
and Somalia.
Что пьют в Пакистане – какое молоко?!
What are we drinking in the name of milk?
Amjad
Mahmood.
Dawn,
EOS,
March
19th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1321371/what-are-we-drinking-in-the-name-of-milk

2017.

Next to a filling station on a road leading to Haveli Lakha, Okara district, are
two run-down shops that share a common wall. Each shop is about 10 x 14 feet in
size but their purpose is remarkably different: while the first houses a motorcycle
workshop and the grime and grease that comes with the territory, the second
collects milk.
It is 11am and Ghulam Murtaza, an agent of a milk collector or a middleman,
is visibly tetchy. A carrier vehicle to transport the ―white gold‖ to Lahore should
have made it to his shop by now. The room is cramped for space; it can barely
accommodate a chiller that stores around 1,000 litres of milk. The tense air is
briefly interrupted, thrice, as milkmen approach the middleman‘s shop to sell their
produce.
Clad in a soiled shalwar kameez, Murtaza collects samples in a vial to test the
‗quality‘ of milk brought to the shop. With the help of the milkmen, he empties the
brass and blue plastic cans — the latter banned for storing food — in which the
milk has been brought into his chiller. There is no lid for the chiller; its mouth is
covered with a piece of malmal cloth to ‗filter‘ the milk for foreign particles such
as dust, grass, flies, etc.
The problems of adulteration and contamination
collection.But they are not the only issue in the dairy sector ...

begin

from

In reality, because the shop is constructed off a metalled but narrow single
lane road meant for two-way traffic, a cloud of dust rises whenever a speeding
vehicle passes by. Even though the chiller is pushed to the back of the shop, there
is no arrangement to protect the milk from the dust particles that eventually settle
down on to the surface.
The only test Murtaza conducts is to measure the ratio of fat in the milk. The
―testing kit‖ comprises a white, powdery substance spread in a clay bowl and a
couple of vials which lay on a slab under the small baikan tree in front of the brickroom. The vials containing the samples are plugged with corks, rolled into the
white powder and shaken in a hand-driven vortex mixer standing next to the tree.
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―Sadhay chaar [four-and-a-half],‖ Ghulam tells a milkman Rahim of the fat
content in his milk. ―Aj punj likh do [Please record it as five today],‖ pleads Rahim
and Murtaza obliges while making an entry into his pocket diary. There are 45
litres of milk in two brass cans, goes the argument, and it would be criminal to let
it all go to waste.
The basic purpose of this fat-content test, as Murtaza explains later, is to set
the price of the milk supplied by the farmers. To the disadvantage of the endconsumer, milk is poured into a chiller many times before any quality checks are
run on it. Murtaza chooses not to reply when asked how milk with varying protein
levels will get homogenised in the chiller.
Okara is one of the largest milk districts of Punjab. While shops such as
Murtaza‘s (aarti or middleman) are more permanent establishments, milk is
collected in many different ways. These days, vehicle-mounted chillers are often
parked at deserted intersections off the highway enroute Okara. These chillers also
collect milk but the hygiene situation at these ‗mobile‘ centres is worse.
At ‗immobile‘ collection points, water is often available for the personal
hygiene of any staff working in the establishment. But not at mobile chillers —
here, hygiene and milk quality both take a beating. As Mian Tariq Javed, an officer
at the Okara Tehsil Municipal Administration, puts it, the reason to employ mobile
chillers is to avert raids by food authorities against the collection of adulterated
milk.
Such unhygienic conditions can be seen at almost all small milk collection
points set up by middlemen who connect milk producers from rural areas with milk
sellers (including corporate entities) or directly with consumers in cities and towns,
particularly Lahore. But the great public concern here is that almost 80 percent of
the total milk procured from dairy farmers is collected by these middlemen. In
other words, 80 percent of the milk collected is impure and unfit at its source.
Hygiene starts at home
To the misfortune of the dairy sector, there are neither any national hygiene
standards for the milk chain — from milking an animal to the delivery of the
produce to the end-consumers — nor does any mechanism exist to implement and
monitor standards adopted by private operators.
The milk extracted from diseased animals is neither spilt nor stored
separately, rather it is mixed into the milk obtained from healthy animals.
This contaminates the entire produce.‖
On December 27, 2016, a report was filed by the Punjab Food Authority
(PFA) Director-General Noorul Amin Mengal in the Supreme Court‘s Lahore
registry, which claimed that the milk packaged by Haleeb, Acha Milk, Al-Fazl
Food, Doce, Al-Fajr Food is all unfit for human consumption. The dossier
submitted reported that Haleeb‘s milk contained formalin, a chemical used to
preserve dead bodies, as well as sugarcane juice.
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Al-Fazl Foods was checked on December 8, claimed the PFA chief, and
fungus and dirt was found in their plant. Their license was subsequently
suspended. Doce Milk‘s production was halted on December 16 while a fine of
Rs500,000 was imposed on the company. Acha Milk was also fined Rs500,000
while its production was discontinued for a week. Al-Fajr‘s milk plant has also
been sealed.
Subsequently, on January 30, 2017, Science and Technology Minister Rana
Tanveer Hussein revealed more details of the enquiry against adulterated milk. Six
brands in the Ultra-high temperature processing (UHT) category, including
Olper‘s, Nestlé MilkPak, Day Fresh, Good Milk, Nurpur Original and Haleeb Full
Cream. Barring Haleeb, the others were found safe. Samples from 10 pasteurised
milk brands were also examined, including Anhar Milk, Daily Dairy, Doce Milk,
Gourmet Milk, Nurpur, Nutrivi, Al-Fajar, Accha Milk, Prema Milk and Adams. Of
these, only Prema Milk was deemed safe for consumption.
While the PFA reports presents a gloomy picture of the dairy industry, it is
worth investigating why most of the milk that is collected by various companies
and sellers is unhygienic or unfit for consumption.
Dr Muhammad Junaid from the Dairy Technology Department of the
University of Veterinary Science Lahore arguesthat the hygiene issue starts right
from the milking of animal. ―When a farmer does not practice personal hygienic
habits, and does not clean the udder of the animal(s), then he contaminates the milk
with different kinds of harmful microbes,‖ he says. ―The milk extracted from
diseased animals is neither spilt nor stored separately, rather it is mixed into the
milk obtained from healthy animals. This contaminates the entire produce.‖
The problems compounds at collection and transportation stages. Besides
personal hygiene, the cleanliness of cans used to carry milk from dairy farms to
collection point(s), as well as that of chillers used for hauling milk to endconsumers also matters. At this stage, says Dr Junaid, preservatives and caustic
soda etc. are added to the milk in an attempt to enhance its shelf-life. ―Urea and
vegetable oil are used to improve gravity or protein level in milk. These additives
become health hazards,‖ says the professor.
The story does not end here — contamination at source is merely one part of
adulteration in milk. More contamination is caused when this milk reaches towns,
where dirty shops and lack of personal hygiene by those handling the milk for
onward delivery add to the impurities being carried forward.
Removing the middleman
Back in 2006, the Punjab government had initiated the idea of vaccinating all
livestock and setting up milk collection centres on its own land and then offering
the same to private companies to improve the quality of milk collection. Before the
project could see the light of day, then Livestock Secretary Babar Yaqoob was
transferred and the initiative was dumped with a change in command.
However, some private companies, including Nestlé, took the initiative on
their own. Along with Engro Foods (Olper‘s), a major portion of the 20 percent
market share in milk collection goes to Nestlé (MilkPak), which takes credit for
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conducting around 28 tests to check the quality of milk and its various
adulterations at each of its 3,200 chillers installed in villages, close to
farmers/suppliers‘ doorstep, and at laboratories at its main plant in Okara.
―We are now trying to eliminate the middleman altogether and
simultaneously, to empower small dairy farmers and help them increase their herd
size,‖ says Waqar Ahmed, Head of Corporate Affairs, Nestlé Pakistan.

Indeed, Nestlé has been the oldest corporate player in Punjab. Its move to
enter villages is at least a decade old. As part of a layered strategy, Nestlé first
involved local communities in milk collection, thereby gathering trust among dairy
farmers and removing the need to sell to a middleman. Rejected by Nestlé, this
milk often makes its way to middlemen accepting inferior-grade milk. Although
Nestlé gives competitive rates to dairy farmers, it removes the hassle of taking the
milk to a middleman who is often situated away from the village.
What Nestlé put a premium on was quality — unlike Murtaza‘s shop, any
milk that does not meet the required standards is returned to the dairy farmer.
―We are at a stage where we can consolidate the gains and relationships made
over the past decade or so,‖ says Ahmed. ―From a larger number, we are now
consistently working with approximately 100,000 dairy farmers to uplift their
produce and processes. A farmer working with Nestlé normally returns 10-14 litres
every day but those who aren‘t tend to produce about 5-6 litres of milk.‖
Veterinarian Dr Suhail Ahmad, associated with the company, says dairy
farmers bring milk in small quantities to Nestlé‘s milk collection points, where it is
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tested for quality and various adulterants, measured, and chilled to a temperature
where it can last longer than it otherwise would. It is then dispatched to the main
factory for processing and packaging.
―The tests that we conduct identify almost all adulterations in milk,‖ says Dr
Ahmad. ―The company adds no preservatives to the milk and simply gives it ultrahigh temperature (UHT) treatment to increase its shelf-life to 84 days.‖
According to him, his team and he frequently visit the dairy farms associated
with collection centres to monitor the health of animals and advise farmer(s) if
need be on how to treat the ailment. ―We don‘t accept milk from an animal that is
untraceable,‖ chimes in Zonal Manager Muhammad Suleman. In other words,
Nestlé claim to know each and every animal whose milk is supplied to them.
―Direct outreach to farmers has improved the quality of milk supplied to us,‖
says Waqar Ahmed. ―We‘ve been able to work with dairy farmers on building their
capacity, on animal surroundings and dietary needs. Even simple measures such as
untying an animal and letting them roam free, or keeping them in the shade while
the sun beats down in the summer need to be taught.‖
The results have been more than encouraging: with about 24 billion rupees
earned in annual revenue, the move to take milk collection to villages is bearing
fruit. Then there are the side benefits of creating employment: about 2,200
individuals are employed with Nestlé as milk supply agents. These factors
underscore the academic argument that milk is no longer part of a subsistence
economy but very much a commercial enterprise in Punjab.
The milk route
Yet another issue, particularly significant at dairy farms around metropolises
such as Lahore and Karachi, is the use of oxytocin injections to get higher yield
from milch animals. In developed countries, only qualified and licensed
veterinarians are allowed to use the injection. This is because trained professionals
can maintain a proper ratio between the drug dosage and the health of the animal.
But in Pakistan, the drug is available over-the-counter without any hindrance.
The Milk Sellers and Suppliers Association Punjab — an organisation set up
in the aftermath of recent amendments in the Punjab Pure Food Act, 2011 and
which boasts of having achieved 1.15 million membership since its inception seven
months ago, admits to the use of the injection by its members.
Association Chairman Rana Muhammad Irshad Khan acknowledges that the
drug causes premature menstruation in girls and also results in growth of facial
hair. He demands the government put a ban on the import of oxytocin but would
not say if his organisation will also command its members to stop using the
injection.
About the use of blue plastic cans for transporting milk, he says that
association members across Punjab have been notified that these cans are injurious
to health and that the body would not object to the government imposing penalties
on milkmen using blue plastic cans.
Meanwhile, when asked about a workable starting point for setting and
implementing hygiene standards for milk, Dr Junaid says the task should be begun
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from large companies and then gradually brought down to individual dairy
farmers. According to him, the job so far done by the Punjab Food Authority under
directions of the Supreme Court, by penalising the milk suppliers for various
adulterations, has created fear among adulterators and to some extent laid
foundations for adoption of standards.
Острая нехватка воды в Синде в сезон хариф (может быть)
Severe water shortage feared
Mohammad Hussain Khan. Economic & Business,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320011/severe-water-shortage-feared

March

13th,

2017.

THE outlook for irrigation water availability for kharif season in Sindh looks
grim as indicated by the reduced water flows. Sindh irrigation officials anticipate
that if there is no rainfall in upper reaches, the shortage during peak kharif season
will be severe.
The water storage in Tarbela Dam, which feeds three barrages in the province,
is fast depleting and, according to the March 5 information of Indus River System
Authority, 0.3MAF water was available in the dam.
A Sukkur barrage official also said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of 1380ft.
He thinks that by mid-March, Tarbela will start providing run of the river
flows for Sindh and water would not be stored in the reservoir considering its
increased demand downstream.
With the current storage level in Tarbela, water could be provided for another
8- 10 days to the province. A similar scenario of storage in Mangla dam is
presented by Mazhar Ali Shah, Sindh‘s member in Indus River System Authority,
where 0.3MAF water is available. He pointed out that 14pc water shortage was
seen across the province so far on an average against 18pc in winter.
A Sukkur barrage official said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of
1,380ft
Within Sindh‘s barrages, 40pc water shortage was recorded at Kotri barrage
that feeds lands in lower Sindh region for early kharif sowing while 12-18pc
shortage was reported at Sukkur barrage until last week of February. It was Guddu
barrage where withdrawals remained normal, even slightly above normal
occasionally.
As usual, early kharif sowing has started in lower Sindh. With each passing
day, the demand for water availability would keep increasing only to force the
irrigation authorities to manage water supply by reducing water flows in the main
canals. It is Sukkur barrage which serves the largest cultivated area among all three
provincial barrages.
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During April, the Guddu barrage will be closed for annual maintenance. And
Sukkur barrage‘s three right bank canals — Dadu, Rice and North Western Canal
— will also be closed for desilting in the same month as growers don‘t need water
for kharif sowing during this period.
This will enable the irrigation department to release water for Sukkur and then
Kotri barrage to meet their requirements as best as possible. ―If we don‘t have this
kind of water management, we can‘t cater for water needs of Sukkur Barrage with
around 8m acres of cultivated area which is always given preference. This leads to
severe shortage at Kotri Barrage‖, conceded one official.
But, said a Sukkur Barrage official, it is in May when all 14 canals emanating
from three barrages would need irrigation water for peak kharif sowing. He feared
that in case of low rainfall he didn‘t rule out 30-60pc water shortage in different
canals.
In some areas of lower Sindh, farmers did not get this last cycle of water for
wheat crop.
Sugarcane‘s ratoon crop, summer vegetables, dundi cut chilli and cotton may
be affected badly in the command area of Kotri Barrage which always has to bear
with most of the water shortage. According to Sindh Chamber of Agriculture
General Secretary, Nabi Bux Sathio, ratoon crop and vegetables are being severely
affected since December for want of the required water. He feared this would
worsen further in the days to come.
Cotton is grown in Tando Mohammad Khan, Badin, Thatta and Sujawal
districts which are fed by Kotri Barrage. Besides, water shortage in the Indus River
System, the lining works in some canals remains incomplete like in Nara canal
which feeds the Mirpurkhas district.
Первый и последний день рождения: как в Пакистане проходят
вечеринки трансгендеров
«TUT.by». https://news.tut.by/world/528993.html. 26 января 2017.

Гости, укутанные в сари, проходят в здание. Здесь они танцуют,
веселятся и едят торт в окружении единомышленников. Под пристальной
охраной полиции в Пешаваре проходит закрытая вечеринка для
трансгендеров — людей, которые подвергаются риску насилия в
консервативном Пакистане. Фотограф агентства Рейтер Карен Фироуз
побывал на необычном празднике.
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Трансгендерные люди часто работают танцорами на свадьбах, но редко
позволяют устроить праздник для самих себя. По словам Фазаны Ян, лидера
пакистанского движения Trans Action Pakistan, этот праздник — первый
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крупный за десять лет. В стране, где живут около 190 млн людей, примерно
500 тысяч — люди-трансгендеры.
Чахат, член сообщества трансгендеров, готовится к вечеринке
Ранее городские власти запрещали проводить вечеринки для
трансгендеров, а полиция нередко разгоняла их. Ситуация начала меняться
после того, как в прошлом году в больнице Пешавара отказались помочь
активисту-трансгендеру, у которого было шесть огнестрельных ранений
Фазан Ян, лидер пакистанского движения Trans Action Pakistan, наносит
макияж перед вечеринкой.
Попасть на вечеринку можно только по приглашению и после досмотра.
Охранник на входе проверяет, чтобы у гостей не было с собой оружия
Гости приходят с подарками или деньгами, чтобы помочь виновнику
торжества начать частный бизнес или другой проект. Каждый трансгендер
рассчитывает, что сможет организовать такую вечеринку хотя бы раз в жизни
На организацию праздника ушло много времени и пришлось долго
убеждать представителей власти, чтобы они разрешили провести эту
вечеринку.

В последние годы у трансгендеров в Пакистане появляется все больше
прав. Так, с 2017 года они будут учитываться в национальной переписи.
Ранее Верховный суд признал равные права для трансгендерных граждан,
они могут голосовать. Тем не менее активисты говорят, что впереди их
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ожидает долгий путь, прежде чем они получат равные права и свободу от
преследований.

КОРРУПЦИЯ1. МАФИЯ1
Исаак Дар отрицает свои бизнес-отношения с семьей Шарифов.
Dar refutes Imran‘s allegations
The Nation. December 30, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/30-Dec-2017/dar-refutes-imran-sallegations

Says he has no business relations with Sharif family
Lahore - Former finance minister Ishaq Dar on Friday rejected PTI
Chairman ImranKhan‘s allegations , saying that the family has no business
relations with the Sharif family.
Talking to a private TV channel, Dar strongly denied PTI allegations calling
him Sharifs‘ frontman in relation to corruption.
While responding to a question regarding properties owned by his
son, Dar said that his son‘s business is fully documented and audited by one of the
world‘s largest audit firms. ―The 52 villas were not bought, they were booked,
there is a difference. Only a token payment has to be paid and it is a common
practice in the UAE,‖ said the ex-finance minister.
He also said that Imran Khan always levels baseless allegations on others
and has become ―a master in doing so‖. Dar alleged that Imran Khan used to visit
him and his sons‘ offices in London and ask for charity for his cancer hospital.
About his tax record, he said that it is a baseless allegation that he did not
pay taxes, adding that he filed tax returns and presented the record in court twice,
including during the JIT investigation. ―I was a non-resident, therefore, I wasn‘t
liable to pay taxes according to the Pakistani law,‖ said Dar in reference to the
years he spent outside Pakistan.
Dar further said that all his financial record is with the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) and the Supreme Court. ―Since 2007, there is a
decline in my net worth,‖ he said.
Imran is lying that the funds came from Switzerland, not a single penny
came from there, said Dar , adding the PTI chief should substantiate his arguments
with evidence.
He said that if anyone provides a piece of alleged evidence against him, his
sons will prove him wrong. ―I have never up till now allowed my sons to break
their silence, but today, I am authorising them to present answers,‖ he said.
Dar called PTI chief‘s allegation that Captain (retd) Safdar and Hussain
Nawaz are employees of his son‘s company as baseless. ―Why would Hussain be
my son‘s employee, when he is already director of his own company?‖ said Dar .
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When asked about his return to the country, Dar did not give any definite
date. He said that his MRI test was conducted on Dec 20, which showed
inflammation in vertebrae and his next appointment is in the first week of January.
―I always had neck and back problems and it is well known,‖ said Dar .
The former finance minister‘s son, Ali Dar , joined in the conversation from
Dubai and answered questions related to the Dar family‘s property in Dubai.
The son was asked regarding the PTI chief‘s allegation about
the Dar family‘s two towers in Dubai worth $200 million. ―A tower developer isn‘t
the owner,‖ he said, adding that the family business was to only develop the
towers.
―The towers Imran is referring to have 400 units each and around 300 to 325
owners,‖ said Ali and added that the family only owns the top floor of the HDS
tower and a couple of units on other floors.
―My equity in the booking of the HDS Tower was five million Dirhams
only,‖ he said while elaborating that he did not lend from the bank and carried out
pure cash-flow management to finance the project.
―I started my business in 2004, and when in 2007 we booked the villas, I had
already constructed and finished HDTS Towers in 2005. When we booked the
villas, we had the funds and we booked them. The first villa was sold within the
first two weeks.‖
Ali said he is willing to share documentary proof to support his statements.
Ishaq Dar accused the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) of
intentionally nominating him in ―manipulated‖ cases and ―making mountains out
of molehills‖.
Dar hinted that some forces are out to get him, saying: ―This [the reference]
has been manipulated and manoeuvred in order to target me. One day the people of
Pakistan will know the full truth about [this] charade.‖
The PML-N politician pointed to the expansion of the Panama probe‘s
mandate beyond the four Sharif family-owned Avenfield apartments, saying, ―It
started spreading from one place to another and whole new issues were created.‖
―[I am] saddened at how things have unfolded, how mountains have been
made out of molehills and how Pakistan has been damaged over political games.‖
Dar , who was declared an absconder in absentia by the NAB court for not
returning to Pakistan to stand trial, vehemently defended himself, adding: ―I
challenge anyone to prove a penny‘s worth of irregularity or corruption during the
four tenures that I was privileged to serve in various PML-N governments. I am
ready to face any punishment if it‘s proven that I was ever involved in corruption,
favouritism for anyone, nepotism or other undue favours.‖
He blamed Pakistan‘s political upheaval of 2017 for the frail nature of the
economy, noting: ―We Pakistanis are sometimes Pakistan‘s worst enemies and
don‘t want stability and progress of the country through infighting and shortsighted policies.‖
Dar also urged his political rivals to reconcile their differences with him for
the sake of the country. ―This country can move forward when all institutions work
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together and move forward,‖ he said. ―If we pull each other‘s legs, then it will be
Pakistan that will be harmed. And it‘s obvious how Pakistan has been damaged in
the last four months.‖
Meanwhile, he maintained that he will return to Pakistan to face NAB‘s
charges but only when his health issues are resolved.
Нужно избежать коррупции при сооружении КПЭК
Don‘t let corruption taint CPEC
Imtiaz Gul. Daily Times, December 14th 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/158854/dontlet-corruption-taint-cpec/

Chinese officials need to impress upon their Pakistani counterparts the need
for ruthless accountability of any body found involved in practices that tarnish the
image of China and Pakistan
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) related projects are moving full
throttle. Despite doubts, aspersions and apprehensions — largely driven by
external forces — the pace of implementation of most of the energy and
infrastructure projects is unusual for the Pakistani circumstances. (the new
Islamabad airport for instance has been under construction for over a decade).
CPEC — beside giving a huge shot in the arm to Pakistan‘s fledgling
economy — is synonymous to econbomic development i.e. employment,
connectivity and productivity opportunities. But it also carries risks such as abuse
of these opportunities by unscrupulous Chinese and Pakistani groups and people
whose prime motivation for involvement would be purely profiteering by hook or
by crook. This represents one of the biggest pitfalls in the way of CPEC
implementation.
Chinese leadership is very well aware of this pitfall and thus anti-corruption
campaign was one of the major agenda items when President Xi Jinping assumed
power. He was fully conscious that crooked Chinese businessmen and corrupt
party and military officials had amassed wealth through abuse of power and many
had escaped to the western financial safe havens.
The Chinese government under President Jinping has in fact run massive
media campaigns as well as vigorously pursued party and government officials
tainted with allegations of corruption.
No wonder therefore that China‘s Central Commission for Discipline
Inspection (CCDI) has in the last four years penalised 440 senior level officials of
the Communist Party of China (CPC). Besides, as many as 8,900 city-level
officials and over 63,000 county-level too have been taken to task — either
dismissed, arrested or punished for corruption and involvement in malpractices. An
additional 278,000 grassroots level party members and officials, too were dealt
with administratively to discourage corrupt practices. As many 3,453 fugitives
from law were arrested and the government managed to put top 100 fugitives on an
Interpol red notice. As many as 48 Chinese who had amassed wealth and
immigrated to the US, Canada or Europe — have already been arrested.
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The list of China‘s anti-corruption measures is long and impressive and
underscores that top Chinese leaders are cognizant of the propensity to abuse
power — appropriation of public money or stealing through private contracts —
has existed in that country and that is why the President turned it into his reforms‘
agenda. It has worked so far.
It will therefore make sense for President Xi and his colleagues to warn their
countrymen, officials and businessmen associated with CPEC against corrupt
practices. The CPEC is too important for both countries to be left to the greed and
selfish whims of individuals. It requires strong checks and balances to prevent
pilferage and theft of public money by the Chinese and Pakistani functionaries and
businesses alike.
In November last year, both countries signed a MoU for cooperation on
matters related to corruption. Former NAB Chairman Qamar Zaman Chaudhry and
the Chinese Minister of Supervision and Inspection Huang Shuxian had signed the
MoU in Beijing, hoping this would serve as a deterrent against systemic graft.
One wonders if any formal steps have at all been taken to prevent corrupt
practices at official and private level because there is no dearth of self-serving and
devious officials and businessmen in both countries.
The list of China‘s anti-corruption measures is long and impressive and
underscores that top Chinese leaders are cognizant of the propensity to abuse
power when there is a lack of checks and balances
The MoU on corruption is supposed to jointly monitor the all projects
underway to ensure transparency and avoid chances of corruption.
Media reports had suggested that almost all road projects of the CPEC are
being executed by Pakistan‘s National Highway Authority (NHA) and given rise to
concerns about alleged irregularities and discrepancies have been committed.
All those Chinese leaders and officials who are sticking their necks out to
promote CPEC and to push bilateral economic and political interests will do great
bilateral service if they could push for instant implementation of joint anti-graft
mechanisms.
We know that graft and corrupt practices entail severe punishments. We
need to create a similar framework here in Pakistan too. Because anything that
goes wrong in Pak-China economic cooperation, the blame is advertently shifted to
China. Such allegations sully the image of China more than it does to Pakistan.
Chinese officials need to impress upon their Pakistani counterparts the need for
ruthless accountability of any body found involved in practices that tarnish the
image of China and Pakistan and thus provides the enemy with more ammunition
to cast aspersions on this unparalleled cooperation.
The writer is Editor, Strategic Affairs, and also heads the independent Centre
for Research and Security Studies, Islamabad and author of Pakistan: Pivot of
Hizbu Tahrir‘s Global Caliphate. Can be reached at Imtiaz@crss.pk
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Ушел в отставку госминистр по науке и технологиям Mir Dostain Khan
Domki (устал бороться с коррупицей)
State minister Dostain Domki resigns
Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373282/state-ministerdostain-domki-resigns

ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Science and Technology Mir Dostain
Khan Domki tendered his resignation on Monday.
In his resignation letter submitted to the prime minister, Mr Domki said he
was raising three corruption cases when a federal minister was given the portfolio
of his ministry ―just to stop my struggle against corruption‖.
On Friday, the government had given additional charge of the ministry of
science and technology to Minister for Defence Production Rana Tanveer.
Mr Domki said that after receiving a number of complaints from public
representatives and the general public about corruption and mismanagement in the
ministry an inquiry was ordered, especially against the National Testing Service
(NTS), Comsats and PSQCA. He said he was probing the NTS for corruption and
money laundering, Comsats CIIT for mismanagement and corruption and PSQA
for an irregular appointment of the director general.
He said he had decided to eradicate the menace of corruption from the
ministry after the media had highlighted many issues in this regard. ―It shocked me
that a full-fledged minister was given the portfolio of my ministry just to stop my
struggle against corruption,‖ he said in his resignation. ―In these circumstances, I
cannot continue to work, therefore, I tender my resignation from portfolio of
minister of state,‖ he said.
Верховный суд пообещал принять решение по поводу наличия в
оффшорах активов Имран Хана и Генсека Партии справедливости
Джехангир Тарина
Verdict in Khan, Tareen disqualification case to take time: CJP
Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov2017/verdict-in-khan-tareen-disqualification-case-to-take-time-cjp

ISLAMABAD - The Supreme Court on Tuesday reserved its verdict on a
petition of PML-N leader Hanif Abbasi, seeking disqualification of PTI chief
Imran Khan and General Secretary Jehangir Tareen for having offshore companies
and not disclosing assets in their nomination papers.
A three-judge bench, headed by Chief Justice Saqib Nisar and comprising
Justice Umar Atta Bandial and Justice Faisal Arab, reserved the judgment after
hearing the case for almost one year. The chief justice said, ―We have closed the
case, but if the parties think something is to be filed in writing, they can do it later
on.‖
―Don‘t expect that verdict will be given tomorrow as the legal matters
and verdict take time ,‖ the Chief Justice remarked. ―We are in search of truth,‖ he
added.
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Naeem Bukhari, representing Khan , contended that his client could not be
disqualified just on the plea that he has not declared the assets of his ex-wife,
Jemima Khan , in his nomination papers of 2002. He said if something was wrong,
the returning officers should have rejected his nomination papers in 2002.
―This could be culpable negligence or culpable omission, but not falsehood.
If non-declaration of wife‘s assets amounts to dishonesty, then how shall I contest
my case?‖ he questioned.
Justice Bandial said in the Shamona Bibi case, a parliamentarian did not
declare his wife‘s assets in the nomination papers and he was disqualified, but not
under Article 62(1) (f). The judge noted that the record of Niazi Services Limited
was provided to the court in a piecemeal manner and the Euro account was also not
shown when Khan was an MNA. He asked what the nature of this account was
when it was opened.
Bukhari said there was a vast difference between the cases of his client and
former prime minister Nawaz Sharif. ―There is no dishonesty in Imran‘s case. The
only fault of Imran was that he did not maintain accounts properly,‖ he said,
adding the court has to see where dishonesty ends and honesty begins.
Advocate Akram Sheikh, representing Abbasi, argued the PTI chief changed
his stance for 18 times. Imran Khan is trying to hide behind technicalities of his
shifting stances, he added.
He contended the shift in the stance has been held to be a ground
for disqualification by the minority opinions of two judges, Justice Asif Saeed
Khosa and Justice Gulzar Ahmed, in the Panama Papers case.
―Whether it is intentional or unintentional, the mental condition has become
irrelevant after the Panama leaks judgment,‖ he said and added the court has to see
non-declaration of assets in the nomination papers. Sheikh cited judgments in
Allah Dino Bahio and Najeeb-ud-Din Awaisi cases wherein the court had declared
that if a person commits mis-declaration in his previous nomination papers, it
could be a consequence for disqualification in the next elections. He said the
omission was treated dishonesty not only in the Panama Papers judgment but also
in many other judgments of the apex court.
Sheikh said: ―If this is the standard of honesty, integrity and impeccability of
conduct of a public representative, the mandate of the Constitution embodied in
articles 62 & 63 is thrown to the winds without any redemption/hope.‖
He said Khan formed an offshore company, Niazi Service Limited, to
conceal income and evade taxes behind an artificial veil of incorporation. ―The
NSL was created to benefit Khan and the company operated on the command of
the PTI chief,‖ he said.
The PML-N leader‘s counsel said according to Khan‘s first concise
statement (CMA 7925/2016), the NSL was formed to purchase a flat. But it
remained operative till 2015 when it was liquidated after the sale of the flat in
2004.
He said that despite the court directions, Khan has not submitted a statement
of all accounts owned and operated by the NSL in dollars, Euros, and pounds. He
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said: ―In view of Imran‘s past conduct and also before this court, he is an absolute
personification of neither Ameen nor Sadiq. Khan is guilty of dishonesty, nonsagacity, non-righteous and non-Ameen for non-declarations, false declarations
and contradictions.‖
Sheikh prayed to the bench to remove Khan from the office meant for those
who have to exercise the state power as a sacred trust where sovereignty belongs to
Almighty Allah. ―Let the hypocrisy of Imran Khan be put behind unbreakable bars
of impartial, upright and transparent judicial process and let this court speak its
heart and say no to hypocrisy in representing the voice of the people in the
legislature.‖
Justice Bandial said, ―There are connected and coherent documents before
the court. Moreover, they have Khan‘s affidavit.‖
Tareen‘s counsel, Sikandar Bashir, argued his client‘s offshore company –
Shiny View Limited (SVL) – was incorporated under British Virgin Island law and
the HSBC Bank was its trustee.
He said Tareen was neither legal nor beneficial owner of the company, but it
was with a trust (EFG). Justice Faisal remarked everything was happening on
Tareen‘s instructions. He said Tareen established the source, but did not disclose
the assets in the nomination papers.
Sikandar said, ―Imran Khan admitted that he held Drag Cot property (UK
flat), but Tareen‘s London flat is managed by the SVL‖.
The court observed Tareen and his wife, who are the lifetime beneficiaries of
the property, have neither mentioned it in their tax nor in nomination papers, but
his children who are only beneficiaries have mentioned the property in their tax
returns.
Justice Bandial said the company‘s accounts were with Tareen , but the
statements have not been supplied to the court. ―It is also not shown how the
certificates were encashed.‖
The chief justice asked Akram Sheikh whether the PTI chief‘s pleading is
not up to the standard. He further asked whether the court could not see anything
beyond the pleadings. Abbasi‘s counsel replied in the negative.
The chief justice expressed concern over the pleadings of Khan and Tareen ,
saying ―After the retirement, I must ask one question about this from Naeem
Bokhari and Sikandar Bashir.‖
Суд Счетной палаты выдал ордер на арест Исхак Дара
Court orders Ishaq Dar‘s arrest
The Nation. November 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/15-Nov-2017/court-orders-ishaqdar-s-arrest

ISLAMABAD - Accountability Court Islamabad on Tuesday issued nonbailable arrestwarrants for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar for wilfully avoiding
the court proceedings and adjourned the hearing in the case till November 21.
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The court also asked guarantor of Finance Minister Ahmad Ali Qadoosi
about the whereabouts of Ishaq Dar and he informed the court that Finance
Minister was in London in connection with his medical treatment and the process
could take three to six weeks time.
At the outset of the court proceedings, judge Muhammad Bashir was
informed that the Investigation Officer in assets beyond means reference against
finance Minister was on way to court and would reach in a next 10 minutes.
The court was informed that as the Investigation Officer was to come from
Lahore so he got a bit late and sought deferment in the hearing for half an hour.
At the same time, the junior lawyer from defence side informed that the
defence counsel was busy in Islamabad High Court and sought a break in hearing
till midday. The court accepted the plea and took a break till 12noon.
When the court took up the hearing of the case against Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar , defence counsel once again moved an application seeking
exemption from personal presence of the accused in the case on health grounds but
the court rejected the plea.
The court asked the guarantor, who had furnished a surety bond of Rs 5
million in favour of Ishaq Dar , why he was not appearing before the court .
Guarantor Ahmad Ali Qadoosi informed the court that the Minister was
admitted to a hospital in London and getting treatment of heart ailment.
He further informed the court that he would take three to six-week to recover
and travel back to the country.
Earlier, the prosecution counsel has furnished a report of serving
bailable arrestwarrants on Finance Minister.
The court was informed that investigation team went to the residence of
Finance Minister in Islamabad where security in-charge Ali Akbar informed that
he was in London and was unaware of his return schedule.
Prosecution argued that Finance Minister was wilfully skipping
the court proceedings so his non-bailable arrest warrants should be issued.
The court accepted the plea and issued non-bailable arrest warrants for the
Minister and adjourned the hearing in the case till November 21.
Meanwhile, National Accountability Bureau officials moved an application
with the courtseeking order to freeze another two properties of Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar .
In the application, it was stated that two more properties in the name of
Finance Minister and his spouse had surfaced and sought court‘s validation of the
NAB move of freezing it.
It was further stated that these properties were owned by Ishaq Dar and his
spouse, which were later transferred in the name of trust.
The application explained that one of these properties is situated at MM
Alam Road Gulberg III Lahore which right now is in the name of Hajveri
Foundation while another one is situated at plot number 33 and 34 Holiday Park
Ali Raza Abad Raiwind Road Lahore and is also in the name of Hajveri Trust.
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Chairman NAB using his discretionary powers has ordered to freeze these
properties and sought the court validation of the orders of Chairman NAB.
Суд Счетной палаты требует - Исхак Дар должен прибыть в суд 14
ноября с.г.
AC keeps Dar‘s bailable warrants intact
The Nation. November 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/09-Nov-2017/rejects-financeminister-s-plea-for-exemption-from-appearance

Rejects finance minister‘s plea for exemption from appearance
ISLAMABAD - Keeping the bailable arrest warrants intact, Accountability
Court Islamabad on Wednesday rejected the plea of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
seeking exemption from personal appearance and conducting the trial through his
representative and asked him to ensure his presence before the court on November
14.
The court further directed him to further furnish another two million rupees
surety bond on next date of hearing and also give last chance to him as well as his
guarantor who has already given surety bond of Rs5 million, which would be
forfeited in case he would not turn up before the court.
Judge Mohammad Bashir remarked that in case Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
would not turn up on next date of hearing, the court would initiate the process of
declaring him(Dar) a proclaimed offender.
Earlier, the defence counsel in the case presented the medical report
of FinanceMinister Ishaq Dar before the court and moved an application
seeking exemption from personal presence in the court during the trial owing to his
lengthy medical treatment abroad. He further requested the court to continue with
his trial through his counsel the point strongly opposed by the prosecution.
As the hearing began, the Dar‘s counsel Ayesha Hamid requested the court
to grant exemption to his client from hearing and conduct the trial through a
representative due to Dar‘s medial issues.
He informed the court that Dar was admitted in a hospital due to cardiac
issues and was constrained to stay in London for treatment. She further informed
that FinanceMinister underwent angiography and angioplasty during his treatment.
On the other hand, the NAB prosecutor opposed the Dar‘s request and
argued that it was just an attempt to delay the case proceeding. He claimed that Dar
had no such illness, which could stop him from appearing before the court.
He requested the court to issue non-bailable arrest warrants for Ishaq Dar for
his non-appearance, which was turned down by the accountability court.
After hearing the arguments, the court earlier reserved its judgment on
Dar‘s plea and later dismissed it and directed him to ensure his presence before the
court on next date of hearing and adjourned the hearing in the case till Nov. 14.
The court also maintained his bailable arrest warrants and rejected the NAB
request seeking non-bailable arrest warrants for Finance Minister for his nonappearance.
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The court directed to serve notices to the Dar‘s guarantors and observed that
surety bonds of the accused could be forfeited if he failed to appear before the
court on next date of hearing.
On previous date of hearing the court had granted him one
time exemption from appearance before the court and had maintained his bailable
arrest warrants.
The NAB had filed a reference against Finance Minister Ishaq Dar regarding
assets beyond known sources of income in compliance with the Supreme Court
verdict in Panama papers revelations case.
Суд Счетной палаты отверг предложение Наваз Шарифа соединить 3
дела против семьи Шарифов в одно.
NAB court rejects Nawaz's plea of clubbing all references
The Nation. November 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Nov-2017/nab-court-rejectsnawaz-s-plea-of-clubbing-all-references

The accountability court has rejected ousted Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's
plea of clubbing all three references into one.
The plea was filed by Nawaz Sharif and his sons, Hassan and
Hussain Nawaz .
Yesterday, Accountability Court reserved judgment on former prime
minister plea seeking clubbing of all the three corruption references against him,
after hearing arguments from both defence and prosecution counsels.
Although on previous date of hearing, Accountability Court Judge
Mohammad
Bashir
exempted Nawaz Sharif
and
other
accused,
Maryam Nawaz and Capt (retd) Safdar, for Tuesday as the court was to take up the
issue of clubbing of the references issue but Nawaz Sharif, his daughter
Maryam Nawaz and son-in-law Capt Safdar appeared before the court and spent
well over couple of hours hearing his counsel giving arguments in support
of clubbing the three references .
Judge Muhammad Bashir took up the Nawaz Sharif‘s plea seeking clubbing
together of all three references , including Avenfield property, Flagship Investment
and Azizia Steel Mills in light of Islamabad High Court (IHC) judgment to re-hear
the case.
Counsel Kh Harris contented before the court that the charges levelled
against the Sharif family were similar in all three references . ―The references are
related to different assets but the accused are same.‖
Harris said that nine and 13 witnesses have been named in the Flagship
Investment Ltd reference and Al-Azizia Steel Mills reference, respectively. Six
witnesses are common in both references and three are common with those of
Avenfield flats reference.
He argued that the same witnesses have to appear in
different references separately if three references were not clubbed. He said a
single trail should be conducted against his clients.
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Harris contended that the three cases should be clubbed and heard together
as they were similar in nature, saying the defence and the prosecution of the
three referenceswere also the same.
After Khawaja Harris completed his arguments, Nawaz , Maryam and Safdar
left the courtroom with permission of the court .
Later, opposing the defence counsel‘s arguments, National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) Prosecutor Waqas Malik said that although the primary accused in
all referencesis same yet references were separated due to different crimes and
transactions.
He said each nominated person had an individual role in each asset and Al
Azizia Steel Mills reference.
The prosecutor argued that the witnesses are common in three references but
they have to provide different documents for the case record. He said as Hassan
and Hussain Nawaz had not joined the court proceeding, the three cases couldn‘t
be clubbed for hearing.
After hearing the arguments from both sides, the court reserved its judgment,
which would likely to be announced on Wednesday.
A two-member bench of IHC had ordered the accountability court to re-hear
the case in accordance of section 17-D and suspended its decision for separating
the three references .
The AC was hearing three references against Sharif family members filed by
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) on September 8 in compliance with the
Supreme CourtJuly 28 judgment in the Panama papers case.
The court had indicted Nawaz Sharif in two references and his daughter
Maryam and Safdar in one reference.
Шехбаз Шариф обвинил Зардари в хищении 6 млрд. долл. (коррупция)
Shehbaz Sharif accuses Asif Zardari of Rs6 billion corruption
The Express Tribune. November 7, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1552308/1shehbaz-sharif-accuses-asif-zardari-rs6-billion-corruption/

Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif has said Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
Co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari was involved in the embezzlement of Rs6 billion of
tax-payers‘ money and urged him to refrain from issuing suggestive statements.
Speaking to the media after inaugurating a kidney transplant facility in
Lahore on Tuesday, he said the opponents have not been able to prove corruption
of even a single penny against the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) and the Sharif family, Express News reported.
PML-N is Pakistan‘s knight in shining armour: Shehbaz
Taking a jibe at Imran Khan and his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI), Shehbaz said those ruling the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) have done
nothing but plundering the province and were demanding early polls to sabotage
the ongoing Orange Train project.
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―They [PTI] haven‘t given anything to people of K-P and also want to
deprive masses in Punjab of their rights,‖ he added.
The Punjab CM alleged Imran of wasting the nation‘s time in antigovernment sit-ins and asserted that a PML-N government would have controlled
the spread of dengue virus instead of enjoying time at mountains – a reference to
Imran‘s frequent leisure trips to Nathiagali in the recent past.
‗Will abide by decisions of elder brother‘
In an apparent attempt to tone down reports of power tussle between Sharif
brothers, Shehbaz said he would abide by all decisions of his elder brother Nawaz
Sharif – the deposed prime minister who is also the ruling party‘s chairman.
Rana Sanaullah denies Shehbaz will be PML-N‘s candidate for PM‘s slot
In high-level party huddle in London last month, the ousted premier was
reportedly unhappy with the Punjab CM and his son Hamza Sehbabz‘s cold
response to the reconciliation efforts of his daughter Maryam Nawaz.
During the meetings in London, Shehbaz was said to have minced no words
in assuring his elder brother that he always stood by his side and would continue to
do so, but also said that the way loyalists were marginalised in the party at the
expense of promoting the ‗paratroopers‘ was costing the PML-N dearly.
Efforts afoot to reconcile Sharif brothers
The former prime minister was further urged by his younger brother that he
needed to differentiate between those who sacrificed for the party in the past to
keep it intact and those who brought the party to the point where it was today — on
the verge of isolation.
The elder Sharif reportedly sounded unhappy mentioning that senior cabinet
members and party leaders were openly criticising his policies and putting their
weight behind his younger brother.
Наваз Шариф, его дочь Марьям и зять Сафдар побывали в Счетной
палате (суд).
Nawaz, Maryam and Safdar leave NAB court
The Nation. November 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Nov-2017/nawaz-maryam-andsafdar-leave-nab-court

Ousted Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, daughter Maryam Nawaz and son-inlaw Capt (r) Safdar appeared before accountability court in connection of
corruption references filed against them by National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
today.
The references are filed with connection of London properties and Azizia
Steel Mill.
For the first time, all three reached in a single car as they have always
arrived in separate vehicles. Meanwhile, central leadership of Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) including Railway Minister Saad Rafique, Talal
Chaudhary, Mariyum Aurengzeb and Talal Chaudhary also reached outside
the court.
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The hearing is underway with reference to Islamabad High Court (IHC)
verdict of clubbing all three reference into one.
On firday, Judge Muhammad Bashir stated that he read in newspaper that
IHC has ordered to club all reference into one. Upon this NAB deputy prosecutor
told that that IHC did not give such verdict rather referred it back to
accountability court.
Furthermore, the judge read IHC verdict in which court was asked conduct
hearing under Article 17-D which stated "A person accused of offences more than
one of same nature, may be charged and tried at one trial for any number of
references."
Nawaz Sharif's lawyer, Khawaja Haris argued in favour of 17-D and
requested the courtto merge all reference into one.
Nawaz , Maryam and
Captain
(r) Safdar left
accountability court as
the court took a 15-minute break. The arguments of Khawaja Haris ended
regarding merging of references.
Имран Хан пообещал выйти на улицы, если Зардари и Наваз Шариф не
понесут наказание за коррупцию.
Zardari, Nawaz should not get another chance: Imran
The Express Tribune. November 6, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1551397/1legislation-weaken-nab-will-cause-mass-agitation-warns-imran/

ATTOCK: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan said on
Monday that if the ‗thieves‘ tried to bring a law to hide their corruption and
attempted to suppress judiciary, he would take to the streets along with the youth.
―People like [Asif] Zardari and Nawaz [Sharif] should be not given another
chance. How did they become so rich? They have looted the country. People will
not spare them,‖ Khan said while addressing a public gathering at Lalazar Stadium
in Attock.
He said that corrupt people were targeting the army and the judiciary which
would not be tolerated. ―Nawaz and Zardari have formed a nexus to plunder the
wealth of the nation,‖ he alleged.
The PTI chief said that Maryam Nawaz, the ousted PM‘s daughter, was still
suffering from the shock of accountability. ―It has repeatedly been asked why
Nawaz was ousted. Now the people will throw him out,‖ he said.
Khan said Sharif would not be successful in his corrupt practices. ―When in
power, the PTI will show how fast the country can progress… it will provide free
education, improve the government system and strengthen the institutions,‖ he
vowed, adding that he would not let NAB become weak.
Imran‘s party to be eliminated from parliament in 2018 elections: Amir
Muqam
He said that the environment was also getting worse under the present
government. ―We will have to think about our next generations and improve the
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environment. The PTI has planted 1.18 billion trees in K-P while forests in Punjab
have been cut down,‖ he added.
Demanding early elections in the country, the PTI chief said, ―There is
nothing like a government in the country. The prime minister is visiting London.‖
He added that Punjab CM Shehbaz Sharif had promised that load-shedding would
come to an end but the situation had become even worse.
He said that in China, capital punishment was awarded to those involved in
corruption while in Pakistan, there was no such punishment. However, now that
the judiciary had become independent, ―accountability is being done in the country
for the first time‖.
Other leaders including Shah Mehmood Qureshi, Sheikh Rashid Ahmed,
Malik Amin Aslam, Qazi Ahmed Akbar and Changaiz Khan were also present at
the public gathering.
Имран Хан играет на мантре коррупционных счетов (опять против
Наваз Шарифа), грозит поднять массы
Imran harps on accountability mantra
Muhammad Sabrin. The Nation. November 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Nov2017/imran-harps-on-accountability-mantra

ATTOCK - Continuing his tirade against the leadership of Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz and Pakistan People‘s Party, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
chief Imran Khan said the two parties looted the resource-rich country and they
must be held accountable for the plunder.
―Around the world, judges carry out accountability of corrupt leaders while
here Nawaz Sharif is talking about accountability by the people, he said at his
public meeting in Attock.
Former district nazim Tahir Sadiq from PML-Q with his supporters also
announced joining the PTI at the event. Awami Muslim League chief Sheikh
Rashid Ahmed, PTI leader Shah Mahmood Qureshi, former state minister Malik
Amin Aslam, MNA Zain Elahi, Attock District Council Chairperson Eman Tahir
and other notables were also present.
Imran said: ―Corrupt leaders like Nawaz Sharif and Asif Zardari come to
power to satiate their desires without doing any service to the country.‖
Welcoming Sadiq and his supporters to the PTI, the chairman said: ―Twenty-oneyear ago when I started talking about he loot and plunder of corrupt leaders, no one
listen to me but now the people have understood my point of view which reflects
that people are now awakening.‖
He said corruption was the biggest problem and root cause of all evils and
his party would uproot it at any cost. The PTI chief said that these corrupt leaders
were now confused and spewing poison against the army and the judiciary, as both
did not rescue these corrupt leaders. ―After coming to power, resources of the
country will be utilised for development and welfare of its people. Now, the people
have realised that who is sincere to the country.‖
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He said in China, corrupt leaders are sent to gallows while here corrupt and
disqualified people are leading political parties and enjoying VVIP protocol. ―In
the world, there is two types of politics, one is for personal benefits while the other
for public welfare and I believe in the latter,‖ he said. He said after coming to
power, his party will ensure justice at every level. ―We will have an independent
foreign policy, take decisions in the best interest of the country and no one will
dare dictate us,‖ he said.
Имран Хан обвиняет ПМЛ(Н) в коррупции, а парламент – в ее защите
Parliament protecting corrupt mafia: Imran
The Nation. November
protecting-corrupt-mafia-imran

04,

2017.

http://nation.com.pk/04-Nov-2017/parliament-

MUZAFFARGARH - Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chairman Imran Khan
Friday said his party will eradicate corruption from the country and hold
accountability of corruptpeople.
Addressing a public gathering at Kot Addu, 100km from here, Imran Khan
said if relief was provided to the corrupt mafia through an NRO, his party would
come on roads. He said there was no merit from cricket board to every small or
large department. He said Ishaq Dar committed money laundering and transferred
money to other countries.
The PTI chief remarked Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif should be in
Bollywood, adding he was fooling the people by making false promises and
announcements. ―The corrupt mafia has been fooling the people for the last 30
years. This corrupt mafiacommits money laundering and sends the looted money to
the foreign countries where their children establish businesses and set up offshore
companies. They celebrate Eid in foreign countries and if they suffer from cough,
leave for Europe, USA and other countries for treatment. On the other hand, the
poor women of Pakistan are giving birth to children on roads,‖ Imran Khan said.
―No corrupt person can become the leader of a political party in any country
all over the world, but in Pakistan the man who was disqualified by the Supreme
Court has been elected as president of the ruling party, the PTI chairman lamented.
He said foreign minister of the country, Khawaja Asif, polishes shoes of the Nawaz
Sharif family. ―In Pakistan, millions of children are dying by drinking dirty water.
I ask Nawaz Sharif where the money came from to buy Landon flats. No
department or institution of Pakistan dares to carry out inquiries against Nawaz
Sharif,‖ he averred.
Speaking on this occasion, former Punjab governor and chief minister,
Malik Ghulam Mustafa Khar, said PTI would protect rights of the poor after
coming to power and hold accountability of the corrupt mafia .
Nawabzada Mansoor Ahmed Khan, Mian Sajid Qureshi, Muhammad
Arshad and others also spoke on the occasion.
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INP adds from Kot Addu: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan
continued tirade against Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz and alleged
the parliament was protecting the disqualified prime minister.
Addressing a rally in Kot Addu, Imran Khan criticised the leaders of
Pakistan People‘s Party and Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz. He said democratic
setup guarantees supremacy of the law, but this is not the case in Pakistan.
―We went to the Supreme Court after all institutions refused to listen to us
and hold accountability of the corrupt Sharif family,‖ he said. Khawaja Asif told
the Sharif family that the people will forget Panama case in a few days. He asked
Asif if robbers rob his house, he can forget about it. They looted the money of the
people, how they can forget it, Imran questioned.
Reiterating his promises, Imran Khan said if he comes to power, he will
ameliorate the lot of the people, improve police system as well as health and
education sectors in all the provinces. Earlier, Imran reached the venue of the rally
along with Jahangir Tareen, Aleem Khan and other party leaders.
Later, addressing a rally in Uch Sharif, Imran claimed disqualified prime
minister Nawaz Sharif failed to provide a single document as evidence to the
Supreme Court in the Panama Papers case.
«Никакие обвинения против Наваз Шарифа не подкреплены
доказательствами», - заявил мининдел Хаваджа Асиф.
No allegations proved against Nawaz Sharif: Khawaja Asif
SHOAIB
UR
REHMAN.
BR.
3.11.2017.
https://www.brecorder.com/2017/11/03/378475/no-allegations-proved-against-nawaz-sharifkhawaja-asif/

ISLAMABAD: Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif on Thursday
said that allegations levelled by Pakistan Tehrik e Insaf (PTI), against Nawaz
Sharif were not proved.
Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif had declared all assets before the
courts but he was disqualified on having ―Iqama‖, he said while talking to a private
news channel.
The Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz (PML-N) was a big political party of
the country which held majority in the Parliament, he added.
Nawaz Sharif was the president and leader of PML-N and the party was
taking guidance from him, he said.
Nawaz Sharif had served thrice as Prime Minister of Pakistan and twice as
Chief Minister of Punjab, he added. Despite illness of his wife, Nawaz Sharif was
appearing before the courts, he said, adding that there should be no politics on it.
He said that the PML-N was running the government in the Federal, Punjab,
Balochistan, AJK, and Gilgit-Baltistan.
The PML-N government after coming into power in 2013 general election
had made efforts for resolving energy crisis and eliminating terrorism.
The economy of the country was improving due to the prudent policies of
the PML-N government, he said.
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To a question, Khawaja Muhammad Asif said that the present government
would complete its constitutional tenure and next general election would be held
on time.
To another question he said that Pakistan wanted to have good relations with
the United States based on mutual respect. He said that Pakistan had given a lot of
sacrifices in the war against terrorism.
He said that India was involved in human rights violations and killing of
innocent Kashmiris. The FM said Pakistan will continue its political, moral and
diplomatic support for the cause of Kashmir.
Зардари выступает за немедленный арест Наваз Шарифа и его семьи.
Zardari calls for immediate arrest of Nawaz, his family
The Express Tribune. 21.10.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1536878/1-zardari-callsimmediate-arrest-nawaz-family/

Former president and PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari on Saturday
demanded that Nawaz Sharif and his family must be arrested immediately and
made to face accountability just like he and his family did.
The PPP would not accept any deviation in this regard, said Zardari in a
statement issued from Lahore, where he was addressing a meeting of the party‘s
manifesto committee.
The Sharif family, he said, was being accorded VIP protocol while facing
accountability. Their requests for bail were being immediately approved while he
had sometimes to wait for two and a half years for bail approvals, he added.
Party switch: Another PML-N leader defects to PPP
Zardari said that they routinely arrested ―us and sent us to jail first before
even looking at our cases‖. He added, ―We faced trials held at different venues. I
wish the Sharif family has to endure the same.‖
He reminded that Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was the first leader who allowed all
Pakistanis to have passports. ―Millions of Pakistanis are now living abroad and are
prosperous. They are remitting foreign exchange and strengthening the national
economy,‖ he added.
The former president of Pakistan also reminded that Benazir Bhutto had
provided jobs to hundreds of thousands of young people when she ascended to
power.
―She also restored the jobs of people terminated during the Zia regime.
Elements who didn‘t want people to prosper filed references against Benazir even
for providing jobs to people. Anti-people forces dismissed her governments,
rendering numerous government servants jobless,‖ he said.
―But when the PPP again ascended to power, it not only created new
resources for jobs but also provided jobs to hundreds of thousands of people,
restoring employees who were removed during the Nawaz Sharif era,‖ he added.
It‘s not Sindh but your politics that will be ruined, Bilawal tells rivals
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Terming the PPP‘s manifesto revolutionary, Zardari said that education,
health and peace were among top priorities of his party.
The PPP, he said, wanted to convert Pakistan into a welfare state in
accordance with the vision and philosophy of Benazir Bhutto. ―She envisioned a
country with free access to justice and a state where people have full right to make
progress.‖
Senators Syed Naiyyar Hussain Bukhari, Saleem Mandviwala, Sherry
Rehman, Mian Manzoor Wattoo, Chaudhry Lateef Akbar, Amjad Hussain, Dr
Nafeesa Shah, Sabir Baloch, Akhundzada Chattan, Nisar Ahmed Khuhro and Syed
Naveed Qamar attended the meeting.
Zardari dismisses talk of deal in his acquittal
Meanwhile, senior PPP leader Malik Hakmeen Khan met Zardari at the
Zardari House in Lahore. They discussed the overall domestic situation in general
and the political situation in district Attock in particular.
Appreciating Khan‘s services for the party, Zardari asked him to mobilise
party workers for the election campaign in Rawalpindi division.
Meanwhile, Zardari confirmed the candidacy of vice-president of PPP‘s
women wing Nasira Meo from NA-138 Kasur.
Nasira Meo said that Zardari announced this a day ago at a party meeting in
Lahore.
Глава Счетной палаты обвиняет Шахбаз Шарифа в получении взятки
New NAB chief slams Shahbaz Sharif over graft charges
Syed Irfan Raza. Dawn, October 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1365212/newnab-chief-slams-shahbaz-sharif-over-graft-charges

ISLAMABAD: National Accountability Bureau Chairman retired Justice
Javed Iqbal on Friday criticised Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif for calling
NAB a ‗corrupt organisation‘.
According to a private TV channel, the NAB chief slammed the Punjab chief
minister and said that those who now called NAB a corrupt organisation had
finally opened their eyes to the scourge of corruption. Why couldn‘t they watch
and end the scourge when they were in power, the NAB chief asked.
Justice Iqbal was made NAB chief on Oct 8 after Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi and Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed
Khursheed Shah reached consensus on the issue.
―What‘s the objective of calling NAB a corrupt organisation just when its
new chairman has taken over charge?‖ he asked.
He said NAB had played an important role in eliminating corruption from
the country, adding that he would adopt a zero tolerance policy towards corrupt
officials.
The Punjab chief minister had on Thursday claimed that NAB was the most
corrupt organisation of the country and that it was being used for political
purposes.
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Mr Sharif made the remarks after former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, his
daughter Maryam and son-in-law retired Capt Safdar were indicted in a NAB
reference on the charges of corruption.
Наваз Шарифу 20-го октября с.г. предъявлено обвинение в 3-й раз, а
также его скрывающимся сыновьям.
Nawaz Sharif indicted in third reference
The Express Tribune. October 20, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1536261/nawazsharif-indicted-third-reference/

ISLAMABAD: The accountability court on Friday indicted deposed prime
minister Nawaz Sharif Flagship Investment Ltd reference filed against him by the
National Accountability Bureau (NAB).
The judge read out the charges against Nawaz to his legal representative,
Zafir Khan.
Nawaz‘s sons Hasab and Hussain Nawaz are also accused in the case and
have already been declared proclaimed offenders for being unable to appear before
the court.
Суд Счетной палаты выдвинул обвинения в коррупции против Наваз
Шарифа, его дочери Марьям и зятя Сафдара; они отрицают свою вину.
Corruption reference: Nawaz, daughter, son-in-law indicted by
accountability court
The Express Tribune. October 19, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535379/maryamnawaz-capt-safdar-appear-court-likely-indicted-today/

An Islamabad-based accountability court, on Thursday, indicted deposed
prime minister Nawaz Sharif, his daughter Maryam Nawaz and son-in-law Capt
(retd) Muhammad Safdar over corruption references filed, in connection with the
Avenfield property, by the National Accountability Bureau (NAB).
During the proceedings, the court rejected two applications filed by the
former prime minister and his son-in-law. In his application, Nawaz had sought
stoppage of trial against him on the basis of a review petition filed in the Supreme
Court while Safdar was seeking a stay on his possible indictment.
Earlier, Maryam and her husband arrived at the court for the hearing of NAB
references. The accountability court last week was forced to postpone the
indictment proceedings in a corruption reference filed against Nawaz and his
children after lawyers associated with the PML-N protested in the courtroom.
Indictment delayed: Rowdy lawyers disrupt accountability
The lawyers had been lashing out at the law-enforcement personnel,
deployed in and around the Federal Judicial Complex (FJC) where the
accountability court is located, accusing them (the law-enforcement personnel) of
manhandling them. The hearing on October 13 pertained to a NAB reference
against former premier Nawaz Sharif, his two sons, daughter and son-in-law in
connection with the Avenfield Apartments.
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Amid chaotic scenes, the judge went back into his chamber and adjourned
the hearing until October 19 (today). The judge also ordered the inspector general
of the Islamabad police to conduct an inquiry into the incident and submit a report
in the court.
The trio has denied all charges levelled against them.
Марьям Шариф и ее муж были в Счетной палате.
Maryam, Capt Safdar reaches NAB court, may be indicted today
The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Oct-2017/maryam-captsafdar-reaches-nab-court-may-be-indicted-today

Daughter of ousted Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Maryam Nawaz Sharif
and her husband Captain (r) Safdar reached accountability court in connection with
corruption references filed by National Accountability Bureau (NAB).
It is expected that court will indict Sharifs today even though Nawaz Sharif
and leading lawyer Khawaja Haris are out of the country.
The lawyer of Maryam and Captain (r) Safdar has requested the court to not
to indict his clients today. The lawyer Amjad Pervaiz argued that references is
incomplete.
"We have not been given complete documents including copy of Volume 10
of JIT report," he argued.
The accountability court was set to indict Sharif family on October 13 but
had to delay it due to ruckus created by lawyers inside the court premises.
Furthermore, the Nawaz Sharif's legal team has filed application in
accountability court to stop the proceedings till the verdict of Supreme Court.
Nawaz Sharif has filed an appeal to merge all three references.
The application was filed by assistant lawyer of Khawaja Haris.
Meanwhile, talking to journalists in the court, Maryam Nawaz stated that
this is the first time 'Sicilian Mafia' is appearing before the court. "This is
happening for the first time that trial is being conducted after the verdict," she said.
Зять Наваз Шарифа Сафдар кричит, что его обвинили в коррупции
незаконно
Safdar accuses JIT of humiliating him
Dawn, October 16th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1364105/safdar-accuses-jit-ofhumiliating-him

TAXILA: Retired Captain Mohammad Safdar, a member of the National
Assembly and son-in-law of ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, has claimed that
he was humiliated by the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) constituted by the
Supreme Court in the Panama Papers case.
Addressing the participants of the Urs of Darbar Azeemia in Saalikabad
Shareef near Hassanabdal on Sunday, he assailed Wajid Zia, head of the JIT,
saying: ―Wajid Sahib, your Volume-10 has been closed, but our volumes 11 and 12
would be opened and would never be closed by anyone.‖
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Attock Deputy Commissioner Rana Akbar Hayat was also present on the
occasion.
Capt Safdar said Nawaz Sharif had been disqualified as prime minister
because he had made the country a nuclear and economic power. Without naming
anyone, he said: ―Our many friends have left us when we are in troubled waters.‖
Says many friends have turned their backs on him and Nawaz Sharif‘s family
The MNA said he had entered the parliamentary politics to protect the
finality of Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon him) and promote his
teachings.
He paid tribute to Mumtaz Qadri, who was hanged for assassinating former
Punjab governor Salmaan Taseer, and urged the participants of the congregation to
pray for the early recovery of Kulsoom Nawaz, who is undergoing cancer
treatment in the United Kingdom.
Счетная палата назвала сыновей Наваз Шарифа (они в Лондоне)
беглецами от правосудия.
Court to declare Nawaz sons fugitives
The Nation. October 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Oct-2017/court-todeclare-nawaz-sons-fugitives

ISLAMABAD - Separating the trial of Hassan and Hussain Nawaz Sharif
from rest of the accused, National Accountability Court Islamabad Monday
initiated process of declaring them proclaimed offenders for wilfully avoiding the
proceedings against them in three corruption references.
Judge Mohammad Bashir rejected Nawaz Sharif‘s plea for granting him
permanent exemption from appearing in the court and fixed Oct 13 for indicting
Nawaz, Maryam Nawaz and Capt(r) Safdar in the graft cases.
While fixing the date for indictment the judge remarked that he would
charge-sheet the accused even if they did not turn up in the courtroom.
The court granted bails to Maryam Nawaz Sharif, who was on bailable arrest
warrant, and her husband Capt(r) Safdar on filing surety bonds of Rs50 million
each before the court.
Maryam and Safdar are co-accused with Nawaz Sharif in the references
regarding London flats 16, 16-A, 17 and 17-A at Avenfield House, Park Lane,
London.
The cases against members of Sharif family and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar
spring from the Panama leaks investigations conducted by the apex court of the
country which on July 28 had also disqualified Nawaz as member of the National
Assembly, causing him to lose the premiership.
Ms Maryam Nawaz drove to the NAB Court from the residence of her
daughter‘s in-laws in the morning while her husband was produced before the
court by NAB authorities – who had taken him into custody soon after his landing
at Benazir Bhutto International Airport Islamabad in small hours of Monday. He
was taken to NAB prison in Islamabad.
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Extra-ordinary security measures were in place in and around the NAB court
premises and only the people with court permission orders were allowed to enter
the court premises.
Police and Frontier constabulary personnel were deployed there and the
security arrangements were quite better than the lousy arrangements on previous
date of hearing.
Bails
At the outset of the proceedings the court provided the copies of reference to
Maryam and also asked her to furnish surety bonds, which were submitted by state
minister Tariq Fazl Chaudhry on behalf of the accused.
In her bail plea Maryam submitted before the court that she was constrained
to attend the court proceedings due to the serious illness of her mother.
As the prosecution did not press against granting her bail, the court accepted
her plea and also granted bail to her spouse on the same grounds.
In case of Safdar, who was brought late in the courtroom, the judge
conditioned his foreign travel with the court permission.
After securing bails, Maryam and Safdar left the court separately.
Proclaimed offenders
In case of Hassan and Hussain Nawaz the prosecution presented the report of
serving the court orders on their given addresses. The court was informed that as
both of them were abroad so their arrest could not be made possible.
The judge taking notice of their wilful avoiding the court proceedings in the
pending references against them ordered separating their trial from rest of the
accused and directed for initiation of the process to declare them proclaimed
offenders.
Under the process they would be summoned against through advertisements,
to be displayed on their addresses within the country and sent to their addresses in
London through Foreign Office.
Finally, in case of their non-appearance, they would be declared proclaimed
offenders in these cases and their perpetual arrest warrants would also be issued.
The court could even direct for confiscation of the properties in their name
and award them punishment in absentia under Clause 31-A of NAB Ordinance.
Nawaz plea
The court also heard arguments on an application filed by Nawaz Sharif
seeking permanent exemption from appearance in the court.
When the court asked his counsel Khawaja Harris if he was requesting
exemption from today‘s hearing only, the lawyer responded that his client had
gone to London to look after his ailing wife and he should therefore be granted
permanent exemption.
After initially reserving the decision, the court rejected the application for
Sharif‘s permanent exemption. The court allowed Sharif exemption from today‘s
hearing only.
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The NAB prosecution asked the court to issue arrest warrants for Nawaz,
who they said had left for London despite being a primary accused without
informing NAB authorities. The judge reserved his decision on this matter.
NAB team to visit London
A three-member NAB team will visit the United Kingdom to collect more
evidence related to the Sharif family‘s Avenfield apartments.
NAB Lahore Director General Major (Retd) Shahzad Saleem has directed
the team, which would be headed by Nadir Abbas, to collect further evidence
related to the London properties of the Sharif family. According to sources, the
three-member team has formally applied for British visas.
Правительство всецело одобрило деятельность Исаак Дара по
ускорению развития экономики
Ishaq Dar wins kudos over ‗economic turnaround‘
The
Express
Tribune.
October
19,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1535201/extraordinary-role-ishaq-dar-wins-kudos-economicturnaround/

ISLAMABAD: The federal cabinet on Wednesday, which met under the
chairmanship of Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, strongly condemned
unprovoked firing by the Indian security forces across the Line of Control (LoC),
wounding innocent civilians including women and children.
The cabinet prayed for swift recovery of the injured.
According to a statement issued by the PM Office, the cabinet expressed
‗deep appreciation‘ for Finance Minister Ishaq Dar for his ‗extraordinary role‘ in
achieving 10-year high growth rate of 5.3 per cent in financial year 2017 which,
the cabinet claimed, was endorsed and acknowledged by the World Bank in its
recent statement.
PM, his top men meet COAS to allay concerns on economy
The cabinet approved the appointment of Justice Musarrat Hilali, judge of
the Peshawar High Court as the Judge Special Appellate Court, KhyberPakhtunkhwa under Section 46(1) of the Prevention of Smuggling Act, 1977.
The cabinet approved the proposal to notify the Pakistan Mortgage
Refinance Company Limited as Development Financial Institution under Section
3-A of the Banking Companies Ordinance 1962.
Ex-Post Facto approval of acceptance of Argentine award ‗Order of Mayo‘
by. Imtiaz Ahmed, Additional Secretary, Foreign Affairs Division, was also
granted. Imtiaz Ahmed had received the award while serving as ambassador of the
country in Argentine.
The cabinet also approved the signing of Inter-Governmental Agreement
regarding supply of liquefied natural gas (LNG) between the Ministry of Energy
(Petroleum Division) and the Economic Planning Unit, Malaysia.
Ex-post facto approval of acceptance of awards ‗King Abdul Aziz Medal of
Excellence‘ and ‗Legion of Merit‘ by Saudi Arabia and the Turkish government to
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Gen Zubair Mahmood Hayat, NI (M), Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee,
was also granted.
Dar steps in to end tiff on economy
Signing of MoU between the TAFE Directors, Australia and the Pakistan
National Vocational and Technical Training Commission for encouraging
cooperation in vocational and technical training to the National Vocational and
Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) was also approved by the cabinet.
The meeting ratified various decisions of the Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) of the cabinet taken during its meeting held on October 6, 2017.
The cabinet also approved the appointment of six members of the National
Industrial Relations Commission.
Глава Счетной палаты приказал заморозить активы и собственность
Исаак Дара
NAB chief orders freezing Ishaq Dar‘s assets
NOKHAIZ SAHI. The Nation. October 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/19Oct-2017/nab-chief-orders-freezing-ishaq-dar-s-assets

ISLAMABAD - National Accountability Bureau (NAB) Chairman Justice
(r) Javed Iqbal Wednesday ordered the authorities to freeze properties and assets of
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar in the case of accumulation of assets beyond known
sources of income, The Nation has learnt.
According to the documents available with The Nation, the NAB chairman
signed the order which says, ―After having gone through the entire record of
prosecution witnesses and material as well as documentary evidence with diligent
application of mind, I am of the view that there are reasonable grounds to believe
that prima facie the offences of corruption and corrupt practices have been
committed as enumerated in Section 9 (a)(v) of the NAB Ordinance 1999.
Accordingly, in exercise of powers as conferred upon the NAB chairman under
Section 12 of the NAO, freezing order is hereby passed qua the assets, properties
as mentioned in reference No 21/2017 titled ‗State versus Muhammad Ishaq Dar
pending adjudication. The assets and the properties mentioned in the reference are
not to be disposed of, pledged sold or alienated. Moreover, their status shall not be
changed in whatsoever manner till disposal of the reference.‖
The documents reveal the prosecutor general (accountability) has instructed
deputy prosecutor general accountability, Rawalpindi, to file an application for
confirmation of the NAB chairman‘s order regarding Dar‘s case in the
accountability court.
An official of the NAB, while talking to The Nation, said the NAB chairman
had the power to issue such kind of order, but it was compulsory that the bureau
would file application in the light of the chairman‘s order in the court for
implementation on it.
After issuance of this order, the NAB will file the application in the court
within next two weeks. He said if the NAB failed to file such an application in this
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regard, the chairman‘s order would lapse under the rules. Former NAB chairman
Qamar Zaman Chaudhry had rejected the recommendation of the Lahore Bureau
regarding freezing assets of ousted premier Nawaz Sharif, his children and Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar in corruption references. The Lahore Bureau had also asked for
putting the names of the accused on the exit control list (ECL).
However, the NAB spokesperson claimed the former chairman had not
passed any such order. He said, ―The NAB Lahore director-general has neither
asked for freezing accounts nor for putting the names of the Sharifs and others on
the ECL.‖
The documents further say the NAB Lahore had issued a letter on September
18, 2017, titled ―Transfer of Property U/S 23 of the NAO 1999 – Investigation
against Ishaq Dar for Accumulation of Assets beyond Known Sources of Income
and Others‖.
The letter says, in compliance with the order of the Supreme Court of
Pakistan dated July 28, 2017, the NAB Lahore has prepared and filed an interim
reference in the Accountability Court Islamabad whereas further investigation is
still under process.
The letter states, ―Any person who transfers or creates a charge on property
in contravention of sub-section (a) shall be punishable with rigorous imprisonment
for a term which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine
exceeding the value of the property involved.‖ It further says ―Any
transfer/sale/alienation of any property, in any manner whatsoever, is punishable
under Section 23(a) of the NAO Ordinance.‖
Earlier, the NAB Lahore had written letters to State Bank of Pakistan and
Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) asking for the bank and
business details of Ishaq Dar and his family members.
On the other hand, the NAB chairman Wednesday directed the bureau
officials to complete inquiries and investigations following rules and regulations
and with use of scientific techniques. He said this while reviewing the performance
of the operation division of the NAB at its headquarters.
The NAB chairman said the NAB was established to end corruption, recover
looted money from corrupt people and deposit it with the national exchequer.
The officers working in the NAB did not belong to any party or person, but
belonged to the NAB and the state, he added.
The NAB chairman said 10-month time was fixed for filing a reference and
the timeline for cases would be strictly observed. Javed Iqbal said every effort
would be made to arrest proclaimed offenders and wanted persons. He said he
would personally supervise the filing of references in the accountability courts so
that ends of justice could be met.
He asked the bureau officials to work on the basis of transparency, gather
evidences and complete inquiries as well as investigations so that corrupt elements
could be sentenced by respective accountability courts, high courts and the
Supreme Court of Pakistan on the basis of solid proofs. The proper prosecution of
cases would increase reputation of the NAB, he added.
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The NAB chairman said he himself would monitor the cases of promotion of
officers, besides looking into the cases of deputation in the NAB.
He said the NAB was not established to take political revenge and promote
anybody‘s wishes. The NAB officials would have to work as a team and with a
new passion, energy and commitment, he said.
Обвинения против Исаак Дара
вызывают их недовольство.
Corridors of power at a standstill

нервируют

предпринимателей,

Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, October
http://www.dawn.com/news/1362593/corridors-of-power-at-a-standstill?preview

9th,

2017.

The markets have been in a tailspin ever since PML-N supremo Nawaz
Sharif was sent packing through a Supreme Court decision that also ordered a
reference to be filed against his all-powerful finance minister, Ishaq Dar.
Opposition parties in parliament and the Senate Standing Committee on
Finance have since been calling for Mr Dar‘s resignation, saying it is embarrassing
for the country to have a finance minister tainted with allegations of financial
impropriety. Mr Dar has denied all charges that he accumulated assets and funds
through unfair means.
The PML-N has cold-shouldered opposition demands for Dar‘s exit and has
decided to continue his economic and financial supervision till the end — to ensure
consistency ahead of elections — unless forced otherwise on a legal basis.
The fragile PML-N government appears to be moving towards a phase
where dealing with day-to-day affairs has become a priority rather than long-term
policy direction. Businesses are getting nervous and investor sentiment eroding
An Islamabad-based accountability court has indicted the finance minister
on the request of the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) for allegedly
accumulating assets and funds beyond his known sources of income.
Political uncertainty has taken root since then, affecting the country‘s
economic outlook at a critical juncture. The benchmark 100-share index of the
Pakistan Stock Exchange has plunged almost 7,000 points since the July 28
decision of the apex court.
This reflects adversely on the country‘s long-term economic and financial
transition ahead of political change eight to 10 months down the road. While
domestic investor sentiments have yet to take off as the country moves closer to
ending chronic energy shortages, the lack of equilibrium in different pillars of the
state is likely to take its toll on the nascent macroeconomic recovery.
Still hanging on his shoulders is the potential reopening of the Hudaibiya
Paper Mills case that involved a confessional statement Mr Dar is reported to have
made during retired Gen Musharraf‘s early days in power, suggesting he
transferred funds abroad on behalf of the Sharif family through benami accounts.
Until the Panama Papers controversy, Mr Dar expressed anger if anyone
asked him about the confession that, according to him, was ―a piece of trash
written under duress‖ and ―thrown in the dustbin by the high courts‖ in 2014.
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Without its own investigation, the National Accountability Bureau (NAB)
has filed a case against Mr Dar on the basis of a report prepared by a specially
constituted six-man joint investigation team (JIT) probing allegations of money
laundering against the Sharif family.
The case states that ―the accused acquired assets and pecuniary interests and
resources in his own name and/or in the name of his dependants of an approximate
amount of Rs831.678 million‖, showing 90 times increase in a few years which
were ―disproportionate to his known sources of income for which he could not
reasonably account for‖.
In the interim reference, however, NAB appeared not fully convinced with
the evidence against Mr Dar when it told the accountability court that foreign
countries had been requested to provide certain records which, if materialised,
would be produced before the court.
The accountability court under the direction of the Supreme Court is
required to complete the trial in six months.
In the meanwhile, the fragile PML-N government under the short-term
prime minister, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, appears to be moving towards a phase
where dealing with day-to-day political challenges and economic affairs has
become a priority rather than long-term policy direction and a proactive approach.
Businesses are getting nervous and investor sentiment eroding.
There are already indications about a possible delay in the launch of a
planned $1 billion sukuk bond because the government is busy firefighting in the
evolving political and legal environment. The primary focus remains on fighting a
legal battle for survival, rather than going the extra mile to leave a stable plate for
the successor.
That, in a manner, appears to be a repeat of 2008 when Pakistan had to
postpone a couple of transactions in the international capital markets to offload
some blue chips at the eleventh hour under the coalition government of the PPP
and PML-N. What followed was a serious balance-of-payments problem and a
tough bailout programme from the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
The pattern returned ahead of the 2013 general elections as political
uncertainties returned amid growing tensions among various state organs, energy
projects stalled, reforms were blocked, and the national kitty is now facing the
brunt leading to another IMF injection.
Even if the government goes ahead with the bond launch, its price would
keep growing with each passing day as a premium for the uncertainty.
On top of that, roadshows and investor conferences not only require a
confident team, with an unblemished reputation, of economic managers to respond
to critical questions from outsiders, but also a couple of stable weeks to smoothly
sail through the process. When you are questioned at home for integrity, what
message would a foreign investor get?
A unified national stance can build on the country‘s weaknesses and
strengths with resilience but the message of a divided house is a recipe to a free
fall.
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The biggest sufferers, as always, would be the common people, who deserve
a better standard of living after a long, back-breaking low-growth journey.
Исаак Дар не сможет поехать на ежегодные сессии МВФ и
Всемирного банка из-за обвинений в коррупции и необходимости прийти в
Счетную палату 12 октября
Dar not to attend World Bank, IMF meetings amid graft case
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
October
8th,
2017.
October
08,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1362448/dar-not-to-attend-world-bank-imf-meetings-amid-graftcase

ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar will skip the annual meetings of
the boards of governors of the World Bank group and the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) in view of a corruption case against him being heard by an
accountability court, informed sources told Dawn on Saturday.
The annual meetings will be held from Oct 9 to 15, whereas the next hearing
of Mr Dar‘s case is scheduled for Oct 12.
This will be the first time since 2013 that Mr Dar will not represent Pakistan
at the joint annual meetings of the World Bank and IMF. Finance Secretary Shahid
Mahmood would instead lead the Pakistani delegation, which would include the
State Bank governor, the sources said.
An accountability court indicted Mr Dar last month in a reference pertaining
to his owning ―assets beyond his known sources of income‖.
The meetings will bring together central bankers, ministers of finance and
development, parliamentarians, private sector executives, representatives from
civil society organisations and academics to discuss issues of global concern,
including the world economic outlook, poverty eradication, economic
development, and aid effectiveness.
The event includes meetings of the Development Committee, the
International Monetary and Financial Committee, the Group of Ten, the Group of
24, and various other constituencies.
The annual meetings will also include a day of plenary sessions, in which
governors take up matters of business and consult with each other. At the meetings,
the boards of governors make decisions on how current international monetary
issues should be addressed and approve corresponding resolutions.
Обвинения Имран Хана в коррупции со стороны ПМЛ(Н)
Disqualification case: Imran submits more documents to SC
The
Express
Tribune.
October
7,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524827/disqualification-case-imran-submits-documents-sc/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan on
Friday submitted details in the Supreme Court related to the disqualification case
filed against him by Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) leader Hanif
Abbasi.
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The PTI chief submitted documents detailing bank transactions in
connection with his assets and accounts of his offshore company Niazi Services
Ltd (NSL).
Banigala property: Gifts from wife not declarable: Imran
In a written response that accompanied the documents, Imran said he had
mentioned the transfer of money from his account to ex-wife Jemima Khan in
financial documents submitted before the Election Commission of Pakistan in
2003.
The reply maintained that the accounts of NSL clearly showed that the loan
taken by Imran from Jemima had been repaid. Documents of the receipt of the
amount by Jemima from the Anglo Irish Bank were also furnished.
The documents also showed that Jemima had transferred £79,000 as
payment to Imran for the blueprint of the Bani Gala residence. According to the
documents, the £79,000 was repaid to Jemima as part of the £562,000 amount.
Bani Gala property: No fraud detected in money trail: CJP
There was nothing left in the NSL account which Imran could have shown in
his assets declarations or tax returns, the reply states, adding that Imran was an
MNA from 2002 to 2007 and in that time period he did not get a penny from the
£99,000 nor was it a receivable.
By the time of 2013 general election, the NSL account was empty and thus
nothing in it could be shown in the nomination papers.
Одно из главных свидетельств против Исаак Дара (коррупция)
провалилось
Key witness against Dar sacked, NAB told
Danish
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1524017/key-witness-dar-sacked-nab-told/

6,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: The National Database and Registration Authority
(NADRA) informed the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) on Thursday that
one of the key prosecution witnesses in a graft reference against Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar has been removed from service.
The development surfaced after NAB sent a ‗notice of readiness‘ to NADRA
Operations Director Syed Qaboos Aziz, directing him to be ready to record his
statement along with necessary documents in connection with the reference
pending before an accountability court. Aziz is one of the 28 prosecution witnesses
in the case.
―You are prosecution witness in the reference. Hence you are requested to be
available for recording of evidence along with necessary record in this month on
short notice,‖ the NAB notice said.
NADRA responded that the officer had been ‗separated from service‘ and
that he might be contacted at his residential address. NADRA also informed NAB
that for any other assistance it had appointed another officer, Ghazali Zahid, as the
focal person on behalf of the authority.
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Ishaq Dar will be behind bars within three months, says PTI‘s Fawad
Chaudhry
Aziz‘s service was terminated two days after he submitted the record of
members of Dar‘s family to the anti-corruption watchdog in connection with the
preparation of the reference against him over the accumulation of assets beyond his
known sources of income.
Keeping in view the NAB‘s allegation of acquiring assets in his own and his
dependents‘ names, Qaboos is a valuable witness as he provided the complete
family tree of Dar, which enabled the bureau to identify some assets abroad in the
name of a relative of his.
A NADRA spokesperson clarified that Aziz could appear as a witness before
the accountability court; however, for any further assistance the authority had
appointed a new focal person.
Aziz was appointed as the focal person after NAB asked NADRA to assign a
senior officer to courier by hand to its investigators the information about Dar‘s
family that was needed in connection with investigations regarding the reference
filed on September 8. The package was handed over to NAB investigators by Aziz
on August 21.
Assets reference: Ishaq Dar indicted over corruption
On August 23, he was handed a termination letter without assigning any
particular reason. ―It is to inform you that your service contract is hereby
terminated with immediate effect,‖ the letter said, citing a clause of the contract
with binds NADRA to pay three-month salary to an employee at the time of the
termination of his service. Qaboos had joined NADRA in 2001 as a database
administrator.
According to a source, Qaboos may file an application with the monitoring
judge of the Panamagate case, Justice Ijazul Ahsan, against his termination from
service.
Коррупция – главная проблема на пути ведения бизнеса в Пакистане
‗Corruption is top problem for doing business in Pakistan‘
Mubarak
Zeb
Khan.
Dawn,
September
27th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1360255/corruption-is-top-problem-for-doing-business-in-pakistan

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s competitiveness has risen by seven places to
115th, according to latest Global Competitiveness Report (2017-18) of the World
Economic Forum.
The improvement in ranks shows that Pakistan‘s competitiveness has
improved for the past two consecutive years. It indicates that certain
macroeconomic indicators of the country have improved in the last one year. In
2016-17, Pakistan‘s competitiveness rose by four places.
In the global context, for the ninth consecutive year, Switzerland ranks as
the most competitive economy in the world, United States and Singapore rank at
second and third respectively.
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Competitiveness has improved across most countries in South Asia, in
particular in the two Himalayan countries of Bhutan (82nd, up 15) and Nepal
(88th, up 10).
On a similarly positive trend, Pakistan (115th, up seven) and Bangladesh
(99th, up seven) have both improved their scores across all pillars of
competitiveness. Both India (40th, down one) and Sri Lanka (85th, down 14 ranks)
had corruption and inefficient government bureaucracy as key factors for hindering
progress.
Country‘s ranking in competitiveness index has risen in the past two years
According to the report, this year among 114 global competitiveness
indicators, Pakistan showed improvements on 82 key indices, whereas on 20
indices the country lost its previous position. And on 12 indices Pakistan, retained
its position as last year.
The Global Competitiveness Report 2017-18 also identifies corruption as the
most problematic factor for doing business in Pakistan, followed by tax rates,
government instability/coups and crime and thefts. Almost similar problems were
highlighted in last year‘s report, showing that no development was seen on this
account.
On the institutions pillar, Pakistan improved 21 ranks and stands at 90 from
111 last year. Infrastructure improved from 116 to 110, on the Macroeconomic
Stability Pillar Pakistan improved 10 ranks and stands at 106.
On other pillars, among 137 countries, Pakistan ranks at Health and Primary
Education 129, losing one rank from last year, Higher Education and Training
improved from 123 to 120, Goods Market Efficiency 107, Labour Market
Efficiency 128, Financial Market Sophistication 96, Technological Readiness 111.
Maintaining the regional competitiveness edge Pakistan ranks at 28 on the
pillar of Market Size. Also showing sustained improvements on Business
Sophistication the rank changed from 95 last year to 81 in 2017, while on the
Innovation pillar an impressive improvement of 15 points now places Pakistan at
60 rank on the global competitiveness index.
Chief Executive Officer of Mishal Pakistan, the Country Partner Institute of
the Global Competitiveness and Benchmarking Network of the World Economic
Forum Amir Jahangir, said, ―Pakistan is classified as a factor driven economy,
which primarily depends on improving its institutions, infrastructure,
macroeconomic stability, health and primary education indicators.
Pakistan has managed to resist the global crisis and has shown resilience for
economic recovery. Globally countries that are competitive have shown resilience
to crisis. However, the reforms agenda still remains an unfinished business‖.
Among 138 countries the performance of institutions are ranked as
following: Intellectual Property Organisation (97), Judicial Independence (80),
Police Services (116), Auditor General of Pakistan Revenues (110), National
Highways Authority (76), Pakistan Railways (52), Civil Aviation Authority (91),
NEPRA (115), Higher Education Commission of Pakistan (116), National
Vocational and Technical Training Commission (99), Competition Commission of
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Pakistan (70), Pakistan Customs (93), State Bank of Pakistan among other 138
Central Banks at (89), SECP at (91) and TDAP (135).
Имран Хан считает, что Зардари смог избежать обвинения в коррупции
благодаря сговору
Imran sees collusion in Zardari's acquittal in corruption reference
Dawn, August 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354439/imran-sees-collusion-inzardaris-acquittal-in-corruption-reference

LAHORE: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf chairman Imran Khan on Sunday alleged
that the acquittal of former president Asif Ali Zardari in the last pending corruption
reference against him was a result of collusion.
Addressing a press conference, he said: ―What else should we expect if major
parties appoint the chairman of NAB (National Accountability Bureau)?‖
The PTI leader said he trusted neither the institution nor its prosecution. The
only thing he could trust was proceedings under or monitored by the Supreme
Court, he added.
He said Mr Zardari was on record having denied and then admitted owning
the Surrey Palace and money in Swiss accounts. How could he be given a clean
chit, he wondered, adding that the only possibility was politics of accommodation
that both major political parties of the country had been practising.
PTI chief wants permission to take part in by-poll campaign
Mr Khan said that coming by-elections for the National Assembly seat
vacated after the disqualification of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif was a
defining event, which would set the direction for the country — whether the law
was supreme or the people wanted to be ruled by ―the same dacoits‖.
He said the rule of law had claimed a big scalp in Mr Sharif‘s ouster and the
PTI had sown renewed consciousness among the masses, thus Sept 17, the polling
day for the by-poll in NA-120, would define which way the country would go.
He urged the Election Commission to let him campaign for his party‘s
candidate. ―I am simply the party chairman, without any official portfolio. Why
should I be debarred from the campaigning?
―Neither me nor PTI MNAs are allowed to participate in the campaign. On
the other hand, the entire state machinery is involved in the election. Maryam
Nawaz Sharif is occupying the Chief Minister House and all PML-N ministers and
parliamentarians in Lahore are participating in the campaign against the PTI. The
Election Commission should take note of the situation,‖ he demanded.
―Our party‘s workers, especially women, are being harassed. The party holds
the inspector general of police directly responsible for the protection of political
workers. If he fails in his duty, the party will take him to the court,‖ he said.
He said the ousted prime minister had been controlling all state institutions.
―Now, the Supreme Court and the joint investigation team, growing out of that
control, have given a verdict against him. This very decision is taken by Nawaz
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Sharif as a conspiracy. ‗How could state institutions go against me?‘ That is the
crux of the conspiracy for him.‖
Наваз Шариф продолжает опровергать решение Верховного суда о его
коррупции
Nawaz Sharif files another review petition in SC challenging Panamagate
verdict
Haseeb Bhatti. Dawn. August 27, 2017 https://www.dawn.com/news/1354087/nawazsharif-files-another-review-petition-in-sc-challenging-panamagate-verdict

Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif submitted another review petition in the
Panamagate case in the Supreme Court (SC) on Saturday — this time against the
judgement presented by the three-judge bench on July 28.
In the fresh review petition, Nawaz Sharif, while asking the SC to declare its
verdict void and revoke it, has argued that not drawing a salary and not declaring it
cannot be made the basis of disqualification.
The ousted premier has asked how his disqualification came about on the
basis of matters concerning Capital FZE, when there was no mention of the firm in
the original petition against the Sharif family filed by the plaintiffs.
In an effort to further his argument regarding the matter of not drawing a
salary from Capital FZE, the petitioner raised the point that according to Pakistan's
income tax laws, a salary is that which has been received by the filer.
The petitioner maintains that in light of this, the law cannot disqualify him
even if he were to declare his salary from Capital FZE.
On the matter of not declaring his assets, Nawaz Sharif has said in the petition
that a relevant forum exists to deal with such concerns and had the SC directed the
matter towards that forum, he would have had the chance to defend himself.
In his petition, Nawaz Sharif has also has objected to the fact that the
defendants' reservations regarding the joint investigation team (JIT) were
dismissed.
The petitioner maintains that asking the trial court to wrap up its proceedings
within six months will affect the verdict, adding that no law in Pakistan allows for
the monitoring of a trial court and thus the SC's orders to conduct such monitoring
are against the law.
Previously, Nawaz Sharif had already filed three petitions against the verdict
presented by the five-member SC bench on April 20.
Finance minister Ishaq Dar also filed a review petition against the
Panamagate verdict on August 21, just one day before the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) summoned him to appear before investigators for a probe into his
assets and funds.
Nawaz Sharif's children — Hussain, Hassan and Maryam — and his son-inlaw retired Captain Mohammad Safdar filed review petitions challenging the SC's
July 28 verdict, on August 25.
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На фоне Наваз Шарифа забыли о коррупции Зардари
Day-to-day hearings in final corruption case against Zardari
Malik Asad. Dawn, August 17th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1352050/day-to-dayhearings-in-final-corruption-case-against-zardari

ISLAMABAD: The references against former prime minister Nawaz Sharif
may be dominating headlines, but an accountability court in Rawalpindi has
expedited proceedings in the last pending corruption reference against former
president Asif Ali Zardari.
The court will continue day-to-day proceedings against the PPP cochairperson today (Thursday) over his allegedly illegal assets, both in Pakistan and
abroad.
In the reference, Mr Zardari and his wife, the late Benazir Bhutto, had been
accused of acquiring assets through illegal means.
Former president is accused of illegally accumulating assets in Pakistan and
abroad
The reference was filed before an accountability court in 2001 and was closed
in 2007 under the National Reconciliation Ordinance (NRO), issued by the
government of retired Gen Pervez Musharraf.
The Supreme Court, in its verdict in the NRO case on December 2009, had
ordered the revival of cases closed under the ordinance. By then, however, Mr
Zardari had been sworn in as president and therefore enjoyed acquired immunity
under Article 248 of the Constitution.
NAB re-opened the assets reference in April 2015, but the case has been
proceeding at a snail‘s pace. Early on, both the prosecution and defence counsels
did not seem to want to pursue the case vigorously.
There has been no progress this year either, as Mr Zardari‘s counsel was
unavailable due to other commitments or ailments.
However, in the wake of the recent judgment in the Panama Papers case, Mr
Zardari‘s counsel Farooq H. Naek became available and the accountability court,
with the consent of the National Accountability Bureau (NAB), initiated daily
hearings in the matter.
Courts generally opt for day-to-day proceedings with the consent of both the
prosecution and the counsel for the accused.
Earlier this year, the prosecution learnt that a star witness in the corruption
reference had ‗mysteriously disappeared‘.
The witness in question, Barrister Jawad Mirza, was then declared a
proclaimed offender by the Rawalpindi accountability court.
Mr Mirza was a legal consultant with NAB‘s Financial Crime Investigation
Wing (FCIW) in 2002, and presented volumes of documentary evidence to the
investigation officer. The evidence includes documents related to money
transactions, including details of bank accounts and offshore companies allegedly
belonging to Mr Zardari and his family.
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Unless the consultant testifies before the court, takes ownership of the
documents and authenticates them, they will not be deemed admissible and won‘t
be treated as tangible evidence.
When contacted, NAB prosecutor Tahir Ayub told Dawn the case was in its
final stages, therefore, the court had decided to go for day-to-day hearings.
He expressed the hope that proceedings would be completed in the next few
days, after which the court would pass a verdict.
Mr Zardari has faced a total of six corruption references; apart from the assets
reference, the former president was also implicated in the SGS, Cotecna, Polo
Ground, Ursus Tractors and ARY Gold corruption references.
NAB re-opened these references once Mr Zardari had completed his term
office, and the former president was acquitted in five of the six references after a
re-trial before the accountability court.
Верховный суд отложил решение по «Панамагейт» (до 28 июля).
SC reserves verdict in Panama case
Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. 22.07.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/22-Jul2017/sc-reserves-verdict-in-panama-case

ISLAMABAD - The Supreme Court, after hearing the petitioners and
respondents counsels for five consecutive days on the joint investigation team (JIT)
report, reserved its judgment on Friday.
The three-judge bench, headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal, said it would surely
look into the matter of disqualification of the respondents.
However, Justice Afzal observed that concealment of assets fell under Section
12(2)(f) of Representation of People Act, 1976, which was jurisdiction of the
Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP).
The petitioners, PTI Chairman Imran Khan, Sheikh Rashid and Jamaat-eIslami chief, have argued that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has concealed facts
about Capital FZE company, while Maryam Safdar hid the fact that she was the
beneficial owner of Neilsen and Nescoll.
Justice Sheikh Azmat Saeed made it clear during the proceedings that they
would not deviate from the law and would not trample the fundamental rights of
the respondents. ―We are for justice,‖ he added.
Justice Saeed also said that they were least concerned about what was
happening outside the court, adding: ―We are aware of our judgment.‖ The court
noted that this is the case of evidentiary value.
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) Additional Prosecutor General Akbar
Tarar, contrary to the earlier stance of the NAB chairman, informed the court that
they were considering filing an appeal against the Lahore High Court (LHC)
judgment in Hudaibiya Paper Mills case.
When Justice Ejaz inquired when that would happen, Tarar replied, ―Within a
week‖.
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The referee judge of the LHC had quashed the proceedings against the Sharif
family in Hudaibiya Paper Mills case. And NAB Chairman Qamar Zaman
Chaudhry, during the Panama case hearings, had clearly stated that they would not
file appeal against the LHC judgment.
Salman Akram Raja, who a day ago faced tough questions while defending
Maryam Safdar, Hussain Nawaz and Hassan Nawaz, satisfied the court on Friday
regarding the misgivings about the different signatures on the trust deed and its
attestation.
The judges lauded his arguments. ―Raja you have done your homework and
established your point. We are grateful for your valuable assistance,‖ said Justice
Saeed.
He told the court that Akram Sheikh advocate, who had submitted the trust
deed, has said that there was a mistake but no illegality regarding different
signatures on the deed.
Raja said that Volume IV of the JIT report also explains the controversy and
did not consider it illegality.
About the deed‘s attestation having been done on a Saturday (holiday), the
counsel said that today (Friday) he received mails from various UK law firms and
according to those the solicitors in Britain even work on Sundays.
He said that solicitor Freeman Box had a good relationship with Hussain
Nawaz for the last 14 years therefore he signed the deed on Saturday and it was not
unusual and illegal.
Raja said that his clients had not committed any forgery – which entails seven
years of imprisonment.
Justice Ijazul Ahsan noted that Hussain Nawaz before the JIT took specific
position that no meeting was fixed during the weekend.
Justice Ejaz Afzal asked from the counsel; ―Do you agree if we sent it to
accountability court for evidentiary hearing.‖
Raja argued that the JIT record was incomplete.
Justice Ahsan said that it would be determined by the trial court therefore they
did not want to give any findings.
Raja told the SC that Qatari Prince Sheikh Hamad bin Jasim bin Jaber was
ready to record his statement through video link.
Justice Afzal questioned was he ready to give evidence today?
The counsel replied he‘s not sure about it but added that Arsalan Iftikhar‘s
case was also before the court, claiming ―this is not the case of vicarious family
liability.‖
Justice Afzal said that Pakistan Penal Code dealt with the ―vicarious liability‖,
while Section 9(a)(v) of NAO (National Accountability Ordinance) was complete
and envisaged the public-holder, the benamidar and the associate.
The court noted that the British Virgin Islands (BVI) attorney general
responded to the JIT‘s Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) request, dated June 16,
2017, on July 4. However, the JIT through the SC registrar submitted the AG BVI
letter before the court on July 20.
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Therefore, Justice Azmat said they would open Volume XI of the JIT report,
which contained the MLA requests to foreign counties.
Khawaja Haris was allowed to examine the Volume XI of the report.
The petitioners, in view of the JIT report, referred to Article 207 of the
Constitution and claimed that PM Nawaz Sharif had lied to the nation as he was
working in Capital FZE company.
Justice Afzal said Article 207 was for the judges, adding there was no express
provision in the constitution that the prime minister could not work.
Jamaat-e-Islami counsel admitted that Article 207 did not bar the prime
minister to do business or work, but he said the PM should have declared that in
his nomination papers - which he did not.
The PTI and Sheikh Rashid demanded disqualification of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif under Article 62 and 63 of Constitution.
They contended that if the Qatari letters were taken out then the Sharifs had
no case. They said that if the court wanted to hold trial then the prime minister
should be disqualified first.
However, PTI counsel Naeem Bukhari said there had to be fair trial.
Bukhari said that NAB chairman had been sitting on cases against Nawaz
Sharif. He urged the court to pass order for disqualification of Nawaz Sharif from
the membership of the National Assembly.
Concluding his argument, Naeem Bukhari said that he had utmost faith and
confidence in the apex court and submitted to disqualify PM Nawaz and Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar under articles 62 and 63 of the constitution.
Sheikh Rashid said that the Sharif family did not reply to the 13 questions of
the apex court. For the last one year, they had not supplied the required documents
neither to the apex court nor to the JIT, he added.
He said that PM Nawaz was using ―threatening language‖ against the court.
The PM is not ―Sadiq‖ and ―Ameen‖, he alleged, and added that it was good
that the prime minister owned the statements of his children before the JIT.
The bench appreciated the efforts of the JIT members.
Justice Ahsan said that the work of the JIT members needed to be
commended as they had worked in extreme difficulty.
Tariq Hassan, the counsel of Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, submitted a box
containing 32 years of income tax record of the minister. He said his client had
given the record of his income tax to the JIT and now he was filing it before the
apex court.
Justice Ahsan said that the JIT in its findings said that Dar‘s income increased
from nine million Dirhams to 854 million Dirhams over a span of just five years.
Hassan replied that Dar had 40 years of experience and held many important
positions, and he worked for Sheikh Al-Nahyan to earn 800 million Dirhams in
five years.
Justice Ahsan told him that he should have provided the appointment and the
contract letters, terms of condition, and the bank accounts details to establish this
claim.
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Tariq said that there was no reference against his client and he only appeared
as a witness before the JIT.
At that, Justice Saeed in a lighter vein remarked ―he [Dar] wanted to become
an approver [against Sharifs]‖?
Justice Ahsan said that there was plenty of material against Ishaq Dar
available with the FIA and the NAB.
The court after hearing the arguments, reserved its judgment.
SC reserves verdict in Panama case.
Верховный суд занимает двойственную позицию
«Панамагейт» и обвинений Наваз Шарифа со стороны JIT.
SC hints at sending Panama case to trial court

по

поводу

Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. July 19, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/19-Jul2017/sc-hints-at-sending-panama-case-to-trial-court

ISLAMABAD - The Supreme Court said the data collected by the joint
investigation team is not conclusive, hinting at sending the case to a trial court.
While heading a three-member bench that heard arguments on the JIT report,
Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan asked the prime minister‘s counsel whether the Supreme
Court or an accountability court would decide the matter.
Justice Ijazul Ahsan said: ―We have not closed the doors yet. Whatever the
JIT has recommended is not order of the Supreme Court.‖
The court made it clear that there is no ongoing investigation. ―We have given
the JIT two weeks to wrap up its setup from the Federal Judicial Academy,‖ Justice
Afzal said. He further said no further document from the JIT except the replies of
the requests made under mutual legal assistance would be acceptable, but they
would be opened in the court in front of everyone. ―We don‘t want to keep
anything secret,‖ Justice Ejaz said.
PPP leaders Khurshid Shah, Qamar Zaman Kaira, Nadeem Afzal, Chan and
Faisal Karim Kundi, JI leader Liaquat Baloch, AML President Sheikh Rashid and
PML-N leaders were present during the proceedings.
Justice Ahsan observed the idea of constituting the JIT was to give an
opportunity to the respondents, the Sharif family, to clear and vindicate their
position.
However, Khawaja Haris, representing Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, said the
opportunity was denied to his client.
Justice Sheikh Azmat Saeed said the whole matter revolves around the four
London flats. ―Hussain Nawaz says flats are his property, but no documents except
ownership of flats and the service agreement of Minerva Services Limited were
produced.‖ He said the ownership of the London flats had been proven beyond
doubt.
Justice Saeed said to the PM‘s counsel: ―You own the property and you have
to prove it. It is not the finding but the material.‖
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Justice Ahsan said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif made categorical statements
in the National Assembly and in his address to the nation that they had all
documents related to the Gulf Steel Mills and the flats and they would be
produced, but the requisite documents were not given to the Supreme Court or JIT.
He said the respondents concealed and withheld the documents.
Justice Ahsan said they would see the material in totality and examine it
under articles 187 and 190 of the Constitution.
The prime minister‘s counsel argued that the JIT had overstepped its mandate
and given findings, which was not its job. He maintained it was not mandate of the
JIT to recommend reopening of the cases which were closed transactions. It was
assigned the task to examine the material available with the FIA and the NAB, he
said. The JIT was given 13 questions to find their answers, but it added two more
questions on its own, Haris said, adding it also asked the NAB chairman to reopen
cases against the Sharif family.
Justice Afzal observed that one of the prayers of the petitioner was to direct
the NAB chairman to reopen Hudaibiya case. ―However, we did not pass the
order,‖ the judge said.
Justice Saeed said one of the investigations was regarding the Avenfield
Apartments. This case has been pending for the last 17 years and the NAB
chairman has been sitting on it.
The court noted the UK flats are the subject matter of the earlier cases as well
and Al-Taufeeq case has an aspect regarding the flats.
Justice Ahsan said all the things were inter-connected, adding Ishaq Dar in his
affidavits had also mentioned it.
The judge said those issues could not be separated and they had to see them in
totality. ―Investigation is not complete if it is not seen in totality.‖
Haris contended the JIT had no mandate to recommend reopening of the cases
already closed.
Justice Saeed said the JIT could recommend anything what they liked, but if
they had not passed any order in this regard, there should be no retrial or fresh trial.
He said under Article 13 of the Constitution, a person is to be tried once.
―If a matter is decided, it can‘t be tried again. If at the end of the day
reopening is decided, you can invoke Article 13 of the Constitution by filing a
petition,‖ the judge told Haris.
Justice Afzal said they have given verdicts in cases where there was an
undisputed fact like that in dual nationality case, adding no undisputed document
has come up in this case.
Justice Ahsan said an ample opportunity was given to the respondents to
vindicate their position and produce the documents, but they did not do so. He
said: ―It was their attitude and approach before the JIT that they didn‘t recall.
There was total denial and non-cooperation.‖
Haris contended the JIT did not confront any document to the respondents
when they appeared before the JIT.
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He said the JIT asked his client about Muhammad Hussain who had died 40
years ago.
Justice Azmat Saeed said, ―Your client had the opportunity to rebut the
allegations, but he did not do so.‖ Haris contended it can‘t be a fair trial if the apex
court sends the reference to the accountability court.
Under mutual legal assistance, Haris said the JIT hired the services of a law
firm for collection of documents, which is contrary to Section 21 (g) of the
National Accountability Ordinance, 1999. Section 21 of the NAO does not allow
engagement of private persons for collection of documents from a foreign state, he
added. He contended the documents obtained even through the mutual legal
assistance had to qualify the test of Qanoon-e-Shahadat.
Justice Afzal questioned whether the court can refuse to accept a document
that comes under the mutual legal assistance only for the reason that it did not
come through the foreign office. ―Should we discard the document because it did
not come through proper channel?‖ he said.
Justice Azmat Saeed noted the mutual legal assistance was a bilateral treaty
between two states. Mutual legal assistance treaty would have to be looked at, he
added.
Haris contended any document that comes from abroad should come through
the foreign office. He said Quist law firm was engaged by the JIT in violation of
Section 21 (g) of the NAO.
Monitoring Desk adds: According to a TV channel, PM‘s counsel accepted
before the court the his client was the chairman of the board of Capital FZE, an
offshore firm in UAE.
―Hassan Nawaz was the owner of Capital FZE and PM Nawaz was only
designated as chairman of the doard of this offshore company but he did not
receive any salary,‖ Haris told the apex court‘s three-judge bench in response to a
query during the ongoing hearing of the Panamagate case.
Армия не имеет никакого отношения к «Панамагейт».
Army has ‗no direct role‘ in Panama probe
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. 17.07.2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/17-Jul-2017/armyhas-no-direct-role-in-panama-probe

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan Army says it has no "direct involvement" in the
Panamagate investigation, which appears to have brought the ruling Sharif family
into a blind alley.
Army spokesman Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor on Sunday also said that those who
believe that army was pulling the strings in Panama affair "are under foreign
influence" – a diplomatic way to call someone disloyal.
He was addressing a press conference to announce the launch of another
military offensive along the Pak-Afghan border and also tell the people how much
progress the armed forces have made against terrorism.
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Codenamed as Khyber-IV, the new operation seeks to purge the Rajgal Valley
of terrorists and prevent infiltration of Daesh, which have got strongholds across
the border in Afghanistan, the director general of Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) informed the journalists.
When his attention was drawn towards speculation regarding the army's
involvement in the report submitted to Supreme Court by the joint investigation
team [JIT], he said there is "no direct army involvement".
"The JIT was made by the Supreme Court. Two of its members belong to the
Inter-Services Intelligence and Military Intelligence. It is a subjudice case, and it
will go to court," he said.
"There is no direct army involvement in the JIT," he asserted, adding that the
"Pakistan Army will continue playing its role for the security of Pakistan with
other institutions." Maj-Gen Asif added that "political talk is in the political
domain."
The SC-sanctioned JIT probed the Sharif family's wealth for around 60 days
as part of the Panamagate case and produced a report that is being considered too
damaging for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who is now being demanded by most
of the opposition parties to resign.
The ruling party says the whole affair is part of a conspiracy to dethrone
Nawaz. As the JIT during its investigations would repeatedly summon members of
Sharif family and others, and grill them for hours, the PML-N leaders kept hinting
that army was the real write of the script.
Now that the probe team has submitted its report to the SC, which is resuming
Panama case hearing today, many neutral observers believe that army could be
supporting the efforts to at least send Sharifs packing, if not the whole government
and assemblies.
"Every person has freedom of opinion," the DG ISPR said. People who
believe that the army is doing its best for the country are not part of the campaign
to discredit the institution on social media, he said, adding that those who believe
otherwise "are under foreign influence".
Asif Ghafoor also read out a message from army chief during the press
conference.
"We are building peace in our country brick by brick and moving from
relative stability towards enduring peace. For this, the army should continue to
perform its role with support of all other state institutions," he quoted Genral
Qamar Javed Bajwa as saying.
Khyber-IV
About the new military operation, he said, ―The armed forces have launched a
major offensive in the Rajgal Valley as part of the ongoing [countrywide]
Operation Raddul Fasaad.‖
Daish has increased its influence on the Afghan side and the objective of this
operation is to check their cross border intrusion to carryout terrorist activities on
this side of the border, said the director general of Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR).
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He said one division troops with the support of Pakis tan Air Force are taking
part in the operation as the Rajgal Valley is the toughest terrain in Fata.
He said international border with Afghanistan will be fully secured to check
infiltration of terrorists and to destroy their hideouts in our side of the border.
Asif Ghafoor said that around 500 families had been living in this area, who
are now staying at safer places as Temporarily Displaced Persons. He said due to
effective security operations in the tribal belt, incidents of terrorism have
reasonably been declined in the country.
Border fencing and coordinated actions
About Afghanistan, Asif Ghafoor said Afghan forces are losing their hold
over their areas. He said Afghan forces will have to strengthen their footprint to
check the influence of terrorist outfits like Daish.
He said Pakistan has also decided to fence its entire border with Afghanistan
and first phase of fencing is underway. He said we will also ensure physical and
technical surveillance of the fence. Pakistan believes in an open door policy with
Afghanistan however, he added.
Asif Ghafoor while referring to some reports suggesting a joint border
operation with Afghan forces clarified that such reports had surfaced during a visit
made by a top-level United States Congressional delegation.
"The true meaning of a joint operation is when both forces conduct operations
at the same time. There is a coordinated and complementary operation on their
respective sides of the border."
Information would be shared with Kabul if the Afghan leadership wished to
conduct supporting operations and coordination in this regard is ongoing, he
elaborated.
ISPR DG however clarified that Pakistan Army itself would conduct all
operations on its side of the border. "No other force will have boots on the ground
in our country. All operations are conducted by Pakistani security forces," he
asserted.
Any coordinated operations with Afghanistan will be meant for actions by
both the countries on their respective territories, he added.
Answering another question, there is no timeline for the operation as yet;
Ghafoor said and added that the Pakistan army had informed Afghan security
forces ahead of the launch of the Khyber-4 operation in Rajgal.
To a question, Asif said Raymond Davis has written his book as contractor
and such books have their own agendas, which could be exposed later on.
LoC and Kulbhushan
Elaborating on the situation on the Line of Control, ISPR DG said India is
committing massive ceasefire violations on LoC to divert world attention from the
grave human rights violations and indigenous struggle of the people in the
Occupied Kashmir.
To a question, he said Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa will take a
final decision on the appeal of Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadav at the earliest. He
assured that the decision of the army chief will be based on justice.
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Answering a question, he said China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is very
critical for the development of the country. He said the security forces of Pakistan
are very vigilant to foil enemies' designs against CPEC.
Review on Raddul Fassad
Earlier, he gave a detailed review of the ongoing operation Raddul Fassad.
ISPR chief said 46 major operations and over 9,000 intelligence based operations
were launched, while 107,07 joint check posts were established across Pakistan.
Thirteen major operations and over 800 IBOs were conducted in Balochistan.
In Sindh, 522 terrorists voluntarily surrendered while 15 were killed.
In Punjab, six major operations and over 7,000 IBOs were carried out.
Twenty two terrorists were also killed.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 27 major operations were launched, while 817
intelligence based operations were also conducted.
Commenting on security situation in Karachi, ISPR DG said incidents of
terrorism have declined by 98 percent in the port city.
He said Pakistan has also decided to fence its entire border with Afghanistan
and first phase of fencing is underway. He said we will also ensure physical and
technical surveillance of the fence. Pakistan believes in an open door policy with
Afghanistan however, he added.
Asif Ghafoor while referring to some reports suggesting a joint border
operation with Afghan forces clarified that such reports had surfaced during a visit
made by a top-level United States Congressional delegation.
"The true meaning of a joint operation is when both forces conduct operations
at the same time. There is a coordinated and complementary operation on their
respective sides of the border."
Information would be shared with Kabul if the Afghan leadership wished to
conduct supporting operations and coordination in this regard is ongoing, he
elaborated.
ISPR DG however clarified that Pakistan Army itself would conduct all
operations on its side of the border. "No other force will have boots on the ground
in our country. All operations are conducted by Pakistani security forces," he
asserted.
Any coordinated operations with Afghanistan will be meant for actions by
both the countries on their respective territories, he added.
Answering another question, there is no timeline for the operation as yet;
Ghafoor said and added that the Pakistan army had informed Afghan security
forces ahead of the launch of the Khyber-4 operation in Rajgal.
To a question, Asif said Raymond Davis has written his book as contractor
and such books have their own agendas, which could be exposed later on.
Имран Хан тоже должен представить информацию о своих доходах
Imran Khan should present himself too for accountability: SC
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Syed Sabeehul Hussnain. Gaily Times. 12.07.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/12Jul-17/imran-khan-should-present-himself-too-for-accountability-sc

CJP remarks money trail of one of PTI chief's accounts was vague * Court
seeks documents supporting income claims from playing cricket
ISLAMABAD: Chief Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Mian Saqib Nisar on Tuesday
observed that when Imran Khan was claiming to expose corruption then he should
also present himself for accountability.
He said this when Naeem Bukhari, counsel for Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
Chairman Imran Khan, during the course of Kaptaan‘s disqualification case
hearing, contended before the court that his client had been playing cricket since
70s and at that time he was not a public figure.
The CJP observed that the skipper may not be a public figure at that time but
now he was the public figure. He further observed that when Khan claimed that he
had to expose corruption then the same should also apply on him.
The chief justice of Pakistan expressed concern over non-availability of PTI
counsel Anwar Mansoor, who filed an application of general adjournment and flew
to the United States.
Headed by the CJP, a three-member bench took up Pakistan Muslim League
Nawaz (PML-N) leader Hanif Abbasi‘s petition for hearing seeking Kaptaan‘s
disqualification.
Expressing concern over absence of counsel, the CJP added that the court had
to streamline all aspects because these were important issues. He remarked that the
PTI should have done something or curtailed its counsel.
―Or we should summon Imran Khan to resolve the issue of representation
because he is head of PTI so that we could be assisted as to how the case must be
proceeded further. This is not the way he (counsel) went abroad leaving the matter
part heard,‖ observed chief justice.
When Bukhari requested that he could file replies on behalf of the PTI, the
chief justice observed that merely filing of replies would not work.
Abbasi‘s lawyer Akram Sheikh complained that some of the replies had not
been filed.
―The order was passed on June 14 with directions to file reply within a week
and you are filing the reply now. It seems that the ‗patchwork‘ is being done,‖
chief justice told Bukhari.
Justice Umar Ata Bandial, member of the bench, observed that the bench
attended questions and there were many gaps. On Mansoor‘s absence, Justice
Bandial reminded Bukhari that the court was hearing the case of Article 62 and 63
wherein the bench needed legal assistance from the lawyers, despite number of
similar cases.
―This is really upsetting us. We expected to be properly assisted at least
today,‖ the CJP observed further pointing out that the bench was not sitting idle
and was looking into documents, which have been so far produced by both parties.
Declining adjournment application, the court directed Ibrahim Satti, counsel
for Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP), to resume his arguments.
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Команда JIT сообщила, что Наваз Шариф не смог ответить на
большинство вопросов о своей коррупции.
JIT says PM couldn‘t ‗satisfactorily answer most of the questions‘
Azfar-ul-Ashfaque. Dawn, July 12th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1344740/jit-sayspm-couldnt-satisfactorily-answer-most-of-the-questions

KARACHI: The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing money laundering
allegations found Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ―could not satisfactorily answer
most of the questions‖ during his appearance on June 15.
The JIT report, submitted to the Supreme Court on Monday, said he was
―evasive, speculative and non-cooperative‖.
―He was generally evasive and seemed preoccupied during the interview,‖ the
report said. ―Major part of his statement was based on ‗hearsay‘. He remained noncommittal, speculative and at times non-cooperative while recording his statement
before the JIT,‖ said the team‘s analysis of the prime minister‘s statement.
Editorial: From JIT to NAB
It went on to say that Prime Minister Sharif tried to ―parry most of the
questions‖ by giving indefinite answers or by stating that ―he does not remember,
ostensibly to conceal facts‖.
Sharif insists his assets reflected in income tax returns, wealth statements
In his statement to the JIT, the prime minister gave details of his early life, his
entry into politics and the offices he held during his three-decade-long political
career.
He claimed that the assets he owned, possessed or had acquired ―are, in their
entirety, reflected in my income tax returns and wealth reconciliation statements‖.
―I do not own or possess, nor have acquired any assets or interests therein
other than those mentioned in my income tax returns and wealth reconciliation
statements,‖ he stated.
He, however, informed the JIT that initially he had been a shareholder and/or
director in one or more companies established by his late father in Pakistan. But for
about three decades ―I have not been director in any of those companies. In any
case, I have not been actively involved in the business of any of those companies
since 1985‖.
―I became finance minister in 1981. I was not overseeing any businesses
myself after 1981, although I may have been the director of some companies. I
however disassociated myself from all businesses in 1998,‖ he said, adding: ―As
far as the meaning of disassociation from business is concerned, it is true that it is
more in terms of disassociation from any management function, rather than in
terms of holding financial interests in a company. After all how can you make a
living if you disassociate yourself from the financial interest...‖
London apartments
Talking about the London properties, he said he had gone there in 1989 and in
the 1990s and stayed in the Avenfield apartments. ―I knew Hussain and then
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Hassan, who were studying in London, were living in those apartments. All the
expenses related to their stay were met by the money my father used to send them.
I know broadly that we were paying the ground rent, service charges and utilities
but do not know whether rent was being paid or not. Hussain was dealing with
these issues and he knows the most. I knew it was an arrangement made by Mr Al
Thani and my father. I do not however know about how the bearer certificates were
transferred.‖
Mr Sharif informed the JIT that he did not refer to the investment between the
Qatari family and his father in his speeches but clearly said that he would tell the
details when the time came.
About a Guardian report that quoted his wife as saying that the Avenfield
apartments were purchased for Hassan and Hussain in 2000 while they were
studying in London, ―my response is that sometimes these things are said because
of lack of knowledge‖, he said.
Regarding a huge sum of money gifted to him by his son Hussain, he said in
the statement: ―I do not find any issue with the fact that my son Hussain sends me
money as gifts which I either spend myself or gift it to my daughter Maryam. It is
foreign exchange coming into Pakistan and the money was sent through the official
banking channels.‖
Following are the questions asked by the JIT and the prime minister‘s
answers.
Q: In your speeches you had mentioned that all record relating to Azizia
and Gulf Steel was available but later your counsel stated in the Supreme
Court that no such record was available. Can you explain this contradiction?
A: I am not sure, maybe I had given the record to the speaker, but I am not
sure about this.
Q: You have stated that you stand by whatever respondents 6, 7 and 8
have submitted before the Supreme Court of Pakistan during the proceedings
of the case about Gulf Steel and Azizia etc. Did you personally see what they
have submitted before the Supreme Court of Pakistan or your knowledge is
based on family discussions?
A: I had not seen the submissions, my knowledge is based on the family
discussions but I endorse whatever has been submitted by them.
Q: Do you have any other documents that you want to produce in
addition to the ones you have brought today?
A: There are no further documents to be produced. We have already provided
all the documents we had.
Q: In 1999, the Queens Bench Division had put a caution on the
Avenfield properties which was removed on the basis of a settlement. What is
your knowledge about the terms of the settlement?
A: I have heard about it but I do not know about the terms of settlement.
Q: You had referred to the settlement of family assets in 2005. Was the
matter of investment of proceeds of Gulf Steel discussed especially with
regards to the Avenfield properties?
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A: Yes, perhaps it was discussed and since they had remained in the
possession of Hassan and Hussain. I think Hassan is the owner but I‘m not sure.
Q: Hussain claims to own the apartments now but practically Hassan has
lived in one of the apartments from decades now. Don‘t you find this a bit
odd?
A: It is not unusual for brothers.
Q: Do you know about the trust deed signed between Mr Hussain Nawaz
Sharif and Ms Maryam Nawaz Sharif with reference to the companies of Mr
Hussain?
A: I have no knowledge of the trust deed signed by Mr Hussain Nawaz Sharif
on behalf of Maryam (Nawaz) Safdar.
Q: Do you know Saeed Ahmed of National Bank of Pakistan and did you
have any business with him?
A: I know Saeed Ahmed since a very long time but I do not have any business
links with him.
Q: Do you know the Qazi family?
A: I do not know them. I meet a lot of people and do not remember them all.
Q: Do you know Sheikh Saeed?
A: Yes, I know him since a long time, but I do not have any business
relationship with him.
Q: A settlement with NAB was carried out on your behalf in 2001-2 for
the case of Hudabiya papers mills and payment was made through loans
taken from Chaudhry and Ramzan mills. Please apprise us with the details of
this settlement.
A: I do not know if there was a loan. I do not have any knowledge of this
matter.
Q: Did you send any money abroad to any of your family members?
A: No I did not.
Q: Was a portion of money received from Hill Metals used for political
funding?
A: No, but if I did, is it a crime?
Q: Would it not come under foreign funding?
No reply was made.
Заключительный
доклад
Joint
Investigation
Team
(JIT)
коррумпированности Наваз Шарифа и его семьи – есть коррупция!
Complete JIT report on Sharifs' offshore properties

о

The Express Tribune. July 11, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1455002/complete-jitreport-sharifs-offshore-properties/

The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing PM Nawaz Sharif and his
family‘s offshore assets submitted on Monday its fourth and final, 256-page report
to the Supreme Court.
Following is the full report drafted by the six-member probe body:
ДАЛЕЕ ИДЕТ ТЕКСТ ДОКЛАДА НА 275 СТР.
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(См. по адресной ссылке на газету в Интернете)
В докладе JIT отмечено, что есть несоответствие между размерами
богатства семьи Наваз Шарифа и реальными доходами.
More trouble for Nawaz Sharif, Pak probe team recommends new antigraft case
Imtiaz Ahmad. Hindustan Times. 11.07.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/worldnews/trouble-for-pakistan-pm-sharif-probe-team-recommends-new-anti-graft-case/storyUvggorkrpNIx0PigkSFG4J.html

Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s future appeared uncertain after a
probe panel recommended the opening of a fresh anti-graft case against him and
members of his family.
Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif faced a fresh challenge on Monday as
a panel that investigated corruption allegations against his family recommended
the opening of a new case after finding disparities between their sources of income
and actual wealth.
The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) formed by the Supreme Court to probe
revelations in the Panama Papers leaks about the Sharif family‘s offshore assets
submitted its final report after a two-month-long investigation during which it
quizzed Sharif and members of his family.
The report was not made public but the influential Dawn newspaper said the
JIT had found ―glaring disparities‖ between the Sharif family‘s sources of income
and its assets.
The report, parts of which were circulated in the media, said: ―Failure on the
part of all respondents to produce the required information confirming ‗known
sources of income‘ is prima facie tantamount to not being able to justify assets and
the means of income.‖
The report added there was a ―significant gap/disparity‖ between the declared
sources of income and wealth accumulated by Sharif, his sons Hassan Nawaz and
Hussain Nawaz and his daughter Maryam Nawaz.
The report suggested the National Accountability Bureau, the country‘s main
anti-corruption watchdog, should open a ―reference‖ or case against Sharif and his
three children under the provisions of the National Accountability Bureau
Ordinance of 1999.
The Supreme Court had taken up the matter after it was petitioned by the
opposition Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party regarding disclosures in the
Panama Papers leaks about offshore assets owned by Sharif‘s three children.
After receiving the JIT‘s report, a three-judge bench the court ordered the
opening of a criminal case against Securities and Exchange Commission of
Pakistan chairman Zafar Hijazi, who had been accused by a federal investigation
agency of tampering records to favour Sharif‘s family.
The bench also ordered a contempt of court notice to be issued to the Jang
Group, a leading media house, for a story published in The News daily that
speculated on the findings of the JIT.
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Citing ―sources close to the JIT‖, The News reported on Monday that the
panel had not held the prime minister responsible for any wrongdoing, though it
linked Sharif‘s sons to questionable financial transactions.
The Supreme Court said the petitioners and Sharif‘s family would be
provided copies of the JIT‘s report. It also directed the counsel of both sides to
appear in court on July 17 for the next hearing of the case.
According to the Dawn, the JIT‘s report stated that the ―financial structure
and health of companies in Pakistan‖ linked to the Sharif family ―do not
substantiate‖ their wealth.
The report also alleged there was ―irregular movement of huge amounts in
shape of loans and gifts‖ from companies based in Saudi Arabia, the United
Kingdom and the United Arab Emirates to Sharif‘s family and Pakistan-based
companies.
The JIT, which had investigated the money trail behind the purchase of
several flats in London owned by Sharif‘s children, was headed by Federal
Investigation Agency additional director general Wajid Zia. It also included
representatives of the Inter-Services Intelligence and Military Intelligence.
The JIT questioned seven members of the Sharif family, including the prime
minister. His elder son Hussain appeared before the panel six times while younger
son Hassan appeared thrice. Others who were quizzed were Sharif‘s daughter
Maryam Nawaz and her husband Muhammad Safdar Awan, Punjab chief minister
Shahbaz Sharif and finance minister Ishaq Dar, who is related to the Sharif family
through marriage.
This is not the first time Sharif has faced such accusations. During his first
term as premier, then president Ghulam Ishaq Khan had dismissed Sharif in 1993
after accusing him of corruption and of ―unleashing a reign of terror‖ against his
political foes.
Доклад JIT о коррупции семьи Наваз Шарифа ведет к беспорядкам и
неясностям.
JIT report carries seeds of upheaval
Nasir Iqbal. Dawn, July 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1344488/jit-reportcarries-seeds-of-upheaval
• Maintains that PM‘s family has assets beyond known sources of income
• Recommends NAB reference against PM, his children
• Says Sharif-owned enterprises mostly ‗loss-making‘, don‘t justify family‘s wealth
• Qatari letters declared a ‗myth‘
• Unearths new offshore company chaired by Sharif
• Ministers reject JIT report as ‗trash‘

ISLAMABAD: The Joint Investigation Team (JIT), constituted by the
Supreme Court to probe money laundering allegations against the Sharif family,
set in motion a political upheaval by reporting that the prime minister and his
children had accumulated wealth beyond their known sources of income.
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The JIT‘s damning report, submitted to the Supreme Court and spread over
ten volumes, declared that both Hussain and Hassan Nawaz were used as proxies
to build family assets.
Consequently, the six-man JIT concluded that it was compelled to refer to
sections 9(a)(v) and 14(c) of the National Accountability Ordinance (NAO) 1999,
which deal with corruption and corrupt practices, though such charges are yet to be
proven in an accountability court.
A final decision on whether to submit a reference to the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) will be reached when the three-judge Supreme Court, headed
by Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, gives an order to this effect.
The court will hear both the petitioner, namely Imran Khan and others, and
the respondents, before handing down its final verdict.
The JIT report also highlighted Articles 122, 117, 129 and other sections of
the Qanoon-i-Shahadat Order 1984 (Law of Evidence), which places the burden of
disproving the allegations on the person facing accusations.
The JIT pointed out failure on the part of the Sharifs to produce the required
information that would confirm their ―known sources of income‖, saying that
prima facie, it amounted to saying that they were not able to reconcile their assets
with their means of income.
The report said the financial structure and health of companies in Pakistan
that are linked to the Sharifs also do not substantiate the family‘s wealth and a
significant disparity exists between the wealth declared by the Sharifs and the
means through which they generated income.
‗Irregular‘ movement of money
Moreover, the report highlights the ―irregular movement of huge amounts in
shape of loans and gifts‖ from the Saudi-based company Hill Metals Establishment, the UK-based Flagship Investments Limited and the UAE-based Capital
FZE, to Nawaz Sharif, Hussain Nawaz and the Pakistan-based companies of the
prime minister and his family.
―The role of offshore companies is critically important as several offshore
companies (Nescoll Limited, Nielson Enterprises Limited, Alanna Services Ltd,
Lamkin S.A. Coomber Group Inc and Hiltern International Ltd) have been
identified to be linked with their businesses in UK,‖ the report states.
These companies, it said, were mainly used for ―inflow of funds into UKbased companies, which not only acquired expensive properties in UK from such
funds but also revolve these funds amongst their companies of UK, KSA, UAE and
Pakistan‖.
The JIT also highlighted that the companies where the Sharifs were acting as
shareholders, directors or beneficial owners were primarily family-owned
businesses. These companies were incorporated in the 1980s and 1990s, when
Nawaz Sharif was holding public office.
Being shareholders, the Sharifs injected nominal capital as seed money and
these companies were mainly entrusted with borrowed funds from banks, financial
institutions or foreign-incorporated ‗special purpose vehicles‘.
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The companies also borrowed funds, at their inception, and rolled over funds
with other facilities; foreign currency funds were generated to install plants and
machinery.
But going forward, a majority of the companies were either non-operational
or were not functioning at maximum capacity and were in loss, having negative
equity, such as Mohammad Buksh Textile Mills Limited, Hudaibya Paper Mills
Limited, Hudaibya Engineering Company Private Limited, Hamza Board Mills
Limited, and Mehran Ramzan Textile Mills Ltd.
Due to weak performance and in absence of accumulated or operational
profits, dividends were not declared, except for a few years. These companies were
mainly loss-making units and no significant turnaround was observed over the past
20 years or so.
Accumulating assets by proxy
About Ms Kulsoom Nawaz, wife of Nawaz Sharif, the JIT stated she had been
part of the family business and filing tax returns since 1984-85. Her total assets
increased 17.5 times during the course of one year; from Rs1.64 million in 1991-92
to Rs28.62 million in 1992-93, against a reported income of only Rs279,400.
The JIT found that the accumulation of Hussain Nawaz‘ assets showed a
sharp spike in the early 1990s, and then again in 1997-98, with no declared source
of income.
The JIT believed that this build-up of assets was through ―irregular means‖
and that Hussain was used as a ―proxy‖ to build the family‘s assets.
Hassan Nawaz‘ assets also showed a similar spike in the early 1990s with no
declared source of income. This was a period when the Sharif family was in power.
The report did not spare Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, either. It pointed out that
he did not file income tax returns between 1981-82 and 2001-02, which amounted
to tax evasion.
An exorbitant increase was also observed in his assets since 2008-09, for
which source of funds and income details were not furnished, despite repeated
requests.
The JIT clearly stated that prima facie, Mr Dar possessed assets
disproportionate and beyond his known means, adding that he invested 5.5 million
British pounds in Baraq Holdings in the UAE, but the source of these funds was
not disclosed, only that around 4.97 million pounds were given to him by his son.
Mr Dar also gave Rs169.27 million to charity, but a major chunk of that was
given to his own organisation, keeping the funds within his own access.
Similarly, National Bank of Pakistan President Saeed Ahmed registered as a
tax-payer in 2015, but no record of his returns was available prior to 2015. In his
income tax returns for 2014-15, Saeed Ahmed declared foreign income amounting
to Rs20 million, but no evidence was available regarding the source of that income.
In his wealth statement for the same year, Mr Ahmed declared foreign remittances
worth Rs17.13 million, the source of which cannot be ascertained.
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The JIT also recommends re-opening the cases of Hudabiya Paper Mills Ltd
and Hudabiya Engineering Ltd for further investigation and re-trial on the basis of
new evidence.
The Hudaibiya mills reference remained in the cold storage for 12 years after
it was adjourned in 2007 because the Sharifs were in exile. It was later quashed by
the Lahore High Court in 2014, after the incumbent Qamar Zaman Chaudhry was
appointed NAB chief.
Suspicious transactions
Investigations also revealed that the process of money laundering actually
started in Sept 1991, as opposed to the first transaction in Aug 1992 identified by
FIA and NAB investigations.
These transactions showed that funds of $2.23 million were deposited in the
first two accounts, opened in the name of incumbent NBP president Saeed Ahmad
and Mukhtar Hussain.
Subsequently, all the money from these accounts were transferred to the
accounts of Musa Ghani and Talat Masud Qazi through dollar bearer certificates
(DBCs) to hide the source of the funds.
Referring to mutual legal assistance provided by the UAE Ministry of Justice,
the JIT held that no transaction worth 12 million UAE Dirhams, claimed by Sharifs
to be the sale proceeds of 25pc shares of Ahli Steel Mills (previously known as
Gulf Steel Mills) ever took place in the name of Muhammad Tariq Shafi — the
prime minister‘s cousin.
There is not a single document that can provide the basis for any money trail
for the purchase of the Avenfield London properties and the businesses of the sons
of the prime minister, the JIT observes, declaring the documents produced as
fabricated and fake.
After checking with Dubai Customs, the JIT concluded that no scrap
machinery was transported from Dubai to Jeddah in 2001-02.
Thus, the team concluded, it was proven that the documents or record
produced by the Sharifs regarding the sale of 25pc of the mill‘s shares were
―unauthentic, unverified, fake and fabricated‖.
Besides, the attached share sale agreement of 1980 and the letter of credit for
the transportation of scrap machinery from Dubai to Jeddah were also declared
fictitious.
Similarly, Tariq Shafi never handed over 12 million dirhams to former Qatari
prime minister Shiekh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani in 1980, as claimed
by Sharifs before the apex court. Mr Shafi, in fact, tried to mislead the Supreme
Court, the JIT deplored.
‗Evasive‘ PM
During his interrogation, the JIT said, PM Sharif was visibly evasive on most
of the questions related to Gulf Steel Mills and, after two and half hours of
questioning, the prime minister only admitted to knowing Mohammad Hussain as
his maternal uncle.
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The JIT also dubbed the two letters from Sheikh Al Thani ―a myth and not a
reality‖.
The JIT highlighted how the prime minister not only concealed assets to the
tune of Rs45 million, but also misreported in his wealth statement for the year
2013.
The prime minister, the report said, enjoyed pecuniary benefits other than
dividends from his businesses in the shape of unexplained inflows to his personal
bank accounts on a regular basis from the business profits of his son and
businesses run by him, purportedly in the form of gifts.
The prime minister is a minor direct shareholder in the closely-held family
companies when they are not profit-bearing, but these companies are continuously
revolving funds amongst themselves and their shareholders/directors/sponsors and
offshore companies, the JIT said.
The JIT also unearthed a new offshore company, FZE Capital in the UAE,
which had Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif as its chairman.
The report said the prime minister kept shares in the name of his wife, sons
and daughters, who were not financially independent at the time; thereby retaining
control over the business due to his strong political and family influence.
Правительство считает Доклад JIT халтурой
Govt ‗trashes‘ probe report
The Nation. July 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/11-Jul-2017/govt-trashes-probereport

Islamabad - The ruling party and the government yesterday ‗rejected‘ the joint
investigation team report on Sharif family‘s offshore properties and announced to
challenge the probe body‘s findings in the Supreme Court.
Appearing in a press conference, four ruling party bigwigs called the report a
‗trash‘ and said it has been prepared in line with PTI chief Imran Khan‘s agenda.
They said there was nothing new and nothing in the report can be verified or
be admissible as evidence. They said the defence will use all legal options.
Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal said the report was a
compilation of political accusations against the government.
The prime minister‘s daughter, Maryam Nawaz also issued a strongly-worded
statement on behalf of the PML-N.
She tweeted: ―JIT report REJECTED. Every contradiction will not only be
contested but decimated in SC. NOT a penny of public exchequer involved:
PMLN.‖
―This report is a political statement which reads like an Imran-nama,‖ said
Ahsan Iqbal, pointing out that the report focused on the Sharif family‘s personal
businesses rather than mismanagement or corruption while holding public office.
―If you review this report, it has no logical argument neither has it quoted
authentic sources or material but is based on things that have no authenticity before
the law. Therefore, we are rejecting this report, terming it rubbish,‖ he said.
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―We not only condemn this report but will completely expose and unveil its
contradictions and falsification, Iqbal added. ―We will demolish this report [as] it
holds no value at all.‖
Barrister Zafarullah Khan also said: ―It is not a JIT report; it‘s rather a PTI
report.‖
―Four out of the six members of the JIT had no prior experience in handling
legal investigations,‖ he added, attempting to undermine its credibility.
He also resorted to personal attacks against individual members of the JIT,
accusing them of being anti PML-N. He further accused the JIT of witness
tampering and attempting to twist the investigation to suit its ends.
―We hope the Supreme Court bench will send this report into the trash bin,
where it rightfully belongs,‖ he concluded.
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif said nothing in the report can be verified or
be admissible as evidence as it is based on information provided by sources.
―The JIT report has relied heavily on the statements of [PPP‘s ex interior
minister] Rehman Malik. I think taking his name is enough to reveal the plot
behind it [JIT report],‖ said Defence Minister Khawaja Asif.
―We will destroy every allegation raised in the report one by one,‖ Asif said.
Petroleum Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said the party had previously
expressed its reservations regarding the attitude of the JIT, saying the government
had ―expected‖ the JIT to submit something similar.
―There are so many contradictions in this report that anybody who reads it
objectively will understand its true purpose,‖ he said.
Имран Хан заявил, что война с мафией находится в заключительной
стадии
War against ‗corrupt mafia‘ in final phase: Imran
Rashid Javed. Dawn. July 08, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1343881/war-againstcorrupt-mafia-in-final-phase-imran

NATHIAGALI: Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chief Imran Khan has said
that the war against the ‗corrupt mafia‘ has entered the final phase and the nation,
particularly youth and women, should play their role at this critical juncture in the
country‘s history.
He was talking to reporters after a number of political stalwarts from Punjab
joined the PTI on Friday. Those who joined the party included former ministers
Nauman Langrial from Sahiwal and Mazhar Ahmed Qureshi from Sargodha,
former additional inspector general of police Zafar Qureshi and Shabbir Ahmed
Leghari from Dera Ghazi Khan.
The PTI chief said a turning point in the country‘s political history was
approaching rapidly and a decisive war against corrupt elements had entered its
final stage for which the nation would have to play its role.
He said the people should differentiate between the ‗corrupt mafia‘ and an
honest and genuine leadership which could bring the country out of this quagmire.
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Mr Khan said the ruling Sharif family had come out to discredit the Supreme
Court and the army by hatching a conspiracy against national institutions, warning
that the nation would come out to protect and support them.
He said the people and political forces were now drawing a line ―between us
and corrupt rulers who in the past had looted national wealth‖ and were joining the
PTI for the better future of Pakistan, believing that it was the only party which
could bring the country out of the current crisis and rid it of the corrupt leaders.
He said this was an eye-opener for all, asking the youth and women to come
forward and join the fight against those trying to save the old corrupt system which
was just in the interest of the rulers who sent abroad more than Rs10 billion a year,
according to reports of a US department.
The PTI chief said there was a time when Pakistan‘s president was received
by his counterpart during his visits to the United States, while the rulers of Dubai,
Qatar and other countries were welcomed by the deputy commissioner of
Islamabad, and sons of the king of Malaysia and other people used to study in
institutions here. But now, because of wrong policies of the rulers, the situation
had reversed, he said.
When the prime minister and the finance minister were involved in money
laundering and tax evasion, then how the country could be known as dignified, he
wondered.
Mr Khan said every Pakistani wanted to see the country free from corrupt
rulers so that its dignity in the world could be restored.
Accusing Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif of dragging his family into
corruption, he said its members were being interrogated because the premier had
looted the national exchequer and kept the wealth in the names of his kids when
they were just studying. Now the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) formed in the
Panama Papers case was going to determine the ownership of their property in
London, he said.
He said the Sharif family had tried to save its skin by calling a Qatari leader
like the ―1122‖ rescue service. The person made frequent visits to Pakistan for
hunting and signing business agreements but was not willing to appear before a
court,
Mr Khan said.
Published in Dawn, July 8th, 2017

«Панамагейт»: полная неясность в расследовании
Panamagate: uncertainty as ‗judgement day‘ looms
Syed
Sabeeh
ul
Hussnain.
Daily
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July
7th
,
2017.
http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/07-Jul-17/panamagate-uncertainty-as-judgement-day-looms

ISLAMABAD: As probe by the joint investigation team (JIT) into Sharif
family‘s offshore assets enters the final stage, the curiosity regarding outcome of
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the process as well as fate of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family is
increasing with each passing day.
A three-judge implementation bench is scheduled to examine JIT‘s final
report on July 10 (Monday).
On several occasions during the course of Panama case hearings, Justice Ejaz
Afzal Khan, who heads the Supreme Court bench, has remarked, ―We are not
going to follow the populace. We will go by law and book, only. We don‘t care
what a leader, people and media say … we will go by the law. Let the heaven
befall, we will hold the tight rope of law and constitution.‖
It is believed that whatever the findings are, the Panama case, which has
already been adjudicated for months, may require a couple of more months to
dispose of as parties concerned may challenge the JIT‘s findings in the court.
Supreme Court Bar Association (SCBA) former president Syed Ali Zafar,
while commenting over the likely findings of the JIT, said that all the discussions
as to what was going to come out of JIT was mere ‗guesswork‘. However, he
opined that certain possibilities cannot be ruled out.
He guesstimated that any solid reference regarding source of funds had not
been found so far to determine as to whether Sharif family‘s wealth had been
acquired in a transparent manner. ―If JIT in its findings observes that the money
trail was nearly inconsistent then it will have horrible consequences for Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif,‖ he said.
Zafar said that after going through the JIT findings, the top court may grant
opportunity to the parties in the case to file their comments, adding that the
implementation bench may also disqualify the PM for not speaking truth before
Supreme Court. "The onus of proof is on the accused and if they do not provide
money trail and JIT finds inconsistencies and discrepancies in the record, the top
court on the basis of 'inconclusive evidences' may draw the conclusion that the
corrupt practices had been done," he said.
Pakistan Bar Council (PBC) Vice-Chairman Ahsan Bhoon maintained that the
ball was in SC's court now. He said the PBC stood shoulder-to-shoulder with the
judiciary. Bhoon expected that the JIT, without being influenced by any pressure,
would gather the evidences and place the same before top court, adding that the JIT
was working as a nominee of the SC. If JIT observes that the money trail had not
been established, it will have binding effect on SC's decision in the case. Bhoon
criticized the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) leaders for targeting JIT,
saying the JIT was working as nominee of the SC and targeting it was tantamount
to maligning the apex court. "Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif himself should have
taken notice of such statements. Immature ministers and advisors have, in fact,
pushed the prime minister to the swamp," he said.
SCBA incumbent president Rasheed Rizvi said attempts by government to
make the JIT controversial has affected the independence and credibility of the
panel. "Sharif family, instead of creating hullabaloo over being summoned by JIT,
should have challenged the April 20 verdict wherein questions regarding assets
were posed by the SC bench," Rizvi said. "Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has
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himself dragged his family members into the matter by stating that all assets were
owned by his children," he added. To a question as to whether the five-judge
Panama case bench or the three-judge implementation bench will give final
judgment on JIT's findings, Chaudhry Faisal Hussain, counsel for Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), viewed that under SC's April 20 verdict it appeared that the
case was not disposed of but being treated as part of the already heard case,
pending adjudication before the larger bench, headed by Justice Asif Saeed Khosa.
Сын Наваз Шарифа Хуссейн Шариф в 6-й раз предстал перед JIT
Hussain Nawaz appears before JIT for 6th time today
July 04, 201. http://nation.com.pk/national/04-Jul-2017/hussain-nawaz-to-appear-beforejit-for-6th-time-today

Prime Minister's son Hussain Nawaz has appeared before the JIT today while
Marriyum Nawaz will record her statement tomorrow, reported Radio Pakistan.
The JIT was established by Supreme Court to further investigate the Panama
Leaks scandal.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Punjab Chief Minister have already
recorded their statements before the investigation team.
The JIT is expected to present its final report to the Supreme Court on the
tenth of this month.
On June 3rd, Hussain Nawaz appeared before Joint Investigation Team (JIT)
for the fourth time at Judicial Academy in Islamabad.
Earlier, he appeared in front of JIT on May 28th, May 30th and June 1st.
The team asked him to provide details about ownership of Mayfair flats of
Sharif family in London. Furthermore he is being asked to present records about
Azizia Steel Mill.
On June 1st, Hussain Nawaz appeared for the third time before the Joint
Investigation Team (JIT) probing the Sharif family‘s involvement in Panama
Papers case.
On 2nd hearing, the JIT quizzed Hussain for five and a half hours and had
asked for important documents related to 16 areas of interest — from offshore
companies, foreign bank statements, tax returns, to properties.
The JIT headed by additional director general Federal Investigation Agency
(FIA) Wajid Zia, will question Hussain at the Federal Judicial Academy (FJA)
with regard to the family‘s properties in London.
The JIT had also recorded the statement of the National Bank of Pakistan
(NBP) Chief Executive Officer Saeed Ahmed the same day.
JIT (Совместная команда по расследованию коррупции) вызвала к себе
на допрос дочь Наваз Шарифа - Марьям
Panama Leaks case: JIT summons Maryam Nawaz
The Nation/ June 27, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/27-Jun-2017/panama-leaks-casejit-summons-maryam-nawaz
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The joint investigation team (JIT) has now summoned Maryam Nawaz to
appear for questioning before it for the first time.
The JIT has asked Maryam t appear on July 5.
However, Maryam is currently in London to attend her son's graduation
ceremony.
The Supreme Court-appointed JIT has also asked the prime minister's sons ─
Hussain and Hassan Nawaz ─ to appear before it for further questioning on July 4
and July 3, respectively.
The six-member JIT is due to present its report before the apex court on July
10.
Наваз Шариф считает, что документы о коррупции («Панамагейт») – это
в какой-то степени шутка, несерьезны.
PM says Panama Papers case not accountability ‗but a joke‘
Zulqernain Tahir. Dawn. 25.06.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1341604/pm-sayspanama-papers-case-not-accountability-but-a-joke

LAHORE: Raising questions about the proceedings of the Joint Investigation
Team (JIT) about his family‘s financial affairs in the wake of the Panama Papers
revelations, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said that he will ―bravely face
conspiracies‖ and will not let them succeed.
Talking to reporters on his arrival in London on Saturday, he said: ―To be
honest, what is going on in the form of the joint investigation team‘s probe into the
Panama Papers case is beyond my comprehension. When they found no corruption
in any of the PML-N government‘s projects during its four-year rule, they are
trying to find something (fishy) in our (private) business. I ask the JIT what it is
trying to detect.‖ He said that he should be given an explanation for the taking over
of his family‘s industrial units by the government in the 1970s.
Mr Sharif said all his tenures as prime minister were before the people and
claimed that no one could raise a finger at him with regard to any financial
corruption.
JIT started with a WhatsApp call, says Sharif
―I had asked the JIT members during my appearance before it about what they
were looking for. Our worst enemies [an apparent reference to the PPP‘s Rehman
Malik] are appearing before it.
―The JIT‘s history is before everyone. It starts with a WhatApp call [by the
Supreme Court registrar]... and even before that.‖
The prime minister said the nation was headed in one direction and the JIT in
another.
―The Panama theatre is on at the time when the country is progressing. Our
political opponents who are conspiring know that the PML-N will win the 2018
elections and that is why they are hatching conspiracies against us,‖ he said and
added that the Panama Papers case was not about ―our accountability but it is a
joke‖. Earlier the prime minister left Saudi Arabia for London amid reports that
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efforts are under way to arrange his meeting with Pakistan Peoples Party cochairman Asif Ali Zardari.
Mr Sharif will have his medical check-up in London and celebrate Eidul Fitr
there. He will also attend the graduation ceremony of his grandson Junaid (son of
Maryam Nawaz). The prime minister is likely to return home on June 29.
Sources in the PPP told Dawn that the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz had
been trying its best to arrange a meeting of Mr Sharif with Mr Zardari, who was
also staying in London. ―Some common friends have started their efforts to
connect the premier with the former president. If they do not succeed in arranging
the meeting of the duo they may explore telephonic contact between the two
leaders,‖ the source said, adding that the premier was desperate to have the support
of the main opposition party (PPP) because he did not seem to be finding a way out
of the Panama Papers case.
Mr Zardari had come to the rescue of Nawaz Sharif during the Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf‘s Islamabad sit-in in 2014 and advised him — according to Leader
of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed Khursheed Shah — not to resign.
The PPP also backed the premier in parliament that time giving a ‗strong message‘
that it (PPP) is standing by him to protect democracy.
―But this time Mr Sharif may not find the support of Mr Zardari. At this stage
giving any support to the PML-N leadership amounts to stabbing the PPP
politically,‖ a senior PPP leader told Dawn. He said the PPP leadership had already
advised Mr Sharif to resign and give his replacement in the parliament. ―The
premier should honourably resign and face the joint investigation team‘s probe into
his alleged money laundering. This is the only option,‖ he said, adding that former
interior minister Rehman Malik‘s appearance before the JIT and submitting a
report about alleged money laundering by Nawaz Sharif and his family members
showed the ―mood of the PPP leadership‖.
Senator Farhatullah Babar, spokesman for the former president, told Dawn
that no meeting of PM Sharif and Mr Zardari had been scheduled in London. ―Mr
Zardari is leaving London for Dubai on Sunday and from there he will return to
Pakistan,‖ he said.
Minister of State for Information Maryam Aurangzeb did not reply to Dawn‘s
query about the premier‘s ‗possible contact‘ with Mr Zardari in London.
Главный министр Панджаба Шахбаз Шариф также вызван в
«Совместную комиссию по расследованию», пока что в качестве свидетеля
Shahbaz Sharif appears before JIT, records statement
The News. 17/06/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/211151-Shahbaz-Sharif-toappear-before-JIT-today

ISLAMABAD: Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif on Saturday appeared
before the Joint Investigation Team, probing offshore assets of Sharif family in the
light of Supreme Court, and recorded his statement.
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Shabbaz Sharif, accompanied by Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan,
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and Hamza Shahbaz Sharif, arrived at Federal Judicial
Academy approximately at 11:00 am. He remained with the probing team for more
than three hours.
Shahbaz Sharif‘s vehicle was driven there by Chaudhry Nisar.
Over 2,547 police officers have been deployed along the route of the judicial
academy.
Shahbaz Sharif is the fourth member of Sharif family appearing before the
JIT. On June 15, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was questioned by the probing
team. Hussain Nawaz and Hassan Nawaz had also been grilled by Panama JIT.
Later, taking to media, Shahbaz Sharif said, ―I appeared before JIT on call
notice served to me and have recorded my statement on Panama issue.‖
―Appearance before JIT by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and me has proved
that elected politicians respect the law of land,‖ he said and added ―We have
created history by appearing before the probing team.‖
Наваз Шариф заявил – «против меня не выдвинуто никаких обвинений в
коррупции».
No corruption charge against me: Nawaz
SHAHID RAO. The Nation. June 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/16-Jun-2017/nocorruption-charge-against-me-nawaz

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif yesterday said he and his
family have done nothing wrong as he lashed out at ―some unseen elements‖ for
hatching conspiracies against his democratically-elected government.
―If the factories that produce agendas and silence the decisions of the people
are not closed, not only the law and constitution, but the safety of this country will
also be jeopardised,‖ he said after appearing for the first time before the joint
investigation team (JIT) probing his family‘s offshore business dealings.
Addressing media persons outside the Federal Judicial Academy, Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif said he had accounted for every penny today. Terming the
day a milestone in upholding the supremacy of rule of law, he said, ―Today, I and
my entire family have presented ourselves for accountability.‖
The premier who faced the questioning of investigators for around three hours
asserted that now the allegations and conspiracies of his opponents would die
down.
PM Sharif warned while speaking from a written statement, ―If the factories
involved in trampling the mandate of the people and democracy do not wind up
their business now, the national security and democracy would be jeopardised.‖
He said his family would succeed against all odds and conspiracies and the
people would stand by him in the next general elections with more enthusiasm than
they showed in 2013. ―We will not let the wheel of history turn in opposite
direction. The days of games behind the scenes are now over. There can be no
more puppet games,‖ said Nawaz.
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He said the charge against him had nothing to do with embezzlement of the
national exchequer and all conspiracies against him and his family would fizzle
out.
―The people of Pakistan need to understand whatever is happening today has
nothing to do with any corruption or embezzlement and the charges against us are
not about any corruption in the national exchequer, but are related to my private
family business,‖ Nawaz Sharif told the media.
The prime minister said his family had always faced ruthless accountability in
the past and would succeed again despite the allegations and conspiracies of his
opponents. ―Is there any other family in Pakistan that has appeared for
accountability?‖ he asked. ―My personal businesses have nothing to do with the
national treasury. And no conspiracy being hatched by my rivals will succeed,‖
said the PM. He added, ―We are going to emerge successful not only from this test
of time but also in the next general elections with the people‘s support.‖
Nawaz said he had served the nation thrice as the prime minister of the
country. Earlier, he had served the Punjab as its chief minister. ―Throughout this
period, I initiated projects worth billions in Punjab and all over Pakistan,‖ he
stated.
―I brought investment in the country that was unprecedented in 65 years. My
opponents have never ever been able to prove any issue of kickbacks or
commission or to bring any shred of evidence against me,‖ the prime minister
claimed.
Nawaz said he had presented his stance before the joint investigation team
and mentioned that details of his assets and resources had already been submitted
with the relevant institutions, including the Supreme Court.
He recalled that as the Panama leaks issue surfaced some 15 months ago, he
proposed setting up a commission comprising judges of the Supreme Court. ―Had
the conspiracies not been hatched, the matter would have been resolved by this
time,‖ he said.
The premier stated that the accountability of his family had started even
before his birth in 1936 and that spanned over generations. He said his family was
the sole example of braving the cruel phases of accountability for three
generations.
He said all his family assets were nationalised in 1972 during the era of his
political rival, Pakistan People‘s Party. Even his residences were occupied during
the dictatorship of General Pervez Musharraf, he recalled.
He said, ―The JIT and the Supreme Court of Pakistan will give their verdict,
but the next JIT is bigger which comprises 200 million Pakistanis and we will all
have to present ourselves before them.‖
The prime minister continued, ―Beyond that there is Allah Almighty Who is
over and beyond such institutions and knows well the obvious and the hidden.‖
The prime minister said the country had already paid a heavy price for
conspiracies. ―It is now time that the emblem of truth and right be upheld.‖ He said
he had much more to say, but would say more in the days ahead. ―There may be
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many questions and I too have a lot to say, but will say it for the next time,‖ Nawaz
concluded his remarks and left the place without answering any question of
journalists.
Earlier, the premier, clad in traditional shalwar kameez, arrived at the Federal
Judicial Academy to appear before the team amid tight security. He was
accompanied by his brother Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif and his son
Hussain Nawaz. He waved to the party workers before entering the building.
Police officials, deployed outside the secretariat, barred PML-N leaders,
Khawaja Asif, Ishaq Dar and many others from entering the premises. Other
political activists clashed with policemen and raised slogans against the authorities
and in favour of Nawaz Sharif.
Наваз Шариф предупредил своих оппонентов, что в следующем году
будет больше расследований коррупции (после того, как сам побывал в
следственной команде)
'There will be a bigger JIT next year,' PM warns opponents after
appearing before Panama probe team
Shakeel
Qarar,
Syed
Sammer
Abbas.
Dawn.
16.06.2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1339672/there-will-be-a-bigger-jit-next-year-pm-warns-opponentsafter-appearing-before-panama-probe-team

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, following a nearly two-hour-long appearance
before the Panama Papers joint investigation team (JIT) in Islamabad on Thursday,
said his financial documents have been submitted to investigators probing his
family's alleged corruption.
The premier, addressing reporters outside the Federal Judicial Academy (FJA)
in the capital, said, "My financial documents are already available with all relevant
institutions including the Supreme Court. Today, however, I submitted them to the
JIT as well."
"It should be noted that these allegations have nothing to do with my tenure as
prime minister and are not charges of corruption. They are charges against me and
my family on a personal level," PM Nawaz claimed.
"I was the CM Punjab and have now been the PM for the third time. But not a
single allegation of financial corruption could be brought against me," he added.
"I have put myself and my family up for trial and provided the details of
financial transactions made even before my own birth," the prime minister said.
He added: "My opponents have levied charges of corruption against me.
However, neither in the past, nor in the present, have any charges of corruption
been proved against me and my family."
"In a few days even the JIT report will come forth along with the court's
decision," he said.
"However, people should not forget that there will also be a larger JIT next
year comprising 200 million people and they will decide who has worked for the
betterment of the country," the premier said in an apparent warning to his
opponents about the upcoming 2018 General Election.
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"We will not let our opponents turn back the wheel of progress, and the nation
will support us even more than it did in 2013," he asserted.
"I came here today because we are all equally accountable to the institutions,"
he said, adding that there is a lot more he would like to say but he would do so
over the next few days.
PM Nawaz arrived at the JIT secretariat amid tight security. — DawnNews
The prime minister arrived at the JIT secretariat amid tight security and an
extensive protocol around 11:15am. He appeared comfortable and relaxed upon
arrival and waved at party workers, responding to their slogans and chants before
entering the building.
He was accompanied by his brother Shahbaz Sharif and one of his sons.
The number of PML-N workers and lawyers supporting the PM kept swelling
near the JIT secretariat in spite of the premier's earlier directive to party leaders
and supporters to not converge at the venue.
Ishaq Dar and Khawaja Asif were turned away from FJA premises. ─
DawnNews
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar and Defence Minister Khawaja Asif were barred
from entering the FJA premises by police officials, DawnNews reported. As soon
as the top government officials reached the road outside the JIT secretariat, they
were informed by police that they could not go inside.
The prime minister's personal secretary was the only one allowed to enter the
FJA building with him, according to DawnNews. However, the premier faced the
JIT panel alone.
The JIT had prepared a questionnaire for the prime minister and his children
last month. It questioned Hussain Nawaz, the PM‘s elder son, on May 28. Hussain
has made five appearances before the JIT so far. The investigation team has also
grilled the PM's younger son, Hassan.
Maryam Nawaz tweeted pictures of the PM and PML-N leaders before they
left for the JIT secretariat. — Maryam Nawaz's twitter
According to the notice issued to the PM, he was called as a witness, not as an
accused party in the case.
PM Nawaz and PML-N leaders before they left for the JIT secretariat. —
Maryam Nawaz's twitter
The JIT has also summoned Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif in
connection with the probe, while Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al-Thani, the
author of the Qatari letter, has reportedly offered investigators the opportunity to
come to Qatar to record his statement.
The son-in-law of the prime minister retired Captain Mohammad Safdar has
also been summoned by the JIT on June 25.
Security tightened for PM's appearance
Banners popped up in the capital welcoming the premier in the run-up to his
JIT appearance.
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All roads leading to the H-8/4 sector, which houses the Judicial Academy,
will remain sealed for the duration of the prime minister's appearance and no
civilians will be allowed to enter the area all day.
About 2,500 police personnel along with paramilitary troops have been
deployed in and around the area. Well-equipped police teams are manning the
checkpoints and the road blockades.
The sub-sector has been searched and scanned while contingents of the antiriot unit, anti-terrorism squad and police commandos will also be deployed in and
around the area. The police reserves have been put on a standby.
Journalists and media representatives have been designated a special entrance
and an enclosure at the FJA, with strict orders to not break the security parameter.
The JIT saga
The Supreme Court has given the JIT two months to investigate the Sharif
family and then deliver its findings.
The six-man probe team, made up of members of civilian investigative
agencies and military intelligence officers, are examining three generations of the
Sharif family's wealth.
The team has accused government departments of tampering with old records,
but Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Wednesday rejected such allegations, adding
that the team's claims meant the process was becoming "suspicious".
The Sharif camp has sought to remove two members of the investigation team
and the PML-N has voiced outrage over a leaked photograph taken from security
camera footage showing Sharif's son, Hussain, appearing before the JIT.
Opinion polls suggest the PML-N is likely to win the next General Election.
A senior PML-N official told Reuters the party was unlikely to call an early
election if PM Nawaz was ousted by a Supreme Court ruling, and would select a
new prime minister to take over until the 2018 election.
Оф-шорные активы Наваз Шарифа
Offshore assets: JIT quizzes PM Nawaz for three hours
Danish
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
15,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1436106/pm-nawaz-appears-jit-probing-panamagarte/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has cautioned that if the
people‘s mandate is not respected and conspirators continue to further their
‗specific agendas‘, ―then not only democracy but the country‘s security will be at
stake‖.
He was speaking to the media outside the Federal Judicial Academy on
Thursday following his maiden appearance before the Joint Investigation Team
(JIT) probing into his family‘s offshore assets. The questioning lasted almost three
hours.
On April 20, the Supreme Court had constituted the JIT and empowered it to
summon the prime minister, his sons and any other person linked to the ongoing
investigation into the Panamagate case.
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Premier Sharif preferred to read out a pre-written statement – most probably
drafted for the occasion well before his scheduled arrival at the FJA – rather than
speaking his mind.
His 11-minute media talk was generic in nature – dubbed a ‗political speech‘
by his political rivals – and in the end he avoided taking questions from reporters.
Panamagate probe: Nawaz to appear before JIT today
Sharif talked about the allegations his family and he had faced in the past and
stated that ―once again my family has been held accountable for the same
accusations that could never be established‖.
Sharif said he appeared before the JIT because everyone, including the prime
minister of Pakistan, was answerable under the law.
However, he used the occasion to hit out at his political foes and
‗conspirators‘ busy in hatching conspiracies against the ‗will of the people‘.
Conveying his message to ‗unknown‘ forces, Premier Sharif said the days of
playing games behind the scenes were over. ―No one will be allowed to stage
puppet shows anymore.‖
―Now, we will not allow anyone to repeat history,‖ he said in an apparent
reference to the politics of the 1990s when democratically-elected governments
had been toppled with the help of the ‗third force‘ over corruption allegations.
Govt not obstructing JIT probe, Ishaq Dar tells NA
The prime minister said Pakistan had already paid a huge price for ‗political
dramas‘ and conspiracies but ―now the time has come to uphold the flag of truth‖.
Sharif said that within days the report of the JIT and the decision of the
Supreme Court on it would come out but added that everyone should keep in mind
that ―another JIT, a bigger one, and a Supreme Court bigger than the one hearing
the Panamagate case, is also scheduled to announce its decision next year‖. He was
referring to the 2018 general elections.
―A JIT and a Supreme Court comprising 200 million people of Pakistan will
also announce its verdict next year,‖ he said and predicted his party would win a
mandate larger than the one it had clinched in the 2013 general elections.
Sharif told the media that he had submitted all the documents related to the
case with the JIT. ―All documents of my assets are already with the departments
concerned, including the Supreme Court. Today, I once again submitted the same
with the JIT.‖
The prime minister said he had been held accountable for every single penny,
adding a milestone had been achieved that day as for the sake of law and
supremacy of the Constitution his family and he presented themselves for
accountability, once again.
Panamagate: Some case record tampered with, says JIT
He said accountability of his family had started in 1936, even before his birth.
―Is there any family in Pakistan that has faced such ruthless accountability
spanning over three generations?‖ the prime minister asked.
He categorically stated – and even asked the media to pen it down – that
―[the] people of Pakistan should know that [the] ongoing investigation against my
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family is not about corruption or usurpation of public money, rather about my
family‘s personal businesses‖.
He said as soon as the Panamagate issue surfaced in 2015 he had offered to
form a judicial commission comprising apex court judges to probe the matter.
―This issue could have been solved until now if my offer was not used for political
point-scoring,‖ he added.
The prime minister said he has faced accountability on similar allegations
during different tenures of the Pakistan Peoples Party. ―It had started in 1972 when
all our assets were nationalised; it was time when I just had graduated from the
college.‖
―We were again held accountable during the dictatorial regime of Gen (retd)
Pervez Musharraf and it was so harsh that even our residences had been occupied.‖
JIT summons Hussain, Hasan Nawaz again
―There was no substance in those allegations. In the end, even Musharraf
implicated me in a false plane hijacking case,‖ he added.
Sharif said he has served as the chief minister of Punjab once and in 2013 the
people of Pakistan elected him for the third time as the prime minister of Pakistan.
―During this tenure, I approved projects worth trillion of rupees. [But despite]
my opponent‘s all-out attempts, they never succeeded in unearthing corruption of
even a single rupee,‖ he added.
In the end, Sharif said he had a lot to say but added he would say it some
other time and at some other venue.
JIT probe
Sources claim the JIT members asked the prime minister questions about his
different positions he had taken with reference to the London properties and the
sources of funding to purchase those properties.
The prime minister was also asked questions about his role in Hudabiya Paper
Mills, his knowledge of the funds transferred through and into the accounts
mentioned in Ishaq Dar‘s affidavit, the role played by the PM in his sons‘
businesses and whether or not he provided or received any financial help to or
from them, his sources of income and his knowledge of the sale of Gulf Steel and
an explanation of his statement before parliament on the issue of a steel mill in
Jeddah.
«Панамагейт» - теперь нападки направлены на сына Наваз Шарифа.
Panamagate probe: PM‘s son to testify before JIT today
Danish
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
28,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1421264/panamagate-probe-pms-son-testify-jit-today/
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ISLAMABAD: The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) – tasked with
investigating Sharif family‘s offshore properties – has summoned Hussain Nawaz,
son of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, to record his statement.
Sources privy to the development said the PM‘s son has been asked to appear
before the JIT today [Sunday].
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A notice has been sent to Hussain in line with the Supreme Court‘s verdict in
the Panamagate case whereby Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his sons, Hasan
and Hussain, have been directed to ensure appearance before the JIT as part of the
investigations, whenever needed.
In view of a recent directive from the Supreme Court that the JIT should
conclude and complete its investigations within the allotted 60-day period, the JIT
has been working even on weekends to meet the deadline.
Hussain has already questioned impartiality of two of the six team members.
JIT Interrogators misbehaved with me, says PM‘s cousin
A five-page application by Hussain – in which impartiality of two JIT
members has been questioned and an appropriate action has been sought from the
apex court in the backdrop of the allegations – is pending before the three-judge
special bench formed to oversee implementation of the Panamagate vedict.
The three-judge bench will hear Hussain‘s application on Monday [tomorrow]
and take a decision on it.
Hussain has expressed reservations about Bilal Rasool, a representative of the
Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP), and Ahmer Aziz, a
representative of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
After giving details of his apprehensions about alleged impartiality of the two
members, Hussain requested the apex court to ―kindly pass appropriate orders in
the interest of justice, equity and fair play to ensure a fair and impartial
investigation into the case‖.
If Hussain appears before the JIT today [Sunday], he will be the second highprofile individual to appear before the probe body. Earlier, PM‘s cousin Tariq
Shafi was thoroughly questioned by the JIT.
Two JIT men are politically aligned: Hussain Nawaz
After hours-long questioning by the JIT, Shafi had filed a complaint with JIT
head Wajid Zia against alleged misbehaviour of some of the members of the JIT
during the interrogation.
Commenting on the situation, PTI chief Imran Khan, in his messages, posted
on social media website said, ―Not surprising to hear Hussain Sharif reluctant to
appear before JIT. His father, NS [Nawaz Sharif], could not play cricket without
his own umpires‖.
In another message, Imran said, ―NS could not play under neutral umpires.
Seems to run in the family: Must have everything in their control, hence reluctance
to appear before JIT.‖
Earlier, at the beginning of the week, the JIT had sent a questionnaire to
Hussain.
Сын премьера Наваз Шарифа дал показания Группе совместного
расследования (JIT).
PM‘s son quizzed by JIT
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. May 29, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/29-May2017/pm-s-son-quizzed-by-jit
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ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s son Hussain Nawaz on
Sunday appeared before the joint investigation team (JIT) investigating offshore
wealth of Sharif family at the National Judicial Academy, and remained with the
team for more than two hours.
According to sources, Abdul Ghani advocate accompanied Hussain Nawaz
but the investigation team refused to allow the counsel to assist PM‘s son during
the appearance.
The investigators took the plea that the counsel could only be allowed to
assist his client if allowed by the Supreme Court. Hussain then appeared alone
before the JIT in a separate room and recorded his statement during a two-hour
session.
During the questioning, JIT asked him about the questionnaire that was sent
to him earlier. Upon which he replied that he did not receive any. ―I came here in
emergency because when notice was sent, I was in London hence could not bring
any documents with me,‖ he told JIT.
Also, according to a Waqt News report, the investigation team has recalled
Hussain Nawaz on May 30 for further investigation.
It is learnt the JIT has started probing Rs1.2 billion Hudabiya Paper Mills
scam of money laundering against Sharif family. The team has summoned
incumbent National Bank of Pakistan President Saeed Ahmad for questioning on
Saturday.
Hussain is the second high-profile individual to appear before the probe body
after PM‘s cousin Tariq Shafi, who was thoroughly questioned by the Supreme
Court-appointed investigation team.
Earlier, it was being expected that Khawaja Haris, who is the lead counsel
assisting the Sharif family in the Panama leaks case, would accompany Hussain
during JIT quiz session.
Leaders and workers of Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) were gathered in
large number outside the Judicial Academy to support Hussain Nawaz, who went
away without talking to media after the appearance before JIT.
Prior to appearing however, he, in a brief interaction with the media, said he
was given 24 hours notice to appear before the probe team, and was not sent any
questionnaire. He said that he received the notice yesterday (Saturday) but added
that he was appearing, along with his counsel, to present his stance.
Sources said the probe team is now looking into Hudabiya Paper Mills scam
involving allegations of money laundering by the Sharif family.
Saeed Ahmad, who was previously deputy governor of the State Bank of
Pakistan, has been summoned for questioning. It is said that a foreign currency
account of Saeed was used to deposit huge funds to obtain direct and indirect credit
lines.
In view of a recent court directive that the JIT should conclude and complete
its investigations within the allotted 60-day period, the probe team has been
working even on weekends to meet the deadline.
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The JIT had submitted on May 22 an initial report before the three-member
bench, headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, which was formed to implement April
20 verdict of the apex court in Panama Papers case.
After reviewing the report, the contents of which were not made public, the
special bench assured full support to the JIT head Wajid Zia, ordering him to take
the stand and complete the probe within the 60-day timeframe. The bench directed
the FIA director to report any problems faced by the members of the JIT to the
court.
Hussain plea hearing
It was learnt that Khawaja Haris would appear on Hussain Nawaz‘ behalf
before the three-judge special bench today (Monday) which would take up
Hussain‘s plea against two JIT members.
Hussain, who would also appear before the court, had raised questions on the
impartiality of Amer Aziz of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and Bilal Rasool of
the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) as the members of
the six-member investigation team.
According to the source, one of the JIT members is considered a close friend
of former president retired Gen Pervez Musharraf. The other is said to be a relative
of former Punjab governor Mian Azhar, a founding member of the Pakistan
Muslim League and currently aligned with the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI).
Both PTI and Musharraf are considered arch rivals of the PML-N, which is headed
by Hussain‘s father.
Hussain Nawaz in his application requested that for the sake of propriety the
two officers should recuse themselves from the JIT to ensure an ‗upright and
unbiased‘ investigation into the allegations against the ruling family.
Marriyum‘s statement
State Information Minister Marriyum Aurangzeb yesterday said PML-N holds
constitutional institutions of the country in high esteem.
Talking to a news channel, she said that the appearance of the son of an
elected prime minister before the joint investigation team has substantiated ruling
party‘s stance in this regard.
Marriyum said that Hussain Nawaz could have avoided the JIT notice but he
appeared before it, though he has expressed reservations over two member of the
JIT.

Пакистанские юристы дали Наваз Шарифу 7 дней, чтобы уйти в
отставку (из-за «Панамагейт»).
Pakistan lawyers give 7-day deadline to Sharif to quit
The Hindu. 20.05.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-lawyersgive-7-day-deadline-to-sharif-to-quit/article18516260.ece?homepage=true

The Supreme Court Bar Association (SCBA) and the Lahore High Court Bar
Association (LHCBA) on Saturday announced their joint stance
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Pakistani lawyers today gave a seven-day deadline to Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif to resign on the Panama Papers scandal otherwise they will launch a
nationwide movement against him.
The Supreme Court Bar Association (SCBA) and the Lahore High Court Bar
Association (LHCBA) on Saturday announced their joint stance.
―Both bar associations are of the view that in light of the Supreme Court‘s
ruling on the Panama Papers case (that questioned the moral authority of the
premier to rule), PM Nawaz Sharif should no longer hold his office and should
therefore resign,‖ a joint statement issued by the both bar associations said after
their convention in Lahore on May 20, 2017.
It said the judgement in the Panama case has clearly indicted Mr. Sharif and
his children for financial improprieties and corruption and a joint investigation
team has been formed to probe him.
―For fair and independent inquiry against the premier, Nawaz Sharif should
step down till the final report of the JIT. In case he does not resign till May 27 the
lawyers throughout Pakistan will launch a nationwide campaign and movement to
ensure his resignation,‖ the statement said.
Before the convention the lawyers supporting the ruling PML-N clashed with
the members of the office-bearers of both bars in a bid to stop them from launching
a movement against the Premier.
The PML-N lawyers locked SCBA President Rasheed A. Rizvi in the Lahore
High Court‘s library. Mr. Rizvi was later freed when the locks were broken by
SCBA members. Police were called in to control the situation.
Later the lawyers led by Mr. Rizvi took out a rally on the Mall Road to press
the Premier to resign.
Opposition believes that Mr. Sharif will have to resign in the wake of the
lawyers movement.
National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq said come what may Mr. Sharif will
not resign and he will remain Prime Minister till May 31, 2018.
Mr. Sharif narrowly survived in three-two judgment in his favour in
allegations of corruption in the Panama Papers case on April 20.
The case against Mr. Sharif emerged last year after the Panama Papers leak
linked his children to offshore companies in the British Virgin Islands in relation to
the purchase of upmarket property in London.
Opposition figures have accused Mr. Sharif of failing to explain the source of
the offshore money and lying to the Parliament. Mr. Sharif and his family have
denied any wrongdoing.
Наваз Шариф утверждает, что его правительство некоррумпированно.
PM says his govt is corruption-free
The Nation. May 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/06-May-2017/pmsays-his-govt-is-corruption-free
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MIRPUR (AJK) - Prime Minister Sharif on Friday said his government was
corruption-free and has not been tainted in even a single scandal of financial
bungling as transparency in all projects was its hallmark since 2013.
Prime Minister Nawaz performed whirlwind visit of Azad Jammu & Kashmir
wherein he categorically declared that Pakistan would continue the journey of its
speedy progress and prosperity despite the hurdles created by the rivals.
He was addressing a ceremony held to mark the completion of tunnels of the
strategically important 969-megawatt Neelum Jehlum Hydropower Project near
Muzaffarabad.
First unit of Neelum Jhelum HydroPower Project will start the power
generation by the end of February next year while the second unit in mid March,
whereas the third and the fourth unit will be completed in April next year.
The Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower project will mark a major milestone
towards its completion, as excavation of about 68-kilometer long tunnels system of
the project will stand completed, when the second Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)
deployed on the project will break through the Right Headrace Tunnel.
With this significant development, the water way system of the mega Neelam
Jhelum project will enter the final phase which is scheduled to be completed in
seven months.
Thereafter, the tunnels will be ready to divert water from Dam site to Power
House.
Speaking on this occasion, Nawaz Sharif stated that the PML-N will win the
next-year general elections with a thumping majority on the basis of its
exceptional performance and those doing the politics of sit-ins will be exposed.
He further said that major challenges facing the country are due to nonserious behaviour of the previous governments.
When the PML-N took over, Nawaz said, the country was facing worst form
of loadshedding. ―With the completion of the power projects, the country will get
rid of power loadshedding by next year,‖ he added.
―Our government has addressed all the challenges effectively and now the
country has been put on the path of progress and development,‖ the PM said while
counting the anti-terrorism feats in recent years.
He told the gathering that the government was committed and seriously
following all the development projects for the betterment of the masses.
Nawaz Sharif said that the energy situation has improved and there is zero
loadshedding for industrial sector. The situation will further improve by next year,
he assured.
About 92 per cent construction work on the NJHP has been completed so far
involving extensive tunnels excavation work in one of the hardest terrains.
Hydel, coal, solar and wind power projects have been started to meet the
energy demand of the country, the PM informed. By the beginning of the next year
10,000 megawatt will be added in the system, he announced.
Nawaz said that power projects started by the government will generate more
energy as compared to the projects started during the last 70 years.
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He also detailed several energy projects started under China Pakistan
Economic Corridor.
Claiming that the economy of the country has been strengthened, the prime
minister said that the GDP growth rate of Pakistan will reach seven per cent by the
end of the tenure of this government.
―PML-N believes in the progress and development of the country. Those
levelling baseless allegations should open their eyes and so that they can see the
development projects started by the government,‖ Nawaz said in a veiled reference
to opposition parties - the PTI and the PPP.
―The sit-ins have badly affected the development process of the country.
CPEC was delayed for eight months due to the sit-ins,‖ he added.
Nawaz went on to say that the politics of those who misled the masses of the
country ―will die its death in the next general elections‖.
Azad Jammu and Kashmir Prime Minister Raja Farooq Haider Khan said that
some elements were criticising the government at all forums. ―They are creating
hurdles in the path of progress and development of the country,‖ he added.
Суд снял обвинения с дочери Наваз Шарифа в рамках «Панамагейт».
Apex court clears Maryam in Panama Papers case
Malik Asad. Dawn, April 21st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1328328/apex-courtclears-maryam-in-panama-papers-case

ISLAMABAD: Maryam Nawaz, daughter of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif,
may have heaved a sigh of relief after the verdict the apex court issued on
Thursday in the Panama Papers case virtually cleared her from the allegations the
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf and other petitioners had levelled against her.
According to the SC judgement, receipt of gifts from her father does not make
Maryam Nawaz his dependant.
The Panama Papers leaks alleged that Maryam Nawaz was the beneficial
owner of the London properties owned jointly by her brothers as well.
The petitions claimed that since Ms Maryam was a dependant of Mr Sharif,
the prime minister had to declare the Mayfair properties/flats in the wealth
statement.
The verdict, however, was of the view that Maryam Nawaz ―has received
cash gifts from her father in substantial amounts on various occasions… receipt of
gifts from the father does not necessarily make Respondent No.6 (Maryam Nawaz)
his (Nawaz Sharif) dependent in the legal sense of the word‖.
See: 13 damning remarks made by Justice Khosa on Panamagate
The bench stated in the verdict that ―we also notice that Respondent No.6
owns substantial agricultural property, receives income from the same, holds
shares in limited companies worth more than Rs200 million and her husband also
receives a fair amount of money by way of pension as a retired military officer. He
also receives salary/allowances in his capacity as a member of the National
Assembly‖.
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In response to the arguments that Maryam lives in the Sharif‘s family house,
the verdict says: ―The mere fact that she has chosen to live in a compound owned
by her grandmother does not ipso facto make her a dependent of Respondent No.1
(Nawaz Sharif) either.‖
The verdict further noted that Maryam ―contributes a substantial sum of
money towards her share in the joint expenses incurred by her grandmother on
behalf of other members of the Sharif family residing in the compound‖.
Subsequently, the bench declared, ―in this context, whether or not Respondent
No.6 is the beneficial owner of the Mayfair Properties becomes irrelevant at this
stage, seen from the point of view of seeking disqualification of Respondent No.1
on the ground that he has failed to disclose the assets of a dependent‘‘.
Even otherwise, the issue of dependency is a question of fact to be determined
on a case-to-case basis after recording evidence. ‗‗We are not persuaded to
undertake the said exercise, for this purpose, while exercising jurisdiction under
Article 184(3) of the Constitution,‘‘ it added.
The bench concluded that in these proceedings sufficient material was not
available on the record to establish that Maryam Nawaz was a dependant of Nawaz
Sharif, in a legal sense. ‗‗We do not feel the necessity to discuss this aspect of the
case any further, lest it should prejudice the case of either party before a competent
forum if and when this issue is agitated,‘‘ it said.
In the operating part of the judgement, the bench constituted a joint
investigation team comprising representatives of the Federal Investigation Agency,
National Accountability Bureau, Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan,
State Bank of Pakistan, Inter-Services Intelligence and Military Intelligence.
The court asked the proposed JIT to investigate allegations levelled against
Nawaz Sharif and his sons Hassan and Hussain by the petitioners.
A senior lawyer and former deputy attorney general Tariq Jahangiri says that
Maryam Nawaz has been cleared for the time being, but in case the JIT finds some
tangible evidence against her she may face the proceedings as well.
Глава партии «Авами Лиг(М)» Sheikh Rasheed Ahmad считает, что после
«Панамагейт» дни Наваз Шарифа сочтены.
Govt‘s days are numbered, says Sheikh Rasheed
Daily Times. 22.04.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/22-Apr-17/govts-days-arenumbered-says-sheikh-rasheed

ISLAMABAD: Awami Muslim League (AML) chief Sheikh Rasheed
Ahmad on Friday claimed that it was the last year of the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) government, as the country's political scenario had changed after
the Supreme Court verdict in Panamagate case.
Speaking in a morning show on Friday, he said, "Everything will happen this
year... now the voters clearly know who has looted the country." He claimed that
all political parties had started gearing up for elections, and that the slogan of 'Go
Nawaz Go' would now become an election slogan.
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He advised Nawaz Sharif to step down morally after the SC judgement,
saying that the PML-N chief had lost his status as a ruler. "The PM has lost his
position as a ruler after the decision."
He said that those eating sweets would mourn after 60 days. Senior judges
who are next in line to become chief justices said in clear terms that Nawaz Sharif
was no longer sadiq and ameen (truthful and trustworthy), he said, adding that the
judged had also dumped the Qatari letter into the dustbin.
«Панамагейт» - из 5 судей 3 были против признания семьи Наваз
Шарифа в коррупции, а 2 – «за».
Babar Awan's opinion: Nawaz Sharif no longer prime minister
Dawn. Apr 21, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1328184/babar-awans-opinion-nawazsharif-no-longer-prime-minister

Dr Babar Awan, lawyer of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chairman, in an interview
on Thursday said that in his legal opinion, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ―was no
longer the premier of Pakistan‖ as per the Supreme Court's verdict on Panamagate
case.
Awan added that he was satisfied with the split judgement given by the apex
court.
The court's short order can be read here.
The drawn out SC case to disqualify Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif for
allegedly misleading the nation on his family's involvement in corrupt practices, as
outlined in the Panamagate scandal, ended Thursday with the court ordering the
formation of a Joint Investigation Team to probe how the family's money was
transferred to Qatar.
The final verdict was split 3-2 among the five-judge bench, with two
dissenting notes from Justice Asif Saeed Khosa and Justice Gulzar Ahmed. Justice
Ejaz Afzal authored the majority opinion in the 540-page verdict.
Awan, in his interview on ARY News, said he is proud of the Pakistani
people, the political workers and the media for "successfully" pursuing the issue,
adding that in his opinion, the three judges who formed the majority opinion have
"in a way, reserved their judgement".
The lawyer added that the majority had not "over-ruled" what the two
dissenting judges have said.
Awan further said that the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) is legally
bound to pursue a case of corruption against the prime minister as per Justice
Khosa's ―order" in the dissent, adding that even though it was a split judgement,
both opinions carry "equal significance".
By similar reasoning, Awan said, PM Nawaz is "no longer" the premier of
Pakistan.
"He is not my prime minister. He is not the prime minister of Pakistan either.
He is only the prime minister of N-League," Awan said.
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The PTI counsel further argued that it is because of the weight the dissenting
opinion holds, that the opposition "for the first time has unanimously demanded
that the PM resigns".
Read more: Imran, Zardari demand PM's resignation: 'What is Nawaz
celebrating?'
Awan also said the bench has not given a "clean chit" to the accused.
"The federal government is investing all its money to save one man," he said,
claiming the PML-N is pouring the "country's wealth" in campaigning for the
upcoming election.
Панамагейт – Наваз Шариф практически чист перед законом
Panamagate verdict: PML-N declares 'victory', Supreme Court orders
JIT probe of Sharif family
Dawn. 20.04.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1327961/panamagate-verdict-pml-ndeclares-victory-supreme-court-orders-jit-probe-of-sharif-family

Neither a clean chit nor a disqualification: the drawn out Supreme Court
(SC) case probing the Sharif family‘s alleged corruption in the Panamagate case
ended today as the court ordered the formation of a Joint Investigation Team (JIT)
to probe how the family's money was transferred to Qatar. The prime minister and
his party breathed a collective sigh of relief, as the fear of an 'extreme verdict' —
the premier's ouster — dissolved and gave way to celebrations.
The final verdict was split 3-2 among the bench, with two dissenting notes in
the judgement by Justice Asif Saeed Khosa and Justice Gulzar Ahmed. The two
judges ruled against PM Nawaz Sharif, saying he should be disqualified, whereas
the other three were in favour of forming a JIT.
The premier's daughter, Maryam Nawaz, tweeted a photo of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif, his family and PML-N leaders celebrating the verdict with smiles
and embraces.
A complete copy of the judgement was shared by the Supreme Court on its
website.
A five-judge bench, comprising Justice Asif Saeed Khosa, Justice Gulzar
Ahmed, Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, Justice Azmat Saeed and Justice Ijazul Ahsan,
had examined arguments presented by the PTI, the Jamaat-i-Islami (JI), the Watan
Party and the All Pakistan Muslim League, who framed the case out of court as a
campaign against corruption.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Maryam Nawaz, Hasan Nawaz, Hussain
Nawaz, retired Capt Muhammad Safdar (the PM's son-in-law) and Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar were the respondents in the case.
The petitioners had touted the revelations brought forth in the Panama Papers,
published by the International Consortium of Journalists on April 3, 2016, as
'evidence' that the premier had lied to the nation in an address to Parliament where
he 'explained' his position following the leaks.
Justice Asif Saeed Khosa began announcing the final verdict in the case
against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family at Courtroom 1 today at the
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apex court to an audience of over 400 people, according to TV reports. Justice Ejaz
Afzal authored the majority opinion in the 540-page verdict.
"A thorough investigation is required," Justice Khosa said.
The five-judge bench raised questions regarding the money trail for the Sharif
family's Gulf steel mill and ordered the JIT to investigate the letter from a Qatari
royal ─ dismissed today by the bench ─ which was submitted by Sharif's lawyer as
evidence in the case.
Justice Khosa asserted that the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) and
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) had been unsuccessful in playing their role
effectively.
The JIT is to include officials NAB, FIA, State Bank of Pakistan, InterServices Intelligence, Military Intelligence, the bench said, and will be led by a
director-general level FIA officer.
The names of members of the JIT must be announced within seven days, and
a probe report must be released within 60 days. The JIT must report its progress to
the court on a weekly basis.
A special bench will examine the case under Section 184/3 of the
Constitution.
'Ready for investigation'
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif outside the Supreme Court. ─ DawnNews
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif told reporters outside the apex court that the
verdict was split 3-2. "They have said what the PM already said in his letter ─ that
a commission should be constituted to investigate the matter," he said.
"We are ready for all kinds of investigation," Asif said. "It has been
established today that any evidence or sacrifices given by our opponents in the SC
were not enough. We have succeeded."
Railways Minister Saad Rafique asserted that the PML-N would "fully
cooperate with the JIT and the court's decision will be respected."
The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) should also respect the court's decision,
Rafique said, among slogans of "Go Imran, go."
Minister for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal termed it a "historic
victory" for the PML-N. "The minority judgement shows that the PTI represents a
minority in Pakistan."
"Conspirators have been defeated yet again after the dharna. After suffering
successive electoral defeats IK's desire to deseat PM Nawaz Sharif through nonballot means failed again," Iqbal said in a tweet.
PTI leader and lawyer Fahad Chaudhry said that PML-N leaders celebrating a
'victory' have not read the verdict yet. "If they had, they would realise what has
actually happened to them."
Panama leaks
The Panama Papers, which refer to a massive trove of secret documents
leaked from Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca — which specialised in
helping the global elite stash wealth in offshore tax havens — had said that the
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PM's children, Maryam, Hasan and Hussain Nawaz "were owners or had the right
to authorise transactions for several [offshore] companies".
At least eight offshore companies were found to have links to the Sharif
family in the documents that were leaked.
The fallout
The revelations had raised serious concerns regarding the legitimacy of the
family's wealth, offshore holdings and business interests, and catalysed opposition
parties to rally for the investigation or resignation of the prime minister and his
family members.
Maryam Nawaz had initially dismissed the documents as a distortion of
information, but the prime minister had to eventually relent and order a judicial
probe into the allegations raised by opposition parties.
In a televised address, the premier also attempted to document his family's
financial history and said he was open to a probe.
Legal action and court proceedings
What followed was a protracted tussle on who would lead the commission
(the PTI had wanted the sitting chief justice, while the PML-N approached at least
5 ex-SC judges; each of them refused) and the terms of reference of the inquiry
(which neither government nor opposition could come to terms on); a second
televised address (in which the premier said he would resign if proven guilty); a
landmark parliamentary speech (in which a sitting prime minister defended himself
on the floor of the National Assembly); and mounting pressure from the Army and
opposition parties, after which the case finally landed in front of the Supreme
Court.
The case settled on Thursday had been initiated on January 4, 2017 under a
reconstituted bench comprising the five judges mentioned earlier in the story after
former Chief Justice Anwar Zaheer Jamali, who initially took up the case, retired
midway into the proceedings and was succeeded by the incumbent.
The case reviewed four petitions filed by Advocate Tariq Asad, JI chief
Sirajul Haq, PTI chairman Imran Khan and Awami Muslim League leader Sheikh
Rashid Ahmed, who had petitioned the Supreme Court to disqualify Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif for making misstatements in his speech in the National
Assembly on May 16 and in his address to the nation on April 5 last year regarding
investments made by his children in offshore companies that led to the purchase of
four upscale flats in London.
After hearing the arguments from both sides, the bench had reserved its ruling
on Feb 23 with the observation that their judgement would remain relevant and
valid for at least 20 years.
Judgement day
The landmark judgement was made public 57 days after the case was last
heard by the court. The federal capital was abuzz with excitement ahead of the
pronouncement as the country waited for the historic verdict.
Islamabad's Red Zone, where the Supreme Court is located, had been on 'red
alert', with around 1,500 police, Rangers and Frontier Constabulary personnel
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deployed in and around the area for security and to maintain peace. Police officials,
including Special Branch officials, were deployed for intelligence gathering and
timely responses.
Heavy contingents of security forces personnel had been deployed in and
around the Red Zone. Strict checking was implemented at entry points into the Red
Zone, where only concerned individuals, including government officials and
residents of the area were being allowed entry.
Only individuals with passes were allowed onto court premises. Ordinarily,
there are about 60 to 70 reporters at the apex court on a daily basis, but many more
today turned out to witness the judges deliver the historic verdict.
PML-N and Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) leaders had gathered outside the
Supreme Court ahead of the announcement and made charged statements on their
hopes for the outcome.
The prime minister himself followed the proceedings with his family and
senior party officials from his residence.
Решение суда по поводу «Панамагейт» позволит Наваз Шарифу
остаться у власти (мнение судей разделились)
Panama verdict: Both PML-N, PTI celebrate ‗victory‘
The Nation. April 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/20-Apr-2017/panama-verdictboth-pml-n-pti-celebrate-victory

The ruling party Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz‘ (PML-N) leaders are
celebrating ‗victory‘ following the Supreme Court‘s split verdict announcing the
formulation of a Joint Investigation Team (JIT) to prove evidence in the Panama
Papers Case.
The PML-N leadership has said the party will fully cooperate with the JIT.
Speaking to the media Minister of Defence and Water & Power Khawaja Asif
said that the verdict has rubbished the claims of the opposition.
―The Supreme Court‘s decision shows that the evidence provided by the
opposition wasn‘t sufficient,‖ he said. ―Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will remain
the premier PM till the 2018 elections and then five years after that.‖
Federal Minister for Railways Saad Rafique said the PML-N had reservation
on some parts of the verdict but today is day for the PML-N to celebrate a win.
―Nawaz Sharif is Saadiq and Ameen,‖ asserted Rafique. ―The decision of the
Supreme Court is binding on every citizen of Pakistan and everyone should respect
it.‖
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz‘s advocate Salman Raja said that stance of
two judges who were for the disqualification of the PM is their own point of view
not final verdict.
Meanwhile, Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaf (PTI) believe that the decision is actually
a loss for the PM and a win for their party.
Party Spokesperson Fawad Chaudhary said the Prime Minister of the country
will now have to present himself in front of JIT and tell them how he made his
‗black money‘.
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―Three judges give PM 60 more days to disqualify the premier while two
want to disqualify him now. This is a clear loss for PM,‖ said Fawad Chaudhary.
PTI leader Imran Ismail said that children of PM have been proven guilty in
front of the court, which is a shame for PML-N.
«Панамагейт» будет иметь определенные последствия
Panamagate verdict to be remembered for centuries‘
Terence
J
Sigamony.
The
Nation.
12/04/2017/
http://nation.com.pk/national/12-Apr-2017/panamagate-verdict-to-be-rememberedfor-centuries
ISLAMABAD - The Panamagate verdict will have enduring consequences,
set a new precedent and be remembered for centuries, said Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan
of the Supreme Court on Tuesday.
The judge made this observation when Khawaja Ahmed Hasan, representing
the civil society group in the Orange Line Metro Train project case, recalled that
on the conclusion of the Panama Leaks case, Justice Asif Saeed Khosa had said its
judgment would be very crucial and remain relevant even after 20 years. Ahmed
said he expected the same kind of judgment would be passed in the metro train
project case.
Ahmed appeared before a five-member SC bench, headed by Justice Ejaz
Afzal, which took up appeals of NESPAK, the Lahore Development Authority
(LDA), the Punjab Transit Authority and the Punjab government against the
Lahore High Court (LHC) verdict.
On August 19, 2016, the LHC had stopped work on the project, while setting
aside the NOCs issued by the DG archaeology and the chief secretary‘s committee
under Antiquities Act, 1975, and Special Premises Ordinance, 1985.
Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan remarked: ―Its judgment will not be for an individual,
but in accordance with the law and will be remembered for centuries.‖
The three judges of the bench — Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, Justice Sheikh
Azmat Saeed and Justice Ijazul Ahsan — were also part of the five-member bench
which heard the Panama Leaks case whose judgement was reserved on February
23.
Ahmed said verdicts of these cases would be remembered for a long time.
Justice Saeed said: ―We know if we pass a wrong judgment and heritage sites are
damaged, then this will be a burden on us and we will be carrying this cross
forever.‖
Ahmed prayed to the court to dismiss the appeals and uphold the LHC
judgment. He argued that there would be clearly visual impact on the historical
buildings and there was no material on record showing that no damage would be
done to the heritage.
The counsel for the civil society group said no assessment of the foundation
of the structure and the soil had been carried out. He said neither appraisal of the
vibration nor geo-technical study of the project had been conducted.
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Justice Saeed asked him to show a report which pointed out the loopholes.
Justice Ijazul Ahsan inquired whether his client‘s focus was on the visual impact of
the heritage or technical issues of the project. He said the NESPAK has conducted
study of the soil and it was confirmed by the TYPSA expert.
Justice Ejaz asked the counsel if he had objections on the project and felt that
the analysis carried out by the experts was incorrect. He should furnish the court
his findings, the judge said.
He said a civil engineer would tell about the technical side of the project and
not the law experts. Justice Ejaz said once someone asked Hazrat Ali (RA) about
the number of hair on his head. Hazrat Ali questioned: ―If I tell you, how will you
verify it?‖
The counsel said there was no data on the accumulative impact of the
vibration. Ahmed argued that TYPSA should have pointed out certain
inconsistencies, but it had not done that. He said the TYPSA seemed to have
compromised the issue.
Justice Ejaz asked the counsel though it was a public litigation, why his client
did not wake up at the right time. The judge said there is a proverb, ―a stitch in
time saves nine‖. The judge said the appellants had taken into account the worst
scenario and, according to them, there would be zero-level vibration.
Justice Saeed asked the counsel if he wanted the entire project to be
abandoned and the taxpayers‘ money to go waste. Ahmed said that some remedial
measures should be taken to avoid damage to the historical sites. The heritage
should be saved by constructing an underground route. Justice Ijaz noted that it
would cost extra $400 million, adding the underground work would entail boring
which could create a high-level vibration.
Ahmed completed his arguments while Asma Jehangir will start appearing
before the bench from today (Wednesday).
Коррупция – неотъемлемая часть жизни Пакистана
'Corruption remains a systemic problem in Pakistan'
Saad Ahmed Dogar (lawyer based in Lahore). The Express Tribune. April 6, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1366745/corruption-remains-systemic-problem-pakistan/

Our analysis on corruption is often divided along partisan lines with focus on
ascertaining which political party is more corrupt or the number of mega scandals
which occurred during their tenure. Naturally, the focus on corruption during the
tenure of Pakistan Peoples Party and Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
remained within similar confines. Of course, if the number of mega scandals is the
only measuring rod, then the perception that PML-N is less corrupt is correct.
Unfortunately, any debate that merely targets political parties or mega
scandals turns frivolous rather quickly and ends up ignoring the structural
problems that lead to corruption in the country. If we want to adequately tackle
corruption, it is imperative that we acknowledge that corruption is a systemic
problem in Pakistan.
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It is also important to distinguish between the public perception of corruption
and the level of actual corruption that exists in the country. Too much reliance on
indexes that reflect public perception can be misleading as it just gives a false
figure to the government to boast about reductions in corruption without having
done anything concrete to address the structural problems that lead to the illegal
practice. For instance, in 2016, a report by Transparency International (TI) noted
Pakistan improving its rank from 30 to 32 on a scale of 0 (highly corrupt) to 100
(very clean) in Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI).
Pakistan improves in corruption ranking
This index was used by many in PML-N to argue that corruption has been
declining during their tenure, however, a deeper introspection reveals that public
perception is not always driven by facts. Rather, it is influenced by the media and
subjective experiences. So one reason that people perceive PML-N to be less
corrupt is because the party focuses on visible governance – building
infrastructure in big cities – where it‘s able to affect the perception of urban
dwellers. And although PML-N does succeed in keeping most of these
infrastructure projects immune from corruption through direct oversight and
supervision, it does not mean that it has taken any action to curb corruption that
remains systemically-entrenched within the system and outside its direct
supervision.
Now just consider some facts which reveal the magnitude of corruption in the
country. First, according to the same TI report, 60 per cent of Pakistanis admitted
to having paid bribes to get access to basic services such as health and education.
And even with a slight improvement in CPI score, Pakistan still stands at 116 out
of 176 countries and is ranked ‗high‘ in terms of the level of corruption. On the
other hand, India and China both stand at 79 according to the same index. As for
the systemic corruption in Pakistan, which remains largely ignored, the National
Accountability Bureau itself admitted in 2016 that Pakistan loses around $133
million daily to systemic corruption.
Importance of institutions
Reviewing literature on good governance from books such as Why Nations
Fail by Daron Acemoğlu, What is governance? by Francis Fukuyama, and Candles
in the Dark by Pakistani authors Mahmood Ali Ayub and Syed Turab Hussain,
reveals a constant theme of the importance of good institutions in eliminating
corruption. Therefore, if we are to address the structural problems that lead to
corruption, there is one thing which can play a significant role in this aspect – it is
improving the quality of government institutions in Pakistan.
Institutional capacity is not only vital for eliminating corruption but, also to
achieve stability on a macro level. It is no surprise that Pakistan‘s institutions rank
129 out of 144 countries according to World Economic Forum‘s Executive
Opinion Survey in 2015 – which is second lowest in the region, just above
Bangladesh.
Bribery
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The first reason for this low ranking is bribery, which hampers the institution
from making prompt and impersonal decisions it is supposed to make. Anyone
who has been to a government institution would not be surprised to find that
Pakistan ranks 123 out of 144 countries in bribery and irregular payments, which is
one of the lowest in the region.
NBP‘s female official arrested for ‗Rs1.5 billion fraud‘
Furthermore, an astounding 75% Pakistanis admitted to paying bribes to the
police to get their work done. The very fact that there is no remorse or dishonour in
the transaction of bribery points towards the inherent hypocrisy of our society.
Unfortunately, the consciousness of the society has not elevated to a level where
bribery becomes socially unacceptable, nor has the government taken any
innovative initiatives to deal with the menace of bribery. What‘s needed is social
awareness coupled with citizens-backed accountability mechanism.
Favouritism and kinship
Another factor which plays a vital role in corruption is favouritism and the
tightly-knit kinship system in the country. Favouritism in government institutions
is almost a cultural phenomenon in Pakistan. No wonder the country ranks 101 out
of 144 countries for favouritism in government officials‘ decision-making – again
one of the lowest in the region. It must be understood that corruption is not always
financial embezzlement by top government officials or politicians benefitting in
isolation. Rather, it is entrenched within the social structure of the society. When a
person gets in a position of power or authority, they feel a sense of responsibility to
cater primarily to their family or biradari and so on. This, in turn, breeds
favouritism and corruption in kinship system where politicians are focused on
handing over lucrative contracts to their family members and bureaucrats often
favour their kin when making decisions.
Fighting corruption: NAB recovered Rs45b in two and a half years
Political interference
The third factor is political interference in government institutions. While
politicians do have to maintain a working relation with the government institutions
and bureaucracy, it turns problematic when they want to use these key institutions
to further their political goals. It is a well-known fact for anyone who observes the
workings of most institutions such as the police or land revenue department.
Let‘s just take Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) as a test case. One reason
PIA became such a corrupt enterprise is because it has a history of political
interference. This political interference led to the hiring and firing of employees at
the personal whims of politicians who wanted to reward loyalists. Just consider
that PIA employs 630 employees per plane compared to only 245 employees per
plane employed by Emirates. Good institutions have transparent guidelines which
define their workings and prevent political interference by strict adherence to those
guidelines. Unfortunately, Pakistan ranks at 118 out of 144 in the transparency of
government policy making, which is the lowest in the region. Therefore, it‘s
certainly no enigma then why institutions such as PIA have constantly been a
burden on the public exchequer.
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Political will must to wipe out corruption: NAB chief
In hindsight, it is essential to remember that corruption will not go away
simply with a change of government. It‘s important that the government comes up
with a comprehensive policy which is long term and addresses the structural
problems which lead to corruption. This will require making the workings of
government institutions and policymaking more transparent. Furthermore, an
efficient and responsive system of accountability needs to be introduced which
ensures that citizens are aware and part of the accountability process as watchdogs.
«Панамагейт». Верховный суд пока что не вынес никакое решение по
собственности семьи Наваз Шарифа в Лондоне.
Top court reserves Panamagate ruling
Hasnaat
Malik.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
24th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1337287/proceedings-conclude-top-court-reserves-panamagateruling/

ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court reserved its verdict on the much-hyped
Panamagate case on Thursday with lead judge Asif Saeed Khosa observing that a
short order could not be passed for a case such as this.
―26,000 pages have been submitted in this case and we will read each word of
them,‖ observed Justice Khosa, who heads the five-judge bench hearing the
petitions against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s family. ―This is not a case for
which a short order can be passed.‖
Justice Khosa observed that the court will decide the case only after
considering all submitted material and analysing every aspect of the case. He said
the court will announce a verdict which will be acceptable to everyone even after
20 years.
Justice Azmat Saeed Sheikh observed that the judgment will not be based on
populist sentiment.
Legal experts say the judges may take a couple of weeks in writing down the
judgment. They say the larger bench seems to be unanimous on the role of
investigating agencies, including the National Accountability Bureau and Federal
Investigation Agency. Likewise, findings on the money trail given by Sharif family
could be same. There are few chances of the prime minister‘s direct
disqualification merely on the basis of his speeches on Panamagate.
Legal experts say that biggest suspense of the judgment will be to link the
premier with the Panamagate case. The petitioners were unable to submit any
document to establish that the London properties were directly owned by the prime
minister. However, the judges may raise a question about ‗conflict of interest‘ in
their judgment. However, chances of dissenting opinions on some points in the
judgment could not be ruled out.
Earlier, when the hearing of the case resumed, the top court questioned the
federal government‘s recent LNG deal with Qatar. In response to Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf‘s counsel Naeem Bukhari‘s plea that the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz government had awarded a 20-year contract for import of LNG with Qatar
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to reward a prince who had come to the rescue of the ruling Sharif family in the
Panama Papers scandal, Justice Gulzar Ahmad observed that if the government
signed the deal to bestow favours to Qataris then it will be conflict of interest.
The bench asked the PTI counsel to inform the court about the status of the
LNG contract. To this, Bukhari said he is unaware about the complete details of
the matter. However, he stated that LNG deal was challenged before the Sindh
High Court.
During the proceedings, Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan observed that it was yet to
be established that the Sharif family‘s four apartments in London‘s Park Lane
neighbourhood were purchased in 1993. The judge also questioned the authenticity
of the PTI documents submitted in the court to establish the petitioner‘s claims
regarding the London properties.
―The court cannot give a judgment on the basis of disputed material,‖ he
remarked. ―Are we supposed to dispose the normal law of land and entertain
documents which have not come through proper custody?‖
However, Justice Khosa observed: ―If we do not entertain PTI documents
then Sharif family‘s documents will also not be accepted on the same basis.‖ He
remarked that if the court applied the same formula then 99.9 per cent of the
documents pertaining to the case will have to be ‗thrown away‘.
Justice Khosa also observed that it was unfortunate that a trend had developed
in society that ―justice is whatever has been done in our favour‖. Justice Khosa
said that if court issues a verdict against anyone then it is deemed that the judge
has been bribed or he is incompetent.
Meanwhile, Awami Muslim League (AML) chief Sheikh Rasheed appeared
before the bench and submitted a list of 371 questions which were raised by the SC
bench during the Panamagate hearing but the Sharifs‘ counsels did not give
answers to those queries. ―This is the last chance to give punishment to the corrupt
people and if the court will not do so then the country will be governed through
undemocratic forces,‖ Rasheed said.
In his concluding remarks, the PTI counsel said Hudabiya Paper Mills scam
against the Sharif family was at the centre of money laundering. Before conclusion
of the proceedings, PTI chief Imran Khan and Jamaat-e-Islami chief Sirajul Haq
came at rostrum and briefly addressed the bench.
Панамагейт. Сын Наваз Шарифа оказался неспособным объяснить
происхождение денег
Panamagate: PM‘s sons express inability to explain money trail
Syed Sabeehul Hussnain. Daily Times. 1.02.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/01Feb-17/panamagate-pms-sons-express-inability-to-explain-money-trail

Counsel tells court his clients have no documents that could tell who
originally established offshore companies Neilson and Nescoll
ISLAMABAD: The counsel for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's sons - Hassan
and Hussain Nawaz - has expressed his inability to explain the money trail for
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investment in the real estate business as well as the ownership of two offshore
companies Neilson and Nescoll that acquired Landon flats in 1993.
Salman Akram Raja, appearing on behalf of the PM's sons in the Panamagate
case, told the court that his clients had no documents that could prove who
originally established the two offshore companies.
He, however, contended that the Sharif family owned Landon flats through
settlement with a Qatari family in 2006, but the flats were in occupation of the
Sharifs since 1993, as both Hassan and Hussain were studying there.
Earlier, Justice Ijazul Ahsan remarked that the Qatari affidavit was a
subsequent document, and asked if any document was available regarding the
initial investment.
"Obviously Hamad (Qatari prince) would have some documents. If he can
provide affidavits then why can't he provide all the documents on your request?"
asked Justice Ijazul Ahsan.
Salman Akram Raja told the court that late Mian Sharif, the premier's father,
had invested the money in the Qatari family's real estate business, so the record
was not available with the grandchildren.
To this, Justice Gulzar Ahmad observed that the Qatari letter showed total
"disconnection of events".
Justice Asif Saeed Khosa, who heads the five-judge larger bench, expressed
annoyance and observed that the counsel for the premier contended that the
property was owned by the children, so they were answerable, then the counsel for
Maryam Nawaz argued that his client was the only trustee, and now the PM's sons
were saying that the documents were not available.
Justice Khosa told the counsel that if he did not want to make the position
clear then he was playing a big gamble. He said that the court could presume that
Mian Sharif invested 12 million dirhams in the real estate business of Qatar, and
there could be a possibility that the Landon flats were acquired by the Qatari
family by utilising the late Sharif's money.
Никто в Пакистане НЕ считает, что с коррупцией покончено
No one serious about ending corruption
Imran Mukhtar. The Nation. January 28, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/28-Jan2017/no-one-serious-about-ending-corruption

ISLAMABAD - In a veil reference to political adversaries, Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan said on Friday that the debate on corruption has become
a hot topic in Pakistan but no one was serious to eradicate it.
The eradication of corruption has become a political slogan in Pakistan and
the masses are being fooled in this regard. Everyone here talks about corruption
but no one is serious to eradicate it,‖ he said while addressing the inaugural
ceremony of the Army Welfare Trust Sangjani-Paswal Interchange on Motorway
(M-1).
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The project, launched by the trust employees on a self-finance basis, has been
completed at a cost of Rs650 million within a record eight months time.
The minister also lashed out at the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) but without
mentioning any one‘s name.
In a veiled reference to the PTI for championing the Panama Leaks issue,
Nisar said that decisions in developed nations were not made on roads. ―Those
nations never rise which face internal rifts,‖ he said and asked the people not to
remain silent anymore.
While alluding to PTI chief Imran Khan, Nisar said that there should be no
paradox between sayings and actions. He said that this should not happen that
people around any one would be doing corruption but he would be busy lecturing
others on corruption ―This also should not happen that I would amass property by
hook or by crook but I also voice concerns against encroachers. This should not
happen that whenever I speak, I will be telling lies and while using harsh
language,‖ he said. ―We need to differentiate between good and bad and also
between truth and lie as this is the way to make our society strong.‖
Nisar emphasised the need for unity and consensus among masses, as this was
the only way to achieve the dream of prosperity. ―We need to discourage division
as a nation, which follows a wrong path, cannot progress,‖ he said.
―Today it is quite difficult to deliver good things. Issues cannot be addressed
through protests or sit-ins and I am very much sure Pakistan has no dearth of
positive-minded and good people,‖ he said, adding that good people must come
forward and play an active role in the country‘s progress.
Nisar said that Sangjani interchange would prove to be an important
milestone in connecting people of different areas. It would not only ensure
progress and prosperity but also provide residents of the area an easy access to
Lahore, Islamabad, Sargodha and other important cities.
He said that hundreds of thousands of people living in dozens of villages and
adjacent residential colonies would get a facility to travel through this interchange.
In his welcome address, AWT Chief Executive Officer Zaheeruddin Babar
said the interchange had been a longstanding demand of the locals, AWT and other
allied societies.
He said that the project would help ease travelling of thousands of people,
besides paving way for economic prosperity.
Giving details about self-financing for the project, he said that the AWT
contributed 64 per cent, Engineers Cooperative Housing Society 17 per cent and
other allied societies contributed 19 per cent of finances to complete the
interchange.
Пакистан улучшил свое положение в Рейтинге коррумпированности –
116-е место (Индия на 79-м месте, Россия на 131-м месте)
Pakistan improves corruption ranking on TI index
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The Nation. January 26, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/26-Jan-2017/pakistanimproves-corruption-ranking-on-ti-index

BERLIN - Pakistan has scored a two-point improvement and moved to 116th
position in Transparency International‘s 2016 Corruption Perceptions Index,
released on Wednesday.
According to the Transparency‘s annual report, the country secured 32 points
out of 100 in 2016 as compared to 30 points in the previous year.
The watchdog uses data from institutions, including the World Bank, the
African Development Bank and business school IMD, to compile the perceptions
of the scale of public sector corruption. The score runs from zero, which is highly
corrupt, to 100, which is very clean.
Pakistan‘s arch-rival India ranked 79 on the list with a total of 40 points.
According to Transparency International, the situation regarding corruption
improved in Pakistan with Somalia on the top slot for corruption out of 176
countries.
Somalia received the dubious honour of most corrupt country in the world for
the 10th straight year in the Corruption Perceptions Index 2016 released on
Wednesday.
The index, which is published by Berlin-based Transparency International,
aims to rank nations ―based on how corrupt a country‘s public sector is perceived
to be.‖
The group estimates that ―corruption, bribery, theft and tax evasion, cost
developing countries $1.26 trillion per year.‖ According to José Ugaz, the chair of
Transparency International, in the most corrupt countries ―we often see
democracies in decline and a disturbing pattern of attempts to crack down on civil
society, limit press freedom, and weaken the independence of the judiciary.‖
In total 122 of the 176 countries ranked finished with a score below 50, which
Transparency International identifies as having a ―serious corruption problem.‖
Somalia has not had a functioning central government since warlords
overthrew longtime dictator Mohamed Siad Barre in 1991. The East African nation
held a parliamentary vote late last year, but the process was marred by violence,
corruption, vote buying and clan disputes.
The countries at the top of the list are generally clustered in Central Asia and
Africa. Several war-torn nations, such as South Sudan, Syria, Sudan, Yemen,
Afghanistan and Iraq are ranked in the top 10.
There is also a strong correlation between poverty and corruption. According
to Ugaz, ―in too many countries, people are deprived of their most basic needs and
go to bed hungry every night because of corruption, while the powerful and corrupt
enjoy lavish lifestyles with impunity.‖
The majority of Asia Pacific countries sit in the bottom half of the Corruption
Perceptions Index 2016. 19 out of 30 countries in the region scored 40 or less out
of 100.
Poor performance can be attributed to unaccountable governments, lack of
oversight, insecurity and shrinking space for civil society, pushing anti-corruption
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action to the margins in those countries. High-profile corruption scandals, in
addition to everyday corruption issues, continue to undermine public trust in
government, the benefits of democracy and the rule of law.
Bottom 10
176. Somalia: 10
175. South Sudan: 11
174. North Korea: 12
173. Syria: 13
170. Libya: 14
170. Sudan: 14
170. Yemen: 14
169. Afghanistan: 15
168. Guinea-Bissau: 16
166. Iraq: 17

В Рейтинге коррумпированности Пакистан занял 116 место среди 176
стран мира
Pakistan improves slightly to 116 rank on global corruption index
Dawn. 25.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1310644/pakistan-improves-slightly-to116-rank-on-global-corruption-index

The annual Corruption Perceptions Index, released by Transparency
International (TI), has ranked Pakistan number 116 of 176 countries that were
included in the index for the year 2016. The rank indicates a 'high' level of
corruption in the country.
The index, which ranks countries on a scale of 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very
clean), awarded Pakistan a score of 32 ─ a slight improvement from 2014 and
2015 when the country was given 29 and 30 points, respectively.
Neighbouring India and China shared the 79th rank with a score of 40, while
Afghanistan was ranked 169 with 15 points.
Low-ranked countries, such as Pakistan, Afghanistan and Myanmar are
"plagued by untrustworthy and badly functioning public institutions", with people
frequently encountering situations of bribery and extortion, the anti-graft watchdog
said after releasing the index on Wednesday.
Пакистан улучшил свой рейтинг коррумпированности в 2016 г.
Pakistan leaves other South Asian countries behind in reducing
corruption
The Nation. January 25, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/25-Jan-2017/pakistan-leavesother-south-asian-countries-behind-in-reducing-corruption

BERLIN : Pakistan‘s ranking in the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) 2016
has improved, the Berlin-based corruption watchdog Transparency International
(TI) declared in a report on Wednesday.
Chairman TI Pakistan Advocate Sohail Muzaffar said that Pakistan CPI 2016
score has increased by 2 points from 30 to 32 out of 100.
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Pakistan‘s rank in the CPI 2016 has improved to 61st above most corrupt
country in 176 countries in 2016 from 52nd above most corrupt country in 168
countries in 2015.
For the first time since 1996, when the first CPI was published, Pakistan has
jumped from the lowest one third corrupt countries to the middle one third
countries in 2016.
"Though Pakistan has fared better than its neighboring countries in curbing
corruption, but a great deal more needs to be done to improve Pakistan‘s rank in
the CPI," the corruption watchdog said in a press release.
2016 showed that around the world systemic corruption and social inequality
reinforce each other, leading to popular disenchantment with political
establishments and providing a fertile ground for the rise of populist politicians.
69 per cent of the 176 countries on the Corruption Perceptions Index 2016
scored below 50, on a scale from 0 (perceived to be highly corrupt) to 100
(perceived to be very clean), exposing how massive and pervasive public sector
corruption is around the world. This year more countries declined in the index than
improved, showing the need for urgent action.
According to CPI report, corruption and inequality feed off each other,
creating a vicious circle between corruption, unequal distribution of power in
society, and unequal distribution of wealth. As the Panama Papers showed, it is
still far too easy for the rich and powerful to exploit the opaqueness of the global
financial system to enrich themselves at the expense of the public good.
―In too many countries, people are deprived of their most basic needs and go
to bed hungry every night because of corruption, while the powerful and corrupt
enjoy lavish lifestyles with impunity,‖ said Jose Ugaz, Chair of Transparency
International.
―We do not have the luxury of time. Corruption needs to be fought with
urgency, so that the lives of people across the world improve,‖ added Ugaz.
Transparency International requested the federal and provincial governments
to take up the fight against corruption on a war footing to improve the conditions
of the general public.
Индия в опасной зоне по уровню коррупции (считают индийские СМИ)
India in red zone on transparency list
The Hindu. 26.01.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/India-in-red-zone-ontransparency-list/article17094505.ece?homepage=true

The annual index of Transparency International issued on Wednesday for
2016 placed India with Brazil and China in the 40th position.
A major international index of corruption and transparency has placed India
on the watch list for its inability to curb mega corruption scandals and petty
bribery. The annual index of Transparency International issued on Wednesday for
2016 placed India with Brazil and China in the 40th position. India‘s condition
showed growth with inequality, it said.
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―India‘s ongoing poor performance with a score of 40 reiterates the state‘s
inability to effectively deal with petty corruption and large-scale corruption
scandals,‖ said Transparency International. The impact of corruption on poverty,
illiteracy and policy brutality showed that not only was the economy growing but
so was inequality.
India‘s current ranking, putting it in the high corruption zone, has drawn
critical observations from transparency campaigners. Nikhil Dey of People‘s
Campaign for Right to Information said the government of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had not done enough on the issue of Lokpal and whistleblower
protection.
―A lot of scams in the previous government were unearthed with the help of
the right to information that the government itself allowed. But the present
government has done nothing to boost the anti-corruption structure. The
demonetisation process is the latest indicator of the lack of transparency in the
system, where even the Reserve Bank of India is not able to spell out the exact
details of the operation,‖ Mr. Dey said. ―Growth with inequality is disastrous on its
own. But in the case of India, such a growth also legitimises corruption,‖ he
warned.
South Asia had performed poorly. Bangladesh at 27th and Nepal at 29th
positions were slotted in the highly corrupt section. Pakistan, at 32, also came in
the red zone. Afghanistan ranked 15th was in the ―highly corrupt‖ list with South
Sudan, North Korea and Libya.
The organisation recognised China‘s recent anti-corruption campaign under
President Xi Jinping which had been targeting ‗tigers and flies‘ and slotted it
alongside India. China‘s latest score was an improvement of three points. India,
though it improved two ranks, remained in the same red-zone of corruption.
Коррупция разъедает Пакистан как раковая опухоль,
председатель Национальной Ассамблеи
Corruption affects country like cancer: NAB chairman

- заявил

NOKHAIZ SAHI The Nation. January 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/21-Jan2017/corruption-affects-country-like-cancer-nab-chairman

Pindi NAB recovered over Rs2b last year
ISLAMABAD - The National Accountability Bureau Rawalpindi recovered
Rs2,088.886 million and arrested 96 corrupt officials last year. Besides this, the
Pindi Bureau also received 5013 complaints and filed 34 corruption references in
respective Accountability Courts with overall conviction ratio of 75 per cent in
2016.
This was revealed during a briefing to Chairman National Accountability
Bureau Qamar Zaman Chaudhry when he visited the NAB Rawalpindi Regional
Bureau for annual inspection on Friday. He directed the officials of NAB
Rawalpindi to work hard to further improve their performance to curb corruption
and corrupt practices.
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NAB Rawalpindi, out of 194 inquiries, completed 115 inquiries whereas out
of 93 investigations, completed 57 investigations on merit in 2016.
NAB Chairman‘s Inspection & Monitoring Team (CI&MT) was deputed to
conduct annual inspection of NAB Rawalpindi Regional Bureau for 2016. The
inspection was carried out from January 18 to January 20, 2017 to review and
evaluate the performance of NAB Rawalpindi Bureau on the basis of a quantified
grading system on the basis of the newly introduced quantified grading system.
Senior Member, Chairman‘s Inspection and Monitoring Team (CI&MT)
along with his team conducted the inspection for the year of 2016. He gave a
detailed briefing to Chairman NAB about the annual inspection done and
highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of NAB Rawalpindi Regional Bureau.
He informed that a quantified grading system had been devised.
Under this grading system, the performance of all NAB‘s Regional Bureaus is
being evaluated during January and February 2017 at uniform criteria.
The NAB chairman said that corruption is curse which is mother of all the
evils. Corruption affects country just like cancer. NAB has been rejuvenated after
taking various initiatives.
He said that the figures of complaints, inquiries and investigations are almost
double as compared to the same period of 2015 to 2016. The comparative figures
for the latest two years are indicative of the hard work being put in by all ranks of
NAB staff in an atmosphere of renewed energy and dynamism, where fight against
corruption is being taken as a national duty. Increase in the number of complaints
also reflects enhanced public trusted in the NAB. The PILDAT in its report
supports the position stated above as 42 per cent people trusted NAB against 30
per cent for police and 29 per cent for government officials. The recent report of
Transparency International also rated Pakistan in Corruption Perception Index
(CPI) from 126 to 117. The World Economic Forum and Mishal Pakistan
according to Global Competitiveness Index of the World Economic Forum rated
Pakistan from 126 to 122 this year which is great achievement of Pakistan due to
NAB efforts.
The Chairman NAB said that NAB has devised Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) to rationalise the workload and timelines have been prescribed
for efficient, effective and expeditious disposal of cases putting a maximum limit
of 10 months - from complaint verification-to-inquiry-to-investigation and finally
to a reference in the Accountability Court. He said that NAB has also introduced a
new System of Combine Investigation Team (CIT) in order to benefit from the
experience and collective wisdom of senior supervisory officers, a system of CIT
comprising Director, Additional Director, Investigation Officer and a Senior Legal
Counsel has been put in place. This will not only lend quality to the work but also
ensure that no single individual can influence the proceedings.
«Панамагейт». Семья Наваз Шарифа владеет элитной квартирой в
Лондоне с 90-х годов.
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Sharif family owns Park Lane flats since 1990s
The Express Tribune, January 14th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1294512/shariffamily-owns-park-lane-flats-since-1990s/

Ownership of luxury apartments never changed, says report citing official
documents
The Sharif family‘s luxury flats in an upscale London neighbourhood, which
are at the centre of the Panamagate scandal, had been purchased in the 1990s and
since then there has been no change of ownership, BBC Urdu reported citing
official documents.
The four apartments in the Park Lane neighbourhood had been purchased in
the name of Nielsen Enterprise Ltd and Nescoll Ltd — the two offshore companies
named in the Panama Papers, according to the report.
SC cannot directly disqualify PM in Panamagate case: counsel
The official records of companies doing business in the United Kingdom
reveal that when Hassan Nawaz, son of Premier Sharif, set up a company, Flagship
Investment Ltd in 2001, he had provided his Park Lane apartment‘s address at the
time of registration.
In May 2015, the Panama Papers, an unprecedented leak of 11.5m files from
the database of the world‘s fourth biggest offshore law firm, Mossack Fonseca,
revealed that three scions of the Sharif family are among thousands of powerful
people of the world who had secreted their monies in offshore tax havens.
The revelations stirred up a political firestorm in the country, with opposition
parties, especially Imran Khan‘s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, accusing the ruling
Sharif family of corruption and money laundering and calling for their
accountability.
In subsequent interviews, Premier Sharif‘s son Hussain Nawaz admitted the
family‘s ownership of Nielsen and Nescoll, the two offshore companies named in
the Panama Papers.
―The Park Lane apartments in London are owned by Nielsen and Nescoll, and
I am the beneficial owner of these companies, which are working under a trust held
by my sister Maryam Nawaz Sharif,‖ Hussain had said at the time.
A five-judge larger bench of the Supreme Court is hearing a slew of petitions
filed by opposition politicians seeking disqualification of Premier Sharif in light of
the Panama Papers revelations.
Disqualification of PM to set a dangerous precedent: SC
In his reply in the top court, Hussain said he was the sole owner of the
properties abroad. ―Entities [properties] are being managed under a trust
arrangement for the sole benefit of Hussain Nawaz, with Maryam Nawaz being the
trustee thereof. Other than the role of a trustee for and on behalf of Hussain Nawaz,
Hassan Nawaz has no concern, relationship, ownership or control of the entities
and/or the properties,‖ he said.
He further submitted that the source of funds resulting in vesting of beneficial
ownership of the entities and, consequently, the properties of Hussain Nawaz, in
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January 2006, was the investment made by the late Mian Muhammad Sharif, father
of Premier Sharif, in 1980, from the sale proceeds of his steel business in Dubai.
No part of the funds resulting in vesting of beneficial ownership of the entities
in favour of Hussain were generated or transferred/transmitted from Pakistan,
states the reply adding that before Jan 2006, none of the entities or properties was
owned by any of the Sharif family members.
Premier Sharif‘s second son Hassan Nawaz, in his reply, stated that he was
not and had never been owner of any of the properties or entities. He further stated
that none of the members of the Sharif family had purchased the properties
between 1993 and 1996.
Conversely, the BBC report says one of the Mayfair Apartments, 12-A, is
owned by a British company, Flagship Investment Ltd. And the company‘s
documents show that Hassan is its director. The Flagship Investment Ltd
purchased Flat 12-A in the Avenfield House on January 12, 2004. Apart from that,
Hassan is also the director of four companies which have the same address of the
Mayfair apartments.
According to the documents of the organisation keeping records of sale and
purchase of properties in London, the first flat in the central London
neighbourhood of Mayfair, 17 Avenfield House, had been purchased on June 1,
1993 by the Nescoll Ltd.
PM not answerable for son‘s business: counsel
Similarly, another apartment, Flat 16, in the same Avenfield House had been
purchased on July 21, 1995 by the Nielsen Enterprise Ltd. A third flat, 16-A, in the
same building had been purchased on the same date by the same company. And the
fourth flat, 17-A, had been purchased in July 1996 by the Nescoll Ltd.
According to the BBC, Premier Sharif‘s sons had been approached for their
version about the ownership and purchase of these flats, but they did not reply
despite the passage of two weeks.
On November 15, the Sharif family had submitted a letter purportedly from a
Qatari prince before the top court, which reads: ―My father had longstanding
business relations with Mian Muhammad Sharif, which were coordinated through
my eldest brother. Our families enjoyed and continue to enjoy personal relations.‖
The prince further stated that as per his understanding at that time an aggregate
sum of around 12 million dirhams had been contributed by Mian Sharif,
originating from the sale of business in Dubai, UAE.
The letters further claims that the London flats were registered in the
ownership of two offshore companies‘ bearers share certificates of which were
kept during that time in Qatar. These were purchased from the proceeds of the real
estate business. ―On account of the relationship between the families, Mian
Muhammad Sharif and his family used the properties whilst bearing all expenses
relating to the properties, including the ground rent and service charges.‖
The Qatari prince further claims Mian Muhammad Sharif wished that
beneficiary of his investment and returns in the real estate business would be his
grandson Hussain Nawaz. He also reveals that in 2006, the accounts in relations to
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the investment were settled between the al Thani family of Qatar and Hussain
Nawaz through which the properties had been transferred to the latter.
However, the Sharif family did not submit any documentary proof to establish
that the settlement had been done between the families in 2006.
Коррупция в Белуджистане
Corruption In Balochistan
The Nation. January 09, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/editorials/09-Jan-2017/corruption-inbalochistan

JUI-F lawmaker Sardar Abdul Rehman Khetran on Saturday, addressing the
Balochistan assembly alleged that the former Inspector General of Balochistan
Police Mushtaq Ahmed Sukhera took 28 provincial owned vehicles with him to
Punjab after he retired.
The news read like just another fact of life in Pakistan, where VIPS and
VVIPS act like they have rights over what does not belong to them.
In this case it points to the blatant sense of entitlement that a select few
officials working in Balochistan feel.
Pakistan has suffered long and Balochistan even longer due to corrupt
governance, unrest and chaos.
When massive wads of money were discovered by the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) in May last year, from the residence of Balochistan
Finance Secretary Mushtaq Ahmed Raisani, there was an uproar over the
conditions in Balochistan and the unabashed looting from local government
development funds.
The NAB recovered more than Rs730 million from the house, an amount so
large, if utilised properly, had the potential to transform the backward province.
The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) made two controversial plea
bargain deals with Raisani, enforcing the fact, that cheaters will be allowed to
prosper.
The IG probably understood as much when he decided to keep the official
motorcade, and if the accusation is unfounded, a clarification must be given.
If it is true, he should be investigated and prosecuted to the full extent of the
law.
Former federal minister Sardar Yar Mohammad Rind had brought to attention
the Raisani case in October 2014, and it took three years for the NAB to take
action, only to allow a way out for the corrupt.
Rind alleged that the Raisani-led government had committed massive
corruption in the Reko Diq gold-cum-copper project deal and the province still
awaits justice.
How long will it take to get to the bottom of this one?
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Имран Хан уверен, что Наваз Шарифу «не
«Панамагейт».
Sharif can‘t save himself in Panamagate, says Imran

отмазаться»

от

Majeed Gill. Dawn. 9.01.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307296/sharif-cant-savehimself-in-panamagate-says-imran

BAHAWALPUR: Launching his party‘s mass contact campaign here on
Sunday, Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chairman Imran Khan alleged that the
prime minister had bought assets abroad in the name of his daughter through ―illgotten money‖ and he would not able to save himself as the Panama case was
going to be decided soon.
Speaking at a public meeting at the Dring Stadium, he also targeted Defence
Minister Khawaja Asif and Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (F) chief Maulana Fazlur
Rehman, lambasting the former for his remarks that Panama leaks had nothing to
do with Pakistanis and terming the latter an agent of Nawaz Sharif.
The PTI chief asked Mr Asif if Panamagate was not an issue for Pakistanis,
then was it a problem for Indians.
Mr Khan branded the group of spokesmen for the ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-N, who often criticised him, as ―Motu Gang‖.
PTI chairman claims Islamabad sit-in made people aware of their rights
He recalled that during his earlier public meeting in Bahawalpur about twoand-a-half years ago, he had disclosed the date for the Islamabad sit-in, and now he
had launched his mass contact campaign from the city.
The PTI‘s Islamabad sit-in awakened people and made them aware of their
rights and, as a result, they had launched a struggle for a just society, he said. ―The
dharna has changed Pakistan.‖
He expressed sympathy for the people of southern Punjab who, according to
him, had lagged behind other regions of the country.
Mr Khan went on to repeat his allegations that Mr Sharif had purchased
properties abroad in the names of his daughter Maryam Nawaz and other children.
The crowd waved their hands in his support when Imran Khan asked them
whether they would come out of their houses to join his mass contact drive.
―Had we made efforts even for 200 years, we could not have identified Nawaz
Sharif‘s properties in foreign countries. It is the Panama Leaks through which we
have came to know about his ill-gotten wealth,‖ he said.
Because of the trend of transferring money abroad, he observed, the country
was mired in debt.
He alleged that Prime Minister Sharif had been indulging in corrupt practices
for the last 30 years and now he had become an ―expert in corruption‖.
―Hassan Nawaz was studying in 1999, but only after two years he became a
millionaire,‖ he said.
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―The children of corrupt people are healthy and chubby whereas children of
poor people, who comprise 45 per cent of the country‘s population, cannot even
get proper food.‖
The PTI chief declared that his party, with the support of masses, would
confront all corrupt elements and spare none of them.
The former captain of the cricket team expressed disappointment over defeats
of the present team and said it did not mean that the country faced dearth of talent.
After coming to power, he pledged, the PTI would try to improve the sports
system in the country.
Development funds
Mr Khan said that Multan‘s metro bus project was a waste of money.
The PTI general secretary, Jahangir Tareen, said if the government did not
release Rs2.5 billion for Lodhran development package promised by the prime
minister in Nov 2015. ―I, along with Sheikh Rashid Ahmed, will take an extreme
step against Nawaz Sharif‖.
Referring to a recent accident, he said had funds been released, six children of
Lodhran would not have lost their lives in the train accident.
Sheikh Rashid recalled that he had once been jailed in Bahawalpur, saying: ―I
am a suicidal politician and carry my shroud on my shoulders.‖
He alleged that the prime minister had destroyed bureaucracy.
Shah Mehmood Qureshi said that the PTI, in a bid to seek justice in the
Panamagate case, had knocked at the doors of the Supreme Court.
He alleged that the funds sanctioned for 163 development schemes of
southern Punjab had been diverted to Lahore.
Published in Dawn, January 9th, 2017
«Панамагейт»: семью Наваз Шарифа могут вызвать в Верховный суд
по поводу незаконного приобретения квартиры в Лондоне
Panamagate: SC may summon Sharif family
Syed
Sabeehul
Hussnain.
The
Daily
Times.
6/01/2017/
http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/06-Jan-17/panamagate-sc-may-summon-sharif-family

Justice Khosa says summons can be issued if Sharifs contradict previous
interviews on purchase and possession of their flats in London
ISLAMABAD: The second day of the Panamagate hearing, after
reconstitution of a larger bench, raised an unpleasant possibility for the ruling
family as the Supreme Court of Pakistan on Thursday hinted that it could summon
the Sharif family if contradictions between members regarding the purchase of
London flats surfaced.
"If the Sharif family contradicts previous interviews regarding London flats,
the top court can summon them," Justice Asif Saeed Khosa observed while
heading a five judge larger bench hearing Panamagate case. Justice Sheikh Azmat
Saeed, another member of the bench, observed that we need to find the truth as the
interest generated because everyone wants to know the truth.
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These observations came following the arguments of the Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI) counsel Naeem Bukhari who appraised the court about certain
contradictions through the Sharif Family's statements, which were broadcast in
different interviews regarding the purchase and possessions of London flats.
When the hearing resumed, Bukhari argued over the Qatari prince's letter and
interviews of the Sharif family members on different private channels and
international media. He argued that the Qatari letter did not mention any source of
remittances for the purchase of London flats adding that purchase of property in
the UK could not be done without solicitors. The said letter does not name any
solicitor nor does it mention how the flats were acquired between 1993 and 1996.
The account settlement between the Al-thani family and Hussain Nawaz was
done in 2006 but there was uncertainty surrounding who delivered the certificates.
Bukhari added that the letter was a complete concoction in order to support the
stance of the premier's children. Justice Saeed observed that the issue was very
simple, but there was no banking transaction while this channel must have been
employed.
The court, however, rejected Bukhari's plea of taking out the Qatari letter
from the case. Justice Khosa observed that the letter is the presentation of one
party, and that it would go a long way in support of the petitioner's case, adding
that the letter should be considered regardless. Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, another
member of the larger bench, said "We know the dates and prices, and if the Qatari
letter is taken out, it can easily be concluded that the Sharif Family purchased the
flats," said Bukhari.
However, Justice Saeed said that the court needed "material evidence. Don't
make sweeping statements and tempt the court," remarked Justice Saeed adding if
the letter was not correct the petitioner would have to answer to the court. Through
an interview in electronic media, Bukhari argued that there are apparently some
admissions that Maryam Safdar did not own a house in Pakistan or even outside
the country. Justice Khosa observed that if anyone denied their media statements,
then they would have to place statements on the record.
Likewise, Bukhari further argued, the prime minister in his interview said that
he separated the politics from business in 1997. On this Justice Khosa remarked,
"do we have any document of disassociation of business adding is there any record
of this?" To this, Bukhari said no record was available.
Bukhari said that in the Al-toufeeq case in 2000, the charge on Flat 17 on the
application to withdraw by auction of 34 million dollars was lifted. He questioned
why the Sharif Family paid the money if the property was owned by the Al-thani
family. Bukhari further said that Maryam was and had been dependent on her
father, and she was also the beneficial owner of the flats in London.
"Unless the word 'dependent' is defined clearly, it would not be possible to
appreciate your argument," observed Justice Ejaz Afzal. The premier's lawyer,
Makhdoom Ali Khan, also submitted timeline regarding various offices that Nawaz
Sharif has held during his political career. The top court will take up the case on
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Friday (today) again whereby Naeem Bukhari, counsel for PTI, will conclude his
arguments.

ОБРАЗОВАНИЕ1
Gen Bajwa for revisiting madrassa teaching concept
Sharif Khan. The Nation. December 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec-2017/genbajwa-for-revisiting-madrassa-teaching-concept

Quetta - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday
criticised religious seminaries for mostly teaching only Islamic theology, leaving
students ill-equipped for life in the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖ he
told a youth conference in Quetta, stressing the country needs to ‗revisit‘ the
religious schools concept.
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The army chief also said that ―tomorrow‘s Balochistan will be engine of
national development‖ and prove an invaluable link from north to south and also to
west.
In a double entendre, he said he believes in democracy and even more so in
the democratic values of selfless service and supremacy of moral authority. ―All of
us have a duty to the nation.‖
The country has seen repeated military coups and apprehensions have been
expressed by different quarters about General Bajwa‘s intentions, especially after
the disqualification of ex-prime minister Nawaz Sharif – who believes that army is
behind his ouster.
Modernising madrassas, which have mushroomed nationwide, is a thorny
issue in Pakistan where religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of
youngsters but are the only education available to millions of poor children.
General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an army chief criticising the religious seminaries, which are
often built adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious
hardliners.
General Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being
taught in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi school of thought alone.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (prayer leaders) or
they will become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build
enough mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa pass-outs.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying only the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to de-radicalise religious hard-liners
by ―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the
civilian government but which now appears to be taking form.
But this policy has suffered a setback as recently capital Islamabad was
paralysed for nearly three weeks by a blockade staged by a newly formed ultrareligious party belonging to the otherwise peaceful Sunni-Brelvi school of thought.
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Pointing to the brighter side of the situation, he said ―our future is bright and
our youth is fully capable of taking on the mantle‖. Admiring Balochi youth, he
said they were ―as capable as youth of any area of Pakistan‖.
―We have enough resources we just need to improve our human resource.
The civil service needs to be made attractive so that the top talent comes to civil
service. It is the backbone of any country,‖ underlined Bajwa.
Highlighting armed forces and law enforcement agencies‘ share in educating
Baloch students, he mentioned that presently over 25,000 of them were receiving
quality education at various Army and FC-run schools and cadet colleges all over
Pakistan.
As many as 20,000 daughters of Balochistan were serving in Army
including over 600 as officers while 232 cadets are undergoing training at Pakistan
Military Academy in Kakul.
Army chief added that so much was only the representation in Pak Army and
the number gets even higher when they took into account Baloch youth in Pakistan
Air Force, Pakistan Navy and other Law Enforcement Agencies.
The COAS announced establishment of an MRI centre at Turbat and
expediting work on already announced educational institutions.
―Army is a state institution meant to serve the nation. Army shall continue to
perform its role while national security and development remains a national
obligation for all state institutions, averred the Army chief at the seminar.
Renowned speakers from academia, civil society, media and politicians also
addressed the seminar titled ―Human Resource Development for the youth of
Balochistan – opportunities and challenges‖.
Chief Minister Nawab Sanaull Zehri in his address said that the dependency
of Balochistan on Centre would have to be ended by developing own resources as
the province was replete with boundless natural resources.
He clarified that Balochistan wouldn‘t develop unless its untapped resources
were exploited for its progress.
―Balochistan wastes 1.5 million acre floodwater due to lack of dams,‖ said
Zehri, adding if they were having resources, they can build dams to save this water
to make the province self-reliant in agriculture.
The chief minister added that Balochistan‘s population was meagre luckily,
and proper exploitation of resources may enable the government to give 15,000 to
20,000 rupees per month to each unemployed family.

Army chief says Pakistan should 'revisit' madrassa schools
The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/army-chief-sayspakistan-should-revisit-madrassa-schools
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Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday criticised
madrassas that have mushroomed nationwide for mostly teaching only Islamic
theology, saying the country needs to ―revisit‖ the religious school concept.
Modernising madrassa education is a thorny issue in Pakistan where
religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of youngsters but are the only
education available to millions of poor children.
General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an Army chief criticising madrassas, which are often built
adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious hardliners.
Bajwa said a madrassa education in Pakistan was inadequate because it did
not prepare students for the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖
Bajwa told a youth conference in Quetta, the capital of Balochistan.
Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being taught
in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi, a Sunni Muslim sub-sect that shares the
beliefs of the strictly orthodox Wahhabi school of Islam on the Arabian Peninsula.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (clerics) or they will
become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build enough
mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa students.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
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Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Islamist hardliners hold great sway in Pakistan, with the capital, Islamabad,
paralysed for nearly three weeks last month by a blockade staged by a newly
formed ultra-religious party.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to deradicalise religious hard-liners by
―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the civilian
government but which now appears to be taking form.
Всемирный банк предоставил кредит 400 млн. долл. на развитие
образования и здравоохранения.
$400m World Bank loan to help improve education, heatlh
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372914/400m-world-bank-loan-to-help-improve-education-heatlh

ISLAMABAD: The government is seeking a $400 million loan from the
World Bank to implement Public Finance Management Strategy (PMS) 2018-27 to
bring improvement in procurement systems and accountability in service delivery
for the health and education sectors.
A World Bank document says that the current Public Finance Management
(PFM) limits the impact of ongoing health and education operations through
inefficient and ineffective management of funds, lack of transparency which can
undermine accountability, and coordination challenges between federal and
provincial governments.
The proposed programme will address these challenges through
transformative measures like, enactment of a robust PFM law, which will lead to
empowerment of front-line service delivery managers by decentralisation of
payment processing and availability of real-time budget execution reports for
timely decision-making.
Furthermore, greater transparency and accountability will be achieved
through establishment of e-procurement; audit trails of procurementsp; tracking of
expenditure to service delivery level; allowing for direct beneficiary monitoring of
public expenditure through social audit to improve delivery of services; auditing of
performance information in financial statements.
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The reform strategy will consolidate PFM progress and make incremental
improvements to ensure that systems deliver to their full potential in an
accountable and transparent manner.
The PFM strategy is further supported by the approved Department of the
Auditor General of Pakistan strategic plan (2015-2019); the CGA action plan; and
the National Procurement Strategy and Training Plan (2017-2021).
The ‗Vision-2025‘ envisages a responsive, inclusive, transparent and
accountable system of governance as a crosscutting foundation for all its pillars.
The government programme as indicated in PFM reform strategy consists of
six pillars, and these are: revenue mobilisation; fiscal management; service
delivery and results-based management; public investment management and public
private partnership; oversight, transparency and accountability; and vertical
integration.
The World Bank Country Partnership Strategy (2015-19) recognises service
delivery in health and education as key areas of the bank.
It also envisages seeking opportunities to address malnutrition in a multisectoral way by adding nutrition components to programmes in various sectors.
The proposed strategy will reinforce key results areas, which consist of legal
framework and internal management system in line ministries and service delivery
units.
Малала Юсуфзай и Аббаси обсуждают женское образование в
Пакистане (в ходе 72-й Генассамблеии ООН).
Malala, PM Abbasi discuss female education in Pakistan at UN
The Express Tribune. September 21, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1512105/malalapm-abbasi-discuss-female-education-pakistan-un/

As world leaders, dignitaries and activists gather in New York for the 72nd
United Nations General Assembly, Pakistani Nobel Laureate Malala Yousafzai
called on Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi as the two met to discuss
promotion of female education in Pakistan.
During the meeting, Malala reinforced her commitment to raise awareness
about education, particularly female education, in Pakistan. Referring to the
commitment of PM Abbasi for expanding education in Pakistan, she expressed
hope that the premier would become a champion of education in Pakistan.
Пакистан понизил рейтинг Университетов в 2017 г. – 4 вошли в 1 тыс.
университетов мира
With just 4 universities in top 1,000, Pakistan falls in world rankings
this year
Ahsan Raza. Dawn. September 05, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355788/with-just-4universities-in-top-1000-pakistan-falls-in-world-rankings-this-year

Four Pakistani universities have made it to the 14th annual edition of the
Times Higher Education World University Rankings this year.
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The rankings reflect a decline from last year's list, which included seven
Pakistani institutes among the top 1,000 in the world.
Of the four, only Quaid-i-Azam University (QAU) is among the top 500
universities. The shift into the 401-500 cohort for QAU is an improvement from its
position in the 601-800 band in last year's rankings.
Other Pakistani universities in the top 1,000 include COMSATS Institute of
Information Technology, the National University of Sciences and Technology in
the 601-800 band, and the University of Agriculture, Faisalabad in the 801+ group.
In this year's rankings, Pakistan fell far behind its neighbours; 60 institutions
from China, 30 from India and 11 from Iran were on the list.
Times Higher Education Global Rankings Editorial Director Phil Baty said
the lack of Pakistani institutions in the rankings is "disappointing". He attributed
the low representation of local universities to a "lack of funding".
He expressed hope that the increased funding by China would "enable
Pakistan to improve its performance in the table in future years".
"The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor unveiled by Chinese president Xi
Jinping in 2013 and now in its first phase of implementation has been touted as a
potential way for Pakistan to build the technological capacity of its universities,"
he said.
He lauded the improvement in the ranking of QAU saying that the "big rise
is impressive given the global competition".
Evaluation and assessment expert Shagufta Shahzadi, however, wondered
why Pakistan‘s premier institutes like Aga Khan University, the Lahore University
of Management Sciences, National University of Modern Languages, Beaconhouse
National University, FAST, Lahore School of Economics, the Institute of Business
Administration and the Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute of Engineering Sciences and
Technology never appeared in the world ranking despite having an excellent job
market.
University of Oxford retained the top spot in the rankings, followed by the
University of Cambridge, the California Institute of Technology and Stanford
University, the last two jointly occupying the third spot.
Расходы на образование в Пакистане
Education spending in Pakistan
Dr
Pervez
Tahir.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1490941/education-spending-pakistan/

August

26th,

2017.

This is the last piece in the series on education spending. The earlier pieces
analysed the budget estimates 2017-18 and budget and revised estimates 2016-17
for all the provinces, the federal government and all of the federal territories. It is
now time to put things together and present an overall picture of education
spending in Pakistan.
In the 2017-18 budgets, all these governments allocated Rs902.7 billion for
education. As the budgeted amount in the previous year was Rs776.1 billion, this
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shows an increase of 16.3 per cent. However, the revised estimate for the previous
year was Rs622.1 billion, a 19.8 per cent reduction in utilisation. This was mainly
the result of massive underutilisation in Punjab and Sindh, 37.5 per cent and 30.2
per cent, respectively. Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan and the federal
government utilised more than the budgeted allocation. As a percentage of GDP,
the allocation in the budget 2017-18 is 2.5 per cent compared to 2.3 per cent in the
budget 2016-17. It was 1.95 per cent in the revised estimates of 2016-17. In view
of this performance, the budget target of 2.5 per cent of GDP, not high by
international standards, seems optimistic.
The GDP estimates include the household incomes and the incomes of forprofit and non-profit organisations. They now spend large sums on education,
which should be added to the public spending on education to get a fair idea of the
total spending on education by society. This should be the numerator when using
GDP as the denominator. For public spending, the ratio considered appropriate is
the proportion of total budgetary expenditure. For the budget 2017-18, it is 9.8 per
cent, compared to the revised estimate of 7.3 per cent and the previous budget
estimate of 9.1 per cent. Again this is rather low for a country the size of Pakistan.
With the devolution of the subject of education to the provinces, the share of
the federal government in total public education spending is only 14.6 per cent. It
will come down drastically after the Higher Education Commission becomes a
regulator rather than the largest spender on higher education. In the event, it makes
more sense to relate consolidated provincial spending on education to the
consolidated provincial budgetary expenditure. This ratio was 22.4 in the budgets
for 2017-18, down from 22.6 per cent in the budgets for 2016-17. In the revised
estimates of the same year, it was extremely low at 17.6 per cent.
With 25 million out of school children, a significant percentage of those
enrolled not retained, gender imbalances and generally poor quality of teachers and
student learning, even the provincial education/expenditure ratios paint a sorry
state of affairs. Politicians see more visibility in announcing universities than in
schools as their priority projects. What would they say to the Quaid-i-Azam to
whom the ―greatest stigma on the Government,‖ is ―to show that after your 150
years of rule, ….you have not given knowledge and light, nay even the three R‘s to
more than 6 or 7 per cent of the population in this country‖ (Legislative Assembly,
March 1925).
Speaking on Gokhale‘s elementary education bill in April 1912, he made five
key points that should act as reminders in this month of independence celebration.
First, it was it the business of the state to provide basic education, and by
compulsion not through the voluntary system. Secondly, resources had to be found
somehow for free access. Thirdly, the Quaid would brook no nonsense on the
question of girls education. Fourthly, the Quaid was for mass education not litist
education, particularly the British public school system. Finally, he was for
producing skills rather than clerks.
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22.6 млн. детей не ходят в школу в Пакистане
22.6m Pakistani children still out of school: report
Kashif Abbasi. Dawn, March 9th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1319300/226mpakistani-children-still-out-of-school-report

ISLAMABAD: Though the number of out-of-school children has reduced
from last year‘s figure of 24 million to 22.6 million, statistics of 2015-16 still paint
a gloomy picture, calling for the imposition of real education emergency.
As many as 44pc children between the ages of five and 16 are still out of
school.
The statistics further reveal that 21pc primary schools in the country are being
run by a single teacher while 14pc have one room.
These bitter facts were revealed in the Pakistan Education Statistic 2015-16
launched by the National Education Management Information System (NEMIS) –
a subsidiary of the Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training - on
Wednesday.
The report says that only 30pc children remain enrolled from class 1 till 10th.
Balochistan is home to the highest proportion of out-of-school children
followed by Fata
As regards to schools‘ infrastructure, 40pc public sector primary schools were
operating without electricity, 28pc did not have toilets, 25pc were without
boundary walls and 29pc had no access to drinking water. While 7pc schools did
not have any building and 43pc had unsatisfactory buildings.
According to the report, Balochistan was home to the highest proportion of
out-of-school children followed by Fata.
―As many as 70pc children in Balochistan and 58pc in Fata are out of school,‖
the report says.
―The situation is pathetic; it has been like this for a long time and is getting
worse. The government should prioritise the education sector,‖ said Dr Khalid
Aftab, former vice chancellor of Government College University, Lahore.
―I think, the actual figure of out-of-school children is much higher than 22.6
million; how can we rely on this data,‖ he asked.
―Instead of focusing on infrastructural development, such as roads, the
government should focus on health and education,‖ he added.
Dr Zafar Nawaz Jaspal from Quaid-i-Azam University, while expressing his
views on the new statistics, said: ―One could not deny the significance of metro
buses and road networks, but the priority should be education and health sectors.‖
He said the incumbent government was performing relatively well when it
came to the uplift of the education sector, but a lot still needed to be done.
Earlier, while speaking at the launching ceremony, Minister of State for
Federal Education Balighur Rehman said the report noted considerable
improvement in the Net Enrolment Rate in Primary Education, availability of
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physical facilities in government schools and reduction in number of out-of-school
children (OOSC).
―The number of OOSC in classes 1-12 and the age bracket of 5-16 years has
reduced by 3pc per annum from 25.96 million in 2012-13 to 22.64 million in 201516. Punjab has outperformed other provinces by managing to reduce the number by
6pc per annum from 12.87 million to 9.92 million during the same period,‖ the
minister said.
He said the net enrolment rate in primary education had improved at the rate
of 4pc per annum from 14.65 million in 2012-13 to 17.1 million in 2015-16.
Again, Punjab had fared better than other provinces, making a contribution of 6pc
per annum.
The minister also appreciated improvements in physical facilities in
government schools and urged provincial governments to concentrate in this area.
―After devolution the responsibility for improving quality and accessibility of
education has fallen on the provincial and federal governments,‖ the minister said,
adding that these statistics would be taken up at the upcoming Inter-Provincial
Education Ministers Conference.
The minister further informed the audience that improving the adult literacy
rate, initiating accelerated learning programmes for older out-of-school children
and encouraging non-formal education were the three focus areas of the
government aimed at improving accessibility of education.
Лекция известного экономиста Dr Atta-ur-Rehman о низком уровне
расходов на науку и образование
‗Education, science budget less than amount spent on Orange Line in
Lahore‘
Dawn, February 17th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1315276/educationscience-budget-less-than-amount-spent-on-orange-line-in-lahore
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Dr Atta-ur-Rehman delivers his lecture at Karachi University.—White Star
KARACHI: Eminent scientist and former science minister Dr Atta-urRehman on Thursday called for coordination between social and natural scientists
to adopt ways and means to bring about peace in the world.
―Technology is a double-edged sword and it needs to be used for the
betterment and welfare of mankind and not for their destruction,‖ he said
delivering a lecture at the Distinguished Lecture Series organised by Karachi
University‘s faculty of social sciences at the varsity‘s Arts Auditorium.
―To earn peace for human beings,‖ said the former chairman of the Higher
Education Commission and professor emeritus, ―coordination between social
scientists and [experts in] natural sciences is essential,‖ he said while responding to
a question about why scientists had not done much for establishing peace in the
world.
The lecture was titled ‗Science, technology and innovation: imperatives for
socio-economic development‘.
Dr Rehman compared the GDP and economic growth rate of Singapore and
China with Pakistan and attributed their development to the effective utilisation of
human resources through quality education.
―If Singapore‘s exports are $400 billion, it is unfortunate that Pakistan‘s
exports are only $22bn because Pakistan lacks in exporting technology and valueadded goods.‖
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He said limited budget spent on education, science and technology in Pakistan
was less than the amount spent on construction of Orange Line in Lahore.
He emphasised the need to focus on developing creative minds so as to bridge
the gap in knowledge, science and technology.
―Universities are measured on the basis of research work that is done and not
on the basis of the high enrolment or buildings.‖
He stressed the importance of developing research culture by providing
incentives to faculty members and students. He said that instead of increasing the
number of universities, emphasis should be laid on ensuring quality control and
standard education to students.
Dr Rehman shared some steps that were taken by the HEC under his
leadership when 11,000 students were sent abroad for higher studies.
He also talked about the steps that were taken by the HEC in terms of ranking
universities to develop a spirit of competition among them. He expressed grief over
dramatic decline of HEC in the recent years. Despite this, he was happy to share
the ‗threat‘ Pakistan had posed to India in the field of science and technology.
He said new innovations would revolutionise the world, which included
quantum computing, tailoring of new animal and plant species, ‗golden rice‘ with
pro-vitamin A to compensate for vitamin-A deficiency, growth of
crops round the year, identification of obesity genes, reversal of aging
process, re-engineering of polio virus to cure cancer, and 3D printing/bio-printing
of human organs, including kidneys and liver.
He spoke about the availability of devices through which blind people could
see and drive cars, real-time translation devices through which communicating
with a speaker of any language was possible even if one did not know that
language. He also introduced the audience to nanotechnology, e-textiles, and ebb
textiles.
Dr Atta-ur-Rehman talked about the inventions of other countries, but also
shared his ongoing research on human brain, sharing one interesting discovery that
thoughts were not abstract but actually made up of atoms and molecules.
According to him, education was being revolutionised in the form of video books.
He emphasised the need to realise the importance of science and technology
for economic empowerment. He also encouraged young scholars to play an active
role in their field to promote research culture in Pakistan.
In his concluding remarks, Dean Faculty of Social Sciences, Dr Moonis
Ahmar said the thirst for knowledge was seemingly missing among the people of
Pakistan. He advised the youth to focus on education and make efforts to excel in
their field without wasting their time as ―we cannot afford to remain poor and
backward‖.
Dr Ahmar paid tribute to Dr Rehman who he considered a real source of
inspiration for the country and the University of Karachi.
Later, the dean presented a plaque to Dr Atta-ur-Rehman.
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Уровень безграмотности в Пакистане
Illiteracy behind the literacy rates
Hasaan
Khawar.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1325825/illiteracy-behind-literacy-rates/

14th,

2017.

The overall literacy rate in Pakistan stands at 57%, with females lagging far
behind males with a mere 45% literacy rate, along with a severe urban-rural
disparity. While bridging the literacy gap remains a major challenge for
policymakers, what lies behind this so-called literate population paints even a
grimmer picture. The social media is rampant with viral video clips, depicting a
telltale of public education system. On the one hand, government mathematics
teachers are seen being grilled for not knowing the most fundamental arithmetic
concepts and on the other English teachers are unable to even speak one full
sentence devoid of mistakes. Hoards of degree holders are knocking on the doors
of employers everyday, who when interviewed are found to not even know a
fraction of what their shining degrees promise. It is appalling that hundreds of
thousands of such students with inconceivably deficient skills are able to complete
ten, twelve, fourteen or even sixteen years of education within the present
educational system.
While the poor quality of education stems from various reasons, ranging from
inadequate resource provision to inefficient utilisation and from outdated teaching
methodologies to absence of a teacher accreditation system, the lack of an
objective and efficient examination system provides the most critical bottleneck,
due to which students without requisite knowledge are able to move up the ladder,
ending up contributing to unemployment or under-employment.
The present system of exams is based on memorisation without any regard to
students‘ comprehension, independent thinking, or creative skills. Besides this
conceptual weakness, the whole system is also rife with major operational
challenges, such as badly designed question papers not fully reflecting the
curriculum, poor choice of examiners, non-transparent invigilation processes and
an archaic marking system, undermining the whole foundation of prevailing
student evaluation processes. The system incentivises teachers to teach to the test,
rather than focusing on improving students‘ learning, resulting in a wide gap
between students‘ performance in exams and their actual skills. Fortunately, these
problems have now been caught by policymakers‘ radars. Punjab, in particular, has
been a pioneer in taking the initial steps towards addressing these challenges. The
examination reforms, led by Punjab Examination Commission (PEC) and
supported through the UK government funded ‗Second Punjab Education Sector
Project‘, are focusing on students assessments based on learning outcomes. These
reforms are aimed at promoting quality of learning and teaching along with
improving performance, transparency and accountability of the elementary school
examination system. Presently, PEC, an autonomous government organisation,
conducts annual examination of more than two million students of grades five and
eight. These tests present a remarkable improvement from traditional examination
papers, making use of a wider set of questions to effectively test students for their
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understanding and application of knowledge of the whole curriculum. PEC is also
endeavouring to address the operational weaknesses through use of psychometric
analysis, computerised student registration and multiple versions of each exam to
prevent cheating, etc.
This transformation in examination system however is just the start towards
improving quality of education in the country. Other provinces should follow
similar footsteps and embrace a system for objective students‘ assessments. Even
in Punjab, there is a need to further embed the system within the overall
educational governance framework. For instance, in order to fully benefit from this
massive pool of insightful information collected on student learning, the findings
must be channelled back to improve curriculum and teaching methodology. The
learning should also inform the training programmes for teachers in deficient areas.
Moreover, these assessments must also cover private schools and ideally be made
mandatory for entry into secondary school exams. Last but not the least, any
changes in examination system must be supported by meaningful reforms in other
complementary areas such as enhanced budgets for quality-related interventions,
curriculum improvement and gradually moving towards a teacher accreditation
system.

ЗДРАВООХРАНЕНИЕ1
Всемирный банк предоставил кредит 400 млн. долл. на развитие
образования и здравоохранения.
$400m World Bank loan to help improve education, heatlh
Amin
Ahmed.
Dawn,
November
26th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1372914/400m-world-bank-loan-to-help-improve-education-heatlh

ISLAMABAD: The government is seeking a $400 million loan from the
World Bank to implement Public Finance Management Strategy (PMS) 2018-27 to
bring improvement in procurement systems and accountability in service delivery
for the health and education sectors.
A World Bank document says that the current Public Finance Management
(PFM) limits the impact of ongoing health and education operations through
inefficient and ineffective management of funds, lack of transparency which can
undermine accountability, and coordination challenges between federal and
provincial governments.
The proposed programme will address these challenges through
transformative measures like, enactment of a robust PFM law, which will lead to
empowerment of front-line service delivery managers by decentralisation of
payment processing and availability of real-time budget execution reports for
timely decision-making.
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Furthermore, greater transparency and accountability will be achieved
through establishment of e-procurement; audit trails of procurementsp; tracking of
expenditure to service delivery level; allowing for direct beneficiary monitoring of
public expenditure through social audit to improve delivery of services; auditing of
performance information in financial statements.
The reform strategy will consolidate PFM progress and make incremental
improvements to ensure that systems deliver to their full potential in an
accountable and transparent manner.
The PFM strategy is further supported by the approved Department of the
Auditor General of Pakistan strategic plan (2015-2019); the CGA action plan; and
the National Procurement Strategy and Training Plan (2017-2021).
The ‗Vision-2025‘ envisages a responsive, inclusive, transparent and
accountable system of governance as a crosscutting foundation for all its pillars.
The government programme as indicated in PFM reform strategy consists of
six pillars, and these are: revenue mobilisation; fiscal management; service
delivery and results-based management; public investment management and public
private partnership; oversight, transparency and accountability; and vertical
integration.
The World Bank Country Partnership Strategy (2015-19) recognises service
delivery in health and education as key areas of the bank.
It also envisages seeking opportunities to address malnutrition in a multisectoral way by adding nutrition components to programmes in various sectors.
The proposed strategy will reinforce key results areas, which consist of legal
framework and internal management system in line ministries and service delivery
units.
Здравоохранение в Пакистане
The summit on health
Muhammad Hamid Zaman (writer is a Howard Hughes Medical Institute professor of
biomedical engineering, international health and medicine at Boston University). The Express
Tribune, October 17th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1533322/summit-health-opinion/

Before someone says that our health indicators are great, and suggests that
anyone who questions that statement is damaging the country‘s image, I just
wanted to say that actually the indicators are not that good. The health indicators,
in fact, paint a picture that shows that a large population lives without access to
any proper basic care, and that their situation is unlikely to improve with the
current set of policies. It is also important to note that saying that things are not
great is not a conspiracy against the state, instead it is more of a recognition of a
problem, and an effort to turn the corner. In any case, I am neither that important,
nor health is important enough for the ministers to take note. So I think I am safe!
The World Summit on Health in Berlin is in full swing this week with nearly
2,000 people attending from over 100 countries. The topics are wide ranging, the
experts impressive and the passion palpable. There is, however, a recognition that
not all is working perfectly in the health of the planet and those who inhabit it. The
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growing resistance against antibiotics, the refugee crisis, the challenges stemming
from non-communicable diseases, the threat of climate change and the lack of
global funding and commitment are signs of trouble and should make any serious
global health professional uneasy. Yet, the conference is also serving an important
purpose. It is highlighting these issues, by bringing together a diverse set of
stakeholders from academia and industry, policymakers and public health
professionals, scientists and students, on a platform of inquiry, debate and
reflection.
Pakistan represents a microcosm of these challenges. Some of our health
challenges include areas where we have paid significant attention (eg polio
eradication) and some are areas that we are aggressively resisting to even
acknowledge (climate change and the impact on environment through large
infrastructure projects). We also have a fair share of thorny problems that are at
best ignored, and worst, bring the wrath of fringe elements. The issue of health of
Afghan refugees, the topic of domestic violence pervasive in our urban and rural
environments, and the continued growth of HIV and Aids all require us to think,
discuss and come up with appropriate solutions. Discussion on health issues have
also excluded conversations that are relevant to national security, ranging from
threats of pandemics to inability to create necessary vaccines. These are just some
of the many challenges that we face — and need to be addressed through a yearly
national health summit.
Some may argue that we already have plenty of symposia and meetings on
health. That is indeed true. But the reality is that we have never had a broad
ranging summit that brings together students, scholars, scientists, entrepreneurs,
policymakers and public health professionals on a single platform. The current
meetings that invite ministers have more people from the media than from the
medical community. Student research is given at best lip service, and the private
sector is completely absent.
The point of the summit is neither to shame anyone, nor to give medals to
the best performing province. Instead, it is to take a stock on where we are, what is
the current status of our key health indicators, what we do know, and what are
some of the blind spots. It will also serve as a motivation to those who aspire to
work for the wellbeing of those who are left behind, create an avenue to create new
partnerships and hopefully crystallise specific partnerships between disparate
disciplines.
Pakistan is a country of over 200 million people but, at the end of the day, it
is one country. Health may be a provincial matter, but ultimately it is a national
matter concerning all citizens.
132 тыс. человек в Пакистане болеют СПИД
132,000 people living with HIV/AIDS in Pakistan: survey
The Express Tribune. September 30, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1520077/132000people-living-hivaids-pakistan-survey/
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There are currently around 132,000 HIV/AIDS patients in
Pakistan, a staggering increase of 39,000 in comparison with last year‘s figure.
These figures have been disclosed in a recently-concluded nationwide
survey of HIV/AIDS patients. The report will be made public next week, Express
News reported.
Some 60 teams visited 20 cities nationwide and collected data from 5,000
locations. The survey revealed that in a span of one year, the number of patients
suffering from the life-long disease has increased by 39,000, climbing to 132,000
patients in the country.
Nearly 100,000 people in Pakistan living with HIV/AIDS, but only 15,370
registered
According to the survey, Pakistan‘s most populous province, Punjab, has the
highest number of HIV/AIDS patients — 60,000. There are up to 52,000 patients
in Sindh and 11,000 in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, while three cases were reported in
Balochistan. In the federal capital Islamabad, there are 6,000 registered HIV/AIDS
patients.
The initial report shows intravenous drugs users are the largest group of
people infected by the disease.
According to MedlinePlus, HIV stands for human immunodeficiency virus.
It harms a person‘s immune system by destroying the white blood cells that fight
infection. This puts them at risk for serious infections and certain cancers. AIDS
stands for acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. It is the final stage of infection
with HIV. Not everyone with HIV develops AIDS.
AIDS scare in a Chiniot village as 42 residents test positive for HIV
HIV most often spreads through unprotected sex with an infected person. It
may also spread by sharing drug needles or through contact with the blood of an
infected person. Women can give it to their babies during pregnancy or childbirth.
The first signs of HIV infection may be swollen glands and flu-like
symptoms. These may come and go within two to four weeks. Severe symptoms
may not appear until months or years later.
A blood test can tell if you have HIV infection. There is no cure so far, but
there are many medicines that fight HIV infection and lower the risk of infecting
others. People who get early treatment can live with the disease for a long time.
Кампания против полиомелита продолжается
Targeted anti-polio drive to commence from July 13
Rahul Basharat. The Nation. July 05, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/05-Jul2017/targeted-anti-polio-drive-to-commence-from-july-13

Around 10.44 million children to be immunised in 73 vulnerable dists
Islamabad - Special targeted campaign under polio eradication program in
vulnerable pockets of 73 districts is going to commence from July 13, in which
around 10.44 million children will be immunized, an official said on Tuesday.
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According to details, phase-1 of the campaign (10-13 July) covers
Rawalpindi-Islamabad as well as selected areas in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP),
FATA, AJK, Gilgit-Baltistan and interior Sindh.
The program will target a total of 10.44 million under five children including
0.31 million children in Islamabad.
The other regions and number of children are 0.829 million in Punjab, 4
million in Sindh, 2.93 million in KP, 1.368 million in Balochistan, 0.342 million in
FATA, 0.453 million in AJK, 0.132 million in GB.
A total of 75,000 personnel will strive to achieve set targets across Pakistan
including 8,026 area in-charges, 2,396 UC medical officers, 55,465 mobile, 3,168
fixed and 3,954 transit team members.
Phase-2 (17-20 July) will cover eight districts of Balochistan, Karachi, Badin,
Sujawal & Thatta whereas the Quetta Block will conduct the campaign from 24-30
July.
A review meeting of the National Stop Transmission of Polio (N-STOP)
Program officers was held here where Secretary Health Ayub Sheikh headed the
meeting.
―To capitalise on the best ever polio epidemiology, Pakistan‘s Polio
Eradication Program is sharpening its tools to launch the final offensive against the
crippling virus,‖ said Muhammad Ayub Sheikh, Secretary, Ministry of National
Health Services, Regulations & Coordination (NHS).
The official congratulated the program on making substantial progress during
last low transmission season and urged for sustained performance everywhere and
maintaining extreme degree of vigilance to detect and aggressively respond to the
cunning virus.
Welcoming the participants of the review meeting, Resident Advisor to the
Field Epidemiology & Laboratory Training Program (FELTP), Dr Rana Jawad
Asgher, highlighted the role of N-STOP initiative in strengthening federal and
provincial human resource which is assisting the Government of Pakistan in
controlling communicable diseases including, polio and vaccine preventable
diseases.
National Coordinator of the Emergency operations Centre (EOC) for polio
Eradication Dr Rana Safdar highlighted how the ‗One Team‘ approach adopted by
the EOC network had actualised polio turn around in the country.
―This has clearly been a game changer bringing cases down from 306 to 54 in
2015 and lowest ever 20 in 2016. The momentum has further been maintained in
2017 where the current case count of two compares to 13 during corresponding
period last year,‖ Dr Safdar stated.
―Decline in cases and positive environmental samples as well as the shrinking
genetic diversity are all positive signs. We are however, chasing zero which
requires further hard work to make it happen during next six months,‖ he
cautioned.
The N-STOP is a collaborative initiative of the Government of Pakistan,
FELTP, World Health Organization (WHO) and the Centres for Disease Control
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and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta. The programme trains and deploys Government
Public Health Officers in critical polio districts to serve as key technical support
persons with the Deputy Commissioners.
The review meeting was attended by District Polio Control Room (DPCR)
focal persons from critical districts of the country, NEOC Coordinator, 65 N-STOP
officers, national leads of WHO and UNICEF, Resident Advisor FELTP as well as
the representative from Armed Forces.
The National EOC leadership has urged the teams to strive all out to make the
best out of this important campaign. The leadership has also requested the
communities and especially the parents to facilitate frontline workers (Sehat
Muhafiz) in this noble cause.
Бедность толкает пакистанцев к продаже почки
Wealth, poverty propping up Pakistan's illegal kidney trade
The Express Tribune. June 27, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1445077/wealth-povertypropping-pakistans-illegal-kidney-trade/

BHALWAL: When Pakistani authorities burst into a makeshift hospital in
Lahore this year, doctors were caught mid-way through two illegal kidney
transplants, the local donors and Omani clients still unconscious on the tables.
The doctors were allowed to finish the operation then arrested, along with
their assistants and the Omanis, in a raid Pakistani authorities say is a turning point
in their battle against organ trafficking.
Six held as illegal kidney trade racket uncovered in Lahore
Pakistan has long been an international hub for the illegal kidney trade, but
medical and local authorities complain they have been unable to act against the
practice, frustrated by ineffective enforcement policies and what they perceive as a
lack of political will to crack down.
Organ donation is legal so long as it is voluntary, given without duress or the
exchange of money.
Pakistani clerics have ruled it Islamic, but a lack of awareness and the
pervasive belief that it is taboo for Muslims mean there is a shortage of those
willing to donate.
The limited supply, observers say, sees the wealthy routinely exploit its
millions of poor with the help of an organ trade mafia. Kidneys can be bought so
cheaply that overseas buyers are also tapped in, largely from the Gulf, Africa and
the United Kingdom.
In many countries such trafficking is confined to the shadows, in Pakistan – it
is brazen.
Within minutes of an AFP reporter entering the lobby of an upmarket general
hospital in Islamabad, staff had helped him find a so-called ‗agent‘ who offered to
get a donor and facilitate government approval for a kidney transplant, all for a tidy
US$23,000.
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The government‘s Human Organs Transplant Authority [HOTA] says it is
toothless. If a donor claims they give their consent, ―there is nothing else we can
do‖, says Dr Suleman Ahmed, a HOTA monitoring officer.
But the April 30 raid in Lahore was the beginning of a new clampdown,
suggests Jamil Ahmad Khan Mayo, a deputy director of the Federal Investigation
Agency [FIA].
Enforcement of current laws was in the hands of provincial authorities – and
thus restricted by provincial boundaries – until March of this year, when those
limits were removed by the decision to assign the powerful FIA to such cases, he
explains. In the Lahore case, all 16 people arrested remain behind bars as the
investigation continues. They face up to a decade in prison.
―By this raid we would like to send a strong message abroad that Pakistan is
no longer a safe haven for [illegal] kidney transplantation,‖ Ahmad says.
Experts suggest there is a need to tackle the root causes of the rampant
underground industry.
―This illegal trade benefits the rich and elites of the country,‖ says Mumtaz
Ahmed, head of nephrology at the government-run Benazir Bhutto hospital in
Rawalpindi. Ahmed, a member of a government investigation commission on the
kidney trade, claims that is why lawmakers are unwilling to enforce penalties. FIA
officials have vowed they will be indiscriminate in their bid to end organ
trafficking.
Some 25,000 people suffer kidney failure each year in Pakistan, but just 10
percent receive dialysis and a mere 2.3 per cent are able to get a transplant,
according to the Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplant [SIUT], a regional
leader in kidney transplants headquartered in Karachi.
―Many people come to us in government hospitals and bring their family
donors willing to donate kidneys,‖ says Ahmed. ―Then suddenly they shift to
private hospitals when they learn that they can buy a kidney from there.‖
FIA arrests three men for illegal kidney transplants
The high demand creates a market that inhabitants of Pakistan‘s vast rural
areas see as an opportunity to drag themselves out of poverty.
Employed in factories, fields and brick kilns, they borrow money from employers
for medical bills or to raise children, but are unable to repay their debt.
Instead they are forced to work it off in a never-ending cycle of bonded labour
– one they hope to break with the income from selling their organs.
Bushra Bibi, stiff with the pain she has suffered since selling her kidney years
ago, is one of them. Crying softly, Bibi recounts how her father needed the money
for medical treatment and to pay off a loan – so, 12 years ago, she sold her organ
for Rs110,000 rupees.
With her father-in-law in the same predicament, her husband followed suit.
But their desperate move has left them in chronic pain, struggling to work and care
for their five children, and as a result owing even more money than when they
began.
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―I can‘t sweep, people talk about me when I can‘t finish my work,‖ Bibi says,
tears rolling down her cheeks. The agony of giving birth after her kidney operation,
she says, is ―known to me only and my God‖.
Bibi and her family live in the fertile Sargodha district of Punjab province,
where Pakistan‘s best oranges are produced. It is also a region where so many
families have been caught up in the kidney trade that resident Malik Zafar Iqbal
says he has formed a union to fight for donors‘ rights.
Showing AFP documents with hundreds of names listed, he says he has met
with authorities, but not yet managed to achieve better conditions for members. ―I
sold my kidney for 104,000 rupees. One hardly gets enough,‖ he says.
Роспотребнадзор предупредил о вспышках сибирской язвы в Индии и
Пакистане
Сетевое издание «m24.ru». http://www.m24.ru/articles/144677

Роспотребнадзор предупредил российских туристов о вспышках
сибирской язвы в Бангладеш, Индии и Пакистане, сообщает "Газета.ру".
В Бангладеш с 27 мая по 7 июня сибирской язвой заболели 25 человек.
Один ребенок умер и трое взрослых госпитализированы с подозрением на
инфекцию.
На западе Индии сибирскую язву подозревают у семи человек, один
находится в больнице.
А в Пакистане от заболевания 10 июня погиб домашний скот.
Роспотребнадзор просит россиян планировать поездки, учитывая данную
ситуацию.
Низкий уровень расходов на здравоохранение
Health survey: Health spending remains sluggish in FY2016-17
Asma
Ghani.
The
Express
Tribune.
May
26,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1419422/health-survey-health-spending-remains-sluggish-fy201617/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan‘s health spending has remained between 0.5 per
cent to 0.8 per cent of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over the last decade
which is less than the World Health Organisation (WHO) benchmark of at least 6
per cent for basic and lifesaving services, says the Economic Survey 2016-17.
The survey released on Thursday stated that Pakistan spent 0.27 per cent of its
GDP in FY2011-12, 0.56 per cent in 2012-13, 0.69 per cent in 2013-14, 0.72 per
cent in 2014-15, 0.76 per cent in 2015-16 and 0.46 per cent in 2016-17 (JulyMarch).
Govt likely to slash health spending in next fiscal
During FY2015-16, total expenditure increased by 13 per cent over FY201415, and during the current fiscal year (July-March) 2016-17, the expenditure
remained at Rs145.97 billion, showing an increase of 9 per cent over the same
period of last year, it said.
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The survey quoting a recent World Bank report said, currently Pakistan‘s per
capita health spending is $36.2 which is below the WHO‘s low income countries
benchmark of $86.
Health experts say actual allocation stands between 1.5 per cent and 2 per cent
of GDP but the health departments concerned do not have capacity to spend it and
this is happening since long.
―Against a meagre allocation, the government is not able to spend even the
allocated amount: the reason being poor forecasting at the district level as the
finance people are not capable enough of doing rational budgeting and they make
budget estimates based on previous years‘ spending,‖ said Dr. Asma Badar of the
White Ribbon Alliance.
―The cumbersome financial processes hinder timely quarterly releases and
they are not able to spend money within due time; hence, money goes back to the
government.
―Besides, to kick-start any new initiative it takes longer than usual time in
planning and hiring staff and starting intervening on ground.‖
Healthcare continues downward slide
―Unnecessary postings and transfers from top to bottom tiers of bureaucracy
also slow down interventions and releases and thus the budget remains unspent. To
increase the health budget, the government is always concerned that in the wake of
so much unspent budget why officials are proposing more allocation,‖ Badar said.
She also suggested that there needs to be rational distribution of the budget
and the major chunk should go to primary healthcare instead of going into tertiary
care and in procurement and infrastructure.
―The disease pattern is heavily dominated by malnutrition and poor dietary
practices. Almost half of the population is suffering from high rates of
malnutrition, particularly children and mothers,‖ the survey maintains.
Although the patient-to-doctor ratio has seen some improvement still today
the doctor-population ratio stands at 1:997, dentist (1:10,658) and hospital bed
(1:1,584).
While national health infrastructure comprises 1,201 hospitals, BHUs (5518),
RHCs (683), dispensaries (5,802), maternity & child health centres (731) and TB
centres (347), and the total availability of beds in these health facilities is estimated
at 123,394.
The survey says immunization coverage has been increased and polio
reported cases have been reduced. ―Deaths from tuberculosis have been declining
while child and maternal mortality rates since 2007 continued to improve.‖
‗Sindh spends only 1% of health budget on nutrition‘
Meanwhile, health experts termed it a sluggish improvement because the
country had reduced it to the one-third level in the Millennium Development
Goals. The improvement is not sufficient as pledged in the Sustainable
Development Goals either.
Cancer
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The survey reveals during the period July to December 2016, more than 0.46
million patients were registered at the Nuclear Medicine & Oncology (NM&O)
hospitals under the PAEC Cancer Registry Programme (hospitals based) and
benefitted from facilities in the fields of diagnostic/therapeutic nuclear medicine
and clinical oncology (radiation & medical oncology).
The increasing incidence of diseases is due to lack of public awareness,
change in lifestyle and environmental factors, the survey notes. ―Pakistan Atomic
Energy Commission‘s cancer hospitals are providing diagnosis and treatment
facilities to cancer patients. Currently, there are eighteen cancer hospitals
functioning in different cities.‖
Острая нехватка воды в Синде в сезон хариф (может быть)
Severe water shortage feared
Mohammad Hussain Khan. Economic & Business,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320011/severe-water-shortage-feared

March

13th,

2017.

THE outlook for irrigation water availability for kharif season in Sindh looks
grim as indicated by the reduced water flows. Sindh irrigation officials anticipate
that if there is no rainfall in upper reaches, the shortage during peak kharif season
will be severe.
The water storage in Tarbela Dam, which feeds three barrages in the province,
is fast depleting and, according to the March 5 information of Indus River System
Authority, 0.3MAF water was available in the dam.
A Sukkur barrage official also said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of 1380ft.
He thinks that by mid-March, Tarbela will start providing run of the river
flows for Sindh and water would not be stored in the reservoir considering its
increased demand downstream.
With the current storage level in Tarbela, water could be provided for another
8- 10 days to the province. A similar scenario of storage in Mangla dam is
presented by Mazhar Ali Shah, Sindh‘s member in Indus River System Authority,
where 0.3MAF water is available. He pointed out that 14pc water shortage was
seen across the province so far on an average against 18pc in winter.
A Sukkur barrage official said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of
1,380ft
Within Sindh‘s barrages, 40pc water shortage was recorded at Kotri barrage
that feeds lands in lower Sindh region for early kharif sowing while 12-18pc
shortage was reported at Sukkur barrage until last week of February. It was Guddu
barrage where withdrawals remained normal, even slightly above normal
occasionally.
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As usual, early kharif sowing has started in lower Sindh. With each passing
day, the demand for water availability would keep increasing only to force the
irrigation authorities to manage water supply by reducing water flows in the main
canals. It is Sukkur barrage which serves the largest cultivated area among all three
provincial barrages.
During April, the Guddu barrage will be closed for annual maintenance. And
Sukkur barrage‘s three right bank canals — Dadu, Rice and North Western Canal
— will also be closed for desilting in the same month as growers don‘t need water
for kharif sowing during this period.
This will enable the irrigation department to release water for Sukkur and then
Kotri barrage to meet their requirements as best as possible. ―If we don‘t have this
kind of water management, we can‘t cater for water needs of Sukkur Barrage with
around 8m acres of cultivated area which is always given preference. This leads to
severe shortage at Kotri Barrage‖, conceded one official.
But, said a Sukkur Barrage official, it is in May when all 14 canals emanating
from three barrages would need irrigation water for peak kharif sowing. He feared
that in case of low rainfall he didn‘t rule out 30-60pc water shortage in different
canals.
In some areas of lower Sindh, farmers did not get this last cycle of water for
wheat crop.
Sugarcane‘s ratoon crop, summer vegetables, dundi cut chilli and cotton may
be affected badly in the command area of Kotri Barrage which always has to bear
with most of the water shortage. According to Sindh Chamber of Agriculture
General Secretary, Nabi Bux Sathio, ratoon crop and vegetables are being severely
affected since December for want of the required water. He feared this would
worsen further in the days to come.
Cotton is grown in Tando Mohammad Khan, Badin, Thatta and Sujawal
districts which are fed by Kotri Barrage. Besides, water shortage in the Indus River
System, the lining works in some canals remains incomplete like in Nara canal
which feeds the Mirpurkhas district.
Антисанитария в Пакистане ужасная: 23% населения писают/какают на
открытом воздухе, питьевой воды остро не хватает, - доклад ООН
23% population still defecates in the open, says report
Sehrish
Wasif.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
12th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1353102/23-population-still-defecates-open-says-report/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: A little less than a quarter of Pakistan‘s population or 23 per
cent still defecates in the open, according to the latest Joint Monitoring Programme
(JMP) report by the United Nations International Children‘s Emergency Fund
(Unicef) and the World Health Organisation.
The report on safely managed drinking water reveals that Pakistan has missed
the sanitation target and is still placed within the bracket of countries with 50-75
per cent coverage. The report is released every two years. The latest report
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highlights the data gathered during the last two years which has been issued in
2017.
The latest reports portray a bleak picture of Pakistan in terms of sanitation and
highlights that due to open defecation the country continues to face major health
and nutritional consequences. In Pakistan open defecation is one of the major
contributors of stunting among children as the current prevalence rate of stunting is
45 per cent — which is worrisome.
According to the JMP report, in Pakistan just under half or 48 per cent of the
population is using improved sanitation facilities, 6.0 per cent of population is
using shared sanitation facilities and 23 per cent of the population is using other
unimproved sanitation facilities.
While talking to The Express Tribune, World Sanitation Community Council
(WSCC) country coordinator Tanya Khan said achieving the set target in sanitation
is still a dream and a major challenge for Pakistan.
―It is only because improving sanitation has never remained on the priority
list of the past and the present governments, which clearly depicts through minute
investment by both the federal and provincial governments in this sector coupled
with the misuse of available resources by the parliamentarians allocated for the
said purpose,‖ she said.
Access to safe drinking water
According to the report, Pakistan is among the top 10 populous countries
where around 1.7 million people rely on water delivered mostly by tankers.
Moreover the study reveals that around 36 per cent of the country‘s population is
using piped drinking water supply on premises meanwhile 55 per cent of the
population is using improved drinking water sources, however 60 per cent of the
population is using unimproved drinking water sources other than surface water
and 3.0 per cent of the population is using surface water.
Earlier talking to The Express Tribune, officials of Pakistan Council of
Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) said Pakistan is currently lagging far
behind the globally set Sustainable Development Goals for improving access to
safe drinking water.
―The pace at which Pakistan is improving its rate annually in access to clean
drinking water will not let the country meet the set target by 2030,‖ said the
official.
Альберт Суфианов: нейрохирурги Пакистана внимательно следят за
развитием российской медицины
Интернет-издание
«NewsProm.RU».
http://newsprom.ru/news/Obschestvo/229200.html

(Тюмень).

3

марта

2017.

Делегация Федерального центра нейрохирургии Тюмени посетила
международную конференцию в Пакистане, которая собрала около 50
лекторов из разных стран – Непала, США, Японии, Кореи и других. В
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качестве одного из экспертов и спикеров выступил главный врач ФЦН,
профессор Альберт Суфианов.
Тюменские врачи прибыли в город Карачи по приглашению местного
нейрохирурга Салмана Шарифа, который уже посещал аналогичные
мероприятия в ФЦН Тюмени. В рамках конференции прошла лекционная
часть, а также состоялись мастер-классы по спинальной нейрохирургии и
хирургии основания черепа.
Альберт Суфианов представил слушателям два доклада, первый из
которых касался хирургии основания черепа, по этой же теме он провел
кадаверный мастер-класс, а второй – о современных технологий,
используемых в тюменском центре нейрохирургии.
"Второй доклад вызвал особую заинтересованность участников. Даже
опытные профессора, которые поначалу отнеслись к этой теме скептически,
посчитав, что ничего сверхъестественного и нового они от нас не узнают,
остались под впечатлением. Один из ведущих пакистанских нейрохирургов
заявил, что сегодня нужно обратить свой взор на Россию, пересмотреть
возможности сотрудничества, и это касается не только медицины, но и
других сфер", - пояснил Альберт Акрамович.
По словам профессора, Федеральный центр нейрохирургии в Тюмени
примечателен тем, что, территориально находясь на стыке Европы и Азии, он
саккумулировал в себе лучшие технологии с обеих сторон, которые могут
дополнять друг друга и становиться основой для еще более
усовершенствованных новшеств.
"Особенно у нас развиты технологии лечения эпилепсии, по этому
направлению мы сейчас очень плотно работаем, эндоскопические технологии
и методы интероперационной визуализации, которые сегодня стремительно
развиваются во всем мире, позволяют хирургам увидеть во время операции
то, что незаметно невооруженным глазом", - рассказал он.
Тюменские врачи поделились впечатлениями от посещения одной из
крупнейших нейрохирургических клиник Азии, расположенной в
пакистанском городе Лахоре. Большое семиэтажное здание, рассчитанное на
500 коек, сегодня находится не в лучшем состоянии, но пакистанцы видят
перспективу дальнейшего развития своей медицины, строят новые
операционные.
"Оборудование не самое новое, но им можно выполнять операции. И
надо сказать, что пакистанских врачей отличает именно большой
практический опыт, ведь это очень густонаселенная страна, например, город
Карачи по населенности вдвое превосходит Москву. Потребность в
нейрохирургической помощи высока, врачи проводят огромное количество
операций. Большинство из них обучались в Англии, США, Германии, так что
нельзя сказать, что они недополучили каких-то знаний", - отметил
заведующий детским отделением, врач-нейрохирург ФЦН Юрий Якимов.
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НАРКОТИКИ1
В FATA началась борьба с наркотрафиком
Tribesmen allege police crossing into Frontier Region
The Express Tribune, December 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1585242/1tribesmen-allege-police-crossing-frontier-region/

PESHAWAR: A lawman has come face to face with drug pushers on the
streets with the question of turf.
SHO Mattani Ibrahim Khan has launched a drive against sale of drugs on a
particular road that lies on the border of settled area, which is his jurisdiction and
the frontier region where political administration runs the affairs.
Sale of drugs is crime on this side of the road and permissible on the other.
His actions have led to lots of criticism.
Capital City Police Chief Muhammad Tahir Khan has ordered a drive
against drug pushers and open sale of drugs on the streets of Peshawar.
Tribesmen from Darra Adam Khail in Frontier Region (FR) Kohat have
asked the provincial police chief to restrict SHO Mattani police station from
raiding areas out of the police station‘s jurisdiction.
A representative body of the tribal people in FR Kohat, Akhurwal Union,
alleged that SHO Ibrahim Khan was crossing the boundary line between the settled
and tribal areas and arresting people.
―The crimes for which SHO Ibrahim is arresting our people are out of his
jurisdiction,‖ Akhurwal Union Chairman Malak Lal Saeed told The Express
Tribune.
Since Darra Adam Khail‘s affairs were being run by the political
administration, in case for any untoward incident, the locals would have to face the
music as per the collective punishment under the draconian FCR. ―If anything
happened to him (SHO Ibrahim) or God forbid if someone attacked him, the area
residents will bear the brunt because the political administration will arrest the area
residents,‖ Saeed said.
He reminded that under the FCR, crime committed in an area becomes the
collective responsibility of the tribesmen and they have no recourse to appeal,
wakeel and daleel (the right to request a change to a conviction in any court, the
right to legal representation and the right to present reasoned evidence,
respectively).
He said that SHO was involved in illegal raids and arresting people,
charging them under different sections of law.
Police story
On the other hand, SHO Mattani Ibrahim refuted the allegations. ―Why
would I create problems for myself by going inside the tribal areas, since I have
nothing to do there,‖ Ibrahim said.
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―Yes, I will never tolerate someone selling drugs in my jurisdiction,‖ the
SHO said. He has launched a crackdown on sale of narcotics in his area.
Ibrahim said that drug trafficking, sale and abuse have spiralled out of
control creating a social and economic mess.
Everybody gives sermons on drug control, but no one acts and when police
takes action there is a hue and cry over jurisdiction, brutality, and limits of the
police station.
He informed that such was the state of drugs on streets that children were
selling hashish on Alizai Road located on boundary line with Kalakhail area of the
FR Kohat and he will never let this open sale of narcotics to continue.
On this side of the road is police jurisdiction and on the other is the frontier
region, they just run away to another jurisdiction when they see the cops coming.
However, Ibrahim asserted, he only catches people selling drugs in his
remits. ―Who on earth will create headache for himself by increasing his area of
jurisdiction,‖ he said adding that increased jurisdiction means responsibility and
accountability for that area.
As far as his turf was concerned, Ibrahim said operation against drug dealers
will continue. ―Labourers toil all day for wages as low as Rs500 per day and then
come to Alizai Road for buying hashish,‖ he said.
The drug menace has been eating away the social fabric for decades, the
seasoned cop said. ―Not only adults, but schoolchildren were falling prey to drug
abuse,‖ he said adding he was ready to face his officials and was always available
to identify his area of jurisdiction.
Борьба с наркотической угрозой из Афганистана и интересы России
Карпов Д.А. 4 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39609

Россия призывает НАТО озаботиться поиском совместных подходов по
борьбе с наркотической угрозой из Афганистана. Об этом заявил в
понедельник министр иностранных дел РФ Сергей Лавров, выступая на
международной конференции «Парламентарии против наркотиков». По его
словам, афганская наркоэпидемия все отчетливее приобретает повальный
характер. «В текущем году наркоиндустрия в Афганистане достигла
очередного производственного максимума, — пояснил глава МИД РФ. —
Посевные площади опийного мака за год выросли на 63% и составляют
нынче 328 тысяч гектаров, это абсолютный рекорд. В целом производство
опиатов в стране возросло в нынешнем году на 87% и достигло 9 тысяч тонн
в опиумном эквиваленте». «Масштаб этой трагедии требует нового уровня
международной сплоченности, — подчеркнул Лавров. — Призываем
представителей НАТО озаботиться поиском совместных подходов к
изгнанию наркобизнеса и подпитывающегося от него терроризма с
афганской земли».
Отметим сразу, что «изгнать» не получится, даже если для этого все
сплотятся. Для этого надо физически уничтожить порядка 70 процентов
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афганского населения. Эти призывы «к сплоченности» продолжаются
практически с самого начала входа американцев и стран НАТО в
Афганистан, и большим успехом не увенчались. Не увенчаются они и сейчас,
поскольку никто из натовцев или американцев сотрудничать с Москвой на
этом направлении не станет. Вместе с тем, мы уже сообщали и повторим
сейчас, что ситуация в Афганистане за эти десять лет принципиальным
образом изменилась. Произошло фактическое сращивание движения
«Талибан» с наркодельцами, что резко увеличило доходы движения и его
политическую живучесть.
В прошлом, по большей части, талибы старались не участвовать в
непосредственной процедуре выращивания мака, они облагали налогом
крестьян, которые это делали, и наркоторговцев, которые покупали у них
сырые для производства героина. Теперь же талибы стараются поставить под
свой контроль всю цепочку наркотрафика: от выращивания мака,
производства героина и даже самого процесса контрабанды. С этой целью
они за последние годы создали в контролируемых районах более 500
лабораторий.
Это обстоятельство позволило талибам не только резко повысить
жалование рядовым бойцам, но и привлечь на свою сторону огромное
количество ранее безработных крестьян, которые получили стабильный
заработок. Это же обстоятельство позволило талибам и серьезно улучшить
материально-техническое снабжение своих отрядов, в том числе и за счет
покупки на «черном рынке» современных средств связи, приборов ночного
видения, оптических прицелов. То есть вопрос наркотрафика и
боеготовности талибов теперь связаны крепким узлом. Это не позволяет
США более маневрировать между двумя этими центрами силами в
Афганистане. Ранее их пассивность в отношении наркоторговцев в
Афганистане объяснялось очень просто: в случае применения к ним реально
репрессивных мер, они бы могли войти в альянс с талибами и тем самым
резко увеличить их боевой потенциал.
В этой связи американцы долгое время пытались сохранять фактически
нейтралитет в отношении наркобаронов, и те соответственно — не нападали
на американцев. Что в итоге? В итоге выходит, что эта стратегия США была
изначально ошибочной. Они не просчитывали того факта, что талибы
поглотят местных наркоторговцев и рассчитывали на то, что последние
являются самостоятельной силой. Снова прокол на страноведческом фронте,
и теперь американцы волей-неволей будут воевать против единой
оппозиционной силы. Если они ополчаться на наркоторговцев, они
автоматически входят в столкновение с талибами.
И наооборот. Ровно по этой причине американцы сейчас
сконцентрировали свою основную активность в провинции Гильменд, на
территории которой выращивается 40 процентов всего афганского опия. 3
декабря силы безопасности Афганистана ликвидировали пять боевиков
радикального движения «Талибан», в том числе одного из главарей талибов
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муллу Насира. Об этом сообщил в воскресенье один из командующих армией
в южном регионе Афганистана генерал Вали Мохаммад Ахмадзай. «Силы
безопасности ликвидировали муллу Насира с четырьмя его вооруженными
людьми», — цитирует его китайское агентство Синьхуа. По мнению
генерала, уничтожение муллы Насира должно нанести серьезный удар по
моральному духу боевиков радикального движения, что позволит одержать
над ними победу в провинции Гильменд. Сомневаемся, поскольку «свято
место пусто не бывает».
Так что американцам предстоит очень серьезное противостояние, в
котором они не смогут более действовать по принципу: «разделяй и
властвуй». И поэтому совершенно непонятно, почему Россия должна
принимать в этом участие и тем самым автоматически портить свои
отношения с талибами. Пусть этот «крест» американцы несут
самостоятельно, таская для нас «каштаны из огня» и неся основную нагрузку
в рамках военного противостояния с теперь уже спаянным фронтом в лице
талибов и наркоторговцев.
Сразу же отметаем обвинения в том, что мы недооцениваем угрозу
афганского опия для национальной безопасности России. Оцениваем, и очень
высоко. Вопрос в данном случае не в том, чтобы «бороться» или «не
бороться» с этим злом. Вопрос — в выборе алгоритма такой борьбы. И, по
нашей оценке, наиболее оптимальным в данном случае является
выстраивание защитных дополнительных барьеров по линии борьбы с
наркотрафиком, начиная от Таджикистана и по всей цепочки его транзита в
Россию. Влезать в сам Афганистан просто бесполезно. Также бесполезно, как
и призывать американцев к сотрудничеству в рамках совместной борьбы с
наркобизнесом. Никакой помощи американцам в этом оказывать не надо,
пусть борются с подавляющим населением Афганистан в одиночку со всеми
соответствующими репутационными и материальными потерями. Именно
«абсолютным большинством населения», поскольку ровно в такой
пропорции надо оценивать степень вовлеченности населения страны в этот
бизнес. Исходя из этих предпосылок, и необходимо выстраивать политику на
афганском направлении в рамках борьбы с наркотрафиком. Сплоченность с
Пакистаном и Ираном, а также центральнозиатскими партнерами России —
сколько угодно и во всех существующих форматах, с США и их западными
союзниками — ни в коей мере. Афганистан — один из немногих участков,
где США критически завязли, и где Россия имеет все варианты оказания
негативного влияния на все их усилия по стабилизации ситуации в этой
стране. Надо этим пользоваться в полной мере.
Оценки китайских специалистов действий ВВС США под
обозначением «Операция Зазубренный Нож» в Исламской Республике
Афганистан.
Казанин М.В. 2 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=39550
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По данным СМИ США, 19 ноября 2017 г. ВВС США начали
очередную операцию по ликвидации сети лабораторий и заводов по
производству героина на территории Исламской Республик Афганистан
(ИРА). По словам пресс-секретаря МО США – подполковника Майкла
Эндрюса, истребители, штурмовики и стратегические бомбардировщики
нанесли первую серию ударов по 10 объектам в провинциях Гильменд и
Хост.
Так, в результате применения корректируемых боеприпасов было
уничтожено три завода по производству героина в районе Каджаки, четыре
объекта по производству наркотиков в районе Мусса Кала и еще один завод
разрушен в районе Сангин. Кроме того, американские военные нанесли
бомбовый удар по командным пунктам движения «Талибан» в провинции
Гильменд, что подтверждает информацию китайских источников, о том, что
ВС США сосредоточат усилия, вновь прибывающих подразделений, на
данной провинции Афганистана.
По оценкам китайских специалистов, Пентагон уже довел численность
своих подразделений в ИРА до 14000 в/с и в ближайшее время
передислоцирует еще 3000 солдат и офицеров. Аналитики из Поднебесной
отмечают, что Пентагон и Белый дом хотят использовать в борьбе с
исламистами и террористами в Афганистане подразделения ВС Индии,
однако премьер-министр Нарендра Моди вряд ли пойдет на такой шаг,
поскольку это может привести к волне социальных протестов и как следствие
его отставке.
Как сообщил командующий группировкой ВС США в Афганистане
генерал Джон Николсон, для выполнения задач «Операции Зазубренный
Нож» были выделены следующие авиационные подразделения ВВС США:
– 95-ая истребительная эскадрилья из состава 325-ого истребительного
крыла.
Данное
подразделение
укомплектовано
малозаметными
истребителями F-22A Raptor;
– 40-е экспедиционная бомбардировочная эскадрилья, на вооружении
которой находятся стратегические бомбардировщики B-52H Stratofortress;
– 555-я экспедиционная истребительная эскадрилья, укомплектованная
истребителями F-16.
Следует отметить, что истребители F-22A Raptor и стратегические
бомбардировщики
B-52H
Stratofortress
были
заблаговременно
передислоцированы с авиационных баз в Великобритании и о.Диего-Гарсия
на АвБ «Аль-Дафра» (ОАЭ) и «Аль-Удейд» (Катар) соответственно, что
позволило пилотам совершать только ночные полеты. Подобный подход к
организации боевой работы авиации указывает на то, что американские
военные решили лишний раз подстраховаться на случай применения
талибами зенитных средств. Единственным исключением из указанных
подразделений ВВС США является 555-я эскадрилья, дислоцированная
практически на постоянной основе на АвБ «Баграм» в Афганистане.
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Кроме того, с упомянутой выше авиабазы в ОАЭ действовали
самолеты-заправщики КС-10 Extender и KC-135 Stratotanker из состава 908-й
экспедиционной топливозаправочной эскадрильи, входящей в состав 380-й
экспедиционной оперативной группы (ЭОГ), также дислоцированной на
«Аль-Дафре».
Данные воздушные танкеры выполняли дозаправку
истребителей F-22A в трех точках маршрута – одна над акваторией
Индийского океана и две в воздушном пространстве Пакистана.
Представляется возможным описать маршрут полетов истребителей и
самолетов-заправщиков. После взлета с АвБ «Аль-Дафры» пилоты F-22A
выполняли полет строго на восток на дальность 500 км, затем совершали
поворот на север и входили в воздушное пространство Пакистана на
значительном удалении от пакистано-иранской границы.
По расчетам китайских специалистов, расстояние от точки поворота до
района бомбометания составило 1102 км, т.е. суммарное расстояние от АвБ
«Аль-Дафра» до целей в Афганистане составило 1602 км, а значит общая
дальность полета американских истребителей составила чуть боле 3200 км.
С учетом этих данных и подтвержденных данных специальных служб
КНР о реальном радиусе боевого патрулирования F-22A, который составляет
738 км из которых 558 км самолет выполняет на дозвуковой скорости, а
оставшиеся 180 км на сверхзвуковой (1,72 МАХа) представляется
возможным утверждать, что американские пилоты были вынуждены
осуществлять не менее четырех дозаправок при выполнении задачи.
Следует учитывать, что в «Операции Зазубренный Нож» бомбовая
нагрузка малозаметных истребителей пятого поколения ВВС США
сформирована исключительно из малокалиберных авиационных средств
поражения (АСП) – GBU-39 и GBU-53/B, которые можно размещать во
внутренних бомбовых отсеках истребителя, что положительно сказывается
на аэродинамике, радиолокационной заметности и не приводит к повышению
расхода топлива.
По данным американских специалистов, указанные боеприпасы можно
применять только с F-22A и истребителей-бомбардировщиков F-15E, тогда
как истребители F-35 смогут использовать данные АСП после модернизации
программного и аппаратного обеспечения не ранее 2022 г.
Для
сравнения
китайские
специалисты
приводят
возможности истребителя-бомбардировщика F-15C, который больше
подходит для борьбы с наземными и тем более стационарными целями. Так
при выполнении типовых задач по контролю превосходства в воздухе/
обеспечению воздушной поддержки/активной обороны воздушного
района/высотного перехвата, радиус действия рассматриваемого самолета
составляет 725/185/1230/1455 км соответственно. Следует отметить, что
истребители-бомбардировщики F-15C позволяют применять как указанные
АСП типа SDB, так и свободнопадающие авиабомбы весом 2000 фунтов
(1816 кг).
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По расчетам китайских специалистов, для того, чтобы американский F22A
смогли
выполнить
перехват
российских
стратегических
бомбардировщиков Ту-22М3 или Ту-95МС на подлете к Сирии на них
необходимо установить от 2 до 4 подвесных топливных баков (ПТБ),
которые негативно повлияют на «малозаметность». По данным китайских
источников, первый в истории оборонно-промышленного комплекса КНР
истребитель 4-ого поколения «Цзянь-20» ВВС НОАК при установке четырех
ПТБ способен выполнить перелет на дальность 6800 км и будет обладать
радиусом боевого патрулирования 2500 км.
Со слов офицеров Центрального командования ВВС США известно,
что, применение малозаметных истребителей пятого поколения в операции
против объектов афганских наркосиндикатов обусловлено необходимостью
«снизить случайные потери среди мирного населения». В связи с этим
необходимо отметить, что стратегические бомбардировщики В-52Н
применяли авиационные бомбы весом 2000 фунтов каждая и представляется
возможным сделать согласиться с оценками китайских аналитиков в том, что
ВВС США оказались не способны «довести F-22A до ума» – до способности
удерживать превосходство в воздухе при встрече с российскими Су-35С.
Следует отметить, что в составе упомянутой выше 380-й ЭОГ ВВС
США также находятся самолеты радиолокационного дозора и наблюдения E3 Sentry, которые позволили координировать действия эскадрилий с разными
типами летательных аппаратов. Кроме того, дополнительную разведку
обстановки во время нанесения ударов по объектам «Талибана»
осуществляли беспилотные летательные аппараты стратегической радиотехнической разведки RQ-4 Global Hawk, которые также входят в состав 380й ЭОГ.
Кроме ВВС США в «Операции Зазубренный Нож» приняли участие
легкие турбовинтовые штурмовики А-29 «Супер Тукано» авиационных
подразделений Национальных сил обороны и безопасности Афганистана.
Следует отметить, что «на долю» афганских пилотов досталось всего две
цели в провинции Хост. Также небольшую лепту в общее дело внесли
подразделения Корпуса морской пехоты ВМС США, располагающие
высокомобильными реактивными системами залпового огня типа HIMARS.
Подводя итог вышесказанному, необходимо отметить, что
производство героина в Афганистане выросло с 5300 тонн в 2016 г. до 9900
тонн в текущем году и только четыре процента от этого объема достигает
территории США. По оценкам американских специалистов, на территории
ИРА действует от 400 до 500 лаборатории по изготовлению героина и опия,
что не только указывает на осведомленность американских специалистов, но
и позволяет осознать всю серьезность наркотической угрозы для
безопасности РФ.
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Арг: НАТО приступает к операциям по борьбе с афганским
наркопроизводством
«Все об Афганистане». 20.11.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/116626.html

КАБУЛ, 20 ноября. Силы НАТО приступили к проведению
антинаркотических операций в Афганистане, направленных на ликвидацию
нарколабораторий, отмечается в сегодняшнем заявлении пресс-службы
президентского дворца.
Первая подобная операция состоялась прошедшей ночью в южной
провинции Гельманд, где посредством авиаударов были уничтожены 8
подпольных центров наркопроизводства. В дальнейшем деятельность по
ликвидации нарколабораторий планируется продолжить на территории той
же провинции – в частности, в уездах Сангин, Муса-Кала, Каджаки и Навзад.
Напомним, что на прошлой неделе Управление ООН по наркотикам и
преступности опубликовало доклад, в котором сообщалось об увеличении
объѐма производства опиума в Афганистане за год на 87%, до 9 тысяч тонн.
Изначально в новой стратегии США на афганском направлении,
предполагавшей расширение полномочий американских войск, говорилось
только о противодействии терроризму, но теперь командование миссии
«Решительная поддержка» приступило к операциям по борьбе с
наркоугрозой, представляющей один из самых крупных источников
финансирования антиправительственной деятельности в стране.
Производство наркотиков в Афганистане всегда будет высоким
Afghan opium production at all time high
Daily Times. 19.11.2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/142615/afghan-opium-production-time-high/

A report by the United Nation‘s Office on Drug Crime (UNODC) has found
that the area used to cultivate opium in Afghanistan has increased by 63 percent
since 2016. Back then, 201,000 hectares of land were being used towards this end.
Today, this stands at 328,000. Poppies are now grown in 24 out of 34 provinces in
that country. And it is estimated that 9,000 tonnes of opium will be produced in
Afghanistan in 2017, with an estimated value of $1.4 billion.
There is no easy fix to this problem. Opium makes up half of Afghanistan‘s
agricultural output. Numerous parties are involved in its cultivation, including the
Afghan Taliban. The latter, it is estimated, ‗earned‘ $3 billion dollars in revenue
from the opium trade in 2016. Efforts to curb the cultivation of poppies have failed
abysmally. Only 750 hectares of poppies could be cleared in 2017; though this was
an improvement on the 355 hectares cleared the previous year.
Of course, it goes without saying that rises in opium production pose a threat
to the entire international community. Afghanistan produces some 80 percent of
the world‘s opium. This is then chemically processed into heroin before travelling
onwards; sometimes reaching as far afield as North America. Most of the heroin in
Canada reportedly comes from Afghanistan, too. However, before heroin reaches
the developed world, it typically passes through either Iran or Pakistan. Opiate
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addiction is a major problem in both these countries and the implications of a rise
in the drug trade doesn‘t bode well for either.
The emergence of ISIS in Afghanistan is likely to make matters worse.
Suffering many reversals of fortune in the Middle East, the terrorist network has
been deprived of its biggest source of income – black market oil. It is therefore
highly likely that the group will now turn to the immensely profitable Afghan drug
trade to make up for these financial losses.
Both heroin and ISIS represent major threats to the stability of Pakistan and
Iran; not to mention Russia, yet another destination for Afghanistan‘s opium. Joint
military actions and intelligence targeting both ISIS and Afghan heroin production
as well as distribution networks could help here. However a reduction in the opiate
supply lines will not impact demand at home. What is needed there is effective
drug education programmes combined with more efforts to rehabilitate addicts. *
5 тонн наркотиков конфисковано в Карачи
«Новости
планеты».
7.11.2017.
narkotikov-konfiskovano-v-karachi.html

http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11172-5-tonn-

Полиция пакистанского города Карачи сорвала попытку контрабанды
наркотиков и изъяла более пяти тонн запрещенных веществ во время
операции, проведенной в понедельник вечером, сообщают местные СМИ.
Согласно сообщениям СМИ, полиция провела специальную операцию
в районе Мангхупир и остановила мини-грузовик. «В автомобиле было
обнаружено 274 коробки с общим весом в 5 000 килограмма наркотиков на
сумму около 2 миллионов долларов США», - сказал представитель полиции
районе, добавив, что наркотики ввозились в Карачи.
Полиция говорит, что водитель грузовика сумел сбежать с места
происшествия и сейчас в этом районе проводятся рейды, чтобы арестовать
подозреваемого и его сообщников.
Пакистан желает новой сделки по аренде у США вертолетов, но
возвратив 9, арендованных 15 лет назад (для борьбы с наркобизнесом).
Pakistan seeks new US deal after returning nine choppers
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1367382/pakistanseeks-new-us-deal-after-returning-nine-choppers

WASHINGTON: Pakistan is trying to reacquire an unspecified number of
helicopters from the United States for anti-narcotics operations after returning nine
Huey II helicopters it had acquired in 2002, diplomatic sources said on Monday.
Earlier in the day, Pakistan returned five of the nine helicopters it had
received almost 15 years ago. The ministry of interior, which was using the
aircraft, returned four of these nine rotary-wing helicopters on Oct 15.
Pakistan had received a total of 12 aircraft — including three fixed-wing
Cessna airplanes — from the United States for anti-narcotics operations in Fata
and Balochistan. Since the area is also used by militants for carrying out operations
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along the Pak-Afghan border, the aircraft reported their activities as well, when
observed. Primary purpose of the aircraft, however, was to monitor smuggling of
narcotics as the region is connected to a major drug-route.
Also read: US firm lobbied for and against Pakistan over F-16s
The aircraft were acquired under a renewable agreement and after the expiry
of that agreement, Pakistan had the option to either return the aircraft or buy them.
Although the United States urged Pakistan to ‗nationalise‘ the helicopters after the
agreement expired, the ministry of interior decided to return them, instead of
buying them for continued use.
The ministry, however, purchased the three Cessna airplanes that came with
the choppers.
The Americans, who received the remaining five aircraft on Monday, have
already made ―redirection‖ arrangements — selling it to a third party — so
Pakistan cannot re-buy those helicopters. Instead, Pakistan will have to renegotiate
a fresh deal.
But diplomatic sources, who spoke to Dawn, say that it should not be
difficult to do so as both American and Pakistani officials acknowledge a direct
link between narcotics and terrorism financing, Washington believes that stopping
drug-trade in this region will also help reduce terrorism.
Pakistan renewed its interest in acquiring the choppers after the recent
change of leadership in the interior ministry. The decision to return the helicopters
was taken by the former interior minister, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, while the new
minister, Ahsan Iqbal, concluded that the ministry needs them to monitor the drug
route, which is also used by the militants.
During his visit to Washington earlier this month, Mr Iqbal advised the
embassy to negotiate a fresh deal with the United States for reacquiring helicopters
for his ministry.
Пакистанец казнен в Саудовской Аравии за провоз наркотиков
Pakistani ‗drug trafficker‘ beheaded in Saudi Arabia
The Express Tribune. 11.07.2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1454899/pakistani-drugtrafficker-beheaded-saudi-arabia/
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RIYADH: A Pakistani citizen was among six people convicted of drug
trafficking and homicide were executed in Saudi Arabia on Monday, the
government said, the highest number of executions in a single day this year.
The Pakistani man was beheaded for drug trafficking and five Saudi nationals
for homicide, the interior ministry said.
Saudi Arabia executes two drug dealers including Pakistani national
Monday‘s executions bring to 44 the number of convicts put to death this
year, according to an AFP tally of government statements.
The oil-rich kingdom has one of the world‘s highest rates of execution, with
suspects convicted of terrorism, homicide, rape, armed robbery and drug
trafficking facing the death penalty.
The country reported 153 people executed last year, a number confirmed by
London-based rights group Amnesty International.
В аэропорту Исламабада обнаружили несколько десятков килограмм
героина
Круглосуточный агрегатор
http://incident24.com/70268.html

происшествий

«Incident24».

22

мая

2017.

В Исламабаде правоохранительные органы Пакистана обнаружили 20
килограмм героина на борту самолета в международном аэропорту имени
Беназир Бхутто, 22 мая сообщает Reuters.
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Героин находился на борту самолета, принадлежащего авиакомпании
«Пакистанские международные авиалинии» (PIA).
Правоохранительные органы запланировали проверку четырех
самолетов на 22 мая, заявил представитель PIA Машуд Таджвар.
«На самолете, который должен был отправиться по маршруту
Исламабад-Лондон, обнаружили 20 килограмм героина»
Напомним, с августа 2016 года на самолетах авиакомпании PIA героин
находили трижды, включая случай, который произошел на прошлой неделе в
лондонском аэропорту Хитроу. В августе 2016 года 12 сотрудников PIA были
арестованы после обнаружения шести килограмм героина на борту одного из
самолетов.
«Антинаркотические силы» изъяли 20 кг героина из самолета в
аэропорту Исламабада, вылетавшего в Лондон
ANF seizes 20kg heroin from PIA plane
Israr Ahmad. The Nation. May 23, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editors-picks/23-May2017/anf-seizes-20kg-heroin-from-pia-plane

RAWALPINDI - The Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), on a tip off, recovered
20kg heroin from secret cavities of Pakistan International Airlines‘ London-bound
flight PK-785 at Benazir Bhutto Islamabad International Airport, reliable sources
disclosed to The Nation on Monday.
The ANF also took 14 employees of PIA into custody and started
investigation besides obtaining their mobile data.
Maryam Nawaz, daughter of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, was scheduled to
fly to London in the same flight. She returned to Islamabad from the airport after
she learnt that the ANF had seized narcotics from the aircraft. Later, she took the
same flight for London after the aircraft was cleared, the sources said.
According to the sources, the ANF conducted a search in the aircraft with the
help of sniffer dogs. The PIA security staff also assisted the ANF during the
search. The officials found the heroin concealed in the catering cabin of the
aircraft. Reportedly, two packets of heroin, each weighing 10kg, were found in a
closet used to keep catering items in the plane.
When the ANF was searching the aircraft, no passenger was on board and
only sweepers and catering staff were busy in their duties, the sources said. They
added two catering trolleys were inside the plane when it was searched.
The sources further disclosed that after recovery of the heroin, they took 14
employees of PIA into custody. The employees are from engineering, catering, and
sanitation departments.
The arrested employees were later shifted to the ANF investigation centre at
Iqbal Town. The mobile data of all the arrested employees has been obtained and
would be thoroughly examined. The plane was cleared after the search and the
flight took off for London at about 3:45pm.
Talking to media persons, Adviser to Prime Minister on Aviation Sardar
Mehtab Ahmed Khan Abbasi said search of four aircraft was conducted at the
airport, adding further inquiry into the recovery of the narcotics was underway.
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The adviser averred search of the aircraft was started after heroin was seized
from a PIA plane a week ago after it had landed at Heathrow Airport.
The aviation division has formed a special team under Additional Inspector
General of Punjab Police, Hussain Asghar, to unearth the mafia involved in
smuggling heroin to the United Kingdom. No ANF official was available for
comments.
Объѐм нелегального производства опиума в Афганистане за год возрос
на 10%
«Все об Афганистане». 2.05.2017. http://afghanistan.ru/doc/109744.html

КАБУЛ, 2 мая. За прошедший год уровень подпольного производства
опиума в Афганистане возрос на 10%, сообщается в недавно опубликованном
отчѐте Специального генерального инспектора США по восстановлению
Афганистана (SIGAR).
SIGAR: Потери афганских сил за первый квартал достигли
беспрецедентного уровня
В докладе отмечается, что общая площадь посевов опиума в 2016 году
достигла 201 тысячи гектаров. При фактическом увеличении объѐма
наркопроизводства на 10% уровень потенциального производства опиума
возрос на 43%.
Тем не менее, в целом усилия по противодействию наркоугрозе были
оценены в отчѐте как непродуктивные. В ходе проведѐнных в 2016 году
операций удалось ликвидировать всего 355 га наркопосевов – на 91%
меньше, чем за 2015 год.
Отчѐт SIGAR связывает низкую результативность антинаркотических
операций в Афганистане с ухудшением ситуации с безопасностью, а также
недостатком «политической воли» и неэффективной работой руководства
Министерства ИРА по борьбе с наркотиками.
В документе отмечается, что в период с 2002 по март 2017 года США
потратили 8,5 миллиарда долларов на усилия по искоренению афганской
наркотической угрозы, но так и не справились с поставленной задачей –
Афганистан по-прежнему остаѐтся крупнейшим в мире производителем
опиума.
Из текста отчѐта следует, что в текущем году SIGAR собирается
представить новой администрации президента США предложения по
пересмотру антинаркотической политики на афганском направлении с
учѐтом допущенных в прошлом ошибок.
ООН приняла Резолюцию Пакистана по наркотрафику
UN adopts Pakistan-sponsored resolution on drug trafficking
Daily Times. 19/03/2017 http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/19-Mar-17/un-adopts-pakistansponsored-resolution-on-drug-trafficking
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VIENNA: The 53-member United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs
(CND) has unanimously adopted a Pakistan-sponsored resolution calling for
curbing drug trafficking and related crimes.
The resolution was adopted on the occasion of 60th anniversary session of
CND, and its theme was "Strengthening international cooperation to assist the
states most affected by the illicit transit of drugs, especially developing countries,
based on the principle of common and shared responsibility".
The resolution was co-sponsored by several countries including Algeria,
Argentina, China, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Serbia, Tajikistan,
Turkey and United States. The resolution calls on the international community to
enhance capacity-building assistance to such states including in the areas of
countering illicit drug trafficking, drug law enforcement, criminal justice, border
management, cross-border cooperation and countering illicit proceeds of drugrelated crime. The resolution also provides for strengthening international l support
to the most affected transit States in addressing the increasing use of narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances at domestic level. In this regard, the resolution puts
emphasis on reinforcing drug use prevention programmes and expanding treatment
and rehabilitation facilities, particularly for women and children. The Viennabased UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs is the leading policy making entity on
drug-related issues within the United Nations system. In 2015, Pakistan was reelected as a member of the Commission for a four-year term from 2016-19.

КУЛЬТУРА1
Велика роль английского языка в Пакистане
English still rules
Irfan
Husain.
Dawn,
December
https://www.dawn.com/news/1379658/english-still-rules

30th,

2017.

SOMEBODY once said that if you have one good suit and can speak fluent
English, you won‘t starve in Pakistan.
This is probably true, for it implies that you were most probably born into a
well-connected family that sent you to an (expensive) English-medium school
where you acquired a network of useful friends. And a well-cut suit can get you
into most weddings where you can get a free meal.
All this is bad news for the vast majority who aren‘t similarly privileged.
With a small pie to start with, the elite grab a larger portion before the young have
even put a foot on the ladder of adulthood. This injustice is largely due to our
skewed educational system that perpetuates the social divide through its emphasis
on the English language. Although many of them teach at a mediocre level at best,
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the label ‗English medium‘ encourages less affluent parents to send their kids in
the hope that they will have a better chance to get ahead than they did.
Poorer, mostly illiterate parents send their sons to madressahs which
graduate them with virtually no skills other than a rote learning of the holy texts.
This qualifies them to work at mosques; the worse options are lives of crime or
‗jihad‘, both careers often cut short.
The third and most desirable educational choice that opens many doors is
admission to the good private schools that teach in English at a high standard. Very
few of these exist and places are much sought after. Parents pay high premiums,
including contributions to ‗development funds‘, apart from an advance on fees.
This buys their children openings into the corporate sector, the civil service or the
possibility of setting up their own business.
Pakistan should invest in translating foreign titles.
This lottery of life exists all over the world, with the privileged able to
launch their children into the world with an edge over other, less advantaged kids.
However, in few other countries is the divide as sharp as in Pakistan.
An old friend wrote recently about the unfairness of the existing emphasis
on English. According to her, perfectly bright young people were denied
opportunities due to their poor grasp of the English language. She singled out the
IT profession where, according to her, fluency in English was not really a
prerequisite for excellence in technical skills.
I put this to a highly successful young entrepreneur who hires many IT
engineers. According to him, while many non-English speaking staff were very
competent, to get to the next level of creative coding, they needed to read advanced
computer textbooks which were all in English.
When I was president of a private university that specialised in textiles, I
insisted on a minimum level of proficiency in English, not because it was
necessary to run weaving and spinning machines, but as it opened up the world to
graduates. After all, the word ‗university‘ derives from ‗universe‘, implying the
ability to acquire knowledge in a range of subjects, and not just textiles. Then, of
course, employers needed people who could correspond with buyers around the
world.
One reason Urdu has fared poorly in the marketplace is the lack of translated
books. Although politicians and judges have been droning on about the need to use
Urdu in official correspondence, the fact is that they send their own children to the
best English-medium schools available locally, and then to private colleges and
universities abroad. To be honest, this is the route my son took, and neither he nor I
have any regrets.
Without a regular supply of translated books, both fiction and non-fiction,
combined with an abysmally low number of Urdu books published, you can see
why we are sliding backwards so fast. Let me give some numbers to underline this
point:
While Iran, with a population of 70 million published 73,000 titles in 2014,
Pakistan managed just 4,000. In fact, this pattern is repeated in the Arab world.
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The total number of books translated by 22 Arab countries with a population of
300m over the last 1,000 years is less than the number Spain translates in one year.
Eleven million Greeks translate five times more books than 300m Arabs.
This one fact goes a long way in explaining the backwardness of most
Muslim countries. However, Iran with a proud, ancient civilisation is clearly an
exception: it has a thriving translation cottage industry, with the state employing
scores who translate hundreds of technical books a year. Private publishers offer
many foreign titles in Farsi, making the latest books available to their readers.
So until the Pakistani state puts its money where its mouth is, and actually
invests in publishing and translating in a serious way, nothing will change. We will
continue to graduate young people who have been effectively excluded from the
global market of ideas.
The poverty we are so indifferent to is clearly unsustainable.
It wasn‘t English
KP primary schoolteachers to be trained in English language
English as lingua franca: A linguistic imperialism?

Исламабад
Танцы на крышах машин, картошка как деликатес и запрещенный
алкоголь. Экс-минчанин об Исламабаде
Дмитрий Бущик. Белорусский Интернет-сайт «TUT.BY». 18 октября 2017.
https://news.tut.by/culture/564965.html?utm_campaign=newsfeed&utm_medium=novoteka&utm_source=rss-news

Исламабад — столица Пакистана, начавшая строиться в 1960-х.
Сейчас это культурный, политический и экономический центр страны,
привлекающий туристов. Город был создан по проекту известного
греческого архитектора Константиноса Доксиадиса и полон
современных зданий. Строго выверенный, разделенный на сектора, в
каждом из которых есть парки и магазины, он создан для спокойной
жизни.
О своей жизни в Исламабаде рассказал бывший житель Минска
Дмитрий Бущик. В прошлом он руководил маркетинговыми коммуникациями
БелСел, был директором по маркетингу МТИС, а также директором Chief
Marketing Officer в мобильном операторе Beeline в Камбожде. Проживает в
Пакистане более трех лет. В 2005−07 работал там General Manager
Marketing мобильного оператора Diallog, а девять лет спустя вернулся
снова для участия в новом проекте.
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Дмитрий Бушик. Фото: архив автора

1. Опишите свой город в одном предложении.
Исламабад — тихая, сонная, малоэтажная, сверхбезопасная и очень
зеленая заводь Пакистана.
Можно называть этот город скучным бизнес – и административным
центром,
спальным
районом.
Использование
этих
определений
по отношению к столице 200-миллионной страны, казалось бы, не совсем
корректно, но существенная доля правды в этом есть. При этом тут
прекрасно развитая инфраструктура, транспортные коммуникации. Основной
шарм Исламабада — в людях. Их гостеприимство, открытость, искренняя
готовность помогать действительно подкупают.
2. Что делает город не похожим на все остальные?
Исламабад — это ни в коем случае не настоящий Пакистан. Это
изначально искусственно созданный город, который строили как столицу
с середины прошлого века. Сегодня тут живут чиновники, высшие
командиры армии, сосредоточены головные офисы крупного бизнеса.
Уровень жизни здесь гораздо выше, чем по стране. Никаких пробок, все
защищено полицейскими и военными блокпостами, никаких случайных
людей. А тот Пакистан, в который попадаешь за пределами Исламабада, —
там просто другая планета.
3. Каким историческим событием или человеком гордятся жители
города? Почему?
Главное событие — создание Пакистана 14 августа 1947 года,
а человек — Мухаммад Али Джинна, отец-основатель этой страны. Вообще
создание Пакистана при разделе колониальной Британской Индии
сопровождалось огромной трагедией, фактически — гражданской войной,
когда погибли и пропали без вести миллионы.
Пакистанцы — ярые патриоты, в стране ярко выражен культ воина,
авторитет армии стоит превыше любых политических предпочтений. При
этом национальности пакистанец не существует, даже государственный
(наряду с английским) язык урду — искусственный, это тот же самый хинди,
но с использованием арабской письменности.
Если рассказывать подробней, в Пакистане известно 80 письменных
языков и сотни, если не тысячи диалектов. Бывает такое, что соседние
деревни в горах не понимают языки друг друга. Все это из-за того, что
в стране много изолированных поселений среди горных и пустынных
ландшафтов. Причем, особенно в горах, не редкость, когда целые народы
жили веками отрезанные от большой цивилизации, и сегодня их численность
может не превышать нескольких десятков тысяч человек. Например, так
до сих пор живут племена язычников калашей, которые подвешивают гробы
умерших родственников на святых деревьях. Гробы потом через десятилетия
падают, старые кости разлетаются, но трогать их строжайше запрещено.
Существует легенда, что рыже-блондинистые калаши — наследники
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остатков армии Македонского, что осели в горах подальше от равнинных
междоусобиц.
4. Какое культурное событие жители города ждут каждый год?
После религиозных праздников, самый главный — это День
независимости 14 августа. Только здесь не выходят на улицу, а выезжают —
получается
своеобразная
демонстрация
на автомобилях.
Дороги
превращаются в сплошную карнавальную процессию. Люди танцуют
на крышах машин, размахивают флагами, сидя в открытых багажниках,
запускают серьезные салюты прямо на ходу из багажников пикапов. Полиция
относится к этому лояльно. Со стороны выглядит как фанатское
нашествие — много флагов, разукрашенных в зелено-белые цвета
национального флага лиц, детей одевают в одежды из пакистанского флага.
Это прекрасно показывает единение пакистанцев и их гордость за свою
страну.
5. Откуда открывается лучший вид на город?
Исламабад находится в предгорье Гималаев. С высоты МаргаллаХилс — ближайшей к городу горной гряды — открываются волшебные
виды. За 40 минут по прекрасному серпантину можно подняться
на смотровую площадку и увидеть весь город как на ладони. Маргалла —
одно из самых популярных мест для семейного отдыха неторопливых
исламабадцев.
6. Три городских места, на фоне которых обязательно нужно
сфотографироваться?
Конечно же, мечеть Фейсала — подарок покойного уже короля
Саудовской Аравии Фейсала ибн Абдель Азиз ас-Сауда. Это одна из самых
больших мечетей в мире, отличается современной архитектурой. Когда
в белом мраморе мечети отражаются горы, а еще горячий воздух как бы
плавится, заставляя отражения «танцевать», — выглядит все это
впечатляюще. Статус этого места — как Красная площадь для россиян.
Вокруг мечети — парк и лес, уходящий в горы. Там приятно прогуляться
даже ночью, посидеть на лавочке, посмотреть, как из леса выбегают дикие
кабаны, дикобразы, даже олени.
Второе место для экскурсий и фотографий — это Centaurus — торговоразвлекательный и жилой комплекс. Его строили те же архитекторы, что
и знаменитый «парус» Бурдж-эль-Араб в Дубае. Там можно запросто
«потеряться». Шопинг, бесчисленные кафе и рестораны, фудкорт. Этот центр
разрушает многие стереотипы о Пакистане. Те, кто уверен, что в Пакистане
встречаются исключительно бородатые мужики с автоматами, искренне
впечатляются уровнем, масштабами Centaurus, а главное — встречаемыми
там посетителями, представителями типичного среднего класса.
Ну, и уже упомянутый национальный парк Маргалла-Хилс
со смотровыми площадками, ресторанами и кафе с видом на столицу
и окружающие склоны гималайской гряды с полуторакилометровой высоты.
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7. Уникальная городская «фишка», которую можно назвать одним
из символов города?
Столица в традиционном понимании — это шумный мегаполис, центр
внутренней миграции населения из провинций. А здесь наоборот.
Миллионное население Исламабада живет скорее изолированно и весьма
неторопливым ритмом. Например, крупнейший мегаполис и морской порт
Пакистана Карачи — это более 20 миллионов жителей. Культурная столица,
древний Лахор — 10 миллионов. Там темп гораздо выше. А вот спокойная,
безопасная, размеренная жизнь в тихом и зеленом городе — это жизнь поисламабадски.
8. Музей, который обязательно нужно посетить, и главный
экспонат, который нужно увидеть?
В самом Исламабаде обязательно следует посетить местечко Лок
Вирса — там лучшие краеведческий и этнографический музеи Пакистана.
Там же рынок сувениров, национальных костюмов и прочего народного
творчества. По выходным проходят концерты народной музыки, культурнообразовательные мероприятия.
Пакистан — земля древнейших цивилизаций. Например, есть версии,
что Будда родился где-то здесь. Примерно в 50 км от Исламабада можно
посмотреть на раскопки буддистского города Таксила, где были найдены
древнейшие изображения Будды. Место это считается святыней, туда
съезжаются буддистские паломники со всего мира.
9. Знаменитый памятник, которому нужно что-нибудь потереть
на удачу? Или фонтан, в который все бросают монетку?
Определенным «центром притяжения» я бы назвал гробницы
суфийских учителей. Например, в черте города это святилище Бари Имама —
неофициального святого покровителя Исламабада. В дни почитания таких
учителей и богословов десятки и сотни тысячи людей съезжаются со всей
страны, чтобы совместно молиться, слушать проповедников и исполнителей
религиозных гимнов кавалли, танцевать всю ночь под барабаны. Там же
со всех углов тянет свежим гашишем, открыто варится молоко с коноплей
нового урожая. Конечно, это никак не разрешено, но в дни традиционного
поминания суфийских богословов полиция закрывает глаза на такие
вольности.
10. Лучший городской стрит-арт?
Пакистан живет в своем измерении. Это технологически очень
развитая страна, и программисты здесь одни из лучших в мире,
но традиционная культура превалирует. Своей стрит-арт-культуры у них
не было, а заимствовать западные практики пакистанцы особенно
не стремятся. Можно встретить заборы, расписанные узорами, но едва ли
определение «арт» будет к ним применимо. Пакистанцы невероятно красиво
декорируют мечети, а еще тут существует целая культура антикварных
дверей. Например, не редкость увидеть в абсолютно новом доме двухсоттрехсотлетние резные двери из темного дерева тяжелых пород. Часто эти
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двери имеют собственную историю, как правило, их переносят из дедовского
дома на новое место «службы». Вот это точно настоящий арт.
11. Самое популярное место для отдыха и развлечений?
Исламабад был создан гнездовым образом: все районы и улицы
пронумерованы, карта города — как шахматная доска, заблудиться
нереально. В каждом блоке обязательно будет парк, рыночная территория
с общепитом и деловыми центрами, а вокруг уже жилая низкоэтажная
застройка ввиду высокой сейсмической активности. Но недавно и тут начали
строить небоскребы. В парках много смотровых площадок, много трекингов
для семейных прогулок, есть даже тренировочные базы профессиональных
альпинистов. Ну и, конечно же, бесчисленные места для барбекю.
Пакистанцы любят это дело.
12. В какой район города лучше не ходить туристам и почему?
В Исламабаде можно быть абсолютно спокойным за свою
безопасность. Конечно, бандитизм в Пакистане существует, особенно
в портовом Карачи, но в Исламабаде это, пожалуй, невозможно. Этот город
специально создан для безопасной жизни государственных чиновников.
Здесь нет пьяных компаний, ведь пакистанцы не пьют алкоголь, никто
не допускает хамства. И самому не стоит, например, повышать голос. Кроме
того, что это крайняя степень неприличия, так еще и может привести
к неприятным последствиям. Пакистанцы — ребята весьма гордые
и специфические в вопросах субординации и приличий.
Что интересно, значительную часть территории Пакистана
правительство не контролирует. Эти зоны называются Федерально
управляемые племенные территории. Там не действуют законы государства,
нет формального представительства власти, там не платят налоги, машины
ездят без регистрационных номеров. Жители этих территорий не платят
за электричество,
а просто
присоединяются
к высоковольтным
электрическим линиям и берут сколько им нужно. Там же производится
и совершенно свободно продается оружие, стоят лавки с гашишем и опиумом
на развес. Именно там по безлюдным ущельям скрываются банды радикалов
и террористов. Но в целом жители тех мест — пуштуны, — пожалуй, самые
честные и гостеприимные из всех, кого я встречал в своих путешествиях
по Пакистану. Впрочем, без опыта жизни здесь и без глубокого понимания
контекста я бы никому не рекомендовал отправляться по племенным
территориям на прогулку.
13. Хитрости экономной городской жизни, которые знают только
местные?
Резиденты Исламабада не для того сюда перебирались, чтобы
экономить. Следует признать, что жизнь в Исламабаде по карману крепкому
среднему классу. За экономией нужно ездить в город-спутник Равалпинди.
Вот там вас встретит настоящий шумный, тесный, экзотический и яркий
Пакистан с ценами в разы ниже исламабадских.
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14. Расскажите, какое место в городе или что в городе напоминает
вам Беларусь и чем.
Практически ничего, здесь совершенно другой климат, пакистанская
зима — это белорусское лето, да и люди обязательно улыбаются при встрече,
даже полицейские. Кстати, в Пакистане надо научиться здороваться за руку
при любом обращении к незнакомцам. Местным нравится, когда иностранцы
перенимают эту культуру.
Что напоминает… В Пакистане очень хорошие дороги. В трех часах
езды от Исламабада, в горах, было приятно увидеть зверобой
и тысячелистник. Говорят, там даже грибы народ собирает, но мне как-то
не попадались.
Интересный факт о картошке в Пакистане (ее выращивают в горах): тут
она не разваривается, а в традиционной кухне используется, ну, примерно
как зеленый горошек у нас. Картошка добавляется в блюда в очень
маленьких количествах, считается, что, если будешь есть много картошки, —
моментально станешь толстым. Они поражаются, как мы можем умолотить
в один присест столько картофеля. А для нас скорее необычно, как они
способны поглощать настолько острую пищу.
15. Местное блюдо, которое обязательно нужно попробовать?
Наверняка ответ не понравится моим друзьям-вегетарианцам,
но Пакистан — страна мясоедов. Самое удивительное блюдо — халим
из мяса, которое варится с набором специй от 12 и более часов. В итоге
результат напоминает кашу, но из мяса. Где бы я ни был в своих
путешествиях, всегда ищу пакистанские рестораны. Но кроме Пакистана
халим я больше нигде не встречал. Это очень локальное блюдо, его сложно
и долго готовить.
Еще стоит сказать, что в Пакистане множество направлений кухни —
пенджабская, пешаварская, кашмирская. Иногда это словно разные полюсы
гастрономии. Пенджабская всегда острая, близка к индийской, но с упором
на мясо. Кашмирская более натуральная, может быть вообще без специй, как
и пешаварская с упором на барбекю. Выбирать есть из чего. Есть узбекские
и афганские места, например, в последних угощают серыми лепешками,
которые чем-то напоминают наш хлеб.
16. Популярный местный уличный фастфуд?
В Пакистане исторически развита культура уличной еды. Даже если
попадается самое обыкновенное кафе с пластмассовыми столами и стульями,
качество еды там будет на высочайшем уровне при самых демократичных
ценах.
Самый популярный стритфуд здесь кебабы — бараньи, говяжьи,
куриные. Также стоит отметить разнообразие хлебных лепешек — о них, как
и о кебабах, можно книгу писать. В Исламабаде у какого-нибудь простого
дедушки на перекрестке может оказаться свой секретный рецепт лепешки,
что люди готовы целенаправленно ехать к нему через полгорода.
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Здесь есть «Макдональдс», KFC, причем качество еды там ощутимо
выше, чем то, что мне встречалось в других странах. Есть бургерная сеть
от Пабло Эскобара, присутствует «Глория Джинс».
17. Три места, где можно недорого поесть?
Не забывайте, что в Пакистане нет клубов, баров и дискотек, алкоголь
местные жители не пьют. Поэтому собраться и вкусно накушаться —
естественное и самое популярное развлечение. В ресторанный бизнес
не попадают с улицы. У каждого свои поставщики продуктов и мяса. Иногда
заведения выглядят странно, в них может не быть столовых приборов —
традиционно пакистанцам для употребления еды достаточно лепешек.
Может вообще не быть столов и стульев — посетители прекрасно себя
чувствуют на топчанах. Но именно в таких традиционных местах и будет
самая невероятно вкусная еда, особенно мясо. Вегетарианцем в Пакистане
быть возможно, но очень сложно.
Один из знаменитых ресторанов Исламабада называется «Кабул». При
совершенно недешевом меню интерьер там вообще не блещет роскошью:
стоят обыкновенные пластиковые столы, мангал. Но это место собирает
много дорогих машин. «Кабул» славится своими афганскими шашлыками.
Из моих личных предпочтений — Oriental Restaurant в районе F10. Там
тоже пластиковые столы и стулья, но в моем рейтинге кебабов лучшая
баранина именно там. Как и фирменная жареная рыба. Стоит упомянуть
сетевые ресторанчики «Шинвари». Шинвари — это фамилия пуштунского
клана, выходцы из которого традиционные повара в нескольких поколениях,
поэтому действительно очень хорошо готовят. Если висит вывеска
«Шинвари», даже если место выглядит со стороны непрезентабельно —
не стоит опасаться. Случайный человек такую вывеску повесить
не осмелится, это привилегия, как и знак качества лучших поваров
пуштунского клана.
Обязательно заглядываю в заведение «Чарси-Тикка». На урду
«тикка» — способ обжарки мяса, а вот «чарси» — так в народе называют
курца гашиша, прозвище примерно эквивалентно нашему «алкаш». Так вот
Чарси — кличка хозяина сети одноименных ресторанов. Но заведения
у господина Чарси одни из лучших, их посещают даже премьер-министры
и президенты.
18. Лучшее место для танцев?
С этим в Исламабаде непросто. Как я уже упоминал, здесь живут семьи
действующих чиновников и армейской элиты, которым по душе тишина
и спокойствие. На автомобильном шествии в честь Дня независимости
танцует весь город. Но танцевальных мест здесь просто нет.
Мусульманам запрещено употребление алкоголя, но при этом
в Пакистане существует его производство, которое появилось еще во времена
британского
колониализма.
Алкоголь
продается
по специальным
разрешениям пакистанцам-христианам, буддистам и иностранцам. Но даже
в европейском ресторане в Исламабаде я не поставлю бутылку на стол
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и никому не советую это делать. «Виновато», вежливо, культурно разливать
под столом — это пожалуйста. Главное не употреблять демонстративно
и уважать пакистанские традиции. Здесь срабатывает внутренний
ограничитель по многим факторам.
19. Куда пойти на шопинг?
Шопинг для пакистанца — это, наверное, второе по рейтингу
популярности развлечение после еды. Раньше, чтобы купить одежду
в Исламабаде, нужно было ездить на базары, похожие на Комаровку 1990-х.
Теперь кругом многоэтажные фешен-моллы, тот же Centaurus. Присутствуют
разнообразные мировые бренды, но женская мода здесь своя, традиционная.
Впрочем, в Исламабаде женщины могут выглядеть по-европейски, запросто
встречаются девушки на каблуках, в джинсах и даже иногда с рукавами выше
локтя. Все-таки много молодежи отучилось в Англии или Америке. Но вот
короткие юбки, конечно же, исключены.
Еще один момент: здесь не торгуются, потому что не обсчитывают.
Маленькую скидку выпросить всегда можно, но для местных это скорее
необычно.
20. Куда пойти встречать рассвет?
Банально — в горы. Также чудесны рассветы на фоне мечети Фейсала.
21. Что привезти друзьям в качестве сувенира?
Традиционная одежда и национальная обувь с острыми носами а-ля
«маленький Мук». Кашемировые шали, шелковые сари, пуштунские шапки
«душманки». Наборы специй, пешаварский чай «кава». Поделки из оникса,
резное дерево. На самом деле, можно найти такое разнообразие
удивительных подарков, что невольно растеряешься.
22. Самый интересный инстаграм-аккаунт города и ссылки,
по которым можно следить за культурной жизнью города?
https://www.instagram.com/islamabaddiaries/
https://www.instagram.com/islamabadianz/
23. Как бюджетно добраться до города из Минска?
Исламабад — не туристическое направление. Есть рейсы либо через
Стамбул, либо через Абу-Даби, Доху, Дубаи. Стоимость перелета: от 800
до 1000 долларов в оба конца.
Читать полностью: https://news.tut.by/culture/564965.html
The Economist назвал самые опасные города в мире - Карачи - самый
опасный город в мире
«Корреспондент.net».
12
октября
2017.
http://korrespondent.net/lifestyle/travel/3895769-The-Economist-nazval-samye-opasnye-horodav-myre

На первом месте расположился портовый город в Пакистане.
Пакистанский Карачи оказался самым опасным в мире городом. Об
этом говорится в исследовании The Economist, передает Lenta.ru.
Населенный пункт набрал 38,77 балла из 100 возможных.
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Издание подчеркивает, что при составлении рейтинга учитывались
такие параметры, как личная безопасность, цифровая безопасность,
безопасность для здоровья и безопасность инфраструктуры.
Второе место рейтинга занял Янгон (Мьянма, 46,47 балла), третье —
столица Багладеш Дакка (47,37 балла). Также в десятку лидеров вошли
Джакарта, Хошимин, Манила, Каракас, Кито, Тегеран и Каир.
Самыми безопасными в мире признаны Токио (89,8 балла), Сингапур
(89,64 балла) и Осака (88,87 балла).
Напомним, канадский Торонто возглавил рейтинг городов с
наибольшим риском возникновения "пузыря" на рынке недвижимости.
Пакистан: опасный и гостеприимный (Лахор)
Медиаплатформа
«Безопасность».
tv.ru/articles/pakistan_opasnyj_i_gostepriimnyj_10209

23.05.2017.

https://bezopasnost-

Военные на улицах, теракты, высокий уровень преступности, а еще
болезни, о которых европейцы давно позабыли или не знали вовсе. О
Пакистане много рассказывают, но не так много людей там бывали — что и
говорить, направление, не самое популярное среди туристов. Мы съездили в
пакистанский Лахор, чтобы рассказать вам о системе «Безопасный город»,
которую сейчас строят в этом десятимиллионном городе. А еще понять, так
ли опасен Пакистан, как о нем рассказывают.
Осторожно, желтая лихорадка
О том, что в Пакистане есть пара-тройка смертельно опасных
заболеваний, вы узнаете еще в самолете. В миграционной карте среди прочих
будут вопросы, общались ли с зараженными и не поднималась ли
температура. При выезде галочки «Да/Нет» нужно будет поставить напротив
«желтой лихорадки» и «малярии».
Местные жители советуют пить воду только из заводских бутылок, быть
осторожнее с уличной едой и почаще мыть руки. Санитарное состояние улиц
Лахора оставляет желать лучшего: мусор здесь повсюду, а горожане нередко
ходят в масках. Впрочем, это не только защита от болезней, но и от пыли, в
которой тоже нет недостатка.
Платок, женщина!
Больше 90 процентов пакистанцев исповедуют ислам, и этот факт,
конечно, накладывает отпечаток. Женщины ходят в платках, хиджабах и
сари, мужчины — в камисах (удлиненные рубашки). Впрочем, к европейцам
пакистанцы относятся снисходительно и много не требуют. Если вы не
посещаете мечеть, то вполне можете обходиться светской одеждой, главное,
не слишком оголяться.
Еще одно правило: не подавайте местным жителям левой руки,
мусульмане могут подумать, что вы сознательно хотите их оскорбить. Дело в
том, что в исламе, где особое внимание уделяется правой и левой частям
человеческоого тела, левой рукой совершаются «грязные» дела
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Красный свет и встречная полоса
Страшнее желтой лихорадки и протянутой левой руки в Пакистане разве
что дорожное движение. ПДД в исламской республике – это отсутствие ПДД.
Самый опасный участник дорожного движения – водитель моторикши. Тот,
что вез нас, например, решил, что до разворота слишком далеко, потому
просто поехал по встречке.
В десятимиллионном городе подобный маневр настолько рискованный,
что вся жизнь пронеслась у нас перед глазами. Успокаивает только то, что к
такому вождению в Пакистане готовы, мало того — здесь так ездят все.
Уворачиваются от встречных машин, объезжают пешеходов на зебре, и
неистово давят на клаксон, предупреждая, что будут двигаться на красный.
Терроризм
Лахор – второй по величине город в Пакистане после Карачи. Он
является столицей провинции Пенджаб, которая находится прямо на границе
с Индией. Здесь, без преувеличения, опасно, поэтому по всему городу
расставлены блокпосты, всюду автоматчики и колючая проволока. Лахор
внешне живет по правилам военного времени, что понятно — только в 2017
году здесь произошло шесть терактов.
Проверка автомобилей – это не формальность, как часто бывает в
России. Полицейский обязательно пройдется с зеркалом по периметру
машины, откроет капот, а потом багажник, проверит документы и
пристально посмотрит в глаза. Вблизи важных объектов на дорогах
появляются бетонные блоки, и автомобилям приходится двигаться
«змейкой». Все для того, чтобы начиненная взрывчаткой машина не смогла
набрать скорость.
БТР у аэропорта – тоже дело обычное. Проверки внутри гораздо более
тщательные, чем это можно представить. Перед тем, как окажетесь у стойки
регистрации, вам придется пройти два этапа контроля, на каждом из них –
детальный осмотр. Детальный настолько, что может показаться
унизительным. Поэтому женщин проверяют только женщины, и в отдельных
кабинках.
«Безопасный город»
В таких условиях дополнительные системы безопасности Пакистану
просто необходимы. Год назад китайские инженеры начали строить здесь
аппаратно-программный комплекс «Безопасный город». Это система камер
видеонаблюдения по всему городу, оценка рисков, мониторинг интернетпространства, единая база данных для всех служб. В здании ситуационного
центра сидят медики, пожарные, полицейские. У них есть доступ ко всей
информации, и они всегда знают, где находится тот или иной сотрудник.
Около восьми тысяч камер следят за обстановкой в городе. И уже есть
первые результаты: время ответа на вызов за год работы комплекса
сократилось двое, а количество уличных преступлений — примерно на
четверть.
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Со временем образование и медицина тоже будут интегрированы в
систему. И, вполне возможно, жить и путешествовать в Пакистане станет
безопаснее. Впрочем, пока ситуационный центр «Безопасного города»
закрыт высоким забором, и охраняют его автоматчики.
Гостеприимство и темперамент
Пакистанцы – народ гостеприимный и очень приветливый. Незнакомец
вполне может поздороваться с вами на улице, а спустя десять минут
знакомства пригласить на обед. Отказываться не стоит, это оскорбит
пакистанца. Помочь туристу – тоже легко, это касается, как рядовых
граждан, так и полицейских. Когда мы не решались перейти дорогу (зебра,
как вы помните, для пакистанских водителей ничего не значит), к нам
подошел сотрудник полиции и остановил плотное движение автомобилей,
моторикш и мотоциклов. За что ему большое спасибо, переход пакистанской
улицы для европейца – огромный стресс.
Уже в финале нашего путешествия сотрудник аэропорта вызвался
помочь и провел без очереди, благодарности не требовал, хотя и не стал
отказываться.
В общем, гостеприимство и желание помочь – определенно
национальная черта этих людей. Правда, в том случае, если они считают вас
другом. Один из россиян, что временно работал в Пакистане, рассказал, как
ему пришлось бежать от толпы и спешно укрываться в отеле. Гнев народа
вызвала бейсболка, на которой пакистанские мужчины рассмотрели
американский флаг. Объяснять, что не американец и вещь сделана в Китае
времени не было.
Пакистан готов принять всех, кто ему не навредит. Нужно только знать
несколько правил, и хотя бы одним глазком посматривать в сторону
полицейских. Их здесь, к счастью, много.
Ученые решили перезахоронить 5-тысячелетний затерянный город в
Пакистане
Scientists decide to bury 5,000-year-old lost city in Pakistan
Caroline
Mortimer.
Independent.
18
May
2017.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/archaeology/lost-city-pakistan-mohenjo-daro-5000years-buried-protect-people-weather-archaelogists-a7742451.html

Mohenjo Daro is threatened by the baking temperatures of the Indus Valley
and the threat from tourists and terrorists
Как сообщает Independent со ссылкой на источники, археологи пытаются
спасти останки древнего города в Пакистане, похоронив его снова.
Захороненный город, известный как Мохенджо Даро, или "курган
мертвых", был впервые обнаружен в 1920-х годах офицером из Индийской
археологической экспедиции в провинции Синд, Пакистан. В течение
следующих 50 лет раскопок археологи выявили город Бронзового века с
сеткой улиц и сложной дренажной системой, которая включала даже
смывные туалеты. Город был частью цивилизации Хараппа, которая достигла
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своего расцвета примерно в 2500 году до н.э. и завершила свое
существование явным разрушением примерно в 1900 году до н. э. Никто
точно не знает, почему исчезла Хараппская цивилизация, хотя теории об ее
исчезновении включали Арийское вторжение и катастрофические погодные
условия, такие как засуха.
Теперь ученые опасаются влияния на эту местность со стороны
интенсивного жаркого климата долины Инда, где летом температура может
достигать 46 градусов. Также, по мнению ученых, участку угрожает соль из
подземных грунтовых вод. Но самой большой угрозой для Мохенджо Даро
являются обычные посетители, которые сюда стекаются тысячами.
Археологи утверждают, что им следует отказаться от дальнейших
попыток раскопать участок и вместо этого зарыть его до тех пор, пока не
найдется лучший способ защитить этот древнейший памятник архитектуры.
Прав-во согласится на показ индийских фильмов в Пакистане
Govt likely to allow screening of Indian films
Adnan
Lodhi.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
25th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1306099/entertainment-govt-likely-allow-screening-indian-filmssoon/

LAHORE: Cinemas in Pakistan will again start screening Indian movies
nearly four months after imposing a ban on films from across the border over
military tensions.
Sources in the federal information ministry told The Express Tribune on
Tuesday that the PM‘s Secretariat is likely to allow the release of Indian movies in
the country and hopefully a notification in this regard will be issued soon.
Pakistani cinema owners all set to lift self-imposed ban on Indian films
Two Indian movies ‗Raees‘ and ‗Kaabil‘ are likely to be screened in cinemas
this week.
The suspension of Indian screenings came after Bollywood producers banned
Pakistani artists in Indian films. Financial considerations also motivated the lifting
of the ban as cinema owners made losses.
Cinema owners were lobbying Nawaz Sharif to lift the ban and last week the
prime minister constituted a committee in which all stakeholders were given
representations.
The committee under the supervision of Minister of State for Information,
Broadcasting and National Heritage Marriyum Aurangzeb and Irfan Siddiqui had
forwarded its recommendations to the PM‘s Secretariat after holding negotiations
with all stakeholders.
According to the recommendations, it was advised that the old policy that was
in place before the screening of Indian films was suspended in the country should
be maintained.
According to the sources, during its third meeting held on Tuesday, the
committee finalised its recommendations and sent a summary to the PM‘s
Secretariat.
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Film Exhibitors Association Chairman Zoraiz Lashari confirmed the
development to The Express Tribune.
Pakistani cinema owners delay lifting ban on Indian films following Quetta
attack
―According to the recommendations, the federal information ministry will
issue the NOC for the import of Indian films while provincial censor boards will
review them,‖ adding, ―There will be no change in the criteria for the release of
Indian films.‖
Meanwhile, anticipating the lifting of the ban, a private TV channel has
already purchased Indian movies ‗Raees‘ and ‗Kaabil‘ after paying advance money
to Indian distributors.

ОКРУЖАЮШАЯ СРЕДА1
Дефицит воды (питьевой) в Пакистане
Water scarcity in Pakistan
Zahid Iqbal. The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/waterscarcity-in-pakistan

Water is the most important element necessary for human beings, animals,
insects, plants even for whole planet. Sources of water available in Pakistan are
rainfall, surface water available in rivers and underground water available below
the earth surface. After the Indus Water Treat, water of only two Rivers i.e. Jhelum
and Chenab are available for Pakistan while the availability of water in remaining
three Rivers i.e. Ravi, Sutlej and Bias will be under India‘s control. After the
construction of dams and barrages by India on River Chenab and Jhelum the Indus
Basin Treaty was violated, hence created problems of water shortage
for Pakistan which is still becoming more and more severe with the passage of
time.
According to the UNO report, Pakistan is at 7th position in the list of
countries which are facing water crisis. Presently, Pakistan has surface water of
153 MAF and underground water resources of only 24 MAF and may face water
shortage of 33 MAF during the year 2025.
The population of Pakistan is increasing at a rate of 3.2%. Currently, we
have to feed more than 200 million people and if population rate remains the same
then it will be almost double by the year 2025 and hence, the consumption of the
underground water will also add to the problem which will further be aggravated
by the factors of global warming and the climatic changes.
According to a research study on water resources of Pakistan ,
approximately water having economic values of 70 billion dollars is being thrown
in the sea every year due to non-construction of water reservoirs. A water shortage
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country which has foreign reserve of only 20 billion dollars cannot afford throwing
water of economic value of 70 billion dollars every year in the sea.
Study of Pakistan Counsel of Research on water Resources
of Pakistan (PCRWR) revealed that rapid depletion of ground water may soon
create worsening water crisis in Pakistan especially in major cities causing a
drought like situation. Such crisis need to be taken on war footings otherwise, a
large section of Pakistani population will be affected with severe shortage of water.
Due to excessive pumping of underground water quality of underground
water is contaminating rapidly with heavy metals like Copper, Nickel and Cobalt
etc which is an important cause of spreading Hepatitis and various other diseases.
The problem of water shortage in Pakistan has gained the momentum as our
water capacity is only for 30 days and Pakistan has the 4th highest rate of water
use in the world. It simply means that water intensity rate – the amount of water in
cubic meters used per unit of GDP is the world highest and no country economy is
more water intensive then Pakistan .
The remedial measures to overcome these horrible water shortage in Pakistanimmediate
steps to be taken include:
 Preparation of Country water policy.
 Construction of water reservoirs.
 National action plan to be formulate for judicial use of available water.
 Reduction of water losses through seepage, leaching and percolation by lining of Canals,
Distributaries and Water Channels.
 Controlled over pumping of underground water and over irrigation practices.
 By increasing the water use efficiency of the crops by switching from conventional
agriculture to conservative agriculture.
 By adopting water use efficient methods of irrigation like Sprinkler, Basin and Drip
irrigation.

Питьевая вода в Синде – с фекалиями
'Drinking water in Sindh contaminated with human waste'
The Express Tribune, December 6th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1577301/1human-waste-used-drinking-water-sindh-sc-tells-murad-ali-shah-mustafa-kamal/

Chief Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Justice Saqib Nisar has expressed
dissatisfaction over the prevalent conditions of availability water in Sindh.
He made the comments during a hearing regarding non-functioning water
filtration and treatment plants in Karachi. Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah
and Former Mayor-Karachi Mustafa Kamal were summoned, according to Express
News.
―The situation [in Sindh] is very painful for me,‖ he said. ―Human waste is
being used in drinking water.‖
Chiding Shah for the incompetence of Sindh government in providing clean
drinking water, the CJP asked Shah if he was ready to drink the water.
In August, a report submitted to the judicial commission constituted by the
SC to investigate authorities‘ failure to provide clean drinking water and poor
sanitation conditions in Sindh, headed by Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro, found
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up to 90 per cent of water supplied in Karachi is unfit for human consumption due
to the presence of bacterial contamination.The report was based on laboratory
analysis of water samples collected from surface and underground water sources
from different parts of the metropolis.
Karachi‘s water unfit for human consumption
The prosecutor presented court with a video showing the current state of
treatment plants in Karachi. The CJP said that the video presented in the courtroom
should be televised by all media channels to spread awareness among the masses.
However, the Sindh CM rejected the video, saying it exaggerated the
conditions. ―If I get the opportunity, I will present another video to court soon,‖
said Shah.
Responding to Shah, the CJP remarked that the Sindh CM may reject the
video but he should read the commission report. ―Review the gravity of the
situation by reading the commission report,‖ he said. ―Try to find solutions through
it.‖
―Do not take this negatively,‖ the CJP said. ―We will find out who was
responsible for past mistakes in the next phase.‖
―I wish Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) chairman Bilawal Bhutto was present
here to see and become aware of the situation in Larkana,‖ the CJP added. ―You‘re
an elected leader. Only those nations succeed that believe in knowledge,
leadership, and law,‖ he told Shah.
He ordered the provincial CM to to resolve the problem. ―What future will
we offer to our children if we provide them water with human waste?‖
―Please tell us how long will you take to find a solution, one week or 10
days,‖ he asked.
He said once the plan was outlined, the apex court and the government could
work together to solve the problem in six months. Shah, however, sought more
time to resolve the issue.
The CJP said the period could be extended if the Sindh CM presented the
court a timeline regarding the solution, adding that he was aware of corruption in
the processes but was not going to make any accusations. ―Give us a plan, and we
will cooperate with you,‖ he said.
―We do not want to step on the government,‖ the CJP noted. ―We are
playing a constitutional role in public interest. Whenever there will be a void, the
judiciary will continue to fill it.‖
Шехбаз Шариф написал письмо Главному министру индийского штата
Панджаб насчет совместной борьбы со смогом.
Shahbaz Sharif writes to India in wake of smog issue
The News. 22/11/2017/ https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/247113-shahbaz-sharifwrites-to-india-in-wake-of-smog-issue

LAHORE: The smog, that has taken over Pakistan‘s Lahore and India‘s
New Delhi, has heightened health concerns in the two countries.
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Levels of harmful particulates called PM 2.5 that are small enough to enter
respiratory system and join the blood stream, have crossed the safe limit 30 times
more than the allowed limit.
In the prevailing condition where official data for air control is absent,
Governor of Punjab Shahbaz Sharif recently wrote a letter to Chief Minister of
Indian Punjab Capt. (R) Amarinder Singh inviting him to ―enter a regional
cooperation arrangement to tackle the issue of smog as well as environmental
pollution‖.
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In the letter, he talked about the persistent and growing problem of smog and
its adverse effects on public health, agriculture and traffic accidents.
Reply from the other side of border is awaited as increase in number of
deaths continue in both the Punjabs.
В Пакистане токсичный смог убил больше людей, чем террористы
Pakistan indifferent as smog kills more people than militancy
The Nation. November 16, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/16-Nov-2017/pakistan-indifferentas-smog-kills-more-people-than-militancy

ISLAMABAD: The toxic smog that has covered parts of Pakistan for weeks
has exposed official torpor over rampant pollution that has killed thousands
more peoplethan have died in years of militancy .
The polluted air that has lingered in Islamabad in recent days was finally
dispelled by rain this week, bringing the surrounding Margalla Hills into view once
again.
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In Lahore, where the situation was most critical, the level of PM2.5 -microscopic particles that lodge deep in the lungs -- had dropped to 159
Wednesday from more than 1,000 during the pollution spike, according
to PakistanAirQuality, a citizen-driven monitoring initiative.
But what looks good for Pakistan is still very bad: 159 is six times higher
than the World Health Organization's (WHO) safe limit.
"Question is, can a change from #Hazardous to Very #Unhealthy be called
an improvement?" tweeted PakistanAirQuality.
Pakistan is already ranked third in the world -- behind China and India -- for
the number of deaths caused by pollution, with 125,000 people killed annually,
according to one measure by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, a
research institute founded by the Gates Foundation.
The figure is well beyond the estimated 60,000 people who have died in the
militancy-wracked country's years-long battle against extremism.
"I don't want to downplay the risk of militant extremism, but we must
understand that our citizens are more vulnerable to diseases in the air than to armed
terrorists on the ground," wrote opposition senator Sherry Rehman in an Pakistani
English newspaper this week.
"We must act. And we must act now."
Yet the Pakistani government provides almost no reliable data on pollution,
making it difficult to say with any certainty why the smog has become so
pervasive, particularly in the last two years, much less tackle its causes.
Obvious suspects include unchecked industrial emissions, millions of poorly
maintained vehicles, and a complete lack of waste management, with tonnes of
rubbish often burned in the streets.
These factors are aggravated by the annual post-harvest burning of crop
stubble, blamed for fuelling the recent pollution crisis across South Asia.
- Environment 'bottom of the list' As the smog peaked in recent weeks, roughly 1,000 new patients were
treated each day for respiratory issues in Punjab's nine public hospitals, health
ministry officials have said.
But even as under-resourced medical centres struggle to cope, Pakistan's
official reaction is lethargy.
"It is a matter of emergency but the officials concerned did nothing except
taking tea in their offices," said Syed Mansoor Ali Shah, chief justice of the Lahore
High Court.
He spoke Monday during an emergency hearing in which an opposition
party accused the provincial government in Punjab, of which Lahore is the capital,
of failing to control the smog .
Provincial officials had delayed school start times and shut down some of
the worst polluting companies, and said they had also ordered a temporary halt to
crop burning.
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But Shah said in court it was not enough, adding: "Why didn't you issue a
red alert on smog since you know it's injurious to the health of pregnant women,
elderly people and heart patients especially?"
Accusing environment officials of lying to the court, he ordered them to
make pollution data available to the public.
Unlike Beijing, which is cracking down on pollution, and New Delhi, which
at least monitors its air and issues warnings to its citizens, Pakistani authorities
"haven't woken up yet", said Abid Omar, the entrepreneur behind Pakistan Air
Quality.
"Environment happens to be at the bottom of the list," he said.
Yet "Pakistan is extremely environmentally vulnerable," warned
environment lawyer and activist Ahmad Rafay Alam.
He called on the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to
consider declaring Pakistan an "emergency" and setting up an office in Lahore.
The WHO representative for Pakistan, Mohammad Assai, said he hoped the
situation would start to improve as "more awareness" spreads.
Yet even as citizens breathed a little easier Wednesday, residents of Punjab
complained that the province's infamous brick kilns were belching smoke into the
atmosphere once more.
ТПП Лахора требует от правительства Панджаба
промышленные предприятия, закрытые якобы из-за «грязности»
Smog disappears — but industrial units still closed

открыть

The Express Tribune, November 16th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1559586/2smog-disappears-industrial-units-still-closed/

LAHORE: The Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) has
demanded that the Punjab government immediately reopen all those industrial
units that were closed on the ―baseless‖ grounds of smog.
Industrial closure in the wake of smog had increased the ranks of
unemployed in the province as thousands of workers were working in these units,
it said.
Smoking, air pollution behind surge in COPD
―Closure of industries is sheer injustice as it is targeted to hide incompetency
of the government departments concerned,‖ said LCCI Acting President Zeshan
Khalil in a statement on Wednesday.
Khalil said the LCCI had repeatedly made it clear that industries were not
responsible for smog, adding various factors were playing a role and the major one
was delay in rains which was a natural process and industries had nothing to do
with it.
He pointed out that deforestation, smoke emitted by millions of vehicles and
stubble burning were playing havoc with the environment, but instead of
controlling these factors, the environment department had shifted the blame on to
industries.
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The LCCI acting president noted that industrial closure was causing a huge
damage to the businesses which were already working in difficult conditions.
Apart from this, thousands of daily-wage workers are struggling to make both ends
meet while the government is losing revenue.
―Although the smog has almost disappeared after rains in the province, the
issue cannot be resolved until and unless true reasons are found and tackled,‖ he
remarked.
Khalil offered the Lahore Chamber‘s assistance, saying it was ready to play
its role by holding seminars and workshops in order to create awareness amongst
the masses.
Over 600 PIA flights disrupted in two weeks due to smog
He asked Punjab Chief Minister Shehbaz Sharif to take notice of the issue
and direct the environment department to immediately reopen the closed industrial
units as their closure and large-scale unemployment was against the provincial
government‘s vision.
Загрязнение окружающей среды в Лахоре
Environmental emergency
Malik Amin Aslam Khan. The Express Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1557467/6-environmental-emergency/

November

14th,

2017.

Lahore, the famed city of gardens, has been choking under a veil of
hazardous haze for the past few days and at its source lies an unsustainable growth
model based on an endless expansion of roads and traffic, rising concrete jungles,
open burning of waste and crop residues, unregulated industrialisation, merciless
slashing of trees and the excavation of the whole city in the name of mega
development.
The balance of nature has been disturbed through a rapid and ill-planned
urban spread and, not surprisingly, nature is now striking back. The most precious
casualty is the clean air we breathe for sustenance and which has been taken for
granted. The first warnings ominously flashed last November, when the particulate
matter readings shot to almost 20 to 25 times the permissible levels.
Satellite image shows magnitude of smog caused by aerosol pollution in
Pakistan
The air in Lahore on 2nd November became almost unbreathable as a toxic
cocktail hit the lungs. In what would have warranted a declaration of an
environmental emergency in most urban cities, passed as business as usual in
Lahore. Not surprisingly, after another year of neglect, the unbreathable air is back
with a vengeance and with a haze that is now lasting longer, infiltrating deeper and
with a wider spread across the province. It is reinforcing the fact that nature is most
unforgiving if pushed beyond its thresholds.
As if living in denial, the government is neither measuring or monitoring this
hazardous risk in the city nor, to date, has a cohesive policy and prevention plan in
place. For a city of over 11 million residents and spread over 600 square miles,
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there is minimal air pollution monitoring and reporting being done. There are,
reportedly, only four functional meters present while some ambient air quality
stations (JICA funded) remain dysfunctional and rotting away for lack of proper
maintenance. This criminal negligence now threatens life in the city.
The solutions to this problem are not rocket science. The Nature
Conservancy in its seminal study ―Planting clean air‖ concluded that trees are the
single best infrastructure investments that cities can make, and the only costeffective solution addressing both deteriorating air quality and rising urban
temperatures. Unfortunately, Lahore‘s tree cover remains at a paltry 5% as
compared to the global average of around 20% for livable green cities and even
this low figure remains under constant threat from merciless land developers.
Protecting and expanding green spaces, instituting vehicular traffic control,
controlling pollution of industries, managing construction dust and restricting crop
burning are all logical measures that need to be taken but they can only happen if a
committed political will supports them. That, however, remains the gaping
weakness in the response to date. The Punjab Environment Council, constituted in
2012 has only met twice in almost five years.
A World Bank study, back in 1996, warned that air pollution is one of the
biggest environmental challenges facing the country causing almost 50% of the
environmental damage which, at that time, was estimated at almost Rs1
billion/day. Since that report came out we have, unfortunately, slid further
downward in the abyss of environmental degradation.
Two women dead in road accidents as smog still envelopes parts of Punjab
A promising exception has been the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province. Earlier
plagued by rapid deforestation and a reigning timber mafia, the province has
bucked the trend through a commitment for green growth. With an environmental
budget in 2016 almost seven times its own provincial allocation in 2013 and more
than the combined environmental budget of the federal government plus all other
provinces and with a ―billion trees‖ now delivered on the ground, the province is
leading the pack in combating climate change as well as fighting and filtering air
pollution. It is a trend which is not only necessary but indispensable.
This hovering haze is neither the first, and definitely not the last, episode of
alarming air pollution in Lahore. It is essential that the government gets its act
together to deal with this problem and accords it the financial priority it deserves.
Кислотные дожди в Лахоре и в целом – в Панджабе
Smog is acid rain
Rasul
Bakhsh
Rais.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1558735/6-smog-acid-rain/

November

15th,

2017.

People living in Punjab, and Lahore, the ‗heart of Pakistan‘ in particular,
have been breathing acid rain for years. It becomes more visible, dense and hurting
when the temperature begins going down around November-December. Who is to
be blamed for smog and what has the ‗development-oriented‘ government of the
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PML-N done to reduce it or eliminate it? Three misperceptions need to be
addressed.
First, smog or acid rain is not a natural phenomenon, as one federal cabinet
member asserted. It seems coming from the ‗heavens‘ but it is man-made pollution
— the result of bad policy choices for industrialisation, transport, urbanisation and
power generation. Second, smog has been a persistent issue for the past couple of
decades; so it is not something new that the Punjab or the federal government are
witnessing. Third, there can, and there are scientific and policy interventions that
we need to address the problem. Finally, it is not just humans that are suffering
from acid rain, it is the plants, animals and micro-biological life that are equally
affected.
Any purported solution of any environmental issue that focuses just on
humans and leaves the plant and animal life out of policy debate is based on
ignorance about the constituent elements of the environment. Environment in
which we live, breathe, grow food and benefit from the bounty of nature is
integrated into an eco-system. When animals and plants are affected by our evergrowing greed for property development — reducing greener space — or smoke
and acid from vehicle, industries and power plants, we, humans also get affected.
Protecting all animal forms from bees, birds, fishes to mammals and vegetation
from wild grasses to trees, we protect our own health and quality of life. The
environment is not just for us; it is for all living things.
Who is to be blamed for the acid rain? There is a tendency to push
deterioration of the environment in Pakistan to the collective sphere — by saying,
as I heard many say on the ill-informed media, ‗we all responsible‘. Not really, it is
the government first and last. Those in power now and in the past, and the
permanent-government, the bureaucracy, have to be blamed for weak regulation,
bad and ineffective policies and wrong-development priorities.
It is true, and it is a matter of common observation anywhere in Pakistan that
people litter, throw away trash into streets, in green areas, or collect and burn
garbage, including cancer-causing polythene bags and wrappings. These days, you
may witness stubble burning fires along the motorways. Neither the governments
nor the agriculture universities have come with the cheap and affordable
alternatives to burning stubble—the agricultural waste than can used for organic
fertiliser or even for generating power. Who has the responsibility to educate the
public and regulate behaviour causing environmental degradation? None other than
the government.
For matters pertaining to governance, Pakistan represents a situation of
anarchy. The public at large has grown very pessimistic of the political class and
their style of governance. A common dictum for decades has been ‗nothing will
change‘ in Pakistan, so why to waste one‘s time. It is the role of the media and the
public intellectual to break and counter pessimistic outlook. Things can change,
and must change, but no change can be possible without public participation, and
generating popular pressure against the governments.
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The industrialised states have controlled pollution and people breathe in
cleaner air because of true democracy. This is possible here too, but if people elect
those who will govern Pakistan better, not the corrupt and inept political
establishment.
Дельта р. Инд сокращается!
How we can revive the shrinking Indus delta
Dr Altaf Ali Siyal. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 13th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1369975/how-we-can-revive-the-shrinking-indus-delta

THE ecosystem of the Indus delta is under threat owing to a drastic fall in
river flows below the Kotri barrage.
As a result, the mangrove population in tidal floodplains and fish and shrimp
production have decreased, agricultural land and riverine forestry have dwindled,
surface and subsurface seawater intrusion has increased, soil has become more
saline, surface and groundwater bodies stand polluted and irrigation water for
agriculture has significantly dropped.
This hydrological, geomorphological and environmental degradation of the
delta poses a risk to the livelihood of people living alongside it. It also makes them
more vulnerable to cyclones, floods and droughts.
But the extent to which the delta has been damaged and its revival have
always been a burning issue for environmentalists, civil society, agriculturalists,
local communities, non-governmental organisations, policymakers and government
officials for the last few decades.
The Indus delta, a designated Ramsar wetland, is the fifth largest delta in the
world and spreads from Sir Creek in the east to Phitti Creek in the west with the
apex at Banoo town (where once the Pinyaree river originated from the Indus and
discharged into the sea via Sir Creek).
Before the construction of diversion hydraulic structures over the Indus
river, there were 13 active creeks in the delta, which have now decreased to only
two active creeks, namely Khobar and Khar. The active delta has shrunk by 92 per
cent from 13,000 square kilometres in 1833 AD to only 1,000 sq km now.
This fan-shaped delta supports the seventh largest mangrove forest system of
the world in vast tidal mud floodplains.
But it is shrinking rapidly owing to decreasing river flows to the delta, land
subsidence, a rise in sea level, low rainfall because of climate change, and surface
and subsurface seawater intrusion.
The US-Pakistan Centre for Advanced Studies in Water at the Mehran
University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, recently conducted a study
to gauge the impact of seawater intrusion on the Indus delta, using remote sensing
and geospatial tools.
The active delta has shrunk 92pc to 1,000 sq km in the last almost two
centuries
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The study found that mangrove swamps have decreased to only 80,000
hectares. The area under water bodies in the delta has increased from 1,600 sq km
to 3,000 sq km in the last 26 years. During the Rabi season, the vegetation region
shrunk 19pc from 3,100 sq km in 1990 to 2,500 sq km last year.
The analysis of coastline positions in 1972, 1979, 1990, 2000, 2010 and
2017 showed that the inland shift of coastline varied from 10 to 150 metres per
year with an average of 19 metres annually. The total inland shift during the 45year period was estimated at 1.3km.
The Indus delta shoreline is exposed to withstand the highest average sea
wave energy compared to other major deltas in the world. However, small
accretion was also observed at some places.
The inward shift in the coastline was 22 metres per year on the left bank of
the Indus river and 16 metres on the right bank.
The shoreline of the delta on the left bank is more vulnerable to coastal
erosion because of less mangrove population and more and flat tidal floodplains as
compared to that of the right bank of the delta.
The total tidal floodplain area has increased from 6,000 sq km in 1972 to
6,500 sq km at present.
The impact of sub-surface seawater intrusion was estimated over an area of
about 600,000 hectares, spoiling not only fertile alluvial agricultural lands of
Sujawal and Thatta districts, but also having a devastating environmental and
social impact on the rich ecosystem of the Indus delta.
Policymakers can take the following measures to revive the Indus delta:
• A protective levee — about
200km long and two to three metres high — should be constructed along the
periphery of the tidal flood on an emergency basis to mitigate the adverse impact
of surface seawater intrusion on the delta.
• At least 10 million acre feet of water should be allowed every year as an
environmental flow below the Kotri barrage.
• The environmental river flow might be useful in controlling seawater
intrusion only in the active delta. Therefore, for minimising surface and subsurface
seawater intrusion in the entire delta, irrigation canals off-taking from the Kotri
barrage should be supplied enough water so that irrigation water should reach the
tail end of the delta. Field surveys and satellite images showed that irrigation
channels in the delta have a significant impact in controlling seawater intrusion in
areas far from the Indus river.
• If possible, relic river channels such as Ochito and Old Pinyari should be
restored. These channels should be used to carry extra flood water during peak
flood in the sea to shun the flood pressure on the main river and thus minimise the
possibility of a breach in the levee. This will help supply freshwater to coastal
communities living far from the main river.
• Mangrove plantation on the tidal floodplains along coastline should be
encouraged by establishing community-based natural resource management
committees. Thick mangrove forests provide defence-line against natural
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calamities such as extreme tides, cyclones and tsunamis; trap river silt to support
accretion along the coast; provide natural breeding ground for fish, shrimps and
other marine life; and provide people living along the coast with wood, fodder and
livelihood.
• The government should introduce and encourage the cultivation of valueadded halophytes such as Salicornia, Sea Aster, Spartina alterniflora, Suaeda, etc,
in the tidal flood plains.
• The government should ban overgrazing and cutting of mangroves for
wood, and the use of fine mesh nets for catching small size fish and shrimps.
• The tourism Industry, especially boat cruising, should be encouraged in the
mangrove-laden creeks in the delta to improve socio-economic conditions of poor
local communities.
Загрязнение окружающей среды в Пакистане (фото)
http://hronika.info/fotoreportazhi/272941-zhutkie-realii-zhizni-v-pakistanefoto.html. 7.11.2017.
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Грязный воздух в Пакистане
Pakistan must clean its air
Shahid
Javed
Burki.
The
Express
Tribune,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1550896/6-pakistan-must-clean-air/

November

6th,

2017.

The reference in the title to this article is not to the country‘s political air.
That too needs to be cleared and done quickly before long-term damage is done to
Pakistan‘s development, both political and economic. The reference here is to the
air the country‘s citizens breathe. I will make my point by referring to a recent
experience. The other day, I travelled by car from Islamabad to Lahore in the
company of Dr Iftekhar Ahmed Chowdury, once the foreign minister of
Bangladesh, who is currently at the Institute of South Asian Studies (ISAS),
National University of Singapore. While he lives in Singapore, I spend a few
months there every year writing about the world affairs, Pakistan and South Asia.
Currently, Iftekhar and I are working on editing a book to celebrate Pakistan‘s
70thbirthday. The ISAS will publish a similar volume on India. The Pakistan
volume will have almost 20 chapters written by experts from several fields.
Included in the collection is a long chapter on environment by Kulsum
Ahmed who was my colleague at the World Bank. She has taken early retirement
from the institution to work on Pakistan‘s environmental problems and the
challenges the country faces. She is passionate about Pakistan as well as about
improving the country‘s physical image. The focus of her work is on the
formulation of public policy at the national as well as international levels. At the
national level she has been identifying air pollution and solid waste disposal as the
areas that need the attention of the government as well as that of the civil society.
When Chowdury and I Ieft Islamabad, I noticed that the Apple watch I am
now wearing showed the temperature at 77 degrees Fahrenheit and the atmosphere
as ‗cloudy‘. When we climbed down from the Kalarkahar plateau, the temperature
was shown to be at 80 degrees while the air was now ‗misty‘. As we were
approaching Lahore, the thermometer had climbed to 84 degrees and the air was
now ‗smoky‘. By now the visibility was quite poor. It was clear to us that the
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smoke in the air was the result of human activity. We could see farmers burning
the residual crops in their fields. Smoke was rising into the air from these fires.
Some distance from the motorway, we could see small kilns burning soft coal to
produce baked bricks. As the traffic picked up when we approached Lahore, there
were now more motor rickshaws than cars and buses. Most of the rickshaws were
belching dark smoke from their exhausts.
The damage pollution is doing to Pakistan is well illustrated by some of the
numbers given in a recent report by the World Health Organisation (WHO) about
the ill effects on health resulting from poor quality of the air most Pakistanis now
breathe. According to the WHO, the mortality rate in Pakistan attributed to
household and ambient pollution per 100,000 of the population was 87.2 in 2012.
Then the population of Pakistan was 178 million, which means that 155,000 deaths
in that year were the result of atmospheric pollution. A comparison of this number
with the deaths related to terrorist activities is revealing. In the 14-year period
between 2003 and 2017, Pakistan lost 62,574 people to terrorism. This means that
on average the county has been losing 4,500 persons a year to violence. However,
air pollution is taking 30 times as many lives.
Global warming has begun to receive some attention in Pakistan and other
parts of the developing world since the Paris conference in December 2015. The
plan agreed to at Paris has created some momentum towards international action to
prevent the globe from a climate catastrophe. However, atmospheric pollution
caused by actions nearer the ground is not achieving as much attention. Some of
the solutions are simple but need both people‘s awareness as well as the
government‘s ability to enforce regulations. I will use an example from my
experience working on China for the World Bank to illustrate this point.
I began my World Bank China assignment in 1987 when the country was
still relatively underdeveloped. I used to stay at a hotel in the western part of
Beijing. When I returned from my evening walks, I noticed that I had a bad taste in
my mouth. I asked around the reason for that and was told that it was because of
the pollution in the air. To avoid breathing the foul air, I began to tie a
handkerchief around my face. When I removed the handkerchief, I noticed that
there were dark spots in front of my mouth and nose. I told the Chinese that they
had to do something about the quality of the air in Beijing. At that time there were
not many cars on the road. The Chinese asked me if I could bring in some World
Bank experts to study the matter and give advice.
The experts came and one of their simple recommendations was that the
heaps of sand and soil that were lying around the many construction sites in the
city should be covered with plastic sheets. Beijing is subject to a strong breeze and
that lifts sand and dirt into the air and the coal residue congregates around these
particles. The authorities said that immediate action would be taken. A notice was
published a few days later in the People‘s Daily, the official newspaper of the
Chinese Communist Party, ordering that all construction material should be fully
covered. My World Bank colleagues and I drove around the city and found that
there was total compliance with the government‘s order. While such a quick
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response by the population to the orders issued by the authorities is not expected in
Pakistan, there has to be greater attention given to getting people to act.
Политика в области расходования воды (ирригация и питьевая вода)
Going without a water policy
Mohiuddin Aazim. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 6th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1368724/going-without-a-water-policy

AS Pakistan heads towards water scarcity, promoting economic use of water
has become as important as boosting renewable resources.
In agriculture, the concept of economising the usage of water gained
currency about a decade ago. But in the absence of a national water policy, efforts
made for conserving water have so far not made a major impact.
By 2014, Pakistan had withdrawn 94 per cent of its total renewable water
resources. Water withdrawal for agriculture had also reached 94pc of the total
available resources for this sector, according to the 2015 yearbook of the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO).
Gauged by the production index of 100 (with base year 2004-06), net food
availability stood at 94 and net output of crops at 107, according to the FAO. The
gap indicates the level of post-harvest losses and weaknesses in value-addition
chain of food crops.
The measuring of net output of crops at 107 at an index of 100 despite 94pc
water withdrawal for agriculture means ―we are producing less food with more
water‖, says an official of the Ministry of National Food Security and Research.
This highlights the need for economising water use on the one hand and boosting
crops‘ yield on the other.
On farms and fields that get water from canal networks, efficient water
management depends largely on improving water courses, using laser land
levelling, bed and furrow irrigation, gated pipe irrigation, pressurised irrigation,
and acquiring best practices for groundwater extraction and distribution.
Pakistan is still awaiting its first national water policy despite the fact that
its draft was formulated in 2003, whereas India, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka
all have their policies in place for more than a decade
Things have improved in the past decade, chiefly due to increased
governmental spending, but also because of some investment made by large farm
owners, such as in gated pipe irrigation and pressurised irrigation.
In deserts and in areas not fed by canals, water efficiency can be achieved
through water harvesting and on-farm storage, pressurised irrigation, tunnel
farming, and plasticulture, i.e. the use of plastic materials in the irrigation system
and other agriculture applications.
This is where Pakistan is lagging far behind others, mainly due to the
absence or dearth of government funding and coordinated investment by the
private sector.
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During the past 10 years, a number of tunnel farms have sprung up in Punjab
and in Sindh, but promoting tunnel farming on a large scale requires policy vision
and kick-starting public-private partnership projects, experts say.
Last month, the Punjab government initiated a programme to provide 50pc
subsidy on the installation of tunnel farming infrastructure on 3,000 acres of land.
The provincial government is already giving a subsidy of up to 60pc on the
installation of drip irrigation systems.
In August, the Sindh government unveiled a massive $185m World Bankfunded Sindh Irrigated Agricultural Productivity Enhancement project to promote
drip irrigation across the province over a period of six years.
In Balochistan a $100m, ADB-funded water resource development project is
under way. It will be used not only for constructing new dams, but also for flood
irrigation or spate system of water supply, officials say.
The spate system is useful in the areas where farmers don‘t have access to
ordinary canal water and, instead, manipulate water flows of seasonal floods in
rivers and streams to temporary canals or water ways to use in farms and fields.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, authorities have been trying to use the gravity flow
of irrigation system with financial help from the federal government to divert
rainwater and store it at a higher altitude area and then channel it back to lower
altitude areas for use on farms and fields.
Pakistan needs more of the above-cited initiatives to bridge the gap between
growing demand and scarce supply of water for agriculture. For this year‘s Rabi
crop, a water emergency has already been declared after authorities came to know
that shortage of water can shoot up to 40pc, double the initial estimate of 20pc,
recent media reports suggest.
Meanwhile, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) wants the government to come
up with the much- awaited national water policy to ensure efficient water
management in the future. The central bank recently suggested that there is a need
to connect water pricing to the actual amount of water consumed by a crop or an
area.
The SBP‘s annual report for the 2016-17 fiscal year contains a
comprehensive special report on water management that suggests various other
measures.
The report laments the fact that Pakistan is still awaiting its first national
water policy despite the fact that its draft was formulated in 2003, whereas India,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka all have their water policies in place for more
than a decade.
The task of structuring our national water policy became more complicated
after the 18th Amendment to the Constitution under which water distribution for
agriculture, domestic and industrial purposes became a provincial subject. The
draft water policy now awaits approval from the Council of Common Interests.
A delay in announcing the water policy ―is a major setback as the current
policies are inadequate in addressing the upcoming water challenges‖, warns the
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SBP report. ―Further delays would only damage the long-term growth prospects of
the economy.‖
The report also calls for introducing water rights system wherein head-end
farmers — the ones who are entitled to use a certain amount of water but their
needs are low at a particular time of the year — could sell their water rights to tailend farmers, who at that time need more water than their quota.
This should help improve the most efficient use of water and boost
agricultural output.
В подземных водах в Пакистане обнаружен мышьяк
Pakistan groundwater contains alarming levels of arsenic: study
Dawn, August 24, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1353570/pakistan-groundwatercontains-alarming-levels-of-arsenic-study

MIAMI: Levels of arsenic in the groundwater of eastern Pakistan are
―alarmingly high‖ and pose a significant health hazard to tens of millions of people
who drink the water, researchers said on Wednesday.
The study in the journal Science Advances is the first to create a
comprehensive map of arsenic in the groundwater across Pakistan, and follows
earlier, smaller studies that showed high arsenic levels in some places.
Groundwater samples were taken from nearly 1,200 sites throughout the
country, and researchers used a model to project the likelihood of increased arsenic
concentrations for all of Pakistan.
Areas in eastern Punjab, including Lahore, and around Hyderabad were
especially likely to have groundwater that exposes large numbers of people to
arsenic contamination.
Many parts of the densely populated plains along the Indus River and its
tributaries showed arsenic concentrations in groundwater were higher than the
World Health Organisation guideline of 10 micrograms per litre, said the report.
―Very high concentrations, above 200 micrograms/litre, are found mainly in
the south,‖ it warned.
Overall, 50 to 60 million people use groundwater which very likely contains
more than 50 micrograms per litre, or five times higher than the WHO‘s
guidelines.
―This is an alarmingly high number, which demonstrates the urgent need to
test all drinking water wells in the Indus Plain,‖ said lead author Joel Podgorski, a
geophysicist at the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology
(Eawag).
People who regularly drink water with high concentrations of arsenic face a
higher risk of lung cancer, heart disease and skin disorders.
Researchers are not sure why the arsenic in Pakistan is so high, but one
hypothesis is that heavy irrigation could be boosting its level in groundwater.
Rice, wheat, cotton and sugarcane are heavily farmed in the area.
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If the suspected link to irrigation practices in confirmed, new techniques
would need to replace current practices.
Насколько опасно наличие мышьяка в подземных водах?
How serious is the risk to Pakistanis from arsenic contamination of
groundwater?
Daniya Khalid. Dawn. 30.08.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354507/how-serious-isthe-risk-to-pakistanis-from-arsenic-contamination-of-groundwater

A recent study has brought to surface a poisonous reality about the state of the
country's waters and public health once again. With samples from 1,200 wells all
across Pakistan, the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology has
concluded that up to two-thirds of these wells are supplying water contaminated
with arsenic.
The study's estimate is that up to 60 million people in Pakistan are consuming
the polluted water. There have been previous studies carried out on a smaller scale
locally, indicating similar results.
The concentration of arsenic found in these samples is above 200 micrograms
per litre, which is far higher than the World Health Organisation's recommended
threshold of 10 micrograms per litre and the Pakistan government's limit of 50
micrograms per litre.
As the country's population grows exponentially and more and more people
head to urban centres, the issue of water scarcity worsens. While we once
depended on river systems, urban migration means that our water needs are
increasingly met by groundwater extraction, which makes up to 60% of the supply.
The risk mapping of the study shows that the entire Indus Plain is affected.
Cities near the Indus and its tributaries are densely populated and are the hub of
agricultural and industrial activities.
Groundwater extraction through wells and tube-wells gained much popularity
with both people and the government as a safer alternative to surface water from
rivers that was contaminated with bacteria.
However, unregulated and heavy use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides,
raw sewage irrigation, and improper disposal of industrial effluents into water
channels all contributed to leaching of toxins and arsenic in the groundwater.
Once pumped from the ground, this contaminated water is again introduced
into the system without proper filtration and treatment processes and makes way
into the food and water we consume.
We are exposed to arsenic through drinking contaminated water, using
contaminated water in preparing food, and irrigating food crops with the
contaminated groundwater. Arsenic cannot be removed from water by simple
methods such as boiling and requires a biogeochemical treatment process.
Reverse osmosis and adsorptive media systems are among the most common
treatments.
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Arsenic is colourless, odourless and tasteless, which makes it difficult to
detect for ordinary people. When ingested over time, it causes thickening of the
skin and skin lesions leading to skin cancer. Lung, kidney, and bladder cancers
have also been linked to consuming arsenic contaminated water over long periods.
To prevent this serious public health issue from intensifying, we need to take
steps beyond studies and assessments. We have to actively integrate the knowledge
available so far into development activities as well as drafting regulations for the
water supply sector.
Mitigating the effects of arsenic will require a multi-sectoral approach. Both
short-term and long-term strategies need to be identified and implemented to
prevent further pollution of water resources.
The health care sector needs to be actively responding by teaching health
professionals about arsenic contamination, identification of its symptoms, and
treatments.
Community awareness campaigns educating the locals and training them
regarding filtration techniques and monitoring is also required. For the solutions to
be effective, they need to be low cost, sustainable, and approved by the local
communities.
The agriculture sector needs to be bound by strict regulations for groundwater
extraction, its sustainable usage, and water quality controls. In absence of any laws
regulating ground water abstraction, utilities such as tube-wells, deep-dug wells,
hand pumps and bore holes are grossly mismanaged. The industrial sector should
also be made to adhere to the standard regulations for the protection of the
environment and water resources.
Arsenic contamination of groundwater should be declared a public
health emergency.
The government, politicians, business leaders, donor agencies and NGOs
must assist the affected communities immediately. Pakistan's population was
recently estimated to be at around 200 million people. A quarter of that population
doesn't have safe drinking water due to arsenic contamination. During a month
when the country celebrated its 70 years, statistics such as these serve a reminder
of how little progress we have made during those decades.
Из-за аномальной жары в Пакистане невозможно будет жить (к концу
XXI в.)
Украинский интернет-сайт. http://vybory.org.ua/?id=515331. 7.08.2017.

Пакистан относится к южно-азиатским странам, в которых очень жаркий
климат. По мнению ученых, к концу века территория Пакистана станет
непригодной для жизни из-за аномальной жары. Согласно исследованиям
Массачусетского Технологического института, к 2100 году изменение
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климата очень сильно повлияет на страны Южной Азии, в которые входят
Пакистан, Индия и Бангладеш.
Ученые со всего мира заявляют, что "если изменения климата будут и
дальше, от глобального потепления в ближайшие десятилетия пострадают
Индия, Пакистан и Бангладеш". Известно, что в 2015 году, из-за сильной
жары, в Южной Азии погибло 3500 человек. По словам вице-президента
Всемирной метеорологической организации (ВМ), Гулама Расула, "к
сожалению, власти Пакистана обеспокоены изменениями климата, но они не
осознают серьезность нынешней ситуации". По словам пресс-секретаря ВМО
Клэр Нуллис, "самым жарким местом на земле является город Турбат на югозападе Пакистана". Известно, что 28 мая там зафиксировали температуру 54
градусов по цельсию. Вице-президент Всемирной метеорологической
организации (ВМО) Гулам Расул заявил, что "с каждым годом в Пакистане
становится жарче". "В связи с изменением климата в Пакистане, лето
становится длиннее, зима короче, а весны вообще нет", заявил Расул. По
словам Расула "Пакистан в настоящее время не способен справится с этой
тревожной ситуацией, и если не будут предприняты эффективные меры,
ситуация ухудшится". Бывший генеральный директор Pak-EPA Асиф Шуя
заявил, что исследование, проведенное Eltahir, показало повышение
температуры влажных ламп к 2100 году в Пакистане и других странах
Южной Азии". "В Пакистане в районах Белуджистана и Синд был
зафиксирован самый большой рост температуры с1800 по 2000 год, в
среднем на 0,60 градуса по Цельсию", - добавил он. Асиф Шуян также
заявил: "Правительство должно серьезно отнестись к изменениям климата,
укрепить соответствующие институты и предоставить им достаточно
ресурсов, чтобы в экстремальных ситуациях справится с последствиями
сильной жары".
Вода в Карачи непригодна для использования – содержит фекалии,
нечистоты, инфекцию.
Karachi‘s water unfit for human consumption
Naeem
Sahoutara.
The
Express
Tribune.
17.07.2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1458783/90-water-supplied-karachi-unfit-human-consumption/

Water containing bacteria, faecal matter, sewage mixed with clean water,
judicial commission told
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KARACHI: Up to 90% of water supplied in Karachi is unfit for human
consumption due to the presence of bacterial contamination, revealed a report on
Saturday.
The report, based on laboratory analysis of water samples collected from
surface and underground water sources from different parts of the metropolis, was
submitted to the judicial commission headed by Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro.
The commission was constituted by the Supreme Court to investigate authorities‘
failure to provide clean drinking water and poor sanitation conditions in Sindh.
The report was submitted by the task force formed by the commission to
ensure implementation of the directives given by the SC, as well as the
commission.
The report stated that although 118 drinking water samples were collected
from parts of Karachi, 99 samples were collected from surface water sources such
as water supply systems, water filtration plants and water pumping stations of the
Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB). Thirteen were collected from
underground water sources, three from reverse osmosis (RO) plants and three from
mixed (ground and surface) water sources.
Commission comes down hard on KWSB for unregulated hydrants
The report concluded that out of the total 118 samples, 104 or 88.1% were
found unsafe for human consumption due to presence of total coliforms beyond the
World Health Organisation (WHO) recommended value of zero per 100 millilitres
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of colony forming units (cfu) for safe drinking water. Faecal contamination was
detected in 40 samples; the E coli colony count was found to be within the range of
one to too numerous to count, exceeding the WHO limit of 0 per 100ml cfu for
safe drinking water.
The report stated that the presence of E coli indicates the mixing of sewage
water with drinking water sources.
―Overall data shows that out of total 118 samples, 107 (90.7%) were found
unsafe for human consumption while only 11 samples (9.3%) were found fit for
human consumption for analysed parameters under the prescribed standards,‖ the
report concluded. ―The main reason for the unsafe results is supply of raw
[untreated] water with filtered water, improper chlorination, mixing of sewage
water and water supply lines/sources, silting of pumping stations/water storage
tanks,‖ it added.
The report said that a total of 460 water samples were collected from surface
and underground water sources and RO plants in Karachi, Thatta, Hyderabad,
Jamshoro, Tando Mohammad Khan, Tando Allahyar, Badin, Mirpurkhas,
Tharparkar, Nawabshah, Khairpur, Sukkur, Shikarpur and Larkana districts.
Judicial commission orders testing of water supplied to citizens in Sindh
In Thatta, 16 water samples were collected of which 14 were found unsafe for
human consumption.
From Hyderabad, 40 water samples were collected and 35 were found unfit
for human consumption.
Corrective measures
Shocked over the state of affairs, Justice Kalhoro inquired from the authorities
what corrective measures had been adopted over the course of the past few months
to ensure clean drinking water was supplied to the people.
The KWSB deputy managing director said that the water was chlorinated
before its supply to the citizens. Yet the quality of water is deteriorating, observed
Justice Kalhoro. The officer replied that in some localities the quality of water
might be poor, but steps were being taken to improve it.
The commission noted with concern that no reports of the supply of safe and
clean drinking water had been received from any parts of the city
―Point out any locality where quality water is being supplied,‖ Justice
Kalhoro demanded of the officer, who failed to give a satisfactory answer.
Researcher Dr Murtaza said while clean water was being supplied from the
water pumps, the pipelines were not clean, which resulted in clean water being
contaminated. He pointed out that the water pumps had not been cleaned for a long
time.
Karachiites yet to get water tankers at official rates
Justice Kalhoro told the officers that the commission did not want mere
documents and notifications, adding the authorities should be able to say that the
citizens were being supplied clean drinking water.
A KWSB office bearer claimed that more than 150 illegal water hydrants
were operating in the city.
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The commission inquired from the KWSB MD what kind of duties he was
performing. ―Are you operating illegal water hydrants?‖ the judge asked. He issued
a notice to the West DIG to appear on July 29 and explain why illegal water
hydrants were operating in his area.
The bench observed there should be legal mechanism to regulate the small
water filtration plants privately being operated all over the city, as pointed out by
Dr Murtaza.
The KWSB MD claimed an MPA had an illegal water pipeline laid in SITE
and admitted that some water board employees were also involved in the provision
of illegal water connections.
Health Secretary Fazlullah Pechuho said provision of clean drinking water at
public health facilities was not possible without taking action against the concerned
medical superintendents responsible for them. However, he complained that he
lacked powers to take action against the officers in his department. He alleged that
underground water tanks of public hospitals were rarely cleaned and lizards and
dead insects were found inside the tanks but the same water was still supplied to
patients.
MPAs criticise govt for lack of safe drinking water in Sindh
He said only the district health officers could take action against the hospitals‘
medical superintendents and other staffs, adding none else dared take action
against the superintendents, who were working directly under the chief minister.
However, Justice Kalhoro remarked it was not the duty of the commission to
gain powers for him.
The commerce and industries department secretary said the installation of 125
water filtration plants in industrial areas was being planned.
Advocate-General Barrister Zamir Ghumro informed the commission that
work on treatment plant-III will be started in January and TP-I in June, 2018. TPIII will become fully functional in January, he vowed.
The federal secretary of the planning and development, Shoaib Siddiqui, said
that the federal government had approved Rs3 billion for completion of the
remaining work on the Right Bank Outfall Drain.
The local government secretary said the government had reduced the period
for completion of LG development schemes to three years. He maintained that 74
development schemes were completed within the stipulated timeframe.
Панджаб призывает Китай вложить средства в водоснабжение и
санитарию в провинции
Punjab invites Chinese to invest in sanitation
Daily Times. 7-Jul-2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/07-Jul-17/punjab-invites-chineseto-invest-in-sanitation#

BEIJING: The Punjab government is planning to organise a roadshow to
invite Chinese companies to participate in the restructuring of urban water and
sanitation system in the province.
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A high-powered delegation from Punjab government including technical and
working level teams will present different projects for investment during the
roadshow to be held in the last week of this month, a senior official in the Pakistan
Embassy confirmed on Thursday.
According to details, Punjab is following a cleaner city policy by improving
its municipal solid waste management system. The provincial government
authority will invite Chinese firms to help establish a commercial-scale bio gas
plant with a capacity to use more than 300 tons of cattle waste per day. The
produced biogas will be supplied to SNGPL for distribution to the local
community.
Нехватка воды в Карачи
Karachi residents to face water shortage for two days
Mudaser
Kazi.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
21,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1440536/karachi-residents-face-water-shortage-two-days/

2017.

KARACHI: The entire city will be affected with a shortage of water for more
than 48 hours, as a pipeline measuring 72 inches in diameter connected to the
Dhabeji pumping station burst during the wee hours of Tuesday.
According to Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) spokesperson, the
dent in the city‘s water supply is caused due to the fluctuation in K-Electric‘s
feeder that resulted in creating a surge in the huge pipeline at around 1:30am. The
72-inch pipeline provides 55MGD water to Karachi and is considered as one of its
10 main pipelines connected to Dhabeji pumping station.
Abdul Rehman Shaikh, the superintendent engineer of bulk water supply told
The Express Tribune, ―Around 150 million gallons of water (MGD) will be lost
because of the bursting of the water pipeline‖. Currently, the water being supplied
to Karachi after the bursting of pipeline is only 450MGD, even though the demand
is as high as 1,100MGD in the metropolis.
‗Sindh is suffering from more than 50% water shortage‘
The technical team of KWSB, along with heavy machinery, was sent to the
affected area after the pipline burst. ―The repair work was initiated at 8 am on
Tuesday morning. The repair work can last up to 24 hours, whereas another 24 to
36 hours will be required for charging the line,‖ Shaikh told to The Express
Tribune.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, KWSB Managing Director Hashim Raza
Zaidi expressed concern over the electricity suspensions or fluctuations
experienced at Dhabeji and other pumping stations. According to him, the line was
laid in 1972 and gets affected on a continuous basis at weak points due to back
pressure of water caused by sudden disruption at the pumping stations that pump
water to 4-bay, the highest point from where the water goes by its gravity.
Sindh lends 23,000 cusecs water to Balochistan
However, Zaidi claimed the water supply will be managed and no particular
areas of the city will get affected with the shortage of water caused due to the burst
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of water pipeline. The distribution will be managed accordingly, as nine other
pipelines have been supplying water to Karachi, he added.
K-Electric refuses to take the blame
―Blaming K-Electric for the bursting of water supply line is incorrect,‖ said
Sadia Dada, the power utility‘s communications director. However, she admitted
that due to unforeseen reasons, power supply to Dhabeji pumping station was
affected during the wee hours of Tuesday.
She clarified that the pumping station is exempted from load-shedding and a
team of technicians have been appointed by K-Electric to overcome any fault in the
area because the power utility believes that water is an important utility.
Водный кризис решается слабо, хотя ВБ предоставил помощь на эти
цели в 73 млн. долл.
Water management: Bureaucratic wrangling stalls WB-funded project
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune.
June
21,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1440775/water-management-bureaucratic-wrangling-stalls-wbfunded-project/

$73m scheme aimed to better manage water resources in Indus River basin
ISLAMABAD: Despite a looming water crisis, bureaucratic wrangling has
stalled implementation on a World Bank-funded $73 million project that will deny
the country the intended benefits from better management of water resources in the
Indus River basin.
In its latest report on the Water Sector Capacity Building and Advisory
Services Project, known as WCAP, the World Bank has described progress on the
project as ―moderately satisfactory‖.
Since its start in 2008, the project has been facing delays and things are at a
standstill after the approval of additional financing of $35 million in November
2015.
The stated project objective is to improve management and investment
planning of water resources in the Indus River Basin. A World Bank mission
visited Pakistan last month to review progress against the agreed actions.
World Bank concerned about debt sustainability
―Unfortunately, demonstrable progress since February has been minimal,‖
notes the implementation status and results report of the project that the World
Band released on Monday.
With Pakistan being a water-deficient country, the interventions planned
under the loan were aimed at enhancing the economic usage of the scarce resource,
improving governance and enhancing technical efficiency.
However, the Ministry of Water and Power‘s desire to keep control over the
project through its grade 21 officer has stalled work on the project.
There is no permanent project director for the $73 million project and the
affairs of the scheme are in the hands of Additional Water and Power Secretary
Hassan Nasir Jamy.
WB approves $223m with focus on banking services, Karachi
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The proposed actions on institutional capacity building were aimed at timely
completion of the current World Bank-funded projects. The project documents
showed that due to delay in the construction of ongoing hydropower projects the
country‘s Gross Domestic Product would be 1.36% less.
The World Bank mission noted that discussions with Jamy and Joint
Secretary Syed Mehr Ali Shah confirmed that the project management and policy
implementation unit (PMPIU) ―currently remains dysfunctional due to a leadership
vacuum, and disbursements and procurement are all but stalled‖.
The bank further stated that the Ministry of Water and Power had on multiple
occasions suggested new arrangements for the project leadership but the authorities
concerned did not implement any such arrangements, and as a consequence project
implementation has effectively stalled.
The bank said the ministry assured to re-scope the project to more
strategically address key issues in water resource planning and management in the
Indus Basin, but the re-scoped activities are yet to be considered and endorsed by
the Project Steering Committee and communicated to the bank in writing.
World Bank assures financial and technical assistance for Pakistan‘s hydropower projects
In November 2015, the World Bank had approved an additional credit of $35
million to scale up project activities and consolidate the gains made under the
initial phase. The board had also extended the project implementation period by
five years and five months to allow time for the implementation of new and scaledup activities.
In June 2008, the World Bank initially approved a $38 million loan to
improve management and investment planning of water resources in the Indus
River system. However, project implementation was slow during the first three
years.
As a result of the first restricting took place in the PPP government, the funds
were diverted towards planning document – PC I – for the Tarbela 4th Extension
Hydropower Project and the Dasu Run-of-River Hydropower Project.
The World Bank has recommended Pakistan that new and appropriate project
leadership arrangements be implemented quickly, and a meeting of the steering
committee should be convened as soon as possible to seek endorsement of the
proposed re-scoping of the project.
World Bank agrees to finance Peshawar-Kabul highway
The World Bank mission noted that there has been no progress on formal
monitoring and evaluation of project outcomes, and this remains an important task
for the incoming project leadership. Also, only five more telemetry stations could
be upgraded since 2008.
Due to bureaucratic tussles, work on important studies like upgrading
capacity of the Federal Flood Commission in managing floods and upgrading of
the Master Plan of Flood Management of Hill Torrents of Pakistan has been
delayed.
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Проблемы чистой воды в Пакистане
Future of clean water
Dr Farid A Malik. The Nation. May 31, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/31-May2017/future-of-clean-water

The future of ‗Saaf Paani‘ (clean drinking water) is depicted in the
photograph below that was published in The Nation on May 23, 2017.
The filtration plant is located in the Fateh Garh area of Mughalpura Lahore
the constituency of PML-N stalwart Sheikh Rohail Asghar.
Mian Iftikharuddin the progressive leader of all India Muslim League and his
son Arif Iftikhar also contested election from the same area.
Perhaps the ‗Saaf Paani‘ project is the biggest hoax of the 21st century.
It started during the regime of the fourth Khaki dictator General Pervez
Musharraf in which water filtration plants were established in 26 districts with
great fanfare at the cost of billions.
There was no budget or plan for filter replacement and management.
It was considered a onetime investment for everlasting good.
First the filters got choked and then the water supply disrupted.
There were no arrangements for supervision, maintenance or security.
When Musharraf departed the plants were vandalised.
Then came the turn of PML-N.
Instead of fixing the existing filtration plants, it was decided to build new
ones in the vicinity.
It was ‗Saaf Paani‘ Round II.
Again billions were spent including the one shown above.
It met the same fate, starting from choking of filters to vandalism.
Now ‗Saaf Paani‘ Round III has been launched with promises of providing
clean drinking water for the public.
While affluent members of the society buy bottled water to drink the poor
segments stand in long queues to fill their containers.
Pakistan can do without filtration of drinking water; it needs sewage treatment
plants to stop the contamination of nature‘s waterways.
As a generation we grew up on drinking tap water, as at that time there was
no sewage disposal into the rivers, washes and canals.
Canal water was cool and muddy but clean and so was the Leah Nullah in
Rawalpindi.
Cool clean water flowed in the washes of the new capital city.
Murree was known for its ‗Chashmas‘ (natural fountains).
No one had to carry bottled water.
Islamabad, the capital city, was the first to be effected by the contamination of
the clean water.
It was discovered that the two water lines (clean, dirty) were laid
underground in close proximity.
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Over the years, due to the lack of maintenance, the two got mixed resulting in
an epidemic of hepatitis.
Visitors were advised to carry bottled water while public filtration plants
were built for drinking water of the locals.
Due to the lack of maintenance and upkeep the sewage treatment plants
became non-functional.
When the sewage plant at Mahmood Booti stopped working, the dirty water
of the city of Lahore was allowed to flow into the river bed of Ravi which was
already water starved due to the Indus Water Treaty.
Downstream communities consumed this contaminated water resulting in
epidemic of hepatitis.
What started in the capital now reached the entire country through the
contaminated waterways.
The gift of nature and sustenance of life now became a source of disease and
death.
Let us contain the devil of contamination and restore nature‘s waterways.
Not a litre of dirty water should be mixed with clean.
As one rotten fish can contaminate the entire pond, we as humans have no
right to mix our dirt with the gift of nature.
Making money by marketing the weaknesses and needs of the masses must
stop for humanity to flourish.
Cheap popularity and publicity cannot produce results.
Same mistakes are committed by dictators and their propelled political
leadership over and over again at the cost of the health of the nation.
The Accountant General of Pakistan (AGPR), which is a legislated position,
should publish data on the money wasted on filtration plants by successive
governments.
The opposition parties both in the provinces and center should demand
functional sewage treatment plants for all localities.
Treated water can be recycled thereby reducing the need to pump out fresh
water, which is lowering the table.
Water is life; therefore it has to be managed.
Most cities were developed on rivers.
Lahore was once proud of its Ravi.
Students of the oldest seat of learning took pride in calling themselves
‗Ravians‘.
Government College has produced several luminaires including two noble
laureates.
The University of Engineering and Technology located in Mughalpura close
to the site of the vandalised water filter plant has a Centre of Excellence for Water
Resources.
Lahore deserves its river, we have to take charge of our metropolis and bring
back ‗Ravi‘ as it used to be.
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The Indus Water Treaty signed by the first dictator has taken away clean
water from us, but it does not deserve to be filled with contaminated sewage water.
The picnics, baradari, boating, ‗khaggas‘(small fish), ‗sangharas‘ (water
plants) together with aquatic life has to be restored.
Lahore is lost without the Ravi and demands ‗Saaf Paani‘ in the river, not in
the short lived vandalised filtration plants of Mughalpura that display the names of
Mian Nawaz Sharif, Mian Shahbaz Sharif, Hamza Sharif, Sheikh Rohail Asghar,
Khurram Rohail Asghar claiming ‗Khushali‘ (welfare) of the people.
The photograph shows it all.
The stables have to be cleaned, as written on the walls of the state of the art
filtration plant.
Трансформация Договора о разделе вод Инда. Часть 1.
Evaluating Indus Water Treaty
Daily Times. 2.05.2017.

The first significant water-related dispute between Pakistan and India
occurred in April 1970, when the latter notified the former about construction of a
690 MW Salal Dam on the Chenab

Indus Water Treaty: Political and Legal Dimensions
Author: Ijaz Hussain
Publishers: Oxford University Press, 2017 Karachi
Price: Pak Rs 2,595
Pgs: 563
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This book is an academic study of the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT) signed in
1960 under the auspices of the World Bank. Ayub Khan was the president of
Pakistan at that time and he is still blamed for having agreed to the treaty which
allocated the three eastern rivers (Ravi, Sutlej and Beas) to India, leaving Pakistan
with the western ones (Jhelum, Chenab and Indus). So among the questions which
prompted this study are: was the treaty justified and, If it was, has it solved the
water problems or not. The second question concerns itself with the disputes of the
two countries regarding the Wullar Barrage and Salal, Baglihar, Kishenganaga and
other dams. The point is to understand whether India has built dams or other
projects which can stop or restrict the flow of water into Pakistan, because if it has
or can do so the treaty has failed to achieve what it set out to do. Before we take up
what the author has to say about all these issues, let us keep in mind that the treaty
has survived wars, conflicts, and insurgencies not to mention the vitriolic polemics
of the media of both countries during periods of tremendous tension and actual
hostilities.
Dr Ijaz Hussain, the author, is well qualified as a lawyer and an academic to
write a book on a subject as complicated as the IWT. He begins the study by
referring to the historical allocation of the headworks of Madhopur and Ferozpur to
India by Sir Cyril Radcliffe‘s Punjab Boundary Commission in 1947. India was the
upper riparian and there was a standstill agreement between the two countries
which expired on March 31, 1948. So, on April 1, 1948, India stopped the flow of
water in 11 canals, thus, putting in jeopardy the cultivation of crops in parts of
Pakistan. Pakistan entered into negotiations with India which agreed to let the
water flow provided Pakistan surrendered the three eastern rivers to it. This, then,
was the situation which led Pakistan to agree to arbitration by the World Bank. The
treaty giving the three eastern rivers to India and the three western ones to Pakistan
was signed on September 19, 1960. India could use the flowing rivers to generate
run-of-the-river electricity but could not stop the flow of the rivers into Pakistan.
Ijaz Hussain points out that — though Ayub is maligned for it — it was Sir Feroz
Khan Noon‘s government which had agreed to give the eastern rivers to India.
Ayub inherited this commitment. Indeed, the author goes ahead to exonerate Ayub
of the blame, and observes that ‗it was a master stroke on his (Ayub‘s) part to
make the Bank arrange huge funds, which were almost entirely gratis, for the
development of alternative sources‘. Indeed, concludes the author, ‗the treaty is a
crowning achievement of his rule because it adequately protected Pakistan‘s water
rights in the Indus Basin‘ (p. 162).
The treaty functioned effectively during the 1965 and the 1971 wars.
However, the first significant water-related dispute between the two countries
occurred in April 1970, when India notified Pakistan about the construction of a
690 MW hydroelectric power plant called the Salal Dam on the Chenab River in
Udhampur (Jammu). Pakistan‘s apprehension was that the dam could potentially
store so much water that it would harm Pakistan since the flow would decrease.
Finally, the dam was constructed in two stages — the first in 1987 and the second
in 1995 — with an installed capacity of 345 MW each. Pakistan inserted a clause
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to the effect that the sluices would be closed only in an emergency and then
immediately opened.
The next dispute was about the Wullar Barrage — though, India did not call it
a barrage, claiming that it is a navigational project not an irrigational one. In 1991,
the two countries reached an understanding on the matter. India agreed to keep 6.2
metres of the barrage un-gated. Even so, Pakistan‘s fears were not allayed. The
latest report cited by the author is of 2013, according to which ‗India is ready to
make adjustments in the design of the barrage which may facilitate an agreement‘
(p. 229).
The third dispute was about the Baglihar Dam which is a 450 MW power
plant in Doda district of Jammu and Kashmir. The project was conceived in 1992,
and construction began in 1999. Pakistan objected to it since it would deprive it of
7,000-cusecs of water per day and even stop water during the winter months (when
wheat is grown). A neutral expert, Professor Raymond Lafitte, was appointed but
Pakistan lost the case. According to Dr Ijaz, the Pakistani delegation mishandled
the case and the expert, being an engineer, did not understand that Pakistan‘s
apprehensions had their basis in history and fear. Anyhow the judgement went
against Pakistan and India filled up the dam reservoir causing loss of water to
Pakistan since it was done after the Monsoon season was over (between August 19
to September 5, 2008). The US ambassador confirmed that Pakistan faced a 34 per
cent shortage of water in that year and the crops were adversely affected. The
matter was resolved in June 2010 when both countries agreed to place a
consultation ‗procedure‘ before such events (e.g. filling up reservoirs).
Трансформация Договора о разделе вод Инда. Часть 2.
Evaluating Indus Water Treaty — II
Dr Tariq Rahman. Daily Times. 3/05/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/03-May17/evaluating-indus-water-treaty-ii

It would have been better if the author had suggested the means of reducing
Pak-India tensions over water
Indus Water Treaty: Political and Legal Dimensions.
Author: Ijaz Hussain.
Publishers: Oxford University Press, 2017 Karachi
Price: Pak Rs 2,595
Pgs: 563

The fourth major water dispute between Pakistan and India is about the
Kishenganga (called Neelam in Pakistan) Hydroelectric Project. India is building it
on a major tributary of the Jhelum River in Jammu and Kashmir. In 2009, Pakistan
had asked for international arbitration. In 2013, the arbiters decided that India
could build the project since it was ‗a run-of-river‘ plant. However, India was not
allowed to reduce the water level below dead-storage level.
The remarkable thing about the final verdict was that it was unanimous. This
means that the two nominees of India voted against their country. The author does
not profess to understand the reasons for this. He says that if they acted honestly
then ‗they deserve to be applauded‘ but adds with his usual cynicism (as behoves
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lawyers) that the international community must have pressurised them to do so
since it would ‗imperil peace between two nuclear-armed South Asian neighbours‘
(p. 310). In the absence of evidence, it is impossible to say with certainty what
would have transpired but it does indicate that, despite hostilities, the treaty still
makes it possible to redress grievances through civilised means.
Two more disputes are covered by the author: the Nimoo Bazgo and Chutak
Dams. Both were launched in 2005 and became operational between 2011 and
2016. These projects had cost Jamaat Ali Shah, the then Pakistani commissioner,
his job in 2010. Apparently, he did not inspect the site of the dams initially and,
when he did apply to do so to the Indian authorities, he was removed. Apparently,
India applied for ‗carbon credits‘ — which is a certificate from the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) — for reducing the
emission of greenhouse gases. Such credits could not be issued unless Pakistan had
given EIA reports for them. When the credits were given in August 2008, the
Pakistani authorities did not know who had given India the EIA reports. Jamaat Ali
Shah was blamed for having delayed his inspection allowing India to go ahead
with the dam and the media speculated that he had been grossly negligent.
However, Shah was eventually exonerated of all charges.
The media, it must be noted, whips up public fury over concocted conspiracy
theories. For instance, when there was flood in 2014 the media said that India had
released excess water to cause floods. The Pakistan Commissioner — not Jamaat
Ali Shah this time — clarified that India had given prior warning and even notified
the quantum of water which was headed towards Pakistan observing that if ‗we fail
to take effective measures in minimising the estimated loss, India should not be
blamed‘ (p.317).
The most alarming chapter is entitled ‗Treaty in Trouble‘ (No 8). Here, the
author describes the dangers to the treaty. Pakistanis, as we have seen, regard it as
Ayub Khan‘s sellout to India. More alarmingly, Indians too have reservations
about it. One of the grounds which Indians cite nowadays is that Pakistan has
already broken the treaty of peace between the two countries by sponsoring nonstate actors who cross into Indian controlled territory and perform acts of sabotage.
This being so, India too can break the treaty. This is a genuine concern and here
the author‘s whole treatment of the question is, to my mind, that of a nationalistic
hawk and not a humanitarian who should be a lover of peace and a friend of
humanity.
He begins by quoting a number of legal theories and precedents to prove that
actions of non-state actors cannot be blamed on governments and, that, terrorist
activities have decreased. As for the first, he toes the official line that the military
does not effectively control the militants. His second point has been disproved after
the Uri attack in 2017 which created a very alarming situation on the borders.
While nobody can bring any proof which is admissible in a court of law that the
Pakistani military does, at some level, either controls or at least not punishes the
militants who attack India, there is enough circumstantial evidence to make most
neutral persons believe that this is so.
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In any case, this matter is not under discussion just now. What is germane to
the issue of water is Dr Hussain‘s argument that India‘s ‗usurping of Pakistan‘s
share of water may result in confrontation‘. A few lines later he calmly states that
this may be in the form of a nuclear war. With such a terrible future facing South
Asia, one would have expected a humanitarian to favour peace. But the author calls
it accepting Pax Indica and favours remaining defiant (p.426). He does not
advocate war but he does say that the possibility of war cannot be denied since, in
his view, Pakistan will stay defiant. For anyone knowing so much about the
possibility of such a conflict it would have been better if the author had suggested
the means of reducing tensions. In my opinion, war would not solve the problem of
water at all. Indeed, a nuclear war would ruin the civilisation of this ancient land
for centuries to come. This is, in Hermann Kahn‘s immortal phrase, ‗thinking of
the unthinkable‘ and a book of this level of maturity and erudition should advise
against such kind of thinking. In my view, anything should be preferable to a
nuclear conflict, but this does not seem to be the author‘s view.
What I have stated above is a personal difference of opinion with the author.
It does not detract from the academic worth of the book. The author is
exceptionally erudite having mastered the huge archive on the IWT. He has spent
from his own pocket to access the World Bank documents in Washington D.C
though — given the state of tension between the two countries — he could not
access the documents in India. Ironically, despite all his efforts he could also not
obtain the documents in Pakistan. Still he bravely struggled on and argues from an
impressive collection of original sources, interviews, e-mail narratives and so on.
His method is that of a lawyer in that he brings in history and precedents and
argues in clear-headed terms about the cases in hand. The book has a large number
of maps, facts and figures which make it a treasure trove for the scholar. It is,
indeed, a landmark which will be referred to and quoted by future historians and
political scientists for a long time to come. I recommend the book to policy
makers, historians, political scientists, and the general reader and I congratulate the
author and the publishers for having put in so much effort to bring such a useful
study to the reader.
Представитель Всемирного банка в Индии для переговоров по Договору
по Инду.
WB official in Delhi to break water treaty stalemate
ANWAR IQBAL. Dawn, April 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1329771/wbofficial-in-delhi-to-break-water-treaty-stalemate

WASHINGTON: The World Bank‘s vice president for the South Asia region,
Annette Dixon, is now in New Delhi for talks aimed at breaking the stalemate over
a water dispute between India and Pakistan, official sources told Dawn.
They said Ms Dixon went to India on Tuesday, but the Indians did not
publicise the visit as they discourage international mediation in their disputes with
Pakistan.
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The World Bank, however, is recognised as an arbitrator in the 1960 Indus
Water Treaty (IWT) that distributes waters of the Indus and its tributaries between
India and Pakistan.
The latest dispute concerns two hydroelectric projects — Ratle and
Kishanganga — that India is building over one of the tributaries. Pakistan views
these projects as a violation of the treaty and wants the World Bank to appoint a
court of arbitration. India opposes the proposal and has asked the bank to depute
neutral experts to further probe the matter.
Pakistan sees the Indian approach as aimed at buying time to complete the
two projects and argues that since a neutral expert has no legal authority, the
expert‘s decision is not legally binding.
As the two sides stick to their positions, the World Bank finds itself in a tight
spot and is softly urging both sides to resolve the dispute through talks as it has the
potential to undermine the water treaty.
Pakistan fears that India wants to go beyond the treaty by bringing in neutral
observers. ―We do not want to encourage any process outside the IWT, even
showing an inclination to consider that option could hurt the treaty,‖ said a senior
Pakistani official while explaining why Islamabad is reluctant to accept the Indian
demand.
Sources in Washington say the World Bank also is against wasting more time
and is trying to persuade both sides to start negotiations on the matter.
The decision to send Ms Dixon to New Delhi also shows the importance the
bank attaches to the issue. Her assignment at the bank includes promoting poverty
reduction projects in South Asia. She oversees lending operations and bank-funded
projects worth more than $10 billion a year.
Pakistan and India were scheduled to hold three-day talks on the 850MW
Ratle and 330MW Kishanganga hydroelectric projects at the World Bank
headquarters in Washington on April 12, but India refused to send its delegation.
Pakistan, however, had informed the bank that it would attend the talks, if held as
scheduled.
Initially, the World Bank wanted to host secretary-level talks between
Pakistan and India in Dubai, but Pakistan proposed that the venue be changed to
Washington. Pakistani authorities had announced that Annette Dixon would
personally attend the talks and facilitate both countries in resolution of disputes on
run-of-the-river hydroelectric projects being constructed in India-held Kashmir.
The Indus water commissioners of both countries met in Islamabad last month
to discuss the designs of three proposed hydroelectric projects — Pakal Dul, Lower
Kalnai and Miya — in held Kashmir and flood supply data.
Pakistan says India has not shared the designs of the three projects.
The Ratle hydroelectric project is in initial stage and Pakistan has objections
to its design. The Obama administration also played a supporting role in
encouraging the talks, but so far the Trump administration has not indicated its
approach.
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На грани водного конфликта (теория – ситуация в Монголии)
Артур Алибеков (руководитель по гидроэнергетике проекта Программы развития
ООН, Глобального экологического фонда и Минприроды России «Задачи сохранения
биоразнообразия в политике и программах развития энергетического сектора России»).
Известия. 21.03.2017. http://izvestia.ru/news/671120.

Эколог Артур Алибеков — о том, почему проект строительства ГЭС в
Монголии ставит под угрозу экологическую безопасность Байкала
Тема строительства гидростанций (ГЭС) в Монголии на притоках
Селенги — классический пример зарождения трансграничного водного
конфликта. Однако он имеет одно существенное отличие от других: в центре
вопроса — озеро Байкал. Столь ценного во всех отношениях водного объекта
нет, наверное, ни у одного гидроэнергетического проекта в мире. Этим легко
объясняется повышенная чувствительность к вопросу возможного
регулирования Селенги, проходящей по территории и Монголии, и России.
При этом предлагаемые на сегодня монгольской стороной технологические
решения могут в перспективе нести угрозу для экосистемы озера. И поэтому
тема является наиболее актуальной в перечне международных проблем
именно из-за масштаба рисков, которые она за собой влечет.
В целом мировой опыт реализации трансграничных проектов
строительства гидротехнических сооружений (ГТС) носит, как правило,
конфронтационный характер. И учит тому, что последствия односторонних
или несогласованных решений всегда становятся «бомбой замедленного
действия» и в дипломатических отношениях.
При этом реализация подобных проектов без учета интересов соседей
обычно не приносит государству-инициатору больших выгод. Обострения в
политике и экономике, порой даже изоляция влекут за собой большие
затраты на то, чтобы после суметь стабилизировать обстановку. Как правило,
в возникновении «водных конфликтов» между странами-соседями бывают
заинтересованы внешние силы, которые провоцируют изменения баланса
дипломатических сил на шахматной доске мировой политики путем
реализации спорных проектов, ущемляющих права или возможности других
государств.
В вопросе «монгольских ГЭС» Россия демонстрирует, пожалуй, самое
тактичное поведение из всех возможных сценариев. Усилия нашей страны
направлены на поиск альтернативных вариантов и дружелюбно-мирное
разрешение возможных разногласий. В определенной степени поведение
России выглядит даже избыточно спокойным, если вспоминать, например,
какую позицию занимали в подобных конфликтах Индия, Пакистан, Египет,
Израиль и другие страны. А также высказывания лидеров этих государств,
когда их соседи только заявляли о намерениях изменить гидрологический
режим путем строительства плотин ГТС в бассейнах трансграничных рек.
Одновременно Монголия с рвением, достойным лучшего применения,
продолжает активно продвигать реализацию проектов регулирования рек в
бассейне Селенги. При этом представляется, что монгольская сторона плохо
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прогнозирует не только возможные экологические, но и политические
последствия реализации своей идеи. С точки зрения экологических рисков
очевидно, что в нижнем бьефе планируемых ГЭС находится не просто какоето обычное озеро, а 20% запасов пресной озерной воды на планете, которые к
тому же являются объектом Всемирного природного наследия ЮНЕСКО.
Байкал — объект безусловной значимости для устойчивого развития
всей земли и наследие будущих поколений. И монгольской стороне, а также
Всемирному банку, который планирует финансировать как минимум
проектирование данных объектов, нельзя забывать о том, что зона влияния
монгольских ГЭС на самом деле выходит не только за пределы Монголии, но
и за пределы России.
Политические последствия для Монголии легко спрогнозировать сквозь
призму богатой и многовековой истории решения трансграничных вопросов.
Если наш сосед продолжит лоббировать реализацию данных проектов, то
«сломает много копий» и потеряет гораздо больше, чем сможет приобрести.
А конкретно — Монголия станет темным пятном на экологической карте
мира, потеряет возможности для развития сотрудничества, в том числе и с
Россией. Как следствие степная страна рискует остаться в однополярном
круге совместной работы только со своим юго-восточным соседом. Со всеми
вытекающими последствиями.
Автор — руководитель по гидроэнергетике проекта Программы
развития ООН, Глобального экологического фонда и Минприроды России
«Задачи сохранения биоразнообразия в политике и программах развития
энергетического сектора России».
Острая нехватка воды в Синде в сезон хариф (может быть)
Severe water shortage feared
Mohammad Hussain Khan. Economic & Business,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1320011/severe-water-shortage-feared

March

13th,

2017.

THE outlook for irrigation water availability for kharif season in Sindh looks
grim as indicated by the reduced water flows. Sindh irrigation officials anticipate
that if there is no rainfall in upper reaches, the shortage during peak kharif season
will be severe.
The water storage in Tarbela Dam, which feeds three barrages in the province,
is fast depleting and, according to the March 5 information of Indus River System
Authority, 0.3MAF water was available in the dam.
A Sukkur barrage official also said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of 1380ft.
He thinks that by mid-March, Tarbela will start providing run of the river
flows for Sindh and water would not be stored in the reservoir considering its
increased demand downstream.
With the current storage level in Tarbela, water could be provided for another
8- 10 days to the province. A similar scenario of storage in Mangla dam is
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presented by Mazhar Ali Shah, Sindh‘s member in Indus River System Authority,
where 0.3MAF water is available. He pointed out that 14pc water shortage was
seen across the province so far on an average against 18pc in winter.
A Sukkur barrage official said around 2ft of water is being withdrawn
daily from Tarbela, whose current level is 1,398ft against its dead level of
1,380ft
Within Sindh‘s barrages, 40pc water shortage was recorded at Kotri barrage
that feeds lands in lower Sindh region for early kharif sowing while 12-18pc
shortage was reported at Sukkur barrage until last week of February. It was Guddu
barrage where withdrawals remained normal, even slightly above normal
occasionally.
As usual, early kharif sowing has started in lower Sindh. With each passing
day, the demand for water availability would keep increasing only to force the
irrigation authorities to manage water supply by reducing water flows in the main
canals. It is Sukkur barrage which serves the largest cultivated area among all three
provincial barrages.
During April, the Guddu barrage will be closed for annual maintenance. And
Sukkur barrage‘s three right bank canals — Dadu, Rice and North Western Canal
— will also be closed for desilting in the same month as growers don‘t need water
for kharif sowing during this period.
This will enable the irrigation department to release water for Sukkur and then
Kotri barrage to meet their requirements as best as possible. ―If we don‘t have this
kind of water management, we can‘t cater for water needs of Sukkur Barrage with
around 8m acres of cultivated area which is always given preference. This leads to
severe shortage at Kotri Barrage‖, conceded one official.
But, said a Sukkur Barrage official, it is in May when all 14 canals emanating
from three barrages would need irrigation water for peak kharif sowing. He feared
that in case of low rainfall he didn‘t rule out 30-60pc water shortage in different
canals.
In some areas of lower Sindh, farmers did not get this last cycle of water for
wheat crop.
Sugarcane‘s ratoon crop, summer vegetables, dundi cut chilli and cotton may
be affected badly in the command area of Kotri Barrage which always has to bear
with most of the water shortage. According to Sindh Chamber of Agriculture
General Secretary, Nabi Bux Sathio, ratoon crop and vegetables are being severely
affected since December for want of the required water. He feared this would
worsen further in the days to come.
Cotton is grown in Tando Mohammad Khan, Badin, Thatta and Sujawal
districts which are fed by Kotri Barrage. Besides, water shortage in the Indus River
System, the lining works in some canals remains incomplete like in Nara canal
which feeds the Mirpurkhas district.
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Индия готова участвовать в переговорах по поводу Договора об Инде – в
Лахоре
India likely to attend Indus Water Treaty dispute talks in Lahore:
Report
The Indian Express. 3.03.2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-acceptspakistans-invitation-to-resolve-indus-water-treaty-dispute-4552046/

The Permanent Indus Commission is a bilateral commission of officials from
India and Pakistan, created to implement and manage goals of the Indus Waters
Treaty.
Taking a step forward, India has announced that it will participate in the
meeting of Permanent Indus Commission after Pakistan forwarded the invitation to
India to resolve the Indus Water Treaty (IWT) dispute, news agency ANI reported
quoting sources. The meeting is scheduled to be held in Lahore this month. The
Permanent Indus Commission is a bilateral commission of officials from India and
Pakistan, created to implement and manage goals of the Indus Waters Treaty. The
agreement covers six rivers – the three eastern rivers of Ravi, Beas, Sutlej and their
tributaries and the three western rivers of Indus, Jhelum, Chenab and their
tributaries.
The current dispute revolves around the Kishenganga (330 megawatts) and
Ratle (850 megawatts) hydroelectric plants. India is building the plants on the
Kishanganga and Chenab rivers, which Pakistan claims violates the treaty.
Pakistan has strongly established that it will not accept any changes to the
IWT after India had said that it is ready to engage in further consultations with
Islamabad on the matter of resolving current differences over the Kishenganga and
Ralte projects. Islamabad accused India of buying time to complete its two
disputed water projects and then insisting that since the project was already
complete, it could not be modified.
Tensions heightened after Prime Minister Narendra Modi in February
threatened to block the flow of water into Pakistan. The World Bank had earlier
asked both the countries to consider alternative ways to resolve their disagreements
over the Indus Water Treaty dispute.
Last month, Pakistan accused India of not fulfilling its responsibilities under
the Indus Waters Treaty as it voiced concerns over India‘s construction of new
dams. Pakistan Prime Minister‘s Advisor on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz, in his
written reply submitted in the National Assembly, said Pakistan has expressed
concerns over construction of new dams by India along the Indus river system.
The treaty which was signed in 1960 gives India control over the three rivers
of the Indus basin, the Beas, the Ravi and the Sutlej while Pakistan has the three
western rivers, the Indus, the Chenab and the Jhelum.
Экономика и окружающая среда – использование угля в энергетике
Economy vs environment: Thar coal and a test of Pakistan's priorities
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Zofeen T. Ebrahim. Dawn. 22.02.2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1314947/economy-vsenvironment-thar-coal-and-a-test-of-pakistans-priorities

"Development, development, development...we're now quite tired of the word
and will not be duped anymore," says Leela Ram Manjiani, spokesperson for the
Thari indigenous community from 12 villages gathered outside the Islamkot press
club.

They are up in arms over the construction of a reservoir in a small village of
Gorano, in Thar desert, by the Sindh Engro Coal Mining Company (SECMC).
'Poisoning water'
Their concerns are not totally unfounded. The reservoir will store about 30 to
35 cusecs of brine from the coal mine over the next three years and the people
living around the 12 villages say this will contaminate the 30 or so wells serving a
population of over 15,000 and their livestock spread over 2,700 acres.
But that is not all. Along with poisoning the water, the villagers say the
wastewater will seep into the earth, rendering nearly 1,500 acres of land unfit for
cultivation or grazing forever.
"They want to poison our water and our land," insisted Sita Mangal, who is
among the protestors holding a sit-in outside the Islamkot press club, some 30
kilometres from Gorano. "I will not go home, till they disband," said the mother of
nine with conviction.
Shamsuddin A. Shaikh, heading the SECMC, acknowledged that the
wastewater will have 5,000 parts per million (ppm) of total dissolved solids (TDS)
which is much higher than the World Health Organisation's standard of 1,000 ppm
for TDS. "But it's not going to poison their land," he said, adding: "we are not
criminals. We will treat it if required and we will also line the reservoir if need be."
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"We tried to convince them to build the reservoir near the marshy land, about
10 kilometres from our village on the outskirts of the Rann of Kutch (a wetland of
international importance and thus protected by the Ramsar Convention)," said
Ram.
In its defence, the SECMC says it did carry out scientific evaluation of all the
11 sites that were identified by the villagers but none came up to the parameters
needed to build such a reservoir. SECMC also insists it will dump this water just
for a little over two years during which half of it will evaporate in the sun and that
the wells will only get affected after 14 years and that too if the company continues
to fill the reservoir up.
"If that is the case," asks Manjiani, "why do they want to buy the land, why
not just take it on lease?"
"Because the Chinese banks want foolproof guarantees that the coal company
owns the land which is being excavated," explains Shaikh.
For now, there seems to be a stalemate between the mining company and the
local people with neither side relenting. But SECMC's Shaikh is confident they
will find a middle ground. "The project will be carried out nonetheless," he says
with finality. He feels that too many years of effort have been spent to reach this
far.
The SECMC is a public-private partnership between the Sindh government
and private companies like the House of Habib‘s Thal Ltd, Hub Power Company,
HBL, China Power International and China Machinery Engineering Corporation
working in Thar to excavate coal.
An irresistible reserve
Over 175 billion tonnes of lignite coal was found spread over more than
9,000 square kilometres on Pakistan's side of Thar desert bordering India. Shaikh
says these reserves are equivalent to the combined oil reserves of Saudi Arabia and
Iran (in terms of heating value).
Ahsan Iqbal, Federal Minister for Planning and Development says the coal in
Thar alone can last Pakistan for 400 years. For now, the plan is to install two
transmission lines at Matiari — one to Lahore, and another to Faisalabad, which
will be connected to the national grid, benefiting all parts of the country.
Of the entire coal reserve, the SECMC has been given just 100 square
kilometres to extract about 1.57 billion tonnes (1 per cent of the entire reserve) to
be able to produce 5,000 MW for 50 years. The extraction of coal will be carried
out using the open pit technique. The excavation work is going on day and even
night, and a 650 MW coal plant using subcritical technology is also being built
which, by June 2019, will begin supplying power to the national grid, informs
Shaikh.
The mining will cost $845m (of which $211m is equity and the rest is debt)
and the power plant a whopping $1.1bn (including $277m equity and the
remainder is debt).
The villagers have taken the coal company to court. "And we will not just
stop at that; if the High Court rejects our plea, we will go to the Supreme Court,"
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said Manjiani, who is himself a lawyer. "We know very well development means
the rich will get richer," he said angrily.
But some of the land has already been acquired by the mining company.
According to Mohsin Babbar of SECMC, the company has bought over 200 acres
of land from some villagers at the rate of Rs300,000 per acre. In addition, there is
700 acres of state land. "That just leaves 500 acres over which there seems to be
the disagreement," says Babbar, who is confident the issue will be resolved soon.
"We are giving them pasture land in exchange," he said.
But whether any accord will be reached between the villagers and the mining
company, one thing is clear, the latter is fully backed by the state which will look
the other way for small infractions if the bigger goal of making electricity can be
achieved, and something tangible can be shown to the people before the next
elections are held in 2018.
"With elections just around the corner, both the provincial and the central
government will want to flaunt the energy card as much as they can," said Dr Abid
Suleri, executive director of Islamabad based Sustainable Development Policy
Institute, who fears the voices of the locals may be quashed.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif won the 2013 elections on a promise to wipe
out power outages in Pakistan by 2017, but that hasn't come true. Pakistan
continues to face a shortage of 6,000 MW to 7,000 MW of electricity daily. In
summer months, the shortage increases.
Over 140 million Pakistanis either have no access to the power grid or suffer
over 12 hours of load-shedding daily. Annually $2.3bn is spent by those without
electricity on candles and kerosene.
Also read: 7 facts about Pakistan's energy crisis ─ and how you can help end
it
Despite the resistance to SECMC's coal excavation project, there are others in
the affected community who are willing to give development a shot. They have
seen their fortunes changing since the digging began.
A silver lining
Thirty-year old Ayaz Ali, from a village nearby was hired as a dumper driver
by SECMC eight months back.
"I earn Rs25,000 per month," he said. With over time, he can make up to
Rs40,000 every month, although that is not always encouraged. "Driving a dumper
can be dangerous if you're not fully concentrating and are already tired; you have
to be very careful specially when you're driving in reverse and you may just hit a
rock," explained Ali, who drove trucks before and made as much as Rs16,000 a
month.
Along with the neat sum he earns every month, the heat and the dust do not
bother him. "My compartment is air conditioned and the dust does not quite reach
it," he said, adding the coal company is very strict about its safety protocols.
"Everyone on the site has to wear shoes, gloves, goggles, helmet etc and everyone
must carry a big water bottle," he said.
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But what Ali does not know is that the damage is done way before the coal is
burnt in power plants if you ask environmentalist Dr Hassan Abbas.
The opportunity cost
As a water expert, Dr Abbas has worked on some of the world‘s largest open
pit and underground coal mines in Australia and the US. His expertise in the area is
exemplary.
"The harm is done at the time of mining," Dr Abbas states.
"Coal mines puncture and drain aquifers in its vicinities — depriving nearby
areas from vital groundwater resources, and sometimes causing land subsidence.
Coal washeries (where coal is cleaned from impurities) at the mine sites leave
a cocktail of nasty chemicals which keep polluting the environment for decades
even after the mining operations cease. In countries where regulations are not well
enforced (like Pakistan), mining companies conveniently dump them in rivers or
other open areas," he says.
Or in 'tailings dams' like the one the mining company is building at Gorano,
when regulations are enforced. He insists these pollutants can never be "fully
contained" and environment around the mines gets severely degraded over time.
"Large open pit mines, at the end of their operations, leave a sizeable well
often filled with polluted water. Sulphur, which co-exists with coal seams, often
turns that lake water acidic, making it a permanent hazardous site for animals,
plants and humans," he informs, adding that rehabilitation of the area after mining
has been carried out is an expensive undertaking.
Ali, clearly oblivious to the dangers, dreams of a brighter, prosperous future
in the next 10 years. "Once we get electricity, education and health facilities Thar
will become another Karachi or even Dubai," he says with optimism.
And prosper they will, if Shaikh has his way. "We have already acquired land
for building a school here with the help of The Citizen's Foundation and are also
building a hospital (in collaboration with Indus Hospital) for people who will be
relocated from the mining site," he says. As for electricity, he says because his
company will sell to the national grid, "everyone, including the Tharis who want it
will have to pay for it". He said 70 per cent of Pakistanis engaged in the coal fields
were from Thar itself.
Putting the ecology at risk
Energy sector expert, Vaqar Zakaria, has been visiting the pristine Thar desert
for over the last 13 years, long before coal came on the radar. A bit wary of what
will happen to the desert (which he said was a misnomer since it is quite green), he
says: "Soon the place will be ravaged by the other mining companies who will
make a beeline for this resource."
The disturbing pattern that Zakaria, who is the managing director of
environmental consultancy firm Hagler Bailley Pakistan, foresees happening,
includes destruction of the Thari way of life, degradation of its soil and its
biodiversity. The chinks appearing in the social structure that had been preserved
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for centuries have appeared already. "I've heard the compensation paid by the coal
company in the form of cash has already been squandered by several people."
But development has to take place, nevertheless. Those at the helm of the
project strongly feel that the trillions of dollars worth of coal these indigenous
people are sitting atop, needs to be exploited given our political and economic
compulsions. "The collateral damage can't be avoided," he says.
However, it can be minimised. "Only a small fragment of the population will
be relocated and in the process upgraded. What about the rest of the people?" he
asks, emphasising that it was the collective responsibility of the state as well as
SECMC to have insisted on uplifting the entire desert population.
"If nothing else, social services including health and education and water
must be provided to all. The company (companies) will be using 106 cusecs of
water to power the plants — that's a whole lot of water. If they can manage to
transport that much water for the power plant, why can't they provide fresh water
to the people?" he asks. But Shaikh points out that the water used for the project
will be "dead water" from the Left bank Outfall Drain.
The practice of relocating locals is not a new occurrence as far as Zakaria is
concerned. "Creating islands of model villages, is not how you do development,"
he states.
He is probably referring to the villages of Sehnri Dars, Tharyo Halepoto and a
few smaller hamlets that need to be moved.
"I know the compensation is fair and generous," says Zakaria, referring to the
land that has been bought by the mining company. Yet he laments that the
company should have pressured the government to do good for the entire
population, not just for those who are being relocated.
Meanwhile, environmentalists are up in arms over the excavation. They insist
the coal in Thar should remain buried and unexploited if global temperatures have
to stay below 2 degrees Celsius, as agreed by the world‘s nations including
Pakistan which is among the countries that made such pledges in Paris and
Morocco.
"These poisons are best left where they are," says water expert Dr Abbas.
‗Stone age did not finish because we ran out of stones‘
Quoting Zaki Yamani (Saudi Arabian oil minister from 1962-1986), who said
"the stone age did not finish because we ran out of stones", Abbas insists Pakistan
should not wait for coal to finish before abandoning it. "There is way too much
nasty stuff attached to coal which the nature has securely dumped below ground."
He said rich countries like the US and Australia have not yet been able to
clean the mess that coal created. "Imagine what Pakistan will end up with; a
country that has yet to learn to dispose off household trash properly."
Other countries have paid huge environmental and human-health costs before
being convinced to look for alternatives, he says. "It is best we learn from their
mistakes."
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"From a climate standpoint, Pakistan should absolutely stay away from coal,"
agrees South Asia expert, Michael Kugelman, of the Woodrow Wilson Centre,
based in Washington D.C. He adds, cautiously: "From an energy and economic
standpoint, Pakistan should be trying to access coal."
He explains his point of view. "When it comes to policy, energy and
economic considerations are seen with a more immediate-term lens than is climate.
And this means the energy/economic considerations will carry the day."
Is coal the answer?
But green advocates turn around and cite China's example which is cutting
coal use at home by 30 per cent to fight smog which has engulfed large parts of
northern and central China this winter, disrupting flights, port operations and
schools.
And yet Chinese companies and banks are assisting in global coal expansion.
Chinese state owned companies are building coal-fired power plants across the
world in Indonesia, Pakistan, Turkey, the Balkans, Africa and Latin America.
"Investing in coal fired power plants is like investing in a factory making
typewriters today; once widely used, they are no more."
They are also backing the SECMC which was put among the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) list of "priority projects" whereby the company was
able to acquire loans for the 75 per cent of the funds it needed from Chinese banks.
In fact, by 2020, China would have built at least 8,300 MW of new coal capacity
under CPEC. According to SECMC, no one was ready to finance this project other
than China. In 2009, the World Bank withdrew from its commitment of providing
$30 million in loan for the Thar coal project because of environmental concerns.
So is it too late for Pakistan to use its huge coal reserve when the rest of the
world is moving away from it?
"Investing in coal fired power plants is like investing in a factory making
typewriters today; once widely used, they are no more," says Abbas. He said coal
plants all over the world will sooner or later have to be abandoned. This
technology is "way too dirty" and outdated.
But Kugelman takes a slightly different approach.
"It's never too late for an energy-insecure country with huge amounts of
reserves to start exploiting untouched coal," he observes, citing the example of coal
giant India, which is trying to bring its coal production under better control.
"For both political and energy reasons, it would be bad policy to simply
ignore the nearly 200 billion tonnes of coal that can potentially be exploited in the
Thar desert," he added.
In fact, he believes Pakistan may have benefited from "procrastinating" on the
coal front. "Now it has many coal projects coming under the rubric of CPEC. This
project promises to bring the very technological and infrastructural clout to the
table that Pakistan has long lacked to extract all that coal in Thar," he said.
But he warns CPEC may not be "Pakistan's long-elusive elixir" needed to
"unlock" those coal reserves.
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"The country will need huge improvements in capacity that can't be made
overnight, and perhaps not even over the next few years."
Kugelman says that if it were an ideal world, Pakistan would try to strike a
balance, and emphasise on using coal that is less polluting. This could entail, for
example, developing incentives to produce coal briquettes or other cleaner forms
of coal.
"But it's not an ideal world, and Pakistan may well lack the capacity to
produce these types of outcomes anytime soon," he adds.
But if Pakistan does decide to leave coal where it is, in the deep recesses of
the earth, Abbas has a solution to our energy problem, and building hydel power
stations is not it, as most clean energy advocates often suggest. "Hydel is nastier
than coal," says Abbas.
"Our answer to power lies in solar," he says, giving examples of places like
California, Nevada and Arizona in the US, and most of Australia, where he says,
the latest technologies and trends are harnessing solar energy.
Also read: CPEC snags on solar
Shaikh just shrugs and calls it "rich people's fuel". According to him, all over
Europe, the base load used to generate electricity is fossil fuel. "What we need is a
healthy mix, with less dependency on imported fossil fuel resource," Shaikh
observes.
Abbas says that in Pakistan, the solar angles are already ideal (below 40
degree latitude) and we also have more than the ideal number of sunny days (ideal
is 220 or more, whereas Pakistan has about 300 in a year). And with latest
technologies, storage solution seems to be resolved too. "And some even more
amazing developments are just around the corner," he enthuses.
"Pakistan is in a great position to leap-frog conventional power production
and lead the world by adopting the most contemporary sustainable solutions," he
says.
All we need, according to Abbas, is "a vision in the top leadership".
Водные ресурсы Пакистана – на основе р. Инд.
The water picture of Pakistan
Engr. Sh. Mushtaq Ahmed. The Nation. February 14, 2017
http://nation.com.pk/columns/14-Feb-2017/the-water-picture-of-pakistan
145 is the approximate number of million acre feet (MAF) of surface water
annually available to Pakistan on average by nature. It is the one and only country
of the Muslim world blessed with such a voluminous, precious and free bounty of
nature. The Indus river and its tributaries; Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Sutlej and Beas
collectively known as ―Indus water basin‖ is Pakistan‘s pivotal source of fresh
surface water that forms the backbone of the Pakistani economy, supplying water
to the largest irrigation system of the world, that not only provides 90% of dietary
needs and contributes 25% to the GDP but also actively replenishes its ground
water resources. On top of that, it is a sustainable source of energy security in
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Pakistan. The break-up of 145 MAF is as follows. Indus (including river Kabul)
provides 89.58 MAF annually (61.89% of total annual river flows), Jhelum, 22.69
MAF annually (15.67% of total annual river flows), Chenab 25.45 MAF (17.58 %
of total annual river flows), and other unaccounted for diversions, post rim station
of the rivers to Kotri barrage plus eastern rivers comprise of 7.0 MAF (4.83% of
the total annual river flows). The total comes up to 144.72 or nearly 145 MAF
annually. Out of this, on average, 102 MAF is diverted for the irrigation system.
System losses (evaporation, seepage, conveyance) equal to 12 MAF annually.
Surface water going to the sea is 145-(102+12) = 31MAF annually. Pakistan‘s total
costal length is 1100 KM, shared by Balochistan and Sindh with 750 and 350 KM
respectively, is facing severe threat of land erosion due to sea intrusion. An
International Panel of Experts (IPoE) conducted a study in 2004-05 and suggested
an annual release of 8.86 MAF of water downstream Kotri to stop the sea intrusion
as well as protection against environmental hazards.
Himalayan glaciers that contribute over 80% water to the Indus river (that
feeds more than 65% of the country‘s agriculture), is receding at the rate of 30 to
50 meters/annum. The Himalaya contains the world‘s third largest ice mass after
Antarctica and Greenland. Glacial area in Pakistan‘s north is spread over an area of
16933 km2. The river Indus which originates from Tibet/China and flowing
through middle riparian India enters into territorial limits of Pakistan from Gilgit
Baltastan.
In 1950, Pakistan was rated by international agencies as a water abundant
country. In 1951, annual water availability in Pakistan per capita stood at 5650 m3
which was more than 3 times the threshold value of 1700 m3/capita/annum. In
1992, the UN Fund for Population stated that Pakistan was a water stressed country
with only 1700 m3/capita/annum of the commodity available. In 2003, Pakistan‘s
per capita availability of water declined from threshold value. Currently Pakistan is
a water scarce country with alarmingly reduced availability around 940
m3/capita/annum, which is critically less than the threshold value. The country‘s
per capita annual water availability is poised to drop further if there is no paradigm
shift in the prevalent water infrastructure. The reasons, inter alia, for water scarcity
in Pakistan is a simultaneous effect of overpopulation, climate change and more
importantly, non-development of major reservoir(s) after Tarbela dam. The
Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Asif, has said on the floor of the National
Assembly more than once that the water crisis was not too far away and could
prove to be more crippling than the current energy crisis we confront. The minister
for Planning and Development Ahsan Iqbal, on the occasion of the International
Water Day, warned of possible diversion of water by the Afghan government. We
need to remain alert about development activities of the Afghan government on
Kabul river. If we failed to formulate and implement an effective water
management policy, it will lead to a disaster.
Due to the natural phenomenon of sedimentation, the storage capacity of three
reservoirs, Mangla, Tarbela and Chashma has reduced from 16 MAF to 11.2 MAF.
After raising Mangla Dam, the storage capacity has enhanced to 14.15 MAF. In
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other words, Pakistan so far, has developed a live storage capacity of 10% of
average annual flow of its rivers which is far below the world average 40%. The
country‘s water storage capacity is limited to a 30-day supply compared to 1000
days for Egypt, 900 days for US, 600 days for Australia and 220 days for India,
while the global standard is 120 days.
Anticipating a water crisis in the wake of extreme weather conditions, Indus
River System Authority (IRSA) pointed out that minimum 22 MAF storage
capacity should be developed at the earliest. In this regard, last year, Chairman
IRSA wrote a letter to the Secretary Water and Power, and asked the government
to freeze the country‘s Public Sector Development Projects (PSDP) for five years
and direct these funds for the construction of major water reservoirs on all feasible
sites on a war footing as a national priority.
Pakistan built two large multipurpose (storage and power) dams, Mangla
(1967) and Tarbela (1975) consequent to Indus Water Treaty (IWT) 1960, which
brought the green revolution and food self-sufficiency in the country. Pakistan has
not built any large dam since 1975. While water is essential for life, agriculture and
industry, the government is neglecting the water sector by allocating mammoth
budgetary resources to roads, highways and bridges, including projects like the
metro bus and train. 22 MAF of surplus water, which goes to waste annually is a
problem, and needs to be conserved by building new storages. There is no site
available for construction of a dam on river Chenab while the one on river Jhelum
has already been exploited by constructing Mangla Dam. Had the Kalabagh Dam
(KBD) on river Indus been constructed, there would have been no need of stop-gap
measures to Pakistan‘s energy needs such as import of exorbitant LNG which costs
the consumers dearly compared to indigenous conventional natural gas. It is high
time that all baseless and untrue stances are set aside and an enormously important
decision is taken earnestly for setting up the multipurpose KBD (6.1 MAF plus
3600MW) which happens to be technically ready for construction.
Китай поможет Пакистану в использовании воды в условиях индийских
акций.
Потребление воды в Пакистане
Beijing to help Pakistan tackle water crisis for good
Khalid
Mustafa.
The
News.
February
13,
2017.
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/185950-Beijing-to-help-Pakistan-tackle-water-crisis-for-good

Chinese experts mull over how to exploit potential of storing water and
generating power on Indus
ISLAMABAD: In a major development, China has formally decided to
wriggle Pakistan out of water crisis for good. To this effect, Beijing has sent two
batches of experts to Pakistan who are currently meeting the authorities concerned
to discuss how to exploit the potential of storing water and generating hydropower
on the mighty Indus, a senior official of the Ministry of Water and Power told The
News.
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―Beijing wants to bail out Pakistan on the front of acquiring water security
under the umbrella of CPEC and to this effect experts from Beijing are in the
process of holding a series of meetings with the Wapda‘s top mandarins in addition
to visiting the various sides of Indus basin.
They are also studying Wapda‘s 2025 Vision and after that they will make up
their mind on how to exploit the potential of increasing the water storage capacity
and hydro generation of the country.‖
According to Wapda study, the Indus cascade with the drop of 7,030 feet
starting from Shyok hydropower project to Kalabagh Dam has the identified hydro
generation potential of 40,000 MW whereas the Indus basin has the total potential
of hyro generation of 100,000 MW.
Pakistan has multiple sites for hydrogenation along with the 500 kilometers
stretch on Indus cascade.
Shyok hydropower can be built with capacity to generate 690 MW, Skardu
1200 MW, Tungus 2200 MW, Yulbu 2800MW, Bunji 7100MW, Diamer-Basha
4500MW, Dasu 5400 MW, Pattan 2400 MW, Thakot 4000MW, Tarbela and Ghazi
Barotha 6356 MW, and Kalabagh dam if built will produce 3,600MW. The sitting
government also, the official said, decided to increase reliance on generation of
electricity by developing hydropower plants on the Indus and encouraging thermal
power plants based on Thar coal.
The government has taken this decision to increase electricity generation in
future based on indigenous resources.
In the second phase of CPEC, the government will increase focus on
hydrogenation and if viewed the ongoing visit of Chinese experts for exploiting the
hydropower potential on Indus basin, then the significance of the recent visit will
get understood, the official argued. The decision to exploit, he said, full hydel
potential of Indus basin was taken during the sixth meeting of the Joint
Cooperation Committee (JCC) of the CPEC recently held in Beijing. The decision
is being perceived as vital and strategic.
The per capita water availability is dwindling with every passing day in
Pakistan, putting the food security at risk.
The per capita water availability in Pakistan has dwindled by over 406 percent
from 5,260 cubic meters in 1951 to 1,038 cubic meters in 2010, only marginally
above the 1,000 cubic meters per person threshold value under the global criteria.
―If the status quo continues, then by 2020, the water availability in Pakistan
would further plummeted to 877 cubic meters per annum, which will further go
down to an alarmingly level of 575 cubic feet in 2050,‖ Wapda‘s water report says.
The report highlighted that Pakistan‘s storage capacity is just for 30 days,
whereas India has the ability to store water for 120-220 days.
Meanwhile, Egypt has 1,000 days water storage capacity only on River Nile,
America 900 days on River Colorado, Australia 600 and South Africa has the
ability to store water for 500 days on River Orange.
The agriculture productivity in Pakistan in the wake of just 30 days water
storage capacity has also alarmingly tumbled because of the water scarcity and its
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contribution towards gross domestic product (GDP) has lowered by 21.8 percent of
GDP.‖
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will formally perform the ground-breaking
ceremony of strategically important project Diamer-Bhasha dam in December
2017.
The dam portion at cost of $5 billion of the project will be erected with
indigenous resources under which Rs60 billion each year from PSDP (Public
Sector Development Program) will be arranged till its completion.
The financing plan through indigenous resources had already been approved
by the premier. For this, Wapda will submit the revised PC-I of Diamer-Bhasha
dam with the Planning Commission with separate parts of the projects --- dam and
power houses--- for approval.
The government will ensure interest-free loans or grants for the dam portion.
However, for power houses the government will encourage even Chinese
investment in some parts of the power houses. The power houses will be built on
commercial loans. So far, 95 percent of the land for the project has been attained at
the cost of Rs56 billion.
The remaining portion of the land will also be acquired within 2-4 months.
The land for dam site, however, has been fully acquired.
Договор о разделе вод Инда.
Наваз Шариф оказывает давление на Всемирный банк быть арбитром в
суде.
Indus Waters Treaty: Nawaz presses WB chief for arbitration court
Shahbaz
Rana.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
27th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1308175/indus-waters-treaty-nawaz-presses-wb-chief-arbitrationcourt/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday reminded the World Bank again to
effectively play its role of arbitrator in implementation of the Indus Waters Treaty
(IWT) and to establish a court of arbitration for immediate settlement of a water
dispute between Islamabad and New Delhi.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif took the issue of a pause in process of
appointment of the court of arbitration chairman by WB with the lender‘s CEO,
who is visiting Pakistan, on Wednesday.
Pakistan hopes WB aware of its role as guarantor of Indus Waters Treaty
The premier hoped ―World Bank will play a lead role in resolution of disputes
through establishment of a Court of Arbitration,‖ while talking to WB CEO
Kristalina I Georgieva, suggesting that Pakistan is sticking to its original plan of
seeking appointment of the court of arbitration chairman instead of adopting any
other avenue, as suggested by the lender.
The WB CEO is visiting Pakistan at a time when the lender‘s deadline to
resolve the water dispute bilaterally is going to end.
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Last month, WB had announced a pause in separate processes initiated by
India and Pakistan under IWT, requesting both countries to consider alternative
ways to resolve their disagreements.
At that time, WB said it has temporarily halted the appointment of a neutral
expert, as requested by India, and the court of arbitration chairman as requested by
Pakistan, to resolve issues regarding two hydroelectric power plants under
construction by India along the Indus rivers system. Both processes initiated by the
respective countries were advancing at the same time, creating a risk of
contradictory outcomes that could potentially endanger the treaty, it added.
WB had hoped that the two countries would come to an agreement by the end
of January.
A Prime Minister‘s Office handout stated that the premier discussed the
resolution of dispute arisen between India and Pakistan regarding construction of
hydroelectric plants and water reservoirs on the western rivers by India in violation
of IWT, of which WB is a signatory.
WB understood the significance of IWT and was cognisant of the bank‘s role
being co-signatory to the treaty, Georgieva said.
During the discourse, Power Minister Khawaja Asif conveyed that as per the
government‘s policy, Pakistan desires good relations with all its neighbours and
wanted the resolution of IWT within its scope.
Pakistan again requested the bank to consider financing of the $14 billion
Diamer-Bhasha dam, which WB is reluctant to finance due to objections raised by
India. He conveyed the importance of the dam and requested the bank to provide
assistance for its development as it will help reduce the country‘s energy shortage
and fulfill its agriculture needs, a finance ministry handout said.
World Bank declares pause to protect Indus Waters Treaty
It added that the WB CEO assured the Pakistani leaders of their positive
consideration for Pakistan‘s development needs and higher financial allocations.
Premier Nawaz emphasised that the government was focused on development
of hydropower projects including mega dams all along the Indus cascade and small
and medium dams in Balochistan to meet energy demands. In this regard DiamerBasha dam is a project of national importance as it will considerably change the
energy mix, produce affordable electricity and store water, he said.
Pakistan and China have recently decided to make Indus Basin development
part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor to thwart Indian designs of hurting
Pakistan‘s economy by blocking the flow of water.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar shared with the WB delegation details of the
improved economic environment in the country and measures being taken by the
government to consolidate the gains made in the last three years. He said that all
macro-economic indicators project that Pakistan was on a rising growth trajectory.
Georgieva said that keeping in view the momentum in growth and economic
progress in Pakistan, the World Bank would continue to assist Pakistan with
consideration of a bigger financial package. She appreciated the Tarbela extension
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project and said WB will continue to look forward to working with Pakistan on
similar projects.
She added that Pakistan has made great progress in energy, infrastructure and
overall economic stability. ‗There is a sea of positive change in Pakistan as
compared to 2011 when I last visited,‖ Georgieva said.
Индия препятствует вмешательству Всемирного банка в проблему
Договора о водоразделе Инда.
India resisting World Bank‘s move on IWT
Waqar Ahmed. The News. 16.01.2017. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/179493-Indiaresisting-World-Banks-move-on-IWT

On January 5, 2017, Indian officials told a World Bank representative in New
Delhi that a neutral expert should help resolve the dispute with Pakistan over the
Kishanganga and Ratle Hydropower projects, which violate the 1960 Indus Waters
Treaty (IWT) between the two countries. The World Bank representative, Ian H
Solomon, met the Indian delegation led by Gopal Baglay, Joint Secretary in the
Ministry of External Affairs. The Indian team made a detailed a presentation on the
two projects claiming that neither project violated the IWT. According to a report
in the Indian media, ―The Indian side had described the objections raised by
Pakistan as technical, and therefore they would be best resolved by a neutral
expert.‖
It should be noted that after India had rejected Pakistan‘s assertions on the
two projects, Islamabad had gone to the World Bank in this regard.
On the other hand, Pakistan‘s ambassador to the US recently said that
―Islamabad had requested the World Bank to play the role of an administrator in
terms of legal and technical objections raised by Pakistan on Kishanganga and
Ratle Hydropower projects while India was seeking for the appointment of a
neutral expert.‖ He said Pakistan believed a neutral expert would have a limited
mandate and would tend to focus only on technical aspects whereas legal aspects
would not be considered by him.
The Kishanganga Hydroelectric Project on the River Neelum, called
Kishanganga River by India, is located near the Line of Control in the IndianOccupied Kashmir (IOK). The project seeks diversion of River Neelum, which is
reserved for Pakistan‘s Neelum-Jhelum Hydroelectric Project, work on which
started in 1989 and is about to be completed.
The Kishanganga and Ratle projects are on the western rivers whose ―nonconsumptive use‖ is allowed to New Delhi under the Indus Waters Treaty. The
three western rivers in the Indus Basin are Indus, Jhelum and Chenab.
While these two projects may be run-of-the-river hydropower projects yet
there is danger that India could hold back its waters. Pakistan‘s main objection,
therefore, is about the height of the gates of the two projects which are inordinately
high.
It is feared that diversion of water by the Kishanganga will reduce the water
flow at the Neelum-Jhelum project and its generation capacity by 20pc. Also, it
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will have adverse effects on ecology of the area, especially fauna and flora, due to
diversion of water from its original course.
Earlier, the Baglihar Hydroelectric Plant was commissioned by India in 2008.
During the dam‘s initial filling, India violated the clauses of the Indus Waters
Treaty by not filling the dam in stipulated time-frame and by not ensuring requisite
inflow at the Marala Headworks of Pakistan.
The reduction of inflow at Marla led to the closure of Marala-Ravi Link
(MRL) Canal, which resulted in non-availability of irrigation water for paddy
crops in Marala Command Canals area covering over 10,000,000 acres of land. It
also resulted in the reduced filling of Mangla Dam due to excessive drawing of
water from it to cover the deficiency of waters at the Marala Headworks.
Consequently, the reduced filling of the Mangla Dam resulted in an acute shortage
of water for Rabi (autumn/ winter) crops in Pakistan.
In the context of current events, Pakistan wants India to be conscious of its
international obligations with regard to the Indus Waters Treaty. No pause by the
World Bank as announced by it is desirable; the important international arbitrator
should get fully involved in resolving the dispute around the Kishanganga and
Ratle projects as they cannot be sorted out bilaterally by the two countries.
Thus, the importance of a clear, well-executed arbitration strategy by the bank
remains and not any kind of pause in the process is required. The Bank‘s role on
the Indus Waters Treaty would provide sustainability and leverage against any kind
of adventurism by New Delhi.
Погодные катаклизмы в Пакистане - Карачи затопило
Karachi swamped as Pakistan shivers
The Express Tribune, January 15th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1295410/karachiswamped-pakistan-shivers/

12 killed as temperatures drop below freezing point
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Motorists face difficulties after downpour floods Karachi‘s roads. PHOTO: PPI

PESHAWAR / KARACHI / ISLAMABAD: Pakistan began counting the
cost of a cold snap sweeping across the country as the first winter showers in
Karachi swamped roads, thoroughfares and streets, leading to massive traffic snarls
on Saturday.
The country‘s mountainous regions received fresh snowfall as people endured
the below-freezing temperatures. Weather forecasts have predicted a further plunge
in temperatures with more rains and snowfall in the country.
On Saturday, the lowest temperatures ranged between -14°C in Skardu and 2°C in Chilas, according to the Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD). The
inclement weather claimed at least 12 lives – half of them in Karachi alone.
It‘s raining in Karachi and no one can handle it
The first winter showers in Karachi, which started on Friday and continued
intermittently overnight, brought down the temperatures by three degrees Celsius
below normal on Saturday.
Due to the inadequate civic facilities and choked drains, the rainwater
swamped the roads and streets, bringing the teeming city to a grinding halt. At
least six people died of electrocution due to snapped wires and in road accidents.
More rain, snowfall
Balochistan received its first snowfall of the season, dropping the temperature
to -3°C in Zhob. Rain with snowfall was also reported in Chagai, Qilla Abdullah,
Chaman and other areas of the province.
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The PMD predicted that the westerly wave, affecting Balochistan and Sindh,
is expected to grip upper parts of the country and is likely to persist till
Wednesday. More snowfall is expected in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Kashmir, GilgitBaltistan and Fata today (Sunday).
PMD‘s Director General Dr Ghulam Rasul said the winter season, which
started in Pakistan a little late, is expected to last till mid-February. ―The ongoing
spell of rain and snowfall will further bring down the temperatures. And another
spell of rain is expected by the end of this month,‖ he told The Express Tribune.
He added that the current spell would help Pakistan meet its water
requirements for the winter crop.
Fatalities
Most deaths were reported in Karachi where six people were killed in rainrelated incidents. Another nine people were wounded. Elsewhere, four people died
in Khyber Agency and Chitral district.
Casualties: Six killed in rain-related incidents
Two infants lost their lives in Khyber Agency after contracting pneumonia,
children‘s specialist Dr Rasim Shah Shinwari told The Express Tribune.
―We fear the number of children suffering from pneumonia may go up if the
cold snap persists in the area,‖ he said adding that more than 30 children have
already been hospitalised.
Hundreds of vehicles were stranded at the Lowari Tunnel after heavy
snowfall battered Chitral. ―At least 1,800 vehicles were stranded on both sides of
the tunnel for the past 48 hours. Two infants died in the harsh weather conditions
where the temperature had dropped to -10°C during the day and –20°C in the
night,‖ Jamaat-e-Islami‘s local leader Mulana Sher Aziz said .
Army troops cleared the Lowari Top for vehicular traffic later in the day.
―Road blockage caused due to snow at the Lowari Tunnel was cleared and all
stranded passengers and light vehicles passed the 9-km-long tunnel, connecting
Chitral with the rest of the country.
Punjab snowfall
In Punjab, Fort Munro was blanketed in white as the area received its first
snowfall of the season. The hilly resort in the mountainous Sulaiman Range and
Anari Hills witnessed intermittent snowfall.
A large number of people from Dera Ghazi Khan, Muzaffargarh, Rajanpur,
Multan, Bahawalpur and adjacent areas thronged Fort Munro to enjoy the snowfall.
Since the snow started falling on Friday night, residents remained without
electricity and water for over 18 hours.
Climate change
―Pakistan continues to bear the brunt of climate change effects due to which
the winter season is now shrinking and the summer season is prolonging,‖ said
Ghulam Rasul.
Karachi expected to receive rain throughout weekend
He warned of a more abrupt change in climate later in the year, suggesting
there would only be a brief spring before the onset of an unusually early summer.
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―Due to prolonged summers, Pakistan will become more vulnerable to intense
heat waves, and urban areas will be at high risk,‖ he said, adding that the spring
season would soon be eliminated.
―The shrinking of winters and prolonged summers will have a direct impact
on the availability and use of water in the country,‖ he warned. ―In the summer, the
need for water rises automatically, therefore the longer the season lasts, the more
water will be required to meet needs,‖ he said.
Принятие впервые Национальной водной политики (чтобы покончить с
веерным отключением электроэнергии).
National water policy awaits formal approval
Khaleeq Kiani. Dawn January 10th, 2017. http://www.dawn.com/news/1307496/nationalwater-policy-awaits-formal-approval

ISLAMABAD: The federal and provincial governments are on board over the
country‘s first national water policy which will now be sent to the Council of
Common Interests for formal approval, Minister for Water and Power Khawaja
Mohammad Asif said on Monday.
He was speaking to journalists after announcing a $1.8bn financial close of
the first hydropower project — the 870MW Suki Kinari project — under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) framework.
The Chashma-3 nuclear power project was operational and the Chashma-4
project would follow by April, he said, adding that the government was on
schedule to end loadshedding by 2018. Several thermal power projects, to be
operated on re-gasified liquefied natural gas (RLNG), were in their testing phase,
he said and hoped that the 969MW Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project would
start generating electricity before the next monsoon season.
The government was making efforts to complete the conversion of Nandipur
power project to natural gas by April, he said, adding that the power regulator had
not yet issued the revised tariff for power generated through gas. If the tariff did
not cover the cost, the matter would be sent to the federal cabinet for deliberation.
On schedule to end loadshedding in 2018, says Khawaja Asif
Responding to a question, he said they were yet to see a change in the stance
of the power regulator after it was brought under the administrative control of his
ministry last month.
The minister declined comment on the ongoing dispute over the construction
of two hydropower projects by India in violation of the Indus Waters Treaty.
When asked about the difficulties the government has faced in raising funds
for the construction of the $14bn Diamer-Bhasha dam, the minister said Pakistan
did not consider the dam area a disputed territory and that its construction would
start this year. Those who considered the territory disputed were free to not fund
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the project, he said, adding that many countries had expressed interest in financing
for the Diamer-Bhasha Multipurpose project.
The project has been bifurcated in two — a water reservoir and a power
house. Mr Asif said the reservoir would be financed through the country‘s own
resources while the power house would be funded through investors and financiers
from abroad. Earlier, Mr Asif presided over a ceremony marking the financial
close of the 870MW Suki Kinari hydropower project. The required documents
were signed by Shah Jahan Mirza, managing director of the Private Power and
Infrastructure Board, and Haseeb Khan, the chief executive officer of Suki Kinari
hydropower project.
This is the first hydropower project in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa being developed
by the private sector and the largest independent hydropower project in the country
so far. Construction activities at the site have begun and the project is expected to
add 3,081GWh units of electricity each year to the national grid by 2022.
The KP government is estimated to receive around Rs1.3 billion each year as
water use charges for 30 years. The project is being developed on a build-ownoperate-transfer (BOOT) basis under the Power Policy 2002 and will be transferred
to the province in 30 years.
The project is located on River Kunhar, a tributary of River Jhelum, in
Mansehra district, the eastern part of KP between Naran and Paras towns. M/s AlJomaih Holding Company, (LLC) (Saudi Arabia), China Gezhouba Group
Company (China) and Haseeb Khan (Pvt) Ltd. (Pakistan) have sponsored the
project.
It is being developed with an investment of $1.8bn through a debt-equity ratio
of 75:25pv. The lenders for the project include the Export-Import Bank of China,
and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC).

НАУКА И ТЕХНИКА1
Роль научных работников в обществе
Of academics, experts and nation building
Daanish Mustafa (reader in Politics and Environment at the Department of Geography,
King‘s
College,
London).
Daily
Times,
December
5th
2017.
https://dailytimes.com.pk/152659/academics-experts-nation-building/

I have trouble telling a coherent story about my immediate and extended
family in Pakistan, let alone stories about the 200 million plus souls living in this
country. How do the Pakistan experts do it?
Through most of my academic career, I always felt a little uneasy every time
I went to a regional conference on South Asia or Pakistan. Many, if not most of my
Pakistani colleagues tended to have such vast panoramic views and narratives
about Pakistan. Some explained civil-military relations, others spoke of the role of
religion in the polity, yet others spoke of identity, ecology and class in Pakistan,
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for example. Speaking strictly of the stories about Pakistan in the scholastic
register, one cannot but be impressed by the claim making of many Pakistani or
non-Pakistani ‗Pakistanist‘ academic colleagues.
I have trouble telling a coherent story about my immediate and extended
family in Pakistan, let alone stories about the 200 million plus souls living in this
country. How do the Pakistan scholars do it? And more importantly why do they
do it?
I cannot answer the quintessential Pakistan question ―where are you from?‖
with as much facility as almost every other Pakistani I know. The question is also
code for asking what I am and where I fit on the ethnic, class or religious mental
map of Pakistan. I find that an extremely boring and largely silly question — at
least intellectually. The more important question might be, who am I, and how do I
fit in with how millions of others perpetually create themselves through words and
deeds across the incredible human and ecological diversity of Pakistan. Don‘t
forget Pakistan is virtually the size of France and Britain combined, and it has
more people than Britain and Germany combined.
Yet I have almost never come across a British, French or a German
academic who would lay claim to being a Britain, Germany or France expert, or
purport to tell a story about the entire country. And no one will ever dream of
calling any of my colleagues an expert on any of those countries, or a water expert,
like I am branded as a Pakistan water expert. Or as in a friend‘s case — ‗water
experts‘, by WAPDA, even though she is a singular person.
All social science disciplines, particularly International Relations and
Economics, lend themselves to macro-level analyses where construction of vast
categories like Pakistan, India, or Pakistani polity is not only easy
methodologically, but almost a pre-requisite
How do Pakistan scholars do it, is relatively easy to understand. Most
Pakistan scholars hail from disciplines such as Economics, International Relations,
and nowadays increasingly, religious studies, anthropology and sociology. The 3-4
Pakistan oriented geographers don‘t really count. All social science disciplines,
particularly International Relations and Economics lend themselves to macro-level
analyses where, construction of vast categories like Pakistan, India, or Pakistani
polity is not only easy methodologically, but almost a pre-requisite. So not much
of a mystery there.
But the Pakistan scholars tell purported stories about the entire country and
it also has to do with them and how they create themselves as Pakistanis or
Pakistan experts. First, most scholars, I know for a fact, don‘t have a Pakistan wide
research agenda. In an international forum, however, they always speak like their
work in some corner of Central Punjab, FATA or Lahore, is generalisable and
representative of all of Pakistan. The claim is obviously absurd, and most of them
hopefully know it. But more importantly, given the paucity of academic research
beyond, the tired old tropes, of nuclear bombs, mullahs, military, terrorism and
undifferentiated gender stories, Pakistan scholars almost have to frame their work
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as if they bring tidings, and strange tales from a far away, magical land — the
Tilism-e-Hoshruba of the academic world.
Second, as a friend reminded me, the profligacy of scholarship pretending to
be on an entire country, is very much tied into the ‗nation building‘ ambitions of
those countries. We have to speak of Pakistan as a category, because Pakistan
scholars, especially of Pakistani origin are in fact, discursively embedded in the
nation building project. They can pretend to be oppositional, but their very use of
the category Pakistan is deeply symbolic. The European countries, for example,
Italy used to have comparable national scholars as they were emerging as states.
Lastly, most middle class Pakistanis have a limited and undifferentiated
experience of Pakistan. They travel along the same transportation arteries, eg GT
Road, Motorway, Islamabad highway. They spend their entire lives in practically
similar types of neighbourhoods, from Nazimabad to Defence, for example, and
live in virtual ethnic and political echo chamber, all their lives. To most of them,
the vastness of the country is occluded by the poverty of their own sensory and
cultural experience of the place. And even when they do venture out of their
cocoons, they have the middle class blinders of modernity, religiosity or secularism
and unquestioned ethnic xenophobia, that won‘t let them see the variegated
realities that might be out there. No surprise then, that Pakistan scholars, have to be
possessed by the phantom they are known to grasp — Pakistan.
Ушел в отставку госминистр по науке и технологиям Mir Dostain Khan
Domki (устал бороться с коррупицей)
State minister Dostain Domki resigns
Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373282/state-ministerdostain-domki-resigns

ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Science and Technology Mir Dostain
Khan Domki tendered his resignation on Monday.
In his resignation letter submitted to the prime minister, Mr Domki said he
was raising three corruption cases when a federal minister was given the portfolio
of his ministry ―just to stop my struggle against corruption‖.
On Friday, the government had given additional charge of the ministry of
science and technology to Minister for Defence Production Rana Tanveer.
Mr Domki said that after receiving a number of complaints from public
representatives and the general public about corruption and mismanagement in the
ministry an inquiry was ordered, especially against the National Testing Service
(NTS), Comsats and PSQCA. He said he was probing the NTS for corruption and
money laundering, Comsats CIIT for mismanagement and corruption and PSQA
for an irregular appointment of the director general.
He said he had decided to eradicate the menace of corruption from the
ministry after the media had highlighted many issues in this regard. ―It shocked me
that a full-fledged minister was given the portfolio of my ministry just to stop my
struggle against corruption,‖ he said in his resignation. ―In these circumstances, I
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cannot continue to work, therefore, I tender my resignation from portfolio of
minister of state,‖ he said.
Современные технологии в Пакистане
Can we catch up with the world?
Nasir
Jamal.
Economic
&
Business,
April
https://www.dawn.com/news/1324575/can-we-catch-up-with-the-world

3rd,

2017.

The government has recently projected the country‘s export of IT
(information technology) and ITeS (IT enabled services) to increase to $10bn by
2025 from the present estimated level of $2.8bn.
The target, a Pakistan Software Export Board official contended while
speaking with Dawn, will be achieved by creating infrastructure — including IT
parks in major cities, documenting the IT sector, and helping firms gain access to
markets for their products and services.
―We have, to a large extent, succeeded in creating an enabling environment in
the country over the last few years for IT entrepreneurs and firms to develop new
products and services for exports,‖ he said on condition of anonymity, referring to
the establishment of several IT incubators at major universities for facilitating
young IT freelancers and technology startups, especially in Lahore.
While industry players agree that Pakistan has a significant potential for
raising its IT and ITeS exports, the majority of them do not share the government‘s
optimism about a quantum jump in the country‘s exports. ―The PSEB target is
completely unrealistic. Our exports have grown organically over time and I don‘t
see a swifter growth in the near- to medium-term,‖ the chief executive of a Lahorebased IT systems integrator and e-infrastructure provider said.
Broadly speaking, three major issues are constrain IT exports from Pakistan.
―The most important issue facing exporting firms is the unannounced travel
restrictions on Pakistanis travelling abroad.
―Whenever we want to go abroad for business development or sales, our
engineers and technicians are not issued visas by most embassies. As a result we
have to open our offices abroad and hire local people. This raises our costs and
makes us very expensive,‖ he said, saying his company had opened offices in the
Middle East, Africa and the UK.
He pointed out that although Pakistan‘s IT related exports are already
touching the $3bn mark, only a fifth of the revenue is remitted back home. ―The
rest is either used by the exporting firms to cover the cost of their offices abroad,
marketing and salaries, or for their future business expansion plans.
But travel restrictions are not the only reason IT firms open their offices
outside Pakistan. They are also able keep a chunk of their earnings outside the
country and avoid paying heavy tax on their revenues. Another exporter said the
government‘s tax policies are blocking growth of IT firms.
―At present, an IT company has to pay 8pc of its revenues as tax whether it
makes profit or loss. Sometimes the companies, particularly young ones, are forced
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to pay this tax out of their pockets in the hope of increasing their business and
making profits at a later stage. The taxation policies are also one major factor
blocking growth.‖
IT exporters also underscore the government‘s procurement policies as the
third major factor hampering growth at home and expansion in export markets.
―Start-up firms cannot meet any of the prerequisites needed to qualify for
public sector contracts because they do not have the experience and capital
required to compete with their larger rivals,‖ a Karachi-based IT company owner,
who employs 300 people, said. ―How can you get export orders unless you have
not developed a profile in the domestic market?‖ he asked.
A software engineer, who teaches IT at a private university in Lahore, said
Pakistan had missed the IT bus. ―Since we did not focus on our IT industry when
the developed countries were outsourcing their business processes, it will now be
near impossible to replace or even catch up with Indian and Chinese firms.‖
He said Pakistani companies remained very small in size compared to Indian
firms. ―Our biggest company employs less than 700 people while India has giants
employing up to 200,000 IT engineers and technicians. How can you compete with
them? Our companies do not have the kind of size required to meet the needs of
large global corporations.‖
That is not all. The IT professor said Pakistan started focusing on its IT sector
at a time when the security situation had started to deteriorate after the 9/11 events.
―IT processes are critical to the day-to-day business of corporations in the
United States and Europe. Even a small glitch in the back office can lead to
disruption in their business. So they think twice before hiring a Pakistani company
for their IT needs. The risk factor is too big for them at present to look at Pakistan
as a destination for outsourcing their processes.‖
He blamed lack of government focus on the IT industry, shortage of trained
manpower, the country‘s unfavourable perception, low usage of technology by
government and private firms, and the absence of laws supporting mergers and
acquisitions as responsible for the stunted growth of Pakistani companies.
―Strategic growth requires an enabling environment for mergers and
acquisitions. We lack such an environment. We don‘t have a culture of mergers
and acquisitions. Nor do we have the legal framework for that,‖ he argued.
―By now, we should have had 20-30 big firms to take advantage of the
development in Africa, the Middle East and elsewhere, and increase our IT
services exports. You need to be a big company to compete globally and handle
big orders.‖
He said India and Pakistan had entered the field of IT at the same time. ―India
has grown rapidly and its IT industry fetches an estimated $100bn in IT export
revenues because it created a highly trained and educated workforce for its
growing IT industry, and took strong diplomatic initiatives to bring the global IT
business to the country.‖
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He said the IT industry needs the government to hold its hand to grow in size
and get global business. ―Regrettably, this hasn‘t been the case in Pakistan, and our
companies have to compete hard to win contracts in the global markets.

ВЫСОКИЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИИ1
Всемирный банк выделил 300 млн. долл. на модернизацию сельского
хозяйства Панджаба
World Bank approves $300m to modernise Punjab‘s agriculture
The Express Tribune. December 17, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1586097/2-worldbank-approves-300m-modernise-punjabs-agriculture/

ISLAMABAD: The World Bank approved $300 million on Friday to
modernise agriculture in Punjab to raise farmers‘ income, give consumers better
quality and safer food at lower prices, create jobs on farms and agribusinesses, and
improve the use of irrigation water.
The resources provided by the World Bank will be part of a larger
programme of the government of Punjab that aims to better harness the enormous
potential for farming in the province, with its fertile soil and extensive irrigation
system, according to a statement issued by the bank.
The programme addresses the paradox that while Punjab‘s farmers earn too
little, people pay high prices for low-quality food. This situation is largely the
result of farm policies that have hardly changed in the last 50 years.
These include extensive subsidies that are inefficient and ineffective, and
government spending that does not provide widespread benefits and results in
wasteful water use.
World Bank explores housing finance
―Agriculture in Punjab has great potential but requires a paradigm shift to
unlock growth opportunities,‖ said World Bank Country Director for Pakistan
Illango Patchamuthu. ―The government of Punjab is determined to help farmers
grow high-value crops and significantly increase their incomes,‖ he added.
The programme is estimated to create 350,000 jobs and lift 1.7 million
people from poverty.
―The bank stands ready to support the government of Punjab in this exciting
endeavour.‖
The World Bank-supported Strengthening Markets for Agriculture and Rural
Transformation (SMART) project will support much-needed reforms for
agriculture and livestock productivity, improve agriculture‘s resilience to climate
change and foster agribusiness in Punjab over the next five years.
It will also reduce inequality and expand opportunities for women and
youth.
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The project will shift Rs55 billion (about $520 million) a year that is
currently spent on inefficient and ineffective subsidies towards SMART input
subsidies for small farmers, agricultural research and farmers‘ training and support
for high-value and climate-smart agriculture.
Additionally, SMART will help improve the sustainability of agricultural
production by strengthening the management of irrigation water and help tackle
groundwater depletion.
―Key reforms supported by the project include the transition towards highvalue agriculture, which will substantially raise farm incomes and employment in
Punjab,‖ said Hans Jansen, Senior Agriculture Economist at the World Bank.
World Bank sponsoring $3.8m forest-protection programme
―This will be done by shifting resources away from ineffective subsidies
towards supporting farmers to produce higher-value products such as vegetables,
fruits, pulses, oilseeds, milk and meat, whose demand is growing many times faster
than lower-value crops such as wheat.‖
The SMART project is supported through the World Bank‘s Program-forResults (PforR) financing instrument. PforR‘s features include using a country‘s
own institutions and processes, and linking disbursement of funds directly to the
achievement of tangible results.
Волоконно-оптический кабель соединит Пакистан с Китаем в 2017 году
Интернет-сайт «RusCable.Ru». http://www.ruscable.ru/news/2017/01/12/Volokonnoopticheskij_kabely_soedinit_Pakistan_s_K/ 12.01.2017.

В рамках 44-миллиардного Пакистанско-китайского экономического
коридора (CPEC) планируется объединить Пакистан и Китай при помощи
волоконно-оптического кабеля. Проект строительства высокоскоростной
волоконно-оптической кабельной сети между Пакистаном и Китаем
предполагается завершить в 2017 году. Первая часть проекта стартовала в
2016 году в рамках проекта Пакистанско-китайского экономического
коридора. Уже ведутся работы на восьми участках 100-125-километровой
трассы.
Волоконно-оптический кабель длиной 820 километров будет проложен
от высокогорного национального парка Хунджераб (Khunjerab) до города
Равалпинди (Rawalpindi) в Пакистане. На втором этапе реализации проекта
кабель будет проложен между городами Гвадар (Gwadar) и Карачи (Karachi).
Государственная пакистанская организация специальной связи Special
Communications
Organization
(SCO),
управляемая
Министерством
информационных технологий и находящаяся на содержании Пакистанской
армии, была привлечена к оказанию телекоммуникационных услуг в горной
местности после того, как компания T&T не сумела предоставить
телекоммуникационные средства в труднодоступные пункты. Этой
организации придется противостоять опасным для жизни погодным
условиям и выполнять различные сложные задания. При реализации проекта
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кабель нужно будет проложить в одном из самых труднодоступных районах
страны. Физические условия и экстремально низкие температуры являются
основными препятствиями на первом этапе реализации проекта. Из-за
экстремальных погодных явлений в горных хребтах Бабусар (Babusar) и
некоторых районах в Чиллас (Chillas) и Сост (Sost) пришлось применять
специальные средства.
После завершения проекта строительства этой волоконно-оптической
кабельной сети Пакистан получит прямой телекоммуникационный доступ к
Китаю, странам Центральной Азии и оттуда к Европе и к Соединѐнным
Штатам и обратно. В настоящее время Пакистан соединѐн с миром
посредством четырѐх подводных волоконно-оптических кабельных линий, а
остальные пять находятся в процессе строительства и будут введены в
эксплуатацию в ближайшие годы.

РАКЕТНАЯ ТЕХНИКА1
(ВОЕННАЯ1 И ГРАЖДАНСКАЯ1)
СУПАРКО запустит спутник в начале следующего года
Pakistan to launch satellite next year
Maqbool Malik. The Nation. October 10, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/10-Oct2017/pakistan-to-launch-satellite-next-year

Islamabad - Pakistan is set to launch the Pakistan Remote Sensing Satellite
(PRSS-1) early next year, sources said on Monday.
The PRSS-1 is Pakistan‘s first earth observation satellite and will be
launched by the Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (Suparco).
Expected to be launched in March next year, the PRSS-1 will support
Pakistan‘s development efforts from monitoring geological and environmental
events to support national tasks such as monitoring areas of interest to the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The PRSS-1 will join the PakSat-1R, a communications satellite that was
launched in 2011. The PakSat-1R is running with efficient provision of
communication and broadcast services in the country and neighbouring regions.
According to the sources, the PRSS-1 would make Pakistan self-reliant in
multi-spectral imaging and would also help save precious foreign exchange.
The PRSS-1 will comprise an electro-optical (EO) system as well as
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The SAR payload will enable the PRSS-1 to take
high-resolution photos.
The Suparco had signed a development and launch agreement for the PRSS1 with China Great Wall Industry Cooperation (CGWIC) in April 2016.
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Minister for Planning, Development and Reform Ahsan Iqbal, who had
signed the contract, had hoped the contract would facilitate the transfer of space
technology to Pakistan.
Iqbal had also alluded that the PRSS-1 would contribute to Pakistan‘s
national security interests, especially in terms of border security and
surveillance. Work towards securing an earth observation satellite began in the
late 1990s under the Earth Observation Satellite System (EOSS) programme.
The Suparco had intended to deploy the EOSS which was re-designated to
the Remote Sensing Satellite System (RSSS) and then PRSS-1.
The PRSS-1 was envisaged as a domestic programme developed with
technical support from credible foreign satellite manufacturers and solutions
providers. The PRSS-1 could be of great benefit to Pakistan for intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance specifically image intelligence in its ongoing war
on terror.
Индия и режим контроля за ракетной технологией – помощь России
India and the politics of Missile Technology Control Regime
Beenish Altaf. The Nation. July 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/

As India became the 35th member of the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR), it is considered by India itself that the membership would be mutually
beneficial in the furtherance of international non-proliferation objectives.
Sardonically, this is not correct! India, immediately decided to benefit from its
entry into the group by deciding on to the enhancement of the range of its
supersonic cruise missile beyond its previously known limit.
India gained the membership on June 9, 2016 that was before the formal
plenary held in Busan (South Korea) from 17-21 October 2016. A big assistance of
Russia was behind the successful accession to the regime. Given that India is
heading towards advancement of its missiles after joining the 34 nation group
where, MTCR actually work to restrict the proliferation of missiles, complete
rocket systems, unmanned air vehicles, and related technology for those systems
capable of carrying a 500 kilogram payload at least 300 kilometres, as well as
systems intended for the delivery of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
The missile India and Russia have agreed to extend the range is their Brahmos
supersonic cruise missiles beyond the current 300km. The land-attack version of
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile with an extended range increased from 290km
to 450km was successfully test fired.
Brahmos, is a joint venture between the Russian Federation's NPO
Mashinostroeyenia and India's Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) who have together formed BrahMos Aerospace. The name BrahMos is a
portmanteau formed from the names of two rivers, the Brahmaputra of India and
the Moskva of Russia. It is a short-range ramjet supersonic cruise missile that can
be launched from submarines, ships, aircraft or land.
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It needs to be taken into account that Russia has welcomed Indian entry into
the 35 nation (now 35 states after Indian entry) group very bluntly. Russia itself
believes that it is a key anti-proliferating member of the group. The membership to
India has definitely ease space and missile collaboration with Russia, which could
not supply cryogenic engines and other dual use technology missiles to India,
because it was bound by MTCR norms. This is because of the fact that the MTCR
guidelines prohibit its members from transfer, sale or joint production of missiles
beyond 300km range to countries outside the group. However, India is in now
therefore, the first thing both the countries got is, the license to increase the range
of its missile.
This joint step by India – Russia is taken far offensive and pointing towards
Pakistan because Brahmos with 300km range was very difficult to target inside
Pakistan but after enhancing the range the missile can hit anywhere inside
Pakistan. So it is having regional implications at large in this regard. It would be
worrisome not only for Pakistan but for China too. An Indian military official
stated at some point of discussion, that ―our threat perceptions and security
concerns are our own, and how we address these by deploying assets on our
territory should be no one else's concern.‖ The statement depicts the aggressive an
offensive mode of Indian mind making. So, a greater range for Brahmos would
imply that India‘s power to strike would get an unprecedented fillip.
Ironically, since 2004 the MTCR membership was stagnant to 34 countries.
India‘s application got accepted because of the political influence. Pakistan‘s
missile programme is mature so joining the MTCR can be beneficial for Pakistan.
Pakistan officially supports four multilateral export control regimes including
MTCR. Nonetheless, it‘s the political influence behind it that there is not much
emphasis for MTCR around the world.
Analytically, it could be assessed from the above that India is doing this after
the MTCR membership just within days, what India will do if its dream comes true
of getting NSG membership. It would, for sure, lead the way for enhancing its
uranium reserves for military usage. Analytically, China stonewalled India's entry
into the NSG at the recent June Plenary as it has an impact being the active
member of the group but could not stall India‘s membership to the MTCR seeing
that it is not a member. Nevertheless, India is undoubtedly spending day by day
and more and more in developing its tremendous firepower and strike capabilities.
This is alarming for the world in general and the region in particular.
Пакистан провел успешные испытания баллистической ракеты малой
дальности
Pak successfully test fires short-range ballistic missile Nasr
The Hindustan Times. Jul 05, 2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/paksuccessfully-test-fires-short-range-ballistic-missile-nasr/storyx3GBmpdOcx7iYoW8BdyZHJ.html

Army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa said the missile has put ―cold water‖ on
Indian military‘s ―Cold Start‖ doctrine.
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Pakistan on Tuesday successfully test fired short-range surface-to-surface
ballistic missile ‗Nasr‘, which army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa said has put
―cold water‖ on Indian military‘s ―Cold Start‖ doctrine.
‗Nasr‘ is a high-precision weapon system with the ability to be deployed
quickly, the army said.
Pakistan Army has conducted a series of training launches and tests during the
current week for validation of new technical parameters of ‗Nasr‘ with enhanced
range from 60-70 kilometres and flight maneuverability.
―Nasr has put cold water on (the) Cold Start (doctrine),‖ Gen Bajwa said
taking a jibe at Indian Army after the training launch of the short-range missile
Nasr at an undisclosed location,
Cold Start is a military doctrine developed by the Indian armed forces for use
in a likely war with Pakistan.
Speaking on the occasion, he said war must be avoided at all costs and ―our
strategic capability is a guarantee of peace against a highly militarised and
increasingly belligerent neighbour.‖
He said Pakistan will go to any length to ensure regional peace and stability.
He also supported government‘s efforts for peace through talks.
―We whole-heartedly support all government efforts towards peace through
dialogue. Our capability is only meant to ensure, (that) no one thinks that war
remains an option,‖ he said.
He appreciated the training and preparedness of Armed Strategic Force and
role of engineers and scientists for the milestone towards Pakistan‘s credible
deterrence capability.
The army chief expressed complete satisfaction at the command and control
system of the country and safety and security of all strategic assets.
President Mamnoon Hussain, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, and services
chiefs congratulated the scientists and the nation over successful launch of the
missile.
Пакистан испытал "Ласточку", способную нести ядерный заряд
Телеканал «Вести». 24 января 2017, в 18:10. http://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2846771

Новую баллистическую ракету "Абабиль" ("Ласточка") испытал
Пакистан. Это первые ее успешные испытания. Пакистанская ракета
способна нести как обычный, так и ядерный боезаряд на расстояние до 2200
километров.
Ракета может также оснащаться разделяющейся головной частью с
индивидуальными блоками высокой точности наведения, сообщает ТАСС.
При этом ракета может преодолевать системы противовоздушной обороны. В
Исламабаде рассчитывают, что новая ракета позволит гарантировано
сохранить ядерный паритет в регионе, где активно развиваются системы
ПРО.
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В 2015 году в Пакистане были проведено успешное испытание
баллистической ракеты средней дальности "Шахин-III". Эта ракета способна
нести боевой блок на расстояние 2750 километров.
Пакистанские ракеты "Шахин-I" имеют дальность до 900 километров, а
"Шахин-II" способна нести заряд на расстояние до 1500 километров.
Пакистан является страной-членом "Ядерного клуба" – странобладателей ядерного оружия.
Испытания ракеты «земля-земля» (способна нести ядерный заряд до
2200 км) «Ласточка»
Ababeel to ‗neutralise India‘s defence shield‘
Kamran
Yousaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1306241/ababeel-neutralise-indias-defence-shield/

25th,

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan conducted on Tuesday its first successful test of
Ababeel missile, using the Multi Independent Re-entry Vehicle (MIRV)
technology which, officials say, is a landmark achievement to neutralise India‘s
ballistic missile defence shield.
The surface-to-surface ballistic missile can reach targets at a range of 2,200
kilometres, over three times the distance between Islamabad and New Delhi,
according to an official statement released by the Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR).
Pakistan conducts first flight test of surface-to-surface Ababeel missile
What is significant about this missile is that it is capable of delivering
multiple warheads, using the MIRV technology. Ababeel is capable of delivering
nuclear warheads and has the capability to engage multiple targets with high
precision, defeating the enemy‘s hostile radars, the ISPR said.
The test flight was aimed at validating various design and technical
parameters of the weapon system, said the military‘s media wing.
India last year tested a ‗locally designed‘ anti-ballistic missile system,
according to media reports, which could in theory intercept a nuclear-carrying
ballistic missile.
A senior official working in the nuclear establishment told The Express
Tribune that development of Ababeel was critical given India‘s rapid development
of the missile defence shield.
―We took minimal measures to restore deterrence equation,‖ said the official,
who requested not to be quoted on the record because he was not authorised to
speak to the media.
The official said the MIRV system has been developed to defeat India‘s
ballistic missile defence shield. Acquiring this technology, the official said, was
critical to restoring deterrence stability, which he termed as critical for regional
peace.
―Development of the Ababeel weapon system is aimed at ensuring
survivability of Pakistan‘s ballistic missiles in the growing regional Ballistic
Missile Defence (BMD) environment. This will further reinforce deterrence,‖ the
ISPR said.
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Last year, India claimed to have successfully tested the ballistic missile
defence shield system, an expansive and complicated technology that seeks to
prevent a missile attack from Pakistan.
Independent observers, however, are wary of Indian claims and say it is too
early for the South Asian country to acquire a technology that at present only a
handful of countries possess.
Pakistan fires ‗first submarine-launched nuclear-capable missile
The successful testing of Ababeel came days after Pakistan conducted the
first-ever submarine-launched cruise missile Babur- III, which gives the country
‗credible second strike capability‘.
Pakistan has now effectively acquired the capability to launch a missile from
land, air and sea. The development of submarine-launched missile system will
make Pakistan retain the ability to hit back at enemy in case its first strike
capability is destroyed.
The upgrading of the missile programme is meant to counter India‘s Cold
Start Doctrine that seeks swift military action before Pakistan reacts.
The country‘s civil and military leadership, including President Mamnoon
Hussain, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and the three services chiefs congratulated
the scientists and engineers on the successful conduct of the missile test.
The president and the prime minister conveyed their appreciation to the team
involved and the country‘s armed forces on this ‗landmark achievement‘.
Пакистан и Индия беспокоят США своими ракетными пусками
Pakistan missiles worry U.S.; 47 entities under strict watch
VARGHESE
K.
GEORGE.
The
Hindu.
14.01.2017.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Pakistan-missiles-worry-U.S.-47-entities-understrict-watch/article17036380.ece?homepage=true

Shaheen-III of particular concern; Trump to follow Obama defence policy on
India
The United States government is increasingly worried over the rising range
and variety of Islamabad‘s missile capability and the recent decision of the Obama
administration to impose trade restrictions on seven Pakistani entities came out of
this concern, a source familiar with the developments told The Hindu.
The official announcement of the decision did not detail the reasons, but said
there was ―reasonable cause to believe, based on specific and articulable facts,‖
that these entities ―have been involved in actions contrary to the national security
or foreign policy interests of the United States‖. All the entities are linked to
Pakistan‘s missile programme. With the addition of these seven, there are 47
Pakistani entities that are under strict watch of the U.S agencies.
Shaheen-III the reason
What has triggered the alarm bells in Washington is Shaheen-III, which has a
range of 2,750 km. Pakistan has officially explained its longest-range missile to
date, tested for the first time in 2015, as a capability to strike the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, the farthest Indian territory from its shores. But the missile also
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has Israel in its range, along with several European countries – something that the
U.S. strategic community finds unnerving. The entities put under trade restrictions
by the U.S include the Islamabad-based National Engineering and Scientific
Commission (NESCOM), and its subsidiaries, Air Weapons Complex (AWC),
Maritime Technology Complex (MTC) and New Auto Engineering (NAE).
Speaking at an event on nuclear security, Vice-President Joe Biden alluded to
this concern on Wednesday. ―Not just North Korea, but Russia, Pakistan, and
others have made counterproductive moves that only increase the risk that nuclear
weapons could be used in a regional conflict in Europe, South Asia, or East Asia.
Working with Congress, the next administration will have to navigate these
dangers and — I hope — continue leading the global consensus to reduce the role
of nuclear weapons in our world.‖
It will be ditto Obama here
The incoming administration will continue with the existing U.S. policies
towards India, Pakistan and Asia in general, Defence Secretary-designate James
Mattis indicated during his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Forces
Committee. He complemented Pakistan for its action against terror groups that
operate within the country, adding that he would push for more effective targeting
of groups that were aimed at neighbouring countries. This is in line with the
Obama administration‘s efforts in the region.
Mr. Mattis said he would ―hesitate to use phrases such as ―rebalance‖ or
―pivot‖ as they imply that we are turning away from our commitments elsewhere,‖
but added that ―China‘s behavior has led countries in the region to look for
stronger U.S. leadership. ―If confirmed, I will examine ways to strengthen our
allies and partners, while taking a careful look at our own military capabilities in
the region,‖ he said.
Mr. Mattis also pledged to continue with the Obama policy of enhancing a
long-term strategic relationship with India ―based on the convergence of our
interests and our shared democratic values.‖ ―I note that the United States and
India recently cemented India‘s status as a Major Defence Partner. If confirmed, I
would assess what particular areas in the bilateral security relationship I should
focus on, and what steps can be taken to bolster the overall defence relationship.‖
‗We will work with Pakistan‘
Naming sanctuary and freedom of movement for the Afghan Taliban and
associated militant networks inside Pakistani territory as ―a key operational issue
faced by the Afghan security force,‖ Mr. Mattis, who has commanded the U.S
forces in Afghanistan, said he would work with Pakistan to improve the situation.
―Our relationship with Pakistan, including our military-to-military
relationship, has had highs and lows. We have long faced a lack of trust within the
Pakistani military and government about our goals in the region. If confirmed, I
will work to build the trust that we need for an effective partnership,‖ he told the
Senate Committee.
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Оценки китайских специалистов программ развития баллистических и
крылатых ракет в Индии и Пакистане
Казанин М.В. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31922. 13 января, 2017.

Стало известно, что ВМС Пакистана 9 января 2017 г. с одной из дизельэлектрических подводных лодок (ДЭПЛ) проекта «Августа 90» (пр-во
французской компании DCNS) выполнили успешный испытательный пуск
крылатой ракеты (КР) «Бабур-3», которая преодолела расстояние в 450 км и
поразила цель на полигоне. Данное испытание является продолжением
отработки систем КР серии «Бабур», а также ответом на испытательные
пуски ВС Индии баллистической ракеты (БР) «Агни IV» и КР «Нирбхай»
(«Бесстрашная»), которую разрабатывают специалисты Организации по
развитию и оборонным исследованиям Индии.
В отношении КР «Бабур-3» известно, что она оснащена системой
контролируемого подводного старта; система наведения создана с
использованием компонентов китайской национальной разработки – системы
глобального позиционирования «Бэйдоу». Именно китайская система
позволит применять ракеты в условиях частичного или полного отключения
американской системы GPS. Кроме того, в составе системы наведения
применены новейшие разработки китайских специалистов в области
слежения за земной поверхностью и огибания рельефа. Следует отметить,
что компоненты системы наведения «Бабур-3» были проверены 13 декабря
2016 г. в ходе успешного испытательного пуска КР наземного базирования
«Бабур-2», которая создана с целью уничтожения элементов структуры
управления войсками в условиях эшелонированной системы ПВО/ПРО.
По данным китайских источников КР серии «Бабур» имеют следующие
ТТХ:
длина: 6,25 м;
диаметр: 520 мм;
размах крыла: 2,67 м;
максимальная взлетная масса: 1500 кг;
максимальная дальность пуска: 700 км;
высота полета над морем: от 7 до 15 м;
высота полета над равнинными районами: 50 м;
высота полета над горной местностью: 100 м;
максимальный вес боевой части: 300 кг.
По мнению китайских специалистов, на КР серии «Бабур» можно
устанавливать как обычные (фугасные, кассетные), так и ядерные боевые
части.
Следует отметить, что данные ракеты появились в Пакистане только
после того, как китайские специалисты смогли освоить и совместить
разработки советских инженеров, реализованные в виде ракет Х-55
(получены из Украины), и остатки двух ракет BGM-109 «Томагавк»,
которыми ВС США пытались ликвидировать лидера «Аль-Каиды»
(запрещена в России) Усаму бен Ладена еще в Афганистане. В результате
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многолетней работы китайские специалисты смогли поставить на
вооружение КР «Длинный меч/Восточный ветер 10», которая размещается на
мобильной пусковой установке и обладает максимальной дальностью пуска
2000 км. Вероятно, экспортная версия данной ракеты имеет обозначение CM602G и официально может применяться только с наземных носителей или с
надводных кораблей. Фото- и видеоизображения пакистанской КР «Бабур» и
китайской «Восточный ветер 10» позволяют сделать вывод, что китайские
оружейники в очередной раз оказали помощь пакистанским коллегам в
вопросе укрепления обороноспособности страны.
По данным китайских источников, за проведением испытания
наблюдали председатель Объединенного комитета начальников штабов ВС
Пакистана Зубайр Махмуд Хайат, начальник Управления стратегического
планирования (УСП) генерал-лейтенант Маджар Джамиль, командующий
ВМС Пакистана адмирал Асиф Сандила, а также сотрудники Института
стратегических исследований Пакистана. По информации СМИ КНР,
указанные ниже структурные подразделения УСП ВС Пакистана ведут
активную работу по развитию КР указанной серии и постоянно повышают
надежность двигателей и систем наведения:
Национальная комиссия по науке и проектированию;
Исследовательская комиссия по космосу и верхним слоям атмосферы;
Комиссия по атомной энергетике Пакистана;
Исследовательская лаборатория «Хан»;
Комплекс национального развития.
Поскольку КР «Бабур-3» предназначены для пуска из подводного
положения, ВМС Пакистана необходимо принять на вооружение новые
ДЭПЛ, которые будут оснащены вертикальными ПУ. Известно, что в этом
вопросе официальный Пекин также предложил свою помощь, которая
выражена в контракте на поставку восьми ДЭПЛ проекта S20P (экспортная
модификация проекта 041 «Юань»).
КР «Нирбхай» («Бесстрашная»), по информации китайских источников,
должна заполнить пустующую нишу в ракетном арсенале ВМС Индии, в
котором присутствуют сверхзвуковые противокорабельные ракеты БРАМОС
и баллистические ракеты К4. Для выполнения массированных ударов по
наземным целям командование ВМС Индии планирует разместить на
кораблях и атомных подводных лодках проекта «Арихант» КР «Нирбхай»,
которые обладают дальностью пуска от 700 до 1000 км, скоростью полета 0,7
МАХа и боевой частью массой 300 кг.
Как отмечают китайские специалисты, для проведения испытательных
пусков КР на полигоне в Чандипуре построен отдельный тренировочный
комплекс. К настоящему моменту индийские специалисты выполнили четыре
испытательных пуска КР «Нирбхай» и все они по тем или иным причинам
оказались неудачными. Так, первый испытательный пуск состоялся 12 марта
2013 г., но через 20 минут после старта ракета самоликвидировалась, в ходе
второго испытательного пуска, который был проведен 17 октября 2014 г., у
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ракеты отказал маршрутный компьютер и она совершила перелет мимо
мишенного района. Максимальная дальность полета составила 1010 км
вместо плановой 800 км. В процессе испытательных пусков 16 октября 2015
г. и 21 декабря 2016 г. у ракет отказали навигационные модули, что повлекло
их падение на 700 секунде полета. Известно, что на НИОКР по теме
«Нирбхай» из бюджета Индии было выделено около 700 млн долл. США,
однако положительных результатов так и не достигнуто. Ответственность за
реализацию программ КР разделят Агентство по развитию авиации Индии
и Исследовательский центр «Имара», который является головным
предприятием по разработке ракет.
26 декабря 2016 г. в Индии состоялся четвертый и успешный запуск БР
«Агни-5» с мобильной пусковой установки. В целом индийские военные
специалисты удостоверились в надежности работы всех систем. Вероятно,
данная ракета имеет максимальную дальность пуска 5500–5800 км и
способна доставить к цели ядерную головную часть (ЯГЧ) максимальным
весом 1500 кг, или несколько разделяющихся маневрирующих головных
частей весом 220/250 кг. По признанию китайских аналитиков, индийские
военные атомщики обладают самыми совершенными технологиями по
созданию ЯГЧ среди государств азиатского региона и Ближнего Востока.
Следует отметить, что кроме крылатых и баллистических ракет Индия и
Пакистан также ведут разработку систем ПРО, которые позволят обеспечить
прикрытие важных стратегических объектов. По данным китайских
источников, индийские специалисты во взаимодействии с ОПК Израиля
работают над собственной системой ПРО, тогда как ВС Пакистана сделали
ставку на формирование рубежей ПРО с применением зенитно-ракетных
комплексов (ЗРК) китайского производства.
Так, ближний рубеж обороны будет сформирован из мобильных ЗРК
малого радиуса действия «Красное знамя 7Б», которые в КНР используются
для ПВО армейских колонн на марше. Средний рубеж ПРО, вероятно, будет
представлен мобильными и стационарными ЗРК LY-80N, модификации
которого были представлены широкой публике в ходе выставки вооружений
и военной техники в г.Чжухай в период с 1 по 6 ноября 2016 г.
По данным специализированных военно-технических изданий КНР,
рассматриваемый ЗРК (в составе 32 ракет) может быть установлен на
перспективных сторожевых кораблях проекта 057, что обеспечит
минимальный уровень защиты от ракет противника для корабельных
группировок и военно-морских баз ВМС Пакистана. Вероятно, в
конструкции ракет для LY-80N китайские оружейники использовали
технические решения, примененные в ракетах российских комплексов «БукМ1, 2», а также ракетах-перехватчиках модификации «Стандарт-2С» ВМС
США.
Китайские специалисты делают следующие выводы: во-первых, о
продолжении гонки вооружений в азиатском регионе, во-вторых, о более
результативной работе пакистанских оружейников по сравнению с
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попытками индийских конструкторов в области создания крылатых ракет. В
то же время преимущество индийских разработок состоит в возможности
применения компактных ЯГЧ.
Пакистан озабочен совершенствованием ракетной технологии Индии
India‘s missile programmes ‗a threat to regional peace‘
The Express Tribune, January 12th, 2017. http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292176/destabilisingelements-indias-missile-programmes-threat-regional-peace/

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Wednesday cautioned that India‘s introduction of
destabilising systems such as missile defence programmes and inter-continental
ballistic missiles was posing a danger to regional peace and stability.
These concerns were conveyed to a delegation of the Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR), a grouping of 35 states that seeks to prevent missile
proliferation by adhering to common export policy guidelines related to missile
technologies.
Pakistan says ―seriously concerned‖ by India‘s missile tests
The delegation headed by Ham Sang-Wook, Director General for NonProliferation and Nuclear Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic
of Korea, who holds the current MTCR Chair held talks with the Pakistani side led
by Tasnim Aslam, Additional Secretary (UN&EC) of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

A statement issued by the foreign office said the agenda for talks included
latest political and technical developments in the MTCR. Additional Secretary
Tasnim Aslam briefed the delegation on Pakistan‘s contribution to international
efforts aimed at preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
their means of delivery.
The MTCR delegation was briefed on the administrative, legislative and
regulatory measures for the establishment of a robust command and control
system, an effective and comprehensive export control regime as well as steps to
improve physical security at all levels.
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―Pakistan‘s export control regime is at par with the best international
standards and its national control lists encompass the items and technologies
controlled by the MTCR,‖ she informed the delegation.
The Pakistan side underscored that efforts to prevent proliferation should not
hamper the right of developing countries to access advanced technologies for
peaceful purposes when appropriate safeguards were in place.
Will India become main manufacturer of Pakistan‘s beloved F-16 jets?
The Additional Secretary (UN&EC) also highlighted the risks posed to
regional peace and stability due to the introduction of destabilizing systems such as
missile defence programmes and inter-continental ballistic missiles.
Pakistan was, however, committed to avoiding any kind of arms race in South
Asia, she said, adding that Pakistan‘s proposal on establishing Strategic Restraint
Regime (SRR) in South Asia which covers nuclear and missile restraint remains on
the table.
―Pakistan believes that progress on this proposal through meaningful dialogue
can promote peace and stability in the region,‖ she emphasised. ―Pakistan has been
engaging with the MTCR for several years. It has also been participating in the
MTCR technical meetings and has also hosted several outreach missions in
Islamabad,‖ the foreign office statement said.
Meanwhile, pursuant to the Export Control on Goods, Technologies, Material
and Equipment related to Nuclear and Biological Weapons and their Delivery
Systems Act 2004, the Government of Pakistan on Wednesday notified revised
Control Lists of Goods, Technologies, Material and Equipment related to Nuclear
and Biological Weapons and their Delivery Systems.
―The Act enables the Government to control export, re-export, trans-shipment
and transit of goods, technologies, material and equipment related to Nuclear and
Biological Weapons and their Delivery Systems,‖ the statement said.
As part of regular review process, the Strategic Export Control Division
(SECDIV) of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has revised/updated the Control
Lists, in consultation with other relevant Ministries and Departments.
The revised Control Lists have been notified vide Gazette of Pakistan S.R.O.
1142(I)/2016 dated 18 November 2016. It may be mentioned that the lists were
originally notified in 2005 and subsequently revised in 2011 and 2015. The
notification signifies the continuing resolve and policy of Pakistan as a responsible
nuclear state to advance the shared goals of non-proliferation and strictly adhere to
its commitments.
Что означает для Индии запуск ракеты «Бабур-III» с подводной лодки?
Does Pakistan pose a bigger threat to India after Babur-III launch?
Naveed
Ahmad.
The
Express
Tribune.
12.01.2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1292733/pakistan-pose-bigger-threat-india-babur-iii-launch/

Latest missile test means Pakistan now capable of launching nuclear weapons
from land, air and sea
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Pakistan‘s recent launch of Babur-III missile signifies a massive change in
strategic calculus vis-a-vis India. The country‘s strategic community has long been
hoping that Pakistan completes its nuclear triad sooner, which in simple English
means possessing capability to launch nuclear weapons from land, air and sea.
The Babur-III test proved that Pakistan not only possess the ability to modify
its existing land-based Babur-II cruise missile with unwater-controlled propulsion
and terrain hugging and sea skimming flight characteristics but also to upgrade its
existing diesel-electric Agosta submarines to deliver the vital capability discreetly
and effectively.
Pakistan fires ‗first submarine-launched nuclear-capable missile‘
The news was anything but amusing for Pakistan‘s eastern neighbour and
arch rival. Typically, Indian ‗experts‘ and ―Pakistan watchers‖ congratulated China
for the successful test in North Arabian Sea. But the frustration and anger over
Islamabad achieving nuclear second-strike capability is natural and was expected.
The second-strike capability refers to a nuclear power‘s ability to attack the enemy
after its existing land and air-based nuclear delivery systems are destroyed. This
can only be ensured through arming its submarines with ability to launch the
nuclear-tipped missiles while sitting in depths of the sea away from the enemy‘s
preying eyes.
The data gathered after the first test will lead to further improvements and
more tests of the Babur III cruise missile in the future. Pakistan declared that the
sophisticated projectile has a range of 450 kilometres with precise targeting
characteristics of a cruise missile. Of course, Pakistan will work on extending its
range and payload significantly for it‘s the missile for the day after.
Since setting set up its Naval Strategic Force Command in 2012, Pakistan
actively worked on acquiring quieter air-independent propulsion (AIP) submarines
while modifying its existing cruise missile arsenal to serve its second-strike
requisites. Submarines are more vulnerable to detection when they surface to
recharge their air supply and refuel. The Agosta class submarines of French origin,
which were co-produced in Pakistan Navy‘s Karachi dockyard in the 1990s, are
being supplemented with eight ―Hangor Class SSK‖ equipped with advanced AIP
systems, which will enable them to stay underwater for longer durations.
Pakistan test-fires Babur cruise missile
India‘s naval prowess
India has already leased a second nuclear-powered Russian submarine while
simultaneously carrying on its joint venture programs with Moscow. The state-ofthe-art, with built-in reactors, modern nuclear submarines never have to surface to
refuel and replenish air supply. They enter service with the required nuclear fuel
for its projected lifetime of up to three decades. The miniaturised reactor results in
an underwater entity that is self-sufficient while being stealthy and lethal.
Alongside India‘s Russia-supplied nuclear submarines and Russian
conventional-yet-upgraded underwater vessels, it has also demonstrated the
capability to use them to launch naval version of the Agni III in March 2014. It
later tested it from leased Russian submarine Arihant in 2016. India is working
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with Russia to develop a naval version of their BrahMos cruise missile besides
extending its range.
Last year, India deferred its plan to go ahead with a proposed order for three
new French submarines alongside the six it is already building in the country after
leak of crucial secret data on the Internet. It may slow down India‘s own capability
enhancing program but without compromising its edge over Pakistan and
compatibility against China.
Submarine advances
New level of deterrence
With both the countries capable of second-strike capability, deterrence has
reached another level of parity. Like India, Pakistan too reportedly is in
negotiations to lease a Chinese nuclear-powered submarine. Does Beijing have the
flexibility to lend one of its vital strategic assets to a closer ally? Either side may
not answer the question. Given the significance of Gwadar port for Chinese
maritime interests, the possibility can‘t be ruled out. That‘s another matter as to
which of the two rival submarine fairs better in qualitative terms.
For now, India has superior submarines. Pakistan, for that matter, has an edge
in anti-submarine detection systems. The navy has remained neglected in terms of
weapon system upgrade. However, it can‘t be deferred any further anymore.
Though Pakistan‘s engagement with Russia is slow but steady; both may open a
chapter of naval cooperation for leasing submarines. Moscow has become
increasingly more liberal than it used to be in selling military hardware to any
country able and willing to purchase. Thus, the India factor may not hamper
Pakistan‘s deal if it can financially afford any weapon system available.
Meanwhile, the Pakistan Navy must be working on fine-tuning operational
protocols at the recently created strategic command on which effective use of
submarine-based deterrents depends largely.
Об испытании Пакистаном новой
базирования и его возможных последствиях

крылатой

ракеты

морского

Карпов Д.А. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=31915. 12 января, 2017.

Американские эксперты отмечают, что в настоящее время резко
увеличились риски возникновения очередного этапа ядерной гонки между
Пакистаном и Индией. В данном случае инициаторами последней во многом
выступают именно пакистанские военные, которые озабочены нарастанием
диспропорций в системе ядерного паритета между странами. 9 января с.г.
Пакистан провел испытание новой крылатой ракеты «Бабур-3» морского
базирования, проведя запуск с подводной лодки.
Отметим, что это первые испытания ракет подобного класса в истории
Пакистана. Ракета имеет радиус действия порядка 450 км, что делает
уязвимыми практически все крупные индийские города, за исключением
Нью-Дели. Это испытание открывает новый этап развития военной
концепции Пакистана в рамках диверсификации средств доставки
инструментов ядерного сдерживания.
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Этот этап знаменателен тем, что новый виток ядерного соревнования
между Индией и Пакистаном будет сосредоточен именно на диверсификации
и модернизации средств доставки, а не самого ядерного оружия.
Пакистанские военные в качестве мотивировки для реализации данной
концепции высказывают следующие соображения. Индия в настоящее время
активно инвестирует в программу развития морских средств ядерного
сдерживания и систему ПРО. При этом упор в них делается именно на
баллистические ракеты.
Исламабад не может позволить себе содержать аналогичный с НьюДели военный бюджет, что вынуждает его идти на ассиметричные меры
достижения ядерного паритета. Это обусловило выбор в пользу крылатых
тактических ракет с ярко выраженным компонентом морского базирования.
Переход Индии и Пакистана именно к морским вариантам размещения
средств ядерного сдерживания объясняется необходимость диверсификации
своих ядерных инструментов с целью повышения степени их уязвимости.
На настоящий момент пакистанские пусковые установки, два аэродрома
базирования соответствующих самолетов и заводы, участвующие в ядерной
программе дислоцированы в основном на северо-востоке страны. Их
стационарность делает их уязвимыми и снижает возможность нанесения
ответного ядерного удара. Морское базирование делает задачу ликвидации
первым ударом основных средств ядерного сдерживания противника
фактически нереальной. Таким образом, Пакистан сделал выбор в пользу
качественной диверсификации средств доставки без попыток догнать или
перегнать Индию в их общем количестве. В данном случае в Исламабаде
учитывали и факт того, что Индия вынуждена рассматривать свои силы
ядерного сдерживания не только по отношению к Пакистану, но и КНР.
В реализации данной концепции Пакистан тем не менее столкнется с
рядом проблем. Первая и главная. Отсутствие достаточного количества
средств надводного и подводного базирования для размещения новых
крылатых ракет.
На сегодняшний день у пакистанских ВМС только пять надводных
кораблей, которые в состоянии осуществлять ракетные пуски. Из них только
два можно считать более или менее современными. К тому система
радиолокации и обнаружения, которыми сейчас располагают индийские
военные, делают эти суда сильно уязвимыми. В этой связи и с учетом
крайней лимитированности финансовых средств, что усилилось после
сокращения соответствующих программ военной помощи со стороны США,
было принято решение основной упор сделать на подводные дизельные
лодки как главный элемент морского инструмента ядерного сдерживания. В
этой связи в настоящее время обсуждается вопрос о закупке у Китая восьми
лодок класса «Юань». С целью повышения степени защиты новой эскадры
пакистанские военные в данный момент времени готовят перебазирование
основной части своего подводного флота на новую базу ВМС в Ормаре из
Карачи. База в Карачи полагается теперь недостаточной с точки зрения ее
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защиты. Хотя, скорее всего, силы подводного флота будут просто
рассредоточены из одной базы на две, что повысит их живучесть.
В этой связи американские эксперты делают вывод о том, что новый
виток ядерной гонки между Пакистаном и Индией не будет одномоментным,
а будет продолжаться довольно длительное время. Возможно, десятилетие.
Диверсификация средств доставки ядерного оружия и усиление морского
компонента безусловно является сдерживающим фактором для обеих стран.
Но при этом возникает риск задействования «человеческого фактора».
Имеется ввиду сильная засоренность пакистанских вооруженных сил
исламистами и радикалами. Наземный ядерный арсенал помимо хорошей
системы охраны имеет и систему защиты от несанкционированных пусков. У
средств морского базирования этого нет.
Повышение автономности средств доставки с одной стороны
увеличивает степень их защиты и неуязвимости в рамках глобального обмена
ядерными ударами. С другой она не гарантирует в полной мере от случайных
или несанкционированных запусков. При этом крылатые ракеты
снаряжаются ядерными боеголовками и системами наведения на берегу, в
море все или почти все зависит уже от командира корабля и экипажа. В этой
связи возникают определенные вопросы к системе безопасности и кадров,
которая на сегодняшний день существует в пакистанских вооруженных
силах.
Одновременно между Индией и Пакистаном не существует системы
предупреждения несанкционированных ядерных запусков по аналогии как
между США и РФ, что делает факт любого несанкционированного запуска
спусковым крючком для развязывания регионального ядерного конфликта.
Таким образом, в отсутствие такой системы, человеческий фактор и
исламизация армии, а также обоюдный курс на развитие автономных
морских средств доставки ядерного оружия серьезно повышает риски
локального ядерного конфликта между Индией и Пакистаном уже в
среднесрочной перспективе.
Пакистан успешно запустил крылатую ракету
«Корреспондент.net» (Украина). 10.01.2017. http://korrespondent.net/world/3798515pakystan-uspeshno-zapustyl-krylatuui-raketu

Пакистан впервые запустил крылатую ракету с подводной лодки
Ракета была запущена с подводной лодки в Индийском океане и
поразила цель.
Военные в Пакистане заявили об успешном испытании крылатой ракеты
"Бабур-3", способной нести ядерный заряд, передает русская служба ВВС.
Радиус действия ракеты составляет 450 км. Она была запущена 9 января
с подводной лодки в Индийском океане и поразила цель.
"Бабур-3" представляет собой морской вариант ракеты "Барбур-2"
наземного базирования, которая была испытана в декабре.
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Как заявили пакистанские военные, она способна нести разные типы
боезарядов и обеспечит Исламабад возможностью нанести ответный удар.
По данным СМИ, Пакистан рассматривает свою ракетную программу в
качестве сдерживающего фактора в противостоянии с Индией.
Отмечается, что испытание ракеты возможно усилит напряженность в
отношениях двух стран.

ЯДЕРНЫЕ ВОПРОСЫ1
Распространение ядерного оружия в зоне Индийского океана
подрывает стабильность в Южной Азии
Nuclearisation of Indian Ocean to undermine stability in South Asia
Daily Times, December 22nd 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/164630/nuclearisationindian-ocean-undermine-stability-south-asia/

NCA says as a responsible nuclear state, Pakistan will keep on improving its
nuclear security as well as non-proliferation measures
ISLAMABAD: The National Command Authority (NCA) on Thursday
expressed full confidence in Pakistan‘s capability to address any form of
aggression and reiterated Islamabad‘s policy of developing and maintaining full
spectrum deterrence in line with the policy of minimum credible deterrence and
avoidance of arms race in the region.
The NCA expressed concern over stockpiling of nuclear arms and plans for
installation of ballistic missile defence system by Pakistan‘s neighbours — an
apparent reference to India — and noted that massive arms build-up in the
conventional domain and nuclearisation of the Indian Ocean region could
undermine strategic stability in South Asia, according to a press release issued by
the PM House.
―The NCA asserted that Pakistan desires peaceful co-existence in the region
and will endeavour to work with its neighbours to ensure strategic stability in
South Asia,‖ the press release said.
The meeting expressed full confidence in security measures in place to
protect the nation‘s strategic assets, and reiterated that as a responsible nuclear
state, Pakistan will keep on improving its nuclear security as well as nonproliferation measures.
The NCA noted with satisfaction the implementation of national
comprehensive export control measures which are in line the with international
export control regimes. It reiterated that Pakistan has the requisite credentials to
become part of various non-proliferation regimes, including the NSG, for which
Pakistan seeks adoption of a non-discriminatory criteria-based approach.
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The statement from the NCA, the central body controlling the nuclear
arsenal, came three days after the United States in its new national security strategy
urged Pakistan to demonstrate that ‗it‘s a responsible steward‘ of its nuclear assets.
The NCA congratulated the scientists and engineers on their contributions to
strengthening national defence capabilities. It appreciated the technological
sophistication demonstrated during the tests of the Babur III submarine-launched
cruise missile and Ababeel missile system, which have ushered a new era in
technological sophistication of Pakistan‘s strategic capabilities.
It appreciated the high standard of training and operational readiness of the
strategic forces to meet all kinds of threats.
The high-level huddle was attended by the federal ministers for interior and
defence as well as the three services chiefs, the directors general of Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) and Strategic Plans Division (SPD), foreign affairs secretary and
other senior officials.
The authority was briefed on the National Space Programme-2047 and
Nuclear Power Programme for peaceful uses of nuclear technology to meet the
growing energy needs. It endorsed both programmes as they are essential for future
national socio-economic prosperity and growth.
The NCA particularly noted the potential of space programme in almost all
current and emerging civilian sectors, ensuring resource generation and
optimisation. The role of nuclear applications in health, agriculture, medicine and
industry was deeply appreciated.
Россия поддерживает вступление Пакистана в Группу ядерных
поставщиков
Russia supports Pakistan‘s bid to join elite nuclear trading club
The Express Tribune. December 15, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1584950/1-russiasupports-pakistans-bid-join-elite-nuclear-trading-club/

ISLAMABAD: Russia has thrown its weight behind Pakistan‘s efforts to
become member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), an exclusive club of
nuclear trading nations.
The support for Pakistan‘s bid came from a Russian diplomat, who told a
conference on Friday that Moscow was not opposed to Pakistan‘s NSG candidature
and had no intention to block it.
Speaking at a seminar on ‗Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and Strategic
Stability‘ that had been organised by the Strategic Vision Institute (SVI), Pavel
Didkovsky, First Secretary at Russian Embassy, underlined the possibility of a
criteria-based approach for inclusion of non-NPT states in the group. He said
Russia along with China and others were working for a formula that could be
acceptable to all.
Stalemate on Pakistan, India NSG membership likely to continue
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The Russian diplomat praised the steps taken by Pakistan for strengthening
its national export control programme that complied with the spirit of international
regimes and conventions.
He also acknowledged the efforts undertaken by Pakistan for stability in the
region, including unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing and its support for
Russia‘s stance on the prevention of arms race in outer space.
Speaking on the occasion, Pakistan‘s former permanent representative to
Conference on Disarmament and United Nations in Geneva Zamir Akram said
Pakistan was seeking to maintain strategic stability in South Asia by having
credible deterrence.
He underscored that stability and deterrence were shifting in the region
because of India‘s acquisition of triad of delivery systems, the region‘s political
dynamics, uncertain situation in Afghanistan and Indian hostilities along the Line
of Control and its sub-conventional war against Pakistan through Afghanistanbased proxies and terrorist groups.
NSG membership: Pakistan to accept non-discriminatory conditions
Pakistan‘s response strategy, he recalled, had been to develop low-yield
weapons, sea-based deterrent, and long-range ballistic missile; and achieve MIRV
(multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle) capability, and an effective
counterterrorism undertaking.
―But still we are ready for dialogue and more confidence-building measures
to stabilise the situation,‖ he emphasised.
Former Defence Production secretary Lt Gen (retd) Syed Muhammad Owais
agreed that regional stability was being disturbed by India. He said India was being
encouraged in its weapons build-up by the United States, whose government‘s
‗erratic and incendiary‘ policies were destabilising the world at large.
Netherlands backs India‘s bid for entry into NSG
Meanwhile, Ambassador of Iran Mehdi Honardoost met National Security
Adviser Lt Gen (retd) Nasser Khan Janjua to discuss bilateral relations, economic
prospects of CPEC, Gwadar, Chabahar and matters pertaining to regional and
Muslim world‘s security situation.
An official handout said the NSA, while welcoming the guest, said: ―Iran is
our brotherly Muslim neighbouring country to which Pakistan has always extended
a friendly hand and is keen to strengthen these ties in future.‖
The ambassador said the Muslim world was passing through challenging
times and added that Iran believed that Pakistan could play a very constructive and
balanced role in the given scenario.
While stressing the need for consolidating regional cooperation, the envoy
said that cooperation was the only way to achieve sustainable peace in the region,
particularly in the Muslim world.
He regarded CPEC a game-changer endeavour for the region and said that
Iran was keen to be a part of it.
Pakistan urges NSG to adopt non-discriminatory criteria for membership
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Discussing the importance of Chabahar and Gwadar ports, the envoy
reiterated that Iran would never let its resources used against Pakistan and that both
the ports would complement each other in a cooperative framework.
Both sides agreed that Pakistan and Iran shared a common future. ―The most
valuable part of the Pakistan-Iran relations is the mutual feeling of brotherhood
among the people of both the countries,‖ he added.
Broader understanding of each other‘s stance regarding key regional
developments could consolidate Pakistan-Iran relations and pave the way to
enhance bilateral engagements further, they agreed.
The ambassador extended an invitation on Regional Security Seminar to the
NSA scheduled to be held early next year in Iran which the NSA thankfully
accepted.
Индия стала членом Группы по доступу к обычным видам вооружения
(это облегчит вступление в Группу ядерных поставщиков)
India enters non-proliferation regime Wassenaar Arrangement, slap on
China for NSG stand
The Times of India. Dec 9, 2017. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-inanother-non-proliferation-regime-slap-on-china-for-nsg-stand/articleshow/61991493.cms

HIGHLIGHTS
India was on Thursday admitted as the 42nd member of the Wassenaar
Arrangement
This is a global grouping that regulates transfer and access to conventional
weapons and dual-use technologies
The membership would further strengthen India's case for NSG membership
NEW DELHI: After its entry into the Missile Technology Control Regime in
June 2016, India was on Thursday admitted as the 42nd member+ of the
Wassenaar Arrangement - a global grouping that regulates transfer and access to
conventional weapons and dual-use technologies.
In the coming months, India expects to be included in the Australia Group as
well, leaving the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) - where it faces stiff opposition
from China - as the last non-proliferation regime that India expects to enter.
"India's membership (in Wassenaar Arrangement) is expected to facilitate
high technology tie-ups with Indian industry and ease access to high tech items for
our defence and space programmes... The membership would create the grounds
for realignment of India in the export control policy framework or other WA
members, including eligibility for certain licensing exemptions," the ministry of
external affairs spokesperson said on Friday.
India still has to apply for licences for high-tech and dual-use exports, but
from now, that process is expected to get easier. This is the second of four nonproliferation regimes India has joined after the India-US nuclear deal was cleared.
The important aspect of three out of the four regimes is that China is not a member
of them except for the NSG.
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The formal application to Wassenaar was made by India in 2016, although
the work to align Indian rules and munitions lists to Wassenaar rules began in
2014.
There is some overly optimistic belief in domestic circles that New Delhi
could leverage its membership to MTCR and Wassenaar Arrangement for a deal
on China's membership to these groups. China has applied for membership to
MTCR but has been kept out because of its strong history of proliferation. But
there is a larger narrative building up. In MTCR and Wassenaar, India's
membership was cleared by 35 and 41 countries respectively. Most of these
countries are also members in the NSG. Therefore, India's credentials or its nonNPT status did not come in the way in both of these groupings. This also makes
China's argument about a criteria-based membership application process
increasingly specious.
Bit by bit, India's accession to these non-proliferation regimes is making it
clearer that China's political opposition is the stumbling block. South Block
sources said India hopes that next year's NSG plenary will see more countries
accepting India's point of view.
India's m embership to MTCR opened doors for its space programme and its
ability to source high-end missile systems and technologies as well as surveillance
drones. The Wassenaar membership is important for India, giving it a leg up as a
responsible player in the world of dual-use goods and technologies and transfer of
conventional arms. It gives India an important voice in shaping global response to
regional and global "security developments, advances in technology and market
trends..." as the chairman of the Wassenaar Arrangement, Jean-Louis Falconi said.
Outside these groups India would have trouble accessing a number of these
technologies, because India has been for over 40 years the target of dual-use
technology denial regimes. Even after the India-US deal, India hasn't actually been
able to break through these regimes.
Membership is expected to declare India kosher, as it aligns its internal
systems to these global regimes.
Зам. министра МИД России заявил (впервые), что не нужно увязывать
вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков с таковым Пакистана
Can't link India's case for NSG membership with that of Pakistan:
Russia
Sachin
Parashar.
The
Times
of
India.
Dec
7,
2017.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/cant-link-indias-case-for-nsg-membership-with-thatof-pakistan-russia/articleshow/61951007.cms

India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan, Russia
affirmed.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases.
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Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India‘s
membership.
NEW DELHI: Even as China continues to stall India's Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) membership+ , Russia has come out strongly in support of India
saying that India's application cannot be "interlinked" with that of Pakistan and that
Moscow is discussing the issue with Beijing at different levels. China has favoured
a criteria-based approach for expansion of the 48-member group, which controls
international nuclear commerce, instead of one based on merit, in what India sees
an attempt to draw a false equivalence between India's case and Pakistan's.
The issue again came up for discussion on Wednesday as Russia's deputy
foreign minister Sergey Ryabkov met foreign secretary S Jaishankar. "We
recognise that at the moment there is no unanimity on Pakistan's application and
that the same cannot be interlinked with India's," said Ryabkov, after his meeting
with Jaishankar.
This is probably the first time that a top Russian diplomat has publicly
drawn attention to the futility of juxtaposing the 2 cases. "We know about the
difficulties involved but unlike some other countries, who only speak, we are
making practical efforts...we are discussing it with China at different levels,'' he
added. Earlier this year, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj had said that India had
approached Russia to convince China to drop its opposition to India's membership.
That Moscow doesn't expect China to relent though without a concerted
effort from all member states was evident from Ryabkov's remark that he found the
politicisation of the issue unfortunate and that other nations needed to play a more
positive role for India's membership. He didn't name these nations though.
Significantly, as he backed India's case for membership of all export control
regimes, Ryabkov said that he expected India to join The Wassenaar Arrangement
as early as Thursday. The 41-nation group, of which China is not a member, deals
with export controls for conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies.
While Ryabkov admitted that Russia was looking to build ties with Pakistan,
a country he described as taking great interest in multilateral forums, he said
Russia had no ``hidden agenda'' in its dealings with Islamabad. ``I can assure you
that Russia's ties with no country in the world will come at the expense of its
relationship with India,'' said Ryabkov.
On the issue of cross-border terrorism, Ryabkov said a very "forceful"
message had been sent out at the Brics summit in Xiamen this year and that
international and pragmatic cooperation was required to defeat those individuals
who were operating outside of their countries. For India, the big takeaway from the
Xiamen Declaration was the naming of Pakistan based terror groups like LeT and
JeM. This exercise was at least partly undone by China later though when it
blocked a UN ban on JeM chief Masood Azhar. Ryabkov said though that India's
"very firm and convincing" position on terrorism was yielding fruits and that this
was evident from the message in Xiamen.
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On the issue of North Korea, which too was discussed between the two
countries, Ryabkov reiterated Russia's position that there was no alternative to a
political "track" for resolving the issues and that all parties needed to show
restraint. "We don't believe there is place for more sanctions on North Korea," said
Ryabkov, adding that there were commonalities in the position taken by both
Russia and India. As Swaraj said recently, India believes that some channels of
communication with Pyongyang should remain open.
Россия надеется на вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков
– окажет поддержку, включая переговоры с Китаем
Back India‘s entry into NSG, China told
Suhasini Haidar. The Hindu. 7.12.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/backindias-entry-into-nsg-china-told/article21284627.ece?homepage=true

Panel to decide the country‘s membership to the Wassenaar Arrangement
today
Russia is speaking to China at ―all levels‖ for India‘s membership at the
Nuclear Suppliers Group, and hopes that India will win membership to the
Wassenaar Arrangement, another multilateral technology regime India has applied
to, Russia‘s deputy Foreign Minister Sergey Ryabkov said here on Wednesday.
Mr. Ryabkov disclosed that the political committee of the 41-member
Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use
Goods and Technologies, that is meeting in Vienna on Wednesday and Thursday,
is likely to decide on India‘s membership request, and said he hoped for some
―positive action, fingers crossed.‖
―This is an example and reflection of Russia‘s unwavering support to India‘s
membership of international nuclear control regimes,‖ he added, speaking to
journalists after meeting Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar, and Secretary (Economic
Relations) Vijay Gokhale, who is now the Sherpa for the BRICS grouping as well.
Unwavering support
Taking a dig at the United States for not pushing China to remove its
objections to India‘s membership at the NSG as Russia had, Mr. Ryabkov said,
―Unlike some other countries that only speak of support, Russia takes actual steps
to help and actions speak more than words…We make this point in the contacts
with the Chinese at different levels, and India should be confident of Russia‘s
assistance.‖
Mr. Ryabkov was in Delhi for bilateral negotiations ahead of a spate of visits
from Moscow over the next few weeks. On Monday, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov will meet with External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj before a
Russia-India-China (RICS) meeting along with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang
Yi, and Russian Deputy PM Dmitry Rogozin later this month.
Russia‘s role is considered more important this year as it retains close ties
with both India and China, two countries who have tense ties with each other. This
will be the first visit to India by the Chinese Foreign Minister since the Doklam
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standoff as well. The meeting is also being seen as an attempt by India to balance a
perceived pro-U.S. tilt, coming after the first meeting of the U.S.-Japan-AustraliaIndia ―Quad‖ last month, and the upcoming India-Japan-Australia trilateral, also
due to take place next week.
BRI initiative
Another key issue likely to be discussed during the RIC will be China‘s $1
trillion Belt and Road initiative (BRI) that India opposes, but Russia is a major
partner in. ―We are happy that we are discussing connectivity issues in an openminded and constructive manner with both India and China. I hope our work at
BRICS would help assuage such concerns,‖ he said.
Доклад «Атлантического совета» исключает возможность ядерной
войны в Южной Азии
Report rules out Pakistan-India nuclear war
Anwar
Iqbal.
Dawn,
November
27th,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373101/report-rules-out-pakistan-india-nuclear-war

2017.

WASHINGTON: South Asian experts reject the nuclear pessimism in
Western capitals about their region, noting that the West‘s nuclear ―sky is falling‖
in South Asia argument does not hold when seen in proper context.
This is the conclusion of a report by a prestigious Washington think-tank,
the Atlantic Council, which also rules out the possibility of a nuclear war between
India and Pakistan.
The council based these findings on a series of seminars it held recently in
New Delhi, Islamabad and Beijing, noting that South Asian experts who
participated in these meetings were more optimistic than the ―nuclear sky is
falling‖ arguments often aired in the mass media, and policy conferences in
general.
The experts argued that China, India and Pakistan, despite being enmeshed
in a complex rivalry, ―are stakeholders in the existing international order, and are
committed to an open economic order and multilateral institutionalism‖.
The experts also noted that all three countries were embedded in a global
order that‘s vastly different from either the pre-World War I era or the ―first
nuclear age‖ that was manifested during the Cold War.
―The nuclear ‗sky is falling‘ argument is simply not supported by the
evidence, at least when evidence is embedded in its proper context,‖ the experts
maintain.
The report, however, warned that the greatest threat to stability in the region
―comes not from the development of large, sophisticated and diversified nuclear
arsenals, but from the continued stability of the institutions guarding them‖.
The experts highlighted the consequences of ―aggressive nationalism‖ in
China and India, and the potential for the ―the first three decades of the post-Cold
War era‖ to become merely ―a temporary hiatus in their onward nuclear journey‖,
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which could lead to ―truly horrendous‖ consequences that would prove true the
―worst-case assumptions of the nuclear pessimists‖.
The report noted that until recently, the threat of a nuclear war was thought
most likely in South Asia, where India and Pakistan are involved in a festering
low-intensity conflict fostered by deep conflicts about identity and territory.
The report underlined two specific dangers: Pakistan deploying tactical
nuclear weapons in a conventional war with India, and India‘s investments in
ballistic missile defences (BMD) and multiple re-entry vehicle (MRV) technology,
which gives New Delhi a first-strike option against Pakistan.
The report noted that China, India and Pakistan also share a common
institutional legacy of civilian dominated nuclear decision-making structures, in
which the military is only one partner, and a relatively junior one, among a host of
others.
―All three factors — the structural, the normative, and the institutional —
dampen both countries‘ drives toward trigger-ready, destabilising, operational
nuclear postures that lean toward splendid first-strike options,‖ it added.
The report noted that ―Pakistan has developed tactical nuclear weapons,
although it does not appear to have operationalised tactical nuclear warfare‖.
On a positive note, the report added, neither India nor Pakistan was
conducting nuclear tests to develop or improve designs for nuclear warheads. The
same holds for China.
Порог ядерного конфликта в Южной Азии
Владимир Платов. «Новое восточное обозрение». 12.11.2017. https://ru.journalneo.org/2017/11/12/porog-yadernogo-konflikta-v-yuzhnoj-azii/

В последние месяцы весь мир стал свидетелем развернутой США и его
союзниками в Юго-Восточной Азии и в НАТО кампании против КНДР из-за
«ядерной угрозы со стороны Пхеньяна».
……..
Нельзя обойти молчанием и двойственную политику Вашингтона в
отношении того, кому они «прощают» ядерные устремления, а против кого
поднимают международное возмущение и вводят санкции. Не стоит также
забывать, что сегодня угроза ядерной конфронтации обостряется в пяти
различных регионах, наименее заметным из которых в многочисленных
публикациях американских и западных СМИ является Южная Азия.
Принято считать, что сегодня в мире фактически существуют девять
ядерных держав — США, Россия, Франция, Великобритания, Китай, Индия,
Пакистан, Израиль и КНДР. В их распоряжении, по данным Стокгольмского
института исследования проблем мира (SIPRI) на январь 2017 года,
находятся в общей сложности около 15 тысяч ядерных боеголовок.
Однако официально ядерными державами считаются только те,
которые подписали Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия (ДНЯО)
от 1968 года. Это (в порядке создания своей первой атомной бомбы) — США
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(1945 год), СССР/Россия (1949 год), Великобритания (1952 год), Франция
(1960 год) и Китай (1964 год). Остальные четыре страны хоть и располагают
ЯО, к договору о его нераспространении не присоединились.
Северная Корея вышла из договора.
Израиль никогда официально не признавал наличие у него ядерного
оружия, но считается, что оно у Тель-Авива есть. В 2008 году SIPRI
сообщало, что у Израиля ядерного оружия в два раза больше, чем у Индии и
Пакистана.
Все возможности, как научные разработки, так и производственные
мощности для создания ядерных боеголовок есть у Ирана и ЮАР.
Существует также группа «латентных» ядерных государств, способных
произвести атомное оружие, но воздерживающихся от этого в силу
экономической и политической нецелесообразности. К ним относится
Япония, Бразилия, Аргентина, Саудовская Аравия.
Активно разрабатывая ТЯО, Пакистан уже практически вошел в
закрытый клуб располагающих таким оружием стран. В настоящее время
пакистанский арсенал ядерного оружия, согласно данным Стокгольмского
международного института проблем мира (SIPRI), является шестым в мире.
Вместе с тем американские аналитики в докладе, подготовленном для Фонда
Карнеги, считают, что Исламабад может стать третьей в мире страной по
объему ядерного оружия после России и США, если Пакистан сохранит
нынешние темпы по производству — до 20 ядерных боеголовок в год. С
точки зрения носителей, считается, что у Пакистана довольно много
оперативно-тактических ракет (например, ОТР «Абдали», «Газнави»,
«Шахин-1» и «Шахин-1 -1А»), баллистических ракет средней дальности
«Шахин-2» и ряд других. Ядерные заряды к ним адаптированы.
Во многом ядерную политику Пакистана контролируют Соединенные
Штаты, тем самым негласно поощряя ее. При этом неоднократно в СМИ
появлялись обвинения Пакистана со стороны третьих стран в торговле
ядерными технологиями. В частности, в начале 2000-х годов руководитель
ядерной программы Пакистана, прозванный «отцом исламской ядерной
бомбы», Абдул-Кадир Хан сам признался, что приторговывал ядерными
технологиями и устройствами — центрифугами, передавал их Ирану, Ливии
и Северной Корее. Предложение о готовности превратить Нигерию в
ядерную державу сделал генерал Мухаммад Азиз Хан (Muhammad Aziz
Khan), глава пакистанского Объединенного комитета штабов, на встрече с
нигерийским министром обороны в 2004 года.
Пакистан ведет планомерную политику по наращиванию своего
ядерного потенциала, и это является одним из мотивов, почему он блокирует
на Конференции по разоружению в Женеве рассмотрение проекта договора о
запрещении производства расщепляющихся материалов (ЗПРМ).
Периодически опасность возникновения ядерного конфликта возникает
в Южной Азии, в частности, из-за резких публичных заявлений отдельных
политиков и военных из стран региона.
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Так, после размещенной 20 декабря на сайте AWD News фейковой
информации, что Пакистан якобы готов отправить в Сирию «суннитских
бойцов» на борьбу против ДАИШ, это заявление было резко воспринято в
Израиле. В частности, Моше Яалон (бывший на тот период главой военного
ведомства Израиля) указал, что вмешательство Пакистана в сирийский
конфликт представляет реальную угрозу для Израиля, в связи с чем он
оставляет за собой право применить ядерное оружие. В ответ на это министр
обороны Пакистана Хаваджа Мухаммад Асиф напомнил израильской
стороне, что Исламабад также располагает этим видом оружия.
Из-за действий исламских радикалов Индия и Пакистан могут
оказаться в ситуации, когда им придется применять ядерное оружие друг
против друга. В подтверждение этого можно привести недавнее
предупреждение премьер-министра Пакистана Шахид Хакан Аббаси Индии,
что против нее может быть применено ядерное оружие короткого радиуса
действия. Это произойдет, если индийские войска предпримут внезапную
атаку на основе доктрины «холодный старт».
В 1985 году конгресс США принял «поправку Пресслера»,
направленную на запрещение создания Пакистаном атомной бомбы. В
соответствии с этой поправкой, Пакистан не мог получать экономическую и
военную помощь, если президент США не мог удостовериться, что
Исламабад не обладает ядерным устройством. Это относилось и к
возможным средствам доставки ядерного оружия. Однако, хотя было
достаточно доказательств, свидетельствующих о разработках ядерного
оружия в Пакистане, действие этой «поправки» ограничивалось, пока
Пакистан по указке из Вашингтона участвовал в противодействии СССР в
афганском конфликте. В 1990 году, после завершения той войны в
Афганистане, санкции США на Пакистан были наконец наложены, однако
уже в марте 2005 года Джордж Буш дал согласие на продажу 24 самолетов F16 в Пакистан. Активно развиваются в том числе и военные связи между
Пакистаном и США и сегодня, о чем, в частности, свидетельствует
сентябрьский визит в Вашингтон нового главы правительства Пакистана
Аббаси, выступившего в американском Совете по международным
отношениям.
В этой связи хотелось бы призвать политический и военный
истеблишмент США более последовательно относиться к проблеме
нераспространения ядерного оружия его союзниками, особенно в регионе
Южной Азии. Бороться на этом направлении необходимо не только однобоко
против КНДР, но и против других государств, уже много лет не желающих
присоединиться к ДНЯО, которых Вашингтон «оберегает» в надежде на их
использование в будущих региональных конфликтах на стороне США.
Пакистан и Группа ядерных поставщиков
The Nation. Pakistan‘s case for NSG
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Malik Muhammad Ashraf. October 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/20-Oct2017/pakistan-s-case-for-nsg

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), instead of preventing nuclear
proliferation, might unfortunately be doing the opposite. It has encouraged nonnuclear states to opt for nuclear weapons programmes due to the violation of the
treaty by its proponents. The civil nuclear technology agreement between US and
India and the push to have India admitted to the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)
are the recent examples of the breach of the treaty.
It is pertinent to point out that for any nuclear state to become a member of
NSG, signing of NPT is a basic condition and the decisions in regards to
admittance of a new member and change in the guidelines of NSG are taken
through consensus. However, the USA, since signing of an agreement with India
on the transfer of civil nuclear technology in 2008, has been desperately trying to
have India admitted to the NSG and even managed a waiver for her. Emulating
USA, France and UK also signed civil nuclear deals with India.
At the time of giving waiver to India, some members of NSG did express
concern about India expanding its nuclear arsenal by diverting the fissile materials
for production of nuclear weapons. These concerns still persist. Some international
agencies have come up with reports recently that India after the NSG waiver has
indeed expanded its nuclear arsenal. US senator Markey, in a senate hearing,
lamented that after US gave it exemption, India had continued to produce fissile
materials for its nuclear programme and increased risk of a nuclear arms race in
South Asia, as Pakistan had warned that it would.
Pakistan rightly felt concerned about these developments and ever since the
signing of nuclear civil technology deal between US and India, it has been striving
hard to convince the US and the international community about its credentials to
deserve membership of the group and the adoption of a non-discriminatory
approach in regards to giving membership of NSG to the non-NPT states. While
US has all along stood for Indian membership of NSG, it has not adopted a similar
approach towards Pakistan. However, notwithstanding the efforts of US and its
western allies to have India admitted to the prestigious nuclear club, the latter
failed to get a nod from the last plenary session of NSG held in Vienna, as a
number of countries including China insisted on a criteria based approach in view
of the fact that besides India, Pakistan had also applied for the membership of the
group. The rejection of the Indian bid in a way was a vindication of Pakistan‘s
stance on the issue.
NSG seeks to further the objectives of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
through regulatory guidelines in regards to the export of nuclear materials, nuclear
reactors, non-nuclear material for reactors, plant and equipment for reprocessing,
enrichment and technologies covering these items. The NSG guidelines also
govern export of nuclear-related dual use items and technologies which could
make a substantial contribution to an un-safeguarded nuclear fuel cycle or nuclear
explosive activity. The need for these regulatory guidelines stems from the
recognition of the need for international trade and cooperation in the nuclear field
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for peaceful purposes, as enshrined in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and
NSG guidelines on the subject. The overall aim of these guidelines is to ensure that
nuclear exports are carried out with appropriate safeguards, physical protection,
and non-proliferation conditions, and other appropriate restraints.
Though Pakistan is not a signatory to NPT, it has all along supported nuclear
non-proliferation and abided by the parameters spelt out by it and different
international treaties. Therefore, joining the NSG would tantamount to global
recognition of those efforts. But the question is, has Pakistan done enough to
deserve membership of NSG? For this, one has to look at the measures taken by
Pakistan to deserve membership of the group and the criteria laid down by NSG in
this regard.
At the third Nuclear Security Summit at Hague in March 2014, the former
Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif made a forceful case for Pakistan‘s inclusion in the
NSG. He staked his claim for the membership of the group and other international
control regimes by declaring that Pakistan had been running a safe and secure civil
nuclear programme for the last 40 years and attached highest importance to nuclear
security. It had the expertise, manpower and infrastructure to produce civil nuclear
energy and has pursued a policy of restraint as well as credible minimum
deterrence. Pakistan‘s nuclear security regime is supported by five pillars—a
strong command and control system, an integrated intelligence system, rigorous
regulatory regime and active international cooperation. The security regime covers
physical protection, material control and accounting, border controls and
radiological emergencies. Pakistan, he said, also has been regularly submitting
reports to the UN Security Council 1540 committee on the measures that the
country has put in place to exercise control over transfer of sensitive materials and
technologies. That is exactly in line with the criteria for admitting new members to
the NSG, which stipulates that an aspiring country should have the ability to
supply nuclear items covered in the NSG guidelines; should have a proven record
of adherence to those guidelines taking necessary actions in that regard; must have
enforced legally based domestic export control system; should have complied with
obligations under NPT and other treaties; supported international efforts towards
non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery vehicles.
Pakistan, as is evident surely qualifies for membership of NSG.
Any discriminatory treatment towards Pakistan in regards to membership of
NSG is likely to push Pakistan for ‗full nuclear deterrence‘ viz-a-viz India which
will deal a big blow to the efforts of the international community to promote the
cause of non-proliferation. As against this, simultaneous inclusion of Pakistan and
India in the NSG will not only establish the principle of non-discrimination but
would also add to the strength of NSG in furthering the objectives of nuclear nonproliferation and well controlled export of nuclear materials for promoting
international nuclear trade cooperation. Pakistan, being a member of the NSG,
would be in a better position to contribute to firming up and refining the regulatory
guidelines and safeguarding its interests. It would also allow Pakistan to export
nuclear materials to other countries under the gaze of global community in a
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legitimate manner with all the accompanying economic benefits, as well as
reinforcing its credentials as a useful member of the global community.
Adoption of policies subservient to expediencies and vested interests in
regards to implementation of NPT and grant of NSG membership would scuttle the
efforts to check proliferation of nuclear weapons and other related causes. It is
hoped that the members of NSG, US and its allies will keep all the foregoing
variables into consideration and give adequate and well deserved attention to the
security concerns of Pakistan while deciding the fate of the request of both the
countries.
India had continued to produce fissile materials for its nuclear programme
and increased risk of a nuclear arms race in South Asia. In contrast, Pakistan has
obliged with all obligations under NPT and if any country qualifies for NSG
membership, it‘s her.
Ядерный беспредел пора прекращать
Александр Храмчихин (заместитель директора Института политического и
военного анализа). Независимая газета. 6.10.2017. http://nvo.ng.ru/gpolit/2017-1006/1_968_nuclear.html

Китай уверен, что его ракеты DF-31A гарантированно обеспечат
ответный удар по любому противнику.
Договоры об ограничении и сокращении стратегических вооружений
были важнейшей составляющей советско-американских отношений с 1970-х
годов. Затем они стали важной темой российско-американских отношений.
Но теперь, видимо, эта тема исчерпана.
Можно ли представить себе договор об ограничении стратегических
вооружений между США и Великобританией? Разумеется, нет. Подобные
договоры подписываются не между союзниками, а между противниками. То,
что Россия и США продолжили переговорную традицию СССР и США, с
одной стороны, вроде бы, снижало напряженность, с другой стороны,
подчеркивало, что никакими партнерами мы не стали. Мы остались
противниками. И российско-американские договоры в этом смысле стали
своеобразным самосбывающимся прогнозом. Правда, теперь мы снова
противники вполне официальные и, вроде бы, можно опять договариваться
«с чистой совестью». Но здесь возникли препятствия уже чисто военного
характера. Главное из них состоит в том, что США и Россия досокращались
уже до той стадии, когда любые дальнейшие сокращения не могут быть
двусторонними. В них необходимо вовлекать все остальные ядерные
державы, к чему те отнюдь не рвутся. Тем более что здесь еще возникает
проблема «официальных» и «неофициальных» ядерных держав.
СТРАННАЯ ИЗБИРАТЕЛЬНОСТЬ

Пять «официальных» ядерных держав (Великобритания, Китай, Россия,
США, Франция) демонстрируют полное единство в том, что хотят навечно
сохранить свою монополию на эту «официальность». Что выглядит уже
откровенно глупо, ведь ядерное оружие еще у четырех «неофициальных»
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ядерных держав является свершившимся фактом, игнорирование которого
сродни психическому заболеванию. Совсем сюрреалистической ситуация
становится из-за того, что трем «неофициальным» (Израилю, Индии и
Пакистану) все простили и де-факто разрешили, а четвертую (КНДР)
запрессовали санкциями (об этом речь шла в статье «Мир применил к
Пхеньяну двойные стандарты», «НВО» от 18. 08. 2017).
В итоге получается, что всего лишь девять ядерных держав де-факто
делятся на четыре условные категории: «главные официальные» (США и
Россия), «простые официальные» (Великобритания, Франция, Китай),
«прощенные неофициальные» (Израиль, Индия, Пакистан), «непрощенная
неофициальная» (КНДР).
Столь своеобразная ситуация делает многосторонние переговоры и
договоры практически невозможными. В связи с чем Москве стоит
задуматься не о том, чтобы идти на новые переговоры с США, а о том,
чтобы, наконец, окончательно отказаться и от действующих договоров,
окончательно развязав себе руки и начав строить такие стратегические
ядерные силы (СЯС), которые нам действительно необходимы.
Ныне действующий договор СНВ-3 уникален в том смысле, что это
единственный за всю историю договор, выгодный не американцам, а нам.
Даже при Брежневе все договоры оказывались в пользу США, а вот
Медведев подписал договор, фактически, об одностороннем сокращении
американских стратегических вооружений. Почему Вашингтон на это пошел,
существуют две версии (впрочем, не исключающие одна другую):
американцы хотели, чтобы Россия не поставляла С-300 Ирану; американцам
настолько важно сохранить возможность инспекций на местах, что ради
этого они пошли даже на односторонние сокращения. Впрочем, как
показывает практика, сокращения эти чисто виртуальные и больше
напоминают откровенное шулерство.
Индия уже располагает баллистической ракетой Agni-V, способной
поражать цели на дальности 5 тыс. км, но уже близка к завершению
разработка ракеты, которая будет преодолевать расстояние более чем в 7 тыс.
км.
МНИМЫЕ СОКРАЩЕНИЯ

По состоянию на март 2017 года США имели 454 пусковые шахты для
межконтинентальных баллистических ракет (МБР) «Минитмен-3», из
которых в 405 стоят такие МБР, а 49 шахт – пустые. При этом имеется 278
складированных «Минитменов-3». Логично было бы считать, что у США в
этом компоненте СЯС есть 405 развернутых и 278 неразвернутых носителей,
но они считают, что таковых 405 и 49 (по числу шахт). Разумеется, ракету без
установки в шахту не запустишь, но такая установка – дело нескольких
часов.
Также и по БРПЛ. У США имеется 14 ПЛАРБ типа «Огайо» по 24
шахты для «Трайдентов-2» на каждой (всего 336) и 423 самих «Трайдентов2», при этом почему-то декларированы как развернутые всего 220, как
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неразвернутые 80, еще 36 шахт вообще куда-то исчезли, а 203
складированные БРПЛ как бы и вообще не имеют значения.
По какой-то загадочной причине объявлены неядерными все 80
бомбардировщиков В-1В и 41 из 88 В-52Н, а 95 «недопиленных» с
предыдущих договоров В-52G вообще как бы не существуют (хотя они
находятся на базе-складе Дэвис-Монтан в боеспособном состоянии).
В связи со всем этим становится непонятно – зачем нам такой договор,
который ничего реально не ограничивает, но привязывает нас к сложившейся
структуре СЯС? Конечно, нет смысла разрывать договор досрочно (в
сиюминутном плане он нам ничем не мешает), но тем более нет ни
малейшего смысла в 2021 году, когда действие СНВ-3 завершится,
продлевать его еще на пять лет.
Кроме того, 30 лет назад СССР подписал с США бессрочный договор,
который теперь висит на России – Договор об РСМД. С которым тоже нужно
заканчивать хотя бы потому, что кроме США имеются другие ядерные
державы. В частности, члены НАТО Великобритания (225 ядерных БЧ) и
Франция (примерно 350 БЧ). А еще есть наш «стратегический партнер»
Китай.
ТАЙНЫ ВОСТОЧНОГО «ПАРТНЕРА»

Как учат стокгольмский СИПРИ и лондонский Международный
институт стратегических исследований, у Китая имеется 240-270 ядерных
БЧ, причем все они неразвернутые. Этот сюрреалистический бред
повторяется из года в год и послушно перепечатывается всеми изданиями
мира.
При этом в конце прошлого года в китайских источниках, «близких к
официальным», прошло сообщение о том, что Китай на данный момент
имеет примерно 200 МБР (DF-5, DF-31, DF-41), примерно 300 БРСД (DF-21,
DF-26), 1150 тактических ракет (DF-11, DF-15, DF-16) и до 3 тыс. крылатых
ракет семейства DH-10 (здесь, видимо, суммируются все крылатые ракеты –
наземного, берегового, воздушного и морского базирования).
Предположить, что китайские МБР и БРСД стоят в шахтах и на
мобильных ПУ без БЧ, можно лишь находясь в некоем особом
психологическом состоянии (является ли такое состояние нормой в
лондонском и стокгольмском институтах – вопрос, видимо, риторический).
Все DF-31 и DF-41 и большинство DF-5 являются многозарядными (до 10
БЧ), поэтому только на МБР Китай заведомо имеет не менее 500 ядерных БЧ
(возможно и до 1000). Интересно, что в прошлом году один китайский
профессор, рассказывая о новейшей МБР DF-41, сказал, что она долетит до
Москвы за 12 минут, до Лондона за 16 и до Нью-Йорка за 21 минуту. Да, вот
такой ясный и конкретный набор целей. Москва на первом месте.
БРСД могут использоваться как в ядерном, так и в обычном
снаряжении, но заведомо на каждую имеется хотя бы одна ядерная БЧ, что
дает их еще, как минимум, 300. Еще, как минимум, 400 ядерных БЧ (в
данном случае неважно, развернутых или нет) получим, если предположить,
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что таковые имеются хотя бы для 10% тактических и крылатых ракет. Кроме
того, в ВВС НОАК имеется не менее 400 ядерных авиабомб для
бомбардировщиков Н-6, JH-7 и штурмовиков Q-5. А в ВМС НОАК – до 100
БРПЛ JL-1 и JL-2, которые суммарно могут нести до 350 ядерных БЧ.
Таким образом, по самым скромным оценкам Китай имеет не менее 2
тыс. ядерных БЧ, А наиболее реалистичной считается оценка в 3,5 тыс. БЧ.
СОЗДАТЬ НОВЫЕ СЯС

В связи с этим нельзя не упомянуть еще одно совершенно
удивительное утверждение, которое постоянно тиражируется не только
журналистами, но также политиками и экспертами как в России, так и за
рубежом: «не менее 90% мирового ядерного арсенала приходится на США и
Россию». Даже если оценить китайские арсеналы по минимуму, на США и
РФ суммарно придется не более 80% ядерных зарядов. Если же оценить
Китай, а заодно Индию, Пакистан и Израиль более реалистично, то две
«главные официальные» ядерные державы не будут дотягивать и до 70%. А
поскольку суммировать противостоящие друг другу США и Россию
довольно странно, то понятно, что о дальнейших двусторонних сокращениях
не может быть и речи.
Более того, очевидно, что Китай, не связанный Договором об РСМД,
находится в наиболее выгодном положении. Его МБР и БРПЛ сдерживают
США и Россию, а БРСД, тактические и крылатые ракеты – Россию, Индию и
Японию. США легче хотя бы в том смысле, что до него китайские БРСД и,
тем более, тактические и крылатые ракеты не долетят. До нас долетит все
китайское, а также все американское, английское и французское. И этому
противостоит достаточно ограниченное число МБР и БРПЛ, а БРСД у нас
нет. И ОТР «Искандер» слишком мало, к тому же из перечисленных стран
долетят они лишь до приграничных районов Китая.
В связи с этим России необходимо выходить из РСМД, возможно,
одновременно с отказом от продления СНВ-3, т.е. в начале 2021 года. После
чего развязать себе руки для строительства совершенно новых СЯС. За
оставшиеся 3,5 года к этому нужно целенаправленно готовиться.
При этом ни в коем случае не нужно до обморока бояться гонки
вооружений, которую нам навяжут экономически гораздо более мощные
НАТО и Китай. Потому что нет ни малейшей необходимости гнаться за
численным паритетом с ними. Многократное уничтожение противника – это
абсурд. Достаточно иметь 100%-ную гарантию его однократного
уничтожения. Если при этом противник будет иметь способность
уничтожить нас десять раз, это будут его проблемы (экономические и
экологические), а не наши. Нам вполне достаточно получить возможность
доставить 400-500 стратегических ядерных зарядов в США, 500-600 в Китай
и до 100 в Европу. Применительно к Китаю и Европе МБР заведомо
избыточны, здесь необходимы БРСД и крылатые ракеты различных типов
базирования. Которые к тому же дешевле, чем МБР. Что же касается
тактических ядерных зарядов, то, видимо, их нам нужно не более 1-2 тыс.,
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причем исключительно против Китая (поскольку наземное вторжение со
стороны НАТО абсолютно невозможно). При этом, разумеется, не может
быть и речи ни о каком обсуждении ограничений и сокращений тактических
зарядов. Где и сколько их иметь – исключительно наше дело.
Чтобы гарантия доставки стратегических зарядов по назначению была
100%-ной нужно, во-первых, избежать обезоруживающего удара, во-вторых,
преодолеть любую ПРО. Исходя из нынешних реалий, важнее первое,
поскольку даже перспективная американская ПРО является, в основном,
мифом.
Наилучшим вариантом является производство малогабаритных МБР и
БРСД (скорее всего – моноблочных), а также крылатых ракет, которые
размещались бы в обычных контейнерах (железнодорожных и
автомобильных) с постоянным перемещением по дорожной сети РФ вдали от
границ, и, возможно, на речных судах (имеющих внешний вид обычных
коммерческих судов), курсирующих во внутренних водных бассейнах.
Именно скрытность и мобильность должны стать гарантией от
обезоруживающего удара, а неопределенность места старта и удаленность от
внешних границ – дополнительным средством преодоления ПРО.
Все наши «партнеры» в этом случае очень расстроятся. Что и
замечательно. Поскольку вместе с расстройством может, наконец-то, прийти
и столь необходимое им отрезвление. И понимание того, что с Москвой, всетаки, надо научиться разговаривать на равных.
Индия грозит разрушить ядерные объекты Пакистана
Pakistan warns India against targeting its N-installations
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, October 6th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1362001/pakistanwarns-india-against-targeting-its-n-installations

WASHINGTON: Foreign Minister Khawaja Mohammad Asif warned on
Thursday that if India launched a surgical strike on the country‘s nuclear
installations, nobody should expect restraint from Pakistan either.
Indian Air Force chief B.S. Dhanoa said on Wednesday that if India needed
to carry out a surgical strike, his aircraft could target Pakistan‘s nuclear
installations and destroy them.
The foreign minister addressed the Indian air chief‘s remarks at a talk at the
US Institute of Peace in Washington on Thursday, urging Indian leaders not to
contemplate such actions as those could have dire consequences.
―Yesterday, the Indian air chief said we will hit, through another surgical
strike, Pakistan‘s nuclear installations. If that happens, nobody should expect
restraint from us. That‘s the most diplomatic language I can use,‖ said Mr Asif.
The foreign minister, who is in Washington on a three-day official visit, met
US National Security Adviser Gen H.R. McMaster on Thursday, a day after
he held wide-ranging talks with US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. While both
US and Pakistani sides have described the Asif-Tillerson talks as ―positive‖ and
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―useful‖, Mr Asif indicated that his meeting with Gen McMaster was not as
friendly as the earlier meeting.
―I will not be extravagant, yesterday‘s meeting went very well, today‘s
meeting with Gen McMaster in the morning, I would be a bit cautious about it. But
it was good. It was good. It wasn‘t bad,‖ said the foreign minister when asked if his
trip to Washington was going well.
Talks with Tillerson
The shared interest in a secure, prosperous and democratic Pakistan was one
of the key issues discussed in a frank conversation between Mr Tillerson and Mr
Asif, says the US State Department.
The two top diplomats met at the State Department in Washington on
Wednesday for talks aimed at halting a rapid deterioration in bilateral ties.
Don't blame Pakistan, Haqqanis were your 'darlings' at one time: Asif tells
US
―They talked about the importance of partnering together to establish peace
and prosperity in the region. They talked about their mutual commitment to
advancing a multifaceted relationship between the United States and Pakistan
based on our shared interest in a secure, prosperous, and democratic Pakistan,‖ said
State Department spokesperson Heather Nauert when asked what was discussed in
the meeting.
―The foreign minister and the secretary talked about the president‘s South
Asia strategy that was announced back in August. They also exchanged ideas about
how our countries can work together to help stabilise Afghanistan,‖ she added.
Although their relations were already tense, the tensions worsened after US
President Donald Trump‘s Aug 21 policy speech in which he warned Pakistan to
eradicate alleged terrorist safe havens from its soil or be ready for the
consequences.
Later, senior US officials told various media outlets that the United States
could stop providing economic and military assistance to Pakistan, degrade its
status of a major non-Nato ally and place Pakistani officials with alleged ties to
terrorists on a terrorist-watch list.
At the State Department briefing, a journalist pointed out that when the new
US strategy was unveiled, the language about US-Pakistani ties was much harsher
than what Secretary Tillerson used in his remarks after the meeting. ―Was none of
(the punitive actions underlined by US officials) discussed with the Pakistani
foreign minister?‖ the journalist asked.
―We typically don‘t provide the fulsome types of readouts, we don‘t do a
play-by-play, a blow-by-blow of everything that happens in our private diplomatic
conversations,‖ the spokesperson responded.
―What I just read to you, that‘s what I can provide to you from the meeting. I
know our conversations with the Pakistani government continue to be frank,‖ she
added.
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Another journalist reminded Ms Nauert that in response to a question at this
stakeout on Wednesday, Secretary Tillerson had expressed concerns about the
future of government of Pakistan. ―What did he mean by that?‖
Ms Nauert said she did not get the chance to ask the secretary about those
remarks and that‘s why she did not know what he meant.
Responding to a question about US-Pakistan relations at his stakeout,
Secretary Tillerson had said: ―We have concerns about the future of Pakistan‘s
government too, in terms of them — we want their government to be stable. We
want it to be peaceful. And many of the same issues they‘re struggling with inside
of Pakistan are our issues.‖
Ядерный арсенал Индии
India‘s nuclear arsenal
Muhammad Umar. The Nation. October 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/06-Oct2017/india-s-nuclear-arsenal

India‘s nuclear-powered submarine was reported damaged in an accident on
October 3. This latest incident adds to the already lengthy list of nuclear mishaps
the country has faced in the last four or so decades. It begs the exploration of the
current status of the Indian nuclear arsenal and the dangers it poses.
Taking advantage of the chaos created by North Korea, India is quietly
expanding its nuclear and missile capabilities. In an updated report on the
worldwide deployment of nuclear weapons, published by the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists, the authors, Hans Kristensen and Robert Norris note, ―India‘s missile
force is evolving rapidly,‖ as it develops ―larger missiles with longer ranges and
shorter response times.‖
India‘s first submarine base is currently under construction and this fact led
the authors to raise the question of whether or not India will begin to deploy
nuclear weapons on to their nuclear-powered submarines under normal
circumstances? An important query because deploying nuclear weapons on to
submarines raises serious alarm to other important issues to consider.
The first thing to consider is what it will mean for strategic balance in the
region. There is a great deal of volatility in the Indian strategic culture. Clearly,
there is an unstable right wing mentality, consider the recent beef related lynching
of innocent teenagers or claims that Hindus invented nuclear technology thousands
of years ago. Let‘s not forget the recent armed provocation at the Chinese border.
Now imagine, if India begins deployment of nuclear weapons on to their
submarines, it will give them confidence of a secure second strike capability;
according to their past behaviour they are very likely to provoke a conflict with
one of their neighbours, which could escalate to full-scale war, a nightmare
scenario on its own.
Second, this development could lead to a regional arms race at sea; further
risking the use of these weapons. In 1974, prestige, not genuine security concerns
led India to develop nuclear weapons, essentially nuclearizing South Asia;
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remember that their first nuclear explosion was a result of their violation of terms
of a multilateral peaceful uses agreement that they had with Canada and the United
States.
The deployment of nuclear weapons on to submarines will most definitely
lead to nuclearizing the Indian Ocean, which is total madness, and the international
community has a responsibility to demand India stop this pursuit or face
consequences, similar to the demands being made of North Korea to curb its
nuclear aggression.
The third thing to consider, deploying a nuclear weapon on to a submarine
will lower the nuclear threshold; the authority to use a nuclear weapon will rest in
the hands of the submarine commander. A very scary thought bearing in mind the
extremist tendencies of the Indian polity, society, and its armed forces. What if the
command of one of these submarines is given to a Hindu extremist and this person
decides to wage a holy Hindu war against non-Hindus?
Additionally, there are many technical safety and security questions that
must be addressed. It is unclear what actually happened to the Indian nuclearpowered submarine, which was reported to have been in an accident on October 3.
The government has remained quiet about the circumstances and extent of damage,
which is unacceptable, considering the possibility of the environmental impact an
accident like this could have had on the seas.
India paid no heed to expert warnings of building a nuclear reactor on its
eastern coast at Kalpakkam, an area prone to seasonal cyclones, the reactor has
also faced many technical glitches.
These are extremely dangerous developments; I argue these rapid Indian
advancements and policy shifts are more dangerous than what is happening in
North Korea at the moment.
According to ―India‘s Nuclear Exceptionalism,‖ a report published by
Harvard University, India is capable of producing nearly 2,200 nuclear weapons.
Last year, Adrian Levy, a Guardian journalist reported that India was constructing
an entire city devoted to building nuclear bombs. Kristensen and Norris in their
study bring our attention to India‘s ―rapidly evolving‖ missile program and their
ambitious plans of arming submarines with nuclear weapons. These developments
are completely absurd, and pose great danger to the region, possibly the world.
The international community should no longer allow India to quietly get
away with stockpiling nuclear weapons, and should put an end to their attempts at
nuclearizing the Indian Ocean. Allowing India to get away with this kind of
behaviour will encourage others, like North Korea. The international community
has a responsibility to put equal pressure on both North Korea and India to put an
end to their nuclear aggression, and suspend their missile programs.
Taking advantage of the chaos created by North Korea, India is quietly
expanding its nuclear and missile capabilities.
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«Индия и США должны уничтожить ядерный арсенал Пакистана», заявил экс-сенатор Larry Pressler
India, US should go for pre-emptive strikes, destroy Pak's N-assets: ExUS senator.
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Ex-US Senator Larry Pressler said that Donald Trump may turn out to be
the best US president yet for India.
 He called the denial of a US visa to Modi when the latter was Gujarat CM
―a stain‖ on the US.
 ―US must declare Pakistan a terrorist state, cut off all aid and must not treat
India and Pakistan as equals," he said.
MUMBAI: Suggesting that both India and the US conduct pre-emptive
strikes inside Pakistan to destroy its nuclear sites (where weapons have either
already been stored or are being made), former US Senator Larry Pressler told TOI
on Monday that Donald Trump may turn out to be the best American president yet
for India as he had recently put Pakistan on notice for harbouring terrorists.
But for this to happen, Trump would have to get around the Pentagon, which
always encouraged Pakistan, he said. Such encouragement emboldened Pakistan to
attack India as "the mother of terrorism" and "predator" at the UN general
assembly session on Sunday, he added. Trump's description of the Pentagon as "a
swamp" was a good sign, he noted, hoping the US president would drain it soon
(as he'd promised).
A three-term Senator and twice a member of the House of Representatives,
Pressler (75) authored the famous Pressler Amendment which in 1990 blocked US
military aid to Pakistan when the then US President George H W Bush could not
certify Pakistan was not developing nukes.
As the delivery of close to 30 F-16 aircraft to Islamabad was barred,
Pressler, then a Republican and head of the Senate's arms control subcommittee,
became something of a hero in India and, in his own words, "a devil in Pakistan."
His new book, Neighbours in Arms, engagingly tells the story of the amendment
and of the US foreign policy that enabled Pakistan to develop nuclear weapons and
casts a severe spotlight on the culture of lobbying in Washington and the grip of
the military-industrial state ("the Octopus") inside the US.
Pressler has long distanced himself from the Republican Party — he
contested Senate polls as an Independent in 2014 and backed Hillary Clinton in the
2016 Presidential polls — but despite differences with Trump, he feels the
president is not doing half as badly as US media suggests.
Trump's warning to Pakistan on its sheltering and export of terror, linking of
US aid to "action on terror" and his request to India to "help us more with
Afghanistan" signalled a recasting of relations.
The ex-Senator hopes Trump will act on the notice.
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"US must declare Pakistan a terrorist state, cut off all aid and must not treat
India and Pakistan as equals. India is a democracy, Pakistan isn't. And Pakistan and
especially the ISI have lied to us for decades," he said.
He called the denial of a US visa to Modi when the latter was Gujarat CM "a
stain" on the US. He was critical of India, however, for allegedly handing out
millions to lobbyists in Washington. "Pakistan started this lobbying. India doesn't
need to do it," he said. He said Pakistan couldn't have developed nuclear weapons
if US had stopped aid.
First destroy Pakistan itself and build old Undivided India after expelling
MullahsMuhammad The Butcher
Having worked closely with many US presidents, he felt Ronald Reagan had
been very receptive to his ideas on nuclear non-proliferation and his views on
Pakistan's duplicity but had been hemmed in by "Octopus" mandarins. And Bill
Clinton had, on his 2001 trip to India (Pressler was part of that delegation), given
the impression that he loved the country and its people but had, in reality, repealed
the Pressler Amendment and encouraged military supplies to India's hostile
neighbour.
Pressler was criticised when, in the 1990s, he had expressed concerns about
an "Islamic bomb." He said he stood vindicated today and that the growth of ISIS
and similar groups led him to fear that fundamentalist organisations - and not
individual states - may create a "Caliphate."
Сколько у кого ядерных боеголовок?
Pakistan among four building up nuclear warheads: watchdog
The Nation. September 21, 2017/ http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Sep-2017/pakistanamong-four-building-up-nuclear-warheads-watchdog

The global number of nuclear warheads dropped last year, but it seems
China, India, North Korea and Pakistan are expanding the size of their atomic
arsenals, a Swedish arms watchdog said Thursday.
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute says developments in
North Korea‘s nuclear programme ―contributed to international political instability
with potentially serious knock-on effects.‖
SIPRI says that as of January 2017 the United States, Russia, Britain,
France, China, India, Pakistan, Israel and North Korea together had about 14,935
nuclear weapons, down from 15,395 a year earlier.
SIPRI listed North Korea as not having any deployed warheads but with 10
to 20 ―other warheads‖ which include ―operational warheads held in storage and
retired warheads awaiting dismantlement.‖ The watchdog said the North Korean
figures were uncertain.
―Recent steps in the nuclear disarmament field are encouraging,‖ said
Shannon Kile, head of SIPRI‘s Nuclear Weapons Project. ―The groundwork laid in
2016 has been built on in 2017, with 122 states approving the Treaty on the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons at the UN in July 2017.‖
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―The so-called ban treaty is potentially an important milestone on a longterm path toward nuclear disarmament,‖ he added.
More generally on global security issues, SIPRI noted positive developments
such as the entry into force of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, the
implementation of the Iran nuclear deal and a United Nations General Assembly
resolution to start negotiations in 2017 on eliminating nuclear weapons.
However, one issue remains a major challenge to human security: forced
displacement.
The institute said Africa and the Middle East ―together currently host over
two-thirds of the world‘s displaced population,‖ adding the number of people
displaced last year has ―increased significantly‖ to more than 60 million.
Armed conflicts were the main reason for the displacement crises, SIPRI
said in its 48th edition of its annual yearbook.
Индия требует расследовать ядерную помощь Северной Корее со
стороны Пакистана
India seeks probe into nuclear proliferation links between Pakistan,
North Korea
The Hindu. 19.09.2017. http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/india-seeks-probeinto-nuclear-proliferation-links-between-pakistan-northkorea/article19713804.ece?homepage=true

India on Monday sought investigations into North Korea‘s nuclear
proliferation linkages and asked to hold accountable those responsible for it, in a
veiled reference to Pakistan.
External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj‘s remarks came days after North
Korea fired another mid-range ballistic missile over Japan on Friday.
It follows North Korea‘s sixth and most powerful nuclear test on September
3, which was in direct defiance of United Nations sanctions and other international
pressure.
―External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj deplored North Korea‘s recent
actions and stated that its proliferation linkages must be explored and those
involved must be held accountable,‖ the ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar
told reporters at a news conference here.
Ms. Swaraj‘s assertion in this regard came during her trilateral meeting with
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and her Japanese counterpart Taro Kono on
Monday on the sidelines of the ongoing United Nations General Assembly session
here.
Responding to questions, Mr. Kumar did not specify the country, but said
the hints were enough to determine that. ―I think I am giving you enough material
to try to figure out what we are talking about,‖ he said.
―We have very clearly mentioned that we not only deplore DPRK‘s recent
actions but also stated that its proliferation linkages must be explored and those
involved be held accountable,‖ Mr. Kumar said.
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In addition to proliferation, the three leaders discussed the issue of maritime
security and connectivity.
―Three broad issues were discussed — maritime security connectivity and
proliferation. We have spelled out what these heads mean on security the ministers
emphasised the need to ensure freedom of navigation respect for international law
and peaceful resolution of disputes,‖ he said.
―On connectivity, there was discussion on how to base them on universally
recognised international norms prudent financing and respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity,‖ Mr. Kumar said.
The first trilateral ministerial meeting between the three countries was held
in 2015. Senior official level meeting has been taking place since 2011.
«Ядерные технологии Северной Кореи лучше, чем в Пакистане», считает д-р Абдул Кадир Хан.
North Korea‘s technology much better than Pakistan‘s: Dr Qadeer
Dawn, September 5th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355690/north-koreastechnology-much-better-than-pakistans-dr-qadeer

KARACHI: North Korea‘s nuclear technology is much better than
Pakistan‘s, nuclear scientist Dr Abdul Qadeer Khan said on Monday, but ruled out
any assistance from Islamabad to Pyongyang in this regard.
In a telephonic interview to BBC Urdu, Mr Khan insisted that North Korea
was self-reliant in the nuclear field because of its highly qualified group of
scientists.
His comments came a day after North Korea said it successfully tested a
hydrogen bomb. It was the country‘s sixth nuclear test and is considered the most
powerful weapon Pyongyang has ever tested.
Mr Khan, said to be the father of Pakistan‘s nuclear programme, said he had
been to North Korea twice under a missile programme, and found that they had
much better quality than Pakistan. ―Their scientists are highly capable, and most of
them have studied in Russia.‖
Recalls he visited North Korea twice under a missile programme
Russia and China would never leave North Korea alone, he said, recalling
the two countries‘ support for Vietnam during its 20-year war with the United
States.
In February 2004, Mr Khan confessed to having supplied nuclear technology
and expertise to North Korea, Libya and Iran.
When asked about Pakistan‘s role in North Korea‘s nuclear programme, Mr
Khan rejected the notion out of hand. ―It‘s out of the question. They have much
better overall technology than ours. We have the same old and conventional
technology,‖ he said.
However, he said Pakistan‘s relationship with North Korea for the missile
programme was common knowledge. ―In fact, the Pakistani government itself
announced that we were in contact with North Korea.‖
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On North Korea‘s latest adventure, Mr Khan said the hydrogen bomb tested
by Pyongyang had the capacity to destroy any city within minutes.
―Hydrogen bombs are much more powerful than atom bombs. For instance,
an atom bomb may destroy the area in the radius of 1.5 to two kilometres, but a
hydrogen bomb can devastate an entire city,‖ he said.
В ядерном противостоянии Индия переориентируется с Пакистана на
Китай
India modernising nuclear arsenal as focus shifts from Pakistan to
China: US experts
The Hindustan Times. 13.07.2017. http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/indiamodernising-nuclear-arsenal-as-focus-shifts-from-pakistan-to-china-us-experts/storyQl8Nv0sq5swOaUGAYaOVTJ.html

In an article about India‘s nuclear forces, two American experts claim the
country‘s focus has shifted from Pakistan to China.
India continues to modernise its atomic arsenal with an eye on China and the
country‘s nuclear strategy which traditionally focused on Pakistan now appears to
place increased emphasis on the Communist giant, two top American nuclear
experts have said.
An article published in the July-August issue of the digital journal After
Midnight has also claimed that India is now developing a missile which can target
all of China from its bases in South India
India is estimated to have produced enough plutonium for 150-200 nuclear
warheads but has likely produced only 120-130, wrote Hans M Kristensen and
Robert S Norris in the article titled ‗Indian nuclear forces 2017‘.
While India has traditionally been focused on deterring Pakistan, its nuclear
modernisation indicates that it is putting increased emphasis on its future ―strategic
relationship with China,‖ they wrote.
―That adjustment will result in significantly new capabilities being deployed
over the next decade that may influence how India views nuclear weapons‘ role
against Pakistan,‖ they said.
Вступление Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков еще под большим
вопросом, - статья в Times of India
Индия не оставляет надежды стать
поставщиков
India works to keep NSG hope alive
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•MEA secretaries have been engaging with ambassadors of key countries like
Brazil to push India‘s case.
•The incoming chair of NSG, Switzerland, said it continues to support India‘s
candidature
•India asked Russia to intercede with China on India‘s behalf
NEW DELHI: With the NSG plenary approaching this week, India is much
more circumspect about its lobbying efforts after last year's high decibel campaign
that came to a nought. More so after the latest signals from Beijing that there is "no
change" in China's stand which spoiled India's chances last time.
But behind the scenes, quiet efforts are on to keep India's interest alive with
other NSG members. MEA secretaries have been engaging with ambassadors of
key countries like Brazil to push India's case. This week, new South Korean
President Moon Jae-In sent his special envoy Dongchea Chung to meet Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. South Korea is the outgoing chair of NSG and the issue
featured in the conversation, though both sides are tight-lipped about it.
Meanwhile, incoming chair, Switzerland, has said it continues to support
India's candidature. Pierre-Alain Eltschinger, spokesperson of the Swiss foreign
ministry, told TOI, "We support India's application for participation in the NSG
and acknowledge India's support to global nonproliferation efforts. We are of the
view that it would contribute to strengthening global non-proliferation efforts if all
countries having relevant nuclear technology and being suppliers of such
technology were to become NSG members."
However, a sign that there will be little movement this week came from
Beijing, where the foreign ministry spokesperson said there was "no change" in
China's position on non-NPT members in the NSG. "On the issue of Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG), I can tell you China's stance on the accession of new
members into NSG has not changed," said Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu
Kang.
India has asked Russia to intercede with China on India's behalf, but so far
there are no indications that this has borne fruit. Until last year, India depended on
the US to do the heavy lifting on its behalf.
The Trump administration has not articulated any position on this, but
Richard Stratford, an old hand with nuclear matters vis-a-vis India, is currently the
acting assistant secretary of state in charge. In 2011, Stratford first broached the
subject of India's entry into NSG by circulating a "nonpaper" for members to chew
on, where he tried to work around the NPT criteria demand. But it's not clear if he
has any clear political direction this time and no one is burning up phone lines in
Washington as in 2008.
After the last NSG plenary, South Korean chair Song Young-Wan appointed
former Argentinian diplomat Rafael Mariano Grossi to work out a template for
inducting non-NPT members after consultation with the various members,
particularly the ones which had had issues with the procedure.
In December, this process came to a close with a gross draft that contained a
check-list of sorts, including on separation of civil and military facilities, IAEA
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safeguards, commitment on no transfers for military purposes, commitment on no
nuclear test, support to CTBT, and that India would not stop other non-NPT
members like Pakistan if they fulfilled the conditions. India would have little
trouble with these criteria, but would not go beyond the commitment made by
former foreign minister Pranab Mukherjee in 2008.
On CTBT, India maintains its position that it is "committed to a voluntary,
unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing" as was articulated after the 1998 tests and
affirmed by Mukherjee in 2008. India has recently quibbled with the word
"criteria", with foreign minister Sushma Swaraj saying, "We prefer that we are
judged not on criteria but on our credentials." The difference is minuscule.
India is seeking to burnish those credentials by ramping up its civilian nuclear
capacity, adding 10 new 700MW reactors with domestic industry playing a big
role.
In his answers to TOI, Eltschinger emphasised the "non-discriminatory"
nature of the exercise, a nod to the Chinese official position, promising to play a
"neutral, transparent and inclusive" role. "Such a membership should be based on
common, objective and non-discriminatory commitments with respect to nuclear
non-proliferation, nuclear disarmament and peaceful use of nuclear energy."
Meanwhile, PM Modi worked on Germany and Spain during his recent visit
and even dropped a quiet word in Xi Jinping's ear during the SCO meet in Astana.
In 2016, the Chinese had objected to the energetic lobbying at the top level, saying
that wasn't "their way". Countries like the Netherlands, also on India's side, have
been working on holdouts like Ireland.
Пакистан и Группа ядерных поставщиков
NSG revisited
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With the upcoming Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) plenary meeting in Bern
from 19th to 23rd June, India has redoubled its efforts to gain membership of this
cartel that engages in civilian nuclear trade. This was the main issue on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi‘s agenda during his SCO summit meetings with President
Xi Jinping of China and Putin of Russia. Before that he visited Germany, among
other NSG member states, with the same purpose. But it is far from certain that his
efforts will succeed at the Bern meeting.
The NSG was created in response to the Indian nuclear test in 1974 which
demonstrated that the strictures of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and
the International Atomic Agency (IAEA) were not sufficient to prevent the
clandestine diversion of nuclear materials for civilian use towards weapons
production. The NSG was, therefore, limited to NPT member states, including the
five recognised nuclear weapon powers (the US, the UK, Soviet Union/Russia,
China and France) and the non-nuclear weapon states. Others like India, Israel and
Pakistan, as non-signatories of the NPT and later nuclear weapons states, were not
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eligible for NSG membership. However, by 2008, America‘s strategic compulsions
to use India as a counter-weight to contain China, led to the US sponsored countryspecific exemption for India by the NSG, thereby enabling New Delhi to enter into
civilian nuclear cooperation agreements with several NSG countries. Persisting
with this preferential approach, the US undertook in 2010 to advocate India‘s
membership of the Group to bring it into the nuclear ―mainstream‖, and recognized
as a ―legitimate‖ nuclear weapon State.
Due to the perfidy of some within our own government at the time, Pakistan
withdrew its objections under US pressure to grant of the exceptional waiver for
India in 2008. At the same time, the US led efforts to deny equal treatment to
Pakistan, despite our reliance, like India, on civilian nuclear cooperation for energy
production. Nevertheless, Pakistan has persisted with its efforts to gain NSG
membership, insisting upon the need for a non-discriminatory and equitable criteria
based approach to the issue.
Advertisement
00:00
00:00
Pakistan has also been expressing its serious concerns in important world
capitals and relevant international fora that the exemption given to India has
enabled that country to increase its production of weapons grade fissile material
leading to an enlargement of its nuclear arsenal.
Moreover, India has failed to fully implement its own commitments given in
return for the 2008 waiver, such as full separation of its civilian and military
nuclear facilities, as pointed out by Harvard University‘s Belfer Centre and the
Washington-based Arms Control Today think-tank. This enables New Delhi to
once again engage in clandestine diversion of nuclear fuel from civilian to military
uses. Taken together, the exemption given to India has undermined strategic
stability in South Asia which will only exacerbate if India is once again given
exclusive treatment to join the NSG.
By now several key members of the NSG have realised that such preferential
treatment for India cannot continue, both on the basis of principles and strategic
security in South Asia. As a result, the move to grant India NSG membership
spearheaded by the US and some of its partners met with stiff resistance last year,
led by China with the support of more than 20 countries. Pakistan, too, has been
proactive by submitting its application for membership last year and engaging with
NSG members for equal and non-discriminatory treatment.
Due to the out-reach efforts by Pakistan and the principled position of
numerous countries, the June 2016 NSG Plenary in Seoul, decided to adopt a 2
step-approach. Since NSG decisions are made on the basis of consensus, all 48
member States have to first agree on the factors or criteria that non-NPT signatory
States like Pakistan and India need to meet in order to be eligible for membership.
Once this is decided, the NSG will consider the applications of the two aspirants in
the second phase.
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Even so, the US used extreme pressure on the outgoing NSG president,
Ambassador Grossi of Argentina and the then incumbent president, Song, from
South Korea, to propose criteria designed to favour India. For worse, Grossi
―proposed‖ that India be given membership before Pakistan and that if and when
Pakistan was accepted as a member, it would still need to obtain an NSG waiver
for nuclear cooperation. This formula was clearly a loaded dice against Pakistan
and was, therefore, rejected by a large number of member States.
As opposed to the discriminatory US policy, the more principled countries
advocate that criteria for membership of both applicants must go beyond the
perfunctory commitments already given by India or those proposed by Grossi.
There are varying views in this regard. For the most part, these countries seek
additional commitments, such as accession to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT). This is unacceptable to India which has repeatedly rejected this treaty.
Pakistan, on the other hand, is ready to join if India does the same. It has also
offered a bilateral test ban arrangement to India.
Meanwhile, with the change of leadership in the US, the Trump
administration has expressed its support for India but not with the same vigour as
its predecessor. No doubt Modi will raise this issue when he meets Trump later in
June.
Against this backdrop, it is highly unlikely that the 2017 NSG Plenary in Bern
will be able to resolve this issue. Inspite of India‘s chagrin, its NSG membership
has become linked with Pakistan‘s membership. Both will need to be treated
equally. There is no more room for yet another exclusive waiver for India. The
principled position taken by several countries has ensured this. So far, Pakistan‘s
efforts to ensure equitable treatment in the NSG have succeeded. But we cannot
afford to lower our guard.
Неверная оценка ядерных испытаний Пакистаном
Misperceptions about Pakistan‘s nuclear tests
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Last month, some highly contentious claims were made by a contributing
writer to The Diplomat, an international current affairs magazine of the AsiaPacific region. Since the article ‗The Fallout from Pakistan‘s Nuclear Tests‖ was
written for an international audience, the writer Shah Meer Baloch tried to contort
the facts as much as possible and made the erroneous claim that unlike other
Pakistanis who celebrate the May 28, 1998 nuclear tests as Youm-e-Takbir or Day
of Goodness, the people of Balochistan treat it as a black day. Now where did that
come from? How can an international publication carry an article based on little
else but fabrication and lies? If truth be known, Balochistan is full of patriots who
are proud of their country‘s acquisition of nuclear powers some 19 years ago and
in that they are no different from any other Pakistani.
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The flawed, inaccurate and politically influenced piece starts with an intuitive
statement which purports to be part of a popular narrative of a group of the
population in Balochistan. No serious attempt was made to substantiate the claim
of course. Several other sweeping generalisations were made as well.
For instance, the writer portrays as if the district or the entire provincial
population was affected by the release of radiation from the 28 th May 1998 Chagai
nuclear tests. Had it been so, would Pakistan and China have chosen to build their
prized infrastructure project, CPEC, in a radiation-rich region. Certainly not, right?
After reading the article the first thing that comes into one‘s mind is that
Indian Navy commander Kulbhushan Jadahav and Indian-backed terrorist groups
were wearing gas masks while planning and executing their sabotage plots in
Balochistan. Factually, there is no radiation exposure in the area; neither in Chagai
nor in nearby areas.
Without representing the facts, he claimed that the locals of Balochistan still
suffer because of the nuclear explosion that the government set off in the Ras Koh
mountains 19 years ago. Ras Koh is an entirely uninhabited area and situated in
Chagai district, where Western NGOs are active. Never mind the fact that nobody
has ever filed a genuine complaint that local residents are being affected by the
radiation fallout of nuclear testing in 1998.
The author also offered a comical account of how Baloch groups resisted the
nuclear testing by deliberating the incident of hijacking of a PIA Flight 554 by
Indian-backed terrorists on May 24, 1998.
It is very important to discuss here that underground testing is much safer
than aboveground testing. With underground testing, it is easy to contain the
radiation. In Pakistan‘s case, this was not done in haste though these came in
response to India‘s own 12 May tests. The selection of site, deep digging of the
hills, preparations for detonation, etc, had been made long before 1984. Besides, all
kind of collateral damage, aftershocks, effects and causes had already been
evaluated and calculated.
A team of the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) comprising Dr
Ishfaq Ahmad, Member (Technical), and Dr Ahsan Mubarak started the
operational reconnaissance of some areas in Balochistan in 1976. Over a span of
three days, the PAEC scientists made several reconnaissance tours of the area
between Turbat, Awaran and Khuzdar in the south and Naukundi-Kharan in the
east.
After a painstaking search, they found a mountain which matched their
specifications. This was a 185-metre high granite mountain in the Ras Koh Hills in
the Chagai division of Balochistan which at their highest point rise to a height of
3,009 metres. Ras Koh Hills are independent of and should not be confused with
the Chagai Hills further north on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, in which, to
date, no nuclear test activity has taken place.
The PAEC requirement was that the mountain should be ―bone dry‖ and
capable of withstanding a 20-kiloton nuclear explosion from the inside. Tests were
conducted to measure the water content of the mountains and the surrounding area
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and to measure the capability of the mountain‘s rock to withstand a nuclear test.
Once this was confirmed, Dr Ishfaq Ahmed commenced work on a threedimensional survey of the area. Only after an extensive and hectic survey, the
Pakistani government commenced work on the tunnel buildup and rescue plans
were prepared in advance.
The rescue plans are said to be still ready but the detonations of 1998 were so
sophisticated like that of the highly-upgraded technology Pakistan used that not a
single individual of the population was affected. Shah Meer should have taken
some radiation readings from a simple device like a Geiger counter before
publishing the article. Rather than publishing fake stories, regarding Pakistan‘s
nuclear testing, The Diplomat must take into account the aggravated fears of the
villages in the vicinity of the Pokhran test range, which have long fallen out of the
international spotlight.
Тупиковая ситуация для Пакистана со вступлением в Группу ядерных
поставщиков (и для Индии – тоже).
Stalemate on Pakistan, India NSG membership likely to continue
The Express Tribune, May 25th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1418485/stalematepakistan-india-nsg-membership-likely-continue/

Ambassador Zamir says the US, its allies blocking Pakistan‘s membership.
ISLAMABAD: Foreign policy and diplomacy experts believe that the
stalemate between Pakistan and India over securing entry to the exclusive Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG) is likely to continue at an upcoming meeting of the 48member nuclear club.
―Given the diverse issues, [a] stalemate on applications of India and Pakistan
is likely to continue for the foreseeable future,‖ remarked Pakistan‘s former
Permanent Representative to the United Nations in Geneva and at the Conference
on Disarmament Ambassador (retired) Zamir Akram on Wednesday. He was
speaking at a roundtable on the ‗NSG Plenary Meeting: Challenges and Prospects‘
at the Strategic Vision Institute (SVI).
NSG draft rule may allow India in, leave Pakistan out
I do not see any change in the positions taken by US and China on the issue
and as long as that is the case, there is no chance of a consensus emerging on the
issue,‖ he added of the meeting being hosted by Switzerland in mid-June.
Ambassador Akram was of the view that neither Pakistan nor India have
signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty, which constitutes an important consideration
for membership to the NSG. At the plenary in Seoul last year, the 48-member
group had failed to evolve a consensus on admitting non-NPT signatory states into
the NSG owing to sharp divisions among the members over the criteria for
accepting such countries in its folds.
The Seoul Plenary had decided to continue discussions on ―Technical, Legal
and Political Aspects of the Participation of non-NPT States in the NSG‖.
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In this regard, the NSG had later appointed Ambassador Rafael Mariano
Grossi from Argentina as a facilitator for discussions among NSG members.
Grossi had subsequently presented certain proposals – known as the ‗Grossi
Formula‘. However, several NSG member countries rejected the formula with
Pakistan among those expressing its reservations over it since it would affect its
membership application.
Ambassador Akram explained that the procedure through which the Grossi
formula was prepared and its substance was problematic.
―A number of countries objected to the very blatant and very obvious slant in
Grossi‘s proposals, which were designed to favour India and go against Pakistan,‖
he said.
Belarus, Kazakhstan assure support for Pakistan‘s NSG membership: Fatemi
The Grossi formula, he said, now stood dead ―for procedural and substantive
reasons‖.
The former envoy said that as many as 25 countries, apart from China, were
defying US pressure and insisting on a two-step approach for admission of nonNPT states and development of an objective and equitable criteria which would be
applicable to all future applicants.
Китай вновь против вступления Индии в Группу ядерных поставщиков
China says no room for India in NSG yet
The Express Tribune. May 22, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1416311/china-says-noroom-india-nsg-yet/

China‘s Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying says China's position
on the non-NPT member‘s participation in the NSG has not changed.
China said on Monday that it would oppose India‘s unilateral entry into the
Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), pending a consensus on the membership of the
nuclear weapon states that have not signed the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
(NPT), The Hindu reported.
In response to a question, China‘s Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua
Chunying said: ―China‘s position on the non-NPT member‘s participation in the
NSG has not changed.‖
The 48-nation NSG is expected to hold its plenary next month in Bern,
Switzerland, where New Delhi‘s entry is expected to be discussed.
New Delhi formally applied for NSG membership in May last year, but China
has consistently blocked India‘s bid, pointing to the need for devolving universally
applicable membership criteria for all countries that have not signed the NPT, but
had become nuclear weapon states.
India‘s NSG membership will damage non-proliferation efforts
The NSG controls the global exports of nuclear technology and material to
ensure that atomic energy is used only for peaceful purposes.
―We support the NSG following the mandate of the 2016 plenary session and
following building consensus as well as the intergovernmental process that is open
and transparent to deal with the relevant issues in a two-step approach,‖ Hua
observed.
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In a statement last year after the November 11 meeting of the NSG in Vienna,
the Foreign Ministry said the meeting in the Austrian capital was held to discuss
the ―technical, legal and political aspects of non-NPT states‘ participation in the
NSG,‖ in accordance with the mandate adopted in June during the grouping‘s
meeting in Seoul. The meeting was a maiden attempt since the NSG‘s inception in
1975 to formally take up non-NPT states‘ participation ―in an open and transparent
manner‖.
However, the statement reiterated China‘s insistence on linking NSG
membership to the NPT — a formulation that rules out India‘s membership.
―China maintains that any formula [for membership] worked out should be
non-discriminatory and applicable to all non-NPT states; without prejudice to the
core value of the NSG and the effectiveness, authority and integrity of the
international non-proliferation regime with the NPT as its cornerstone; and without
contradicting the customary international law in the field of non-proliferation.‖
China rejects bending rule for India to join NSG
In defining a two-step approach for arriving at a consensus, the Chinese side
has said that the first step for membership was defining a ―formula‖ that would be
followed by the second step, which would be ―country-specific.‖
India has underscored that the NPT membership was not essential for joining
the NSG, as was illustrated in the case with France, which became a member of the
NSG without signing the NPT.
Highly-placed sources said that at the talks with the Chinese, India insisted
that the NSG was not a non-proliferation, but an ―export control,‖ mechanism.
Therefore, India‘s NSG bid should be de-linked from the criterion of NPT
membership.
Пакистан не стремится к паритету в ядерных вооружениях с Индией, заявил бывший посол Пакистана в Женеве
Pakistan doesn‘t want nuclear parity with India, says ex-diplomat
The Nation. April 20, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/20-Apr-2017/pakistan-doesn-twant-nuclear-parity-with-india-says-ex-diplomat

Pakistan is not seeking to achieve parity with India in terms of nuclear
weapons, but is rather pursuing Full Spectrum Deterrence doctrine to ensure that
there are no gaps in its deterrence capability.
This was stated by Pakistan‘s former envoy to United Nations in Geneva Amb
Zamir Akram.
Amb Akram noted that threats were growing in the region due to large scale
acquisition of military hardware by India, its public rejection of the policy of NoFirst Use of nuclear weapons, determination to carry out disarming strikes against
Pakistan, and its espousal of dangerous and destabilizing doctrines like the Cold
Start Doctrine.
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―This has required us to move towards Full Spectrum Deterrence for
responding to threats at the tactical level, the counter-force level, and the countervalue level. We need to cover all levels of threat.‖
He maintained that strategic stability in South Asia was not just about
Pakistan and India and instead involved China and US.
This complicated equation was causing its destabilization, which has been
further ―accentuated by developments outside the nuclear realm that is
developments in Occupied Kashmir …. And use of terrorism by India through
proxies based in Afghanistan,‖ he said.
Referring to a recent statement by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
scholar Vipin Narang and assertions by former Indian National Security Adviser
Shiv Shankar Menon in his book suggesting that India could shed its No-First Use
doctrine and carryout disarming pre-emptive strikes against Pakistan, the former
envoy said this did not come as a surprise because Pakistani security quarters never
believed in an Indian declaratory statement of No-First Use, which could not be
verified.
He observed these indications, nevertheless, pointed to Indian efforts to build
capacity to carry out the disarming strikes.
Пакистан – за запрет ядерного оружия, но с оговоркой, это должно
сопровождаться сбалансированным обычным вооружением.
Nuclear ban treaty: a Pakistani perspective
Dr Christine M Leah, Saima Aman Sial. The Express Tribune, April 13th, 2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1381947/nuclear-ban-treaty-pakistani-perspective/

At the UN General Assembly recently nearly two-thirds of UN members that
do not possess nuclear weapons, participated in a conference seeking to ban
nuclear weapons. A nuclear weapons ban reflects misplaced idealism and an
under-appreciation of fundamental strategic issues and concepts. It addresses
symptoms of a problem, not the underlying problems themselves.
This is not to say that a ban would not help alleviate states‘ security concerns.
It may well, but it is seriously misguided to think that nuclear issues can be tackled
separately and independently from broader military issues and conventional force
imbalances. Furthermore, a ban that doesn‘t involve the states that possess nuclear
weapons makes one question the effectiveness of such a ban.
Conventional arms imbalances generally, and US conventional military
superiority specifically, are as much a potential driver of nuclear proliferation and
geostrategic instability as nuclear weapons. As an example, American
preponderance in power projection capabilities has in the past influenced some
countries to acquire nuclear weapons as a deterrent against US intervention.
A nuclear weapons ban addresses symptoms of a problem, not the underlying
problems themselves. Let us take the case of Pakistan. Historically, Pakistan has
been a strong proponent of nuclear disarmament. This acquisition of nuclear
capability was an internal balancing instrument against Indian conventional
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military preponderance and revisionist mindset. Before nuclearising, after the 1974
Indian so-called PNE, Pakistan kept proposing a development of a Nuclear
Weapon Free Zone in South Asia. Finally, to develop the nuclear weapon, the
threat perception was solely driven by India‘s conventional superiority that had
historically culminated in dismemberment of the eastern half of the country in the
1971 war with India.
Traditionally, Pakistan has held that any significant negotiations on nuclear
disarmament should entail some fundamental prerequisites; including ‗balanced
reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments‘, with emphasis on ‗armed
forces and conventional weapons of nuclear weapon states as well as militarily
significant states‘. Pakistan‘s representative to the First Committee on
Disarmament underlined that any initiative undertaken to address the continuing
reliance on nuclear weapons should first ensure that it would arrest the ‗disturbing
trend of escalation in the number and sophistication of conventional weapons‘.
Pakistan‘s diplomatic community has strong reservations regarding any drive
towards banning the nuclear bomb that doesn‘t take into account the disparities in
conventional armament and military balance of forces. This rationale is deeply
rooted in the agreed framework that founded the basis of the First Special Session
of Disarmament, ie, SSOD-I and which later led to the founding of the Conference
of Disarmament. The agreed framework of SSOD-I clearly stipulated the
negotiations upon which nuclear disarmament should be carried out on balanced
reductions of armed forces and conventional armaments based on the principle of
undiminished security of all parties‘ and with a view to promoting stability at
lower levels.
Proponents of nuclear disarmament in Pakistan believe that unless the P-5
states fulfill their end of the bargain in the NPT (Article 6), the efforts of states like
the current ban would not be successful, especially as it fails to elicit the support of
those states that are in possession of nuclear weapons or are under a security
guarantee. A ban that doesn‘t involve the states in possession of nuclear weapons
would carry no weight.
More recently, Pakistan has accused the US and other countries of nuclear
hypocrisy, with the Pakistani ambassador to the United Nations saying that a
handful of nuclear weapon states advocate abstinence for others but are unwilling
to give up their large inventories of nuclear weapons.
Indeed, from the Pakistani perspective, the international community does not
give enough attention to the issue of vertical proliferation. It should come as no
surprise, indeed, that Pakistan continues to stress the importance of nuclear
weapons in acting as a deterrent to perceived Indian conventional military
superiority. Pakistan in the past has made efforts at addressing issues of
conventional force imbalances with India, but New Delhi has traditionally
dismissed these efforts, instead focusing on its larger regional competitor, China.
The problem in South Asia is therefore at least a trilateral one. But the issue speaks
to a much larger problem, and that is multilateral conventional arms control. If the
India-Pakistan strategic situation offers any lesson, it is that weaker states
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(Pakistan) may have to develop a ―great equaliser‖ to offer the security that they
cannot find through conventional means.
One Pakistani official stated to the 1998 conference on disarmament that
―nuclear restraint and balance in South Asia will be possible if this is accompanied
by effective measures for greater balance and symmetry in the conventional arms
capabilities in South Asia‖. Indeed, then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif stated that
Pakistan would sign the CTBT if the Kashmir dispute was solved first.
Simply arguing that nuclear weapons are dangerous does not help us solve
fundamental problems of geopolitics and strategy. Moreover, whilst morality has
its place in strategy, moral absolutes do not. Many proponents of nuclear
disarmament have the ―luxury‖ of sitting in a strategic vacuum and argue that
states should simply learn to get on with one another.
Government leaders and military planners, however, do not have such a
luxury, and have the responsibility of developing policies that are aimed at
deterring conflict and minimising destruction if war comes. Deterrence remains a
fundamental part of how the international system works. But this reveals a much
broader issue about the disconnect between what we might call the deterrence
community and the disarmament/nonproliferation community (although not
everyone in the nonproliferation community ascribes to disarmament). The two
communities, instead of engaging in meaningful dialogue, seem to still be talking
over each other.
For the process to ban nuclear weapons to be successful, it must address the
motives that drive states to acquire them in the first place. Not only do these
motives include perceived threats from larger conventional or non-conventional
forces, the existence of unresolved disputes but they also underline the
discrimination in the application of international norms and laws. Absent strong
and reliable external security guarantees to states that face hostile adversaries with
conventionally strong militaries, these weapons would remain to guarantee
national security for weaker states. Taking the case of Pakistan, while it was still
developing nuclear weapons, it offered to sign the NPT, if India would, also
proposing the creation of a regional nuclear weapons free zone. Later it again
linked the refusal to sign the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, with demands for
India to sign.
A successful nuclear ban, therefore, would be one that demonstrates a serious
commitment by nuclear weapon states to disarm in a reasonable time frame and
one whose ultimate objective is to establish a collective security system for states
on an equitable basis while ensuring their security concerns that are the primary
drivers for nuclear proliferation.
Возможное изменение ядерной стратегии Индии (раньше
невозможность первого удара, а теперь – возможно как упреждение).
A potential shift in India‘s nuclear strategy

–
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The Express Tribune, April 8th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1377657/potentialshift-indias-nuclear-strategy/

Media speculation has been rife regarding India‘s potential shift in its nuclear
doctrine — specifically moving from no-first use (NFU) to either a first use or first
strike nuclear policy. Current and former policymakers in India such as former
national security adviser Shivshankar Menon and ex-defence minister Manohar
Parrikar, who is the current chief minister of Goa — have advocated for such a
shift, arguing that this change would act as credible deterrence to non-state actors
plotting against India. Such statements have further fuelled rumours that a potential
departure from a NFU policy is under serious consideration, despite no official
confirmation from New Delhi. These developments have raised quite a few
eyebrows in Pakistan — most recently, the Foreign Office of Pakistan termed this
potential change ―highly irresponsible and dangerous‖ and reiterated that India‘s
insistence upon NFU is ―nothing more than an empty political statement.‖
Adoption of a first use, or first strike, nuclear policy is highly unlikely for
three reasons. Firstly, India‘s nuclear policy has always been aimed at China. India
has always argued for a position of Credible Minimum Deterrence towards any
potential Chinese aggression. India has maintained that any acts of aggression from
Pakistan would be met by massive conventional retaliation, a concept truly
captured by India‘s Cold Start doctrine. This makes the Indo-Pak security
relationship completely asymmetric, as Pakistan‘s nuclear arsenal solely serves the
purpose of ―existential deterrence‖ towards India but India‘s deterrence towards
Pakistan is based upon its superior conventional capability.
Secondly, promise of a first use or first strike will not credibly deter any
misadventures by non-state actors within India‘s borders. If India is to carry out a
preemptive nuclear strike (first strike) or reactive nuclear strike (first use) against
Pakistan in retaliation for any non-state actor perpetrated attack, there will most
definitely be a retaliatory strike by Pakistan. In such a scenario, is it plausible that
India will risk a nuclear strike on one of its important military installments or
urban centres because of an insurgent attack? As this serves to be a highly unlikely
situation, the nuclear threat to deter non-state actors‘ misadventures in India is not
the most credible.
Lastly, in order to make a first strike more effective, Observer Research
Foundation (ORF) estimates that India will need to strike an estimated 30 different
targets in Pakistan to render any potential retaliation ineffective. To hit all these
targets simultaneously, ORF also estimates the deployment and subsequent use of
about 60 nuclear warheads. India currently maintains a nuclear arsenal of about
110 warheads. If a first strike is initiated, India will be left with about 50 nuclear
warheads — a number that does not act as Credible Minimum Deterrence (CMD)
to China. Therefore, to maintain CMD, India will need to ramp up the production
of its nuclear arsenal. However, significantly increasing the production of nuclear
warheads is very unlikely because of the India-US Civil Nuclear Agreement,
according to which India will receive nuclear technology only if it uses the
technology for civilian purposes. The United States has already come under
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massive criticism for striking up this deal, as India currently is not a signatory to
the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). An increase in the production of nuclear
weapons will amount to Vertical Proliferation — a development that will seriously
damage the United States‘ reputation as non-proliferator. To that end, it is
inconceivable that the United States will allow India to indulge in additional
production of nuclear warheads. For all these reasons, it is highly unlikely that
India will be changing its nuclear policy from no-first use.
That being said, it is also interesting that despite such media hype, India has
not come out with an official confirmation or denial regarding any potential shifts
in its nuclear strategy. One suspects that Indian policymakers are well aware of the
pitfalls of a departure from NFU policy. However, not officially commenting on
the speculation keeps the ambiguity around the issue. Such ambiguity plays well
for India‘ recent policy of creating an illusion of a hard foreign policy stance
towards Pakistan — one of the promises on which the Modi-led BJP contested the
2013 general elections. After the finger pointing at Pakistan in the aftermath of
Pathankot and Uri Base attacks, mentioning Balochistan in India‘s Independence
Day speech, and claiming to have conducted surgical strikes across the Line of
Control, India has slowly but successfully built such a perception among its
domestic audience.
Having a raging media debate as to whether the government of India is
seriously considering a first use or a first strike policy to deter non-state actors will
only further solidify this image. To that end, the utility of maintaining ambiguity
plays well for the BJP-led government, especially when 2019 general elections are
not too far out in future.
The threat of a potentially more aggressive Indian nuclear posture has put an
additional strain on an already rocky India-Pakistan relationship. However, it must
be understood that these talks are mere signalling and the odds are that they will
not amount to any concrete policy shifts. In any case, Pakistan must keep on
engaging India on issues of contention between the two countries, especially
through Track II diplomacy as India keeps on refusing to engage publicly to ensure
that a further escalation does not take place in hostilities.
Членство Пакистана в Группе ядерных поставщиков
NSG Membership and Pakistan
Malik Muhammad Ashraf. The Nation. http://nation.com.pk/columns/17-Mar-2017/nsgmembership-and-pakistan/ March 17, 2017

Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz in his key-note
address at the two-day seminar organised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
collaboration with UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, unequivocally reaffirmed
Pakistan‘s commitment not to transfer weapons of mass destruction to states or
non-state actors and asserted that as demonstration of that commitment it had taken
a wide range of legal, regulatory, organisational and enforcement measures. He
also emphasised the need for a transparent, objective and non-discriminatory
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criteria in regards to membership to the Nuclear Supplier‘s Group (NSG) for
applicants who had not signed the Non-Proliferation Treat (NPT).
It is pertinent to point out that for any nuclear state to become a member of
the NSG, signing the NPT is a basic condition and the decisions in regards to
admittance of a new member and change in the guidelines of NSG are taken
through consensus. However the USA since signing of an agreement with India on
the transfer of civil nuclear technology in 2008 has been desperately trying to have
India admitted to the NSG and has even managed a waiver for her. Emulating
USA, France and UK also signed civil nuclear deals with India. Japan has also
concluded a similar arrangement with her.
At the time of giving the waiver to India some members of NSG did express
concerns about India expanding its nuclear arsenal by diverting the fissile materials
for production of nuclear weapons. These concerns still persist. Some international
agencies have come up with reports recently that India after the NSG waiver has
indeed expanded its nuclear arsenal. US senator Markey in a senate hearing said
―Since 2008 when we also gave them exemption, India has continued to produce
fissile materials for its nuclear programme virtually un-checked. At that time
Pakistan warned us that the deal would increase the chances of the nuclear arms
race in South Asia‖.
Pakistan rightly felt concerned about these developments and ever since the
signing of the nuclear civil technology deal between US and India and NSG waiver
for her, Pakistan has been striving to convince the US and the international
community about its credentials and the adoption of a non-discriminatory approach
in regards to giving membership of NSG to the non-NPT states. While the US has
all along stood for Indian membership of NSG, it has not adopted a similar
approach towards Pakistan. However notwithstanding the efforts of US and its
western allies to have India admitted to the prestigious nuclear club, the latter
failed to get a nod from the plenary session of NSG held in Vienna in November
2016, as a number of countries including China insisted on a criteria based
approach in view of the fact, that besides India, Pakistan had also applied for the
membership of the group. The rejection of the Indian bid in a way was a
vindication of Pakistan‘s stance on the issue.
NSG seeks to further the objectives of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
through regulatory guidelines in regards to the export of nuclear materials, nuclear
reactors, non-nuclear material for reactors, plant and equipment for reprocessing,
enrichment and technologies covering these items. The NSG guidelines also
govern export of nuclear-related dual use items and technologies which could
make a substantial contribution to an un-safeguarded nuclear fuel cycle or nuclear
explosive activity. The need for these regulatory guidelines stems from the
recognition of the need for international trade and cooperation in the nuclear field
for peaceful purposes, as enshrined in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and
NSG guidelines on the subject. The overall aim of these guidelines is to ensure that
nuclear exports are carried out with appropriate safeguards, physical protection,
and non-proliferation conditions, and other appropriate restraints.
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Though Pakistan is not a signatory to NPT, it has all along supported nuclear
non-proliferation and abided by the parameters spelt out by the NPT and different
international treaties. Therefore joining the NSG would be tantamount to global
recognition of those efforts. But the question is, has Pakistan done enough to
deserve membership of NSG? For this one has to look at the measures taken by
Pakistan to deserve membership of the group and the criteria laid down by NSG.
At the third Nuclear Security Summit at Hague in March 2014, Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif made a forceful case for Pakistan‘s inclusion in the NSG.
He staked his claim for the membership of group and other international control
regimes by declaring that Pakistan had been running a safe and secure civil nuclear
programme for the last 40 years and attached highest importance to nuclear
security. It had the expertise, manpower and infrastructure to produce civil nuclear
energy and has pursued a policy of restraint as well as credible minimum
deterrence. Pakistan‘s nuclear security regime is supported by five pillars—a
strong command and control system, an integrated intelligence system, rigorous
regulatory regime and active international cooperation. The security regime covers
physical protection, material control and accounting, border controls and
radiological emergencies. Pakistan, he said also has been regularly submitting
reports to the UN Security Council 1540 committee on the measures that the
country has put in place to exercise control over transfer of sensitive materials and
technologies. That is exactly in line with the criteria for admitting new members to
the NSG which stipulates that an aspiring country should have the ability to supply
nuclear items covered in the NSG guidelines; should have a proven record of
adherence to those guidelines taking necessary actions in that regard; must have
enforced legally based domestic export control system; should have complied with
obligations under NPT and other treaties; supported international efforts towards
non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery vehicles.
Pakistan, as is evident surely qualifies for membership of NSG.
Any discriminatory treatment towards Pakistan in regards to membership of
NSG is likely to push Pakistan to ‗full nuclear deterrence‘ vis-a-vis India which
will deal a big blow to the efforts of the international community to promote the
cause of non-proliferation. As against this, simultaneous inclusion of Pakistan and
India in the NSG will not only establish the principle of non-discrimination but
would also add to the strength of NSG in furthering the objectives of nuclear nonproliferation and well controlled export of nuclear materials for promoting
international nuclear trade cooperation. Pakistan being member of the NSG would
be in a better position to contribute to firming up and refining the regulatory
guidelines and safeguarding its interests. It would also allow Pakistan to export
nuclear materials to other countries under the gaze of global community in a
legitimate manner with all the accompanying economic benefits as well as
reinforcing its credentials as a useful member of the global community.
Adoption of policies subservient to expediencies and vested interests would
scuttle the efforts to check proliferation of nuclear weapons and other related
causes. It is hoped that the members of NSG, US and its allies will keep all the
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foregoing variables into consideration and give adequate and well deserved
attention to the security concerns of Pakistan while deciding the fate of the request
of both the countries.
Пакистан никогда НИКОМУ не отдаст оружие массового уничтожения
(т.е. ядерное оружие), - заявил Сартадж Азиз.
Pakistan will not transfer weapons of mass destruction to states or nonstate actors: Aziz
Dawn. 14.03.2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1320450/pakistan-will-not-transferweapons-of-mass-destruction-to-states-or-non-state-actors-aziz

Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz on Tuesday
reaffirmed Pakistan's commitment not to transfer weapons of mass destruction to
states or non-state actors.
Delivering a keynote address on the implementation of UN Security Council
resolution 1540 in Islamabad, Aziz said as a responsible nuclear state, Pakistan
will continue to partner with international community to prevent non-state actors
from acquiring these weapons.
The adviser underscored the need for striking a balance between advancing
the goals of non-proliferation and facilitating access of developing countries to
strategic and dual-use goods, materials and technologies for peaceful purposes
under appropriate safeguards.
In this regard, Aziz expressed Pakistan‘s willingness to share its expertise and
provision of technical assistance to developing countries in the region and beyond.
He underlined that states which posses advanced capabilities should have an
equal opportunity to participate in and contribute to the export control governance
architecture.
In this context, he highlighted Pakistan‘s credentials and expertise to become
a member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), while emphasising the need for a
transparent, objective and non-discriminatory criteria for the cartel's membership
of non-NPT applicants.
The two-day regional seminar, organised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
collaboration with UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, brings together 13
countries from South and Central Asia, China, Russia, representatives of the 1540
Committee Group of Experts and international organisations including the IAEA,
OPCW and Interpol.
The seminar aims to promote regional cooperation for effective national
implementation of resolution 1540 including through sharing of best practices and
national experiences.
Resolution 1540, adopted by the Security Council in 2004, is one of the
important instruments in the global non-proliferation architecture as it seeks to
prevent non-state actors from acquiring weapons of mass destruction.
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Ядерный узел в Южной Азии – Пакистан, Индия, Китай, США.
‗Pakistan, India, China, US part of South Asia‘s N-puzzle‘
Anwar Iqbal. Dawn, March 4th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1318345/pakistanindia-china-us-part-of-s-asias-n-puzzle

WASHINGTON: Pakistan‘s security threat comes from India, which has
moved to a new strategy of conducting surgical strikes inside Pakistan, says a new
study which also warns that despite nuclearisation, the possibility of another war in
the region cannot be ruled out.
The 15-month study project by a Washington think-tank, the Brookings
Institution, focuses on the ―strategic chain‖ linking Pakistan, India, China and the
US.
It argues that the strategic dynamics among these four nuclear powers cannot
be understood or effectively addressed on a strictly bilateral basis.
―While Pakistan responds strategically to India, India responds both to
Pakistan and China, which in turn responds both to India and the United States,‖
says a report released on the completion of the project.
Read: India has built a 'secret nuclear city': Foreign Office
The 76-page document is the first Brookings publication articulating the
Pakistani perspective on its nuclear doctrine.
―Without Indian restraint, Pakistan is unlikely to constrain its programmes
unilaterally. Without Chinese restraint, India will be very reluctant to limit its
programmes unilaterally or engage in bilateral controls with Pakistan that,
according to India, would limit its options vis-a-vis China. And without US
constraints on capabilities of concern to China, Beijing may continue to resist
curbing its strategic modernisation efforts,‖ it argues.
The study notes how India and the US have expressed concern about
longstanding Pakistan-China cooperation in important areas, and Pakistan has
expressed concern about India-US cooperation in important areas, especially in the
wake of the US-India civil nuclear deal.
Although not included in the study, the report also explores the influence of
other major powers on South Asia‘s strategic dynamics, arguing that Russia too is
an additional link in the chain.
The report warns that as the nuclear gap between China and India narrows,
China may increase its interest in the India-Pakistan nuclear competition. This is
because China ―fears that the widening nuclear and conventional military gaps
between India and Pakistan may threaten regional stability,‖ the study adds.
It includes a paper on Pakistan‘s strategic environment and doctrine authored
by Syed Muhammad Ali of the Centre for International Strategic Studies,
Islamabad.
The paper summarises Pakistan‘s threat perceptions and the steps it is taking
to deal with those perceptions.
It argues that ―Pakistan‘s security threat comes from India‖ and the
longstanding unresolved Kashmir dispute lies at the heart of tensions between the
two neighbours.
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The author notes that India‘s political elite, with its growing economy, is
pursuing an ambitious and destabilising military build-up, to become a global
power and regional hegemon.
New Delhi, emboldened by a Western-supported military build-up, is less
willing to pursue a negotiated and peaceful resolution of the Kashmir dispute,
while the Kashmiri people continue to struggle for their UN-recognised right to
self-determination.
―The absence of a meaningful, sustainable and result-driven dialogue and the
growing strategic partnership between India and the United States are matters of
grave concern for Pakistan,‖ the author warns.
He notes that 42 years after its first nuclear test, New Delhi spends almost
seven times more on its military than Islamabad. The author believes that India‘s
growing conventional and strategic capabilities are overwhelmingly poised against
Pakistan.
He also examines the Indian ―Cold Start‖ doctrine, which ―aims to rapidly
launch shallow thrusts inside Pakistani territory to capture and use it for coercing
Pakistan‖.
The author points out that the large-scale Indian development of highlymobile and armoured mechanised formations, artillery, rapid airlift capabilities,
forward displacement of troops and garrisons, supporting communication
infrastructure and massive spending provide compelling evidence of
operationalisation of the ―Cold Start‖ doctrine, despite Indian official reluctance to
formally accept it.
He notes that India has the oldest, largest and fastest-growing unsafeguarded
nuclear programme of all non-Non-Proliferation Treaty states and the entire
developing world.
Rejecting India‘s argument that its missiles are meant to tackle a perceived
threat from China, the author argues: ―The most advanced, accurate, and
operationally-ready Indian missiles can be employed against Pakistan more
effectively than against China.‖
Пакистан выступил в ООН против Договора о запрещении производства
расщепляющихся материалов
Pakistan opposes treaty banning production of fissile material
The Nation. March 04, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/04-Mar-2017/pakistan-opposestreaty-banning-production-of-fissile-material

UNITED NATIONS - Pakistan has reaffirmed its opposition to a treaty
banning production of fissile material used as fuel for nuclear weapons, stating
such a move would have an adverse impact on strategic stability in South Asia.
Speaking in a UN panel‘s informal meeting, Pakistani delegate Yasar Ammar
emphasised that that a universally acceptable Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty
(FMCT) would have to avoid discrimination between the different nuclear weapon
possessing States.
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―There should be no preferential treatment for any country in terms of
existing stocks,‖ he told the meeting convened by the chairperson of the Highlevel FMCT Expert Preparatory Group.
―The treaty should lead to equal and undiminished security for all States‖.
Ammar, who is a counselor at the Pakistan Mission to the UN, said that a
treaty which only results in a cut-off in the production of fissile material, would
jeopardise Pakistan‘s security ―unless it addresses the vast asymmetries in existing
stocks of fissile material‖.
―A cut-off only treaty would freeze the status quo to our permanent
disadvantage and negatively affect strategic stability in South Asia‖, the Pakistani
delegate said.
The situation, he said, has been further compounded by the exercise of
―double standards‖ in the application of non-proliferation norms for the sake of
political expediency and economic benefits.
―It is manifest in the conclusion of discriminatory bilateral civil nuclear
cooperation agreements, the grant of inequitable waivers, and the continued pursuit
of the creation of additional country-specific exceptions in the non-proliferation
and multilateral export control regimes. These discriminatory measures endanger
regional strategic stability in South Asia‖, he added.
Explaining the reasons for Pakistan‘s developing a nuclear deterrence
capability, Ammar said that unfortunately it had to face three major wars within
the first 25 years of its existence. and ,added, ―Facing overwhelming conventional
military dominance, and the failure of the international community either to
resolve the underlying disputes or to guarantee the security and inviolability of our
borders, Pakistan was left with no option, but to develop a nuclear deterrence
capability in the interest of maintaining peace and stability in South Asia‖.
Pakistan voted against UN General Assembly resolution about a treaty
banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices.
Pakistan did not participate in the Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on
FMCT that worked during 2014-15 and will not participate in the 25-member High
Level FMCT Expert Preparatory Group that is being established pursuant to this
resolution.
Pakistan, he said, participated in today‘s meeting to elaborate on the rationale
behind its position.
In this regard, the Pakistani delegate cited the 193-mmber Assembly‘s
document which read, ‗in the adoption of disarmament measures, the right of each
State to security should be kept in mind‘.
He argued that any arms control, non-proliferation or disarmament treaty that
does not meet this principle would be a non-starter – as evidenced by the failure of
the FMCT negotiations to kick off. ―No country can be expected to enter into
negotiations on a treaty that would be detrimental to its national security‖, he
added.
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However, Ammar expressed readiness to consider a treaty on fissile material
that covers existing stocks or past production.
―We believe that such a treaty would be in our interest, as it would address
our insecurities arising from the asymmetries in national fissile material holdings‖,
he explained.
In order to be effective, he said,that the treaty should be free of any loopholes
by encompassing all types of fissile materials that can be used in nuclear weapons.
The treaty, added, should provide a robust verification mechanism entrusted to a
representative and independent treaty body.
The treaty should not only promote both regional and global strategic stability
but it should also not affect the inalienable right of all States to use nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes, the Pakistani delegate said in conclusion.
Индия и Пакистан продлили пакт о случайных запусках ядерных ракет
Pakistan, India extend pact on cutting risk of N-related mishaps
The Nation. February 21, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/national/21-Feb2017/pakistan-india-extend-pact-on-cutting-risk-of-n-related-mishaps
NEW DELHI - India and Pakistan on Monday extended their bilateral pact,
dealing with reducing the risk of nuclear weapon-related accidents, for a period of
five years, reported PTI.
Announcing the decision, the Indian External Affairs Ministry said, "In
accordance with Article 8 of the agreement between the Republic of India and the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan on Reducing the Risk of Accidents Relating to
Nuclear Weapons, both countries have agreed to extend the agreement for a further
period of five years. The existing validity was up to February 20, 2017."
According to the pact, which was inked in 2007, both India and Pakistan shall
notify each other immediately in the event of an accident relating to nuclear
weapons, under their respective jurisdiction or control, which could create the risk
of a radioactive fallout, with adverse consequences for both sides or create the risk
of an outbreak of a nuclear war between the two countries.
The parties may hold consultations, as mutually agreed upon, to review the
implementation of the provisions of this agreement as well as to consider possible
amendments aimed at furthering the objectives of this agreement, as per the pact.
Индия создает термоядерное оружие, сооружая секретные города.
India building ‗secret nuclear city‘
The Express Tribune, February 10th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1322237/racenukes-india-building-secret-nuclear-city/

New Delhi wants to produce thermonuclear weapons, says FO
Spokesperson Nafees Zakaria says India misused a platform meant for
promoting peace and stability in Afghanistan
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan claimed on Thursday that India was building a
‗secret nuclear city,‘ which will pose a direct threat to the entire region.
The ‗secret nuclear city‘ is being built in south India to produce
thermonuclear weapons, Foreign Office spokesperson Nafees Zakaria told a news
briefing while citing an investigative report of the Foreign Policy magazine.
―Indian defence build-up, both nuclear and conventional, is a direct threat to
Pakistan and the region at large,‖ Zakaria said while responding to media reports
that New Delhi had recently signed defence deals worth Rs200 billion to procure
weapons and other equipment.
Expressing grave concern over India‘s arms buildup, the spokesperson said
India completed its plan of nuclear trade recently with the commissioning of
nuclear-capable submarine.
The nuclear and missile race
―It has been building Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles and an Anti-Ballistic
Missile System. It has a stockpile of fissile material for producing nuclear weapons
outside the IAEA safeguards,‖ Zakaria added.
―It is also building a secret nuclear city in south India which, according to
Foreign Policy investigative report, is to produce thermonuclear weapons,‖ he
added.
With conventional weapons balance already disturbed, he cautioned that
India‘s nuclear weapons build-up had dangerous proportions to tip the strategic
balance and endanger peace of the region and beyond.
The perils of such an uncalled for defence build-up should be seen in the
backdrop of Indian defence minister‘s statement on reviewing the ‗nuclear no-first
use‘ and admission by the Indian army chief about their ‗Cold Start doctrine‘,
which confirmed Pakistan‘s claims and justified our credible minimum nuclear
deterrence, he stated.
Cold start, nukes and MAD
The spokesperson urged the international community to take note and check
India‘s rapid expansion in conventional and nuclear weapons.
However, the spokesperson said despite India‘s ‗hostile posture,‘ Pakistan
was committed to meaningful dialogue with India to resolve all outstanding issues,
including Kashmir.
―Our policy of good neighborliness is aimed at securing regional peace and
prosperity. We believe the South Asian region holds a lot of potential from which
the people of this region stand to benefit,‖ he emphasised.
―However, our overtures and initiatives have not been reciprocated from the
Indian side,‖ he added.
The spokesperson also confirmed that Pakistan would be attending six-party
talks in Moscow next week where besides host Russia, China, Afghanistan, Iran
and India were also invited.
Zakaria said Pakistan was attending the conference as part of its ongoing
efforts seeking a peaceful end to the lingering conflict in Afghanistan.
Pakistan assured no travel ban
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Answering a question about the Donald Trump administration‘s travel ban on
seven Muslim-majority countries, the spokesperson confirmed a report published
in The Express Tribune that the White House assured that Pakistan would not be
included in the list of countries facing the ban.
He also did not rule out the possibility of a visit by Prime Minister‘s Adviser
on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz to Washington in the coming months.
О политике Пакистана в отношении Договора
производства расщепляющихся материалов (ДЗПРМ)

о

запрещении

Баранов В.И. Ин-т Ближнего Востока. 8 февраля, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=32465

В последние недели в росийских и зарубежных СМИ очень много
внимания уделяется будущим усилиям по возобновлению процесса
разоружения и контроля над вооружениями. Это связано, прежде всего, с
тем, что после вступления в должность избранного президента США
Дональда Трампа в среде российских и международных экспертов по
контролю над вооружениями появились надежды на то, что прерванный
прежней администрацией президента Б. Обамы процесс переговоров между
РФ и США в этой области, может возобновится. В этой связи СМИ цитируют
высказывания президента Д.Трампа о роли ядерного оружия, анализируют
его будущую позицию в отношении основных международных договоров по
разоружению и контролю над вооружениями, а также т.н. «ядерной сделки»
с Ираном и ядерного оружия других стран, включая Пакистан и Индию –
двух де-факто ядерных держав. По этой причине для российского
экспертного
сообщества
представляется интересным
и важным
поразмыслить над политикой Исламской Республики Пакистан (ИРП) по
отношению к одному из ключевых международных договоров в области
контроля над вооружениями – Договора о запрещении производства
расщепляющихся материалов ДЗПРМ (Fissile material cut-off treaty –
FMCT сокращенно – cut – off treaty), причем с точки зрения самих
пакистанских аналитиков и экспертов, и дать краткий прогноз будущей
позиции Исламабада по отношению к этому договору.
Рассматривая позицию ИРП в отношении ДЗПРМ пакистанские
эксперты отмечают, что усилия по ядерному разоружению можно
проследить, начиная с 1945 г. – с момента окончания Второй мировой войны,
когда две сверхдержавы – США и СССР – создали смертоносное оружие
массового уничтожения (ОМУ). Создание ядерного оружия и его
единственное в истории человечества применение в августе 1945 г. США
против Японии привнесло совершено новые изменения в позиции военных
кругов и дало толчок концепции всеобщего ядерного разоружения.
Фактически, уничтожение ядерного оружия является желательной
всеобщей целью для поддержания международного мира и безопасности.
Организация Объединенных Наций (ООН) внесла свой вклад в усилия по
достижению этой цели и создала под своей эгидой Конференцию по
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разоружению (КР – Conference on Disarmament – CD) для продвижения и
практической реализации этой цели. ДЗПРМ является одним из основных
тем обсуждений и переговоров в рамках КР, которые имеют отношение к
целям ядерного нераспространения и разоружения. Главные цели ДЗПРМ
включают в себя уничтожение запасов расщепляющихся материалов,
окончательный отказ всех государств от создания и обладания ядерным
оружием, сдерживание гонки вооружений (прежде всего – ядерной), а также
предполагается, что заключение и подписание всеми государствам ДЗПРМ
гармонизирует Договор о нераспространении ядерного оружия (ДНЯО – Non
–proliferation Treaty – NPT) и Договор о всеобщем запрещении ядерных
испытаний (ДВЗЯИ – Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty – CTBT). Целевыми
государствами ДЗПРМ являются официальные ядерные державы (по ДНЯО –
США. РФ. КНР, Великобритания и Франция), а также Индия, Пакистан,
Израиль и Северная Корея (КНДР).
Несмотря на то, что к настоящему времени были предприняты
существенные усилия для подписания ДЗПРМ всеми выше перечисленными
государствами, тем не менее две основные проблемы создали тупик на пути
переговоров по этому договору и вступлении его в силу. Этими проблемами
являются:
1. Проблема уже существующих запасов расщепляющихся материалов
2. Механизм гарантий, включающий в себя процедуры верификации
(проверки) с последующим применением гарантий Международного
агентства по атомной энергии (МАГАТЭ – International Atomic Energy
Agency – IAEA).
Пакистан, как отмечает пакистанский эксперт Асма Халид (Asma
Khalid), к настоящему времени заблокировал переговоры по ДЗПРМ, строго
следуя своей позиции, подразумевающей, что уже существующие запасы
расщепляющихся материалов должны быть включены в проект этого
договора до начала ведения переговоров по его заключению. Он поддержал
относящиеся к этому резолюцию ГА ООН от декабря 1993 г. и т.н. «мандат
Шэннона» (1995 г.), поскольку они окажут помощь при учете уже
существующих запасов расщепляющихся материалов.
Давление на международное сообщество, особенно со стороны США,
нарастает, отмечает далее пакистанский эксперт, с целью заставить Пакистан
начать переговоры по ДЗПРМ, в то время, как Исламабад не желает
подписывать этот договор, увязывая свою позицию с дискриминационной, по
его мнению, политикой Запада по сотрудничеству в гражданской ядерной
области. Пакистанский эксперт далее отмечает, что позиция ИРП по
отношению к ДЗПРМ определяется «интересами национальной
безопасности», а также «целями стратегической стабильности в Южной
Азии», такими, как «растущий дисбаланс в области обычных вооружений
(имеется в виду между Индией и Пакистаном, где Исламабад заметно отстает
в этой области от Нью-Дели – авт.), и «отсутствие режима контроля над
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вооружениями для сдерживания гонки вооружений [между Индией и
Пакистаном].
Следует отметить, пишет далее пакистанский эксперт, что «не Пакистан
был первой страной, которая ввела ядерное оружие в регион Южная Азия».
На самом деле, «его спровоцировали на поддержание т.н. «Минимального
убедительного сдерживания» для реализации его требований в области
безопасности». Кроме того, ядерная программа Пакистана, отмечает
пакистанский эксперт, «основывается на оборонительной позиции». ИРП
«начала свою ядерную программу с целью выполнения требований своей
национальной безопасности», а также уже не раз «высказывала свое мнение в
отношении потенциального заключения ДЗПРМ, таким путем, который
отвечал бы интересам национальной безопасности страны, поскольку она
принимает во внимание огромную разницу в запасах расщепляющихся
материалов между Индией и Пакистаном». «Запасы этих материалов, —
отмечает далее пакистанский эксперт, — имеют способность разрушать
стабильность ядерного сдерживания на субконтиненте, поскольку нет
никаких сомнений в том, что Индия будет использовать свой накопленный
запас расщепляющихся материалов для создания ядерного оружия».
Индийско–американская «ядерная сделка» 2005- 2008 гг. « еще больше
укрепила позицию Исламабада в отношении переговоров по ДЗПРМ на
КР». Поэтому в этой связи, заключает пакистанский эксперт, «Пакистан не
должен принимать или замораживать неравенство».
Помимо
проблемы
существующих
запасов
расщепляющихся
материалов, у ИРП, пишет далее пакистанский эксперт, «имеются
озабоченности по поводу самого термина «ДЗПРМ» (FMCT), поскольку
запрещение ( на английском -cut – off), «включает в себя лишь приостановку
будущего производства расщепляющихся материалов, в то время, как
фактической целью этого договора является запрет на производство и
накопление запасов расщепляющихся материалов». «Пакистан, скорее всего,
останется на пути, блокирующем переговоры по ДЗПРМ, до тех пор, пока не
смогут найти какой-либо метод учета уже существующих запасов
расщепляющихся материалов, чтобы внести его в текст и положения
договора». «Самым интересным фактом, — отмечает далее Асма Халид, —
является то, что несколько государств и зарубежных аналитиков в области
ядерного оружия поддерживают предложение Пакистана в отношении
названия этого договора и его требования о зачете уже имеющихся запасов
расщепляющихся материалов». В этой связи «еще одним важным
моментом,- по мнению этого эксперта, — является то обстоятельство, что
Пакистан не одинок в этих своих требованиях, и что большинство стран
Движения неприсоединения (ДН), такие, как Сирия, Иран и Египет также
высказывают свою поддержку этой позиции Пакистана».
Как отмечает далее пакистанский эксперт, в случае, если ДЗПРМ будет
заключен, это затем «окажет негативное воздействие на военные ядерные
программы таких государств, как Япония, Канада и Австралия, которые
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«сильно пострадают от такого запрета». Считается, по мнению
пакистанского эксперта, что «Пакистан будет среди наиболее пострадавших
стран, как только переговоры по ДЗПРМ приведут к его заключению». Это
связано, — по ее мнению, с тем, что «страны официальной «ядерной
пятерки» (P5) уже имеют достаточно расщепляющихся ядерных материалов,
и им не требуется иметь больше запасов этих материалов в будущем».
Однако «такие страны, как Израиль и Индия с помощью США и европейских
стран также имели бы огромные запасы расщепляющихся материалов». «В
конце концов, именно Пакистан останется далеко позади с минимальным
количеством этих материалов»
В заключение Асма Халид пишет, что «принимая во внимание такую
позицию Пакистана в отношении ДЗПРМ, очевидно, что позиция
Исламабада фактически повторяется вокруг проблем его национальной
безопасности, динамики стратегической стабильности в регионе Южная Азия
и гарантий сохранения мира во всем мире». «Пакистану придется
столкнуться с серьезными проблемами для своей безопасности, в случае,
если ДЗПРМ будет заключен без учета озабоченностей Пакистана
существующими запасами расщепляющихся материалов». Возможно, что
ИРП, отмечает Асма Халид, « вступит в переговоры по этому договору в
будущем, но только после того, как будут учтены его озабоченности по
поводу уже существующих запасов расщепляющихся материалов, и будет
иметь место уменьшение уже накопленных запасов этих материалов в рамках
мер по разоружению». Следовательно, — по мнению этого эксперта, —
«ДЗПРМ (FMCT) следует назвать как ДПМ (FMT), и в идеале он должен
быть заключен таким путем, который отражал бы недискриминационный
подход и отвечал бы озабоченностям в области национальной безопасности
всех стран при существующих реалиях нынешней ситуации в области
разоружения и контроля над вооружениями, с целью достижения целей
ядерного нераспространения».
Таким образом, кратко анализируя позицию Пакистана в отношении
ДЗПРМ можно сделать следующие выводы:
— Позиция Пакистана в отношении ДЗПРМ
с момента начала
обсуждения этого договора на КР в целом не изменилась и Исламабад по
прежнему настаивает на своих известных требованиях, о которых было
сказано выше, и фактически препятствует началу полномасштабных
переговоров по ДЗПРМ;
— В прогнозном плане, изменение такой позиции Пакистана и начало
конструктивных переговоров по ДЗПРМ во многом будет зависеть от того,
вернется ли новая американская администрация президента Д.Трампа к
конструктивному обсуждению вопросов контроля над вооружениями и
разоружению, прежде всего, с РФ, а также в рамках «пятерки официальных
ядерных держав», и на КР, и в этой связи, окажет ли она давление на
Пакистан с целью того, чтобы он изменил свою позицию для
разблокирования переговоров по ДЗПРМ;
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— И, наконец, очень важный вопрос состоит в том, каково будет общее
состояние пакистано-индийских отношений, в том числе и в ядерной области
и в области дальнейших мер по укреплению доверия между
обеими странами. Короче говоря, будет ли в ближайшем будущем новая
«разрядка напряженности» в двусторонних отношениях Дели – Исламабад
или будет иметь место новый виток напряженности в их взаимоотношениях,
что неизбежно сделает Исламабад неуступчивым в его позиции в отношении
ДЗПРМ. Уже ближайшее время покажет, какая в этой связи тенденция в мире
в целом, и в регионе Южная Азия станет преобладающей.
При написании данной статьи автор использовал:
Pakistan‘s policy on FMCT by Asma Khalid, The Daily Times (Pakistan)
07.02.2017 http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/07-Feb-17/pakistans-policy-on-fmct

ЦРУ обнародовало документы, что Китай помогал Пакистану создавать
атомную бомбу
CIA papers reveal China's nuclear free pass to Pakistan
Indrani
Bagchi.
The
Times
of
India.
28.01.2017.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/china/cia-papers-reveal-chinas-nuclear-free-pass-topakistan/articleshow/56823259.cms

•Recently declassified CIA files testify to the depth of the Pak-China military
relationship built over decades
•US suspected that China gave Pakistan the design of N-bomb and enriched
uranium
•US notes that China did not ask Pak to open its nuclear installations to IAEA
inspections
NEW DELHI: Recently declassified CIA files+ testify to the depth of the
Pakistan-China military relationship built over decades and also highlights how
Beijing was willing to risk its own nuclear cooperation with US to boost the
nuclear ambitions of 'all weather friend' Pakistan.
In the files, the US notes that China did not ask Pakistan to open its nuclear
installations to IAEA inspections, after inking a nuclear agreement with the latter.
The text of the agreement is pretty anodyne, focusing on non-military nuclear
technology, radio-isotopes, medical research and civilian power technology. By
this, the US notes, China wanted to develop a nuclear export market in Pakistan in
"nonsensitive" areas. This would "reassure" countries like US which were
apprehensive about Pakistan's nuclear designs.
"We cannot rule out the possibility that China may feel it will be easier to
cooperate clandestinely with Pakistan behind the smokescreen of IAEA-safe
guarded cooperation activity in non-sensitive areas."
By 1983-84, it had become alarmingly clear to the US that the China-Pakistan
nuclear cooperation went much deeper. In February 1983, a US congressional
committee was informed by the CIA that the US had proof China and Pakistan
were talking nuclear weapons manufacture. CIA also stated they knew China had
handed over the design of a nuclear bomb tested by China in Lop Nor, which
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incidentally was its fourth nuclear test and during which, US believed, a "senior
Pakistani official" was present.
The US suspected China had handed over enriched uranium to Pakistan as
well. Basically it meant that China had not only handed over the design of the
bomb to Pakistan, it had also given the necessary material.
США недовольны позицией Китая по вопросу вступления Индии в
Группу ядерных поставщиков
US denounces China for preventing India‘s entry into the NSG
Daily Times. 16/01/2017/ http://dailytimes.com.pk/world/16-Jan-17/us-denounces-chinafor-preventing-indias-entry-into-the-nsg

The United States has criticised China for preventing India from joining the
prestigious Nuclear Supplier‘s Group (NSG).
The outgoing Obama administration has termed China as an outlier that was
creating obstacles in the path of India trying to gain entry into the NSG.
Indian media reported that the South and Central Asia Assistant Secretary of
State Nisha Desai Biswal said, "Clearly there is one outlier that needs to be
addressed and that is China."
Biswal said that the US President Barack Obama clearly and unequivocally
believed that India met the criteria for membership of NSG and the United States
readily supported the idea of India‘s entry into the NSG.
The assistant secretary said, "We worked very closely with India to support
India's application into the NSG, but we also recognise that there continue to be
some concerns and reservations that some of the members of the NSG have
expressed that needed to be worked through.‖
Biswal said that her administration had made significant progress in this
regard. She expressed her reservations over the existence of an outlier that she
referred to as China. However, she also expressed the belief that the administration
was on a good path with regards to the issue of India‘s membership into the NSG.
China‘s stance over India‘s membership into the NSG is important
considering the fact that Pakistan has also applied for membership of the group.
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Considering the actual development of the constitution and law in Pakistan it
is preposterous to suggest that Jinnah wanted Pakistan to be a secular state, but all
others who succeeded after him betrayed him!
Pakistan was created in negation of secular principles of state and
government, Religious nationalism, in sharp contrast to territorial nationalism, was
the core argument of the two-nation theory on which a separate Pakistan for
Muslims was justified and finally established in mid-August 1947.
Mohammad Ali Jinnah gave different pledges to different sections: to the
British and the Indian National Congress, Hindus, Christians Parsees and
modernist Muslims he said that Pakistan would be a Muslim democracy treating
minorities with characteristic Islamic generosity; to the ulema and conservative
sections of society he committed himself to making the Sharia the source of law
for Pakistan; and to worried Shias and Ahmadis he said that Pakistan will not be a
sectarian state. As the proverbial lawyer who prepared his brief with just those
arguments he believed would win him the case Jinnah was perfectly at ease in
giving those pledges to different groups which would help him win the Pakistan
case. There was no other choice.
On 11 August 1947 he surprised even his closest associates and lieutenants
when speaking spontaneously to the members of the Pakistan Constituent
Assembly he said that Hindus and Muslims will enjoy equal rights as citizens
thereby suggesting that they could be members of the same nation. The partition of
India, Bengal and Punjab bequeathed minorities on both India and Pakistan and
Jinnah was fully conscious of the great peril the 30 million Muslims left behind in
India would constitute if they were to migrate to Pakistan under duress from the
Indian state. He had to underscore that Pakistan will treat its minorities generously
in the hope that the Indian state would not force the Muslim minority to Pakistan.
It did not but Pakistan could not prevent Hindus and Sikhs being hounded out from
most of West Pakistan.
At any rate, the confusion generated by the 11 August 1947 speech was ally
laid to rest on 25 January 1948 when he addressed members of the Karachi Bar. He
said, ‗Why this feeling of nervousness that the future constitution of Pakistan is
going to be in conflict with Shariat Laws… Islamic principles today are as
applicable to life as they were 1,300 years ago… Islam and its idealism have taught
us democracy. Islam has taught equality, justice and fair play to everyone‘.
The one and only constitution framed by the elected representatives of the
people of Pakistan was the 1973 Constitution which not only described Pakistan as
an Islamic state but also required the president and prime minister to be Muslims
who should under oath testify that they believed in the finality of the prophethood
of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
Fully aware of the fact that he had given diverse pledges to different sections
of people, he left it to the Pakistan Constituent Assembly to work out a constitution
for Pakistan.
This task was undertaken by Prime Minister Liaqat Ali Khan who on 7
March 1949 introduced the Objectives Resolution in the Pakistan Constituent
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Assembly. I quote its relevant text pertaining to the ideology on which the
constitution was to be based.
Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty
alone and the authority which He has delegated to the State of Pakistan through its
people for being exercised within the limits prescribed by Him is a sacred trust;
Wherein the State shall exercise its powers and authority through the chosen
representatives of the people;
Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social
justice, as enunciated by Islam, shall be fully observed;
Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to order their lives in the individual
and collective spheres in accord with the teachings and requirements of Islam as
set out in the Holy Quran and the Sunna;
Wherein adequate provision shall be made for the minorities freely to
profess and practice their religions and develop their cultures;
Wherein shall be guaranteed fundamental rights including equality of status,
of opportunity and before law, social, economic and political justice, and freedom
of thought, expression, belief, faith, worship and association, subject to law and
public morality;
Wherein adequate provision shall be made to safeguard the legitimate
interests of minorities and backward and depressed classes (Constituent Assembly
Debates Vol V, 1949).
From the list of those who participated in the debate on the side of the
government it was clear that they were all members of the Muslim League and
were conventionally Muslims. Those who spoke against it were members of the
Congress Party and were Hindus. The Hindus alleged that the prime minister had
taken a position against the vision Jinnah had advanced on 11 August 1947. Liaqat
and his team waxed eloquence that the Objectives Resolution was not only
consistent with Jinnah‘s vision but its fulfilment.
The reports of 1950, the first Basic Principles Report of 1952, the second
Basic Principles report of 1954 and finally the constitution of 1956 was announced
but it never became operational. No government: elected, unelected, civilian or
military ever even once tried to declare Pakistan a secular state. A half-hearted
attempt was made by Field Marshal Ayub Khan whose 1962 constitution described
Pakistan merely as The Republic of Pakistan, while simultaneously committing
Pakistan to bring all laws in consonance with Quran and Sunna and requiring the
president to be a Muslim. A storm burst out against the omission of ‗Islamic‘ from
the identity of Pakistan. Islamic was restored immediately and Pakistan became the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
The one and only constitution framed by the elected representatives of the
people of Pakistan (truncated Pakistan reduced only to West Pakistan in 1971) was
the 1973 constitution which not only described Pakistan as an Islamic state but also
required the president and prime minister to be Muslims who should under oath
testify that they believed in the finality of the prophet hood of Prophet Muhammad
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(PBUH). In 1974 the same Pakistan National Assembly declared the Ahmadis nonMuslims.
Under General Zia further legal restrictions were imposed on Ahmadis. They
were forbidden to use Islamic nomenclature. Benazir Bhutto nor Nawaz Sharif
dared to rescind the Islamist edicts introduced by Zia. On the contrary, while the
blasphemy law of 198 introduced by Zia stipulated heavy fine, life imprisonment
or capital punishments as different types of punishments which could be meted out
to blasphemers the law was in 1990 further narrowed to only capital punishment by
the Federal Shariat Court when Nawaz Sharif was prime minister. It has remained
so ever since.
Considering the actual development of constitution and law in Pakistan it is
preposterous to suggest that Jinnah wanted Pakistan to be a secular state, but all
others who succeeded after him betrayed him! If at all for discussion‘s sake we
assume that he wanted Pakistan to be a secular state, then his was no more than a
one-man constituency.
The truth is that it is a vain myth created by self-proclaimed champions and
devotees of Jinnah. From a political science point of view the correct, realistic and
relevant question to pose should be: are the constitutional developments after the
Objectives Resolution of 7 March 1949 consistent with its commitments to
Muslims and minorities?
Размышления о предложении МИД РФ провести общеисламскую
конференцию
Щегловин Ю.Б. 26 декабря, 2017. http://www.iimes.ru/?p=40222

Настало время провести общеисламскую конференцию, которая
провозгласила бы единство всех мусульман, что облегчило бы примирение
между Ираном и Саудовской Аравией. Об этом заявил в понедельник
министр иностранных дел России Сергей Лавров в интервью телеканалу RT.
По его словам, проблемы в мусульманском мире «лучше решать через
примирение шиитов и суннитов в рамках общеисламской солидарности».
«Мы давно говорили о том, что пора провести очередную амманскую
конференцию и принять декларацию, которая провозгласит единство всех
мусульман, — отметил глава МИД. — От этого только все бы выиграли, в
том числе это помогло бы навести мосты между главными протагонистами в
регионе — Саудовской Аравией и Ираном». «Мы считаем, что очень важно
помогать им начинать диалог и не обвинять друг друга во всех грехах, а
садиться и рассматривать вопросы, которые их интересуют, — продолжил
Лавров. — Это две крупные региональные страны, у них не может не быть
интересов в прилегающих районах, и им нужно вырабатывать какие-то
правила игры. Мы в этом готовы помогать, мы давно еще выдвинули
концепцию укрепления безопасности в регионе Персидского залива, она
остается на столе».
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Желание Смоленской пощади в данном случае понятно: выдвинуть
глобальную инициативу по шиитско-суннитскому примирению в рамках
опять же глобального проекта при своем медиаторстве. Для чего это
делается, тоже понятно: Москва планирует таким образом лишний раз
подтвердить свое возросшее реноме как ключевого игрока на
ближневосточном направлении. Да и еще под шумок идеи восстановления
«исламского единства» еще раз заострить тему Иерусалима, и тем самым
дополнительно боднуть американцев, а заодно вынудить тех же саудовцев
еще раз хоть и неохотно, но высказаться против позиции Вашингтона по
этому вопросу, пусть и в общем хоре всех остальных исламских стран.
Идея хорошая, но вообще неосуществимая. В принципе. Ни с точки
зрения самой организации конференции, ни с точки зрения практического
результата. В этом случае снова сам процесс (или еще лучше — идея) как
ключевой алгоритм 90 процентов всей практической деятельности
дипломатии в принципе ставится во главу угла и важнее самого результата.
Особенно, если очевидно, что никакого результата достигнуть нельзя в
принципе. По многим причинам, но самое главное — по причине отсутствия
политической воли у основных участников этого процесса в лице Эр-Рияда и
Тегерана. И для того, чтобы наладить двусторонние отношения между ними,
не нужна никакая исламская конференция. Нужно только желание сторон,
что совершенно нереально в нынешних условиях. Особенно с учетом
нахождения у власти в КСА фактически молодого и амбициозного
наследного принца Мухаммеда бен Сальмана, который ставит во главу угла
превращение Эр-Рияда в регионального, как минимум, жандарма. А это
подразумевает наличие мощного регионального антипода, который позволит
создавать общий для суннитов образ угрозы. В противном случае не совсем
понятно, на какой основе, собственно, КСА будет такой альянс под своим
кураторством создавать. Денег для того, чтобы все наперегонки потянулись
под саудовские знамена, явно уже не хватает. Процесс сколачивания
аравийской коалиции это очевидно продемонстрировал.
Идея превращения КСА в регионального жандарма будоражит умы
саудовской элиты не только в период правления именно короля Сальмана.
Смысл этой затеи прост — использование исламистского фактора в качестве
механизма распространения своего влияния, ярким и последним
проявлением которого стала та же «Джебхат ан-Нусра» в Сирии, а еще ранее
– «Аль-Каида» (обе организации запрещены в России), себя исчерпывает.
Просто в силу плохой степени управляемости, затратных финансовых
издержек, низкого боевого потенциала в сравнении с регулярными армиями,
и репутационных рисков. Отсюда стремление выработать новый уже
легальный механизм такого вмешательства путем создания коалиционных
сил под своей эгидой.
Эта идея является лейтмотивом нынешней саудовской элиты, отсюда и
различные проекты типа организации сначала «саудовского иностранного
региона», затем уже «панарабских сил» под эгидой ЛАГ (а там Эр-Рияд тогда
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монопольно фактически был силен), и в конце концов — все это сжалось в
формат «аравийской коалиции» с очень локальным направлением действия.
Правда, есть еще и исламская антитеррористическая коалиция с предельно
понятным адресатом применения усилий в лице того же Ирана.
Все эти проекты благополучно почили «в бозе». Даже в формате
«аравийской коалиции» начались дрязги между ОАЭ и КСА. Такой итог был
закономерен по одной причине: нет исламского единства в принципе, а есть
только сиюминутные интересы каждой из стран. Сунниты даже умудрились
серьезно поссориться между собой («арабская четверка» и Катар), и даже с
подозрением смотреть на действия друг друга в рамках той же «арабской
четверки». Что уж тут говорить о дружбе между шиитами и суннитами, те
более, что главный на сегодня союзник Эр-Рияда в лице США наоборот этот
раскол всячески провоцирует?
Скажем более откровенно. Продолжение раскола по линии шиитысунниты в формате КСА-Иран Москву более, чему устраивает. Хотя бы по
той причине, что такое противостояние забирает огромное количество сил у
тех же саудовцев и не позволяет использовать свою схему насаждения
влияния с использованием «исламисткого фактора» в мировом масштабе. И
прежде всего в российских мусульманских регионах. А они уже это делали
не так давно, в период двух чеченских кампаний, когда на Северном Кавказе
высадился целый десант «политкомиссаров» из «Аль-Каиды». Такое
шиитско-суннитское
противостояние
также
не
дает
Эр-Рияду
активизироваться в той же Сирии. Так зачем же Москве влезать в заранее
провальную инициативу и тем самым девальвировать достигнутый в Сирии
политический капитал, разменивая его только на процесс, а не на результат?
Религиозные партии объединяются в преддверии выборов
Religious parties join hands to revive MMA
The Nation. December 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/14-Dec-2017/religious-partiesjoin-hands-to-revive-mma
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Prominent religious and political parties have joined hands on Wednesday to
revive the defunct Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA).
A meeting was held at the residence of Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP) chief
Allama Awais Norani in Karachi where it was decided to revive MMA . During
the meeting Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fazal (JUI-F) chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman,
Ameer Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) Sirajul Haq, Markazi Jamiat Ahle Hadith president
Senator Sajid Mir, head of the Tehreek-e-Islami Pakistan Syed Sajid Naqvi, JUP
chief Allama Awais Norani and others were present.
While speaking to media after the meeting, JUP chief Allama Awais Norani
said ―MMA will contest the next general election on the election symbol of ‗book‘.
During the meeting it was also decided that any party which a part of government
in the centre of the provinces will distance itself from the government within a
month.‖

Пакистан должен найти свое место в мусульманском мире
Pakistan needs to find a place for itself
Shahid Javed Burki (former caretaker finance minister and served as vice-president at the
World
Bank).
The
Express
Tribune,
December
11th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1581045/6-pakistan-needs-find-place/

Pakistan has an important place in the Islamic world. It is the only Muslim
country that was founded on the basis of religion. Israel is the only other state that
came into existence to serve a particular religious group. Both countries were
created about the same time. But there are differences, of course. Israel could
accommodate the entire Jewish population in the world within its borders. It is
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committed to doing precisely that. The world‘s Muslim population is now
estimated at 1.6 billion.
Pakistan has about 195 million Muslims or about 12 per cent of the total in
the world that subscribe to the Islamic faith. What these numbers mean is that
Pakistan‘s policymakers have to be concerned about developments in the parts of
the world where Muslims are living under some kind of stress. That is why
developments in the Middle East are of great concern to the people in Pakistan.
The Muslim world was delivered a serious blow by America‘s erratic
president. On the afternoon of December 6th, Donald Trump, speaking from the
White House, told the world that he had decided to recognise Jerusalem as the
capital of the Jewish state of Israel. He said that in 1995 the US Congress passed a
resolution that the United States should move its capital from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem. However, for almost a quarter century the American presidents
continued to issue waivers for not implementing the decision. Setting aside that
history, the current American president justified his move by saying that the facts
on the ground justified his decision. Ever since the founding of the state of Israel,
Jerusalem had been its capital. That is where the government is located and worked
from. The houses of the country‘s president and prime minister are located in the
city. It is also the home of the country‘s Supreme Court. But these facts were
known all along.
There were other facts. The Muslim world regarded Jerusalem as their
religion‘s third holiest place, after Makkah and Medinah. Even though in the 1967
war Israel had defeated the Jordanian forces that defended East Jerusalem, its
occupation of that part of the city and the West Bank were not recognised by the
world community. It was against international law to hold the territory won in a
war. It was always recognised that the status of Jerusalem would be part of the
agreement between the Israelis and the Palestinians whenever the final settlement
was reached. By giving to Israel the entire city of Jerusalem, Donald Trump had
put himself and his country squarely on the side of the Jewish state. It could no
longer be an honest broker, a role it had played ever since the 1967 war. What
would be the reaction of the Muslim world to this move by the American
president? Would it, paradoxically, split the Muslims into two parts: those who
would show only mild unhappiness and those who are likely to be highly agitated?
The paradox is that most of the Arabs — the people as well as their governments
are likely to shrug their shoulders and move on. On the other hand, in countries
such as Turkey, Pakistan, Malaysia and Indonesia the reaction will be sharp and
lasting.
This is what a group of journalists writing in The New York Times had to say
about the Arab reaction to the Trump decision on Jerusalem: ―While Arab leaders
have continued to pay lip service to the Palestinian cause, it has slipped in
importance, displaced by the Arab Spring, the wars in Iraq, Syria and Yemen, the
threat of Islamic State, and the contest between Saudi Arabia and Iran for regional
dominance. Persian Gulf states like Saudi Arabia, more concerned about their
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rivalry with Iran, have found their interests increasingly overlapping with those of
Israel.‖
This analysis is supported by reports that Jared Kushner, Donald Trump‘s
son-in-law and the point-man on the Middle East, had a night-long meeting
recently with Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman at which the two worked out a
plan for settling the Palestinian issue. It will have the Palestinian state made up of
the bits and pieces of land that have not been given to the Jewish settlers, East
Jerusalem will be reunited with the city‘s western part, the city thus formed will be
recognised as the capital of the Israeli state, the Palestinian state will work from
Ramallah as its capital, it will not have an army of its own, and it will have to
guarantee that it will not sponsor terrorist attacks on the Jewish state. With this as
the conclusion of the half-century struggle by the Palestinians, Saudi Arabia will
be left to focus on Iran.
What we are seeing, therefore, is the move of Sunni part of the Arab world
towards countering the growing but unnecessary struggle between Sunnis and
Shiites in the Middle East. Bringing the economist‘s perspective to these
developments I see two things happening. The Asians in the Muslim world will get
further away from both the United States and Saudi Arabia and will be more
inclined to work with Iran and China. Iran having invested massively in developing
its human resource has a better economic future than the Sunni Arabs. At the same
time China‘s Road and Belt Initiative will be bring the countries of Muslim Asia
into its orbit.
Gen Bajwa for revisiting madrassa teaching concept
Sharif Khan. The Nation. December 08, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/08-Dec-2017/genbajwa-for-revisiting-madrassa-teaching-concept
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Quetta - Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday
criticised religious seminaries for mostly teaching only Islamic theology, leaving
students ill-equipped for life in the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖ he
told a youth conference in Quetta, stressing the country needs to ‗revisit‘ the
religious schools concept.
The army chief also said that ―tomorrow‘s Balochistan will be engine of
national development‖ and prove an invaluable link from north to south and also to
west.
In a double entendre, he said he believes in democracy and even more so in
the democratic values of selfless service and supremacy of moral authority. ―All of
us have a duty to the nation.‖
The country has seen repeated military coups and apprehensions have been
expressed by different quarters about General Bajwa‘s intentions, especially after
the disqualification of ex-prime minister Nawaz Sharif – who believes that army is
behind his ouster.
Modernising madrassas, which have mushroomed nationwide, is a thorny
issue in Pakistan where religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of
youngsters but are the only education available to millions of poor children.
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General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an army chief criticising the religious seminaries, which are
often built adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious
hardliners.
General Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being
taught in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi school of thought alone.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (prayer leaders) or
they will become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build
enough mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa pass-outs.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying only the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to de-radicalise religious hard-liners
by ―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the
civilian government but which now appears to be taking form.
But this policy has suffered a setback as recently capital Islamabad was
paralysed for nearly three weeks by a blockade staged by a newly formed ultrareligious party belonging to the otherwise peaceful Sunni-Brelvi school of thought.
Pointing to the brighter side of the situation, he said ―our future is bright and
our youth is fully capable of taking on the mantle‖. Admiring Balochi youth, he
said they were ―as capable as youth of any area of Pakistan‖.
―We have enough resources we just need to improve our human resource.
The civil service needs to be made attractive so that the top talent comes to civil
service. It is the backbone of any country,‖ underlined Bajwa.
Highlighting armed forces and law enforcement agencies‘ share in educating
Baloch students, he mentioned that presently over 25,000 of them were receiving
quality education at various Army and FC-run schools and cadet colleges all over
Pakistan.
As many as 20,000 daughters of Balochistan were serving in Army
including over 600 as officers while 232 cadets are undergoing training at Pakistan
Military Academy in Kakul.
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Army chief added that so much was only the representation in Pak Army and
the number gets even higher when they took into account Baloch youth in Pakistan
Air Force, Pakistan Navy and other Law Enforcement Agencies.
The COAS announced establishment of an MRI centre at Turbat and
expediting work on already announced educational institutions.
―Army is a state institution meant to serve the nation. Army shall continue to
perform its role while national security and development remains a national
obligation for all state institutions, averred the Army chief at the seminar.
Renowned speakers from academia, civil society, media and politicians also
addressed the seminar titled ―Human Resource Development for the youth of
Balochistan – opportunities and challenges‖.
Chief Minister Nawab Sanaull Zehri in his address said that the dependency
of Balochistan on Centre would have to be ended by developing own resources as
the province was replete with boundless natural resources.
He clarified that Balochistan wouldn‘t develop unless its untapped resources
were exploited for its progress.
―Balochistan wastes 1.5 million acre floodwater due to lack of dams,‖ said
Zehri, adding if they were having resources, they can build dams to save this water
to make the province self-reliant in agriculture.
The chief minister added that Balochistan‘s population was meagre luckily,
and proper exploitation of resources may enable the government to give 15,000 to
20,000 rupees per month to each unemployed family.

Army chief says Pakistan should 'revisit' madrassa schools
The Nation. December 07, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/07-Dec-2017/army-chief-sayspakistan-should-revisit-madrassa-schools
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Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Thursday criticised
madrassas that have mushroomed nationwide for mostly teaching only Islamic
theology, saying the country needs to ―revisit‖ the religious school concept.
Modernising madrassa education is a thorny issue in Pakistan where
religious schools are often blamed for radicalisation of youngsters but are the only
education available to millions of poor children.
General Bajwa‘s remarks, apparently off-the-cuff during a prepared speech,
were a rare example of an Army chief criticising madrassas, which are often built
adjacent to mosques and underpin Islamisation efforts by religious hardliners.
Bajwa said a madrassa education in Pakistan was inadequate because it did
not prepare students for the modern world.
―I am not against madrassas, but we have lost the essence of madrassas,‖
Bajwa told a youth conference in Quetta, the capital of Balochistan.
Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students were being taught
in madrassas belonging to the Deobandi, a Sunni Muslim sub-sect that shares the
beliefs of the strictly orthodox Wahhabi school of Islam on the Arabian Peninsula.
―So what will they become: will they become Maulvis (clerics) or they will
become terrorists?‖ Bajwa asked, saying it was impossible to build enough
mosques to employ the huge number of madrassa students.
―We need to look (at) and revisit the concept of madrassas... We need to
give them a worldly education.‖
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Pakistan has over 20,000 registered madrassas, though there are believed to
be thousands more unregistered ones. Some are single-room schools with a handful
of students studying the Holy Quran.
Security services have kept a close eye on madrassas associated with
radicalising youths and feeding recruits to Islamist militant outfits that have killed
tens of thousands of people in the South Asian country since 2000.
But only a handful of the schools have been shut down, the authorities‘ hand
stayed by fears of a religious backlash.
Islamist hardliners hold great sway in Pakistan, with the capital, Islamabad,
paralysed for nearly three weeks last month by a blockade staged by a newly
formed ultra-religious party.
Bajwa said poor education was holding back the nation of 207 million
people, and especially in madrassas.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
The military last year proposed a plan to deradicalise religious hard-liners by
―mainstreaming‖ some into political parties, a plan initially rejected by the civilian
government but which now appears to be taking form.
Глава Армии – за светское образование. Обратил внимание на
переизбыток медресе («нет столько мечетей, чтобы занять всех выпускников
медресе»).
Отметил, что там дается только религиозное образование, а нужно современное
Army chief calls for widening scope of madressah education
Saleem
Shahid.
Dawn,
December
8th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375246/army-chief-calls-for-widening-scope-of-madressaheducation

The army chief recalls he had proposed to the ousted prime minister to send
more experienced bureaucrats to serve in Balochistan and take the province out of
the darkness of backwardness.
QUETTA: Army Chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa has called for widening the
scope of education at madressahs (religious seminaries) to enable the students to
play a more positive and productive role in society.
Speaking at a seminar on ‗Human resource development — opportunities
and challenges‘ here on Thursday, he categorically stated that he was not against
religious seminaries.
The army chief said more religious seminaries were established in
Balochistan compared to modern and quality schools for local students during the
past four decades. ―Only religious education is being imparted to the students at all
these seminaries and thus the students are left behind in the race for development.‖
Bajwa says it is impossible to build enough mosques to employ the huge
number of madressah students
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He deplored that more than 10,000 teachers were expelled in Balochistan,
extensively affecting the educational system and deteriorating the quality of
education in the province. He called for better and quality education for handling
administrative issues in a better way.
He mentioned the deep impact of the Afghan civil war on this side of the
border as the law and order situation had undermined the pace of economic
development and stability to a greater extent in Balochistan.
Gen Bajwa called for supremacy of merit and economic development of
Pakistan that was inseparably linked with functional democracy.
He emphasised that the Army was in the service of the state of Pakistan and
its people and not any particular government.
He said competent and experienced bureaucrats were reluctant to serve in
Balochistan. He said he had proposed to the ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif to
send more experienced bureaucrats to serve in Balochistan and take the province
out of the darkness of backwardness.
The army chief said at present over 25,000 Baloch students were receiving
quality education at various schools and cadet colleges run by the army and
Frontier Constabulary all over Pakistan. Nearly 20,000 sons of Balochistan were
serving in the army, including over 600 as officers while 232 cadets were
undergoing training at the Pakistan Military Academy, Kakul. He said that
Balochistan had so much representation in the army and the number got even
higher when taken into account Baloch youths in the Pakistan Air Force, Navy and
other law enforcement agencies.
―Our future is bright and our youths are fully capable of taking on the
mantle. Baloch youths are as capable as youths of any area of Pakistan. We have
enough resources, we just need to improve our human resource,‖ he said.
Gen Bajwa said the civil service needed to be made attractive so that top
talent came to join it because it was the backbone of any country.
He announced establishment of an MRI centre at Turbat, while expediting
setting up of already announced educational institutions.
He said the army was a state institution meant to serve the nation. The army
would continue to perform its role while national security and development
remained a national obligation for all state institutions.
The army chief said he believed in democracy and even more so in the
democratic values of selfless service and supremacy of moral authority. ―All of us
have a duty to the nation.‖
He said that tomorrow‘s Balochistan would be the engine of national
development effort and an invaluable link from north to south and also to west.
A large number of politicians, local elites and civil and military officials
were also present at the seminar.
Reuters adds: Gen Bajwa said he was recently told that 2.5 million students
were being taught in madressahs. ―So what will they become: will they become
Maulvis (clerics) or they will become terrorists?‖ he asked, saying it was
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impossible to build enough mosques to employ the huge number of madressah
students.
The army chief said poor education was holding back the nation of 207
million people, and especially in madressahs.
―Most of them are just teaching theology. So what are their chances? What
is their future in this country?‖
Верховный суд решил: теперь надо употреблять
«меньшинства», а «немусульмане»
Word ‗non-Muslim‘ should be used for minorities: SC

слово

не

Terence J Sigamony. The Nation. December 06, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/06-Dec2017/word-non-muslim-should-be-used-for-minorities-sc

ISLAMABAD - The Supreme Court on Tuesday said the word ‗nonMuslim‘ should be used for the religious minorities living in Pakistan.
A three-judge bench headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal heard the suo motu case
regarding the rights of minorities . Former chief justice Tassaduq Jillani had taken
the suo motu notice after the Peshawar church bomb blast and had passed a
judgment.
Justice Dost Muhammad said: ―Now the majority has also become a
minority because a minority (group), whenever it wants, holds them hostage. The
judge said the word non-Muslim should be used for religious minorities as per the
Constitution.
The deputy attorney general said worship places of the minorities were being
protected, adding a Hindu Samadhi and a temple had been restored. The Sindh
advocate general told the court that the Hindu Marriage Act had been passed.
Justice Afzal said minorities should be protected like a special child.
The minoritiesshould know their rights had been protected well, he said.
The Balochistan advocate general informed the court they had taken all
measures to protect the minorities‘ rights.
The court disposed of the case after hearing the arguments.
Ex-CJP Jillani had ordered formation of a special police force with
professional training to protect the worship places of the minorities .
The judgment had further said that in all cases of violation of any of the
rights guaranteed under the law or desecration of the worship places of minorities ,
the law-enforcing agencies concerned should promptly take action, including
registration of criminal cases, against the delinquents.
The apex court had also proposed development of appropriate curricula at
school and college levels to promote religious tolerance in the country. The court
had also asked the federal government to take appropriate steps to discourage hate
speeches in the social media and bring the delinquents to justice under the law.
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Оппозиция в Парламенте требует – религия не должна использоваться
в политических целях (о протестном сидении)
Khursheed Shah opposes use of religion for political objectives
Waseem
Shamsi.
Dawn,
November
28th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373278/khursheed-shah-opposes-use-of-religion-for-politicalobjectives

SUKKUR: Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly Syed
Khursheed Ahmed Shah said on Monday that religion should not be used for
achieving political objectives.
Talking to reporters at his residence here, he said the trend of using religion
for achieving political objectives was dangerous for the country.
Mr Shah criticised the federal government‘s handling of the Faizabad sit-in,
saying that instead of tackling the issue politically the government had ordered a
crackdown on the protesters. After the botched crackdown, he added, it seemed
that the government had transferred all its powers to the director general of Punjab
Rangers to settle the issue.
He criticised the government also for banning TV news channels and placing
curbs on social media networks.
Opposition leaders criticise government‘s handling of Faizabad sit-in
Talking about the changing political situation in the region, he said Pakistan
needed to review its foreign policy because it was losing its friends in the region.
He said the government should take measures for improving the country‘s relations
with its neighbours.
Rejecting the demands for an early election in the country, the opposition
leader said that the next general elections should be held according to the schedule.
He said the country‘s future was attached with democracy, adding that if civilian
governments were allowed to function properly the country would be in a much
better position economically after 20 to 25 years.
Answering a question, he claimed that there were serious differences
between senior leaders of the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N). He
claimed that PML-N president Nawaz Sharif did not want to see former interior
minister Chaudhry Nisar in the PML-N anymore. But he does not want to expel Mr
Nisar from the party and he is hoping that the former interior minister will himself
quit it. However, he claimed that Mr Nisar did not want to quit the PML-N.
Mr Shah rejected the impression that there was a difference in the political
views of Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari and chairman
Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari. He said the PPP had faced many difficult situations since
its formation, but it had always worked for the prosperity of the country.
On a question about Sunday‘s public meeting in Sukkur by some anti-PPP
parties and their plan to form a ‗grand democratic alliance‘ to contest the next
elections, Mr Shah said that all these parties did not enjoy the support of the
masses.
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Глава пакистанского минюста подал в отставку из-за беспорядков в
Исламабаде
Наталья
Ануфриева
.
https://vz.ru/news/2017/11/27/896982.html

«Взгляд».
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Министр законодательства и юстиции Пакистана Захид Хамид подал в
отставку из-за протестов религиозных активистов в Исламабаде, сообщила
местная газета Express Tribune.
Отставка Хамида была одним из ключевых требований протестующих,
передает РИА «Новости».
Отмечается, что министр покидает пост добровольно, так как считает,
что это выведет страну из «сложившейся критической ситуации».
Движение «Техрек-е-Лабаик», организовавшее протесты, уже
пообещало прекратить демонстрации и беспорядки, в ходе которых погибли
семь человек и 200 были ранены, передает ТАСС.
Поводом для манифестаций стали изменения в тексте присяги, которую
приносят депутаты парламента. Клятва содержит в себе слова о том, что
Мухаммед - единственный пророк. Первоначально приверженность этому
постулату подтверждалась словами «я торжественно клянусь», но в
правительстве решили заменить это формулировкой «я верю», которую
можно перевести с английского как «я считаю».
Религиозные консерваторы посчитали изменения святотатством. Три
недели назад они начали акцию протеста и развернули палаточный лагерь в
Исламабаде, перекрыв движение на крупной автомагистрали, соединяющей
столицу исламской республики и город-спутник Равалпинди.
В субботу власти попытались разогнать демонстрантов, из-за чего
начались массовые беспорядки и акции протеста в других крупных городах
Пакистана.
В Пакистане родственники зарезали молодых супругов за свадьбу без
разрешения
«Вести». 28.11.2017. https://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2959499

Власти Пакистана арестовали десять человек за участие в так
называемом "убийстве чести" пары молодых людей, которые поженились, не
получив на то формального разрешения своих родственников, как это
требуется в соответствии с традиционными племенными обрядами.
Трагедия произошла в городе Карачи. Жертвами оказались 24-летний
Абдул Хади и 19-летняя Хасина Биби, зарегистрировавшие брак в начале
ноября, сообщает Independent.
Тела молодых людей были обнаружены на одном из местных кладбищ
с ножевыми ранениями. По обвинению в их убийстве арестовали отца Хади и
еще девять родственников пары. Отец девушки при этом пока скрывается от
правоохранителей.
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Все арестованные уже сознались в содеянном, сообщив, что убийство
было совершено по решению местного племенного совета за нарушение
юношей и девушкой пуштунских традиций.
По некоторым оценкам, ежегодно в Пакистане жертвами "убийств
чести", совершенных близкими родственниками, становятся до тысячи
женщин.
Ранее сообщалось, что в Пакистане родственники казнили
электричеством сбежавших 17-летнего юношу и 15-летнюю девушку.
В Исламабаде намечается конфликт между властями и исламистами
«Новости планеты». 17.11.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11253-v-islamabadenamechaetsja-konflikt-mezhdu-vlastjami-i-islamistami.html

Правительство Пакистана предупредило сегодня членов исламской
партии о жестких мерах за блокирование дороги в столицу, вызывая
опасения по поводу насильственного столкновения.
Сотни сторонников пакистанской партии «Техрик-и-Лабаик» почти 10
дней заблокировали главную дорогу в Исламабад, требуя введения закона за
богохульство. «Вам всем дают последнее предупреждение», - сказал
заместитель комиссара Исламабада в приказе. «После этого окончательного
объявления, вы все должны закончить незаконное сидение немедленно». Суд
уже приказал партии прекратить протест. «Все ресурсы могут быть
использованы, чтобы прекратить это сидение», - говорится в
предупреждении заместителя комиссара.
Протесты исламистов начались с обвинения министра Захида Хамида в
том, что он внес изменения в предвыборную клятву, что предполагает
богохульство.
Представитель партии «Лабаик» Эйжас Ашрафи отказался выполнить
приказ. «Мы не уйдем», - сказал он. Правительственный чиновник Халид
Аббаси говорит, что протестующие организовали пикеты вдоль маршрута,
который они занимают, а некоторые протестующие вооружены железными
прутьями и палки.
Опасаясь насилия, правительство заблокировало несколько дорог
транспортными контейнерами, чтобы угодить протестующим, но это вызвало
частые пробки в столице и вокруг нее. В 2007 году конфронтация между
властями и сторонниками радикальных проповедников в мечетях в
Исламабаде привела к гибели более 100 человек.
Исламисты не помешают своим протестным сидением соорудить
КПЭК
Ahsan Iqbal warns sit-in organisers of extreme action
Khaleeq
Kiani.
Dawn,
November
16th,
2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1370766/ahsan-iqbal-warns-sit-in-organisers-of-extreme-action
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ISLAMABAD: Reaffirming that governments of the four provinces, three
regions and the Centre are united to push forward the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) for development and industrialisation, Minister for Interior and
Planning Ahsan Iqbal on Wednesday said that there were a few people who wanted
‗bodies‘ to create chaos in the country.
He was speaking to journalists after a preparatory session with provincial
and regional governments for a meeting of the CPEC Joint Cooperation Council
(JCC) to be held on Nov 20-21.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, AJK Prime Minister
Raja Farooq Haider Khan, Deputy Speaker of Gilgit-Baltistan Assembly Jafferulla
Khan and KP Governor Iqbal Zafar Jhagra endorsed his views in their brief talk.
Mr Iqbal said it was ironic that an exceptional situation had been created
three years ago when the CPEC was being launched and the precedent set by a
political party by holding a prolonged sit-in was being followed by others to
exploit religious sentiments, even though no political government could
compromise on the finality of the Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
Minister says CPEC is being pushed forward by all provinces and regional
govts
Mr Iqbal said the love for the Prophet (PBUH) did not demand creating
problems for patients, students and public at large by holding a sit-in on the road
between Rawalpindi and Islamabad and nobody had the power to issue certificates
of belief in Allah and His Prophet (PBUH).
He alleged that there were a couple of people among those participating in
the sit-in who were inciting violence and carrying weapons so that there could be
violence and an emergency-like situation.
Responding to a question, he said people were now demanding action
against the sit-in as it was creating problems for the general public, but because of
those few armed men the government did not want a repeat of the Model Town
tragedy.
―Action can have a cost and hence we request the protesters not to test our
patience. But this cannot go on forever,‖ he warned, adding that the government
wanted to exhaust all options before taking an extreme step. ―There has to be an
end. If the current situation continues, the government will have to take an extreme
step.‖
Mr Iqbal said that senior officials from China and Pakistan would meet on
Nov 20, followed by leadership-level huddle led from the Chinese side by the vice
chairman of the National Development and Reforms Commission and represented
from Pakistan by all the chief ministers and representatives of the Federation of
Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
He said the first phase of CPEC involving energy and infrastructure was in
advanced stages and the project was entering the next level of industrial
cooperation with involvement of all stakeholders. He said all the participants
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would attend the 7th JCC meeting with expressed commitment to completing the
historic initiative as early as possible.
Mr Iqbal said the government had taken on board all political forces, the
private sector and other stakeholders in the CPEC framework to ensure absolute
inclusiveness reaching across the country, tribal region, AJK and Gilgit-Baltistan.
He said details of the Karachi Circular Railway and Main Railway Line
(ML-I) were final and a few issues for their crossings would be settled before the
JCC.
He said that 85 million jobs were expected to be relocated from China to
other countries and the CPEC offered Pakistan an opportunity to grab maximum
share out of it.
He said that establishment of nine economic zones would bring maximum
employment for local youth and the ownership of industrial zones had been given
to the provinces to ensure inclusive development.
CM Khattak said the CPEC was a project of entire Pakistan and it would
benefit all the provinces. He said the meeting was informed that not only the
western route but a number of other projects in the road network were in progress
in KP.
Mr Jhagra said the sphere of economic zones was being expanded to the
tribal region that would be helpful in mainstreaming of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas.
AJK PM Farooq Khan thanked the federal government for including in
CPEC the 280km Mansehra-Muzaffarabad-Mirpur highway project and an
economic zone which would bring economic revolution to the region.
Jaferrullah Khan said four projects proposed by the GB government,
including Chitral-Chakdara road, two hydropower projects and a special economic
zone, had been made part of the next phase of CPEC.
Разгул исламского фанатизма в Исламабаде
The capital under siege
Zahid Hussain. Dawn, November 15, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1370547/thecapital-under-siege

FOR the past one week, Islamabad has been virtually under siege with the
followers of a radical cleric blocking the expressway connecting the city to the
airport. The administration‘s move to enclose the Red Zone with containers has
added to the chaos.
While the clerics blast the civil and military leadership with their highly
inflammable harangue, inciting their supporters to violence, there is no sign of the
government moving against them. Seldom has one witnessed such a state of inertia
with the security agencies unable to act against even a small group of zealots
paralysing the seat of government.
It is a case of a matter being blown out of proportion and used by the
extremist clerics to whip up religious sentiments. It is all about an oversight,
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missing a clause in the Election Act related to the finality of the Holy Prophet
(PBUH) in an oath that was turned into a religious and political controversy.
Although the omission was immediately rectified, it has failed to satisfy some
radical clerics.
It is mainly the weakness of the administration and an increasingly divided
state authority that has given these zealots complete impunity. The demand that
includes the resignation of the law minister is certainly not acceptable. Although
the hard-line clerics have failed to draw any significant public support on the issue,
some vested political interests have joined in to keep the matter alive.
Why are those who preach hate allowed to participate in electoral politics?
However small the number of those laying siege to the capital, the episode is
a manifestation of a more serious problem related to the rise of a new and more
radical Barelvi sectarian movement that publicly espouses violence in the name of
its narrow view of religion. The siege has coincided with the emergence of a new
political outfit, by the name of Tehreek Labbaik Ya Rasool Allah, or TLY, whose
members are spearheading the protest.
Led by a firebrand cleric, Khadim Hussain Rizvi, who is notorious for his
vitriolic sermons, the TLY announced its appearance in the electoral politics by
putting up candidates in the recently held National Assembly by-elections in
Lahore and Peshawar. In both constituencies, TLY candidates received a
significant number of votes, eating into the support base of old mainstream
religious political parties like the Jamaat-i-Islami.
What is more worrisome is that its entire campaign revolves around the
glorification of Mumtaz Qadri, the assassin of Punjab governor Salmaan Taseer. In
fact, the group has gained momentum after Qadri‘s execution. The group that
represents a new Barelvi militancy is now planning to go into the 2018 general
elections using the highly sensitive blasphemy issue to mobilise votes. The
Islamabad sit-in seems to be a part of its election campaign.
A major question is how these preachers of hate are allowed to participate in
electoral politics in violation of the country‘s laws. It is likely to stoke the fires of
violent sectarian extremism, threatening the democratic political process in the
country. Not surprisingly, the Islamabad siege and the arrival of the TLY on the
electoral scene have triggered a host of conspiracy theories about its backers.
Many in the ruling party smell a conspiracy to destabilise the government.
There is, however, no substance to these wild theories imagining a ‗hidden hand‘
behind everything. What is missing in the whole discourse is the stark failure of the
state to contain the spread of religious extremism in the country. The National
Action Plan has long been dead and buried, providing complete freedom to parties
like the TLY to operate and hatemongering clerics to preach violence from the
pulpit.
While the security agencies have been quick to take action against some
bloggers espousing secular views and branded them ‗traitors‘ for questioning the
establishment‘s policies, no action is being taken against clerics like Rizvi who
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publicly instigate violence against the civil and military leadership. Their vitriolic
speeches are freely posted on social media.
Now the monster is coming back to haunt us. Last year, the same group had
occupied Islamabad‘s D Chowk for several days threatening to storm key
government installations. The stand-off was defused through negotiations and with
a promise not to take any action against the clerics. That further emboldened the
group.
It is quite intriguing that the march that started from Lahore was allowed to
enter Islamabad this time too. Instead of stopping the protesters on the way, the
administration is playing ostrich and enclosing part of the city with containers.
That has become a common practice of the Islamabad administration while dealing
with such protest marches.
It is apparent that the country‘s civil and military leadership has never taken
counter-extremism policies seriously. That may be either out of political
expediency or a fear of backlash or both. It may be true that the situation is not yet
completely out of control, but continuing with the current state of inaction could
create a very dangerous situation and reverse the gains made in the battle against
terrorism.
The siege of Islamabad and the induction of the TLY into electoral politics
are ominous developments. Not only will they add fuel to violent sectarian
extremism, they will also cause the space for moderate Islamic parties to shrink.
The results of the NA-120 and NA-4 by-elections showed a marked rise in
electoral support for TLY candidates though at the expense of right-wing parties.
Its participation would cast a huge shadow over the elections, particularly in
Punjab that has been the stronghold of sectarian-based politics — not a good omen
for democratic politics in the country. The present political uncertainty and the
worsening tension between the civil and military leaderships provide a favourable
atmosphere for the extremist groups that have recently emerged on the political
scene.
It is a tragic commentary on our state policy which gives such leeway to a
group that glorifies a murderer and exhorts its supporters to follow his example.
The siege of Islamabad gives some insight into the shape of things to come.
В Пакистане усиливается радикальный исламизм
«Новости планеты». 27.10.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/11079-v-pakistaneusilivaetsja-radikalnyi-islamizm.html

Сотрудники полиции вынуждены охранять могилу пакистанского
студента Машал-хана, чтобы помешать религиозным фанатикам выполнить
свои угрозы и взорвать захоронение 23-летнего молодого человека, избитого
до смерти за оскорбление Ислама.
Его семья, также находящаяся под защитой полиции, говорит, что у
них мало надежды на то, что убийство побудит пересмотреть законы о
богохульстве, которые предусматривают смертную казнь. Новая
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политическая партия, которая намерена наказывать за богохульство завоевал
удивительные 7,6 процента голосов в результате выборов в Пешаваре, в 60
км от места, где был убит Машал Хан 6 месяцев назад.
«Смерть богохульству! Смерть богохульству!»- это было общее пение
сторонников партии Терик-и-Лабаик в Пакистане в консервативном северозападном городе.
В то время как «Терик-и-Лабаик» («Движение последователей
Пророка») вряд ли выйдет из числа цифр в предстоящих голосах, но его
быстрый рост вместе с другой ультрарелигиозной партией может создать
дополнительный вызов для правящей пакистанской мусульманской лиги.
Лидер партии ПМЛ-Н, Наваз Шариф, был вытеснен Верховным судом с
поста премьер-министра в июле.
В Пакистане верность Исламу является официальной линией
большинства основных партий, но ультрарелигиозные партии до сих пор
оставались на периферии. Лабаик - одна из двух новых ультрарелигиозных
партий, сформированных в прошлом году.
Вместе - Лабаик и Милли мусульманская лига (MML) получили около
11 процентов голосов в ходе выборов в прошлом месяце в Лахоре и 10,4
процента в Пешаваре, тогда как такие религиозные партии, как Jamaat-eIslami и Jamaat Ulema-e -Ислам, в совокупности составил 5,3 процента на
выборах в 2013 году. Один из лидеров «Терик-и-Лабаик», Мухаммад Шафик
Амини поддерживает религиозных фанатиков. «На государстве лежит
ответственность наказать богохульника, нет двух мнений, но когда
государство не выполняет свою работу, а кто-то убивает, он не должен
наказываться как убийца», сказал Амини, имея в виду 57 человек, которые
предстанут перед судом за убийство Машал-хана.
«Мы должны уважать другие религии»
‗We should respect each others‘ beliefs‘
The
Express
Tribune,
September
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1502279/respect-others-beliefs/

10th,

2017.

MULTAN: There is a need to create an environment of tolerance for
promoting peace and harmony in the society. No religion allows terrorism,
intolerance and hatred and we should respect each others‘ beliefs.
These views were expressed by representatives from Christian, Sikh, Hindu
and Muslim communities while addressing a press conference at Multan Chamber
of Commerce and Industry on Saturday.
Religious intolerance tarnishes Pakistan‘s image: minister
Riaz, Mehandar Pal Singh, Shukantla Devi, Khawaja Muhammad Usman,
MCCI President Khawaja Jalaluddin Roomi and others were present on the
occasion.
They said that Pakistan rendered matchless sacrifices for peace and
elimination of terrorism from the region. Acceptability to the rights of others is the
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key to promote peace and harmony in any society and there was no greater need at
the moment but to show tolerance and understand other people‘s rights to exercise
their religious rites in a peaceful and non-violent manner, they added.
Khawaja Jalaluddin Roomi said that the growing menace of intolerance in
the society was leading to violence in the society because people have stopped
accepting other people‘s rights and started believing that they could enforce their
ideas and thoughts on others by resorting to violence. He also stressed the need to
shun sectarian differences among different sects.
Bulleh Shah: the bastion of religious tolerance
He said, ―Pakistan is passing through a crucial era and our country is
embroiled in a chaotic situation wherein we have been experiencing extreme forms
of violence, conflicts, terrorism and even war-like situation and all this is only
because of this growing sense of extreme intolerance.‖
He maintained, ―The present wave of extremism, be it religious, ethnic,
political, provincial or personal has grown out of simple sense of intolerance
because we have stopped realising that everybody has a right to exercise one‘s
beliefs.‖
Муфтий в Саудовской Аравии (во время Хадж) подчеркивает, что ислам
не имеет ничего общего с терроризмом, а сплачивает в братство…
Islam prohibits terrorism, bloodshed: Mufti
Stresses unity, brotherhood among Muslims as over two million perform Haj
The Nation. September 01, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/01-Sep-2017/islamprohibits-terrorism-bloodshed-mufti
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ARAFAT - As more than two million faithful gathered to perform Haj in
Arafat on Thursday, Saudi Grand Mufti Shaikh Saad Bin Nasser invited Muslims
around the world to unity and said Islam was the religion of brotherhood and gave
the message of peace and tranquility, and it prohibits terrorism, violence and
bloodshed.
The grand mufti urged the Muslim Ummah during the Haj sermon from
Masjid-i-Nimra in Arafat to forge unity among its ranks to foil enemy designs. He
said Islam was the religion of peace and spread the message of peace and
brotherhood in its teachings around the world.
Mufti, who is a member of Council of Senior Scholars and an adviser to the
Saudi Royal Court, delivered Khutba-e-Haj at Masjid-e-Nimra on the Arafat Day.
The top Saudi cleric pleaded with the Muslim community around the world to: not
persecute each other, rebuff divisions based on regional politics, fulfil the
responsibility of uniting Muslim Ummah through sagacious use of social media,
avoid plunging into sectarian chasms, and fear Allah the way it ought to be done.
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He reminded the audience that the belief in the oneness of Allah was in fact
the stepping stone of piety; no wonder, then, that only pious ones will enter the
Jannah. He further stated that monotheism constituted the basic element of
teachings of all the messengers of Allah. ―All praise be to Allah, I testify that Allah
has no partners. Worship Him and prostrate before Him. I instruct myself, and all
of you, to fear Allah‖, he said.
The sermon then touched the socio-economic dimensions of life by reiterating
that Islamic teachings established brotherhood among human beings. The cleric
reminded the audience that Zakat obliges Muslims to reserve certain portion of
wealth for the needy. He said staying firm and offering prayers were guidelines
given by Allah.
Expounding Islam‘s principles related to morality, the honourable speaker
said that usury and embezzlement of any kind were prohibited in Islam. ―The
offspring are obliged to obey - and take care of –their parents. Islam proscribed
wickedness and obscenity. Allah has directed us not to predate on others‘ rightful
wealth‖, the cleric said.
The beauty of Islamic law, the Sheikh said, is that it organised financial and
economic systems along with regulations pertaining to one‘s life into a formal
arrangement on the face of the Earth. The top Saudi cleric rejected racism by
reminiscing the verses of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)‘s last sermon that: ―A
white man has no superiority over a black one nor a black has any superiority over
any white‖.
―Islam has forbidden us from humiliating Muslims and non-Muslims alike. It
is binding upon us to fully observe Shariah-stated instructions; a Muslim is obliged
to protect those boundaries that Allah has demarcated for him‖, he said.
Their palms facing the sky, around two million faithful gathered on Mount
Arafat for the highlight of the Haj pilgrimage, one of the world's largest annual
gatherings.
With temperatures pushing 40 degrees Celsius (104 Fahrenheit) under the
desert sun, the faithful climbed the hill east of Makkah where Muslims believe the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) gave his last sermon some 14 centuries ago.
The second day of the Haj - a five-day pilgrimage which all Muslims must
perform at least once in their lifetime if physically and financially able - is
dedicated to prayer and reflection.
"I came up here last night and prayed, took pictures and called my family and
friends," said Maolana Yahia, 32, who made the trip from Indonesia.
This year's Haj has seen the return of pilgrims from Saudi Arabia's arch-rival
Iran following a diplomatic row and a deadly stampede in 2015. But thousands
who would normally make the journey from neighbouring Qatar are absent apart
from a few dozen because of the diplomatic crisis shaking the Gulf.
Helicopters flew around the area as the pilgrims converged from dawn on the
Mount Arafat plain and the hill known as Jabal al-Rahma, or Mount of Mercy.
Forming a sea of white, the pilgrims ascended the hill and took up positions to
pray on rocks already heated by the morning sun.
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On the concrete pathways linking the plain to the hill, hundreds of thousands
of devout Muslims invoked God, as others rested in makeshift tents or on sheets
along the side of the road amid empty bottles and waste.
Tunisian mother-of-three Fatima Arfawi said she was moved beyond words.
"This is the first time I see anything like this, ever," she said. "This day is
dedicated to prayer for my three children and my family."
In a hospital opposite the mountain, an area was set aside for people suffering
dehydration or heat exhaustion.
Saudi Arabia's Red Crescent said it had deployed 326 ambulances along the
pilgrimage route to handle health emergencies.
"Some pilgrims, for example, forget to protect their heads with an umbrella
when they pray," said Bandar Al-Harthi, a nurse at a hospital facing Mount Arafat.
In the evening, the pilgrims set off for Muzdalifa where they will spend the
night before taking part in a symbolic stoning of the devil.
The Jamarat Bridge, where the ritual is held, was the scene of a stampede in
2015 that claimed the lives of nearly 2,300 pilgrims - the worst disaster in the
history of the Haj.
At the foot of Mount Arafat, mobile barriers have been installed to control the
movement of the crowds. "They will be moved to enlarge the passages when there
are more pilgrims," said Ahmed al-Baraka of the Saudi security forces.
Seated near the barriers at Mount Arafat, eight young women from Ghana
who are all related took a brief respite after making their way from Mina, east of
Makkah. Aged between 18 and 30, for some of them it was their first time away
from home.
"This is the first time I leave Ghana," said 25-year-old Khadija. "My husband
let me come alone because it is Makkah."
Франция активно призывает бороться с «Исламским терроризмом».
In first foreign policy speech, Macron vows to fight ‗Islamist terror‘
Dawn, August 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354815/in-first-foreign-policyspeech-macron-vows-to-fight-islamist-terror

PARIS: Fighting ―Islamist terrorism‖ is France‘s top foreign policy priority,
President Emmanuel Macron said on Tuesday, vowing to make his country a
leading power in an unstable, increasingly polarised world.
―Providing security for our citizens means that the fight against Islamist
terrorism is our first priority,‖ Macron told some 200 French diplomats gathered in
Paris. ―There‘s no place for naivety, nor for fear of Islam that confuses Islamism
and Islamic,‖ he said, adding that guaranteeing the security of the French was the
―raison d‘etre‖ of the country‘s diplomacy. Since early 2015, France has suffered a
series of terror attacks that have claimed more than 230 lives, making it the country
worst affected in western Europe.
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Its armed forces are in action as part of the US-led international coalition
fighting IS in Syria and Iraq, while French soldiers are also fighting jihadists in
west Africa.
Macron, who took power in May on a promise to boost France‘s international
standing, said he would work with the various powerbrokers in the Middle East —
including arch-rivals Iran and Saudi Arabia — to try eradicate the jihadist threat.
―Some have chosen [their camp]. It‘s a mistake. The strength of our
diplomacy is to speak to all sides,‖ he said in the first major foreign policy speech
of his five-year term.The 39-year-old also insisted there was no alternative to the
2015 nuclear deal with Iran, which saw sanctions eased on the Islamic republic in
exchange for curbs to its nuclear programme. It has been fiercely opposed by US
President Donald Trump who has called it a ―terrible‖ deal.
―There is no alternative to the non-proliferation agenda. It enables a
constructive and demanding relationship with Iran,‖ Macron said, underlining one
of many policy disagreements between him and the US leader.
Faced with weak approval ratings, Macron was looking to burnish his foreign
policy credentials with the speech, which is a fixture on France‘s political calendar.
He won kudos for making a bold start on the international stage, using frank
and uncompromising language with both Trump and Russian President Vladimir
Putin within his first weeks in office. He raised human rights with Putin and spoke
out against Trump‘s decision to withdraw the United States from the Paris accord
on fighting climate change before later rolling out the red carpet to the Republican
leader.
France‘s youngest-ever president has also irked some European partners,
notably Poland, which he accused of ―going against European interests in many
areas‖ last week.
Venezuela ‗dictatorship‘
On Tuesday, Macron singled out Venezuela for condemnation in far stronger
terms than his European allies, accusing President Nicolas Maduro of creating a
―dictatorship‖ in the crisis-hit South American country.
―A dictatorship is trying to survive at an unprecedented humanitarian cost,‖
he said, echoing the tough US position on the country.
Last week the White House piled financial pressure on Caracas, restricting
access to vital US capital markets.
Macron also fleshed out his plans for deepening the integration of the
European Union, which he placed at the heart of his successful election campaign
at the head of a new centrist political party. ―We should imagine a Europe of
several formats: going further with those who want to advance, while not being
held back by states which want... to progress slower or not as far,‖ he said.
His proposals include creating a budget for the 19-member eurozone which
will be overseen by a finance minister and new parliament — a major institutional
change.
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Несколько шиитов убиты в пакистанском Белуджистане.
«Новости планеты». 19.07.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10262-neskolko-shiitovubity-v-pakistanskom-beludzhistane.html

Четыре шиита были убиты сегодня в юго-западной провинции
Пакистана Белуджистане, в нападении, которое местная полиция назвала
сектантских.
Недавнее насилие в Белуджистане вызвало обеспокоенность по поводу
безопасности проектов в экономическом коридоре Китая в Пакистане
стоимостью 57 млрд. долларов, транспортном и энергетическом канале,
который планируется запустить из западного Китая в южный порт Пакистана
в Гвадаре.
Провинциальный министр внутренних дел Сарфраз Бугти сообщил, что
трое мужчин и женщина из общины Хазара направлялись в южный город
Карачи, когда вооруженные люди на двух мотоциклах атаковали их
автомобиль на шоссе, близко к столице провинции Кветта. «Шииты были
целенаправленны атакованы из-за их веры», добавил Газанфар Али,
начальник полиции города Мастунг, расположенного примерно в 50 км к югу
от Кветты.
Пока ни одна из экстремистких группировок не взяла на себя
ответственность за инцидент. Если подтвердится участие радикальных
исламистов, это убийство станет четвертым таким нападением в последние
недели в Белуджистане, граничащем с Афганистаном и Ираном. Сторонники
пакистанского Талибана и Исламского государства несут ответственность за
четыре нападения, в том числе два, в которых было убито шесть
полицейских.
Исламистские боевики убили тысячи людей в Пакистане с начала 2000-х
годов в их стремлении навязать жесткую версию ислама.
4 хазарейца убиты в Белуджистане
Four Hazaras gunned down in Mastung
Sharif Khan. The Nation. July 20, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/20-Jul2017/four-hazaras-gunned-down-in-mastung

Mastung - Four Hazara community members including a woman were shot
dead in a sectarian attack in Mastung on Wednesday morning.
The driver sustained bullet injuries in the gun attack. The assailants managed
a good escape after committing the grisly act.
―Four people were gunned down in Mastung,‖ said District Police Officer
SSP Ghazanfar Ali Shah.
The police sources said the assailants targeted a vehicle with four Hazara
community members onboard at Regional Cooperation for Development Highway
(RCD) near Chutho village of Mastung – the northwest district of Balochistan
located some 49Km distance from Quetta. The vehicle was going to Karachi.
No one had claimed responsibility for the attack till filing of this report.
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The police and Frontier Corps personnel rushed to the village after the
incident and cordoned off the surrounding areas to apprehend the perpetrators, said
the DPO Mastung. Fear gripped the area after the incident.
The Edhi teams shifted the dead bodies and wounded driver to Shaheed
Ghaus Bakhsh Raisani Hospital Mastung for treatment and medico-legal
proceedings.
The Edhi sources identified the victims of Mastung gun attack as Murtaza,
Muhammad Asif, Ghulam Sarwar and Rukhsana Bibi –members of Hazara Shia
community. Abdul Satar, the driver, who survived bullet injuries was said to be
from Hyderabad.
The bodies will later be transported to Quetta amidst tight security, said
Ghazanfar Ali Shah, DPO Mastung.
The injured driver was shifted to Civil Hospital Quetta for better healthcare
facilities, said Dr Waseem Baig, the spokesman of CHQ.
The wounded was admitted to Trauma Center, however, his condition was not
out of danger, said Dr Waseem.
For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
For years, Balochistan has witnessed dozens of sectarian-based terror attacks
and suicide strikes on the Hazara Shia community members. The twin blasts in
Quetta snooker hall left nearly 100 Hazara community members dead in Quetta on
January 10, 2013. Hardly a month after, as the hapless people had not forgotten
grisly act, another bloodbath was unleashed on Hazaras when explosive material
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planted in a water tank went of with a bang at Kirani Road on Feb 16, 2013 killing
nearly 80 persons including women and children. The pilgrims mostly leaving for
Iran have also been a target of the militants.
Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri and Home Minister
Sarfraz Bugti denounced in harsh words the Mastung firing incident, and ordered
the police high-ups to submit a detailed report of the incident.
The home minister termed the attack on woman against Islamic norms and
Balochistan traditions. He said terrorists could not escape the law for a longtime.
AFP adds: The men sprayed bullets at the vehicle of the Hazara Shia family
travelling to Karachi as they passed through Choto, a town some 40 kilometres
south Quetta.
"Four people of a family, including a woman, were killed and another man
wounded when gunmen fired with automatic weapons on their car as it slowed
down on a speed bump," local police station chief Abdul Qudoos told AFP.
"It is a sectarian killing as the family had no enemy," Qudoos said.
District police chief Ghazanfar Ali Shah confirmed the details and said police
suspect the attack was pre-planned, with informants in Quetta informing the
attackers about the family's movements.
В Пакистане за сообщение на Facebook вынесли смертный приговор (о
кощунственном отношении к пророку Магомету)
http://ipress.ua/ru/news/v_pakystane_za_soobshchenye_na_facebook_vinesly_smertniy_pr
ygovor_214242.html. 10.06.2017.

Кощунство в Пакистане является уголовным преступлением, влекущим
наказание вплоть до смертной казни, но до сих пор ее еще не применяли
Антитеррористический суд в Пакистане вынес смертный приговор за
сообщение в Facebook, который был признан "кощунственным".
Об этом сообщает "Радио Свобода".
Как решил суд в городе Багавалпури в провинции Пенджаб на востоке
страны, 30-летний Таймур Раза, шиит по вере, в том заметке прошлого года
презрительно высказался о суннитских религиозных деятелей и жен пророка
Магомета.
По данным правозащитной организации Human Rights Watch, в
Пакистане в течение 2016 по обвинениям, связанным с кощунством, были
арестованы десять мусульман и пять представителей других религий.
В последнее время правительство страны обещало усилить борьбу с
распространением в социальных сетях сообщений, содержание которых
считается кощунственным.
Кощунство в Пакистане, где большинство населения принадлежит к
суннитской ветви ислама, является уголовным преступлением, влекущим
суровые наказания, вплоть до смертной казни при определенных
обстоятельствах, но до сих пор ее еще не применяли. Однако, по данным
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правозащитников, с 1990 года в Пакистане самосудами убили не менее 65
человек, которых нападавшие сами обвиняли в "кощунстве".
В Исламской Республике Пакистан, в которой по Конституции ислам
(без разделения на течении) является государственной религией, Уголовный
кодекс содержит несколько статей о кощунство. Самые строгие из них
касаются кощунства по различным аспектам ислама, таких, как кощунство по
пророка Магомета или по Корана, каждый экземпляр которого считается
священным. Но другие такие статьи предусматривают наказание за
кощунство по отношению к любой религии.
Чаще всего в Пакистане эти законы применяют к случаям кощунства
именно в отношении ислама. Правозащитники и в Пакистане, и за рубежом
выступают за отмену или хотя бы смягчения этих статей и заявляют, что эти
законы часто используют для преследования религиозных меньшинств. Зато
эти законы горячо поддерживают исламистские экстремисты и
консерваторы.
С другой стороны, критики обращают внимание и на другую нередко
используемую возможность несправедливого применения законодательства
против кощунства - для сведения личных счетов.
Напомним, правительство Дании отменил закон о богохульстве,
который просуществовал 334 года.
Христианин умер из-за отказа врача-мусульманина
Телеканал «Вера24
musulmanina/. 7.06.2017.

TV».

http://tbn-tv.ru/vera/xristianin-umer-iz-za-otkaza-vracha-

В Пакистане произошел инцидент, который вызвал бурую негодования,
выявив дискриминацию в отношении религиозных меньшинств,
существующую в стране: чистильщик канализации христианин Ирфан Масих
умер из-за того, что мусульманин-доктор госпиталя в Лахоре отказался
прикоснуться к «покрытому грязью» телу больного христианина, потому что
постится. Доктор сказал, что не коснется «грязного» тела Ирфана до тех пор,
пока оно не будет вымыто.
Перепись 2017 г. – численность религиозных меньшинств
Census source of fear and hope for minorities
The Nation. May 22, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/22-May-2017/censussource-of-fear-and-hope-for-minorities

RABWAH - Marginalised, attacked and frequently hit by blasphemy charges,
religious minorities are hoping the country's first census since 1998 will be a step
towards greater political representation and rights.
In the congested Youhanabad town of Lahore, the largest Christian
neighbourhood in Pakistan, activist Sajid Christopher says his community looks
forward to standing up and being counted. "The census will benefit us in two ways.
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Firstly we will be able to know about our exact population as so far there has been
only guesswork," he told AFP.
"Secondly, our representation in parliament will be according to our
population as our present representation in the democratic system is based on the
census of 1981," he added.
Fast-growing Pakistan is the sixth most populous country in the world, with
an estimated 200 million people, but has not held a census for nearly two decades,
despite a constitutional requirement for one every decade.
The count was delayed for years by politicians squabbling over the potential
implications.
Estimates are approximate and disputed, ranging from two to 10 million for
Christians, and 2.5 to 4.5 million for Hindus.
Christopher's views were echoed by Nancy Stiegler, an adviser for the UN
Population Fund who called the census a "powerful tool for planning" not only for
minorities, "but all the population of Pakistan".
This desire for more accurate data goes to the heart of the controversy
surrounding the census: that it will redraw political boundaries and force a
redistribution of resources.
The process is not without complications - and not all religious minorities are
eager to make themselves known. Ahmadis, a minority Islamic sect declared nonMuslims by law for their belief in a prophet after Muhammad (PBUH), number an
estimated 500,000 and are victims of persecution and violence. Banned from even
calling themselves Muslim, they find themselves in a dangerous position when
census officials arrive asking them to declare their religion.
When a Balochistan resident identified himself as Ahmadi to census officials,
they chased him out of the mosque where they had gathered families to be counted,
Saleemuddin, a spokesman for the community, told AFP, without identifying the
man for safety reasons.
In other cases, he said, census officials simply assume the Ahmadis are
Muslim because their names are indistinguishable from the general population and
tick that box on their behalf. It is a potentially dangerous move.
Under laws, "If I declare myself as a Muslim ... I can be imprisoned for three
years," Saleemuddin said. Even those groups keen for recognition are wary, their
suspicion fuelled by bitter experiences that run deep among minorities.
Citizens can declare themselves to be Muslim, Christian, Hindu, Ahmadi or
"other".
But Hindu rights activist Kapil Dev accused the government of divisiveness
by having a caste option in the census, when the community believes it should be
recorded as one entity, while the Sikh faith failed to make it onto the survey
altogether. Radesh Singh Tony went to court in Peshawar because there was no
mention of Sikhism on the form.
The court ruled in the activist's favour, ordering the government to include
Sikhs - but the count had already begun, and Radesh was not optimistic. "The
government has a record of ignoring court orders," he told AFP.
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And though Christopher was confident, many of his fellow Christians argued
even if they are accurately counted it will change nothing until Pakistan's attitude
towards non-Muslims improves.
"Muslims can't see a Christian progress, get a good education and a good job this is a fact," said Pervaiz Jazbi, a 37-year-old Christian shopkeeper in Islamabad.
"The element of discrimination is always there," agreed Christian student Sania
Nishtar.
Saleemuddin said the Ahmadi man who fled the Balochistan mosque became
the target of a hate campaign, barred even from buying food. "He fled with his
family," Saleemuddin told AFP. "He has been living in hiding ever since."
10-летний пакистанец погиб при попытке самосуда за богохульство
«Новости
планеты».
4.05.2017.
http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9504-10-letniipakistanec-pogib-pri-popytke-samosuda-za-bogohulstvo.html

10-летний мальчик был убит и еще пятеро человек получили ранения,
когда толпа религиозных фанатиков напала на полицейский участок в
попытке линчевать индуса, обвиненного в богохульстве, сообщили
пакистанские чиновники.
инцидент, который произошел на юго- западе Пакистана, стал третьим
актом самосуда, связанным с обвинениями в оскорблении ислама, менее чем
за месяц. Последний суд Линча произошел в городе Хаб в провинции
Белуджистан после ареста Пракаша Кумара, 34-летнего члена индуистского
религиозного меньшинства страны.
Кумар, владелец магазина посуды, был задержан во вторник по
подозрению в распространении оскорбительных сообщений в социальных
медиа. "Когда новость о его аресте была опубликована в местных газетах в
четверг, толпа из 500 возмущенных жителей окружила городской
полицейский участок, требуя выдать его", говорит сотрудник полиции.
Когда полиция отказалась, толпа начала избивая сотрудников и
представителей местных органов власти. После этого вспыхнула
перестрелка, в ходе которой погиб 10-летний мальчик и пятеро лиц получили
ранения в ближнем бою.
"Осада продолжалась около трех часов, и толпа неистовствовала, требуя
выдать Кумара", сообщают власти.
Порядок был восстановлен после того, как правительство прислало
военизированные подразделения, чтобы разогнать толпу, которую
возглавляли влиятельный священнослужителя, а также политик от правящей
политической партии.
13 апреля сотня молодых людей напала и убила 23-летнего студента
журналистики в северо-западном городе Мардан. Чуть более недели спустя
после этого, толпа напала на психически больного человека, объявившего
себя пророком в местной мечети в Читрале. Позже он был спасен полицией.
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В Пакистане задержаны женщины, убившие мужчину за богохульство
Информационное
агентство
«REGNUM».
https://regnum.ru/news/accidents/2266568.html. 21.04.2017.
Убитый скрывался от правоохранительных органов Пакистана в
течение 13 лет
Подозреваемых задержали 21 апреля. Женщин обвиняют в убийстве
Фазала Аббаса, который бежал из Пакистана в 2004 году после того, как его
обвинили в богохульстве, заявил представитель полиции Надим Ашраф.
Женщины пришли домой к Аббасу 19 апреля и застрелили его, добавил
Ашраф.
Напомним, нападение произошло через несколько дней после того, как у
здания университета Abdul Wali Khan University в городе Мардан на северозападе страны группа пакистанских студентов забила палками своего
сокурсника за распространение «богохульственного» контента в социальных
сетях.
(Три женщины сознались в убийстве мужчины за оскорбление пророка Мухаммеда,
21 апреля сообщает Associated Press.
Подозреваемых задержали 21 апреля. Женщин обвиняют в убийстве Фазала Аббаса,
который бежал из Пакистана в 2004 году после того, как его обвинили в богохульстве,
заявил представитель полиции Надим Ашраф. Женщины пришли домой к Аббасу 19
апреля и застрелили его, добавил Ашраф.
Напомним, нападение произошло через несколько дней после того, как у здания
университета Abdul Wali Khan University группа пакистанских студентов забила палками
своего сокурсника за распространение «богохульственного» контента в социальных сетях.
Законодательство Исламской Республики Пакистан относит богохульство к
уголовным преступлениям, максимальное наказание предусматривает смертную казнь.
В марте текущего года премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф распорядился
удалить или заблокировать «богохульственный» контент в сети Интернет. http://incident24.com/67155.html)

В Пакистане подростку выкололи глаза и отрезали член за добрачный
секс
«Новости
планеты».
http://novostiplaneti.com/news/9291-v-pakistane-podrostkuvykololi-glaza-i-otrezali-chlen-za-dobrachnyi-seks.html 14.04.2017.

Возмущенный житель Пакистана отрезал пенис 15-летнему подростку и
выколол ему глаза, потому что посчитал, что тот спит с его дочерью.
Семья мальчика говорит, что ребенок был похищен пожилым человеком
и тремя его друзьями в Лахоре, прежде чем он был изуродован. Оскопленный
молдой человек был вовремя доставлен в больницу, где медики сумели
спасти его жизнь, но он остался слепым и неспособным к половым
отношениям.
Отец мальчика утверждает: "Папа девушки и его сообщники похитили
сыны из школы и увезли его в безлюдное место у реки Рави. Они жестоко
отрубил половой орган и выкололи глаза, а затем сбежали". Прохожие
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случайно обнаружили истекающего кровью подростка и отправили его в
больницу. Инцидент расследуется полицией Лахора, которая арестовала всех
обвиняемых по делу.
Немного ранее толпа религиозных студентов на севере Пакистана
растерзала сокурсника за публикацию богохульных мыслей в социальных
сетях.
В Пакистане убили студента за «богохульственный» контент в
социальных сетях
http://incident24.com/66171.html. 13 апреля 2017.

Нападение произошло в северо-западном городе Мардан
В Пакистане студента забили до смерти за распространение
«богохульственного» контента в социальных сетях, 13 апреля сообщает
Reuters.
Нападение произошло в северо-западном городе Мардан у здания Абдул
Уоли Хан Юниверсити (Abdul Wali Khan University).
Около 10 студентов напали на своего однокурсника Машала Хана. На
глазах остальных студентов Хана забили палками, — заявил местный
начальник полиции Мухаммед Алам Шинвари.
Напомним, согласно законодательству Пакистана, богохульство
является уголовным преступлением, которое предусматривает серьезное
наказание, вплоть до смертной казни.
В середине марта премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф
распорядился удалить или заблокировать «богохульственный» контент на
сайтах и в социальных сетях.
Студента обвинили в богохульстве и забили до смерти
Student accused of blasphemy lynched by university fellows
Riaz Khan. The Nation. April 14, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/14-Apr2017/student-accused-of-blasphemy-lynched-by-university-fellows

MARDAN/PESHAWAR - A mob beat a student to death at his university
campus on Thursday after he was accused of sharing blasphemous content on
social media, university and police officials said.
Five other persons also sustained injuries during the violent episode in Abdul
Wali Khan University in Mardan.
Muhammad Mashal Khan, a student of mass communication, had allegedly
committed blasphemy on Wednesday evening at the university canteen. Sources
said later the news spread in the whole campus.
Some sources claimed the deceased student was attacked and killed because
he, along with a fellow student, was allegedly running Facebook pages to promote
Ahmadi religion.
It was unclear exactly what online posting had prompted the blasphemy
accusation against Mashal, who hailed from Zaida area of Swabi district and was
residing in university hostel.
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A group of about 10 students shouted ―Allahu Akbar‖ during the attack on
fellow student Mashal Khan, who was stripped naked and beaten with planks until
his skull caved in as other students looked on, video obtained by Reuters showed.
―After severe torture that led to his [Mashal Khan‘s] death, the charged
students then wanted to burn his body,‖ said local police chief Mohammad Alam
Shinwari said.
One of Khan‘s teachers recalled that he was a passionate and critical student.
―He was brilliant and inquisitive, always complaining about the political system of
the country, but I never heard him saying anything controversial against the
religion,‖ said the teacher.
Sources said several fellow students had vowed to kill Mashal. On Thursday
morning hordes of furious students reached the hostel and started beating the
victim with sticks, injuring him seriously. Sources added that attackers also shot
gun fires, due to which five other students were also injured.
DSP City Ihtiraz Khan and DSP Sheikh Maltoon Haidar Khan along with
heavy contingent of police reached the university and began to disperse the angry
students. Sources added that DSP Haider Khan also got minor injuries.
Police later started search operation in university premises and vacated all
departments and hostels. Police said they had arrested more than 25 students for
taking law into their hands, torching properties and vehicles and attacking the
police. A first information report (FIR) of the incident was not registered till filing
of this report.
However, a heavy contingent of police had been deployed in and around the
university while the administration closed the university for indefinite period
following the gory incident.
Blasphemy is a highly sensitive topic in the country and a capital crime that
has hundreds languishing on death row. Sometimes even an accusation can lead to
violence and murder of the accused before any trial.
In recent months, government has been vocal about the issue, with Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif issuing an order last month for removal of blasphemous
content online and saying anyone who posted such content should face ―strict
punishment under the law‖.
Reuters reported that at least 65 people have been murdered over blasphemy
allegations since 1990, according to figures from a Center for Research and
Security Studies report and local media.
В Пакистане заключенным-христианам обещали амнистию в обмен на
вероотступничество
«Новости Федерации». 3.04.2017. http://regions.ru/news/2602121/

Находящимся в заключении пакистанским христианам была обещана
амнистия, если они откажутся от своей веры и обратятся в ислам.
42 христианина в Лахоре, столице штата Пенджаб, арестованы по
обвинению в убийстве в рамках следственного дела о линчевании двух
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человек, которые, как полагают, были причастны к организации взрывов,
произведенных террористами-смертниками в двух христианских храмах в
марте 2015 года. Взрывы прогремели тогда в Иоханнабаде, южном районе
Лахора, и в результате было убито на месте 17 человек и ранено более 80.
Вскоре после этого события прошли демонстрации протеста местных
христиан, причем два мусульманина были схвачены толпой, забиты до
смерти и сожжены. В целом в результате стихийных протестов погибло 25
человек, после чего было арестовано примерно 150 участников протестов.
Джозеф Франчи, активист правозащитной организации, выступающий в
защиту обвиняемых, сообщил, что предложение об амнистии в обмен на
вероотступничество было сделано Сайедом Анеес Шахом, заместителем
окружного государственного прокурора. Франчи заявил: «Он прямо сказал,
что после принятия ислама он гарантирует им амнистию по этому делу». В
ответ все христиане смолчали, а один сказал, что скорее пойдет на виселицу,
чем откажется от веры Христовой.
Адвокат Назеем Анжум, выступающий в защиту части обвинямых,
сказал, что недостойное предложение Шаха – это «форма шантажа», и
подобные методы работы прокураторы «подрывают авторитет государства».
Когда журналисты пакистанской газеты The Express Tribune задали
Шаху вопросы по поводу сделки, предложенной им обвиняемым, он сначала
все отрицал. Однако после того как выяснилось, что имеется видеозапись
этого разговора, ему пришлось неохотно признать, что он «дал им
возможность выбора», по его словам.
В настоящее время мусульмане составляют не менее 95% населения
Пакистана, причем ислам считается государственной религией по
конституции страны, напоминает «Седмица». Христианское меньшинство
составляет порядка 1,6% населения страны, то есть примерно 2,5 миллиона
человек.
«Это еще одно свидетельство тому, что судоустройство в Пакистане не
является независимым и непредвзятым, - говорит Уилсон Чоудхри,
председатель Христианской ассоциации пакистанцев в Великобритании. –
Сам этот вопиющий факт, что христианам предлагают избавление от
смертного приговора в обмен на отказ от христианской веры, явно
свидетельствует о двух вещах: либо судебная система страны давно прогнила
и подчинена исламским экстремистам, либо нация в целом породила орды
фанатиков, которые не останавливаются ни перед чем, стараясь обратить в
свою веру «неверных». Провал этой попытки обращения христиан под
угрозой смерти еще раз подтверждает тот факт, что христиане и другие
религиозные меньшинства в стране давно стали объектами преследования и
культурного геноцида, а он неизбежно приведет к дальнейшему расколу
общества, а значит к еще большей боли и взаимной ненависти».
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СМИ: наставник духовного центра в Пакистане убил 20 своих
последователей
ТАСС. http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/4145401. 2.04.2017.

МОСКВА, 2 апреля. /ТАСС/. Наставник одного из духовных центров на
северо-востоке Пакистана вместе со своими сторонниками убил по крайней
мере 20 прихожан, предварительно накачав их наркотиками. Расправа
произошла в городе Саргодха в провинции Пенджаб, сообщает в воскресенье
телеканал Geo.tv.
По его данным, в качестве орудий убийства преступники использовали
мачете и дубинки. Сообщается также о троих раненых.
Как отмечает телеканал, нападавший страдал серьезными психическими
расстройствами.
В свою очередь, по информации агентства Синьхуа, здание, где
произошло массовое убийство, было возведено несколько лет назад, и
духовный центр действовал вопреки запрету властей.
Полиция задержала подозреваемого и пятерых его сторонников, ведется
расследование.
Впервые с 1980 года в Пакистане официально зарегистрирован еврей
«Черногория24».
1.04.2017.
oficialno-zaregistrirovan-evrei/

http://monte24.me/vpervye-s-1980-goda-v-pakistane-

Впервые с 1980 года житель Пакистана получил удостоверение
личности, в котором указано, что он – еврей, сообщает Times of Israel.
29-летний житель Карачи Фейсал Бенхалид, сын мусульманина и
еврейки, получил документы, в которых указана его национальность и
вероисповедание. Фейсал, изменивший свое имя на «Фишель», отважился на
смену документов, зная, 95% пакистанцев являются мусульманами, а 76%
выступают за смертную казнь для тех, кто покинул лоно ислама. Однако он
утверждает, что никогда не менял своих религиозных взглядов, поскольку
был и остается евреем.
Уилсон Чоудри, председатель британо-пакистанской христианской
ассоциации, заметил, что беспокоится за безопасность Бенхалида, но
надеется, что его мужественный поступок послужит примером для других
евреев.
По данным британо-пакистанской христианской ассоциации, в
настоящее время в Пакистане остаются сотни евреев, однако они скрывают
свою национальность, опасаясь гонений. В Пакистане удостоверение
личности необходимо для голосования, покупки билетов на общественный
транспорт, приобретения телефона, поступления в колледж и многого
другого.
Суд в Пакистане рассмотрит запрет Facebook из-за «богохульного»
контента
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«Карельские вести». http://kareliyanews.ru/sud-v-pakistane-rassmotrit-zapret-facebookiz-za-bogoxulnogo-kontenta/. 23.03.2017.

Высокий суд Исламабада 27 марта рассмотрит вопрос блокировки в
Пакистане социальных сетей, в том числе Facebook, пока не будет решен
вопрос удаления «богохульного» контента, сообщает издание Express
Tribune.
В середине марта премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф
распорядился очистить социальные сети от «богохульного» контента. Шариф
отметил, что вопрос об очищении соцсетей от «богохульного» контента уже
прорабатывается органами юстиции.
Он также распорядился, чтобы уполномоченные пакистанские органы
подняли этот вопрос с представителями зарубежных сетей. «Богохульство»
по законам Пакистана может караться смертной казнью, пакистанская
правоприменительная практика в этом вопросе регулярно критикуется
правозащитными организациями.
В среду судья Высокого суда Исламабада Шаукат Азиз Сиддики
анонсировал в ходе слушаний, что уже в понедельник может быть принято
решение о временной блокировке Facebook. Заявление прозвучало в
контексте доклада представителя Федерального агентства по расследованиям
(FIA), который сообщил, что агентство донесло до руководства соцсети
обеспокоенность властей Пакистана.
Американская компания согласилась выслать делегацию в Пакистан для
переговоров, но попросила время для изучения вопроса. Судья Сиддики
заявил, что руководству Facebook действительно нужно дать время, но пока
«важно заблокировать Facebook в Пакистане».
Одновременно в среду глава МВД Пакистана Чоудхри Нисар Али Хан
пригласил послов мусульманских стран провести в пятницу встречу, где бы
они обсудили единую стратегию в отношении «богохульного» контента в
соцсетях.
Пакистан пропустил сикхов при переписи (как конфессию)
Pakistan missing minority in census
Sajid Zia. The Nation. March 21, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/newspaper-picks/21-Mar2017/pakistan-missing-minority-in-census

Sikh leader decry ‗bureacratic conspiracy‘ in PA session
LAHORE - The 27th session of Punjab Assembly was prorogued indefinitely
on Monday on a note of resentment from a minority member against the missing
column for Sikh community in the national census forms.
The last day of the session started 100 minutes late of the due time and
practically lasted only 60 minutes after which the House could not resume the
proceedings as the Treasury failed to gather the required minimum strength of 93
members when the incomplete quorum was pointed out by the PTI‘s Saadia Sohail
Rana. It was the second time general debate on Food could not take place due to
shortage of quorum.
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The House, chaired by Speaker Rana Muhammad Iqbal Khan took up
questions on Archeology and Auqaf and Religious Affairs.
On a point of order, Sikh Treasury member Sardar Ramesh Singh Arora
raised the issue about the missing column for Sikh Pakistani nationals in the census
forms and groused it was done through a conspiracy to dilute their identity with
others under the head of scheduled caste. Arora said Sikhs were one of the leading
minorities in the country but their separate column was missing among those
specified for Muslims, Christians, Hindus and Ahmadies in the census forms.
―It is a bureaucratic conspiracy,‖ he added and pointed out he has received a
number of calls from the members of his community from UK, US, Canada and
others parts of the world who have expressed serious concerns over this move.
Arora demanded immediate inclusion of column for Sikhs in the forms so that
their number could be counted and their identity as Pakistani Sikhs could be
established.
On a privileged motion, the PTI member from PP-72 Faisalabad, Khurram
Shehzad blamed the defeated candidate of the PML-N, Khwaja Muhammad Salam,
for impersonating himself as MPA to get the development schemes approved
through the office of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner concerned. Calling
the PML-N candidate ‗fraud‘ and the biggest ‗qabza group of the sub-continent‘,
Khurram said he holds written proofs that Khwaja showing himself as MPA on his
letter head got the development approved.
The Speaker wanted the PTI MPA to show respect to Khwaja who, he said,
has been a ‗honouable member‘ of this house. But Khurram did not take back his
words.
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah Khan, who also belonged to Faisalabad and
smilingly heard tale of the opponent member, said he would recommend action if
the documentary proofs would establish Khwaja Salam had really forged the letter
head to portray himself as MPA. However, the law minister said no offence would
be made out if he had used the prefix ex-MPA on his letter head.
During the question hour, Treasury MPA Bao Akhtar Ali said the contract for
Shalimar Gardens canteen is all the time awarded to the same persons who are
heavily overcharging the visitors without any check from the administration. The
questioner found a sort of ‗monkey business‘ about the award of the contract.
Parliamentary Secretary Zulqurnain Sahi invited the member for joining the
committee which would award the contract next time.
To another question, the parliamentary secretary told the House that all the
shrines under Auqaf are not profit earning and needs at those shrines are met from
the money received from other shrines. A central Auqaf Fund has been established
to monitor spending of the money received from 73 main shrines in Punjab and the
Fund acted strictly according to the law, he added.
Dr Farzana complained about lack of washrooms and shade facilities for the
ladies at the two main shrines of the town. The secretary promised to look into the
same.
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After the quorum was found incomplete despite waiting for about 50minutes
to let the required number of members to meet, the Chair announced the session to
be prorogued. With that the Punjab Assembly has completed 85 days of its
mandatory 100 days sitting.
Сикхи в Пакистане недовольны, что их религия «пропущена» во время
переписи.
Pakistan: Sikhs plan protest over omission of their religion in census
The Indian Express. 19/03/2017. http://indianexpress.com/article/world/pakistan-sikhsplan-protest-over-omission-of-their-religion-in-census-4574573/

The census exercise is taking place after a delay of nine years, as the last
population census was conducted in 1998.
Outraged over their omission from the census, the Sikh community of the
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (K-P) is planning to stage a protest in the federal capital
with protests already under way in different districts of the province. ―Every
religion is mentioned in the census form except Sikhism, which is a religion
recognised the world over, but sadly our government has forgotten us in the most
important national event that can change the fate of every Pakistani,‖ The Express
Tribune quoted K-P‘s Pakistan Minorities‘ Alliance president Radesh Singh Tony
as saying.
―If the government can mention Hinduism, Christianity and other religions,
then they could have also added Sikhism but they did not,‖ he questioned.
―It is a conspiracy to create a rift between the Sikh community and the
government of Pakistan. We will use our right to protest against this act of the
government for not giving importance to an important community in the census
that can affect our future. We will boycott the census if the government does
nothing to safeguard our rights to be counted as equal citizens,‖ he added.
Another member of the Sikh community, Harmeet Singh, said the origin of
Sikhism is in Pakistan as Guru Nanak was born here in Punjab. Sikhs from all over
the world visit their sacred places located in this country but not mentioning our
religion in the religious column of the census form is unjust with thousands of
Sikhs living in Pakistan, he added. The census exercise is taking place after a delay
of nine years, as the last population census was conducted in 1998. The data
obtained from the census will be used for distribution of the National Assembly
seats and division of financial resources. The population is also the base for
distribution of civil service jobs among the provinces.
Член парламента Панджаба Nabila Hakim Ali выступила против
обязательного ношения хиджаба в образовательных учреждениях.
MPA withdraws hijab resolution over ‗error‘
Rana
Yasif.
The
Express
Tribune,
March
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1356206/mpa-withdraws-hijab-resolution-error/

16th,

2017.
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LAHORE: A clerical error in a resolution related to the wearing of the hijab
at educational institutes created a stir in the Punjab Assembly session on
Wednesday.

PTI MPA Nabila Hakim Ali.

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) legislator Nabila Hakim Ali Khan first
submitted a resolution which seemed to endorse the government‘s proposal to
make the hijab mandatory at educational institutions. However, she later withdrew
the same, claiming there was a ―clerical error‖.
When she read the resolution, the MPA realised that the composer failed to
include the word ―not‖ in it. She clarified that her stance was that ―hijab should not
be made mandatory for women‖.
Nabila continued that women should not be tempted by the extra marks being
offered for wearing the headscarf.
PTI withdraws ‗mandatory hijab‘ resolution in Punjab Assembly
During proceedings, Jamat-e-Islami legislator Dr Waseem Akhtar supported
the government‘s proposal to impose the hijab at colleges. He strongly
condemning the role of liberal forces, which he said mounted pressure and the
government and forced the resolution to be withdrawn.
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The JI leader said the government wanted to take a good step, but its attempt
was foiled. He said if the government wanted to provide an incentive, it should be
allowed to do so.
To this, Deputy Speaker Sardar Sher Ali Gorchani responded by saying that
marks must be given on merit. He was against the idea of arousing greed by
offering five extra marks.
When Dr Waseem tried to drive his point home further, the speaker again
repeated that marks must be given on merit.
The session was to start at 10am, but was delayed till 11:18am. Provincial
ministers Sher Ali Khan and Chaudhary Shafique replied to the questions related to
special education and energy.
Subsequently, more than 18 legislators gave pre-budget speeches, raising
different issues such as education, health, clean water, pollution, agriculture,
sewerage and road infrastructure.
Both the treasury and opposition benches complained about the
dissatisfactory steps taken to improve conditions at educational institutions. They
also highlighted issues surrounding unhealthy drinking water and the situation at
hospitals.
Punjab minister‘s hijab proposal sets off furore
PML-N‘s Rukhsana Kokab said people of her constituency were drinking
unhygienic water in the androon area, thus causing the spread of several diseases.
Bao Akhtar Ali, also from the ruling party, said around 50 schools of his
constituency were never upgraded. He added some were as much as nine feet
below the ground level and no steps were taken to remedy this situation.
Leader of the Opposition Mian Mehmood ur Rasheed said there should be a
balanced budget and it should tilt towards deserving areas rather than those
enjoying ample facilities. He said the government should learn a lesson from the
past and pointed to some projects, which according to him, were nothing more than
a waste of money.
He said the Sasti Roti Scheme, Youth Festival and Ashiana Scheme had
billions pumped into them, but ended being exercises in futility.
He proposed that standing committees should be made active for the
preparation of the budget. The opposition leader stressed that the house gathers to
tackle the current problems faced by people rather than planning the future. He
said clean drinking water, health and education should be made top priorities of the
budget. The House was adjourned will 10am on Thursday.
Пакистан
богохульников

попросил

Facebook

и

Twitter

идентифицировать

Денис Маркин. «LetNews.ru». 17.03.2017. http://letnews.ru/pakistan-poprosil-facebooki-twitter-identificirovat-bogoxulnikov/
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Пакистан официально попросил компании Facebook и Twitter помочь
идентифицировать
пользователей
соцсетей,
которые
нарушают
национальные законы, направленные против богохульства.
В соответствии с пакистанским законодательством, любое лицо,
подозреваемое в богохульстве, может быть отдано под суд и даже
приговорено к смерти. Многие критики утверждают, что эти законы
зачастую используются, чтобы угнетать меньшинства.
Facebook уже согласился отправить команду своих специалистов в
Пакистан, чтобы изучить содержание контента и отследить его отправителей,
завили в Министерстве внутренних дел Пакистана. Однако сама
американская компания эту информацию еще не подтвердила.
Пакистан часто практикует блокировку доступа к ресурсам
антиисламского содержания, а в 2010 году пакистанский суд постановил
решение заблокировать соцсеть Facebook во всей стране из-за публикации
карикатур Пророка Мухаммеда.
В Пакистане будут наказывать за богохульство в соцсетях
Телепрограмма «Мир24». 18.01.2017. http://mir24.tv/news/world/13787252

Премьер страны назвал подобный контент «подлым заговором» и
призвал правоохранителей преследовать по закону людей, которые
распространяют такие материалы.
Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф распорядился очистить
социальные сети от богохульного контента, передает РИА «Новости».
«Правоохранители должны искать людей, распространяющих
богохульные материалы, и преследовать их по закону. Богохульный контент
в социальных медиа - подлый заговор с целью оскорбить религиозные
чувства всей мусульманской уммы», - заявил премьер.
Он добавил, что этот вопрос прорабатывается в органах юстиции, и
распорядился, чтобы его обсудили и с представителями зарубежных сетей.
Сообщается также, что в январе пятеро оппозиционных блогеров
пропали на несколько недель. Один из них – Ваккас Гория – заявил, что его
удерживали связанные с военными госструктуры и пытали. В результате
образовалось две кампании - в поддержку блогеров и их противников,
которые обвинили их в богохульстве. Высокий суд Исламабада на прошлой
неделе постановил расследовать активность этих блогеров.
Законы Пакистана предусматривают смертную казнь за богохульство.
Парламент провел законопроект о запрете богохульства в соц. сетях.
NA passes resolution against blasphemous material on social media
Ijaz Kakakhel. 15.03.2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/15-Mar-17/na-passesresolution-against-blasphemous-material-on-social-media

Motion authorises speaker to form 10-member special committee to suggest
measures for blocking sacrilegious content and taking action against those
responsible for it
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ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly on Tuesday passed a resolution
unanimously, strongly denouncing the circulation of blasphemous content on
social media.
The resolution said blasphemous material was hurting the sentiments of
Muslims and urged the government to take necessary measures to block and
prevent circulation of objectionable material on social media. The House adopted a
motion authorising the National Assembly speaker to form a 10-member special
committee to suggest measures for blocking sacrilegious and blasphemous content
on the digital space and taking action against those responsible for it. The
resolution was jointly moved by Capt (r) Safdar and Naeema Kishwar Khan.
Earlier today Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif directed Interior Minister
Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan to take all possible measures to block blasphemous
content on social media.
Terming 'blasphemous' content on social media a "nefarious attempt to play
with the emotions of the Muslim Ummah", he called for the authorities to track
down those circulating blasphemous content on social media and hand out strict
punishment in accordance with the law. Nawaz cautioned that those found to be
utilising the blasphemy laws for their personal gains must be held strictly
accountable as well.
Safdar, Naeema, Shabizada Tariqullah and Sheikh Salahuddin spoke over the
circulation of blasphemous content on social media. Besides condemning the issue
they also demanded that the government take strict action against those involved in
the practice.
Deputy Speaker Murtaza Abbasi chaired the session. Moved by PML-N
lawmaker, the House passed the Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary
Education (Amendment) Bill, 2017 as received from the Senate.
The bill was moved by Amra Khan provided to further amend the Federal
Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education Act, 1975.
Speaking on the bill, Amra Khan said after this legislation more educational
institutions across the country would be able to affiliate themselves with the
Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education.
The House passed a resolution moved by Shakila Luqman urging the
government to take immediate steps to establish a Women University in each
district of the country.
Speaking on the resolution, Minister of State for Federal Education and
Professional Training Muhammad Balighur Rehman told the House that the Higher
Education Commission was implementing a comprehensive plan to set up
university or a campus in each district of the country. He said at present there were
14 women universities in public sector and more were being established. He said in
Balochistan campuses of Sardar Bahadur Khan University were being set up in
Khuzdar, Pishin and Naushki districts and allocations for this purpose had been
made in the PSDP.
He said the percentage of 'out of school children' had been decreased from 6.7
million in 2012-13 to five million in 2015-16. He said budgetary allocation for
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education had also been increased during the last three years and it is now closed to
2.5 percent of GDP.
Earlier, the members demanded that colleges and universities should be
established in all parts of the country particularly in Balochistan and FATA to
promote education and enhanced literacy rate. They also demanded for more
allocation for education sector. They stressed for setting up of vocational institutes
for technical education.
To a call attention notice moved by Shakila Luqman and others regarding
non-existence of laboratories for quality control of food items in Islamabad,
Parliamentary Secretary for Interior Afzal Dhandla told the House that facility for
testing of food items was available at the National Institute of Health.
To another call attention notice moved by Sahibzada Yaqoob regarding poor
performance of PESCO in District Lower Dir due to shortage of staff, Minister of
State for Water and Power Abid Sher Ali informed the House that recruitment in
the company was being made which would help improve its performance.
The House referred 12 bills received from the Senate to the relevant
committees.
Пакистан защищает не только мусульман, но и представителеей других
религий
Pakistan for Non-Muslims
Dr Ramesh Kumar Vankwani (Member National Assembly and Patron-in-Chief Pakistan
Hindu Council). The Nation. February 17, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/17-Feb2017/pakistan-for-non-muslims

Just after the one year of independence, the sad demise of Quaid-e-Azam
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, started the unending debate regarding the ideological
identity of the newly-established country. Interestingly, both sides quote his
speeches in support of their point of views. One segment of the society was of the
view that Quaid-e-Azam wanted to see Pakistan as Islamic country while the other
claimed that the Founder of Pakistan had declared religion a personal matter very
clearly, and thus, he wanted to adopt a secular democracy.
The basic motive of the creation of Pakistan on the basis of golden values of
tolerance, equality and peace, was, no doubt, to form an independent state where
Muslims in majority could be able to run the country affairs. Without going into
the debate of secular state or Islamic system, I would like to state that Quaid-eAzam had a very clear and positive approach towards the non-Muslims citizens of
the newly born state. Quaid-e-Azam and his companions in the Pakistan movement
wanted to give equal rights and opportunities to all the communities living in
Muslim majority population so that everyone could work hard to engrave
Pakistan‘s name as a great nation on the world map.
On the historic occasion of transferring powers in 1947, while representing
the British government, when the last viceroy Lord Mountbatten hoped that
Pakistan will treat its non-Muslim in the same way of kindness as it was during the
tolerant era of Akbar the great. In response, Quaid-e-Azam said that tolerance and
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good will practices of Akbar towards non-Muslims is not something new, and
thirteen centuries ago, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) used to behave to nonMuslims with justice and kindness.
To keep his words and to run the affairs of state smoothly on merit basis,
Quaid-e-Azam appointed Sir Zafar Ullah Khan as Foreign Minister and Jogandar
Nath Mandal was given the portfolio of the Law Ministry and thus it was made
clear that Government of Pakistan considers all citizens equal, neither there is any
majority nor there is existence of any minority. In my personal opinion, we should
also refrain from using the word ―minority‖ for non-Muslims living in Pakistan
because it reflects a narrow mind set of the society.
After being elected as first Governor General of Pakistan on 11 August 1947,
Quaid-e-Azam while addressing to Constituent Assembly to define the state policy,
he said in clear words that ―You may belong to any religion or caste or creed —
that has nothing to do with the business of the State.
‖ He declared that being Pakistani citizens, all are equal and one nation.
Before concluding his speech, Quaid-e-Azam also tried to convince the nonMuslim residents of Pakistan for not migrating and make Pakistan their homeland.
―You are free; you are free to go to your temples, you are free to go to your
mosques or to any other places of worship in this State of Pakistan. You may
belong to any religion or caste or creed — that has nothing to do with the business
of the State,‖ he stated.
On the other hand, those elements who visualised Pakistan as only an Islamic
country refer to Quaid-e-Azam‘s speech in April 1948 at Peshawar Islamia
College, in which he said that the demand for Pakistan was not just to get a piece
of land but a place where the people could spend their lives according to Islamic
principles.
Here, I would like to remind the readers that the first Islamic government in
the entire world history was established by the Islamic Prophet (PBUH) where He
signed peace treaties with Non-Muslim citizens. World‘s scholars and political
scientists consider the Charter of Madina as the first written constitution between
the Muslim state and non-Muslims. According to the Charter of Madina, the nonMuslims were ensured to have the same political and cultural rights as Muslims.
―They will have autonomy and freedom of religion, and there will be no
treachery between the two.‖ The charter emphasised all citizens regardless of
religion to support each other in the time of need and joint struggle against the
rebellious anti-peace elements.
At the creation of Pakistan, nearly one-fourth population (around 23%) was
non-Muslims, which according to government official record has now reduced to
3%. Independents survey reports carried by the Pakistan Hindu Council and other
non-governmental organisations disclose that non-Muslims form 5 to 6% of the
current population. According to recent report of the Election Commission, Hindus
are dominating the Non-Muslims vote bank by 50%. The purpose to show less
population of Non-Muslims in official statistics is likely to provide lesser
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opportunities in their fixed quota; therefore immediate census without any delay is
need of time.
I believe that deviation from Quaid-e-Azam‘s vision initiated at the very
beginning of Pakistan when massacre of innocent and peaceful citizens and
occupation of their properties had started in the name of religion. Muslims
immigrants, in a very bad condition, were migrating from Pakistan and on the other
side in Pakistan, the carnage of peaceful Hindus was going on, who were living on
the Pakistani soil from centuries. According to Liaqat-Nehru Pact, the head of
Evacuee Property Trust Board must be a Non-Muslim which could not be
implemented till today.
The zero tolerance towards Non-Muslims in Pakistan accelerated right after
the death of Quaid-e-Azam when the Constituent Assembly under the influence of
those extremist elements, which opposed the Pakistan Movement before partition,
approved the Objectives Resolution in March 1949. On that occasion, Kumar
Datta, a Hindu politician from East Pakistan had opposed it by saying that ―if this
resolution came in life of Jinnah it would not have come in its present form. Let us
not do anything which lead our generation to blind destiny.‘ There is no second
opinion that this resolution created a division as the Muslim members except for
Mian Iftikharuddin voted in favor of it and the Non-Muslim opposed it.
Concerns shown by the Non-Muslim politicians were proved right as the
Resolution has not been implemented so far in the true spirit, and the doubts in the
minds of the Non-Muslims still exist.
Violent conflicts against the Ahmadi community stared in 1950s and a
movement led by the religious groups to declare them Non-Muslim initiated and
later on the Arab-Israel War also resulted in bad consequences for Pakistani Jews.
Pakistani Hindus further suffered due to Indo-Pak War in 1965 and the factors
involved in the separation of East Pakistan included social injustice and nonacceptance of election results but the local Hindu population was blamed for this
tragic incident after which doubts were raised on the patriotism and loyalty of
Pakistani Hindus. We must understand that Pakistani Hindus consider Pakistani
soil as motherland with which dedication and patriotism is part of faith.
After the incidence of East Pakistan separation, the political leadership said to
give equal rights to Non-Muslims under the Islamic Republic of Pakistan but till
today there are many clauses in the constitutions on which non-Muslims have
reservations, for example, permission to have alcoholic beverage businesses in the
name of non-Muslims must be considered as blasphemy act. Later on, declaring
weekly holiday of Friday instead of Sunday was one of the show-offs to please
religious elements. Iran‘s Islamic Revolution and military interference of Super
Power USSR in Afghanistan also pushed Pakistani society towards the culture of
violence to promote holy war.
Every non-Muslim was considered a foreign agent and enemy of Pakistan
during the era of Jihad against Communist Russia.
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In a very systematic way, hate-material was included in the curriculum aimed
to present non-Muslim, specially Hindu, with prejudice and portray them as
Islam‘s enemy so that the minds of future generations could be polluted easily.
Services of Non-Muslims for Pakistan have never been included in any
textbooks of private or public educational institutes.
The contribution of the only noble prize wining scientist of Pakistan was
badly neglected due to the fact that he was is a Non-Muslim.
During the era of General Zia-ul Haq, the restrictions to the fundamental
rights of Non-Muslims reached its peak and as a result non-Muslim communities
became vulnerable to uncertainty and insecurities.
The Hudood Ordinance was also imposed on non-Muslims and people started
playing with the lives of non-Muslims with blasphemy accusations.
In many cases the fellow prisoners kills the accused ones without any
investigation.
The attempt to keep mon-Muslims out of the national mainstream through
legal tactics is getting intense day by day.
After the demolition of Babri Masjid in India, holy places of non-Muslims
were also damaged one after the other.
According to the Pakistan Hindu Council, abduction of young Hindu girls,
forced religious conversion, forced marriage, illegal occupation of temples, and
unavailability of holy places are damaging Pakistani society day by day.
In my view, Pakistan came into existence as a result of democratic struggle
and the solution of all the challenges being faced by Pakistan also lies in the
democracy.
During the era of Pervez Musharaf, efforts were made to present soft image
of Pakistan at international level by introducing reserved seats for Non-Muslims
and women.
But I don‘t consider it a long-term solution because the Non-Muslims
representatives in parliament are not elected by people vote but selected by the
winning political party.
I think that just like in Azad Kashmir, non-Muslims should be given the dual
vote right to select their representatives for at least 15 constituencies so that the
real issues faced by non-Muslims can be identified.
With this step, not only democracy will flourish but the elected genuine
representatives will also be answerable to their community.
Despite the constitutional restriction for holding the offices of Prime Minister
and President, the active involvement of Non-Muslims in state affairs could also
give a positive message to the Non-Muslims living across the country.
Теракт в Лахоре дискредитирует ислам!
Lahore attack: Lal Masjid calls TTP Ahrar anti-Islam group
Tahir
Khan.
The
Express
Tribune,
February
15th,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1327115/lahore-attack-lal-masjid-calls-ttp-ahrar-anti-islam-group/
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Says the banned outfit‘s terrorist attacks defaming Islam and Jihad
ISLAMABAD: A day after the Jamaatul Ahrar faction of the TTP said the
Lahore attack was part of its ‗Ghazi operations‘ likening it with the killing of
Abdul Rashid Ghazi, the deputy imam of Lal Masjid, the mosque administration
distanced itself from the group calling it anti-Islam and anti-state entity.
The blast that took place on Monday in Lahore killed over 10 people,
including two senior police officials, and injuring more than 70 others.
Lahore attack: Defence analysts hold authorities responsible
The TTP Ahrar has said in a statement that the attack was part of its ‗Ghazi
operations‘, linking it with Abdul Rashid Ghazi, who was killed in the 2007
military raid on Lal Masjid.
The ‗Shuhada Foundation,‘ which represents Lal Masjid and deals with the
cases of the students killed in the bloody stand-off, strongly condemned Ahrar for
naming its activities after Abdul Rashid Ghazi and dubbed the outfit anti-Islam and
anti-state.
Hafiz Ehtesham Ahmad, spokesman for the foundation, said Ahrar has no
relations with Islam and Pakistan and is ―carrying out terrorist activities in Pakistan
at the behest of the Indian agency RAW.‖
―The terrorism by the TTP Ahrar is not only destabilising Pakistan but is also
defaming Islam and Jihad,‖ he said in a statement.
He said Rashid Ghazi had ―sacrificed his life for the supremacy of Islam and
opposed oppression until his death.
―But Ahrar has unleashed worst kind of terrorism and has massacred innocent
people in the name of Islam.‖
He said the TTP spokesman Mohammad Khorasani and the Ahrar leader
Ehsanullah Ehsan had never been associated either with Lal Masjid or any of its
institution.
Lahore attack would‘ve been avoided by implementing NAP: Imran
The spokesman said the TTP Ahrar has not only showed disrespect to the
sacred mission of Abdul Rashid Ghazi by killing innocent people but also hurt the
feelings of Lal Masjid sympathisers.‖
Ehtesham urged the state institutions to take tough action against Ahrar and
other anti-state groups and clear Pakistan of groups working at the behest of
foreign agencies.
―Shuhada Foundation will fully support every action of the state agencies
against anti-state elements,‖ he said.
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ПЕРСОНАЛИИ1
Премьер назначил госминистром финансов Rana Afzal (парламентарий
от ПМЛ/Н/)
PM approves appointment of Rana Afzal as finance minister
The Nation. December 22, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/22-Dec-2017/pm-approvesappointment-of-rana-afzal-as-finance-minister

Prime Minister of Pakistan Shahid Khaqan Abbasi has approved the
appointment of Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz lawmaker Rana Afzal as state
minister for finance.
MNA Rana Afzal is from Faisalabad and currently the parliamentary
secretary for finance. He has been appointed a month after former finance minister
Ishaq Dar requested the Prime Minister for leave, after which place was vacant in
the Ministry of Finance.
According to details on the Provincial Assembly of The Punjab site, Rana
Muhammad Afzal Khan is the son of Major (Retd) Fazal Muhammad Khan. He
was born on February 22, 1949 in Faisalabad.
He obtained the degree of B.Sc. (Electrical Engineering) in 1971 from NED
Engineering College, University of Karachi; and also possesses the degree of M.A.
(Political Science) from Balochistan University, Quetta.
He was commissioned in Pakistan Army and served as Captain during 197176.
He has also served as Member of Executive Committee, Faisalabad
Chamber of Commerce and Industry during 1988-91, as Vice Chairman, WASA,
Faisalabad Development Authority during 1997-99, as Member of Syndicate,
University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore during 1997-99 and as Member
of Syndicate, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, during 1997-2002.
He served as Member, Provincial Assembly of the Punjab during 1997-99
and has returned to the Punjab Assembly for the second term in general elections
2008. He has visited Saudi Arabia, UK, USA, Austria, Norway, China, Turkey,
UAE, Switzerland, France, Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore.
Ушел в отставку госминистр по науке и технологиям Mir Dostain Khan
Domki (устал бороться с коррупицей)
State minister Dostain Domki resigns
Dawn, November 28th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1373282/state-ministerdostain-domki-resigns

ISLAMABAD: Minister of State for Science and Technology Mir Dostain
Khan Domki tendered his resignation on Monday.
In his resignation letter submitted to the prime minister, Mr Domki said he
was raising three corruption cases when a federal minister was given the portfolio
of his ministry ―just to stop my struggle against corruption‖.
On Friday, the government had given additional charge of the ministry of
science and technology to Minister for Defence Production Rana Tanveer.
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Mr Domki said that after receiving a number of complaints from public
representatives and the general public about corruption and mismanagement in the
ministry an inquiry was ordered, especially against the National Testing Service
(NTS), Comsats and PSQCA. He said he was probing the NTS for corruption and
money laundering, Comsats CIIT for mismanagement and corruption and PSQA
for an irregular appointment of the director general.
He said he had decided to eradicate the menace of corruption from the
ministry after the media had highlighted many issues in this regard. ―It shocked me
that a full-fledged minister was given the portfolio of my ministry just to stop my
struggle against corruption,‖ he said in his resignation. ―In these circumstances, I
cannot continue to work, therefore, I tender my resignation from portfolio of
minister of state,‖ he said.
Исхак Дар ушел с поста министра финансов на 3 месяца по состоянию
здоровья (премьер стал временно вместо него).
The fall of Dar
Khaleeq Kiani. The Business and Finance Weekly, November 27th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1373179/the-fall-of-dar

FINALLY, the Ministry of Finance is without Ishaq Dar — the man who led
the PML-N‘s economic team for the third time after replacing senior party
colleague Sartaj Aziz in November 1998.
To ensure a decent exit, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi immediately
approved his request for a leave of absence on health grounds permissible under
the rules for a maximum of three months.
Prime Minister Abbasi, however, had started to gradually withdraw powers
from Mr Dar ever since he replaced ousted prime minister Nawaz Sharif, under
whose leadership the former finance minister wielded maximum influence,
practically acting like a deputy prime minister heading more than four-dozen
committees in various spheres.
While approving the leave of absence, Mr Abbasi also withdrew Mr Dar‘s
remaining ministerial portfolio of finance, revenue and economic affairs.
He was initially clipped of privatisation and statistics portfolio the day Prime
Minister Abbasi took oath of office. A week later, he was removed as the head of
economic cabinet committees like the Economic Coordination Committee,
Executive Committee of National Economic Council, Cabinet Committee on
Privatisation and Cabinet Committee on Investment where he had resisted many
proposals from Mr Abbasi‘s erstwhile Ministry of Petroleum And Natural
Resources. Early this month, Mr Abbasi removed Mr Dar as a member of the
Council of Common Interests.
Mr Dar has been in the middle of headwinds ever since the Panama leaks
assumed centre stage in Pakistani politics, culminating in a judicial scrutiny for
allegedly helping Mr Sharif and amassing wealth beyond his known sources of
income.
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Mr Dar was formally indicted by an accountability court on this count on
Sept 27, because of which he couldn‘t attend the high-profile annual meetings of
the World Bank-IMF in Washington for the first time in four years.
His tenure is characterised by his successful stabilisation of the economy
and for his inability to introduce deep-rooted structural reforms
A month later, on Oct 27, he took a one-way flight to Tajikistan aboard a
special plane of the prime minister to attend the 16th Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation ministerial conference which he had earlier regretted to
attend due to court appearances.
He then reportedly travelled to Saudi Arabia to meet the ousted prime
minister — also a close relative — before reaching London and getting admitted to
a hospital for medical treatment on Nov 4.
In speedy accountability proceedings, the NAB court issued non-bailable
warrants against Mr Dar for not appearing before it on Nov 14 and declared him an
absconder a week later on Nov 21. In his absence, leaks started to flow out of the
Prime Minister Secretariat predicting his imminent exit.
Mr Dar is credited by friends and foes alike for successfully stabilising the
national economy for three years after 2013, but was criticised by many for his
inability to introduce deep-rooted structural reforms towards sustainable growth.
With the PML-N under political and judicial pressure, sadly, the journey to
reform had already become the least priority and foreign exchange reserves had
started a downhill route. This happened amid Mr Dar‘s reluctance to allow
currency depreciation to avoid its translation into higher debt stock in the absence
of support from exports, which have been on the decline for almost four years.
He had the guts to keep a tight control on the public purse despite increasing
political demands in an election year.
Under security-related pressures, even though the fiscal deficit at the end of
the last financial year was almost two per cent higher than budgeted, the firstquarter gap between revenues and expenditure this year was reported lowest at
0.9pc even though fiscal operations for the period are yet to be made public.
While there were limited expectations for further economic reforms, the only
continuation should have been the fiscal discipline that may be the next casualty as
the Abbasi-led political government moves towards the next elections with a
headless Ministry of Finance.
This comes at a time when Mr Dar‘s trusted Secretary Finance Shahid
Mehmood will also be on leave leading to his retirement before the New Year sets
in.
Under a stopgap arrangement, the additional charge of secretary finance has
now been given to an officer of another, ministry with prime minister‘s principal
secretary Fawad Hasan Fawad calling the controlling shots.
Mr Dar was perhaps the only minister of the Sharif cabinet who did not
allow Mr Fawad to have a say in administrative or policy-level decision-making
relating to his ministry.
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Mr Dar had already selected a consortium of banks for the launch of two
separate bonds. As the decision-making suffered following political uncertainties,
the government has now decided to launch both bonds simultaneously with a larger
size.
Two of Mr Dar‘s trusted aides, Governor State Bank of Pakistan and
outgoing secretary finance are currently holding road shows abroad to raise up to
$3 billion of sukuk (Islamic bonds) and conventional Eurobond, most probably by
this weekend, subject to favourable investor response.
The Ministry of Finance has been trying to ensure, sometimes through shortterm commercial loans, to sustain national forex reserves above $14bn — a
threshold for three months of import cover — to remain an uninterrupted recipient
of the World Bank loan.
The two successful bond launches would uplift this limit to a comfortable
zone for a couple more quarters as exports and remittances show signs of
improvement.
But despite sympathetic credit ratings, the bond pricing may not be as
favourable as secured in previous launches because of a prevailing sense of
political instability and tension among institutions.
Markup and profit rates on bonds are generally directly linked to the
vulnerability and eagerness factor of the fund-raising client, but these funds are
very crucial amid the large current account deficit to avoid heavy drawdown on
reserves.
While Prime Minister Abbasi has kept Mr Dar‘s portfolio to himself and
may chip in a junior minister for parliamentary requirements, leaving day-to-day
matters being run by his principal secretary, such an arrangement would send a
confusing, rather negative, signal to the market.
A full-time federal minister or a powerful adviser has to take the driving seat
along with the responsibility of steering the country at this transitory stage.
Новый глава Национального счетного бюро (Счетная палата) - Justice
(retd) Javed Iqbal (государственный «обвинитель»
Hot seat: Justice Javed Iqbal new NAB chief
Danish
Hussain.
The
Express
Tribune.
October
8,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526045/govt-opposition-agreed-justice-r-javed-iqbal-heading-nabkhursheed-shah/

ISLAMABAD: Justice (retd) Javed Iqbal of the Supreme Court has been
appointed Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) as the
government and opposition agreed on his appointment on Sunday after several
rounds of deliberations.
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―In exercise of the powers… the President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan is
pleased to appoint Justcie (retd) Javed Iqbal, a retired judge of the Supreme Court,
as Chairman, NAB, after consultation with the Leader of the House (Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi) and Leader of the Opposition in the National
Assembly (Syed Khursheed Shah) for a non-extendable period of four years,‖
reads a notification issued by the government on Sunday evening.
Iqbal‘s name was among a list of three – along with Justice (retd) Faqeer
Muhammad Khokhar and former secretary of the Election Commission of Pakistan
Ishtiak Ahmad – proposed for the slot by Shah following consultation with other
opposition parties, except the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf. He had retired from the
Supreme Court in 2011. The government had suggested the names of Justice (retd)
Rehmat Jafri, Justice (retd) Ijaz Chaudhry and Intelligence Bureau (IB) Director
General Aftab Sultan.
Justice Iqbal had refused to take oath on a Provisional Constitutional Order
in November 2007 and as a result was removed from his position during the
regime of Pervez Musharraf. However, in 2009 he was reinstated as an SC judge.
In 2012, Justice Iqbal was appointed as head of the Abbottabad Inquiry
Commission tasked to investigate the circumstances surrounding the US raid and
killing of Al Qaeda chief Osama bin Laden. The 700-page report compiled by him
in 2013 was never made public by the government.
He also served as the chairman of a judicial commission mandated to trace
missing persons.
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Justice Iqbal will formally assume the office on October 10 upon the
completion of the four-year term of outgoing NAB chairman Qamar Zaman
Chaudhry.
A few hours before the issuance of the notification, Shah informed reporters
in Sukkur that a consensus over the name of Justice Iqbal had been reached
between the government and opposition.
New NAB chief: PTI forwards names of three nominees
―He has an outstanding record. He has served as a Supreme Court judge and
we pray that he fulfils his new responsibilities in the same manner,‖ Khursheed
Shah said.
In accordance with the relevant law, the prime minister and opposition
leader had proposed three names each for the slot and held consultation to finalise
one of them.
The PTI, however, had rejected all the six names and proposed former IB
chief Dr Shoaib Suddle, Justice (retd) Falak Sher and former chief secretary of
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Muhammad Shahzad Arbab for the post.
Talking to The Express Tribune, PTI MNA Asad Umar said the party‘s
Chairman Imran Khan had convened a meeting to discuss the development on
Monday. Umar said the chairman would announce the party‘s point of view about
the appointment after holding discussions with senior leaders.
Jamaat-e-Islami Secretary General Liaquat Baloch said Shah had consulted
his party and finalising the name for the appointment was the constitutional right of
the PM and the opposition leader.
Адмирал Zafar Mahmood Abbasi назначен главнокомандующим ВМФ
Пакистана
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi takes charge as Chief of Naval Staff
Business Recorder. 7.10.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/10/07/373571/admiralzafar-mahmood-abbasi-takes-charge-as-chief-of-naval-staff/
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Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi takes oath and took charge of Pakistan
Navy as Amiral Zakaullah stepped down from his command on Thursday.
A ceremony was held at Naval Complex Islamabad on Friday, in which
Admiral Zakaullah handed over the baton of charge to Admiral Zafar
Abbasi. Wishing Admiral Zafar the best for his journey as the naval chief said that
Pakistan was a gift from God and that defending the motherland was dearer to the
officers of the navy than their own lives. According to local media reports, he was
quoted as saying, ―Allah gave me the opportunity to defend the motherland. Our
association with Pakistan Navy is a matter of pride‖.
Vice Admiral had been appointed as the new Naval Chief on October 3 and
the oath ceremony took place on October 7. On PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi‘s
advice, President Mamnoon Hussain had approved the appointment on Tuesday.
Admiral Zafar Abbasi is a graduate from National Defence University
Islamabad and Royal Australian Navy Staff College. He has been awarded Hilal-eImtiaz (Military).
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Имран Хан – враг Пакистана
Imran Khan still Pakistan‘s enemy
KK Shahid. The Nation. October 03, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/03-Oct2017/imran-khan-still-pakistan-s-enemy

PTI chief Imran Khan almost singlehandedly took Taliban apologia to a
point where it took a terror raid as unprecedentedly gruesome as the APS attack to
finally establish groups, with destruction of the Pakistani republic as their raison
d‘etre, as the state‘s enemy.
Imran Khan, himself an opportunistic liberal-conservative yoyo, had
fabricated such a resonating rallying cry that progressive minded individuals
managed to summon the cognitive prowess of involuntarily interpreting a jihadist
group targeting markets, parks, hospitals filled predominantly by Muslim citizens –
miles away from any security, let alone US-linked, installation – as an act of
resistance to American foreign policy.
But it was a unique perspective for a mainstream Pakistani politician.
For, everyone else had backed the Taliban on purely, or quasi, Islamist grounds –
which, of course, Khan played with, but never completely co-opted.
Hence, this played its part in both catapulting him to as the obvious political
alternative circa 2013 for a completely untested vote-bank, and to the laps of the
powers that be.
Over the next four years, that lap of honour has been the only realm of
respite for Khan, as his status as a viable alternative plunged, owing to the broken
record that his rhetoric became.
Nawaz Sharif‘s ouster in July was Imran Khan‘s sole success story over the
past four years.
But ironically, he can‘t truly embrace his own triumph, having to downplay
the extent of his involvement – only if opposition protests alone sufficed in getting
premiers disqualified in Pakistan…
But PML-N has presented the case for itself as having rebounded in the two
months since Nawaz‘s disqualification.
This was done through rallies, a prominent by-election triumph, but most
notably the civilian government upping the ante on reiterating those very policies
that had helped influence – at the very least – the former premier‘s exit.
It in this context that Imran Khan unleashed his tirade against Foreign
Minister Khawaja Asif on Twitter last week, virtually coming clean about his onepoint election manifesto for 2018: the aforementioned lap of honour.
It was the civilian-military disagreement over militant groups – especially
the eastbound jihadists, spearheaded by Hafiz Saeed – that resulted in the much
publicised rift, which is now etched in the folklore of Pakistani power games as
Dawn Leaks.
With the foreign minister bringing up the likes of Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-eMuhammad in his speech at the Asia Society, and even saying that Nawaz Sharif
paid the price for his efforts to improve relations with India, the ruling PML-N
government is not only maintaining its position as one that – at least in talk, if not
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action – is in favour of complete erasure of these groups, and the long
boomeranging ‗Good/Bad Taliban‘ policy.
Imran Khan allying himself with the establishment‘s narrative, and more
crucially opposing the government‘s, is a no-brainer.
But what is also obvious is that it rekindles his apologia for jihadist groups –
one-half of the two pronged existential threat for a democratic state in Pakistan –
and continues to establish Imran Khan as an enemy of democracy and civilian
supremacy in the country.
There could‘ve been many better ways to criticise Khawaja Asif‘s speech
than to label him as ―worse than the enemies of Pakistan‖.
He could‘ve argued that an incumbent foreign minister should not act as
defensively, and should choose representing the state over acting on behalf of the
ruling government, regardless of the intra-state differences.
But, by unequivocally dumping Asif‘s inward-looking critique – which only
maintained that it‘s not easy to completely eradicate the jihadist groups, and didn‘t
even hint at the establishment‘s involvement, on the contrary accusing US of
hypocrisy and duplicity – Khan has managed to carve out the argument that
equates admission of these groups‘ presence in the county, with ‗disrespect for the
Armed Forces‘, and in turn treason against Pakistan itself.
So, while the likes of Haqqani Network, JeM and LeT, continue to function
in Pakistan and overlap with the Pakistani – especially Punjabi – Taliban to
orchestrate attacks all over the country, acknowledging them as a problem is now
‗anti-Army‘ and ‗anti-Pakistan‘.
Khan‘s Taliban apologia 2.0 – coming in the build up to elections just like
the first edition – reconfirms him as a megalomaniac that would continue to patch
up excuses and/or denial just to get one over the current ruling party that he would
do anything to replace.
If the Pakistani foreign minister admitting the state‘s diplomatic and security
flaws makes him anti-Pakistan, what does six years of nothing but throwing mud at
just about everything in the country – except those responsible for killing over
70,000 citizens and their strategic backers – make Imran Khan?
‗With a foreign minister like Khawaja Asif, who needs enemies?‘ is what
Khan tweeted following the Asia Society speech, and has reiterated the same over
the past week.
But with a self-styled enemy like Imran Khan, Pakistan might
metamorphose into a rogue and/or totalitarian state, where any ministries would be
superfluous anyway.
Исаак Дар – министр финансов, доходов, экономики, статистики.
The Dar-ing finance minister Pakistan had
Jazib Neslon (researcher and works in the development sector of Gilgit). The Express
Tribune, August 28th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1492713/dar-ing-finance-ministerpakistan/
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GILGIT: Finance Minister Ishaq Dar seems like a different man under the
newly elected Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, barely a shadow of his
former self.
Under former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, Dar was the epitome of a
powerful finance minister. Among other laurels, he chaired the cabinet‘s powerful
Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) till July 28, 2017, when the Supreme
Court of Pakistan disqualified his benefactor.
But nothing can more blatantly describe the power he wielded than the full
title for the minister of finance. He was known as Senator Ishaq Dar, federal
minister for finance, revenue, economic affairs, statistics, and privatisation. During
the formation of the new cabinet of Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, the portfolio for the
minister of finance was relegated to Federal Minister for Finance, Revenue,
Economic Affairs and Statistics.
Dar unveils Budget 2017-18 with Rs4.75 trillion outlay
The big question here is can such a powerful finance minister benefit the
economy? Dar‘s stint under Nawaz Sharif can be quite instructive in answering
this query.
Whenever a political individual with strong political interests becomes
overlord of the entire economy, politics definitely affects economic policy-making
and Dar‘s economic policies are clear evidence of this. Apart from being the
chairman of ECC, he also chaired 35 or so committees which had nothing to do
with economic matters of the country but everything to do with politics.
It seems like politics was on his mind from the get-go. Every economic
decision under Dar had politics written all over it. It is no wonder then that his
economic policies have negatively impacted the economy.
Finance & revenue
Federal government revenue did improve under Dar‘s watch but only on the
back of predatory taxing measures. We were told that the distinction between filers
and non-filers would improve Pakistan‘s tax base and document the Pakistani
economy by bringing the informal sector into the tax net.
The impact of the policy has been quite the opposite. Fearful of having to pay
a number of different taxes in the formal sector, businesses have opted to stay in
the informal sector. The informal sector has actually expanded as a result.
On the other hand, the formal sector is fleeced to the point where it has lost its
competitive edge to the informal sector and international competitors. Export
sector of Pakistan, which is part of the formal sector, has also become
uncompetitive compared to export sectors of regional economies like Bangladesh
and India. Every major business association in Pakistan has decried Ishaq Dar‘s tax
policy.
The second tool that Dar employed to increase government revenues was
borrowings. Government borrowing has increased significantly under Dar
especially from commercial banks and by floating Sukuk bonds in the international
bond markets. Interest rates on commercial bank loans and Sukuk bonds are higher
than what the Pakistani economy can service.
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JIT says Dar used NBP president‘s accounts for illegal money transfer
To ensure that public debt figures remain under check in terms of rupees for
obvious political reasons, Dar had vehemently kept the rupee exchange rate overvalued.
Statistics
During Dar‘s tenure, Pakistan‘s economic statistics have lost credibility.
Economists and public policy experts have charged Ishaq Dar with data fudging.
From changing definitions of economic indicators like public debt to actual
calculation of indicators like GDP, statistics related to Pakistan‘s economy have
become dubious.
In FY 2015-16, when Pakistan‘s GDP growth rate was worked out to be 4.2%
by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. Economists opined that Pakistan‘s economic
growth cannot be that high especially after sizeable reduction in the agriculture
output that year.
As per a news report, GDP growth rate was revised upwards when Dar wasn‘t
satisfied with provisional estimates presented to him by chief statistician of
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics Asif Bajwa in a closed door briefing.
The reasons for painting a rosy picture of the economy are grounded in
politics. These GDP growth rates will be regularly mentioned as a symbol of
economic achievement by the PML-N during its election campaign. It was even
mentioned by Nawaz Sharif in the aftermath of the Supreme Court decision to
disqualify him as a hallmark of his premiership.
Privatisation
In its election manifesto, PML-N promised to privatise key state-owned
institutions and enterprises. Dar in his capacity of federal minister for privatisation
failed to streamline the process of privatisation. According to an estimate, such
loss-making institutions are bleeding the economy to the tune of Rs400 billion.
Privatising these institutions would not only have saved billions but would
also have turned these institutions profitable in the long-run.
However, hardly any interest was shown. Economic policy will remain
clouded by political rather than economic considerations as long as there will be a
nosy and micro-managing finance minister in Pakistan. A dar-esque finance
minister, that is.
Зия-уль Хак – человек и диктатор
Ziaul Haq: The man and the dictator
Bapsi Sidhwa. Dawn. 17.08.2017. http://herald.dawn.com/news/1153836/ziaul-haq-theman-and-the-dictator

I was very politically conscious and active during General Ziaul Haq‘s time. I
remember leading and joining processions of Christians to protest changes in the
blasphemy laws that Zia had introduced.
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It was easy for anyone to apply the blasphemy laws to target a personal
enemy by saying ‗he burned – or desecrated – the holy Quran‘. Some very learned
and eminent people were falsely accused of burning the Quran.
Then there was Safia Bibi, a blind teenaged girl who was raped. Under the
religious laws introduced by Zia as Hudood ordinances, she was required to
identify the people she had accused of raping her. As she was blind and could not
do so, she was convicted of fornication and sentenced to be publicly lashed. There
was public outrage and anger: there was no way that a blind girl could point out
her rapists.
I wrote a strong article in the Pakistan Times pointing out the injustice and
joined a large procession of women and men protesters. The protest against the
draconian punishments the blind girl was supposed to receive was effective, and
she was spared the lashes.
Most accounts, as Husain Haqqani has written in his book, Pakistan: Between
mosque and military, confirm that Zia came from a religious family and religion
played an important part in moulding his personality. ―His father, Akbar Ali,
worked as a civilian official in army headquarters and was known as Maulvi Akbar
Ali because of his religious devotion. Maulvi … is a title normally used for clerics.
Zia ul-Haq joined the army before partition, and he occasionally offended his
British superiors with his refusal to give up religious and cultural traditions and to
adopt the Westernized ways of British Indian officers,‖ Haqqani wrote.
Zia lived in a mansion in a residential area reserved for army generals in
Rawalpindi. It was located just across from the Murree Brewery – a maker of beers
and whiskies – which was owned and managed by my brother Minoo Bhandara.
Zia visited my brother occasionally and Minoo found it easy to get along with
him. To my brother, the general appeared different from what he was generally
portrayed as.
Zia was instrumental, with the help of Afghan muhajdeen, in throwing the
Russian invaders out of Afghanistan. While the war was still going on in
Afghanistan, he took Charlie Wilson, then a member of the American Congress,
and Joann King Herring, a leading society lady in Houston at that time, to
Afghanistan. Later when Zia visited the United States, she reciprocated and took
him to a gala in Houston.
The 2007 movie, Charlie Wilson‘s War, that chronicled Wilson‘s secret role
in connecting Zia‘s intelligence agencies, the United States and the Afghan
mujahideen in their war effort against the Russians, also portrayed the general
quite sympathetically.
I met Herring years later and we became friends. I had long talks with her.
She appeared to like Zia and found him attractive and pleasant.
Первая женщина Техмина Джанджуа – возглавит МИД (?) – (она реально
зам.министра)

First woman foreign secy to take over next week
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Shafqat Ali. The Nation. March 11, 2017 http://nation.com.pk/editorspicks/11-Mar-2017/first-woman-foreign-secy-to-take-over-next-week
Tehmina Janjua to lead foreign ministry as Aizaz Chaudhry quits charge
ISLAMABAD - Tehmina Janjua will take over as the first woman foreign
secretary next week as Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry spent his last day in the office on
Friday.
Officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation, that Chaudhry had quit his
charge and would straightaway leave for Washington to assume his new
responsibility as Pakistan‘s ambassador to the United States.
―Tehmina Janjua is in Geneva and is expected [in Pakistan] within a couple of
days. She may take charge on Monday or Tuesday to lead the foreign ministry,‖ a
senior official said.
Last month, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had appointed Aizaz Ahmad
Chaudhry as new ambassador to the US.
Ambassador Chaudhry is a career foreign service officer with over 36 years of
bilateral and multilateral experience in the field of diplomacy. He served as foreign
secretary of Pakistan for more than three years from December 2013.
Chaudhry had also served as the spokesperson of the Foreign Ministry.
Senior diplomat Tehmina Janjua - serving as Ambassador and Permanent
Representative to the United Nations in Geneva - had been appointed as
Chaudhry‘s replacement.
Janjua was always the front runner for the Foreign Ministry‘s slot despite the
fact that High Commissioner to India Abdul Basit and High Commissioner to the
United Kingdom Syed Ibne Abbas were also seriously considered for the job.
Pakistan‘s ambassador in China Masood Khalid and former ambassador to
France Ghalib Iqbal too were among the candidates.
There were rumours that Abdul Basit had resigned for being ignored for the
foreign secretary‘s slot but he is expected to get a senior slot in the foreign ministry
when he arrives from New Delhi in the coming days. ―There have been no
resignations so far. There will of course be some reshuffle to fill vacant posts,‖
said a foreign ministry official.
Janjua is known as a qualified diplomat – with a career spanning 32 years and has held several important positions in the past. She holds Master‘s degrees
from Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad and Columbia University, New York.
Janjua has rich experience of working in bilateral and multilateral domains
both at the headquarters and missions abroad. She also served as spokesperson of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Janjua joined Foreign Service in 1984. From 1986-1987 she was the desk
officer, Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Foreign Office.
In 1989, Janjua was appointed acting director of the Office of the National
Security Adviser.
From 1990-1995, she remained second secretary and later first secretary,
Permanent Mission of Pakistan to the United Nations.
Janjua remained director Foreign Secretary‘s Office from 1995-1996.
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From 1996-2000, she was the counsellor Pakistan Mission to the United
Nations and Other International Organisations in Geneva.
In 2000, Janjua became director Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Office.
From 2004-2005, she was appointed director Foreign Secretary‘s Office.
Afterwards, from 2005-2009, Janjua became the deputy permanent
representative of Pakistan to the United Nations and Other International
Organizations in Geneva.
From 2009-2011, she served as director-general (Strategic Planning) in the
Foreign Secretary‘s Office.
In 2011, she was appointed spokesperson Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Islamabad and director-general (Strategic Planning) Foreign Secretary‘s
Office. From December 2011 to October 2015, she remained ambassador of
Pakistan to Italy.
On October 6, 2015, she was posted as Permanent Representative of Pakistan
to the United Nations and Other International Organizations in Geneva.
Новый зам. министра МИД - Tehmina Janhua
Tehmina Janjua appointed new foreign secretary
The Express Tribune. February 13, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1325764/tehminajanjua-appointed-new-foreign-secretary/

Tehmina Janhua, Pakistan‘s ambassador and permanent representative to the
United Nations (в Женеве!), was appointed as the new foreign secretary on
Monday.
According to the Foreign Office, Janjua will take charge in the first week of
March. She will replace Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry, who will be taking charge as the
new ambassador to the US.
Haidri visa refusal tied to Obama, not Trump policy
She is a career foreign service officer with over 32 years of experience. Prior
to her current posting, she also served as the ambassador to Italy from 2011 to
2015, and the foreign ministry spokesperson in 2011.
She holds two master‘s degrees – one from Quaid-e-Azam University,
Islamabad and another from Columbia University, New York.
Премьер Наваз Шариф – самый популярный политический лидер
Пакистана 63% (опрос International Republican Institute).
Затем – Имран Хан, далее – Билавал Бхутто.
Самые непопулярные - Лидеры Объединенного народного движения, затем Asif Ali Zardari,
Tahir-ul-Qadri.
Провинции – на первом месте Панджаб, хатем Хайбер Пахтунхва, потом Синд, замыкает
Белуджистан

PM Nawaz Sharif, most popular leader in Pakistan: IRI.
Parvez Jabri. BR. 4.02.2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/02/04/336341

ISLAMABAD: International Republican Institute (IRI) on Saturday stated
that Prime Minister (PM) Nawaz Sharif is the most popular in Pakistan politics.
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According to a survey report, about 63 percent people of the country
expressed likeness towards the Prime Minister, PTI chief Imran Khan stood on
second slot with 39 percent result while Bilawal Bhutto gained appreciation of 32
percent people, a private news channel reported.
The survey further revealed that 85 percent citizens disliked Muttahida Qaumi
Movement (MQM) founder, followed by Asif Ali Zardari with 80 percent.
However, Tahir-ul-Qadri got 79 percent dislike votes.
With respect to governance at provincial level, Punjab stood on first position
with 79 percent rating, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) received 72 percent votes
whereas Sindh and Balochistan clinched 54 and 48 percent votes apiece.

Зам. министра Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry станет послом в США сменив на
этом посту Syed Jalil Abbas Jilani
Aizaz to replace Jilani in Washington
SHAFQAT ALI. The Nation. January 18, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/18-Jan2017/aizaz-to-replace-jilani-in-washington

ISLAMABAD - Foreign Secretary Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry will fly to
Washington this month to replace outgoing ambassador Syed Jalil Abbas Jilani,
official sources said on Tuesday.
The officials at the Foreign Ministry said the summary of Chaudhry‘s
appointment as ambassador to US had been approved by the government. Jilani, on
extension, will retire this month after completing his contract.
―The government has approved Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry‘s name as the next
ambassador to the US. He will take charge soon,‖ said an official at the Foreign
Ministry.
The sources said Pakistan‘s permanent representative at the United Nations'
Geneva Mission Tehmina Janjua was the favourite to become the foreign secretary.
Others in the race are High Commissioner to United Kingdom Syed Ibn-e-Abbas
and envoy to India Abdul Basit.
The new ambassador to the US will take charge almost simultaneously with
Donald Trump‘s inauguration as the US President.
Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry has been chosen from among a few candidates for his
diplomatic skills to deal with the Americans in Washington. The government had
wanted veteran Jilani to continue so that Azizaz Ahmed Chaudhry could keep the
foreign secretary‘s job but Jilani refused extension after the expiry of his contract.
Aizaz Ahmed Chaudhry earlier served as a political counsellor in Pakistani
embassy in the US. The incumbent foreign secretary represented the country in the
United Nations for more than six years.
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Chaudhry also served Pakistan‘s ambassador to Netherlands from 2009-2012.
Tehmina Janjua is also known as a qualified diplomat and has held several
important positions in the past.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had in principle approved Chauhdry‘s name as
ambassador to the US some weeks earlier. ―The decision to appoint a new foreign
secretary will be made when the PM returns from Switzerland (where he is
attending the World Economic Forum),‖ said a government official.
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Богатую свадебную моду Пакистана показали в Карачи
Телеканал NTD. 5.04.2017. http://ntdtv.ru/59286-bogatuyu-svadebnuyu-modu-pakistanapokazali-v-karachi
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Такой видят (есть фото) современную невесту в Пакистане. В столице,
городе Карачи, прошла Неделя свадебной моды. В последний день показов
всѐ внимание — коллекции модного дома Nickie Nina.
Это дизайнерский дуэт, в который входят Алия Ниази и Набила
Джунаид. Они говорят: их вдохновила европейская архитектура. Для своей
коллекции они использовали парчу, украшенную сложной объѐмной
вышивкой.
[Алия Ниази, дизайнер]:
«Цветовая гамма очень интересная. Она летняя, с нотками телесных и
серебряных оттенков, с золотым, а также с весенними элементами. Вышивка
типична для Nickie Nina. Сочетались разные типы ткани, разные текстуры, и
вышивка разная на каждом наряде».
Не меньший восторг у зрителей вызвали и наряды дизайнера Аннуса
Абрара. Его коллекция носит имя «Шахнай». Так называется духовой
инструмент из Северной Индии. Его используют в религиозных и свадебных
церемониях.
[Аннус Абрар, дизайнер]:
«На коллекцию вдохновили давно минувшие времена и столетия. В
цветовой гамме, как вы увидели, много тѐмно-бордового цвета, много
украшений. Для вышивки и дизайна мы черпали вдохновение в идеях
прошлого».
На подиум вышли и мужчины. Эти свадебные наряды создал модный
дом Ahsan.
Неделя свадебной моды в Карачи — крупнейшее мероприятием в сфере
нарядов для женихов и невест в Пакистане.

ЛИТЕРАТУРА1
Международная конференция урду
International Urdu Conference begins
Peerzada
Salman.
Dawn,
December
22nd,
https://www.dawn.com/news/1378033/international-urdu-conference-begins

2017.
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PROF Shamim Hanafi speaks at the conference held at the Arts Council on Thursday.—Fahim
Siddiqi / White Star

KARACHI: In the 10 years of its existence, the International Urdu
Conference organised by the Arts Council of Pakistan Karachi has seldom begun
on a murky day. On Thursday, as the 10th edition of the five-day conference
started, the weather conditions were slightly overcast and the air was a little chilly.
But there was nothing cold about Indian scholar Prof Shamim Hanafi‘s
keynote address or subsequently Zia Mohyeddin‘s reading of select pieces from
Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi‘s works. The former‘s paper and the latter‘s performance
brimmed with warmth and thoughtfulness.
Prof Hanafi said the title of his paper was adapted from the name of Krishna
Sobti‘s novel Soorajmukhi Andherey Ke. Sobti belonged to writer Abdullah
Husain‘s city, the Pakistani side of Punjab, and now was in her sunset years [in
Delhi].
‗Nazir saw the moon as a roti, but Muktibodh found the face of the moon
crooked‘
Prof Hanafi said the dreams that were seen before independence were left
behind. The citizens of the world that we had afterwards were recognised by their
helplessness and loneliness; ―Woh intizar tha jis ka yeh woh sahar to nahin‖ (this is
not the dawn we envisaged). And this phase was followed by a new one.
Prof Hanafi said, in a recently published interview Sobti said that to
understand the challenges faced by the act of writing [stories] it‘s important to look
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at the fact that writing was always more significant than its writer; and even greater
than that were the values that humanity tried to uphold. This suggested that today
the issue that literature was faced with was the issue of a certain kind of humanism
(insaan dosti).
Prof Hanafi said the tradition of resistance on an intellectual and emotional
level was given shape by the Progressive Writers‘ Movement in 1936. But after
1947 certain new forms of resistance and protest came into being. That included
the ability to doubt one‘s own self. We had spent the last 70 years with a feeling of
moral trepidation. This feeling was getting deeper by the day. It meant that the
literature produced before 1947 could not be the role model for the literature
produced after 1947.
Many of the literary terminologies had shrivelled. Today‘s conflict was more
with space than with time. We should get rid of intellectual jargon (ilmi istilahein).
We should express our concerns in simple language. Contemporary life was the
narration of man‘s experiences not an experiment in narration.
Prof Hanafi said Picasso‘s painting Guernica was a scream (cheekh) against
the horrors of war. Guernica was first exhibited 10 years before our independence.
This [modern-day] situation urged us to have a new perspective on art and
literature. An Indian poet Muktibodh, who was born in 1917, had a great influence
on Indian literature. He reflected the situation [in India] at the time. The 18th
century poet Nazir saw the moon as a roti (bread) but Muktibodh found the face of
the moon crooked.
Prof Hanafi said from Qurratulain Hyder to Intizar Husain in fiction to Nasir
Kazmi and Majeed Amjad in poetry, it‘s a different period, more bitter and uneven.
Prose poetry and the new ghazal had tried to make an effort to comprehend the
change. Often the writers who went off the beaten track and didn‘t think much
about set principles played an important role [in literature]. And humanism was the
point where all writers‘ — Ghalib, Qurratulain Hyder, Intizar Husain, Manto, etc
— thoughts converged. In some societies, tolerance and one another‘s acceptance
created a particular facet of politics. ―Some people doubt it, let them doubt it.‖
Earlier, the first keynote speech was given by Mubin Mirza. He said it was
because of literature that he was able to grasp the intricacies of life. It was
literature that saved us from getting into the clutches of death, and encouraged us
to live life. He added that literature enabled him to hear his own voice and then let
others hear that voice.
The keynote addresses were followed by brief comments on the conference
by more than a dozen literary luminaries present on stage. Finally, provincial
Culture Minister Syed Sardar Shah spoke.
He said politics divided people but the Urdu language brought them
together. He also recited Shah Latif and Sachal‘s poetry.
The penultimate session of the inaugural day was eminent artist Zia
Mohyeddin‘s reading of distinguished humorist and satirist Mushtaq Ahmed
Yousufi‘s prose. As always, the audience loved his performance.
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The last item on the programme‘s list was qawwali by Farid Ayaz and Abu
Mohammad.

КНИГИ1. АННОТАЦИИ1

ФИЛОЛОГИЯ1
Велика роль английского языка в Пакистане
English still rules
Irfan
Husain.
Dawn,
December
https://www.dawn.com/news/1379658/english-still-rules

30th,

2017.

SOMEBODY once said that if you have one good suit and can speak fluent
English, you won‘t starve in Pakistan.
This is probably true, for it implies that you were most probably born into a
well-connected family that sent you to an (expensive) English-medium school
where you acquired a network of useful friends. And a well-cut suit can get you
into most weddings where you can get a free meal.
All this is bad news for the vast majority who aren‘t similarly privileged.
With a small pie to start with, the elite grab a larger portion before the young have
even put a foot on the ladder of adulthood. This injustice is largely due to our
skewed educational system that perpetuates the social divide through its emphasis
on the English language. Although many of them teach at a mediocre level at best,
the label ‗English medium‘ encourages less affluent parents to send their kids in
the hope that they will have a better chance to get ahead than they did.
Poorer, mostly illiterate parents send their sons to madressahs which
graduate them with virtually no skills other than a rote learning of the holy texts.
This qualifies them to work at mosques; the worse options are lives of crime or
‗jihad‘, both careers often cut short.
The third and most desirable educational choice that opens many doors is
admission to the good private schools that teach in English at a high standard. Very
few of these exist and places are much sought after. Parents pay high premiums,
including contributions to ‗development funds‘, apart from an advance on fees.
This buys their children openings into the corporate sector, the civil service or the
possibility of setting up their own business.
Pakistan should invest in translating foreign titles.
This lottery of life exists all over the world, with the privileged able to
launch their children into the world with an edge over other, less advantaged kids.
However, in few other countries is the divide as sharp as in Pakistan.
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An old friend wrote recently about the unfairness of the existing emphasis
on English. According to her, perfectly bright young people were denied
opportunities due to their poor grasp of the English language. She singled out the
IT profession where, according to her, fluency in English was not really a
prerequisite for excellence in technical skills.
I put this to a highly successful young entrepreneur who hires many IT
engineers. According to him, while many non-English speaking staff were very
competent, to get to the next level of creative coding, they needed to read advanced
computer textbooks which were all in English.
When I was president of a private university that specialised in textiles, I
insisted on a minimum level of proficiency in English, not because it was
necessary to run weaving and spinning machines, but as it opened up the world to
graduates. After all, the word ‗university‘ derives from ‗universe‘, implying the
ability to acquire knowledge in a range of subjects, and not just textiles. Then, of
course, employers needed people who could correspond with buyers around the
world.
One reason Urdu has fared poorly in the marketplace is the lack of translated
books. Although politicians and judges have been droning on about the need to use
Urdu in official correspondence, the fact is that they send their own children to the
best English-medium schools available locally, and then to private colleges and
universities abroad. To be honest, this is the route my son took, and neither he nor I
have any regrets.
Without a regular supply of translated books, both fiction and non-fiction,
combined with an abysmally low number of Urdu books published, you can see
why we are sliding backwards so fast. Let me give some numbers to underline this
point:
While Iran, with a population of 70 million published 73,000 titles in 2014,
Pakistan managed just 4,000. In fact, this pattern is repeated in the Arab world.
The total number of books translated by 22 Arab countries with a population of
300m over the last 1,000 years is less than the number Spain translates in one year.
Eleven million Greeks translate five times more books than 300m Arabs.
This one fact goes a long way in explaining the backwardness of most
Muslim countries. However, Iran with a proud, ancient civilisation is clearly an
exception: it has a thriving translation cottage industry, with the state employing
scores who translate hundreds of technical books a year. Private publishers offer
many foreign titles in Farsi, making the latest books available to their readers.
So until the Pakistani state puts its money where its mouth is, and actually
invests in publishing and translating in a serious way, nothing will change. We will
continue to graduate young people who have been effectively excluded from the
global market of ideas.
The poverty we are so indifferent to is clearly unsustainable.
It wasn‘t English
KP primary schoolteachers to be trained in English language
English as lingua franca: A linguistic imperialism?
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PROF Shamim Hanafi speaks at the conference held at the Arts Council on Thursday.—Fahim
Siddiqi / White Star

KARACHI: In the 10 years of its existence, the International Urdu
Conference organised by the Arts Council of Pakistan Karachi has seldom begun
on a murky day. On Thursday, as the 10th edition of the five-day conference
started, the weather conditions were slightly overcast and the air was a little chilly.
But there was nothing cold about Indian scholar Prof Shamim Hanafi‘s
keynote address or subsequently Zia Mohyeddin‘s reading of select pieces from
Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi‘s works. The former‘s paper and the latter‘s performance
brimmed with warmth and thoughtfulness.
Prof Hanafi said the title of his paper was adapted from the name of Krishna
Sobti‘s novel Soorajmukhi Andherey Ke. Sobti belonged to writer Abdullah
Husain‘s city, the Pakistani side of Punjab, and now was in her sunset years [in
Delhi].
‗Nazir saw the moon as a roti, but Muktibodh found the face of the moon
crooked‘
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Prof Hanafi said the dreams that were seen before independence were left
behind. The citizens of the world that we had afterwards were recognised by their
helplessness and loneliness; ―Woh intizar tha jis ka yeh woh sahar to nahin‖ (this is
not the dawn we envisaged). And this phase was followed by a new one.
Prof Hanafi said, in a recently published interview Sobti said that to
understand the challenges faced by the act of writing [stories] it‘s important to look
at the fact that writing was always more significant than its writer; and even greater
than that were the values that humanity tried to uphold. This suggested that today
the issue that literature was faced with was the issue of a certain kind of humanism
(insaan dosti).
Prof Hanafi said the tradition of resistance on an intellectual and emotional
level was given shape by the Progressive Writers‘ Movement in 1936. But after
1947 certain new forms of resistance and protest came into being. That included
the ability to doubt one‘s own self. We had spent the last 70 years with a feeling of
moral trepidation. This feeling was getting deeper by the day. It meant that the
literature produced before 1947 could not be the role model for the literature
produced after 1947.
Many of the literary terminologies had shrivelled. Today‘s conflict was more
with space than with time. We should get rid of intellectual jargon (ilmi istilahein).
We should express our concerns in simple language. Contemporary life was the
narration of man‘s experiences not an experiment in narration.
Prof Hanafi said Picasso‘s painting Guernica was a scream (cheekh) against
the horrors of war. Guernica was first exhibited 10 years before our independence.
This [modern-day] situation urged us to have a new perspective on art and
literature. An Indian poet Muktibodh, who was born in 1917, had a great influence
on Indian literature. He reflected the situation [in India] at the time. The 18th
century poet Nazir saw the moon as a roti (bread) but Muktibodh found the face of
the moon crooked.
Prof Hanafi said from Qurratulain Hyder to Intizar Husain in fiction to Nasir
Kazmi and Majeed Amjad in poetry, it‘s a different period, more bitter and uneven.
Prose poetry and the new ghazal had tried to make an effort to comprehend the
change. Often the writers who went off the beaten track and didn‘t think much
about set principles played an important role [in literature]. And humanism was the
point where all writers‘ — Ghalib, Qurratulain Hyder, Intizar Husain, Manto, etc
— thoughts converged. In some societies, tolerance and one another‘s acceptance
created a particular facet of politics. ―Some people doubt it, let them doubt it.‖
Earlier, the first keynote speech was given by Mubin Mirza. He said it was
because of literature that he was able to grasp the intricacies of life. It was
literature that saved us from getting into the clutches of death, and encouraged us
to live life. He added that literature enabled him to hear his own voice and then let
others hear that voice.
The keynote addresses were followed by brief comments on the conference
by more than a dozen literary luminaries present on stage. Finally, provincial
Culture Minister Syed Sardar Shah spoke.
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He said politics divided people but the Urdu language brought them
together. He also recited Shah Latif and Sachal‘s poetry.
The penultimate session of the inaugural day was eminent artist Zia
Mohyeddin‘s reading of distinguished humorist and satirist Mushtaq Ahmed
Yousufi‘s prose. As always, the audience loved his performance.
The last item on the programme‘s list was qawwali by Farid Ayaz and Abu
Mohammad.
Сенат назвал официально признанные языки Пакистана - Punjabi, Sindhi,
Pashto and Balochi.
Senate panel approves national languages bill
MALIK ASAD. Dawn, May 11th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1332371/senatepanel-approves-national-languages-bill

ISLAMABAD: The Senate‘s Standing Committee on Law and Justice
approved on Wednesday a Constitution amendment bill to give the status of
national language to Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto and Balochi.
The committee approved the bill introduced by Senators Sassui Palijo and
Mukhtiar Ahmad Dhamrah with certain amendments.
The amendment to Clause (1) of Article 251 of the Constitution was proposed
to declare Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto and Balochi as national languages along with
Urdu.
The proposed Constitution (Amendment) Bill 2016 had said: ―After the word
and comma ‗Urdu,‘ the words and commas ‗Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto, Balochi,
Brahvi, Hindko and Saraiki‘ shall be inserted.‖
Its statement of objects and reasons said: ―The Constitution of Pakistan is a
mother document of the country which should recognise all languages equally and
does not set preference of one language over the other.
‗‗Thus, the objective of this bill is to recognise all languages in Constitution
and set an example of having acceptance for all Pakistanis speaking any language
and belonging to any corner of the country. This will ensure equality among the
citizens.‘‘
В провинции Хайбер Пахтунхва подана петиция для признания там
языка урду официальным
Petitioner wants Urdu declared official tongue in K-P
Fawad
Ali.
The
Express
Tribune,
January
18th,
2017.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/1298866/notices-issued-petitioner-wants-urdu-declared-officialtongue-k-p/

PESHAWAR: The Peshawar High Court on Tuesday served notices to
federal government through Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs and chief
secretary Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa on a writ seeking the court‘s direction for
provincial government to enforce Urdu as official language in its department and
judiciary.
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A division bench headed by Chief Justice Peshawar High Court Yahya Afridi
asked the Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs to submit their replies in the
next hearing.
In his arguments, the petitioner‘s counsel, Abdur Rauf Rohila, stated that
under Article 28 and 251 of the Constitution, Urdu should be enforced as an
official language in all departments of the provincial governments, in the high
court and its subordinate courts
He prayed that all correspondence between officials as well as with other
provinces should be conducted in Urdu.
The attorney also prayed that all petitions should be filed in Urdu while all
judgments in criminal, civil and corporate cases as well as official businesses
should be made in Urdu.
He argued that Urdu was being widely spoken and understood across the
country and was the only medium between different ethnicities and had an edge
over other languages.
Quoting surveys of international organisations working on education, the
counsel said that Pakistan had a 54 per cent literacy rate but even the illiterate
could understand and speak Urdu.
―Besides, the Constitution of Pakistan has declared Urdu as national
language,‖ he stated.
The petition said that national and provincial assemblies have passed several
resolutions time and again asking to make Urdu as the medium of instructions in
government offices and that all correspondence should be done in Urdu.
For the first time in 67 years, the K-P government had in 2004 initiated
serious efforts to implement Urdu as its official language and the then provincial
government had issued a notification to adopt the language as the medium of
instruction.
He cited the Supreme Court‘s recent order to adopt Urdu as an official
language and has also begun writing petitions and judgements in Urdu.
It added that a separate department for translation of books and judgments
from English into Urdu has been set up at the apex court.
The petitioner held that serious efforts have never been made in the province
to make Urdu the official language at judiciary level.
―As per Article 251 of the Constitution of Pakistan, the national language of
Pakistan is Urdu, and arrangements shall be made for its being used for official and
other purposes within fifteen years from the commencing day,‖ the petition said.
However, the article is yet to be implemented.
The petition prays the court to order the provincial government to implement
Urdu as an official language in its offices and make it biding upon officials to
communicate in Urdu.
―In light of the apex court‘s judgment, the PHC should implement and order
its subordinate courts to adopt the language as official language and carry out all
correspondence in it,‖ it said.
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Когда же пакистанцы перестанут говорить на ужасном английском?
When will Pakistan stop mocking people for speaking imperfect English?
Fakhruddin
Valika.
The
Express
Tribune.
January
14,
2017.
http://blogs.tribune.com.pk/story/45012/when-will-pakistan-stop-mocking-people-for-speakingimperfect-english/

Recently, a video went viral on social media of a group of girls in which
one of them spoke a misplaced English phrase. The results of this innocent
error by that girl were catastrophic. It soon became a phenomenon on the
internet with the girl being subject to several jokes and derogatory comments.
Following this, news came that the girl has not been attending college due to
this incident.
This represents two chronic problems in our society; first, the issue of cyberbullying, and second, our obsession with the colonised tongue. Cyber-bullying is
reprehensible, but the underlying issue is that we give English so much precedence
that we shun and mock anyone who fails to employ it correctly.
It has been several years since the subcontinent achieved independence, yet
we see the impact of the colonised period prevalent in our day to day affairs. The
influence of colonisation on a society‘s culture, norms, laws, and institutions is
inevitable, yet it tends to decrease with time.
One of the major effects of colonialism is on a psychological level, and that is
manifested in our various preferences and habits, one of them being our language
of preference. It is a common occurrence that post-colonial societies continue to be
influenced by colonial traditions, one of them being the colonised tongue.
In Pakistan, English continues to be the lingua franca of the elite, similar to
the status of French in several African nations. Those who are not articulate in
English are often the target of derogatory words, bullying and are looked down
upon in society. Whereas, speaking in English is considered to be a symbol of
power, affluence, and in certain cases, intelligence. This behaviour is a reflection
of our colonised mind-sets that places English on a higher pedestal than any other
language. It is the same mentality which results in preferring to speak in an
American or British accent rather than one‘s own.
Colonialism shaped and influenced several values and ideas, which sadly
continue to exist till this date. A historical analysis of this period will uncover the
politics of identity, difference, and discrimination that were the core of
colonialism. Our society continues to reinforce these especially in the case of the
colonised tongue. This occurs at our very own educational institutes where instead
of instilling a sense of pride for our native languages, they discourage students
from communicating in languages other than English. Most schools that even
operate today cater to the globally recognised language and choose English as the
primary mode of instruction.
One would say educational institutes are simply responding to market needs,
which in this case are parents who want their children to be well-versed in English.
Therefore, I am not placing the onus on any particular party, rather trying to
highlight the problem that runs deep in our society.
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Moreover, we as a society have failed to deconstruct and reconstruct such
misplaced values that contain acute prejudices towards the native tongue. It is fair
to state that Pakistan has not been successful in its decolonisation project.
The decolonisation project goes beyond the amendment of laws, the renaming of
streets and buildings, and the restructuring of institutions – it has a social and
psychological element to it. The state has failed to devise and adopt policies that
would address these concerns, hence the current state of affairs where the
reinforcement of the colonised tongue prevails.
In the interests of academic honesty, it is fair to say there has been
considerable emphasis placed on the Urdu language. One of the initial points of
contention with former East Pakistan (present day Bangladesh) was on language.
The prioritisation of the Urdu language has often been at the detriment of several
regional languages to which a majority of Pakistanis can relate. However, despite
several efforts we see the dominance enjoyed by English in urban elite circles, one
not possessed by Urdu.
The purpose of writing this article is to elicit reflection on an individual and
societal level – to understand the reason behind why we do not take pride in our
native languages (national and regional), whereas English is given a special status.
Moreover, introspect into our own individual roles and actions. How many of us
have mocked someone who spoke in incorrect English, or in a different accent?
Even our heads of state and diplomats prefer to speak in English rather than Urdu.
There are endless examples of the influence of the colonised tongue in
Pakistan. I urge you to reduce the level of scrutiny that is applied to people who
cannot speak in English, or speak it incorrectly. In no way does that reflect upon
anyone‘s intelligence, or question the level of respect they deserve. All it does is
prick our own ego‘s and self-made notions of what is acceptable.

ФИЛОСОФИЯ1

ПРОИСШЕСТВИЯ1
Взрыв на газопроводе в Пакистане
Олег Прошкин. http://24news.com.ua/46203-vzryv-na-gazoprovode-vpakistane/ 1312.2017.
По меньшей мере 15 человек получили ранения в результате взрыва на
газопроводе в пакистанском городе Карачи, сообщает телеканал Geo TV со
ссылкой на местную пожарную службу.
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ЧП случилось на территории Синдской торгово-промышленной зоны
(SITE), расположенной в западной части города.
После взрыва огонь перекинулся на нескольких стоявших неподалеку
моторикш. К настоящему времени на месте происшествия находятся бригады
пожарных и отряды полиции.
СМИ: около 20 паломников погибли при крушении лодки возле
Пакистана
Интернет-сайт
«InfoRos».
http://inforos.ru/ru/?module=news&action=view&id=57998

7.12.2017.

Издание Hindustan Times сообщило, со ссылкой на местные власти, что
количество погибших в результате крушения лодки в Аравийском море у
берегов Пакистана достигло, по меньшей мере, 21 человека.
По информации газеты, порядка 20 человек были госпитализированы.
Ранее было известно о 13 погибших. Среди жертв есть женщины и дети.
"Инцидент произошел возле побережья Пакистана в районе города
Татта провинции Синд на юге государства. Пассажирами судна были
паломники, направлявшиеся на местный ежегодный религиозный праздник в
честь суфийского святого" - указало СМИ.
На борту лодки находились более 60 человек. По данным полиции,
причинами несчастного случая стали перегруженность лодки, недостаточные
меры безопасности и погодные условия.
У почетного консула Пакистана в Петербурге угнали машину
Дмитрий Зубарев. «Взгляд». 11 декабря 2017. https://vz.ru/news/2017/12/11/899009.html

Заявление об угоне Hyundai Santa Fe почетного консула Пакистана в
Санкт-Петербурге Абдула Рауфа Ринда с парковки супермаркета поступило
в городскую полицию, сообщили в пресс-службе регионального ГУМВД.
«Неизвестный злоумышленник с парковки одного из супермаркетов на
Дальневосточном проспекте, 14 А, похитил автомобиль Hyundai Santa Fe.
Иномаркой гражданин пользовался по договоренности. Ущерб составил
около 1,3 млн рублей», - передает РИА «Новости» сообщение полиции.
Как сообщил источник в правоохранительных органах, в данный
момент ведется розыск автомобиля, решается вопрос о возбуждении
уголовного дела.
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Иномаркой, принадлежащей почетному консулу Республики Пакистан
в Санкт-Петербурге, по договоренности пользовался представитель
посольства Джибути в России, проживающий в Москве 40-летний гражданин
Таджикистана, который и заявил в полицию об угоне.
Напомним, ранее стало известно, что Санкт-Петербург был назван
самым добрым городом России.
Насильно выданная замуж пакистанка отравила молоком с ядом 15
членов новой семьи.
«Вести.ru». 31 октября 2017. https://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=2949249

В Пакистане арестована 21-летняя Асия Биби, из-за желания которой
расправиться с мужем в провинции Пенджаб умерли 15 человек. Как
сообщает Daily Pakistan, девушку насильно выдали замуж, хотя она любила
другого молодого человека. Молодая жена пыталась сбежать из новой семьи,
но родные вернули ее обратно.
Тогда женщина вместе с возлюбленным задумали расправиться с ее
мужем. Новобрачная добавила в молоко яд, однако супруг отказался его
выпить.
Позже свекровь Асии, не зная, что в молоке яд, приготовила из него
домашний йогурт и масло. Этими продуктами она накормила всю
многочисленную семью из 27 человек. В результате 15 из них, в том числе и
муж Биби, скончались. Остальные были госпитализированы.
Асия Биби, ее возлюбленный и его родственница, которая
помогала паре в ее преступных намерениях, арестованы. О том, какое
наказание их ждет, пока не сообщается.
Морг в Пешаваре отказался принять тело трансгендера
Peshawar morgue ‗refuses‘ to keep transgender‘s body
Daily Times, October 22nd 2017. https://dailytimes.com.pk/128765/peshawar-morguerefuses-keep-transgenders-body/

PESHAWAR: The management of the Khyber Medical College (KMC)
morgue in Peshawar on Saturday refused to accept the body of a transgender
person who had been murdered in the Darmangi area earlier in the day.
―They [management] told us that the body was too decomposed…..it would
make their freezers dirty,‖ transgender rights activist Qamar Naseem said, adding
that the government contractor had also refused to bury the body. ―It is a matter of
great shame that the body of a human being is being treated thus,‖ Naseem said.
The activist said the body was now being handed over to the Edhi Foundation for
burial. ―We had asked the morgue‘s management to keep the body for just one
night and they even refused to do that,‖ Naseem said. The morgue at the KMC is
the only such facility.
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Больше 160 человек погибли в Пакистане из-за дождей (летом 2017 г.)
«Новости планеты». 6.09.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10676-bolshe-160chelovek-pogibli-v-pakistane-iz-za-dozhdei.html

164 человек погибли и еще 167 лиц получили ранения в результате
отдельных инцидентов, связанных с проливными дождями с конца июня
этого года в Пакистане, сообщили органы управления стихийными
бедствиями.
В южной провинции Синд и восточной провинции Пенджаб
зарегистрировано по 38 смертельных случаев с начала сезона муссонов в
последнюю неделю июня, сообщили представители Национального
управления по борьбе со стихийными бедствиями (NDMA). Проливные
дожди разрушили 440 домов, оставив бездомными сотни людей и вынудив их
жить под открытым небом. Команды из NDMA и провинциальных
правительств проводят спасательные и спасательные операции в
пострадавших районах. Также NDMA заявила, что они предоставили 873
палатки, 1150 мешков с пшеницей, рисом и другими продуктами питания для
перемещенных лиц.
Муссонные дожди оказались особенно сильными в этом году, вызвав
сильные наводнения в различных районах Пакистана. Кроме того, эксперты
NDMA сообщили, что Пенджаб и Синд в течение следующих 24 часов
получат новую порцию осадков, добавив, что ситуация находится под
контролем, поскольку все реки в стране вернулись к нормальным уровням.
Самый разрушительное наводнение, вызванное дождями, произошло в
стране в 2010 году в районах Хайбер-Пахтунхва, Пенджаб и Синд. Тогда
погибло около 1540 человек. Согласно докладу ООН, 557 226 домов были
разрушены, а более 6 миллионов человек были перемещены в результате
этого наводнения.
Дожди привели к плохим урожаям в Синде
Monsoon rains damage 10-15% of cotton, onion crops in Sindh
Salman
Siddiqui.
The
Express
Tribune,
September
2nd,
2017.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1497149/monsoon-rains-damage-10-15-cotton-onion-crops-sindh/

Sindh produces 20% of cotton out of total production of around 14 to 15
million bales in the country.
KARACHI: A three-day spell of monsoon has slightly impacted the standing
Kharif crops in parts of Sindh, but agriculturalists warn if the downpour does not
stop, it will badly harm the ready-to-pick crops and inflict financial losses on
farmers.
―Wednesday‘s widespread rains in agricultural fields have damaged 10-15%
of cotton crop and up to 10% of onion crop. If the downpour persists, it will badly
impact the standing crops,‖ Sindh Abadgar Board Vice President Syed Mehmood
Nawaz Shah said while talking to The Express Tribune on Friday.
Mango farmers fear loss as intense heat damages crop
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The province produces 24% of the total agriculture produce of Pakistan. Its
share in agriculture stands close to 20% in the country‘s gross domestic product
(GDP) of over $300 billion, according to the Economic Survey of Pakistan 201617.
Shah said Sindh produced 20% of cotton in the total production of around 14
to 15 million bales. Similarly, it produces 55% of onion in a year.
Other Kharif crops of Sindh include paddy (raw rice), sugarcane and banana.
They are initially rain-resilient crops, which are currently at different stages of
cultivation and harvest.
―Accumulation of rainwater beyond a certain level and a few days may harm
these crops as well,‖ Shah added.
Sindh produced 50% of paddy, 30% of sugarcane and 85% of banana, he
said.
Talking about the impact on price levels, Shah said, ―The 10-15% damage to
the cotton and onion crops may not trigger price hike in the country. A disaster-like
situation in the fields may trigger inflation, which is not the case at present.‖
The Met office has forecast no more rains in the province while the current
monsoon season is nearing its end on September 15.
Shah said Sindh cultivated onion over 200,000 to 250,000 acres of land in
different districts and divisions including Hyderabad, Tando Allahyar, Matiari,
Mirpurkhas, Nawabshah and Tando Muhammad Khan.
―The standing crop is about 80% of what is produced in Sindh. In the near
future, the rest of the 20% will also be planted.‖
Experts advise farmers to learn use of fertiliser
The cotton crop is at multiple stages of cultivation and harvest in different
parts of the province, which sows the crop on a big scale.
Farmers were engaged in the first picking of cotton in some parts while its
flowers had appeared in other parts for second picking, he said.
Major areas where cotton is cultivated include Khairpur, Ghotki, Jacobabad,
Sanghar, Mirpurkhas, Tando Allahyar, Matiari and Tando Muhammad Khan.
Дожди затопили Хайдерабад
Hyderabad loses power, water supply
The Express Tribune. September 1, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1495935/hyderabadloses-power-water-supply/

HYDERABAD: Hyderabad received 79 millimetres of rainfall on
Wednesday – the highest downpour in the southern Sindh region. According to the
data released by Pakistan Meteorological Department, 46mm of rain was recorded
in Thatta district, 45mm in Benazirabad district, 35mm in Mirpurkhas district,
32mm in Tharprkar district and 13mm in Badin district.
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The rain left almost the entire region without electricity while also
submerging low-lying localities in urban and semi-urban towns inundated in ankledeep water.
An assistant lineman of the Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (Hesco), 40year-old Muhammad Nawaz Bathyal, died of electrocution on Thursday while
working on a high tension line in Burhan Nagar area of Hyderabad.
Karachi receives rain instead of heatwave
Hesco‘s spokesperson, Sadiq Kubar, told The Express Tribune that Jathyal
was not wearing protective gear while working. Meanwhile, the prolonged power
outage also created a water shortage in many localities in Hyderabad.
Hyderabad Development Authority Director-General Masood Jumani said all
the water filtration plants in Hyderabad have been shut for 16 hours because the
electric supply has not been restored. ―It‘s due to [the] electric breakdown and fault
on part of Hesco,‖ he told The Express Tribune, adding that electric supply was
disrupted 28 hours ago, on Wednesday afternoon.
According to him, the Hyderabad Development Authority‘s subsidiary, the
Water and Sanitation Agency, could not run its water supply system via its
electricity generators.
Heavy Rains: Minor girl killed, four others injured
Jathyal‘s relatives held a protest on the Hyderabad Bypass, blocking both
sides of the road for traffic. They blamed Hesco chief Reham Ali Otho and other
officers for the lineman‘s death.
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The family later tried to lodge an FIR at Bhitai Nagar police station against
Hesco‘s chief, executive engineer and the sub-divisional officer of the Citizen sub
division but the police refused to register the case. The CEO, on his part,
suspended the SDO and lineman of the Citizen sub-division.
Dozens of low-lying areas and several roads and intersections including
Latifabad Unit 8, Puqqa Qila, Railway Station and Fakir Jo Pirh remained
inundated in ankle-deep water even a day after the rainfall. Protests also erupted
against prolonged outages in Sarfaraz Colony, Makki Shah and Latiafbaf Unit 7
areas.
В Карачи из-за дождей погибли 12 человек
«Новости планеты». 31.08.2017. http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10625-v-karachi-iz-zadozhdei-pogibli-12-chelovek.html

12 человек погибли и еще несколько других получили ранения из-за
проливных дождей, обрушившихся на южный пакистанский порт Карачи,
сообщают местные СМИ сегодня.
Проливные дожди, в сочетании с сильным порывисты ветром, ударили
по городу в среды вечером, что привело к гибели 12 жителей, говорят
спасатели. Согласно сообщениям агентства ARY News, семь из жертв
погибли от поражения электрическим током, а другие люди в инцидентах,
связанных с обрушением крыш и стен в разных частях города.
Подача электроэнергию во многие районы города временно
приостановлена, в то время как школьная администрация Карачи объявила о
приостановке обучения из-за тяжелого ливня.
По данным Метеорологического департамента Пакистана, в ближайшие
сутки в городе могут пройти сильные дожди и грозы. Большое количество
осадков могут привести к наводнениям, если муниципальные власти не будут
принимать меры, предупредили метеорологи.
Это второе стихийное бедствие, поразившее страну за последние 10
дней. 20 августа 22 человека погибли и еще несколько человек получили
ранения из-за подобных ливней.
Муссон затопил Пакистан
Monsoon spell brings widespread rain across Pakistan
Dawn, August 31st, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1355026/monsoon-spell-bringswidespread-rain-across-pakistan

LAHORE: A well-marked low pressure system in India sent out very strong
moisture currents which generated widespread rain in lower Sindh, scattered areas
of Punjab and upper parts of the country on Wednesday.
Heavy monsoon rain inundated India‘s financial capital Mumbai, as the
system brought major flooding to that coastal city.
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Under the influence of the same system, Lahore received heavy rain early in
the afternoon while intermittent drizzle continued in different parts of the country
throughout the day.
The low-pressure system was moving westwards from south-east areas in
India‘s Madhya Pradesh and adjoining areas of central Gujarat.
The Met Department forecast widespread rain and thunderstorm accompanied
by gusty winds, with isolated heavy to very heavy falls, in lower Sindh —
Mirpurkhas, Hyderabad and Karachi division— for Thursday.
In Punjab, Jhang recorded 79mm of rain, Dera Ghazi Khan 32mm, Multan
27mm, Lahore (Airport 20mm, City 3mm), Islamabad (Golra 18mm, Saidpur
2mm), Toba Tek Singh 18mm, Kasur 13mm, Sargodha and Bahawalnagar 12mm,
Joharabad 7mm, Mandi Bahauddin 6mm, Shorkot 5mm, Faisalabad and Khanpur
3mm, Mangla and Sahiwal 2mm, Gujranwala, Noorpurthal, Sialkot, Gujrat and
Jhelum 1mm, Kakul 51mm, Cherat 7mm and Balakot 3mm.
In Sindh, Mithi received 34mm of rainfall, Chachro 32mm, Nagarparker
30mm, Hyderabad 12mm, Badin 11mm, Karachi (Saddar 9mm, Masroor 4mm,
University Road 1mm), Thatta 9mm, Chhor 6mm, Islamkot 5mm, Mirpurkhas
3mm, Diplo and Kaloi 2mm.
Rain and thunderstorm are expected to lash scattered places in Sindh (Sukkur,
Larkana and Shaheed Benazir-abad, etc) and Punjab (Lahore, Gujranwala,
Faisalabad, Sahiwal, Multan, Bahawalpur and Dera Ghazi Khan, etc), besides parts
of Balochistan and upper parts of the country — Hazara, Peshawar, Malakand and
Sargodha divisions, Islamabad, Gilgit-Baltistan and Kashmir.
Сильные дожди затопили Синд.
Widespread rain in Sindh forecast for today, tomorrow
Bhagwandas. Dawn, August 30th, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1354786/widespread-rainin-sindh-forecast-for-today-tomorrow
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Rainwater accumulated on M.A. Jinnah Road after Tuesday‘s shower

KARACHI: Various areas of the city received rain — some nine millimetres
in Saddar — on Tuesday afternoon, said a Meteorological department official,
adding that two- to three-day rain and thundershowers were expected to hit the
metropolis on Wednesday.
The Met department advised fishermen not to venture out in the deep sea till
Sept 2. It also advised the departments concerned to remain vigilant.
Traffic jams were witnessed on almost all major thoroughfares — including
M.A. Jinnah Road, Sharea Faisal, University Road etc — of the city as many
people in the markets and offices following the afternoon rain tried to rush back to
their homes. The congestion, however, relaxed in the late hours of the evening.
Many city roads inundated by rainwater, causing severe traffic jams
Responding to Dawn‘s queries, the Met official said that Tuesday‘s rain was
just the side effect of the monsoon weather system coming from India, which was
due to enter south-eastern parts of Pakistan on late Tuesday night and the actual
rains owing to that system were expected to begin on Wednesday and could
continue for a couple of days.
He said the Indian port city of Mumbai that had been receiving a battering
from the downpour had received over 100mm — about six inches — of rain since
Tuesday morning.
He said the Mumbai rain was also caused by the same weather system that
was coming from the Indian states of Gujarat to Maharashtra, but the intensity of
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the rain here might not be as strong as that of the capital of the Indian state of
Maharashtra.
A weather warning issued by the Met department on Tuesday evening said
that a strong monsoon system from India was heading towards Sindh and was
likely to enter south-east Sindh on late Tuesday. Under its influence widespread
rains/thundershowers with a number of moderate to heavy and a few very heavy
falls with strong gusty winds might occur in lower divisions of the province,
including Karachi, and at scattered places in upper divisions of Sindh from
Wednesday to Friday.
Heavy rainfall might generate urban flooding in vulnerable areas in lower
Sindh, said the warning.
All authorities concerned had also been advised to take precautionary measure
during this period, the weather warning added.
The weatherman said that Saddar in the city received 9mm of rain on Tuesday
afternoon while PAF Base Masroor received 3.5mm. He said that though reports
were pouring in from different parts of the city concerning rainfall,
measurement/amount of the rain was not available till late in the evening.
He said the minimum temperature recorded in the city on Tuesday was 27.5
degrees Celsius and the maximum was 40.5 degrees Celsius. He said humidity —
amount of moisture in the atmosphere — was 56 per cent in the morning and 78pc
in the evening.
He said the weather in the city on Wednesday was expected to remain cloudy
with chances of thundershowers with gusty winds and the maximum temperature
was expected to remain between 36 and 38 degrees Celsius.
Rain emergency declared
Karachi Water and Sewerage Board chief Hashim Zaidi declared a rain
emergency and cancelled leaves of its relevant staff. Additional power generators
with fuel had been made available to the staff to supply electricity to the pumping
stations in case of power failures sparked by the expected heavy rains.
He said the staff had been directed that in case of rain they should rush to the
spots/and main thoroughfares where traditionally rainwater accumulated so that it
could be drained out and people did not face any hardship.
Mayor Wasim Akhtar, presiding over a meeting after Tuesday‘s rain, again
directed the staff concerned to remain vigilant and instantly respond to complaints
and along with equipment reach the spots where reports of accumulated rainwater
were received to drain it immediately.
He also urged the people to approach the KMC‘s rain emergency centres on
telephone numbers: 0332 2685090; 0335 7553976 and also on 1339 to register
their complaints.
Из-за дождей в Пакистане погибло больше 100 человек
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10401-iz-za-dozhdei-v-pakistanepogiblo-bolshe-100-chelovek.html. 2.08.2017.
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105 человек погибли и еще 140 лиц получили ранения в Пакистане в
результате отдельных инцидентов, вызванных муссонными дождями за
последний месяц.
Национальное управление по борьбе со стихийными бедствиями
(NDMA) заявило, что проливные дожди, которые идут в стране с прошлого
месяца, повредили 286 жилых домов по всей стране. Восточная провинция
Пенджаб является самым пострадавшим районом, в котором погиб 31 житель
и ранено еще 83 человека, а также уничтожено 34 дома.
В общей сложности 19 человек были убиты в северо-западной
провинции Хайбер-Пахтунхва, 26 в юго-западной провинции Белуджистан,
16 в северо-западной племенной области, шесть человек в южной провинции
Синд, четыре в спорном районе Кашмира и три жителя Исламабада.
Муссонные дожди накрывают Пакистан каждый год в июне, а сезон
обычно заканчивается в первую неделю сентября. В течение этого периода на
страну хлынули сильные дожди, вызвавшие наводнения в различных
районах.
Самые разрушительные наводнения зафиксированы в ХайберПахтунхва, Пенджабе и Синде в 2010 году. Тогда вода убила 1540 человек.
Согласно докладу ООН, 557 226 домов были разрушены, и более 6
миллионов человек были перемещены в результате наводнения.
Зарубежные инвесторы отметили снижение преступлений в Пакистане
(что препятствовало инвестициям в экономику Пакистана)
Overseas investors in Pakistan find 94% reduction in crime
The Express Tribune, July 18th, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1460324/overseasinvestors-find-94-reduction-crime/

KARACHI: Overseas investors in Pakistan have observed up to 94% decline
in different crimes all over the country in 2017, according to the annual survey
conducted by Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI).
Respondents of the OICCI security survey 2017 experienced a drop in the
overall street crimes with a 69% reduction in minor crimes (like mobile and cash
snatching) and 90% decrease in major street crimes (like car snatching).
CPEC praised for enhancing regional connectivity
In terms of serious crimes like abductions/hostage taking and extortion
(bhatta) – respondents across Pakistan reported major reductions as compared to
2016, ranging from 94% decrease in Lahore, closely followed by the rest of Punjab
and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (93%) and Karachi (92%).
Security survey 2017 is conducted in June and highlights a positive
movement in the OICCI members‘ perception of the country‘s security
environment. This comprehensive security survey has been conducted every year
since 2015. It reflects the foreign investors‘ perception on the improving security
environment in the country especially after the launch of 2013 Karachi operations.
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OICCI members have reported significant improvement in confidence and
comfort of their staff on security matters, which went up further after the 86%
increase reported in the previous survey, as the staffs now feel even more
comfortable in their everyday commute to/from the workplace.
More significantly, a noteworthy feedback from the latest OICCI security
survey is that a higher number of expatriate business visitors have travelled to
Pakistan in the past one year and most of the business related meetings are now
being held within Pakistan. Prior to August 2013 these were conducted in other
countries due to security concerns.
This is a strong indicator that Pakistan as a destination has improved on the
security concerns map and that such foreign businessmen are being granted travel
permissions for their visit to Pakistan from their respective embassies and travel
security agencies.
An overwhelming 62% respondents reported substantial increase in the
number of overseas visitors to Pakistan as compared to last year. The highest
number of OICCI members‘ foreign visitors was from European countries
followed closely by visitors from Middle East, China, Singapore, USA and Japan.
The 2017 survey once again re-affirms that threats and security concerns have
substantially reduced in Pakistan for all key stakeholders of businesses including
OICCI members.
―The security environment has substantially improved not only for the survey
participants, meaning foreign investors, but also for their customers, suppliers and
employees,‖ said OICCI President Khalid Mansoor.
IMF projects Pakistan‘s external financing requirements at $16.2b
The 2017 OICCI security survey result mirrors the improved security
environment all over Pakistan, especially in Karachi in comparison to the last year
and greatly enhanced since the time prior to August 2013.
A significant majority of the respondents were confident that the general
threats to business had reduced compared to last year and a look at the last survey
in June 2016 echoed the improvement nation-wide with Karachi‘s security
situation being given the thumbs up by 89%, closely followed by Lahore and the
rest of Punjab with 85% and 82%.
Overall, security survey 2017 feedback points to a clear appreciation by
foreign investors of the various initiatives of the government and the security
agencies in proactively tackling the security, law and order challenges which had
serious repercussions on the image of the country as a safe destination for FDI,
added Mansoor.
Encouraged by the significant improvement to date, the authorities are urged
to maintain high level focus on further improving security, law and order to bring it
on a par with the international standards in order to help boost inflow of FDI in
addition to the CPEC investment planned for the country in the near term,
according to a press release.
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Более 70 погибших из-за сильных дождей в Пакистане
«Новости планеты». http://novostiplaneti.com/news/10206-bolee-70-pogibshih-iz-zasilnyh-dozhdei-v-pakistane.html. 13.07.2017.

Число жителей, погибших от недавних проливных дождей в Пакистане,
возросло до 71, после того, как в среду погибли еще 17 человек в результате
различных инцидентов, связанных с дождем, сообщили местные СМИ,
ссылаясь на данные властей.
Национальное управление по борьбе со стихийными бедствиями
Пакистана сообщило, что 54 человека погибли и 66 получили ранения в
период с 26 июня по 11 июля. В то же время, местные СМИ сообщили, что
еще 17 человек погибли из-за проливных дождей, увеличивая число
смертельных случаев до 71. Согласно сообщениям, 69 человек были ранены
и 63 дома повреждены с 26 июня, когда начался сезон дождей.
Один из последних инцидентов произошел в четверг утром в
пакистанской столице Исламабаде, когда четыре человека, включая трех
женщин, погибли после того, как стены двух домов рухнули из-за сильного
дождя, который шел несколько часов. В другом инциденте дом развалился в
южном городе страны Карачи, убив местную жительницу.
Пакистанский метеорологический департамент прогнозирует в
ближайшие дни грозу и ливневые осадки по всей стране, что, скорее всего,
приведет к наводнениям в двух крупных реках, проходящих через восточную
провинцию Пенджаб. Следовательно, ожидается, что дождь начнет затоплять
низменные районы южных провинций Синд и Пенджаб, а также части югозападной провинции Белуджистан, говорят синоптики.
Премьер-министр Пакистана Наваз Шариф поручил соответствующему
департаменту и всем провинциальным правительствам принять меры, чтобы
сдержать потенциальный ущерб, вызванный дождями. Он сказал, что власти
должны информировать жителей уязвимых районов о чрезвычайных
процедурах и обеспечить своевременную эвакуацию.
В перестрелке в Пакистане погибли не менее 13 человек (передел
земельной собственности)
Новостной портал «Kareliyanews.ru.» http://kareliyanews.ru/v-perestrelke-v-pakistanepogibli-ne-menee-13-chelovek/ 04.07.2017

По меньшей мере 13 человек погибли, более 20 пострадали в ходе
перестрелки двух вооруженных групп в Пакистане, сообщает телеканал Geo
TV.
По данным телеканала, инцидент произошел в городе Шикарпур
провинции Синд рядом с полицейским участком. Среди погибших были две
женщины и восьмилетняя девочка.
Сообщается, что пострадавшие были доставлены в больницу.
Причиной перестрелки двух групп стал земельный конфликт.
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Royal Dutch Shell выплатит $2,4 млн за взрыв бензовоза в Пакистане
Круглосуточный
агрегатор
http://incident24.com/76265.html

происшествий

«Incident24.com».

110.07.2017.

Пакистанская дочерняя компания Royal Dutch Shell выплатит $2,4 млн за
взрыв бензовоза, в результате которого в прошлом месяце погибли более 200
человек, 11 июля сообщает Reuters.
Власти Пакистана возложили ответственность за несчастный случай на
компанию Shell Pakistan. Представители Shell Pakistan заявили, что бензовоз
принадлежал сторонней компании, с которой заключили договор оказания
услуг по перевозке нефтепродуктов.
В Shell Pakistan отметили, что компенсация будет выплачена в
соответствии с директивой государственных органов Пакистана.
«Однако мы сделаем это, сохранив за собой право оспорить данное
решение государственных органов»
Shell Pakistan обязали выплатить штраф в размере $95 тыс. За каждого
погибшего семьям будет выплачено по $9,4 тыс., раненые получат
компенсацию в размере $4,7 тыс.
Напомним, 25 июня текущего года грузовик, перевозящий топливо,
перевернулся недалеко от мечети в провинции Пенджаб. В результате взрыва
погибли 217 человек, еще 61 человек получил ранения.
СМИ: число жертв возгорания цистерны с топливом в Пакистане
превысило 200 человек
«ТАСС». 3 июля 2017 г. http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/4383976

МОСКВА, 3 июля. /ТАСС/. Число погибших в результате возгорания
цистерны с топливом в городе Бахавалпур (провинция Пенджаб) в Пакистане
увеличилось до 206 человек. Об этом сообщил в понедельник телеканал Geo
TV.
Ранее сообщалось о 190 жертвах.
Инцидент произошел 25 июня. По данным Geo TV, местные жители
собрались, чтобы набрать горючее, вытекшее из опрокинувшейся на трассе
цистерны, затем начался пожар. По словам очевидцев, несколько человек
курили рядом с местом разлива топлива, что могло стать причиной
возгорания. Огонь уничтожил десятки автомобилей и мотоциклов.
Число погибших при пожаре цистерны в Бахавалпуре достигли 190
человек. 6 офицеров полиции арестованы.
Six police officials suspended as Bahawalpur toll reaches 190
Daily Times, June 30th, 2017. http://dailytimes.com.pk/pakistan/30-Jun-17/six-policeofficials-suspended-as-bahawalpur-toll-reaches-190

BAHAWALPUR: The National Highway and Motorway Police has
suspended six of its officials following a government inquiry into the Ahmedpur
East incident that found them guilty of hiding information.
The development comes as the death toll in the tragic incident rose to 190 on
Thursday. Moreover, 153 of the deceased were laid to rest after their collective
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funeral prayers amid grief in the area. The deceased included the driver who
warned people scooping up spilled fuel to stay away but was ignored.
As the funeral prayers of the victims of the oil tanker tragedy were offered,
every eye in the area was teary. High-level security arrangements were also
observed on the occasion, as the people attended the funerals in large numbers.
According to a motorway police spokesman, DSP Rizwan Shah, Inspector
Abdul Samad, Sub-inspector Wajid Ali, Taqi Haider, Irfan Shah and junior patrol
officer Omar Hussain Shah had been suspended following the initial inquiry. He
said that the inquiry officer had recommended a major punishment for the
negligent officials.
Talking to a foreign news agency, Bahawalpur police chief Akhar Abbas said,
―These officials have been suspended with immediate effect as the inquiry
continues.‖
Meanwhile, the administration has started removing the debris of the
motorbikes, cars and rickshaws from the road and one side of the highway has
been opened for traffic.
On the other hand, samples of 125 bodies have been sent for DNA tests
whereas more than 80 percent of the people admitted to hospitals were badly
scorched.
It is pertinent to mention here that the tragedy had taken place when the
tanker overturned early Sunday on a main highway from Karachi to Lahore while
carrying some 40,000 litres of fuel. It exploded minutes later as crowds from a
nearby village gathered to scavenge for fuel, despite admonitions by the driver as
well as motorway police to stay away. Akhar Abbas said the tanker driver, Khiyam
Muhammad, who sustained burns, also died of his wounds in nearby Multan city
on Wednesday. Pakistan has a poor record of fatal traffic accidents due to poor
roads, badly maintained vehicles and reckless driving.
Число жертв возгорания цистерны с топливом в Пакистане достигло 173
человек
«ТАСС». 29 июня 2017 г. http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/4373404

МОСКВА, 29 июня. /ТАСС/. Число погибших в результате возгорания
цистерны с топливом в городе Бахавалпур (провинция Пенджаб) в Пакистане
увеличилось до 173 человек, еще 37 остаются в больницах. Об этом
сообщило в четверг агентство Associated Press.
Ранее сообщалось о 157 жертвах.
Инцидент произошел 25 июня. По данным телеканала Geo TV, местные
жители собрались, чтобы набрать горючее, вытекшее из опрокинувшейся на
трассе цистерны, затем начался пожар. По словам очевидцев, несколько
человек курили рядом с местом разлива топлива, что могло стать причиной
возгорания. Огонь уничтожил десятки автомобилей и мотоциклов.
Число погибших при взрыве цистерны с бензином составило уже 153.
Death toll from Bahawalpur oil tanker fire climbs to 153
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An oil tanker crashed on a road near Bahawalpur on Sunday and more that
153 people, many of whom had rushed to collect leaking fuel, were killed when it
exploded.
The tanker carrying 40,000 litres of fuel overturned after trying to make a
sharp turn while travelling from Karachi to Lahore on the main highway.
Nearly a hundred people were injured as a result of the incident, the
government officials said.
A doctor at Bahawalpur's Victoria Hospital in south Punjab said the latest
deaths occurred at a hospital in Multan where some of the 50 critically injured
were taken, many of them suffering extensive burns.
A senior rescue official in the area said the death toll could rise further as
dozens are still in critical condition.
The disaster occurred when hundreds of residents of a nearby village gathered
at the site of an overturned oil tanker to collect the leaking fuel. It's believed that a
spark from the many cars and motorcycles that raced to the scene ignited the fuel.
Dr. Mohammad Baqar, a senior rescue official in the area, confirmed the
latest toll, updating a previous figure.
He says many of the bodies were burned beyond recognition and will have to
be identified through DNA testing.
―When [the tanker] turned over the residents of the nearby village of
Ramzanpur Joya rushed to the site with buckets and other containers, and a large
number of people on motorcycles also came and started collecting the spilling
fuel,‖ regional police chief Raja Riffat said.
―After about 10 minutes the tanker exploded in a huge fireball and enveloped
the people collecting petrol. It was not clear how the fire started.‖
Motorway Police spokesman Imran Shah said police raced to the scene and
tried to keep people away from the tanker but they were ignored as residents
continued filling their containers with fuel.
At least six cars and 12 motorcycles were burnt in the blaze.
The charred wreckage of the motorcycles and cars could be seen scattered on
the highway, along with kitchen utensils, pots, water coolers, jerrycans and buckets
which victims had brought to collect the petrol.
The fire brigade arrived on the site of the incident shortly after the blaze
started and rescue operations were initiated.
Firefighters fought the flames for over two hours before extinguishing the
fire.
The injured were transferred to District Headquarters Hospital and Bahawal
Victoria Hospital, rescue officials said. They added that all bodies were removed
from the site of the incident and only the damaged vehicles remained.
Dr. Rizwan Naseer, director of Punjab provincial rescue services, said many
of the badly burnt bodies are beyond recognition.
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At least 40 amongst the injured are in critical conditions and are being
transferred to hospitals in Multan for treatment.
Ten injured of the Bahawalpur oil tanker incident will be airlifted to
Faisalabad airport through a C-130 aircraft, from where they will be shifted to the
burns centre in Allied hospital Faisalabad, says Deputy Commissioner Salman
Ghani.
He said all arrangements has been finalised for treatment of the injured.
Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa ordered the army to
assist the civil administration in the rescue efforts.
Army helicopters were used to transport 51 injured people from Bahawalpur
to Nishtar Hospital in Multan.
Army helicopters used to transfer injured to hospitals for treatment.─ISPR
"COAS expresses grief on losses in oil tanker incident. Directed provision of
full assistance to civil administration in rescue [and] relief efforts," Director
General of the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Major Gen Asif Ghafoor
said in a tweet.
"Army Aviation helicopters sent for evacuation of casualties to hospitals
[and] burn centres. Hospitals placed on high alert," he added.
The prime minister's office said the Punjab provincial government had been
directed to provide full medical assistance.
―Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has expressed deep grief over the heavy loss of
life in the unfortunate accident of oil tanker fire at Ahmad Pur Sharqia,
Bahawalpur,‖ the statement said.
Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif took notice of the incident and ordered
government officials to file a report.
Citizens expressed their grief on social media, sharing messages of sorrow
with two deadly bombing attacks in Quetta and Parachinar in the backdrop.
СМИ: в результате возгорания цистерны с топливом в Пакистане
погибли 123 человека
Круглосуточный агрегатор происшествий «INCIDENT24.com». 25 июня 2017.
http://incident24.com/74311.html

По меньшей мере 123 человека погибли, 15 пострадали в результате
возгорания цистерны с топливом в городе Бахавалпур (провинция Пенджаб)
в Пакистане. Об этом сообщил в воскресенье телеканал Geo Tv.
По его сведениям, местные жители собрались, чтобы набрать горючее,
вытекшее из опрокинувшейся на трассе цистерны, как вдруг начался пожар.
На юго-западе Пакистана произошло землетрясение магнитудой 6,4
Информационный портал «Карельские вести». 8.02.2017. http://kareliyanews.ru/nayugo-zapade-pakistana-proizoshlo-zemletryasenie-magnitudoj-64/

Землетрясение магнитудой 6,4 произошло на юго-западе Пакистана,
сообщает Европейский средиземноморский сейсмологический центр
(EMSC).
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Подземные толчки были зафиксированы в 22.03 по времени UTC (01.03
мск). Эпицентр землетрясения располагался в 14 километрах к западу
от города Пасни. Очаг залегал на глубине 40 километров.
Информация о возможных жертвах и разрушениях не поступала.
Землетрясение силой в 6.3 балла произошло в Белуджистане
Powerful earthquake jolts Balochistan coast
The Express Tribune. February 8, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1320178/powerfulearthquake-jolts-balochistan-coast/

A powerful 6.3-magnitude earthquake hit off the coast of Balochistan.
According to US Geological Survey, the 6.3-magnitude earthquake hit 23
kilometers southwest of the city of Pasni at a depth of 10 kilometers.
The cities of Turbat and Gwadar are also within 90 kilometers from the
epicenter of the quake.
Earthquake jolts Swat, adjacent areas
No casualties or damage to property was reported.
Earlier this month, a 5.0-magnitude earthquake was felt in Swat, and
surrounding areas on Monday.
―The quake‘s epicentre was Afghanistan-Tajikistan border region,‖ the
Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD) said. No loss of life or property has
been reported thus far.
Афганский дипломат убит охранником у консульства в Пакистане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/3998888. 6.02.2017.

МОСКВА, 6 февраля. /ТАСС/. Афганский дипломат погиб после того,
как охранник афганского консульства в пакистанском Карачи выстрелил в
него. Об этом сообщило агентство Reuters.
Ранее агентство Khaama Press сообщило, что у здания консульства
Афганистана в Карачи произошла стрельба.
Как сообщает Geo.tv, погибший в результате перестрелки был
сотрудником консульства из числа местных граждан. По факту происшествия
ведется расследование. Полиция оцепила здание консульства Афганистана,
ведется сбор материалов
В Пакистане 14 человек погибли в результате схода лавины
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/3997633. 5.02.2017.

ИСЛАМАБАД, 5 февраля. /Корр. ТАСС Андрей Евкин/. По меньшей
мере 14 человек, в том числе шесть детей и шесть женщин, погибли в
воскресенье в округе Читрал пакистанской северо-западной провинции
Хайбер-Пахтунхва в результате схода снежной лавины. Об этом сообщает на
своем сайте газета Dawn.
По имеющейся информации, лавина накрыла одну из деревень,
расположенных в горном районе Шер Шал. В результате 25 домов были
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погребены под толщей снега, еще пять полностью разрушены. Девять
человек, извлеченные живыми из-под завалов, госпитализированы с
травмами различной степени тяжести.
Несколькими часами позже в том же округе еще одна лавина накрыла
полицейский блокпост в районе Арунду вблизи пакистано-афганской
границы, травмы получили семь стражей порядка.
Более 50 человек погибли в Пакистане и Афганистане из-за снежных
лавин
http://strana.in.ua/news/47423-bolee-50-chelovek-pogibli-v-pakistane-i-afganistane-iz-zasnezhnyh-lavin.html. 5.02.2017.

В Афганистане, по словам властей, погибли более сорока человек в 19
провинциях. Больше всего пострадали регионы Парван и Бадахшан, передает
Русская служба Би-би-си.
Автострады на большей части страны заблокированы, международный
аэропорт Кабула закрыт из-за обледенения взлетной полосы.
Снегопады продолжаются. Власти объявили воскресенье выходным
днем, чтобы люди не рисковали жизнью и не выезжали на дороги.
Еще 13 человек погибли на севере Пакистана. Лавина обрушилась на
пакистанский город Читрал.
Под снегом были погребены пять домов. Погибли несколько семей.
Власти опасаются, что под снегом еще остаются люди.
Пакистан ежегодно страдает от тяжелых погодных условий: зимой часто
сходят лавины, а летом случаются ливневые паводки.
СМИ: грузовик врезался в здание школы в Пакистане
«ТАСС». http://tass.ru/proisshestviya/3940026. 13.01.2017.

По данным агентства Xinhua, погибли по меньшей мере пять человек,
еще 30 пострадали
МОСКВА, 13 января. /ТАСС/. Грузовик въехал в здание школы для
девочек в кашмирском округе Багх на северо-востоке Пакистана, по меньшей
мере пять человек погибли и еще 30 получили ранения. Об этом сообщило
агентство Xinhua.
По его данным, среди погибших - четверо студенток образовательного
учреждения и один преподаватель.
Водитель грузовика не справился с управлением, съехал с проезжей
части и врезался в здание школы. Подозреваемый скрылся с места
преступления, но позже был задержан сотрудниками полиции.
Пострадавшие были госпитализированы.
Семь человек погибло в результате столкновения поезда с авторикшей в
Пакистане. Среди погибших шесть детей
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«Круглосуточный агрегатор происшествий». http://incident24.com/47663.html. 6
января 2017.

По данным правоохранительных органов, детям, погибшим в Пакистане,
было от шести до десяти лет. Как отметил сотрудник полиции Асад
Сарфараз, проезд на железнодорожный переезд был открыт.
По словам министра железнодорожного транспорта Хаваджа Саада
Рафика, одним из факторов, приведших к трагедии, могли стать погодные
условия.
Эта трагедия уже третья, произошедшая на железнодорожных дорогах
страны за четыре месяца. Так, 3 ноября произошло столкновение поезда в
городе Карачи. Так, в сентябре по меньшей мере четыре человека погибло,
еще 93 получили ранения в результате столкновения пассажирского поезда с
грузовым поблизости от города Мултан в провинции Пенджаб.

ПРОЧИЕ1
Туризм. Поездка по Пакистану, в т.ч. Каракорумское шоссе (включая
фото) –см.: http://forum.awd.ru/viewtopic.php?f=729&t=289970
Пакистанский мальчик поворачивает голову на 180 градусов.
Анна Котова. http://www.vladtime.ru/allworld/616788. 9.11.2017.

Недавно в Пакистане заметили мальчика, умеющего крутить головой
на 180 градусов. Видеоролик об этом мальчике опубликовано на сайте Daily
Pakistan.
В Пакистане в городе Карачи живет 14-летний Мухаммад Самир,
который с помощью рук может крутить головой на 180 градусов. Самир
считает, что его умение поможет ему пробиться в Голливуд. Мухаммед
Самир перестал ходить в учебное заведение после того, как его отец заболел.
Для помощи свое семье он начал выступать в составе группы «Опасные
мальчики». Молодой танцор о своем таланте говорит, что такого успеха ему
помогли добиться долгие тренировки. Тренировки он начал в шесть лет,
когда посмотрел фильм ужасов американского производства. В этой
киноленте один из героев совершал что-то аналогичное.
Сапфиры и рубины Кашмира – трудности добычи и реализации
Rubies, the buried treasures of Azad Kashmir
The Nation. October 15, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/national/15-Oct-2017/rubies-theburied-treasures-of-azad-kashmir
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CHITTA KATHA: The people of Pakistani Kashmir are sitting on a treasure
chest: Millions of rubies, estimated to be worth up to half a billion dollars, are
lying beneath them.
But archaic tools and a lack of investment in infrastructure and techniques
are hampering efforts to transform the area into a significant player in the gem
industry.
"We have rubies that are at least as good as the Burmese, but their mining
techniques are more sophisticated", says Huma Rizvi, a dealer in precious stones.
Pakistani Kashmir has just one mine and one exploration site, where miners
dig to assess the potential of the jewels below. But the region has proven reserves
of more than 40 million grams of rubies, and inferred resources of nearly 50
million grams, according to geological surveys commissioned by the provincial
executive.
Muhammad Azeem spends four months a year toiling in the Chitta Katha
mine on the slopes of the Himalayas, which requires an eleven hour drive and then
two hours walking to reach from Muzaffarabad, the capital of Pakistani Kashmir.
"I drill in the mine before the explosives are placed for blasting... It's a very
hard job," the miner told AFP, using an old-fashioned perforator at the bottom of
poorly ventilated tunnels.
It is back-breaking work with only occasional rewards -- last year workers
discovered a ruby the size of an egg.
- Losing value Experts believe tapping into the gem reserve could transform the fortunes of
a region home to four million people largely living off modest incomes. Yet
precious stones currently account for less than one percent of Kashmir's tax
revenues.
The federal authorities that administer this disputed territory do not have the
funds to buy new machinery or to build more mines, explained Shahid Ayub,
director general of the Azad Kashmir Mine and Industry Development Company
(AKMIDC), a public company responsible for developing the local industry.
"Mining is done manually or by small blasts -- and we lose 40 to 50 percent
of the value of the stones," he acknowledges. "Due to lack of investment, we are
not making the most of our resources."
For Pakistani Kashmir's rubies and other mineral resources -- such as
copper, gold and silver -- to contribute more to Pakistan's economy, there must be
more investment in local expertise and development of a legal framework to
support the mining sector, dealer Rizvi says.
But private firms are discouraged by the very rugged terrain and proximity
to the Line of Control (LoC), the de facto border with India, where cross-border
firings and scuffles are frequent.
Even the major international mining companies are reluctant to invest
in Pakistan, which has been plagued by legal disputes over major copper and gold
concessions in the southwest of the country.
Another issue is the lack of regulation, Rizvi explains.
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"You are never sure you are paying the right person. Every area has different
rules," she adds.
- 'It's your luck' The current approach is erratic and while the region's rubies are sought after
due to their garnet colour, the stones extracted are of irregular quality.
"It's your luck," explains Mir Khalid, owner of one of the only gem stores in
Kashmir. "Once you cut it, either you find a beautiful stone, or it is damaged and
cracked."
Behind the wooden counter of his tiny stall, he keeps buried in the hollows
of newspaper sheets and dusty plastic bags a handful of rough cut emeralds, a few
pink rubies hardly polished, and tourmaline at various stages of finishing.
The jewellery industry in Pakistani Kashmir is still in its infancy, and limited
by the fact that transportation of rough cut precious stones is prohibited in the
region as a measure against smuggling.
Many gems are sold on informally and processed in Thailand or India,
explains Imran Zafar, the director of a government centre set up to teach and train
Muzaffarabad artisans.
Around him, a dozen craftsmen are busy around the saws and faceting
machines attempting to shape the stones into desirable gems.
Under the skillful fingers of Abdur Rahmane, a small dull nugget turns into
a bright pink gem.
"My favorite stones are ruby, sapphire and tourmaline," smiles the young
graduate, who now earns his living by trimming jewels on demand.
He says: "With some practice, we'll shortly be able to compete on the
international market."
Карачи – один из самых худших городов мира для жилья.
Karachi ranked among worst cities of the world to live in
Dawn. August 18, 2017. https://www.dawn.com/news/1352353/karachi-ranked-amongworst-cities-of-the-world-to-live-in
(См. также – https://ru.scribd.com/document/356448205/2017-Global-Livability-Report)

Karachi has been named among the least liveable cities of the world by the
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) — the research and analysis division of The
Economist Group — in a report released earlier this week.
Karachi maintains its 134th rank in the listing of 140 cities, only managing to
fare better than Port Moresby, Dhaka, Tripoli, Lagos and Damascus.
The cities have been ranked according to qualitative and quantitative factors
falling broadly in the categories of stability, healthcare, culture and environment,
education and infrastructure.
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Least liveable cities according to The Global Liveability Report 2017. —The Economist
Intelligence Unit

The survey only includes "cities or business centres that people might want to
live in or visit"; therefore, it excludes cities like Kabul or Baghdad, where conflict
is ongoing. However, cities like Damascus, which were in the near past relatively
unstable, have been included.
Melbourne remains the most liveable city in the world for the seventh time in
a row, while two other Australian and three Canadian cities have made it to the 10
most liveable cities in the world.

Most liveable cities according to The Global Liveability Report 2017. —The Economist Intelligence Unit

Karachi, on the other hand, has maintained its spot for the third year in a row.
Interestingly, the city has neither improved nor worsened in any of the five
categories since 2015, according to the ranking.
Команды Роналдиньо и Гиггза сыграли в Пакистане с целью
популяризации футбола
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Международный
футбольный
рейтинг
«Footballtop.ru».
http://www.footballtop.ru/news/komandy-ronaldino-i-giggza-sygrali-v-pakistane-s-celyupopulyarizacii-futbola. 8.07.2017.

В пакистанском городе Карачи состоялся показательный матч с
участием звѐзд футбола с целью помочь игре набрать популярность в стране,
пишет Daily Pakistan.
Команда, лидером которой был чемпион мира 2002 года Роналдиньо,
сыграла с коллективом во главе с легендой «Манчестер Юнайтед» Райаном
Гиггзом. Матч закончился со счѐтом 3:2 в пользу команды бразильца.
Помимо Гиггза и Роналдиньо, во встрече приняли участие такие игроки, как
Николя Анелька, Робер Пирес, Дэвид Джеймс и другие.
Завтра, 9 июля, в Карачи состоится второй из двух запланированных
звѐздами футбола показательных матчей. Организаторы встречи отмечают,
что их цель не только повысить интерес к футболу в Пакистане, но и
показать, что уровень безопасности на стадионах в стране вырос.
Рейтинг наиболее спокойных и неспокойных стран мира в 2017 г.
The world‘s most and least peaceful countries in 2017
Источник - Global Peace Index 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/rest-ofworld/the-worlds-most-and-least-peaceful-countries-in-2017/articleshow/59075478.cms

Global levels of peace have deteriorated by 2.14 per cent in 2017. Though 80
countries improved on peace rankings, 83 countries deteriorated. The reasons:
More countries are dealing with historically high levels of terrorism and terrorismrelated deaths, there is an increase in number of deaths from internal conflict.
Here‘s a look at the most and least peaceful countries.
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Источник – Global Peace Index 2017.

Возрождение туризма в Пакистане
Reviving Pakistan‘s tourism
Mubarak Zeb Khan. The Business and Finance Weekly, December 11th, 2017.
https://www.dawn.com/news/1375837/reviving-pakistans-tourism

Recently, when PTI Chairman Imran Khan tweeted pictures from his trip to
Kumrat and Palas in Kohistan, a lot of domestic tourists started visiting those
areas.
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In the eight years following tourism‘s devolution to the provinces, the sector
continues to be vastly ignored. The failure ranges from evolving a provincial
tourism policy to inadequate infrastructure to attract domestic and international
tourists.
The tourism sector, despite its huge potential, is still not a priority subject.
Consequently, the share of travel and tourism in GDP has stagnated to around 2.8
per cent despite its huge potential. In many countries this share is around 30pc with
almost similar opportunities for attracting tourists.
The industry suffered a setback due to the security situation post 9/11 when
international tourists‘ arrival almost stopped.
On the policy side, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has emerged as the foremost
province in developing a provincial tourism policy which it is consequently
implementing. Balochistan also passed the Balochistan Tourism Act and travel
guide in 2014. In Azad Jammu and Kashmir a state tourism policy was drafted in
2016 but it has yet to be cleared by the law division.
There is no dedicated provincial tourism policy in Punjab and Sindh while in
Gilgit Baltistan the subject is still under the purview of the federal government
which seems to have no policy active or institution to promote international
tourism.
To reap the benefit of tourism, the provinces have identified sites to develop
tourism facilitation centres. Balochistan identified 64 sites with an aim to enhance
natural and heritage tourism while Punjab has highlighted, as a success story, its
sightseeing bus service in Lahore and its Cholistan desert rally and Murree chairlift
scheme.
In KP, Punjab and Kashmir further potential exists in religious tourism
(Sikhism, Hinduism and Buddhism), showcasing Mughal and British imperial
structures and eco-tourism.
The real problem is in the implementation of cohesive policies to attract
tourists.
The challenges identified in hindering tourism in Pakistan are mostly related
to inadequate infrastructure, negative travel advisory to international tourists,
boarding and lodging, poor connectivity through air and road, NoC requirement for
foreigners to visit northern areas including AJK, trust deficit in public and private
sector, poor tour operators and no skilful workers in the industry.
It is because of these challenges, that Pakistan was ranked at 124 out of 136
countries covered in the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index 2017 of the
World Economic Forum. The worst ranking was due to visa requirement where
ranking was 135 out of 136 countries.
In terms of prioritisation of travel and tourism the country ranked at 132
among the 136 countries surveyed in the report. Similarly, the effectiveness of
marketing and branding to attract tourists got the ranking of 125 out of 136.
According to the report, the quality of tourism infrastructure was ranked at
123, while hotel rooms got ranking of 129. There are a total of 36 world heritage
cultural sites in Pakistan while attractiveness of natural assets scored 127.
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In discussions and interviews with tour operators and provincial tourism
departments, few areas that needed action were identified: revival of tax
concessions on import of hotel machinery, land being offered on lease, taxes being
rationalised to develop hotels and a formal institute to train and develop human
resource for tourism services.
There is no coordination marketing strategy. At the federal level there is no
department to coordinate with provinces in promoting tourism at international
level. It can be entrusted to the Trade Development Authority of Pakistan. There
are few models which can be replicated like Malaysian Tourism and Exports
Development Board and the Dubai Commerce and Tourism Marketing Board.
These two boards are responsible for marketing tangible products and tourism
services.
In the absence of international tourists, the KP government has invested
billions on basic facilities for attracting domestic tourists in the province.
In the first phase, reforms were carried out in Galiyat including Nathiagali.
These reforms include roadside tourist facility —tyre shop, prayer area and tuck
shop. Similarly, another Rs2.3bn will be spent on another project ‗Tourism Area
Integrated Development Unit‘ in Kalam, Naran, Chitral and Shangla. Under this
project, similar facilities will be offered to tourists.
According to an official of KP tourism department, another $55 million was
recently approved for developing other tourist sites like Kumrat, Jaaz Banda etc.
However, he said all these developments are linked with the availability of land for
developing tourist sites.
In the last two years, domestic tourists visiting KP surged to 20m from 8m.
―We are expecting that this figure will further increase following more facilities to
come on ground‖, he said.
The provincial government is also carrying out a sectoral analysis at a cost
of $2.3m for which consultants have been hired.
The government of KP has also launched Camping pods, imported from
Europe, in almost all scenic areas in KP.
Развитие туризма – роль района Гилгит-Балтистан.
Tourism done right
Azal Zahir. The Nation. September 13, 2017. http://nation.com.pk/columns/13-Sep2017/tourism-done-right

If heaven has an abode, it is in Gilgit Baltistan.
If heaven is a desert and has a river running through it, it is Skardu.
Expansive valleys carpeted with white silt, surrounded by gargantuan, barren
mountains.
Clear water that allows you to see through to the depths of the lake, and trees
bearing fruit like you will never see in cities or farms.
There is an untouched purity and simplicity there that will take over all your
senses.
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The real world is a faraway place, and you are finally lost in that magical
escape you usually go to within the crevices of your mind.
We owe the Agha Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) a huge debt for restoring
our original heritage and for showing us that nothing is impossible.
The Serena Hotel chain has taken over the historic Shigar Fort (locally
known as Fong-Khar) and Khaplu Palace (or Yabgo Khar), preserved them in their
splendour and added to them modern day touches.
The architectural levels of these spaces parallel the layers of one‘s own
experience here.
Thunderous waterfalls contrast with the quite garden spaces, barren hard
lands with the softness of fruit trees in courtyards, raw natural beauty against
human master pieces; carved ceilings, alleyways, baradaris and more.
What better way to immerse yourself in the culture of Baltistan, than finding
yourself staying in a 400 year old historical fort? With a glacial stream rushing by
their gates and intimidating mountains surrounding them, there is a calming
atmosphere to these boutique hotels.
Historic artefacts lay displayed in corners to remind you of what once was;
the shoes of the Raja, the clothes of the Rani, a black and white photograph of the
family.
When you see these, you realise they lived simplistic lives in comparison to
the opulence of the Mughals.
If this was not enough, both hotels have museums dedicated to the history
and you can lose yourself in the guided tours.
You learn the doors were small so that you may bow your head upon
entering, as a sign of respect.
They devised a fridge-room by channelling glacial water to run through the
building to keep stored food cool.
Those who visit in the near future do take a trip to Haji Mushtaqs fish farm
and restaurant in Saling.
You may make some of the best memories there; a scenic drive, fishing,
climbing the nearby mountain and then feasting on a scrumptious meal of the fish
you pulled out.
Both hotels are packed with modern day amenities, pristine bathrooms,
fluffy-feathered beds, running hot water, Wi-Fi, car arrangements and delectable
meals.
The Agha Khans have modestly shown us that nothing is impossible.
In their own small way they have exemplified that these areas need only the
infrastructure and their development will far surpass those of our current egregious
city lives.
They have a three pronged ‗responsible tourism‘ philosophy which includes
i) preserving cultural heritage, ii) snowballing economic development in the area
and iii) encouraging sustainability.
The area has begun benefitting from sustainable development and ecotourism.
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Locals now have job opportunities sprouting from the tourism industry; this
has raised their incomes and helped them better themselves.
When more income comes in, the area could benefit with further sustainable
development.
The hotels have also begun their ‗Responsible Tourism Initiatives‘ that
provide education to children and vocational training to women in the areas.
In Shigar, the Abruzzi School Garden Project is a commendable initiative to
raise young environmental stewards.
Tourists can visit and provide support to these when there.
The district government of Baltistan is working in their own way, as
construction has begun on new suspension bridges and dams.
How far these go, is yet to be seen.
The wildlife/forestry department in particular has sparked ecological
conservation.
Everywhere there are ‗Do not litter‘ signs, and messages to preserve wildlife
habitat.
What truly amazed a conservationist such as me was to find signs in Deosai
National Park and handouts passed at the entrance that gave tourists strict
guidelines.
Tourists are not allowed to pick a single leaf so as not to disrupt the natural
ecology.
All of this is a step in the right direction.
It is about time the federal government looked to the development of other
cities and districts other than Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi - and provide all
Pakistanis with a way of life.
There still exists untapped potential, and if we begin moving within
sustainable avenues such as solar power, eco-tourism and better infrastructure, the
rewards are far reaching.
Baltistan is already flourishing with local tourism, when international
tourists pour in one need only wait for the immense growth to follow.
However, this would have to be a carefully devised plan and not left to the
greedy eyes of land mafias and crass development projects.
The people of the villages will touch your heart with their smiling faces,
their honesty and their love for the simple life.
Preservation of their community life is paramount.
A Korean tourist stated, of 106 international trips he made this year,
Pakistan made it to number one.
Gilgit is not of the material world, it is a land you read of in books where
elfin creatures exist.
It is where Alexander the Great traversed alongside the Indus.
It is where the Hamacha and Amacha dynasties existed and left an indelible
mark.
The sensation is like taking a boat ride.
Slow and long, until you reach your destination.
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When you go to bed that night, remnants of the journey remain and you
sway in the waves.
You fall in love.
After all, it‘s the little things in life.
Развитие туризма в Пакистане
Tourism needs urgent coordination
BR, Jul 5th, 2017. http://www.brecorder.com/2017/07/05/357296/tourism-needs-urgentcoordination/

Choked roads and packed hotels greet one upon venturing into the northern
areas of Pakistan. The tourist season is in full swing with swarms of people from
the south escaping the heat wave that has engulfed much of the country. As the
previous month was Ramadan and the next month will see the end of children
school holidays, the load is going to be much more than usual.
Domestic tourism has picked up greatly in recent years thanks to rising
incomes coupled with better infrastructure connectivity. That has brought with
itself both good and bad after-effects. One of the biggest positive effects has been
income and employment generation for the locals who primarily rely on tourism as
their sole source of income.
The reduction in foreign tourists in recent years due to the grim security
situation is now being replaced by domestic tourists. But unfortunately domestic
tourists are not sensitised when it comes to preserving the amazing natural beauty
that the country is host to. In fact, locals are equally responsible in polluting and
dumping waste into the rivers, valleys and mountainsides.
When BR Research interviewed the head of the Sustainable Tourism
Foundation Pakistan (STFP) last year, Mr. Rana highlighted some grim statistics.
Around 8000-9000 tourists check in to Naran every day during the tourist season.
This produces around 4000 kilograms of waste on a daily basis which is
subsequently dumped in the Kunhar river. The glacial river is now empty of its
famous rainbow and brown trout and the water is not even fit for drinking
purposes.
The reasons behind this are three-fold: Even though the area from Naran till
Batakundi and Jhalkand boasts of quite a few spectacular spots, all the
development has been concentrated in Naran. This has resulted in uncontrolled
tourism traffic and extremely haphazard infrastructure development. Then there is
the lack of waste management facilities which are virtually non-existent in the
entire North.
Locals wistfully recall the plethora of glaciers that used to line the route going
to Gilgit-Baltistan from Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. Rampant deforestation has resulted
in increased land sliding as well. The low number of machinery available for
clearing roads results in hours-long queues. Comparatively, things seem to be
taking a turn for the worse every year.
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Therefore, it is the need of the hour for the federal, provincial and local
governments to get their act together. This column has previously highlighted that
the provincial and local governments are well positioned to keep a check on the
development of tourism assets and the necessary amenities, and the activities on
the tourism hotspots under their jurisdictions. The federal government can aid in
marketing efforts and enforce uniform service standards. A national-level national
coordination mechanism is required. Otherwise, domestic tourism will flourish
unabated, damage the tourism assets, and not do much to attract international
tourists.
Бизнес-сообщество
в
Пакистане
просит
своих
рекламировать туризм в Пакистане
Diplomats asked to promote Pakistan‘s tourism sector

дипломатов

The Express Tribune, July 1st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1447475/diplomatsasked-promote-pakistans-tourism-sector/

ISLAMABAD: The Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ICCI)
on Friday called on Pakistani diplomats to play a role in promoting the country‘s
tourism potential in their host nations as Pakistan has immense potential to attract
tourists from around the world.
―The tourism industry has the ability to create plenty of jobs, which can help
alleviate poverty and contribute to economic development of a country,‖ said ICCI
President Khalid Iqbal Malik in a statement.
He pointed out that Pakistan had places in northern areas, Azad Kashmir,
Lahore, Mohenjo Daro, Thatta and many others that were ranked among the best in
the world for tourism. However, the country is still unexplored due to which it has
not yet realised its full economic potential.
Tourism had emerged as a leading industry in the world with its contribution
to global economy at $7.6 trillion and tourism revenue of $1.26 trillion in 2016,
said Malik.
Tourism was contributing 10% of global gross domestic product (GDP) and
6% of the world‘s total exports, but unfortunately no serious efforts had been made
in Pakistan to exploit huge opportunities for economic development, he added.
He said the law and order situation in tourist destinations had considerably
improved and urged Pakistani diplomats to develop brochures and publicity
material on tourist resorts for display in their missions.
He also suggested distributing the material among key stakeholders in host
countries for better marketing of Pakistan‘s tourism industry.
The ICCI president emphasised that tourism was the industry that offered
quickest returns on investment compared to other industries that took years before
generating profits and the government should give priority to the development of
the tourism sector.
More than a billion tourists now travel around the world each year, which has
made tourism a vital area that helps improve poverty and promote growth.
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Malik appreciated the initiative of Pakistan‘s High Commission in Britain for
promoting the country through London‘s iconic red double-decker buses under the
theme of ‗Emerging Pakistan‘.
Туризм так и остается недоступным.
Tourism sector remains untapped — I
Munir Ahmed. The News.
17/tourism-sector-remains-untapped-i

3.05.2017.

http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/03-May-

The last national tourism policy was launched in January 2010. It got buried
just three months later because of the promulgation of the 18th Amendment
Pakistan‘s orphaned tourism sector has suffered a huge decline in the last
seven years, thanks to the abruptly done 18th Amendment to the Constitution. The
amendment had been unanimously passed by the Parliament and notified in the
Gazette of Pakistan on April 20, 2010. Tourism was one of the subjects devolved,
along with culture, youth, environment, and health, without envisaging the
implications for the country‘s national and international obligations related to these
sectors.
However, the federal government established ministries of health regulation,
climate change, and national heritage, keeping in view the importance of health
and environment in meeting relevant international commitments. No wisdom was
seen in harnessing the huge potential of tourism and culture sectors. We could not
even see and learn from examples of Malaysia and Thailand where tourism sector
has been the main contributor to national economies.
The orphaned tourism sector remains neglected even today. There has been no
promotion of Pakistan as a destination country in the international arena. We don‘t
see any national or international campaign for the purpose. Provinces and regions
seem to be quite ignorant of the economic potential of their tourism sectors.
Perhaps they have no stakes in promoting tourism or they lack capacity and vigour
to do so. Yet, they were quite active and enthusiastic about taking over properties
from the federal government following the tourism sector‘s devolution. Most of
these properties were owned by the Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation
(PTDC) and the federal Archaeology department. Some provinces could take over
these properties successfully, and some could not.
No one knows who shall represent Pakistan on relevant international forums.
So, no one has dared to take any step to represent Pakistan in the international
tourism market since the passage of the 18th Amendment. The efforts of provinces
remain confined to their territories, with some efforts to promote local tourism.
The last national tourism policy was launched in January 2010. It got buried just
three months later because of the promulgation of the 18th Amendment.
Everything related to tourism and culture sectors is muddled up since then. Many
nations have prospered on account of tourism and cultural economy by promoting
and marketing these sectors internationally.
Our neighbouring country Nepal hosted as many as 729,550 foreign tourists
in 2016, according to the Nepal Department of Immigration — an increase of 24
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per cent as compared to 2015. A total of 554,747 tourists had visited Nepal in
2015.
Over two million tourists arrived in Sri Lanka last year, contributing US$ 2.75
billion to the government revenue in the first ten months of 2016. The country saw
a 14 per cent rise in number of tourist that year with the arrival of 2,050,832
visitors. This was lower than the target of 2.2 million for the year. Sri Lanka‘s
Tourism Authority has set a target of 2.5 million tourist arrivals for 2017.
Tourism sector in India is economically important and is growing rapidly. The
World Travel and Tourism Council calculated that tourism generated US$220
billion or 9.6 per cent of India‘s GDP in 2016 and supported 40.343 million jobs
— 9.3 per cent of its total employment. The sector is predicted to grow at an
annual rate of 6.8 per cent by 2027 — equivalent to 10 per cent of its GDP. In
October 2015, India‘s medical tourism sector was estimated to be worth US$3
billion. It is projected to grow to $7–8 billion by 2020.
I have cited examples of three South Asian economies — Nepal, Sri Lanka,
and India. They share similarities with us but unlike us their tourism sectors are
thriving. None of them has decentralised or devolved their tourism and culture
sectors. Rather, they have evolved tourism-friendly policies, followed by adequate
investments in infrastructure and immense facilitation of visa processing. They are
not scared of any national security breach. Why are we so frightened and nervous
about welcoming tourists, mountaineers and trekkers? Will they jeopardise our
security if issued with the necessary visa to come to Pakistan? Believe me, those
who threaten our national security and integrity don‘t need our visas to enter the
country.
Развитие туризма в Пакистане: визовые трудности.
Tourism industry wants visa bottlenecks to go
Arsalan
Altaf.
The
Express
Tribune,
April
25th,
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1392690/tourism-industry-wants-visa-bottlenecks-go/

2017.

ISLAMABAD: Stakeholders in the tourism industry are concerned over
increased visa restrictions introduced by the government recently, fearing that it
may hamper their capability to generate much-needed revenue.
Instead, they were of the view that the government should adopt a touristfriendly and flexible policy which seeks to remove bureaucratic hurdles for
potential tourists planning to visit the country.
This concern was expressed during the National Tourism Conference which
was held in the capital on Monday.
Pakistan to introduce police force for tourists
The moot brought together government officials, tour operators, travel agents,
hoteliers and representatives of airlines to discuss issues pertaining to the tourism
industry in the country.
―Currently, there are seven bodies working for tourism in the public sectorone each at the centre and all provinces as well as the Azad Jammu and Kashmir
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(AJK) and Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B) – but there is a lack of coordination amongst
them. Who will promote Pakistan, nobody knows,‖ said Aftabur Rehman Rana,
president of the Sustainable Tourism Foundation Pakistan.
With the government recently imposing further restrictions on the visa on
arrival facility, Rana called for simplifying the visa process in addition to
establishing an interactive central web portal following the models of ‗Incredible
India‘ and ‗Amazing Thailand‘.
―The PTDC website has never been updated,‖ he complained.
Islamabad Mayor Sheikh Anser Aziz, who spoke as a panellist, conceded that
there was no central tourism policy in the country at the moment.
While responding to a question about how the capital lacked a proper landfill
site, the mayor resolved to make Islamabad one of the most beautiful capitals in the
world and disclosed plans to set up a proper waste management system over the
next few months.
Educationist and artist Salima Hashimi, who was also a panellist, emphasised
on the need to have a national calendar of events and celebrations which are
particular to Pakistan such as basant.
―We simply do not know our own strengths because you are so scared,‖ she
said pointedly while making a veiled suggestion towards the ban imposed on
basant in Punjab.
―There is a need to patch together the mosaic that is Pakistan and reconnect to
ancient Pakistan,‖ she said.
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) country
representative Mahmood Akhtar Cheema highlighted the need for making travel
guides and brochures easily available for tourists.
―We as a country are not good at projecting our strengths … even our
ambassadors abroad do not have sufficient knowledge about our tourism-related
strengths,‖ Cheema bemoaned.
More than one million tourists visited northern areas of Pakistan this season
At a session on the potential for provincial tourism and strategies,
representatives from the four provinces as well as AJK and G-B shared their
individual strategies towards boosting tourism.
The representative from Punjab highlighted the scale of religious tourism in
the multi-billion, while the Balochistan official talked about the tourism potential
which was presented by the multibillion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
Intriguingly, all representatives on the panel agreed that domestic tourists
constituted the bulk of tourists visiting their respective regions. KhyberPakhtunkhwa led all the regions, having received between nine to 10 million
domestic tourists in a year.
The conference recommended taking ownership of the industry at the federal
level in addition to facilitating and promoting the industry. They suggested
managing tourist destinations at the national level in addition to improving
security, connectivity and tourist infrastructure.
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―Tendency to be fearful and doubtful [of visitors] needs to go away,‖ noted
Sidra Iqbal, who moderated the event.
Reservations about the lack of coordination and planning at the federal level
after the tourism ministry was devolved to provinces under the 18th constitutional
amendment were also expressed.
Пакистан скоро станет очень привлекательным для туризма.
'Pakistan will soon be among top tourist destinations of the world'
The Express Tribune, March 21st, 2017. https://tribune.com.pk/story/1360941/ptdc-planslaunch-air-safari/

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation (PTDC) is
planning to develop a helipad at Rawal Lake viewpoint for launching an air safari
in Islamabad.
Talking to APP, PTDC Managing Director Abdul Ghafoor Khan expressed
hope that soon Pakistan would be among top tourist destinations of the world.
He revealed that PTDC was considering participating in international tourism
and travel exhibitions in collaboration with provincial tourism organisations,
airlines, hoteliers and tour operators. This will not only create awareness of
Pakistan, but will also increase influx of tourists into the country.
―To increase the number of rooms in existing PTDC motels, we have
contacted manufacturers of prefabricated structures and soon new rooms will be
added to Naran, Ayubia and other prominent motels,‖ said Khan.
PTDC says tourism business flourishing
The tourism industry business has witnessed a 40% increase as the flow of
tourists has been increasing during the current season.
Ghafoor said PTDC motels in the northern areas and Murree have been doing
good business due to the rush of domestic tourists from across the country.
He said the PTDC was analysing the trend of the tourism industry and at the
end of the season a detailed report would be issued for bringing further
improvement.
Ghafoor added that a similar situation was being witnessed in PTDC motels
of others areas.
В Пакистан вернулся крикет
Новости «Мир24». http://mir24.tv/news/sport/15788980 4.03.2017.

Матчи по крикету вновь будут проходить в Пакистане. Впервые за
восемь лет лучшие команды страны сыграют на родине. Билетов на
предстоящий финал Суперлиги, который состоится в воскресенье, уже не
достать, но болельщики все равно штурмуют кассы. Уж слишком
соскучились по любимой игре, передает корреспондент «МИР 24» Павел
Полищук.
В 2009 году автобус сборной Шри-Ланки по крикету атаковали
террористы. После этой трагедии было принято решение проводить все
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матчи чемпионата страны в Объединенных Арабских Эмиратах. Теперь
спортсмены возвращаются домой.
«Возвращая Суперлигу на родину, мы хотим показать нашим врагам,
что не боимся и презираем их. Только так мы можем победить террор», заявил министр юстиции провинции Пенджаб Рана Саннаула.
В столице провинции Лахоре объявлено чрезвычайное положение.
Полиция и военные несут службу у стадиона круглосуточно. Однако,
несмотря на террористическую угрозу, болельщики все равно заполнят
трибуны.
«Люди придут в любом случае. Мы устали смотреть игры по телевизору
и хотим вспомнить, как нужно болеть на трибунах», - говорит болельщик
Моххамад Реза.
Для жителей Пакистана крикет сравни религии. Это самый популярный
вид спорта в стране. Национальная сборная - одна из сильнейших в мире да и
местные команды не теряются на международной арене. Поэтому для того,
чтобы впервые за восемь лет вживую увидеть любимую игру, болельщики
готовы на все.
«Я приехал издалека, но билет пока достать не смог. Буду ждать, может
быть, перед матчем удастся его достать», - говорит болельщик Мухтиар Али.
Те, кому повезло, уже скупают ассортимент сувенирного магазина.
Клубные шарфы и игровая форма разлетаются. Теперь владельцы торговых
точек могут вздохнуть с облегчением: крикет вернулся домой.
Всемирный банк будет спонсировать туризм в Пакистане (маршруты
вдоль КПЭК).
World Bank to sponsor tourism projects in Pakistan
The Express Tribune. 31.01.2017.
sponsor-tourism-projects-pakistan/

http://tribune.com.pk/story/1311636/world-bank-

ISLAMABAD: In a bid to promote Pakistan‘s tourist attractions, the World
Bank has pledged its support to the Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation
(PTDC).
The bank is committed to developing tourist facilities and resorts in the
country by sponsoring different projects.
These assurances came in a meeting held between PTDC officials and a
World Bank delegation on Monday.
World Bank, AIIB to give $720m for power and governance projects
PTDC Managing Director Abdul Ghafoor said the World Bank was also
supporting the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), besides several other
development projects, which would benefit over three billion people in the region.
The PTDC will develop tourist facilities and resorts along the CPEC route
through joint ventures and private investments.
After restoration of peace in the country, a remarkable increase in foreign
tourists has been recorded compared to previous years.
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The planned projects include a bus terminal at Nankana Sahib, one motel each
at Hawks Bay (Karachi), Moenjodaro and Baran Kalay as well as tourist
facilitation centres in Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad, Muzaffarabad, Gilgit, Peshawar
and Quetta.
11 tourist attractions to visit in Pakistan
Ghafoor told the delegation that PTDC land was open for investment
specifically meant for tourism projects.
Delegation head, private-sector specialist and tourism expert Wouter
Schalken said Pakistan‘s tourist destinations were worth more than any other part
of the world. ―All we lack is appropriate publicity and promotion.‖
―We recommend the PTDC to promote tourist destinations of the country
over national and international media aggressively to bring more foreign tourists to
Pakistan,‖ Schalken said.
Выставка «Туризм в Пакистане» устроило Посольство Пак-на в Канаде
Pakistan to hold ‗Tourism Conference‘ in Canada
Thе Nation. 9.01.2017.
tourism-conference-in-canada

http://nation.com.pk/business/09-Jan-2017/pakistan-to-hold-

ISLAMABAD: Embassy of Pakistan in Canada will organise ‗Pakistan
Tourism Conference‘ in Canada to highlight tourism potential of the country. This
was stated by Pakistan‘s
Ambassador to Canada Tariq Azim during a meeting with Pakistan Tourism
Development Corporation Managing Director Chadhry Abdul Ghafoor on Sunday
in Islamabad. He said the conference will be attended by prominent Canadian
outbound tour operators and stakeholders. The PTDC managing director said the
government is committed for the promotion and development of tourism industry
in the country.–NNI
He expressed the hope that by promoting its true potential in a positive
direction, Pakistan will gain its top position on tourist map of the world.

